
READER'S GUIDE INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority issues the guidance in the Annex to this instrument in
the exercise of the power conferred by section 157(1) of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (Guidance).

B. This instrument shall come into force immediately.

C. This instrument may be cited as the Reader's Guide Instrument 2001.

D. Part 1 of the Annex to this instrument may be cited as the Reader's Guide.  Part 2 of the
Annex to this instrument may be cited as the Reader's Guide Summary.

By order of the Board
21 June 2001
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READERÕS GUIDE

WHAT IS THIS GUIDE?

1. This guide is an introduction to the FSAÕs Handbook of rules and guidance. It describes
the contents of the Handbook; where to find them; and how to make use of them.

2. The guide covers:

(1) structure (paragraphs 3 to 17); 

(2) status of provisions (paragraphs 18 to 31);

(3) contents pages (paragraph 32);

(4) numbering :

pages (paragraphs 33 to 37);

contents (paragraphs 38 to 42);

(5) cross-references (paragraphs 43 to 45);

(6) defined terms (paragraph 46);

(7) schedules (paragraphs 47 to 59);

(8) glossary of definitions (paragraphs 60 to 64); and

(9) index (paragraphs 65 to 68).

STRUCTURE

3. The Handbook is available on the Internet, on CD-ROM and on paper. Its structure and
contents, which are the same in each medium, are set out in the table at the end of this
guide. 

4. Section 153 of the Act requires the FSA to exercise its rule-making powers in writing. The
Act describes the document by which the rules are made as a Ôrule-making instrumentÕ
and imposes a number of requirements, including a requirement to publish it. The FSA
will publish all instruments by which provisions in the Handbook are made or amended in
full on its website. These fulfil the statutory and other legal requirements for publication,
and will be the definitive source for determining what the text was at any particular time
for legal purposes (see section 154 of the Act (Verification of rules)).  

5. The Handbook as published on CD-ROM and on paper will provide a continuously
updated consolidation of the contents of the instruments by which the provisions in the
Handbook are made.

6. The Handbook consists of sourcebooks (providing sources of the FSAÕs requirements and
guidance) and manuals (containing processes to be followed). The sourcebooks and
manuals are arranged in groups according to their subject matter.

7. Each sourcebook or manual has a reference code of two or more letters. This is usually a
contraction or abbreviation of its title, for use in cross-references in the text and in the
index. A list of these codes is to be found in the table at the end of this guide.

Prudential sourcebooks

8. To allow more time to achieve satisfactory modernisation and harmonisation, the final,
integrated, Prudential sourcebook has been deferred. Meanwhile, the Handbook contains
five Interim Prudential sourcebooks:
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(1) for banks IPRU(BANK)

(2) for building societies IPRU(BSOC)

(3) for friendly societies IPRU(FSOC)

(4) for insurers IPRU(INS)

(5) for investment businesses IPRU(INV)

The prudential categories, which normally determine which of these versions applies to
a firm, are explained in Appendix 1 to the Supervision manual (SUP App 1). Each of
these sourcebooks continues the existing prudential regime, with changes mainly where
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the Act), and other statutory and
international developments, have made a change desirable or essential. 

9. Until the integrated Prudential sourcebook comes into force, the prudential provisions for
LloydÕs are included in the LloydÕs sourcebook.

Contents of sourcebooks and manuals

10. Each sourcebook or manual has with or in it:

(1) this guide, or a summary of it;

(2) a contents page;

(3) a schedule of transitional provisions (if any); and

(4) the main text, with any annexes and appendices to it.

In addition:

(5) schedules of supplementary information (see paragraphs 47 to 59); and

(6) a glossary of defined terms used, with their definitions (see paragraphs 60 to 64); 

are provided (on the Internet, on disk and in hard copy with each module or group of
modules as appropriate). An index is also planned.

11. Each sourcebook or manual is divided into chapters. A chapter is divided into sections,
and each section is divided into paragraphs. 

12. Each paragraph has a regulatory status, indicated by:

(1) an icon containing a letter (ÔRÕ for rule, and so on; see paragraphs 18 to 31); and

(2) the typeface:

(a) Sabon bold 12 point for rules (R);

(b) Sabon 11 point for directions (D);

(c) Officina Sans 12 point for Statements of Principle for approved
persons (P);

(d) Officina Sans 11 point for conclusive descriptions of behaviour (C);

(e) Sabon 12 point for evidential provisions (E); and

(f) Sabon 10 point for guidance (G). 

13. Beneath the icon appear:

(1) the date on which the paragraph came into force; and 

(2) the number of the Handbook release in which the paragraph first appeared in its
current form.

14. Each sourcebook or manual, or each chapter or section in it, begins with an application
provision. This explains to what types of firm or other person, or to persons carrying on
what types of business, the sourcebook or manual, or the chapter or section, applies. 



15. After the application provision, each chapter will normally contain a statement of
purpose. This explains the objective of the provisions in the chapter: what standards is it
intended to uphold? does it reinforce one or more of the Principles for Businesses?
does it implement European measures? what result does it aim at?  If the subject of the
chapter is complicated or detailed, the purpose statement may contain, or be followed
by, a table or paragraph mapping the shape and main features of the chapter. Where it
may help the readerÕs understanding, a section too may open with a purpose paragraph.

16. A chapter may have one or more annexes, containing material that supplements the
contents of the chapter, but would interrupt the flow of the text if it were included in the
chapter itself. The contents of an annex are normally all of one status, shown by an
icon, containing the status letter, at the top of the page.

17. A sourcebook or manual may have one or more appendices. These normally relate to
the whole sourcebook or manual, or to more than one chapter in it. The contents of an
appendix may, like the main text, be of more than one status. This is shown in the same
way, by icons. 

STATUS OF PROVISIONS

18. The Handbook contains the following types of provision, whose status is indicated by
icons containing the letters below. The precise legal status of any particular provision
depends upon the terms of the Act and the particular power exercised to create that
provision. Schedule 4 lists the powers used to make the various parts of the Handbook
(see paragraphs 49 and 56). So what follows is only an introduction.

R

19. The letter R is used to indicate general rules made under section 138 of the Act and
specialised rules made under sections 140 to 147 and other powers. (It is not used for
evidential provisions (see E, paragraphs 24 to 27).)  The legal effect of a rule varies,
depending on the power under which it is made, and on the language used in the rule Ð
is it mandatory language or not?  Most of the rules in the Handbook create binding
obligations on firms (that is, authorised persons). If a firm contravenes such a rule, it
may be subject to enforcement action (see ENF) and, in certain circumstances, to an
action for damages (see Schedule 5, paragraph 57).

20. The FSA Principles for Businesses are rules. (For the Statements of Principle for
approved persons, see P, paragraph 22.)

D

21. The letter D is used to indicate directions and requirements given under various powers
conferred by the Act Ð for example, directions under section 51(3) of the Act about the
form and content of applications for Part IV permission. Directions and requirements are
binding upon the persons or categories of person to whom they are addressed.

P

22. The letter P is used to indicate the Statements of Principle for approved persons made
under section 64 of the Act. The Statements of Principle are binding on approved
persons. 

C

23. The letter C is used for paragraphs made under section 119(2)(b) of the Act which
specify descriptions of behaviour that, in the opinion of the FSA, do not amount to
market abuse. These descriptions are conclusive because such behaviour is to be
taken, for the purposes of the Act, as not amounting to market abuse (section 122(1)).



E

24. The letter E is used to identify evidential provisions with the characteristics specified in
section 149 of the Act. An evidential provision is a rule, but it is not binding in its own
right. It always relates to some other binding rule. When it says so, compliance with an
evidential provision may be relied on as Ôtending to establish complianceÕ with the rule to
which it relates. And when it says so, contravention of an evidential provision may be
relied on as Ôtending to establish contraventionÕ of the rule to which it relates. An
evidential provision of this kind will always say one of these things, and it may say both.
Such evidential provisions are thus indicative in nature: they create rebuttable
presumptions of compliance with or contravention of the binding rules to which they refer.

25. E is also used for the paragraphs that make up the Code of Practice for Approved
Persons (APER 3) made under section 64 of the Act. That code may be relied on so far
as it tends to establish whether or not the conduct of an approved person complies with
the Statements of Principle for approved persons.

26. E is also used for certain paragraphs in the Code of Market Conduct (MAR 1) made
under section 119 of the Act. These paragraphs specify:

(1) descriptions of behaviour that, in the opinion of the FSA, amount to market abuse;
and

(2) factors that, in the opinion of the FSA, are to be taken into account in determining
whether or not behaviour amounts to market abuse.

27. These paragraphs of the Code of Market Conduct may be relied on so far as they
indicate whether or not particular behaviour should be taken to amount to market abuse
(section 122(2) of the Act).

G

28. The letter G is used to indicate guidance given under section 157. The guidance in the
Handbook relates to the operation of the Act, the rules in the Handbook and other matters.
Guidance may be used to explain the implications of other provisions, to indicate possible
means of compliance, to recommend a particular course of action or arrangement, and for
other purposes. Whatever guidance is used for, it is not binding on those to whom the Act
and rules apply, nor does it have ÔevidentialÕ effect. It need not be followed in order to
achieve compliance with the relevant rule or other requirement. So a firm cannot incur
disciplinary liability merely because it has not followed guidance. Nor is there any
presumption that departing from guidance is indicative of a breach of the relevant rule.

29. Guidance is generally designed to throw light on a particular aspect of regulatory
requirements, not to be an exhaustive description of firmsÕ obligations. If a person acts in
accordance with guidance in the circumstances contemplated by that guidance, then the
FSA will proceed on the footing that the person has complied with the aspects of the rule
or other requirement to which the guidance relates. 

30. Rights conferred on third parties (such as a firmÕs clients) cannot be affected by
guidance given by the FSA. Guidance on rules, the Act or other legislation represents
the FSAÕs view, and does not bind the courts, for example in relation to an action for
damages brought by a private person for breach of a rule (see section 150 of the Act
(Actions for damages)), or in relation to the enforceability of a contract where there has
been a breach of the general prohibition on carrying on a regulated activity in the United
Kingdom without authorisation (see sections 26 and 27 of the Act (Enforceability of
agreements)). A person may need to seek his own legal advice.

31. G is also used for the FSAÕs statement of the procedure for giving statutory notices
under section 395 of the Act (see DEC), for the various statements of policy regarding
use of the FSAÕs enforcement powers (see ENF), and to indicate the arrangements
made by the FSA under paragraph 7 of Schedule 1 to the Act for the investigation of
complaints arising in connection with its exercise or non-exercise of its non-legislative
functions (see COAF). 



CONTENTS PAGES

32. The contents page of each sourcebook or manual lists the chapters, sections, annexes,
appendices and schedules in it (without page numbers). To find a section on a particular
topic, or any other item, use the electronic links.  

NUMBERING: PAGES

33. Page numbers are not important in the Handbook. In the paper version, page numbering
starts again at the beginning of each chapter. But each page of a chapter shows:

(1) the reference code for the sourcebook or manual; 

(2) the number and title of the chapter; and

(3) the number and title of the section of the chapter.

For example, the first page of Chapter 3 of the Supervision manual shows at the top, on
the left ÔSUP 3: AuditorsÕ and on the right ÔSection 1: ApplicationÕ. In addition, each page of
a chapter shows, at the foot of the page, the number of the last paragraph on the page.

34. Each page of an annex shows, at the top of the page, the reference code, number and
title of the chapter to which the annex relates, and the number and status of the annex.

35. Each page of an appendix shows, at the top of the page, the reference code of the
sourcebook or manual to which the appendix relates, and the number and title of the
appendix.

36. Each page of the Handbook also shows, at the foot of the page, the number, month and
year of the release with which the page was published (for example, ÔFSA Handbook:
Release 03: October 2001Õ).

37. Both the electronic and the paper editions of the Handbook represent the text of the
Handbook current at the date of the last release, including all amendments to that date.

NUMBERING: CONTENTS

38. The main text of the Handbook is numbered as follows:

(1) chapter 1 (2, 3 etc)

(2) section 1.1 (1.2, 1.3 etc)

(3) paragraph 1.1.1 (1.1.2, 1.1.3 etc)

(4) sub-paragraph 1.1.1(1) (1.1.1(2), 1.1.1(3) etc)

39. Sub-sub-paragraphs are shown by (a), (b), (c) and so on, and sub-sub-sub-paragraphs
by (i), (ii), (iii) and so on.  For example, the third paragraph of the second section of the
first chapter in the Conduct of Business sourcebook, if it were a rule, would be COB
1.2.3R. A sub-sub-paragraph of that paragraph would be COB 1.2.3R(1)(a).

40. When changes are made in the text, if it becomes necessary to add new material
between two pieces of existing text, the Handbook numbering will change in the same
way as in a statute. For example, if a new paragraph has to be inserted between two
existing paragraphs numbered COB 1.2.3R and COB 1.2.4R, the new paragraph will be
given the number of the paragraph before it plus the letter A, so that it becomes COB
1.2.3AR.

41. A table in the text is numbered as if it were a paragraph.

42. An illustration in the text, such as a flow-chart, is numbered with the number of the
chapter and section in which it appears, followed by the number of  the illustration itself.
For example, the third illustration in the second section of the first chapter of the
Supervision manual would be numbered SUP Fig 1.2.3. If the illustration were in an
appendix, it would be numbered according to the number of illustrations in the appendix.



For example, the third illustration in the second appendix to the Enforcement manual
would be ENF App 2 Fig 3.

CROSS-REFERENCES

43. In cross-references, and generally, the reference code letters of the sourcebook or
manual are given in front of the number, and, if the cross-reference is to a paragraph (or a
table or an annex), the letter indicating its status is added at the end. So the first chapter
in the Conduct of Business sourcebook is referred to as COB 1; its first section as COB
1.1; and its first paragraph (which is a paragraph of guidance) as COB 1.1.1G.

44. A cross-reference to the annex to COB 1 appears as COB 1 Ann 1G. A cross-reference to
an appendix appears, for example, as SUP App 1, and to the first paragraph in that
appendix as SUP App 1.1.1G. 

45. The index, when referring to an item in a chapter or an appendix, will show the number
and regulatory status of the relevant paragraph. When referring to an item in an annex,
however, or in a table or illustration, the index will show only the number and status of the
annex, table or illustration (not the number of a paragraph within it).

DEFINED TERMS

46. Defined terms used in the text are shown in italic type. Where a word or phrase is in
italics, its definition can be found in the glossary of defined terms near the end of the
sourcebook or manual, or in the consolidated glossary. Where a word or phrase which is
shown in italics in one part of the text appears without italics in another part, it is meant to
be given, where unitalicised, its ordinary natural meaning. Paragraphs 60 to 64 give more
information about the Glossary.

SCHEDULES

47. Each sourcebook or manual contains:

(1) a schedule of transitional provisions, immediately after the Contents page;

(2) schedules, after the text, of any: 

(a) record keeping requirements (Schedule 1);

(b) notification requirements (Schedule 2);

(c) fees and other required payments (Schedule 3);

(d) statutory powers exercised by the FSA in making the Handbook (Schedule 4);

(e) rights of action for damages (Schedule 5); and

(f) rules that can be waived (Schedule 6).

48. Schedules 1 to 3 briefly summarise the contents of the relevant provisions in the
sourcebook or manual and cross-refer to them.

49. Schedules 4, 5 and 6 specify the powers the FSA has exercised in making each rule-
making instrument (see paragraph 4), summarise the rights of action for damages which
attach to many rules, and state which rules can be waived, and under which section of the
Act.

50. Where comprehensive schedules may be useful, consolidated versions, drawing together
the contents of the schedules from each sourcebook and manual, will be provided.

51. A single consolidated schedule (Schedule 7) provides a check-list of releases for the
Handbook as a whole.



Transitional provisions

52. The schedule of Transitional provisions:

(1) sets out the transitional provisions for the sourcebook or manual (if any);

(2) specifies the parts of the sourcebook or manual to which each transitional
provision relates, and when those parts commenced; and

(3) gives the dates on which each transitional provision: 

(a) came into force; and 

(b) expires. 

Record keeping requirements

53. Schedule 1 provides a list of the detailed record keeping requirements in the
sourcebook or manual and where they are to be found. 

Notification requirements

54. Schedule 2 provides a list of the detailed notification requirements in the
sourcebook or manual and where they are to be found. 

Fees and other required payments

55. Schedule 3 provides a list of any fees and other payments for which a firm may be
liable under the sourcebook or manual and where details of them are to be found.

Powers exercised in making the Handbook

56. Schedule 4 specifies the powers given by the Act which the FSA has exercised in
making the provisions in the sourcebook or manual.

Rights of action for damages

57. Schedule 5:

(1) gives guidance (where relevant) on the availability of rights of action to
private persons under section 150 of the Act: that rights of action are
available on contravention of a rule by an authorised person only; and how
Ôprivate personÕ is defined; and

(2) lists the rules in the sourcebook or manual:

(a) to which rights of action apply under section 150(1) of the Act;

(b) to which rights of action do not apply, in accordance with section
150(2);

(c) to which rights of action apply at the suit, not only of a private person,
but of a person who is not a private person, in accordance with
section 150(3), with a statement to whom the rights have been
extended;

(d) to which rights of action do not apply because they are not binding on
authorised persons, or because they are listing rules or financial
resources rules, in accordance with section 150(4).



Rules that can be waived

58. Schedule 6 specifies the rules in the sourcebook or manual (if any) which the FSA
has power to waive or modify,and the section of the Act which gives the FSA that
power in respect of the rules in question.

Consolidated schedule of releases

59. The purpose of Schedule 7 is to help firms keep track of amendments made to the
Handbook since it was first published. It  lists by serial number each release
issued, its date of publication and its contents. The full text of each release is on
the FSAÕs website at www.fsa.gov.uk.

GLOSSARY OF DEFINITIONS

60. In addition to the links between defined terms and definitions in the electronic
versions of the Handbook, each sourcebook or manual has a glossary of
definitions. This lists the defined terms used in the sourcebook or manual and
gives their meaning. It also contains guidance reminding the reader of the main
General provisions for interpreting the Handbook (GEN 2). 

61. The provisions in GEN 2:

(1) require a purposive interpretation of the rules (GEN 2.2.1R);

(2) state the effect of the status letter E (GEN 2.2.3R);

(3) state how defined expressions are used (GEN 2.2.7R);

(4) confirm that the Interpretation Act 1978 applies throughout the Handbook
(GEN 2.2.11R), and explain particular effects of that application (GEN
2.2.12G);

(5) state the effect of a cross-reference to Handbook text which has been
amended (GEN 2.2.13R); and

(6) give the meaning of Ôin writingÕ in the Handbook (GEN 2.2.14R).

62. The introduction to the Glossary summarises the main practical effects of GEN 2.
For example, it reminds the reader that an expression with a defined meaning is
shown in the Handbook in italics (and not by capital letters); and that the singular
includes the plural.

63. A consolidated glossary, drawing together all the defined terms used in the
Handbook, will also be found in the Handbook.

64. The Glossary of definitions, including its introduction, is intended to help readers
to interpret the Handbook. But readers cannot rely on the Handbook in isolation. If
they need to know exactly what is said by and under the Act, they will need to
consult the Act itself, and the statutory instruments made under it.

INDEX

65. In addition to the links in the electronic versions of the Handbook, it is planned
that each sourcebook or manual will contain an index. The index will warn that it is
to help readers, and should not be relied on as comprehensive. It will aim to list
alphabetically any significant mention of each of the main subjects of the text and
to show where it is to be found.

66. The Handbook system for numbering pages, for numbering the text and for cross-
referring is described in paragraphs 33 to 45.

67. Because of this system, references in the index will not be to the page number but
to the reference code, number and status of the paragraph (or annex) in question.
For example, a reference in the index to the first paragraph in the second section
of Chapter 1 of the General provisions (which has the status of guidance) would
appear as ÔGEN 1.2.1GÕ.



68. A consolidated index will draw together the contents of the index to each
sourcebook and manual.



Sourcebook or manual Reference

Code

Principles for Businesses PRIN

Senior management arrangements, Systems SYSC

and Controls

Threshold Conditions COND

Statements of Principle and Code of Practice APER

for Approved Persons

The Fit and Proper test for Approved Persons FIT

General provisions GEN

5 Interim Prudential sourcebooks IPRU

Conduct of Business COB

Market conduct, including: MAR

Code of market conduct

Price stabilising rules

Inter-professional conduct

Training and Competence TC

Money Laundering ML

Authorisation AUTH

Supervision SUP

Enforcement ENF

Decision making DEC

Dispute resolution: Complaints DISP

Compensation COMP

Complaints against the FSA COAF

Contents of the
Handbook

High Level

Standards

Business

Standards

Regulatory

Processes

Redress



Specialist

sourcebooks

Collective Investment Schemes CIS

(Later: Credit unions) (CRED)

Professional firms PROF

Lloyd's LLD

(Later: Mortgages) (MORT)

Recognised Investment Exchanges REC

and Recognised Clearing Houses

(Later: United Kingdom Listing Authority) (UKLA)

Special guides

Schedules:

Transitional provisions

Summary schedules:

1. Record keeping requirements

2. Notification requirements

3. Fees and other required payments

4. Powers exercised in making the Handbook

5. Rights of action for damages

6. Rules that can be waived

7. Releases 

Glossary of definitions

Index
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ReaderÕs Short Guide

What is the ReaderÕs Guide?

An introduction to the FSAÕs Handbook of rules and guidance: where to find the contents, and how to use them.

There is a table of Handbook contents with this short version of the Guide.

How is the Handbook published?

The Handbook is on the Internet, CD-ROM and paper, but is the same in each medium. Its modules are
arranged in groups by subject matter.

The rule-making instruments, published on the FSA's website, are the definitive source of Handbook text for
legal purposes. The text on the CD-ROM, on paper and on the Internet is a continuously updated consolidation
of the contents of those instruments. 

How is the Handbook published?

Each module:

¥ has a reference code of two or more letters (see the Handbook contents list );

¥ has with or in it:

(1) the Reader's Guide, or this short version of it;
(2) a contents page;
(3) a schedule of transitional provisions (if any); 
(4) the main text, with any annexes and appendices to it;
(5) schedules of supplementary information:

a schedule of transitional provisions, immediately after the Contents page;

schedules, after the text, of any: 

(a) record keeping requirements (Schedule 1);
(b) notification or reporting requirements (Schedule 2);
(c) fees and other required payments (Schedule 3);
(d) statutory powers exercised by the FSA in making the Handbook (Schedule 4);
(e) rights of action for damages (Schedule 5); and
(f) rules that can be waived (Schedule 6); and

(6) a glossary of definitions, reminding the reader of the main General provisions for
interpreting the Handbook (GEN 2) and listing the defined terms used in the module with
their meanings;

¥ is divided into chapters (sub-divided into sections and paragraphs);

¥ begins (or each chapter or section in it begins) by saying to whom, or to what kind of business, it
applies, normally followed by a statement of its purpose.

What is the status of Handbook material?

Each paragraph of the main text of a module has a regulatory status, indicated by:

(1) an icon containing a letter (such as R for rule); and
(2) the font and type size.

Under the icon are:

(1) the date the paragraph came into force; and 
(2) the number of the Handbook release in which the paragraph first appeared in its current form.

A module may have one or more appendices, which normally relate to the whole module or to more than one
chapter in it. The contents of an appendix may, like the main text, be of more than one status. This is shown in the
same way, by icons.

A chapter may have one or more annexes of supplementary material. This is normally all of one status, shown
by an icon, containing the status letter, at the top of the page.

The Handbook contains six types of provision. The icon showing the status of each contains one of the
following letters:
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R = rule    (The Principles for Businesses are rules.)
D = direction
P = Statement of Principle for approved persons
C = conclusive description of behaviour which does not amount to market abuse
E = evidential provision
G = guidance

The full ReaderÕs Guide contains a description of each type of status.

How is the Handbook numbered?

Page numbers are not important in the Handbook. But:

¥ each page of a chapter shows:

(1) the reference code for the sourcebook or manual; 
(2) the number and title of the chapter; 
(3) the number and title of the section of the chapter; 
(4) the number, month and year of the release with which the page was published; and
(5) the number of the last paragraph on the page;

(so the first page of Chapter 3 of the Supervision manual shows at the top, on the left ÔSUP 3: AuditorsÕ and on
the right ÔSection 1: ApplicationÕ, and at the bottom, for example, on the left ÔFSA Handbook: Release 03:
October 2001Õ and on the right Ô3.1.6Õ)

¥ each page of an annex shows the reference code, number and title of the chapter to which the annex
relates, and the number and status of the annex;

¥ each page of an appendix shows the reference code of the module to which the appendix relates, and
the number and title of the appendix.

The main text of the Handbook is numbered as follows:

chapter 1 (2, 3 etc)
section 1.1 (1.2, 1.3 etc)
paragraph 1.1.1 (1.1.2, 1.1.3 etc)
sub-paragraph 1.1.1(1) (1.1.1(2), 1.1.1(3) etc)

sub-sub-paragraphs are shown by (a), (b), (c) and so on, and sub-sub-sub-paragraphs by (i), (ii), (iii) and so on; 

(for example, the third paragraph of the second section of the first chapter in the Conduct of Business sourcebook,
if it were a rule, would be COB 1.2.3R; a sub-sub-paragraph of that paragraph would be COB 1.2.3R(1)(a)).

A table in the text is numbered as if it were a paragraph.

An illustration in the text, such as a flow-chart, is numbered with the number of the chapter and section in which
it appears, followed by the number of  the illustration itself. 

In cross-references, the reference code letters of the module (see the table of Handbook contents) appear in
front of the number.  In a cross-reference to a paragraph (or a table or an annex), the letter indicating its status
is added at the end. So:

¥ the first chapter in the Conduct of Business sourcebook is COB 1; 
¥ its first section is COB 1.1; 
¥ its first paragraph (if guidance) is COB 1.1.1G;
¥ its first annex is COB 1 Ann 1G;
¥ its first appendix would be COB App 1, and the first paragraph in it would be COB App 1.1.1. 

How does the Handbook show defined terms?

Defined terms are shown in italic type. Their definitions are in the glossary of defined terms near the end of the
module, or in the consolidated glossary of the Handbook.  

Where a word or phrase which is shown in italics in one part of the text appears without italics in another part, it
is meant to be given, where unitalicised, its ordinary natural meaning. 

What consolidated schedules are there in the Handbook?

Where likely to be useful, there are consolidated schedules drawing together the contents of the schedules
from each module.

There is also a consolidated schedule of Handbook releases (Schedule 7) to act as a check-list.



Sourcebook or manual Reference

Code

Principles for Businesses PRIN

Senior management arrangements, Systems SYSC

and Controls

Threshold Conditions COND

Statements of Principle and Code of Practice APER

for Approved Persons

The Fit and Proper test for Approved Persons FIT

General provisions GEN

5 Interim Prudential sourcebooks IPRU

Conduct of Business COB

Market conduct, including: MAR

Code of market conduct

Price stabilising rules

Inter-professional conduct

Training and Competence TC

Money Laundering ML

Authorisation AUTH

Supervision SUP

Enforcement ENF

Decision making DEC

Dispute resolution: Complaints DISP

Compensation COMP

Complaints against the FSA COAF

Contents of the
Handbook

High Level

Standards

Business

Standards

Regulatory

Processes

Redress



Specialist

sourcebooks

Collective Investment Schemes CIS

(Later: Credit unions) (CRED)

Professional firms PROF

Lloyd's LLD

(Later: Mortgages) (MORT)

Recognised Investment Exchanges REC

and Recognised Clearing Houses

(Later: United Kingdom Listing Authority) (UKLA)

Special guides

Schedules:

Transitional provisions

Summary schedules:

1. Record keeping requirements

2. Notification requirements

3. Fees and other required payments

4. Powers exercised in making the Handbook

5. Rights of action for damages

6. Rules that can be waived

7. Releases 

Glossary of definitions

Index



PRINCIPLES FOR BUSINESSES INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the rules and gives the guidance in the Annex to
this instrument ("PRIN") in the exercise of the powers listed in Schedule 4 to PRIN
(Powers exercised).

B. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19
(The general prohibition) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the �Act�)
comes into force.

C. The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed in Schedule 4 to PRIN
(Powers exercised) are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-
making instruments).

D. This instrument may be cited as the Principles for Businesses Instrument 2001.

E. The Annex to this instrument (including its Schedules) may be cited as the Principles for
Businesses (or PRIN).

By order of the Board
21 June 2001

2001/2
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1

Integrity

A firm must conduct its business with

integrity.

2

Skill, care and dili-
gence

A firm must conduct its business with due
skill, care and diligence.

3

Management and
control

A firm must take reasonable care to organise 
and control its affairs responsibly and 
effectively, with adequate risk management
systems.

4

Financial prudence

A firm must maintain adequate financial 
resources.

5

Market conduct

A firm must observe proper standards of
market conduct.

6

Customers’ in-
terests

A firm must pay due regard to the interests of
its customers and treat them fairly.

7

Communications
with clients

A firm must pay due regard to the
information needs of its clients, and
communicate information to them in a 
way which is clear, fair and not 
misleading.

8

Conflicts of in-
terest

A firm must manage conflicts of interest
fairly, both between itself and its 
customers and between a customer and
another client.

9

Customers:
relationships of

trust

A firm must take reasonable care to ensure
the suitability of its advice and discretionary 
decisions for any customer who is entitled to 
rely upon its judgment.
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10

Clients’ assets

A firm must arrange adequate protection for 
clients’ assets when it is responsible for them.

11

Relations with
regulators

A firm must deal with its regulators in an
open 
and cooperative way, and must disclose to the

FSA appropriately anything relating to the
firm 
of which the FSA would reasonably expect 
notice.
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Principle Territorial application
Principles 1, 2 and 3 in a prudential context, apply with respect to

activities wherever they are carried on;

otherwise, apply with respect to activities car-
ried on from an establishment maintained by
the firm (or its appointed representative) in the
United Kingdom unless another applicable
rule which is relevant to the activity has a
wider territorial scope, in which case the
Principle applies with that wider scope in
relation to the activity described in that rule.

Principle 4 applies with respect to activities wherever
they are carried on.

Principle 5 if the activities have, or might reasonably be
regarded as likely to have, a negative effect
on confidence in the financial system operat-
ing in the United Kingdom, applies with re-
spect to activities wherever they are carried
on;

otherwise, applies with respect to activities
carried on from an establishment maintained
by the firm (or its appointed representative) in
the United Kingdom.

Principles 6, 7, 8, 9 and
10

apply with respect to activities carried on
from an establishment maintained by the
firm (or its appointed representative) in the
United Kingdom unless another applicable
rule which is relevant to the activity has a
wider territorial scope, in which case the
Principle applies with that wider scope in
relation to the activity described in that rule.

Principle 11 applies with respect to activities wherever
they are carried on.
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3 Table

Handbook
reference

Matter to be
notified

Contents of
notification

Trigger
event

Time
allowed

Principle 11
(PRIN 2.1.1R)

Anything 
relating to the
firm of which
the FSA would
reasonably
expect notice

Appropriate
disclosure

Anything
relating to the
firm of which
the FSA would
reasonably
expect notice

Appropriate
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� �/ � 67��8 �

���� �� ��� ��	�1� ������ 6��� 
������ 
�����+89 ��� ��	� 1�� �� ��������	�
�� � 6
������ 
�����8 ����� ������� �'� :��9 �� ������� �����1�������9 ��� ,�������� ��
��
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS,
SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the rules and gives the guidance in the Annex to
this instrument ("SYSC") in the exercise of the powers listed in Schedule 4 to SYSC
(Powers exercised).

B. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19
(The general prohibition) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the �Act�)
comes into force.

C. The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed in Schedule 4 to SYSC
(Powers exercised) are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-
making instruments).

D. This instrument may be cited as the Senior Management Arrangements, Systems and
Controls Instrument 2001.

E. The Annex to this instrument (including its Schedules) may be cited as Senior
Management Arrangements, Systems and Controls (or SYSC).

By order of the Board
21 June 2001

2001/3
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1: 
 Firm type

2:  
Allocation of both

functions must be to
the following individ-
ual, if any (see Note):

3:  
Allocation to one or
more individuals se-
lected from this col-

umn is compulsory if
there is no allocation
to an individual in

column 2, but is
otherwise optional

and additional:
(1)A firm which is a
body corporate and is
a member of a group,
other than a firm in
row (2)

(1)the firm’s chief
executive (and all of
them jointly, if more
than one); or

the firm’s and its
group’s:

(1)directors; and

(2)senior managers

(2)a director or senior
manager responsible
for the overall man-
agement of:

(a)the group; or

(b)a group division
within which some or
all of the firm’s regu-
lated activities fall

(2)An incoming EEA
firm or incoming
Treaty firm (note:
only the function in
SYSC 2.1.3R(2) must
be allocated)

(not applicable) the firm’s and its
group’s:

(1)directors; and

(2)senior managers

(3)Any other firm the firm’s chief execu-
tive (and all of them
jointly, if more than
one)

the firm’s and its
group’s:

(1)directors; and

(2)senior managers
Note:  Column 2 does not require the involvement of the chief executive or
other executive director or senior manager in an aspect of corporate govern-
ance if that would be contrary to generally accepted principles of good corpor-
ate governance.

����" ����  ����2� ��� ����3� (��� � ���  ��'� 1	�5���	��� �� ��� ���������	� �� !��' ���
1��&����� '�� �� �		�&����� <� !�		 �� &�''�� 1�� ���� ��� 1��&����� �� ��
�		�&���� ��	�	� �� ��� �����  ����� �&��������  � �� ����- # &������� 1������
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Question Answer
1 Does an individual to whom a

function is allocated under
SYSC 2.1.3R need to be an ap-
proved person?

An individual to whom a function is
allocated under SYSC 2.1.3R will be
performing the apportionment and
oversight function (CF 8, see SUP
10.7.1R) and an application must be
made to the FSA for approval of the
individual before the function is per-
formed under section 59 of the Act
(Approval for particular arrange-
ments).

There are exceptions from this in SUP
10.1 (Approved persons – Applica-
tion).  In particular, an incoming EEA
firm is referred to the EEA investment
business oversight function (CF 9, see
SUP 10.7.6R).

2 If the allocation is to more than
one individual, can they per-
form the functions, or aspects
of the functions, separately?

If the functions are allocated to joint
chief executives under SYSC 2.1.4R,
column 2, they are expected to act
jointly.

If the functions are allocated to an
individual under SYSC 2.1.4R, column
2, in addition to individuals under
SYSC 2.1.4R, column 3, the former
may normally be expected to perform
a leading role in relation to the func-
tions that reflects his position.

Otherwise, yes.

3 What is meant by “appropriate-
ly allocate” in this context?

The allocation of functions should be
compatible with delivering compliance
with Principle 3, SYSC 2.1.1R and
SYSC 3.1.1R.  The FSA considers that
allocation to one or two individuals is
likely to be appropriate for most firms.

4 If a committee of management
governs a firm or group, can
the functions be allocated to
every member of that commit-
tee?

Yes, as long as the allocation remains
appropriate (see Question 3).

If the firm also has an individual as
chief executive, then the functions
must be allocated to that individual as
well under SYSC 2.1.4R, column 2
(see Question 7).

5 Does the definition of chief
executive include the possessor
of equivalent responsibilities
with another title, such as a
managing director or managing
partner?

Yes.
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AnswerQuestion
6 Is it possible for a firm to have

more than one individual as its
chief executive?

Although unusual, some firms may
wish the responsibility of a chief
executive to be held jointly by more
than one individual.  In that case, each
of them will be a chief executive and
the functions must be allocated to all
of them under SYSC 2.1.4R, column 2
(see also Questions 2 and 7).

7 If a firm has an individual as
chief executive, must the func-
tions be allocated to that indi-
vidual?

Normally, yes, under SYSC 2.1.4R,
column 2.

But if the firm is a body corporate and
a member of a group, the functions
may, instead of to the firm’s chief
executive, be allocated to a director or
senior manager from the group re-
sponsible for the overall management
of the group or of a relevant group
division, so long as this is appropriate
(see Question 3).  Such individuals
will nevertheless require approval by
the FSA (see Question 1).

If the firm chooses to allocate the
functions to a director or senior man-
ager responsible for the overall man-
agement of a relevant group division,
the FSA would expect that individual
to be of a seniority equivalent to or
greater than a chief executive of the
firm for the allocation to be appropri-
ate.

See also Question 14.

8 If a firm has a chief executive,
can the functions be allocated
to other individuals in addition
to the chief executive?

Yes.  SYSC 2.1.4R, column 3, permits
a firm to allocate the functions, addi-
tionally, to the firm’s (or where appli-
cable the group’s) directors and senior
managers as long as this is appropriate
(see Question 3).
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AnswerQuestion
9 What if a firm does not have a

chief executive?
Normally, the functions must be allo-
cated to one or more individuals se-
lected from the firm’s (or where appli-
cable the group’s) directors and senior
managers under SYSC 2.1.4R, column
3.

But if the firm:

(1) is a body corporate and a member
of a group; and

(2) the group has a director or senior
manager responsible for the overall
management of the group or of a rel-
evant group division;

then the functions must be allocated to
that individual (together, optionally,
with individuals from column 3 if ap-
propriate) under SYSC 2.1.4R, column
2.

10 What do you mean by “group
division within which some or
all of the firm’s regulated acti-
vities fall”?

A “division” in this context should be
interpreted by reference to geographi-
cal operations, product lines or any
other method by which the group’s
business is divided.

If the firm’s regulated activities fall
within more than one division and the
firm does not wish to allocate the
functions to its chief executive, the al-
location must, under SYSC 2.1.4R, be
to:

(1) a director or senior manager re-
sponsible for the overall management
of the group; or

(2) a director or senior manager re-
sponsible for the overall management
of one of those divisions;

together, optionally, with individuals
from column 3 if appropriate.  (See
also Questions 7 and 9.)
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AnswerQuestion
11 How does the requirement to

allocate the functions in SYSC
2.1.3R apply to an overseas
firm which is not an incoming
EEA firm, incoming Treaty firm
or UCITS qualifier?

The firm must appropriately allocate
those functions to one or more individ-
uals, in accordance with SYSC 2.1.4R,
but:

(1) The responsibilities that must be
apportioned and the systems and con-
trols that must be overseen are those
relating to activities carried on from a
UK establishment with certain excep-
tions (see SYSC 1.1.7R).  Note that
SYSC 1.1.10R does not extend the
territorial scope of SYSC 2 for an over-
seas firm.

(2) The chief executive of an overseas
firm is the person responsible for the
conduct of the firm’s business within
the United Kingdom (see the definition
of “chief executive”).  This might, for
example, be the manager of the firm’s
UK establishment, or it might be the
chief executive of the firm as a whole,
if he has that responsibility.

The apportionment and oversight
function applies to such a firm, unless
it falls within a particular exception
from the approved persons regime (see

Question 1).
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AnswerQuestion
12 How does the requirement to

allocate the functions in SYSC
2.1.3R apply to an incoming
EEA firm or incoming Treaty
firm?

SYSC 1.1.1R(2) and SYSC 1.1.7R re-
strict the application of SYSC 2.1.3R
for such a firm.  Accordingly:

(1) Such a firm is not required to allo-
cate the function of dealing with ap-
portionment in SYSC 2.1.3R(1).

(2) Such a firm is required to allocate
the function of oversight in SYSC
2.1.3R(2).  However, the systems and
controls that must be overseen are
those relating to matters which the
FSA, as Host State regulator, is en-
titled to regulate (there is guidance on
this in SYSC App 1). Those are pri-
marily, but not exclusively, the sys-
tems and controls relating to the con-
duct of the firm’s activities carried on
from its UK branch.

(3) Such a firm need not allocate the
function of oversight to its chief
executive; it must allocate it to one or
more directors and senior managers of
the firm or the firm’s group under
SYSC 2.1.4R, row (2).

(4) An incoming EEA firm which has
provision only for cross border ser-
vices is not required to allocate either
function if it does not carry on regu-
lated activities in the United Kingdom;
for example if they fall within the
overseas persons exclusions in article
72 of the Regulated Activities Order.

See also Question 1.
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AnswerQuestion
13 What about a firm that is a

partnership or a limited liabil-
ity partnership?

The FSA envisages that most if not all
partners or members will be either di-
rectors or senior managers, but this
will depend on the constitution of the
partnership (particularly in the case of
a limited partnership) or limited liabil-
ity partnership.  A partnership or li-
mited liability partnership may also
have a chief executive (see Question
5).  A limited liability partnership is a
body corporate and, if a member of a
group, will fall within SYSC 2.1.4R,
row (1) or (2).

14 What if generally accepted
principles of good corporate
governance recommend that
the chief executive should not
be involved in an aspect of cor-
porate governance?

The Note to SYSC 2.1.4R provides
that the chief executive or other execu-
tive director or senior manager need
not be involved in such circumstances.
For example, the Combined Code de-
veloped by the Committee on Corpor-
ate Governance recommends that the
board of a listed company should es-
tablish an audit committee of non–
executive directors to be responsible
for oversight of the audit.  That aspect
of the oversight function may there-
fore be allocated to the members of
such a committee without involving
the chief executive. Such individuals
may require approval by the FSA in
relation to that function (see Question
1).
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3 Table

Handbook
reference

Subject
of record

Contents
of record

When record
must be made

Retention
period

SYSC 2.2.1R Arrangements made
to satisfy SYSC
2.1.1R
(apportionment) and
SYSC 2.1.3R (alloca-
tion)

Those arrangements On making the
arrangements and

when they are
updated

Six years
from the
date on

which the
record is

superseded
by a more
up–to–date

record

SYSC 3.2.20R Matters and dealings
(including
accounting 
records) which are
the subject of re-
quirements and stan-
dards under the
regulatory system

Adequate Adequate time Adequate
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4 Table Actions for damages

Chapter/
Appendix

Section/
Annex

Paragraph Right of action under section 150
                                                             For
   For private         Removed?           other
    person?                                        person?

All rules 
in SYSC

No Yes
SYSC

1.1.12R

No
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THRESHOLD CONDITIONS INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority gives the guidance in the Annex to this instrument
(COND) in the exercise of the power listed in Schedule 4 to COND (Powers exercised).

B. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the first day on which section 40
of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Application for permission) comes into
force for any purpose.

C. This instrument may be cited as the Threshold Conditions Instrument 2001.

D. The Annex to this instrument may be cited as the Threshold Conditions (or COND).

By order of the Board
21 June 2001

FSA 2001/4
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1 Table

There are no transitional provisions in COND. However, GEN contains
some technical transitional provisions that apply throughout the Hand-
book and which are designed to ensure a smooth transition at commence-
ment.
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(1) If the regulated activity concerned is the effecting or carrying out of contracts
of insurance the authorised person must be a body corporate, a registered
friendly society or a member of Lloyd’s.

(2) If the person concerned appears to the [FSA] to be seeking to carry on, or to be
carrying on, a regulated activity constituting accepting deposits, it must be–

(a) a body corporate; or
(b) a partnership.
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(1) If the person concerned is a body corporate constituted under the law of any
part of the United Kingdom –
(a) its head office, and
(b) if it has a registered office, that office,
must be in the United Kingdom.

(2) If the person concerned has its head office in the United Kingdom but is not a
body corporate, it must carry on business in the United Kingdom.
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(1) If the person concerned (”A”) has close links with another person (”CL”), the
[FSA] must be satisfied–

(a) that those links are not likely to prevent the [FSA’s] effective supervision of A;  
and

(b) if it appears to the [FSA] that CL is subject to the laws, regulations or 
administrative provisions of a territory which is not an EEA State (”the foreign 
provisions”), that neither the foreign provisions, nor any deficiency in their 
enforcement, would prevent the [FSA’s] effective supervision of A.

(2) A has close links with CL if:
(a) CL is a parent undertaking of A;
(b) CL is a subsidiary undertaking of A;
(c) CL is a parent undertaking of a subsidiary undertaking of A;
(d) CL is a subsidiary undertaking of a parent undertaking of A;
(e) CL owns or controls 20% or more of the voting rights or capital of A; or
(f) A owns or controls 20% or more of the voting rights or capital of CL.
(3) ”Subsidiary undertaking” includes all the instances mentioned in Article 1(1) and

(2) of the Seventh Company Law Directive in which an entity may be a subsidiary
of an undertaking.
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��� +�� �' �$� 7�,!����� ��� �C9* %���	���� �� ����
��(�63%�&%�& �� %'&&�

��!��: ������ )��%(& �' �$� �
�  %
����� ��� ���������� ����������-& %��!!	�,����� ��
!���-��!$ (%(& �' �$���	� 4 �� �$� �
�& ������ �$�� �� �	
��������� ����	��� ��
����
�� � ����	� �	�����+�	� �' ����$�� '��� 
�������� %� ��'������� �	�����+�	�& �' ��
$�� �$� '�		�1��- ��	������$�! �� ���
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&# �	��� 	����

�� �������� � ��	���� ����� � ���� ���� ��&���

%�& �� $�	�� � ,�;����� �' �$� �����- ��-$�� �� �$� ��'������� �	�����+�	�/ ��

%�& �� �� � ,�,��� �' �$� ��'������� �	�����+�	� ��� $�� �$� ��-$� �� �!!���� ��
��,��� � ,�;����� �' �$� ��'������� �	�����+�	��� ����� �' ����
����/ ��

%(& �� �� � ,�,��� �' �$� ��'������� �	�����+�	� ��� ������	� �	���" ����� ��
�-���,��� 1��$ ��$�� �$���$�	���� �� ,�,����" � ,�;����� �' �$� �����- ��-$��
�� ���

��!��� ��� �$� !��!���� �' �$�� ��������� 
�	�����	 ( %7	��� 	����&" �� �	�����+�	�  �� �
��'������� �	�����+�	� �' ����$�� �	�����+�	�  �'�

%�& �$� ��$�� ����������- %��� !�����& �� � ,�,��� �' �$� �	�����+�	�/

%�& � ,�;����� �' �$� �	�����+�	���  ����� �' ����
����  1$� $��� $�	� �''��� �����-
�$� '�������	 ���� ��� �����- �$� !�������- '�������	 ���� $��� ���� �!!������
��	�	� �� � ����	� �' �$� �#������ �' �$� !�����0� �����- ��-$��/ ���

%(& �� ��� �	�� �� �$� ����	�  �	�����+�	�  �' �$� �	�����+�	� ����� ����
��(�63%�&%�& �� %�& �� ����  ��(���3%�& �� %�&�

��!��� �$� �����	
�  �� ����  ��( �� ��� ��,!��$������ ��� �� ��� � ���������� '��
�����	���- �$� ��	����� 	�-��	�����" '�� �#�,!	� �$� 7�,!����� ��� �C9*" �$�
7�,!����� %A���$��� ���	���& :���� �C94" �$� ������	� �������� ��� �CC� ��� �$�
����	�� �����	� ,�� ����
����" �� ��������- �!!��!����� !��'�������	 �������
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$# ���4���� ������"��

�� �������� � ��	���� ����� � ���� ���� ��$�&

��" ��������	 ���	����� "� �	�,���� ���������

������ ��)� �$���$�	� ���������
)� ���2���� ���������

��$�� ���	� 
���0���� $1 "����	� 2 �� ��� �"�

(1) The resources of the person concerned must, in the opinion of the [FSA], be ad-
equate in relation to the regulated activities that he seeks to carry on, or carries
on.

(2) In reaching that opinion, the [FSA] may–
(a) take into account the person’s membership of a group and any effect which that

membership may have; and
(b) have regard to–

(i)   the provision he makes and, if he is a member of a group, which other
members of the group make in respect of liabilities (including contingent
and future liabilities); and

(ii)  the means by which he manages and, if he is a member of a group,
which other members of the group manage the incidence of risk in con-
nection with his business.

��"�� %�& ���������  
�	�����	  ) %���2���� ���������&" ��2����� �$� ��� �� ������ �$�� �
����  $�� ���2���� ��������� �� ��	����� �� �$� �!���'�� ��������� �
������  ��
��������� �
�������� 1$��$ �� ����� �� ����� ��" �� ������� ���

%�& �� �$�� �����#�" �$� ��� 1�		 �����!��� �$� ���, 0���2����0 �� ,�����- ��''������
�� ���,� �' 2�������" 2��	��� ��� ����	���	���" ��� 0���������0 �� ���	����- �		
'�������	 ���������" ���B'�������	 ��������� ��� ,���� �' ,���-��- ���
���������/ '�� �#�,!	�" ��!���	" !��������� �-����� 	����	�����" $�	���-� �' ��
������ �� ���$ ��� ��$�� 	�2��� ������" $�,�� ��������� ��� �''������ ,���� ��
1$��$ �� ,���-� ������

%(& ��-$ 	���	 �����,� ��� ������	 ��2����,���� ��� �� �/��$  �����	�� '�������	
��������� ��� �����,� ��2����,���� ��� �� �$� ��	����� ������� �' "!0&"
���	����- �!���'�� !��������� '�� !������	�� ��!�� �' ��������� �
�������  �$� ���
1�		 �������� 1$��$�� �$� ����  �� �����" 1�		��- ��� ��-������ �� ��,!	� 1��$
�$��� ��2����,���� 1$�� ��������- �' �� $�� ���2���� ��������� '�� �$� !��!����
�' �$�� ��������� 
�	�����	�

��"�! %�& =$�� ��������- �$�� ��������� 
�	�����	" �$� ��� ,�� $��� ��-��� �� ���
�����	 �!!�����- �� �� �� ��" �� 	���	� �� ��" �� � ��	����� ��	������$�! 1��$ �$�
����" �� ���������� 1��$ ������� )C �' �$� �
�  %
������ ��������� 1��$ ��
�!!	�����&/ '�� �#�,!	�" � ������  
�	��������" ��� ����
����  �� ����	���" ��$��
�����	� 1��$ 
���� ��	+� �� �$� ����  %��� ����  ��(&" ��� ��$�� �����	� �$��
�#��� ��'	����� �� �$� ����  1$��$ ,�-$� !��� � ���� �� �$� ������  �����'������ �'
�$� ��������� 
�	�����	� ��� 1��	�" �$���'���" �� �� � ��	����� ��	������$�!
1��$ �$� �����

%�& �� !������	��" �	�$��-$ �� �� �$� ����  �$�� �� ����- ��������" �$� ��� ,�� ����
���� ������������� �$� �,!��� �' ��$�� ,�,���� �' �$� ������  ����� �� �$�
���2���� �' ��� ����������  ��� �#�,!	�" �$� ��� ,�� ������ �$� �����	������
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$# ���4���� ������"��

�� �������� � ��	���� ����� � ���� ���� ��$�$

��	����� �' �$� ������  �$� ����� �!!����$ �� �$� �����	������ ��!�������� �'
� ����  ��� ��� ����� �� �� �$� ��	����� !��� �' "!0&�

��"�" %�& =$�� ��������- 1$��$�� � ����  1�		 �����'� ��� �������� �� �����'� ���������

�	�����	  )" �$� ��� 1�		 $��� ��-��� �� �		 ��	����� ,������" 1$��$�� ������- ��
�$� &	���� .�	���� �� �	��1$����

%�& ��	����� ,������ ,�� ���	��� ��� ��� ��� 	�,���� ���

%�& 1$��$�� �$��� ��� ��� ����������� �$�� �$� ����  ,�� $��� ��''���	���� �' �$�
�!!	������� �� -������ %��� ����  ��)�43&" �� �$� ��,� �' �$� -���� �� ��
�$� '�����" �� ��,!	���- 1��$ ��� �' �$� ����� !��������	 �����  %��� �$�
��	����� !��� �' "!0&1/

%�& 1$��$�� �$��� ��� ��� ����������� �$�� �$� ����  1�		 ��� �� ��	� �� ,��� ���
����� �� �$�� '�		 ���/

%�& 1$��$�� �$��� ��� ��� �,!	�������� '�� �$� ���2���� �' �$� ������  ���������
������- '��, �$� $������ �' �$� ����2 '�� �#�,!	�" 1$��$�� �$� ����  $���

%�& ���� ��;��-�� ������!�/ ��

%��& ������� ���� 	�2��������/ ��

%���& ���� �$� ���;��� �' � ��������- �� ��,����������� �����/ ��

%��& $�� � ������!��� �� 1�����-B�! !������� ������ �� ��/ ��

%�& $�� ��� ������ ��2���������/ ��

%��& ������� ���� � ���� �' �����-�,��� �� �� ���������	 ��	������
�-���,��� %�� �� ���	���" � ����� ����& �� ��$�� ��,!������� �� '�����
�' ��� ���������" �� �� ����- ��/ ��

%���& 1��$�� �$� 	��� ��� �����" '��	�� �� �����'� � ;��-,��� ���� ����� �
����� �����" 1$��$�� �� �$� &	���� .�	���� �� �	��1$���/

%�& 1$��$�� �$� ����  $�� ����� ��������	� ���!� �� ������'� ��� ,������ ���
����� �' ��-�	����� ������� �$�� �� ,�� ��������� �� ���������- ��� ��������
%��� ����  ��)�43& ��� $�� �����		�� �!!��!����� �����,� ��� ������	�
��� �!!������ �!!��!����� $�,�� ��������� �� ,������ �$�, !������	� ��
�		 ��,��/ ��� �/��  (�� %����,� ��� 7�����	�& ��� �/��  (�� %�����
������� �� �����,� ��� ������	�&/ ���

%�& 1$��$�� �$� ����  $�� ��������� ��2������ ���� �$� '�������	 �������� ������
�� 1$��$ �� ������� �� ������� �������� %��� ����  ��)�43& �$�� ���
��''������ �� �����'� ����	' �$���

%�& �� $�� ������ �� ���2���� ��!���	" �� ��'������ �� �$� �����  !��������	
��2����,����" �� ��!!��� �$� ��������  ���	����- ��� 	����� 1$��$ ,��
�� �#!����� �����- ��� �����B�! !�����/ ���

%��& ����	�  ��	��" ��������" 
������  ������  ��� ����
���������  ��-$�� 1�		
��� �� !	���� �� ���� �' �$� �������� '��	��

%(& �� �$� �����#� �' ��������� 
�	�����	 ) %���2���� ���������&" �$� ��� 1�		 ��	�
���� ���� ������� ��	����� ,������ 1$��$ ��� ,������	 %��� ����  ��(�(3&�
�$� ��� 1�		 �������� �$� ,������	��� �' ���$ ��	����� ,����� �� ��	����� �� �$�
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$# ���4���� ������"��

�� �������� � ��	���� ����� � ���� ���� ��$�2

���������  �
��������  '�� 1$��$ �$� ����  $��" �� 1�		 $���" ���������	" $����-
��-��� �� �$� ���������� �'(�
����� �� ������� � �' �$� �
� %�$� ��0� -�����	
������&�  �� �$��	� �� ����� �$�� � ������ �' ,������ ,�� �� ��-��'����� 1$��
����� ��-��$��" ���� �' ���$ �' �$�, �� ���	����� ,�-$� ��� �� ��-��'������

%)& �� ,����- ��� ������,���" �$� ��� 1�		 �������� �$� ���������	 �����,������� �'
���$ ����  �� � ����B��B���� ������

��"�- �� ��,!	���- 1��$ �/��  (����� %����,� ��� ������	�&" � ����  �$��	� !	�� ���
�������� �!!��!�����	� �� �$�� �� �� ��	� �� ������'�" ,������ ��� ,���-� �$� 	���	�
����� �' ��-�	����� ������� �� 1�		 '��� %�/��  (����63 %8������� ������-�&&�

��"�4 %�& ��� ��1	�B'��,�� ����  ��� �� �����!���	� �� ���	� ��''���	�����  �$���
��''���	���� ���	� ����� '��, � 	��� �' ��	����� �#!������ ��� ;��-,���" �� '��,
�		B����������� ��� ����''������	� ������ �������� ������-����  � ����  ,�� �	�� ��
�����!���	� �� ��''���	���� 1$��� �� ����������		� �$��-�� ��� �������� �����������

%�& �� � ����	�" �$� ��� 1��	� �#!��� � ����  1$��$ �� �!!	���- '�� !��� "#
���������	)  �� � ����������	 ��������� �' �$�� ���������	" �� ���� ���2���� ���!�
�� �����'� ����	' ���" �' ��	�����" �$� ��� �$���

%�& �� $�� � 1�		 ����������� �������� !	�� �� ������-� !	�� '�� ��� !������ ��
������� 1$��$ ��,��������� �$�� �� �� �����" 1�		��- ��� ��-������ ��
��,!	� 1��$ �$� ��	����� ��2����,���� �� "!0&  ��� �/�� �$�� �!!	� �� �$�
���������  �
������  �� �� ������- �� ����� ��/

%�& ��� �������� !	�� �� ������-� !	�� $�� ���� ��''������	� ������/ ���

%�& �$� '�������	 ��� ��$�� ��������� �' �$� ����  ��� ��,,�������� 1��$ �$�
	���	� ����� �� 1�		 '����

%(& �$�  ��� 1��	� �#!��� �$� 	���	 �' �����	 �� � ������  �������� !	�� �� ������-�
!	�� �� %�& �� �� �!!��!����� �� �$� ��,!	�#��� �' �$� ������  !��!���� ���������
�
��������  ��� �	��������� �
�������� ��� �$� ����� �' ��-�	����� ������� �� ��
	���	� �� '��� %��� �/��  (�����3 %E���-�,��� ��'��,�����&�  3�����	
�����	
�  �� �$� �������� �' � �������� !	�� �� -���� �� �$� �������� !	�� �������
�' �$� �!!	������� !��� '�� !��� "# ���������	$  � ����  ��2�����- �!���'��
�����	
�  �� �$� �������� ��� 	���	 �' �����	 �' ��� �������� !	�� �$��	� �������
�$� 7��!����� ���$��������� ��!���,��� %��� �&�3  (� �!!	�������� '�� 
���
�+ !��,������&" ��" �' ��	�����" ��� ����	 ��!�������� ������� �� �$� ���"  �� ����
!��'�������	 �����������
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����3

������ ��*� �$���$�	� ���������
*� ������	���

��5�� ���	� 
���0���� 51 "����	� 2 �� ��� �"�

The person concerned must satisfy the [FSA] that he is a fit and proper person hav-
ing regard to all the circumstances, including–
(a) his connection with any person;
(b) the nature of any regulated activity that he carries on or seeks to carry on; and
(c) the need to ensure that his affairs are conducted soundly and prudently.

��-�� %�& ���������  
�	�����	  * %������	���&" ��2����� �$� ���� �� �����'� �$� ��� �$�� ��
�� 0'�� ��� !��!��0 �� $��� !��� "# ���������	 $����- ��-��� �� �		 �$�
�����,�������" ���	����- ��� ����������� 1��$ ��$�� �����	�" �$� ���-� ���
������ �' ��� !��!���� %�� �������& ��������� �
�������� ��� �$� �����		 ���� ��
�� �����'��� �$�� ��� �''���� ��� ��� 1�		 �� ��������� �����	� ��� !������	�
%��� �	�� !0"�  ��� �/��&�

%�& �$�  ��� 1�		 �	�� ���� ���� ������������� ����$��- �$�� ���	� ��'	����� � ������
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(1) If this paragraph applies to the person concerned, he must, for the purposes
of such provisions of this Act as may be specified, satisfy specified additional
conditions.

(2) This paragraph applies to a person who:
(a) has his head office outside the EEA; and
(b) appears to the [FSA] to be seeking to carry on a regulated activity relating to

insurance business.
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1 Table

There are no record keeping requirements in COND.
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1 Table

There are no notification or reporting requirements in COND, but guidance is
given in COND 1.3.3G on disclosure to the FSA in connection with applications.
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1 Table

There are no requirements for fees or other payments in COND.
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1 Table

The following power in the Act has been exercised by the FSA to give the guidance in
COND:

Section 157(1) (Guidance).
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1 Table

There are no rules in COND.
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1 Table

There are no rules in COND.
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STATEMENTS OF PRINCIPLE AND CODE OF PRACTICE

FOR APPROVED PERSONS INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority issues the statements and related code of practice
and gives the guidance in the Annex to this instrument (�APER�) in the exercise of
the powers listed in Schedule 4 to APER (Powers exercised).

B. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19
of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (The general prohibition) comes into
force.

C. This instrument may be cited as the Statements of Principle and Code of Practice for
Approved Persons Instrument 2001.

D. The Annex to this instrument (including its Schedules) may be cited as the Statements
of Principle and Code of Practice for Approved Persons (or APER).

By order of the Board
21 June 2001

FSA 2001/5
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Statement of Principle 1

An approved person must act with integrity in carrying out his controlled

function.

Statement of Principle 2

An approved person must act with due skill, care and diligence in carrying

out his controlled function.

Statement of Principle 3

An approved person must observe proper standards of market conduct in

carrying out his controlled function.

Statement of Principle 4

An approved person must deal with the FSA and with other regulators in an

open and cooperative way and must disclose appropriately any information

of which the FSA would reasonably expect notice.

Statement of Principle 5

An approved person performing a significant influence function must take

reasonable steps to ensure that the business of the firm for which he is re-

sponsible in his controlled function is organised so that it can be controlled

effectively.
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Statement of Principle 6

An approved person performing a significant influence function must exer-

cise due skill, care and diligence in managing the business of the firm for

which he is responsible in his controlled function.

Statement of Principle 7

An approved person performing a significant influence function must take

reasonable steps to ensure that the business of the firm for which he is re-

sponsible in his controlled function complies with the relevant requirements

and standards of the regulatory system.
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Handbook
reference

Matter to be
notified

Contents of
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Trigger
event

Time
allowed

Statement of
Principle 4 
(APER 2.1.2P)

Any information
of which the FSA
would reasona-
bly expect notice

Appropriate
disclosure

Any informa-
tion of which
the FSA would
reasonably ex-
pect notice

Appropriate
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THE FIT AND PROPER TEST FOR APPROVED PERSONS INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority gives the guidance in the Annex to this instrument
(�FIT�) in the exercise of the power listed in Schedule 4 to FIT (Powers exercised).

B. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the first day on which
section 40 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Application for
permission) comes into force for any purpose.

C. This instrument may be cited as the Fit and Proper Test for Approved Persons
Instrument 2001.

D. The Annex to this instrument (including its Schedules) may be cited as the Fit and
Proper Test for Approved Persons (or FIT).

By order of the Board
21 June 2001

FSA 2001/6
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GENERAL PROVISIONS AND GLOSSARY INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the provisions in Annex A ("GEN"), other than
GEN 2.1.8R, and Annex B (the "Glossary") to this instrument in the exercise of the
powers listed in Schedule 4 to GEN (Powers exercised).

B. This instrument shall come into force immediately, except for GEN 2.1.8R which shall
come into force as and when made and brought into force by Financial Ombudsman
Service Ltd.

C. The provisions relevant to making rules and listed in Schedule 4 to GEN (Powers
exercised) are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (Rule-making instruments).

D. This instrument may be cited as the General Provisions and Glossary Instrument 2001.

E. Annex A to this instrument may be cited as the General provisions (or GEN).

F. Annex B to this instrument may be cited as the Glossary.

By order of the Board
21 June 2001

FSA 2001/7
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1 Table Transitional Provisions applying across the Handbook

(1) The purpose of these transitional provisions is to assist a smooth transition at com-
mencement.  They comprise various technical provisions that will apply across the
whole Handbook and achieve results that most people would probably expect to apply
in any event.

(2) These transitional provisions consist of general transitional provisions, which apply
at a high level of generality, and more specific transitional provisions in relation to re-
cord keeping and notification rules.

(3) The more specific transitional provisions relating to record keeping and notification
rules override the general transitional provisions.  Both the general and the more spe-
cific transitional provisions do not apply if the context requires otherwise and are sub-
ject to any more specific transitional provision elsewhere in the Handbook relating to
the matter.  For example, COB contains transitional provisions relating to various
matters which are limited in duration and which override these transitional provisions
in relation to those matters.

(4) Definitions for these transitional provisions, additional to those in the Glossary, are
provided at paragraph 17 of the table.

2 Table
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(1) (2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in

force

(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

1 Every rule
in the Hand-
book, unless
the context
otherwise re-
quires and
subject to
any more
specific
transitional
provision re-
lating to the
matter

R Acts under pre–commencement
provisions

Anything done, or having effect
as done, under or for the pur-
poses of any pre–commence-
ment provision has effect as if
done under or for the purposes
of any substantially similar
provision in the Handbook.

From com-
mence–ment

of the rel-
evant rule in

the Hand-
book

See schedule
of Transi-

tional provi-
sions of the
relevant rule

2 Paragraph 1 G For example, a firm may rely on
action to establish the best price,
taken shortly before commence-
ment for the purposes of an appli-
cable SRO best execution rule, for
the purposes of compliance with
COB 7.5.5R(1) (Providing best ex-
ecution), even if the transaction is
executed after commencement.

As paragraph
1

As paragraph
1

3 As para-
graph 1

R Achieving compliance before
commencement

Anything done before com-
mencement for the purposes of
a provision in the Handbook
has effect as if done under that
provision.

As paragraph
1

As paragraph
1

4 Paragraph 3 G For example, a firm may allocate
responsibility for apportionment
and oversight for the purposes of
SYSC 2.1.3R (Apportionment of
responsibilities) before com-
mencement, so as to be in com-
pliance at commencement.

As paragraph
1

As paragraph
1
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(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in

force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(1)

5 As para-
graph 1

R Series of events

If the application of any provi-
sion in the Handbook is de-
pendent on the occurrence of a
series of events, some of which
occur before, and some of
which occur after, commence-
ment, the provision applies
with respect to the events that
occur after commencement.

As paragraph
1

As paragraph
1

6 Paragraph 5 G For example, a firm which ex-
ecutes an aggregated order short-
ly before commencement must
comply with COB 7.7.9R (Re-
quirement for fair allocation) if the
allocation occurs after commence-
ment.  Transitional provisions in
COB may permit the firm to com-
ply with the rules of its previous
regulator if it wishes, as an alter-
native to COB 7.7.9R.

As paragraph
1

As paragraph
1

7 As para-
graph 1

R Deemed references to pre–com-
mencement provisions

Any reference (express or im-
plied) in a provision in the
Handbook to a provision of or
made under the Act is to be
read (so far as the context per-
mits and according to the con-
text) as being or including, in
relation to times, circum-
stances and purposes before
commencement, a reference to
any substantially similar pre–
commencement provision ap-
plicable to the firm.

As paragraph
1

As paragraph
1
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(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in

force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(1)

8 Paragraph 7 G For example, SUP 11.6.4R(1) re-
quires certain firms to notify the
FSA when a change in control,
previously notified under SUP
11.4.2R, has taken place.  Such a
firm must notify a change in con-
trol that takes place after com-
mencement, even if previously
notified under a pre–commence-
ment provision rather than under
SUP 11.4.2R (and SUP 11.6.4R(1)
is to be read as referring to that
pre–commencement provision).

Another example is SUP 3.10.6R,
which requires an auditor’s report
on client assets to be provided not
more than 53 weeks after the
period covered by the previous re-
port on such matters.  For the first
report after commencement, the
period runs from that covered by
the report under any substantially
similar pre–commencement provi-
sion (because of an implied refer-
ence to that provision).

As paragraph
1

As paragraph
1
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(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in

force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(1)

9 As para-
graph 1

R Time starting before com-
mencement

If, at commencement, time
has begun to run for any pur-
pose under any pre–com-
mencement provision appli-
cable to a firm, then:

(1) time will be regarded as
having started to run, for the
purposes of any substantially
similar provision in the
Handbook, when it started to
run for that other purpose;
and

(2) the firm will be relieved of
its obligation to comply with
the relevant pre–commence-
ment provision if and to the
extent that it complies with
the substantially similar pro-
vision as extended by this
transitional provision.
 

As paragraph
1

As paragraph
1

10 Paragraph 9 G For example, a UK bank was re-
quired to submit Form LE2 within
10 business days after its quarter
end by the FSA’s Guide to Bank-
ing Supervisory Policy.  If the
quarter end fell five days before
commencement, the UK bank
must still submit the report within
10 business days, but in accord-
ance with SUP 16.7.8R (Financial
reports: banks).

As paragraph
1

As paragraph
1
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(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in

force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(1)

11 Every rule
in the Hand-
book requir-
ing a record
to be made
or retained
(see sched-
ule 1), un-
less the con-
text other-
wise re-
quires and
subject to
any more
specific
transitional
provision re-
lating to the
matter

R Record keeping

A firm will not contravene a
rule in the Handbook requir-
ing a record to be made or re-
tained to the extent that the
firm:

(1) made a record of the
matter before commencement
in accordance with the rule or
with a substantially similar
pre–commencement provi-
sion applicable to the firm;
and

(2) retains that record as if
the rule was in force when the
record was made.

From com-
mence–ment

of the rel-
evant rule in

the Hand-
book

See schedule
of Transi-

tional provi-
sions of the
relevant rule

12 Paragraph 11 G This transitional provision makes
specific provision, in relation to re-
cord keeping, for the matters cov-
ered by paragraphs 1 and 3.  It is
included for clarity and overrides
those general transitional provi-
sions.

As paragraph
11

As paragraph
11

13 As para-
graph 11

R A firm must retain a record in
accordance with a rule in the
Handbook requiring a record of
that sort to be retained, if the
firm was required to make and
retain that record before com-
mencement under a substan-
tially similar pre–commence-
ment provision applicable to
the firm.

As paragraph
11

As paragraph
11
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(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in

force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(1)

14 Paragraph
13

G This transitional provision makes
specific provision, in relation to re-
cords, for the matters covered by
paragraphs 7 and 9. It is included
for clarity and overrides those
general transitional provisions.

As paragraph
11

As paragraph
11

15 Every noti-
fication rule
in the Hand-
book (see
schedule 2),
unless the
context
otherwise re-
quires and
subject to
any more
specific
transitional
provision re-
lating to the
matter

R Notification

A firm (or its auditor, ap-
pointed actuary or appropriate
actuary) will not contravene a
notification rule in the Hand-
book to the extent that notice
of the relevant matter was
given to the firm’s previous
regulator before commence-
ment in accordance with:

(1) the notification rule; or

(2) a substantially similar
pre–commencement provision
applicable to the firm.

From com-
mence–ment

of the rel-
evant rule in

the Hand-
book

See schedule
of Transi-

tional provi-
sions of the
relevant rule

16 Paragraph
15

G This transitional provision makes
specific provision, in relation to
notifications, for the matters cov-
ered by paragraphs 1 and 3. It is
included for clarity and overrides
those general transitional provi-
sions.

As paragraph
15

As paragraph
15
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(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in

force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(1)

17 Paragraphs 1
to 16

R Definitions

In these transitional provi-
sions:

(1) ”pre–commencement
provision” means a provision
repealed or revoked by or
under the Act or a rule or
guidance of the firm’s previ-
ous regulator, including
(where the context permits)
any relevant provision which
it replaced before commence-
ment;

(2) ”substantially similar”
means substantially similar in
purpose and effect; and

(3) a reference to a ”provi-
sion” in the Handbook means
every type of provision, in-
cluding rules, guidance, provi-
sions in codes, and so on.

As paragraph
1

As paragraph
1

18 Paragraphs
19 to 22

G Application for provisions
which are not rules

The purpose of paragraphs 19 to
22 is to ensure that the transitional
provisions in paragraphs 1 to 10
apply throughout the Handbook.

As para-
graphs 19 to

22

As para-
graphs 19 to

22
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(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in

force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(1)

19 Statements
of Principle
unless the
context
otherwise re-
quires and
subject to
any more
specific
transitional
provision re-
lating to the
matter

P The provisions in paragraphs
1 to 10 apply to every ap-
proved person as if the rules in
those paragraphs were part
of the Statements of Principle.

From com-
mence–ment

of the rel-
evant State-

ment of Prin-
ciple

See schedule
of Transi-

tional provi-
sions for
APER

20 Code of
Practice for
Approved
Persons and
Code of
Market Con-
duct unless
the context
otherwise re-
quires and
subject to
any more
specific
transitional
provision re-
lating to the
matter

E The provisions paragraphs 1
to 10 apply to every approved
person and every person to
whom the Code of Market
Conduct applies as if the rules
in those paragraphs were part
of the Code of Practice for Ap-
proved Persons and the Code
of Market Conduct respective-
ly.

From com-
mence–ment

of the rel-
evant provi-
sion of the

Code

See schedule
of Transi-

tional provi-
sions for

APER and
MAR
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(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in

force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(1)

21 Directions
and require-
ments in the
Handbook
(that is,
provisions
with the
status letter
”D” in the
margin or
heading) un-
less the con-
text other-
wise re-
quires and
subject to
any more
specific
transitional
provision re-
lating to the
matter

D The provisions in paragraphs
1 to 10 apply to every person
to whom a direction or re-
quirement in the Handbook
applies as if the rules in those
paragraphs were part of that
direction or requirement.

From com-
mence–ment

of the rel-
evant direc-
tion or re-
quirement

See schedule
of Transi-

tional provi-
sions of the

relevant
direction or

require–ment

22 Guidance
(and other
provisions
with the
status letter
”G” in the
margin or
heading) in
the Hand-
book unless
the context
otherwise re-
quires and
subject to
any more
specific
transitional
provision re-
lating to the
matter

G The provisions in paragraphs 1
to 10 are also relevant to every
person to whom any other guid-
ance (or other provision with
the status letter ”G” in the mar-
gin or heading) in the Hand-
book is relevant as if the rules
in those paragraphs were part of
that guidance (or other provi-
sion).

From com-
mence–ment

of the rel-
evant provi-

sion

See schedule
of Transi-

tional provi-
sions of the

relevant
provision
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3 Table  Transitional provisions applying to GEN only

(1) (2)

Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional

provision:

dates in

force

(6)

Handbook

provision:

coming into

force

1 GEN 2.2.7R R GEN 2.2.7R has effect as
if it started with the words
”Unless the context indi-
cates otherwise,”.

From 21

June 2001

until six

months after

commence–

ment

21 June 2001
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Introduction

1. A designated investment exchange is an exchange appearing in the list of such
    exchanges in the Glossary.

Benefits of designation

2. Under certain rules, firms may treat transactions effected on a designated investment
    exchange in the same way as transactions on RIEs (for example, see 
    COB 5 Ann 1 E, COB 9.1.35 R and COB 7.11).

Criteria for inclusion in the list of designated investment exchanges

3. Before adding an investment exchange to the list of designated investment 
    exchanges in the Handbook, the FSA will comply with all the requirements imposed
    by the Act in relation to the exercise of its rule–making powers.  This will include 
    consulting on the proposed amendment to the list.

4. In considering compatibility of the proposed addition with the regulatory objectives,
    the FSA will determine whether the investment exchange provides an appropriate 
    degree of protection for consumers having regard in particular to:

(1) the relevant law and practice, including the regulatory framework in which
                 the investment exchange operates, in the country or territory in which the 
                 investment exchange’s head office is situated and any other relevant country
                 or territory; and

(2) the rules and practices of the investment exchange.

5. Only investment exchanges which do not carry on a regulated activity in the United
    Kingdom and are not regulated markets may be added to the list.  This is because an
    investment exchange carrying on a regulated activity in the United Kingdom will
    need to apply for recognition as an RIE, or authorisation, and because a regulated
    market is usually treated in the same way as an RIE in the rules.

Applications to be added to the list of designated investment exchanges

6. An application to be added to the list should be in writing and delivered to the FSA
    by:

(1) post to:
     The Financial Services Authority
     25 The North Colonnade
     Canary Wharf
     London
     E14 5HS; or

(2) leaving the application at that address.

7. In support of the application, an investment exchange should provide information on
    the questions set out in the table below.
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Designated investment exchange questionnaire
1 In what way are members subject to formal supervision by the

exchange or another supervisory or regulatory body?  De-
scribe how capital resources of members are monitored on an
ongoing basis and how this is related to business done.

2 What powers does the exchange or any other supervisory or
regulatory body have to intervene in a member’s business in
the event of misconduct, financial difficulties or otherwise?

3 What are the clearing arrangements of the exchange?  How
does the exchange ensure performance of a contract between
its members?  If relevant, what type of contract guarantee is
available?

4 How is price information in respect of contracts effected on the
exchange disseminated to investors, particularly those in-
vestors in the United Kingdom?

5 What are the exchange’s arrangements for reporting and re-
cording of transactions effected on the exchange?  Please de-
scribe.

6 Does the exchange, or any other supervisory or regulatory
body, require members to segregate the money and assets of
the member’s clients from the money and assets of the
member?  If so, please describe in outline how this operates.  If
not, are investors protected in any other way in the event of the
insolvency of a member or the exchange?

7 Does the exchange have procedures for the investigation of
complaints?  Please describe what they are.

8 Does the exchange classify the different contracts traded on it
in terms of liquidity?  Is it possible to identify certain contracts
which are more liquid than others and in which a ready market
might be considered to exist?
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3 Table Notifications requirements

Handbook
reference

Matter to be
notified

Contents of
notification

Trigger
event

Time
allowed

GEN 1.3.2R An emergency
which makes it
impracticable for a
firm to comply with
a particular rule.

Notification of the
emergency and of

the steps the firm is
taking and proposes
to take to deal with

its consequences

An emergency
which makes it
impracticable for a
firm to comply with
a particular rule.

Notification
as soon as
practicable
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4 Table Actions for damages: General provisions

Chapter/
Appendix

Section/
Annex

Paragraph Right of action under section 150
                                                             For
   For private         Removed?           other
    person?                                        person?

All rules 
in GEN
with the

status
letter ”E”

No No No

GEN 
2.1.8 R

No No No

All other
rules in
GEN

Yes No No
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Glossary
G. Guidance on the Glossary

1. The rules and guidance for interpreting the Handbook are to be found in GEN 2
(Interpreting the Handbook).

2. The guidance in the following paragraphs reminds the reader of some practical
points for interpreting Handbook text.

3. Each sourcebook or manual has a reference code of two or more letters, usually a
contraction or abbreviation of its title (for example, GEN stands for the General
provisions and COB for the Conduct of Business sourcebook).  The meaning of each
of these codes is given in the Glossary.

4. Expressions used in the Handbook which are defined in the Glossary appear in the
text in italic type (GEN 2.2.7R(1) (Use of defined expressions)).  An expression
which is not shown in the text in italics has its natural meaning unless the context
otherwise requires (GEN 2.2.9G).

5. An expression which appears in the text in italics, but is not itself defined in the
Glossary, should be read in the same sense as the expression to which it relates (for
example, "advice on investments" and "advise on investments" are related to
"advising on investments", so the reader should refer to the definition of "advising on
investments" for their meaning).  (GEN 2.2.7R(2) and GEN 2.2.8G).

6. The words "in writing", unless the contrary intention appears, mean in legible form
and capable of reproduction on paper; they include electronic communication (GEN
2.2.14R (References to writing)).

7. The Interpretation Act 1978 applies to the Handbook, so (unless the contrary
intention appears):

(1) the singular includes the plural, and the plural the singular (GEN 2.2.12G(3));

(2) the masculine includes the feminine (GEN 2.2.12G(3));

(3) a reference to a statutory provision is a reference to it as amended from time to
time (GEN 2.2.12G(2)); under GEN 2.2.13R (Cross-references in the
Handbook) the same applies to a provision in the Handbook.

8. Many of the defined expressions in the Glossary are used or defined in the Act or in a
statutory instrument made under it.  In these cases, the Glossary refers to the
statutory provision which is the source of the Handbook definition.  Where there is a
short statutory definition, the Glossary sets out the definition in full.  Where the
statutory definition is long, the Glossary gives a summary of it, and states that it is a
summary.
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Defined expression Definition

50% controller a controller in whose case the relevant percentage of shares or voting
power is 50% or more.

accepted channel for
dissemination of
information

(in relation to any prescribed market) an approved channel of
communication by which information concerning investments traded
on the market is formally disseminated to other market users on a
structured and equitable basis.

accepting deposits the regulated activity, specified in article 5 of the Regulated Activities
Order (Accepting deposits), which is in summary: accepting deposits
if:

(a) money received by way of deposit is lent to others; or

(b) any other activity of the person accepting the deposit is financed,
wholly or to a material extent, out of the capital of or interest on
money received by way of deposit.

accident (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph 1 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of general insurance), providing
fixed pecuniary benefits or benefits in the nature of indemnity (or a
combination of both) against risks of the person insured or, in the case
of a contract made under section 140, 140A or 140B of the Local
Government Act 1972 (or, in Scotland, section 86(1) of the Local
Government (Scotland) Act 1973), a person for whose benefit the
contract is made:

(a) sustaining injury as the result of an accident or of an accident of a
specified class; or

(b) dying as a result of an accident or an accident of a specified class;
or

(c) becoming incapacitated in consequence of disease or of disease
of a specified class;

including contracts relating to industrial injury and occupational
disease but excluding contracts within paragraph 2 of Part I of
Schedule 1 to the Regulated Activities Order (Sickness) and contracts
within paragraph IV of Part II of that Schedule (Permanent health).

accounting reference
date

(1) (except in CIS):

(a) (in relation to a company incorporated in the United
Kingdom under the Companies Acts) the accounting
reference date of that company determined in accordance
with section 224 of the Companies Act 1985;

(b) (in relation to any other body) the last day of its financial
year.

(2) (in CIS) the date stated in the most recently published prospectus
as the date on which the annual accounting period of the
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authorised fund is to end in each year.

accrual interval (in CIS) (in relation to a manager's periodic charge) the interval
specified in the trust deed over which the periodic charge accrues.

accumulation share a share in respect of which income is credited periodically to capital
under CIS 9.2.4R (Annual allocation to accumulation shares or
accumulation units) or CIS 9.2.6R (Interim allocations of income).

accumulation unit a unit in respect of which income is credited periodically to capital
under CIS 9.2.4R (Annual allocation to accumulation shares or
accumulation units) or CIS 9.2.6R (Interim allocations of income).

ACD authorised corporate director.

Act the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.

acting as the
depositary or sole
director of an open-
ended investment
company

the regulated activity, specified in article 51(1)(c) of the Regulated
Activities Order (Establishing etc a collective investment scheme), of
acting as the depositary or sole director of an open-ended investment
company.

acting as trustee of
an authorised unit
trust scheme

the regulated activity, specified in article 51(1)(b) of the Regulated
Activities Order (Establishing etc a collective investment scheme), of
acting as a trustee of an authorised unit trust scheme.

actuarial body the Institute of Actuaries or the Faculty of Actuaries.

actuarial health
insurance

the type of insurance defined in LLD 11.4.1R, which is in summary:
general insurance business which is sickness insurance and satisfies
certain specified conditions.

actuary a fellow of an actuarial body or (in connection with general insurance
business) a Fellow of the Casualty Actuarial Society who is a member
of an actuarial body.

actuating purpose a purpose which motivates or incites a person to act.

additional voluntary
contribution

(a) a voluntary contribution paid by a member of an occupational
pension scheme under the terms of the scheme or of a separate
contract;

(b) an additional contribution paid by a member of an occupational
pension scheme to which his employer is not a contributor, under
which additional benefits are provided to supplement the benefits
under another occupational pension scheme of which he is also a
member and to which his employer is a contributor.

administrative
functions

(a) (in relation to managing investments):

(i) arranging settlement;

(ii) monitoring and processing corporate actions;

(iii) client account administration, liaison and reporting,
including valuation and performance measurement;

(iv) ISA or PEP administration;
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(v) investment trust savings scheme administration;

(b) (in relation to effecting or carrying out life policies):

(i) new business administration;

(ii) policy alterations including surrenders and policy loans;

(iii) preparing projections;

(iv) processing claims including pension payments;

(v) fund switching;

(c) (in relation to the operation of a stakeholder pension scheme):

(i) new business administration;

(ii) receipt of or alteration to contributions;

(iii) preparing projections and annual statements;

(iv) administration of transfers;

(v) handling claims, including pension payments;

(vi) fund allocation and switching.

admissible asset (in LLD) an asset that may be taken into account for the purposes of
the solvency requirements in LLD 11.2.1R in accordance with LLD
13.4.1R.

admission to trading (in relation to an investment and an exchange) the process by which
the exchange permits members of the exchange to enter into
transactions in that investment under and subject to the rules of the
exchange.

adopted packaged
product

(in relation to a firm) a stakeholder pension scheme which is a
packaged product:
(a) not produced by the firm or in the firm's marketing group, but by
another producer (whether a firm or not); and

(b) on which the firm is able to advise as a result of a decision taken
under COB 5.1.4R(1).

adviser an individual who is:

(a) a financial adviser; or

(b) a representative; or

(c) an appointed representative.

adviser on syndicate
participation at
Lloyd's function

controlled function CF25 in the table of controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10.10.15R.

advising on
investments

the regulated activity, specified in article 53 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Advising on investments), which is in summary:
advising a person if the advice is:

(a) given to the person in his capacity as an investor or potential
investor, or in his capacity as agent for an investor or a potential
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investor; and

(b) advice on the merits of his doing any of the following (whether
as principal or agent):

(i) buying, selling, subscribing for or underwriting a
particular investment which is a designated investment; or

(ii) exercising any right conferred by such an investment to
buy, sell, subscribe for or underwrite such an investment.

advising on
investments (except
pension transfers
and pension opt-
outs)

advising on investments except in respect of pension transfers and
pension opt-outs.

advising on pension
transfers and
pension opt-outs

advising on investments in respect of pension transfers and pension
opt-outs.

advising on syndicate
participation at
Lloyd's

the regulated activity, specified in article 56 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Advice on syndicate participation at Lloyd's), of
advising a person to become, or continue or cease to be, a member of a
particular Lloyd's syndicate.

affected person (in CIS):

(a) (in relation to an ICVC):

(i) the ICVC;

(ii) its depositary;

(iii) a director of the ICVC;

(iv) any investment adviser of the ICVC;

(v) any associate of any person in (a)(i), (ii), (iii) or (iv);

(b) (in relation to an AUT):

(i) the manager;

(ii) the trustee;

(iii) any investment adviser of the manager;

(iv) any associate of any person in (b)(i), (ii) or (iii).

affiliated company (in relation to a person) an undertaking in the same group as that
person.

agreeing to carry on
a regulated activity

the regulated activity, specified in article 64 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Agreeing to carry on specified kinds of activity), of
agreeing to carry on an activity specified in Part II of that Order other
than:

(a) accepting deposits;

(b) effecting  contracts of insurance;
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(c) carrying out contracts of insurance;

(d) establishing, operating or winding up a collective investment
scheme;

(e) acting as trustee of an authorised unit trust scheme;
(f) acting as the depositary or sole director of an open-ended

investment company;
(g) establishing, operating or winding up a stakeholder pension

scheme.

aircraft (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph 5 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of general insurance), upon
aircraft or upon the machinery, tackle, furniture or equipment of
aircraft.

aircraft liability (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph 11 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of general insurance), against
damage arising out of or in connection with the use of aircraft,
including third-party risks and carrier's liability.

allocation period a single 24-hour period or, with the agreement of each intermediate
customer concerned, a period spanning five consecutive business days,
during which an aggregated series of transactions may be executed.

ancillary action action, ancillary to stabilising action, permitted under MAR 2.4.2R.

ancillary activity an activity which is not a regulated activity but which is:

(a) carried on in connection with a regulated activity; or

(b) held out as being for the purposes of a regulated activity.

announceable
information

information which is usually the subject of a public announcement,
although not subject to any formal disclosure requirement.

annual accounting
period

a period determined in accordance with CIS 9.2.1R (Accounting
period).

annual income
allocation date

the date in any year stated in the most recently published prospectus as
the date on or before which, in respect of each annual accounting
period, an allocation of income is to be made.

annual report and
accounts

(a)  (in relation to a company incorporated in the United Kingdom) an
annual report and annual accounts as those terms are defined in
sections 261(2) and 262(1) of the Companies Act 1985, together
with an auditor's report prepared in relation to those accounts
under section 235 of the Companies Act 1985;

(b) (in relation to any other body) any similar or analogous
documents which it is required to prepare whether by its
constitution or by the law under which it is established.

APER the part of the Handbook in High Level Standards which has the title
Statements of Principle and Code of Practice for Approved Persons.
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applicable provisions the Host State rules with which:

(a) an incoming EEA firm is required to comply when carrying on a
permitted activity through a branch or by providing services (as
applicable) in the United Kingdom, as defined in paragraphs
13(4) and 14(4) of Part II of Schedule 3 to the Act (Exercise of
passport rights by EEA firms); or

(b) a UK firm is required to comply when conducting business
through a branch (in accordance with paragraph 19(13) of Part
III of Schedule 3 to the Act (Exercise of passport rights by UK
firms)) or by providing services (as applicable) in another EEA
State.

applications day the first day on which section 40 of the Act (Application for
permission) comes into force (for any purpose).

appointed actuary an actuary appointed under SUP 4.3.1R (Appointment by firms).

appointed actuary
function

controlled function CF12 in the table of controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10.7.17R.

appointed
representative

(in accordance with section 39 of the Act) a person (other than an
authorised person) who:

(a) is a party to a contract with an authorised person (his principal)
which:

(i) permits or requires him to carry on business of a
description prescribed in the Appointed Representatives
Regulations; and

(ii) complies with such requirements as are prescribed in
those Regulations; and

(b) is someone for whose activities in carrying on the whole or part
of that business his principal has accepted responsibility in
writing;

and who is therefore an exempt person in relation to any regulated
activity comprised in the carrying on of that business for which his
principal has accepted responsibility.

Appointed
Representatives
Regulations

the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Appointed
Representatives) Regulations 2001 (SI 2001/1217).

apportionment and
oversight function

controlled function CF8 in the table of controlled functions, described
more fully in SUP 10.7.1R.

appropriate actuary an actuary appointed under SUP 4.4.1R (Appointment of an
appropriate actuary).

appropriate personal
pension

a personal pension policy or a personal pension contract under which
contributions are made to a personal pension scheme which is an
appropriate scheme under section 1(8) of the Social Security Act 1986
or article 3(8) of the Social Security (Northern Ireland) Order 1986.
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appropriate valuer (in CIS) a person who complies with the requirements of CIS
5.8.5R(7) (Approved immovables).

approve (in relation to a financial promotion) approve the content of the
financial promotion for the purposes of section 21 of the Act
(Restrictions on financial promotion).

approved bank (in relation to a bank account opened by a firm):

(a) if the account is opened at a branch in the United Kingdom:

(i) the Bank of England; or

(ii) the central bank of a member state of the OECD; or

(iii) a bank; or

(iv) a building society which offers, unrestrictedly, banking
services; or

(v) a bank which is supervised by the central bank or other
banking regulator of a member state of the OECD; or

(b) if the account is opened elsewhere:

(i) a bank in (a); or

(ii) a credit institution established in an EEA State other than
the United Kingdom and duly authorised by the relevant
Home State regulator; or

(iii) a bank which is regulated in the Isle of Man or the
Channel Islands; or

(c) a bank supervised by the South African Reserve Bank; or

(d) any other bank that:

(i) is subject to regulation by a national banking regulator;

(ii) is required to provide audited accounts;

(iii) has minimum net assets of £5 million (or its equivalent in
any other currency at the relevant time) and has a surplus
revenue over expenditure for the last two financial years;
and

(iv) has an annual audit report which is not materially
qualified.

approved collateral any form of security for the discharge of any liability arising from a
contingent liability investment (other than a guarantee) which:

(a) (in relation to an on-exchange transaction) is acceptable under the
rules of the relevant exchange or clearing house; and

(b) (in relation to an OTC transaction) would be acceptable for a
similar transaction to the relevant exchange or clearing house.

approved
counterparty

an approved counterparty as defined in IPRU(INS).
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approved credit
institution

an approved credit institution as defined in IPRU(INS).

approved depositary any depositary:

(a) that is subject to regulation by a national regulatory body;

(b) that is required to provide audited accounts;

(c) that has minimum net assets of £5 million (or its equivalent in
any other currency at the relevant time) and has a surplus revenue
over expenditure for the last two financial years; and

(d) whose latest annual audit report is not materially qualified.

approved derivative (in CIS) a derivative which is traded or dealt in on an eligible
derivatives market.

approved
examination

an examination listed in the annexes to TC 2, or an examination which
is equivalent in accordance with the Diploma Directives.

approved financial
institution

an approved financial institution as defined in IPRU(INS).

approved immovable an interest in any land or building which satisfies the conditions in CIS
5.8.5R (Approved immovables).

approved mortgage (in CIS) a mortgage:

(a) which the trustee reasonably believes can be discharged on
demand or within 28 days by repayment of all the money secured
by the mortgage (including, where appropriate, any additional
sum provided for under the mortgage); and

(b) on which there is not secured any property, whether immediately
or contingently, other than the approved immovable in question.

approved person a person in relation to whom the FSA has given its approval under
section 59 of the Act (Approval for particular arrangements) for the
performance of a controlled function.

approved security (1) (in CIS) a transferable security that is admitted to official listing
in an EEA State or is traded on or under the rules of an eligible
securities market (otherwise than by the specific permission of
the market authority).

(2) (in LLD) any of the following:

(a) any security issued or guaranteed by, or the repayment of
the principal of which, or the interest on which, is
guaranteed by, and any loans to or deposits with, any
government, public or local authority or nationalised
industry or undertaking, which belongs to a Zone A
country;

(b) any loan to, or deposit with, an approved financial
institution;
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(c) any debenture issued before 31 December 1994 by the
Agricultural Mortgage Corporation Limited or the
Scottish Agricultural Securities Corporation Limited.

arrangement (as defined in section 59(10) of the Act (Approval for particular
arrangements)) any kind of arrangement for the performance of a
function of an authorised person ("A") which is entered into by A or
any contractor of his with another person, including, in particular, that
other person's appointment to an office, his becoming a partner, or his
employment (whether under a contract of service or otherwise).

arranger a person who is arranging (bringing about) deals in investments,
making arrangements with a view to transactions in investments, or
agreeing to carry on any of those regulated activities.

arranging (in MAR) arranging (bringing about) deals in investments, making
arrangements with a view to transactions in investments or agreeing
to carry on any of those regulated activities.

arranging (bringing
about) deals in
investments

the regulated activity, specified in article 25(1) of the Regulated
Activities Order, which is in summary: making arrangements for
another person (whether as principal or agent) to buy, sell, subscribe
for or underwrite a particular investment which is:

(a) a designated investment; or

(b) the underwriting capacity of a Lloyd's syndicate; or

(c) membership of a Lloyd's syndicate; or

(d) rights to or interests in investments in (b) or (c).

arranging deals in
contracts of
insurance written at
Lloyd's

the regulated activity, specified in article 58 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Arranging deals in contracts of insurance written at
Lloyd's), carried on by the Society of Lloyd's of arranging deals in
contracts of insurance written at Lloyd's.

arranging
safeguarding and
administration of
assets

that part of safeguarding and administering investments which
consists solely of arranging for one or more other persons to carry on
both:

(a) the safeguarding of assets belonging to another; and

(b) the administration of those assets.

asset identification
rules

(as defined in subsection 142(2) of the Act (Insurance business:
regulations supplementing Authority's rules)) rules made by the FSA
which require an authorised person who has permission to effect or
carry out contracts of insurance to identify assets which belong to him
and which are maintained in respect of a particular aspect of his
business.

assistance (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph 18 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of general insurance), providing
either or both of the following benefits:

(a) assistance (whether in cash or in kind) for persons who get into
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difficulties while travelling, while away from home or while
away from their permanent residence;

(b) assistance (whether in cash or in kind) for persons who get into
difficulties otherwise than as in (a).

associate (in relation to a person ("A")):

(a) an affiliated company of A;

(b) an appointed representative of A or of any affiliated company of
A;

(c) any other person whose business or domestic relationship with A
or his associate might reasonably be expected to give rise to a
community of interest between them which may involve a
conflict of interest in dealings with third parties.

associated call
option

a right to acquire a particular amount of the relevant security or of any
associated security at a future date at a particular price.

associated security (a) an associated call option;

(b) a security of any description:

(i) which is in all respects uniform with the relevant security;
or

(ii) for which the relevant security may be exchanged or into
which it may be converted; or

(iii) which constitutes a right to obtain delivery of the relevant
security; or

(iv) which the holder of the relevant security has, through his
holding of that security, rights to acquire or to subscribe
for; or

(v) which is issued or guaranteed by the issuer, or by any
guarantor, of the relevant security and the prevailing
market price of which is, because of similarity with the
relevant security in the terms and conditions which attach
to each of them respectively, likely to have a material
influence on the market price of the relevant security; or

(vi) which is a certificate representing a certain security in
respect of the relevant security and which is in all
material respects uniform with the relevant security in
terms of value, size and duration.

AUT an authorised unit trust scheme.

AUTH the Authorisation manual.

authorisation authorisation as an authorised person for the purposes of the Act.

authorisation order an order made by the FSA:

(a) in relation to an AUT under section 243 of the Act (Authorisation
orders);
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(b) in relation to an ICVC under regulation 14 of the OEIC
Regulations (Authorisation);

as a result of which the AUT becomes authorised or the body becomes
incorporated as an ICVC under regulation 3 of the OEIC Regulations
(Open-ended investment company).

authorised corporate
director

the director of an ICVC who is the authorised corporate director of the
ICVC in accordance with CIS 7.2.1R (The directors).

authorised fund an ICVC or an AUT.

authorised fund
manager

an ACD or an authorised unit trust manager.

authorised person (in accordance with section 31 of the Act (Authorised persons)) one of
the following:

(a) a person who has a Part IV permission to carry on one or more
regulated activities;

(b) an incoming EEA firm;

(c) an incoming Treaty firm;

(d) a UCITS qualifier;
(e) an ICVC;
(f) the Society of Lloyd's.

(see also GEN 2.2.18R for the position of an authorised partnership or
unincorporated association which is dissolved.)

authorised
professional firm

a professional firm which is an authorised person.

authorised UK
representative

(in relation to a firm) a person resident in the United Kingdom who is
authorised to act generally, and to accept service of any document, on
behalf of the firm.

authorised unit trust
manager

a manager of an AUT.

authorised unit trust
scheme

(as defined in section 237(3) of the Act (Other definitions)) a unit trust
scheme which is authorised for the purposes of the Act by an
authorisation order.

authorised Voluntary
Jurisdiction
participant

a participant in the Voluntary Jurisdiction who is an authorised
person.

AVC additional voluntary contribution.

backwardation a situation in which futures prices are lower than cash prices.

bank (a) a firm with a Part IV permission which includes accepting
deposits, and:

(i) which is a credit institution; or

(ii) whose Part IV permission includes a requirement that it
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comply with IPRU(BANK);
but which is not a building society, a friendly society or a credit
union;

(b) an EEA bank.

Banking
Consolidation
Directive

the Council Directive of 20 March 2000 relating to the taking up and
pursuit of the business of credit institutions (No 2000/12/EC).

base currency (in CIS) the currency specified:

(a) in the instrument of incorporation of an ICVC as the currency in
which its accounts are to be prepared; or

(b) in the trust deed of an AUT as the base currency of the AUT.

BCD Banking Consolidation Directive.

BCD credit
institution

a credit institution that has its registered office (or, if it has no
registered office, its head office) in an EEA State, excluding an
institution to which the BCD does not apply under article 2(3) of the
BCD.

bearer certificate (in CIS) a certificate or other documentary evidence of title, for which
provision is made in the instrument constituting the scheme, which
indicates that:

(a) the holder of the document is entitled to the units specified in it;
and

(b) no entry will be made on the register identifying the holder of
those units.

bearer form (in relation to a client's certificate, share transfer or other document) in
a form signed by the client so that it enables a designated investment
or deposit to which it relates to be sold, transferred, surrendered or
dealt with in any other way without the need to obtain further written
instructions and allows the firm access to the sale proceeds.

behaviour any kind of conduct, including action or inaction.

bid price the price at which a person could sell a unit in a dual-priced AUT or a
security.

body corporate (in accordance with section 417(1) of the Act (Definitions)) any body
corporate, including a body corporate constituted under the law of a
country or territory outside the United Kingdom.

bonded investment a designated investment not held by a trustee when acting as a trustee:
(a) which, except in the case of a unit, is one of the following:

(i) a readily realisable security held for a customer, whether
or not held under a discretionary arrangement; or

(ii) a designated investment in bearer form; or

(iii) a designated investment held by a nominee company
under the control of the firm or a person whom the firm
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controls; or

(iv) a designated investment to which the title is recorded in
electronic form;

(b) which the firm may sell or procure the sale of without the
signature or other action of the customer or an independent third
party; and

(c) where the proceeds of such a sale are or could be payable to the
firm or its associate.

branch (a) (in relation to a credit institution):
(i) a place of business which forms a legally dependent part

of a credit institution and which carries out directly all or
some of the transactions inherent in the business of credit
institutions;

(ii) for the purposes of the Banking Consolidation Directive,
any number of places of business set up in the same EEA
State by a credit institution with headquarters in another
EEA State are to be regarded as a single branch;

(b) (in relation to an investment firm):

(i) a place of business which is a part of an investment firm,
not being the principal place of business, which has no
separate legal personality and which provides investment
services for which the investment firm has been
authorised;

(ii) for the purposes of the Investment Services Directive, all
the places of business set up in the same EEA State by an
investment firm with headquarters in another EEA State
are to be regarded as a single branch;

(c) (in relation to an insurance undertaking) any permanent presence
of the insurance undertaking in an EEA State other than that in
which it has its head office is to be regarded as a single branch,
whether that presence consists of a single office which, or two or
more offices each of which:

(i) is managed by the insurance undertaking's own staff; or

(ii) is an agency of the insurance undertaking; or

(iii) is managed by a person who is independent of the
insurance undertaking, but has permanent authority to act
for the insurance undertaking as an agency would.

branded fund a life policy or a regulated collective investment scheme other than a
broker fund which is available as an investment only or mainly to the
clients of a particular independent intermediary.

broker (in MAR) any person when dealing as agent.

broker fund (in relation to a fund for which the firm is or will be a broker fund
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adviser):

(a) an actual or notional fund of a long-term insurer, which contains
or will contain contributions made or to be made by a client or
clients of a firm in connection with a life policy or policies;

(b) a fund of a collective investment scheme, which contains or will
contain cash contributions made or to be made by a client or
clients of a firm in connection with the purchase of units in the
scheme.

broker fund adviser a person who has, or whose associate being an authorised person has,
an arrangement with a long-term insurer, or with the operator of a
regulated collective investment scheme or an unregulated collective
investment scheme, under which it is to be expected that the long-term
insurer or operator will take into account the advice of that person or
his associate:

(a) in the case of a long-term insurer, on any matter likely to
influence the performance of any of the long-term insurer's funds
or of any investment issued by the long-term insurer into which
cash contributions of that person's customers have been made;

(b) in the case of an operator, on the composition of the property of
the collective investment scheme into which cash contributions of
that person's customers have been made;

in this definition, associate includes any authorised person in respect
of whose services the first person receives any benefit or reward,
either directly or indirectly, in connection with advice of the kind
described in (a) and (b) given to a long-term insurer or to a collective
investment scheme operator.

building society (as defined in section 119(1) of the Building Societies Act 1986) a
building society incorporated (or deemed to be incorporated) under
that Act.

business day (1) (in relation to anything done or to be done in any part of the
United Kingdom):

(a) (except in REC) any day which is not a Saturday or
Sunday, Christmas Day, Good Friday or a bank holiday in
that part of the United Kingdom;

(b) (in REC) (as defined in section 167 of the Companies Act
1989) any day which is not a Saturday or Sunday,
Christmas Day, Good Friday or a bank holiday in any part
of the United Kingdom.

(2) (in relation to anything done or to be done by reference to a   
market outside the United Kingdom) any day on which that
market is normally open for business.

buying (in accordance with article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order
(Interpretation)) any form of buying, including acquiring for valuable
consideration.
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byelaw (in LLD) any Byelaw, direction, regulation, or other instrument made
using the powers of the Council under section 6 of Lloyd's Act 1982
(including any regulation ratified by the Council by special resolution)
and any condition or requirement made under any such Byelaw,
direction, regulation or other instrument.

CAD bank a bank which uses the Capital Adequacy Directive to measure the
capital requirement on its trading book.

cancellation (in CIS) (in relation to units) a cancellation of a unit by an ICVC or by
the trustee of an AUT.

cancellation rules COB 6.7 (Cancellation and withdrawal).

candidate a person in respect of whom an application is made for approval under
section 59 of the Act (Approval for particular arrangements).

capacity transfer
market

any method of transferring capacity in syndicates, including capacity
auctions, bilateral arrangements, capacity offers, minority buy-outs
and conversion schemes.

capital account (in CIS) an account relating to the capital property of an authorised
fund.

Capital Adequacy
Directive

the Council Directive of 15 March 1993 on capital adequacy of
investment firms and credit institutions (No 93/6/EEC).

capital at risk capital at risk as defined in IPRU(INS) 2.5R(7).

capital property (in CIS) the scheme property, other than income property and any
amount for the time being standing to the credit of the distribution
account.

capital redemption (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) capital redemption
contracts where effected or carried out by a person who does not carry
on a banking business, and otherwise carries on the regulated activity
of effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance, as specified in
paragraph VI of Part II of Schedule 1 to the Regulated Activities Order
(Contracts of long-term insurance).

carrying out
contracts of
insurance

the regulated activity, specified in article 10(2) of the Regulated
Activities Order (Effecting and carrying out contracts of insurance), of
carrying out a contract of insurance as principal.

cash component a qualifying investment prescribed in paragraph 8 of the ISA
Regulations (Qualifying investments for a cash component).

cash deposit ISA a cash component of an ISA which does not include the qualifying
investments prescribed in paragraphs 8(2)(c), (d), (e) or (f) of the ISA
Regulations.

CAT standards the CAT standards for ISAs prescribed by the Treasury on 22
December 1998.

causing
dematerialised
instructions to be

the regulated activity, specified in article 45(2) of the Regulated
Activities Order, which is in summary: causing dematerialised
instructions relating to a security to be sent by means of a relevant
system in respect of which an operator is approved under the 1995
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sent Regulations where the person causing them to be sent is a system-
participant;

in this definition:

(a) "the 1995 Regulations" means the Uncertificated Securities
Regulations 1995 (SI 1995/3272);

(b) "dematerialised instruction", "operator" and "system-participant"
have the meaning given by regulation 3 of the 1995 Regulations.

central assets (in LLD) assets that the Society owns and amounts that members are
liable to pay to the Society (or may by resolution of the Council be
liable to pay) as contributions to the Central Fund (excluding amounts
which, if paid by a member, would cause his assets to fall short (or
shorter) of the required amount).

Central Fund the Central Fund established under Lloyd's Central Fund Byelaw (No
4 of 1986) and the New Central Fund established under Lloyd's New
Central Fund Byelaw (No 23 of 1996).

certificate
representing certain
securities

the investment specified in article 80 of the Regulated Activities Order
(Certificates representing certain securities), which is in summary: a
certificate or other instrument which confers contractual or property
rights (other than rights consisting of options):

(a) in respect of any share, debenture, government and public
security or warrant) held by a person other than the person on
whom the rights are conferred by the certificate or instrument;
and

(b) the transfer of which may be effected without requiring the
consent of that person;

but excluding any certificate or other instrument which confers rights
in respect of two or more investments issued by different persons or in
respect of two or more different government and public securities
issued by the same person.

CFTC the Commodity Futures Trading Commission.

charge any fee or charge made to a client in connection with designated
investment business, whether levied by the firm or any other person,
including a mark-up or mark-down.

chargeable case any complaint referred to the Financial Ombudsman Service, apart
from those where the Ombudsman considers it apparent from the
complaint received, and from any final response which has been
issued by the firm, that the complaint should not proceed because:

(a) the complainant is not an eligible complainant in accordance with
DISP 2; or

(b) the complaint does not fall within the jurisdiction of the
Financial Ombudsman Service (as described in DISP 2) or falls
outside the time limits set out in DISP 2.3 (Time limits for
referral of complaints to the Financial Ombudsman Service); or
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(c) the Ombudsman considers that the complaint should be dismissed
without consideration of its merits under DISP 3.3 (Dismissal of
complaints without consideration of the merits); or

(d) the Ombudsman considers, at any stage, that the complaint
should be dismissed under DISP 3.3.1R(2) on the grounds that it
is frivolous or vexatious.

chief executive (1) (in relation to an undertaking whose principal place of business is
within the United Kingdom) the person who, alone or jointly with
one or more others, is responsible under the immediate authority
of the directors for the conduct of the whole of its business.

(2) (in relation to an undertaking whose principal place of business is
outside the United Kingdom) the person who, alone or jointly
with one or more others, is responsible for the conduct of its
business within the United Kingdom.

chief executive
function

controlled function CF3 in the table of controlled functions, described
more fully in SUP 10.6.11R.

Chinese wall an arrangement that requires information held by a person in the
course of carrying on one part of its business to be withheld from, or
not to be used for, persons with or for whom it acts in the course of
carrying on another part of its business.

CIS the Collective Investment Schemes sourcebook.

claim (1) (in COMP) a valid claim made in respect of a civil liability owed
by a relevant person to the claimant.

(2) (in LLD, SUP and TC) a claim under a contract of insurance.

class (1) (in AUTH, IPRU(FSOC), IPRU(INS), LLD and SUP) (in relation
to a contract of insurance) any class of contract of insurance
listed in Schedule 1 to the Regulated Activities Order (Contracts
of insurance).

(2) (in CIS):

(a) a particular class of units of an authorised fund; or

(b) all of the units relating to a single sub-fund; or

(c) a particular class of units relating to a single sub-fund.

(3) (in COB) a particular category or type of packaged product.

class meeting (in CIS) a separate meeting of holders of a class of units.

clearing firm a firm which assumes primary responsibility (including legal liability)
for the execution and settlement of transactions for clients.

clearing house a clearing house through which transactions on an exchange may be
cleared.

client (1) (except in ML and PROF) any person with or for whom a firm
conducts or intends to conduct designated investment business or
any other regulated activity; and:
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(a) every client is a customer or a market counterparty;

(b) "client" includes:

(i) a potential client;

(ii) a client of an appointed representative of a firm with
or for whom the appointed representative acts or
intends to act in the course of business for which the
firm has accepted responsibility under section 39 of
the Act (Exemption of appointed representatives);

(iii) a collective investment scheme even if it does not
have separate legal personality;

(iv) if a person (�C1�), with or for whom the firm is
conducting or intends to conduct designated
investment business, is acting as agent for another
person (�C2�), either C1 or C2 in accordance with
COB 4.1.5R (Agent as client);

(c) "client" does not include:

(i) a trust beneficiary;

(ii) a corporate finance contact;
(iii) a venture capital contact.

(2) (in ML) (in relation to a relevant firm) any person engaged in, or
who has had contact with the relevant firm with a view to
engaging in, any transaction with that relevant firm:

(a) on his own behalf; or

(b) as agent for or on behalf of another.

(3) (in PROF) (as defined in section 328(8) of the Act (Directions in
relation to the general prohibition)) (in relation to members of a
profession providing financial services under Part XX of the Act
(Provision of Financial Services by Members of the
Professions)):

(a) a person who uses, has used or may be contemplating
using, any of the services provided by the member of a
profession in the course of carrying on exempt regulated
activities (including, where the member of the profession
is acting in his capacity as a trustee, a person who is, has
been or may be a beneficiary of the trust); or

(b) a person who has rights or interests which are derived
from, or otherwise attributable to, the use of any such
services by other persons; or

(c) a person who has rights or interests which may be
adversely affected by the use of any such services by
persons acting on his behalf or in a fiduciary capacity in
relation to him.
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client agreement terms of business which have been signed by the client or to which the
client has consented in writing.

client asset rules COB 9, comprising the custody rules, mandate rules, client money
rules, collateral rules and client money distribution rules.

client bank account (a) an account at a bank which:

(i) holds the money of one or more clients;

(ii) is in the name of the firm;

(iii) includes in its title an appropriate description to
distinguish the money in the account from the firm's
money; and

(iv) is a current or a deposit account; or

(b) a money market deposit of client money which is identified as
being client money.

client money subject to the client money rules, money of any currency which, in the
course of carrying on designated investment business, a firm holds in
respect of any investment agreement entered into, or to be entered into,
with or for a client, or which a firm treats as client money in
accordance with the client money rules.

client money
distribution rules

COB 9.5.

client money rules COB 9.3.

client transaction
account

(in relation to a firm and an exchange, clearing house or intermediate
broker) an account maintained by the exchange, clearing house or
intermediate broker, as the case may be, in respect of transactions in
contingent liability investments undertaken by the firm with or for its
clients.

close links (1) (except in SUP 3 (Auditors) and SUP 4 (Actuaries)) (in
accordance with paragraph 3(2) of Schedule 6 to the Act (Close
links)) the relationship between a person ("A") and another
person ("CL") which exists if:

(a) CL is a parent undertaking of A; or

(b) CL is a subsidiary undertaking of A; or

(c) CL is a parent undertaking of a subsidiary undertaking of
A; or

(d) CL is a subsidiary undertaking of a parent undertaking of
A; or

(e) CL owns or controls 20% or more of the voting rights or
capital of A; or

(f) A owns or controls 20% or more of the voting rights or
capital of CL.

(2) (in SUP 3 (Auditors) and SUP 4 (Actuaries)) (in accordance with
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section 343(8) of the Act (Information given by auditor or actuary
to the Authority: persons with close links) the relationship in (1),
disregarding (e) and (f).

close out (in CIS and COB) enter into a further transaction under which the
obligation to deliver or receive which arises or may, at the option of
the other party to the transaction, arise under the original transaction is
offset by an equivalent and opposite obligation or right to receive or
deliver.

close relative (as defined in article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order and article
2(1) of the Financial Promotion Order) (in relation to any person):

(a) his spouse;

(b) his children and step-children, his parents and step-parents, his
brothers and sisters and his step-brothers and step-sisters; and

(c) the spouse of any person within (b).

closed (in LLD) (in relation to a syndicate year) closed by reinsurance to
close in accordance with byelaws, either into another syndicate year or
into an insurer approved by the Council for the purpose.

closed into (in LLD) (in relation to two syndicate years) closed into another
syndicate year by way of a contract of reinsurance to close into that
other syndicate year, either directly or through a succession of such
contracts.

closing date the date specified in the earliest relevant public announcement of the
offer as the last date for acceptance of the offer, or, if no such date is
specified, then the date on which the issuer (or seller) of the securities
offered receives any of the proceeds of the offer.

COAF the part of the Handbook in Redress which has the title Complaints
against the FSA.

COB the Conduct of Business sourcebook.

Code of Market
Conduct

the provisions in MAR 1 indicated by an "E" or "C" in the margin or
heading, issued by the FSA as required by section 119 of the Act (The
Code).

Code of Practice for
Approved Persons

the provisions in APER 3 and APER 4 indicated by an "E" in the
margin or heading, the purpose of which is to help determine whether
or not an approved person's conduct complies with the Statements of
Principle and which are issued by the FSA under section 64(2) of the
Act (Conduct: statements and codes).

collateral (1) (in CIS) any form of security, guarantee or indemnity provided
by way of security for the discharge of any liability arising from
a transaction.

(2) (in COB) any of the following:

(a) an investment specified in articles 76 to 81 of the
Regulated Activities Order; that is:
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(i) shares (article 76);

(ii) debentures (article 77);

(iii) government and public securities (article 78);

(iv) warrants (article 79);

(v) certificates representing certain securities (article
80);

(vi) units (article 81); or

(b) money; or

(c) a commodity warrant (however title is recorded or
evidenced);

which belongs to a client and which is held or controlled by the
firm under the terms of a deposit, pledge, charge or other security
arrangement.

collateral rules COB 9.4.

collective insurance (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph VIII of Part II of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of long-term insurance), of a
kind referred to in article 1(2)(e) of the First Life Directive ("the
operations carried out by insurance companies such as those referred
to in Chapter 1, Title 4 of Book IV of the French "Code des
assurances"").

collective investment
scheme

a collective investment scheme, as defined in section 235 of the Act
(Collective Investment Schemes), which is in summary:

(a) any arrangements with respect to property of any description,
including money, the purpose or effect of which is to enable
persons taking part in the arrangements (whether by becoming
owners of the property or any part of it or otherwise) to
participate in or receive profits or income arising from the
acquisition, holding, management or disposal of the property or
sums paid out of such profits or income; and

(b) which are not excluded by the Financial Services and Markets
Act (Collective Investment Schemes) Order 2001 (SI
2001/1062).

commencement the beginning of the commencement day.

commencement day the day on which section 19 of the Act (The general prohibition)
comes into force.

commission any form of commission, including a benefit of any kind, offered or
given in connection with designated investment business.

commodity a physical asset (other than a financial instrument or cash) which is
capable of delivery.

commodity future a future relating to a commodity.
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commodity option an option relating to a commodity.

communicate (in relation to a financial promotion) (in accordance with section
21(13) of the Act (Restrictions on financial promotion) and article 6(d)
of the Financial Promotion Order (Interpretation: communications))
to communicate in any way, including causing a communication to be
made or directed.

Community Co-
Insurance Directive

the Council Directive of 30 May 1978 on the coordination of laws,
regulations and administrative provisions relating to Community co-
insurance (No 78/473/EEC).

community co-
insurance operation

an operation to which the Community Co-Insurance Directive applies,
as modified by article 26 of the Second Non-Life Directive.

COMP the Compensation sourcebook.

company any body corporate.

Company
Announcements
Office

the Company Announcements Office of the London Stock Exchange,
the information dissemination provider approved by the UKLA.

compensation
scheme

the Financial Services Compensation Scheme established under
section 213 of the Act (The compensation scheme) for compensating
persons in cases where authorised persons and appointed
representatives are unable, or are likely to be unable, to satisfy claims
against them.

competent authority (1) (in relation to admission to an official listing):

(a) the authority designated under Schedule 8 to the Act
(Transfer of functions under Part VI (Official listing))  as
responsible for admitting securities to, and for removing
securities from, the official list; for the time being, the
FSA in its capacity as such;

(b) an authority exercising functions corresponding to those
in (a) in another EEA State.

(2) (in relation to the exercise of an EEA right) a competent authority
for the purposes of the relevant Single Market Directive.

complaint (in COAF) any expression of dissatisfaction about the manner in
which the FSA has carried out its statutory functions other than its
legislative functions.

Complaints
Commissioner

the person appointed by the FSA under COAF 1.3.1G (The Complaints
Commissioner) to carry out the functions conferred on him under the
complaints scheme.

complaints
investigator

(1) (in relation to a UK RIE) the independent person appointed under
arrangements referred to in paragraph 9(3) of the Schedule to the
Recognition Requirements Regulations to investigate a complaint
and to report on the result of his investigation to that RIE and to
the complainant.

(2) (in relation to a UK RCH) the independent person appointed
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under arrangements referred to in paragraph 23(3) of the
Schedule to the Recognition Requirements Regulations to
investigate a complaint and to report on the result of his
investigation to that RCH and to the complainant.

complaints scheme the arrangements made by the FSA under paragraphs 7 and 8 of
Schedule 1 to the Act (The Financial Services Authority) for the
investigation of complaints against the FSA arising in connection with
the exercise of, or failure to exercise, any of its functions (other than
its legislative functions) under the Act.

compliance oversight
function

controlled function CF10 in the table of controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10.7.8R.

Compulsory
Jurisdiction

the jurisdiction of the Financial Ombudsman Service to which firms
are compulsorily subject.

COND the part of the Handbook in High Level Standards which has the title
Threshold Conditions.

connected company (in LLD) (in relation to a body corporate):

(a) that body corporate's holding company;

(b) a subsidiary of that body corporate;

(c) a subsidiary of the holding company of that body corporate.

connected person (1) (in relation to the FSA's consideration of an application for, or of
whether to vary or cancel, a Part IV permission) (in accordance
with section 49(1) of the Act (Persons connected with an
applicant)) any person appearing to the FSA to be, or likely to be,
in a relationship with the applicant or person given permission,
which is relevant.

(2) (in relation to the FSA�s power to gather information under
section 165 of the Act (Authority�s power to require
information)) (in accordance with section 165(11) of the Act) a
person who has, or has at any relevant time had, the following
relationship with an authorised person ("A"):

(a) he is a member of A�s group;

(b) he is a controller of A;

(c) he is a member of a partnership of which A is a member;

(d) he is or has been an employee of A;

(e) if A is a body corporate, he is or has been an officer, or
manager or agent of A or of a parent undertaking of A;

(f) if A is a partnership, he is or has been a member,
manager or agent of A;

(g) if A is an unincorporated association of persons which is
neither a partnership nor an unincorporated friendly
society, he is or has been an officer, manager, or agent of
A;
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(h) if A is a friendly society, he is or has been an officer or
manager of A ("officer" and "manager" having the same
meaning as in section 119(1) of the Friendly Societies Act
1992);

(i) if A is a building society, he is or has been an officer of A
("officer" having the same meaning as in section 119(1)
of the Building Societies Act 1986);

(j) if A is an individual, he is or has been an agent of A.

(3) (in relation to the FSA�s powers of investigation under sections
171 and 172 of the Act (Powers of persons appointed under
section 167; Additional power of persons appointed as a result of
section 168(1) or (4))) (in accordance with section 171(4) of the
Act) a person who has, or has at any relevant time had, the
following relationship with a person under investigation ("P"):

(a) he has the relationship specified in any of paragraphs (2)
(a), (b) or (d) to (j) to P (where references in those
paragraphs to A are taken to be references to P);

(b) it is a partnership of which P is a member;

(c) he is the partner, manager, employee, agent, appointed
representative, banker, auditor, actuary or solicitor of:

(i) P; or

(ii) a parent undertaking of P; or

(iii) a subsidiary undertaking of P; or

(iv) a subsidiary undertaking of a parent undertaking of
P; or

(v) a parent undertaking of a subsidiary undertaking of
P.

consent notice a notice given by the FSA to a Host State regulator under paragraph
19(4) (Establishment) of Part III of Schedule 3 to the Act (Exercise of
Passport Rights by UK firms).

constable a police officer in the United Kingdom or a person commissioned by
the Commissioners of Customs and Excise.

consumer (1) (in relation to the FSA's power to make general rules (section 138
of the Act (General rule-making power))) the approval
requirements for controllers (section 186 of the Act (Objection to
acquisition of control)), the publication of notices (section 391 of
the Act (Publication)) and the exercise of Treaty rights (Schedule
4 to the Act (Treaty rights))) (as defined in section 138(7) of the
Act (General rule-making power)) a person:

(a) who uses, has used, or is or may be contemplating using,
any of the services provided by:

(i) an authorised person in carrying on regulated
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activities; or

(ii) a person acting as an appointed representative; or

(b) who has rights or interests which are derived from, or are
otherwise attributable to the use of, any such services by
another person; or

(c) who has rights or interests which may be adversely
affected by the use of any such services by a person
acting on his behalf or in a fiduciary capacity in relation
to him; or

(d) (in relation to the FSA's power to make general rules) a
person within the extended definition of consumer in
article 3 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Consequential and Transitional Provisions)
(Miscellaneous) Order 2001 (SI 2001/1821) (Application
of definition of "consumer" to users of regulated services
before commencement);

for the purposes of this definition:

(A) if an authorised person is carrying on a regulated activity in his
capacity as a trustee, the persons who are, have been or may be
beneficiaries of the trust are to be treated as persons who use,
have used or are or may be contemplating using services provided
by the authorised person in his carrying on of that activity;

(B) a person who deals with an authorised person in the course of the
authorised person's carrying on of a regulated activity is to be
treated as using services provided by the authorised person in
carrying on those activities.

(2) (in relation to the protection of consumers objective (section 5 of
the Act (The protection of consumers)) and independent inquiries
(section 14 of the Act  (Cases in which the Treasury may arrange
independent inquiries))) (as defined in sections 5(3) and 14(5) of
the Act) a person:

(a) within (1); or

(b) who, in relation to regulated activities carried on
otherwise than by an authorised person, would be a
consumer within (1) if the activities were carried on by an
authorised person.

(3) (in relation to the establishment and maintenance of the
Consumer Panel (section 10 of the Act (The Consumer Panel)))
(as defined in section 10(7) of the Act) a person within (2) other
than an authorised person.

consumer credit
prohibition

(as defined in section 203(3) of the Act (Power to prohibit the carrying
on of Consumer Credit Act business)) a prohibition on carrying on, or
purporting to carry on, in the United Kingdom any Consumer Credit
Act business which consists of or includes carrying on one or more
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listed activities or investment services.

Consumer Panel the panel of persons which section 10 of the Act (The Consumer
Panel) requires the FSA to establish and maintain, as part of its
arrangements for consultation under section 8,  to represent the
interests of consumers.

contingent liability
investment

a derivative under the terms of which the client will or may be liable to
make further payments (other than charges, and whether or not
secured by margin) when the transaction falls to be completed or upon
the earlier closing out of his position.

contract for
differences

the investment, specified in article 85 of the Regulated Activities Order
(Contracts for differences etc), which is rights under:

(a) a contract for differences; or

(b) any other contract the purpose or pretended purpose of which is
to secure a profit or avoid a loss by reference to fluctuations in:

(i) the value or price of property of any description; or

(ii) an index or other factor designated for that purpose in the
contract.

contract of insurance (1) (in relation to a specified investment) the investment, specified in
article 75 of the Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of
insurance), which is rights under a contract of insurance in (2).

(2) (in relation to a contract) (in accordance with article 3(1) of the
Regulated Activities Order (Interpretation)) any contract of
insurance which is a long-term insurance contract or a general
insurance contract, including:

(a) fidelity bonds, performance bonds, administration bonds,
bail bonds, customs bonds or similar contracts of
guarantee, where these are:

(i) effected or carried out by a person not carrying on a
banking business;

(ii) not effected merely incidentally to some other
business carried on by the person effecting them; and

(iii) effected in return for the payment of one or more
premiums;

(b)  tontines;

(c)  capital redemption contracts or pension fund management
contracts, where these are effected or carried out by a
person who:

(i) does not carry on a banking business; and

(ii) otherwise carries on the regulated activity of
effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance;

(d)  contracts to pay annuities on human life;
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(e) contracts of a kind referred to in article 1(2)(e) of the
First Life Directive (Collective insurance etc); and

(f) contracts of a kind referred to in article 1(3) of the First
Life Directive (Social insurance);

in this definition, "annuities on human life" does not include
superannuation allowances and annuities payable out of any fund
applicable solely to the relief and maintenance of persons engaged, or
who have been engaged, in any particular profession, trade or
employment, or of the dependants of such persons.

contractually based
investment

(in accordance with article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order
(Interpretation)):

(a) a life policy:

(b) an option, future or contract for differences;

(c) rights to or interests in an investment falling within (a) or (b).

contribution group one of the groups listed in COMP 13.6.7R which are groups of
participant firms which share the costs of funding compensation from
claims arising from firms in defaultwhich carry on similar business.

control (in relation to the acquisition, increase or reduction of control of a
firm) the relationship between a person and the firm or other
undertaking of which the person is a controller.

controlled activity an activity specified in Part I of Schedule 1 to the Financial Promotion
Order (Controlled activities).

controlled agreement (as defined in section 30 of the Act (Enforceability of agreements
resulting from unlawful communications)) an agreement the making or
performance of which by either party constitutes a controlled activity.

controlled function a function, relating to the carrying on of a regulated activity by a firm,
which is specified, under section 59 of the Act (Approval for particular
arrangements), in the table of controlled functions.

controlled investment (in accordance with section 21(10) of the Act (Restrictions on financial
promotion) and article 4 of the Financial Promotion Order
(Definitions of controlled activities and controlled investments)) an
investment specified in Part II of Schedule 1 to the Financial
Promotion Order (Controlled investments).

controller (in accordance with section 422 of the Act (Controller)) (in relation to
a firm or other undertaking ("A")) a person who falls within any of the
following cases; the cases are where the person:

(a) holds 10% or more of the shares in A; or

(b) is able to exercise significant influence over the management of
A through his shareholding in A; or

(c) holds 10% or more of the shares in a parent undertaking ("P") of
A; or

(d) is able to exercise significant influence over the management of P
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through his shareholding in P; or

(e) is entitled to exercise, or control the exercise of, 10% or more of
the voting power in A; or

(f) is able to exercise significant influence over the management of
A through his voting power in A; or

(g) is entitled to exercise, or control the exercise of, 10% or more of
the voting power in P; or

(h) is able to exercise significant influence over the management of P
through his voting power in P;

in this definition:

(i) "the person" means:

(A) the person; or

(B) any of the person's associates; or

(C) the person and any of his associates;

(ii) "associate", in relation to a person ("H") holding shares in
an undertaking ("C") or entitled to exercise or control the
exercise of voting power in relation to another
undertaking ("D"), means:

(A) the spouse of H;

(B) a child or stepchild of H (if under 18);

(C) the trustee of any settlement under which H has a life
interest in possession (or in Scotland a life interest);

(D) an undertaking of which H is a director;

(E) a person who is an employee or partner of H;

(F) if H is an undertaking:

(I) a director of H;

(II) a subsidiary undertaking of H;

(III) a director or employee of such a subsidiary
undertaking; and

(G) if H has with any other person an agreement or
arrangement with respect to the acquisition, holding
or disposal or shares or other interests in C or D or
under which they undertake to act together in
exercising their voting power in relation to C or D,
that other person;

(iii) "settlement" includes any disposition or arrangement
under which property is held on trust (or subject to a
comparable obligation);

(iv) "shares" means:

(A) in relation to an undertaking with a share capital,
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allotted shares;

(B) in relation to an undertaking with capital but no share
capital, rights to share in the capital of the
undertaking;

(C) in relation to an undertaking without capital,
interests:

(I) conferring any right to share in the profits, or
liability to contribute to the losses, of the
undertaking; or

(II) giving rise to any obligation to contribute to the
debts or expenses of the undertaking in the event
of a winding up.

(see also 50% controller.)

core investment
service

a service listed in section A of the Annex to the ISD, the text of which
is set out in Schedule 2 to the Regulated Activities Order (Annex to
the Investment Services Directive).

core provision (in LLD) (as defined in section 316(3) of the Act (Direction by
Authority)) a provision of the Act mentioned in section 317 of the Act
(The core provisions) which applies to the carrying on of an insurance
market activity by a member, or the members of the Society taken
together, if the FSA so directs.

corporate finance
adviser function

controlled function CF23 in the table of controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10.10.13R.

corporate finance
advisory firm

a firm whose permission includes a requirement that the firm must not
conduct designated investment business other than corporate finance
business.

corporate finance
business

(a) designated investment business carried on by a firm with or for:

(i) any issuer, holder or owner of designated investments, if
that business relates to the offer, issue, underwriting,
repurchase, exchange or redemption of, or the variation of
the terms of, those investments, or any related matter;

(ii) any market counterparty or intermediate customer, or
other body corporate, partnership or supranational
organisation, if that business relates to the manner in
which, or the terms on which, or the persons by whom,
any business, activities or undertakings relating to it, or
any associate, are to be financed, structured, managed,
controlled, regulated or reported upon;

(iii) any person in connection with:

(A) a proposed or actual takeover or related operation by
or on behalf of that person, or involving investments
issued by that person (being a body corporate), its
holding company, subsidiary or associate; or
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(B) a merger, de-merger, reorganisation or reconstruction
involving any investments issued by that person
(being a body corporate), its holding company,
subsidiary or associate;

(iv) any shareholder or prospective shareholder of a body
corporate established or to be established for the purpose
of effecting a takeover or related operation, where that
business is in connection with that takeover or related
operation;

(v) any person who, acting as a principal for his own
account:

(A) is involved in negotiations or decisions relating to the
commercial, financial or strategic intentions or
requirements of a business or prospective business;
or

(B) (provided he is acting otherwise than solely in his
capacity as an investor) assists the interests of
another person with or for whom the firm, or another
authorised person or overseas person, is undertaking
business as specified in (a)(i), (ii), (iii) or (iv), by
himself undertaking all or part of any transactions
involved in such business;

(vi) any person undertaking business with or for a person as
specified in (a)(i), (ii), (iii), (iv) or (v) in respect of
activities described in those sub-paragraphs;

(b) designated investment business carried on by a firm as a principal
for its own account where such business:

(i) is in the course of, or arises out of, activities undertaken
in accordance with (a); and

(ii) does not involve transactions with or for, or advice on
investments to, any other person who is a private
customer in respect of such business;

(c) designated investment business carried on by a firm as principal
for its own account if such business:

(i) is in the course of, or arises out of:

(A) the offer, issue, underwriting, repurchase, exchange
or redemption of, or the variation of the terms of,
shares, share warrants, debentures or debenture
warrants issued by the firm, or any related matter; or

(B) a proposed or actual takeover or related operation by
or on behalf of the firm, or involving shares, share
warrants, debentures or debenture warrants issued by
the firm; or

(C) a merger, de-merger, reorganisation or reconstruction
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involving any shares, share warrants, debentures or
debenture warrants issued by the firm; and

(ii) does not involve advice on investments to any person who
is a private customer;

in this definition, �share warrants� and �debenture warrants� mean any
warrants which relate to shares in the firm concerned or, as the case
may be, debentures issued by the firm.

corporate finance
contact

(when a firm carries on designated investment business with or for a
person in the course of or as a result of either carrying on corporate
finance business with or for a client, or carrying on corporate finance
business for the firm's own account) that person in connection with
that designated investment business if:

(a) the firm does not behave in a way towards that person which
might reasonably be expected to lead that person to believe that
he is being treated as a client; and

(b) the firm clearly indicates to that person that it:

(i) is not acting for him; and

(ii) will not be responsible to him for providing protections
afforded to clients of the firm or be advising him on the
relevant transaction.

Council (in LLD) the Council constituted by section 3 of Lloyd's Act 1982.

counterparty (in LLD) (in relation to the Society, a syndicate or member):

(a) any individual; or

(b) any unincorporated body of persons; or
(c) any company which is not a member of a group; or

(d) any group of companies, excluding any companies within the
group which are subsidiary undertakings of the Society, a
syndicate or member; or

(e) any government of a State or any public bodies, local authorities
or nationalised industries of a State;

in which the Society, a syndicate or member has made investments or
against which it has rights under a contract entered into by the Society,
syndicate or member.

covered (in LLD) (in relation to a contract) not requiring a significant provision
to be made in respect of it.

CRED the Credit unions sourcebook.

credit (1) (except in relation to a class of contract of insurance) any kind of
loan, deferment of repayment of any loan or of interest on any
loan, guarantee or indemnity, and any other kind of
accommodation or facility in the nature of credit.

(2) (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of
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contract of insurance, specified in paragraph  14 of Part I of
Schedule 1 to the Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of
general insurance), against risks of loss to the persons insured
arising from the insolvency of debtors of theirs or from the
failure (otherwise than through insolvency) of debtors of theirs to
pay their debts when due.

credit institution (as defined in article 1(1) of the BCD) an undertaking whose business
is to receive deposits or other repayable funds from the public and to
grant credits for its own account.  (see also BCD credit institution.)

credit insurance
business

(in LLD) insurance business relating to credit contracts.

credit union a body corporate registered under the Industrial and Provident
Societies Act 1965 as a credit union in accordance with the Credit
Unions Act 1979.

CREST the computer-based system which enables securities to be held and
transferred in uncertificated form and which is operated by CRESTCo
Limited.

cross border services (1) (in relation to a UK firm) services provided within an EEA State
other than the United Kingdom under the freedom to provide
services.

(2) (in relation to an incoming EEA firm or an incoming Treaty firm)
services provided within the United Kingdom under the freedom
to provide services.

cross-transaction (a) a transaction by which a person matches, at the same price and
on the same terms, the buy and sell orders of two or more persons
for whom he is acting as agent;

(b) a transaction to which only one person is a party, by which he
purports to sell to and buy from himself.

currency class share (in relation to an ICVC) a class of share denominated in a currency
that is not the base currency of the ICVC or, if permitted by CIS
2.5.4R(1), denominated in the base currency.

current customer
order

(a) a customer order to be executed immediately;

(b) a customer order which is to be executed only on fulfilment of a
condition, after the condition has been fulfilled.

custodian (a) an approved bank;

(b) an approved depositary;

(c) a member of a recognised investment exchange or designated
investment exchange;

(d) a firm whose permitted activities include safeguarding and
administering investments;

(e) a regulated clearing firm;

(f) where it is not feasible to use a custodian in (a) to (e), and there
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are reasonable grounds to show that a person outside the United
Kingdom, whose business includes the provision of custodial
services, is able to provide such services which are appropriate to
the client and in the client's best interest to use, that person.

custody (in relation to clients' assets) safeguarding and administering
investments.

custody asset (a) a designated investment held for or on behalf of a client;
(b) any other asset which is or may be held with a designated

investment held for, or on behalf of, a client.

custody rules COB 9.1.

customer (1) (except in COB 3) a client who is not a market counterparty.
(2) (in COB 3) a person in (1) or a person who would be such a

person if he were a client.

customer function any of the controlled functions 21 to 27 in the table of controlled
functions.

customer order (a) an order to a firm from a customer to execute a transaction as
agent;

(b) any other order to a firm from a customer to execute a transaction
in circumstances giving rise to duties similar to those arising on
an order to execute a transaction as agent;

(c) a decision by a firm in the exercise of discretion to execute a
transaction with or for a customer.

customer trading
function

controlled function CF26 in the table of controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10.10.16R.

damage to property (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph 9 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of general insurance), against
loss of or damage to property (other than property to which paragraphs
3 to 7 of that Schedule (Land vehicles, Railway rolling stock, Aircraft,
Ships and Goods in transit) relate) due to hail or frost or any other
event (such as theft) other than those mentioned in paragraph 8 of that
Schedule (Fire and natural forces).

date of allotment the date on which amounts of the relevant security are allotted to
subscribers or purchasers and, where there is an initial or preliminary
allotment subject to confirmation, the date of that initial or preliminary
allotment.

day a period of 24 hours beginning at midnight.

deal a dealing transaction.

dealing (in accordance with paragraph 2 of Schedule 2 to the Act (Regulated
activities)) buying, selling, subscribing for or underwriting investments
or offering or agreeing to do so, either as a principal or as an agent,
including, in the case of an investment which is a contract of
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insurance, carrying out the contract.

dealing day (in CIS) the period in each business day (or in each other day when the
ACD or operator is open for business) during which the ACD or
operator keeps its premises or any of them open to the public or
otherwise publicly available for business of any kind.

dealing in
investments as agent

the regulated activity, specified in article 21 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Dealing in investments as agent), which is in
summary: buying, selling, subscribing for or underwriting designated
investments as agent.

dealing in
investments as
principal

the regulated activity, specified in article 14 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Dealing in investments as principal), which is in
summary: buying, selling, subscribing for or underwriting designated
investments as principal.

dealing period (in CIS) the period between one valuation point and the next.

debenture the investment, specified in article 77 of the Regulated Activities Order
(Instruments creating or acknowledging indebtedness), which is in
summary: any of the following which are not government and public
securities:

(a) debentures;

(b) debenture stock;

(c) loan stock;

(d) bonds;

(e) certificates of deposit;

(f) any other instrument creating or acknowledging  indebtedness.

debt security any of the following:

(a) a debenture;

(b) a government and public security;

(c) a warrant which confers a right in respect of an investment in (a)
or (b).

DEC the Decision making manual.

decision notice a notice issued by the FSA in accordance with section 388 of the Act
(Decision notices).

dedicated (in relation to investments of an authorised fund) intended that the
holders should participate in or receive:

(a) profits or income arising from the acquisition, holding,
management or disposal of investments of the relevant
description; or

(b) sums paid out of profits or income in (a); or

(c) other benefits where expressly permitted by a provision in CIS.
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default rules (1) (in relation to a UK RIE)  the default rules which it is required to
have under paragraph 10 of the Schedule to the Recognition
Requirements Regulations.

(2) (in relation to a UK RCH) the default rules which it is required to
have under paragraph 24 of the Schedule to the Recognition
Requirements Regulations.

deferred acquisition
costs

deferred acquisition costs as defined in the insurance accounts rules.

defined benefits
pension scheme

a pension policy or pension contract under which the only money-
purchase benefits are benefits ancillary to other benefits which are not
money-purchase benefits.

delivery by value a transaction type, described as "delivery by value", used to deliver
and receive securities within CREST.

deposit the investment, specified in article 74 and  defined in articles 5(2) and
5(3) of the Regulated Activities Order, which is in summary: a sum of
money (other than one excluded by any of articles 6 to 9 of the
Regulated Activities Order) paid on terms:

(a) under which it will be repaid, with or without interest or a
premium, and either on demand or at a time or in circumstances
agreed by or on behalf of the person making the payment and the
person receiving it; and

(b) which are not referable to the provision of property (other than
currency) or services or the giving of security;

in this definition, money is paid on terms which are referable to the
provision of property or services or the giving of security if, and only
if:

(a) it is paid by way of advance or part payment under a contract for
the sale, hire or other provision of property or services, and is
repayable only in the event that the property or services is or are
not in fact sold, hired or otherwise provided; or

(b) it is paid by way of security for the performance of a contract or
by way of security in respect of loss which may result from the
non-performance of a contract; or

(c) without prejudice to (b), it is paid by way of security for the
delivery up or return of any property, whether in a particular state
of repair or otherwise.

Deposit Guarantee
Directive

the Council Directive of 13 May 1994 on deposit-guarantee schemes
(No 94/19/EC).

deposit-taking firm a firm which is a bank, building society or credit union.

depositary (a) (in relation to an ICVC) the person to whom is entrusted the
safekeeping of all of the scheme property of the ICVC and who
has been appointed for this purpose in accordance with regulation
5 (Safekeeping of scheme property by depositary) of and
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Schedule 1 (Depositaries) to the OEIC Regulations;

(b) (in relation to an AUT) the trustee;

(c) (in relation to any other unit trust scheme) the person holding the
property of the scheme on trust for the participants;

(d) (in relation to any other collective investment scheme) any person
to whom the property subject to the scheme is entrusted for
safekeeping.

derivative a contract for differences, a future or an option.

designated client
bank account

a client bank account with the following characteristics:

(a) the account holds the money of one or more clients;

(b) the account includes in its title the word "designated";

(c) the clients whose money is in the account have each consented in
writing to the use of the bank with which the client money is to
be held; and

(d) in the event of the failure of that bank, the account is not pooled
with any other type of account unless a primary pooling event
occurs.

designated client
fund account

a client bank account with the following characteristics:

(a) the account holds at least part of the client money of one or more
clients, each of whom has consented to that money being held in
the same client bank accounts at the same banks (the client
money of such clients constituting a designated fund);

(b) the account includes in its title the words "designated fund"; and

(c) in the event of the failure of a bank with which part of a
designated fund is held, each designated client fund account held
with the failed bank will form a pool with any other designated
client fund account containing part of that same designated fund
unless a primary pooling event occurs.

designated
investment

a security or a contractually based investment, that is, any of the
following investments, specified in Part III of the Regulated Activities
Order (Specified Investments):

(a) life policy (subset of article 75 (Contracts of insurance));

(b) share (article 76);

(c) debenture  (article 77);

(d) government and public security (article 78);

(e) warrant (article 79);

(f) certificate representing certain securities (article 80);

(g) unit (article 81);

(h) stakeholder pension scheme (article 82);

(i) option (article 83); for the purposes of the permission regime, this
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is sub-divided into:

(i) option (excluding a commodity option and an option on a
commodity future);

(ii) commodity option and option on a commodity future;

(j) future (article 84); for the purposes of the permission regime, this
is sub-divided into:

(i) future (excluding a commodity future and a rolling spot
forex contract);

(ii) commodity future;

(iii) rolling spot forex contract;
(k) contract for differences (article 85); for the purposes of the

permission regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i) contract for differences (excluding a spread bet and a
rolling spot forex contract);

(ii) spread bet;
(iii) rolling spot forex contract;

(l) rights to or interests in investments in (a) to (k) (article 89).

designated
investment business

any of the following activities, specified in Part II of the Regulated
Activities Order (Specified Activities), which is carried on by way of
business:

(a) dealing in investments as principal (article 14), but disregarding
the exclusion in article 15 (Absence of holding out etc);

(b) dealing in investments as agent (article 21);

(c) arranging (bringing about) deals in investments (article 25(1)),
but only in relation to designated investments;

(d) making arrangements with a view to transactions in investments
(article 25(2)), but only in relation to designated investments;

(e) managing investments (article 37);

(f) safeguarding and administering investments (article 40); for the
purposes of the permission regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i) safeguarding and administration of assets (without
arranging);

(ii) arranging safeguarding and administration of assets;

(g) sending dematerialised instructions (article 45(1));

(h) causing dematerialised instructions to be sent (article 45(2));

(i) establishing, operating or winding up a collective investment
scheme (article 51(1)(a)); for the purposes of the permission
regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i) establishing, operating or winding up a regulated
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collective investment scheme;

(ii) establishing, operating or winding up an unregulated
collective investment scheme;

(j) acting as trustee of an authorised unit trust scheme (article
51(1)(b));

(k) acting as the depositary or sole director of an open-ended
investment company (article 51(1)(c));

(l) establishing, operating or winding up a stakeholder pension
scheme (article 52);

(m) advising on investments (article 53); for the purposes of the
permission regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i) advising on investments (except pension transfers and
pension opt-outs);

(ii) advising on pension transfers and pension opt-outs;

(n) agreeing to carry on a regulated activity in (a) to (h) and (m)
(article 64).

designated
investment exchange

(except in IPRU) any of the following investment exchanges:

American Stock Exchange

Australian Stock Exchange

Bolsa Mexicana de Valores

Bourse de Montreal Inc

Chicago Board of Trade

Chicago Board Options Exchange

Chicago Stock Exchange

Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange, Inc

Euronext Amsterdam Commodities Market

Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited

International Securities Market Association

Johannesburg Stock Exchange

Kansas City Board of Trade

Korea Stock Exchange

MidAmerica Commodity Exchange

Minneapolis Grain Exchange

New York Cotton Exchange

New York Futures Exchange

New York Stock Exchange

New Zealand Stock Exchange
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Osaka Securities Exchange

Pacific Exchange

Philadelphia Stock Exchange

Singapore Exchange

South African Futures Exchange

Tokyo International Financial Futures Exchange

Tokyo Stock Exchange

Toronto Stock Exchange

designated non-
member

(in REC) (in relation to a UK RIE) a person in respect of whom action
may be taken under the default rules of the RIE but who is not a
member of the RIE.

designated
professional body

a professional body designated by the Treasury under section 326 of
the Act (Designation of professional bodies) for the purposes of Part
XX of the Act (Provision of Financial Services by Members of the
Professions); as at 21 June 2001 the following professional bodies
have been designated in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Designated Professional Bodies) Order 2001 (SI 2001/1226):

(a) The Law Society (England and Wales);

(b) The Law Society of Scotland;

(c) The Law Society of Northern Ireland;

(d) The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales;

(e) The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland;

(f ) The Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland;

(g) The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants;

(h) The Institute of Actuaries.

designated State or
territory

any EEA State (other than the United Kingdom), Australia, Canada,
Hong Kong, New Zealand, Singapore, South Africa, Switzerland or
the USA.

DGD Deposit Guarantee Directive.

DGD claim a claim, in relation to a protected deposit, against a BCD credit
institution, whether established in the United Kingdom or in another
EEA State.

dilution (in CIS) the amount of dealing costs incurred, or expected to be
incurred, by an ICVC or for the account of a single-priced AUT to the
extent that these costs may reasonably be expected to result, or have
resulted, from the acquisition or disposal of investments by the ICVC
or for the account of the single-priced AUT as a consequence (whether
or not immediate) of the increase or decrease in the cash resources of
the ICVC or single-priced AUT resulting from the issue or cancellation
of units over a period;
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for the purposes of this definition, dealing costs include both the costs
of dealing in an investment, professional fees incurred, or expected to
be incurred, in relation to the acquisition or disposal of approved
immovables and, where there is a spread between the buying and
selling prices of the investment, the indirect cost resulting from the
differences between those prices.

dilution levy a charge of such amount or at such rate as is determined by an ACD of
an ICVC or a manager of a single-priced AUT to be made for the
purpose of reducing the effect of dilution.

Diploma Directives the First and Second Diploma Directives, that is:

(a) the Council Directive of 21 December 1988 on a general system
for the recognition of higher-education diplomas, awarded on
completion of professional education and training of at least three
years' duration (No 89/48/EEC);

(b) the Council Directive of 18 June 1992 on a second general
system for the recognition of professional education and training
to supplement Directive 89/48/EEC (No 92/51/EEC).

direct offer financial
promotion

a non-real time financial promotion which:

(a) contains:

(i) an offer by the firm to enter into a controlled agreement
with anyone who responds to the financial promotion; or

(ii) an invitation to anyone who responds to the financial
promotion to make an offer to the firm to enter into a
controlled agreement; and

(b) specifies the manner of response or includes a form in which any
response is to be made (for example by providing a tear-off slip).

directive friendly
society

a friendly society other than a non-directive friendly society.

director (1) (except in CIS) (in relation to any of the following (whether
constituted in the United Kingdom or under the law of a country
or territory outside it)):

(a) an unincorporated association;

(b) a body corporate;

(c) (in SYSC and SUP 10 (Approved persons)) a partnership;

(d) (in SYSC and SUP 10 (Approved persons)) a sole trader;

any person appointed to direct its affairs, including a person who
is a member of its governing body and (in accordance with
section 417(1) of the Act):
(i) a person occupying in relation to it the position of a

director (by whatever name called); and

(ii) a person in accordance with whose directions or
instructions (not being advice given in a professional
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capacity) the directors of that body are accustomed to act.

(2) (in CIS) a director of an ICVC, including (in accordance with
regulation 2(1) of the OEIC Regulations) a person occupying in
relation to the ICVC the position of director, by whatever name
called.

director function controlled function CF1 in the table of controlled functions, described
more fully in SUP 10.6.4R.

director of
unincorporated
association function

controlled function CF5 in the table of controlled functions, described
more fully in SUP 10.6.24R.

Disciplinary
Tribunal

(in LLD) a Tribunal appointed under Schedule 2 to Lloyd's
Disciplinary Committees Byelaw (No 31 of 1996).

disclosable
information

any information which has to be disclosed in the market in accordance
with any legal or regulatory requirement.

discounting (in LLD) discounting or deductions to take account of investment
income as set out in paragraph 48 of the insurance accounts rules.

DISP Dispute resolution: the Complaints sourcebook.

distribution account (in CIS) the account to which the income property of an authorised
fund must be transferred as at the end of each annual accounting
period under CIS 9.2.3R (Annual allocation of income).

document any piece of recorded information, including (in accordance with
section 417(1) of the Act (Interpretation)) information recorded in any
form; in relation to information recorded otherwise than in legible
form, references to its production include references to producing a
copy of the information in legible form.

document evidencing
title

any means of evidencing title whether in documentary form or
otherwise.

dual-priced AUT an AUT that is not a single-priced AUT.

ECA Regulations the Open-Ended Investment Companies (Investment Companies with
Variable Capital) Regulations 1996 (SI 1996/2827).

EEA the European Economic Area.

(see also EEA State.)

EEA authorisation (in accordance with paragraph 6 of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA
Passport Rights)) authorisation granted to an EEA firm by its Home
State regulator for the purpose of the relevant Single Market
Directive).

EEA bank an incoming EEA firm which is a BCD credit institution.

EEA firm (in accordance with paragraph 5 of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA
Passport Rights)) any of the following, if it does not have its head
office in the United Kingdom:

(a) an investment firm (as defined in article 1(2) of the Investment
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Services Directive) which is authorised (within the meaning of
article 3) by its Home State regulator;

(b) a credit institution which is authorised (within the meaning of
article 1) by its Home State regulator;

(c) a financial institution (as defined in article 1 of the Banking
Consolidation Directive) which is a subsidiary of the kind
mentioned in article 19 and which fulfils the conditions in articles
18 and 19;

(d) an undertaking pursuing the activity of direct insurance (within
the meaning of article 1 of the First Life Directive or of the First
Non-Life Directive) which has received authorisation under
article 6 from its Home State regulator.

EEA investment
business oversight
function

controlled function CF9 in the table of controlled functions, described
more fully in SUP 10.7.6R.

EEA regulator a competent authority for the purposes of any of the Single Market
Directives.

EEA right (in accordance with paragraph 7 of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA
Passport Rights)) the entitlement of a person to establish a branch or
provide services in an EEA State other than that in which he has his
head office:

(a) in accordance with the Treaty as applied in the European
Economic Area; and

(b) subject to the conditions of the relevant Single Market Directive.

EEA State (in accordance with paragraph 8 of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA
Passport Rights)) a State which is a contracting party to the agreement
on the European Economic Area signed at Oporto on 2 May 1992, as it
has effect for the time being; as at 21 June 2001, the following are the
EEA States: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the United
Kingdom.

effecting contracts of
insurance

the regulated activity, specified in article 10(1) of the Regulated
Activities Order (Effecting and carrying out contracts of insurance), of
effecting a contract of insurance as principal.

EIS Enterprise Investment Scheme.

EIS fund an arrangement, specified in paragraph 2 of the Schedule to the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Collective Investment
Schemes) Order 2001 (SI 2001/1062), which is in summary: an
arrangement in relation to EIS shares that would have been a
collective investment scheme if the scheme arrangements had not
provided that:

(a) the operator will, so far as practicable, make investments which,
subject to each participant's individual circumstances, qualify for
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relief under Chapter III of  Part VII of the Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988; and

(b) the minimum subscription to the arrangements by each
participant must be not less than £2,000.

EIS managed
portfolio

a managed portfolio which is, or is to be, invested wholly or mainly in
EIS shares.

EIS manager (a) (in relation to an EIS managed portfolio) the investment
manager;

(b) (in relation to an EIS fund) the manager of the fund.

EIS particulars a document containing particulars of an Enterprise Investment Scheme.

EIS share a share in respect of which the beneficial owner may, subject to his
individual circumstances, be qualified, or has been qualified, for relief
under Chapter III of Part VII of the Income and Corporation Taxes Act
1988.

EIS subscription any money which is subscribed:

(a) in the case of an EIS managed portfolio, by the client of the EIS
manager whose portfolio it is;

(b) in the case of an EIS fund, by the participants in the EIS.

eligible (in CIS) (in relation to a securities market or a derivatives market) a
market that satisfies the requirements of CIS 5.3.3R (Eligible markets
requirements).

eligible claimant a person who is eligible to bring a claim for compensation under
COMP 4.2.1R.

eligible complainant a person eligible to have a complaint considered under the Financial
Ombudsman Service, as defined in DISP 2.4 (Who can refer a
complaint to the Financial Ombudsman Service).

eligible institution (in CIS)

(a) a BCD credit institution authorised by its Home State regulator;

(b) an ISD investment firm authorised by its Home State regulator.

eligible investment
trust

an investment trust that satisfies the requirements of CIS 5.10.4R
(Feeder fund investing in a single eligible investment trust).

employee (1) (for all purposes except those in (2))

an individual:

(a) who is employed or appointed by a person in connection
with that person's business, whether under a contract of
service or for services or otherwise; or

(b) whose services, under an arrangement between that
person and a third party, are placed at the disposal and
under the control of that person;

but excluding an appointed representative of that person.
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(2) (for the purposes of:

(a) COB 7.13 (Personal account dealing);

(b) SUP 12 (Appointed representatives); and

(c) TC )

an individual:

(i) within (1); or

(ii) who is:

(A) an appointed representative of the person
referred to in (1); or

(B) employed or appointed by an appointed
representative of that person, whether under
a contract of service or for services or
otherwise, in connection with the business of
the appointed representative for which that
person has accepted responsibility.

endowment
assurance

a life policy which pays a sum of money on the survival of the life
assured to a specific date or on his earlier death.

ENF the Enforcement manual.

engage in investment
activity

(as defined in section 21(8) of the Act) (Restrictions on financial
promotion)):

(a) enter or offer to enter into an agreement the making or
performance of which by either party constitutes a controlled
activity; or

(b) exercise any rights conferred by a controlled investment to
acquire, dispose of, underwrite or convert a controlled
investment.

entering as provider
into a funeral plan
contract

the regulated activity, specified in article 59 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Funeral plan contracts) which comes into force on 1
January 2002, of entering as provider into a funeral plan contract.

Enterprise
Investment Scheme

an arrangement which is an EIS managed portfolio or an EIS fund.

Enterprise Zone
Property Unit Trust

an unregulated collective investment scheme of which the underlying
assets are industrial and commercial buildings in an Enterprise Zone in
accordance with section 749(2) of the Finance Act 1980.

equity stake (in relation to a company) any kind of equity stake in that company,
including shares in it (including non-voting and non-equity shares,
debt securities that are convertible or exchangable into such shares, a
call option on such shares or an in-the-money put option on such
shares, but excluding a contract for differences or other investment
that provides merely an economic exposure to movement in the price
of the company's shares).

establishing, the regulated activity, specified in article 51(1)(a) of the Regulated
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operating or winding
up a collective
investment scheme

Activities Order (Establishing etc a collective investment scheme), of
establishing, operating or winding up a collective investment scheme.

establishing,
operating or winding
up a regulated
collective investment
scheme

establishing, operating or winding up a collective investment scheme
if the scheme is a regulated collective investment scheme.

establishing,
operating or winding
up a stakeholder
pension scheme

the regulated activity, specified in article 52 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Establishing etc a stakeholder pension scheme), of
establishing, operating or winding up a stakeholder pension scheme.

establishing,
operating or winding
up an unregulated
collective investment
scheme

establishing, operating or winding up a collective investment scheme
if the scheme is an unregulated collective investment scheme.

establishment
conditions

(in relation to the establishment of a branch in the United Kingdom)
the conditions specified in paragraph 13 of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA
Passport Rights), which are that:

(a) the FSA has received notice ("a consent notice") from the EEA
firm's Home State regulator that it has given the EEA firm
consent to establish a branch in the United Kingdom;

(b) the consent notice:

(i) is given in accordance with the relevant Single Market
Directive;

(ii) identifies the activities to which consent relates; and

(iii) includes the other information prescribed in the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 (EEA Passport Rights)
Regulations 2001 (SI 2001/1376); and

(c) the EEA firm has been informed of the applicable provisions or
two months have elapsed beginning with the date when the FSA
received the consent notice.

establishment costs (in DISP) the costs of establishing the Financial Ombudsman Service.

European Economic
Area

the area established by the agreement on the European Economic Area
signed at Oporto on 2 May 1992 and which consists of the EEA States.

evidential provision a rule, contravention of which does not give rise to any of the
consequences provided for by other provisions of the Act; and which
provides, in accordance with section 149(2) of the Act, that:

(a) contravention may be relied on as tending to establish
contravention of such other rule as may be specified; or

(b) compliance may be relied on as tending to establish compliance
with such other rule as may be specified; or
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(c) both (a) and (b).

ex-section 43 firm a firm that was a listed institution, as defined in section 43 of the
Financial Services Act 1986, immediately before commencement.

ex-section 43 lead
regulated firm

an ex-section 43 firm for which the FSA (in its capacity as the
regulatory body under section 43 of the Financial Services Act 1986)
was lead regulator for financial supervision purposes, and that was
subject to the section 43 capital requirements, immediately before
commencement.

excluded material (in relation to access to FSA material) (as defined in section 394(7) of
the Act (Access to Authority material)) material which:

(a) has been intercepted in obedience to a warrant issued under any
enactment relating to the interception of communications; or

(b) indicates that such a warrant has been issued or that material has
been intercepted in obedience to such a warrant; or

(c) is a protected item.

execute (in relation to a transaction) carry into effect or perform the
transaction, whether as principal or as agent, including instructing
another person to execute the transaction.

execution-only
transaction

a transaction executed by a firm upon the specific instructions of a
client where the firm does not give advice on investments relating to
the merits of the transaction.

executive procedures the procedures relating to the giving of warning notices, decision
notices and supervisory notices that the FSA proposes to follow in the
circumstances specified in DEC 4.1.6G (Decisions to be taken by
executive procedures), and that are described in DEC 4.3 (Executive
procedures for statutory notice decisions and statutory notice
associated decisions).

exempt activity (in relation to a recognised body) any regulated activity in respect of
which the body is exempt from the general prohibition as a result of
section 285(2) or (3) of the Act (Exemption for recognised investment
exchanges and clearing houses).

exempt person (as defined in section 417(1) of the Act (Definitions)) (in relation to a
regulated activity) a person who is exempt from the general
prohibition in respect of that activity as a result of:

(a) the Exemption Order; or

(b) being an appointed representative; or

(c) section 285(2) or (3) of the Act (Exemption for recognised
investment exchanges and clearing houses).

exempt professional
firm

a person to whom, under section 327 of the Act, the general
prohibition does not apply; guidance is given in PROF 2.2 (Exempt
regulated activities).

exempt regulated (as defined in section 325(2) of the Act (Authority's general duty)) a
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activity regulated activity which may, as a result of Part XX of the Act
(Provision of Financial Services by Members of the Professions), be
carried on by members of a profession which is supervised and
regulated by a designated professional body without breaching the
general prohibition.

Exemption Order the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Exemption) Order 2001
(SI 2001/1201).

exposure (in relation to a firm) the maximum loss which the firm might suffer if:

(a) a counterparty or a group of connected counterparties fail to meet
their obligations; or

(b) it realises assets or off-balance sheet positions.

extraordinary
resolution

(in CIS) a resolution passed by a majority of not less than three-
quarters of the votes validly cast (whether on a show of hands or on a
poll) for and against the resolution at a general meeting or (as the case
may be) class meeting of holders, of which notice specifying the
intention to propose the resolution as an extraordinary resolution has
been duly given.

EZPUT Enterprise Zone Property Unit Trust.

facilities (in relation to a recognised body) the facilities and services which it
provides in the course of carrying on exempt activities.

failure (in COB 9) the appointment of a liquidator, receiver or administrator,
or trustee in bankruptcy, or any equivalent procedure in any relevant
jurisdiction.

fee any payment offered or made by a client to a firm in connection with
designated investment business or with any other business of the firm,
including (where applicable) any mark-up or mark-down.

feeder fund an AUT that is a relevant pension scheme and dedicated to units in a
single regulated collective investment scheme or to shares or
debentures of a single eligible investment trust.

field representative an appointed representative of the firm, or an employee of the firm (or
of its appointed representative), whose normal fixed place of business
is not a business address of the firm which appears on the firm's
stationery.

final notice a notice given by the FSA under section 390 of the Act (Final notices).

final response a response from a firm to a complainant which:

(a) accepts the complaint, and where appropriate, offers redress; or

(b) offers redress without accepting the complaint; or

(c) rejects the complaint giving reasons for doing so, and contains
information about the right to refer the complaint to the Financial
Ombudsman Service.

finance function controlled function CF13 in the table of controlled functions,
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described more fully in SUP 10.8.1R.

Financial Action
Task Force

the inter-governmental body responsible for developing and promoting
policies, both nationally and internationally, to combat money
laundering.

financial adviser an individual appointed by an independent intermediary or by its
appointed representative to provide any or all of the following
services:

(a) giving advice on investments to clients;

(b) arranging (bringing about) deals in investments or executing
transactions involving, in each case, designated investments with
or for clients;

(c) managing investments;

(d) receiving or holding client money or other clients' assets;

(e) safeguarding and administering investments.

financial crime (in accordance with section 6(3) of the Act) any kind of criminal
conduct relating to money or to financial services or markets,
including any offence involving:

(a) fraud or dishonesty; or

(b) misconduct in, or misuse of information relating to, a financial
market; or

(c) handling the proceeds of crime;

in this definition, "offence" includes an act or omission which would
be an offence if it had taken place in the United Kingdom.

Financial
Ombudsman Service

the scheme provided under Part XVI of the Act (The Ombudsman
Scheme) under which certain disputes may be resolved quickly and
with minimum formality by an independent person.

Financial
Ombudsman Service
Limited

the body corporate established by the FSA under paragraph 2(1) of
Schedule 17 to the Act (The Scheme Operator) to administer the
Financial Ombudsman Service.

financial promotion (in accordance with section 21(1) of the Act (Restrictions on financial
promotion)) an invitation or inducement to engage in investment
activity.

Financial Promotion
Order

the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion)
Order 2001 (SI 2001/1335).

financial promotion
rules

COB 3.

Financial Services
and Markets
Tribunal

the Tribunal established under section 132 of the Act (The Financial
Services and Markets Tribunal) and run by the Lord Chancellor's
Department.

Financial Services
Compensation

the body corporate established by the FSA under section 212 of the
Act (The scheme manager) to administer the compensation scheme.
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Scheme Limited

financial system (as defined in section 3 of the Act (Market confidence)) the financial
system operating in the United Kingdom including:

(a) financial markets and exchanges;

(b) regulated activities; and

(c) other activities connected with financial markets and exchanges.

financial year (1) (in DISP) the 12 months ending with 31 March.

(2) (in LLD) a calendar year.

fire and natural
forces

(in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph 8 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of general insurance), against
loss of or damage to property (other than property to which paragraphs
3 to 7 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Regulated Activities Order (Land
vehicles; railway rolling stock; aircraft; ships; goods in transit) relate)
due to fire, explosion, storm, natural forces other than storm, nuclear
energy or land subsidence.

firm an authorised person, but not a professional firm unless it is an
authorised professional firm.

(see also GEN 2.2.18R for the position of an authorised partnership or
unincorporated association which is dissolved.)

First Life Directive the Council Directive of 5 March 1979 on the coordination of laws,
regulations and administrative provisions relating to the taking up and
pursuit of the business of direct life assurance (No 79/267/EEC).

First Non-Life
Directive

the Council Directive of 24 July 1973 on the coordination of laws,
regulations and administrative provisions relating to the taking up and
pursuit of the business of direct insurance other than life insurance (No
73/239/EEC).

FIT the part of the Handbook in High Level Standards which has the title
the Fit and Proper test for Approved Persons.

flat rate benefits
business friendly
society

a friendly society whose insurance business is restricted to the
provision of benefits which vary according to the resources available
and in which the contributions of members are determined on a flat
rate basis.

former member (in LLD) a person who has ceased to be a member, whether by
resignation or otherwise, in accordance with Lloyd's Act 1982 and any
byelaw made under it.

former underwriting
member

(as defined in section 324(1) of the Act (Interpretation of Part XIX:
Lloyd's)) a person ceasing to be an underwriting member on, or at any
time after, 24 December 1996.

forward price (in relation to units) a price calculated by reference to the valuation
point next following the authorised fund manager's agreement to sell
or, as the case may be, to redeem the units in question.
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FOS Ltd Financial Ombudsman Service Limited.

free-standing
additional voluntary
contribution

an additional voluntary contribution to a private pension policy or
pension contract separate from but associated with an occupational
pension scheme which is an approved arrangement under section
591(2)(h) of the Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988.

friendly society an incorporated friendly society or a registered friendly society.

front end loaded (in relation to an investment) one where deductions for charges and
expenses are loaded disproportionately on the early years.

FSA the Financial Services Authority.

FSA Register the public record, as required by section 347 of the Act (The public
record), of every:

(a) authorised person;

(b) AUT;

(c) ICVC;

(d) recognised scheme;

(e) recognised investment exchange;

(f) recognised clearing house;

(g) individual to whom a prohibition order relates;

(h) approved person; and

(i) person within such other class (if any) as the FSA may determine;

except as provided by any transitional provisions.

FSAVC free-standing additional voluntary contribution.

FSCS Financial Services Compensation Scheme Limited.

fund of funds scheme an authorised fund dedicated to units in a number of regulated
collective investment schemes or sub-funds of one or more regulated
collective investment schemes (or both).

funds at Lloyd's assets of members held by the Society, not being part of their premium
trust funds, available to meet the liabilities arising from their
insurance business at Lloyd's.

funeral plan contract the investment, specified in articles 59(2), 60 and 87 of the Regulated
Activities Order which come into force on 1 January 2002, which is in
summary: rights under a contract under which:

(a) a person ("the customer") makes one or more payments to
another person ("the provider"); and

(b) the provider undertakes to provide, or secure that another person
provides, a funeral in the United Kingdom for the customer (or
some other person who is living at the date when the contract is
entered into) on his death;

unless, at the time of entering into the contract, the customer and the
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provider intend or expect the funeral to occur within one month;but
excluding certain contracts under which sums paid will be applied
towards a contract of insurance or will be held on trust.

future the investment, specified in article 84 of the Regulated Activities Order
(Futures), which is in summary: rights under a contract for the sale of
a commodity or property of any other description under which
delivery is to be made at a future date and at a price agreed on when
the contract is made.

future benefit (in COMP) any benefit, provided by a long-term insurance contract
under which a company in liquidation owes obligations, which has not
fallen due to be paid before the beginning of the liquidation.

futures and options
scheme

an authorised fund dedicated to derivatives (where most or all of the
transactions in derivatives are fully covered by cash, securities or
derivatives), with or without transferable securities.

geared futures and
options scheme

an authorised fund dedicated to derivatives (where most or all of the
extent of the investment is limited by the amount of property available
to put up as initial outlay), whether with or without transferable
securities.

geared securities
scheme

a regulated collective investment scheme where the policies which the
operator adopts or proposes to adopt mean that, as a result of
investment in warrants, movements in prices of units are likely to be
amplified significantly.

GEN the part of the Handbook in High Level Standards which has the title
General provisions.

general client bank
account

a client bank account that holds client money of one or more clients
and which is not:

(a) a designated client bank account; or

(b) a designated client fund account.

general insurance
business

the business of effecting or carrying out general insurance contracts.

general insurance
business assets

(in LLD) assets of a member that are:

(a) in a premium trust fund for general insurance business; or

(b) funds at Lloyd's that are not long-term insurance business assets.

general insurance
business liabilities

liabilities of a member that are not to be left out of account under LLD
12.5.4R, and are not long-term insurance business liabilities.

general insurance
business syndicate

a syndicate in which members at Lloyd's carry on general insurance
business.

general insurance
contract

(in accordance with article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order
(Interpretation: general)) any contract of insurance within Part I of
Schedule 1 to the Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of general
insurance), namely:
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(a) accident (paragraph 1);

(b) sickness (paragraph 2);

(c) land vehicles (paragraph 3);

(d) railway rolling stock (paragraph 4);

(e) aircraft (paragraph 5);

(f) ships (paragraph 6);

(g) goods in transit (paragraph 7);

(h) fire and natural forces (paragraph 8);

(i) damage to property (paragraph 9);

(j) motor vehicle liability (paragraph 10);

(k) aircraft liability (paragraph 11);

(l) liability of ships (paragraph 12);

(m) general liability (paragraph 13);

(n) credit (paragraph 14);

(o) suretyship (paragraph 15);

(p) miscellaneous financial loss (paragraph 16);

(q) legal expenses (paragraph 17);

(r) assistance (paragraph 18).

general levy (in DISP) the annual fee raised from a firm under the rules to fund a
part agreed between the Financial Ombudsman Service and the FSA of
the Financial Ombudsman Service's annual budget.

general liability (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph 13 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of general insurance), against
risks of the persons insured incurring liabilities to third parties, the
risks in question not being risks to which paragraph 10 (Motor vehicle
liability), 11 (Aircraft liability) or 12 (Liability of ships) of that
Schedule relates.

general prohibition the prohibition imposed by section 19 of the Act (The general
prohibition) which states that no person may carry on a regulated
activity in the United Kingdom, or purport to do so, unless he is:

(a) an authorised person; or

(b) an exempt person.

general
representative

a person resident in the United Kingdom who is authorised to act
generally, and to accept service of any document, on behalf of the
firm.

global account the accounts produced under LLD 15.10 (The Lloyd's global account).

Glossary the Glossary giving the meanings of the defined expressions used in
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the Handbook.

goods in transit (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph 7 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of general insurance), against
loss of or damage to merchandise, baggage and all other goods in
transit, irrespective of the form of transport.

governing body the board of directors, committee of management or other governing
body of a firm or recognised body, including, in relation to a sole
trader, the sole trader.

governing function any of the controlled functions 1 to 7 in the table of controlled
functions.

government and
public security

the investment, specified in article 78 of the Regulated Activities Order
(Government and public securities), which is in summary: a loan
stock, bond or other instrument creating or acknowledging
indebtedness, issued by or on behalf of:

(a) the government of the United Kingdom; or

(b) the Scottish Administration; or

(c) the Executive Committee of the Northern Ireland Assembly; or

(d) the National Assembly of Wales; or

(e) the government of any country or territory outside the United
Kingdom; or

(f) a local authority in the United Kingdom or elsewhere; or

(g) a body the members of which comprise:

(i) States including the United Kingdom or another EEA
State; or

(ii) bodies whose members comprise States including the
United Kingdom or another EEA State;

but excluding:

(A) the instruments specified in article 77(2)(a) to (d) of
the Regulated Activities Order;

(B) any instrument creating or acknowledging
indebtedness in respect of:

(I) money received by the Director of Savings as
deposits or otherwise in connection with the
business of the National Savings Bank; or

(II) money raised under the National Loans Act 1968
under the auspices of the Director of Savings or
treated as so raised under section 11(3) of the
National Debt Act 1972.

gross accumulation
share

(in CIS) a share in respect of which income is credited periodically to
capital under CIS 9.2.4R (Annual allocation to accumulation shares or
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accumulation units) or CIS 9.2.6R (Interim allocations of income) but,
in accordance with relevant law, without deduction by the ICVC of
any income tax.

group (as defined in section 421 of the Act (Group)) (in relation to a person
("A")) A and any person who is:

(a) a parent undertaking of A;

(b) a subsidiary undertaking of A;

(c) a subsidiary undertaking of a parent undertaking of A;

(d) a parent undertaking of a subsidiary undertaking of A;

(e) an undertaking in which A or an undertaking in (a) to (d) has a
participating interest;

(f) if A or an undertaking in (a) or (d) is a building society, an
associated undertaking of that building society;

(g) if A or an undertaking in (a) or (d) is an incorporated friendly
society, a body corporate of which that friendly society has joint
control (as defined in section 13(9)(c) or (cc) of the Friendly
Societies Act 1992);

in this definition:

(i) "participating interest" has the same meaning as in Part VII of the
Companies Act 1985 or Part VIII of the Companies (Northern
Ireland) Order 1986; but also includes an interest held by an
individual which would be a participating interest for the
purposes of those provisions if he were an undertaking;

(ii) "associated undertaking" has the meaning given in section 119(1)
of the Building Societies Act 1986.

(see also immediate group.)

group ISA an individual savings account of which the plan manager is the
authorised fund manager, or in the same group as the authorised fund
manager, of the authorised fund by reference to units in which the
plan register is being, or is proposed to be, maintained.

group personal
equity plan

(as defined in regulation 2 of the Personal Equity Plan Regulations
1989) a general plan:

(a) of which the plan manager is the authorised fund manager, or in
the same group as the authorised fund manager, of the
authorised fund by reference to units in which the plan register is
being, or is proposed to be, maintained; and

(b) for the account of which there is no holding of units in a
collective investment scheme other than a holding of units in one
or more authorised funds managed by (or, in the case of an
ICVC, whose ACD is) the plan manager or a body corporate in
the same group as the plan manager.

group personal a personal pension scheme which is available to employees of the
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pension scheme same employer or of employers within a group.

group plan a group personal equity plan, a group ISA or a group savings plan.

group savings plan a savings plan:

(a) of which the plan manager is the authorised fund manager, or in
the same group as the authorised fund manager, of the
authorised fund by reference to units in which the plan register is
being, or is proposed to be, maintained;

(b) under which investments are periodically acquired and held by a
nominee for the absolute benefit of the respective subscribers to
the savings plan; and

(c) under which all the investments are units in one or more
authorised funds managed by (or, in the case of an ICVC, whose
ACD is) the plan manager, or a body corporate in the same
group as the plan manager.

guarantee fund (in relation to an insurer) an amount equal to the greater of one third
of the required margin of solvency and the minimum guarantee fund,
as set out in IPRU(INS) 2.9R.

guidance guidance given by the FSA under the Act.

habitual residence (a) if the policyholder is an individual, the address given by the
policyholder as his residence if it reasonably appears to be a
residential address and there is no evidence to the contrary;

(b) if the policyholder is not an individual or a group of individuals,
the State in which the policyholder has its place of establishment,
or, if it has more than one, its relevant place of establishment;

(c) in respect of the variation of a life policy, or the purchase of a
pension annuity related to a life policy, unless there is evidence to
the contrary, the habitual residence of the policyholder at the date
on which the policyholder signed the proposal for the life policy.

half-yearly
accounting period

(in CIS) a period determined in accordance with CIS 9.2.1R(6)
(Accounting period).

Handbook the FSA's Handbook of rules and guidance (for a table of contents, see
the Reader's Guide).

higher volatility fund a regulated collective investment scheme which is:

(a) a geared futures and options scheme, a geared securities scheme
or a warrant scheme;

(b) a fund of funds scheme of which one or more of the schemes to
which it is dedicated falls within (a); or

(c) an umbrella scheme, a sub-fund of which, if it were a separate
fund, would fall within (a).

historic price a price calculated by reference to the valuation point immediately
preceding the authorised fund manager's agreement to sell or, as the
case may be, to redeem the units in question.
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holder (a) (in relation to a unit in an authorised fund):

(i) the shareholder; or

(ii) the unitholder;

(b) (in relation to a unit in any other collective investment scheme):

(i) the person who is entered in the register of the scheme as
the holder of that unit; or

(ii) the bearer of a bearer certificate representing that unit.

holding company (as defined in section 736(1) of the Companies Act 1985
("subsidiary", "holding company" and "wholly-owned subsidiary"))
(in relation to another body corporate ("S")) a body corporate which:

(a) holds a majority of the voting rights in S; or

(b) is a member of S and has the right to appoint or remove a
majority of its board of directors; or

(c) is a member of S and controls alone, under an agreement with
other shareholders and members, a majority of the voting rights
in S.

Holloway sickness
policy

a policy offered or effected by a friendly society under the Holloway
system.

Home State (1) (in relation to a credit institution) the EEA State in which the
credit institution has been authorised in accordance with the
Banking Consolidation Directive.

(2) (in relation to an investment firm):

(a) if the investment firm is a natural person, the EEA State in
which his head office is situated;

(b) if the investment firm is a legal person, the EEA State in
which its registered office is situated or, if under its
national law it has no registered office, the EEA State in
which its head office is situated.

(3) (in relation to an insurance undertaking with an EEA right) the
EEA State in which the registered office of the insurance
undertaking is situated.

(4)  (in relation to a market) the EEA State in which the registered
office of the body which provides trading facilities is situated or,
if under its national law it has no registered office, the EEA State
in which that body�s head office is situated.

(5) (in relation to a Treaty firm) the EEA State in which its head
office is situated, in accordance with paragraph 1 of Schedule 4
to the Act (Treaty Rights).

Home State
authorisation

(as defined in paragraph 3(1)(a) of Schedule 4 to the Act (Treaty
Rights)) authorisation of a firm under the law of its Home State to
carry on a regulated activity.
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Home State regulator (1) (in relation to an EEA firm) (as defined in paragraph 9 of
Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA Passport Rights)) the competent
authority (under the relevant Single Market Directive) of an EEA
State (other than the United Kingdom) in relation to the EEA firm
concerned.

(2) (in relation to a UK firm) the FSA.

(3) (in relation to a Treaty firm) (as defined in paragraph 1 of
Schedule 4 to the Act (Treaty Rights)) the competent authority of
the firm's Home State for the purpose of its Home State
authorisation.

home territory (in relation to an overseas investment exchange or an overseas
clearing house) the country or territory in which its head office is
situated.

Host State the EEA State in which an EEA firm, a UK firm, or a Treaty firm is
exercising an EEA right or Treaty right to establish a branch or
provide cross border services.

Host State regulator (1) (in relation to an EEA firm or a Treaty firm exercising an EEA
right or Treaty right in the United Kingdom) the FSA.

(2) (in relation to a UK firm) (as defined in paragraph 11 of Schedule
3 to the Act (EEA Passport Rights)) the competent authority
(under the relevant Single Market Directive) of an EEA State
(other than the United Kingdom) in relation to a UK firm's
exercise of EEA rights there.

ICD Investor Compensation Directive.

ICD claim a claim:

(a) against an ISD investment firm (including a credit institution
which is an ISD investment firm), whether established in the
United Kingdom or in another EEA State; and

(b) in relation to any of the investment services listed in Section A
and paragraph 1 of Section C of the Annex to the ISD.

ICVC investment company with variable capital.

identification
evidence

evidence of the type referred to in ML 3.1.3R(1).

immediate group (in relation to an authorised person) (as defined in section 148(11) of
the Act (Modification or waiver of rules)) :

(a) the authorised person;

(b) a parent undertaking of the authorised person;

(c) a subsidiary undertaking of the authorised person;

(d) a subsidiary undertaking of a parent undertaking of the
authorised person;

(e) a parent undertaking of a subsidiary undertaking of the
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authorised person.

IMRO the Investment Management Regulatory Organisation Limited.

in default the status of being in default following a determination made under
COMP 6.3.1R.

income account (in CIS) an account relating to the income property of an authorised
fund.

income equalisation (in relation to a scheme) a capital sum which, in accordance with a
power contained in the instrument constituting the scheme, is included
in an allocation of income for a unit issued or sold during the
accounting period in respect of which that income allocation is made.

income property all sums considered by an ICVC or by a manager, in each case after
consultation with the auditor, to be in the nature of income received or
receivable for the account of and in respect of the property of an
authorised fund, but excluding any amount for the time being standing
to the credit of the distribution account.

income share a share in respect of which income is allocated periodically to
shareholders under CIS 9.2.3R (Annual allocation of income) or CIS
9.2.6R (Interim allocations of income).

income unit a unit in an AUT which is not an accumulation unit.

income withdrawals (a) income withdrawals under section 630 of the Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988; or

(b) payments made under interim arrangements in accordance with
section 28A of the Pension Schemes Act 1993;

in respect of an election to make income withdrawals, a reference to a
private customer, an investor or a policyholder includes, after that
person's death, his surviving spouse, or anyone who is, at that time, his
dependant, or both.

incoming EEA firm (in accordance with section 193(1)(a) of the Act (Interpretation of this
Part)) an EEA firm which is exercising, or has exercised, its right to
carry on a regulated activity in the United Kingdom in accordance
with Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA Passport Rights).

incoming firm (in accordance with section 193(1) of the Act (Interpretation of this
Part)) an incoming EEA firm or an incoming Treaty firm.

incoming Treaty firm (in accordance with section 193(1)(b) of the Act (Interpretation of this
Part)) a Treaty firm which is exercising, or has exercised, its right to
carry on a regulated activity in the United Kingdom in accordance
with Schedule 4 to the Act (Treaty rights).

incorporated friendly
society

a society incorporated under the Friendly Societies Act 1992.

independent advice advice on investments, other than in the form of a direct offer financial
promotion, given to a customer by an independent intermediary in
relation to packaged products.
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independent
intermediary

a firm acting as an intermediary, but excluding:

(a) a firm which is a member of a marketing group;

(b) a product provider which sells its own packaged products.

individual member (in LLD) a member, or former member, who is a natural person.

individual pension
contract

a pension policy or pension contract under which contributions are
paid to:

(a) a personal pension scheme; or

(b) a retirement benefits scheme, approved under section 591(2)(g)
of the Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988, for the provision
of relevant benefits by means of an annuity contract made with
an insurance company of the employee's choice.

individual savings
account

an account which is a scheme of investment satisfying the conditions
prescribed in the ISA Regulations.

industrial and
provident society

a society registered or deemed to be registered under the Industrial and
Provident Societies Act 1965 or the Industrial and Provident Societies
Act (Northern Ireland) 1969.

industrial assurance
policy

a policy of industrial assurance, as defined in the Industrial Assurance
Act 1923.

industry block (in DISP) a grouping of firms by common business activity for the
purposes of calculating the general levy.

initial margin (1) (in CIS) cash or other property deposited in accordance with the
rules of a derivatives market.

(2) (in COB) the amount which under the rules of the relevant
exchange or clearing house the firm or an intermediate broker
would be required to deposit in cash as a fidelity deposit in
respect of all the client's open positions in margined transactions
at that time, irrespective of any unrealised profit or loss on such
positions, on the assumption that those transactions were the only
transactions undertaken under the rules of that exchange or that
clearing house by the firm or the intermediate broker at that time.

(3) (in LLD) (in relation to a derivative contract or quasi-derivative
contract) assets which, before or at the time the contract is
entered into, are transferred subject to a condition that the assets
(or where the assets transferred are securities, equivalent
securities) will be returned on completion of that contract.

initial offer (in CIS) an offer for sale of units in an authorised fund or in a sub-fund
(otherwise than in accordance with arrangements of the type described
in CIS 5.15.8R(3)(b)(iii) or (c) (Guarantees and indemnities)), where
all or part of the consideration paid for the account of the authorised
fund for the units is to be used to acquire the initial scheme property of
the authorised fund or the initial scheme property attributable to the
sub-fund.

initial outlay (in relation to an authorised fund) the amount which the authorised
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fund is required to provide in order to obtain rights under a transaction
in derivatives, excluding any payment or transfer on exercise of rights.

initial price (in CIS):

(a) (in relation to a share of an ICVC or a unit in a single-priced
AUT) the price to be paid for a unit of any class during the period
of the initial offer under CIS 4.2.4R(1) (Issue of units: initial
offer);

(b) (in relation to a unit in a dual-priced AUT) such amount as may
be agreed by the trustee and manager as being the maximum
amount, inclusive of the manager's preliminary charge, if any,
which may be paid to the manager for units on an initial offer.

injunction a court order made by the High Court that prohibits a person from
doing or continuing to do a certain act or requires a person to carry out
a certain act.

insider dealing the activity described in section 52 of the Criminal Justice Act 1993,
which is in summary:

(a) the offence of which an individual is guilty if he has information
as an insider and:

(i) in the circumstances described in (b), he deals in
securities that are price-affected securities in relation to
the information;

(ii) (A) he encourages another person to deal in securities
that are (whether or not that other knows it) price-
affected securities in relation to the information,
knowing or having reasonable cause to believe that
the dealing would take place in the circumstances
mentioned in (b); or

(B) he discloses the information, otherwise than in the
proper performance of the functions of his
employment, office or profession, to another person;

(b) the circumstances referred to in (a) are that the acquisition or
disposal in question occurs on a regulated market (identified in an
Order made by the Treasury), or that the person dealing relies on a
professional intermediary or is himself acting as a professional
intermediary.

insolvency order an administration order, compulsory winding up order, bankruptcy
order, or sequestration order.

insolvent (in ML) insolvent under regulation 13 of the Money Laundering
Regulations.

instrument
constituting the
scheme

(a) (in relation to an ICVC) the instrument of incorporation;

(b) (in relation to an AUT) the trust deed;

(c) (in relation to a collective investment scheme other than an
authorised fund) any instrument to which the operator is a party
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setting out any arrangements with any other person relating to
any aspect of the operation or management of the scheme.

instrument of
incorporation

the instrument of incorporation of an ICVC (as from time to time
amended) initially provided to the FSA in accordance with regulation
14(1)(c) of the OEIC regulations.

insurance accounts
rules

Schedule 9A to the Companies Act 1985 (Form and content of
accounts of insurance companies) and Schedule 9A to the Companies
Act (Northern Ireland) Order 1986.

insurance business the business of effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance.

insurance component a qualifying investment prescribed in regulation 9 of the ISA
Regulations.

Insurance Directives the First Life Directive, Second Life Directive and Third Life Directive
and the First Non-Life Directive, Second Non-Life Directive and Third
Non-Life Directive.

insurance market
direction

a direction made by the FSA under section 316(1) of the Act (Direction
by Authority).

insurance
undertaking

an undertaking, whether or not an insurer, which carries on insurance
business.

insurer a firm with permission to effect or carry out contracts of insurance
(other than a bank).

inter-professional
business

the business of a firm:

(a) when it carries on:

(i) regulated activities; or

(ii) related ancillary activities;

to the extent that the regulated activity that the firm is carrying on
is:

(A) dealing in investments as principal; or

(B) dealing in investments as agent; or

(C) acting as an arranger; or

(D) giving transaction-specific advice or agreeing to do
so;

but only if that activity is:

(I) in or in respect of an inter-professional investment;
(II) undertaken with or for a market counterparty; and

(III) carried on from an establishment maintained by the
firm in the United Kingdom;

(b) but excluding the carrying on of the following activities:

(i) the approval by a firm of a financial promotion;

(ii) activities carried on between operators, or between
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operators and depositaries, of the same collective
investment scheme (when acting in that capacity);

(iii) corporate finance business;

(iv) safeguarding and administering investments and agreeing
to carry on that regulated activity.

inter-professional
investment

any of the following investments specified in Part III of the Regulated
Activities Order (Specified investments):

(a) share (article 76);

(b) debenture (article 77);

(c) government and public security (article 78);

(d) warrant  (article 79);

(e) certificate representing certain securities (article 80);

(f) option (article 83); for the purposes of the permission regime, this
is sub-divided into:

(i) option (excluding a commodity option and an option on a
commodity future);

(ii) commodity option and option on a commodity future;
(g) future (article 84); for the purposes of the permission regime, this

is sub-divided into:

(i) future (excluding a commodity future and a rolling spot
forex contract);

(ii) commodity future;
(iii) rolling spot forex contract;

(h) contract for differences (article 85); for the purposes of the
permission regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i) contract for differences (excluding a spread bet and a
rolling spot forex contract);

(ii) spread bet;
(iii) rolling spot forex contract;

(i) rights to or interests in investments in (a) to (h) (article 89).

inter-syndicate
reinsurance

reinsurance between one syndicate year and another, not being
reinsurance to close.

interdict a Scottish court order made by the Court of Session that prohibits a
person from doing or continuing to do a certain act or requires a
person to carry out a certain act.

interested party (in relation to an application made under section 60 of the Act
(Applications for approval)):

(a) the firm making the application;

(b) the person in respect of whom the application is being made
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("A"); and

(c) the person by whom A's services are to be retained, if not the
firm making the application.

interim accounting
period

(in CIS) a period within an annual accounting period in respect of
which an allocation of income is to be made.

interim income
allocation date

any date specified in the prospectus of an authorised fund as the date
on or before which an allocation of income will be made.

intermediaries offer (for the purposes of the Code of Market Conduct (MAR 1)) a
marketing of securities not yet in issue, by means of an offer by, or on
behalf of, the issuer to intermediaries for them to allocate to their own
clients.

intermediary (in LLD) a person who in the course of any business or profession
invites other persons to make offers or proposals or to take other steps
with a view to entering into contracts of insurance, but not a person
who publishes such invitations only on behalf of, or to the order of,
some other person.

intermediate broker (in relation to a transaction in a contingent liability investment) any
person acting in the capacity of an intermediary through whom the
firm undertakes that transaction.

intermediate
customer

(1) (except in COB 3) a client who is not a market counterparty and
who is:

(a) a local authority or public authority;

(b) a body corporate whose shares have been listed or
admitted to trading on any EEA exchange;

(c) a body corporate whose shares have been listed or
admitted to trading on the primary board of any IOSCO
member country official exchange;

(d) a body corporate (including a limited liability
partnership) which has (or any of whose holding
companies or subsidiaries has) (or has had at any time
during the previous two years) called up share capital or
net assets of at least £5 million (or its equivalent in any
other currency at the relevant time);

(e) a special purpose vehicle;

(f) a partnership or unincorporated association which has (or
has had at any time during the previous two years) net
assets of at least £5 million (or its equivalent in any other
currency at the relevant time) and calculated in the case of
a limited partnership without deducting loans owing to
any of the partners;

(g) a trustee of a trust (other than an occupational pension
scheme, SSAS or stakeholder pension scheme) which has
(or has had at any time during the previous two years)
assets of at least £10 million (or its equivalent in any
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other currency at the relevant time) calculated by
aggregating the value of the cash and designated
investments forming part of the trust's assets, but before
deducting its liabilities;

(h) a trustee of an occupational pension scheme, SSAS or
stakeholder pension scheme where the trust has (or has
had at any time during the previous two years):

(i) at least 50 members; and

(ii) assets under management of at least £10 million (or
its equivalent in any other currency at the relevant
time);

(i) another firm, or an overseas financial services institution,
when, in relation to designated investment business, or
related ancillary activities, conducted with or for that firm
or institution, that firm or institution is an intermediate
customer in accordance with COB 4.1.7R (Classification
of another firm or an overseas financial services
institution);

(j) an unregulated collective investment scheme;

(k) a client when he is classified as an intermediate customer
in accordance with COB 4.1.9R (Expert private customer
classified as intermediate customer);

but excluding:

(i) a regulated collective investment scheme; and

(ii) a client who would otherwise be an intermediate
customer, when he is classified in accordance with:

(A) COB 4.1.12R (Large intermediate customer
classified as market counterparty); or

(B) (except for the purposes of DISP) COB 4.1.14R
(Client classified as private customer).

(2) (in COB 3) a person in (1) or a person who would be such a
person if he were a client.

internal audit
function

controlled function CF15 in the table of controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10.8.6R.

internal controls the whole system of controls, financial or otherwise, established by the
management of a firm in order to:

(a) carry on the business of the firm in an orderly and efficient
manner;

(b) ensure adherence to management policies;

(c) safeguard the assets of the firm and other assets for which the
firm is responsible; and

(d) secure as far as possible the completeness and accuracy of the
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firm's records (including those necessary to ensure continuous
compliance with the requirements or standards under the
regulatory system relating to the adequacy of the firm's financial
resources).

introducer an individual appointed by a provider firm or by an appointed
representative of such a firm, to carry out in the course of designated
investment business either or both of the following activities:

(a) effecting introductions;

(b) distributing non-real time financial promotions.

introducer appointed
representative

an appointed representative appointed by a provider firm whose scope
of appointment is limited to:

(a) effecting introductions; and

(b) distributing non-real time financial promotions.

introducing broker a firm which introduces transactions relating to designated investments
arranged (brought about) for its clients to a clearing firm.

introductory period (in MAR 2 (Price stabilising rules)) (in relation to stabilising action)
the period starting at the time of the first public announcement from
which it could reasonably be deduced that the offer was intended to
take place in some form and at some time, and ending with the
beginning of the stabilising period.

investment (in accordance with sections 22(4) (The classes of activity and
categories of investments) and 397(13) (Miscellaneous offences) of
the Act) any investment, including any asset, right or interest.

investment adviser (in relation to an authorised fund) a person who is retained by an
ICVC, its directors or its ACD or by a manager of an AUT under a
commercial arrangement which is not a contract of service:

(a) to supply any of them with advice in relation to the authorised
fund as to the merits of investment opportunities or information
relevant to the making of judgments about the merits of
investment opportunities; or

(b) to exercise for any of them any function concerning the
management of the scheme property.

investment adviser
(trainee) function

controlled function CF22 in the table of controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10.10.11R.

investment adviser
function

controlled function CF21 in the table of controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10.10.7R.

investment
agreement

any agreement the making or performance of which by either party
constitutes a regulated activity, but disregarding the exclusions in Part
II of the Regulated Activities Order.

investment company
with variable capital

a body incorporated under the OEIC Regulations.

investment firm any legal person the regular occupation or business of which is the
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provision of core investment services for third parties on a professional
basis, as defined in article 1(2) of the ISD, and (in relation to a person
with his or its head office in an EEA State) a person, who is not a legal
person, included as an investment firm by his or its Home State.

(see also ISD investment firm.)

investment
management firm

a firm whose permitted activities include designated investment
business, which is not an authorised professional firm, bank, building
society, credit union, friendly society, ICVC, insurer, media firm,
service company, incoming EEA firm (without a top-up permission),
incoming Treaty firm (without a top-up permission) or UCITS
qualifier (without a top-up permission), whose permission does not
include a requirement that it comply with IPRU(INV) 3 or 10
(Securities and futures firms) or 13 (Personal investment firms) and
which is within (a), (b) or (c):

(a) a firm:

(i) which was a member of IMRO immediately before
commencement; and

(ii) which was not, immediately before commencement,
subject to the financial supervision requirements of the
FSA (under section 43 of the Financial Services Act
1986), or PIA or SFA (under lead regulation
arrangements);

(b) a firm whose permission includes a requirement that it comply
with IPRU(INV) 5 (Investment management firms);

(c) a firm:

(i) which was given a Part IV permission on or after
commencement, or which was authorised under section 25
of the Financial Services Act 1986 immediately before
commencement and was not a member of IMRO, PIA or
the SFA; and

(ii) for which the most substantial part of its gross income,
including commissions, from the regulated activities
included in its  Part IV permission is derived from one or
more of the following activities (based, for a firm given a
Part IV permission after commencement, on the business
plan submitted as part of the firm's application for
permission or, for a firm authorised under section 25 of
the Financial Services Act 1986, on the firm's financial
year preceding its authorisation under the Act):
(A) managing investments other than for private

customers or where the assets managed are primarily
derivatives;

(B) OPS activity;

(C) acting as the manager or trustee of an AUT;
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(D) acting as the ACD or depositary of an ICVC;

(E) establishing, operating or winding up a collective
investment scheme (other than an AUT or ICVC);

(F) safeguarding and administering investments.

investment
management function

controlled function CF27 in the table of controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10.10.20R.

investment manager a person who, acting only on behalf of a client:
(a) manages designated investments in an account or portfolio on a

discretionary basis under the terms of a discretionary
management agreement; or

(b) manages designated investments in an account or portfolio on a
non-discretionary basis under the terms of a non-discretionary
management agreement.

investment
professional

(in accordance with article 19(5) of the Financial Promotion Order)
(in relation to a financial promotion):

(a) an authorised person;

(b) an exempt person when the financial promotion relates to a
controlled activity which is a regulated activity in relation to
which the person is exempt;

(c) any other person:

(i) whose ordinary activities involve him in carrying on the
controlled activity to which the financial promotion
relates for the purposes of a business carried on by him;
or

(ii) who it is reasonable to expect will carry on that activity
for the purposes of a business carried on by him;

(d) a government, a local authority (whether in the United Kingdom
or elsewhere) or an international organisation;

(e) a person ("A") who is a director, officer or employee of a person
("B") falling within any of (a) to (d) where the financial
promotion is made to A in that capacity and where A's
responsibilities when acting in that capacity involve him in the
carrying on by B of controlled activities.

investment service a core investment service or non-core investment service.

Investment Services
Directive

the Council Directive of 10 May 1993 on investment services in the
securities field (No 93/22/EEC).

investment
transaction

a transaction to buy, sell, subscribe for or underwrite a security or
contractually based investment.

investment trust a company listed in the United Kingdom or another EEA State which:

(a) is approved by the Inland Revenue Commissioners under section
842 of the Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 (or, in the
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case of a newly formed company, has declared its intention to
conduct its affairs so as to obtain such approval); or

(b) is resident in an EEA State other than the United Kingdom and
would qualify for such approval if resident and listed in the
United Kingdom.

investment trust
savings scheme

(a) a dealing service (whether or not held within a pension contract)
dedicated to the securities of a particular investment trust, or of
investment trusts within a particular marketing group;

(b) securities to be acquired through an investment trust savings
scheme in (a).

Investor
Compensation
Directive

the Council Directive of 3 March 1997 on investor compensation
schemes (No 97/9/EC).

IOSCO the International Organisation of Securities Commissions.

IPRU the Interim Prudential sourcebook, comprising IPRU(BANK),
IPRU(BSOC), IPRU(FSOC), IPRU(INS) and IPRU(INV), or according
to the context one of these Interim Prudential sourcebooks.

IPRU(BANK) the Interim Prudential sourcebook for banks.

IPRU(BSOC) the Interim Prudential sourcebook for building societies.

IPRU(FSOC) the Interim Prudential sourcebook for friendly societies.

IPRU(INS) the Interim Prudential sourcebook for insurers.

IPRU(INV) the Interim Prudential sourcebook for investment businesses.

ISA an individual savings account.

ISA manager a person who is approved by the Inland Revenue for the purposes of
the ISA Regulations as an account manager.

ISA Regulations the Individual Savings Account Regulations 1998 (SI 1998/1870).

ISA transfer a transaction resulting from a decision, made with or without advice
from a firm, by a customer who is an individual, to transfer the
investments (or their value) held in his existing ISA in favour of
another ISA which may or may not be managed by the same ISA
manager.

ISD Investment Services Directive.

ISD investment firm an investment firm that has its registered office (or, if it has no
registered office, its head office) in an EEA State:

(a) excluding a person to whom the ISD does not apply under article
2(2) of the ISD; but

(b) including a BCD credit institution whose Home State
authorisation includes a core investment service.

issue (in relation to units)

(1) (except in ENF) the issue of new units by the trustee of an AUT
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or by an ICVC;

(2) (in ENF)

(a) an issue in accordance with (1); and

(b) the sale of units.

issue price (in relation to the issue of units of a dual-priced AUT) the price for
each unit payable by the manager to the trustee on that issue.

issuer (except in CIS)

(1) (in relation to any security) (other than a unit in a collective
investment scheme) the person by whom it is or is to be issued;

(2) (in relation to a unit in a collective investment scheme) the
operator of the scheme;

(3) (in relation to an interest in a limited partnership) the
partnership;

(4) (in relation to certificates representing certain securities) the
person who issued or is to issue the security to which the
certificate or other instrument relates.

joint enterprise (as defined in article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order
(Interpretation)) an enterprise into which two or more persons ("the
participators") enter for commercial purposes related to a business or
businesses (other than the business of engaging in a regulated activity)
carried on by them; where a participator is a member of a group, each
other member of the group is also to be regarded as a participator in
the enterprise.

key features information about a life policy, scheme or stakeholder pension scheme
which is required to be produced in the format specified in COB 6.1
(Packaged products and ISA disclosure) to COB 6.5 (Content of key
features and important information: life policies, schemes, cash
deposit ISAs and stakeholder pension schemes).

key individual (in relation to a UK recognised body):

(a) its chairman or president;

(b) its chief executive;

(c) a member of its governing body;

(d) a person who, alone or jointly with one or more others, is
responsible under the immediate authority of a person in (a), (b)
or (c) or a committee of the governing body for the conduct of
any relevant function.

kind of control (in relation to a firm) (in accordance with section 179(4) of the Act
(Acquiring control)):

(a) control arising as a result of holding shares in the firm;

(b) control arising as a result of holding shares in a parent
undertaking of the firm;
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(c) control arising as a result of the entitlement to exercise or control
the exercise of voting power in the firm;

(d) control arising as a result of the entitlement to exercise or control
the exercise of voting power in a parent undertaking of the firm;

in this definition, "shares" has the meaning given in the definition of
"controller".

know your business
information

(in ML) information which a relevant firm has about:

(a) the financial circumstances of a client or any person on whose
behalf the client has been acting or is acting; and

(b) the features of the transactions which the relevant firm has
entered into with or for the client (or that person).

land vehicles (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph 3 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of general insurance), against
loss of or damage to vehicles used on land, including motor vehicles
but excluding railway rolling stock.

large company a body corporate which does not qualify as a small company under
section 247 of the Companies Act 1985.

large deal (in CIS) a transaction (or series of transactions in one dealing period)
by any person to buy, sell or exchange units in an authorised fund at a
total value of £15,000 or its equivalent in the base currency of the
authorised fund, or:

(a) for the purpose of SDRT provision, such other value; or

(b) for all or any other specified purposes, such greater value;

as may be specified in the prospectus.

large mutual
association

a mutual association or unincorporated association with net assets of
more than £1.4 million (or its equivalent in any other currency at the
relevant time).

large partnership a partnership or unincorporated association with net assets of more
than £1.4 million (or its equivalent in any other currency at the
relevant time).

larger denomination
share

any share that is not a smaller denomination share.

lead regulated firm a firm which is the subject of the financial supervision requirements of
an overseas regulator in accordance with an agreement between the
FSA and that regulator relating to the financial supervision of firms
whose head office is within the country of that regulator.

leading insurer (in relation to a community co-insurance operation) has the same
meaning as in the Community Co-Insurance Directive.

legal expenses (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph 17 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of general insurance), against
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risks of loss to the persons insured attributable to their incurring legal
expenses (including costs of litigation).

liability of ships (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph 12 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of general insurance), against
damage arising out of or in connection with the use of vessels on the
sea or on inland water, including third party risks and carrier's liability.

liability subject to
compulsory
insurance

any liability required under any of the following enactments to be
covered by insurance or (as the case may be) by insurance or by some
other provisions for securing its discharge:

(a) section 1(4A)(d) of the Riding Establishments Act 1964 (or any
corresponding enactment for the time being in force in Northern
Ireland);

(b) section 1 of the Employers' Liability (Compulsory Insurance) Act
1969 or Article 5 of the Employers' Liability Order (Defective
Equipment and Compulsory Insurance) (Northern Ireland) Order
1972;

(c) Part VI of the Road Traffic Act 1988 or Part VIII of the Road
Traffic (Northern Ireland) Order 1981.

liability to a
policyholder

(in relation to a firm carrying out contracts of insurance) any liability
or obligation of that firm to, or in respect of, a policyholder, including
any liability or obligation arising:

(a) from the requirement to treat customers fairly under Principle 6,
including with respect to policyholders' reasonable expectations;
or

(b) from a determination of liability by an Ombudsman; or

(c) from any requirement to pay compensation under the regulatory
system.

life and annuity (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph I of Part II of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of long-term insurance), on
human life or a contract to pay annuities on human life, but excluding
(in each case) contracts within paragraph III of Part II of that Schedule
(Linked long-term).

life policy (in accordance with the definition of "qualifying contract of insurance"
in article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order) a long-term insurance
contract (which includes a pension policy) other than a reinsurance
contract and a pure protection contract.

LIFFE the London International Financial Futures and Options Exchange.

limitation a limitation incorporated in a Part IV permission under section
42(7)(a) of the Act (Giving permission) or section 45(4) of the Act
(Variation etc on the Authority's own initiative).

limited liability (a) a body corporate incorporated under the Limited Liability
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partnership Partnerships Act 2000;

(b) a body corporate incorporated under legislation having the
equivalent effect to the Limited Liability Partnerships Act 2000.

linked benefit a benefit payable under a life policy or a regulated collective
investment scheme the amount of which is determined by reference to:

(a) the value of the property of any description (whether specified or
not); or

(b) fluctuations in the value of any such property; or

(c) income from such property; or

(d) fluctuations in an index of the value of such property.

linked long-term (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph III of Part II of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of long-term insurance), on
human life or contracts to pay annuities on human life where the
benefits are wholly or partly to be determined by reference to the value
of, or the income from, property of any description (whether or not
specified in the contracts) or by reference to fluctuations in, or in an
index of, the value of property of any description (whether or not so
specified).

listed (1) (except in LLD) included in an official list.
(2) (in LLD)

(a) included in an official list; or

(b) in respect of which facilities for dealing on a regulated
market have been granted.

listed activity an activity listed in Annex 1 to the Banking Consolidation Directive.

listed security any security that is admitted to an official list.

listing rules the rules made by UKLA governing admission to listing, the
continuing obligations of issuers, the enforcement of those obligations
and the suspension and cancellation of listing.

LLD the Lloyd's sourcebook.

Lloyd's actuary the actuary appointed by the Society under LLD 10.9.1R.

Lloyd's Arbitration
Scheme

the Lloyd's Arbitration Scheme (Members and Underwriting Agents
Arbitration Scheme) established under Lloyd's Arbitration Scheme
(Members and Underwriting Agents Scheme) Byelaw (No 15 of
1992).

Lloyd's Members'
Ombudsman

the office of Ombudsman established under Lloyd's Members'
Ombudsman Scheme Byelaw (No 13 of 1987).

Lloyd's policy a contract of insurance written at Lloyd's.

Lloyd's Return the financial report that the Society is required to submit to the FSA
under LLD 15.2.1R.
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local a firm which is a member of a futures and options exchange and whose
permission includes a requirement that:

(a) the firm will not conduct designated investment business other
than:

(i) dealing for its own account on that futures or options
exchange; or

(ii) dealing for the accounts of other members of the same
futures and options exchange; or

(iii) making a price to other members of the same futures and
options exchange; and

(b) the performance of the firm's contracts must be guaranteed by
and must be the responsibility of one or more of the clearing
members of the same futures and options exchange.

long-term insurance
business

the business of effecting or carrying out long-term insurance
contracts.

long-term insurance
business assets

assets of a member that are:

(a) in a premium trust fund for long-term insurance business; or

(b) funds at Lloyd's that are, for the time being, identified as
available to meet long-term insurance business liabilities of the
member.

long-term insurance
business liabilities

liabilities of a member that are attributable to his long-term insurance
business.

long-term insurance
business syndicate

a syndicate in which members carry on long-term insurance business.

long-term insurance
contract

(in accordance with article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order
(Interpretation: general)) any contract of insurance within Part II of
Schedule 1 to the Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of long-term
insurance), namely:

(a) life and annuity (paragraph I);

(b) marriage and birth (paragraph II);

(c) linked long-term (paragraph III);

(d) permanent health (paragraph IV);

(e) tontines (paragraph V);

(f) capital redemption (paragraph VI);

(g) pension fund management (paragraph VII);

(g) collective insurance etc (paragraph VIII);

(h) social insurance (paragraph IX).

long-term insurer an insurer with permission to effect or carry out long-term insurance
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contracts.

lower required
amount

the lower required amount as defined in LLD 11.2.13R or LLD
11.2.14R.

making
arrangements with a
view to transactions
in investments

the regulated activity, specified in article 25(2) of the Regulated
Activities Order (Arranging deals in investments), which is in
summary: making arrangements with a view to a person who
participates in the arrangements buying, selling, subscribing for or
underwriting any of the following investments (whether as principal or
agent):

(a) a designated investment;
(b) the underwriting capacity of a Lloyd's syndicate;

(c) membership of a Lloyd's syndicate;

(d) rights to or interests in investments in (b) or (c).

management
accounts

(in relation to a UK recognised body) accounts showing the actual and
budgeted income and expenditure of that body over any period.

manager (1) (in relation to an AUT) the firm which is the manager of the AUT
in accordance with the trust deed.

(2) (as defined in section 423(1) and (2) of the Act (Manager))
(except in relation to a unit trust scheme or a registered friendly
society):

(a) an employee who:

(i) under the immediate authority of his employer, is
responsible, either alone or jointly with one or more
other individuals, for the conduct of his employer's
business; or

(ii) under the immediate authority of his employer or of a
person who is a manager in accordance with (i)
exercises managerial functions or is responsible for
maintaining accounts or other records of his
employer;

(b) if the employer is not an individual, references in (a) to
the authority of the employer are references to the
authority:

(i)  in the case of a body corporate, of the directors;

(ii)  in the case of a partnership, of the partners; and

(iii) in the case of an unincorporated association, of its
officers or the members of its governing body.

(3) (as defined in section 423(3) of the Act (Manager)) (in relation to
a body corporate):

(a) a person (other than an employee of the body) who is
appointed by the body to manage any part of its business,
including an employee of the body corporate (other than
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the chief executive) who under the immediate authority of
a director or chief executive of the body corporate
exercises managerial functions or is responsible for
maintaining accounts or other records of the body
corporate;

(b) for the purposes of (a) and in relation to a body corporate
whose principal place of business is within the United
Kingdom, the chief executive includes only a person who
is an employee of the body corporate in accordance with
section 417(1) of the Act (Definitions).

managing agent (as defined in article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order) a person
who is permitted by the Council in the conduct of his business as an
underwriting agent to perform for a member one or more of the
following functions:

(a) underwriting contracts of insurance at Lloyd's;

(b) reinsuring such contracts in whole or in part;

(c) paying claims on such contracts.

managing
investments

the regulated activity, specified in article 37 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Managing investments), which is in summary:
managing assets belonging to another person in circumstances which
involve the exercise of discretion, if:

(a) the assets consist of or include any designated investment; or

(b) the arrangements for their management are such that the assets
may consist of or include such investments, and  either the assets
have at any time since 29 April 1988 done so, or the
arrangements have at any time (whether before or after that date)
been held out as arrangements under which the assets would do
so.

managing the
underwriting
capacity of a Lloyd's
syndicate as a
managing agent at
Lloyd's

the regulated activity, specified in article 57 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Managing the underwriting capacity of a Lloyd's
syndicate), of managing the underwriting capacity of a Lloyd's
syndicate as a managing agent at Lloyd's.

mandate rules COB 9.2.

MAR the Market conduct sourcebook.

margin (in CIS) cash or other property paid, transferred or deposited under the
terms of a derivative; for these purposes cash or property will be
treated as having been paid, transferred or deposited if it must be paid,
transferred or deposited in order to comply with a requirement
imposed by the market on which the contract is made or traded.

margin of solvency the excess of the value of an insurer's assets over the amount of its
liabilities, that value and amount being determined in accordance with
IPRU(INS) and IPRU(FSOC).
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margined contract (in CIS) any contract in derivatives.

margined transaction (1) (except in COB 9.3) a transaction executed by a firm with or for a
client relating to a future, option or contract for differences (or 
any right to or any interest in such an investment) under the terms
of which the client will or may be liable to provide cash or 
collateral to secure performance of obligations which he may 
have to perform when the transaction falls to be completed or 
upon the earlier closing out of his position.

(2) (in COB 9.3):

(a)   a transaction within (1); or

(b)   an option purchased by a client, the terms of which provide
that the maximum liability of the client in respect of the
transaction will be limited to the amount payable as premium.

mark-up or mark-
down

(when a firm receives a customer order and takes a principal position
in the relevant investment in order to fulfil that customer order) any
difference between:

(a) the price at which the firm takes a principal position in the
relevant investment; and

(b) the price at which the firm executes the transaction with its
customer.

market abuse (in accordance with section 118 of the Act (Market abuse)) behaviour
(whether by one person alone or by two or more persons jointly or in
concert):

(a) which occurs in relation to qualifying investments traded on a
market to which section 118 of the Act applies (see MAR 1 (Code
of market conduct));

(b) which satisfies any one or more of the conditions set out below:
and

(c) which is likely to be regarded by a regular user of that market
who is aware of the behaviour as a failure on the part of the
person or persons concerned to observe the standard of
behaviour reasonably expected of a person in his or their position
in relation to the market;

the conditions are that:

(i) the behaviour is based on information which is not generally
available to those using the market but which, if available to a
regular user of the market, would or would be likely to be
regarded by him as relevant when deciding the terms on which
transactions in investments of the kind in question should be
effected;

(ii) the behaviour is likely to give a regular user of the market a false
or misleading impression as to the supply of, or demand for, or as
to the price or value of, investments of the kind in question;
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(iii) a regular user of the market would, or would be likely to, regard
the behaviour as behaviour which would, or would be likely to,
distort the market in investments of the kind in question.

market abuse regime the regime established under the provisions of Part VIII of the Act
(Penalties for market abuse).

market contract a market contract as described in section 155 of the Companies Act
1989 or article 80 of the Companies (No2) (Northern Ireland) Order
1990 which is in summary:

(a) a contract entered into by a member or designated non-member
of an RIE which is either:

(i) a contract made on the exchange or an exchange to whose
undertaking the exchange has succeeded; or

(ii) a contract in the making of which the member or
designated on-member was subject to the rules of the
exchange or of an exchange to whose undertaking the
exchange has succeeded;

(b) a contract entered into by an RIE or RCH with one of its members
for the purpose of enabling the rights and liabilities of that
member under transactions in investments to be settled.

market counterparty (1) (except in COB 3) a client who is:

(a) a properly constituted government (including a quasi-
governmental body or a government agency) of any
country or territory;

(b) a central bank or other national monetary authority of any
country or territory;

(c) a supranational whose members are either countries or
central banks or national monetary authorities;

(d) a State investment body, or a body charged with, or
intervening in, the management of the public debt;

(e) another firm, or an overseas financial services institution,
except in relation to designated investment business, and
related ancillary activities, conducted with or for that firm
or institution, when that firm or institution is an
intermediate customer in accordance with COB 4.1.7R
(Classification of another firm or an overseas financial
services institution);

(f) any associate of a firm (except an OPS firm), or of an
overseas financial services institution, if the firm or
institution consents;

(g) a client when he is classified as a market counterparty in
accordance with COB 4.1.12R (Large intermediate
customer classified as a market counterparty);

but excluding:
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(A) a collective investment scheme; and

(B) (except for the purposes of DISP) a client, who would
otherwise be a market counterparty, when he is classified
as a private customer in accordance with COB 4.1.14R
(Client classified as private customer).

(2) (in COB 3) a person in (1) and a person who would be such a
person if he were a client.

market maker (in relation to an investment) a person who (otherwise than in his
capacity as the operator of a regulated collective investment scheme)
holds himself out as able and willing to enter into transactions of sale
and purchase in investments of that description at prices determined by
him generally and continuously rather than in respect of each
particular transaction.

market value the market value as determined in accordance with United Kingdom
generally accepted accounting practice.

marketable
investment

(a) an investment which is traded on or under the rules of an
exchange;

(b) a debt instrument which may be transferred without the consent
of the issuer or any other person (including a collateralised
mortgage obligation);

(c) a commodity;

(d) a warrant, option, future or other instrument which entitles the
holder to subscribe for or acquire:

(i) an investment or commodity in (a) to (c); or
(ii) any currency; or

(iii) any combination of (i) and (ii);

(e) a contract for differences (including interest rate and currency
swaps) relating to fluctuations in:

(i) the value or price of an investment or commodity in (a) to
(d); or

(ii) any currency; or

(iii) the rate of interest in any currency or any index of such
rates; or

(iv) the level of any index which is derived from the prices of
an investment or commodity in (a) to (c); or

(v) any combination of (i) to (iv);

(f) warrants, options, futures or other instruments entitling the
holder to obtain the rights of those contracts in (d) or (e);

(g) a unit in a regulated collective investment scheme.

marketing (in CIS) (in relation to marketing units in a regulated collective
investment scheme in a particular country or territory):
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(a) communicating to a person in that country or territory an
invitation or inducement to become, or offer to become, a holder
in that authorised fund;

(b) giving advice on investments to, or arranging (bringing about) a
deal in an investment for a person in that country or territory to
become a holder in that authorised fund.

marketing group a group of persons who:

(a) are allied together (either formally or informally) for purposes of
marketing packaged products of the marketing group; and

(b) each of which, if it holds itself out in the United Kingdom as
marketing packaged products to private customers, does so only
as an investment manager or in relation to packaged products of
the marketing group.

marketing group
associate

a firm other than a product provider which is a member of a marketing
group.

marriage and birth (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph II of Part II of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of long-term insurance), to
provide a sum on marriage or on the birth of a child, being contracts
expressed to be in effect for a period of more than one year.

material interest (in COB) (in relation to a transaction) any interest of a material nature,
other than:

(a) disclosable commission on the transaction;

(b) goods or services which can reasonably be expected to assist in
carrying on designated investment business with or for clients
and which are provided or to be provided under a soft
commission agreement.

material outsourcing outsourcing services of such importance that weakness, or failure, of
the services would cast serious doubt upon the firm's continuing
satisfaction of the threshold conditions or compliance with the
Principles.

mathematical
reserves

(in LLD) the provision made for a member to cover liabilities
(excluding liabilities which have fallen due and liabilities arising from
deposit back arrangements) arising under or in connection with long-
term insurance contracts.

maxi-ISA an ISA which includes a stocks and shares component  and may also
include other qualifying investments such as:

(a) a cash component;
(b) an insurance component;
as prescribed in paragraphs 7, 8 and 9 respectively of the ISA
Regulations.

media firm a firm whose only permitted activities are advising on investments and
agreeing to carry on that regulated activity, and whose Part IV
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permission includes requirements to the effect that the firm must
advise:

(a) only through the media; and

(b) without conveying the impression that the advice is particularly
suitable for any person, except when it is given in response to a
specific request for advice from that person;

in this definition, "media" means:

(i) newspapers, journals, magazines or other periodical publications;

(ii) services comprising regularly updated news or information;

(iii) services consisting of the broadcast or transmission of television
or radio programmes.

member (1) (except in PROF, ENF 18 and REC) a person admitted to
membership of the Society or any person by law entitled or
bound to administer his affairs.

(2) (in PROF and ENF 18) (as defined in section 325(2) of the Act
(Authority's general duty)) (in relation to a profession) a person
who is entitled to practise that profession and, in practising it, is
subject to the rules of the relevant designated professional body,
whether or not he is a member of that body.

(3) (in REC) (in relation to a recognised body) a person who is
entitled, under an arrangement or agreement between him and
that body, to use that body's facilities.

member's margin the amount determined in accordance with LLD 11.3.1R (General
insurance business) or LLD 11.3.4R (Long-term insurance business).

members' adviser a firm whose permission includes advising on syndicate participation
at Lloyd's, but which is not an underwriting agent.

members' agent an underwriting agent who carries on the regulated activity of
advising on syndicate participation at Lloyd's.

membership of a
Lloyd's syndicate

the investment, specified in article 86(2) of the Regulated Activities
Order, which is a person's membership (or prospective membership)
of a Lloyd's syndicate.

mini-ISA an ISA which contains only one of the following qualifying
investments:

(a) a stocks and shares component;
(b) a cash component;
(c) an insurance component;
as prescribed in paragraph 7, 8 or 9 respectively of the ISA
Regulations.

minimum guarantee
fund

(in LLD) a minimum guarantee fund as defined in IPRU(INS) 2.9.
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minimum levy (in DISP) the fixed minimum general levy payable by a firm.

miscellaneous
financial loss

(in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph 16 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (General contracts of insurance), against
any of the following risks:

(a) risks of loss to the persons insured attributable to interruptions of
the carrying on of business carried on by them or to reduction of
the scope of business so carried on;

(b) risks of loss to the persons insured attributable to their incurring
unforeseen expense (other than loss such as is covered by
contracts within paragraph 18 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Assistance));

(c) risks which do not fall within paragraphs (a) or (b) and which are
not of such a kind that contracts of insurance against them fall
within any other provision of Schedule 1 to the Regulated
Activities Order.

misleading
statements and
practices offence

any of the offences described in section 397 of the Act (Misleading
statements and practices), which are in summary:

(a) the offence of:

(i) making a statement, promise or forecast, which the
person making the statement, promise or forecast knows
to be misleading, false or deceptive in a material
particular; or

(ii) dishonestly concealing any material facts whether in
connection with a statement, promise or forecast made by
the person concealing the facts or otherwise; or

(iii) recklessly making (dishonestly or otherwise) a statement,
promise or forecast which is misleading, false or
deceptive in a material particular;

where the person makes the statement, promise or forecast or
conceals the facts for the purpose of inducing, or is reckless as to
whether it may induce, another person (whether or not that
person is the same person to whom the statement, promise or
forecast is made):

(A) to enter or offer to enter into, or to refrain from entering or
offering to enter into, a relevant agreement; or

(B) to exercise, or refrain from exercising, any rights conferred
by a relevant investment;

(b) the offence of doing any act or engaging in any course of conduct
which creates a false or misleading impression as to the market in
or the price or value of any relevant investments where the act
was done or the course of conduct engaged in for the purpose of
creating that impression and of thereby inducing another person
to acquire, dispose of, subscribe for or underwrite those
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investments or to refrain from doing so, or to exercise, or refrain
from exercising, any rights conferred by those investments;

in this definition:

"relevant agreement" means an agreement:

(I) the entering into or performance of which by either party
constitutes an activity of a kind specified in an order made by the
Treasury or one which falls within a specified class of activity;
and

(II) which relates to a relevant investment;

"relevant investment" means an investment of a kind specified in an
order made by the Treasury or one which falls within a class of
investment prescribed in regulations made by the Treasury.

mixed remittance a remittance that is part client money and part other money.

ML the Money Laundering sourcebook.

MLRO money laundering reporting officer.

Model Code the Model Code on directors' dealings in securities set out in the
appendix to Chapter 16 of the listing rules.

money any form of money, including cheques and other payable orders.

money laundering any act which constitutes an offence under:

(a) section 93A, 93B or 93C of the Criminal Justice Act 1988 (which
relate to the handling etc of proceeds of certain criminal
conduct);  in ML the definition of criminal conduct in section
93A(7) is to be read as:

"(i) conduct which constitutes an offence to which Part VI of
that Act (Confiscation of the Proceeds of an Offence)
applies; or

(ii) conduct which:

(A) would constitute such an offence if it had occurred in
England and Wales or (as the case may be) Scotland;
and

(B) contravenes the law of the country in which it
occurred"; or

(b) section 49, 50 or 51 of the Drug Trafficking Act 1994 (which
relate to the handling etc of the proceeds of drug  trafficking); or

(c) section 42A or 43 of the Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 1987
(which relate to the handling etc of proceeds of drug trafficking);
or

(d) section 11 of the Prevention of Terrorism (Temporary
Provisions) Act 1989 (which relate to financial assistance for
terrorism); or
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(e) section 14 of  the Criminal Justice (International Cooperation)
Act 1990 (concealing or transferring proceeds of drug
trafficking); or

(f) article 29 or 30 of the Criminal Justice (Confiscation) (Northern
Ireland) Order 1990 (which relate to the handling etc of proceeds
of drug trafficking); or

(g) section 53 or 54 of the Northern Ireland (Emergency Provisions)
Act 1991 (which relate to the handling etc of proceeds of
terrorist-related activities); or

(h) any provision, whenever made, which has effect in Northern
Ireland and corresponds to any of the provisions mentioned in (a)
or (g); or

in any case of an act done otherwise than in England and Wales,
Scotland or, as the case may be, Northern Ireland, would constitute
such an offence under any of (b) to (h) if done in England and Wales,
Scotland or Northern Ireland.

Money Laundering
Directive

the Council Directive of 10 June 1991 on the prevention of the use of
the financial system for the purpose of money laundering
(91/308/EEC).

Money Laundering
Regulations

the Money Laundering Regulations 1993 (SI 1993/1933) (see ML).

money laundering
reporting function

controlled function CF11 in the table of controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10.7.13R.

money laundering
reporting officer

the individual appointed by a relevant firm in accordance with ML 7.1.

money-market
scheme

an authorised fund dedicated to:

(a) deposits; and

(b) debentures which are not transferable securities;

whether with or without securities which are transferable securities.

money-market
instrument

any of the following investments:

(a) a debenture which is issued on terms requiring repayment not
later than five years from the date of issue;

(b) any government and public security which is issued on terms
requiring repayment not later than one year or, if issued by a
local authority in the United Kingdom, five years from the date of
issue;

(c) a warrant which entitles the holder to subscribe for an investment
within (a) or (b);

(d) a certificate representing certain securities or rights to or
interests in investments relating, in either case, to an investment
within (a) or (b);
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(e) an option relating to:

(i) an instrument in (a) or (b); or

(ii) currency of the United Kingdom or of any other country
or territory; or

(iii) gold or silver;

(f) a future for the sale of:

(i) an instrument in (a) or (b); or

(ii) currency of the United Kingdom or of any other country
or territory; or

(iii) gold or silver;

(g) a contract for differences by reference to fluctuations in:

(i) the value or price of any instrument within any of (a) to
(f); or

(ii) currency of the United Kingdom or of any other country
or territory; or

(iii) the rate of interest on loans in any such currency or any
index of such rates;

(h) an option to acquire or dispose of an instrument within (e), (f) or
(g).

money-purchase
benefits

(in relation to an occupational pension scheme) benefits the rate or
amount of which are calculated by reference to a payment or payments
made by a member of the scheme.

money-purchase
occupational scheme

an occupational pension scheme which provides money-purchase
benefits.

month (in accordance with the Interpretation Act 1978) a calendar month.

motor vehicle
liability

(in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph 10 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of general insurance), against
damage arising out of or in connection with the use of motor vehicles
on land, including third-party risks and carrier's liability.

name-passing broker a person who arranges (brings about) deals between counterparties at
mutually acceptable terms and passes their names to each of them to
facilitate the conclusion of a transaction.

national bureau (in relation to an EEA State) a professional organisation which:

(a) has been constituted in that State in accordance with
Recommendation No 5 adopted on 25 January 1949 by the Road
Transport Sub-committee of the Inland Transport Committee of
the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe; and

(b) groups together insurance undertakings which in that State are
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authorised to conduct the business of motor vehicle liability
insurance.

national guarantee
fund

(in relation to an EEA State) a body which:

(a) has been set up or authorised in that State in accordance with
article 1(4) of Council Directive (84/5/EEC); and

(b) provides compensation for damages to property or personal
injuries caused by unidentified vehicles for which the insurance
obligation provided for in article 1(1) of that Directive has not
been satisfied.

NCIS National Criminal Intelligence Service.

near cash money, deposits or investments which, in each case, fall within any of
the following:

(a) money which is deposited with an eligible institution in:

(i) a current account; or

(ii) a deposit account, if the money can be withdrawn
immediately and without payment of a penalty exceeding
seven days' interest calculated at ordinary commercial
rates;

(b) certificates of deposit issued by an eligible institution if
immediately redeemable at the option of the holder;

(c) government and public securities, if redeemable at the option of
the holder or bound to be redeemed within two years;

(d) bills of exchange which are government and public securities;

(e) deposits with a local authority of a kind which fall within
paragraph 9 of Part II of the First Schedule to the Trustee
Investments Act 1961, and equivalent deposits with any local
authority in another EEA State, if the money can be withdrawn
immediately and without payment of a penalty as described in
(a).

net accumulation
share

(in relation to an ICVC) a share in respect of which income (net of any
tax deducted or accounted for by an ICVC) is credited periodically to
capital under CIS 9.2.4R (Annual allocation to accumulation shares or
accumulation units) or CIS 9.2.6R (Interim allocations of income).

net central assets central assets less the liabilities of the Society (excluding the liabilities
of members) valued in accordance with LLD 9 to 15.

network an independent intermediary:

(a) which has five or more appointed representatives; or

(b) whose appointed representatives (being fewer than five) have,
between them, 26 or more financial advisers.

nominee company a body corporate whose business consists solely of acting as a
nominee holder of investments or other property.
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non-authorised
Voluntary
Jurisdiction
participant

a participant in the Voluntary Jurisdiction who is not a firm.

non-core investment
service

a service listed in section C of the Annex to the ISD, the text of which
is set out in Schedule 2 to the Regulated Activities Order (Annex to
the Investment Services Directive).

non-directive
friendly society

(a) a friendly society whose insurance business is restricted to the
provision of benefits which vary according to the resources
available and in which the contributions of the members are
determined on a flat-rate basis;

(b) a friendly society whose long-term insurance business is
restricted to the provision of benefits for employed and self-
employed persons belonging to an undertaking or group of
undertakings, or a trade or group of trades, in the event of death
or survival or of discontinuance or curtailment of activity
(whether or not the commitments arising from such operations
are fully covered at all times by mathematical reserves);

(c) a friendly society which undertakes to provide benefits solely in
the event of death where the amount of such benefits does not
exceed the average funeral costs for a single death or where the
benefits are provided in kind;

(d) a friendly society (carrying on long-term insurance business):

(i) whose registered rules contain provisions for calling up
additional contributions from members or reducing their
benefits or claiming assistance from other persons who
have undertaken to provide it; and

(ii) whose annual gross premium income (other than from
contracts of reinsurance) has not exceeded euro 500,000
for each of the three preceding financial years;

(e) a friendly society (carrying on general insurance business)
whose:

(i) registered rules contain provisions for calling up
additional contributions from members or reducing their
benefits; and

(ii) gross premium income (other than from contracts of
reinsurance) for the preceding financial year did not
exceed euro 1,000,000;

(f) a friendly society whose liabilities in respect of general insurance
contracts are fully reinsured with or guaranteed by other mutuals
(including friendly societies);

and in each case whose insurance business is limited to that described
in any of (a) to (f).

non-directive insurer a non-directive insurer as defined in IPRU(INS).
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non-discretionary
management
agreement

an agreement for the non-discretionary management of investments:

(a) under which the firm agrees to conduct a regular review of the
suitability of the client's account or portfolio, based on an
assessment of the client's requirements; and

(b) that sets out the client's investment objectives, investment
strategy, and attitude to risk, the intervals at which the portfolio
will be reviewed, and the arrangements for consulting the client
about proposed investment decisions.

non-EEA bank a bank which is a body corporate or partnership formed under the law
of any country or territory outside the EEA.

non-executive
director

a director who has no responsibility for implementing the decisions or
the policies of the governing body of a firm.

non-executive
director function

controlled function CF2 in the table of controlled functions, described
more fully in SUP 10.6.8R.

Non-Exempt
Activities Order

the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Professions) (Non-
Exempt Activities) Order 2001 (SI 2001/1227).

Non-Life Directives the First Non-Life Directive, the Second Non-Life Directive and the
Third Non-Life Directive.

non-mainstream
regulated activity

a regulated activity of an authorised professional firm in relation to
which the conditions in PROF 5.2.1R are satisfied.

non-market-price
transaction

a transaction where:

(a) the dealing rate or price paid by the firm or its client differs from
the prevailing market rate or price to a material extent; or

(b) the firm or its client otherwise gives materially more or less in
value than it receives in return.

non-real time
financial promotion

(in accordance with article 7(2) of the Financial Promotion Order) (as
more fully described in COB 3.5.5R ("Real time" and "non-real time"
financial promotions)) a financial promotion that is not a real time
financial promotion.

non-UCITS scheme an authorised fund that is not a UCITS scheme.

notice of
discontinuance

a notice given by the FSA in accordance with section 389 of the Act
(Notices of discontinuance) which states that the FSA has decided not
to take the action proposed in a warning notice or the action to which a
decision notice relates.

notice of intention a notice of intention to establish a branch in an EEA State given by a
UK firm under paragraph 19(2) of Part III of Schedule 3 to the Act
(Exercise of passport rights by UK firms).

notification rule (1)  (in relation to a firm) a rule requiring a firm to give the FSA
notice of, or information regarding, an event, but excluding:

(a) a rule requiring periodic submission of a report; and

(b) a rule in the listing rules.
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(2)  (in relation to a recognised body) a rule made by the FSA under
section 293 of the Act (Notification requirements) or section 295
of the Act (Notification: overseas investment exchanges and
overseas clearing houses) requiring a recognised body to give the
FSA:

(a) notice of, and specified information regarding, specified
events relating to the body;

(b) specified information relating to the body at specified
times or in respect of specified periods; and

(c) any other information required to be given by such a rule.

notified point a point that is within the two hours immediately following a valuation
point and is notified in accordance with CIS 4.3.9R(3) (Issue of units
to meet authorised fund manager's obligation to sell) or CIS
15.3.4R(4) (Issue of units: manager's instructions).

notional principal (a) (in relation to a contract for differences which is an index
derivative):

(i) the current mark to market valuation of a contract for
differences which resembles a futures contract; or

(ii) the exercise value of a contract for differences which
resembles an option contract;

(b) (in relation to any other contract for differences) the notional lot
size of the contract.

occupational pension
scheme

(as specified in article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order
(Interpretation)) any scheme or arrangement which is comprised in
one or more instruments or agreements and which has, or is capable of
having, effect in relation to one or more descriptions or categories of
employment so as to provide benefits, in the form of pensions or
otherwise, payable on termination of service, or on death or
retirement, to or in respect of earners with a qualifying service in an
employment of any such description or category.

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.

OEIC open-ended investment company.

(see also ICVC.)

OEIC Regulations the Open-Ended Investment Companies Regulations 2001 (SI
2001/1228).

off-exchange (in relation to a transaction in an investment) a transaction which is not
on-exchange.

offer (1) (in MAR 1 (Code of market conduct)) an offer as defined in the
Takeover Code.

(2) (in MAR 2 (Price stabilising rules)) an offer or an invitation to
make an offer and (except in MAR 2.2.3R, MAR 2.4.2R(5) and
MAR 2.8.2R(1)(c)) an issue.
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offer for cash an offer which satisfies the conditions set out in MAR 2.1.3R.

offeree (in MAR 1) an offeree as defined in the Takeover Code.

offeror (in MAR 1) an offeror as defined in the Takeover Code.

offer price (1) (except in MAR 2 (Price stabilising rules))

the price at which a person could purchase a unit in a dual-priced
AUT or a security.

(2) (in MAR 2)

the specified price at which the relevant security is offered
without deducting any selling concession or commission.

officer (1)  (in connection with the exercise of the FSA's power to require
information) an officer of the FSA, a member of the FSA's staff
or an agent of the FSA.

(2) (otherwise) (in relation to a body corporate) (as defined in
section 400(5) of the Act (Offences by bodies corporate etc)) a
director, member of the committee of management, chief
executive, manager, secretary, or other similar officer of the
body, or a person purporting to act in that capacity or a controller
of the body.

official list (a) the list maintained by the FSA in accordance with section 74(1)
of the Act (The official list) for the purposes of Part VI of the Act
(Official Listing);

(b) any corresponding list maintained by a competent authority for
listing in another EEA State.

oil mineral oil of any description and petroleum gases, whether in liquid
or vapour form, including products and derivatives of oil.

oil collective
investment scheme

a collective investment scheme, the property of which consists only of
property which is oil or an oil investment or cash awaiting investment.

oil investment any of the following:

(a) a unit in an oil collective investment scheme;

(b) an option to acquire or dispose of an oil investment;
(c) a future where the commodity in question is oil;
(d) a contract for differences where the property in question is oil or

an oil investment or the index or other factor in question is linked
to or otherwise dependent upon fluctuations in the value or price
of oil or any oil investments;

(e) rights to and interests in anything which is an oil investment.

oil market activity (a) any regulated activity in relation to an oil investment or to oil;
(b) establishing, operating or winding up an oil collective investment

scheme.
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oil market
participant

a firm:

(a) which carries on oil market activities, which in the United
Kingdom are confined to either or both the following:

(i) the performance of management services for the
participants in an oil collective investment scheme in
which individuals do not participate, and other oil market
activities which are performed in relation to any such oil
collective investment scheme;

(ii) other oil market activities which:

(A) are the executing of own-account transactions on any
recognised investment exchange or designated
investment exchange; or

(B) if they are not the executing of transactions on such
exchanges, are performed in connection with or for
persons who are not individuals; and

(b) (except in COB) whose permission includes a requirement that
the firm must not carry on any designated investment business
other than that in (a).

Ombudsman a person appointed to the panel of persons maintained by the FOS Ltd
to determine complaints, including the Chief Ombudsman.

on-exchange (a) (in relation to a transaction in the United Kingdom) effected by
means of the facilities of, or governed by the rules of, an RIE or a
regulated market;

(b) (in relation to any other transaction) effected by means of the
facilities of, or governed by the rules of, an exchange.

one-off transaction any transaction other than a transaction carried out in the course of an
established business relationship formed by a person acting in the
course of relevant financial business.

open in relation to a syndicate year, one which has not been closed.

open to review (as defined in section 391(8) of the Act (Publication)) (in relation to a
supervisory notice which does not take effect immediately or on a
specified date) the status of the matter to which the notice relates
when:

(a) the period during which any person may refer a matter to the
Tribunal is still running; or

(b) the matter has been referred to the Tribunal but has not been
dealt with; or

(c) the matter has been referred to the Tribunal and dealt with but the
period during which an appeal may be brought against the
Tribunal's decision is still running; or

(d) such an appeal has been brought but has not been determined.

open-ended (as defined in section 236 of the Act (Open-ended investment
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investment company companies)) a collective investment scheme which satisfies both the
property condition and the investment condition:

(a)   the property condition is that the property belongs beneficially to,
and is managed by or on behalf of, a body corporate ("BC")
having as its purpose the investment of its funds with the aim of:

(i) spreading investment risk; and

(ii) giving its members the benefit of the results of the
management of those funds by or on behalf of that body;

(b) the investment condition is that, in relation to BC, a reasonable
investor would, if he were to participate in the scheme:

(i) expect that he would be able to realise, within a period
appearing to him to be reasonable, his investment in the
scheme (represented, at any given time, by the value of
shares in, or securities of, BC held by him as a participant
in the scheme); and

(ii) be satisfied that his investment would be realised on a
basis calculated wholly or mainly by reference to the
value of property in respect of which the scheme makes
arrangements.

(see also investment company with variable capital.)

open-market option the option to apply:

(a) the proceeds of a pension policy or pension contract; or

(b) the proceeds of a money-purchase occupational scheme for a
particular occupational scheme member;

to purchase an annuity on the open market from a long-term insurer.

operator (1) (except in ENF):

(a) (in relation to an AUT) the manager;

(b) (in relation to an ICVC) that company or, if applicable,
the authorised corporate director;

(c) (in relation to any other collective investment scheme that
is a unit trust scheme with a separate trustee) any person
who, under the trust deed establishing the scheme, is
responsible for the management of the property held for
or within the scheme;

(d) (in relation to any other collective investment scheme that
is an open-ended investment company) that company or, if
applicable, any person who, under the constitution or
founding arrangements of the scheme, is responsible for
the management of the property held for or within the
scheme;

(e) (in relation to an investment trust savings scheme) any
person appointed, by those responsible for managing the
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property of the investment trust, to manage the investment
trust savings scheme.

(2) (in ENF) (in accordance with section 237(2) of the Act (Other
definitions)):

(a) (in relation to a unit trust scheme with a separate trustee)
the manager; and

(b) (in relation to an open-ended investment company) that
company.

OPS activity (a) managing investments in a case where the assets managed are:

(i) held for the purposes of an occupational pension scheme;
or

(ii) held for the purposes of a welfare trust established by a 
person who is, or has been at any time during the last 12 
months, an associate of the OPS firm; or

(iii) assets of an OPS collective investment scheme;

(b) any one or more of the following activities undertaken in the
course of, or incidental to, the operation of an occupational
pension scheme, welfare trust or OPS collective investment
scheme:

(i) dealing in investments as principal;
(ii) dealing in investments as agent;
(iii) arranging (bringing about) deals in investments;

(iv) making arrangements with a view to transactions in
investments;

(v) safeguarding and administering investments;

(vi) advising on investments;

(vii) receiving or holding client money.

OPS collective
investment scheme

a collective investment scheme the contributions to which consist
entirely of assets held for an occupational pension scheme.

OPS firm (a) (except in IPRU(INV)) a firm which:

(i) carries on OPS activity; and

(ii) is one or more of the following:

(A) a trustee of the occupational pension scheme in
question;

(B) a company owned by the trustees of the occupational
pension scheme in question;

(C) a company which is:

(I) an employer in relation to the occupational
pension scheme in question in respect of its
employees or former employees or their
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dependants; or

(II)   a company within the group which includes an
employer within (I); or

(III) an administering authority subject to the Local
Government Superannuation Regulations 1986;
or

(b) a firm which:

(i) has satisfied the requirements set out in (a) at any time
during the past 12 months; but

(ii) is no longer able to comply with those requirements
because of a change in the control or ownership of the
employer referred to in (a)(ii) during that period.

option the investment, specified in article 77 of the Regulated Activities Order
(Options), which is an option to acquire or dispose of:

(a) a designated investment (other than an option); or

(b) currency of the United Kingdom or of any other country or
territory; or

(c) palladium, platinum, gold or silver; or

(d) an option to acquire or dispose of an option specified in (a), (b)
or (c).

organisation a body corporate, a partnership, a trust or an unincorporated
association.

OTC over the counter.

OTC derivative a derivative traded solely over the counter.

other personal
wealth

(in LLD) assets of an individual member that are neither part of his
funds at Lloyd's nor in a premium trust fund.

outsourcing the use of a person to provide customised services to a firm other than:

(a) a member of the firm's governing body acting in his capacity as
such; or

(b) an individual employed by a firm under a contract of service.

over the counter (in relation to a transaction in an investment) not on-exchange.

overseas clearing
house

a clearing house which has neither its head office nor its registered
office in the United Kingdom.

overseas financial
services institution

an institution authorised in an EEA State other than the United
Kingdom by a competent authority, or in any other country or territory
by a regulatory body which is a member of IOSCO.

overseas firm a firm which has its registered office (or, if it has no registered office,
its head office) outside the United Kingdom.

overseas introducing a person, who is not an authorised person:
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broker (a) who is resident outside the United Kingdom; and

(b) who introduces transactions relating to designated investments
arranged (brought about) for its clients to a clearing firm in the
United Kingdom.

overseas investment
exchange

an investment exchange which has neither its head office nor its
registered office in the United Kingdom.

overseas long-term
insurer

an insurance undertaking which is not an authorised person and
which:

(a) has its head office in an EEA State other than the United
Kingdom, and is entitled to carry on long-term insurance
business in that EEA State; or

(b) has a branch or agency in an EEA State other than the United
Kingdom and is entitled to carry on long-term insurance business
in that EEA State; or

(c) is authorised to effect or carry on long-term insurance business in
the Bailiwick of Jersey, the Bailiwick of Guernsey, the Isle of
Man, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or the State of Iowa;

for the purposes of (a) and (b), Gibraltar is to be regarded as if it were
an EEA State.

overseas person (in accordance with article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order
(Interpretation)) a person who:

(a) carries on any of the following regulated activities:

(i) dealing in investments as principal;
(ii) dealing in investments as agent;
(iii) arranging (bringing about) deals in investments;

(iv) making arrangements with a view to transactions in
investments;

(v) managing investments;

(vi) safe custody and administering investments;
(vii) sending dematerialised instructions;

(viii) causing dematerialised instructions to be sent;
(ix) establishing, operating or winding up a collective

investment scheme;
(x) acting as trustee of an authorised unit trust scheme;

(xi) acting as the depositary or sole director of an open-ended
investment company;

(xii) establishing, operating or winding up a stakeholder
pension scheme;

(xiii)   advising on investments;
(xiv) agreeing to carry on those regulated activities,
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disregarding the exclusion in article 72 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Overseas persons); but

(b) does not carry on any such activities, or offer to do so, from a
permanent place of business maintained by him in the United
Kingdom.

overseas recognised
body

an ROIE or ROCH.

overseas regulator (as defined in section 195(3) of the Act (Exercise of power in support
of overseas regulator)) an authority in a country or territory outside
the United Kingdom:

(a) which is a Home State regulator; or

(b) which exercises any of the following functions:

(i) a function corresponding to any function of the FSA under
the Act;

(ii) a function corresponding to any function exercised by the
FSA in its capacity as competent authority in relation to
the listing of securities;

(iii) a function corresponding to any function exercised by the
Secretary of State under the Companies Act 1985;

(iv) a function in connection with the investigation of conduct
of the kind prohibited by Part V of the Criminal Justice
Act 1993 (Insider Dealing), or with the enforcement of
rules (whether or not having the force of law) relating to
such conduct;

(v) a function prescribed by regulations made for the
purposes of section 195(4) of the Act (Exercise of powers)
which, in the opinion of the Treasury, relates to
companies or financial services.

own account order an order which relates to an own account transaction.

own account
transaction

a transaction executed by the firm for its own benefit or for the benefit
of its associate.

own funds own funds as described in articles 34 to 39 of the Banking
Consolidation Directive.

own-initiative power the FSA's power under section 45 of the Act (Variation etc on the
Authority's own initiative) to vary or cancel a Part IV permission
otherwise than on the application of a firm.

packaged product (a) a life policy;

(b) a unit in a  regulated collective investment scheme;

(c) an interest in an investment trust savings scheme;

(d) a stakeholder pension scheme;

whether or not (in the case of (a), (b) or (c)) held within a PEP or an
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ISA.

parent undertaking (in accordance with section 420 of the Act (Parent and subsidiary
undertaking) and section 258 of the Companies Act 1985 (Parent and
subsidiary undertakings)):

(a) (in relation to whether an undertaking, other than an
incorporated friendly society, is a parent undertaking) an
undertaking which has the following relationship to another
undertaking ("S"):

(i) it holds a majority of the voting rights in S; or

(ii) it is a member of S and has the right to appoint or remove
a majority of its board of directors; or

(iii) it has the right to exercise a dominant influence over S
through:

(A) provisions contained in S's memorandum or articles;
or

(B) a control contract;

(iv) it is a member of S and controls alone, under an
agreement with other shareholders or members, a
majority of the voting rights in S; or

(v) it has a participating interest (as defined in section 260 of
the Companies Act 1985) (Participating interests) in S;
and

(A) actually exercises a dominant influence over S; or

(B) it and S are managed on a unified basis; or

(vi) it is a parent undertaking of a parent undertaking of S; or

(vii) (except in REC and LLD) he is an individual and would
be a parent undertaking if he were an undertaking; or

(viii) (except in REC and LLD) it is incorporated in or formed
under the law of another EEA State and is a parent
undertaking within the meaning of any rule of law in that
State for purposes connected with implementation of the
Seventh Company Law Directive;

in relation to (ii) and (iv), the undertaking will be treated as a
member of S if any of its subsidiary undertakings is a member of
S, or if any shares in S are held by a person acting on behalf of
the undertaking or any of its subsidiary undertakings;

the provisions of Schedule 10A to the Companies Act 1985
(Parent and subsidiary undertakings: supplementary provisions)
explain the expressions used in and supplement paragraphs (i) to
(vi);

(b) (in relation to whether an incorporated friendly society is a
parent undertaking) an incorporated friendly society which has
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the following relationship to a body corporate ("S"):

(i) it holds a majority of the voting rights in S; or

(ii) it is a member of S and has the right to appoint or remove
a majority of S's board of directors; or

(iii) it is a member of S and controls alone, under an
agreement with other shareholders or members, a
majority of the voting rights in S; or

(iv) it is the parent undertaking of a body corporate which has
the relationship in (i), (ii) or (iii) to S.

Part XX exemption the exemption from the general prohibition conferred on an exempt
professional firm by section 327 of the Act (Exemption from the
general prohibition).

Part 30 exemption
order

an order under regulation 30.10 of the General Regulations under the
US Commodity Exchange Act, issued by the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission on 15 May 1989, granting a person exemption
from the registration requirement contained in Part 30 of those General
Regulations.

Part IV permission (as defined in section 40(4) of the Act (Application for permission)) a
permission given by the FSA under Part IV of the Act (Permission to
carry on regulated activities), or having effect as if so given.

participant (in accordance with section 235(2) of the Act (Collective investment
schemes)) a person who participates in a collective investment scheme.

participant firm a firm other than:

(a) an incoming EEA firm which is a BCD credit institution or ISD
investment firm and whose permission is confined to cross
border services;

(b) an incoming EEA firm without top-up cover which is:

(i) a BCD credit institution whose permission to carry on
regulated activities from a UK branch is confined to
accepting deposits; or

(ii) an ISD investment firm (including a credit institution
which is an ISD investment firm) whose permission to
carry on regulated activities from a UK branch is
confined to passported activities;

(c) a service company;

(d) the Society, in respect of activities included in its permission
under section 315(2) of the Act (The Society: authorisation and
permission);

(e) a member, in respect of effecting or carrying out Lloyd's policies;
(f) an underwriting agent, or members' adviser, in respect of

advising on syndicate participation at Lloyd's or managing the
underwriting capacity of a Lloyd's syndicate as a managing
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agent at Lloyd's;
(g) an authorised professional firm that is subject to the rules of the

Law Society (England and Wales) or the Law Society of
Scotland;

(h) an ICVC;

(i) a UCITS qualifier.

participating security a participating security as defined in regulation 3 of the Uncertificated
Securities Regulations 1995 (SI 1995/3272), which enable title to
participating securities to be evidenced otherwise than by a certificate
and transferred otherwise than by a written instrument.

partner (in relation to a firm which is a partnership) any person appointed to
direct its affairs, including:

(a) a person occupying the position of a partner (by whatever name
called); and

(b) a person in accordance with whose directions or instructions (not
being advice given in a professional capacity) the partners are
accustomed to act.

partner function controlled function CF4 in the table of controlled functions, described
more fully in SUP 10.6.17R.

partnership (in accordance with section 417(1) of the Act (Definitions)) any
partnership, including a partnership constituted under the law of a
country or territory outside the United Kingdom, but not including a
limited liability partnership.

passported activity an activity carried on by an EEA firm, or by a UK firm, under an EEA
right.

penny share a readily realisable security in relation to which the bid-offer spread is
10 per cent or more of the offer price, but not:

(a) a government and public security; or

(b) a share in a company quoted on The Financial Times Stock
Exchange 100 Index; or

(c) a security issued by a company which, at the time that the firm
deals or recommends to the client to deal in the investment, has a
market capitalisation of £100 million or more (or its equivalent in
any other currency at the relevant time).

pension annuity an investment purchased with the sums derived from the vesting
(partial or full) of a pension policy or pension contract, for the
purposes of securing the beneficiary�s entitlement to immediate or
future benefits.

pension buy-out
contract

an annuity contract which complies with paragraph (g) of section
591(2) of the Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988.

pension contract a contract under which rights to benefits are obtained by the making of
contributions to an occupational pension scheme or to a personal
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pension scheme, where the contributions are paid to a regulated
collective investment scheme.

pension fund
management

(in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance specified in paragraph VII of Part II of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of long-term insurance) namely:

(a) pension fund management contracts; and

(b) pension fund management contracts which are combined with
contracts of insurance covering either conservation of capital or
payment of a minimum interest;

where effected or carried out by a person who does not carry on a
banking business, and otherwise carries on insurance business.

pension fund
management
contract

(as defined in article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order
(Interpretation)) a contract to manage the investments of pension funds
(other than funds solely for the benefit of the officers or employees of
the person effecting or carrying out the contract and their dependants
or, in the case of a company, partly for the benefit of officers and
employees of its subsidiary or holding company or a subsidiary of its
holding company and their dependants;

in this definition "subsidiary" and "holding company" mean either
subsidiary and holding company, or subsidiary and holding company
defined in accordance with article 4 of the Companies (Northern
Ireland) Order 1986 (SI 1986) No 1032 (NI 6)) as amended by article
62 of the Companies (No 2) (Northern Ireland) Order 1990 (SI 1990
No 1504 (NI 10)).

pension opt-out a transaction resulting from a decision made, with or without advice
from a firm, by a customer who is an individual, to:

(a) opt out of an occupational pension scheme of which he is a
current member; or

(b) decline to become a member of an occupational pension scheme
which he is eligible to join or which he will become eligible to
join at the end of a waiting period;

in favour of a stakeholder pension scheme or a personal pension
scheme (including a self-invested personal pension scheme).

pension policy a contract under which a right to benefits results from contributions
made to an occupational pension scheme or to a personal pension
scheme, where the contributions are paid to a long-term insurer.

pension scheme a scheme under which a right to benefits results from contributions
made under a pension contract or pension policy.

pension transfer a transaction resulting from a decision made, with or without advice
from a firm, by a customer who is an individual, to transfer deferred
benefits from:

(a) an occupational pension scheme; or

(b) an individual pension contract  providing fixed or guaranteed
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benefits that replaced similar benefits under a defined benefits
pension scheme;

to a stakeholder pension scheme  or  a personal pension scheme
(including a self-invested personal pension scheme).

pension transfer
specialist

an individual appointed by a firm to check the suitability of a pension
transfer or pension opt-out who has passed the required examinations
specified in the interim approved examination annexes to TC 2.

pension transfer
specialist function

controlled function CF24 in the table of controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10.10.14R.

PEP a personal equity plan.

PEP manager the plan manager of a PEP in accordance with the Personal Equity
Plan Regulations 1989.

PEP transfer a transaction resulting from a decision, made with or without advice
from a firm, by a customer who is an individual, to transfer the
investments (or their value) held in his existing PEP in favour of
another PEP which may or may not be managed by the same PEP
manager.

periodic statement a report which a firm is required to provide to a customer under COB
8.2 (Periodic statements).

permanent health (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph IV of Part II of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of long-term insurance),
providing specified benefits against risks of persons becoming
incapacitated in consequence of sustaining injury as a result of an
accident or of an accident of a specified class or of sickness or
infirmity, being contracts that:

(a) are expressed to be in effect for a period of not less than five
years, or until the normal retirement age of the persons
concerned, or without limit of time; and

(b) either are not expressed to be terminable by the insurer, or are
expressed to be so terminable only in special circumstances
mentioned in the contract.

permission permission to carry on regulated activities; that is, any of the
following:

(a) a Part IV permission;

(b) the permission that an incoming EEA firm has, under paragraph
4(1) of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA Passport Rights), on
qualifying for authorisation under paragraph 12 of that Schedule;

(c) the permission that an incoming Treaty firm has, under paragraph
15(1) of Schedule 4 to the Act (Treaty Rights), on qualifying for
authorisation under paragraph 2 of that Schedule;

(d) the permission that a UCITS qualifier has, under paragraph 2(1)
of Schedule 5 to the Act (Persons concerned in Collective
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Investment Schemes);

(e) the permission that an ICVC has, under paragraph 2(2) of
Schedule 5 to the Act (Persons concerned in Collective
Investment Schemes);

(f) the permission that the Society of Lloyd's has, under section
315(2) of the Act (The Society: authorisation and permission),
which is to be treated as a Part IV permission for the purposes of
Part IV of the Act (Permission to carry on regulated activities) in
accordance with section 315(3) of the Act.

permitted activity a regulated activity which a firm has permission to carry on.

permitted asset
exposure limit

a permitted asset exposure limit as defined in LLD 14.5.17R.

permitted
counterparty
exposure limit

a permitted counterparty exposure limit as defined in LLD 14.6.1R.

permitted immovable any immovable which falls within CIS 5.8.4R (Permitted immovable)
(excluding, in relation to an ICVC, immovable property that is
necessary for the direct pursuit of its business).

permitted third party a third party who is:

(a) an authorised person; or

(b) an exempt person for whom an authorised person is accepting
responsibility; or

(c) a person lawfully carrying on a regulated activity in another EEA
State.

person (in accordance with the Interpretation Act 1978) any person, including
a body of persons corporate or unincorporate (that is, a natural person,
a legal person and, for example, a partnership).

personal account
transaction

a transaction for the account of an employee of a firm, or his associate,
in a designated investment, other than:

(a) a transaction in a government and public security; or

(b) a transaction in a life policy; or

(c) a transaction in a unit in a regulated collective investment
scheme; or

(d) a discretionary transaction if there is no prior communication
with the employee and the discretion is not exercised by the firm.

personal equity plan a scheme of investment satisfying the conditions prescribed in
regulations made by the Treasury under section 333 of the Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988 (the Personal Equity Plan Regulations
1989).

personal investment
firm

a firm whose permitted activities include designated investment
business, which is not an authorised professional firm, bank, building
society, credit union, friendly society, ICVC, insurer, media firm,
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service company, incoming EEA firm (without a top-up permission),
incoming Treaty firm (without a top-up permission) or UCITS
qualifier (without a top-up permission), whose permission does not
include a requirement that it comply with IPRU(INV) 3 (Securities and
futures firms), 5 (Investment management firms) or 10 (Securities and
futures firms), and which is within (a), (b) or (c):

(a) a firm:

(i) which was a member of PIA immediately before
commencement; and

(ii) which was not, immediately before commencement,
subject to the financial supervision requirements of the
FSA (under section 43 of the Financial Services Act
1986), or IMRO or SFA (under lead regulation
arrangements);

(b) a firm whose permission includes a requirement that it comply
with IPRU(INV) 13 (Personal investment firms);

(c) a firm:

(i) which was given a Part IV permission after
commencement, or which was authorised under section 25
of the Financial Services Act 1986 immediately before
commencement and not a member of IMRO, PIA or SFA;
and

(ii) for whom the most substantial part of its gross income,
including commissions, from the regulated activities
included in its Part IV permission is derived from one or
more of the following activities (based, for a firm given a
Part IV permission after commencement, on the business
plan submitted as part of the firm's application for
permission or, for a firm authorised under section 25 of
the Financial Services Act 1986, on the firm's financial
year preceding its authorisation under the Act):
(A) advising on investments, or arranging (bringing

about) deals in investments, in relation to packaged
products;

(B) managing investments for private customers.

personal pension
contract

a pension contract under which contributions (single or regular) are
paid to a personal pension scheme.

personal pension
policy

a pension policy under which contributions (single or regular) are paid
to a personal pension scheme.

personal pension
scheme

a scheme of investment in accordance with section 630 of the Income
and Corporation Taxes Act 1988.

personal
recommendation

a recommendation given to a specific person.
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PIA the Personal Investment Authority Limited.

plan investor a person entered in the plan register under CIS 6.5.4R(7)
(Requirement).

plan manager in relation to:

(a) a group personal equity plan, the PEP manager;

(b) a group ISA, the ISA manager;

(c) a group savings plan, the person primarily responsible for that
group savings plan.

plan register (1) (in relation to an ICVC) a record of persons who subscribe to a
group plan and for whom shares in the ICVC are held for the
purposes of the group plan by the plan manager or a nominee
(other than a record for the establishment or maintenance of
which no payments are to be made out of the scheme property).

(2) (in relation to an AUT) a sub-register to the register, which sub-
register records persons who subscribe to a group plan and for
whom units in the AUT are held for the purposes of the plan by
the plan manager or a nominee (other than any sub-register that
has not been established and maintained in accordance with CIS
6.5.4R (Requirement) or for the establishment of which no
payments are to be made out of the scheme property).

plan shares shares entered in a plan register under CIS 6.5.4R(7) (Requirement).

plan units units entered in a plan register under CIS 6.5.4R(12) (Requirement).

plastic card a card, or a token with an equivalent function, which a customer can
use to pay for goods and services, or to obtain cash or both, such as a
credit card, charge card, debit card, cash card or electronic purse.

policy [awaiting Order under section 424(2) of the Act.]

policyholder [awaiting Order under section 424(2) of the Act.]

POS Regulations the Public Offers of Securities Regulations 1995 (SI 1995/1537).

post (in relation to sending a document by post) sending pre-paid by a
postal service which seeks to deliver documents by post within the
United Kingdom no later than the next working day in all or the
majority of cases, and to deliver by post outside the United Kingdom
within such a period as is reasonable in all the circumstances.

Post-BCCI Directive the European Parliament and Council Directive of 29 June 1995
amending certain directives with a view to reinforcing prudential
supervision (No 95/26/EC).

post-sale notice a notice of a right to cancel an investment agreement given under COB
6.7.30R(2) (Giving the customer notice of a right to cancel).

power of intervention the power conferred on the FSA under section 196 of the Act (The
Power of Intervention) to impose a requirement on an incoming firm.

pre-sale notice a notice of a right to cancel an investment agreement given under COB
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6.7.30R(1) (Giving the customer notice of a right to cancel).

predecessor scheme any of the following:

(a) The Office of the Banking Ombudsman;

(b) The Office of the Building Societies Ombudsman;

(c) The Insurance Ombudsman Bureau;

(d) The Office of the Investment Ombudsman;

(e) The Personal Investment Authority Ombudsman Bureau;

(f) The Personal Insurance Arbitration Service;

(g) The Securities and Futures Authority Complaints Bureau and
Arbitration Service;

(h) The FSA Complaints Unit and Independent Investigator.

preliminary charge a charge upon a sale of units by an authorised fund manager whether
or not acting as principal.

premium (1) (in relation to a general insurance contract) the consideration
payable under the contract by the policyholder to the insurer.

(2) (in relation to a long-term insurance contract) a payment under
the contract; (except in SUP 16.8 (Persistency reports from
insurers)) a premium is a regular premium if it is one of a series
of payments under the contract:

(a) (i) which are payable on dates that are certain or
ascertainable at the time the contract is made;

(ii) which are payable over a period that exceeds one
year in length; and

(iii) assuming the policy evidencing the contract is not
surrendered or otherwise terminated before the
premiums fall due, will fall due on those dates
without either party to the contract exercising any
option under the contract; or

(b) of which the first payment is an obligation under the
contract, and subsequent payments, calculated according
to an agreed formula, are payable over a period which
exceeds one year in length under a collateral written
arrangement with the insurer or friendly society.

(3) (in relation to an option) the total amount which the purchaser of
the option is, or may be, required to pay in consideration for the
right to exercise the option.

premium trust fund a trust fund into which premiums receivable by members are paid in
compliance with a trust deed under LLD 10.3 (Carrying of insurance
receivables to trust funds).

prescribed market a market which has been prescribed by the Treasury in the Prescribed
Markets and Qualifying Investments Order (see MAR 1 (Code of
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market conduct)).

Prescribed Markets
and Qualifying
Investments Order

the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Prescribed Markets and
Qualifying Investments) Order 2001 (SI 2001/996).

prescribed pricing
basis

(in relation to a derivative contract, or quasi-derivative contract), the
pricing basis set out in IPRU(INS) 4.12R(8) (Derivative contracts).

previous regulator (1) (in relation to a firm which was authorised under the Banking Act
1987 immediately before commencement or which was a
European institution (as defined in the Banking Coordination
(Second Council Directive) Regulations 1992) immediately
before commencement) the FSA.

(2) (in relation to a firm which was a building society immediately
before commencement) the Building Societies Commission.

(3) (in relation to a firm which was a friendly society immediately
before commencement) the Friendly Societies Commission.

(4) (in relation to a firm authorised under the Insurance Companies
Act 1982 immediately before commencement) the Treasury.

(5) (in relation to an underwriting agent which obtained the
permission relevant to that category under the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000 (Repeals, Transitional Provisions and
Savings) Order 2001 (SI 2001/[number to be added later])) the
Society of Lloyd's.

(6) (in relation to a firm which was authorised, or which was an
appointed representative, under the Financial Services Act 1986
immediately before commencement or which was a European
investment firm (as defined in the Investment Services
Regulations 1995 (SI 1995/3275)) immediately before
commencement) any of:

(a) IMRO;

(b) PIA;

(c) SFA;

(d) a recognised professional body; and

(e) the FSA;

if the firm (or, if relevant, its principal for the purposes of section
44 of the Financial Services Act 1986) was subject in carrying on
business to the rules, requirements, regulations or guidance of
that body.

(7) (in relation to an ex-section 43 firm) the FSA.

price (in relation to a unit in an ICVC or a single-priced AUT) the price of
the unit calculated in accordance with CIS 4 (Single pricing and
dealing).

price stabilising the rules made under section 144 of the Act, and appearing in MAR 2.1
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rules to MAR 2.5, together with any other provisions available for their
interpretation.

primary pooling
event

an event that occurs in the circumstances described in COB 9.5.5R
(Failure of the authorised firm: primary pooling event).

PRIN the part of the Handbook in High Level Standards that has the title
Principles for Businesses.

principal (1) in relation to a person:

(a) a person acting on his own account;

(b) (if the person is an appointed representative) the
authorised person who is party to a contract with the
appointed representative resulting in him being exempt
under section 39 of the Act (Exemption of appointed
representatives).

(2) in relation to an option, future or forward contract:

(a) (except in the case of an option on a future) the amount of
property or the value of the property which must be
delivered in order to satisfy settlement of the option,
future or forward contract;

(b) (in relation to an option on a future) the amount of
property or the value of the property which must be
delivered in order to satisfy settlement of the future.

Principle one of the Principles set out in PRIN 2.1.1R (Principles for
Businesses).

private customer (1) (except in COB 3) a client who is not a market counterparty or an
intermediate customer, including:

(a) an individual who is not a firm;

(b) an overseas individual who is not an overseas financial
services institution;

(c) a regulated collective investment scheme;

(d) (except for the purposes of DISP) a client when he is
classified as a private customer in accordance with COB
4.1.14R (Client classified as a private customer);

but excluding a client, who would otherwise be a private
customer, when he is classified as an intermediate customer in
accordance with COB 4.1.9R (Expert private customer classified
as an intermediate customer).

(2)  (in COB 3) a person in (1) or a person who would be such a
person if he were a client.

private person (as defined in article 3 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Rights of Action) Regulations 2000 (SI 2001/2256)):

(a) any individual, unless he suffers the loss in question in the
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course of carrying on:
(i) any regulated activity; or
(ii) any activity which would be a regulated activity apart

from any exclusion made by article 72 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Overseas persons); and

(b) any person who is not an individual, unless he suffers the loss in
question in the course of carrying on business of any kind;

but not including a government, a local authority (in the United
Kingdom or elsewhere) or an international organisation;

for the purposes of (a), an individual who suffers loss in the course of
effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance written at Lloyd's is
not to be taken to suffer loss in the course of carrying on a regulated
activity;

in this definition:

(A) "government" means:

(I) the government of the United Kingdom; or

(II) the Scottish Administration; or

(III) the Executive Committee of the Northern Ireland
Assembly; or

(IV) the National Assembly for Wales; or

(V) the government of any country or territory outside the
United Kingdom;

(B) "international organisation" means any international
organisation the members of which include the United
Kingdom or any other State;

(C ) "local authority", in relation to the United Kingdom, means:

(I) in England and Wales, a local authority as defined in the
Local Government Act 1972, the Greater London
Authority, the Common Council of the City of London or
the Council of the Isles of Scilly;

(II) in Scotland, a local authority as defined in the Local
Government (Scotland) Act 1973; and

(III) in Northern Ireland, a district council as defined in the
Local Government Act (Northern Ireland) 1972.

product provider a firm which is:

(a) a long-term insurer;

(b) a friendly society;
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(c) the operator of a regulated collective investment scheme or an
investment trust savings scheme.

PROF the Professional firms sourcebook.

professional firm (in accordance with sections 325(2) (Definition of "members") and
327(2) (Exemption from the general prohibition of the Act) a person
which is:

(a) an individual who is entitled to practise a profession regulated by
a designated professional body and in practising it is subject to its
rules; or

(b) a person (not being an individual) which is managed and
controlled by one or more individuals each of whom:

(i) is entitled to practise a profession regulated by a
designated professional body; and

(ii) in practising it is subject to the rules of the designated
professional body.

prohibition order an order made by the FSA under section 56 of the Act (Prohibition
orders) which prohibits an individual from performing a specified
function, any function falling within a specified description or any
function.

projection a projection of the amount of any future benefit payable under a
contract or policy, being a benefit the amount of which is not
ascertainable under the terms of the contract or policy when the
calculation is made.

projection date the date to which is projection is made.

property enterprise
trust

an unregulated collective investment scheme of which the underlying
assets are land and buildings.

property investment
company

(in CIS) a body corporate, a substantial activity of which relates to
permitted immovables (whether by way of investing, dealing in,
developing, redeveloping or refurbishing them and whether directly or
indirectly).

property related
assets

(in CIS):

(a) shares, debentures or warrants which are issued by a property
investment company;

(b) certificates representing certain securities which confer rights in
respect of an investment within (a).

property scheme (in CIS) an authorised fund dedicated to permitted immovables and
property related assets, whether with or without transferable
securities.

prospectus (in relation to a collective investment scheme) a document containing
information about the scheme and complying with the requirements in
CIS 3 or CIS 17 applicable to a prospectus of a scheme of the type
concerned.
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protected claim a claim which is covered by the compensation scheme, as defined in
COMP 5.2.1R.

protected contract of
insurance

a contract of insurance which is covered by the compensation scheme,
as defined in COMP 5.4.1R.

protected deposit a deposit which is covered by the compensation scheme, as defined in
COMP 5.3.1R.

protected investment
business

designated investment business which is covered by the compensation
scheme, as defined in COMP 5.5.1R.

protected items (as defined in section 413 of the Act (Protected items))
communications (and items which they enclose or refer to and which
are in the possession of a person entitled to possession of them)
between:

(a) a professional legal adviser and his client or any person
representing his client; or

(b) a professional legal adviser, his client or any person representing
his client and any other person;

where the communication or the item is made:

(i) in connection with the giving of legal advice to the client; or

(ii) in connection with, or in contemplation of, legal proceedings and
for the purposes of those proceedings; and

is not held with the intention of furthering a criminal purpose.

provider firm a firm that is:

(a) a product provider; or

(b) a marketing group associate.

prudential context in relation to activities carried on by a firm, the context in which the
activities have, or might reasonably be regarded as likely to have, a
negative effect on:

(a) confidence in the financial system; or

(b) the ability of the firm to meet either:

(i) the "fit and proper" test in threshold condition 5
(Suitability); or

(ii) the applicable requirements and standards under the
regulatory system relating to the firm's financial
resources.

public announcement any communication made by or on behalf of the issuer or the
stabilising manager being a communication made in circumstances in
which it is likely that members of the public will become aware of the
communication.

public offer an offer of securities to the public and described in the POS
Regulations.
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published
recommendation

any publication by or on behalf of a firm (including publication by
sound broadcasting or television or other electronic means) which
contains:

(a) the results of research into investments; or

(b) analysis of factors likely to influence the future performance of
investments; or

(c) advice or recommendations based on those results or analysis,
including any communication of which the content is common to
a number of communications although worded as if it were a
personal recommendation.

pure protection
contract

a long-term insurance contract in respect of which the following
conditions are met:

(a) the benefits under the contract are payable only on death or in
respect of incapacity due to injury, sickness or infirmity;

(b) the contract provides that benefits are payable on death (other
than death due to an accident) only where the death occurs within
ten years of the date on which the life of the person in question
was first insured under the contract, or where the death occurs
before that person attains a specified age not exceeding seventy
years;

(c) the contract has no surrender value, or the consideration consists
of a single premium and the surrender value does not exceed that
premium;

(d) the contract makes no provision for its conversion or extension in
a manner which would result in it ceasing to comply with any of
(a), (b) or (c); and

(e) the contract is not a reinsurance contract.

pure reinsurer an insurer whose insurance business is restricted to reinsurance.

qualified valuer (in relation to any particular type of land in any particular area) a
fellow or professional associate of the Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors, a fellow or associate of the Incorporated Society of Valuers
and Auctioneers, or a fellow or associate of the Rating and Valuation
Association, who:

(a) has knowledge of and experience in the valuation of that
particular type of land in that particular area; or

(b) has knowledge of and experience in the valuation of land and has
taken advice from a valuer who he is satisfied has knowledge of
and experience in the valuation of that particular type of land in
that particular area; or

(c) immediately before 15 June 1981 was recognised as a qualified
valuer by approval by the Secretary of State under the Insurance
Companies (Valuation of Assets) Regulations 1976.

qualifying investment an investment which has been prescribed by the Treasury in the
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Prescribed Markets and Qualifying Investments Order (see MAR 1
(Code of market conduct)).

quantification date the date as at which the liability of the relevant person in default is to
be determined under COMP 12.3.

quasi-derivative
contract

a contract or asset having the effect of a derivative contract.

railway rolling stock (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph 5 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of general insurance), against
loss of or damage to railway rolling stock.

RCH a recognised clearing house.

RDC Regulatory Decisions Committee.

readily realisable
investment

(a) a packaged product;
(b) a readily realisable security.

readily realisable
security

(a) a government or public security denominated in the currency of
the country of its issuer;

(b) any other security which is:

(i) admitted to official listing on an exchange in an EEA
State; or

(ii) regularly traded on or under the rules of such an
exchange; or

(iii) regularly traded on or under the rules of a recognised
investment exchange or (except in relation to unsolicited
real time financial promotions) designated investment
exchange;

(c) a newly issued security which can reasonably be expected to fall
within (b) when it begins to be traded.

real time financial
promotion

(in accordance with article 7(1) of the Financial Promotion Order) (as
more fully described in COB 3.5.5R ("Real time" and "non-real time"
financial promotions)) a financial promotion made in the course of a
personal visit, telephone conversation or other interactive dialogue.

REC the Recognised Investment Exchange and Recognised Clearing House
sourcebook.

receivable (in LLD) (in relation to a member, a period and a premium) a premium
due to the member in respect of contracts of insurance effected during
the period, whether or not the premium is received during that period.

recognised body an RIE or an RCH.

recognised clearing
house

a clearing house which is declared by a recognition order for the time
being in force to be a recognised clearing house.

recognised
investment exchange

an investment exchange which is declared by a recognition order for
the time being in force to be a recognised investment exchange.
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recognised overseas
clearing house

an overseas clearing house which is declared by a recognition order
for the time being in force to be a recognised clearing house.

recognised overseas
investment exchange

an overseas investment exchange which is declared by a recognition
order for the time being in force to be a recognised investment
exchange.

recognised
professional body

any of the following professional bodies (which were the recognised
professional bodies for the purposes of the Financial Services Act
1986):

(a) The Law Society (England and Wales);

(b) The Law Society of Scotland;

(c) The Law Society of Northern Ireland;

(d) The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales;

(e) The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland;

(f ) The Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland;

(g) The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants;

(h) The Institute of Actuaries.

(see also designated professional body.)

recognised scheme a scheme recognised under:

(a) section 264 of the Act (Schemes constituted in other EEA States);
or

(b) section 270 of the Act (Schemes authorised in designated
countries or territories); or

(c) section 272 of the Act (Individually recognised overseas
schemes).

recognition order (in accordance with section 313 of the Act (Interpretation of Part
XVIII)) an order made under section 290 or 292 of the Act which
declares an investment exchange or clearing house to be a recognised
body.

recognition
requirement

(1)  (in relation to a UK RIE or UK RCH) any of the requirements
applicable to that body under the Recognition Requirements
Regulations.

(2)  (in relation to a body applying for recognition as a UK RIE or UK
RCH) any of the requirements under the Recognition
Requirements Regulations which, if its application were
successful, would apply to it.

(3)  (in relation to an ROIE or ROCH, or to an applicant for
recognition as an ROIE or ROCH) any of the requirements in
section 292(3) of the Act (Overseas investment exchanges and
overseas clearing houses).

Recognition
Requirements

the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Recognition
Requirements for Investment Exchanges and Clearing Houses)
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Regulations Regulations 2001 (SI 2001/995).

redemption (1) (except in ENF 17 (Collective investment schemes)) (in relation
to units in an authorised fund) the purchase of them from their
holder by the authorised fund manager acting as a principal.

(2) (in ENF 17 (Collective investment schemes)) redemption as in
(1) but including their cancellation by the trustee of an AUT or by
an ICVC.

redemption charge an amount levied by the operator of a scheme upon the redemption of
units, in the case of an authorised fund under:

(a) CIS 8.2.7R (Redemption charge: ICVCs); or

(b) CIS 8.5.2R (Redemption charge: single-priced AUTs); or

(c) CIS 15.4.10R (Redemption charge).

redemption price the authorised fund manager's price for redemption under CIS 15.4.9R
(Redemption price parameters).

register (in CIS) the register of holders kept under Schedule 3 to the OEIC
Regulations or CIS 6.2.1R (Basic requirements) or, in relation to a
collective investment scheme that is not an authorised fund, a record of
the holders (other than of bearer certificates) of units in it.

registered branch a branch of a friendly society which is separately registered under the
Friendly Societies Act 1974.

registered friendly
society

a friendly society registered under section 7(1)(a) of the Friendly
Societies Act 1974 or any enactment which it replaced, including any
registered branches.

registrar the person who maintains a register.

regular user (as defined in section 118(10) of the Act (Market abuse)) a person who
is, in relation to a particular market, a reasonable person who regularly
deals on that market in investments of the kind in question.

Regulated Activities
Order

the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Regulated Activities)
Order 2001 (SI 2001/544).

regulated activity (in accordance with section 22 of the Act (The classes of activity and
categories of investment)) any of the following activities specified in
Part II of the Regulated Activities Order (Specified Activities):

(a)  accepting deposits (article 5);

(b)  effecting contracts of insurance (article 10(1));

(c)  carrying out contracts of insurance (article 10(2));

(d)  dealing in investments as principal (article 14);

(e) dealing in investments as agent (article 21);

(f) arranging (bringing about) deals in investments (article 25(1));

(g) making arrangements with a view to transactions in investments
(article 25(2));
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(h) managing investments (article 37);

(i)  safeguarding and administering investments (article 40); for the
purposes of the permission regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i) safeguarding and administration of assets (without
arranging);

(ii) arranging safeguarding and administration of assets;

(j) sending dematerialised instructions (article 45(1));

(k) causing dematerialised instructions to be sent (article 45(2));

(l) establishing, operating or winding up a collective investment
scheme (article 51(1)(a)); for the purposes of the permission
regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i)  establishing, operating or winding up a regulated
collective investment scheme;

(ii)  establishing, operating or winding up an unregulated
collective investment scheme;

(m) acting as trustee of an authorised unit trust scheme (article
51(1)(b));

(n) acting as the depositary or sole director of an open-ended
investment company (article 51(1)(c));

(o) establishing, operating or winding up a stakeholder pension
scheme (article 52);

(p) advising on investments (article 57); for the purposes of the
permission regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i) advising on investments (except pension transfers and
pension opt-outs);

(ii) advising on pension transfers and pension opt-outs;

(q) advising on syndicate participation at Lloyd's (article 56);

(r) managing the underwriting capacity of a Lloyd's syndicate as a
managing agent at Lloyd's (article 53);

(s) arranging deals in contracts of insurance written at Lloyd's
(article 58);

(t) agreeing to carry on a regulated activity (article 64);

which is carried on by way of business and relates to a specified
investment or, in the case of (l), (m), (n) and (o), is carried on in
relation to property of any kind.

regulated activity
debt

an obligation to pay a sum due and payable under an agreement, the
making or performance of which constitutes or is part of a regulated
activity carried on by an individual who:

(a) is, or has been, an authorised person; or

(b) is carrying on, or has carried on, a regulated activity in
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contravention of the general prohibition.

regulated collective
investment scheme

(a) an ICVC; or

(b) an AUT; or

(c) a recognised scheme;

whether or not the units are held within a PEP, ISA, or pension
contract.

regulated institution subject to the requirements of IPRU and as more fully defined in
IPRU, an insurance undertaking, credit institution, friendly society or
investment firm.

regulated market (as defined in article 1 of the ISD) a market for the instruments listed
in Section B of the Annex to the ISD which:

(a) appears on the list of such markets drawn up by the market's
Home State as required by article 16 of the ISD;

(b) functions regularly;

(c) is characterised by the fact that regulations issued or approved by
the competent authorities define the conditions for the operation
of the market, the conditions for access to the market and, where
Directive 79/279/EEC is applicable, the conditions governing
admission to listing imposed in that Directive and, where that
Directive is not applicable, the conditions that must be satisfied
by a financial instrument before it can effectively be dealt in on
the market; and

(d) requires compliance with all the reporting and transparency
requirements laid down by articles 20 and 21 of the ISD.

(see SUP 17 Ann 5G for a list of these markets.)

regulatory body any authority, body or person having, or who has had, responsibility
for the supervision or regulation of any regulated activities or other
financial services, whether in the United Kingdom or overseas.

Regulatory Decisions
Committee

a committee of the Board of the FSA, described in DEC 4.2 (The
Regulatory Decisions Committee).

regulatory function (as defined in section 291 of the Act (Liability in relation to recognised
body's regulatory functions)) any function of a recognised body so far
as relating to, or to matters arising out of, the obligations to which the
body is subject under or by virtue of the Act.

regulatory objectives (as described in sections 2(2) and 3 to 6 of the Act):
(a) market confidence;

(b) public awareness;

(c) the protection of consumers; and

(d) the reduction of financial crime.

regulatory provisions (a) (in accordance with section 302 of the Act (Interpretation)) (in
relation to an investment exchange or clearing house) the rules of
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or any guidance issued by the investment exchange or clearing
house;

(b) (in relation to an investment exchange):

(i) any arrangements which it has made, or proposes to
make, for the provision of clearing services in respect of
transactions effected on the exchange; and

(ii) if it provides, or proposes to provide, clearing services on
exchange, the criteria which it applies, or proposes to
apply, when determining to whom it will provide those
services;

(c) (in relation to a clearing house):

(i) if it makes, or proposes to make, clearing arrangements
with an RIE, those arrangements; and

(ii) if it provides, or proposes to provide, clearing services for
persons other than RIEs, the criteria which it will apply
when determining to whom it will provide those services.

regulatory system the arrangements for regulating a firm or other person in or under the
Act, including the threshold conditions, the Principles and other rules,
the Statements of Principle, codes and guidance.

reinsurance to close (a) an agreement under which members of a syndicate in one
syndicate year ("the reinsured members") agree with the
members of that syndicate in a later syndicate year or the
members of another syndicate ("the reinsuring members") that
the reinsuring members will discharge, or procure the discharge
of, or indemnify the reinsured members against, all known and
unknown insurance business liabilities of the reinsured members
arising out of the insurance business carried on by the reinsured
members in that syndicate year; or

(b) a similar reinsurance agreement or arrangement that has been
approved by the Council as a reinsurance to close.

related designated
investment

(in relation to a designated investment (the "first investment")) a
designated investmentwhose value might reasonably be expected to be
directly affected by:

(a) any fluctuation in the value of the first investment; or

(b) any published recommendation that concerns the first investment.

relevant business (in DISP) that part of a firm's business which it conducts with private
individuals and which is subject to the jurisdiction of the Financial
Ombudsman Service as provided for under DISP 2.6 (To which
activities do the rules apply?), measured by reference to the
appropriate tariff base for each industry block.

relevant charitable
scheme

an authorised fund which is:

(a) a registered charity; or

(b) a charitable unit trust scheme under regulation 7(2)(d) of the
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Income Tax (Definition of Unit Trust Scheme) Regulations 1988.

relevant collateral in relation to a transaction:

(a) cash;

(b) letters of credit and guarantees to the extent of their face value,
issued by an approved bank which is neither a counterparty nor
an associate of a counterparty;

(c) gold and silver bullion and coinage;

(d) marketable investments;

(e) the performance guarantees issued in support of the securities
lending and borrowing programmes of Euroclear and Cedel, in
respect only of exposure arising from participation in such
programmes;

subject in each case to:

(i) the firm having an unconditional right to apply or realise
the relevant collateral for the purpose of repaying a
counterparty's obligations;

(ii) marketable investments:

(A) being marked to market daily using the valuation
principles in IPRU(INV) 3.41(9)R;

(B) not being issued by a counterparty nor by an
associate of a counterparty.

relevant complaint (as defined in section 299(2) of the Act (Complaints about recognised
bodies)) a complaint which the FSA considers is relevant to the
question of whether a recognised body should remain a recognised
body.

relevant firm (in ML) a firm of the kind described in ML 1.1.2R.

relevant function (in relation to a UK recognised body) an exempt activity or a
regulatory function.

relevant general
insurance contract

(in COMP) any general insurance contract other than:

(a) a reinsurance contract;

(b) a Lloyd's policy;

(c) a contract falling within any of  the following classes:

(i) aircraft;
(ii) ships;

(iii) goods in transit;
(iv) aircraft liability;

(v) liability of ships;

(vi) credit.
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relevant information (1) (except in REC) (in relation to an investment) information which
would be likely to be regarded by a regular user of the market in
question as relevant when deciding the terms on which
transactions in that investment should be effected.

(2) (in REC) (in relation to an investment) information which is
relevant to determining the current value of that investment.

relevant office-
holder

a relevant office-holder as defined in section 189 of the Companies
Act 1989, which is in summary:

(a) the official receiver;

(b) (in relation to a company) any person acting as its liquidator,
provisional liquidator, administrator or administrative receiver;

(c) (in relation to an individual or a debtor within the Bankruptcy
(Scotland) Act 1985) a trustee in bankruptcy, interim receiver of
property, or permanent or interim trustee in the sequestration of
an estate;

(d) any person acting as administrator of an insolvent estate of a
deceased person.

relevant pension
scheme

(a) an appropriate scheme for the purposes of section 1(8) of the
Social Security Act 1986 or for the purposes of article 3(8) of the
Social Security (Northern Ireland) Order 1986; or

(b) an exempt approved scheme under section 592(1) of the Income
and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 to which the employer is not a
contributor and which provides benefits additional to those
provided by:

(i) another scheme approved under Chapter 1 of Part XIV of
that Act to which the employer is a contributor; or

(ii) a statutory scheme as defined in section 612(1) of that
Act; or

(iii) a relevant statutory scheme as defined in section 611A(1)
of that Act; or

(c) a pension scheme approved under Chapter IV of Part XIV of that
Act.

relevant person (in COMP) a person for claims against whom the compensation
scheme provides cover, as defined in COMP 6.2.1R.

relevant product (in MAR) (in accordance with section 118(6) of the Act (Market
abuse)) (in relation to any qualifying investment):
(a) anything which is the subject matter of that qualifying

investment;
(b) an investment whose price or value is expressed by reference to

the price or value of that qualifying investment;
(c) an investment whose subject matter is that qualifying investment.
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relevant regulated
activities

(in ML) activities of the kind described in ML 1.1.4R.

relevant security (in MAR) a security subject to an offer falling within MAR 2.1.3R(1)
and (3).

remedial direction (in accordance with section 308(8) of the Act (Directions by the
Treasury)) a direction requiring the FSA:

(a) to exercise its powers under section 297(2) of the Act to revoke
the recognition order for a recognised body; or

(b) to exercise its powers under section 296 of the Act by giving such
directions to the recognised body concerned as may be specified
in the direction.

remuneration any form of remuneration, including benefits of any kind.

repo (a) an agreement between a seller and buyer for the sale of
securities, under which the seller agrees to repurchase the
securities, or equivalent securities, at an agreed date and, usually,
at a stated price;

(b) an agreement between a buyer and seller for the purchase of
securities, under which the buyer agrees to resell the securities,
or equivalent securities, at an agreed date and, usually, at a stated
price.

reportable
transaction

a transaction defined in SUP 17.5.1R (Transaction reporting:
Reportable transaction).

reporting accountant an accountant appointed:

(a) by the FSA; or

(b) by a firm, having been nominated or approved by the FSA under
section 166 of the Act (Reports by skilled persons); or

(c) by an applicant for Part IV permission;

to report on one or more aspects of the business of a firm or applicant,
such as its financial position, including internal controls and reporting
returns.

representative (in relation to designated investment business) an individual appointed
by a provider firm or by an appointed representative of that firm, to
carry out either or both of the following activities:

(a) giving advice on investments to customers on the merits of
packaged products offered by that firm (or any other provider
firm within the same marketing group);

(b) arranging (bringing about) deals in investments in relation to
such products.

required amount (in LLD) for a member, in relation to general insurance business or
long-term insurance business, the required amount determined in
accordance with LLD 11.2.6R or LLD 11.2.7R.
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required function any of controlled functions 8 to 12 in the table of controlled functions.

required margin of
solvency

a margin of solvency required by IPRU(INS) or IPRU(FSOC).

required minimum
margin

for an insurer, the minimum margin required by IPRU(INS).

requirement a requirement included in a firm's Part IV permission under section 43
of the Act (Imposition of requirements), section 45(4) of the Act
(Variation etc on the Authority's own initiative) or section 46 of the
Act (Variation of permission on acquisition of control).

requiring or
encouraging

taking or refraining from taking any action which requires or
encourages another person to engage in behaviour which, if engaged
in by the person requiring or encouraging, would amount to market
abuse.

requisite details the details required under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(EEA Passport Rights) Regulations 2001 (SI 2001/1376) and set out in
SUP 13 Ann 1R (Requisite details: branches) and SUP 13 Ann 1R
(Requisite details: cross border services).

restricted credit a loan for which, as a result of an existing arrangement between a
supplier and a firm, the customer's application to the firm is submitted
through the supplier and the terms of the loan require that it be paid to
the supplier for goods or services supplied to the customer, not
including loans secured by a charge over land or loans or payments by
plastic card (other than a store card).

retirement annuity an individual pension policy effected by a self-employed person or a
person in non-pensionable employment before 1 July 1998 and which
is approved under Chapter III, Part XIV of the Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988.

retirement fund the amount which will be available, at the date on which the investor
retires, for the provision of benefits.

RIE recognised investment exchange.

rights to or interests
in investments

the investment, specified in article 89 of the Regulated Activities Order
(Rights to or interests in investments), which is in summary: any right
to or interest in any other specified investment, but excluding:

(a) interests under the trusts of an occupational pension scheme;

(b) rights to or interests in a contract of insurance of the kind
referred to in paragraph (1)(a) of article 60 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Plans covered by insurance or trust
arrangements), or interests under a trust of the kind referred to in
paragraph 1(b) of  article 60 of the Regulated Activities Order
(Plans covered by insurance or trust arrangements);

(c) any other specified investment.

risk assessment
function

controlled function CF14 in the table of controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10.8.3R.
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ROCH recognised overseas clearing house.

ROIE recognised overseas investment exchange.

rolling spot forex
contract

either of the following:

(a) a future, other than a future traded or expressed to be as traded on
a recognised investment exchange, where the property which is to
be sold under the contract is foreign exchange or sterling; or

(b) a contract for differences where the profit is to be secured or loss
avoided by reference to fluctuations foreign exchange; and

in either case where the contract is entered into for the purpose of
speculation.

rule (in accordance with section 417(1) of the Act (Definitions)) a rule
made by the FSA under the Act, including:

(a) a Principle; and

(b) an evidential provision.

safe custody
investment

a designated investment, which is not the property of the firm, but for
which the firm, or any nominee company controlled by the firm or by
its associate, is accountable; which has been paid for in full by the
client; and which ceases to be a safe custody investment when the firm
has disposed of it in accordance with a valid instruction.

safeguarding and
administering
investments

the regulated activity, specified in article 40 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Safeguarding and administering investments), which
is in summary: the safeguarding and the administration of assets
belonging to another and the administration of those assets, or
arranging for one or more other persons to carry on that activity,
where:

(a) the assets consist of or include any designated investment; or

(b) the arrangements for their safeguarding and administration are
such that the assets may consist of or include designated
investments, and either the assets have at any time since 1 June
1997 done so, or the arrangements have at any time (whether
before or after that date) been held out as ones under which
designated investments would be safeguarded and administered.

safeguarding and
administration of
assets (without
arranging)

that part of safeguarding and administering investments which
consists of both:

(a) the safeguarding of assets belonging to another; and

(b) the administration of those assets.

sale (in CIS) (in relation to units in an authorised fund) the sale of units by
the authorised fund manager as principal.

salvage right (in LLD) any right of a member under a contract of insurance (and
vested in a premium trust fund) to take possession of and to dispose of
property because he has made a payment or has become liable to make
a payment in respect of a loss to that property.
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SARs the Rules Governing Substantial Acquisitions of Shares issued on the
authority of the Takeover Panel.

scheme (1) (except in COB and SUP) a collective investment scheme.

(2) (in COB and SUP)

(a) a regulated collective investment scheme;

(b) an investment trust where the relevant shares have been
or are to be acquired through an investment trust savings
scheme;

(c) an investment trust where the relevant shares are to be
held within an ISA or PEP which promotes one or more
specific investment trusts;

(d) (in COB 10) in addition to (a), (b) and (c), an unregulated
collective investment scheme.

scheme holding a holding of:

(a) units in a collective investment scheme; or

(b) shares in an investment trust savings scheme.

scheme management
activity

the management by an operator of the property held for or within the
scheme of which it is the operator, excluding the receiving and
holding of client money and safeguarding and administering
investments.

scheme of
arrangement

(in CIS) an arrangement relating to an authorised fund ("transferor
fund") or to a sub-fund of an umbrella scheme ("transferor sub-fund")
under which:

(a) either:

(i) all or part of the property of the transferor fund, or all or
part of the property attributed to the transferor sub-fund,
is to become the property of one or more regulated
collective investment schemes ("transferee schemes"); or

(ii) all or part of the property attributed to the transferor sub-
fund is to become part of the property attributed to one or
more other  sub-funds of the same umbrella scheme
("transferee sub-funds"); and

(b) holders of units in the transferor fund or transferor sub-fund, the
property of which is being transferred or reattributed under (a),
are to receive, in exchange for their respective interests in that
property, either:

(i) units in the transferee scheme or one or more of the
transferee schemes, to which the property is transferred;
or

(ii) units in the transferee sub-fund or one or more of the
transferee sub-funds, to which the property is reattributed.
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scheme of operations a scheme which:

(a) describes the nature of the risks which the insurer is
underwriting, or intends to underwrite, and the guiding principles
which it intends to follow in reinsuring or covering those risks;
and

(b) contains the information required under SUP App 2.9.1R
(Content of a scheme of operations).

scheme particulars a document containing information about a regulated collective
investment scheme.

scheme property (a) (in relation to an ICVC) the property subject to the collective
investment scheme constituted by it;

(b) (in relation to an AUT) the capital property and the income
property.

SDRT provision a charge of such amount or at such rate as is determined by the
authorised fund manager to be made as a provision for stamp duty
reserve tax for which the ICVC may become liable under the Stamp
Duty and Stamp Duty Reserve Tax (Open-Ended Investment
Companies)(Amendment No.2) Regulations 2000 or the trustee may
become liable under Schedule 19 to the Finance Act 1999 in respect of
a surrender of units to the authorised fund manager.

Second Life Directive the Council Directive of 8 November 1990 on the coordination of
laws, etc and laying down provisions relating to facilitate the effective
exercise of freedom to provide services and amending Directive
79/267/EEC (No 90/619/EEC).

Second Non-Life
Directive

the Council Directive of 22 June 1988 on the coordination of laws, etc
and laying down provisions to facilitate the effective exercise of
freedom to provide services and amending Directive 73/239/EEC (No
88/357/EEC).

secondary material (as more fully described in section 394 of the Act (Access to Authority
material)) material, other than that which the FSA relied on in reaching
its decision, which:

(a) the FSA considered in reaching its decision; or

(b) the FSA obtained in connection with, that is, in the investigation
of, the matter in question.

secondary pooling
event

an event that occurs in the circumstances described in COB 9.5.14R
(Failure of a bank, intermediate broker, settlement agent or OTC
counterparty: secondary pooling events).

section 43 capital
requirements

the financial supervision requirements of the FSA for the purposes of
the listing arrangements made under section 43 of the Financial
Services Act 1986.

secured debt (in LLD) a debt owed to (or an obligation to be fulfilled for the benefit
of) a member, secured by an admissible asset.

securities and futures a firm whose permitted activities include designated investment
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firm business, which is not an authorised professional firm, bank, building
society, credit union, friendly society, ICVC, insurer, media firm,
service company, incoming EEA firm (without a top-up permission),
incoming Treaty firm (without a top-up permission) or UCITS
qualifier (without a top-up permission), whose permission does not
include a requirement that it comply with IPRU(INV) 5 (Investment
management firms) or 13 (Personal investment firms), and which is
within (a), (b), (c) or (d):

(a) a firm (other than one falling within (d)):

(i) which was a member of SFA immediately before
commencement; and

(ii) which was not, immediately before commencement,
subject to the financial supervision requirements of the
FSA (under section 43 of the Financial Services Act
1986), or PIA or IMRO (under lead regulation
arrangements);

(b) a firm whose permission includes a requirement that it comply
with IPRU(INV) 3 or 10 (Securities and futures firms);

(c) a firm:

(i) which was given a Part IV permission after
commencement, or which was authorised under section
25 of the Financial Services Act 1986 immediately
before commencement and not a member of IMRO, PIA
or SFA; and

(ii) for whom the most substantial part of its gross income,
including commissions, from the regulated activities
included in its Part IV permission is derived from one or
more of the following activities (based, for a firm given a
Part IV permission after commencement, on the business
plan submitted as part of the firm's application for
permission or, for a firm authorised under section 25 of
the Financial Services Act 1986, on the firm's financial
year preceding its authorisation under the Act):
(A) an activity carried on as a member of an exchange;

(B) making a market in securities or derivatives;

(C) corporate finance business;

(D) dealing, or arranging (bringing about) deals in
investments, in securities or derivatives;

(E) the provision of clearing services as a clearing
firm;

(F) managing investments, where those investments are
primarily derivatives;

(G) activities relating to spread bets;
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(d) a firm that is:

(i) an ex-section 43 firm which was not authorised under
the Financial Services Act 1986 immediately before
commencement; or

(ii) an ex-section 43 lead regulated firm.

securities scheme an authorised fund dedicated to transferable securities, excluding an
authorised fund which is a feeder fund, a fund of funds scheme or a
warrant scheme.

security (in accordance with article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order
(Interpretation)) any of the following investments specified in that
Order:

(a) share (article 76);

(b) debenture (article 77);

(c) government and public security (article 78);

(d) warrant (article 79);

(e) certificate representing certain securities (article 80);

(f) unit (article 81);

(g) stakeholder pension scheme (article 82);

(h) rights to or interests in investments in (a) to (g) (article 89).

segregated client a client whose money must be segregated by the firm under COB
9.3.37R (Segregation).

sell (in accordance with article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order
(Interpretation)) (in relation to any investment) sell in any way,
including disposing of the investment for valuable consideration;

in this definition, "disposing" includes:

(a) (in relation to an investment consisting of rights under a
contract):

(i) surrendering, assigning  or converting those rights; or

(ii) assuming the corresponding liabilities under the contract;

(b) (in relation to an investment consisting of rights under other
arrangements) assuming the corresponding liabilities under the
arrangements; and

(c) (except in CIS) (in relation to any other investment) issuing or
creating the investment or granting the rights or interests of which
it consists.

sending
dematerialised
instructions

the regulated activity, specified in article 45(1) of the Regulated
Activities Order, of sending, on behalf of another person,
dematerialised instructions relating to a security, where those
instructions are sent by means of a relevant system in respect of which
an operator is approved under the 1995 Regulations;
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in this definition:

(a) "the 1995 Regulations" means the Uncertificated Securities
Regulations 1995 (SI 1995/3272);

(b) "dematerialised instruction" and "operator" have the meaning
given by regulation 3 of the 1995 Regulations.

senior manager an individual other than a director:

(a)   who is employed by:

(i) a firm; or

(ii) a body corporate within a group of which the firm is a
member;

(b) to whom the governing body of the firm, or a member of the
governing body of the firm, has given responsibility, either alone
or jointly with others, for management and supervision;

(c) who, if the individual is employed by the firm, reports directly to:

(i) the governing body; or

(ii) a member of the governing body; or

(iii) the chief executive; or

(iv) the head of a significant business unit; and

(d) who, if the individual is employed by a body corporate within the
group, reports directly to a person who is the equivalent of a
body or person referred to in (c).

senior staff
committee

(in DEC) a committee consisting of senior FSA staff members that is
empowered to make statutory notice decisions and statutory notice
associated decisions by executive procedures.

series of transactions a series of transactions executed with a view to achieving one
investment decision or objective.

service company a firm whose only permitted activities are making arrangements with a
view to transactions in investments, and agreeing to carry on that
regulated activity, and whose Part IV permission:

(a)  incorporates a limitation substantially to the effect that the firm
carry on regulated activities only with market counterparties or
intermediate customers; and

(b) includes requirements substantially to the effect that the firm
must not:

(i) guarantee, or otherwise accept responsibility for, the
performance, by a participant in arrangements made by
the firm in carrying on regulated activities, of obligations
undertaken by that participant in connection with those
arrangements; or

(ii) approve any financial promotion on behalf of any other
person or any specified class of persons; or
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(iii) in carrying on its regulated activities, provide services
otherwise than in accordance with documents (of a kind
specified in the requirement) provided by the firm to the
FSA.

service conditions (in accordance with paragraph 14 of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA
Passport Rights)) the conditions that:

(a) the firm has given its Home State regulator notice of its intention
to provide services in the United Kingdom;

(b) if the firm falls within paragraph (a) or (d) in the definition of
"EEA firm", the FSA has received notice from the firm's Home
State regulator containing such information as may be
prescribed; and

(c) if the firm falls within paragraph (d) of that definition, its Home
State regulator has informed it that the regulator's notice has
been sent to the FSA.

SETS the Stock Exchange Electronic Trading Service.

settlement agent a person with or through whom the firm effects settlement of UK-
settled or foreign-settled transactions.

Seventh Company
Law Directive

the Council Directive of 13 June 1983 on consolidated accounts (No
83/349/EEC).

SFA the Securities and Futures Authority Limited.

share (1) (except in CIS) the investment, specified in article 76 of the
Regulated Activities Order (Shares etc), which is in summary: a
share or stock in the share capital of:

(a)  any body corporate (wherever incorporated);

(b)  any unincorporated body constituted under the law of a
country or territory outside the United Kingdom.

(2) (in CIS):

(a) (in relation to an ICVC) a share in the ICVC (including
both smaller denomination shares and larger
denomination shares);

(b) (otherwise) an investment within (1).

shareholder (in relation to an ICVC, and subject to CIS 11.2.2R (Special meaning
of shareholder)):

(a) (in relation to a share that is represented by a bearer certificate)
the person who holds the certificate;

(b) (in relation to a share that is not represented by a bearer
certificate) the person whose name is entered on the register in
relation to that share.

ships (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph 6 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of general insurance), upon
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vessels used on the sea or on inland water, or upon the machinery,
tackle, furniture or equipment of such vessels.

shortfall (1) (in relation to cancellation of an investment agreement) the
amount a firm is entitled to charge a customer for the market loss
in accordance with COB 6.7.54R to COB 6.7.58R (Shortfall;
Exceptions to shortfall).

(2) (in relation to client money) the amount by which the client
money in a client bank account is insufficient to satisfy the claims
of clients in respect of that money, or not immediately available
to satisfy such claims.

sickness (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph 2 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of general insurance), providing
fixed pecuniary benefits or benefits in the nature of indemnity (or a
combination of both) against risks of loss to the persons insured
attributable to sickness or infirmity, but excluding contracts within
paragraph IV of Part II of Schedule 1 to the Regulated Activities Order
(Permanent health).

sickness or distressed
circumstances
contract

any contract in accordance with which benefits are provided for the
relief or maintenance of any person during sickness or when in
distressed circumstances.

significant influence
function

any of the controlled functions 1 to 20 in the table of controlled
functions.

significant
management
(designated
investment business)
function

controlled function CF16 in the table of controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10.9.10R.

significant
management
(financial resources)
function

controlled function CF19 in the table of controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10.9.16R.

significant
management
(insurance
underwriting)
function

controlled function CF18 in the table of controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10.9.14R.

significant
management (other
business operations)
function

controlled function CF17 in the table of controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10.9.12R.

significant
management
(settlements) function

controlled function CF20 in the table of controlled functions,
described more fully in SUP 10.9.18R.

significant any of the controlled functions 16 to 20 in the table of controlled
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management function functions.

Single Market
Directives

(as defined in paragraph 1 of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA Passport
Rights)) the Banking Consolidation Directive, the Insurance
Directives and the Investment Services Directive.

single-priced AUT an AUT for the units of which there is only one price applicable by
reference to a valuation point.

skilled person a person appointed to make a report required by section 166 of the Act
(Reports by skilled persons) for provision to the FSA and who must be
a person:

(a) nominated or approved by the FSA; and

(b) appearing to the FSA to have the skills necessary to make a report
on the matter concerned.

small business (in COMP) a partnership, body corporate, unincorporated association
or mutual association with an annual turnover of less than £1 million
(or its equivalent in any other currency at the relevant time).

small friendly society
function

controlled function CF6 in the table of controlled functions, described
more fully in SUP 10.6.26R.

small personal
investment firm

a personal investment firm:

(a) which is not an ISD investment firm;

(b) which is not a network; and

(c) which has fewer than 26 financial advisers or representatives.

small self-
administered scheme

an occupational pension scheme of a kind described in article 4(4) and
4(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Carrying on
Regulated Activities by Way of Business) Order 2001 (SI 2001/1177).

smaller
denomination share

a share to which are attached rights in a smaller denomination as
provided by regulation 45 of the OEIC regulations.

social insurance (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph IX of Part II of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of long-term insurance), of a
kind referred to in article 1(3) of the First Life Directive ("operations
relating to the length of human life which are prescribed by or
provided for in social insurance legislation, when they are effected or
managed at their own risk by assurance undertakings in accordance
with the laws of an EEA State").

Society the society incorporated by Lloyd's Act 1871 by the name of Lloyd's.

Society guarantee
fund

(in LLD) the guarantee fund calculated by the Society under LLD
11.5.2R.

Society margin (in LLD) the margin calculated by the Society under LLD 11.5.1R.

Society's basic
market activity

(in accordance with section 315(2)(a) of the Act (The Society:
authorisation and permission)) arranging deals in contracts of
insurance written at Lloyd's.
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Society's regulatory
functions

the Society's powers, duties or functions in relation to members or
underwriting agents which are or may be exercised for the purposes of
supervising or regulating the market at Lloyd's.

Society's secondary
market activity

(in accordance with section 315(2)(b) of the Act (The Society:
authorisation and permission)) arranging deals in participation in
Lloyd's syndicates.

soft commission
agreement

an agreement in any form, the terms of which permit a firm to receive
certain goods or services from another person in return for transacting
designated investment business with or through that other person.

sole trader an individual who is a firm.

sole trader function controlled function CF7 in the table of controlled functions, described
more fully in SUP 10.6.30R.

solicited real time
financial promotion

(in accordance with article 8 of the Financial Promotion Order) (as
more fully described in COB 3.10.1R (Meaning of "solicited" and
"unsolicited" real time financial promotion)) a real time financial
promotion which is solicited, that is, it is made in the course of a
personal visit, telephone call or other interactive dialogue if that call,
visit or dialogue:

(a) was initiated by the recipient of the financial promotion; or

(b) takes place in response to an express request from the recipient of
the financial promotion.

special purpose
vehicle

a body corporate whose sole purpose (either generally or when acting
in a particular capacity) is to carry out one or more of the following
functions:

(a) issuing designated investments, other than life policies;

(b) redeeming or terminating or repurchasing (whether with a view
to re-issue or to cancellation) an issue (in whole or part) of
designated investments, other than life policies;

(c) entering into transactions or terminating transactions involving
designated investments in connection with the issue, redemption,
termination or re-purchase of designated investments, other than
life policies;

subject to the special purpose vehicle having been:

(i) explicitly established for the purpose of securitising assets; and

(ii) assessed by a rating agency.

specific non-real
time financial
promotion

a non-real time financial promotion which identifies and promotes a
particular investment or service.

specified investment any of the following investments specified in Part III of the Regulated
Activities Order (Specified Investments):

(a) deposit (article 74);

(b) contract of insurance (article 75); for the purposes of the
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permission regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i) general insurance contract;
(ii) long-term insurance contract;
and then further sub-divided into classes of contract of
insurance;

(c) share (article 76);

(d)  debenture (article 77);

(e) government and public security (article 78);

(f) warrant (article 79);

(g) certificate representing certain securities (article 80);

(h) unit (article 81);

(i) stakeholder pension scheme (article 82);

(j) option (article 83); for the purposes of the permission regime, this
is sub-divided into:

(i) option (excluding a commodity option and an option on a
commodity future);

(ii) commodity option and an option on a commodity future;

(k) future (article 84); for the purposes of the permission regime, this
is sub-divided into:

(i) future (excluding a commodity future and a rolling spot
forex contract);

(ii) commodity future;

(iii) rolling spot forex contract;
(l) contract for differences (article 85); for the purposes of the

permission regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i) contract for differences (excluding a spread bet and a
rolling spot forex contract);

(ii) spread bet;
(iii) rolling spot forex contract;

(m) underwriting capacity of a Lloyd's syndicate (article 86(1));

(n) membership of a Lloyd's syndicate (article 86(2));

(o) rights to or interests in investments (article 89).

spread bet a contract for differences that is a gaming contract, whether or not
section 412 of the Act (Gaming contracts) applies to the contract;

in this definition, "gaming" has the meaning given in the Gaming Act
1968, which is in summary: the playing of a game of chance for
winnings in money or money's worth, whether any person playing the
game is at risk of losing any money or money's worth or not.
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SSAS small self-administered scheme.

stabilising action any action contemplated by MAR 2.2.3R or MAR 2.4.2R.

stabilising manager the single person responsible for stabilising action under MAR 2 (Price
stabilising rules).

stabilising period (in relation to a relevant security and an associated security) the
period:

(a) beginning with the date on which the earliest public
announcement of the offer which states the offer price is made;
and

(b) ending on the thirtieth day after the closing date or, if it is earlier
than that day, the sixtieth day after the date of allotment;

except that, in relation to a debenture and a government and public
security, the period begins with the date on which the earliest public
announcement of the offer is made (whether or not that announcement
states the offer price).

stabilising price the initial price (at or below the offer price) up to which the stabilising
manager has determined that he may wish to intervene in the market
by way of stabilising action; and if the effect of MAR 2.5.4R is to raise
that price above the initial stabilising price, then "stabilising price"
thereafter means that new, higher, price.

stakeholder pension
scheme

(a) (in relation to a specified investment) the investment specified in
article 82 of the Regulated Activities Order (Rights under a
stakeholder pension scheme) which is rights under a stakeholder
pension scheme in (b);

(b) (in relation to a scheme) a scheme established in accordance with
Part I of the Welfare Reform and Pensions Act 1999 and the
Stakeholder Pension Schemes Regulations 2000.

standard terms (in DISP) the contractual terms made under paragraph 18 of Schedule
17 to the Act (The Ombudsman Scheme), under which VJ participants
participate in the Voluntary Jurisdiction.

standing independent
valuer

the person appointed as such under CIS 12.3.1R (Standing
independent valuer).

Statement of
Principle

one of the Statements of Principle issued by the FSA under section
64(1) of the Act (Conduct: Statements and codes) with respect to the
conduct of approved persons and set out in APER.

statutory notice a warning notice, decision notice or supervisory notice.

statutory notice
decision

a decision by the FSA on whether or not to give a statutory notice.

statutory notice
associated decision

a decision which is made by the FSA and which is associated with a
decision to give a statutory notice, including a decision:

(a) to determine or extend the period for making representations;

(b) to determine whether a copy of the statutory notice needs to be
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given to any third party and the period for him to make
representations;

(c) to refuse access to FSA material;

(d) as to the information which it is appropriate to publish about the
matter to which a final notice or an effective supervisory notice
relates.

stock lending the disposal of a designated investment subject to an obligation or
right to reacquire the same or a similar designated investment from the
same counterparty.

stock lending activity the activity of undertaking a stock lending transaction.

stocks and shares
component

a qualifying investment as prescribed in paragraph 7 of the ISA
Regulations.

store card a card restricted to paying for goods or services from a particular
supplier or group of suppliers and where the price of the goods or
services is paid directly to the supplier or group of suppliers by the
customer or the firm, but excluding a plastic card used to pay for
goods or services through a network such as Visa or MasterCard.

sub-fund (a) (in relation to an umbrella scheme) a separate part of the scheme
property of that scheme that is pooled separately;

(b) (in relation to a collective investment scheme that is not an
authorised fund) any part of that scheme that is equivalent to a
sub-fund of an umbrella scheme.

subsidiary (as defined in section 736 of the Companies Act 1985 ("Subsidiary",
"holding company" and "wholly-owned subsidiary")) (in relation to
another body corporate ("H")) a body corporate of which H is a
holding company.

subsidiary
undertaking

(1) (except for the purposes of determining whether a person has
close links with another person) an undertaking of which another
undertaking is its parent undertaking.

(2) (for the purposes of determining whether a person has close links
with another person) (in accordance with section 343(8) of the
Act (Information given by auditor or actuary to the FSA) and
paragraph 3(3) of Schedule 6 to the Act (Threshold conditions)):

(a) an undertaking in (1);

(b) an undertaking ("S") if:

(i) another undertaking (its parent) is a member of S;

(ii) a majority of S's board of directors who have held
office during the financial year and during the
preceding financial year have been appointed solely
as a result of the exercise of the parent's voting
rights; and

(iii) no one else is the parent undertaking of S under any
of (a) (i) to (iii) or b(i) or (ii) in the definition of
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parent undertaking.

suitability letter a letter that must be provided to a customer under COB 5.3.14R
(Requirement for a suitability letter) and that contains the information
required by COB 5.3.16R.

SUP the Supervision manual.

supervisory notice (as defined in section 395(13) of the Act (The Authority's procedures))
a notice given by the FSA in accordance with section 53(4), (7) or
(8)(b); 78(2) or (5); 197(3), (6) or (7)(b); 259(3), (8) or (9)(b); 268(3),
(7)(a) or (9)(a) (as a result of subsection (8)(b)); 282(3), (6) or (7)(b);
or 321(2) or (5).

supplementary levy (in DISP) a levy, additional to the general levy, for the purposes of
recovering the establishment costs.

suretyship (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph 15 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of general insurance), namely:

(a) a contract of insurance against the risks of loss to the person
insured arising from their having to perform contracts of
guarantee entered into by them;

(b) fidelity bonds, performance bonds, administration bonds, bail
bonds or customs bonds or similar contracts of guarantee where
these are:

(i) effected or carried out by a person not carrying on a
banking business;

(ii) not effected merely incidentally to some other business
carried on by the person effecting them; and

(iii) effected in return for the payment of one or more
premiums.

surrender value (a) where the contract is a contract of life assurance or a contract for
an annuity, the amount ( including a nil amount) payable by the
firm or other body issuing the contract on surrender of the policy;

(b) where the contract is a pension contract, the amount payable on
the transfer of the investor's accrued rights under that contract to
another pension contract;

(c) where the contract is a Holloway sickness policy, the amount
payable by the firm on surrender on or before the projection date
for the policy;

(d) where the contract is for any other matter, the amount payable by
the firm on the surrender of the policy.

Swiss general
insurance company

a company:

(a) whose head office is in Switzerland;

(b) which has permission in Switzerland (not restricted to
reinsurance business) to carry on general insurance business; and
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(c) which proposes to establish a branch or agency in the United
Kingdom to carry out insurance business which is confined to the
classes referred to in article 2 of the Swiss Treaty Agreement and
not subject to any of the exceptions referred to in article 3 of the
Swiss Treaty Agreement.

Swiss Treaty
Agreement

the agreement of 10 October 1989 between the European Economic
Community and the Swiss Confederation on direct insurance other
than life insurance, approved on behalf of the European Economic
Community by the Council Decision of 20 June 1999 (No
91/390/EEC).

syndicate one or more persons, to whom a particular syndicate number has been
assigned by or under the authority of the Council, carrying out or
effecting contracts of insurance written at Lloyd's.

syndicate actuary an actuary appointed to a syndicate as required by LLD 10.9.4R(1).

syndicate year a year of account of a syndicate.

synthetic cash a position in a derivative that offsets an exposure in property to the
point where that exposure has effectively been neutralised, and the
effect of the combined holding of both property and the position in the
derivative is the same as if the authorised fund had received or stood
to receive the value of the property in cash.

synthetic future (a) a synthetic bought future, that is, a bought call option coupled
with a written put option; or

(b) a synthetic sold future, that is, a bought put option coupled with a
written call option;

provided that in either case the two options:

(i) are bought and written, whether simultaneously or not, on a
single eligible derivatives market;

(ii) relate to the same underlying security or other asset;

(iii) give the purchasers of the options the same rights of exercise
(whether at the same price or not); and

(iv) will expire together, if not exercised.

SYSC the part of the Handbook in High Level Standards which has the title
Senior Management Arrangements, Systems and Controls.

systems and controls
function

any of controlled functions 13 to 15 in the table of controlled
functions.

table of controlled
functions

the table of controlled functions in SUP 10.4.5R.

takeover bid an offer, as the term is used in the Takeover Code, or any other similar
conduct governed by that code.

Takeover Code the City Code on Takeovers and Mergers issued by the Takeover
Panel.
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takeover or related
operation

(a) any transaction falling within paragraph 4(b) (Companies and
Transactions to which the Code applies) of the introduction to the
Takeover Code;

(b) any transaction subject to the SARs;

(c) any transaction which would have fallen within (a) were it not for
the fact that the company which is the subject of the transaction
does not satisfy the tests set out in paragraph 4(a) (Companies
and Transactions to which the Code applies) of the introduction
to the Takeover Code and, for this purpose, an offer for non-
voting, non-equity share capital is to be regarded as falling within
the Takeover Code even if not required by rule 15 of that Code;

(d) any transaction which would have been subject to the SARs but
where the shares the subject of the transaction are in a company
which does not satisfy the test of residency set out in the second
and third paragraphs of Section 2 (Scope) of the Introduction to
the SARs;

(e) any offer, transaction or arrangement relating to the purchase of
securities with a view to establishing or increasing a strategic
holding of a person, or of a person together with his associates,
in the securities concerned;

(f) any transaction or arrangement entered into in contemplation or
furtherance of any offer, transaction or arrangement falling
within (a) to (e); and

(g) any transaction or arrangement entered into by way of defence or
protection against any offer, transaction or arrangement falling
within (a) to (f) which has taken place or which is contemplated.

Takeover Panel the Panel on Takeovers and Mergers.

takeover promotion a financial promotion which is subject to the Takeover Code or has
been exempted from complying with the Takeover Code by the rules
of that Code or by a ruling of the Takeover Panel.

tax exempt policy any contract of assurance, offered or issued by a friendly society,
which is tax exempt life or endowment business as defined in section
466 (2) of the Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988.

TC the Training and Competence sourcebook.

technical provision (in LLD) a technical provision as defined in the insurance accounts
rules.

terms of business a written statement, supplied to a client, of the terms on which a firm
will conduct designated investment business with or for the client.

Third Life Directive the Council Directive of 10 November 1992 on the coordination of
laws, etc, and amending Directives 79/267/EEC and 90/619/EEC (No
92/96/EEC).

Third Non-Life
Directive

the Council Directive of 18 June 1992 on the coordination of laws, etc,
and amending Directives 73/239/EEC and 88/357/EEC (No
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92/49/EEC).

threshold condition (in relation to a regulated activity) any of the conditions set out in or
under Schedule 6 to the Act (Threshold conditions) (see COND).

tontines (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) tontines as specified in
paragraph V of Part II of Schedule 1 to the Regulated Activities Order
(Contracts of long-term insurance).

top-up cover cover provided by the compensation scheme for claims against an
incoming EEA firm (which is a BCD credit institution or an ISD
investment firm):

(a) in relation to protected deposits; or

(b) in relation to protected investment business; or

(c) in relation to both protected deposits and protected investment
business;

and which is in addition to the cover provided by the firm's Home
State compensation scheme.

top-up permission a Part IV permission given to an incoming EEA firm, an incoming
Treaty firm  or a UCITS qualifier.

traded life policy a life policy which is to be or has been assigned for value by the
policyholder to another person.

transaction (in ML) any transaction, including the giving of advice and any other
business or service undertaken in the course of carrying on a regulated
activity.

transaction report a report of a reportable transaction which meets the requirements of
SUP 17.6.2R (Transaction report: Content).

transaction-specific
advice

advice on investments:

(a) given in connection with dealing or arranging activities carried
on by the firm that fall within MAR 3.1.2(2)R(a), (b) or (c); or

(b) with a view to carrying on any such activities;

with or for the market counterparty to whom the advice is given.

transfer value
analysis

an analysis performed to make a comparison between the benefits
which are likely (on reasonable assumptions) to be paid under an
occupational pension scheme and the benefits afforded by a personal
pension contract or a pension buy-out contract.

transferable security (in CIS) a security that is not an investment excluded by CIS 5.2.9R
(Transferable securities).

transitional
complaints scheme

the arrangements made by the FSA for the investigation of complaints
against the FSA and each of PIA, IMRO and SFA arising in connection
with the carrying out of their functions under the Financial Services
Act 1986 and the Banking Act 1987.

Treaty the Treaty establishing the European Community.
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Treaty activity (as defined in section 417(1) of the Act (Definitions)) an activity
carried on under a permission obtained in accordance with Schedule 4
to the Act (Treaty Rights).

Treaty firm (as defined in paragraph 1 of Schedule 4 to the Act (Treaty Rights)) a
person:

(a) whose head office is situated in an EEA State (its "Home State")
other than the United Kingdom; and

(b) which is recognised under the law of that State as its national.

Treaty right the entitlement of a Treaty firm to qualify for authorisation under
Schedule 4 to the Act (Treaty Rights).

Tribunal the Financial Services and Markets Tribunal.

trust deed (in CIS) the deed referred to in CIS 2.2.5R (The trust deed for AUTs),
together with any deed expressed to be supplemental to it, made
between the manager and the trustee (or, in the case of a recognised
scheme that is a unit trust scheme, the instrument constituting the
scheme as amended from time to time).

trust scheme rules rules in CIS made by the FSA under section 247(1) of the Act (Trust
scheme rules) in relation to:

(a) the constitution, management and operation of AUTs;

(b) the powers, duties, rights and liabilities of the manager and
trustee of any such scheme;

(c) the rights and duties of the participants in any such scheme; and

(d) the winding up of any such scheme.

trustee (in accordance with section 237(2) of the Act (Other definitions)) (in
relation to a unit trust scheme) the person holding the property in
question on trust for the participants.

trustee firm a firm which is not an OPS firm and which is acting as a:

(a) trustee; or

(b) personal representative.

UCITS Directive the Council Directive of 20 December 1985 on the coordination of
laws, regulations and administrative provisions relating to
undertakings for collective investment in transferable securities
(UCITS) (No 85/611/EEC).

UCITS qualifier a firm which:

(a) for the time being is an operator, trustee or depositary of a
scheme which is a recognised scheme under section 264 of the
Act; and

(b) is an authorised person as a result of paragraph 1(1) of Schedule
5 to the Act (Persons Concerned in Collective Investment
Schemes);

a reference to a firm as a UCITS qualifier applies in relation to the
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carrying on by the firm of activities for which it has permission in that
capacity.

UCITS scheme an authorised fund which complies with the conditions necessary for it
to enjoy the rights conferred by the UCITS Directive.

UK United Kingdom.

UK bank a bank which is a body corporate or partnership formed under the law
of any part of the United Kingdom.

UK domestic firm a firm that has its registered office (or, if it has no registered office, its
head office) in the United Kingdom.

UK firm (as defined in paragraph 10 of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA Passport
Rights)) a person whose head office is in the United Kingdom and who
has an EEA right to carry on activity in an EEA State other than the
United Kingdom.

UK RCH an RCH that is not an ROCH.

UK recognised body a UK RIE or UK RCH.

UK RIE an RIE that is not an ROIE.

UKLA (1) (except in relation to a part of the Handbook) the FSA acting in
its capacity as the competent authority for the purposes of Part VI
of the Act (Official Listing).

(2) (in relation to a part of the Handbook) the United Kingdom
Listing Authority sourcebook.

ultimate parent
undertaking

(in relation to an insurer) a parent undertaking of the insurer that is
not itself the subsidiary undertaking of another undertaking.

umbrella (in CIS) a collective investment scheme under which the contributions
of the participants in the scheme and the profits or income out of
which payments are to be made to them are pooled separately in
relation to separate parts of the scheme property.

umbrella scheme (in CIS) an authorised fund that is an umbrella.

unauthorised person a person who is not an authorised person.

undertaking (as defined in section 259 of the Companies Act 1985 (Meaning of
"undertaking" and related expressions)):

(a) a body corporate or partnership; or

(b) an unincorporated association carrying on a trade or business,
with or without a view to profit.

underwriting agent a firm permitted by the Council to act as an underwriting agent at
Lloyd's.

underwriting
capacity of a Lloyd's
syndicate

the investment, specified in article 86(1) of the Regulated Activities
Order, which is the underwriting capacity of a syndicate.

underwriting a person admitted to the Society as an underwriting member.
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member

unit the investment, specified in article 81 of the Regulated Activities
Order (Units in a collective investment scheme) and defined in section
237(2) of the Act (Other definitions)), which is the right or interest
(however described) of the participants in a collective investment
scheme; this includes:

(a) (in relation to an AUT) a unit representing the rights or interests
of the unitholders in the AUT;

(b) (in relation to an ICVC) a share in the ICVC.

unit trust scheme (as defined in section 237(1) of the Act (Other definitions)) a collective
investment scheme under which the property in question is held on
trust for the participants.

United Kingdom England and Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland (but not the
Channel Islands or the Isle of Man).

unitholder (in relation to an AUT, and subject to CIS 11.3.2R (Special meaning of
unitholder)):

(a) (in relation to a unit represented by a bearer certificate) the
person who holds the bearer certificate;

(b) (in relation to a unit that is not represented by a bearer
certificate) the person whose name is entered on the register in
relation to that unit.

unitisation arrangements for a newly formed dual-priced AUT under which:

(a) the whole or part of the property of a body corporate (or a
collective investment scheme) becomes the first property to be
held on the trusts of the AUT; and

(b) the holders of shares (or units) in the body corporate (or
collective investment scheme) being wound up or property of
which is being transferred become the first participants in the
AUT.

units in existence (in CIS) (in relation to an AUT) all units which are in issue and any
units which the trustee is obliged to issue, less any units which the
trustee is obliged to cancel.

unregulated activity an activity which is not a regulated activity.

unregulated
collective investment
scheme

a collective investment scheme which is not a regulated collective
investment scheme.

unsolicited real time
financial promotion

(in accordance with article 8 of the Financial Promotion Order) (as
more fully described in COB 3.10.1R (Meaning of "solicited" and
"unsolicited" real time financial promotion)) a real time financial
promotion which is not a solicited real time financial promotion.

valuation point (in CIS) a valuation point fixed by the authorised fund manager for the
purpose of CIS 4.8.5R (Regular valuation points), CIS 4.8.6R
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(Additional valuation points) or CIS 15.8.3(1) or (2)R (Frequency of
valuation).

venture capital
business

the business of carrying on any of:

(a) investing in, advising on investments which are , managing
investments which are, arranging (bringing about) transactions
in, or making arrangements with a view to transactions in,
venture capital investments;

(b) advising on investments or managing investments in relation to
portfolios, or establishing, operating or winding up collective
investment schemes, where the portfolios or collective investment
schemes (apart from funds awaiting investment) invest only in
venture capital investments;

(c) any custody activities provided in connection with the activities
in (a) and (b);

(d) any related ancillary activities.

venture capital
contact

(when a firm carries on designated investment business with or for a
person in the course of or as a result of carrying on venture capital
business) that person in connection with that designated investment
business if:

(a) the firm does not behave in a way towards that person which
might reasonably be expected to lead that person to believe that
he is being treated as a client; and

(b) the firm clearly indicates to that person that the firm:

(i) is not acting for him; and

(ii) will not be responsible to him for providing protections
afforded to clients of the firm or be advising him on the
relevant transaction.

venture capital firm a firm whose permission includes a requirement that it must not
conduct designated investment business other than venture capital
business.

venture capital
investment

a designated investment which, at the time the investment is made, is:

(a) in a new or developing company or venture; or

(b) in a management buy-out or buy-in; or

(c) made as a means of financing the investee company or venture
and accompanied by a right of consultation, or rights to
information, or board representation, or management rights; or

(d) acquired with a view to, or in order to, facilitate a transaction
falling within (a) to (c).

VJ participant a person subject to the Voluntary Jurisdiction by contract.

Voluntary
Jurisdiction

the jurisdiction of the Financial Ombudsman Service in which persons
(whether authorised or unauthorised) participate by contract.
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voting power (in relation to an undertaking) (in accordance with section 422(7) of
the Act (Controller)) voting power exercisable at a general meeting of
the undertaking or, if the undertaking does not have general meetings
at which matters are decided by the exercise of voting rights, the right
under the constitution of the undertaking to direct the overall policy of
the undertaking or to alter the terms of its constitution.

waiver a direction waiving or modifying a rule, given by the FSA under
sections 148, 250 or 294 of the Act (Waiver or modification of rules)
or regulation 7 of the OEIC Regulations (Modification or waiver of
FSA rules) (see SUP 8 and REC 3.3).

warning notice a notice issued by the FSA in accordance with section 387 of the Act
(Warning notices).

warrant (1) (except in CIS) the investment, specified in article 79 of the
Regulated Activities Order (Instruments giving entitlements to
investments), which is in summary: a warrant or other instrument
entitling the holder to subscribe for a share, debenture or
government and public security.

(2) (in CIS) an investment in (1) and any other transferable security
(not being a nil paid or partly paid security) which is:

(i) listed on an eligible securities market; and

(ii) akin to an investment within (1) in that it involves a down
payment by the then holder and a right later to surrender
the instrument and to pay more money in return for a
further transferable security.

warrant scheme an authorised fund which invests entirely in warrants.

welfare trust any scheme or arrangement, not being an occupational pension
scheme, that is comprised in one or more instruments or agreements
and operates as a benevolent fund so as to provide benefits, at the
discretion of the trustees and to which the beneficiaries have no
contractual rights.

whole life assurance a contract of insurance which, disregarding any benefit payable on
surrender, secures a capital sum only on death or either on death or on
disability, but does not include a term assurance.

wholesale market
broker

a firm when carrying out the activities of name-passing broker, or
acting on a matched principal basis, with or for market counterparties.

Zone A country any EEA State and any other country which is a full member of the
OECD and any country which has concluded special lending
arrangements with the International Monetary Fund associated with
the Fund's General Arrangements to Borrow.



CONDUCT OF BUSINESS SOURCEBOOK  INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the rules and gives the guidance in the
Annex to this instrument (�COB�) in the exercise of the powers listed in Schedule 4
to COB (Powers exercised).

B. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19
(The general prohibition) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the �Act�)
comes into force.

C. The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed in Schedule 4 to COB
(Powers exercised) are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-
making instruments).

D. This instrument may be cited as the Conduct of Business Sourcebook Instrument
2001.

E. The Annex to this instrument (including its schedules) may be cited as the Conduct of
Business sourcebook (or COB).

By order of the Board
21 June 2001

FSA 2001/8
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1 Table

1.0 Application

1.1 These transitional provisions apply to:

(a) pre–N2 firms; and

(b) ex–section 43 firms.
2.0 Purpose

2.1 G The FSA is aware that the introduction of COB will impose an additional com-
pliance burden on firms, even when there is an underlying continuity of
policy.  The FSA wishes to lighten that burden in a manner consistent with its
regulatory objectives and the principles of good regulation under the Act. The
following rules provide transitional relief which takes three distinct forms:

(a) extra time provisions (ETPs) which, in practice, give firms additional
time after commencement, until 30 June 2002 (note that for ex–section
43 firms, the relief lasts until the expiry of 12 months following com-
mencement), to complete their preparations for the impact of certain
provisions in COB;

(b) technical timing provisions (TTPs) which give relief from certain provi-
sions in COB that require firms to fulfil obligations to customers at peri-
odic intervals.  TTPs postpone the impact of these provisions in COB in
relation to periods that span N2; and

(c) timeless (saving) provisions (TSPs) which give firms relief for an indefi-
nite period after N2 from certain provisions in COB relating mainly to
terms of business and client agreements COB 4.2 and from provisions in
the Handbook generally (including COB) relating to client classification.
TSPs allow firms to continue to use, or rely upon, documentation or
compliance work that was undertaken in accordance with previous regu-
lator rules in relation to existing clients at N2.

2.2 G If a firm’s permitted regulated activities are subject to one or more of the
transitional provisions in COB, and were carried on before commencement,
those regulated activities should be interpreted, where appropriate, as if they
were authorised investment business before commencement.

2.3 G GEN contains some technical transitional provisions that apply throughout the
Handbook and which are designed to ensure a smooth transition at commence-
ment.  These include transitional provisions relevant to record keeping and
notification rules.

2.4 G For the avoidance of doubt, TTPs 1, 2 and 3 at COB Table TR 2.1 to 2.4 over-
ride paragraph 9 (Time starting before commencement) of the technical timing
provisions in GEN.

2.5 G SUP contains transitional provisions, which carry forward written concessions
relating to pre–commencement provisions.

3.0 Continuity of contracts
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3.1 G The FSA is sometimes asked whether a firm should re–negotiate contracts to
replace references to its authorisation status or regulatory provisions made
under predecessor legislation with references to its status or regulatory provi-
sions made under the Act.  Clearly, whether a firm should renegotiate its con-
tracts is a matter for the firm, which needs to be considered in the light of the
effect of the contractual provision as a whole.  As a general rule, unless the
FSA has made particular requirements relating to such matters, the FSA would
not expect to see this done for regulatory reasons.  Firms may wish to con-
sider whether they need appropriate professional advice.

3.2 G Clearly, the interpretation of contractual provisions is a matter for the courts.
However, where a firm continues, as a result of the grandfathering process, to
enjoy permission which provides it with authority under the Act to carry on
regulated activities substantially similar to the investment business it could
carry on under its authorisation under predecessor legislation, the FSA would
be surprised if a court were to conclude that updating a contractual provision
was necessary to enable it to give effect to the intentions of the parties to the
contract.

4.0 Definitions

4.1 R In these transitional provisions the following words are to have the meaning
given to them below:

”corresponding rule” means a rule of the previous regulator of a firm that is
substantially similar in purpose and effect to the relevant provision in COB.

”section 43 business” means activities in respect of which the firm would have
been an exempted person under Section 43 of the Financial Services Act 1986.

”pre–N2 firm” means:

(a) a firm which immediately before commencement was authorised under
the Financial Services Act 1986 to carry on investment business in the
United Kingdom by virtue of its membership of:

(i) IMRO;

(ii) PIA; or

(iii) SFA;

(b) a firm which immediately before commencement held an authorisation
granted directly by the FSA under the Financial Services Act 1986 to
carry on investment business in the United Kingdom immediately before
commencement; or

(c) an employee of such a firm in (a) or (b), including any of its appointed
representatives (as defined under section 44 of the Financial Services
Act 1986);

but does not include:

(d) an ex–RPB firm; or

(e) an ex–section 43 firm in relation to its section 43 business.

”transitional period” means the period starting on commencement and finish-
ing on midnight on 30 June 2002.

2 Table COB TR 1
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(1) (2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 2 with

the labels

indicated

(3) (4)
Transitional provision

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

1.0 Extra time provisions

1.1 ETP1 R Transitional Relief

A pre–N2 firm will not contravene
any of the provisions labelled ETP1
in Table COB TR 2 to the extent
that, on or after commencement, it is
able to demonstrate that it has com-
plied with the corresponding rule of
its previous regulator or, where ap-
plicable, the relevant former statu-
tory requirement, subject to any
modification, wherever appropriate,
to take account of the passing of the
Act.

commence-
ment to 30
June 2002

commence-
ment

1.2 ETPs 
1 to 8

TTPs 
1 to 3

TSPs 
1 to 7

G It is for a pre–N2 firm to satisfy itself
that it has complied with the corre-
sponding rule of its previous regulator
or, where applicable, the relevant
former statutory requirement.  In order
to benefit from the relief, a firm must
ensure that the rule of its previous
regulator which it proposes to comply
with is substantially similar to the
provision in COB to which it relates.

commencement
to 30 June
2002 for ETPs
and TTPs;

indefinitely for
TSPs

commencement

For the assistance of firms, the FSA
has compiled tables of derivations
indicating the rules of a firm’s previ-
ous regulator that correspond to the
provision in COB being transitioned.
Firms may wish to refer to these
tables but in doing so should under-
stand that they are not intended to be
exhaustive and are produced merely as
a guide.
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 2 with

the labels

indicated

(1)

Firms are advised that should they
wish to take advantage of the transi-
tional provisions set out in this sec-
tion, the onus is on the firm to be able
to demonstrate that in any given case
it has in fact complied with the corre-
sponding rules of its previous regula-
tor or, as the case may be, the former
statutory requirement.

1.3 ETPs 
1 to 8

TTPs 
1 to 3

TSPs 
1 to 7

G Firms will have noted from the word-
ing of COB TR11.1R that they should
treat the corresponding rules of their
previous regulator as modified to the
extent necessary to ensure that the
provision can operate effectively not-
withstanding the enactment of the Act.
Firms will need to adopt a common
sense approach in interpreting the
corresponding rules of their previous
regulator and modify them according-
ly.  For example, references in such
rules to a firm’s previous regulator
should be read as if they referred to
the FSA.  Other modifications may not
be as straightforward, such as where
the concept of an indirect customer is
not carried forward under the new
legislation.  In cases of difficulty,
firms are encouraged to approach the
FSA for its views.

commencement
to 30 June
2002 for ETPs
and TTPs;

indefinitely for
TSPs

commencement
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 2 with

the labels

indicated

(1)

1.4 ETP2 R Financial Promotion

A pre–N2 firm will not contravene
any of the provisions labelled ETP2
in Table COB TR 2 to the extent
that, on or after commencement , it
communicates a non–real time fi-
nancial promotion which, as to its
content, complies with the corre-
sponding rules of its previous regula-
tor and which, for that purpose, had
been approved by the firm as com-
plying with them before commence-
ment.

commence-
ment to 30
June 2002

commence-
ment

1.5 ETP2 G (1) Firms are reminded that under ar-
ticle 74 of the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000 (Financial
Promotion) Order 2001 a finan-
cial promotion which has been
approved before commencement
in accordance with pre–com-
mencement provisions or the fi-
nancial promotion rules may be
communicated by an unautho-
rised person for one month from
commencement.

commencement
to 30 June
2002

commencement

(2) Firms should take reasonable
steps to avoid communicating a
non–real time financial promo-
tion which, through the passage
of time, has become misleading.
In such circumstances the promo-
tion is unlikely to be in com-
pliance with the rules of its previ-
ous regulator.

1.6 ETP3 R Client Classification

(1) This rule applies only in rela-
tion to a client of a pre–N2 firm
which the firm had classified as
an expert private customer be-
fore commencement.

commence-
ment to 30
June 2002

commence-
ment
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 2 with

the labels

indicated

(1)

(2) A pre–N2 firm will not contra-
vene any of the provisions la-
belled ETP3 in Table COB TR
2 to the extent that, on or after
commencement, it complies
with (3).

commence-
ment to 30
June 2002

commence-
ment

(3) For the purpose of COB 4.1, a
pre–N2 firm which before com-
mencement has classified a cli-
ent as an expert private cus-
tomer in accordance with the
corresponding rules of its previ-
ous regulator, must treat that
client as:

(a) a private customer; or

(b) an intermediate customer;

from commencement until the
date of expiry of the transi-
tional period, by which time it
must classify the client in ac-
cordance with COB 4.1.

1.7 ETP3 G Pre–N2 firms should note that COB
TR1 1.6R only applies to their clients
who were clients at N2 (existing cli-
ents).  The requirements of COB 4.1
apply in full in relation to any new cli-
ent of the firm.  Clients falling within
the scope of COB TR1 1.6R will retain
their rights of access to the firm’s
complaint handling procedures and the
Financial Ombudsman Service under
DISP.

commencement
to 30 June
2002

commencement

1.8 ETP4 R (1) An ex–section 43 firm will not
contravene any of the provi-
sions labelled ETP4 in Table
COB TR 2 in relation to its sec-
tion 43 business to the extent
that, on or after commence-
ment, it complies with (2).

commence-
ment to com-
mencement
plus 12
months

commence-
ment
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 2 with

the labels

indicated

(1)

(2) For the purposes of COB 4.1,
an ex–section 43 firm may treat
its client (other than another
firm) who was a client of the
firm before commencement as a
market counterparty in relation
to its section 43 business until
the date of expiry of the transi-
tional period, by which date it
must classify the client in ac-
cordance with COB 4.1.

1.9 ETP4 G An ex–section 43 firm that wishes to
take advantage of the transitional re-
lief provided by COB TR1 1.8(1) and
(2) should continue to maintain the
standard of care set out in paragraphs
31 to 37 of the London Code of Con-
duct (version June 1999) in relation to
each of their clients.  For these clients,
the FSA will maintain the arbitration
procedures set out in paragraph 120 of
the London Code of Conduct for dis-
putes arising during the transitional
period.

commencement
to commence-
ment plus 12
months

commencement

1.10 ETP 5 R Client Assets

For the purposes of any of the
provisions labelled ETP5 in Table
COB TR 2, the following will apply
from commencement  until the date
of expiry of the transitional period:

commence-
ment to 30
June 2002

commence-
ment

(a) any reference in COB 9 to an
approved bank must be treated
as if it were a reference to an
institution which satisfied the
definition of “approved bank”
under the corresponding rules
of a firm’s previous regulator;
and
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 2 with

the labels

indicated

(1)

(b) any reference in COB 9 to a
custodian must be treated as if
it were a reference to an institu-
tion which satisfied the defini-
tion of “custodian” under the
corresponding rules of a firm’s
previous regulator.

1.11 ETP6 R Client money

A pre–N2 firm need not comply with
any of the provisions labelled ETP6
in Table COB TR 2 until the date of
expiry of the transitional period.

commence-
ment to 30
June 2002

commence-
ment

1.12 ETP7 R Client money

An ex–section 43 firm need not com-
ply with the provisions labelled
ETP7 in Table COB TR 2 in relation
to its section 43 business until the
expiry of a period of 12 months fol-
lowing commencement, provided it
continues to comply with the re-
quirements of the Grey Paper (ver-
sion June 1999), as published by the
FSA, relating to the segregation of
money and other assets belonging to
counterparties.

commence-
ment to com-
mencement
plus 12
months

commence-
ment

1.13 ETP8 R Information about the firm

(1) Subject to (2), a pre–N2 firm or
an ex–section 43 firm will not
contravene any of the provi-
sions labelled ETP8 in Table
COB TR 2 in relation to any
written material it has pro-
duced before commencement to
the extent that, on or after com-
mencement, it is able to demon-
strate that it has provided in-
formation about itself, in any
such material, in accordance
with the corresponding rule of
its previous regulator.

(pre–N2
firms):

commence-
ment to 30
June 2002

(ex–section 43
firms):

commence-
ment to com-
mencement
plus 12
months

commence-
ment
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 2 with

the labels

indicated

(1)

(2) (1) does not apply to a firm’s
appointed representative as de-
fined under section 44(2) of the
Financial Services Act 1986.

1.14 ETP8 G The purpose of COB TR2 1.13R is to
ensure that the firm does not incur un-
necessary costs by having to withdraw
or destroy written material produced
before commencement.  For the avoid-
ance of doubt, where a firm prints a
document on or after commencement,
from a precedent held in electronic
form, ETP8 will apply.

(pre–N2
firms): com-
mencement to
30 June 2002

(ex–section 43
firms): com-
mencement to
commencement
plus 12 months

commencement

2.0

2.1 TTP1 R Periodic disclosure of soft commis-
sion

A pre–N2 firm will not contravene
any of the provisions labelled TTP1
in Table COB TR 2 to the extent
that it is able to demonstrate that,
on or after commencement, it has
made periodic disclosure required
by COB 2.2.18R (Periodic disclos-
ure), in relation to the period in
which commencement falls, in ac-
cordance with the corresponding
rule of its previous regulator.

commence-
ment to expiry
of the relevant
period

commence-
ment

2.2 TTP2 R With–profits guides

A pre–N2 firm will not contravene
any of the provisions labelled TTP2
in Table COB TR 2 to the extent
that it is able to demonstrate that,
on or after commencement, it has
produced, and made available, the
with–profits guide required by COB
6.9.4R for the financial year in
which commencement falls, in ac-
cordance with the corresponding
rule of its previous regulator.

commence-
ment to expiry
of the relevant
period

commence-
ment
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 2 with

the labels

indicated

(1)

2.3 TTP3 R Periodic statements

A pre–N2 firm will not contravene
any of the provisions labelled TTP3
in Table COB TR 2 to the extent
that it is able to demonstrate that,
on or after commencement, it has
provided its customers with a peri-
odic statement required by COB
8.2.4R (Requirement for a periodic
statement) for the period in which
commencement falls, in accordance
with the corresponding rules of its
previous regulator.

commence-
ment to expiry
of the relevant
period

commence-
ment

2.4 TTP1,
TTP2 and
TTP3

G Firms should note that the technical
timing provisions set out at COB TR1
2.1 to 2.3R operate on a one–off basis.
Any future disclosure, with–profits
guide or periodic statement relating to
a period after the initial period in
which commencement falls, will have
to be made in accordance with the full
requirements of the relevant provision
in COB subject, wherever applicable,
to the availability of other transitional
relief.

commencement
to expiry of the
relevant period

commencement

3.0 Timeless (saving) provisions

3.1 TSP1 R Confirmation of compliance and ap-
proval

A pre–N2 firm will not contravene
any of the provisions labelled TSP1
in Table COB TR 2 to the extent
that it is able to demonstrate that,
on or after commencement, it has
carried out the confirmation exer-
cise referred to in COB 3.6.1R (Con-
firmation of compliance), for an in-
vestment advertisement issued or ap-
proved before commencement, in ac-
cordance with the corresponding
rule of its previous regulator.

indefinitely commence-
ment
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 2 with

the labels

indicated

(1)

3.2 TSP2 R Terms of business and client agree-
ments

(1) Subject to (2) and (3), a pre–N2
firm will not contravene any of
the provisions in Table COB TR
2 labelled TSP2 to the extent
that, on or after commence-
ment, it is able to demonstrate
that it has continued to use, or
rely upon, terms of business (in-
cluding a client agreement)
given to, or made with, a client
before the end of the transi-
tional period in accordance with
the corresponding rule of its
previous regulator.

indefinitely commence-
ment

(2) If the basis on which a pre–N2
firm conducts, or proposes to
conduct, its designated invest-
ment business for a client
changes after commencement in
a way not contemplated by the
original terms of business and
where the original terms of
business allow the firm to
amend its terms without the
customer’s consent, the firm
must provide the client with
amended terms of business in
accordance with COB 4.2.13R
(Amendment of terms of busi-
ness).
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 2 with

the labels

indicated

(1)

(3) A pre–N2 firm must take rea-
sonable steps to ensure that a
private customer to whom it has
provided terms of business (in-
cluding a client agreement) be-
fore commencement is notified
in writing of the matters set out
in COB 4.2.15E (2), (21) and
(22) as soon as practicable after
commencement.

3.3 TSP2 G (1) Firms should note that COB 4.2
also benefits from an ETP1 as set
out in COB TR1 1.1R.  The pur-
pose of this is to allow firms
additional time, after commence-
ment, to amend their terms of
business for new clients taken on
after N2.

indefinitely commence-
ment

(2) Where a pre–N2 firm has started,
but has not concluded, negotiat-
ing terms of business with a cli-
ent before commencement, it
may rely on COB TR 3.2(1)R
even if the terms of business are
not agreed until after commence-
ment.

(3) COB TR2 3.2(2)R does not re-
quire the firm to provide a client
with amended terms of business
where the change in the terms
was contemplated in the original
terms of business.

(4) Further to Principle 7 (Com-
munications with clients) of the
FSA’s Principles for Business, a
firm should not refuse a cus-
tomer’s reasonable request for
new terms of business to reflect
the new regime applicable under
the Act.
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 2 with

the labels

indicated

(1)

3.4 TSP3 R Know your customer and suitability

(1) Subject to (2), a pre–N2 firm
will not contravene any of the
provisions labelled TSP3 in
Table COB TR 2 to the extent
that it is able to demonstrate
that, on or after commence-
ment, it has continued to use, or
rely upon, a record of a private
customer’s personal and finan-
cial circumstances made in ac-
cordance with the correspon-
ding rules of its previous regula-
tor, and in doing so has had re-
gard to the guidance set out in
COB 5.2.6G.

indefinitely commence-
ment

(2) The relief in (1) will apply only
so long as there is no relevant
change in the customer’s per-
sonal and financial circum-
stances.

3.5 TSP4 R Suitability and customers’ under-
standing of risk

A pre–N2 firm will not contravene
any of the provisions labelled TSP4
in Table COB TR 2 to the extent
that it is able to demonstrate that,
on or after commencement, it uses,
or relies upon, a suitability letter or,
as the case may be, a risk warning
or disclosure, given to a customer in
accordance with the corresponding
rule of its previous regulator, in rela-
tion to a transaction or series of
transactions executed or arranged
before the expiry of the transitional
period.

indefinitely commence-
ment
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 2 with

the labels

indicated

(1)

3.6 TSP4 G Firms should note that the require-
ments in COB 5.2 and COB 5.3 relat-
ing to the production of suitability
letters and risk warnings also benefit
from an ETP1 provision.

indefinitely commencement

3.7 TSP5 R Scheme documents for an unregu-
lated collective investment scheme

A pre–N2 firm that is an operator
will not contravene any of the provi-
sions labelled TSP5 in Table COB
TR 2 to the extent that it is able to
demonstrate that, on or after com-
mencement, it has continued to use,
or rely upon, a scheme document
provided to a participant before the
expiry of the transitional period, in
accordance with the corresponding
rule of its previous regulator.

indefinitely commence-
ment

3.8 TSP6 R Notice and consents

A pre–N2 firm will not contravene
any of the provisions labelled TSP6
in Table COB TR 2 to the extent
that it is able to demonstrate that,
on or after commencement, it has
continued to use or rely upon a
valid notice given to, or valid notice
or consent obtained from, a client or
counterparty in accordance with the
corresponding rule of its previous
regulator or, where applicable, the
relevant former statutory instru-
ment, in relation to an investment
agreement concluded before the ex-
piry of the transitional period.

indefinitely commence-
ment
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 2 with

the labels

indicated

(1)

3.9 TSP7 R Cancellation

The Financial Services (Cancella-
tion) Rules 1994 and the Financial
Services (Non–Life Cancellation)
Rules 1997 continue to apply in re-
spect of investment agreements, as
defined in section 44 (9) of the Fi-
nancial Services Act 1986, entered
into before commencement.

indefinitely commence-
ment

3.10  TSP7 G COB 6.7 (Cancellation and with-
drawal) applies in the case of an in-
vestment agreement entered into be-
fore commencement but which, on or
after that date, is subsequently varied.

indefinitely commencement

3 Table COB TR 2:  Rules benefiting from transitional relief (pre–N2 and
ex–section 43 firms
This Table belongs to � COB TR 1.1 to � COB TR 3.10

COB

Rule

Rule Heading Label

ETP TTP TSP
Chapter 2  Rules which apply to all firms conducting desig-
nated investment business

2.2 Inducements and soft commission

2.2.8R Requirements when using a soft commission agree-
ment

ETP1

2.2.12R Allowable benefits provided under a soft com-
mission agreement

ETP1

2.2.16R Prior disclosure ETP1

2.2.18R Periodic disclosure TTP1

2.2.20R Record keeping TTP1

Chapter 3  Financial promotion (whole chapter) ETP2 TSP7

3.6 Confirmation of compliance

3.6.1R Confirmation of compliance ETP1 TSP1

3.6.2R Withdrawing confirmation ETP1 TSP1
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Label

ETP TTP TSP

Rule HeadingCOB

Rule
3.6.5R Communicating a financial promotion where

another firm has confirmed compliance
ETP1 TSP1

3.7 Records ETP1

3.8 Form and content of financial promotions ETP1

3.9 Direct offer financial promotions ETP1

3.10 Unsolicited real time financial promotions

3.10.1R Meaning of ”solicited” and ”unsolicited” real
time financial promotion

ETP1

3.11 Unregulated collective investment schemes

3.11.4R Limited disapplication of this chapter ETP1

3.12 Communication and approval of financial promotions for
an overseas person or an unauthorised person

3.12.2R No approval of real time financial promotions ETP1

3.12.3R Approval of financial promotions when not all
the rules apply

ETP1

3.13 Additional requirements for financial promotions for an
overseas long–term insurer

3.13.2R ETP1

3.13.3R ETP1

Annex 2R Contents of Enterprise Investment Scheme par-
ticulars

ETP1

Annex 3R Additional contents of Enterprise Investment
Scheme particulars (Private Offer of Enterprise
Investment Scheme shares)

ETP1

Annex 5R Permitted promotion of unregulated investment
schemes

ETP1

Chapter 4  Accepting customers

4.1 Client classification ETP3

ETP4

4.2 Terms of business and client agreements with customers ETP1 TSP2

Chapter 5  Advising and selling

5.2 Know your customer

5.2.5R Requirement to know your customer ETP1

ETP6

TSP3

5.2.9R Record keeping: personal and financial circum-
stances

ETP1

ETP6

TSP3

5.2.10R ETP1

ETP6

TSP3

5.3 Suitability TSP4
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Label

ETP TTP TSP

Rule HeadingCOB

Rule
5.3.5R Requirement for suitability generally ETP1

5.3.6R Requirement for suitability: provider firms ETP1

5.3.7R ETP1

ETP6

5.3.9R Requirement for suitability: independent inter-
mediary

ETP1

5.3.14R Requirement for a suitability letter ETP1

5.3.19R Exceptions from requirement to provide a suit-
ability letter

ETP1

ETP6

5.3.20R Suitability of broker funds ETP1

5.3.21R Suitability of pension transfers and opt–outs ETP1

5.3.22R ETP1

ETP6

5.3.23R ETP1

ETP6

5.3.24R ETP1

5.3.25R ETP1

5.3.26R ETP1

ETP6

5.3.27R ETP1

ETP6

5.3.28R Suitability of personal pension schemes: promo-
tions to employees

ETP1

ETP6

5.4 Customers’ understanding of risk TSP4

5.4.3R Requirement for risk warnings ETP1 TSP4

5.5 Information about the firm

5.5.3R Information required to be disclosed ETP8

5.5.7R Overseas business for UK private customers ETP8

5.5.8R Business conducted from an overseas place of
business with overseas customers

ETP8

5.7 Disclosure of charges, remuneration and commission

5.7.3R Disclosure of charges ETP1

5.7.5R Disclosure of remuneration and commission for
packaged products

ETP1

5.7.9R Exceptions to the disclosure for packaged prod-
ucts

ETP1

5.7.10R ETP1
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Label

ETP TTP TSP

Rule HeadingCOB

Rule
5.7.15R ETP1

Chapter 6  Product disclosure and the customers’ right to cancel
or withdraw (whole chapter)

ETP1 TSP7

6.7 Cancellation and withdrawal ETP1 TSP6

6.9 With–profits guides TTP2

Chapter 7  Dealing and managing

7.15 Non–market–price transactions

7.15.3R Non–market–price transactions ETP6

7.15.4R ETP6

Chapter 8  Reporting to customers

8.1 Confirmation of  transactions

8.1.3R Requirement to confirm a transaction ETP1

8.1.6R Exceptions to the requirement to despatch a con-
firmation

ETP1

8.1.7R ETP1

8.1.8R ETP1

8.1.11R When a confirmation may omit certain informa-
tion

ETP1

8.1.12R When a transaction is treated as executed ETP1

8.1.14R Record keeping requirements ETP1

8.2 Periodic statements

8.2.4R Requirement for a periodic statement ETP1 TTP3

8.2.6R Exceptions from the requirement to provide a
periodic statement

ETP1 TTP3

8.2.9R Record keeping requirements ETP1 TTP3

Chapter 9  Client assets ( whole chapter) ETP5

9.1.35

(3)–(5)R

ETP1 TSP4

TSP6

9.1.38R ETP1

9.1.40R ETP1 TSP4

TSP6

9.1.48R ETP1 TSP6

9.1.49R ETP1 TSP2

TSP6

9.1.51R ETP1 TSP2

TSP6
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Label

ETP TTP TSP

Rule HeadingCOB

Rule
9.1.54R Risk disclosures ETP1 TSP4

TSP6

9.1.57R ETP1 TSP4

TSP6

9.1.58R ETP1 TSP4

TSP6

9.1.59R Production and despatch of client statements ETP1 TTP1

9.1.60R TTP1

9.1.61R TTP1

9.1.63R ETP1

9.1.64R Content of client statements ETP1

9.1.65R ETP1

9.1.69R Custodian agreement ETP1 TSP2

9.1.72R Use of a safe custody investment: by the firm ETP1 TSP6

9.1.73R Use of a safe custody investment: by another cli-
ent

ETP1 TSP6

9.1.74R Stock lending TSP2

TSP6

9.1.78R ETP1

9.1.79R ETP1 TSP6

9.1.80R ETP1

9.1.85R Reconciliation: frequency of reconciliation ETP1

9.1.89R ETP1

9.1.93R Reconciliation methods ETP1

9.1.94R Reconciliation discrepancies ETP1

9.1.97R Notification requirement ETP1

9.1.98R Records ETP1

9.2 Mandates

9.2.1R Application ETP1

9.2.5R General ETP1 TSP6

9.3 Client money ETP7

9.3.2R ETP1 TSP6

9.3.9R TSP6

9.3.11R TSP6

9.3.53R Client entitlements ETP6

9.3.55R ETP6

9.3.56R ETP6
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Label

ETP TTP TSP

Rule HeadingCOB

Rule
9.3.60R Interest ETP6 TSP6

9.3.64(2)R ETP6

9.3.69R TSP6

9.3.70R TSP6

9.3.76R ETP6

9.3.80R Group banks ETP6 TSP6

9.3.81R ETP6 TSP6

9.3.82R Notification and acknowledgement of trust
(banks)

TSP6

9.3.84R TSP6

9.3.86R Notification and acknowledgement of trust (ex-
change, clearing house, intermediate broker or
OTC counterparty)

TSP6

9.3.89R ETP1 TSP6

9.3.90R Notification to client: use of an approved bank
outside the United Kingdom

TSP6

9.3.95R Notification to clients: use of an intermediate
broker, settlement agent or OTC counterparty
outside the United Kingdom

TSP6

9.3.97R TSP6

9.3.100R ETP1

9.3.101R ETP1

9.3.105R Client money requirement ETP1

9.3.106R General transactions ETP1

9.3.107R
(T)

This table belongs to COB 9.3.106R ETP1

9.3.108R ETP1

9.3.109R ETP1

9.3.113R Equity balance ETP1

9.3.114R ETP1

9.3.115R Margined transaction requirements ETP1

9.3.119R Reduced client money requirement option ETP1

9.3.121R Failure to perform calculations ETP1

9.3.122R ETP1

9.3.123R Reconciliation of client money balances: fre-
quency of reconciliation

ETP1

9.3.125R ETP1

9.3.135R ETP6

9.3.136R ETP6
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Label

ETP TTP TSP

Rule HeadingCOB

Rule
9.5 Client money distribution (whole section) ETP7

Chapter 10  Operators of collective investment schemes

10.3 Modification of the allocation rule

10.3.1R ETP1

10.6 Scheme documents for an unregulated collective invest-
ment scheme

10.6.2R Provision of scheme documents to private cus-
tomers

ETP1 TSP5

10.6.5R ETP6 TSP5

10.7 Periodic statements for an unregulated collective invest-
ment scheme

ETP1 TTP3

10.7.2R The requirement to prepare and issue periodic
statements

ETP1

10.7.6R Record keeping requirements ETP1
4 Table COB TR 3: Client Classification Provisions

(1) (2)

Material to
which the
transi-
tional
provision
applies:
All rules in
the Hand-
book

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

1.0 Timeless (saving) provisions for the Handbook (including COB)

1.1 Rules in
the Hand-
book un-
less the
contrary
intention
appears

R Client Classification

(1) This paragraph applies
only to a pre–N2 firm
and in relation to any
person who became a
client of the firm before
commencement (in this
rule referred to as an
”existing client”).

indefinitely varies depend-
ing on the rule
concerned
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the
transi-
tional
provision
applies:
All rules in
the Hand-
book

(1)

(2) If a firm before com-
mencement classified an
existing client, other
than another firm, as a
market counterparty in
accordance with the
rules of its previous
regulator, it will not
contravene a rule in the
Handbook by treating
the client as a market
counterparty, unless (3)
applies.

(3) If the client in (2) has
been classified as a
market counterparty
only in relation to a
particular transaction
or type of transaction,
the firm must from
commencement classify
that client in accord-
ance with COB 4.1.

(4) If a firm before com-
mencement classified an
existing client, other
than another firm or a
client within COB TR1
1.6, as a non–private
customer in accordance
with the rules of its
previous regulator, it
will not contravene a
rule in the Handbook by
treating that client as
an intermediate cus-
tomer.
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the
transi-
tional
provision
applies:
All rules in
the Hand-
book

(1)

(5) The firm may, notwith-
standing (4), classify
the client in (4) as a
market counterparty
provided the firm com-
plies with COB
4.1.12R(2) (Large inter-
mediate customer
classified as a market
counterparty).

(6) If a firm before com-
mencement classified an
existing client, other
than another firm, as a
private customer in ac-
cordance with the rules
of its previous regulator,
it will not contravene a
rule in the Handbook by
treating that client as a
private customer.

(7) The firm may, notwith-
standing (6), classify
the client in (6) as an
intermediate customer
provided the firm com-
plies with COB 4.1.9R
(Expert private cus-
tomer classified as an
intermediate customer).
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the
transi-
tional
provision
applies:
All rules in
the Hand-
book

(1)

(8) If a firm before com-
mencement classified an
existing client, other
than another firm, as
an ordinary business
investor in accordance
with the rules of its
previous regulator, it
will not contravene a
rule in the Handbook by
treating that client as
an intermediate cus-
tomer.

1.2 Rules in the
Handbook
unless the
contrary
intention ap-
pears

G Firms should note that COB TR
3 1.1R does not require them to
take positive steps to re–classify
clients falling within the scope
of the rule at N2 for the pur-
poses of compliance with COB
4.1.4R (Requirement to clas-
sify). COB TR 3 1.1R has the
effect of automatically re–clas-
sifying these clients except as
otherwise stated.

indefinitely varies depending on
the rule concerned

1.3 Rules in the
Handbook
unless the
contrary in-
dication ap-
pears

G There are no transitional rules
regarding classification by a
firm (”F”) of a client who is a
firm or overseas financial ser-
vices institution (”C1”).  In such
cases the effect of COB 4.1.7R
is that C1 will be a market
counterparty of F, unless COB
4.1.7R(2), (3), (4) or (5) apply.
If C1 wishes to be classified as
an intermediate customer for
inter–professional business
from commencement, the re-
quirement for agreement under
COB 4.1.7R(2)(c) could, for
example, be satisfied if:

indefinitely varies depending
on the rule con-
cerned
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the
transi-
tional
provision
applies:
All rules in
the Hand-
book

(1)

(a) C1 notifies F in writing
that it wishes to be classi-
fied as an intermediate cus-
tomer for that purpose and
that F’s agreement will be
implied if F continues to do
business with C1 after com-
mencement; and

(b) F has not notified C1 in
writing that it does not
agree to that classification.

1.4 Rules in the
Handbook
unless the
contrary
intention ap-
pears.

G For the assistance of firms, the
FSA has prepared a client classi-
fication mapping table, which
explains the link between
pre–N2 client categories and the
client classification in COB.
This is to be found in Annex E
of the Policy Statement on
Transitional Arrangements for
the Conduct of Business Source-
book issued in July 2001.

1.5 Rules in the
Handbook
unless the
contrary
intention ap-
pears.

F If a firm treats a client as a pri-
vate customer, or as an inter-
mediate customer, or as a
market counterparty in accord-
ance with COB TR1 1.6 or COB
TR1 1.8, it will not contravene a
rule in the Handbook by doing
so.
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1 Table

1.0 Application

1.1 R This section applies to firms who are ex–RPB firms.

2.0 Purpose

2.1 G The FSA is aware that the introduction of COB will impose an additional
compliance burden on firms, even where there is an underlying continuity of
policy.  The FSA wishes to lighten that burden in a manner consistent with
its statutory objectives and the principles of good regulation under the Act.
Transitional measures are being produced for parts of COB which take three
distinct forms. First, firms are in practical terms being given additional time
after the commencement day, until 30 November 2002, to complete their
preparations for the impact of certain COB rules.  Secondly, relief is being
given in relation to certain rules that require firms to fulfil obligations to
customers at periodic intervals, so as to postpone the impact of the COB
provisions in relation to periods that span N2.  Thirdly, firms are being
given relief for an indefinite period after N2 for certain COB provisions so
as to allow firms to continue to use, or rely upon, documentation or com-
pliance work undertaken in accordance with rules of their previous regulator
in relation to existing customers at N2.

2.2 G If a firm’s permitted regulated activities are subject to one or more of the
transitional provisions in COB, and were carried on before commencement,
those regulated activities should be interpreted , where appropriate , as if
they were authorised investment business before commencement.

2.3 G GEN contains some technical transitional provisions that apply throughout
the Handbook and which are designed to ensure a smooth transition at com-
mencement. These include transitional provisions relevant to record keeping
and notification rules.

2.4 G For the avoidance of doubt, TTP1 at COB TABLE TR4 2.1 overrides para-
graph 9 (Time starting before commencement ) of the technical timing provi-
sions in GEN.

3.0 Continuity of contracts

3.1 G The FSA is sometimes asked whether a firm should renegotiate contracts to
replace references to its authorisation status under predecessor legislation
with reference to its status under the Act. Clearly, whether a firm should
renegotiate its contracts is a matter for the firm which needs to be con-
sidered in the light of the effect of the contractual provision as a whole. As a
general rule , however , the FSA would not expect to see this done for regu-
latory reasons.
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3.2 G Clearly, the interpretation of contractual provisions is a matter for the
courts. However, where a firm continues, as a result of the grandfathering
process, to enjoy permission which provides it with authority under the Act
to carry on regulated activities substantially similar to the investment busi-
ness it could carry on under its authorisation under predecessor legislation,
the FSA does not view it as necessary to update the contractual provisions.

4.0 Definitions

4.1 R In these transitional provisions  the following words are to have the mean-
ing given to them below:

”corresponding rule” means a rule of the previous regulator  of a firm
that is substantially similar in purpose  and effect to the relevant
provision in COB.

”ex–RPB firm” means a firm which immediately before commence-
ment was authorised under the Financial Services Act 1986  to carry
on investment business in the United Kingdom by virtue of a certifi-
cate from a recognised professional body under section 16 of the
1986 Act.

2 Table COB Table TR4:  COB Transitional Provisions (for ex–RPB firms)

(1) (2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 5 with

the label

indicated

(3) (4)
Transitional provision

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

1.0 Extra time provisions

1.1 ETP1 R Transitional Relief

An ex–RPB firm will not contravene
any of the provisions labelled ETP1
in Table COB TR to the extent that,
on or after commencement,  it is
able to demonstrate that it has com-
plied with the corresponding rule of
its previous regulator or, where ap-
plicable, the relevant former statu-
tory requirement, subject to any
modification, wherever appropriate,
to take account of the passing of the
Act.

commence-
ment to 30 No-
vember 2002

commence-
ment
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 5 with

the label

indicated

(1)

1.2 ETPs 1 to
3 (inclus-
ive)

TTP 1

TSPs 1 to
4 (inclus-
ive)

G It is for an ex–RPB firm to satisfy it-
self that it has complied with the
corresponding rule of its previous
regulator or, where applicable, rel-
evant former statutory requirement.  In
order to benefit from the relief, a firm
must ensure that the rule of its previ-
ous regulator which it proposes to
comply with is substantially similar to
the COB provision to which it relates.
For the assistance of firms the FSA has
compiled tables of derivations indicat-
ing the rules of a firm’s previous regu-
lator that correspond to the COB
provisions being transitioned. Firms
may wish to refer to these tables but in
doing so should understand that they
are not intended as exhaustive and are
produced merely by way of a guide.
Firms are advised that should they
wish to take advantage of the transi-
tional measures set out in this section,
the onus is on them to be able to dem-
onstrate that in any given case they
have in fact complied with the corre-
sponding rules of their previous regu-
lators or, as the case may be, former
statutory requirement.

commencement
to 30 No-
vember 2002
(for ETPs and
TTPs)

Indefinitely
(for TSPs)

commencement
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 5 with

the label

indicated

(1)

1.3 ETPs 1 to
3 (inclus-
ive)

TTP 1

TSPs 1 to
4 (inclus-
ive)

G Firms will have noted from the word-
ing of COB TR 1.1 R that they should
treat the corresponding rules of their
previous regulator as modified to the
extent necessary to ensure that the
provision can operate effectively not-
withstanding the enactment of the Act.
Firms will need to adopt a common
sense approach in interpreting the
corresponding rules of their previous
regulator and should modify them ac-
cordingly.  For example, references in
such rules to a firm’s previous regula-
tor should be read as if they referred
to the FSA.  Other modifications may
not be as straightforward.  In cases of
difficulty, firms are encouraged to ap-
proach the FSA for its views.

commencement
to 30 No-
vember 2002
(for ETPs and
TTPs)

Indefinitely
(for TSPs)

commencement

1.4 ETP2 R Financial Promotion commence-
ment to 30 No-
vember 2002

commence-
ment

(1) An ex–RPB firm will not
contravene any of the provi-
sions labelled ETP2 in Table
COB TR2 to the extent that, on
or after commencement, it com-
municates a financial promo-
tion which, as to its content,
complies with the correspon-
ding rules of its previous regula-
tor and which, for that pur-
pose, had been approved by the
firm as complying with them
before commencement.
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 5 with

the label

indicated

(1)

(2) For the purposes of (1), a finan-
cial promotion will be treated as
approved by an ex–RPB firm
for the purposes of section 21 of
the Act  if, as to its content, it
complies with the correspon-
ding rules of the firm’s previous
regulator and, for that purpose,
was approved by the firm as so
complying with them before
commencement.

1.5 ETP2 G Firms should take reasonable steps to
avoid communicating a non–real time
financial promotion which, through
the passage of time, has become mis-
leading.  In such circumstances the
promotion is unlikely to be in com-
pliance with the rules of its previous
regulator.

commencement
to 30 No-
vember 2002

commencement

1.6 ETP3 R Information about the firm commence-
ment to 30 No-
vember 2002

commence-
ment

(1) Subject to (2), an ex–RPB firm
will not contravene any of the
provisions labelled ETP3 in
Table COB TR 4 in relation to
any written material it has pro-
duced before commencement to
the extent that, on or after com-
mencement, it is able to demon-
strate that it has provided in-
formation about itself, in any
such material, in accordance
with the corresponding rule of
its previous regulator.

(2) (1) does not apply to a firm’s
appointed representative as de-
fined under section 44(2) of the
Financial Services Act 1986.
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 5 with

the label

indicated

(1)

1.7 ETP3 G The purpose of COB TR 1.6 R is to
ensure that the firm does not incur un-
necessary costs by having to withdraw
or destroy written material produced
before commencement. For the avoid-
ance of doubt, where a firm prints a
document on or after commencement
from a precedent held in electronic
form, ETP3 will apply.

commencement
to 30 No-
vember 2002

2.0 Technical timing provisions

2.1 TTP1 R Periodic statements

An ex–RPB firm will not contravene
any of the provisions labelled TTP1
in Table COB TR 4 to the extent
that, on or after commencement, it is
able to demonstrate that it has pro-
vided its customers with a periodic
statement required by COB 8.2.4 R
for the period in which commence-
ment falls, in accordance with the
corresponding rules of its previous
regulator.

commence-
ment to 30 No-
vember 2002

commence-
ment

2.2 TTP1 G Firms should note that the technical
timing provisions set out at COB TR 
2.1R operate on a one–off basis.  Any
future periodic statement relating to a
period after the initial period in which
commencement falls will have to be
made in accordance with the full re-
quirements of the relevant provision in
COB.

commencement
to 30 No-
vember 2002

commencement

3.0 Timeless (saving) provisions
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 5 with

the label

indicated

(1)

3.1 TSP1 R Confirmation of compliance and ap-
proval

An ex–RPB firm will not contravene
any of the provisions labelled TSP1
in Table COB TR 4 to the extent
that it is able to demonstrate that,
on or after commencement, it has
carried out the confirmation exer-
cise referred to in COB 3.6.2 R (2),
for an investment advertisement is-
sued or approved before commence-
ment, in accordance with the corre-
sponding rule of its previous regula-
tor.

Indefinitely commence-
ment

3.2 TSP2 R Terms of business and customer
agreements

Indefinitely commence-
ment

(1) Subject to (2) and (3), an ex–
RPB firm will not contravene
any of the provisions in Table
COB TR 4 labelled TSP2 to the
extent that, on or after com-
mencement, it is able to demon-
strate that it has continued to
use, or rely upon, terms of busi-
ness (including a client agree-
ment) given to, or made with, a
client in accordance with the
corresponding rule of its previ-
ous regulator.

(2) If the basis on which an ex–
RPB firm conducts or proposes
to conduct its designated invest-
ment business for a client
changes after the commence-
ment day, it must provide the
client with amended terms of
business in accordance with
COB 4.2.13R.
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 5 with

the label

indicated

(1)

(3) An ex–RPB firm must take rea-
sonable steps to ensure that a
private customer to whom it has
provided terms of business (in-
cluding a client agreement) be-
fore commencement  is notified
in writing of the matters set out
in COB 4.2.15E (21) and (22) as
soon as practicable after com-
mencement.

3.3 TSP2 G (1) Firms should note that COB 4.2
also benefits from an ETP1
extra–time provision as set out in
COB TR 3.1R.  The purpose of
this is to allow firms additional
time, after commencement, to
amend their terms of business for
new clients taken on after N2.

Indefinitely commencement

(2) Where an ex–RPB firm has
started, but not concluded, nego-
tiating terms of business with a
client before commencement, it
may rely on COB TR 3.2(1) R
even if the terms of business are
not agreed until after commence-
ment.

(3) COB TR 3.2(2) R does not re-
quire the firm to provide a client
with amended terms of business
where the change in the terms
was contemplated in the original
terms of business.

3.4 TSP3 R Know your customer and suitability Indefinitely commence-
ment
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)
Transitional
provision:
dates in
force

(4)
Transitional provision

(3)(2)
Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies: The

COB provi-

sions in

Table COB

TR 5 with

the label

indicated

(1)

(1) Subject to (2), an ex–RPB firm
will not contravene any of the
provisions labelled TSP3 in
Table COB TR2 to the extent
that it is able to demonstrate
that, on or after commence-
ment, it has continued to use, or
rely upon, a record of a private
customer’s personal and finan-
cial circumstances made in ac-
cordance with the correspon-
ding rules of its previous regula-
tor, and in doing so has had re-
gard to the guidance set out in
COB 5.2.6 G.

(2) The relief in (1) will only apply
so long as there is no relevant
change in the customer’s per-
sonal and financial circum-
stances.

3.5 TSP4 R Suitability and customers’ under-
standing of risk

An ex–RPB firm will not contravene
any of the provisions labelled TSP4
in Table COB TR2 to the extent
that, on or after commencement, it
uses, or relies upon, a suitability
letter or, as the case may be, a risk
warning or disclosure, given to a
customer in accordance with the
corresponding rule of its previous
regulator, in relation to a transac-
tion or series of transactions ex-
ecuted or arranged prior to  com-
mencement.

Indefinitely commence-
ment

3.6 TSP4 G Firms should note that the require-
ments in COB 5.2 and COB 5.3 relat-
ing to the production of suitability
letters and risk warning also benefit
from an ETP1 provision.

Indefinitely commencement
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3 Table COB Table TR5: COB rules benefiting from transitional relief for
ex–RPB firms
This Table belongs to COB TR4 1.1R to COB TR4 4.1R

COB Rule Rule Heading Assignation

ETP TTP TSP

CHAPTER 3 FINANCIAL PROMOTION (whole chapter) ETP1
ETP2

3.6  Confirmation of compliance and approval

3.6.1R Confirmation of compliance ETP1 TSP1

3.6.2R Withdrawing confirmation ETP1 TSP1

3.6.5R Communicating a financial promotion where
another firm has confirmed compliance

ETP1 TSP1

CHAPTER 4 ACCEPTING CUSTOMERS
4.2 Terms of business and customer agreements ETP1 TSP2

CHAPTER 5 ADVISING AND SELLING
5.2 Know your customer ETP1 TSP3

5.3 Suitability ETP1 TSP4

5.4 Customers’ understanding of risk
5.4.3R Requirement for risk warnings ETP1 TSP4

5.5 Information about the firm ETP3

CHAPTER 8 REPORTING TO CUSTOMERS

8.1 Confirmation of  transactions

8.1.3R Requirement to confirm a transaction ETP1

8.1.6R Exceptions to the requirements to dispatch a con-
firmation

ETP1

8.1.7R ETP1

8.1.8R ETP1

8.1.11R When a confirmation may omit certain informa-
tion

ETP1

8.1.12R When a transaction is treated as arranged ETP1

8.1.14R Record keeping requirements ETP1

8.2 Periodic statements
8.2.4R Requirement for a periodic statement ETP1 TTP1

8.2.9R Record keeping requirements ETP1 TTP1

CHAPTER 9 CLIENT ASSETS
9.1  Custody (whole chapter) ETP1

9.1.35

(3)–(5)R

TSP4

9.1.40R TSP4
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Assignation

ETP TTP TSP

Rule HeadingCOB Rule

9.1.49R Client agreement TSP2

9.1.51R TSP2

9.1.54R Risk disclosures TSP4

9.1.57R TSP4

9.1.58R TSP4

9.1.69R Custodian agreement TSP2

9.1.74R Stock lending TSP2
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Activity Application of COB
(a) An activity carried on from an

establishment maintained by
the firm (or by its appointed
representative) in the United
Kingdom

COB applies in full

(b) An activity carried on:

• otherwise than in (a); and

• with or for a client in the
United Kingdom

Where, if the office from
which the activity is carried on
were a separate person, the ac-
tivity:

• would fall within the over-
seas persons exclusions in
article 72 of the Regulated
Activities Order; or

• would not be regarded as
carried on in the United
Kingdom;

then only the following apply:

• COB 5.5.7R and COB
5.5.8R (Overseas business);
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Application of COBActivity
• COB 6.5, COB 6.7 and COB

6.8 (Content of key fea-
tures, Cancellation and
withdrawal, Insurance con-
tracts – life and general)
but only in relation to long
term insurance business
carried on with a customer
habitually resident in the
United Kingdom

Otherwise, COB applies in full

(c) An activity carried on by a UK
firm from a branch in another
EEA State under an EEA right

Only the following apply:

• for an ISD investment firm
(including a credit institu-
tion which is an ISD invest-
ment firm), COB 9 (Client
assets); and

• if relevant, the provisions
in (b)

(d) An activity carried on other-
wise than in (a), (b) or (c)

Only the following apply;

• COB 5.5.7 and COB 5.5.8
(Overseas business);

• COB 6.5, COB 6.7 and COB
6.8 (Content of key fea-
tures, Cancellation and
withdrawal, Insurance con-
tracts – life and general)
but only in relation to long
term insurance business
carried on with a customer
habitually resident in the
United Kingdom
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COB Subject
Chapter 1 Application and general provisions

2.1 Clear, fair and not misleading communication

2.2 Inducements and soft commission
2.3 Reliance on others

2.4 Chinese walls
2.5 Exclusion of liability

4.1 Client classification

4.2 Terms of business and client agreements with customers
5.3 Suitability

5.4 Customers’ understanding of risk
5.5 Information about the firm

5.7 Disclosure of charges, remuneration and commission

7.1 Conflict of interest and material interest
7.7 Aggregation and allocation

7.8 Realisation of a private customer’s assets
7.9 Lending to private customers

7.12 Customer order and execution records

7.13 Personal account dealing
8.1 Confirmation of transactions

Chapter 9 Client assets
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SubjectCOB
Chapter 3 Financial promotion
4.1 Client classification

7.1 Conflict of interest and material interest
7.3 Dealing ahead

8.1 Confirmation of transactions

Chapter 9 Client assets
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Reasonable indirect benefits

Joint marketing exercises
1 A provider firm may provide generic product literature (that is, letterheading,

leaflets, forms and envelopes) that is suitable for use and distribution by or on
behalf of an independent intermediary if:

(a) the literature does not feature the independent intermediary’s name or fea-
tures it less prominently than that of the provider firm and is not used to
promote the independent  intermediary’s broker fund service; and

(b) the total costs (for example, packaging, posting, mailing lists) of distribut-
ing such literature to its customers is borne by the independent intermedi-
ary.

2 A provider firm may supply an independent intermediary with ‘freepost’ en-
velopes, for forwarding such items as completed applications, medical reports or
copy client agreements, when these are made generally available to all indepen-
dent intermediaries from whom the firm obtains business.

3 A provider firm may supply product specific literature (for example, key features,
minimum information, direct offer financial promotions) to an independent inter-
mediary if:

(a) the literature is not designed to be used to promote the independent inter-
mediary’s broker fund service; or

(b) the literature does not contain the name of any independent intermediary;
or

(c) the name of the independent intermediary is only overprinted on the litera-
ture and the provider firm’s name appears on the literature more prominent-
ly than that of the independent intermediary.

4 A provider firm may supply draft articles, news items and financial promotions
for publication in an independent intermediary’s magazine, only if in each case
any costs paid by the provider firm for placing the articles and financial promo-
tions are not more than market rate, and exclude distribution costs.

Seminars and conferences

5 A provider firm may take part in a seminar organised by an independent inter-
mediary or a third party and may pay toward the cost of the seminar, if:

(a) its participation is for a genuine business purpose;

(b) the contribution is reasonable and proportionate; and

(c) in the case of a seminar organised by a third party, the seminar is open to
participation by independent intermediaries generally.
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Reasonable indirect benefits

Joint marketing exercises
Technical services and information technology

6 A provider firm may supply a ‘freephone’ link to which it is connected only if it is
available to independent intermediaries generally.

7 A provider firm may supply an independent intermediary with any of the follow-
ing:

(a) quotations and projections relating to its packaged products and, in relation
to specific investment transactions (or for the purpose of any scheme for
review of past business), advice on the completion of forms or other docu-
ments;

(b) access to data processing facilities, or access to data, that is related to the
provider firm’s business;

(c) access to third party electronic dealing or quotation systems that are related
to the provider firm’s business; and

(d) software that gives information about the provider firm’s packaged products
or which is appropriate to its business (for example, for use in a scheme for
review of past business or for producing projections or technical product
information).

8 A provider firm may supply a broker fund adviser (and its customer) with a peri-
odic statement relating to the relevant broker fund if the broker fund adviser is
unable to supply the periodic statement.

9 A provider firm may supply an independent intermediary with information about
sources of mortgage finance.

10 A provider firm may supply an independent intermediary with generic technical
information in writing, not necessarily related to the provider firm’s business,
when this information:

(a) is made available generally to independent intermediaries; or

(b) (i) is of a specialist nature and is made available to a particular class of
independent intermediary (that is, one that promotes itself as an ex-
pert in the same specialist area); and

(ii) states clearly and prominently that it is produced by the provider
firm.

Training

11 A provider firm may provide an independent intermediary with training facilities
of any kind (for example, lectures, venue, written material and software) only if
these are made available generally to all independent intermediaries.

Travel and accommodation expenses

12 A provider firm may reimburse an individual independent intermediary’s reason-
able travel and accommodation expenses when the independent intermediary:

(a) participates in market research conducted by or for the provider firm;

(b) attends an annual national event of a UK trade association, hosted or co–
hosted by the provider firm;

(c) participates in the provider firm’s training facilities (see 11);

(d) visits the provider firm’s UK office in order to:

(i) receive information about the provider firm’s administrative systems;
or

(ii) attend a meeting with the provider firm and an existing or prospective
customer of the independent intermediary.
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Exemptions
This chapter does not apply to the following:
(1) a financial promotion to a market counterparty or an intermediate

customer, that is a financial promotion which:

(a) is made only to recipients who the firm has taken reason-
able steps to establish are market counterparties or inter-
mediate customers; or

(b) may reasonably be regarded as directed only at recipients
who are market counterparties or intermediate customers;

when a person is classified as an intermediate customer under
COB 4.1.9R (Expert private customer classified as intermediate
customer), this exemption applies only for a financial promotion
that relates to the designated investments or designated investment
business for which he has been so classified;

(2) a financial promotion which can lawfully be communicated by an
unauthorised communicator without approval;

(3) a financial promotion communicated from outside the United
Kingdom which would be exempt under articles 30, 31, 32 or 33
of the Financial Promotion Order (Overseas communicators) if
the office from which the financial promotion is communicated
were a separate unauthorised person (but see COB 5.5.7R (Over-
seas business for UK private customers));

(4) a “one off” non–real time financial promotion or a “one off” sol-
icited real time financial promotion; if the conditions set out in (a)
to (c) are satisfied, a financial promotion is to be regarded as
“one off”; if not, the fact that any one or more of these condi-
tions is met is to be taken into account in determining if a finan-
cial promotion is “one off”, but a financial promotion may be re-
garded as “one off” even if none of the conditions are met; the
conditions are that:

(a) the financial promotion is communicated only to one recipi-
ent or only to one group of recipients in the expectation
that they would engage in any investment activity jointly;

(b) the identity of the product or service to which the financial
promotion relates has been determined having regard to the
particular circumstances of the recipient;

(c) the financial promotion is not part of an organised market-
ing campaign;
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Exemptions
(5) a financial promotion which contains only one or more of the fol-

lowing:

(a) the name of the firm;

(b) the name of an investment;
(c) a contact point (address (including an e–mail address), tele-

phone or facsimile number);

(d) a logo;

(e) a brief, factual description of the firm’s activities;
(f) a brief, factual description of the firm’s fees;

(g) a brief, factual description of the firm’s investment prod-
ucts;

(h) the price or yields of investments and the charges;

(6) a personal quotation or illustration form;

(7) a financial promotion in connection with a takeover or related
operation which is subject to the Takeover Code (or exempted
from complying with the Takeover Code by the rules of that Code
or by a ruling of the Takeover Panel) or to the requirements re-
lating to takeovers or related operations in another EEA State.
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Areas of particular relevance to types of financial promotion
(1) Provisions applying to all

financial promotions
Application – who? COB 3.1

Application – what? COB 3.2

Application – where? COB 3.3

Purpose COB 3.4

General COB 3.5

(2) Provisions applying only
to non–real time financial
promotions

Confirmation of compliance COB 3.6

Records COB 3.7

Form and content of financial
promotions: non–real time fi-
nancial promotions

COB 3.8.2R to
COB 3.8.7G

Form and content of financial
promotions: specific non–
real time financial promo-
tions

COB 3.8.8R to
COB 3.8.20G

(3) Provisions applying only
to real time financial
promotions

Form and content of financial
promotions: real time finan-
cial promotions

COB 3.8.21G
to  COB
3.8.25G

Unsolicited real time finan-
cial promotions

COB 3.10

(4) Provisions applying only
to certain types of financial
promotions

Direct offer financial promo-
tions

COB 3.9

Unregulated collective in-
vestment schemes

COB 3.11
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Additional requirements for
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(1) Exemptions for deposits, general insurance contracts,
pure protection contracts and reinsurance contracts

COB 3.9.4G

(2) Prohibited types of direct offer financial promotions COB 3.9.5R

(3) Direct offer financial promotions: general requirements COB 3.9.6R to

COB 3.9.7R

(4) Cash deposit ISAs COB 3.9.8R

(5) Electronic media COB 3.9.9G

(6) Packaged products COB 3.9.10R
to 
COB 3.9.11G

(7) Execution–only dealing service COB 3.9.12R
to 
COB 3.9.13G

(8) Potential problem areas COB 3.9.14 G

(9) Information to be contained in direct offer financial
promotions regarding:

COB 3.9.14G

(a) investments which can fluctuate in value COB 3.9.15R

(b) life policies COB 3.9.18R
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(c) taxation COB 3.9.19R
to COB
3.9.20R

(d) cancellation rights COB 3.9.21R
to COB
3.9.22G

(e) charges for regulated collective investment
schemes

COB 3.9.23R

(f) penny shares COB 3.9.24R

(g) branded funds COB 3.9.25R

(h) Enterprise Investment Schemes COB 3.9.26R
to COB
3.9.28R

(i) income withdrawals COB 3.9.29R
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Direct offer financial promotions: particular information re-
quired

(1) A prominent statement that the firm which has communicated or
approved the financial promotion is regulated or authorised by
the FSA.

(2) A prominent statement that, if a person has any doubt about the
suitability of the agreement which is the subject of the financial
promotion, he should contact the firm for advice (or an indepen-
dent financial adviser if the firm does not offer advice).

(3) The full name and address of the person who is offering the in-
vestment or service being promoted (and, if different, the full
name and address of the firm communicating, or approving, the
financial promotion).

(4) If the financial promotion is communicated by a firm whose  per-
mission includes a requirement that it must not hold client money,
the name of the person to whom payment (if any) should be
made.

(5) Details of the basis or amount of any charges and expenses which
the private customer will or may bear.

(6) Details of the basis or amount of any commission or remuner-
ation which might be payable by the firm to another person.
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This annex belongs to COB 3.2.7G(2) and summarises some of the main exemptions in the Financial
Promotion Order.  It is not an exhaustive list, and does not seek to replace the Order itself.  The first
column contains the article number, and the name of the exemption as set out in the Financial Promo-
tion Order, the second column indicates to which type of financial promotions the exemption applies
(unsolicited real time, solicited real time or non–real time), the third column indicates to which con-
trolled activities and controlled investments the exemption applies and the final column gives a brief
summary of the principal conditions required by the exemption.  In all cases, firms wishing to use an
exemption should consult the Order and in particular take note of the conditions which apply.  Refer-
ences to articles are to articles of the Financial Promotion Order and to paragraphs are to paragraphs of
schedule 1 to the Financial Promotion Order.

� ��
��

Article no. and
name of exemp-
tion

Type of
promotion:

Unsolicited real
time, solicited real
time, non–real
time

Controlled ac-
tivity/

controlled in-
vestment

Other conditions

17

Generic promo-
tions

All All Does not identify (directly or in-
directly) a person who provides the
controlled investment to which the
financial promotion relates; and
does not identify directly or in-
directly any person as a person who
carries on a controlled activity in
relation to that controlled invest-
ment.

18

Mere conduits

All All Made by a person who acts as a
mere conduit for it.

19

Investment pro-
fessionals

All All Made only to recipients whom the
person making the communication
believes on reasonable grounds to
be investment professionals; or may
reasonably be regarded as directed
only at such recipients.

22

Deposits: non–
real time com-
munications

Non–real
time

Accepting de-
posits within
paragraph 1

Accompanied by information speci-
fied in article 22(2).
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Other conditionsControlled ac-
tivity/

controlled in-
vestment

Type of
promotion:

Unsolicited real
time, solicited real
time, non–real
time

Article no. and
name of exemp-
tion

23

Deposits: real
time communica-
tions

Real time Accepting de-
posits within
paragraph 1

None.

24

Relevant insur-
ance activity:
non–real time
communications

Non–real
time

Effecting and
carrying out
contracts of in-
surance within
paragraph 2 in
relation to con-
tracts of insur-
ance other than
life policies

Accompanied by information speci-
fied in article 24(2).

26

Relevant insur-
ance activity:
real time com-
munications

Real time Effecting and
carrying out
contracts of in-
surance within
paragraph 2 in
relation to con-
tracts of insur-
ance other than
life policies

None.

28

One off non–real
time communica-
tions and sol-
icited real time
communications

Solicited real
time

Non–real
time

Note 1 One off communication.

38

Persons in busi-
ness of placing
promotional ma-
terial

All Note 1 Made to a person whose business it
is to place, or arrange for the plac-
ing of, promotional material pro-
vided that it is communicated so that
he can place or arrange for placing
it.
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Other conditionsControlled ac-
tivity/

controlled in-
vestment

Type of
promotion:

Unsolicited real
time, solicited real
time, non–real
time

Article no. and
name of exemp-
tion

40

Participants in
certain recog-
nised collective
investment
schemes

Solicited real
time

Non–real
time

Note 1 Made by a person who is the oper-
ator of a scheme recognised under
section 270 or 272 of the Act; and to
persons in the United Kingdom who
are participants in any such recog-
nised scheme operated by the per-
son making the communication; and
which relates only to such recog-
nised schemes as are operated by
that person or to units in such
schemes.

48

Certified high
net worth indi-
viduals

Solicited real
time

Non–real
time

Note 2 (1) Made to a certified high net
worth individual (as defined by  ar-
ticle 48(2)); and

(2) does not invite or induce the re-
cipient to engage in investment ac-
tivity with the person who signed
the certificate of high net worth; and

(3) accompanied by an indication of
the matters specified by article
48(4).

49

High–net worth
companies, unin-
corporated as-
sociations etc

All Note 1 Either:

(1) made only to recipients whom
the person making the financial
promotion believes on reasonable
grounds to be persons to whom the
conditions set out in the article
apply; or

(2) may reasonably be regarded as
directed only at such persons.

50

Sophisticated in-
vestors

All Note 1 (1) Made to a certified sophisticated
investor (as defined by article
50(1));

(2) does not invite or induce the re-
cipient to engage in investment ac-
tivity with the person who has
signed the certificate;

(3) relates only to a description of
investment in respect of which that
investor is certified; and
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Other conditionsControlled ac-
tivity/

controlled in-
vestment

Type of
promotion:

Unsolicited real
time, solicited real
time, non–real
time

Article no. and
name of exemp-
tion

(4) accompanied by an indication of
the matters specified by article 50
(3).

51

Associations of
high net worth or
sophisticated in-
vestors

Solicited real
time

Non–real
time

Note 1 (1) Made to an association, the
membership of which the person
making the financial promotion be-
lieves on reasonable grounds com-
prises wholly or predominantly per-
sons who are certified high net
worth individuals within article 48,
high net worth persons within ar-
ticle 49(2)(a) to (d) and certified
sophisticated investors within article
50; and

(2) relates only to an investment
under the terms of which a person
cannot incur a liability or obligation
to pay or contribute more than he
commits by way of investment.

59

Annual accounts
and directors’ re-
port

All Note 3 Made by a body corporate (other
than an open–ended investment
company) which consists of, or is
accompanied by, the whole or any
part of the annual accounts, or is ac-
companied by the directors’ report,
and complies with the requirements
specified by article (59).

62

Sale of body cor-
porate

All Note 1 (1) Made by a company, a partner-
ship, a single individual or a group
of connected individuals;

(2) relates to a transaction to acquire
or dispose of shares in a company
(other than an open–ended invest-
ment company) or is entered into for
the purposes of such an acquisition
or disposal, and

(3) either certain conditions are sa-
tisfied or the object of the transac-
tion may reasonably be regarded as
being the acquisition of day to day
control of the affairs of the com-
pany.
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Other conditionsControlled ac-
tivity/

controlled in-
vestment

Type of
promotion:

Unsolicited real
time, solicited real
time, non–real
time

Article no. and
name of exemp-
tion

67

Promotions re-
quired or per-
mitted by market
rules

Solicited real
time

Non–real
time

Note 4 Financial promotion is required or
permitted to be communicated by
the rules of the relevant market, a
body which regulates the market, or
a body which regulates offers or is-
sues of investments to be traded on
such a market.

70

Promotions in
connection with
listing applica-
tions

Solicited real
time

Non–real
time

Note 1 Financial promotion to which list-
ing rules apply.

71–73

Promotions in-
cluded in listing
particulars and
prospectuses

Non–real
time

Note 1 These articles contain details of
exemptions relating to financial
promotions included in listing par-
ticulars and prospectuses for public
offers of listed securities and finan-
cial promotions relating to prospec-
tuses for public offers of unlisted
securities.

$ ��
�� ����� �� � ��� $ ��� � ��
�� �/

Notes to Annex 1G
Note 1:
References in these notes to paragraphs are to paragraphs of schedule 1 to the Financial
Promotion Order.  The controlled investments italicised in these notes are defined in the
same way in both the Financial Promotion Order and the Regulated Activities Order.

(1) effecting and carrying out contracts of insurance within paragraph 2 in relation to
life policies;

(2) dealing in securities and contractually based investments within paragraph 3;

(3) arranging deals in investments within paragraph 4;

(4) managing investments within paragraph 5;

(5) safeguarding and administering investments within paragraph 6;

(6) advising on investments within paragraph 7;

(7) advising on syndicate participation at Lloyds within paragraph 8;

(8) providing funeral plan contracts within paragraph 9;

(9) agreeing to carry on any of (2) to (8) within paragraph 11
Note 2:
The controlled activities specified in Note 1 carried on in relation to one or more of:

(1) shares (paragraph 14) being stock or shares in an unlisted company;
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Note 2:

(2) debentures (paragraph 15) acknowledging the indebtedness of an unlisted company;

(3) warrants (paragraph 17) and certificates representing certain securities paragraph
18) conferring entitlements or rights with respect to (1) or (2);

(4) units (paragraph 19) in a collective investment scheme which invests wholly or pre-
dominantly in (1) or (2);

(5) options (paragraph 21) to acquire or dispose of (1), (2) or (3);

(6) futures (paragraph 22) which are a rights under a control for the sale of (1), (2) or
(3);

(7) contracts for differences (paragraph 23) which relate to or to fluctuations in the
value or price of (1), (2) or (3)

provided that in each case the investor cannot under the terms of the investment incur a
liability or obligation to pay or contribute more than he commits by way of investment.
Note 3:
The controlled activities specified in Note 1 carried on in relation to one or more of:

(1) shares (paragraph 14)

(2) debentures (paragraph 15)

(3) warrants (paragraph 17) and certificates representing certain securities (paragraph
18) so far as relating to (1) or (2)

Note 4:
The controlled activities specified in Note 1 carried on in relation to one or more of:

(1) shares (paragraph 14)

(2) debentures (paragraph 15)

(3) government and public securities (paragraph 16)

(4) warrants (paragraph 17)

(5) certificates representing certain securities (paragraph 18)
in each case which is permitted to be traded or dealt in on a relevant market (as defined
in article 67(2)).
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The following statements, to be included with particular prominence:
(1) that applications may only be made and accepted subject to the terms and

conditions of the EIS particulars;

(2) that the applicant is advised not to subscribe to the Enterprise Investment
Scheme unless he has taken appropriate independent advice;

(3) the name and business address of:

(a) every person acting in a professional capacity in relation to the Enter-
prise Investment Scheme;

(b) every person likely to take part in any decision or recommendation re-
lating to investment of monies subscribed to the Enterprise Investment
Scheme;

(4) any arrangements under which any preferential treatment will or may be
given in relation to subscription to the Enterprise Investment Scheme to par-
ticular persons or classes of person subscribing to the Enterprise Investment
Scheme;

(5) the circumstances in which persons or particular classes of person are ex-
cluded from participation in the Enterprise Investment Scheme or in any par-
ticular investment of Enterprise Investment Scheme monies;

(6) the manner in which shares in companies in which Enterprise Investment
Scheme monies are to be invested are to be held on behalf of participants in
the Enterprise Investment Scheme and the manner in which, according to
their Enterprise Investment Scheme subscriptions, interests in such shares are
to be allocated to each participant;

(7) any arrangements for registering shares in the names of participants in the
Enterprise Investment Scheme at or after the end of the period during which
shares must be held in order to obtain tax relief;

(8) the circumstances in which a person’s participation in the Enterprise Invest-
ment Scheme may be terminated;

(9) any arrangements for dealing with Enterprise Investment Scheme monies
which become available as a result of a sale of Enterprise Investment Scheme
investments by the EIS manager;

(10) whether the EIS manager remains free to subscribe for shares, or to hold op-
tions to do so, in companies in which the Enterprise Investment Scheme funds
are invested and, if so, an indication of the price or the formula by which a
price is determined at which it may subscribe and the maximum proportion
of the ordinary share capital of those companies for which it may subscribe
or which may be the subject of options in its favour, or both;
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The following statements, to be included with particular prominence:
(11) whether the EIS manager proposes to establish another Enterprise Investment

Scheme and, if so, whether or not arrangements exist to ensure that the EIS
manager does not discriminate between one Enterprise Investment Scheme
and another and, if so, what they are;

(12) a summary of the fiscal provisions concerning the Enterprise Investment
Scheme;

(13) either a description of the arrangements which exist for:
(a) securing that any person who knowingly has a material interest in any

decision or recommendation concerning the investment of Enterprise
Investment Scheme subscriptions which are not subject to independent
approval is excluded from participation in the making of that decision
or recommendation; and

(b) for securing independent approval of decisions and recommendations
concerning the investment of Enterprise Investment Scheme subscrip-
tions which may be made by persons who have a material interest in
them;

or a statement that no such arrangements exist;
(14) where the arrangements described in (13) above do not cover any of the fol-

lowing interests:

(a) an interest of the EIS manager or of its associates arising by way of re-
muneration in connection with the management or operation of the En-
terprise Investment Scheme or any other Enterprise Investment Scheme;

(b) an interest arising from investment of subscriptions of the Enterprise
Investment Scheme or of any other Enterprise Investment Scheme man-
aged by the EIS manager or its associates;

(c) an interest of a bank resulting from a loan made by such an institution;

(d) an interest arising from the formation by the EIS manager, or its associ-
ates, of a company with a view to an interest in that company being ac-
quired on behalf of an Enterprise Investment Scheme, of which it, or its
associates, is the scheme manager;

a statement that investment may be made despite the existence of such an
interest;

(15) particulars of any material interest or duty of the EIS manager which would
conflict with the interests of participants in the Enterprise Investment Scheme
or its duty to those participants;

(16) any arrangements to enable participants in the Enterprise Investment Scheme
to notify the EIS manager of companies with which they are connected with-
in the meaning of Sections 291, 291A and 291B of the Income and Corpor-
ation Taxes Act 1988;

(17) the investment policies and objectives of the Enterprise Investment Scheme;

(18) the periodic reports made available to participants and how frequently those
reports will be made in accordance with the Enterprise Investment Scheme.
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The following statements are to be included with particular prominence:
(1) “The [firm][scheme manager][and its directors] [has][have] taken all reason-

able care to ensure that all the facts stated in this document are true and accu-
rate in all material respects and that there are no other material facts, or opin-
ions, which have been omitted, which would make any part of this promotion
misleading.  The [firm][scheme manager][and its directors] accept[s] responsi-
bility accordingly”;

(2) The name and business address of:

(a) the EIS manager;
(b) the promoter of the Enterprise Investment Scheme (if any);

(3) the opening and closing dates for receipt of Enterprise Investment Scheme sub-
scriptions;

(4) the maximum and minimum sizes, if any for; permitted individual subscrip-
tions to the scheme;

(5) the arrangements:

(a) for the holding of Enterprise Investment Scheme subscriptions pending
investment;

(b) for the return of subscriptions should the Enterprise Investment Scheme
be over–subscribed or the monies not be accepted for other reasons;

(c) for the return of Enterprise Investment Scheme subscriptions remaining
uninvested at the time when the final investment of the Enterprise Invest-
ment Scheme has been made or the final date for investment has passed;

(6) any arrangements for the payment of dividends, if any, to participants in the
Enterprise Investment Scheme;
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A AVC Schemes (including FSAVCs)

B PEP or ISA transfers

C Corporate bond funds or similar contracts

D ’Guaranteed’ products

E With profit bonds

F Pensions – phased retirement

G ’High Income’ products

H ’Stock market bonds’

I ’Hybrid bonds’

J Personal pensions and stakeholder pension schemes
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Additional Voluntary Contribution Schemes (including Free Stand-
ing Additional Voluntary Contributions)
A financial promotion for an AVC scheme or FSAVC contract should contain a
prominent warning that as an alternative:
(1) (for FSAVC promotions) an AVC exists, and that details can be obtained
from the scheme administrator;
(2) (for AVC promotions) FSAVC contracts are available.

# �
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PEP or ISA transfers
A financial promotion for a PEP or ISA transfer should include details of the
likely advantages and disadvantages of transferring an existing PEP or ISA hold-
ing, including:

(1) exit charges and any other costs associated with the transfer;
(2) initial set up charges;
(3) transaction details (ie are holdings liquidated or transferred    intact, as per-
mitted by the terms and conditions;
(4) the possibility (and likely effects) of shortfall, following cancellation;
(5) potential for loss of income or growth, following a rise in the markets, whilst
the PEP or ISA transfer remains pending.
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Bond Funds
A firm constructing a financial promotion for corporate bond funds or similar
contracts should take account of the following:

(1) Clear description of the risk

Yields offered by bonds often reflect in part the risk rating of the issuer.  Invest-
ment in such bonds brings an increased risk of default on repayment and this in
turn translates into a risk that the capital value of the fund will be affected.  Fi-
nancial promotions for funds which invest in riskier bonds should clearly explain
this point to recipients.  The prominence and wording of the explanation should
reflect both the risk profile of the portfolio held by the fund, and the prominence
given to information about the yield on the fund.

(2) Quoting out of date yields

Financial promotions often feature prominently the yield on the fund.  In some
cases the actual yield being paid at the time the promotion is communicated is
materially different to the yield quoted.  Owing to lead times, inaccuracies can
occur if the market is moving rapidly, but yields several weeks or months out of
date are misleading.  The promotion should quote the date at which the rate ap-
plied.  It is unwise for items with a long shelf life to prominently feature a rate
which may become invalid.

(3) Funds not fully invested

Yield figures should reflect the overall position of the fund allowing for any
monies held in cash.  Yields quoted on the assumption that the fund is 100% in-
vested in bonds where a proportion is invested in cash would be misleading.

(4) Running and redemption yields

Whilst the running yield indicates the expected level of current income for in-
vestors, managers should take the redemption yield into account when consider-
ing how to portray the prospects for future investors.  They should also take into
account, and explain, any material difference between the two.

(5) Describing the yield and growth prospects

Where it is the case, the fact that both the yield and the capital value of the fund
can fluctuate should be disclosed.  Firms need to be careful when describing the
future yield or growth prospects of a fund.  The prominence and tone given to
descriptions of future prospects should reflect a reasonable assessment of the
fund taking into account eg the redemption yield, whether charges are taken from
capital, and the general economic climate.

& �
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Guaranteed products
1. Equal prominence to guaranteed and not guaranteed benefits

(a) Firms should give equal prominence to the description of benefits which are
guaranteed and of benefits which are not.
(b) If the word ‘guaranteed’ is highlighted, or otherwise emphasised, equal high-
lighting, or emphasis should be given to the fact that any elements which are ‘not
guaranteed’ are not guaranteed.
(c) If the reference to guaranteed income is highlighted in, for example, a ‘back
to back’ scheme combining an annuity which is guaranteed with a five year
policy or ISA, the proceeds of which are not guaranteed, the fact that the benefits
under the life assurance policy or ISA are not guaranteed must be stated with
equal prominence.

2. Past performance

The FTSE index began in 1984 and reference is often made to its performance.
Examples of ‘back testing’ are often given to show that the index has not fallen
in any five year period since 1984.  The experience may not, however, be repre-
sentative of current conditions and if so the results are capable of being misun-
derstood.  Including earlier experience may result in a more balanced presenta-
tion of risk.

3. Averaging

Contracts are normally based on the assumption that the index being used will
rise.  The use of the average level of the index will reduce the investment poten-
tial of the contract.  Where the averaging periods cover more than the last six
months of the contract term, it should not be implied that averaging is to protect
against falls at the end of the term.  It should be made clear that investors benefit
only from some of the performance of the index and that one effect of averaging
is likely to be to constrain the final level of the index used to calculate benefits.

4. Maximum benefits

These should not be promoted as a particular feature if the economic circum-
stances required to meet those benefits require investment conditions more fa-
vourable than those which would need to prevail to achieve the higher of the
growth assumptions specified by the FSA.

( �
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With–profits bonds
1. Particular areas of concern about financial promotion of with profit bonds are:

(a) failure to make it clear that a whole life with profits bond is unsuitable as a
short term investment;
 (b) unclear statements as to what factors will determine the cash–in value of the
bond;
(c) reservation of the right to adjust the value of the contract by means such as
Market Value Adjustment Factors without adequately explaining the significance
or likelihood of such a procedure;
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With–profits bonds
(d) use of a rate of bonus in a way that implies such a rate will apply;
(e) quotation of values based on existing bonus rates to lead recipients to antici-
pate receiving such amounts;
(f) reference to building society accounts in comparison with the bond without
adequately explaining the differences between the two types of investment.

2. Quoting a high initial bonus rate may suggest that it is achievable for all in-
vestors, whereas for example, the rate may only be available to investors who
make a sizeable investment or who make their investment considerably earlier
than the closing date.  In addition, initial bonus rates are frequently subject to li-
miting factors, such as:
(a) establishment charges;
(b) monthly policy charges;
(c) fund management or investment charges;
(d) early surrender penalties or discontinuance charges;
(e) market adjustment factors.
Therefore where applicable firms should not include terms such as ‘guaranteed’,
‘return’ and ‘fixed for the first year’ without making it clear that the bonus rate
may not be achievable.

) �
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Pensions – phased retirement
1. Some promotions for phased retirement pensions tend to emphasise the various

advantages but do not give adequate risk warnings, some of the important as-
sumptions, or detail potential disadvantages. The following failures are typical:
(a) not including risk warnings in respect of performance and value of underlying
units.
(b) not indicating that future annuity rates are not guaranteed and may be higher
or lower.
(c) not disclosing any information about additional charges linked to the plan.
(d) not making any reference to protected rights being deferred to age 65 or 60
(in illustrations of pensions commencing earlier).
(e) not indicating how a surviving spouse is provided for.

2. Four particular areas that need to be made clear are:
(a) Mortality
Compared with a conventional annuity, phased retirement normally provides
higher residual sums on death.  For survivors to age 75, this can result in a strain,
as annuities will not have been purchased at an earlier age.  This risk should be
made clear.
If a spouse’s pension is to be provided, it needs to be made clear whether each
annuity is bought on a joint life basis and whether the annuity is bought on death
or at age 75.
If protected rights pensions at age 65 or 60 are to be provided, it needs to be
made clear how these are to be provided.
(b) Investment
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Pensions – phased retirement
The future investment returns on the residual funds and the future immediate
annuity rates are unknown.  The risk of this to the investor needs to be made
clear.
Care needs to be taken to ensure that the impression is not given that postponing
the purchase of an annuity will automatically be to the investor’s advantage.
(c) Tax
Most of the financial advantage in phased retirement derives from utilising tax
free cash sums to provide part of the investors pension payment.  Therefore the
investor does not have the benefit of the tax free cash sum at retirement, which
can be a disadvantage.  Any comparison with a conventional annuity should
allow for the use of a purchased life annuity purchased with the tax free cash, or
include a statement that the effect of the option to use the tax free cash to secure
a purchased life annuity has been ignored.
Because the pension will usually constitute most of a investor’s income, it will
generally be correct to assume basic rate tax.  Where the level of income makes it
appropriate, higher rate tax may be allowed for; this can be done assuming an
average tax rate or taking account of specific tax bands.  If tax thresholds are as-
sumed to increase, the rate must be consistent with the investment return as-
sumed and the rate of increase in the target pension.
(d) Expenses
The costs in operating phased retirement are usually higher than for conventional
annuities.  These costs need to be disclosed, especially as they are relevant to any
comparison with a conventional annuity.  Particular reference should be made to
the level of initial charge and annual management charge on unit–linked funds.
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High income products
1. Income Term

If the word ‘income’ is used, it will be difficult for the promotion to avoid being
misleading unless it:
(a) is used to indicate payments comprised solely of interest or dividend earn-
ings; or
(b) is clearly defined at an early point in the promotion as having a different
meaning, and in particular specifies the risk to capital necessary to achieve the
payment.

2. Problem of disclosure of risks
If the rate of income available is at some capital risk or at the expense of growth,
or the income or a portion of it comprises a return of capital, these facts should
be clearly explained.

3. Guaranteed income but not capital
(a) A clear statement should be made where:
(i) the relevant benefits are not guaranteed; or
(ii) no benefits are guaranteed.
(b) If direct or indirect comparison is made with a building society or with other
forms of deposit, there should be a prominent statement that the investment does
not include the security of capital which is afforded under a deposit with a bank
or building society.
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High income products
(c) If any guarantee is given, the guarantor should be named.
(d) An equivalent annualised rate of return (for example 8.16% relating to a cash
return payable of 8% per annum half yearly) may be quoted if the cash rate is
quoted more prominently that the equivalent annualised rate and the nature of the
equivalent annualised rate is described.
(e) An equivalent gross return (allowing for notional income tax) may be quoted
provided that it is:
(i) less prominent than the actual cash return; and
(ii) stated that tax is not recoverable by investors.

4. High income bonds, high income unit trusts and similar types of collective in-
vestment schemes
(a) Some unit trusts achieve a high income by the use of derivatives such as put
and call options.  Firms should provide a statement to the effect that the high in-
come is achieved at the expense of most of the potential capital gain.
(b) If it is claimed that the downside potential is less than that of a conventional
unit trust, it should be made clear with equal prominence that if the fund goes
down its potential recovery will be less than that of a conventional unit trust.
(c) Where an income figure is shown a clear statement should be made that the
income is not guaranteed.
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Stock market bonds
Stock market bonds are those investments which offer returns linked to the price
of an index such as the FTSE 100.
(1) Minimum amount payable at the end of the term
The word ‘guarantee’ is usually used to describe the minimum amount payable at
the end of the term.  This guarantee is usually provided at some cost to the in-
vestor and promotions therefore need to make clear what that cost is and whether
it is levied:
(a) from the start, for example by means of an additional initial charge; or
(b) only if the guarantee is invoked, for example by reference to an index or
other indicator which includes capital growth but excludes investment income.
(2) Potential for Growth
(a) Expressions like ‘stock market growth’ or ‘the growth of the FTSE 100
Index’ are frequently used and are potentially misleading if the product will not
be investing in all the stocks which make up the index.
(b) Promotion of a product which is linked to growth in the FTSE 100 index
should make clear that it does not include an allowance for any return or re-
investment of dividend income.
(c) Promotions should therefore make it clear that references to ‘stock market
growth’ exclude any form of income payment.
(3) Amount Invested
Some promotions quote returns in excess of the percentage increase in the FTSE
100 index, without mentioning that 100% of capital is not invested at outset.
(4) Gross returns and tax on underlying fund
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Stock market bonds
Promotions showing guaranteed returns against the FTSE 100 index expressed in
‘gross’ terms are potentially misleading where the underlying funds of the firm
concerned are taxable and the returns quoted are therefore unavailable to the in-
vestor because he will receive the benefits after tax has been deducted and which
he cannot reclaim.
(5) Taxation of investor
The tax treatment in the hands of the investor should be made clear, in particular,
whether the return will be treated as income or as capital gains where the investor
may be entitled to a tax free exemption limit with the added benefit of indexa-
tion.
(6) Early Encashment
(a) The terms for early encashment need to be fully explained.
(b) Despite the minimum amount at the end of the specified term, an appropriate
risk warning should be included where the value of the investment can fall if an
investor wishes to encash the contract before the end of the term.

�� �
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Hybrid bonds
A hybrid bond refers to those life policy investments which combine one invest-
ment designed to provide income with another designed to return all or part of
the capital.  Potential problems with the promotion of ‘hybrid bonds’ are listed
below.  These should all be clearly explained, where applicable, in a direct offer
financial promotion:
(1) although the word ‘income’ is used to describe the regular payments gener-
ated from part of the investment, only part of each payment derives from interest
earned on that money.  The balance consists of a return of the capital itself;
(2) although payments may be promised at a pre–defined level for a set period,
there should be no implication that the original capital is guaranteed to be re-
turned;
(3) part of the investment is often invested in vehicles which offer opportunities
for rapid growth, with risks of loss;
(4) whilst the larger tranche is typically invested in a unit linked bond, the in-
come producing tranche is given the greater prominence resulting in an unbal-
anced picture of the investment and the risks.

�� �
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Personal pensions and stakeholder pension schemes
Firms promoting personal pension schemes through direct offer financial promo-
tions are reminded of the provisions of COB 5.3.
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1 This annex forms part of COB 3.11.2.

2 Where the left hand column in the table refers to promotion to a category of person,
this means that the invitation or inducement:

(a) is made only to recipients who the firm has taken reasonable steps to establish
are persons in that category; or

(b) is directed at recipients in a way that may reasonably be regarded as designed
to reduce, so far as possible, the risk of participation in the collective invest-
ment scheme by persons who are not in that category;

and see COB 3.5.6 and COB 3.5.7 which amplify this paragraph.

3 A firm may rely on more than one exemption in relation to the same invitation or
inducement.
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Promotion to: Promotion of an unregulated collec-
tive investment scheme which is:

Category 1 person:

(1) a person who is already a participant
in an unregulated collective investment
scheme;

(2) a person who has been, in the last 30
months, a participant in an unregulated
collective investment scheme.

A. that collective investment scheme; or

B. any other collective investment scheme
whose underlying property and risk pro-
file are both ‘substantially similar’ (see
Note 1) to those of that collective invest-
ment scheme; or

C. a collective investment scheme which is
intended to absorb or take over the
assets of that collective investment
scheme; or

D. a collective investment scheme, units in
which are being offered by its operator as
an alternative to cash on the liquidation
of that collective investment scheme.

Category 2 person: Any collective investment scheme

(1) a person

(a) for whom the firm has taken reason-
able steps to ensure that investment in
the collective investment scheme is suit-
able; and
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Promotion of an unregulated collec-
tive investment scheme which is:

Promotion to:

(b) who is an ‘established’ or ‘newly ac-
cepted’ customer of the firm or of a per-
son in the same group as the firm (see
Notes 2 & 3).

Category 3 person: Any such collective investment scheme

a person who is eligible to participate in
a scheme constituted under:

(1)   the Church Funds Investment 
       Measure 1958;

(2)   section 24 of the Charities Act 
        1993; or

(3)   section 25 of the Charities Act 
       (Northern Ireland) 1964.

Category 4 person: 1. A collective investment scheme the in-
strument constituting which:

An eligible employee, that is, a person
who is:

A.  restricts the property of the  scheme,
apart from cash and near cash, to

(1)   an officer,

(2)   an employee,

(3)   a former officer or employee, or

(1)  (where the employer is a company)
shares in and debentures of company or
any other connected company (see Note
4)

(4)   a member of the immediate family
of any of (1)–(3) of an employer which is
(or is in the same group as) the firm, or
which has accepted responsibility for the
activities of the firm in carrying out the
designated investment business in ques-
tion.

(2)  (in any case), any property, provided
that the scheme takes the  form of:

(i)  a limited partnership, under the
terms of which the employer (or con-
nected company) will be the unlimited
partner and the eligible employees will be
some or all of the limited partners; or

(ii) a trust which the firm reasonably be-
lieves not to contain any risk that any
eligible employee may be liable to make
any further payments (other than
charges) for investment transactions
earlier entered into, which the eligible
employee was not aware of at the time he
entered into them; and

B. (in a case falling within A(1) above)
restricts participation in the scheme to
eligible employees, the employer and any
connected company.
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Promotion of an unregulated collec-
tive investment scheme which is:

Promotion to:

2. Any collective investment scheme  pro-
vided that the participation of eligible
employees is to facilitate their co–invest-
ment:

(i) with one or more companies in the
same group as their employer (which
may include the employer) and/or

(ii) with one or more clients of such a
company.

irrespective of whether the eligible em-
ployees co–invest through a company or
a collective investment scheme falling
within A(2)(ii) above or a trust under
which they or a member of their immedi-
ate family is a potential beneficiary.

Category 5 person

A person admitted to membership of the
Society of Lloyd’s or any person by law
entitled or bound to administer his af-
fairs.

A scheme in the form of a limited
partnership which is established for the
sole purpose of underwriting insurance
business at Lloyd’s.

Category 6 person

An exempt person (other than a person
exempted only by section 39 of the Act
(Exemption of appointed representa-
tives)) if the financial promotion relates
to a regulated activity in respect of which
the person is exempt from the general
prohibition.

Any collective investment scheme

Category 7 person

A market counterparty or an intermediate
customer.

Any collective investment scheme

� ����� !���� �� ��� �����

Notes to the table
Note 1.

The property of a collective investment scheme is ’substantially similar’ to that of
another collective investment scheme if in both cases the objective is to invest in the
same one of the following sectors:

(a) on–exchange derivatives or warrants;

(b) on–exchange (or quoted) securities;

(c) the property market (whether in securities of property companies or in property
itself);
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Notes to the table
(d) collectable items of a particular description (such as works of art, antique vehicles,

etc);

(e) artistic productions (such as films, television, opera, theatre or music);

(f) unlisted investments (including unlisted debt securities).
The risk profile of a scheme will be substantially similar to that of another scheme only
if there is such similarity in relation to both liquidity and volatility.
Note 2.

A person is an ’established customer’ of another person if he has been and remains an
actual customer of that person in relation to designated investment business done with or
through that other person.
Note 3.

A person is a ’newly accepted’ customer of a firm if:

a written agreement relating to designated investment business exists between the
customer and the firm (or, if the customer is normally resident outside the United
Kingdom, an oral or written agreement); and

that agreement has been obtained without any contravention of section 238 or 240
of the Act, or of any rule in COB applying to the firm or (as far as the firm is re-
asonably aware) any other authorised person.

Note 4.

A company is ’connected’ with another company if:

(a) They are in the same group; or

(b) one company is entitled either alone or with another company in the same group, to
exercise or control the exercise of a majority of the voting rights attributable to the
share capital, which are exercisable in all circumstances at any general meeting of
the other company or of its holding company.
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Column A Column B
(1) Execution–only transac-

tions
Bringing about any execution–only
transaction (except a transaction in a
contingent liability investment with or
for a private customer).

(2) Direct offer financial
promotion

When a customer enters into a trans-
action as a result of a direct offer fi-
nancial promotion.

(3) Advising during prep-
aration of terms of busi-
ness

Providing advice on investments or in-
formation solely for the purpose of
preparing terms of business or with a
view to providing terms of business or
entering into a client agreement.

(4) Life insurer Effecting a life policy issued or to be
issued by it as principal.

(5) Operator of a collective
investment scheme

Any designated investment business
conducted as part of scheme manage-
ment activity.

(6) Operator of a collective
investment scheme

Any service provided to the trustee or
depositary of the scheme which is not
part of the operator’s scheme manage-
ment activity.

(7) Operator of a collective
investment scheme

The sale or purchase as principal of
units in a scheme.

(8) Trustee or depositary Acting as a trustee of a unit trust or de-
positary of an ICVC.

(9) Operator of investment
trust savings scheme

Bring about a transaction in the
shares of any investment trust that is
the subject of the scheme.

(10) Operator of investment
trust savings scheme

Any designated investment business
conducted as part of its activities as
such.

(11) Supplier of a published
recommendation

The supply of a published recommen-
dation.
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Column BColumn A
(12) Designated investment

business performed
after termination of
terms of business

Designated investment business per-
formed under terms of business that
have terminated, but only for the pur-
poses of fulfilling any obligations still
outstanding under the terms of busi-
ness.

(13) OPS firms who are
trustees of an OPS

Any designated investment business
carried on by an OPS firm as part of
its OPS activity in relation to an oc-
cupational pension scheme of which it
is the trustee.
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General requirements
A firm’s terms of business (including a client agreement) provided to a
customer should, where relevant, include some provision about:

(1) Commencement of the terms of business

When and how the terms of business are to come into force.

(2) Regulator

The fact that the firm is regulated or authorised by the FSA.

(3) Investment objectives

The customer’s investment objectives.

(4) Restrictions

(a) any restrictions on:

(i) the types of designated investment in which the cus-
tomer wishes to invest; and

(ii) the markets on which the customer wishes transactions
to be executed; or

(b) that there are no such restrictions.
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General requirements
(5) Services

The services the firm will provide.

(6) Payments for services

Details of any payment for services payable by the customer to the
firm, including where appropriate:

(a) the basis of calculation;

(b) how it is to be paid and collected;

(c) how frequently it is to be paid;

whether or not any other payment is receivable by the firm (or to
its knowledge by any of its associates) in connection with any
transaction executed by the firm, with or for the customer, in addi-
tion to or in lieu of any fees.

(7) Disclosure of polarisation status

Where the firm is to transact business in packaged products with
private customers, a statement, in accordance with COB 5.1.17R
(Disclosure of polarisation status generally) whether advice on in-
vestments about packaged products will be:

(a) independent; or

(b) restricted to the packaged products of one product provider
or marketing group; or

(c) restricted to the packaged products of one product provider
or marketing group but inclusive of adopted packaged prod-
ucts; or

(d) given for the purposes of managing a portfolio with discre-
tion.

(8) Investment manager

If the firm is to act as an investment manager:

(a) the arrangements for giving instructions to the firm and ac-
knowledging those instructions;

(b) the initial value of the managed portfolio;

(c) the initial composition of the managed portfolio; and

(d) the period of account for which statements of the portfolio
are to be provided in accordance with COB 8.2.4R (Require-
ment for a periodic statement) (where periodic statements are
required).

(9) Accounting

The arrangements for accounting to the customer for any transac-
tion executed on his behalf.
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General requirements
(10) Right to withdraw

In the case of a non–packaged product ISA or PEP, an explanation
of any right to withdraw (see COB 6.7 (Cancellation and with-
drawal)) or, if it is the case, a statement that such rights will not
apply.

(11) Unsolicited real time financial promotions

In the case of a private customer, the circumstances, if any, in
which the firm or its representatives or employees may communi-
cate an unsolicited real time financial promotion to the private cus-
tomer.

(12) Acting as a principal

That the firm may act as principal in a transaction with the cus-
tomer, if this is the case.

(13) Conflict of interest and material interest

When a material interest or conflict of interest may or does arise,
the manner in which the firm will ensure fair treatment of the cus-
tomer as required by COB 7.1.3R (Fair treatment).

(14) Broker fund adviser

If the firm acts as a broker fund adviser for a private customer, a
statement explaining the nature of the firm’s dual role as adviser to
the customer and adviser to the life office or operator in question.

(15) Use of soft commission agreements

If the firm is to be authorised under the terms of business to under-
take transactions with or through the agency of another person
with whom the firm has a soft commission agreement, the prior dis-
closure required by COB 2.2.16R (Prior disclosure).

(16) Customer’s understanding of risk

When a firm chooses to fulfil any of its obligations under COB
5.4.3R (Requirement for risk warnings) in the terms of business in
relation to any of the following:

(a) warrants or derivatives;

(b) non–readily realisable investments;

(c) penny shares;

(d) securities which may be subject to stabilisation;

(e) stock lending activity;

the relevant risk warning.

(17) Unregulated collective investment scheme

That the services to be provided by the firm will or may include
advice on investments relating to, or executing transactions in units
in unregulated collective investment schemes, if this is the case.
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General requirements
(18) Underwriting

That the firm may enter into transactions for the customer, either
generally or subject to specified limitations, when the customer
will incur obligations as an underwriter or sub–underwriter, if this
is the case.

(19) Stock lending

In the case of a private customer, that the firm may undertake stock
lending activity with or for the private customer (if this is the
case), specifying the assets to be lent, the type and value of rel-
evant collateral from the borrower and the method and amount of
payment due to the private customer in respect of the lending.

(20) Right to realise a private customer’s assets

The information required by COB 7.8.3R (Contractual rights to
realise a private customer’s assets), if applicable.

(21) Complaints procedure

How to complain to the firm, and a statement, if relevant, that the
customer may subsequently complain directly to the Financial
Ombudsman Service.

(22) Compensation

If applicable, an explanation of the compensation arrangements
available to customers under the Compensation Scheme if the firm
is unable to meet any of its liabilities, or the availability of an ex-
planation describing those arrangements.

(23) Termination method

How the terms of business may be terminated, including a state-
ment:

(a) that termination will be without prejudice to the completion
of transactions already initiated, if this is the case;

(b) that the customer may terminate the terms of business by
written notice to the firm and when this may take effect;

(c) that if the firm has the right to terminate the terms of busi-
ness, it may do so by notice given to the customer, and spec-
ifying the minimum notice period, if any; and

(d) of any agreed time after which, or any agreed event upon
which, the terms of business will terminate.

(24) Termination consequences

The way in which transactions in progress are to be dealt with
upon termination.

(25) Contracting out of best execution

When the obligation to provide best execution can be and is to be
waived, a statement:

(a) that the firm does not owe a duty of best execution; or
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General requirements
(b) the circumstances in which it does not owe such a duty.

(26) Authorised professional firms

If the firm is an authorised professional firm and may conduct a
non–mainstream regulated activity with or for the customer
(whether with or without any other regulated activity for the same
customer), an explanation, with respect to that activity, of:

(a) how to complain to the firm, where the customer may subse-
quently complain and the mechanisms that operate in respect
of such a subsequent complaint; and

(b) what, if any, compensation arrangements are available to the
customer if the firm is unable to meet any of its liabilities, or
the availability of an explanation describing those arrange-
ments.
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Managing investments on a discretionary basis
Additional contents in respect of discretionary management

In respect of discretionary management, terms of business (including a
client agreement)provided to a customer should, in addition, include some
provision about each of:

(1) Extent of discretion

(a) the extent of the discretion to be exercised by the firm, in-
cluding any restrictions on:

(i) the value of any one investment; and

(ii) the proportion of the portfolio which any one invest-
ment or any particular kind of investment may consti-
tute; or

(b) that there are no such restrictions.

(2) Periodic statements

(a) The frequency of any periodic statements, except when a
periodic statement is not required by COB 8.2.7R (Prompt-
ness, suitable intervals and adequate information); and

(b) whether those statements will include some measure of per-
formance, and if so, what the basis of that measurement will
be.

(3) Valuation

The basis on which assets comprised in the portfolio are to be va-
lued.
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Managing investments on a discretionary basis
(4) Borrowings

That the firm may commit the customer to supplement the funds in
the portfolio, including borrowing on his behalf, if this is the case,
and, if it may:

(a) the circumstances in which the firm may do so;

(b) whether there are any limits on the extent to which the firm
may do so and, if so, what those limits are; and

(c) any circumstances in which such limits may be exceeded.

(5) Underwriting commitments

If it is the case, that the firm may commit the customer to any ob-
ligation to underwrite or sub–underwrite any issue or offer for sale
of securities, and:

(a) whether there are any restrictions on the categories of secu-
rities which may be underwritten and, if so, what these re-
strictions are; and

(b) whether there are any financial limits on the extent of the un-
derwriting and, if so, what these limits are.
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Guidance on the collection of personal and financial informa-
tion about a private customer
1 COB 5.2.5R does not prescribe the method of obtaining sufficient personal

and financial information about a private customer.  A firm may design and
use a process suitable for the market in which it transacts business. This pro-
cess is often described as ”fact–finding” and the document which records the
information is often known as the ”fact–find”.

(a) Information collected from a private customer should, at a minimum
provide an analysis of a customer’s personal and financial circumstances
leading to a clear identification of his needs and priorities so that, com-
bined with attitude to risk, a suitable investment can be recommended.

(b) A customer information record can be electronic or paper based and it
should be readily available and accessible at all times.

(c) There is no requirement under the regulatory system to obtain the pri-
vate customer’s consent in writing to a customer information record.
When a customer is to give consent in writing to an information record,
the request for consent should include a prominent warning advising the
customer to read the information record in full before giving consent.

(d) Firms may send a customer a copy of the information record as proof of
compliance with COB 5.3.14R (Suitability letter).  Further guidance on
the contents of suitability letters is contained in COB 5.3.29G.

Affordability

2 In assessing whether a private customer can afford an investment, due regard
should be given to that customer’s current level of income and expenditure,
and any likely future changes to his income and expenditure.

Friendly society life policies

3 When recommending a friendly society life policy, the premium of which
does not exceed £50 a year or, if the premiums are payable weekly, £1 a
week, the firm should:

(a) obtain details of the private customer’s (and his dependants’) net in-
come and expenditure; and

(b) keep a record of the reasons why the recommended transaction is con-
sidered to be suitable for that individual customer.
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Suitability guidance
A Pension Transfers and Pension Opt–outs

1 When advising a customer who is, or is eligible to be, an active member of
a defined benefit occupational pension scheme whether he should opt out
or transfer, a firm should:

(a) start by assuming it will not be suitable; and

(b) only then consider it to be suitable if it can clearly demonstrate on
the evidence available at the time that it is in the customer’s best in-
terests.

2 When the firm is recommending a customer to transfer or opt out of any
other type of occupational pension scheme, the suitability letter should in-
clude:

(a) a clear explanation why transferring or opting out is more suitable
than remaining in the occupational pension scheme;

(b) a request for the customer to contact the firm immediately should
clarification or further information be needed or if the letter does not
match the customer’s understanding of why the transfer or opt–out
has been recommended;

(c) a statement to the effect that the firm has relied on information sup-
plied by the customer and the occupational pension scheme;

(d) particularly with pension opt–outs, an arithmetical analysis setting
out the financial implications of leaving the scheme;

Pension Opt–outs only

3. When advising on a pension opt–out from an occupational pension scheme,
a firm should:

(a) identify all the rights and benefits available to the customer under the
occupational pension scheme and carefully consider the effect of re-
placing them with the very different benefits of a personal pension;
the following factors should be taken into account relating to the oc-
cupational pension scheme:

(i) spouse’s, dependants’ and children’s pensions;

(ii) early retirement provision, including retirement in ill–health;

(iii) revaluation rates both in deferment and payment, and
whether they are guaranteed or discretionary (and if discre-
tionary, whether likely to continue);

(iv) ancillary benefits (for example, tax–free cash or lump–sum
death benefits);

 -�
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Suitability guidance
(v) transfer club arrangements, where applicable;

(vi) the customer’s contribution and the employer’s contribution;

(vii) benefits on leaving service;

(viii) whether or not eligibility for other benefits, such as perma-
nent health insurance, is dependent on being a member of
the occupational pension scheme;

(ix) the financial security of the occupational pension scheme, by
reference (for example) to the last actuarial statement or the
most recent trustees’ report and accounts; and

(b) take into account the following additional factors:

(i) whether or not the employer would contribute to the per-
sonal pension scheme;

(ii) the charging structure of the personal pension and its impact
on transfer values in the early years;

(iii) subjective factors relating to the customer’s personal circum-
stances such as;

– future career plans and earning prospects (including any
reasonable likelihood of career progression making better
occupational terms available) and intended retirement
date;

– attitude towards earnings–related compared with money–
purchase benefits;

– attitude to financial risk and security;

– a possible wish to make pension arrangements separate
from employment (for example, because the customer is
on a short–term non–renewable employment contract or
does not expect to stay in his current employment for
more than a short period);

– any value the customer attaches to personal control;

– the customer’s cash needs;

(c) if the customer is about to change, or has just changed, employment,
consider the issues in (ii) and (iii) in relation to any scheme of the
new employer for which the customer is eligible now, or will become
eligible in the near future;

(d) if the customer is an active or prospective member of a money–pur-
chase occupational scheme, follow 1– 3 to the extent that the factors
listed are relevant to such schemes taking particular account of differ-
ences in costs and charges.

Pension Transfers only

4. (a) Advising a customer on the suitability of transferring deferred bene-
fits from a defined benefit occupational pension scheme requires de-
tailed consideration of the ceding scheme compared to the individual
pension contract to which the transfer would take place. A process
will be needed which should include procedures:

(i) for gathering ceding scheme information as detailed in (b);
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Suitability guidance
(ii) to assess the customer’s attitude to risk and security; this is

relevant not merely to the choice of contract or fund, but also
(and more fundamentally) to the initial choice between an
occupational pension scheme and an individual pension con-
tract;

(iii) to ascertain the customer’s career aspirations and desired re-
tirement age and to consider what a realistic retirement age
would be, having regard to the size of the transfer value and
the extent to which it can be converted into a stream of in-
come before State pension age;

(iv) to ascertain whether the customer’s new employer (if any)
has arrangements to accept transferred benefits, as if so a
further analysis may be necessary;

(v) enabling the adviser to look at other pension options, if
available;

(vi) for carrying out a transfer value analysis;

(vii) for enabling the customer to receive sufficient, clear in-
formation to make an informed investment decision (see
(iii)).

(b) The following information as a minimum will be needed from the
ceding scheme in respect of the customer:

(i) spouse’s, dependants’ and children’s pensions;

(ii) early retirement provision, including retirement in ill–health;

(iii) transfer value quotation detailing:

– guarantee period;

– pre– and post–  April 1988 Guaranteed Minimum Pen-
sion and Excesses;

– revaluation rates in deferment and payment and whether
they are guaranteed or discretionary and if discretionary
whether they are likely to continue and how far they are
reflected in the transfer value;

– tax–free cash arrangements;

(iv) lump–sum death benefits;

(v) transfer club arrangements, if applicable;

(vi) relevant earnings;

(vii) period of service;

(viii) scheme details (for example benefits, bridging pensions,
guarantee periods, position pre– and post– normal retirement
date, history of discretionary increases);

(ix) whether members’ benefits have been equalised for service
from 17 May 1990;

(x) ill–health benefits;

(xi) a consideration of the scheme’s financial position and
whether the transfer value has been reduced because the
scheme is underfunded.

(c) Relevant items of information about the customer include:
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Suitability guidance
(i) the different risks of personal pension schemes and defined

benefit pension schemes;

(ii) the impact of fluctuations in annuity rates on the size of the
eventual pension;

(iii) the impact of protected rights on the planned retirement
date;

(iv) any changes to the tax–free lump–sum;

(v) any reduction in immediate death benefits;

(vi) the transfer value analysis including an indication of the rate
of growth needed to ensure the investor is no worse off as a
result of any transfer;

(vii) the position and interests of the customer’s spouse and de-
pendants.

(d) (a) – (c) also apply to prospective money–purchase benefits transfers
where appropriate; and additional information concerning the cus-
tomer should be considered, including:

(i) the possibility of incurring early transfer penalties and new
front–end charges;

(ii) how the transfer affects the investment risk;

(iii) how the effects of charges and expenses differ between the
schemes;

(iv) changes to the tax–free cash;

(v) any reduction in immediate death benefits.

B. Personal Pension Schemes and FSAVCs compared to Stakeholder Pension
Schemes

1. A particular feature of the personal pension scheme market is that a poten-
tial investor in a personal pension scheme will always have the option of a
stakeholder pension scheme and may find that equally suitable for his or
her needs.

2. Both independent intermediaries and representatives will need to undertake
the comparison between personal pension schemes and stakeholder pen-
sion schemes and, as required by COB 5.3.16R(3), explain in the suitability
letter why, if they have recommended a personal pension scheme, it is con-
sidered to be at least as suitable.

3. There are some circumstances where a potential investor in an FSAVC will
have the option of a stakeholder pension scheme, in addition to the option
of an in–house AVC.

4. Both independent intermediaries and representatives will need to undertake
a comparison between the three options and explain in the suitability letter
why, if they have recommended an FSAVC, it is considered to be at least as
suitable as a stakeholder pension scheme or the in–house AVC.

5. If a representative without access to a stakeholder pension scheme makes a
comparison with a stakeholder pension scheme, the comparison may be
with a stakeholder pension scheme on the minimum product standards un-
less the representative is or ought to be aware that the customer has access
to a stakeholder pension scheme on more advantageous terms.
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Suitability guidance
6. The guidance in this section of the table applies equally to recommenda-

tions for individual and group personal pensions, even though the latter
may, in accordance with Regulation 22 of the Stakeholder Pension Scheme
Regulations 2000 (SI 2000 No 1403), exempt an employer from having to
designate a stakeholder pension scheme for his employees.

7. Firms are reminded that key features documents for personal pension
schemes should signpost the availability of stakeholder pension schemes,
as set out in COB 6.5.21G(5).

8. Firms promoting a personal pension scheme (including a group personal
pension scheme) to the employees of a particular employer through direct
offer financial promotions are reminded of the provisions of COB 5.3.28R.
Accordingly, firms should take reasonable care to ensure that the personal
pension scheme is likely to be at least as suitable as a stakeholder pension
scheme for the majority of employees to whom the personal pension
scheme is being promoted, and that this is adequately evidenced.

C. Hybrid Products

1. A ‘hybrid product’ is a product which results from combining a package of
products to create one recommended solution.  An example is a ‘back to
back’ contract which takes a lump sum investment and splits it into two
amounts; one part is used to provide income through the purchase of a tem-
porary annuity and the other part is invested in a unit trust or life insurance
bond so that by the end of the annuity term the growth may produce the
return of the original lump sum invested.

2. The requirements for suitability and best investment advice apply to all el-
ements of a hybrid product:

(a) independent intermediaries need to scrutinise ready–made packages
from a single product provider to make sure that each element is
competitive and that a better solution is not available by combining
elements from different providers;

(b) simplicity or administrative convenience is not sufficient reason for
using one provider for all elements.

D. Industrial Assurance Policies

If an industrial assurance policy is recommended to a customer and a com-
parable policy (which is not an industrial assurance policy) is available
which is at least as suitable, the suitability letter should explain clearly the
reasons why the industrial assurance policy is being recommended.

E. Income Withdrawals

When a firm is advising a customer about personal pension fund with-
drawals:

(a) the customer’s personal and financial circumstances should be con-
sidered carefully, in particular:

(i) the customer’s investment objectives, need for tax–free cash
and state of health;

(ii) current and future income requirements, existing pension
assets and the relative importance of the plan, given the cus-
tomer’s financial circumstances;
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Suitability guidance
(iii) the customer’s attitude to risk, ensuring that any discrepancy

between his attitude to risk relating to pension fund with-
drawals and that in relation to other investments is clearly ex-
plained;

(b) the suitability letter should explain:

(i) the purpose of the contract for the customer;

(ii) the relative importance of the contract, given the customer’s
financial circumstances;

(iii) the customer’s attitude to risk; and

(iv) the risk factors involved in entering into a pension fund
withdrawal, which are:

– taking withdrawals may erode the capital value of the
fund, especially if investment returns are poor and a high
level of income is taken; this could result in a lower in-
come when the annuity is eventually purchased;

– the investment returns may be less than those shown in
the illustrations;

– annuity rates may be at a worse level when annuity pur-
chase takes place;

– when maximum withdrawals are to be taken, high income
withdrawals may not be sustainable during the deferral
period.

F. ISA or PEP Transfers

When a firm is advising a customer on whether to transfer existing ISA or
PEP holdings, COB 5.2 (Know your customer) and COB 5.3 (Suitability)
apply.  All the advantages and disadvantages of transferring should be con-
sidered. In particular the following information (which is not exhaustive)
should be considered and provided to the customer, usually as part of the
suitability letter, before the transfer takes place:

(a) exit charges and any other costs associated with the transfer;

(b) initial start–up charges;

(c) transaction details (that is, whether holdings are liquidated or trans-
ferred intact, as permitted by the terms and conditions);

(d) possibility (and likely effects) of shortfall, following cancellation;

(e) potential for loss of income or growth, following a rise in markets,
while the ISA transfer or PEP transfer remains pending.

G. Contracting out of SERPS

When a firm is advising a customer on whether to contract out of SERPS in
favour of an appropriate personal pension or contracted–out money–pur-
chase scheme (‘COMP’):

(a) advisers should give careful consideration to:

(i) the range of pivotal ages outside which it will generally be in
the best interests of customers to remain in SERPS;

(ii) the level of earnings below which it may not be in a new
customer’s interests to contract out;

(iii) the minimum length of time for which a customer may bene-
fit from being contracted out;
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Suitability guidance
(b) factors to be taken into account when making this assessment in-

clude:

(i) customer’s age and sex;

(ii) State pension age for females (where different from males);

(iii) customer’s level and stability of earnings and tax position;

(iv) customer’s career prospects (including the likely period for
remaining contracted–out);

(v) customer’s existing pension provision or opportunity to par-
ticipate in an occupational pension scheme;

(vi) potential loss of rights compared to SERPS benefits;

(vii) terms of the personal pension scheme or contracted out
money–purchase scheme with particular reference to the
level of charges;

(viii) customer’s attitude to risk.

(c) The suitability letter should clearly explain any risks in contracting
out.
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Guidance on the contents of suitability letters
Introduction

1. COB 5.3.14R requires a written explanation of a recommendation relating
to a product to be provided to a private customer.  This is commonly re-
ferred to as ‘the suitability letter’ although it does not need to take the form
of a letter, for example it might form part of:

(a) a financial report to the customer (provided that it is prominent); or

(b) a fact find document (a copy of the whole fact find or just the recom-
mendation section could be given to the customer); if a copy of the
fact find or the recommendation section is sent, the copy should be
of sufficient quality to be clearly legible.

2. A suitability letter, to be successful, should explain simply and clearly why
the recommendation is viewed as suitable having regard to the customer’s:

(a) personal and financial circumstances;

(b) needs and priorities identified through the fact finding process;

(c) attitude to risk in the area of need to which the recommendation re-
lates.

When a suitability letter is needed

3. COB 5.3.14R sets out the occasions when a suitability letter is required.
COB 5.3.19R sets out the exceptions to this rule.  A letter is required in all
cases where pension transfers or pension opt–outs are recommended.

Style and presentation

4. The style and presentation of a suitability letter is left for firms to decide so
that they can design a document which works best for the market in which
they transact business. A suitability letter is more likely to be effective if it
demonstrates these features:

 -�
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Guidance on the contents of suitability letters
(a) personalisation – the more personalised the suitability letter, the

more effective it is likely to be;

(b) simplicity and plain English – when technical terms need to be incor-
porated, they should be explained if the customer is unlikely to un-
derstand their meaning;

(c) concise and clear messages – lengthy explanations in extensive
letters are likely to reduce the effectiveness of the letter with the cus-
tomer disinclined to read it properly.

5. Ideally each suitability letter will be different, reflecting the approach of
the adviser, the customer’s profile, subjects discussed and the consider-
ations on which the advice was based.  Some firms may wish to introduce a
degree of standardisation to suitability letter production to aid quality con-
trol.  When using a standardised approach the firm should take the follow-
ing into account:

(a) standard paragraphs are best limited to the description of the most
common needs and the products which will satisfy those needs;

(b) the firm should clearly link the customer’s own needs, priorities and
attitude to risk  to the product recommended rather than just setting
out stock motives that may apply to all customers;

(c) tick box, pre–printed forms should rarely be used, and when they are
it should only be in the simplest and most straightforward advice
situations.

Content

6. A firm should take the following into account when constructing a suitabil-
ity letter:

(a) the letter should explain why the customer’s needs, priorities, attitude
to risk and financial situation all combine to make the recommended
product suitable for the customer.  It should not merely state what
product is being recommended with no link to the customer’s per-
sonal circumstances;

(b) other needs discussed during the factfind process which the customer
does not wish to consider do not need to be included in the suitabil-
ity letter (although they should be recorded in the factfind); they
should be included if they assist in demonstrating why the product
recommended is considered suitable;

(c) alternative products which were recommended but rejected by the
customer should be mentioned;

(d) only the available options under a contract which have been recom-
mended, whether accepted or rejected, need be mentioned in the
letter;

(e) independent intermediaries should include (the list is not exhaustive)
why a particular product provider has been recommended; reasons
may include product features not available elsewhere, price, service
levels, performance track record, investment prospects, medical evi-
dence terms, reputation and financial strength.

Signing
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Guidance on the contents of suitability letters
7. Each suitability letter should be signed by a person authorised by the firm

to advise on the type of product which is being recommended.  Ideally this
will be the adviser who gave the particular advice but, if not, both the sig-
natory and the adviser should accept responsibility for the letter and the
recommendation.

Timing of suitability letters

8. Suitability letters should be issued to customers at the time that the recom-
mendation is made or as soon as possible afterwards, to allow as much time
as possible for the customer to consider the recommendation before any
cancellation period ends.  In any event the letter should be issued no later
than the issue of the cancellation notice or, in situations where no cancella-
tion notice will be issued, for example in the case of personal pension in-
come withdrawals, before the transaction is put into effect.
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Written communications
1. Any written communication, including stationery, business cards

or other business documentation published by the firm, or used by
its employees, agents, representatives, financial advisers or intro-
ducers, should include:

(a) the name, business address and telephone number of the firm
or of the branch or office of the firm from which the com-
munication originates;

(b) the name of the firm’s marketing group (if any);

(c) the name and status or relationship with the firm, of the indi-
vidual from whom the communication originates;

(d) a statement that the firm is regulated by or authorised by the
Financial Services Authority;

(e) in the case of a provider firm:

(i) a statement that the individual using the communica-
tion is the representative of, or represents only, the firm
or its marketing group; and

(ii) a brief description, except in the case of business cards,
of the packaged products and services provided by the
firm or by members of its marketing group including
any adopted packaged products which the firm or any
member of the marketing group has adopted;

(f) if the communication is by or relates to an introducer, a
statement of the introducer’s capacity

2. In the case of a provider firm, when the firm’s representative  first
meets a private customer, the customer should be given the fol-
lowing particulars in writing, which may be in the form of a busi-
ness card, either before progressing beyond the social prelimi-
naries or as soon as reasonably practicable after a telephone con-
versation has ended:

(a) the name, address and telephone number of the representa-
tive;

(b) the name, business address and telephone number of the
firm’s branch or office to which the representative reports;

(c) the name of the firm’s marketing group (if any);
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Written communications
(d) a statement that the firm is regulated by or authorised by the

Financial Services Authority; and

(e) where relevant a statement that the appointed representative
or marketing group associate represents only the specified
firm or marketing group together (except in the case of a
business card) with a brief description of the packaged prod-
ucts and services provided by that firm or marketing group,
indicating which of those he is appointed to sell.
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Calculating remuneration
COB 5.7.8E applies only to a firm which is a provider firm.  This table sets
out the basis on which the firm should determine the value of cash pay-
ments, benefits and services to be disclosed as remuneration under COB
5.7.5R.  Benefits and services, as set out in parts B and C below, need be
included only where their value is such that they could not be provided to
an independent intermediary as an indirect benefit under COB 2.2.6G
(Packaged products – guidance on indirect benefits) and COB 2.2.7G
(Reasonable indirect benefits – joint marketing exercises).

Part A:  Cash payments

1. These cover all payments by a firm to a representative in relation to a
transaction in a packaged product, including:

(a) payments to any employee or representative of the firm in re-
spect of the transaction (for example, a manager’s override),
including any payments from the firm to introducers;

(b) bonus payments made for the achievement of certain sales
targets;

(c) that element of any payment made in relation to other business
which may be considered to result directly or indirectly from
the transaction; for example, any extra element of remuner-
ation payable on the sale of a mortgage which is to be repaid
through an investment in a packaged product;

(d) payments resulting directly from business written in previous
years (for example, renewal remuneration), which are condi-
tional on the completion of minimum amounts of new busi-
ness;

(e) payments made by an  associate of the firm to an associate of
the representative;

(f) salaries and other payments which do not relate directly to any
one transaction, provided they are treated similarly to ‘bene-
fits’ and ‘services’ (see paragraph 11).

2. In determining the amounts to be included in the calculation, a firm
should have regard to the following:

(a) When the precise rate of remuneration is not known in advance
(for example, if retrospective volume overrides apply), the firm
should estimate the rate likely to apply to the representative in
question.  This could, for example, be based on an average rate
applicable to particular groupings of representatives or on a
best estimate for each representative.  It should never be below
any minimum rate applicable to that representative or sale.

(b) When payments are credited to an ’account’ from which peri-
odic withdrawals may be made, the amount included should be
that credited to the account whether or not the recipient intends
to withdraw it immediately.  If a representative is able to ’over-
draw’ an account, all amounts to be credited in respect of a
transaction, up to any ’borrowing limit’, should be included as
if they were credited at the time the transaction was effected.
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Calculating remuneration
(c) When a payment is made before the firm receives the premium

or the investment monies to which it relates (for example, in-
demnity remuneration), it should be included as being received
at the time of payment.  If the adviser or the provider firm
wishes to explain this arrangement to the customer, he is free to
do so, provided this does not detract from the required disclos-
ure.

(d) When the firm arranges for a lump sum to be paid to a repre-
sentative through a third party, in exchange for the income
stream to which the representative is entitled (for example, a
factoring arrangement), the lump sum should be included as if
it were a payment from the firm.

(e) When a firm provides, or arranges for a third party to provide,
a loan to a representative, on the security of, or in the expecta-
tion of, future payments from the firm, the amounts to be in-
cluded are the payments to the representative on which the
provision of the loan is based, as if they were received at the
time the transaction was effected, irrespective of their actual
timing.

(f) When an agent is employed and remunerated by the firm’s ap-
pointed representative, the payments to be included should be
those made by the firm to the appointed representative, not
those made by the appointed representative to its own em-
ployee.

Part B:  Benefits

3. These include the cost to the firm of all non–monetary benefits pro-
vided by it to a representative.  These benefits include any item that
could be considered as a benefit or expense under the Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988 (ICTA).  A benefit should be included
whether or not the representative is liable to income tax on it and
whether it is chargeable to tax.

4. The type of benefits covered by paragraph 3 include the use of a car,
attendance at conferences, subsidised loans, contributions to pension
schemes, national insurance contributions, the value of any voucher
outside the ICTA definition of benefit or expense, and the value of
share options (taking into account any discount on issue and assum-
ing that the shares in question grow at a reasonable rate in line with
other investments).

Part C:  Services
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Calculating remuneration
5. These include benefits which could not be provided to an indepen-

dent intermediary as an indirect benefit (under COB 2.2.3R (Prohib-
ition of inducements) and COB 2.2.6G (Packaged products – guid-
ance on indirect benefits)), and which the intermediary would there-
fore have to fund out of its disclosable commission.  It is not necess-
ary for a firm actually to provide services to an independent inter-
mediary for it to be able to apply this criterion in relation to its em-
ployees or agents.

6. The following services should be included:

(a) office accommodation and equipment, including telephone,
photocopying and fax;

(b) loans where a commercial rate of interest is not charged, in-
cluding remuneration advances overdue for repayment;

(c) general stationery and mailing or distribution costs;

(d) computer hardware and software (except software which spe-
cifically relates to the firm’s packaged products, such as soft-
ware used in supporting the pensions review process or for pro-
ducing illustrations, projections and product information);

(e) clerical and administrative support (except support given in
relation to the pensions review process);

(f) business insurance cover, including professional indemnity and
fidelity guarantee;

(g) recruitment;

(h) compliance monitoring;

(i) customer services;

(j) business planning services;

(k) line management.

7. To put a value on these services, the following costs should be in-
cluded:

(a) all overheads attributable to a particular cost item (for
example, the cost of a compliance official);

(b) salary costs pro rata where individuals are only engaged part–
time on relevant business;

(c) rent and associated premises costs at an appropriately reduced
rate where the premises are also used for other business acti-
vities;

(d) only that proportion of the cost of lead generation promotions
attributable to the generation of relevant business (but includ-
ing the placing of any financial promotion, and its mailing or
provision of access to third party customers);

(e) only the marginal additional compliance costs of ensuring that
representatives and their support and training material comply
with relevant rules;
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Calculating remuneration
(f) the commercial value of a service which is the use of an asset

owned by the firm (for example in the case of a property, its
full market rent);

(g) in respect of appointed representatives, the costs of any promo-
tion in a newspaper or elsewhere and the provision of represen-
tative–specific literature in connection with a direct offer finan-
cial promotion;

(h) in respect of marketing group associates and connected ap-
pointed representatives, where the name of the company is in-
cluded in the direct offer financial promotion, the costs of any
promotion in a newspaper or elsewhere and the provision of
representative–specific literature in connection with a direct
offer financial promotion.

8. The following costs should be excluded:

(a) any contributions made by a representative  out of his own re-
sources;

(b) the cost of corporate awareness advertising;

(c) training costs;

(d) underwriting, policy administration and claims handling costs;

(e) costs of developing and maintaining computer systems for the
provision of projections of benefits, customer–specific key fea-
tures documents or other product information;

(f) costs of compensating customers;

(g) the costs of head office and branch level management and sup-
port, other than payments to managers falling under Part 1, for
representatives, where these services could also be provided to
an independent intermediary, for example, broker branches and
’inspectors’;

(h) ’collecting remuneration’ payable in respect of industrial as-
surance policies or by friendly societies, provided that the
amounts excluded do not exceed the genuine costs of premium
collection; comparison with the remuneration payable to col-
lectors who are not representatives or with the renewal remun-
eration payable on ordinary branch business may provide a
guide.

Part D:  Calculation methodology actuarial advice

9. A long–term insurer or friendly society should take the advice of its
appointed actuary (or if does not have one, an actuary) in determin-
ing the costs of benefits and services to be included and their appor-
tionment over individual packaged product transactions.  Where the
firm does not follow its actuary’s advice, it should notify the FSA,
giving the reasons for that decision and the alternative assumptions it
plans to use.

Remuneration scale
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Calculating remuneration
10. When an identical remuneration scale applies to all representatives

(although they might earn differing percentages of it), the same aver-
age amount of remuneration (and the value of other benefits and ser-
vices) in respect of identical transactions may be disclosed, regard-
less of the percentage of the scale paid to each individual representa-
tive.  Averaging may be used for representatives on the same scale
and employees of marketing group associates, but not appointed
representatives.

Salary and other non–volume or sales related payments

11. When a representative receives a salary, or other payment unrelated
to volume or sales:

(a) this should be amalgamated with the cost of benefits and ser-
vices; and

(b) the total costs should be apportioned over individual transac-
tions in a way that reflects the value of the contract to the firm
or to the firm’s marketing group.

Payments to associates

12. Where a firm pays remuneration to a marketing group associate, or
an appointed representative which is an associate of the firm, it
should ensure that the calculation of the sum to be disclosed is the
higher of:

(a) all payments, benefits and services provided to its representa-
tives, from whatever source, plus an additional allowance for
profit of 15% – unless the firm can demonstrate that another
figure (higher or lower) is more appropriate; and

(b) the remuneration actually paid by the firm, plus the value of
services provided.

1+8+�8 ��!�� ����	�����	 �	� ����

�	 ��
��
��� 
������	�
, �	��	� �	�
/���	)+
�(�
 ��!�� ���
 ���� � � ��� 1+8+��+

Remuneration and commission disclosure statements: con-
tent and wording
A firm may wish to follow the guidance on content and wording in this table
when drawing up its written statement of remuneration or commission under
COB 5.7.5R.

Degree of accuracy

1. To help the customer understand, the firm may round large amounts of
commission or remuneration to three significant figures (that is, where the
leading three figures are sufficient to convey the magnitude of the result,
for example £122 instead of £122.35).

Sample wordings

2. Examples of appropriate remuneration or  commission disclosure word-
ings, for:

 -�
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Remuneration and commission disclosure statements: con-
tent and wording

(a) independent intermediaries and other intermediaries (in a direct offer
financial promotion or post–sale information): ”For arranging this
policy/contract XYZ Ltd will pay commission to IFA Ltd £…”

(b) representatives employed by an appointed representative: ”For ar-
ranging this policy/contract XYZ Ltd will pay remuneration and pro-
vide services to AR Ltd worth £…”

(c) representatives employed by an appointed representative (at the
point of sale or in a direct offer financial promotion): ”For arranging
this policy/contract AR Ltd expects to receive remuneration and ser-
vices from XYZ Ltd worth £…”

(d) representatives employed directly by the firm (including self–
employed sole trader appointed representatives):

(i) ”for arranging this policy/contract I expect to receive remuner-
ation and services from XYZ Ltd worth £…”;

(ii) an acceptable post sale alternative might be: ”For arranging
this policy XYZ Ltd has provided remuneration and services
to your adviser worth £…”;

this type of approach would be suitable either to a salaried or com-
missioned representative.

3. The description of the monetary amount (just shown as ‘£…’) in the
examples in paragraph 2 will vary according to the incidence and basis of
remuneration or commission.  Examples of some common cases are:

(a) indemnified payments (on a monthly payment contract): ”£X im-
mediately and £Y each month from the Nth month to the end of the
term”

(b) level basis (on an annual payment whole life contract): ”£X each
year”; but in the case of a sale by any representative, the provision of
benefits and services would probably require instead a statement in
the form:  ”£X immediately and £Y each year thereafter”.

(c) fund related basis:

(i) using the same rate of growth and the same periods as those in
the key features, the example will normally show the commis-
sion or remuneration in the first year in which it is paid and
the tenth year; or

(ii) for an investment of £P, ”For arranging this policy, XYZ Ltd
will pay commission to IFA Ltd of £X, and half a percent of
the fund value each year.  For example, if your fund was worth
£P, we would pay £X per year: if it was worth £2xP, we would
pay £Z per year.  Commission is paid every six months”.

(d) increasing payment basis: ”£X immediately and a variable amount in
each year thereafter, being, for example, £Y in the second year and
increasing to £Z by the final year”.
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This notice is provided to you, as a private customer, in compliance with the rules of the
Financial Services Authority (FSA).  Private customers are afforded greater protections
under these rules than other customers are and you should ensure that your firm tells you
what this will mean to you.  This notice cannot disclose all the risks and other significant
aspects of warrants* and/or derivative* products such as futures*, options*, and contracts
for differences* (* delete as appropriate).  You should not deal in these products unless
you understand their nature and the extent of your exposure to risk.  You should also be
satisfied that the product is suitable for you in the light of your circumstances and finan-
cial position.  Certain strategies, such as a ‘spread’ position or a ‘straddle’, may be as
risky as a simple ‘long’ or ‘short’ position.
Although warrants and/or derivative instruments can be utilised for the management of
investment risk, some of these products are unsuitable for many investors.  Different in-
struments involve different levels of exposure to risk and in deciding whether to trade in
such instruments you should be aware of the following points.  (Include or delete as ap-
propriate).
1. Warrants
A warrant is a time–limited right to subscribe for shares, debentures, loan stock or gov-
ernment securities and is exercisable against the original issuer of the underlying secu-
rities.  A relatively small movement in the price of the underlying security results in a
disproportionately large movement, unfavourable or favourable, in the price of the war-
rant.  The prices of warrants can therefore be volatile.
It is essential for anyone who is considering purchasing warrants to understand that the
right to subscribe which a warrant confers is invariably limited in time with the conse-
quence that if the investor fails to exercise this right within the predetermined time–scale
then the investment becomes worthless.
You should not buy a warrant unless you are prepared to sustain a total loss of the money
you have invested plus any commission or other transaction charges.
Some other instruments are also called warrants but are actually options (for example, a
right to acquire securities which is exercisable against someone other than the original
issuer of the securities, often called a ‘covered warrant’).
2. Off–exchange warrant transactions

Transactions in off–exchange warrants may involve greater risk than dealing in exchange
traded warrants because there is no exchange market through which to liquidate your
position, or to assess the value of the warrant or the exposure to risk.  Bid and offer prices
need not be quoted, and even where they are, they will be established by dealers in these
instruments and consequently it may be difficult to establish what is a fair price.
Your firm must make it clear to you if you are entering into an off–exchange transaction
and advise you of any risks involved.
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3. Futures

Transactions in futures involve the obligation to make, or to take, delivery of the underly-
ing asset of the contract at a future date, or in some cases to settle the position with cash.
They carry a high degree of risk.  The ‘gearing’ or ‘leverage’ often obtainable in futures
trading means that a small deposit or down payment can lead to large losses as well as
gains.  It also means that a relatively small movement can lead to a proportionately much
larger movement in the value of your investment, and this can work against you as well
as for you.  Futures transactions have a contingent liability, and you should be aware of
the implications of this, in particular the margining requirements, which are set out in
paragraph 8.
4. Options

There are many different types of options with different characteristics subject to the fol-
lowing conditions.
Buying options:
Buying options involves less risk than selling options because, if the price of the underly-
ing asset moves against you, you can simply allow the option to lapse. The maximum
loss is limited to the premium, plus any commission or other transaction charges.  How-
ever, if you buy a call option on a futures contract and you later exercise the option, you
will acquire the future.  This will expose you to the risks described under ‘futures’ and
‘contingent liability investment transactions’.
Writing options:
If you write an option, the risk involved is considerably greater than buying options.  You
may be liable for margin to maintain your position and a loss may be sustained well in
excess of the premium received.  By writing an option, you accept a legal obligation to
purchase or sell the underlying asset if the option is exercised against you, however far
the market price has moved away from the exercise price.  If you already own the un-
derlying asset which you have contracted to sell (when the options will be known as
‘covered call options’) the risk is reduced.  If you do not own the underlying asset (‘un-
covered call options’) the risk can be unlimited.  Only experienced persons should con-
template writing uncovered options, and then only after securing full details of the appli-
cable conditions and potential risk exposure.
Traditional options:

Certain London Stock Exchange member firms under special exchange rules write a par-
ticular type of option called a ‘traditional option’.  These may involve greater risk than
other options.  Two–way prices are not usually quoted and there is no exchange market
on which to close out an open position or to effect an equal and opposite transaction to
reverse an open position.  It may be difficult to assess its value or for the seller of such an
option to manage his exposure to risk.
Certain options markets operate on a margined basis, under which buyers do not pay the
full premium on their option at the time they purchase it.  In this situation you may
subsequently be called upon to pay margin on the option up to the level of your premium.
If you fail to do so as required, your position may be closed or liquidated in the same way
as a futures position.
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5. Contracts for differences

Futures and options contracts can also be referred to as contracts for differences.  These
can be options and futures on the FTSE 100 index or any other index, as well as currency
and interest rate swaps.  However, unlike other futures and options, these contracts can
only be settled in cash.  Investing in a contract for differences carries the same risks as
investing in a future or an option and you should be aware of these as set out in para-
graphs 3 and 4 respectively.  Transactions in contracts for differences may also have a
contingent liability and you should be aware of the implications of this as set out in para-
graph 8.
6. Off–exchange transactions in derivatives

It may not always be apparent whether or not a particular derivative is arranged on ex-
change or in an off–exchange derivative transaction.  Your firm must make it clear to you
if you are entering into an off–exchange derivative transaction.
While some off–exchange markets are highly liquid, transactions in off–exchange or ‘non
transferable’ derivatives may involve greater risk than investing in on–exchange deriva-
tives because there is no exchange market on which to close out an open position. It may
be impossible to liquidate an existing position, to assess the value of the position arising
from an off–exchange transaction or to assess the exposure to risk.  Bid prices and offer
prices need not be quoted, and, even where they are, they will be established by dealers in
these instruments and consequently it may be difficult to establish what is a fair price.
7. Foreign markets

Foreign markets will involve different risks from the UK markets.  In some cases the
risks will be greater.  On request, your firm must provide an explanation of the relevant
risks and protections (if any) which will operate in any foreign markets, including the ex-
tent to which it will accept liability for any default of a foreign firm through whom it
deals.  The potential for profit or loss from transactions on foreign markets or in foreign
denominated contracts will be affected by fluctuations in foreign exchange rates.
8. Contingent liability investment transactions

Contingent liability investment transactions, which are margined, require you to make a
series of payments against the purchase price, instead of paying the whole purchase price
immediately.
If you trade in futures contracts for differences or sell options, you may sustain a total
loss of the margin you deposit with your firm to establish or maintain a position.  If the
market moves against you, you may be called upon to pay substantial additional margin
at short notice to maintain the position.  If you fail to do so within the time required, your
position may be liquidated at a loss and you will be responsible for the resulting deficit.
Even if a transaction is not margined, it may still carry an obligation to make further pay-
ments in certain circumstances over and above any amount paid when you entered the
contract.
Save as specifically provided by the FSA, your firm may only carry out margined or con-
tingent liability transactions with or for you if they are traded on or under the rules of a
recognised or designated investment exchange.  Contingent liability investment transac-
tions which are not so traded may expose you to substantially greater risks.
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9. Limited liability transactions

Before entering into a limited liability transaction, you should obtain from your firm or
the firm with whom you are dealing a formal written statement confirming that the extent
of your loss liability on each transaction will be limited to an amount agreed by you be-
fore you enter into the transaction.
 The amount you can lose in limited liability transactions will be less than in other mar-
gined transactions, which have no predetermined loss limit. Nevertheless, even though
the extent of loss will be subject to the agreed limit, you may sustain the loss in a rela-
tively short time.  Your loss may be limited, but the risk of sustaining a total loss to the
amount agreed is substantial.
10. Collateral

If you deposit collateral as security with your firm, the way in which it will be treated
will vary according to the type of transaction and where it is traded.  There could be sig-
nificant differences in the treatment of your collateral, depending on whether you are
trading on a recognised or designated investment exchange, with the rules of that ex-
change (and the associated clearing house) applying, or trading off–exchange.  Deposited
collateral may lose its identity as your property once dealings on your behalf are under-
taken.  Even if your dealings should ultimately prove profitable, you may not get back
the same assets which you deposited, and may have to accept payment in cash. You
should ascertain from your firm how your collateral will be dealt with.
11. Commissions

Before you begin to trade, you should obtain details of all commissions and other charges
for which you will be liable.  If any charges are not expressed in money terms (but, for
example, as a percentage of contract value), you should obtain a clear and written ex-
planation, including appropriate examples, to establish what such charges are likely to
mean in specific money terms.  In the case of futures, when commission is charged as a
percentage, it will normally be as a percentage of the total contract value, and not simply
as a percentage of your initial payment.
12. Suspensions of trading

Under certain trading conditions it may be difficult or impossible to liquidate a position.
This may occur, for example, at times of rapid price movement if the price rises or falls
in one trading session to such an extent that under the rules of the relevant exchange trad-
ing is suspended or restricted.  Placing a stop–loss order will not necessarily limit your
losses to the intended amounts, because market conditions may make it impossible to ex-
ecute such an order at the stipulated price.
13. Clearing house protections

On many exchanges, the performance of a transaction by your firm (or third party with
whom he is dealing on your behalf) is ‘guaranteed’ by the exchange or clearing house.
However, this guarantee is unlikely in most circumstances to cover you, the customer,
and may not protect you if your firm or another party defaults on its obligations to you.
On request, your firm must explain and any protection provided to you under the clearing
guarantee applicable to any on–exchange derivatives in which you are dealing.  There is
no clearing house for traditional options, nor normally for off–exchange instruments
which are not traded under the rules of a recognised or designated investment exchange.
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14. Insolvency

Your firm’s insolvency or default, or that of any other brokers involved with your trans-
action, may lead to positions being liquidated or closed out without your consent.  In cer-
tain circumstances, you may not get back the actual assets which you lodged as collateral
and you may have to accept any available payments in cash.  On request, your firm must
provide an explanation of the extent to which it will accept liability for any insolvency
of, or default by, other firms involved with your transactions.

[name of firm]
[on duplicate for signature by private customer]
I/We have read and understood the risk warning set out above.
Date
[Signature of the customer]
[Signature of joint account holder]
Note to firms
Paragraphs 1–10 may be deleted when they relate to particular kinds of business which
will not be carried out with or for the customer.
Paragraphs 11–14 are mandatory and may not be deleted.
This notice may be incorporated as part of a two–way customer agreement, but the cus-
tomer must sign separately that he has read and understood the risk warnings.
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This statement complies with the rules of the Financial Services Authority (FSA)

[Name of Firm] or its representatives may, from time to time, recommend transactions in secu-
rities to you, or carry out such transactions on your behalf, where the price may have been in-
fluenced by measures taken to stabilise it.
You should read the explanation below carefully.  This is designed to help you judge
whether you wish your funds to be invested at all in such securities and, if you do,
whether you wish:
(1) to be consulted before [Name of Firm] carries out any such transaction on your be-

half; or
(2) to authorise [Name of Firm] to carry out any such transaction on your behalf without

first having to consult you.

What is stabilisation?
Stabilisation enables the market price of a security to be maintained artificially during
the period when a new issue of securities is sold to the public.  Stabilisation may affect
not only the price of the new issue but also the price of other securities relating to it.
The FSA allows stabilisation in order to help counter the fact that, when a new issue
comes onto the market for the first time, the price can sometimes drop for a time before
buyers are found.
Stabilisation is being carried out by a ’stabilisation manager’ (normally the firm chiefly
responsible for bringing a new issue to market).  As long as the stabilising manager fol-
lows a strict set of rules, he is entitled to buy back securities that were previously sold to
investors or allotted to institutions which have decided not to keep them.  The effect of
this may be to keep the price at a higher level than it would otherwise be during the
period of stabilisation.

The Stabilisation Rules:
(1) limit the period when a stabilising manager may stabilise a new issue;
(2) fix the price at which he may stabilise (in the case of shares and warrants but not

bonds); and
(3) require him to disclose that he may be stabilising but not that he is actually doing so.
The fact that a new issue or a related security is being stabilised should not be taken as
any indication of the level of interest from investors, nor of the price at which they are
prepared to buy the securities.
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Title COB 6.5.12R

Nature of life policy or scheme or
stakeholder pension scheme

COB 6.5.13R – COB 6.5.14G

An example COB 6.5.15R – COB 6.5.19R

Description of the life policy or scheme
or stakeholder pension scheme

COB 6.5.20R

Tables: Life policies COB 6.5.23 – COB 6.5.26R
Schemes COB 6.5.30 – COB 6.5.32R

Deductions
summary:

Life policies

Schemes

COB 6.5.27 – COB 6.5.29R

 COB 6.5.33 – COB 6.5.36G

Commission and remuneration COB 6.5.38R – COB 6.5.39G

Further information COB 6.5.40R
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������	) ���
 ���� � �.� �	*�
���	� 
�����)%;

,9- *�������%0 �	 ���������� /��. ��)��� � !��!�� ���������& �
�� 
��. �
 ������
�
�
�� ��� ������ �!��� �	� )������ �!��� �	� �.� ���� �.�� �.� �
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��	��
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 ���� !� �������;
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 /��. �	*�
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� � 
����	��� ��).� !� ����%�� ����	) � ����� /.�	 �.�
������% �
 	� ������% 
����!��0 �	� �.�� ������% *������	 �
 � ������ �
=��)���	� !% � *�����;
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 �
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���	� �	
�5��	��% �������;

,��- �.� ���� �.�� �.��� �
 	 )����	��� �.�� � ���� �����& 
��. �
 �	 ����)����
�
�����  �
�� � ����% �	 �	����
��	�% ���)�)� /��� ������ 
�������	� ��	�

�� �.� �	� � �.� ���)�)� ���� �	� �.�� �.� ���	� �.� �	*�
�� /��� .�*� �
�	��	�� � ��% ��% 	��� � �	����
� � ��.��*� ����%��	� � �.� ��	;

,��- �.� ���� �.�� /��. ���
	�� ��	
�	
 �.��� ��% !� ��	�����
 �� �.� �������
�
�����  ��"�
 �.� !�	����
 !���� �.� 
����� ��������	� ����;
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 � �
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 ��!�� !��	)
 � � ��� 6+1+��

The early years
WARNING – if you cash in during the early years you could get back
less than you have paid in.
The last two columns assume that investments will grow at [insert the
intermediate rate appropriate to the type of life policy set out in COB
6.6.50R] a year.

At end of
year

Total paid
in to date

[Total actual
deductions to
date]

Effect of de-
ductions to
date

What you
might get
back

£ £ £ £
1

2
3

4

5
The later years

Notes:

The column headed ’Total actual deductions to date’ is optional.  If
included, it must follow the requirements in COB 6.5.23R – COB
6.5.29R.  In the case of a Holloway sickness policy, an indication of the
total cost of risk benefits expressed as a figure in £s may be given by
way of a footnote to the column headed ’Effect of deductions to date’.
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6+1+�� ��!�� �(�
 ��!�� !��	)
 � � ��� 6+1+�&

How will charges and expenses affect my investment?
[Give an indication of the nature and amount or rate of the charges
and expenses which the private customer will or may bear, including
any relevant proportion of scheme charges deducted directly from the
fund or not directly attributed to the account of the private customer.
In describing the nature of charges state how the charges will be
made, in particular whether they will be taken from capital or in-
come.  Include a statement that dealing costs are not included.]
[Give a statement that there is a buying price and a selling price (if
that is the case) and that the difference between them is called the
’spread’, and an indication of where up–to–date information may be
obtained on these prices.]
Their effect on an investment of £_____ assuming growth of [insert
the intermediate rate appropriate to the type of scheme set out in
COB 6.6.49R)] a year, is set out below
[Where (except as described in COB 6.5.15R(2)) a projection is not a
requirement, include a statement that the figures are not guaranteed
and serve only to demonstrate the effect of charges and expenses on
an investment.]

At end
of year

Investment
to Date

Effect of deduc-
tions to date

What you might get back
[at the appropriate inter-
mediate rate]

£ £ £
1

3

5
10
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Third Life Directive – ’information for policyholders’
Information about the assurance
undertaking

Information about the commit-
ment

1. The name of the undertaking
and its legal form

4. Definition of each benefit and
each option

2. The name of the EEA State in
which the head office and,
where appropriate, the agency
or branch concluding the policy
is situated

5. Term of the policy

3. The address of the head office
and, where appropriate, of the
agency or branch concluding
the policy

6. Means of terminating the
policy

7. Means of payment of premiums
and duration of payments

8. Means of calculation and dis-
tribution of bonuses

9. Indication of surrender and
paid–up values and the extent
to which they are guaranteed
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Third Life Directive – ’information for policyholders’
10. Information on the premiums

for each benefit, both main
benefits and supplementary
benefits, where appropriate

11. For unit–linked policies, de-
finition of the units to which
the benefits are linked

12. Indication of the nature of the
underlying assets for unit–
linked policies

13. Arrangements for application
of the right to cancel

14. General information on the
tax arrangements applicable
to the type of policy

15. The arrangements for handl-
ing complaints concerning po-
licies by policyholders, lives
assured or beneficiaries under
policies, including, where ap-
propriate, the existence of a
complaints body, without
prejudice to the right to take
legal proceedings.

16. Law applicable to the policy
where the parties do not have
a free choice or, where the
parties are free to choose the
law applicable, the law the
long–term insurer proposes to
choose.
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Statements to accompany projections of life policies,
schemes or stakeholder pension schemes (excluding generic
projections and protected rights annuity projections)
1.  These figures are only examples and are not guaranteed – they are
not minimum or maximum amounts. What you will get back depends
on how your investment grows and on the tax treatment of the invest-
ment.
2.  [You could get back] [your retirement fund could be] more or less
than this.
3.  All firms use the same rates of growth for projections but their
charges vary. [They also use the same rates to show how funds may
be converted into pension income].
4.  Do not forget that inflation would reduce what you could buy in
the future with the amounts shown.
5.  [Your pension income will depend on how your investment grows
and on interest rates at the time you retire].
6.  These rates of return are not necessarily appropriate [for contracts
written in] [for units traded in] [for shares traded in] currencies other
than sterling.
7.  Benefits may also be affected by fluctuations in exchange rates.
Note:

Statement 5 applies to pension contracts only and statements 6 and 7
apply to non–sterling investments only.

6+6+�8 ��!�� �������	�
 � ������	% )�	���� ��<����	

�(�
 ��!�� !��	)
 � � ��� 6+6+�1

Statements to accompany generic projections
These figures are only illustrative.
An assessment of your needs will be confirmed before a recommenda-
tion can be made OR Your needs will be confirmed before a recom-
mendation can be made.
Key features, including a projection which is personal to your cir-
cumstances, will be provided if a recommendation for an investment
product is made.
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Statements to accompany projections for protected rights
contracts
1.  These figures are only meant to give you a rough idea of the
amount of pension you might get compared with the benefit that you
would be giving up under the State Earnings Related Pension scheme.
2.  The figures show what might happen if we achieved an investment
return of [x%] or [y%] each year on top of the rate of earnings infla-
tion.
3.  They are only examples and are not guaranteed – they are not
minimum or maximum amounts. What you will get back depends on
how your investment grows.
4.  You could get back more or less than this.
5.  All firms use the same rates of growth for projections but their
charges vary. They also use the same rates to illustrate how funds
may be converted into pension income.
6.  Your pension income will depend on how your investment grows
                     and interest rates at the time you retire.
Note:

[x%] and [y%] in statement 2 are the real rates of return used in the
projection as specified in COB 6.6.51R.
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Basis of review Assumed rate of increase

Lower rate Intermediate  Higher
of return rate of   rate of

return             return
Administration charge re-
viewed in line with price in-
creases

0.5% 2.5% 4.5%

Administration charge re-
viewed in line with earnings
increases

2% 4% 6%
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Rate of return assumptions for all schemes, ordinary branch
non–pensions, industrial branch, friendly Society, immedi-
ate annuity and Holloway sickness policies (all monetary
rates of return)

Lower Intermediate Higher

rate rate rate
(a)  Non–tax–exempt
business relating to
schemes, ordinary branch
non–pensions and indus-
trial branch business

 4%  6%  8%

(b)  Holloway sickness po-
licies

 4%  6%  8%

(c)  Tax–exempt business
held within an ISA or
PEP or by a friendly so-
ciety, relating to schemes,
ordinary branch non–
pensions and industrial
branch business

 5%  7%  9%

(d)  immediate annuities  5%  7%  9%
Notes:

In relation to schemes: The monetary rates of return above include
any distribution of income.  The rates of return may be used for
contracts for units denominated in currencies other than sterling
unless it is expected they will overstate the investment potential of
the contract.
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Rate of return assumptions for pension contracts and stake-
holder pension schemes excluding contracts for immediate
annuities and protected rights annuities issued in accord-
ance with COB 6.6.11R(1)

Lower Intermediate Higher

rate rate rate
(a) in deferment – either
monetary or real rates of
return may be provided

Monetary rates of return 5% 7% 9%

Real rates of return 1% N/A 3%
(b) after vesting – (mon-
etary or real rates as used
for period of deferment
under a) above)

Monetary rates of return 4% 6% 8%

For annuities linked to
the retail price index

2% 3% 4%

For annuities linked to
LPI (limited price in-
dexation)

2% 3.5% 5%

6+6+1� ��!�� ���� � �����	 �

�����	
 �� �������� ��)(�
 �		���% ��<����	

)�*�	 �	 ������	�� /��( � ��� 6+6+��2�5
�(�
 ��!�� !��	)
 � � ��� 6+6+�=

Rate of return assumptions for protected rights annuity pro-
jections given in accordance with COB 6.6.11R(1)

Lower Intermediate Higher

rate rate rate
(a) In deferment:

for periods in excess of
five years – real rates of
return

1% N/A 3%

for periods of five years
or less – monetary rates
of return

5% 7% 9%

(b) after vesting: – for an-
nuities linked to the retail
prices index

2% 3% 4%
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At end of
year

Investment
to date

£

Income to
date

£

Effect of
deductions
to date
£

What you
might get
back
£

1 6,000 148 470 5,740

3 6,000 451 715 5,940

5 6,000 766 998 6,150

10 6,000 1,600 1,890 6,720
The last line in the table shows that over 10 years the effect of total charges and
expenses could amount to £1,890.
Putting it another way, this would have the same effect as bringing the illus-
trated investment growth from 6.0% a year down to 3.7% a year.
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Factor Formula
(1) (1+E)*[än

(12) + Dx+n/Dx * äx+n
(12)]

(2) (1+E)*[än
(12) + Dx+n/Dx * äx+n

(12)]

(3) (1+E)*[ay–ax:y]

(4) (1+E)*[äf
(12) + .045*(am–am:f)]

(5) (1+E)*[äf
(12) + 0.50*(am–am:f)]

(6) namely ax
(12) = ax + 13/24

(7) namely äx:t
(12) = 13/24 * äx:t + 11/24* ax:t
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Annuity interest rate (“AIR”) As published by the FSA  from
time to time [the FSA annuity
rate]

Retail prices index AIR – 3%
Average earnings index (“AEI”)
and section 21 orders

AIR – 1.5%

Pre–retirement limited price in-
dexation revaluation

AIR – 3% (maximum 5%)

Post–retirement limited price in-
dexation increases

AIR – 3% (maximum 5%)

Index–linked pensions AIR – 3%
Note:

The interest rate in deferment must not be assumed but calculated as
required by COB 6.6.92R.
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Cancellable Investment agreements
Post–sale
right to cancel?

Pre–sale
right to with-
draw?

Maximum period
of reflection

A.  Agreements where the right arises regardless of whether advice is given.

appropriate personal
pension (APP)

Yes No 14–30 days 2,3

cash deposit ISA Yes No 14 days

life policy (inc. pen-
sion policy, pension
annuity or within ISA)

Yes 1 Yes 1 14 days 2,4

pension contract Yes 1 Yes 1 14 days 2,4

pure protection con-
tract

Yes No 14 days 2

stakeholder pension
scheme (SHP)

Yes No 14–30 days 2,5

certain variations of
existing life policies,
pension contracts and
SHP’s

Yes 1 Yes 1 14–30 days 2,6

B.  Agreements where the right arises only if advice is given.

Units in an AUT or
ICVC (within an ISA
or PEP)

Yes 8 Yes 8 14 days for can-
cellation 2

7 days for with-
drawal
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Cancellable Investment agreements
ISA or PEP not men-
tioned in any row
above

No Yes 7 7 days

Units in an AUT or
ICVC (outside an ISA
or PEP)

Yes No 14 days 2

EIS No Yes 7 7 days
Notes:
1.  For a pension annuity or pension transfer (and a relevant variation), the firm

can, in certain circumstances, choose to operate a pre–sale right to withdraw
in COB 6.7.19R – known also as the ’cancellation substitute’ – rather than a
post–sale right to cancel (see COB 6.7.14R(2)).

2.  Assuming the terms of the firm’s contract do not give the customer a longer
period (see COB 6.7.11R).

3.  14 days for an APP which is a pension contract / 14–30 days for an APP
which is a pension policy.

4.  The period is at least 14 days if the cancellation substitute is operated.
5. 14–30 days for an SHP which is a life policy; 14 days for other SHPs.
6.  The cancellation period depends on the nature of the existing agreement.
7.  There is no right to withdraw for a second or subsequent EIS or ISA, or (for

an EIS or non–packaged product ISA or PEP) where the firm has previously
disclosed to the customer that no such rights will apply.

8.  For units in an AUT or ICVC (within an ISA or PEP), the firm can choose to
offer a pre–sale right to withdraw rather than a post–sale right to cancel (see
COB 6.7.14R(1)).  There is no right to cancel or withdraw for a second or
subsequent ISA.
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Cancellable investment agreements – life

Investment agreements for a long–term insurance contract for
which an individual customer has:

Column 1 Column 2
a right to cancel under COB
6.7.7R(1) (subject to column 2)

no right to cancel where any one
or more of the following cases
applies

A. Life policy (whether or not
held within an ISA – see notes
1, 2 and 3 in COB 6.7.16R) (see
COB 6.7.23R regarding vari-
ation of an existing life policy).

B. Appropriate personal pension
which is a pension policy.

C. Pure protection contract.

1. Pension fund management
policy.

2. Life policy that relates to or is
associated with securing bene-
fits under a defined benefits
pension scheme.

3. Any life policy for a term of six
months or less (unless note 3 in
COB 6.7.16R applies).

4. Pension policy funded (wholly
or in part) from payments de-
rived from:

(a) a pension transfer, for which
the right to cancel is replaced
by the right to withdraw (see
COB 6.7.14R(2)), using the
cancellation substitute in COB
6.7.19R; or

(b) compensation or redress paid
by a firm following a review
undertaken in relation to a
complaint.

5. Traded life policy.
6.  Life policy effected by the

trustees of an occupational
pension scheme or the
employer, or the manager or
trustees of a stakeholder pen-
sion scheme that represents a:

(a) pension buy–out contract; or

(b) purchase of a without–profits
deferred pension annuity; or
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Cancellable investment agreements – life

Investment agreements for a long–term insurance contract for
which an individual customer has:

Column 1 Column 2
(c) defined benefits pension

scheme or a single premium
payment to any occupational
pension scheme with a pooled
fund (that is, underlying in-
vestments are not earmarked
for individual scheme
members); or

(d) purchase made to insure and
secure members’ pension
benefits under a money–pur-
chase occupational scheme or
stakeholder pension scheme
(unless it is the master, first or
only policy).

7.  Pension annuity that is:
(a) due to commence within a

year and a day of the con-
tract, for which the right to
cancel is replaced by the right
to withdraw (see COB
6.7.14R(2)), using the can-
cellation substitute in COB
6.7.19R; or

(b) funded (wholly or in part)
from compensation or redress
paid by a firm following a re-
view undertaken in relation to
a complaint.

8.  The customer, at the time he
signs the application, is habit-
ually resident:

(a)  in an EEA State other than
the United Kingdom (see note
4 in COB 6.7.16R); or
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Cancellable investment agreements – life

Investment agreements for a long–term insurance contract for
which an individual customer has:

Column 1 Column 2
(b) outside the EEA and is not

present in the United King-
dom.

9.  Pure protection contract ef-
fected by the trustees of an oc-
cupational pension scheme, an
employer or a partnership to
secure benefits for employees
or the partners in the partner-
ship.
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Notes to COB 6.7.15R:
1.   Recurring single premium life policy:  Under certain conditions,

only the first premium in what might be a series of premiums (for
example, in the case of a mini–ISA insurance component) attracts
cancellation rights under COB 6.7.7R(1).  The conditions are:

(a)  the option to make a series of single premium payments is dis-
closed at outset (for example, in key features); and

(b) the intention is evidenced (for example, by the customer establish-
ing a direct–debit mandate).

2.   Multiple agreements:  Where a customer enters into a set of invest-
ment agreements at the same time (for example, the different com-
ponents held within a maxi–ISA and with the same firm (or
another person in the same marketing group as that firm)), and
that set is being purchased to fulfil one investment objective of the
customer, the firm may treat the multiple agreements as being one
agreement for the purposes of COB 6.7.  But if it does so, the firm
must ensure that the customer retains a right to cancel each invest-
ment agreement separately.  See also COB 6.7.37R in relation to a
maxi–ISA.  This note applies also to a group of contracts of insur-
ance, for example, term assurance contracts which have been es-
tablished as part of a specific marketing arrangement. Such an
arrangement may not have an investment objective.

3.   A purchaser of a single premium pension policy has a right to
cancel where the designated retirement date is within six months
of the date of the policy, unless the policy falls within case 1, 4 or
7(b) of column 2.

4.   For a customer habitually resident in an EEA State other than the
United Kingdom, firms are reminded that they may need to apply
cancellation in accordance with the requirements in that EEA
State.
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Cancellable investment agreements – non–life

Investment agreements for which an individual customer has:

Column 1 Column 2

a right to cancel under COB
6.7.7R(1) (subject to column 2).

no right to cancel where any one
or more of the following cases
applies

A.  Pension contract (see notes 1, 2
and 4 in COB 6.7.18R).

1.  The customer is not a private
customer.

B.  Appropriate personal pension
which is a pension contract
(see note 4 in COB 6.7.18R).

C.  Subscriptions (see notes 1 and
2 in COB 6.7.18R) which can
be invested only in units
(whether or not held within an
ISA, PEP or pension contract)
in an AUT or ICVC  pur-
chased from the:

(a) operator; or

(b) its marketing group associ-
ate acting as an ISA manager
or plan manager.

2.  The agreement is entered into
with the firm (and where rel-
evant with any independent in-
termediary) as an execution–
only transaction (unless note 4
in COB 6.7.18R applies).

3.  The agreement is entered into
through a direct offer financial
promotion (unless note 4 in
COB 6.7.18R applies).

4.  The agreement represents an
exchange of units between
sub–funds.

5.  The agreement represents a de-
fined benefits pension scheme.

6.  The agreement is entered into
under a customer agreement or
during negotiations (which are
not ISA or PEP related) in-
tended to lead to a client
agreement (unless note 4 in
COB 6.7.18R applies).

7.  The agreement relates to an
ISA or PEP for which the
right to cancel is replaced by
the right to withdraw (see
COB 6.7.14R(1).

 -�
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Cancellable investment agreements – non–life

Investment agreements for which an individual customer has:

Column 1 Column 2

8.  The agreement relates to an
EIS or non–packaged product
ISA or PEP and is entered
into, following advice on in-
vestments, and following an
explanation, given to the cus-
tomer in accordance with COB
3.9.21R(2) (Direct offer finan-
cial promotions: Cancellation
rights) or COB 4.2.14E(10)
(Terms of business and client
agreements with customers) in
a direct offer financial promo-
tion, terms of business, or
given in EIS particulars, that
neither of the rights specified
in case 7 will apply.

9.  The agreement entered into is
a second or subsequent ISA
(or EIS) on substantially the
same terms (see note 3 in COB
6.7.18R) as an ISA (or EIS)
purchased from the same ISA
manager (or EIS manager) in
the previous tax year.

10.The agreement relates to a
change from accumulation
units to income units or vice
versa, in the same scheme.

11.Pension contract funded
(wholly or in part) from pay-
ments derived from com-
pensation or redress paid by a
firm following a review under-
taken in relation to a com-
plaint.

12.Pension contract funded
(wholly or in part) from pay-
ments derived from a pension
transfer for which a right to
cancel is replaced by a right to
withdraw) (see COB
6.7.14(2)R using the cancella-
tion substitute in COB
6.7.19R.
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Cancellable investment agreements – non–life

Investment agreements for which an individual customer has:

Column 1 Column 2

13.The agreement relates to a re-
cognised collective investment
scheme and the agreement is
with an operator who is not:

(a) an authorised person; or

(b) carrying on business in the
United Kingdom.

14.The agreement relates or
would relate to exported prod-
ucts, that is to say:

(a) where the customer is not ha-
bitually resident in the United
Kingdom at the date of the
offer of the agreement; or

(b) the firm has reasonable
grounds for assuming that no
advice on investments about
the agreement was provided
by anyone carrying on desig-
nated investment business in
the United Kingdom.
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Notes to COB 6.7.17R:
1.  Recurring single payment pension contracts and unit savings plans.

Under certain conditions, only the first payment in what might be
a series of payments attracts cancellation rights under COB
6.7.7R(1).  The conditions are:

(a) the intention or option to make a series of single payments is dis-
closed at outset (for example, in key features); and

(b) the intention is evidenced (for example, by the customer establish-
ing a direct debit mandate).

2.  Multiple agreements.  Where a customer enters into a set of invest-
ment agreements at the same time (for example, regarding differ-
ent components held within a maxi–ISA) and with the same firm
(or another person in the same marketing group as that firm) and
that set is being purchased to fulfil one investment objective of the
customer, the firm may treat the agreements as being one agree-
ment for the purposes of COB 6.7.  But if it does so, the firm must
ensure that the customer has a right to cancel each investment
agreement separately (see also COB 6.7.37R in relation to maxi–
ISA.
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Notes to COB 6.7.17R:
3.  For example, mini– to mini–ISA or maxi– to maxi–ISA would be

regarded in this context as ‘on substantially the same terms’.
4.  A customer has a right to cancel an appropriate personal pension or

pension contract at the outset and on any subsequent agreement
for a variation of a pension contract (see COB 6.7.23R regarding
variation of an existing contract).
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Cancellation substitute
The customer’s right to cancel under COB 6.7.7R(1) or (4) is replaced
by the right to withdraw only if:

1. the firm has supplied (or has reasonably relied upon another firm
to supply) to the customer, at least 14 days before the contract is
concluded, a written notice (see note 1) which prominently states:

(a) that the customer has a period of at least 14 days within
which to consider his pension options;

(b) the dates at which the period begins and ends (which must
be, in the case of a pension transfer, before the transfer has
been irrevocably effected);

(c) the pension options available (for example, the open–market
option in relation to a pension annuity);

(d) the steps the customer must take in order to exercise a par-
ticular pension option;

(e) that the customer is entitled to key features and is advised to
check with the firm if the key features have not been re-
ceived;

(f) the cost of any advice given to the customer in relation to
the transaction; and

2. the firm has taken sufficient steps (or has reasonably relied upon
the same firm as in 1. to take those steps) to ensure that the cus-
tomer has been informed and made fully aware of the potential
advantages and disadvantages of proceeding and has had an op-
portunity to consider all other possible alternatives.

Note:

1. The notice must be issued separately or feature prominently as part
of the application form, suitability letter or key features supplied to
the customer.
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Cancellation – cash deposit ISA
The firm must supply (or may reasonably rely upon another firm to
supply) to the customer before the account is opened, a written notice
(see note 1) which prominently states:

A. that the customer has a 14 day period within which to consider
whether or not to keep the account open;

B. the dates at which the 14 day period begins and ends (see note 2);

C. the options available (see note 3);
D. how cancellation will operate in circumstances where the account

forms part of a maxi–ISA which contains other components (see
COB 6.7.37R);

E. the steps the customer must take to communicate any decision
not to proceed with the account (see COB 6.7.42R to 6.7.46G);
and

F. that a customer who exercises a right to cancel will not incur any
additional charges or be affected by any notice period.

Notes:

1. The notice must be issued separately or feature prominently as part
of the minimum information or key features supplied to the cus-
tomer.

2. Unless the firm has specified a longer period to the customer, the
minimum expiry date is the end of the fifteenth day from the date
the account was opened.

3. A firm must either assist the customer in switching accounts or re-
fund all monies deposited together with interest.
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Investment agreements which are subject to shortfall
Part I: any investment agreement specified in column 1 of COB
6.7.15R (unless note 1 applies):

which is: where the investment agreement is ef-
fected as a:

(1)  a life policy (a)  single premium life policy; or
(2)  a pension policy (b)  single premium pension policy; or

(c)  single premium addition to an exist-
ing single or regular premium life
policy or pension policy.

Part II: any investment agreement specified in column 1 of COB
6.7.17R (unless note 2 applies):

which is: where the investment agreement is ef-
fected as:

(1) a pension contract (a)  a single payment arrangement; or

(2) a subscription to invest
in an AUT

(3)  a subscription to invest
in an ICVC

(b)  a single payment addition to an ex-
isting  single or regular payment
pension contract or unit savings
plan.

Part III: a single contribution to a stakeholder pension scheme except
where the contribution is a recurring contribution or the stakeholder
pension scheme has been established at the outset on the basis of reg-
ular contributions.
Notes:

Shortfall does not apply to any investment agreement which is estab-
lished at the outset:
1.  on a regular premium basis, or as a recurring single premium life

policy or pension policy;
2.  on a regular payment basis, or as a recurring single payment pen-

sion contract or unit savings plan.
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Calculation of shortfall
A firm must calculate shortfall as at the ‘relevant date’ (see note 1) as
follows:

A. take the actual payment made, whether only or first payment
(see note 2);

B. take the equivalent payment that would have been quoted (see
notes 3, 4 and 5) to the same customer assuming an identical pur-
chase was made at the ‘relevant date’;

C. add to the figure at B the amount of any income included in the
figure at A (but originally excluded from the figure at B for the
purposes of distribution to customers); and

D. deduct the figure at B (as amended by C) from the figure at A;  if
the resultant figure is zero or negative, there is no shortfall.

Notes:

1.  The ‘relevant date’ is the date when the firm first became aware
that notice of cancellation had been served upon it.

2.  If the agreement is a variation of a previous agreement (see COB
6.7.23R), the firm must treat the increase in premium as the sum
in A.

3.  If details of the payments necessary to calculate B (for example,
premium rates, investment prices or yields etc) are not publicly
available (see note 6) at the ‘relevant date’, there is no shortfall.

4.  If the agreement relates to a life policy or pension annuity on the
life of another, the firm must treat the first life assured as the cus-
tomer for the comparison in B.

5.  Where the change is yield and not premium or price, in order to
calculate B the firm must convert the change in yield (if an en-
hancement) into a change in premium or price.

6.  In the case of a forward price, the requirement of public availabil-
ity is satisfied if both the previous and next relevant prices are
published in a national UK newspaper).
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Provision of information for pure protection contracts
(1) The name and legal form of the firm;

(2) the firm’s Home State and, where appropriate, the EEA State of
the branch through which the contract is to be entered into;

(3) the address of the firm’s head office (and branch, if appropri-
ate);

(4) a definition of each benefit and option;
(5) the term of the contract and the means by which it may be ter-

minated;

(6) the method of paying premiums and the duration of the pay-
ments;

(7) the method of calculating bonuses and the distribution of bo-
nuses (if relevant);

(8) an indication of surrender value and paid–up value and the ex-
tent to which such values are guaranteed (if relevant);

(9) an indication of the premium for each benefit, whether a main
or supplementary benefit;

(10) in the case of a unit–linked contract, a definition of the units to
which benefits are linked and an indication of the nature of the
underlying assets;

(11) the arrangements with respect to the period within which the
customer may cancel the contract, as required by COB 6.7;

(12) the tax arrangements which apply to the contract;
(13) the arrangements for handling complaints about the contract,

whether by the policyholder or by a life assured or beneficiary
under the contract;

(14) any arrangements for providing compensation should the firm
be unable to meet its liabilities under the contract;

(15) a statement whether the firm or customer is entitled to choose
the law applicable to the contract and:

(a)  if so, the law which the firm proposes to choose; or

(b)  if not, the law which will apply.
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[Name of fund] with–profits guide [date of issue]
A Introduction

1 All insurance companies, and the larger friendly societies,
which market with–profits policies in the United Kingdom, are
required to make available a guide containing information
about the company or society and its with–profits fund. This is
because the benefits under such policies depend in part, and
sometimes to a considerable extent, on bonus additions which
are made by the company or the society from time to time and
which cannot be known in advance. It is therefore important
that potential policyholders and their advisers should have ac-
cess to information about the most important factors influenc-
ing such bonuses.

2 However, investors are advised that, in comparing a policy mar-
keted by one company or society with other policies, it is unwise
to place too much importance on any one factor. An over–all
view of all relevant elements will usually give a more realistic
comparison: in particular, an examination of the history of a
fund over a period of years will usually give a fuller picture
than can be obtained from looking at the figures for just one
year.

3 [The company/society] is satisfied that this guide fairly presents
information as at [date] about the company/society1 and com-
plies with the rules of the Financial Services Authority.

4 [If the firm is producing an appendix to the guide referring to
an industrial assurance with–profits fund, the firm may include
an explanation of the difference between ordinary and industrial
assurance business.]

Note: 1 – Delete whichever is inapplicable
B Company information

[Under this heading the firm must:
a Describe its own constitution and state where it has its reg-

istered office;

b State whether it is a subsidiary of a United Kingdom com-
pany or overseas company and, if so, identify its ultimate
holding company;

c Describe its principal activities which are relevant to its
with–profits business;

d in relation to the fund identified at the beginning of the
guide, state whether the firm carries on business outside the
United Kingdom, and, if so, indicate the importance of that
non–United Kingdom business as compared with its total
with–profits business.]

C Factors influencing bonus rates
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[Name of fund] with–profits guide [date of issue]
1 [Under this heading the firm must include an introduction to

the following sections of the guide, identifying the main factors
which are likely to influence bonus rates of the firm’s with–
profits business including, in particular:

a the assets in which the fund is invested;

b the effect of inflation;
c the effect of taxation;

d the effect of surpluses from miscellaneous sources;

e the expenses of the fund;
f the effect of any liabilities, such as policy guarantees of the

fund.]

2 [The firm must relate the factors to each other, so far as is poss-
ible, and should indicate that individual factors will be covered
in more detail elsewhere in the guide.]

D Investments

1 [Under this heading the firm must set out Table 1 which may be
modified in accordance with paragraph 3 if the investments in-
clude a holding in a collective investment scheme.]

Table 1 – Investments attributable to with–profits business in
the United Kingdom

[year]
%

[year]
%

[year]
%

[year]
%

[year]
%

Fixed interest
Property

Equity shares

(i)   UK shares2

(ii)  non–UK shares3

(iii) unlisted shares4

Other investments

100 100 100 100 100

Notes:

2 – This entry refers to shares which are UK listed shares

3 – This entry refers to shares which are listed other than in the
United Kingdom

4 – This entry refers to shares which are not listed
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[Name of fund] with–profits guide [date of issue]
2 [The information in Table 1 must be based upon the financial

information relevant to the fund as at the end of the firm’s pre-
ceding financial year and for the preceding four years or for so
many of those four years as there are figures available, with the
most recent on the right. Each entry must be shown as a percen-
tage of the total of the investments in the column in which the
entry appears. The firm may show figures for any category of
investment referred to in the Table broken down into sub–cat-
egories. The assets are to be shown at market value or, if that is
not available, the basis of valuation used must be described
here.]

3 [The firm may show holdings in collective investment schemes
separately from other investments, by including a separate sub–
heading for each category of holding in collective investment
schemes under a general heading ‘Collective investment
schemes’. Such holdings must not, in any event, be included
under the heading ‘Other investments’.]

4 [If 2�% or more of the total of the investments shown in any
one column is in one property or in shares in one company, de-
tails of that property or shareholding must be given here. This
includes holdings in any subsidiary companies of the group to
which the firm may belong.]

5 [The firm must describe its investment strategy with respect to
its with–profits fund, and explain any significant differences be-
tween the figures for one year and those for another.  If deriva-
tives have been used, the Table should reflect the economic expo-
sure of the fund.]

6 [In order to explain the relative importance of underlying in-
vestment returns, information on rates of return on the assets
attributable to with–profits policies may be included, together
with an explanation how these have been taken into account in
determining bonus policy.]

E Solvency margins
1 The solvency of companies and societies transacting with–

profits business and other long–term business in the United
Kingdom is monitored by the FSA. Values for assets and liabil-
ities for the company’s/society’s total long–term business are
shown below. It is the assets in which the funds of the long–term
business are invested which are available to meet the liabilities
of that business.

2 Because the valuations are not all on the same bases and the lia-
bilities are not all of the same kind, the information in the fol-
lowing table should not be used as a means of direct comparison
between companies and societies; these figures are more useful
as an indicator of trends in the business.

3 [Under this heading the firm should set out Tables 2A and 2B.]
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[Name of fund] with–profits guide [date of issue]
4 [The information in Table 2A must be based upon the financial

information relevant to the fund as at the end of the firm’s pre-
ceding financial year and for the preceding four years or for so
many of those four years as there are figures available, with the
most recent on the right in Table 2B.]

5 [The firm must include a description of the factors influencing
the solvency margins, for example the bases of valuations and
the effects of the business mix. This description must also ex-
plain how those factors affect the margins.]

Table 2A – Solvency margins
£m

[year]
£m

‘A’ Admissible assets:

[shareholders funds]5

unit–linked
with–profits

remainder
[total]

‘B’ Liabilities:

unit–linked
with–profits

remainder
[total]

‘C’ Required minimum margin6

     Excess of ‘A’ over ‘B’ & ’C’ [difference]
Table 2B – Solvency margins

[year] [year] [year] [year] [year]
£m £m £m £m £m

‘A’ Admissible assets

‘B’ Liabilities
Excess of A over B

‘C’ Required minimum
margin6

Excess of A over (B + C)

Notes:

5 – Delete if inapplicable

6 – This item refers to any margin of solvency the firm is re-
quired to maintain by law, including any required by any regu-
latory authority

F Bonus and surrender value policy

[Under this heading the firm must set out an explanation of:
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[Name of fund] with–profits guide [date of issue]
a the basis on which the amount available for distribution to

policyholders and shareholders (if any) is to be determined
and on the actual level of transfers to shareholders7;

b the nature of each series of bonuses payable in respect of
the with–profits policies currently marketed by the firm (as
at the guide date) and the relative importance of each series
by including sufficient information to quantify the relative
significance of basic benefits, reversionary bonuses and ter-
minal bonuses;

c the firm’s policy for ensuring fairness of treatment at ma-
turity or earlier surrender, so far as possible, between in-
vestors holding policies issued at different times, including
the firm’s approach to terminal bonuses, stating whether it
is subject to frequent change and identifying in particular
the factors which might lead to any change in the ap-
proach;

d the firm’s policy concerning the use of the market value ad-
justment factors whether at maturity or earlier surrender,
the description should detail the circumstances in which
they have been imposed and indicate when it would be im-
posed.]

Note: 7 – The firms must include here the percentage of de-
clared profits to which with–profits policyholders are en-
titled under the firm’s Articles of Association or other con-
stitution

G Expenses
1 [Under this heading the firm must describe how expenses arise

and are charged in relation to with–profits business, and must
include an explanation how the level of expenses is affected by
the nature of that business and of the assets in which the with–
profits fund is invested.]

2 [Under this heading the firm must set out Table 3 giving the re-
quired figures in accordance with paragraph 3.]

Table 3

Expenses (including commission)8 attributable to UK with–
profits business

[year] [year] [year] [year] [year]
£m £m £m £m £m

Related to acquisition of
business

Maintenance

Other

Total
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[Name of fund] with–profits guide [date of issue]
Note: 8 – Omit references to commission if there are no commis-
sion payments included in the expenses. In calculating what ex-
penses to attribute to with–profits business, the firm may use
approximations as the firm considers appropriate.

3 [The information in Table 3 must be based upon the financial
information relevant to the fund as at the end of the firm’s pre-
ceding financial year and for the preceding four years or for so
many of those four years as there are figures available, with the
most recent on the right.]

4 [Here the firm must outline the method used to attribute ex-
penses to the with–profits business and indicate the effect of
changes in growth and composition of any new business.]

H Examples of the effect of expenses implicit in Table 3

1 [The firm must here set out Table 4 giving the required figures
for the reduction in yield in accordance with paragraphs 2 and
3 below.]

Table 4
Comparative reductions in yields

Endowment
assurances

Personal pen-
sions

Single pre-
mium
with–
profits
bonds

ISA
with–
profits
bonds

Year Term
10

Term
25

Term
10

Term
25

Term
[  ]9

Term
[  ]9

yrs 
%

yrs
%

yrs
%

yrs
%

yrs 
%

yrs 
%

[year]
A
B

[year]
A
B

[year]
A
B

[year]
A
B

[year]
A
B

Note: 9 – The term to be used is that of the latest bond to be
marketed or the terms, if any, when a market value adjustment
factor will not be applied, or, if no specific term, 10 years
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[Name of fund] with–profits guide [date of issue]
2 [The information in Table 4 must be based upon the financial

information relevant to the fund as at the end of the firm’s pre-
ceding financial year and for the preceding four years, or for so
many of those four years as figures are available, with the most
recent at the top.]

3 The reductions in yield shown in this table are consequential on
the expenses disclosed in Table 3 above.  The figures are given
for the last five years10 of the fund preceding the date shown at
the beginning of this guide.  The reductions in yield shown in
row A have been calculated taking into account the actual ex-
penses incurred during the year in question11, whereas those
shown in row B, which are for comparison, are averages of the
reduction in yield figures used in key features (relating to con-
tracts of the same class) issued by the [company][society]12 dur-
ing the year in question.

4 The reductions in yield have been calculated on the assumption
of a monthly premium of £60.0013 or a single premium of
£10,00013. In addition, an allowance for tax has been made in
calculating the figures for endowment assurance and with–
profits bonds14.

5 [The firm must, in relation to the figures disclosed under this
heading:

a explain any disparity between the two reductions in yield;
and

b describe any allowance for tax which has been made in
calculating the reduction in yields.]

6 [The firm may show reductions in yield for other classes of con-
tract in Table 4 if endowment assurances or personal pensions
are not representative of the firm’s with–profits business, but, if
the with–profits business to which the guide refers includes both
endowment assurance and personal pensions, reductions in yield
for contracts of both those classes must be shown.  Figures may
be shown only for contracts marketed by the firm during the
year in which the guide date falls.]

Notes:

10 – In the case of a fund for which there are fewer than five
years’ figures available, the firm must make appropriate alter-
ation

11 – The firm must make these calculations in accordance with
the projection rules. If there is any discontinuity due to a change
in the calculation method, this should be explained in a note to
the Table

12 – Delete whichever is inapplicable
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[Name of fund] with–profits guide [date of issue]
13 – If the firm does not write business at this rate, substitute
another figure which is not unrepresentative of the firm’s with–
profits business.  In respect of industrial branch endowments,
the figure is £4 per week

14 – This sentence may be omitted if the fund to which the
guide relates is part of the firm’s tax–exempt business

J Other factors
[Under this heading the firm must describe any other factors
not dealt with under any of the preceding headings of the guide
which the firm regards as relevant to its with–profits business,
commenting on the importance of the different factors.]15

Note: 15 – Firms are to include here a description of the effect of
the surpluses from miscellaneous sources or strains from other
liabilities on the with–profits business

K Policy proceeds
1 [Under this heading the firm must set out the following table,

giving the required figures for the contracts in relation to which
the reductions in yield were shown under section H, showing,
subject to paragraph 5 below, the net return to the policyholder
for contracts maturing in the year in which the guide date falls
and providing the necessary breakdown.]

2 Table 5 shows the rates of investment return per annum implicit
in policy proceeds payable at maturity or retirement at age 60
for a male life (based on a monthly premium of £60.0013).

3 [Firms are encouraged to indicate how the net return to policy-
holders is split between the return on assets and allocations
from miscellaneous sources. It would also be helpful to indicate
the likely future potential for allocations from miscellaneous
sources.]

Table 5 – Examples of results achieved by with–profits policies

Policy proceeds pay-
able in [year]16

Term 
10 yrs 
%

Term 
25 yrs 
%

Endowment assurances17

Net return to policyholder

After meeting the following items
which are estimated to be:

Effect of mortality risks
Effect of expenses

Personal pensions (at vesting)17

Net return to policyholder
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[Name of fund] with–profits guide [date of issue]
After meeting the following items
which are estimated to be:

Effect of mortality risks

Effect of expenses
Term [  ] yrs18

              %

With–profits bonds17

Net return to policyholder
After meeting the following items
which are expected to be:

Effect of mortality risks
Effect of expenses

ISA with–profits bonds17

Net return to policyholder
After meeting the following items
which are expected to be

Effect of mortality risks
Effect of expenses

Notes:

16 – Enter here the financial year to which the figures relate

17 – Substitute a different class of contract if necessary
18 – The figures should show the return to the customer. The
term must be as in table 4, or if no experience for that term, the
longest term for which figures are available

3 [Under this heading the firm must include a warning that in-
formation about past performance is not necessarily a guide to
future performance.]

4 [Under this heading the firm must explain the relative signifi-
cance of the figures shown in Table 5 and of the treatment of tax
in the investment returns.]

5 [In any case where the firm is unable to show a net return in ac-
cordance with paragraph 1 above, the firm may instead use cur-
rent terms and a credited interest rate of the relevant rate of re-
turn as specified in COB 6.6.33R (Projections), making such
modifications to the table as may be necessary.]

L Conclusion
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[Name of fund] with–profits guide [date of issue]
1 [Under this heading the firm may provide a summary of the

guide.]

2 Much of the format and content of this guide are prescribed.
However, there are other factors, such as surrender values, un-
derwriting requirements and the quality and standard of ser-
vice, which are not dealt with in this guide but which you may
consider relevant to the selection of a policy or contract. If you
would like more information, [company/society] will be pleased
to assist.
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COB 6:Product disclosure and Annex 1     R
the customer's right to cancel or withdraw

Decision trees for stakeholder pension schemes: text, content and format

STAKEHOLDER PENSION DECISION TREES

You should read these notes before using the decision
trees.

Decision trees provide information and help you to answer the question:
“Would a stakeholder pension be a good choice for me as part of my
financial planning for retirement?”

What is a stakeholder pension?

A stakeholder pension is a new private pension, it’s not a State pension.  You can get a stakeholder pension
if you are in employment, a fixed-contract worker, self-employed, or even not working but able to afford
contributions.  You can get one from a bank, building society, insurance company, investment company, or
through a financial adviser.

You pay contributions regularly which are invested to build up your own pension fund.  You can also pay
lump-sum contributions whenever you like.

When you retire, you use your pension fund to buy an “annuity”.  The annuity will pay you a regular income
during your retirement. That income will depend on the size of your fund and the annuity rates at the time
you take your pension.

You can’t withdraw any money from your fund before you take your pension.  But when you take your
pension you can choose to have up to 25% of your fund as a tax-free lump sum.
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What’s new about stakeholder pensions?

Stakeholder pensions must meet the standards laid down by the government.

The standards include:

� Charges
Providers of stakeholder pensions usually charge for managing your money. There is an upper limit on
this charge.  The limit is 1% of the value of your fund each year. The charge is taken from your fund. So
if your fund is worth £5,000, a 1% charge would be £50.

� Flexibility
You can contribute regularly or occasionally.  It is always best to make regular weekly or monthly
contributions but you can change the amount.  You can pay in as little as £20, and you can stop paying
in without having to pay any penalty and restart later.

If you are employed and your employers provide a stakeholder pension, they may, if you wish, deduct
your contributions direct from your pay and put them into your pension fund.

You can take your stakeholder pension with you when you change jobs. You can switch to another
stakeholder pension at any time if you want to, without having to pay any charges for the transfer.

� Information
Your stakeholder pension provider must give you regular information about your fund.  This will
include an annual statement to let you know how much you have paid in and how your fund is growing.
It may also include a forecast of how much your pension might be.

Will I get any tax relief?

Everybody who contributes to a stakeholder pension will get tax relief on their contributions.

Under present tax arrangements, for each £1 you pay into your stakeholder pension fund, the Inland
Revenue will pay an extra 28p into your fund, even if you don’t normally pay income tax.

Example

Anyone can contribute up to £3,600 to a stakeholder pension in any tax year, including basic-rate tax relief.
What this means is that you could pay in £2,808 and the income tax relief would increase your contribution
to £3,600.

If you pay in £50 a month, income tax
relief will increase your contribution to
£64.10.
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If you are employed or self-employed you might be able to contribute more than £3,600 and still get income
tax relief, depending on your age and earnings.  For example, up to age 35 you can contribute up to 17.5% of
your earnings in any tax year.  If you are over 35, there is a scale that allows you to contribute higher
percentages of your earnings.  The Inland Revenue sets the limits on what you can contribute to a pension
scheme.

If you pay income tax at the higher rate you will be able to claim back the extra tax from the Inland Revenue
at the end of each tax year.

Won’t the State pensions be enough for me to retire on?

To answer this question, you need to think about three things:

BASIC STATE RETIREMENT PENSION

If you have a full national insurance contribution record, you are entitled to the full basic State Retirement
Pension.  You cannot get your basic State Retirement Pension until you reach State pension age (currently
65 for men and 60 for women).

The government reviews the basic State Retirement Pension every year.  The rates applying from April 2001
are shown further on in these notes.

ADDITIONAL STATE PENSION (CURRENTLY SERPS)

Only people in employment qualify for the State Earnings Related Pension Scheme (SERPS). The
SERPS pension, payable when you reach State pension age, depends on your earnings while you were in
employment and the national insurance contributions you paid.  SERPS is paid in addition to the basic State
Retirement Pension.

The government plans to change SERPS in 2002 and rename it the State Second Pension. This will
give more help than SERPS to the lowest earners, particularly those earning less than about £10,000 a year.

Self-employed people do not qualify for the additional State pension (currently SERPS).

GUARANTEED MINIMUM INCOME AND PENSION CREDIT

The current Minimum Income Guarantee (MIG) is a benefit that helps people with low incomes in
retirement. MIG is means-tested. If you apply, the Department of Social Security assesses your income
and decides whether you get a top-up.  If you qualify for a MIG top-up, or have an income just above the
MIG level, you may also qualify for other benefits, such as housing benefit.
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The government has announced plans to introduce a new Pension Credit from 2003 that includes a
guaranteed minimum income.

THE BASIC STATE RETIREMENT PENSION AND MIG RATES GIVEN HERE ARE THOSE
ANNOUNCED BY THE GOVERNMENT ON 8 NOVEMBER 2000 AS APPLYING FROM APRIL
2001.

Weekly Monthly
equivalent

One person £72.50 £314.17

Man with dependent wife £115.90 £502.23

Couples who have both paid full national insurance contribution £72.50 each £314.17 each

If you get the full MIG top-up, your income would rise to:

Single person £92.15 £399.32

Couple £140.55 £609.05

How do I get more information on my State pensions?

Rates of State pensions and benefits change every year.  These notes can only give you basic information
about what is available. Other information you can get:

� A forecast of your State pensions by calling the Retirement Pension Forecasting and Advice Unit
(RPFA) on 0191 218 7585 between 9am and 5pm.  You can complete an application form over the
phone or ask for the forecast form BR19 to be sent to you. Or you can write to:

RPFA
Pensions and Overseas Directorate
Tyneview Park
Whitley Road
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE98 1BA

You can also complete and send the form direct on the Internet at the DSS website, www.dss.gov.uk
or send it by post in the normal way.

� There are changes to the State pension age which affect women born on or after 6 April 1950.
Women born on or after 6 April 1955 will not get a State pension until age 65.  For more information
on these changes, see the DSS guide Pensions for women – Your guide (PM6).

� The DSS produces a series of guides that give basic information on pensions.  You can get copies by
calling the Pensions Info-Line on 0845 731 3233.  The line is open 24 hours and calls are charged at
local rate.  A textphone service is available on 0845 604 1210.  You can also order copies of these
information guides on the Internet at www.dss.gov.uk
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Do I need to save more for my retirement?

You need to make your own judgment about whether State retirement pensions and any existing private
pensions will be enough for you to live on when you retire.

Ask yourself:

� Roughly how much will I need to live on when I retire?

� Is the basic State Retirement Pension likely to be enough for me?

� Will I qualify for an additional pension through SERPS and the State Second Pension?

� Have I got any other private pensions, maybe from previous employers’ schemes or from personal
pension schemes?  If so, how much income will they give me?

Can I afford to contribute regularly to a stakeholder pension?

Before you answer this question, you should ask yourself:

� What are my other financial commitments?
For example, mortgage repayments, rent, life assurance, and credit cards.  Make sure you do your
sums before using the decision trees.

� Would I be prepared, if necessary, to give up anything so that I can pay into a stakeholder pension?

� Should I be thinking of other things first?
For example, life assurance protection for me and my family, or building up some “rainy-day” cash
savings.

Whatever you decide you can afford, think about increasing your contributions, especially when your
earnings rise.
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I can’t afford to contribute much regularly – won’t the MIG make my
contributions a waste of money?

The government has said that it intends to ensure that all those who have saved already, or who wish to save
in the future, can benefit from those savings when they retire.

To achieve this, the government has announced proposals to introduce a new Pension Credit which will
overhaul the current MIG arrangements from 2003.

The proposals are designed to alter the present situation where those who have saved to build up a second
pension to add to the basic State retirement pension, might be little or no better off than those who haven’t
saved.

A lot depends on the final rules for Pension Credit and how it works out in practice. Of course, future
governments can change State pensions and benefits at any time and it may be unwise to rely on any
particular type or level being available when you retire.

I can’t afford to contribute much regularly – so what will I get from my
stakeholder pension?

Stakeholder pensions allow contributions as low as £20. But, a regular monthly contribution of £20 will
not produce a large pension when you retire.  And the older you are when you start saving, the less time
there will be for your pension fund to grow to something worthwhile.  The tables in the decision trees will
give you a fair idea of the pension you could get, depending on your age and contributions.

The figures in the tables, however, are only estimates and are not guaranteed.   They are also shown
before income tax.  When you receive your pension during retirement you may be taxed on it.

The figures are calculated on the following basis:

Before you retire

Your monthly contributions increase in line
with inflation………………………………………..2.5% a year
Before charges, your fund grows by……………7% a year
Charges deducted from your fund………………1% of fund a year

When you retire
Annuity rates assume that the investment
return after retirement is…….………….…………5.5%a year
(After a 4% charge has been deducted from your fund)

Your pension increases by…………….……….…2.5% a year

Your spouse will receive half your pension on your death.
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What does contracting-out of the additional State pension (currently SERPS)
mean for me?

Everyone in employment is automatically included in SERPS unless they decide to leave it. This is called
‘contracting-out’. If you contract-out, you give up any SERPS entitlement and build up a replacement for it
in your own private pension arrangement instead. The private pension could be an employer’s pension
scheme or your own stakeholder pension scheme or other personal pension.

Some employers’ occupational pension schemes contract-out all scheme members automatically.  Other
employers’ occupational schemes are ‘contracted-in’ and the scheme pensions are paid on top of any SERPS
pensions.  If you are in one of these contracted-in schemes, you can still decide to contract-out.

You can also decide to contract-out if you are not a member of an employer’s occupational pension scheme.
If you contract-out of SERPS this way, the Inland Revenue will pay a rebate on your national insurance
contributions into your private pension fund.  The rebate is invested along with your own pension
contributions and you build up a replacement pension for the SERPS pension given up.

With stakeholder and other personal pension schemes the government sets the rebate.  The rebate is set to
give a reasonable chance that the replacement pension will be at least as big as if you had remained in
SERPS.  There’s no guarantee that you’ll be better off by contracting-out but generally the younger you are
and the more you are earning the more you stand to gain if you do contract-out.

Contracting-out is an important decision and you need to consider all the implications.  If you want help
with your decision, you should consult a financial adviser.  You may have to pay for this help.  Or you can
ask your stakeholder scheme provider for a comparison of the SERPS pension you’ll be giving up and the
possible replacement pension you might get from a private arrangement.

Deciding to contract-out in one tax year does not commit you to do the same in later years.  In fact, it’s a
good idea to review your decision regularly.  You should do this, for example, when the State Second
Pension starts in 2002.

What else do I need to check?

IF YOU ARE EMPLOYED

Employers’ pension plans are always worth checking first as they usually provide extra benefits, such as
added contributions from your employer or free life assurance.

You need to check:
� Does your employer provide a pension plan?
� Are you a member of your employer’s pension plan?
� If you are not a member, could you join now or later?

If your employer does not provide a pension plan for you at the moment, they may have to arrange for a
stakeholder pension to be available to you by October 2001.
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� Ask your employer if it is intended to arrange a new pension plan for staff as it might be better
than a private pension you arrange yourself.

� Employers might agree to pay the stakeholder annual charge or make payments to your fund on
top of your own contributions, but they don’t have to.

IF YOU ARE SELF-EMPLOYED

� Are you contributing to a pension plan?

If you have no pension to look forward to except the basic State Retirement Pension, you should consider
setting up a personal pension, such as a stakeholder pension.

IF YOU HAVE NO FORM OF PAID EMPLOYMENT

� Can you afford to contribute to a pension plan?
You can now set up a new stakeholder pension. You can then benefit from tax relief on your contributions,
even if you don’t normally pay income tax.

EVERYBODY

Check on the pension plans you have contributed to in the past but no longer pay into today.  You need to
have some idea of the retirement income you might get from an old pension plan.

To check on the value of old pension plans, look at the most recent benefit statements you have been sent.  If
you cannot find any statements, contact the pension plan provider, for example the insurance company or the
employer that offered the pension to you.

Alternatively, the Pension Schemes Registry provides a free tracing service.  It can help you identify pension
schemes you have belonged to in the past.  To contact the Pensions Scheme Registry, phone them on 0191
225 6393 and ask for a tracing request form or write to them at:

Pension Schemes Registry
PO Box 1NN
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE99 1NN

AND FINALLY

You should consider getting advice if you’re not sure that saving in a pension plan is right for you, or if you
want to look at other ways of saving and investing for the long term.

If you are not sure what’s the best thing for you to do, get help. The decision trees suggest some
organisations that might be able to help you.
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How to use the decision trees

• These decision trees have been designed to help you decide whether a stakeholder pension would
be a good choice for you. Please take the time to read and use them carefully, giving accurate
answers to the questions. The decision you take will be your responsibility.

• There are three sets of decision trees. Make sure you use the right one. There is a different set of
trees for:

� Employed people
� Self-employed people
� People who are not employed

• When you are sure you have the right set of trees, start with ‘tree 1’ and work through the
questions from the top of the page.  Depending on your answers, you may only need to use the first
tree or be asked to go to another tree in the set.

• Always work from the top of the page and tick the box for each question you answer.

• If the tree asks you about your present pension arrangements and you are not sure of the correct
answer, find out the right information – don’t guess.

• If the tree recommends you take advice, or if you are not sure what is right for you, then you
should seek advice.  You may have to pay for this advice.

Some of the information used in these materials comes from sources outside
the FSA and PIA.  Neither the FSA nor PIA guarantee or warrant the accuracy
of the information included in these materials, and does not accept any liability
for errors or omissions.  Neither the FSA nor PIA shall be liable for any
damages arising in contract, tort or otherwise from any action or decision taken
as a result of using these materials or any of them.
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Employed Tree 1 – Current pensions
Apart from the State pensions, do you have any pension arrangements?

Are you a member of a company
pension scheme with your

current employer?

Do you currently
pay into a personal 

pension?

It is usually best to stay in your
employer’s scheme.

Before thinking of leaving your
employer’s scheme, always take

advice.

As well as your company
pension you may wish to

consider increasing your benefits
by making Additional Voluntary
Contributions (AVCs) or, if you

are eligible, contributing to a
stakeholder pension.

Yes

Yes No

Go to
Employed

Tree 2

Do you have a rebate-only
personal pension

(sometimes called a
‘SERPS opt-out’)?

No

If you would like to review your
pension arrangement, contact your
financial adviser or your pension

provider.  Alternatively, see
Employed Tree 4 for details of

where to get help.

If there is a company pension
scheme where you work, and your
employer pays contributions to it,

ask your adviser if joining it would
be better for you than your present

arrangement.

As well as your personal pension
you may wish to consider

increasing your benefits by
contributing to a stakeholder

pension.

Yes No

The decision tree is intended to help you make your own choice about your pension arrangements.  It does not give you
financial or professional advice and you should not regard it as doing so.  You should get help if you require advice.

Yes No

If no, tickIf yes, tick

November 2000You have completed the trees You have completed the trees

If yes, tick

If yes, tick

If yes, tick

If no, tick

If no, tick

If no, tick
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Employed Tree 2 – No current pension
Does your current employer offer a company pension scheme?

If you can join your
employer’s scheme, or can

do so after a waiting
period, it is usually best for

you to do so.

Go to
Employed

Tree 3

Does your employer normally pay contributions to
the scheme?

Check with your employer

Yes

Yes No

No

Does your employer’s scheme give
you other benefits such as free life
cover, health insurance and so on?

Check with your employer

Can you join your employer’s scheme?

Ask your employer if you are not sure

Yes, I can join
now or in the
near future

No, I will
never be able

to join the
scheme

Before you continue using
the decision trees, you
should check with your
employer to make sure

you will never be able to
join the scheme.

If yes, tick

The decision tree is intended to help you make your own choice about your pension arrangements.  It does not give you
financial or professional advice and you should not regard it as doing so.  You should get help if you require advice.

November 2000
You have completed the

trees

Are these other benefits
important to you?

Yes No

Yes No

If no, tickIf yes, tick

If yes, tick If no, tick

If no, tickIf yes, tick

If no, tick

If yes, tick If no, tick
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Employed Tree 3 – How much should I save
towards a pension?

The table gives you an idea of how much you need to pay now - as a regular monthly contribution - to receive
the monthly pension you want when you retire. First look down the left-hand column to find the age closest to

your age now.  Then look across to find the monthly contribution you want to pay and the age at which you want
to retire.

Yes, I’ve found the pension I need and
can afford the monthly contribution

No, I can’t find the pension I need or I
can’t afford the contribution

For details of where to get
further help,

Go to Employed Tree 4

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at 
65

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at
60

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at 
65

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at 
60

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at 
65

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at 
60

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at 
65

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at
60

20 £154 £108 £386 £272 £772 £544 £1,544 £1,089
25 £124 £86 £310 £215 £620 £431 £1,240 £863
30 £98 £67 £245 £168 £491 £336 £983 £672
35 £76 £50 £191 £127 £382 £254 £765 £509
40 £57 £37 £144 £92 £289 £185 £579 £371
45 £42 £25 £105 £63 £211 £127 £422 £254
50 £28 £15 £72 £38 £144 £77 £289 £155
55 £17 £7 £44 £17 £88 £35 £176 £71
60 £8 £20 £40 £81

Your
approximate

age now

What you pay per month for the first year (tax rebates will be added to this
amount)

£20 £50 £100 £200

Have you found the level of monthly pension that you need in the table and can you afford
the monthly contribution?

THIS IS AN IMPORTANT DECISION
Most people save every month.  It is better if you can keep up your monthly contributions.

The following table shows the estimated monthly pension, at today’s prices, that you would get for different regular
monthly contributions. The contribution shown is assumed to increase each year in line with inflation.  The government

will also add tax rebates to increase the actual amounts paid into your stakeholder pension (although all tax breaks are
subject to change).  The estimated pension figures include this tax rebate. When you retire, your pension will increase in line

with inflation.
Remember: these estimates are not guaranteed - you could get more or less than the amounts shown.

A stakeholder pension would be on top of any State pensions you are entitled to.

Consider starting a stakeholder pension.

If in doubt seek help from an expert adviser.  See
Employed Tree 4 for details.

The decision tree is intended to help you make your own choice about your pension arrangements.  It does not give you
financial or professional advice and you should not regard it as doing so.  You should get help if you require advice.

Nov 2000You have completed the trees

If no, tickIf yes, tick
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Employed Tree 4 – Where do I go from here?

DO YOU NEED FURTHER HELP?

You may need to get further help, particularly if you are in one or more of the
following situations:

•You already have a pension arrangement and want to review your situation.
•Your personal circumstances do not seem to fit the questions in the decision trees.
•You wish to get advice that takes account of all your personal circumstances.
•You are not sure how to answer some of the questions in the decision trees.
•You are not sure if you are making the right decision.
•You feel you cannot afford to save for retirement.

WHERE TO GET FURTHER HELP

You can get help from a number of sources.

You could contact the Stakeholder Pensions Telephone Helpline
provided by the Pensions Advisory Service on 0845 6012923.

You can also visit their website at www.stakeholderhelpline.org.uk
They will be able to give you more information about your options.
This information is free but your call will be charged at local rates.

If you already have a financial adviser, you may want to speak to them about
your retirement needs.  If you do not have a financial adviser but want to talk

to one, the following organisations can help:

Association of Independent Financial Advisers: 020 7628 1287
IFA Promotions: 0117 971 1177 (for a list of three
independent financial advisers local to your area)

Life Insurance Association: www.find-an-adviser.co.uk
Society of Financial Advisers: 020 7417 4419

Solicitors for Independent Financial Advice: 01372 721172

Alternatively, contact the pension provider of your choice.

Please note that advisers may charge for any help or advice they give you.

The decision tree is intended to help you make your own choice about your pension arrangements.  It does not give you
financial or professional advice and you should not regard it as doing so.  You should get help if you require advice.

November 2000
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Self-employed Tree 1 – Current pensions

Yes No

Yes No

Go to
Self-Employed

Tree 2

Do you currently
pay into a personal

pension or a
self-employed pension

plan?

If you would like to review your
pension arrangement, contact
your financial adviser or your

pension provider.

Alternatively, see
Self-Employed Tree 3 for details

of where to obtain help.

As well as your personal pension
you may wish to consider

increasing your benefits by
contributing to a stakeholder

pension.

Apart from the State pensions, do you have any pension arrangements?

If no, tickIf yes, tick

The decision tree is intended to help you make your own choice about your pension arrangements.  It does not give you
financial or professional advice and you should not regard it as doing so.  You should get help if you require advice.

November 2000

You have completed the trees

If yes, tick If no, tick
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Self-employed Tree 2 – How much should I save
towards a pension?

Consider starting a stakeholder pension.

If in doubt seek help from an expert adviser.  See
Self-Employed Tree 3 for details.

For details of where to get further help,
Go to Self-Employed

 Tree 3

If yes, tick If no, tick

Yes, I’ve found the pension I need and
can afford the monthly contribution

No, I can’t find the pension I need or I
can’t afford the contribution

The table gives you an idea of how much you need to pay now - as a regular monthly contribution - to receive
the monthly pension you want when you retire. First look down the left-hand column to find the age closest to

your age now.  Then look across to find the monthly contribution you want to pay and the age at which you want
to retire.

The decision tree is intended to help you make your own choice about your pension arrangements.  It does not give you
financial or professional advice and you should not regard it as doing so.  You should get help if you require advice.

Nov 2000You have completed the trees

THIS IS AN IMPORTANT DECISION
Most people save every month.  It is better if you can keep up your monthly contributions.

The following table shows the estimated monthly pension, at today’s prices, that you would get for different regular
monthly contributions. The contribution shown is assumed to increase each year in line with inflation.  The government

will also add tax rebates to increase the actual amounts paid into your stakeholder pension (although all tax breaks are
subject to change).  The estimated pension figures include this tax rebate. When you retire, your pension will increase in line

with inflation.
Remember: these estimates are not guaranteed - you could get more or less than the amounts shown.

A stakeholder pension would be on top of any State pensions you are entitled to.

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at 
65

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at
60

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at 
65

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at 
60

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at 
65

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at 
60

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at 
65

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at
60

20 £154 £108 £386 £272 £772 £544 £1,544 £1,089
25 £124 £86 £310 £215 £620 £431 £1,240 £863
30 £98 £67 £245 £168 £491 £336 £983 £672
35 £76 £50 £191 £127 £382 £254 £765 £509
40 £57 £37 £144 £92 £289 £185 £579 £371
45 £42 £25 £105 £63 £211 £127 £422 £254
50 £28 £15 £72 £38 £144 £77 £289 £155
55 £17 £7 £44 £17 £88 £35 £176 £71
60 £8 £20 £40 £81

Your
approximate

age now

What you pay per month for the first year (tax rebates will be added to this
amount)

£20 £50 £100 £200

Have you found the level of monthly pension that you need in the table and can you afford
the monthly contribution?
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Self-employed Tree 3 – Where do I go from here?

The decision tree is intended to help you make your own choice about your pension arrangements.  It does not give you
financial or professional advice and you should not regard it as doing so.  You should get help if you require advice.

November 2000

DO YOU NEED FURTHER HELP?

You may need to get further help, particularly if you are in one or more of the
following situations:

•You already have a pension arrangement and want to review your situation.
•Your personal circumstances do not seem to fit the questions in the decision trees.
•You wish to get advice that takes account of all your personal circumstances.
•You are not sure how to answer some of the questions in the decision trees.
•You are not sure if you are making the right decision.
•You feel you cannot afford to save for retirement.

WHERE TO GET FURTHER HELP

You can get help from a number of sources.

You could contact the Stakeholder Pensions Telephone Helpline
provided by the Pensions Advisory Service on 0845 6012923.

You can also visit their website at www.stakeholderhelpline.org.uk
They will be able to give you more information about your options.
This information is free but your call will be charged at local rates.

If you already have a financial adviser, you may want to speak to them about
your retirement needs.  If you do not have a financial adviser but want to talk

to one, the following organisations can help:

Association of Independent Financial Advisers: 020 7628 1287
IFA Promotions: 0117 971 1177 (for a list of three
independent financial advisers local to your area)

Life Insurance Association: www.find-an-adviser.co.uk
Society of Financial Advisers: 020 7417 4419

Solicitors for Independent Financial Advice: 01372 721172

Alternatively, contact the pension provider of your choice.

Please note that advisers may charge for any help or advice they give you.
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Not employed Tree 1 – Current pensions

Yes No

You need to review your pension
arrangement.

Contact your financial adviser or
your pension provider.

Alternatively, see
 Not Employed Tree 3 for details

of where to obtain help.

Yes No

Go to
Not Employed

 Tree 2

Do you currently
pay into a personal 

pension?

You can now save for your
retirement by contributing to

a stakeholder pension

Apart from the State pensions, do you have any pension arrangements?

If yes, tick If no, tick

If yes, tick If no, tick

The decision tree is intended to help you make your own choice about your pension arrangements.  It does not give you
financial or professional advice and you should not regard it as doing so.  You should get help if you require advice.

November 2000

You have completed the trees
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Not employed Tree 2 – How much should I save
towards a pension?

For details of where to get
further help,

Go to Not Employed tree 3

Consider starting a stakeholder pension.

If in doubt seek help from an expert adviser.  See
Not Employed Tree 3 for details.

If yes, tick If no, tick

Yes, I’ve found the pension I need and
can afford the monthly contribution

No, I can’t find the pension I need or I
can’t afford the contribution

The table gives you an idea of how much you need to pay now - as a regular monthly contribution - to receive
the monthly pension you want when you retire. First look down the left-hand column to find the age closest to

your age now.  Then look across to find the monthly contribution you want to pay and the age at which you want
to retire.

The decision tree is intended to help you make your own choice about your pension arrangements.  It does not give you
financial or professional advice and you should not regard it as doing so.  You should get help if you require advice.

Nov 2000You have completed the trees

THIS IS AN IMPORTANT DECISION
Most people save every month.  It is better if you can keep up your monthly contributions.

The following table shows the estimated monthly pension, at today’s prices, that you would get for different regular
monthly contributions. The contribution shown is assumed to increase each year in line with inflation.  The government

will also add tax rebates to increase the actual amounts paid into your stakeholder pension (although all tax breaks are
subject to change).  The estimated pension figures include this tax rebate. When you retire, your pension will increase in line

with inflation.
Remember: these estimates are not guaranteed - you could get more or less than the amounts shown.

A stakeholder pension would be on top of any State pensions you are entitled to.

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at 
65

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at
60

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at 
65

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at 
60

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at 
65

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at 
60

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at 
65

Initial
monthly
pension
if you

retire at
60

20 £154 £108 £386 £272 £772 £544 £1,544 £1,089
25 £124 £86 £310 £215 £620 £431 £1,240 £863
30 £98 £67 £245 £168 £491 £336 £983 £672
35 £76 £50 £191 £127 £382 £254 £765 £509
40 £57 £37 £144 £92 £289 £185 £579 £371
45 £42 £25 £105 £63 £211 £127 £422 £254
50 £28 £15 £72 £38 £144 £77 £289 £155
55 £17 £7 £44 £17 £88 £35 £176 £71
60 £8 £20 £40 £81

Your
approximate

age now

What you pay per month for the first year (tax rebates will be added to this
amount)

£20 £50 £100 £200

Have you found the level of monthly pension that you need in the table and can you afford
the monthly contribution?
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Not employed Tree 3 – Where do I go from here?

November 2000

The decision tree is intended to help you make your own choice about your pension arrangements.  It does not give you
financial or professional advice and you should not regard it as doing so.  You should get help if you require advice.

DO YOU NEED FURTHER HELP?

You may need to get further help, particularly if you are in one or more of the
following situations:

•You already have a pension arrangement and want to review your situation.
•Your personal circumstances do not seem to fit the questions in the decision trees.
•You wish to get advice that takes account of all your personal circumstances.
•You are not sure how to answer some of the questions in the decision trees.
•You are not sure if you are making the right decision.
•You feel you cannot afford to save for retirement.

WHERE TO GET FURTHER HELP

You can get help from a number of sources.

You could contact the Stakeholder Pensions Telephone Helpline
provided by the Pensions Advisory Service on 0845 6012923.

You can also visit their website at www.stakeholderhelpline.org.uk
They will be able to give you more information about your options.
This information is free but your call will be charged at local rates.

If you already have a financial adviser, you may want to speak to them about
your retirement needs.  If you do not have a financial adviser but want to talk

to one, the following organisations can help:

Association of Independent Financial Advisers: 020 7628 1287
IFA Promotions: 0117 971 1177 (for a list of three
independent financial advisers local to your area)

Life Insurance Association: www.find-an-adviser.co.uk
Society of Financial Advisers: 020 7417 4419

Solicitors for Independent Financial Advice: 01372 721172

Alternatively, contact the pension provider of your choice.

Please note that advisers may charge for any help or advice they give you.
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When: The firm should record:
(1) a customer order

arises
(a) the customer’s name or other designa-

tion and account number;

(b) the date and time of:
(i) receipt by the firm of the customer

order; or

(ii) the decision by the firm to deal;

(c) the identity of the employee who re-
ceived the customer order or made the
decision in (b)(i) and (ii);

(d) (i) the designated investment con-
cerned; and

(ii) the number of, or total value of,
the designated investment (includ-
ing any price limit);

(e) whether the customer order is for a pur-
chase or sale; and

(f) any other instruction received by the
firm from the customer with regard to
the execution of the customer order (in-
cluding the nature of the communica-
tion, for example, telephone, fax, letter,
email).

(2) the firm executes
a transaction

(a) the name or other designation and ac-
count number of the client (if any) for
whom the transaction was executed (un-
less the transaction was an own account
transaction);

(b) the name of the counterparty, if known
to the firm;

(c) the date and if available, the time of the
transaction;

(d) the identity of the employee executing
the transaction;
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(e) (i) the designated investment con-

cerned; and

(ii) the number of, or total value of,
the designated investment;

(f) the price and other significant terms
(including exchange rate details if rel-
evant);

(g) whether the transaction was a purchase
or a sale; and

(h) whether the firm was acting as principal
as well as on behalf of its customer.

(3) the firm passes a
customer order
to another per-
son for execu-
tion

(a) the name of the person instructed;

(b) the terms of the instruction; and

(c) the date and time that the instruction
was given.
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Content of a confirmation of transaction – general require-
ments

1. The firm’s name and address.

2. That the firm is regulated or authorised by the Financial Services
Authority.

3. If the firm (other than the operator of a regulated collective invest-
ment scheme) executed the transaction as principal, that fact.

4. The customer’s name or other designation and account number.

5. A description of the designated investment, including the amount
invested.

6. Whether the transaction is a sale or purchase.

7. The unit price at which the transaction was executed, and, if the unit
price is averaged including any price set in accordance with COB
7.7.12R (Price of allocation), a statement of that fact.

8. The date of the transaction.

9. Either:

(a) the time of the transaction; or

(b) a statement that information about the time of the transaction
will be supplied on request.

10. The total consideration payable and the date on which it is due.

11. The remuneration of the firm (other than the operator of a regulated
collective investment scheme subject to COB 8.1.17E) and that of
any associate in connection with the transaction, distinguishing:

(a) the amount of any commission charged; and

(b) the basis on which the commission has been determined, unless
all commission charged to the customer has already been dis-
closed to him; and

(c) if the firm or an associate acted as principal in executing the
transaction, and owes a duty of best execution, the amount of
any mark–up or mark–down (unless the firm is the operator of
a regulated collective investment scheme, in which case CIS
8.5.6(3)R (Exemptions from liability to account for profits)
applies.

12. The amount of any fees, taxes or duties, unless included in remuner-
ation mentioned in 11.

�"�"�' ���� �	����� 	$ � �	�$��!���	� 	$ ���������	� ) ������	�� �	����� ��
��������� �����!�������
���� ���� ��	��� �	 � �+, �"�"(

Content of a confirmation of transaction – additional content
in particular circumstances

If the transaction involves: The confirmation should state:

1. a conversion of currency; the rate of exchange obtained;
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Content of a confirmation of transaction – additional content
in particular circumstances

2. a firm receiving any payment or
reward from another person in
connection with the transaction;

unless a prior written statement to
this effect has been made to the cus-
tomer, the amount or basis of any
payment or reward or the fact that
this will be made available on re-
quest;

3. the firm being remunerated for
acting as an agent for the
market counterparty to the
transaction as well as acting as
agent for the customer;

that fact;

4. a right to receive interest on an
investment (for example, in
relation to a government or
public security);

(a) if not part of the transaction
price, the amount of interest
which the purchaser is entitled
to receive; and

(b) any part of the total consider-
ation which is specifically at-
tributable to the right in (a);

5. charges shared with another
person (except employees);

unless a prior written statement to
this effect has been made to the cus-
tomer, the amount or basis of any
shared charges, or the fact that this
will be made available on request;

6. a security which is not a pack-
aged product or a readily re-
alisable security and the firm
acted as a principal in execut-
ing the transaction with the cus-
tomer and there is no calculable
mark–up or mark–down;

how the unit price of the transaction
was arrived at;

7. units in an unregulated collec-
tive investment scheme of
which the firm or one of its as-
sociates is the operator;

the amount or percentage of the op-
erator’s initial charges included in
the price of those units;

�
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Content of a confirmation of transaction – additional content
in particular circumstances

8. the firm’s or an associate’s re-
muneration being passed on by
the firm to a third party as a re-
ward for introducing the busi-
ness;

the identity of the third party and
the amounts passed on or the fact
that details of such arrangements
will be made available on request;

9. any dividend or capitalisation
or other right which has been
declared, but which has not
been paid, allotted or otherwise
become effective in respect of
the investment, and under the
terms of the transaction the
benefit of which will not pass
to the purchaser.

that fact.

�"�"�- ���� �	����� 	$ � �	�$��!���	� 	$ � ���������	� ) ������	�� �	����� �������
�	 ���������	�� �� ����� �� � �������� �	����.� ��.���!��� ����!�
���� ���� ��	��� �	 � �+, �"�"(

Content of a confirmation of transaction – additional content
relating to transactions in units in a regulated collective in-
vestment scheme
1. If the firm is not the operator and the transaction was executed with

the customer by the firm as principal, that fact.

2. The name of the scheme and the type and number of units involved.

3. The amount of:

(a) the operator’s initial charges, if any; and

(b) any charges (other than the initial charges) made by the firm to
the customer in respect of the transaction and, unless such
charges to the customer are made on the same basis, the basis
on which the amount of the charges was determined.

4. A statement that the price at which the transaction has been executed
is on an historic price or forward price basis, as the case may be.

�"�"�� ���� �	����� 	$ � �	�$��!���	� 	$ � ���������	� ) ������	�� �	����� �������
�	 ���������	�� �� ����.���.��
���� ���� ��	��� �	 � �+, �"�"(

Content of a confirmation of transaction – additional content
relating to transactions in derivatives

1. The maturity, delivery or expiry date of the derivative.

2. In the case of an option, a reference to the last exercise date, whether
it can be exercised before maturity and the strike price.

�
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Content of a confirmation of transaction – additional content
relating to transactions in derivatives

3. If the transaction involved, or will involve, the purchase of one
currency with another, the rate of exchange involved or a statement
that the rate will be supplied when the currency has been purchased,
including the maturity or expiry date of any currency hedge, unless
the currency hedge is separately reportable under COB 8.1.3R.

4. If the transaction closes out an open futures position, all essential de-
tails required in respect of each contract comprised in the open posi-
tion and each contract by which it was closed out and the profit or
loss to the customer arising out of closing out that position (a differ-
ence account).

�"�"�/ ���� �	����� 	$ � �	�$��!���	� 	$ ���������	� ) ������	�� �	����� 	�
�0������ 	$ �� 	���	�
���� ���� ��	��� �	 � �+, �"�"(

Content of a confirmation of transaction – additional content
on exercise of an option (exercise confirmations)

1. The date of exercise, and either the time of exercise or that the cus-
tomer will be notified of that time on request.

2. Whether the exercise creates a sale or purchase in the underlying
asset.

3. The strike price of the option (for a currency option, the rate of ex-
change will be the same as the strike price) and, if applicable, the
total consideration from or to the customer.
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Periodic statements: timing and content
Promptness (1) (a) A periodic statement should be provided to a pri-

vate customer within 25 business days after the
end of the period to which the statement relates.

(b) A periodic statement should be provided to a pri-
vate customer within 10 business days after the
end of the period to which the statement relates
if, at the end of that period, the portfolio includes
any uncovered open positions in contingent lia-
bility investments.

(c) A firm whose sole permitted activity is venture
capital business should (instead of (a) or (b))
provide a periodic statement to a private cus-
tomer within 50 business days after the end of
the period to which the statement relates.

(d) Any periodic statement provided to an inter-
mediate customer should be provided within
such period as the intermediate customer has on
his own initiative agreed with the firm as ad-
equate.

Suitable in-
tervals

(2) A periodic statement should be provided:

(a) six–monthly, to a private customer or an inter-
mediate customer not subject to (2)(d);

(b) once in any other period not exceeding 12
months if the private customer has advised the
firm in writing that he wishes to receive less fre-
quent periodic statements than required by (a);
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Periodic statements: timing and content
(c) monthly if the customer’s portfolio includes an

uncovered open position in a contingent liability
investment;

(d) at such intervals as an intermediate customer has
on his own initiative agreed with the firm as ad-
equate.

Adequate
information

(3) A periodic statement should contain:

(a) (i) the information set out in COB 8.2.11E;

(ii) if applicable the additional information in
COB 8.2.12E, COB 8.2.13E, COB 8.2.14E
and COB 8.2.15E; and

(iii) if a firm relies upon the exceptions in COB
8.1.6R(3) or (4) to the requirement to pro-
vide confirmations, the information that
would have been contained in confirma-
tions complying with 8.1.3R; or

(b) information that a private customer habitually
resident outside the United Kingdom, or an inter-
mediate customer, has on his own initiative
agreed with the firm as adequate; or

(c) in the case of an OPS firm subject to COB
8.2.8E(3):

(i) the information that would have been con-
tained in a confirmation complying with
COB 8.1.3R, relating to the following
classes of asset:

(a) securities which are not readily re-
alisable securities;

(b) derivatives;

(c) warrants;

(d) land and buildings; and

(ii) in relation to all other transactions not in-
cluded in (i), a summary of the information
that would have been contained in a con-
firmation complying with COB 8.1.3R;
this summary should contain sufficient in-
formation about the relevant transactions to
enable an OPS trustee to determine whether
it will be necessary to obtain more detailed
information about the relevant transactions.

For example, the summary might disclose,
for each asset class:

(a) the number and value of transactions
entered into for the portfolio;
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Periodic statements: timing and content
(b) any material portfolio changes;

(c) whether a material number of changes
were entered into in relation to a
single entity and, if so, which ones;

(d) the information required by item 11
and 12 of COB 8.1.15E.

�"�"�� ���� 1���	��� �����!���� ) ������ ��$	�!���	�
���� ���� ��	��� �	 � �+, �"�"��

Periodic statements: general information
1 Contents and value

As at the end of the period covered: the number, description and
value of each designated investment held; the amount of cash held;
and the total value of the portfolio.

2 Basis of valuation

A statement of the basis on which the value of each designated in-
vestment has been calculated and, if applicable, a statement that the
basis for valuing a particular designated investment has changed since
the previous periodic statement.  If any designated investments are
shown in a currency other than the usual one used for valuation of the
portfolio, the relevant currency exchange rates must be shown.

�"�"�� ���� 1���	��� �����!���� ) ������	�� ��$	�!���	� ��*����� $	� � ��������	����
!������ �	��$	�	
���� ���� ��	��� �	 � �+, �"�"��

Periodic statements: additional information required for a
discretionary  managed portfolio*
* (except OPS firms conducting OPS activity – see 8.2.15E)

1 Details of any assets loaned or charged

A statement of which investments (if any) were at the closing date
loaned to any third party and which investments (if any) were at that
date charged to secure borrowings made on behalf of the portfolio;
and

the aggregate of any interest payments made and income received
during the account period in respect of loans or borrowings made
during that period.

2 Transactions and changes in composition

Particulars of each transaction entered into for the portfolio during
the period; and

the aggregate of money and particulars of all investments transferred
into and out of the portfolio during the period; and
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Periodic statements: additional information required for a
discretionary  managed portfolio*
* (except OPS firms conducting OPS activity – see 8.2.15E)

the aggregate of any interest payments (and, in the case of a cash de-
posit ISA, the interest rates applied during the period of account),
together with the dates of their application and dividends or other
benefits received by the firm for the portfolio during that period.

The particulars required may be disclosed in separate statements (ex-
cluding confirmations of transactions) issued to the customer during
the period.

3 Charges and remuneration

If not previously advised in writing:

(a) a statement of the aggregate charges of the firm and its associ-
ates; and

(b) a statement of any remuneration received by the firm or its as-
sociates or both from a third party in respect of the transactions
entered into, or any other services provided, for the portfolio.

4 CAT standards

If the periodic statement relates to an ISA intended to be managed in
accordance with CAT standards, a statement whether the relevant
CAT standards have been adhered to throughout the period of ac-
count.

�"�"�2 ���� 1���	��� �����!���� ) ������	�� ��$	�!���	� ��*����� $	� � �	��������
������� ��.���!���
���� ���� ��	��� �	 � �+, �"�"��

Periodic statements: additional information required for a con-
tingent liability investment
1 Changes in value

The aggregate of money transferred into and out of the portfolio dur-
ing the valuation period.

2 Open positions

In relation to each open position in the account at the end of the ac-
count period, the unrealised profit or loss to the customer (before de-
ducting or adding any commission which would be payable on clos-
ing out).

3 Closed positions

In relation to each transaction executed during the account period to
close out a customer’s position, the resulting profit or loss to the cus-
tomer after deducting or adding any commission.

Note:  Instead of the specific detail required by item 2 and 3, the statement
may show the net profit or loss in respect of the customer’s overall posi-
tion in each contract.

4 Aggregate of contents
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Periodic statements: additional information required for a con-
tingent liability investment

The aggregate of each of the following in, or relating to, the cus-
tomer’s portfolio at the close of business on the valuation date:

(a) cash;

(b) collateral value;

(c) management fees; and

(d) commissions attributable to transactions during the period or a
statement that this information has been separately disclosed in
writing in earlier statements or confirmations to the customer.

5 Option account valuations in respect of each open option contained
in the account on the valuation date stating:

(a) the share, future, index or other investment involved;

(b) the trade price and date for the opening transaction, unless the
valuation statement follows the statement for the period in
which the option was opened;

(c) the market price of the contract; and

(d) the exercise price of the contract.
Option account valuations may show an average trade price and market
price in respect of an option series if the customer buys a number of con-
tracts within the same series.

�"�"�% ���� 1���	��� �����!���� ) ������	�� ��$	�!���	� ��*����� $	� � ��	
�� $���
���� ���� ��	��� �	 � �+, �"�"��

Periodic statements: additional information required for a
broker fund (to the extent that the firm can reasonably be ex-
pected to obtain the information)
1 Significant holdings

If any asset is worth more than 5% of the value of the fund, it must
be described and its percentage in value stated.

2 Unit–linked life policies  (except where a firm is managing a broker
fund on behalf of a single customer)

If the fund consists of unit–linked life policies, a comparison, over
the account period and over the whole life of the fund, of the percen-
tage change in the price of the units in the fund:

(a) with the prices of units in the managed unit–linked pension
fund of the long–term insurer (if the fund is dedicated to pen-
sion policies); or

(b) with the prices of units in the managed unit–linked life fund of
the long–term insurer (in any other case).

3 Price comparison

Unless the firm is managing a broker fund on behalf of a single cus-
tomer, a comparison of the price of units in the fund or scheme with
the published index or sector average stated in the product particu-
lars.
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Periodic statements: additional information required for a
broker fund (to the extent that the firm can reasonably be ex-
pected to obtain the information)
4 Investment objectives and strategies

The current investment objectives and strategies including an indica-
tion as to whether or not either of these have changed since the
previous report.

5 Benefits and rewards

The cash value of the benefits and rewards which the broker fund
adviser and any associate have received directly or indirectly during
the reporting period by way of remuneration which may be shown in
aggregate or as applicable to each customer or both.

�"�"�( ���� 1���	��� �����!���� ) !���!�! �	����� ��*����� 3���� �� +1� $��!
�	������ +1� ����.���
���� ���� ��	��� �	 � �+, �"�"��

Periodic statements: information required when an OPS firm
conducts OPS activity

1 Investment objectives

A statement of any investment objectives governing the mandate of
the portfolio of the occupational pension scheme as at the closing
and starting date.

2 Details of any assets loaned or charged

(a) a summary of any investments that were, at the closing date,
lent to a third party and any investments that were at that date
charged to secure borrowings made on behalf of the portfolio;
and

(b) the aggregate of any interest payments made and income re-
ceived during the account period in respect of loans or borrow-
ings made during that period and a comparison with the previ-
ous period.

3 Transactions and changes in composition

(a) a summary of the transactions entered into for the portfolio
during the period and a comparison with the previous period;

(b) the aggregate of money and a summary of all investments trans-
ferred into and out of the portfolio during the period; and

(c) the aggregate of any interest payments, dividends and other
benefits received by the firm for the portfolio during that
period and a comparison with the previous period.

4 Charges and remuneration

If not previously advised in writing, a statement for the period of
account:

(a) of the aggregate charges of the firm and its associates; and
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Periodic statements: information required when an OPS firm
conducts OPS activity

(b) of any remuneration received by the firm or its associates or
both from a third party in respect of the transactions entered
into, or any other services provided, for the portfolio.

5 Movement in value of portfolio

A statement of the difference between the value of the portfolio at
the closing date of the period of account and its value at the starting
date, having regard, during the period of account, to:

(a) the aggregate of assets received from the occupational pension
scheme and added to the portfolio;

(b) the aggregate of the value of assets transferred, or of amounts
paid, to the customer;

(c) the aggregate income received on behalf of the customer in re-
spect of the portfolio; and

(d) the aggregate of realised and unrealised profits or gains and
losses attributable to the assets comprised in the portfolio.
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Reference Rule
COB 9.1.1R to 9.1.12G Application

COB 9.1.16R to 9.1.20G Trustees and depositaries

COB 9.1.28R to 9.1.32R Segregation
COB 9.1.35R to 9.1.37G Registration and recording

COB 9.1.40R(2), 9.1.41G and
9.1.42R

Holding

COB 9.1.74R to 9.1.80R Stocklending

COB 9.1.85R to 9.1.97R Reconciliation

COB 9.1.98R and 9.1.99R Records
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COB 9.1.21R to 9.1.22R Arrangers

COB 9.1.43R, 9.1.46 to 9.1.47G Assessment of custodian
COB 9.1.54R to 9.1.56G Risk disclosures

COB 9.1.98R Records
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COB 9.3.1R – COB 9.3.7G Application
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Individual client balance calculation
Free money (no trades) and A
sale proceeds due to the client:

(a) in respect of principal deals when the client has deliv-
ered the designated investments; and

B

(b) in respect of agency deals, when either:

(i) the sale proceeds have been received by the firm
and the client has delivered the designated invest-
ments; or

C1

(ii) the firm holds the designated investments for the
client; and

C2

the cost of purchases:

(c) in respect of principal deals, paid for by the client but
the firm has not delivered the designated investments to
the client; and

D

(d) in respect of agency deals, paid for by the client when
either:

(i) the firm has not remitted the money to, or to the
order of, the counterparty; or

E1

(ii) the designated investments have been received by
the firm but have not been delivered to the client;

E2

Less
money owed by the client in respect of unpaid purchases by
or for the client if delivery of those designated investments
has been made to the client; and

F
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Individual client balance calculation
Proceeds remitted to the client in respect of sales transac-
tions by or for the client if the client has not delivered the
designated investments.

G

Individual Client Balance ’X’ = (A+B+C1+C2+D+E1+E2)–F–G X
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Application of conduct of business rules
Chapter,
Section
or Rule

Description Modifications

1 Application and general
provisions

2.1 Clear, fair and not mislead-
ing communication

2.2 Inducements and soft com-
mission

In the case of a regulated col-
lective investment scheme,
COB 2.2.8R(5) and
COB 2.2.16R to 2.2.19R do
not apply.

2.3 Reliance on others
2.4 Chinese Walls

5.3 Suitability COB 10.4 applies instead of
COB 5.3.

7.1 Conflict of interest and ma-
terial interest

7.2 Churning and switching

7.4 Customer order priority
7.5 Best execution In the case of an unregulated

collective investment scheme,
COB 10.5.3R applies instead
of COB 7.5.4R in the cir-
cumstances set out in COB
10.5.3R.

7.6 Timely execution

7.7 Aggregation and allocation COB 10.3.3E applies instead
of COB 7.7.6E.

COB 10.3.5R applies instead
of COB 7.7.14R.

7.12 Customer order and execu-
tion records

10 Operators of collective in-
vestment schemes
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Content of scheme documents
The scheme documents should include provision about:

(1) Regulator

the fact that the operator is regulated by or authorised by the FSA;

(2) Services

the nature of the services that the operator will provide in relation
to the scheme;

(3) Payments for services
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Content of scheme documents
details of any payment for services payable by the scheme or from
the property of the scheme or participants in the scheme to the op-
erator, including where appropriate:

(a) the basis of calculation;

(b) how it is to be paid and collected;

(c) how frequently it is to be paid; and

(d) whether or not any other payment is receivable by the oper-
ator (or to its knowledge by any of its associates) in connec-
tion with any transactions effected by the operator with or
for the scheme, in addition to or in lieu of any fees;

(4) Commencement

when and how the operator is appointed;

(5) Accounting

the arrangements for accounting to the scheme or participants in
the scheme for any transaction effected;

(6) Termination method

how the appointment of the operator may be terminated;

(7) Complaints procedure

how to complain to the operator and a statement that the partici-
pants in the scheme may subsequently complain direct to the Fi-
nancial Ombudsman Service;

(8) Compensation

an explanation of the compensation arrangements available to par-
ticipants under the Act if the operator is unable to meet any of its
liabilities, or the availability of an explanation describing those ar-
rangements;

(9) Investment objectives

the investment objectives for the portfolio of the scheme;

(10) Restrictions

(a) any restrictions on:

(i) the types of investments or property which may be
included in the portfolio of the scheme; and

(ii) markets on which investments or property may be ac-
quired for the portfolio of the scheme;

(iii) the amount or value of any one investment or asset, or
on the proportion of the portfolio of the scheme which
any one investment or asset or any particular kind of
investment or asset may constitute; or

(b) that there are no such restrictions;

(11) Holding of scheme assets

(a) if it is the case, that the operator will:
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Content of scheme documents
(i) hold money on behalf of the scheme or be the custod-

ian of investments or other property of the scheme; or

(ii) arrange for some other person to act in either capacity
and, if so, whether that person is an associate of the
operator identifying that person and describing the
nature of any association; and

(b) in either case:

(i) how any money is to be deposited;

(ii) the arrangements for recording and separately ident-
ifying registrable investments of the scheme and,
where the registered holder is the operator’s own
nominee, that the operator will be responsible for the
acts and omissions of that person;

(iii) the extent to which the operator accepts liability for
any loss of the investments of the scheme;

(iv) the extent to which the operator or any other person
mentioned in (11)(a)(ii), may hold a lien or security
interest over investments of the scheme;

(v) where investments of the scheme will be registered
collectively in the same name, a statement that the
entitlements of the scheme may not be identifiable by
separate certificates or other physical documents of
title, and that, should the operator default, any short-
fall in investments of the scheme registered in that
name may be shared proportionately among all
schemes and any other customers of the operator
whose investments are so registered;

(vi) whether or not investments or other property of the
scheme can be lent to, or deposited by way of collat-
eral with, a third party and whether or not money can
be borrowed on the behalf of the scheme against the
security of those investments or property and, if so,
the terms upon which they may be lent or deposited;

(vii) the arrangements for accounting to the scheme for in-
vestments of the scheme; for income received (includ-
ing any interest on money and any income earned by
lending investments or other property) of the scheme;
and for rights conferred in respect of investments or
other property of the scheme;

(viii) the arrangements for determining the exercise of any
voting rights conferred by investments of the scheme;
and
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Content of scheme documents
(ix) where investments of the scheme may be held by an

eligible custodian outside the United Kingdom, a gen-
eral statement that different settlement, legal and
regulatory requirements, and different practices relat-
ing to the segregation of those investments, may
apply;

(12) Clients’ money outside the United Kingdom

if it is the case, that the operator may hold the money of the
scheme in a client bank account outside the United Kingdom;

(13) Exchange rates

if a liability of the scheme in one currency is to be matched by an
asset in a different currency, or if the services to be provided to the
operator for the scheme may relate to an investment denominated
in a currency other than the currency in which the investments of
the scheme are valued, a warning that a movement of exchange
rates may have a separate effect, unfavourable or favourable, on
the gain or loss otherwise made on the investments of the scheme;

(14) Stabilised investments

if it is the case, that the operator is to have the right under the
scheme documents to effect transactions in investments the prices
of which may be the subject of stabilisation;

(15) Conflict of interest and material interest

if it is the case, that the operator is to have the right under the
agreement or instrument constituting the scheme to effect transac-
tions on behalf of the scheme in which the operator has directly or
indirectly a material interest (except for an interest arising solely
from the participation of the operator as agent for the scheme), or
a relationship of any description with another party which may in-
volve a conflict with the operator’s duty to the scheme, together
with a disclosure of the nature of the interest or relationship;

(16) Use of soft commission agreements

if the operator is to be authorised under the agreement or instru-
ment constituting the scheme to effect transactions with or through
the agency of another person with whom the operator has a soft
commission agreement, the prior disclosure required by COB
2.2.16R;

(17) Acting as principal

if it is the case, that the operator may act as principal in a transac-
tion with the scheme;

(18) Stock lending

if it is the case, that the operator may undertake stock lending ac-
tivity with or for the scheme specifying the type of assets of the
scheme to be lent, the type and value of relevant collateral from
the borrower and the method and amount of payment due to the
scheme in respect of the lending;
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Content of scheme documents
(19) Transactions involving contingent liability investments

(a) if it is the case, that the agreement or instrument constituting
the scheme allows the operator to effect transactions involv-
ing contingent liability investments for the account of the
portfolio of the scheme;

(b) if applicable, whether there are any limits on the amount to
be committed by way of margin and, if so, what those limits
are; and

(c) if applicable, that the operator has the authority to effect
transactions involving contingent liability investments other-
wise than under the rules of a recognised investment ex-
change or designated investment exchange and in a contract
traded thereon;

(20) Periodic statements

(a) the frequency of any periodic statement (this should not be
less than once every 12 months under COB 10.7.3E) except
where a periodic statement is not required by COB 10.7.5R
(Exceptions from the requirement to provide a periodic state-
ment); and

(b) whether those statements will include some measure of per-
formance, and, if so, what the basis of that measurement will
be;

(21) Valuation

the bases on which assets comprised in the portfolio of the scheme
are to be valued;

(22) Borrowings

if it is the case, that the operator may supplement the funds in the
portfolio of the scheme and, if it may do so:

(a) the circumstances in which the operator may do so;

(b) whether there are any limits on the extent to which the oper-
ator may do so and, if so, what those limits are; and

(c) any circumstances in which such limits may be exceeded;

(23) Underwriting commitments

if it is the case, that the operator may for the account of the port-
folio of the scheme underwrite or sub–underwrite any issue or
offer for sale of securities, and:

(a) whether there are any restrictions on the categories of secu-
rities which may be underwritten and, if so, what these re-
strictions are; and

(b) whether there are any financial limits on the extent of the un-
derwriting and, if so, what these limits are;

(24) Investments in other collective investment schemes
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Content of scheme documents
whether or not the portfolio may contain units in a collective in-
vestment scheme either operated or advised by the operator or by
an associate of the operator or in a collective investment scheme
which is not a regulated collective investment scheme;

(25) Investments in securities underwritten by the operator

whether or not the portfolio may contain securities of which any
issue or offer for sale was underwritten, managed or arranged by
the operator or by an associate of the operator during the preced-
ing 12 months.
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Periodic statements
Promptness (1) (a) A periodic statement should be provided within

25 business days after the end of the period to
which the statement relates.

(b) In the case of:

(i) a scheme the portfolio of which is com-
prised exclusively of investment in equity
that is not traded or listed on an exchange;
or

(ii) a scheme which is a property enterprise
trust; or

(iii) a scheme the portfolio of which is com-
prised exclusively of investment in equity
that is not traded or listed on an exchange
and assets which are land and buildings;

the operator should provide a periodic statement
within 50 business days after the end of the
period to which the statement relates.

Suitable in-
tervals

(2) A periodic statement should be provided at least:

(a) six–monthly; or

(b) once in any other period, not exceeding 12
months, which has been mutually agreed be-
tween the operator and the participant in the
scheme.

Adequate
information

(3) A periodic statement should contain:
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Periodic statements
(a) (i) the information set out in COB 10.7.9E;

and

(ii) where the portfolio of the scheme includes
uncovered open positions in contingent
liability investments, the additional in-
formation in COB 10.7.10E; or

(b) such information as a participant who is a pri-
vate customer ordinarily resident outside the
United Kingdom, or an intermediate customer,
has on his own initiative agreed with the oper-
ator as adequate.
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General contents of a periodic statement
1 Contents and value

(a) As at the beginning of the account period, the total value of the
portfolio of the scheme, being either:

(i) the value of the assets comprised in the portfolio on the
date as at which the statement provided for the immedi-
ately preceding period of account is made up; or

(ii) in the case of the first periodic statement, the value of the
assets comprised in the portfolio on the date on which the
operator assumed responsibility for the management of
the portfolio.

(b) As at the end of the account period:

(i) the number, description and value of each investment held
on behalf of the scheme;

(ii) the amount of cash held on behalf of the scheme; and

(iii) the total value of the portfolio of the scheme.

2 Basis of valuation
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General contents of a periodic statement
A statement of the basis on which the value of each investment has
been calculated and, if applicable, a statement that the basis for valu-
ing a particular investment has changed since the previous periodic
statement.  Where any investments are shown in a currency other than
the usual one used for valuation of the portfolio of the scheme, the rel-
evant currency exchange rates must be shown.

3 Details of any assets loaned or charged

(a) A summary of those investments (if any) which were, at the
closing date, loaned to any third party and those investments (if
any) that were at that date charged to secure borrowings made
on behalf of the portfolio of the scheme; and

(b) the aggregate of any interest payments made and income re-
ceived during the account period in respect of loans or borrow-
ings made during the period.

4 Transactions and changes in composition

Except in the case of a portfolio which aims to track the performance
of an external index:

(a) a statement that summarises the transactions entered into for the
portfolio of the scheme during the period; and

(b) the aggregate of money and a summary of all investments trans-
ferred into and out of the portfolio of the scheme during the
period; and

(c) the aggregate of any interest payments, dividends and other
benefits received by the operator for the portfolio of the scheme
during that period.

5 Charges and remuneration

If not previously advised in writing, a statement for the account
period:

(a) of the aggregate charges of the operator and its associates; and

(b) of any remuneration received by the operator or its associates or
both from a third party in respect of the transactions entered
into, or any other services provided, for the portfolio of the
scheme.

6 Movement in value of portfolio

A statement of the difference between the value of the portfolio at the
closing date and its value at the starting date of the account period,
having regard at least, during the account period, to the following:

(a) the aggregate of assets received from participants of the scheme
and added to the portfolio of the scheme;

(b) the aggregate of the value of assets transferred, or of amounts
paid, to the scheme;

(c) the aggregate income received on behalf of the scheme in re-
spect of the portfolio; and
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General contents of a periodic statement
(d) the aggregate of realised and unrealised profits or gains and

losses attributable to the assets comprised in the portfolio of the
scheme.

Notes:
For the purposes of Item 1, where the scheme is a property enterprise
trust, it will be sufficient for the periodic statement to disclose the number
of properties held in successive valuation bands where this is appropriate
to the size and composition of the scheme, rather than the value of each
asset in the portfolio.  The valuation bands of over £10m, £5–£10m,
£2.5–£5m, £1–£2.5m and under £1m would be appropriate, unless an op-
erator could show that different bands were justifiable in the circum-
stances.
The statement to be provided under Item 6 is not intended to be an indica-
tor of the performance of the portfolio of the scheme.
An operator may wish to distinguish capital and income, and thereby pro-
vide more information than referred to in this table.  If the statement in-
cludes some measure of performance, the basis of measurement should be
stated.
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Contents of a periodic statement in respect of contingent lia-
bility investments
1 Changes in value

The aggregate of money transferred into and out of the portfolio of the
scheme during the account period.

2 Open positions

In relation to each open position in the portfolio of the scheme at the
end of the account period, the unrealised profit or loss to the portfolio
of the scheme (before deducting or adding any commission which
would be payable on closing out).

3 Closed positions

In relation to each transaction effected during the account period to
close out a position of the scheme, the resulting profit or loss to the
portfolio of the scheme after deducting or adding any commission.

(Instead of the specific detail required by Items 2 or 3, the statement
may show the net profit or loss in respect of the overall position of the
scheme in each contract)

4 Aggregate of contents

The aggregate of each of the following in, or relating to, the portfolio
of the scheme at the close of business on the valuation date:

(a) cash;

(b) collateral value;

(c) management fees; and
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Contents of a periodic statement in respect of contingent lia-
bility investments

(d) commissions attributable to transactions during the period or a
statement that this information has been separately disclosed in
writing on earlier statements or confirmations to the participant.

5 Option account valuations

In respect of each open option comprising the portfolio of the scheme
on the valuation date:

(a) the share, future, index or other investment or asset involved;

(b) (unless the valuation statement follows the statement for the
period in which the option was opened) the trade price and date
for the opening transaction;

(c) the market price of the contract; and

(d) the exercise price of the contract.

Options account valuations may show an average trade price and
market price in respect of an option series where a number of con-
tracts within the same series have been purchased on behalf of the
scheme.
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Chapter Description Modifications
1 Application and

general provi-
sions

’Customer’ means ’trustee’ or ’trust’
as appropriate.  COB 1.5 and COB 1.6
do not apply.

2.1 to 2.4 Rules which
apply to all firms

COB 2.2.8R – COB 2.2.20R do not
apply.

For the depositary of a unit trust
scheme, ’customer’ means ’trustee’ or
’trust’ as appropriate.  For the de-
positary of an ICVC, ’customer’ means
the ICVC.  For the depositary of any
other collective investment scheme,
’customer’ means the scheme.

2.5 Exclusion of lia-
bility

For the depositary of a unit trust
scheme, ’customer’ and ’private cus-
tomer’ mean ’trustee’ or ’trust’ as ap-
propriate.  For the depositary of an
ICVC, ’customer’ means the ICVC.
For the depositary of any other collec-
tive investment scheme, ’customer’
means the scheme.

3 Financial promo-
tion
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ModificationsDescriptionChapter
5.5 Information

about the firm
’Customer’ and ’private customer’
mean ’trustee’ or the operator of the
collective investment scheme as ap-
propriate.

7.1 Conflict of in-
terest and ma-
terial interest

’Customer’ and ’private customer’
mean ’trustee’ or ’trust’ as appropri-
ate.

7.13 Personal account
dealing

’Client’ and ’customer’ mean ’collec-
tive investment scheme’.

9 Client assets COB 9.3 and COB 9.5 do not apply.
Except for COB 9.2, ’client’ means
’trustee’, ’trust’ or ’collective invest-
ment scheme’ as appropriate.

In COB 9.2, ’client’ means ’trustee’,
’collective investment scheme’ or ’col-
lective investment scheme instrument’
as appropriate.

10 Operators of col-
lective invest-
ment schemes

The chapter does not apply to a de-
positary of an ICVC.  It applies to the
trustee of a unit trust scheme only
where there is no separate operator, or
where and to the extent that the sep-
arate operator does not take all day–
to–day investment decisions in rela-
tion to the scheme.

11 Trustee and de-
positary activities
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Chapter Description Modifications
1 Application and

general provi-
sions

’Customer’ means ’trustee’ or ’trust’ as
appropriate.  COB 1.5 and 1.6 do not
apply.

2.1 Clear, fair and
not misleading
communication

’Customer’ means ’trustee’

2.2 Inducements
and soft com-
mission

‘Customer’ means ’trustee’ or ‘trust’ as
appropriate.

2.3 Reliance on
others

’Customer’ means ‘trustee’.

2.4 Chinese walls ’Customer’ and ’client’ mean ’trustee’
or ’trust’ as appropriate.

2.5 Exclusion of lia-
bility

’Customer’ and ’private customer’ mean
’trustee’, as appropriate.

3 Financial
promotion

4.1 Client classifica-
tion

’Client’ and ’customer’ mean ’trustee’
or ’trust’ as appropriate.

5.5 Information
about the firm

‘Customer’ and ‘private customer’
means ‘trustee’ or ‘trust’ as appropri-
ate.

7.1 Conflict of in-
terest and ma-
terial interest

‘Customer’ means ‘trustee’ or ‘trust’ as
appropriate.

7.2 Churning and
switching

’Customer’ means ’trustee’ or ’trust’ as
appropriate.

9.2 Mandates ‘Client’ means ’trustee’, ‘trust’ or
‘trust instrument’ as appropriate.

11 Trustee and de-
positary acti-
vities
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Chapter Description Modifications
1 Application and

general provi-
sions

’Customer’ means ’trustee’ or ’trust’ as
appropriate.

COB 1.5 and 1.6 do not apply.

2.1 Clear, fair and
not misleading
communication

’Customer’ means ’trustee’
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2.2 Inducements

and soft com-
mission

‘Customer’ means ’trustee’ or ‘trust’ as
appropriate.

2.3 Reliance on
others

’Customer’ means ‘trustee’.

2.4 Chinese walls ’Customer’ and ’client’ mean ’trustee’
or ’trust’ as appropriate.

2.5 Exclusion of lia-
bility

‘Customer’ and ’private customer’ mean
’trustee’, as appropriate.

3 Financial
promotion

4.1 Client classifica-
tion

’Client’ and ’customer’ mean ’trustee’
or ’trust’ as appropriate.

5.2 Know your cus-
tomer

’Customer’ and ’private customer’ mean
trustee or trust as appropriate.

5.3 Suitability ‘Customer’ and ’private customer’ mean
‘trustee’ or ‘trust’ as appropriate.

COB 5.3.14 – 5.3.19 do not apply to a
trustee firm.  However a trustee firm
must keep appropriate records to show
compliance with COB 5.3.

5.4 Customers’ un-
derstanding of
risk

’Customer and ‘private customer’ mean
‘trustee’.

5.5 Information
about the firm

‘Customer’ and ‘private customer’
means ‘trustee’ or ‘beneficiary’ as ap-
propriate.

7.1 Conflict of in-
terest and ma-
terial interest

‘Customer’ and ‘Private customer’ mean
‘trustee’, or ‘trust’ as appropriate.

7.2 Churning and
switching

‘Customer’ means  ‘trustee’ or ‘trust’
as appropriate.

7.3 Dealing ahead ‘Customer’ means ’trustee’ or ’trust’ as
appropriate.

7.4 Customer order
priority

‘Customer’ means ‘trust’.

7.5 Best execution ‘Customer’ means ‘trustee’ or ‘trust’ as
appropriate.

7.6 Timely execu-
tion

‘Customer’ means ‘trust’.

7.7 Aggregation and
allocation

‘Customer’ means ’customer’ or ‘trust’
as appropriate.
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ModificationsDescriptionChapter
7.9 Lending to pri-

vate customers
‘Private customer’ means ‘beneficiary’.

7.10 Margin require-
ments

’Customer’ and ‘private customer’ mean
‘trustee’ or ‘trust’ as appropriate.

7.12 Customer order
and execution
records

’Customer’ means ’trustee’ or ’trust’ as
appropriate.

7.13 Personal ac-
count dealing

’Client’ means ’trust’.

7.14 Programme
trading

’Customer’ means ’trustee’ or ’trust’ as
appropriate.

7.15 Non market
price transac-
tions

’Customer’ means ’trustee’ or ’trust’ as
appropriate.

8.1 Confirmation of
transactions

‘Customer’ means ‘trustee’ or ’trust’ as
appropriate.

8.2 Periodic state-
ments

‘Customer’ means ‘trustee’, or ‘trust’
as appropriate.

9 Client assets ’Client’ means ’trustee’, ’trust’ or
’trust instrument’ as appropriate.

11 Trustee and de-
positary acti-
vities
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Chapter Description Disapplication
4.2 Terms of business and

client agreements with
customers

COB 4.2.11E and COB 4.2.12R are
disapplied.

6 Product disclosure and
the customer’s right to
cancel or withdraw

COB 6 is disapplied.

8.2 Periodic statements COB 8.2 is disapplied to a firm ad-
vising on syndicate participation at
Lloyd’s.

COB 8.2.7E is disapplied to the So-
ciety.

9 Client assets COB 9 is disapplied to the Society.

11 Trustee and depositary
activities

COB 11 is disapplied.
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Chapter Description Application
1 Application and general

provisions
Applied

2 Rules which apply to all
firms conducting desig-
nated investment busi-
ness

Applied

4.1 Client classification Applied

6.7 Cancellation and with-
drawal

Applied

6.8 Insurance contracts –
life and general

Applied

������! ��� �����
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����+����� �	 *���� ���� ������� ������!
���� ���� &	�)� ���� 	& � �'( ��!�!�0!

Chapter Description
COB 1 Application and general provisions

COB 2 Rules which apply to all firms conduct-
ing designated investment business

COB 4.1 Client classification

��!�!�1 ���� �	����	� 	& ���� 	& ��������� ���+���� �	 � &��) *��� ��+����� 	�
��������� �����������	� �� �	����!
���� ���� &	�)� ���� 	& � �'( ��!�!�0!

Chapter Description
COB 4.2.1R to COB 4.2.10R (inclus-
ive), COB 4.2.13R to COB 4.2.14R

Terms of business and customer agree-
ments

COB 5 Advising and selling

COB 7.1 Conflict of interest and material interest

��!�!�2 ���� �	����	� 	& ���� 	& ��������� ���+���� �	 � &��) *��� �������� 	�
���������� ��+���)��� �������� �� �����	� �	 &���� �� �	����!
���� ���� &	�)� ���� 	& � �'( ��!�!�0!

Chapter Description
COB 4.2.1R to COB 4.2.10R (inclus-
ive), COB 4.2.13R and COB 4.2.14R

Terms of business and customer agree-
ments

COB 7 Dealing and managing
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DescriptionChapter
COB 8.1 Confirmation of transactions

COB 8.2.1R to COB 8.2.6R (inclusive)
and COB  8.2.9R

Periodic statements

��!�!�� ���� �	����	� 	& ���� 	& ��������� ���+���� �	 � &��) )������� ���
�����*������ �������� 	& � �	���� ��������� �� � )������� ����� ��
�	����!
���� ���� &	�)� ���� 	& � �'( ��!�!�0!

Chapter Description
COB 6.7 Cancellation and withdrawal

COB 6.8 Insurance contracts – life and general

��!�!�� ���� �	����	� 	& ���� 	& ��������� ���+���� �	 � &��) *��� �	))���������
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Chapter Description
COB 3 Financial promotion
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3 Table

Handbook
reference

Subject 
of record

Contents 
of record

When record
must be made

Retention
period

COB 2.2.20R(1) Periodic reports Details of soft
commission
agreements

Date of periodic
statement

3 years 
(from ter-

mination of
relevant soft
commission
agreement)

COB 2.2.20R(2) Disclosable com-
mission

Each payment Date of payment 6 years

COB 2.2.20R(3) Indirect benefits
given to an inde-
pendent intermedi-
ary

Each benefit Date from which
benefit was con-

ferred

6 years

COB 3.7.1R Non–real time fi-
nancial promotion
– each:

Pension transfer

Pension opt–out

FSAVC

Name of individ-
ual who con-
firmed com-

pliance or ap-
proved the finan-
cial promotion.

See COB 3.7.2(1)
to (4) for other

contents

Date of confirma-
tion or approval

Indefinitely

COB 3.7.1R Non–real time fi-
nancial promotion
– each:

Life policy

Pension contract

Stakeholder pen-
sion scheme

Name of individ-
ual who con-
firmed com-

pliance or ap-
proved the finan-
cial promotion.

See COB 3.7.2(1)
to (4) for other

contents

Date of confirma-
tion or approval

6 years
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Retention
period

When record
must be made

Contents 
of record

Subject 
of record

Handbook
reference

COB 3.7.1R Non–real time fi-
nancial promotion
– any other case

Name of individ-
ual who con-
firmed com-

pliance or ap-
proved the finan-
cial promotion.

See COB 3.7.2(1)
to (4) for other

contents

Date of confirma-
tion or approval

3 years

COB 4.1.16R Classification  of
each client – if rel-
evant to:

Pension transfers

Pension opt–outs

FSAVCs

Sufficient in-
formation to sup-
port classification

When the client
relationship be-
gins or upon re–
classification, to

include annual re-
view where
necessary

Indefinitely

COB 4.1.16R Classification  of
each client – if rel-
evant to:

Life policies

Pension contracts

Sufficient in-
formation to sup-
port classification

When the client
relationship be-
gins or upon re–
classification, to

include annual re-
view where
necessary

6 years 
(from end of
client rela-
tionship)

COB 4.1.16R Classification  of
each client – any
other case

Sufficient in-
formation to sup-
port classification

When the client
relationship be-
gins or upon re–
classification, to

include annual re-
view where
necessary

3 years 
(from end of
client rela-
tionship)

COB 4.2.14R Terms of business
for:

Pension transfer

Pension opt–out

FSAVC

Each term of
business provided
and any amend-

ments

As soon as in
force

Indefinitely

COB 4.2.14R Terms of business
for:

Life policy

Pension contract

Stakeholder pen-
sion scheme

Each term of
business provided
and any amend-

ments

As soon as in
force

6 years 
(from the date
on which the

customer
ceases to be a

customer)

COB 4.2.14R Terms of business:

any other case

Each term of
business provided
and any amend-

ments

As soon as in
force

3 years 
(from the date
on which the

customer
ceases to be a

customer)
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Retention
period

When record
must be made

Contents 
of record

Subject 
of record

Handbook
reference

COB 5.1.4R(3) Adoption of a
packaged product

Decision to adopt On making the
decision to adopt

Throughout
the period the
adoption re-
mains in ef-

fect and for 6
years there-

after

COB 5.2.9R Private customer’s
details for a pen-
sion transfer, pen-
sion opt–out,
FSAVC

Personal and fi-
nancial circum-

stances

On giving advice Indefinitely

COB 5.2.9R Private customer’s
details for a life
policy, pension
contract

Personal and fi-
nancial circum-

stances

On giving advice 6 years

COB 5.2.9R Private customers
details for any
other case

Personal and fi-
nancial circum-

stances

On giving advice 3 years

COB 5.2.10R Private customer:

Opt out or transfer
from an OPS on an
execution only
basis

Execution only
transaction, no in-
vestment advice

given

Upon execution

COB 5.3.25R Private customer
instructs a pension
opt–out or transfer
contrary to advice
of firm

Firm’s advice to
customer and cus-
tomer instructions
to firm to proceed

Upon execution Indefinitely

COB 5.3.26R(2) Statistics of pen-
sion opt–out or
transfer transac-
tions involving pri-
vate customers

Details of the
notification re-
quired by COB

5.3.26R(1)

On making the
notification

Indefinitely

COB 5.3.27R Statistics of pen-
sion opt–out, pen-
sion transfer or
FSAVC transac-
tions involving pri-
vate customers

Separate records
per customer

On arranging the
transaction

Indefinitely

COB 6.6.19R Projections relating
to a life policy,
pension contract or
stakeholder pen-
sion scheme

A projection pro-
vided to a cus-

tomer

As soon as propo-
sal proceeds

6 years

COB 6.6.19R Projections relating
to a pension
transfer or pension
opt–out

A projection pro-
vided to a cus-

tomer

As soon as propo-
sal proceeds

Indefinitely
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Retention
period

When record
must be made

Contents 
of record

Subject 
of record

Handbook
reference

COB 6.6.19R Projections relating
to any other case

A projection pro-
vided to a cus-

tomer

As soon as propo-
sal proceeds

3 years

COB 6.7.47R Cancellation or
withdrawal:

Pension transfer,
opt–out or FSAVC

To include a copy
of any receipt of
notice issued to

the customer and
the customer’s

original notice in-
structions

Upon notice of
cancellation or

withdrawal being
served to firm, its
appointed repre-

sentative or agent

Indefinitely

COB 6.7.47R Cancellation or
withdrawal:

Life policy, pen-
sion contract or
stakeholder pen-
sion scheme

To include a copy
of any receipt of
notice issued to

the customer and
the customer’s

original notice in-
structions

Upon notice of
cancellation or

withdrawal being
served to firm, its
appointed repre-

sentative or agent

6 years 
(from the date
when the firm
became aware
that notice of
cancellation

had been
served)

COB 6.7.47R Cancellation or
withdrawal:

Any other case

To include a copy
of any receipt of
notice issued to

the customer and
the customer’s

original notice in-
structions

Upon notice of
cancellation or

withdrawal being
served to firm, its
appointed repre-

sentative or agent

3 years 
(from the date
when the firm
became aware
that notice of
cancellation

had been
served)

COB 6.8.18R(1) Firm effecting or
carrying out pure
protection contracts

Adequate details
of information

provided

After information
provided

6 years

COB 6.8.18R(2) Firm effecting or
carrying out gen-
eral insurance con-
tracts

Adequate details
of information

provided

After information
provided

3 years

COB 7.7.6E(4) Allocation of ag-
gregated transac-
tions in a series of
transactions all ex-
ecuted within one
business day

The time each
transaction is

made

On executing an
aggregated trans-

action

COB 7.7.14R(1) An aggregated
transaction that in-
cludes a customer
order

Identity of each
customer;

whether transac-
tion is in whole

or in part for
discretionary

managed invest-
ment portfolio

and any relevant
proportions

On executing an
aggregated trans-

action

3 years
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Retention
period

When record
must be made

Contents 
of record

Subject 
of record

Handbook
reference

COB 7.7.14R(2) Firm aggregating a
number of client
orders that include
a customer order

Intended basis of
allocation

As soon as is
practicable

3 years

COB 7.7.14R(3) Aggregation of one
or more customer
orders and an own
account order

Intended basis of
allocation

Before the trans-
action is executed

3 years

COB 7.7.16R Allocation of an
aggregated transac-
tion that includes
the execution of a
customer order

Date + time of al-
location; relevant
designated invest-
ment; identity of

each customer
and market

counterparty and
the amount allo-

cated to each cus-
tomer and market

counterparty;
agreement to ex-
tend allocation
period for inter-

mediate cus-
tomers under

COB 7.7.6E(2)(b)

Date on which the
order is allocated

3 years

COB 7.7.17R Re–allocation Basis and reason
for any re–alloca-

tion

At the time of the
re–allocation

3 years

COB 7.9.7R Lending to private
customers

Assessment of a
private cus-

tomer’s financial
standing and the
date when the in-

formation was
last updated/

checked

Upon assessment 3 years 
(from the date
on which the

credit arrange-
ment ceased)
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Retention
period

When record
must be made

Contents 
of record

Subject 
of record

Handbook
reference

COB 7.12 3R
and COB
7.12.6E(1)

Customer orders Customer’s name
(or other designa-

tion)/ account
number; date and
time of receipt or
decision by the

firm to deal; who
received the order
or made the deci-
sion to deal; the

designated invest-
ment; the

number of/total
value of the des-
ignated invest-
ment inc any
price limit;

whether sale or
purchase; any

other instructions
received; and the

nature of the
communication of

the customer
order

When the order
arises

3 years 
(after the date
of completion
of the transac-

tion)

COB 7.12.3R
and COB
7.12.6E(2)

Execution of a
transaction by a
firm

Name/other des-
ignation of client
(if any); name of
counterparty (if

known); date and
time of execution;
who executed the
transaction; the

designated invest-
ment; number of/
total value of the
designated invest-

ment; price and
other significant
terms; whether

sale or purchase;
whether the firm

was acting as
principal

When the firm ex-
ecutes a transac-

tion

3 years 
(after the date
of completion
of the transac-

tion)

COB 7.12.3R
and COB
7.12.6E(3)

The firm instructs
another person to
deal

Name of the per-
son instructed;

terms of instruc-
tion and date and
time of instruc-

tion

When the firm in-
structs another
person to deal

3 years 
(after the date
of completion
of the transac-

tion)
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Retention
period

When record
must be made

Contents 
of record

Subject 
of record

Handbook
reference

COB
7.13.11R(1)(a)

Personal account
dealing

The restrictions
upon pa dealing

and the basis
upon which any
permission to
deal is made

Whenever the re-
strictions are

placed and from
the date of con-

sent

3 years 
(from the date

that the re-
strictions or
basis were
communi-

cated to the
employee)

COB
7.13.11R(1)(b)

Personal account
dealing

Each permission
to deal given by

the firm

From the date of
consent

3 years 
(from the date
that the per-
mission was

given)

COB
7.13.11R(1)(c)

Personal account
dealing

Each notification
of the transaction
made by the em-
ployee to the firm

From the date of
notification

3 years 
(from the date
that the noti-
fication was

made)

COB
7.13.11R(1)(d)

Personal account
dealing

The basis upon
which the firm
has determined

that an employee
will not be in-

volved in, or have
access to informa-

tion about, the
firm’s designated
investment busi-

ness

On determining
the basis

3 years 
(from the date
on which the

individual
ceases to be

an employee)

COB 8.1.14R Confirmation of
transaction

Information pro-
vided

On dispatch of
confirmation

3 years

COB 8.2.9R Periodic statements Copy of any peri-
odic statement

On date on which
it is provided

3 years

COB 9.1.9R A personal invest-
ment firm that tem-
porarily holds a cli-
ent’s designated in-
vestments

Client details and
any action taken

by firm

3 years 
(from the

making of the
record)

COB 9.1.53R(3) Safe custody: ar-
rangements for cli-
ents ordinarily resi-
dent outside the
United Kingdom

The steps taken
and result under
COB 9.1.53R(2)

On determination
that client does
not wish to ex-
ecute agreement
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Retention
period

When record
must be made

Contents 
of record

Subject 
of record

Handbook
reference

COB 9.1.98R Client custody
assets held or re-
ceived by or on be-
half of a client or
which the firm has
arranged for
another to hold or
receive

Full details On receipt 3 years

COB 9.1.99R Safe custody in-
vestments used for
stock lending acti-
vities

The identity of
safe custody in-
vestments avail-
able to be lent,

and those which
have been lent

On receipt 3 years

COB 9.2.5R Adequate records
and internal con-
trols in respect of
the firm’s use of
mandates (see
COB 9.2.5R(1) to
(4))

Up to date list of
firm’s authorities,

all transactions
entered into, im-

portant client
documents held

by firm

Maintain current
full details

COB 9.3.145R Client money Sufficient records
to show and ex-

plain firm’s trans-
actions and com-

mitments

Maintain current
full details

3 years 
(after records

made)

COB 9.5.24R(3) Client money
shortfall

Each client’s en-
titlement to client
money shortfall at

the failed bank

Maintain up to
date records

Until client
repaid

COB 9.5.25R(3) Client money
shortfall

Each client’s en-
titlement to client
money shortfall at

the failed bank

Maintain up to
date records

Until client
repaid

COB 9.5.31R(3) Client money
shortfall

Each client’s en-
titlement to client
money shortfall at

the failed inter-
mediate broker,
settlement agent
or OTC counter-

party

Maintain up to
date records

Until client
repaid

COB 10.3.3E(3) Allocation of ag-
gregated transac-
tions in a series of
transactions all ex-
ecuted within one
business day

The time each
transaction is

made

On executing an
aggregated trans-

action
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Retention
period

When record
must be made

Contents 
of record

Subject 
of record

Handbook
reference

COB 10.3.5R(1) Aggregated trans-
action on behalf of
a number of
schemes

Identity of
schemes con-

cerned, whether
transaction was
effected propor-
tionally or if a

stated proportion
was effected for
some schemes

under its manage-
ment

On executing an
aggregated trans-

action

COB 10.3.5R(2) Aggregated cus-
tomer orders on be-
half of a number of
schemes

The intended
basis of allocation

As soon as is
practicable

COB 10.3.5R(3) Aggregated orders
of schemes under
its management
and own account
orders

The intended
basis of allocation

Before the trans-
action is executed

COB 10.7.6R Periodic statements
in relation to un-
regulated collective
investment scheme

Operator to retain
copy of any peri-
odic statement it
has provided to

participants in the
scheme

On providing the
periodic statement

3 years

COB 11.7.1R PTP appointment Details of the
written delegation
to a PTP, PTP’s

undertaking under
COB11.6.1R(3)
and of any vari-

ation in the docu-
mentation

On the PTP’s ap-
pointment

3 years 
(from date of

end of the
PTP’s ap-
pointment)

COB 11.8.7R Trustee firm fol-
lowing (or reject-
ing) proper advice
in relation to exer-
cise of power of in-
vestment

Evidence of com-
pliance with COB

11.8.5R

Date on which
proper advice is

received

3 years
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1 Table

Handbook
reference

Matter to be
notified

Contents of
notification

Trigger 
event

Time al-
lowed

COB 5.3.26R opt–out and transfer
transactions involv-
ing private cus-
tomers

in writing – number
of opt–outs and

transfer transactions
the firm has

handled in previous
6 monthly period

6 monthly intervals as soon as
reasonably
practicable

COB 5.3.26R execution only opt–
outs and transfer
transactions

in writing – number
of transactions ar-
ranged if they ex-
ceed 1% of all the
firm’s opt–outs or
transfers arranged
during that quarter

3 month intervals as soon as
reasonably
practicable

COB 5.3.26R opt–outs and
transfer  transac-
tions

in writing – number
of transactions ar-
ranged against the

firm’s advice if they
exceed 1% of all

the firm’s opt–outs
or transfers ar-

ranged during that
quarter

3 month intervals as soon as
reasonably
practicable

COB 5.3.26R opt–outs and
transfer transactions

in writing – number
of transactions ar-
ranged on a corre-
spondence – only

basis if they exceed
1% of all the firm’s

opt–outs and
transfers arranged
during that quarter

3 month intervals as soon as
reasonably
practicable

COB 5.7.16E,
paragraph 9

failure to follow
actuarial advice

reasons for not fol-
lowing actuarial ad-
vice and alternative

assumptions the
firm plans to use

where a firm does
not follow its

actuary’s advice

as soon as
reasonably
practicable
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Time al-
lowed

Trigger 
event

Contents of
notification

Matter to be
notified

Handbook
reference

COB
9.1.97R(1)

non–compliance
with reconciliation
requirements in
COB 9.1.85R,
9.1.87R, 9.1.89R,
9.1.91R, 9.1.93R

reason for non–
compliance

non–compliance immedi-
ately

COB
9.1.97R(2)

non–compliance of
reconciliation re-
quirements in COB
9.1.94R

reason for non–
compliance once

reconciliation car-
ried out

non–compliance immedi-
ately

COB 9.3.98R failure of a third
party with which
money is held – ie;
bank, intermediate
broker, settlement
agent or OTC
counterparty or
other entity with
which it has placed
or to which it has
passed client
money

full details when firm becomes
aware of the failure

of the entity

immedi-
ately

COB 9.3.98R failure of a third
party with which
money is held – ie;
bank, intermediate
broker, settlement
agent or OTC
counterparty or
other entity with
which it has placed
or to which it has
passed client
money

intentions regarding
making good any
shortfall that has

arisen or may arise,
and of the amounts

involved

failure of third
party with which

money is held

as soon as
reasonably
practical

COB 9.3.121R daily calculation re-
quired by COB
9.3.100R or COB
9.3.101R

inability to perform
daily calculation

inability to perform
daily calculation

immedi-
ately

COB 9.3.122R daily calculation re-
quired by COB
9.3.100R or COB
9.3.101R

inability to make
good any shortfall
identified by daily

calculation

inability to make
good any shortfall
identified by close
of business on the
day of calculation

immedi-
ately

COB 9.3.131R requirements de-
tailed in COB
9.3.123R, COB
9.3.125R, COB
9.3.126R, COB
9.3.128R and COB
9.3.129R

inability to comply
with any of the re-

quirements

inability to comply
with any of the re-

quirements

as soon as
possible
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Time al-
lowed

Trigger 
event

Contents of
notification

Matter to be
notified

Handbook
reference

COB 9.3.144R LME bond arrange-
ment

issue of an individ-
ual letter of credit
issued by the firm

upon issue of an
individual letter of

credit under an
LME bond arrange-

ment

immedi-
ately

COB 9.5.33R failure of a third
party with which
money is held – ie;
bank, intermediate
broker, settlement
agent or OTC
counterparty or
other entity with
which it has placed
or to which it has
passed client
money

full details when firm becomes
aware of the failure

of the entity

immedi-
ately

COB 9.5.33R failure of a third
party with which
money is held – ie;
bank, intermediate
broker, settlement
agent or OTC
counterparty

intentions regarding
making good any
shortfall that has

arisen or may arise,
and of the amounts

involved

failure of third
party with which

money is held

as soon as
reasonably
practicable

COB 11.6.6R delegation of regu-
lated activity by a
trustee firm to a
PTP

the trustee firm
must notify the

FSA within 14 days
of it first delegating
any regulated activ-
ity to a PTP and the

notification must
include the identity

of the PTP

upon first delega-
tion of regulated ac-

tivity

14 days
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4 Table

Chapter/ Section/
Appendix Annex Paragraph

         Right of action under section 150
—————————————————————
For private                       For other person?

person?      Removed?

All rules in COB with the status letter “E” No No No

Any rule in COB which prohibits an authorised person from
seeking to make provision excluding or restricting any duty or
liability

Yes No Yes Any other person

Any rule in COB which is directed at ensuring that transactions
in designated investments are not effected with the benefit of
unpublished information that, if made public, would be likely
to affect the price of that designated investment

Yes No Yes Any other person

All other rules in COB Yes No No
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MARKET CONDUCT SOURCEBOOK INSTRUMENT 2001

A The Financial Services Authority makes the provisions in the Annex to this
instrument (�MAR�) in the exercise of the powers listed in Schedule 4 to MAR
(Powers exercised).

B This instrument shall come into force as follows:

(1) MAR 1 (Code of Market Conduct): at the beginning of the day on which section
123 (Power to impose penalty in cases of market abuse) of the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000 (the �Act�) comes into force;

(2) MAR 2 (Price stabilising rules) and MAR 3 (Inter-professional conduct): at the
beginning of the day on which section 19 of the Act (The general prohibition)
comes into force;

(3) paragraphs A to E on this page:  immediately.

C The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed in Schedule 4 to MAR
(Powers exercised) are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-
making instruments).

D This instrument may be cited as the Market Conduct Sourcebook Instrument 2001.

E The Annex to this instrument (including its Schedules) may be cited as the Market
conduct sourcebook (or MAR).

By Order of the Board
June 2001

FSA 2001/9
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1 Table

G GEN contains some technical transitional provisions that apply throughout the Hand-

book and which are designed to ensure a smooth transition at commencement.  These

include transitional provisions relevant to record keeping and notification rules.

1) Transitional Provisions for The Code of Market Conduct – (MAR 1)

There are no transitional provisions for MAR 1 (The Code of Market Conduct).

2) Transitional Provisions for Price stabilising rules (MAR 2)

SUP contains transitional provisions which carry forward into MAR 2 (Price stabilising

rules) written concessions relating to pre–commencement provisions.
2 Table

(1) (2)

Material

provision

to which

transi-

tional

provision

applies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional

provision:

dates in

force

(6)

Handbook

provision:

coming

into force
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1 MAR 2 R Part 10 of the Financial
Services (Conduct of Busi-
ness) Rules 1990 applies in
relation to an offer for
cash, instead of MAR 2, if:

(1) a public announcement
of the offer which
stated the offer price
has been made before
commencement; or

(2) the introductory period
for the offer started not
more than 60 days be-
fore commencement
and the firm or other
person so chooses and
makes a written record
of that choice before
commencement.

A record in (2) must be re-
tained for 3 years from the
end of the stabilising period
for the offer.

This transitional provision
applies to an offer as de-
fined in the 1990 Rules,
and has effect as a price
stabilising rule.

Commence–

ment until

the end of

the stabilis-

ing period

for the offer

Commence–
ment
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�
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	 !� 
�	�� �� ���&��'�	# %�	! 	!� ���
� ���������� ����� &�� 	!� ������
�& �
�
��
�! (��� �& ��!����� � 	� 	!� )��'��
� *�	��� ��	 �++, �-�����
��
�����. ��

��� 	!
	 !� 
�	�� �� ���
��� �� ������	 �� ���&��'�	# %�	! 	!� ���
� ����������
�����  &�� 	!� ������ �& ��	��� ,+/�0� �� �(���� �& 	!� �
�  �1���
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	�'��	 
�� ��
�	����. ��
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�����
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�0� ���� ��� ���	� ���� �� ��� �	������	� ���'��� �� ��� ��	�  	� ���
��	� 
��� �� 	� ��	�� 1�)�$$$�$$$ �� ��� �2���	���� �� 	�����
�������% 	��

�)� ���� ��� ��	�  �� 
����� �� ��		��� 	�� �� �� ��� ��� � �	� ����
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����� 	������������

����' �!� �&&��	 �& ���  ����,� � 	� ������� ��	! ���	�
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�� ������ �&&��
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���	���
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�������  	� �
�� 
������� ��
�������  
���
�# �� ����  �� �&&�� �
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 ������ �� �!
�
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�� �� 
 ������	�� 3	!��
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	 '
# �� ���
���� 
 ������ 
�� �&&�� 	� 
 ��	��� �& 	!� ������$
��
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�� ��	 ���	�
��# ���"
	� 
�� ��	����	����  4�	 	!� �� �& 	!�
%��� 5�&&��5 
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�	 	!
	 	!��� !
 	� �� 
 ����
 ������
�	��� �& 	!� �����
!�% 	!
	 
 
��$ &�� �6
'��� �# '�
� �& 
 ����� 	�
��$ �& ��
�������  
���
�# ��
��� � ��	 ���������

����$ ����       %&������� '��� (�� ����!�'!))

Application: securities admitted to trading or to be admitted to trad-
ing on the following exchanges are within the scope of the price
stabilising rules (see MAR 2.1.3R(3)).

A recognised investment exchange

A recognised overseas investment exchange

A regulated market

Other specific exchanges as listed in MAR 2 Ann 1R

�������!�"#� $����%

����( ���� ��	
���

��� �� �	 	� �� 
������ 	 ������� �� 	�� �	���� �	� ��� �	��
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���	���� �� 	 ����  �� 
�
���� ���� ��	� ����� �	�����
������ ���� 	

���� �� ��� ������  �������� �	��� �� ��� 	�
���	��������� �� ��� ����	� �������
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�� ����&�� ���"���� �� ���  ��2 
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�� �# ���	
�� �"���
 
�	!���	���  ����������#
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#
!
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 � ������ ����� � ������ ���� ����*

����* �!� ��&���� 	� ���
� �� �����
	��# ��������� ��&����� 	� �� ���  ����7� ��� 
��
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	 ���  �����8 ��� 
�� ���&����� �# �����  '
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�
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�
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	����
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�
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���� 	� ��# ��
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���	 ����� �& 	!� �������� ��
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��� 	!� ���������� ������ � 	��� �������.

��� !� !
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Item Communication Relevant Notes (See MAR 2.3.5E)
1 Any screen–based state-

ment

1, 2, 3, 5 and 6

2 Press announcement (or

other public announce-

ment)

2, 3, 5 and 6

3 Invitation telex (or simi-

lar)

2, 5 and 6

4 Preliminary offering

circular (or draft pro-

spectus)

4, 5 and 6

5 Final offering circular

(or prospectus)

4, 5 and 6
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(1) Item 1 extends to any statement made by the stabilising manager
or issuer on screen facilities (whether provided by the stabilising
manager or not) conveying prices for a purchase or sale of securities.

(2) For items 1, 2 and 3, adequate disclosure is given if the communi-
cation contains some indication of the fact that the offer may be stabi-
lised in accordance with the price stabilising rules.  The term ”stabi-
lisation / FSA” is sufficient for this purpose.  During the introductory
period a reference to the future prospectus or to the prospectus can be
used instead if preferred.

(3) Items 1 and 2 apply from the beginning of the shorter of two
periods, that is:

(a)  the introductory period; or

(b) the period beginning 45 days before the day proposed for the issue
of the relevant securities and ending with the start of the stabilising
period.

(4) For Items 4 and 5 adequate disclosure is given if the communica-
tion contains wording substantially similar to the following:

“In connection with this [issue] [offer], [name of stabilising manager]
[or any person acting for him] may over–allot or effect transactions
with a view to supporting the market price of [description of relevant
securities and any associated securities] at a level higher than that
which might otherwise prevail for a limited period after the issue
date.  However, there may be no obligation on [name of stabilising
manager] [or any agent of his] to do this.  Such stabilising, if com-
menced, may be discontinued at any time, and must be brought to an
end after a limited period.”

(5) Where any communication referred to in items 1 to 5 is not to be
issued to or directed at persons in the United Kingdom, the notice re-
quired by those items may be adapted or omitted.

(6) Where any communication referred to in items 1 to 5 is to be is-
sued to or directed at persons in the United Kingdom and persons
elsewhere, the notice required by those items may be adapted or
omitted so as not to require the stabilising manager or any agent of
his to commit any breach of any legal rule or requirement in respect
of any communication issued to or directed at persons outside the
United Kingdom.

��&�( ��� �2������� �� ��� ��&��* ��� �� �	.� 	��2�	�� ��������� ��
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��� ��� ����������� �����	� �	� ��� �	.� ����������� ����� �� 	��
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��� �� ��� �	�	���� �	������	� � ��
����� �� ����� ������ �� �����	� �	���� � ��������� �	�
�	����� ����� ��	� ��� 
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��	����% 	��
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Time of

Action

Column A Column B Column C

Relevant secu-

rities (including

associated secu-

rities which are

in all respects

uniform with

them)

Associated secu-

rities (other

than associated

call options) ex-

cluding those in

column A

Associated call

options

(1) Initial

stabilising

action

The offer price The market bid

price of the as-

sociated secu-

rities at the be-

ginning of the

stabilising

period

The market

price of an op-

tion at the be-

ginning of the

stabilising

period

(2) Later,

but where

there has

been a deal

at a price

above the

stabilising

price on the

relevant ex-

change

The offer price,

or the price at

which that deal

was done,

whichever is

the lower

The market bid

price in B(1),

or the price at

which that deal

in the asso-

ciated securities

was done,

whichever is

the lower

The market

price in C(1),

or the price at

which that

deal in an op-

tion was done,

whichever is

the lower

(3) Later,

but where

there has

been no

deal in (2)

The offer price,

or the initial

stabilising price,

whichever is

the lower

The market bid

price in B(1),

or the initial

stabilising price

for the asso-

ciated secu-

rities, which-

ever is the

lower

The market

price in C(1),

or the initial

stabilising price

of the option,

whichever is

the lower
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(1) Deals done.  For the purposes of MAR 2.5.5R(2), a deal done by

or on the instructions of the stabilising manager does not count.

(2) Relevant Exchange.  For the purposes of MAR 2.3.2R(2), MAR

2.5.5R(2) and MAR 2.5.6R the relevant exchange means the invest-

ment exchange which the stabilising manager reasonably believes to

be the principal investment exchange on which those securities, or as

the case may be options, are dealt in at the time of the transaction.

(3) Convertible bonds, etc.  For the purposes of MAR 2.5.5R and

MAR 2.5.6R any investment falling within Article 76 and also within

Article 77 or 79 of the Regulated Activities Order shall be treated as if

it fell only within Article 76.

(4) References in column B of MAR 2.5.5R to associated securities do

not include call options.

(5) Currency fluctuations.  Where the price of any relevant securities

or associated securities on the relevant exchange is in a currency

other than the currency of the price of the securities to be stabilised,

stabilising bids may be made or transactions effected at a price that

reflects any change in the relevant rate of exchange; but this does

not permit stabilising action, in column A of MAR 2.5.5R, at a price

above the equivalent, in the other currency, of the offer price in the

currency on the relevant exchange.

(6) New securities:  Where there is no market bid price for any asso-

ciated securities (including associated call options) at the beginning of

the stabilising period because those securities or options are not in

existence or capable of being traded at that time, MAR 2.5.5R shall

be read as if references to the market bid price of the associated

securities or options at the beginning of the stabilising period were a

reference to the first market bid price of the associated securities or

options during the stabilising period of which the stabilising manager

is, or reasonably should be, aware.
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American Stock Exchange (AMEX)
Australian Stock Exchange
Bolsa Mexicana de Valores
Canadian Venture Exchange
Hong Kong Stock Exchange
Johannesburg Stock Exchange
Korea Stock Exchange
Midwest Stock Exchange
Montreal Stock Exchange
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
New Zealand Stock Exchange
Osaka Securities Exchange (OSE)
Pacific Stock Exchange
Philadelphia Stock Exchange
Singapore Exchange Securities Trading Limited
Tokyo Stock Exchange  (TSE)
Toronto Stock Exchange
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1. Introduction

1.1 This guidance has been produced by the FSA to help issuers

identify the information they might seek when engaging un-

derwriters and stabilising managers to manage their new

offers for them.  Stabilising managers are encouraged by the

price stabilising rules to alert issuers to the existence of this

guidance.

2 When stabilisation can be used

2.1 It is a common market practice in the United Kingdom for

stabilising managers of both debt and equity issues to reserve

the right to stabilise offers by including in the offer docu-

mentation wording which gives notice that the issue may be

stabilised.  FSA rules allow the stabilising manager/under-

writer to stabilise a new offer, which means that it may pur-

chase securities to support the price:

1 where the offer is for cash;

2 where the offer is public and is subject to the rules of an ex-

change specified under the price stabilising rules; and

3 only for a limited period, (the stabilising period).

3 Common market practice when undertaking stabilisation

3.1 Stabilising action involves supporting the price of securities

made in public offers.  The stabilising manager undertakes

this action by purchasing or agreeing to purchase the relevant

securities.  Supporting a  price may potentially lead to distor-

tions of price signals.  For the stabilising manager to obtain

the ‘safe harbour’ (effectively a defence against a charge of

market manipulation, insider dealing or market abuse) pro-

vided by the price stabilising rules, a number of disclosures

must be made to the market (see 5 below).
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3.2 It is common practice for the stabilising manager to over–

allot a new offer as an ancillary action to stabilisation.  This

leaves the stabilising manager with a net short position in the

securities, having pre–sold more than 100% of the issue.

When the offer begins to trade in the after–market, if the

price does not go above the offer price, the stabilising man-

ager can make purchases of securities in order to close out

this short position. The purchases that the stabilising man-

ager makes to close out the position will be part of the price

stabilising activity.  It is common for the stabilising manager

to take out an over–allotment (or Green Shoe) option, so that

further securities can be obtained from the issuer at the offer

price.  Thus, if the price has risen, the stabilising manager

can still close out the short position.

4 Use of the Green Shoe unconnected with stabilisation

4.1 It is possible for the stabilising manager to obtain a Green

Shoe option that is not intended for the purpose of filling any

short position arising from over–allotment.  The reason for

the option should be explicitly disclosed to the issuer.  The

issuer may wish to ensure that it understands why the stabi-

lising manager wants a Green Shoe option, and may wish to

secure that its agreement specifies the circumstances in which

it can be exercised

5 FSA rules and disclosure

5.1 The price stabilising rules require the stabilising manager to

make certain disclosures:

1 to the market, providing notification that stabilising action

may be taken; and

2 in the prospectus, or offering circular, concerning the exist-

ence of an over–allotment or Green shoe option, and the

terms on which it has been agreed.

5.2 In addition, where the stabilising manager is an authorised

person in the United Kingdom, MAR 2.7.3R gives the issuer

certain rights to inspect parts of the register of stabilising ac-

tion which such a stabilising manager must maintain.

6 Information that issuers may wish to request from the stabi-

lising manager
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6.1 When negotiating the terms of agreement for the offer, the

parties will no doubt wish to consider how the offer will be

managed and what information the issuer might wish to seek

from the stabilising manager.  In considering what informa-

tion might be requested, the issuer may wish to arrange for

the following:

1 information on how the issue is proceeding during the stabi-

lising period (nature of demand, types of investors, etc.); and

2 information on the level of stabilising activity which is being

undertaken (though it may not be desirable, for reasons of

confidentiality, for this to be disclosed in any detail until the

stabilising period has ended).

6.2 The issuer may also request information on the reasons for

the exercise of the right to additional allotment by the stabi-

lising manager.  In particular, the issuer may wish to know

how far the additional allotment is attributable to:

1 a need to deliver relevant securities to persons who are un-

connected with the stabilising manager; and

2 a need to make good any failures to deliver by other counter-

parties.

The issuer may also wish to consider whether the additional

allotment might have led to a profit for the stabilising man-

ager.

6.3 The stabilising manager is not under any obligation to ident-

ify the names of individual clients to the issuer.
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("."�) � ������&���� /�� �� .�� ��� �� /��� �. �+� (��(���� ������ �� ���  3'1'�3$ ���
���		 ��� �� � ���!	�����!���
� ������
����' ���  3'1 �+��	� ��� �� ����� ��
=��	�.���0 �� ��� -�� ��	�0������ �� ���	�, +�-���� �+��� �����, ��0�����0 �+���
������&�����'

("."�. E+�� � ���>	�����  ���
�  ������
����  +�� /��� �+�� ��� &�/(�����, �+�
������/��� �. -+��+�� �� ��� �+� ������&���� �� �/(��(�� �+��	� �� /��� ��
��.����&� �� �+� ������&���� �� � -+�	�'  �	�+��0+ �+� @��0/��� �� .��/�� -��+
��.����&� �� �+� -+�	� ������&����, � ���	  /�� &��&	��� �+�� �+� �������	� .�� ���
&�/(����� -��	� &���� �� �� �� �� ����&+ �. ���  3'1'6�'

("."�* � �����.�� ���-��� � ���	  ��� ��� ��/���� �� �� �����>0���( �����.�� .�� ����
/���0�/��� (��(���� /�� ��� �� �� � /����� (��&�, ��� -�		 �.��� �� .�� (��(��
(��(����'  E+��� �+�� �� ��, �+� ���	  /�� ���� (��� �� ��'  ��-���� � ���	  �+��	�
�����	��+, ��� �&� �� �&&�����&� -��+, � (�	�&� ���	��0 -��+ �+��� �����.���, ���
��+�� �����>0���( ���!	�����!���
� ������
�����, ��� �� ��	� �� ��/�������� �+�� ��
+�� &��������� �+� &����=���&�� �. (����&�(����0 �� �+�/'
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 ("� �����<���0�������� �'���� *(-) ������'�����

����

�(

���	�$� �� $��:1����� 
��'��

�� �������� � ��	���� ����� � ��	� ���� *(-(��

��%��5!��� �% �� ��?�� �6 � /��

("."�+ �+� (��&������ � ���	  +�� �� (	�&� �� ������.� ���!	�����!���
� ������
����� �+��	�
�� �((��(����� .�� �+� ��(�� �. ������&���� �� =�������, ������0 �� /��� ���
3'1'8$ �� ���  3'1'��$'

("."�, E+�� � ���	  (��(���� �� ����� ���� � ���!	�����!���
� ������
����, �+� (�������	
&���������0 �+� ������&���� �+��	��

)�* &������� �+� @����.�&����� ��� �������	� �. �+� ��+�� (������ �� �+� (��(����
������&���� ��� -+��+�� �+� ��&����� �� ����� ���� �� -�� ����� �� �+� (������
&��&����� �� � ������ 	���	, ��� ��� �� �� ���������	 ������ �� ���������4 ���

)�* )�. �+� ������&���� �� �((�����* �� �����.��� �+�� �		 �+� /������	 ���/� �. �+�
���!	�����!���
� ������
���� )�� .�� �� �+�� �..�&� �+� ���	* +��� ���� �0����
��.��� �+� ������&���� �� ������� ���� ��� �+�� �+�� ��� (��/(�	� ��&����� ��
�&&�����&� -��+ ���  3'1'5�4 /������	 ���/� ��� 	���	� �� ��&	��� �+� �/�����
��&+ &������(���� �� �� (�� ��� ��&���� ��� -+��+�� ��� �/����� ��� �� ��
������ �0����� �� �..��� �0����� ��� �/����� ��� ��� �-��0 ����� � ��(�����
������&����'

("."�- �+� ��0��� �. ��������� ��.����� �� �� ���  3'1'5�)�*)�* /�� ��(��� �� �+� ������
�. �+� ������&����'

("."�2 � ���	  �(������0 �� �	�&�����& /��&+��0 �����/ �+��	� &������� �/(	�/�����0
�((��(����� �����/� �� ������.� (�������	 ���!	�����!���
� ������
�����' �� �+���
&��&�/����&��, �� /�� �� �((��(����� .�� ��&+ ������.�&�����, ��� �((��(�����
����	���0 �&����, �� �&&�� �.��� �+� ������&���� +�� ����� (	�&�'

("."�� � ���	  /�� ���� ��������	� ���(� �� ��&������ ��� 	����� 
������������� �������	�
.�� �������0 ���� �+� ������&����, �� ��� ��� �� ���  3'1'�8$, ��� ���		 �� ����	� ��
.��� �+�� ���' �� �� �( �� �+� ���	, +����0 ��0��� �� �+� &��&�/����&��, �� ��&���
-+��+�� �� �� �((��(����� �� ����� ���� �+� ������&����' 9�� ��	����� &��&�/����&� ��
-+��+�� �� ��� �+� 	����� 
����������� �� ����+�� ���	, �� -+�&+ &��� �+� ���	  ��
�����	�� �� ����/� �+�� �+� ��+�� ���	  �� �&���0 (��(��	�, �� �+� �����&� �. ���
.���+�� ��.��/����� �� �+� &�������'
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 ("� �����<���0�������� �'���� *(8) �����/
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�)

���	�$�

�� �������� � ��	���� ����� � ��	� ���� *(8(8

("* ��#��1

�&���� 3'<� ��(��0

("*"� )�* �+�� ��&���� ���  3'< (������� ������
�  �� �+� �����(�������� �. �+�
"���
�����, ��� �� (����&�	�� "���
����  3 )7���0�/��� ��� &�����	*, �� �+��
�((	� �� �+� &�(���� �. &������ ������&�����	 ��.��/����� ��� ��+�� /������'
���  3'< �((	��� ��	� �� �����!������������ ������� ��� �+��� ��� ��+��
��=����/���� �� �+� #������ -+�&+ ��	��� �� ��&���>���(��0 ��=����/����'

)�* ���  3'< �	�� (������� ���������	 ������
�  �� �+� ��&���>���(��0
��=����/���� �. �.�$  3'�'��� )��&����*'

("*"� ���  3'< ���� ��� �((	��

)�* �� � ���	  �&���0 �� �+� &����� �. &������0 �� �+� ��������� �
������  �.
�����������, ���������  �� ,������  �� � 
����
���� ������	��� �
��	�4 ��

)�* �� �� �������4 ��

)3* �� ���(�&� �. � ������&���� �. �+� ���	  �� ���@�&� �� ��&���>���(��0 ��=����/����
�� $%&  .�� �+�� ������&����'

("*"( � ���	  �+��	� �/(	�/��� �((��(����� �����/� ��� &�����	� -��+ � ���- �� �������0
�+�� �+� /������	 ���/� �. �		 ������&����� �� -+�&+ �� �� � (����, ��� ��+�� /������	
��.��/����� ����� ��&+ ������&�����, ��� (��/(�	� ��� �&&�����	� ��&����� �� ���
����� �� ��&����'  �+� /����� �� -+�&+ �+�� ��.��/����� /�� �� ��&����� ��&	����

)�* ���&� ��&�����0� �. ������&�����4

)�* ���&� ��&�����0� �. ���	 &��.��/������4

)3* -������ ������0 	�0� �� �	������4 ���

)6* ����/���� �	�&�����& ��&����'

("*") � ���	  �&���0 �� �� ��������  )�� ��	�!������� �����* ���� ��&��� ��	� �+��� ���/�
�+�� ��� ��&������ .�� �+� ������
����  �� �� ������.��� �� ��� ��&���� �� �+�� ���
��+��-��� ��	����� �� ��� ��	� �� �������� )�� ��	� ������� �����*'  ��� �;�/(	�, ��
-��	� ��� ���/�		� ���- �+� (��/��� ��� ����	�/��� ������&�����'

("*". � ���	  �+��	� �� ��	� �� �&&��� �		 ��&���� �� (��/(�	� �� ��&������'  ��&����
�+��	� �� ��(� �� &�/(��+�����	� .��/ �� �+��	� �� &�(��	� �. ����0 (��/(�	� ��
��(����&��'  �+� ���	  �+��	� /��� ��� �/(	�/��� �((��(����� (��&������ �� �����
�����+������ �	�������� �. ��� ��&����'

("*"* �. �+� ��&���� ������.��� �� ���  3'<'3$ ��� ����������� �� -������ �� �	�&�����&
&��.��/������ (����&�� �� �&&�����&� -��+ �.�$  3'�'��� )��&����*, �+�� �+��
&��.��/����� /�� �� �� ���=���� ��&��� �. �+� ������&����'
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 ("� �����<���0�������� �'���� *(8) �����/

����

�.

���	�$�

�� �������� � ��	���� ����� � ��	� ���� *(8(��

("*"+ �. � ������&���� �� �0���� �� �����0�� �+���0+ �� �	�&�����& ������0, /��&+��0 ���
�����>������0 �����/, �+�� �+� ��&���� (������� �� �+�� �����/ /�� �� �� ���=����
��&��� �. �+� ������&����'

("*", � ���	  �+��	� ���( ����� �����- -+��+��, ��� �� -+�� �;����, �� /��� ��� ������
���&� ��&�����0� �. ��� .���� ��� ��&� �..�&� ��	�(+��� 	���� ���� .�� ��0�������0,
�0�����0, �����0��0 ��� &��.��/��0 ������&����� ��� .�� �+� (�����0 �. (��/���
������&�����' )�� �	�� ���  3'<'��$'*

("*"- �. � ���	  ���������� ���	 &��.��/������ �. �+� ������&����� �� �;�&���� �� �����
����, ���&� ��&�����0� �. �+��� &������������ &�� &��������� �� ���=���� ��&��� �.
�+�� &��.��/�����'

("*"�2 �� ����������0 � �����- ����� ���  3'<'8$, �� �� 	���	� �� �� � ��	����� .�&��� �+��
���&� ��&�����0��

)�* (������ �� �//������ ��&��� �. �		 ������&����� ��� �+���.��� /�� ������ .��/�
�� ����	���0 ��� ���(����4

)�* /�� ������ � ���	  �� ������.� -+��+�� ��� (�������	 �. �+� ���	  �� �. ��� 	�����

�����������  ��� ����	��� �� ���((��(����� ��+������4 	����� 
�������������
/�� ���� &�/.��� �� ���-��0 �+�� �+��� ������&����� ��� �//������	� ��&�����
��� �+�� �+�� (������� ������&� �+�� &�� �� ��	��� �(��4 ���

)3* &�� (������ ������&� �. �+� �������	� .�� � (����&�	�� ������0 ������0� �� ��+��
��(�&�� �. �����!������������ ������� ��� �+����� (������ (����&���� �� �+�
���	'

("*"�� � ���	  �+��	� /��� ��� �/(	�/��� (�	�&��� �� �+� 	��0�+ �. ��/� �� ���(� ��(��'
�+� ��� ���� ��� �;(�&� ��(�� �� �� ��(� .�� �+� .�		 (����� ��=����� �� �+� 0�����	
��&���>���(��0 ��=����/���, �;&�(� -+��� � ���	  ��	��� �(�� ���&� ��&�����0� ��
&�/(	� -��+ ��&���>���(��0 ��=����/����, �� -+�&+ &��� �� �+��	� ������ �+���
��&�����0� �� �&&�����&� -��+ �+� ��	����� ��=����/����' 9�� .�&��� �� ������0 �+��
(�	�&� /�� �� �+� ��� �. ��(�� �� ������ �+� ���	  �� ����	���0 ��� ���(���� -��+
	����� 
�������������'
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 ("� �����<���0�������� �'���� *(,) ���6� �'���/ �� <��	���	� 6����� ������� ��� ����� ����������/ ������'�����

����

�*

���	�$� �����/� ���6= ���������� '��'�����/ ������� ��� �����/��� /�����		�

�� �������� � ��	���� ����� � ��	� ���� *(,(-

("+ /��4� �$���1 �� &9������� 4����� 
������
��	 �9��� ��	�������1 ������$����� �9���19
�9�4A #��������� $��$�����1 
������ ��	
�����1��� 1�������3

�&���� 3'5� ���/� �&���0 �� E+�	���	� /����� ������� ��� �+��� ����������0 ������&�����
�+���0+ �+�/4 (��������� &��&�����0 ������� ��� �����0��� 0�����		�

("+"� ���  3'5 (������� ������
�  �� �+� �����(�������� �. �+� "���
�����, ��� ��
(����&�	�� "���
����  1 )������  &����&�*, �� �+�� �((	� �� &������ ���(������	����� �.
���	�  �&���0 �� ,�������� 	����� ������ ��� �. ������� ����������0 ������&�����
�+���0+ �+�/'  �� (����&�	��, �� &����� �+� (�����0 �. ��/�� ��� ��..����&��'

("+"� �+� ��� �. ������� ���/� .�� ������� ��� �����0��� ��� ����� �� �+� ������������0
�+�� ��	�!������� ������ ���, �� ��/(	� ���/�, -+�� ��������� ��� &�		�� �� &������
-+�	���	� /������' �� ��&+, �+� ���/� ��� ������		� �����&+��0���	� ��� �� ���
���+ ���/� +��� 0�����		� ���� ���� .�� �+� �������&� �. �����' �/�	��	�,
��	�!������� ������ ��� ?/��&+�� (���&�(�	 �������: ��� ���+ ������� �.
,�������� 	����� ������' �+� ��� �. �+� 	����� ���/ �� �������� �� ����&�
&��.�����'

������� %/ ����

("+"( � ���	  �&���0 �� � ��	�!������� ����� �+��	� ��� (��/�����	� ����	0� �+� ��/��
�. �+� (���(�&���� &������(������ �� ��&+ ��+��, .�� �;�/(	� ��.��� ���+ �����
���(	�� � ������� ��������� �� ������&�'  ��-����, �� ���� �� �+� /������	 ���/� �. �
������&���� +��� ���� �0����, � ���	  �&���0 �� � ��	�!������� ����� �+��	� ��/ ��
�&+���� � /����	 ��� �//������ �;&+��0� �. ��/��'  E+�� � 	����� 
�����������
��/� �� ���&&�(���	� �� ����+��, �� �� =���� (��(�� .�� � ���	  �&���0 �� �
��	�!������� �����  ��� �� ����	0� �� -+�/ �+� ��/� -�� ��.����'

��������� %/ 5�//�������

("+") ��� &�!�)* �� ��� &�!��6 	

���

��� �� 	 ����  ���� �� 	��� 	� 	 ���	#������� ���	�% 	��

��� �� 	 ����  ������ 	����� 	� ���������  � 	����� ���� ���
�	��	����� �� ����
� ���� �� 	 ����  	����� 	� 	 ���	#�������
���	��

("+". ��� +� 	 ����  	����� 	� 	 ���	#������� ���	� ���
���	��� 	 ����	�
����	������  �� 	 ���������� ��	� ��������� ���� �� ������� ��
��	�  ������ �� ����� 
�
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 ("� �����<���0�������� �'���� *(,) ���6� �'���/ �� <��	���	� 6����� ������� ��� ����� ����������/ ������'�����

����

�+

���	�$� �����/� ���6= ���������� '��'�����/ ������� ��� �����/��� /�����		�

�� �������� � ��	���� ����� � ��	� ���� *(,(��

��� / <���������= ��	�� ��� ��� &�!�)* �� ��� &�!��6� 	��
��������� ������� 	 	�� � 
��� 2����� �� 	 ����  	����� 	� 	
���	#������� ���	� 	�� ��� 	�� � 
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1 This chapter, MAR 3, applies to firms in their dealings with market counter-
parties, as set out in MAR 3.1.2R. When market counterparties have opted to be
treated as intermediate customers under COB 4.1.7R (Classification of another
firm or an overseas financial services institution), this chapter does not apply.
The requirements on firms in such circumstances are those set out in COB. MAR
3 does, however, apply to firms in their dealings with intermediate  customers
who have opted to be treated as market counterparties under COB 4.1.12R
(Large intermediate customer described as a market counterparty).

2 This chapter sets out the requirements upon firms in their dealings with market
counterparties. The way a firm is assessed under COB 4.1 (Client classification)
has no bearing on its obligations to assess its own clients.

3 The list of activities in MAR 3.1.2R (Application: What?) is not based on types
of permission.  It is based on the activities of dealing, arranging and advice on
investments.  This means, for example, that a firm may be subject to MAR 3 if it
purchases securities in the course of:

(1) operating a collective investment scheme; or

(2) acting as a life insurance company; or

(3) acting as agent for a customer;

in making that purchase  This is notwithstanding that the operation of a collec-
tive investment scheme, acting as a life insurance company and acting as agent
for a customer for a private customer are not activities that are covered by this
chapter in their own right.

4 MAR 3 does not affect the application provisions of the Principles (see PRIN 3
(Rules about application)).  The purpose of the application provisions of MAR 3,
as they apply to the guidance on the Principles, is to explain in what situations
MAR 3 may be used as guidance for interpreting the Principles. If MAR 3 is
silent about how the Principles apply to a particular situation, the Principles still
apply.

5 MAR 3 is intended to cover the whole range of inter–professional business.  It is
not, in general, specifically tailored for particular types of business, nor is it a
comprehensive statement of how the Principles apply to inter–professional busi-
ness in all situations.  The guidance on the Principles in MAR 3 should be read
in the light of other requirements that may be applicable in a particular case. For
example, this guidance applies to on–exchange  business, and does not take into
account specific rules of exchanges.

6 The application provisions in MAR 3.1.2R (Application: What?) mean that cor-
porate finance business will normally be outside the scope of this chapter. How-
ever, firms should note that some activities, such as dealing, carried out in con-
nection with corporate finance business, may be subject to this chapter.

7 This chapter does not apply to the approval by firms of a financial promotion
(see MAR 3.1.3R); rules and guidance relating to financial promotions are in
COB 3.  Most financial promotions by unauthorised persons to market counter-
party are exempt under the Financial Promotion Order, (for example, article 19
(investment professionals)) so approval should not be required.  In addition, the
application of COB 3 to approval of a financial promotion for communication to
a market counterparty is limited (see COB 3.2.4R (2) and COB 3.2.5R(1)
(Exemptions)).
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8 The same transaction may give rise to obligations under this chapter and another
sourcebook, such as COB.  For example, if a firm purchases an inter–pro-
fessional investment from a market counterparty on behalf of a customer, this
chapter applies to the relationship between the firm and the market counterparty.
COB governs the relationship between the firm and the customer.

9 In some cases, a deal carried out abroad by the firm’s overseas branch or by
another member of the firm’s group may be subject to this chapter if the final
booking is to the firm’s balance sheet in the United Kingdom. In all cases, the
question is whether the activity involves a firm carrying on inter–professional
business from an establishment maintained by the firm in the United Kingdom.
For the purposes of this discussion, booking does not include doing a deal with a
counterparty and transferring it to the United Kingdom balance sheet by an
intra–group back–to–back transaction. It is about putting the transaction with the
market counterparty directly onto the UK balance sheet.

(1) In some cases, the transaction involves the firm and an overseas affili-
ate. The overseas affiliate negotiates and arranges the deal with the market
counterparty abroad. However, the actual contract is between the firm in the
United Kingdom and the market counterparty.  It is likely that this chapter will
apply to the firm. This is because the firm’s entry into the contract amounts to
dealing and that dealing is done from an establishment maintained by the firm in
the United Kingdom.

(2) If the booking is merely an internal accounting exercise, and the trans-
action has no other United Kingdom connection, it is likely that this chapter will
not apply.  For example, the transaction may be negotiated and executed  by an
overseas branch of the firm but booked to the firm’s United Kingdom balance
sheet.  If the booking to the United Kingdom balance sheet is the only involve-
ment of the firm in the United Kingdom, it is likely that this chapter will not
apply to the firm. This is because, even though the firm is party to the contract
and is carrying out a dealing transaction, all the dealing activity takes place at
the foreign branch.  A mere bookkeeping entry in the United Kingdom, not in-
volving the counterparty in any way, does not mean that the dealing activity is
carried on from an establishment maintained by the firm in the United Kingdom.
It is carried on from the overseas branch.

10 The territorial application of this chapter does not modify those of any other part
of the Handbook. In particular, firms should note the application of Principle 5
(Market conduct), which applies to activities which have, or might reasonably
be regarded as likely to have, a negative effect on confidence in the financial
system, wherever they are carried on (see PRIN 3.3.1R).

11 Nothing in this chapter:

(1) modifies any duty owed by a firm to a private customer or intermediate
customer under the provisions of any other part of the Handbook; or

(2) relieves a firm of any other obligation to which it may be subject under
the general law; or

(3) should be read as qualifying or modifying the Code of Market Conduct,
the Code of Practice for Approved Persons or the Statement of Principle.
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Rule Description

Principle 1 A firm must conduct its business with integrity.

Principle 2 A firm must conduct its business with due skill, care

and diligence.

Principle 3 A firm must take reasonable care to organise and con-

trol its affairs responsibly and effectively, with ad-

equate risk management systems.

Principle 4 A firm must maintain adequate financial resources.

Principle 5 A firm must observe proper standards of market con-

duct.

Principle 7 A firm must ….. communicate information [to its cli-

ents] in a way which is …. not misleading.

Principle 10 A firm must arrange adequate protection for clients’

assets when it is responsible for them.

Principle 11 A firm must deal with its regulators in an open and

cooperative way, and must disclose to the FSA ap-

propriately anything relating to the firm of which the

FSA would reasonably expect notice.

COB 3 Financial promotion (relating to the approval of a fi-

nancial promotion, see paragraph 7 in MAR 3 Ann

1G)

COB 2.4 Chinese Walls

COB  4.1 Client classification

COB 7.13 Personal Account Dealing

COB 9 Client assets
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INTRODUCTION

1 This annex, MAR 3 Ann 3G, is a statement of what the FSA understands to be
generally regarded as good market practice and conventions in certain areas. It
is not guidance on rules and is issued under section 157(1)(d) of the Act. This
annex applies to all kinds of inter–professional business. It will be evident that
much of the content is equally applicable to market counterparties as well as
firms.

CONFIDENTIALITY

2 When information is received from a market counterparty under conditions of
confidentiality, that confidentiality is likely to be enforceable by the owner of
that information. Confidentiality should be respected, subject to regulatory and
legal requirements.

3 Firms are reminded that the use of loudspeakers in broking and dealing rooms in
close proximity to other lines of communication could result in breaches of
confidentiality.

NEGOTIATION OF TRANSACTIONS

4 It is good practice for a firm to agree expressly all the economic terms of a
transaction before it commits itself to the transaction. A firm should negotiate
the remaining terms in good faith and try to agree them as soon as possible.

5 It is good practice for a firm to regard itself as bound to transact once the rate or
price and any other key commercial terms have been agreed (whether orally or
in written form), unless the parties explicitly and unambiguously agree to the
contrary.

6 Generally, a firm that regularly uses the services of a firm acting as a name–pas-
sing broker should indicate to it the market counterparties with which, and the
investments in which, it is not prepared to transact.  That indication should not
be in a form which would damage or lower the standing or reputation of the
market counterparty in the estimation of reasonable market counterparties if
they knew of it.  A firm which is given an indication should treat it as confiden-
tial.

FIRMNESS OF QUOTATION

7 It is good practice for a firm to follow market conventions regarding quotation,
unless it has specifically agreed otherwise with its market counterparty in ad-
vance. It should be clear to a market counterparty;

(1) whether the quote is firm or not;

(2) whether the quote is subject to any conditions, and, if it is, what they
are;

(3) for how long the quote remains firm (in fast moving markets, when
practicable); and

(4) whether the quote is firm only for the normal marketable amount (if
appropriate, otherwise the firm should state the size of the quote).

8 Express clarification of these matters is not necessary to the extent that the firm
quotes in accordance with the relevant market convention or exchange rules (if
applicable).
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9 When a firm quotes to a market counterparty a firm rate or price (whether
through an arranger, or name–passing broker, or directly), it is not good practice
for the firm then to withdraw that quote or, if that quote is accepted during the
period for which the quote remains firm, to decline to deal at that rate or price.
A firm may decline to deal with a market counterparty in these circumstances if
it was unaware of its identity when the firm gave the quote and the name turns
out to be unacceptable, for example, on the grounds of credit risk.

LIMIT ORDERS

10 Before a firm accepts any limit order from a market counterparty, it is good
practice to have made and implemented appropriate:

(1) policies on these orders and in particular the circumstances in which
and the terms on which it will accept these orders; and

(2) systems and controls for carrying them out.

11 A limit order means a stop loss order and any other instruction from a market
counterparty to execute transactions if rates or prices reach specified levels.
These orders may be time limited or may be for an indefinite period.

OUT OF HOURS/OFFICE DEALING

12 It is good practice for firms to issue guidelines to their staff on transactions en-
tered into after normal hours or from outside premises, either by mobile phone
or any other equipment.  The guidelines should cover:

(1) the type of transactions which may be undertaken in this way;

(2) where and with whom these transactions may be executed;

(3) permitted limits;

(4) how and when these transactions should be booked into and recorded
on the front and back office systems; and

(5) how and when these transactions are to be confirmed.

13 When answering machines are used for instant reporting and recording of all
off–premises transactions, they should be installed and located in such a way
that reported transactions cannot subsequently be erased without senior manage-
ment approval.

14 The use of mobile phones for business purposes from within the dealing room,
except in an emergency, is considered bad practice.

SETTLEMENT ERRORS

15 If a firm becomes aware of a settlement error that benefits it at the cost of a
market counterparty, it is good practice to inform the market counterparty
promptly and reverse the error.

16 If a firm, acting as a broker, becomes aware that it is holding assets on behalf of
a market counterparty because of a settlement error which adversely affects that
market counterparty, it is good practice to inform the market counterparty
promptly and try to rectify the situation.

CONFIRMATIONS

17 Confirmations provide a useful safeguard against dealing errors and can be a
valuable element in the control of the firm’s inter–professional business and ex-
posures. It is good practice for a firm to make available to, or provide to, the
market counterparty written confirmation of the material terms of a transaction
between them, as soon as possible after the transaction has been agreed or ex-
ecuted.

18 It is acceptable market practice for the firm to agree with its market counterpar-
ty that only one party need send a confirmation.  If a firm undertakes this prac-
tice to a material extent, it is advisable to identify the legal and other risks in-
volved and address them in the firm’s risk control policies.
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19 If there is a standard form of confirmation that applies to a transaction a firm
enters into, it is good practice to ensure that that form is used, unless there is
good reason not to.  One example of when there is an applicable standard form
confirmation is when the parties enter into the transaction under the terms of a
master agreement that provides for an applicable form of confirmation. Another
is when it is customary in the market concerned to use a particular form of con-
firmation for transactions of that kind.

20 In general, it is not good practice for confirmations to be issued by or sent to the
individual dealer responsible for the transaction.  It is good practice to ensure
that the dealer concerned is not responsible for checking confirmations unless
there are exceptional circumstances.  If the dealer is given that responsibility, it
is good practice to subject the process to independent monitoring.

21 In general, it is good practice for a firm which arranges a transaction to try to
ensure that the parties agree who is to issue a confirmation.

22 Some transactions are matched through an electronic matching system that does
not provide for the issue of confirmations, but instead makes and retains records
of transactions itself. In these cases, it may be appropriate for a firm neither to
receive nor issue confirmations, provided the system allows for the back offices
of users to verify the details of transactions entered into on the system.

23 The statements of good practice in paragraphs 17 to 22 do not apply to on–ex-
change business.

STANDARD SETTLEMENT INSTRUCTIONS

24 It is good practice for a firm to make and implement appropriate policies on the
use of standard settlement instructions (SSIs) to reduce the incidence and size of
differences arising from a mistaken settlement of funds. These are especially
appropriate when the firm has a relationship with a market counterparty which
suggests there will be regular payment of significant amounts.

25 It is good practice to establish SSIs in a secure and verifiable format.  A firm
acting as an arranger (or name–passing broker) has no responsibility for ensur-
ing that its market counterparties have SSIs in place.

MASTER AGREEMENTS

26 Firms are encouraged to negotiate and execute master agreements. These govern
the relationship between the parties and how such a relationship and all transac-
tions under it shall be terminated in the event of one party’s default upon a
transaction. It is recognised that executed documentation can be and should be
used as an efficient risk management tool.  Firms should consider the benefits of
valid close out netting provisions (see IPRU).

27 If it is the policy of a firm to use master agreements, it is good practice to make
and implement policies for what transactions should be subject to the terms of
which master agreement and have systems and controls for ensuring compliance
with that policy. If a firm has a policy that transactions should be entered into
with a market counterparty only after a master agreement has been implem-
ented, it is advisable to have procedures to ensure that any exceptions are agreed
at an appropriate level.

COMMISSION/BROKERAGE

28 It is good practice for firms acting as principals to pay due brokerage bills
promptly. Overdue payments can seriously disadvantage wholesale market
brokers, since overdue payments result, in their treatment by the FSA for regula-
tory purposes, as an increase in their cost of capital.

DISPUTES

29 In the event of a dispute between a firm and a market counterparty, it is prefer-
able for the parties to seek to resolve the issues themselves. If they cannot reach
agreement, they should consider the advantages of using established arbitration
or mediation services.
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1 Table

G GEN contains some technical transitional provisions that apply

throughout the Handbook and which are designed to ensure a smooth

transition at commencement.  These include transitional provisions rel-

evant to record keeping and notification rules.

1) Transitional Provisions for The Code of Market Conduct – (MAR

1)

There are no transitional provisions for MAR 1 (The Code of Market

Conduct).

2) Transitional Provisions for Price stabilising rules (MAR 2)

SUP contains transitional provisions which carry forward into MAR 2

(Price stabilising rules) written concessions relating to pre–commence-

ment provisions.
2 Table

(1) (2)

Material

provision

to which

transi-

tional

provision

applies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional

provision:

dates in

force

(6)

Handbook

provision:

coming

into force
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1 MAR 2 R Part 10 of the Financial
Services (Conduct of Busi-
ness) Rules 1990 applies in
relation to an offer for
cash, instead of MAR 2, if:

(1) a public announcement
of the offer which
stated the offer price
has been made before
commencement; or

(2) the introductory period
for the offer started not
more than 60 days be-
fore commencement
and the firm or other
person so chooses and
makes a written record
of that choice before
commencement.

A record in (2) must be re-
tained for 3 years from the
end of the stabilising period
for the offer.

This transitional provision
applies to an offer as de-
fined in the 1990 Rules,
and has effect as a price
stabilising rule.

Commence–

ment until

the end of

the stabilis-

ing period

for the offer

Commence–
ment
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1 Table

Handbook

reference

Subject 

of record

Contents 

of record

When record

must be made

Reten-

tion

period
MAR 2.7R Price stabi-

lising ac-

tion

Full details as

noted in MAR

2.7.2R

On initiation of

stabilising ac-

tion

3 years

MAR 3.5.4 Non

Market

Price

Transac-

tions

Details of steps

taken in consider-

ation of NMPTs

On considering

the transaction

3 years
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1 Table

The following powers in the Act have been exercised by the FSA to make

the rules in MAR:

Section 118(8) (Market abuse)

Section 138 (General rule–making power)

Section 144 (Price stabilising rules)

Section 145 (Financial promotion rules)

Section 149 (Evidential provisions)

Section 150(2) (actions for damages)

Section 156 (General supplementary powers)

The following powers in the Act have been exercised by the FSA to give

the guidance in MAR (including the guidance comprising of the Code of

market conduct):

Section 119 (The Code)

Section 120 (Provisions included in the Authority’s code be refer-

ence to the City Code)

Section 157(1) (Guidance)
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1 Table

1. The table below sets out the rules in MAR contravention of which by
an authorised person may be actionable under section 150 of the Act
(Actions for damages) by a person who suffers loss as a result of the
contravention.

2. If a ”yes” appears in the column headed ”For private person?”, the rule
may be actionable by a ”private person” under section 150 unless a
”yes” appears in the column headed ”Removed”.  A ”yes” in the col-
umn headed ”Removed” indicates that the FSA has removed the right
of action under section 150(2) of the Act.  If so, a reference to the rule
in which it is removed is also given.

3. In accordance with the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Rights of Action) Regulations 2001 (SI 2001/2256), a ”private per-
son” is:

i. any individual, except when acting in the course of carrying on a
regulated activity; and

ii.any person who is not an individual, except when acting in the course
of carrying on business of any kind;

but does not include a government, a local authority or an international
organisation.

4. The column headed ”For other person?” indicates whether the rule is
actionable by a person other than a private person, in accordance with
those Regulations.  If so, an indication of the type of person by whom
the rule is actionable is given.

2 Table

Chapter / Ap-

pendix

Section

/ Annex

Para-

graph

For Pri-

vate

Person? Removed

For

other

person?

MAR 1

(no rules)
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All rules in MAR 2

except MAR 2.3.3E

and MAR 2.3.4E

Yes Yes

MAR 2.1.9R

No

MAR 2.3.3E, MAR

2.3.4E and MAR

2.3.5E

No No

All rules in MAR 3

except MAR 3.5.7E

Yes Yes

MAR 3.1.5R

No

MAR 3.5.7E No No
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1 Table

The rules in MAR can be waived by the FSA under section 148 of the Act

(Modification or waiver of rules), except for:

MAR 2.1.1R(2) (Application)

MAR 2.1.9R (Actions for damages)

MAR 3.1.5R (Actions for damages)
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Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Banks Instrument 2001

1. The Financial Services Authority makes this instrument on 21 June 2001.

New rules and guidance

2. The Financial Services Authority makes the rules (other than IPRU (BANK) 3.3.15R
in chapter GN) and gives the guidance (other than section 7.3 of chapter LM) in
Annex A (The Sourcebook) to this instrument.

3. Sections 138, 149 and 156 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the
“Act”) are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act.

Continued rule

4. The Financial Services Authority designates paragraph 4(4) of Schedule 3 to the
Banking Act 1987 (1987 c22), as amended, (the "continued rule") for the purposes of
article 4(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Repeals, Transitional
Provisions and Savings) (Rules) Order 2001 (the "Order").

5. The continued rule is to be treated as having effect under section 138 of the Act
(General rule making power).

6. The continued rule:

(i) is modified so as to be to be interpreted in accordance with, and applies subject to,
the general provisions contained in the General Provisions Instrument 2001; and

(ii) is modified in accordance with Annex B (Modification of continued rule) to this
instrument; and

(iii) applies to a bank, except that in the case of an EEA bank with a UK branch
paragraph (1) of the continued rule applies only in relation to that branch.

7. In paragraph 6(iii) above, "bank", "EEA bank", "UK" and "branch" have the meanings
given in IPRU (BANK) 3.5.1R in chapter GN in Annex A (The Sourcebook) to this
instrument.

8. The continued rule (incorporating the modifications made pursuant to paragraph 6(i)
and (ii) above) is set out in Annex A (The Sourcebook) to this instrument at IPRU
(BANK) 3.3.15R in chapter GN.

Guidance on continued rule

9. The Financial Services Authority gives the guidance (the "guidance on the continued
rule") in section 7.3 (Committed facilities) of chapter LM in Annex A (The
Sourcebook) to this instrument under section 157 of the Act and article 11 of the
Order.
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10. The guidance on the continued rule reproduces, with necessary modifications, section
7.3 (Committed facilities) of chapter LM in Volume II of the Guide to Banking
Supervisory Policy issued by the Financial Services Authority on 30 September 2000.

Further provisions

11. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19
of the Act (the general prohibition) comes into force.

12. This instrument may be cited as the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Banks
Instrument 2001.

13. The provisions in Annex A to this instrument may be cited as the Interim Prudential
Sourcebook for Banks.

By order of the Board
21 June 2001
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Annex A

The Sourcebook

IPRU (BANK) attached
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Annex B

Modification of continued rule

(1) The continued rule (paragraph 4(4) of Schedule 3 to the Banking Act 1987, as amended)
is modified as follows:

(a) Renumber the paragraph as  "3.3.15R  (1)".

(b) Delete the words before "maintain" and substitute "A bank, except an EEA bank
which does not have a UK branch, must".

(c) Delete the words after "liquidity," and before "fall due" and substitute "taking into
account the nature and scale of its business so that it is able to meet its obligations as they".

(d) Delete the words after "fall due" to the end of the sentence.

(e) After the end of the paragraph, add:

"(2) In the case of an EEA bank with a UK branch, (1) applies only in relation 
to that branch."
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Annex C

Statement of purpose and compatibility applying to continued rule (IPRU (BANK) 3.3.15R)

Purpose

The purpose of IPRU (BANK) 3.3.15R is to require a firm to maintain a minimum amount of
liquidity so that it is able to meet its obligations as they fall due. The FSA believes that
making 3.3.15R and requiring firms to comply with it will contribute to meeting the FSA's
regulatory objectives of market confidence and the protection of consumers. (Although this
rule is not intended to contribute to the regulatory objectives of public awareness and the
reduction of financial crime, the FSA believes it is compatible with these two objectives)

Compatibility of continued rule with the FSA's general duties under section 2 of the Act

The FSA believes that making 3.3.15R and so requiring firms to comply with it is compatible
with the regulatory objectives of market confidence and the protection of consumers for the
following reasons:

Market confidence

3.3.15R aims to ensure that firms maintain adequate liquidity in order to help mitigate the
risk that they may be unable to meet their liabilities as they fall due. Compliance with this
rule will consequently reduce the risk that the financial system operates in ways which would
damage market confidence.

Consumer protection

3.3.15R aims to ensure that firms maintain adequate liquidity in order to help mitigate the
risk that they may be unable to meet their liabilities as they fall due. Compliance with this
rule will consequently reduce the risk that firms may be unable to meet their commitments to
consumers (including depositors) as they fall due.

Principles of good regulation

The FSA's reasons for believing that making 3.3.15R is compatible with its general duty to
have regard to the principles in section 2(3) of the Act are set out below.

The need to use its resources in the most efficient and economic way

The FSA believes that the most efficient and economic way to set standards regarding
liquidity is to maintain the existing standard for liquidity for firms contained in Schedule 3 of
the Banking Act 1987.  Continuing existing prudential standards is the approach adopted for
the IPRU (BANK) as a whole which preserves continuity for firms pending the introduction
of an Integrated Prudential Sourcebook in the medium term.

The responsibilities of those who manage the affairs of authorised persons

3.3.15R is framed in such a way as to leave it to a firm's senior management how best to meet
the required standard.
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The principle that a burden or restriction should be proportionate to the benefits, considered
in general terms, which are expected to result from the imposition of that burden or
restriction

Given that 3.3.15R maintains an existing standard, the FSA does not believe that any cost
benefit issues will arise for a firm in maintaining that standard.

The desirability of facilitating innovation in connection with regulated activities

The FSA does not believe that 3.3.15R will restrict the scope of firms' management to
develop their regulated activities in an innovative manner.

The international character of financial services and markets and the desirability of
maintaining the competitive position of the United Kingdom

Given that 3.3.15R maintains an existing standard, the FSA does not believe that it will have
any impact on the competitive position of the United Kingdom.

The need to minimise the adverse effects on competition that may arise from anything done in
the discharge of the FSA's general functions

Given that 3.3.15R maintains an existing standard, the FSA does not believe that it will have
an adverse affect on competition.

The desirability of facilitating competition between those who are subject to any form of
regulation by the FSA

Given that 3.3.15R maintains an existing standard, the FSA does not believe that it will have
any impact on competition between those who are subject to any form of regulation by the
FSA.

Compatibility with the duty of the FSA to act in a way which the FSA considers most
appropriate for the purpose of meeting its regulatory objectives

The FSA believes that making 3.3.15R is the most appropriate way to meet its objectives
because it reflects the importance of firms maintaining adequate liquidity so as to reduce the
probability of prudential failure. Also, it gives firms some flexibility over how they choose to
meet the standard and therefore gives them a wider choice of risk mitigation techniques.
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Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Building Societies

X.  Introductory Chapter

X.1 Introduction

X.1.1  G The rules in this sourcebook are made under section 138 of the Financial

Services and Markets Act 2000 (“the Act”) and that section and sections 149 and 156 are

specified for the purposes of section 153.  The guidance in volume 2 of this sourcebook is

given under section 157(1)(b) of the Act.

X.2 Application

X.2.1  R The Interim Prudential Sourcebook for building societies applies to all

firms with permission from the Financial Services Authority to accept deposits which

are also building societies as defined in the Building Societies Act 1986 and, in this

sourcebook, “society” and “societies” are construed accordingly.

X.3 Content of this sourcebook

X.3.1  G This sourcebook is divided into two volumes.  Volume 1 contains eleven

prudential chapters which set out the Financial Services Authority’s prudential standards for

societies.  Three of the prudential chapters incorporate material drawn from the Interim

Prudential Sourcebook for banks and guidance on the presentational style of the bank material

can be found in section 4 of chapter GN of that sourcebook.  Volume 2 contains five chapters

of constitutional guidance: the Financial Services Authority (the “FSA”) inherits from the

Building Societies Commission (“the Commission”) a range of functions under the Building

Societies Act 1986 (“the 1986 Act”) related to the constitutional aspects of building societies

and these chapters give guidance on how the FSA will exercise certain of these functions.

The constitutional chapters replace Guidance Notes previously issued by the Commission.
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X.4 The Purpose of the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Building

Societies

X.4.1  G The Interim Prudential Sourcebook for building societies sets out the FSA’s

detailed prudential standards and related notification requirements applying to societies

authorised under the Act and covers the constitutional matters referred to above.  Other

prudential standards applying to societies are set out in the Act and elsewhere in the

Handbook: see, for example, the Threshold Conditions (COND), the Principles for

Businesses (PRIN) and Senior Management Arrangements, Systems and Controls (SYSC).

Other notification requirements are set out in chapter 15 of the Supervision Manual (SUP).

X.4.2  G This sourcebook, together with the separate prudential sourcebook applying to

banks, also implements EC directives setting out prudential standards as they apply to credit

institutions.

X.4.3  G This sourcebook applies to societies on an interim basis pending the

preparation and implementation of a single Prudential Sourcebook applying to all firms

regulated by the FSA – termed the Integrated Prudential Sourcebook.  In developing the

interim sourcebook, the FSA has drawn on the standards which formerly applied to societies

authorised under the 1986 Act set out in the Statement of Principles and Prudential Notes

issued by the Commission.  These standards took the form of the Commission’s interpretation

of the criteria of prudent management in section 45 of the 1986 Act (which are repealed under

the Act).  The FSA has expressed some of the content of the former criteria of prudent

management as rules in this Interim Prudential Sourcebook, but the majority of the previous

material has now been recast as guidance under the Act.  A significant amount of material

previously published by the Commission has not been carried forward into the Interim

Prudential Sourcebook, particularly descriptive, historical and explanatory material.  This has

been removed because the FSA considers that it is not appropriate material for prudential

rules and guidance under the Act, not because the material is in any way incorrect or

irrelevant to societies’ business.  The rules and evidential provisions are distributed

throughout the prudential chapters of this sourcebook: rules can be found in paragraphs X.2.1,

X.8.2, 1.2.1, 1.2.2, 4.2.1, 4.2.5, 4.2.6, 5.2.1, 5.2.7, 5.2.9, 6.2.1, 6.2.2, 6.2.3, 7.6.2, 7.6.3, 7.7.1,
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7.7.3, 8.2.1, 9.2.1, 9.2.7 and 9.2.8.  Evidential provisions can be found in paragraphs 5.2.4,

9.2.3 and 9.2.5.

X.4.4  G The approach outlined in X.4.3 has been adopted, after consultation, as

appropriate for material drawn from the previous standards of the Commission that will apply

on an interim basis only.  It is the FSA’s intention in developing its final prudential standards

(in the Integrated Prudential Sourcebook) to make further use of its rule-making powers to

express its detailed prudential standards.

X.4.5  G This sourcebook also sets out both rules and guidance on the information

related to prudential standards which societies should notify to the FSA.  The FSA needs to

be provided with certain information by societies if it is to monitor compliance with its

requirements.  The rules and guidance in this sourcebook supplement, for societies, the FSA’s

general notification requirements set out in the Supervision Manual (see SUP 15).  In addition

to the rules, the following paragraphs contain guidance on matters about which the FSA

expects to be notified: 1.5.2, 1.6.4(1), 1.11.1, 1A4.2, 2.9.1, 4.5.8, 7.6.4 and 7.6.5.

X.4.6  G In addition to the rules and guidance applying to societies under the Act,

directors and certain staff of all firms are subject to obligations referred to as the Statements

of Principle for Approved Persons.  The FSA has issued a Code of Practice to help determine

whether an Approved Person’s conduct has complied with a Statement of Principle.  The

Statements and the Code of Practice are set out in APER.  A society’s failure to meet the

prudential standards set out in this sourcebook may also be relevant to the FSA’s assessment

of whether a particular Approved Person has complied with a Statement of Principle.

X.5 Principal Purpose of a building society and funding and lending

limits

X.5.1  G Building societies are bound by sections of the 1986 Act which place

limitations on certain aspects of their business (particularly sections 5, 6 and 7).  The

following paragraphs provide guidance on compliance with those sections and the FSA’s
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powers in relation thereto, replacing guidance previously included in the Commission’s

Statement of Principles.

X.5.2  G A building society may only be, and continue to be, incorporated under the

1986 Act if its principal office is in the United Kingdom and if it complies with the purpose

or principal purpose (section 5(1) of the 1986 Act) of all building societies, namely:

“... that of making loans which are secured on residential property and are funded

substantially by its members ...”

This criterion lies at the heart of what it is to be a building society and sets down its defining

characteristics.  A failure, or projected failure, to comply with the criterion may therefore cast

doubt on the society’s longer-term commitment to remain as a building society.

X.5.3  G The lending (section 6) and funding (section 7) limits, commonly known as the

“nature limits”, are quantitative criteria which help to determine an individual society’s

compliance with the purpose or principal purpose.

X.5.4  G Compliance with the statutory purpose is not, however, limited to compliance

with limits on the composition of the society’s assets and liabilities.  Societies are involved in

activities or provide services which do not of themselves create significant balance sheet

assets or liabilities.  Such business may still have an impact on a society’s compliance with

the statutory purpose because of the actual or projected proportion of the society’s business

made up of those activities.

X.5.5  G In assessing whether a society is complying with the statutory purpose, the

FSA will adopt a broadly-based judgement taking all relevant factors, both quantitative and

qualitative, into account.  As part of that overall assessment, there are two main quantitative

indicators.  First, the actual and projected proportion of the society’s gross income that is, or

is intended to be, derived from activities or services that have little or no connection with the

making of loans secured on residential property (income from car insurance would, for

example be considered unconnected business but income from mortgage and property related

insurance and valuation services would, for example, be considered connected with core
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lending business).  Second, it would take into account the actual and projected proportion of

the society’s resources (for example, financial assets, capital, senior management and staff)

that are, or are intended to be, applied to those other activities or services.

X.5.6  G The FSA expects societies to draw up their corporate and other business plans so

as to provide reasonable assurance that they will comply with the statutory purpose and the

nature limits.  The FSA inherits the Commission’s enforcement powers (in sections 36, 36A

and 37 of the 1986 Act) in relation to breach of statutory purpose or nature limits.

X.6 The continuing 1986 Act

X.6.1  G Before N2, the main piece of legislation governing building societies and their

activities has been the Building Societies Act 1986, as amended, in particular by the Building

Societies Act 1997.  The 1986 Act fulfilled a number of roles.  It established the Commission

as the prudential supervisor for societies and gave the Commission certain prudential powers

of control, but it also, for example, set out the principal features of a building society and

made provision for societies’ internal constitutional arrangements and procedures for mergers

and transfers of business.  Although nearly all of those sections of the 1986 Act which related

to prudential supervision have been repealed by or under the Act, a substantial part of the

1986 Act remains in force.  For example, all references to the Commission have been

removed and any remaining powers of control pass to the FSA (the Commission’s powers to

make secondary legislation under the remainder of the 1986 Act pass to the Treasury).  The

constitutional parts of the 1986 Act, however, remain, e.g. principal purpose and nature

limits, the obligation to prepare annual accounts, provisions on societies’ rules and general

governance, membership, meeting and voting arrangements and procedures for mergers and

transfers.

X.7 Frequently Used terms

X.7.1  G The following terms are used frequently in the sourcebook and have the

meaning described here:
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PN a Prudential Note issued by the Building Societies Commission

section 9A section 9A of the Building Societies Act 1986, as amended

the Accounts Regulations the Building Societies (Accounts & Related Provisions)

Regulations 1998 (SI 1998/504)  as amended

the Act the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000

the BCD Directive 2000/12/EC of 20 March 2000 relating to the taking

up and pursuit of the business of credit institutions (the

“Banking Consolidation Directive”).  This directive

consolidated most of the EC directives relating to credit

institutions into one text.  The directives so consolidated

include the Own Funds Directive (89/299/EEC), the Solvency

Ratio Directive (89/647/EEC), the Large Exposures Directive

(92/121/EEC), the 1st and 2nd Banking Co-ordination Directives

(respectively 77/780/EEC and 89/646/EEC) and the 2nd

Consolidated Supervision Directive (92/30/EEC).

the central office the department of the FSA carrying out the registration

functions transferred from the central office of the Registry of

Friendly Societies

the Commission the Building Societies Commission

the FSA the Financial Services Authority

the 1986 Act the Building Societies Act 1986, as amended in particular by

the Building Societies Act 1997 and by and under the Financial

Services and Markets Act 2000

the 1997 Act the Building Societies Act 1997

X.8 Schedule of Transitional Provisions

X.8.1  G A number of rules in this Sourcebook require societies to provide copies of

policy statements covering various aspects of their business and their corporate plan to the
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FSA.  These rules replace similar prudential requirements previously imposed by the

Commission.

X.8.2  R A society which, before the date of the coming into force of this rule, had

provided to the Commission a copy of its current policy statement on each of financial

risk management, liquidity, and lending and a copy of its current corporate plan is

taken to be in compliance, at that date, with any obligation to submit to the FSA such

document contained in, respectively, rules 4.2.5, 5.2.7, 6.2.2, and 9.27.

X.8.3  G X.4.5 refers to particular paragraphs in this Sourcebook which contain

guidance on matters about which the FSA expects to be notified or in respect of which it

expects to receive certain documents.  These matters were previously required to be

communicated to the Commission and in some cases (where the communication related to a

past event, a proposed change in a society’s approach or a situation which is ongoing)

notification or documents may already have been given to the Commission before the date on

which the guidance set out in this Sourcebook comes into effect.  The relevant guidance for

these purposes is set out in paragraphs 1.5.2, 1.6.4(1), 1.11.1, 1A.4.2, 2.9.1, 4.5.8, 7.6.4 and

7.6.5.  Any society which, before that date, had notified the Commission, or provided

documents to the Commission, about a matter referred to in any of those paragraphs, in

compliance with the Commission’s guidance, is taken to be in compliance, at that date, with

the relevant paragraph in this Sourcebook in so far as it relates to the matter in respect of

which notification or documents had been received by the Commission.

X 8.4 G   In addition , GEN contains some technical transitional provisions that apply

throughout the Handbook  and which are designed to ensure a smooth transition at

commencement ( that is ,when section 19 of the Act ( the general prohibition ) comes in to

force ) . The Supervision manual  ( SUP ) contains transitional provisions which carry

forward written concessions relating to pre-commencement provisions.
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Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Building Societies

1 Solvency

1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 G  This chapter replaces PN 1998/1 issued by the Commission.  It includes rules and

guidance for societies on the Threshold Condition in Schedule 6 paragraph 4(1) of the Act

(the resources of a firm must, in the opinion of the FSA , be adequate in relation to the

regulated activities it seeks to carry on ) – see also COND 2.4 - and on Principle 4 ("a firm

must maintain adequate financial resources " ).  It describes the purpose of capital in a

deposit-taking institution and the particular risks faced by building societies. It describes how

societies should calculate their solvency ratio for capital adequacy purposes, what funds are

eligible for inclusion in own funds and the FSA's methodology for setting Threshold Ratios. 

It should be read in conjunction with Chapter 2.

1.1.2 G  This chapter further explains that the FSA will set each society a Threshold Ratio

based on the FSA's assessment of a society's risk profile.   Societies are expected to meet their

Threshold Ratio at all times on both a consolidated and society only basis.  The setting of a

Threshold Ratio by the FSA does not absolve the society's board from maintaining such

higher capital ratio as it considers prudent for the maintenance and management of the

society's business and its future plans.

1.1.3 G  Finally this chapter explains how the capital adequacy requirement should be

calculated and sets out the FSA's methodology for setting threshold ratios.

1.2 Rules

1.2.1 R  A society must maintain adequate capital resources commensurate with the

nature and scale of its business and the risks inherent in its business.  Where a society

has subsidiary undertakings it must also maintain capital resources commensurate with

the scale and nature of the activities of the whole group.

1.2.2 R  A society must maintain own funds of at least £1m.
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1.3 The Purpose of Capital

1.3.1 G  The capital of a body corporate is the amount by which the value of its assets

exceed its non-capital liabilities.  A deposit taking institution needs sufficient capital:

(1) to maintain itself as a viable going concern, able to overcome either expected

or unexpected difficulties (including both squeezes on margins and losses on

assets), to exploit opportunities and to sustain its infrastructure;

(2) to secure, in conjunction with liquidity, its ability to repay deposits (and in a

building society, shares) whenever that may be required; and

(3) to maintain public confidence that the institution will be able to repay such

deposits (and shares) in full.

1.4 EU Directives

1.4.1 G  The EU has harmonised capital adequacy requirements for credit institutions in the

EU by the following principal directives:

(1) Council Directive of 17 April 1989 on the Own Funds of Credit Institutions

(89/299/EEC);

(2) Council Directive of 18 December 1989 on a Solvency Ratio for Credit

Institutions (89/647/EEC).

1.4.2 G  In March 2000, these directives, along with the Large Exposures Directive, the 1st

and 2nd Banking Co-ordination Directives and the 2nd Consolidated Supervision Directive,

were consolidated into a single Directive, known as the Banking Consolidation Directive

(2000/12/EC).  Elsewhere in this sourcebook, references will be to the consolidated directive

(“BCD”).
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1.4.3 G  A further directive, 93/6/EEC on the capital adequacy of investment firms and

credit institutions (the "CAD", not included in the BCD), sets out the capital requirements for

credit institutions which have trading books and foreign exchange exposures.  Building

societies which are on the "Trading Book" approach to Treasury management may engage in

those activities (see section 1.18).

1.4.4 G  The BCD requires national authorities to ensure that all credit institutions maintain

sufficient capital resources in relation to their business to ensure a minimum solvency ratio of

8%.  The BCD specifies the types of capital resources whose inclusion is permitted in the

calculation of the solvency ratio: those resources are known, collectively, as "own funds".  It

also sets out the calculation of the solvency ratio as follows:

  100 x Σ own funds
solvency ratio =           _____________________ ≥ 8% 

Σ(risk weighted assets  
+ off balance sheet items)

i.e. the solvency ratio equals own funds divided by the sum of risk weighted assets and off

balance sheet items, expressed as a percentage and should be 8% or more.

1.4.5 G  The BCD specifies the minimum risk weights which should be applied to assets in

the balance sheet and the "credit conversion factors" to be applied to off balance sheet items,

in order to calculate the denominator of the solvency ratio.

1.5 Threshold Ratios

1.5.1 G  Each society has been informed of the Threshold Ratio it is expected to maintain. 

This has been set by the FSA taking account of the nature and inherent risks of that society's

business in areas which are not covered or not sufficiently covered by application of risk

weighting.  The Threshold Ratio should be maintained on both a society only basis and on a

group basis reflecting the fact that the subsidiaries are separate legal entities and that the

society cannot rely on having access to their capital at all times.  In certain circumstances solo

consolidation may be agreed; this is further explained in section 1.11.  Paragraph 1.5.3

explains the FSA's approach to setting threshold ratios for societies.  In every case the FSA
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has provided against a society inadvertently breaching the EC 8% minimum.  The setting of a

Threshold Ratio by the FSA does not absolve boards of societies from the responsibility of

maintaining such higher ratios as they consider appropriate for their business and future plans.

1.5.2 G  There is no prescribed amount by which the FSA expects a society's capital to

exceed that required to meet the threshold but it is the responsibility of the society to plan so

it has sufficient capital at all times to avoid breaching its Threshold Ratio.  The Board should

therefore set and monitor a capital margin above both the society only and the group threshold

ratios which management will be expected to observe at all times; societies' systems should

be able to demonstrate that this is the case.  The FSA should be advised of the margin set and

any changes thereto.  Subject to the foregoing, the FSA does not object to societies reducing

solvency ratios, for example, by repaying excess capital to their members, but it will want to

be satisfied that any such reduction is planned and capable of being reversed without undue

adverse affect should changes in the economic position of the society or in its risk profile so

dictate.  Any society that falls below its margin and/or is in danger of breaching its Threshold

Ratio should advise the FSA immediately, stating how it proposes to remedy the situation.

The projected solvency ratio should feature in all operational and strategic plans and any

proposal for a new business venture should take into account any impact on the society's

solvency ratio.

1.5.3 G  A society's threshold ratio reflects the FSA's assessment of the society's risk

profile.  The seven factors which go into establishing the threshold ratio are board,

management, systems, asset quality (insofar as not adequately covered by minimum risk

weights and including MIG arrangements), treasury management (including hedging, funding

and liquidity), planning (including the planning and control of new initiatives) and operating

performance (including consistency in financial results and vulnerability to external shocks,

for example, through geographic concentration).  A blank appraisal form currently used to

assess societies' risk profile can be found in Annex 1J.

1.5.4 G  There are a number of points which have an important bearing on the appraisal

process:
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(1) the seven broad factors, and the various criteria underlying those factors, do

not carry equal weight amongst themselves or uniformly across societies.  The

system recognises that some factors and criteria are more important to some

societies than others, consequently the threshold ratio is not based on an

arithmetical average of criteria and factors but these are weighted by the FSA

to the extent appropriate to each society;

(2) the assessment system recognises that there are other criteria, which may be

relevant only to particular societies, and these are also taken into account

where they exist;

(3) whilst some criteria focus on societies' competence in a particular area, others

evaluate the risk of particular activities which are not reflected in the asset

weighting formula but which exist even in the most competently managed

operation;

(4) societies are assessed in the context of both their past performance and of their

current and planned business activities.  The process recognises that some

societies' business requires less sophisticated systems and less board and

managerial expertise than others;

(5) where societies merge, the merged institution will be the subject of a full new

appraisal.  The FSA recognises that the threshold ratio which is set on the

basis of this appraisal might affect the merger terms and the FSA will be

prepared to give an advance indicative ratio, if so requested by the societies

involved.

1.5.5 G  In setting the ratios the FSA has been careful to review each society's ratio against

those of the rest of the building society sector to ensure that societies' ratios are consistent

with one another.  Both societies and the economic environment in which they operate are

constantly evolving and the FSA reviews societies' ratios both individually and across the

sector on a regular basis, but it is the FSA's expectation that threshold ratios will be

reasonably stable with infrequent changes.
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1.6 Own Funds

1.6.1 G  The BCD specifies which capital resources can count towards own funds and the

extent to which they may do so.  Its purpose is to ensure that credit institutions operating

under supervisory regimes in different EU member states do not count towards own funds any

items not falling within the BCD's list nor include any items to a greater extent than the BCD

permits.  But not all the items contained in the list are relevant to societies: moreover the

BCD gives national authorities discretion whether or not to allow the use of the various

constituents of capital listed.

1.6.2 G  For building societies, own funds comprise reserves, all other capital resources

listed in Annex 1A and minority interests in accordance with section 1.7.

1.6.3 G  The BCD distinguishes between those components of own funds, such as reserves

and PIBS, which may be included without limit and those to which a limit applies (see also

chapter 2).  These two categories closely correspond to the categories of core, or Tier 1 capital

and supplementary, or Tier 2 capital used in the Basel Accord, and the same terminology is

therefore used for convenience in this chapter although it does not feature in the BCD itself.

1.6.4 G  Whenever a calculation of own funds is to be made other than at the balance sheet

date, the amount of reserves included should be after deduction of any overall losses in the

current year:

(1)    where a society does not seek to take credit in its solvency ratio calculation for

profits earned in the current year, but simply reports on the basis of its previous

year-end reserves, then as a minimum the society should have passed a board

resolution, after the close of the second financial quarter, to the effect that the

directors have satisfied themselves that no reduction in reserves has been

sustained during the first six months of the financial year and a copy of this

resolution should be forwarded to the FSA.  Should the FSA be concerned about a

society's ability to meet its capital requirements the society may be required to
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obtain a certificate or opinion from its external auditors that no reduction in

reserves has been sustained; 

(2)  interim current year profits may be included with reserves, i.e. in Tier 1, but only

if they have been verified by the society's external auditors and a report from the

auditors that the interim profits have been verified should be provided.

Where a society includes general provisions in its solvency ratio calculation other than at

balance sheet date then as a minimum it should have passed a board resolution, after the close

of the second financial quarter, to the effect that the directors have satisfied themselves that

the general provisions meet the requirements set out in Annex 1A3.1.

1.6.5 G  What constitutes verification by external auditors is summarised in Annex 1E. 

Societies may include interim profits on a quarterly basis, but are not required to do so: some

societies whose capital is plentiful may prefer to choose the simpler minimum procedure

outlined in paragraph 1.6.4(1).  Moreover, the FSA recognises that it will not be practicable

for societies or their auditors to complete the verification procedures prior to the deadline for

submission of the quarterly returns.  For the first, second and third financial quarters societies

may include interim profits in their returns, if they so wish, on the understanding that the

society will submit the required reports and, where necessary, board resolutions within two

months of the quarter end.  For the fourth quarter the FSA will rely on the forthcoming

audited accounts and accordingly the full year's profits should be included in own funds under

Tier 1.  The figure shown for reserves in the return for the first quarter should agree with that

shown in the annual accounts.

1.7 Minority Interests

1.7.1 G  The BCD provides for the inclusion of minority interests when they are credit

(negative) items in the capital of a subsidiary undertaking in the calculation of consolidated

own funds of a society and these subsidiaries.  The FSA believes that building societies

should not regard minority shareholdings as having all the properties of their own capital

because minority interests cannot absorb the losses of the building society or any other
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member of its group and they would not necessarily be available to the building society if the

society or subsidiary undertaking were to be wound up.

1.7.2 G  Accordingly, minority interests should only be included for the purpose of

calculating consolidated own funds, and then only if:

(1) the total amount of minority interests aggregated with Tier 1 or Tier 2 capital

does not exceed 10% of the society's own funds in that category;

(2) it is clear that the society has effective practical control over the subsidiary

undertaking and can pass a special resolution;

(3) the society owns at least 75% of the equity capital of the subsidiary

undertaking.

In determining which elements of minority interests should be integrated into Tier 1 own

funds societies should have regard to the characteristics of the subsidiary undertaking's

capital.  Only those items which are analogous to a society's Tier 1 own funds should be

included in Tier 1.  The remainder should be assigned to the appropriate category of Tier 2

funds.  In this section, references to subsidiaries are to entities which are subsidiaries of the

society.

1.8 Deductions

1.8.1 G  Societies should make certain deductions from own funds and observe certain

restrictions on the inclusion of Tier 2 items.  The deductions comprise:

(1) intangible fixed assets, including goodwill;

(2) all holdings of capital instruments of other credit or financial

institutions (see Annex 1D for definitions);
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(3) all holdings of capital instruments of regulated broker-dealers (subject

to CAD or an analogous regime);

(4) (a) the amount of the capital deficit of any subsidiary undertaking which

has such a deficit (only required for society only calculations).  The

entire deficit should be excluded even if the subsidiary is only partially

owned;

   (b) the proportion attributable to outside minority interests in the capital

deficit of any subsidiary undertaking which has such a deficit (required

for consolidated calculations).

 

1.8.2 G  Societies may be expected to make a deduction from own funds to reflect the

existence of a contingent liability which, if called, would create an asset that societies would

be required to deduct from own funds.

N B: See section 1.13 for deductions in respect of insurance companies, section 1.14 for

MIG captives, section 1.16 for holdings in other institutions, and for possible

deductions arising out of securitisation, section 1.15.

1.9 Limits on Tier 2 Capital

1.9.1 G  The maximum amount of term subordinated debt which should be counted as own

funds within Tier 2 is 50% of Tier 1 capital after deduction of intangible fixed assets.  Total

Tier 2 capital should not exceed 100% of Tier 1 capital after deduction of intangible fixed

assets.  Funds eligible for inclusion in Tier 2 capital are defined in Annex 1A.

1.10 Solvency Ratio

1.10.1 G  The solvency ratio of any society is determined by the formula set out in paragraph

1.4.4.  Societies should calculate their own ratios using the definition of own funds contained

in this Chapter and in Annex 1A and the risk weights and credit conversion factors in
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Annexes 1B and 1C.  The relevant risk weight (a percentage) is applied to the balance sheet

value of an asset, or in the case of off balance sheet items, to the nominal value multiplied by

the appropriate credit conversion factor.  Asset values and values attributed to off balance

sheet items should also be determined on a basis consistent with the Accounts Regulations

and should be net of any specific provisions.  Where a society has subsidiary undertakings,

the solvency ratio should be calculated on a consolidated basis.  Consolidation should be on

the same basis as applies to the society's statutory accounts (i.e. the Accounts Regulations).

Where subsidiary undertakings, either singly or in aggregate, have either:

(1) total gross assets equal to or greater than 1% of the society's assets; or

(2) income which is equal to or greater than 1% of the society's total income; or

(3) profits or losses which are equal to or greater than 1% of the society's profits;

the society should also calculate its solvency ratio on a society only basis and both

calculations should meet the society's solvency ratio threshold (see Annex 1H for definitions

of terms used in (1), (2) and (3)).  Societies should report their solvency ratios quarterly in the

QFS1 return.

1.10.2 G  The percentage weights given in the BCD are minima: the directive explicitly

recognises that national authorities may set higher weightings as they see fit.  The FSA has

decided to do so for securities issued by Zone A or Zone B countries.  These are weighted at

10% or 20%, according to residual maturity, as a proxy for interest-rate risk, rather than at 0%

as the BCD permits.

1.10.3 G  The FSA uses the "mark-to-market" approach for the measurement of off balance

sheet risks associated with interest-rate and foreign exchange contracts, and societies are

expected to report on this basis.  Treatment of off-balance sheet items is shown in Annex 1C.
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1.11 Solo Consolidation

1.11.1 G  The FSA recognises that for structural reasons societies have historically conducted

certain core business through subsidiaries which they might otherwise have preferred to

conduct themselves.  In such cases the FSA may agree or expect societies to consolidate such

subsidiary undertakings when calculating their society only solvency ratio.  However, in so

doing the FSA may expect the society to deduct a percentage of the subsidiary undertaking's

capital from the society's own funds when making the society only solvency ratio calculation.

This deduction will reflect the FSA's view of any enhanced risk in opting to conduct the

business through a subsidiary rather than the society itself.  At the minimum there is a risk

that the environment which made the subsidiary route profitable may change leaving the

society with a cost to unwind the structure.  The FSA will discuss with societies where solo

consolidation is considered appropriate or necessary, but see section 1.12.  Where solo

consolidation occurs societies should confirm annually in writing to the FSA that the solo

consolidated subsidiaries continue to meet the criteria under which solo consolidation is

agreed and that there has been no change in the type of business conducted by the subsidiary

undertaking.  Confirmation should be received within two months of the society's year end.

1.12 Mortgage Subsidiaries

1.12.1 G  The principle of solo consolidation can be applied not only to capital adequacy but

also to large exposures (see Chapter 7 Large Exposures) and although these are two distinct

issues the grounds for confusion are much reduced if it is possible and prudent to adopt a

common approach in respect of specific subsidiaries or categories of subsidiaries.  Provided

they comply with certain criteria, mortgage subsidiaries are a suitable category for solo

consolidation in respect of both large exposures and capital adequacy.  To enable the FSA to

make valid comparisons across the building society sector it is important that all mortgage

subsidiaries which meet the criteria are treated in a similar manner; however, under the BCD

the FSA is required to give its approval to applications from each society individually.  All

societies which have mortgage subsidiaries which:

(1) are under the effective day to day control of the society’s executives;
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(2) are wholly owned by the society;

(3) are not subject to the capital requirements of another regulator;

(4) have no restrictions on winding up and upstreaming capital at any time;

and either:

(5) have no third party creditors at all (this is not intended to include small

administrative creditors such as the electricity bill); or

(6) are constituted so that the society can substitute itself for the mortgage

subsidiary and perform its obligations to third party creditors;

should apply to the FSA to solo consolidate these subsidiaries confirming that they meet the

above mentioned criteria.

1.13 Exclusions from Consolidation

1.13.1 G  Subject to a limited degree of discretion allowed to the supervisory authorities, the

BCD requires building societies to consolidate subsidiary undertakings which are financial or

credit institutions (defined in Annex 1D) for the purposes of calculating their solvency ratio. 

However unless:

(1) the inclusion of a particular non financial institution or non-credit institution

subsidiary undertaking would result in a higher solvency ratio than if it were to

be excluded; or

(2) the FSA specifically requires the subsidiary undertaking to be excluded;

societies should include all their subsidiary undertakings when calculating their solvency

ratio.  Exclusion is likely where the FSA believes that a subsidiary's inclusion in the
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consolidation would be misleading or inappropriate.  Life insurance and general insurance

companies fall into this category and societies should calculate their solvency ratio after

reversing the impact of the investment in, or consolidation of, these subsidiary undertakings. 

In the society only ratio calculation, the carrying value of the investment should be removed

from the weighted asset total, and an equal deduction made from the society's own funds.  In

the consolidated ratio calculation, the weighted assets of the insurance subsidiary should be

removed from the consolidated weighted assets, and the reserves of the subsidiary

consolidated into group own funds should be reversed out, including any benefit of the

embedded value taken through the group's reserves.  The only profits of the subsidiary that

may count as group own funds are those that have been distributed to the parent society i.e. as

dividends.

1.14 Mortgage Indemnity Insurance Captives

1.14.1 G  Societies which own a MIG Captive should include the captive when calculating

their consolidated solvency ratio (for rules and guidance on mortgage indemnity insurance,

see chapter 8).  For the society only solvency ratio the FSA has adopted a composite

treatment which recognises both that the capital invested in the captive bears a heavier risk of

loss than the generality of investments in subsidiaries, and that the captive bears only the

society’s own lending risk, albeit in concentrated form, and is not using its capital to “gear

up” and assume new external liabilities.  Out of the total capital committed to the captive,

whether fully paid or not, 25% (or, if greater, the actual capital requirement imposed by the

local insurance supervisor) should be deducted from the society’s own funds, in the society

only calculation.  The remainder should be risk-weighted at 100% as if an ordinary

investment in a subsidiary.

1.15 Securitisation

1.15.1 G  In considering how to treat societies’ securitisation transactions, the three key

points are:
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(1) whether, and to what extent, to include securitised assets, which have been

financed on a limited recourse basis, in the calculation of the society’s (or

society group’s) solvency ratio (subject to their relevant risk weightings);

(2) whether, and to what extent, to require the deduction from societies’ own

funds of quasi-capital exposures to securitisation transactions; and

(3) how to reflect the largely unquantifiable risks that are left with a society after

securitisation.

1.15.2 G  In order to achieve consistency and simplicity, the FSA deals with these as follows:

(1) securitisation transactions by, or involving, building societies will be analysed

in the same way as similar transactions by, or involving, banks.  The FSA will

apply the principles and guidance contained in chapter SE of the IPSB for

banks, which is set out, with additional guidance for building societies, as

chapter 10 of this sourcebook.  This will determine whether securitised assets

are to be risk weighted and included in the solvency ratio calculation, and

whether (and to what extent) quasi-capital exposures, such as first loss

provisions or holdings of deeply subordinated notes, are to be deducted from

own funds.

(2) all other risks arising from securitisation will, collectively, be considered in the

context of the process of appraisal that leads to the setting or reviewing of an

individual society’s threshold solvency ratio.  Depending on the scale and

nature of a society’s securitisation activity, this could lead, other things being

equal, to an increase in that threshold ratio.

1.15.3 G  Some of the risks that securitisation leaves with a society are inherent in most, if

not all, existing securitisation structures and are thus unavoidable.  Particular examples are

the risk from servicing and liability under warranties.  But in other respects, particularly in

relation to “moral hazard”, there is much greater scope for conscious acceptance or avoidance

of risk through the selection and adaptation of particular structures.
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1.15.4 G  While a society may endeavour to avoid the accumulation of such risks, to the

extent that risk is accepted and/or is unavoidable, an assessment of the various residual risks

will be made by the FSA as part of the appraisal for setting or reviewing the society’s

threshold solvency ratio.  This assessment will reflect the scale and nature of a society’s

current and planned securitisation programme.  It will also cover how the society has

addressed the residual risks in the structure(s) it proposes to use.  Where, for example,

securitisation activity is small-scale relative to the society’s asset base, a “clean break” with

borrowers has been achieved, the society has good errors and omissions insurance to cover

servicing risk, and substantial audit of the pool of assets to be transferred has been carried

out, the effect on the solvency threshold ratio is likely to be minimal and there may indeed be

no actual change.  While recognising that assessment through the solvency threshold

appraisal process is less transparent for societies, the FSA considers that much is gained by

simplicity and the avoidance of a proliferation of risk weightings or other formulae intended

to capture individual, largely unquantifiable, risks.

1.16 Deductions in Respect of Holdings in Other Institutions

1.16.1 G  Articles 51.1 and 51.2 of the BCD prohibit a credit institution from having a

"qualifying holding" in excess of 15% of its own funds in an undertaking or 60% in several

undertakings which are neither credit institutions, financial institutions, nor undertakings

which carry on "ancillary banking services".

1.16.2 G  A qualifying holding is defined as "a direct or indirect holding in an undertaking

which represents 10% or more of the capital or of the voting rights, or which makes it

possible to exercise a significant influence over the management of the undertaking in which

the holding subsists".

1.16.3 G  The Directive gives member states the option not to apply the restrictions to life

and general insurance companies and not to apply them in other cases provided they require a

deduction from the credit institution's own funds of 100% of the amount in excess of the 15%

or 60% limits.
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1.16.4 G  The FSA has decided not to apply the limits to participation in insurance

companies but see section 1.13 for capital treatment in respect of holdings in insurance

companies.  The FSA has also decided not to apply the limits in other cases but to

recommend a 100% deduction from own funds of the amount of the holding in excess of

15%.

1.17 Capital Cost and Pricing

1.17.1 G  When acquiring assets societies should consider what effect the profit or cost

derived from those assets will have on their solvency ratios.  The higher the weighting which

an asset carries the greater the capital cost and societies will need to decide whether they can,

or should, pass on such cost or accept a lower rate of return.

1.18. Capital Adequacy Directive (CAD)

1.18.1 G  Societies on the "Trading" approach to financial risk management (described in

chapter 4, Financial Risk Management), under which they can trade securities and

maintain unhedged foreign exchange positions within defined limits, should calculate the

capital requirements for their trading book and foreign exchange positions separately in

accordance with the FSA’s guidance to banks (as set out in the IPSB for banks).  In

moving to the "Trading" approach societies will need to satisfy the FSA that they have

the systems to calculate and report their capital position in accordance with the FSA’s

guidance.
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ANNEX 1A

CALCULATION OF "OWN FUNDS"

G

1A.1 Tier 1 Capital

1A.1.1 Reserves as disclosed in the latest year end balance sheet;

plus

cumulative interim profits for the year to date which have been verified by the

society's external auditors (see Annex 1E); or

less

cumulative losses (if any) for the year to date.

1A.1.2 Deferred shares which meet the requirements of chapter 2, currently PIBS, and

deferred shares which were issued prior to the Building Societies (Deferred Shares)

Order 1991 (SI 1991/701) and which met the statutory requirements then in force.

1A.1.3 Tier 1 minority interests in a subsidiary undertaking which meets the requirements of

section 1.7.

1A.1.4 Deduct intangible assets from the sum of 1A.1.1, 1A.1.2 and 1A.1.3 to calculate Tier

1 capital.

1A.2 Tier 2 Capital

1A.2.1 Term subordinated debt and undated subordinated debt, which meet the requirements

of chapter 2; together with general provisions for bad debt and revaluation reserves.
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1A.2.2 Tier 2 minority interests in a subsidiary undertaking which meets the requirements of

section 1.7.

1A.3 General Provisions for Bad Debt

1A.3.1 General provisions should be made to cover possible losses, existing at the balance

sheet or other reporting date, which have not been specifically identified.  As such,

they are freely available to the society to be utilised against any actual losses

subsequently identified or arising and so conform with Article 35.1(a) of the BCD.

But the BCD does not permit the inclusion in "own funds" of a provision which

covers identified deterioration in particular assets, whether individual or group.  Thus

societies should not include the latter type of provision in own funds.  Societies may

only include general provisions in their solvency ratio calculation to an amount less

than or equal to that shown in the society's last audited accounts or the amount

provided when interim profits were last verified by the external auditors.

1A.4 Revaluation Reserves

1A.4.1 Societies may include revaluation reserves arising out of the differences between book

values and the current market value of property fixed assets but only if:

(1) the society applies the revaluation method to all of its property fixed

assets, or all of its property fixed assets in a designated class and not

selectively;

(2) the values result from regular professional valuations of each property.

If not annually, there should be:

(a) a rolling programme such that no professional valuation of a

property is more than five years old;

(b) in the intervening year(s) in which a property is not

professionally valued, an interpolation of value by the Board
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which takes into account any decline in property values

disclosed by valuations of other properties in that year;

(c) where a society owns less than five properties, none of which

are valued during the financial year, the valuation should be

determined by the Board on the basis of their knowledge of

appropriate property values in the area.

1A.4.2 If a society divides its fixed property assets into classes for the purposes of the

valuation then it should advise the FSA of the basis of the division and the valuation

policy in respect of each class.

1A.4.3 Any increase in revaluation reserve should be supported by a professional valuation.

1A.4.4 For the purposes of this calculation the revaluation reserve will be the amount

standing to the credit of any revaluation reserve in the balance sheet or the amount of

any such reserve in the accounting records of the society, for the time being,

whichever is the lesser amount.

1A.5 Limits on capital

1A.5.5 Term Subordinated Debt which meets the guidance in chapter 2 may not exceed 50%

of Tier 1 constituents minus intangible assets.

1A.5.6 Tier 2 capital resources in aggregate may not be included to an extent greater than

100% of Tier 1 constituents minus intangible assets.

1A.5.7 The total amount of minority interests which may be aggregated with Tier 1 or Tier 2

capital may not exceed 10% of the society's own funds in that category.
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1A.6 Own funds

1A.6.1 Gross own funds comprise Tier 1 capital plus Tier 2 capital.  From this should be

deducted:

(1) all holdings of capital instruments of other credit or financial

institutions, or in regulated broker-dealers (subject to CAD or an

analogous regime);

(2)   the amount of capital deficit of any subsidiary undertaking which has

such a deficit (for society only calculations);

(3) the proportion attributable to outside minority interests in the capital

deficit of any subsidiary undertaking which has such a deficit (for

consolidated calculations);

(4) any deductions in respect of insurance companies (section 1.13), MIG

Captives (section 1.14), holdings in other undertakings (section 1.16)

and securitisation (paragraph 1.15.2);

to arrive at "own funds".

1A.6.2 Article 34.2(3) of the BCD allows "funds for general banking risks" to be counted as

Tier 1 capital.  Such funds are not general provisions for bad debt but are akin to

banks' "hidden reserves" and are therefore not applicable to building societies.
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ANNEX 1B

RISK ASSET WEIGHTS

G

1B.1 General

1B.1.1 Risk weights should be applied net of any specific provision.  Items subject to

deduction from Own Funds should be zero weighted.  Assets held by a subsidiary

undertaking are weighted on the same basis as if held by the parent society.

1B.2 Assets to be weighted at 0%

1B.2.1 The following assets should be weighted at 0%:

(1) Bank notes or coinage of any territory or country;

(2) Deposits with:

(a) any Zone A Central Bank (see Annex 1G for Zone A countries);

(b) the National Savings Bank;

(c) any Zone B Central Bank denominated in local currency and funded by

liabilities in the same currency (see Annex 1G for Zone B countries);

(3) Certificates of Tax Deposit issued by the Treasury;

(4) National Savings Bonds;

(5) Loans granted at the society's administered rate and supported by the explicit

guarantee of a Zone A central government or central bank.
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1B.3 Assets to be weighted at 10%

1B.3.1The following assets should be weighted at 10%:

(1) Deposits with any gilt edged market maker or participant in the UK gilt market

supervised by a regulatory authority in the EEA provided they are

collateralised by assets which, if held directly, would have a weighting of not

more than 20%.

(2) Stock lending rights arising from the lending of securities issued in the UK by

HM Government.

(3) Fixed-rate securities with a residual maturity of one year or less or floating

rate securities:

(a) issued or guaranteed by a Zone A Central government (including

Ginnie Maes);

(b) issued or guaranteed by a Zone B Central government denominated in

the local currency and funded by liabilities in the same currency;

(c) issued or guaranteed by the European Atomic Energy Community,

European Coal and Steel Community or European Economic

Community.

(4) Loans either with a maturity of one year or less and granted on a fixed rate

basis, or with any maturity and granted at a rate which is periodically reset at

least annually against a market rate, and in either case supported by the explicit

guarantee of a Zone A central government or central bank.
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1B.4 Assets to be weighted at 20%

1B.4.1 The following assets should be weighted at 20%:

(1) Fixed rate securities, with a residual maturity over 1 year:

(a) issued or guaranteed by a Zone A Central government (including

Ginnie Maes); or

(b) issued or guaranteed by the European Atomic Energy Community,

European Coal and Steel Community or European Economic

Community.

(2) Deposits with or securities issued, guaranteed, or (in the case of bills of

exchange) accepted by, any Zone A credit institution (see Annex 1G).

(3) Deposits with, or securities issued, or (in the case of bills of exchange)

accepted by any Zone B credit institution (see Annex 1G), with a maturity of

one year or less.

(4) Securities issued by, or loans to, any relevant authority (see Annex 1F for

definition) or loans to the Department of Finance and Personnel (Northern

Ireland).

(5) Securities issued by, or loans to, Fannie Maes and Freddie Macs.

(6) Securities issued or guaranteed by multilateral development banks

(International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, International

Finance Corporation, Inter-American Development Bank, Asian Development

Bank, African Development Bank, Caribbean Development Bank, European

Investment Bank, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development,

Nordic Investment Bank, Council of Europe Resettlement Fund, European

Investment Fund and Inter-American Investment Corporation).
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(7) Cash items in the process of collection.

(8) Loans with a maturity greater than one year that are either granted on a fixed

rate basis, or at a market rate which is periodically reset less frequently than

annually and, in either case, supported by the explicit guarantee of a Zone A

central government or central bank.

(9) Loans supported by an unconditional guarantee issued by a Zone A credit

institution.

(10) Loans, with a maturity of one year or less, supported by an unconditional

guarantee issued by a Zone B credit institution.

(11) Loans supported by the unconditional guarantee of a relevant authority (see

Annex 1F).

1B.5 Assets to be weighted at 50%

1B.5.1 The following assets should be weighted at 50%:

(1) Mortgage-backed securities (MBS) issued by special purpose mortgage

finance vehicles where the following conditions are met:

(a) they are fully secured at all times on a pool of first mortgages on

residential property, no part of which is used for non residential

purposes, or on loans to Registered Social Landlords which are

registered with the Housing Corporation or Scottish Homes or the

National Assembly of Wales or the Northern Ireland Department of

Social Development, fully secured by a mortgage on a residential

property that is:

(i) already let, or
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(ii) under development and will be let on condition that the

development attracts Social Housing Grant (SHG) and/or other

public subsidy on equivalent terms and the loans are fully

secured by a charge (but not necessarily a first priority charge)

on a residential property owned by Registered Social Landlords

which is rented;

(b) the notes embody an express promise to repay the noteholder;

(c) the issue documentation contains provisions which would ultimately

enable noteholders to initiate legal proceedings directly against the

issuer of the MBS. As an example such provisions would allow

noteholders to proceed against the issuer where the trustee, having

become bound to take steps and/or to proceed against the issuer, fails

to do so within a reasonable time and such failure is continuing;

(d) the documentation contains provisions which would ultimately enable

noteholders to acquire the legal title to the security (i.e. the mortgagee's

interest in it) and to realise the security in the event of a default by the

mortgagor;

(e) the mortgage loans should not be in default at the time at which they

are transferred to the vehicle;

(f) the vehicle's activities are restricted by its articles of association to

mortgage business.  The vehicle may also hold assets qualifying for a

risk weighting of less than 50%;

(g) the notes do not absorb more than their pro rata share of losses in the

event of arrears or default (see chapter 10 for treatment of junior or B

notes).
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(2) Loans to individuals fully and completely secured by a first priority charge on

residential property that is (or is to be) occupied by the borrower or is rented.

(3) Loans to Registered Social Landlords, registered with the Housing

Corporation, or Scottish Homes or the National Assembly of Wales or the

Northern Ireland Department of Social Development, fully secured by a

mortgage on residential property that is:

(a) already let; or

(b) under development and will be let, on condition that the development

attracts Social Housing Grant (SHG) and/or other public subsidy on

equivalent terms, of an amount equal to, or greater than, 50% of the

approved total scheme cost, the security for which is subordinated to

the loan, where the funding body has legally committed itself to the full

payment of the subsidy.

(4) Loans to public universities, fully secured by a mortgage on a residential

property that is:

(a) already let; or

(b) under development and will be let, on condition that the lender is in

possession of a certificate, issued by a quantity surveyor or architect

appointed by the society, showing that work to the value of 20% of the

projected finished end value of the project (excluding cost of land) has

been completed, prior to any draw down under the loan; and

(c) can readily be sold or let on the non student market.
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N.B. For the purposes of paragraphs 1B.5.1(3) and (4), once a property has

been let it is not necessary to increase the weighting to 100% during a

subsequent temporary void.

1B.6 Assets to be weighted at 100%

1B.6.1 All other assets should be weighted at 100% including:

(1) Deposits with, or securities issued or (in the case of bills of exchange)

accepted by any Zone B credit institution authorised by the competent

authorities of a member state of the European Community, with a maturity

greater than one year.

   

(2) Commercial Paper issued or guaranteed by companies of the types to which

Directive 78/660/EEC on the annual accounts of certain types of company (as

amended by subsequent acts of accession) applies (that is, public or private

companies limited by shares or by guarantee ).

(3) Securities issued by the European Telecommunications Satellite Organisation,

International Monetary Fund, and European Company for the Financing of

Railway Rolling Stock.

(4) Other mortgages and MBS.

(5) Unsecured loans and leasing receivables

(6) Development and residential property:

land acquired

development projects

rented housing

equity interest in shared ownership schemes
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(7) Investments in  connected undertakings which are not subsidiary undertakings

(except where treated as a deduction from own funds or netted on

consolidation)

(8) Premises, plant, equipment and other fixed assets

(9) Prepayments, accrued income, sundry debtors etc (except where the asset

represents a claim on a counterparty which normally attracts a weighting

below 100%, e.g. UK central government (0%), local authorities or credit

institutions (20%), in which case it should be weighted accordingly).

1B.7 Repos and Reverse Repos

1B.7.1 Gilt edged securities subject to a repo transaction should be treated as remaining on

the balance sheet of the seller throughout the repo period.  The weightings for UK

Government securities at 10% or 20% (according to residual maturity) apply.  A

reverse repo should be treated as a collateralised loan and should be weighted on the

basis of the collateral (i.e. the gilt) securing the loan at 10% or 20% according to

residual maturity for the duration of the transaction.

1B.8 Gilt Strips

1B.8.1 The weighting for gilt strips does not differ from that of traditional holdings in gilt-

edged securities (10% or 20% according to residual maturity), but societies should

bear in mind that considerable activity in the more sophisticated repos and strips

markets will be taken into account and weighed against the expertise available when

assessing their threshold solvency ratio.

1B.9 Stock Lending

1B.9.1Securities held in a liquid asset portfolio and loaned to the market will already be

weighted for capital adequacy purposes in accordance with this Annex.  A possible

additional risk posed by the lending of the security will depend upon whether the
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transaction is collateralised. The lending of gilt edged securities, for example, should

not attract any additional weighting for counterparty risk because it is fully

collateralised under the terms of a stock lending agreement.

1B.9.2 However, stock lending which is not fully collateralised, such as that conducted

through the Cedel and Euroclear stock lending programmes, needs to take account of

the counterparty risk. As Cedel and Euroclear are both Zone A banks, an additional

capital weighting of 20% should be applied.
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ANNEX 1C

TREATMENT OF OFF-BALANCE SHEET ITEMS

G

1C Classification of Off-Balance Sheet Items (other than items related to
interest rates and foreign exchange)

Degree of Risk                       Credit Conversion

                      Factor

1C.1 Full Risk 100%

- Guarantees having the character of credit

substitutes,

- Acceptances,

- Endorsements on bills not bearing the name

of another credit institution,

- Transactions with recourse,

- Irrevocable standby letters of credit having

the character of credit substitutes,

- Asset sale and repurchase agreements 

(repos),

- Assets purchased under outright forward

purchase agreements,

- Forward forward deposits,

- The unpaid portion of partly-paid shares and

securities.

1C.2 Medium Risk 50%

- Documentary credits issued and confirmed

(see also medium/low risk),
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- Warranties and indemnities (including

tender, performance, customs and tax bonds)

and guarantees not having the character of

credit substitutes,

- Irrevocable standby letters of credit not

having the character of credit substitutes,

- Undrawn credit facilities (agreements to

lend, purchase securities, provide guarantees

or acceptance facilities) with an original

maturity of more than one year,

- Note issuance facilities (NIFs) and revolving

underwriting facilities (RUFs).

1C.3 Medium/low Risk 20%

- Documentary credits in which underlying

shipment acts as collateral and other self-

liquidating transactions.

1C.4 Low Risk   0%

- Undrawn credit facilities (agreements to

lend, purchase securities, provide guarantees

or acceptance facilities) with an original

maturity of up to and including one year, or

which may be cancelled unconditionally at

anytime without notice (including facilities

related to cheque guarantee cards, automated

teller machine cards, credit cards and

mortgage offer letters which are expressly

stated to be subject to immediate

cancellation).
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Each item described in 1C.1 to 1C.4 should be multiplied by the appropriate credit conversion

factor and then weighted by the risk weight applicable to the category of the counterparty for

an on-balance sheet transaction. 

The portion of unpaid capital subscribed to the European Investment Fund should be

weighted at 20%.

1C.5 The treatment of off-balance sheet items using the "mark to market"

approach.
Societies may, of course, only enter into such contracts permitted by the 1986 Act,

guidance in respect of which can be found in chapter 4.

1C.5.1Method

1C.5.2 Step (a):  by attaching current market values to contracts (mark to market) the current

replacement cost of all contracts with positive values is obtained.  (Societies should

consult their external auditors if they require guidance on how to ascertain market

values).

1C.5.3 Step (b):  to obtain a figure for potential future credit exposure, the notional principal

amounts or values underlying a society's aggregate book are multiplied by the

following percentages:

Residual maturity Interest rate
contracts

Contracts
concerning

foreign
exchange
rates and

gold

Contracts
concerning

equities

Contracts
concerning

precious
metals except

gold

Contracts
concerning

commodities
other than
precious
metals

One year or less 0.0% 1% 6% 7% 10%
Over one year,

less than five
years

0.5% 5% 8% 7% 12%

Over five years 1.5% 7.5% 10% 8% 15%
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1C.5.4 Contracts which do not fall within one of the five categories indicated in this table

shall be treated as contracts concerning commodities other than precious metals.

1C.5.5 For contracts with multiple exchanges of principal, the percentages have to be

multiplied by the number of remaining payments still to be made according to the

contract.

1C.5.6 For contracts that are structured to settle outstanding exposure following specified

payment dates and where the terms are reset such that the market value of the contract

is zero on these dates, the residual maturity would be equal to the time until the next

reset date.  In the case of interest-rate contracts that meet these criteria and have a

remaining maturity of over one year, the percentage shall be no lower than 0.5%.

1C.5.7 In the case of single-currency "floating/floating interest rate swaps" only the current

replacement cost will be calculated (i.e. no future credit exposure).

1C.5.8 Step (c):  the sum of current replacement cost and potential future credit exposure for

each contract is multiplied by the risk weighting allocated to the relevant

counterparties for on-balance sheet transactions, (except that the 100% weightings

shall be replaced by 50% weightings) to give the risk-weighted amount relating to that

contract which is to be included in the solvency ratio calculation.

1C.5.9 Societies should ensure that the notional amount to be taken into account is an

appropriate yardstick for the risk inherent in the contract.  Where, for instance, the

contract provides for a multiplication of cashflows, the notional amount should be

adjusted in order to take into account the effects of the multiplication on the risk

structures of that contract.

1C.5.10 Interest-rate and foreign-exchange contracts traded on recognised exchanges where

they are subject to daily margin requirements and foreign exchange contracts with an

original maturity of 14 calendar days or less are excluded.
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1C.6 Netting

1C.6.1 Societies may treat as reducing risk and therefore as permitting weighting on a net,

rather than gross basis:

(1) bilateral contracts for novation between the society and its counterparty under

which mutual claims and obligations are automatically amalgamated in such a

way that this novation fixes one single net amount each time novation applies

and thus creates a legally binding, single new contract extinguishing former

contracts (in the case of foreign exchange transactions a separate single net

amount should be fixed for each currency and value date);

(2) other bilateral netting agreements between the society and its counterparty;

but only under the following conditions;

(a) the society should have a contractual netting agreement with its

counterparty which creates a single legal obligation, covering all

included transactions, such that, in the event of a counterparty's failure

to perform owing to default, bankruptcy, liquidation or any other

similar circumstance, the society would have a claim to receive or an

obligation to pay only the net sum of the positive and negative mark-to-

market values of included individual transactions;

(b) the society should have made available to the FSA written and

reasoned legal opinions to the effect that, in the event of a legal

challenge, the relevant courts and administrative authorities would, in

the cases described under (a), find that the society's claims and

obligations would be limited to the net sum, as described in (a), under;

- the law of the jurisdiction in which the counterparty is

incorporated and, if a foreign branch of an undertaking is
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involved, also under the law of the jurisdiction in which the

branch is located;

- the law that governs the individual transactions included;

- the law that governs any contract or agreement necessary to

effect the contractual netting.

(c) the society should have provided assurances to the FSA that it has set

in place procedures for ensuring that the legal validity of its contractual

netting is kept under review in the light of possible changes in the

relevant laws;

(d) the society should have provided assurances to the FSA that it has

adequate systems to monitor netting.  Any society not on the

comprehensive or trading approach should produce confirmation from

its external auditors that its systems are adequate.

1C.6.2 No contract containing a provision which permits a non-defaulting counterparty to

make limited payments only, or no payments at all to the defaulter, even if the

defaulter is a net creditor (a 'walkaway' clause) should be recognised as risk reducing.

1C.6.3 The FSA will recognise as risk-reducing contractual-netting agreements covering

foreign-exchange contracts with an original maturity of 14 calendar days or less,

written options (where these are permitted by section 9A) or similar off-balance-sheet

items to which this Annex does not apply because they bear only a negligible or no

credit risk.  If, depending on the positive or negative market value of these contracts,

their inclusion in another netting agreement can result in an increase or decrease of the

capital requirements, societies should use a consistent treatment.

1C.6.4 No contractual netting will be recognised as reducing risk until the FSA has confirmed

that conditions (b), (c) and (d) above have been met and that it is satisfied that

contractual netting is legally valid under the law of each of the relevant jurisdictions.
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1C.6.5 Effects of Netting

(1) Contracts for novation

(a) The single net amounts fixed by contracts for novation, rather than the

gross amounts involved, may be weighted.  Thus in:

Step (a) the current replacement cost, and in

Step (b) the notional principal amounts or underlying values

may be obtained taking account of the contract for novation.

(2) Other Netting Agreements

(a) In step (a) the current replacement cost for the contracts included in a

netting agreement may be obtained by taking account of the actual

hypothetical net replacement cost which results from the agreement;  in

the case where netting leads to a net obligation for the credit institution

calculating the net replacement cost, the current replacement cost is

calculated as “0”;

In step (b) the figure for potential future credit exposure for all

contracts included in a netting agreement may be reduced according to

the following equation:

PCEred = 0.4 * PCEgross+ 0.6 * NGR * PCEgross

Where:

PCEred = the reduced figure for potential future credit exposure for all

contracts with a given counterparty included in a legally valid

bilateral netting agreement,

PCEgross = the sum of the figures for potential future credit exposure for all

contracts with a given counterparty which are included in a

legally valid bilateral netting agreement and are calculated by
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multiplying their notional principal amounts by the percentages

set out in the table in 1C.5.3,

NGR = “net-to-gross ratio”: this should be done as a separate calculation:

the quotient of the net replacement cost for all contracts included

in a legally valid bilateral netting agreement with a given

counterparty (numerator) and the gross replacement cost for all

contracts included in a legally valid bilateral netting agreement

with that counterparty (denominator).

For the calculation of the potential future credit exposure according to the

above formula perfectly matching contracts included in the netting agreement

may be taken into account as a single contract with a notional principal

equivalent to the net receipts.  Perfectly matching contracts are forward foreign

exchange contracts or similar contracts in which notional principal is

equivalent to cash flows if the cash flows fall due on the same value date and

fully or partly in the same currency.

1C.7 Types of Off-Balance Sheet Items to which the treatment in section

1C.5 above is to be applied.

1C.7.1Interest-rate contracts

- Single-currency interest-rate swaps;

- Basis swaps;

- Forward-rate agreements;

- Interest-rate futures;

- Interest-rate options purchased;

- Other contracts of a similar nature.*

1C.7.2Foreign-exchange contracts and contracts concerning gold

- Cross-currency interest-rate swaps;
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- Forward foreign-exchange contracts;

- Currency futures;

- Currency options purchased;

- Other contracts of a similar nature*

- Contracts concerning gold of a similar nature to the above items*

Contracts of a nature similar to those in points above other than those marked

* concerning other reference items or indices concerning:

- equities,

- precious metals except gold,

- commodities other than precious metals,

- other contracts of a similar nature.

1C.7.3 Where off balance sheet items carry explicit guarantees, they shall be weighted, to the

extent of the guarantee as if they had been incurred on behalf of the guarantor rather

than the counterparty.  Where off balance sheet items are secured by collateral listed in

Annex 1B.2.1(1), 1B.3.1(2) or 1B.4.1(3), they shall be weighted, to the extent of the

collateral at the weight appropriate to the collateral by which they are secured.

1C.7.4 Societies may apply a 50% weighting to off balance sheet items which are sureties or

guarantees having the character of credit substitutes and which are fully guaranteed by

mortgages which would themselves attract a 50% weighting provided the guarantor

has direct right to such collateral.
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ANNEX 1D

HOLDINGS OF CAPITAL INSTRUMENTS OF OTHER CREDIT AND
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS TO BE EXCLUDED FROM "OWN

FUNDS" CALCULATIONS
G

1D.1 Definitions

1D.1.1Capital Instruments Includes without limitation any constituent of own funds (as set

out in Article 34 of the BCD) or the equivalent in a financial

institution

1D.1.2Credit Institution An undertaking whose business is to receive deposits or other

repayable funds from the public and to grant credits for its own

account

1D.1.3Financial Institution An undertaking other than a credit institution the principal

activity of which is to acquire holdings or to carry on one or

more of the following activities:

(1) lending

(2) financial leasing

(3) money transmission services

(4) issuing and administering means of payment

(e.g. credit cards, travellers cheques and bankers

drafts)

(5) guarantees and commitments
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(6) trading for own account or for account of

customers in

(a) money market instruments (cheques,

bills, CDs etc)

(b) foreign exchange

(c) financial futures and options

(d) exchange and interest rate instruments

(e) transferable securities

(7) participation in securities issues and the

provision of services related to such issues

(8) advice to undertakings on capital structure,

industrial strategy and related questions and

advice and services relating to mergers and the

purchase of undertakings

(9) money broking

(10) portfolio management and advice

(11) safekeeping and administration of securities
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ANNEX 1E

INTERIM PROFITS: VERIFICATION PROCEDURES

G

1E.1 Verification of Interim Profits by External Auditors

1E.1.1 The FSA interprets "verified" to mean obtaining a reasonable degree of comfort on the

accuracy of the reported interim results.  For this purpose, the analytical review

procedures commonly used by auditors in the normal course of their work can be

helpful and a combination of some of them will provide adequate assurance that

reported interim profits are of sufficient quality for inclusion in the capital base,

provided that the society has complied in all material respects with the valuation

principles of the Accounts Regulations.

1E.1.2 The particular procedures which the FSA considers appropriate for this purpose are

listed below.  A full scope audit is not required, but in situations where the scope of

work carried out differs materially from that set out in this chapter, the FSA will

expect to be informed by the auditor in his report.

1E.1.3 Verification by auditors should in normal circumstances entail at least the following:

(1) satisfying themselves that the figures forming the basis of the interim

profits have been properly extracted from the underlying accounting

records and that the reliability of any major change to the systems,

upon which the accounting records are dependent, has been considered;

(2) reviewing the accounting policies used in calculating the interim

profits so as to obtain comfort that they are consistent with those

normally adopted by the society in drawing up its annual financial

statements and are in accordance with the principles set out in the

Accounts Regulations;
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(3) performing analytical procedures on the result to date, including

comparisons of actual performance to date with budget and with the

results of prior period(s);

(4) discussing with management the overall performance and financial

position of the society;

(5) obtaining adequate comfort that the implications of current and

prospective litigation, all known claims and commitments, and changes

in business activities been properly taken into account in arriving at the

interim profits;

(6) following up problem areas of which the auditors are already aware in

the course of auditing the society's financial statements;

(7) enquiring into the adequacy of provisions for bad and doubtful debt.

1E.1.4 The external auditors should submit an opinion to the society on whether the interim

results are fairly stated.  The text of the report is set out below:

"Dear Sirs

In accordance with your letter of instruction dated [ ] we have reviewed [name of

society's] current year interim profits for the period [  ] as reported on Form QFS1, a

copy of which is attached for identification.  Our review, which did not constitute an

audit, has been carried out having regard to the FSA's Interim Prudential Sourcebook

for building societies Chapter 1.

On the basis of the results of our review, nothing came to our attention to indicate

that:
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(1) the interim profits as reported on QFS1 have not been calculated on the basis

of the accounting policies adopted by the society in preparing its latest statutory

accounts for the year to [     ];

(2) those accounting policies differ in any material respects from those required by

the Accounts Regulations [except for .......];

(3) the interim profits amounting to £[     ] as so reported are not fairly stated."
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ANNEX 1F

DEFINITION OF RELEVANT AUTHORITY

G

1F.1 "Relevant authority" means any of the following:

(1) a local authority;

(2) any authority all the members of which are appointed or elected by one

or more local authorities;

(3) any authority the majority of the members of which are appointed or

elected by one or more local authorities in the United Kingdom, being

an authority which by virtue of any enactment has power to issue a

precept to a local authority in England and Wales, or a requisition to a

local authority in Scotland, or to the expenses of which, by virtue of

any enactment, a local authority in the United Kingdom is or can be

required to contribute;

(4) the Receiver for a combined police authority (within the meaning of

the Police Act 1964);

(5) a Passenger Transport Executive within the meaning of section 9(1) of

the Transport Act 1968;

6) a residuary body within the meaning of section 105(1) of the Local

Government Act 1985.
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ANNEX 1G

DEFINITIONS OF ZONE A AND ZONE B COUNTRIES

G

1G.1 ZONE A:

1G.1.1 Member States of the European Community and all other countries which are full

members of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 

and those countries which have concluded special lending arrangements with the

International Monetary Fund (IMF) associated with the Fund's General Arrangements

to Borrow (GAB).  Any country which reschedules its external sovereign debt is

however, precluded from Zone A for a period of 5 years.  Zone A countries currently

comprise Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland,

France, Germany (including pre-unification claims on East Germany), Greece,

Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, South Korea, Luxembourg, Mexico,

Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Saudi Arabia, Spain, Sweden,

Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom and USA.

Note: The Channel Islands, Gibraltar, Bermuda and the Isle of Man should be

regarded as Zone A countries for the purposes of calculating a society's solvency ratio.

1G.2 ZONE B: 

1G.2.1 All other countries.

Note: A United Kingdom branch of a credit institution which has its head office in a

Zone B country is regarded as a Zone B institution even though its United Kingdom

branch is authorised by the FSA.
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ANNEX 1H

SOCIETY ONLY SOLVENCY RATIO CALCULATIONS DEFINITIONS

G

1H.1 "Gross assets" - being the sum of ASSETS according to Balance Sheet Format 2 in

Schedule 4 of the Companies Act 1985 (or any alternative accounting regulations

under which a subsidiary undertaking may be required to prepare its financial

statements), which is equivalent to the total of ASSETS according to the Format of

Society Balance Sheet under Schedule 2 Part I of the Accounts Regulations.

1H.2 "Income" - being the sum of turnover, other operating income, income from shares in

group undertakings income from participating interests, income from other fixed asset

investments and other interest receivable and similar income according to Profit and

Loss Account Format 1 in Schedule 4 of the Companies Act 1985 (or any alternative

accounting regulations under which a subsidiary undertaking may be required to

prepare its financial statements), which is equivalent to the sum of interest receivable,

income from investments, fees and commissions receivable, net profit on financial

operations and other operating income according to the Format of Society Income and

Expenditure Account under Schedule 1 Part I of the Accounts Regulations.

1H.3 "Profit" or "Loss" - being the profit or loss for the financial year according to Profit

and Loss Account Formats 1 and 2 in Schedule 4 of the Companies Act 1985 (or any

alternative accounting regulations under which a subsidiary undertaking may be

required to prepare its financial statements), which is equivalent to profit or loss for

the financial year according to the Format of Society Income and Expenditure

Account under Schedule 1 Part I of the Accounts Regulations.
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ANNEX 1J

G
CONFIDENTIAL

Society Threshold Appraisal Sheet

Date of Appraisal:

Society : Deposit Limit :

Total Assets : Liquidity Limit :

Associate : Treasury Approach :

Manager : External Auditors :

Summary grades This assessment Last
Consistency

Review

Any Subsequent
Change & Date

Board Competence

Management Competence

Systems

Asset Quality

Treasury

Planning/Diversification

Operational Risk Profile

Summary

Grading and Threshold Threshold Ratio
Recommended at

this Review

Position at Last
Consistency

Review

Any Subsequent
Change & Date

Overall grade

Threshold ratio

Own funds required

Surplus/(deficit) Own Funds
available against required

Surplus/(deficit) as % of Own
Funds available
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A. BOARD COMPETENCE COMMENTS GRADE

1. Range of Skills

2. Range of ages and succession

planning

3. Effectiveness of Chairman

4. Effectiveness of Non

Executives

5. Summary
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B. MANAGEMENT 
COMPETENCE

COMMENTS GRADE

1. Range and depth of skills

2. Succession planning, reliance on
key person

3. Effectiveness of Chief Executive

4. Existence of "four eyes"
management responsibility

5. Management and corporate
culture, dominance of Chief
Executive

6. Delegation and Control, quality of
2nd Tier Management

7. Quality of communications with
FSA staff and responsiveness to
FSA concerns

8. Summary
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C. SYSTEMS COMMENTS GRADE

1. Adequacy of business control
systems and their documentation,
Delegation of authority,  Risk
Management, Operational
Controls.

2. Quality of Policy documents: 
Liquidity, Treasury, Funding,
Lending, etc.

3. Independence, quality and
effectiveness of internal and
external audit and compliance
function.

4. Adequacy of IT systems, existence
of a tested contingency plan

(i) Ability to maintain and
amend software

(ii) Ability to absorb future
upgrades and
development costs

(iii) Computer literacy of
Board, Senior
Management, and Internal
Audit

5. Quality of management
information

6. Summary
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D. ASSET QUALITY COMMENTS GRADE

1. Philosophic approach to risk/

reward in lending

2. Controls on lending and arrears

management and approach to

provisioning

3. Actual levels of mortgage arrears

4. Extent of large exposures

5. Mortgage Indemnity cover

6. Summary
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E. TREASURY COMMENTS GRADE

1. Volatility of retail funds/reliance
on special products, exposure to
large shareholdings.

2. Level of wholesale funding
relative to industry, reliance on
short-term deposits

3. Approach to hedging and level of
position risk accepted

4. Adequacy of Treasury
management skills, inc.
information output and internal
skills

5. "Quality" of liquidity/observance
of minimum 7 day and adjusted
net liquidity limits, availability of
undrawn committed facilities.

6. Adequate Senior Management
oversight of Treasury

7. Summary
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F. PLANNING/DIVERSIFICATION COMMENTS GRADE

1. Quality of corporate planning

2. Quality of planning, execution and
control of new initiatives (including
proper consultation with FSA)

3. Approach and extent of
diversification, impact of
diversification mix on overall
business.

4. Level of commitment of management
resource to new ventures or
subsidiary operations

5. Availability at NXD level, of
specialist expertise to query/challenge
management plans/proposals for
subsidiaries or new ventures

6. Significant commitment to new
ventures - not easily reversed if
unsuccessful

7.         Potential for risks incurred by, or
systems failures within subsidiaries
(or other diversifications) to cause
financial or reputational problems for
the parent society.

8. Reliability of forecasting

9. Summary
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G. OPERATIONAL RISK 
PROFILE

COMMENTS GRADE

1. Geographic concentration

2. Vulnerability on account of small
size

3. Stability of profit track record

4. Ability to cover management
expenses, in the face of narrowing
interest margins, loss of fee
income or reduction of profit from
other causes.

5. Adequacy and quality of capital,
reliance on Tier 2 and 3, cost of
servicing capital, headroom for
future issues, timing of repayment
or amortisation of Tier 2 and Tier
3 Capital and impact on business.

6. Risk from service activities not
covered in asset risk weighting

7. Summary
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2 Issued Capital

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 G  This chapter replaces PN 1998/2 issued by the Commission.  It contains guidance for

societies on issued capital to amplify the Threshold Condition set out in Schedule 6, paragraph

4(1) of the Act (the resources of a firm must, in the opinion of the FSA, be adequate in relation

to the regulated activities it seeks to carry on ) – see also COND 2.4 -  and Principle 4 (“a firm

must maintain adequate financial resources”).  It  should be read in conjunction with Chapter 1.

2.1.2 G  This chapter is relevant only to those societies that have issued, or propose to issue,

capital instruments to supplement their reserves.  It explains the terms and conditions on which

capital should be issued if it is to count as own funds.  It advises prior consultation with the FSA

before issuing capital and describes the documentation which societies should submit to the

FSA before including the issue as own funds.  Capital which was issued prior to N2, and which

does not conform with the guidance in this chapter, will continue to count as own funds

provided that at the time it was issued it complied with the statutory instruments or Prudential

Note in force at that time.

2.2 Types of Issued Capital

2.2.1 G  The FSA will recognise PIBS, Undated Subordinated Debt, and Term Subordinated

Debt as own funds qualifying for inclusion in the calculation for capital adequacy, provided they

conform with the guidance in this chapter.

2.2.2 G  The FSA will not recognise as own funds any capital where the issue terms include

clauses which would inhibit mergers or transfers in circumstances where the FSA gives a

direction under section 42 B (1), (3), or (4) of the 1986 Act.
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2.2.3 G  The BCD distinguishes between several classes of capital and sets limits on the

proportion of the lower classes of capital which may be held in relation to the highest class (the

classes are referred to as Tier 1, Tier 2, and Upper Tier 2 capital).  Provided they conform to the

guidance in this chapter, PIBS count as Tier 1, Undated Subordinated Debt counts as Upper Tier

2 and Term Subordinated Debt counts as Tier 2.

2.3 Rules of the Society

2.3.1 G  The rules of the society should, in the event of conflict, take precedence over any

separate terms in respect of issued capital.  Provisions in such terms of issue purporting to

override the society's rules are inconsistent with this, as are provisions purporting to restrict the

society's freedom to amend its rules.  Societies should also note that for issued capital to count

as own funds there should be no provision in the issuing society's rules permitting the write

down of shares, other than deferred shares as defined in the Building Societies (Deferred

Shares) Order 1991 (SI 1991/701).

2.4 Interest Terms

2.4.1 G  The terms of the capital issue may provide for variation of either the rate of interest,

or the interest margin over a bench mark market rate during the life of the instrument.  But the

extent of such variation should be such that it will not create a presumption, at the time of issue,

that the society will in practice elect (with the agreement of the FSA) to repay the debt where

the terms of issue give the society that option.  Accordingly no term should provide for variation

in either the interest rate or the margin which is:

(1) greater than 0.5% p.a. in the first ten years of the issue; or

(2) greater than 1% p.a. over the whole life of the issue;

whether in a single step, or a series of steps.  Any new bench mark should be of a broadly

similar type to the previous one and no change in bench mark should take place within five
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years of the previous one.  Capital may be issued on the basis that the interest rate is capped

and/or floored at a specified rate.

2.4.2 G  These limits are not intended to set a "market norm" for such variation as that is for

societies to negotiate.  They can be seen as the maximum level of increase that can be provided

for without creating expectations, through the exercise of a repayment option, that the capital

will be repaid before maturity or, in the case of permanent instruments, repaid at a certain date.

2.5 Amount Eligible as Own Funds

2.5.1 G  Only fully paid up funds, together with premia if any, should be counted as own

funds, although deductions for reasonable fees or commission incurred in arranging the issue

may be disregarded for this purpose.

2.6 Permanent Interest Bearing Shares

2.6.1 G  PIBS are a sub-set of deferred shares which comply both with the Building Societies

(Deferred Shares) Order 1991 (SI 1991/701) and the BCD.  PIBS are usually listed on the Stock

Exchange.  To be eligible for inclusion in the calculation for capital adequacy, the PIBS issue

should meet the conditions in paragraphs 2.6.2 to 2.6.9.

Permanence

2.6.2 G  PIBS are perpetual instruments.  Repayment may normally only occur on the winding

up of a society, and no other events of default entitling the holders of PIBS to repayment are

possible.  However, PIBS may be issued on terms which permit the issuing society, in

accordance with a board resolution, to repay PIBS but only subject to the prior consent of the

FSA (SI 1991/701 Article 3 and Schedule).  The decision to repay PIBS should be genuinely at

the instance of the society's board.  Such consent would only be given if the FSA were satisfied

that the remaining capital would be adequate for the society's present and foreseeable future

needs.  It is unlikely to be given within five years of the issue date.
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Subordination

2.6.3 G  On winding up PIBS should rank after all types of ordinary (i.e. non-deferred) shares

and all other liabilities including subordinated debt.

Waiver of Interest - Non-cumulative

2.6.4 G  In order for PIBS to be effective as a protection against running losses, the issue

terms should provide that interest payments due on PIBS at a particular date may be reduced or

cancelled by the board of the issuing society if the society is, or after the payment would be, in

breach of capital adequacy requirements.  The issue terms should also provide that no interest is

payable on PIBS if the society has cancelled, or failed to pay, interest or dividend upon other

shares of any class (other than deferred shares) or deposits with the society.  Interest on PIBS so

cancelled is non-cumulative.  A term of issue may allow a society to issue further PIBS as fully

paid by application of reserves to the extent that interest is foregone.

Conversions/Takeovers/Mergers

2.6.5 G  The issue terms should provide that, if a society transfers its business to a commercial

company, the PIBS will be transformed into undated subordinated debt of the successor

company, ranking behind any undated subordinated debt previously issued by the society.  The

issue terms should provide that the issue should continue to rank as PIBS in the successor

society after an amalgamation or transfer of engagements.

Notice to Subscribers

2.6.6 G  At the time of issue the attention of subscribers should be drawn to the deferred

nature of PIBS and to their exclusion from the deposit sub-scheme of the Financial Services

Compensation Scheme and this information should also be shown prominently on any

documents of title (SI 1991/701 Article 3 (2)).
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Limits

2.6.7 G  Not only does the issuing of PIBS directly reduce the endowment effect of reserves

but, by increasing the potential to issue Tier 2 capital, it provides scope for reducing the

endowment effect still further.  The FSA would not expect a society to issue PIBS in excess of

50% of its reserves.

Secondary Market: Stockbrokers

2.6.8 G  A stockbroking subsidiary of a society may accept orders for the purchase and sale of

the society’s PIBS but, to ensure that the society's capital in the form of PIBS is not reduced

except with FSA consent, neither the society nor any subsidiary undertaking may trade, buying

and reselling on its own account, as opposed to executing client orders.

Retail Issues

2.6.9 G  Societies issuing PIBS as retail instruments directly to the public will be expected to

take the utmost care that retail investors are made fully aware of the risks of investing in PIBS

as opposed to investing in societies’ normal investment share accounts.  Issues of PIBS, whether

retail or not, should be restricted to minimum denominations of not less than £1000.

2.7 Undated Subordinated Debt

2.7.1 G  To be eligible for inclusion in the calculation for capital adequacy, any issue of

Undated Subordinated Debt should meet the conditions in paragraphs 2.7.2 to 2.7.7.

Permanence

2.7.2 G  Undated Subordinated Debt should be permanent.  Repayment may normally only

occur on the winding up of a society and no other events of default entitling the holders of such

debt to repayment are possible.  However, undated debt may be issued on terms which permit
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the society, in accordance with a board resolution, to repay undated debt, subject to the prior

consent of the FSA.  The decision to repay the debt should be genuinely at the instance of the

society’s board.  Such consent would only be given if the FSA were satisfied that the remaining

capital would be adequate for the society’s present, and future foreseeable needs.  It is unlikely

to be given within the first five years of issue.

Subordination

2.7.3 G  In the event of winding up, Undated Subordinated Debt should, together with

deferred shares, rank so as to support the solvency of the society.  That is to say, the terms of the

issue should provide that the claims of a holder of Undated Subordinated Debt, in the winding

up of the borrower, shall be limited to such amount as would have been payable if, immediately

prior to the commencement of a winding up, the holder held deferred shares of equivalent value

instead of subordinated debt.  Upon winding up, the holders of Undated Subordinated Debt

should rank after all creditors and holders of non-deferred shares, including creditors in respect

of term subordinated debt but their claims should, nevertheless, rank ahead of any existing PIBS

or other deferred shares in issue by that society.

Interest Deferral

2.7.4 G  Interest payments on Undated Subordinated Debt should rank after those on all other

deposits, including other types of Subordinated Debt, and all non-deferred shares.  The terms of

issue should prohibit the payment, or crediting, of interest on Undated Subordinated Debt unless

all amounts payable on non-deferred shares, or deposits with the society, in respect of any

earlier or concurrent period, have been paid.

2.7.5 G  The interest payment due on Undated Subordinated Debt at a particular date may be

deferred by the board if, after the payment, the society would otherwise be in breach of capital

adequacy requirements.  However, such interest need only be deferred, not cancelled, i.e. it may

be cumulative.  Societies may make a scrip issue of Undated Subordinated Debt in satisfaction

of the interest payments.
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2.7.6 G  The terms of issue should allow for the extreme situation by prohibiting the society

from paying interest on Undated Subordinated Debt if the society is insolvent, or would be

insolvent, after making the payment.

Conversions/Takeovers/ Mergers

2.7.7 G  The issue terms should provide that the loss absorption characteristics of Undated

Subordinated Debt will continue as a feature of the corresponding liability of the successor

company in the case of transfer of business to a company or the successor society in the case of

a merger.  In order to preserve, as far as possible, the relative rankings of PIBS-holders and

holders of Undated Subordinated Debt through the conversion process, issues of PIBS should

become a form of Undated Subordinated Debt on conversion, ranking behind any Undated

Subordinated Debt previously issued by the society.  This avoids the situation in which, upon

conversion, PIBS could have become, say, 10 year term subordinated debt of the successor

company and be repaid ahead of undated subordinated debt already in issue by the society.  This

stipulation was first introduced on 15 April 1994 and may not feature in earlier issues of PIBS.

2.8 Term Subordinated debt

2.8.1 G  To be eligible for inclusion in the calculation for capital adequacy, any issue of Term

Subordinated Debt should meet the conditions in paragraphs 2.8.2 to 2.8.11.

Subordination

2.8.2 G  On winding up, Term Subordinated Debt should rank after all types of ordinary (i.e.

non-deferred) shares, and interest due thereon, and other liabilities excluding PIBS and Undated

Subordinated Debt.
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Maturity

2.8.3 G  The original maturity should be not less than five years and one day.  Where the debt

is drawn down in tranches the minimum term should be calculated from the date of the last

draw down.

Amount Eligible as Own Funds

2.8.4 G  With a discounted issue it is the amount actually received, not the amount due to be

repaid at the end of the term, which counts as own funds.

2.8.5 G  Subordinated loan capital in its final four years to maturity should not count in full as

part of own funds but should be amortised on a straight line basis by 20% p.a.  The debt should

be included in the capital base according to the following schedule:

Years to maturity Amount included in own funds

More than 4 100%

Less than and including 4 but more than 3 80%

Less than and including 3 but more than 2 60%

Less than and including 2 but more than 1 40%

Less than and including 1 20%

2.8.6 G  If repayment is by instalments then either:

(1) the debt is divided into its constituent instalments and during the five years

preceding the repayment of any instalment of debt, its contribution to own funds

is written down on a straight line basis;  or

(2) where the debt repayment schedule is of equal annual, semi annual, or quarterly

instalments over the last three to five years of the debt term, the amounts which

may be counted as own funds during the last five years of its term are calculated
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by multiplying the principal debt outstanding by the residual term outstanding,

and dividing the result by five.

Early Repayment

2.8.7 G  There should be no provision allowing early repayment of the debt other than in the

event of approval being granted by the FSA.  Only a society or its successor may request this

approval for repayment.

2.8.8 G  Early repayment should not be capable of being triggered by performance conditions,

cross-default clauses, negative pledges, or by mergers, or transfers - in circumstances where the

FSA gives a direction under section 42 B (1), (3) or (4) of the 1986 Act.

2.8.9 G  However, the loan terms may require the borrower to consult the lender(s) and/or

trustee about partial transfers of engagements, or transfer of business where the lender(s) or

trustee is not satisfied that the successor company will keep its authorisation under the Act.

2.8.10  G  The terms may also provide for certain events of default which would allow the

lender or his trustee to require early repayment of the loan but only in a winding up/dissolution

of a society or in a winding up of its successor.  The permitted events of default should be

restricted to:

(1) the commencement of the winding up of the society or its successor;

(2) the commencement of the dissolution of a society where it is dissolved otherwise

than by virtue of any one or more of sections 93(5), 94(10) or 97(9) and 97(10)

of the 1986 Act;

(3) the cancellation of a society's registration under the 1986 Act otherwise than

under section 103 (1)(a) of the 1986 Act.
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2.8.11  G  The FSA would consider any request for early repayment in the light of the projected

capital position of the society if repayment were allowed.  Approval would only be given where

the FSA was satisfied that the society's capital would remain adequate after repayment for the

society's existing and proposed business.

2.9 Notification to the FSA

2.9.1 G  It is the responsibility of the society's board to satisfy itself that the terms of issue

(which include the relevant sections of the society's rules) meet the guidance in this chapter and

the 1986 Act: this would normally be on the basis of specialist legal advice.  Before including

any issued capital in a society's calculation of its solvency ratio for capital adequacy purposes

the FSA expects to receive from the society:

(1) evidence, usually in the form of a certified board minute, that the board has

considered the specialist legal advice provided to the society, and that the board

is satisfied that the society has the power to make the issue and that the issue will

meet the guidance in this chapter;

(2) a copy of the legal opinion provided to the society which should cover at least

the following points:

(a) that the society has the power to make the issue (having made the

necessary amendments to rules, etc.);

(b) that any terms not contained within the society's rules are consistent with

the rules;

(c) that the terms of the issue (including the terms within the society's rules)

comply with the guidance set out in this chapter.
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3 Boards and Management

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 G  This chapter replaces PN 1998/3 (Boards and Management) and PN 1992/2 (New

Business Developments and New Initiatives) published by the Commission.  It provides

additional guidance for building societies supplemental to other FSA rules and guidance in

this area, especially the FSA Statements of Principle for Approved Persons and the Code of

Practice (see APER) and the rules and guidance on senior management arrangements (see

SYSC).

3.1.2 G  It also provides additional guidance on the provisions of Part VII (Management of

Building Societies) of the 1986 Act.

3.1.3 G  Building societies have a particular constitutional form not shared by the generality

of deposit-taking firms regulated by the FSA.  They are mutual institutions run for the benefit

of their members (i.e. their borrowers and savers).  This mutual structure means that a society

cannot be owned or controlled by an outside institution or major shareholders.  Society boards

and management have a special responsibility to protect the interests of their customers

through the highest standards of corporate governance.

3.2 Corporate Governance

3.2.1 G  As for all firms, the FSA regards the board and senior management as the focus for

the accountability of the society for the conduct of its business.  Accordingly, the FSA will

take into account its assessment of the standards of governance, and board and management

competence (relative to the nature, scale and complexity of the society’s business), in setting

the society’s threshold solvency ratio.

3.2.2  G  Although societies are not publicly quoted, they should have regard to the

Combined Code, developed by the Committee on Corporate Governance for listed

companies, when establishing and reviewing their own corporate governance arrangements.

A sample Code of Governance is attached as Annex 3A, which is a version of the Combined
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Code, adapted for the particular circumstances of building societies.  Societies are encouraged

to adopt this code to apply principles of good governance practice within their business.

3.3 Fit and Proper

3.3.1 G  As set out in SUP, all directors of building societies, including non-executives, will

be Approved Persons and thus are expected to meet the “fit and proper” criteria and comply

with the Principles for Approved Persons and the Code of Practice.

3.3.2 G  Under section 60 of the 1986 Act, directors of building societies are elected by the

members , and subsection (4) makes clear that , subject to certain conditions , any natural

person is eligible to be elected a director .(Subsection (4A) however provides that a person

subject to a prohibition order under section 56(2) of the Act is not eligible.)  Members have

the right under a society’s rules to nominate candidates and the FSA has no power to

intervene in elections for board directors.  Where members nominate a candidate, in the

FSA’s view it is not open to the board to refuse to accept a candidate’s nomination on the

grounds that, in the board’s view, he (or she) is not fit and proper ( except , of course , in the

limited circumstances of a prohibition order being in force in relation to that person ).

However, the board should, prior to the election, take such steps as are practicably open to it

to establish whether there are any matters concerning the candidate’s fitness and propriety of

which the members should be aware in advance of the election.  If there are such matters, the

board should bring them to the attention of the members.  The FSA will not vet candidates for

election.

3.3.3 G  On election, all directors, whether recommended by the board or nominated by

members, have the same status.  The FSA would, in the exercise of its responsibilities under

the Act concerning the regulation of Approved Persons, apply the requirements for approval

equally to all directors upon election (i.e. before the elected individuals can take up controlled

functions).

3.4 Other requirements and guidance

3.4.1 G  Part VII of the 1986 Act contains requirements relating to the management of

building societies.  This section contains further guidance on this Part of the 1986 Act and
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sets out some factors the FSA will take into account in assessing the adequacy of a society’s

board and management arrangements for the purposes of setting its threshold solvency ratio.

3.4.2 G  Section 58(2) of the 1986 Act requires each building society to have a chairman

and this person plays a key role in the strategic direction of the society.  The chairman should

not have any executive post in the society.  This assists in the separation of strategic direction

from the day to day running of the business and helps the chairman take an independent view

of management performance.  It also protects against undue concentration of power.

3.4.3 G Given the mutual status of building societies, a clear majority of directors on a

society’s board should be non-executive.  The appropriate ratio of non-executives to

executives will vary with the scale, nature and complexity of the society’s business.  The

board should have an appropriate range of skills and experience to control and direct the

society’s activities effectively.  The composition of the board should be reviewed at regular

intervals.

3.4.4 G  It will rarely be appropriate or desirable for a chief executive or other executive

director to remain as a non-executive board member after his or her retirement.

3.4.5 G  The composition of a board should change progressively over time in a planned

manner.  As societies increasingly innovate in their mainstream business and use wider

powers, so they should recognise the need to enhance their overall board and management

resources and expertise accordingly.  Non-executive directors should not be given the

expectation that they will remain on the board, automatically standing for re-election every 3

years, until the retirement age in the society’s rules.  They should serve for fixed terms, both

initially and for any subsequent term.

3.4.6 G  Each society is required by section 59(1) of the 1986 Act to have a chief executive.

The chief executive plays a key role in the running of the society and has specific

responsibilities in SYSC.  He or she should be a member of the board.

3.4.7 G  Smaller societies may not need as many executives on the board as larger societies,

but every society should have at least one executive director on the board.

3.4.8 G  Where executives are appointed under formal service contracts, the board should

consider carefully the terms of such contracts.  It should have regard not only to the need to
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attract or retain executives but also to the need to preserve the board’s freedom, considering

the potential associated costs, to make a change if circumstances so require.  A board should

consider in particular the period of notice the society must give and the potential liability to

the society if it wishes to terminate the contract otherwise than on grounds of misconduct.

The objective should be for notice or contract periods to be one year or less.

3.4.9 G  Societies are required under the Accounts Regulations to give particulars of the

service contracts of directors and chief executives in their annual Report and Accounts.

Where there are no such service contracts in existence, societies should say so.

3.4.10 G  Each society is required by section 59(2) of the 1986 Act to have a secretary.  The

secretary plays a key role within the society, with the responsibility of a company secretary to

ensure that board procedures are followed and regularly reviewed and to provide guidance on

the board’s responsibilities and how they should be discharged.

3.4.11 G  In assessing the adequacy of society’s corporate governance arrangements, the FSA

will consider whether the society has established committees of the board appropriate to the

scale and nature of its business.  Such committees should include at least an audit committee

(see Chapter 9 Systems) and may also include an asset and liability committee (ALCO) and a

remuneration committee.

3.4.12 G  Paragraphs 15.3.7 to 15.3.10 of SUP give guidance on how the FSA will assess

compliance with Principle 11 (“A firm must deal with its regulators in an open and co-

operative way, and must disclose to the FSA appropriately anything relating to the firm of

which the FSA would reasonably expect notice”).  They indicate that firms should notify the

FSA of any “proposed restructuring, reorganisation or business expansion which could have a

significant impact on the firm’s risk profile or resources”.  A society entering a new area of

activity should ensure that it has appropriate board and management skills properly to manage

and control that activity.  It is for boards to satisfy themselves on the commercial aspects of

any such new venture and to be satisfied that such a venture will not put the society at undue

risk, that capital remains adequate and that adequate systems of control have been established.
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3.5 Dealings with Directors

3.5.1 G  Dealings with directors (and other officers) of societies are subject to restrictions

contained in Part VII of the 1986 Act.  These include limitations on specified financial

transactions, requirements for directors to disclose their interests in any existing or proposed

contracts, and the requirement for permitted dealings to be reported.  The requirements are

concerned with issues of particular sensitivity to a society and its members.  In view of this,

and the risk of damage to a society’s reputation, the board should satisfy itself that there are

written procedures and controls in place to ensure compliance with statutory requirements for

dealings with directors.

Loans to Directors

3.5.2 G  Section 65 of the 1986 Act places restrictions on the loans societies can make to

directors or connected persons (as defined in the 1986 Act).  Given this, it would be

inappropriate for a society simply to follow its usual loan procedures when a loan application

is made by a director or a person connected with a director.  The responsibility for approving

such loans should not rest with staff members, even if the loan could otherwise be decided

within staff mandates.  A board should ensure that the society has written procedures for

dealing with loan applications from directors or persons connected with them and that all

directors are familiar with such procedures.  They should include consideration by the board

or a board committee before approval and should require a review of the proposed terms of a

loan, including legal advice, if necessary, to ensure that the loan is allowed by the 1986 Act.

Such transactions should take place at arm’s length.  There should be written procedures to

identify applications for director-connected loans.

3.6 Reporting Requirements

3.6.1 G  The Accounts Regulations set out specific legal and regulatory requirements about

the form and content of the annual report and accounts, summary financial statements, etc.,

that societies and their directors must produce.  A board should present to the members an

assessment of the society’s position which is balanced (that is, setbacks should be reported as

well as successes) and understandable.
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3.6.2 G  A key principle behind the requirements in the Accounts Regulations is that the

members of a society should be given additional disclosure in the annual report and accounts

about the interests in the society of directors, the chief executive (on the matter of service

contracts) and other officers (on the matter of options to subscribe for share or debentures).

The reporting requirements in the Accounts Regulations accordingly include individual

directors’ remuneration, particulars of service contracts for the directors and chief executive,

additional retirement benefits to current and past directors and interests in shares or

debentures of connected undertakings.  In the interests of transparency, societies should say in

their annual report whether they adhere to the sample code of governance in Annex 3A and, if

not, in what respects.
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ANNEX 3A

Sample Code of Governance

3A.1 G  This sample Code of Governance is an adapted version of the Combined Code,

which is considered suitable for building societies.

The board

3A.2 G  The board should have procedures to ensure that due consideration is given before

the appointment of any director or manager to whether the candidate is fit and proper.

3A.3 G  The chairman of a building society should not have any executive post in the society.

3A.4 G  All directors should bring an independent judgement to bear on issues of strategy,

performance, resources (including key appointments) and standards of conduct.

3A.5 G  A board should review its composition at appropriate intervals or when considering a

major new activity.

3A.6 G  A clear majority of directors on a society board should be non-executive.

3A.7 G  A society should have at least one executive director on the board.

3A.8 G  A non-executive director should serve for specified initial and subsequent terms (if

any).  Towards the end of each term the board should review whether to recommend re-election.

3A.9 G  The chief executive should be a member of the board.

Executive Directors and Other Executives

3A.10 G  The terms of an executive’s service contract should reflect a reasonable balance

between attracting or retaining executives of the requisite calibre and preserving the board’s

freedom to make a change.  The objective should be for notice or contract periods to be one year

or less.
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Board Procedures

3A.11 G  A board should establish a remuneration committee, consisting only of non-executive

directors, to develop a general policy, and to make recommendations, on the pay of executive

directors.

3A.12 G  A board should establish an audit committee of non-executive directors consisting of

at least three members.

3A.13 G  It is a board's responsibility to ensure that an objective and professional relationship

is maintained with the external auditors.

3A.14 G  A board should ensure that the society has specific written procedures for the

consideration of loan applications by directors or persons connected with them and that all

directors are familiar with these procedures.

3A.15 G  If a director or any person connected with a director participates in an existing share

option scheme, that director should not be allowed to vote on, or to use any discussion to

promote, any transaction (such as sale of a subsidiary undertaking) under which that director or

connected person would benefit financially.

3A.16 G  A board should have a procedure that enables individual directors to obtain

independent professional advice at the society's expense for the furtherance of their duties.

3A.17 G  Each director should have access to the advice and services of the secretary and any

separately appointed compliance officer(s).

Reporting

3A.18 G  A board should present a balanced and understandable assessment of the society's

position to the members.

3A.19 G  Directors should explain their responsibility for preparing the accounts next to a

statement by the external auditors about their reporting responsibilities.

3A.20 G  Directors should (if it be the case) report that the society is a going concern, with

supporting assumptions or qualifications as necessary.
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4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 G  This chapter replaces PN 1998/4, issued by the Commission, and contains rules and

guidance for societies on financial risk management, a key part of compliance with Principle 3 (“a

firm must take reasonable care to organise and control its affairs responsibly and effectively, with

adequate risk management systems”).

4.1.2 G  This chapter describes the key financial risks to which societies are exposed, explains the

statutory restrictions on funding, market making, trading and use of derivative instruments, sets out

the framework within which the FSA will supervise the treasury activities of societies, including

details of the five “approach” categories (Administered, Matched, Extended, Comprehensive and

Trading) applied, and emphasises the respective responsibilities of boards and management for

monitoring and controlling financial risks.  (Unless otherwise explicitly stated, references in this

chapter to “societies” are to society groups, consolidated to include all subsidiary undertakings.)

4.2. Rules

4.2.1 R  A society must have an adequate system for managing and containing financial risks

to the net worth of its business, and risks to its net income, whether arising from fluctuations

in interest or exchange rates or from other factors.

4.2.2 G  Societies should have systems and procedures for identifying, monitoring and controlling

all material maturity mismatch, interest rate, foreign exchange and similar (e.g. index related) risks,

and for reporting exposures to senior management and the board on a regular, and timely, basis.

Societies should also have interest margin management systems in place to estimate the expected

profitability of new mortgage and savings products, and to project forward the cumulative effect of

mortgage incentives and loyalty schemes.

4.2.3 G  Societies should have credit limits in place for all counterparties both for placing liquidity

and for transacting derivative contracts (further guidance also in Chapter 5 (Liquidity)).

4.2.4 G  Societies’ boards should ensure that there are adequate internal controls in place covering
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all treasury activities, including appropriate segregation of duties between initiation of a transaction

and confirmation/settlement/ accounting for it, such controls to be the subject of regular review by

internal auditors with the requisite skills and experience.

4.2.5 R  A society must maintain, and submit to the FSA, a board-approved policy statement

on financial risk management.

4.2.6 R  A society making any significant change to its policy statement on financial risk

management must provide the FSA with a copy of the amended statement as soon as possible

after it has been adopted.

4.2.7 G  Boards have ultimate responsibility for understanding and controlling the degree of risk,

by type, which is being taken by their societies.  They should approve the general business strategies,

including the treasury section of the society’s corporate plan, and the risk management policies that

control the extent of risk which is taken, and should give clear guidance on the level of risk

considered to be acceptable – such strategies and guidance to be reviewed regularly by the board.

4.2.8 G  The policy statement establishes guidelines for the society’s senior managers on the

control of financial risks, including: operational risk; structural risk; funding risk; and counterparty

credit (including settlement) risk.  Such documents should be consistent with the type of business

undertaken by the society and compliant with sections 7 and 9A of the 1986 Act.

4.2.9 G  Policy statements should set out the strategic framework for treasury operations, recording

the rationale for that framework i.e. why and how treasury activities are expected to support the

society’s core business, and the “approach” category being followed, derived, where possible, from

the results of a financial risk audit.  They should clearly state the conditions under which authority is

delegated to a board sub-committee, or to management.  The documents should establish the

operating limits and high level controls that will maintain exposures within levels consistent with the

policy, and the procedures/controls on the introduction of new products or activities.  Copies of the

policy statements should be made available to, and read by, all personnel involved in treasury

operations.
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4.3 Financial risks

Funding risks

4.3.1 G  Building societies’ current core business, financing long-term residential mortgages with

short-term personal savings, necessarily involves a high degree of maturity transformation, and this

constitutes the major financial risk that all societies need to manage.

4.3.2 G  Wholesale deposit funding, available from a range of sources, provides a useful

supplement to the stocks, and inflows, of personal savings.  Wholesale markets typically provide

funding at longer and/or more definite maturity, often at advantageous rates, but may concentrate the

refinancing risks societies face.

4.3.3 G  The particular constitution of building societies means that the scale of deposit funding

has a significant impact on the position of investor members.  The public perceives building society

share accounts to be as secure as (or even more secure than) bank deposits.  However, unlike

depositors with banks, share account investors are contributories, not creditors, so they rank after

deposit funders, including suppliers of wholesale funding.  A society which gears itself up

significantly with wholesale funds thereby dilutes the security of its share account investors, whilst at

the same time increasing its refinancing and liquidity risks.

4.3.4 G  Guidance on the management of short-term cashflow mismatches, and the liquidity

requirements which flow from such positions, is given in Chapter 5 (Liquidity).  Risks arising from

the interest basis/structure or currency of the funding are covered later in this chapter.

Structural risks

4.3.5 G  Most societies are susceptible to interest rate exposure arising not only as a result of

changes (or potential changes) in the general level of interest rates or the relationship between short

term and long term rates, but also from divergence of rates for different balance sheet elements

(“basis” risk), for example, the risk that it may not be possible to increase administered mortgage

rates in line with increases in money market (LIBOR) rates, resulting in a margin squeeze where
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funding is LIBOR-based.  In this chapter, risks which arise from the different interest rate or currency

characteristics of assets and liabilities, and from transactions based on other financial reference rates

or indices, are referred to as “structural” risks.

Operational risks

4.3.6 G  The extension of building society activities into new forms of funding, liquidity and off

balance sheet instruments has dramatically increased the operational risks involved.  The

documentation, accounting treatment and settlement procedures for such instruments can be highly

complex, with significant costs and penalties arising from operational mistakes.  Societies involved

in these areas of activity need rigorous management procedures and control systems to ensure that

robust legal documentation is used, that compliance with market practice is achieved, and that deal

recording and settlement systems are effective (with appropriate contingency arrangements in place).

Key risk categories

4.3.7 G  The key financial risks which, in order to comply with Rule 4.2.1, societies should

manage and control are:

(1) Maturity mismatch, including the risks:

(a) that the society may be unable to refinance term wholesale borrowings on a

rollover date due to general market conditions (which may or may not be

related to the position of the society itself);

(b) associated with the bunching of roll-over dates for wholesale funding or

maturities of term retail funding;

(c) from concentration on a limited number of funding providers, giving rise to

increased dependence particularly on roll-over days;  and

(d) arising from the prepayment (early redemption) profile of mortgages, and
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those inherent in the early withdrawal characteristics of retail savings

products (i.e. behavioural v. contractual maturity risks);

(2) Interest rate risk to a society's earnings (most significantly, to its interest margin) and

to its economic value (the present value of future cashflows) arising from:

(a) repricing mismatches, e.g. where, in a rising interest rate environment,

liabilities reprice earlier than the assets which they are funding, or, in a falling

rate environment, assets reprice earlier than the liabilities funding them (in

both cases leaving the society with a reduction in future income);  repricing

risk is inherent in fixed rate instruments, the market value of which will

change with interest rate movements (e.g. Gilts), and unhedged fixed rate

retail products (e.g. unhedged fixed rate mortgages funded by variable rate

liabilities would yield less margin should the cost of the liabilities increase

due to changes in market rates);

(b) yield curve risk, where unanticipated changes to the shape or slope of the

yield curve will cause assets and liabilities to reprice relative to each other -

possibly exposing positions which were hedged against a parallel shift in rates

only;

(c) interest basis mismatches, arising from the imperfect correlation of rates on

instruments with similar repricing characteristics, e.g. between LIBOR rates

and mortgage rates (both of which are variable but are subject to different

market forces), or between LIBOR and reference Gilt rates, or between 3 and

12 month LIBOR rates etc. Risk can also arise where the underlying market

rate is the same for matching assets and liabilities, but the margin paid

relative to the offer rate diverges from the margin received relative to the bid

rate;

(d) balance sheet composition, where an increase in the proportion of assets and

liabilities repricing at fixed or variable wholesale market rates implies a
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reduced administered rate element in the balance sheet - which will

nevertheless have to bear (at least in the short term) the full brunt of any rate

changes required in order for a society to widen its margins, if necessary for

business or profitability reasons (e.g. in the event of a significant credit

deterioration leading to rising provision levels);

(e) optionality (i.e. explicit/contracted option contracts, such as “caps”, “collars”

and “floors”, which confer the right, but not the obligation, to fix an interest

rate for an agreed amount and for an agreed period. and embedded/implied

options included within products, such as early withdrawal or redemption

entitlements), magnifying the effect of other interest rate risks: in particular,

societies may be subject to implied optionality in respect of retail savings

rates (for which a minimum rate payable - a “floor” - above 0% may need to

be assumed), and from prepayment of mortgages/pre-withdrawal of deposits

(where the customer may effectively have an “option” which may not be

adequately “hedged” by way of early redemption charges);  and

(f) product pricing, arising particularly where products are not immediately

profitable and where longer term payback is dependent upon the achievement

of specific cost and/or pricing assumptions.

(3) Currency risk, arising from the effects of changing exchange rates on unmatched

assets and liabilities denominated in different currencies; and

(4) Index related risk, arising from the effects of movements in an index of financial

assets (e.g. the FTSE 100), or similar reference rate, on unmatched assets or liabilities

paying or receiving a return based on that index/rate.

4.3.8 G  Societies’ financial risk management policies should also cover:

(1) Settlement risk: the risk of losses arising from failure to settle transactions 

accurately, or on a timely basis;
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(2) Counterparty risk: associated with settlement risk, where a counterparty cannot or

will not complete a transaction;

(3) Investment risk: associated with the financial consequences of capital projects

including diversification investments; and

(4) Operational risk: including failure of internal controls or procedures, and the risk

arising from errors in legal documentation.

4.4 Statutory restrictions

Funding limit

4.4.1 G  Section 7 of the 1986 Act provides that at least 50% of the funds (excluding those

qualifying as own funds) of a building society (or, if appropriate, of the society’s group) must be

raised in the form of shares held by individual members of the society (excluding share accounts held

by individuals as bare trustees for corporate bodies).

Structural risk management restrictions

4.4.2 G  Section 9A prohibits a society or its subsidiary undertakings (subject to certain defined

exemptions) from:

(1) acting as a market maker in securities, commodities, or currencies;

(2) trading in commodities or currencies;  or

(3) entering into any transactions involving derivative investments.

4.4.3 G  Section 9A contains definitions of the above terms, and societies are directed particularly

to section 9A(9) for the purposes of compliance monitoring.
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4.4.4 G  Section 9A also includes a “purpose” test for entering into derivatives contracts and a

“safe harbour” clause for society counterparties stating that any transaction in contravention of the

section 9A prohibitions is not, however, thereby invalid and may be enforced against the society.

4.4.5 G  The exemptions in section 9A fall into two broad categories:

(1) those which allow a society or subsidiary undertaking to provide certain retail

services to its customers, including:

(a) acting as market maker in currency or securities transactions of less than

£100,000;

(b) trading in currencies (but not commodities) up to a value of £100,000 per

transaction;

(c) entering into “contracts for differences” in respect of customers who wish to

hedge exposures arising from their own loans or deposits with, the society

group; or

(d) acting as market maker or entering into “derivative investments” in its

capacity as manager of a collective investment scheme; and

(2) those which allow a society or subsidiary undertaking to use “derivative investments”

in order to limit the extent to which it, or a connected undertaking, will be affected by

changes in interest rates, exchange rates, any index of retail prices, any index of

residential property prices,  any index of the prices of securities , or the

creditworthiness of any borrower(s).

4.4.6 G  The Treasury may, by negative resolution order, amend the £100,000 transaction limit and

may add factors to, or remove factors from, the list in 4.4.5(2) above.  The Treasury may, by

affirmative resolution order, make more significant amendments to section 9A.
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4.4.7 G  Boards should have procedures and controls to ensure that use of section 9A exemptions

by their society (and subsidiary undertakings, if any) is within the law.  The exemptions permitting

transactions of up to £100,000 (as market-maker in currency or securities transactions, or trading

currencies) may not be abused by artificially breaking up larger transactions into a number of smaller

amounts falling within the £100,000 ceiling (section 9A(8) is the relevant anti-avoidance provision).

Compliance with the 1986 Act may be assisted by specifying the purposes and circumstances in

which hedging transactions may be undertaken, or derivatives used, both in the financial risk

management policy documents and in the internal arrangements for delegation, identifying the

specific authority in section 9A.  Whatever the hedging policies adopted, and however the control

and authorisation arrangements are organised, it is important that they should be accurately and fully

documented.

4.5 Supervisory approach

Funding limits

4.5.1 G  Whilst the section 7 funding limit is expressed as a minimum of 50% share account

funding, societies should, for prudential monitoring purposes, draw up a funding policy which

incorporates an internal policy limit based on a maximum level of deposit liabilities (i.e. an inversion

of the “nature limit”).  In order to avoid any possibility of an inadvertent breach of the 1986 Act, it is

expected that such internal limits will be set at levels below the 50% statutory maximum.

4.5.2 G  In setting funding limits, the board should consider wholesale and other deposit funding

requirements over the period of their society’s current corporate plan, and avoid setting limits at

levels where usage is either unplanned or highly unlikely.  Where societies have significant levels of

offshore deposit funding or commercial deposit funding, boards should set policy sub-limits for these

sources (e.g., a society might set an overall deposit liabilities limit of 30%, with sub-limits of 25%

for wholesale funding and 10% for offshore funding - the total of the sub-limits exceeding the

overall limit only on the basis that both could not be used to their full extent simultaneously).
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Supervisory standards for treasury activities

4.5.3 G  Under section 5 of the 1986 Act, a society’s principal purpose is residential mortgage

lending, financed by members’ savings, not undertaking, and trading in, financial risk for profit.

Societies should therefore adopt a risk-averse approach to maturity mismatch and to structural risk

management.  A degree of maturity mismatch and structural risk is inherent in normal building

society operations, but boards should set risk limits which either:

(1) ensure that, as far as possible, such exposures are minimised; or

(2) where interest rate positions are to be taken, restrict potential reductions in income or

economic value, estimated under robust stress testing scenarios, to levels which

would not compromise the current or future viability of their societies.

4.5.4 G  Societies should aim to eliminate, as far as is practicable, all exposures to risk arising

from movements in currency exchange rates.

4.5.5 G  To comply with rule 4.2.1, a society’s system for financial risk management must be

adequate. The policy statement required under rule 4.2.5 must be appropriate for the society’s

business needs and the complexity of its existing and proposed treasury activities.  The FSA has

devised five models, described as supervisory approaches, of increasing sophistication, to assist

societies to comply with these rules.  The approaches are described as “administered”, “matched”,

“extended”, “comprehensive” and “trading”.  A society that conducts its treasury activities in

accordance with the most suitable (for it) of these five models, can readily demonstrate that it

complies with rules 4.2.1 and 4.2.5.  But these models are neither mandatory nor exhaustive.

Guidance on the characteristics of each approach is set out in Annex 4A.

Supervisory discussions on change of approach

4.5.6 G  The FSA anticipates that societies will wish to develop further their treasury expertise,

and that a change of “approach” may be necessary.  In this respect, the “approach” categories should

be seen, not as discrete compartments, but rather as stages in the continuous evolution of financial
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risk management, with a change of “approach” marking a milestone in that progress. Societies

should develop their financial risk management and systems to the level appropriate to support the

scale and nature of their business and the FSA will be encouraging societies to enhance their treasury

capabilities where this is considered to be necessary.

4.5.7 G  Whilst the “approach” benchmarks have no legal significance, the process of moving

between approaches provides a useful opportunity for the FSA to review a society's progress, and to

satisfy itself that policies, limits and systems are appropriate for the treasury activities planned, and

that therefore compliance with rule 4.2.1 is adequately established.

4.5.8 G  Any society which wishes to move between approaches should contact the FSA at an

early stage.  The FSA will wish to be satisfied that the society has the requisite expertise,

management information systems, accounting systems and controls before any significant change in

the society's treasury activities is implemented.

4.6 Management responsibilities

4.6.1 G  Senior management of a society are responsible for:

(1) ensuring that board policies for managing treasury risk are implemented through the

operation of effective:

(a) control procedures;

(b) risk measurement systems; and

(c) risk reporting systems; and

(2) maintaining clear lines of authority and responsibility for controlling treasury risk,

including:

(a) recruitment of sufficient personnel (including ensuring adequate cover for

sickness and holidays) with appropriate specialist skills and expertise to

control and monitor structural risk;
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(b) setting and monitoring appropriate control limits within the board policy

levels delegated; and

(c) maintaining effective internal controls though daily monitoring of treasury

activities, and appropriate segregation of duties.

4.7 Risk management systems

4.7.1 G  In order to demonstrate compliance with rule 4.2.1, a society should have in place

information systems that are capable of:

(1) measuring the level of maturity mismatch and structural risk inherent in its balance

sheet;

(2) assessing the potential impact of interest rate (and, if applicable, currency exchange

rate) changes on its earnings and its economic value;

(3) reporting accurately, and promptly, on risk positions - to management, to the board

and, if requested, to the FSA;

(4) recording accurately, and on a timely basis, all new transactions and/or cashflows

which will affect calculations of structural risk exposures;

(5) managing the settlement timetable and processes for individual treasury instruments;

and

(6) monitoring credit risk and settlement risk positions incurred with individual and 

groups of counterparties.

4.7.2 G  The scale and scope of the risk measurement system employed should reflect the

sophistication of a society's treasury operations, those societies wishing to adopt the
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“Comprehensive” or “Trading” approaches requiring more complex techniques to capture different

facets of risk.

Control limits

4.7.3 G  Control limits confine structural risk positions within levels considered by board and

management to be prudent, given the size, complexity and capital needs of the society’s business.

Where applicable, limits should also be applied to individual instrument types, asset/liability

portfolios, and to separate business activities or subsidiaries.  The size of the limits set will be a

factor in the FSA’s assessment of the overall risk profile of the society, and thus in the threshold

solvency ratio which is set for it.

4.7.4 G  The structure of limits should enable the board and management to monitor actual levels

of sensitivity, under different pre-defined market index, interest rate and exchange rate scenarios,

against the policy specified maxima, to ensure that corrective action can be taken if required.

4.7.5 G  The number and type of limits which should be applied will depend upon the relative

sophistication of a society’s treasury operations, and further guidance on the FSA’s expectations for

each policy approach is set out in Annex 4A.

4.7.6 G  Where limits are set as part of the overall board policy, these should be treated as

absolute, and therefore no excesses should be tolerated.  Any limit exceptions should be reported

immediately to executive managers, and the policy should make clear what action is expected of

management in such circumstances (including arrangements for informing the board and the FSA of

the breach).  Limits set by management should similarly be subject to clear guidelines covering the

circumstances and periods for which breaches may be permitted (if at all) and the arrangements for

notification of exceptions.

Stress testing

4.7.7 G  The risk measurement systems put in place should evaluate the impact, on income or

economic value as appropriate, of abnormal market conditions.  The amount and type of such stress
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testing required will depend upon the sophistication of treasury operations undertaken, and the level

of risk taken, but where required should be regular and systematic.  Boards and management should,

periodically, review the extent of such stress testing to ensure that any “worst case” scenarios remain

valid.  Contingency plans should be in place to deal with the consequences should such scenarios

become reality.

Board information reporting

4.7.8 G  The FSA attaches considerable importance to the quality, timeliness, and frequency of the

management information which the board uses to inform itself of the society's risk positions and to

satisfy itself that treasury activities are being undertaken in accordance with its policies and

guidelines.  Information obtained by the board should not be confined to the current position, but

should include regular and systematic stress testing, as described above, which should be taken into

account when policies and limits are established or reviewed.

4.8 Counterparty risk

4.8.1 G  Counterparty limits should cover:

(1) full risk exposures (e.g. deposits or marketable instruments);

(2) market risk exposures (e.g. mark to market positive value of swaps, plus appropriate

addition for potential future exposure increases arising from changes in market rates);

and

(3) settlement risk exposures (e.g. currency deals where amounts are paid out before

funds are received).

4.8.2 G  Boards should determine the extent to which authority to set counterparty limits is

delegated to management, but delegation to a single individual should not be permitted. Personnel

with dealing mandates should not be given authority to set new or increased counterparty limits. No

dealings should take place with counterparties which do not have a pre-approved limit.
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4.8.3 G  Limits should be established on the basis of a robust methodology, which should be fully

documented and reviewed regularly.  For societies with more active treasury operations, a separate

credit risk committee with responsibility for preparing a credit policy statement and counterparty list

may be appropriate - less active societies may incorporate a section on credit risk within their

liquidity policy statements, with appropriate cross-references to other policy and procedures

statements.  In all cases, the counterparty list and individual limits should be subject to formal credit

review at least annually, with interim arrangements in place to add, amend or remove limits as

appropriate.

4.8.4 G  Where reliance is placed on sources of information or opinion external to both the society

and the counterparty (e.g. rating agencies), the nature of the source, and arrangements for ensuring

that the information relied upon is kept up to date, should be made explicit in the credit risk policy

document and in procedures manuals.  Where ratings are reduced (or put on “watch” with “negative

implications”), or where a society becomes aware of information on a counterparty which might

affect its perceived creditworthiness, it should have systems for reviewing individual counterparty

limits and, possibly, suspending/removing individual names from authorised lists in an expeditious

manner.  Arrangements for obtaining published information on counterparties should also be

included in procedures manuals.

4.8.5 G  Exposures to counterparties should be monitored on a consolidated basis, aggregating

exposures of the society and any subsidiaries (where applicable), and setting total exposure limits for

groups of connected counterparties (e.g. a commercial bank and its merchant bank subsidiary).

Similarly, country, sector and market concentrations should be monitored continuously against

agreed limits.

Large shareholdings and deposits

4.8.6 G  Undue dependence on individual funding sources that account for a large proportion of a

society’s overall liabilities will involve risk of liquidity problems should those funds be withdrawn

or not be available for roll-over.  These potential problems apply whether the funds in question are

raised from the retail or the wholesale markets.
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4.8.7 G  A small society is relatively more exposed to this type of risk, and should consider the

implications of concentration on individual shareholders or depositors when assessing its liquidity

levels and need for committed facilities.  In the management of large retail investment accounts, a

society should normally avoid:

(1) obtaining funding from a single shareholder or depositor which exceeds 1% of

shares, deposits and loans; and

(2) allowing the aggregate total of funding, from those single shareholders or depositors

which individually represent more than one-quarter of 1% of shares, deposits and

loans, to exceed 5% of shares, deposits and loans.

Committed facilities

4.8.8 G  A society with high levels of maturing funding, or vulnerability to withdrawal of

individual deposits, should consider arranging committed facilities (or to maintain higher than

average levels of liquidity).  In arranging committed facilities, a society should consider:

(1) the credit standing and capacity of the provider of the facility;

(2) the documented basis of the commitment (i.e. is it an unconditional commitment or a

“best endeavours” arrangement);  and

(3) the cost/fee structure compared to alternatives.

In extreme cases , there remains a risk that a provider may renege on a contractual commitment to

provide funding, or purport to rely on widely drawn “events of default” or “material adverse change”

clauses, and face the legal consequences (if any) rather than lend money to a society in difficulties.

Societies should not, therefore, become over reliant on committed facilities to plug short term

cashflow difficulties.
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4.9 Operational risk

General

4.9.1 G  Treasury is an area which is particularly vulnerable to losses arising out of errors, fraud, or

wilful override of controls in order to “trade out” of loss making positions.

Segregation of duties

4.9.2 G  Societies should ensure that, for all transactions undertaken, separate individuals are

responsible for agreeing the deal, for preparing settlement instructions and for authorising payments.

Societies should aim to ensure that there is complete segregation of duties between:

(1) dealers,

(2) those responsible for confirming the deals with counterparties and making and

receiving the payments resulting from the deals, and

(3) those reconciling bank statements.

4.9.3 G  In more active treasuries duties should be split between a “front office” (dealing and deal

support), a “middle office” (risk management) - essential only for those societies with more complex

treasury operations - and a “back office” (confirmation, and settlement), with accounting and

payment functions carried out either by the back office, or by a separate finance department.

Physical segregation of the dealers from the settlement staff, to ensure that the former have no access

to post or fax facilities used for confirmations, should be in place where accommodation and

numbers of staff permit.

Reporting lines

4.9.4 G  Where treasury activity and personnel numbers are high enough to allow the creation of

separate “front” and “back offices”, the reporting line for the latter should be independent of the
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former, so as to ensure that no conflicts of interest arise at the next level of management.

4.9.5 G  A society adopting the “Comprehensive” or “Trading” approach should ensure that its

“middle office” risk management function has clearly defined duties, and reports structural risk

exposures directly to senior management and the board.  The risk function should be independent of

the profit centres of the society.

Remuneration policy

4.9.6 G  Whilst it is clearly important that societies should offer salary levels sufficient to attract

treasury personnel with the required qualifications and experience, remuneration policies should not

encourage individual risk taking at the society’s expense.  In particular, bonus schemes for treasury

staff should not be based on numbers of transactions or gross income targets.

IT security

4.9.7 G  Reliance on computerised dealing, information, treasury management and risk assessment

systems renders societies particularly vulnerable to software or hardware failure.  In accordance with

Chapter 9 (Systems), boards of societies should:

(1) have in place tested contingency plans for business recovery in the event of

unforeseen disaster;

(2) ensure that treasury IT systems access, both physical and logical, is subject to robust

security;

(3) exercise strong control over the development and modification of treasury IT

systems; and

(4) involve internal audit in reviewing the development or modification of treasury IT

systems.
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4.10 Independent review and controls

Internal audit

4.10.1 G  Each board should ensure that its society's internal audit department has the skills and

resources available to undertake an audit of the treasury function.  Internal audit should evaluate, on

a continuing basis, the adequacy and integrity of the society's controls over maturity mismatch, over

the level of structural risk taken and should assess the effectiveness of treasury management

procedures.

4.10.2 G  Societies with complex treasuries or lacking internal auditors with treasury expertise may

outsource treasury audit to an audit firm with the appropriate expertise and experience.  The work of

outsourced internal audit should be fully integrated into the society’s overall audit procedures and

plans, with appropriate reporting lines into the audit committee.  However, in order to avoid conflicts

of interest, internal audit should not be contracted out to the society's own external auditors – even if

the function were to be performed by a completely different branch of the audit firm (see also chapter

11 on Outsourcing).

External audit

4.10.3 G  The FSA may commission reports on treasury systems from external auditors under

section 166 of the Act or from other appropriate skilled persons, whenever a society seeks to broaden

the scope of its treasury operations.  Societies which move to the “Comprehensive” or “Trading”

approaches should carry out a post-implementation review in conjunction with their external auditors

or other professional advisers.  The FSA may, from time to time, commission an external review of a

society’s treasury, procedures and controls, in order to satisfy the FSA that these remain adequate

and appropriate.
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ANNEX 4A

4A.1 Supervisory approach categories

4A.1.1 G  This Annex provides guidance on the five models, or supervisory approaches, to

financial risk management described in paragraph 4.5.5G.  Where societies have subsidiary treasury

operations, it is expected that these will fall into the same approach category as that of the parent

society.  An outline description of each approach is set out below, and a table at the end of this

Annex summarises the key features.

4A.2 “Administered” approach

4A.2.1 G  Societies in this category are expected to have balance sheets where loan assets and

funding liabilities are entirely in Sterling and predominantly (>95%) subject to administered rates.  In

general, it is anticipated that the “Administered” approach will:

(1) tend to suit small or very small societies;

(2) where balance sheet management is typically undertaken by the Chief Executive in

conjunction with the board - existence of a specific finance function (and Finance

Director) being unlikely.

4A.2.2 G  Societies adopting this approach:

(1) should not offer fixed rate products (defined as repricing more than one year and one

day later than the current date) on either side on the balance sheet;

(2) should have policies limiting the levels of deposit funding to less than 10% of share

and deposit liabilities unless a higher limit of up to 35% has been discussed with the

FSA to accommodate those societies who take significant commercial deposits but

funding from the wholesale markets will be limited to 10% of share and deposit
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liabilities;

(3) will hold a simple range of liquid assets (whether counting as prudential liquidity or

not), with marketable fixed rate instruments held only provided that these have a

residual maturity of 5 years or less; and

(4) should place no fixed rate time deposits having a maturity greater than 1 year.

4A.2.3 G  Societies adopting the “Administered” approach do not need specific risk management

reporting, but the market value of fixed rate investments with maturities of more than one year, as

compared to their purchase price, will be monitored by the monthly monitoring returns.

4A.3 “Matched” approach

4A.3.1 G  Societies adopting this approach should have balance sheets where assets and liabilities

are entirely in Sterling and use hedging contracts (or internal matching of assets and liabilities with

similar interest rate and maturity features) to neutralise the risk arising from loans or funding other

than at administered rates, on a tranche by tranche, product by product basis.  Characteristic of small

to medium sized societies, with limited treasury skills or resources, typically the Chief Executive of

such societies will be supported by a Finance Director or Finance Manager, and report direct to the

board on treasury matters (or through a board sub-committee).

4A.3.2 G  Societies adopting this approach should:

(1) have in place policy statements covering the intention to offer fixed rate (i.e. >1 year

to repricing date) products on one or both sides of the balance sheet;

(2) set limits (as a % of total assets) for fixed rate loan assets and share or deposit

liabilities, and for holdings of fixed rate liquid assets (whether counting as prudential

liquidity or not);

(3) set an overall limit for hedging transactions (nominal value of transactions %SDL);
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and

(4) have in place policies limiting the levels of deposit funding to less than 25% of share

and deposit liabilities unless a higher limit of up to 35% has been discussed with the

FSA to accommodate those societies who take significant commercial deposits but

funding from the wholesale markets will be limited to 25% of share and deposit

liabilities.

4A.3.3 G  The policies of such societies can allow use of standard hedging products for transactions

permitted by section 9A, e.g.:

(1) swaps (including FTSE index swaps);

(2) Forward Rate Agreements;  and

(3) plain vanilla over the counter (“OTC”) options such as swaptions, caps, collars and

floors (options purchased only);

for the purpose only of matching individual products and within the exemptions permitted by section

9A - structural hedging of the whole balance sheet should not be permitted.

4A.3.4 G  Risk management for such societies will be achieved internally through:

(1) matching reports (detailing individual products and the hedging instruments

associated with them);  and

(2) gap analysis - for gapping purposes, reserves will need to be treated as having no

fixed repricing date, and gap limits should be set at the minimum level required to

give flexibility in timing the hedges for individual mortgage and investment products,

with some allowance for residual risks (those too small to be economic to hedge) and

for holdings of fixed rate liquid assets.  Basis risk should be minimised by setting

cautious limits for fixed rate and market rate assets and liabilities.
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4A.3.5 G  Gap monitoring reports should be updated and considered by the board at least monthly.

By implication, societies adopting this approach should not be taking an interest rate view for the

purposes of determining a hedging strategy.

4A.4  “Extended” approach

4A.4.1 G  The principal difference between the “Matched” and the “Extended” approaches lies in

the capability to measure and hedge structural risk across the whole balance sheet, including

reserves, rather than just hedging individual transactions.  The approach will thus allow a society to

allocate reserves to specific repricing bands representing a considered view of the characteristics of

such reserves and/or the assets deemed to “represent” such reserves, or to manage interest rate gaps

as part of a strategy for hedging the endowment effect of interest free reserves against adverse

interest rate movements.  Risk analysis should also enable it to position its balance sheet to take

advantage of a particular interest view.  Societies adopting this approach will have the capability to

fund in currency and to hold a limited range of currency liquid assets (see Chapter 5, Liquidity),

subject to aiming for elimination of all currency exchange mismatch, within an expected maximum

limit of 2% of own funds.

4A.4.2  G  As a result, a society adopting the “Extended” approach will:

(1) adopt policies and systems to enable it to undertake the hedging of individual

transactions within the context of an overall strategy for structural hedging, based on

detailed analysis of its balance sheet;  and

(2) use the output of such analysis to enable it to position its balance sheet to take

advantage of a particular interest view.

4A.4.3 G  Management of interest risk for such societies will typically be controlled by the board

acting through an Assets and Liabilities Committee (ALCO) or equivalent sub-committee, which

will normally be responsible for agreeing any interest rate view.  Reporting to the ALCO, there will

typically be a Treasurer running a small treasury department with appropriate segregation between
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dealing and settlement activities.

4A.4.4 G  Hedging instruments available to be authorised by the board will be the same as for the

“Matched” approach, with the addition of (as far as permitted by section 9A):

(1) exchange traded futures/options and FTSE (or similar) OTC swaps/options (options

to be purchased only); and

(2) foreign exchange swaps and forward contracts, used to hedge currency funding.

4A.4.5 G  Risk management systems should be based on:

(1) full balance sheet gap analysis;

(2) possibly supplemented by static simulation.

4A.4.6 G  Gap limits could allow leeway for risk positions - to be controlled by sensitivity limits

covering potential changes in both earnings and economic value.

4A.4.7 G  Basis risk should be controlled through limits on the minimum levels of administered rate

assets and liabilities, and limits on the extent of mismatch between LIBOR-based and administered

rate balances.

4A.4.8 G  Positions should be monitored internally by way of frequent updates (monthly minimum).

4A.5  “Comprehensive” approach

4A.5.1 G  The principal differences between the “Extended” and the “Comprehensive” approaches

lie in:

(1) the depth and quality of the risk management systems put in place to monitor and

control structural risk;
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(2) the frequency of analysis undertaken;  and

(3) the currencies in which treasury operations would be undertaken.

4A.5.2 G  Like the “Extended” approach societies, “Comprehensive” approach societies will

manage risk using a board/ALCO/Treasurer reporting structure, but the latter will typically subdivide

the treasury department further with a separate “middle office” risk management function, segregated

from “front office” (dealing) and “back office” (settlement/accounting).

4A.5.3 G  Hedging instruments available for use under agreed board policy will include those for the

“Extended” approach plus (as far as permitted by section 9A):

(1) currency options.

4A.5.4 G  Risk analysis should extend beyond static gap/static sensitivity analysis to:

(1) dynamic simulation (projecting forward balance sheet elements and simulating the

impact of different interest rate scenarios);

(2) possibly duration (modified or dollar, reflecting the change in percentage or money

value of positions for a given change in interest rates) for individual portfolio

elements, or present value of a basis point move (PVBP) calculations, to highlight

sensitivity to non-parallel shifts in the yield curve;  and

(3) possibly value at risk (VaR), using correlation/historic simulation and/or Monte Carlo

simulation;

the impact on both earnings and economic value being assessed internally on a very regular basis.

4A.5.5 G  Risk positions could reflect an interest view, subject to sensitivity limits set by

board/ALCO and incorporating basis risk assessment/control.  Foreign exchange mismatch ( i.e.
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exchange rate exposure) is expected to be limited to less than 2% own funds (within Capital

Adequacy Directive de minimis levels).

4A.6 “Trading” approach

4A.6.1 G  A category for those societies which wish to take advantage of the ability  to trade in

securities.  Essentially, such societies will adopt the “Comprehensive” approach for the purpose of

managing interest risk arising in their “banking books”, but with additional policies, financial

instruments, systems and expertise for managing the market risks inherent in running separate

“trading books”.  Currency positions exceeding 2% of own funds are permitted, but are expected to

be subject to overall board limits.

4A.6.2 G  Such a society should control the additional market risks through a Market Risk

Committee of the board and risk management systems should include complex portfolio

management, option pricing and VaR models.

4A.6.3 G  Societies adopting this approach will be subject to the Capital Adequacy Directive in

respect of their trading books – see Chapter 1 (Solvency).
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POLICY APPROACH RISK MANAGEMENT RISK ANALYSIS HEDGING INSTRUMENTS FUNDING PRUDENTIAL & OTHER
LIQUIDITY

LOAN ASSETS

ADMINISTERED CE (+FD) & board
Dealing/settlement segregation
(minimum 2 persons)

None
(But, if fixed rate liquid assets held, then
mark to market value and sensitivity
analysis required)

None Sterling only
Deposit Liabilities < 35%SDL
No fixed rate (> 1 Year)
provided that funds received from the
wholesale market do not exceed 10%
SDL

Sterling only
No non-marketable > 1 Yr.
No marketable > 5 Yrs

No fixed rate (1 Yr. +)

MATCHED CE/FD (or FM), (ALCO) &
board
Dealing/settlement segregation
(minimum 2 persons)

Matching report & Monthly (minimum)
Gap analysis (Reserves NFR) -
No structural hedging
No Interest View
Minimal limits (to cover residual
balances + pipeline products only)

Interest rate  & FTSE index
Swaps/FRAs/ Caps/Collars/ Floors
(purchase only)

Sterling only
Deposit Liabilities <35%SDL
provided that funds received from the
wholesale market do not exceed 25%
SDL

Sterling only Limit on fixed rate (1 Yr. +)

EXTENDED (CE)/FD/Treasurer + ALCO &
board
Treasury segregation (front
office/back office)

Monthly (minimum) Static Gap (&
Static Simulation) - Reserves hedged
Interest view
Sensitivity limits (earnings, economic
value & basis risk))
No FX mismatch

Interest Rate & FTSE index
Swaps/FRAs/ Caps/Collars/
Floors/Futures/FTSE Options
(purchase only)
FX Swaps/Forward Contracts
Retail derivatives  & FX contracts
permitted.

Sterling + Currency
Minimum level of administered rate
liabilities

Sterling  + Currency (limited range of
currency instruments)

Minimum Level Of administered Rate
Assets

COMPREHENSIVE FD/Treasurer/Risk Manager +
ALCO & board
Treasury segregation (front
office/middle office/back office)

Very frequent  Gap (Reserves
Hedged)+ Duration/ Simulation/ (VaR.)
Sensitivity limits (earnings & economic
value)
Basis risk limits
FX mismatch <2% Own Funds

Interest Rate & FTSE index
Swaps/FRAs/ Caps/Collars/
Floors/Futures/FTSE Options  Exotic
Options
FX Swaps/Forward Contracts/ Options
Retail derivatives & FX contracts
permitted.

Sterling + Currency Sterling + Currency Sterling + Currency

TRADING FD/Treasurer/Risk Manager /+
Market Risk Committee/ ALCO
& board
Treasury segregation (front
office/middle office/back office) +
banking book/ trading  book

Banking Book:  Daily (minimum) Gap
(Reserves Hedged)+ Duration/
Simulation/ (VaR)
Trading Book: VaR - CAD capability

Interest Rate & FTSE index
Swaps/FRAs/ Caps/Collars/
Floors/Futures/FTSE Options/ Exotic
Options
Retail derivatives/FX permitted.
FX Swaps/Forward Contracts/ Options
Equity Options

Sterling + Currency Sterling + Currency Sterling + Currency
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5 Liquidity

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 G This chapter replaces PN 1998/5 issued by the Commission and contains rules and

guidance for societies on the management of liquidity.  It contains guidance for societies on what

is meant by “adequate resources” in the Threshold Condition set out in paragraph 4(1) of

Schedule 6 to the Act – see also COND 2.4 - and in Principle 4, in respect of liquidity.  The

chapter explains the FSA’s approach to liquidity for building societies and provides guidance on

factors the FSA will take into account in assessing whether a society meets the rules set out in

section 5.2.

5.2 Rules

5.2.1 R A society must maintain adequate liquid resources, including prudential liquidity,

appropriate to the scale and nature of its business to enable it to meet its obligations as they

fall due.

5.2.2 G “Adequate liquid resources” means of such amount and composition as will at all times

enable the society to meet its obligations as they fall due.

5.2.3 G “Prudential liquidity” has the meaning set out in paragraph 5.3.4.  A list of assets

suitable for inclusion in prudential liquidity is set out in Annex 5A.

5.2.4 E (1) A society should keep at least 3.5%SDL in 8 day liquidity.

(2) Contravention of 5.2.4(1) may be relied upon as tending to establish

contravention of 5.2.1.

5.2.5 G  “SDL” is defined in paragraph 5.3.2.
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5.2.6 G A list of assets acceptable as 8 day liquidity is set out in paragraph 5.4.3.

5.2.7 R A society must maintain, and submit to the FSA, a board-approved policy

statement on liquidity.

5.2.8 G Guidance on the content of a liquidity policy statement is set out in paragraphs 5.6.2 to

5.6.4 and in Annex 5B.

5.2.9 R A society making any significant change to its policy statement on liquidity must

provide the FSA with a copy of the amended policy statement as soon as possible after it

has been adopted.

5.3 The Prudential Regime for Liquidity

5.3.1 G A building society specialises in long-term mortgage lending which is financed mainly

by liabilities which are contractually short-term.  This feature of societies’ business creates

maturity mismatches which can give rise to cash flow imbalances.  To ensure that it can meet its

obligations as they fall due, a society should therefore keep an appropriate amount and mix of

liquidity to meet any sudden adverse cash flow; the level of liquidity held should be sufficient to

maintain public confidence that the society can meet its commitments.

5.3.2 G The amount of liquid assets held by a society should be expressed as a percentage of its

share and deposit liabilities (SDL).  For the purposes of this chapter, SDL is defined as the total

of share and deposit liabilities, excluding amounts that qualify as own funds but including

accrued interest not yet payable.  Societies should show the board-approved range for liquidity

expressed as a percentage of SDL in their liquidity policy statement.

5.3.3 G Funds borrowed from the wholesale money markets have a specified maturity date on

which they have to be repaid or rolled over and thus carry the risk that they will be unable to be

refinanced on that maturity date on terms acceptable to the society.  Societies should take this

risk into account in planning the maturity profile of their prudential liquidity.  The same
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consideration applies to large positions in retail funds where, for example, fixed-rate bonds or

Tessa accounts are due to mature.  Societies should not run large exposed funding positions

without having sufficient liquidity to re-finance part or all of the position on maturity.  An

effective maturity diary should be established for both funding and prudential liquidity.

5.3.4 G Liquid assets should be genuinely liquid i.e. they should be capable of being realised at

very short notice.  Only instruments or assets that are marketable (i.e. realisable in a secondary

market) or have three months or less to run to maturity should (subject to the guidance in Annex

5A and in paragraph 5.5.2) be included in the calculation of liquidity for prudential purposes.

Societies may hold other assets, but as an investment rather than liquidity (although such assets

might still fall within the “liquid assets” heading in the annual accounts, which has no restriction

on maturity).  The treatment in the annual accounts determines whether an asset is a liquid asset

for the purposes of calculating the society’s position in relation to the statutory limit in section 6

of the 1986 Act (the “lending limit”).

5.3.5 G Committed standby facilities form an important element of societies’ funding strategy

and can be used to boost liquidity when needed.  Societies should ensure that the lines are truly

committed and that a diary is kept noting when the lines expire, allowing the facilities to be

renewed on a timely basis.  Societies not using committed standby facilities should increase their

level of liquidity to compensate.

5.4 Short-term Liquidity

5.4.1 G The FSA operates a short-term liquidity regime for building societies from sight to 8

calendar days forward.

5.4.2 G An asset maturing on a non-business day should be regarded as maturing on the

succeeding business day.  

5.4.3 G The following liquid assets may be counted as short-term liquidity:

(1) cash, current account balances, Treasury, Local Authority and eligible bank bills;
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(2) deposits with relevant authorities (as defined in Annex 1F), banks and building

societies with not more than 8 days’ notice, or within 8 days of maturity;

(3) all gilt-edged securities, subject to discounting according to maturity (see

paragraph 5.4.4);

(4) CDs (banks and building societies) with 3 months or less to maturity, commercial

paper with residual maturity up to 1 month.

5.4.4 G All gilt-edged securities can be included within 8 day liquidity, but discounted back to

sight according to maturity.  Such discounting should help to offset the greater price volatility

which can affect gilts at the longer end of the maturity range.  The discount factors which should

be applied to market value of holdings of gilt-edged securities are as follows:

maturities maturities maturities

less than 1 year 1 to 5 years over 5 years

Zero 5% 10%

5.4.5 G Societies on the “Administered” approach (as described in chapter 4 on Financial Risk

Management) should not hold marketable fixed-rate instruments, including gilts, unless their

residual maturity is 5 years or less.  Where such societies have historic holdings of such

investments, they may continue to be counted as prudential liquidity subject to the discount

factor for gilt-edged securities.

5.4.6 G Societies with extensive treasury operations and large holdings of gilts will typically

mark-to-market their gilt book daily.  Societies with less sophisticated treasury operations which

hold gilts as liquidity should mark-to-market their holdings at least once a week and more often

during times of market volatility.  Where such holdings are held as 8 day liquidity, market

valuations should be taken daily to obtain an accurate value for purposes of discounting and to

establish the amount of prudential liquidity at any given time.
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5.4.7 G Societies should not include excessive amounts of inter-society holdings in their 8 day

liquidity calculation.  Societies should include sub-limits for the 8 day liquidity band within their

overall sector limits in the liquidity policy statement.

5.5 Supervisory Approach to Liquidity

5.5.1 G Societies should adopt a risk-averse approach to the management of liquid assets.

Societies should ensure that treasury systems and controls are adequate for the scale of activity

undertaken and that treasury personnel have appropriate expertise and competence, including

dealing, settlement and accounting skills.  Chapter 4 suggests that dealings in certain categories

of liquid assets should be confined to societies on an advanced approach to financial risk

management.

5.5.2 G Annex 5A sets out the range of assets considered appropriate for societies to hold as

prudential liquidity although each society should satisfy itself that any particular kind of asset is

suitable to its needs.  If a society wishes to hold an asset as prudential liquidity that is not listed

in Annex 5A, it should consider the following factors:

(1) the suitability of the asset for the structure of the society’s balance sheet, taking

into account, inter alia, interest rate risk and any currency risk;

(2) the marketability of the asset i.e. the “depth” of its liquidity;

(3) credit risk and market risk (price volatility);

(4) the adequacy of the society’s expertise and systems in the treasury area.

5.6 Board and Management Responsibilities

5.6.1 G Chapter 4 on Financial Risk Management refers to the potential risks to societies of

treasury activities.  In particular, the size and complexity of some transactions can make them

vulnerable to losses and fraud, and the impact of losses on individual transactions in the treasury
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area can be significant and immediate.  Boards have ultimate responsibility for deciding the

degree of risk taken by their societies, including all categories of liquid assets and risks arising

from the management of liquidity.

5.6.2 G Rule 5.2.7 requires each society to have a liquidity policy statement.  This should be

approved by the society’s board and be consistent with the society’s strategic plan and its

financial risk management policy statement.

5.6.3 G Policy statements should set out the board’s objectives for liquidity, the limits within

which liquidity should be maintained, the range of instruments in which liquidity can be invested

and conditions under which authority is exercised.  The document should establish the

framework for operating limits and high level controls, and should set out the board’s policy on

credit assessment, ratings and exposure limits.  Guidance on the content of liquidity policy

statements is set out in Annex 5B.

5.6.4 G A liquidity policy statement should be a working document and personnel in the

treasury and settlement areas should be familiar with its contents, as should members of ALCO

or Finance Committee.  When aspects of the policy or limits become out of date, the policy

document should be amended and the revised copy must be sent to the FSA (see rule 5.2.9).

5.6.5 G Boards should establish the objectives for liquidity including meeting obligations as

they fall due (including any unexpected adverse cash flow), smoothing out the effect of maturity

mismatches and the maintenance of public confidence.  The need to earn a return may also be

recognised as an objective, although this should be secondary to the security of the assets.

5.6.6 G Boards should decide the principles of remuneration for treasury dealing staff.  Large

bonuses linked to dealing-related profit targets should be discouraged as they can lead to

unacceptable risk-taking on the part of those involved at the expense of the society.

5.6.7 G Management should regularly review the liquid asset portfolio.  Some categories of

asset are more complex than others and their characteristics (which can involve how the assets

are held as well as the assets themselves, for example, securities subject to repo/reverse repo

transactions) need to be fully assessed in any review of the portfolio.
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5.6.8 G Board policies should be implemented through the operation of effective procedures

and controls, risk measurement and reporting systems; senior management should maintain clear

lines of authority and responsibility; sufficient personnel with specialist skills - in the settlements

as well as in the dealing area - should be recruited; senior managers should have sufficient

understanding of treasury operations to be able to carry out their responsibilities without relying

exclusively on advice from the treasury team; and delegation of authority should be fully

documented in procedures manuals and closely monitored.

5.7 Society-only Approach to Liquidity

5.7.1 G Societies need not calculate liquidity on a group basis for prudential purposes.  Each

subsidiary undertaking will have its own liquidity requirements reflecting the particular nature of

its business and it will not normally be appropriate to combine these with the parent society or

with each other.  Liquidity held offshore, for example, may be managed with a degree of

autonomy and subject to the rules of another regulator.  In either case, this can lead to a loss of

control and there may be circumstances where liquid assets are not immediately callable

overnight.  Liquid assets which are held offshore or in a subsidiary undertaking (or both) should

be excluded from a society's calculation of its prudential liquidity.

5.8 Outsourcing of Liquidity Management and Brokers’ Advice

5.8.1 G In considering whether to outsource a proportion of their liquidity to a fund manager,

societies should take into account the guidance on outsourcing in chapter 11 and the following:

(1) any agreement should be fully supported by legal documentation and societies

should take legal advice on the terms and conditions;

(2) the security of the assets should be no weaker when held to the order of a third

party (the fund manager) than when held to the direct order of the society;
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(3) societies should ensure that the safety of the assets is the responsibility of the fund

manager while they are under management, including while securities are out for

settlement;

(4) the assets under management should at all times be held in a separate client

inventory identifying the society - there should be no credit exposure risk;

(5) the fund manager should be given the terms and conditions under which it can act;

this should include, inter alia, a copy of the society’s liquidity policy statement;

(6) the society should remain in control over policy decisions and be able to monitor

the performance of the fund manager against independent benchmarks;

(7) periodic meetings should be held between the society’s senior management and

senior management of the fund managers to discuss performance;

 

(8) the board of the society should satisfy itself about procedures and controls,

including internal audit, to obtain the level of comfort it needs over the operation.

5.8.2 G Most societies take advice from brokers regarding investment of their liquidity.  Some,

however, enter into a more formal arrangement where securities are delivered to and from the

broker and a customer agreement between the broker and the society is completed.  If so,

societies should differentiate between advice and discretionary fund management.  If the society

has entered into an agreement involving the provision of advice, it should ensure that no

transaction is undertaken without its prior consent.  As with discretionary fund management,

societies should make certain that all transactions are within the terms of its liquidity policy

statement.
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ANNEX 5A

Prudential Liquidity

5A.1 G The following list of assets is available to societies for the management of prudential

liquidity, according to the society’s approach to financial risk management, as set out in chapter

4.

Administered Matched Extended Comprehensive Trading

1.1 Bank notes or coinage of any country or

territory. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

1.2 Deposits with:

(1) the central bank of any member country

of the EEA and of Canada, Japan,

Switzerland and the USA (sterling

only);

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

(2) National Savings Bank; ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

(3) any credit institution authorised by the

competent authorities of any member

country of the EEA and Switzerland

(sterling only);

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

(4) wholly owned subsidiaries of UK banks

and building societies in the Channel

Islands and the Isle of Man;

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

(5) any gilt-edged market maker or

participant in the UK gilt market

supervised by a regulatory authority in

the EEA.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
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1.3 Loans to:

(1) the Department of Finance and

Personnel (Northern Ireland);

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

 (2) any relevant authority

("relevant authority" is defined in

Annex 1F).

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

1.4 UK Government money market

instruments (e.g., Treasury bills) and

securities (gilts)

(1)  up to 5 years residual maturity;

(2) over 5 years residual maturity

✔

✖

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

1.5 Securities issued or fully guaranteed

by the government of any other

member country of the EEA and of

Australia, Canada, Japan, New

Zealand, Switzerland and the USA

(sterling securities only).

(1) either floating rate (of any maturity) or

fixed-rate up to 5 years;

(2) fixed-rate over 5 years.

✔

✖

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

1.6 Securities issued, guaranteed or, in the

case of bills of exchange, accepted by

any credit institution authorised by the

competent authorities of any member

country of the EEA and Switzerland

(sterling securities only).

(1) either floating rate (of any maturity) or

fixed-rate up to 5 years; ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
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(2) fixed-rate over 5 years. ✖ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

1.7 Securities issued by any relevant

authority (as in 1.3(2)).

(1) either floating rate (of any maturity) or

fixed-rate up to 5 years;

(2) fixed-rate over 5 years.

✔

✖

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

1.8 National Savings Bonds. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

1.9 Foreign currency deposits with:

(1) the central bank of any member country

of the EEA and of Canada, Japan,

Switzerland and the USA;

(2) any credit institution authorised by the

competent authorities of any member

country of the EEA and Switzerland.

✖

✖

✖

✖

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

1.10 Foreign currency securities issued or

fully guaranteed by the government of

any member country of the EEA and of

Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand,

Switzerland and the USA (this category

does not apply to mortgage backed

securities).

✖ ✖ ✔ ✔ ✔

1.11 Foreign currency securities issued,

guaranteed or, in the case of bills of

exchange, accepted by any credit

institution authorised by the competent

authorities of any member country of

the EEA and Switzerland. ✖ ✖ ✔ ✔ ✔

1.12  Securities issued by international

organisations the capital of which is

subscribed in whole or in part by any

member state of the EEA (known as

“supranationals”).
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(a) securities in sterling

(b)   securities in foreign currencies

1.13  Securities in the form of commercial

paper (which should be redeemed

before the first anniversary of the date

of issue) issued or guaranteed by:

(1)   public companies whose registered

office is domiciled in the EEA;

(2) by public companies incorporated in

Canada, Japan, Switzerland and the

USA

✔

✖

✖

✖

✔

✖

✖

✖

✔

✔

✖

✖

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

1.14  Mortgage backed securities. ✖ ✖ ✔1 ✔ ✔

1.15  Stocklending rights arising from the

lending of securities issued in the UK

by HM Government.

✖ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

1.16  Gilt repo ✖ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

1.17  Repo in non-gilt-edged securities. ✖ ✖ ✖ ✔ ✔

1.18  Stocklending rights arising from the

lending of securities under the rules of

any depository or clearing agent.

✖ ✖ ✖ ✔ ✔

Note 1: Foreign currency deposits and foreign currency securities:

Societies should aim to hedge or match their foreign currency exposures.  Any residual currency position should not

exceed 2% of own funds, unless the society is on the Trading approach.

Note 2: Equities, or equity related stocks are excluded as prudential liquidity. 

Note 3: Any guarantee should be unconditional in respect of the payment of both principal and of interest on all

securities.

Note 4: Non-marketable assets (i.e., items 1.2, 1.3 and 1.9) are restricted to those with three months or less to

residual maturity.

                                                
1  STERLING ONLY
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ANNEX 5B

Policy Statement on Liquidity

5B.1 Overview

5B.1.1 G  This Annex provides guidance on the issues which should be addressed in a liquidity

policy statement.  The list of issues is not exhaustive and not all points will be relevant to all

societies.

5B.2 Policy Statement Contents

5B.2.1 G The introduction section should include:

(1) Background to the society’s approach to liquidity management;

(2) Ratification process for obtaining board approval, including amendments to the

policy statement as well as complete revisions;

(3) Arrangements for, and frequency of, review (which should be conducted at least

on an annual basis).

5B.2.2 G The objectives section should set out the Board’s objectives for liquidity (see section

5.6.5 of this chapter).

5B.2.3 G The operational characteristics section should set out the society’s business and

operational characteristics, which impact on the amount and composition of liquidity, and the

intended range for liquidity and liquidity net of mortgage commitments as a percentage of SDL.

5B.2.4 G  The risk management section should include:
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(1) Exposure policies, including controls and limits as appropriate, for countries,

sectors (with sub-limits for 8 day liquidity) and counterparties, including exposure

to brokers;

(2) The policy adopted for credit ratings, stating the minimum quality acceptable and

procedures for ensuring credit ratings are up to date;

(3) Policy of assessment to be adopted towards sectors that are non-rated, e.g., local

authorities;

(4) Operational and settlement risk, including: framework of board authorisation,

delegations and operating limits (including, inter alia, dealer limits, transaction

and day limits); deal authorisation, confirmation checking, segregation of duties;

(5) Limits for pre-approved free of payment (FOP) exposures (NB: all FOP exposures

should be pre-approved);

(6) Procedures and criteria for exceptional overrides in relation to dealing, operational

rules, limits and authorisation;

(7) Policy for liquidity management information and reporting to the board.

5B.2.5 G The maturity structure section should include the policy for maturity mismatch and a

“maturity ladder” covering prudential liquidity.  This should give a clear view of the maturity

pattern of the liquidity portfolio to be followed, showing the maximum proportions of liquidity to

be included within each time band.

5B.2.6 G The categories of assets and activities section should set out the society’s policy for the

following:

(1) inter-society holdings;

(2) repo/reverse repo (both gilt-edged stock and non-gilt-edged securities);
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(3) stocklending;

(4) mortgage backed securities (including, where applicable, US MBS);

(5) foreign currency securities and the handling of foreign currency exposures;

(6) commercial paper.

5B.2.7 G The society’s policy for membership and use of any clearing system or depository

should be set out clearly, including a section dealing with authorisation and operational controls.

5B.2.8 G Liquidity implications and the role of standby facilities should be included in the policy

statement.

5B.2.9 G The role of external professional advisers should be clearly stated, where applicable.
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ANNEX 5C

Inter-society Holdings

5C.1 G Societies may hold other societies’ liabilities as prudential liquidity.  Such holdings

may include deposits and holdings of all forms of securities and money market instruments

issued by other societies, including commercial paper, but should exclude Permanent Interest

Bearing Shares and other forms of issued capital.

5C.2 G A society’s aggregate holding of other societies’ liabilities should not exceed 5% SDL

or £5m whichever is the higher, including liquid assets which, although not counting as

prudential liquidity (i.e., deposits with longer than 3 months to run to maturity) are held as other

investments and fall within the “liquid assets” heading in the annual accounts.  This measure is to

be continuous.

5C.3 G The FSA expects societies to invest no more than 20% of their prudential liquidity (up

to a limit of 5% SDL or £5m whichever is the higher) in aggregate holdings of other societies’

liabilities.

5C.4 G Committed facility agreements with other societies should be reported to the FSA in

the MFS1 return (table D2).  Only the amount drawn down (lent) will constitute a liquid asset

and should be taken into account when calculating the aggregate holding of other societies’

liabilities.
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6 Lending

6.1  Introduction

6.1.1 G  This chapter replaces PN 1998/6 Lending issued by the Commission.

6.1.2 G  Building societies remain subject to the statutory nature limit for lending in the 1986

Act.  A minimum of 75% of group business assets must be made up of loans fully secured on

residential property (calculated by reference to sections 6, 6A and 6B of the 1986 Act).  Each

society should ensure that its lending policy and associated business control systems will deliver

continuing compliance with this nature limit on the basis of proper, consistent classification of

the loan assets of the society and its group.  Further guidance on the application of this nature

limit is given in section 6.6.

Scope of the Chapter

6.1.3 G  The FSA’s Principle 3 requires a firm to organise and control its affairs responsibly

and effectively, with adequate risk management systems.  Principle 2 requires a firm to conduct

its business with due skill, care and diligence.  Experience shows that one of the most common

causes for the failure of deposit-taking institutions is a deficiency in systems for controlling

lending and credit risk.  Accordingly, the principal theme of this chapter is the need for adequate

and appropriate systems for controlling and managing risks arising from lending.  The chapter

also establishes a framework within which the FSA will judge the risk profile of individual

societies’ lending, in particular for the purpose of setting and reviewing each society’s threshold

solvency ratio, and for assessing whether the society complies with Principles 2 and 3.

6.1.4 G  This chapter also sets out the FSA’s views on good practice in a range of areas related

to societies’ lending, which are drawn from the experience with societies’ activities of its
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predecessor, the Commission, over a number of business cycles.  Nothing in this chapter

absolves the board of each society from its responsibility for developing and maintaining prudent

controls over lending risk arising from its business activities and future business plans.

6.2 Rules

6.2.1 R  A society must have adequate systems for managing and controlling risk arising

from lending, including systems for assessing both the adequacy of security for loans and

the ability and willingness of borrowers to repay their loans.

6.2.2 R  A society must maintain, and submit to the FSA, a board-approved policy

statement on lending, which must include plans for the management of arrears, and the

procedures for making specific and general provisions against impaired loans.

6.2.3 R  A society making any significant change to its policy statement on lending must

provide the FSA with a copy of the amended policy statement as soon as possible after it

has been adopted.

6.2.4 G  Each society’s lending policy should be reviewed, by or on behalf of the board, not

less than once a year.

6.2.5 G  Chapter 1 on Solvency explains, inter alia, the need for adequate capital to support

risks that arise from societies’ lending activities.  That chapter states that the setting of a

threshold ratio by the FSA does not absolve society boards from the responsibility to maintain

such higher solvency ratio as they consider appropriate for their business and future plans.

Societies should hold sufficient capital to support the risks in their lending book and those arising

from new lending initiatives.  The FSA will take this into account in assessing compliance with

Principle 4.
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6.3 Principles of Lending

6.3.1 G  The basic principles of good lending practice that the FSA will take into account in

assessing compliance with the rules in section 6.2 are as follows:-

(1) lending activities should be within the capabilities, experience and expertise of a

society’s management and its board;

(2) risk should be controlled at inception by sound underwriting procedures, exercised

by individuals and/or a credit committee skilled in the type of lending mandated to

them, or by fully tested credit scoring systems;

(3) the pricing of loans should take account of the perceived risks;

(4) adequate controls should be in place to avoid imprudent concentrations of risk in

special products, non-traditional areas of lending and higher risk categories in

traditional areas of lending;

(5) adequate procedures should be in place for monitoring the performance of lending

related to source, type, and period of origination, and for ensuring that lending

experience feeds into the formulation of policy for new lending;

(6) the frequency and quality of management and board information should be

sufficient to monitor and control lending activities effectively;

(7) commercial loans should be regularly reviewed;

(8) systems should be in place for early and effective management of arrears cases

and for managing the disposal of properties in possession;
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(9) prudent provisioning methodologies should be used and actual provisions

regularly reviewed in the light of experience;

(10) budgetary procedures should be in place to assess and control the effect on current

and future profitability of lending at fixed or capped rates, at a fixed margin over a

market reference rate and of price incentivised lending;

(11) systems should be in place to combat mortgage or other loan fraud;

(12) for subscribing societies, systems should be in place to ensure compliance with

the CML Mortgage Code;

(13) where external advice is required, professional firms of solicitors, accountants,

valuers and other types of adviser should have experience in the type of

transaction for which they have been instructed.

6.4 Lending Policy Statements

6.4.1 G  Rule 6.2.2 requires each society to have a statement of lending policy.  Each society’s

board should determine, subject to the nature limit, the make up of its lending and its appetite for

risk and should establish procedures for containing risk within this agreed policy.  This section

provides guidance on the content of lending policy statements and suggests factors that boards

should consider when drawing up such statements.

6.4.2 G  The statement should reflect the society’s “philosophical” approach to lending,

including the degree of risk the society is prepared to take to achieve a desired level of return, as

well as more detailed aspects of controlling new lending risk and residual risk in a lending book.

The statement should act as guidance to executives in designing new products as well as to staff

involved in the underwriting process.
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6.4.3 G  The following paragraphs set out the broad areas societies should cover in their

lending policy statement.  Lending markets and the economic circumstances of borrowers, both

personal and commercial, are subject to change and new lending risks may arise in the future.

So, boards and management should review lending policy not less than once a year to take

account of changing circumstances.

6.4.4 G  A policy statement can usefully be structured in four parts: overview, organisation,

risk management, and individual lending categories.  The overview section could set the broad

outline of the society’s lending strategy, the degree of risk considered acceptable and the

arrangements for its regular review.  The organisation section could cover how lending is to be

managed within the society, setting out which individuals or departments are responsible for

which areas of lending or arrears management.  The risk management section could describe how

lending risk is controlled and monitored (including the use of exposure limits), how experience is

to be fed back into policy and emphasise the importance of the borrower’s covenant as the

primary source of repayment (rather than the value of the security).

6.4.5 G  The individual lending categories section could distinguish owner occupied residential

lending, other lending secured on property and unsecured lending to individuals, each of which

requires a different approach to product design and underwriting (see following table).

6.4.6 G  Policies developed at the centre should be implemented properly and consistently

across the organisation.  The lending policy should be clearly explained to branch staff, including

the society’s attitude to risk.  Ongoing adherence to the policy should be controlled by the

lending function and reviewed by internal audit.
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OWNER OCCUPIED RESIDENTIAL
LENDING

OTHER LENDING SECURED ON PROPERTY UNSECURED LENDING TO INDIVIDUALS

Property Types and Location Property types and location

Loan types and features Loan types Loan types

Underwriting procedures Underwriting procedures Underwriting procedures

Repayment Sources and methods Repayment and monitoring Repayment methods

Pricing Policy Pricing policy Pricing policy

Mortgage Indemnity Insurance Mortgage Indemnity Insurance (if applicable)

Other Insurance Other insurance

Intermediary Introducers Intermediary introducers Credit brokers

Valuations Valuations
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OWNER OCCUPIED RESIDENTIAL
LENDING

OTHER LENDING SECURED ON PROPERTY UNSECURED LENDING TO INDIVIDUALS

Security Security

Management Information Management Information Management information
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6.5 Risk Features of Mortgage Lending

6.5.1 G  The Commission’s prudential guidance drew attention to the intrinsic “double

security” in normal mortgage lending, i.e. the mortgage on a property, which has been

professionally valued and the personal covenant of a borrower, whose ability to repay has

been assessed carefully.  Both elements should be given appropriate weight.  This basic

principle of mortgage lending is explicitly incorporated into the rule in paragraph 6.2.1.  This

neither stipulates how the valuation or assessment should be carried out, nor that they should

be done in all cases, but the society’s policy and procedures should be clearly documented.

The extent to which such valuations and assessments for lending are not carried out will be a

factor considered by the FSA when assessing a society’s threshold solvency ratio.

Covenant of Borrower

6.5.2 G  Reliance on gross income multiples alone to measure a personal borrower’s ability

to repay provides only a limited indication of affordability and therefore of the strength of the

borrower’s covenant.  Extending the assessment to a borrower’s net income after fixed

commitments will give a more reliable guide to the size of mortgage he or she can

realistically service.  When assessing affordability, the borrower’s vulnerability to an increase

in interest rates should also be taken into account.

6.5.3 G  Assessing ability to repay is more difficult for personal borrowers who are self-

employed, and more complex for commercial borrowers, both of which require skills in

analysing financial accounts.

Valuation of Security

6.5.4 G  Valuers should have sufficient experience and expertise and should be free from

conflicts of interest.
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Managing Aggregate Lending Risk

6.5.5 G  Societies should be aware of the risk profile of their overall mortgage stock and of

their new lending and should consider lessons arising from experience with their non-

performing loans and adjust lending policy accordingly.  These lessons should also inform

general provisioning policies.

6.5.6 G  Societies adopting a strategy for growth should have rigorous controls on quality of

lending and should take care not to set up unbalanced incentive structures for staff which

reward new business volumes without also recognising responsibility for maintaining quality

standards.  Societies should maintain strict and documented controls over discretionary

overrides to lending criteria and scorecard decisions and should monitor the extent to which

overrides occur in practice.

6.5.7 G  Each society should determine how it controls lending risks and document this

clearly in its lending policy statement.  The FSA strongly recommends quantitative exposure

limits as a way of achieving this.  Outlined below are types of lending and aspects of lending

risk where exposure limits can be set:

 (1) Non-traditional lending: for example, secured lending to housing associations, lending

on private rented properties or personal unsecured lending;

 

(2) Lending at higher LTV ratios or higher income multiples (i.e. lower affordability):

societies should set an exposure limit for residential mortgage lending at 90%+ LTV;

(3) New or innovative products and incentivised loans;

 

 (4) Fixed rate and other non-administered rate products including foreign currency

mortgages;

 

 (5) Large exposures:  (see also Chapter 7 on Large Exposures);

 

 (6) Remortgage business;
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 (7) Origination source;

 

 (8) Geographical spread (larger societies) and out of area lending (regional and local

societies);

 

 (9) Business sector for commercial lending.

 

6.5.8 G  If societies do not use exposure limits for controlling their mix of lending, they

should have an alternative method, as effective as exposure limits, for controlling the risks in

their lending books.  Exposure limits should act as early triggers and should be set for lending

periods (e.g. an annual limit) as well as for the lending book as a whole.

Management information

6.5.9 G  Societies should produce adequate and focused management information to

monitor the performance of new lending and of the whole lending book against the risk

parameters set down in the society’s lending policy.

Lending to staff or directors

6.5.10 G  Societies should have a board-approved policy on staff lending, setting out whether

or not the same criteria (e.g. on income or LTV), are used for staff as for other customers,

how ability to repay is assessed, what concessionary terms are available and how staff in

arrears will be treated.  Staff lending on concessionary terms not available to ordinary

borrowers should also be the subject of a separate periodic report to the board.  Societies must

meet the requirements of sections 65 and 68 of the 1986 Act regarding loans to directors and

persons connected with directors.

6.6 Lending Nature Limit

6.6.1 G  Societies remain subject to the lending nature limit i.e. at least 75% of business

assets must be in the form of loans fully secured on residential property.  “Business assets” is

a convenient, but non-statutory, collective term for a society’s total assets (or total group
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assets, where appropriate) plus any provision for bad or doubtful debts, less liquid assets,

fixed assets, and any long-term insurance funds (see section 6 of the 1986 Act).  “Residential

property” is defined in section 5(10) of the 1986 Act as “land at least 40 per cent of which is

normally used as, or in connection with, one or more dwellings, or has been, is being, or is to

be developed or adapted for such use”.

6.6.2 G The Building Societies (Prescribed Equitable Interests) Order 1997 (SI 1997/2693)

enables loans secured by any of three kinds of equitable security interests in property to

qualify as fully secured on residential property if eligible in all other respects, and therefore

count towards the lending nature limit.  Loans fully secured on residential property in the

European Economic Area (including here, the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man and Gibraltar)

qualify for inclusion in the lending nature limit (section 6A(1)(c) of the 1986 Act).

6.7 Non-traditional Lending

6.7.1 G  Societies entering into new areas of lending, including lending to business

(whether secured on residential property or not) and unsecured personal lending, should:

(1) enter the new area in a carefully controlled way so that experience can be

gained without incurring an unacceptable level of risk during the learning

period;

 

(2) have the necessary range of skills at management and board levels adequately

to assess, manage and monitor the risks that arise;

 

(3) have clearly defined and documented systems of control established before

entering the new area, including the establishment of new organisational

structures, such as a credit committee, where appropriate;

(4) ensure that they obtain an adequate return on the new business, taking account

of the risks;
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(5) employ appropriate professional advisers in the development of the activity,

including legal advice on any new loan structures, documentation or security

types, and specialist valuers.

Syndicated Lending

6.7.2 G  Societies may undertake syndicated lending, secured or unsecured, with one or

more other co-participant(s) and whether, if the lending is secured, the security is held jointly

or through a trustee.  Syndicated loan assets can count towards the lending nature limit as

provided in section 6(13) of the 1986 Act.

6.7.3 G  Lending policy statements should address the additional risk aspects of syndication,

including:

(1) Limits: societies should set transactional limits for syndicated loans (e.g., size of

participation and underwriting commitment) and an overall limit on the total of

syndicated loan assets;

(2) Loan and borrower types;

(3) Systems and procedures: including experienced staff and access to appropriate

professional advice;

(4) Specialist Documentation;

(5) Pricing;

(6) Other parties: societies should consider which other institutions (or category of

institutions) are considered as arranger/agent/trustee in a syndicated loan.

6.7.4 G  Syndicated lending for market/consortium type credits is a complex activity,

requiring special expertise on the part of the lender.  The amounts involved may be large

compared to normal lending, and the margins can be small for prime borrowers or where there

is competition between lenders to acquire the business.  There can be significant benefits for
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lenders, but the associated risks also need to be considered.  Societies should weigh these risks

and rewards before deciding whether to put in place the personnel and systems to enable them to

participate in the market.

6.8 Arrears Management

6.8.1 G  Rule 6.2.2 requires that each society include an arrears management plan within its

lending policy statement.  Success in managing arrears is based on early contact with

borrowers in difficulty and good management information.

6.8.2 G  Management information for reporting arrears should be comprehensive so that

senior management and the board can monitor trends in arrears cases as they flow through the

various bands of severity.  A society’s arrears position should be reviewed at senior level not

less than monthly.  The analysis of arrears for traditional mortgage lending should also track

the performance of groups of loans which have characteristics in common, such as analysis by

product, by cohort of lending, by geographical region, by LTV band, by size of loan, by

income criteria, and by source (introducer, branch, mandate holder). Societies with significant

exposures to commercial lending should produce a similar analysis by features such as

business sector.

6.8.3 G  Regular arrears analysis allows societies to identify the characteristics of lending

most likely to lead to arrears and societies should regularly review their lending policy

statements (and, if applicable, credit scoring systems) to ensure that exposure to those types

of loan identified by the arrears analysis as “riskier” is adequately controlled.  If the analysis

reveals that, for example, loans in the 95%+ LTV band consistently generate arrears

significantly worse than average, steps should be taken to minimise the risks from those

loans, including the possibility, if arrears are extreme, of ceasing to undertake such business

completely.
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7 Large Exposures

7.1 Introduction

7.1.1 G This chapter replaces PN 1998/7 issued by the Commission.  It implements the

large exposures provisions of the BCD for building societies.  It also sets out rules and

guidance on monitoring, controlling and reporting of large exposures by societies to the FSA.

7.2 Scope of this Chapter

7.2.1 G The purpose of the large exposures provisions of the BCD is to limit and control the

extent to which credit institutions may commit themselves to large exposures to

counterparties individually and in aggregate.  Large exposures to a single counterparty and to

a limited number of counterparties can create concentrations of risk in the balance sheet of a

credit institution.  It is the responsibility of each society’s board to set its own limits for large

exposures, within the general framework set by the BCD and the rules and guidance specific

to societies contained in this chapter.  The limits set out in this chapter are maxima.  Each

society should set its own prudential limits in order both to avoid the over-concentration of

risk referred to above and to allow a margin for manoeuvre so as to ensure that the limits set

out in this chapter can never be exceeded.  Each society should set its own internal limits at a

lower level than the maxima set out in this chapter.

7.2.2 G The large exposures provisions of the BCD cover all commercial asset exposures,

liquid asset exposures, off balance sheet items and exposures to connected undertakings.  The

limits set out in this chapter therefore apply to all these areas.  It should be noted that asset

exposures where no counterparty is involved are not covered by the BCD (for example, fixed

assets).
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7.3 Definitions

7.3.1 G Under the terms of the BCD an exposure means any of the assets or off balance

sheet items referred to  in Article 43 or Annexes II and IV of the BCD respectively, before the

application of risk weightings and credit conversion factors.  Those items that are relevant to

building societies are identified in Annexes 1B and 1C of chapter 1.  In the BCD, an exposure

to a counterparty or group of connected counterparties is defined as a large exposure where its

value is equal to or exceeds 10% of own funds.  The calculation of own funds for building

societies is explained in chapter 1, particularly in Annex 1A.

7.3.2 G The BCD excludes from the definition of "exposure" the following:

(1) all elements entirely covered by own funds provided that such own funds are

not included in the calculation of the solvency ratio or of other monitoring

ratios provided for in Community acts;

(2) in the case of foreign exchange transactions, exposures incurred in the ordinary

course of settlement during the 48 hours following payment;

(3) in the case of transactions for the purchase or sale of securities, exposures

incurred in the ordinary course of settlement during the five working days

following payment or delivery of the securities, whichever is the earlier.

7.3.3 G A society considering the use of the option in paragraph 7.3.2(1) should consult the

FSA well before it commits itself to a large exposure. The FSA will consider requests from

societies wishing to exercise the option on a case by case basis.

7.3.4 G The calculation of the amount attributable to an off-balance sheet exposure follows

the methodology established in the BCD and explained in Annex 1C.  Full risk items are

counted at full nominal value.  For interest rate and foreign exchange contracts, the method

set out in Annex 1C is to be used, but without any risk weighting by counterparty.
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7.3.5 G Exposures are connected where a group of counterparties are connected: a group of

connected counterparties is defined in the BCD as:

(1) "two or more natural or legal persons who, unless it is shown otherwise,

constitute a single risk because one of them, directly or indirectly, has control

over the other or others; or

(2) two or more natural or legal persons between whom there is no relationship of

control but who are to be regarded as constituting a single risk because they

are so interconnected that, if one of them were to experience financial

problems, the other or all of the others would be likely to encounter repayment

difficulties".

7.3.6 G Control in this context means the relationship between a parent undertaking and a

subsidiary undertaking, as defined in Part VII of the Companies Act 1985 or Part VIII of the

Companies (Northern Ireland) Order 1986 (which implemented Article 1 of Directive

83/349/EEC), or a similar relationship between any natural or legal person and an

undertaking.  All individual exposures to the same counterparty or to a group of connected

counterparties should be aggregated for the purpose of calculating a large exposure.

7.4 Controls on Large Exposures

7.4.1 G In accordance with the BCD, large exposures of societies which do not have any

subsidiary undertakings should be monitored on an unconsolidated basis.  Large exposures of

societies with subsidiaries should, in general, be monitored on a fully consolidated basis.  The

basis of consolidation should be that set out in chapter 1.  For convenience, the term

"supervised group" is used in the following paragraphs to refer to a society and those

subsidiaries subject to consolidated supervision, taken together, and in relation to a

supervised group "own funds" means the consolidated own funds of the group.  Intra-group

exposures (i.e. exposures to connected undertakings) are covered separately in paragraphs

7.5.1 to 7.5.3.

7.4.2 G In accordance with the BCD the following limits will apply:
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(1) A society or supervised group should not incur exposure to an individual

counterparty or group of connected counterparties in excess of 25% of own

funds;

(2) the aggregate of all large exposures of a society or supervised group should not

exceed 800% of own funds; the aggregate of these exposures should not

exceed 300% without the FSA’s written approval.

7.4.3 G The BCD allows certain exemptions from the limits on large exposures, giving the

competent authorities in each Member State the discretion to use these as appropriate.  It also

allows for certain exposures to be reduced by the application of weighting factors (in effect,

partially exempting those exposures).  The exemptions which the FSA allows societies are set

out in section 7.8.

7.5 Exposures to Connected Undertakings

7.5.1 G The BCD takes a different approach to the control of exposures by a credit

institution to counterparties with which it is connected (i.e. typically to other companies in the

same group).  Under Article 49.2, subject to applicable exemptions, all such exposures,

collectively, are subject to a single aggregate limit of 20% of own funds.  Building societies,

however, have two particular features which are not shared by the generality of credit

institutions.  First, a building society will always be the parent entity in a group; it cannot be a

subsidiary nor form a minor part of a diversified non-financial conglomerate.  Second, under

the 1986 Act, as originally enacted, building societies were able to carry out certain activities

only through subsidiary companies or other associated undertakings.  Although subsequent

legislation allows activities to be carried out by the parent society which previously had to be

carried out by subsidiaries, the FSA anticipates that societies may still wish to carry on certain

activities in dedicated subsidiaries.  Given this, the FSA applies, in relation to the single

aggregate limit of 20% of own funds, an exemption for all exposures to a society's own

subsidiaries that are subject to consolidated supervision.  At the same time, the FSA limits

exposures to individual subsidiaries to 20% of own funds.
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7.5.2 G The FSA's approach to consolidated supervision in relation to capital adequacy is

set out in chapter 1, including the criteria for excluding a subsidiary undertaking from the

calculation of the consolidated solvency ratio.  The same approach will apply to the control of

large exposures.  The limits on a society's exposures to counterparties connected with it are

therefore as follows:

(1) in relation to any single subsidiary undertaking or sub-group of subsidiary

undertakings within the supervised group, the society may not incur an

exposure in excess of 20% of own funds;

(2) the aggregate of all exposures of the supervised group to counterparties

connected with the society but outside the supervised group may not exceed

20% of own funds;

(3) large exposures to counterparties connected with the society still count

towards the overall limit of 300% of own funds (or 800%, if the FSA agrees

as set out in paragraph 7.4.2(2)) unless otherwise exempted.

7.5.3 G The FSA will also allow further partial exemption to societies in respect of

exposures of the kind referred to in paragraph 7.5.2(1).  This exemption will draw upon the

principle of solo consolidation described in section 1.11.  An exposure of the kind referred to

in paragraph 7.5.2(1) will be exempt from the limits on large exposures in paragraphs 7.5.2(1)

to 7.5.2(3) where it is agreed by the FSA that the subsidiary undertaking concerned may be

solo consolidated.  Subsidiary undertakings which fall into this category will probably be

those undertaking core business but where the society has decided for structural reasons to

undertake the business through a subsidiary.  Section 1.12 sets out the criteria under which

the FSA considers applications for solo consolidation for mortgage subsidiaries.  In other

cases, societies will need to explain on what basis they consider it appropriate or necessary

for solo consolidation to be granted.  In all cases, the society should specify the maximum

exposure that it is planning to incur.
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7.6 Reporting and Notification of Large Exposures

7.6.1 G The FSA may require large exposures to be reported quarterly and has included

reporting of large exposures on a consolidated basis in Table L of the quarterly return QFS1

for building societies.  Table L of QFS1 also collects additional information on off balance

sheet exposures.

7.6.2 R A society contemplating a new exposure which will exceed 20% of own funds

(or when aggregated with an existing exposure to the same counterparty or group of

connected counterparties would exceed 20% of own funds) must give prior notification

to the FSA of such exposure, before making any commitment, using the standard

reporting form, LEPR1.

7.6.3 R Exposures of between 10% and 20% of own funds must be reported by each

society to the FSA. This information should be reported quarterly by means of Table L

of QFS1.

7.6.4 G If a society exceeds the 300% aggregate limit (or the 800% limit, if the FSA so

agrees), this should be reported immediately to the FSA in writing.

7.6.5 G Societies should also report to the FSA within two months of the end of their

financial year:

(1) confirming that the criteria under which solo consolidation was granted

continue to apply.  If any do not continue to apply, details of the changed

circumstances should be provided;

(2) confirming that the activities of the subsidiary undertaking(s) continue to be

limited to those engaged in at the time that the FSA approved solo

consolidation;

(3) in respect of each case where solo consolidation has been granted, the amount

of the current exposure.
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7.7 Systems: Rules and Guidance

7.7.1 R Each society must maintain adequate systems and controls which enable it to:

(1) monitor and control its large exposures in accordance with its large

exposures policy (referred to in Rule 7.7.3); and

(2) make timely and accurate reports to the FSA on its large exposures.

7.7.2 G Each society should ensure its internal audit programme covers the system for

monitoring and control of large exposures.

7.7.3 R Each society must set out its policy on large exposures as part of its Financial

Risk Management, Liquidity and Lending Policy Statements.

7.7.4 G Paragraphs 4.2.5, 4.2.6, 5.2.7, 5.2.9, 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 contain rules about policy

statements and rule 7.7.3 should be read in conjunction with those rules.

7.8 Exemptions

7.8.1 G This section sets out the exemptions which the FSA allows to societies.  In some

cases, the FSA allows partial exemption by applying a weighting to the asset amount.  The

weighting of asset items means multiplying the asset value in the balance sheet by the

percentage weight and including the weighted amount in any calculation of large exposures.

This process is distinct from, though having some similarities to, the risk weighting of asset

items for solvency ratio purposes and it is important that the two processes, and the respective

weightings, are not confused.

7.8.2 G Assets constituting claims on the central government or central banks of Zone A

countries are fully exempt.  Annex 1G defines Zone A and contains a full list of current Zone

A countries.  Although the Channel Islands, Gibraltar, Bermuda and the Isle of Man may be
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regarded as OECD members for the purpose of calculating a society's solvency ratio they may

not be so regarded for large exposure purposes.

7.8.3 G Assets constituting claims carrying the explicit guarantee of the central

governments or central banks of the countries set out in paragraph 7.8.2 are fully exempt.

7.8.4 G Other exposures attributable to, or guaranteed by, the central governments or central

banks of the countries set out in paragraph 7.8.2 are fully exempt.

7.8.5 G Asset items and other exposures effectively and legally secured by cash deposits

with the society or with any subsidiary undertaking of the society which is also a credit

institution (defined in the BCD as an undertaking with both a deposit taking and a lending

business) are fully exempt.  Societies should note that this definition excludes most existing

subsidiaries.

7.8.6 G Claims on and exposures to other credit institutions (including to other building

societies) are subject to weightings, for the purpose of calculating exposures, as follows:

(1) Maturity of one year or less: 0% (i.e. fully exempt);

(2) Subject to prior written agreement from the FSA, societies’ derivative

exposures to banks, other building societies and investment firms subject to

the Capital Adequacy Directive (CAD) (or subject to a regime that the FSA

deems to be equivalent to CAD) with a maturity of over one year but under

three years: 20% (i.e. partially exempt)

except where the exposure represents the own funds (as defined in the BCD) of the other

institution (e.g. subordinated debt), in which case the exemption does not apply.

7.8.7 G Societies should note that the exemptions in paragraph 7.8.6 do not apply to their

own subsidiaries, which also happen to be credit institutions or investment firms subject to

CAD.
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8 Mortgage Indemnity Insurance

8.1 Introduction

8.1.1 G  This chapter replaces PN 1998/8 issued by the Commission and contains rules and

guidance for societies on mortgage indemnity insurance.  The acronym MIG (Mortgage

Indemnity Guarantee) is used throughout, as it is widely understood as shorthand for

mortgage indemnity insurance.

8.1.2 G  The chapter outlines the types of cover available to societies to protect themselves

against the risks of high loan to value (“LTV”) lending.  These include the use of a captive

insurance company, excess of loss and self-insurance as well as MIG provided by an external

insurer, which may be the preferred option for most societies.  The chapter sets out factors the

FSA will take into account in assessing the adequacy of a society’s policy for protecting itself

against high LTV risk and comments briefly on capital adequacy and systems.

8.2 Rules

8.2.1 R  A society undertaking any new lending at a high LTV ratio must have an

adequate policy in place to provide protection against the greater risks involved with

such lending.  In this rule, “high LTV” means lending with an LTV ratio in excess of

80%.

8.2.2 G  The extent of the protection in place will be a factor in determining the society's

threshold solvency ratio.  Factors that the FSA will consider in assessing the adequacy of the

policy required in 8.2.1 are set out in the guidance in the rest of this chapter.
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8.3 Factors the FSA will consider in assessing compliance with rule 8.2.1

8.3.1 G  In deciding how to manage risk from high LTV lending, societies should assess the

monetary value to them of the types of cover available and consider the risks and benefits

associated with each type of cover, including the losses they could bear.  They should assess

the systems and accounting implications of changes to the type and level of cover provided.

8.3.2 G  Societies have a number of options for managing risk from high LTV lending.

They may dispense with MIG altogether, in conjunction with a change to lending policy to

"re-balance" the risk profile of the society's loan portfolio.  They may continue MIG cover on

the best terms available or approach alternative MIG insurers, to establish whether cover on

better terms than the standard MIG contract is available.  They can consider other forms of

insurance, such as excess of loss, self-insurance, and use of a captive insurance company.

8.3.3 G  Whilst societies should regard the covenant of the borrower as their principal

source of repayment, a comfortable margin in the value of the security is of vital importance.

Past experience suggests that it would be imprudent to continue with high LTV lending

without obtaining some form of additional protection against the risks involved.

8.3.4  G  Therefore, societies undertaking high LTV lending that end their MIG cover and put

nothing else in its place, should reduce substantially the proportion of new high LTV lending

they undertake.  If societies in this position decide not to reduce the level of high LTV

lending, the FSA will take into account the society's increased risk profile in setting its

threshold solvency ratio.

8.3.5 G  The remainder of this chapter focuses on the types of protection against high LTV

risk which are available.

8.4 Captive Mortgage Indemnity Insurance Companies (MIG Captives)
8.4.1 G  The use of a MIG captive can be a sensible way to manage risk from high LTV

lending.  This section sets out the factors the FSA will take into account when assessing

whether the use of a captive by a society meets the requirement in rule 8.2.1.
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8.4.2 G  A captive is a means of retaining and managing risk, wholly or partially, within the

group.  A society should first consider whether, and to what extent, it wishes to retain risk

before deciding on any particular mechanism for risk retention.  It should consider what its

objectives are for high LTV risk and then assess how various forms of cover, including a MIG

captive, could meet the objectives.  Under the standard MIG contract, the lender retains a

significant portion of risk and a captive may be a suitable means for managing that risk.

8.4.3 G  A captive could take on all or part of the society’s mortgage indemnity business.  A

wholly-owned captive should not provide unlimited MIG cover to its parent society: cover

should be capped in some way, perhaps with a limit on claims arising from any one year's

lending.  The terms of cover provided by the captive to the parent, and the premiums charged,

should be reviewed at least annually.  Very generous cover may mean that the captive cannot

fully meet the claims on it, and if a captive is unable to meet those claims the loss will revert

to the society.

8.4.4 G  For smaller societies an "association captive", owned by a group of societies, can

be suitable for handling their mortgage indemnity risks.  There may be practical difficulties

involved, for example, the need for each society to be comfortable with the lending policy of

its fellow-owners and the need to pool information.  Proper oversight is likely to be more

difficult when a captive is multi-owned.

8.4.5 G  Society MIG captives should normally be wholly-owned by one or more building

societies and provide MIG cover only to the owner society/societies (or to respective

subsidiaries).  Any scheme which envisages wider ownership, writing MIG business for other

lenders or other lines of insurance business should address the different risks involved.  Such

a company would, of course, not be a pure MIG captive and the FSA's capital requirements

are likely to reflect this.

8.4.6 G  Societies should consider how the captive will set its premiums.  A sensible

starting point might be the amount paid for the equivalent external MIG cover and

information about the society's lending book, and its claims propensity, should be collected to

enable the business to be rated accurately in future.  Initial assumptions about the size and

frequency of claims should be tested against actual experience.  If the captive underprices the
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cover it may be difficult for the society, because of borrower resistance or competitive

pressures, if the captive were to increase premiums later.

8.4.7 G  Societies should consider over what period income can prudently be recognised by

the captive, having regard to industry good practice for this kind of business and the likely

timescale for emergence of claims.  Regular reviews should compare the profit earning period

chosen with actual claims experience.  Societies should undertake detailed financial

modelling to show what premium the captive can be expected to receive and what claims will

arise for each annual tranche of lending over, say, a 10 year period.  This will involve a full

analysis of the performance of the society's mortgage book and societies should take the

appropriate professional, including actuarial, advice.

8.4.8 G  A captive is an appropriate vehicle for carrying normal MIG losses but is

unsuitable for bearing exceptional losses over and above the normal level.  Societies with or

intending to establish MIG captives should obtain reinsurance to cover the risk of exceptional

losses.  Societies should consider what price the captive can pay for reinsurance and still

remain commercially viable.  Societies should also assess the terms on which reinsurance

cover is offered, especially any restrictions on lending criteria, the financial standing of the re-

insurer and its commitment to the MIG market.

8.4.9 G  A captive may be exposed to greater risk in its early years of operation and

societies should consider additional protection during this period.  A captive may, for

example, take out financial reinsurance or finite risk insurance to smooth cashflow.

8.4.10 G  A captive needs capital to ensure that it can meet claims in all circumstances.  In

setting capital for a captive, societies should consider whether the captive is robust enough to

weather exceptional losses arising from a "severe adverse case".  Such a case might include

high interest rates, a high level of borrower default and falls in both house prices and turnover

- comparable to the worst experience during the period 1989-1992.  It would be reasonable to

assume that the "severe adverse case" would affect three consecutive years' lending.

8.4.11 G  The captive should assess its probable maximum liability to claims at any one time,

on each year of lending, based on a "severe adverse case".  The residual risk to the captive
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from each year of lending can be calculated taking into account this probable maximum

liability, capped by reinsurance if used, and offset by the amount built up from net premiums

and investment income.  This is the “risk gap” for that year of lending.  The relevant local

insurance supervisors (most captives are located offshore) will impose their own capital

requirements, and the FSA expects societies to comply with these.  However, societies and

their advisers should develop their own methodologies for assessing the prudent level of

capital for the captive over and above the regulatory minimum.  The FSA will take into

account the society’s methodology for setting capital (including the concepts set out above) in

assessing the adequacy of a society’s policy for managing high LTV risk.

8.4.12 G  A society may either make the full amount of its capital commitment available

immediately to the captive as fully paid share capital or keep part of its commitment in

reserve.  At least the capital requirements of the local insurance supervisor should be met

through fully paid share capital.  Societies can provide part of the overall capital commitment

in the form of issued but uncalled, or partly paid share capital - where the captive is entitled to

call for payment at any time and at its sole discretion.

8.4.13 G  For solvency ratio purposes, a subsidiary MIG captive should be included in the

consolidated calculation in accordance with Chapter 1 (Solvency).  In calculating the society

only solvency ratio, the FSA has adopted a composite treatment for building societies which

recognises both that the capital invested in the captive bears a heavier risk of loss than the

generality of investments in subsidiaries, and that the captive bears only the society's own

lending risk and is not using its capital to "gear up" and assume new external liabilities.  Of

the total capital committed to the captive, whether fully paid or not, 25% (or, if greater, the

capital requirement of the local insurance supervisor) should be deducted from the society's

own funds, in the society-only calculation.  The remainder should be risk-weighted at 100%

as an investment in a subsidiary.

8.4.14 G  Societies should consider where any captive should be domiciled and the choice

of location should be made according to clear criteria (including convenience to facilitate

effective oversight).  Whichever location is chosen, the captive will need to obtain

authorisation from the local supervisory authority and the FSA will communicate with that

body about any application for authorisation.
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8.4.15 G  The society should put in place controls to oversee the operation of its captive.

The captive should be overseen at a high level within the society and within a department

(e.g. finance) independent of the lending/marketing function.  The society should consider

what regular information the captive should provide to the parent to enable proper oversight.

8.4.16 G  The captive managers should meet regularly with the captive’s board to discuss

issues such as the adequacy of reserves and premium rates.  The FSA also expects societies to

commission an external review of the performance of the captive including actuarial advice

on the same issues, say every two years, with a minimum of every three years.

8.4.17 G  Local insurance supervisors have detailed rules about the type of asset which

count towards the captive's solvency margin.  The captive's investment policy should be

clearly documented, specifying acceptable types of instrument and counterparties.  The

captive’s directors should set investment policy rather than the captive managers or fund

managers.  In the early years of the captive's life, the funds should be invested in a prudent

combination of bank/building society deposits, government securities and other high quality

securities.  The captive may deposit funds with the parent society provided the society meets

the criteria specified in the captive's investment policy (although local insurance supervisors

are unlikely to permit the captive to deposit 100% of its funds back with the parent).

8.4.18 G  Societies may consider arrangements whereby a third party, such as a UK

composite insurer, owns a captive insurance company which "rents" underwriting capacity to

a society for its own MIG business (known in the market as a "rent-a-captive").  Any society

intending to follow this route should consider the basis of the cover and the availability of

reinsurance cover and, as a result of these factors, how much risk it retains.

8.4.19 G  The activities of society-owned MIG captives may be expanded to enable them to

write other business including insurance of other risks incurred by the parent society or

another part of the society group and reinsurance of other lines of business originated by the

parent society group.

8.4.20 G  Where such business is written by society-owned MIG captives, sufficient capital

and reserves should be maintained to enable the risk gap for MIG business to be met in full.
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For these new lines of business, at least the capital requirements of the local insurance

supervisor should be met through fully paid share capital.

8.4.21 G  To avoid "double gearing", a society's investment in these new lines of business,

and loans of a capital nature to finance such business, should be excluded, in full, when

calculating its solvency ratio as set out in Chapter 1 (Solvency).

8.4.22 G  Capital and reserves maintained for MIG business should be legally "ring-

fenced" from the capital and reserves held to meet new lines of business.  Captives should

therefore adopt an appropriate and effective legal structure.

8.5 Self-Insurance and Non-Insurance

8.5.1 G  Self-insurance is another way of containing high LTV risk.  This section sets out

the factors that the FSA will have regard to when assessing the adequacy of any policy for

managing high LTV risk which uses this approach.

8.5.2 G  With self-insurance some or all of the risk is retained by the society and either

borrowers are charged a "premium" (e.g. a fee or additional interest) or the society absorbs the

cost through self-charging.  The FSA will consider either to be a prudent approach, provided

charges to borrowers or the level of self-charging is adequate.

8.5.3 G  With non-insurance some or all of the risk is retained by the society, but no charge

or self-charge is made.  In such cases, the society will be deemed to have no protection

against the risk associated with high LTV lending and should follow the guidance in

paragraph 8.3.4.

8.5.4 G  Societies may combine an external MIG policy with self-insurance or non-

insurance.  This will arise, for example, under the co-insurance arrangements applied by

many insurers, where the external MIG covers 80% of the risk but the society retains the

remaining 20%.  Where a society has a co-insurance arrangement or a cap on claims with

their MIG insurers, it should consider what action should be taken in respect of that

proportion of the risk it retains.
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8.6 Charging for Self-Insurance

8.6.1 G  Societies which retain some or all of their MIG risk without using a captive will

need a methodology for determining the amount of risk being accepted and the level of charge

to borrowers (or self-charging) for carrying that additional risk.

8.6.2 G  To assess the level of charge or self-charging required, societies should devise a

methodology to assess the relative risk from differing loan products, borrower types and types

and location of property. Such a methodology should use historical statistical information

evaluated using a range of assumptions (future interest rates, property prices etc).

Independent specialist advice (e.g. from a firm of actuaries) is highly desirable.

8.7 Excess of Loss Insurance

8.7.1 G  Excess of loss or stop loss insurance is another way of protecting against risks

arising from high LTV lending.  Such policies meet claims once a certain threshold loss to the

society (the excess or deductible) has been reached.  They usually have a defined upper limit,

after which losses revert to the society, and they may involve an element of co-insurance.

8.8 Mortgage Book Acquisitions

8.8.1 G  Societies should also consider the risks arising from high LTV lending where

they have acquired the loans through a mortgage book acquisition.  Following completion of

the transaction, the principles of this chapter should be applied to the portfolio of loans

acquired.  Societies should also ensure that any captive acquired meets the rule and guidance

in this chapter within a reasonable time of the acquisition.

8.9 Capital Adequacy

8.9.1 G  As set out in Chapter 1 (Solvency), the FSA will consider the lending policy and

the MIG arrangements of each society when reviewing its threshold solvency ratio.  The
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assessment will focus on the degree of risk accepted or retained by the society rather than the

mechanism used to manage the risk.

8.9.2 G  However, the FSA considers that the magnitude of risk retained by a society that

either self-insures its entire MIG risk on-balance sheet, or places its entire MIG risk with a

captive without reinsurance or takes no action to cover the uninsured portion of MIG risk

under the standard external contract, is such that, other things being equal, the FSA is likely

to raise that society’s threshold ratio.

8.10 Systems

8.10.1 G  Societies should ensure that their systems are adequate to monitor and control the

risks arising from high LTV lending.  (Systems should, of course be adequate to monitor and

control all lending, but this chapter focuses on high LTV lending).  For example, where

societies self-insure, they should operate adequate systems for collecting charges from

borrowers (or self-charging) and should set up systems to collect data on the performance of

the loan book to help them set appropriate charge levels and assess likely future losses.

Where any kind of captive arrangement is used, a society’s systems should collect data on the

performance of the loan book to refine the underwriting, pricing and reserving/reinsurance

policies of the captive.
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9 Systems

9.1 Introduction

9.1.1  G This chapter replaces PN 1996/4 issued by the Commission.  It contains rules

and guidance on societies’ systems of business control and accounting records.  It

supplements, for building societies, Principle 3 and the rules and guidance on senior

management arrangements and systems and controls in SYSC, in particular, rule SYSC3.1.1

(“a firm must take reasonable care to establish and maintain such systems and controls as are

appropriate to its business”).

9.2 Rules and Evidential Provisions

9.2.1  R A society must have, and ensure that its subsidiary undertakings, if any,

have, a fully-documented system of control.

9.2.1(1)  G The guidance in section 9.4 applies to the society and any subsidiary

undertakings, unless the context clearly dictates otherwise.  It is recognised that it may be

more convenient for systems of control of the society and any subsidiary undertakings to be

integrated, rather than maintained separately.

9.2.2  G Guidance on the documentation of systems of control is given in section 9.5.

9.2.3  E (1) A society should have an internal audit function (this may be either in

house or outsourced to a third party).

 (2) Contravention of 9.2.3(1) may be relied upon as tending to establish

contravention of SYSC3.1.1.

9.2.4  G Guidance on internal audit is given in section 9.6 and in SYSC 3.2.16.

9.2.5  E (1) A society should establish an audit committee consisting of at least three

members who are also non-executive directors;
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 (2) Contravention of 9.2.5(1) may be relied on as tending to establish

contravention of SYSC3.1.1.

9.2.6  G Guidance on audit committees is given in section 9.7 and in SYSC3.2.15.

9.2.7  R A society must maintain, and submit to the FSA, a board-approved

corporate plan.

9.2.8  R A society making any significant change to its corporate plan must

provide the FSA with a copy of the amended plan as soon as possible after it has been

adopted.

9.2.9  G Guidance on corporate planning systems is given in paragraphs 9.4.13 to

9.4.18.

9.3 Accounting Records and Systems

9.3.1  G A society is required by SYSC3.2.20 to take reasonable care to make and

retain adequate records (including accounting records) and should have appropriate systems

and controls in place to fulfil its obligations with respect to adequacy, access, periods of

retention and security of records.

9.3.2  G Every building society is also required, under section 71(1) and (2) of the 1986

Act, to keep accounting records which:-

(1) explain the society’s transactions;

(2) disclose, with reasonable accuracy and promptness, the state of the business of

the society at any time;

(3) enable the directors properly to discharge the duties imposed on them by or

under the 1986 Act and their functions of direction of the affairs of the society;

(4) enable the society properly to discharge the duties imposed on it by or under

the 1986 Act.

9.3.3  G The records should contain (see section 71(3) of the 1986 Act) entries in

respect of all payments and receipts together with descriptions thereof, entries of all
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transactions giving rise to, or likely to give rise to, assets or liabilities and a record of the

assets and liabilities of the society, in particular of any class relevant to the “nature limits” in

sections 6 and 7 of the 1986 Act.

9.3.4  G The main reasons why a building society should maintain adequate accounting

and other records are:

(1) to provide the directors and management of the society with adequate financial

and other information to enable them to conduct its business in a prudent

manner on a day-to-day basis;

(2) to safeguard the assets of the society and the interests of investors;

(3) to assist directors of the society to fulfil their statutory duties in relation to the

preparation of annual accounts;

(4) to provide the directors and management of the society with sufficient timely

and accurate information to assist them to submit the information required or

requested by the FSA.

9.3.5  G To achieve this, the society’s accounting systems should disclose, in an

orderly and integrated way, with reasonable accuracy and promptness, the state of the

business at any time.  The records should be maintained to enable financial and business

information to be extracted promptly, so that directors and management can monitor and

control the performance of the business, the state of its affairs and the risks to which it is

exposed.  The nature of, and frequency with which, information is prepared, its level of

detail, and the amount of narrative analysis and explanation, and who should receive it, is for

directors and senior management to decide.

9.3.6  G More detailed guidance on accounting records and systems is set out at Annex

9A, which is derived from the FSA’s guidance in the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for

banks.  References in Annex 9A to “banks”, and where appropriate “companies”, are taken to

include building societies.
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9.4 Systems of Business Control

9.4.1  G A society should have systems to enable the directors to control the conduct of

its business and to control the accounting and other records.  To exercise proper control over

the business, the directors should understand the underlying business activities, and how they

are carried out.  Directors should have procedures in place to identify and assess the risks

which may arise through the conduct of that business.  Control objectives should be set for

each area of the business, controls established and maintained which address appropriately

the identified risks to ensure the prudent conduct of the business in accordance with the

society’s policies, and compliance with all relevant laws and regulations and the FSA’s rules.

9.4.2  G A society is required by SYSC3.1.1 to take reasonable care to establish and

maintain such systems and controls as are appropriate to its business.  In addition, SYSC3.2.6

requires a society to take reasonable care to establish and maintain effective systems and

controls for compliance with regulatory requirements and standards.  More detailed guidance

on internal control systems is set out at Annex 9B, which is derived from the FSA’s guidance

in the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for banks.  References in Annex 9B to “banks” are

taken to include building societies.

Organisational control systems

9.4.3  G Societies are required by SYSC2.1.1 to take reasonable care to maintain a

clear and appropriate apportionment of significant responsibilities among its directors and

senior managers.  In addition, SYSC2.1.3 requires the apportionment of the responsibilities

and establishment and maintenance of systems and controls to be overseen by a senior

individual.  SYSC2.2.1 requires societies to keep an up-to-date record of such arrangements.

9.4.4  G Societies should have:

(1) clearly defined organisational arrangements and a defined structure of

authorities, mandates and responsibilities, including reporting lines, which

distinguish between decisions to be reserved for the board and those to be

delegated to board committees, or managers and employees;  and

(2) arrangements for reviewing the compliance with and effectiveness of

organisational controls.
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9.4.5  G The composition and operation of the board of a society, and the maintenance

of a properly defined structure of board committees, are important elements of high level

organisational controls (see chapter 3 Boards and Management).

9.4.6  G The directors of a society should ensure that:

(1) the society’s overall organisational arrangements are adequately defined and

documented, usually through an organisation manual;

(2) the society’s decision-making processes, including authority limits and

responsibilities, are properly defined and documented, usually through

operating manuals; and

(3) compliance with approved authority limits and stipulated segregation of duties

is effectively monitored and controlled.

Management information systems

9.4.7  G More detailed guidance on information for management is set out at

paragraphs 6-8 in section 3.2.3 of Annex 9A.

9.4.8  G The board and management of a society should satisfy themselves that:

(1) the information available is sufficient to enable the board to measure, manage

and control risks identified in accordance with paragraph 9.4.1;

(2) the information available is sufficient for a proper assessment of the potential

risks for the society and the proper determination of its need for capital and

liquidity;

(3) the information available is sufficiently comprehensive to provide the board

with a clear statement of the performance and financial position of the society;

(4) management information reports are prepared for the board and management

on a regular and timely basis, consistent with the dynamics of the business

area reported on.  Such reports should allow exposure to be monitored against

limits and other parameters set by the board;
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(5) actual performance is compared with prior periods and with budgeted

performance at least quarterly and that significant variations are highlighted

and explained;

(6) sufficient attention is focused on key factors affecting income and

expenditure, including capital expenditure, and that appropriate performance

indicators are employed;

(7) management information is accurately prepared from the underlying

accounting and other records and is presented in a clear, consistent and

understandable way.

9.4.9  G The form and content of management information should be reviewed

regularly.  It should be appropriate and relevant to the current business of the society and to

market conditions.  Such information should include financial information and other matters

such as current market conditions and trends, reporting on the control environment and the

status of any current control issues, and the extent of achievement of quantitative and

qualitative business targets.  Information should clearly indicate the extent of future

commitments, as well as the current position arising from treasury management operations.

9.4.10  G In forming a view on whether the management information system is

sufficiently comprehensive, the board and management of a society should consider whether

the information made available to them provides, for both the society and, where applicable,

the group, a clear statement of:

(1) the capital position;

(2) the liquidity position;

(3) the exposures arising from treasury management operations, including an

analysis of off-balance sheet positions;

(4) profits and losses, assets and liabilities, and funds flows;

(5) the profitability of products, services and subsidiary undertakings;

(6) the balance sheet ratios in relation to the lending and funding limits in sections

6 and 7 of the 1986 Act;
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(7) the society’s actual exposure, in those areas where the board has set a limit,

compared to that limit.

9.4.11  G The above matters should be compared against limits, ratios and other

parameters set by the board and notified to the FSA or other regulatory authorities.

Information for the FSA

9.4.12  G Information reported to the FSA should be accurate and timely.  Societies

must complete returns in accordance with the FSA’s requirements, set out in chapter 16 of the

Supervision Manual, and submit them within the specified timetable.  Returns should be

reviewed prior to their submission to the FSA at a sufficiently senior level.  The procedures

should check for consistency between different returns, between the various tables in the

same return, and between the returns and information prepared for the board.

Planning systems

9.4.13  G A satisfactory planning system should help a society to comply with its

regulatory obligations.  It is for each society to decide what is an appropriate planning

horizon and to maintain and develop planning systems appropriate to its individual

circumstances and the changing business environment.

9.4.14  G Rule 9.2.7 requires each society to maintain, and send to the FSA, a corporate

plan.  This should deal with longer-term strategic issues, should be reviewed and updated

annually and should include:

(1) views on the markets in which the society competes and the society’s position

in those markets;

(2) identification of the society’s strengths and weaknesses, market and other

opportunities open to it, and threats to the society’s business;

(3) a clear enunciation of the society’s strategic aims and action to achieve those

aims;

(4) the resource implications of the strategic aims (including information

technology, senior management and staff, and financial resources);
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(5) financial projections, including sensitivity analyses.

9.4.15  G A corporate plan should not simply consist of a number of desirable aims, but

should set out the process for achieving these and within what timescale.  The board should

ensure that there are appropriate policies and procedures in place to implement the strategic

plan, as well as mechanisms to monitor achievement against the plan so that, if necessary,

appropriate corrective action may be taken.

9.4.16  G The planning systems of a society should also set, review and revise short and

medium-term financial and other objectives, consistent with the society’s longer-term

strategic aims.

9.4.17  G The planning, detailed budgeting and financial accounting systems and

processes should be integrated to enable outcomes to be monitored against plan, and for the

feedback of results into management decisions and into the planning process.  Some of the

key features of such processes are:

(1) There should be clearly-defined short, medium and long-term planning

systems, with an unambiguous allocation of responsibilities within the

organisation for the development, review, approval and implementation of

plans, and for subsequent monitoring of performance against them.

(2) The elements of any plan should be supported by adequate data, obtained from

internal and external sources, and by critical analysis.

(3) A range of possible outcomes should be considered, relating to varying levels

of risk and/or uncertainty, and their financial impact on profitability and

capital strength assessed.

(4) Key indicators should be identified against which actual performance will be

tracked.  Actual data should be prepared on a basis consistent with the plan, to

enable proper comparison to be made.

9.4.18  G Comprehensive arrangements, documented in business recovery plans, should

be in place to ensure continuity of business in the event of some unforeseen disaster such as a

fire or bomb damage.  Information technology (“IT”) is an extremely important element, and

any business recovery plan should include the possibility of major hardware or software
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failure.  Planning should cover all aspects of a society’s business that might be affected,

including premises, personnel and external communications.  These arrangements should be

regularly reviewed and tested to ensure that they work in practice.

Information Technology

9.4.19  G IT is a major feature of any society’s business.  Mistakes in this area could be

very costly to a society, in terms of money, staff resource and market share.  The board of a

society should be sufficiently knowledgeable and experienced to appreciate the issues

involved and be in a position to exercise proper control over IT systems and developments.

9.4.20  G The board and management of a society should address a wide range of IT

issues, some of which are set out below:

(1) The society should have an IT strategy which is consistent with its longer-term

strategic aims.

(2) Procedures should be in place to ensure that a comprehensive evaluation is

made of proposed major IT investment and that the technical and business

cases for the investment are clearly demonstrated.

(3) There should be an appropriate allocation of responsibility for IT issues and an

organisation structure which is conducive to a strong IT control environment.

(4) The security of data and systems is of paramount importance.  Controls should

be in place to minimise the risk of unauthorised physical and logical access, or

the loss of data.  Such controls should cover not only centralised mainframe

processing but also remote terminals and stand-alone or linked PCs.

(5) The board should exercise strong control over the development and

implementation of new or significantly modified systems.  Appropriate

technical and project management skills are required and boards should

consider seeking expert outside assistance.

(6) Internal audit should have skills and experience to assess the effectiveness of

IT controls.  Internal audit should be involved in an advisory capacity during
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the development of significant new IT systems, to ensure that appropriate

controls are in place.

9.5 Documentation of Systems

9.5.1  G Rule 9.2.1 requires a society’s system of control to be fully documented.

Documents setting out the systems of control should be available to the board at all times.

The documentation helps boards to assess if systems are maintained and controls are

operating effectively.  It also helps those reviewing the systems to ensure that the controls are

those that have been authorised, that they are complete and adequate for their purpose.  The

use of policy statements documenting the society’s policy in a particular area (e.g. lending) is

an important element of high level controls.

Form of documentation

9.5.2  G The board and management of a society should determine the form of

documentation to be adopted.  Considerations should including the following:

(1) It should be comprehensive.  It should cover all material aspects of the

operations and business of the society.

(2) It should be integrated.  Separate elements of the system should be interrelated

and cross-referred so that the system can be viewed as an integrated totality.

(3) It should identify risks, and the controls and other arrangements established to

manage those risks.  The controls should be identified and their purpose

defined so that their effectiveness can be evaluated and so that the relationship

and interdependence with other controls can be established.

(4) It should attribute responsibility for operating the controls.  There should be

named persons or posts for each control operation, alternatives in case of

absence, and continuity of standards of control during absence.

(5) It should state how operation of the control is to be evidenced.  Evidence

would normally require signatures or initials; records and registers; retention

of control documents; staff attendance records.
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(6) It should establish a comprehensive and unambiguous control discipline.  The

instructions should be clear and precise, avoiding expressions in relation to

control functions such as “normally” and “if possible”.

(7) It should be suitable for practical, day to day use.  The separate specifications

of controls should have a practical role in the review and improvement of

systems, for example, through the inspection function.

(8) It should be up to date.  There should be an accurate description of the system

that has been established and is operating.  When changes are made to the

systems the appropriate systems of control need to be both established and

documented by the time the changes become operative.

(9) It should require confirmation of compliance.  Managers in branches and other

areas of a society’s business are key control points within the overall control

system.  They should periodically be required to confirm to the board, to the

best of their knowledge and belief, compliance with the controls within the

system which has been established.

9.5.3  G The content and level of detail required in documentation prepared for

directors and senior management may be different from that required in documentation

prepared for the use of more junior staff.  In the latter case the main purpose of system

documentation is typically to guide staff through the clerical and IT procedures.  Such

material may be detailed and contain only limited coverage of the control procedures

applying to the work of that staff member.  The board and senior management require a

summarised version, with a wider scope and with a greater emphasis on controls.  Whatever

form of documentation is adopted it should facilitate an understanding of the society’s

systems, procedures and controls, at the level appropriate to the user.

9.5.4  G Societies should make explicit the accounting and other controls which are

applicable to their systems, in a separate section of a procedures manual or in a separate

document devoted to controls.

9.5.5.  G Documentation should not be restricted to “lower-level” clerical and

authorisation controls applied in transaction processing, but should also cover “high level”

supervisory controls and accordingly should deal with:
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(1) powers to be exercised only by the board, and powers delegated to others;

(2) the purpose, composition and reporting lines of committees of directors and

senior management to whom powers or responsibilities are delegated;

(3) the specific roles, responsibilities and reporting lines of board members,

including the Chairman, executive and non-executive directors;

(4) the timing, form and purpose of meetings of the directors and the mechanism

whereby agreed board strategies, policies and decisions are recorded and their

implementation monitored.

IT controls

9.5.6  G The documentation of IT controls should be integrated within the overall

documentation of a society’s system of business control.  Operating manuals provided by a

IT supplier can form a useful part of a society’s procedures documentation but it is less likely

that such manuals will be in a form which enables them to comprise part of the control

documentation.  The criteria set out in paragraph 9.5.2 apply equally to the controls

surrounding IT systems.

9.5.7  G There will be a number of key controls performed within the IT and computer

programs and a society should ensure that it documents all such controls if reliance is being

placed on them.

9.6 Internal Audit

Purpose of internal audit

9.6.1  G The purpose of internal audit is to:

(1) provide regular appraisal for management and the board as to the overall

effectiveness of the control systems, including all proposed changes, and to

recommend improvements where considered desirable or necessary;

(2) determine whether the systems and controls established by management and

the board have operated as laid down (in the society’s control documentation)
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and comply with policies, procedures, laws, regulations and any other relevant

requirements;

(3) assess whether financial and operating information supplied to management

and the board is accurate, pertinent, timely and complete.

9.6.2  G Societies should ensure that their internal audit function adequately covers, in

addition to detailed operational activities, the following areas:

(1) Controls to verify the accuracy and completeness of monitoring returns and

other information provided to the FSA.

(2) Controls to ensure compliance with all regulatory requirements.

(3) Broader management controls, such as the controls over business planning,

systems for monitoring and reporting on financial performance and other key

business indicators.

(4) Controls over new areas of business and other initiatives, whether carried out

within the society or through subsidiaries or other associated undertakings.

(5) “High level” controls, including those referred to in section 9.4.

9.6.3  G The board and management of a society should satisfy themselves that the

following considerations have been satisfactorily addressed within the context of the scale,

range, complexity and pace of development of the society’s business and accounting systems:

(1) To maintain its objectivity, the internal audit function should be independent

of the functions it inspects.

(2) The internal audit function should have sufficient manpower resources

available to it so that it can achieve its agreed objectives.

(3) Qualifications, experience and training of the individuals performing the

internal audit function should be adequate in relation to the objectives.

(4) The status and reporting relationship of the head of the internal audit function

should be sufficient to maintain the independence and objectivity of the

function.  The head of internal audit should have the right of direct access at
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any time to the highest level of management and the board, including in

particular the chairman of the audit committee and the chairman of the society.

9.6.4  G Audit committees have a key role to play in controlling the work of the

internal audit function and receiving its reports.

Key elements of an internal audit function

9.6.5  G The key elements of a system of internal audit include:

(1) terms of reference: these should be specified with precision and should

include, amongst other matters, scope and objectives of the internal audit

function, and reporting requirements.  They should be approved by

management and the board.  Internal auditors will require a wide-ranging

access to records and documents, including material prepared for and by the

board.  They will also need to be empowered to obtain information and

explanations from staff at all levels, including directors.  The terms of

reference should, accordingly, be framed so as to provide such access.

(2) risk analysis: risks identified and the controls put in place by management to

address those risks should be considered in each area of the society’s business.

In this context risk will be much wider than just the risk of pecuniary loss, or

error or mis-statement in the accounting records.  Reputational risk and wider

operational and business risks should also be considered.  The adequacy of the

controls should be assessed.  Weaknesses in control should be drawn to the

attention of the audit committee or the board as specified in the terms of

reference.  Full consideration should be given to the high level controls in

place within the society.

(3) audit plan: an audit plan should be developed, covering all aspects of the

society’s business.  The audit plan should identify the scope and frequency of

work to be carried out in each area.  Audit effort should be focused on those

areas identified in the risk analysis as higher risk.  However, over a set time-

frame, all areas should be covered.  The plan should be reviewed and

approved by the audit committee before work commences.
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(4) detailed programmes: these should set out the specific tests to be performed in

each area of the audit plan.

(5) working papers: adequate working papers should be maintained to record the

audit planning and execution, principal findings and follow-up action.  They

should evidence the individual who performed the programmed work, how it

was controlled and supervised, and record the conclusions reached, with cross-

referencing to the reports made and action taken.

(6) system of reporting: the results of the work performed should be reported to

the audit committee, or the board, in accordance with the terms of reference.

Such reporting should be carried out on a regular, at least quarterly, and timely

basis; obviously serious matters should be raised immediately.  The reports

should briefly describe the area(s) covered, significant matters arising,

recommendations and overall conclusions.  Procedures should be established

to ensure that recommendations have been implemented or non-implemented

validly justified.

9.6.6  G The key elements required for a system of inspection are not affected if

internal audit services are outsourced, in whole or in part, to an auditing firm.  For smaller

societies, in particular, this can be a cost-effective way of obtaining the required level of

resource, including appropriate technical skills.  However, boards of societies which pursue

this route should take into account the guidance in chapter 11 on Outsourcing and consider

the following issues:

(1) It is particularly important that clear and comprehensive terms of reference are

laid down.  These should specify the anticipated total resources to be provided

by the audit firm, including total number of man-weeks and staff grades and/or

specialisms.  The terms of reference should also make clear how, and under

what circumstances, the audit firm would be involved in assignments which

may not have been specifically contemplated when the annual internal audit

plan was drawn up.

(2) Boards should satisfy themselves that the timing and frequency of visits by the

audit firm is appropriate for the level of assurance which the board requires,
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and will also enable the audit firm to be fully up to date regarding business,

and control, developments.

(3) Where there is outsourcing of only one particular element of internal audit –

for example, computer audit, or audit of the treasury function - such

assignments should be fully integrated into the overall internal audit plan.

Reporting and review

9.6.7  G The board should satisfy itself that the internal audit function is being properly

carried out.  To enable it to review the overall effectiveness of the inspection function it

should consider on an annual basis, or more regularly, the following aspects:

(1) Adequacy of resources, including number, experience and skills of staff within

the internal audit function.  There may be circumstances, in situations where

specific skills are believed to be deficient, when the board considers it

appropriate to obtain these skills from an external source.  Societies in these

circumstances might consider looking to their external auditors.  However

there is clearly potential for a conflict of interest to arise, regardless of whether

the work would be carried out by persons not directly involved in the audit.

External auditors should not be involved in this way, except under exceptional

circumstances.  Societies should discuss such a proposal with the FSA.

(2) Adequacy and scope of planning and work performed, including the allocation

of audit effort to each area of the society’s business.

(3) Frequency, quality and timeliness of reporting on matters arising from the

work of the internal audit function.

(4) Resolution of points and recommendations raised, and reasons for any

rejection of major points.

(5) Review of overall effectiveness of the internal audit function.
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9.7 Board Review and Oversight

Audit committees

9.7.1  G Ultimate responsibility for the effective operation of a society’s systems of

control rests with the society’s board of directors.  As with any board committee, the audit

committee should have clear and full written terms of reference, that make clear its role,

responsibilities and reporting lines.

9.7.2  G A society’s board should establish an audit committee of non-executive

directors consisting of at least 3 members.  Executive directors should not be members of the

committee.  If the society’s chairman is an audit committee member, he or she should not

chair the committee.  The internal auditor should report directly to the committee and it is

usual for the chief executive, and other executives as appropriate, to attend by invitation at

least part of the committee meetings.  The external auditors should have direct access to the

committee, with or without executives present, and should attend some, if not all, meetings,

particularly those where matters such as the year end accounts, or systems, are being

discussed.  The matters with which an audit committee might be involved include:

(1) the adequacy of the society’s systems of business control and, in particular, its

arrangements for evaluating risks in relation to its existing and future business

and related capital requirements;

(2) the effectiveness of the society’s internal audit function, including an

assessment of the scope of work performed by internal audit, the nature and

timing of internal audit reports and the adequacy of internal audit resources;

(3) the preparation and supervision of internal audit’s plan and programme;

(4) the receiving of reports from the internal auditor and reporting to the board on

the audit plan together with recommendations for improvements;

(5) the review of the adequacy of management information and other reports

made available to the board;

(6) the review of the annual accounts prior to their approval by the board;

(7) assessment of the external audit function.
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ANNEX 9A
G

3.2 Accounting and other records

3.2.1 Introduction

3 The scope and nature of the accounting and other records which a bank should
have for its business to be conducted in a prudent manner should be
commensurate with its needs and particular circumstances. They should have
regard to the factors identified in SYSC3.1.2 and to the manner in which the
business is structured, organised and managed, and to the nature, and
complexity of its transactions and commitments.

4 The accounting and other records should be located where they will best assist
management to conduct the business of the bank.

If the accounting and other records are kept overseas (for example at a UK
branch’s overseas head office) or by another entity (for example, where
processing is outsourced), there should be arrangements which allow local
management of the bank to have immediate and unrestricted access to them.
In addition, reporting accountants should be allowed access.

3.2.2 General

5 The FSA does not believe it is appropriate to prepare a comprehensive list of
the accounting and other records which a bank should maintain.  However,
they should:-

(a) capture and record on a timely basis and in an orderly fashion, every
transaction and commitment which the bank enters into, with sufficient
information to explain:

 (i) its nature and purpose;

 (ii) any asset or liability, actual or contingent, which respectively arises or
may arise from it;  and

 (iii) any income or expenditure, current or deferred, which arises from it;

(b) provide details, as appropriate, for each transaction and commitment,
showing:-

 (i) the parties, including, in the case of a loan, advance or other credit
exposure, whether (and if so to whom) it is sub-participated;

 (ii) the amount and currency;

 (iii) the contract, rollover, value and settlement or repayment dates;
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 (iv) the contracted interest rates of an interest rate transaction or
commitment;

 (v) the contracted exchange rate of a foreign exchange transaction or
commitment;

 (vi) the contracted commission or fee payable or receivable, together with
any other related payment or receipt;

 (vii) the nature and current estimated value of any security for a loan or
other exposure; the physical location and documentary evidence of
such security;  and

 (viii) in the case of any borrowing, whether it is subordinated, and if
secured, the nature and book value of any asset upon which it is
secured;

(c) be maintained in such a manner that financial and business information can be
extracted promptly to enable management to:-

 (i) identify, measure, monitor and control the quality of the bank’s assets
and safeguard them, including those held as custodian;

 (ii) identify, measure, monitor and control its exposures by related
counterparties across all products;

 (iii) identify, measure, monitor and control its exposures to liquidity risk,
and foreign exchange and other market risks across all products;

 (iv) monitor the performance of all aspects of its business on an up-to-date
basis;  and

 (v) make timely and informed decisions;

(d) contain details of exposure limits authorised by management which are
appropriate to the type, nature and volume of business undertaken;

(a) These limits should, where relevant, include counterparty, industry sector, country,
settlement, liquidity, interest rate mismatch and securities position limits as well as limits
on the level of intra-day and overnight trading positions in foreign exchange, futures,
options, future (or forward) rate agreements (FRAs) and swaps.

(e) provide information which can be summarised in such a way as to enable
actual exposures to be readily, accurately and regularly measured against these
limits;

(f) contain details of the factors considered, the analysis undertaken and the
authorisation or rejection by management of a loan, advance or other credit
exposure;  and
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(g) provide, on a memorandum basis, details of every transaction entered into in
the name of or on behalf of another party on an agency or fiduciary (trustee)
basis where it is agreed that the bank itself is not legally or contractually
bound by the transaction.

3.2.3 Information for management

6 Every bank should prepare information for directors and management so that
they can monitor, assess and control the performance of its business, the state
of its affairs and the risk to which it is exposed.

(a) This information should be prepared on an individual company and, where
appropriate, on a consolidated basis.

(b) The frequency with which information is prepared, its level of detail and the amount
of narrative analysis and explanation will depend upon the level of management to
which it is addressed.  Some types of information will be needed on a more frequent
basis than others and it may be appropriate for some to be presented on a basis of
breaches from agreed limits by way of exception reports.

7 It is the responsibility of directors and management to decide what
information is required and to decide who should receive it.  Appropriate
management information should be provided to:-

(a) persons responsible for exercising managerial functions or for maintaining
accounting and other records;

(b) executives who, either alone or jointly, are responsible under the immediate
authority of the directors for the conduct of the business of the bank;  and

(c) the directors of the bank.

8 This information should be prepared:-

(a) to show the state of affairs of the bank;
(b) to show the operational results of the business both on a cumulative basis and

by discrete period, and to give a comparison with budgets and previous
periods;

(c) to provide an analysis of assets and liabilities showing how they have been
valued;

(d) to provide an analysis of its off-balance sheet positions showing how they
have been valued;

(e) to provide an analysis of income and expenditure showing how it relates to
different categories of asset and liability and off-balance sheet positions;  and

(f) to show the bank’s exposure to each type of risk, compared to the relevant
limits set by management.
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ANNEX 9B
G

3.3 Internal control systems

3.3.1 Introduction

9 The scope and nature of adequate control systems should take account of the
matters covered in SYSC3.1.2 and:

(a) the amount of control by senior management over day-to-day operations;

(b) the degree of centralisation and the extent of reliance on information
technology.

10 A system of internal control should be designed and operated to provide
reasonable assurance that:

(a) all the bank’s revenues accrue to its benefit;

(b) all expenditure is properly authorised and disbursed;

(c) all assets are adequately safeguarded;

(d) all liabilities are recorded;

(e) all statutory requirements relating to the provision of accounts are complied
with and all prudential reporting conditions are adhered to.

3.3.2 Control environment

11 The strength of the control environment is important for banks, as a weak
control environment can undermine an otherwise adequate control system.

(a) A working definition of ‘control environment’ is provided in Statement of Auditing
Standards (‘SAS’) 300, issued by the Auditing Practices Board:

‘Control environment’ means the overall attitude, awareness and actions of directors
and management regarding internal controls and their importance in the entity.  The
control environment encompasses the management style, and corporate culture and
values shared by all employees’.

12 Factors relevant to the control environment include:

(a) the importance which is attached to controls by management;

(b) the way in which staff are assessed and rewarded (including remuneration and
bonus schemes as well as promotion policies);
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(c) controls training, and the methods for reviewing control, including internal
audit.

3.3.3 High level controls

13 High level controls are the controls which are primarily exercised at director
and senior manager level, as distinct from the detailed controls, the operation
of which is delegated to others.  High level controls typically include:

(a) the setting of strategy and plans.  The strategic plan should be documented and
consider the external factors that might impact on the business in the near
future, for example macro economic factors and competition.  The strategic
plan should be reviewed annually and is a key document for the production of
the annual business plan that will set out how the bank will achieve its goals
for the coming year.  Some banks may also consider it appropriate to establish
trigger points on key indicators to identify adverse trends in the business that
would cause the Board to revisit its strategy or business plan.  For banks that
are part of a larger group, the strategic plan and annual business plan may be
produced on an integrated, group-wide basis;

(b) approval of risk policies;

(c) establishment and review of the organisational structure;

(d) the system for delegation;

(e) review of high level management information;

(f) maintaining the framework for monitoring and/or periodic review of risk
management and detailed control systems and for the implementation of
action points following such a review.

The FSA’s requirements for adequate internal control systems will apply to
high level as well as to detailed control systems.

3.3.4 The control system:  General

14 The FSA does not believe it is appropriate to prepare a comprehensive list of
internal control procedures which would then be applicable to any bank, nor is
it possible to prepare a detailed list of particular procedures which should be
undertaken, where appropriate, by all banks.  Nonetheless, internal control
systems should provide reasonable assurance that:-

(a) the business is planned and conducted in an orderly and prudent manner in
adherence to established policies;

(b) transactions and commitments are entered into in accordance with
management’s general or specific authority;
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(c) management is able to safeguard the assets and control the liabilities of the
business;

(d) there are measures to minimise the risk of loss from irregularities, fraud and
error, and promptly and readily to identify them when they occur;

(e) the accounting and other records of the business provide complete, accurate
and timely information;

(f) management is able to monitor on a regular and timely basis, among other
things, the adequacy of the bank’s capital, liquidity, profitability and the
quality of its assets;

(g) management is able to identify, regularly assess and, where appropriate,
quantify the risk of loss in the conduct of the business so that:-

 (i) the risks can be monitored and controlled on a regular and timely basis;
and

 (ii) appropriate provisions can be made for bad and doubtful debts, and for
any other exposures both on and off balance sheet;

(h) management is able to comply with the FSA's reporting rules ( that is to
complete returns fully and accurately and in accordance with the FSA’s
reporting instructions, and to submit them on a timely basis ); and

(i) the bank is able to comply with the other notification requirements under the
Act.

15 In seeking to secure reasonable assurance that their internal control objectives
are achieved, management needs to exercise judgement in determining the
scope and nature of the control procedures to be adopted.

(a) They should also have regard to the cost of establishing and maintaining a control
procedure in relation to the benefits, financial or otherwise, that it is expected to
provide.

16 It is a responsibility of directors and management to review, monitor and test
its systems of internal control on a regular basis in order to assure their
effectiveness on a day-to-day basis and their continuing relevance to the
business.

(a) In many banks an internal audit function assists management by providing an
independent review of such systems.

(b) Such a review should be designed to monitor the effectiveness and operation of the
systems and to test compliance with daily procedures and controls (see below).
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3.3.5 Control objectives

17 The scope and nature of the specific control objectives which should be
adopted for the business to be conducted in a prudent manner should be
commensurate with a bank’s needs and particular circumstances, and should
have regard to the manner in which the business is structured, organised and
managed, to its size and the nature, volume and complexity of its transactions
and commitments.

18 It is not appropriate for the FSA to provide an exhaustive and prescriptive list
of detailed control requirements which should apply to all banks.  However,
the FSA considers that each bank should address the following control
objectives:-

(a) Organisational structure:  Banks should have documented the high level
controls in their organisation which:

 (i) define allocated responsibilities;

 (ii) identify lines of reporting for all aspects of the enterprise’s operations,
including the key controls and giving outline job descriptions for key
personnel.

(a) The delegation of authority and responsibility should be clearly specified.

(b) Risk management: A bank should document its risk management framework
setting out how the risks in the business are identified, measured, monitored
and controlled.  At a high level this might be documented in a matrix, setting
out the key risks in the business e.g. credit, interest rate etc, key control
procedures, the person responsible for monitoring the risk, and the type and
frequency of management information to monitor each risk (see below).

(c) Monitoring procedures: A bank should have procedures in place to ensure that
relevant and accurate management information covering the financial state and
performance of the bank and the risk exposures which the bank has entered
into is provided to appropriate levels of management on a regular and timely
basis.  Procedures should also be in place which are designed to provide
reasonable assurance of compliance with the bank’s policies and practices,
including any limits on delegated authority referred to above, and with
statutory, supervisory and regulatory requirements.

(d) Segregation of duties:  A prime means of control is the separation of those
responsibilities or duties which would, if combined, enable one individual to
record and process a complete transaction.  Segregation of duties reduces the
risk of intentional manipulation or error and increases the element of checking.

(a) Functions which should be separated include those of authorisation, execution,
valuation, reconciliation, custody and recording.

(b) In the case of a computer-based accounting system, systems development and daily
operations should be separated.
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(c) For smaller banks, segregation of duties can be difficult due to limited number of
staff.  In such circumstances, the Board should satisfy itself that the bank is not
running undue risk and that there are compensating controls in place e.g. frequent
review of the area by internal audit and/or executive directors.

(e) Authorisation and approval: All transactions should require authorisation or
approval by an appropriate person and the levels of responsibility should be
recorded as prescribed above.

(f) Completeness and accuracy: Banks should have controls to ensure that all
transactions to be recorded and processed have been authorised, are correctly
recorded and are accurately processed.

(a) Such controls include:

 (i) checking the arithmetical accuracy of the records,

 (ii) checking valuations,

 (iii) the maintenance and checking of totals,

 (iv) reconciliations,

 (v) control accounts and trial balances, and

 (vi) accounting for documents.

(g) Safeguarding assets: A bank should have controls designed to ensure that
access to assets or information is limited to authorised personnel.  This
includes both direct access and indirect access via documentation to the
underlying assets.

(a) These controls are of particular importance in the case of valuable, portable or
exchangeable assets and assets held as custodian.

(h) Personnel: There should be procedures to ensure that personnel have
capabilities commensurate with their responsibilities.  The proper functioning
of any system depends on the competence and integrity of those operating it.

(a) The qualifications, recruitment and training as well as the innate personal
characteristics of the personnel involved are important features to be considered in
setting up any control system.

3.3.6 Controls in an Information Technology Environment

19 The information held in electronic form within a bank’s information systems
is a valuable asset that needs to be protected against unauthorised access and
disclosure.  It is the responsibility of management to understand the extent to
which a bank relies upon electronic information, to assess the value of that
information and to establish an appropriate system of controls.

(a) The control objectives described above apply equally to operations undertaken in
both manual and electronic environments, although there are additional risks
associated with electronic environments.
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(b) The FSA recognises that this will usually be achieved by a combination of manual
and automated controls, the balance of which will vary between banks, reflecting the
need for each to address its particular risks in a manner which is cost effective.

20 The types of risk most often associated with the use of information technology
in financial systems may be classified as follows:

(a) fraud and theft:

(a) Access to information and systems can create opportunities for the manipulation of
data in order to create or conceal significant financial loss.  Additionally, information
can be stolen, even without its physical removal or awareness of the fact, which may
lead to loss of competitive advantage.  Such unauthorised activity can be committed
by persons with or without legitimate access rights.

(b) Errors:

(a) Although they most frequently occur during the manual inputting of data and the
development or amendment of software, errors can be introduced at every stage in
the life cycle of an information system.

(c) Interruption:

(a) The components of electronic systems are vulnerable to interruption and failure;
without adequate contingency arrangements this can lead to serious operational
difficulty and/or financial loss.

(d) misinformation.

(a) Problems may emerge in systems that have been poorly specified or inaccurately
developed.  These might become immediately evident, but can also pass undetected
for a period during which they could undermine the veracity of supposedly sound
information.  This is a particular risk in systems where audit trails are poor and the
processing of individual transactions difficult to follow.

21 Management should be aware of its responsibility to promote and maintain a
climate of security awareness and vigilance throughout the organisation.  In
particular, it should give consideration to:

(a) IT security education and training, designed to make all relevant staff aware of
the need for, and their role in supporting, good IT security practice and the
importance of protecting company assets;

(b) IT security policy, standards, procedures and responsibilities, designed to
ensure that arrangements are adequate and appropriate.

3.3.7 Money laundering deterrence

22 It is a requirement of the Money Laundering Regulations 1993 that authorised
banks have policies and procedures in place to guard against their business and
the financial system being used for the purpose of money laundering.  The
Joint Money Laundering Steering Group Guidance Notes (‘Money Laundering
Guidance Notes for the Financial Sector’ revised and consolidated by the Joint
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Money Laundering Steering Group in June 1997) provide a practical
interpretation of the Regulations.  The FSA expects banks to adopt policies
and procedures in line with those Guidance Notes.

(a) See also the sourcebook on money laundering.

3.3.8 Outsourcing

23 Authorised banks are required to adequately record and control their business.
Where a bank has outsourced an aspect of its operations to another part of the
group, or to an external supplier, it should ensure that its records and controls
adequately cover that business.

24 Banks should put in place procedures for monitoring and controlling the
outsourced operations, and for ensuring that the information requirements of
the authorised bank’s management with respect to the outsourced operations
are satisfied (see chapter OS).
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Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Building Societies

10 Securitisation

10.1 Introduction

10.1.1  G This chapter contains new guidance for building societies on securitisation.  It

replaces the consultation draft Prudential Note issued by the Commission in June 1994.

10.1.2  G This chapter consists of the guidance for banks on securitisation (chapter SE of

the Interim PSB for banks) as amended by additional guidance specific to building societies

set out in paragraph 10.1.3 and in section 10.3 of this chapter.

10.1.3  G Save as mentioned in paragraph 10.1.3(2), all of the guidance in chapter SE of

the IPSB for banks applies to building societies, with the following amendments:

(1) All references to “banks” should be taken to include building societies.

(2) Section 1.4 (Grandfathering) of chapter SE does not apply to building

societies.

(3) In paragraph 5 in section 4.3 of chapter SE, the reference to “a bank’s

minimum (or “trigger”) capital ratio” should be read as “ a building society’s

threshold solvency ratio”.

(4) In paragraph 7 in section 4.4 of chapter SE, the liquidity implications of

securitisation transactions will be assessed for societies by reference to chapter

5 (Liquidity) of this IPSB.
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10.2 Areas of the bank guidance which are particularly relevant to

societies

10.2.1  G Section 3 of chapter SE outlines the various roles that a bank may play in a

securitisation transaction.  The following paragraphs direct societies to the parts of the bank

guidance that are likely to be most relevant to them.

(1) Societies planning to securitise mortgages currently on their own balance

sheets will act as an “originator”, as described in section 3.2.1 of chapter SE.

(2) Societies will also act as “servicing agents”, as set out in section 3.3.2, where

they continue to administer the mortgages after securitisation.

(3) Societies may undertake some or all of the secondary roles described in section

3.3.3.

10.3 Additional guidance for building societies

10.3.1  G This section sets out additional guidance on securitisation for building

societies over and above that set out in chapter SE of the IPSB for banks.  These additions

arise as a result of the particular constitutional structure of building societies and the

provisions of the 1986 Act.  The FSA will expect societies, when planning to securitise, to

consider these issues and to adopt a policy to deal with them.

Principal Purpose and Nature Limits

10.3.2  G Section 5(1) of the 1986 Act provides that “a society may be established … if

its purpose or principal purpose is that of making loans which are secured on residential

property and are funded substantially by its members”.  The 1986 Act also gives the FSA

certain powers of control in respect of a failure to comply with these provisions.  A society

will therefore need to ensure that any programme of securitisation does not threaten its

continued compliance with its principal purpose.
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10.3.3  G The principal purpose is a continuing purpose: it is not just viewed at a single

point in time.  Whether a society is fulfilling its principal purpose depends on what business it

is doing on a continuing basis.  For example if, for an extended period of time, a society

diverted all its new mortgage business to a special purpose vehicle as part of a securitisation

programme, it would arguably not be meeting its principal purpose.

10.3.4  G Sections 6 and 7 of the 1986 Act describe, respectively, the “lending” and

“funding” limits, together known as the “nature limits”, which are quantitative criteria which

help to determine whether an individual society is complying with its principal purpose.

Societies should ensure that any programme of securitisation does not threaten compliance

with the nature limits.  Sections 6(3) and 7(3) of the 1986 Act respectively make clear that

only items included in total assets or total liabilities in a society’s accounts count towards the

nature limits.

Provisions of section 9A of the 1986 Act

10.3.5 G Paragraph 6 (i) in section 6.3 of chapter SE sets out some additional guidance

for banks which play a primary role in securitisation transactions in respect of undertaking

swaps.  In addition to the guidance in that paragraph, building societies should also ensure

that any swaps they undertake comply with section 9A of the 1986 Act.

Membership of the society

10.3.6 G As mutual institutions, societies have a special responsibility to their

customers which, in the context of securitisation, the FSA considers should include maximum

openness with affected borrowers.  The relationship between a society and its borrowers is

qualitatively different to that between a bank and its borrowers because society borrowers are

members of the society.  Because of this, the FSA will expect societies, when planning to

securitise, to consider the issue of membership and to adopt a Board policy to deal with it,

which should include a strategy for handling the affected borrowing members.
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10.3.7 G The membership issue will not arise if a society intending to undertake a

securitisation transaction originates mortgages directly into a vehicle, so that the borrower

does not become a member of the society in the first place.  In these circumstances, the FSA

considers that societies should make clear to borrowers, when they take out the loan, that they

do not have membership rights.

10.3.8 G Societies should bear in mind that if they securitise mortgages by means of an

equitable transfer, paragraph 5(2) of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act means that the relevant

borrowers will still be members of the society.

10.4 Transitional provisions

10.4.1  G Any securitisation transaction undertaken by a society before 20 June 2000,

which conformed to the guidance on securitisation issued by the Commission, is

grandfathered.  Accordingly, such a transaction may be treated for capital purposes as

conforming with the guidance set out in this chapter, without the need to restructure the

transaction.  A society should, however, satisfy itself that any new pool of assets securitised

through a grandfathered structure conforms with the guidance in this chapter.
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SECURITISATION AND ASSET TRANSFERS

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Application

1 This chapter applies to a UK banks acting in a primary role in
respect of a transfer of a single asset, pool of assets or securitised
portfolio.   Where a bank does not meet the terms of this policy, it
should regard the assets as remaining on the solo and consolidated
balance sheet.

a) Further details on primary roles are set out below.

b) The FSA’s policy does not apply to banks incorporated outside the

United Kingdom, even if the special purpose vehicle (SPV) is UK-

incorporated.

2 Where a UK bank acts in a secondary role in respect of a transfer of a
single asset, pool of assets or securitised portfolio,  this policy only
applies in the following circumstances:

(a) Where the bank also acts in a primary role. If the bank fails to
follow this policy, the FSA will regard the assets as being on
the solo and consolidated balance sheet; or

(b) Where the performer of the primary role is a member of the
consolidated group. If the bank fails to follow this policy, the
FSA will regard the assets as being on the consolidated balance
sheet.

a) Further details on secondary roles are set out below.

b) The details regarding consolidated groups are explained in chapter CS.

3 Where a member of the consolidated group acts in a secondary role
in respect of a transfer of a single asset, pool of assets or securitised
portfolio,  this policy will only apply when the UK bank acts in a
primary role. Failure to follow the policy would result in the assets
being on the consolidated balance sheet.

4 Where the role policy is followed, the capital consequences are
explained below.

See s3.2

See s3.3

See ch CS
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1.2 Legal Sources

5 For relevant legal sources see the Legal Sources section of the
Capital Overview chapter.

1.3 Notification policy

6 A bank should give prior notification to the FSA when it proposes
to act in any of the primary roles, either solely or jointly with one
or more other parties. This should take place in reasonable time to
allow the FSA to consider the proposal and raise any concerns that
it may have.

a) The responsibility for achieving supervisory non-objection to a

proposal rests with the bank itself.

1.4 Grandfathering

7 All securitisation transactions completed prior to the 30th December
1999 will be grandfathered.

8 A bank should satisfy itself that a new pool of assets securitised
through a grandfathered structure complies with  this policy.

1.5 How this chapter is organised

9 Section 2 outlines the principles and objectives that lie behind the
FSA’s approach to securitisation and asset transfers. Section 3 then
explains the various roles that a bank may take within a
securitisation. Section 4 highlights the wider implications of the
risks to banks that result from securitisation and loan transfers.

Sections 5, 6, 7 & 8 explain the FSA’s general policy applicable to a
bank acting in a primary role.  Section 5 details the methods of
transferring risk effectively and the FSA’s policy in each case.
Section 6 outlines the FSA’s policy  for all basic asset transfers or
securitisations other than on effective transfers.  Section 7 details
the policy specifically applying to revolving credit securitisations.
Section 8 deals with other specialist schemes.

• Sections 9, 10 & 11 outline the policy applying to banks acting
in specific secondary roles.  Section 9 outlines the policy on the
provision of credit enhancement.  Section 10 outlines the policy
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on the provision of liquidity facilities.  Section 11 outlines the
policy on dealing and underwriting of asset backed securities.
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2 SECURITISATION, ASSET TRANSFERS AND THE FSA’S
APPROACH

2.1 Background

2.1.1 General

1 An asset transfer occurs where an asset owned by a bank is sold to
another legal entity. In doing so, a bank may remove the asset from its
supervisory balance sheet, where the conditions of this chapter are met.

a) Sold means the legal and economic methods of transfer discussed in more
detail below.

2 Securitisation is generally a process by which assets are sold to a
bankruptcy remote special purpose vehicle (SPV) in return for an
immediate cash payment. The cash payment is raised by the SPV issuing
debt securities, usually in the form of tradable notes or commercial paper.
A bank performing such a transaction may remove the assets from its
supervisory balance sheet, where the conditions of this chapter are met.

a) In a securitisation, the assets are usually transferred to a vehicle existing
specifically for the purpose of securitisation called a special purpose vehicle
(SPV).

b) A bankruptcy remote SPV is an entity that is considered by the rating agencies
to be unlikely to be subject to voluntary or involuntary bankruptcy
proceedings.

c) Although securitisable assets may take other forms, they are generally those
with associated streams of principal and interest e.g. mortgages, credit cards
and corporate loans.

3 Although this policy is primarily concerned with the sale of loans, the
policy also applies to the transfer of other forms of assets.

2.1.2 Rationale for Securitisation

4 A bank may undertake a securitisation for a number of reasons.  These
include:

• portfolio management;

• reducing the need for capital to support assets on the balance sheet;

• risk management;

• enhancing equity return by allowing the redeployment of capital;

See s5
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• restructuring the balance sheet for reasons connected with large
exposures or sectoral concentrations;

• issuing securities as a means of funding with benefits for both cost
and diversification of sources; and

• to provide funding of assets when the originator cannot obtain
funding on its own part, for example to fund an acquisition.

2.1.3 The risks involved

5 In the process of transfer, the functions normally carried out by a lending
bank are unbundled.  Normally, the various risks in a bank’s banking book
other than credit risk do not warrant special treatment, as the capital
needed to cover credit risk helps to protect a bank against these other risks
as well.  This is no longer the case, however, where the credit risk lies
with a third party and a bank solely carries the risks associated with asset
administration or promotion.

6 Banks should be aware that although this policy is primarily concerned
with capital adequacy, operational and reputational risk may also be
incurred. For example, in the transfer of a single asset, the originating
bank may have difficulty in avoiding close association with the asset; for
a pool of assets, the level of association depends upon the structure used
and the number of roles performed.  The FSA believes that the risks from
close association, which may take a variety of forms with a securitisation
scheme, can assume material proportions.

7 The solution for the FSA has been to implement the policy of “clean
break”. A bank, once it has securitised assets, should not have any further
involvement with those assets except in accordance with the policy in this
chapter. This should be the case both explicitly and implicitly i.e. any
reputational linkage between the assets of the originator/sponsor should
be broken so far as is possible.
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2.2 Objectives

7 The framework of the FSA’s rules is designed to achieve the following
objectives, in that:

(a) asset sales and packaging achieve their intended effect of passing
rights and obligations from the seller to the buyer. Ideally, a
completely clean break should be achieved;

(b) all the parties to the transaction fully understand the responsibilities
and risks they have assumed or retained;  and

(c) any material risks to buyers or sellers are properly treated in the
FSA’s supervision of banks.

8 The FSA believes that these objectives are best achieved by ensuring that
a transfer achieves the following:

(a) the immediate legal separation of the seller from the assets and their
new owner (or the effective economic separation in the case of a
transfer by sub-participation);

(b) as far as possible, the complete economic separation of the seller
from the assets and their new owner;

(c) presentational or “moral” separation of the seller from the assets and
their new owner;  and

(d) the identification of the retained risks for capital or other coverage
purposes.
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3 PRIMARY & SECONDARY ROLES

3.1 General

1 This section outlines the various roles that fall within the scope of
this policy.

3.2 Primary roles

3.2.1 Bank as originator

2 A bank acts as an originator when it transfers from its balance sheet
a single asset, an asset package or assets that are not investment
grade third party financial instruments.

a) The terms seller and originator are used interchangeably to mean the

bank that is seeking to move assets off its own balance sheet. Note that

the terms seller and buyer, for the party taking on the risk, are used

throughout this chapter although in a strict legal sense they may be

inaccurate where transfer is by way of sub-participation.

3 Where a bank lends to an SPV in order for that SPV to grant a loan
to a borrower as though it were the bank, the bank will be regarded
as an originator.

a) This method of lending is known as remote origination.

b) The bank is regarded as the originator as the SPV is creating an asset

that is branded by the bank. The bank will incur reputational risk

through the association with the product.

3.2.2 Bank as sponsor or repackager

4 A bank acts as a sponsor or repackager when:

(a) As a sponsor, it repackages third party assets directly into a
conduit scheme that funds the purchase by an issue of securities.

a) Third Party means parties other than the members of the bank’s wider

accounting group.

b) Directly means that the assets have never appeared on the bank’s

balance sheet.

c) In a conduit scheme, the term sponsor is used to describe the bank

promoting the securitisation scheme. A sponsor may be connected to

the scheme in ways that may open it to “moral” pressures in the same

way as an originator.

See s3.2.2(b)

See s1.1
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d) Where there is more than one originator in the securitisation the SPV is

known as a multi-seller vehicle.

e) The various sellers usually continue to service the assets, carrying out

the functions of collection, administration and the pursuit of arrears.

(b) As a repackager, it sells investment grade third party financial
instruments via its balance sheet to an SPV that then rebundles
them and resells them to investors.

a) In a repackaging scheme, the repackager is not the original lender and is

therefore subject to fewer limitations than an originator.

b) Where the assets are influenced in credit quality by reference to the

repackaging bank, the bank will be regarded as an originator.

c) For a definition of investment grade see the Interest Rate position risk

chapter. Where the securities to be repackaged are not rated, the bank

should be able to demonstrate that the assets are of a comparable

quality.

d) For the purposes of this paragraph, financial instruments are as defined

in Section B of the Annex to the ISD.

5 Where a bank repackages assets that are not investment grade third
party financial instruments via its balance sheet the bank will be
treated as an originator and should comply with the policy relating
to that role except where:

(a) the bank acts as sponsor and originates up to 10% of the total
assets into the scheme; or

(b) the bank acts as repackager and repackages up to 10% of the
total assets in the scheme that are either sub-investment grade
securities or securities where it has acted as originator.

Banks should apply the originator treatment for assets falling
within this exception, albeit without jeopardising the overall
treatment for the scheme.

a) The rule will be applied at the level of the conduit irrespective of any

prior SPVs.

See ch TI s9

See ch CB s3.2.2
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3.3 Secondary Roles

3.3.1 General

6 A bank acting in a primary role may also carry out one or more of
the secondary roles associated with a securitisation or asset
transfer.  The number and scope of roles carried out by a bank
under a securitised structure affect its treatment under the FSA’s
policy.

7 If a bank is carrying out only one role, it may be acceptable for it to
have greater latitude in that role than if it was carrying out several
roles, as the FSA considers the totality of a bank’s involvement
when assessing the completeness of the clean break and any
residual risks.

3.3.2 Servicing agents

8 A bank acts in the secondary role of servicing agent when it
administers or services the securitised assets.

a) The terms servicer, servicing agent and administrator are used

interchangeably to describe a bank which carries out an administrative

function with regard to a securitisation scheme.

9 Where a bank acts as servicing agent, it should satisfy itself that it
does not have a reputational obligation to support any losses
incurred by the scheme. If a bank is unable to do so, it should
comply with the policy applying to an originator.

a) A bank acting as servicing agent can run explicit operational and

reputational risks as its identification with the assets can mean that its

commercial reputation is committed.  The extent of the association

depends upon the extent of involvement and the sophistication of the

underlying borrowers. The FSA is concerned that a bank in this

position may give in to pressure to support losses incurred by the

investors/buyers to protect its name.

10 Where a bank acts as serving agent, the bank should be able to
demonstrate to investors that it has no reputational obligations to
support losses by a clear and unambiguous statement in the
offering circular in respect of any implied support.

3.3.3 Other secondary roles

11 A bank acts in a secondary role when it carries out any of the
following functions:
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(a) the provider of credit enhancement;

a) A credit enhancement is provided to an SPV to cover the losses associated

with the pool of assets. The level of the enhancement is reflected in the

rating given to the notes by a rating agency.

(b) the provider of liquidity facilities;

a) Liquidity facilities enable SPVs to assure investors of timely payments.

These include smoothing timing differences in the payment of interest

and principal on pooled assets and ensuring payments to investors in

the event of market disruptions.

(c) the underwriter and dealer in securities issued by the SPV;

a) Underwriting is the arrangement under which a bank agrees to buy,

before issue, a specified quantity of securities in a new issue on a given

date and at a given price if no other purchaser has come forward.

b) Dealing is acting as principal in both the sale and purchase of notes, in

the secondary market of an issued security.

(d) the provider of bridging loans to the SPV;

a) A bridging loan is a loan made to an SPV, before the issuance of the

notes, to cover a mismatch in time between the date of purchase of the

underlying assets and the date of issue of the securities.

(e) the counterparty in swap transactions.

See s9

See s10

See s11

See s10.4.3

See s6.2.2 (i)
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4 IMPLICATIONS OF SCHEMES FOR A BANK’S GENERAL
RISKS

4.1 Introduction

1 The following sections of this chapter cover banks acting in a primary and
secondary role.

2 No consideration of a securitisation or asset transfer can be concerned
solely with the technical rules regarding its structure.  It also has wider
implications for a bank’s risks.

3 The extent of the risks for a bank involved in a securitisation or asset
transfer vary according to the comparative size of the bank and the assets
involved, as well as the complexity of the structure of transfer.

4.2 Systems & Controls

4 The FSA needs to be satisfied that a bank acting in a primary role has
adequate systems and controls in place to deal with all aspects of the
securitisation taking place.

a) Some of the systems implications may be significant.   The arrangements for
controlling the securitisation should be carefully assessed and monitored, and
be subject to internal audit.

b) Where appropriate, the FSA may use section 166 reports as part of the
monitoring of these systems.

4.3 Operational risks

5 The FSA takes into account any significant operational risks not related to
balance sheet items when setting a bank's minimum (or “trigger”) capital
ratio.   In exceptional cases it may wish to apply an explicit capital
requirement against this sort of risk.

4.4 Liquidity

6 Where assets may eventually return to the bank’s balance sheet, there are
particular issues for banks’ management of their liquidity.

7 Before the FSA allows assets to be treated as off balance sheet, it needs to
be satisfied that the bank can deal with the liquidity implications.  These
should be handled within a bank’s normal liquidity management and
assessed using the standard maturity mismatch approach or, in those cases
where it is relevant, the sterling stock liquidity approach.

See ch CO
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a) The liquidity treatment of revolving-credit securitisations is dealt with in more
detail below.

8 The FSA may require sponsors or repackagers that report on a mismatch
basis to meet mismatch guidelines out to six months. Similarly the FSA
may require sponsors or repackagers reporting on a sterling stock basis to
submit additional information (on a mismatch basis) covering the bank’s
liquidity out to six months.

9 A bank may be required to arrange committed facilities to be drawn down
to the extent necessary to fund assets returning to its balance sheet.  The
requirements governing these committed facilities will generally be
consistent with the FSA’s liquidity approach.

a) Likewise the FSA follows its normal approach on the question of the weighting
of such committed facilities by the lending bank for capital adequacy purposes.

b) Since such commitments need to be available in circumstances where a
replacement securitisation does not prove possible, they should not include a
“material adverse change” condition in relation to the bank.

4.5 Capital planning

10 Where assets may eventually return to the bank’s balance sheet -such as in
a liquidity asset repurchase agreement - there are particular issues for
banks’ management of its capital. Returning assets could affect the capital
adequacy of the bank.

11 Where assets could return to the balance sheet the FSA may request a
bank to submit a plan to take account of the possible return of the assets to
the balance sheet.

a) A plan should detail how the bank intends either to sell the assets, sell other
assets or to raise the requisite capital.

4.6 Remaining asset base

12 The process of securitising a significant portion of a bank’s assets may
lead to a change in the profile of the assets on its supervisory balance
sheet, in terms of both quality and spread.  These implications are
considered when assessing any securitisation scheme and may need to be
discussed with the bank.

13 The FSA may impose limits on the extent to which assets may be
securitised in terms of total volume and/or the types of assets securitised
in comparison to the total asset base.

See s7

See s10.4.2 (d)

See ch LM

See s10.4.2 (e)
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a) The FSA may regard assets removed from a bank’s balance sheet through
securitisation, even where the bank complies with the policy in this chapter, as
carrying some residual risk to the originator.
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5 BASIS OF THE POLICY:  METHODS OF TRANSFER

5.1 Introduction

1 The FSA considers that the method of transfer of an asset can have an
important bearing on the risks assumed by buyer and seller since different
methods achieve the desired 'clean break' to varying extents.

2 Each of the four methods set out below may be used to make an effective
transfer of a loan off the supervisory balance sheet. The considerations
raised in each case apply in all forms of securitisation or asset transfer;
the policies set out in section 6 and elsewhere are additional to the policy
for identifying adequate forms of transfer.

Sections 5.2 to 5.4 give the FSA’s position on transfer methods for on-
balance sheet items;  section 5.6 for assets which are undrawn.

3 Methods of transfer, other than the four described below may be valid,
especially with reference to transfers carried out in other jurisdictions.  If
a bank proposes to rely upon any other method, it should be supported by
legal opinion and the prior approval of the FSA should be obtained.

5.2 Novation

4 A transfer of an asset through novation is regarded as a clean transfer and
the asset may be therefore excluded from the selling bank’s capital ratio
and added to the buying bank’s.

a) In a novation, the existing agreement between the originator and the borrower
is cancelled and a new agreement between the investor and borrower is
substituted.  This effectively transfers all the seller’s rights and obligations to
the buyer.

b) In the FSA’s view, the cleanest transfer of risk is achieved by novation.

5.3 Assignment

5 A legal or equitable assignment, if properly structured, can also achieve
an effective transfer of the seller’s rights - but not his obligations - and the
remedies available to him to enforce those rights.

a) An assignment transfers from seller to buyer all rights to principal and interest.
A loan agreement may impose restrictions on assignability and these bind the
buyer.  Thus if assignment is prohibited without the consent of the borrower,
the borrower’s consent should be obtained.  In any case, there may be
difficulties in assigning the benefit of rights other than the right to principal
and interest.  The buyer’s rights may be impaired by any rights of set-off that
exist between the borrower and the seller.
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b) The seller retains any outstanding obligations (for example, to advance further
funds).

6 A transfer through an assignment duly notified to the borrower is regarded
as a clean transfer, provided that the buyer has taken reasonable
precautions to ensure that his rights under the transfer are not impaired by
an intervening right; for example, a right of set-off between seller and
borrower.

a) At a  minimum there should be a warranty from the seller that no such right of
set-off exists.

7 A silent assignment (i.e. where the borrower is not notified) is usually
regarded as a clean transfer.  This is subject to the following:

(a) the volume of assets to individual borrowers sold on a silent
assignment basis should be subject to appropriate internal controls;

(b) the seller should keep under careful review the risks that follow on
from this position as it remains the lender of record and therefore
will be the focal point for pressure from the borrower.

a) The additional risks for the seller as lender of record are that he remains subject
to requests to reschedule or renegotiate or advance further funds.

b) The buyer also faces additional risks because the absence of notice to the
borrower removes some legal protection he would otherwise have had.  These
need to be kept under careful review.

If it is not satisfied on these points, the FSA may disregard a transfer of an
asset through a silent assignment in calculating the capital ratio of the
seller.

5.4 Declaration of trust

8 A declaration of trust is regarded as a clean transfer of the assets that is
equivalent to a silent assignment, subject to the following:

(a) The policy on silent assignments detailed above is fulfilled in
relation to the trust.

(b) The bank receives a legal opinion confirming that the trust is
effective to transfer the beneficial interest.

If it is not satisfied on these points, the FSA may disregard a transfer of an
asset through a declaration of trust in calculating the capital ratio of the
seller.
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5.5 Sub-participation

9 Where an asset is funded in whole or in part via a sub-participation, the
FSA recognises the transfer of credit risk by excluding it (or the relevant
part) from the original lender's capital ratio, and including it in the sub-
participant's as a claim on the underlying borrower.

a) Sub-participation does not transfer any of the seller’s rights, remedies or
obligations against the borrower to the buyer, but is an entirely separate, back-
to-back, non-recourse funding arrangement, under which the buyer places
funds with the seller in exchange for acquiring a covenant from the latter under
which he passes on to the buyer payments under the underlying asset which the
borrower makes to him, but the asset itself is not transferred.

b) Sub-participation is accepted as meeting the FSA’s criteria for effective
transfer as, although not transferring in a legal sense the rights of the original
lender, an asset sub-participation aims to have the same economic effect.

c) The sub-participant may, but is not required to, obtain a charge over the
underlying assets.  Such a charge would, among other things, allow the sub-
participant to report on the basis of the capital charge on the underlying assets.

d) The sub-participant also faces additional risks since it assumes an exposure to
the borrower, but is also at risk to the seller, because it relies on the seller to
pass through funds received from the borrower.

5.6  Undrawn commitments

10 Where banks transfer an undrawn commitment to lend (or part thereof),
the commitment (or part thereof) is excluded from the selling bank’s
capital ratio only when:

(a) the transfer is by novation; or

(b) the transfer is by an assignment accompanied by a release by the
borrower of the seller from its obligations, an assumption by the
buyer of the seller’s obligations and a formal acknowledgement from
the borrower of a transfer of obligations from the seller to the buyer.

a) An acknowledged assignment is regarded as amounting to, in substance, a
novation and therefore effectively transfers this obligation.

11 A transfer by means of silent assignment, declaration of trust or sub-
participation does not lead to the exclusion of the commitment from the
selling bank's capital ratio.  Instead the commitment is regarded as being
to the buyer rather than to the potential borrower.
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a) This treatment is adopted because an undrawn commitment is an obligation on
the part of a lender, whilst an assignment is a transfer of rights only.  As
explained further below, the seller will face a credit risk in the event of the
failure of the buyer.

b) Note that undrawn advised facilities are not extinguished through sub-
participation.

12 The buyer’s assumption of a commitment (or part) is included in its
capital ratio as a claim on the borrower, irrespective of the method of
transfer used.

a) In the case of an effective transfer of the obligation, this is clearly the necessary
corollary, as the risk is no longer being taken into account against the seller.

b) A form of transfer which does not transfer an undrawn commitment, i.e. under
silent assignment or sub-participation, gives the appearance of a double
counting of the credit risk since it is taken into account for both the seller and
the buyer.  This is because there are two, legally separate transactions, even if
the intention in entering into them is to achieve a combined effect.  There are,
therefore, two credit risks.

See chs BC s4 &

LE
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6 BASIS OF THE POLICY:  LIMITING THE ASSOCIATION
WITH THE ASSETS

6.1 Scope

1 This section covers the general policy applying to  banks acting in a
primary role. It covers single assets, parts of assets and the packaging,
securitisation and sale of asset pools as well as the transfer of risk under
sub-participation agreements.

a) This chapter includes guidance applying to specialist schemes for particular
asset types,  additional to that set out in this section.

b) This section should be read in conjunction with the sections covering effective
forms of transfer; the policy in this section should be met in addition to that in
section 5.

2 There are a number of general policies applying to both single asset and
asset packages, set out in s6.2, and further general policies for asset
package schemes only, set out in s6.3.

3 References to assets in the singular are for convenience only, unless
specifically stated.

6.2 Policy relating to all types of assets

4 The following conditions for the transfer of a single asset, part of an asset
or package of assets should be met:

(a) The transfer should not contravene the terms and conditions of the
underlying asset agreement and all the necessary consents have been
obtained;

(b) The performer of the primary role has no residual economic interest
in the principal amount of the asset (or that part which has been
transferred) and the buyer has no formal recourse to the seller for
losses;

a) When a secured asset is transferred and further advances are made by the
originator, if these additional advances are to be secured there should be a
separate formal agreement with the borrower.  A side letter is insufficient for
these purposes.

(c) The performer of the primary role has no legal or moral obligation to
purchase or repurchase the asset (or fund the repayment of a sub-
participation), or any part of it, at any time;

See s7 & 8

See s5
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a) The performer of the primary role may not retain an option to repurchase the
assets, except where the loan portfolio has reduced to less than 10% of its
maximum value and the option extends only to fully performing assets.

b) The inclusion of a ‘step up’ will only be permitted for mortgage securitisations
and will be considered on a case by case basis pending a fuller review of the
policy. Where a bank can demonstrate that the economic characteristics for the
assets that it proposes to securitise are the same as for mortgages, the inclusion
of a step up may be considered.

c) The details regarding the repurchase or purchase of assets are explained below.

d) An exception to the conditions in this paragraph is where the obligation arises
from warranties given in respect of the asset at the time of its transfer, provided
that these are not in respect of the future credit-worthiness of the borrower.

i) The FSA would not regard this condition as met if warranties were
provided by the originator on matters outside its control.

ii) Environmental warranties should restrict liability to legislation in force at
the time of sale, not at any time in the future otherwise they may be
regarded as constituting a warranty on matters outside the originator’s
control.

(d) The performer of the primary role can demonstrate, to the
satisfaction of the FSA, that it has given notice to the buyer that it is
under no legal obligation to repurchase the asset (or fund the
repayment of a sub-participation), nor support any losses suffered by
the buyer, and that the buyer has acknowledged the absence of
obligation;

a) Penalty interest imposed at the administrator’s option does not constitute a loss
caused by borrower default and may therefore be met by the performer of the
primary role.

b) An SPV has an ongoing credit exposure to the performer of the primary role,
because it is dependent on it passing on payments it receives in respect of the
securitised assets.  A bank may provide a guarantee to the SPV in respect of
such an obligation by its subsidiary (if all or part of the assets are originated by
the subsidiary) if the effect is only to bring the credit rating of the subsidiary up
to that of the parent bank.  The commitment by the parent may go no further
than commitments the subsidiary could have given itself within the limitations
of the FSA’s policy.

(e) The documented terms of the transfer are such that, if the asset is
rescheduled or renegotiated, the buyer and not the performer of the
primary role would be subject to the rescheduled or renegotiated
terms; and

See s6.4
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(f) Where payments are routed through it, the performer of the primary
role is under no obligation to remit funds to the buyer unless and
until they are received from the borrower.

a) Payments voluntarily made by the performer of the primary role to the buyer in
anticipation of payments from the borrower should be made on terms under
which they can be recovered from the buyer if the borrower fails to perform.

6.3 Additional policy relating to asset packages

5 The process of packaging assets together and selling them as a block or
pool can compound risks that are often negligible when a single asset is
transferred.  The commercial reputation of the performer of the primary
role is committed because of its close association with the scheme;  such a
commitment may jeopardise the existence of a clean break and there may
be pressure to support any losses of investors.

6 When performing a primary role for a package of assets, a bank should
meet the following additional conditions, in order to ensure that its role is
not seen as being more than acting as an agent, whether or not it retains
the servicing role:

(a) The FSA expects the performer of the primary role to have evidence
available in its records that its legal advisers are satisfied that the
terms of the scheme protect it from any liability to investors in the
scheme, other than liability for breach of express contractual
performance obligations as servicing agent or originator or for breach
of warranty made with respect to the assets in conformity with the
policy in this chapter, or liability for any other matter wholly within
the control of the originator.

(b) The FSA expects the performer of the primary role to have evidence
available in its records that it auditors are satisfied that the terms of
scheme comply with FRS5.

(c) The FSA expects the performer of the primary role to confirm in
writing to the FSA that it has evidence available in its records that its
auditors and legal advisers are satisfied, so far as it is within their
professional competence, that the terms of the scheme comply with
the FSA’s policy.

a) Regardless of the bank having obtained opinions from professional advisors
andits auditors under the sub-paragraph above, the responsibility for ensuring
that the scheme meets these provisions rests with the bank.

b) The FSA may request sight of the opinions of the auditors and legal advisers.

c) The evidence in the bank’s records may be included in a section 166 report.
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(d) The performer of the primary role should be able to demonstrate that
it has taken all reasonable precautions to ensure that it is not obliged,
nor will feel impelled, to support any losses suffered by the scheme
or investors in it.

a) This may be met by any offering circular (or other analogous documentation)
containing a highly visible, unequivocal statement that the performer of the
primary role does not stand behind the issue or the vehicle and will not make
good any losses in the portfolio.

b) Where an existing funding is part of a proposed securitisation scheme, the FSA
may consider that the statement need not  be made retrospectively, although it
should be inserted in subsequent funding issues.

c) The provision of insurance cover by a bank or a subsidiary of the bank against
loss, e.g. mortgage indemnity insurance, will be considered on a case by case
basis.

(e) The performer of the primary role may not own any share capital or
other form of proprietary interest in or control over, either directly or
indirectly, any company used as a vehicle for the scheme.

a) Where the bank acts in a primary role, this also applies to members of the
consolidated group.

b) Share capital includes for this purpose all classes of ordinary and preference
share capital.

(f) The Board of a company used as vehicle for a scheme should be
independent of the performer of the primary role, although may have
one director representing it.

a) Where the bank acts in a primary role, this also applies to members of the
consolidated group.

(g) The name of a company used as vehicle for a scheme should not
include the name of the performer of the primary role nor imply any
connection with it.

a) Where the bank acts in a primary role, this also applies to members of the
consolidated group.

(h) The performer of the primary role should not bear any of the
recurring expenses of the scheme.

a) Credit enhancements are considered below.See s9
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b) The failure of the performer of the primary role to charge appropriate fees or
other compensation may amount to funding.  The agreement should specify
fees and, if costs are not covered, should be subject to the approval of the FSA
as being at an acceptable level.

c) If a bank wishes to securitise a mortgage book which includes staff mortgages
which are subsidised, such a subsidy will not count as funding the vehicle if
paid to the employee; it may do if paid directly to the buyer.  The different
treatment arises due to the likely events upon default.

(i) The performer of a primary role may not enter into swap agreements
with the SPV that intentionally bear losses.

a) However, the bank may enter into interest or exchange rate swap at market
prices with the vehicle, either directly or through a third party.

b) There should be provision for unintended temporary losses arising from normal
administrative procedures, for example delays in changing mortgage rates, to
be recovered by the servicing agent as soon as possible;

(j) The performer of a primary role may not fund a vehicle or scheme
(except within the terms of condition (h) above) and in particular
may not provide temporary finance to cover cash shortfalls arising
from delayed payments or non-performance of loans which it
administers.

a) This section does not apply to sponsors or repackagers.

6.3.1 Asset replenishment

7 An originating bank may structure a securitisation scheme to allow for
further tranches of assets to be placed into the scheme.  It should be able
to demonstrate to the FSA that at the time of subsequent transfer:

(a) the asset quality of the pool is not materially altered by the addition;

(b) any change to the quality of the assets remaining with the originating
bank is either not material or is acceptable to the FSA;

(c) (for revolving credit securitisation only) there is no change in the
liquidity implications of the securitisation resulting from the
addition; or

(d) there are no unacceptable changes to the “moral” risks to the
originator signalled by the addition.
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a) The test of material alteration of the quality of asset pool is to be applied to the
pool at the time of the proposed addition, not to the quality of the pool at the
original securitisation.

b) A bank may discuss and receive non objection from the FSA for asset
replenishment either at the time of each replenishment or once only to establish
a framework to apply for several replenishments.

6.4 Repurchasing the assets

6.4.1 Repurchasing by an originator

8 An originator should not repurchase the asset securitised from the SPV
unless one of the following circumstances apply:

(a) The repurchase is for a breach of warranty;

(b) The repurchase is of fully performing or defaulted assets when the
loan portfolio has sunk to less than 10% of the maximum face value
of the assets;

a) The total size of the pool for these purposes is equal to the maximum total face
value of the assets during the life of scheme, prior to the calculation.

b) Defaulted assets may be bought back for nominal consideration.

c) Repurchases for further advances or product switches from a mortgage pool
will be agreed on a case by case basis pending a fuller review of the policy.

Any repurchase should be performed at market prices with no preference
of any kind being shown in the terms and is subject to the bank’s normal
credit approval and review process;

9 A bank may restructure or refinance a securitisation only if the assets
remain, at all times, off the balance sheet.

a) A bank should notify the FSA when wishing to restructure or refinance a
securitisation. The restructuring or refinancing will be considered on a case by
case basis.

6.4.2 Repurchasing by a sponsor or repackager

10 A sponsor may purchase or a repackager may repurchase or purchase the
assets from a scheme. At the time of (re)purchase the following conditions
should apply:

See 6.2.(c)
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(a) The assets are either investment grade or defaulted, in the case of
financial instruments, or fully performing or defaulted, for non-
financial instruments;

a) If the repurchase occurs due to a breach of warranty, the policy in  this section
need not be followed.

b) Defaulted assets may be bought back for nominal consideration.

(b) The repurchase is performed at market prices with no preference of
any kind being shown in the terms and is subject to the bank’s
normal credit approval and review process.

See 6.2.(c)
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7 SPECIAL STRUCTURES:  REVOLVING CREDITS

7.1 Introduction

1 Compared with other types of securitisation, schemes to securitise
revolving credits introduce the possibility of increased legal and moral
risk.  This arises from the complexity of the arrangements, the shared
interest of the originating bank and investors, and the eventual reversion in
full to the originating bank of the pool of accounts.  Additionally, the
speed at which assets return to the balance sheet of the originating bank
may cause liquidity problems.

2 Although most securitisations to which this policy applies are of credit
cards, it is not limited to any particular type of assets but applies whenever
the structure has the characteristics described in the above paragraph.

3 If carefully constructed, however, such schemes can result in the
originating bank successfully transferring the risk on the share of the pool
assets to the investors.  This section outlines the conditions that should be
met in respect of revolving credit securitisations in order for the assets to
be given off-balance sheet treatment for supervisory purposes.

The policy in this section is additional to the general policy set out in
section 6 and the conditions for effective transfer in section 5.

a) The term revolving credits refers to loan facilities which permit borrowers to
vary the drawn amount within an agreed limit.  Repayment may be at the
borrower’s discretion, subject in some cases to a minimum amount per payment
period, or by fixed schedule.

b) Securitisation of such receivables is especially complex because of the nature of
the assets as fluctuating and of indefinite maturity.

c) Typically, schemes insulate investors in the notes from the effects of fluctuating
balances by assigning shares in the receivables that are the subject of the
securitisation both to the investors (the investor interest) and to the originating
bank (the seller interest).  The amount of the investor interest in the outstanding
balances normally stays fixed at the amount of their funding (until the notes start
to amortise) whereas the amount assigned to the selling bank goes up or down as
borrowers make net drawings or repayments.

d) Schemes are given a fixed maturity by dividing their life into a revolving (or
interest-only) period and an amortisation period.

i) During the revolving period, the investors receive their share of interest
payments, but their share of principal repayments by borrowers is
reinvested in the pool.
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ii) During the amortisation period, the investors’ share of principal
repayments is used to redeem the securities, with the result that at the end
of the scheme the full interest in the outstanding balances has reverted to
the originating bank.

7.2 Principles

4 In setting the conditions for off balance sheet treatment of the share of the
balances funded by investors, the FSA considers it a fundamental principle
that the arrangements for the securitisation should ensure the full sharing
of interest, principal, expenses, losses and recoveries on a clear and
consistent basis.

a) This principle implies, among other things, the need for full loss-sharing on the
stock of receivables in the pool throughout the revolving period of the
securitisation, since the investors’ share of the receivables is removed in full
from the originating bank’s balance sheet for the whole of that period.

5 There is no specific limit on the total volume of outstanding revolving
credits that a bank may remove from its balance sheet using securitisations.
It is therefore important to ensure:

(a) that adequate standards apply to the structure of securitisation
schemes;  and

(b) that the implications of securitisation for the bank’s risks generally are
adequately handled.

7.3 Features and treatments

7.3.1 Pooling

6 Schemes typically involve the transfer of a pool of receivables into a trust.

a) The trust directs the flows on the accounts to the originating bank and to a
special purpose vehicle (SPV) according to the proportion of the funding that
they are providing.

b) The SPV in turn directs the flows to the investors who hold the securities.

c) Schemes usually contain provisions concerning the selection of the original pool
of receivables from the assets on the originating bank’s balance sheet and the
subsequent replenishment, as necessary, of the pool of accounts.

7 These arrangements form the basis of an acceptable structure to allow the
share of the balances funded by the SPV to be removed from the
originating bank’s balance sheet for supervisory purposes.
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8 A bank may take back the full financing of a pool at the end of the scheme
if there is no reason to assume that its performance will have deteriorated
in the meantime.

a) For a scheme to be acceptable, therefore, the FSA needs to be convinced that it
contains no features - for example for the substitution of higher-quality accounts
into the scheme - as a result of which the performance of the pool systematically
favours the investor interest.

b) Adequate seasoning of the accounts transferred into the pool - so that they are
likely to display the characteristics of fully operational accounts - is usually
required;  together with the random selection of the assets transferred into the
pool, this should normally ensure that investors are not systematically
advantaged.

c) In addition, the scheme’s documentation should ensure that servicing practices
are applied consistently to securitised and unsecuritised loans.

7.3.2 Aggregated and disaggregated

9 Schemes may incorporate one of two main approaches concerning the
payments received by the SPV in respect of the pool of accounts
transferred:

• Under the aggregated approach, the payments received during a period
are aggregated and in distributing them shares are applied to that
aggregate, treating the receivables as a homogeneous pool.

a) The pool of assets is looked upon as though it were one and receipts/advances
apportioned between originator and investor.

• Under the disaggregated approach, the amounts paid to investors and
the originating bank are linked to particular receivables that they have
financed.

b) Each advance/receipt is allocated to either the originator or the investor.

Schemes using either approach may be eligible for off balance sheet
treatment by the FSA.

7.3.3 Scheduled amortisation

10 Under the scheduled amortisation of the securities, the outstanding balance
of receivables reverts to the originating bank after a scheduled date fixed in
the terms of the securitisation, in a controlled manner.

The FSA considers that the following conditions should be met by the
provision for scheduled amortisation in a scheme:
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(a) There is a need to ensure full loss-sharing on the stock of receivables
throughout the revolving period of a securitisation, which has
implications for the rate at which schemes may be amortised at the
end of that period.

a) If an SPV is able to a large extent to derive repayment flows from borrowers
who turn over their balances quickly, and relatively little reliance on borrowers
who pay only the minimum amount each month, it might be able to make a very
rapid exit from the scheme.

b) If the borrowers who paid their debts slowly had different risk characteristics
from those repaying and renewing credit at a fast rate, this might allow the
investors to avoid their full share of losses on the pool at the end of the
revolving period.

c) The pace of repayment during any set amortisation period should not in normal
circumstances be more rapid than would be allowed by straight-line
amortisation over the period.

(b) Amortisations providing for a clean-up call - by which an originating
bank has the option to buy back the remaining securitised assets - are
considered to be acceptable so long as the clean-up can occur only
when 10% or less of the receivables at the start of amortisation remain
outstanding.

(c) If the scheme is based on the disaggregated approach, this is an
acceptable structure (as long as any assumption that it includes about
the length of the amortisation period is reasonable).

a) The investor interest is not eliminated until each borrower in whose debts the
SPV shares has made sufficient principal payments to cover the balances
outstanding at the end of the revolving period - or these have been recognised as
in default.

(d) If the scheme is based on the aggregated approach, this is more
complex but may still be acceptable.  There is a need to allay the
concern that the SPV may be able to exit from the scheme while a
substantial proportion of the total amount outstanding at the start of
the scheduled amortisation period remains outstanding.

a) This may be the result of a scheme in which, after the start of the amortisation
period, investors are repaid from a fixed share of the repayments arising from
the aggregate gross flows on the accounts, including repayments of new
borrowings incurred during the amortisation period.

(e) For aggregated structures,  the originating bank should be able to
demonstrate (either on a theoretical basis or on the basis of historical
statistics) to the FSA that, by the end of the scheduled amortisation
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period, borrowers in the pool should have made sufficient payments to
ensure that in aggregate at least 90% of the total debt outstanding at
the beginning of the amortisation period will have been repaid or
recognised as in default.

a) Payments are taken to include both principal and interest.

7.3.4 Early amortisation

11 Early amortisation of the securities provides for the repayment of the
investor interest to be brought forward on the occurrence of certain
circumstances defined in the terms of the securitisation. Such an
occurrence is called a trigger event.

12 Various early amortisation triggers have been included in past
securitisations, in the United Kingdom and elsewhere.  They may be
divided into two main kinds: economic and non-economic triggers.

(a) Economic triggers activate early amortisation because of a
deterioration in the performance of the pool of receivables:  for
example, a fall below a certain level in the yield of the pool net of
provisions, interest and other expenses.  The FSA considers that
economic triggers may, therefore, be included only if:

(i) there is full sharing of interest, principal, expenses, losses and
recoveries on the balances outstanding at the start of the
amortisation period, using either the disaggregated approach or
the aggregated approach applying the same conditions as
outlined in paragraph 10 above;  and

(ii) that at the point that early amortisation is triggered losses on the
pool will have reached a level where the bank will feel able, if
necessary and without putting its reputation at risk, to reduce its
new lending broadly in line with the amortisation of the
investor interest.  The bank should be able to demonstrate to the
FSA that this is the case.

a) In some cases, such triggers allow investors to reduce their participation once
they begin to experience losses and commit the originating bank to taking back
the full financing in these circumstances.  Because the FSA is seeking to ensure
full loss-sharing, it considers that certain conditions should be met on the
inclusion of economic triggers if the assets securitised are to be given off
balance sheet treatment.  The conditions are intended to prevent the inclusion of
such triggers providing, in effect, implicit credit support.  The aim is to ensure
that investors share in losses for as long as these remain unusually high or until
the originating bank decides, and feels able, to run down its portfolio in line
with the amortisation of the investor interest.
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(b) Non-economic early amortisation triggers relate to changes, other than
in the performance of the securitised assets, which have significant
implications for the securitisation.

a) Past examples include tax-event and legal-change triggers, triggers relating to
the originating bank’s material non-performance in its role as servicing agent to
the SPV, and triggers relating to the insolvency of the originating bank or SPV.

b) In the FSA’s view, the presence of these particular types of trigger does not
amount to credit support.  It therefore considers that  such early amortisation
triggers may be included in acceptable schemes, and in these limited cases a
form of rapid amortisation - by which the investor interest may be repaid as fast
as is allowed by its share of the inflow of principal payments – may be included.

c) The FSA needs to be convinced of the case for allowing any other forms of non-
economic early amortisation trigger.

7.4 Implications of schemes for a bank’s general risks

7.4.1 Context

13 This subsection explains the particular concerns relating to banks involved
in revolving credit securitisations.  It should be read in conjunction with
Section 4 which discusses the implications for securitisations generally;
the policy in this section is in addition to that set out in Section 4.

7.4.2 Systems

14 Systems needs are more complex than in other securitisations, because of
the active nature of the assets, the consequent need for the identification of
loans and payments, and the monitoring of the portfolio’s performance.

7.4.3 Liquidity

15 The eventual return in full of the revolving-credit balances to the bank’s
balance sheet - as a result of either their scheduled or early amortisation -
means that such securitisations raise particular issues for originating
banks’ management of their liquidity.

a) These liquidity implications should be handled within a bank’s normal liquidity
management and assessed as under Section 4.4.

b) In the case of securitisations of credit-card (and similar) receivables, this
approach is combined with the FSA’s normal liquidity approach for credit cards.
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c) Before the FSA is able to assess whether it is appropriate to treat  such assets as
off balance sheet, it  needs to be satisfied that the bank can deal with these
liquidity implications.

16 Each scheme should be included in a bank’s liquidity management
assuming, in normal circumstances, that during its amortisation the bank
may be required to find replacement funding for the full amounts
previously provided by the investor interest.

a) This is because it may not be possible to arrange a replacement securitisation,
and an across the board withdrawal or reduction of borrowers’ facilities would
put its reputation at risk.

b) In each case, the FSA will consider whether an extra margin based on the likely
maximum net growth in lending should be added to the funding requirement,
and will, if necessary, set this margin in consultation with the bank including
whether to include in the funding requirement an estimate based on the likely
maximum net growth in lending.

17 For scheduled amortisations, before off balance sheet treatment is adopted,
a bank should outline how it expects to manage its liquidity.  A bank
should satisfy the FSA that its liquidity arrangements could cope with the
additional need for funding and, where appropriate, that it would build up
additional liquid assets for the periods covering amortisation payments.

a) This should include, at the appropriate maturities, the cash outflows resulting
from the scheduled repayments to investors plus any additional growth margin
decided on.

b) The FSA examines banks’ proposals to ensure that schemes do not unwind at
times and in amounts that would pose difficulties for the bank concerned.

18 For early amortisation triggers in a securitisation scheme there are
additional complications, since they render uncertain the timing of the
potential need for replacement funding.

(a) For a bank originating a scheme incorporating an early amortisation
trigger or triggers, and having it treated as  off balance sheet the bank
should be able to demonstrate to the FSA that it has adequate funding
plans in place to cope with their implications.

(b) Where schemes include early amortisation triggers, the FSA wherever
possible agrees with the originating bank ‘warning indicators’ that
early amortisation might be triggered.

a) For example, if the scheme allows early amortisation to be triggered after three
successive months of negative net yield on the portfolio, a warning indicator
might be one month of negative net yield.  Following a signal from one of these
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warning indicators, the maturity of the scheme will be advanced in the bank’s
liquidity reporting;  in this example, its presumed maturity immediately after the
warning indicator would be two months.

b) For those banks operating using the stock liquidity approach, the FSA where
appropriate will seek to agree with the bank the additional liquidity that should
be maintained  in the event of a signal from a warning indicator.

(c) Where a scheme includes an early amortisation trigger that does not
permit any warning indicator, the originating bank should likewise
explain how it would cope with the liquidity implications of its being
triggered.

19 There is additional liquidity risk in the case of originators of more than one
securitisation with the same early amortisation trigger(s) (whether
‘economic’ or ‘non-economic’).

a) Because the potential liquidity demand on such banks is multiplied if the early
amortisation triggers in each can be triggered at the same time, in such cases the
FSA needs further reassurance as to the liquidity implications before being able
to agree the appropriate off balance sheet treatment of subsequent issues.

20 In order for a bank to satisfy the FSA that it can deal with the liquidity
implications of the amortisation of schemes, it may need to arrange
committed facilities to be drawn down to the extent necessary to fund
receivables returning to its balance sheet.

a) The policy governing these committed facilities generally is that used elsewhere
in the FSA’s liquidity approach.  Likewise the FSA follows its normal approach
on the question of the weighting of such committed facilities for capital
adequacy purposes.  Since such commitments need to be available in
circumstances where a replacement securitisation does not prove possible, they
should not include a material adverse change condition in relation to the bank.

7.4.4 Capital

21 For a bank carrying out revolving-credit securitisations amounting to a
high percentage of its solo capital base, the FSA monitors and where
appropriate discusses with its management the potential capital
implications of its involvement in the securitisation market.  Consideration
here takes account of the size and development of that market.

a) This is a particular issue where the presence of common early amortisation
triggers makes it possible that a significant volume of assets could revert to the
bank at the same time, thereby threatening to cause problems both for the bank’s
liquidity and its capital requirements.
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8 OTHER SPECIAL STRUCTURES

8.1 Transfers of receivables arising from the finance of 
equipment or consumer goods

8.1.1 Introduction

1 The FSA’s principal policy objective is to ensure that in any
securitisation, all parties fully understand the responsibilities and risks
which they assume or retain, and that any material risks to buyers or
sellers are properly treated in the supervision of banks.

2 The financing of the purchase of equipment or consumer goods (including
hire-purchase) can involve particular risks, which it is difficult legally to
transfer to a buyer of the receivables, which may adversely affect this
objective.

3 The policy in this section is additional to the general policy set out in
section 5 and 6.

8.1.2 Concerns

4 The following concerns are particular to a securitisation of this type of
loan:

(a) This type of lending can involve lenders in continuing liabilities for
the “merchantability” of goods or equipment.

(b) If defective goods were to cause personal injury, very substantial
costs could arise.

(c) In addition to liabilities for the quality of equipment, institutions
involved in the finance of equipment hire or leasing may have
contractual obligations towards the borrower - for instance to arrange
for the servicing or taxation of vehicles.

(d) It is difficult legally to transfer these obligations, unless the transfer
is done through novation.

8.1.3 The FSA’s policy

5 The FSA views the following as the necessary steps to address these
concerns:

(a) The FSA believes that for assets to be viewed as off-balance sheet,
sellers should either receive an indemnity from the buyer to cover
any liability, or otherwise take steps to minimise the risk of loss
(such as taking out insurance to cover the risk).

See s2
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a) Lenders against whom claims are made as a result of their liability for the
quality of goods or equipment usually have recourse to the manufacturer
which, provided the manufacturer has appropriate liability insurance, may limit
the risk to the lender.  In addition, the FSA has been given to understand that
the loss experience of lenders under such claims is historically very small.
Nevertheless, the FSA does not view the risk retained by the seller as
unimportant.

(b) In situations where the seller is left with responsibilities of the kind
outlined in paragraph 4 above, the FSA has some concern over the
position of the buyer (if the buyer is a bank).  The FSA reminds
buying banks that risks of this nature need careful evaluation.
Buyers should satisfy themselves of the seller's competence to fulfil
its obligations towards the borrower in a timely manner.

a) There is a clear possibility that the borrower will exercise a right to reduce or
withhold payments on the loan to reflect his costs - for instance, the cost of
repairing the vehicle - if the original lender fails to meet his obligations under
the loan agreement.

8.2 Securitisation of a reverse repo

6 Where the benefits of a reverse repo are transferred, the transaction is
considered to be the securitisation of a single loan.  The originator
therefore should  comply with the policy above  for standard schemes.

a) A reverse repo is where a bank has bought (or borrowed) trading book
securities from a counterparty subject to buyback (or a return clause);

7 Whether the securitised loan is considered to be secured or unsecured
depends on the structure of the transaction.

a) A sub-participation is deemed to be unsecured.

b) Where the transactions are through a trust structure (the trust having legal title)
it will usually be secured.

8 Where the transaction is through a trust structure and the originator
retains an interest in the reverse repo, the  concerns raised in respect of
sharing of interest, principal and losses for revolving schemes should also
be addressed by the bank.

See s6

See s7
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9 SECONDARY ROLES: CREDIT ENHANCEMENTS

9.1 Background

1 The policy on credit enhancements is part of the wider policy on
securitisation published by the FSA, and therefore feature in a previous
section. Because of their importance and the variety of possible
constructions, this section expands upon the basic rules.

9.2 Overview

2 A credit enhancement is an arrangement provided for the SPV that, in
form or substance, covers the losses and risks associated with the pool of
assets. The level of the enhancement is reflected in the rating given to the
notes by a rating agency.

a) Where a bank demonstrates a pattern of providing (implicit) support, it will be
deemed to have provided credit enhancement.

b) An enhancement can be an integral part of the structure used to manage funds
or securitise assets (i.e. driven by cash flow) or may be provided from outside
the structure (i.e. provided by the originator or another third party).

c) Ratings agencies require banks to provide credit enhancement in order to make
the paper issued in securitisations more attractive to investors.

3 A bank acting in a primary role may provide credit enhancement to
support an SPV (and its investors). The capital charges against the credit
risk that should be made are detailed below.

9.3 Structure of credit enhancements

4 A credit enhancement may be structured in a number of forms, examples
include:

(a) A subordinated loan or note facility issued by a bank equal to a
maximum amount of credit support being provided.

(b) Over-collateralisation, where the face value of the assets is greater
than the securities issued.  The securitisation will amortise more
quickly and a buffer is created against losses.  On maturity, any
residual assets revert to the originator.

a) The credit enhancement, for calculating capital requirements, is the over-
collateralisation.

(c) Spread accounts.  The interest rate on the assets is usually higher
than the coupon on the securities issued, with the difference being

See s6.3 (h)
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used to cover costs and provide for losses.  Utilising all or part of this
for credit enhancement purposes means leaving it in the SPV rather
than returning it to the originator.

a) If the funds are to be returned to the originator, the FSA considers that the SPV
should not have recourse to the monies thereafter.

b) The conditions detailed in 9.4 do not apply to credit enhancement in the form
of a spread account retained by the SPV.

5 Securities issued that are deemed to be investment grade by relevant
rating agencies, as defined, are deemed not to constitute credit
enhancement if there is already sufficient credit enhancement within the
terms of this section.

a) The limitations on the ability to hold such securities are detailed below.

b) The limitations on the ability to trade such securities are detailed below.

9.4 Detailed policy

6 Any bank providing credit enhancement should ensure that:

(a) the facility is limited in amount and duration;

(b) there is no recourse to the bank beyond the fixed contractual
obligations provided for in the facility;

(c) the SPV and/or investors in a bond issue have the clear right to select
an alternative party to provide the facility;

(d) the facility is documented separately from any other facility provided
by the bank;

(e) the transaction should be undertaken at the initiation of the scheme;

a) However, in the event of a scheme having subsequent tranches of assets being
placed in to the SPV, within the terms set out above, the credit enhancement
can increase at that time, if detailed in the offering circular.  The new credit
enhancement should not be used to provide, in a disguised way, enhancement
for earlier tranches of assets and schemes seeking to be structured in this way
should be discussed in advance with the FSA.

(f) the details of the facility should be disclosed in any offering circular
or other appropriate documentation; and

(g) payment of any fee or other income for the facility is not further
subordinated, or subject to deferral or waiver, beyond what is already

See ch TI s9

See 9.6.1

See s11
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explicitly provided for in the applicable order of priority and other
payment entitlement provisions.

7 If the above conditions are met, the relevant capital treatment that should
be applied is detailed below.

9.5 Definitions of first loss & second loss credit enhancement

9.5.1 General

8 The distinction between the types, first loss and second loss, is drawn to
allow for an understanding of the underlying structure, and for the other
implications resulting from this.

9.5.2 Definition of first loss credit enhancement

9 A first loss facility represents the first level of financial support to a SPV.

a) A first loss facility bears, in effect, all of or the bulk of the risk associated with
the assets held by a SPV, as part of the process in bringing the paper issued by
the SPV to investment grade.  Hence the high capital cost.

b) A payment by a bank to provide cover against losses incurred by an SPV (e.g.
to fund a reserve account) or the sale of assets to an SPV for below their book
value in the bank’s books (where not written down or off against profits) is
regarded as a first-loss facility.

c) Capital is not required for spread accounts where the funds are held in the
SPV.

d) Additional capital is not required for over collateralisation beyond the assets
that are effectively written off in providing the margin of assets.

9.5.3 Definition of  second loss credit enhancement

10 A second-loss facility represents a credit enhancement providing a second
(or subsequent) tier of protection to an SPV against potential loss.  The
share of risk of a second loss facility depends on the coverage provided by
any first loss facility.  In order to limit the possibility of the second loss
facility carrying a disproportionate level of risk, a credit enhancement
facility is deemed a second loss facility only if:

(a) it enjoys the benefit of protection from a substantial first loss facility;
and

(b) it can only be drawn after the first loss facility has been exhausted.

See s9.6 & 9.7
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a) For the purposes of this section, a first-loss facility will be considered
substantial where it covers some multiple of historic losses or worst case losses
estimated by simulation or other techniques.

b) A bank providing a second loss facility needs to assess the adequacy of the first
loss facility on an arm’s length basis in accordance with its normal credit
policies.  A review of first loss facilities might refer to such factors as:

i) the class and quality of the assets held in the SPV;

ii) the history of default rates on the assets;

iii) the output of any statistical models used by banks to assess expected
default rates on the assets; the types of activity permitted the  SPV (i.e.
whether the risk underlying the credit enhancement facilities extends
beyond the asset held);

iv) the quality of the parties providing the first loss facility; and

v) the opinions or rating letters provided by reputable third parties, such as
rating agencies, regarding the adequacy of the first loss protection.

c) Where a second loss facility provided by a bank would substitute for a first loss
facility provided by another party, in the event of that party failing to meet its
obligations, the bank should treat the facility it provides as equivalent to a first
loss facility.

9.6 Credit enhancements supplied by an originator

9.6.1 Restrictions upon an originator

11 An originator should only make a one-off contribution to enhance the
credit-worthiness of a vehicle.  Any transactions should be funded at the
initiation of the scheme and disclosed in the offering circular.

a) The agent or originator may lend on a long-term subordinated basis to the
vehicle only if the loan is made at the outset of the scheme and is repayable
only following winding up of the scheme.

12 An originator may not hold any of the securities issued by the SPV unless
it has received a waiver to deal, as detailed below.

a) Any holdings in excess of the agreed dealing limits will be deducted from
capital.

9.6.2 Treatment for first loss

See s11
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13 The originating bank may make a choice of either deducting the amount
of the credit enhancement from capital or including the assets within their
risk weighted asset ratio under normal rules as if there had been no
securitisation.  The choice should be made at the outset, maintained for
the duration of the credit enhancement facility and be advised to the FSA.

9.6.3 Treatment for second loss

14 An originator providing a second loss facility (in an acceptable form)
should deduct the amount of the facility from capital.

9.7 Credit enhancements supplied by a sponsor or repackager

9.7.1 General

15 Due to the complexity of conduit and repackaging schemes, the
definitions of first and second loss facilities may be difficult to apply.  In
such circumstances, the FSA should be consulted.

a) For the purposes of this section, the holding of sub-investment grade paper will
be deemed to constitute credit enhancement unless there is already sufficient
enhancement within the scheme.

9.7.2 Treatment for first loss

16 First loss credit enhancement facilities provided by a sponsor or
repackager should be deducted from capital.

9.7.3 Treatment for second loss

17 A bank acting as sponsor or repackager which provides a second loss
facility, as defined above, may weight the facility as normal, provided that
the extent of the bank’s involvement is fully and properly explained in
any offering circular for the scheme, or is otherwise notified to investors,
and it is made unequivocally clear to investors:

(a) that the bank’s responsibilities do not go beyond that which is
provided for in the second loss facility in question (as explained in
the offering circular);  and

(b) the bank will not support losses beyond the requirements of the
second loss facility or generally stand behind the scheme.
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10 SECONDARY ROLES: LIQUIDITY FACILITIES

10.1 General

1 Liquidity facilities enable SPVs to assure investors of timely payments.
These include smoothing timing differences in the payment of interest and
principal on pooled assets and ensuring payments to investors in the event
of market disruptions. Such facilities can be particularly important where
SPVs hold long term assets funded by the issuance of short-term
securities.

a) Ratings agencies require banks to provide liquidity facilities in order to make
the paper issued in securitisations more attractive to investors.

b) The Commercial Paper (CP) markets display some degree of volatility.  For
example, in the United States, this may cause the $CP rates to diverge from
$LIBOR from time to time, particularly over the year-end, quarter ends and US
tax payment days.  SPVs are sometimes therefore set up in such a way that they
are not tied to an obligation to fund assets for a full quarter on specific days
each quarter so as to avoid such difficult days.  A liquidity facility may be key
to the flexibility an SPV needs in such circumstances.

10.2 Detailed Policy

2 To guard against the possibility of a facility functioning as a form of
credit enhancement, a liquidity facility when provided should satisfy the
following conditions:

(a) the facility is provided on an arm’s length basis and is subject to the
bank’s normal credit review and approval processes;

(b) the facility may be reduced or terminated should a specified event
relating to a deterioration in asset quality occur, e.g. the facility
should not be available to be utilised if the assets of the SPV have
deteriorated in quality to the extent there is no longer a sufficient
level of credit enhancement to cover the amount of any new or
existing drawdowns under the facility.

(c) the facility should be conducted on market terms and conditions;

(d) the facility is limited in amount and duration;

(e) there is no recourse to the bank beyond the fixed contractual
obligations provided for in the facility;

(f) the SPV and/or the note trustee representing the investors have the
clear right to select an alternative party to provide the facility;
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(g) the facility is documented separately from any other facility provided
by the bank;

(h) payment of any fee or other income for the facility is not further
subordinated, or subject to deferral or waiver, beyond what is already
explicitly provided for in the applicable order of priority and other
payment entitlement provisions;

(i) the facility may not be drawn for the purposes of credit support;

(j) the documentation clearly defines the circumstances under which the
facility may be drawn and prohibits drawing in any other
circumstances;

(k) the facility will provide for repayment of advances within a
reasonable time period;

(l) funding is provided to (or via) the SPV and not directly to investors;

(m) proceeds of drawings under the facility cannot be used to provide
permanent revolving funding, or be for the express purpose of
purchasing underlying assets held by an SPV (although it is
permissible for a liquidity facility to be structured as an arrangement
in which underlying assets held by the SPV are purchased by the
liquidity provider, provided that the assets in question are investment
grade);

(n) funding cannot be used to cover losses recorded by the SPV; and

(o) drawings under the facility are not subordinated to the interests of
investors, except that drawings may be subordinated to other
liquidity facilities if a tiered liquidity facilities are used in a scheme.
Such subordination should be clearly set out in the offering circular
or other appropriate documentation.

3 Failure to satisfy these conditions will cause the facility to be deemed to
be serving the economic purpose of a credit enhancement facility and
therefore be treated in the same way as a credit enhancement for capital
purposes.

a) The facility may be deemed to be a first or a second loss facility, as
appropriate.

10.3 Restrictions on originators

4 An originator should not provide a liquidity facility as it is deemed to be
funding. If it does, it is deemed not to have achieved a clean break with

See s6.3
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the assets, which will then be considered by the FSA as being on its
balance sheet.

a) The provision of a liquidity facility to cover very short-term timing differences
may be considered acceptable. However, there should be no obligation on the
bank to make the payment, the vehicle should have sufficient funding to meet
any clawback claims and the structure should be covered in the scheme’s
documentation.

b) Although originators may not provide a liquidity facility, the workings of the
securitisation vehicle may still require one which may, therefore, be provided
by a third party bank.

10.4 Restrictions upon sponsors and repackagers

10.4.1 General

5 A sponsor or repackager may provide a liquidity facility to a scheme.  The
facility will be calculated as 100% weighted asset drawn and 0% or 50%
undrawn (in the normal way), provided that the extent of the bank’s
involvement is fully and properly explained in any offering circular for
the scheme, or is otherwise notified to investors, and it is made
unequivocally clear to investors:

(a) that the bank’ responsibilities do not go beyond that which is
provided for in the liquidity facility in question (as explained in the
offering circular);  and

(b) the bank will not support losses beyond the requirements of the
liquidity facility or generally stand behind the scheme.

6 If these conditions are not met, the bank should treat the scheme as a fully
consolidated subsidiary for capital adequacy purposes.

a) If a bank acting as sponsor is seeking to use the concessionary treatment of
section 3.2.2 paragraph 5, (as a partial originator in a multi-seller vehicle,
providing a part of the liquidity facility) and fails the tests in this section, then
any assets it originates will be considered as remaining on  its balance sheet.

10.4.2 Large Exposures

7 Conduits can grow to considerable sizes and consequently a liquidity
facility provided by a sponsor or repackager to such a conduit could
potentially exceed the bank’s large exposures capital base. A bank should
only dissagregate facilities where the following general conditions are
fulfilled:

(a) The facilities are provided to separate legal entities;

See ch BC s4
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(b) The legal entities are not closely related counterparties for large
exposure purposes;

a) The details regarding large exposures are explained in chapter LE.

(c) The bank has systems and controls in place to monitor the assets
within the conduit;

a) The need to aggregate the underlying assets involves the use of complex
systems and controls. A bank should be able to satisfy the FSA that it is able to
control the securitisation properly primarily at notification and through the
section 166 process.

(d) There are internal systems in place, that have undergone stress
testing on mismatch limits, to monitor and/or manage the bank’s
liquidity out to at least six months; and

a) It is possible for CP conduits to grow to a significant size. Should there be a
disruption to the CP market that requires the drawing of a facility, sizeable
funds will be needed to meet the demand. The drawing of these funds may
accelerate as each CP fund matures. The sponsor should be able to monitor its
liquidity to ensure that it is able to cope with such an effect.

b) Conduits should manage their CP maturities so that they do not have
significant amounts of CP maturing during any one day or week. If the
liquidity lines’ renewal dates are not concentrated the bank may be less
exposed to market disruption as drawing will take place over a longer period of
time.

(e) The sponsor’s capital planning takes account of possible drawings
under the facilities i.e. that they are either able to sell the assets, sell
other assets or raise the requisite capital. A sponsor should pre-notify
the FSA as to how it will provide capital in the event of possible
drawings.

a) If a CP disruption occurs it may result in the sponsor making a large loan or
taking a large quantity of assets onto the balance sheet over a short period of
time. A sponsor should plan how it will provide capital in the event that this
occurs.

8 The FSA considers that it is appropriate for a bank to dissagregate
facilities where the  following specific conditions are fulfilled:

(a) For an asset repurchase facility, the exposure to the obligor for each
underlying asset held by each special purpose vehicle is aggregated
for large exposures purposes with the bank’s own exposures to that
obligor; or

See Ch LE s5.2

See s4.2

See s4.4

See s4.5
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(b) For a liquidity backstop facility, a bank takes reasonable steps to
aggregate, for large exposure purposes, exposures to the obligor of
the underlying assets, that represents a significant proportion of the
pool, with the bank's own exposure to that obligor.

a) A bank should also take into account any originator, sectoral, country or
regional concentrations when providing liquidity to an SPV.

b) A bank should not only aggregate the exposure to the obligors of the
underlying assets across the SPVs but also any exposures to closely related
counterparties across the SPVs.

10.4.3 Bridging Loans

9 A bridging loan is a loan made to a vehicle, prior to the issuance of the
notes, to cover a mismatch in time between the date of purchase of the
underlying assets and the date of issue of the securities.

a) A sponsor or repackager should not use the practice in  this section to establish
a remote origination scheme.

10 The FSA considers that it is acceptable for a sponsor or repackager  to
provide a bridging loan to an SPV subject to usual capital and large
exposures requirements where the following conditions are met:

(a) The loan is provided at market prices with no preference of any kind
being shown in the terms and conditions;

(b) The sponsor or repackager has the senior secured status; and

(c) The term of the loan is limited to three months or less.

a) The maturity of the underlying assets should extend considerably beyond this
period.

11 A sponsor or repackager providing a bridging loan for greater than three
months should treat the assets as on the balance sheet until the transaction
is completed.

a) Assets that are regarded as being on balance sheet for the purposes of this
section will be regarded as originated when securitised.

See Ch LE s5.2

See s3.2.1

See s3.2.1

See ch LE s9.2.7
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11 SECONDARY ROLES: DEALING & UNDERWRITING

11.1 Dealing & underwriting by an originator

1 An originator may underwrite the securities issued by the SPV. The assets
will not be regarded as being off balance sheet until 90% of the total issue
has been sold to a third party.

a) The FSA may vary the minimum level of assets that have to be sold to a third
party before off balance sheet treatment is considered appropriate.

2 Once the assets have been removed from the balance sheet, any holdings
in excess of agreed dealing limits should be deducted from capital.  The
bank should fully comply with the policy on holding the assets, as
detailed above, within one month.

3 An originator should not deal in the securities issued by the SPV unless it
has discussed its intention with the FSA.  The FSA considers that a bank’s
deals should be limited. Appropriate limits are likely to represent only a
small fraction of the total securities issued.

a) Limit structures should generally be subject to limits specific to individual tiers
of securities issued.  Limits are likely to be more constraining for trading in
securities other than the most senior debt.

b) It is an accepted role of an originating bank to promote an orderly market in the
securities issued by the SPV, but not to the extent that that originator is or
appears to be able to support the issue, which would be in contravention of the
policy above.

c) The ability to deal in securities is limited to securities deemed to be of
investment grade by a relevant rating agency as defined.  Securities below
investment grade fall within the definition of as credit enhancement as
described below.

d) The policy is not intended to restrict the ability of an SPV to buy back
securities it has issued at or below par.

11.2 Dealing & underwriting by a sponsor or repackager

4 A sponsor or repackager may act as underwriter for the securities issued
by the SPV subject to the policy in chapter TU.

a) At the end of the underwriting concession period any holdings of sub-
investment grade paper will be deemed to constitute credit enhancement unless
there is already sufficient enhancement within the scheme.

See s9.6.1

See s6.2

See s9 and Ch TI

s9

See ch TU

See  s9
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b) Securities issued that are deemed to be investment grade by relevant rating
agencies are deemed not to constitute credit enhancement, provided that there
is already sufficient credit enhancement.

5 A sponsor or repackager may act as dealer in the secondary market in the
securities issued by the SPV, provided that there is always at least two
other third party dealers.

a) This may be waived where a scheme is small and having multiple dealers is not
practicable.  However, given that in such schemes, there may more reason for
concerns as to liquidity, the sponsor should be able to demonstrate that it is
creating an orderly market and not supporting the issue.  Banks wishing to
follow this approach should obtain the prior approval of the FSA.
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Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Building Societies

11 Outsourcing

11.1 Introduction

11.1.1  G This chapter contains new guidance for building societies on outsourcing.

11.1.2  G The rest of this chapter consists of the guidance for banks on outsourcing

(taken from chapter OS of the IPSB for banks).  This guidance applies in its entirety to

building societies with the following amendments and exceptions:

(1) all references to “banks” should be read as including building societies;

(2) paragraphs 3(b)(a)(i) and 4 in section 1.1 do not apply to building societies

(societies are not currently subject to the RATE process);

(3) the date referred to in paragraph 8 in section 1.2 is changed from 30 June 1999

to 1 September 2000.
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OUTSOURCING

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Legal sources

1  Principle 3 of the Principles for Businesses states that a firm must
organise and control its affairs effectively which includes having adequate
systems and controls (see also the high-level rule in SYSC 3.1.1R).  The
Threshold Conditions ('Suitability') also includes the need to ensure that a
firm conducts its affairs 'soundly and prudently'.  Relevant to the meeting
of these requirements is a bank’s outsourcing arrangements.  In
considering any outsourcing proposal, a bank should consider whether the
outsourcing meets the material outsourcing definition below.  Where the
proposal meets these criteria, the bank should take into account the system
and control implications, including adequate anti-money laundering
systems, and the degree to which management control of the task will be
relinquished to the supplier.  The FSA considers that  a bank's
management is accountable for the adequacy of systems and controls for
the outsourced activity.

2 The FSA  has powers under section 165 of the Act to require a bank to
provide documents to the FSA which it reasonably requires in connection
with the exercise of its functions under the Act. Nevertheless additional
steps need to be taken to protect the FSA’s access to information in
relation to outsourced activities.

3 Material outsourcing is the use of third parties to provide services to a
bank which are of such importance to the bank that:

(a) a weakness or failure in any of the activities outsourced would cast
into serious doubt the bank’s continuing compliance with the
Principles for Business and Threshold Conditions;  and

(b) the outsourcing is by business units which are significant units.

a) A significant unit is one which is covered by the FSA’s risk assessment.

i) The first step in the FSA’s RATE approach is to agree with banks exactly
which units are significant: this process is described in paragraphs 26 to
30 (UK banks) and 31 to 33 (overseas banks) of the FSA’s June 1998
paper “Risk based approach to supervision of banks”.

b) The purchase of a standardised service from, for example, Bloombergs or
Reuters and the provision of custody arrangements fall outside of the definition
of material outsourcing.

See Supervision
Manual, chapter
2
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4 This definition is solely for the purpose of determining the scope of the
policy on outsourcing.  It is not intended to restrict discussion with the
FSA, nor is it intended to limit the issues that the FSA considers as part of
the RATE process.  A bank should apply its normal tests in deciding
which issues should be raised with the FSA.

5 If in doubt as to whether a function would be considered material the bank
should discuss the definition of material outsourcing with the FSA.

6 Although the principles in Section 4 apply to both intra- and extra-group
outsourcing, the FSA applies them flexibly where the outsourcing is intra-
group or to another regulated entity, particularly where the outsourced
activity is a regulated core business function carried out by the supplier
for its own purposes, e.g. cheque clearing.

1.2  Application

7 The policy set out in this chapter applies to all banks except EEA banks.

8 A bank which had outsourcing arrangements in place on 30 June 1999 or
which was close to completing outsourcing arrangements on or after this
date, is exempt from the application of this policy until the existing
contracts become due for renewal.  At that time the FSA expects a bank to
discuss with it how the bank intends to apply this policy to the renewal of
its existing arrangements.

1.3 How this chapter is organised

9 Section 2 sets out the basic scope and range of the FSA's approach to
outsourcing proposals.  Section 3 summarises the main features of the
policy.

10 Section 4 details the minimum criteria a bank should adopt when it
intends to outsource.  These range from its due standard of care, to its
relationship with the FSA and to its customers.

11 Section 5 sets out some points for further consideration regarding the
structure of a bank’s relationship with the supplier of the outsourced
function. It stresses particularly the standards the bank should expect a
supplier to meet and how the bank should monitor the relationship. This
section does not represent additional minimum criteria, but a bank still
needs to have considered the issues raised;  the FSA may ask the
outsourcing bank what procedures have been put in place to address
relevant concerns.

12 Section 6 is an appendix setting out the FSA’s general approach to central
booking.  It also explains when the FSA regards central booking as a form
of material outsourcing for the purposes of sections 2 to 5.
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a) Central booking is where the business is carried out in one location or legal
entity within a group and booked in the accounting records of another.  In
some cases, the risks arising from such business may be managed in a third
location.
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2 THE FSA’S APPROACH TO OUTSOURCING

1 Banks frequently decide to outsource aspects of their operations, either to
other group companies or to independent third parties.  This is sometimes
done on grounds of cost, sometimes because the other party can deliver a
better service than can be provided in-house, and sometimes a
combination of both.

2 The FSA recognises that outsourcing can bring significant benefits to
banks and their customers.  However, the FSA is concerned that when an
important function is performed outside a bank, the bank may lose or have
reduced control of the outsourced activity. Furthermore, the FSA’s ability
to exercise its supervisory powers to gather information or to require
changes in the way that the outsourced function is carried out may be
affected adversely.  In addition, there may be some circumstances in
which the FSA will need to assess the suitability of the service provider
and its key staff.  This policy is designed to address these concerns
without impeding unduly banks’ ability to use outsourcing to further their
business objectives.

3 The FSA recognises that some of this policy will not be appropriate to
intra-group outsourcing.  Where a particular principle applies only to
outsourcing either solely within or alternatively outside the consolidated
group this has been clearly stated.  Where there is no such statement it
should be assumed that the policy applies to both intra- and extra-group
outsourcing.
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3 THE MAIN FEATURES OF THE POLICY

This section summarises the main features of the policy applying in
relation to outsourcing banks.  It should be read in conjunction with
section 4 below.

3.1 Informing the FSA

1 A bank should make the FSA aware, through its normal supervisory
channels, of its intention to outsource a task which, materially, either
impacts on its systems and controls or affects its risk profile.  This should
take place in reasonable time to allow the FSA to consider the proposal
and to raise any concerns.

2 During the course of the outsourcing agreement a bank should make the
FSA aware of any material problems encountered with the outsourcing
supplier.

3.2 Material outsourcing proposals

3 The FSA expects a bank to be able to analyse the impact outsourcing a
particular function will have on its overall risk profile and the bank’s
internal systems and controls.

4 A bank should ensure that the FSA has access to any information relevant
to the outsourced activity reasonably required by the FSA in connection
with the exercise of its functions under the Act.

5 A bank should ensure that its internal and external auditors have access to
any relevant information they require to fulfil their responsibilities.

3.3 The FSA’s consideration of banks’ outsourcing proposals

6 The FSA will consider a bank’s outsourcing proposal and raise any
concerns that it has.  The FSA is aware of commercial pressures involved
in outsourcing contracts and will agree with the bank a suitable timescale
for response.

See s4.1

See s4

See s4.5

See s4.6

See s4.1
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4 PRINCIPLES OF OUTSOURCING

4.1 General

1 A bank should make the FSA aware of a material outsourcing proposal in
reasonable time to allow the FSA to consider the potential impact of the
proposal on the bank and to raise any concerns.  The FSA is aware of
commercial pressures involved in outsourcing contracts and will agree
with the bank a suitable timescale for response.  Once a bank has notified
the FSA of a material outsourcing proposal, the FSA will determine the
level of its ongoing scrutiny of the process and ask the bank to provide
further information accordingly.

2 Regardless of whether the outsourcing supplier is inside or outside the
group, the FSA holds the bank’s management  responsible for ensuring
that the outsourced function is carried out to a proper standard and that
the integrity of the bank's systems and controls is maintained.  The FSA
would expect a member of the bank's senior management to take
responsibility for each material outsourced function; this person should be
an approved person (see 3.3.24G).

3 In some limited circumstances it is possible that a person employed by a
supplier may be subject to the approved persons requirements under the
Act.  Further details are given in the Supervision Manual.

a) The scope and principles of the approved persons requirements are set out in
Part V of the Act, the High Level Standards for Business and the Supervision
Manual.

b) Applicants apply to the FSA to become approved persons using Form A in
chapter 10 of the Supervision Manual.

4.2 Principles governing a bank’s relationship with its supplier

4 A bank should monitor and manage on an ongoing basis its relationship
with the supplier so as to seek to ensure the integrity of its systems and
controls is maintained.

5 The supplier should be a competent, financially sound firm with good
relevant knowledge and expertise.  The bank should be able to
demonstrate that it has taken proper steps to verify this and that it also has
procedures for assessing the supplier’s performance on a continuous
basis.  Additionally, the bank should be able to satisfy the FSA that the
supplier is committed for the term of the contract to devoting sufficient,
competent resources to providing the service.

See s5.2

See ch GN s3
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a) Where the supplier is a member of the same group as the bank, the latter is
likely to have a greater pre-existing level of knowledge about the former.  The
level of assessment may therefore be reduced.

6 The agreement between the bank and the supplier should provide that the
bank is informed of any developments which may have a material adverse
impact on the supplier's ability to meet its obligations.  This includes, for
example, relevant material control weaknesses identified by the supplier’s
internal or external auditors.  The supplier’s auditors do not have a
responsibility to report any concerns to the FSA.  Nonetheless, the bank
should ensure that there is a clear reporting line between the supplier and
itself so that any material problems relating to the outsourced activity can
be communicated and to enable it (or the FSA) to make any further
enquiries of its own into such problems.

a) Where the supplier operates abroad, the Data Protection Act 1998 sets out legal
requirements governing the transfer of data across borders.

7 For outsourcing outside the group there should be a right to terminate the
contract in the event that the supplier undergoes a change of ownership or
the supplier becomes insolvent or goes into liquidation or receivership.

4.3 Principles covering service level agreements (‘SLAs’)

8 An SLA is a negotiated agreement on the standards of service between the
supplier and the end-user (the bank).  A bank should always have a
written SLA in place with its supplier, where the outsourcing is outside
the group. The SLA should also provide for periodic reviews and
appropriate remedies should problems arise.  Such reviews should allow
for the relationship to be amended via the SLA or contract as appropriate,
on the basis of performance against specified targets.

(a) Banks may be asked to submit SLAs to their supervisors.

9 Where the outsourcing is intra-group a SLA may not always be
appropriate.  This is particularly the case where a service is supplied on a
group wide basis.  In such circumstances the supplier may wish to provide
a statement of the standard of service to be provided to the whole group.
This statement may be supported by a wide range of other existing
relationship management systems.  Where these provide a sufficient
performance measurement structure a SLA may not be required.

4.4 Principles affecting contingency planning

10 A bank should have and regularly review contingency plans to enable it to
set up new arrangements as quickly as possible, with minimum disruption
to business, if the contract is suddenly terminated or the supplier fails.
The level of detail in such plans may vary.  For example, if there are large

See s5.4

See s5.5
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numbers of possible alternative suppliers the outsourcer may simply be
able to use one of the alternative supplier(s).  However, this may still be a
complex and time consuming process and a bank should consider how it
would deal with the hand-over process.  If, on the other hand, the only
option is for the bank to resume the activity itself the plan should be far
more detailed.

a) As the contract with an intra-group supplier is highly unlikely to be terminated
through the actions of the supplier, the only significant risk is that the service
will be interrupted by another unrelated event.  Such events should be covered
by the supplier's business continuity plan and therefore a separate contingency
plan for the bank may not be appropriate.

4.5 Principles governing supervisors’ access to information

11 The contract between the bank and the supplier should ensure that the
bank can provide the FSA with any information relating to the outsourced
activity that the FSA may require in order to carry out effective
supervision, whether the outsourcing is within or without the group, for
example, through section 166 reports by a person with relevant
professional skill.

12 Where the supplier is based outside the UK, the bank should assess the
extent to which the local regulator/regulations may restrict access to
information about the outsourced activity.

13 The FSA should be informed if any other regulator raises serious concerns
with the bank’s proposal to outsource.

4.6 The auditor’s role

14 A bank should have processes in place to identify and deal with any
weaknesses in the supplier’s procedures which could have a material
adverse impact on the service provided to the bank.  This could include
access for the bank’s internal and external auditors, independent reports
on the supplier and/or monitoring of detailed performance statistics.

15 In line with the FSA’s approach to other areas of banking supervision,
where internal or external audit raises material problems the bank should
alert its supervisor.  The bank should also ensure that it has the
management capacity to assess and respond to any such concerns so
raised.

4.7 Outsourcing internal audit

16 All cases of outsourcing internal audit will be considered material.

See Supervision

Manual, Chapter

5
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17 A bank should not outsource its internal audit function to either its skilled
persons or its external auditors.  A bank should have an internal audit
function independent from external audit as this segregation of
responsibilities would be compromised if the same firm fulfilled both
functions.

18 However, the FSA considers that it may be appropriate for certain internal
audit services to be provided by the external auditors/skilled persons
where the following conditions are met:

(a) the work is carried out under the overall supervision and management
of the bank’s own internal audit staff;

(b) ultimate responsibility for the adequacy and effectiveness of internal
audit lies with the Head of Internal Audit.

(c) the Head of Internal Audit is a senior and experienced individual who
is an employee of the bank, or the group of which the bank is a part.

(d) the FSA is satisfied that the Head of Internal Audit has satisfactory
reporting lines.  These lines would typically involve unfettered
access to the audit committee or at a minimum a non-executive
director.

19 A bank wishing to use its external auditor/skilled person to perform any
part of internal audit's function should notify the FSA of its intention to
do so.  It need not, however, notify where individual employees of a
bank’s external auditors/skilled persons are seconded to work within the
internal audit function.

20 Where internal audit is outsourced to another firm which is not otherwise
involved in the auditing or accounting function of the bank, the
independence issue does not arise.  Therefore, outsourcing proposals
meeting this criterion are assessed in the same way as any other function.

4.8 Principles covering sub-contracting

21 The contract should state that if the outsourcing supplier decides to sub-
contract further the original outsourcing supplier continues to be
contractually liable and the level of service and systems and controls will
not deteriorate.

a) Sub-contracting is where the supplier of an outsourced function further
contracts out that function to a third party unrelated to the bank or supplier.

See ch AR s3
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5 FURTHER AREAS FOR CONSIDERATION

Banks should have considered the issues raised in this section as the FSA
may ask what procedures have been put in place to address these concerns.

5.1 General

1 Any voluntary Codes of Conduct adopted by the bank that would have a
direct impact on customers could also be observed by the supplier.  This
step may help to prevent a deterioration in the service received by its
customers.

5.2 A bank’s relationship with its supplier

5.2.1 General

2 The bank may wish to be aware of the material risks to which the supplier
is exposed in relation to the service provided to the bank by the supplier
and the corresponding control procedures in place.  There might also be
provision for relevant management information so that problems, such as a
deterioration in service, are brought to the attention of the appropriate
individuals in the bank at an early stage.   The bank may wish to take steps
to seek to ensure that it is clear who is accountable at the appropriate level
in respect of such problems.  One such mechanism may be through
establishing clear lines of escalation both within the supplier and the bank.

3 It would be prudent for a bank’s management to provide adequate
resources at appropriately senior levels to ensure that the relationship with
the supplier is properly managed and monitored against performance
targets.

4 Where the outsourcing supplier is in direct contact with the bank's
customers, the bank may wish to establish how its customer relations
policies will be reflected by the supplier, for example, answering
complaints within a certain time period.  Such policies could be measured
and factored into any consideration of the supplier’s performance.  This is
important to a bank since any material deterioration in customer relations
may adversely affect its reputation.  This matter has greater significance if
the supplier is external to the group since the supplier might have a
different culture.

5.2.2 Termination of contract with the supplier

5 A bank may wish to make provision in the contract to ensure that it does
not lose any work or records which are material to the bank’s business and
has been carried out by the supplier, should the contract be terminated.  In

See s4.2

See s4.2
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any case it would be sensible for termination clauses to provide adequate
notice for the bank to put in place alternative arrangements.

5.3 Confidentiality

6 Confidentiality may not be a significant issue if the outsourcing is within a
bank’s group.  However, the bank may wish to consider whether  the
confidentiality constraints below need to be fulfilled.

7 Where a supplier deals with a bank’s competitors distinct procedures (such
as Chinese Walls) may be advantageous in seeking to ensure that there is
no breach of client confidentiality. Where the supplier operates abroad, the
Data Protection Act sets out legal requirements governing the transfer of
data across borders.

5.4 Service level agreements (‘SLAs’)

8 In order to ensure that there is no confusion over respective duties banks
may wish to clearly define what is to be outsourced in their SLA.
Additionally the SLA may incorporate the capacity for change (including
technological change) or expansion, set out clearly who is responsible for
ensuring that work is completed and incorporate details of the reports that
the bank might wish to receive from the supplier and their frequency.

9 Where a supplier provides a service for several banks or the bank has peak
periods of service, the bank might wish to seek to ensure that a minimum
level of resources will be continuously devoted to provide an agreed level
of service.

10 For extra-group outsourcing, the contract may provide the option for
regular re-tendering.  However, for both intra- and extra-group
outsourcing, it may be prudent for the relationship to be reviewed, where
and when appropriate, but at least annually to take account of all relevant
business and environmental changes and the review may also include a
financial strength assessment of the supplier.

11 An agreed standard of service between the supplier and the bank might be
particularly relevant in the case of extra-group outsourcing.  A bank may
wish to consider whether the standard of service operated by the supplier
needs to be as high  as that operated within the bank.  Performance targets
might be included within the SLA, along with provision for escalation and
termination where the targets are not met.

5.5 Contingency planning

See s4.3

See s4.4
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12 Daily operations and systems problems, such as temporary
disruption/suspension of the service, could be included within a plan
although this could be covered in the supplier’s own contingency
arrangements.

13 A bank might wish to ask the supplier for information about its own
contingency plans, in order to assess the level of comfort it can draw from
these plans and consider the implications for its own contingency planning.
Where sufficient comfort cannot be drawn the bank may wish to make
alternative contingency arrangements either in-house or through an
alternative supplier as appropriate.
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6 APPENDIX – CENTRAL BOOKING

Central booking is where the business is carried out in one location or
legal entity within a group and booked in the accounting records of
another location or legal entity.  This general description covers a range of
different scenarios, as explained in the remainder of this section: in all
cases, the overriding objective is that, however a bank chooses to organise
its activities, it must continue to comply with the  Principles for
Businesses and Threshold Conditions for Authorisation and with its other
legal and supervisory obligations, including those relating to the provision
of information to the FSA.  The FSA expects banks to discuss significant
new central booking proposals with their supervisors, in the same way as
for any other significant change in its organisational arrangements.

6.1 Central booking between different locations of the bank

1 Banks often record transactions in a different physical location to that in
which the business is undertaken.  This will never fall within the definition
of material outsourcing (because a bank cannot, by definition, outsource to
itself).  A bank should nevertheless satisfy itself that, wherever the various
functions associated with its business are physically carried out, the bank
complies with its legal and regulatory obligations including (but not
limited to):

(a) the maintenance of adequate accounting and other records and
internal control systems;

(b) the adequacy of provisions, liquidity and capital (where relevant); and

(c) the provision of information to the FSA (including periodic reporting
such as prudential returns and the notifications on large exposures,
controllers and close links, and ad hoc requests for information).

6.2 Central booking between different legal entities

2 A bank should consider both the legal form and the commercial substance
of its arrangements with the other entity in order to establish the true
nature of the relationship and therefore the procedures which are
appropriate to enable the bank to comply with its obligations.  The key
consideration is the risks to which the bank is exposed as a result of the
transactions undertaken and/or its arrangements with the other party.

3 Material outsourcing issues only arises where the bank records, and bears
the risk of, business which is initiated by another legal entity in the group
acting in the bank’s name (so that clients/counterparties believe that they
are dealing with the bank’s own staff).
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a) In contrast, where another legal entity in the group acts as broker/introducer for
example, it provides a discrete service in its own name to both the bank and
customers/counterparties.
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INTERIM PRUDENTIAL SOURCEBOOK FOR INSURERS

GUIDANCE

THE PURPOSE OF THE PRUDENTIAL RULES FOR INSURERS AND

AN OVERALL DESCRIPTION

1. The prudential rules for an insurer are to be seen in the context

of the Principles for Businesses.  These are high level

obligations applying to all authorised persons and are set out in

the High Level Standards part of the Handbook (PRIN).

2. So far as an insurer is concerned, the Principles for Businesses

are particularly relevant to its internal systems and controls.

Principle 3, for example, requires a firm to take reasonable care

to organise and control its affairs responsibly and effectively,

with adequate risk management systems.  Principle 4 requires a

firm to maintain adequate financial resources.

3. In addition to the general obligations placed on an insurer,

certain staff of all authorised persons are subject to a number of

high level obligations, referred to as Statements of Principle.

The FSA has issued a Code of Practice to help determine

whether an approved personÕs conduct has complied with a

Statement of Principle.  The Statements and the Code are set out

in the High Level Standards part of the Handbook (APER).

4. One of the features of a contract of insurance is the long period

of risk the contract may cover.  The prudential rules for insurers

seek to protect the policy holder against the risk that an insurer

will fail to meet a valid claim as it falls due or to fulfil the

reasonable expectations of policy holders.

5. The Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Insurers (IPRU (INS))

starts by limiting the risks to which an insurer may be subject.
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Rule 1.3 in Chapter 1 requires that the business of an insurer is

restricted to insurance business.

6. The essence of the more detailed rules in Volume 1 and 2 is the

requirement to maintain an appropriate margin of solvency, ie

the excess of the value of assets over the amount of liabilities.

The rules in Chapter 2 set out the required margins of solvency

for an insurer having regard to the type and location of its

business.

7. Chapter 3 concerns long-term insurance business.

8. The extent to which an asset may be taken into account for

prudential purposes, and then the method of valuing it, is

determined in accordance with the rules in Chapter 4.  It is a

fundamental part of the approach to prudential regulation for

insurers that the rules limit the assets which are ÔadmissibleÕ for

solvency purposes and prescribe the methods of valuation.

9. Similarly, the amount of a liability is determined in accordance

with the rules in Chapter 5.

10. General insurers must keep reserves in respect of certain classes

of business in accordance with the rules in Chapter 6 in order to

maintain solvency during a period of abnormal claims.  These

reserves are known as Ôequalisation reservesÕ.

11. Special provisions in Chapter 7 require a liability in any

particular currency to be matched by assets in that currency.

Further provisions relate to the location of assets.

12. Under the rules in Chapter 8, a non-EEA insurer must make a

deposit in the United Kingdom or other EEA State and certain

other additional rules apply.
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13. As part of the continuing supervision of an insurer, the rules in

Chapter 9 require the insurer to prepare certain accounts and

statements in accordance with the rules and deposit them with

the FSA.  In addition, an insurer must make certain statistical

returns.

14. Chapter 10 contains rules relating to the ÔInsurance Groups

DirectiveÕ, ie Council Directive 98/78/EC on the supplementary

supervision of insurance undertakings in an insurance group.

15. Chapter 11 contains the definitions used throughout IPRU (INS)

and some general provisions including provisions relating to

actions for damages.

16. Chapter 12 contain transitional provisions.

17. The Appendices in Volume 2 are part of the rules.

18. FSA guidance and letters from the Government Actuary are in

Volume 3 of IPRU (INS).

____________________
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Chapter 1

APPLICATION RULE AND RESTRICTION OF BUSINESS TO INSURANCE

______________________________________

Application

Insurers

1.1 An insurer must comply with IPRU (INS) unless it is Ð

(a) a friendly society1; or

(b) subject to rule 3.6 and 3.7 (application of rules to linked long-term
contracts), an EEA insurer qualifying for authorisation under
Schedules 3 or 4 to the Act.

The Society of LloydÕs2

1.2 No provisions of IPRU (INS) apply to the Society of LloydÕs, or members of
the Society of LloydÕs except rules 9.37 and 9.38.

                                                  

1 A friendly society must comply with IPRU(FSOC).
2 LLD applies to the Society.
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Restriction of business to insurance

1.3    (1) An insurer must not carry on any commercial business in the United Kingdom
or elsewhere other than insurance business and activities directly arising from
that business.

In-house pension funds

(2) If an insurer manages assets of a pension fund solely for the benefit of -

(a) its ÔofficersÕ or ÔemployeesÕ; or

(b) its ÔofficersÕ or ÔemployeesÕ and ÔofficersÕ or ÔemployeesÕ of its
subsidiary or holding company or a subsidiary of its holding company,

that activity is to be treated as directly arising from the insurerÕs insurance
business.

(3) Officers or employees include their dependants.

_______________________
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2.8 Long term class V
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Chapter 2

MARGINS OF SOLVENCY
______________________________________

Basic Requirement

2.1        (1)      Every insurer Ð

(a) whose head office is in the United Kingdom; or

(b) whose business in the United Kingdom is restricted to reinsurance,

must maintain a margin of solvency in accordance with the rules in this
Chapter (the Margins of Solvency Rules).

 (2) Subject to rule 2.1(3), every insurer whose head office is not in an EEA State
must maintain Ð

(a) a margin of solvency; and

(b) a UK margin of solvency,

in accordance with the Margins of Solvency Rules.

(3) Rule 2.1(2) does not apply to an insurer if Ð

(a) its business in the United Kingdom is restricted to reinsurance;

(b) it is a Swiss general insurer; or

(c) rule 8.1(2) applies to it3,

but a UK-deposit insurer must maintain Ð

(d) a margin of solvency; and

(e) an EEA margin of solvency,

             in accordance with the Margins of Solvency Rules.

(4) In the case of an insurer that carries on both long-term insurance business and
general insurance business, (1), (2) and (3) have effect as if the requirements
to maintain -

                                                  

3 (ie, it is a UK-deposit insurer or an EEA-deposit insurer)
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(a) a margin of solvency;

(b) a UK margin of solvency; and

(c) an EEA margin of solvency,

were requirements to maintain separate margins in respect of the two kinds of
business.

(5) In calculating UK  margin of solvency, and EEA margin of solvency, the
amount of the insurerÕs liabilities must be increased by the amount of any
reserve maintained under the Equalisation Reserves Rules.

Companies supervised in other EEA States and Switzerland

2.2        (1)      An insurer which is  -

(a) an EEA-deposit insurer; or

(b) a Swiss general insurer,

must secure that the value of the assets of the business carried on by it in the
United Kingdom does not fall below the amount of the liabilities of that
business, that value and amount being determined in accordance with the
Valuation of Assets Rules and the Determination of Liabilities Rules.

Long-term and general insurance business

(2) In the case of an insurer that carries on in the United Kingdom both long-term
and general insurance business, (1) has effect separately in relation to the
assets and liabilities of the two kinds of business.

Adequacy of assets

2.3       (1) A UK insurer must secure -

(a) that its liabilities under contracts of insurance entered into by it, other
than liabilities in respect of Ôlinked benefitsÕ, are covered by assets of
appropriate safety, yield and marketability having regard to the classes
of business carried on; and

(b) without prejudice to the generality of (a), that its investments are
appropriately diversified and adequately spread and that excessive
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reliance is not placed on investments of any particular category or
description.4

(2)       A UK insurer which has entered into a Ôlinked long-term contractÕ must secure
that, as far as practicable, its liabilities under the contract in respect of Ôlinked
benefitsÕ are covered as follows Ð

(a)      if those benefits are linked to the value of units in an undertaking for
collective investments in transferable securities or to the value of
assets contained in an internal fund, by those units or assets; and

(b)       if those benefits are linked to a share index or other reference value not
mentioned in (a), by units which represent that reference value, or by
assets of appropriate safety and marketability which correspond, as
nearly as may be, to the assets on which that reference value is based.5

(3)      A UK insurer which has entered into a Ôlinked long term contractÕ must also
secure that those of its liabilities under the contract in respect of Ôlinked
benefitsÕ which are not covered by contracts of reinsurance are covered by
assets of a description contained in rule 3.76.

(4)      In this rule Ð

linked benefits, in relation to a contract of insurance, means benefits payable
to the policy holder which are determined by reference to the value of or the
income from property of any description (whether or not specified in the
contract) or by reference to fluctuations in, or in an index of, the value of
property of any description (whether or not so specified); and

linked long term contract means a contract of insurance,

(a) the effecting of which constitutes the carrying on of long-term
insurance business; and

(b) under which Ôlinked benefitsÕ are payable.

(5)     In (3), Ôlinked long term contractÕ does not include a contract to manage the
investments of pension funds unless it is combined with a contract of
insurance covering either conservation of capital or payment of a minimum
interest.

                                                  

4 For guidance on appropriate diversification, adequate spread and other matters relating to investments, see
Guidance Note P1 (systems and controls over the investments and counterparty exposure of insurers)

5 For guidance on the Ôclose matchingÕ test, see paragraph 2 of Guidance Note 4.4
6 See footnote 5
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Determination of margins of solvency

2.4 (1) Subject to (2) to (5), the margin of solvency to be maintained by an insurer
must be determined Ð

(a) as regards long-term insurance business, in accordance with rules 2.5
to 2.8; and

(b) as regards general insurance business, by taking the greater of the two
sums resulting from the application of the two methods of calculation
set out in Appendices 2.1 and 2.2.

(2) Where an insurer is required to maintain a UK margin of solvency or an EEA
margin of solvency Ð

(a) the UK margin of solvency must be determined by applying (1), but
only to insurance business carried on in the United Kingdom; and

(b) the EEA margin of solvency must be determined by applying (1), but
only to insurance business carried on in the EEA States taken together.

(3) For a contract of insurance (to which rule 11.8(a) applies), the required
margin of solvency must be determined by taking the aggregate of the results
arrived at by applying Ð

(a) in the case of so much of the contract as is within any class of long-
term insurance business, the appropriate method determined by the
Margins of Solvency Rules for that class; and

(b) in the case of so much of the contract as is within general insurance
business class 1 or 2, the method of calculation set out in Appendix
2.1 (excluding paragraphs 6, 7 and 8).

(4) Where an insurer carries on long-term insurance business and owing to the
nature of that business more than one margin of solvency is produced in
respect of that business by the operation of the Margins of Solvency Rules, the
margins in question must be aggregated in order to arrive at the insurerÕs
required margin of solvency.

(5) Where an insurer carries on both long-term and general insurance business
and is accordingly required to maintain separate margins of solvency in respect
of the two kinds of business -

(a) the Margins of Solvency Rules apply for determining the margin of
solvency for each kind of business separately; and

(b) assets other than those representing its long-term insurance fund or
funds, if they are not included among the assets covering the liabilities,
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and the margin of solvency relating to the insurerÕs general insurance
business, may be included among the assets taken into account in
covering the liabilities and the margin of solvency for the insurerÕs
long-term insurance business.

Long term classes I, II, and IX

2.5 (1) For long-term insurance business of class I, II or IX the margin of solvency
must be determined by taking the aggregate of the results arrived at by
applying the calculation described in (2) (the first calculation) and the
calculation described in (3), (4), (5) and (6) (the second calculation).

(2) For the first calculation Ð

(a)     a sum equal to 4% of the mathematical reserves for direct insurance
business and reinsurance acceptances without any deduction for
reinsurance cessions must be taken;

(b)     the amount of the mathematical reserves at the end of the preceding
financial year after the deduction of reinsurance cessions must be
expressed as a percentage of the amount of those mathematical
reserves before any such deduction; and

(c)       the sum mentioned in (a) must be multiplied Ð

(i)     where the percentage arrived at under (b) is greater than 85%
(or, in the case of a pure reinsurer, 50%), by that greater
percentage, and

(ii) in any other case, by 85% (or, in the case of a pure reinsurer,
50%).

(3) For the second calculation Ð

(a)      subject to (4), (5) and (6), a sum equal to 0.3% of the Ôcapital at riskÕ
for contracts on which the Ôcapital at riskÕ is not a negative figure must
be taken;

(b) the amount of the Ôcapital at riskÕ at the end of the preceding financial
year for contracts on which the Ôcapital at riskÕ is not a negative figure,
after the deduction of reinsurance cessions, must be expressed as a
percentage of the amount of that Ôcapital at riskÕ before any such
deduction; and

(c) the sum arrived at under (a) must be multiplied Ð

(i) where the percentage arrived at under (b) is greater than 50%,
by that greater percentage, and
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(ii) in any other case, by 50%.

(4) Where, in a case other than that of a pure reinsurer, a contract provides for
benefits payable only on death within a specified period and is valid for a
period of not more than three years from the date when the contract was first
made, the percentage to be taken for the purposes of (3)(a) must be 0.1%; and
where the period of validity from that date is more than three years but not
more than five years, the percentage to be so taken must be 0.15 %.

(5) For the purposes of (4), the period of validity of a contract evidencing a group
policy is the period from the date when the premium rates under the contract
were last reviewed for which the premium rates are guaranteed.

(6)      In the case of pure reinsurers, the percentage to be taken for the purposes of
paragraph (3)(a) is 0.1%.

(7)       For the purposes of the second calculation, the capital at risk is Ð

(a)       in any case in which an amount is payable in consequence of death
other than a case falling within (b), the amount payable on death; and

(b)       in any case in which the benefit under the contract in question consists
of the making, in consequence of death, of the payment of an annuity,
payment of a sum by instalments or any other kind of periodic
payments, the present value of that benefit,

less in either case the mathematical reserves in respect of the relevant
contracts.

(8) When the amount of the mathematical reserves referred to in (2)(a), or the
amount of the Ôcapital at riskÕ referred to in (3)(a), is calculated for the
purposes of determining the margin of solvency, the day as on which that
amount is calculated must be the same as that as on which the margin of
solvency is determined; and the mathematical reserves referred to in (7) must
also be calculated as on that day when the Ôcapital at riskÕ in question is that
referred to in (3)(a), but must be calculated as at the end of the preceding
financial year when the Ôcapital at riskÕ in question is that referred to in (3)(b).

Long term classes III, VII and VIII

2.6 (1) For long-term insurance business of class III, VII or VIII the margin of
solvency must be determined in accordance with (2) to (5).

(2) In so far as an insurer bears an investment risk, the first calculation must be
applied.

(3) In so far as -

(a) an insurer bears no investment risk;
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(b) the total expired and unexpired term of the relevant contract exceeds
five years; and

(c) the allocation to cover management expenses in the relevant contract
has a fixed upper limit which is effective as a limit for a period
exceeding five years,

the first calculation must be applied, but as if rule 2.5(2)(a) contained a
reference to 1% instead of 4%.

(4) If neither (2) nor (3) applies, then, subject to (5), the required margin of
solvency is zero.

(5) Where an insurer covers a death risk, a sum arrived at by applying the second
calculation (disregarding rules 2.5(4) and 2.5(5)) must be added to any margin
of solvency, including a required margin of solvency of zero, arrived at under
(2), (3) or (4).

Long term classes IV and VI

2.7 For long-term insurance business of class IV or VI, the margin of solvency
must be determined by applying the first calculation.

Long term class V

2.8 For long-term insurance business of class V, the margin of solvency must be
1% of the assets of the relevant tontine.

Guarantee fund and minimum guarantee fund

2.9 (1) An insurer must ensure that its margin of solvency does not fall below the
Ôguarantee fundÕ7.

(2) Subject to (3) and (4), one-third of the required margin of solvency constitutes
the guarantee fund.

(3) The Ôguarantee fundÕ must not be less than an amount (the minimum
guarantee fund) arrived at in accordance with Appendix 2.3, whether the
required margin of solvency is greater or less than that amount.

(4) In the case of long-term insurance business, items that are not implicit items
must be at least large enough to cover either the Ôminimum guarantee fundÕ or
50% of the Ôguarantee fundÕ, whichever is the greater.

                                                  

7 SUP requires the submission of a short term plan to the FSA if this rule is breached.
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Valuation

2.10 (1) Where an insurer has assets equal to or in excess of its liabilities, then, in
addition to any other applicable rules, (2) to (5) have effect for determining the
extent to which the value of the assets exceeds the amount of liabilities in
connection with the margin of solvency, the guarantee fund and the minimum
guarantee fund.

(2) Where -

(a) an insurer has issued shares some or all of which are not Ôfully paidÕ
and the total paid up value of all the shares is equal to or greater than
one quarter of their nominal value or, in the case of shares issued at a
premium, of the aggregate of their nominal value and the premium; or

(b) at least one quarter of the fund of a mutual is paid up,

an amount not greater than half the total value of the amounts unpaid may be
taken into account as an asset; and for the purposes of this paragraph a share
must not be regarded as fully paid if there are any amounts due but unpaid on
it.

(3) Notwithstanding rule 5.2(2), where an insurer  has issued cumulative
preference shares, liabilities in respect of such shares may be left out of
account, in aggregate up to 50% of the required margin of solvency save that
liabilities in respect of shares which are redeemable for the purposes of
section 159 of the Companies Act may be left out of account, in aggregate
only up to 25% of the required margin of solvency.

(4) In the case of a mutual carrying on general insurance business, any claim
which the mutual has against its members by way of a call for supplementary
contributions for a financial year must have its full value for that financial
year, but the value must not exceed the lesser of -

(a) 50% of the difference between the maximum contributions and the
contributions called in, or

(b) 50% of the required margin of solvency.

(5) The implicit items (which relate to future profits, zillmerising and hidden
reserves) have no value.

_________________________________
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Chapter 3

LONG-TERM INSURANCE BUSINESS

______________________________________

Part I

IDENTIFICATION AND APPLICATION OF ASSETS AND
LIABILITIES

Separation of assets and liabilities attributable to long-term insurance
business

3.1 (1) Where an insurer carries on ordinary long-term insurance business or
industrial assurance business or both -

(a) it must maintain a separate account in respect of each kind of business;
and

(b) the receipts of each kind of business must be entered in the account
maintained for that business and must be carried to and form a separate
long-term insurance fund with an appropriate name.

(2) An insurer which carries on ordinary long-term insurance business or
industrial assurance business must maintain such accounting and other records
as are necessary for identifying -

(a) the assets representing the fund maintained by it under (1)(b) (but
without necessarily distinguishing between the funds or funds if more
than one); and

(b) the liabilities attributable to each kind of business which it carries on.

Application of assets of insurer with long-term insurance business

Limitation on use of assets in long-term insurance fund

3.2 (1) Subject to (2) and (4), long-term insurance business assets must -

(a) be applied only for the purposes of its long-term insurance business;
and

(b) not be transferred so as to be available for other purposes of the insurer
except where the transfer constitutes reimbursement of expenditure
borne by other assets (in the same or the preceding financial year) in
discharging liabilities wholly or partly attributable to long-term
insurance business.
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First exception: the use of excess assets

(2) Where an actuarial investigation shows that the value of the assets mentioned
in (1) exceeds the amount of the liabilities attributable to the long-term
insurance business, the restriction imposed by that rule does not apply to so
much of those assets as represents the excess.

Qualification

(3) (2) does not authorise a transfer or other application of assets by virtue of an
actuarial investigation at any time after the date when the abstract of the
actuary's report of the investigation has been deposited with the FSA in
accordance with rule 9.6(1).

Second exception: exchanges at fair market value

(4) Nothing in (1) precludes an insurer from exchanging, at fair market value,
long-term insurance business assets for other assets of the insurer.

Further limitation on use of assets in long-term insurance fund

(5)       Money from an insurerÕs long-term insurance fund must not be used for the
purposes of any other business of the insurer notwithstanding any arrangement
for its subsequent repayment out of the receipts of that other business.

Restriction in relation to dividends

(6) A long-term insurer must not declare a dividend at any time when the value of
the long-term insurance business assets, as determined in accordance with the
Valuation of Assets Rules, is less than the amount of the long-term insurance
business liabilities determined in accordance with the Determination of
Liabilities Rules.8

Allocations to policy holders

Allocation of established surplus

3.3 (1)       Where -

(a) there is an Ôestablished surplusÕ in which long-term policy holders of
any category are eligible to participate; and

                                                  

8 Regulations under section 142 of the Act may also apply to restrict a parent undertaking of an insurer from
doing anything to lessen the effectiveness of the Asset Identification Rules.
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(b) an amount has been allocated to policy holders of that category in
respect of a previously Ôestablished surplusÕ in which policy holders of
that category were eligible to participate,

an insurer must not by virtue of rule 3.2(2) transfer or otherwise apply assets
representing any part of the surplus mentioned in (a) unless the insurer has Ð

(i) allocated to policy holders of that category in respect of that
surplus an amount not less than the Ôrelevant minimumÕ, or

(ii) complied with the requirements of (3) and made to those policy
holders any allocation of which notice is given under (3)(a).

(2) Subject to (6) and (7), the relevant minimum is the amount represented by
the formula -

b x c - c
a 200

where -

a  is the last previously Ôestablished surplusÕ in respect of which an
amount was allocated to policy holders of the category in question;

b is the amount so allocated; and

c is the surplus referred to in (1)(a).

Requirements where less than the relevant minimum is to be allocated

(3) The requirements referred to in (1)(ii) are that the insurer -

(a) at least 14 days before publication has given the FSA written notice
stating that it proposes to make no allocation or an allocation of an
amount (specifying it) which is smaller than the Ôrelevant minimumÕ,
and a copy of the statement that it proposes to publish in accordance
with (b); and

(b) has published a statement in the London, Edinburgh and Belfast
Gazettes and in two national newspapers explaining the allocation it
proposes to make to policy holders and the reasons for it,

and that a period of not less than 56 days has elapsed since the date, or the last
date, on which the insurer has published the statement mentioned in (b) as
required by that paragraph.

(4) In this rule, established surplus means an excess of assets representing the
whole or a particular part of the long-term insurance fund or funds over the
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liabilities, or a particular part of the liabilities, of the insurer attributable to
that business as shown by an actuarial investigation.

Amounts to be treated as allocated to policy holders

(5) For the purposes of this rule, an amount is allocated to policy holders if, and
only if -

(a) bonus payments are made to them; or

(b) reversionary bonuses are declared in their favour or a reduction is
made in the premiums payable by them,

and the amount of the allocation is, in a case within (a), the amount of the
payments and, in a case within (b), the amount of the liabilities assumed by the
insurer in consequence of the declaration or reduction.

Bonus payments in anticipation of established surplus

(6) For the purposes of this rule, the amount of any bonus payments made in
anticipation of an Ôestablished surplusÕ is treated as an amount allocated in
respect of the next Ôestablished surplusÕ in respect of which an amount is
allocated to eligible policy holders generally; and for the purposes of (2) the
amount of any surplus in respect of which such an allocation is made is treated
as increased by the amount of any such payments.

Unappropriated surplus carried forward

(7) (1) does not authorise the application for purposes other than those mentioned
in rule 3.2(1) of assets representing any part of the surplus mentioned in (1)(a)
which the insurer has decided to carry forward unappropriated; and for the
purposes of (2) the amount of any surplus is treated as reduced by any part of
it which the insurer has decided to carry forward unappropriated.

Eligibility to participate in an established surplus

(8) For the purposes of (1), policy holders are taken to be eligible to participate in
an Ôestablished surplusÕ in any case where they would be eligible to participate
in a later Ôestablished surplusÕ representing it if it were carried forward
unappropriated.

Restriction on transactions with connected persons

3.4 (1) A long-term insurer must not enter into a transaction to which this rule
applies, and must take reasonable steps to ensure that any Ôsubordinate
companyÕ does not enter into such a transaction -

(a) at a time when the aggregate of the value of the assets and the amount
of the ÔliabilitiesÕ attributable to such transactions already entered into
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by the insurer and its Ôsubordinate companiesÕ exceeds 5% of the total
amount standing to the credit of the insurerÕs long term insurance
funds; or

(b) at any other time when the aggregate of the value of those assets and
the amount of those ÔliabilitiesÕ would exceed 5% if the transaction
were entered into.

Restricted transactions by the insurer

(2) This rule applies to any transaction entered into by a long-term insurer
(whether or not itself a Ôsubordinate companyÕ of another company), being a
transaction under which -

(a) a person ÔconnectedÕ with the insurer will owe it money;

(b) the insurer acquires shares in a company which is a person ÔconnectedÕ
with it; or

(c) the insurer undertakes a ÔliabilityÕ to meet an obligation of a person
ÔconnectedÕ with it or to help such a person to meet an obligation,

if the right to receive the money would constitute a Ôlong term assetÕ of the
insurer, the acquisition is made out of its long term insurance funds or the
ÔliabilityÕ would fall to be discharged out of those funds, as the case may be.

Restricted transactions by the subordinate company

(3) Without prejudice to (2), this rule applies to any transaction entered into by a
Ôsubordinate companyÕ of any long-term insurer, being a transaction under
which -

(a) the insurer or a person ÔconnectedÕ with it will owe money to the
Ôsubordinate companyÕ (not being money owed by the insurer which
can be properly paid out of its long term insurance funds);

(b) the Ôsubordinate companyÕ acquires shares in the insurer  or in a
company which is a person ÔconnectedÕ with the insurer; or

(c) the Ôsubordinate companyÕ undertakes a ÔliabilityÕ to meet an
obligation of the insurer or of a person ÔconnectedÕ with the insurer or
to help the insurer or such a person to meet an obligation,

but where the Ôsubordinate companyÕ is itself a long-term insurer, this rule
does not by virtue of this paragraph apply to any such transaction if Ð

(i) the right to receive the money would constitute a Ôlong term
assetÕ of the Ôsubordinate companyÕ,
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(ii) the acquisition is made out of its long-term insurance fund, or

(iii)  the ÔliabilityÕ would fall to be discharged out of the fund.

(4) In this rule, subordinate company, in relation to a long-term insurer, means -

(a) a company having equity share capital some or all of which is held by
the insurer as part of its Ôlong term assetsÕ where the share capital so
held by the insurer -

(i) amounts to more than half in nominal value of that share
capital, and

(ii) confers on the insurer the power to appoint or remove the
holders of all or a majority of the directorship of the company
whose share capital is held and more than one half of the
voting power at any general meeting of that company;

(b) a company having equity share capital some or all of which is held by
another company which is itself a Ôsubordinate companyÕ of the
insurer where the share capital held by that other company -

(i) amounts to more than half in nominal value of that share
capital, and

(ii) confers on that other company the power to appoint or remove
the holders of all or a majority of the directorship of the
company whose share capital is held and more than one half of
the voting power at any general meeting of that company,

and for the purposes of this paragraph share capital held for any person by a
nominee (except where that person is concerned only in a fiduciary capacity)
must be treated as held by that person, and share capital held by a person in a
fiduciary capacity or by way of security must be treated as not held by that
person.

(5) For the purposes of this rule, a person is connected with a long-term insurer,
if that person is not a Ôsubordinate companyÕ of the insurer but -

(a) controls, or is a partner of a person who controls, the insurer;

(b) being a company, is controlled by the insurer or by another person
who also controls the insurer; or

(c) is a director of the insurer or the wife or husband or a minor ÔsonÕ or
ÔdaughterÕ of such a director.

(6) For the purposes of (5), a person controls a company if he is -
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(a) a person in accordance with whose directions or instructions the
directors of the insurer or of a company of which it is a subsidiary are
accustomed to act; or

(b) a person who either alone or with any associate or associates is
entitled to exercise, or control the exercise of, 15% or more of the
voting power at any general meeting of the insurer or of a company of
which it is a subsidiary.

(7) For the purposes of this rule, the value of any assets and the amount of any
ÔliabilitiesÕ must be determined in accordance with the Valuation of Assets
Rules and Determination of Liabilities Rules.

(8) In this rule Ð

liability includes a contingent liability;

long term assets means assets representing the long-term insurance fund or
funds;

son includes step-son, daughter includes step-daughter; and

(without prejudice to section 39(6) of the Adoption Act 1976 and section 39(4)
of the Adoption (Scotland) Act 1978) in relation to Northern Ireland, son
includes step-son and adopted son and daughter includes step-daughter and
adopted daughter.

Arrangements to avoid unfairness between separate insurance funds etc

3.5 (1) An insurer which carries on long-term insurance business in the UK must
have adequate arrangements for securing that transactions affecting assets of
the insurer (other than transactions outside its control) do not operate unfairly
between the long-term insurance fund or funds and the other assets of the
insurer or, in a case where the insurer has more than one Ôidentified fundÕ,
between those funds.

(2) In this rule, identified fund means assets representing the insurerÕs receipts
from a particular part of its long-term insurance business which can be
identified as such by virtue of accounting or other records maintained by the
insurer.

Adequacy of premiums

3.5A (1) Before entering into a long-term insurance contract, a UK insurer must satisfy
itself that the aggregate of Ð

(a) the premiums payable under the contract and the income which will be
derived from them; and
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(b) any other resources of the UK insurer which are available for the
purpose, will be sufficient, on reasonable actuarial assumptions, to
meet all commitments arising under or in connection with the contract.

(2) A UK insurer must not rely on other resources for the purposes of (1) in such a
way as to jeopardise its solvency in the long term.

Part II

LINKED LONG-TERM CONTRACTS

Application

3.6 (1) Subject to (2), rule 3.7 applies to linked long-term contracts for ordinary long-
term insurance business which are entered into by -

(a) insurers other than EEA insurers; and

(b) EEA insurers in respect of contracts the effecting of which constitutes
the carrying on of ordinary long-term insurance business in the United
Kingdom.

(2) (1) does not apply to -

(a) contracts entered into before, or in pursuance of a contract subsisting
at, 1 July 19949 to the extent that they provide for benefits to be
determined by reference to the value of, or the income from, property
of any description or by reference to fluctuations in, or in an index of
property of any description, by reference to which benefits were
permitted to be determined before that date;

(b) contracts entered into by an insurer which are linked long-term
contracts by reason only that the policy holder is eligible to participate
in any established surplus;

(c) contracts entered into by an EEA insurer which are linked long-term
contracts by reason only that the policy holder is eligible to participate
in an excess of assets representing the whole or a particular part of the
long-term insurance fund or funds over the liabilities, or a particular
part of the liabilities, of the insurer attributable to that business as
determined in accordance with the law of the EEA State in which the
head office of the insurer is situated;

                                                  

9 ie the date that the 1994 Regulations came into effect.
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(d) subject to rule 3.7(2), contracts to manage the investments of pension
funds that are not combined with contracts of insurance covering
either conservation of capital or payment of a minimum interest; or

(e) contracts entered into before 30 June 1995 to the extent that they
provide for benefits to be determined by reference to a collective
investment scheme which was a listed security immediately before 1
July 1994.

(3) Rule 3.7 does not apply in relation to contracts linked to property of the
description in paragraph 11(b) of Part I of Appendix 3.2 entered into before 1
February 1992 except to the extent that the responsibility mentioned in that
paragraph extends at least to acts or omissions after that date.

3.7 (1) An insurer must not contract to provide benefits under any contract to which
this rule applies which are determined, either wholly or partly:

(a) by reference to the value of, or the income from, or fluctuations in the
value of, property of any description other than property of any of the
descriptions set out in Part I of Appendix 3.2; or

(b) whether directly or indirectly, by reference to fluctuations in any index
of the value of property other than an index set out in Part II of
Appendix 3.2.

(2) Benefits payable under contracts referred to in rule 3.6(2)(d) must not be
determined, either wholly or partly, by reference to the value of, or the income
from, or fluctuations in the value of derivative contracts other than permitted
derivative contracts.

(3) Benefits payable under any linked long-term contract must not be determined
by reference to -

(a) property of any of the descriptions specified in paragraphs 2, 5(b) or 7
of Part I of Appendix 3.2, if the value of such property is determined,
either wholly or partly, by reference to the value of, or the income
from or fluctuations in the value of or fluctuations in the income from,
property other than property of the descriptions in Part I of Appendix
3.2;

(b) property of the description specified in paragraph 2 of Part I of
Appendix 3.2 in excess of 10% of the aggregate property linked
benefits under the contract;

(c) property of the description specified in paragraph 5(b) of Part I of
Appendix 3.2 which in aggregate exceeds 10% of the property linked
benefits, unless the contract under which the benefits are payable has
been marketed in accordance with any legal restrictions which apply to
the marketing of the corresponding collective investment fund; or
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(d) property of any of the descriptions specified in Part I of Appendix 3.2
which has the effect of a derivative contract other than a permitted
derivative contract.

___________________________
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Chapter 4

VALUATION OF ASSETS10

________________________

Application11

4.1 (1) Subject to (2), the Valuation of Assets Rules apply to the determination of the
value of assets of insurers.

(2) Where an insurer has entered into any contracts providing for the payment of
property linked benefits, the Valuation of Assets Rules do not apply with
respect to the determination of the value of the linked assets to the extent that
they are held to match liabilities in respect of such benefits.

(3) Any asset to which the Valuation of Assets Rules applies (other than cash) for
the valuation of which no provision is made in the Valuation of Assets Rules
must be left out of account for the purposes specified in (1).

(4) Where in all the circumstances of the case any asset is actually of a lesser
value than the amount calculated in accordance with the Valuation of Assets
Rules, such lesser value must be taken to be the value of the asset.12

(5) For the purposes of (4), in determining whether an asset is of a lesser value
than the amount calculated in accordance with the Valuation of Assets Rules,
regard must be had to the underlying security and, in the case of bonds, debt
securities and other money and capital market instruments, the credit rating of
the issuer, including whether the issuer belongs to Zone A as defined in
Council Directive 89/647/EEC of 18 December 1989 on a solvency ratio for
credit institutions and, where the issuer is an international organisation,
whether it includes at least one EEA State among its members.

(6) Notwithstanding (1) (but subject to the conditions set out in (7)), an insurer
may, for the purposes of an actuarial investigation, elect to assign to any of its
assets the value given to the asset in question in the books or other records of
the insurer.

(7) The conditions referred to in (6) are that -

(a) the election does not enable the insurer to bring into account any asset
for the valuation of which no provision is made in the Valuation of
Assets Rules; and

                                                  

10 For guidance on the Valuation of Assets Rules, see Guidance Note 4.1
11 For the application of the Valuation of Assets Rules to the financial reporting requirements in Chapter 9, see
rule 9.10
12 See Section 4 of Guidance Note 4.1
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(b) the value assigned to the aggregate of the assets is not higher than the
aggregate of the value of those assets as determined in accordance with
rules 4.2 to 4.14.

(8) Where an insurer has entered into a contract for the conversion of currency
which satisfies the conditions set out in (9), then for any of the purposes for
which the Valuation of Assets Rules apply, the insurer  must treat the
conversion as having been made on the relevant date.

(9) The conditions referred to in (8) are that -

(a) the contract provides -

(i) for the conversion into another currency of an amount
representing the sale of an asset which has, on the relevant
date, been sold but not delivered, or

(ii) for the purchase of currency for the purpose of settling the
purchase of an asset which has, on the relevant date, been
purchased but not delivered;

(b) the conversion is to take place during a period which is -

(i) where the contract is in connection with the delivery of a listed
security, a period commencing on the date of the contract and
extending for the usual period of settlement as laid down by the
rules of the relevant stock exchange or regulated market, or

(ii) where the contract is in connection with the delivery of any
other asset, a period commencing on the date of the contract
and extending for 20 working days thereafter; and

(c) the contract is listed or has been entered into with an approved
counterparty.

Shares in a group undertaking

4.2 (1) The value of any shares held in a group undertaking must not exceed:

(a) where the shares held are in an insurance undertaking or insurance
holding company the value, determined in accordance with the
Valuation of Assets Rules (other than rule 4.14(1)(a) to (c)), of its
surplus assets;

(b) where the shares held are not in an insurance undertaking or insurance
holding company the greater of:

(i) the value, determined in accordance with the Valuation of Assets
Rules (other than rule 4.14(1)(a) to (c)) of its surplus assets, and
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(ii) the value of those shares as determined under rule 4.8.

(2) The surplus assets of a group undertaking are its total assets excluding:

(a) the assets that are selected to cover liabilities and, in the case of a group
undertaking which is an insurance undertaking, to cover the notional
required minimum margin;

(b) assets that are interests directly or indirectly held in:

(i) the group undertakingÕs own capital (as defined in the relevant
regulatory requirements for that undertaking), or

(ii) the insurerÕs capital;

(c) where the group undertaking carries on long-term insurance business,
profit reserves and future profits;

(d) assets which represent either a long-term insurance fund or a fund the
allocation of which as between policy holders and other purposes has
yet to be determined;

(e) amounts due, or to become due, in respect of share capital, or other
contributions from members of the group undertaking, subscribed or
called for but not fully paid up; and

(f) assets that cannot effectively be made available or realised to meet
losses (if any) arising in the insurer, including assets that represent
capital not owned, directly or indirectly, by the insurer.

(3) The assets selected in (2)(a) to be excluded from the total assets:

(a) where the group undertaking is an insurance undertaking, must be
identified and valued in accordance with relevant regulatory
requirements as to the value, admissibility, nature, location or matching
that apply to the assets available to cover its liabilities (determined
under the relevant regulatory requirements) and the notional required
minimum margin;

(b) where the group undertaking is not an insurance undertaking, must be
of a value at least equal to the amount of its liabilities, determining that
value and that amount in accordance with the Valuation of Assets Rules
(other than 4.14(1)(a) to (c)) and the Determination of Liabilities Rules;
and

(c) in both cases, must not include:

(i) assets falling within (2)(b), or
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(ii) assets falling within (2)(e) where the amount is due, or to
become due, from a group undertaking.

(4) For the purposes of (3), the relevant regulatory requirements must be treated
as if:

(a) where rule 2.10 (or its equivalent in a designated state or territory)
applies, the insurance undertaking satisfies the condition in rule
2.10(1); and

(b) rules 4.14(1)(a) to (c) (or their equivalent in a designated state or
territory) do not apply.

Debts due or to become due from a group undertaking

4.3 The value of any debt due, or to become due, from a group undertaking must
not exceed the amount reasonably expected to be recovered in respect of the
debt taking into account only the value of:

(a) the assets identified in 4.2(2)(a); and

(b) any security held in respect of the debt.

Assets sold to or purchased from an approved credit institution or an
approved investment firm subject to an agreement for resale or
repurchase

4.4      (1) Where an insurer has sold securities to or purchased securities from an
approved credit institution or an approved investment firm and such sale or
purchase was made subject to an agreement that the approved credit
institution or approved investment firm would, either on demand by the
insurer or within six months of such sale or purchase, subsequently sell to or
purchase from the insurer equivalent securities, then if at the relevant date
such subsequent sale or purchase has not taken place and the conditions
specified in (2) and either (3) or (4) (as appropriate) are satisfied, the insurer -

(a)        must value -

(i) securities sold by it under such agreement as if such securities
had been retained by it, and

(ii) assets provided by it as consideration for the purchase of
securities under such agreement as if such consideration had
not been provided by it; and

(b)       must not ascribe a value to -
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(i) any consideration received for the sale of securities under such
agreement (or any assets purchased by it with such
consideration) up to the limit of the value of the securities sold,
or

(ii) any securities purchased by it under such agreement (or any
assets purchased with the proceeds of the sale of any such
securities) up to the limit of the consideration (valued in
accordance with generally accepted accounting concepts, bases
and policies or other generally accepted methods appropriate to
insurers) provided by it.

(2) The condition specified in this paragraph is that where at any time after the
sale or purchase of securities by the insurer under an agreement described in
(1) -

(a) the amount of the consideration received by the insurer for the sale of
the securities fell below the value of the securities sold by it; or

(b) the value of the securities purchased by the insurer fell below the value
of the consideration provided by it,

by more than 2.5% of the value of the securities sold or purchased, as the case
may be, the insurer demanded additional consideration whose amount was
equal to the shortfall and such demand was complied with before the end of
the working day next following the day on which such shortfall occurred.

(3) The conditions specified in this paragraph are that where the insurer purchases
securities from an approved credit institution or an approved investment firm
and the consideration provided by the insurer is other than by way of sale of
securities -

(a)      the securities purchased are -

(i) approved securities,

(ii)       listed securities, or

(iii)     securities issued by an approved credit institution; and

(b)      the securities purchased -

(i) do not include securities (other than approved securities) issued
by the same counterparty whose aggregate value amounts to
more than 15% of the value of the securities purchased, or

(ii) in the event that the condition in (b)(i) is not satisfied, do not
include securities whose value when aggregated with the
insurer's existing exposure to assets of the same description or
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to the same counterparty would exceed the appropriate
permitted asset exposure limit or permitted counterparty
exposure limit  determined in accordance with rule 4.14 and
Appendix 4.2.

(4) The conditions specified in this paragraph are that where the insurer sells
securities to an approved credit institution or an approved investment firm -

(a) the consideration provided by the approved credit institution or
approved investment firm is -

(i) cash,

(ii) approved securities,

(iii) listed securities,

(iv) securities issued by an approved credit institution,

(v) a charge over assets set out in (i) to (iv),

            (vi)      a letter of credit established with an approved credit institution,
or

(vii) a guarantee provided by an approved credit institution;

(b)       the consideration does not include -

(i) except to the extent that the condition in (ii) is satisfied,
consideration whose amount when aggregated with the
insurer's existing exposure  to assets of the appropriate
description or to the relevant counterparty would exceed the
appropriate permitted asset exposure limit or permi t ted
counterparty exposure limit determined in accordance with rule
4.14 and Appendix 4.2, or

(ii) consideration, more than 15% of the aggregate amount of
which takes the form of securities (other than approved
securities) issued by, letters of credit established with,
guarantees provided by, cash deposited with, a charge over
cash deposited with or a charge over securities issued by, the
same counterparty; and

(c) the consideration to be provided by the insurer for the subsequent
purchase of equivalent securities is -

(i) where the consideration for the original purchase by the
approved credit institution or approved investment firm was
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(wholly or in part) cash, cash denominated in the same
currency, and

(ii) where the consideration was (wholly or in part) securities,
securities equivalent to the securities provided by way of
consideration.

(5) For the purposes of this rule, where the insurer has received consideration in
respect of any other sale of the kind described in (1), in addition to any other
exposure to assets or to a counterparty -

(a) if such consideration takes the form of a letter of credit established
with, or a guarantee provided by, an approved credit institution, then it
must be treated as giving rise to exposure to that institution by the
amount of the consideration;

(b) if such consideration takes the form of a charge over securities, then it
must be treated as giving rise to exposure to securities of the same
description and to the issuer of those securities by the amount of the
consideration; and

(c) if such consideration takes the form of cash deposited with another
party for the benefit of the insurer, or a charge over cash deposited
with another party, then it must be treated as giving rise to exposure to
that party by the amount of the consideration.

(6) For the purposes of this rule, the amount of any consideration is -

(a) where the consideration provided is a letter of credit established with
an approved credit institution, the lower of the amount made available
under the letter of credit and the value of the assets sold;

(b) where the consideration is a guarantee provided by an approved credit
institution, the lower of the amount of the guarantee and the value of
the assets sold; or

(c) where the consideration takes the form of assets of the types mentioned
in (4)(a)(i) to (iv), or a charge over such assets, the value of the assets
determined in accordance with the Valuation of Assets Rules.

(7) Where an insurer has entered into a number of agreements described in (1),
for the purposes of (3) and (4) of this rule -

(a) any or all agreements under which the subsequent sale or purchase has
not taken place at the relevant date may be treated as one agreement;
and
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(b) in such case, the 15% limits in (3)(b)(i) and (4)(b)(ii) must be
calculated by reference to the aggregate of the value of the securities
purchased under (3) and the amount of any consideration under (4).

Debts and other rights

4.5      (1) The value of any secured debt due, or to become due, to an insurer, other than
a debt to which rule 4.3 or (2), (3) or (7) of this rule applies, is -

(a) in the case of any such debt which is due, or will become due, within
12 months of the relevant date (including any debt which would
become due within that period if the insurer were to exercise any right
to which it is entitled to require payment of it), the amount which can
reasonably be expected to be recovered in respect of that debt (due
account being taken of the nature and quality of the security and the
terms and conditions for payment); and

(b) in the case of any other such debt, the amount which would reasonably
be paid by way of consideration for an immediate assignment of the
debt (due account being taken of the nature and quality of the security
and the terms and conditions for payment).

(2) Any debt due, or to become due, to an insurer under a letter of credit must be
left out of account for the purposes of the Valuation of Assets Rules.

(3) In the case of long-term insurance business carried on by an insurer, the value
of any debt due, or to become due, to the insurer which is secured on a policy
of insurance issued by the insurer and which (together with any other debt
secured on that policy) does not exceed the amount payable on a surrender of
that policy at the relevant date must be the amount of that debt.

(4) The value of any unsecured debt due, or to become due, to an insurer, other
than a debt to which rule 4.3, (5) or (7) of this rule or rule 4.10 or 4.13 applies,
is -

(a) in the case of any such debt which is due, or will become due, within
12 months of the relevant date (including any debt which would
become due within that period if the insurer were to exercise any right
to which it is entitled to require payment of it), the amount which can
reasonably be expected to be recovered in respect of that debt (due
account being taken of the terms and conditions for payment); and

(b) in the case of any other such debt, the amount which would reasonably
be expected to be paid by way of consideration for an immediate
assignment of the debt (due account being taken of the terms and
conditions for payment).
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(5) Subject to (6), the value of any rights of the insurer under a contract of
reinsurance to which it is a party is the amount which can reasonably be
expected to be recovered in respect of those rights.

(6) (5) does not apply to -

(a) rights under a contract of reinsurance in respect of long-term
insurance business except to the extent that debts are due under such
contracts; or

(b)       debts to which rule 4.3 applies which are due or to become due.

(7) Any debt due, or to become due, to the insurer -

(a) from an intermediary in respect of money advanced on account of
commission to which that intermediary is not absolutely entitled at the
relevant date;

(b)       in respect of unpaid share capital of the insurer;

(c) from a company of which it is a subsidiary undertaking where such
debt is subordinated debt; or

(d)       which is a debt to which (8) applies,

must be left out of account for the purposes of the Valuation of Assets Rules.

(8) For the purposes of (7)(d), this paragraph applies to a debt which is a debt
owed in respect of premiums (due account being taken of rebates, refunds and
commissions payable) which is recorded in the insurerÕs accounting records as
due and payable and has been outstanding for more than three months.

(9) In the case of general insurance business carried on by an insurer, the value of
any subrogation rights of the insurer is the amount which can reasonably be
expected to be recovered by virtue of the exercise of those rights.

(10) In the case of general insurance business carried on by an insurer, the value of
any salvage right of the insurer is the amount which can reasonably be
expected to be recovered by virtue of the exercise of that right.

(11) The value of any right to recover assets transferred by way of initial margin
must be determined -

(a) where the initial margin was a payment in cash, as if there were a debt
owed  to the insurer for that amount; and

(b) where the initial margin took the form of a transfer of securities, as if
there were a debt owed to the insurer of an amount equal to the value
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of such securities as determined in accordance with the Valuation of
Assets Rules.

(12) The value of any rights arising under a derivative contract to which rule 4.12
does not apply, or under a contract or asset having the effect of a derivative
contract to which rule 4.12 does not apply, is the value of any right to recover
assets transferred by way of initial margin together with the value of any other
unconditional right to receive a specified amount.

(13) This rule does not apply to any rights (other than debts due) in respect of -

(a) investments in group undertakings;

(b) securities or beneficial interests in a limited partnership;

(c) units or other beneficial interests in a collective investment scheme;

(d) a derivative contract, except as provided under (11) or (12); or

(e) a contract or asset which has the effect of a derivative contract other
than as provided under (11) or (12) or under rule 4.13(4) or (5).

Land

4.6     (1)         The value given to any land of an insurer (other than land held by the insurer
as security for a debt or to which (2) or rule 4.11 applies) must not be greater
than the amount which (after deduction of the reasonable expenses of sale)
would be realised if the land were sold at a price equal to the most recent
proper valuation of that land which has been provided to the insurer, and any
such land of which there is no proper valuation must be left out of account for
the purposes of the Valuation of Assets Rules.

(2) The value of any interest in land which is determinable upon the death of any
person or upon the happening of some other future event or at some future
time is the amount which would reasonably be paid by way of consideration
for an immediate transfer of it.

Equipment

4.7      (1)       The value of any computer equipment of an insurer -

(a) in the financial year of the insurer in which it is purchased, must be
not greater than three-quarters of the cost to the insurer;

(b) in the next financial year, must be not greater than one-half of that
cost;

(c) in the second financial year thereafter, must be not greater than one-
quarter of that cost; and
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(d) in any subsequent financial year, must be left out of account for the
purposes of the Valuation of Assets Rules.

(2) The value of any office machinery (other than computer equipment), furniture,
motor vehicles and other equipment of an insurer, must be, in the financial
year of the insurer in which it is purchased, not greater than one-half of the
cost to the insurer and must be, in any subsequent financial year, left out of
account of the purposes of the Valuation of Asset Rules.

Securities and beneficial interests in limited partnerships

4.8      (1) Subject to (2), this rule applies to the valuation of investments comprising
securities and beneficial interests in limited partnerships and, for the purposes
of (6), investments includes loans.

(2) This rule does not apply to the valuation of securities which are -

(a) derivative contracts;

(b) [deleted];

(c) units or other beneficial interests in collective investment schemes,
except as provided in rule 4.9(2); or

(d) contracts or assets having the effect of derivative contracts, except as
provided in rule 4.13(4).

(3) Subject to (5) and (6) and rule 4.13, the value of an investment to which this
rule applies is -

(a) where the investment is transferable and (4) does not apply, the market
value; and

(b)       where the investment is transferable and (4) applies, the lower of -

(i)        the market value, and

(ii) the amount which would reasonably be expected to be received
by way of consideration for an assignment or transfer of the
investment at a date not later than 12 months after the relevant
date, it being assumed that negotiations for the assignment or
transfer commenced on the relevant date and the assignment or
transfer was made other than to the issuer or to an associate or
an associated company of the issuer or of the insurer; and

(c)       where the investment is not transferable -
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(i) the amount payable on redemption on the relevant date or the
most recent date before the relevant date on which the issuer of
the investment could have been required to redeem the
investment, or

(ii) where the investment cannot be redeemed, the amount which
would reasonably be paid by way of compensation for the
surrender of the interest in the investment.

(4) This paragraph applies where it is not reasonable to assume that, had
negotiations for the assignment or transfer of the investment commenced not
more than seven working days before the relevant date, the investment could
have been assigned or transferred on the relevant date for an amount not less
than 97.50% of the market value other than to the issuer or an associate or
associated company of the issuer or of the insurer.

(5) (4) is taken not to apply if it applies by reason only that -

(a) the listing of the investment has been temporarily suspended following
receipt of price sensitive information by the stock exchange on which
the investment is listed or the regulated market on which facilities for
dealing have been granted; or

(b) the extent of the holding would prevent an orderly disposal of the
investment for an amount equal to or greater than 97.50% of the
market value.

(6) Where an insurer has made more than one unlisted ÔinvestmentÕ (other than a
number of ÔinvestmentsÕ exclusively comprising loans) and the value of such
ÔinvestmentsÕ when taken together is greater than the aggregate of the values
of each ÔinvestmentÕ valued separately, then such higher value may be
ascribed to the ÔinvestmentsÕ if it is reasonable to assume that none of the
ÔinvestmentsÕ would be assigned or transferred separately.

Beneficial interests in collective investment schemes

4.9     (1) Subject to (3), this rule applies to holdings of units or other beneficial interests
in -

(a) a scheme falling within the UCITS Directive.

(b) an authorised unit trust scheme or a recognised scheme within the
meaning of Part XVII of the Act (not falling within (a)); or

(c)       any other collective investment scheme where -

(i) the scheme does not employ derivative contracts unless they
are contracts to which rule 4.12 applies;
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(ii) the scheme does not employ contracts or assets having the
effect of derivative contracts unless they have the effect of
derivative contracts to which rule 4.12 applies; and

(iii) the property of the scheme does not include assets other than
those for the valuation of which provision is made in the
Valuation of Assets Rules.

(2) The value of units or other beneficial interests in a collective investment
scheme to which this rule applies is -

(a) where the issuer can be required to purchase the units or other
beneficial interests from the holder upon the holder giving notice of
one month or less, the price at which the issuer would have purchased
the units or other beneficial interests on the relevant date or the most
recent date before the relevant date on which it could have been
required to make such a purchase; and

(b) where the issuer cannot be required to purchase the units or other
beneficial interests as set out in (a), a value determined in accordance
with rule 4.8.

(3) Other than as provided in rule 4.13(4), this rule does not apply to units or other
beneficial interests in a collective investment scheme which has the effect of a
derivative contract.

Deferred acquisition costs

4.10 In the case of general insurance business, the value of deferred acquisition
costs is the value as determined in accordance with generally accepted
accounting concepts, bases and policies or other generally accepted methods
appropriate to insurers.

Reversionary interests etc.

4.11 The value of any long-term insurance business asset of an insurer consisting
of an interest in land which is a remainder, reversionary interest, right of fee
subject to a liferent or other future interest, whether vested or contingent, is
the amount which would reasonably be paid by way of consideration for an
immediate transfer or assignment of it.

Derivative contracts

4.12 (1) The value of rights (other than rights to recover assets transferred by way of
initial margin) under a derivative contract to which this rule applies is -

(a)      in the case of a listed derivative contract, the market value; and
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(b) in the case of an unlisted derivative contract, the amount which would
reasonably be paid by way of consideration for closing out that
contract,

in either case taking into account the market value of any assets which, at the
relevant date, have been transferred by way of variation margin13.

(2) This rule applies to an Ôapproved derivative contractÕ which is ÔcoveredÕ and -

(a) which is held in connection with a contract or asset of the type
described in (3) for the purposes of reduction of investment risks or
efficient portfolio management; or

(b) which has the effect of an Ôapproved derivative contractÕ held in
connection with a contract or asset of the type described in (3) for such
purposes14.

(3) The contract or asset described in this paragraph is either -

(a) an Ôapproved derivative contractÕ or a contract or asset having the
effect of an Ôapproved derivative contractÕ either of which, when taken
together with the Ôapproved derivative contractÕ the rights under which
are being valued in accordance with this rule, would have the effect
that the insurer either holds an asset for the valuation of which
provision is made in the Valuation of Assets Rules or holds an
Ôapproved derivative contractÕ in connection with such an asset; or

(b) an asset for the valuation of which provision is made in the Valuation
of Assets Rules, being neither a derivative contract nor a contract or
asset having the effect of a derivative contract.

(4) For the purposes of this rule, an Ôapproved derivative contractÕ is covered if it
does not require a ÔsignificantÕ provision to be made in respect of it pursuant
to rule 5.315.

(5) For the purposes of determining in accordance with (4) whether a required
provision is ÔsignificantÕ, regard must be had to the obligations of the insurer
under the contract and the volatility of the assets identified by the insurer as
being suitable to cover such obligations; and the required provision in respect
of any one derivative contract must be treated as significant if -

(a) the aggregate provision required in respect of all contracts having a
similar effect is significant; or

                                                  

13 See Section 8 of Guidance Note 4.2
14 See Section 4 of Guidance Note 4.2
15 See Sections 6 and 9 of Guidance Note 4.2
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(b) the aggregate provision required in respect of all contracts with which
it is connected is significant.

(6) In this rule approved derivative contract means a derivative contract which -

(a) is listed or has been entered into with an approved counterparty16;

(b) the insurer reasonably believes may be readily closed out17; and

(c) is either a contract for differences to which (7) applies, or a futures
contract or an option to which (8) applies.

(7) This paragraph applies to -

(a) a contract for differences under which the amount payable by either
party is calculated solely by reference to fluctuations in any of the
following, namely -

(i) the value of an asset for the valuation of which provision is
made in the Valuation of Assets Rules;

(ii) the amount of income from such an asset over a defined period;

(iii) an index of such assets, being an index in respect of which a
derivative contract is listed; or

(iv) a national index of retail prices published by or under the
authority of a government of a state belonging to Zone A as
defined in the Banking Co-ordination Directive.

or an arithmetic average thereof; and

(b) a contract under which the amount payable by either party is calculated
by reference to the difference between the market value and the
amortised value of any asset for the valuation of which provision is
made in the Valuation of Assets Rules 18.

(8)      This paragraph applies to a futures contract or an option which in either case
provides for the acquisition or disposal of assets for the valuation of all of
which provision is made in the Valuation of Assets Rules at a price which is
determined by one or more of the following methods -

                                                  

16 See Section 3 of Guidance Note 4.2
17 See footnote 16
18 See Section 7 of Guidance Note 4.2
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(a) for each date on which the contract may be completed or the option
exercised, the price is a fixed amount under the terms of the contract or
option;

(b) it is determined by reference to the market value or the amortised value
of an asset for the valuation of which provision is made in the
Valuation of Assets Rules or the amount of income over a defined
period from such an asset; or

(c) it is determined by reference to an index of the kind mentioned in
(7)(a)(iii) or (iv) or an arithmetic average thereof.

Contracts and assets having the effect of derivative contracts

4.13     (1)    Subject to (3), for the purposes of the Valuation of Assets Rules, a contract has
the effect of a derivative contract if it is a contract (other than a derivative
contract) which provides, whether upon the exercise of a right by the insurer or
otherwise -

(a) for payment (at any time) of amounts which are determined by
fluctuations in -

(i) the value of property of any description;

(ii) an index of the value of property of any description;

(iii) income from property of any description; or

(iv) an index of income from property of any description;

(b) for delivery of an asset other than an asset for the valuation of which
provision is made in rule 4.7 to or by the insurer; or

(c) for the conversion of an asset held by the insurer or another party to -

(i) an asset of a different type, or

(ii) a different asset of the same type.

(2) Subject to (3), for the purposes of the Valuation of Assets Rules an asset has
the effect of a derivative contract if the asset is an asset (other than an
approved security or an asset falling within rule 4.9(1)(a)) and the holding of
the asset confers contractual rights or imposes contractual obligations to make
or accept payment, delivery or conversion as set out in (1)(a) to (c).

(3) A contract or asset does not have the effect of a derivative contract by reason
only that -
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(a) it provides for the unconditional delivery of assets, or for the payment
for unconditional delivery of assets, such delivery or payment to be
made within a period commencing at the date of the contract and
extending -

(i) in the case of a listed security, for the usual period for delivery
or payment as determined by the rules of the stock exchange or
regulated market on which the securities are listed or facilities
for dealing have been granted, or

(ii) in any other case, for no more than 20 working days;

(b) it is a contract of the type described in rule 4.1(8) in respect of which
the conditions set out in rule 4.1(9) have been satisfied; or

(c) it is a transaction to which rule 4.4(1) applies.

(4) Rights in respect of a contract or asset which has the effect of a derivative
contract to which rule 4.12 applies must -

(a) where the asset is a security, be valued in accordance with rule 4.8;

(b) where the asset comprises units or other beneficial interests in a
collective investment scheme, be valued in accordance with rule 4.9;
and

(c) where the asset is a debt or other right, be valued in accordance with
rule 4.5.

(5) Rights in respect of a contract or asset having the effect of a derivative
contract to which rule 4.12 does not apply must be valued in accordance with
rule 4.5(12).

(6) For the purposes of determining whether a contract or asset has the effect of a
derivative contract to which rule 4.12 applies, it must be treated as having the
effect of a derivative contract which is listed or transacted with an approved
counterparty if it is itself listed or so transacted.

Assets to be taken into account only to a specified extent

4.14     (1) Subject to (5) and (6), the aggregate value of the assets of an insurer as
determined in accordance with the Valuation of Assets Rules must, for any of
the purposes for which the Valuation of Assets Rules apply, be reduced by an
amount representing the aggregate of -

(a) the amount by which the insurer is exposed to assets of any description
in excess of the permitted asset exposure limit for assets of that
description;
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(b) the amount by which the insurer is exposed to a counterparty in excess
of the permitted counterparty exposure limit for such counterparty;

(c) the amount by which the insurer has an excess concentration with a
number of counterparties;

(d) the value of any assets transferred to or for the benefit of the insurer in
pursuance of a condition in a derivative contract to which rule 4.12(2)
does not apply or a related contract; and

(e) the value of any assets transferred to or for the benefit of the insurer in
pursuance of a contract having the effect of a derivative contract to
which rule 4.12(2) does not apply or a related contract,

as determined in accordance with Appendix 4.2.

(2) Where an insurer is exposed to assets of any description in excess of the
permitted asset exposure limit for such assets, the reduction required to be
made by (1)(a) must be made -

(a) by deducting (as far as possible) the amount of the excess from the
assets of that description held by the insurer; and

(b) where the insurer does not hold sufficient assets of that description to
eliminate the excess (or does not hold any assets of that description) by
making an appropriate deduction from the aggregate value of the assets
which the insurer would otherwise be permitted to take into account
for any of the purposes for which the Valuation of Assets Rules apply.

(3) Where an insurer is required to make a reduction in accordance with (1)(b),
(c), (d) or (e), the reduction must be made by making a deduction from the
aggregate value of the assets which the insurer would otherwise be permitted
to take into account for any of the purposes for which the Valuation of Assets
Rules apply.

(4) Where an insurer carrying on long-term insurance business has attributed
assets partly to a long-term insurance business fund and partly to its other
assets, any reduction required to be made by this rule must be made in the
same proportion as the attribution.

(5) Assets of an insurer comprising -

(a) approved securities or any interest accrued on them;

(b) debts to which rule 4.5(3) applies;

(c) rights to which rule 4.5(5), (9) or (10) applies;

(d) debts in respect of premiums;
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(e) moneys due from, or guaranteed by, the government of any state which
belongs to Zone A as defined in Banking Co-ordination Directive;

(f) shares in or debts due or to become due from a dependant;

(g) holdings in a scheme falling within the UCITS Directive; or

(h) deferred acquisition costs,

must not be taken into account in any of the calculations described in (1).

(6) Where an insurer has entered into any contracts providing for the payment of
index linked benefits, the provisions of (1)(a) will not apply to assets of that
insurer to the extent that they are held to match liabilities in respect of such
benefits.

____________________________
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Chapter 5

DETERMINATION OF LIABILITIES
__________________________

Application19

5.1          These Determination of Liabilities Rules apply with respect to the
determination of the  amount of liabilities of an insurer.

Long-term and general insurance business

5.2      (1)        Subject to the Determination of Liabilities Rules, the amount of liabilities of an
insurer must be determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting
concepts, bases and policies or other generally accepted methods appropriate
for insurers.

(2) In determining under (1) the amount of liabilities of an insurer, all contingent
and prospective liabilities must be taken into account including all liabilities in
respect of cumulative preference share capital but excluding other liabilities in
respect of share capital20.

Provision for adverse changes

5.3      (1) An insurer which has or may have (following the exercise of any right by the
insurer or any other party) an obligation to which this rule applies to deliver
assets or make a payment must -

(a) at all times identify the assets held by it which it considers to be the
most suitable to cover such obligations; and

(b) make prudent provision for the effect on Ôthe amount of its excess
assetsÕ of adverse variations between the value of the assets identified
and the value of the assets which it is or may be obliged to deliver or
the amount of the payment which it is or may be obliged to make.21

(2) For the purposes of (1), the insurer must take into account all reasonably
foreseeable adverse variations and must have particular regard to past
volatility in the value of the assets concerned (or assets of a similar nature) and
the possibility of adverse changes in such volatility in the future.

(3) For the purposes of this rule -

                                                  

19 For the application of the Determination of Liabilities Rules to the financial reporting requirements in Chapter
9, see rule 9.13

20 For guidance on the treatment of certain hybrid capital instruments, see Guidance Note 2.1
21 For guidance on this rule in respect of derivatives, see paragraph 9.3 of Guidance Note 4.2
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the amount of its excess assets means the difference between the aggregate
value of its assets (other than linked assets to the extent that they are held to
match property linked liabilities), determined in accordance with the
Valuation of Assets Rules, and the amount of its liabilities (other than property
linked liabilities or liabilities for which provision is made in accordance with
this rule).

(4) Subject to (5), this rule applies to an obligation -

(a) under a contract relating to investments of the kinds mentioned in item
C under the heading ÔAssetsÕ in paragraph 9 of Part I of the insurance
accounts rules (whether such contract constitutes an asset or liability of
the company);

(b) undertaken for the purposes of, or in connection with the making of,
investments of the kind mentioned in (a); or

(c) under a contract providing for the purchase, sale or exchange of
currency.

(5) This rule does not apply to a contract to the extent that it relates to, or is for
the purposes of the making of an investment in, or is in connection with the
making of an investment in, land which is to be occupied by the insurer and
used by the insurer for the conduct of its business.

Provision for related undertakings

5.3A (1) An insurer must make provision in respect of a related undertaking that is an
insurance undertaking or insurance holding company:

(a) where the related undertaking is also a subsidiary undertaking of the
insurer, for the whole of any deficit in the assets available to cover
liabilities or represent the notional required minimum margin; and

(b) in any other case, for the proportionate share of any such deficit.

(2) For the purposes of (1), the identification and valuation of assets available to
cover liabilities must be determined in accordance with rule 4.2(3), except that
any liability which is a debt due to the insurer need not be valued at more than
the value placed on that debt as an asset of the insurer.

General insurance business liabilities

5.4 The amount of insurance liabilities which are general insurance business
liabilities must be determined in accordance with the provisions of Section D
of Chapter II of Part I of the insurance accounts rules.
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Relevant co-insurance operations: general insurance business

5.5 Where a relevant insurer determines the amount of a liability in order to make
provision for outstanding claims arising under a relevant co-insurance
operation , then, if the leading insurance undertaking has informed the
relevant insurer of the amount of the provision made by the leading insurance
undertaking  for such claims, the amount determined by the relevant insurer -

(a) must be at least as great as the amount of the provision made by the
leading insurance undertaking; or

(b) in a case where it is not the practice in the United Kingdom to make
such provision separately, must be sufficient, when all liabilities are
taken into account, to include provision at least as great as that made
by the leading insurance undertaking for such claims,

due regard being had in either case to the proportion of the risk covered by the
relevant insurer and by the leading insurance undertaking respectively.

Long-term liabilities

5.6     (1)    The determination of the amount of long-term insurance business liabilities
(other than liabilities which have fallen due for payment before the relevant
date) must -

(a)        be made on actuarial principles having due regard to Ð

(i) the reasonable expectations of policy holders, and

(ii) any relevant guidance of the Government Actuary22; and

(b) make proper provision for all liabilities on prudent assumptions that
include appropriate margins for adverse deviation of the relevant
factors.

(2) The determination must take account of all prospective liabilities as
determined by the policy conditions for each existing contract, taking credit
for premiums payable after the relevant date.

(3) Without prejudice to the generality of (1), the amount of the long-term
insurance business liabilities must be determined in compliance with rules 5.7
to 5.17 and must take into account, inter alia, the following factors -

(a) all guaranteed benefits, including guaranteed surrender values;

                                                  

22 See IPRU (INS) Volume 3.
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(b) vested, declared or allotted bonuses to which policy holders are already
either collectively or individually contractually entitled;

(c) all options available to the policy holder under the terms of the
contract;

(cc) discretionary charges and deductions, in so far as they do not exceed
the reasonable expectations of policy holders;

(d) expenses, including commissions; and

(e) any rights under contracts of reinsurance in respect of long-term
insurance business.

Method of calculation

5.7     (1)     Subject to (2), (3) and (4), the amount of the long-term insurance business
liabilities must be determined separately for each contract by a prospective
calculation.

(2) A retrospective calculation may be applied to determine the liabilities where a
prospective method cannot be applied to a particular type of contract or
benefit, or where the insurer can demonstrate that the resulting amount of the
liabilities would be no lower than would be required by a prudent prospective
calculation.

(3) Appropriate approximations or generalisations may be made where they are
likely to provide the same, or a higher, result than individual calculations of
the same amount of the liabilities in respect of each contract.

(4) Where necessary, additional amounts must be set aside on an aggregated basis
for general risks which are not individualised.

(5) The method of calculation of the amount of the liabilities and the assumptions
used must not be subject to discontinuities from year to year arising from
arbitrary changes and must be such as to recognise the distribution of profits in
an appropriate way over the duration of each policy.

(6) The determination of the amount of liabilities for contracts under which the
policy holder is eligible to participate in any established surplus must have
regard to the level of the premiums under the contracts, to the assets held in
respect of those liabilities, and to the custom and practice of the insurer in the
manner and timing of the distribution of profits or the granting of discretionary
additions, as the case may be.

Avoidance of future valuation strain

5.8 The amount of the liability determined in respect of a group of contracts of
insurance must not be less than such amount as, if the assumptions adopted for
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the valuation were to remain unaltered and were fulfilled in practice, would
enable liabilities similarly determined at all times in the future to be covered
from resources arising solely from the contracts and the assets covering the
amount of the liability determined at the current valuation.

Valuation of future premiums

5.9     (1) Where further specified premiums are payable by the policy holder under a
contract (not being a linked long-term contract) under which the policy holder
is eligible to participate in any established surplus and benefits (other than
benefits arising from a distribution of profits) are determined from the outset
in relation to the total premiums payable under the contract, then, subject to
(4) and rule  5.10 -

(a) where the premiums under the contract are at a uniform rate
throughout the period for which they are payable, the premiums to be
valued must be not greater than such level premiums as, if payable for
the same period as the actual premiums under the contract and
calculated according to the rates of interest and rates of mortality or
disability which are to be employed in calculating the liability under
the contract, would have been sufficient at the outset to provide for the
benefits under the contract according to the contingencies upon which
they are payable, exclusive of any additions for profits, expenses or
other charges; and

(b)   where the premiums under the contract are not at a uniform rate
throughout the period for which they are payable, the premiums to be
valued are to be not greater than such premiums as would be
determined on the principles set out in (a) modified as appropriate to
take account of the variations in the premiums payable by the policy
holder in each financial year,

but a premium to be valued must in no year be greater than the amount of the
premium payable by the policy holder.

(2) Where the terms of the contract have changed since the contract was first
made (the terms of the contract being taken to change for the purposes of this
paragraph if the change is indicated in an endorsement on the policy but not if
a new policy is issued), then, for the purposes of (1), one of the following
assumptions must be made, namely that-

(a) the change from the date it occurred was provided for in the contract
when it was made;

(b) the terms of the contract are those which apply from the date of the
change except that a single premium is payable, at the date of the
change, of an amount equal to the liability under the policy
immediately before the change, calculated on a basis consistent with
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the Determination of Liabilities Rules and with the premiums actually
payable from the date of the change; or

(c) the contract is in two parts, the first of which is for the benefits
purchased by the actual premiums payable from the date of the change
under the insurerÕs scales of premiums at that date, and the second of
which is for all other benefits under the policy for which no premiums
are payable after that date.

(3) Where under a contract (not being a linked long-term contract) the policy
holder is eligible to participate in any established surplus, and -

(a) each premium paid increases the benefits (other than benefits arising
from a distribution of profits) provided under the contract; or

(b) the amount of a premium payable in future is not determinable until it
comes to be paid,

future premiums and the corresponding liability may be left out of account so
long as adequate provision is made against any risk that the increase in the
liabilities of the insurer resulting from the payment of future premiums might
exceed the amount of the premiums.

(4) An alternative valuation method to that described in (1) to (3) may be used
where it can be demonstrated that the alternative method results in reserves no
less, in  aggregate, than would result from the use of the method described in
those paragraphs.

Acquisition expenses

5.10     (1) Subject to (3), in order to take account of acquisition expenses, the maximum
annual premium to be valued under rule 5.9 may (subject to (2)) be increased
by an amount not greater than the equivalent, taken over the whole period of
premium payments and calculated according to the rates of interest and rates
of mortality or disability employed in valuing the contract, of 3.5% (or the
Ôdefined percentageÕ, if it is lower than 3.5%) of the relevant capital sum
under the contract.

(2) For the purposes of (1), the defined percentage is the percentage arrived at by
taking (for all contracts of the same type as the contract in question for which
an adjustment is made) the average of the percentages of the relevant capital
sum under each such contract that represent the acquisition costs incurred
which, after allowing for the effects of taxation, might reasonably be expected
to be recovered from the premiums payable under the contract.

(3) The amount of a future premium valued must not exceed the amount of the
premium actually payable by the policy holder.

(4) For the purposes of this rule -
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(a) for contracts other than temporary assurances, the relevant capital sum
under a contract must be arrived at in accordance with rule 2.12(4);
and

(b) for temporary assurances, the relevant capital sum must be the sum
assured on the relevant date.

Rates of interest

5.11     (1) The rates of interest to be used in calculating the present value of future
payments by or to an insurer must be no greater than the rates of interest
determined from a prudent assessment of the yields on existing assets
attributed to the long-term insurance business and, to the extent appropriate,
the yields which it is expected will be obtained on sums to be invested in the
future.

(2) For the purposes of (1), the assumed yield on an asset attributed to the long-
term insurance business, before any adjustment to take account of the effect of
taxation, must not exceed the yield on that asset calculated in accordance with
(3) to (7), reduced by 2.5% of that yield.

(3) For the purpose of calculating the yield on an asset -

(a) the asset must be valued in accordance with the Valuation of Assets
Rules, excluding any provision under which assets may be taken at
lower book values for the purposes of any investigation to which rule
9.4 applies; and

(b) the future income from any asset required to be taken into account
(whether interest, dividends or repayment of capital) must be reduced
by a proportion corresponding to  such of the excess exposure to assets
of that description, calculated in accordance with paragraph 12 of Part
I of Appendix 4.2, as may reasonably be attributed to  such assets.

(4) For fixed interest securities, the yield on an asset, subject to (7), is that annual
rate of interest which, if used to calculate the present value of future payments
of interest before the deduction of tax and the present value of repayments of
capital, would result in the sum of those amounts being equal to the value of
the asset.

(5) For variable interest investments (that is to say, investments which are not
fixed interest securities) that are equity shares other than those within (5A) or
land, the yield on an asset, subject to (7), is the ratio to the value of the asset of
the income before deduction of tax which would be received in the period of
12 months following the relevant date on the assumption that the asset will be
held throughout that period and that the factors which affect income will
remain unchanged. Account must be taken of any changes in those factors
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known to have occurred by the relevant date and in particular, without
prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, of -

(a) any known changes in the rental income from property or in dividends
on equity shares;

(b) any forecast changes in dividends which have been publicly announced
by the relevant date;

(c) the effect of any alterations in capital structure; and

(d) the value (at the most recent date for which it is known at the relevant
date) of any determinant of the amount of any future interest payment,
that value being deemed to remain unaltered for all subsequent dates.

(5A) For variable interest investments that are equity shares in companies subject
to, or drawing up accounts as if subject to, legislation implementing the
Accounts Directives, or which draw up a set of accounts in accordance with
International Accounting Standards Committee accounting standards or US
generally accepted accounting practice, the yield on an asset, subject to (7A),
must be the ratio to the value of the asset of-

(a) A + B; or

(b) 2 times A,

whichever is lower,

where A = the income which would be received if it were calculated in
accordance with (5),

and B = half the excess (if any) of the Ôrelevant amountÕ over A, but if B is
less than zero, then it is treated as zero.

(5B) For the purposes of (5A), the relevant amount in relation to equity shares
must be the issuing companyÕs profits after taxation from its ordinary activities
for the preceding financial year, in so far as attributable to those equity
shares, so however, without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, that
account is taken of the effect of any alterations in capital structure.

(5C) For the purposes of (5B), the issuing companyÕs profits after taxation from its
ordinary activities for the preceding financial year must be derived from
accounts drawn up in accordance with legislation implementing the Accounts
Directives or, if accounts are not drawn up in accordance with the Accounts
Directives, from accounts drawn up in accordance with International
Accounting Standards Committee accounting standards or US generally
accepted accounting practice.
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(5D) Where (5A) applies, and a companyÕs accounting period is longer or shorter
than a year, the amount of profits or losses for that period must be annualised,
and the annualised figure must be used to calculate the yield.

(6) Subject to (6A), for variable interest investments (that is to say, investments
which are not fixed interest securities) other than equity shares or land, the
yield on an asset, subject to (7), is that annual rate of interest which, if used to
calculate the present value of future payments of interest, before deduction of
tax, and the present value of repayments of capital, where applicable, would
result in the sum of these amounts being equal to the value of the asset, on the
assumption that -

(a) the value of any determinant of the amount of the next interest rate
payment and capital repayment made during the following 12 months
will be the value of that determinant at the most recent date for which
it is known at the relevant date;

(b) the amount of future interest payments and capital repayments will
take account, where appropriate, of -

(i) the right of either party to have the investment repaid, and

(ii) an assumed yield on other comparable investments made in the
future not exceeding an amount determined in accordance with
(8) to (10); and

(c) indices and all other factors which affect future income payments or
capital repayments will remain unchanged after the relevant date.

(6A) For investments in collective investment schemes given a value as an asset in
accordance with rule 4.9, the yield may be determined as the weighted average
of the yields (as determined by this rule) on each of the investments held by
the collective investment scheme.

(7) In calculating the yield on an asset under this rule -

(a) if the asset does not consist of equity shares or land -

(i) a prudent adjustment must be made to exclude that part of the
yield estimated to represent compensation for the risk that the
income from the asset might not be maintained or that capital
repayments might not be received as they fall due, and

(ii) in making that adjustment, regard must be had wherever
possible to the yields on risk-free investments of a similar term
in the same currency; and

(b) for assets which are equity shares or land, adjustments to yields must
be made as appropriate to exclude that part, if any, of the yield from
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each Ôcategory of assetÕ that is needed to compensate for the risk that
the aggregate income from that Ôcategory of assetÕ, taking one year
with another, might not be maintained: for this purpose, a category of
asset comprises assets of a similar nature, type and degree of risk.

(7A) Notwithstanding (7)(b), for equity shares within (5A), adjustments to yields
must be made as appropriate to exclude that part, if any, of the yield from each
Ôcategory of assetÕ that is needed to compensate for the risk that the aggregate
profits earned by a company might not be maintained; and for the purposes of
this paragraph, category of asset has the same meaning as in (7)(b).

(8) To the extent that it is necessary to make an assumption about the yields which
will be obtained on sums to be invested in future, the yield must be determined
in accordance with (9) and (10).

(9) Where the liabilities are denominated in sterling, the yield assumed, before
any adjustment to take account of the effect of taxation -

(a) on any investment to be made more than three years after the relevant
date must not exceed the lowest of -

(i) the Ôlong-term gilt yieldÕ current on the relevant date,

(ii) 3% per annum, increased by two thirds of the excess, if any, of
the Ôlong-term gilt yieldÕ current on the relevant date over 3%
per annum, or

(iii) 6.5% per annum,

where the long-term gilt yield means the annualised equivalent of the
15 year yield for United Kingdom Government fixed-interest securities
jointly compiled by the Financial Times, the Institute of Actuaries and
the Faculty of Actuaries; and

(b) on any investment to be made three years or less after the relevant date
must not exceed the assumed yield determined under (2) adjusted
linearly over the same three years to the yield determined in
accordance with (9)(a).

(10) Where the liabilities are denominated in currencies other than sterling, the
yield must be determined on assumptions that are as prudent as those made
under (9).

(11) In no case may a rate of interest determined for the purposes of (1) exceed the
adjusted overall yield on assets calculated as the weighted average of the
reduced yields on the individual assets arrived at under (2); and when that
weighted average is calculated -
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(a) the weight given to each investment must be its value as an asset
determined in accordance with the Valuation of Assets Rules,
excluding any provision under which assets may be taken at lower
book values for the purposes of any investigation to which rule 9.4
applies; and

(b) except in relation to the rate of interest used in valuing payments of
property linked benefits, both the yield and the value of any linked
assets must be omitted from the calculation.

(12) For the purpose of determining the rates of interest to be used in valuing a
particular category of contracts, the assets may, where appropriate, be
notionally apportioned between different categories of contracts.

Rates of mortality and disability

5.12 The amount of the liability in respect of any category of contract must, where
relevant, be determined on the basis of prudent rates of mortality and disability
that have regard to the State of the commitment.

Expenses

5.13    (1)        Provision for expenses, whether implicit or explicit, must be not less than the
amount required, on prudent assumptions, to meet the total net cost, after
taking account of the effect of taxation, that would be likely to be incurred in
fulfilling contracts if the insurer were to cease to transact new business 12
months after the relevant date.

(2) The provision mentioned in (1) must have regard to, among other things, the
insurerÕs actual expenses in the last 12 months before the relevant date and to
the effects of inflation on future expenses on prudent assumptions as to the
future rates of increase in prices and earnings.

Options

5.14     (1) Provision must be made on prudent assumptions to cover any increase in
liabilities caused by policy holders exercising options under their contracts of
insurance.

(2) Where a contract includes an option whereby the policy holder could secure a
guaranteed cash payment within 12 months following the relevant date, the
provision for that option must be such as to ensure that the value placed on the
contract is not less than the amount required to provide for the payments that
would have to be made if the option were exercised.

(3) Where a contract includes an option whereby the policy holder could secure a
cash payment but (2) does not apply, the provision for that option must be
such as to ensure that, if the assumptions adopted for the valuation of the
contract are fulfilled in practice Ð
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(a) the resulting value (and therefore the provision) is not less than the
amount required to provide for the payment which would have to be
made if the option were exercised; and

(b) the payment when it falls due is covered from resources arising solely
from the contract and from the assets covering the amount of the
liability determined at the current valuation.

(4) For the purposes of (3) the amount of a cash payment secured by the exercise
of an option is assumed to be Ð

(a) in the case of an accumulating with-profits policy, the lower of Ð

(i) the amount which would reasonably be expected to be paid if
the option were exercised, having regard to the representations
of the insurer; and

(ii) that amount, disregarding all discretionary adjustments; and

(b) in the case of any other policy to which this rule applies, the amount
which would reasonably be expected to be paid if the option were
exercised, having regard to the representations of the insurer, without
taking into account any expectations regarding future distributions of
profits or the granting of discretionary additions in respect of an
established surplus or in anticipation of such additions.

Contracts not to be treated as assets

5.15 No long-term insurance contract may be treated as an asset.

No credit for profits from voluntary discontinuance

5.16 No allowance may be made in the valuation for the voluntary discontinuance
of any contract if the amount of the liability so determined would, as a result,
be reduced.

Nature and term of assets

5.17 The determination of the amount of long-term insurance business liabilities
must take into account the nature and term of the assets representing those
liabilities and the value placed upon them and must include prudent provision
against the effects of possible future changes in the value of the assets on -

(a) the ability of the insurer to meet its obligations arising under the for
long-term insurance business contract as they arise; and

(b) the adequacy of the assets to meet the liabilities as determined in
accordance with rules 5.7 to 5.16.
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Chapter 6

GENERAL INSURANCE BUSINESS: EQUALISATION RESERVES

________________________

PART I

PRELIMINARY

6.1 For the purposes of these Equalisation Reserves Rules, business is accounted
for on an accident year basis in respect of a financial year if, in the accounts
and statements required to be deposited with the FSA pursuant to rule 9.6, it is
accounted for using Forms 21, 22 and 23 under the Accounts and Statements
Rules, and business is accounted for on an underwriting year basis if it is
accounted for using Forms 24 and 25 specified in those rules.

6.2 In the Equalisation Reserves Rules, references to a numbered class of general
insurance business are references to the class.

6.3 For the purposes of the Equalisation Reserves Rules, the rate of conversion
from the Euro to the pound sterling is the rate applicable on the last day of the
preceding October for which the rate was published in the Official Journal of
the Communities.

PART II

BUSINESS OTHER THAN CREDIT INSURANCE BUSINESS

Part II application

6.4 (1) Subject to (2), this part of the Equalisation Reserves Rules applies to the
business listed in (3) when it is carried on by an insurer -

(a)       whose head office is in the United Kingdom;

(b) whose insurance business in the United Kingdom is restricted to
reinsurance; or

(c)        whose head office is not in an EEA State.

(2) This part of the Equalisation Reserves Rules does not apply to any insurer
which is an assessable mutual.

(3) This part of the Equalisation Reserves Rules applies to general insurance
business falling within any of the following -
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(a) accounting class 6 and corresponding proportional reinsurance treaty
business categories;

(b) direct, facultative and proportional reinsurance treaty consequential
loss risks;

(c) accounting classes 3 and 4 and corresponding reinsurance treaty
business categories;

(d)       nuclear risks; and

(e) non-proportional reinsurance treaty business categories corresponding
to business in accounting class 6 and non-proportional reinsurance
treaty consequential loss risks.

(4) For the purposes of (3), any business falling within (d) is treated as if it did not
fall within (a), (b), (c) or (e).

Part II equalisation reserve

6.5 (1) Subject to (2), a Part II insurer must maintain an equalisation reserve in
respect of Part II business in accordance with rules 6.6 to 6.10.

(2) Rules 6.6 to 6.10 do not apply to -

(a) Part II business where net premiums written in a financial year of an
insurer in respect of all that business are -

(i) less than 1,500,000 Euro, or

(ii) less than 4% of net premiums written in that financial year in
respect of all its general insurance business and less than
2,500,000 Euro,

and the insurer has no equalisation reserve to be brought forward from
the previous financial year; and

(b) Part II business carried on outside the United Kingdom by an insurer
whose head office is not in the United Kingdom.

Business groups

6.6 (1) For the purposes of applying this part of the Equalisation Reserves Rules, a
Part II insurer must classify its Part II business into separate business groups
comprising -

(a) business group A - business falling within rule 6.4(3)(a);

(b) business group B - business falling within rule 6.4(3)(b);
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(c) business group C - business falling within rule 6.4(3)(c);

(d) business group D - business falling within rule 6.4(3)(d); and

(e) business group E - business falling within rule 6.4(3)(e).

(2) The insurer must further divide its insurance business falling within each
business group into business accounted for on an accident year basis and
business accounted for on an underwriting year basis.

Transfers to and from the equalisation reserve

6.7 (1) At the end of each financial year, a Part II insurer must make transfers to the
equalisation reserve and transfers from the equalisation reserve in accordance
with (2) to (6).

(2) The insurer must calculate Ð

(a) the aggregate value of transfers to be made to the equalisation reserve
in accordance with Part I of Appendix 6.1; and

(b) the aggregate value of transfers to be made from the equalisation
reserve in accordance with Part II of Appendix 6.1.

(3) Subject to (5), if the aggregate value of transfers to be made to the
equalisation reserve exceeds the aggregate value of transfers to be made from
the equalisation reserve, the insurer must transfer an amount equal to the
excess to the equalisation reserve.

(4) Subject to (5), if the aggregate value of transfers to be made from the
equalisation reserve exceeds the aggregate value of transfers to be made to the
equalisation reserve, the insurer must transfer from the equalisation reserve
an amount equal to such excess, or the amount of the equalisation reserve
brought forward from the previous financial year (in this rule referred to as the
previous year's equalisation reserve), whichever is the lower.

(5) If the value of the Ôprevious yearÕs equalisation reserveÕ together with the
aggregate value of transfers to be made to the equalisation reserve, less the
aggregate value of transfers to be made from the equalisation reserve,
exceeds the maximum reserve calculated in accordance with Part III of
Appendix 6.1, the insurer must transfer such an amount as is necessary to
make the equalisation reserve equal to the maximum reserve.

Transfers of business by insurer

6.8 (1) If a Part II insurer transfers to another body all its rights and obligations under
any general policies (whether by novation or pursuant to a transfer approved
under Part VII of the Act), Appendix 6.1 applies to that insurer at the end of
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the financial year in which such transfer takes place with the following
modifications.

(2) For the purposes of calculating amounts to be transferred to the equalisation
reserve (pursuant to Part I of Appendix 6.1) and the business group maximum
applicable to the insurerÕs business (pursuant to Part III of that Appendix), net
premiums written in respect of policies which were the subject of the transfer
must be excluded.

(3) If all the insurerÕs rights and obligations under all general policies falling
within a business group have been transferred, the business group maximum
for that business group is zero.

Transfers of business to insurer

6.9 (1) If a Part II insurer acquires from another body (the transferor) all the
transferorÕs rights and obligations under any general policies (whether by
novation or pursuant to a transfer approved under Part VII of the Act),
Appendix 6.1 applies to that insurer at the end of the financial year in which
such acquisition takes place with the following modifications.

(2) Where consideration payable in respect of the acquisition is accounted for by
the insurer as an adjustment to premiums -

(a) for the purposes of calculating amounts to be transferred to the
equalisation reserve (pursuant to Part I of Appendix 6.1) and the
business group maximum applicable to the insurerÕs business (pursuant
to Part III of that Appendix), net premiums earned or net premiums
written, as the case may be, must be adjusted by any amounts in
respect of such consideration; and

(b) for the purposes of calculating amounts to be transferred from the
equalisation reserve (pursuant to Part II of Appendix 6.1), net
premiums earned or net premiums written, as the case may be, must
include any amounts in respect of such consideration.

(3) Where consideration payable in respect of the acquisition is accounted for by
the insurer as an adjustment to claims -

(a) for the purposes of calculating amounts to be transferred from the
equalisation reserve (pursuant to Part II of Appendix 6.1), net
premiums earned or net premiums written, as the case may be, is such
amount as would have been calculated had such consideration been
accounted for by the insurer as an adjustment to premiums; and

(b) for the purposes of calculating amounts to be transferred from the
equalisation reserve (pursuant to Part II of Appendix 6.1 ), net claims
incurred or net claims paid, as the case may be, must be calculated as
if such adjustment had not been made.
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(4) For the purposes of (2) and (3), consideration payable in respect of the
acquisition must be apportioned between business groups (and within each
business group between business accounted for on an accident year basis and
business accounted for on an underwriting year basis) according to the
business groups within which the general policies which are the subject of the
acquisition fall.

(5) For the avoidance of doubt, an adjustment to premiums or claims for the
purposes of (2) and (3) may, in either case, be by way of addition or
deduction, as appropriate.

(6) In any financial year following that of the acquisition, Appendix 6.1 applies
with the following modifications.

(7) Where any consideration payable in respect of the acquisition was accounted
for by the insurer as an adjustment to premiums, for the purposes of
calculating amounts to be transferred from the equalisation reserve pursuant to
Part II of Appendix 6.1, net premiums earned must include an appropriate
amount in respect of the consideration for the transfer.

(8) Where consideration payable in respect of the acquisition was accounted for
by the insurer as an adjustment to claims, for the purposes of calculating
amounts to be transferred from the equalisation reserve pursuant to Part II of
Appendix 6.1, net premiums earned must be taken to be such amount as
would have been calculated had the consideration been accounted for by the
insurer as an adjustment to premiums.

Transfers from equalisation reserve where net premiums written fall
below specified limits

6.10     (1) This rule applies to a Part II insurer where -

(a) the insurer has carried on Part II business for no less than five
financial years and net premiums written in respect of all that business
in two or more of the four financial years preceding the financial year
in question are less than the amounts specified in rule 6.5(2)(a)(i) or
(ii), as the case may be; or

(b) the insurer has carried on Part II business for less than five financial
years and the Ôaverage net premiums writtenÕ in respect of all that
business in those years is less than the amounts specified in rule
6.5(2)(a)(i) or (ii), as the case may be;

and the insurer has an equalisation reserve to be brought forward from the
preceding financial year, and net premiums written in the last financial year in
question in respect of Part II business are less than the amounts specified in
rule 6.5(2)(a)(i) or (ii), as the case may be.
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(2) In this rule, average net premiums written means the average amount of net
premiums written in respect of that business in a financial year and any
previous financial years ending on or after 23 December 1996.

(3) For the purposes of (2), if any of the financial years which the insurer is
required to take into account for the calculation of Ôaverage net premiums
writtenÕ has been validly extended or shortened, the value of net premiums
written in that financial year is the amount represented by the formula -

NPW x 365
d

where Ð

NPW means net premiums written in the financial year concerned; and

d means the number of days falling in that financial year.

(4) The insurer to which (1) applies must, as at the end of the financial year in
question, make a transfer from the equalisation reserve of such an amount as
is necessary to reduce the equalisation reserve to zero.

PART III

CREDIT INSURANCE BUSINESS

Part III application

6.11    (1) This part of the Equalisation Reserves Rules applies to -

(a)       every UK insurer which carries on credit insurance business; and

(b) every non-EEA insurer which carries on credit insurance business in
the United Kingdom.

(2) This part of the Equalisation Reserves Rules does not apply -

(a) in the case of a UK insurer, where the net premiums written in any
financial year in respect of its credit insurance business are less than
4% of the total net premiums written by it in that financial year and
less than 2,500,000 Euro; or

(b) in the case of a non-EEA insurer, where the net premiums written in
any financial year in respect of its credit insurance business carried on
through a branch in the United Kingdom are less than 4% of the total
net premiums written by it in that financial year in respect of business
carried on through that branch and less than 2,500,000 Euro.
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Part III equalisation reserve

6.12 A Part III insurer must maintain an equalisation reserve in respect of credit
insurance business carried on by the insurer in accordance with Appendix 6.2.

__________________________
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Chapter 7

CURRENCY MATCHING AND LOCALISATION
_____________________________

Matching: general requirement

7.1      (1) Where an insurerÕs ÔliabilitiesÕ in any particular currency exceed 5% of its
total ÔliabilitiesÕ, the insurer must hold sufficient Ôassets in that currencyÕ to
cover at least 80% of its ÔliabilitiesÕ in that currency.

(2) Where an insurer carries on both long-term and general insurance business,
the requirements of (1) apply to the ÔassetsÕ and ÔliabilitiesÕ of each kind of
business separately.

(3) Where a contract of insurance expresses any ÔliabilityÕ in terms of a particular
currency, that ÔliabilityÕ must be regarded as a ÔliabilityÕ in that currency.

(4) For the purposes of this chapter -

assets means assets of the kind referred to in rule 4.1(2) (linked assets), and
assets valued in accordance with the Valuation of Assets Rules;

liabilities means provision by an insurer to cover liabilities arising under or in
connection with contracts of insurance (not being liabilities relating to
insurance business excluded by rule 7.6); and

references to assets in a currency (or similar expressions) are construed as
references to ÔassetsÕ expressed in or capable of being realised (without
exchange risk) in that currency; and an ÔassetÕ is capable of being realised
(without exchange risk) in a currency if it is reasonably capable of being
realised in that currency without risk that changes in exchange rates would
reduce the cover of ÔliabilitiesÕ in that currency.

Matching: property linked benefits

7.2 (1) In so far as the ÔliabilitiesÕ for property linked benefits and index  linked
benefits are covered by the assets which determine the benefits payable under
a linked long term contract, rule 7.1 does not apply.

(2) In so far as the ÔliabilitiesÕ for property linked benefits are determined by
reference to Ôassets in a currencyÕ other than that in which the insurerÕs
obligations to the policy holder are expressed, those ÔliabilitiesÕ are for the
purposes of rule 7.1 to be treated as ÔliabilitiesÕ in the first-mentioned
currency.
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Matching: currency of general business liabilities

7.3 (1) The currency of an insurerÕs general insurance business liabilities must, for
the purposes of rule 7.1, be determined as follows.

(2) Where the ÔliabilitiesÕ are not expressed as ÔliabilitiesÕ in terms of a particular
currency, they must be treated as ÔliabilitiesÕ in the currency of the country in
which the risk is situated or, if the insurer on reasonable grounds so decides,
in the currency in which the premium payable under the contract is expressed.

(3) However, the insurer may treat its ÔliabilitiesÕ as ÔliabilitiesÕ in the currency
which it will use in accordance with past experience or, in the absence of such
experience, in the currency of the country in which it is established -

(a) for contracts covering risks falling within general insurance business
classes 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12 and 13 (producer's liability only); and

(b) for contracts covering risks falling within any other general insurance
business class where, in accordance with the nature of the risks, the
insurerÕs ÔliabilitiesÕ are ÔliabilitiesÕ to be provided in a currency other
than that which would result from the application of (2).

(4) Where a claim has been notified to an insurer and the insurerÕs ÔliabilityÕ in
respect of that claim is payable in a currency other than one which would
result from the application of the above provisions, the insurer must regard its
ÔliabilityÕ as a ÔliabilityÕ in the currency in which the insurer is actually
obliged to pay it.

(5) Where a claim is assessed in a currency which is known to the insurer in
advance but which is different from a currency which would result from the
application of the above provisions, the insurer may regard its ÔliabilityÕ as a
ÔliabilityÕ in that currency.

Matching: exception for certain liabilities

7.4 An insurer need not cover its ÔliabilitiesÕ by Ôassets in a particular currencyÕ if
application of the Currency Matching and Localisation Rules would result in
the insurer being obliged to hold Ôassets in a currencyÕ amounting to 7% or
less of the remainder of its Ôassets in other currenciesÕ.

Localisation

7.5 (1) Subject to (2), ÔassetsÕ held pursuant to rule 7.1 must be held -

(a) if they cover ÔliabilitiesÕ in sterling, in any EEA State;

(b) if they cover ÔliabilitiesÕ in any other currency, in any EEA
State or in the country of that currency.
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(2) In the case of a relevant co-insurance operation and a relevant insurer,
ÔassetsÕ held pursuant to rule 7.1 must be held in any EEA State.

(3) For the purpose of applying (1) and (2) to tangible ÔassetsÕ and ÔassetsÕ
consisting of a claim against a debtor or a listed or unlisted investment -

(a) a tangible ÔassetÕ is to be treated as held in the place where it is
situated;

(b) an ÔassetÕ consisting of a claim against a debtor is to be treated as held
in any place where it can be enforced by legal action;

(c) an ÔassetÕ consisting of a listed investment is to be treated as held in
any place where -

(i) there is a stock exchange (of the kind described in paragraph
(a) of the definition of listed) where it is listed, or

(ii) there is a regulated market where it is dealt in; and

(d) an ÔassetÕ consisting of an unlisted investment issued by a company is
to be treated as held in the place where the head office of that company
is situated.

Exclusions from rules 7.1 to 7.5

7.6 (1) Nothing in rules 7.1 to 7.5 applies to -

(a) insurance business carried on by a UK insurer outside the EEA States;

(b) insurance business carried on by any other insurer outside the United
Kingdom; or

(c) reinsurance business (unless it is facultative reinsurance written by an
insurer who also carries on insurance business that is not reinsurance).

(2) Nothing in rule 7.5 applies to the classes of general insurance business in the
groups numbered 3 and 4 in Part II of Annex 11.2.

Location of assets representing margin of solvency of non-EEA insurer

7.7 Without prejudice to rule 7.5 -

(a) the ÔassetsÕ covering a UK margin of solvency maintained under rule
2.1(2)(b) by a non-EEA insurer which is not a Swiss general insurer
must be held -
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(i) up to an amount at least equal to the appropriate guarantee fund
or minimum guarantee fund (whichever is the greater), within
the United Kingdom, and

(ii) as to the remainder, within the EEA States; and

(b) the ÔassetsÕ covering an EEA margin of solvency maintained under rule
2.1(3)(e) by a non-EEA insurer which is not a Swiss general insurer
must be held -

(i) up to an amount at least equal to the appropriate guarantee fund
or minimum guarantee fund (whichever is the greater) within
the EEA States where the insurer carries on insurance business
(or in any one or more of them), and

(ii) as to the remainder, within the EEA States.

_________________________
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Chapter 8

NON-UK INSURERS

________________________

Part I

DEPOSITS

                        Making and amount of deposit

8.1 (1) Subject to (2), a non-EEA insurer which has permission under the Act to carry
on direct insurance business, other than a Swiss general insurer, must make
and maintain a deposit in the United Kingdom with an approved credit
institution which is no less than the minimum.

(2) Where Ð

(a) the insurer carries on insurance business in the United Kingdom and
one or  more other EEA States; and

(b) the FSA and the appropriate supervisory authority or authorities in the
EEA States have agreed that this rule should apply,

the insurer must make and maintain the deposit with such person as may be
agreed between the FSA and the other authority or authorities.

Part II

LOCATION OF ACCOUNTS AND RECORDS

8.2 A non-EEA insurer which is not a Swiss general insurer must keep in the
United Kingdom proper accounts and records in respect of insurance business
carried on in the United Kingdom.

Part III

RULES APPLICABLE TO BRANCHES

8.3 An insurer which has its head office outside the United Kingdom (other than a
pure reinsurer which has a Treaty right under Schedule 4 to the Act, or a Swiss
general insurer) must appoint and maintain the appointment of a chief
executive (who alone or jointly with one or more others, is responsible for the
conduct of its business through an establishment in the United Kingdom) and
an authorised UK representative (who is resident in the United Kingdom and
is authorised to act generally, and to accept service of any document, on behalf
of the insurer in the United Kingdom).
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8.4 A Swiss general insurer must appoint and maintain the appointment of an
authorised UK representative as described above.

8.5 An insurer which has its head office outside the United Kingdom (other than a
pure reinsurer which has a Treaty right under Schedule 4 to the Act) must be
entitled to undertake insurance business under its national law.

______________________
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Chapter 9

FINANCIAL REPORTING
_______________________________

Part I

ACCOUNTS AND STATEMENTS

Application

9.1 These Accounts and Statements Rules apply to every insurer other than  -

(a) an EEA deposit insurer, in relation to insurance business carried on by
it outside the United Kingdom; or

(b) a Swiss general insurer, in relation to general insurance business
carried on by it outside the United Kingdom.

Interpretation

9.2 (1) In rules 9.25 to 9.27, 9.29, 9.30 and 9.32, and in the Appendices relevant to the
Accounts and Statements Rules, unless the context otherwise requires, words
and expressions not defined in IPRU (INS) which are used in the insurance
accounts rules have the same meanings as in those rules.

(2) In the Accounts and Statements Rules Ð

(a) any reference to long-term insurance business or general insurance
business  is, in relation to an EEA-deposit insurer, to long-term
insurance business or general insurance business carried on by it
through a branch in the United Kingdom; and

(b) any reference to general insurance business is, in relation to a Swiss
general insurer, to general insurance business carried on by it through
a branch in the United Kingdom,

and accordingly any reference to, or requirement imposed in respect of, the
accounts and balance sheet (including any notes, statements, reports and
certificates annexed to them) is to, or imposes a requirement in respect of,
insurance business carried on through that branch.

(3) In the Accounts and Statements Rules, any reference to long-term insurance
business or to general insurance business is -

(a) in relation to an external insurer (other than a pure reinsurer), to its
entire long-term insurance business or to its entire general insurance
business and to any long-term insurance business or general insurance
business carried on by it through a branch in the United Kingdom; and
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(b) in relation to a UK deposit insurer, to its entire long-term insurance
business or to its entire general insurance business and to any long-
term insurance business or general insurance business carried on by it
through a branch in any EEA State,

and accordingly any reference to, or requirement imposed in respect of, the
accounts and balance sheet (including any notes, statements, reports and
certificates annexed to them) relevant to long-term insurance business or to
general insurance business is to, or imposes a requirement in respect of -

(i) accounts prepared in respect of its entire long-term insurance business
or entire general insurance business; and

(ii) accounts prepared in respect of the long-term insurance business or the
general insurance business carried on, in the case of an external
insurer, by the branch in the United Kingdom and, in the case of a UK
deposit insurer, by the branches in question in the EEA States taken
together.

(4)       In the Accounts and Statements Rules Ð

(a) any reference to a numbered Form is a reference to the Form so
numbered in Appendices 9.1 to 9.4; and

(b) references to a numbered class of insurance business are references to
the class so numbered in either Annex 11.1 or 11.2.

(5) To the extent there is a contradiction between SUP 16.3 and the Accounts and
Statements Rules, the Accounts and Statements Rules apply.

Annual accounts and balance sheets

9.3 (1) Subject to (2) and (3), an insurer must, with respect to each of its financial
years, prepare Ð

(a) a revenue account for the year;

(b) a balance sheet as at the end of the year; and

(c) a profit and loss account for the year.

(2) An insurer not trading for profit must, with respect to each of its financial
years, prepare an income and expenditure account for the year.

(3) If a form is required for -

- an account
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- a balance sheet
- a note
- a statement
- a report, or
- a certificate attached to any of the above,

the account etc. must be in that form.

(4) An insurerÕs financial year must be a 12 month period.

Periodic actuarial investigation of long-term insurer

9.4 (1) Every long-term insurer -

(a) must, once in every period of 12 months, cause an investigation to be
made into its financial condition in respect of its long-term insurance
business, by the person who for the time being is its appointed actuary
under the rules in SUP; and

(b) when such an investigation has been made, or when at any other time
an investigation into the financial condition of the insurer in respect of
its long-term insurance business has been made with a view to the
distribution of profits, or the results of which are made public, must
cause an abstract of the appointed actuary's report of the investigation
to be made.

(2) An investigation to which (1)(b) relates must include -

(a) a determination of the liabilities of the insurer attributable to its long-
term insurance business; and

(b) a valuation of any excess over those liabilities of the assets
representing the long-term insurance fund or funds and, where any
rights of any long-term policy holders to participate in profits relate to
particular parts of such a fund, a valuation of any excess of assets over
liabilities in respect of each of those parts.

(3) For the purposes of any investigation to which this rule applies, the value of
any assets and the amount of any liabilities must be determined in accordance
with the Valuation of Assets Rules and the Determination of Liabilities Rules.

(4) The form and contents of any abstract under this rule must be in accordance
with the Accounts and Statements Rules.

Audit of accounts

9.5 (1) The Ôaccounts and balance sheetsÕ of every insurer must be audited in
accordance with rule 9.35 by a person qualified in accordance with the rules in
SUP.
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(2) In (1), the reference to accounts and balance sheets includes a reference to
any notes or statement or report annexed to them.

Deposit of accounts etc. with the FSA

9.6      (1) Every ÔaccountÕ, Ôbalance sheetÕ, abstract or statement required by rules 9.3,
9.4 and 9.36A and any report of the auditor of the insurer made in pursuance
of rules 9.5 or 9.36E must be printed, and the Ôrequired copiesÕ must be
deposited with the FSA within the periods set out in the table below.

deposit period following the financial year end

financial year ending on or
after

where the deposit is made
electronically or under rule
9.36A

otherwise

31 December 2001 4 months 3 months and 15 days
31 December 2002 and
following years

3 months 2 months and 15 days

(2) In (1), the reference to the required copies is to -

(a) five printed copies of the document; or

(b) one printed copy of the document and one copy of it in an electronic
form which may be readily used or translated by the FSA.

(3) In the case of any document deposited under (1), except an auditorÕs report,
one of the printed copies, or, as the case may be, the printed copy, of the
document must be signed in accordance with rule 9.33.

(4) In the case of any auditor's report deposited under (1), one of the printed
copies, or, as the case may be, the printed copy, of the document must be
signed by the auditor.

(5) If within 24 months of the date of deposit, the FSA notifies the insurer that a
document deposited under (1) appears to it to be inaccurate or incomplete, the
insurer must consider the matter and within one month of the date of
notification it must correct any inaccuracies and make good any omissions and
deposit the relevant parts of the documents again.

(6) There must be deposited with every revenue ÔaccountÕ and Ôbalance sheetÕ of
an insurer  any report on the affairs of the insurer submitted to the
shareholders or policy holders of the insurer in respect of the financial year to
which the ÔaccountÕ and Ôbalance sheetÕ relate.

(7) In this rule, any reference to an account or balance sheet includes a reference
to any note, or statement or report annexed to it by virtue of rule 9.3 and any
certificate annexed to it by virtue of rule 9.34.
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Right of policy holders to receive copies of deposited documents

9.7 An insurer must provide to any person (or the person who has already been
provided with a copy under (a)) within 30 days of the date of request (or, in
the case of (b), the date of deposit under rule 9.6(5)):

(a) a copy of any of the documents last deposited by the insurer under rule
9.6(1);

(b) a copy of any document deposited under rule 9.6(5) which corrects or
makes good any document provided under (a); and

(c) a copy of any report deposited with any such document under rule
9.6(6),

where the deposit is made electronically, in the form (whether printed or
electronic) requested or, if the deposit is not made electronically, in printed
form, but (except in the case of (b)) the insurer may make a charge to cover its
reasonable costs, including those of printing and postage.

Documents deposited with the FSA

9.8 [deleted]

Documents deposited in Northern Ireland

9.9 [deleted]

Value of assets and amount of liabilities

9.10 Unless otherwise provided in the Accounts and Statements Rules, in the
documents which an insurer is required to prepare in accordance with the
Accounts and Statements Rules -

(a) the value or amount given for an asset (other than a linked asset not
required to be valued in accordance with the Valuation of Assets Rules
by virtue of rule 4.1.(2)) or a liability of the insurer is the value or
amount of that asset or liability as determined in accordance with the
Valuation of Assets Rules and the Determination of Liabilities Rules at
the end of the financial year in question; and

(b) in the case of a linked asset of the insurer (other than a linked asset
required to be valued in accordance with the Valuation of Assets Rules
by virtue of rule 4.1), the value given is the value of that asset as
determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting
concepts, bases and policies or other generally accepted methods
appropriate for insurers.
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Content and form of accounts

9.11 Every account, balance sheet, note, statement, report and certificate required to
be prepared by an insurer pursuant to rule 9.3(1), (2) and (3) (annual accounts
and balance sheets) must be prepared in the manner set out in the Accounts
and Statements Rules and must fairly state the information provided on the
basis required by the Accounts and Statements Rules.

Balance sheet

9.12     (1)       The balance sheet required to be prepared by an insurer under rule 9.3(1) must
comply with the requirements of Appendix 9.1 and must be in Forms 9 to 15 
and 17 of that Appendix completed (as may be appropriate) as specified in (2) 
to (8).

(2) Form 9 must be completed by every insurer, other than a Swiss general
insurer or an EEA deposit insurer.

(3) Form 10 must be completed by every insurer.

(4) Forms 11 and 12 must be completed by every insurer which carries on
general insurance business, other than a Swiss general insurer or an EEA
deposit insurer.

(5) Form 13 must be completed (as appropriate) -

(a) by every insurer which carries on long-term insurance business in
respect of Ð

(i) its total long-term insurance business assets; and

(ii) the long-term insurance business assets appropriated by it in
respect of each long-term insurance fund or, where such assets
have been appropriated for a group of funds, those assets;

(b) by every insurer in respect of its total assets other than long-term
insurance business assets;

(c) by every external insurer (other than a pure reinsurer) in respect of
long-term insurance business or general insurance business carried on
by it through a branch in the United Kingdom in respect of those assets
which are -

(i) deposited under rule 8.1,

(ii) maintained in the United Kingdom, and

(iii) maintained in the United Kingdom and the other EEA States;
and
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(d) by every UK deposit insurer in respect of long-term insurance business
or general insurance business carried on by it through branches in the
EEA States in respect of those assets which are -

(i) deposited under rule 8.1,

(ii) maintained in the United Kingdom and such other EEA States
where insurance business is carried on, and

(iii) maintained in the United Kingdom and the other EEA States.

(6) Form 14 must be completed by every long-term insurer in respect of -

(a) its total long-term insurance business liabilities and margins; and

(b) the long-term insurance business liabilities and margins for each long-
term insurance fund or where long-term insurance business assets
have been appropriate in respect of a group of funds, for the group.

(7) Form 15 must be completed by every insurer except an insurer not trading for
profit which carries on only long-term insurance business.

(8) For each Form 13 which an insurer is required to complete under (5)(a) or
(b), the insurer must complete Form 17 in respect of the same insurance
business; except that where in respect of that Form all amounts required to be
shown would be zero and no supplementary note would be required, Form 13
may instead be accompanied by a supplementary note to that effect and Form
17 may be returned in blank.

Profit and loss account

9.13 The profit and loss account required to be prepared by every insurer under
rule 9.3 must comply with the requirements of Appendix 9.1 and must be in
Form 16.

Revenue account

9.14 The revenue account to be prepared by every insurer under rule 9.3 -

(a) in the case of an insurer carrying on general insurance business, must
comply with the requirements of Appendix 9.2 and must be in Form
20 and separate accounts must be prepared in Form 20 in respect of
each accounting class as well as a summary account in that Form in
respect of the whole of the general insurance business carried on by it;
and
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(b) in the case of an insurer carrying on long-term insurance business,
must comply with the requirements of Appendix 9.3 and must be in
Form 40 and  -

(i) separate accounts must be prepared in Form 40 in respect of
each long-term insurance fund maintained by it; and

(ii) where there is more than one fund for ordinary long-term
insurance business or for industrial assurance business, the
insurer must also prepare a summary Form 40 for ordinary
long-term insurance business or for industrial assurance
business, as the case may require.

Additional information on general insurance business (accounting classes
and discounting)

9.15     (1) Every insurer  which carries on general insurance business must, in
accordance with the requirements of Appendix 9.2, prepare in respect of each
accounting class -

(a) Forms 21, 22 and 23 for insurance business accounted for on an
Ôaccident year basisÕ; and

(b) Forms 24 and 25 for insurance business accounted for on an
Ôunderwriting year basisÕ.

 (2) For the purposes of (1), business must be taken to be accounted for on an
underwriting year basis where it relates to risks -

(a) which have been reported previously under the Accounts and
Statements Rules on Forms 24 and 25;

(b) in respect of which the claims outstanding for such insurance business
are calculated using the method described in paragraph 52 of the
insurance accounts rules; or

(c) which have not previously been reported on any Form under the
Accounts and Statements Rules and which the insurer accounts for on
an Ôunderwriting year basisÕ,

and business not accounted for on an Ôunderwriting year basisÕ is taken
to be accounted for on an accident year basis.

(3) Every insurer which, in respect of any financial year, includes in Form 22 or
25 amounts relating to adjustments for discounting must prepare Form 30 in
accordance with the requirements of Appendix 9.2.

Business categories for general insurance business (reinsurance treaties
accepted)
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9.16 (1) Every insurer which carries on general insurance business must, for the
purposes of this rule, allocate its insurance business falling within accounting
classes 9, 10 and 11 to separate insurance business categories, that is to say -

(a) accident and health (corresponding general insurance business classes
1 (other than Ô1(p)Õ) and 2);

(b) motor (corresponding general insurance business classes Ô1(p)Õ, 3 and
10);

(c) aviation (corresponding general  insurance business classes Ô1(p)Õ, 5
and 11);

(d) marine (corresponding general insurance business classes Ô1(p)Õ, 6 and
12);

(e) transport (corresponding general insurance business class 7);

(f) property (corresponding general insurance business classes 4, 8 and
9);

(g) third party liability (corresponding general insurance business class
13); and

(h) miscellaneous and pecuniary loss (corresponding general insurance
business classes 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18),

where 1(p) means the effecting or carrying out of contracts of insurance
against risks of death of, or injury to, passengers which normally fall within
class 1, to the extent that the insurer has elected to attribute such risks to
accounting class 2, 3 or 4, as appropriate.

(2) An insurer may allocate its business falling within general insurance business
class 7 (goods in transit) to the aviation and marine insurance business
categories and not to the transport insurance business category and where
such allocation is made the aviation and marine insurance business categories
are referred to as aviation and transport and marine and transport
respectively.

(3) Instead of allocating all insurance business falling within the classes of
general insurance business specified in any of (1)(a) to (h) to the insurance
business category stated in that sub-paragraph, an insurer may allocate such
insurance business to two or more separate insurance business categories,
each of which must consist only of insurance business which would otherwise
fall in the first-mentioned insurance business category.

(4) Where insurance business is allocated to insurance business categories
pursuant to (3), the insurer must, in the Forms prepared in accordance with the
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requirements of Appendix 9.2, refer to each insurance business category so
created by a name which -

(a) describes the general nature of the insurance business included; and

(b) distinguishes that category from other insurance business categories.

Additional information on general insurance business (reinsurance
treaties accepted)

9.17 (1) Every insurer which carries on general insurance business must, in relation to 
each insurance business category to which insurance business has been 
allocated for the purposes of rule 9.16, in accordance with the requirements of 
Appendix 9.2 prepare -

(a) Forms 26 and 27 for insurance business reported on Forms 21, 22 and
23; and

(b) Forms 28 and 29 for insurance business reported on Forms 24 and
25.

(2) Information relating to reinsurance treaties accepted which fall within more
than one insurance business category for the purpose of (1) must be shown -

(a) in the Forms prepared for each such insurance business category
(amounts being apportioned as necessary); or

(b) in the Forms prepared for the insurance business category within
which the greater part of the insurance business to which the treaty
relates falls,

and an explanation must be given in a supplementary note annexed to the
relevant form of the method used in any such apportionment or of the business
included in a form which falls outside the insurance business category to
which that form relates, as the case may require.

(3) Unless an explanation is given in a supplementary note annexed to Form 26
or 28 (as appropriate) for the allocation of the information in question to a
different insurance business category -

(a) where information relating to a reinsurance treaty accepted has been
given in respect of any financial year, information relating to that
treaty must be included in the same insurance business category in the
return prepared in respect of each later financial year; and

(b) where a reinsurance treaty accepted relates to risks which are of a
similar description to those to which an earlier treaty (in relation to
which information has been given in respect of previous financial
year) related and covers those risks in similar proportions, information
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relating to the first-mentioned reinsurance treaty must be included in
the same insurance business category as information relating to the
earlier treaty.

Risk groups for general insurance business

9.18 (1) Every insurer which carries on general insurance business must, in the
manner provided in this rule and for the purpose of the Forms specified in rule
9.19, classify the direct and facultative insurance business carried on by it in
each country into risk groups by reference to accounting classes 1 to 8 as
appropriate.

(2) Each risk group classified for the purposes of this rule must comprise risks
within an accounting class insured by the insurer in each country which, in the
opinion of the directors, are not significantly dissimilar, either by reference to
the nature of the objects exposed to such risks or by reference to the nature of
the cover against such risks provided by the insurer.

(3) Subject to (4), the insurer must classify its risks so that -

(a) risks are not included in the same risk group where, having regard to
the patterns of risk, claims incurrence and settlement patterns, it is
necessary to group them separately for the purposes of applying
statistical methods (within the meaning of  paragraph 47(1) of the
insurance accounts rules) in calculating the provision for claims
outstanding in accordance with generally accepted accounting practice;

(b) claims-made policies are not included in the same risk group as
policies which are not claims-made policies;

(c) policies falling within general insurance business class 14, 15, 16, 17
or 18 are not included in the same risk group as policies falling within
any other of those general insurance business classes, except that
policies falling within general insurance business class 14 may be
included in the same risk group as policies falling within general
insurance business class 15;

(d) policies in respect of private motor car risks are not included in the
same risk group as policies in respect of other risks falling within
accounting class 2;

(e) policies in respect of comprehensive private motor car risks are not
included in the same risk group as policies in respect of non-
comprehensive private motor car risks; and

(f) policies transferred to the insurer by way of a transfer under Part VII
of the Act are not included in the same risk group as other policies.
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(4) (3) does not apply in relation to the risk groups mentioned in that paragraph
where, in the case of any financial year Ð

(a) the gross premiums written for that year in respect of the risk group are
less than 2.5% of the world-wide gross premiums written for all
accounting classes for that year, or £500,000; or

(b) the gross premiums written for that year in respect of the risk groups in
which policies would in accordance with that paragraph be included
(except the largest) are less than 0.5% of the world-wide gross
premiums written for all accounting classes for that year, or £100,000.

(5) Subject to (2) to (4), an insurer may in respect of any accounting class include
all insurance business carried on by it in any country in any financial year as a
single risk group.

(6) Notwithstanding the provisions of (2) to (4), an insurer may classify all
insurance business carried on by it in any country in respect of any accounting
class  in any financial year as a single risk group, provided that gross
premiums written for that year in respect of that insurance business are less
than -

(a) 5% of the world-wide gross premiums written for all accounting
classes for that year; or

(b) £500,000.

(7) Notwithstanding the provisions of (1) to (4), no risk groups need be classified
by an insurer in respect of a country if the gross premiums written in respect
of insurance business falling within accounting classes 1 to 8 and carried on
in that country are less than -

(a) 1% of the world-wide gross premium written for all accounting classes
for that year; or

(b) £100,000.

(8) For the purposes of this rule and rule 9.19, home foreign business is to be
treated as though it were carried on in a different country from other insurance
business carried on in the United Kingdom.

Additional information on general insurance business (direct and
facultative business)

9.19 (1) Every insurer which carries on general insurance business must, with respect
to the financial year in question and in relation to each country and each risk
group (as classified by it under rule 9.18), prepare in accordance with the
requirements of Appendix 9.2 -
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(a) Form 31 for direct and facultative insurance business, other than
insurance business falling within accounting class 2, reported on
Forms 21, 22 and 23;

(b) Form 32 for direct and facultative insurance business falling within
accounting class 2 reported on Forms 21, 22 and 23; and

(c) Form 34 for direct and facultative insurance business reported on
Forms 24 and 25.

(2) Where an insurer has reported insurance business with respect to any previous
financial year and relating to a country and a risk group in Form 31, 32 or 34
pursuant to (1), it must continue to report that insurance business for that
financial year in subsequent financial years for the same country and risk
group in Form 31, 32 or 34 (as appropriate).

(3) Where any of Forms 31, 32 or 34 has been prepared in respect of the entire
insurance business of an insurer, no separate forms need be prepared -

(a) in the case of an external insurer, in respect of insurance business
carried on by it through a branch in the United Kingdom; and

(b) in the case of a UK deposit insurer, in respect of insurance business
carried on by it through a branch in any EEA State.

Additional information on general insurance business (direct and
facultative reconciliation business)

9.20 (1) Every insurer which carries on general insurance business must, with respect
to the financial year in question and in accordance with the requirements of
Appendix 9.2, prepare -

(a) Form 33 for insurance business reported on Forms 21, 22 and 23 but
not reported on Form 31 or 32; and

(b) Form 35 for insurance business reported on Forms 24 and 25 but not
reported on Form 34.

(2) No separate Form 33 or 35 need be prepared where, in the cases referred to in
rule 9.19(3)(a) or (b), no separate Forms 31, 32 or 34 need be prepared.

Currencies other than sterling

9.21 Every insurer which, in respect of a financial year, prepares a Form under
rules 9.17 or 9.19 containing figures in a currency other than sterling must
prepare Form 36 in accordance with the requirements of Appendix 9.2.

Additional information on general insurance business (other than credit
insurance business)
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9.22 (1) This rule applies to Part II business and Part III business.

(2) A Part II insurer and a Part III insurer must, in accordance with the
requirements of Appendix 9.2, prepare -

(a) Form 37;

(b) Form 38 for business reported on Forms 21, 22 and 23; and

(c) Form 39 for business reported on Forms 24 and 25.

Additional information on long-term insurance business

9.23 Every insurer which carries on long-term insurance business must, in respect
of the financial year in question and in accordance with the requirements of
Appendix 9.3, prepare -

(a) Forms 41 to 45 in respect of each revenue account prepared separately
under rule 9.14(b)(i); and

(b) summary Forms 41 to 44  in respect of each summary Form 40
prepared under rule 9.14(b)(ii).

Forms to be annexed

9.24 The forms prepared pursuant to rules 9.15, 9.17 and 9.19 to 9.23 must be
annexed to the documents referred to in rules 9.12, 9.13 and 9.14.

Additional information on general insurance business: major treaty
reinsurers

9.25 (1) Subject to the provisions of rule 9.28, an insurer which carries on general 
insurance business must annex to the documents referred to in rules 9.12, 9.13
and 9.14, and relating to the financial year in question, a statement of -

(a) the Ôfull nameÕ23 of each of its Ômajor treaty reinsurersÕ and the address
of the registered office or of the principal office in the country where it
is incorporated (or, in the case of an unincorporated body, of the
principal office) of each such reinsurer;

(b) whether (and, if so, how) the insurer was at any time in the financial
year ÔconnectedÕ24 with any such reinsurer;

                                                  

23 for the meaning of Ôfull nameÕ in this rule, see rule 9.28(4)
24 for the meaning of ÔconnectedÕ, in this rule, see rule 9.28(1)
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(c) the amount of the reinsurance premiums payable in the financial year
to each such reinsurer in respect of -

(i) general insurance business ceded under proportional
reinsurance treaties; and

(ii) general insurance business ceded under non-proportional
reinsurance treaties;

(d) the amount of any debt of each such reinsurer to the insurer in respect
of general insurance business ceded under reinsurance treaties,
included at line 75 of Form 13;

(e) the amount of any deposit received from each such reinsurer under
reinsurance treaties as included at line 31 of Form 15; and

(f) the amount of any anticipated recoveries from each such reinsurer
under reinsurance treaties to the extent that such recoveries have been
taken into account by the insurer in determining the reinsurersÕ share
of technical provisions in respect of claims outstanding as shown at
line 61 of Form 13; except that, in respect of claims incurred but not
reported, such recoveries need only be included to the extent that they
are in respect of any specific occurrences for which provisions have
been allocated by the insurer,

or a statement that it has no Ômajor treaty reinsurerÕ.

(2) For the purposes of this rule, a major treaty reinsurer of an insurer is a
another company -

(a) to which (whether alone or with any company which is ÔconnectedÕ25

with the other company) the insurer has ceded general insurance
business under one or more reinsurance treaties -

(i) in the case of proportional reinsurance, for which the total
amount of the reinsurance premiums payable is equal to not
less than 2% of the gross premiums receivable by the insurer in
respect of general insurance business, or

(ii) in the case of non-proportional reinsurance, for which the total
amount of the reinsurance premiums payable is equal to not
less than 5% of the total premiums payable by the insurer in
respect of all such non-proportional reinsurance,

                                                  

25 For the meaning of ÔconnectedÕ, in this rule, see rule 9.28(1).
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in the financial year in question or in any of the five preceding
financial years of the insurer; or

(b) in relation to which (whether alone or with any company which is
ÔconnectedÕ with the other company) the aggregate of the amounts
referred to in (1)(d) and (f) exceeds 5% of the insurer's general
insurance business amount.

Additional information on general insurance business: major facultative
reinsurers

9.26 (1) Subject to rule 9.28, an insurer which carries on general insurance business
must annex to the documents referred to in rules 9.12, 9.13 and 9.14, and
relating to the financial year in question, for each Ômajor facultative
reinsurance contractÕ, a statement in respect of each Ômajor facultative
reinsurerÕ of -

(a) its Ôfull nameÕ26 and the address of the registered office or of the
principal office in the country where it is incorporated (or, in the case
of an unincorporated body, of the principal office);

(b) whether (and, if so, how) the insurer was at any time in the financial
year ÔconnectedÕ with such reinsurer;

(c) the amount of the reinsurance premiums payable in the financial year;

(d) the amount of any debt to the insurer included at line 75 of Form 13;

(e) the amount of any deposit received as included at line 31 of Form 15;
and

(f) the amount of any anticipated recoveries to the extent that such
recoveries have been taken into account by the insurer in determining
the reinsurersÕ share of technical provisions in respect of claims
outstanding as shown at line 61 of Form 13; except that, in respect of
claims incurred but not reported, such recoveries need only be included
to the extent that they are in respect of any specific occurrences for
which provisions have been allocated by the insurer,

or a statement that it has no Ômajor facultative reinsurerÕ.

(2) For the purposes of this rule, a major facultative reinsurance contract is a
contract under which general insurance business has been ceded by the
insurer on a facultative basis -

                                                  

26 for the meaning of Ôfull nameÕ in this rule, see rule 9.28(4)
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(a) under which the total amount of premiums payable to any reinsurer (a
major facultative reinsurer) is equal to not less than 0.5% of gross
premiums receivable by the insurer in respect of general insurance
business; or

(b) in relation to which, in respect of any reinsurer (a major facultative
reinsurer) the aggregate of amounts in (1)(d) and (e) exceeds 1% of
the insurerÕs general insurance business amount.

Information on major general insurance business: reinsurance cedants

9.27 (1) Subject to rule 9.28, an insurer which carries on general insurance business
must annex to the documents referred to in rules 9.12, 9.13 and 9.14, and
relating to the financial year in question, a statement of -

(a) the Ôfull nameÕ of each of its Ômajor cedantsÕ and the address of the
registered office or of the principal office in the country where it is
incorporated (or, in the case of an unincorporated body, of the
principal office) of each such cedant;

(b) whether (and, if so, how) the insurer was at any time in the financial
year ÔconnectedÕ with any such cedant;

(c) the amount of the total of the gross premiums receivable in the
financial year from each such cedant in respect of general insurance
business accepted under reinsurance treaties;

(d) the amount of any deposit made with any such cedant as included at
line 57 of Form 13; and

(e) the amount of any debt of each such cedant in respect of general
insurance business accepted under reinsurance treaties, included at
line 74 of Form 13,

or a statement that it has no Ômajor cedantÕ.

(2) For the purposes of this rule, a major cedant of an insurer is another company
from which (whether alone or with any company which is ÔconnectedÕ with the
other company) the insurer has accepted general insurance business under one
or more reinsurance treaties for which the gross premiums receivable exceed
the greater of -

(a) 5% of the gross premiums receivable by the insurer in respect of
general insurance business accepted under reinsurance treaties; and

(b) 2% of the gross premiums receivable by the insurer in respect of
general insurance business,
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in the financial year in question or in any of the three preceding financial
years of the insurer.

Provisions supplemental to rules 9.25 to 9.27

9.28 (1) For the purposes of rules 9.25(1)(b) and (2), 9.26(1)(b) and 9.27(1)(b) and (2),
a company and another person are connected with each other if -

(a) the other person is -

(i) a subsidiary undertaking of the company,

(ii) a parent undertaking of the company, or

(iii) a subsidiary undertaking of the parent undertaking of the
company; or

(b) one of them is ÔcontrolledÕ by the other or both are ÔcontrolledÕ by the
same person,

but a company is not to be taken to be ÔconnectedÕ with another person if the
insurer furnishing the statement does not know and could not upon reasonable
enquiry be expected to discover that it is so ÔconnectedÕ with the other person.

(2) Except as provided in (3), for the purposes of (1)(b), a person is taken to
control a company if he is a person -

(a) in accordance with whose directions or instructions the directors of the
company or of a company of which it is a subsidiary are accustomed to
act; or

(b) who, either alone or with an associate is entitled to exercise, or
ÔcontrolÕ the exercise of, 15% or more of the voting power at any
general meeting of the company or of a company of which it is a
subsidiary.

(3) In relation to an insurer -

(a) making a statement pursuant to rules 9.25 or 9.26, a reinsurer is not to
be taken by virtue of (2) to be ÔconnectedÕ with another reinsurer; or

(b) making a statement pursuant to rule 9.27, a cedant is not to be taken by
virtue of (2) to be ÔconnectedÕ with another cedant,

for the purposes of paragraph (2) of rules 9.25, 9.26 or 9.27, as the case may
be, unless it is also ÔconnectedÕ by virtue of (1) with the insurer making the
statement.

(4) In rules 9.25, 9.26 and 9.27 and in this rule, full name means -
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(a) in the case of a company, its corporate name; and

(b) in the case of an individual or any unincorporated body, the name
under which the individual or body lawfully carries on business.

(5) The following provisions of Appendix 9.1 apply for the purposes of rules
9.25, 9.26, and 9.27 -

(a) paragraphs 4 and 5 (which relate to currencies other than sterling);

(b) paragraphs 8(1) and 8(2) (which, among other things, relate to amounts
due to the insurer); and

(c) paragraph 9 (which provides for amounts to be shown to the nearer
£1,000).

(6) Rules 9.25(2), 9.26(1)(a) to (c) and 9.27 apply in relation to the members of
the Society taken together as they apply in relation to an insurer and in relation
to the members of the Society (1) to (4) of this rule do not apply.

Additional information on derivative contracts

9.29 (1) Every insurer must, in respect of the financial year in question, annex to the
documents referred to in rules 9.12, 9.13 and 9.14 a statement comprising a
brief description of -

(a) any investment guidelines operated by the insurer for the use of
derivative contracts;

(b) any provision made by such guidelines for the use of contracts under
which the insurer had a right or obligation to acquire or dispose of
assets which was not, at the time when the contract was entered into,
reasonably likely to be exercised and, if so, the circumstances in
which, pursuant to that provision, such contracts would be used;

(c) the extent to which the insurer was during the financial year a party to
any contracts of the kind described in (b);

(d) the extent to which any of the amounts recorded in Form 13 would be
changed if assets which the insurer had a right or obligation to acquire
or dispose of under Ôderivative contractsÕ outstanding at the end of the
financial year (being, in the case of options, only those options which
it would have been prudent to assume would be exercised) had been so
acquired or disposed of;

(e) how different the information provided pursuant to (d) would have
been if such options as were outstanding at the end of the year had
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been exercised in such a way as to change the amounts referred to in
that sub-paragraph to the maximum extent;

(f) how different the information provided pursuant to (d) and (e) would
have been if, instead of applying to contracts outstanding at the end of
the financial year, those rules had applied to Ôderivative contractsÕ
outstanding at such other time during the financial year as would have
changed the amounts referred to in those rules to the maximum extent;

(g) the maximum loss which would be incurred by the insurer on the
failure by any one other person to fulfil its obligations under
Ôderivative contractsÕ outstanding at the end of the financial year, both
under existing market conditions and in the event of other foreseeable
market conditions, together with an assessment of whether such
maximum loss would have been materially different at any other time
during the financial year;

(h) the circumstances surrounding the use of any Ôderivative contractÕ held
at any time during the financial year which did not fall within rule 4.12
(2), or (where appropriate) the definition of a permitted derivative
contract; and

(i) the total value of any fixed consideration received by the insurer
(whether in cash or otherwise) during the financial year in return for
granting rights under derivative contracts and a summary of contracts
under which such rights have been granted.

(2) In this rule, derivative contract includes a contract or asset which has the
effect of a derivative contract within the meaning of rule 4.13 and, for the
purposes of (1)(h), such a contract or asset must be treated as falling within
rule 4.12 (2), or the definition of permitted derivative contract, as appropriate,
if it has the effect of a derivative contract which would fall within that
provision.

(3) For the purposes of this rule, an insurer which is a party to -

(a) a contract for differences; or

(b) any other contract which is to be, or may be, settled in cash,

is taken to have a right or obligation to acquire or dispose of the assets
underlying the contract.

Additional information on controllers

9.30 Every insurer with its head office in the United Kingdom must, in respect of
the financial year in question, annex to the documents referred to in rules 9.12,
9.13 and 9.14 -
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(a) a statement naming each person who, to the knowledge of the insurer,
has been, at any time during the financial year, a controller of that
insurer; and

(b) in the case of each person so named, a statement of -

(i) the percentage of shares which, to the knowledge of the
insurer, he held at the end of the financial year in question in
the insurer, or in another company of which the insurer is a
subsidiary undertaking; and

(ii) the percentage of the voting power which, to the knowledge of
the insurer, he was entitled at the end of the financial year in
question to exercise, or control the exercise of, at any general
meeting of the insurer, or another company of which it is a
subsidiary undertaking,

in each case, either alone or with any associate or associates.

Periodic actuarial investigation

9.31 Save in relation to (b), for the purposes of rule 9.4 ordinary long-term
insurance business and industrial assurance business must be treated
separately and the abstract of the report of the appointed actuary on long-term
insurance business Ð

(a) must comply with the requirements of Appendix 9.4 and must contain
the information (together with such of Forms 46 to 49 and 51 to 58 as
may be appropriate) specified in that Appendix; and

(b) except in the case of an EEA-deposit insurer, must also include Form
60 and, where appropriate, Form 61.

Additional information on general insurance business ceded

9.32 An insurer which carries on general insurance business must annex to the
documents referred to in rules 9.12, 9.13 and 9.14, and relating to the financial
year in question, a statement of the information required by Appendix 9.5.

Signature of documents

9.33 (1) In respect of any document relating to the insurance business of an insurer,
wherever it may be carried on, the signatories for the purposes of rule 9.6 are -

(a) in any case -

(i) where there are more than two directors of the insurer, at least
two of those directors and, where there are not more than two
directors, all the directors, and
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(ii) a chief executive, if any, of the insurer or (if there is no chief
executive) the secretary, if any; and

(b) in the case of an abstract under rule 9.4, the actuary who made the
investigation to which the abstract relates.

(2) In respect of any document relating to insurance business carried on through a
branch in the United Kingdom by a Swiss general insurer, an EEA deposit
insurer or an external insurer or through branches in any EEA State (taken
together) by a UK deposit insurer, the signatories for the purposes of rule
9.6(3) are -

(a) in any case -

(i) the authorised UK representative referred to in rule 8.3 or 8.4,
as the case may be, and

(ii) the chief executive appointed under rule 8.3 or, in the case of a
Swiss general insurer, a person who alone or jointly with one
of more others, is responsible for the conduct of its insurance
business through the branch; and

(b) in the case of an abstract under rule 9.4, the actuary who made the
investigation to which the abstract relates.

Certificates

9.34 There must be annexed to the documents referred to in rules 9.12, 9.13 and
9.14  -

(a) a certificate in accordance with the requirements of Part I of Appendix
9.6 which must be signed by the persons required by rule 9.33 to sign
the documents to which the certificate relates; and

(b) in the case of an insurer which has at any time during the financial
year in question carried on long-term insurance business, a certificate
in accordance with the requirements of Part II of Appendix 9.6 which
must be signed by the appointed actuary.

Audit and auditorÕs report

9.35 (1) The documents referred to in rules 9.12, 9.13 and 9.14, and every statement,
analysis, report or certificate annexed pursuant to rules 9.24 to 9.27, 9.29 and
9.34(a) must be audited by a person, in accordance with the rules in SUP, who
must make and annex to those documents a report in accordance with the
requirements of Part III of Appendix 9.6.

(2) For the purposes of the Accounts and Statements Rules -
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(a) section 237(1), (2) and (3) and section 389A(1) of the Companies Act
and article 245(1), (2) and (3) and article 397A(1) of the 1986 Order
apply as if -

(i) the references to the profit and loss account contained in the
definition of Ôindividual accountsÕ in section 226(1) of that Act
and article 234(1) of that Order, respectively, included
references to the revenue account; and

(ii) the auditors of the insurer were not under a duty for the
purposes of preparing their report to carry out any investigation
into information given in Forms 31, 32 and 34 relating wholly
or partly to the number of claims notified or the amount of
payments made prior to the financial year of the insurer in
which the Insurance Companies (Accounts and Statements)
Regulations 1980 first applied; and

(b) section 389A(3) and (4) of the Companies Act and article 397A(3) and
(4) of the 1986 Order apply as if the references in them to a Ôparent
companyÕ  were references to the insurer.

Information on appointed actuary

9.36 (1) Subject to the provisions of this rule, there must be annexed to the documents
referred to in rules 9.12, 9.13 and 9.14, with respect to every person who, at
any time during the financial year in question, was the appointed actuary to
the insurer, a statement of the following information -

(a) particulars of any shares in, or debentures of, Ôthe insurerÕ in which the
appointed ÔactuaryÕ was ÔinterestedÕ at any time during that year;

(b) particulars of any pecuniary interest of Ôthe actuaryÕ in any transaction
between Ôthe actuaryÕ and Ôthe insurerÕ and subsisting at any time
during that year or, in the case of transactions of a minor character, a
general description of such interests;

(c) the aggregate amount of -

(i) any remuneration and the value of any other benefits (other
than a pension or other future or contingent benefit) under any
contract of service of Ôthe actuaryÕ with, or contract for services
by Ôthe actuaryÕ to, Ôthe insurerÕ, and

(ii) any emoluments, pensions or compensation as director of the
insurer which are required by Part I of Schedule 6 to the
Companies Act or Part I of Schedule 6 to the 1986 Order to be
included in a note to the accounts of Ôthe insurerÕ under section
232 of the Companies Act and Article 239 of the 1986 Order,
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receivable by Ôthe actuaryÕ in respect of any period in that year;
and

(d) a general description of any other pecuniary benefit (including any
pension and other future or contingent benefit) received by Ôthe
actuaryÕ from Ôthe insurerÕ in that year or receivable by him from Ôthe
insurerÕ,

together with the statement specified in (2).

(2) The statement referred to in (1) is a statement that Ôthe insurerÕ has made a
request to Ôthe actuaryÕ to furnish to it the particulars specified in that
paragraph and identifying any particulars furnished pursuant to that request.

(3) For the purposes of (1)(a) to (d)  -

(a) references to the actuary include reference to -

(i) the spouse and any minor child (including step-child) of Ôthe
actuaryÕ,

(ii) any person who is a business partner of Ôthe actuaryÕ,

(iii) any person (other than Ôthe insurerÕ) of which Ôthe actuaryÕ is
an employee, and

(iv) any person (other than Ôthe insurerÕ) of which Ôthe actuaryÕ is a
director or which is ÔcontrolledÕ by him;

(b) a person is deemed to be interested in shares or debentures if he is
interested in them according to the rules set out in Part I of Schedule
13 to the Companies Act with the addition, in paragraph 11 of that Part
of that Schedule, of a reference to a scheme under section 25 of the
Charities Act (Northern Ireland) 1964; and

(c) a person is deemed to have an interest or benefit if he has a beneficial
interest.

(4) For the purposes of (1)(a) to (d) and of (3)(a), references to the insurer
include references to any body corporate which is Ôthe insurerÕsÕ subsidiary
undertaking or parent undertaking and to any other subsidiary undertaking of
its parent undertaking.

(5) For the purposes of (3), a person is taken to control a body corporate if he is a
person -

(a) in accordance with whose directions or instructions the directors of
that body corporate or of a body corporate of which it is a subsidiary
are accustomed to act; or
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(b) who, either alone or with any other person falling within (3)(a), is
entitled to exercise, or control the exercise of, 15% or more of the
voting power at any general meeting of the body corporate or of a
body corporate of which it is a subsidiary.

Part II

ACCOUNTS AND STATEMENTS FOR A MARINE MUTUAL

Returns

9.36A Subject to rules 9.36B, 9.36C, 9.36D and 9.36E and Appendix 9.8, a marine
mutual may complete an abbreviated return which comprises Ð

(1) Forms 11 and 12; and

(2) Forms M1 to M5 in Appendix 9.8,

and, if so, rules 9.3 to 9.4, 9.12 to 9.28, 9.31 and 9.32 and 9.34 to 9.36 do not
apply.

Information to be annexed to the forms

9.36B A marine mutual must annex to the return provided under rule 9.36A-

(1) a description of the significant reinsurance arrangements which will be
in operation in the financial year following the financial year in
question;

(2) in respect of insurance  business ceded by way of non-facultative
reinsurance in respect of the financial year in question or any previous
financial year ended on or after 20 February 1998, a statement of Ð

(a) in the case of contracts which are subject to no or a limited
number of reinstatements, any contract not previously reported
to the FSA under which it is anticipated that any such limit will
be exhausted by such claims (including claims incurred, but not
reported, in respect of any specific occurrence for which
provisions have been allocated);

(b) the percentage of cover, if in excess of 10%, and if such
information was not included in the return of the marine
mutual for the previous financial year, which has been ceded to
reinsurers which have ceased to pay claims to their reinsureds
in full, whether because of insolvency or for any other reason;
and
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(c) if the percentage specified in (b) has increased by more than
10% since the previous financial year in which it was included
in the marine mutualÕs return, that percentage unless, in the
opinion of the directors, the likelihood of any claim being
incurred under that policy is minimal;

(3) a statement concerning:

(a) the default rates of members (or adjusted default rates, as the
case may be) on the supplementary calls collectable during the
financial year in question and the two previous financial years,
respectively; and

(b) the total amount of each such call, the financial year to which it
relates, the amount paid and the amount remaining outstanding;
and

(4) a copy of the rules of association of the marine mutual in force on the
date of deposit of the return, unless there has been no change in a copy
of the rules deposited with the return for a previous financial year.

Information to FSA

9.36C A marine mutual which provides a return under rule 9.36A must, with effect
from the date of its deposit with the FSA until the date of deposit of the return
for the following financial year, provide the FSA with written notice of:

(1) any change which is proposed in the rules of association of the marine
mutual, not less than 14 days before the change is put to a meeting;

(2) any change which has been made in the rules of association, within 7
days of the change;

(3) any significant change in the reinsurance arrangements, a description
of which has been annexed to the return in accordance with rule
9.36B(1), within 7 days of the change;

(4) a fall in tonnage entered by its members of 10% net or more since the
end of the financial year in question, within 7 days of the marine
mutual becoming aware of this; and

(5) whether tonnage entered by its members who have withdrawn from
membership or who have defaulted on their obligations has increased
so as to exceed 10% or more of total tonnage entered, whether before,
on or after the date of deposit of the return, within 7 days of the date of
deposit or of the marine mutual becoming aware of this, whichever is
earlier.

DirectorsÕ certificate
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9.36D A marine mutual must annex to the return provided under rule 9.36A a
directorsÕ certificate in accordance with Part II of Appendix 9.8.

AuditorsÕ report

9.36E A marine mutual must annex to the return provided under rule 9.36A an
auditorsÕ report in accordance with Part III of Appendix 9.8.

Part III

STATISTICAL RULES

Insurance statistics: EEA States

9.37 (1)       Every UK insurer which in any calendar year Ð

(a) carries on general insurance business in an EEA State other than the
United Kingdom through a branch in that State; or

(b) provides general insurance in such a State through an establishment in
the United Kingdom or another EEA State,

must prepare in respect of the direct general insurance business so carried on
by it a statement in Form 91 (analysis of financial particulars Ð branches), or
the direct general insurance so provided by it a statement in Form 92 (analysis
of financial particulars Ð provision of insurance), in accordance with the
requirements of Appendix 9.7.

(2) Every UK insurer which in any calendar year Ð

(a) carries on long-term insurance business in an EEA State other than the
United Kingdom through a branch in that State; or

(b) provides long-term insurance in such a State through an establishment
in the United Kingdom or another EEA State,

must prepare in respect of the direct long-term insurance business so carried
on by it a statement in Form 93 (analysis of financial particulars Ð branches),
or the direct long-term insurance so provided by it a statement in Form 94
(analysis of financial particulars Ð provision of insurance), in accordance with
the requirements of Appendix 9.7.

(3) The forms mentioned in (1) and (2) must be prepared separately in respect of
each EEA State in which the insurer carries on the insurance business or
provides the insurance.

(4) The statements required by this rule must be printed, and three copies must be
deposited with the FSA within nine months after the end of the calendar year
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to which they relate; but if in any case it appears to the FSA that the
circumstances are such that a longer period than nine months should be
allowed, the FSA may extend that period by such period not exceeding three
months as it thinks fit.

(5) One of the copies of the statement deposited under (4) must be signed by a
director, a chief executive or the secretary of the insurer.

(6) Subject to (7), where a UK insurer which has notified the FSA -

(a) in accordance with the rules in SUP, of its intention to establish a
branch in a EEA State other than the United Kingdom; or

(b) in accordance with those rules, of its intention to provide insurance in
such a State,

does not in any calendar year carry on insurance business or, as the case may
be, provide insurance in that State, it must send to the FSA a notification of
that fact within nine months after the end of the calendar year to which the
notification relates, signed by a director, a chief executive or the secretary of
the insurer.

(7) (6) does not apply if the insurer has, before the beginning of the calendar year,
informed the FSA, in accordance with the rules in SUP, that it has ceased to
carry on insurance business or, as the case may be, to provide insurance in the
State in question.

(8) If within 24 months of the date of deposit under (4), the FSA notifies the
insurer that a document deposited appears to it to be inaccurate or incomplete,
the insurer must consider the matter and within one month of the date of
notification it must correct any inaccuracies and make good any omissions and
deposit the relevant parts of the documents again.

Application of rule 9.37 to the Society of LloydÕs

9.38 (1) Subject to (2) and (3), rule 9.37 applies in relation to the Society as it applies
in relation to a UK insurer.

(2) The information required in the case of the Society to be included in the
statements referred to in rule 9.37(4), or the notification referred to in rule
9.37(6), is that relating to the members of the Society taken together.

(3) Any such statements, forms or notification must be signed by the Chairman or
a Deputy Chairman, for and on behalf of the Council of LloydÕs.

PART IV

MATERIAL CONNECTED-PARTY TRANSACTIONS
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9.39 (1) If, during the financial year in question, an insurer has agreed to, or carried
out, a material connected-party transaction, it must provide a brief description
of that transaction by way of a supplementary note to Form 20 or Form 40.

(2) The description to be provided in accordance with (1) must state Ð

(a) the names of the transacting parties;

(b) a description of the relationship between the parties;

(c) a description of the transaction;

(d) the amounts involved;

(e) any other elements of the transaction necessary for an understanding of
its effect upon the financial position or performance of the insurer; and

(f) amounts written off in the period in respect of debts due to or from
connected parties.

(3) Transactions with the same connected party may be disclosed on an
aggregated basis unless separate disclosure is needed for a proper
understanding of the effect of the transactions upon the financial position or
performance of the insurer.

______________________________
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Chapter 10

THE PARENT UNDERTAKING SOLVENCY MARGIN CALCULATION

Information to be provided

10.1 This chapter applies to an insurer (other than a pure reinsurer) that is a
subsidiary undertaking of an ultimate insurance parent undertaking.

10.2 (1) When it deposits its return, an insurer must also provide the FSA with a
declaration of the following information in respect of each member of the
insurance group (including itself) as at the end of the financial year in
question:

(a) the name, location of head office and principal activity;

(b) the relationship with each other member of the insurance group,
including the amounts and descriptions of holdings of share capital and
voting rights;

(c) whether the member of the group is a subsidiary undertaking of the
ultimate insurance parent undertaking and, if different, of the ultimate
EEA insurance parent undertaking;

(d) the ultimate insurance parent undertakingÕs proportionate share of, or
if the group member is a subsidiary undertaking of that parent the
whole of, any deficit in the assets available to cover the group
memberÕs liabilities and represent its notional required minimum
margin;

(e) the ultimate EEA insurance parent undertakingÕs proportionate share
of, or if the group member is a subsidiary undertaking of that parent
the whole of, any deficit in the assets available to cover the group
memberÕs liabilities and represent its notional required minimum
margin; and

(f) a statement that:

(i) the declaration has been properly prepared in accordance with
this rule,

(ii) proper records have been maintained and adequate information
obtained by the insurer for the purpose of the declaration
required by this rule and the information required by rule 9.39,
and

(iii) reasonable enquiries have been made by the insurer for the
purpose of identifying material connected-party transactions.
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(2) The declaration required by (1) must also include separate statements in
respect of each of the ultimate insurance parent undertaking and ultimate EEA
insurance parent undertaking of:

(a) the value, as determined in accordance with the Valuation of Assets
Rules (other than rule 4.14(1)(a) to (c)), of its surplus assets;

(b) the aggregate of:

(i) any deficit in the assets available to cover its liabilities or
represent its notional required minimum margin, and

(ii) the amounts reported in (1)(d) or (e) as applicable (but
excluding any amounts that arise from uncovered liabilities to
the parent undertaking itself);

(c) the excess of (b) over (a) (Òthe aggregate deficitÓ); and

(d) a statement of the reasons why any aggregate deficit has arisen and of
any remedial action taken or planned.

(3) For the purposes of (1) and (2), the amount of any deficit and the identification
of surplus assets must be determined as though:

(a) all references in rule 4.2(2)(a), (c), (d), (e) and (3) to the Ògroup
undertakingÓ were references to the ultimate insurance parent
undertaking or ultimate EEA insurance parent undertaking, as
applicable;

(b) rule 4.2(2)(b) was replaced with Òassets that are interests directly or
indirectly held in the capital of the ultimate insurance parent
undertakings or ultimate EEA insurance parent undertakings, as
applicableÓ; and

(c) rule 4.2(2)(f) was replaced with Òassets that cannot effectively be made
available or realised to make good any deficiency of assets of the
ultimate insurance parent undertakings or ultimate EEA insurance
parent undertakings, as applicableÓ.

(4) The declaration required by (1) must be signed by the persons described in
rule 9.33 (1)(a).
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Chapter 11

DEFINITIONS
______________________________

PART I

DEFINITIONS

11.1 For the purposes of IPRU (INS), the term or phrase in the first column has the
meaning given to it in the second column unless the context otherwise
requires.

Term or phrase Definition

1980 Regulations Insurance Companies (Accounts and Statements)
Regulations (S.I. 1980 No. 6)

1981 Regulations Insurance Companies Regulations 1981 (S.I. 1981 No.
1654)

1982 Act Insurance Companies Act 1982

1983 Regulations Insurance Companies Regulations 1983 (S.I. 1983 No.
1811)

1986 Order Companies (Northern Ireland) Order 1986

1994 Regulations Insurance Companies Regulations 1994 (S.I. 1994 No.
1516)

1996 Regulations Insurance Companies (Accounts and Statements)
Regulations (S.I. 1996 No. 943)

accounted  for reported pursuant to the Accounts and Statements Rules

accounting class an accounting class set out in the following table Ð
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Accounting class Corresponding groups of
classes under paragraph 75(3)
of the insurance accounts rules

Corresponding general
insurance business
classes

1 Accident and health Accident and health 1 (other than 1(p)), 2
2 Motor motor (third party liability)

motor (other classes)
1(p), 10
 3

3 Aviation 1(p), 5, 11
4 Marine 1(p), 6, 12
5 Transport

marine, aviation and transport
7

6 Property fire and other damage to
property

4, 8, 9

7 Third party liability third party liability 13
8 Miscellaneous and

pecuniary loss
credit and suretyship, legal
expenses, assistance,
miscellaneous

14, 15, 16, 17, 18

 9 Non-proportional treaty
10 Proportional treaty
11 Marine, aviation and

transport treaty

Accounts and
Statements Rules

rules 9.1 to 9.36E of Chapter 9

Accounts Directives Council Directives 78/660/EEC for companies,
91/674/EEC for insurance companies, 86/635/EEC for
banks and 83/349/EEC for consolidated accounts

accumulating with-
profits policy

a with-profits policy which has a readily identifiable
current benefit, whether or not this benefit is currently
realisable, which is adjusted by an amount explicitly
related to the amount of any premium payment and to
which additional benefits are added in respect of
participation in profits by additions directly related to the
current benefit or a policy with similar characteristics

Act Financial Services and Markets Act 2000

actuarial
investigation

an investigation to which rule 9.4 applies

admissible asset an asset which is not required by rule 4.1(3) to be left out
of account for the purposes specified in rule 4.1(1)

amortised value the amortised value as determined in accordance with
generally accepted accounting concepts, bases and
policies or other generally accepted methods appropriate
to insurers
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ancillary risk (a) in relation to an insurer with permission under the
Act to insure a principal risk belonging to one
class of general insurance business, means a risk
included in another such class which is -

- connected with the principal risk,

- concerned with the object which is
covered against the principal risk, and

- the subject of the same contract insuring
the principal risk;

(b) but, the risks included in classes 14, 15 and 17
may not be treated as risks ancillary to other
classes;

(c) except, the risk included in class 17 (legal
expenses insurance) may be regarded as an
ancillary risk of class 18 where the conditions laid
down in (a) are fulfilled and where the principal
risk relates solely to assistance provided for
persons who fall into difficulties while travelling,
while away from home or while away from their
permanent residence or where it concerns disputes
or risks arising out of, or in connection with, the
use of sea-going vessels

annuities on human
life

does not include superannuation allowances and annuities
payable out of any fund applicable solely to the relief and
maintenance of persons engaged or who have been
engaged in any particular profession, trade or
employment, or of the dependants of such persons

appointed actuary the person appointed as actuary to an insurer under the
rules in SUP

approved
counterparty27

any of the following -

(a)       an approved credit institution;

(b) a  person permitted under the Act to conduct
investment business of a kind which includes
entering into unlisted derivative contracts as
principal; or

                                                  

27 For guidance, see paragraph 3 of Guidance Note 4.1
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(c) in respect of a transaction involving a new issue
of securities which are to be listed, the issuer or
an approved investment firm acting on behalf of
the issuer

approved credit
institution

an institution recognised or permitted under the law of an
EEA State to carry on any of the activities set out in
Annex 1 to the Banking Co-ordination Directive

approved financial
institution

any of the following Ð

•  the European Central Bank
•  the central bank of an EEA State
•  the International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development
•  the International Finance Corporation
•  the International Monetary Fund
•  the Inter-American Development Bank
•  the African Development Bank
•  the Asian Development Bank
•  the Caribbean Development Bank
•  the European Investment Bank
•  the European Community
•  the European Atomic Energy Community
•  the European Coal and Steel Community

approved index (a)       an index which is -

(i) calculated independently,

(ii) published at least once every week,

(iii) based on constituents, each of which is
property falling within paragraphs (1) to
(8) or (10) of Part I of Appendix 3.2, and

(iv) calculated on a basis which is made
available to the public and which includes
both the rules for including and excluding
constituents and the rules for valuation
which must use an arithmetic average of
the value of the constituents;

(b) a national index of retail prices published by or
under the authority of a government of a State
belonging to Zone A as defined in the Banking
Co-ordination Directive; or
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(c)       an index which is -

(i) based on constituents, each of which is
property falling within paragraphs (1) to
(8) or (10) of Part I of Appendix 3.2, and

(ii) in respect of which a derivative contract is
listed

approved investment
firm

an investment firm as defined in the Investment Services
Directive

approved securities any of the following -

(a) any securities issued or guaranteed by, or the
repayment of the principal of which, or the
interest on which is guaranteed by, and any loans
to or deposits with, any of the following, namely,
any government, public or local authority or
nationalised industry or undertaking, which
belongs to Zone A as defined in the Banking Co-
ordination Directive;

(b) any loan to, or deposit with, an approved
financial institution; and

(c) debentures issued prior to 31 December 1994 by
the Agricultural Mortgage Corporation Ltd or the
Scottish Agricultural Securities Corporation Ltd

assessable  mutual a mutual association Ð

(a) where the insurance business carried on by the
association is limited to the provision of insurance
to its members; and

(b) whose articles of association, rules or bye laws
provide for the calling of additional contributions
from members to meet claims

Asset Identification
Rules

the rules in Part I of Chapter 3

associate has the meaning given in rule 11.2

authorised person a person who is authorised for the purposes of the Act
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AUTH the Authorisation manual

available assets the excess of an insurerÕs assets (other than implicit
items) over its liabilities, in each case valued in
accordance with the Valuation of Assets Rules and the
Determination of Liabilities Rules and rule 2.10

Banking Co-
ordination Directive

Council Directive of 20 March 2000, relating to the
taking up and pursuit of the business of credit institutions
(2000/12/EC)

body corporate includes a body corporate constituted under the law of a
country or territory outside the United Kingdom

building society a building society within the meaning of the Building
Societies Act 1986

business amount (a) for a company carrying on only general insurance
business, the general insurance business amount;

(b) for a company carrying on only long-term
insurance business, the long-term insurance
business amount; and

(c) for a company carrying on both general insurance
business and long-term insurance business, in the
case of its general business assets, the general
insurance business amount and in the case of its
long-term insurance business assets, the long-
term insurance business amount

business categories the business categories specified in rule 9.16(1)
corresponding to general insurance business classes

business group a group comprising descriptions of  general insurance
business determined in accordance with rule 6.6

business group
maximum

has the meaning given in Part III of Appendix 6.1

cede and cession in relation to reinsurance, include retrocede and
retrocession
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charges for
management

amounts chargeable in respect of the management of an
internal linked fund in accordance with the conditions of
those contracts of insurance under which property linked
benefits are linked to the value of the fund or units of the
fund

claim a claim against an insurer under a contract of insurance

claims-made policy a contract of liability insurance which provides that no
liability is incurred by the insurer in respect of an
incident unless -

(a) the incident is notified to the insurer (or its agent
or representative); and

(b) such notification is received by the insurer (or its
agent or representative) before the end of a
specified period which is no longer than three
years following the final date for which cover is
provided under the contract

claims management
costs

refers to those claims management costs required by the
insurance accounts rules (note (4) to the profit and loss
account format) to be included in claims incurred other
than those which, whether or not incurred through the
employment of the insurerÕs own staff, are directly
attributable to particular claims

class a class of long-term insurance business, listed in Annex
11.1 or a class of general insurance business listed in
Annex 11.2

collecting book includes any book or document held by a collector in
which payments of premiums are recorded

collective investment
fund

in Appendix 3.2 includes a collective investment scheme

collective investment
scheme

has the meaning given in section 235 of the Act

collector includes every person, howsoever remunerated, who, by
himself or by any deputy or substitute, makes house to
house visits for the purpose of receiving premiums
payable on policies of insurance on human life, or holds
any interest in a collecting book, and includes such a
deputy or substitute
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commission payable in relation to long-term insurance business, the amounts
recorded during a financial year of the insurer as due to
intermediaries and cedants in respect of the inception,
amendment or renewal of contracts of insurance, whether
or not paid during that year

commitment a commitment represented by insurance business of any
of the classes of long-term insurance business

company (a) for the purposes of the Accounts and Statements
Rules means an insurance undertaking; and

(b) for the purposes of the Valuation of Assets Rules
and the Determination of Liabilities Rules,
includes any body corporate

Companies Act the Companies Act 1985

connected a body corporate ÒAÓ and another body corporate ÒBÓ
are connected with each other if:

(a) B is a related undertaking of A;

(b) B is a participating undertaking in A; or

(c) B is a related undertaking of a participating
undertaking in A

a body corporate ÒCÓ and a natural person ÒDÓ are
connected if D holds a participation in:

(d) C or any of its related undertakings;

(e) a participating undertaking in C; or

(f) a related undertaking of a participating
undertaking in A

connected company of any company means -

(a) that companyÕs holding company;

(b) a subsidiary of that company; or

(c) a subsidiary of the holding company of that
company
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connected-party
transaction

the transfer of assets or liabilities or the performance of
services by, to or for a connected person irrespective of
whether or not a price is charged

consequential loss
risk

risk falling within general insurance business class 16
comprising risks of the persons insured sustaining loss
attributable to interruptions of the carrying on of business
carried on by them or to reduction of the scope of
business so carried on

contract for
differences

a contract for differences or any other contract the
purpose or pretended purpose of which is to secure a
profit or avoid a loss by reference to fluctuations in Ð

(a) the value or price of property of any description; or

(b) an index or other factor designated for that purpose
in the contract

contracts of
insurance

includes:

(a) fidelity bonds, performance bonds, administration
bonds, bail bonds, customs bonds, or similar
contracts of guarantee effected in return for the
payment of one or more premiums;

(b) tontines;

(c) when effected or carried out by a body that carries
on the business of effecting or carrying out
contracts of insurance apart from this paragraph,
capital redemption contracts and pension fund
management contracts;

(d) contracts to pay annuities on human life;

(e) contracts of a kind referred to in article 1(2)(e) of
the First Life Directive; and

(f) contracts of a kind referred to in article 1(3) of the 
First Life Directive

contractually based
investment

(a) right under a qualifying contract of insurance;

(b) any investment of the kind specified by any of
articles 83, 84, 85 of the Regulated Activities
Order; or
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(c) any investment of the kind specified by article 89
of the Regulated Activities Order so far as
relevant to an investment falling within (a) or (b)

controller has the meaning given in rule 11.2

counterparty in relation to an insurer -

(a) any one individual;

(b) any one unincorporated body of persons;

(c) any one company not being a member of a group;

(d) any group of companies excluding any companies
within the group which are subsidiary
undertakings of the insurer; or

(e) any government of a State together with all the
public bodies, local authorities or nationalised
industries of that State,

in which the insurer has made investments or against
whom it has rights whether in pursuance of a contract
entered into by the insurer or otherwise

credit insurance
business

Insurance business falling within general insurance
business class 14 that is not reinsurance

Currency Matching
and Localisation
Rules

the rules in Chapter 7

dealings with or by a
counterparty

see counterparty

debt includes an obligation to pay a sum of money under a
negotiable instrument

debt security includes bonds, notes, debentures and debenture stock

deferred acquisition
costs

those items shown at GII under the heading ÔAssetsÕ set
out in paragraph 9 of Schedule 9A to the Companies Act
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dependant a subsidiary undertaking the value of whose shares is
taken to be the value of its surplus assets under rule 4.2

deposit, and

depositor

the deposit mentioned in rule 8.1, and

depositor means an insurer making (or intending to
make) such a deposit

deposit back
arrangement

in relation to any contract of reinsurance, means an
arrangement whereby an amount is deposited by the
reinsurer with the cedant

designated state or
territory

any EEA State (other than the United Kingdom),
Switzerland, a state in the United States of America,
Canada or a province of Canada, Australia, South Africa,
Singapore and Hong Kong

derivative contract a contract for differences, a futures contract or an option
and includes a contract under which the amount payable
by either party is calculated by reference to the amortised
value of any property

Determination of
Liabilities Rules

the rules in Chapter 5

direct and
facultative

direct insurance business and inwards facultative
reinsurance business

direct insurance
business

insurance business other than reinsurance business

Directive see Ð

Investment Services Directive
First Life Directive
First Non-Life Directive
Banking Co-ordination Directive
Third Life Directive
Third Non-Life Directive

director in relation to a body corporate, includes -

(a) person occupying in relation to it the position of a
director (by whatever name called); and

(b) a person in accordance with whose directions or
instructions (not being advice given in a
professional capacity) the directors of that body
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are accustomed to act

discounting refers to discounting or deductions to take account of
investment income within the meaning of paragraph 48
of the insurance accounts rules

EEA-deposit insurer a non-EEA insurer which has made a deposit in an EEA
State (other than the United Kingdom) in accordance
with rule 8.1(2)

EEA insurer an insurer, other than a pure reinsurer or a non-directive
insurer, whose head office is in any EEA State except the
United Kingdom and which has received authorisation
under article 6 of the First Life Directive or the First
Non- Life Directive from its home state regulator

EEA insurance
parent undertaking

an insurance parent undertaking that has its head office
in the United Kingdom or another EEA State

EEA margin of
solvency

the margin of solvency of an insurer computed by
reference to the assets and liabilities of the business
carried on by the insurer in EEA States (taken together)
in accordance with rule 2.4(2)(b)

EEA State28 a State which is a contracting party to the agreement on
the European Economic Area signed at Oporto on 2 May
1992 as it has effect for the time being

equalisation reserve a reserve to be maintained under the Equalisation
Reserves Rules

Equalisation
Reserves Rules

the rules in Chapter 6

equity share capital in relation to a company, its issued share capital
excluding any part which, neither as respects dividends
nor as respects capital, carries any right to participate
beyond a specified amount in a distribution

equivalent securities securities issued by the same issuer being of an identical
type and having the same nominal value, description and
amount

                                                  

28 These comprise the 15 EU states (ie the United Kingdom, Portugal, Spain, France, Italy, Ireland, Belgium,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Denmark, Germany, Greece, Austria, Sweden and Finland) plus Norway, Iceland
and Liechtenstein.
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established surplus has the same meaning as in rule 3.3(4)

excess concentration
with a number of
counterparties

is determined in accordance with paragraph 17 of
Appendix 4.2

exposure (a) in relation to assets, means an amount determined
in accordance with rule 4.14 and paragraphs 4 to
11A of Appendix 4.2; and

(b) in relation to a counterparty, means an amount
termined in accordance with rule 4.14 and
paragraphs 13 to 15A of Appendix 4.2

external insurer an insurer whose head office is outside the United
Kingdom, other than an EEA insurer, a Swiss general
insurer or an insurer to which rule 8.1(2) applies

facultative business facultative reinsurance business

financial year (a) for the purposes of the Equalisation Reserves
Rules, a period of account; and

(b) for all other purposes, each period at the end of
which the balance of the accounts of the insurer is
struck or, if no such balance is struck, the
calendar year

financial year in
question

the financial year which last ended before the date on
which accounts and statements (as specified in the
Accounts and Statements Rules) of the insurer relating to
that financial year are required to be deposited with the
FSA pursuant to rule 9.6, and

the preceding financial year and previous financial years
are construed accordingly

firm an authorised person

first calculation in relation to the Margins of Solvency Rules, is the
calculation described in rules 2.5(1) and (2)

First Life Directive Council Directive (79/267/EEC) of 5 March 1979 on the
coordination of laws, regulations and administrative
provisions relating to the taking up and pursuit of the
business of direct life assurance
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First Non-Life
Directive

Council Directive (73/239/EEC) of 24 July 1973 on the
coordination of laws, regulations and administrative
provisions relating to the taking up and pursuit of the
business of direct insurance other than life insurance

fixed interest
securities

securities which under their terms of issue provide for
fixed amounts of interest

friendly society an incorporated friendly society or registered friendly
society

futures contract a contract for the sale or delivery of a commodity or
property of any other description under which delivery is
to be made at a future date and at a price agreed on when
the contract is made

future profits has the meaning given in rule 2.11

FSA Financial Services Authority

general insurance
business

the business of effecting or carrying out general
insurance contracts

general insurance
business amount

is the higher of Ð

(a) the aggregate of the insurerÕs insurance liabilities
(net of reinsurance) in respect of general
insurance business and an amount equal to
whichever is the greater of 400,000 Euro or 20%
of the general premium income; or

(b) such other amount as the insurer may select not
exceeding the value of its assets (other than long-
term insurance business assets and excluding
reinsurance recoveries) as determined in
accordance with the Valuation of Assets Rules

general insurance
business assets, and

general insurance
business liabilities

respectively assets and liabilities of an insurer which are
not long-term insurance business assets or long-term
insurance business liabilities

general insurance
business class 1(p)

has the meaning given in rule 9.16(1)
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general insurance
contract

any contract of insurance falling within Part I of Annex
11.2

general insurer an insurer whose business includes effecting or carrying
out general insurance contracts

general  policy a policy evidencing a contract the effecting or carrying
out of which constitutes the carrying on of general
insurance business

general premium
income

in any year, the net amount, after deduction of any
premiums payable for reinsurance, of the premiums
receivable in that year in respect of all insurance business
other than long-term insurance business

gross premiums in relation to an insurer and a financial year Ð

(a) means premiums after deduction of discounts,
refunds and rebates of premium but before
deduction of premiums for reinsurance ceded and
before deduction of commission payable by the
insurer; and

(b) includes premiums receivable by the insurer
under reinsurance contracts accepted by the
insurer

gross premiums
earned

in respect of a financial year means such proportion of
gross premiums written as is attributable to risk borne by
the insurer during that financial year

gross premiums
written

the amounts required by the insurance accounts rules to
be shown in the profit and loss account of a company at
general business technical account item I.1.(a)

group has the meaning given in section 262 of the Companies
Act

group undertaking any of:

(a)      the insurer;

(b)      its related undertakings;

(c)      its participating undertakings; and
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(d)      the related undertakings of its participating
undertakings

guarantee fund has the meaning given in rule 2.9

holding company is construed in accordance with section 736 of the
Companies Act or Article 4 of the 1986 Order

home foreign
business

general insurance business written in the United
Kingdom primarily relating to risks situated outside the
United Kingdom, but excluding insurance business in
accounting classes 3, 4 and 5 and insurance business
where the risk commences in the United Kingdom

hybrid linked
contract

a contract of insurance the effecting of which constitutes
the carrying on of long-term insurance business and
which contains an option such that at some future time
the contract may, according to how such option is
exercised, constitute either a linked contract or a non-
linked contract

hybrid security a debt security, other than an approved security, the
terms of which provide or have the effect that the holder
does not or would not have an unconditional entitlement
to payment of interest and repayment of capital in full
within 75 years of the relevant date

implicit item has the meaning given in rule 2.10(5)

incepted refers to the time when the liability to risk of an insurer
under a contract of insurance commenced and, for this
purpose, a contract providing continuous cover is deemed
to commence on each anniversary date of the contract,
and

incepting and inception are construed accordingly

incorporated
friendly society

a society incorporated under the Friendly Societies Act
1992

index linked benefits benefits -

(a) provided for under a linked long-term contract;
and

(b) determined by reference to an index of the value
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of property of any description (whether specified
in the contract or not)

index linked contract a linked long-term contract conferring index linked
benefits

index linked
liabilities

insurance liabilities in respect of index linked benefits

industrial and
provident society

a society registered or deemed to be registered under the
Industrial and Provident Societies Act 1965 or the
Industrial and Provident Societies Act (Northern Ireland)
1969

industrial assurance
business

the business of effecting contracts of insurance on human
life, premiums in respect of which are received by means
of collectors;

But such insurance business does not include -

(a)      contracts of insurance, the premiums in respect of
which are payable at intervals of two months or
more;

(b)       contracts of insurance, effected whether before or
after the passing of the Industrial Assurance Act
1923 by a society or company established before
the date of the passing of that Act which at that
date had no contracts of insurance outstanding
the premiums on which were payable at intervals
of less than one month so long as the society or
company continues not to effect any such
contracts;

(c)       contracts of insurance effected before the passing
of the Industrial Assurance Act 1923, premiums
in respect of which are payable at intervals of one
month or more, and which have up to the passing
of that Act been treated as part of the business
transacted by a branch other than the industrial
branch of the society or company; or

(d) contracts of insurance for £25 or more effected
after the passing of the Industrial Assurance Act
1923, premiums in respect of which are payable
at intervals of one month or more, and which are
treated as part of the business transacted by a
branch other than the industrial branch of the
society or company, in cases where the FSA
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certifies that the terms and conditions of such
contracts are on the whole not less favourable to
the assured than those imposed by that Act

initial margin in respect of a derivative contract or a contract or asset
having the effect of a derivative contract29, means assets
which, before or at the time the contract is entered into,
are transferred by the insurer subject to a condition that
such assets (or where the assets transferred are securities,
equivalent securities) will be returned to the insurer on
completion of that contract

insurance accounts
rules

Schedule 9A to the Companies Act and Schedule 9A to
the 1986 Order for the preparation of accounts by
insurance undertakings

Insurance Accounts
Directive

Council Directive 91/674/EEC of 19 December 1991 on
annual accounts and consolidated accounts of insurance
undertakings

insurance business the business of effecting or carrying out contracts of
insurance as principal

insurance group an insurance parent undertaking and its related
undertakings that are Ð

(a) insurance undertakings; or

(b) insurance holding companies

insurance holding
company

an undertaking whose main business is to acquire and
hold participations in subsidiary undertakings, where
those subsidiary undertakings are exclusively or mainly
insurance undertakings

insurance liabilities amounts calculated in accordance with the Determination
of Liabilities Rules in respect of those items shown at C
and D under the heading ÔLiabilitiesÕ set out in paragraph
9 of the insurance accounts rules

insurance parent
undertaking

in relation to an insurer, is a parent undertaking of that
insurer which is either itself an insurance undertaking or
an insurance holding company

insurance
undertaking

an undertaking, whether or not an insurer, which carries
on insurance business

                                                  

29 See rule 4.13 for contracts which have the effect of derivative contracts
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insurer a firm with permission under the Act to effect or carry out
contracts of insurance, other than a bank

intermediary a person who in the course of any business or profession
invites other persons to make offers or proposals or to
take other steps with a view to entering into contracts of
insurance with an insurer, other than a person who only
publishes such invitations on behalf of, or to the order of,
some other person

internal linked fund an account to which an insurer appropriates certain
linked assets and which may be sub-divided into units the
value of each of which is determined by the insurer by
reference to the value of those linked assets

Investment Services
Directive

Council Directive of 10 May 1993 on investment services
in the securities field (93/22/EEC)

IPRU (INS) Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Insurers

IPRU (FSOC) Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Friendly Societies

issuer in respect of a collective investment scheme, means the
manager or operator of the scheme and in respect of an
interest in a limited partnership, means the partnership

leading insurance
undertaking

in relation to a relevant co-insurance operation, means
an insurance undertaking which Ð

(a) is recognised as the leading insurance undertaking
by the other insurance undertakings involved in
the operation; and

(b) determines the terms and conditions of insurance
for the operation
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linked assets30 in relation to an insurer, long-term insurance business
assets of the insurer which are, for the time being,
identified in the records of the insurer as being assets by
reference to the value of which property linked benefits
are to be determined, and

non-linked assets is construed accordingly

linked long-term
contract

a contract of the kind described in rule 2.3(4), and

linked contract and non-linked contract are construed
accordingly

listed in relation to an investment, means that -

(a)      there has been granted and not withdrawn a listing
in respect of that investment on any stock
exchange in an EEA State which is a stock
exchange within the law of that EEA State; or

(b)       facilities for dealing in that investment have been
granted on a regulated market

LLD the LloydÕs Sourcebook

localisation existence of assets, whether moveable or immoveable, in
a State

long-term insurance
business

the business of effecting or carrying out long-term
insurance contracts

long-term insurance
business amount

is the higher of -

(a) the amount of the insurerÕs insurance liabilities in
respect of long-term insurance business (net of
reinsurance ceded and excluding property linked
liabilities), together with-

(i) the amount of the required margin of
solvency (or the amount of the minimum
guarantee fund if greater) determined in
accordance with rules 2.5 to 2.9 (or, in the
case of an insurer whose head office is not
in the United Kingdom, that amount

                                                  

30 For guidance, see paragraph 3 of Guidance Note 4.1
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which would apply if its head office were
in the United Kingdom) less the amount of
any implicit item valued in accordance
with a waiver under section 148 of the
Act, and

(ii) the amount of any deposit-back in
connection with a contract of reinsurance
in respect of long-term insurance
business; or

(b) such other amount as the insurer may select not
exceeding the value of its assets (other than
general insurance business assets and excluding
reinsurance recoveries and assets required to
match property linked liabilities) in accordance
with the Valuation of Assets Rules,

except that for the purposes of determining the permitted
asset exposure limit under paragraph 2 of Part I of
Appendix 4.2, index linked liabilities must also be
excluded from (a) and assets required to match such
liabilities must be also excluded from (b)

long-term insurance
business assets, and

long-term insurance
business liabilities

respectively assets of an insurer which are, for the time
being, identified as representing the long-term insurance
fund or funds, and liabilities of an insurer arising under
or in connection with its long-term insurance business,
including arising from deposit back arrangements

long-term insurance
contract

any contract of insurance falling within Annex 11.1

long-term insurance
fund

a fund maintained under rule 3.1

long-term insurer an insurer whose business includes effecting or carrying
out long-term insurance contracts

long-term policy
holder

a policy holder in respect of a policy the effecting of
which by the insurer constituted the carrying on of long-
term insurance business

majority
shareholder
controller

a shareholder controller whose shareholding is such that
the insurer is his subsidiary undertaking
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management
expenses

in relation to long-term insurance business, means all
expenses, other than commission, incurred in the
administration of an insurer or its business

margin of solvency is the excess of the value of assets over the amount of
liabilities, that value and amount being determined in
accordance with the Valuation of Assets Rules and the
Determination of Liabilities Rules

Margins of Solvency
Rules

the rules in Chapter 2

marine mutual an insurer -

(a) whose insurance business is restricted to the
insurance of its members or their associates
against loss, damage or liability arising out of
marine adventures (including losses on inland
waters or any risk incidental to any sea voyage);
and

(b) whose articles of association, rules or bye laws
provide for the calling of additional contributions
from, or the reduction of benefits to, the majority
of its members, in either case without limit, in
order to ensure that the insurer has sufficient
financial resources to meet any valid claims as
they fall due

market value the market value as determined in accordance with
generally accepted accounting concepts, bases and
policies or other generally accepted methods appropriate
to insurers

material connected-
party transaction

a connected-party transaction for which (together with
any similar transactions):

(a) the price actually paid or received for the transfer
of assets or liabilities or the performance of
services; or

(b) the price which would have been paid or received
had that transaction been negotiated at armÕs
length between unconnected parties,

exceeds:
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(c) in the case of an insurer that carries on either
general insurance business or long-term
insurance business, but not both, 5% of the
general insurance business amount or long-term
business insurance amount, as applicable; or

(d) in the case of an insurer that carries on both types
of business either Ð

(i) 5% of the long-term insurance business
amount where the transaction is in
connection with the insurerÕs long term
business, or

(ii) in other cases, 5% of the general
insurance business amount

mathematical
reserves

the provision made by an insurer to cover liabilities
(excluding liabilities which have fallen due and liabilities
arising from deposit back arrangements) arising under or
in connection with long-term insurance contracts

maximum reserve for the purposes of the Equalisation Reserves Rules, the
aggregate value of the business group maxima calculated
in accordance with Part III of Appendix 6.1

the minimum in relation to a deposit, means one-half of the minimum
guarantee fund appropriate to the margin of solvency
which the insurer is required to maintain under rule
2.1(2)(b) or 2.1(3)(e)

minimum guarantee
fund

has the meaning given in rule 2.9

mortgage in relation to Scotland, means a heritable security within
the meaning of section 9(8) of the Conveyancing and
Feudal Reform (Scotland) Act 1970

mutual an insurer which -

(a)       if it is a body corporate has no share capital; or

(b) a registered society
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net claims incurred in respect of a financial year means claims arising from
incidents occurring during that financial year (including
direct claims handling expenses), net of reinsurance and
other recoveries but excluding claims management costs

net claims paid in respect of a financial year means claims paid during
that financial year (including direct claims handling
expenses), net of reinsurance and other recoveries but
excluding claims management costs,  regardless of
whether incidents giving rise to such claims occurred
during that financial year or any preceding financial year

net operating
expenses

the net amount paid in a financial year in respect of
commissions, other acquisition expenses, administrative
expenses, reinsurance commissions and profit
participations

net premiums
earned, and

net premiums written

respectively, gross premiums earned, net of reinsurance
premiums earned and gross premiums written, net of
reinsurance premiums payable under reinsurance ceded

non-directive insurer (1) an insurer whose insurance business is restricted
to the provision of benefits which vary according
to the resources available and in which the
contributions of the members are determined on a
flat-rate basis;

(2) an insurer whose long-term insurance business is
restricted to the provision of benefits for
employed and self-employed persons belonging
to an undertaking or group of undertakings, or a
trade or group of trades, in the event of death or
survival or of discontinuance or curtailment of
activity (whether or not the commitments arising
from such operations are fully covered at all times
by mathematical reserves);

(3) an insurer which undertakes to provide benefits
solely in the event of death where the amount of
such benefits does not exceed the average funeral
costs for a single death or where the benefits are
provided in kind;

(4) a mutual (carrying on long-term insurance
business) Ð

(a) whose articles of association contain
provisions for calling up additional
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contributions from members or reducing
their benefits or claiming assistance from
other persons who have undertaken to
provide it; and

(b) whose annual gross premium income (other
than from contracts of reinsurance) has not
exceeded 500,000 Euro for each of the
financial year in question and the two
previous financial years;

(5) a mutual (carrying on general insurance business)
whose Ð

(a) articles of association contain provisions
for calling up additional contributions from
members or reducing their benefits;

(b) business does not cover liability risks, other
than ancillary risks, or credit or suretyship
risks;

(c) gross premium income (other than from
contracts of reinsurance) for the preceding
financial year did not exceed 1,000,000
Euro; and

(d) members provided at least half of that
gross premium income;

(6) an insurer whose insurance business (other than
reinsurance) is -

(a) restricted to the provision of assistance for
persons who get into difficulties while
travelling, while away from home or while
away from their permanent residence;

(b) carried out exclusively on a local basis and
consists only of benefits in kind; and

(c) such that the gross premium income from
the provision of assistance in the financial
year in question did not exceed 200,000
Euro; or

(7) a mutual whose liabilities in respect of general
insurance contracts are fully reinsured with or
guaranteed by other mutuals (including friendly
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societies); and

whose insurance business is limited to that described in
paragraphs (1) to (6)

non-EEA insurer an insurer, other than a pure reinsurer, whose head office
is not in an EEA State

non-linked assets see linked assets

non-linked contract see linked long-term contract

non-profit policy see with-profits policy

non-proportional
reinsurance treaty

see proportional reinsurance treaty

notional required
minimum margin

(a) in the case of an insurance undertaking (other
than a pure reinsurer) that has its head office in a
designated state or territory, the amount of the
required minimum margin, or equivalent, under
the regulatory requirements of that state or
territory;

(b) in the case of a pure reinsurer that has its head
office in a designated state or territory, the
amount that would be the required minimum
margin, or equivalent, if the regulatory
requirements of that state or territory applicable to
undertakings carrying on direct insurance
business were applied to the pure reinsurer; and

(c) in all other cases, the amount of the required
minimum margin that would apply if the
insurance undertaking were an insurer with its
head office in the United Kingdom (whether it is
or not)

nuclear installation any installation prescribed by the Nuclear Installations
Regulations 1971

nuclear matter, and

nuclear reactor

have the same meanings as in the Nuclear Installations
Act 1965

nuclear risks risks falling within any class of general insurance
business and arising in connection with the construction
or use of any nuclear reactor or nuclear installation or
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the carriage of any nuclear matter

option an option to acquire or dispose of Ð

(a) an investment falling within any of articles 76 to
82 or, so far as relevant to those articles, within
article 89 of the Regulated Activities Order;

(b) a contractually based investment;

(c) currency of the United Kingdom or of any other
country or territory;

(d) palladium, platinum, gold or silver; or

(e) an investment falling within this definition by
virtue of (a), (b), (c) or (d),

or a warrant

ordinary long-term
insurance business

long-term insurance business which is not industrial
assurance business

parent undertaking is construed in accordance with section 258 of the
Companies Act and article 266 of the 1986 Order

participating
undertaking

an undertaking which holds a participation in the
undertaking in question

participation (a) the holding of a participating interest within the
meaning of section 411(2) of the Act; or

(b) the holding, directly or indirectly, of 20% or more
of the voting rights or capital

Part II business, and
Part III business

the insurance business to which Part II and Part III,
respectively, of the Equalisation Reserves Rules applies

Part II insurer, and
Part III insurer

an insurer to which Part II and Part III, respectively, of
the Equalisation Reserves Rules applies

pension fund
management
contract

means a contract to manage the investments of pension
funds (other than funds solely for the benefit of the
officers or employees of the person effecting or carrying
out the contract and their dependants or, in the case of a
company, partly for the benefit of officers or employees
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and their dependants of its subsidiary or holding
company or a subsidiary of its holding company

period of risk the period for which a contract of insurance provides
cover

permanent health
contract

a contract falling within class IV of long-term insurance
contracts

permitted asset
exposure limit

has the meaning given in paragraph 2 of Appendix 4.2

permitted connected
property

property of any of the descriptions in paragraphs 1 to 8 or
10 of Part I of Appendix 3.2, which is not property
falling within rule 3.7(3)

permitted
counterparty
exposure limit

has the meaning set out in paragraph 3 of Appendix 4.2

permitted derivative
contract

(1) for the purpose of Appendix 3.2, a derivative
contract -

(a) which is ÔcoveredÕ and -

(i) which is held in connection with
ÔpropertyÕ for the purposes of
reduction of investment risk  or
efficient portfolio management, or

(ii) which has the effect of a permitted
derivative contract held in
connection with ÔpropertyÕ for such
purposes; and

(b) which satisfies the conditions in rules
4.12(6) to (8) except that the references in
rule 4.12 to Ôan asset for the valuation of
which provision is made in the Valuation
of Assets RulesÕ is construed as a
reference to permitted connected
property;

(2)       property is -

(a) permitted connected property, not being a
contract or asset having the effect of a
derivative contract; or
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(b) a permitted derivative contract or contract
or asset having the effect of a permitted
derivative contract either of which when
taken together with the permitted
derivative contract mentioned in (1), has
the effect that the insurer holds either
permitted connected property or a
permitted derivative contract in connection
with such property; and

(3) a derivative contract is covered if it would not
require a significant provision to be made in
respect of it pursuant to rule 5.3 if it were a
derivative contract to which the Valuation of
Asset Rules applied

permitted securities securities in which cash under the control of or subject to
the order of the Supreme Court may be invested pursuant
to the relevant rules of court

policy (a) in relation to long-term insurance business and
industrial assurance business, includes an
instrument evidencing a contract to pay an
annuity upon human life;

(b) in relation to insurance business of any other
kind, includes any policy under which there is for
the time being an existing liability already
accrued or under which a liability may accrue;
and

(c) in relation to capital redemption insurance
business, includes any policy, bond, certificate,
receipt or other instrument evidencing the
contract of insurance with the insurer

policy holder the person who for the time being is the legal holder of
the policy for securing the contract with the insurer, and -

(a)       in relation to such long-term insurance business
or industrial assurance business as consists in the
granting of annuities upon human life, includes an
annuitant; and

(b)       in relation to insurance business of any other
kind, includes a person to whom, under a policy, a
sum is due or a periodic payment is payable
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preceding financial
year

see financial year in question

previous financial
years

see financial year in question

profit and loss
account

in relation to an insurer not trading for profit, an income
and expenditure account

profit reserves has the same meaning as future profits

proper valuation in relation to land, a valuation made by a qualified valuer
not more than three years before the relevant date which
determined the amount which would be realised at the
time of the valuation on an open market sale of the land
free from any mortgage or charge

property linked
benefits

benefits other than index linked benefits provided for
under a linked long-term contract

property linked
contract

a linked long-term contract conferring property linked
benefits

property linked
liabilities

insurance liabilities in respect of property linked benefits

proportionate share in the case of a related undertaking of an insurer, the
percentage holding (directly or indirectly) of the related
undertaking capital

proportional
reinsurance treaty

(a) a reinsurance treaty under which a pre-
determined proportion of each claim payment by
the cedant under policies subject to the treaty is
recoverable from the reinsurer; and

(b) for the purposes of the Accounts and Statements
Rules, a reinsurance treaty under which in return
for a proportion of the premium a pre-determined
proportion of each claim payment by the cedant
under policies subject to the treaty is recoverable
from the reinsurer, and

non-proportional reinsurance treaty is construed
accordingly

pure reinsurer an insurer whose insurance business is as a matter of fact
restricted to effecting or carrying out contracts of
reinsurance
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qualified valuer in relation to any particular type of land in any particular
area, means Ð

(a) a person who is a fellow or professional associate
of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors or
a fellow or associate of the Incorporated Society
of Valuers and Auctioneers or a fellow or
associate of the Rating and Valuation Association
and either Ð

(i) has knowledge of and experience in the
valuation of that particular type of land in
that particular area, or

(ii) has knowledge of and experience in the
valuation of land and has taken advice
from a valuer who he is satisfied has
knowledge of and experience in the
valuation of that particular type of land in
that particular area; or

(b) a person who conforms with (a)(i) or (ii) and
immediately before 15 June 1981 was recognised
as a qualified valuer by virtue of an approval by
the Secretary of State under the Insurance
Companies (Valuation of Assets) Regulations
1976 (and for these purposes an approval given
under the Insurance Companies (Valuation of
Assets) Regulations 1974 is deemed to have been
given under the 1976 Regulations)

qualifying contract
of insurance

means a long-term insurance contract which is not

(a) a reinsurance contract; or

(b) a contract in respect of which the following
conditions are met Ð

(i) the benefits under the contract are payable
only on death or in respect of incapacity
due to injury, sickness or infirmity;

(ii) the contract provides that benefits are
payable on death (other than death due to
an accident) only where the death occurs
within ten years of the date on which the
life of the person in question was first
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insured under the contract, or where the
death occurs before that person attains a
specified age not exceeding seventy years;

(iii) the contract has no surrender value, or the
consideration consists of a single premium
and the surrender value does not exceed
that premium; and

(iv) the contract makes no provision for its
conversion or extension in a manner
which would result in it ceasing to comply
with any of the above conditions

readily realisable in relation to a listed investment means a listed
investment to which rule 4.8(4) either does not apply or
applies by reason only that -

(a) the listing of the investment has been temporarily
suspended following receipt of price sensitive
information received by the stock exchange on
which the investment is listed or the regulated
market on which facilities for dealing have been
granted; or

(b) the extent of the holding would prevent an orderly
disposal of the investment for an amount equal to
or greater than 97.5% of market value

receivable in relation to an insurer, a financial year and a premium,
means due to the insurer in respect of contracts of
insurance incepted during that financial year, whether or
not the premium is received during that financial year

recoverable in relation to an insurer and a financial year, means
recorded in the insurerÕs books as due in that year,
whether or not the insurer has received any payment

registered friendly
society

a society which is Ð

(a) a friendly society within the meaning of section
7(1)(a) of the Friendly Societies Act 1974; and

(b) registered within the meaning of that Act
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registered society a society registered or deemed to be registered under the
Industrial and Provident Societies Act 1965 or the
Industrial and Provident Societies Act (Northern Ireland)
1969

Regulated Activities
Order

Financial Services and Markets Act (Regulated
Activities) Order (S.I. 2001 No. 544)

regulated activity is construed in accordance with the Regulated Activities
Order

regulated institution any of the following Ð

(a) an EEA insurer or UK insurer;

(b) an approved credit institution;

(c) a friendly society which is authorised to carry on
insurance business; and

(d)       an approved investment firm

regulated market a market which is characterised by -

(a)       regular operation;

(b)       the fact that regulations issued or approved by the
appropriate authority of the state where the
market is situated -

(i) define the conditions for the operation of
and access to the market,

(ii) define the conditions to be satisfied by a
financial instrument in order for it to be
effectively dealt in on the market, and

(iii) require compliance with reporting and
transparency requirements comparable to
those laid down in articles 20 and 21 of the
Investment Services Directive, and

(c) in the case of a market situated outside the EEA
States, the fact that the financial instruments dealt
in are of a quality comparable to those in a
regulated market in the United Kingdom
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reinsurance, and
reinsurer

include retrocession and retrocessionaire respectively

reinsurance
recoveries

amounts in respect of claims receivable by an insurer
from a reinsurer under a contract of reinsurance

related company in relation to an insurer Ð

(a) a subsidiary undertaking of the insurer;

(b) a company of which the insurer is a subsidiary
undertaking; or

(c) a subsidiary undertaking of a company of which
the insurer is a subsidiary undertaking

related undertaking an undertaking in which a participation is held by
another undertaking or which is a subsidiary undertaking

relevant co-
insurance operation

has the meaning given in Appendix 5.1

relevant company an insurer whose insurance business is restricted to
reinsurance of the marine mutual on terms that provide
that the marine mutual can cancel the reinsurance
arrangements at any time and can require the insurer
immediately to transfer its assets and liabilities to the
marine mutual

relevant date in relation to the valuation of any asset for any purpose
for which the Valuation of Assets Rules apply, the date
when the asset falls to be valued for that purpose and in
relation to the determination of any liability for any
purpose for which the Determination of Liabilities Rules
apply, the date when the liability falls to be determined
for that purpose

relevant insurer in relation to a relevant co-insurance operation, an
insurer which is concerned in the operation but is not the
leading insurance undertaking

relevant regulatory
requirements

for the purposes of (2)(b) and (3)(a):

(a) in the case of a group undertaking that is an
insurance undertaking established in a designated
state or territory, at the option of the insurer,
either:
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(i) the regulatory requirements of that state or
territory applicable to an undertaking
carrying on direct insurance business
(even if it only carries on reinsurance
business), or

(ii) the requirements referred to in (b); and

(b) in the case of any other insurance undertaking,
the rules in IPRU (INS) applicable to an insurer
with its head office in the United Kingdom
(whether or not it is such an insurer)

required margin of
solvency

a margin of solvency required by rule 2.1

required minimum
margin

the greater of the appropriate required margin of solvency
and the amount of the appropriate guarantee fund; and

Ôrequired EEA minimum marginÕ and Ôrequired United
Kingdom minimum marginÕ are construed accordingly

return the documents required (taken together) to be deposited
under rule 9.6(1)

salvage right any right of an insurer under a contract of insurance to
take possession of and to dispose of property by virtue of
the fact that the insurer has made a payment or has
become liable to make a payment in respect of a loss
under the contract

second calculation is the calculation described in rule 2(5)(1) and 2.5(3) to
(6)

secured debt (1) a debt owed to (or an obligation to be fulfilled for
the benefit of) an insurer to the extent it is -

(a) secured by -

(i) a letter of credit established  with
an approved credit institution, or

(ii) a guarantee provided by an
approved credit institution,

where the sum of the aggregate amount available
under all letters of credit established for the
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benefit of the insurer with the same counterparty,
the aggregate amount of all guarantees issued for
the benefit of the insurer by that counterparty and
the amount of any exposure of the insurer to that
counterparty does not exceed the permitted
counterparty exposure limit for that counterparty;
or

(b) secured by assets for the valuation of
which provision is made in the Valuation
of Assets Rules and -

(i) the value of such assets (after
deducting reasonable expenses of
sale and the amount of any other
debt or obligation secured by the
assets having priority to in ranking
equally with the debt or obligation)
is sufficient to enable the debt or
obligation to be discharged in full,

(ii) the value of the assets when
aggregated with the insurer's
exposure to assets of the same
description does not exceed the
permitted exposure limit for assets
of that description (as calculated
under rule 4.14 of Appendix 4.2),
and

(iii) where the assets give rise to
exposure to a counterparty, the
exposure of the insurer  to that
counterparty, when added to the
aggregate amount available under
all letters of credit established for
the benefit of the insurer with that
counterparty, and to the aggregate
amount of all guarantees issued for
the benefit of the insurer by that
counterparty, does not exceed the
permitted counterparty exposure
limit for that counterparty;

(2)       for the purpose of (1) -

(a) the aggregate amount available under
letters of credit established with a
counterparty must be taken not to exceed
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the sum of the aggregate amount of all
debts and the aggregate value of all
obligations in respect of which those
letters of credit were established;

(b) the aggregate amount of guarantees issued
by a counterparty must be taken not to
exceed the sum of the aggregate amount
of all debts and the aggregate value of all
obligations so guaranteed; and

(c) assets which are securing any other debt
owed to (or obligation to be fulfilled for
the benefit of ) the insurer must be treated
as if they were assets of the insurer;

and unsecured debt is construed accordingly

securities includes shares, debt securities, Treasury Bills, Tax
Reserve Certificates and Certificates of Tax Deposit

settlement date any date on which the fulfilment of an obligation under a
derivative contract is or may be required

share has the meaning given in the Companies Act or the 1986
Order

shareholder
controller

see rule 11.2 for controller

short term deposit a sum of money which may be withdrawn at the
discretion of the lender without penalty or loss of accrued
interest by giving notice of withdrawal of one month or
less

Society the society incorporated by LloydÕs Act 1871 by the
name of LloydÕs

Statistical Rules rules 9.37 to 9.38

Stock Exchange London Stock Exchange plc

subordinated debt any debt which, on a winding up of the debtor, ranks for
payment after the claims of general creditors and is not to
be repaid until the claims of all the general creditors
outstanding at the time have been settled
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subsidiary is construed in accordance with section 736 of the
Companies Act or Article 4 of the 1986 Order

subsidiary
undertaking

is construed in accordance with section 258 of the
Companies Act or Article 266 of the 1986 Order

SUP Supervision manual

surplus assets has the meaning given in rule 4.2(2)

Swiss general
insurer

a non-EEA insurer which has its head office in
Switzerland and which has permission under the Act to
effect or carry out general insurance contracts in
accordance with the Swiss Treaty Agreement of 10
October 1989

technical provisions the items required by the insurance accounts rules to be
shown in the balance sheet of an insurer at liabilities
items C.1 to 6

Third Life Directive Council Directive of 10 November 1992 on the co-
ordination of laws, etc and amending Directives
79/267/EEC and 90/619/EEC (92/96/EEC)

Third Non-Life
Directive

Council Directive of 18 June 1992 on the co-ordination
of laws, etc, and amending Directives 73/239/EEC and
88/357/EEC (92/49/EEC)

Treasury Bills includes bills issued by Her MajestyÕs Government in the
United Kingdom and Northern Ireland Treasury Bills

ultimate EEA
insurance parent
undertaking

an EEA insurance parent undertaking that is not itself the
subsidiary undertaking of another EEA insurance parent
undertaking

ultimate insurance
parent undertaking

an insurance parent undertaking that is not itself the
subsidiary undertaking of another insurance parent
undertaking

UCITS is an undertaking for collective investments in
transferable securities

UCITS Directive Council Directive 85/611/EEC of 20 December l985 on
the co-ordination of laws, regulations and administrative
provisions relating to undertakings for collective
investments in transferable securities
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UK-deposit insurer a non-EEA insurer which has made a deposit in the
United Kingdom in accordance with rule 8.1

UK insurer an insurer, other than a pure reinsurer or a non-directive
insurer, whose head office is in the United Kingdom

UK margin of
solvency

an insurerÕs margin of solvency computed by reference to
the assets and liabilities of the business carried on by that
insurer in the United Kingdom under rule 2.4

unlisted see listed

unsecured debt see secured debt

Valuation of Assets
Rules

the rules in Chapter 4;

variable interest
securities

securities which under their terms of issue provide for
variable amounts of interest

variation margin (a) in respect of a derivative contract, or a contract
having the effect of a derivative contract31, assets
(other than assets transferred by way of initial
margin) which, at the relevant date, have been
transferred by, to, or for the benefit of the insurer
in pursuance of a condition in that contract or a
related contract; and

(b) in respect of an asset having the effect of a
derivative contract, assets which, at the relevant
date, have been transferred by, to, or for the
benefit of, the insurer in pursuance of a
contractual right conferred, or obligation
imposed, by the holding of the asset having the
effect of a derivative contract

warrant an instrument which falls within article 79 of the
Regulated Activities Order

                                                  

31 See rule 4.13
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with profits fund for the purposes of the Accounts and Statements Rules Ð

(a) a long-term insurance fund (or that part of such a
fund) in which policy holders are eligible to
participate in any established surplus; and

(b) where it is an insurerÕs usual practice to restrict
policy holdersÕ participation in any established
surplus to that arising from only a part of the fund
(or part fund) falling within (a), that part (or that
part of the part fund)

with-profits policy a contract falling within a class of long-term insurance
business which is eligible to participate in any part of any
established surplus, and

non-profit policy is construed accordingly

zillmerising in relation to the Margins of Solvency Rules, means the
method known by that name for modifying the net
premium reserve method of valuing a long-term policy by
increasing the part of the future premiums for which
credit is taken so as to allow for initial expenses

Controller

11.2 (1) For the purpose of IPRU (INS), controller, in relation to an undertaking ("A"),
means a person who falls within any of the cases in (2).

(2) The cases are where the ÔpersonÕ Ð

(a)    holds 10% or more of the ÔsharesÕ in A;

(b)   is able to exercise significant influence over the management of A by
virtue of his shareholding in A;

(c)    holds 10% or more of the ÔsharesÕ in a parent undertaking ("P") of A;

(d)   is able to exercise significant influence over the management of P by
virtue of his shareholding in P;

(e)   is entitled to exercise, or control the exercise of, 10% or more of the
Ôvoting powerÕ in A;
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(f)   is able to exercise significant influence over the management of A by
virtue of his Ôvoting powerÕ in A;

(g)   is entitled to exercise, or control the exercise of, 10% or more of the
Ôvoting powerÕ in P; or

(h)   is able to exercise significant influence over the management of P by
virtue of his Ôvoting powerÕ in P.

(3) In (2) the person means Ð

(a) the person;

(b) any of the person's associates; or

(c) the person and any of his associates.

(4) Associate, in relation to a ÔpersonÕ ("H") holding ÔsharesÕ in an undertaking
("C") or entitled to exercise or control the exercise of Ôvoting powerÕ in
relation to another undertaking ("D"), means -

(a)     the spouse of H;

(b)     a child or stepchild of H (if under 18);

(c)   the trustee of any ÔsettlementÕ under which H has a life interest in
possession (or in Scotland a life interest);

(d)    an undertaking of which H is a director;

(e)     a person who is an employee or partner of H;

(f)     if H is an undertaking-

(i) a director of H,

(ii) a subsidiary undertaking of H,

(iii) a director or employee of such a subsidiary undertaking; and

(g) if H has with any other person an agreement or arrangement with
respect to the acquisition, holding or disposal of ÔsharesÕ or other
interests in C or D or under which they undertake to act together in
exercising their Ôvoting powerÕ in relation to C or D, that other person.

(5) Settlement, in (4)(c), includes any disposition or arrangement under which
property is held on trust (or subject to a comparable obligation).
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(6) Shares -

(a) in relation to an undertaking with share capital, means allotted shares;

(b) in relation to an undertaking with capital but no share capital, means
rights to share in the capital of the undertaking; and

(c) in relation to an undertaking without capital, means interests -

(i) conferring any right to share in the profits, or liability to
contribute to the losses, of the undertaking, or

(ii) giving rise to an obligation to contribute to the debts or expenses
of the undertaking in the event of a winding up.

(7) Voting power, in relation to an undertaking which does not have general
meetings at which matters are decided by the exercise of voting rights, means
the right under the constitution of the undertaking to direct the overall policy
of the undertaking or alter the terms of its constitution.
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PART 2

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Powers under which the rules are made

11.3 The rules and guidance in the IPRU (INS) are made under the following
sections of the Act -

(a) section 138 (general rule making power);

(b) section 141 (insurance business rules);

(c) section 150(2) (actions for damages);

(d) section 156 (general supplementary powers);

(e) section 157 (guidance); and

(f) section  340 (appointment of auditors and actuaries).

Actions for damages

11.4 Section 150(1) of the Act does not apply to a contravention of the rules in the
IPRU (INS).

Use of definitions

11.5 A word which is printed in italics is used in the defined sense.

11.6 Unless the context otherwise requires, a word or phrase which is defined in a
related enactment bears the same meaning as in that enactment.

11.7 Unless the context otherwise requires, a word which is related to a defined
word is construed by reference to the defined word.

Supplementary and ancillary provisions

11.8 For the purposes of this IPRU (INS):

(a) a contract of insurance is to be treated as falling within Annex 11.1,
notwithstanding the fact that that it contains supplementary provisions
falling within class 1 or class 2 of Annex 11.2 if:

(i) its principal object is that of a contract falling within Annex
11.1, and
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(ii) it is effected or carried out by an insurer who has permission to
effect or carry out contracts falling within class I of Annex
11.1; and

(b) a contract of insurance whose principal risk falls within any of classes
1 to 18 of Annex 11.2 is to be treated as falling within that class and
no other, notwithstanding the fact that it also covers ancillary risks.

_________________________
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ANNEX 11.1

CLASSES OF LONG-TERM INSURANCE BUSINESS
_____________________________

Number Description Nature of business

I Life and annuity Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance on
human life or contracts to pay annuities on human life,
but excluding (in each case) contracts within class III.

II Marriage and
birth

Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance to
provide a sum on marriage or on the birth of a child,
being contracts expressed to be in effect for a period of
more than one year.

III Linked long
term

Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance on
human life or contracts to pay annuities on human life
where the benefits are wholly or partly to be
determined by reference to the value of, or the income
from, property of any description (whether or not
specified in the contracts) or by reference to
fluctuations in, or in an index of, the value of property
of any description (whether or not so specified).

IV Permanent
health

Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance
providing specified benefits against risks of persons
becoming incapacitated in consequence of sustaining
injury as a result of an accident or of an accident of a
specified class or of sickness or infirmity, being
contracts that -

(a) are expressed to be in effect for a period of not
less than five years, or until the normal
retirement age for the persons concerned, or
without limit of time; and

(b) either are not expressed to be terminable by the
insurer, or are expressed to be so terminable
only in special circumstances mentioned in the
contract.

V Tontines Effecting or carrying out tontines.
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VI Capital
redemption

Effecting or carrying out capital redemption contracts.

VII Pension fund
management

Effecting or carrying out-

(a) pension fund management contracts; or

(b) contracts of the kind mentioned in (a) that are
combined with contracts of insurance covering
either conservation of capital or payment of a
minimum interest.

VIII Collective
insurance etc

Effecting or carrying out contracts of a kind referred to
in Article 1(2)(e) of the First Life Directive.

IX Social insurance Effecting or carrying out contracts of a kind referred to
in Article 1(3) of the First Life Directive.

____________________________________
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ANNEX 11.2

CLASSES, AND GROUPS OF CLASSES, OF GENERAL INSURANCE BUSINESS
________________________

Part I
Classes of general insurance business

Number Description Nature of business

1 Accident Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance
providing fixed pecuniary benefits or benefits in the
nature of indemnity (or a combination of both) against
risks of the person insured or, in the case of a contract
made by virtue of section 140, 140A or 140B of the
Local Government Act 1972, a person for whose
benefit the contract is made -

(a) sustaining injury as the result of an accident or
of an accident of a specified class, or

(b) dying as the result of an accident or of an
accident of a specified class, or

(c) becoming incapacitated in consequence of
disease or of disease of a specified class,

inclusive of contracts relating to industrial injury and
occupational disease but exclusive of contracts falling
within class 2 or within class IV in Annex 11.1.

2 Sickness Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance
providing fixed pecuniary benefits or benefits in the
nature of indemnity (or a combination of the two)
against risks of loss to the persons insured attributable
to sickness or infirmity, but exclusive of contracts
falling within class IV in Annex 11.1.

3 Land vehicles Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance against
loss of or damage to vehicles used on land, including
motor vehicles but excluding railway rolling stock.

4 Railway rolling Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance stock
against loss of or damage to railway rolling stock.

5 Aircraft Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance upon
aircraft or upon the machinery, tackle, furniture or
equipment of aircraft.
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6 Ships Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance upon
vessels used on the sea or on inland water, or upon the
machinery, tackle, furniture or equipment of such
vessels.

7 Goods in transit Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance against
loss of or damage to merchandise, baggage and all
other goods in transit, irrespective of the form of
transport.

8 Fire and natural
forces

Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance against
loss of or damage to property (other than property to
which classes 3 to 7 above relate) due to fire,
explosion, storm, natural forces other than storm,
nuclear energy or land subsidence.

9 Damage to
property

Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance against
loss of or damage to property (other than property to
which classes 3 to 7 above relate) due to hail or frost or
to any event (such as theft) other than those mentioned
in class 8 above.

10 Motor vehicle
liability

Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance against
damage arising out of or in connection with the use of
motor vehicles on land including third-party risks and
carrier's liability.

11 Aircraft liability Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance against
damage arising out of or in connection with the use of
aircraft, including third-party risks and carrier's
liability.

12 Liability for
ships

Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance against
damage arising out of or in connection with the use of
vessels on the sea or on inland water, including third-
party risks and carrier's liability.

13 General liability Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance against
risks of the persons insured incurring liabilities to third
parties, the risks in question not being risks to which
class 10, 11 or 12 above relates.

14 Credit Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance against
risks of loss to the persons insured arising from the
insolvency of debtors of theirs or from the failure
(otherwise than through insolvency) of debtors of theirs
to pay their debts when due.
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15 Suretyship Effecting or carrying outÐ

(a) contracts of insurance against risks of loss to
the persons insured arising from their having to
perform contracts of guarantee entered into by
them;

(b) contracts for fidelity bonds, performance bonds,
administration bonds, bail bonds or customs
bonds or similar contracts of guarantee.

16 Miscellaneous
financial loss

Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance against
any of the following risks, namely Ð

(a) risks of loss to the persons insured attributable
to interruptions of the carrying on of business
carried on by them or to reduction of the scope
of business so carried on;

(b) risks of loss to the persons insured attributable
to their incurring unforeseen expense (other
than loss such as is covered by contracts falling
within class 18);

(c) risks neither falling within (a) or (b) nor being
of a kind such that the carrying on of the
business of effecting or carrying out contracts
of insurance against them constitutes the
carrying on of insurance business of some other
class.

17 Legal expenses Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance against
risks of loss to the persons insured attributable to their
incurring legal expenses (including costs of litigation).

18 Assistance Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance
providing either or both of the following benefits,
namely Ð

(a) assistance (whether in cash or in kind) for
persons who get into difficulties while
travelling, while away from home or while
away from their permanent residence, or

(b) assistance (whether in cash or in kind) for
persons who get into difficulties otherwise than
as mentioned in paragraph (a) above.
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Part II
Groups of classes of general insurance business

Number Description Nature of business

1 Accident and
health

Classes 1 and 2.

2 Motor Class 1 (to the extent that the relevant risks are risks of
the person insured sustaining injury, or dying, as the
result of travelling as a passenger) and classes 3, 7 and
10.

3 Marine and
transport

Class 1 (to the said extent) and classes 4, 6, 7 and 12.

4 Aviation Class 1 (to the said extent) and classes 5, 7 and 11.

5 Fire and other
damage to
property

Classes 8 and 9.

6 Liability Classes 10, 11, 12 and 13.

7 Credit and
suretyship

Classes 14 and 15.

8 General All classes.
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Chapter 12

TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
__________________________________
Guidance:

GEN (the part of the FSA Handbook in High Level Standards which has the title General
Provisions) contains some technical transitional provisions that apply throughout the
Handbook and which are designed to ensure a smooth transition at commencement of the Act.
These include transitional provisions relevant to record keeping and notification rules.

SUP contains transitional provisions which carry forward written concessions relating to pre-
commencement provisions.

______________________________
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APPENDIX 2.1 (rule 2.4(1)(b))

GENERAL INSURANCE BUSINESS SOLVENCY MARGIN

FIRST METHOD OF CALCULATION (PREMIUM BASIS)
____________________

1. The gross premiums receivable in respect of the insurerÕs entire general
insurance business for the financial year in question must be aggregated.

2. From the aggregate arrived at under 1 there must be deducted -

(a) any taxes included in the gross premiums receivable; and

(b) any levies that are related to premiums and are recorded in the
insurerÕs books as payable in the financial year in question in respect
of general insurance business.

3. The amount arrived at under 2 must be multiplied by 12 and divided by the
number of months in the financial year.

4. If the amount arrived at under 3 is more than 10 million Euro, it must be
divided into two portions, the former consisting of 10 million Euro and the
latter comprising the excess.

5. Where there has been a division into two portions pursuant to 4, there must be
calculated and added together 18% and 16% of the two portions respectively;
and where there has been no such division, there must be calculated 18% of
the amount arrived at under 3.

6. In the case of general insurance business consisting of health insurance based
on actuarial principles, 5 applies with the substitution of 6% for 18% and 5
and one-third % for 16%, but only if all the Ônecessary conditionsÕ are
satisfied.

7. For the purposes of 6, the necessary conditions are -

(a) the gross premiums receivable are calculated on the basis of sickness
tables appropriate to the insurance business;

(b) the reserves include provision for increasing age;

(c) an additional premium is collected in order to set up a safety margin of
an appropriate amount;

(d) it is not possible for the insurer to cancel the contract after the end of
the third year of the contract; and
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(e) the contract provides for the possibility of increasing premiums or
reducing payments during its currency.

8. Where 6 applies to an insurer whose general insurance business consists
partly of health insurance based on actuarial principles and partly of other
business, the procedure provided in 1 to 6 must operate separately for each
part of the general insurance business, so as to produce a sum under 6 for the
health insurance and a sum under 5 for the other business.

9.      (1) If the Ôprovision for claims outstandingÕ at the end of the preceding financial
year exceeds the provision for claims outstanding at the beginning of that
year, the amount of the excess must be added to the Ôamount of claims paidÕ in
the preceding financial year.

(2) If the Ôprovision for claims outstandingÕ at the beginning of the preceding
financial year exceeds the provision for claims outstanding at the end of that
year, the amount of the excess must be deducted from the Ôamount of claims
paidÕ in the preceding financial year.

10.       (1) For the purposes of 9, the amount of claims paid, is the amount that is
recorded in the insurerÕs books as at the end of the financial year -

(a) in relation to general insurance business classes 1 to 17, as paid by the
insurer (whether or not payment has been effected in that year) in full
or partial settlement of the ÔclaimsÕ described in (2) and the ÔexpensesÕ
described in (3); or

(b) in relation to general insurance business class 18, as being the costs
borne by the insurer (whether or not borne in that year) in respect of
the assistance given,

less (in either case) any ÔrecoverableÕ amounts within the meaning of (4).

(2) The claims mentioned in (1) are claims under contracts of insurance including
claims relating to business accounted for over a longer period than a financial
year.

(3) The expenses mentioned in (1) are expenses (such as legal, medical, surveying
or engineering costs) which are incurred by the insurer, whether through the
employment of its own staff or otherwise, and are directly attributable to the
settlement of individual claims, whether or not the individual claims in
question are those mentioned in (1).

(4) Recoverable amounts for the purposes of (1) are amounts recoverable by the
insurer, in respect of the ÔclaimsÕ mentioned in (1) or other claims, including
amounts recoverable by way of salvage, amounts recoverable from third
parties and amounts recoverable from other insurers but excluding amounts
recoverable in respect of reinsurance ceded by the insurer.
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11.      (1) For the purposes of 9, the provision for claims outstanding, is (subject to the
Valuation of Asset Rules and Determination of Liabilities Rules) the amount
set aside by the insurer as at the beginning or end of the financial year as
being an amount likely to be sufficient to meet -

(a) the ÔclaimsÕ described in (2); and

(b) the ÔexpensesÕ described in (3),

less any ÔrecoverableÕ amounts within the meaning of (4).

(2) The claims mentioned in (1) are claims under contracts of insurance in respect
of incidents occurring -

(a) in the case of an amount set aside as at the beginning of the financial
year, before the beginning of that year; and

(b) in the case of an amount set aside as at the end of the financial year,
before the end of that year,

being claims which have not been treated as claims paid including claims
relating to business accounted for over a longer period than a financial year,
claims the amounts of which have not been determined and claims arising out
of incidents that have not been notified to the insurer.

(3) The expenses mentioned in (1) are expenses (such as legal, medical, surveying
or engineering costs) which are likely to be incurred by the insurer, whether
through the employment of its own staff or otherwise, and are directly
attributable to the settlement of individual claims, whether or not the
individual claims in question are those mentioned in (1).

(4) Recoverable amounts for the purposes of (1) are amounts estimated by the
insurer to be recoverable by it in respect of the ÔclaimsÕ mentioned in (1),
including amounts recoverable by way of salvage, amounts recoverable from
third parties and amounts recoverable from other insurers but excluding
amounts recoverable in respect of reinsurance ceded by the insurer.

12. From the amount determined under 9(1) or (2) there must be deducted the total
sum recoverable in respect of that amount under reinsurance contracts ceded.

13. The amount determined under 12 must be expressed as a percentage of the
amount determined under 9(1) or (2).

14. The sum arrived at under 5 or 6 or the aggregate of the sums arrived at under
those paragraphs, as the case may be, must be multiplied -

(a) where the percentage arrived at under 13 is greater than 50% but not
greater than 100%, by the percentage so arrived at;
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(b) where the percentage so arrived at is greater than 100%, by 100%; and

(c) in any other case, by 50%.
____________________________
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APPENDIX 2.2 (rule 2.4(1)(b))

GENERAL INSURANCE BUSINESS SOLVENCY MARGIN

SECOND METHOD OF CALCULATION (CLAIMS BASIS)
________________________

1. In this Appendix reference period, in relation to an insurer, means either -

(a) the financial year which last ended and the two previous financial
years; or

(b) the financial year in question and the six previous financial years if
more than one-half of the gross premiums receivable in that period
were in respect of all or any of the following, namely, storm (as
included in general insurance business class 8), hail (as included in
general insurance business class 9), frost (as included in general
insurance business class  9) and credit (as included in general
insurance business class 14).

2. If an insurer has not been in existence long enough to acquire a Ôreference
periodÕ, this Appendix must be treated as giving a lower result than that given
by Appendix 2.1 and does not otherwise apply to the insurer.

3. (1) If the Ôprovision for claims outstandingÕ at the end of the Ôreference periodÕ
exceeds the Ôprovision for claims outstandingÕ at the beginning of the
Ôreference periodÕ, the amount of the excess must be added to the Ôamount of
claims paidÕ in the Ôreference periodÕ.

(2) If the Ôprovision for claims outstandingÕ at the beginning of the Ôreference
periodÕ exceeds the Ôprovision for claims outstandingÕ at the end of the
Ôreference periodÕ, the amount of the excess must be deducted from the
Ôamount of claims paidÕ in the Ôreference periodÕ.

(3) For the purposes of this paragraph, the expressions amount of claims paid
and provision for claims outstanding have, in relation to a Ôreference
periodÕ, the same meaning as they have in paragraph 9 of Appendix 2.1.

4. The aggregate obtained under 3(1) or (2) must be divided by the number of
months in the Ôreference periodÕ and multiplied by 12.

5. If the amount arrived at under 4 is more than 7 million Euro, it must be
divided into two portions, the former consisting of 7 million Euro and the
latter comprising the excess.

6. Where there has been a division into two portions pursuant to 5, there must be
calculated and added together 26% and 23% of the two portions respectively;
and where there has been no such division, there must be calculated 26% of
the amount arrived at under 4.
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7. In the case of general insurance business consisting of health insurance based
on actuarial principles, 6 applies with the substitution of 8 and two-thirds %
for 26% and 7 and two-thirds % for 23%, but only if all the Ônecessary
conditionsÕ are satisfied.

8. The necessary conditions for the purposes of 7 are the same as those set out
in paragraph 7 of Appendix 2.1.

9. In a case of the kind mentioned in 8 of Appendix 2.1, that paragraph applies
(with the necessary modifications) so as to produce separate sums under 6 and
7.

10. The sum arrived at under 6 or 7 or the aggregate of the sums arrived at under
those paragraphs, as the case may be, must be multiplied by the same
percentage as is applicable for the purposes of paragraph 14 of Appendix 2.1.

___________________
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APPENDIX 2.3 (rule 2.9)

MINIMUM GUARANTEE FUND
____________________

Long-term business

1. Subject to 7, the minimum guarantee fund for long-term insurance business is-

(a) in the case of a pure reinsurer which -

(i) is the wholly-owned subsidiary of an insurer carrying on long-term
insurance business, and

(ii) carries on only such reinsurance business as is ceded to it by that
insurer, 200,000 Euro;

(b) in the case of a mutual, 600,000 Euro; and

(c) in any other case, 800,000 Euro.

General business

2. Subject to 3 to 7, the minimum guarantee fund for general insurance business is the
amount shown in the table below as applicable to the general insurance business class
for which the insurer has permission under the Act (or the highest such amount if the
insurer has permission for more than one class).

General Business Amount

Class 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, or 15 400,000 Euro
Class 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 16, or 18 300,000 Euro
Class 9 or 17 200,000 Euro

3. In the case where the risks covered fall within class 14 and where the annual amount
of premiums or contributions of the insurer due in respect of that class for each of the
financial year in question and two previous financial years exceeded 2,500,000 Euro
or 4% of the total amount of premiums or contributions receivable by the insurer, for
the amount of Euro given in the table in 2 there must be substituted the amount of
1,400,000 Euro.

4. Where an insurer carrying on credit insurance business is required to increase the
amount of Euro pursuant to 3, the insurer has -

(a) a period of three years in which to bring the fund up to 1,000,000 Euro;

(b) a period of five years to bring the fund up to 1,200,000 Euro; and

(c) a period of seven years to bring the fund up to 1,400,000 Euro,
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such periods to run from the date on which the criteria set out in 3 are fulfilled.

5. An insurer which has permission limited to part of a class is, for the purposes of 2,
treated as having permission for the whole of the class.

6. In the case of a mutual, the minimum guarantee fund required by 2 to 5 is reduced by
25%.

Long-term and general insurance business

7. In relation to a UK margin of solvency or EEA margin of solvency maintained under
rule 2.1(2)(b) or (3)(e), the minimum guarantee fund for long-term or general
insurance business is one-half of the amount arrived at by applying the provisions of
this Appendix.

_____________________
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APPENDIX 3.1 (rule 3.3(3)(b))

FORM OF ALLOCATION NOTICE TO POLICY HOLDERS

____________________________________

[Deleted]
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APPENDIX 3.2 (rule 3.7)

PERMITTED LINKS
______________________________

PART I

DESCRIPTIONS OF PROPERTY BY WHICH BENEFITS MAY BE DETERMINED1

1. Listed securities which are readily realisable, not being securities which are -

(a) approved securities;

(b) loans or deposits of the kinds mentioned in 4 and 7;

(c) units or other beneficial interests in a collective investment fund; or

(d) derivative contracts.

2. Unlisted securities which are readily realisable, not being securities which
are-

(a) approved securities;

(b) loans or deposits of the kinds mentioned in 4 and 7;

(c) units or other beneficial interests in a collective investment fund; or

(d) derivative contracts.

3. Land (including any interest in land) in an EEA State, Australia, Canada, the
Channel Islands, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, the Isle of Man, New Zealand, the
Republic of South Africa, Singapore or the United States of America.

4. Loans -

(a) which are fully secured by a mortgage or charge on land (or any
interest in land) which -

(i) is situated in any of the countries referred to in 3, and

(ii) in the case of a loan made to a person other than a body
corporate, is not used wholly or mainly for domestic purposes;
and

                                                  

1 See Guidance Note 4.1 and Guidance Note 9.1
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(b) in relation to which the rate of interest and the due dates for the
payment of interest and the repayment of principal can be fully
ascertained from the terms of any agreement relating to the loan.

5. Units or other beneficial interests in -

(a) a scheme falling within the UCITS Directive; and

(b) a collective investment fund which satisfies the following conditions -

(i) the property of the fund comprises property of any of the
descriptions in 1 to 10,

(ii) the units are readily realisable at a price which represents the
net value per unit of the assets and liabilities of the fund, and

(iii) the price at which the units may be bought and sold is
published regularly.

6. Approved securities.

7. Loans to or deposits with an approved credit institution, an approved financial
institution or an approved investment firm.

8. Income due, or to become due, in respect of property of any of the descriptions
in 1 to 7.

9. Permitted derivative contracts.

10. Cash.

11. Units, by whatever name called, in a real or notional fund (not being a scheme
or undertaking of a kind mentioned in 5) which is limited to the descriptions of
property mentioned above, not being property falling within rule 3.7(3), and
which under the contract is to be managed either-

(a) wholly by the insurer; or

(b) wholly or to any extent by another person being a person for whose
acts and omissions in managing the fund the insurer assumes
responsibility towards the policy holder as if they were the acts or
omissions of the insurer, and otherwise (if at all) by the insurer.
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PART II

INDICES BY REFERENCE TO WHICH BENEFITS MAY BE DETERMINED2

1 An approved index.

_________________________________

                                                  

2 See Guidance Note 4.1 and Guidance Note 9.1
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APPENDIX 4.1 (rule 4.3)

VALUE OF DEPENDANTS
_____________________________

[Deleted]

_______________________
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APPENDIX 4.2 (rule 4.14)

ASSETS TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT ONLY TO A SPECIFIED EXTENT

______________________

PART I

EXCESS EXPOSURE: METHOD OF CALCULATION

1. Unless the context otherwise requires, words and expressions contained in this
Appendix have the same meaning as in the Valuation of Assets Rules and the
Determination of Liabilities Rules.

2. The permitted asset exposure limit for assets of any of the descriptions in Part
II of this Appendix is the percentage of the business amount set out
immediately following the description. In the case of an asset which is not
covered by any of the descriptions in Part II of this Appendix (other than a
derivative contract), the permitted asset exposure limit is nil.

3. The permitted counterparty exposure limit is -

(a) where the counterparty is an individual or an unincorporated body of
persons, 5% of the business amount;

(b) where the counterparty is a counterparty of the type mentioned in (e)
in the definition of counterparty, 5% of the business amount;

(c) where the counterparty is a body corporate or group, each of -

(i) 20% of the business amount or £2 million, whichever is the
larger,

(ii) 10% of the business amount or such lower amount as the
insurer may decide where the exposure arises other than by
reason that debts are due or to become due as a result of short
term deposits made with an approved credit institution, and

(iii) 5% of the business amount where the exposure is other than to
bodies which are approved counterparties.

Calculation of exposure to assets

4. A value must be ascribed to assets of each description which must be an
amount determined in accordance with the Valuation of Assets Rules or, where
the assets are of a description for the valuation of which no provision is made
in the Valuation of Assets Rules, an amount which would reasonably be paid
by way of consideration for an immediate assignment or transfer of such
assets.  The amount by which the insurer is exposed to assets of each
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description must be determined by adjusting the value of the assets in
accordance with 5 to 11A.

Adjustment in respect of futures contracts

5. The figure arrived at under 4 in respect of assets of each description must be
increased or decreased by the value of assets of that description which the
insurer is deemed to have acquired or disposed of pursuant to a futures
contract.

6. For the purposes of 5, the insurer is deemed to have acquired or disposed of
assets pursuant to a futures contract if, at the relevant date, it has entered into
(and not closed out) a futures contract which -

(a) provides for the acquisition of assets by that insurer;

(b) is listed and provides for the disposal of assets by the insurer; or

(c) is not listed but provides for the disposal of assets by the insurer to an
approved counterparty and it is prudent to assume that such disposal
will take place within one year of the relevant date.

Adjustments in respect of options

7. The figure arrived at under 4 to 6 in respect of assets of each description must
be increased or decreased by the value of assets of that description which the
insurer is deemed to have acquired or disposed of pursuant to an option.

8. For the purposes of 7, the insurer is deemed to have acquired or disposed of
assets pursuant to an option if, at the relevant date, it is a party to an option
and it is prudent to assume that the option will be exercised and the option is
one which -

(a) provides for the acquisition of assets by the insurer;

(b) is listed and provides for the disposal of assets by the insurer; or

(c) is not listed but provides for the disposal of assets by the insurer to an
approved counterparty and it is prudent to assume that such disposal
will take place within one year of the relevant date.

Adjustments in respect of initial margins

9. The figure arrived at under 4 to 8 in respect of assets of each description must
be increased by an amount representing the value of any assets of that
description which have been transferred by the insurer by way of initial
margin.
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Adjustments in respect of an undiversified contract for differences or a
contract or asset having the effect of a derivative contract

10. The amount arrived at in accordance with 4 to 9 must be increased or
decreased by an amount representing the value of assets which the insurer is
deemed to have acquired or disposed of under -

(a) an undiversified contract for differences; or

(b) a contract or asset other than a diversified contract for differences
which has the effect of a derivative contract.

11. For the purposes of 10, the insurer is deemed to have achieved the effect of
such contract by entering into appropriate futures contracts or options.  The
assets deemed to be acquired or disposed of must be dealt with in accordance
with 5 and 7 respectively.

Adjustment in respect of subsidiary undertakings

11A. The amount arrived at under 4 to 11 must be increased by an amount
representing the exposure, if any, of the insurerÕs dependants to assets of that
description, calculating that exposure by applying 4 to 11 to each dependant as
if it were an insurer (whether it is or not).

Excess asset exposure

12. The amount by which the insurer is exposed to assets of a particular
description in excess of the permitted asset exposure limit must be calculated
by subtracting the permitted asset exposure limit for assets of that description
from the corresponding amount of the exposure, calculated in accordance with
4 to 11A.  For this purpose, exposure to assets must be excluded to the extent
that such exposure has caused the recognition of excess exposure to assets of a
different description. If the figure arrived at is negative, it must be taken to be
zero.

Calculation of exposure to a counterparty

13. Subject to 14 to 15A, the value of all investments (determined in accordance
with rule 4.8) issued by any one counterparty and the value of all rights
(determined in accordance with rules 4.5, 4.12 and 4.13) against that
counterparty, in each case up to the amount of the appropriate permitted asset
exposure limit, must be aggregated.  Where the counterparty is an issuer of a
collective investment scheme falling within rule 4.9 (1)(c), the value of units or
other beneficial interest in the collective investment scheme must be included.

14. Where an insurer has rights in respect of an obligation to be fulfilled by a
counterparty and -

(a) the obligation is a secured obligation which -
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(i) is secured by cash deposited with, or a letter of credit
established with, or securities issued by, or a guarantee
provided by, an approved credit institution or an approved
financial institution, and

(ii) is due to be fulfilled within 12 months of the relevant date; or

(b) the obligation is a secured obligation which is secured by listed
securities which are readily realisable or by approved securities which
in either case -

(i) have been deposited with an approved credit institution, an
approved financial institution or an approved investment firm,
and

(ii) are beneficially owned by the counterparty but will not be
available for the benefit of creditors generally in the event of
the winding-up of the counterparty,

the aggregation required by 13 need not include the value of such rights.

15. If the insurer has liabilities to the counterparty which may be offset against
the above mentioned assets in accordance with generally accepted accounting
concepts, bases and policies or other generally accepted methods appropriate
for insurers, then such liabilities may be offset for the purposes of the
aggregation required by 13.

15A. The amount arrived at in accordance with 13 to 15 must be increased by the
amount by which any dependant of the insurer is exposed to the same
counterparty.

Excess counterparty exposure

16. The amount by which the insurer is exposed to a counterparty in excess of the
permitted counterparty exposure limit must be calculated by subtracting from
the amount of the exposure to such counterparty the amount of the permitted
counterparty exposure limit for such counterparty.  If the figure arrived at is
negative, it must be taken to be zero.  If the insurer  is exposed to a
counterparty in excess of the permitted counterparty exposure limit in more
than one of the circumstances set out in 3(c), it must make the deduction
required under rule 4.14 (1)(b) only in respect of the circumstances leading to
the greatest excess exposure.

Excess concentration with a number of counterparties

17. Where there is exposure to a counterparty of the type mentioned in 3(c)(ii),
40% of the business amount must be deducted from the aggregate of such
exposures. The amount so arrived at is the excess concentration with a number
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of counterparties. Where this amount is negative it must be taken to be zero.
For the purposes of this paragraph -

(a) exposure to a counterparty is to be taken into account only up to the
level of the permitted counterparty exposure limit for that
counterparty;

(b) exposure to a counterparty is not taken into account if it does not
exceed 5% of the business amount; and

(c) e x p o s u r e  to a counterparty  is not taken into account if the
corresponding permitted counterparty exposure limit does not exceed
5% of the business amount.
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PART II

DESCRIPTION OF ASSET AND CORRESPONDING BUSINESS
AMOUNT

Description of asset Percentage of
general insurance
business amount or
long-term
insurance business
amount

1 A piece of land or a number of pieces of
land (or an interest in such pieces of land) to
which in the most recent proper valuation of
such pieces of land an aggregate value is
ascribed which is greater than the value of
each of such pieces of land valued
separately 5%.

1A A reversionary interest or a remainder not
falling within 1 1%.

2 All debts due or to become due from any
one individual (other than an individual who
is connected with the insurer within the
meaning of rule 3.4(5), being debts which
are fully secured on any dwelling or any
land appurtenant to it owned or to be
purchased by the individual and used or to
be used by him for his own residence 1%.

3. All debts due or to become due from an
individual, other than debts specified in 2 0.25%.

4. All unsecured debts (other than debts arising
under the terms of debt securities or debts
from a regulated institution) due or to
become due from any one counterparty
other than an individual, body corporate or
group 1%.

5. All unsecured debts (other than debts arising
under the terms of debt securities or debts
from a regulated institution) due or to
become due from any one company, taken
together with all such debts due or to
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become due from a connected company of
that company 1%.

6. All unsecured debts (other than debts arising
under the terms of debt securities or debts
from an approved counterparty) due or to
become due from any one regulated
institution, taken together with all such debts
due or to become due from a connected
company of that institution 2.5%.

7. All debts, other than debts arising under the
terms of debt securities, due or to become
due from any one counterparty which is not
an approved counterparty taken together
with all such debts due or to become due
from any connected company (other than an
approved counterparty) of that counterparty

5%.

8. All debts, other than short-term deposits
with an approved credit institution or debts
arising under the terms of debt securities,
due or to become due from any one
approved counterparty, taken together with
all such debts due or to become due from
any connected company of that approved
counterparty 10%.

9. All debts due or to become due from an
approved credit institution (or a connected
company of that institution) taken together
unless Ð

(a) the insurer has notified the FSA that
it places deposits with that
institution; and

(b) the total amount of debts due or to
become due does not exceed £2
million 20%

10. The aggregate of debts of the descriptions in
3, 4 and 5 5%.

11. All investments of a kind which may be
valued in accordance with rule 4.8 (other
than secured debt securities, debt securities
(other than hybrid securities) issued by a
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regulated institution or investments which
are listed and readily realisable) issued by
any one issuer taken together with Ð

(a) all units or other beneficial
interests in a c o l l e c t i v e
investment scheme falling within
rule 4.9(1)(c) issued by that
issuer; and with

(b) all investments of the kinds
mentioned in this paragraph
issued by a connected company
of that issuer 1%.

12. The aggregate of assets of any of the
descriptions in 1A and 11 10%.

13. All shares and hybrid securities issued by
any one issuer taken together with all such
securities issued by a connected company of
that issuer 2.5%.

14. All securities issued by any one issuer
which is not an approved counterparty taken
together with all securities issued by a
connected company, other than an approved
counterparty, of that issuer 5%.

15. All securities issued by any one counterparty 10%.

16. All holdings in any one authorised unit trust
scheme or recognised scheme 5%.

17. All cash 3%.

18. All computer equipment 5%.

19. All office machinery (other than computer
equipment) taken together with all furniture,
motor vehicles and other equipment 2.5%.

_____________________________
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APPENDIX 5.1 (rule 5.5 and relevant co-insurance operation)

RELEVANT CO-INSURANCE OPERATIONS
____________________________

1. An insurance operation is a relevant co-insurance operation for the purposes
of rule 5.5 if -

(a)       it is not a reinsurance acceptance;

(b) it relates to any of the classes of general insurance business specified
in 2; and

(c)       it satisfies all the conditions specified in 3.

2. The classes referred to in 1(b) are -

class 3 (land vehicles),

class 4 (railway rolling stock),

class 5 (aircraft),

class 6 (ships),

class 7 (goods in transit),

class 8 (fire and natural forces),

class 9 (damage to property),

class 10 (motor vehicle liability),

class 11 (aircraft liability),

class 12 (liability for ships),

class 13 (general liability), excluding risks which concern damage arising
from nuclear sources or from medicinal products,

class 14 (credit),

class 15 (suretyship), and

class 16 (miscellaneous financial loss).
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3. The conditions referred to in 1(c) are -

(a) that the risk is covered by a single contract at an overall premium and
for the same period by two or more insurance undertakings, each for
its own part;

(b) that the risk is ÔsituatedÕ (within the meaning of 4 below) within an
EEA State; and

(c) that at least one of the insurance undertakings participating in the
operation does so through a head office or branch established in an
EEA State other than that in which the leading insurance undertakingÕs
head office (or if the leading insurance undertaking is participating
through a branch, that branch) is established.

4. For the purposes of 3(b), a risk is situated in an EEA State -

(a) in the case of insurance relating to immovable property, if the property
is situated in an EEA State;

(b) in the case of insurance relating to a registered vessel, aircraft or
vehicle (including railway rolling stock), if the vessel, aircraft or
vehicle is registered in an EEA State; and

(c) in any other case, if the policy holder is incorporated or has his
habitual residence in an EEA State.

_______________________________
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APPENDIX 6.1 (rule 6.7)

METHODS OF CALCULATING THE EQUALISATION RESERVE
__________________________

Part I

Methods of calculating transfers in

1. Amounts to be transferred to the equalisation reserve at the end of a financial
year must be calculated in accordance with 2 to 3.

2. For insurance business falling within a business group, the amount to be
transferred to the equalisation reserve is the percentage specified in the table
in 3 of net premiums written in that financial year including adjustments in
respect of all previous financial years in respect of that business.

3. The table referred to in 2 is as follows.

Business group Percentage of net premiums written

A 3%
B 3%
C 6%
D 75%
E 11%

Part II

Methods of calculating transfers out

4. Amounts to be transferred from the equalisation reserve at the end of a
financial year must be calculated in accordance with 5 to 10.

5. For insurance business falling within a business group which is accounted for
on an accident year basis, the insurer must determine the amount (the
abnormal loss), if any, by which, taking into account any adjustments in
respect of previous years' underwriting, net claims incurred in that financial
year in respect of that business exceed the percentage specified in the table
contained in 8 of net premiums earned in that financial year in respect of that
business.

6. For insurance business falling within a business group which is accounted for
on an underwriting year basis, the insurer must determine the amount (the
abnormal loss), if any, by which net claims paid plus the increase (or less the
decrease) in the net technical provisions (exclusive of any change in claims
handling expenses and any equalisation reserve) in that financial year plus
adjustments in respect of all previous financial years in respect of that
business exceed the percentage specified in the table contained in 8 of net
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premiums written in that financial year plus adjustments in respect of all
previous financial years in respect of that business.

7. For the purposes of 5 and 6, if net premiums earned or net premiums written,
as the case may be, in respect of any business in any financial year are
negative, their value is deemed to be zero for the purposes of calculating the
Ôabnormal lossÕ in respect of that business.

8. The table referred to in 5 and 6 is as follows.

Business group Percentage of net premiums
earned/written

A 72.5%
B 72.5%
C 95%
D 25%
E 100%

9. The Ôabnormal lossÕ for each business group accounted for on an accident year
basis and business group accounted for on an underwriting year basis must be
aggregated and must, subject to 10, be the amount to be transferred from the
equalisation reserve.

10. If the Ôabnormal lossÕ in respect of any business group pursuant to 9 exceeds
the relevant Ôbusiness group maximumÕ at that date, the loss to be aggregated
in respect of that business group is the Ôbusiness group maximumÕ.

Part III

Method of calculating business group maximum

11. The maximum reserve applicable to a business group (the business group
maximum) at the end of a financial year must be calculated in accordance
with 12.

12. (1) The Ôbusiness group maximumÕ at the end of a financial year is the percentage
specified in the following table of Ôaverage net premiums writtenÕ in respect of
that business group -

Business group Percentage of Ôaverage net
premiums writtenÕ

A 20%
B 20%
C 40%
D 600%
E 75%
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            (2) For the purposes of (1), the average net premiums written in respect of a
business group means -

(a) in the case of an insurer which has carried on business falling within
that business group for no less than five financial years, the average
amount of net premiums written in respect of that business in a
financial year, calculated on the basis of the financial year in question
and the four previous financial years;

(b) in the case of an insurer which has carried on business falling within
that business group for less than five financial years, the average
amount of net premiums written in respect of that business in a
financial year, calculated on the basis of the financial year in question
and any previous financial years ending on or after 23 December 1996.

            (3) For the purposes of (2), if any of the financial years which the insurer is
required to take into account for the calculation of Ôaverage net premiums
writtenÕ has been validly extended or shortened from 12 months, the value of
net premiums written in that financial year is the amount represented by the
formula -

NPW x 365
d

where-

NPW means net premiums written in the financial year concerned; and

d means the number of days falling in that financial year.

Method of calculating the maximum reserve

13. The maximum reserve at the end of a financial year is the aggregate value of
the Ôbusiness group maximaÕ calculated in accordance with 12.

______________________________
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APPENDIX 6.2 (rule 6.12)

METHOD OF CALCULATING THE EQUALISATION RESERVE FOR CREDIT
INSURANCE BUSINESS
______________________

1. The insurer must maintain a credit insurance equalisation reserve to which
must be charged, at the end of each financial year, any Ôtechnical deficitÕ
arising in respect of credit insurance business during that financial year.

2. Such reserve must at the end of each financial year receive 75% of any
Ôtechnical surplusÕ arising in respect of credit insurance business, subject to a
limit of 12% of net premiums written during that financial year until the
reserve has reached 150% of the highest annual amount of net premiums
written during the financial year in question and the four previous financial
years.

3. For the purposes of this Appendix, technical surplus or technical deficit in
respect of credit insurance business for a financial year means -

(a) for business which is accounted for on an accident year basis, the
amount by which the aggregate of net premiums earned and other
technical income exceeds, or falls short of, the aggregate of net claims
incurred, claims management costs and any technical charges; and

(b) for business which is accounted for on an underwriting year basis, the
amount by which the aggregate of net premiums written and other
technical income exceeds, or falls short of, net claims paid plus the
increase (or less the decrease) in the net technical provisions (exclusive
of any change in the credit insurance equalisation reserve) and net
operating expenses.

4. In determining any Ôtechnical surplusÕ referred to in 2, the calculation must be
made before tax and before any transfer to or from the credit insurance
equalisation reserve. Investment income is not included in these calculations.

________________________
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APPENDIX 9.1 (rules 9.12 and 9.13)

BALANCE SHEET AND PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
(FORMS 9 TO 17)
________________________

Introduction

1. (1) All the forms included in the part of the return to which this Appendix relates
(Forms 9 to 17) are to be laid out as shown in this Appendix, except that the
instructions for the completion of the forms need not be reproduced.

            (2) All amounts, descriptions or other text required to be shown as supplementary
notes to a form must not be presented on the face of that form, but must be
presented as a separate statement. The title of that statement must identify the
form to which it relates.

Completion of Forms

2. Where ÔsourceÕ appears at the head of a column on a form, the information to
be included in the preceding columns of a particular line is to be taken from
those items in the return to which reference is made on that line in the column
headed ÔsourceÕ. No entries are to be made in the column headed ÔsourceÕ.

3. (1) The insurerÕs registration number to be entered in every form must be the
number provided to the insurer by the FSA (or a predecessor).

(2) Boxes marked ÔGL/UK/CMÕ must be completed by inserting -

(a)      ÔUKÕ in the case of a form which is -

(i) prepared by EEA-deposit insurer in respect of long-term or
general insurance business carried on through a branch in the
United Kingdom;

(ii) prepared by an external insurer (other than a pure reinsurer) in
respect of long-term or general insurance business carried on
through a branch in the United Kingdom; or

(iii) prepared by a Swiss general insurer in respect of general
insurance business carried on through a branch in the United
Kingdom;

(b) ÔCMÕ in the case of a form which is prepared by a UK-deposit insurer
in respect of long-term or general insurance business carried on
through branches in the EEA States concerned; or

(c)       ÔGLÕ in any other case.
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           (3) Boxes marked ÔPeriod endedÕ must be completed so as to show, in numerals,
the date of the last day of the financial year in question.

           (4) No entry should be made in a box which is shaded or is not labelled.

           (5) In the forms Ôthis financial yearÕ means the financial year in question.

Currency

4. The value of any asset or the amount of any liability denominated in a
currency other than sterling must be expressed in sterling as if conversion had
taken place at the closing middle rate on the last day for which the appropriate
rate is available in the financial year to which the asset or liability relates.

5. (1) The amount of any income or expenditure must be expressed in sterling using
such bases of conversion as are in accordance with generally accepted
accounting practice.

            (2) The bases of conversion adopted must be stated by way of supplementary note
to Form 16 or, if there is no Form 16, by way of supplementary note to Form
40.

Presentation of amounts

6. Negative amounts must be shown between round brackets.

7. Where in any form an amount which is shown as brought forward from a
previous year differs from the corresponding amount shown as carried forward
from that year and the difference is not due solely to the use of a different rate
to express other currencies in sterling, an explanation of the reason for the
difference must be given by way of a supplementary note to that form.

8. (1) Except to the extent permitted by (2), amounts due to or from the insurer must
be shown gross.

(2) In calculating amounts due to or from the insurer -

(a) amounts due from any person may, unless expressly provided
otherwise, be included net of amounts which are due to that person,
provided that such amounts may be set off against each other under
generally accepted accounting practice; and

(b) amounts due to any person may, unless expressly provided otherwise,
be included net of amounts which are due from that person, provided
that such amounts may be set off against each other under generally
accepted accounting practice.

(3) If amounts shown include amounts calculated on the basis set out in (2), a
supplementary note to Form 13 to that effect must be provided.
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(4) This paragraph does not apply to Form 17.

9. All amounts are to be shown to the nearer £1,000.

Premiums

10. (1) Notwithstanding the requirements of the insurance accounts rules, amounts  
included in Forms 11 and 12 in respect of -

(a) gross premiums receivable;

(b) claims paid;

(c) claims outstanding; and

(d) reinsurance recoveries,

must be determined in accordance with Appendices 2.1 to 2.3.

            (2) Where any amount included in Form 11 or 12 pursuant to (1) differs from the
aggregate of the corresponding amounts included in Forms 21, 22, 24 and 25,
there must be stated by way of supplementary note to Form 11 or 12, as the
case may be -

(a) the amount of such difference; and

(b) an explanation for such difference.

Counterparty exposure

11. (1) There must be given by way of a supplementary note to Form 13 -

(a) the maximum extent to which, in accordance with any investment
guidelines operated by the insurer, it was permitted to be exposed to
any one counterparty during the financial year in question;

(b) the maximum extent to which, in accordance with such guidelines, it
was permitted to be exposed to any one counterparty, other than by
way of exposure to an approved counterparty, during the financial
year in question; and

(c) an account of any occasions during the financial year on which either
of those amounts was exceeded.

            (2) ln each case where the exposure of the insurer to a counterparty at the end of
the financial year in question exceeds 5% of its long-term business amount or
general business amount, as appropriate -
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(a) the amount of that exposure; and

(b) the nature of the assets held which give rise to that exposure,

must be stated by way of a supplementary note to Form 13.

           (3) There must be stated by way of supplementary note to Form 13 the aggregate
value of any rights to which paragraph 14 of Part I of Appendix 4.2.

Provision for adverse changes

12. There must be stated by way of supplementary note to Form 14 or 15 the
methods and assumptions used to determine the amount of any provision made
pursuant to rule 5.3 or, if there is no such provision, the methods and
assumptions used to determine that no provision is required.

Liabilities

13. (1) Subject to (3), the following information must be given by way of a 
supplementary note to Form 14 or 15 -

(a) in the case of any ÔchargeÕ over assets of the insurer, the particulars
specified in (2) or a statement that there are no such ÔchargesÕ;

(b) the total potential liability, and the amount provided for that liability,
to taxation on capital gains which might arise if the insurer disposed of
its assets, or a statement that there is no such potential liability;

(c) a brief description of any other liabilities being contingent liabilities
not included in Form 14 or 15 (other than liabilities arising under an
inwards contract of insurance or reinsurance) including, where
practicable, the amounts or estimated amounts of those liabilities, or a
statement that there are no such contingent liabilities;

(d) a brief description of any guarantee, indemnity or other contractual
commitment, effected by the insurer other than in the ordinary course
of its insurance business, in respect of the existing or future liabilities
of any related companies, including -

(i) the maximum liability of the company  specified in such
guarantee, indemnity or contractual commitment or, where no
such amount is specified, a statement to that effect,

(ii) the amount of any provision made in respect of such liability,
and

(iii) the amount reported under (c) in respect of such liability,
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or a statement that there are no such guarantees, indemnities or contractual
commitments; and

(e) a description of any other uncertainty where such a description is, in
the opinion of the directors, necessary for a proper understanding of
the financial position of the insurer.

(2) The particulars referred to in (1)(a)  are -

(a) the nature of the ÔchargeÕ, including a brief description of the terms
which are relevant to securing the prior claim of any person to assets
which are subject to the ÔchargeÕ;

(b) for each line in Form 13, the amount included in respect of assets
which are subject to the ÔchargeÕ; and

(c) for each line in Form 14 or 15, the amount included in respect of
liabilities which are secured by the ÔchargeÕ.

             (3) (1)(a) and (c) may be disregarded by an insurer in the case of -

(a) one or more ÔchargesÕ over assets which are attributable to
either the long-term or the general insurance business assets
and whose aggregate value (as shown on Form 13) does not
exceed 2.5% of the long-term or general insurance business
amount, as the case may be; or

(b) one or more contingent liabilities whose aggregate value does
not exceed 2.5% of the long-term or general insurance business
amount, as the case may be.

              (4) (1)(d)  may be disregarded by an insurer in respect of one or more
guarantees, indemnities or contractual commitments where the
aggregate of the maximum liabilities specified in such guarantees,
indemnities or contractual commitments does not exceed 2.5% of the
long-term or general insurance business amount, as the case may be.

              (5) For the purposes of this paragraph, charge includes any arrangement
whatsoever, whether contractual or otherwise, which operates to secure
the prior claim of any person over general creditors to any assets on a
winding up of the insurer.

Reconciliation

14. (1) For an insurer  (other than a company incorporated outside the United
Kingdom) an explanation must be given by way of supplementary note to
Form 10 reconciling -
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(a) line 99 of Form 13 (category of assets Ô1Õ) less line 59 of Form 15;
and

(b) the amount shown under balance sheet item A Ôcapital and reservesÕ in
the insurerÕs accounts prepared pursuant to the insurance accounts
rules for the financial year in question.

            (2) Where for an insurer (other than a company incorporated outside the United
Kingdom) there are no accounts pursuant to 1(b) (or the accounts have not yet
been prepared), this must be stated by way of supplementary note to Form 10.

Derivative contracts

15. Any derivative contract entered into by an insurer -

(a) the value of which is taken into account for the purposes of calculating
benefits payable to policy holders under property linked contracts; or

(b) in order to match its liabilities in respect of the payment of index linked
benefits,

must be excluded from Form 17.

16. Where, in respect of any derivative contract included in Form 17, assets have
been transferred to or for the benefit of the insurer by way of variation margin
there must be stated by way of supplementary note to Form 17 -

(a) the aggregate amount of any liability to repay such assets or equivalent
assets;

(b) for each line in Form 13, the amount included in respect of such
assets; and

(c) to what extent any amounts included in Form 13 have taken account of
any requirement to repay such assets or equivalent assets.

17. If -

(a) the aggregate value of rights under contracts or in respect of assets,
either of which have the effect of derivative contracts, exceeds 2.5% of
the aggregate value of assets shown at line 89 of Form 13; or

(b) the aggregate amount of liabilities under contracts or in respect of
assets, either of which have the effect of derivative contracts, exceeds
2.5% of the aggregate of the amounts shown in lines 17 to 39 of Form
14 or lines 31 to 51 of Form 15, as appropriate,
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the corresponding value, if not zero, must be stated (by way of supplementary
note to Form 17) for each line in Form 13, 14 or 15 and paragraph 16 applies
to the insurer as if such contracts or assets had been included in Form 17.

FORMS

[Forms 9 Ð 17 to follow]

_____________________
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The Financial Services Authority is authorised to exercise functions of the Treasury

under insurance legislation, pursuant to the Contracting Out (Functions in Relation

to Insurance) Order  1998

Form 9

Statement of solvency

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Required minimum margin for general insurance business

Excess (deficiency) of available assets over the required
minimum margin (11-12)

Other than long term insurance business assets allocated towards
general insurance business required minimum margin

As at the end of
this financial

year

1

As at the end of
the previous year

2

Source

11

13

12

GENERAL INSURANCE BUSINESS
Available assets

Required minimum margin

See instructions
1 and 2

   12      .    49

R9

Units

Company
registration
number

£000

GL/UK/CM
Period ended

day       month        year

Long term insurance business admissible assets

Other than long term insurance business assets allocated towards long
term insurance business required minimum margin

Total mathematical reserves (after distribution of surplus)

Other insurance and non-insurance liabilities

Available assets for long term insurance business required minimum
margin (21+22-23-24)

Future profits

Hidden reserves

Zillmerising

Total of available assets and implicit items (25+31+32+33)

Required minimum margin for long term insurance business

Explicit required minimum margin (1/6 x 41, or minimum
guarantee fund if greater)

Excess (deficiency) of available assets over explicit required
minimum margin (25-42)

Excess (deficiency) of available assets and implicit items over
the required minimum margin (34-41)

23

22

21

24

25

32

33

31

34

41

42

43

44

Implicit items admitted under Rule 2.10 [Regulation 23(5) of
the Insurance Companies Regulations 1994]

Required minimum margin

LONG TERM INSURANCE BUSINESS
Available assets

See instructions
1 and 3

See instruction 4

See instruction 5

   10     .    11

   60      .    69

Quantifiable contingent liabilities in respect of long term insurance
business as shown in a supplementary note to Form 14

Quantifiable contingent liabilities in respect of other than long
term insurance business as shown in a supplementary note to Form 15

See instruction 6

See instruction 6

51

52

   CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

F
o
rm

L
in

e

C
o
lu

m
n
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Instructions for completion of Form 9

1. For a composite insurer, the whole Form must be completed, with the sum of the entries at lines 11 and
22 being equal to the entry at Form 10 line 29.

2. For an insurer transacting only general insurance business, only lines 11 to 13 and line 51 must be
completed, with the entry at line 11 being equal to the entry at Form 10 line 29.

3. For an insurer transacting only long-term insurance business, only lines 21 to 52 must be completed,
with the entry at line 22 being equal to the entry at Form 10 line 29.

4. The entry at line 23 must be equal to lines 11 and 63 in Form 14.

5. The entry at line 24 must be equal to the sum of lines 12 and 49 in Form 14.

6.     The entries at lines 51 and 52 must not include provision for any liability to tax on capital gains
referred to  in paragraph 13(1)(b) of Appendix 9.1.



Net admissible assets (21-22)

Available assets (23 to 27)

Other than Long term insurance business - liabilities

Other than Long term insurance business - admissible assets

Long term insurance business - liabilities and margins

Long term insurance business - admissible assets

Other movements (particulars to be specified by
way of supplementary note)

Decrease/(increase) in the provision for adverse
changes

Balance carried forward at the end of the financial year
(61 to 65)

65

69

Movement in asset valuation differences

Form 10

Represented by:

Movement of balance of net assets for solvency
purposes - as per line 56

As at the end of
this financial

year
1

As at the end of
the previous year

2

Source

11

12

R10

Units
Company
registration
number

£000

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

23

22

21

29

Other assets allowed to
be taken into account in
covering the required
minimum margin 25

24

Liabilities allowed to be
left out of account in
covering the required
minimum margin

26

27

Paid up share capital (other than cumulative
preference share capital)

51

Retained profit/(loss) for the financial year

Balance brought forward at the beginning of the
financial year

61

64

63

62

Amounts representing the balance of net assets

Total (51 to 56) and equal to line 29 above

56

59

Amounts included in lines 24 to 27 above 52

Statement of net assets

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

13  .   89  .   1

13  .   89  .   1

14  .   59  .   1

15  .   69  .   1

10  .   56  .   2

16  .   59  .   1

See instruction 2

See instruction 3

Unpaid amounts (including
share premium) on partly paid
shares

Supplementary contributions
for a mutual carrying on
general insurance business

Subordinated loan capital

Cumulative preference share
capital

F
or

m

Li
ne

C
ol

um
n
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Instructions for completion of Form 10

1. Amounts included at lines 24 to 27 must be as determined in accordance with Rule 2.10.

2. Line 63 must be equal to lines 13.92.2 to 13.95.2 less lines 13.92.1 to lines 13.95.1 of the Form for the
total other than long-term insurance business assets category.

3. Line 64 must be Form 15.61.2 less 15.61.1.



For insurance business accounted
for on an underwriting year basis

For insurance business accounted
for on an accident year basis

For insurance business accounted
for on an accident year basis

For insurance business accounted
for on an underwriting year basis

Up to and including sterling
equivalent of 10M EURO x 6/100

Up to and including sterling
equivalent of 10M EURO x 18/100
Excess (if any) over
10M EURO x 16/100

Excess (if any) over
10M EURO x 16/300

Form 11

R11

Units
Company
registration
number

£000

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

Adjusted Sub-total A if financial year is not a 12 month
period to produce an annual figure

Sub-total B (15+16+17+18)

Sub-total C (21+22+23-(24+25))

Sub-total D (29-30)

Gross premiums receivable

Claims paid

Amounts recoverable from reinsurers in respect
of claims included in Sub-total C

Sub-total A (11-12)

First result
      Sub-total B x Sub-total D (or, if ½ is a greater fraction, x ½)
                           Sub-total C

11

14

15

16

17

18

21

23

24

30

39

12

This financial
year

1

Previous
year

2

Premium taxes and levies (included in line 11)

13

19

22

29

25

41

Division of
Sub-total A
(or adjusted
Sub-total A if
appropriate)

Other than
health
insurance

Health
insurance

Claims outstanding
carried forward at the
end of the financial
year

Claims outstanding
brought forward at the
beginning of the
financial year

General insurance business : Calculation of required margin of solvency - first method

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended



Second result  Sub-total G x Sub-total D (or, if ½ is a greater
                                              Sub-total C         fraction, x ½)

Excess (if any) over 7M EURO x 23/300

Up to and including sterling equivalent of
7M EURO x 26/300

For insurance business accounted
for on an accident year basis

For insurance business accounted
for on an underwriting year basis

For insurance business accounted
for on an accident year basis

For insurance business accounted
for on an underwriting year basis

Reference period (No. of financial years) Insert "0" if there is
no reference period otherwise insert "3" or "7"

Claims paid in reference period

Excess (if any) over 7M EURO x 23/100

Up to and including sterling equivalent of
7M EURO x 26/100

Sub-total F - Conversion of Sub-total E to annual figure (Multiply by 12
and divide by number of months in reference period)

Sub-total E (21+22+23-(24+25))

Required minimum margin (the higher of lines 43 and 44)

Minimum guarantee fund

Required margin of solvency (the higher of lines 41 and 42)

First result

Sub-total G (32 to 35)

Form 12

This financial
year

1

Previous
year

2

Source

11

32

31

29

25

24

23

22

21

41

39

35

34

33

49

44

43

42

See instruction 1

Other than
health
insurance

Health
insurance

Claims outstanding
carried forward at the end
of the reference period

Claims outstanding
brought forward at the
beginning of the reference
period

Division of
Sub-total F

11     .      41

R12

Units
Company
registration
number

£000

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

F
or

m

Li
ne

C
ol

um
n

General insurance business : Calculation of required margin of solvency - second method, and statement
of required minimum margin

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended
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Instruction for completion of Form 12

If the insurer has not been in existence long enough to acquire a reference period, lines 21 to 41 must be
ignored.



Form 13
(Sheet 1)

Participating interests

Debt securities issued by, and loans to, undertakings in
which the insurer has a participating interest

Shares

Debt securities issued by, and loans to, dependants

Shares

Debt securities issued by, and loans to, dependants

Shares

Debt securities issued by, and loans to, group undertakings

Shares

Debt securities issued by, and loans to, dependants

Land and buildings

As at the end of
the previous year

2

As at the end of
this financial

year
1

Units
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM
Category
of
assets

R13 £000

Period ended
day       month        year

Investments

Investments in
group
undertakings and
participating
interests

UK insurance
business
dependants

Other group
undertakings and
participating
interests

Non-insurance
dependants

Other insurance
dependants

11

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Total sheet 1 (11 to 30) 39

Analysis of admissible assets

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Category of assets



Form 13
(Sheet 2)

Analysis of admissible assets

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Category of assets

Other

Provision for unexpired risks

Claims outstanding

Provision for unearned premiums

Property linked

Deposits with ceding undertakings

Index linked

Total sheet 2 (41 to 63)

Loans to public or local authorities and nationalised
industries or undertakings

Withdrawal subject to a time restriction of more than one
month

Withdrawal subject to a time restriction of one month or
less

Other

Loans secured by policies of insurance issued by the
insurerOther loans

Deposits with
approved credit
institutions and
approved financial
institutions

Other

Other

Approved securities

Other

Loans secured by mortgages

Participation in investment pools

Approved securities

Rights under derivative contracts

Holdings in collective investment schemes

Equity shares

Other shares and other variable yield securities

Other financial
investments

Debt securities and
other fixed income
securities

As at the end of
the previous year

2

As at the end of
this financial

year
1

Units
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM
Category
of
assets

R13 £000

Period ended
day       month        year

Investments (continued)
Deposits with ceding undertakings
Assets held to cover linked liabilities

41

Fixed interest

Variable interest

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

60

Assets held to match linked liabilities
59

Reinsurers' share of technical
provisions

63

62

61

69



Form 13
(Sheet 3)

Analysis of admissible assets

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Category of assets

Other prepayments and accrued income

Deferred acquisition costs

Accrued interest and rent

Grand total of admissible assets (39+69+88)

Deductions (under rules 4.14(2)(b) and 4.14(3)) [regulations 57(2)(b) and 57(3) of the
Insurance Companies Regulation 1994] from the aggregate value of assets

Total sheet 3 (71 to 86 less 87)

Prepayments and
accrued income

Due from ceding insurers and intermediaries under reinsurance business
accepted

Due from reinsurers and intermediaries under reinsurance contracts ceded

Cash in hand

Other assets (particulars to be specified by way of supplementary note)

Deposits not subject to time restriction on withdrawal, with approved credit
institutions and approved financial institutions and local authorities

Due more than 12 months after the end of the financial year

Tangible assets

Due in 12 months or less after the end of the financial year

Due more than 12 months after the end of the financial year

Due in 12 months or less after the end of the financial year

Debtors arising
out of reinsurance
operations

Other debtors

Due from
dependants

Other

Cash at bank and
in hand

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

Reconciliation to asset values determined in accordance with the
shareholder accounts rules

84

85

86

87

88

89

Other differences in the valuation of assets (other than for assets not valued above)

Assets of a type not valued above, (as valued in accordance with the shareholder accounts rules)

Solvency margin deduction for insurance dependants

Total assets in excess of the admissibility limits of Appendix 4.2, [Schedule 12 of the Insurance Companies
Regulations 1994] (as valued in accordance with those Rules before applying admissibility limits)

Total admissible assets (as per line 89 above)

92

93

94

95

91

Total assets determined in accordance with the shareholder accounts rules (91 to 95)

Amounts included in line 89 attributable to debts due from related insurers, other than those under
contracts of insurance or reinsurance 100

99

Salvage and subrogation recoveries

Units
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM
Category
of
assets

R13 £000

Period ended
day       month        year

Intermediaries

Policyholders

As at the end of
the previous year

2

As at the end of
this financial

year
1

Debtors
Other assets

Debtors arising
out of direct
insurance
operations

71

72

74

73
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Instructions for completion of Form 13

1. Form 13 must be completed for the total long-term insurance business assets of the insurer or branch
and for each fund or group of funds for which separate assets are appropriated. The words "total long-
term insurance business assets" or the name of the fund must be shown against the heading "Category
of assets". The corresponding code box must contain "10" for the total assets and, in the case of
separate funds, code numbers allocated sequentially beginning with code "11".

2. Form 13 must be completed in respect of the total assets of the insurer or branch other than any long-
term insurance business assets. The words "total other than long-term insurance business assets" must
be shown against the heading "Category of assets", and the corresponding code box must contain "1".

3. (a) In the case of the United Kingdom branch return of an external insurer (other than a pure
reinsurer) Form 13 must be completed for the following categories of assets -

Category Code - other
than long-term

insurance
business assets

Code - long-
term insurance
business assets

Assets deposited under rule 8.1 2 6

Assets maintained in the United Kingdom 3 7

Assets maintained in the United Kingdom and the
other EEA States

4 8

(b) In the case of an EEA branch of a UK deposit insurer, Form 13 must be completed for the
following categories of assets -

Category Code Ð other
than long-term

insurance
business assets

Code Ð long-
term insurance
business assets

Assets deposited under rule 8.1 2 6

Assets maintained in the United Kingdom and the other
EEA States

4 8

Assets maintained in the United Kingdom and the
EEA States where insurance business is carried on

5 9

4. In lines 11 to 86 -

(a) for the purpose of classifying (but not valuing) assets, headings and descriptions used above,
wherever they also occur in the balance sheet format in Schedule 9A to the Companies Act,
must have the same meaning as in that Schedule,

(b) assets must be valued in accordance with rule 9.10, and

(c) assets of any particular description must be shown after deduction of assets of that  description
which (for any reason) fall to be left out of account under rule 4.14 (2) (a).

5. The aggregate value of those investments which are:
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(i) unlisted investments falling within any of lines 41, 42, 46 or 48 which have been valued in
accordance with rule 4.8;

(ii) listed investments falling within any of lines 41, 42, 46 or 48 which have been valued in
accordance with rule 4.8 and which are not ready realisable;

(iii) units or other beneficial interests in collective investment schemes falling within rule 4.9 (1);
or

(iv) reversionary interests or remainders in property other than land or buildings,

must be stated by way of a supplementary note to this Form, together with a description of such
investments.

6. The aggregate value of those investments falling within lines 46 or 48 which are hybrid securities are
to be stated by way of a supplementary note to this Form.

7. Amounts in respect of salvage or subrogation included above other than at line 73 are to be stated by
way of a supplementary note.

8. The entry at line 85 must be equal to the sum of lines 22.29.3 and lines 25.24.99-99.

9. In line 93 "Solvency margin deduction for insurance subsidiary undertakings" refers to deductions
under rule 4.3(2)(c).

10. In line 95 "Assets of a type not valued above" refers to assets left out of account under rule 4.1(3).

11.  Lines 60 to 63 and 85 relate only to general insurance business.
 
12.  Lines 60 to 63 and 85 must be left blank for ÒCategory of assetsÓ codes Ò2Ó, Ò3Ó, Ò4Ó and Ò5Ó.



Form 14

Long term insurance business liabilities and margins

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Category of assets

Other

Taxation

Amounts included in line 59 attributable to liabilities in respect of property
linked benefits

Amounts included in line 59 attributable to liabilities to related companies,
other than those under contracts of insurance or reinsurance

Amount of any additional mathematical reserves included in line 51 which
have been taken into account in the appointed actuary's certificate

Total liabilities and margins

Excess of the value of net admissible assets

Total other insurance and non-insurance liabilities (17 to 41)

Accruals and deferred income

Amounts owed to credit institutions

Unsecured

Secured

Reinsurance ceded

Reinsurance accepted

Direct insurance business
Arising out of
insurance
operations

Debenture
loans

Provision for adverse changes (calculated in accordance with rule 5.3)
[Regulation 61 of the Insurance Companies Regulations 1994]

Deposits received from reinsurers

Creditors
and other
liabilities

37

36

35

34

33

32

31

23

38

63

62

61

59

49

39

See instruction 6

See instruction 7

Other creditors

Claims outstanding which
had fallen due for payment
before the end of the
financial year

Other

TaxationProvisions for
other risks and
charges

Gross amount

Reinsurers' share

Net (15-16)

Cash bonuses which had not been paid to policyholders prior to end of
the financial year

Balance of surplus/(valuation deficit)

Long term insurance business fund carried forward (11 to 13)

Mathematical reserves, after distribution of surplus

As at the end of
this financial

year
1

As at the end of
the previous year

2

Source

See instruction 2

See instruction 3

See instruction 4

11

12

15

14

13

17

16

See instruction 5

Units
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM
Category
of
assets

R14 £000

Period ended
day       month        year

21

41

22

51
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Instructions for completion of Form 14

1. The Form must be completed for the total long-term insurance business liabilities and margins of the
insurer or branch and for each fund or group of funds for which separate assets are appropriated. The
words Òtotal long term insurance business assetsÓ or the name of the fund must be shown against the
heading ÒCategory of assetsÓ. The corresponding code box must be completed with the same entries as
were used on the corresponding Form 13.

 
2. The entry at line 11 must equal the sum of lines 21, 43, 44 and 45 of the appropriate Form or Forms 58.
 
3. The entry at line 12 must equal line 42 of the appropriate Form or Forms 58.
 
4. The entry at line 13 must equal line 49 of the appropriate Form or Forms 58.
 
5. The entry at line 14 must equal line 59 of the appropriate Form or Forms 40.
 
6. The entry at line 51 must be:

(a) the value of the admissible assets (as included in line 89 of the appropriate Form 13)
representing the long-term insurance funds, fund or group of funds to which the Form relates,
less

(b) the amount of those funds, fund or group of funds, being the sum of the amounts shown at
lines 14 and 49.

7. The entry at line 63 must be the amount specified in the appointed actuaryÕs certificate in accordance
with paragraph 8(a)(ii) of Appendix 9.6, but only insofar as it relates to the fund, funds or group of
funds to which this Form 14 relates.



Total (19 to 51)

Provision for adverse changes calculated in accordance with Rule 5.3 [regulation 61
of the Insurance Companies Regulations 1994]

Accruals and deferred income

59

61

Total (59 to 63) 69

Cumulative preference share capital 62

Amounts included in line 69 attributable to liabilities to related insurers, other than
those under contracts of insurance or reinsurance

71

Subordinated loan capital 63

Other

Recommended dividend

Taxation

Other creditors

47

48

Amounts owed to credit institutions

Unsecured

Secured

Reinsurance ceded

Reinsurance accepted

Direct insurance business

Deposits received from reinsurers

Taxation

Other 22

31

42

44

45

41

43

Provisions for
other risks
and charges

Creditors

Arising out of insurance operations

Debenture loans

Total (11 to 16)

Other

Other than credit business

Credit business

Provision for unexpired risks

Claims outstanding

Provision for unearned premiums

16

15

14

13

12

Technical
provisions
(gross
amount)

Equalisation provisions

Form 15

As at the end of
the previous year

2

R15

Units
Company
registration
number

£000

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

As at the end of
this financial

year
1

11

21

19

51

49

46

Liabilities (other than long term insurance business)

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended
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Instruction for completion of Form 15

1. Amounts in lines 11 to 13 and 16 must be stated gross of reinsurers' share.

2. The aggregate amount of any accrued dividend in respect of cumulative preference shares issued by the
insurer must be shown by way of a supplementary note to this Form.

3. Only equalisation provisions that are created as a result of a regulatory requirement are to be included
at lines 14 and 15



Form 16

Transfer (to)/from the
general insurance business
technical account

Investment management charges,
including interest

Loss on the realisation of
investments

Value re-adjustments on
investments

Allocated investment return transferred to the general
insurance business technical account

Profit or loss on ordinary activities before tax
(11+12+13+14+15+16-17-18-19-20+21)

17

19

29

Other income and charges (particulars to be specified
by way of supplementary note)

18

20

Profit or loss retained for the financial year (49-51)

Dividends (paid and proposed)

Profit or loss for the financial year (39+41-(42+43))

Other taxes not shown under the preceding items

Tax on extraordinary profit or loss

Extraordinary profit or loss (particulars to be specified
by way of supplementary note)

Profit or loss on ordinary activities after tax (29-31)

Tax on profit or loss on ordinary activities 31

39

41

42

43

49

51

59

Investment
charges

Gains on the realisation of
investments

Value re-adjustments on
investments 15

Transfer from the long term insurance business revenue
account

Income

13

Investment income

40     .  26

20     .  51

This financial
year

1

Previous
year

2

Source

R16

Units
Company
registration
number

£000

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

14

16

21

From Form 20

Equalisation provisions 12

20     .  5911

F
or

m

Li
ne

C
ol

um
n

Profit and loss account (non-technical account)

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended



Total  (11 to 41) 49

Form 17

Fixed-interest securities

Other

Adjustments for variation margin

Currencies

Land

Equity shares

Fixed-interest securities

Other

Currencies

Land

Equity shares

Fixed-interest securities

Other

Currencies

Land

Equity shares

Derivative contracts

Futures
contracts

Options

Contracts
for
differences

As at the end of this financial year As at the end of the previous year

Assets
1

Assets
3

Liabilities
2

Liabilities
4

11

41

35

34

33

32

31

25

24

23

22

21

15

14

13

12

Units
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM
Category
of
assets

R17 £000

Period ended
day       month        year

Analysis of derivative contracts

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Insurance Business : Long term/Other than long term

Financial year ended

Category of assets
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Instructions for completion of Form 17

1. Form 17 must be completed in respect of the total general insurance business assets and in respect of
the total long-term insurance business assets, if any, of the insurer or branch. Form 17 must also be
completed for each fund or group of funds referred to in instruction 1 to Form 13.

2. The codes specified in instructions 1 to 3 to Form 13 must be used as appropriate.

3. Derivative contracts must be analysed according to the description of assets shown in the second
column of Form 17 which represents the principal subject of the contract.

4. Derivative contracts must be reported as assets in column 1 of Form 17 if their value to the insurer
(gross of variation margin) is positive and as liabilities in column 2 of Form 17 if their value (gross of
variation margin) to the insurer is negative.

5. All amounts included at lines 11 to 35 of Form 17 in respect of derivative contracts must be
determined without making any allowance for variation margin.

6. Amounts in respect of a derivative contract may only be included net of amounts in respect of any
other derivative contract if -

(a) obligations of the insurer under the contracts may be set off against each other under generally
accepted accounting practice; and

(b) such other contract has the effect (in whole or in part) of closing out the obligations of the
insurer under the first mentioned contract.

7. The effect of any variation margin upon amounts included at lines 11 to 35 of Form 17 must be shown
at line 41.

8. The entry at 17.49.1 must be included at 13.44.1.

9. The entry at 17.49.2 must be included at 14.47.1 or 15.49.1. as appropriate.

10. Rights to recover assets transferred by way of initial margin must not be shown on Form 17.
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APPENDIX 9.2 (rules 9.14 to 9.22)

GENERAL INSURANCE BUSINESS:
REVENUE ACCOUNT AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
(FORMS 20 TO 39)
________________________

Introduction

1. All the Forms included in the part of the return to which this Appendix relates
(Forms 20 to 39) are to be laid out as shown in this Appendix, except that the
instructions to Forms need not be reproduced.

2. The provisions of paragraph 1(2) and paragraphs 2 to 7 of Appendix 9.1,
unless otherwise provided, also apply for the purposes of this Appendix.

    Currency

3. (1) Notwithstanding the provisions of 2, amounts on Forms 26 to 29 submitted in
accordance with rule 9.17 and on Forms 31, 32  and 34 submitted in
accordance with rule 9.19 in respect of business carried on in any country
other than the United Kingdom must be shown in the Ôcurrency of the country
concernedÕ, except that figures must be shown in sterling in those columns and
lines which the forms indicate are always to contain figures expressed in
sterling.

(2) For every currency other than sterling in which amounts are shown on the
Forms referred to in (1), an entry must be made on Form 36 to show the rate
used to convert those amounts to sterling for inclusion elsewhere in the
returns.

(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of 2, all amounts included in -

(a)       columns 1, 2, 3 and 11 of Forms 23, 26 and 27;

(b) columns 3 and 10 of any Form 31 or 32 prepared in respect of United
Kingdom or home foreign business; and

(c) columns 1 and 8 of any Form 34 prepared in respect of United
Kingdom or home foreign business,

must be expressed in sterling as if conversion of every Ômajor currencyÕ had
taken place at the closing middle rate on the last day for which the appropriate
rate is available in the financial year in question.

(4) For the purposes of (3), a major currency is -

(a) in the case of any business carried on outside the UK, the currency of
the country;
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(b) in the case of any other business, United States dollars, Canadian
dollars, Euro and any other currency which the insurer elects to treat as
a major currency.

(5) A insurer need not apply (3) to amounts shown in any line of any of the forms
mentioned in that sub-paragraph representing an accident year or underwriting
year ending before 23 December 1996.

(6) For the purposes of (1), the currency of the country concerned, in the case
of a country participating in the European Economic and Monetary Union
means for Forms completed in respect of a financial year ending on or after 31
December 1999, the Euro (whether or not the amounts reported on those
Forms relate to accident or underwriting years ending on or after 31 December
1999).

4. All amounts shown in sterling must be shown to the nearer £1,000. Amounts
in any other currency on Forms 26 to 29, 31, 32 and 34 must be shown to the
nearer 1,000 principal monetary units of that currency except that, where the
rate of exchange of the currency in relation to £1 sterling on the last day of the
financial year in question exceeded 1,000 principal monetary units of that
currency, the amounts must be shown to the nearer 1,000,000 principal
monetary units and Ô000,000Õ must be inserted in the box labelled ÔMonetary
unitsÕ. In other cases, this box must be completed by inserting Ô000Õ.

5. Where premiums are written by a insurer or claims are incurred by it under a
reinsurance treaty -

            (1) notwithstanding 2 to 4, amounts shown on Forms 26 to 29 may be shown in
sterling, in United States dollars, in Canadian dollars or in Euro; and

(2) if in a financial year the proportion of gross premiums written, or of claims
incurred by the insurer or outstanding from the insurer, in any one currency
other than sterling, United States dollars or Canadian dollars exceeds 10% of
such premiums or claims under all such treaties, Forms 26 to 29 may be
prepared in that currency,

and where these provisions have been applied in respect of a reinsurance
treaty in relation to a financial year, those provisions must be applied in the
same manner in respect of that treaty in relation to any later financial year.

Accounting classes

6. (1) Direct and facultative insurance business must be included in the return in
accordance with the accounting classes, save that -

(a) where a insurer only undertakes business in accounting class 4 in
respect of risks relating to hovercraft, it may include such business in
accounting class 3 if it also undertakes business in that class;
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(b) an insurer may include in accounting class 5 business covering
liability for loss of, or damage to, goods in transit which would
otherwise be included in accounting class 2, provided that the policy
does not cover damage to vehicles except as an ancillary risk; and

(c) an insurer may include in accounting class 1 business falling within
general insurance business class 1(p).

(2) Non-proportional treaty reinsurance business must be included in accounting
class 9 and proportional treaty reinsurance must be included in accounting
class 10 save that -

(a) an insurer may include in accounting class 11 treaty business falling
within general insurance business classes 1(p), 5, 6, 7, 11 and 12; and

(b) a insurer must include in accounting class 9 proportional retrocessions
of non-proportional treaty reinsurance business.

7. Where an insurer includes insurance business in another accounting class
under 6(1) or 6(2)(a), the following information must be stated by way of a
supplementary note to Form 20 -

(a) the nature of any business included in another accounting class
pursuant to 6(1) or 6(2)(a); and

(b) the reason for such inclusion.

8. Boxes marked ÔAccounting classÕ must be completed so as to show the
number of the accounting class. Ô99Õ must be shown in the case of the
summary account in Form 20.

Premiums

9. In Forms 23, 26, 27, 31 and 32 -

(a) gross premiums earned in respect of an accident year must be such
proportion of gross premiums written as is attributable to risks borne
by the insurer during that accident year; and

(b) the reinsurers' share of premiums earned must be attributed to the
same accident years as the corresponding gross premiums earned, so
as to calculate the net earned premiums for each accident year.

10. In Forms 24, 25, 28, 29 and 34 -

(a) gross premiums written in an underwriting year must be the amount of
such premiums arising in respect of contracts of insurance incepted
during that year, whether or not they are received during that year; and
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(b) the reinsurers' share of premiums written must be attributed to the
same underwriting years as the corresponding gross premiums written.

11. For the purposes of 10 and 14, where an insurer has acquired policies under a
transfer approved under Part VII of the Act or its predecessor legislation or
approved by the competent authority of another EEA State under Article 12 of
the Third Non-Life Directive, the policies transferred to the insurer must be
taken to have incepted on the date of such transfer.

12. In all Forms to which this Appendix relates, amounts required to be shown in
respect of premiums must be shown before deduction for commissions.

Claims

13. (1) In Forms 23, 26, 27, 31 and 32, where an amount or number is required to be
shown for claims in respect of an accident year, that amount or number must
be determined on the basis of claims arising from incidents occurring during
that accident year.

(2) For the purposes of (1), an incident giving rise to a claim under a claims-made
policy is deemed to occur on the earlier of -

(a) the date on which it is notified in accordance with the terms of that
policy; or

(b) the date on which the period for which cover is provided under that
policy expires.

(3) For the purposes of (1), where an insurer has assumed, pursuant to a contract,
responsibility (whether wholly or in part) for the payment or reimbursement of
claims made under policies effected by another insurer, all incidents occurring
prior to the date of such contract and giving rise to claims under those policies
are deemed have occurred on the date of such contract.

(4) In the application of (3), the reference to responsibility assumed by an insurer
includes responsibility assumed as a reinsurer or under a transfer under Part
VII of the Act or its predecessor legislation or approved by the competent
authority of another EEA State under Article 12 of the Third Non-Life
Directive; and in the case of such a transfer the date of the contract is taken to
be the date of the transfer.

14. In Forms 24, 25, 28, 29 and 34, where an amount is required to be shown for
claims in respect of a financial year, that amount must be determined on the
basis of claims arising under contracts of insurance incepted during that year.

15. In all Forms to which this Appendix relates, amounts required to be shown for
claims must not include amounts in respect of claims management costs.
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UK and overseas business

16. (1) For each accounting class there must be stated separately for business
accounted for on an accident year basis and on an underwriting year basis the
following by way of supplementary note to Form 20 -

(a) the total gross premium written and the amounts attributable to UK and
to overseas business; and

(b) the reinsurers' amount in respect of each of the amounts required to be
stated under (a).

(2) For the purposes of this Appendix, gross premiums written must be shown or
included as UK premiums if, in the case of direct or facultative reinsurance,
the contract of insurance was effected in the United Kingdom or if, in the case
of a reinsurance treaty, the cedant was an insurer having its head office in the
United Kingdom or was a member of the Society; and Ôoverseas premiumsÕ
must be construed accordingly.

Transfers of general insurance business

17. (1) If, during the financial year, policies already effected by another insurer have
been transferred to the insurer, an insurer must state, in respect of each
accounting class, the following by way of supplementary note to Form 23 and
24 -

(a)       the date of the transfer;

(b) whether the transfer was approved under Part VII of the Act or its
predecessor legislation or approved by the competent authority of
another EEA State under Article 12 of the Third Non-Life Directive or
was effected by novation;

(c) any amounts included in premiums and claims in respect of
consideration for the transfer;

(d) amounts required to be stated under (c)  analysed by risk group and
business category;

(e) the earliest and latest dates upon which the relevant policies incept;
and

(f) whether or not any of the policies has a duration of longer than 12
months and, if so, the date by which all policies will have expired.

(2) (1) does not apply in respect of any transfer by way of novation unless the
amounts mentioned in (1)(c) exceed in aggregate 2.5% of the insurer's gross
premium income for the financial year in question.
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Unearned premiums

18. In Forms 21 and 25, the basis on which unearned premiums are calculated and
the reason for adopting this basis must be stated by way of supplementary
note.

Provision for unexpired risks

19. (1) The amount included for the provision for unexpired risks in Form 22 or 25
prepared in respect of an accounting class must be determined without taking
into account any surplus expected to arise on the unexpired risks falling within
other accounting classes.

(2) Where in determining the amount of the overall provision for unexpired risks
(line 13 in Form 15 less line 62 in Form 13) credit has been taken for any
aggregate surplus expected to arise on the unexpired risks falling in any
accounting class, the amount of that credit must be included as a negative
amount at line 19 of Form 22 or line 23 of Form 25, as appropriate, for that
accounting class.

20. (1) Where the amount included at column 3 line 19 (provision for unexpired risks)
in any Form 22 or at column 99-99 of line 23 (provision for unexpired risks)
in any Form 25 has been determined after taking into account expected
investment return, the following must be stated by way of supplementary note-

(a) the provision for unexpired risks before taking such investment return
into account;

(b) the rates of investment return assumed; and

(c) the average interval between the end of the financial year in question
and the date at which claims are expected to be settled in cash.

Cessation of business

21. (1) If the insurer has effected no Ônew contracts of insuranceÕ of any one or more
classes of general insurance business during the financial year, the date on
which the last Ônew contractÕ of each such class was effected must be stated by
way of supplementary note to Form 20.

(2) For the purposes of this paragraph and 22, a new contract of insurance is any
contract of insurance effected by the insurer other than in fulfilment of its
obligations under subsisting contracts of insurance.

Claims management costs

22. (1) In Forms 22 and 24, the basis used for the determination of amounts for
claims management costs payable in the financial year in question and carried
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forward to the following financial year must be stated by way of
supplementary note.

(2) If, in respect of any accounting class -

(a) no amount for claims management costs is shown as being carried
forward to the following financial year; and

(b) an amount for net claims is shown as being carried forward to that
year,

the reason for anticipating that there will be no claims management costs
incurred during the following financial years must be included in the note
required by (1) .

(3) If, within an accounting class, an insurer has ceased to effect Ônew contracts
of insuranceÕ during the financial year in question, the basis upon which any
additional costs arising as a result of such cessation have been determined or
the reason for anticipating that no such additional costs will be incurred must
be included in the note required by (1).

(4) Where the amount in respect of claims management costs carried forward and
included in any Form 22 or 24 has been determined after taking into account
expected investment return, there must be stated by way of supplementary
note to that Form 22 or 24 -

(a)       the rates of investment return assumed; and

(b) the average interval between the end of the financial year in question
and the date by which the claims management costs are expected to be
expended.

Acquisition costs

23. The basis used for the determination of amounts for acquisition costs (other
than commission) payable in the financial year in question and carried
forward to the next financial year, as shown at line 22 of Form 22 and line 42
of Form 24, must be stated by way of a supplementary note to those Forms.

Underwriting year accounting

24.  (1) With reference to the financial year in question and in respect of each
accounting class, the following information must be stated by way of
supplementary note to Form 24 -

(a) the reason for accounting for such business on an underwriting year
basis;
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(b) the basis for distinguishing between such business and any other
business falling within the same accounting class accounted for on an
accident year basis;

(c) the accounting policy adopted for determining the provision for claims
outstanding; and

(d) if the information provided in (a) to (c) differs in respect of risks
incepted in the financial year in question from risks of a similar
description incepted in previous financial years, the reason for that
difference.

(2) Where the provision for claims outstanding is set in respect of any business
using the Ônon-annual methodÕ, the note required by (1)(a) must include the
following information -

(a)       the reason for using the Ônon-annual methodÕ;

(b) the basis for distinguishing between such business and other business
accounted for on an underwriting year basis falling within the same
accounting class;

(c) the normal period for which an underwriting year is left ÔopenÕ or, if
that period differs for different types of business within an accounting
class -

(i) the basis for distinguishing between the types of business,

(ii) the normal period for each type, and

(d) where an underwriting year is left ÔopenÕ for longer than the normal
period, the reason for not Ôclosing the yearÕ.

(3) For the purposes of this Appendix -

(a) non-annual method refers to the method described by paragraph 52 of
the insurance accounts rules; and

(b) a year is open with respect to any business incepted during that year if
the provision for outstanding claims in respect of that business is set
using the Ônon-annual methodÕ and if so set previously has not now
been replaced in accordance with the requirements of paragraph 52(4)
of the insurance accounts rules, and closed year and closing a year is
construed accordingly.

Business managed together

25. (1) For the purposes of Forms 25 and 29, risks may be regarded as managed
together if -
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(a) they incept in the same financial year and are accounted for using the
Ônon-annual methodÕ; and

(b) they may be treated as managed together under generally accepted
accounting practice.

(2) Where any amount is shown on Form 25 or 29 for the transfer of anticipated
surplus, the following must be stated by way of supplementary note to that
Form -

(a) a description of the business in respect of which the anticipated surplus
arises and of the business in respect of which the deficit to be offset
arises (including in the case of Form 25 the risk groups or business
categories into which such business falls); and

(b) the reason for treating the business as managed together.

Application of accounting practice

26. (1) Amounts in respect of inwards and outwards contracts of insurance must be
classified for inclusion in Forms 20 to 39 according to their economic
substance and in accordance with generally accepted accounting practice.

(2) Where amounts in respect of an inwards or outwards contract of insurance
have been excluded from the revenue account, the following must be shown
by way of supplementary note to Form 20 -

(a) a description of the terms of that contract;

(b) a description of the accounting treatment adopted and an explanation
for adopting that treatment;

(c) a statement of the amounts paid and received during the financial year
under that contract; and

(d) a statement of the amounts in respect of that contract included in each
Form prepared under this Appendix or Appendix 9.1.

(3) A insurer may elect to show the information required by (1) in respect of
groups of contracts which were effected in the same financial year with
substantially the same contract terms and in respect of which the same
accounting treatment has been adopted.

 Discounting

27. (1) Sheet 2 of Form 30 need only be completed if the provision for claims
outstanding being discounted (before deduction for discounting) exceeds 25%
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of the total provision for claims outstanding (before deduction for
discounting).

(2) Where in accordance with (1) no Sheet 2 is prepared -

(a)       lines 21 and 29 of Sheet 1 need not be completed; and

(b) lines 11 to 20 need only be completed in respect of those currencies for
which the provision for claims outstanding being discounted (before
deduction for discounting) exceeds 25% of the total provision for that
currency for claims outstanding (before deduction for discounting).

(3) For the purposes of Form 30, a major currency is a currency in respect of
which the provision for claims outstanding (before deduction for discounting)
is not less than 10% of the total provision for claims outstanding (before
deduction for discounting).

(4) In Form 30, the value of an asset or liability which would be treated as an
asset or liability in a particular currency for the purposes of rule 7.1
(disregarding rule 7.6(1)) must be shown in that currency.

(5) The following must be stated by way of supplementary note to Form 30 -

(a) the risk groups and business categories where adjustments for
discounting have been made; and

(b)       in respect of each such risk group or business category -

(i) the methods used in calculating the deduction for discounting,

(ii) the rate of interest used for the calculation of present values,

(iii) the expected average interval between the date for settlement of
claims being discounted and the end of the financial year in
question, and

(iv) the criteria adopted for estimating the period that will elapse
before claims are settled.

Reinsurance

28. Where the reinsurers' share of claims incurred (as stated in Form 22 or 25)
includes amounts expected to be recovered from reinsurers more than 12
months after the payment of the underlying gross claims by the insurer, the
following must be stated by way of supplementary note to Form 22 or 25 (as
appropriate) -

(a)       the amount of such recoveries; and
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(b) the accounting treatment which has been adopted in respect of
discounting such recoveries.

Risk groups

29. (1) Subject to (2), the name given in Forms 31, 32 and 34 to a risk group must
include a description of the risks within an accounting class included in that
risk group.

(2) Where the name required by (1) is not sufficient to identify the nature of the
objects exposed to such risks and the nature of the cover provided against such
risks, the information must be stated by way of supplementary note.

(3) Subject to (1), the name given to a risk group must remain the same when that
risk group is reported in subsequent financial years.

Continuation sheets

30. Continuation sheets to Forms 31 and 34 need only be prepared in respect of
accounting class 7.

FORMS

[Forms 20 Ð 39 to follow]

_______________________________



Total

Allocated investment return

Balance of all years' underwriting (19+29+39)

Transfer to non-technical account (49+51)

51

49

Other technical income and charges (particulars to
be specified by way of supplementary note)

Per Form 24

Net operating expenses

Items to be shown net of reinsurance

Balance (21-22-23+24+25-26)

Other technical income or charges (particulars to be
specified by way of supplementary note)

Claims incurred

Adjustment for discounting

Claims management costs

Earned premium

Balance of year's underwriting (11-12-13+14-15+16-17)

Net operating expenses

Other technical income or charges (particulars to be
specified by way of supplementary note)

17

Accounting
class/
summary

Claims incurred

Adjustment for discounting

Claims management costs

Increase in provision for unexpired risks

Earned premium

SourceThis financial
year

1

Previous year

2

This year's
underwriting
(accident year
accounting)

 21 . 19 .  5

16

 22 . 17 .  4

 22 . 19 .  4

11

12

13

14

15

 22 . 18 .  4

 22 . 52 .  4

R20

Units
Company
registration
number

£000

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

Adjustment for
prior years'
underwriting
(accident year
accounting)

19

21

23

24

22

 22 . 42 .  4

 22 . 51 .  4

 22 . 14 .  4

 22 . 13 .  4

 21 . 11 .  5

25

29

39

C
ol

um
n

F
or

m

Li
ne

26  22 . 41 .  4

  24.  69. 99-99

32

31
Balance from
underwriting year
accounting

Form 20

General insurance business : Technical account (excluding equalisation provisions)

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

59
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For periods of more than 12 months

For periods of 12 months

For periods of less than 12 months

In respect of risks incepted in previous
financial years

Premiums receivable during the financial year

Net of
reinsurance

In respect of risks incepted in previous
financial years

11

Earned in previous
financial years

1

Earned in previous
financial years

5

Earned in previous
financial years

3

Form 21

Gross premiums
written

Reinsurers'
share

Total (12 to 16)

In respect of risks
incepted in this
financial year

19

16

15

14

13

12

Premiums receivable (less rebates and refunds) in
previous financial years not earned in those years and
brought forward to the financial year

Earned in this
financial year

5

Earned in this
financial year

1

Unearned at end of
this financial year

2

Earned in this
financial year

3

Unearned at end of
this financial year

4

Unearned at end of
this financial year

6

Units

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM
Accounting
class

R21 £000

Period ended
day       month        year

General insurance business (accident year accounting) : Analysis of premiums

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Accounting class



Prior financial years

This financial year

Total (21+22+23-24)

Incidents occurring in this
financial year

Gross amount

Claims management costs

Reinsurers' share

Total (31-32+33)

Incidents occurring prior to this
financial year

31

41

39

33

42

32
Adjustments for
discounting in
respect of the items
shown at lines 11 to
18 above

Split of line 39

Net (15-16)

Form 22

Commissions

Administrative expenses

Other acquisition expenses

Reinsurance commissions and
profit participations

Reinsurers' share

Claims management costs

Net (11-12)

Gross amount

Reinsurers' share

Claims management costs

Provision for unexpired risks

Gross amount

17

16

18

19

22

23

21

24

11

12

13

14

15

R22

Units
Company
registration
number

£000

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

Accounting
class

Amount
payable/

receivable
in this financial

year

2

Amount carried
forward to next
financial year

3

Amount brought
forward from

previous financial
year

1

Amount
attributable to this

financial year

4

Claims incurred in
respect of incidents
occurring prior to
this financial year

Claims incurred in
respect of incidents
occurring in this
financial year

Net operating
expenses

29

Split of line 29

52

51

General insurance business (accident year accounting) : Analysis of claims, expenses and technical provisions

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Accounting class
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Instructions for completion of Form 22

1. Amounts included at lines 11 to 18 must be shown undiscounted and related adjustments for
discounting must be shown at lines 31 to 39.

2. The values in column 4 are calculated as follows:

for lines 11 to 18 values in columns 2+3-1;
for lines 21 to 29 and lines 41 to 42 values in columns 1+2-3;
for line 19, lines 31 to 39 and lines 51 to 52 values in columns 3-1.

3. Amounts shown at lines 11 to 13, lines 15 to 17 and lines 31 and 32 must exclude amounts in respect of
claims management costs.



Total (11 to 22)

Form 23

Prior accident years

Reconciliation

29

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

Accident year ended

Month Year

Claims paid
(net) during
the accident

year

Claims
outstanding

(net) as at end
of the accident

year

Total claims
paid (net)

since the end
of the accident
year, but prior

to this
financial year

Claims paid
(net) during
this financial

year

Claims outstanding carried
forward

Claims outstanding brought
forward

Reported (net) Incurred but
not reported

(net)

Reported (net) Incurred but
not reported

(net)

Balance on
each accident

year
(4+5+6-7-8)

Deduction for
discounting
from claims
outstanding

carried
forward

(net)

Earned
premiums

(net)

Deterioration/
(surplus) of

original
reserve

%

Claims ratio
%

Units
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Accounting
class

R23 £000

Period ended
day       month        year

1 10 11 12 1398765432

General insurance business (accident year accounting) : Analysis of net claims and premiums

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Accounting class
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Instructions for completion of Form 23

1. All figures are to be shown net of the reinsurers' share.

2. The accident years shown at lines 11 to 20 must correspond to the financial year in question and the
nine previous financial years respectively.

3. Columns 1 to 9 must be shown before deduction for discounting.

4. All amounts shown must exclude claims management costs.

5. The percentage shown at column 12 must be the ratio of the columns 3+4+5+6-2 to column 2.

6. The percentage shown at column 13 must be the ratio of columns 1+3+4+5+6 to column 11.

7. 23.29.5 + 23.29.6 = 22.13.3 + 22.17.3; 23.29.7 + 23.29.8 = 22.13.1;
23.29.10 = 22.31.3 - 22.32.3; and 23.29.4 = 22.13.2 + 22.17.2.

8. [deleted]

9. Columns 1, 11 and 13 need not be completed in respect of accident years ended before 23 December
1994.

10. The percentages shown at columns 12 and 13 must be expressed as percentages to one place of
decimals.

11. Insurance business reported on any Form 33 may be reported on this Form at line 22 and not lines 11
to 21.



Form 24

Gross amount 11

Net
operating
expenses

Undiscounted

Adjustment for
discounting

Undiscounted

Adjustment for
discounting

Premiums
written

Claims
paid

Reinsurers' share

Net (11-12)

Gross amount

Reinsurers' share

Net (21-22)

Claims management costs

Commissions

Other acquisition expenses

Administrative expenses

Increase (decrease) in the
financial year (53-54-51+52)

Balance on each underwriting year
(19-29-39-49-59)

Reinsurers' commissions and
profit participations

Payable net (41+42+43-44)

Technical
provisions

Brought
forward

Carried
forward

69

59

54

53

52

51

49

44

43

42

41

39

29

22

21

19

12

Accounting
class

Underwriting year ended Total
all previous

columns

Prior
underwriting

years

99       9929       29

MM MM MM MM MM MMMMMM MM MMYY YY YY YY YY YY YY YY YY YY

Units
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM

R24 £000

Period ended
day       month        year

General insurance business (underwriting year accounting) : Analysis of premiums, claims and expenses

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Accounting class
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Instructions for completion of Form 24

1. The underwriting years shown between the columns headed "29  29" and "99  99" must correspond (in
reverse order) to the financial year in question and the nine previous financial years respectively.

 
2. Amounts shown in lines 21 to 29 must exclude claims management costs.
 
3.  For accounting classes 1 to 8 and 10, amounts in respect of underwriting years ended before 23

December 1993 may be included in the prior underwriting years column.
 
4. The amounts shown at lines 51 to 54 must exclude equalisation provisions.
 
5. The amounts shown at lines 11 to 49 must be amounts payable or receivable during the financial year

in question.



Gross amount

Total (21+22+23-24+25)

Other technical provisions (particulars
to be specified by way of
supplementary note)

Deferred acquisition costs

Provision for unexpired risks

Provision for unearned premiums

Claims outstanding
(11-12+13-14+15-16+17-18+19+20)

Balance of the fund

Allocation to/(from) another
accounting class of anticipated surplus

Claims management
costs

Reinsurers' share

Gross amount

Claims management costs

Reinsurers' share

Gross amount

Reinsurers' share 12

29

25

24

23

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

Reported claims
outstanding

Claims incurred
but not reported

Adjustment for
discounting

Form 25

11

Units
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Accounting
class

R25 £000

Period ended
day       month        year

Total
all previous

columns

Prior
underwriting

years

99       9929       29

MM MM MM MM MM MMMMMM MM MMYY YY YY YY YY YY YY YY YY YYUnderwriting year ended

General insurance business (underwriting year accounting) : Analysis of technical provisions

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Accounting class
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Instructions for the completion of Form 25

1. The underwriting years shown between the columns headed "29  29" and "99  99" must correspond (in
reverse order) to the financial year in question and the nine previous financial years, respectively.

2. Lines 11 to 15, 19 to 21 and 29 must be completed for open years and lines 11 to 18 and 21 to 29 for
closed years.

3. Line 29 must equal line 53 less 54 on Form 24.

4. Lines 11 to 15 must be shown before adjustment for discounting.

5. Lines 11 to 14, 16 and 17 must exclude claims management costs.

6. For accounting classes 1 to 8 and 10, amounts in respect of financial years ended before 23 December
1993 may be included in the prior underwriting years column.

7. Amounts may only be included at line 19 in so far as they arise from the offset of anticipated surpluses
and deficits on insurance business managed together as defined by paragraph 25 of Appendix 9.2.
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Total (11 to 22)

Prior accident years

Reconciliation

29

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

Form 26

Accident year ended

Month Year

1 10 11 12 1398765432

Accounting class

Currency

Claims paid
(net) during
the accident

year

Claims
outstanding

(net) as at end
of the accident

year

Total claims
paid (net)

since the end
of the accident
year but prior

to this
financial year

Claims paid
(net) during
this financial

year

Claims outstanding carried
forward

Claims outstanding brought
forward

Reported (net) Incurred but
not reported

(net)

Reported (net) Incurred but
not reported

(net)

Balance for
each accident

year
(4+5+6-7-8)

Earned
premiums

(net)

Deterioration/
(surplus) of

original
reserve

%

Claims ratio
%

Monetary
units

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Currency

R26

Period ended
day       month        year

Accounting
class

Business
category

Deduction for
discounting
from claims
outstanding

carried
forward

(net)

General insurance business (accident year accounting) : Analysis of net claims and premiums by category for treaty reinsurance

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Category



Form 26
(continuation sheet)

Accident year ended

Month Year

1 10 11 12 1398765432

Accounting class

Currency

Claims paid
(net) during
the accident

year

Claims
outstanding

(net) as at end
of the accident

year

Total claims
paid (net)

since the end
of the accident
year but prior

to this
financial year

Claims paid
(net) during
this financial

year

Claims outstanding carried
forward

Claims outstanding brought
forward

Reported (net) Incurred but
not reported

(net)

Reported (net) Incurred but
not reported

(net)

Balance for
each accident

year
(4+5+6-7-8)

Earned
premiums

(net)

Deterioration/
(surplus) of

original
reserve

%

Claims ratio
%

Monetary
units

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Currency

R26

Period ended
day       month        year

Accounting
class

Business
category

Deduction for
discounting
from claims
outstanding

carried
forward

(net)

General insurance business (accident year accounting) : Analysis of net claims and premiums by category for treaty reinsurance

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Category
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Instructions for completion of Form 26

1. All figures are to be shown net of the reinsurers' share.

2. The accident years shown at lines 11 to 20 must correspond to the financial year in question and the
nine previous financial years respectively.

3. Columns 1 to 9 must be shown before deduction for discounting.

4. All amounts shown must exclude claims management costs.

5. The percentage shown at column 12 must be the ratio of the columns 3+4+5+6-2 to column 2.

6. The percentage shown at column 13 must be the ratio of columns 1+3+4+5+6 to column 11.

7. The aggregate of the sterling equivalent of an entry on Form 26 for all business categories within an
accounting class must equal the corresponding entry on Form 23 for that accounting class.

8. The percentages shown at columns 12 and 13 must be expressed as percentages to one place of
decimals.

9. The amounts shown in line 21 must be analysed on continuation sheets by accident year.

10. The box marked "Business category" must be completed by inserting one of the letters "a" to "h"
according to which of the sub-paragraphs of rule 9.16(1) describes the business category to which the
Form relates.



Total (11 to 22)

Prior accident years

Reconciliation

29

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

Form 27

Accident year ended

Month Year

1 10 11 12 1398765432

Accounting class

Currency

Claims paid
(gross) during
the accident

year

Claims
outstanding
(gross) as at
end of the

accident year

Total claims
paid (gross)

since the end
of the accident
year but prior

to this
financial year

Claims paid
(gross) during
this financial

year

Claims outstanding carried
forward

Claims outstanding brought
forward

Reported
(gross)

Incurred but
not reported

(gross)

Reported
(gross)

Incurred but
not reported

(gross)

Balance for
each accident

year
(4+5+6-7-8)

Earned
premiums

(gross)

Deterioration/
(surplus) of

original
reserve

%

Claims ratio
%

Monetary
units

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Currency

R27

Period ended
day       month        year

Accounting
class

Business
category

Deduction for
discounting
from claims
outstanding

carried
forward
(gross)

General insurance business (accident year accounting) : Analysis of gross claims and premiums by category for treaty reinsurance

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Category



Form 27
(continuation sheet)

Accident year ended

Month Year

1 10 11 12 1398765432

Accounting class

Currency

Claims paid
(gross) during
the accident

year

Claims
outstanding
(gross) as at
end of the

accident year

Total claims
paid (gross)

since the end
of the accident
year but prior

to this
financial year

Claims paid
(gross) during
this financial

year

Claims outstanding carried
forward

Claims outstanding brought
forward

Reported
(gross)

Incurred but
not reported

(gross)

Reported
(gross)

Incurred but
not reported

(gross)

Balance for
each accident

year
(4+5+6-7-8)

Earned
premiums

(gross)

Deterioration/
(surplus) of

original
reserve

%

Claims ratio
%

Monetary
units

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Currency

R27

Period ended
day       month        year

Accounting
class

Business
category

Deduction for
discounting
from claims
outstanding

carried
forward
(gross)

General insurance business (accident year accounting) : Analysis of gross claims and premiums by category for treaty reinsurance

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Category
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Instructions for completion of Form 27

1. All figures must be shown gross of the reinsurers' share.

2. The accident years shown at lines 11 to 20 must correspond to the financial year in question and the
nine previous financial years respectively.

3. Columns 1 to 9 are to be shown before deduction for discounting.

4. All amounts shown must exclude claims management costs.

5. The percentage shown at column 12 must be the ratio of the columns 3+4+5+6-2 to column 2.

6. The percentage shown at column 13 must be the ratio of columns 1+3+4+5+6 to column 11.

7.  27.29.5+27.29.6 = 22.11.3+22.15.3; 27.29.7+27.29.8 = 22.11.1;
    27.29.10 = 22.31.3; and 27.29.4 = 22.11.2+22.15.2.

8. The percentages shown at columns 12 and 13 must be expressed as percentages to one place of
decimals.

9. The amounts shown in line 21 must be analysed on continuation sheets by accident year.

10. The box marked "Business category" must be completed by inserting one of the letters "a" to "h"
according to which of the sub-paragraphs of rule 9.16(1) describes the business category to which the
Form relates.



Form 28

Accounting class

Currency

Monetary
units

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Currency

R28

Period ended
day       month        year

Accounting
class

Business
category

MM MM MM MM MM MMMMMM MM MMYY YY YY YY YY YY YY YY YY YYUnderwriting year ended

Net
operating
expenses

Undiscounted

Adjustment for
discounting

Undiscounted

Adjustment for
discounting

Premium
s written

Claims
paid

Reinsurers' share

Net (11-12)

Gross amount

Reinsurers' share

Net (21-22)

Claims management costs

Commissions

Other acquisition expenses

Administrative expenses

Increase (decrease) in the
financial year (53-54-51+52)

Balance on each financial year
(19-29-39-49-59)

Reinsurers' commissions and
profit participations

Payable net (41+42+43-44)

Technical
provision
s

Brought
forward

Carried
forward

69

59

54

53

52

51

49

44

43

42

41

39

29

22

21

19

12

Gross amount 11

Prior
underwriting

years

29       29

Total
all previous

columns

99       99

General insurance business (underwriting year accounting) : Analysis of premiums, claims and expenses by category for treaty reinsurance

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Category



Form 28
(continuation sheet)

Accounting class

Currency

Monetary
units

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Currency

R28

Period ended
day       month        year

Accounting
class

Business
category

MM MM MM MM MM MMMMMM MM MMYY YY YY YY YY YY YY YY YY YYUnderwriting year ended

Net
operating
expenses

Undiscounted

Adjustment for
discounting

Undiscounted

Adjustment for
discounting

Premium
s written

Claims
paid

Reinsurers' share

Net (11-12)

Gross amount

Reinsurers' share

Net (21-22)

Claims management costs

Commissions

Other acquisition expenses

Administrative expenses

Increase (decrease) in the
financial year (53-54-51+52)

Balance on each financial year
(19-29-39-49-59)

Reinsurers' commissions and
profit participations

Payable net (41+42+43-44)

Technical
provision
s

Brought
forward

Carried
forward

69

59

54

53

52

51

49

44

43

42

41

39

29

22

21

19

12

Gross amount 11

MM YYMM YY

General insurance business (underwriting year accounting) : Analysis of premiums, claims and expenses by category for treaty reinsurance

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Category
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Instructions for completion of Form 28

1. The underwriting years shown between the columns headed "29  29" and "99  99" must correspond (in
reverse order) to the financial year in question and the nine previous financial years.

 
2. Amounts shown in lines 21 to 29 must exclude claims management costs.
 
3. The amounts shown at lines 51 to 54 must exclude equalisation provisions.
 
4. For accounting class 10 (other than business categories (c) and (d) and such other categories as have

been reported previously on Form 29) amounts in respect of underwriting years ended before 23
December 1993 may be included in the prior underwriting years column and (if so) instruction 5 must
not apply to such amounts.

 
5. The amounts shown in the first column must be analysed on continuation sheets by underwriting year

(although amounts in respect of underwriting years beginning prior to 1 January 1983 may be shown in
aggregate).

 
6. The box marked "Business category" must be completed by inserting one of the letters "a" to "h"

according to which of the sub-paragraphs of rule 9.16(1) describes the business category to which the
Form relates.

 
7. The amounts shown at lines 11 to 49 must be amounts payable or receivable during the financial year

in question.



Claims management
costs

Total (21+22+23-24+25)

Other technical provisions (particulars
to be specified by way of
supplementary note)

Deferred acquisition costs

Provision for unexpired risks

Provision for unearned premiums

Claims outstanding
(11-12+13-14+15-16+17-18+19+20)

Balance of the fund

Claims management costs

Reported claims
outstanding

Claims incurred
but not reported

Adjustment for
discounting

Gross amount

Allocation to/(from) another category or
accounting class of anticipated surplus

Reinsurers' share

Gross amount

Reinsurers' share

Gross amount

Reinsurers' share

29

25

24

23

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

Form 29

11

Accounting class

Currency

Monetary
units

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Currency

R29

Period ended
day       month        year

Accounting
class

Business
category

Total
all previous

columns

Prior
underwriting

years

99       9929       29

MM MM MM MM MM MMMMMM MM MMYY YY YY YY YY YY YY YY YY YYUnderwriting year ended

General insurance business (underwriting year accounting) : Analysis of technical provisions by category for treaty reinsurance

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Category



Claims management
costs

Total (21+22+23-24+25)

Other technical provisions (particulars
to be specified by way of
supplementary note)

Deferred acquisition costs

Provision for unexpired risks

Provision for unearned premiums

Claims outstanding
(11-12+13-14+15-16+17-18+19+20)

Balance of the fund

Claims management costs

Reported claims
outstanding

Claims incurred
but not reported

Adjustment for
discounting

Gross amount

Allocation to/(from) another category or
accounting class of anticipated surplus

Reinsurers' share

Gross amount

Reinsurers' share

Gross amount

Reinsurers' share

29

25

24

23

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

Form 29
(continuation sheet)

11

Accounting class

Currency

Monetary
units

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Currency

R29

Period ended
day       month        year

Accounting
class

Business
category

MM MM MM MM MM MMMMMM MM MMYY YY YY YY YY YY YY YY YY YYUnderwriting year ended MM YYMM YY

General insurance business (underwriting year accounting) : Analysis of technical provisions by category for treaty reinsurance

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Category
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Instructions for completion of Form 29

1. The underwriting years shown between the columns headed "29  29" and "99  99" must correspond (in
reverse order) to the financial year in question and the nine previous financial years, respectively.

2. Lines 11 to 15, 19 to 21 and 29 must be completed for open years and lines 11 to 18 and 21 to 29 for
closed years.

3. Line 29 equals line 53 less 54 on Form 28.

4. Lines 11 to 15 must be shown  before adjustment for discounting.

5. Lines 11 to 14, 16 and 17 must exclude claims management costs.

6. For accounting class 10 (other than business categories (c) and (d) and such other categories as have
been reported previously on Form 29) amounts in respect of underwriting years ended before 23
December 1993 may be included in the prior underwriting years column and (if so) instruction 7 must
not apply to such amounts.

7. The amounts shown in the first column must be analysed on continuation sheets by underwriting year
(although amounts in respect of underwriting years beginning prior to 1 January 1983 may be shown in
aggregate).

8. The box marked "Business category" must be completed by inserting one of the letters "a" to "h"
according to which of the sub-paragraphs of rule 9.16(1) describes the business category to which the
Form relates.

9. Amounts may only be included at line 19 in so far as they arise from the offset of anticipated surpluses
and deficits on business managed together (as defined by paragraph 25 of Appendix 9.2).



Major currencies

Total
admissible
assets as
shown on
Form 13

Expected
income from

assets included
in column 2

Yield
%

Technical
provisions

Before
deduction for
discounting

LowestHighestDeduction for
discounting

Provision for outstanding
claims being discounted

Rates of interest at which the
provision is being discounted

1 10976543

Unwind in the
discount in the
next financial

year

8

Form 30
(Sheet 1)

Total

Other currencies

General insurance business : Expected income and yield from admissible assets covering discounted provisions

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Average
rate

11

Country
code

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

29

21

20

19

Admissible assets
hypothecated to

cover the provision
for outstanding
claims being
discounted

2

Period ended
day       month        year

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM

R30

Units

£000



Other

Approved securities

Producing income

Loans secured by mortgages

Equity shares and holdings in collective investment schemes

Other

Approved securities

Total

Not producing income

Land and buildings

Form 30
(Sheet 2)

Type of asset

Value of
admissible assets

as shown on
Form 13

Expected income
from assets
included in
column 2

Yield
%

1 43

Fixed interest securities

Variable interest and variable yield
securities (excluding items shown at line
36)

All other assets

General insurance business : Expected income and yield from admissible assets covering discounted provisions

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Period ended
day       month        year

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM

R30

Units

£000

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

49

39

Admissible assets
hypothecated to cover

the provision for
outstanding claims
being discounted

2
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Instructions for completion of Form 30

1. The entry at-

30.31.1 must equal 13.11.1
30.32.1 must equal 13.45.1 + the appropriate part of 13.84.1
30.33.1 must equal 13.46.1 + the appropriate part of 13.84.1
30.34.1 must equal 13.47.1 + the appropriate part of 13.84.1
30.35.1 must equal 13.42.1 +13.48.1 + the appropriate part of 13.84.1
30.36.1 must equal 13.41.1 +13.43.1
30.37.1 must equal 13.50.1 + the appropriate part of 13.84.1
30.49.1 must equal 13.87.1 +13.89.1 - 13.60.1 - 13.61.1 - 13.62.1 - 13.63.1 Ð
13.85.1.

2. The hypothecated assets shown in column 2 must not be less than (but need not equal) the provision for
outstanding claims being discounted (column 6 less column 7 on sheet 1). Where specific assets are not
hypothecated to cover the provision for outstanding claims being discounted, column 2 equals column 1.

3. The income in column 3 must be the amounts before deduction of tax which would be received in the
next financial year on the assumption that-

(i) the assets are held throughout that year, and

(ii) the factors which affect income remain unchanged but account is to be taken of any changes in
those factors known to have occurred.

4. The yield in column 4 must be-

(i) for securities with a redemption value, the rate of interest which, when used to obtain a
present value of expected future income or capital payments, gives the current asset value, and

(ii) for all other assets the ratio of the income included in column 3 to the value included in
column 2,

or where appropriate an average of the above weighted by reference to the values included in column 2.

5. The methods and assumptions used in determining the yield in accordance with must be stated by way
of supplementary note to this Form.

6. Where a particular asset is required to be taken into account only to a specified extent by the
application of admissibility limits, the expected income and capital payments from that asset must be
included only to the same extent.

7. The treatment of expected income payments from any asset where such payment is in default must be
stated by way of supplementary note to this Form.

8. In column 8 "Unwind in discount in the next financial year" refers to the expected reduction in the
deduction for the discounting between-

(i) that shown at the end of the financial year in question, and
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(ii) that expected to be shown at the end of the next financial year but in respect of claims
incurred prior to the end of the financial year in question.

9. Columns 4 and 9 to 11 must be expressed as a percentage to one place of decimals.

10. In the above instructions, income excludes capital gains or losses or value adjustments.

11. The discount rate in column 11 must be the average rate of interest at which the provisions are being
discounted, weighted by the provisions contained in column 6.

12. The references in the Form to Òoutstanding claimsÓ and Òtechnical provisionsÓ are to those amounts net of
reinsurance



Line 29 expressed in
sterling

Prior accident years

Total (11 to 21)

30

29

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

Form 31

Accident year ended

Month Year

Gross claims outstanding carried
forward

Gross claims outstanding
brought forward

Reported Incurred but
not reported

Balance for
each accident

year
(4+5+6-7-8)

Gross earned
premiums

Claims ratio
%

1 10 1198765432

Reported Incurred but
not reported

Gross claims paidNumber of claims

In previous
financial years

In this financial
year

Reported
claims

outstanding

Closed at
some cost

during this or
previous

financial years

Accounting class

Currency

R31

Monetary
units

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM CountryPeriod ended
day       month        year

Accounting
class

General insurance business (accident year accounting) : Analysis of gross claims and premiums by risk group for direct insurance and facultative reinsurance

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Risk group



Form 31
(continuation sheet)

Accident year ended

Month Year

Gross claims outstanding carried
forward

Gross claims outstanding
brought forward

Reported Incurred but
not reported

Balance for
each accident

year
(4+5+6-7-8)

Gross earned
premiums

Claims ratio
%

1 10 1198765432

Reported Incurred but
not reported

Gross claims paidNumber of claims

In previous
financial years

In this financial
year

Reported
claims

outstanding

Closed at
some cost

during this or
previous

financial years

Accounting class : Third-party liability

Currency

R31

Monetary
units

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM CountryPeriod ended
day       month        year

Accounting
class

7

General insurance business (accident year accounting) : Analysis of gross claims and premiums by risk group for direct insurance and facultative reinsurance

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Risk group
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Instructions for completion of Form 31

1. All figures must be shown gross of the reinsurers' share and before any deduction for discounting.

2. The accident years at lines 11 to 20 must correspond to the financial year in question and the nine
previous financial years respectively.

3. All amounts shown must exclude claims management costs.

4. The percentage shown at column 11 is the ratio of the sum of columns 3 to 6 to column 10.

5. Columns 10 and 11 need not be completed in respect of accident years ended before 23 December 1994.

6. The percentages shown at column 11 must be expressed as percentages to one place of decimals.

7. For risk groups falling in accounting class 7, the amounts shown in line 21 must be analysed by accident
year on continuation sheets.

8. Columns 1 and 2 need not be completed in respect of accounting classes 3, 4 and 5.



Line 29 expressed in
sterling

Prior accident years

Total (11 to 21)

30

29

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

Accident year ended

Month Year

Closed at
some cost
during this
or previous

years

Reported
claims

outstanding

Gross claims outstanding
carried forward

Gross claims outstanding
brought forward

Reported Incurred but
not reported

Reported Incurred but
not reported

Balance on
each

accident
year

(4+5+6-7-8)

Gross
earned

premiums

Vehicle
years

(000's)

Claims ratio
%

1 10 11 12 1398765432

Form 32

Currency

Number of claims Gross claims paid

In previous
financial

years

In this
financial

year

Claims
frequency

%

Country

R32

Monetary
units

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

General insurance business (accident year accounting) : Analysis of gross claims and premiums for motor vehicle direct insurance and facultative reinsurance

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Risk group
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Instructions for completion of Form 32

1. All figures must be shown gross of the reinsurers' share and before any deduction for discounting.
 
2. The accident years at lines 11 to 20 must correspond to the financial year in question and the nine previous

financial years respectively.
 
3. All amounts shown must exclude claims management costs.
 
4. The percentage shown at column 11 must be the ratio of the sum of columns 3 to 6 to column 10.
 
5. Columns 10 to 13 need not be completed in respect of accident years ended before 23 December 1994.
 
6. The number of vehicle years insured in any accident year is the aggregate of the product for each contract

of insurance of the period (being the period during that accident year when the contract was in force) and
the number of vehicles insured under the contract. Figures are to be rounded to the nearest thousand-
vehicle years only after aggregating component figures.

 
7. The percentage shown at column 13 must be the ratio of the sum of columns 1 and 2 to the product of 1000

and column 12.

8. The percentages shown at columns 11 and 13 must be expressed as percentages to one place of decimals.
 



Form 33

Miscellaneous and pecuniary loss

Accident and health

Motor

Aviation

Marine

Transport

Property

Third party liability

Accounting class

Reported

Balance for this
financial year
(1+2+3-4-5)

Gross earned
premiums

7654321

Incurred but not
reported

Reported Incurred but not
reported

Claims paid in this
financial year Gross claims outstanding carried forward Gross claims outstanding brought forward

R33

Units
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

11

14

12

13

15

18

17

16

General insurance business (accident year accounting) : Reconciliation of gross claims and premiums for direct insurance and facultative reinsurance

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

£000
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Instructions for completion of Form 33

1. All figures must be shown gross of the reinsurers' share and before any deduction for discounting.
 
2. All amounts shown must exclude claims management costs.
 
3. Only business accounted on an accident year basis but not reported on Forms 31 or 32 is to be included

on this Form.
 
4. ÒGross earned premiumsÓ refers to all amounts reported in column 1 of lines 11 to 19 of Form 20, but

only to the extent such premiums have not been reported in Forms 31 or 32.



Line 29 expressed in
sterling

Prior underwriting years

Total (11 to 21)

30

29

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

Form 34

Underwriting year
ended

Month Year

Reported

Balance on each
underwriting year

(2+3+4-5-6)

Gross premiums
written

1 98765432

Incurred but not
reported

Gross claims paid

Reported Incurred but not
reported

In this financial
year

In previous
financial years

Gross claims outstanding carried
forward

Gross claims outstanding brought
forward

Claims ratio
%

Accounting class

Currency

R34

Monetary
units

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM CountryPeriod ended
day       month        year

Accounting
class

General insurance business (underwriting year accounting) : Analysis of gross claims and premiums by risk group for direct insurance and facultative reinsurance

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Risk group



Form 34
(continuation sheet)

Underwriting year
ended

Month Year

Reported

Balance on each
underwriting year

(2+3+4-5-6)

Gross premiums
written

1 98765432

Incurred but not
reported

Gross claims paid

Reported Incurred but not
reported

In this financial
year

In previous
financial years

Gross claims outstanding carried
forward

Gross claims outstanding brought
forward

Claims ratio
%

Accounting class : Third-party liability

Currency

R34

Monetary
units

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM CountryPeriod ended
day       month        year

Accounting
class

7

General insurance business (underwriting year accounting) : Analysis of gross claims and premiums by risk group for direct insurance and facultative reinsurance

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Risk group
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Instructions for completion of Form 34

1. All figures must be shown gross of the reinsurers' share and before any deduction for discounting.
 
2. The underwriting years at lines 11 to 20 must correspond to the financial year in question and the nine

previous financial years respectively.
 
3. All amounts shown must exclude claims management costs.
 
4. The percentage shown at column 9 must be the ratio of the sum of columns 1 to 4 to column 8.
 
5. Columns 8 and 9 need not be completed in respect of financial years ended before 23 December 1994.
 
6. The percentages shown at column 9 must be expressed as percentages to one place of decimals.
 
7. For risk groups falling in accounting class 7, the amounts shown in line 21 must be analysed by

underwriting year on continuation sheets.



Form 35

Miscellaneous and pecuniary loss

Accident and health

Motor

Aviation

Marine

Transport

Property

Third party liability

Accounting class

Reported

Balance for this
financial year
(1+2+3-4-5)

Gross written
premiums

7654321

Incurred but not
reported

Reported Incurred but not
reported

Gross claims paid in
this financial year Gross claims outstanding carried forward Gross claims outstanding brought forward

R35

Units
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

11

14

12

13

15

18

17

16

General insurance business (underwriting year accounting) : Reconciliation of gross claims and premiums for direct insurance and facultative reinsurance

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

£000
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Instructions for completion of Form 35

1. All figures must be shown gross of the reinsurers' share and before any deduction for discounting.
 
2. All amounts shown must exclude claims management costs.
 
3. Only business accounted on an underwriting year basis but not reported on Form 34 must be included

on this Form.
 
4. ÒGross written premiumsÓ refers to all amounts reported in column 99-99 of line 11 of Form 24, but

only to the extent such premiums have not been reported in Form 34.



Form 36

Name of country
No. of units to £

sterling
Country code

R36

Company
registration
number

Period ended
day       month        yearGL/UK/CM

Currency rates

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended
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Instructions for completion of Form 36

1. Where any of Forms 26 to 29 or 31, 32 or 34 contains a figure in a currency other than sterling the rate
of conversion of those figures into sterling must be stated in column 1 to this Form.

 
2. Where the rate of conversion differs according to whether it applies to income and expenditure items,

or asset and liability items, the former rate must be used.



Excess of provisional transfer out over fund available

Excess, if any, of 26 over 13

Provisional amount carried forward (21+22-24+25)

27

Transfer in/(out) for financial year (28-21)

Equalisation provision carried forward (26-27) 28

29

Equalisation provision brought forward

Provisional transfers out

Total abnormal loss

Transfers in

Net premiums written in the current year

Maximum provision

Total net premiums written in the previous 4 years

24

21

13

12

11

Form 37

Calculation of the maximum provision

Business
group A

(property)

1

Business
group C

(marine and
aviation)

3

Business
group D
(nuclear)

4

Business
group E

(non-
proportional

treaty)
5

All business
groups

6

Credit
insurance
business

7

Business
group B

(business
interruption)

2

Calculation of the transfer to/from the provision

22

23

Units
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM

R37 £000

Period ended
day       month        year

25

26

Equalisation provisions

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended
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Instructions for completion of Form 37

1. Lines 11 & 12, columns 1 to 5, must include net written premium from the Form 21 (accident year
insurance business) and/or Form 24 (underwriting year insurance business) that in whole or in part
covers each business group.

2. Only premium for financial years covered by the scheme may be included in lines 11 & 12, columns 1
to 5 (see Appendix 6.1, Part 111).  Adjustments in respect of prior years must be included at line 12.

3. Any insurance business that has been transferred must be excluded from lines 11 & 12, columns 1 to 5
(see rules 6.8 and 6.9).

4. Line 13, columns 1 to 5 must show the maximum provision for each business group calculated in
accordance with Appendix 6.1. If insurance business in a group has been written for less than 5 years,
the average of the qualifying years must be used.

5. If all rights and obligations in a business group have been transferred, line 13 columns 1 to 5 must be
left blank at the appropriate column.

6. Line 22, columns 1 to 5 must be calculated by multiplying the figure at line 12 for each business group
by the % in paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Appendix 6.1.

7. Line 23 must be, for each business group, the total of abnormal losses, if any, brought forward from
Forms 38 and 39, line 19. These must be entered in the same columns as they were on Forms 38 and
39.

8. The transfer out for each business group at line 24, columns 1 to 5 must not exceed the line 13
maximum provision for that group.

9. The sum of columns 1 to 5 of lines 13, 22 and 24 must be entered in column 6 of the relevant line.

10. In the first year of the scheme, line 21 column 6 must be left blank. In subsequent years this figure
must be brought forward from the previous year's figure (normally the figure at Form 15, line 15). Only
equalisation provisions required by the Equalisation Reserves Rules may be included.

11. The calculations for lines 25 to 29, column 6 must be carried out and the net transfer in or out for the
year must be entered at Form 16, line 12, and the provision carried forward entered at Form 15, line 15.

12. Line 13, column 7 must be 150% of the highest annual amount of net premiums written in the last 5
years.

13. Line 21, column 7 must equal the statutory credit equalisation provision, if any, brought forward from
the previous year at Form 15, line 14.

14. Line 22, column 7 must be 75% of the technical surplus, if any, brought forward from Forms 38 and/or
39, line 29, subject to a limit of 12% of line 12.

15. Line 24, column 7 must equal the technical deficit, if any, brought forward from Forms 38 and/or 39,
line 29.
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16. The calculations for lines 25 to 29, column 7 must be carried out and the net transfer in or out for the
year must be entered at Form 16, line 12, and the provision carried forward entered at Form 15, line 14.



111

Abnormal loss

Claims incurred net of reinsurance

Trigger claims value

Net premiums earned

Other than credit business

13

12

11

Form 38

Business group A
(property)

1

Business group C
(marine and

aviation)

3

Business group D
(nuclear)

4

Business group E
(non-proportional

treaty)

5

Business group B
(business

interruption)

2

Credit business

Units

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM

R38 £000

Period ended
day       month        year

19

Trigger claims ratio 72.5% 72.5% 100%25%95%

Net premiums earned

Technical surplus/(deficit) (21-22-23-24)

Net operating expenditure

Claims management costs

Claims incurred net of reinsurance

21

22

23

24

29

Equalisation provisions technical account : Accident year accounting

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended
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Instructions for completion of Form 38

1. Apart from credit insurance business, any insurance business transferred to an insurer by novation or
under Part VII of the Act (or the 1982 Act) must be accounted for in accordance with rule 6.9.

2. The entries at line 11 must be derived from Form 21, that in whole or in part covers the business group,
at line 11, column 5 and line 19, column 5.

3. The entries at line 12 must be derived from Form 22, that in whole or part covers the business group, at
line 13 and 17, column 4.

4. The entries at line 13 must be line 11 (or nil if line 11 is negative) multiplied by the trigger claims ratio
for the business group.

5. For each business group the entry at line 19 must be the amount, if any, by which the entry at line 12
for that business group exceeds the entry at line 13. If the entry at line 12 does not exceed the entry at
line 13, line 19 must be left blank.

6. The entry at line 21 must be derived from Form 21 for accounting class 8, at line 11, column 5 and line
19, column 5, to include only insurance business in general insurance business class 14.

7. The entry at line 22 must be derived from Form 22 for accounting class 8, at lines 13 and 17, column 4,
to include only insurance business in general insurance business class 14.

8. The entry at line 23 must be derived from Form 22 for accounting class 8, at lines 14 and 18, column 4,
to include only insurance business in general insurance business class 14.

9. The entry at line 24 must be derived from Form 22 for accounting class 8, at lines 19 and 29, column 4,
to include only insurance business in general insurance business class 14.



Abnormal loss

Claims net of reinsurance

Trigger claims value

Net premiums written

Other than credit business

13

12

11

Form 39

Business group A
(property)

1

Business group C
(marine and

aviation)

3

Business group D
(nuclear)

4

Business group E
(non-proportional

treaty)

5

Business group B
(business

interruption)

2

Credit business

Units
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM

R39 £000

Period ended
day       month        year

19

Trigger claims ratio 72.5% 72.5% 100%25%95%

Net premiums written

Technical surplus/(deficit) (21-22-23-24)

Net operating expenditure

Claims management costs

Claims net of reinsurance

21

22

23

24

29

Equalisation provisions technical account : Underwriting year accounting

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended
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Instructions for completion of Form 39

1. Apart from credit insurance business, any insurance business transferred to an insurer by novation or
under Part VII of the Act (or the 1982 Act) must be accounted for in accordance with rule 6.9.

2. The entries at line 11 must be derived from Form 24, that in whole or in part covers the business group,
at line 19, column 99-99.

3. The entries at line 12 must be derived from column 99-99 of Forms 24 and 24, that in whole or part
covers the business group, as follows:

line 29 on Form 24 plus line 29 less line 15 less line 24 on Form 25 less line 29 plus line 15 plus line
24 on Form 25 for the preceding financial year.

4. The entries at line 13 must be line 11 (or nil if line 11 is negative) multiplied by the trigger claims ratio
for the business group.

5. For each business group the entry at line 19 must be the amount, if any, by which the entry at line 12
for that business group exceeds the entry at line 13. If the entry at line 12 does not exceed the entry at
line 13, line 19 must be left blank.

6. The entry at line 21 must be derived from Form 24 for accounting class 8, at line 19, column 99-99, to
include only insurance business in general insurance business class 14.

7. The entry at line 22 must be derived from Form 24 for accounting class 8, at line 29, column 99-99,
plus line 53, column 99-99 less line 51, column 99-99, to include only insurance business in general
insurance business class 14.

8. The entry at line 23 must be derived from Form 24 for accounting class 8, at line 39, column 99-99, to
include only insurance business in general insurance business class 14.

9. The entry at line 24 must be derived from Form 24 for accounting class 8, at line 49 column 99-99, to
include only insurance business in general insurance business class 14.
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APPENDIX 9.3 (rule 9.14 and 9.23)

LONG-TERM INSURANCE BUSINESS
REVENUE ACCOUNT AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
(FORMS 40 TO 45)
________________________

1. All the Forms included in the part of the return to which this Appendix relates
(Forms 40 to 45) are to be laid out as shown in this Appendix, except that the
instructions to Forms need not be reproduced.

2. The provisions of paragraph 1(2) and paragraphs 3 to 7 of Appendix 9.1 must,
unless otherwise provided, also apply for the purposes of this Appendix.  All
amounts must be shown in sterling to the nearer £1,000 except valuation unit
prices which must be shown to the same level as required under Appendix
9.4. Percentages must be shown to two decimal places.

3. For the purposes of this Appendix, a contract is to be regarded as a U K
contract if, in the case of direct or facultative reinsurance accepted, the
contract was effected in the United Kingdom or if, in the case of a reinsurance
treaty, the cedant was a insurer having its head office in the United Kingdom
or was a member of the Society; and overseas contracts is to be construed
accordingly.

4. (1) Where a insurer maintains more than one long-term insurance business fund,
there must be stated by way of a supplementary note to Form 40 the principles
and methods applied to apportioning the investment income, increase or
decrease in the value of assets brought into account, expenses and taxation
between the different funds.

                        (2) Boxes marked 'No. of Fund/Summary' must be completed by the inclusion of a
discrete number to identify each fund or, if the Form relates to a part of the
fund, the fund of which it is part. Where there is only one fund for ordinary
long-term insurance business or for industrial assurance business, as the case
may be, the number '1' must be shown in the box marked 'No. of
Fund/Summary'. Where the Form is a summary Form, the number '99' must be
inserted in that box. Boxes marked 'No. of Part of Fund' must show a discrete
number for each part of a fund or the figure '0' if the Form is a statement of the
whole fund.
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5. Where arrangements have been made for the provision of management
services to an insurer by another company (whether an insurer or not) -

(a) the insurer  receiving the services must state, by way of a
supplementary note to Form 40; and

(b) the company (if an insurer) providing the services must state, by way
of a supplementary note to Form 40,

that the arrangements have been in force in the financial year and naming the
parties to them.

FORMS

[Forms 40 Ð 45 to follow]

_________________



Items to be shown net of reinsurance ceded

Form 40

Earned premiums

Fund carried forward (39+49)

Fund brought forward

Increase (decrease) in fund in financial year (19-29)

Total expenditure (21 to 26)

Transfer to (from) non technical account

Other expenditure

Taxation

Interest payable before deduction of tax

Expenses payable

Claims incurred

Total income (11 to 15)

Other income

Increase (decrease) in the value of linked assets

Increase (decrease) in the value of non-linked assets brought into account

Investment income receivable before deduction of tax

11

49

39

29

26

25

24

23

22

21

19

15

14

13

12

59

Previous year

2

The financial
year

1

R40 £000

OB/IB
No of
fund/
Summary

No of
part of
Fund

Units
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

Long term insurance business : Revenue account

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Ordinary insurance business/Industrial insurance business

Financial year ended

Name and number of fund/Summary
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Instructions for completion of Form 40

1. The entry at 40.11.1 must be equal to the sum of 41.19.3 and 41.29.3,
the entry at 40.21.1 must be equal to 42.59.3, and

       the entry at 40.22.1 must be equal to 41.49.3

2. Any item of income which cannot properly be allocated to lines 11, 12, 13 or 14 must be entered in line
15, and similarly, any item of expenditure which cannot properly be allocated to lines 21, 22, 23 or 24
must be entered in line 25. Particulars of such items must be specified in a supplementary note.

3. Where an insurer decides to allocate to the long-term insurance business the whole or any part of
investment income and/or net capital gains arising from assets not attributable to its long-term
insurance business, the amounts in question must be shown as a transfer in line 26 and particulars must
be specified in a supplementary note.

4. Where a transfer is made to the non-technical account, the entry at line 26 must show amounts which
have been included in line 47 of Form 58. Transfers from or to other funds must be included in line 15
or 25, with transfers to reserves associated with a transfer of contracts from one fund to another
specified in a supplementary note.

5. The entry at line 12 must exclude value re-adjustments on investments and gains on the realisation of
investments, which must be shown in lines 13 or 14 as appropriate.

6. The entry at line 11 must exclude any change in the provision for unearned premiums.

7. The entry at line 21 must exclude claims management costs, which must be included in line 22, and
any change in the provision for claims.



Management expenses in connection with
maintenance of business

Overseas contracts

UK contracts

Total expenses (41 to 45)

Other management expenses

Management expenses in connection with
acquisition of business

Other commission payable

Commission payable in connection with
acquisition of business

UK contracts

Overseas contracts

Single premium

Regular premium

Single premium

Regular premium

Single premium

Regular premium

Single premium

Regular premium

Single premium

Regular premium

Form 41

R41 £000

OB/IB
No of
fund/
Summary

No of
part of
Fund

Units
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

11

32

31

14

13

12

Payable to or
recoverable from

reinsurers
2

Gross

1

Net of
reinsurance

(1-2)
3

15

16

17

18

29

19

Life assurance
and general
annuity contracts

Pension business
contracts

Permanent health
contracts

Other contracts

Total premiums

Total premiums at
lines 19 and 29
attributable to

Earned
premiums in
the financial
year

Expenses
payable in
the financial
year

Total expenses at
line 49 attributable
to

41

42

43

44

45

49

51

52

Long term insurance business : Analysis of premiums and expenses

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Ordinary insurance business/Industrial insurance business

Financial year ended

Name and number of fund/Summary
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Instructions for completion of Form 41

1. Lines 11, 13, 15, 17 and 19 must include all single premium amounts where there is no expectation of
continuing premiums being paid at regular intervals.

2. Lines 12, 14, 16, 18 and 29 must include premiums payable at regular intervals during the policy year,
including repeated or recurrent single premiums where the level of premium is defined.



Overseas contracts

UK contracts

By way of lump sums

Total claims (41+42)

By way of periodical paymentsOther
contracts

Total pension business claims (21 to 24)

By way of lump sums

By way of lump sums on vesting

By way of vested annuity payments

On surrender or partial surrender

On death

On death

By way of lump sums on maturity

By way of annuity payments

By way of payments arising from other
insured events

On surrender or partial surrender

Total claims (19+29+39+49)

Total permanent health claims (31+32)

By way of periodical payments

Total life assurance and annuity
claims (11 to 15)

Claims incurred in the financial year

Form 42

R42 £000

OB/IB
No of
fund/
Summary

No of
part of
Fund

Units
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

11

29

14

13

12

Recoverable
from reinsurers

2

Gross

1

Net of
reinsurance

(1-2)
3

15

19

21

22

24

23

Life
assurance
and annuity
contracts

Permanent
health
contracts

Pension
business
contracts

39

32

31

49

42

41

59

Total claims at line
59 attributable to 62

61

Long term insurance business : Analysis of claims

Name of company

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Ordinary insurance business/Industrial insurance business

Financial year ended

Name and number of fund/Summary
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Instruction for completion of Form 42

In the case of industrial assurance business, claims incurred on survival in respect of periodical endowment
benefits must be shown in line 15.



Total

Form 43

R43 £000

OB/IB
No of
fund/
Summary

No of
part of
Fund

Units
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

Long term insurance business : Summarised balance sheet for internal linked funds

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Ordinary insurance business/Industrial insurance business

Financial year ended

Name and number of fund/Summary

Name of fund

1

Directly held
assets

2

Investment in
other internal

linked funds of
the insurer

3

Total assets
(2+3)

4

Provision for tax
on unrealised
capital gains

5

Secured and
unsecured loans

6

Other liabilities

7

Net asset value
(4-5-6-7)

8
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Instructions for completion of Form 43

1. The basis on which the assets have been valued must be stated in a supplementary note.

2. The aggregate value of rights (gross of variation margin) and the aggregate amount of liabilities (gross
of variation margin) under derivative contracts (or in respect of contracts or assets which have the
effect of a derivative contract) must each be stated in a supplementary note. The corresponding figures
net of variation margin must also be stated. For this purpose, rights and liabilities must not be set off
against one another unless

(i) such rights and liabilities may be set off against each other in accordance with generally
accepted accounting practice, and

(ii) such set off results (in whole or in part) from the closing out of obligations under a contract.

3. Where there is a liability to repay variation margin and there are no arrangements for netting of
amounts outstanding or the arrangements would not permit the accounting of such amounts on a net
basis in accordance with generally accepted accounting practice, it must be so stated in a
supplementary note.

4. The total of the net asset value in column 8 less the total of column 3 must equal line 59 of Form 44.
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Value of total creation of units

Internal linked funds carried forward (39+49)

Internal linked funds brought forward

Increase (decrease) in funds in financial year (19-29)

Total expenditure (21 to 26)

Other expenditure

Increase (decrease) in amount set aside for tax on capital gains not yet realised

Taxation on realised capital gains

Charges in respect of tax on investment income

Charges for management

Value of total cancellation of units

Total income (11 to 14)

Other income

Increase (decrease) in the value of investments in the financial year

Investment income attributable to the funds before deduction of tax

11

59

49

39

29

26

25

24

23

22

21

19

14

13

12

Form 44

R44 £000

OB/IB

No of
fund/
Summary

No of
part of
Fund

Units

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM
Period ended

day       month        year

Long term insurance business : Aggregate revenue account for internal linked funds

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Ordinary insurance business/Industrial insurance business

Financial year ended

Name and number of fund/Summary
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Instructions for completion of Form 44

1. Double counting of items arising from cross investment between internal linked funds must be
eliminated.

2. Any item of income which cannot properly be allocated to lines 11, 12, or 13 must be entered in line
14, and similarly, any item of expenditure which cannot properly be allocated to lines 21, 22, 23, 24 or
25 must  be entered in line 26. Particulars of such items must be specified in a supplementary note.

3. The gross value of units created must be shown in line 11. The gross value of units cancelled must be
shown in line 21.



Form 45

R45 £000

OB/IB
No of
fund

No of
part of
fund

Units
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

Name of fund

1

Liquidity
percentage

5

Valuation
price per unit

6

Amount of
taxable

unrealised
capital gain

or loss

2

Percentage
provision for

tax on
unrealised

capital gains

3

Percentage
provision for

tax on
realised

capital gains

4

Long term insurance business : Supplementary information for internal linked funds

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Ordinary insurance business/Industrial insurance business

Financial year ended

Name and number of fund
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Instructions for completion of Form 45

1. Column 3 must show the provisions for tax on unrealised capital gains as a percentage of the taxable
unrealised capital gain. Similarly, column 4 must show the provisions for tax on realised capital gains
as a percentage of the taxable realised capital gain.

 
2. The liquidity percentage shown in column 5 must be the sum of the values of approved securities,

short-term deposits and cash held by the fund, less any liabilities included in column 6 or 7 of Form 43,
shown as a percentage of the net asset value in column 8 of Form 43.

 
3. Where there is more than one series of units for any internal linked fund the valuation price of each

series of unit must be given in column 6 together with the name of that series of unit.
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APPENDIX 9.4 (rule 9.31)

ABSTRACT OF VALUATION REPORT PREPARED BY APPOINTED ACTUARY
(FORMS 46 TO 61)
________________________

All the Forms included in the part of the return to which this Appendix relates
(Forms 46 to 49 , 51 to 58, 60 and 61) are to be laid out as shown in the
Appendix, except that the instructions to Forms need not be reproduced.

For the purposes of this Appendix -

(a) the report period means the period from the date to which the
previous investigation under rule 9.4 or its predecessor legislation
related to the Ôvaluation dateÕ (as defined in 1);

(b) the provisions of paragraph 1(2) and paragraphs 3 to 7 of Appendix
9.1 and paragraph 3 of Appendix 9.3 must, unless otherwise provided,
apply; and

(c) boxes marked ÔUK/OSÕ must be completed by the insertion of ÔUKÕ
for ÔUK contractsÕ and ÔOSÕ for Ôoverseas contractsÕ.

All amounts in the Forms must be shown in sterling to the nearer £1,000
except valuation unit prices which must be shown to the level used in the
valuation. Yields must be shown as percentages to two decimal places.

The following information must be given, the answers being numbered to
accord with the numbers of the corresponding paragraphs of this Appendix.

1. The date to which the actuarial investigation relates namely, the valuation
date.

2. The date to which the previous investigation under rule 9.4 related.

3. A statement that the valuation has been made in conformity with rule 5.6 or,
where this was not the case, such qualification, amplification or explanation as
necessary.

4. (1) Subject to (2), for each category of non-linked contract which -
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(a)     comprises accumulating with-profits policies, a full description of the
benefits, including -

(i) the circumstances in which, and the method by which, an
adjustment to the identifiable current benefit attributable to a
policy could be made on the payment of any claim, including
by full or partial surrender, or upon the determination of the
amount of any charges deducted under the policy together with
a description of the insurerÕs policy and past practice in this
regard,

(ii) where the discounted value of the liability in respect of current
benefits including vested bonuses shown in column 12 of Form
52 is less than the full amount of the current benefit shown in
column 11 and the discounted value assumes the exercise of
any discretionary adjustments of the type referred to in (a)(i), a
general description of such adjustments made during the Ôreport
periodÕ,

(iii) any guaranteed investment returns or bonus rates,

(iv) any guaranteed surrender values, and

(v) any material options;

(b) comprises policies (other than those included in (a)) which provide for
benefits to be determined on the basis of interest accrued (at a rate to
be determined from time to time) in respect of premiums paid, a full
description of the benefits, including -

(i) the method used to calculate surrender values,

(ii) any guaranteed investment returns,

(iii) rates of interest applied during the Ôreport periodÕ,

(iv) any guaranteed surrender values, and

(v) any material options;
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(c) does not fall within (a) or (b), and which is not sufficiently described
by the entry in column 1 of Form 51, a full description of the benefits,
including any premium rate guarantees and material options.

(2) Information required under (1) need not be provided for any category of
contract -

(a) where no contracts were effected by the insurer during the Ôreport
periodÕ; and

(b) which has been included in Form 51 or Form 52 under the
miscellaneous headings specified in instruction 8 (vi) or 8 (x) to
Forms 51, 52, 53 and 54.

5. (1) Subject to (3), for each category of linked contract -

(a) the name given to that category;

(b) the type of contract, classified according to the categories set out in
instructions 3 to 8 of the instructions for completion of Forms 51, 52,
53 and 54;

(c) a statement of the frequency of premiums;

(d) a brief description of the benefits under the contract, including any
eligibility to participate in profits, any guarantees and any material
options;

(e) details of any guaranteed investment returns;

(f) a description of the way in which the insurer recovers out of policies
its costs (including acquisition expenses and commission, renewal
expenses and commission and the costs attributable to the provision of
policy benefits). Where the policy provides for the allocation of units,
the annual rate of any management charges must be given. Where the
amount of premiums deemed to be invested after allowing for the
effect of any charges is greater than the amount of the premiums, an
explanation must be given;

(g) details of any restrictions on increases in charges;

(h) the method used to calculate surrender or transfer values;
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(i) whether benefits are (or may be) determined (whether wholly or in
part) by reference to the value of an internal linked fund, or to the
value of assets or an index. Where the link is to the value of assets or
an index, those assets or that index must be specified and details of the
relationship between their value and benefits payable to policy holders
must be given;

(j) a brief description of any other features of the contract not disclosed
above which are material to the method and basis of valuation;

(k) whether the contract was open to new business in the year to the
Ôvaluation dateÕ; and

(l) any increases in the rates of charges applied generally to contracts
during the Ôreport periodÕ, including charges for the provision of policy
benefits met by the cancellation of units nationally allocated to
contracts,

but where the terms and conditions and the method and basis for determining
the amount of the long-term insurance business liabilities are not materially
different for a number of categories of contract, only one description need be
given pursuant to this paragraph, provided that the name of each such category
is given in the insurer 's response to (a).

(2) For each category of linked contract which contains a with-profits option, the
information required by 4(1)(a) must also be given.

(3) Information required under (1)(a) to (k) and (2) need not be provided for any
category of contract -

(a) where no contracts were effected by the insurer during the Ôreport
periodÕ; and

(b) which has been included under the miscellaneous heading in Form 53
or 54.

(4) A description of the method, or if there is more than one method of the
methods and the types of unit to which each applies, used for the creation and
cancellation of units in internal linked funds and determining unit prices for
the allocation of units to, and the cancellation of units from, policies.
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(5) A description of the method, or if there is more than one method of the
methods and the types of unit to which each applies, used to determine the
provision for tax on realised and unrealised capital gains and the percentage or
percentages of these gains deducted or provided for during the Ôreport periodÕ.

(6) Wherever units of the type referred to in paragraph 5 of Part I of Appendix
3.2 are held by an internal linked fund, or where property linked benefits are
linked to such units, the rate of discount, commission or other allowance made
to the insurer on the purchase, sale or holding of units and the extent to which
the policy holder benefits from such discount, commission or other allowance.

6. (1) The general principles and methods adopted in the valuation, including
specific reference to the following -

(a) the method by which account has been taken of derivative contracts or
contracts or assets having the effect of derivative contracts in the
determination of the amount of the long-term insurance business
liabilities;

(b) the method by which due regard has been given to the reasonable
expectations of policy holders, as required by rule 5.6, and by which
account has been taken of the custom and practice of the insurer in the
manner and timing of the distribution of profits or the grant of
discretionary additions over the duration of each policy, as required by
rule 5.7(6);

(c) where the net premium method has been used, whether and to what
extent it has been modified, for what purposes any such modification
has been made and whether any modifications on account of
zillmerising conform to rule 5.10;

(d) whether any negative reserves arose and the steps taken to ensure that
no contract of insurance was treated as an asset, as required by rule
5.15;

(e) whether any specific reserve has been made for future bonuses and, if
so, at what rate or rates;

(f) the basis of the provision made for any prospective liability to taxation
on unrealised capital gains;
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(g) in the case of linked contracts and contracts falling within 4(1)(a) and
(b), the basis of the reserve made for any investment performance
guarantees; and

(h) the basis of the reserve made for any guarantees and options (other
than investment performance guarantees included in (g)).

(2) For the purposes of this paragraph, where, in determining the provisions
referred to in (f) or the reserves referred to in 7(7) or (8), account has been
taken of the fact that the fund has been brought into Form 58 at book value in
accordance with rule 4.1(6), that fact must be stated.

7. (1) Unless shown in Forms 51, 52, 53 and 54, the rates of interest and tables of
mortality and morbidity assumed in the valuation of each category of contract.

(2) If the tables used have not been published, full details of the rates of mortality
or morbidity used.

(3) A general description of how the tables of mortality and morbidity assumed in
the valuation of the various categories of contract have regard to the State of
the commitment.

(4) Details of any allowance made for future reductions in the rates of mortality in
the tables of mortality assumed in the valuation of annuity contracts.

(5) Details of any allowance made, and the amount of any reserve held, for any
possible detrimental impact of significant changes in the incidence of disease
or developments in medical science on the mortality and morbidity experience
of the company in the tables of mortality and morbidity assumed in the
valuation of contracts.

(6) A description of all the scenarios of future changes in the value of assets
which have been tested in order to take account of the nature (including
currency) and terms of the assets held in determining the amount of the long-
term insurance business liabilities in accordance with rule 5.17 identifying
that scenario which produces the most onerous requirement (whether or not a
reserve is required).

(7) The amount of any reserve made pursuant to rule 5.17(a), together with a brief
description of the method used and assumptions made to calculate any such
reserve.
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(8) In respect of that scenario described under (6) which produces the most
onerous requirement (whether or not a reserve is required), the amount of any
reserve made pursuant to rule 5.17(b), together with -

(a) a description of the changed assumptions made (other than the changed
interest rate stated in Form 57) in calculating such requirement;

(b) a brief description of the method used to calculate such requirement;
and

(c) resulting from the application of such changed assumptions -

(i) the change in the aggregate amount of the long-term insurance
business liabilities, and

(ii) the aggregate amount by which the assets allocated to match
such liabilities in the scenario have changed in value from the
amount of those assets shown in Form 13.

(9) A general description of how the rates of interest assumed in the valuation of
the various categories of contract with liabilities denominated in currencies
other than sterling have taken into account the currency of the liabilities.

8. In respect of non-linked contracts -

(a) where appropriate, the proportion of the office premiums explicitly or
implicitly reserved for expenses and profits for each type of insurance
(as shown in column 8 of Form 51 or column 10 of Form 52);

(b) the method by which a reserve has been made for expenses after
premiums have ceased or where no future premiums are payable or
where the method of valuation does not take credit for future premiums
as an asset;

(c) where a prospective method of valuation has not been used, details of
the tests made of the adequacy of the method used;

(d) where, in valuing contracts falling within the circumstances described
in rule 5.9(1), future premiums brought into account are not in
accordance with that rule, such additional information as is necessary
to demonstrate whether the mathematical reserves determined in the
aggregate for each of the main categories of contract are greater than
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an amount for each such category calculated in accordance with rules
5.8 to 5.17,

except that where the mathematical reserves (after deduction of reinsurance
cessions) determined in the aggregate for all categories of contracts referred to
in (d) represent less than 5% of the total mathematical reserves (after
deduction of reinsurance cessions) for all non-linked contracts, it is sufficient
for the actuary to state that the mathematical reserves for each such category
of contracts are not less than the mathematical reserves that would be
determined on a net premium reserving basis which, in that case, must be
specified by the actuary in the abstract.

9. For each category of linked contract -

(a) all assumptions made in calculating the valuation net liability in
columns 12 and 13 of Forms 53 and 54; and

(b) where an explicit reserve has not been made for meeting the expenses
likely to be incurred in future in fulfilling the existing contracts on the
basis of specific assumptions in regard to the relevant factors, details of
the basis used in testing the adequacy of the reserves to satisfy rule
5.13(1).

10. (1) The assumed levels of inflation of expenses and the bases used in the
valuation to allow for such future inflation.

(2) The aggregate amount, grossed up for taxation where appropriate, arising
during the 12 months after the Ôvaluation dateÕ from implicit and explicit
reserves made in the valuation to meet expenses in fulfilling contracts in force
at the Ôvaluation dateÕ, and a general description of the sources of such
amounts.

(3) The method and basis of calculation of the requirement (whether or not a
reserve is required) in respect of the expenses of continuing to transact new
business during the 12 months following the Ôvaluation dateÕ and the amount
of the reserve so calculated.

(4) The method and basis of calculation of the requirement (whether or not a
reserve is required) to provide for the costs of closure to new business, if the
insurer were to cease to transact new business 12 months after the Ôvaluation
dateÕ and the amount of the reserve so calculated.
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11. (1) A schedule of the sum of the mathematical reserves (other than liabilities for
property linked benefits) and the liabilities in respect of the deposits received
from reinsurers as shown in Form 14, analysed by reference to the currencies
in which the liabilities are expressed to be payable, together with the value of
the assets, analysed by reference to currency, which match such liabilities.

(2) In the schedule required by (1), liabilities totalling up to 2% of the total
required to be analysed may be grouped together as Ôother currenciesÕ, and the
assets matching those liabilities need not be analysed provided that the
proportion of such liabilities which are matched by assets in the same currency
is stated.

12. (1) For long-term insurance business ceded on a facultative basis to a reinsurer
who is not authorised to carry on insurance business in the United Kingdom at
any time during the Ôreport periodÕ -

(a) the aggregate of premiums payable by the insurer to all such reinsurers
(sub-divided according to financial years, if appropriate) and the
aggregate amount deposited at the Ôvaluation dateÕ under any deposit
back arrangement; and

(b) the amount of any such premiums payable by the insurer to any
reinsurer which is a connected company of the insurer and the
aggregate amount deposited at the Ôvaluation dateÕ under any deposit
back arrangement.

(2) For each treaty of reinsurance where the insurer is the cedant and under
which business is in force at the Ôvaluation dateÕ -

(a) the name of the reinsurer;

(b) whether the reinsurer is authorised to carry on insurance business in
the United Kingdom;

(c) whether the reinsurer is a connected company of the insurer;

(d) an indication of the nature and extent of the cover given under the
treaty;

(e) the premiums payable by the insurer under the treaty during the Ôreport
periodÕ;
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(f) the amount deposited at the Ôvaluation dateÕ in respect of the treaty
under any deposit back arrangements;

(g) the extent to which provision has been made for any liability of the
insurer to refund any amounts of reinsurance commission in the event
of lapses or surrender of the contract; and

(h) whether the treaty is closed to new business.

(3) For each Ôfinancing arrangementÕ -

(a) the amount of any undischarged obligation of the insurer and a brief
description of the conditions for the discharge of such obligation; and

(b) a description of how, if at all, all such undischarged obligations have
been taken into account in the valuation.

(4) In this paragraph -

(a) financing arrangement means any contract entered into by the
insurer, in respect of contracts of insurance effected by the insurer,
which has the effect of increasing the amount of assets included at line
34 of Form 9, representing assets of the insurer which are available to
meet its required minimum margin for long-term insurance business,
and which includes terms for -

(i) the transfer of assets to the insurer or the creation of a debt to
the insurer (or both), and

(ii) either an obligation for the insurer to return (with or without
interest) some or all of such assets or a provision for the
diminution of such deb t , in each case, in specified
circumstances; and

(b) paragraphs (1), (2) and (3)(a) of rule 9.32 (which relate to connected
persons) have effect for the purposes of this paragraph as they have
effect for the purposes of those rules.
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13. (1) Subject to (2), for each with-profits fund3, except where such information is
provided elsewhere in the return Ð

(a) a revenue account in the format of Form 40 with a supplementary note
stating the amount, if any, of investment income relating to linked
assets included in line 12; and

(b) a statement of liabilities and margins in the format of Form 14 with a
supplementary note stating the amount, if any, of the increase or
decrease, as the case may be, in the value of non-linked assets.

(2) Where the amount (or part of the amount) of any increase or decrease in non-
linked assets has yet to be allocated between with-profits funds or between one
or more with-profits funds and other purposes, the information required by
(1)(b) in aggregate for that amount or part amount, with a supplementary note
which:

(a) identifies the with-profits funds to which the information relates;

(b) provides the information in lines 11 to 49 of Form 14 separately in
respect of each with-profits fund; and

(c) without prejudice to 14(2), describes the basis upon which increases or
decreases in the value of non-linked assets are, or will be, allocated
between the with-profits funds or between the with-profits funds and
other purposes.

14. (1) The principles on which the distribution of profits among policy holders and
shareholders is based as described in any or all of the following documents -

(a) the constitution of the insurer;

(b) board resolutions of the insurer;

(c) any policy issued by the insurer;

(d) any advertisement issued by or on behalf of the insurer;

                                                  

3 With-profits fund includes subfunds (whether notional or real).
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(e) any document required to be issued by the FSA or any regulatory body
recognised under the Act; and

(f) any other relevant document.

(2) For each with-profits fund, a description of the insurerÕs policy and (insofar as
it may be relevant to policy holdersÕ reasonable expectations) its past practice
as to:

(a) how the with-profits fund is defined, which assets, liabilities, income
and expense are allocated to it and how the amounts of such assets,
liabilities, income and expense are determined;

(b) whether any non-profits insurance business, or any profit on it, is
attributed to the with-profits fund and, if so, the nature and volume of
such business;

(c) how assets within the with-profits fund are invested;

(d) the level of surplus or free reserves to be maintained in the with-profits
fund; and

(e) the relationship between the performance of the with-profits fund and
discretionary benefits allocated to policy holders including:

(i) whether an asset share methodology, or equivalent
methodology, is used or is to be used and, if so, how asset
shares are calculated (including whether and how investment
income, increases or decreases in the value of investments or
other assets, expenses, miscellaneous surpluses and deficits,
taxation and other items of income and expense are attributed
to asset shares) and how they relate to the benefits actually
allocated to policy holders,

(ii) an indication of how, under different scenarios as to the
performance of the fund, discretionary benefits are to be
smoothed from period to period,

(iii) the pattern of allocation of discretionary benefits over the life
of a with-profits policy, including the balance between annual
and terminal bonuses and how policies are treated on surrender
or on the exercise of options under the contract,
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(iv) how fairness is maintained between different categories of
policy and different categories of policy holder and  between
policy holders collectively and the insurer itself, and

(v) any other factors which are material to the allocation of
discretionary benefits to policy holders; and

(f) the principles followed by the insurer in setting actual proportions of
profits distributed to policy holders and shareholders.

(3) A description of the methods used in order to ensure that the aims described in
(2) are achieved.

(4) Subject to (5), if different principles or bonus policies apply to different
categories of with-profits policies issued by the insurer, the information in (1)
to (3) must be given in respect of each category.

(5) Categories of with-profits policies which, apart from this paragraph 14(5),
would require separate information in accordance with (4) need only be listed
under this paragraph 14(5), and the information in (1) to (3) need not be
supplied, provided that -

(a) the aggregate amount of established surplus allocated to policy holders
in all such categories is less than 10% of the aggregate amount of
established surplus allocated to all policy holders (as reported at line
46 of Form 58);

(b) the amount of established surplus allocated to policy holders in any
one such category is less than 5% of the aggregate amount of
established surplus allocated to all policy holders (as reported at line
46 of Form 58); and

(c) none of the categories was introduced during the Ôreport periodÕ.

15. (1) Particulars of the bonus allocated to each category of contract, including the
basis of calculation and the circumstances and the form in which the bonus is
payable, together with -

(a) where the rates of bonus allocated depend on the original term of the
contract or on the period of years a contract has been in force,
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specimen rates at 5 year intervals of original term or duration, as the
case may be;

(b) where the rates of bonus allocated depend on the age of the life
assured, specimen rates at 10 year intervals of age;

(c) where the rates of bonus allocated depend on the date of each previous
premium payment, specimen rates at 5 year intervals of time since the
premium was paid, and for premiums paid in each of the 5 years
ending with the report period; and

(d) in all other cases, full details of the rates of bonus allocated,

but where the rates of bonus allocated depend on a formula or a series of
formulae, then the formula or formulae must be listed instead of the specimen
rates, and wherever appropriate, rates of bonus must be expressed as a fraction
of the attribute of the contract to which they are related, e.g. as rates per
£1,000 of the sum assured and existing bonuses.

(2) Information required under (1) need not be provided for any category of
contract -

(a) where, no contracts were effected by the insurer during the Ôreport
periodÕ; and

(b) which has been included under the miscellaneous heading in Forms
51, 52, 53 and 54.

16.             A statement of the practice regarding any bonus payments (in addition to those
for which the insurer has become contractually liable) to be made on claims
arising in the period up to the next actuarial investigation, including the basis
of calculation and the form in which the bonus is payable, together with -

(a) where the rates of bonus depend on the original term of the contract or
on the period of years a contract has been in force, specimen rates at 5
year intervals of original term or duration, as the case may be;

(b) where the rates of bonus depend on the age of the life assured,
specimen rates at 10 year intervals of age;

(c) where the rates of bonus depend on the date of each previous premium
payment, specimen rates at 5 year intervals of time since the premium
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was paid, and for premiums paid in each of the 5 years ending with the
report period; and

(d) in all other cases, full details of the rates of bonus,

but where the rates of bonus depend on a formula or a series of formulae, then
the formula or formulae must be listed instead of the specimen rates, and
wherever appropriate, rates of bonus are to be expressed as a fraction of the
attribute of the contract to which they are related, e.g. as rates per £1,000 of
the sum assured and existing bonuses.

17. Separate statements in the form set out in Forms 46 and 46A summarising
changes in ordinary long-term insurance business and industrial insurance
business for all non-group contracts. For group contracts only the number of
contracts in force at the end of the Ôreport periodÕ must be given in a
supplementary note to the appropriate statement.

18. Separate statements in the form set out in Forms 47 and 47A showing an
analysis of new ordinary long-term insurance business and industrial
insurance business.

19. (1) Separate statements of long-term insurance business assets (other than assets
held to match property linked or index linked liabilities) in the form set out in
Forms 48 and 49 in respect of each fund or group of funds for which separate
assets are appropriated.

(2) A brief description of the extent to which any of the amounts recorded in
Form 48 would be changed if assets which the insurer had a right or
obligation to acquire or dispose of under derivative contracts or contracts
having the effect of derivative contracts outstanding at the end of the financial
year (being, in the case of options, only those options which it would have
been prudent to assume would be exercised) had been so acquired or disposed
of.

(3) A brief description of how different the information provided pursuant to (2)
would have been if such options as were outstanding at the end of the year had
been exercised in such a way as to change the amounts referred to in that
paragraph to the maximum extent.

(4) A brief description of how different the information provided pursuant to (2)
and (3) would have been if, instead of applying to contracts outstanding at the
end of the financial year, those provisions had applied to derivative contracts
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outstanding at such other time during the financial year as would have
changed the amounts referred to in those provisions to the maximum extent.

20. (1) Separate statements in the form set out in Forms 51, 52 , 53  and 54 and
separate analyses of unit liabilities in the form set out in Forms 55 and 56 in
respect of each separate fund or part of a fund for which a surplus is
determined under rule 9.4.

(2) The analyses of unit liabilities must also include the liabilities in respect of
any amounts deposited with the insurer under a deposit back arrangement
which are either unit liabilities in respect of property linked benefits or
investment liabilities in respect of index linked benefits.

(3) In the event that the liability for a specific fund link is wholly reinsured so that
entries in columns 8 and 9 of Form 55 are omitted in accordance with
paragraph 7 of the instructions for the completion of that form a statement, if
such be the case, to the effect that the provisions of rule 7.2 have been
complied with in accordance with any published guidance in relation to the
liabilities so reinsured.

21. (1) Separate statements in the form set out in Form 57 for each fund or group of
funds for which separate assets are appropriated in respect of all long-term
insurance business liabilities except -

(a) unit liabilities in respect of property linked benefits as shown in
column 12 of Form 53;

(b) investment liabilities in respect of index linked benefits as shown in
column 12 of Form 54;

(c) any reserve in respect of provisions made for tax on unrealised capital
gains in arriving at the valuation price of internal linked funds; and

(d) the liabilities in respect of any amounts deposited with the insurer
under a deposit back arrangement which are either unit liabilities in
respect of property linked benefits or investment liabilities in respect of
index linked benefits.

(2) A general description of the method by which the yield on assets other than
equity shares and land was adjusted in accordance with rule 5.11(7).
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(3) For assets which are equity shares or land, a description of the categories into
which such assets were divided for the purposes of rule 5.11(7), together with
the method and basis by which the yield on such assets was adjusted in
accordance with that rule.

22. Separate statements of the results of the valuation in the form set out in Form
58 in respect of each separate fund or part of a fund for which a surplus is
determined under rule 9.4.

23. (1) A statement of the required minimum margin for long-term insurance business
in the form set out in Form 60 and of the required margin of solvency for
supplementary accident and sickness insurance in the form set out in Form 61.

(2) If the gross annual office premiums for supplementary accident and sickness
insurance in force on the Ôvaluation dateÕ do not exceed 1% of the gross
annual office premiums in force on that date for all long-term insurance
business, Form 61 need not be completed as long as it can be stated that the
entry in line 10 of Form 60 exceeds the amount that would be obtained if
Form 61 were to be completed. In this circumstance, the method of estimating
the entry in line 10 of Form 60, together with a statement of the gross annual
office premiums in force at the Ôvaluation dateÕ in respect of supplementary
accident and sickness insurance, must be given.)

FORMS

[Forms 46 Ð 61 to follow]
_____________________



New business and increases

Net transfers and other
alterations 'on'

Total 'on' (12+13)

Deaths

Other insured events

Maturities

Surrenders

Forfeitures

Conversions to paid-up
policies  for reduced benefits

Net transfers, expiries and
other alterations 'off'

Total 'off' (21 to 27)

In force at end of year
(11+19-29)

In force at beginning of year

Form 46

R46 £000

UK/OSUnits
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year NL/LN

Life assurance and general
annuity

Other businessPermanent healthPensions business

No of
contracts

1

No of
contracts

3

No of
contracts

5

No of
contracts

7

Annual
premiums

2

Annual
premiums

4

Annual
premiums

6

Annual
premiums

8

11

39

29

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

19

13

12

Long term insurance business : Summary of changes in ordinary long term business

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

United Kingdom business/Overseas business

Non-linked/Linked

Financial year ended
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Instructions for completion of Form 46

1. Information must be gross of reinsurance ceded and must be provided separately for United Kingdom
insurance business and overseas insurance business, and in each case for non-linked and linked
contracts.

2. The box marked NL/LN must be completed by the insertion "LN" for a linked contract, and "NL" for a
non-linked contract, as defined in rule 10.1.

3. The figures for annual premiums must include repeated or recurrent single premiums where the level
of premium is defined.

4. For hybrid linked contracts, movements between linked and non-linked business must be shown in
lines 13 and 27 as appropriate.

5. Only claims payments which result in the termination of a contract providing cover for other insured
events may be shown in line 22.



Total 'off'

In force at end of year

Conversions to paid-up policies for
reduced sums assured

Forfeitures without grant of paid-up policy
or cash surrender

Deaths

Maturities

Surrenders for cash

Terminations by return of premiums

Conversions to paid-up policies for full
sums assured

In force at beginning of year

Weekly business

Monthly business

Converted to paid-up policies during year

Total 'on'

Form 46A

11

27

26

14

13

12

Annual
premiums

2

No of policies

1

No of policies

3

19

21

22

23

25

24

Taken up during
year

Discontinued
during year by

Name of insurer

Global business

United Kingdom business/Northern Ireland business

Financial year ended

 Long term business : Summary of changes in industrial assurance business

29

31

R46A £000

UK/NIUnits
Company
registration
number

Period ended
day       month        year

Paying Paid up
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Instructions for completion of Form 46A

1. Separate forms must be prepared in respect of insurance business carried on in the United Kingdom
and in Northern Ireland but information about the numbers of policies in force at the beginning and at
the end of the year need not be given in respect of insurance business carried on in Northern Ireland.

2. The box marked UK/NI must be completed by the insertion of "UK" for insurance business carried on
in the United Kingdom, and "NI" for insurance business carried on in Northern Ireland.

3. Policies discontinued by return of premiums on the death of the assured must be included in line 21
and not in line 24.

4. Paid-up policies which are written off must be included in line 21 in the case of whole life policies and
line 22 in the case of endowments.
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Form 47

Long term insurance business : Analysis of new ordinary long term business

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Type of insurance

1

No of contracts

2

Premiums

3

Sums assured,
annuities per

annum or other
measures of

benefit

4

No of contracts

5

Annual
premiums

6

Sums assured,
annuities per

annum or other
measures of

benefit

7

Single premium contracts Regular premium contracts

R47 £000

Units

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM
Period ended

day       month        year
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Instructions for completion of Form 47

1. New insurance business must be shown gross of reinsurance ceded and must include increases to
premiums on existing policies, and in dealing with such increases, columns 2 and 5 must be left blank.

2. Single premium contracts must consist of those contracts under which there is no expectation of
continuing premiums being paid at regular intervals. Additional single premiums paid in respect of
existing individual contracts must be included.

3. Regular premium contracts must include those contracts under which premiums are payable at regular
intervals during the policy year, including repeated or recurrent single premiums where the level of
premium is defined.

4. Information must be shown separately and totalled within each section in the sequence specified below:

(i) United Kingdom direct insurance business,

(ii) United Kingdom reinsurance accepted,

(iii) overseas direct insurance business, and

(iv) overseas reinsurance accepted.

5. The information must be shown separately and totalled within each type of insurance business in the
sequence specified below:

(i) life assurance and general annuity business,

(ii) pension business,

(iii) permanent health business, and

(iv) other business.

6. The information is to be further analysed and sub-totalled in the sequence specified below:

(i) accumulating with-profits policies,

(ii) non-linked with-profits policies,

(iii) non-linked non-profits policies,

(iv) index linked contracts, and

(v) other linked contracts.

and where a policy falls within more than one of the above categories, it must be placed in the first
appropriate category.
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7. Within each sub-division required under 5 and 6, the appropriate types of insurance from the following
list are to be shown separately:

(i) whole life assurance,

(ii) endowment assurance,

(iii) pure endowment assurance,

(iv) term assurance,

(v) other assurance (to be specified),

(vi) deferred annuity,

(vii) annuity in payment,

(viii) other annuity (to be specified),

(ix) permanent health insurance,

(x) capital redemption assurance,

(xi) annuity certain,

(xii) group pension,

(xiii) group life,

(xiv) group permanent health, and

(xv) other group (to be specified).

8. In the case of group contracts, the information must relate to new contracts and increments under
existing contracts. The amount of the increment under an existing contract is the increase in the annual
premium shown in Form 51, 52, 53 or 54 as appropriate, over the previous level shown in those Forms.
Decreases in any year for an existing contract must be ignored.



Monthly business

Weekly business

Monthly business

Weekly business

Monthly business

Weekly business

Whole life
(including joint

life)

1

Endowment
assurance

(including joint
life)

2

(See instruction
2)

3

Other tables

4

R47A £000

UK/NIUnits
Company
registration
number

Period ended
day       month        year

Number of new
assurances

Annual
premiums

Sums assured

11

16

15

14

12

13

Form 47A

Long term insurance business : Analysis of new industrial assurance business

Name of insurer

Global business

United Kingdom business/ Northern Ireland business

Financial year ended
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Instructions for completion of Form 47A

1. Separate forms must be prepared in respect of insurance business carried on in the United Kingdom
and in Northern Ireland. The box marked UK/NI must be completed by the insertion "UK" for
insurance business carried on in the United Kingdom, and "NI" for insurance business carried on in
Northern Ireland.

2. If any table other than those shown in columns 1 and 2 (e.g. a table providing for recurring payments)
is of a significant amount, details must be given in column 3 with an appropriate heading. In the case of
a table including a recurring payment, the sum assured on death before the date of the first recurring
payment must be shown against 'Sums assured' and the amount of the recurring payment must be
shown separately in brackets.
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Type of asset

Equity shares and holdings in collective investment
schemes

Loans secured by mortgages

Producing income

Not producing income

Total (11 to 19)

Land and buildings

Approved securities

Other

Approved securities

Other

11

14

13

12

15

16

17

18

29

19

Fixed interest
securities

Form 48

Expected income
from admissible

assets
2

Value of
admissible

assets as shown
on Form 13

1

Yield %

3

Company
registration
number

R48 £000

Category
of assets

UnitsGL/UK/CM
Period ended

day       month        year

Variable interest
and variable yield
securities
(excluding items
shown at line 16)

All other assets

Long term insurance business : Expected income from admissible assets not held to match liabilities in respect
oflinked benefits

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Category of assets
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Instructions for completion of Form 48

1. Where Form 13 is for the same fund or group of funds the entry at

48.11.1 must equal 13.11.1
48.12.1 must equal 13.45.1 + the appropriate part of 13.84.1
48.13.1 must equal 13.46.1 + the appropriate part of 13.84.1
48.14.1 must equal 13.47.1 + the appropriate part of 13.84.1
48.15.1 must equal 13.42.1 + 13.48.1 + the appropriate part of 13.84.1
48.16.1 must equal 13.41.1 + 13.43.1
48.17.1 must equal 13.50.1 + the appropriate part of 13.84.1
48.29.1 must equal 13.87.1 + 13.89.1 -13.58.1 - 13.59.1.

2. The word "total" or the name of the fund must be shown against the heading "Category of assets". The
corresponding code box must contain "10" for the total assets and, in the case of separate funds, code
numbers corresponding to those allocated on completion of Form 13.

3. The appropriate part of the entry at 13.84.1 to be included in lines 12 to 15 of this form must be that
part which represents accrued interest on assets included in the relevant line of this form. The amounts
so included in each line must be stated in a supplementary note.

4. The expected income must be the amounts before deduction of tax which would be received in the next
financial year on the assumption that the assets will be held throughout the year and that the factors
which affect income will remain unchanged, but account must be taken of any changes in those factors
known to have occurred by the relevant date (in particular changes of the type (a), (b), (c) or (d)
denoted in rule 5.11(5)). The expected income shown in this Form must be that determined before any
adjustments considered necessary because of rule 5.11(7).

5. Where a particular asset is required to be taken into account only to a specified extent by the
application of the admissibility limits, the expected income from that asset must be included only to the
same extent.

6. The treatment of the expected income from any asset where the payment of interest is in default and the
amount of interest involved must be stated in a supplementary note.

7. The entries at 48.12.3, 48.13.3, 48.14.3 and 48.15.3 must be equal to 49.19.2, 49.29.2, 49.19.5 and
49.29.5 respectively.  The yields to be inserted in column 3  for other categories of asset must be the
running yields determined in accordance with rules 5.11(3) to (6A). The entry at 48.29.3 must be the
weighted average of the yields in column 3, where the weight given to each asset is the value of that
asset applicable for entry into column 1.  Assets not producing income must be included in the
calculation.

8. Where the yield in column 3 for a type of asset shown in line 17, 18 or 19 above (assumed to be zero
for assets in line 19) is significantly different from the weighted average of the yields for each asset of
that type determined in accordance with rule 5.11(6), then the latter yield figure must be shown in a
supplementary note. For  this purpose, the weighted average of the yields means an average yield
weighted by the value of each asset of that type as entered in column 1.
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9. Where an entry at 13.87.1 has resulted from excess exposure to a counterparty or excess concentration
with a number of counterparties, the aggregate value of the assets of the insurer giving rise to exposure
to such counterparties must be stated in a supplementary note, together with the expected income from
those assets.



Form 49

Long term insurance business : Analysis of admissible fixed interest and variable interest and variable yield securities not held to match liabilities
in respect of linked benefits

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Category of assets

Redemption period in years

Company
registration
number

R49 £000

Category
of assetsUnitsGL/UK/CM Period ended

day       month        year

One year or less

More than five years but not more than ten years

More than one year but not more than five years

More than fifteen years but not more than twenty years

More than twenty years but not more than twenty five years

More than ten years but not more than fifteen years

More than twenty five years

Irredeemable

Total (11 to 18)

One year or less

More than five years but not more than ten years

More than one year but not more than five years

More than fifteen years but not more than twenty years

More than twenty years but not more than twenty five years

More than ten years but not more than fifteen years

More than twenty five years

Irredeemable

Total (21 to 28)

Fixed
interest
approved
securities

Other fixed
interest
securities

Other
variable
interest and
variable
yield
securities
excluding
equities

Variable
interest and
variable
yield
approved
securities
excluding
equities

11

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

Value of
admissible
assets as
shown on
Form 13

1

Value of
admissible
assets as
shown on
Form 13

4

Value of
admissible

higher yielding
assets

3

Gross
redemption

yield
%

2

Value of
admissible

higher yielding
assets

6

Gross
redemption

yield
%

5
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Instructions for completion of Form 49

1. The word "total" or the name of the fund must be shown against the heading "Category of assets". The
corresponding code box must contain "10" for the total assets and, in the case of separate funds, code
numbers corresponding to those allocated on completion of Form 13.

2. The gross redemption yield in columns 2 and 5 for each asset must be calculated as in rule 5.11(3), (4)
and (6), leaving out of account any adjustment considered necessary because of rule 5.11(7). Where a
number of assets with different gross redemption yields are held, the weighted average gross
redemption yield must be calculated using as weights the value of the asset applicable for entry into
columns 1 and 4 respectively.

3. The value of higher yielding admissible assets to be shown in columns 3 and 6 must be the value of
admissible assets shown in Form 13 where the gross redemption yield on those assets exceeds the gross
redemption yield shown in columns 2 and 5 respectively by at least 1.5%.

4. Where securities may be redeemed over a period at the option of the guarantor or the issuer, they must
be classified on the assumption that they will be redeemed at the latest possible date or, if it is assumed
that they will be redeemed at any earlier date, a supplementary note must be provided explaining what
assumption has been made.

5. The entries at  49.19.1, 49.19.2, 49.19.4, 49.19.5, 49.29.1, 49.29.2, 49.29.4 and 49.29.5 must be equal
to the values at 48.12.1, 48.12.3, 48.14.1, 48.14.3, 48.13.1, 48.13.3, 48.15.1 and 48.15.3 respectively.

6. The entries at 49.19.2, 49.19.5, 49.29.2 and 49.29.5 must be the weighted average of the yields in
columns 2 and 5 as appropriate for lines 11 to 18 and 21 to 28 respectively, where the weight given to
each yield is the value shown in columns 1 and 4 respectively.



Form 51

R51 £000

UK/OS Type of
business

Category
of surplusUnits

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

Type of insurance or name of contract Amount of
mathematical

reserves

Value of sums
assured or

annuities per
annum, including

vested
reversionary

bonuses

Net premiumsOffice
premiums

9

Proportion of
office

premiums
reserved for

expenses and
profits

8

Net premiumsOffice
premiums

Amount of sums
assured or

annuities per
annum, including

vested
reversionary

bonuses

5

No of
contracts

4

Mortality or
morbidity

table

Rate of
interest

Valuation basis Amount of annual
premiums

Value of annual premiums

1 2 3 111076 12

Long term insurance business : Valuation summary of non-linked contracts (other than accumulating with-profit policies)

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

United Kingdom business/Overseas business

Financial year ended

Type of business

Category of surplus



Form 52

R52 £000

UK/OS Type of
business

Category
of surplusUnits

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

Amount of
mathematical

reservesOptions and
guarantees other
than investment

performance
guarantees

Mortality
and

expenses

121176

Guaranteed
on maturity

No of
contracts

Other liabilities

1 4 5 1413109 15

Liability in respect of current
benefits including vested bonuses

Current
benefit
value

Discounted
value

Proportion of
office

premiums
reserved for
expenses
and profits

8

Amount of annual
premiums

Amount of sums assured or annuities per
annum, including vested reversionary

bonusesGuaranteed
on death

Current on
death

Office
premiums

Net
premiums

32

Mortality or
morbidity table

Rate of
interest

Valuation basisType of
insurance or

name of
contract

Long term insurance business : Valuation summary of accumulating with-profit policies

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

United Kingdom business/Overseas business

Financial year ended

Type of business

Category of surplus



Form 53

R53 £000

UK/OS Type of
business

Category
of surplusUnits

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

Amount of
mathematical

reservesOptions and
guarantees other
than investment

performance
guarantees

Mortality
and

expenses

121176

Guaranteed
on maturity

No of
contracts

Other liabilities

1 4 5 1413109 15

Unit liability

Current
benefit
value

Discounted
value

Category
of unit link

8

Amount of annual
premiums

Amount of sums assured or annuities per
annum, including vested reversionary

bonusesGuaranteed
on death

Current on
death/current
payable per

annum

Office
premiums

Net
premiums

32

Mortality or
morbidity table

Rate of
interest

Valuation basisName of
contract

Long term insurance business : Valuation summary of property linked contracts

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

United Kingdom business/Overseas business

Financial year ended

Type of business

Category of surplus



Form 54

R54 £000

UK/OS Type of
business

Category
of surplusUnits

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

Amount of
mathematical

reservesOptions and
guarantees other
than investment

performance
guarantees

Mortality
and

expenses

121176

Guaranteed
on maturity

No of
contracts

Other liabilities

1 4 5 1413109 15

Investment liability

Current
benefit
value

Discounted
value

Name of
index link

8

Amount of annual
premiums

Amount of sums assured or annuities per
annum, including vested reversionary

bonusesGuaranteed
on death

Current on
death/current
payable per

annum

Office
premiums

Net
premiums

32

Mortality or
morbidity table

Rate of
interest

Valuation basisName of
contract

Long term insurance business : Valuation summary of index linked contracts

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

United Kingdom business/Overseas business

Financial year ended

Type of business

Category of surplus
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Instructions for completion of Forms 51, 52, 53 and 54

1. Separate valuation summaries must be completed in respect of each separate fund or part of a fund for
which a surplus is determined. The name of the fund or part of a fund is to be shown against the
heading "Category of surplus". The corresponding code box must contain code numbers allocated
sequentially beginning with code "11".

2. Separate totals for column 5 on Form 51 and columns 5, 6, and 7 on Forms 52, 53 and 54 must be
shown for sums assured, for annuities per annum and for other measures of benefit.

3. Information must be shown separately and totalled for each of the following:

(i) United Kingdom insurance business, and

(ii) overseas insurance business.

4. The information must be shown on separate pages and totalled for each type of insurance business in
the sequence specified below:

(i) life assurance and general annuity insurance business,

(ii) pension insurance business,

(iii) permanent health insurance business, and

(iv) other insurance business.

5. The box marked "Type of business" must be completed by the insertion of "L&GA", "Pens", "PHI" or
"Other" respectively for each of the types (i),  (ii), (iii) and (iv) specified above.

6. The information is to be further analysed and sub-totalled for:

(i) direct insurance business,

(ii) reinsurance accepted, and

(iii) reinsurance ceded,

and totals net of reinsurance ceded must also be shown, but where any information to be provided in
accordance with (iii) duplicates any information required to be provided in accordance with 7, 8 and 9
in respect of (i) or (ii), then for the purpose of (iii), the total of the reinsurance ceded may be shown in
respect of the duplicated information.

7. The information must be further analysed and sub-totalled within each basis of participation in profits
in the sequence specified below:

(i) with-profits policies, and

(ii) non-profit policies.
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8. Within each subdivision required under 4, 6 and 7 the appropriate types of insurance from the
following list must be shown separately:

(i) whole life assurance,

(ii) endowment insurance,

(iii) pure endowment insurance,

(iv) term assurance,

(v) other assurance (to be specified),

(vi) miscellaneous assurance,

(vii) deferred annuity,

(viii) annuity in payment,

(ix) other annuity (to be specified),

(x) miscellaneous annuity,

(xi) permanent health insurance,

(xii) capital redemption assurance,

(xiii) annuity certain,

(xiv) group pension,

(xv) group life,

(xvi) group permanent health, and

(xvii) other group (to be specified),

and particulars must also be shown of any supplementary provisions within general insurance business
class 1 or 2 which by virtue of the Authorisation Manuary are to be taken to be included in long-term
insurance business of any class (Supplementary and sickness insurance - see Form 61).

9. A further sub-division into each separate category of contract is required as follows:

Forms 51 and 52 - each category of contract which is valued on a different valuation basis;

Form 53 - each category of contract which provides different guarantees or options, and each category
of unit link. For the purpose of determining the category of the unit link, all authorised unit trusts must
be considered to be one category and all internal linked funds must be considered to be one category.
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Form 54 - each category of contract which provides different guarantees or options and each category
of index. Where the link is to a proportion of an index, each different proportion must be treated as a
different category.

10. Any contract which consists of a combination of different types of insurance, as described in 8, must be
treated as a number of separate contracts each dealing with one of the different types of insurance so
combined and the amount by which the total number of contracts shown in column 4 of any valuation
summary exceeds the actual number of contracts to which that valuation summary relates must be
stated in a supplementary note.

11. For linked contracts with both property linked and index linked benefits, each benefit must be shown on
Form 53 or 54 as appropriate, and a note must be attached describing the manner in which details
relating to the number of contracts and the amounts of benefits,  premiums and other liabilities have
been treated. Where the number of contracts is overstated in aggregate, the amount of the
overstatement must be stated in a supplementary note.

12. For linked contracts which are also accumulating with-profits policies, that part of the benefits which
are with-profits must  be shown on Form 52 and the remainder of the benefits on Form 53 and/or 54 as
appropriate, and a note must be attached describing the manner in which details relating to the number
of contracts, and the amounts of benefits, premiums and other liabilities have been treated. Where the
number of contracts is overstated in aggregate, the amount of the overstatement must be stated in a
supplementary note.

13. Reserves calculated on an aggregate basis (including reserves for taxation on capital gains, for
investment performance guarantees or other special reserves) or adjustments must be shown on
separate lines in the mathematical reserves column and the particulars of such reserves or adjustments
must be specified.

14. Contracts the nature of which or the method of valuation of which makes it impossible or inappropriate
to give the information in the exact form required by Forms 51, 52, 53 or 54, must be shown on a
separate valuation summary with appropriately modified column headings and the reason for the
modification stated in a supplementary note.

14A. Where a net premium method of valuation is not used for contracts reported on Form 51 then,
notwithstanding 14 Ð

(a) columns 7 and 8 must be left blank;

(b) if the method used does not separately identify suitable values to be entered in columns 9 and
10, then the total amount of mathematical reserves must be entered in columns 9 and 12, and
columns 10 and 11 must be left blank; and

(c) if the method used does separately identify suitable values to be entered in columns 9 and 10,
then the entry in column 11 must be the amount entered in column 10 less the amount
reserved for future expenses, so that the amount in column 12 equals the amount in column 9
less the amount in column 11.
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15. Contracts of any description may be grouped together under any "miscellaneous" heading as long as
the mathematical reserves for insurance business shown under all such headings in any one valuation
summary do not exceed 5% of the total mathematical reserves for all insurance business shown in that
valuation summary.
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Form 55

R55 £000

UK/OS
Category
of surplusUnits

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM
Period ended

day       month        year
IL/DH

Name of fund link or
directly held asset

1 6 10

Value of surplus
units or directly

held assets
(7-8+9)

Value of units or directly held assets
deemed allocated to contracts

9

Name of unit
type

Valuation price
per unit or

asset

Total actual
number of units

in force or
directly held

assets

Value of total
actual units in

force or directly
held assets

2 543 87

Value of actual
units held by
other internal
linked funds

Value of directly held
assets and actual

units in force
excluding those held

by other internal
linked funds

(5-6)
Gross Reinsurance

ceded

Long term insurance business : Analysis of units in internal linked funds and direct holdings of assets matching liabilities in respect of property linked benef its

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

United Kingdom business/Overseas business

Financial year ended

Category of surplus

Internal linked fund/Directly held assets
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Instructions for completion of Form 55

1.  The box marked "category of surplus" must be completed in accordance with paragraph 1 of the
instructions for completion of Forms 51, 52, 53 and 54.

 
2. Separate forms must be prepared in respect of internal linked funds and directly held assets. The box

marked IL/DH must be completed by the insertion of "IL" for internal linked funds and "DH" for
directly held assets.

 
3. A separate line must be used for each asset to which benefits are linked and each different type of unit

of each internal linked fund. Columns 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 must be sub-totalled for each fund link and
totalled for all links.

 
4. The aggregate of the total figures shown for column 8 (excluding any amount shown in column 8

pursuant to 8) and 9 in each Form prepared in respect of a separate fund or part of a fund must equal
the appropriate figure shown as the total of column 12 of Form 53.

 
5. For links to directly held assets, column 6 must not be used.
 
6. For internal linked funds, the total of column 5 must equal the total of column 8 of the summarised

Form 43, and the total of column 6 must equal the total of column 3 of the summarised Form 43.
 
7. Where the liability shown in column 11 of Form 53 for a specific fund link is wholly reinsured with an

insurer, so that the entries in columns 8 and 9 of this Form would otherwise be identical, the entries in
respect of that fund link must be aggregated and shown on a separate line with the name of fund link to
be shown in column 1 as Òwholly reinsuredÓ.

 
8. Any amounts included in this analysis in accordance with paragraph 20 of Appendix 9.4, being unit

liabilities in respect of property linked benefits deposited with the insurer under a deposit back
arrangement, must, for each internal linked fund or directly held asset, be shown in column 8 on a
separate line with the name of unit type to be shown in column 2 as Òamounts deposited backÓ.



Type of assets and liabilities

Form 56

R56 £000

UK/OSUnits
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

Category
of surplus

Gross derivative
value

3

Name of index
link

1

Value of assets
or liabilities

2

Net total assets

Total liabilities

Total assets

Long term insurance business : Analysis of assets and liabilities matching investment liabilities in respect of index linked
benefits

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

United Kingdom business/Overseas business

Financial year ended

Category of surplus
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Instructions for completion of Form 56

1. The box marked "category of surplus" must be completed in accordance with paragraph 1 of the
instructions for completion of Forms 51, 52, 53 and 54.

2. Assets and liabilities in column 2 must be listed individually except that where a group of assets of
similar type is held which is intended to mirror the performance of an index, a description of the type of
assets held may be given. Liabilities must be shown between round brackets and must be fully
described.

3. A separate sub-total of assets and liabilities must be used for each index link and for each combination
of assets and liabilities matching the insurerÕs liability under any deposit back arrangement. Links to
different percentages of an index must be treated as different index links.

4. For each index link, the sub-totalled values in column 2 (excluding those held in respect of any deposit
back arrangement) must match the appropriate entries in column 12 of Form 54 net of reinsurance
ceded.

5. Assets and liabilities arising from derivative contracts (or contracts or assets which have the effect of a
derivative contract) must be shown separately. Amounts must be shown net of variation margin in
column 2 and gross of variation margin in column 3. Rights to recover assets transferred by way of
initial margin must not be shown on Form 56.

6. Where there is a liability to repay variation margin and there are no arrangements for netting of
amounts outstanding or the arrangements would not permit the accounting of such amounts on a net
basis in accordance with generally accepted accounting practice, it must be so stated in a
supplementary note.

7. Any provision for adverse changes must be determined in accordance with rule 5.3 and shown in a
supplementary note.



Form 57

Long term insurance business : Matching rectangle

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Sterling/Non sterling liabilities

Valuation rate(s) of interest

Type of business

With profits/Non profit

Category of assets

Mathematical reserve or other liability, net of reinsurance

Net valuation interest rate % (where appropriate)

Type of asset notionally allocated

The valuation The resilience scenario

Not producing income

Producing income

Other

Approved securities

Other

Approved securities
Fixed interest securities

All other assets

Variable interest and variable yield
securities (excluding items shown at
line 16)

Land and buildings

Gross valuation interest rate %

Total (11 to 19)

Loans secured by mortgages

Equity shares and holdings in collective investment schemes

Risk adjusted
yield

%

2

Value of asset
notionally
allocated

1

Risk adjusted
yield

%

6

29

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

Total under
resilience
scenario

5

Increase or
decrease

4

On original
allocation

3

Value of assets notionally allocated

R57 £000

Stg/
NonStg

Valuation
rate of
interest

Category
of assetsUnits

Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

L&GA/Pens/
PHI/Other WP/NP

31

33

32
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Instructions for completion of Form 57

1. The word ÒtotalÓ or the name of the fund must be shown against the heading ÒCategory of assetsÓ.  The
corresponding code box must contain Ò10Ó for the total assets and, in the case of separate funds, code
numbers corresponding to those allocated on completion of Form 13.

 
2. Separate Forms must be prepared for sterling and non-sterling liabilities.  The box marked ÒStg/NonStgÓ

must be completed by the insertion of ÒStgÓ for Sterling liabilities and ÒNonStgÓ for non-sterling
liabilities.

 
3.  Separate Forms are required for with profit and non-profit contracts within the following types of

business:
 

 (i) life assurance and annuity business,
 (ii) pension business,
 (iii) permanent health business, and
 (iv) other business.

 
4.  The box marked ÒL&GA/Pens/PHI/OtherÓ must be completed by the insertion of ÒL&GAÓ, ÒPensÓ,

ÒPHIÓ or ÒOtherÓ respectively for each of the types (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) specified above.  The box
marked ÒWP/NPÓ must be completed by the insertion of ÒWPÓ for with-profits policies or ÒNPÓ for non-
profit policies.

5. Separate Forms must be prepared for each rate of interest used in the valuation in pursuance of rule
5.11(12) and may include all contracts valued at the same rate, subject to 2 and 3.  Contracts valued at a
lower rate of interest but subject to the same apportionment of assets may also be included as long as the
rationale for such inclusion is given in a supplementary note.  Each of the valuation rates of interest used
must be itemised against the heading ÒValuation rate(s) of interestÓ.  The highest valuation rate of
interest used must be shown in line 31 or 32 as appropriate and in the code box headed ÒValuation rate of
interestÓ.

6 .  The Forms specified above must exclude the liabilities described in paragraph 21(1) (a) to (d) of
Appendix 9.4 and must cover at least 90% of the remaining long-term insurance business liabilities.

The balance of the remaining long-term insurance business liabilities must be shown in a separate Form
in which lines 31 and 32 must be left blank, and details of the contracts covered by the Form must be
given in a supplementary note.  The word ÒbalanceÓ must be shown against the heading ÒValuation
rate(s) of interestÓ and the corresponding code box must contain Ò98Ó.

7. A summary of all the separate Forms must be produced as a separate Form in which lines 31 and 32 must
be left blank.  The word ÒtotalÓ must be shown against the heading ÒValuation rate(s) of interestÓ, and
the corresponding code box must contain Ò99Ó.

8. The risk adjusted yield in columns 2 and 6 for each asset included in column 1 and 5 respectively must
be that calculated as in rules 5.11 (3) to (6), taking account of any adjustment considered necessary
because of rule 5.11(7). Where a number of assets with different risk adjusted yields are held, the
weighted average risk adjusted yield must be calculated using as weights the value of the asset applicable
for entry into columns 2 and 6.
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9. The value of each asset included in column 1 must be the value attributed to it in Form 13 and the assets
must be grouped according to paragraph 1 of the instructions for completion of Form 48 including
adjustments in respect of accrued interest.

10. Where the valuation has been carried out at a net rate or rates of interest, the figure in line 31 must be the
net rate grossed up at the corresponding effective rate of tax in respect of the highest valuation rate of
interest used in the Form.

11. The mathematical reserve in line 33 must include any increase in reserve resulting from the bonus
declaration for the year and must be net of reinsurance ceded.

12. The entries shown in columns 3, 4, 5 and 6 must be those applicable to the scenario described in the
answer to paragraph 7(8) of  Appendix 2.2.  The entries in column 3 must be the value of the assets
shown in column 1 according to the changed assumptions of that scenario.  The entries in column 4 must
be the value of assets on the changed assumptions for each type of asset notionally re-allocated to cover
the mathematical reserve or other liability, net of reinsurance, in the resilience scenario.  The entries in
column 5 must equal the sum of the entries in columns 3 and 4.

13. The entries in line 29, column 1 must equal the entries in line 33, column 1. The entries in line 29,
column 5 must not be less than the entries in line 33, column 5.



Total (17 to 20)

Form 58

Percentage of distributed surplus allocated to policyholders of fund/part of fund

Premium reductions

Other bonuses

Reversionary bonuses

Cash bonuses

Transfer from other funds/parts of fund

Transfer from non-technical account

Transfer to other funds/parts of funds

Transfer to non-technical account

Valuation result

Transfers out of fund/
parts of fund

Composition of
surplus

Distribution of
surplus

Corresponding
percentage at
three immediately
previous
valuations

Fund carried forward

Earliest     (year of valuation                         )

Earlier       (year of valuation                         )

Latest        (year of valuation                         )

Total (48+49)

Balance of surplus (including contingency and other reserves held
towards the solvency margin) carried forward unappropriated

Total distributed surplus (46+47)

Net transfer out of fund/part of fund

Total allocated to policyholders (41 to 45)

Bonus payments made to policyholders in anticipation of a surplus

Total (31+34+35)

Surplus arising since the last valuation

Net transfer into fund/part of fund (32+33)

Balance of surplus brought forward unappropriated from last valuation

Surplus including contingency and other reserves held towards the
solvency margin (deficiency) (16-21)

Mathematical reserves for index linked contracts

Mathematical reserves for property linked contracts

Mathematical reserves for other non linked contracts

Mathematical reserves for accumulating with profit policies

Total (11+12+15)

Net transfer out of funds/parts of funds (13+14)

Bonus payments made to policyholders in anticipation of a surplus

Transfers into fund/part
of fund

Allocated to
policyholders by way of

R58 £000

Units
Company
registration
number

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

Category
of surplus

11

64

63

62

61

59

49

48

47

46

45

44

43

42

41

39

35

34

33

32

31

29

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

Long term insurance business : Valuation result and distribution of surplus

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended

Category of surplus
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Instructions for completion of Form 58

1. Separate statements must be completed in respect of each separate fund or part of a fund for which a
surplus is determined. The name of the fund or part of a fund must be shown against the heading
"Category of surplus". The corresponding code box must contain code numbers allocated in accordance
with paragraph 1 of the instructions for completion of Forms 51, 52, 53 and 54.

The entry at line 11 must be equal to the entry at line 59 in Form 40 for the relevant fund or part of
fund.

2. Where interim, mortuary or terminal bonuses are determined in advance of a valuation and are paid in
anticipation of surplus arising at the valuation, the amounts of such bonus actually paid in the period up
to the relevant date must be entered in lines 12 and 41. To the extent that it is the practice of the insurer
to make special provision for the cost of such bonuses payable on future claims out of surplus arising at
a valuation, such amounts must be treated as amounts allocated to policy holders at the valuation in
question and included in line 44, and the actual amounts paid must not appear at lines 12 and 41 at
future valuations. An appropriate supplementary note must identify the various items where necessary.

3. Where policies have been transferred from one fund/part of fund to another, the associated transfer of
reserves must not be included as a "transfer" in this Form. Where any other transfer has been made,
only  one positive figure must be inserted in either line 15 or line 34 (depending on the direction of the
net transfer) leaving the other line blank. Corresponding entries must be made in either the block
comprising lines 13 and 14 or the block comprising lines 32 and 33, as appropriate.

4. Where the entry in line 14 or line 33 represents more than one transaction, each transfer must be
separately identified in a supplementary note.

5. Line 61 is line 46 expressed as a percentage of line 48.

6. For each fund/part of fund, the entry at line 18 must equal the total liabilities shown in column 12 of
Form 51, and the entries at lines 17, 19 and 20 must equal the total liabilities shown in column 15 of
Forms 52, 53 and 54 respectively.

7. The figure at lines 39 and 59 must equal the figure at line 29.

8. The figure at line 47 must equal the figure at line 15.



Form 60

Total (21 to 23)

All other assurances with
required margin of solvency
of 0.3%

Temporary assurances with
required margin of solvency
 of 0.15%

Temporary assurances with
required margin of solvency
 of 0.1%

Company
registration
number

R60 £000

UnitsGL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

Ratio of 16 to 13 or 0.85 if greater
(see Instruction 2)

Minimum guarantee fund

Total required margin of solvency
for long term insurance business (49+51)

Required margin of solvency for supplementary
Accident and Sickness Insurance and Class V
business

Sum of first and second
results (19+39)

Required margin of solvency -
second result (see Instruction 4)

Ratio of line 31 to line 29, or
0.50 if greater

Non negative capital at risk after reinsurance
(all contracts) (see Instruction 3)

Required margin of solvency - first result =
(line 13) * (line 17) * relevant factor

Reserves after
distribution of surplus

Reserves for bonus
allocated to policyholders

Reserves before
distribution of surplus

Reserves after
distribution of surplus

Reserves for bonus
allocated to policyholders

Reserves before
distribution of surplus

The previous
year
14

The financial
year
13

1%
12

4%
11

Nil
9

1%
8

4%
7

4%
6

Total
5

Nil
4

4%
1

4%
2

1%
3

Total
10Relevant factor (Instruction 1)

Classes I,
II and IX

Class III business with relevant factor of Classes IV
and VI

Classes VII and VIII business with relevant factor
of

Unallocated additional
mathematical reserves with

relevant factor of

Total for all classes

Mathematical
reserves
before
deduction of
reinsurance

Mathematical
reserves after
deduction of
reinsurance

Non negative
capital at risk
before
reinsurance
(see
Instruction 3)

Required minimum margin
(greater of lines 59 and 61)

11

61

69

59

51

49

39

32

31

29

23

22

21

19

17

16

15

14

13

12

Class

Long term insurance business : Required minimum margin

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended
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Instructions for completion of Form 60

1. The appropriate factors must be as specified in rules 2.5(2)(a) and 2.6(3) and (4).

2. For a pure reinsurer, the factor of 0.85 is replaced by 0.50.

3. Capital at risk must be shown after distribution of surplus.

4. Line 39 equals line 32 x [line 21 x 0.1% + line 22 x 0.15% + line 23 x 0.3%] for classes I, II and IX or
line 32 x line 29 x 0.3% for class III, VII and VIII.

5. Any additional mathematical reserves referred to in the supplementary note to Form 14 (made in
accordance with paragraph 4 of the instructions for completion of that Form) must be included at
columns 11 or 12, as appropriate.

6. For class V business, the amount of the required margin of solvency must be stated in a supplementary
note to the Form and must be included in line 51.



Sub-total D (39-41)

Required margin of solvency for supplementary accident and
sickness insurance:
     Sub-total B x Sub-total D (or, if 0.5 is greater, x 0.5)
                           Sub-total C

Claims paid

Sub-total C (31+32-33)

Amounts recoverable from reinsurers in respect of claims
included in sub-total C

Claims outstanding brought forward at beginning of this
financial year

Claims outstanding carried forward at end of this financial year

Form 61

18% of amounts up to sterling
equivalent of 10M EURO
16% of excess (if any) over
10M EURO

R61

Units
Company
registration
number

£000

GL/UK/CM Period ended
day       month        year

Adjusted Sub-total A if financial year is not a 12 month
period to produce an annual figure

Sub-total B (22+23)

Gross premiums written

Sub-total A (11-12)

11

21

22

23

29

31

33

41

49

12

This financial
year

1

Previous year

2

Premium taxes and levies (included in line 11)

19

32

39

59

Division of Sub-total A
(or adjusted Sub-total A if
appropriate)

Supplementary accident and sickness insurance : Calculation of required margin of solvency

Name of insurer

Global business/UK branch business/EEA branch business

Financial year ended
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Instruction for completion of Form 61

"Supplementary accident and sickness insurance" means insurance falling within general insurance business
classes 1 (Accident) and 2 (Sickness) which is supplementary to long-term insurance business and for which a
Part IV permission is not required (see AUTH).
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APPENDIX 9.5  (rule 9.32)

GENERAL INSURANCE BUSINESS
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON BUSINESS CEDED
________________________

For the purposes of rule 9.35, an insurer which carries on general insurance business must, in
respect of the financial year in question, prepare a statement of the following information.

1. Subject to 2, for each contract of insurance entered into or modified during the
financial year in question under which general insurance business has been
ceded by the insurer on a non-facultative basis, the insurer must prepare a
statement of -

(a) the type of business covered by reference to risk groups or business
categories, as appropriate, and if only part of a risk group or business
category is covered, a description of that part;

(b) the type of cover, including such details of the terms and conditions of
the contract as are necessary for a proper understanding of the nature
of the cover;

(c) details of any limits on cover as are necessary for a proper
understanding of the contract, including any event limits, limits on the
amount of business ceded, limits on the number of reinstatements and
aggregate limits; and

(d) the period of cover.

2. Where a contract of reinsurance has been modified during the financial year
in question -

(a) no information need be supplied pursuant to 1 in respect of a contract
of reinsurance which was entered into before the beginning of the
financial year of the insurer to which the Insurance Companies
(Accounts and Statements) Regulations 1996 first applied; and

(b) in any other case, the information to be supplied pursuant to 1 must be
limited to any changes to the information previously supplied pursuant
to that paragraph or its predecessor legislation in respect of that
contract.
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3. For every contract reported pursuant to 1, whether in the return for the
financial year in question or any previous return, the insurer must also
prepare, if relevant, a statement of -

(a) in the case of contracts which are subject to no or a limited number of
reinstatements, any contract not previously reported pursuant to this
provision (or its predecessor) under which it is anticipated that such
limit will be exhausted by claims (including claims incurred, but not
reported, in respect of any specific occurrence for which provisions
have been allocated);

(b) the percentage of cover, if in excess of 10% and if such information
has not already been included in the return of the insurer for any
previous financial year, which has been ceded to reinsurers which have
ceased to pay claims to their reinsureds in full, whether because of
insolvency or for any other reason; and

(c) if the percentage specified in (b) has increased by more than 10
percentage points since the previous financial year in which it was
included in the insurer's return, a statement of that percentage unless,
in the opinion of the directors, the likelihood of any claim being
incurred under that policy is minimal.

4. (1) For each business category or risk group, or part thereof, in respect of which
separate non-facultative reinsurance cover has been obtained, the insurer must
prepare a statement of the Ômaximum net probable lossÕ to the insurer from
any one contract of insurance effected by it and from all such contracts taken
together.

(2) For the purposes of (1), the maximum net probable loss is the maximum loss
(net of reinsurance) arising from any one incident, or any one series of
incidents from the same originating cause, which -

(a) the directors, at the time they decided upon the reinsurance cover in
respect of the financial year in question, reasonably contemplated to be
of a type which might take place during that financial year; or

(b) has actually occurred during the financial year in question.

(3) The disclosure required by (1) must be given in respect of all business
categories, risk groups, or parts thereof, of the insurance business carried on
by the insurer whether or not the insurer has purchased any reinsurance cover
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for that business category, risk group, or part thereof, and in (2) deciding upon
the reinsurance cover includes deciding not to obtain any reinsurance cover.

5. For each accounting class and separately for contracts of facultative and non-
facultative reinsurance ceded in respect of the financial year in question (as
shown on Forms 21 and 24), the amount of the reinsurers' share of gross
premiums must be stated.

_____________________
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APPENDIX 9.6 (rules 9.34 and 9.35)

CERTIFICATES BY DIRECTORS AND ACTUARY AND REPORT OF THE
AUDITORS
________________________

Part I

Certificate by directors etc. 

1. Subject to 7, the certificate required by rule 9.34(a) must state -

(a) in relation to the part of the return comprising Forms 9 to 17, 20 to 45
(including the supplementary notes) and the statements required by
rules 9.25 to 9.27, 9.29, 9.30 and 9.32 that -

(i) the return has been prepared in accordance with the Accounts
and Statements Rules,

(ii) proper accounting records have been maintained and adequate
information has been obtained by the insurer, and

(iii) appropriate systems and controls have been established and
maintained by the insurer over its transactions and records;

(b) that reasonable enquiries have been made by the insurer for the
purpose of determining whether any person and any body corporate
are connected for the purposes of rules 9.25, 9.26 and 9.27;

(c) that in respect of the insurer's business which is not excluded by rule
7.6, the assets held throughout the financial year in question enabled
the insurer to comply with rules 7.1 to 7.5 (matching and localisation);
and

(d) in relation to the statement required by rule 9.36 -

(i) that for the purpose of preparing the statement, proper accounts
and records have been maintained, and

(ii) that the information given has been ascertained in conformity
with that rule.
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2. Subject to 7, the certificate required by rule 9.34(a) must also, in the case of a
insurer which is required by 2.1 to maintain a margin of solvency, EEA
margin of solvency or UK margin of solvency, state that the required margin
has been so maintained throughout the financial year in question.

3. Subject to 7, the certificate required by rule 9.34(a) must also state, separately
in respect of long-term insurance business and of general insurance business -

(a) in the case of -

(i) an EEA deposit insurer, that the value of the admissible assets
of the long-term insurance business or of the general insurance
business carried on by the insurer through a branch in the
United Kingdom was maintained throughout the financial year
in question at not less than the amount of the liabilities of that
business, and

(ii) a Swiss general insurer, that the value of the admissible assets
of the general insurance business carried on by the insurer
through a branch in the United Kingdom was maintained
throughout the financial year in question at not less than the
amount of the liabilities of that business;

(b) in the case of an external insurer (other than a pure reinsurer) -

(i) that the insurer has kept throughout the financial year in
question admissible assets representing the required United
Kingdom guarantee fund within the United Kingdom, and has
kept admissible assets representing any remainder up to the UK
margin of solvency within the EEA States, and

(ii) that the deposit has been maintained throughout that year at a
level equal to at least Ôthe minimumÕ as set out in rule 8.2; and

(c) in the case of a UK deposit insurer -

(i) that the insurer has kept throughout the financial year in
question admissible assets representing the required EEA
guarantee fund within the EEA States concerned and has kept
admissible assets representing any remainder up to the EEA
margin of solvency within the EEA States, and
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(ii) that the deposit has been maintained throughout that year at a
level equal to at least Ôthe minimumÕ as set out in rule 8.2.

4. Subject to 7, if the insurer carries on long-term insurance business, the
certificate required by rule 9.34(a) must also state -

(a) except in the case of a insurer which has no shareholders and carries
on no business whatsoever other than long-term insurance business,
that the requirements of rules 3.1 to 3.4 have been complied with and
in particular that, subject to the provisions of rule 3.2(2) to (4) and rule
3.3, assets attributable to long-term insurance business, the income
arising therefrom, the proceeds of any realisation of such assets and
any other income or proceeds allocated to the long-term insurance
business fund or funds have not been applied otherwise than for the
purpose of the long-term insurance business;

(b) that any amount payable from or receivable by the long-term insurance
business fund or funds in respect of services rendered by or to any
other business carried on by the insurer or by a person who, for the
purposes of rule 3.4, is connected with it or is a subsidiary undertaking
of it has been determined and where appropriate apportioned on terms
which are believed to be no less than fair to that fund or those funds,
and any exchange of assets representing such fund or funds for other
assets of the insurer has been made at fair market value;

(c) that all guarantees given by the insurer of the performance by a related
company which would fall to be met by any long-term insurance
business fund have been disclosed in the return, and that the fund or
funds on which each such guarantee would fall has been identified in
the return;

(d) in respect of any internal linked fund or funds maintained by an
insurer, that the investment policy and practice of the insurer was
during the financial year in question consistent with any
representations made to policy holders or potential policy holders of
the insurer;

(e) in the case of a insurer having its head office in the United Kingdom, a
pure reinsurer, a UK deposit insurer or an external insurer, being a
insurer which has financial, commercial or administrative links with
any other insurer carrying on insurance business, that the return in
respect of long-term insurance business is not distorted by agreements
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between the insurers concerned or by any arrangements which could
affect the apportionment of expenses and income; and

(f) in the case of a insurer to which rule 3.5 applies, that the insurer has
complied with the requirements of that rule.

5. Subject to 7, where the directors are satisfied that -

(a) the systems and controls established and maintained by the insurer in
respect of its business complied, at the end of the financial year in
question, with any relevant guidance4 and it is reasonable to believe
that those systems and controls continued so to comply subsequently
and will continue so to comply in future; or

(b) the return has been prepared in accordance with any relevant
guidance5,

it must be so stated, by listing such guidance, in the certificate required by rule
9.34(a).

6. Except in the case of a insurer whose head office is in an EEA State or a Swiss
general insurer, the certificate required by rule 9.34(a) must also, subject to 7,
state that proper accounting records have been maintained in the United
Kingdom in respect of insurance business carried on through a branch in the
United Kingdom.

7.        (1) Where, in the opinion of those signing the certificate, the circumstances are
such that any of the statements required by 1 to 6 cannot truthfully be made,
the relevant statements must be omitted.

(2) Where, by virtue of (1), any statements have been omitted from the certificate,
this fact must be stated in a note to the certificate.

                                                  

4 See Guidance Notes P1 and P2 and Guidance Notes for Insurance and Retail products (issued by the Joint Money
Laundering Steering Group)

5 See Guidance Notes 4.1, 4.2 and 9.1
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Part II

Certificate by appointed actuary

8. The certificate required by rule 9.34(b) to be signed by the appointed actuary -

(a) must state -

(i) if such be the case, that in the appointed actuary's opinion
proper records have been kept by the insurer adequate for the
purpose of the valuation of the liabilities of its long-term
insurance business,

(ii) if such be the case, that the sum of the mathematical reserves
and the deposits received from reinsurers as shown in Form
14, together, if the case so requires, with an amount specified in
the certificate (being part of the excess of the value of the
admissible assets representing the long-term insurance business
funds over the amount of those funds shown in Form 14),
constitute proper provision at the end of the financial year in
question for the long-term insurance business liabilities
(including all liabilities arising from d e p o s i t  back
arrangements, but excluding other liabilities which had fallen
due before the end of the financial year) including any increase
in those liabilities arising from a distribution of surplus as a
result of an actuarial investigation as at that date into the
financial condition of the long-term insurance business,

(iii) if such be the case, that, for the purposes of (ii), the liabilities
have been assessed in accordance with the Determination of
Liabilities Rules in the context of assets valued in accordance
with the Valuation of Assets Rules, as shown in Form 13;

(iv) by way of a list, the professional guidance that has been
complied with; and

(v) if such be the case, that in the appointed actuary's opinion
premiums for contracts entered into during the financial year
and the income earned thereon are sufficient, on reasonable
actuarial assumptions, and taking into account the other
financial resources of the insurer that are available for the
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purpose, to enable the insurer to meet its commitments in
respect of those contracts and, in particular, to establish
adequate mathematical reserves; and

(b) must state the amount of the required minimum margin, required EEA
minimum margin or required United Kingdom minimum margin, as the
case may be, applicable to the insurerÕs long-term insurance business
immediately following the end of the financial year in question
(including any amounts resulting from any increase in liabilities arising
from a distribution of surplus as a result of the investigation into the
financial condition of the long-term insurance business).

9. If the appointed actuary considers it necessary, such qualification,
amplification or explanation as may be appropriate must be added to the
certificate.

Part III

Auditors' report

10. (1) The report required by rule 9.35 must, in addition to any statement required by
section 237(2) and (3) of the Companies Act or article 245(2) and (3) of the
1986 Order as applied by rule 9.35 state -

(a) in the auditors' opinion, whether Forms 9 to 17, 20 to 45 (including the
supplementary notes) and information furnished pursuant to rules 9.25
to 9.27 and 9.29 have been properly prepared in accordance with the
provisions of the Accounts and Statements Rules;

(b) in the auditors' opinion, and according to the information and
explanations they have received -

(i) whether the certificate required to be signed in accordance with
rule 9.34(a), otherwise than in relation to statements to which
(2) relates, has been properly prepared in accordance with the
Accounts and Statements Rules, and

(ii) subject to 11, whether it was or was not unreasonable for the
persons giving the certificate to have made the statements in it
(other than statements to which (2) relates); and

(c) the extent to which, in giving their opinion, the auditors have relied Ð
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(i) in the case of an insurer carrying on long-term insurance
business, on the certificate of the actuary given in accordance
with the requirements of Part II of this Appendix with respect
to the mathematical reserves and required minimum margin,
required EEA minimum margin or required United Kingdom
minimum margin, as the case may be, of the insurer; and

(ii) in the case of an insurer including implicit items on Form 9, on
the identity and value of any implicit items as they have been
admitted in accordance with rule 2.10.

(2) The statements to which this sub-paragraph relates are those required by -

(a) rules 9.30, 9.32 and 9.36;

(b) 4(d); and

(c) 5 but only in so far as it relates to relevant guidance which relates to
controls with respect to money laundering.

11. To the extent that the information and explanations they have received do not
allow the auditors to express an opinion on whether it was or was not
unreasonable for the persons giving the certificate required to be signed in
accordance with rule 9.34(a) to have made the statement required by 5, the
auditors must add to their report such qualification, amplification or
explanation as may be appropriate.

12. Where the auditors refer in their report or in any note attached to it to any
uncertainty, the report must state whether, in the auditors' opinion, that
uncertainty is material to determining whether the insurer has available assets
in excess of its required minimum margin, required EEA minimum margin or
required UK minimum margin, as the case may be.

___________________
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APPENDIX 9.7 (rule 9.37)

INSURANCE STATISTICS: OTHER EEA STATES
(FORMS 91 TO 94)
_________________

The statements to be provided under rules 9.37 and 9.38 must be given in the form set out in
Forms 91 to 94.

_____________________



Form 91

EEA State
in which branch
is situated

Groups of Classes

Accident and
sickness

1

Other classes

8

Credit and
suretyship

7

Land vehicles,
goods in transit

and motor
vehicle liability

(carrier's liability
only)

2

Motor vehicle
liability (excluding
carrier's liability)

3

Fire and other
damage to
property

4

Aviation,
marine and
transport

5

General
liability

6

Total
(1+2+3+4+5+6+7

+8)

Gross premiums written

Total  (11+12)

Other technical income
(net of reinsurance)

Commission payable
in calendar year

Total  (21+22)

Gross claims paid
in calendar year

Income

Expenditure

11

29

22

21

19

12

 9

F91

Units Calendar year ended
   day       month        year

Company
registration
number

£00031 12

General insurance business : Analysis of financial particulars - branches

Name of insurer

EEA State in which branch is situated
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Instruction for completion of Form 91

The box described as "EEA State in which branch is situated" must be completed by inserting the appropriate
Code from the FSA list of "Country Codes".



Form 92

EEA State
in which risk
is situated

Groups of Classes

Accident and
sickness

1

Other classes

8

Credit and
suretyship

7

Land vehicles,
goods in transit

and motor
vehicle liability

(carrier's liability
only)

2

Motor vehicle
liability (excluding
carrier's liability)

3

Fire and other
damage to
property

4

Aviation,
marine and
transport

5

General
liability

6

Gross premiums written
in calendar year

Cost of gross commission
attributable to premiums
shown at line 11

Cost of gross claims
paid in calendar year

11

13

12

F92

Units Calendar year ended
   day       month        year

Company
registration
number

£00031 12

General insurance business : Analysis of financial particulars - provision of services

Name of insurer

EEA State in which risk is situated
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Instructions for completion of Form 92

1. The box described as "EEA State in which risk is situated" must be completed by inserting the
appropriate Code from the FSA list of "Country Codes".

2. Gross commission attributable equals gross commission paid in the financial year in question plus
gross commission brought forward less gross commission carried forward.



Change in provision for claims and
mathematical reserves, gross amount

Claims paid, gross amount

Bonuses

Total  (21+22+23+24+25)

Management
expenses

Gross premiums written

Total (11+12+13)

Other technical income
net of reinsurance

Net income from investments

Form 93

EEA State
in which branch
is situated

Authorisation classes

Acquisition costs, change in
deferred acquisition costs and
administrative expenses

Commissions

Total
(1+2+3+4+5+

6+7+8+9)

10

IX
Social

insurance

9

VIII
Collective
insurance

etc.

8

VII
Pension fund
management

7

VI
Capital

redemption

6

V
Tontines

5

IV
Permanent

health

4

III
Linked

long term

3

II
Marriage
and birth

2

I
Life and
annuity

1

Expenditure

Income

11

25

24

23

22

21

19

13

12

29

F93

Units Calendar year ended
   day       month        year

Company
registration
number

£00031 12

Long term insurance business : Analysis of financial particulars - branches

Name of insurer

EEA State in which risk is situated
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Instructions for completion of Form 93

1. The box described as "EEA State in which branch is situated" must be completed by inserting the
appropriate Code from the FSA list of "Country Codes".

2. The headings used in this Form are taken from the Companies Act 1985 (Insurance Companies
Accounts) Regulations 1993 (S.I. 1993/3246).



Form 94

Authorisation classes

I

Life and
annuity

1

VIII

Collective
insurance etc.

8

VII

Pension fund
management

7

II

Marriage
and birth

2

III

Linked
long term

3

IV

Permanent
health

4

V

Tontines

5

VI

Capital
redemption

6

Gross premiums receivable for
services business in calendar year 11

IX

Social
insurance

9

EEA State
of
commitment

F94

Units Calendar year ended
   day       month        year

Company
registration
number

£00031 12

Long term insurance business : Analysis of financial particulars - provision of services

Name of insurer

EEA State of commitment
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Instruction for completion of Form 94

The box described as "EEA State of commitment" must be completed by inserting the appropriate Code from the
FSA list of "Country Codes".
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APPENDIX 9.8 (rule 9.36A)

MARINE MUTUALS: ITEMS TO BE DISREGARDED, DIRECTORSÕ
CERTIFICATES AND AUDITORS REPORTS

Part 1

Items to be disregarded

1. In completing the Forms required under rule 9.36A, a marine mutual must
disregard reinsurance arrangements with any relevant company and must treat
income and expenditure and assets and liabilities of any relevant company as,
respectively, income and expenditure and assets and liabilities of the marine
mutual.

Part II

DirectorsÕ certificates

2. Subject to 4, every return provided by a marine mutual under rule 9.36A must
include a certificate signed by the persons required by rule 9.33 to sign the
documents to which the certificate relates Ð

 (a) confirming that Ð

(i) the return has been prepared in accordance with the Accounts
and Statements Rules,

(ii) proper accounting records have been maintained and adequate
information on which to base the return has been obtained,

(iii) appropriate systems and controls have been established and
maintained by the marine mutual with respect to its
transactions and records,

(iv) the value or amount given for an asset or liability of the marine
mutual has been determined in accordance with the Valuation
of Assets Rules and the Determination of Liabilities Rules,

(v) in respect of the marine mutualÕs insurance business not
excluded by rule 7.6, throughout the  financial year in question
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the marine mutual   complied with rules 7.1 to 7.5 (currency
matching and localisation),

(vi) the marine mutual maintained the required margin of solvency
throughout the financial year in question,

(vii) each member of the marine mutual which is subject to them has
accepted those parts of the marine mutualÕs rules which oblige
members to pay their share of any supplementary calls for the
year and of calls to meet the required minimum margin
(including any sum needed to make good failure by other
members to pay calls made on them), and

(viii) the marine mutual is empowered to make supplementary calls
on its members which, if met, would produce sufficient assets
to meet the required minimum margin; and

(b) giving information about the number of Ð

(i) members of the marine mutual which are not reinsured
members,

(ii) fixed premium members (on which supplementary calls may
not be made),

(iii) reinsured members (that is, members whose contract of
insurance with the marine mutual is a contract of reinsurance),
and

(iv) the tonnage of shipping attributable to each of the above classes
of members, taken separately, and covered by the marine
mutual at the end of the financial year in question.

3. Subject to 4, where the directors are satisfied that Ð

(a) the systems and controls established and maintained by the marine
mutual in respect of its insurance business complied, at the end of the
financial year in question, with the relevant guidance in Guidance
Notes P.1 and P.2 and it is reasonable to believe that those systems and
controls continue so to comply and will continue so to comply in
future; or
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(b) the return has been prepared in accordance with the relevant guidance
in Guidance Note 9.1,

it must be so stated in the certificate.

4. (1) Where, in the opinion of the directors, the circumstances are such that any of
the matters specified in 2 and 3 cannot be confirmed or provided, the relevant
statements or information must be omitted.

(2) Where any statements or information have been omitted from the certificate in
accordance with (1), this fact must be explained in a note to the certificate.

Part III

AuditorÕs reports

5. Every marine mutual must procure an auditorÕs report, pursuant to SUP,
stating whether, in the auditorsÕ opinion Ð

(a) the Forms, information and statements required have been properly
prepared in accordance with the Accounts and Statements Rules;

(b) where the auditors refer in their report or in any note to any
uncertainty, that uncertainty is material to determining whether the
marine mutual has available assets in excess of its required minimum
margin, required EEA minimum margin, or required UK minimum
margin, as the case may be; and

(c) subject to 6, it was or was not reasonable for the persons giving the
directorsÕ certificate to have made the statements in it.

6. Where the information or explanations given to the auditors is insufficient to
allow them to be able to express an opinion on the reasonableness of the
statements made in the directorsÕ certificate, the report must include such
qualification, amplification or explanation as may be appropriate.

Forms M1 to M5 follow

______________________



Form M1
Marine mutuals : Revenue account

Name of insurer

Financial year ended

Total (23+26+29 to 33)

Other expenditure

Taxation

Administrative expenses

Acquisition costs including commission

Surplus/deficit of income over expenditure (19-39)

Claims paid

Total (13 to 17)

Other income

Reinsurance recoveries received

Net claims paid (21-22)

Claims outstanding carried forward

Claims outstanding brought forward

Increase (decrease) in claims
outstanding (24-25)

Unexpended contributions and unearned
premiums (if any) and any amounts set aside
for unexpired risks carried forward

Unexpended contributions and unearned
premiums (if any) and any amounts set aside
for unexpired risks brought forward

Increase (decrease) in unexpended
contributions and unearned premiums
(if any) and any additional amounts set aside
for unexpired risks (27-28)

21

19

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

Income before tax

Gains on realisation of
investments

Value re-adjustments on
investments

Net income from contributions and premiums

Reinsurance premiums paid

Gross income from contributions etc

(See instruction 1)

Company
registration
number

  M1

Period ended
day       month        year

Units

11

17

16

15

14

13

12

SourceThis financial
year

1

Income

Expenditure

Investments

33

32

31

30

49

39

Previous
year

2

See instruction 2

See instruction 3

See instruction 4

See instruction 3

See instruction 3
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Instructions for completion of Form M1

1. Units must in £, £000, US$, or US$000 as appropriate.

2. Particulars of other income shown in line 17 must be stated in a supplementary note.

3. Unexpended contributions, unearned premiums, etc shown in lines 27, 28 or 29 must be recorded net of
reinsurance and deferred acquisition costs.

4. Particulars of other expenditure shown in line 33 must be stated in a supplementary note.
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Form M2

Marine mutuals : Statement of solvency

Name of insurer

Financial year ended

ASSETS

REQUIRED MINIMUM MARGIN

LIABILITIES

Admissible assets

Total (11+12)

Calls approved by the Board but unmade at the end of the
financial year

Unexpended contributions and unearned premiums and any
additional amounts set aside for unexpired risks, gross of
reinsurance and deferred acquisition costs

Gross provision for outstanding claims

Creditors

Taxation

Other liabilities

Total (21 to 25)

Net admissible assets (19-29)

Excess (deficiency) of available net assets over the
required minimum margin (33-34)

Required minimum margin

Available net assets (31+32)

Calls unapproved by the Board at the end of the
financial year

19

33

32

31

29

25

24

23

22

21

12

34

39

11

See instruction 2

See instruction 3

See instruction 4

See instruction 5

M3    .  89

(See instruction 1)

Company
registration
number

  M2

Period ended
day       month        year

Units

SourceAs at the end of
the financial year

1

As at the end of
the previous
financial year

2

F
or

m

Li
ne

C
ol

um
n
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Instructions for completion of Form M2

1. Units must be the same as those used in Form M1.

2. The amount shown at line 21 must equal the sum of M1.27+M3.60+M3.62+M3.85.

3. The amount shown at line 22 must equal the sum of M4.29.8+M4.29.9 for all marine classes.

4. Details of the amount shown in line 25 must be stated in a supplementary note.

5. The amounts shown at line 32 must not exceed 50% of the amounts shown at line 34.



Form M3
(Sheet 1)

Participating interests

Debt securities issued by, and loans to, undertakings in
which the insurer has a participating interest

Shares

Debt securities issued by, and loans to, dependants

Shares

Debt securities issued by, and loans to, dependants

Shares

Debt securities issued by, and loans to, group undertakings

Shares

Debt securities issued by, and loans to, dependants

Land and buildings

As at the end of
the previous year

2

As at the end of
this financial

year
1

Investments

Investments in
group
undertakings and
participating
interests

UK insurance
dependants

Other group
undertakings and
participating
interests

Non-insurance
dependants

Other insurance
dependants

11

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Total sheet 1 (11 to 30) 39

Marine mutuals : Analysis of admissible assets

Name of insurer

Financial year ended

(See instruction 1)

Company
registration
number

  M3

Period ended
day       month        year

Units



Form M3
(Sheet 2)

Marine mutuals : Analysis of admissible assets

Name of company

Financial year ended

Other

Provision for unexpired risks

Claims outstanding

Provision for unearned premiums

Property linked

Deposits with ceding undertakings

Index linked

Total sheet 2 (41 to 63)

Loans to public or local authorities and nationalised
industries or undertakings

Withdrawal subject to a time restriction of more than one
month

Withdrawal subject to a time restriction of one month or less

Other

Loans secured by policies of insurance issued by the
companyOther loans

Deposits with
approved credit
institutions and
approved financial
institutions

Other

Other

Approved securities

Other

Loans secured by mortgages

Participation in investment pools

Approved securities

Rights under derivative contracts

Holdings in collective investment schemes

Equity shares

Other shares and other variable yield securities

Other financial
investments

Debt securities and
other fixed income
securities

As at the end of
the previous year

2

As at the end of
this financial

year
1

Investments (continued)
Deposits with ceding undertakings
Assets held to cover linked liabilities

41

Fixed interest

Variable interest

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

60

Assets held to match linked liabilities
59

Reinsurers' share of technical
provisions

63

62

61

69

(See instruction 1)

Company
registration
number

  M3

Period ended
day       month        year

Units



Form M3
(Sheet 3)

Other prepayments and accrued income

Deferred acquisition costs

Accrued interest and rent

Grand total of admissible assets (39+69+88)

Deductions (under Rules 4.14(2)(b) and 4.14(3) [Regulations 57(2)(b) and 57(3) of the Insurance
Companies Regulations1994)] from the aggregate value of assets

Total sheet 3 (71 to 86 less 87)

Prepayments and
accrued income

Due from ceding insurers and intermediaries under reinsurance business
accepted

Due from reinsurers and intermediaries under reinsurance contracts ceded

Cash in hand

Other assets (particulars to be specified by way of supplementary note)

Deposits not subject to time restriction on withdrawal, with approved credit
institutions and approved financial institutions and local authorities

Due more than 12 months after the end of the financial year

Tangible assets

Due in 12 months or less after the end of the financial year

Due more than 12 months after the end of the financial year

Due in 12 months or less after the end of the financial year

Debtors arising
out of reinsurance
operations

Other debtors

Due from
dependants

Other

Cash at bank and
in hand

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

Reconciliation to asset values determined in accordance with the
shareholder accounts rules

84

85

86

87

88

89

Other differences in the valuation of assets (other than for assets not valued above)

Assets of a type not valued above, (as valued in accordance with the shareholder accounts rules)

Solvency margin deduction for insurance dependants

Total assets in excess of the admissibility limits of Appendix 4.2 [Schedule 12 of the Insurance Companies
Regulations 1994], (as valued in accordance with those [Rules] before applying admissibility limits)

Total admissible assets (as per line 89 above)

92

93

94

95

91

Total assets determined in accordance with the shareholder accounts rules (91 to 95)

Amounts included in line 89 attributable to debts due from related companies, other than those under
contracts of insurance or reinsurance 100

99

Salvage and subrogation recoveries

Intermediaries

Policyholders

As at the end of
the previous year

2

As at the end of
this financial

year
1

Debtors
Other assets

Debtors arising
out of direct
insurance
operations

71

72

74

73

Marine mutuals : Analysis of admissible assets

Name of insurer

Financial year ended

(See instruction 1)

Company
registration
number

  M3

Period ended
day       month        year

Units
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Instructions for completion of Form M3

1. Units must be the same as those used in Form M1.

2. In lines 11 to 85 -

(a) for the purpose of classifying (but not valuing) assets, headings and descriptions used above,
wherever they also occur in the balance sheet format in the insurance accounts rules, have the
same meaning as in those rules,

(b) assets must be valued in accordance with rule 9.10; and

(c) assets of any particular description must be shown after deduction of assets of that description
which (for any reason) fall to be left out of account under rule 4.14(2).

3. The aggregate value of those investments which are:

(a) unlisted investments falling within any of lines 41, 42, 46 or 48 which have been valued in
accordance with rule 4.8;

(b) listed investments falling within any of lines 41, 42, 46 or 48 which have been valued in
accordance with rule 4.8 and which are not readily realisable;

(c) units or other beneficial interests in collective investment schemes falling within paragraph (c)
of rule 4.9(1); or

(d) reversionary interests or remainders in property other than land or buildings, must be stated by
way of a supplementary note to this Form, together with a description of such investments.

4. The aggregate value of those investments falling within lines 46 or 48 which are hybrid securities must
be stated by way of a supplementary note to this Form.

5. Amounts in respect of salvage or subrogation included above other than at line 73 must be stated by
way of a supplementary note to this Form.

6. In line 93 "Solvency margin deduction for insurance dependants" refers to deductions under rule
4.3(2)(c).

7. In line 95 "Assets of a type not valued above" refers to assets left out of account under rule 4.1(3).



  M4

Form M4

(See instruction 2)

Policy year
ended

YearMonth

Calls
made/refunded
in financial year

1

Anticipated
future

calls/refunds

2

Reinsurance
premiums paid/

payable in
financial year

3

Outstanding net
claims reserve
b/f (including

IBNR)

4

Net payments
made in

financial year

5

Outstanding net
claims reserve
c/f (including

IBNR)

6

Gross payments
made in

financial year

7

Estimate of
gross payments

remaining on
reported claims

8

Estimate of
gross payments

for IBNR
claims

9

Prior years

Totals (11 to 26) 29

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

15
14

13
12

11

23

24

26

25

Units
Company
registration
number

Period ended
day       month        year

Marine mutuals : Annual analysis of calls, premiums and claims

Name of insurer

Financial year ended

Marine class
(See instruction 1)

Class code
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Instructions for completion of Form M4

1. Separate Forms must be completed for each class of insurance business. The relevant description
below must be entered against the ÔMarine classÕ heading and the corresponding class code entered in
the M4 box.

Code Description
01 Protection and Indemnity
02 Hull and Machinery
03 Freight Demurrage and Defence
04 War risks
05 Strikes
06 Other - nature of business to be detailed in a supplementary note.

2. Units must be the same as those used in Form M1.

3. The financial year in question must be stated at line 11 and preceding financial years must be listed in
reverse chronological order in lines 12 to 25.



Total  (11 to 41) 49

Form M5

Fixed-interest securities

Other

Adjustments for variation margin

Currencies

Land

Equity shares

Fixed-interest securities

Other

Currencies

Land

Equity shares

Fixed-interest securities

Other

Currencies

Land

Equity shares

Derivative contracts

Futures
contracts

Options

Contracts
for
differences

As at the end of this financial year As at the end of the previous year

Assets
1

Assets
3

Liabilities
2

Liabilities
4

11

41

35

34

33

32

31

25

24

23

22

21

15

14

13

12

Marine mutuals : Analysis of derivative contracts

Name of insurer

Financial year ended

(See instruction 1)

Company
registration
number

  M5

Period ended
day       month        year

Units
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Instructions for completion of Form M5

1. Units must be the same as those used in Form M1.

2. Derivative contracts must be analysed according to the description of assets shown in the second
column of Form M5 which represents the principal subject of the contract.

3. Derivative contracts must be reported as assets in column 1 of Form M5 if their value to the marine
mutual (gross of variation margin) is positive and as liabilities in column 2 of Form M5 if their value
to the marine mutual (gross of variation margin) is negative.

4. All amounts included at lines 11 to 35 of Form M5 in respect of derivative contracts are to be
determined without making any allowance for variation margin.

5. Amounts in respect of a derivative contract may only be included net of amounts in respect of any
other derivative contract if -

(a) obligations of the marine mutual under the contracts may be set off against each other under
generally accepted accounting practice; and

(b) such other contract has the effect (in whole or in part) of closing out the obligations of the
marine mutual under the first mentioned contract.

6. The effect of any variation margin upon amounts included at lines 11 to 35 of Form M5 must be shown
at line 41.

7. The entry at M5.49.1 must be shown at M3.44.1.

8. The entry at M5.49.2 must be included at M2.23.1.

9. Rights to recover assets transferred by way of initial margin must not be shown on Form M5.
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GUIDANCE NOTE P.1

SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS OVER THE INVESTMENTS (AND
COUNTERPARTY EXPOSURE) OF INSURERS WITH PARTICULAR
REFERENCE TO THE USE OF DERIVATIVES
________________________

Introduction

1. The Principles for Businesses set out the fundamental obligations of a firm.  They
apply to every regulated firm, not just an insurer.

2. Principle 3 requires a firm to organise its affairs effectively.  This will, among other
things, include keeping adequate and orderly records of its business and internal
organisation.

3. This Guidance is designed to assist the insurer in complying with this requirement.

4. The Guidance is relevant for purposes of the certificates required to be given by the
directors and appointed  actuary and the report to be given by the auditor under
rules 9.34 and 9.35 and Appendix 9.6.

Investment strategy

5. Suitable controls and management information systems should be in place to enable
the insurer to implement an appropriate investment strategy. Such a strategy should
have due regard to the following -

•  the implications of rule 1.3, insofar as that rule is relevant to the matters covered
by this Guidance

(For example, trading in financial instruments for speculative purposes would
not necessarily be considered to be investment activity directly arising from
the insurance business and would therefore risk being in breach of rule 1.3.)

•  the requirements in rule 3.2 concerning the application of assets held in the long-
term insurance fund

•  the requirements in rule 2.3 concerning the suitability and spread of assets
covering insurance liabilities, the need for appropriate diversification of
assets and the need for close matching of linked assets and liabilities

(For example, depending on an insurerÕs financial position, gearing of a fund
might easily be inconsistent with the obligations under rule 2.3.)

•  the requirements of the Currency Matching and Localisation Rules

•  any guidance on any of the above topics issued by the FSA.
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6. Overall responsibility for the determination, implementation and monitoring of such
a strategy rests with the board of directors.

7. In the case of an insurer carrying on long-term insurance business, the board should
be aware of the responsibilities of the appointed  actuary, in particular the duty to
advise (in accordance with actuarial guidance note GN1) about an appropriate
investment policy for the long term insurance fund of a long-term insurer, and
should ensure that the actuary is in a position to discharge those responsibilities.

Controls over exposures

8. Notwithstanding the admissibility limits in Appendix 4.2, appropriate procedures
should be in place for assessing the credit-worthiness of counterparties to whom the
insurer is significantly exposed and for setting lower internal limits (than those in
Appendix 4.2) where prudence dictates such a course. This applies in particular to
potential exposure to reinsurers which is not covered by Appendix 4.2.

9. Notwithstanding the admissibility limits in Appendix 4.2, appropriate procedures
should be in place for setting prudent limits for the insurerÕs aggregate exposure to
certain categories of asset. Such limits should take account of the requirements of
rule 2.3(1) concerning the suitability of assets to cover insurance liabilities. They
may take account of the level of the insurerÕs free assets bearing in mind the
possibility that such assets might in future be needed to cover insurance liabilities or
the required minimum margin of solvency.

10. Systems should be in place to allow the insurer to monitor its aggregate exposure to
different categories of asset (paying particular attention to the different kinds of
instrument under which exposure can arise) or to particular counterparties relative to
the limits set under the procedures described in paragraphs 8 and 9. The issue of
monitoring exposure to counterparties is developed in Annex A.

11. Systems should be in place to ensure that the assets of linked long-term insurance
funds of the insurer comply fully with rules 2.3(2) & (3) and with rule 3.7.

The investment managers

12. The investment strategy should be reflected in clear terms of reference from the
insurer to its investment managers who should be qualified and competent to carry
out their assigned task and whose remuneration package should be consonant with
that strategy. The work of the managers should be monitored sufficiently closely to
ensure that the insurerÕs strategy is being followed and that the systems mentioned
above are effective. These points apply equally where an external manager is used
for this purpose, where a separate legal entity within the insurance group is used (in
either of which cases the FSA would expect there to be a formal agreement between
the two parties) or where the managers are internal. The issues are developed in
Annex B.
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Use of derivatives and other complex investment instruments

13. Managers should ensure that controls over derivatives and other complex investment
instruments have been implemented and are adequate to ensure that risks are
properly assessed, regularly reviewed in the light of changing market conditions and
experience and consistent with the overall investment strategy. This area is
developed in Annex C.

Resources allocated

14. Resources allocated to the tasks mentioned above should be appropriate, both in
quantity and quality, for ensuring that the controls are effective at all times. This
applies particularly in respect of the matters covered in paragraph 13.

Reports to the Board

15. In order to satisfy themselves that investment activity is carried out in accordance
with the approved strategy and that adequate controls are in place, the board of
directors should receive reports at an appropriate frequency with appropriate details
as to the investment activities and controls.

Further guidance

16. If you would like to discuss any of the matters raised above further, please contact
the FSA as set out below -

Insurers: please contact your supervisor.

Other interested parties: please contact Ð

Insurance Technical Risk
Prudential Standards Division
Financial Services Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London   E14 5HS

Telephone: 020 7676 9596
_________________________

Annex A (paragraph 10)

Monitoring of aggregate exposures

A1 ÔAggregate exposureÕ means the amount against which the asset admissibility limits
are applied. The limits are expressed as percentages of the long-term or general
insurance business amounts as appropriate. These limits represent maximum
amounts which can be valued for solvency purposes; it will often be prudent for
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insurers to set internally lower limits in order to comply with the general provisions
on suitability of assets.

A2 The asset admissibility limits include some aggregate limits e.g. there is a maximum
limit of 10% excluding bank deposits (20% if deposits are included) of the long-term
or general insurance business amounts with any one counterparty or connected
company of that counterparty from whatever source. In other words exposure needs
to be accumulated for -

•  all types of investment and other activities of the insurer e.g. all derivatives
transactions, stock lending, bank deposits and other loans;

•  all operations of the insurer i.e. including overseas branches. Exposure
through subsidiary operations will also need to be accumulated within these
limits where the assets of that subsidiary are valued on a look through basis.
The explicit limits do not, however apply to exposures generated through a
parent or fellow subsidiary of the insurer. Where the insurer has diverse
investment operations, then it may be appropriate to set ÔlocalÕ limits which,
even if aggregated, would still fall within the permitted overall limits; and

•  all dealings with the counterparty  concerned or any of its connected
companies. Insurers will therefore need to find out if any of their
counterparties have connected companies and make sure that they are kept
informed of any changes to the status of existing counterparties. Financial
services regulators have required such information for some time and most
counterparties should be able readily to provide the necessary information.

A3 When assessing the counterparty exposure, only the amounts actually owing to the
insurer need to be considered. For example, derivatives transactions with brokers
would be based on the market value of the contract not the nominal value (which
would be a much greater amount). Exposure could be further reduced by any margin
arrangement. Aggregate exposure will normally initially be assessed on a gross basis
(i.e. total amounts due to the insurer from the counterparty concerned). But the
application of generally accepted accounting practice may allow this to be reduced
by amounts which the insurer owes the counterparty where there is a legal right of
set-off.

Credit exposure to reinsurers

A4 Although there are no quantitative limits in the rules for reinsurance recoveries,
insurers should still have regard to their accumulated credit exposure to individual
reinsurers. (In this context exposure normally means debts due from the reinsurer
plus anticipated recoveries on outstanding claims and IBNR). The FSA would not
consider an insurer to be soundly and prudently managed if it controlled its
investment activities but, in the context of its total assets, had unacceptable levels of
exposure to any one reinsurer. In this context, exposure would not only relate to the
amounts for which credit has been taken in the insurerÕs accounts but would also
take into account how the insurer was planning to meet its future liabilities. The
assessment of what is an ÔacceptableÕ level of exposure to a particular reinsurer may
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take into account the security provided by any collateral arrangements such as letters
of credit and deposits-back as well as the credit worthiness of the reinsurer itself.

Insurance groups

A5 As noted above the detailed admissibility limits generally apply at an insurer level
rather than for an insurance group as a whole. For its own prudential management
reasons, group management may still wish to ensure that the basic principles apply
across the group. Monitoring of exposures to individual counterparties etc. will
obviously be more difficult for groups but it could be possible to use the Òlocal
limitsÓ approach suggested for branches.

___________________________

Annex B (paragraph 12)

Controls over investment managers

B1 Where investment management is contracted out to a third party, the directors of the
insurer must nevertheless satisfy themselves that the appropriate controls are in
place and are effective. This applies not only where the entire function is contracted
out but also where only a specialist element such as derivatives trading is carried out
by a third party. The directors should ensure in the latter cases in particular that the
effects of their own in-house activities are considered in conjunction with the
contracted out activities when monitoring aggregate exposures to certain types of
investment and/or counterparty. (It should be noted that the counterparty limits
apply to the insurer's share of investments only, not to the entire portfolio of the
investment manager).

B2 In determining what are appropriate and effective controls the FSA would normally
expect the insurer, at a minimum, to focus on the following areas -

•  There should be a clear contract which sets out the parameters in which
investment managers may operate. It is unlikely that managers' ÒstandardÓ
contract will be sufficient for this purpose. The FSA would expect tailoring to
reflect the legislative constraints (e.g. admissibility limits, permitted links),
any investment limits set by the insurer and more generally the insurer's
specific circumstances. For example Òto invest in whatever the manager
considers appropriateÓ is not good enough. Apart from any specific limits the
parameters need to strike an appropriate balance between risk and reward,
taking due account of the nature of the insurerÕs insurance liabilities and (as
appropriate) the interests and reasonable expectations of its policy holders.

•  The extent of reporting by managers should be sufficient to enable the
insurer to assess whether or not actual operations are in line with the
insurerÕs strategy, and in particular meets the risk/reward criteria. Reporting
should also provide sufficient information for the insurer to check how close
it is to relevant asset admissibility limits (or to its own limits if lower).
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•  Additional more detailed monitoring of managers' operations may be
appropriate in certain circumstances.

•  If an investment manager is to hold funds on behalf of the insurer or to be a
counterparty  to certain investment transactions, then the extent of
capitalisation and form of regulation of the manager will need to be taken
into account. These considerations will need to be regularly reassessed e.g.
manager A may be suitable if placing £10m of business but not for £100m.
Similar considerations will also apply where the insurer alters its investment
strategy and moves into newer forms of investment activity for which the
existing investment manager may have little or no experience.

B3 In addition any new corporate manager appointed by the insurer must be notified to
the FSA under the approved persons regime. Third party investment managers are
normally notifiable and will need to pass the appropriate fit and proper tests.

_______________________

Annex C (paragraph 13)

Controls over derivatives

C1 Directors of an insurer should take all reasonable steps (taking account of the nature
and scale of use of derivatives) to satisfy themselves that managers -

•  fully understand the nature of derivatives trading being undertaken by the
organisation and the related risks, and where relevant, are suitably qualified
and competent to transact the range and type of transactions being
undertaken and understand the nature of the exposures (including both
counterparty and market risk) which their use will create;

•  have documented clearly the objectives and policies for the use of derivatives
contracts and monitor, (including the carrying out of compliance audits) to
ensure that their use is in line with those objectives and policies. Managers
should ensure policy is sufficiently clear and precise to ensure that new types
of instrument are not dealt in without due prior consideration. They should
also define any associated limits on exposures or volumes that are considered
appropriate;

•  have given due regard, in particular, to uncovered transactions (which may
be undertaken only in relation to assets which do not match technical
provisions) in the context of the above controls so that in no circumstances is
the required minimum margin of solvency endangered nor, in the case of
insurers carrying on long-term insurance business, are policy holdersÕ
reasonable expectations adversely affected. Systems are needed which are
adequate to prevent exposure to unacceptable exceptionally volatile risks and
to monitor transactions on a frequency commensurate with volatility and risk
(in general terms). The systems should trigger a strategy to hedge or close out
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a transaction whenever adverse movements or events threaten a significant
worsening of the insurerÕs solvency position;

•  have ensured that those who have responsibility for the control of derivatives
investment, are sufficiently independent of the day-to-day operators to ensure
effective control;

•  are capable of analysing and monitoring the risk of all transactions
undertaken by the organisation individually and in aggregate (including
interest rate risk, foreign exchange risk fraud, error, unauthorised access to
confidential information and other operational risks);

•  have ensured that the systems cope adequately with the volumes and
volatility of transactions undertaken. In particular, the front office systems
should not receive the most attention and funding to the detriment of the
accounting systems;

•  are provided regularly with statistics and information (appropriately
summarised) on the trading volumes of derivatives contracts by type of
product including regular reports of all off-balance sheet transactions,
contingencies and commitments;

•  are satisfied that sufficient systems and controls relevant to derivative
products have been put in place, including independent agreement and
reconciliation of positions, independent checking of prices, agreement of
managers' profits to accounting profit, appropriate authorisation where
dealing limits have been exceeded, etc.; and

•  have tested adequately and approved valuation models which are used to
value open positions and derivative contracts and that amendments to their
programmes are controlled. Such models should include an appropriate test
of the robustness of the portfolio to stress in changing investment conditions.

C2 In satisfying themselves on the above points, the directors collectively should have
sufficient expertise to understand the important issues.

______________________
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GUIDANCE NOTE P.2

SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS OVER GENERAL BUSINESS CLAIMS PROVISIONS
_____________________

Introduction

1. The Principles for Businesses set out the fundamental obligations of a firm.  They
apply to all regulated firms, not just an insurer.

2. Principle 3 requires a firm to organise its affairs effectively.  This includes keeping
adequate and orderly records of its business and internal organisation.

3. This Guidance is designed to assist the insurer in complying with this requirement.

4. This Guidance is relevant for purposes of the certificates required to be given by the
directors and appointed  actuary and the report to be given by the auditor under
rules 9.34 and 9.35 and Appendix 9.6.

Scope of Guidance

5. This Guidance has been prepared for insurers (and reinsurers) on the systems and
controls which should be in place in order to ensure that the amounts set aside for
claims handling expenses and claims outstanding are appropriately established,
properly recorded and effectively monitored.

6. The Guidance has been structured in two parts: ÔClaims handlingÕ covers the systems
and controls over the recording and processing of notified claims incurred and the
associated costs of handling claims, whilst ÔClaims outstandingÕ addresses the
setting of the technical Ôclaims provisionÕ.

7. In this Guidance -

claims provision or provision for claims outstanding means the amount provided
in the insurerÕs Returns to cover the estimated ultimate cost of settling claims
(including claims incurred but not reported and claims handling expenses) arising
out of events which have occurred by the end of the accounting period, less amounts
already paid in respect of those claims;

case estimate means an estimate made of an appropriate provision for an individual
claim outstanding based on information relevant to that claim; and

statistical estimate means an estimate made of an appropriate provision for a group
of claims outstanding, based on information relevant to the group.

8. Certain parts of the Guidance have been amplified by referring to the ÔAreas for
senior management to consider...Õ points set out in Annex B and C. These annexes
have been included for illustrative purposes only and the points raised in them
should not be taken as exhaustive.
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9. The Guidance should be read in conjunction with the explanatory note attached as
Annex A.

Part I Claims handling

Suitable controls, systems and procedures should be in place to
ensure adequate and accurate information is appropriately and
promptly recorded to enable a proper assessment to be made of
the ultimate cost of all claims or potential claims.

Systems

10. Appropriate and effective systems and controls should be in place to allow the
insurer to record and monitor its financial liability to policy holders in respect of
claims arising out of contracts of insurance.

11. In determining what are Ôappropriate and effective systemsÕ, the FSA would
normally expect an insurer to consider the areas summarised in Annex B.

Resources

12. Resources allocated to the claims handling function should be appropriate, both in
quality and quantity, for ensuring that the systems and controls are effective at all
times.

13. Managers should regularly monitor the pertinent indicators of resource pressure (for
example, backlogs, inactive files, missed deadlines from the diary, inaccuracies in
Ôcase estimatesÕ or Ôstatistical estimatesÕ, late or inappropriate amendments to
estimates).

14. If external resources are used, managers should take such steps as are reasonable and
appropriate to satisfy themselves that the resource is of the appropriate quality,
experience and competence.

15. The insurer should maintain adequate supervision and control over any external
resources used to assist the claims handling function.

Function autonomy

16. The claims handling department should maintain regular liaison with other key
functions within the insurer.

17. Notwithstanding paragraph 16, the managers should ensure that the extent of the
segregation of functions is appropriate for the nature and size of the business.

(For example, whilst it is necessary for the claims handling department (including
the reserving function) to have a certain degree of contact with the underwriters, the
two groups must maintain a suitable level of independence from each other.)
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Data

18. Appropriate systems should be in place to satisfy managers that data are complete
and accurate and are being correctly recorded on a timely basis.

19. Considerations which managers should take into account when assessing the
suitability of data collection include, but are not limited to, the items listed in Annex
C.

Part II  Provision for claims outstanding

Managers should maintain appropriate systems controls and
procedures to ensure that the Ôprovision for claims outstandingÕ
is, at all times, sufficient to cover any liabilities that have been
or will be incurred on contracts of insurance as far as can be
reasonably foreseen.

Resources

20. Resources utilised for the purposes of setting and monitoring the Ôprovision for
claims outstandingÕ should be appropriate, both in terms of skill and experience.

21. In satisfying themselves that resources of appropriate skill and experience are
employed in respect of paragraph 20, managers should consider the following points
-

•  the value of using appropriately qualified, experienced and proven loss reserving
specialists (such as actuaries with general insurance experience);

•  if any part of the process of setting Ôclaims provisionÕ is delegated to an external
loss reserving specialist, appropriate procedures should be in place to ensure that
the specialist selected possesses the appropriate level of skill and experience;

•  it is essential that the individuals responsible for carrying out the calculations to
determine the Ôprovision for claims outstandingÕ are sufficiently familiar with the
nature, complexity and size of the business; and

•  managers should ensure the necessary information (gathered, for example, by
regular liaison with underwriters, intermediaries and reinsurers) is available for
the determination of the Ôprovision for claims outstandingÕ.

Data

22. Suitable controls should be in place to ensure that the data used in determining the
Ôprovision for claims outstandingÕ are extracted from the underlying records
accurately and to the necessary level of detail.
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(In this regard, the level of detail should be sufficient to ensure that the data
available to managers in their assessment of Ôclaims provisionsÕ covers the whole of
its insurance liabilities and exposures)

23. Considerations which managers should take into account when assessing the
suitability of the data analysis include, but are not limited to, the items listed in
Annex C.

24. If the insurer makes use of an external resource to assist in the process of estimating
the Ôprovision for claims outstandingÕ, suitable controls should be in place to ensure
that the source data used by the external resource are complete and suitable and
procedures should be in place to ensure that the results received from the third party
can be relied upon and are reported in the correct format to the necessary level of
detail.

Estimation methods

25. Appropriate methods should be applied in estimating the Ôprovision for claims
outstandingÕ.

26. Regard should be given to relevant judicial developments, changes in legislation and
economic assumptions.

27. Managers should not be limited to just one estimation method but should consider
using one or more alternative approaches before selecting those which may be
regarded as most appropriate to the nature of the business.

28. The frequency with which a comparison of estimation methods should be undertaken
depends on the type of business and the adequacy of the methods in use, as
evidenced by the run-off performance or other pertinent factors.

29. Efforts should be made to identify and understand the reasons for any significant
differences between the results from the different approaches.

30. Suitable systems and controls should be in place to ensure that the selected
approaches are applied accurately and on a consistent basis.

31. Procedures should be in place to review and monitor, on a regular basis, the out-turn
of provisions made in prior years for claims outstanding.

32. Evaluation of the out-turn should normally be carried out by line of business and by
accident year or underwriting year. The out-turn of the element within the Ôclaims
provisionsÕ which relates to claims handling expenses (both direct and indirect)
should be monitored separately.

Function autonomy

33. The individuals responsible for setting Ôprovision for claims outstandingÕ should
maintain regular liaison with other key functions within the insurer.
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34. The work of those responsible for setting Ôprovision for claims outstandingÕ should
be subject to regular review by senior management independent from the
underwriting function.

Reinsurance

35. Suitable systems should be in place to ensure that reinsurance recoveries are
identified and appropriately recorded on a timely basis.

36. Procedures should be in place to allow managers to evaluate and monitor the
application (and hence the effect) of the reinsurance programme to the gross
Ôprovision for claims outstandingÕ (including claims incurred but not reported).

37. Appropriate systems should be in place to evaluate and monitor the insurerÕs credit
risk exposure to individual reinsurers.

38. Managers should update the provision for reinsurance bad and doubtful debts on a
regular basis.

______________________

Annex A (paragraph 9)

EXPLANATORY NOTE

A1 Other technical provisions, namely the provision for unearned premiums, the
unexpired risk provision and equalisation provisions are not specifically covered by
this Guidance, although much of the Guidance deals with issues which are generic to
all technical provisions.

A2 The Guidance recognises that the systems and controls required for the claims
handling function will not be the same as those required for the function of setting
the Ôprovision for claims outstandingÕ. Whilst the two areas are strongly interrelated,
the Guidance is structured to reflect the different management control considerations
that apply, recognising that effective controls are required in both areas in order to
form the necessary base from which appropriate provisions can be established and
reported.

A3 The Guidance is not intended to define the controls which all general insurers must
employ, nor is it intended to be prescriptive. Rather, it is a matter for the directors to
be satisfied that the insurerÕs control environment is appropriate for the business that
it operates. Control objectives can be attained in many different ways, depending on
the size and nature of the business. It is the responsibility of the senior management
to ensure that adequate resources are available to meet the control objectives.

A4 Accordingly, the aim of the Guidance is to provide an overview of the key control
systems and procedures. This should then enable management to evaluate the
insurerÕs existing control environment in conjunction with the Guidance in order to
identify whether there are any worthwhile areas for enhancement.
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A5 The Guidance has been prepared to assist directors of insurers (and reinsurers), their
auditors and others who may be concerned in the setting of general insurance
business claims provisions for the purposes of both the supervisory Returns and the
statutory shareholder accounts.

A6 The insurer's usual FSA supervisor will be pleased to provide additional assistance.

A7 For the preparation of the return, the insurer must value its technical provisions in
accordance with the Determination of Liabilities Rules. Generally, the general
insurance business liabilities for such Returns will be valued under the same rules
that apply to the technical provisions disclosed in the shareholder accounts.

A8 This Guidance does not seek to discuss or comment on the advantages of any one
claims estimation method when compared to another. The appropriateness of an
insurerÕs methods in establishing Ôprovisions for claims outstandingÕ should be
assessed by whether the methods used have yielded or are expected to yield an
appropriate level of provisions for that insurer.

_______________________

Annex B (paragraph 11)

AREAS FOR SENIOR MANAGEMENT TO CONSIDER WHEN
ESTABLISHING APPROPRIATE AND EFFECTIVE CLAIMS HANDLING

SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES

In establishing and maintaining effective claims handling systems and procedures
senior managersÕ considerations should include, but not be limited to, the items set
out below.

B1 Appropriate systems and controls should be in place to ensure that all liabilities or
potential liabilities notified to the insurer are recorded promptly and accurately.
Accordingly, the systems and controls in place should ensure that a proper record is
established for each notified claim.

B2 Suitable systems should be in place to identify and quantify, for the key claims
handling procedures, the effects of processing backlogs and to ensure that
appropriate corrective action is taken.

B3 Suitable controls should be maintained to ensure that Ôclaims estimatesÕ and
Ôstatistical estimatesÕ are appropriately made on a consistent basis and are properly
categorised.

B4 Regular reviews of the out-turn of the Ôclaims estimatesÕ and Ôstatistical estimatesÕ
should be carried out to check for inconsistencies and to ensure that procedures
remain appropriate. The reviews should include the use of statistical techniques to
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compare the estimates with the eventual cost of settling the claims, after deducting
the amounts already paid at the time the estimates were made.

B5 Appropriate systems and procedures should be in place to ensure that claim files
without activity are reviewed on a regular basis. For example, the use of a ÔdiaryÕ
system should identify areas of inactivity, thereby prompting the claims handler to
examine the file and reassess the priority of the action required.

B6 Appropriate systems and procedures should be in place to assess the validity of
notified claims by reference to the underlying contracts of insurance and
reinsurance treaties.

B7 Suitable systems and procedures should be in place to accommodate the use of
suitable experts such as loss adjusters, lawyers, accountants, etc. as and when
appropriate.

B8 There should be suitable systems and procedures in place to identify and deal with
any large claims, including systems to ensure that senior management are involved
in the processing of large claims from the outset.

_______________________

Annex C (paragraph 19)

AREAS FOR SENIOR MANAGEMENT TO CONSIDER WHEN ASSESSING
THE SUITABILITY OF DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS USED IN

DETERMINING THE PROVISION FOR CLAIMS OUTSTANDING

Senior managers should consider the accuracy and completeness of data collection
and recording. In the context of utilising data to determine the Ôprovision for claims
outstandingÕ, the FSA would expect an insurerÕs senior managersÕ considerations to
include, but not be limited to, the items set out below.

General matters

C1 Data requirements should be established, having regard to -

•  the size of the business,

•  the nature of the business written,

•  the level of business written in foreign currencies,

•  the specific requirements of the users (e.g. the actuary),

•  the data sources available,

•  the homogeneity of the groups.
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Data for the assessment of the insurer's claims experience

C2 Data should be capable of assisting the insurer to assess -

•  the type of claims experienced,

•  the settlement patterns and changes in them,

•  the reinsurance arrangements,

•  claims frequency,

•  claims severity,

•  incidence of large claims,

•  origin of each Ôclaims estimateÕ,

•  third party recoverables,

•  special issues (e.g. requirements for catastrophe data or latent claim data),

•  the effect of portfolio transfers and commutations of business.

Data for the assessment of the insurer's claims exposure

C3 Data should be in a format to enable the insurer to be provided with -

•  the appropriate exposure base for each class of business,

•  an appropriate analysis of changes in premium levels,

•  an appropriate analysis of changes in policy terms,

•  an appropriate analysis of the effect of specific loss scenarios.

_________________________
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GUIDANCE NOTE 2.1

HYBRID CAPITAL: ADMISSIBILITY FOR SOLVENCY

_____________________

What is this Guidance about?

1. The FSA may, by waiver or modification of the rules, allow insurers to count the
value of certain types of hybrid capital instruments which they issue towards a
proportion of their required margin of solvency.

2. This Guidance describes the type of instruments that will be eligible for such
treatment, the procedure to be followed, the admissibility limits which will apply and
the terms which such instruments should meet in order to qualify. These terms are
not to be regarded as definitive.

3. Restrictions on cumulative preference share capital under rule 2.10 are not dealt with
in this Guidance.

What is hybrid capital?

4. Hybrid capital is essentially loan capital. However, unlike an ordinary loan, the
instrument contains conditions which, inter alia, remove some of the lenderÕs usual
rights. These conditions allow the loan to be treated like the proceeds from the issue
of shares for regulatory purposes. Some forms of hybrid capital are closer in nature
to shares than others.

5. The Third Life and Third Non Life Directive allow the value of four types of hybrid
capital to count as cover for the required margin of solvency. They are the following
-

•  subordinated members' accounts (in the case of a mutual);

•  dated subordinated loan capital;

•  perpetual subordinated loan capital; and

•  perpetual securities with defined characteristics.

6. These instruments are not, however, the equivalent of ordinary share capital. The
FSAÕs main concern is that insurers should have sufficient risk capital to meet
unexpected pressures on the insurance business. The FSA will view applications to
count loan capital as part of their solvency margin in this light.

What is the procedure?

7. Under the rules, hybrid capital instruments cannot count for the purpose of covering
the required solvency margin of insurers because they give rise to liabilities
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offsetting the value of the funds raised. However, the FSA does have the discretion
to vary the terms of the requirement by making a direction for waiver or
modification under section 148 of the Act.

8. Insurers may apply under SUP for a direction. The application should enclose the
following documentation -

•  terms and conditions of agreement/instrument/issue (in draft if necessary);

•  copies of any prospectus or offer document or other promotional literature (in
draft if necessary);

•  copy of the memorandum and articles or rules of the insurer indicating the
provisions catering for the issue of securities or a legal opinion confirming
the insurer's right to issue the securities.

How long will the process take?

9. As long as the documentation is complete it should normally be possible to deal with
straightforward applications in around a month. However, insurers should discuss
their application with the FSA well in advance.

What will the section 148 waiver or modification do?

Solvency margin

10. Under the Margins of Solvency Rules, funds raised from the issue of loan capital do
not count toward the required margin of solvency because the value of the money
received would be offset by a corresponding liability to repay the loan with interest.
The section 148 direction would probably vary the terms of the Determination of
Liabilities Rules (specifically rule 5.2) to provide that the liability to repay the value
of the loan capital may be excluded. This exclusion would be limited to a value
determined by calculating a proportion of the required margin of solvency (see
paragraphs 17 and 27).

Accounts and Statements Rules

11. The Forms under the Accounts and Statements Rules already permit the proceeds of
hybrid capital issues to be shown as assets counting towards the required margin of
solvency.

Valuation of Assets Rules

12. The following would probably not be affected by a waiver or modification.  The
Valuation of Assets Rules contain three rules concerning the holding of hybrid
capital. The first is to treat as inadmissible any holding of a parent insurer's hybrid
capital by a subsidiary. This mirrors the position which is achieved by virtue of
section 23 of the Companies Act in relation to share capital. Second, holdings of
listed hybrid capital are treated as listed debentures and subject to the restrictions
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that apply to them. Third, holdings of unlisted hybrid capital are subject to an
admissibility limit.

What terms must the instruments contain?

13. The instruments must at a minimum be compatible with the provisions in Article
16(1) of the First Non-Life Directive and Article 18(1) of the First Life Directive as
appropriate.

14. Indent 1 of Article 16(1) sets out the terms relevant for subordinated membersÕ
accounts (relevant only to mutuals  and referred to in this Guidance as the
ÔmemberÕs accountÕ).  Indent 7 of the same article specifies the minimum
conditions for subordinated loan capital; indent 8 defines the basic terms for the
perpetual security.  The latter two forms of hybrid capital can be issued by all
insurers.  The terms of Article 18(1) are identical in this respect.

Subordinated members' account

15. The subordinated Ômember's accountÕ is a loan made by a member of a mutual which
can be remunerated under certain specified conditions. The conditions are -

•  the subordination should be to all the creditors of the insurer;

•  no payments (interest) may be made to members if this would cause the
required margin of solvency to be breached; and

•  the FSA must be notified at least one month in advance of any proposed
payment, other than for the individual termination of membership (capital or
capital and interest), and because, during the notice period, the FSA may act
to prohibit any such payment the contract should accommodate this.

16. The Ômember's accountÕ is intended to be part of the core capital of the mutual,
available to meet losses in much the same way as the effective initial fund. Subject
to the above, it can count in full towards the required margin of solvency. The
account is analogous to the perpetual security, the details of which are set out below
and the FSA will apply the same criteria. Other forms of hybrid capital may not be as
acceptable as subordinated Ômembers' accountsÕ.

Other hybrid capital instruments

Extent of subordination

17. The instruments should have the effect that in the event of the winding up of an
insurer the capital and interest accrued but not paid (including any deferred interest)
must be subordinate to the claims of all other creditors. The note holders would rank
after all other creditors but before the members in any distribution. In the case of a
mutual, the note holders would rank after members in their capacity as policy
holders.
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18. The Insolvency Act 1986 does not provide for the ranking of subordinated creditors
in the event of a winding-up. However, there are at least two well established
methods by which creditors can voluntarily subordinate their rights to other
creditors. The first is to establish a trust in favour of other creditors. The second is
for the amounts payable to the note holder to attract the status of a contingent debt so
that on a winding up of the insurer the required degree of subordination would be
achieved.

19. Other methods of subordination may be acceptable, including structural
subordinations, provided they satisfy the conditions in paragraph 15. Note holders
should not be able to gain any enhancement of their rights through such methods.

20. It should also not be possible to defeat the subordination by applying rights of set
off. This will be relevant where the issuer and purchaser do business, each from time
to time holding money due to the other. Under English law agreements to waive
rights of set off are effective against the parties, but set off is mandatory upon
winding up of an insurer. The position in other legal jurisdictions varies. In either
case where set off is or may be an issue, the FSA will probably require evidence that
the subordination cannot be undermined.

21. The subordination provisions should also take into account the need to protect the
position of with-profits policy holders of long-term insurers. With-profits funds will
include sums being accrued to meet future bonuses to policy holders. Such funds are
customarily held in the long-term insurance fund on which, upon liquidation, other
creditors and also shareholders may have a claim.

22. Accordingly, the FSA  requests that the relevant documentation satisfies the
following two requirements. The first is that the loan (capital and interest) should not
constitute a liability attributable to the long-term insurance fund of an insurer. The
rights of the note holder should be met from assets held outside the long-term
insurance fund, including any distribution of a surplus from the fund under rule 3.3.
This is to ensure that, as the insurer is trading, the position of the with-profits policy
holder is fully protected.

23. Second, the documentation should have the effect that the rights of the lender are
subordinated to all other creditors of the insurer in the event of a winding up. This
should, in particular, secure that the note holderÕs claims on the assets of the insurer
are to be subordinated to the liabilities assessed in respect of all long-term insurance
business policies, including any amounts payable to reflect the value of bonuses to
meet the reasonable expectations of with-profit policy holders.

24. The responsibility for achieving effective subordination lies with the insurer.
Applicants are recommended to seek legal advice from those with relevant expertise
in this field since the effectiveness of the subordination provisions will depend on an
accurate understanding of the relevant law.

Limits and solvency margin

Limits
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25. As far as hybrid capital is concerned, insurers will probably be permitted to count
the value of loan capital instruments (the aggregate value of all such instruments) as
cover for solvency up to 50% of their required margin of solvency. Within this
overall limit, the value of term stocks (in aggregate) may count for a maximum of
25% of the required margin of solvency. An issue the value of which is in excess of
this is unlikely to be permitted to count for the purposes of solvency and should
continue to be treated as liabilities under the Determination of Liabilities Rules.

26. The above should apply in respect of the long-term and general insurance business
of a composite insurer, the limits applying to each margin separately where the
funds are applied exclusively for the benefit of one or other type of business. Where
such an insurer wishes to apply the funds raised to its business as a whole (general
and long-term insurance business), the limits set out in the previous paragraph may
be permitted to apply to the aggregate of the required margins for both types of
business.

27. In either case, it should be noted that in a winding up the liabilities of the long-term
and general insurance business should be discharged separately. It is the applicantÕs
responsibility to ensure that the records of the insurer enable the liabilities attributed
to a particular type of business to be accurately identified.

Solvency margin condition

28. In addition to notice requirements allowing the FSA to prevent early repayment
should this imperil the solvency of the insurer, directions under section 148 will
probably require the non-payment of interest and capital if payment, or any other
event, would result in breach of the required margin of solvency. For these purposes
the treatment of subordinated debt and other perpetual securities is different.

Subordinated debt

29. In order to provide the insurer with a breathing space to recapitalise, subordinated
debt agreements should provide that the right to petition for winding up of the
insurer is exercisable only on the day following the second anniversary of default in
the payment of interest and/or capital unless the presentation of a petition arises from
some other default.

Perpetual securities

30. The terms of perpetual securities should provide for the deferment of interest and
capital payments on the loan where the required margin of solvency is breached in a
manner which will not give rise to a winding up. They should also provide for the
security holders to bear losses in the same way as a shareholder if the insurer is in
financial difficulties. This can be achieved, for example, by providing for conversion
of the debt to ordinary share capital or for payments of principal and unpaid interest,
in whole or part, to be cancelled in order to allow the insurer to continue in business.
The trigger for the loss-bearing provisions would be breach of the required margin
of solvency.
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Maturity and early repayment

Maturity

31. If term subordinated debt is to count as capital, it should have a maturity of at least
five years. The debt may be repaid in equal amounts during the last five years of the
loan, in which case the amount allowed to count as cover for the required margin of
solvency will proportionately reduce. Alternatively, the debt may be paid back in full
on the maturity date and may count in full until that date. In the latter case, the FSA
will require to be notified no later than one year before maturity.  Since the FSA may
act to prohibit repayments, the contract should provide for this.

32. Perpetual subordinated debt containing provisions triggering the determination of a
date for repayment may be acceptable, but the FSA will probably require at least five
years notice. Where such notice is to be given the FSA will also require to be
informed.

33. Perpetual securities should not be repaid other than at the behest of the issuer and the
FSA will require to be notified.

Early repayment

34. Where early repayment of hybrid capital is in prospect, an insurer should write to its
supervisor at the FSA with an explanation showing how the required margin of
solvency is to be maintained.

35. Insurers should not make agreements which provide for early repayment triggered
by performance conditions, cross-default clauses, negative pledges, or other
restrictive conditions. This is not intended to constrain the right of subordinated debt
note holders to petition for winding up if there is default in the payment of interest or
capital on the due dates (except in the case set out in paragraph 30).

Conversion

36. Where, as in the above example, there is provision for conversion from loan to share
capital, the insurer should ensure that it has adequate authorised share capital to
accommodate the change. It will also be necessary in these circumstances for the
FSA to apply its Ôfit and properÕ checks, if upon conversion the note holder would
become a controller. It would be appropriate for this to be acknowledged in the
agreement. Where the lender could become a controller, the relevant provisions of
the Act and the rules will apply.

Transfers / mergers

37. It is common when an insurer gets into severe financial difficulties to try and
arrange a transfer of portfolio to, or a takeover by, another insurer to safeguard the
position of policy holders. Insurers should not agree to any restriction which would
inhibit or prevent this.
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Denomination of debt

38. Issues may be denominated in sterling or a foreign currency. However, in the case of
foreign currency issues, insurers should be able to demonstrate to the FSA how the
foreign currency debt would be serviced, or alternatively what hedging arrangements
exist to reduce the currency risk. Where capital is raised for foreign operations, the
FSA would expect sufficient income to be generated in the relevant foreign currency
to service the commitments under the loan capital agreement.

Interest

39. The basis on which the capital attracts interest should be clearly stated in the
agreement. In the case of subordinated loan capital, where payment of interest or
capital is suspended, the agreement may provide for the unpaid interest to
accumulate. However, the agreement should not permit further penal interest charges
to attach as a result of the suspension.

40. Loan capital instruments with a fixed or stepped rate and those with a floating rate
are acceptable as cover for the required margin of solvency. Floating rates should be
expressed in terms of a reference point, for example, the rates from time to time
prevailing in the inter-bank market or rates applicable to government securities.

41. Where there is provision for variation of the rates applicable, the extent of this
variation should not be such as to induce repayment of the loan by the issuer of the
capital.

Accordingly, any provision allowing -

(a) an increase in fixed interest rates; or

(b) an increase in any margin on the floating rate (the margin over and above the
reference point by which the rate is determined)

which exceeds a maximum of

(i) 1% in aggregate over five years; or

(ii) 2% in aggregate without limit of time,

is unlikely to be approved.

42. These figures are not intended to create market norms, merely to act as a guide to
indicate the extent of variation which would not be regarded as unusual. In practice,
the interest basis will need to be carefully considered in the light of the type of
instrument and the principle in paragraph 41.
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Disclosure

43. The documentation relating to the issue should explain the key features of the
instruments so that small or retail investors in particular are aware of the nature of
their investment and the risks associated with the purchase. The listing requirements
of the stock exchange may be sufficient to meet the point, as may compliance with
disclosure rules under the Act. Where the stock is not quoted and the Act does not
apply, the FSA should be consulted about disclosure to potential purchasers if the
issue is priced to enable small investors to participate.

Amendments to agreements

44. No amendment to any agreement or instrument governing the issue of a hybrid
capital instrument should be possible without 30 daysÕ prior notice in writing to the
FSA and the recognition that the FSA might take steps to prevent such amendments.

Applicable law

45. Agreements may be governed by any law where the required subordination can be
given effect. Where a foreign law is to govern the agreement, evidence of the
effectiveness of the subordination should accompany the application.

____________________
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GUIDANCE NOTE 4.1 (rule 4.1)

GUIDANCE FOR INSURERS AND AUDITORS ON THE VALUATION OF
ASSETS RULES
________________________
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 This Guidance relates to the Valuation of Assets Rules.  It has been prepared to assist
directors of insurers, their auditors, and others who may be concerned in the
application of the legislation relevant to the valuation and admissibility of assets of
insurers for the purposes of demonstrating coverage of the technical reserve and the
required solvency margin.

1.2 It is not intended to be prescriptive and cannot be regarded as a substitute for reading
the rules themselves and taking professional advice. An insurer should contact its
usual FSA supervisor if there are any areas which it would like to discuss further.

1.3 The Guidance deals with the valuation and admissibility of assets belonging to the
insurers (through either direct ownership or through beneficial interests) and do not
necessarily address how these items should be reported in the FSA Returns.

1.4 This Guidance may be relevant for the purposes of the directors' certificate required
under paragraph 5 of Appendix 9.6.

2. OVERVIEW OF THE RULES

2.1 The basic approach of the Valuation of Assets Rules is as follows.

Step One

Determine how the asset is to be defined under the rules since a number of
definitions are specific to the rules.

Step Two

Once the asset has been defined, apply a series of rules, based on prudent valuation
methods which approximate to the value which would be realised in an orderly run-
off. The valuation methods will in many cases differ from that used for Companies
Act accounts which are drawn up on the basis that the company is a going concern.
If there is no valuation rule explicitly mentioned in the rules for a particular asset
(e.g. for  gold), a nil value must be ascribed.

Step Three

The Valuation of Assets Rules provide the appropriate value which can be assigned
to an asset. The admissibility rules then determine how much of this value (if any)
can be included within the solvency margin calculation. The admissibility rules
supply a Ômenu-styleÕ set of instructions which detail the admissibility restrictions
which apply on the exposure to each asset, investment, or counterparty. This
particular area can be intricate and consequently section 5 is dedicated to providing
additional guidance.

This admissibility limits approach is complemented by the general principle of rule
2.3 which requires insurers to cover their liabilities with assets with adequate
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diversification and of appropriate safety, yield and marketability. Compliance with
the admissibility limits does not necessarily mean automatic compliance with rule
2.3 - the Valuation of Assets Rules are in addition to the general principle of rule 2.3.

2.2 Some aspects of the Determination of Liabilities Rules are also relevant to the
Valuation of Assets Rules - primarily in relation to derivative instruments which are
capable of being either an asset or a liability. For property linked assets (see
paragraph 3.10) none of the Valuation of Assets Rules apply - since the liability to
policy holders is matched by whatever value is placed on the linked assets. Instead
there are restrictions on what investments linked funds can make Ð see Guidance
Note 4.4.

Modification or waivers

2.3 At times, strict application of the rules may produce an unintentionally harsh result
for an individual insurer. Where this occurs, the FSA will consider an application for
a waiver under section 148 of the Act to modify the application of the Valuation of
Assets Rules. There is no guarantee that such a waiver will be given and it is likely to
be given only on a temporary basis and with conditions attached. Where the
Valuation of Assets Rules implement the requirements of the EC Directives, the FSA
may be unable to give a direction except Ôin exceptional circumstances, temporarily
and under a proper reasoned decisionÕ. Any concession granted under the 1982 Act
may no longer be valid and if an insurer wishes to rely on such a concession it
should contact the FSA supervisor at the earliest opportunity to discuss the position.
It is not open to the insurer to ignore or to modify the application of the rules to suit
its own circumstances otherwise than in accordance with such a waiver.

3. DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL INTERPRETATION

3.1 Rule 11.1 lists most of the definitions which are used in the Valuation of Assets
Rules.   In a number of cases, the asset definitions in rule 11.1 may not strictly
accord with market parlance. Care must therefore be taken to ensure that the asset is
correctly defined under the Valuation of Assets Rules since this may have an
important impact on the valuation and/or admissibility of the asset. Attention is
drawn in particular to the following items.

Approved/regulated institutions

3.2 There are definitions for a number of different types of institution and admissibility
limits grade the level of debt that can be accumulated with any one institution
according to the type of institution. The definitions are normally expressed in terms
of criteria and in many cases guidance can be gained by referring to lists published
periodically by the FSA to determine what category applies to a particular institution.
The different types of institution in order of credit ÔgradingÕ are:

approved financial institutions - are listed in rule 11.1 and are largely European
central banks.
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approved securities - are limited to government securities and deposits with
approved financial institutions. Only securities backed by governments/public
authorities of countries classified as Zone A are included. Debt securities issued by
certain supra-national authorities are also included.  Zone A countries are all
countries which are full members of OECD, together with those countries which
have concluded special lending arrangements with the International Monetary Fund
associated with the General Agreement to Borrow. A current list of these countries
can be obtained from the FSA (Banking Supervision). It follows that government
securities from non Zone A countries are therefore subject to the general debt rules.

approved credit institutions - are essentially banks and building societies authorised
under the Banking Consolidation Directive 2000/12/EC. Note that an approved
credit institution is also an approved counterparty and also a regulated institution.
The FSA regularly publishes a list of banks authorised in the UK. This list includes
UK branches of non-EEA banks which have been authorised directly by the FSA and
institutions authorised by other EEA States but which have a branch in the UK. It
does not, however, include institutions authorised by other EEA States which do not
operate in the UK but which are nevertheless approved credit institutions for the
purposes of the Valuation of Assets Rules. The European Commission from time to
time publishes a full list of all credit institutions authorised under the Directive but in
practice this tends to be out of date.  It is advisable to contact the competent
authority in the EEA State concerned for the latest list.

approved counterparties - are approved credit institutions plus certain investment
firms authorised to engage in wholesale market activities or derivatives transactions.
A list of approved credit institutions can be obtained from the FSA. For the purposes
of calculating aggregate exposure for the admissibility limits, the term counterparty
has been given its own definition. This is dealt with in more detail within section 5.

regulated institutions - are approved credit institutions plus all insurance
undertakings authorised in the EEA (including friendly societies) and approved
investment firms. As a general rule, the vast majority of approved counterparties will
also fall within the definition of a regulated institution.

approved investment firms - are those firms regulated under the Investment Services
Directive.

Listed securities

3.3 Investments are listed if they are either officially listed on an EEA stock exchange or
the investments have the facility to be traded on a regulated market.

3.4 The definition of a regulated market is expressed in terms of criteria which must be
satisfied and it is for the directors and auditors to satisfy themselves that these
criteria have been met.  The key factors which the FSA considers relevant for
insurers to take into account when considering what is a regulated market are set out
in Annex D.
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3.5 If an investment falls within the definition of listed in rule 11.1 but is, in practice,
rarely traded then it is likely that the insurer will need to consider whether the
investment is readily realisable. If a listed investment is not readily realisable, it
must be treated as though it were unlisted.

3.6 The aim is to distinguish between securities which can be disposed of at a price
reasonably close to the market value from those which are so rarely traded that they
are likely to be disposed of at a discount to the quoted market price. Dealings will
therefore need to be frequent enough to be able to satisfy this aim. These principles
are discussed in section 4.

Hybrid securities

3.7 Those debt securities, other than approved securities, which are akin to equity and
are characterised by being either irredeemable or subject to long period repayment
terms may fall within the definition of hybrid securities.

3.8 If this is the case, the insurerÕs holding of such debt securities will be treated under
the valuation and admissibility rules in the same way as a holding in equity shares.

3.9 Subordinated debt securities may fall within the definition of hybrid securities.
Because of the nature of a subordinated debt, the debt will not be entitled to be
repaid until all claims from the general creditors have been settled. Since, therefore,
the holder of subordinated debt security does not possess an unconditional right to
payment, subordinated debt securities may fall within the definition of hybrid
security.

Linked assets

3.10 The definition of linked assets refers only to assets held by an insurer and identified
in its records as assets by reference to which property linked benefits are to be
determined (the term ÔpropertyÕ in this context is wider than just land and buildings);
it does not refer to assets held to cover index-linked benefits.  The Valuation of
Assets Rules allow index linked assets to be treated as non-linked assets, although
they will be exempt from some of the admissibility limits by virtue of rule 4.14(6).
Further guidance on the difference between index linked contracts and property
linked contracts is contained in Guidance Note 4.4.

Stock lending and repo

3.11 Stock lending and repo transactions are treated on the same footing. Further details
of the basic principles and treatment are set out in section 4.

Miscellaneous

3.12 In addition to the definitions given in rule 11.1 there are some general points on
interpretation. The Interpretation Act 1978 applies to the interpretation of the rules.
This means, inter alia, that unless the context requires otherwise -
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(a) any expression in the rules which is also used in the Act is to be read in the
same sense;

(b) words in the singular include the plural and words in the plural include the
singular;

(c) ÔlandÕ includes buildings and other structures, land covered with water, and
any estate, interest (such as a lease or option), easement, servitude or right in
or over land; and

(d) ÔpersonÕ includes a body of persons corporate or unincorporate.
 
4. VALUATION RULES

General principles

4.1 Unless a specific valuation rule applies (other than cash which is assigned its face
value), no value can be given. In this context, ÔcashÕ refers to cash in hand i.e. notes
and coins. Cash deposited at a bank is treated under the Valuation of Assets Rules as
a debt due from the bank. It therefore follows that in the case of admissibility limit
restrictions, the counterparty exposure to the bank will be the aggregate of the cash
deposits together with other investments in that bank (see section 5).

4.2 Examples of assets which have no value under the Valuation of Assets Rules include
gold and other commodities, goodwill, expected allocations to shareholders from
future life fund surpluses and tax credits recoverable only against tax on future
profits (although a deferred tax credit resulting from a short term timing difference
which will reverse in the near future may be recognised by way of offset against a
current tax liability).

4.3 There are two types of valuation rule: those that require an asset to be valued at a
certain amount (e.g. a listed security valued at its market value); and those which
specify that the value must be not greater than a certain amount (e.g. land is valued
at an amount not greater than the most recent proper valuation).

Overriding rule

4.4 In all cases there is an overriding rule for all valuations (rule 4.1(4)) which requires
that a lesser value must be taken if, in all circumstances of the case, the value
required by the rules is unlikely to be realisable.  When determining whether or not a
lesser value should be taken, regard must be taken to the underlying security of the
asset and if a debt, the credit standing of the counterparty.

Post balance sheet events

4.5 In normal circumstances, although not strictly necessary, the FSA return for an
insurer is based on the information included in the Companies Act accounts which
the directors have approved and which the auditor has reported on at a particular
date. If, however, there has been a post balance sheet event before the date on which
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the FSA return is signed which is of such significance that it materially affects the
view shown by the return, then the return should be adjusted and the reasons for the
adjustment disclosed in the notes to the return. This will apply in cases where either
the value of assets or liabilities of the insurer are affected.

4.6 The extent of the post balance sheet review required between finalisation of the
statutory accounts and Returns will be a matter of judgement but the FSA considers
that the general principles contained in SSAP 17 should be applied. Where a post
balance sheet general insurance business liability is identified, the FSA may accept
an additional amount to be disclosed as a one line entry on the balance sheet form of
the FSA return (with appropriate explanation in the notes) without an adjustment to
all the detailed analysis Forms.

[paragraphs 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 deleted]

Debts, deposits and other rights

4.13 This is a complex area which requires a three step approach to debt, deposits and
other rights.

•  Firstly, the type of debt and other right must be categorised under one of the
definitions within rule 11.1.

•  Secondly, the debt and other rights must be valued - the rules to be applied
are given in rule 4.5.

•  Thirdly, the admissibility rules set out in rule 4.14 and Appendix 4.2 must be
applied in order to determine the amount which can be taken into account for
solvency purposes.

The key elements of the rules are described below. For additional guidance,
illustrative examples are given in Annex A.

What is a debt?

4.14 The term debt covers a wide variety of rights which are debts although not always
recognised as such. Such items may include accrued interest and rents receivable.
For the purpose of the admissibility limits certain debts are given a higher
admissibility limit than others. This is dealt with in greater detail in section 5.

Off-set

4.15 The valuation and admissibility limits relating to debts, including reinsurersÕ share
of the technical account, would normally be considered on a gross basis unless any
legally enforceable right of set-off existed. For example, debts due from one
counterparty would normally be valued gross of any amounts due by the insurer to
that counterparty. To the extent that rule 5.2 (valuation of liabilities under generally
accepted accounting practice) applies, further guidance can be obtained from
Financial Reporting Standard No. 5 (ÔFRS 5) issued by the Accounting Standards
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Board in April 1994. The key tests which should be satisfied before assets and
liabilities can be offset are set out in paragraph 29 of FRS 5 which may be
summarised as follows:

(a) the insurer and the counterparty owe each other determinable monetary
amounts which are denominated in the same currency or readily convertible;

(b) the insurer has the ability to insist on net settlement and can enforce a net
settlement in all situations of default by the counterparty; and

(c) the ability to insist on net settlement is assured beyond doubt and can survive
the insolvency of the other party.

Consequently debts will not normally be able to be off-set against claims or other
provisions. In particular, in relation to derivatives, the provisions for adverse
changes cannot be off-set against debts due from an approved counterparty since the
provision for adverse changes is not a determinable amount owed to the other party
(i.e. fails test (a)). Note should also be taken of the offset reporting rules in the
Accounts and Statements Rules - these requirements are not affected by the
Valuation of Assets Rules.  In this respect, therefore, the reporting requirements for
the FSA return are applied independently after the Valuation of Assets Rules have
been applied.

Basic valuation rule

4.16 The Valuation of Assets Rules apply similar valuation rules for both secured and
unsecured debts. The rules differ only by the fact that for secured debts, due account
must be taken of the quality and nature of the security. The Valuation of Assets Rules
then apply, differently, depending on the timing of the debt as shown in the
following chart. The definition of a secured debt is discussed in more detail in
paragraphs 4.28 to 4.35.

Length of debt Valuation rule

Due within 12 months Amount that can reasonably be
expected to be recovered

Due in more than 12 months Immediate assignment value

4.17 ÔImmediate assignmentÕ value does not necessarily mean that there must be a
specific buyer for the debt identified but that it would be possible to find someone to
assign the debt to immediately. It also means that in valuing the debt, account should
taken of the time value of money which reflects the term of the debt, interest rates,
status of the borrower and any other relevant conditions. Unlisted, unsecured deep
discount or zero coupon bonds will certainly need to be discounted in order to arrive
at a realistic assignment value.
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Reinsurance recoveries/debts

4.18 Rules 4.5(5) and (6) distinguish between differing types of reinsurance recoveries
for long-term insurance business. The distinction is made between debts actually due
at the relevant date (which will include, in the main, reinsurance recoveries due
against liabilities which have already been discharged by the insurer) and rights to
future recoveries under long-term contracts of reinsurance.

4.19 The rules for amounts due or to become due under contracts of reinsurance can be
summarised as follows.

Type of right under a
contract of reinsurance

Valuation rule Admissibility

Rights under a long-term
contract of reinsurance
which are not debts which
have crystallised as being
due at the relevant date

The amount of the right is
offset against the related
liabilities (provided this is
s t a n d a r d  a c t u a r i a l
treatment). Thus, the
liability will be reduced by
the amount of the rights

1 0 0 %  ( s i n c e
admissibility limits do
not apply to liabilities)

Rights/debts due from a
group undertaking

Rule 4.2(4) Group undertaking rules
apply (rule 4.3)

Rights under a contract of
reinsurance (others)

Rule 4.5(5) 100% (rule 4.14(5))

Other debts

4.20 Aside from reinsurance recoveries, there are a number of exceptions to the basic
rule.  The main types of exemptions are described in the table below which indicates
where the relevant rules are to be found in the Valuation of Assets Rules.
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Type of debt Valuation rule Comment

Amounts due under a letter
of credit

Nil value (rule
4.5(2))

This is essentially a double
counting provision (i.e. any
underlying deb t  which is
secured by a LOC is
admissible but credit may not
also be taken for the LOC in
addition to the underlying
debt).

Any debt  secured on a
long-term insurance policy
issued by the insurer.

If fully secured, the
amount of the debt
(rule 4.5(3))

If not fully secured, usual debt
rules will apply. The secured
element of the debt remains
within the secured debt rules.

Advance commission to
intermediaries (contingent
asset)

Nil value (rule
4.5(7))

This relates primarily to
cont ingent  commiss ion
advanced in relation to the sale
of long-term insurance policies
before such commission has
actually been fully earned.

Unpaid share capital Nil value (rule
4.5(7))

See paragraph 4.21

Subordinated debt due
from an undertaking of
which it is a group
undertaking

Nil value (rule
4.5(6))

See paragraph 4.22

Premium debts more than
3 months overdue

Nil value (rule 4.5(7)
and (8))

See paragraph 4.24

Premium debts (other) T h e  a m o u n t
expected to be
recovered ( rule
4.5(1) and (4))

100% admissible (rule 4.14(5))

Quasi-derivatives Depends on the
circumstances

See paragraph 4.26
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Unpaid share capital

4.21 Rule 4.5(7)(b) requires any debt due in respect of unpaid share capital of the insurer
to be left out of account. There are circumstances under rule 2.10 where an insurer
which has issued partly paid shares is able to count one-half of the unpaid amount
towards its solvency requirements, provided that the admissible value of the
insurerÕs other assets is at least equal to its liabilities. The relevant conditions which
need to be met are principally that at least one-quarter of the nominal value and
share premium has been paid up.

Subordinated debt

4.22 Subordinated debt is defined in rule 11.1, and is any debt that ranks after general
creditors, in the event of a winding up of the debtor, and that is not to be repaid until
the claims of those general creditors have been settled. There is, however, an express
provision in rule 4.5(7) which prohibits an insurer from assigning a value to such
subordinated debt if issued by its holding company.

4.23 For admissibility purposes, subordinated debt falls within the definition of hybrid
security and will therefore benefit from the same admissibility limits as investments
in equity share capital.

Premium debtors and the Ôthree month ruleÕ - applies to all premium debts

4.24 The three month rule applies to all premium debts whether in relation to direct
insurance business or inwards reinsurance business. Debts in relation to outwards
reinsurance (i.e. essentially reinsurance recoveries) are not caught by these
premium debt rules.

4.25 Under the Valuation of Assets Rules, any premiums which have been recorded in the
insurerÕs records as due and payable and have been outstanding for more than three
months can have no value for solvency purposes. The key to determining valuation
is to establish when the clock starts running for the purpose of the Ôthree monthÕ test.
In general the due date will run from the time the insurer books the debt as due and
therefore the three month period will run from after the expiry of any agreed credit
terms. For example, in the case of an instalment premium, an instalment not due
until six months time will only fail the Ôthree monthÕ test if it has still not been paid
within nine months (i.e. three months from the date it is due). In relation to London
market bureaux business, a debt would normally be considered to be due from the
bureau settlement date for the particular transaction concerned, i.e. the debt would
not need to be linked back to the original signing date of the policy each time there is
a subsequent treaty statement or premium adjustment. In all cases, the FSA would
expect the insurer to be able to demonstrate clearly from its records when the debt is
actually due for payment. If an insurer has recorded a debt but simply not yet made
any effort to collect then it cannot claim that the amount is therefore not yet payable.
Similarly it is unlikely that an insurer would be considered to have fulfilled the
requirements if it were to grant extended credit terms beyond those needed for
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normal commercial purposes (especially if granted to a connected company) in order
to extend the admissibility of its premium debts.

Quasi-derivatives

4.26 Except in limited circumstances (which are described in paragraph 4.90), contracts
having the effect of derivative contracts (e.g. where the principal is repayable in full
and it is simply the coupon which is linked to an unapproved index) are given a nil
value. However, any Ôtrue debtÕ element which is receivable under an unconditional
right can be assigned a value using the normal debt rules.

Amounts due from the long-term insurance fund

4.27 The rules do not specifically cover balances due between the long-term insurance
fund and shareholders' funds or between separate long-term insurance funds
maintained by an insurer. Given the requirement for separate identification of the
long-term insurance fund by rules 3.1 to 3.5, such balances do arise in practice and
may feature in the shareholders' accounts. There is a difficulty in reflecting these in
the return since the long-term insurance fund is not a separate legal entity and,
legally speaking, there is not a ÔdebtÕ that can be valued under the rules. The FSAÕs
view is that the allocation of assets between the long-term insurance funds and
shareholders' funds should be made to ensure that no such ÔinterfundÕ balances exist.

Secured debts

4.28 The Valuation of Assets Rules make the distinction between secured and unsecured
debts. Moreover, the rules allow a debt to be split into a secured element and an
unsecured element and the two parts are able to be treated separately when applying
the Valuation of Assets Rules and the admissibility rules.  The Valuation of Assets
Rules do not expressly distinguish between types of security (e.g. floating or fixed)
but instead set out the criteria against which each type of security should be assessed
to determine whether it allows the debt to rank as ÔsecuredÕ under the Valuation of
Assets Rules.

4.29 The extent to which a debt is to be regarded as ÔsecuredÕ is set out in the definition of
secured debt in rule 11.1.

4.30 A debt is treated as secured only to the extent that it is secured by -

(1) a letter of credit established with an approved credit institution¬;

(2) a guarantee provided by an approved credit institution¬; or

(3) assets which are of a value which is sufficient to allow the debt to be
discharged in full (provided the assets can themselves be valued under the
Valuation of Assets Rules and provided that the exposure to that class of
assets does not exceed the permitted exposure limits once the assets
providing security have been aggregated with the other exposures to that
class of assets).
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¬   as long as the LOC/guarantee does not cause a breach of the permitted counterparty
exposure limit.

4.31 In the case of 4.30 (1) and (2), the letter of credit or guarantee can only count as
security to the extent that the counterparty exposure to the credit institution does not
exceed the permitted limits once the letter of credit or guarantee has been aggregated
with the other exposures.

4.32 The Valuation of Assets Rules are broadly the same for both secured and unsecured
debts (paragraph 4.16) - the only difference being that for secured debt, due account
should be taken of the quality and nature of the security. The main difference in
treatment between secured and unsecured debts is in relation to the admissibility
limits which are discussed further in section 5.

4.33 When assessing counterparty exposure to credit institutions which have provided
guarantees to act as security, the FSA would expect insurers to bear in mind their
potential counterparty exposure to that credit institution in the context of rule 2.3
(the requirement to have assets appropriately spread).

4.34 A letter of credit is normally different in economic terms from a guarantee since
under a LOC scheme, the credit institution operating the scheme is in effect ensuring
that the debtor will honour the debt by holding assets which belong to the debtor and
only permitting them to be released to the benefit of the insurer in settling the debt
due. This is quite different from the credit institution acting as guarantor of the
amount due. When looking at counterparty exposure, if letters of credit are involved,
insurers will need to look at the legal structure of their own arrangements in each
case but, in general, the FSA would not expect amounts due under LOCs operating
as described above to be included within the overall counterparty exposure for the
credit institution operating the scheme. An exception to this generality is that when
assessing whether a LOC can count as security for a debt rule 11.1 states that the
counterparty exposure to the credit institution should be taken into account
(paragraph 4.31 refers).

4.35 The secured debt rules can be difficult to interpret and hence some worked examples
of how secured debts are valued is given in Annex A.

Stock lending and repo transactions

4.36 The rules permit stock lending transaction and repos to be treated on the same
footing.

Basic principles

4.37 The overall principle which is applied to ÔapprovedÕ stock lending and repos is to
Ôlook throughÕ the transaction. That is, provided certain conditions are met, values
are ascribed to the stock lent as though it were still retained by the insurer, but no
value is ascribed to the collateral Ôtransferred inÕ. This principle is detailed in rule
4.4(1).
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4.38 In summary, the transaction must be with an approved credit institution or an
approved investment firm and the maturity period must not exceed six months or
must be Ôon demandÕ. Finally, the transaction must satisfy the conditions set out in
rule 4.4(2) together with those set out in -

(a) rule 4.4(3) (which caters for securities purchased); or

(b) rule 4.4(4) (which caters for securities sold or lent).

Many of the conditions in rule 4.4 relate to the nature and quantum of the collateral.
The Valuation of Assets Rules operate in a significantly smoother fashion if the
insurer has ensured that its transactions are appropriately collateralised and can
benefit from the Ôlook throughÕ approach. Since it is assumed that the vast majority
of insurers will carry out stock lending and repo transactions with appropriate
collateral, it is not proposed to offer detailed guidance of the calculations required if
an arrangement has collateral which fails the conditions within rule 4.4. Insurers
should be aware, however, that if the collateral is such that the conditions in rule 4.4
fail, and the look through approach is not permitted, the insurer will then have to
endure a number of additional calculations in order to apply the Valuation of Assets
Rules using first principles (i.e. would treat the outward and reverse transactions as
futures contracts, requiring therefore that account be taken of counterparty exposure
etc.).

The conditions set out in rule 4.4(2)

4.39 The conditions described in rule 4.4 broadly require the collateral to maintain a value
which does not fall below 97.5% of the value of the stock sold. If the value does fall
through this level, additional collateral is required by the end of the next working
day to bring it back up to the 100% level.

The conditions set out in rule 4.4(3)

4.40 If, under the agreement, it is the insurer which has purchased the securities, using
consideration which is other than by way of a sale of securities, then the conditions
which must be met to allow the Ôlook throughÕ approach are set out in rule 4.4(3) and
are as follows:

(a) the securities purchased must be gilts, listed securities or securities issued by
an approved credit institution; and

(b) the securities purchased must satisfy extra conditions (see 4.41).

4.41 For the Ôlook throughÕ approach to apply where an insurer purchases securities, it is
a condition that the securities purchased must not include -

(a) securities issued by the same counterparty, the aggregate value of which
exceeds 15% of the value of the total package of securities purchased,

or, if (a) is not satisfied,
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(b) securities which, if aggregated with the insurerÕs existing other holdings,
would cause a breach of the relevant admissibility limits.

These conditions do not apply if the assets transferred to the insurer are gilts or other
types of approved securities.

The conditions set out in the rules at 4.4(4)

4.42 If, on the other hand, it is the insurer which has sold securities to an approved credit
institution or an approved investment firm, then the conditions in rule 4.4(4) apply as
follows -

(a) the ÔconsiderationÕ received must be of a certain nature;

(b) the ÔconsiderationÕ (unless in the form of gilts or cash) received must satisfy
extra conditions;

(c) if cash was received as collateral, then cash must be returned in the same
currency; and

(d) if securities were offered as collateral, then equivalent securities must be
returned.

Consideration in this context comprises Ð

•  securities (other than gilts and other approved securities issued by,
•  letters of credit established with,
•  guarantees provided by,
•  cash held with,
•  a charge over cash held with,
•  a charge over securities issued by,

the same counterparty.

4.43 For the Ôlook throughÕ approach to apply where an insurer sells securities, the
conditions require that the ÔcollateralÕ received must not include -

(a) ÔconsiderationÕ which causes exposure to the same counterparty to exceed
15% of the value of the total package of the ÔcollateralÕ,

or, if (a) is not satisfied

(b) ÔconsiderationÕ which, if aggregated with the insurerÕs existing other
holdings, would cause a breach in the relevant admissibility limits.

The conditions would not, in practice, apply if the 'collateral' received by the insurer
is gilts or other types of approved securities.
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Look through approach for stock purchased

4.44 If the conditions are met, the insurer should value the ÔconsiderationÕ as if such
consideration had been retained by it. At the same time, no value is to be given to the
stock ÔpurchasedÕ, except to the extent that the stock is non-returnable and represents
payment for services rendered.

Look through approach for stock sold

4.45 Under similar Ôlook throughÕ principles, providing the conditions are satisfied, the
insurer should value the stock sold as if such stock had been retained by it. At the
same time, no value is to be given to the collateral which the insurer received as part
of the transaction, except to the extent that the assets received as 'collateral' are non-
returnable and represent payment for services rendered.

Admissibility implications

4.46 Those assets to which a value can be given (see 4.44 and 4.45) will be included
within the insurerÕs exposure to assets of the same description. At the same time, if
the conditions are satisfied, there will be no counterparty exposure to the assignee by
virtue of the fact that no value may be given to the assets received by the insurer.

4.47 Rule 4.4(7) allows insurers to adopt a pragmatic approach where the insurer has
entered into a number of stock lending or repo transactions. It allows the agreements
which are yet to mature at the relevant date to be aggregated and treated (for the
purposes of testing the conditions also set out in rules 4.4(3) and (4)) as though they
were one agreement. In practical terms, therefore, when an insurer assesses whether
the collateral causes a breach of any of the permitted exposure limits, it can look at
all such collateral collectively.

What if the conditions are not met?

4.48 In such instances, the transaction should be assessed using first principles. In the
majority of cases, stock lending and repo transactions will be a series of futures
contracts and should be treated under the Valuation of Assets Rules and admissibility
rules accordingly. This will undoubtedly require a number of additional calculations
to be carried out (the section on futures and options contracts in section 5 may also
be relevant). The purpose of the conditions set out in rule 4.4 is to provide a simple,
pragmatic treatment for the preferred types of stock lending and repo transactions.

What if the insurer reinvests the collateral?

4.49 In certain instances, it may be considered commercially advantageous to reinvest the
ÔcollateralÕ received when the insurer has ÔsoldÕ securities under a stock lending or
repo transaction. If the conditions set out in rules 4.4(2) and (4) are satisfied, then the
Ôlook throughÕ approach applies not only to the original collateral, but also to any
assets which have been acquired as a result of the reinvestment. In other words, the
original collateral, or any assets purchased by it, are given a nil value.
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4.50 However, in such circumstances, the insurer must consider the effects of rule
5.3(1)(b) which caters for imprudent reinvestment of collateral received under a
stock lending or repo transaction. The rule requires the insurer to provide for, as an
additional liability, any adverse variations (taken in the context of the overall level of
assets party to this and similar transactions) which may occur between the value of
the original assets received as collateral and the assets it has acquired upon
reinvestment of the collateral.

4.51 Rule 5.3(1)(b) is reliant on the insurer being able to earmark assets to match the
obligation it has taken on under the transaction Ð under rule 5.3(1)(a). For pragmatic
reasons, it is reasonable for an insurer to have regard to the overall availability of the
assets of the description in question before carrying out the earmarking process. For
example, if the insurer were to identify cash as a suitable asset to cover its
obligation, and if the insurer had an abundance of cash reserves elsewhere, it would
be unnecessary for the insurer to earmark specific pound notes and coins for the
purpose of rule 5.3(1)(a).

FSA return reporting

4.52 For the purposes of the FSA Returns, the asset sold or lent will be reported in the line
of Form 13 appropriate to the asset to which title has been transferred, and not as a
debt. This is consistent with existing practice for most insurers.

Land and buildings

4.53 Rule 4.6 requires that land is valued on the basis of the most recent proper valuation
after deduction of reasonable expenses of sale. If there has been no proper valuation,
the land has a nil value.  By virtue of the Interpretation Act 1978 ÔlandÕ includes any
interest in land such as a lease or option and also includes buildings, but does not
include a remainder or a reversionary interest which in the case of long-term
insurers, must be valued under rule 4.11 and will have no value for general insurers.
It does not include debts secured on land.

4.54 The definitions of proper valuation and qualified valuer in rule 11.1 are extremely
important. The former makes clear that any mortgage or charge is to be excluded
from consideration; it is not the equity of redemption which is to be valued as might
have been thought to be the case without this specific reference. If the insurer has
used a valuer who does not hold one of the specified qualifications, then the land
will have a nil value unless specific exemptions have been granted under a section
148 direction.

4.55 It is a condition of a proper valuation that the valuation is made not more than three
years earlier by a qualified valuer. This is, however, a Ôno greater thanÕ provision. If
circumstances likely to affect the realisable value have become less favourable since
such a valuation was made, or if there is any other adverse consideration arising
from a qualification in the valuer's report (for example calling for other professional
advice), an appropriate lower value must be taken. Where a property has been
acquired at open market value after obtaining a professional valuation, this valuation
is likely to be adequate for the purposes of rule 4.6.
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4.56 Valuation of buildings should normally be under the Royal Institute of Chartered
Surveyors (RICS) guidelines for the valuation of properties of insurers. The
deduction for reasonable expenses of sale, which the RICS guidance recommends
that the valuer leaves to the insurer to assess, may need to include relocation costs
where the insurer occupies its own premises.

4.57 Where the insurer or a related company occupies the property, then the valuation
should be on a vacant possession basis, not sale and lease back, unless a lower value
is more appropriate. This rule applies to the situation where the general insurer
occupies a building owned by the long term insurance fund of a related company.

4.58 Where a number of pieces of land are valued together they may attract a collective
admissibility limit under paragraph 1 of Part II of Appendix 4.2

4.59 Rule 4.6(2) provides that the amount of any interest in land which is determinable
upon a future event (including the death of any person) is the immediate transfer
value of the interest.

Equipment

4.60 Rule 4.7 provides for the rapid write off of all forms of operating equipment. This is
a Ônot greater thanÕ rule and so a faster rate of write down should be used if that is
considered reasonable for particular items of equipment. Such a circumstance may
arise if, for example, an insurer's computer equipment has become outmoded
because of technological developments and would, therefore, have little realisable
value.

4.61 There is no definition of computer equipment in rule 11.1, but in practice the FSA
considers it appropriate to continue with the general practice that computer hardware
would be included, but not computer software.

4.62 Rule 4.7 only applies to equipment owned by the insurer and leased assets would
have to be left out of account. In the interests of consistency, there is no need in
these circumstances to provide for the accounting liability in respect of future
finance lease payments which would appear in the shareholder accounts by virtue of
SSAP 21. However, where the present value of future lease payment commitments
exceeds the value of the assets (valued under the appropriate Valuation of Assets
Rules), then the net liability (or the cost of breaking the lease if lower) should be
included as a liability for the purposes of assessing solvency.

Securities and beneficial interests in limited partnerships

Overview

4.63 All securities and all beneficial interests in limited partnerships are valued under rule
4.8. There are three exceptions: interests in collective investment schemes, derivative
contracts and contracts having the effect of derivative contracts must be valued
using their own more specific rules 4.9, 4.12 and 4.13 respectively.
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4.64 The same valuation rules apply regardless of whether the security is listed or
unlisted. However, there is a distinction between listed and unlisted securities in the
admissibility rules. The admissibility rules are described in section 5.

4.65 The question as to whether securities are readily realisable has a direct impact on
both the valuation rule and the admissibility rule.

4.66 Readily realisable securities include those which it would be reasonable to assume
that, had they been sold at the relevant date, the selling price would have been at
least 97.5% or more of the market value. Readily realisable securities are subject to
different valuation and admissibility rules. The underlying principles are further
explained in paragraphs 4.73 to 4.77.

4.67 Rule 4.8 itself does not allow a lower valuation than that required. Consequently,
there is no option to show an amount other than that under the rules in the returns.
As with all valuations, this is subject to the application required of the Ôoverriding
ruleÕ in rule 4.1(4) (see 4.4). In addition, the valuation must be under UK GAAP
which, in itself, allows the necessary degree of flexibility when valuing securities.
Directors must, however, be able to support and justify the valuation methods used
to the insurer's auditors.

Summary of the Valuation of Assets Rules

Is the investment transferable?

Is the investment listed?

Is the investment readily realisable?

VALUATION Market Value Lower of market
v a l u e  or
reasonable
consideration

Redemption or
surrender value

Unlisted investments

4.68 The insurer must value unlisted securities under UK GAAP. The insurer's auditor is
responsible for forming an opinion on whether the methodologies used in valuing
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unlisted investments fall within the scope of UK GAAP and give an appropriate
estimation of the investment's value.

4.69 When estimating the value of unlisted securities, matters for consideration should
include the following.

•  For bonds: comparison with a range of similar securities, or obtain an
independent quotation from an investment firm; and

•  For equities and other investment interests: have regard to the valuation
guidelines given by the British Venture Capital Association document,
ÔGuidelines for the Valuation and Disclosure of Venture Capital PortfoliosÕ,
or obtain an independent quotation from an investment firm.

Consideration should also be given to the average price at which the unlisted
securities were traded at the relevant date, if it is the case that a market exists for
such investments.

4.70 The Valuation of Assets Rules are not intended to require an insurer to assign a
Ôforced saleÕ valuation to such securities. This may be particularly relevant when
assessing the value under rule 4.8(3)(b)(ii).

Listed investments

4.71 Rule 4.8 caters for listed debt securities (including local authority capital issues and
listed Eurobonds) and listed shares.

4.72 Other listed investments are assigned the market value as determined under UK
GAAP, except for securities (l isted  or unlisted) which have the effect of an
inadmissible derivative contract (in which case the valuation issues are discussed
below). Similarly, it follows that fixed interest redeemable investments should also
be shown at their market value as determined by UK GAAP and hence may not be
valued on an amortisation basis.

Investments which are readily realisable

4.73 Rule 4.8(4) requires the insurer to assess whether it would have been able to sell the
investment at the ascribed value. The security would fail the readily realisable test if
it is reasonable to assume that, if the investment had been sold at the relevant date,
the maximum selling price which could have been achieved would not be
sufficiently close to the ascribed value.

4.74 In order to determine whether the investment is readily realisable, the insurer should
first assign the market value (i.e. the value ascribed using UK GAAP) to the
security. The insurer should then be in a position to be able to demonstrate to its
auditors that the investment could have been sold or transferred under an orderly
armsÕ length sale at the relevant date (having had 7 days to negotiate the sale), at a
selling price which is not less than 97.5% of the ascribed value.
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4.75 If the insurer is unable so to demonstrate, then the investment will not be considered
readily realisable and it will be treated under the admissibility rules as though it
were unlisted (see the summary rules table above). This then has the knock on effect
that listed but not readily realisable investments are included, together with unlisted
securities, within the aggregate limit in paragraph 12 of Part II of Appendix 4.2.
This is in contrast to the treatment of readily realisable listed investments, where
there are no aggregate limits.

4.76 The rules allow certain investments which may, on the face of it, otherwise fail the
test in rule 4.8(4), nonetheless still to be classed as readily realisable. An investment
does not fail the readily realisable test if (but only if) it failed the requirements of
rule 4.8(4) owing to either -

(a) a temporary suspension of the listing; or

(b) the size of the holding being so large that it would not be possible to carry
out an orderly armsÕ length sale on the relevant date of that entire holding at
the ascribed value.

Non-transferable securities

4.77 Any investment, regardless of whether it is listed or unlisted, which is not
transferable will be assigned a value which would be payable on surrender or
redemption of the investment at the relevant date. In this regard, the Ôtransferable
testÕ is not intended to define investments which are Ônot readily transferableÕ.
Instead, the intention is to make a distinction for those securities where there is a
prohibition on any transfer.

Traded debt securities (ÔEurobondsÕ)

4.78 The term Ôlisted debt securitiesÕ includes all debt securities in respect of which there
has been granted and not withdrawn a listing on any stock exchange in an EEA State
and includes all debt securities which have been granted a trading facility on a
regulated market. Debt securities are catered for under rule 4.8.

Other commercial paper

4.79 Commercial paper which is not listed will be treated as an unlisted debt security and
will be valued under rule 4.8. The admissibility limits which cater for debt securities
are described in section 5. Since the valuation rule ascribes market value to such
items, it is possible for the value of the commercial paper to be stated inclusive of
accrued interest.

Valuation rules - unit trusts and other collective investment schemes

4.80 Rule 4.9 describes the characteristics of those collective investment schemes which
can be given a value. Provided the criteria are satisfied, the holding/beneficial
interest in the scheme can be valued and admitted for solvency margin purposes.  All
UCITS are incorporated within rule 4.9.
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4.81 The valuation of collective investment schemes where the issuer cannot be required
to buy back the units is determined by applying the provisions set out in rule 4.8.

4.82 The admissibility rules distinguish between collective investment schemes
recognised under the UCITS Directive (which are admissible without restriction) and
other authorised/recognised schemes (which are admissible up to 5% of the business
amount).

4.83 Schemes which are not authorised, or are not recognised by the FSA, can be ascribed
a value provided certain conditions are met. The admissibility limit for such schemes
is 1% of the business amount.

Derivatives

4.84 Rule 4.13 defines the criteria which apply for a contract to be treated under the
Valuation of Assets Rules as though it were a derivative contract. Rule 4.13 is
intended to catch investments which, although they may not have the legal form of a
derivative contract, nevertheless have the effect of or operate in the same manner as
a derivative. Both those contracts which are derivatives and those which have the
effect of derivative contracts are to be treated on an equal footing.

4.85 Rule 4.12 defines an Ôapproved derivative contractÕ for purposes of the rule. Only
such a contract can be given a value for solvency purposes. A contract which gives
rise to a liability (whether ÔapprovedÕ or not) must be valued under UK GAAP,
under rule 5.2.

4.86 (1) The conditions which must all be satisfied in order for the contract to be 
treated as an Ôapproved derivative contractÕ are -

(a) the contract can be readily closed out;

(b) the contract is listed or if OTC (ÔOver The CounterÕ) is with an
approved counterparty;

(c) the investment is for the purpose of efficient portfolio management or
a reduction in investment risks;

(d) the contract is held in connection with assets which are themselves
admissible under the Valuation of Assets Rules for the purposes set
out in (c);

(e) the contract is covered - i.e. the insurer will have, as far as can
reasonably be foreseen, appropriate assets at the settlement date to be
able to fulfil its obligations under the derivative contract;

(f) the contract must satisfy the Ôin connection withÕ test;

(g) the contract must use a prescribed pricing basis.
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(2) The rights to recover the initial margin are now catered for under rule 4.5.

4.87 A derivative contract would not be ÔcoveredÕ if, under rule 5.3, it would require a
significant provision to be made. Although it is a matter ultimately for the directors
to agree with their auditors, the FSA takes the view that the term Ôsignificant
provisionÕ should be taken in the context of the value of the contract - not in the
context of the fund within which the contract is used.

4.88 Listed derivative contracts are valued at their market value; the valuation for unlisted
contracts remains as before, being the amount which would reasonably be paid for
closing out the contract. The value of both listed and unlisted derivative contracts
must be reduced by any amounts which have already been received by the insurer
under the contract, for example by way of a variation margin.

4.89 Rule 5.3 should also be considered when valuing derivative contracts to determine
whether an additional liability should be made in respect of a provision for adverse
changes.

4.90 Whilst the above paragraphs provide an overview of the derivatives rules within the
Valuation of Assets Rules, fuller guidance on the valuation and admissibility of
derivatives is given in Guidance Note 4.2 ÔThe use of derivative contracts in
insurance fundsÕ. This more detailed guidance should be referred to when seeking to
value derivative contracts for solvency margin purposes.

4.91 Rule 4.13 sets out the valuation rules for contracts or assets which have the effect of
derivative contracts. In essence, such contracts or assets are valued at market value.
Those which have the effect of inadmissible derivative contracts have a nil value,
except in respect of an unconditional right to receive a specified amount. Such an
amount is treated as a debt and valued accordingly.

Implicit items: future profits

4.92 (1) Insurers may apply for a waiver from rule 2.10 so that the implicit item
relating to future profits may be valued at not more than 50% of the full
amount of future profits.

(2) For the purposes of (1), the full amount of future profits is the estimated
annual profit multiplied by a factor which, as closely as possible, represents
the average number of years remaining to run on policies, but does not
exceed 10.

(3) For the purposes of (2) -

(a) the estimated annual profit is one-fifth of the profits made in long-
term insurance business over a period of five years (the relevant
period) ending on the last day of the most recent financial year for
which a valuation under rule 9.4 has been carried out, substantial
items of an exceptional nature being excluded; and
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(b) the average number of years remaining to run on policies is
calculated-

(i) by multiplying the number of years to run on each policy by
the actuarial value of the benefits payable under the policy,
adding together the products so obtained and dividing the total
by the aggregate of the actuarial values of the benefits payable
under all the policies, or

(ii) by an approximation to this method of calculation suitable to
the circumstances of the case, including, where appropriate,
an approximation involving the grouping of contracts,

appropriate allowance being made in either case for premature
termination of contracts.

            (4)        For the purposes of (3)(a) -

(a) where a valuation under rule 9.4 has been carried out annually in
relation to the Ôrelevant periodÕ, the profits made in long-term
insurance business for any particular year of the Ôrelevant periodÕ is
the surplus (if any) arising in the long-term insurance fund since the
last such valuation, and the profit so made for that period is the
aggregate of those surpluses less any deficiencies in the long-term
insurance fund during that period;

(b) where an insurer has carried on long-term insurance business
throughout the Ôrelevant periodÕ but valuations under rule 9.4 have
not been made annually in that period, the profits so made for that
period are the aggregate of surpluses arising in the long-term
insurance fund since the last valuation preceding the Ôrelevant periodÕ
less any deficiencies in the long-term insurance fund since that last
valuation, except that the surplus or deficiency arising in the period
ending with the first valuation within the Ôrelevant periodÕ is
proportionately reduced to allow for any period of time falling outside
the relevant period; and

(c) where an insurer has not carried on long-term insurance business
throughout the Ôrelevant periodÕ, the profits made in long-term
insurance business for the Ôrelevant periodÕ are the aggregate of any
surpluses arising in the long-term insurance fund during that part of
the Ôrelevant periodÕ for which long-term insurance business was
carried on less any deficiencies in the long-term insurance fund
during that part of that period.
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Implicit items: zillmerising

4.93 (1) Insurers may apply for a waiver from rule 2.10 so that, where zillmerising is
appropriate, but either is not practised or is at a rate less than the loading for
acquisition costs included in the premium, then, subject to (6), the implicit
item relating to zillmerising may be valued at an amount not exceeding the
difference between -

(a) the non-zillmerised or partially zillmerised figure for mathematical
reserves maintained by the insurer; and

(b) a figure for mathematical reserves (not less than those required by the
Determination of Liabilities Rules) zillmerised at a rate equal to the
loading for acquisition costs included or allowed for in the premium.

(2) Where zillmerising is not practised, then, subject to (6), the value given by
(1) (less any amount relating to temporary assurances) may not exceed 3.5%
of the aggregate of the difference between -

(a) the Ôrelevant capital sumsÕ for long-term insurance business
activities; and

(b) the mathematical reserves (excluding mathematical reserves for
temporary assurances).

(3) Where zillmerising is practised but is at a rate less than the loading for
acquisition costs, then, subject to (6), the value given by (1) (less any amount
relating to temporary assurances) together with the difference between the
partially zillmerised mathematical reserves and the non-zillmerised
mathematical reserves may not exceed 3.5% of the aggregate of the
difference between -

(a) the Ôrelevant capital sumsÕ of long-term insurance business activities;
and

(b) the mathematical reserves (excluding mathematical reserves for
temporary assurances).

(4) In (2) and (3), relevant capital sums means -

(a)       for whole life assurances, the sum assured;

(b) for policies where a sum is payable on maturity (including policies
where a sum is also payable on earlier death), the sum payable on
maturity;

(c) for deferred annuities, the capitalised value of the annuity at the
vesting date (or the cash option if it is greater);
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(d) for capital redemption contracts, the sums payable at the end of the
contract period; and

(e) for linked long-term contracts, notwithstanding (a) to (d), the lesser
of -

(i) the amount for the time being payable on death, and

(ii) the aggregate of the value for the time being of the units
allocated to the contract (or, where entitlement is not denoted
by means of units, the value for the time being of any other
measure of entitlement under the contract equivalent to units)
and the total amount of the premiums remaining to be paid
during such of the term of the contract as is appropriate for
zillmerising or, if such premiums are payable beyond the age
of seventy-five, until that age,

excluding in all cases any vested reversionary bonus and any capital sums for
temporary assurances.

(5) Where, under the contract relating to any such business as is mentioned in
(4), the payment of premiums is to stop before the sum assured becomes due,
then, notwithstanding (4), relevant capital sums in (1) to (3) means the
mathematical reserves appropriate for that contract at the end of the
premium-paying term.

(6) For the purposes of this guidance  -

(a) reserves for vested reversionary bonuses will not be regarded as
mathematical reserves; and

(b) the result given by (1), (2) or (3) will be reduced by the amount of
any undepreciated acquisition costs brought into account as an asset.

Implicit items: hidden reserves

4.94 Insurers may apply for a waiver of rule 2.10 so that the implicit item relating to
hidden reserves, if it consists of hidden reserves resulting from the underestimation
of assets and overestimation of liabilities (other than mathematical reserves), may, in
so far as the hidden reserves in question are not of an exceptional nature, be given its
full value.

5. ADMISSIBILITY LIMITS

General principles

5.1 The admissibility rules are contained in rule 4.14 and Appendix 4.2 and cover STEP
THREE referred to in paragraph 2.1 of this Guidance, that of encouraging insurers
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to maintain a prudent spread of investments. This is achieved in Part II of Appendix
4.2  by tabulating percentages of defined yardsticks which represent the maximum
value for a particular asset or category of assets that may be taken into account for
solvency purposes. Rule 4.14(5) sets out the exemptions from the admissibility rules
for certain assets and rule 4.14(6) sets out the special considerations that apply to
index linked assets. In essence, if an asset falls within one of the exemptions catered
for in rule 4.14(5), then it is fully admissible without restriction.  Paragraph 5.25
provides a list of such assets.

5.2 An insurer is not prohibited from holding a greater amount of a particular asset, but
it will receive no credit for the excess holding in determining whether it has
complied with solvency requirements. While this may not be unduly significant for a
insurer with a substantial excess of available assets over the required minimum
margin, an insurer with less of a cushion will need to be careful to ensure that undue
concentrations in particular assets do not lead to statutory solvency requirements
being breached.

5.3 Appendix 4.2 promotes the concept of aggregate exposure to particular assets or
classes of assets. The limits are graded so that more restrictive treatment is applied to
assets which are subject to higher risks and/or have lower security (both in terms of
collateral provided and status of the counterparty). The rules relating to counterparty
exposure place restrictions on large exposures to any particular counterparty or any
of its connected companies. Both aggregate exposure and counterparty exposure are
discussed more fully below.

5.4 The limits relate to amounts determined by calculating the ascribed percentages of
the general business amount and the long-term insurance business amount.  An
insurer carrying on only general insurance business will restrict all its assets by
reference to the general business amount and a insurer carrying on only long-term
insurance business will restrict all its non-linked assets, whether shareholder or
policy holder, by reference to the long-term insurance business amount. A
composite will restrict its long-term insurance business assets by reference to the
long-term insurance business amount and its other than long-term insurance
business assets by reference to the general business amount.

5.5 If an insurer only undertakes long-term insurance business and has assets which are
partly attributable to both the policy holders and the shareholders, then any reduction
because of admissibility restrictions must be made to the long-term insurance
business assets in the same proportion as the attribution to the policy holders under
rule 4.14(4). Similarly, the same principle applies if an insurer has more than one
long-term insurance fund for which assets are separately appropriated and a
reduction is required that will affect more than one fund.

5.6 The calculations of general business amount and long-term insurance business
amount are discussed in 5.48 to 5.50. The broad principle is that the general business
amount/long-term insurance business amount approximates to the higher of the net
technical liabilities plus a notional solvency margin or net admissible assets.
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Calculation of admissible assets

5.7 The admissibility rules adopt a menu-style approach. Firstly the assets are required
to be valued in accordance with the Valuation of Assets Rules and secondly, a series
of admissibility adjustments is applied in turn.  Rule 4.14(1) provides the framework
for the necessary admissibility adjustments and can be summarised as follows.

STEP GUIDANCE/RULE AMOUNT

Value the assets in accordance
with the Valuation of Assets
Rules

Section 4 of this Guidance
Note Gross amount

Deduct excess of the permitted
asset exposure

Rule 4.14(1)(a).   See
paragraph 5.18 - 5.21 of this
Guidance Note

(A)

Deduct excess of the permitted
counterparty exposure

Rule 4.14(1)(b).  See
paragraph 5.22 - 5.27 of this
Guidance Note

(B)

Deduct excess of the permitted
concentration with a number
of counterparties

Rule 4.14(4)(1)(c).  See
paragraph 5.28 - 5.29 of this
Guidance Note (C)

D e d u c t  a n  a m o u n t
representing the value of
assets transferred by way of an
i n a d m i s s i b l e  derivative
contract

Rule 4.14(4)(1)(d)&(e).  See
paragraph 5.30 of this
Guidance Note (D)

      Admissible amount

For reporting purposes, the difference between the Ôgross amountÕ and the
Ôadmissible amountÕ (being the total amount by which the assets exceeded the
admissibility limits in Appendix 4.2) is separately disclosed in Form 13 of the FSA
return.

5.8 The adjustments, in the main, are as a result of excess exposure to any one particular
asset class or any one counterparty. The concept of Ôaggregate exposureÕ has been
introduced to take into account the fact that insurers can be exposed to movements
in the value of assets other than those which it actually held at the relevant date e.g.
where it has entered into a derivative contract or where it has taken a particular asset
as security for a debt.

5.9 The admissibility rules operate in order that the amounts which are able to be
counted toward the solvency margin calculation are restricted if there is too much
concentration toward one particular type of asset or one particular counterparty.

5.10 The approach to admissibility restrictions is first to set out the rules to allow the
insurer to calculate its exposure to assets or exposure to counterparties and secondly
to define what the Ôexcess exposureÕ should be.
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Calculation of exposure to assets

5.11 The aggregate exposure to assets of a particular description is determined by
applying the calculation now included in Part I of Appendix 4.2. The calculation is
laid out in menu style format which applies as follows.

Aggregate exposure to assets are -

(1) assets held directly; plus or minus

(2) assets which the insurer is treated as having acquired or disposed of under
futures contracts; plus or minus

(3) assets which the insurer is treated as having acquired or disposed of under
options; plus or minus

(4) assets which the insurer is treated as having acquired or disposed of under
other derivative contracts (other than futures contracts and options already
taken into account above); plus

(5) assets which have been transferred by the insurer by way of an initial margin
(under a derivatives contract); plus

(6) assets which have been taken as security for a debt.

5.12 Item (6) is not referred to in Appendix 4.2 itself, but nevertheless must be taken into
account when calculating the Ôaggregate exposureÕ when assessing whether a debt is
ÔsecuredÕ (see paragraph 1(b)(ii) of the definition of secured debt in rule 10.1). The
worked examples in Annex A provide additional guidance on how this operates in
practice.

5.13 Paragraphs 4.36 to 4.52 describe those stock lending and repo transactions which do
not have to be taken into account for aggregate counterparty exposure calculations.

Futures and options contracts

5.14 The underlying principle for futures contracts and options is that, provided certain
conditions are met, for the purposes of aggregate exposure calculations the insurer is
deemed to have already acquired or disposed of the asset as at the relevant date. Part
1 of Appendix 4.2 sets out these conditions. In brief, (on the assumption that these
conditions are met) the treatment is as follows:

(a) If the contract provides for the acquisition of assets, the insurer is
deemed to have already acquired them at the relevant date.

(b) If the contract provides for the disposal of assets, the insurer will be
deemed to have already disposed of them at the relevant date only if -
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(i) the contract is listed, or

(ii) the contract is not listed but provides for the disposal of the
assets by the insurer to an approved counterparty within one
year of the relevant date.

For options, if it appears prudent to assume that the insurer will exercise the option,
the insurer will be deemed to have exercised the option at the relevant date. (Note
that Ôprudent to assumeÕ should be a considerably stiffer test than a simple balance of
probabilities). If the insurer is deemed to have exercised the option, (a) and (b) will
apply.

5.15 The principles for the treatment of futures can be applied to stock lending or repo
transactions which are not able to benefit from the look through approach. The
guidance on Ôstock lending and repo transactionsÕ in section 4 refers.

5.16 As derivative contracts are part of the aggregate exposure calculation, it is possible
for the admissibility reduction which is required for a particular class of asset will be
larger than the value of the assets which are actually held. In such cases, rule 4.14(2)
provides that the necessary reduction is first applied to the assets actually held and
any ÔunutilisedÕ part of the reduction will be applied as a deduction against Ôother
assetsÕ. For reporting purposes, a separate line is included in Form 13 of the FSA
return for such a deduction. Example 2 in 5.47 illustrates this point.

5.17 Guidance Note 4.2 provides additional guidance relating to derivative contracts and
should be referred to when valuing derivative contracts under the Valuation of
Assets Rules. The adjustments in relation to stock lending and secured debts are
discussed in section 4.

Excess of the permitted asset exposure

5.18 Once the total aggregate exposure to an asset type has been calculated, the insurer
must restrict the amount which can count toward solvency margin calculations. The
restriction is any amount over and above the permitted asset exposure limit. The
permitted asset exposure limit is determined by multiplying the business amount by
the relevant percentage, as found in the table set out in Part II of Appendix 4.2. If an
asset is not covered by Part II of Appendix 4.2, then unless it falls within one of the
exemptions rule 4.14(5), its permitted asset exposure limit is nil.

5.19 The calculation to determine the Ôexcess asset exposureÕ is Ð

(A) = (total exposure to assets of that description) - (permitted asset exposure limit)

If the figure arrived at is negative then it is taken to be zero (i.e. the excess is nil).

5.20 It is possible for an asset to interact with more than one admissibility restriction (e.g.
the asset could be a preference share issued by an approved counterparty, hence
paragraphs 11, 12 and 15 of Part II of Appendix 4.2 interact). In such cases, the
lower admissibility limit bites first. The reduction required by the first limit is taken
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into account when calculating the excess exposure in applying the second limit. In
other words, if an asset has already been partly disallowed by virtue of one limit,
only the admissible element needs to be considered when applying a second limit.
This approach is set out in paragraph 12, Part I of Appendix 4.2.

5.21 In circumstances where the insurer does not hold sufficient assets of that description
to eliminate the excess, a deduction is made against Ôother assetsÕ as described under
5.16.

Calculation of exposure to a counterparty

5.22 Exposure to any one counterparty (when taken together with its connected
companies) also falls under the admissibility restrictions.

5.23 The rules require the value of all investments in, debts due from and rights against a
counterparty to be aggregated in order to calculate the counterparty exposure. The
values which are entered into the counterparty exposure calculation are the amounts
arrived at after taking account of the permitted asset exposure rules, thus avoiding
Ôdouble countingÕ of the admissibility limits.

5.24 Certain secured obligations, which may include stock lending and repo transactions,
are permitted to be excluded from the aggregation calculation, provided certain
conditions are met. The conditions, which relate to the nature of the security given,
are set out in paragraph 14 of Part I of Appendix 4.2.

5.25 Not all assets are subject to admissibility restrictions. Rule 4.14(5) lists those assets
which are permitted without limit -

(a) approved securities or interest accrued on them (the definition of approved
securities should be considered),

(b) debts due under reinsurance contracts,

(c) salvage rights,

(d) subrogations recoverable,

(e) premium debts,

(f) amounts due from public bodies of any state in Zone A,

(g) for long-term insurance business, debts due, which are secured by a policy of
insurance,

(h) general insurance deferred acquisition costs

(i) UCITS, and

(j) shares in, or debts due from, a dependant.
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Hence, such assets are left out of the calculation for counterparty exposure.

Calculation of permitted counterparty exposure limit

5.26 The definition of permitted counterparty exposure limit, is set out in paragraph 3 of
Part I of Appendix 4.2. The table below provides an illustrative guide as to how the
definition operates. As a rule of thumb, the lower limit will always bite first, so the
higher limit does not apply.

Permitted
counterparty
exposure

Explanation

Unincorporated body of persons 5% Paragraph 3(a) applies

Individual 5% Paragraph 3(a) applies

Non Zone A public body 5% Paragraph 3(b) applies

Manufacturing company 5% Paragraph 3(c)(iii) bites first

Approved counterparty 10% Paragraph 3(c)(iii) does not apply
Paragraph 3(c)(ii) bites

Approved credit institution Ð
excluding deposits

10% Paragraph 3(c)(iii) does not apply
Paragraph 3(c) (ii) bites

Approved credit institution Ð
including deposits

20% or £2
million,
whichever is
higher

Paragraph 3(c)(iii) does not apply
Paragraph 3(c)(ii) does not apply to
the deposit element
Paragraph 3(c)(i) bites on the
aggregate of the deposit coupled
with the other assets

Excess of the permitted counterparty exposure

5.27 The calculation to determine the excess counterparty exposure is -:

(B) = (total exposure to counterparty) - (permitted counterparty exposure).

If the figure arrived at is negative, it is taken to be zero (i.e. the excess is nil).

Excess concentration with a number of counterparties

5.28 The calculation to determine the excess concentration with a number of
counterparties can be described as -

(C) = (sum of all the exposures which exceed 5% of the business amount) - (40%
of the business amount).
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If the figure arrived at is negative, it is taken to be zero (i.e. the excess is nil).

5.29 Owing to the restrictions of paragraph 3 of Part I of Appendix 4.2, it is only
exposures to approved counterparties which are able to exceed 5% of the business
amount, but can be no more than 10%. The rules place an aggregate limit of 40% of
the business amount on those exposures to approved counterparties which exceed
5%, but are not greater than 10% of the business amount. If the counterparty
exposure is less than 5% of the business amount, then it will not form part of the
excess concentration with a number of counterparties calculation. i.e. there is no
aggregation limit for counterparty exposures of 5% or less.

Assets transferred by way of an unapproved derivative contract

5.30 Rules 4.14(1)(d) and (e) define the scope for the necessary deduction of such
amounts from the value as determined under the Valuation of Assets Rules.
Guidance Note 4.2 includes a number of worked examples which illustrate the
operation of the admissibility limits when the insurer is party to derivative contracts.

Operation of the limits

5.31 The limits are set out in Part II of Appendix 4.2.  There are some important points to
note.

(1) Some aggregate limits apply so that in many cases more than one limit may
apply - both an individual limit, e.g. an exposure to ABC shares, and an
aggregate limit e.g. all unlisted securities combined.

(2) The debt limits have been ÔgradedÕ so that the higher the limits that apply the
greater the security or liquidity of the debt. Security in this context refers to
the status of the counterparty concerned as well as to any physical collateral
arrangements in place.

5.32 The aggregate limits take two forms: first as a limit on the total permitted in a
particular category of assets and second as a limit on exposure  to a single
counterparty and any of its connected companies from whatever source.

5.33 Given the complexity of some of the limits, it is important to consider each
paragraph of Appendix 4.2 in turn. Note that all percentages relate to percentage of
the general insurance business amount or long-term insurance business amount. The
admissibility of debts is particularly complex and the flowchart in Annex B
summarises the different limits which apply. In addition some worked examples on
the valuation and admissibility of debts are given in Annex A. Each paragraph
operates on a stand alone basis and consequently more than one paragraph may
apply in any one instance. If a particular asset falls within the limits of more than
one paragraph, all the limits will need to be applied and in practice, therefore, the
lower limit will bite first.
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5.34 An asset must be expressly described within Part II of Appendix 4.2 otherwise the
asset is inadmissible. This does not apply to any of the asset types which are 100%
admissible by virtue of their exclusion from Appendix 4.2 under the provisions of
rule  4.14(5).

Paragraph 1 - land, 5%

5.35 This restricts any single piece of land to 5%. This restriction also extends to a
number of pieces of land or buildings close enough to each other to be considered as
one investment. Adjacent sub-leases of parts of the same building would not
normally fall to be considered as separate pieces of land. Adjacent pieces of land
would normally be considered separately only for the purposes of assessing the
impact of the admissibility restrictions where there is a clear and distinct difference
in land usage.

Paragraph 2 - individual mortgage debts, 1%

5.36 This paragraph relates to debts due from individuals which are secured by land or
buildings used as that individual's own residence. The individual concerned must not
fall within the definition of a ÔconnectedÕ person in 3.4(5) i.e. must not be a
controller or director of the company (or related to a director).

Paragraphs 3 to 8 - debts; individual limits, 10% - 0.25%

5.37 Annex B provides a decision tree which gives further guidance through the various
admissibility paragraphs of Appendix 4.2 which affect debts. The table below
summarises the position in respect of admissibility for a number of example debts.

Type of debt Admissibility limit for each
individual issuer

Aggregate exposure to
debt of this type, for
all issuers

1. Sovereign or supranational
issuer

No limit
(rule 4.14(5))

None

2. Fully secured debt due from an
approved counterparty

10%
(paragraph 8 of Part II of
Appendix 4.2)

None

3. Fully secured debt Ð other 5%
(paragraph 7 of Part II of
Appendix 4.2)

None

4. Unsecured debt due from an
approved counterparty, including
regulated institutions which are
approved counterparties

10%
(paragraph 8 of Part II of
Appendix 4.2)

None

5. Unsecured d e b t due from a
regulated institution, which is not
an approved counterparty

2.50%
(paragraph 6 of Part II of
Appendix 4.2)

None
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6. Unsecured debt from any one
unincorporated body

1%
(paragraph 4 of Part II of
Appendix 4.2)

5%
(paragraph 10 of Part II
of Appendix 4.2)

7. Unsecured debt Ð other 1%
(paragraph 5 of Part II of
Appendix 4.2)

5%
(paragraph 10 of Part II
of Appendix 4.2)

8. Debt due from an individual
(other than those under paragraph 2
of Part II of Appendix 4.2)

0.25%
(paragraph 3 of Part II of
Appendix 4.2)

5%
(paragraph 10 of Part II
of Appendix 4.2)

When looking at whether a debt is secured or unsecured, the definition allows a
partially secured debt to be split into two elements: a fully secured element and the
remainder (which is not covered by the security) to be treated as unsecured.
Consequently, the fully secured element will be able to take advantage of the higher
admissibility limits which usually apply to secured debts. Debt securities are
excluded from the limits in paragraphs 4-10 of Part II of Appendix 4. These are
dealt with in paragraphs 14 and 15 of Part II of Appendix 4.2 which are described
below. Reference should also be made to the exclusions in rule 4.14(5) which have
the effect of allowing 100% admissibility for those asset types listed within that rule.

Approved counterparty or regulated institution?

The FSA is not aware of any approved counterparties which do not also fall under
the definition of a regulated institution. In practice, therefore unsecured debts due
from approved counterparties will generally be exempt from paragraphs 4 to 7, Part
II Appendix 4.2. Clearly, however, if there are any such bodies which whilst being
an approved counterparty do not qualify as being a regulated institution, then the
lower limit will apply. Similarly, if an approved counterparty is an individual, then
paragraphs 2 and 3 of Part II Appendix 4.2 would apply first.

Paragraph 10 - unsecured debts; aggregate limit, 5%

5.38 This paragraph applies an aggregate 5% limit to unsecured debts due from
companies, individuals or unincorporated bodies of persons. Debts due from a
regulated institution and all debt securities are excluded from this aggregate limit.

Paragraph 9 - deposits and debts with approved credit institutions, 20% or £2
million

5.39 This paragraph covers all debts including monies held in short term deposit accounts
that are held with any one credit institution and any of its connected companies. This
is in contrast to paragraph 8 of Part II of Appendix 4.2 which excludes amounts
which are short term deposits and applies a 10% limit to all other debts (other than
debt securities) due from any one approved counterparty. The definition of short
term deposit is sufficiently flexible to allow a deposit to pass the Ôno penaltiesÕ test if
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it is ascribed a value for solvency purposes which is net of any redemption penalties
which are incurred if notice for withdrawal is one month or less.

Paragraph 11 - unlisted (or listed but not readily realisable) investments, unit
trusts, 1%

Paragraph 12 - aggregate limit, 10%

5.40 Paragraph 11 applies a limit of 1% to investments in any one body made up of the
asset types described in paragraph 11 and 11(a).

Paragraph 11, which excludes secured debt securities, applies the limit of 1%
exposure to any one body of investments which fall within the valuation rules set out
in rule 4.8 other than listed and readily realisable investments, which are excluded
from this paragraph. In other words, paragraph 11 covers -

(a) shares in the insurer and any of its connected companies (other than shares
in an open ended investment company);

(b) unsecured debt securities; and

(c) beneficial interests in a limited partnership.

Paragraph 11(a) places a 1% limit on units in a collective investment scheme (which
fall under the valuation rule described in rule 4.9) which are managed by that insurer
and any of its connected companies. Such collective investment schemes are those
where the scheme only includes assets which can be ascribed a value under the
Valuation of Assets Rules and does not employ unapproved derivatives contracts.

Paragraph 11(b) is required in order to extend the limits in paragraphs 11 and 11(a)
to connected companies of the body.

Paragraph 12 applies an overall aggregate limit of 10% to total investments of types
described in paragraph 11.

Paragraph 13 - shares and hybrid securities, 2.5%

5.41 The table below summarises the position.

Type of Hybrid Admissibility limit for each
individual issuer (and any of
its connected companies)

Aggregate exposure to
hybrid securities of this
type, for all issuers

Listed preference shares 2.5%
(paragraph 13 of Part II of
Appendix 4.2)

None

Unlisted or listed but not
r e a d i l y  r e a l i s a b l e
preference shares

1%
(paragraph 11 of Part II of
Appendix 4.2)

10%
(paragraph 12 of Part II of
Appendix 4.2)
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Listed hybrid securities
( o t h e r )  ( i n c l u d i n g
subordinated debt)

2.5%
(paragraph 13 of Part II of
Appendix 4.2)

None

Unlisted or listed but not
readily realisable, hybrid
s e c u r i t i e s  (o ther)
(including subordinated
debt)

1%
(paragraph 11 of Part II of
Appendix 4.2)

10%
(paragraph 12 of Part II of
Appendix 4.2)

Paragraph 14 - all securities - other, 5%

5.42 Paragraphs 14 and 15 are applicable to all securities including debt securities.
Paragraph 14 applies the aggregate limit for all securities (whether equity,
preference shares or debt securities) in any one insurer or any of its connected
companies. Investments in approved counterparties are excluded and are caught
instead by paragraph 15 of Part II of Appendix 4.2.

Paragraph 15 - all securities issued by any one counterparty, 10%

5.43 Paragraph 15 applies to approved counterparties (issuers which are not approved
counterparties are caught by paragraph 14 of Part II of Appendix 4.2 first). The rule
applies an aggregate limit for all security types (whether equity, preference shares or
debt securities) issued by any one counterparty. Total exposure by way of securities
to any one approved counterparty is limited to 10%.

The table below summarises the position.

Type of bond Admissibility limit for
each individual issuer

Aggregate exposure
to bonds of this type,
for all issuers

1 Sovereign or supranational
issuer

No limit (rule 4.14(5)) None

2 Fully secured bonds issued
by an approved counterparty
(either listed or unlisted)

10% (paragraph 15 of
Part II of Appendix 4.2)

None

3 Fully secured bonds Ð other
(either listed or unlisted)

5% (paragraph 14 of Part
II of Appendix 4.2)

None

4 Unsecured l is ted  bonds
issued by an approved
counterparty

10% (paragraph 15 of
Part II of Appendix 4.2)

None

5 Unsecured l is ted  bonds
(other)

5% (paragraph 14 of Part
II of Appendix 4.2)

None
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6 Unsecured unlisted (or listed
but not readily realisable)
bonds

1% (paragraph 11 of Part
II of Appendix 4.2)

10% (paragraph 12 of
Part II of Appendix
4.2)

Paragraph 16 - unit trusts, 5%

5.44 This paragraph limits holdings in any single authorised unit trust scheme or
recognised scheme to 5%. Collective investment schemes recognised under the
UCITS Directive are allowed 100% admissibility by virtue of rule 4.14(5).

Paragraph 17- cash 3%

5.45 This limit relates to pure cash in hand i.e. money held at a bank is not subject to this
3% limit.

Paragraphs 18 and 19 - equipment, 2.5% - 5%

5.46 These paragraphs set limits of 5% for computer equipment and 2.5% for other office
equipment.

Aggregate exposure - illustrative examples

5.47 This paragraph contains three examples of the treatment of aggregate exposures.

Example 1

Insurer 1 holds £500 of equity shares in ABC, a listed company which is not an
approved counterparty, has £750 of listed debentures in that company; has £200 of
equity shares which it has ÔtransferredÕ under a stock lending agreement; and has
entered into a futures contract to sell 500 shares in ABC in three months time at a
price of £1 (the current price of the equity being 75p). The general insurance
business amount of the insurer is £10,000. The insurerÕs aggregate exposure to ABC
is as follows.

Description Equities Debts Exposure
to ABC

Reason

£ £ £

actual holding of equity
holding lent under stock loan
share s  due to be sold 500 @ 75p
total exposure: ABC equity shares
                        listed debentures

Admissibility restrictions

Paragraph 13, 2.5% general insurance
business amount for shares

500
200
(375)
325

(75)

750
325
750

(75)

Note 1
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Paragraph 14, 5% general insurance
business amount for debt securities

Paragraph 14, 5% general insurance
business amount for all securities in any
one counterparty

Admissible elements ----
250

(250)

(250)

-----
250

(250)

(250)

----
500

Note 2

Note 1

In determining the aggregate exposure, exposure to numbers of shares under derivative contracts is
converted to a monetary amount by reference to the current market value of those shares. The actual
monetary value of the derivative contract itself is not relevant for these purposes as in many cases it
will be negligible compared to quantum by which it alters the insurerÕs economic exposure to certain
assets.

Note 2

This deduction can be made against the equities or the debentures - it would make no difference to the
overall level of the admissible elements. In this example, the deduction is against the debentures.

Example 2

Insurer 2 holds £200 of listed equity shares in DEF and has entered into a futures
contract to buy 800 shares in DEF in two months time at a price of 50p. The current
share price is 60p. The insurerÕs general insurance business amount is £10,000. The
insurerÕs aggregate exposure to DEF is as follows.

£ Reason

Actual holding 200
shares due to be bought 800 @ 60p 480 Note 1

Total exposure DEF equity shares 680

Admissibility restrictions
Paragraph 13, 2.5% general insurance
business amount for shares

(430) Note 2

Admissible elements
___
250

Note 1

As with Example 1, in determining the aggregate exposure, exposure to numbers of shares under
derivative contracts is converted to a monetary amount by reference to the current market value of
those shares.

Note 2

In this case the inadmissible element is greater than the value of the shares actually held. Rule
4.14(2)(b) therefore applies. This requires that the equity asset admissibility is written down to nil, but
the remaining restriction (£230) should be deducted from the aggregate value of the other assets. It is
not necessary to try and allocate this further deduction against any one particular class of asset and
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therefore an additional line in Form 13 ('deduction for inadmissible items') has been introduced
specifically for disclosure of such items.

Example 3

Insurer 3 has unsecured debts due from the following corporate bodies, none of
which is a regulated institution.

X - £250, Y - £150, Z - £200.

It also has unsecured debts due from 25 different individuals of £50 each. The
general insurance business amount of the insurer is £10,000. The maximum
exposure for these debts is as follows.

£ Reason

debt from X 250
debt from Y 150
debt from Z 200
debts from individuals 1,250 25 @ £50 each
Total of unsecured debts 1,850

Admissibility restrictions

Paragraph 5, 1% general insurance business amount
for X debt

(150)

Paragraph 5, 1% general insurance business amount
for Y debt

(50)

Paragraph 5, 1% general insurance business amount
for Z debt

(100)

Paragraph 3, 0.25% general insurance business
amount for debts from individuals (625) 25 @ £25 each

Sub-total 925

Paragraph 6, 5% general business amount for the
aggregate of all unsecured debts

(425)

___
Admissible elements 500

Calculation of the general insurance business amount/long-term insurance
business amount

5.48 The bases for calculating the general insurance and long-term insurance business and
units are given in the definitions in rule 11.1.

An insurer which prepares a UK branch return may base the amounts for the UK
branch return on its global figures (since the definitions of general insurance
business amount/long-term insurance business amount refer to liabilities Ôof the
insurerÕ).
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General insurance business amount

5.49 The general insurance business amount is calculated as the higher of:

EITHER:

1. The insurerÕs technical liabilities (i.e. amounts calculated in accordance with
the rules in respect of items C and D of the shareholder accounts, net of
reinsurance),

PLUS

2. the greater of -

- 400,000 Euros, and

- 20% of the general premium income.

General premium income for the purposes of the general insurance business amount
represents, in effect, written accounted premiums gross of commission but net of
reinsurance.

OR:

A higher amount not exceeding the net admissible assets determined in accordance
with the valuation of assets rules.

Long-term business amount

5.50 The long-term insurance business amount is calculated as the higher of:

EITHER:

1. The insurerÕs technical liabilities (i.e. amounts calculated in accordance with
the rules in respect of items C and D of the shareholder accounts, net of
reinsurance)1,

PLUS

2. the amount of any deposit back under a contract of long-term reinsurance,

                                                  

1 when calculating the permitted asset exposure limit, exclude linked liabilities and when calculating the
permitted counterparty exposure limits or the excess concentration with a number of counterparties, exclude
property linked liabilities.
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PLUS

3. the margin of solvency (or minimum guarantee fund if greater) which the
insurer Ð

(a) if its head office is in the United Kingdom, is required to maintain, or

(b) if its head office is elsewhere would be required to maintain if its
head office were in the United Kingdom,

MINUS

4. any implicit item valued in accordance with a waiver under section 148 of the
Act (see paragraphs 4.92).

OR:

A higher amount not exceeding the net admissible assets determined in
accordance with the Valuation of assets rules.

_______________________

Annex A

RULES FOR VALUATION OF DEBTS

The valuation and admissibility of debts under the Valuation of Assets Rules are addressed
in sections 4 and 5. This annex illustrates the basic rules with a few worked examples. For
simplicity all examples below use the GBA as the yardstick by which to compare the
admissibility limit but the examples could apply equally where the LTBA is to be used. In
addition, all examples assume that the approved counterparties are also regulated
institutions.

Example 1  Operation of overall counterparty exposure limits

Facts

An insurer has an unsecured debt of £450m due from Y which is an approved credit
institution. The insurer also has short term deposits with Y of £1,200m, listed equity shares
in Y of £475m and rights under derivative contracts due from Y of £400m. The insurer's
GBA is £10,000m and there are no other assets except Government bonds (which are not
subject to any Appendix 4.2 limits).
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Application of the rules

The first stage is to identify and apply the individual admissibility limits which impact each
separate asset and then to look to the aggregate limits for that class of asset. In this example,
the relevant limits are:

Unsecured debt

Following the steps set out in the flowchart in Annex B, this is not a listed debenture but is
an unsecured debt due from an approved counterparty. Hence, as seen from the table in
paragraph 5.26 of this Guidance, the individual limit is 10% of GBA (Appendix 4.2 Pt II,
para 8).

Deposits Ð Appendix 4.2 Pt II Para 9, 20% of GBA (subject to minimum £2 million)

Listed equity shares Ð Appendix 4.2 Pt II Para 13, 2.5% of GBA

Rights under derivative contracts Ð No specific limit within Appendix 4.2 Pt II, but are for
inclusion within the aggregate counterparty exposure calculation in Appendix 4.2 Pt II.

In tabular format, the admissibility limits can be described as follows.

    £m
Unsecured debt from Y
Listed shares in Y *
Rights under derivative contracts due from Y

Admissibility restrictions (individual)

Para 13, 2.5% (two and a half) GBA for shares

Total counterparty exposure to Y excluding deposits

Admissibility restrictions (counterparty)

Appendix 4.2, Pt I, Para 3(c)(ii)

Deposits with Y

Counterparty exposure to Y, including deposits

Admissibility restrictions (counterparty)

Appendix 4.2, Pt I, Para 3(c)(i)

Admissible assets

   450
   475
   400
1,325

  (225)

1,100

  (100) Note 1
1,000
1,200

2,200

 (200) Note 1

2,000
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Note l

Although there is an individual limit of 20% GBA for deposits, when coupled with the other
assets the counterparty exposure to Y reaches 2,200. It is necessary therefore to look to
Appendix 4.2 Para I, and paras 3(c)(i), (ii) and (iii).

•  Sub-para 3(c)(iii) is excluded because the exposure is to an approved counterparty.

•  Sub-para 3(c)(ii) applies exposure to all asset types, but excluding deposits with
approved credit institutions. The allowed exposure under sub-para 3(c)(ii) is 10%.
The deposits are caught under sub-para 4(c)(i).

•  Sub-para 3(c)(i) applies to exposure from all sources (including, therefore, the
deposits) to any body corporate or group and allows maximum exposure of 20%
GBA.

Consequently, the permitted exposure to Y is 20% GBA made up in this example of 10%
deposits and 10% all other assets.

Example 2 Unsecured debts

Facts

An insurer  has a general insurance business amount of £10,000 and the following
unsecured debts:

£250 due from A which is a chemical company;
£150 due from B which is a retail company;
£300 due from C which is a UK authorised insurance company;
£1,275 due from D which is an approved counterparty;
£280 due from E which is due from a manufacturing company.

Application of the rules

The first stage (STEP ONE- para 2.1 of this Guidance) is to categorise the debts under the
definitions in the rules. The flow chart in Annex B provides additional help. The debts are
therefore categorised as follows:

A, B, E unsecured, unlisted debts from companies which are not regulated
institutions or approved counterparties.

C unsecured, unlisted debt  from a regulated institution which is not an
approved counterparty

D unsecured, unlisted debt from an approved counterparty

Section 5 of this Guidance assists in identifying the relevant admissibility limits. In tabular
form, the result can be described as follows:
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£
Debt from A    250
Debt from B    150
Debt from C    300
Debt from D 1,275
Debt from E    280

2,255

Admissibility restrictions (individual)
Para 5, 1% GBA Ð A   (150)
Para 5, 1% GBA - B       (50)
Para 6, 2.5% GBA Ð C    (50)
Para 8, 10% GBA - D   (275)
Para 5, 1% GBA - E   (180)

            1,550

The aggregate limit which applies to all unsecured debts (other than debts due from a
regulated institution or approved counterparty) is 5% GBA (Appendix 4.2, Pt II, Para 7)
but it does not bite in this example.

Example 3 - secured debts (secured by assets)

Facts

An insurer has a debt due from ABC plc (a chemical company) of £550 which is fully
secured by land. There are no other charges on the land concerned and the insurer itself also
owns £200 of the same piece of land. The insurer also has listed debentures in ABC plc of
£450 and listed shares of  £325. The insurer does not have any other 'large counterparties'
and its GBA is £10,000.

Application of the rules

STEP ONE, determine what definition applies, i.e. does the debt fall within the definition of
secured debt in rule 10.1:

rule at 10.1 Not a secured debt

para (1)(b)(i) of the definition condition satisfied, since land security is of a value
which is sufficient to discharge the debt in full

para (1)(b)(ii) of the definiton aggregate exposure to this piece of land is £750. This
exceeds the permitted limit of £500 (5% GBA) for any
one piece of land. Hence, £250 of the land offered for
security cannot count as 'security' for the purposes of
the Valuation of Assets Rules since it would breach the
permitted exposure limit.

The debt from ABC plc can be split into two elements, being £300 secured, £250 unsecured.
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In tabular form, the admissibility can be described as follows:

     £
Unsecured element of the debt    250
Secured element of the debt    300
Listed shares in ABC    325
Listed debentures in ABC    450

1,325
Admissibility restrictions (assets)

Para 5, 1% GBA, unsecured debts (150)
Para 7, 5% GBA for all debts                 (-) Note 1
Para 13, 2.5% GBA for shares  (75)
Para 14, 5% GBA for debentures and shares combined (200) Note 2

 900
Admissibility restrictions (counterparty) (400) Note 3

Admissible amount   500

NOTE 1

Although total debts are £550, the unsecured element has already been restricted by £150.
This leaves £400 of the debt to be considered under Appendix 4.2, Pt II, para 7 and hence
there is no further restriction since  £400 < 5% GBA.

NOTE 2

Similarly, although the 'gross' value of the shares and debentures combined is £775, the
shares have already been restricted by £75. Hence, this leaves a potential admissible
combined amount of £700 to be considered under paragraph 14. The 5% GBA maximum of
para 14 equates to £500 and so a further restriction of £200 is necessary.

NOTE 3

An insurer which is not an approved counterparty is not permitted to raise the admissible
exposure to a counterparty from 5% (Appendix 4.2 Pt I Para 3(c)(iii)) to 10%.  See
paragraph 5.28 of this Guidance.

In this example, therefore, since ABC plc is not an approved counterparty the admissibility
limit is 5% GBA, i.e. £500 - hence a further restriction of £400 is required.

What if ABC plc was an approved counterparty instead?

If, in the example above, ABC plc is an approved counterparty, then the permitted
counterparty exposure limit to such a counterparty would be 10%. Such large exposures to
approved counterparties are caught by the aggregate limit of 40% of the business amount.
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In this example, we have assumed there are no other large counterparties and hence the
aggregate restrictions of Appendix 4.2 Pt I, para 17 would not apply.

The admissibility limit for approved counterparties is 10% GBA, i.e. £1,000 - hence the
exposure of £900m would not require any further restriction.

Example 4 - secured debts (secured by bank guarantee)

Facts

The same as example 3 above, but instead of the ABC plc debt being secured by land, it is
secured by a guarantee from Bank Z. The insurer also has exposure to Bank Z in the form of
deposits of £900m, listed shares in Z £350 and debts due from Z of £400m. The insurer has
no other large counterparties apart from Z and ABC plc.

Application of the rules

Exposure to ABC plc

In this example, the debt will be fully secured since it falls within para (1)(a)(ii) of the
definition of secured debt.

In tabular form, the exposure to ABC plc can be seen as:

£ m
Secured debt from ABC 550
Listed shares in ABC 325
Listed debentures in ABC 450

Total exposure to ABC          1325

Admissibility restrictions (assets)

Para 7, 5% GBA for all debts            (50)
Para 13, 2.5% GBA for shares            (75) As in 3 above

Para 14, 5% GBA for debentures and shares
combined          (200) As in 3 above
        1,000
Admissibility restrictions (counterparty)         (500)

        ____
Admissible element of exposure to ABC          500

ABC is not an approved counterparty and the counterparty exposure limit is therefore 5% of
the business amount. Hence a restriction of £500m applies.

Exposure to Bank Z
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In addition the insurer also has exposure to the bank Z as follows:

£ m
Debts due from Z 400
Listed shares in Z 350

750

Admissibility restrictions (assets)

Para 13, 2.5% GBA for shares           (100)

sub-total of admissible assets 650

Guarantee supporting the debt from ABC             550

Total counterparty exposure to Z excluding deposits          1,200
admissibility restrictions (counterparty)           (200) Note 1

Deposits with Z             900

Total counterparty exposure to Z including deposits          1,900 Note 2

Note 1

Appendix 4.2, Pt I, para 3(c)(ii) applies exposure limits to all asset types, but excluding
deposits with approved credit institutions. The allowed exposure under para 3(c)(ii) is 10%
GBA (since the bank is an approved counterparty) and therefore a restriction to non-deposit
exposures of £200m is required.

Note 2

With deposits, the admissible exposure to an approved credit institution can be 20% of the
business amount Appendix 4.2, Pt I, para 9. In this example, this equates to £2,000m and so
no further restriction is required.

Example 5 - stock lending and secured debts

Facts

An insurer engages in stock lending activities with counterparty X using a variety of
collateral arrangements. The insurer also has the following investments:

debts due from Bank Y of £400, listed shares of £100 in Bank Y; listed shares in PQR plc
of £125.

Counterparty X falls within the definition of an approved investment firm.
The GBA is £10,000.
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There are five different stock lending arrangements. In cases where the insurer has lent
stock, for the purposes of rule 4.4(4)(b)(ii) the collateral provided for all of the insurerÕs
stock lending arrangements can be taken together when assessing whether each individual
item of collateral breaks the '15%' test outlined in rule 4.4(b)(ii). If the collateral fails the
'15%' test then the insurer looks to rule 4.4(4)(b)(i) to see whether the collateral, when
aggregated to the insurerÕs existing exposures, would cause a breach in the admissibility
limits.

In this example, unless stated otherwise, it is assumed that each piece of collateral satisfies
the conditions of rule 4.4(4)(b)(i).

(a) £250 of mixed equities (with no single large holding) are lent to Broker X. Broker X
supplies cash collateral equal in value to the shares ÔlentÕ.

Rule 4.4(2) is satisfied since the collateral equals the value of the stock 'lent'. Rule 4.4(4)(a)
is satisfied since the collateral is cash; rule 4.4(4)(b)(i) is satisfied, since it is assumed that
the cash received would not cause the insurer  to breach its exposure to cash or to deposits
with approved credit institutions. Hence, rule 4.4(1) dictates that there is no need to include
the collateral in the aggregate exposure calculations - i.e. the 'look through' approach can be
applied. The mixed equities 'lent' should be treated as though they were still retained by the
insurer.

(b) £150 of gilts are lent to X and secured by a 'pool' of gilts under a DBV (delivery by
value) arrangement whereby the value of the pool is topped up daily to reflect price
movement and the value of the collateral exceeds the value of the stock lent by a
small margin to cater for intra day movements.

Rule 4.4(2) is satisfied since the collateral equals the value of the stock 'lent'. Rule
4.4(4)(b)(ii) is satisfied since the collateral is mixed (with no single large holding) and is in
the form of approved securities (sub-para (4)(a)). Rule 4.4(1) dictates that the 'look through
approach' is taken.

(c) £175 of mixed equities are lent to X for a letter of credit.

Rule 4.4(2) is satisfied since the collateral equals the value of the stock 'lent'. Rule 4.4(4)(a)
may apply (depending on whether the letter of credit is established with an approved credit
institution); rule 4.4(4)(b)(i) is assumed to be satisfied (the insurer needs to aggregate the
collateral with its own holding to see if any of the collateral breaches any permitted
exposure limits). Hence, the 'look through' approach can be applied.

(d) £150 of debentures are lent to X for a bank guarantee from Bank Y.

Rule 4.4(2)(a) is satisfied since the collateral equals the value of the stock 'lent'. Rule
4.4(4)(a) is satisfied; rule 4.4(4)(b)(i) is assumed to be satisfied (the insurer needs to
aggregate the collateral with its own holding to see if any of the collateral breaches any
permitted exposure limits). Hence, the 'look through' approach can be applied.
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(e) £100 of mixed equities are lent to X for collateral of listed shares in PQR plc.

Rule 4.4(2) is satisfied since the collateral equals the value of the stock 'lent'. Rule 4.4(4)(a)
is satisfied. Rule 4.4(4)(b)(i) is satisfied, since the collateral of £100 if added to the insurerÕs
own holding of £125 does not cause a breach in the allowed limit of 2.5% GBA (£2507).
Hence, the 'look through' approach can be applied.

Aggregation of collateral with the insurerÕs own holdings

Counterparty X

For the conditions in rule 4.4(4)(b)(i) to be satisfied, the insurer must not be exposed to
counterparty X in excess of the permitted counterparty exposure. In this example, the
exposure to X can be seen as:

£
Stock lent:
(a) 250
(b) 150
(c) 175
(d) 150
(e) 100
Total counterparty exposure to X 825

If the counterparty exposure had exceeded 10% GBA (i.e. £1,000), the insurer would be
required to treat those transactions which cause the excess to occur, under first principles
(i.e. as though the arrangements were a series of futures contracts). This would, of course,
involve a significant number of additional calculations because of the need to apply other
asset valuation and admissibility limit rules.

Bank Y

Similarly, the exposure to Bank Y will need to be calculated to see whether any of the
collateral fails the conditions of rule 4.4(4)(b)(i). The exposure to Y can be seen as:

£
Debts due from Y directly 400
Guarantee given as security for stock loan with Broker X 150
Listed shares in Y directly 100
Total counterparty exposure to Y 650

In this example, the exposure to Bank Y is within the 10% GBA limit and hence the
collateral (i.e. the guarantee) satisfies rule 4.4(4)(b)(i).

________________________
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Annex B

ADMISSIBILITY OF DEBTS, OTHER THAN DEBT SECURITIES

Counterparty Description

Paragraphs 3 and 10 apply
0.25% individual, 5% aggregate

Paragraphs 4, 10 and 7 apply
1% individual, 5% aggregate for unsecured
5% individual for all debts (secured and
unsecured taken together)

Paragraphs 5, 10 and 7 apply
1% individual, 5% aggregate for unsecured
5% individual for all debts (secured and
unsecured taken together)

Paragraphs 6 and 7 apply
1% individual, 5% aggregate for unsecured
5% individual for all debts (secured and
unsecured taken together)

Paragraphs 8 applies
5% individual for all debts (secured and
unsecured taken together)

____________________

[Annex C deleted]

____________________
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Annex D

What is a regulated market for the purposes of the definition of listed in
the Valuation of Assets Rules?

1. The definition of regulated market is broadly based on the definition in the Third
Life and Third Non-Life Directives which in turn draws on the definition used in the
Investment Services Directive (ISD). It may be necessary in cases of doubt to refer
directly to the ISD. The definition of regulated market feeds into the definition of
listed as explained in section 3 of this Guidance.

2. There is no official list of regulated markets. Instead the directors (and auditors)
must be satisfied that the criteria set out in the definition have been met.

Definition

3. The key characteristics of a regulated market:

(a) regular operation;

(b) regulations have been issued or approved by the appropriate authority of the
state where the market is situated which:

(i) define the conditions of operation and access to the market,

(ii) define the conditions to be satisfied for an investment to be
effectively dealt in on the market, and

(iii) require compliance with reporting and transparency requirements
comparable to those laid down in articles 20 and 21 of the ISD;

(c) for markets situated outside the EEA, the investment dealt in on the market
should be of a quality comparable to those in a regulated market in the UK.

4. In particular, the following areas are considered to be important.

Liquidity

5. The directors should have regard to the overall liquidity of the market or exchange;
whether securities and/or derivatives can be bought and sold in a reasonable time, at
best execution and in adequate amounts; and the procedures and restrictions (if any)
on the repatriations of funds to the UK.

Regulated

6. The market or exchange must be subject to supervision by an authority which should
be a statutory body, an agency of a national or state Government, a department of
such Government, or another body designated for the purpose by one of these.
Additionally, directors will need to take into account:
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(a) the degree to which members of the market/exchange and the supervising
body, and in particular whether that supervision includes capital adequacy
requirements;

(b) the powers of the market/exchange and the supervision body to intervene in
membersÕ business in the event of misconduct, financial difficulties or
otherwise, including the power to reject applicants terminate membership and
de-list a security;

(c) the initial listing standards and ongoing supervision of securities trade on the
markets/exchange including the publications of prospectuses and audited
financial statements;

(d) requirements concerning the issue of contract notes (or their equivalents);

(e) whether the clearance and settlement arrangements normally used for
transactions on the market/exchange are prompt and secure;

(f) the risk of loss in the event of insolvency of a member of the
market/exchange;

(g) how the market/exchange investigates and deals with complaints.

Reporting and transparency requirements

Directors will need to consider:

(a) the everyday availability of current information about securities, derivatives,
quotations, transactions, prices and spreads;

(b) whether there is a requirement for trade reporting to the market/exchange or
other supervisory body of the securities/derivatives which the insurer intends
to buy.

Recognised

7. The market/exchange must be recognised or registered as a market/exchange and/or
self regulatory organisation by an authority which should be a statutory body, or an
agency of a national or state Government, a department of such Government or
another body designated for the purpose by one of these.

Operating regularly

8. The market/exchange must have regular trading hours during which the investments
listed or admitted to dealing on that market may be dealt in. Additionally directors
will need to take into account:
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(a) the availability and timing of price and volume information and the way it is
distributed; and

(b) in respect of securities, the degree to which and the speed at which
companies listed on the market/exchange must release price sensitive
information, and the medium through which that information is distributed.

Open to the public

9. Investments listed or admitted to dealing on the market exchange must be freely
available for trading by the public directly, or through members of the
market/exchange, during normal trading hours. Additionally, directors will need to
take into account the extent to which overseas investors are permitted to hold
securities listed on the market/exchange.

___________________________
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GUIDANCE NOTE 4.2 (rule 4.12)

USE OF DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS IN INSURANCE FUNDS

__________________________________

1. Introduction

1.1 This Guidance discusses valuation issues surrounding the use of derivative
contracts in those funds of an insurer which are subject to the Valuation of
Assets Rules. It is therefore relevant to the statutory solvency valuation of all
the Ôother than long-term insurance businessÕ funds of a general business or
composite insurer and of the long-term non-linked and index-linked funds of
a long-term or composite insurer. Many of the same principles are relevant to
the use of derivatives in property-linked funds, which is also covered in this
Guidance. It is not relevant to valuation for the purposes of published
accounts.

1.2  In accordance with the traditional UK approach, there is no restriction
(except in linked funds) on the derivative contracts which insurers may
transact (subject to over-riding conditions such as the need for insurers to be
managed in accordance with the FSAÕs principles for business (where most
of the criteria of sound and prudent management now rest). However, the
Valuation of Assets Rules do set out:

(a) rules to be satisfied before a derivative which is an asset to the
insurer may be given an admissible value;

(b) the valuation rule in the event that the conditions at (a) are satisfied;

(c) the rule for the determination of the liability under any derivative
contract which, at the moment, is a liability to the insurer;

(d) rules for determining the effect of derivative contracts on the
admissibility of holdings in the underlying assets;

(e) a rule requiring recognition of a contingent liability in any case where
a derivative contract is not strictly covered by the underlying assets.

1.3 Rules of the nature of (a), (b) and (c) above are familiar from the Valuation
of Assets Rules for other kinds of transaction. Item (d) is needed because the
policy is to restrict the admissibility of economic exposure to specific assets.
Depending on the nature of the contract, derivatives can increase, decrease or
cancel the economic exposure of insurers to the underlying assets.

1.4 Item (e) is needed because some derivatives can change rapidly from being
an asset to being a liability; moreover, in some cases the liability can be
theoretically unlimited. If an insurer uses such derivatives without proper
cover, it could rapidly use up not only its free assets but also eat into its
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required minimum margin of solvency.  For prudential reasons, therefore, it
is necessary for the company to recognise an appropriate contingent liability
in respect of contracts which are not properly covered, even in cases where
they are currently an asset to the insurer. Rule 5.3 establishes this obligation
(the Ôprovision for adverse changesÕ).

What kind of derivatives?

1.5 Rule 4.12 refers to options, futures contracts and contracts for differences.
FSAÕs view is that these terms cover all current basic types of derivative
instrument. For example, swaps fall under contracts for differences; warrants
fall under the extended definition for insurance purposes of options.

1.6  Rule 4.1 provides that forward currency contracts are not to be treated as
derivatives, where they are for the purpose of settling the sale or purchase of
an asset and are to be effected within a short period defined in that
regulation.

1.7  The rules described below are relevant also to instruments which take some
other legal form but which have characteristics of derivatives. The issues are
discussed in Section 10.

The status of the guidance

1.8   This guidance, in particular the examples throughout this Guidance, is
intended to illustrate the FSAÕs view of how the above conditions are to be
interpreted in practice. (The FSA view is not of course definitive; that would
be available only from the courts.) Many of the examples address the
conditions set out in paragraph 2.1 (or 2.3) below. However, they tend to deal
with only one or two of those conditions without reference to whether the
other conditions are satisfied.

1.9  None of the examples carries the FSAÕs Ôseal of approvalÕ. Whether or not
they are sensible courses of action depends heavily on the circumstances of
the insurer. Moreover, there may be other equally acceptable - or even
preferable - ways of achieving the same objective.

1.10  Finally, although several of the examples illustrate traps for the unwary, it is
inevitable that there are other traps which have not been illustrated in this
Guidance. There can be no substitute for testing any proposed course of
action against the Ôfirst principlesÕ set out in paragraphs 2.1 or 2.3 below.

2. Conditions governing admissibility; conditions governing use of
derivatives in linked funds

Admissibility of derivatives which are assets of the insurer
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2.1  Derivative instruments which, at the time of the valuation, are an asset to the
insurer may be given an admissible value only if they satisfy the seven
conditions set out below:

(a) are for the purposes of reduction of investment risks or efficient 
portfolio management Ð rule 4.12(2);

(b) satisfy the Ôin connection withÕ test Ð rule 4.12(2) and (3);

(c) are covered Ð rule 4.12(2) and (4);

(d) are listed on a regulated market or transacted with an approved 
counterparty  - rule 4.12(6)(a);

(e) are capable of being readily closed out Ð rule 4.12(6)(b);

(f) are based on underlying assets which are themselves admissible, an
index of such assets or an official index of retail prices Ð rule 4.12(7)
and (8);

(g) have a prescribed pricing basis Ð rule 4.12(8).

2.2  Failure to satisfy any one of these conditions means that the contract has no
admissible value. On the other hand, where a derivative contract is currently
a liability to the insurer, that liability must be recognised whether or not the
above conditions are satisfied.

Linked funds

2.3  Use of derivatives in linked funds (whether currently an asset or a liability to
the insurer) is permitted only if all the conditions below are satisfied. These
are very similar to those summarised in paragraph 2.1, the only significant
difference being at condition (f). The derivatives:

(a) should be for the purposes of reduction of investment risks or
efficient portfolio management

(b) should satisfy the Ôin connection withÕ test

(c) should be covered

(d) are listed on a regulated market or transacted with an approved 
counterparty  

(e) are capable of being readily closed out

(f) are based on underlying assets which are themselves permitted links, 
an index of such assets or an official index of retail prices
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(g) have a prescribed pricing basis.

3. Liquidity

Regulated markets and approved counterparties

3.1  The purpose of conditions (d) and (e) of paragraph 2.1 is to ensure that the
derivative contract is acceptably liquid. Rule 4.12(6)(a) refers to a listed
contract, which (by tracking through the definitions is seen to require that the
contract is listed on a regulated market. This is not likely to be problematical
in practice. A main derivatives exchange of a developed country is likely to
qualify as a regulated market although insurers are responsible for satisfying
themselves on this point.

3.2 The descriptions of approved counterparties (banks and investment firms
authorised in the UK and other EEA States) are set out in the Valuation of
Assets Rules. In the case of UK counterparties, current lists can be obtained
from the FSA. There are one or two traps for the unwary here.  For example,
a subsidiary of an authorised bank or investment firm would not count as an
approved counterparty unless it was itself an authorised bank or investment
firm. Where a derivatives transaction was arranged with the head office of a
non-EEA bank (as opposed to a transaction arranged through an authorised
branch in an EEA State), the bank would not necessarily qualify as an
approved counterparty for the purpose of that transaction. Last, we do not
believe it is possible for an EEA insurance undertaking to satisfy the
definition of  approved counterparty because of a restriction in the First Life
and Non-Life Insurance Directives (reflected in the UK in rule 1.3).  To the
extent that this is so, derivative transactions between two insurers or between
two funds of the same insurer would not satisfy the approved counterparty
test.  However, there is nothing to prevent a non-insurance subsidiary of an
EEA insurer from qualifying as an approved counterparty.

Capable of being readily closed out

3.3  Rule 4.12(6)(b) sets a test that the insurer reasonably believes that the
contract may be readily closed out. The appropriate interpretation of ÔreadilyÕ
is that the insurer cannot reasonably foresee any circumstances in which it
would need to close out part or all of the contract at a few days notice and
would not be able to do so. ÔReadilyÕ may therefore mean very different
things, depending on the nature of the contract.

Example A

An insurer has sold a 12 month OTC Turkish Lira forward to hedge the currency risk
in its Turkish equity portfolio.

It will need to be able to close out the forward at short notice if it decides subsequently to
disinvest in Turkey.  To regard this contract as capable of being readily closed out, it must
satisfy itself either that there is adequate liquidity on the foreign exchange market for
Turkish Lira or that it would be able to close out the original transaction with an approved
counterparty (not necessarily the one who transacted the original forward) at short notice.
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Example B

An insurer has bought an index-linked contract for differences to match exactly its
policy holder liability (apart from death benefit) under a group of 5-year index-linked
bonds.  The terms of the contract are such that, on early surrender, the benefits are
limited to whatever can reasonably be realised for the underlying assets, less
reasonable expenses.

In such circumstances, it is entirely reasonable to arrange for partial realisation to pay death
claims and early surrenders once a month, say, so as to minimise realisation expenses.  An
agreement with an approved counterparty to this effect would certainly satisfy the Ômay be
readily closed outÕ test.

4. Reduction of investment risks; efficient portfolio management

4.1 The FSA does not propose to try to distinguish absolutely between the two
terms; in practice, they overlap. Since they are alternative components of the
set of conditions summarised in paragraph 2.1, it is not necessary to decide
whether a particular transaction is consistent with one of these terms rather
than the other. Provided that a transaction is for the purposes either of
reduction of investment risks or efficient portfolio management, condition (a)
of paragraph 2.1 is satisfied. (In particular, a particular case may not be
justifiable as efficient portfolio management but qualify as reduction of risks;
or vice versa.)

4.2  Reduction of investment risks is to be interpreted broadly. To qualify, a
transaction must achieve the following:

(a) in any case where a group of assets is ÔearmarkedÕ to match specific
policy holder benefits where the policy holder bears an investment
risk (notably in the case of linked liabilities), there must either be:

(i) a reduction in the risks to the insurer of mismatching of those
assets and liabilities, while having a neutral or beneficial
effect on the investment risks of the policy holder; or

(ii) a reduction in the investment risks of the policy holder, while
having a neutral or beneficial effect on the risks to the insurer
of mismatching

(b) in any case where there is no such earmarking of assets, it must
reduce the risks to the insurer of mismatching between its assets and
liabilities at large.

4.3  In either case, exactly what constitutes a reduction in risks is not very
straightforward. Most derivative contracts will leave the insurer worse off
than if the contract had not been transacted under some foreseeable
circumstances. (For example, a purchased option might bring benefits to the
insurer; or it might expire worthless, leaving it worse off than if it had not
transacted the option.) If the FSA were to insist that a contract aimed at
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reduction of risks could never leave the insurer or policy holder worse off,
practically nothing would qualify. In practice FSA takes a much less extreme
view. A contract which brings benefits (to insurer or policy holder, as
appropriate) under some circumstances while having adverse consequences
under other circumstances can be said to be reducing investment risks if:

(a) any adverse consequences of the contract are unforeseeable; or

(b) the extent of any adverse consequences is insignificant, in particular:

(i) small; and

(ii) reasonable, given the benefits resulting under other 
circumstances

4.4  It is also worth stating the obverse of the conclusion in the previous
paragraph.  A derivative contract which has any significant adverse
consequences on investment risks cannot qualify as reduction of
investment risks. It is not a case of balancing the advantages and the
disadvantages; rather, there must be no significant disadvantages.
Having said that, derivative contracts which change the investment
risks without necessarily reducing them may qualify as efficient
portfolio management in some circumstances.

Example C

An insurer, wishing to improve matching between its assets and liabilities decides to
shift the economic balance of part of its portfolio from equities to gilts.  To achieve a
rapid switch of exposure, it decides to retain the equities, to sell a FTSE-100 future and
to buy a gilt future.  Both futures are margined daily, thereby minimising the insurer's
exposure to its counterparty.

The purpose of the FTSE future is to reduce exposure to equities.  Adverse consequences
could only arise from this if there was a serious possibility that the fortunes of the insurerÕs
equity portfolio would depart significantly from those of FTSE.  Similarly, the purpose of
the gilt future is to buy exposure to gilts of a particular term.  The mean term of the insurer's
liabilities might be different, in which case there would be a risk that gilts of that term might
behave significantly differently from the gilt future.

Drawing on the criteria in paragraphs 4.2 and 4.3, this transaction could indeed be taken to
Ôreduce risksÕ over the short to medium term in circumstances where the congruence
between portfolio and future (and between mean terms of the gilt future and the insurance
liabilities) was good.  (In the longer term, repeated costs of rolling over the futures might
make such an assessment problematical.)  Moreover, if the intention was to hold the futures
only for a short time, to give the insurer the opportunity to decide which equities to sell and
gilts to buy, it is most unlikely that there would be any problem about justifying a Ôreduction
of risksÕ, even where congruence was not at a particularly high level.
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Example D

An insurer, fully invested at present, believes that equity prices will rise.  It decides to
anticipate future cash inflows (for example, receipt of dividends declared but not yet
distributed) by purchasing an index call option, due to expire after the relevant cash
will have been received.

Once the dividends had been received, it would clearly be acceptable for the insurer to
invest the receipts in equities immediately.  Use of the option anticipates such a future risk
profile while giving the insurer the option not to invest if the market does not behave as
expected.  This can be regarded as reduction of risks.

However, where the insurer significantly gears the fund (for example, where the amount of
cash notionally required to ensure rights can be exercised is significantly in excess of a
prudent estimate of the aggregate of cash currently available and net cash inflows), the
adverse risk consequences are clearly inconsistent with reduction of risks.

Example E

An insurer, has a portfolio of short and medium-dated fixed interest securities,
backing a set of liabilities with a longer average maturity date.  In order to improve
matching of its assets and liabilities, it decides to purchase a Long Gilt exchange-
traded future with the intention of rolling over the future on each settlement date for
the foreseeable future.

At first sight, this transaction appears to be gearing the fund.  However, short-dated fixed
interest securities behave rather like cash so that the gearing effect should not be
significant.  It is perfectly possible that this transaction could justify treatment as reduction
of investment risks.

In principle, adverse risk consequences arise from the retention of exposure to short-dated
stocks (as opposed to realisation for cash) and any mismatch between the characteristics of
the security underlying the gilt future and those of the ideal security for matching
purposes.  It might be possible to reduce the first element of this risk by selling a short or
medium gilt OTC forward.

Example F

An insurer wishes to hedge a sectoral portfolio of UK stocks in a linked fund.  It
cannot find a suitable sectoral hedging instrument and therefore decides to use a
FTSE-based put option.

Assuming (taking into account the historical record) there was good reason to expect a
rough correlation between the performance of the sectoral portfolio and FTSE, use of a
FTSE option to hedge such a portfolio is consistent with reduction of investment risks.
The downside for the policy holder is that the option expires worthless at a time when the
sectoral portfolio had declined in value (i.e. that FTSE and the sectoral performance move
in opposite directions).   If it happens, the fund will only be worse off (compared with the
alternative strategy of doing nothing) to the extent of the cost of the option.  But, under the
above assumptions, this is relatively unlikely, the costs are relatively small and
outweighed by the benefits from the option in the event of any significant downside in the
equity values generally.  This instrument therefore passes the tests in paragraph 4.3.

A futures contract , rather than an option, might also be used to protect the fund under the
above circumstances and it is possible that this would qualify as reduction of investment
risks.  However, this requires rather better prospects of correlation between the relative
performances of FTSE and the portfolio than is necessary to justify use of an option in this
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context (because the downside is considerably more severe).  Even where a futures
contract can not be justified as reducing risks, it may be possible to justify using one for
efficient portfolio management.  See Example G.

4.5  The concept of efficient portfolio management is related to the question of
how an insurer manages its assets so as to fulfil its prudent adopted
investment strategy. When assessing whether a transaction caused a
reduction of investment risks, the appropriate comparison was with a Ôdo
nothingÕ strategy. But when considering efficient portfolio management, the
right comparison is with a non-derivative strategy having broadly the same
economic effect. The fact that a derivative transaction increases asset risk
(i.e. the risk that the value of the portfolio will drop) does not necessarily
prevent it from being regarded as for the purposes of efficient portfolio
management.  The same increase in asset risk might well have been
achievable by trading in the underlying assets. However, a derivative
contract which gives rise to a significant adverse consequence which could
not result from a prudent strategy of investing in or disinvesting from (as the
case may require) the assets underlying the transaction can never be
consistent with efficient portfolio management. It follows that use of
derivatives which has the effect of significantly gearing the total investment
return on the fund is incompatible with efficient portfolio management.

4.6  Subject to the over-riding condition that there must be no reasonably
foreseeable significant adverse risk consequences arising from the use of
derivatives (as opposed to arising from investing in or disinvesting from the
underlying assets), we believe that a transaction is consistent with efficient
portfolio management if, under normal circumstances, it will assist the
insurer to make progress towards its investment objectives:

(a) more quickly; and/or

(b) more easily; and/or

(c) more efficiently; and/or

(d) more cheaply; and/or

(e) more flexibly

than can be achieved without the use of a transaction of that nature.

4.7  Where there are no material benefits from using derivatives other than saving
of tax, the question arises whether this is sufficient for the efficient portfolio
management test to be satisfied. From the point of view of the insurer, its
future tax position is not completely under its control and there is always a
theoretical possibility that instruments which attract favourable tax treatment
today may be adversely treated next year. Nevertheless, some tax changes are
more foreseeable than others. Provided that it is not reasonable to foresee that
a tax advantage might be removed (or even reversed) with retrospective
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effect, it can legitimately be invoked to justify efficient portfolio
management.

4.8  In assessing whether an adverse risk consequence arises, the insurerÕs
investment risk position must be considered in all cases. Further, in any case
where a group of assets is earmarked to match specific policy holder benefits
where the policy holder bears an investment risk (notably in the case of
linked liabilities), the consequences of the use of derivatives on the asset risk
of the earmarked assets must also be taken into account.

Example G

An insurer judges that the UK equity market is going to drop significantly.  To reduce
exposure to the market immediately (and to minimise transaction costs if its view
changes subsequently), it sells a daily-margined exchange-traded FTSE future with
principal equal to the value of a significant part of its well-diversified portfolio.

This is an example of efficient portfolio management provided that the insurer's portfolio is
reasonably congruent with the equities making up FTSE.  The comparison to be made here
is with the strategy of selling the appropriate part of its portfolio (in contrast to Example F).
The only circumstances in which the insurer will be worse off than under the alternative
strategy arise when FTSE rises (giving rise to a loss on the index future) at the same time as
the value of the insurerÕs equity portfolio falls.  If congruence is good, the chances of a
significant adverse effect on asset values resulting from the use of derivatives can be
regarded as unforeseeable.

Even if congruence between portfolio and FTSE was good, a fund manager pursuing such a
strategy would not necessarily be immune from criticism.  By purchasing an option rather
than selling a future, he could have protected his portfolio while leaving himself in a
position to benefit from (unexpected) growth in the index.

Which is the better strategy - or indeed, whether either strategy is appropriate - can only be a
matter for professional judgement in the light of the circumstances of the insurer and the
tests for efficient portfolio management set out in paragraph 4.6.

Example H

An insurer, currently with mainly fixed-interest investments, wishes to gain exposure
to the equity market.  It decides to retain its fixed interest income while achieving
exposure to the capital gain potential of equities, at the same time saving transaction
costs.  It proceeds by selling a gilt future while buying a FTSE future.

This is consistent with efficient portfolio management, provided that there is good reason to
believe that fluctuations in the market value of the fixed interest portfolio, would be well-
correlated with fluctuations in the price of the relevant gilts underlying the future.
Otherwise, the transaction might give rise to adverse risk consequences, of a size which is
inconsistent with efficient portfolio management.  This is particularly the case if the position
were to be retained over a considerable period.
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Example I

An insurer sees the opportunity to generate additional income (over money market
deposit rates) by purchasing a basket of FTSE 100 stocks and selling FTSE futures at
above Ôfair valueÕ.

Occasionally there is an opportunity to generate income through risk-free arbitrage of this
kind, even after taking expenses and tax into account.  Provided that the basket of stocks
was congruent with FTSE, this would constitute efficient portfolio management.

Example J

An insurer is fully invested in equities, apart from a cash balance of around £1m which
it expects to stay roughly constant for the foreseeable future.  Seeking additional equity
exposure, it transacts a contract for differences under which it would receive the
product of £1m and 150% of any percentage rise in FTSE above the level current on
the day of the transaction; it would pay the product of £1m and 150% of any fall in
FTSE.

This kind of geared risk profile cannot be achieved by buying or selling the underlying
stocks.  Under no circumstances can it be regarded as efficient portfolio management.

Example K

An insurer buys call options relating to stocks whose current value represents a
significant proportion of the value of the insurerÕs fund.  The options are mainly well
out-of-the-money.

We would normally regard purchase of out-of-the-money call options (which, under normal
circumstances, would be likely to expire worthless) as being speculative in nature.  Although
there might occasionally be a big gain, most of the time the premium will be lost.
Accordingly, such use of derivatives will lead to increased volatility in fund performance; if
significant, it is inconsistent with efficient portfolio management.

In contrast, it is easy to see that covered out-of-the-money put options can be used for
Ôreduction of investment risksÕ, for example to provide portfolio protection (but see Example
L).

Example L

An insurer has the practice of transacting a derivative which has the effect of
providing Ôportfolio insuranceÕ for a short period over its financial year-end (but, as a
general rule, not at other times of the year).

It is quite possible that this is an example of grossly inappropriate portfolio management.
The question to be asked is why the portfolio should need protection only around the year-
end.  Unless there is a satisfactory answer, the transaction is unlikely to count as either
reduction of risks or efficient portfolio management.

4.9  One further dimension to risk needs to be considered, namely whether it
arises from the possibility of market movements or of failure of a
counterparty to honour its obligations. The FSA regard a contract which
decreased market risk but gave rise to a significant increase in counterparty
risk as having adverse risk consequences and therefore inconsistent with
either reduction of investment risks or efficient portfolio management. What
is significant in this context is a matter for professional judgement in the light
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of the circumstances of the insurer. But, as a guide, the FSA would normally
regard a contract which, under reasonably foreseeable circumstances, would
increase the insurerÕs exposure to a counterparty to somewhere near the
prescribed admissibility limit (or the company's own limit, where lower) as
giving rise to a significant increase in counterparty risk and therefore having
adverse risk consequences. In a linked fund, admissibility limits are
irrelevant; it will probably be necessary for the insurer to set its own
benchmarks as to significance, which may reasonably vary to some extent
according to the investment objectives of the fund.

Example M

An insurer wishes its funds to gain exposure to the Japanese stock-market but is
content to track the Nikkei index rather than attempt to out-perform it by stock
selection.  It therefore buys a Nikkei future and covers it with a short-notice deposit of
appropriate size.  Every 3 months, it simply rolls over the future.

This kind of use of derivatives has traditionally not been allowable for UK unit trusts
categorised as securities funds.  With one caveat however, the economic effect should be
extremely close to that of an outright purchase of the stocks underlying the index, in the
appropriate proportions.

However, the caveat is important.  Unless the contract is margined regularly (probably at
least weekly), the insurer would expect to build up a significant volume of counterparty risk
as the index rises.  This in itself would be sufficient to fall outside the terms of efficient
portfolio management.  But provided that the counterparty risk and the costs of rollover are
kept to an insignificant level, there is no reason why such an arrangement cannot fall within
the interpretation of efficient portfolio management set out in paragraph 4.6.

The continuing nature of the test

4.10  A derivative which initially satisfies the efficient portfolio management or
reduction of risks tests will not necessarily continue to do so. This is
particularly the case with derivatives which are some way out of the
ordinary.  A derivative which fails the test cannot be admissible (or a
permitted link) even if it passed the test at the outset. This possibility should
be kept under review.

Example N

An insurer buys a barrier option to protect its UK equity portfolio at a time when
FT-SE 100 is at 3000.  The barrier is set at 2400; no amount is payable unless FT-SE
has fallen through the barrier at some point.  Thereafter, the option behaves as a
standard option.

It is possible that this kind of option would satisfy the reduction of risks test at the time it
was transacted.  For example, it could be a method whereby a life insurer is able to satisfy
the resilience test.  However, if FT-SE falls close to the barrier, the instrument becomes a
highly speculative one.  It now has a significant market value although the exercise value
remains at nil for the time being.  Retention of the option becomes a gamble as to whether
the index will fall through the barrier or not and would no longer be consistent either with
reduction of risks or efficient portfolio management.  (Nor, incidentally, would it pass the
Ôin connection withÕ test at this stage - see paragraph 4.19.)  At this point, the admissible
value is nil and a insurer wishing to protect its portfolio for solvency purposes would need
to close out the option (and conceivably, although not necessarily, purchase another barrier
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option with a lower barrier).

The Ôin connection withÕ test

4.11  As a general rule, free-standing derivatives are inadmissible.  The usual
requirement is that a derivative must be used Ôin connection withÕ an asset of
a different type for the purposes of efficient portfolio management or
reduction of investment risks. However, under rules 4.12(2) and 4.12(3), free-
standing derivatives or combinations thereof can be admissible provided that
they satisfy certain conditions. We refer to the alternative tests jointly as the
Ôin connection withÕ test. An analogous test applies in linked funds.

4.12  The following combinations also pass the Ôin connection withÕ test, provided
that they are used for the purposes of efficient portfolio management or
reduction of investment risks:

(a) a derivative which has the effect of an approved derivative contract
used in connection with an admissible asset (or permitted link) for
such purposes

(b) a combination of derivatives which synthesise an admissible asset (or
permitted link)

(c) a combination of derivatives which synthesise the combination of an
admissible asset (or permitted link) and an approved derivative
contract

4.13  In each of the above cases, although the drafting of rule 4.12 (or Appendix
3.2) is not explicit on this point, a derivative, an admissible asset or a
permitted link is to be read as covering one or more instruments in each case.

4.14  An admissible asset must be admissible in its own right. A chain of
connected derivatives (other than a combination which falls within
conditions (b) or (c) of paragraph 4.12) pass the Ôin connection withÕ test if
the first derivative in the chain is used in connection with some other kind of
admissible instrument.  For example, see Example Y below.

4.15  The Ôin connection withÕ test is part of the barrier to admissibility for
speculative derivative instruments. The connection must be for the purposes
of efficient portfolio management or reduction in investment risks, not
merely incidental to it. This leads to two corollaries, one obvious, the other
perhaps less so.

4.16 The first corollary is that there must be a relevant asset to be connected to.
The derivative in Example O below fails the in connection with test.
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Example O

An insurer buys a listed put option on a particular stock or index, without holding
either the relevant stock (or, if appropriate, basket of stocks) or an appropriate
future or call option.

There is no asset of the fund with which this option can be connected for the relevant
purposes.  Therefore, even though the degree of ÔspeculationÕ is limited to the initial cost
of the option, no admissible value can be given to such an asset.

Example P

An insurer buys an index call option whose exercise index level is approximately
equal to the current level of the index.

It is perfectly legitimate to regard a purchased call option on an individual asset as being
used in connection with cash or other readily realisable assets which would enable the
option to be exercised.  Moreover, provided that the underlying asset was one that the fund
could reasonably hold, then (as illustrated in Example F) the transaction should qualify as
being for the purposes of reduction of investment risks unless it gave rise to significant
adverse risk consequences (see paragraph 4.3).  By analogy, an index call option could
certainly be regarded as being used in connection with sufficient cash or Ônear-cashÕ (see
paragraph 6.12)  to allow the underlying stocks to be purchased at the exercise price.

However, taking this example to an extreme, if a fund invested in purchased call options to
the extent that the cash or Ônear-cashÕ in the fund fell significantly short of the amounts
notionally needed to exercise the options, this would not be consistent with efficient
portfolio management.  (ÔSignificantlyÕ should be interpreted here in the context of the
size of the fund.  But a number of such transactions may be individually insignificant but
nevertheless significant in aggregate.)  Such use of derivatives would certainly give rise to
significant adverse risk consequences (i.e. gearing).  This applies even though an index
call option would normally be cash-settled, there being no intention to purchase the assets
underlying the index.

4.17  The above examples might be interpreted as illustrating a rule that the
combination of call options plus cash satisfies the Ôin connection withÕ test
while the combination of put options plus cash fails it. However, this is not
invariably the case.

Example Q

An insurer purchases an index call option with a (variable) exercise price struck at
(2L-K) where K is the index level at the time of purchase of the option and L is the
index level at the time the option is exercised.  It has sufficient cash in its fund to
notionally exercise the option.

This option is constructed to have the same payoff as a conventional put option with price
struck at K.  The conclusion is as in Example O therefore; any connection with the cash in
the fund is incidental to the purposes of reduction of risks or efficient portfolio management
and the option is inadmissible.

4.18  The second corollary mentioned in paragraph 4.15 is that the value of the
derivative must be small at the time the transaction is initiated by comparison
with the value of the asset it is connected with. (Moreover, there must be a
reasonable possibility that it will remain small.) Otherwise, where the value
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of the derivative is very likely to become too large compared to the value of
the connected asset, the connection is incidental to the purposes of efficient
portfolio management, rather than for those purposes.

4.19  This issue does not commonly arise when using derivatives for hedging or
shifting the balance of a portfolio. However, it would arise in the case of a
derivative whose value is capable of fluctuating strongly and to a
considerable size compared to the value of the underlying asset (for instance,
the barrier option in Example N). The issue can also arise when derivatives
are used to give a precise match to guaranteed benefits. It is considered
further in paragraph 10.

5. Admissibility of underlying assets; underlying assets a permitted link

5.1  Under the Valuation of Assets Rules, a derivative contract based on a
category of asset which is not admissible can never have an admissible value.
For example, gold is not considered to be a suitable asset to cover insurance
liabilities. By the same token, it would be anomalous if an insurer were able
to assign an admissible value to an option or future on gold.

5.2  The FSA will not entertain any request for a waiver where derivatives based
on inadmissible assets are purchased in pursuance of a general investment
strategy. However, there might be special cases where holdings of derivatives
based on inadmissible assets represent a sensible method of hedging assets
covering a specific liability or, more generally, of managing the company's
liabilities. Under such circumstances, the FSA would be prepared to consider
granting a waiver to allow such derivatives to be admitted.

5.3 Very similar considerations apply in linked funds. A derivative cannot be a
permitted link unless it is wholly based on property, or indices, which are
themselves permitted links.

6. Cover

6.1  The penultimate condition which must be satisfied by an insurer who wishes
to value a derivative as an asset is that the transaction must be covered by
assets which have been earmarked for the purpose. The Valuation of Assets
Rules allow reasonable flexibility as to which assets may be considered to
provide cover.

6.2  In order to satisfy the cover condition in the Valuation of Assets Rules the
insurer must be sure that it is not exposing itself to any significant basis risk.
That is to say, there is no reasonably foreseeable possibility that it will suffer
a significant loss as the result of acquiring or realising investments in order to
satisfy its obligations under the derivative contract.

6.3  Where, at the present time, the insurer holds the assets due to be delivered
under the contract (and expects to continue to hold them until delivery date),
the FSA will say that the contract is strictly covered. Similarly, other
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derivative contracts which will deliver (or would deliver following exercise
of an option by the insurer) the appropriate assets before the exercise date of
the former contract can also constitute strict cover.

6.4  Digressing temporarily from asset admissibility, there is another important
angle to cover which applies whether a derivative is currently an asset or a
liability to the insurer and, if the former, whether it is admissible or not.  A
contract which is not covered or covered only approximately will give rise to
the requirement to make a provision for adverse changes, as discussed in
paragraph 9. Indeed, the formal cover requirement set out in 4.12(4) is that a
significant provision for adverse changes is not required in respect of the
contract.

6.5  A contract which is strictly covered cannot give rise to a provision for
adverse changes. A contract which is covered but not strictly covered must
logically give rise to such a provision. But in many practical cases, the
provision is likely to be immaterial.

6.6  To sum up, the Valuation of Assets Rules do not require an admissible
derivative to be strictly covered; but they do require it to be covered
reasonably strictly. And a derivative which is not covered reasonably strictly
and therefore inadmissible, will certainly give rise to a provision for adverse
changes.

6.7  It follows from the above that the question of cover does not arise in respect
of contracts which can never impose obligations on the insurer (e.g.
purchased options, warrants). On the other hand, contracts where the liability
is potentially unlimited can be covered only by an appropriate holding of the
corresponding assets. Finally, as illustrated in Example O, the Ôin connection
withÕ test (and, indeed, the other conditions set out in paragraph 2.1) remain
relevant even where the question of cover does not arise.

Cover and basis risk

6.8  It is not always practicable to arrange for a contract to be strictly covered.
However, we do not propose to set numerical limits governing whether the
basis risk is to be regarded as significant. In determining this for a particular
case, we would expect the insurer to have regard to:

(a) the size of the transaction. A relatively large basis risk (expressed as a
percentage of the value of the underlying assets) would constitute a
breach of the cover requirement where the value of the notional
principal is sizeable; it may be acceptable if the value of the notional
principal is a very small percentage of the value of the fund.

(b) aggregation of risks. The basis risk on a particular transaction may
not be significant; but when aggregated with that on a number of
other similar transactions, it can become so.
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(c) inherent volatility of the fund. A particular quantum of basis risk is
more likely to be regarded as significant in the context of a fund with
reasonably stable investment performance than in one which is rather
volatile in nature (e.g. a long-term linked Hong Kong Fund). The test
is whether the derivative itself adds significantly to the existing
investment risk.

(d) the fact that basis risk is, of its nature, very volatile.

ÔUnforeseeableÕ circumstances?

6.9  It is impossible to give general guidance as to what is foreseeable. But a few
considerations may help. In assessing what might happen to the value of any
assets, an insurer is entitled to have regard to market experience in recent
years. It is certainly not ÔunforeseeableÕ that a certain security might become
virtually worthless. However, a huge general decline in asset values might
legitimately be regarded as ÔunforeseeableÕ.

6.10  Similarly, an insurer would be expected to make an exceptionally prudent
assessment of its cash outflows in the period before the settlement date of a
derivatives contract before concluding that it had sufficient cash to cover its
liabilities. It would be far from ÔunforeseeableÕ that its best estimate of cash
outflows would be exceeded in practice.

Other pre-requisites for cover?

6.11 In assessing cover, the insurer must obviously first allow for all assets which
will be needed to meet a prudent estimate of all other liabilities which will be
due for settlement before delivery date. Moreover, assets which are
earmarked for a different purpose must not be counted as cover for a
derivatives transaction. Examples of the latter would be assets earmarked for
repayment of a debt or to provide cover for another derivatives transaction.

Example R Ð suitability for covering for a commitment to deliver a fixed amount of
cash (The following list is not intended to be exhaustive.)

Acceptable as strict cover

Cash already paid to the counterparty by way of initial margin

A derivatives contract guaranteed to deliver to the insurer sufficient cash to cover its
liabilities  (e.g. a sold future may cover a bought future)

A holding guaranteed to deliver income of the right magnitude at the right times to cover
payment obligations (e.g. an interest rate swap is covered by the appropriate underlying
holding)

Cash or Ônear-cashÕ

May be acceptable as partial cover, subject to the magnitude of the basis risk

A holding in gilts, other than those which count as near-cash
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A well-diversified portfolio of readily realisable equities

Unacceptable, even as partial cover

Borrowed assets

Assets covering another derivatives transaction

Assets providing security for a debt

Dividends due before delivery date but not yet declared

A portfolio of securities which is not well diversified or containing significant holdings of
securities not readily realisable in the short term

Debts (including anticipated tax recoveries), other than those which count as Ônear-cashÕ

Example S

An insurer with a portfolio of US equities wishes to remain exposed to the US market
for the next 3 months.  It wishes to protect itself against the risk of the dollar
weakening and considers it unlikely that it will strengthen.  It decides to sell a dollar
future (i.e. dollars sold to buy sterling) to the current value of half of its US equity
portfolio, for settlement in 3 months time.

Provided that the portfolio of equities is well-diversified and readily realisable, it may be
possible to consider it to be covering the future, despite the fact that it is at first sight not
obviously appropriate for the purpose.  The following argument justifies this treatment.

Leaving aside movements in the US market, the insurer can never suffer a cash loss as a
result of movements in the exchange rate.  If the dollar falls, the gain in the forward
currency contract matches the fall (in sterling terms) of half the equity portfolio.  If the
dollar rises, the reverse is true.  Under the latter circumstances, the insurer might need to sell
some of his equity portfolio (which would have appreciated in value in sterling terms) in
order to meet his obligation to supply dollars under the forward currency contract.  Because
the portfolio has been assumed to be well-diversified, this should not be a problem.  The
same assumption could not necessarily be made of a holding of equities traded on a market
which was often turbulent.

There is nevertheless basis risk associated with this contract reflecting the eventuality that
the dollar might strengthen and the US equities fall in value over the period.  The insurer
would have to consider whether this risk was significant, bearing in mind the tests in
paragraph 6.8, before classifying this transaction as ÔcoveredÕ.

Similar considerations apply if the insurer decides to hedge the currency risk on the whole
of its portfolio, rather than just half of it.  However, in the latter case, there is in principle a
considerable risk that the portfolio could fall in value, leaving the insurer Ôover-hedgedÕ.
Assuming this reached levels which could not be regarded as insignificant, the currency
hedge could neither be regarded as for the purposes of reduction of investment risks nor
efficient portfolio management under the interpretation of Section 4.  But naturally, in
assessing the risks, the insurer would be entitled to place due weight on any systems it had
in place to close out any Ôexcess hedgingÕ beyond insignificant levels, as it arose.
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Example T Ð suitability for covering a commitment to deliver physical assets (or cash
to the value of those assets).

(The following list is not intended to be exhaustive.)

Acceptable as strict cover

A holding of the assets in question

A derivatives contract guaranteed to deliver to the insurer sufficient assets to cover its
liabilities  (e.g. a bought future can cover a written call option)

May be acceptable as partial cover, subject to the magnitude of the basis risk

Cash or Ônear-cashÕ

A holding in gilts

A well-diversified portfolio of readily realisable equities

Unacceptable, even as partial cover

Borrowed assets

Assets covering another derivatives transaction

Assets providing security for a debt

Dividends due before delivery date but not yet declared

A portfolio of securities which is not well diversified or containing significant holdings of
securities which are not readily realisable

Debts (including anticipated tax recoveries) other than those which count as Ônear-cashÕ

Example U

An insurer has purchased an index put option to hedge its entire holding of Japanese
equities.  It has the opportunity to sell some of those assets at a favourable price.  It
proposes to retain the whole of the option contract.

Purchased options do not require cover.  However, the other conditions in paragraph 2.1
remain relevant.  In particular, the Ôin connection withÕ test remains relevant.  After the asset
sale, part of the option is no longer in connection with any relevant assets.

By analogy with Example O, the ÔexcessÕ part of the option cannot be an admissible asset.
The remaining part would be admissible provided of course that it passed the appropriate
tests in the first place.

Example V

An insurer has sold an index future which is covered by an appropriate holding of
assets.  It has the opportunity to sell some of those assets at a favourable price.  It
proposes to retain the whole of the futures contract.

The asset sale will partly uncover the future, unless the insurer simultaneously tops up the
cover by earmarking other suitable assets.  Where the insurer does not hold such suitable
assets, it can regard the derivatives contract as being split in two for asset valuation
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purposes. One part would definitely not be covered; the other part could be if the basis risk
remained insignificant.  Obviously, this would require that the remaining assets were
reasonably representative of the index.

ÔNear-cashÕ?

6.12  ÔNear-cashÕ means cash which is reasonably certain to be received by the
insurer before delivery date or assets which could, with reasonable certainty,
be converted into a known amount of cash before delivery date, at the
insurer's discretion. The principal examples are:

(a) Amounts deposited with or loaned to authorised banks and building
societies which are redeemable before delivery date (including a
prudent estimate of interest due before delivery date)

(b) Approved securities which can be redeemed before delivery date
(including a prudent estimate of interest due in the meantime)

(c) Dividends declared but not yet paid

(d) An exceptionally prudent estimate of net cash inflows expected
before delivery date. (A prudent estimate of the net position may of
course be negative! In that case, the insurer would be obliged to
regard that as a prospective liability, to be taken into account as
described in paragraph 6.11.)

Example W

An insurer has sold a FTSE-100 future.

On the delivery date, it will receive cash if the original index level price is greater than the
market price; otherwise it will have to pay cash.  Because of the basis risk, it is not possible
to cover this contract substantially with cash or Ônear-cashÕ.  For example, if the value of the
contract was £1m per 100 index points, at least several £m in addition to the cover of the
underlying principal (depending partly on the length of the interval before delivery date) of
cash or Ônear-cashÕ would be needed as cover before the insurer could be reasonably certain
that this would not be completely eroded by a sharp rise in FTSE.  It is most unlikely that
this could be regarded as an insignificant basis risk.  In passing, it is also most unlikely that
this could be justified as reduction of investment risks or efficient portfolio management.

The contract could expediently be covered by a well-diversified portfolio of securities
making up the FTSE index (the primary cover) of approximately the right value (i.e. the
market value of the basket of FTSE securities underlying the transaction), together with a
secondary holding in cash or Ônear-cashÕ equal to the provision for adverse changes (see
Section 9), if any.  If the performance of the actual portfolio can reasonably be assumed to
be closely correlated with that of FTSE, the basis risk is likely to be minimal.

However, if the covering securities providing the primary cover were to be replaced by ones
which were either:

(a) not well diversified; or

(b) not well-matched to the FTSE-100 index; or
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(c) of insufficient value to provide full cover

the basis risk could be substantial.  If so, the contract could no longer be regarded as
covered.

Example X

An insurer wishes to rebalance his portfolio by selling UK equities and buying US
equities.  He wishes to change market exposure immediately but to give himself time to
realise his UK holdings and select appropriate US holdings.  He sells a FTSE future,
buys a dollar future from an approved counterparty and an S&P future, all for
settlement on the same date and all to the value of the UK equity portfolio.

The S&P future is covered by the dollar future.  Assuming that the portfolio of equities is a
well-diversified selection of stocks making up FTSE-100, the proceeds of the sale plus the
balance on the FTSE future should in aggregate realise approximately enough to cover the
obligation to deliver sterling under the dollar future.  The amount will be insufficient to the
extent that the actual stocks underperform between the current date and the date of
realisation, relative to FTSE-100.  Provided that the basis risk was insignificant, then the
equity portfolio, taken together with an appropriate holding in cash or Ônear-cashÕ (to allow
for the mismatch between the portfolio and the index) would cover this contract.

It is also instructive to consider the Ôin connection withÕ test.  Use of the currency forward
and the index futures appears to be consistent with efficient portfolio management.  The
FTSE future is clearly being used Ôin connection withÕ the UK equity portfolio.  But the
natural interpretation is that the currency forward is used in connection with the FTSE future
and the S&P future in connection with the currency forward.  In the situation above, if the
FTSE future is covered, it becomes an admissible asset.  So the currency forward is used Ôin
connection withÕ an admissible asset; it is itself admissible.  The same argument works for
the S&P future.

Example Y

Same situation as in Example X except that the various contracts are not all due for
settlement on the same date.

The analysis is very similar to that of Example X.  The basis risk would also include the risk
of adverse movements in currencies and/or indices between the settlement dates of the
various contracts.  Obviously, the size of this additional risk will depend on the intervals
between settlement dates and the perceived volatility of indices, equity portfolio and
exchange rates.  Nevertheless, it is by no means out of the question that these derivatives
could be regarded as covered.

Cover Fallacies

6.13 The following are illustrative examples of fallacies.

Example Z

I have sold an index future which is currently showing a slight profit to me on the basis
of current market value.  It does not require cover.

WRONG! It may in future show a considerable loss.  It is difficult to arrange for strict cover
because of small changes in the composition of the index from time to time.  An appropriate
diversified selection of the assets underlying the index is however likely to be regarded as
covering this transaction, depending of course on the size of the basis risk.
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Example AA

Earmarking of assets of sufficient current value to cover the basis risk will always
ensure that the relevant derivative contract is covered

WRONG! The assets may not be suitable (e.g. because of volatility or non-realisability) for
cover.  And of course, if the basis risk is significant, the contract cannot be regarded as
being covered.

Example BB

A margined contract is automatically covered.

WRONG! Margining guarantees only that the insurer can cover adverse market movements
to date.  It confers no assurance that it will be able to cover any foreseeable future market
movement.

Example CC

I have entered into an OTC arrangement for 3 months whereby I sold an index futures
contract on day 1.  On each subsequent day, I am committed to closing out my futures
position and simultaneously re-selling another index future for the original end-date at
the close-out price.  (In view of the nature of the arrangement, my counterparty has
offered extremely favourable terms on dealing costs!)  The basis risk for any pair of
sale and purchase contracts is small and the contract therefore requires minimal cover.

WRONG!  No doubt, little will go wrong with this arrangement from one typical day to the
next.  But over a period, a lot could go wrong with it.  Having regard to the point in
paragraph 6.8 on Ôaggregation of risksÕ, it is clear that the contract requires cover as if a
normal 3 month index future had been sold.

Cover for derivatives in linked funds

6.14  Although the drafting of the Valuation of Assets Rules makes it hard going to
verify this fact, there is in practice no difference in the nature of the cover
criterion, whether a derivative is used Ôin connection withÕ linked or non-
linked assets. That is to say, a derivative covered by assets of a linked fund
would be covered if the fund were a non-linked one; and vice versa.
(However, a derivative in a linked fund is of course legally required to be
covered, unlike a derivative in a non-linked fund.)

7.  The pricing basis

7.1  The final condition to be satisfied by an admissible (or permitted) derivative
is that it satisfies the prescribed pricing basis. This is usually unproblematic.
Assets acquired or disposed of under options or futures contracts are
normally transferred at a fixed price, specified at the time the contract is
transacted.  Nevertheless, more exotic price structures do occur. The
Valuation of Assets Rules allow considerable (but not total) flexibility. The
paragraphs below cover the conditions to be satisfied by admissible assets.
The conditions for permitted derivative contracts in property-linked funds
are equivalent.
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7.2  Under rule 4.12(7), amounts payable under an admissible contract for
differences may be calculated by reference to the value of any admissible
asset or income from any admissible asset. Contracts based on an index of
such asset values or income are equally acceptable. So are contracts based on
the difference between current and amortised value, provided that there is a
generally accepted accounting practice for determining the amortised value
of the asset in question. Finally, contracts based on fluctuations in a national
index of retail prices for any Zone A country (in particular the RPI) pass the
test.

7.3  Rule 4.12(8) prescribes the pricing methods allowable for an admissible
option or futures contract. The exercise or contract price may be fixed (the
traditional approach) or may be determined by reference to any of the
quantities mentioned in the previous paragraph or by any combination of
these.

7.4  The most significant exclusions from the above prescribed pricing bases are
where a contract value, or buying or selling price of an asset, is determined
partly by reference to:

(a) an inadmissible asset; or

(b) the amortised value of an asset where there is no generally accepted
accounting practice (for insurance companies) for the determination
of such amortised value.

Example DD

A company transacts an option to buy listed shares in ABC plc at a price which is
related to the price of (listed) DEF shares on the exercise date.

This satisfies the pricing basis requirements set out in rule 4.12(8).  Of course, it still needs
to satisfy all the other requirements of rule 4.12 before it could be given an admissible value.
The Ôcapable of being readily closed outÕ and Ôefficient portfolio management or reduction
of risksÕ tests would undoubtedly need particularly careful justification.

8. The valuation rule for derivatives which are assets

8.1  The basic rule set out in rule 4.12 is that derivatives which satisfy the
conditions described in paragraph 2.1 above shall be valued at current value,
taking into account any amounts paid or transferred to the insurer, whether
by way of variation margin or otherwise. Current value is defined to be
market value, in the case of a listed derivative, or close-out value in the case
of an OTC derivative. Under this rule, fully-margined derivatives clearly
have a value of zero; the intrinsic value of the contract is represented either
by a deposit in the margin account or by assets already transferred to the
insurer by the counterparty.

8.2  It might appear at first sight, therefore, that full credit can be taken for any
fully-margined derivative contract, irrespective of whether it satisfies the
conditions summarised in paragraph 2.1. This is not the case. Margining (or
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collateralisation) cannot legitimise a derivative contract which would not
otherwise have an admissible value. Rule 4.14(1) provides that admissible
assets equal in value to any such margin paid or transferred to the insurer
must be left out of account if the margin is in respect of a derivative contract
which does not satisfy all the conditions described in paragraph 2.1.
Therefore, although the insurer has received assets equal to the intrinsic
value of the contract, it is required to leave an equal value of assets out of
account. In effect, the net benefit of having transacted the derivative contract
is nil, for the purposes of statutory valuation.

8.3  Notwithstanding the above strictures, we do of course encourage insurers to
margin (or collateralise) their contracts wherever appropriate as a means of
reducing credit exposure of the fund to the insurerÕs counterparty.

9. Liabilities arising from derivative contracts

9.1  The starting point is that a derivative which is currently a liability to the
insurer (leaving aside the effect of any margin which has already been paid,
received or transferred) should be valued at its current value. In the case of an
exchange-traded derivative, this is its market value; in any other case, it is
what the insurer would reasonably expect to pay to close out all its
obligations under the contract. This applies irrespective of whether or not the
conditions summarised in paragraph 2.1 apply.

9.2 Moreover, as noted in paragraph 2.3, no derivative (whether currently an
asset or a liability) may be used in a property-linked fund unless all the
conditions of that paragraph apply.

Example EE

An insurer with a well-diversified portfolio of FTSE stocks in a linked fund believes
that UK equity prices are likely to fall in the foreseeable future but recover in the
medium term.  It decides to sell a FTSE-100 call option (adequately covered by its
portfolio - see Section 6).

This is a somewhat problematical case.  Particularly careful justification will be needed
before written options can be taken to be for the purposes of reduction of risks or efficient
portfolio management.

Suppose, for example that the insurer's investment strategy is to reduce exposure to FTSE
stocks.  When assessing whether selling an option counts as efficient portfolio management,
it is necessary to consider the non-derivative alternative, in this case to sell the relevant
stocks.  If the index in fact rises above the strike level, the insurer will effectively lose any
gain above that level.  However, that is irrelevant to the current discussion; the insurer
would clearly also have given up the gain if it had sold the stocks.

If the index falls below the strike level, the option will expire worthless.  The insurer will
therefore benefit from the option premium but will nevertheless still be exposed to severe
falls in the stocks.  In the terms of paragraph 4.8, this is an adverse risk consequence of the
derivative strategy.  If the transaction is to count as efficient portfolio management, the
insurer would need to be convinced that the adverse risk consequence was insignificant; in
other words, that the risk of the market falling sufficiently far that the insurer was left
significantly worse off than by selling the stocks could be neglected.  This could only be
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resolved on a case by case basis, taking into account the volatility of the market, the price of
the option, the difference between initial market and option strike levels and respective tax
considerations.

The above gives an analysis for one particular investment strategy; it might be quite
different for any other strategy.

Provision for adverse changes

9.3  In addition, where a contract is not strictly covered, the insurer must make an
appropriate provision for adverse changes under the terms of rule 5.3. This
applies to any contract that:

(a) may give rise to an obligation on the insurer, irrespective of 
whether it is an asset or a liability at the current time; and

(b) where an adverse change would affect the level of free assets of the 
insurer.

Example FF

An insurer has sold a call option on a stock which it does not hold.  On a best estimate
basis, it has just sufficient assets in its fund to allow it to buy the stock necessary to
perform the obligation.

This contract is not covered and could not therefore be used in a linked fund.   It is perfectly
foreseeable that the value of the assets in its fund or those underlying the derivative will
change to the extent that the insurer needs more than its best estimate in order to perform its
obligations under the contract.  A provision for adverse changes will be needed.

In passing, it is also clear that such a transaction gives rise to significant adverse
consequences in the investment risk profile of the portfolio.  Under the condition described
in paragraph 4.6 above, it could not be regarded as being consistent with efficient portfolio
management.  Nor, clearly, does it satisfy the Ôin connection withÕ test.

Example GG

An insurer considers selling a put option on an equity holding which, if exercised, will
require it to pay £1m for the holding.  It currently has a cash balance of £0.5m but
expects a net cash outflow, apart from new premium income, of £0.3m.  However, due
to estimating uncertainties, such net cash outflow might be as high as £0.6m.  Taking
account of new premium inflows, can this contract be regarded as covered?

Prudence requires the most pessimistic assumption for net outflows, namely £0.6m.  This
gives rise to a cash shortfall of £0.1m, leaving aside the cash needed to cover the option.  It
follows that new premium inflows would have to be at least £1.1m, on an exceptionally
prudent assumption, for the contract to be regarded as covered.

A provision for adverse changes would be required in respect of the uncovered part of the
contract.

9.4  The provision must be sufficiently large to cover the basis risk. It follows that
a contract which is covered, but not strictly covered requires, in principle, a
provision for adverse changes to be established. However, in many practical
circumstances, such provision may be immaterial.
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9.5  The starting point for assessment of the provision is a comparison between
the assets underlying the derivative contract and the assets notionally
attributed by the company to meet its liabilities (including prospective or
contingent liabilities) under the contract. For this purpose, it is necessary to
identify particular assets of the relevant fund (the Ôidentified assetsÕ) as being
available to meet liabilities under the contract in question.

9.6  Where the contract is not strictly covered, the insurer should consider the
potential variation between the value of the assets underlying the derivative
contract and the Ôidentified assetsÕ. This will lead to an assessment of the
potential liability which could arise from the lack of strict cover. Such
variation may of course arise either from general market movements (e.g. if
gilts are attributed against an equity index future) or of specific stock value
changes (e.g. if a small number of stocks are attributed against an equity
index future).

9.7  It will be necessary to take account of the potential volatility of each block of
assets, including the possibility that prices of the blocks will move in
different directions. The assessment would be based initially on historical
volatility but would also have regard to the possibility that volatility might be
different in future.

9.8  The level of provision may also depend on the insurerÕs techniques for
monitoring (and, where appropriate, hedging or closing out transactions so as
to reduce exposure) and the frequency with which exposures are monitored
by senior management. However, a general intention to manage the exposure
as the need is perceived to arise is not sufficient to obviate the need for, or
even reduce, a provision.

9.9  As a general rule, we would expect insurerÕs to set provisions on bases which
are at least as prudent as the following:

(a) in the case of a derivative based on a broadly-based equity index:

(i) that a 25% adverse movement in the index occurs in the near 
future; and

(ii) the possibility of a greater adverse movement should be
allowed for, to the extent that this is consistent with the
historical record or, otherwise, where it would be imprudent to
ignore the possibility;

(b) in the case of a derivative whose value depends significantly on the
value of a small number of assets, the assumptions in (a) will be
insufficiently prudent. Conversely, the assumptions in (a) may be too
severe in other cases. (For example, a 25% adverse movement in a
short gilt index might be considered extremely unlikely);
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(c) analogous assumptions should be made in respect of the attributed
assets (see paragraph 9.5);

(d) the effect of adverse changes to the value of the derivative and the
attributed assets should be compounded (on a probabilistic rather than
arithmetical basis), assessing the (positive or negative) correlation
between the two variables in a very prudent manner. For example, in
the case of long-dated gilts attributed against an equity future,
independent 25% adverse movements should be assumed.

The provision for adverse changes and linked funds

9.10  A provision for adverse changes ought not  to arise in the case of derivatives
used in property-linked funds. A contract which was strictly covered would
not give rise to a provision in any case. And a contract which was not
covered would be illegal in a property-linked fund.

9.11  But perhaps the most common case relates to a contract which is covered but
not strictly covered. By virtue of condition (b) of paragraph 9.3, a provision
cannot arise for such a contract in a linked fund because its fortunes have no
effect on the level of the free assets (since any change in its value is matched
by an equal change in the total linked benefits payable to policy holders). By
contrast, as noted in paragraph 6.5, a derivative in a non-linked fund which
was covered but not strictly covered would in principle require a provision.
Therefore, although the criteria for determining whether a contract is covered
(or strictly covered) do not differ between linked and non-linked funds, the
consequences of the absence of strict cover do differ between the two cases.

Responsibility for calculation of the provision

9.12  Responsibility for calculation of the provision rests with the directors. Even
in a long-term insurer, it is not one of the long-term liabilities. As with the
remaining Ôother than long-term insurance businessÕ liabilities, it will be
liable to review by the auditors. However, for derivative contracts transacted
Ôin connection withÕ assets of the long-term insurance fund, it will often be
appropriate for the appointed  actuary to take account of the provision in his
assessment of the long-term liabilities under rule 5.17, in accordance with
professional guidance notes.

Overlap with the Resilience Test

9.13  Under some circumstances, there may be an element of overlap between the
provision for adverse changes and the provision required in respect of long-
term insurance business under rule 5.17. Double-counting of the provision is
however unnecessary! To the extent that the provision for adverse changes
relates to general market movements (as opposed to movements in one or
two specific holdings), it may be notionally released in calculating
(subsequently) the provision required under rule 5.17.
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10.  Quasi-derivatives

10.1  Certain more traditional types of instrument acquired in the normal course of
trading (for example, convertible stocks and partly-paid shares), as well as
traditional types of practice such as sub-underwriting, have the characteristics
of derivatives. In addition, derivatives also exist in securitised form. To
illustrate the latter point, there is little difference between investing in a bond
whose maturity value is determined according to the level of some market
index and transacting a contract for differences based on that index
(especially if, in practice, it is unforeseeable that the notional principal
representing the investment could be eaten away completely by adverse
market movements).  This section considers how all these Ôquasi-derivativesÕ
are dealt with by the Valuation of Assets Rules and what are the practical
implications.

10.2  The aim of rule 4.13 is to make the treatment of Ôquasi-derivativesÕ more
transparent. Essentially (and with certain defined exceptions), a contract or
asset is to be treated as having the effect of a derivative contract if it embeds
an option or obligation to acquire, dispose of or convert an asset or provides
for payments akin to those which would be made under a contract for
differences.

Example HH

Examples of instruments which Ôhave the effect of a derivative contractÕ

(a) Partly-paid shares
(b) An agreement to underwrite or sub-underwrite a share issue
(c) Bonds convertible to equity
(d) Stock lending and REPO agreements which do not satisfy the conditions set out in

paragraphs (2) and (3) (or (4)) of rule 4.4
(e) Instruments which provide an income (or maturity value) set by reference to

fluctuations in the value of some specified asset or by reference to fluctuations in
an index

(f) Futures contracts and options funds

Examples of instruments which do not Ôhave the effect of a derivative contractÕ

(a) Shares (unless the rights conferred by the shareholding are such that the income or
maturity value is partly or wholly determined by reference to the value of some
specified asset or index)

(b) Gilts issued by a state in Zone A
(c) Holdings in collective investment schemes which fall under the UCITS Directive
(d) Stock lending and REPO transactions which satisfy the conditions set out in

paragraphs (2) and (3) (or (4)) of rule 4.4
(e) Contracts for sale or purchase of assets (i.e. securities, land) within a defined

period (the normal settlement period for on-exchange transactions in the case of
listed securities and 20 working days in other cases)

(f) Contracts for conversion of currency in connection with sale or purchase contracts
of the type mentioned in the previous bullet point

(g) Contracts for sale or purchase of equipment.

N.B.  Neither of the above lists should be taken as exhaustive!
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10.3  An asset having the effect of a derivative contract is an admissible asset if
the corresponding (hypothetical) derivative contract would satisfy the
conditions set out in paragraph 2.1. It is a permitted link if the corresponding
hypothetical derivative contract would satisfy the conditions set out in
paragraph 2.3.

Example II

A company buys an unlisted bond issued by a manufacturing company, whose
maturity value is determined according to the value of FT-SE 100 on the maturity
date.

This is not an admissible asset or permitted link.  It has the effect of a contract for
differences (of an admissible class) used in connection with a loan.  But it is neither listed
nor transacted with an approved counterparty.  However, a similar product transacted with
an approved counterparty would be admissible provided that the efficient portfolio
management and reduction of risks criteria could be justified.

10.4  Where the conditions of paragraph 2.1 are satisfied, the value of the Ôquasi-
derivativeÕ is, as usual, the current value (i.e. the market value in the case of
a listed asset).  Where the conditions are not satisfied, the Ôquasi-derivativeÕ
has no value except in respect of any payments whose value is guaranteed.
By virtue of rule 4.13(4), such payments are to be given an assignment value,
as if they were debts.

Example JJ

A company buys a bond whose maturity value is equal to the product of

(i) the issue price; and

(ii) the ratio of the price of gold on maturity and the price of gold at issue,

with a guarantee that the maturity value will not be less than the issue price.

This product has the same economic effect as a debt (to repay the issue price) plus a contract
for differences based on the gold price.  The latter would not be admissible (since gold is not
an admissible asset).  Therefore the value of this instrument for solvency purposes would be
the limited to the assignment value of a debt to repay the issue price.

10.5 The above examples are perhaps a little exotic.  With more commonly met
examples (such as listed convertibles, partly-paid shares, sub-underwriting),
there will not usually be a problem over justifying that the conditions of
paragraphs 2.1 or 2.3 are satisfied.  Clearly, however, cases need to be
examined on their merits.  Where such instruments are used to an abnormal
extent, in particular where they give rise to a significant level of gearing of
the fund, there must be grave doubts as to whether this is consistent with
efficient portfolio management.  If not, they could only be valued in
accordance with the rule in rule 4.13(4) described in paragraph 10.4.
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Example KK

A company holds a listed convertible bond giving it the right to convert to a specified
number of equity shares of the issuer during a specified period.

This is clearly an asset having the effect of a derivative contract, in accordance with rule
4.13(1)(c).  It is equivalent to a vanilla bond held in connection with a pair of options, one to
sell the bond and the other to buy equity, the options being exerciseable either as a pair or
not at all.  The test set by rule 4.13(4) is whether the hypothetical options would satisfy the
conditions set out in rule 4.12(2).  It is easy to see that they would do so, provided that they
were consistent with reduction of investment risks or efficient portfolio management.  We
would expect this to be justifiable in normal circumstances.

10.6  Where the embedded derivative could place the insurer under a liability to
take some action, the question of a provision for adverse changes arises.
Traditional practices do not appear inherently very likely to give rise to a
material provision, however, although each case must be considered on its
merits.

Example LL

An insurer sub-underwrites a new share issue.

The insurer has effectively granted the underwriter an option to sell a number of shares at an
agreed price.  Provided there is sufficient cash or Ônear-cashÕ in the fund to cover the whole
of the purchase, if the underwriter should exercise its option, a provision for adverse
changes is not required.  This is separate from the question of whether the insurer should
make a prudent provision for the contingent liability it has taken on.

Structured products and the Ôin connection withÕ and Ôefficient portfolio
managementÕ tests

10.7   Instruments which are hybrid in form between loan and derivative,
sometimes referred to as structured products, are commonly free-standing
instruments, not used in connection with anything. Nevertheless, they may
satisfy the Ôin connection withÕ test, by virtue of rule 4.12(2)(b). They satisfy
the test provided that once they have been notionally separated into bond
element and derivative element, the latter can be considered as held Ôin
connection withÕ the former (for the purposes of reduction of investment
risks or efficient portfolio management).

10.8  Such structured products are often used to provide a precise match to the
policy holder benefits promised under long-term products such as guaranteed
income or equity bonds. There is a tendency for these products to become
ever more exotic, to the extent that it is rather difficult to decompose them
hypothetically into a combination of basic instruments such as loans and
options having the same economic effect. Nevertheless, this must in principle
be done in order to ensure that the Ôin connection withÕ and other tests are
being observed. This is sometimes not very easy!
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10.9 It is sometimes argued that a product which provides a precise match to the
policy holder liabilities automatically satisfies the reduction of risks test. This
is a fallacy. Precise matching may well be essential, in order to satisfy rule
2.3. However, as paragraph 4.8 above sets out, the impact of the use of a
derivative structure on the policy holder risk must also be considered.  If the
effect of the derivative element is adversely to affect some aspect of the risk
to policy holders in a significant way, that would cause the product to fail
both the efficient portfolio management and reduction of risks tests.

Example MM

A company offers a guaranteed income bond which offers 11% income on the amount
invested per annum for 5 years.  The bond has a minimum maturity value of 20% of
the original investment (less initial charge), when FTSE falls by 5% or more over 5
years.  It Returns the original investment (less initial charge) if FTSE ends the 5 year
period at or above its opening value.  Between these two limits, the maturity value
varies pro rata to the fall in FTSE.  The insurer purchases a structured product which
matches its policy holder liability closely.

The analysis should in principle be carried out on the structured product purchased by the
insurance company rather than the policy holder benefit structure.  In practice it may not
matter much.

Clearly, the purchased structured product can be separated notionally into loan and
derivative components.  However, the derivative component cannot be regarded as reducing
investment risks.  Even though it allows the insurer to match its policy holder liability
precisely, it certainly cannot be said to have a broadly neutral effect on the investment risks
of policy holders.  If the index falls slightly (unlikely on the basis of its past record, but far
from inconceivable), the policy holder will be considerably worse off than if he had invested
in the assets underlying the index.

Moreover, since the derivative component increases asset risk to the policy holder, it cannot
be regarded as being for the purposes of efficient portfolio management.

Such a derivative would be inadmissible.  A derivative having similar characteristics in a
long-term linked fund would be illegal.

10.10  Notwithstanding the instrument illustrated in Example MM, rather similar
instruments can be admissible (or permitted in a long-term linked fund).  To
assess this, the following steps are appropriate:

Step 1 - Identify a broadly comparable non-derivative investment strategy

As discussed above, the investment will not satisfy the efficient portfolio management or
reduction of investment risks tests if it gives rise to a significant increase in the policy
holder's risk.  It is therefore appropriate to consider how the insurer might have constructed
a broadly similar investment strategy without using derivatives.  The policy holder's risk can
then be compared for the derivative and benchmark non-derivative strategy.

Step 2 Ð Compare the risks inherent in the two strategies

The task here is to identify instances in which the derivative strategy under-performs the
non-derivative strategy.  It is quite likely to be the case that sometimes one out-performs,
sometimes the other but that neither is clearly ÔbetterÕ than the other.  However, that is
irrelevant.  The test set out in paragraph 4.6 requires that any underperformance by the
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derivative strategy should be either insignificant or not reasonably foreseeable.

In making the comparison of risks, it will usually be appropriate to consider how the
strategies would have performed historically.  However, it will hardly ever be appropriate to
argue that because one strategy would have out-performed another historically, the risks of
underperformance in the future can be ignored.  As a general rule, historical data may be
used to calibrate a statistical model of future performance.  But where the future values of
model parameters can reasonably be expected to be different from their historical
counterparts, suitably cautious assumptions should be made.

Step 3 - Identify any reasons why the comparison is unfair to the derivatives strategy
and whether such unfairness is the main reason for comparative under-performance

One popular technique is for derivatives strategies to incorporate a minimum performance
guarantee, using some kind of embedded option.  Such a guarantee cannot be provided free
and will therefore give rise to some degree of under-performance.  Its effect should in
principle be stripped out before making the comparison above.

10.11  Bearing in mind the practical difficulties mentioned above, we would not
object to a structured product which provides a precise match to policy
holder liabilities being deemed to satisfy the Ôin connection withÕ and
efficient portfolio management tests provided that:

(a) the analysis above has been carried out; and

(b) either:

(i) any underperformance by the derivative strategy is either
insignificant or not reasonably foreseeable;

or:

(ii) significant underperformance by the derivative strategy occurs
only at levels of total investment return well above the risk-
free rate and arises wholly or mainly as a result of the
incorporation of a guarantee (or some similar benefit) amongst
the benefits provided by the derivative strategy;

10.12  In making a comparison above between the performance of derivative and
non-derivative strategies, it is always the total return to the insurer (after
making appropriate allowance for tax and reasonable investment
management expenses) which should be considered. If part or all of the
investment risks under either strategy are assumed by the insurer, then it is
the appropriate product allowance which the insurer would make to cover
those risks which would be taken into account.

10.13  The above method of analysis relies on an assessment of the significance of
underperformance. It is difficult to be very precise about what is significant.
But under prevailing investment conditions, we would certainly regard a 20
percentage point underperformance over a 5-year term as significant in
circumstances where the total return on the non-derivative strategy is at
levels up to the risk-free rate. Under the same conditions, a 5%
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underperformance could not reasonably be regarded as significant.
Moreover, at very high levels of return, it might be reasonable to deem an
underperformance above 20 percentage points to be insignificant.

Example NN

An insurer issues a 5 year stock-market bond linked to FT-SE 100, offering the
following return on the initial investment (after deduction of initial charge):

If the index stays constant or falls, the initial investment will be reduced by the percentage
fall in the index, except that the maturity value is guaranteed not to be less than 80% of the
initial investment.

If the index rises by up to 100%, the initial investment will be increased by the product of
the percentage rise in the index and 110%.

If the index rises by more than 100%, the maturity value will be 210% of the initial
investment.

The insurer transacts a structured product with an approved counterparty which
exactly matches these terms.

Where the index falls or rises by up to 100%, this product clearly satisfies condition (b)(i) of
paragraph 10.11.  Since a 100% rise over 5 years is significantly in excess of the risk free
rate of return, the capping at 210% easily satisfies condition (b)(ii).

10.14  The conditions described in paragraph 10.11 are not intended to be an
absolute requirement. Other structures may be admissible (or permitted)
provided it can be shown from first principles that they satisfy the various
tests.

11.  The effect of derivatives on admissibility of the underlying holdings

11.1  As explained in Guidance Note 4.1 on asset valuation, the approach in the
Valuation of Assets Rules is to limit aggregate exposure to certain types of
asset for solvency purposes, rather than to limit holdings in those assets.
Where a insurerÕs aggregate exposure exceeds the prescribed limit, excess
assets have to be left out of account. (Guidance Note 4.1 covers the
mechanics of this.)  In principle, derivatives may have the effect of
increasing or decreasing exposure to underlying assets; their effect must
obviously be taken into account in assessing the aggregate exposure.

11.2  However, the Valuation of Assets Rules provide that it is unnecessary to
consider changes in exposure resulting from contracts for differences based
on well-diversified indices (e.g. FTSE futures). It would be most unlikely
that such contracts could have a significant effect on underlying exposure to
particular assets (e.g. to specific equities).

11.3  Rule 4.14 provides that, for the purposes of computing aggregate exposure:

(A) where a derivative contract places an insurer under an
obligation to buy certain assets, it is deemed to have bought
those assets
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(B) where a derivative contract places an insurer under an
obligation to sell certain assets, the sale is deemed to have
taken place only if the contract is listed or if the sale is due
within 12 months to an approved counterparty

(C) where a contract gives the insurer an option or could oblige it
to buy certain assets, it is deemed to have bought them if it is
prudent to assume that they will be bought

(D) where a contract gives the insurer an option or could oblige it
to sell certain assets, it is deemed to have sold them only if the
sale is due within 12 months to an approved counterparty and
if it is prudent to assume that they will be sold

(E) a contract for differences (other than one based on a well-
diversified index) or a contract or asset having the effect of a
derivative contract is treated in the same way as an
appropriate combination of options or futures contracts
having equivalent economic effect

11.4  The treatment of futures contracts is fairly straightforward. However, the
treatment of options is more complex. One issue surrounds when it is prudent
to assume something for the purposes of cases (C) and (D) above. The point
here is that prudence has to be construed in the context of limiting aggregate
exposure.  Where the situation is unclear, it will be more prudent to assume
higher exposure than lower exposure. Therefore for the purposes of Case C,
it will generally be prudent to assume that the option to buy has been
exercised.  The only exception would be where the option was so far out of
the money that it was clear that it would not be exercised. Similarly, for Case
D, it will generally be prudent to assume that the option to sell would not be
exercised.  The only exception would be where the option was so far in the
money that it was very unlikely that it would not be exercised.

Example OO

An insurer transacts a contract for differences with an approved counterparty under
which it receives (pays) £1000 for every £1 rise (fall) in the value of ABC shares and
also receives (pays) £1000 for every £1 rise (fall) in XYZ shares above the strike levels
of:

ABC shares - £2.50
XYZ shares - £3.50

with the rise being determined on the basis of the market price in 6 months time.

Any payment by the insurer will be limited to a maximum reached when the share
prices fall to

ABC shares - £2.00
XYZ shares - £3.00
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The current share prices are:

ABC shares - £1.75
XYZ shares - £1.00

The analysis gets a little tortuous and can most conveniently be considered by imagining
that the insurer had transacted two separate contracts for differences, one in respect of ABC
shares and one in respect of XYZ shares.  These are considered in Examples PP and QQ
below.

The conclusion  is that the effect of the contract for differences is to increase the current
aggregate exposure of the insurer to ABC by £1750; there would be no increase in the
insurerÕs aggregate exposure to XYZ.

Example PP Ð Company ABC Ð see Example OO for details

This contract has the same economic effect as the following combination:

(a) a futures contract to purchase the shares (today) at the strike price (£2.50)

(b) a (purchased) option to sell those shares  at £2.00 per share to an approved
counterparty

(c) an agreement to sell the shares in 6 months time at the then current price, assuming
that the option at (b) has not been exercised

Drawing on the considerations in paragraph 11.4, the insurer has to take into account the
effect of hypothetical contracts (a) and (b) above for the purposes of computing current
aggregate exposure.  However, for the purposes of computing aggregate exposure, contract
(c) is to be disregarded.

Therefore, under Case A of paragraph 11.3, it is necessary to assume that the shares have
been purchased.  On the other hand, if the conditions set out in Case D are satisfied, it may
be possible to regard them as being subsequently sold.  The hypothetical option (b) is due
for exercise within 12 months with an approved counterparty.  It therefore satisfies the first
leg of the test in Case D.  On the other hand, it would not be Ôprudent to assumeÕ that the
option to sell the ABC shares would be exercised.  The share price might easily recover
above the exercise price of £2.

The conclusion, therefore, is that the effect of the contract for differences is to increase the
insurerÕs aggregate exposure to ABC shares by £1750, the current value of 1000 shares.

Example QQ Ð Company XYZ - see Example OO for details

This contract has the same economic effect as the following combination:

(a)  a futures contract to purchase the shares (today) at the strike price (£3.50)

(b) a (purchased) option to sell those shares  at £3.00 per share to an approved
counterparty

(c) an agreement to sell the shares in 6 months time at the then current price, assuming
that the option at (b) has not been exercised.

As in Example PP, the insurer is deemed to have bought the shares.  Under normal
circumstances, it would seem very unlikely that the market price of XYZ shares would
exceed the exercise price on maturity of the contract.  Therefore it would be Ôprudent to
assumeÕ that the option to sell the XYZ shares would be exercised.  For the purposes of
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Case D, such shares would be assumed to be sold.  The contract does not give rise to any
aggregate exposure to XYZ shares.

11.5  It is not possible, simply to leave an asset out of account. All assets have to
be assessed as to their effect on aggregate exposure. However, where an
insurer holds an option, it is obviously not possible for it to be worse off than
if he simply discarded the option!

Example RR

An insurer, with holdings in the equity of ABC company to the extent of 1% of its
Business Amount, purchases a call option on the same equity in respect of a holding
equivalent to 4% of its Business Amount.  The exercise price is close to the current
market price of the equity.

Case C of paragraph 11.3 applies.  Suppose for a moment that the option has to be deemed
to have been exercised.  Under Case C, the exercise date of the option is not relevant.  The
insurer would be deemed to have bought the assets.

The aggregate exposure to ABC would therefore be 5%.  2.5% would be inadmissible.  The
insurer must leave out of account not only its 1% holding in ABC but also a further 1.5% of
assets which would otherwise be admissible.  Although the option would have a value, it
would be unlikely to exceed the value of assets which would be admissible in the absence of
the option but which are now to be left out of account on the grounds of excess aggregate
exposure to ABC.  In other words, the insurer holds an asset - which can never turn into a
liability - which leaves it worse off than if it did not hold that asset!

Clearly, for the purposes of computing aggregate exposure, it cannot be sensible - let alone
prudent - to assume that the option will be exercised in full.  On the other hand, bearing in
mind the argument in paragraph 11.4, it would certainly be prudent to assume that exposure
is increased.  The solution is to assume that the option is exercised in part, to the extent that
the admissibility position is no less favourable than if the insurer simply disregarded the
option.   Following this analysis, the aggregate exposure in this example would be slightly in
excess of 2.5%, the excess being equal to the current value of the entire option.  The value of
the option would be cancelled out by the value of the admissible assets left out of account.

Example SS

Same as Example RR, except that insurer has written a put option (rather than
purchased a call option)

The analysis is more straightforward than Example RR.  Again Case C of paragraph 11.3
applies.  However, in this case, it is clearly prudent to assume that the option will be
exercised.  The aggregate exposure to ABC would be 5%.  The insurer must leave out of
account not only its 1% holding in ABC but also a further 1.5% of assets which would
otherwise be admissible.

The effect on admissibility of closing out a derivative contract

11.6  While the closing out of a derivative contract eliminates the market risk
associated with that contract, it does not of itself eliminate the credit risk to
the original counterparty. In general therefore, closure will cancel the impact
of the derivative on aggregate exposure to the underlying assets. But the
insurerÕs aggregate exposure to the original counterparty will not be affected
by closure.
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11.7  Even where a contract is closed out with the original counterparty, the credit
risk can not necessarily be taken to be eliminated. This will only be achieved
if the closing-out transaction is drawn up in such a way as to provide for the
legal right of offset between amounts due under the two contracts.

_________________________
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GUIDANCE NOTE 4.4

LINKED CONTRACTS
________________________

1. Introduction

1.1 The purpose of this guidance is to offer guidance on the interpretation of
Chapter 3 Part II dealing with linked long-term contracts of insurance.
[Deleted]

1.2 A linked long-term contract is one under which benefits are determined
partly or wholly by reference to the value of specified assets or indices, such
benefits being known as linked benefits. A contract offering both linked and
non-linked benefits is a linked contract. All long-term class III (see Annex
11.1) contracts are therefore linked contracts as are some class VII contracts.
But these are not the only ones. Class IV and class VI contracts may each
offer linked benefits, as interpreted above, as may certain contracts
commonly (but incorrectly) classified as class I. (This is discussed further in
paragraphs 2.14 to 2.17.) Such contacts are therefore also linked contracts.

1.3 Linked benefits may be determined only by reference to the so-called
Ôpermitted linksÕ, as set out in Part I (assets) and Part II (indices) of
Appendix 3.2. In addition, the Ôpermitted linksÕ must, where relevant, satisfy
the conditions set out in rule 3.7. Frequently, the links are to the assets of an
Ôinternal linked fundÕ. However, this guidance is relevant whether or not the
assets are maintained in such a fund.

1.4 This guidance applies to all linked contracts, whatever the class of business.
However, the bulk of the Ôpermitted linksÕ rules (described in sections 5 and
6 below) do not apply to linked class VII business (i.e. pensions fund
management business); but the Ôpermitted derivativesÕ rules described in
section 7 apply to all linked contracts.

1.5 The guidance is not intended to be a complete description of the rules
governing linked contracts. Rather, it concentrates on those aspects which are
relatively new or potentially problematical.

1.6 [Deleted]

1.7 The FSA expects an insurerÕs systems and controls to pay due regard to this
guidance. In particular it will be relevant to the responsibilities of the
appointed actuary of the insurer. Furthermore, if a insurer were to choose to
act in contravention of the guidance, we would expect it, as a matter of
prudent management, to discuss the matter with us beforehand.
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2 Close Matching

2.1 An insurer must hold assets whose value matches their unit liability as
closely as possible. The corresponding provisions in Chapter 2 of the Third
Life Directive were drafted with the intention of prohibiting mismatching of
the reserves in respect of linked benefits. This Ôclose matchingÕ test applies
both to property-linked and index-linked (the Ôunit liabilityÕ) contracts. It
applies to all linked contracts irrespective of whether they constitute
contracts in the nature of investments.

2.2 As a general rule, where the benefits are linked to the value of certain assets,
a insurer is not permitted to hold different assets and cover the mismatching
risk by means of a reserve. However, in certain circumstances, it is
permissible for the insurer to hold assets other than any which determine the
unit liability provided that they are Ôassets of appropriate safety and
marketabilityÕ whose value matches those of the unit liability Ôas nearly as
may beÕ. This arises commonly in the case of index-linked contracts and also
where the unit liability is partly or wholly reinsured.

2.3 Moreover, the Ôclose-matchingÕ test does not prevent surplus assets being
kept within a linked fund (but see paragraph 3.6). Temporary and unplanned
small shortfalls of assets which match the unit liability are also permitted
provided that a satisfactory mismatching reserve is held.

Reinsurance of the unit liability

2.4 The rules do not explicitly restrict reinsurance of the unit liability under
linked contracts. Nevertheless, certain restrictions flow implicitly from the
Ôclose matchingÕ requirement discussed above. The following paragraphs
discuss 3 aspects of this requirement - Ôappropriate safetyÕ (paragraphs 2.5 to
2.10), Ôas nearly as may beÕ (paragraph 2.11) and Ôappropriate marketabilityÕ
(paragraph 2.12).

ÔAppropriate safetyÕ

2.5 The right to receive reimbursement of the unit liability under a reinsurance
contract cannot automatically be considered to be an asset Ôof appropriate
safetyÕ because of the risk, however small, that the reinsurer will default. In
particular, The FSA would not usually accept that a reinsurance contract
from a reinsurer not supervised by an EEA State provided appropriate safety
in this context, in the absence of additional guarantees such as the examples
in paragraphs 2.6 and 2.7.

Deposit-back

2.6 It is clear that where the direct insurer arranges for deposit-back of the
reinsurance premium and the contract is such that it has the legal right to
retain the assets in the event of a reinsurance default, the required close
matching can be achieved.
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Reinsurance contract guaranteed by third party

2.7 As an alternative to deposit-back, the reinsurer may secure a third party
guarantee from an approved credit institution which will enable the direct
insurer to have recourse to that party in the event of a default by the
reinsurer. This may satisfy the Ôappropriate safetyÕ test provided that the
credit-worthiness of the guarantor is satisfactory and provided that the terms
of the guarantee are such that there is no likelihood that the direct insurer
would have any difficulty in obtaining reimbursement from the guarantor if it
were needed. The FSA would not accept that a guarantee from anything other
than an approved credit institution would provide Ôappropriate safetyÕ.

Reinsurance business regulated in UK

2.8 The FSA would be prepared to accept that a reinsurance contract issued by
UK-regulated reinsurer usually provides Ôappropriate safetyÕ for these
purposes without any additional safeguards. This is not to say that such a
contract can always be regarded as providing appropriate safety. If an insurer
has good reason to doubt the credit-worthiness of the reinsurer in question,
such a contract cannot provide appropriate safety without additional
safeguards such as those mentioned above.

Reinsurance business established outside the UK

2.9 Outside the UK, practices as to the supervision of reinsurance vary
considerably amongst EEA States. In particular, our understanding is that
pure reinsurers are rarely subject to supervision outside the UK. The fact that
the reinsurer is supervised (probably by virtue of writing direct insurance
business) may provide some comfort. But unless it is clear that the financial
security of the reinsurer is beyond reasonable doubt, we believe that some
additional security (such as those mentioned in paragraphs 2.6 and 2.7 above)
is necessary in order to satisfy the Ôappropriate safetyÕ test.

Reinsurance within the group

2.10 The FSA is not prepared to accept that the fact that the reinsurer is a member
of the same group as the insurer of itself provides Ôappropriate safetyÕ in all
circumstances. However, many of the common situations have been covered
above. Additionally, where the reinsurer is a regulated subsidiary of the
ceding insurer, it may be possible to satisfy the Ôappropriate safetyÕ test even
without additional security.

ÔAs nearly as maybeÕ

2.11 In order to satisfy this requirement, the terms of the reinsurance contract
must be such that the direct insurer would be able to call for reimbursement
under the reinsurance contract whenever it was under an obligation to pay
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benefits to the policy holder (including non-discretionary benefits on early
surrender).

ÔAppropriate marketabilityÕ

2.12 The condition in paragraph 2.11, together with Ôappropriate safetyÕ, is also
sufficient to ensure that the marketability is ÔappropriateÕ in the particular
case of reinsurance. However, in other cases it could not be assumed that
assets which matched the liability Ôas nearly as may beÕ were necessarily of
Ôappropriate marketabilityÕ. Each case needs to be looked at on its merits.

2.13 Insurers should review all their arrangements for reinsurance of linked
liabilities to determine whether or not they satisfy the Ôclose matchingÕ test.
The FSA is happy to give guidance on individual cases. If in doubt, it is
recommended that the insurer discusses the situation with their supervisor, as
there is a risk that they will be in breach of 2.3.

Linked contracts not in the nature of investments

2.14 By virtue of the interpretation of a linked contract in paragraph 1.2, a
contract may be regarded as ÔlinkedÕ even if it is not in the nature of an
investment. For example, a permanent health contract which provides
disability benefits in payment which are guaranteed to rise in line with the
RPI would be an (index) linked contract and the close-matching rule
described above would apply to the reserves held in respect of those benefits.
The same applies for an RPI-linked pension or annuity in payment. (Indeed,
these are class III contracts notwithstanding the fact that insurers may have
traditionally reported such business as class I.)

2.15 The Ôclose-matchingÕ rule described above applies to matching of all linked
benefits. Therefore, in the examples quoted in the previous paragraph, the
technical provisions covering, respectively, the RPI-linked PHI benefits in
payment and the RPI-linked annuity payments must be closely-matched by
appropriate RPI-linked assets. While the issue is not entirely free from doubt,
The FSA considers that the reserves covering any of the following general
types of benefit are subject to the close-matching rule:

•  all linked benefits under class III contracts

•  all linked benefits under any other class (principally but not
exclusively class VII) of contract in the nature of an investment

•  fall linked benefits in payment under any class of contract

Under this interpretation, the reserves in respect of other types of linked
benefit (for example, RPI-linked term assurance) are not covered by the
Ôclose matchingÕ rule. We would nevertheless expect insurers to maintain
appropriate assets to cover such benefits.
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2.16 There is an apparent practical problem in that insurers may not monitor on a
continuous basis what their liabilities in respect of linked benefits in
payment. How do they satisfy the Ôclose-matchingÕ rule in practice? In such
cases, we would expect that insurers will:

•  re-assess their liabilities regularly (once per quarter may be sufficient
depending on how quickly the book of business is evolving)

•  hold an appropriate portfolio of index-linked instruments which
provides a close match against the liabilities, as most recently
assessed

2.17 For the avoidance of doubt, it may be helpful to refer here to the FSA
reporting regime for linked contracts. Life assurance and annuity contracts
which confer linked benefits (whether or not they also confer non-linked
benefits) are correctly classified as class III business and should all be so
reported in the FSA returns (albeit that many insurers have traditionally
reported RPI-linked insurance and annuities as class I). All permanent health
contracts and capital redemption contracts are however classes IV and VI
respectively, whether or not they are linked. The disclosures specific to
linked contracts (for example, paragraph 5 of Appendix 9.4) should be made
for all linked contracts, not merely for those in the nature of ÔinvestmentsÕ.

3 The Valuation of Assets Rules

3.1 Where the benefits under a linked policy are determined by reference to the
value of specific assets, those (Ôproperty linkedÕ) assets are exempt from the
Valuation of Assets Rules. The corresponding unit liability does not count
towards the long-term insurance business amount.

3.2 Where the benefits are determined by reference to an index, the index linked
assets are subject to the Valuation of Assets Rules. However, index linked
assets are only partly subject to the diversification rules imposed by virtue of
rule 4.14 and Appendix 4.2. The permitted asset exposure limits set out in
Part II of Appendix 4.2 do not apply to index linked assets, but the permitted
counterparty exposure limits do apply.

3.3 The corresponding unit liability counts towards the long-term business
amount , but only for the purpose of assessing compliance with the
counterparty exposure limits. There are, therefore, 2 versions of the long-
term business amount, depending on whether compliance with the permitted
asset exposure limits or compliance with the counterparty exposure limits is
being assessed.

3.4 Where an insurer holds assets in connection with a property linked benefit
but in excess of those required to match the unit liability, the excess assets
are not property linked assets. They are therefore subject to the Valuation of
Assets Rules for the purposes of assessing solvency (but not for assessing the
amount of the unit liabilities). Similarly, excess holdings of assets over
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index-linked liabilities lose their exemption from the majority of Appendix
4.2.

3.5 Material excesses (such as where an insurer holds its otherwise non-linked
equity portfolio as excess assets in its equity-linked fund) would need to be
revalued in accordance with the Valuation of Asset Rules. (The revaluation is
on the proportionate holdings the excess represents and can be performed on
an approximate basis if the linked fund is broadly invested.) A material
excess is one which satisfies either of the following tests:

(i) the value of the assets of the fund materially exceeds the unit liability
of that fund; or

(ii) the total excess is material in the context of the long-term business
amount

3.6 Notwithstanding the comments above, an insurer will commonly hold linked
assets whose value exceeds the amount of the unit liability. Where a fund has
current liabilities, other than to policy holders, the unit liability will be
determined by the value of the linked assets, net of the current liabilities. The
difference here is that the insurer needs the additional assets in order to
match the unit liability. They are not ÔexcessÕ assets. Circumstances where
this arises include the following:

(a) Debts are due to brokers in respect of linked assets which have been
purchased but where settlement has not yet taken place.

(b) The main linked asset is a derivative structure which has been
collateralised by means of a loan which is re-invested by the insurer
in money market instruments. In such a case, the money market
instruments might or might not be linked assets, depending on how
the contract with the policy holder had been constructed.

3.7 Where the insurer holds assets whose value mirrors that of a permitted index,
it may not be immediately clear whether the assets are to be treated as
property linked or index linked for the purposes of applying the rules. This is
a point of some significance since the Valuation of Assets Rules apply in the
second case, but not in the first.

3.8 There is a simple rule for determining this question. If the insurer bears the
whole risk of counterparty default (so that policy holder benefits are wholly,
determined by the performance of the index) then the assets are index linked.
If, however, the contract is such that the benefits would be reduced (from
those which would be calculated by reference to the index) to reflect part or
all of the reduction in the value of the linked assets resulting from any
counterparty default, then the assets are property linked.

3.9 The insurer may have more assets than are necessary to cover the linked
benefits (for example, excess assets in an internal linked fund). As noted in
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paragraph 3.6, there is an ÔexcessÕ only where the total assets net of current
liabilities (for example, borrowing by an internal fund, debts due to brokers)
exceeds the unit liability to policy holders.

4 The required solvency margin

4.1 If the insurer bears any type of investment risk, the required solvency margin
is covered by rule 2.6(2). If it bears no investment risk, the appropriate rules
are 2.6(3) and 2.6(4). Instances of an investment risk which the insurer may
bear include:

(a) the risk that a counterparty to a derivative contract may default on its
obligations, or

(b) the risk that a reinsurer may default on its obligations to reinsure the
unit liability.

4.2 Where there is an investment risk, rule 2.6(2) applies only to that part of the
linked liabilities which give rise to the investment risk. For example, where
part of the linked liabilities is reinsured and an investment risk thereby arises,
the 4% solvency margin applies only to the reinsured part of the liabilities.

4.3 As noted in section 3, the insurer always bears an investment risk in the case
of index linked contracts (even if only a counterparty risk). In the case of
property linked contracts, the insurer may or may not bear an investment
risk, depending on the construction of the contract and the nature of any
reinsurance arrangements.

4.4 The term Ôbears an investment riskÕ is not defined in the rules. The point is of
practical significance when considering whether an investment risk can arise
for the insurer as a result of reinsuring the linked liability or from a stock-
lending agreement.

4.5 As regards reinsurance, the FSA accepts that the techniques for satisfying
close-matching set out in section 2 would also go a long way towards
ensuring that no investment risk arises for the purposes of rule 2.6. In
particular, barring special circumstances, the FSA accepts that the insurerÕs
investment risk could be disregarded in the following circumstances.

(a) deposit-back or guarantee by approved credit institution, as discussed
in paragraphs 2.6 and 2.7; or

(b) - reinsurer regulated in EEA State;

- no reason to suspect the security of the reinsurer;

- precise matching between unit liability and liabilities under
the reinsurance contract; and
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- the reinsurer itself holds assets which pass the close-matching
test in respect of its liabilities under the relevant contract.

For the avoidance of doubt, the FSA  regards the above conditions as
sufficient conditions, rather than necessary conditions. Other sets of
conditions may also be sufficient in particular circumstances.

4.6 The FSA considers that where stock-lending satisfies the close-matching
requirements, as discussed in paragraphs 8.5 to 8.11 below, the insurerÕs
investment risk can be disregarded for solvency purposes. Nevertheless, there
can clearly be rare circumstances where the counterparty's likelihood of
honouring a stock-lending agreement is called into question sometime after
the agreement comes into effect, even though the Ôappropriate safetyÕ test had
been satisfied originally. In such a case, the 4% solvency margin would
apply.

5 Property to which benefits may be linked

5.1 This section describes the list of permitted links.

Transferable securities (other than derivatives) paragraphs 1&2 of
Appendix 3.2

5.2 Securities are categorised as to whether they are:

•  listed or unlisted; and

•  readily realisable or not,

in both cases, as defined for the purposes of the Valuation of Assets Rules.

5.3 Securities which are listed and readily realisable may be held in a linked
fund without limit. Those which are unlisted may be held up to the limit of
10% of the unit liability of the fund, provided that they are readily realisable
Guidance Note 4.1 on the Valuation of Assets Rules gives more detail on
how the listed and readily realisable criteria are to be interpreted.

5.4 In practice, the FSA may make a section 148 waiver allowing the use of
securities which are not readily realisable, particularly within the context of
a collective investment fund investing in such assets (see paragraph 5.6
below), provided that the insurer is able to satisfy us:

•  that the liquidity of the linked fund investing in such assets will be
satisfactory; and

•  that there is some reasonable basis for pricing units, given that such
investments are not readily realisable.

Collective investment funds - paragraph 5 of Appendix 3.2
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5.5 A wide category of collective investment fund may qualify as permitted links.
The term is not explicitly defined although it goes wider than collective
investment schemes. The rules cover 2 categories of fund:

•  schemes (whether in the form of unit trusts or open-ended investment
company) which meet the requirements to be a UCITS (irrespective of
whether they have applied for and been granted the Ôsingle passportÕ),
as set out in the UCITS Directive: and

•  other collective investment funds which satisfy certain additional
requirements.

5.6 The additional requirements to be satisfied by non-UCITS funds are:

•  they invest in assets all of which are themselves permitted links;

•  the holdings may be readily sold to or purchased from the managers
at a price which represents net asset value;

•  the sale or purchase price is published regularly; and

•  the linked contracts have been marketed in accordance with any
restrictions which apply to the marketing of the collective investment
funds unless such funds represent less than 10% of the unit liability
under the linked contracts.

Funds which are listed but not permitted (or recognised) under the
Financial Services and Markets Act

5.7 All authorised or recognised unit trusts fall under one or other of the criteria
of paragraph 5.5 above. However, the criteria of paragraph 5.6 go wider than
that and include collective investment schemes which are regulated offshore
but which are not Ôrecognised unit trustsÕ. Some of those schemes originally
qualified as permitted links by virtue of being listed on an EC stock
exchange. However, they are very unlikely to meet the definition of readily
realisable even if listed. Therefore such schemes need to qualify under the
criteria of paragraph 5.5 to retain their status as permitted links (without
limit). (They may of course be eligible to be treated as listed securities, not
readily realisable. In this case, they would be permitted links, subject to the
10% limit described in paragraph 5.3.)

Linked funds of another insurer

5.8 The FSA believe that a linked fund of another insurer would usually qualify
under paragraph 5(b) of Appendix 3.2. This is of practical significance since
a number of insurers offer Ôself-investedÕ plans where the policy holder
makes his own investment arrangements. Some may wish to expose
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themselves to the investment performance of an insurer other than the plan
provider.

5.9 However, there is a potential problem in this area. Except where the contract
between policy holder and first insurer is a class VII managed pension
contract, the FSAÕs considers that the second insurer would be in breach of
rule 1.3 if it accepted such funds for investment; such activity is neither
insurance business nor an activity directly arising from that  business. (This
issue does not however arise if the first insurer reinsures the investment
liability to the second insurer under a contract of insurance.)

Debts - paragraph 7 of Appendix 3.2

5.10 Not all debts are permitted links. Nevertheless, loans to investment firms
may  be assets of a linked fund.

Derivatives and quasi-derivatives Ð Rule 3.7

5.11 Derivative contracts may be used in linked funds, subject to the special
considerations described later in section 7. Contracts or assets which have the
effect of a derivative contract may be used only if the corresponding
(hypothetical) derivative contract would be a permitted link. Guidance on the
types of contract which are considered to have the effect of a derivative
contract is given in Guidance Note 4.2 dealing with derivatives.

Broker funds - paragraph 11 of Appendix 3.2

5.12 Collective investment funds managed by intermediaries and accessible only
through the medium of a linked life policy (Ôbroker fundsÕ) are unlikely to
satisfy the requirements described in paragraph 5.5. Nevertheless, these can
still be permitted links by virtue of paragraph 11 of Appendix 3.2 which sets
a condition that the insurer must accept responsibility for errors and
omissions of the intermediary towards the policy holder. The Ôlook-throughÕ
requirement described in paragraph 5.13 has now been applied to these
funds.

Look-through Ð Rule 3.7

5.13 A look-through rule applies to securities (other than those which are listed
and readily realisable), to collective investment funds (including broker
funds) and to debts due from approved credit institutions and investment firm
to determine whether the link is permissible. However, collective investment
funds Ôfalling within the UCITS DirectiveÕ are exempt from look-through.

Bank accounts with returns linked to an external reference value

5.14 It is not permitted to link to an account at a bank, for example whose balance
varied by reference to the value of assets which were not themselves
permitted links.
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Collective investment funds investing in non-permitted link.

5.15 Similarly, it is illegal to link to collective investment funds (other than
UCITS) which invest in property which would not itself be a permitted link.
One such example would be where a unit trust (other than a UCITS) invested
directly in gold or other commodities.

Funds Ôfalling within the UCITS DirectiveÕ

5.16 The FSA take the view that this phrase (which occurs in paragraph 5(a) of
Appendix 3.2 and which determines whether or not look-through is
necessary) refers to those schemes which fulfil the minimum requirements
set out in that Directive to receive the Ôsingle passportÕ, whether or not they
have applied for that status. The FSA takes the view that all UK-authorised
funds classified as securities funds Ôfall withinÕ the Directive and all others
fall outside.

Futures and Options Funds (FOFs)

5.17 FOFs are subject to the look-through requirement. A particular issue
concerns the use of derivatives within a FOF. Provided this is consistent with
the interpretation of efficient portfolio management or reduction of
investment risks set out in Guidance Note 4.2 (and satisfies all the other
conditions which apply to permitted derivative contracts), this would not
prevent a FOF from being a permitted link. Geared futures and options funds
(GFOFs) seem very unlikely in practice to satisfy those conditions and
therefore to be a permitted link.

Transitional provisions in respect of linked contracts issued before July
1994

5.18 In the limited number of cases where the 1994 Regulations forbad linkage to
an asset or an index which was a permitted link under the 1981 Regulations,
that linkage may nevertheless continue in respect of contracts entered into
before 1 July 1994 or in pursuance of a contract subsisting at 1 July 1994.

6 Permitted indices for linked contracts

6.1 There is no approval of any specific stock market indices; the rules set out
criteria which an index must satisfy in order to be a permitted link.

6.2 Equity indices on the basis of which index options or futures are traded on a
regulated market qualify by virtue of sub-paragraph (c) of the definition of
approved index in rule 11.1. The main indices of other significant stock
markets will satisfy the conditions of sub-paragraph (a). While linkage to a
matched basket of equities can give a roughly comparable effect to linkage to
other indices which do not satisfy the above-mentioned criteria, it would be a
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breach of the permitted links rules to determine benefits by reference to such
an index itself, rather than by reference to the actual equities.

6.3 The UK Retail Prices Index and analogous indices in other Zone A states are
permitted indices. The correct classification of RPI-linked investment
contracts, such as annuities, is class III rather than class I, notwithstanding
the traditional view that they belonged in class I. (Naturally, such contracts
are also required to be reported as linked contracts in the FSA returns.)

7. Special consideration regarding the use of derivatives (and quasi-
derivatives) in linked funds

7.1 Derivative instruments are permitted links only if they satisfy each of the
seven conditions set out below:

(a) are listed or transacted with an approved counterparty

(b) are capable of being readily closed out

(c) are for the purposes of reduction of investment risks or efficient
portfolio management

(d) satisfy the Ôin connection withÕ test

(e) are based on underlying assets which are themselves permitted links

(f) are covered

(g) satisfy the prescribed pricing basis.

7.2 The conditions are very similar to those which determine whether or not a
derivative in a non-linked fund is an admissible asset. Guidance can be found
in Guidance Note 4.2. There is however one significant difference between
the use of derivatives in linked and non-linked funds. Use in a linked fund of
a derivative which did not satisfy the conditions in paragraph 7.1 above
would be a breach of rule 3.7.

Margining and collateralisation

7.3 We encourage insurers to margin or collateralise their derivative contracts
wherever appropriate as a means of reducing credit exposure of the fund to
the insurerÕs counterparty. (Indeed, in some cases this may be a necessary
pre-requisite for a contract to count as reduction of risks or efficient portfolio
management.) However, margining cannot under any circumstances
legitimise the use of a contract which is not a permitted derivative contract
and whose use in linked funds is, therefore, a breach of the rules.

7.4 The use of derivative contracts in linked funds, falling within the category of
permitted derivative contracts, is a permitted link However, the use of
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margined derivative contracts in linked fund. is not permitted, unless such
contracts are permitted derivative contracts.

Warrants

7.5 Warrants are options and, as such, are covered by the general rules on
derivatives described above. However, some fund managers have habitually
used warrants to a fairly limited extent, without necessarily having sufficient
cash in the fund to exercise the warrant. They have asked whether this
practice may continue.

7.6 On the assumption that the terms of the warrant can never place the holder
under an obligation to exercise, the cover requirement does not apply.
However all the remaining conditions mentioned in paragraph 7.1 need to be
considered. In particular, excessive use of warrants to gear the fund would
fail the Ôefficient portfolio managementÕ test. We do not propose to lay down
hard and fast rules. But a small single-figure percentage of the net assets of
the fund invested in warrants which were in the money or not too far out of it
seem most unlikely to raise any concerns about breach of that test. Even
warrants which were a long way Ôout of the moneyÕ could satisfy this test if
issued free.

Quasi-derivatives

7.7 A further condition is imposed on permitted links in respect of instruments
which have the equivalent effect to derivative contracts. Such instruments, of
whatever legal form, may now be permitted links only if the effect is
equivalent to that of a permitted derivative contract. Thus, for example, an
instrument which had the effect of a highly geared derivative contract, whose
use was not consistent with efficient portfolio management, could not be a
permitted link even if it took some other legal form - say, that of a listed
security.

7.8 Some securities (for example equity shares in gold mining companies) have
a rather similar effect to derivative contracts. The question has arisen
whether such shares Ôhave the effect ofÕ a gold future; the trading price of the
shares will be fairly highly correlated with the price of gold. It is clear,
however, that these shares do not satisfy the criteria in the rules for Ôassets
which have the effect of a derivative contractÕ. This is the right result. Their
effect may be similar to that of a derivative. But it is not equivalent since the
share price would also be expected to depend significantly on factors internal
to the company.

8 Special considerations regarding the use of stock-lending and repo
agreements in linked funds

8.1 Neither stock loans nor REPO transactions are explicit permitted links. It is
therefore appropriate to consider how such instruments may be used in linked
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funds and what issues arise. The first point to consider is what are the
permitted links. The following analysis assumes that:

•  At time 1, the assets of the linked funds are listed securities.

•  At time 2, the securities have been sold pursuant to a REPO
agreement. As part of that agreement, a forward contract has been
transacted with the same counterparty for repurchase of the
securities. A commission has been negotiated to be paid by the
counterparty.

•  At time 3, the securities have been repurchased and the linked fund
has also benefited from the commission.

In reality, there would of course be other assets in the linked fund.

8.2 There are two variants, described in below. For either variant, a very similar
analysis can be carried out to deal with other analogous transactions. such as:

•  traditional stock-lending agreement where collateral (e.g. letter of
credit, CREST DBV, charge over assets) is offered rather than cash to
effect the outward transaction; or

•  agreement where the commission is accounted for by way of
adjustment to the purchase or repurchase price and not paid
separately.

The Two  variants

Variant A: Fund follows the fortunes of the REPO

Time period Link Close match

1 Securities Perfect match

2 Cash + bought future +
accrued income

Perfect match

3 Securities and income Perfect match

Variant B: Link always to ÔpermanentÕ assets of the fund

Time period Link Close match

1 Securities Perfect match

2 Cash + bought future +
accrued income

Perfect match
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3 Securities + income Perfect match

Analysis of Variant A: Fund Ôfollows the fortunesÕ of the REPO or stock
loan

8.3 Variant A implies that the investment risk (of loss on the REPO) is borne by
the fund. It is permissible only if the undertaking of REPO transactions is
consistent with the policy conditions and with the stated investment
philosophy of the fund; and if the forward (for repurchase) constitutes a
permitted derivative contract. The FSA believes that the conditions necessary
to justify the latter status are likely to be satisfied in practice although it is the
responsibility of the insurer either to lay down appropriate general conditions
which provide the necessary justification or else to verify on a case by case
basis.

Analysis of Variant B: Link always to ÔpermanentÕ assets of the fund

8.4 Variant B implies that the investment risk of the transaction is borne, partly
or wholly, outside the linked fund. Since, during period 2, the insurer no
longer holds the assets to which the policy holders' benefits are linked, the
question arises of whether the Ôclose-matchingÕ test discussed in section 2 is
satisfied.

8.5 We do not believe that it is likely to be difficult to justify satisfying the close-
matching test for traditional forms of stock-lending (or similar REPO),
provided that accepted best practices are followed. Under the standard types
of stock-lending agreement, the loans are made to institutions which are
regulated by the FSA. Moreover, they are fully collateralised either by
securities which are not unduly volatile (relative to movements in the value
of securities being lent), or by a guarantee from an approved credit
institution. Further, they are returnable at very short notice. Provided that
stock-lending meets these conditions, we believe that the assets held by the
insurer are capable of satisfying the Ôclose-matchingÕ test. Where loans are
made to institutions not subject to regulation by the FSA, insurers should
satisfy themselves that the arrangements provide equivalent safety in all
respects to that inherent in stock-lending to regulated institutions.

8.6 However, collateral whose value may diverge sharply from the value of the
stock lent (e.g. a package of volatile equities as collateral for gilts), as a result
of normal market fluctuations during the lifetime of the loan, should not be
accepted. Some divergence in value between stock lent and collateral is to be
expected. Regular (e.g. daily) adjustment of the collateral in line with market
movements will of course mitigate this problem considerably. Moreover,
collateral should be readily realisable. Otherwise, the assets covering the
liability (that is, the promise to repay under the stock-lending agreement)
cannot be considered to be Ôassets of appropriate safety and marketabilityÕ .
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8.7 As a general rule, collateral should be diversified, using the test at rule
4.4(4)(b)(ii) (Ônot more than 15% exposure of the collateral to any one issuer
or groupÕ) as a benchmark. The diversification test may be performed on the
aggregate of collateral received by the fund, rather than separately for each
deal. It must in principle be performed separately for each fund (although a
insurer might reasonably choose to pro-rate its collateral across a number of
funds).

8.8 In the UK, the gilt REPO market is fairly new. REPO arrangements for other
securities may also in due course be commonly used in parallel with stock-
lending. In principle, the rules on linked contracts should provide a level
playing field for stock-lending and REPO arrangements. The considerations
outlined in the previous four paragraphs for stock-lending should apply to
REPO also. However, a few points are worth highlighting.

Fixed period stock-lending and REPO

8.9 We understand that fixed term asset exchanges are likely to be more common
in the REPO market than the Ôreturn on demandÕ arrangements which are
usual in current stock-lending agreements. Assets which have been REPO`d
to another party for a matter of weeks or months can, in isolation, hardly be
considered to be Ôof appropriate marketabilityÕ (from the point of view of the
linked fund) during that period.

8.10 It is legitimate to take a view on marketability in the context of the total
investments of that type. For example, a fixed interest fund which REPO`d
5% of its medium term gilts for a fixed period of 3 months but had no other
REPO or stock-lending arrangements in place might reasonably be regarded
as containing Ôappropriately marketableÕ securities; while this could not be
said if the corresponding percentage were 25%. Each case will need to be
considered on its merits. But the general principle is that fixed period REPO
or stock-lending arrangements of more than a few days needs special
justification.

Covered transactions

8.11 Another point which stands out to a greater extent for REPO than for stock-
lending (although the principle applies equally) is that the transaction must
be covered (at least to the extent prescribed in rule 4.4 in respect of
transactions covered by the Valuation of Assets Rules) at all times.
Otherwise, the assets of the fund fail the Ôas nearly as may beÕ and
Ôappropriate safetyÕ tests. The considerations are very much the same as
those for covered derivatives transactions, discussed in Guidance Note 4.2.
Clearly, a insurer which receives cash in exchange for a gilt REPO is
permitted to invest that cash. But it may only make investments which are
guaranteed (barring unforeseeable circumstances) to deliver approximately
enough cash to repurchase the gilts in accordance with the REPO agreement.
Deposits at credit institutions or short-term fixed interest securities issued by
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organisations of good credit standing seem easily the most likely investments
to satisfy the Ôas nearly as may beÕ and Ôappropriate safetyÕ tests in these
particular circumstances.

Stock-lending/REPO and policy holders' reasonable expectations

8.12 For either variant, it is of course necessary to ensure that policy holders'
reasonable expectations must be satisfied. The extent to which the long-term
fund or the linked policy holders bear the investment risk of a counterparty
default must be transparent. (Admittedly, this risk should usually be a very
limited one in the case of stock-lending or REPO transactions which comply
with the guidance above.) Where the linked policy holders bear the whole of
the investment risk (assuming this to be consistent with the investment
philosophy of the fund), they should receive the whole of the recompense
(net of appropriate fees and expenses). Even where the whole of the risk of
counterparty default is being borne outside the fund, it is appropriate for the
linked fund to receive a significant portion of the net recompense. This is
because the linked assets have been earmarked for the benefit of the linked
policy holders, albeit that they are not legally ring-fenced; fairness demands
that the linked policy holders receive a reasonable share of any profits
deriving from their use. Finally, under no circumstances could any part of the
profits (as opposed to payment of fees or reimbursement of expenses) from
stock-lending or REPO transactions on long-term assets be credited outside
the insurerÕs long-term fund. In the FSAÕs view, this would represent a clear
breach of rule 3.2.

9 Diversification of assets

Explicit diversification requirements

9.1 As a general rule, there is no requirement for diversification of assets in
linked funds. There are some explicit exceptions, however. Securities which
are unlisted may not account in aggregate for more than 10% of the linked
benefits under a contract. A similar percentage limit applies to holdings in
collective investment schemes other than:

•  those qualified to be UCITS; or

•  those which have been marketed to the policy holder in accordance
with the marketing rules which apply to the collective investment
schemes in question.

Implicit diversification requirements derived from marketing material

9.2 There are also some important implicit requirements for diversification,
derived from the wording of the marketing material used. In assessing any
possible breach of policy holders' reasonable expectations in this area, the
FSA would of course pay attention to the letter of the wording. But it would
equally pay due regard to its sense.
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9.3 For example, a insurer offers a linked contract which is designed to deliver
income of 7% per annum net. Inspection of the marketing material reveals
the following statement, which is given reasonable prominence:

ÔThe fund will be invested in assets offered by major financial
institutions. In the unlikely event that one of these institutions
defaults on its obligations, you may receive less than promised
above.Õ

9.4 We consider that such wording, in particular the use of the phrase Ômajor
financial institutionsÕ conveys an expectation of a reasonable level of
diversification. One counterparty would be completely unacceptable in this
case. It would be even less acceptable if that counterparty turned out to be a
connected company of the insurer, however major a financial institution that
connected company happened to be.

Counterparty exposure and derivatives

9.5 There may also be an implicit requirement for diversification of counterparty
exposure arising from the use of derivatives, in particular where derivatives
are used to provide a precise match to the promised policy holder benefits.
The situation is not entirely straightforward as not all linked contracts which
use derivatives to provide precise matching need the counterparty risk to be
diversified (although this may still be a sensible course in some cases, even if
not absolutely required by the rules). To distinguish between the cases, it is
necessary to go back to the first principles governing use of derivatives in
linked funds set out in Guidance Note 4.2.

9.6 As set out in paragraph 7.1 above derivatives may be permitted links only if
they satisfy a number of conditions, including the rule that they must be used
only for the purposes of reduction of investment risks or efficient portfolio
management. According to that interpretation, if the use of derivatives brings
with it any significant additional risk, such use is incompatible with
Ôreduction of risksÕ or Ôefficient portfolio managementÕ, even if other risks
are reduced.

9.7 A significant risk is one where there is a reasonably foreseeable risk of
significant loss, either to the insurer or to the policy holder. It follows from
this that:

•  where a insurer uses derivatives to match benefits under index linked
contracts, counterparty risk diversification is necessary only to
ensure that the matching derivatives are fully admissible and to
ensure that the insurerÕs solvency position is not significantly
affected.

•  where a concentration of counterparty risk is inherent in (or usual for)
the type of contract in question and use of derivatives gives rise to
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essentially the same counterpar ty  risk, counterparty risk
diversification is not required.

9.8 Where there is significant counterparty exposure, an assessment must be
carried out of whether or not it is the use of derivatives which gives rise to
such exposure. For a property linked contract, ÔsignificanceÕ is to be viewed
in the context of the size of the linked fund (i.e. the effect of a counterparty
failure on the policy holder benefits). The threshold of significance will vary
according to the nature of the contract.

9.9 A fund where the benefits are linked to the performance of the FTSE index
would not (if invested in the equities themselves) have built up counterparty
exposures beyond a few per cent of the value of the fund, determined by the
market capitalisation of the biggest companies contributing to the index.
Where derivatives are used to replicate the index, counterparty exposure of a
similar size (say 5% of the value of the fund) would therefore be regarded as
significant.

9.10 At the other extreme, a insurer might offer a ÔABC Bank fixed interest plusÕ
fund, offering (assuming that ABC Bank meets its obligations in full)
something close to the market rate for fixed interest contracts, together with,
small participation in the upside of equity markets. Such a contract would
probably rely on use of derivatives. In substance, the benefits are very close
to an ÔABC Bank fixed interest fundÕ which would, of course, be a perfectly
acceptable property linked fund, even without any diversification of
counterparty exposure, if properly explained to prospective policy holders. In
the case of such a Ôfixed interest plusÕ fund, therefore, although there is
concentration of counterparty risk exposure, it is reasonable to conclude the
use of derivatives is incidental to this concentration.

9.11 The following assessment procedure appears to be a practical one for
assessing whether the derivatives have given rise to significant counterparty
risk:

•  First, consider how the benefits could be provided if derivatives were
not used and what would be the resulting counterparty exposure.

•  In cases where the precise benefit structure can be achieved only with
derivatives, consider the counterparty exposure (in the absence of
derivatives) under broadly equivalent benefit structures provided
without use of derivatives. (Such a broadly equivalent structure must
exist or else there is no real prospect of satisfying the Ôefficient
portfolio managementÕ or Ôreduction of risksÕ tests.)

•  Finally, compare the counterparty exposure in the Ôwith derivativesÕ
and Ôwithout derivativesÕ cases. It will be apparent whether use of
derivatives has given rise to significant additional counterparty
exposure or whether such exposure would exist without derivatives:
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9.12 Examples of contracts where the use of derivatives does - or does not - give
rise to significant counterparty risk are at paragraphs 9.9 and 9.10 above. In
practice, structures intermediate between these two extremes are common;
some of the counterparty risk concentration may be inherent in the benefit
structure while use of derivatives gives rise to additional concentration of
risk. While it would be theoretically possible to attempt to apportion the risk
between these two causes, we do not recommend this as a practical
procedure. Nor would we welcome the opportunity of giving an opinion on
particular cases. In such cases, the FSA suggests that the insurer takes the
view that the whole of the counterparty risk needs to be diversified.

9.13 Although the above paragraph recommends erring on the side of
counterparty risk diversification, this still does not mean that risk
diversification is necessary for all contracts which use derivatives for precise
matching. We suggest the following rule of thumb. A contract may be
considered to be a Ôfixed interest contractÕ if the benefits approximate to the
benefits which would be receivable if the fund invested in appropriate fixed
interest securities. ÔFixed interest contractsÕ which use derivatives will
therefore not require counterparty exposure reduction techniques under the
Ôderivatives rulesÕ - although such techniques may be necessary for other
reasons, for example to reflect what the policy holder has been told, or not
told. about the nature of the risks.

9.14 In the absence of special justification, contracts

•  which use derivatives; and

•  where (in the absence of counterparty exposure reduction techniques)
it is reasonably foreseeable that the return will be less than that of
Ôfixed interest contractsÕ

will require such techniques. In this context:

•  Ôapproximate toÕ means that the gross redemption yield will not be
more than 1 percentage point less, as far as can reasonably be
foreseen, than the rate for a fund which invests in appropriate fixed
interest securities

•  Ôbenefits receivableÕ need only be considered at maturity date for a
fixed period bond but need to be considered on any day where
switches are permitted from the respective linked fund to another
fund

•  Ôappropriate fixed interest securitiesÕ would be securities issued by
sovereign or supra-national issuer, denominated in the appropriate
currency and of similar term to the length of the contract.
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Management of risk concentrations

9.15 Where derivatives naturally give rise to a counterparty exposure which is
significant (in the above terms), this must be managed appropriately to allow
the Ôefficient portfolio managementÕ test to be satisfied. There are various
techniques for this, including margining and collateralisation. However, these
techniques are effective for these purposes only if they achieve:

•  substantial risk diversification; or

•  transfer of counterparty risk from the original counterparty to a Ôrisk
freeÕ sovereign or supranational issuer (e.g. collateralisation by UK
gilts).

9.16 In this context, Ôsubstantial risk diversificationÕ means that the additional
counterparty risk arising from use of derivatives must be reduced as far as
practicable. Residual counterparty exposure, after risk diversification, to the
extent of 20% of the value of the fund could be acceptable but:

•  only just acceptable; and

•  acceptable only if it would be unduly onerous to reduce it further.

9.17 It would be reasonable to take into account the size of the fund in assessing
whether or not a further reduction in maximum counterparty exposure was
unduly onerous; but a small fund is not entitled to ignore the 20% limit on
the grounds that its small size means that diversification poses severe
practical problems.

9.18 For example, consider a contract where derivatives are used to give a precise
match to the benefits promised, and

•  where the contract was not a Ôfixed interest contractÕ, in the terms
mentioned in paragraph 9.14 above;

•  where use of derivatives unarguably gives rise to significant
counterparty risk concentration: and

•  where, on reasonable assumptions, the maximum single counterparty
exposure was expected to be between 40% and 60% of the net value
of the fund and other counterparty exposures would be insignificant.

As noted in paragraph 9.12 above, the FSA would not encourage insurers to
attempt to attribute the single counterparty exposure between Ôcaused by
derivativesÕ and Ônot caused by derivativesÕ. Further, the FSA believes that it
will not usually be unduly onerous to arrange for margining and spread the
margined amounts amongst securities issued by 4 or 5 different issuers. That
should mean that the maximum counterparty concentration arising from
derivatives would not be expected to exceed 12% of the value of the fund.
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Fallacies

9.19 It has been argued that the Ôefficient portfolio managementÕ test is
automatically satisfied if the policy holder has been told that there will be
significant counterparty exposure as a result of the use of derivatives. This is
fallacious. The test is an independent one and therefore does not depend on
what the policy holder has or has not been told. (By analogy, the fact that a
policy holder may have been told that his benefits will be linked to the price
of gold does not make gold a permitted link)

9.20 It has also been argued that there would normally be 100% exposure to a
particular counterparty in the case of a property linked deposit fund; and that
therefore 100% exposure to a banking group in the case of a property linked
fund which uses derivative structures to give equity-like performance is
equally acceptable. This is also fallacious. Derivatives are required to satisfy
the above-mentioned tests. The requirements derive from the Third Life
Directive and cannot be waived.

9.21 Further, it has been argued that where the counterparty has a high credit
rating, there is no need to consider the counterparty risk. Again, this is a
fallacy. The mathematical expectation of loss is not the key determinant of
ÔriskÕ to be taken into account here. Even though a highly-rated counterparty
is most unlikely to fail, if the linked fund is substantially or completely
expose to that counterparty, the effect on policy holder benefits will be
catastrophic. While it would be perfectly reasonable to use credit rating to
decide which counterparties to deal with and for the purpose of setting
maximum exposure limits, it is not reasonable to disregard the risk
completely. A sensible spread of exposure amongst counterparties of
acceptably high rating will strike a reasonable balance between the
competing objectives of maintaining counterparty quality and keeping the
consequences of a single catastrophic failure within acceptable bounds.

9.22 There are two other points worth mentioning. First, counterparty exposure
reduction does not necessarily mean ÔremovalÕ. It is acceptable to have some
counterparty exposure to the derivatives counterparty. Second, counterparty
exposure reduction does not mean ÔtransferÕ. Arranging for margin (or
collateral), only to invest it wholly in the securities of one particular issuer no
more achieves efficient portfolio management or reduction of investment
risks than leaving the contract unmargined.

Counterparty exposure arising from use of derivatives in asset
management

9.23 High concentrations of counterparty exposure do not usually arise from the
traditional use of derivatives in asset management, for example:

•  to effect an immediate switch of exposure from one asset class to
another: or
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•  to hedge a position with an exchange traded option.

Even if a major portion of the fund's assets is being switched or hedged, the
transaction is normally fairly short-term in nature which limits the scope for
large exposures to build up. However, the principle is the same as that
discussed above. A significant exposure, interpreted as in paragraph 9.16
above, would be inconsistent with efficient portfolio management

Counterparty exposure in property linked contracts and the Ôreduction
of risksÕ test

9.24 The FSA considers that significant counterparty exposure was inconsistent
with the Ôpermitted links rulesÕ where derivatives are being used for efficient
portfolio management of equity-type assets. However, where a derivative is
genuinely being used to reduce risks, a significant counterparty exposure
could easily arise if the adverse event insured against actually comes to pass.
Although this counterparty risk would not exist but for the use of derivatives,
the fund will be no worse off than if the derivative had not been transacted.
In such cases, there is no absolute requirement to diversify the counterparty
risk in advance. However, we would consider that some diversification
mechanism (such as margining) is a normal prudent practice. And to the
extent that the derivative underpins some non-linked benefit offered under the
contract (such as a guarantee of investment performance), it would be
essential.

9.25 While it is sometimes not very clear whether a contract is for the purposes of
efficient portfolio management or reduction of risks, the FSA is clear that use
of derivatives which introduces new risks does not fall into either category.
Thus, for example, an asset structure which provides:

•  performance in line with FT-SE 100, apart from

•  a floor on performance if FT-SE falls, and

•  concentrated exposure to the derivatives counterparty

is not justifiable under these headings, except as a small component of a
diversified fund. Although market risk is being reduced, this does not provide
justification for the significant increase in counterparty risk (compared with
ÔtraditionalÕ investment in a basket of equities) to be overlooked.

Counterparty exposure and index-linked or non-linked contracts

9.26 The remarks in the preceding paragraphs apply mainly to counterparty
exposure in the context of property linked funds. Where a ÔguaranteedÕ or
similar product is arranged as an index-linked or non-linked contract, the
significance of any counterparty exposure has to be viewed in the context of
the totality of the non-linked assets. An insurer should, as a matter of course,
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have a policy on the maximum acceptable counterparty exposure for any
counterparty it deals with. Provided this is a prudent limit, in the context of
the considerations mentioned in paragraph 9.7 above, counterparty exposure
is unlikely to give rise to failure of the  Ôefficient portfolio managementÕ or
Ôreduction of risksÕ tests.

10 Non permitted links

10.1 From time to time, an insurer may find that a linked fund contains assets
which are not permitted links, either as a result of unforeseeable
circumstances or of error on the part of the fund manager. The rules set an
absolute requirement. Such an occurrence represents a breach of the rules if it
affects the policy holder benefits

10.2 It would not be safe for an insurer to plan to have a holding of 9.9% in
unlisted securities when normal market movement could easily lead to a
breach of the 10% limit.

10.3 Nevertheless, if such an event happens, it must be managed. If it does the
FSA would expect the insurer to take the following steps:

(a) where such a breach occurs as a result of unforeseeable
circumstances, it must be repaired without delay; and

(b) where a breach has occurred whose possibility was reasonably
foreseeable or which was not (for whatever reason) repaired without
delay, and if such breach has led to a reduction in the net assets of the
fund and it was reasonably foreseeable that this could be the result,
the notion of fairness to customers demands that the insurer should
make good the loss: and

(c) inform the FSA and the insurerÕs auditors of the breach and the steps
it proposes to take (except where the circumstances described below
apply).

10.4 The only cases which the FSA is unlikely to need to consider are where all
the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) the financial effect of the breach is minimal;

(b) the breach is a Ôone-offÕ event and far from likely to recur;

(c) it casts no doubt on the integrity of the company's control system.

In particular, where the breach showed a failure of the insurerÕs control
systems, the FSA would wish to consider whether appropriate repairs to those
systems had been put in place, even where the financial effect of the breach
was indeed negligible. As a general rule, we would expect insurers and
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auditors to err on the side of informing us, except where it is beyond doubt
that all the above criteria are satisfied.

_________________________
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1. THE STATUTORY REQUIREMENT TO PREPARE RETURNS

The basic requirement

1.1 The returns must be prepared by, with certain exceptions, all insurers to
which rule 9.1 applies, whether established within or outside the United
Kingdom, which carry on business within the United Kingdom.

The regulatory basis of the return

1.2 The outline content of the returns is laid down by three rules:

(a) rule 9.3 requires the insurer to prepare a profit and loss account,
revenue account and balance sheet, together with notes, statements
and reports and certificates annexed thereto;

(b) rule 9.4 requires the insurer to provide an abstract of the annual
investigation of the appointed  actuary; and

(c) rule 9.5 requires the insurer to obtain an auditorÕs report.

Deposit of returns with the FSA

1.3 (1) Rule 9.6(1) requires that every document prepared under rules 9.3, 9.4 or 9.5
be printed and five copies be deposited with the FSA within 2 _ Ð 4 months
of the end of the period to which the documents relate.  Rule 9.6 91) sets out
which time limits apply.  The FSA requests that one of the unsigned copies is
left unbound held together with a treasury tag in the top left-hand corner. An
insurer which opts for electronic submission (see below) has slightly larger
filing deadlines and need only deposit one printed copy, which should be a
bound, signed copy.

(2) Rule 9.6(3) requires that one copy of every document (other than the
auditor's report) be signed by the person or persons specified under rule 9.33.
Rule 9.6(4) requires that one copy of the auditorsÕ report be signed.  Further
guidance on the signature of returns is given in section 4.

(3) [Deleted]

(4) An insurer wishing to deposit returns electronically may do so.  A separate
document ÔElectronic Submission of returns - Technical SpecificationÕ
details the format in which an electronic return may be presented.  The
document described in 1.4(3) details the validation rules which must be
applied at source in the generation of the return.  There are software
packages commercially available for the generation of the returns.  It is
likely that a return generated using such a package will be acceptable to the
FSA.  An insurer wishing to use another package or bespoke software will
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need to satisfy the FSA that the technical specification referred to above is
met in full.  Insurers considering electronic submission should apply to -

Philip Hays-Nowak
Insurance Firms Division
The Financial Services Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London
E14 5HS

Tel: 020 7676 9604
Fax: 020 7676 9605
E-mail: philip.hays-nowak@fsa.gov.uk

Inaccurate or incomplete returns

1.4 (1) Under rule 9.6(5) the FSA may notify the insurer at any time within 24
months  of the date of deposit if any document deposited under rule 9.6(1)
appears to it to be inaccurate or incomplete, with a view to the correction of
any inaccuracies and making good any omissions.

(2) Under rule 9.6(5) the FSA may draw attention to an apparent inaccuracy or
incompleteness and ask for an explanation or it may also ask for the
inaccurate or missing documents to be (re) submitted.  In either case, the
insurer should consider the points raised and respond within one month of
the date of notification either explaining why there is not in fact any
inaccuracy or incompleteness, or (re) submitting the inaccurate or missing
documents.

(3) The validation of returns by the FSA takes place at two levels.  First, certain
absolute relationships are expected always subject to any modifications or
waivers of rules under section 148 of the Act to be present between data
items in the return (and between those items and the data items in the
previous return).  Secondly, the reasonableness of the data items is reviewed.
This includes comparing data with other published sources such as the
Companies Act accounts, to test its consistency and completeness.  A listing
(in the form of a systems specification) of the absolute relationships which
are validated is available on request from the FSA (see 1.3 (4)).

Other documents to be deposited with the returns

1.5 (1) Rule 9.6(6) requires that an insurer deposit with its return any report on the
affairs of the insurer submitted to the shareholders or policyholders of the
insurer in respect of the financial year to which the return relates.  This
includes, but is not limited to, the report and accounts of the insurer prepared
under the insurance accounts rules (or in the case of an overseas insurer
prepared under section 700 of the Companies Act).
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(2) [Deleted]

Insurance fees

1.6 No later than when depositing the returns and other documents referred to
above, an insurer should separately send a completed insurance fees form to
the address shown on the form and, where a fee is due, a cheque in payment.
The insurance fees form should be returned even if it only evidences that no
fees are payable.

Disclosure of the returns and other documents deposited with the FSA

1.7 (1) The returns and the documents deposited with them are publicised in two
ways:

(a) First, under rule 9.7(1) an insurer must send a copy to any policy
holder who requests it, and

(b) Second, the FSA will deposit with the Registrar of Companies the
returns and other documents deposited with it.  The documents
deposited with the registrar of companies are available for public
inspection.

(2) Under section 148 of the Act the FSA may on the application or with the
consent of an insurer direct that the above requirements do not apply or are
to apply with such modifications as are specified in the direction.

(3) It is anticipated that such a direction will only be given in exceptional
circumstances, e.g. where disclosure would reveal that an insurer had
significant trading links with two states at war with each other and would
thereby seriously prejudice its ability to continue to trade in one or both of
those states.

Modification or waiver of rules under section 148 of the Act

1.8 (1) As indicated above, under section 148 of the Act, the FSA may, on the
application or with the consent of an insurer, direct that all or any prudential
rules for insurers are not to apply to an insurer, or are to apply as modified.
A direction under this section need not be confined to the preparation of the
returns.

(2) An insurer which wishes to apply for a modification or waiver should do so
in accordance with S U P 8.  The application should identify the
circumstances which the insurer considers justify the granting of a
modification or waiver.  It is important that an application is made as early as
possible, preferably as soon as the circumstances which justify it are known
to have arisen.
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2. THE TYPES OF RETURN

An overview

2.1 There are three basic types of return:

(a) a global return which reports the entire worldwide business of the
insurer;

(b) a UK branch return which reports only the business carried on
through a branch in the United Kingdom; and

(c) an EEA branches return which reports the entire business carried on
through all branches in EEA States (including the UK).

The detailed requirements

2.2 (1) The following table summarises the types of return which insurers are
required to prepare.

Type of company Location of Head Office

United
Kingdom

An EEA  State
(other than
U.K.)

Rest of the
World (1)

Pure reinsurer Global
return

Global return Global return

UK- deposit
insurer

Global return
and EEA
branches return

EEA-deposit
Insurer

UK branch
return

All other insurers Global
return

Exempt Global return
and UK
branch return.

(1) Special rules apply for Switzerland.  A Swiss general insurer reports as for an
insurer with its head office in the EEA.  Other Swiss companiesÕ report as for
companies with their head office in the Ôrest of the worldÕ.

(2) The above table summarises the requirements of rule 9.2.
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3. INTERPRETATION OF THE RULES

Definitions

Unless the context otherwise requires, words and expressions in any form
(including the instructions to any form), or in any rule requiring a statement
to be annexed to the forms, are to have the same meaning as applies in rule
9.2.

3.1 (1) [Deleted]

Valuation of assets and liabilities

3.2 (1) Rule 9.10 requires that, unless otherwise more specifically provided, assets
(other than linked assets) and liabilities included in any document in the
return should be valued using the Valuation of Assets Rules.

(2) Linked assets, to the extent that they are held to match liabilities in respect of
property linked benefits, should be valued in accordance with generally
accepted accounting concepts, bases and policies or other generally accepted
methods appropriate for insurers.

Requirement to state information fairly

3.3 Rule 9.11 requires that every revenue account, profit and loss account,
balance sheet, note, statement, report and certificate required to be prepared
under rule 9.3 be prepared in the manner specified and fairly state the
information provided on the basis of the rules.  This is a closely analogous
requirement to the Ôtrue and fairÕ concept for Companies Act accounts.  As
with that concept it includes the concept of materiality where properly
applied.

4. CONVENTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF ALL FORMS

Scope

4.1 (1) The accounting rules and conventions described in this chapter apply (except
where the contrary is explicitly stated) to all documents in the return other
than the forms, notes, statements and certificates required under, Appendices
9.4, 9.5 and 9.6.

(2) The accounting rules and many of the conventions for preparing the return
which are presented in this chapter derive from paragraphs 1 to 17 of
Appendix 9.1.  The other conventions although not directly arising from the
rules are merely cosmetic and are requested to facilitate the FSA's processing
of the returns.
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Completion of forms

Signature of forms

4.2 (1) The first form in the return (normally Form 9 or 10) should be signed.  If the
return consists of more than one bound volume then the front form of each
volume should be signed. Where space does not allow the signatures to be
affixed to the foot of this form a covering sheet should be used. The covering
sheet should have the same header information as Form 9 or Form 10 as the
case may be and should be entitled ÔCovering sheet to Form 9Õ, or ÔForm
10Õ as the case may be.

(2) A global return should be signed by at least two directors and the chief
executive.  If there is only one director, he or she and the chief executive
should sign.  If there is no chief executive, or if there is only one director
(other than the chief executive), the secretary must also sign.  A UK branch
return or EEA branches returns must be signed by the authorised UK
representative and the branch ÔChief ExecutiveÕ.  See rule 9.33.

Use of own forms

(3) An insurer may either submit its return on forms printed by the FSA or print
its own forms.  However in the latter case it should make sure that they are
laid out exactly as the forms in the relevant appendices.  Insurers wishing to
print their own forms are requested to contact their normal supervisory
contact at the FSA.  In general, the FSA will accept returns produced using a
recognised forms generation package.  Where an insurer is using a bespoke
software application, it will be requested to send specimen blank forms to the
FSA well before it intends to use them.

Headings

(4) After the heading ÔName of companyÕ the full registered name of the insurer
should be given without abbreviation.

(5) In the heading ÔGlobal business/UK branch business/EEA branch businessÕ
all except one of the three alternatives should be deleted according to
whether the form is part of a global return, UK branch return or EEA
branches returns (see paragraph two).

(6) The heading ÔFinancial year endedÕ should be followed by the date of the last
day of the financial year written in the style Ôdd-month-yyÕ, e.g. Ô31
December 1996Õ.

(7) The Ôcompany registration boxÕ should be completed with the number
originally used for submission of returns under the 1983 Regulations.  An
insurer making a return for the first time should use the full registration
number given by the Cardiff, Edinburgh or Belfast Registrar of Companies.
If the insurer does not have such a number it should agree a suitable number
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with the FSA.  An overseas insurer should use its F-series number issued by
the Registrar of Companies.

(8) The ÔGL/UK/CMÕ should be completed with one of the three alternatives
according to whether the form is part of a global return, UK branch return or
EEA branches returns (see paragraph two).

(9) The ÔPeriod endedÕ box should be completed so as to show, in numerals, the
date of the last day of the financial year to which the return relates.  The
ÔmonthÕ box should always be completed with a two-digit number,
incorporating a leading zero where necessary.

Typewritten entries

(10) The FSA prefers typewritten entries to hand-written ones, but there should be
not more than 5 characters per centimetre or 12 per inch.

Other text

(11) No text or figures should be included in any box in a form or anywhere else
on the face of the form other than as required by the rules.  In particular no
entries should be made:

(a) in any unused line or column on Forms 26 to 29, 31, 32 and 34 after
the last accident year or underwriting year required to be reported,

(b) in any column headed ÔSourceÕ, and

(c) in any shaded box.

Currency

4.3 (1) All forms (other than some of the Forms 26 to 29 and 31, 32 and 34) are to
be completed in sterling with:

(a) assets and liabilities converted at the financial year end exchange
rate, and

(b) income and expenditure converted using such bases of conversion as
are in accordance with generally accepted accounting practice.

(2) Accounting practice allows several alternative accounting bases for the
translation of income and expenditure.  The FSA expects companies to
choose the same basis as it uses in its Companies Act accounts.  Where the
Companies Act accounts are drawn up in a currency other than Sterling it is
acceptable for the insurer also to maintain the underlying records upon
which the return is based, in that currency and to translate those currency
amounts into Sterling at the rate ruling at the year end.
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(3) The above conversion rules do not apply to certain entries on Forms 23, 26,
27, 31, 32 and 34.  The rules for these forms are explained in chapter ten.

Presentation of amounts

4.4 (1) Negative amounts should be shown between round brackets.  A minus sign
or ÔDRÕ should not be used.

(2) All sterling amounts in the forms (except valuation prices on Form 45)
should be shown in units of £1000 rounded to the nearest £1000.  This is
required even if particular figures are so large or small that under normal
accounting conventions it would be deemed inappropriate.  If the entry in
any box to be rounded is less than £500 that box should be left blank.  The
entry Ô0Õ should not be used.

(3) Amounts required to be shown denominated in foreign currency in a form
should be shown in units of 1000 (of the principal monetary unit of that
currency) rounded to the nearest 1000, and the entry Ô000Õ should be made in
the ÔunitsÕ box of that form.  However if the £ to principal monetary unit
exchange rate at the year end was in excess of 1000, amounts should be
shown in units of 1,000,000 and Ô000,000Õ should be inserted in the
ÔcurrencyÕ box.

(4) Figures which are totals of other figures (whether or not on the same form)
should be rounded after totalling the unrounded detail figures.

Comparative amounts and brought forward figures

4.5 (1) Columns are included on Forms 9 to 17, 20 and 40 for the disclosure of
comparative amounts for the previous financial year.  These amounts should
be reported as stated in the previous return (after any correction under rule
9.6(5) - see 1.4), but without restatement for any prior year adjustment even
where such restatement is permitted under generally accepted accounting
practice.

(2) Other than to reflect exchange rate reconversion, brought forward figures on
the detailed general insurance business (Forms 21 to 39) should not, as a
general rule, be restated as this destroys the continuity of the historical data
triangles which the FSA derives from these forms.  However the FSA
recognises that in exceptional cases, e.g. the correction of a fundamental
error, restatement for other reasons may be desirable.  The FSA requests
insurers that wish to restate amounts (other than to reflect exchange rate
reconversion), to discuss the proposed restatement with their usual
supervisory contact at the FSA prior to submitting their return.

(3) Where any brought forward amount is restated (other than to reflect
exchange rate reconversion) the reason for the restatement should be given in
a supplementary note to the form upon which the brought forward amount
appears.  (See Appendix 9.1, paragraph 7).
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(4) Special difficulties with brought forward and comparative figures arise for an
established overseas insurer newly authorised in the UK by the FSA and
preparing its first global return.  Such an insurer may wish to seek guidance
from its normal supervisory contact at the FSA.

Supplementary notes

4.6 (1) Supplementary notes should not be shown on the face of a form, but should
be shown on a separate sheet or sheets of paper. The notes for all forms
should be bound together toward the end of the return (but before the
certificates) and should not be interleaved with the forms to which they
relate.

(2) The requirements to prepare supplementary notes are variously located in the
actual text of the rules, the appendices to the rules and in the instructions to
the forms.  However in each case the requirement to prepare the note
identifies the form to which it is to relate.

(3) In the guidance for each form (under Appendices 9.1 to 9.3 and 9.8) a
complete list of the required supplementary notes is provided.  Each note in
the list is given a unique reference code.  The first two digits of the code are
the number of the form and the final two digits the number of the note.  For
example the 5th note in the list for Form 13 is coded Ô1305Õ.

(4) Each supplementary note included in the return should be given a title which
identifies the form or forms to which it relates. In respect of forms prepared
under Appendices 9.1 to 9.3 and 9.8 this should be done by including the
code as the first element in the title.  For example the title for note 1601
might be:

Ô1601  Basis of conversion of foreign currencyÕ

If there is more than one form of the same number (e.g. Forms 24 for several
accounting classes) only one title of the above type need be used to cover all
such forms.

(5) Where an insurer  wishes to include an extra note (beyond those required
under the rules) it should identify the form to which it relates and give the
note the next unused sequential code number for that form.  For example the
rules specify seventeen coded notes for Form 13 which are respectively
coded 1301 to 1317.  If an extra note is to be added it should be coded 1318.
The code 1318 should be used even if for the particular insurer there is no
note 1317 (because the circumstances in which that note is required do not
arise for that insurer).

(6) Where the rules require a form to be submitted, but all entries (including
comparatives) would be blank, that form may be omitted provided that a note
coded FF00 (where FF is the form number) is included stating that this is
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why the form has been omitted.  This note is not needed where a form is
omitted because the rules do not require it.  For example a non-life insurer is
not required to submit Life Forms 40 to 45  and so does not need
supplementary notes 4000 etc.

(7) Two or more supplementary notes should not be combined as a single text
with a single title except where this avoids unnecessary repetition or leads to
a clearer explanation.  Where two or more supplementary notes are
combined the codes of all the notes should be listed at the beginning of
combined title.

(8) Some supplementary notes are always required whenever the form to which
the note refers is required.  Others are only required on an exception
reporting basis.  The detailed guidance below on each supplementary note
brings out this distinction.

5. FORMS 9 TO 17: STATEMENT OF SOLVENCY, BALANCE SHEET
AND NON-TECHNICAL ACCOUNT

Statement of Solvency (Form 9)

Completion of the form

5.1       (1) Form 9 is to be prepared by every insurer other than an EEA insurer, a Swiss
general insurer or a EEA-deposit insurer - see rule 9.12.

(2) Form 9 shows separately for general insurance business and long-term
insurance business:

(a) the required minimum margin of solvency,

(b) the available assets,

(c) any implicit items (for long-term insurance business), and

(d) any contingent liabilities.

(3) The entries on Form 9, other than for implicit items, derive from other forms
within the return.

(a) The general insurance business required margin of solvency derives
from Forms 11 and 12 and the long-term insurance business
required margin of solvency from Form 60.

(b) The available assets derive from Form 10. A composite insurer may
apportion part of its Ôother than long-term insurance business -
available assetsÕ (line 29 on Form 10) to count against the required
minimum margin for its long-term insurance business provided that
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such assets are in excess of the amount needed to match its general
insurance business required margin of solvency - see rule 2.4(5)(b).

(c) The long-term insurance business liabilities derive from Form 14.

(d) The contingent liabilities for general insurance business and long-
term insurance business derive from supplementary notes to Forms
15 and 14 respectively.

(4) Implicit i t ems are certain special types of asset, i.e. future profits,
Zillmerising and hidden reserves, specified in rule 2.10.  They may be
counted against an insurerÕs required margin of solvency but only if, and to
the extent, specifically allowed by an order issued by the FSA under section
148 of the Act.  An insurer wishing to count such items against its solvency
requirement should apply its normal supervisory contact in to the FSA for the
appropriate order.

Supplementary notes

Two supplementary notes may be required to this form: -

(a) Where a direction under section 148 of the Act has been issued
disapplying or modifying any of the provisions of Accounts and
Statements Rules, a note to Form 9 explaining the effect of the order
is usually required.  The requirement for such a note would be
specified in the direction itself.  [Code 0901].

(b) Where a direction under section 148 of the Act has been issued to an
insurer permitting it to take into account implicit items on long-term
insurance business, that order may specify that a note is to be
included in the return explaining such items.  That note should be
included as a note to Form 9.  [Code 0902].

Statement of net assets (Form 10)

Completion of the form

5.2 (1) Form 10 is to be prepared by all insurers Ð see rule 9.12(3).

(2) Lines 11 and 12 are to be completed only by an insurer carrying on long-
term insurance business and respectively derive from Forms 13 and 14.  An
insurer which carries on long-term insurance business is required by rule 3.1
to maintain a separate fund for that business.  Line 11 shows the value of the
admissible assets in that fund.  Lines 11 and 12 should equal each other.

(3) All other lines on Form 10 must be completed by every insurer, other than a
mutual without share capital (or subordinated loan capital) which only
carries on long-term insurance business.  Line 56 is to be completed with the
balancing figure so as to ensure that line 59 equals line 29.
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(4) Line 23 shows the net admissible assets, i.e. admissible assets less liabilities.
Lines 24 and 25 show two types of asset which may not be taken into
account in determining the net admissible assets but which, provided that net
admissible assets are not negative, may (to a limited extent) be added to net
admissible assets for the purpose of determining whether the insurer meets
its required margin of solvency. Similarly lines 26 and 27 show two types of
liability which are taken into account in net admissible assets but which,
provided that net admissible assets are not negative, may (to a limited extent)
be added-back for the purpose of determining whether the insurer meets its
required margin of solvency.  Thus where line 23 is negative no amounts
may be included at lines 24 to 27.  See rule 2.10 for the detailed rules
applicable to these types of assets and liabilities.

(5) Line 51 should include the share premium account.

Reconciliation of balance of net assets brought forward and carried forward

(6) Line 61 to 69 reconcile the balance of net assets, (line 56), brought forward
and carried forward.  For these purposes the brought forward amount shown
at line 61 should not be restated for any reason, even for exchange
differences.

(7) The three most frequent reasons for a movement in the net assets are listed
respectively at lines 62 to 64.  They are:

(a) the retained profit or loss for the financial year - sourced from Form
16;

(b) movements in the difference between the value of assets (other than
long term assets) under the FSA valuation rules and under the GAAP
valuation rules - sourced from Form 13; and

(c) a decrease or increase in the provision for adverse changes (which is
a provision made for FSA purposes, but which does not arise under
GAAP) - sourced from Form 15.

(8) Movements in the net assets which are not attributable to the three reasons
given in (7) should be included at line 65 and explained by way of
supplementary note to the form.  [Code 1002].

(9) The retained profit or loss (line 62) is sourced from Form 16 and, therefore,
is for other than long-term insurance business determined in accordance with
the same generally accepted accounting practice (ÔGAAPÕ) as apply in UK
Companies Act accounts.  The long-term insurance business retained profit
departs from GAAP in that it is based on the ÔstatutoryÕ method of reporting,
not the Ômodified statutoryÕ method.

(10) The annex to this chapter gives two examples of this reconciliation.
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Reconciliation of net assets to the accounts

(11) In addition to the reconciliation in (9), which appears on the face of Form
10, a further reconciliation is required by way of supplementary note to the
form.  This takes net assets as per the return and reconciles them to net assets
as they appear in the shareholder accounts. This reconciliation is required for
every insurer which is not incorporated outside the UK, and which in
consequence has to prepare Companies Act accounts in accordance with the
insurance accounts rules. See paragraph 14 of Appendix 9.1.

(12) For purposes of the reconciliation in (11), net assets as per the return should
be taken not from Form 10, but by netting assets taken from line 99 of the
Form 13 (for the category of assets Ô1Õ) and liabilities from line 59 of Form
15.  The net assets as per the Companies Act accounts should be the amount
shown under balance sheet item A Ôcapital and reservesÕ.

(13) The reason for taking assets and liabilities from these sources within the
Annual return is to eliminate from the reconciliation differences due to the
dissimilar asset and liability valuation rules as between the return and
Companies Act accounts. Lines 91 to 99 of Form 13 reconcile the valuation
of assets as per the return rules and as per the Companies Act accounts rules.
Line 99 shows the value after that reconciliation, i.e. the value as per the
Companies Act accounts rules.  Similarly line 59 of Form  15 shows
liabilities sub-totalled excluding items which do not appear as liabilities in
the Companies Act accounts, e.g. the provisions for adverse changes etc.

(14) As a result, the reconciliation in (11) only needs to deal with differences
which arise for other reasons.  Such differences would include the following:

(a) the value of net assets within the long-term insurance business fund.
This is included in the net assets taken from the Companies Act
accounts (item A Ôcapital and reservesÕ) but is not included in net
assets as sourced from Form 13 (category of assets Ô1Õ) and Form
15; and

(b) The amount of any subordinated loan capital.  This is not deducted as
a liability in the net assets as sourced, inter alia, from line 59 of Form
15, but is deducted as a liability in the net assets as sourced from the
Companies Act accounts (item A Ôcapital and reservesÕ).

(15) Other than as noted in (14), insurers should only rarely have any differences
to report under this reconciliation; e.g. where there is a material adjusting
post-balance sheet event which occurs after the date of sign off of the
Companies Act accounts but before the date of sign off of the returns.

(16) Where for any reason an insurer (other than one incorporated outside the
UK) either does not prepare or has not yet prepared its Companies Act
accounts, a statement that this is the case must be included in the
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supplementary note instead of the above reconciliation.  The reason why
accounts have not been prepared, (e.g. because they are drawn up to different
year ends from the return), should also be stated.

(17) The annex to this guidance gives an example of this reconciliation.

Supplementary notes

(18) Three supplementary notes are specified -

(a) the supplementary note described in (11) to (17) - see paragraph 14 of
Appendix 9.1;  [Code 1001]

(b) particulars of any other movements shown at line 65; and [Code
1002]

(c) particulars of any direction under section 148 of the Act allowing
subordinated loan capital not to be treated as a liability for the
purposes of determining whether the insurer holds net assets which
match its required margin of solvency - the requirement for this note
will be specified in the direction itself.  [Code 1003]

Calculation of required margin of solvency (Forms 11 and 12)

The margins of solvency

5.3 (1) Forms 11 and 12 must be completed by every insurer which carries on
general insurance business, other than an EEA insurer, a Swiss general
insurer or an EEA- deposit insurer Ð see rule 9.12(4).

(2) All insurers (subject to certain exceptions described below) are required to
maintain a required margin of solvency throughout the financial year.
Forms 11 and 12 in the global return show the calculation of this required
margin of solvency in respect of general insurance business.

(3) For an insurer (other than a pure reinsurer) with its head office outside the
UK this required margin of solvency relates to its entire worldwide business.
Such an insurer (unless an UK deposit insurer) must also maintain a UK
required margin of solvency in respect of its business carried on in the
United Kingdom.  Forms 11 and 12 in the UK branch return show the
calculation of the UK required margin of solvency in respect of general
insurance business.  A UK deposit insurer must also maintain an EEA
required margin of solvency in respect of its business carried on within EEA
States.  Forms 11 and 12 in the EEA branches return show the calculation of
the EEA required margin of solvency in respect of general insurance
business.

(4) The exceptions in (2) are EEA insurers, Swiss general insurers and EEA-
deposit insurers.  They are excluded (under UK law) from the requirement to
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maintain any of the above types of required margin of solvency.  This is
because they are subject to equivalent solvency rules imposed by their home
state or by another EEA State.  These insurers are not required to complete
forms Forms 11 and 12.

(5) The text on the face of the forms only presents in outline the method of
calculation of the general insurance business margins of solvency.  The
detailed rules for the calculation are to be found in Appendices 2.1 to 2.3, to
which companies preparing these forms should refer.  The forms should be
interpreted in the light of these rules - see paragraph 10(1) of Appendix 9.1.

Margins of Solvency

(6) The Margin of Solvency Rules lay down that the margins of solvency are to
be calculated as the highest result from the application of three alternative
methods.  These are the premium basis, the claims basis and the minimum
guarantee fund.  The first method is shown on Form 11 and the latter two
methods together with the comparison of all three methods are shown on
Form 12.

Form 11: the first method (i.e. the premium basis)

(7) Line 11: determine the gross premium receivable in the financial year.

(a) Ôgross premiumÕ means premiums after deduction of discounts,
refunds and rebates of premium and before deduction of premiums
for reinsurance ceded and of commission payable.  It includes
premiums receivable from reinsurance contracts accepted by the
insurer.  In effect, this has the same meaning (subject to one
important exception described in (d)) as gross premiums written as it
occurs in the other forms in the return.

(b) the amount of gross premium to be taken is limited by the words
ÔreceivableÕ and means recorded in the company's books as due to the
insurer in respect of risks incepted in the financial year.  Policies
transferred to an insurer under Part VII of the Act (or a transfer under
the equivalent law of another EEA State) should be considered to be
incepted on the date of transfer.

(c) as a result subject to the exception described in (d), gross premiums
receivable may be treated as being the same as that portion of gross
premiums written which is in respect of risks incepted in the financial
year.  This may be derived from the other forms in the return as
follows: take the sum of the entries in columns 1 and 2 for lines 13 to
15 on all Forms 21 and of the entry at line 11 for the current
underwriting year on all Forms 24. In algebraic notation this is: Σ
(21.13.1 + 21.13.2 + 21.14.1 + 21.14.2 + 21.15.1 + 21.15.2) for all
Forms 21 + Σ 24.11.(mm-yy) for all Forms 24; where mm-yy is the
current financial year.
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(d) the exception in (c) occurs where premiums receivable are excluded
from gross premiums written as shown in Forms 21 and 24 by virtue
of the rule in paragraph 26 of Appendix 9.2.  This says that amounts
in respect of inwards and outwards contracts of insurance must be
classified for inclusion in Forms 20 to 39 according to their
economic substance in accordance with generally accepted
accounting practice.  This, in effect, means that the accounting
treatment for so-called financial reinsurances is to be the same in
these return forms as in the Companies Act accounts.  This is
explained more fully in 8.2.2.  The point to note here is that even
where, under this rule, the consideration receivable under a contract
of insurance is not classified as gross premiums written for the
purposes of those FSA forms, it must be included as premiums
receivable on Form 11.  The Form 11 premiums receivable should
include all consideration receivable in respect of contracts which
constitute carrying on insurance business under the Act, and which
therefore require authorisation.

(8) Line 12: deduct premium taxes and levies, but only to the extent that: (i) in
the case of taxes they are included in premiums and (ii) in respect of levies
they are related to premiums and are recorded in the insurerÕs books as
payable in the last preceding financial year in respect of general insurance
business - see paragraph 2 of Appendix 2.1.  Under generally accepted
accounting practice the UK Insurance Premium Tax is excluded from the
amount shown for premiums.  It should not, therefore, be deducted at line 12
on the form.  The anticipated Financial Services Compensation Scheme levy
in respect of business written during the year may be deducted, but only to
the extent that a provision for that anticipated liability has been established.

(9) Line 14: adjust the sub-total derived from the above to an annual figure if the
financial year runs for more or less than 12 months.

(10) Lines 15 to 19: (i) analyse the amount arrived at in line 14 between other and
health insurance based on actuarial principles; (ii) in the case of each
amount, if appropriate, divide into two portions of 10 million Euros and the
excess over 10 million such units and (iii) apply the appropriate percentages
(18, 16, 6 or 51/3, as the case may be) to the totals arrived at, and add together
the resultant sums to determine the Sub-total B - see paragraphs 4 to 8 of
Appendix 2.1.  The FSA will advise, if requested, whether business carried
on under a particular policy falls within the definition of health insurance
based on actuarial principles.  The £/Euro rate of exchange to be used is that
prevailing at the previous 31 October and is advised to insurers each year in
an FSA market letter.

(11) Lines 21 to 29: Determine (i) gross claims paid in the financial year; (ii)
gross claims outstanding carried forward; and (iii) gross claims outstanding
brought forward.  Determine the gross claims incurred, Sub-total C, as (i)
plus (ii) less (iii).
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(a) claims paid and claims outstanding are defined in detail by
paragraphs 10 to 11 of Appendix 2.1. In essence they refer to the
amounts recorded in the insurerÕs  books as -

(i) paid in full or partial settlement of or set aside as likely to be
sufficient to meet claims under contracts of insurance; or as

(ii) expenses incurred or set aside as likely to be incurred which
are directly attributable to the settlement of individual claims;
less

(iii) related salvage recoveries, recoveries from third parties and
recoveries from other insurers (but not r e i n s u r a n c e
recoveries).

(b) the definition of claims outstanding includes the provision for claims
incurred but not reported.

(c) although the rules are not expressed in these terms, the definitions in
(11) of claims paid and claims outstanding are equivalent (subject to
one important exception described in (f)) to the corresponding
amounts included in Forms 22 and 25, but excluding the claims
management costs.

(d) for claims paid, the equivalent amount is the sum of the amounts at
lines 11 and 15 in column 2 in all Forms 22 and of the amounts line
21 of the total column in all Forms 24.  In algebraic notation this is:
Σ (22.11.2 + 22.15.2) for all Forms 22 + Σ 24.21.(99-99) for all
Forms 24.

(e) for claims outstanding, the equivalent amount is the sum of the
amounts at lines 11 and 15 in column 3 in all Forms 22 and of the
amounts lines 11 and 13 of the total column in all Forms 25.  In
algebraic notation this is: Σ (22.11.3 + 22.15.3) for all Forms 22 +
{25.11.(99-99) + 25.13.(99-99)} for all Forms 24.  (NB. for an
insurer which discounts its claims outstanding this requires that the
undiscounted provision be taken.)  If necessary the brought forward
amount (here and on Form 12) should be restated as undiscounted.

(f) the exception referred to in (c) arises for the same reason as described
in 7(d).  Amounts are classified for inclusion in Forms 22, 24 and 25
according to their economic substance in accordance with generally
accepted accounting practice.  However in Forms 11 and 12 claims
paid and claims outstanding should include all amounts paid or set
aside for claims under contracts which constitute carrying on
insurance business under the Act, and which therefore require
authorisation, even where such amount are not classified as claims
paid under generally accepted accounting practice.
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(12) Lines 30 to 39 :determine the net claims incurred, Sub-total D, by deducting
from the gross claims incurred, Sub-total C, the total sum recoverable in
respect of that amount under reinsurance contracts ceded, see paragraph 12
of Appendix 2.1.  Line 30 should only include amounts classified for
inclusion as reinsurance in Forms 22, 24 and 25 according to their economic
substance in accordance with generally accepted accounting practice except
that where gross premium has been included in line 11 only by virtue of
11(1), all reinsurance of that gross premium (whatever its economic
substance) may be included in Sub-total C.

(13) Line 41 :determine the first result by multiplying the Sub-total B by the ratio
of the Sub-total D to the Sub-total C, (or if that fraction is less than one half,
by one half; or if the fraction is more than one, by one).  See paragraph 13
and 14 of Appendix 2.1.

Form 12: the second (i.e. the claims basis)

(14) Determine the reference period.  If an insurer has not been in existence long
enough to acquire a reference period this should be indicated by entering a
zero at the box in line 11 and lines 21 to 41 ignored.  For the majority of
insurers the reference period will be the last three financial years.  See
paragraphs 1 and 2 of Appendix 2.2.

(15) Establish the amount of claims incurred in a similar way to that explained in
(11), but related throughout to the reference period rather than to the
financial year.  For example where the reference period is the last three
financial years the claims incurred should be derived (using the formulae
described in (11)) from the amounts reported in the returns for those last
three years - see paragraph 3 of Appendix 2.2. However it is acceptable to
restate amounts of claims incurred for currency movements.

(16) Reduce the sum derived to an annual figure by multiplying by 12 and
dividing by the number of months in the reference period.

(17) Lines 32 to 39: (i) analyse Sub-total F between other and health insurance
based on actuarial principles ; (ii) in the case of each amount, if appropriate,
divide into two portions of 7 million Euros and the excess over 7 million
Euros and (iii) apply the appropriate percentages (26, 23, 8.66 or 7.66, as the
case may be) to the totals arrived at and add together the resultant sums to
determine Sub-total G - see paragraphs 5 to 9 Appendix 2.2.  The definition
of health business and the £/Euro rate are the same as apply in (10).

(18) Line 41: determine the second result by multiplying Sub-total G by the ratio
of Sub-total D to Sub-total C, (or if that fraction is less than one half, by one
half; or if the fraction is more than one, by one).  See paragraphs 13 and 14
of Appendix 2.1.
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Form 12: the third method (i.e. the minimum guarantee fund)

(19) The amount of the minimum guarantee fund (line 44 on Form 12) is
calculated by reference to the classes of business for which the insurer has
permission under the Act Ð see Appendix 2.3.  In most cases, it will be
400,000 Euros translated to sterling.

Supplementary notes

(20) Two supplementary notes are specified.

(a) if any of the brought forward amounts differs from the corresponding
carried forward amounts in the previous return the reason should be
stated - see Appendix 9.1; [Codes 1101 and 1201]

(b) if any of the amounts included in either Form 11 or 12 differ from
the corresponding amounts in Forms 2 1  to 25 , the amount of
difference and the reason for it should be stated - see paragraph 10 of
Appendix 9.1. The expected correspondence between amounts in
Forms 11 & 12 and in Forms 21 to 25 and the reasons why they
might differ are explained in (7) and (11).  [Codes 1102 and 1202]

Analysis of admissible assets (Form 13)

Different types of Form 13

5.4 (1) Form 13 is to be prepared by every insurer for one or more categories of
assets Ð see rule 9.12(5).

(a) every insurer, (other than a mutual without share capital which only
carries on long-term insurance business), must prepare a Form 13 for
its total other than long term assets; and

(b) every insurer which carries on long-term insurance business is to
prepare a Form 13 for its total long-term insurance business assets.

(2) The long-term insurance business assets are the assets required by rule 3.1 to
be maintained in the separate fund for long-term insurance business.  Where
separate assets within the rule 3.1 fund are appropriated for separate long
term funds or groups of funds, (other than internal linked funds), additional
Forms 13 should be completed in respect of each such fund or group of
funds.

(3) An external insurer, (other than a pure reinsurer), and a UK- deposit insurer
must complete certain additional forms.  These are described in instruction 3
to Form 13.
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(4) The different Forms 13 are identified by the entry in the Ôcategory of assetsÕ
box in the heading.  A list of codes to be used in the completion of that box
is given in the instructions to Form 13.

Completion of the form

(5) Form 13 consists of three parts.

(a) lines 11 to 89 provide a Ôline by lineÕ analysis of the assets valued in
accordance with the rule 9.10.

(b) lines 91 to 99 provide a reconciliation of the total assets as valued in
accordance with rule 9.10 and as valued in accordance with the
Companies Act accounts rules.

(c) line 100 discloses the value of the debts due from related companies,
other than those under contracts of insurance or reinsurance.

(6) The classifications used in lines 11 to 89 are based on those used in the
balance sheet format in Schedule 9A of the Companies Act, i.e. those which
are required to be used in the preparation of the Companies Act accounts.  In
many cases, however, a single item in the Companies Act format is
subdivided.  The subdivisions typically reflect distinctions between types of
assets found in the Valuation of Assets Rules.

(7) Lines 11 to 89 refer to the descriptions used in the Companies Act accounts
balance sheet format solely for the purposes of indicating how assets are to
be classified, i.e. to show at which line they are to be included.  The
Companies Act valuation rules are not to be followed.  Assets at lines 11 to
89 are instead to be valued in accordance with rule 9.10 - see instruction 4 to
the form. Reference should also be made to Guidance Note 4.1.

(8) Rule 9.10 provides that:

(a) assets (other than referred to in (b)) are to be valued in accordance
with the Valuation of Assets Rules, and

(b) assets matching property linked benefits are to be valued in
accordance with generally accepted accounting concepts, bases and
policies or other generally accepted methods appropriate for insurers.
See (12) below.

(9) Lines 11 to 86 show asset values after deductions for excesses over permitted
asset exposure limits - see rule 4.14.  Where such a deduction relates to
assets included at more than one line of Form 13 it should be apportioned
pro rata.  Negative amounts should not be shown at lines 11 to 86.  If a
deduction is more than the value of the assets to which it relates the excess
element of the deduction should be shown at line 87, as also should
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deductions for excesses over permitted counterparty limits and for excess
concentrations over a number of counterparties.  See rule 4.14(3).

(10) Where the value of any asset is denominated in a currency other than sterling
it is to be converted into sterling using the year end closing middle rate - see
paragraph 4 of Appendix 9.1.

(11) The amount of any asset in Form 13 should be shown gross of any set-off
against any corresponding liability (which liability should be shown on
Forms 14 or 15 as appropriate).  The only exception to this is where:

(a) amounts are owed from and to the same person; and

(b) such netting is permitted under generally accepted accounting
principles.  See in particular FRS5.

In (a), ÔpersonÕ refers not only to individuals but also to corporate bodies and
unincorporated associations.

(12) The guidance in (10) usually prevents the set-off of amounts due from and to
the same broker/intermediary unless they relate to the same client of the
broker/intermediary.  This is because typically such amounts are in law owed
from and to not the broker/ i n t e r m e d i a r y  but the client.  The
broker/intermediary merely acts as a collecting agent.

(13) Lines 54 and 55: Deposits with approved credit institutions and approved
financial institutions should only show relevant deposits subject to a time
restriction on withdrawal.  Such deposits not subject to such a time
restriction should be shown at line 81.  In the analysis between lines 54 and
55, (withdrawal subject to a time restriction of one month or less and
withdrawal subject to a time restriction of more than one month), the time
restriction is to be measured relative to the date of the end of the financial
year and not, if different, the date on which the deposits were originally
made.

(14) Lines 58 and 59 together show the assets held to match linked liabilities.
This expression has the same meaning as in the Companies Act accounts and
the items to be classified for inclusion under these lines should be the same
as those included under the heading of the same name in the Companies Act
accounts.   However the valuation of the items to be included is not
necessarily the same.  The Valuation of Asset Rules apply to all items
included at these lines other than those exempted by rule 4.1(2).  This only
exempts linked assets (to the extent they are held in compliance with rule
2.3) which match liabilities in respect of property linked benefits.

(15) The FSA doubts whether either the heading in the Companies Act accounts or
at lines 58 and 59 on Form 13 is apt to include assets backing surplus units
in internal linked funds.  However where such assets are included under this
heading in the Companies Act accounts they should also be included at lines
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58 and 59 on Form 13. NB, as such surplus assets are not exempted by rule
4.1(2), they must be valued in accordance with the Valuation of Assets
Rules).  See also 15.7(10). The FSA is also aware that insurers adopt
different treatments in their Companies Act accounts for index linked
liabilities backed by a derivative.  Some include the derivative, any
margining loan back (as a deduction) and the investments arising from the
margining loan in Ôassets covering linked liabilitiesÕ.  Others only include
some of these items under that heading and, perhaps, include the margining
loan back as a liability.  The FSA doubts whether all of these treatments
necessarily always conform to GAAP, e.g. showing assets net of the
margining loan is not permissible where there is no legal right of set-off.
However where an insurer has adopted a treatment in its Companies Act
accounts (and so implicitly come to the view the treatment accords with
GAAP) it should adopt the same treatment in the returns.

(16) Line 73 (salvage and subrogation recoveries) should only be used for such
recoveries which fall to be classified as debtors arising from insurance
operations.  Occasionally some salvage or subrogation recoveries may be
classified under other headings in the Companies Act accounts in which case
the same heading should be used in Form 13, but a supplementary note
[Code 1303] is required. If salvage and subrogation recoveries are shown in
the Companies Act accounts as a deduction from liabilities rather than as an
asset, the same treatment should be adopted in the returns.  That is, line 73
should be left blank and the amount of liabilities shown on Form 14 should
be shown net of the salvage and subrogation recoveries.

(17) Line 80 should include leased tangible assets that are held under a finance
lease and are brought into account as an asset in the Companies Act accounts
in accordance with Statement of Standard Accounting Practice 21.

(18) Line 83 ÔOther assetsÕ refers to the balance sheet heading in the Companies
Act accounts of ÔOther assets Ð otherÕ (item Fv. in the balance sheet format in
Schedule 9A to the Companies Act).  It should not be used for any other type
of asset and even where used for an asset falling under the Companies Act
account Fv. heading it should show only the admissible value, if any.

(19) Lines 91 to 99 reconcile the admissible assets to the total assets determined
in accordance with the Companies Act accounts rules.  For guidance on the
distinction between the different types or reconciling item (lines 92 to 95) -
see examples 1 to 3 in Annex A.  This reconciliation must be completed by
all insurers whether or not they prepare Companies Act accounts.  In this
reconciliation a particular problem is caused by those assets which the
Companies Act permits to be shown either as assets or as a deduction from
liabilities.  The main classes of such assets are-

(a) the reinsurers' share of technical provisions; and

(b) the deferred acquisition costs.
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(20) For general insurance business these assets, to the extent admissible, should
always be shown at lines 60 to 63 and 85 respectively.  Further, the total
shown at line 99 (assets determined in accordance with shareholder accounts
rules) should always include such assets, even where they are actually shown
as a deduction from liabilities in the Companies Act accounts.  For long-term
insurance business these assets should never be shown at lines 60 to 63 and
85 and should never be included in the total at line 99, even where they are
shown as an asset in the shareholder accounts.  In the category of assets
Forms 3 to 5 lines 60 to 63 (reinsurersÕ share of technical provisions) and
line 85 (deferred acquisition costs) should be left blank. There is no
requirement to maintain such assets either within the UK or any EEA States.

(21) Apart from the assets in (19), an item should be classified as an asset or a
deduction from liabilities on Form 13 (line 99) and Forms 14/15 in the same
way as in the Companies Act accounts.  The same applies to the
classification of an item as a liability or a deduction from assets.  Different
methods of grossing up should be avoided.  For the treatment of leased assets
see (17).

(22) The insurance accounts rules allow for some investments to be valued either
at current value or at amortised cost.  An insurer which does not prepare
Companies Act accounts should choose the current value method for
disclosure at line 99 on Form 13.  Any other insurer should choose the same
method for line 99 on Form 13 as it chooses for its Companies Act accounts.

(23) Asset valuation differences arising in respect of shares in, or debts due or to
become due from, dependants should be included:

(a) at line 92 in so far as they arise from the application of admissibility
limits to the assets of that dependant;

(b) at line 93 in so far as they arise from a solvency margin deduction
made either because that dependant is itself an insurer or because
(directly or indirectly) it has invested in another dependant which is
an insurer; and

(c) at line 94 in respect of any other causes of differences.

Line 95 should not be used for differences arising in respect of shares in, or
debts due or to become due from, dependants.  Such shares or debts are not
themselves Ôassets of type not valuedÕ, and this is still true even if the
dependants themselves invest in assets of a type not valued.

Supplementary notes

(24) There are nine specified supplementary notes.  Each note, other than the note
in (c), should be given separately for long-term insurance business and other
than long-term insurance business, (i.e. separately for the category of assets
Ô1Õ and Ô10Õ Forms 13).  Further separate disclosure for category of assets
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Ô2Õ to Ô5Õ or Ô11Õ onwards is not needed.  The notes are coded 1301 to 1307,
1314 & 1315 for other than long-term insurance business and 1308 to 1313,
1316 & 1317 for long-term insurance business:

(a) the aggregate value of (i) unlisted investments, (ii) certain listed
investments, (iii) units or beneficial interests in certain collective
investment schemes and (iv) reversionary interests or remainders in
property other than land or buildings, together with a description of
the assets in question - see instruction 5 to the form; [Codes 1301 and
1308]

(b) the aggregate value of hybrid securities - see instruction 6 to the
form;  [Codes 1302 and 1309]

(c) the amounts of any non-debtor salvage or subrogation recoveries -
see instruction 7 to the form;  [Code 1303];

(d) a statement that amounts have been set off to the extent permitted by
generally accepted accounting principles (if this option has been
exercised) - see paragraph 8 of Appendix 9.1; [Code 1304 and 1310]

(e) the maximum counterparty  limit permitted by the insurerÕs
investment guidelines (and any separate limit for counterparties other
than approved counterparties) together with an account of any
breaches during the year of those limits - see paragraph 11(1) of
Appendix 9.1;  [Code 1305 and code 1311]

(f) the amount and nature of the exposure at the year end to large
counterparties (i.e. greater than 5% of the general insurance business
or long-term insurance business amounts) - see paragraph 11(2) of
Appendix 9.1;  [Code 1306 and 1312]

(g) the aggregate value of certain fully secured rights - see paragraph
11(3) of Appendix 9.1; [Code 1307 and 1313]

(h) the amount of any tangible leased assets should be included at line 80
even though not required by the rules; and [Code 1314 and 1316]

(i) particulars of any other assets included at line 83 - see the face of the
form. [Code 1315 and 1317].

Note 1

(25) A single figure with a simple description will suffice.  For example: ÔThe
insurer held £xm in unlisted securities and £ym in unregulated collective
investment schemes, almost all of which was of the latter typeÕ. The assets
covered by this note are those which count towards the 10% permitted asset
exposure limit at paragraph 12 of Part II of Appendix 4.2.  For detailed
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descriptions of the type of assets to be included, see the Valuation of Assets
Rules.

Note 2

(26) A single aggregate figure is sufficient disclosure.  This should only include
salvage and subrogation rights (other than shown at line 73) brought into
account under the valuation rule in rule 4.5(10).  The exercise of salvage
rights which have resulted in the insurer acquiring an asset which is
admissible in its own right, (e.g. land and buildings received by a direct
mortgage indemnity insurer), need not be included.

Note 3

(27) The amounts set off do not need to be disclosed in this note.

Note 4

(28) The precise content of this account of any breach is not specified in the rules.
However the FSA expects it typically at least to include an estimate of the
amount of the excess and the reasons why it was permitted to arise.  The
requirement to give an account of any breaches during the year should not be
read as implying that real-time monitoring of the exposures is necessary.
Rather, the frequency of the monitoring should be appropriate to the make-
up of the investment portfolio.

(29) For the purposes of making the disclosures required by supplementary notes
1305, 1306, 1311 and 1312, counterparty has the same meaning as in
paragraph 1 of Appendix 4.2. Also, the amount of any counterparty
exposure should be calculated using the rules laid down in paragraphs 13 to
15 of that appendix, except that asset values should not be limited to the
amounts of any permitted asset limits. The amount of any counterparty
exposure should be stated before deduction of any excess counterparty
exposure or excess concentration with a number of counterparties.

(30) Assets excluded from the scope of the counterparty exposure rules may also
be disregarded for the purposes of these supplementary notes disclosure.
This excludes -

(a) linked assets held to match property linked liabilities; and

(b) assets of the type listed in rule 4.14(5). For a list of such asset types
see paragraph 5.25 of Guidance Note 4.1.

Note 5

(31) The limit of 5% of the long-term insurance business amount should be used
for counterparty exposures which arise from the long-term insurance
business assets and such other than long-term insurance business assets as
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are allocated toward the long-term insurance business required minimum
margin (see line 22 of Form 9).  This does not apply to a composite insurer
which must use the general insurance business amount for such assets. The
limit of 5% of the general insurance business amount should be used for all
other counterparty exposures.

(32) 29 and 30 also apply to this note.

Note 6

(33) This disclosure covers those secured assets which are exempted from
counting towards the appropriate permitted counterparty exposure limit by
virtue of paragraph 14 of Part I of Appendix 4.2.  (NB By no means all
secured assets are so exempted).   Secured assets which are exempted from
the limit by virtue of some other provision, (e.g. rule 4.4 in relation to stock-
lending collateral), should not be included.  A single aggregate figure is
sufficient disclosure.

Note 7

(35) cf. (17).

Note 8

(36) cf. (18).

Long term business liabilities and margins (Form 14)

Completion of the form

5.5 (1) Form 14 should be completed by every insurer which carries on long-term
insurance business in respect of:

(a) its total long-term insurance business liabilities and margins; and

(b) the long-term insurance business liabilities and margins for each
separate long-term insurance business fund or group of funds for
which separate assets have been appropriated (see rule 9.12(b)).

(2) The effect of item (1)(b) is that a separate Form 14 is required for each fund
or group of funds whenever a separate Form 13 is required for that fund or
group of funds - see 5.4(2).  The category of assets box in the header of
Form 14  is to be completed with the same codes as are used for the
corresponding box in the header of Form 13, except that there are no Forms
14 required which correspond to the Form 13 category of assets 1 to 9.

(3) Form 14 shows the liabilities and margins in respect of long-term insurance
business.  It is helpful to consider these under three separate headings:
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(a) the liabilities, (lines 11, 12 and 15 to 49);
 

(b) the margins, (lines 13 and 51); and
 

(c) the footnote to the form, (lines 61 to 63).

Liabilities

(4) There are three basic types of liability which fall to be disclosed:

(a) long-term insurance business liabilities not yet fallen due, (lines 11,
12 and 23);

(b) accounting liabilities including long-term insurance business
liabilities which had fallen due, (lines 15 to 22 and 31 to 39); and

(c) the provision for adverse changes, (line 41).

Different rules apply for determining the amount of each of these types of
liability.  Long-term insurance business liabilities (other than liabilities
which had fallen due for payment before the relevant date) are determined
on actuarial principles and the accounting liabilities are determined using
generally accepted accounting concepts, bases and policies or other generally
accepted methods appropriate for insurance companies - see the
Determination of Liability Rules.  In effect accounting liabilities are to be
determined for inclusion in Form 14, (lines 15 to 22 and 31 to 39), in the
same way as for Companies Act accounts.  However if the Companies Act
accounts are signed off earlier or later than the returns differences may still
arise despite the application of the same rules.  This might be due to, say, the
occurrence of an adjusting post-balance sheet event in the intervening period.
It is important to identify whether a liability falls to be determined under the
actuarial or accounting rules as they may produce very different results.

(5) Long-term insurance business liabilities are liabilities arising under or in
connection with contracts for long-term insurance business, including
liabilities arising from deposit back arrangements. Liabilities from deposit
back arrangements (line 23) should be determined on actuarial principles in
accordance with rules 5.6 to 5.17.  They include the amount of the deposit
(as disclosed under paragraph 12(2)(f) in the Abstract of Valuation Report
prepared by the appointed actuary Ð Appendix 9.4) together with any
additional provision which the appointed actuary considers to be required in
accordance with actuarial principles.  Mathematical reserves are defined so
as to include all long term liabilities (other than those fallen due) with the
exception of liabilities arising from deposit back arrangements.  They are
shown, other than for cash bonuses, at line 11 and, for cash bonuses, at line
12.  The amounts shown are taken from the appointed actuary's valuation as
recorded in Form 58 - see instructions 2 and 3 to Form 14 - and include any
increases resulting from the allocation of bonuses to policyholders as a result
of the valuation.  Subject to one exception, the accounting liabilities (lines 15
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to 22 and 31 to 39) should not include any amounts in respect of technical
provisions and the fund for future appropriations which appear in Companies
Act accounts as these are already, to the extent necessary, taken into account
in setting the mathematical reserves.  The exception is claims outstanding
which had fallen due for payment at or prior to the financial year end - see
lines 15 to 17 on Form 14.

(6) The FSA interprets liabilities arising under or in connection with contracts
for long-term insurance business to include liabilities arising under
reinsurances of those contracts for long-term insurance business.  This
includes liabilities under financial reinsurances and by extension, even
liabilities under non-reinsurance financing arrangements, provided the
liability under the financing arrangement is closely linked to the performance
of contracts for long-term insurance business.  Therefore liabilities under
financial reinsurances and such analogous financing arrangements - subject
to the exception of liabilities which had fallen due - are to be determined
under actuarial principles.  This is important as the crystallisation of such
liabilities is often - although not invariably - linked to the emergence of
future profits.  Future profits are not in themselves an asset admissible to
match liabilities and may not be included on Form 13, (lines 11 to 89).
However, provided the reinsurance or financing liability is repayable - as a
matter of legal form and economic substance - only upon the emergence of
the future profit, actuarial principles may sometimes allow the future profit
to be taken into account in determining the amount of the liability.
Accounting rules do not permit this treatment.  They prohibit the offset of an
asset against a liability except where they are amounts due to and from the
same person and also impose other conditions - see Financial Reporting
Standard 5.

(7) The provision for adverse changes is an extra provision in addition to that
which would be required under either actuarial or accounting principles.  It
arises when an investment (or transaction associated with an investment)
will, or may, give rise to a liability in future and the company does not have
the appropriate assets to cover that liability. (Most commonly, but not
exclusively, this issue arises in respect of derivative contracts.) The
provision is to be determined in accordance with rule 5.3.

Margins

(8) The margins are the amounts by which the net admissible asset value of any
long-term insurance business fund exceeds the mathematical reserves and
cash bonuses for that fund. The margins are to be calculated in two stages as
follows:

(a) firstly, the amount of the long-term insurance business fund as per
Form 40 is compared with the mathematical reserves including cash
bonuses (lines 11 and 12 on Form  14). The amounts of any
excess/(deficit) is to be shown at line 13; and
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(b) secondly, the net admissible asset value of the long term fund - being
the assets as per line 89 on Form 13 less the liabilities as per line 49
on Form 14 - is to be compared with the value of the long term fund
as per Form 40.  The amount of any excess is to be shown at line 51.
An excess may only arise in those cases where the insurer has chosen
to report its long-term insurance business funds on Form 40 at a
value other than the value of net admissible asset, e.g. using book
costs for asset values. It is not permissible to report the fund at a
value on Form 40 which is higher than the value of net admissible
assets. Therefore a deficit should never need to be shown at line 51.

The footnotes to the form

(9) Lines 61 and 62 to the form show respectively the amounts included in the
total liabilities and margins which is attributable to:

(a) liabilities to related companies, other than those under contracts of
insurance; and

(b) liabilities in respect of property linked benefits.

(10) The scope (but not the value) of the line 62 disclosure corresponds to
technical provisions in the shareholder accounts (i.e. headings C and D in the
balance sheet format in Schedule 9A to the Companies Act), but only in so
far as they relate to property linked benefits.  Line 62 shows the amounts of
those liability items shown at heading C and D in the Companies Act
accounts, but evaluates them using the Form 14 valuation rules and not
(where different) the Companies Act rules.  The Form 14 valuation rules are
discussed at (4) to (7) above.  NB. The effect of this guidance is that line 62
shows the amount of the property linked liabilities which are excluded from
the calculation of the long-term insurance business amount for the purpose
of applying counterparty limits - cf. paragraph 2 of Appendix 4.2.

(11) Line 63 requires an insurer to disclose whether any part of the amount
shown at line 51 represents an amount taken into account by the actuary to
support the mathematical reserves (as shown in Form 58) in giving his
certificate.  This issue arises because the assets shown on Form 9, which are
sourced from Form 13, are shown at their admissible value even where the
long-term insurance business fund is maintained and brought into account in
the Appendix 9.4 report on the basis of lower book values. In such
circumstances the mathematical reserves shown in Form 58 may not always
constitute an appropriate assessment of the liabilities for the purposes of
comparison with the assets stated at admissible value.  For this reason in
certifying the long term liabilities as required under Part II of Appendix 9.6,
the actuary may find it necessary in some circumstances to make an addition
to the mathematical reserves on the Appendix 9.4 basis shown at line 11 of
Form 14.
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Supplementary notes

(12) Two supplementary notes are specified:

(a) the methods and assumptions used to determine the amount of any
provision for adverse changes (as shown at line 41 of the form), or if
there is no such provision the methods and assumptions used to
determine that no provision is required, should be stated - see
paragraph 12 of Appendix 9.1.  [Code 1401]

(b) specified details should be stated of (i) any charges over assets, (ii)
potential capital gains tax liability, (iii) contingent liabilities, (iv)
guarantees, indemnities or other contractual commitments effected
other than in the ordinary course of insurance business and in respect
of related companies, and (v) any other fundamental uncertainty - see
paragraph 13(1) of Appendix 9.1.  [Code 1402].  This note is to be
given in respect of long-term insurance business assets and
liabilities.  A similar note (code 1502) is to be given in respect of
other than long-term insurance business assets and liabilities.  The
guidance given for that note under 5.6(16) to (30) also applies here.

Liabilities - other than long term business (Form 15)

Completion of the form

5.6 (1) Form 15 should be completed by all insurers except an insurer not trading
for profit (i.e. a mutual) carrying on only long-term insurance business - see
rule 9.12(7).

(2) Form 15 shows all liabilities of the insurer other than long-term insurance
business liabilities, which are shown instead on Form 14.

(3) Form 15 consists of three parts:

(a) lines 11 to 59 provide a line by line analysis of the liabilities (other
than share capital and reserves and exclusively long-term insurance
business items) corresponding to the balance sheet format in
Schedule 9A of the Companies Act, i.e. the format required to be
used in the preparation of the Companies Act accounts.  In a few
cases, however, a single item in that format is subdivided in Form
15;

(b) lines 61 to 63 list three further items of liability - (i) the provision for
adverse changes, (ii) cumulative preference share capital and (iii)
subordinated loan capital; and

(c) line 71 discloses the value (as included in the above items) of the
liabilities to related companies, other than those under contracts of
insurance or reinsurance.
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Determination of liabilities

Lines 11 to 59

(4) The liabilities at lines 11 to 59 should be valued in accordance with the
Determination of Liabilities Rules, the main provision of which is rule 5.2
which provides that:

(a) the amount of liabilities of an insurer must be determined in
accordance with generally accepted accounting concepts, bases and
policies or other generally accepted methods appropriate for insurers;
and

(b) in determining under (a) the amount of liabilities of an insurer, all
contingent and prospective liabilities must be taken into account
including all liabilities in respect of cumulative preference share
capital but excluding other liabilities in respect of share capital.

(5) (4)(b) above does not require that the amount of every prospective and
contingent liability be set equal to the full extent of its nominal value
regardless of the remoteness of the contingency it represents.  The
requirement is merely that all prospective and contingent liabilities be taken
into account, i.e. considered.  The amount of every liability whether present,
prospective or contingent should be set as required under (4)(a) in
accordance with generally accepted accounting concepts.

(6) The requirement in (4)(a) that generally accepted accounting concepts be
used means, in effect, that the liabilities at lines 11 to 59 are to be valued for
the returns in the same way as for the Companies Act accounts.  For
technical provisions this is indeed explicitly stated by rule 5.4, which refers
to the rules in Section D of Chapter II of Schedule 9A to the Companies Act.

(7) However, (6) does not mean that the value shown for such liabilities in the
return will always necessarily be the same as that shown in the Companies
Act accounts.  Exceptionally differences may occur if the return and
Companies Act accounts are either:

(a) drawn up to different balance sheet dates; or

(b) even if drawn up to the same balance sheet date, signed off at
different dates.

(8) In the (7)(b) case it is possible that a material adjusting post-balance sheet
event may have occurred between the date of the sign off of the Companies
Act accounts and the date of the sign off of the return (or vice versa).

(9) The technical provision for claims outstanding (line 12) should be shown
before or after reduction for anticipated salvage and subrogation recoveries
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according to the treatment adopted in preparing Form 13.  See 5.4(16), but
compare the possibly different treatment in the technical account, Forms 20
to 39 - see 8.2(6).

Lines 61 to 63

(10) The provision for adverse changes (line 61) is an extra provision which
arises when an investment (or transaction associated with an investment)
will, or may, give rise to a liability in future and the insurer does not have
the appropriate assets to cover that liability.  (Most commonly, but not
exclusively, this issue arises in respect of derivative contracts).  The
provision is in addition to any liability which would be required to be
provided in accordance with generally accepted accounting practice.  It is
required to be determined in accordance with rule 5.3.

(11) Share capital is not normally to be considered a liability for the purposes of
completing the return - see rule 5.2(2).  The only exception (see rule 2.10(3)
is cumulative preference share capital, but this exception is in turn subject to
a partial exception as explained in (12) and (13).

(12) In determining whether an insurer has assets in excess of its liabilities, the
full nominal value (plus any premium on redemption if redeemable) of all
cumulative preference share capital is to be counted as a liability.  If the
assets exceed liabilities then part (sometimes all) of the liability from the
preference share capital may be disregarded in determining whether the net
assets exceed the required margin of solvency.

(13) In Form 15 (line 62) the full value of cumulative preference share capital is
to be shown, i.e. the value to be used in determining whether the insurer has
assets in excess of liabilities.  This full value then forms part of the total
liabilities which are taken from Form 1 5  to Form 10 where they are
compared with the total assets taken from Form 13.  If assets exceed
liabilities the part of the liability for preference share capital which may be
disregarded in determining whether the net assets exceed the required margin
of solvency, is added back as an adjustment to net assets on Form 10.  No
adjustment is to be made on Form 15.  See 5.2(6), concerning Form 10, for
further guidance.

(14) Subordinated loan capital is to be valued according to rule 5.2, i.e. in
accordance with generally accepted accounting concepts.  Where a insurer
has been granted a direction under section 148 of the Act permitting it to
disregard all or part of the liability for its subordinated loan capital in
determining whether its net assets exceed its required minimum margin, the
adjustment for the amount to be disregarded is to be made solely on Form 10
and not on Form 15.  (The reason for this treatment of the add-back is the
same as that described above for the add-back in respect of preference share
capital).
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Supplementary notes

(15) Three supplementary notes are specified:

(a) the methods and assumptions used to determine the amount of any
provision for adverse changes (as shown at line 51 of the form), or if
there is no such provision, the methods and assumptions used to
determine that no provision is required, should be stated - see
paragraph 12 of Appendix 9.1.  [Code 1501]

(b) specified details should be stated of (i) any charges over assets, (ii)
potential capital gains tax liability, (iii) contingent liabilities, (iv)
guarantees, indemnities or other contractual commitments, effected
other than in the ordinary course of insurance business, in respect of
related companies, and (v) any other fundamental uncertainty - see
paragraph 13(1) of Appendix 9.1.  Guidance is given in (16) to (30)
on each of the items (i) to (v) to be included in this note and in the
corresponding note [Code 1403] to Form 14, (see 5.5(12)); and
[Code 1502]

(c) the aggregate amount of any accrued dividend on any cumulative
preference share capital issued by the insurer should be stated - see
instruction 2 to Form 15. [Code 1503]

Guidance on Note 1502

(16) Where for any of the items 15(b)(i) to (v) there is no charge, potential capital
gains tax liability, contingent liability, guarantee etc., or fundamental
uncertainty to report
this should be stated.

Item (15)(b)(i)

(17) The details to be disclosed of any charge over assets are:

(a) the nature of the charge, including a brief description of the terms
which are relevant to securing the prior claim of any person to assets
which are subject to the charge;

(b) for each line in Form 13, the amount included in respect of assets
which are subject to the charge; and

(c) for each line in Form 14 or 15, the amount included in respect of
liabilities which are secured by the charge.

(18) ÔChargeÕ is given a wide definition - see paragraph 13(5) of Appendix 9.1.
It includes not merely formal charges over assets which are registered under
the Companies Act but also any arrangement whatsoever, whether
contractual or otherwise, which operates to secure the prior claim of any
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person to any assets in preference to the general creditors on a winding up of
the insurer. Amongst other items 4 includes:

(a) arrangements whereby assets of the insurer are placed in trust for the
prior benefit of only some creditors;

(b) assets held as collateral by creditors or by issuers of letters of credit;

(c) fixed and floating charges; and

(d) equivalent arrangements under the laws of overseas countries.

(19) It also, in principle, applies to set offs, i.e. where a person owed amounts by
the insurer may in a winding up set off amounts owed by it to the insurer.
However, in practice where the insurer has accounted for set offs in
accordance with generally accepted accounting practice, the assets shown in
Form 13 will already be net of such set offs and so no disclosure under this
note will be needed. Amounts due to preferential creditors (e.g. PAYE) need
not be disclosed.

(20) A charge should be disclosed even where it only serves to secure the prior
claim of a contingent or potential creditor which has not resulted in any
provision for liability in either Forms 14 or 15.

(21) (15)(b)(i) refers to any charge, thus in principle requiring separate disclosure
of each arrangement which falls within the definition of a charge.  However,
where clarity or brevity require, it is acceptable to disclose in aggregate
charges which arise from the same related series of transactions, or charges
which are of the same nature and have substantially the same relevant terms.

(22) The disclosure of charges is subject to a de minimis exemption.  One or more
charges need not to be disclosed, provided that the aggregate value (as show
on Form 13) of all the assets subject to the non-disclosed charges does not
exceed 2.5% of the general insurance business amount or long-term
insurance business amount, as appropriate.

Item (15)(b)(ii)

(23) The total potential liability should be calculated on the basis of a
hypothetical disposal of all assets immediately after the year end.  It should
include liability to foreign taxes on capital gains.

Item (15)(b)(iii)

(24) Financial Reporting Standard 12 (FRS 12) defines a contingency as a
condition which exists at the balance sheet date where the outcome will be
confirmed only on the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more
uncertain future events.  A contingent liability is a loss dependent on a
contingency. FRS 12 distinguishes between contingent liabilities which are
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probable or remote. A remote contingent liability need not be disclosed in
this note.

(25) ÔInwardÕ in the expression Ôinward contracts of insurance and reinsuranceÕ
is intended to exclude from the exemption contracts of reinsurance where
the reporting insurer is the reinsured.

(26) The disclosure of contingent liabilities is subject to a de minimis exemption.
One or more contingent liabilities need not be disclosed provided that the
aggregate value of the non-disclosed contingent liabilities does not exceed
2.5% of the general insurance business amount or long-term insurance
business amount, as appropriate.

Item (15)(b)(iv)

(27) Related company is defined as:

(a) a dependant of the insurer;

(b) a company of which the insurer is a dependant; or

(c) a dependant of a company of which the insurer is a dependant-

 (28) In the FSA's view, a guarantee, indemnity or other contractual commitment
should not be considered as given other than in the ordinary course of an
insurer's business where guarantees, indemnities or other contractual
commitments on substantially the same terms and conditions are not
regularly given to non-related entities in similar circumstances.  An example
of a contractual commitment which need not be disclosed might be where a
motor insurer insures the motor car fleet of a related company using the
same underwriting principles as it uses for its other fleet business.

(29) 15(b)(iv) refers to (i) Ômaximum liability ... specified in  such guarantee,
indemnity or contractual commitmentÕ, (ii) Ôamount of provisionÕ and (iii)
Ôamount reported under (15)(b)(iii), (i.e. reported as a contingent liability).
The distinction between these three items may be illustrated by an example.

An insurer guarantees the bank overdraft of its two fellow subsidiaries up to
an aggregate of £100,000.  At the year end:

(a) fellow subsidiary A is insolvent and has an overdraft of £5000; and

(b) fellow subsidiary B is believed (on the balance of probabilities) to be
solvent and has an overdraft of £10,000.

A provision of £5000 (in respect of A) would be made in Form 15 and a
contingent liability of £10,000 (in respect of B) would be included in the
disclosure under (15)(b)(iii).
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The disclosure under (15)(b)(iv) would then be:

(i) maximum liability specified in the guarantee = £100,000;

(ii) provision = £5,000; and

(iii) contingent liability = £10,000;

together, of course, with a brief description of the terms and circumstances of
the guarantee, including the identity of the person to whom the guarantee is
given and of the persons in respect of whom it was given and of the
relationship with the latter (and, if applicable, with the former).

Item (15)(b)(v)

(30) This is intended to cause to be disclosed the circumstances of any uncertainty
which is of a fundamental nature.  Note that, unlike (15)(b)(iii), this does not
exclude uncertainties arising from inward contracts of insurance or
reinsurance.

Profit and loss account (non-technical account) (Form 16)

Completion of the form

5.7 (1) Form 16 should be completed by all insurers - see rule 9.13.  However, for a
mutual insurer carrying on only long-term insurance business, the form
usually will include no entries.  Where this is the case for both the current
and previous financial year, the blank form may be omitted provided the
supplementary note [Code 1600] under 4.6(6) is included in the return.

(2) The headings used on Form 16 are based on those used in the ÔProfit and
Loss Account - Non Technical AccountÕ format in Schedule 9A of the
Companies Act (i.e. the format to be used in preparing Companies Act
accounts) and, except where referenced to other Forms, the amounts included
under those headings should be determined using the same rules as apply for
the Companies Act accounts.

(3) One such exception occurs at line 13 (Transfer from the long-term insurance
business revenue account) which is referenced to Form 40.  As a result, for
long-term insurance business Form 16 presents a profit for the financial
year determined on the statutory basis and not the modified statutory basis.

(4) Unrealised gains and losses on investments (other than for investments in the
long term fund) should be included in their entirety at lines 15 and 18, even
if different accounting treatment is adopted in the Companies Act accounts.
Unrealised gains and losses should be measured by reference to the value
included for the investment at line 99 on Form 13, i.e. the Companies Act
accounts value.  An insurer which includes investments at amortised cost at
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line 99 on Form 13 (see 5.4(22)) should show the unrealised gain and loss
relative to that amortised cost not to current market value.

Supplementary notes

(5) Four supplementary notes are specified:

(a) the bases of conversion adopted in respect of foreign currency for
income and expenditure should be stated - see paragraph 5(2) of
Appendix 9.1; [Code 1601]

(b) in addition to (a), where any brought forward amounts on any Form
are restated due to currency reconversion this fact should be briefly
stated in a supplementary note to Form 16. A simple statement of
this fact is all that is needed, e.g. ÔSome of the brought forward
amounts shown in the forms xx to xx have been restated from the
corresponding carried forward amounts included in the previous
years return due to the reconversion of foreign currency amounts at a
different rate of exchangeÕ. No further details need be given. This
note is required to facilitate the FSAÕs computerised validation of the
return; [Code 1602]

(c) particulars of any amounts included at lines 21 on Forms 16 should
be stated - see the face of Form 16; and [Code 1603]

(d)  particulars of any amounts included at lines 41 on Forms 16 should
be stated - see the face of Form 16. [Code 1604]

Analysis of derivative contracts (Form 17)

5.8 (1) A Form 17 should be submitted for each category of assets for which a
Form 13 is submitted (other than categories of assets Ô2Õ to Ô9Õ) - see rule
9.12(5) and instruction 1 to the Form.

(2) The paragraphs below consider the following points:

(a) which derivatives need to be entered on the form;

(b) what needs to be recorded in respect of the amounts of margin paid or
received;

(c) what reconciliation there is to other forms; and

(d) what approach is needed for instruments which are required, under
the Asset Valuation Rules, to be treated as derivatives even though
they may have some other legal form (i.e. quasi-derivatives or
contracts or assets having the effect of a derivative contract).
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(3) Derivatives used for the purpose of matching index linked or property linked
liabilities are not to be recorded on Form 17.  (These are covered on Forms
55 or 56.)  However, to the extent that the insurer holds derivative contracts
in connection with linked contracts, but additional to the amounts necessary
to match linked liabilities, these should be recorded on Form 17 .  For
example, if an insurer has transacted a tranche of derivatives to match linked
liabilities in the expectation of selling a particular volume of linked business,
but where the actual volume fell short of expectations, the excess would  be
recorded on Form 17.  Similarly, if an insurer retains excess derivatives no
longer necessary for matching purposes (for example, as a result of policy
surrenders), these would also be recorded on Form 17.

(4) Quasi-derivatives are not recorded on the face of Form 17, but are required
to be shown as a supplementary note [Code 1702] - see (25) and (26).

(5) Where a provision for adverse changes is required in accordance with rule
5.3, no adjustment is to be made on Form 17 to the value of the derivative
which gave rise to the provision.  The provision itself is to be shown on
Form 14 or 15, as appropriate.

Instructions to the Form

(6) Instruction 1:  A Form 17 should be completed for the other than long term
assets and the long term assets separately.  Each long-term insurance
business fund separately accounted for by a separate Form 13 should also
have a FormÊ17 completed - see instruction 1 to the Form.  A sub fund
whose accounting details are only given as part of Appendix 9.4 should be
covered by a commentary in that Appendix.

(7) Instruction 2:  The same codes should be used for the category of assets
header box on Form 17 as on the corresponding Form 13.

(8) Instruction 3:  Analysis is by the principal underlying asset.  When there is a
mixture of asset types, the derivative should be split if it is sensible to do so,
if not then it should be categorised under the most significant asset type.

(9) Instruction 4:  Derivatives are to be assigned to the assets and liabilities
columns according to whether the gross position is an asset or a liability and
irrespective of the net position after margin.

(10) Instruction 5:  The asset values to be shown are gross of any variation
margins received (or, unusually, paid) - i.e. assuming such margin has been
reversed.  The asset values are to be as determined under the Asset Valuation
Rules, i.e. before the further liability under rule 5.3 (which of course can
apply to an uncovered asset).  Form 17 does not, therefore, deal with
economic exposure to various asset classes (as for example, in a ÔLIFFE-
styleÕ presentation).  This issue is dealt with in the supplementary
information provided in accordance with rule 2.10.
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(11) Instruction 6:  Netting of derivative positions may be permissible for the
purpose of completing Form 17, provided it would be permissible under
generally accepted accounting practice.  However, there are additional pre-
conditions to netting.  Within a Form 17, derivatives which partly or wholly
offset one another (for example, a bought future and a sold future on the
same index) cannot be netted to one net asset or liability figure unless there
is a legal right of set off with the counterparty concerned, or between the
counterparties concerned.  Where the derivatives are with the same
counterparty  and legal set off applies, but the derivatives are not
symmetrical, i.e. they do not cancel or part cancel out a given position, then
gross figures should be shown.  Where a legal right of set off applies, but the
derivatives have to be reported on separate Forms 17, they should be shown
gross in each form.

(12) Instruction 7:  The aggregate amount of variation margin then to be offset is
to be shown at line 41.

(13) Instruction 8:  The assets shown at line 49, column 1 should be included at
line 44 in Form 13.  Where line 49, column 1 also includes deductions for
applicable margins these should be included either in Forms 14  or 15 as
liabilities or in Form 13 as deductions from assets according to the same
accounting treatment as is adopted in the Companies Act accounts, (or if
there are no such accounts according to generally accepted accounting
practice).  Other general buffer or good faith margins paid out (initial
margins) should appear on FormÊ13, probably on lineÊ78.

(14) Instruction 9: Similarly the liabilities shown at line 49, column 2 should be
in FormÊ14 (if long term) or Form 15 (if other than long term) at lines 38
and 49 respectively.  Also deductions for applicable margins which are
included at line 49, column 2 should be included in Form 13, or 14/15
according to the same accounting treatment as adopted in the Companies Act
accounts (or if there are no such accounts, according to generally accepted
accounting practice).

(15) Instruction 10: No entry is to be made on Form 17 in respect of initial
margin paid or received.

Further points on margins

(16) The variation margin received for assets acts as an offset to the value of the
derivative that flows through to Form 13, and such margin then needs to be
categorised itself in Form 13, probably under deposits if the margin payment
is deposited with the insurer's bankers.  Initial margins should however
appear in Form 13, normally line 78, i.e. unsecured amounts due to the
insurer, unless the insurer has more unusually received initial margin and so
the amount is due to a creditor. It should be noted that the definition of
variation margin may be wider than a market understanding as it includes all
collateral arrangements.  It is this wider definition which should be applied
in completion of Form 17.
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(17) In the unusual situation of a variation margin payment to the broker on a
asset, then such an amount should appear on Form 17 as a positive entry at
line 41, and thus an appropriate increase to the asset.

(18) Liabilities follow the normal accounting rules of rule 5.2.  Again, the
inclusion of all variation margins is necessary, even if this makes the
resultant entry on Forms 14 of 15, as appropriate, become negative.  The
offset of margins paid against the amount of the liability means no further
entries are needed, as the net entry at line 47 of FormsÊ14 or 15 encapsulates
the offset of the derivative liability and the sums put up in surety for such
liability.  In the unusual case of amounts received from the broker on a
liability such amount should appear in FormÊ17 as a positive entry at line 41,
thus an appropriate increase to the liability.

(19) Asset and liability margin payments must be accounted for separately.
Margin is that actually received as cash or securities from a broker or paid to
a broker.  Amounts due to be paid by either party, or amounts held in an
account at the broker, where the insurer has no legal rights over such
account, are not transferred margin and should not be presented as such.
Form 17 must demonstrate the margins actually received into the possession
of the insurer or released by the insurer.  Thus, at any reporting date, even
daily margined contracts may be a day behind as the margin process is not
instantaneous.

(20) Margin received or paid to different counterparties cannot be offset under
any circumstances, even where the counterparties are connected companies.
Similarly, margin paid to and received from a single counterparty cannot be
offset, where no legal right of offset applies.  Thus one over-margined asset
cannot have its deduction for margin on Form 17 reduced to allow the
reduction of a Form 17 margin on an over-margined liability, unless legal
rights of offset apply.

(21) Margin must mean the amounts transferred back and forth under the terms of
the derivative.  Only amounts closely connected to the derivative under a
formal agreement that has legal rights of offset between the margin payment
and the settlement of the derivative should be included, and not other
deposits from or with the counterparty.

(22) Where margin payment is by pledges of assets, such as short gilts, then the
same approach should be followed.  Unconditional granting of title to a
broker will mean the asset can no longer be recorded as that of the insurer,
and has been replaced by a debt due from the broker.

Supplementary notes

(23) Two supplementary notes are specified in paragraphs 16 and 17 of
Appendix 9.1, covering treatment of variation margin [Code 1701] and use
of quasi-derivatives [Code 1702].
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Note 1

(24) This note (see paragraph 16 of Appendix 9.1) needs three separate items, as
follows:

(a) the aggregate amount of an excess variation margin which has been
received by the insurer, the excess being due to market movements
which have subsequently been partly or wholly reversed;

(b) how variation margin received is distributed amongst the different
lines of Form 13;

(c) the extent to which the amount recorded in any line of Form 13 has
been reduced to reflect the liability to repay any excess referred to
above.

Note 2

(25) A further supplementary note is prescribed covering quasi-derivatives - see
paragraph 17 of Appendix 9.1.   These are exempt from special disclosure,
provided that, in aggregate, they are below the Ômateriality thresholdÕ set out
in paragraph 17.  Separate thresholds apply for assets and liabilities and are
to be calculated prior to any adjustment for variation margin.

(26) For quasi-derivatives which are assets, the test at paragraph 17 of Appendix
9.1 is whether the aggregate value of all such quasi-derivatives exceeds 2.5%
of the total Form 13 asset value (i.e. for the long-term insurance business
fund or a long-term insurance business sub fund the non linked, property
linked and index linked assets totalled at line 89 of the particular Form 13).
No attempt should be made to value the derivative component of a quasi-
derivative separately and apply the materiality test to that component; the
test should be applied to the value of the instrument as a single entity.

(27) For quasi-derivatives that are liabilities, the test of disclosure is in some
ways more demanding, being whether the aggregate liability of all such
quasi-derivatives would exceed 2.5% of the non insurance liabilities of
Forms 15 or the relevant Form 14, as appropriate. Any provision under rule
5.3 would count towards this aggregate liability, even where it arises from a
quasi-derivative that is currently an asset.

(28) If the holdings are sufficiently significant to trigger disclosure, then the (non-
zero) amounts contributed by quasi-derivatives to each line in FormsÊ13, 14
and 15 should stated.  In addition, the information specified under Note 1 is
also required in respect of such contracts.

(29) Leaving aside quasi-derivatives used for the purpose of matching linked
liabilities, it would be a little unusual for quasi-derivatives to be subject to
margining arrangements.  In any event, the Valuation of Assets Rules and
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Determination of Liabilities Rules make no provision for valuation of quasi-
derivatives net of value of margin (or collateral) and the appropriate values
for the purposes of this disclosure are therefore the gross asset or liability
values.  Any margins paid or received should appear in Forms 13, 14 or 15
as debtor or creditor items.

(30) An example of the disclosure required when the materiality test is passed is
as follows:

ÔA FTSE-linked bond with embedded option to achieve a guaranteed
maturity value of £10m was included in line 48 of Form 13. The current
value of the bond is £11m.  The bond is not margined and was held for the
full year.Õ

Examples

(31) A number of illustrative examples of completion of Form 17 are given in
Annex B.

_________________

ANNEX A TO PARAGRAPH 5

Examples of the completion of the reconciliation at the foot of Forms 10
and 13

5.A.1 Example one: the reconciliation on Form 13

In this example an insurer shows the following assets in its Companies Act
accounts.

Assets 1996 1995

Shares in UK insurance subsidiary 1000 1000

Cash at bank 2000 1500

Gold 100 -

3100 2500

In preparing Form 13 of its return the insurer must revalue its assets using
the valuation rules.  Let us say the revised values are as follows.
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Balance sheet: Assets 1996 1995

Investment in insurance dependant

Basic Ôlook throughÕ value 900 800

Disallowed under admissibility rules (100) (100)

Solvency margin deduction (200) (200)

600 500
Cash at bank

Valuation 2000 1500

Disallowed under admissibility rules (200) (100)

1800 1400

Gold nil nil

Form 13 should be prepared with the following entries.

Form 13 1996 1995

UK insurance dependants - shares 21 600 500

Cash at bank - deposits 82 1800 1400

2400 1900Grand total of admissible assets 89

Reconciliation

Total - as per line 89 above 91 2400 1900

Total assets in excess of admissibility limits(1) 92 300 200

Solvency margin deduction(2) 93 200 200

Other differences(4) 94 100 200

Assets of a type not valued above(3) 95 100 -

3100 2500Total assets determined in accordance with the
shareholder accounts rules

99

Explanations of the above

(1) 300 = 100 + 200; being the amounts shown above as disallowable under the admissibility
limits respectively for the investment in dependant (100) and the cash at bank (200).

(2) This is the solvency margin deduction for the insurance dependant.
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(3) This is the value of the gold as per the Companies Act accounts.  There is no valuation rule,
and hence nil value, for gold under the rules.

(4) This is the total of all other valuation differences not dealt with at lines 92, 93 or 95.  In this
examples there is only one such difference: that is the difference between the Companies Act
accounts value of the insurance dependant (£1000) and the basic Ôlook throughÕ value
(£900).

5.A.2 Example two: the reconciliation on Form 10 for a general business company

In this example an insurer has the same assets as in example one above and shows
the following amounts for liabilities in its Companies Act accounts.

Balance sheet: liabilities 1996 1995

Share capital 1000 1000

Profit and loss account 1000 700

2000 1700

Technical provisions 1000 700

Creditors 100 100

3100 2500

The insurerÕs  Form 13 is as in example one above and its Form 10 as follows.

Form 10(1) 1996 1995

Other than Ltb - admissible assets(2) 21 2400 1900

Other than Ltb - liabilities(3) 22 1,100 800

Available assets 29 1300 1100

Represented by
Paid up share capital 51 1000 1000

Balance of net assets(4) 56 300 100

Total - equal to line 29 above 59 1300 1100

Movement of balance of net assets
Balance brought forward 61 100 50(6)

Retained profit 62 300 50(6)

Movement in asset valuation difference(5) 63 (100)

Balance carried forward as per line 56 69 300 100
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Explanations of the above

(1) Blank lines have been omitted.
(2) This is taken from line 89 in Form 13 - see example one above.
(3) This is technical provisions (1000) plus creditors (100).
(4) This is the balancing figure.
(5) This is the difference for lines 92 to 95 on Forms 13 between the comparative

amounts, (200 + 200 + 200) and the present year amounts (300 + 200 + 100 + 100)
Ð 5.A.1, example one.

(6) The comparative amounts at lines 61 and 62 are illustrative only.  They cannot be
derived from the other data given in this example.

5.A.3 Example three: the reconciliation on Form 10 for a long-term insurance
business company

In this example an insurer shows the following amounts in its Companies Act
accounts.

Assets 1996 1995

Investments 1000 1200
Cash 800 400
Deferred acquisition costs 40 20

1840 1620
Share capital 100 100
Profit & loss account 350 220
Fund for future appropriations 700 600
Technical provisions 490 400
Creditors 200 300

1840 1620

The profit and loss account for 1996 shows a transfer to the Fund for Future
Appropriations of 100 and a retained profit of 130.  In the return the following items
are shown on Forms 13 to 16.

Form 13 Long-term
Insurance
Business

Other than
long-term
 insurance
business

1996 1995 1996 1995

Equity shares 41 600 650 200 250

Cash at bank - deposits 81 700 300 100 105

Grand total of admissible assets 89 1300 950 300 355

Excess of admissibility limits 92 100 150 100 145

Total assets determined in accordance
with the shareholder accounts rules(1)

99 1400 1100 400 500
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(1) This amount should not include long-term insurance business deferred
acquisition costs -see 5.4(20).

Form 14 (part) 1996 1995

Mathematical reserve 11 507 404
Balance of long term funds 13 193 156

700 560

Creditors etc. 49 150 100
Excess assets etc. 51 450 290

1300 950Total 59

Form 15 (part) 1996 1995

Total liabilities 59 50 200

Provision for adverse changes 61 18 12

68 212Total 69

Form 16 (part) 1996 1995

50 100line 59 - retained profit

Form 10 should now be completed as follows.

Form 10
1996 1995(5)

Long term insurance business - assets 11 1300 950
Long term insurance business - liabilities 12 1300 950

Other than LTB - assets 21 300 355
Other than LTB - liabilities 22 68 212
Available assets 29 232 143

Paid up share capital 51 100 100
Balance of net assets 56 132 43

59 232 143

Balance of net assets - b/f 61 43 73
Retained profit(1) 62 50 100
Movement in asset valuation differences(2) 63 45 (90)
Increase in provision for adverse changes(3) 64 (6) (40)
Other movements(4) 65 - -
Balance of net assets - c/f 69 132 43
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1002 Reconciliation to shareholder accounts 1996
£'000

1995
£'000

Net assets as per return
line 99 on Form 13 (OLTB) 400 500
line 59 on Form 15 (50) 200

350 300

Capital and reserves as per shareholder accounts 450 320

Difference due to assets retained in the long-term insurance
business fund in excess of the fund for future appropriations(6) 100 20

Explanations of the above.

(1) This is the retained profit as per Form 16.
(2) This is the difference for lines 92 to 95 on Forms 13 between the comparative amounts,

(145) and the present year amounts (100).
(3) This the increase in the provision for adverse changes as shown on Form 15 only.
(4) This is the balancing figure, i.e. the differences not shown at the other lines.
(5) The comparative amounts at lines 61 to 69 of Form 10 are illustrative only.  They cannot be

derived from the other data given in this example.
(6) This is taken from the Companies Act accounts as follows: value of assets in the long-term

insurance business fund (1400 + 40) less long-term insurance business technical provisions
(490) less long-term insurance business creditors (150) less fund for future appropriations
(700).

____________________________

 ANNEX B TO PARAGRAPH 5

Examples of completion of Forms 13, 14, 15 and 17 in respect of
derivative holdings

5.B.1 Introduction to the examples

(1) The examples introduced below illustrate the inter-relationship between
Forms 13, 14 (or 15) and 17.  Some relate to illustrative examples described
in Guidance Note 4.2. The derivatives used in the examples are described in
section 5.B.2.

(2) The examples can be summarised as follows.

Example 1  - Derivatives used to rebalance portfolio (much as example C in
Guidance Note 4.2 but reversed to illustrate treatment of assets).  Initial
margin not accounted for on Form 17.

Example 2  - Treatment of simple derivative (option) which is a liability.
Illustration that, in accordance with instruction 4 to Form 17 (see 5.8(9)),
negative assets or liabilities can arise as a result of margining.
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Example 3  - Two equity futures and a currency forward (as example X in
Guidance Note 4.2).

Example 4 - Direct asset, derivative and both inadmissible asset and rule 5.3
items (as example SS in Guidance Note 4.2, amended slightly to allow
inadmissibility offset). Provision for adverse changes also required.

Example 5  - Range of direct assets and derivative with counterparty
inadmissibility. The asset inadmissibility has been ignored to avoid making
the example overly complex.

Example 6  - Sterling to DM interest rate swap.  Illustrates provision for
adverse changes on uncovered swap.

5.B.2 Derivatives used in the examples

(1) These are defined here so that the examples can refer to the instruments
involved in a more abbreviated form. The example defines whether the
derivative is bought or sold.

Futures

(2) A traded long gilt futures contracts from 7/12/94 for settlement March 1995
at a price then of 101 15/32. This was valued at 31/12/94 at 100 23/32 (after
100 15/32 on 30/12/94) giving a liability per bought contract of £50,000
times 24/32ths or £375.
The initial margin was £1000 per contract and variation margin of £500 per
contract had been paid to date.

(3) A currency forward for US dollars for settlement in March 1995. This was
valued at 31/12/94 at a 3 month rate of exchange of 0.6393 when the cash
market was 0.6391, taken (for simplicity of illustration) as a liability of
£(0.6393-0.6391) per $1,000,000 purchase or £200

Options

(4) A traded BP call option at 420p from 7/12/94 for expiry by April 1995.
This was valued at 25p at 31/12/94 (after 26p at 30/12/94) and thus 25p x
1000 or £250 per contract. Initial margin as writer £1000 and variation
margin of £50  paid to date.

(5) A traded BP put option at 420p from 7/12/94 for expiry by April 1995.
This was valued at 14p at 31/12/94 ( after 13p at 30/12/94) and thus 14p x
1000 or £140 per contract. Initial margin as writer £1000 and no variation
margin to date.

(6) A traded FTSE 100 call option at 3100 from 7/12/94 for expiry by June
1995.  This was valued at 143 at 31/12/94 (after 145 at 30/12/94) and thus
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143 x £10 or £1430 per contract. Initial margin as writer £1000 and variation
margin to date of £1450.

Contracts for differences

(7) A traded FTSE 100 future from 7/12/94 for settlement March 1995 at a price
then of 3036.  This was valued at 31/12/94 at 3092 (cash market 3065.5)
after 3077 on 30/12/94 and thus (3092-3036) x £25 or £1400 per contract.
The initial margin was £2000 per contract and variation margin of £1025 per
contract had been paid to date.

(8) A traded S&P 500 future from 7/12/94 for settlement March 1995 at a price
then of 457.0.  This was valued at 31/12/94 at  461.35  (cash market 459.27)
after 464.6 on 30/12/94 and thus (461.35-457.0) x $500 or $2175 per
contract.  The maintenance margin was $1500 per contract and had been
topped up by $4000 per contract to date.

(9) A swap of sterling to DM short interest rates on £30m of sterling, expiring
May 1995.  This was valued at a liability of £500,000 at 31/12/94.

5.B.3 Example one: much as example C in Guidance Note 4.2

100 bought Traded FTSE 100 future contracts, total asset £140,000

150 sold Traded Long Gilt future contracts, total asset £56,250

Total margin £97,500 on FTSE 100 future with broker, £200,000 paid to broker as initial margin and
£102,500 received from broker as variation margin.

Total margin £75,000 on Long Gilt with broker, £150,000 paid to broker as initial margin and
£75,000 received from  broker as variation margin.

Initial margin taken to line 56 of Form 13, receipt of variation margin assumed on deposit, thus line
54 of Form
13.
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FORM 14 (part) FORM 17
Long-term insurance
business liabilities
and margins

As at the end
the financial
year

As at the end of
the financial year

Assets Liabilities
Other Creditors 38

Derivative Contracts

Provision for 41 Fixed 11   56
adverse changes Interest

Futures Equity 12
TOTAL 59 Contracts Shares

Land 13
FORM 13 (part) Currencies 14

As at the Other 15
Admissible end of the Fixed 21
Assets financial Interest

year Equity 22
Shares

Equity shares 41 Land 23
Rights under 44   19 Currencies 24
Derivative

Options

Other 25
Contracts Fixed 31
Deposits less 54  177 Interest
than 1 month Contracts Equity 32 140
Deposits more 55 for Shares
than 1 month differences Land 33
Other financial 56  350 Currencies 34
Investments - Other 35
Other Adjustment for margins 41 (177)

TOTAL 99  546 TOTAL (11 to 42) 51    19

5.B.4 Example two

100 sold Traded FTSE 100 call options contracts of liability £143,000

Total margin £245,000 on FTSE 100 option with broker, £100,000 paid to broker as initial and
£145,000 paid to broker as variation margin.
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FORM 14 (part) FORM 17
Long-term insurance
business liabilities
and margins

As at the
end of the
financial year

Derivative
Contracts

As at the end of
the financial year

Assets Liabilities
Other Creditors 38 (2)
Provision for 41 Fixed 11
Adverse changes interest

Futures Equity 12
TOTAL 59 (2) Contracts shares

Land 13
FORM 13 (part) Currencies 14

As at the Other 15
Admissible end of the Fixed 21
Assets financial interest

year Options Equity 22 143
shares

Equity shares 41 Land 23
Rights under 44 Currencies 24
Derivative Other 25
Contracts Fixed 31
Deposits less 54 interest
than 1 month Contracts Equity 32
Deposits more 55 For shares
than 1 month Differences Land 33
Other financial 56  100 Currencies 34
Investments - Other 35
Other Adjustment for margins 41 (145)

TOTAL 99  100 TOTAL (11 to 42) 51 (2)

5.B.5 Example three  -  as example X in Guidance Note 4.2

100 sold Traded FTSE 100 future contracts of total liability £140,000
Bought Currency Forward for US Dollar for £7,750,000 of total liability £2425
60 bought Traded S&P 500 future contracts valued at $130,500 or £83,403

All contracts due to complete in 3 months time

Total margin £302,500 on FTSE 100 future with broker, £200,000 paid to broker as initial,
and £102,500 paid to broker as variation margin.

No margin on currency forward.

Total margin $90,000 on S&P 500 future with broker, $90,000 paid to broker as initial only.
Value at 31/12/94 £57,519.
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FORM 14 (part) FORM 17
Long-term insurance
business liabilities
and margins

As at the
end of the
financial
year

Derivative
Contracts

As at the end of the
 financial year

Assets Liabilities
Other Creditors 38 40
Provision for 41 Fixed 11
Adverse changes interest

Futures Equity 12
TOTAL 59 40 Contracts shares

Land 13
FORM 13 (part) Currencies 14 2

As at the Other 15
Admissible end of the Fixed 21
Assets financial interest

year Options Equity 22
shares

Equity shares 41 Land 23
Rights under 44 83 Currencies 24
Derivative Other 25
Contracts Fixed 31
Deposits less 54 interest
than 1 month Contracts Equity 32 83 140
Deposits more 55 For shares
than 1 month Differences Land 33
Other financial
Investments - other

76 258 (i.e.200
 plus 58)

Currencies 34

Other 35
Adjustment for margins 41 (102)

TOTAL 99 341 TOTAL (11 to 42) 51 83 40
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5.B.6 Example four  - much as example SS in Guidance Note 4.2

400,000 holding of BP shares at 425.5p per share, total asset £1,702,000.

3000 written traded BP put option at 420p, valued at £420,000 liability.

Total margin £3,000,000 on traded option, all initial.

General insurance business Amount (GBA) £400m. 2.5% of GBA equals £10m and total exposure is
to 3.4m shares worth £14,467,000. Inadmissible asset is thus £4,467,000, with first offset to direct
equity holding and balance to line 87 of Form 13.

Rule 5.3 liability taken as say 50% fall in price i.e. (4.255x50%-4.20) x 1000 x 3000 thus
£6,217,500, less any rule 5.2 liability (i.e. £420,000), less any relief from inadmissibility that such a
fall would cause (£3,616,000 - see below) therefore £2,181,500 provision.

The inadmissibility offset and provision for adverse changes are calculated as follows

£000s Year end 50% fall

Margin deposit 3000 3000
Direct shares 1702 851
Put option (420) (6218)
Inadmissibility deduction (4467) - 3.4m shares worth under 2.5%

Total (185) (2367) difference i.e. £ 2181.5k is
minimum rule 5.3 amount
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FORM 15 (part) FORM 17
Liabilities (other than
 long-term insurance
 business)

As at the
end of the
financial
 year

Derivative
Contracts

As at the end of the
 financial year

Assets Liabilities
Other Creditors 49 420
Provision for 61 2182 Fixed 11
adverse changes interest

Futures Equity 12
TOTAL 69 2602 Contracts shares

Land 13
FORM 13 (part) Currencies 14

As at the Other 15
Admissible end of the Fixed 21
assets Financial interest

Year Options Equity 22 420
shares

Equity shares 41 0 (i.e. 1702
less 1702)

Land 23

Rights under 44 Currencies 24
derivative Other 25
contracts Fixed 31
Deposits less 54 interest
than 1 month Contracts Equity 32
Deposits more 55 For shares
than 1 month Differences Land 33
Other financial 56 3000 Currencies 34
investments - other Other 35
Deduction for
inadmissible assets

87 (2765) Adjustment for margins 41

TOTAL 99 235 TOTAL (11 to 42) 51 420

5.B.7  Example five

£450,000 debt due from XYZ stockbrokers.
£1,200,000 deposit with XYZ Bank (an approved credit institution) on a 15 month fixed term.
£250,000 worth of shares in XYZ Holdings.
2000 BP traded call options at 420p with XYZ Market makers (an approved counterparty) worth
£500,000 but offset by £100,000 received from broker as variation margin and put on deposit with a
 non XYZ bank.

General insurance business amount is £20,000,000.

Total inadmissible by counterparty limits is £300,000.  (None of above exposures are via short-term
 deposits, therefore 10% counterparty exposure limit applies.)  Inadmissibility of exposure to BP
shares (via call options) ignored for simplicity.
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FORM 15 (part) FORM 17
Liabilities (other than
long-term insurance
business)

As at the
end of the
financial
year

Derivative
Contracts

As at the end
of the
 financial year

Assets Liabilities
Other Creditors 49
Provision for 61 Fixed 11
adverse changes interest

Futures Equity 12
TOTAL 69 Contracts shares

Land 13
FORM 13 (part) Currencies 14

As at the Other 15
Admissible end of the Fixed 21
assets Financial interest

Year Options Equity 22 500
shares

Equity shares 41 250 Land 23
Rights under 44 400 Currencies 24
derivative Other 25
contracts Fixed 31
Deposits less 54 100 interest
than 1 month Contracts Equity 32
Deposits more 55 1200 For shares
than 1 month Differences Land 33
Other financial 56 450 Currencies 34
investments - other Other 35
Deduction for 
counterparty
 exposure

87 (300) Adjustment for margins 41 (100)

TOTAL 99 2100 TOTAL (11 to 42) 51 400

5.B.8  Example six

£30m swap of sterling to DM short interest rates, total liability £500,000.

Provision for rule 5.3 taken as if interest rate margin between sterling and DM widens by
2%, as contract uncovered. Provision £250,000.
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FORM 14 (part) FORM 17
Long-term insurance
business liabilities
and margins

As at the
end of the
financial
year

Derivative
Contracts

As at the end of
the financial year

Assets Liabilities
Other Creditors 38 500
Provision for 41 250 Fixed 11
adverse changes interest

Futures Equity 12
TOTAL 59 750 Contracts shares

Land 13
FORM 13 (part) Currencies 14

As at the Other 15
Admissible end of the Fixed 21
assets financial interest

year Options Equity 22
shares

Equity shares 41 Land 23
Rights under 44 Currencies 24
derivative Other 25
contracts Fixed 31
Deposits less 54 interest
than 1 month Contracts Equity 32
Deposits more 55 For shares
than 1 month Differences Land 33
Other financial 56 Currencies 34 500
investments - Other 35
other Adjustment for margins 41

TOTAL 99 TOTAL (11 to 42) 51 500

6. THE RULE 9.29 STATEMENT: DERIVATIVES

Scope of the statement

6.1 (1) Every insurer is required to make a rule 9.29 statement, whether or not it
used derivatives in the year in question.  For this purpose, derivatives is
defined by the rule to include not only contracts which have the legal form of
a derivative contract but also the quasi-derivatives defined in rule 4.13 of the
Valuation of Assets Rules.  The latter category includes a number of
instruments which are in common use and which have certain characteristics
of a derivative, such as partly-paid shares and convertible bonds.  It is likely,
therefore, that many insurers will have something of substance to say in their
statement, even though they would not normally consider themselves to be
users of derivatives.

(2) For those insurers whose policy and practice is to use neither derivatives nor
quasi-derivatives, a short statement to this effect is all that is necessary.
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Contents of the statement

6.2 (1) Rule 9.29 calls for a brief description of certain details of the use of
derivatives.  There is no subtlety about the use of the term brief description.
What is needed is a description which is just long enough to give the reader a
reasonable flavour of the use of derivatives, including certain key points
concerning use of derivatives to effect significant switches in the balance of
portfolio, or use of unusual or exotic derivatives.  The detailed requirements
of the statement are set out in (2) to (4), referenced by the sub-paragraphs of
rule 9.29(1).

(2) (a)  any investment guidelines ... for the use of derivative contracts

The insurerÕs policy needs to be explained, even if that policy is not to use
derivatives.  (In this context it is worth remembering that forward currency
derivatives are not derivatives for the purposes of the rules if they satisfy the
requirements of rule 4.1(9).  A statement that derivatives are only used to
match policy liabilities is, however, too brief and a fuller description of the
criteria used must be given.

(3) (b)  ... guidelines ... for the use of contracts ... not ... reasonably likely to be
exercised

The insurer must state whether such contracts are allowable under its
guidelines.  Thus the restriction of the use of derivatives to those bought and
sold to deal at prices close to the market price of the underlying asset at
outset would allow a negative reply to this question.  Conversely, if the
guidelines allow the practice, for example, of selling options out of the
money, or purchasing barrier options, neither of which were expected to be
called, this would need detailing together with its purpose.  Where such
contracts have been entered into in the year, or subsisted over the year, then a
brief description is required under (3) of the size (in economic exposure) of
the contracts and the approximate market movement that would trigger them.

(4) (d)  ... amounts recorded in Form 13

Insurers may find a LIFFE style report the most suitable to present the
changes to Form 13, i.e. a presentation of the current Form 13 by broad
asset class amended by the impact of futures on economic exposure.  The
prudence required in the context of options is not the same as that when
considering the inadmissibility limits of rule 4.14 where the maximum
exposure to an asset is in question. Options that are currently expected to be
exercised should be assumed to be exercised.  This would normally follow
the value of the option at the accounting date: if of high value then exercise
is likely but if close to valueless then exercise is unlikely.  Further
information is required under (6) only if the impact of derivatives in
amending economic exposure has been materially different at other times of
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the year, not merely if the overall economic exposure of the insurer has been
different.

(5) (e)   ... to the maximum extent

Under (4) the expected changes to exposure should be stated.  Under (5)
same information as (4) is required but assuming that derivatives are
exercised against the insurer, so as to create the largest changes in the
economic exposures of the insurer in its major asset classes.   While
derivative positions that net out, or can be used to net out exposures, will not
contribute to this presentation, any other optional derivative positions should
be assumed to be exercised so as to create the most extreme exposures
potentially possible.

(6) (f)   how different .... other time of the financial year ... maximum extent

This requires the analysis of (4) and (5) to be tested for other points of the
year. Where a more significant position occurred other than at the financial
year end the position then needs to be described. As noted above for the test
under (4) the insurer must look for times when the use of derivatives to
amend economic exposure has been significantly different at other times of
the year, not when the direct exposure of the insurer has been different. For
the test under (5) the purpose is to gauge whether during the year the
insurerÕs use of more exotic or obscure derivatives has been greater than at
the financial year end. The description may thus need to refer to several
different times during the year where there was significant activity that was
different in nature.

(7) (g)   maximum loss:

The requirement for the maximum exposure to a counterparty failure at the
year end requires this to be tested as well in the event of other foreseeable
market conditions.  This means a test of individual counterparty exposure
(not just the counterparty giving the maximum exposure at the accounting
date) under typical market movements and the current margining
arrangements.  If this gives a higher figure (perhaps due to infrequent
margining) then this higher figure should be stated.

(8) (h)  ... does not fall within rule 4.12(2) .. or ... paragraph 15:

Structured products that fail the test in rule 4.13(4), and are thus valued
purely as unconditional debt under the terms of rule 4.13(5), should be
described under this section.  (To save correspondence, the value assigned to
such assets in the relevant Form 13 should be stated).  Other derivatives that
are not permitted (or admissible) derivatives held in the internal property
linked funds, the rest of the long-term insurance business fund, or the other
than long-term insurance business fund must also be described here.
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            (9) (i)  ... fixed consideration:

A note is required of what fixed sums have been earned by the insurer (for
example, premiums received by the insurer for selling options), and a
summary of the contracts involved over the period of the returns (not merely
those in force at the year end).

7. THE RULE 9.30 STATEMENT: SHAREHOLDER CONTROLLERS

7.1 (1) The rule 9.30 statement is required from every insurer with its Head Office
in the UK other than a pure reinsurer or a non-directive insurer.

(2) Rule 9.30 imposes substantially the same requirements as SUP 16.4 and if a
statement under rule 9.30 is filed as part of an insurerÕs return, a separate
statement need not be filed under SUP 16.4.

8. ACCIDENT YEAR AND UNDERWRITING YEAR ACCOUNTING

The basic rule

8.1 (1) The basic rule is that an insurer may choose whether to account for its
business on an accident year basis or an underwriting year basis.  This choice
may be made separately for each accounting class and, indeed, separately for
any clearly definable part of an accounting class.

(2) Where risks are accounted for on an accident year or underwriting year basis
the run-off of those risks should continue to be accounted for on the same
basis.  The insurer remains free, however, to account for the renewals of
such business on either basis.

(3) Run off of risks should be reported on the underwriting year basis.  The run
off of risks previously reported on the annual accounting Forms (21 to 23)
should now be reported on the accident year basis.

(4) In section 8.3 below it is explained that under the rules there is no direct link
between the basis of reporting (i.e. underwriting year or accident year) and
the method of profit recognition (i.e. annual or non-annual).  As is explained
more fully below an insurer may change its basis of profit recognition, even
for risks previously reported, from non-annual to annual.  However even
where it makes such a change it must continue to report the run-off of such
risks on an underwriting year basis.

Accounting for premiums, claims and expenses

The accounting rules

8.2 (1) The amounts shown in the return for:

(a) Ôgross premiums writtenÕ, Ôreinsurers' shareÕ, Ôearned premiumsÕ etc.;
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(b) Ôclaims outstandingÕ, Ôclaims incurredÕ, Ôgross amountÕ, Ôreinsurers'
shareÕ etc;

(c) Ôprovision for unearned premiumsÕ, Ôprovision for unexpired risksÕ,
Ôdeferred acquisition costsÕ; and

(d) Ônet operating expensesÕ, Ôacquisition costsÕ, Ôadministrative
expensesÕ and Ôreinsurance commissions and profit participationsÕ

should be determined:

(e) using the same rules as apply for the preparation of Companies Act
accounts (see rule 3(2)(b) which aligns definitions with those in
shareholder accounts rules, i.e. Schedule 9A of the Companies Act);
and

(f) in accordance with generally accepted accounting practice (see, for
example, paragraph 26(1) of Appendix 9.2).

(2) In particular contracts of financial (re)insurance whether inward or outward
should be classified for inclusion in the forms in accordance with Financial
Reporting Standard 5 ÔReporting the Substance of TransactionsÕ and the
statement ÔFRAG 35/94: The Application of FRS 5 to Non-Life Insurance
TransactionsÕ. Thus where the consideration receivable and payable for
transactions which have the legal form of contracts of insurance or
reinsurance would not be accounted for as premiums and claims in the
preparation of Companies Act accounts they should not be included as
premiums and claims in Forms 20 to 39.  Instead they should be accounted
for in the return using the same principles as are applied in the preparation of
Companies Act accounts.  (But see 5.3(7) and 5.3(11) for the different
treatment in Forms 11 and 12).

(3) An exception to (1) (i.e. the alignment of definitions with those in Schedule
9A to the Companies Act) is that claims amounts shown in the forms should
exclude:

(a) claims management costs, and

(b) adjustments for discounting.

Some forms exclude these items altogether and other forms provide for their
separate disclosure.  See paragraph 15 to Appendix 9.2 and the instructions
to the forms themselves.

(4) Another exception is that the rules for Companies Act accounts analyse net
operating expenses into (i) acquisition costs; (ii) administrative expenses;
and (iii) reinsurers commissions and profit participations, whereas the forms
sub-analyse the first item into commissions and Ôother acquisition expensesÕ.
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(5) Claims management costs are basically those overhead costs of the claims
department (or of the out-sourced provider of the claims management
function) which are required to be included in the amount for incurred claims
shown in the Companies Act accounts.

(6) In Forms 20-39, (as in the technical account in the Companies Act accounts)
claims incurred include any reduction for salvage and subrogation
recoveries.  (cf. the different treatment in the balance sheet - see 5.6(9)).

(7) Paragraphs 9 to 14 of Appendix 9.2 lay down rules as to how premiums and
claims are to be allocated to accident years and underwriting years.  These
paragraphs are explained in (8) to (11) and (12) to (13).

Accident year accounting

(8) For accident year accounting, premium is allocated to accident years on the
basis of when it is earned and claims are allocated on the basis of when the
incident which gives rise to the claim occurred.  Special rules apply for (i)
claims-made policies; and (ii) the reinsurance (or transfer under Part VIII of
the Act or equivalent transfer under the laws of another EEA State) of
policies covering incidents which had already occurred at the time of the
reinsurance (or transfer).  These are explained below.

(9) An incident giving rise to a loss under a claims-made policy is deemed to
occur on the earlier of date of notification or the last date of the period for
which cover is provided.  The latter of the two alternative dates would
usually only be relevant if the claims-made policy is not renewed and if upon
non-renewal the policy allows a sunset period, (i.e. a period during which
claims relating to events which took place prior to the end of the cover
period may still be notified).

(10) Where an insurer reinsures, (or receives by way of transfer under Part VII of
the Act or equivalent EEA transfer), policies covering incidents which had
already occurred prior to the date of the contract of reinsurance (or of the
transfer), all such incidents are deemed to occur at that date.

(11) Net operating expenses should be allocated to accident years so as to match
the premium earned and claims incurred to which they relate.  Usually this
will result in the bulk of administrative expenses being allocated to the
youngest accident year.  Note that administrative expenses do not include the
overhead expenses of running the claims department.  These are included in
claims management costs.

Underwriting year accounting

(12) For underwriting year accounting premiums, and claims are allocated to
underwriting years on the basis of when policies incept.  For these purposes:
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(a) a policy providing continuous cover is deemed to incept on each
anniversary of the policy; and

(b) policies received by way of a transfer under Part VII of the Act (or
equivalent transfer under the laws of another EEA State) are deemed
to incept on the date of the transfer.

(13) Net operating expenses should be allocated to underwriting years so as to
match the premium earned and claims incurred to which they relate.  Usually
this will result in the administrative expenses being allocated to the youngest
underwriting year except to the extent that it represents the adjustment for
under- or over-provisions of such expenses in the prior years.  Note that
administrative expenses do not include the overhead expenses of running the
claims department.  These are included in claims management costs.

The annual and non-annual methods

8.3 (1) The annual and non-annual methods refer to the way in which profit is
recognised.  Under the annual method the profit (and losses) on business
written during the financial year is recognised at the end of that financial
year by setting up provisions for outstanding claims, unearned premiums and
unexpired risk provisions and by deferring an appropriate portion of
acquisition costs.

(2) Under the non-annual method (sometimes referred to as fund accounting) the
recognition of profits (but not losses) is deferred for one, two or three years
after the end of the financial year in which business incepts.  During the
period of the deferral the technical provision for such business is the excess
of premiums written over claims and expenses (increased where necessary to
the extent of any losses expected to arise on such business).  At the end of
the deferral period this technical provision is replaced by a technical
provision determined under the same rules as apply for the annual method,
(i.e. a technical provision which consists of provisions for outstanding
claims, unearned premiums and unexpired risk provisions), and by the
deferral of an appropriate portion of acquisition costs.  The choice of the
deferral period should usually be consistent from year to year, but may differ
from one type of business to another.

(3) The detailed rules for the non-annual method are to be found in paragraphs
51 and 52 of Schedule 9A of the Companies Act.  Note: Schedule 9A
Companies Act as such strictly only applies to the preparation of Companies
Act accounts.  However rule 5.4 requires that the insurance accounts rules on
the valuation of general insurance business liabilities should be followed for
FSA solvency purposes.  Also of relevance is the ABI SORP in so far as it is
a statement of generally accepted accounting concepts, bases and policies, or
other generally accepted methods appropriate for insurers.  See rule 5.2,
which requires such generally accepted concepts etc. to be followed for FSA
solvency purposes.
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The relationship between the reporting basis and method of profit
recognition

8.4 (1) An insurer which wishes to apply the annual method may report that
business on either the accident year forms or the underwriting year forms.
However if it wishes to apply the non-annual method it must report such
business on the underwriting year forms.  This relationship is summarised by
the table which follows below.

Reporting basis Profit recognition method

Underwriting year basis Annual method, or

Non-annual method

Accident year basis Annual method

The non-annual method  - ÔclosedÕ and ÔopenÕ years

8.5 (1) Business to which the non-annual method of profit recognition is applied is
classified into open and closed underwriting years.

(2) As already described in 8.3, under the non-annual basis a technical provision
is originally set up as the excess of premiums written over claims paid and
expenses (increased where necessary to the extent of any losses expected to
arise on such business).  At the end of the deferral period this technical
provision is replaced by one determined on the same basis as applies under
the annual method.  An underwriting year is termed closed with respect to
any business if the replacement of the technical provision has been made in
respect of that business, otherwise it is termed open.

(3) Significantly less disclosure is required on the underwriting year forms for
open years than for closed years.  See, for example, instruction 2 to Form
25.  Business reported on the underwriting year forms, but to which the
annual method has been applied, are subject to the same level of disclosure
on those forms as applies for closed years business.

(4) The technical provision for an open year for an accounting class is the fund
represented by:

+ premiums written (net)

- claims paid (net)

- expenses incurred
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(5) Any excess, over the fund, of present and future liabilities from business
incepting in that year falling in that accounting class is termed a deficit.  Any
excess of the fund, over the present and future liabilities from business
incepting in that year falling in that accounting class is termed a surplus.

(6) A deficit on any open year for any accounting class must be dealt with by
either:

(a) offsetting the deficit against surpluses arising on business falling in
other accounting classes which is managed together with the business
giving rise to the deficit; and/or

(b) increasing the technical provision.

(7) Business may only be regarded as managed together if it:

(a) is accounted for on an underwriting year basis;

(b) incepts in the same accounting year; and

(c) may be regarded as managed together under generally accepted
accounting practice.

This definition of managed together is given in paragraph 25 of Appendix
9.2.

Conversion from the non-annual to the annual method

8.6 (1) An insurer which has previously reported business on a non-annual basis (on
accounting year forms) which wishes to convert to an annual basis may do so
in one of two ways.  It may either:

(a) continue to report that business (including new business and
renewals) on the underwriting year forms, but close all underwriting
years including the youngest year; or

(b) report new business and renewals on the accident year forms, but
continue to report old business (i.e. risks incepting prior to the current
year) on the underwriting year forms and close all underwriting years
on those forms.

(2) An insurer may not transfer business previously reported on underwriting
year forms (as opposed to renewals of such business) to the accident year
forms.  The basic rule is that when any risks are reported on either
underwriting year or accident year forms the run-off of those risks must
continue to be reported on the same forms.
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Supplementary note disclosure

8.7 (1) Paragraph 24 of Appendix 9.2 requires that the following be stated by way
of supplementary note, [Code 2402], to Form  24  in respect of each
accounting class which (in whole or in part) is reported on the underwriting
year forms:

(a) the reason for accounting for such business on an underwriting year
basis;

(b) the basis for distinguishing such business and any other business
falling within the same accounting class accounted for on an accident
year basis; and

(c) the accounting policy adopted for determining the provision for
claims outstanding (i.e. the annual method or the non-annual
method).

(2) The above information need only be given in respect of risks incepted during
the financial year.  However if the information differs from that which
applies for risks of a similar description incepting in the previous financial
year the difference should be described and the reason for it given.

(3) If the non-annual method is disclosed as the accounting policy adopted the
following should also be stated in the supplementary note [Code 2402]:

(a) the reason for using the non-annual method;

(b) the basis for distinguishing between such business and other business
in the same accounting class reported on the underwriting year
forms; and

(c) the normal period for which an underwriting year is left open, or if
that period differs for different types of business within an
accounting class:

(i) the basis of distinguishing between different types of
business; and

(ii) the normal period for each type; and

(d) where an underwriting year is left open for longer than the normal
period the reason for not closing the year.
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9. ACCOUNTING CLASSES, BUSINESS CATEGORIES AND RISK
GROUPS

An overview of the forms

9.1 (1) Reporting of general insurance business in the return forms takes place
separately for business accounted for on an accident year basis and on an
underwriting year basis and for each at three levels of detail:

(a) a summary level,

(b) an accounting class level, and

(c) a sub-accounting class level.

(2) The sub-accounting class divisions of business are referred to as Ôrisk
groupsÕ for direct insurance business and facultative reinsurance business;
and as Ôbusiness categoriesÕ for treaty business.

(3) The reporting of business within the return is summarised by the following
diagram:

Form 20 Ð overall
Summary

Form 20 - by
accounting class

Accident year accounting Underwriting year accounting

Forms 21, 22 and
23 Ð accounting
class analysis

Forms 24 and 25-
accounting class
analysis

Forms 31 to 33 Ð risk
group analysis of
direct and facultative
business

Forms 26 and 27
business category
analysis of treaty
business

Forms 34 and 35 Ð
 Risk group analysis
of direct and
facultative business

Forms 28 and 29 Ð
business category
analysis of treaty
business

For simplicity the equalisation reserve Forms (37 to 39), the discounting Form (30) and the
currency rates Form (36) have been omitted.
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Accounting classes

9.2 (1) As already noted above the division of general insurance business in the
returns takes place in two stages.  First business is divided into accounting
classes and then each accounting class is further sub-divided into either risk
groups (in respect of direct insurance and facultative reinsurance) or
business categories (in respect of treaty reinsurance business).

(2) There are eight direct and facultative accounting classes and three treaty
accounting classes. The following table summarises the definition.

1 accident and health
2 Motor
3 Aviation
4 Marine
5 Transport
6 Property
7 third party liability

Accounting
classes
for
direct
insurance
and
facultative
reinsurance 8 Miscellaneous and pecuniary

Loss

9 non-proportional treaty
10 proportional treaty

Accounting
classes for
treaty reinsurance 11 marine, aviation and transport

(MAT) treaty

(3) The accounting classes (other than the special case of accounting class 11
which is explained in (6) correspond closely to those used in the rules.  The
only differences are that:

(a) death or injury to passengers may now be included in either
accounting class 1 or split across accounting classes 2, 3 and 4 (see
(4)); and

(b) inwards proportional retrocessions of non-proportional treaty
reinsurance should be included in accounting class 9.

(4) There is some flexibility to include the following items in a different
accounting class from that which would be required by the above table:

(a) hovercraft business;

(b) liability for loss of, or damage to, goods in transit;
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(c) death or injury to passengers.

(5) Refer to paragraph 6 of Appendix 9.2 for the detailed rules.  A
supplementary note to Form 20 is required is if this option is used.  It should
state the nature of the business included in a different accounting class and
the reason for such inclusion.  The nature of business included in a different
accounting class should be consistent from year to year.

(6) Accounting class 11 calls for special comment.  The basic rule is that all
treaty business should be included as either proportional (in accounting class
10) or non-proportional (in accounting class 9).  No business is thus included
in accounting class 11.  However because not all insurers were required
under the 1983 Regulations to split MAT business between proportional and
non-proportional, the FSA recognises that not all necessarily have the
accounting records to enable them to do so now as required by the basic rule.
In consequence the rules allow an alternative to the basic rule.  An insurer
may choose to include (some or all) of its MAT treaty business in accounting
class 11, but if it does so it must state in a supplementary note the nature of
the business so included and the reason for the inclusion.  The nature of
business included in accounting class 11 should (subject to comments in 9.3)
be consistent from year to year. An insurer should apply the basic rule
wherever its accounting records contain the necessary information to allow it
to do so.  Where records only enable the basic rule to be used with effect
from a particular underwriting or accident year, it should be applied with
effect from that year rather than reporting all business in class 11.

Business categories

9.3 (1) Rule 9.16 requires an insurer to allocate the business within each treaty
accounting class (i.e. 9, 10 and 11) into business categories.  The following
table gives the eight standard business categories.

Standard business categories

(a) accident and health
(b) Motor
(c) Aviation
(d) Marine
(e) Transport
(f) Property
(g) third party liability
(h) Miscellaneous and pecuniary loss

Category (e) may be omitted and transport treaty business allocated instead
to categories (c) and (d), in which case these categories are renamed
respectively aviation and transport and marine and transport.

(2) An insurer may adopt the standard business categories or its own bespoke
categories.  However if it adopts its own bespoke categories these must be
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subdivisions of the standard categories.  Each bespoke category must be
given a name which identifies the general nature of the business included
within it and distinguishes it from any other categories used (whether
bespoke or standard).

(3) It should be noted that it is not possible for accounting class 11, if used, to
include any business other than that which falls within business categories
(c), (d) and (e).

(4) Special rules apply for treaty reinsurances accepted which fall within more
than one business category.  Amounts (i.e. premiums, claims etc.) in respect
of such a treaty should be either:

(a) apportioned between business categories; or

(b) allocated to the business category within which the greater part of the
business to which the treaty relates falls; and

an explanation must be given (in a supplementary note to Forms 26 to 29):

(c) in case (a) of the method used in any such apportionment; and

(d) in case (b) of the (nature) of the business allocated other than to the
business categories to which it strictly relates.

(5) Once the apportionment or allocation in (4) has been made for a particular
reinsurance treaty, amounts reported in future returns in respect of that treaty
should be apportioned or allocated in the same manner, unless an explanation
for a different treatment is given (in a supplementary note to Forms 26 to
29).

(6) Where a later treaty reinsurance is accepted which relates to risks which are
of a similar description to those to which the earlier treaty related, the method
of apportionment or allocation for the latter treaty should be the same as for
the earlier treaty unless an explanation for a different treatment is given (in a
supplementary note to Forms 26 to 29).

Risk groups

Overview

9.4 (1) Rule 9.18 requires an insurer to classify its direct and facultative business
into risk groups.   This must be done separately for each country in which
business is carried on with respect to each accounting class (i.e. classes 1 to
8).  The classification of business into risk groups thus takes place in three
stages as follows:

(a) first business is classified by country;
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(b) then the business for each country is classified in the accounting
classes; and

(c) finally each accounting class within each country is classified into
risk groups.

Each of these stages is subject to de minimis limits under (9).

(2) The classification of business into risk groups takes place every year with
respect to  business on-risk/incepted in that financial year, and once
classified the risk groups remain fixed for that financial year for reporting in
all subsequent the returns. Risk groups classified under the rules for financial
years ended before 23 December 1996 should continue to be used for
reporting business in those financial years.

(3) Business classified into risk groups is reported (by country by accounting
class by risk group) on Forms 31  & 32  and Form 34 (respectively for
accident year and underwriting year accounting).

Classification by country

Carrying on insurance business

(4) Business is classified by country according to where it is carried on.
Insurance business is defined as the `effecting or carrying out of contracts of
insurance etc.`. The country where business is carried on thus depends upon
where this activity takes place and not necessarily upon the location of the
risks covered by the insurance, (but see the comments below on home and
home foreign business).  An insurer therefore usually only carries on
business in a country if it has a branch, agency or other establishment located
in that country.

(5) For the purposes of classifying risk groups ÔhomeÕ and Ôhome foreignÕ are
treated as two separate countries. An example of where the risk commences
in the U.K. but primarily relates to outside the U.K. is an overseas
construction risk, where the contractor is a UK firm.  Subject to these
exclusions, home foreign business includes business written on a services
basis (under the EEA single passport) into other EEA State.

The country-level de minimis limit

(6) If gross premiums written for direct and facultative business carried on in a
country is less than 1% of the worldwide gross premiums written for all
business (i.e. direct and facultative and treaty) risk groups need not be
classified for that business.

(7) The aggregate for all countries of such small country business is reported on
Forms 33 and 35 (respectively for accident year and underwriting year
accounting).
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Classification by accounting class within each country

(8) The accounting classes have already been described in 9.2.  However it
should be noted that only the accounting classes 1 to 8 are relevant.
Accounting classes 9 to 11 relate exclusively to treaty business.

The accounting class within a country de minimis limit

(9) If the gross premium written for any accounting class within any country is
less than:

(a) 5% of the worldwide gross premiums written for all business (i.e.
direct and facultative and treaty); or

(b) £500,000

the insurer may ignore the detailed rules under (10) to (17) for the
classification of the business in that accounting class within that country into
risk groups, but may instead classify all of that business as a single risk
group.  This single risk group should be given the name ÔtotalÕ.

Classification into risk groups by accounting class within each country

(10) These rules consist of two parts: a basic rule and a list of supplementary
requirements.  The supplementary requirements (but not the basic rule) are
subject to a de minimis limit.

The basic rule

(11) The basic rule is that each risk group should comprise risks which in the
opinion of the directors, are not significantly dissimilar, either:

(a) by reference to the nature of the objects exposed to such risks; or

(b) by reference to the nature of the cover given against such risks.

(12) As an example of (11)(a), the FSA would normally not expect Marine Hull
risks and Marine Liability risks to be considered objects so similar in nature
as to be reported in the same risk group.  As an example of (11)(b), the FSA
would normally not expect ground-up direct property risks and high-layer
facultative risks to be considered covers so similar in nature as to be reported
in the same risk group.

(13) However, the FSA recognises that directors would have regard to the size
and relative size of business involved when considering any division into risk
groups.  In the examples in (12), if the total Marine Liability element is very
small (either in absolute terms or relative to the class) or the total of the
higher-layer facultative risks is very small, the FSA would not expect a
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separate risk group.  Similarly, a miscellaneous risk group could be
acceptable but only if it is small by comparison with the rest of the class.

(14) As further instances, the FSA would not normally expect to see significant
amounts of: commercial and personal lines business appearing in the same
property risk group;  professional indemnity / D&O and public / products
business appearing in the same liability risk group;  domestic mortgage
indemnity and other guarantee business appearing in the same pecuniary loss
risk group.  Overall, the FSA looks to directors to provide a sufficient but
sensible breakdown which allows the ordinary reader to understand the
nature of, and the analyst to review the details of, the insurerÕs business.

The supplementary requirements:

(15) The supplementary requirements are as follows.

(a) risks may not be included in the same risk group where, having
regard to the patterns of risk, claims incurrence and settlement
patterns, it is necessary to group them separately for the purposes of
applying statistical methods in calculating the provision for claims
outstanding in accordance with generally accepted accounting
practice.  In effect this means that where two or more types of risk are
sufficiently dissimilar to require the data for each type to be
separately identified for the purposes of calculating the provision for
claims outstanding, each type should be classified in a separate risk
group;

(b) claims-made policies may not be included in the same risk group as
non claims-made policies.  A claims-made policy is defined basically
as a liability insurance policy which requires a loss incident to be
notified either during the policy period or up to three years thereafter;

(c) policies for (i) credit and suretyship; (ii) legal expenses; (iii)
assistance; and (iv) miscellaneous should not be included in the same
risk group.  These four categories make up accounting class 8;

(d) private motor car risks should not be included in the same risk group
as other motor risks;

(e) comprehensive private motor car risks should not be included in the
same risk group as non-comprehensive private motor car risks; and

(f) policies transferred to the company (under Part VII of the Act, or
equivalent legislation of another EEA State) should not be included in
the same risk group as other policies.

The de minimis limit for the supplementary requirements
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(16) Two or more sets of risks/policies which would be required by any of the
supplementary requirements in (15) to be classified as separate risk groups
may be combined provided that either:

(a) the gross premium written for all business (i.e. direct, facultative and
treaty) from the resulting risk group is less than 2.5% of total
worldwide gross premiums written or than £500,000; or

(b) the gross premium written for all business (i.e. direct, facultative and
treaty) from each of the sets being combined (other than the largest) is
less than 0.5% of total worldwide gross premiums written or than
£100,000.

(17) It should be noted that the above de minimis limit only applies to exempt
insurers from compliance with the supplementary requirements in (15) and
not the basic rule, in (11) to (14).  The de minimis limit cannot, therefore, be
used to create a large miscellaneous risk group - see the comments in (3) to
(5).

10. FORMS 20 TO 36: THE GENERAL BUSINESS TECHNICAL
ACCOUNT

Form 20

Completion of the form

10.1 (1) Form 20 should be prepared separately for each accounting class (where any
business falling in that accounting class has been carried on) and also in
summary.  The entry '99' should be inserted in the accounting class box for
the summary form.

(2) Form  20  presents the ÔGeneral insurance business: technical accountÕ
(excluding equalisation provisions).  It consists of four parts:

(a) a technical account for this accident year (lines 11 to 19);

(b) a technical account for prior accident years (lines 21 to 29);

(c) the balance from underwriting year accounting (line 31 to 39); and

(d) the investment return allocated to the technical account (line 51).

(3) The two accident year technical accounts only relate to business accounted
for on an accident year basis.  Form 24 presents the technical account for
underwriting year business and it is from this that the balance at line 31
derives.

(4) The items in the two accident year technical accounts derive from Form 21
(earned premiums) and Form 22 (claims, expenses etc.).  The only item
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which does not derive from other forms is 'Other technical income or
charges' (lines 16 and 25).  If any amount is entered in these lines particulars
must be stated in a supplementary note [Code 2005].

(5) Line 32 of the form accommodates other technical income and charges
arising from business accounted for on an underwriting year basis.  NB. such
other income and charges should not be included on Form 24.  As for lines
16 and 25 (see (4)) a supplementary note [Code 2006] is needed.

(6) The allocated investment income (line 51) is linked to line 20 of Form 16.
The allocation, if any, should be the same as in the Companies Act accounts.

Supplementary notes

(7) Six notes are specified:

(a) where a insurer exercises any of the options (described in 9.2(4) to
(5)) to report business in a different accounting class it should state
(i) the nature of the business it has included in that different
accounting class; and (ii) the reason for such inclusion - see
paragraph 7 of Appendix 9.2.  [Code 2001]

(b) for each accounting class an insurer should state separately for
business accounted for on an accident year basis and on an
underwriting basis the split of (i) total gross premium written; and (ii)
reinsurers'  share of gross premium written between business
attributable to the UK and to overseas business - see paragraph 16 of
Appendix 9.2.  For these purposes direct and facultative business is
UK business if the contract was made in the UK and treaty
reinsurance is UK if the cedant has its head office in the UK or is a
member of the Society;  [Code 2002]

(c) if an insurer has effected no new contracts of insurance of any one or
more classes for which it is authorised during the financial year; it
should state the date on which the last new contract of each such class
was effected - see paragraph 21 of Appendix 9.2.  A new contract is
any contract other than one effected in fulfilment of an obligation
under an already existing contract of insurance; [Code 2003]

(d) as already explained in 8.2(2), both inwards and outward contracts of
(re)insurance should be classified for inclusion in the forms in
accordance with generally accepted accounting practice.  Extensive
note disclosure is required where this leads to inwards or outwards
contracts of (re)insurance not being reported as such on the forms
(i.e. because although they fall within the legal definition of a
contract of insurance or reinsurance they do not fall within the
GAAP definition).  See paragraph 26 of Appendix 9.2 for details of
the disclosure to be given; [Code 2004]
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(e) particulars should be stated of any amounts included at lines 16 or 25
('accident year accounting - other technical income or charges') - see
the text on those lines of the form; and [Code 2005]

(f) particulars should be stated of any amounts included in line 32
('underwriting year accounting - other technical income or charges') -
see the text of that line of the form. [Code 2006].

Form 21

Completion of the form

10.2 (1) Form 21 should be prepared separately for each accounting class (where any
business falling in that accounting class has been carried on).  The form
presents an analysis of premiums for business accounted for on an accident
year basis.

(2) Lines 13 to 15 of the Form 21 should include premiums actually received
prior to the financial year, but relating to risks incepted in the financial year
and exclude premiums received during the financial year, but relating to risks
incepting after the end of the financial year.  In Forms 13  and 15 the
accounting treatment adopted for premiums received in respect of risks
incepting in future financial years should be the same as that adopted in the
shareholder accounts or, if there are no shareholder accounts, should be in
accordance with generally accepted accounting practice.  If this results in
different amounts for the provision for unearned premium (either gross or the
reinsurersÕ share) being shown in Forms 13 or 15 as compared to Form 21,
the difference should be identified and explained in a supplementary note,
[Code 2103].

Supplementary notes

(3) Three notes are specified:

(a) the reason should be stated for any difference in the unearned
premiums brought forward and the corresponding amount carried
forward from the previous year (i.e. if 21.16.1 + 21.16.2 does not
equal 21.19.2 in the previous return or  21.16.3 + 21.16.4 does not
equal 21.19.4 in the previous return) - see paragraph 7 of Appendix
9.1; and [Code 2101]

(b) the basis upon which the provision for unearned premium is
calculated and the reason for adopting that basis should be stated - see
paragraph 18 of Appendix 9.2.  The reason stated should include an
explanation of any change in the basis from previous financial years.
[Code 2102]

(c) the supplementary note referred to in 10.2(2). [Code 2103]
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Form 22

Completion of the form

10.3 (1) Form 22 should be prepared separately for each accounting class (where any
business falling in that accounting class has been carried on).  The form
presents an analysis of claims, expenses and technical provisions for business
accounted for on an accident year basis.

(2) The rules for the allocation of premiums, claims and expenses to accident
years are explained in section nine.  Business which is shown as
reconciliation business on Form 23, see 10.4(5), should be also be split
between the prior financial years and this financial year headings in this
form.  However where such amounts are not material it is acceptable to
include them in their entirety under Ôprior to this financial yearÕ.

(3) The amount included for the provision for unexpired risks (at line 19) in the
Form 22 for any accounting class should be determined without taking into
account any surplus expected to arise on the unexpired risks falling within
other accounting classes.

(4) However, in determining the total provision for unexpired risks (which is
disclosed in Form 15 at line 13 and in Form 13 at line 62), deficits and
surpluses in different accounting classes may be offset (to the extent
permitted by generally accepted accounting practice).  Any surplus for an
accounting class thus offset against deficits in other accounting classes
should, to the extent it relates to business accounted for on an accident year
basis, be shown as a negative provision at line 19 on the Form 22 for that
accounting class.

(5) Lines 41 and 42 show the split of operating expenses between prior financial
years and this financial year.  Special care should be taken when completing
column 1 Ð Ôamount brought forward from previous financial yearsÕ.  The
entry at column 1 for line 42 should equal the sum of the entries at column 3
in the previous yearsÕ return for lines 41 and 42.  The entry at column 1 for
line 41 should ordinarily be nil, i.e. it should be left blank.  This is because
the split at lines 41 and 42, column 4, is used (on Form 20) to match
expenses against earned premiums.

Supplementary notes

(6) Six notes are specified:

(a) if any of the brought forward amounts differs from the corresponding
carried forward amounts in the previous return the reason should be
stated - see paragraph 7 of Appendix 9.1; [Code 2201]

(b) the basis for determining the claims management expenses payable
and carried forward should be stated - see paragraph 22(1) of
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Appendix 9.2.  The the payable part of the disclosure, amongst other
items, should include an explanation of how overheads are allocated
as between claim management expenses and net operating expenses.
If there are no claims management expenses carried forward but there
are claims outstanding carried forward, the reason for believing these
outstanding claims can be run-off without incurring c l a i m s
management expenses should be stated - see paragraph 22(2) of
Appendix 9.2.  If the insurer has, for any accounting class, ceased
during the financial year to effect new contracts, the basis uponÕ
which any additional costs (payable or carried forward) from such
cessation have been determined, or the reason for believing there are
no such additional costs should be stated - see paragraph 22(3) of
Appendix 9.2; [Code 2202]

(c) where, for any accounting class, investment income has been taken
into account in determining the claims management costs carried
forward, an insurer should state for each such class (i) the rates of
interest used; and (ii) the average interval to the date at which the
carried forward costs are expected to be expended - see paragraph
22(4) of Appendix 9.2; [Code 2203]

(d) the basis for determining acquisition expenses (other than
commission) payable and carried forward should be stated - see
paragraph 23 of Appendix 9.2.  The payable part of the disclosure,
amongst other items, should include an explanation of how overheads
are allocated as between other acquisition expenses, and the other
components of net operating expenses especially administrative
expenses.  The FSA expects the carried forward part of the disclosure
should include an explanation of how the appropriate proportion of
acquisition expenses (other than commission) to match the unearned
premium carried forward was determined; [Code 2204]

(e) where, for any accounting class, the provision for unexpired risks has
been determined after taking investment income into account, an
insurer should state for each such class (i) the provision before taking
investment income into account; (ii) the rates of interest used; and
(iii) the average interval to the date at which claims are expected to be
settled in cash - see paragraph 20 of Appendix 9.2.  This note should
be present even if, as a result of taking investment income into
account, the provision for unexpired risks is nil; and [Code 2205]

(f) where, for any accounting class, the reinsurerÕs share of claims
incurred includes amounts expected to be recovered from reinsurers
more than 12 months after the payment of the underlying gross
claims, there should be stated for that class (i) the amount of such
recoveries; and (ii) the accounting treatment which has been adopted
in respect of discounting such recoveries - see paragraph 28 of
Appendix 9.2.  [Code 2206]
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Form 23

Completion of the form

10.4 (1) Form 23 should be prepared separately for each accounting class (where any
business falling in that accounting class has been carried on).  The form
presents an analysis of by accident year of net claims and premiums.  It
consists of three parts:

(a) the last ten accident years (lines 11 to 20);

(b) the reconciliation business (line 22); and

(c) the prior accident years (line 21).

(2) The rules for the allocation of premiums, claims and expenses to accident
years are explained in chapter eight.  Reconciliation business is not allocated
to accident years but shown at line 22.

(3) The amount of earned premium shown at column 11 for each accident year
should be updated each financial year end to take account of over- or under-
estimates of premium for that accident year.

(4) Reconciliation business is any business which falls below the country de
minimis limit in the classification of risk groups (see 9.4(7)) and any
business which was reported as reconciliation business under the 1983
Regulations.  The reconciliation business should be reported at line 22 net of
the reinsurers' share.

(5) Special rules apply for the re-conversion of the premiums and claims
amounts in columns 1, 2, 3 and 11 of Form 23.  All amounts denominated in
a major currency should be reconverted into sterling using the exchange rate
ruling at the end of the current financial year.  Amounts denominated in a
non-major currency need not be re-converted (although they may be if the
insurer wishes).  Where a claim or premium amount is not reconverted it
should be reported at the exchange rate which ruled for the financial year in
which it first arose.

(6) A major currency is:

(a) for business carried on in any overseas country (i.e. by a branch,
agency or other establishment in that country), the currency of that
country; and

(b) for all other business Euros, United States dollars, Canadian dollars
and any other currency the insurer wishes to treat as a major
currency.
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Supplementary notes

(7) Two notes are specified:

(a) if any of the brought forward amounts differs from the corresponding
carried forward amounts in the previous return the reason should be
stated - see paragraph 7 of Appendix 9.1; [Code 2301]

(b) if during the financial year business is transferred (under Part VII of
the Act or under the equivalent legislation of another EEA State) to
the insurer, certain specified details of that business must be stated -
see paragraph 17 of Appendix 9.2.  [Code 2302]

Form 24

Completion of the form

10.5 (1) Form 24 should be prepared separately for each accounting class (where any
business falling in that accounting class has been carried on).  The form
reconciles the technical provisions brought forward to that carried forward
with premiums, claims, expenses and profits/losses as the reconciling items.

(2) The column headings (between columns 29-29 and 99-99) should be
completed respectively from right to left with the dates of the end of this
financial year and of each of the nine preceding financial years.

(3) A transitional concession applies for all accounting classes except 9 and 11.
Amounts for underwriting years ended before 23 December 1993 may be
included in the prior years column.  (If this is done the end-date for such
years should not be entered in the column headings.)  Insurers should only
take advantage of this concession to the extent that full completion of the
form is impracticable, (e.g. full completion of Form 24 for class 10 would
not be impracticable where business of that class was previously reported on
the Form 29).

(4) Business reported as reconciliation business on Form 35 should be reported
on this form (net of the reinsurers' share) analysed by underwriting year.

(5) All premium amounts at lines 11 and 12 should be shown gross of
commission.

(6) Net operating expenses (lines 41 to 49) should not include the increase or
decrease in deferred acquisition costs, ('DAC').  Instead the DAC brought
forward and carried forward should be included respectively at lines 51/52
and 53/54.  DAC is part of the fund - see line 24 on Form 25.

(7) For an open underwriting year line 54 (ÔTechnical provisions - carried
forward - adjustment for discountingÕ) should show the extent to which
future investment Return has been taken into account in deciding whether
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and, if so, by how much to increase the fund (i.e. premiums written less
claims and expenses) to make it sufficient to meet all present and future
obligations attributable to the underwriting year, i.e. the amount shown at
line 53 (ÔTechnical provisions - carried forward Ð undiscountedÕ) should be
the fund augmented by the full amount needed to make it sufficient to meet
all such obligations without taking future investment return into account.

(8) The amount shown at line 54 for an open year should be included as one of
the component items included in the balance shown at line 20 on Form 25,
even if that results in a negative amount at that line. Lines 16 to 18 on this
form should not include amounts for open underwriting years.

Supplementary notes

(9) Six notes are specified:

(a) if any of the brought forward amounts differs from the corresponding
carried forward amounts in the previous return the reason should be
stated - see paragraph 7 of Appendix 9.1; [Code 2401]

(b) certain specified details of the reporting basis and basis of profit
recognition should be stated - see paragraph 24 of Appendix 9.2.
Guidance is given in 8.7; [Code 2402]

(c) if during the financial year business is transferred (under Part VII of
the Act or under the equivalent legislation of another EEA State) to
the insurer, certain specified details of that business must be stated -
see paragraph 17 of Appendix 9.2; [Code 2403]

(d) the basis for determining the claims management costs payable and
carried forward should be stated - see paragraph 22 of Appendix 9.2.
The payable part of the disclosure, amongst other items, should
include an explanation of how overheads are allocated as between
claims management costs and net operating expenses.  If there are no
claims management costs carried forward but there are claims
outstanding carried forward, the reason for believing these
outstanding claims can be run-off without incurring claims
management costs should be stated.  If the insurer has for any
accounting class ceased during the financial year to effect new
contracts, the basis upon which any additional costs (payable or
carried forward) from such cessation have been determined, or the
reason for believing there are no such additional costs, should be
stated; [Code 2404]

(e) where, for any accounting class, investment income has been taken
into account in determining the claims management costs carried
forward, an insurer should state for each such class (i) the rates of
interest used; and (ii) the average interval to the date at which the
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carried forward costs are expected to be expended - see paragraph
22(4) of Appendix 9.2; [Code 2405]

(f) the basis for determining acquisition expenses (other than
commission) payable and carried forward should be stated - see
paragraph 23 of Appendix 9.2.  The payable part of the disclosure,
amongst other items, should include an explanation of how overheads
are allocated as between other acquisition expenses and the other
components of net operating expenses, especially administrative
expenses.  The carried forward part of the disclosure should include
an explanation of how the appropriate proportion of acquisition
expenses (other than commission) to match the unearned premium
carried forward was determined.  [Code 2406]

Form 25

Completion of the form

10.6 (1) Form 25 should be prepared separately for each accounting class (where any
business falling in that accounting class has been carried on).  The form
analyses the technical provisions carried forward.

(2) The guidance given in 10.5 the completion of Form 24 also applies for this
form.

(3) The extent to which the form is to be completed differs for open and closed
years - see instruction 2 to the form.  For this purpose business accounted for
under the annual method should be regarded as closed year business.  See
also 8.5 for further guidance.  For open years, line 21 should equal line 29,
which should equal line 53 less line 54 on form 24.  The balancing figure
required to achieve this should be entered at line 20.

(4) Line 20 ÔBalance of fundÕ should not be confused with the undeclared profit
on an open year.  It includes such profit (if any), but also includes all other
elements of the fund not shown separately for open years, i.e. the items listed
at lines 16 to 18 and 22 to 25 which are not used for open years.

(5) Lines 13 and 14 refer for both open and closed years to Ôclaims incurred but
not reportedÕ.  For closed years this does not include provisions for claims
not incurred, i.e. claims expected to be incurred after the end of the financial
year.  For closed years such yet-to-be-incurred expected claims are provided
against by the provisions for unearned premiums and unexpired risks, (lines
23 and 24).  For open years such yet-to-be-incurred expected claims may
either be included at lines 13 and 14 or included as one of the elements
represented by the balance of the fund, (line 20).  For both open and closed
years lines 13 and 14 require the analysis of Ôclaims incurred but not
reportedÕ between the Ôgross amountÕ and ÔreinsurerÕs shareÕ.  Where this
analysis is not provided, e.g. by reporting the net amount as if it were the
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gross amount, the form has not been properly prepared in accordance with
the rules.

(6) the offset of surpluses and deficits on open years from business managed
together should be shown at line 19.  A surplus on the underwriting year
which is to be offset against deficit(s) arising elsewhere should be shown as a
positive amount.  A deficit on the underwriting year which is to be offset
against surplus(es) arising elsewhere is to be shown as a negative amount.
See 8.5 for further guidance.

(7) For closed years, the amount included for the provision for unexpired risks
(at line 23) in the Form 25 for any accounting class should be determined
without taking into account any surplus expected to arise on the unexpired
risks falling within other accounting classes.

(8) However, in determining the total provision for unexpired risks (which is
disclosed in Form 15 at line 13 and in Form 13 at line 62), deficits and
surpluses in different accounting classes may be offset (to the extent
permitted by generally accepted accounting practice).  Any surplus for an
accounting class thus offset against deficits in other accounting classes
should, to the extent it relates to business accounted for on an underwriting
year basis, be shown as a negative provision at line 23 on the Form 25 for
that accounting class.

Supplementary notes

(9) Five notes are specified:

(a) the basis upon which the provision for unearned premium is
calculated and the reason for adopting that basis should be stated - see
paragraph 18 of Appendix 9.2.  The reason stated should include an
explanation of any change in the basis from previous financial years;
[Code 2501]

(b) where, for any accounting class, the provision for unexpired risks has
been determined after taking investment income into account, an
insurer should state for each such class (i) the provision before taking
investment income into account; (ii) the rates of interest used; and
(iii) the average interval to the date at which claims are expected to be
settled in cash.  The note should be present even if as a result of
taking investment income into account the provision for unexpired
risks is nil - see paragraph 20 of Appendix 9.2.

(c) where, for any accounting class, the reinsurers' share of claims
incurred includes amounts expected to be recovered from reinsurers
more than 12 months after the payment of the underlying gross
claims, there should be stated for that class (i) the amount of such
recoveries; and (ii) the accounting treatment which has been adopted
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in respect of discounting such recoveries - see paragraph 28 of
Appendix 9.2; [Code 2503]

(d) where a surplus for offset is shown at line 19, the following should be
stated:

(i) a description of the business in respect of which the
anticipated surplus and of the business in respect of which the
anticipated deficit to be offset arise (including identification of
the risk groups or business categories into which the business
falls); and

(ii) the reason for treating the business as managed together. (See
paragraph 25(2) of Appendix 9.2; and [Code 2504]

(e) particulars of any amounts included at lines 25 on Forms 25 should
be stated - see the face of Form 25. [Code 2505]

Forms 26 and 27

Completion of the forms

10.7 (1) Forms 26 and 27 present an analysis by business category of the business
reported on Forms 23 for the treaty accounting classes 9 to 11.  The format
of Forms 26 is identical to the format of Form 23 except for:

(a) the inclusion in the heading of a business category  and a currency
box; and

(b) the use of a continuation sheet; and

the format of Form 27 is identical to that of Form 26 except that it is to be
completed gross of the reinsurers' share, whereas Form  26  is to be
completed net.  The guidance given in 10.4 on the completion of Form 23
also applies to these forms Ð see 10.4(4) to 10.4(7).

(2) Forms 26 and 27 should be completed separately for each business category
of each treaty accounting class (where any business is carried on in that
business category for that accounting class).  The entries in any box on all
Form 26 for any accounting class should in aggregate (converted into
sterling where necessary) equal the corresponding entry on Form 23 for that
accounting class.

(3) An insurer may prepare a single Forms 26 and 27 for business carried on in
all currencies (with all amounts converted into sterling).  Alternatively it may
prepare separate forms in any one or more of:

(a) sterling;
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(b) United States dollars;

(c) Canadian dollars;

(d) Euros; or

(e) any other currency where the gross premiums or claims incurred for
the business carried on in that currency exceeds 10% of the total for
all treaty business.

(4) Business transacted in a currency for which no separate form is prepared
should be included in the sterling form (converted into sterling) unless the
insurer considers it more appropriate to include it in the form for another
currency (converted into that currency).  The reporting of treaties on separate
currency forms should be consistent from year to year.  See paragraph 5 of
Appendix 9.2.

(5) The amount of earned premium shown at column 11 for each accident year
should be updated each financial year end to take account of over- or under-
estimates of premium for that accident year.

(6) The category box in the heading should be completed with one of the letters a
to h according to the table in 9.3(1).  If any of these standard categories is
divided into bespoke business categories (see 9.3(2)) these bespoke
categories should be distinguished by inserting the numbers 1, 2, 3 etc. after
this letter.  (For example if the standard business category c is divided into
four bespoke categories, the heading entry for each of these should be
respectively c1, c2, c3 and c4).  The currency box in the heading should be
completed with the country code for that currency, (see the Annex to this
paragraph for these codes).

(7) The category names to be used in the title lines to the form are described in
9.3(1).  A bespoke category should be given a name which:

(a) describes the general nature of the business included; and

(b) distinguishes it from other business categories.

Supplementary notes

(8) Five notes are specified:

(a) if any of the brought forward amounts differs from the corresponding
carried forward amounts in the previous return the reason should be
stated - see paragraph 7 of Appendix 9.1; [Code 2601]

(b) the basis of allocating or apportioning reinsurance treaties accepted
which fall within more than one business categories should be stated-
see rule 9.17(2).  Further guidance is given in 9.3(5); [Code 2602]
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(c) where the allocation or apportionment to business categories of any
reinsurance treaties accepted which have previously been reported
differs from that adopted previously, an explanation of the nature of
the change and the reasons for it should be given - see rule 9.17(3)(a).
Further guidance is given in 9.3(6) to 9.3(7) above; [Code 2603]

(d) where the allocation or apportionment to business categories of any
reinsurance treaties accepted differs from that adopted previously for
reinsurance treaties relating to similar risks, an explanation of the
nature of the change and the reasons for it should be given - see rule
9.17(3)(a).  Further guidance is given in 9.3(6) to 9.3(7); [Code 2604]

Forms 28 and 29

Completion of the forms

10.8 (1) Forms 28 and 29 present an analysis by business category of the business
reported on Form 24 and 25 for the treaty accounting classes 9 to 11.  The
formats of Forms 28 and 29 are identical respectively to the formats of
Forms 24 and 25 except for:

(a) the inclusion in the heading of a business category  and a currency
box, and

(b) the use of a continuation sheet; and

the guidance given above on the completion of the headings of those forms also
applies to these forms - see 10.5(2).

(2) Forms 28 and 29 should be completed separately for each business category
of each treaty accounting class (where any business is carried on in that
business category for that accounting class).  The entries in any box on all
Forms 28 and 29 for any accounting class should in aggregate (converted
into sterling where necessary) equal the corresponding entry on Forms 24
and 25 for that accounting class.

(3) The guidance given in 10.7(3) to (6) on the completion of Forms 26 and 27
also applies to these forms.

(4) A transitional concession applies for proportional treaty business (accounting
class 10) which was not previously reported on the 1983 Regulations Form
29, either because it did not fall in the MAT business categories or because it
was not the subject of a direction under section 148 of the Act.   Amounts for
underwriting years ended before 23 December 1993 may be included in the
prior years column and need not be analysed on the continuation sheet.  (If
this is done only post-1993 year-end dates should be entered in the column
headings).
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(5) All premium amounts at lines 11 and 12 should be shown gross of
commissions.

(6) For an open underwriting year, line 54 of Form 28 (ÔTechnical provisions -
carried forward - adjustment for discountingÕ) should show the extent to
which future investment return has been taken into account in deciding
whether and, if so, by how much to increase the fund (i.e. premiums written
less claims and expenses) to make it sufficient to meet all present and future
obligations attributable to the underwriting year, i.e. the amount shown at
line 53 (ÔTechnical provisions - carried forward Ð undiscountedÕ) should be
the fund augmented by the full amount needed to make it sufficient to meet
all such obligations without taking future investment return into account.

(7) The amount shown at line 54 for an open year should be included as one of
the component items in the balance shown at line 20 on Form 29, even if that
results in a negative amount at that line. Lines 16 to 18 on this form should
not include amounts for open underwriting years.

Supplementary notes

(8) Six notes are specified:

(a) the first five are the same as described in 10.7(8) for Forms 26 and
27 , but are in respect of treaty business accounted for on an
underwriting basis; and [Codes 2801 to 2805]

(b) where a surplus for offset is shown at line 19 of Form  29, the
following should be stated:

(i) a description of the business in respect of which the
anticipated surplus and of the business in respect of which the
anticipated deficit to be offset arise (including identification of
the risk groups or business categories into which the business
falls); and

(ii) the reason for treating the business as managed together. See
paragraph 25(2) of Appendix 9.2.  [Code 2901]

Form 30

Completion of the form

10.9 (1) Form 30 consists of two sheets.  The form should be completed whenever an
amount for adjustment for discounting is included in any Form 22 or 25 - see
rule 9.15 and also paragraph 27 of Appendix 9.2.   However de minimis rules
(explained) apply for the completion of sheet 2 and parts of sheet 1.

(2) Sheet 1 calls for an analysis of assets and liabilities etc. by major currency.
A major currency is any currency in respect of which the Ôprovision for
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claims outstandingÕ (before deduction for discounting) is not less than 10%
of the total provision for claims outstanding (before deduction for
discounting).  In terms of the form each major currency line should have a
column 6 entry which is not less than 10% of the column 6 total.

(3) In sheet 1 of Form 30, assets and liabilities should be allocated to particular
currencies using, basically, the same rules as apply for the purpose of the
matching and localisation requirements.  However, for the purpose of
completing Form  30 the rules should be applied to all the assets and
liabilities of the insurer, (including assets and liabilities in respect of business
to which the obligation to match and localise assets does not apply).  Rules
7.1(5) and 7.3(2) to 7.3(5) apply.

(4) Instructions 1 to 4 (and 6 & 10) respectively explain the entries to be made in
columns 1 to 4 of sheets 1 and 2.  Two points will be noted here:

(a) The reference in column 2 to hypothecated assets should not be read
as imposing any requirement on insurers to hypothecate particular
assets to particular liabilities.  It merely allows insurers who have
chosen so to hypothecate to report this on the form. Insurers which do
not hypothecate should include all assets in column 2, (i.e. column 2
will equal column 1);

(b) the expected income and yield to be shown at columns 3 and 4 are to
relate only to those assets included in column 2; and

(c) the admissible assets shown at column 1 are the total admissible
assets, but excluding the reinsurersÕ share of technical provisions,
and deferred acquisition costs.

(5) In sheet 1:

(a) column 5 should show all technical provisions, i.e. including the
provisions for unearned premiums and unexpired risks;

(b) columns 5 to 7 are to be completed net of reinsurance. Column 5
should include all technical provisions except the equalisation
reserve (as there is no rule by which the latter may be allocated across
currencies). Columns 6 and 7 (ÔProvision for claims outstanding
being discountedÕ) should include any provisions for claims
management costs which are being discounted;

(c) column 8 should show the unwind of the discount in the next
financial year calculated in accordance with instruction 8; and

(d) column 11 should show the average rate calculated in accordance
with instruction 11.
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(6) An example of the calculation of the unwind of the discount in the next
financial year is given below:

An insurer has claims outstanding (including IBNR) of £250k at the end of
1996 which it estimates it will pay as follows -

31.5.97 £150k

31.5.98 £100k

Its discount rate of interest is 5% and so in the 1996 return it presents the
following amounts in columns 6 and 7 of Form 30 -

Claims outstanding -

before deduction for discounting £250k

deduction for discounting £10k

where the latter figure is calculated as -

£9.7k =  £250k - £150k/(1.05)5/12 + £100k/(1.05)(1+5/12).

The unwind of the discount in the next financial year is then calculated as
follows -

(a) estimate the expected claims outstanding at the 1997 year end (using
the same
assumptions as are used to estimate the actual claims outstanding at
the 1996 year end) but only in respect of accident/underwriting years
1996 and prior.

Expected claims outstanding at 1997 in
respect of accident years 1996 and prior = £100k

(b) estimate the deduction for discounting at the 1997 year end (using the
same assumptions as are used to estimate the actual deduction for
discoun t ing  at the 1996 year end) but only in respect of
accident/underwriting years 1996 and prior.

Expected deduction for discounting at 1997 in
respect of accident years 1996 and prior =   £100k - £100k/(1.05)5/12

=   £2.0k

(c) then subtract  the expected deduction for discounting at 1997 (as
calculated in (b) above) from the actual deduction for discounting at
1996 as follows.
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'Unwind of discount in the
next financial year' =  £9.7k - £2.0k = £7.7k = £8k (rounded)

Supplementary note

(7) Three supplementary notes are specified:

(a) the methods and assumptions used in determining the yield in
accordance with instruction 4 to the form should be stated - see
instruction 5; [Code 3001]

(b) the treatment of expected income payment (in arriving at the amounts
shown at columns 3 and 4) from any asset where such payment is in
default should be stated Ð see instruction 7; and [Code 3002]

(c) a note should state the risk groups and business categories where an
adjustment for discounting has been made and, for each such risk
group or business category:

(i) the method used in calculating the deduction for discounting;

(ii) the rate of interest used;

(iv) the expected average interval between the date of settlement
for claims being discounted and the end of the financial year;
and

(v) the criteria adopted for estimating the period that will elapse
before claims are settled.  See paragraph 27(5) of Appendix
9.2. [Code 3003]

Forms 31, 32 and 34

Completion of the forms

10.10 (1) Forms 31, 32 and 34 provide the risk group analysis of the gross claims and
gross premiums information for the business (see the diagram in 9.1(3)).
Forms 31 and 32 are used for accident year business, whilst Form 34 is used
for underwriting year business.

(2) Separate Forms 31, 32 and 34 are not needed for a UK branch return or EEA
branches returns where a global return including these forms is being
submitted.

(3) Form 31 should be prepared separately for each risk group in each country
for all direct and facultative accounting classes (other than the direct and
facultative motor class 2).  Form 32 should be prepared separately for each
risk group in each country for accounting class 2.   Form 34 should be
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prepared separately for each risk group in each country for all direct and
facultative accounting classes.  See rule 9.19.

(4) The classification of business into risk groups is explained in 9.

(5) The three forms are similar in format.  Form 32 only differs from Form 31
by the inclusion of a column 12 (vehicle years) and column 13 (claims
frequency).  Form 31 only differs from Form 34 by the inclusion of columns
1 and 2 (claims numbers).  However instruction 7 to Form 31 provides that
claims numbers need not be reported for marine, aviation and transport
business reported on that form.

(6) The claims numbers on Forms 31 and 32 only relate to reported claims
outstanding.  Estimates of claims numbers for IBNR are not required.
Column 1 of Forms 31 and 32 show the cumulative claims numbers only for
claims settled at some cost and column 2 the claims numbers of reported
claims outstanding. Where a claim was previously reported as closed at some
cost but is subsequently reopened, it remains one claim. If necessary it should
be transferred from column 1 and included in the claims number in column 2.

(7) The amounts shown for gross premium for each accident/underwriting year
in column 10 on Forms 31 and 32 and in column 8 on Form 34 should be
updated each financial year end to take account of over- or under- estimates
of premiums for that year.

(8) The instructions to the forms also provide that:

(a) all figures are to be shown gross of reinsurers' shares, before any
deduction for discounting and exclusive of any claims management
costs; and

(b) all percentages are to be expressed to one place of decimals.

(9) Instruction 6 to Form 32 explains how vehicle years are to be calculated.
The percentages shown in that form for the claims frequency, (column 13),
should be calculated as the ratio of (column 1 + column 2) to (1000 x column
12).

(10)     On all forms the accident/underwriting year end dates inserted at lines 11 to
20 should be the year end dates of the current financial year and the 9
previous financial years.

(11) Forms 31 and 34 have continuation sheets.  These are only to be used for
risk groups falling into accounting class 7 (third-party liability).  The
continuation sheets analyse the amounts shown at line 21 (prior
accident/underwriting years) and should be prepared where any amount is
shown at this line.
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(12) On all Forms 31, 32 and 34 the risk group name shown (in the titles lines to
the Forms) should include a description of the risks within the accounting
class included in that risk group - see paragraph 29(1) to Appendix 9.2.  This
requires, amongst other things, that the description should be sufficient to
distinguish the risk group from other risk groups for the same country falling
in the same accounting class.

Supplementary notes

(13) Two supplementary notes are specified:

(a) if any of the brought forward amounts differs from the corresponding
carried forward amounts in the previous return, the reason should be
stated - see paragraph 7 of Appendix 9.1; and [Code 3101, 3201 or
3401]

(b) if for any risk group the name given to it (see 10.10(10)) is not
sufficient to identify, for the business included in that risk group, the
nature of the objects exposed to risks and the nature of the cover
provided against such risk, this information should be stated in a
supplementary note - see paragraph 29(2) of Appendix 9.2.  [Code
3102, 3202 or 3402]

Forms 33 and 35

Completion of the forms

10.11 (1) If the insurer has any reconciliation business then it should complete Form
33 (for accident years) and Form 35 (for underwriting years) - see rule 9.20.
Separate Forms 33 and 35 are not needed for a UK branch return or EEA
branches returns where a global return including these forms is being
submitted.

(2) In (1), Reconciliation business is any direct and facultative business not
classified into risk groups and so not reported on Forms 31, 32 and 34.  It
arises from two sources:

(a) small country business - see 9.4(6) to (7); and

(b) business which was reported on reconciliation forms under the 1983
Regulations.

(3) Only one Form 33 and one Form 35 should to be prepared covering all
accounting classes.

(4) The instructions to the forms also provide that all figures are to be shown
gross of reinsurers' shares, before any deduction for discounting and
exclusive of any claims management costs.
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Supplementary notes

(5) Only one supplementary note is specified.  If any of the brought forward
amounts differs from the corresponding carried forward amounts in the
previous return the reason should be stated - see paragraph 7 of Appendix
9.1. [Code 3301 or 3501]

Form 36

10.12 (1) Form 36 should be prepared whenever any of the business category Forms
(26  to 29) or the risk group Forms (31 to 35) is prepared in a foreign
currency.  Form 36 reports the rates of exchange used for the conversion of
amounts reported on those forms in foreign currency for inclusion in other
forms in sterling.  Where a different rate is used for premiums and claims
incurred/paid/ earned during the year than for claims outstanding at the year
end, the former rate should be stated.  Where more than one such rate is used
during the year the average rate should be stated.

(2) The country codes are listed in the Annex.

(3) There are no supplementary notes specified to this form.

_________________________

ANNEX

COUNTRY CODE

Afghanistan QS
Albania CE
Algeria KA
Andorra CG
Angola MT
Anguilla GY
Antigua And Barbuda GP
Argentina JA
Armenia RB
Aruba GM
Australia EA
Austria BL
Azerbaijan RC
Bahamas GD
Bahrain PN
Bangladesh QA
Barbados GA
Belarus RD
Belgium BD
Belize HH
Benin LK
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Bermuda GE
Bhutan QX
Bolivia JL
Bosnia and Herzegovina CH
Botswana MG
Brazil JC
Brunei QY
Bulgaria CD
Burkina Faso LL
Burundi MW
Cambodia QU
Cameroon MV
Canada FA
Cape Verde LM
Central African Republic MY
Chad NA
Channel Islands BA
Chile JB
China (Taiwan) QQ
China,Peoples Rep.Of QJ
Colombia JD
Comoros MX
Conga, Democratic Republic of MM
Congo (Republic of) MU
Costa Rica HF
Croatia CJ
Cuba GJ
Curacao GL
Cyprus DA
Czech Republic CP
Denmark BE
Djibouti NB
Dominica GR
Dominican Republic GF
Ecuador JF
Egypt KE
El Salvador HB
England AC
Equatorial Guinea NC
Eritrea NK
Estonia RE
Ethiopia MP
European Currencies, Weighted Average Of CZ
European Currency Unit CY
Fiji EC
Finland BR
France BF
French Guiana JK
Gabon ND
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Gambia,The LA
Georgia RF
Germany BK
Ghana LB
Gibraltar DB
Grand Cayman Islands GW
Greece BN
Grenada GQ
Guam RW
Guatemala HD
Guinea LN
Guinea-Bissau LP
Guyana JH
Haiti GK
Home Foreign-United Kingdom AB
Honduras HC
Hong Kong QE
Hungary CC
Iceland BU
India QB
Indonesia QM
Iran PB
Iraq PJ
Irish Republic BC
Isle Of Man BB
Israel PC
Italy BG
Ivory Coast LH
Jamaica GB
Japan QK
Jordan PL
Kazakhstan RG
Kenya MA
Kiribati ED
Kirjhizia (alternate name for Kyrgystan) RV
Korea, South QR
Korea,North QP
Kuwait PD
Kyrgyzstan RV
Laos RT
Latvia RJ
Lebanon PE
Lesotho MH
Liberia LG
Libya KD
Liechtenstein CK
Lithuania RK
Luxembourg BH
Macedonia BZ
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Madagascar MS
Malawi MD
Malaysia QF
Maldives RU
Mali LE
Malta DC
Marshall Islands EM
Mauritania LS
Mauritius ML
Mexico HA
Micronesia EN
Moldova RL
Monaco CF
Mongolia RM
Monserrat GS
Morocco KB
Mozambique MR
Myanmar QH
Namibia NE
Nauru EE
Nepal QT
Netherlands BJ
Netherlands Antilles GX
New Zealand EB
Nicaragua HE
Niger NF
Nigeria LC
Northern Ireland AF
Norway BS
Oman PP
Pakistan QC
Palau EP
Panama HG
Papua New Guinea EF
Paraguay JM
Peru JG
Philippines QL
Poland BV
Portugal BP
Puerto Rico GG
Qatar PG
Romania BW
Russia RN
Rwanda NG
San Marino CL
Sao Tome And Principle LQ
Saudi Arabia PF
Scotland AE
Senegal LJ
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Seychelles NH
Sierra Leone LD
Singapore QG
Slovakia CQ
Slovenia CM
Solomon Islands EG
Somalia MQ
South Africa MK
Spain BQ
Sri Lanka QZ
St Helena And Dependencies NJ
St Kitts-Nevis GT
St Lucia GV
St Martin GN
St Vincent and The Grenadines GU
Sudan MN
Surinam JJ
Swaziland MJ
Sweden BT
Switzerland BM
Syria PK
Tahiti QV
Tajikistan RP
Tanzania MC
Thailand QN
Togo LR
Tonga EH
Trinidad And Tobago GC
Tunisia KC
Turkey PA
Turkmenistan RQ
Turks & Caicos Islands GZ
Tuvalu EJ
Uganda MB
Ukraine RR
United Arab Emirates PH
United Kingdom AA
Uruguay JN
USA FB
Uzbekistan RS
Vanuatu EK
Vatican City CN
Venezuela JE
Vietnam QW
Virgin Islands GH
Wales AD
Western Samoa EL
Yemen,South PM
Yugoslavia BY
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Zambia ME
Zimbabwe MF

11. FORMS 37 TO 39: EQUALISATION RESERVES

Introduction

11.1 (1) The Equalisation Reserves Rules require insurers to keep two equalisation
reserves.  One for credit business, and one for those writing property,
consequential loss, marine, aviation and nuclear business, referred to
collectively as Ôother than credit businessÕ.

(2) This guidance seeks to explain the rules in areas that are thought likely to be
helpful to those responsible for the calculation and audit of equalisation
reserves.

(3) This guidance does not deal with tax matters.

(4) Each of Forms 37 to 39 is used for both types of equalisation reserves (i.e.
credit and other than credit), but since the rules for credit and other than
credit are different, the guidance is divided into two parts dealing with each
of them separately. Sections 11.2 to 11.3 cover the other than credit
equalisation reserves, and sections 11.4 to 11.5 cover the equalisation
reserves for credit business.

(5) All the returns from insurers carrying on general insurance business in the
categories prescribed by the Equalisation Reserves Rules should include the
equalisation reserve forms, or a note explaining why they are not included.
The note should be prepared in accordance with instructions for
supplementary notes under 4.6(6).

Rules governing the Equalisation Reserves Rules: other than credit
insurance business

Application

11.2 (1) The Equalisation Reserves Rules apply to every insurer:

(a) whose head office is in the UK;

(b) whose business in the UK is restricted to reinsurance; or

(c) whose head office is not in an EEA State.

(2) Assessable mutuals are excluded from the requirement.

(3) Business carried on outside the United Kingdom by an insurer whose head
office is not in the United Kingdom (rule 6.5(2)(b) is also excluded from the
requirement.
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Coverage

(4) This is detailed in rule 6.4(3).  The business for which equalisation reserves
are required is set out in five sub-paragraphs.  Rule 6.6 requires insurers to
classify this business into five business groups. These are set out in the table
in (10).

(5) Business group A Ð ÔPropertyÕ should be straightforward.  In most cases the
only business that will be needed to be removed from that reported for
accounting class 6 is any nuclear business.  The direct and facultative
business should be that reported for accounting class 6 on Forms 21/22 or
24/25 .  The proportional treaty business should be that reported for
accounting class 10, business category (f), on Forms 26/27 or 28/29.

(6) Business group B - Consequential loss is less straightforward in that it will
generally comprise only part of accounting class 8.  Consequential loss risks
are defined in the interpretation section of the Equalisation Reserves Rules.
This covers the risks described at class 16 (a) of Annex 11.2 and it may also
be helpful to refer to this.  Any nuclear business needs to be removed.  The
direct and facultative business should be a part of that reported for
accounting class 8.  The proportional treaty business should be part of
business category (h) that is reported on Form 26/27 or 28/29 as a break
down of class 10.

(7) Business group C Ð ÔMarine and aviationÕ covers all relevant direct and
facultative and treaty business.  The group does not include transport
business and any nuclear business should be removed.  The direct and
facultative business should be that reported for accounting classes 3 and 4.
The treaty business will be derived from business categories (c) and (d) for
accounting classes 9, 10 and 11.

(8) Business group D - The nuclear business group, includes both liability and
damage business that comes within the definitions in the interpretation
section of the Equalisation and Reserves Rules.  The scope of the description
goes beyond the business written by the British Insurers (Atomic Energy)
Committee pool, but participants in that pool are expected to be able to
include all that business.  Liability should be part of accounting class 7.
Damage should be mainly from accounting classes 6, 9 and 10.  Some MAT
business may need to be included.

(9) Business group E Ð ÔNon-proportional treatyÕ covers property and
consequential loss business except such nuclear business which should be
included in group D.  The property business should be that reported on Form
26/2 7  or 28/2 9  for accounting class 9, business category (f).  The
consequential loss business should be part of business category (h) that is
reported on Form 26/27 or 28/29 as a break down of accounting class 9.
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(10) The guidance in (4) to (9) is summarised in the following table:

Business Group Description
Property Direct and facultative - accounting class 6.

Proportional treaty - accounting class 10, business category
(f) ÔpropertyÕ.

Consequential loss Direct and facultative - part of accounting class 8

Proportional treaty Ð accounting class 10, part of business
category (h) 'miscellaneous and pecuniary loss'.

Marine and aviation Direct and facultative - accounting classes 3 and 4.

Treaty Ð accounting classes 9, 10 and 11-business
categories (c) and (d)

NB  Transport is excluded.

Nuclear Nuclear risks

Both damage and liability business.  Nuclear business needs
to be removed from the other business groups.

Non-proportional treaty
property and consequential
Loss

Treaty Ð accounting class 9, business categories (f) ÔpropertyÕ
and part of (h) Ômiscellaneous and pecuniary lossÕ.

De minimis rules

(11) De minimis rules apply in two sets of circumstances.  First where an insurer
has never had an equalisation reserve.  Secondly where an insurer has been
required to set up an equalisation reserve in previous years, but where the
level of business in the current year has dropped below the level where a
transfer in is required.  The rules that apply in these circumstances are set out
in rules 6.5 and 6.10 of the Equalisation Reserves Rules.

(12) Rule 6.5 provides that these rules do not apply to insurers who do not already
have an equalisation reserve if in respect of all other than credit business net
premiums written in a financial year are:

(a) less than 1,500,000 Euros; or

(b) less than 4% of all its general insurance business and less than
2,500,000 Euros.
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(13) Rule 6.10 sets out rules where an insurer has an equalisation reserve to bring
forward, but where the net premiums written in the financial year being
reported on are less than the limits at 12(a) and (b).  The calculation varies
according to the number of years an insurer has been writing the business.
Where a five year reference period is available, the number of years where
the insurer has been below the thresholds is used.  Where less than five years
is available, the average net premium is used.  In both cases financial years
may need to be adjusted to 365 day periods.  These calculations will produce
a result indicating that either the reserve should be carried forward or be
reduced to zero.

(14) If the rule 6.10 reserve calculations result in a reduction of the reserve to
zero, line 13 of Form 37 should be left blank.  This will result in the carried
forward also being blank.

Treatment of business transfers

(15) Rules 6.8 and 6.9 of the Equalisation Reserves Rules apply respectively to
the transferor and transferee of a transfer under Part VII of the Act.

(16) Rule 6.8 requires that the transferor should not include any of the business
that has been transferred in business group maximum calculations, and that, if
all rights and obligations have been transferred, the business group maximum
at Form 37, line 13 should become zero.

(17) Rules 6.9(1) to 6.9(5) apply to transferees at the end of the year in which the
transfer takes place.  The prescribed treatment varies according to whether
such business is accounted for as an adjustment to premiums or claims.

(18) Rules 6.9(6) to 6.9(8) provide guidance for subsequent years.  Appropriate
amounts should be included in net premiums.

Completion of Forms 37 to 39 for other than credit insurance business

Form 37

11.3 (1) Columns 1 to 6 of this form should be used for other than credit insurance
business.

(2) Form 37 presents the net premiums written, the maximum size of the
reserve, the equalisation reserve brought and carried forward and transfers to
or from it.  It consists of two parts:

(a) calculation of the maximum provision; and

(b) calculation of the transfer to/from the provision.

(3) The net premium (i.e. the premium, net of reinsurance but gross of
commission) for each of the business groups, for which business has been
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written, should be entered in columns 1 to 5 of line 12 for the current year.
These figures include previously unbooked premiums adjustments relating to
risks incepted in prior financial years.

(4) The total for the previous four years, or for such years as are available for
inclusion, (this applies to all companies during the first four years of the
rules, or where the company has recently commenced writing business in a
business group), should be entered in line 11.  Financial years ending before
23 December 1996 should not be brought into the calculation.  (See
Equalisation Reserves Rules, Appendix 6.1, Part II, paragraph 12(2)).

(5) The maximum provision can be calculated as the sum of lines 11 and 12
divided by the number of years premiums these figures reflect and
multiplying by the percentages shown in the Equalisation Reserves Rules,
Appendix 6.1, Part III.   The products of these calculations should be entered
in line 13 and then added together and the total entered in line 13 column 6.

(6) The figure at line 21, column 6, should be available from the previous year's
return, unless it is the first year of the scheme or a insurer has newly
commenced writing business covered by the rules, in which case the line
should be left blank.  Line 22, columns 1 to 5, can be calculated by
multiplying the figure in the same column at line 12 by the percentage
specified in the Equalisation Reserves Rules, Appendix 6.1, Part I.  Line 22,
column 6, is the sum of columns 1 to 5.

(7) Line 23, columns 1 to 5, derives from the same business groups at either
Form 38 line 19 or Form 39 line 19, according to whether accident year or
underwriting year accounting is being used, or possibly the sum of both.
Line 24, columns 1 to 5, will be the same as line 23, unless for a business
group considered in isolation the figure at line 23 is higher than that at line
13.  If this is the case for any business group, the provisional transfer out will
be the maximum reserve figure at line 13.  Columns 1 to 5 should be added
together and the sum entered in column 6.

(8) The rest of the calculation only uses column 6.  Lines 25 to 29 show the
transfer for the year and the equalisation reserve carried forward.  Line 25
limits any transfer out to the sum available.  Line 27 limits the equalisation
reserve carried forward to the maximum allowable reserve.

(9) Line 29 should carry forward to Form 16, line 12 and line 28 to Form 15,
line 15.  NB, the amounts in Form 16, line 12 and Form 15, line 15 may also
include any non-UK statutory equalisation reserves which the insurer has
been required by overseas law to set up in respect of its overseas operations.

(10) Instructions 1 to 11 to the form provide guidance for its completion.
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Form 38: accident year accounting

(11) Lines 11 to 19 should be used for other than credit business covered by the
Equalisation Reserves Rules.  Separate calculations are made for each
business group.

(12) The form presents the abnormal loss, if any, for business accounted for on an
accident year basis.

(13) The coverage of the five business groups is explained in 11.4.

(14) The net premium includes previously unbooked premium adjustments (i.e.
amounts at Form 21, line 11, column 5).  It should be noted that claims
incurred excludes claims management costs i.e. those claims management
costs required by the shareholder accounts rules (note (4) to the profit and
loss account format) to be included in claims incurred other than those
which, whether or not incurred through the employment of the insurerÕs own
staff, are directly attributable to particular claims.

(15) Lines 13 and 19 are simple arithmetical calculations explained in the
instructions to the form.

(16) Care needs to be taken to comply with the rules for transferred business,
particularly in the year of transfer.  See rules 6.8 and 6.9.

(17) Instructions 1 to 5 on the reverse of the form provide guidance for its
completion.

Form 39: underwriting year accounting

(18) Lines 11 to 19 should be used for other than credit insurance business
covered by the Equalisation Reserves Rules.  Separate calculations should be
made for each business group.

(19) The form presents the abnormal loss, if any, for business accounted for on an
underwriting year basis.

(20) The coverage of the five business groups is explained in 11.2(4) to (10).

(21) The net premium written derives from the total column on Form 24 (line 19)
and, therefore, includes previously unbooked premium adjustments from
prior underwriting years.

(22) The amount shown for Ôclaims, net of reinsuranceÕ, line 12 instruction 3 in
Form 39, is derived from the amounts shown in Forms 24  & 25 , but
excluding claims management costs and deferred acquisition costs.

(23) Lines 13 and 19 are simple arithmetical calculations explained in the
instructions to the form.
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(24) Care needs to be taken to comply with the rules for transferred business,
particularly in the year of transfer.  See rules 6.8 and 6.9 of the Equalisation
Reserves Rules.

(25) Instructions 1 to 5 on the reverse of the form provide guidance for its
completion.

The Equalisation Reserves Rules: credit insurance business

Application

11.4 (1) The Equalisation Reserves Rules for credit insurance business apply to:

(a) every UK insurer which carries on credit insurance business; and

(b) every non-EEA insurer which carries on credit insurance business in
the United Kingdom.

De minimis

(2) Where net written premiums are less than 4% of total net premiums in a
financial year and less than 2,500,000 Euros a credit insurance equalisation
reserve need not be kept.  See Part III of the Equalisation Reserves Rules.

Completion of Forms 37 to 39 for credit insurance business

Form 37

11.5 (1) Column 7 of this form should be used for credit insurance business where
any non-reinsurance business falling within class 14, including mortgage
indemnity business, (above the limits noted in 11.4(3)), has been carried on.

(2) Form 37 presents the net premiums written in the year, the maximum size of
the reserve, the equalisation reserve brought and carried forward and
transfers to or from it.  It consists of two parts:

(a) calculation of the maximum provision; and

(b) calculation of the transfer to/from the provision.

(3) The maximum provision cannot be calculated from the information on the
form.   The rules require that this be 1_5 times the highest net premiums
written during the previous 5 years.

(4) The figure at line 21 should be available from the previous year's return.
Lines 22 and 24 derive from either Form 38  or Form 39, according to
whether underwriting year or accident year accounting is being used, or just
possibly both.  Two tests must be applied to the technical surplus brought
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forward to complete line 22.  It must be limited to 75% of the surplus, or
12% of line 12, net premiums written for the year, whichever is the lower.

(5) Lines 25 to 29 enable the presentation of the transfer for the year and the
equalisation reserve carried forward.  These figures should carry forward to
Form 16, line 12 and Form 15, line 14.

(6) Instructions 12 to 16 on the reverse of the form provide guidance for its
completion.

Form 38

(7) Lines 21 to 29 should be used for credit insurance business.

(8) Form 38 presents the technical surplus for credit insurance business that has
been accounted for on an accident year basis.

(9) Equalisation Reserves Rules, Appendix 6.2, section 4 specifies that in
determining any technical surplus the calculation must be made before tax
and before any transfer to or from the credit insurance equalisation reserve.
Investment income should not be included in these calculations.

(10) Where there are technical income or charges for items not specified on the
form, for example movements in the provision for unexpired risks, these
should be accommodated by adjusting line 24.

(11) Instructions 6 to 9 on the reverse of the form provide guidance for its
completion.

Form 39

(12) Lines 21 to 29 should be used for credit insurance business.

(13) Form 39 presents the technical surplus for credit insurance business that has
been accounted for on an underwriting year basis.

(14) Equalisation Reserves Rules, Appendix 6.2, section 4 specifies that in
determining any technical surplus the calculation is to be made before tax
and before any transfer to or from the credit insurance equalisation reserve.
Investment income must not be included in these calculations.

(15) Where there are technical income or provisions for items not specified on the
form, these should be accommodated by adjusting line 24.

(16) Instructions 6 to 9 on the reverse of the form provide guidance for its
completion.
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12. THE RULE 9.25, 9.26 AND 9.27 STATEMENTS: MAJOR TREATY
REINSURERS, MAJOR FACULTATIVE REINSURERS AND
MAJOR CEDANTS

Major treaty reinsurers

12.1 (1) Rule 9.25(1) requires every insurer which carries on general insurance
business to prepare a statement of its major treaty reinsurers.  The items to
be included in that statement are listed in rule 9.25(1).  The statement is
intended to inform the reader of the returns of the insurerÕs exposure to
particular treaty reinsurers where they are material.

(2) Rule 9.25(2) lays down two tests for identifying major treaty reinsurers:

(a) a premium ceded limit; and

(b) a debt plus anticipated recoveries limit.

(3) A major treaty reinsurer is any reinsurer which either exceeds the Ôpremium
cededÕ limit in the current or any of the five immediately preceding financial
years, or exceeds the 'debt plus anticipated recoveries' limit at the current
year end.  The limits are applied in aggregate, (i.e. to the sum of all amounts
from all treaties ceded to that reinsurer), except that the Ôpremium cededÕ
limit is applied separately for, and differs for, proportional and non-
proportional treaty aggregates.

(4) The Ôpremium cededÕ limits are:

(a) for proportional treaty reinsurance 2% of total worldwide gross
premiums written of the insurer or branch;

(b) for non-proportional treaty reinsurance 5% of the total premium
payable in respect of all non-proportional reinsurance.

(5) The Ôdebt plus anticipated recoveriesÕ limit is 5% of the insurerÕs general
insurance business amount.  (Paragraph 5.49 of Guidance Note 4.1 explains
how the general insurance business amount is calculated.)  The Ôdebt plus
anticipated recoveriesÕ which are compared with this limit should include the
amount of any debt due or reinsurance recovery anticipated from the
reinsurance in respect of treaty reinsurance ceded, but only to the extent that
they are taken into account in Form 13 (lines 61 and 75), i.e. net of any
specific bad or doubtful debt provision.  Further the anticipated recoveries
need only be included to the extent they arise from the reinsurer's share of
the gross provision for:

(a) notified outstanding claims; and
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(b) claims incurred but not reported arising from specific occurrences to
which provisions have been allocated.

(6) The latter category is intended to refer to situations where the insurer is
aware that a catastrophe event (e.g. hurricane, earthquake etc.) has occurred
and sets up a specific IBNR reserve for that catastrophe.

(7) If two or more reinsurers are connected to each other, the Ôpremium cededÕ
and Ôdebt plus anticipated recoveriesÕ limits should be compared to their total
business.  If either limit is exceeded all the connected reinsurers should be
considered major treaty reinsurers and the items referred to in rule 9.25(1)
listed separately for each.

Major facultative reinsurers

12.2 (1) Rule 9.26 requires every insurer which carries on general insurance business
to prepare a statement of its major facultative reinsurers.  The items to be
included in that statement are listed in rule 9.26(1).  The statement is
intended to inform the reader of the returns of the insurerÕs exposure to
particular facultative reinsurers where they are material.

(2) The definition of major facultative reinsurer and the items to be included in
the statement are similar to those in 12.1 for the major treaty reinsurers.  The
differences are explained below.

(3) The Ôpremium cededÕ and Ôdebt plus anticipated recoveriesÕ limits are applied
separately for each facultative reinsurance contract.  The items to be stated
for the major facultative reinsurer need only be in respect of the major
facultative reinsurance contract (and, if there is more than one major
facultative reinsurance contract for that reinsurer, should be stated separately
for each).  Other (smaller) facultative reinsurances of the same reinsurer
may be ignored.

(4) The Ôpremium cededÕ limit is 0.5% of total gross premiums written.  The
debt plus anticipated recoveries limit is 1% of the general insurance business
amount.  A major facultative reinsurance is a facultative reinsurance which
exceeds either limit in the current financial year.  Note unlike for treaty
reinsurance there is no reference back to the five preceding financial years in
applying the Ôpremium cededÕ limit.  Nor are connected reinsurers
aggregated in applying either limit.

Major cedants

12.3 (1) Rule 9.27 requires every insurer which carries on general insurance business
to prepare a statement of its major cedants.  The items to be included in that
statement are listed in rule 9.27(1).  The statement is intended to inform the
reader of the returns of the major sources of the insurerÕs inward treaty
reinsurance business.
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(2) A major cedant is any insurer from which the gross premiums written in
respect of the total business accepted under treaty reinsurances exceeds the
greater of:

(a) 5% of the total gross premiums written under all treaty reinsurances
accepted; or

(b) 2% of gross premium written from all sources;

for the current or any of the three immediately preceding financial years.

(3) If two or more cedants are connected to each other, the above limits should
be compared to their total business.  If either limit is exceeded all the
connected cedants should be considered major cedants and the items referred
to in (1) separately listed for each.

Connected companies

12.4 (1) Rule 9.28 defines when insurers should be regarded as connected for the
purposes of rules 9.25 to 9.27.  The need to define ÔconnectedÕ arises in two
contexts:

(a) firstly, as explained in 12.1 and 12.3, in identifying major treaty
reinsurers and major cedants, reinsurers connected to each other and
cedants connected to each other are respectively grouped; and

(b) secondly, one of the items to be disclosed in respect of each major
treaty reinsurer, major facultative reinsurer and major cedant is
whether (and, if so, how) it is connected to the insurer.

(2) The test of connectedness differs somewhat for uses in 12.4(1)(a) and (b).  In
both uses a person (i.e. individual or body corporate) and a body corporate
are considered connected if the person is:

(a) a subsidiary undertaking of the body corporate;

(b) a parent undertaking of the body corporate; or

(c) a subsidiary undertaking of a parent undertaking of the b o d y
corporate.

(3) In the use in 12.4(1)(b), a person and body corporate would also be
considered connected if one of them is controlled by the other or they are
both controlled by the same person.  For these purposes a special definition
of control applies - see rule 9.28(2) and (3) which define ÔcontrolÕ for these
purposes.
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(4) Both the above definitions of ÔconnectedÕ are subject to the exception that a
person and a body corporate are not to be considered connected if the
reporting insurer:

(a) does not know; and

(b) could not upon reasonable enquiry be expected to find out that the
connection exists.

(5) Other than in the exceptional circumstance, the reporting insurer should
know of any connections between its reinsurers (or cedants) and itself or
insurers with which it is connected.  However, the insurer making the return
may not in all cases be aware of connections between its reinsurers (or
cedants) where they are not in turn connected to the insurer.  In order to
comply with the requirement to make reasonable enquiry, it will suffice for
the insurer making the return to refer to the latest available published
accounts or recognised industry reference document (provided that, in all
cases, the source to which reference is made has been published within
twelve months of the end of the financial year to which the return relates).
Alternatively the insurer may request any or all of its reinsurers (or cedants)
to provide details of their connected insurers.  If no information is available
from acceptable published material, or obtained in response to a specific
approach to a reinsurer (or cedant), in the usual case, the obligation to make
a reasonable enquiry will have been satisfied.  However, possible breaches of
the rules will be considered case by case.

(6) The rules covered by the guidance in (1) to (5) do not apply in respect of
reinsurers who are members of the Society.  For the purposes of preparing
the rules 9.25, 9.26 and 9.27 statements, all members of Lloyd's are taken as a
whole.

Nil returns

12.5 (1) Where there are no disclosable major treaty reinsurers, major facultative
reinsurances or major cedants, statement under rules 9.25, 9.26 and 9.27
should state that this is the case.

13. THE RULE 9.32/APPENDIX 9.5 STATEMENT: BUSINESS CEDED

Overview

13.1 The statement required under Appendix 9.5 should be prepared by all
insurers which carry on general insurance business.  The statement is
intended to give an overview of the insurerÕs outward non-facultative
reinsurance protections.  Its minimum contents are prescribed in paragraphs
1 to 5 of Appendix 9.5, which provide as follows.
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Paragraphs 1 & 2

13.2 (1) Paragraph 1 requires a description to be given for each outward non-
facultative reinsurance contract entered into, or modified, during the
financial year.  The description includes:

(a) type of business covered by reference to risk groups;

(b) type of cover; and

(c) policy limits.

(2) Refer to the text of paragraph 1 in Appendix 9.5 for a fuller description of
the disclosure required.

(3) A contract is modified when the terms of the original contract are altered by
mutual agreement of the parties.  The exercise by one party to the contract of
an option (e.g. to extend cover) which the other party has no right to refuse is
not a modification.  The existence of the option should be included, if
material to an understanding of the policy, in the Ôtype of coverÕ description
given at the time when the policy was originally effected.

(4) Information on contracts modified during the financial year need only be
given if, and to the extent that, the modification renders the information
originally disclosed either inaccurate or materially incomplete.
Modifications of contracts originally entered into prior to the first financial
year covered by the new returns need not be reported.

(5) The lay-out and presentation of the information required by Appendix 9.5,
paragraph 1 is at the discretion of the insurers provided that is fairly
presented (see rule 9.11), legible and complete.  In particular the information
may be presented, wholly or in part, in the form of a table or chart.  However,
information on reinsurances which cover the same type of business for
similar periods of cover should be laid out together.

Paragraph 3(a)

13.3 (1) This sub-paragraph requires extra disclosure for outward reinsurance
contracts which are subject to no, or a finite number of, reinstatements.
Where it is anticipated that claims arising from incidents which occurred
during or prior to the financial year will fully exhaust the reinsurance
(including all reinstatements) this should be disclosed.

(2) Any reinsurance reported under Appendix 9.5, paragraph 1, whether in the
present or previous returns should be disclosed. The disclosure need only be
given once, i.e. if a particular reinsurance is reported under paragraph 3(a) it
need not be so reported under that paragraph in subsequent returns.
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Paragraphs 3(b) & (c)

13.4 (1) These sub-paragraphs require extra disclosure where reinsurers representing
a 10% or more participation in any reinsurance have ceased to pay claims to
their reinsureds in full.  This refers to where a reinsurer ceases to pay claims
in full, as they fall due, to all or substantially all of its reinsureds.  It does not
require that the reinsurer should have actually refused to pay (in full) the
particular insurer preparing the return.  Nor does it include situations where
the reinsurer is refusing to pay that particular insurer (e.g. due to a dispute)
but is continuing to pay the general body of its reinsureds.

(2) The cessation of claims payment in full, referred to in (1), would typically
arise where the reinsurer is in liquidation, provisional liquidation, or is
paying less than 100% of claims under the provisions of a scheme of
arrangement, (or is subject to similar insolvency processes under the laws of
foreign countries).  However it would also include situations where the
reinsurer was operating a claims-moratorium outside the protection of a
formal insolvency legal process.

(3) Under these sub-paragraphs of Appendix 9.5 any reinsurance reported under
Appendix 9.5 paragraph 1 whether in the present or previous returns should
be disclosed.

(4) The disclosure in (3) should identify the reinsurance contract and state the
participation in that reinsurance represented by reinsurers which have ceased
to pay claims in full, but it is not necessary to name those reinsurers.  Once
this disclosure has been made for a particular reinsurance contract it need not
be repeated in subsequent returns unless, due to further reinsurers ceasing to
pay claims in full, the percentage has increased by more than ten percentage
points.

(5) The percentage to be disclosed is the full percentage participation for a
reinsurer even if that reinsurer is still making partial payments on claims.
For example if ABC Reinsurance Co. has a 10% line on a reinsurance policy
and ABC is now paying claims at 60 pence in the pound, the full 10% should
be disclosed.  The fact that 60 pence on the pound on that 10% participation,
is still being paid may also be disclosed, but there is no requirement to do so.

Paragraph 4

13.5 (1) This paragraph requires disclosure of the insurerÕs maximum probable loss
(net of reinsurance) from:

(a) any one contract; and

(b) all contracts taken together.

(2) Sub-paragraph 4(2) in Appendix 9.5 defines Ômaximum net probable lossÕ
(MPL).  It, amongst other things, refers to any one incident or series of
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incidents arising from the same originating cause.  This wording is intended
to require the aggregation of losses from a single incident or series of
incidents for reporting of MPL's where they would have to be aggregated for
the purpose of making recoveries on the company's (higher layers)
reinsurance.  It is self-evident that all contracts taken together MPL cannot
be less than the any one contract MPL.  It is also self-evident that both must
be non-zero or both zero.

(3) The disclosure is required separately for each risk group or business
category, or part thereof in respect of which separate non-facultative
reinsurance cover has been obtained.  The disclosure is required for a risk
group or business category even if no reinsurance has been obtained for that
risk group or business category.

(4) The practice (adopted by some companies for the 1997 returns) of showing a
separate MPL for every non-facultative reinsurance policy is not correct and
often led to nonsensical disclosures.  One, and one only, MPL on each of the
bases any one contract effected by the company and all contracts taken
together, should be disclosed for each group, business category or part
thereof as described in (2).  This MPL should be net of all reinsurance
protecting the risk group, business category or part thereof.

(5) The MPL should not be confused with the deductible or retention on the
companyÕs lowest level of reinsurance protection.  It may only equal that
amount where  (i) the maximum probable gross loss is not expected to
exceed the reinsurance protection; (ii) the reinsurance protection is fully
placed, i.e. no co-reinsurance; and (iii) recovery from the reinsurance
protection does not result in liability for additional premiums.

Paragraph 5

13.6 This paragraph requires that the split of reinsurance premiums (as shown on
Forms 21 and 24) for each accounting class between facultative and non-
facultative reinsurance be disclosed.

14. FORMS 40 TO 45: THE LONG TERM BUSINESS REVENUE
ACCOUNT

Form 40

Different types of Form 40

14.1 (1) Form 40 presents a revenue account for long-term insurance business.  It
should be prepared separately for each long-term insurance business fund
maintained by the insurer.  If there is more than one such fund for either
ordinary or industrial long-term insurance business a summary Form 40 for
ordinary or industrial long-term insurance business (as the case may be)
should be prepared.  See rule 9.14(b).
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(2) The separate Forms 40  for different funds and for the summary are
distinguished by the entry in the heading box ÔNo. of Fund/SummaryÕ.
Paragraph 4(2) of Appendix 9.3 specifies how this is to be completed.

(3) For each with-profits fund paragraph 13 of Appendix 9.4 requires that the
appointed actuary include in his/her valuation report:

(a) a revenue account for each such sub-fund in the format of Form 40
with a supplementary note stating the amount, if any, of investment
income relating to linked assets included in line 12; and

(b) a statement of liabilities and margins in the format of Form 14 with a
supplementary note stating the amount, if any, of the increase or
decrease, as the case may be, in the value of non-linked assets;

where this information is not provided elsewhere.

(3A) where the amount of the increase or decrease in non-linked assets has yet to
be allocated, paragraph 13.(2) of Appendix 9.4 requires enhanced disclosure
in Form 14 and the notes to Form 14.

(4) It has been the practice of some insurers to provide:

(a) Forms 40 for each sub-fund; and

(b) the description of principles etc. as a supplementary note to those
forms;

within the Appendix 9.3 part of the return, which is signed off by the
directors and is subject to audit.  Where this is the case the insurer should
also prepare a Form 40 for the whole fund.  The Forms 40 for the sub-funds
should be distinguished by the entry in the heading box ÔNo. of part of fundÕ.
Paragraph 4(2) of Appendix 9.3 specifies how this is to be completed.

Relationships with other forms and between different Forms 40

(5) The amounts included in the form for earned premiums, claims incurred and
expenses payable are to be derived from Forms 41  and Form  42  in
accordance with instruction 1.

(6) Where an insurer decides to allocate to the long-term insurance business the
whole or any part of investment income and/or net capital gains arising from
assets not attributable to its long-term insurance business, both the income
and any associated investment management charges, must first be included in
the non-technical account (Form 16), with the amount to be allocated to the
long-term insurance business shown as a transfer at line 13 of Form 16, line
26 of Form 40 and in Form 58.  See instruction 3.
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(7) The amount shown for transfers to the non-technical account (line 26) should
agree with the equivalent amount disclosed at line 47 on Form 58 - see
instruction 4.  However, if there is a net transfer into the fund, the entry at
line 26 will be negative, and by virtue of instruction 3 to Form 58 there will
be a positive entry in line 34, lines 15 and 47 remaining blank.

(8) The amount of any transfer to and from other funds should be included in the
Form 40 of the transferee and transferor funds respectively at line 15 and
line 25 - see instruction 4.

Completion of the form

(9) The instructions to the form specify the rules for its completion.  These rules
differ in several respects from those which are used in the preparation of the
Companies Act accounts.  The following table identifies for each line in the
form the most closely corresponding items from long-term insurance
business technical account specified in the Companies Act and describes
some major differences between the accounting rules for those items and for
Form 40.

Line in Form 40 Item(s) in the technical
Account

Major points of difference in
accounting treatment

Line 11- Earned
premiums

II.1 Earned premiums In preparing the technical account the
company may choose whether or not to
 include the change in the provision for
 unearned premiums under this item.
In Form 40 only the latter treatment is
acceptable, i.e. the change in unearned
premiums must be excluded.  This is
also by far the more commonly used of
 the two permitted treatments in the
technical account.

Line 12 Ð
Investment
income
receivable before
deduction of tax

II.2 Investment income,
(but excluding items II.2.(c)
 and (d) - see below).

The items II.2(c) and (d) under the
heading investment income in the
technical account refer to value
re-adjustments and realised gains on
investments.  In Form 40 no amounts
for gains or loss on investments should
 be included in investment income.
The treatment in the returns of
tax borne on franked investment income
should be consistent with guidance
issued for the Companies Act accounts
by the Accounting Standards Board
and the Association of British Insurers.
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Line in Form 40 Item(s) in the technical
account

Major points of difference in
accounting treatment

Line 13 Ð
Increase (decrease)
in the value of non-
linked assets,
brought into account
Line 14 Ð
increase (decrease)
 in the value of
linked assets

II.2.(c) Investment income
- value readjustments on
investments
II.2(d) Investment income
- gains on realisation of
investments
II.3 Unrealised gains on
investments
II.9(b) Investment expenses
and charges - value
readjustments on
investments
II.9(c) Investment expenses
and charges Ð losses on
realisation of investments
II.10 Unrealised losses on
investments

(1) The technical account includes all
investment gains and losses (realised
and unrealised).  In Form 40 such gains
and losses (other than in respect of
linked assets) are only included to the
extent they are brought into account.
Form 40 includes all gains and losses in
respect of linked assets.

(2) In Form 40 the increase/(decrease)
in value shown includes the changes in
the valuation differences shown at lines
92 to 95 of Form 13 (for long-term
insurance business assets).

Line 15 Ð Other
 Income

II.4 Other technical income,
 net of reinsurance

Line 21 - Claims
 incurred

II.5 Claims incurred, net of
 reinsurance
II.7 Bonuses and rebates,
net of reinsurance but only
to the extent that they are
cash bonuses (which do not
therefore increase technical
reserves).

(1) In the technical account claims
incurred includes claims management
costs.  In Form 40 these are to be
included under expenses payable not
claims incurred.

(2) In the technical account claims
incurred includes the change in the
provision for claims outstanding.  In
Form 40 this change (except to the
extent it relates that part of the provision
not included in mathematical reserves)
is not to be included as it is already
taken into account in the movement of
the fund shown at line 39.  The
mathematical reserves take into account
outstanding claims except where they
have already fallen due at the valuation
date.
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Line in Form 40 Item(s) in the technical
account

Major points of difference in
Accounting treatment

Line 22 Ð
Expenses
payable

Claims management
costs included in
item II.5 above.
II.8 Net operating expenses

II.9(a) Investment
expenses and charges Ð
investment management
expenses, including interest

(1) In the technical account net
operating expenses are adjusted to take
account of the change in the amount
carried forward for deferred
acquisition costs.  In Form 40 all
acquisition expenses incurred during
the year should be included at line 22
and no amounts should be carried
forward.

(2) Any interest payable included
in net operating expenses in the
technical account should be included in
Form 40 at line 23 not line 22.

Line 23 - Interest
payable before
deduction of tax

Interest included in item
II.9(a) above.Interest
included in item II.8 above.

Line 24 Ð
Taxation

II.12 Tax attributable to
long-term insurance
business

Line 25 Ð
 Other
 Expenditure

II.11 Other technical
charges, net of reinsurance
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Line 26 Ð
Transfer to
(from)non-
technical
account

II.12 Allocated investment
return transferred to (from)
the non-technical account

II.13 Balance on the
technical account - long-
term insurance business

The main reasons for differences
between the amounts transferred to the
non-technical account and the technical
account are typically -

(1) the deferral in the technical account
of acquisition expenses;

(2) the transfer in the technical account
of amounts to or from the fund for
future appropriations;

(3) valuation differences as between
mathematical reserves in the return and 
technical provisions in the technical
account; and

(4) investment gains not brought into
account in Form 40.

Line in Form 40 Item(s) in the technical
account

Major points of difference in
accounting treatment

Line 39 Ð
Increase in fund
in financial year

 II.7 Bonuses and rebates,
net of reinsurance but only
to the extent that they
increase the technical
provisions
II.6 Change in other
technical provisions, net of
reinsurance, not shown
under other headings
II.12a Transfers to or from
the fund for future
appropriations

These items are not directly comparable
as different valuation rules apply in the
returns and Companies Act accounts.

Supplementary notes

(10) Eight supplementary notes are specified to Form 40:

(a) if any of the brought forward amounts differs from the corresponding
carried forward amounts in the previous return the reason should be
stated - see paragraph 7 of Appendix 9.1; [Code 4001]
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(b) particulars of the amounts included at lines 15 and 25 for other
income and other expenditure should be stated - see instruction 2 to
the form; [Code 4002]

(c) particulars of the amount of any investment income and/or net capital
gains allocation included at line 26 in Form 40 should be stated - see
instruction 3 to the form (and also 14.1(11)); [Code 4003]

(d) a specification of any transfer of reserves associated with a transfer of
contracts from one fund to another should be stated - see instruction 4
to the form; [Code 4004]

(e) unless already stated in a note to Form 16, the bases of conversion
adopted in respect of foreign currency for income and expenditure
should be stated - see paragraph 5(2) of Appendix 9.1; [Code 4005]

(f) where a insurer maintains more than one long-term insurance
business fund, it should state the principles and methods applied to
apportioning the investment income, the increase or decrease in the
value of assets brought into account, expenses and taxation between
the different fund - see paragraph 4(1) of Appendix 9.3; [Code 4006]

(g) [Deleted]

(i) where arrangements have been in force during the financial year for
the provision either by or to the insurer of management services, this
fact should be stated together with the name of the other party (to
whom or from whom such services were provided or received) - see
paragraph 5 of Appendix 9.3.  This statement is only needed where a
substantial part of the day-to-day administration of an insurer is
undertaken by another company or vice versa.  Note that where the
arrangement is between two insurers, the directors will need to
consider very carefully the form of their certificate under Appendix
9.6, Part I paragraph 4(e).  [Code 4008]

Forms 41 to 45

Completion of the forms

14.2 (1) Forms 41 to 45 should be prepared separately for each fund and sub-fund for
which a Form 40 is prepared and also (except for Form 45) in summary
where a summary Form  40 is prepared - see rule 9.23.  These forms
supplement Forms 4 0 .  Form 41 provides an analysis of premiums and
expenses, Form 42 of claims, Form 43 a summarised balance sheet for
internal linked funds, Form 44 an aggregate revenue account for internal
linked funds and Form 45 supplementary information on internal linked
funds.
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(2) Instruction 2 to Form 41 provides for the reporting of repeated or recurrent
single premium business as regular premium business. The purpose of this is
to differentiate business which may be expected to produce an ongoing
premium income for the insurer (regular premium) from business which is
one-off in nature (single premium). It is typical of regular premium business
that the office will issue a renewal notice for the expected amount of
premium, albeit that the policyholder may have a contractual right to pay a
different amount, or nothing at all. Another characteristic might be that
premium collection is by a direct debit or other payment order. Contracts set
up to receive minimum contributions from the Department of Social Security
should be treated as single premiums.  This differentiation between single
and regular premiums used in Form 41 should also be used in Form 46 and
Form 47, and the total single premiums on Form 41 should equal that for
Form 47 - see 15.6(2).

(3) The instructions to the forms provide, amongst other items, for:

(a) the reporting of industrial assurance claims incurred on survival in
respect of periodical benefits as surrenders (Form 42);

(b) the reporting of derivative contracts (Form 43);

(c) the elimination of cross-investment between internal linked funds
(Form 44);

(d) the separate disclosure of gross units created and gross units cancelled
in internal linked funds (Form 44) so that turnover can be monitored.
Each dayÕs movements may be netted or recorded as two separate
entries, one positive and one negative, as is administratively
convenient; the total net positive and negative movements will be
recorded on lines 11 or 21 as appropriate; and

(e) the method of disclosure of the provision for capital gains tax on
unrealised and realised capital gains in internal linked funds and of
the valuation price of units in internal linked funds (Form 45).

(4) In addition to the above the following points should be noted:

(a) the differentiation between UK contracts and overseas contracts
(Forms 41 and 42) must be in accordance with paragraph 3 to
Appendix 9.3.  The definition does not correspond with the
definitions of overseas life assurance business for Inland Revenue
purposes;

(b) the earned premiums shown in Form 41 should include that part of
the premium which was or will be recoverable from the Inland
Revenue;
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(c) the expenses shown in Form 41 should be those which relate only to
the company's long-term insurance business.  Those relating to the
company's other business cannot, by virtue of rule 3.2(1)(a) (subject
to the exception in rule 3.2(1)(b), be paid out of the long term funds
and must therefore be shown in the general insurance business
technical account (Form 20) or the non-technical account (Form 16);

(d) In dividing management expenses between lines 43, 44 and 45 of
Form 41:

(i) costs of a non-recurring nature, such as those incurred in
developing new systems, new premises, or the costs of
corporate restructuring, should normally be reported in line
45;

(ii) the costs incurred in writing new business (or in obtaining
incremental (but not indexed) premiums on existing business),
such as underwriting, policy issue, setting up (or amending)
records and the maintenance and development of the sales and
marketing organisation should be reported at line 43; and

(iii) the balancing item will be expenses related to the ongoing
costs throughout the year of maintaining the business in force
(including any investment management costs) and should be
reported in line 44; and

(e) commission payable to employees of the insurer whose job is to sell
policies should be included under management expenses (lines 43 and
44 of Form  41).  On the other hand any commission payable to
employees who sell policies on a casual basis should be included
under Commission (lines 41 and 42) along with that paid to other
intermediaries and to cedants;

(f) all assets held within internal linked funds must be included in Form
43, even if their value exceeds the amount at the unit liability, cf.
paragraph 3.6 of Guidance Note 4.4.  Note: the Valuation of Assets
Rules apply in full to these excess assets (see rule 4.1(2));

(g) The figures shown in column 2 of Form 45 shall be those appropriate
at the end of the financial year, net of any indexation allowances.
Each percentage shown in column 3 shall be the appropriate figure
shown in column 5 of Form 43 expressed as a percentage of the
appropriate figure in column 2 of Form 45; and

(h) The figures shown in column 4 of Form  45  shall be the total
deductions made from each fund for the financial year in respect of
tax on realised capital gains (as included in line 24 of Form 44)
expressed as a percentage of the taxable net realised capital gains
arising in the period.
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Supplementary notes

(5) Three supplementary notes to Form 43 are specified:

(a) the basis on which assets have been valued should be stated - see
instruction 1; [Code 4301]

(b) the aggregate value of rights and liabilities, both gross and net of
variation margin, under derivative contracts should be stated - see
instruction 2; and [Code 4302]

(c) certain specified details on the netting of the liability to repay
variation margin on derivative contracts (and contracts having the
effect of derivative contracts) should be stated - see instruction 3.
[Code 4303]

(6) Two supplementary notes to Form 44 are specified:

(a) if any of the brought forward amounts differs from the corresponding
carried forward amounts in the previous return the reason should be
stated - see paragraph 7 of Appendix 9.1; and [Code 4401]

(b) particulars of items reported as other income or other expenditure on
Form 44 should be stated - see instruction 2.  [Code 4402]

15. FORMS 46 TO 61: THE ABSTRACT OF THE ACTUARIAL
VALUATION

Overview

15.1     (1) Appendix 9.4 prescribes the format of the abstract of the report of the
appointed  actuary on his investigation into the financial condition of the
long-term insurance business, required under rule 9.4.

           (2) The preamble to Appendix 9.4 provides for certain provisions to be applied
to the report from Appendix 9.1 and Appendix 9.3. These include the
requirement that supplementary notes to forms shall be separate statements
and not footnotes, the method for completing the identification boxes on the
forms, the treatment of currencies other than sterling, negative numbers
within round brackets, dealing with differences between brought forward
numbers and last yearÕs return, and the definition of UK and overseas
contracts. More information on these can be found in the notes relating to the
relevant appendix. The appointed  actuary should note that throughout the
appendix and in these notes, references to ÔsurrenderÕ should be taken to
include all similar expressions, including transfer as applied to pension
contracts. The preamble also requires that the answers provided by the
appointed  actuary be numbered to accord with the numbers of the
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corresponding paragraphs.  This instructions is also intended to apply to the
numbering of the sub-paragraphs.

         (3) Paragraph 3 of Appendix 9.4 refers to the requirement that the valuation is
conducted so that the liabilities conform to rule 5.6.  Sufficient information
should be provided within the report to enable the FSA to form a view, and in
particular that the reserves meet each of the minimum standards required
under rules 5.7 to 5.17 of those rules. It is not normally necessary to supply
detailed supporting information, except where otherwise stated in these notes
or in the rules.

         (4) The preamble to Appendix 9.4 also defines the report period in terms of the
period since the last investigation under rule 9.4. Paragraph 2 also requires
the date of this last investigation to be given. This relates to any investigation
under the section, which includes any interim valuation for publication or
distribution of profits which has been fully dealt with under the requirements,
but does not apply to any informal valuation, nor normally to one produced
pursuant to an actuarial investigation required by the FSA under its own
initiative powers.

          (5) Certain paragraphs of Appendix 9.4 relate exclusively to non-linked
contracts (e.g. paragraph 4), some are related exclusively to linked contracts
(e.g. paragraph 5), while others relate to both types of contract. The
definition of a linked contract includes any contract under which linked
benefits as defined rule 2.3(4) are provided. This includes a number of types
of contract not traditionally regarded as linked (e.g. RPI-linked annuities) -
see Guidance Note 4.4 for further guidance. Except where there are specific
requirements to do otherwise, a contract with both linked and non linked
benefits is to be treated as a linked contract.

Paragraph 4 - non-linked contracts

15.2     (1) Paragraph 4 of Appendix 9.4 requires specific information to be given in
respect of two types of non linked contract. Accumulating with profits
policies which are to be reported under sub-paragraph (1)(a) of Appendix
9.4. Broadly speaking these are policies of the type sometimes known as
unitised with-profits, but the definition is slightly broader. First, it is not
necessary that the benefits are in any way ÔunitisedÕ for the definition to
apply. In particular, any with profits deposit administration contract would
normally fall within this definition. Further, most recurrent single premium
with profits contracts are also likely to fall within this definition. It is not
considered that a traditional single premium with profits policy falls within
this definition where the guaranteed benefit is fully expressed in terms of the
amount payable at maturity if that sum is not explicitly related to the
premiums, and more importantly to any additional premiums which may be
allowed under the contract.  Contracts where there is doubt should be
reported under this heading.
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            (2) Sub-paragraph 4(1)(a)(i) of Appendix 9.4 requires the description of all
deductions from the current benefit used in determining values under the
policy. This will include all charges fixed under the policy, as well as any
discretionary charges permitted. In particular, where there is a provision for a
Ômarket value adjustmentÕ or a similar deduction, this should be disclosed in
terms of when it might apply. This does not refer to when it is in practice
being applied.

            (3) Sub-paragraph 4(1)(a)(ii) of Appendix 9.4 requires the description of how
any discretionary adjustments such as are covered in (i) have been applied if
the determination of the mathematical reserves (excluding any reserves
under rule 5.17 including a resilience reserve) has taken credit for these
adjustments. Where there are powers to vary an adjustment which is laid
down in the policy (as may be the case with initial or capital units), but the
insurer has not exercised its discretion to vary these adjustments from the
levels prescribed in the policy, this need not be considered as triggering this
sub-paragraph. Where any discretion has been exercised in respect of a
charge taken credit for in the valuation, or where the charge is provided for
but no level is specified in the policy, then it is necessary to describe all such
discretionary charges levied in the report period.

            (4) Paragraph 4 of Appendix 9.4 also requires specific information in respect of
a further class under sub-paragraph (1)(b) of Appendix 9.4 which is intended
to include policies of the type known as deposit administration, unless they
are with profits policies, which should be included under (a). Sub-paragraph
(1)(c) of Appendix 9.4 covers any other types of non linked policy not
covered under (a) or (b) which require amplification of the entry in Form 51.
This will include any contracts which have any supplementary guarantees or
options which the appointed  actuary considers to be significant.

             (5) All sections of paragraph 4 of Appendix 9.4 require information to be
supplied on any material options. ÔOptionsÕ should be interpreted widely,
though it is for the appointed  actuary to decide what is material. An option
to surrender on guaranteed terms, or to convert on guaranteed terms to
another form of benefit, or to increase benefits without evidence of health,
should generally be considered material. Guarantees on interest rates include
both fixed guarantees and guarantees which may be related to some external
reference rate. Guaranteed surrender values may similarly be guaranteed by
amount or by reference to some formula.

             (6) Sub-paragraph (2) of Appendix 9.4 provides an exemption from the
disclosure requirements of sub-paragraph (1) but only where both of
conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied.

Paragraph 5 - linked contracts

15.3     (1) Paragraph 5 of Appendix 9.4 provides for information to be supplied on
linked contracts. Similar considerations to those described in 15.2, and in
particular15.2(5), in relation to paragraph 8 of Appendix 9.4 apply also to
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this paragraph. Paragraph 5.2 of Appendix 9.4 requires any with profits
option to be reported as under paragraph 4(1)(a) of Appendix 9.4.

            (2) Paragraph 5(4) of Appendix 9.4 requires the disclosure of the methods used
in creating and cancelling units and in their allocation to and de-allocation
from policies. This requirement should include information on the basis of
valuation of assets and how it is selected (for example, offer basis for net
creations of units and bid basis for net cancellations), including the timing of
the asset valuation used in respect of such operations in relation to the time at
which both the operation is decided upon and effected. When at any one time
different pricing bases may apply to different policies, then details of the
circumstances which give rise to the difference should be provided. Where
assets are units in collective investment schemes or similar assets, particular
reference should be made to precisely what price is used, and the relationship
between the last opportunity to deal at that price and the time of the
valuation. In summary, the FSA  should be provided with sufficient
information to demonstrate that incoming, outgoing and continuing
policyholders are treated equitably. It will be acceptable for reference to be
made to compliance with published guidance to the extent that such guidance
covers the above issues.

            (3) The information under paragraph 5(5) of Appendix 9.4 should include the
treatment of any tax on notional realisations where provision for these is
made under the Taxes Acts. In particular, reference should be made to
whether the liability for such tax, when it falls due, is retained within an
internal fund, or has been transferred out of that fund in exchange for a tax
deduction. The rate of such tax deduction should be stated.

Paragraphs 6 to 12 - bases, principles, methods etc.

15.4       (1) When providing the information on the general principles and methods
adopted in the valuation under paragraph 6 of Appendix 9.4, the appointed
actuary should provide sufficient explanation to enable the FSA to take a
view, in relation to the issues specifically referred to in paragraph 6(1), on
the adequacy of the reserving basis in relation to rules 5.6 to 5.17.  Where the
appointed  actuary has not undertaken any specific tests implicit in the points
raised in paragraph 6, as he considers the margins in his basis are already
sufficiently large to meet each of the minimum requirements of rules 5.7 to
5.17 and of rule 5.6, he should indicate this either directly or indirectly; he
should, however, justify his basis if it is not self-evident that there are
sufficient margins. The appointed  actuary should include broad details of
the type of investigations he has conducted to meet the requirements of
professional guidance in respect of sub-paragraph (1)(b) of Appendix 9.4.

            (2) Rule 5.17 requires the appointed  actuary to take into account the nature and
term of the assets and the value at which these have been brought into
account when determining the appropriate provision against the effects of
possible future changes in the value of the assets on their adequacy to meet
the liabilities. If the assets in Appendix 9.4 are brought in at book values
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below the values in accordance with Form 13, and in determining the
provision under this rule the appointed  actuary has had regard to this fact,
paragraph 6(2) of Appendix 9.4 requires a statement to this effect. This
applies also when the basis of the provision made for any prospective
liability for tax on unrealised capital gains is determined in the context of
assets taken at their book value rather than their Form 13 value.

            (3) Paragraph 7(3) of Appendix 9.4 requires reference to how the tables of
mortality and morbidity assumed have regard to the State of commitment.
This is a reflection of the requirements of the Third Life Directive, and if the
appointed  actuary has determined that the degree of variation of mortality or
morbidity between states does not give rise to a material effect in the
valuation, it is sufficient for this to be stated.

            (4) Paragraph 7(4) of Appendix 9.4 requires details of any allowance made for
future reductions in the rates of mortality in tables used in valuing annuities.
Many such tables have a built-in allowance, and it is not necessary for the
appointed  actuary to give explicit details of this allowance if the table is in
common usage in the United Kingdom. To the extent that the appointed
actuary has determined to make additional allowance to that intrinsic to such
a table, he should give details. This includes the making of an adjustment to
the table which is intended to allow for future reductions, but does not
include any adjustment made in respect of reductions already evidenced at
the relevant date.

             (5) Paragraph 7(5) of Appendix 9.4 will include any allowance made for the
effects of the Human Immuno-Deficiency Viruses, but is not necessarily
limited to those viruses. It does not require the appointed  actuary to make an
allowance for any particular change, but to disclose any allowance he may
have made.

             (6) Paragraphs 7(6), (7) and (8) of Appendix 9.4 cover the requirements of rule
5.17.  Paragraph 7(6) requires only a description of the various scenarios
tested and identification of the most onerous of those scenarios. It does not
require the results of such scenarios to be stated. It should be noted that
currency variations are included in this requirement.

             (7) It is not always straight-forward to divide the reserve under rule 5.17(a) from
that under rule 5.17(b).  Reserves under rule 5.17(b) will often exceed those
under rule 5.17(a), particularly where there is a significant volume of with-
profits business, and in this case, if the conditions giving rise to the
envisaged change in the value of assets embrace those tested under rule
5.17(a), it is sufficient to state this in paragraph 7(7) of Appendix 9.4.
However, it is not necessarily the case that the most onerous conditions under
rule 5.17(b) allow for all the effects under rule 5.17(a), and the response to
paragraph 7(7) of Appendix 9.4 must make clear to what extent the reserve
under rule 5.17(b) is taken into account.
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             (8) The information required under paragraph 7(8) of Appendix 9.4 is only in
respect of that scenario tested which gives rise to the greatest requirement,
but it applies even if the reserve required is zero. If no scenario gives rise to
an additional reserve, the most onerous scenario is that which allows the
smallest reduction in reserves, whilst the basis remains consistent with the
rules. Sub-paragraph (8)(a) of Appendix 9.4 requires any changes in
assumptions, excepting only the interest rate, to be described. This includes,
for example, the introduction of a zillmer adjustment within that permitted in
the rules, the application of any adjustment to accumulating with profits
policies reserves to reflect discretionary charges on surrender, the reduction
of bonuses allowed for in the valuation, or any other change in assumptions
whether explicit or implicit. Sub-paragraph (8)(b) requires a description of
the method used in determining the requirement. This should only to be
sufficiently detailed to enable the FSA  to understand the techniques
employed, any changes in the hypothecation of assets to liabilities, assumed
changes in the exercise of discretion, and other changes outside the valuation
basis or otherwise.

             (9) The additional information to be provided in paragraph 8(d) of Appendix 9.4
(where the contracts do not fall within the circumstances of the proviso) must
be sufficient to constitute the required demonstration. The information could
take several different forms. For example the requirement would usually be
met if the results of a net premium valuation for each of the relevant main
categories of contract in the format of Form 51 or 52 were given, specifying
the valuation rates of interest and mortality used, the zillmer adjustment and
any other relevant information. Where a full net premium valuation has not
been made, the requirement could be met by a comparison of specimen
reserves for each of the main categories of contracts for various ages and
durations on the basis used by the appointed  actuary in his report and on an
appropriate net premium basis (specifying particulars of the basis as above)
together with information about the distribution of the business in the form of
appropriate weightings. In principle a method of demonstration which
involved sampling could also be acceptable.

            (10) The information to be supplied in paragraph 9 of Appendix 9.4 should
normally include the expenses of administration per policy for each policy
type, the rate of future inflation, and the rate of unit price growth (both gross
and net of any relevant taxation, but before management charges) assumed in
the valuation/test and the extent to which account has been taken of any
increases in management charges, including those increasing with reference
to a published index, which are allowed under the terms of the policy.  Other
parameters will normally include the mortality and morbidity rates and the
rate of interest earned on sterling reserves assumed in the valuation/test.

           (11) Paragraph 10 of Appendix 9.4 is intended to identify the contribution
towards future management expenses derived from the assumptions made by
the appointed  actuary in the valuation basis for meeting future expenses. It
is a request for statements of the actual results of applying the valuation
basis. Thus sub-paragraph (1) requires a description of the rates of inflation
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assumed and how inflation is allowed for in the valuation. Sub-paragraph (2)
calls for the aggregate amount of expense contributions over the first year,
with a general description of the sources, whether they be differences
between net premiums and office premiums, or explicit allowances in the
basis. Where with profits business valued on a net premium basis is
concerned, it is not necessary to determine a precise split between the amount
set aside for expenses and that for future bonuses. It is sufficient for the
appointed  actuary to describe the amount he considers appropriate to set
aside for expenses on the basis of information readily available at the time.
There should be a correlation between the amount disclosed by the appointed
actuary and the figure included in line 44 of Form 41.

           (12) Sub-paragraph 10(3), of Appendix 9.4 requires a description of the method
and details of the basis used to calculate whether there is a need for a reserve
in respect of continuing to write new business. This will require general
statements as to the levels of business assumed for this purpose (perhaps in
relation to that written the previous year), and broad assumptions as to costs
(such as stating that he has assumed the continuation of the previous yearÕs
costs plus inflation, or by stating that he has used company budgets), product
terms (such as stating the appointed  actuary has assumed the continuation of
the products on offer at the relevant date, or that he has reflected changes
made after the relevant date but before the date of the certificate) etc. It does
not require identification of explicit items in monetary terms, nor details of
the precise assumptions. This is similarly true of sub-paragraph 10(4), where
for example the appointed  actuary might disclose that redundancy costs
have been taken into account, if such be the case, or the costs of terminating
management agreements, but not the amount of such costs.

            (13) Paragraph 11 of Appendix 9.4 is a requirement to identify the extent of
currency matching. The requirement is driven from the liabilities, and
requires the liabilities included within the actuarial certificate (which
includes liabilities in respect of deposits received from reinsurers), but
excluding property-linked liabilities, to be analysed by currency. The assets
reported as matching these liabilities, which should correspond with those
reported for the same liabilities in other matching schedules within the
returns, are similarly to be analysed by currency. The de minimis exemption
for 2% of the liabilities is intended to avoid unnecessary detail for small
exposures, but the degree of mismatching still needs to be given. This
mismatching should be taken as the sum of all liabilities reported in the other
currencies heading matched by assets in other currencies divided by the total
liabilities under that heading. This figure should be given as a percentage and
to the nearest whole number.

            (14) The information on reinsurance required under paragraph 12 of Appendix
9.4 is largely self explanatory.  It is acceptable for the appointed  actuary to
aggregate arrangements with a single reinsurer that are similar in nature.  The
requirements under paragraph 12(3) relate to both facultative and treaty
reinsurance.  The definition of a financing arrangement is intended to be
wide and may include arrangements with non-insurance companies.  It is
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likely that many original terms reinsurances with advanced commissions will
constitute financing arrangements. Financing arrangements cease to be such
once all elements of the financing have been repaid, earned or otherwise
reduced to zero. The appointed  actuary should exercise reasonable
discretion in reporting under this heading, particularly in relation to
facultative business.  It is acceptable where the financing arises from
facultative reinsurances under a common overall agreement as to the general
terms, for a grouped figure to be provided for the agreement, rather than for
each contract.

Paragraphs 13 to 16 - profit distribution

15.5       (1) Where, in accordance with paragraph 13 of Appendix 9.4, a revenue account
for a particular part of a long-term insurance business fund is included in the
abstract of the appointed  actuary's report, analyses of premiums, expenses
and claims in the format of Forms 41 and 42 are not required. The appointed
actuary should provide information on the principles and methods applied in
apportioning various items in any such revenue account included in
Appendix 9.4, and in any revenue account of a with-profit sub-fund which is
given in Appendix 9.3 where the principles and methods of apportionment
are not disclosed in that Appendix.

 (2) Paragraph 14 of Appendix 9.4 is intended to supply sufficient information to
enable the FSA to understand the criteria used in setting bonus rates. Sub-
paragraph 14(1) is a widened version of the previous requirement. It is
important the information which is derived from each of the sources is
identified, and if the various sources differ in any respect, the information
must be identified by source. In this context 'advertisement' has a wide
meaning, and should include any sales and marketing literature. The
references to policies issued by the insurer, and to advertisements, should be
taken to mean any policy still in force, or any advertisement issued in a
period from which with profits policies are still in force. It is not necessary to
refer to policies which no longer exist. Sub-paragraphs 14(2) and (3) are
intended to describe in broad terms how the bonus scales are arrived at.
Although an answer that the distributions are based upon asset shares might
be acceptable, it is necessary to indicate the approach to smoothing which it
is intended to apply, the particular application to deaths and maturities, and
the extent to which any ÔchargesÕ on asset shares are applied to maintain
equity between classes or generations. The descriptions of the method should
include any items excluded from or charged to any asset shares if that is the
basic method.

Paragraphs 17 to 19 - Forms 46 to 49

15.6       (1) In Forms 46, 46A, 47 and 47A, the term Ôannual premiumsÕ refers to the
total amount of premium payable, under the terms of the contract, each year.
In Forms 46 and 47 any contract which consists of a combination of
different types of insurance (as defined by instruction 5 to Form 47) is to be
treated as a number of separate contracts each dealing with one of the
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different types of business so combined.  The amounts by which the total
number of contracts shown on each of the forms exceed the total number of
contracts to which the forms relate should be stated by way of a
supplementary note. In determining whether or not a contract consists of a
combination of different types of business, the appointed  actuary should
exercise his discretion in interpreting differences in the same way as for
Forms 51 to 54. Where the information given in Forms 51 to 54, together
with any additional information required by Instruction 10 regarding the
number of contracts does not enable a reconciliation to be made with the
information supplied in Form 46, an explanation should be given. The
instruction in respect of hybrid linked contracts should be interpreted in
accordance with the definition in rule 10.1.  In Form 47, any contract which
falls within more than one of the categories described in instruction 6 shall be
shown only once, in the most appropriate category.

              (2) Attention is drawn to the instructions to Forms 46 and 47 in respect of
regular premium and recurrent single premium contracts, and in respect of
increases to existing contracts.  It is essential that consistent treatment of
individual contracts is adopted between Forms 46 and 47, and that all new
business is reported under some heading within Form 47. Contracts set up to
receive minimum contributions from the Department of Social Security
should be treated as single premium business. Additional single premiums
paid in respect of existing individual contracts should be shown separately
from new business in Form 47.  In Form 47, a single premium contract
where there is a likelihood that there will be future premiums, but which do
not meet the definition of regular premium contracts because their level of
premiums is not defined, should be considered as not having an expectation
of continuing premiums at regular intervals, and therefore be included within
the single premium categories. (See also 14.2(2)).

              (3) In Forms 48 and 49 the element of accrued interest or income in respect of
any asset is required to be allocated to that asset class. Thus any accrued
income on a government stock shall be reported under approved securities,
and not under other assets. The yields required should be calculated with the
value of the stock including this accrued interest or income element, but with
full credit for the whole interest payment being taken in the expected
receipts. Separate forms should be produced if and only if funds have assets
separately appropriated. The treatment of tax borne on franked investment
income should be consistent with guidance issued by the Accounting
Standards Board and the Association of British Insurers.  A supplementary
note to the forms is needed where for any asset the payment of interest is in
arrears.  It should state the treatment of expected income from any such asset
and the amount of the interest involved.  See paragraph 6 to Form 48.

              (4) The required statements in respect of derivatives under paragraph 19 of
Appendix 9.4 the appointed actuary should follow the same principles as are
described in 6 in respect of asset values. It is not generally necessary to
quantify the changes in yields on Form 48 which would arise. A broad
description would normally suffice, unless the options concerned have the
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effect of locking in particular yields not immediately identifiable from the
description. Where, and to the extent that, the information provided by the
insurer under rule 9.29 is sufficiently complete to answer this requirement, it
is sufficient for the appointed actuary to refer to that information in the
return.

Paragraph 20 - Forms 51 to 56

15.7      (1) The aggregate of the amounts standing to the credit of policy holders'
accounts should be shown in column 5 of Form 51 for non-linked, non profit
deposit administration schemes, and should be distinguished from any other
measures of benefit shown in that column for such contracts.

 (2) In Forms 51 to 54, wherever different rates of interest are used, the results
should be shown separately.

 (3) In Forms 53 and 54, if discounting applies to any type of contract, then
columns 11 and 12 must be completed for all contracts.  Column 12 may be
left blank only if there is no discounting at all for that valuation summary.  In
Form 53, details of units which are discounted at different rates of interest
(e.g. capital and accumulation units) should be shown separately.

 (4) Where a linked contract includes non-linked benefits except where there are
accumulating with profits benefits, these should be shown separately on
whichever of Forms 5 3  or 54  includes the linked benefits. Where
accumulating with profits benefits are included, the treatment should follow
instruction 12, and other non linked benefits may be included with either the
linked or accumulating with profits benefits, provided the treatment is
disclosed in the note required under instruction 12.

 (5) Within Forms 51 to 54 it is required to report separately under instruction 10
combinations of different types of insurance. The Appointed  actuary is
required to determine when such different types of insurance are present in
one contract. If he considers that such separate reporting would be
misleading, or would not materially alter the amounts reported under each
type of insurance, due to the trivial nature of one or more types of insurance
in a contract, this would be an indication that there may not, in practice, be
more than one type of insurance present. This is not likely to be the case,
however, where supplementary benefits of a different class of business under
Annex 10.1 to Chapter 10 of the rules are concerned. For this purpose, it
should be noted that non linked benefits under a linked contract still fall
within class III.

 (6) Risk premium reinsurance may be aggregated, separately for, and shown as a
separate class in Forms 51, 52, 53 and 54 respectively. Where risk premium
reinsurance applies to a contract which is split between forms, the risk
premium reinsurance should be reported on the same form as the benefits to
which it applies. Where it is not possible to do this, the reason shall be given
in a supplementary note, and the treatment shall be described.
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 (7) Note the proviso to instruction 6 to Forms 51-54, which allows duplicate
data on reassurance ceded to be aggregated.  A similar easing of reporting
requirements is provided by instruction 7 to Form 55 in respect of unit
liabilities wholly reinsured.  However in this case paragraph 20(3) requires a
statement that rule 7.2 has been complied with.

 (8) Valuation summaries for sub-funds for which surpluses are required to be
determined under rule 9.4, and valuation summaries for non-linked,
accumulating with profits, property linked and index linked business should
be treated as separate for the purpose of Instruction 15 for the completion of
Forms 51 to 54.

 (9) The relationships between Forms 55  and 56  and the related items in
Appendices 9.1 and 9.3 are important.  Considering first Form 55 (property
linked), Form 13 line 59 which shows assets matching linked liabilities does
not necessarily include the assets backing the surplus units in Form 55. See
5.4(15).   Where the reconciliation between the amounts shown in Form 55
and line 59 of Form 13 is not readily apparent it should be described in a
supplementary note to Form 55.  Also, Form 55 should, where appropriate,
correspond with the assets in Form 43, which includes all assets in an
internal fund, and reconciliation with that form should be readily apparent.

 (10) Similarly for Form 56 (index-linked) the assets shown do not necessarily
correspond with those shown in line 58 of Form 13.  See 5.4(15).  Where the
reconciliation between the amounts shown in Form 56 and line 58 of Form
13 is not readily apparent it should be described in a supplementary note.
Note, also, that Form 56 represents holdings of assets, not liabilities, and that
the long-term liability represented by the mathematical reserve on Form 54
should not be entered on the form.  Form 56 recognises that index-linked
liabilities will often be matched by derivative or quasi-derivative instruments,
the nature of which may contain elements both of asset and of liability and
this is reflected in the heading to the form and in column 2.

 (11) For both Forms 55 and 56 the appointed actuary should include a note of
any circumstances which make the natural relationships break down (e.g.
particular tax treatments).

 (12) Where unit liabilities are reassured and deposited back with the ceding
insurer, the amounts deposited back are to be treated in accordance with
paragraph 20(2) of Appendix 9.4 in all respects as though they are unit
liabilities.

Paragraph 21 - Form 57

15.8       (1) Paragraph 21 of Appendix 9.4 refers to Form 57 and requires the forms
submitted to cover all long term liabilities except unit liabilities in respect of
property and index-linked benefits, CGT reserves and unit liabilities
deposited back for linked contracts.  The intention of the form is to identify
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suitable blocks of assets which can notionally be allocated to cover each
block of liabilities.  Note that there is no provision that the form must include
all of the non-linked assets in Form 13.  However, the assets covering any
resilience or mis-matching reserve (rule 6.17) should be included, generally
on the balance form provided under instruction 6.  For each form completed,
the total assets for the valuation entered at line 29, column 1 should be equal
to the liability entered at line 33, column 1.

 (2) An analysis of the same assets and liabilities in (1) is also required under the
most onerous scenario identified by the appointed  actuary in sub-paragraph
7(6) of Appendix 9.4.  Column 3 re-values the assets included in column 1
on the assumptions of the resilience scenario; column 4 shows the value of
any assets notionally re-allocated to the block of liabilities in order that they
are still covered under the resilience scenario; and columns 5 and 6 show the
new re-allocation in total.  For each form completed, the total assets for the
valuation entered at line 29, column 5 should be equal to or greater than the
liability entered at line 33, column 5.  In most circumstances, one would
expect the assets allocated to the resilience reserve and included on the
balance form under the valuation to be re-allocated so that this liability and
its matching assets disappear from the balance form under the resilience
scenario.

 (3) The instructions to Form 57 require separate forms to be prepared among
other reasons for each rate of interest used in the valuation.  However, in
respect of Instruction 5, where a contract or group of contracts is valued at a
lower rate of interest to reflect an implicit margin for expenses described in
the abstract, or to reflect an implicit provision for future bonuses, then they
may be amalgamated with contracts valued at the higher rate without such
implicit margins, and reported as if valued at the higher rate. Where this has
been done, a supplementary note should record this. Instruction 5 also
provides for contracts valued at a lower rate of interest to be grouped
together with those at a higher rate, provided that the rationale for doing so is
explained in a note.  Note, however, that it is not acceptable to combine the
separate forms required by instructions 2 and 3. Where more than one form is
provided for a particular rate of interest, a supplementary note should identify
the contracts included in each form. The totals under the resilience scenario
recorded in column 5 shall be those under the scenario which is most onerous
and is the subject of paragraph 7(8) (see 15.4(6)).

 (4) In relation to the risk adjustments disclosed in answering paragraph 21 of
Appendix 9.4, it is not necessary to disclose these for individual assets, nor
to provide any individual justifications for the adjustment.  The appointed
actuary should supply such justification to the FSA if it is not clear the basis
upon which the adjustment was determined.

Paragraph 22 - Form 58

15.9       (1) When an insurer records a transfer to the non-technical account or to another
fund or part of the fund in a revenue account (Form 40) for a particular
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period, the amount of which has been derived from a valuation completed at
the end of that period, that transfer should be shown in 58.13 or 58.14 as
appropriate so that the true surplus appears in 58.29.

 (2) Where an insurer decides to allocate to the long-term insurance business the
whole or any part of the investment income and/or net capital gains arising
from assets not attributable to its long-term insurance business, the allocation
should be included in Form 58 as a transfer from the non-technical account
(see 14.1(6)). This transfer should be included in either lines 13 and 15, or 32
and 34, depending on whether there is an overall net transfer out of or into
the fund (or part of the fund) respectively (see Instruction 3 for the
completion of Form 58).

 (3) Where, under rule 9.4(2)(b) a surplus is determined for a part of a fund where
the rights of any policyholders to participate in profits relates to that sub-
fund, paragraph 22 of Appendix 9.4 requires a company to provide a Form
58 both in respect of the sub-fund and the fund of which it is a part.

 (4) In general, line 61 of Form 58 corresponds to the proportion which has to
satisfy the criteria laid down in rule 3.3 but this will not always be so. For
example, where the with-profits policyholders are entitled to, say, 90% of the
profits from the with-profit business but are also eligible to share in the
profits arising on the non-profit business on a discretionary basis, line 61
would be relevant for the purpose of rule 3.3 (which relates to 'eligibility')
only in the Form 58 for the long term fund as a whole and not in the Form
58 for the sub-fund.

 (5) The surplus shown in Form 58, in keeping with the definition, represents the
excess of the amount of the fund over the liabilities, but the wording in lines
29 and 49 is intended to make it clear that the surplus is not to be regarded as
synonymous with disposable profits. The solvency margin requirements
implementing the First Life Directive make it imperative for a clear
distinction to be drawn between the liabilities and the margins available to
count towards an insurerÕs solvency margin. The surplus should not include
any part of the mathematical reserves which the appointed actuary considers
are required to constitute the proper provision envisaged by rule 5.6  (these
should be included in Forms 51 to 54 as appropriate), but it may include
contingency and other reserves held which count towards the solvency
margin.

Paragraph 23 - Forms 60 to 61

15.10     (1) Forms 60 and 61 set out the calculation of the required minimum margin
(i.e. the greater of the required margin of solvency and the minimum
guarantee fund) for long-term insurance business. The legislation provides
for a solvency margin in respect of an insurerÕs long-term insurance business
as a whole and where more than one long-term insurance business fund is
maintained the information in Forms 60 and 61 will relate to all funds
combined, including industrial business where this is transacted. Provision is
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made for the mathematical reserves and the calculation of the solvency
margin to be shown separately for the main classes of long-term insurance
business and, for the purposes of reconciliation, mathematical reserves
attracting a nil rate of solvency margin are to be included. Class III includes
contracts where the benefits are partially linked to investment funds or
indices and any reserves for non-linked benefits under such contracts,
including those relating to accumulating with profits benefits, should be
included under Class III business in the appropriate column in Form 60. The
presence of non-linked benefits, including accumulating with-profits
benefits, does not generally alter the appropriate column for linked benefits.

 (2) In Form 60, line 51 should equal the figure in line 59 of Form 61, together
with any class V margin included in the note under instruction 6.

 (3) Where cash bonuses have been allocated to policyholders and are due to be
paid, they are in the nature a current liability.  As such they should not be
included in the amount of mathematical reserves included in Form 60.  No
factor need to be applied to cash bonuses in calculating the required margin
of solvency.

16. THE RULE 9.36 STATEMENT: INFORMATION ON THE
APPOINTED ACTUARY

16.1       (1) Rule 9.36 calls for a statement of the information specified in rule 9.36(1)(a)
to (d).  The insurer is required to make a further statement that it has asked
the appointed actuary to provide it with the particulars set out in the sub-
paragraphs and to identify in the statement the information which has been so
provided.  The insurer must supplement these particulars if there is further
information of which it is aware additional to that provided by the appointed
actuary.

 (2) Rule 9.36 (1)(a) and (b) refer to ÔparticularsÕ but this word is not defined in
the rule. In the case of investments, the particulars should include at least a
general description of the investments, the name of the holder of the
investment, the nominal or principal amount outstanding and, where
applicable, the rate of interest and terms of repayment.  In the case of a life
policy or policies, it will usually be sufficient to show total annual premiums.
In the case of transactions of a minor character falling under rule 9.36(1)(b),
a general description should be given and full particulars are not required.

 (3) As a result of rule 9.36(3)(a) the particulars which have to be given apply not
only to the interests of or amounts paid to the actuary but also to other person
specified in that rule.  It is worth noting, however, that rule 9.36(4) provides
for the reporting insurer and other insurers within the same group to be
treated as one for the purpose of rule 9.36(3)(a).  The effect of the words in
parenthesis in rule 9.36(3)(a)(iii) and (iv), taken with rule 9.36(4), is that
payments made to the reporting insurer and to companies related to it will be
excluded from the disclosure requirement.
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 (4) Rule 9.36(3)(b) and (c) set out the circumstances in which a person shall be
deemed to have an interest or benefit for the purpose of the rule.  Rule
9.36(5) describes the circumstances in which a person shall be taken to
control a body corporate for the purpose of rule 9.36(3).

 (5) The information required by rule 9.36 should be given in respect of each
person who was the appointed actuary at any time during the financial year.
Also it is good practice to give the information in respect of the person who
prepared the Appendix 9.4 report for the financial year, even if he or she
was only appointed as actuary after the year end.  It is also good practice to
name each appointed actuary especially if more than one is referred to in the
rule 9.36 disclosure.

17. CERTIFICATES BY DIRECTORS AND ACTUARY AND REPORT
OF AUDITORS

Certificate by the directors etc.

17.1       (1) Part I of Appendix 9.6 specifies the statements to be included in the
directors' certificate.  These vary according to the type of insurer and the
types of business which it writes.

 (2) Where in the opinion of those signing the certificate, the circumstances are
such that any of the statements required by paragraphs 1 to 6 of Appendix
9.6 cannot truthfully be made, the relevant statements shall be omitted, (see
paragraph 7(1) of Appendix 9.6).  Where any statements have been omitted,
this fact shall be stated in a note, (see paragraph 7(2) of Appendix 9.6) and
reasons given.

 (3) For insurers which fall within the circumstances of the first half of paragraph
4(e) of Part I of Appendix 9.6, the directors will need to consider carefully
whether the returns are distorted by any management services agreements -
for example, where a parent insurer subsidises its subsidiary in its infancy.

 (4) Paragraph 5 of Part 1 of Appendix 9.6 covers directors' certificates in
respect of two types of published guidance - systems of control and
preparation of returns guidance. The FSA will circulate from time to time a
list of the published guidance which it considers relevant for this purpose.

 (5) In order to certify compliance with systems of control guidance, it is
necessary for the directors to be satisfied that the control system was in place
at the end of the financial year in question and that it was reasonable to
believe that the systems continued to be in place after that date and will
continue to be in place for the foreseeable future.  In this instance the beliefs
which the directors hold at the time of signature of the returns are the
relevant ones.  For example, if the system was believed to be in place at the
end of the financial year in question, had clearly - but unexpectedly - failed
shortly afterwards and was once again believed to be in place at the time of
signature of the returns, the certificate could not properly be given.
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 (6) As to the standard of compliance required, the FSA recognises that absolute
assurance is most unlikely to be achieved.  By way of illustration, an isolated
human error would not of itself be considered a failure of the system
provided that the system is capable of recognising and rectifying the error
swiftly.  Frequent or repeated errors would however cast doubts on the
integrity of the system.

 (7) A list of the guidance complied with is sufficient.   Where only part of a
published guidance note is complied with, it is acceptable to claim
compliance with that part.  Where directors do not know or cannot satisfy
themselves whether guidance has been complied with, such guidance should
be omitted from the list.  It is not necessary to state which guidance has not
been complied with except in rare cases when no published guidance has
been complied with (in which case the negative disclosure referred to in (2)
comes into play).

The actuary's certificate

17.2        (1) Part II of Appendix 9.6 sets out the statements to be included in the
appointed   actuary's certificate.

  (2) The rule in SUP 4.3.9 lays down that an actuary must be a Fellow of the
Institute of Actuaries or the Faculty of Actuaries and have the required skill
and experience to perform his functions under the regulatory system.

  (3) Where an overseas insurer wishes to appoint an actuary with an overseas
actuarial qualification, the FSA will consider the issue of a direction under
section 148 of the Act permitting this in appropriate cases.

  (4) If an insurer appoints a firm of consulting actuaries, each of the partners in
the firm must possess the prescribed qualifications.  Where an individual
member of a firm is appointed only that individual need be qualified.

The auditors' report

17.3     (1) Rule 9.35 specifies the scope of the audit.  The contents of the auditors'
report are set out in Part III of Appendix 9.6.  The rules on auditorsÕ
qualifications are found in SUP 3.4.

(2) The Auditing Practices Board issues separate guidance notes specifically for
auditors of insurers and auditors should refer to these.

(3) The parts of the return which are subject to audit are:

(a) Forms 9 to 17, and 20 to 45;

(b) the statements furnished under rules 9.25, 9.26, 9.27 and 9.29.
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(4) The unaudited parts of the return are:

(a) the statements furnished under rules 9.30, 9.31 and 9.36;

(b) the information provided in accordance with Appendix 9.4 (including
Forms 46 to 61);

(c) the certificate of the appointed actuary prepared under Part II of
Appendix 9.6.

 (5) The auditors are also required to report on whether the directors' certificate
except for paragraph 4(d) of the certificate and, in so far it relates to
published guidance which relates to controls with respect to money
laundering, except for paragraph 5 of the  certificate.  The auditorÕs report
must state whether the certificate has been properly prepared in accordance
with the rules and whether or not it was unreasonable for the persons giving
that certificate to have made the statements contained in it.  Paragraph 11
provides that to the extent the information and explanations the auditors have
received do not allow them to express this opinion they should add to their
report such qualification, amplification or explanation as may be appropriate.

 (6) It is appropriate for compliance with most, but not necessarily all, relevant
published guidance to be subject to the audit opinion described above.
When, periodically, a list of relevant published guidance is circulated (see
17.1), the FSA will make clear whether or not it would normally expect an
audit opinion in respect of compliance with that guidance.  Where audit of
compliance with a guidance note is inappropriate (or has not been carried out
for some reason), the auditor would be expected to invoke paragraph 11 of
Appendix 9.6 to record the fact.

 (7) Paragraph 10(c) of Appendix 9.6 provides for the auditors to state the extent
to which, in giving their opinion, they have relied on the appointed actuary's
certificate with respect to the mathematical reserves and required minimum
margins and on a direction by the FSA under section 148 of the Act for the
identity and value of any implicit items which are admitted.

 (8) Forms 31 and 34 relating to years of origin prior to 1981 will contain figures
which include information about claims notified and payments made prior to
the 1980 Regulations coming into force.  Such information was not subject to
audit under those rules and the relevant figures are excluded from audit under
the 1983 Regulations and this exemption was carried forward in the 1996
Regulations and subsequently the Interim Prudential Sourcebook by rule
9.35(2)(a).  This is now only relevant to Forms 31 and 34 for accounting
class 7, as these forms for the other accounting classes have a ten-year cut
off.

 (9) Paragraph 12 of Appendix 9.6 provides that where the auditors refer in their
report or in any note attached thereto to any uncertainty, the report shall also
state whether in the auditor's opinion that uncertainty is material to
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determining whether the insurer has available assets over the appropriate
solvency margin.  This paragraph should not be read as requiring the auditors
to refer to an uncertainty.  It merely provides that if they do so an additional
opinion is required.  An uncertainty should be treated as material for these
purposes if, upon the crystallisation of so much of the uncertainty as is not
remote, the required level of available assets would not be met.

18. STATISTICAL RETURNS: FORMS 91 TO 94

Background

18.1      (1) Forms 91  to 94 do not form part of the returns but constitute a separate
return which must be deposited with the FSA, (Ôthe statistical returnÕ).

 (2) The statistical return reports insurance business transacted by a UK insurer
in other EEA States either through a branch in that country or on a services
basis into that country from an establishment in the UK or another EEA State.

 (3) UK  insurers who wish to establish a branch in or provide services into
another EEA State must make the requisite notification to the FSA under
AUTH.

The requirement to deposit Forms 91 to 94

18.2 (1) The requirement to prepare and deposit Forms 91 to 94 is set out in rule
9.37.

(2) A UK insurer which in any calendar year:

(a) carries on general insurance business in an EEA State (other than the
UK) through a branch in that state should prepare Form 91;

(b) provides general insurance in an EEA State (other than the UK)
through an establishment in the UK or in another EEA State should
prepare Form 92;

(c) carries on long-term insurance business in an EEA State (other than
the UK) through a branch in that state should prepare Form 93; or

(d) provides long term insurance in an EEA State (other than the UK)
through an establishment in the UK or in another EEA State should
prepare Form 94.

 (3) The forms in (1) should be prepared separately in respect of each EEA State
in which the insurer carries on business or provides insurance.

 (4) The forms in (1) relate to calendar years not necessarily financial years.
Three copies of each form (where required) should be deposited with FSA
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within nine months of the end of each calendar year.  One of the copies
should be signed by a director, chief executive or secretary of the insurer.

 (5) Where the insurer has made a notification of its intention to establish a
branch in an EEA State or to provide insurance in an EEA State (see 18.1(3))
but does not in any calendar year carry on insurance business or provide
insurance in that EEA state, it should send notification of that fact to the FSA
within nine months of the end of each calendar year signed by a director,
chief executive or secretary of the insurer.

(6) Forms 91 to 94 are not subject to audit.

(7) No direction under section 148 of the Act may be granted modifying or
exempting insurers from the requirement to deposit Forms 91 to 94.

Inaccurate or incomplete returns

18.3     (1) Rule 9.37 requires the FSA to consider the Forms 91 to 94 or notification
deposited under that rule and, if any such document appears to it to be
inaccurate or incomplete, to communicate with the company with a view to
the correction of any such inaccuracies and the supply of deficiencies.

 (2) The procedure is similar to that described in 1.4 above for the returns and the
listing of validation rules described in that paragraph as available upon
request includes Forms 91 to 94.

Conventions for completing the Forms

18.4       (1) The conventions described in 4 for the return forms should also be applied to
the preparation of these forms, (other than in respect of signature of the
returns for which see 18.2(4)).

 (2) The box in the heading entitled ÔEEA State in which branch is situatedÕ or
ÔEEA State in which risk is situatedÕ should be completed with the country
code of that EEA State to which the form relates.  See the Annex to
paragraph 10 for these codes.

Accounting rules

18.5 The forms variously call for amounts in respect of premiums, claims,
commissions etc. in respect of the branch or services business in the EEA
State to which they relate.  These amounts should be determined using the
same accounting rules as are applied in the preparation of the returns.
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19. TREATMENT OF INDIVIDUAL SAVINGS ACCOUNT (ÔISAÕ)
BUSINESS

19.1 Forms 41 and 42

Earned premiums and claims arising from ISA business should be included
under ÔOther contractsÕ in Forms 41 and 42 respectively. The extent to
which an entry under ÔOther contractsÕ is attributable to ISA business should
be disclosed separately by way of a supplementary note. [Codes 4101 and
4201]

19.2 Forms 46, 47, 51 to 54 and 57

ISA business should be included under ÔOther businessÕ in Forms 46, 47, 51
to 54 and 57. The extent to which an entry under ÔOther businessÕ is
attributable to ISA business should be disclosed separately by way of a
supplementary note.
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GUIDANCE NOTE 9.2 (rule 9.3)

ACCOUNTS AND STATEMENTS FOR A MARINE MUTUAL COMPANY
(FORMS M1 TO M5)
________________________

[Deleted]
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GUIDANCE: FSA ÔDEAR DIRECTORÕ LETTERS

DD1

USE OF DERIVATIVES - LINKED PRODUCTS
_________________________

The following is the text of a letter dated 3 July 1998 from Martin Roberts, Director,
Insurance to all companies authorised by the Treasury to carry on long-term business.
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1 Victoria Street
London SW1H OET

Enquiries 0171-270 4558
Fax 0171-215 0244

Direct line

The Managing Director
All companies authorised by the Treasury Our ref

to carry on long-term business Your ref

3 July, 1998

Dear Managing Director

USE OF DERIVATIVES - LINKED PRODUCTS

I am writing to remind you of the position of current legislation and guidance notes on
the use of derivatives by insurance companies, and to set out the Treasury's view in
respect of linked insurance (usually single premium) products backed by these
instruments. If your company offers, or is intending to offer, such products then the
issues covered in this letter will need your personal attention or that of one of your
senior board colleagues; but, in any case, please pass a copy to the Appointed Actuary
and to the auditors of the company.

Derivatives and the Legislation

Current UK legislation requires that for a derivative to be given an admissible value or
to be a permitted link in the case of index-linked or property-linked business
respectively it must be possible to demonstrate that, amongst other things, it is being
used in connection with a contract or asset for the purposes of " efficient portfolio
management" or "reduction of investment risks". The main guidance note on the use of
derivatives, Prudential Note 1995/3, provides guidance and illustrative examples on
how these conditions are to be interpreted in practice and, in particular, makes clear
that an investment strategy using derivatives will not satisfy the efficient portfolio
management or reduction in risk criteria if it gives rise to a significant increase in risk to
the policyholder. The test of how this should be assessed is introduced in Section 4.5
of the Note and expanded upon in Section 10.10 et seq., namely that the derivative
strategy
must be "benchmarked" against a broadly comparable non-derivative investment
strategy.

This guidance is still in place and it is the Treasury's view that the above test remains
fundamental. It follows, therefore, that we consider where a non derivative strategy that
has broadly the same economic effect cannot be identified it will not be possible to
demonstrate that the derivative strategy has met the criteria of efficient portfolio
management. Similarly, it will not be possible to satisfy the reduction in risks test where
there is no non-derivative strategy against which changes in risk can be assessed. A
derivative used under such a scenario to back an index-linked product could therefore
be given no admissible value (bar that which may be possible under Regulation 48 of
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the Insurance Companies Regulations 1994, as amended), and in a property-linked
product would be illegal.

The Case of Multi-Index Bonds

The appropriate comparison with what constitutes a broadly equivalent non-derivative
strategy can be a complex issue, and may not always be straightforward to implement
in practice. Nevertheless the task must be done, and it is a cause of concern to us that
in the development of the recent generations of what are usually termed guaranteed
equity or income bonds, where policyholder benefits are determined by the
performance of two or more equity indices and which are backed by derivatives, the
above test does not appear to have been given the prominence it requires when
determining whether the regulatory criteria have been met.

As set out in the examples contained in Prudential Note 1995/3, the test in the case of
products based upon a single stockmarket index involves a comparison of the
derivative strategy with the, transparently similar, non-derivative alternative of direct
investment in the assets underlying that index. However this transparency fails away in
the case of multi-index bonds, and the Treasury are unable to see how for such
products a comparable non-derivative strategy having broadly the same economic effect
can either be identified, or used to demonstrate an insignificant under performance by
the derivative strategy. This latter point is of particular relevance to products where the
benefits are linked to " the worse performance" of two or more indices. It is germane to
this view that we do not consider it feasible to seek to satisfy the regulatory
requirements through comparison with a non-derivative strategy that would, in practice,
mimic a derivatives strategy. It should be noted that the above concerns do not extend
to bonds where the benefits reflect simple weighted averages of two or more indices
which clearly could be replicated by similarly weighted direct holdings in the underlying
assets.

As I have already stressed, failure to meet the criteria of efficient portfolio management
or reduction in risks renders the use of a derivative non-compliant with the Regulations.
Companies which are holding derivatives to back the above multi-index linked products
should therefore contact their normal supervisor without delay to discuss how the
position is to be regularised.

Yours sincerely

Martin Roberts
Director, Insurance
Room 5.C. 19
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OTHER MATERIAL: ÔDEAR APPOINTED ACTUARYÕ LETTERS

DAA8

RECOMMENDED AIDS RESERVING POLICY AND RESILIENCE TEST
______________________________

The following is the text of a letter dated 29 October 1996 from the Government Actuary to
Appointed Actuaries.

_______________________________
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GOVERNMENT
29 October 1996 ACTUARYÕS

DEPARTMENT

22 KINGSWAY
LONDON WC2B 6LE

FAX (GTN) +44 (0) 171 211  2650
SWITCHBOARD +44 (0) 971 211 2600
DIRECT (GTN) +44 (0) 171 211 2620

E MAIL 100071.766@cornpuserve.com

FROM THE
GOVERNMENT ACTUARY

CHRIS DAYKIN
CB Hon DSc MA FIA F55 ASA

Dear Appointed Actuary

RECOMMENDED AIDS RESERVING POLICY

Emerging experience has shown the AIDS epidemic to be of less significance for mortality in
the UK than had originally been feared. Nonetheless, it remains the case that there are still a
material number of deaths occurring as a result of infection by HIV, and that this number is
expected to continue to rise over the next few years. The insured population has seen lower
levels of AIDS-related mortality than the general population, but it is not necessarily the case
that deaths in future years will be as concentrated in groups which are underrepresented in
the insured population.

Taking these factors into account, and bearing in mind that actuaries are required to provide
on a prudent basis for adverse deviations in mortality experience in their normal mortality
assumptions, it now seems appropriate to revise the advice previously issued to Appointed
Actuaries.

For traditional with-profits business, and for those types of unit-linked or accumulating with-
profits policy where mortality charges can be varied within a relatively short timescale (say
less than two years), it will often be sufficient to allow for the possible impact of AIDS
within the actuary's margin for adverse deviations, and not to hold an explicit reserve. This
may also be true for classes where an explicit allowance is unnecessary due to insensitivity of
the reserves to the mortality assumption.

For classes where mortality or morbidity risk is of more critical importance, it still seems
appropriate to make an explicit provision in the reserving basis. It is likely that for most
companies an allowance for deaths from HIV and AIDS at a level of about one-third of basis
R6A of Bulletin No 5 of the AIDS Working Party will be sufficient (or about one-sixth of
basis R). GAD will normally expect to see evidence of reserving for AIDS mortality at this
level, but will not insist on maintenance of the additional mortality at the peak level in years
after it has been reached.
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RESILIENCE TEST

There has been some doubt expressed as to the intended treatment of property under the
resilience test. For the avoidance of doubt, I would confirm that the GAD expect the assumed
fall in property values to be 20% in those scenarios where equities are assumed to fall by
25%, and a fall of 10% in the scenario where equities fall by 10%.

Where a life insurance company has material holdings of index-linked gilts, the existing
three tests should be modified to include a component for changes in real yields on
index-linked gilts as follows:

In test (1) a fall in real yields on indexed gilts of 25% (e.g. from 4% to 3%)
In test (2) a rise in real yields on indexed gilts of 10% (e.g. from 4% to 4.4%)
In test (3) a rise in real yields on indexed gilts of 25% (e.g. from 4% to 5%)

Yours sincerely

C D DAYKIN
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OTHER MATERIAL: DEAR APPOINTED ACTUARY LETTERS

DAA9

PENSIONS REVIEW: RESERVING FOR GUARANTEES
______________________________

The following is the text of a letter dated 29 May 1997 from the Government Actuary to
Appointed Actuaries.

_________________________________
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GOVERNMENT
29 May 1997 ACTUARYÕS

DEPARTMENT

22 KINGSWAY
LONDON WC2B 6LE

FAX (GTN) +44 (0) 171 211  2650
SWITCHBOARD +44 (0) 971 211 2600
DIRECT (GTN) +44 (0) 171 211 2620

E MAIL 100071.766@cornpuserve.com

FROM THE
GOVERNMENT ACTUARY

CHRIS DAYKIN
CB Hon DSc MA FIA F55 ASA

Dear Appointed Actuary

Pensions Review: Reserving for Guarantees

Several insurance companies have indicated that they would like to consider guaranteeing
pension benefits linked to individuals' salaries, in the event that they will not be able to
secure reinstatement of service within the relevant occupational pension scheme. I
understand that S113/PIA will require such a guarantee to incorporate an undertaking to
pursue reinstatement where it is possible, along the lines set out in the SIB Guidance of
October 1994 and November 1996. For those investors whose scheme will not allow
reinstatement, the guarantees could be structured in several different ways, from replicating
the benefits forgone to broad financial correspondence for the key benefits.

The Securities and Investments Board have published criteria which proposals have to meet
in order to satisfy the regulators that investors' interests are being adequately and fairly
addressed. They require that guarantees should provide pension and other benefits
corresponding in value to the benefits of the occupational pension scheme. Approval to the
provision of guarantees must be given by the appropriate regulator.  In addition reserves for
any guarantees must. meet the required insurance company solvency requirements. If.
approval is given, the result will be the creation of. longterm insurance liabilities to the
Third Life Directive and the relevant UK legislation, with the particular requirement to
establish prudential reserves.  Accordingly, the result may be considerably higher than the
cash equivalent of pension benefits on a GN 11 basis. As these liabilities will not have fallen
due, they  must be valued by the Appointed Actuary within the mathematical reserves. The
annex to this letter sets out the views of the GAD on the required reserving standard for
these salary-linked guarantees, issued as a response to the need to compensate for mis-sold
personal pensions. Similar considerations, omitting only the allowances for salary
progression, -apply where the guarantees are linked to national average earnings.
Guarantees linked to RPI or LPI raise no new issues for life office reserving and are not
covered in the annex.

Initially, the full information required to set up reserves on an individual basis may not be
readily available. In addition, it may take considerable time to obtain and verify that
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information. The SIB and PIA consider that, if issuing an offer to guarantee equivalent
benefits is, accepted as a satisfactory precursor to seeking reinstatement. then the process of
making an offer need not be delayed on an individual basis.until the quote for reinstatement
is available. Where reinstatement is discovered not to be available, the guarantee to provide
corresponding benefits, if accepted, remains in effect. However, where companies accept
that investors have been disadvantaged, even in advance of performing a loss assessment,
the issuing of offers to guarantee benefit will be seen as a way to overcoming delays in
making offers of redress caused by data collection, as well as delays caused by seeking
reinstatement.

The Third Life Directive permits reserving on an aggregate basis, providing that the total
reserves are at least equal to the total of the individual reserves. If the individual reserves
cannot be calculated because the required information is not available, it is incumbent on the
Appointed Actuary to make prudent assumptions about the missing information. That would
be in addition to the level of prudence normally required. Appointed Actuaries should keep
the GAD informed of their approach to these additional reserves.

Further, because some measure of current salary is such a key parameter in these
arrangements, no insurance company should be committed to an offer to guarantee a benefit
unless that information has been obtained from the investor.

Insurance companies must continue to seek missing information. As relevant information is
received, the Appointed Actuary will be able to review the level of the additional reserves.
In order to monitor the development of the reserves throughout the duration of the
guarantee, the Appointed Actuary will need information about any relevant changes which
will affect the level of guarantee (e.g. salary rises). If such information, or any other
information required by the Actuary, is not obtained, the Actuary must once again make
prudent assumptions. It is understood that SIB/PIA require that once a guarantee has been
given to an individual, such guarantee would not lapse if continuing information were not
forthcoming.

Please note that these guidelines are relevant only to the special situation wising from the
pensions review. They do not indicate any change of view on the inappropriateness of
insurance companies entering into contracts linked to salary, earnings or indices thereof.

Yours sincerely

C D Daykin

0597-09
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Reserving For Guarantees Arising From Mis-selling of Personal Pensions

1 This note `should be read in conjunction with the Dear Appointed Actuary letter of
29 May 1997.

2. Assumptions of a Continuing PP Policy

Whenever there is a guarantee there will also be a continuation of the insurance
policy previously entered into. The conversion of the existing policy into one which
mirrors the pension scheme exactly is not an acceptable option. The SIB require that
the guarantee must be in the form of a legally binding and enforceable contract
between the life office and the investor. The DTI considers that this contract will
either be separate and additional to, or possibly an amendment of the PP contract,
which will in any case remain in force.  DTI need to see the form of the additional
contract although the responsibility for ensuring that it meets the needs of investor
protection lies with the financial services regulator.

The life office should take steps to avoid the personal pension being invested in very
volatile unit-linked funds, and as far as possible require it to be switched to with
profits, or at least a less volatile unit-linked fund.  Otherwise there will be very
significant mismatching and resilience issues to address, including a perverse
incentive for the policyholder to take exceptional risks, secure in the knowledge that
the downside is met by the guarantee.

3. Proposed Reserving Principles

3.1 General Basis

It should be assumed that salary inflation (excluding increases arising from
promotion, performance or scale increases) will be at 2% a year above the inflation
rate as measured by increases in the RPI.

3.2 Deriving the Value of Liabilities - Method 1

3.2.1 Implicit allowance for inflation as measured by increases in the RPI should be made
by using a net discount rate, determined according to paragraph 3.2.3 below.

Explicit allowance for salary inflation in excess of increases in the RPI should be
made according to paragraphs 3.2.2 and 3.5

3.2.2 The liabilities would be determined assuming an effective salary inflation rate of
22% (being the 2% differential in paragraph 3.1 above plus an allowance for
possible underperformance of assets and for prudence) together with a further
allowance for salary progression (discussed in paragraph 3.5 below). The liabilities
would be discounted at the modified net interest rate derived in paragraph 3.2.3.
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3.2.3 It should be assumed that:-.

(a) The RPI remains constant for the purposes of determining regulation 69
yields on RPI linked assets - as provided in paragraph (6) to that regulation.

(b) Equity shares, and those land assets where such an assumption is appropriate,
are assumed to be linked to RPI for the most of this exercise only.

(c) The effective yield on fixed interest investments, or on any other investments
which do not carry a prospect of capital appreciation related to inflation,
should be reduced by an implicit inflation rate so calculated as a mismatching
adjustment.  The required implicit rate of RPI increase is to be taken as the
difference between the yield on the FTSE Actuaries 15 year medium coupon
gilt index and the FTSE Actuaries over 5 year (inflation 5% per annum)
index-linked gilt yield.

(d) Risk adjustments would then be made in the normal way, and the yield
reduced by 22% in accordance with regulation 69(2).

3.3 Deriving The Value of Liabilities - Method 2

3.3.1 The Appointed Actuary may elect to use the full yield determined in accordance with
regulation 69, in which case the salary inflation rate would need to be assumed to be
the implicit inflation rate derived in paragraph 3.2.3(c) above, plus at least 3%, being
the 2% differential in paragraph 3.1 above plus a 1% allowance for possible
underperformance of assets.  It would still be necessary to allow for salary
progression as set out in paragraph 3.5.

3.4 Resilience Test

Resilience tests, whether Method 1 or 2 is adopted, would be carried out in a
standard way by applying the scenario to the assets prior to carrying out the chosen
steps. The implicit inflation rate in paragraph 12.3(c) would be recalculated by
adjusting the indices in a natural manner consistent with the assumptions for assets.
In particular this will allow for mismatching approaching retirement.

3.5 Allowing for salary progression

3.5.1 The Future

Appropriate allowance should be made for future salary increases arising from
promotion, performance or scale increases. The assumptions should have regard to
any relevant and available published scales, and to age and occupation. The
Appointed Actuary may assume that. the basic salary assumption contains a
sufficient margin for prudence to cover this area as well, and therefore adopt a "best"
estimate approach for this element of the basis.
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3.5.2 Data

To ensure the reasonableness of the reserve, the Appointed Actuary should obtain
data, normally annually if possible (although triennial data adjusted for inflation is
acceptable), to update current salaries and nature of employment

3.6 Other points

3.6.1 Future interest rates

Assumptions about future interest rates, including any implicit in future annuity rate
assumptions, must accord with regulation 69(8/9). Where an assumption as to the
future yield on index-linked gilts is required, this should not exceed 3% a real.

Resilience tests should incorporate changes in the regulation 69(8/9) yield.

3.6.2 Marital status

For prudence, all persons should be assumed to have a qualifying spouse at the date
of death if before retirement. It should also be assumed that all members are married
at the date of retirement, but that no re-marriage will take place after the later death
of a spouse.

3.6.3 Leaving service

No assumptions should be made in respect of savings from future withdrawals from
service.

3.6.4 Mortality

Mortality assumptions need to make prudent allowance for future improvements.

3.6.5. Expenses

When setting overall expense reserves, the Appointed Actuary will need to take into
account the additional costs of administering these guarantees.

3.6.6. Unit-linked business

For unit-linked business the reserve for the guaranteed pension benefit (and
associated expenses) should be determined along the lines described above, with the
assets underlying the relevant unit fund(s) determining the yield for discounting in
accordance with paragraph 3.2.3 or 3.3.1.  Allowance for a resilience test should be
made in accordance with 3.4, again based on the assets underlying the unit fund(s).
In order to be consistent with the rest of the basis, allowance for inflation of renewal
expenses should be made at the rate of 2% pa., rather than at the rate used when
assessing the standard non-unit reserve.
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The above calculations will produce a reserve for the guaranteed benefits. There will
also be a unit and non-unit reserve calculated for the contract in the normal way. The
additional reserve required is the difference between the reserve for the guaranteed
benefit and the sum of the standard unit and non-unit reserves, subject to a minimum
of zero.

3.6.7 Resilience effects on the associated personal pension

When assessing the liabilities, particular care is required to ensure that the effect of
resilience scenarios on the associated personal pension liability, are taken into
account. The may mean that, in a resilience scenario, two 'hits' are suffered. The
assets backing* the guarantee fall in value, but also the cost of the guarantee rises
from the diminution of the value of the personal pension policy, whether this is
unit-linked or with profit.

3.6.8  Special benefit rules

Some schemes have special features, which can increase the liability, or make
identification of a closed-off liability difficult. These include the public sector
schemes which allow re-entrants to restore their preserved rights based upon current
salary, and others which provide a boost to pensions after a given number of years'
reckonable service.

3.6.9  Negative Reserves

In accordance with regulation 73, the reserve for the guarantee must be non-
negative.

Government Actuary's Department 27 May 1997

0597-09
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OTHER MATERIAL: ÔDEAR APPOINTED ACTUARYÕ LETTERS

DAA11

RESERVING FOR GUARANTEED ANNUITY OPTIONS

The following is the text of a letter dated 13 January 1999 from the Government Actuary to
Appointed Actuaries.

                                    _________________________________
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GOVERNMENT
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22 KINGSWAY
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FAX (GTN) +44 (0) 171 211  2650
SWITCHBOARD +44 (0) 971 211 2600
DIRECT (GTN) +44 (0) 171 211 2620

E MAIL 100071.766@cornpuserve.com

FROM THE
GOVERNMENT ACTUARY

CHRIS DAYKIN
CB Hon DSc MA FIA F55 ASA

13 January, 1999

The Appointed Actuary
All insurance companies authorised to
carry on long-term business

Dear Appointed Actuary

RESERVING FOR GUARANTEED ANNUITY OPTIONS

Further to Martin Roberts' letter of 18 December regarding the costs of guaranteed annuity
options in the context of policyholders' reasonable expectations, he has agreed that it would
be helpful if 1 were to provide some guidance to Appointed Actuaries of companies on the
advice I have given him on the application of the existing reserving requirements in respect
of contracts containing a guaranteed annuity.

2. I consider that Part IX of the Insurance Companies Regulations 1994 (ICR 1994)
requires a life office to calculate its liabilities (and hence to reserve) on the basis of all the
benefits offered under the contract. Regulation 64 of the Regulations requires long-term
liabilities to be determined "on actuarial principles", and to "make proper provision for all
liabilities on prudent assumptions". Regulation 64(2) makes clear that the determination
must "take account of all prospective liabilities as determined by the policy conditions".

3. Contracts providing for a guaranteed annuity typically take two main forms either:

•  a contract to provide an annuity with an option to secure a cash fund; or
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•  a contract to provide a. cash fund with the option to convert the benefits into an
annuity at a guaranteed rate.

4. I would expect the reserving requirements to be very similar (if not identical)
irrespective of whether the guaranteed annuity is the principal benefit under the contract or
only an option. This is on the basis that in substance a policyholder will be entitled to the
same choice of benefits irrespective of which is the principal benefit and which is the
option.

5. In my view it is clear that, where a contract provides for a guaranteed level of
annuity, then the effect of Part IX of the ICR 1994 is to require the company to reserve fully
for its liabilities to provide annuity benefits to the value guaranteed under the contract. In
addition it will be necessary to reserve fully in respect of any facility for policyholders to
select an alternative form of benefits.

6. In assessing the extent of these liabilities, the company will need to make a prudent
assessment of the extent to which any options are likely to be exercised. In this context I
consider that, where the cost of meeting the guaranteed annuity benefits at maturity is
significantly greater than the value of any alternative benefits, prudence will require the
company to reserve for the contract at a level close to the full value of the guaranteed
annuity. In general it would not in my view be prudent to assume that policyholders will
choose a benefit form that is of significantly lower nominal value to them, although some
limited allowance (of a few percentage points of the reserve) could in some cases be made
for a reduction in the liability on the grounds of the additional flexibility or other perceived
advantages to policyholders of any alternative benefits.

7. Where the levels of terminal bonus are to be adjusted with the aim of bringing the
value of the guaranteed annuity option closer to the value of the alternative benefits, there
might at first sight appear to be some room for argument that it was not necessary to reserve
on the assumption that almost all policyholders will take the guaranteed annuity benefit.
However, it needs to be remembered that, although the benefits formally "guaranteed" under
the alternative form of benefit may be lower than those under the guaranteed annuity option,
the company's discretion in setting the value of terminal bonus applied to the alternative
benefit is limited as a result of the existence of the guaranteed annuity. It is likely that close
to 100% of policyholders will exercise the annuity guarantee unless the company maintains
terminal bonus at a level which ensures that the value to the policyholder of the alternative
benefit is at least equal to the value of the guaranteed annuity. Accordingly, this constraint
will need to be reflected in the valuation assumptions made about either the proportion of
policyholders opting for the alternative benefit or the value of that alternative benefit.
Consequently any reduction in the reserves held by the insurer by more than a few
percentage points below the full value of the guaranteed annuity for this reason would
require very careful justification by the actuary.

8. I am aware that many policyholders have in the past exercised their right to take up
to 25% of the benefits of their pension policy in the form of a tax free lump sum. However, I
would not consider it prudent to use past experience alone in this regard as a basis for
reducing the percentage of benefits assumed to be taken in guaranteed annuity form. In my
view there is a significant risk that there may be a marked change in policyholder practice if
policyholders and their advisers view annuity guarantees as valuable and something that
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should be utilised to the full. For instance, there is the possibility that in future individuals
with more than one pension policy will seek to maximise their benefits by exercising in full
any guaranteed annuity option and only taking cash from those policies that do not carry a
guarantee. In addition any further increase in the value of the annuity benefits relative to
cash has the potential to lead to a significantly greater take up of annuity guarantees. As a
result I would only consider it prudent to make significant allowance for a proportion  of
available policy proceeds to be taken as cash, to the extent that policyholders are obliged to
take some of the benefits as cash. Where policyholders are not obliged to take some benefits
in cash, then the principles described in the above two paragraphs of this letter would apply.

9. In addition to holding mathematical reserves to cover their liabilities for annuity
guarantees, companies will need to assess the extent to which a resilience reserve is
required. I expect companies to apply the recommended resilience tests and other general
advice in my letter (DAA6) of 30 September 1993 (as amended slightly in my letter of 24
November 1998 - DAM0) in determining the need for a resilience reserve. The need to hold
substantial mathematical reserves to cover guaranteed annuity options would not in my view
be a sound argument for reducing the stringency of the resilience test applied.

10. The level of reserves established for guaranteed annuity options is likely to be one of
the features of companies' 1998 annual returns which FSA and GAD will want to review
particularly closely. It should be remembered that Schedule 4 of the Insurance Companies
(Accounts and Statements) Regulations 1996 requires the actuary's report in the annual
returns to include detailed information about the contracts written.

11. In particular, paragraphs 4(1) and 5(1) of the Schedule require the provision of a
description of the benefits of the contracts written, including any material options. I would
expect such a description to provide an indication of the form of any annuity guarantee
offered. In addition, in accordance with paragraph 6(1)(h), actuaries should provide a
description of the way in which reserves for any annuity guarantees and options have been
determined (including an indication of the interest rate and mortality assumptions used). I
would also expect that, in accordance with Instruction 9 to forms 51-54, categories of
contracts containing annuity guarantees would be shown separately in those forms.

12. The annual returns should include sufficient information for the FSA and GAD to
make an assessment of the extent of the guarantees offered, the reserving basis adopted by
the company and hence the scope for guaranteed annuity options to impact on the financial
position of the company.

13. The above is my considered view and is without prejudice to any decision of
the courts which may affect it.

Yours sincerely

C D Daykin
Government Actuary
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OTHER MATERIAL: ÔDEAR APPOINTED ACTUARYÕ LETTERS

DAA13

RESERVING FOR GUARANTEED ANNUITY OPTIONS

The following is the text of a letter dated 22 December 1999 from the Government Actuary
to Appointed Actuaries.

____________________________
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CHRIS DAYKIN
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22 December 1999

Dear Appointed Actuary

RESERVING FOR GUARANTEED ANNUITY OPTIONS

As you will recall, I wrote to you and other Appointed Actuaries on 13January this year
regarding the application of the reserving requirements in Part IX of the Insurance
Companies Regulations 1994 in respect of contracts containing a guaranteed deferred
annuity and a cash or other alternative.

Having now reviewed, at least provisionally, the majority of companies' 1998 annual
returns, it is apparent that some aspects of this guidance have been interpreted in a variety of
ways. It is clearly important that there should be consistency in the approach taken, and
therefore the FSA has concluded that it would be helpful if 1 were to provide some further
clarification on the reserving standards that would normally be expected to be seen in future
HNITIFSA returns.

In my view, in determining the reserve for a contract containing a guaranteed annuity it
would not generally be prudent to assume that policyholders will choose a benefit form that
is of significantly lower nominal value to them than the guaranteed annuity. I indicated
previously that I would expect any allowance for the reduction in the liability on the basis of
policyholders making such choices to be limited to "a few percentage points" of the reserve.
I would like to clarify that I was referring here to the total aggregate allowance that might
prudently be made for all other benefit forms (whether cash or other forms of annuity) and
that in my view an allowance in excess of 5% would not be considered to represent "a few
percentage points".

There may be considered to be a stronger case for making an allowance for policyholders
choosing to take a proportion of their benefits in the form of a tax free cash lump sum.
However, I would not consider it prudent to assume that more than 20% of policyholders
exercised the option to take the maximum cash lump sum permitted under the terms of the
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contract. In the case of most pension contracts, such an assumption would equate with a 5%
reduction in reserve, the maximum aggregate allowance indicated above as likely to be
accepted as prudent.

I am also reviewing the level of disclosure made by each company in their 1998 annual
returns regarding the assumptions made to determine the level of reserve for contracts
containing a guaranteed annuity. For the avoidance of any doubt, we would expect to see
full disclosure of the proportions of policyholders assumed to take any available guaranteed
annuity, along with the underlying mortality and interest rate assumptions. I should also add
in this context that we would expect to see prudent allowance made for future mortality
improvement both before and after the assumed retirement date, taking proper account of
the recommendations in the latest CMI reports.

Yours sincerely

C D DAYKIN
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OTHER MATERIAL: ÔDEAR APPOINTED ACTUARYÕ LETTERS

DAA14

RESILIENCE TEST

The following is the text of a letter dated 15 May 2000 from the Government Actuary to
Appointed Actuaries.

________________________________
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Other Material: ÔDear Appointed ActuaryÕ Letter DAA14 on Resilience Testing
(replacing  DAA6 and DAA12) issued by the Government Actuary

Your reference:

Our reference: DAA14

15 May 2000

Dear Appointed Actuary

Resilience Test

The revisions to the Insurance Companies Regulations 1994 made by HM Treasury recently
include a revised formula for determining the yield on investment made more than three
years in the future, with consequent effects on shorter term assumptions. This reintroduces a
prudent margin on future investment assumptions, but has the effect of making the linkage
of the future investment assumption to current yields more dynamic than applied in the past.
Three scenarios were originally promulgated in my letter of 30 September 1993 and were
amended most recently in DAA12 dated 30 September 1999. Two of these, in the context of
the new regulation, now appear unnecessarily severe in their effects, given that the new
regulations do allow for the effect of a sustained reduction in long-term interest rates.

I have, therefore, discussed with the Financial Services Authority revisions to the resilience
test which FSA and GAD consider appropriate for current conditions. These revisions will
apply from the date of coming into force of the amendment regulations.

For with profits offices, and others where it might be appropriate to do so, we consider the
three scenarios which should constitute our benchmark to be:

(1) a combination of

(i) a fall in the value of equities of 10%;

(ii) for fixed interest securities

(a) of less than five years outstanding term to redemption, and for short
term deposits, a fall in the risk free yield of 20%

(b) for fixed interest securities of fifteen or more years outstanding term
to redemption, a fall in the risk free yield of 10%

(c) for fixed interest securities of more than five but less than fifteen
years outstanding term to redemption, a fall in the risk free yield of
(25-{outstanding term in years and part years})%

(iii) a fall in property values of 10%
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(iv) a fall in the real yields on indexed gilts of 25% (e.g. from 2% to 1.5%)

(2) a combination of

(i) a fall in the value of equities of the greater of

(a) 25%, subject to the fall being restricted to such as would not produce
a P/E ratio on the FTSE Actuaries All Share Index lower than 75% of
the inverse of the long term gilt yield (as defined in regulation 69(9))
before the assumed fall in paragraph (ii), and

(b) 10%

(ii) for fixed interest securities

(a) a fall in the yields on risk free securities of less than five years
outstanding term to redemption and on short-term deposits to the
level which is calculated under regulation 69(9) for future
investments (or remain constant if already at or below this level),

(b) the yields on risk free securities of at least fifteen years duration
remaining constant,

(c) a fall in the yields on risk free securities of more than five but less
than fifteen years outstanding term to redemption to levels obtained
by interpolating between the figures given by (a) above and the 15
year gilt index yield (or remain constant if already at or below this
level),

(iii) a fall in property values of 20%, and

(iv) a rise in the real yields on indexed gilts of 10% (e.g. from 2% to 2.2%)

(3) a combination of

(i) a fall in the value of equities of 25%,

(ii) a rise in the risk free fixed interest yields of 3 percentage points,

(iii) a fall in property values of 20%, and

(iv) a rise in the real yields on indexed gilts of 1 percentage point.

For those fixed interest securities which are not risk free, we would expect actuaries to
assume the yield differential to risk free does not reduce in a resilience test.

As mentioned in my 1993 letter, appointed actuaries should also consider the possibility of
more extreme financial conditions in the future, and the extent to which the solvency margin
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would be sufficient to enable the office to meet its liabilities in such circumstances. Cash
flow analyses should also be carried out on prudent assumptions.

The tests can be appropriately modified for other situations, in a similar way to that in my
1993 letter. As I indicated in my letters of November 1998 and September 1999, I do not
consider it is appropriate to include in the test any component which, taken overall, serves to
reduce the prudential effect of the test. For example, the actuary to an office which has only
unit linked business, some of which carries a guaranteed annuity rate, should not necessarily
assume equity values fall in applying tests for lower interest rates. Indeed actuaries to such
offices should consider their resilience to a rise in equity values combined with falling
interest rates.

In arriving at these benchmarks, we have been mindful of the existence of the current
professional working party, and have endeavoured not to anticipate their possible
recommendations. This has led us to maintain for the time being the core features of the
previous tests, whilst introducing appropriate modifications in the context of the revised
regulation.

Yours sincerely

Chris Daykin



INTERIM PRUDENTIAL SOURCEBOOK

FOR INVESTMENT BUSINESSES INSTRUMENT 2001

Preface

1. The Financial Services Authority makes, gives, issues and designates the provisions
in this instrument.

2. The provisions of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the �Act�) relevant to
the making of rules and listed in the Schedule to this instrument entitled "Powers
exercised" are specified for the purpose of section 153(2).

3. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19
of the Act (the general prohibition) comes into force.

4. This instrument may be cited as the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Investment
Businesses Instrument 2001.

5. The provisions set out in Annex C may be cited as the Interim Prudential sourcebook
for investment businesses, or IPRU(INV).

By order of the Board, 21 June 2001

FSA 2001/13



Schedule

Part A � Powers exercised: New Provisions

1. The following powers in the Act have been exercised by the FSA to make the rules in
IPRU(INV) other than those referred to in Part B (Powers Exercised: Continued
Provisions):

(a) Section 138 (General rule-making power)
(b) Section 149 (Evidential provisions)
(c) Section 156 (General supplementary powers)

2. The following powers in the Act have been exercised by the FSA to give the guidance in
IPRU(INV) other than guidance referred to in Part B (Powers Exercised: Continued
Provisions):

Section 157(1) (Guidance)

3. The following powers in the Act have been exercised by the FSA to make the directions in
IPRU(INV):

Section 318 (Exercise of powers through Council)

Part B � Powers Exercised: Continued Provisions

4. The powers in articles 4(1) of the The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Transitional Provisions and Savings) (Rules) Order 2001 have been exercised by the FSA
to designate the provisions identified in the tables in Annex A as they are in force at the
date of this instrument (the "continued provisions").

5. The powers in article 11(1) of the The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Transitional Provisions and Savings) (Rules) Order 2001 and section 157(1) of the Act
have been exercised by the FSA to give the guidance on the continued provisions
reproduced in IPRU(INV).

6. The continued provisions are applicable to:

(a) securities and futures firms (as defined by the Glossary annexed to the General
Provisions Instrument 2001) to the extent that they were provisions made by the
Securities and Futures Authority Limited and appearing as part of its rulebook;

(b) investment management firms (as defined by the Glossary annexed to the General
Provisions Instrument 2001) to the extent that they were provisions made by the
Investment Management Regulatory Organisation Limited and appearing as part of its
rulebook;

(c) personal investment firms (as defined by the Glossary annexed to the General
Provisions Instrument 2001) to the extent that they were provisions made by the
Personal Investment Authority Limited and appearing as part of its rulebook;



and are modified:

(1) so as to be interpreted in accordance with and to apply subject to the General
provisions contained in the General Provisions Instrument 2001;

(2) in the manner identified in the tables in Annex A.

The continued provisions are to be treated as having effect under section 138 of the Act
(General rule making power).

Part C �  Rules that can be waived

7. All of the rules in IPRU(INV) can be waived using the powers exercisable under section
148 of the Act.

8. The directions in IPRU(INV) cannot be waived.



ANNEX A

[The Continued Provisions]

Provisions made by the Securities and Futures Authority Limited
and appearing as part of its rulebook

ModificationsDesignated
Provision Changes in text Where the designated

provision (as modified)
appears in IPRU(INV)

1-11(1)(d) Delete the words "the Financial Rules but only
in respect of" and substitute "This chapter does
not apply to an oil market participant unless"

3-1A

3-10

and
guidance

In 3-10(2)(a), delete "a member of SFA" and
replace with "regulated by the FSA or a
predecessor regulator"
In 3-10(2)(c) delete "required by SFA"; delete "a
member of SFA" and replace with "regulated by
the FSA or a predecessor regulator"; delete
"rules of SFA" and replace with "rules of the
FSA"

3-10

3-11 Delete 3-11(1)(a)

In 3-11(1)(c) delete "(a) or"

3-11

3-12 Delete 3-12(3) 3-12

3-13 In 3-13(1)(d) delete "SFA" and replace with "the
FSA"

In 3-13(4)(a) delete "SFA" and replace with "the
FSA"

3-13

10-10

and
guidance

In 10-10(2)(a), delete "a member of SFA" and
replace with "regulated by the FSA or a
predecessor regulator"

In 10-10(2)(c) delete "required by SFA"; delete
"a member of SFA" and replace with "regulated
by the FSA or a predecessor regulator"; delete
"rules of SFA" and replace with "rules of the
FSA"

In 10-10(3) delete "SFA" and replace with "the
FSA"; delete paragraphs (f) to (l)

10-10

10-11 None 10-11

10-12 None 10-12

Appendix
20

In the heading delete the footnote; delete "rules"
and replace with "rule"; delete "and 10-11(4)"

IPRU(INV) 3 Appendix
20



In paragraph 1 delete "rules" and replace with
"rule"; delete "and 10-11(4)"

In paragraph 4 delete "(see rules 3-41(3) and 10-
41(3))"

In paragraph 6(a) delete "member of SFA" and
replace with "firm"

In paragraph 6(b) delete "This is consistent with
the concept of a "dormant" customer in
paragraph 4 of the guidance to the safekeeping
rules."

In paragraph 9 delete "rules" and replace with
"rule"; delete "and 10-11(4)"

In paragraph 10 delete "SFA" in the first line;
delete "Rules 3-11(3) and 10-11 only require"
and replace with "Rule 3-11(3) only requires";
delete "SFA agreed that"

In paragraph 11 delete "Rules 3-11(3) and 10-
11(6) require" and replace with "rule 3-11(3)
requires"; delete "SFA"; delete "rules 3-11(1)(d)
and 10-11(4)" and replace with "rule 3-11(1)(d)"

In paragraph 12 delete "for SFA"

Appendix
20

In the heading delete the footnote; delete "rules"
and replace with "rule"; delete "3-11(1)(d) and"

In paragraph 1 delete "rules" and replace with
"rule"; delete "3-11(1)(d) and"

In paragraph 4 delete "(see rules 3-41(3) and 10-
41(3))"

In paragraph 6(a) delete "member of SFA" and
replace with "firm"

In paragraph 6(b) delete "This is consistent with
the concept of a "dormant" customer in
paragraph 4 of the guidance to the safekeeping
rules."

In paragraph 9 delete "rules" and replace with
"rule"; delete "and 3-11(1)(d) and"

In paragraph 10 delete "SFA" in the first line;
delete "Rules 3-11(3) and 10-11 only require"
and replace with "Rule 10-11 only requires";
delete "SFA agreed that"

In paragraph 11 delete "Rules 3-11(3) and 10-
11(6) require" and replace with "rule 10-11(6)
requires"; delete "SFA"; delete "rules 3-11(1)(d)
and 10-11(4)" and replace with "rule 10-11(4)"

IPRU(INV) 10 Appendix
20



In paragraph 12 delete "for SFA"



Provisions made by the Investment Management Regulatory Organisation Limited
And appearing as part of its rulebook (in section 3 of Chapter V)

ModificationsDesignated
Provision Changes in text Where the designated

provision (as modified)
appears in IPRU(INV)

3.1(1) (1) In line 2 and in both sub-paragraphs (c)
(i) and (ii) delete �IMRO� and replace with
�the FSA�.

(2) In line 3 insert �must� immediately after
�records�, and delete the initial word
�must� in sub-paragraphs (a), (b) and (c ).

5.3.1(1)

3.1(1) Convert the Note at the end of the rule into
a separate guidance provision.

5.3.1(2)

3.1(3) (1) In paragraph (c), line 2 delete �Client
Money Regulations� and replace with
�client money rules�.

5.3.1(4)

(2) Convert the Note at the end of the rule
into a separate guidance provision.

(3) In line 2 of the Note delete �Regulations
4.03 to 4.06 of the Financial Services
(Client Money) Regulations 1991� and
replace with �COB 9.3�.

5.3.1(5)

3.1(4) In line 1 delete �Rules 3.(1) to (3)� and
replace with �rule 5.3.1(1) to (4)�.

5.3.1(6)



Provisions made by the Personal Investment Authority Limited
and appearing as part of its rulebook

ModificationsDesignated
Provision Changes in text Where the designated

provision (as modified)
appears in IPRU(INV)

5.1.1(1) Delete "A Member must" and replace with "A firm
must take reasonable steps to ensure that it"

13.1.10

Delete "the Rule Book" and replace with "this
chapter"

5.1.1(3) Delete "Member" and replace with "firm"
throughout

13.1.12

Delete "The accounting records of a Member in
Category 1, 2, or 3 must be kept up to date and
must" and replace with "A firm must ensure that its
records are being kept up to date and"

In paragraph (3)(a) delete "disclose" and replace
with "show"

In paragraph (3)(c)(ii) delete "PIA's" and replace
with "the relevant"

5.1.3 Delete "Member" and replace with "firm"
throughout

13.1.14

Delete "PIA" and replace with "the FSA"
throughout

In paragraph (1)(b) delete "(unless they are taped
records required by PIA's Rules)" and delete "or to
a customer or his agent in accordance with Rule
5.1.6"

In paragraph (2) delete "Where the Member" and
replace with "If a firm"; delete "of its relevant
business"; delete "in writing, in such form and at
such times as PIA may require" and replace with "in
accordance with the provisions of SUP 15"

In paragraph (4) delete "a particular customer or
group of customers or to a particular transaction or
group of transactions" and replace with "financial
resource requirements"

5.1.4 Delete "Member" and replace with "firm" 13.1.15



5.1.5 Delete "Member" and replace with "firm" 13.1.16

5.1.7 (1) Delete "(1) Subject to (2) below,  (a)"

Delete "a Member" and replace with "A firm"

13.1.17

Delete (i)

Delete "(ii) (if not)"

Delete "these Rules" and replace with "the rules or
the rules of a previous regulator"

Delete (b)

In the first sentence, delete "however, Members"
and replace with "firms"

13.1.11TABLE 5

(second
paragraph) Delete the second sentence

In the third sentence, delete "without delay"; delete
"of the nature and extent"; and delete "Member's
current business, the competence of its staff and
(where PIA is its prudential regulator) its" and
replace with "firm's"

13.1.13

Delete the final sentence



ANNEX B

[Statement of Purpose and Compatibility for Continued Provisions]

The purpose of the continued provisions is to supplement the requirements of the new
provisions contained in IPRU(INV) that a firm must maintain adequate financial resources,
taking into account the nature and scale of its business.  The continued provisions provide for
accounting records to be kept by firms, and for the continuation of an existing provision
relating to firms involved in the oil markets.

Statement of compatibility with the FSA's regulatory objectives

The FSA considers that including the continued provisions in the IPRU(INV) will contribute
to meeting two of the FSA's regulatory objectives � maintaining market confidence and
consumer protection.  In particular they will contribute to the reduction of the risk of
investment business firms being unable to meet their liabilities and their commitments to
investors and counterparties as they fall due.  Although the continued provisions are not
intended to contribute to the regulatory objectives of increasing public awareness and
reducing financial crime, the FSA believes them to be compatible with those objectives.

Market confidence

IPRU(INV) (including the continued provisions) sets out standards relating to minimum
financial resources, risk management and notifications.  The continued provisions set out
standards relating to accounting records to be kept by firms.  Requiring firms to meet these
standards will reduce the risk that firms are unable to meet their commitments as they fall
due.

Consumer Protection

As with the market confidence objective, requiring firms to meet prudential standards and to
keep appropriate accounting records will reduce the risk that firms are unable to meet their
commitments, including their commitments to consumers, as they fall due.  Inadequate
financial resources relative to the scale and nature of a firm�s commitments or inadequate
systems and controls expose an investment firm to the risk of failure, for example in stressed
market conditions, leading to potential loss to customers as well as disruption to the market.
Prudential standards, where complied with fully, do not eliminate the risk of such failure but
can reduce the likelihood of failure or minimise the adverse consequences for customers
where a failure does occur.  The FSA has had regard to the matters set out in section 5(2) of
the Act, but they are not directly relevant to the continued provisions.

How the continued provisions are most appropriate for meeting the regulatory
objectives

IPRU(INV) is based on the prudential standards set out in the legislation, rulebooks and other
material of the previous regulators.  For the reasons described above its provisions (including
those of the continued provisions) will contribute to meeting at least two of the regulatory
objectives.  The continued provisions add to the carry forward of existing regulatory
standards.  The FSA considers that this particular approach is the most appropriate way of
meeting the objectives at this stage (i.e. when the new legislation takes effect) because:



� it builds on existing regulators� approaches to setting standards for the same risks; and

� it is consistent with enabling us to introduce a new set of standards covering all market
sectors over the medium term, leaving adequate time for the preparation and
implementation of such standards and taking account as far as possible of recent
international developments in the area of prudential standards.

Principles of good regulation

Section 2(3) of the Act sets out various principles to which the FSA must have regard in
exercising its general functions. The FSA's reasons for believing that making the provisions
of IPRU(INV) are compatible with these principles are set out below.

The need to use its resources in the most efficient and economic way

IPRU(INV) essentially carries forward the prudential standards contained in various
legislation and rulebooks for firms previously regulated by IMRO, PIA, SFA and FSA
(formerly SIB), professional firms, wholesale market brokers and non-bank principals.

An alternative approach would have been to introduce an Integrated Prudential Sourcebook at
N2. However, we took the view that the most appropriate approach would be to introduce
such a sourcebook in the medium term and that the market, firms and the FSA would be best
served by preserving continuity for firms through the carry forward of existing standards.

For this reason, we believe that the most efficient and economic way to set standards
regarding accounting records and for oil market participants is to maintain the existing
standards contained in the continued provisions.

The responsibilities of those who manage the affairs of authorised persons

Nothing in IPRU(INV) or the continued provisions removes from the senior management of
firms the obligation to run their businesses in a sound and prudent way.

The principle that a burden or restriction�should be proportionate to the benefits,
considered in general terms, which are expected to result from the imposition of that burden
or restriction

Given that the continued provisions maintain an existing standard, we do not believe that any
cost benefit issues will arise for a firm in maintaining that standard.  As explained above, we
believe that carrying forward the continued provisions is a proportionate approach at this
stage.

The desirability of facilitating innovation in connection with regulated activities

The continued provisions will not restrict the scope of management to develop their regulated
activities in an innovative manner, provided they meet the business standards set out in other
parts of the Handbook.



The international character of financial services and markets and the desirability of
maintaining the competitive position of the United Kingdom

Given that the continued provisions maintain an existing standard, we do not believe that they
will have any impact on the competitive position of the United Kingdom.

The need to minimise the adverse affects on competition that may arise from any exercise of
its general functions

Although the continued rules carry forward existing differences in the regulatory regimes of
the previous regulators, we believe that any adverse effects on competition are small and are
outweighed by the advantages of maintaining the existing standards as explained above.

The desirability of facilitating competition between those who are subject to any form of
regulation by the Authority

The FSA intends to consult on an integrated approach to setting prudential standards in the
near future, which should lead to a harmonisation of standards.  As explained above, we
believe that until those integrated standards are ready, the most appropriate approach is to
maintain the existing standards.
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INTERIM PRUDENTIAL SOURCEBOOK
FOR INVESTMENT BUSINESSES

1 Chapter 1: Application and General Provisions

1.1 PURPOSE

1.1.1  G The Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Investment Businesses (IPRU (INV)) sets out the
detailed financial resources and prudential standards which the FSA applies to certain
firms on an interim basis pending the introduction of a single prudential sourcebook
applying to all firms regulated by the FSA � (the Integrated Prudential Sourcebook).

1.1.2  G The rules and guidance in this sourcebook will assist the FSA to meet the statutory
objectives of protecting consumers and maintaining market confidence.  This sourcebook
does so by setting minimal capital and other risk management standards thereby mitigating
the possibility that firms will be unable to meet their liabilities and commitments to
consumers and counterparties.

1.1.3  G The general scheme of this sourcebook is, wherever appropriate, to apply the financial and
other prudential standards which applied to a firm immediately prior to it becoming
authorised by the FSA under the Act.  For convenience, the chapter numbers adopted in
this sourcebook correspond with those of the rulebooks of previous regulators.

1.1.4  G This sourcebook does not apply to banks, building societies, insurers, the Society of
Lloyd�s (except in relation to underwriting agents), friendly societies and certain other
categories of firm and members' advisers.

1.1.5  G On becoming authorised by the FSA a firm will have to comply with the particular chapter
of this sourcebook appropriate to its business.  The firm will be able to seek guidance on
this during the authorisation procedure.  If subsequently, the business for which a firm has
permission changes it may be necessary for it to comply with a different set of financial
resources requirements.  Firms will be able to discuss this aspect with the FSA during the
application process.

1.1.6  G The Supervision manual sets out provisions relating to the periodic reporting and
notification of financial information to the FSA or to the auditing of accounts.  However, this
sourcebook contains a few additional notification requirements (notification rules) arising
out of EU Directives.
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1.2 APPLICATION

1.2.1  R The Glossary annexed to the General Provisions Instrument 20001
applies to this chapter (IPRU(INV) 1), IPRU(INV) 2, IPRU(INV) 4 and
IPRU(INV) 6.

1.2.2  R  (1) IPRU (INV)  applies to:

(a) a members� adviser;

(b) an investment management firm;

(c) a personal investment firm;

(d) an authorised professional firm;

(e) a securities and futures firm;

(f) a service company; and

(g) the Society of Lloyd�s (in relation to underwriting agents).

 (2) IPRU (INV)  does not apply to:

(a) a lead regulated firm; or

(b) a media firm;

 (3) The definitions in the Glossary (which is applicable to the
Handbook generally) apply to this chapter.

1.2.3  G For the avoidance of doubt, IPRU (INV)  does not apply to any of the following:

(a) a bank; or

(b) a building society; or

(c) a friendly society; or

(d) an ICVC; or

(e) an incoming EEA firm or an incoming Treaty firm which does not have a top up
permission; or

(f) an insurer; or

(g) a UCITS qualifier.
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OBLIGATION TO COMPLY

1.2.4  R A firm of a kind listed in the left-hand column of Table 1.2.4R must
comply with the provisions of IPRU (INV)  shown in the right hand
column.

1.2.5  R Table

This table belongs to IPRU (INV) 1.2.3R

Professional firm Chapters 1 and 2

Securities and futures firm (which is not an ISD
investment firm) or a category D firm (as defined
in IPRU (INV) 10 App1)

Chapters 1 and 3

The Society of Lloyd's (in relation to underwriting
agents) and members� advisers

Chapters 1 and 4

Investment management firm Chapters 1 and 5

Service company Chapters 1 and 6

Securities and futures firm (which is also an ISD
investment firm) or a category D firm (as defined
in IPRU (INV) 10 App1)

Chapters 1 and 10

Personal investment firm Chapters 1 and 13

CAPITAL SUBSTITUTES: TRANSITIONAL PROVISION

1.2.6  G The financial resource requirements of the Financial Services Act regulators permitted
certain types of borrowings or facilities to be treated as part of a firm's capital resources.
The most common example is that of a subordinated loan which met the relevant
conditions.  The following provisions permit firms to continue to use these borrowings or
facilities in the same way as under the relevant previous regulator's rules, provided that
certain conditions are met.

1.2.7  R  (1) If a firm was, immediately before commencement permitted to
treat �relevant funds� as part of its capital resources under the
financial resource rules of a previous regulator applicable to the
firm, it may treat those funds in an equivalent manner under the
corresponding provisions of IPRU (INV), provided that the
conditions in (3) are met.

 (2) For the purposes of this rule �relevant funds� are funds provided
to the firm under the terms of
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(a) a subordinated loan agreement; or

(b) qualifying undertaking; or

(c) any other instrument treated in an equivalent manner under
the financial resources rules applicable to the firm.

 (3) The conditions referred to in (1) are either:

(a) in the case of a subordinated loan agreement, qualifying
undertaking or other relevant instrument to which the firm�s
previous regulator is not party:

(i) the parties to it treat all rights (including, without
limitation, rights to notice) which the agreement,
undertaking or instrument grants to the firm�s
previous regulator as having been granted to the FSA;
and

(ii) if there is a variation of the commercial terms the
parties include, in the terms of the instrument
executed to effect the variation, provision to substitute
reference to the FSA in place of any reference to the
firm�s previous regulator; or

(b) in the case of a subordinated loan agreement, qualifying
undertaking or other relevant instrument to which the firm�s
previous regulator is party, the parties treat the rights
accorded to the self regulating organisation under the
relevant instrument as having been assigned to the FSA
immediately before commencement.

1.2.8  G An instrument treated in an equivalent manner would, for example, include (in relation to a
personal investment firm) a "PASS loan".
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2 Chapter 2: Professional firms

2.1 Application

2.1.1 R  (1) This chapter applies to an authorised professional firm  in
accordance with IPRU (INV) 2.1.2R and 2.1.3R.

 (2) The definitions in the Glossary annexed to the General
Provisions Instrument 2001 (which is applicable to the
Handbook generally) apply to this chapter.

2.1.2  R  (1) An authorised professional firm  of a kind falling within (2)
must comply with such of IPRU (INV) 3, 5, 10 or 13 which in
accordance with IPRU (INV) 2.1.4R, most appropriately
correlates to the type and scale of the business which it
conducts.

 (2) The type of authorised professional firm  to which (1) applies
is one:

(a) which is also an ISD investment firm;

(b) which acts as a market maker;

(c) which acts as a stabilising manager;

(d) which acts as the trustee or operator of a regulated
collective investment scheme;

(e) which acts as a broker fund adviser or otherwise
participates in a broker fund arrangement;

(f) whose main business, having regard to (3), is not the
practice of its profession or professions; or

(g) whose permission includes a requirement that it acts in
conformity with the financial resources rules applicable to
another type of firm.

 (3) For the purposes of (2)(f), a firm�s professional business
practice is not the �main business� of the firm unless the
proportion of income it derives from professional fees is,
during its annual accounting period, at least 50% of the firm�s
total income (a temporary variation of not more than 5% may
be disregarded for this purpose).
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 (4) An authorised professional firm  which, in accordance with
(1), is required to comply with IPRU (INV) 3, 5, 10 or 13  must
immediately give notification of that fact to the FSA in
accordance with SUP 15.7 (Forms and method of notification).

2.1.3  R An authorised professional firm  which does not fall within IPRU
(INV) 2.1.2R must comply with sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 of this
chapter.

2.1.4  R This table belongs to IPRU (INV) 2.1.1R

TYPE OF BUSINESS ACTIVITY CHAPTER OF
SOURCEBOOK

(i) managing investments other than
for private customers; or

Investment
management firm -
IPRU (INV) 5

(ii) OPS activity; or

(iii) acting as the manager or trustee of
an AUT; or

(iv) acting as the ACD or depositary of
an ICVC; or

(v) establishing, operating or winding-
up other collective investment
schemes; or

(vi) safeguarding and administering
investments;

(i) advising on, or arranging deals in,
packaged products; or

Personal investment
firm - IPRU (INV) 13

(ii) managing investments for private
customers;

(i) a regulated activity carried on as a
member of an exchange; or

(ii) acting as a market maker in
securities or derivatives; or

Securities and futures
firm - IPRU (INV) 10 (ISD
firm); or

Securities and futures
firm - IPRU (INV) 3 (non
ISD firm)

(iii) corporate finance business; or
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(iv) dealing or arranging deals in
securities or derivatives, other than
inter-professional investments; or

(v) the provision of clearing services as
a clearing firm; or

(vi) spread betting;

2.1.5  G An authorised professional firm will be an ISD investment firm if its business activities
include the provision of a core investment service for a third party.  An authorised
professional firm will not however be an ISD investment firm if it falls within one of the
exclusions contained in paragraph 2 of Article 2 of the directive.  Paragraph 2(c) of
Article 2 provides an exclusion for an authorised professional firm which provides core
investment services in an incidental manner in the course of a professional activity
(provided that activity is regulated by the firm�s designated professional body).

2.1.6  G The FSA considers the scope of this exclusion cannot be precisely defined.  Ultimately
questions of interpretation are for the Court to determine.  The FSA considers that to
satisfy the exclusion the services cannot be the major part of the practice of the firm.
The FSA also considers the following factors to be among those that are relevant:

 (1) the scale of regulated activity in proportion to other professional services
provided;

 (2) whether and to what extent activities that are regulated activities are held out as
separate services;

 (3) the impression given as to how the firm provides regulated activities, for
example through its advertising or other promotions of its service.

2.2 Financial Resources Requirements

2.2.1  R  (1) A firm must be able to meet its liabilities as they fall due.

 (2) In complying with (1) a firm may use any assets which are
available to meet any of its liabilities.

2.2.2  G Firms are reminded that:

 (1) requirements relating to the systems and controls which firms must establish
and maintain for ensuring compliance with financial resources and other
requirements are set out in SYSC.

 (2) the financial reports that a firm is required to make to the FSA are set out in
SUP 16.
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2.3 Professional Indemnity Insurance

2.3.1  R A firm must effect and maintain at all times adequate professional
indemnity insurance cover for all the business activities which it
carries on, or for which it is responsible.

2.3.2  E  (1) To effect and maintain adequate professional indemnity insurance
cover a firm should obtain cover which is at least equivalent to the
requirements of its designated professional body which were in
force immediately before commencement.

 (2) Compliance with (1) may be relied upon by the FSA as tending to
establish compliance with IPRU (INV) 2.3.1.

 (3) Contravention of (1) may be relied upon by the FSA as tending to
establish contravention of IPRU (INV) 2.3.1.

2.4 Bonding Requirement for Accountants

2.4.1  R This section applies to a firm of accountants practising as such in
the UK.

2.4.2  R  (1) If the aggregate value of client money and bonded
investments a firm holds for a client is over £50,000 then the
firm must ensure that it holds a bond for the excess over
£50,000.

 (2)  A firm must:

(a) ensure that the bond is in the form prescribed by the FSA;

(b) ensure that the person specified to act as trustee in the
bond is a designated professional body or a solicitor
practising as such in the UK;

(c) ensure that the bond is lodged with the trustee; and

(d) be able at all times to show that the amount of the bond is
sufficient to meet the requirements of (1).

2.4.3  R A firm must notify the FSA immediately:

 (1) of any bond taken out specifying the amount and where it is
lodged; and

 (2) of the arrangements it has made to comply with IPRU (INV)
2.4.2R if a bond is not renewed or is cancelled.
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2.4.4  G  (1) Firms which hold client money or bonded investments for more than one client,
may hold one bond to cover all of the clients concerned.  The bonding
requirements may be complied with by taking out a global bond.  In firms with
numerous offices compliance may be achieved in practice by calculating the
requirement based on figures supplied by offices which is likely to be at least
quarterly.  These figures would need to be supplied and assessed soon after the
end of each quarter.

 (2) To ensure the global cover is sufficient, this approach would require an
estimated safety margin to be incorporated, to allow for changes in the amounts
of client money, investments or assets held.  An additional prudent measure
would be to ensure that exceptional amounts of these assets are notified by
branch offices so that the firm can check whether the safety margin can absorb
them and reconsider whether the total global bond cover remains sufficient.

2.4.5  G Firms which do not expect to hold bonded investments or client money in excess of the
value limit need not hold a bond. However, firms may wish to make contingency
arrangements with a surety whereby a bond facility is available and can be executed
and delivered at short notice.
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3 Chapter 3: Financial resources for Securities and Futures
Firms which are not Investment Firms

3-A R The definitions in the glossary at Appendix 1 apply to this chapter.

3-1 R This chapter applies to a securities and futures firm which is not an
investment firm or a category D firm.

3-1A R This chapter does not apply to an oil market participant unless it is a
member of a recognised or designated investment exchange which is,
under the rules of that exchange, entitled to trade with other members.

G An oil market participant to which this chapter does not apply is still subject to the
requirement of Principle 4 to have adequate financial resources.

3-2 R A firm must at all times have available the amount and type of
financial resources required by the rules of the FSA.

3-5 R A firm must notify the FSA immediately it becomes aware that it is in
breach of, or that it expects shortly to be in breach of, rule 3-2.

3-10 Keeping of records

Records to be up-to-date

3-10(1) R A firm must keep accounting records in accordance with rules 3-10 to
3-13 on a continual basis so that at all times records are up-to-date or
able to be brought up-to-date within a reasonable time.

Adequacy of records

3-10(2) R A firm must keep accounting records in such a manner that they are
sufficient to show and explain the firm�s transactions and
commitments (whether effected on its own behalf or on behalf of
others) and in particular so that these records:

(a) disclose with reasonable accuracy the financial position of the
firm at any point in time within the previous six years when the
firm was a member of the FSA or a predecessor regulator;

(b) demonstrate whether or not the firm is or was at that time
complying with its financial resources requirement; and
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(c) enable the firm to prepare within a reasonable time any financial
reporting statement as at the close of business of any date
within the previous six years when the firm was regulated by the
FSA or a predecessor regulator, and such that the statement
complies with the requirements of the rules of the FSA.

Content of records

3-10(3) A firm must ensure that its accounting records shall as a minimum
contain:

(a) entries from day to day of all sums of money received and
expended by the firm whether on its behalf or on behalf of
others, and the matters in respect of which the receipt and
expenditure takes place;

(b) a record of all income and expenditure of the firm explaining its
nature;

(c) a record of all assets and liabilities of the firm including any
commitments or contingent liabilities;

(d) entries from day to day of all purchases and sales of investments
by the firm distinguishing those which are made by the firm on its
own account and those which are made by or on behalf of others;

(e) entries from day to day of the receipt and dispatch of documents of
title which are in the possession or control of the firm; and

(f) a record of all investments or documents of title in the
possession or control of the firm showing the physical location,
the beneficial owner, the purpose for which they are held and
whether they are subject to any charge.

G The FSA does not consider it possible to prepare an exhaustive and prescriptive list of record
keeping requirements applicable to all firms.  The detailed requirements will vary according to the
manner in which the business is structured, organised and managed; its size; and the nature,
volume and complexity of its transactions and commitments.  The overriding principle, however,
is that the records and systems must be adequate to fulfil the general requirements set out in rule
3-10.
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3-11 Reconciliation of firm�s balances

Reconciliation

3-11(1) R (b) A firm must reconcile all balances and positions with exchanges,
approved exchanges, clearing houses and intermediate brokers
as recorded by the firm to the balance or position on a statement
or circularisation obtained by the firm from the exchange etc and
must correct any differences by agreement with the exchange
etc on a timely basis.

(c) A firm must perform reconciliations under (b) above as frequently
as is appropriate for the volume of transactions on the accounts and
in any event not less than once every five weeks.

(d) A firm must reconcile all balances and securities positions with each
market counterparty which is a member of an exchange or
approved exchange as recorded by the firm to the balance or
position on a statement or circularisation obtained by the firm from the
market counterparty except to the extent that the balances and
securities positions due to and from the market counterparty have
been agreed by other means, and must correct any differences by
agreement with the  market counterparty on a timely basis. ∗∗∗∗

(e) A firm must perform reconciliations under (d) above as
frequently as is appropriate for the volume of transactions on
the accounts and in any event not less than once every year.

Circularisation

3-11(2) A firm must circularise or request statements from banks, building
societies, exchanges, approved exchanges, clearing houses,
intermediate brokers and market counterparties which are members of
exchanges or approved exchanges in good time in order to be able to
comply with (1) above.

Response to requests

3-11(3) A firm must use its best endeavours to respond within one month of
receipt to any circularisation from another firm requesting
confirmation of outstanding balances.

                                           
∗ For guidance notes on the reconciliation of a firm�s balances with market counterparties see, Appendix 20
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3-12 Risk management and internal control

Exposure limits

3-12(1) R A firm must ensure that its accounting and other records contain
details of exposure limits for trading positions, and for commitments
under its ACMP, which are appropriate to the type, nature and volume
of business undertaken and that the information contained in the
records is capable of being summarised in such a way as to enable
actual exposures to be measured readily and regularly against these
limits.

Management information

3-12(2) R A firm must maintain its records in a manner such that they disclose,
or are capable of disclosing, in a prompt and appropriate fashion, the
financial and business information which will enable the firm�s
management to:

(a) identify, quantify, control and manage the firm�s risk exposures;

(b) make timely and informed decisions;

(c) monitor the performance of all aspects of the firm�s business on
an up-to-date basis;

(d) monitor the quality of the firm�s assets; and

(e) safeguard the assets of the firm, including assets for which the
firm is responsible belonging to customers and other persons.

3-13 Nature, accessibility and retention of records

Nature of records

3-13(1) R (a) A firm may keep a record in a form other than a document or
copy of a document provided that the record can be reproduced
in hard printed form.

(b) Where all the records relating to a counterparty are not kept
together, a firm must ensure that each location where
documents relating to that counterparty are retained contains an
indication that other records relating to that counterparty exist
and how access to them can be obtained.
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(c) A firm may accept and rely on records supplied by a third party
so long as those records are capable of being and are reconciled
with records held by the firm.

(d) A firm�s records must generally be in English but may be in
another language if the firm has facilities for producing a
translation of the record into English within a reasonable time of
any request for production of such a translation being made by
the FSA or the firm�s auditor or reporting accountant.

Audit trail

3-13(3) A firm must record the information required by rules 3-10 to 3-13 in
such a way as to enable a particular transaction to be identified at any
time and traced through the accounting systems of the firm, in
particular in such manner as to enable early identification of
aggregates and of the particular items which have contributed to
those aggregates.

Prompt access

3-13(3) R A firm must ensure that all records are arranged, filed and indexed so
as to permit prompt access to any particular record.

Retention of records

3-13(4) R (a) A firm must keep all records required by rules 3-10 to 3-13 as well as
any working papers necessary to show the preparation of any
reporting statement or any other periodic return to the FSA.

(b) A firm must keep these records and working papers for a period of
six years after the date on which they are first made or prepared.

(c) During the most recent of those years, a firm must keep these
records and working papers either at a place where the firm carries
on business or in such a manner that they can be produced at such
a place within 24 hours of their being requested and after the first
year in such a manner that they can be produced at a place of
business of the firm within 48 hours.

Security of records

3-13(5) R A firm must maintain adequate procedures for the maintenance, security,
privacy and preservation of records, working papers and documents of
title belonging to the firm or others so that they are reasonably
safeguarded against loss, unauthorised access, alteration or destruction.
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Valuation of positions *

3-41(9) R A firm must value a position on a prudent and consistent basis, as
well as having regard to the liquidity of the instrument concerned and
any special factors which may adversely affect the closure of the
position, and must adopt the following general policies:

(a) a position must be valued at its close out price (close out price
means that a long position shall be valued at current bid price
and a short position at current offer price); where firm two way
prices are not available a firm must value its position in
accordance with the notes to this rule; ∗

(b) where a firm is entitled to use a risk assessment model in the
calculation of its PRR on options positions, it may value its
options using the values derived from the model;

(c) where a firm does not use a model as described in (b) above and
prices are not published for its options positions, a firm must
determine the mark to market value as follows:

(i) for purchased options, the mark to market value must be
the product of:

(aa) the in the money amount; and

(bb) the quantity underlying the option;

(ii) for written options the mark to market value must be the
initial premium received for the option plus the product of:

(aa) the amount by which the current in the money
amount exceeds either the in the money amount at
the time the contract was written, or zero if the
contract was out of the money at the time it was
written; and

(bb) the quantity underlying the option;

(d) a firm must calculate the value of a swap contract or an FRA
having regard to the net present value of the future cash flows of
the contract, using current interest rates relevant to the periods
in which the cash flows will arise;

                                           
∗ For notes on the valuation of positions, see Appendix 21
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(e) notwithstanding (d) above, a firm may refrain from marking a
swap or an FRA to market where it enters into such transactions
on a matched principal basis, provided that it is confident that
such positions are fully matched;

(f) a firm that is a partnership which experiences exceptional
administrative or technical difficulties complying with the
valuation procedure outlined above should notify the FSA
immediately; and

(g) in the case of interest rate swaps, currency swaps and FRAs, a
firm may limit the bid/offer valuation required under (a) to its net
position.

G The FSA does not lay down a precise formula for calculating the value of swaps and FRAs
for the purposes of this rule.  However, it will expect a firm to employ a valuation formula
which accords with generally accepted market practice.

G The FSA may permit by modification or waiver of this rule an alternative arrangement if it is
satisfied that neither the firm nor its counterparties will be put at risk by the adoption of that
alternative procedure.
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3-60 FIRMS TO WHICH RULES 3-61 TO 3-182 APPLY

Broad scope firms

3-60(1) R Rules 3-61 to 3-182 apply to a broad scope firm except that rules 3-80
to 3-178 do not apply to a venture capital firm.

Arrangers

3-60(2) R Rules 3-61 to 3-182 apply to an arranger, except that:

(a) Rule 3-61 and rules 3-63 to 3-182 do not apply to a corporate
finance advisory firm or a derivative fund manager; and

(b) rules 3-80 to 3-178 do not apply to a venture capital firm.

Corporate finance advisory firms

3-60(3) R Rule 3-61 and rules 3-63 to 3-182 do not apply to a corporate finance
advisory firm which must instead comply with the following two
capital requirements at all times:

(a) tangible net worth must exceed £10,000; and

(b) net current assets (as calculated for the purposes of producing a
balance sheet in accordance with Format 1 of the Balance Sheet
Format of Schedule 4 to the Companies Act 1985) must exceed
£10,000.

Advisers and locals/traded options market makers

3-60(4) R Rules 3-61 to 3-182 do not apply to an adviser or local/traded options
market maker which must instead comply with the following capital
requirements at all times:

(a) tangible net worth must be positive;

(b) in the case of an adviser, net current assets (as calculated for
the purposes of producing a balance sheet in accordance with
Format 1 of the Balance Sheet Format of Schedule 4 to the
Companies Act 1985) must be positive; and

(c) in the case of a local/traded options market maker, the firm must
be able to meet its liabilities as they fall due.

Derivative fund managers

3-60(5) R Rule 3-61 and rules 3-63 to 3-182 do not apply to a derivative fund
manager which must instead comply with the following two capital
requirements at all times:
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(a) tangible net worth must exceed £10,000; and

(b) net current assets (as calculated for the purposes of producing a
balance sheet in accordance with Format 1 of the Balance Sheet
Format of Schedule 4 to the Companies Act 1985), excluding
investment in any pooled fund or unregulated collective
investment scheme which it manages, must exceed £10,000.

Dematerialised instruction transmitters

3-60(6) R Rules 3-61 to 3-182 apply to a dematerialised instruction transmitter.

3-61 THE BASIC COMPUTATION

3-61(1) R A firm must, at all times, maintain financial resources in excess of its
financial resources requirement.

3-61(2) R A firm must calculate its financial resources and its financial
resources requirement in accordance with the table below and rules 3-
62 to 3-182.

R Table 3-61.  The basic financial resources calculation

Financial resources Financial resources requirement

Capital (�A�)

the sum of -
- ordinary share capital
- preference share capital
- share premium account
- profit and loss account
- other approved reserves, and
- partners� current and capital accounts

Intangible assets (�B�)

A - B = tangible net worth (�C�)

Primary requirement (�E�)

the sum of -
- base requirement
- total liquidity adjustment
- charged assets
- contingent liabilities
- deficiencies in subsidiaries

Eligible capital substitutes (�D�)

the sum of -
- subordinated loans
- approved bank bonds
- approved undertakings

Total PRR (�F�)

Total CRR (�G�)

C + D = financial resources E + F + G =financial resources requirement
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3-62 Tangible net worth

Calculation

3-62(1) R A firm must calculate its tangible net worth in accordance with table 3-
61, subject to (2), (3) and (4) below.

Redeemable shares

3-62(2) R A firm may include redeemable share capital as part of tangible net
worth only if:

(a) the firm�s memorandum and articles of association or a
shareholders� agreement contain provisions that:

(i) redemption may not occur if the firm�s financial resources
after redemption would be less than or equal to 120% of its
financial resources requirement;

(ii) dividends may not be paid if the firm�s financial resources
after payment would be less than or equal to 120% of its
financial resources requirement; and

(iii) in the case of a shareholder�s agreement, any assignee of
the shares is subject to the provisions of the agreement;
and

(b) the firm, before issuing any preference shares, notifies the FSA
of its intention to do so.

Notice of redemption

3-62(3) R A firm must provide the FSA with six months� written notice of
redemption of any of its redeemable shares.

Approved reserves

3-62(4) R A firm may not include reserves other than retained profits as part of
tangible net worth.

G A firm that wishes to include other reserves will need to apply for a modification or waiver
of this rule.
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3-63 Eligible capital substitutes

Calculation

3-63(1) R A firm must calculate its eligible capital substitutes in accordance
with table 3-61, subject to (2) to (9) below.

Approved eligible capital substitutes

3-63(2) R A firm may treat a subordinated loan, approved bank bond  or
approved undertaking as an eligible capital substitute only if it is:

(a) drawn up in accordance with the relevant standard form
obtained from the FSA; and

(b) signed by authorised signatories of all the parties.

G If a firm wishes to use a form which differs from the standard form it will need to seek a
modification to, or modification or waiver of, this rule.

G A firm may, under the provisions of IPRU(INV) 1.2.5R continue to treat a subordinated
loan, bank bond or approved undertaking as an eligible capital substitute if it was entitled to
do so immediately prior to the specified day, and the other conditions set out in IPRU(INV)
1.2.5R are met.

Approved lenders

3-63(3) R A firm may treat a subordinated loan as an eligible capital substitute
only if the lender is:

(a) the firm�s controller;

(b) a regulated banking institution;

(c) an approved person; or

(d) a regulated financial institution.

G If the firm wishes to include as an eligible capital substitute a subordinated loan from a
lender not within the above list, it will need to apply for a modification or modification or
waiver of 3-63.
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Notice of repayment and termination

3-63(4) R A firm must provide the FSA with five business days written notice of
any repayment, prepayment or termination of a subordinated loan,
approved bank bond or approved undertaking, except when the firm�s
financial resources after payment of interest or principal etc would be
less than or equal to 120% of its financial resources requirement, in
which case the firm must not repay, prepay or terminate any
subordinated loan, approved bank bond or approved undertaking
otherwise than in accordance with the terms of the relevant
agreement.

Amounts repayable within three months

3-63(5) R A firm may not treat any amount of a subordinated loan which is
repayable within three months as an eligible capital substitute.

Limit on eligible capital substitutes

3-63(6) R The total amount of eligible capital substitutes which a firm may take
into account in its financial resources must not exceed four times
tangible net worth.

Limit on approved bank bonds

3-63(7) R The total of approved bank bonds which a firm may treat as an eligible
capital substitute must not exceed:

(a) 30% of the base requirement; and

(b) CRR on exchange-traded-margined-transactions plus
concentrated risk to one counterparty arising from exchange-
traded-margined-transactions calculated under rules 3-173A and
3-175.

Limit on approved undertakings

3-63(8) R A firm may only treat approved undertakings as an eligible capital
substitute to the extent that its approved bank bonds are less than
30% of its base requirement.

Approved undertakings

3-63(9) R A firm may treat an undertaking as an eligible capital substitute only if
the provider of the undertaking is:

(a) a regulated banking institution; or

(b) a regulated financial institution;
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G A firm that wishes to include an undertaking where the provider is neither of the above, it
will need to seek a modification or waiver from the FSA.

PRIMARY REQUIREMENT

Definition of primary requirement - General rule

3-70 R A firm�s primary requirement is the sum of:

(a) the base requirement calculated in accordance with rule 3-71;

(b) the total liquidity adjustment calculated in accordance with rule
3-75;

(c) charged assets calculated in accordance with rule 3-76;

(d) contingent liabilities calculated in accordance with rule 3-77; and

(e) deficiencies in subsidiaries calculated in accordance with rule 3-
78;

Base requirement - General rule

3-71 R A firm�s base requirement is the highest of:

(a) the absolute minimum requirement, calculated in accordance
with rule 3-72;

(b) the expenditure requirement, calculated in accordance with rule
3-73; or

(c) the volume of business requirement, calculated in accordance
with rule 3-74.

Absolute minimum requirement - General rule

3-72 R A firm�s absolute minimum requirement is:

(a) for an arranger: £10,000;

(b) for a financial bookmaker: £50,000;

(c) for an agency broker: £50,000;

(d) for a firm which handles client money and assets relating to
margined transactions and segregates all money received from
clients as client money: £50,000;

(e) for a non clearing floor member: £50,000;
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(f) for a broad scope firm other than one within (b) to (e) above:
£100,000; or

(g) for a dematerialised instruction transmitter: £50,000.

3-73 Expenditure requirement

General rule

3-73(1) R A firm�s expenditure requirement is:

(a) for an investment manager or an introducing broker who is not
responsible for its counterparties� performance or a venture
capital firm which is an arranger or a model A clearing firm or a
dematerialised instruction transmitter: 6/52nds of relevant
annual expenditure; or

(b) for any other firm: 1/4 of relevant annual expenditure.

Calculation of relevant annual expenditure

3-73(2) R Subject to (3) and (4) below, a firm must calculate its relevant annual
expenditure with reference to the firm�s most recent audited annual
financial statements submitted to the FSA, as follows:

(a) its total revenue; and

(b) any loss before taxation;

less the aggregate of the following items:

(c) profit before taxation;

(d) bonuses;

(e) profit shares and other appropriations of profit, except for fixed
or guaranteed remuneration of a partner which is payable even if
the firm makes a loss for the year;

(f) paid commissions shared, other than to employees, directors,
half commission men or appointed representatives of the firm;

(g) fees, brokerage and other charges paid to clearing houses,
exchanges, approved exchanges and intermediate brokers for
the purposes of executing, registering or clearing transactions;

(h) interest payable to counterparties;

(i) interest payable on borrowings to finance the firm�s investment
business and associated business; and
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(j) exceptional or extraordinary items, provided that it first notify
the FSA in writing of the nature and amount of the item(s)
concerned.

Absence of audited annual financial statements

3-73(3) R If a firm does not have audited annual financial statements, it must:

(a) where it has just commenced trading or has not been authorised
long enough to have submitted audited annual financial
statements to the FSA (or to the FSA�s predecessor), base its
relevant annual expenditure on budgeted or other accounts
which it submitted to the FSA (or to the FSA�s predecessor) as
part of its application; or

(b) where its accounts do not represent a 12 month period, calculate
relevant annual expenditure on a proportionate basis agreed by
the FSA.

Adjustments to relevant annual expenditure

3-73(4) R A firm must use a relevant annual expenditure adjusted to take
account of its circumstances where:

(a) there has been a significant change in the circumstances or
activities of the firm; or

(b) the firm has a material proportion of its expenditure incurred on
its behalf by third parties and such expenditure is not fully
recharged to the firm.

G FSA would for example consider an application to vary a firm�s permitted activity as a
significant change.

G FSA would consider 10% of a firm�s expenditure incurred on its behalf by third parties to be
material for the purposes of 10-73(4)R.

G If a firm is in any doubt, it should always seek guidance from the FSA.

Application

3-74(1) R The volume of business requirement applies only to a firm which
settles margined transactions for counterparties.

Margined transactions

3-74(2) R A firm�s volume of business requirement is 3.5% of the aggregate
gross amounts of any initial margin (as calculated in (3) below) of the
firm�s counterparties at the relevant time.
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Initial margin

3-74(3) R A counterparty�s initial margin for the purposes of (2) above is the
sum of the following amounts:

(a) in respect of exchange traded transactions, the counterparty�s
initial margin requirement; and

(b) in respect of OTC transactions, the amount of margin that the
counterparty is required by the firm to deposit.

3-75 Liquidity adjustment

General rule

3-75(1) R A firm�s total liquidity adjustment is the sum of amounts specified as
liquidity adjustments below.

Intangible assets

3-75(2) R The liquidity adjustment for intangible assets is nil (these must be
deducted from capital to arrive at tangible net worth under 3-62).

Tangible fixed assets

3-75(3) R The liquidity adjustment for tangible fixed assets is the total net book
value of such assets, with the exception of land and buildings used as
security for non recourse loans or other loans which a firm must treat
under (4) and (5) below.

Land and buildings used as security for non recourse loans

3-75(4) R The liquidity adjustment for land or buildings used as security for a
non recourse loan is the difference between the net book value of the
land or building and the loan principal outstanding, except where the
loan principal outstanding is higher than the net book value in which
case there is no liquidity adjustment.

Land and buildings used as security for other loans

3-75(5) R The liquidity adjustment for land or buildings used as security for
loans other than non recourse loans is the difference between the net
book value of the land or building and the lower of:

(a) 85% of a professional valuation of the land and buildings (which
must have been carried out in the last two years); or

(b) the principal outstanding,
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except where both (a) and (b) are higher than the net book value in
which case there is no liquidity adjustment.

Physical stocks

3-75(6) R The liquidity adjustment for physical stocks is the balance sheet value
of such stocks, except for stock positions associated with the firm�s
investment business which are:

(a) physical commodities for which the full contract price has been
paid;

(b) work in progress and finished goods which result from the
processing of physical commodities; or

(c) raw materials which will be combined with physical commodities
to produce a finished processed commodity,

in which case there is no liquidity adjustment (but see PRR rules).

Investments in connected companies

3-75(7) R The liquidity adjustment for an investment in a connected company is
the balance sheet value of the investment, except where the
investment is a marketable investment which is not in a subsidiary, in
which case there is no liquidity adjustment but such investment must
be subject to the PRR rules.

Other investments

3-75(8) R Other investments have no liquidity adjustment but instead are
subject to the PRR rules.

Prepayments

3-75(9) R The liquidity adjustment for a prepayment is the balance sheet value
of that prepayment, except that there is no liquidity adjustment to the
extent that it relates to goods and services to be received or
performed in the next three months (or six weeks in the case of an
investment manager; an introducing broker who is not responsible for
its counterparties� performance; a venture capital firm which is an
arranger; or a model A clearing firm).

Debtors arising from investment business or dealing activities

3-75(10) R Debtors arising from investment business or dealing activities have
no liquidity adjustment but instead are subject to the CRR rules.
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Other debtors

3-75(11) R The liquidity adjustment for debtors other than debtors arising from
investment business or dealing activities is the balance sheet value of
the debtor, except that there is no liquidity adjustment in the following
circumstances:

(a) amounts due from connected companies which are adequately
secured and are repayable within 90 days;

(b) unsecured amounts due at the request of the firm from a
connected company which is a regulated banking institution
within 90 days;

(c) unsecured amounts due at the request of the firm from a
connected company which is a regulated financial institution
within seven days;

(d) having given prior written notice to the FSA, unsecured amounts
receivable at the request of the firm from a connected company
within seven days under an approved treasury arrangement, up
to a maximum of the firm�s excess of financial resources over its
financial resources requirement before taking into account the
approved treasury arrangement;

(e) amounts receivable in respect of cash dividends declared by
either exchange traded companies or authorised persons which
have been outstanding for 30 days or less from the date the
dividends were due to be paid;

(f) amounts accrued or receivable in respect of interest on
marketable investments which have been outstanding for 30
days or less from the date the interest was due to be paid;

(g) amounts receivable on U.K. value added tax which have been
outstanding for 30 days or less from the date that the value
added tax return was due to be received by HM Customs &
Excise; and

(h) amounts receivable on taxation other than U.K. value added tax
which have been agreed with the appropriate tax authorities and
have been outstanding for 30 days or less from the date that the
amounts were due to be received.

Cash deposits

3-75(12) R The liquidity adjustment for a cash deposit is the balance sheet value
of the deposit, except for qualifying deposits and those other deposits
which are subject to rule 3-180.
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Other assets

3-75(13) R The liquidity adjustment for assets other than those specifically stated
above is the balance sheet value of the asset concerned.

Charged assets - General rule

3-76 R A firm must calculate the primary requirement for charged assets as
the aggregate balance sheet value of each asset of the firm over which
a third party has the right of sale or retention on default by the firm
except:

(a) to the extent of any liability of the firm plus a reasonable margin
in respect of the charged asset; or

(b) where the asset is collateral for a transaction which is subject to
the CRR rules.

Contingent liabilities - General rule

3-77 R A firm must calculate a primary requirement for each of its contingent
liabilities.

Deficiencies in subsidiaries - General rule

3-78 R A firm must calculate the primary requirement for deficiencies in
subsidiaries as an amount equal to any deficiency in shareholders�
funds at any time of a subsidiary of the firm except to the extent that:

(a) provision has already been made by the firm; or

(b) the firm has already calculated a liquidity adjustment or CRR
because the deficiency arises or partially arises out of a liability
of the subsidiary to the firm.
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POSITION RISK REQUIREMENT

3-80 GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF PRR

Application

3-80(1) R Rules 3-80 to 3-169B apply to any arranger or broad scope firm, except a
venture capital firm or a corporate finance advisory firm.

Obligation to calculate PRR ∗

3-80(2) R A firm must calculate a minimum PRR in respect of any position
according to one of the methods available to it under the rules below, as
appropriate, but may calculate a higher PRR in any other way at its
option.

G Notwithstanding the methods available for calculating the PRR, a firm may, in respect of any
individual position, calculate a PRR which is more conservative than that calculated under the
appropriate rule.  However, in that case, the firm will need to be able to demonstrate that, in
all circumstances, the calculation being employed does give rise to a higher PRR for the
position.

Frequency of calculation

3-80(3) R A firm must be able to monitor its total PRR on an intra-day basis and
must re-calculate it in a full and detailed manner before executing any
trade which is likely to increase it to such a level that the firm�s financial
resources requirement might exceed the firm�s financial resources.

Marking to market

3-80(4) R A firm must mark to market its positions, whether or not on the balance
sheet, in accordance with the valuation rule 3-41(9) at least once every
business day and more frequently as appropriate.

Marketable investments

3-80(4A) R A firm must calculate the PRR for any position which is a marketable
investment as 8% of the mark to market value of the position, other than
in respect of a derivative (whatever the nature of the underlying
instrument) or off balance sheet contract, when the PRR is 8% of the
value of the notional position underlying the contract.

                                           
∗ For guidance notes as to which methods to apply, see Appendix 20
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Non marketable investments

3-80(5) R A firm must calculate the PRR for any position which is not a marketable
investment as 100% of the mark to market value of the position, other
than in respect of a derivative (whatever the nature of the underlying
instrument) or off balance sheet contract, when the PRR is 100% of the
value of the notional position underlying the contract.

Instruments for which no PRA has been specified

3-80(6) R A firm must calculate the PRR for any on or off balance sheet position in
a marketable investment for which no PRA is specified under the PRR
rules as an appropriate percentage of the current mark to market value
of any position or notional position underlying the contract and must
notify the FSA of the terms of the instrument and the proposed PRR
treatment.

3-80(6A) E (1) In 3-80(6) �an appropriate percentage� is:

(a) 100%; or

(b) A percentage which takes account of the characteristics of the
instrument concerned and of discussions with the FSA or a
predecessor regulator;

(2) Compliance with (1) may be relied on as tending to establish compliance
with 3-80(6).

(3) Contravention of (1) may be relied on as tending to establish
contravention of 3-80(6).

Group hedging arrangements

3-80(7) R A firm may amend its PRR to take account of a group hedging
arrangement to which the firm is party, provided the group hedging
arrangement is recorded by an agreement in writing between all the
relevant parties and the firm first notifies the FSA in writing of the terms
of the arrangement and of the proposed amendment to the PRR.

Alternative treatments

3-80(8) R Where a firm has the alternative of treating a position under two or more
different methods or treatments within methods, it must treat the
position under one of those methods.
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Simpler approach to PRR calculation

3-80(9) R As a simpler approach to calculating PRR, a firm may calculate the total
PRR by multiplying all positions in marketable investments by the
relevant percentage stated in the table below and summing the results.

TABLE 3-80(9)
Position risk requirement - simpler approach

C: Stock positions in physical commodities

Stock positions in physical commodities associated with a
firm�s investment business

30% of realisable value

D: Certain derivatives and foreign exchange

Exchange traded futures and
written options

4 x initial margin requirement

OTC futures and written options Apply the percentage shown in C above to the mark to
market value of the underlying position

Purchased options Apply the percentage shown in C above to the mark to
market value of the underlying position but the result may
be limited to the mark to market value of the option

Contracts for differences 20% of the mark to market value of the contract

Foreign exchange exposure 10% of the net open long position

F: Other investments

Single premium unit linked bonds and units in a regulated
collective investment scheme

50% of realisable value

Any other investments 100% of mark to market value
of investment or underlying
instrument

Notes

Percentage

1 A percentage means, unless otherwise indicated, a percentage of the mark to market
value of the aggregate of the long and the short positions in the particular category.
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Netting

2 The long or (short position) in a particular instrument is the net of any long or short
positions held in that same instrument (i.e. a long position in ICI shares can be offset
on a share for share basis against a short position in ICI shares) but positions in
similar instruments (e.g. ICI shares against BP shares) cannot be offset in this way.

Stock positions in physical commodities

3 A stock position in physical commodities is the mark to market value of the sum of -

(i) commodities where the full contract price has been paid;

(ii) work in progress and finished goods which result from the processing of
commodities; and

(iii) raw materials which will be combined with commodities to produce a finished
processed commodity.

4 A stock position in physical commodities is regarded as being associated with a firm�s
investment business if the contract associated with the physical commodity was made
for investment rather than commercial purposes.  Indications of this are -

(i) the contract is exchange traded or

(ii) the performance of the contract is guaranteed by an exchange an approved
exchange or a clearing house.

Models approach to PRR calculation

3-80(10) G A firm that wishes to use its internal model to calculate PRR in respect of all, or some, of its
positions will need to apply for a modification or waiver of the relevant FSA rules.

G Further guidance on the criteria which such models must meet, and the review process, can
be obtained from the FSA.
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FOREIGN CURRENCY EXPOSURES AND FOREIGN CURRENCY DERIVATIVES METHODS

Summary of foreign currency exposures and derivatives methods

3-150 R A firm must calculate an additional PRR under the foreign currency
exposures or foreign currency derivatives method where it has any
asset or liability or any off-balance sheet contract which is denominated
in a currency other than the currency of its books of account.  For these
purposes, gold must be treated as another currency.

3-151 Types of exposures to be treated as foreign currency exposures

General rule

3-151(1) R A firm must apply the foreign currency exposures or foreign currency
derivatives method to the following positions, identifying each currency
separately including the currency of its books of account:

(a) any currency future at the nominal value of the contract;

(b) any currency option;

(c) any forward contract for the purchase or sale at the contract
value, including any future exchange of principal associated with
cross-currency swaps, but excluding any purchase or sale of
known but unaccrued future income or expense;

(d) any other balance sheet asset or liability; and

(e) any other off balance sheet commitment to purchase or sell an
asset denominated in that currency.

Dual currency bonds

3-151(2) R In respect of a dual currency bond, a firm must include within the
foreign currency exposures method a notional forward contract:

(a) for the purchase of the redemption currency derived from the dual
currency bond, for an amount determined by reference to the
terms of issue of the dual currency bond; or

(b) for the sale of the issue currency, for an amount equal to the mark
to market value of the dual currency bond, with a deemed
settlement date equal to the maturity of the bond.

Determining the currency of investments

3-151(3) R For the purposes of determining the currency in which a position in an
investment is denominated, a firm must apply the following principles:
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(a) where the price of an instrument is quoted in only one currency, a
position in that instrument must be treated as an asset or liability
in that currency;

(b) where the price of an instrument is quoted in more than one
currency, a position in that instrument must be treated as an asset
or liability in the currency in which the firm accounts for the
instrument; and

(c) notwithstanding (a) and (b) above, a position in an American
depository receipt or similar form of instrument must be treated
as a position, translated at current spot rate, in the currency of the
underlying instrument.

3-152 Application of foreign currency exposures and derivatives methods to foreign
currency derivatives
Risk assessment models

3-152(1) G A firm may seek a modification or waiver from the FSA to use a risk assessment model in
respect of its currency options to calculate notional positions which may be included in the
foreign currency exposures method, provided the model forms part of the day to day
management supervision of the firm�s options business and meets other criteria (further
guidance on the criteria for the approval of such models can be obtained from the FSA).

Obligatory use of foreign currency derivatives method

3-152(2) R A firm must apply the foreign currency derivatives method to any
currency option which is less than 5% �in the money�.

Optional use of foreign currency derivatives method

3-152(3) R Subject to (2) above, a firm may apply the foreign currency derivatives
method to any exchange traded currency option or future instead of
applying the foreign currency exposures method.

Obligatory use of foreign currency exposures method

3-152(4) R A firm must apply the foreign currency exposures method to any OTC
currency future.

Calculation of �in the money�

3-152(5) R For the purposes of this rule, a firm must determine the extent to which
the option contract is �in the money� by reference to the difference
between the exercise price and the current forward rate for the final
date on which the option may be exercised as a percentage of that
forward rate.
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3-153 Foreign currency derivatives method

Exchange traded futures and options

3-153(1) R (a) A firm must calculate the PRR of an exchange traded foreign
currency future or option as 100% of the initial margin
requirement of the exchange or approved exchange or, where the
initial margin requirement is zero, under (2) below.

(b) Where the exchange or approved exchange calculates the margin
requirement on an overall basis, the PRR must equal that margin
requirement.

(c) Where the exchange offsets futures and options in the margin
calculations, the firm may take into account such offsetting.

OTC foreign currency options

3-153(2) R A firm must calculate the PRR of an OTC foreign currency option as 5%
of the nominal value of the contract, adjusted as follows:

(a) long position: the PRR may be restricted to the mark to market
value of the option; and

(b) short position:  the PRR may be reduced (but to no less than zero)
by any excess of the exercise value over the mark to market  value
for a call option or vice versa for a put option.

3-154 Foreign currency exposure method

Application

3-154(1) R A firm must apply the foreign currency exposure method to any foreign
currency exposure for which the firm has not calculated a PRR under
the foreign currency derivatives method.

Calculation of PRR

3-154(2) R A firm must calculate a PRR for its foreign currency exposures as 5% of
the aggregate of its net open long positions in each currency, including
the currency of the firm�s books of account when this is a long open
position.

Calculation of net open position

3-154(3) R (a) A firm must calculate a net open position for all currencies
including the currency of the firm�s books of account by netting
all foreign currency exposures to which the method applies.
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(b) The net open position for the currency of the firm�s books of
account may be calculated as the difference between the
aggregate net open long positions and aggregate net open short
positions of all other currencies.

COMMODITIES METHOD

Types of positions to be included in the commodities method

3-166 General rule

3-166(1) R A firm must calculate PRR on all positions in commodities in
accordance with one of the four approaches set out in rules 3-167 to 3-
169A. All spot, physical trading, derivative and other off balance sheet
items whose price is affected by changes in commodities prices must
be included in the calculation.

G In general, a commodity is a physical product which is or can be traded on the secondary
market. Commodities include precious metals (except gold, which is to be treated as a
foreign currency), agricultural products, minerals and base metals, oil and other energy
products.

3-166(2) R A firm must calculate the PRR for each commodity separately, except
that:

(a) different sub-categories of the same commodity that are
deliverable against each other may be treated together; and

(b) commodities which are close substitutes for each other, and
whose price movements over a minimum period of one year can
be shown by the firm to exhibit a stable and reliable correlation of
at least 0.9, may be treated together.

G The onus is on the firm to show that the correlation referred to in (b) above exists on a
continuing basis.

3-166(3) R (a) Positions which are purely stock financing may be omitted from
the calculation of PRR on commodities positions under rule 3-166
and a firm may net notional long and short government securities
arising from swaps, FRAs, futures and options on interest rates
and debt securities, cash borrowings, qualifying deposits, the
cash legs of �repurchase or similar agreements�, forward foreign
exchange and foreign currency futures against each other,
provided:

(i) they are in the same currency;

(ii) the interest rates are within 15 basis points;
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(iii) (aa) if the maturity dates are less than one month, the
dates are the same;

(bb) if the maturity dates are between one month and one
year, the dates are within seven days of each other;
or

(cc) if the maturity dates are over one year, the dates are
within 30 days of each other;

(iv) for a cash borrowing, the next interest rate refix date is
within two years and repayment is within two years; and

(v) for a qualifying deposit, the next interest rate refix date is
within three months.

(b) In respect of a cash borrowing or qualifying deposit, the maturity
date is the earlier of the repayment date and the next interest
rate refix date.

(c) �Repurchase or similar agreement� means a repurchase, reverse
repurchase, securities or physical commodities lending,
securities or physical commodities borrowing, sale and buy
back, buy and sale back, undocumented sale and buy back, or
undocumented buy and sale back agreement.

G Stock financing is defined under the Capital Adequacy Directive. Where physical stock has
been sold forward, the cost of funding must be locked in until the date of the forward sale.

3-167 Simplified approach

3-167(1) R All positions in commodities or commodity derivatives must be
expressed in terms of the standard unit of measurement for that
commodity (such as tonnes, barrels or kilos).

3-167(2) R A firm must multiply the position in each commodity by the current spot
price for the commodity converted to the firm�s reporting currency at
current spot rates, and calculate the PRR as the sum of:

(a) the overall net position multiplied by 15%; and

(b) the gross position multiplied by 3%.

3-167(3) R A firm must sum the results for each commodity to arrive at the total
PRR for positions treated under the simplified approach.
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3-168 Maturity ladder approach

3-168(1) R All positions in each commodity or commodity derivatives must be
expressed in terms of the standard unit of measurement for that
commodity (such as tonnes, barrels or kilos) or in terms of value.  A
firm must allocate net positions on any given day to the appropriate
maturity band in the table below.  Physical stock must be assigned to
the first band.

Table 3-168

Maturity Bands for Maturity Ladder Approach

0-1    month 1-2    years

1-3    months 2-3    years

3-6    months over 3    years

6-12  months

3-168(2) R A firm may then offset long and short positions within and between
maturity bands in accordance with the following:

(a) For markets which have daily delivery dates, a firm may offset
contracts in the same commodity against each other provided that
the expiry dates are within 10 business days of each other.

(b) For each maturity band, the firm must sum all the open long
positions, and sum all the open short positions.  The firm may
then subtract the shorts from the longs to form the overall net
position.  The amount subtracted is the �matched amount�.  The
firm must multiply twice the matched amount by the spread rate of
1.5%, and then by the spot price for the commodity to arrive at the
spread risk charge.

G If the total of all longs in a maturity band is 100, and the total of all shorts is 75, the �matched
amount� is 75 and the overall net position 25.  Algebraically, if the total of all longs is A, and
the total of all shorts is -B, the �matched amount� is min{A,B}, and the overall net position is
A-B.

(c) The firm may then carry backwards or forwards all or part of the
overall net position within a band to an adjacent maturity band for
further netting allowances.  Where this is the case, the firm must
calculate:
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(i) a carry charge by multiplying the amount carried by the carry
rate of 0.6%, and

(ii) a spread charge, in accordance with (b) above, where the
carried position is matched against a position in an adjacent
maturity band.

The firm may repeat the procedure for carrying positions through
to other maturity bands as appropriate. An additional carry charge
and spread charge must be calculated at each stage of the
process.

(d) The firm must multiply any positions remaining after the permitted
offsetting by the outright rate of 15%, and then by the spot price of
the commodity to arrive at the outright charge.

(e) The total PRR for each commodity is the sum of the spread risk
charge, the carry charge, and the outright charge converted to the
firm�s reporting currency at current spot rates.

Extended maturity ladder approach

3-169 R A firm may adopt the same approach as that outlined under rule 3-
168(2), but apply the rates in the table below, if the firm:

(a) undertakes significant commodities business, and

(b) has a diversified commodities portfolio.

Table 3-169

Precious
metals

Base metals Soft
commodities

Other
commodities

Spread rate % 1.0 1.2 1.5 1.5

Carry rate % 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.6

Outright rate % 8.0 10.0 12.0 15.0

Models approach

3-169A G A firm may seek a modification or waiver from the FSA to use a VaR model as the basis for
calculating the PRR on its commodity positions.

G The FSA will grant a modification or waiver permitting the use of a VaR model only where a
number of qualitative and quantitative standards are met.  In assessing the VaR model the
FSA will have regard to the the matters set out in Chapter TV of IPRU(BANK).
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3-169B Options

Proprietary options pricing models

3-169B (1) G A firm may seek a modification or waiver from the FSA permitting it to use its proprietary
options pricing model to calculate the PRR on options positions and their related hedges.
The application for a modification or waiver may request that the firm be permitted to include
an option in the maturity ladder approach.

G A firm may propose any methodology that it believes will capture spread, carry and outright
risks and that reflects its own day-to-day risk management. A firm is strongly advised to
contact the FSA at the earliest point if it is considering introducing a model or adapting an
existing one.

No models

3-169B
(2)

R A firm may only include an option in the maturity ladder approach, the
extended maturity ladder approach or the simplified approach if it is in
the money by more than the appropriate outright rate.  Such options
must be included as a position in the underlying commodity, of an
amount equal to the �tonnage� underlying the option (long or short as
appropriate), and with a maturity equal to the expiry date of the spot,
forward or futures contract underlying the option.

3-169B
(3)

R An option which does not satisfy the condition in rule 3-169B(2) attracts
a PRR in accordance with the following:

(a) In the case of a purchased option, the PRR must be the mark to
market value of the full position underlying the option multiplied
by the appropriate outright rate, but the result may be limited to
the mark to market value of the option.

(b) In the case of a written option, the PRR must be the mark to
market value of the full position underlying the option multiplied
by the appropriate outright rate, reduced by the out-of-the-money
amount. The PRR must be limited to zero if the calculation results
in a negative number.

G The out-of-the-money amount is any excess of the exercise value over the mark to market
value of the underlying commodity in the case of a call option, or vice versa for a put option.
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COUNTERPARTY RISK REQUIREMENT

3-170 GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF CRR

Application

3-170(1) R (a) Rules 3-170 to 3-182 apply to a broad scope firm, except a venture
capital firm which is subject only to rules 3-180 to 3-182.

(b) Rules 3-180 to 3-182 apply to an arranger, except a corporate
finance advisory firm.

General rule

3-170(2) R A firm must calculate its total CRR  on exposures to counterparties as
the sum of all the amounts calculated in accordance with the rules
referred to in the table below.

R Table 3-170(2) - Counterparty Risk Requirement

Rules

3-171
3-173
3-173A
3-175
3-176

3-177
3-178
3-180
3-181
3-182

Cash against documents transactions
Free deliveries of physical securities and commodities
Derivatives transactions
Concentrated risk to one counterparty
Repurchase and reverse repurchase, securities lending and
borrowing and sale and buy back agreements
Money brokers
Options purchased for a counterparty
Qualifying and other deposits
Loans to counterparties
Other amounts owed to a firm arising out of investment
business or investment dealing activities

Frequency of calculation

3-170(3) R A firm must calculate its CRR at least once each business day; for the
purposes of the relevant calculations the firm may use prices of
investments and physical commodities as at the close of business on
the previous day.
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Negative amounts

3-170(4) R A firm must not include any CRR if it is a negative amount.

Instruments for which no CRR has been specified

3-170(5) R Where a firm is in doubt as to the classification of an item for the
purposes of CRR, the firm must add to its CRR an appropriate part of
the exposure on the item concerned and must immediately notify the
FSA in writing of details of the transaction, the counterparty and the
proposed CRR treatment.

3-
170(5A)

E (1) In 3-170(5) �an appropriate part� is:

(a) the whole; or

(b) A proportion which takes account of the characteristics of the
transaction and the counterparty concerned, and of discussions
with the FSA or a predecessor regulator.

(2) Compliance with (1) may be relied on as tending to establish compliance
with 3-170(5).

(3) Contravention of (1) may be relied on as tending to establish
contravention of 3-170(5).

Provisions

3-170(6) R A firm may reduce the exposure on which its CRR is calculated to the
extent that it makes provision for a specific counterparty balance.

Connected companies

3-170(7) R For the avoidance of doubt, a firm must calculate a CRR as appropriate
on exposures to or from connected companies.

Basis of valuation

3-170(8) R For the purposes of valuing instruments and physical commodities at
market value in the calculation of CRR, a firm must be consistent in the
basis it chooses and may use either mid market value or bid and offer
prices (as appropriate).
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Acceptable collateral

3-170(9) R A firm may reduce the exposure to a counterparty on which its CRR is
calculated to the extent that it holds acceptable collateral from that
counterparty.

Nil weighted counterparty exposures

3-170
(10)

R A firm may disregard any counterparty exposure calculated in
accordance with rules 3-171 to 3-182, if the counterparty is or the
contract is guaranteed by or is subject to the full faith and credit of a
sovereign government or province or state thereof (or a corporation
over 75% owned by such government, province or state), which is a
member of the OECD and the government, province, state or
corporation has not defaulted, or entered into any rescheduling or
similar arrangement, or announced the intention of so doing, in respect
of itself or its agency�s debt within the last five years.

Netting

3-170
(11)

R A firm which has offsetting exposures in similar types of transactions
with a counterparty may offset these in accordance with rules
3-171(2A), 3-173(2A), 3-173A(3), 3-176(3), 3-180(2A), 3-181(1) and 3-
182(4A) when calculating CRR if it has a contractual netting agreement
with that counterparty, which:

(a) covers the transactions which the firm is seeking to net;

(b) creates a single obligation in each currency or a single overall
obligation to pay (or receive) a net sum of cash in the event of
default, bankruptcy, liquidation or similar circumstances;

(c) does not include a walkaway clause;

(d) is supported by written and reasoned independent legal opinions
to the effect that, in the event of a legal challenge, the relevant
courts would find the firm�s exposure to be the single net amount
mentioned in (b) above.

G Legal opinions should relate to:

(a) the law of the jurisdiction in which the counterparty is organised;

(b) the law of the jurisdiction in which any branch involved is located;

(c) the law that governs the agreement and, if different, the law that governs individual
transactions pursuant to it; and

(d) the law that governs the legal status of the counterparty who is entering into
transactions of the type which the firm is seeking to net.
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G Where a firm uses an industry standard agreement and the firm�s netting/set-off clauses
follow the form of that standard agreement, provided a legal opinion has already been
obtained on the standard agreement which addresses the capacity of counterparties of the
type with which the firm wishes to contract, that may be relied upon.

G Legal opinions on netting agreements should be obtained from independent legal advisers
with sufficient expertise and experience in this area of law.  Opinions from in-house counsel
will not be acceptable.  Where the regulator of the counterparty is not satisfied that the
netting agreement is enforceable under its laws, the netting agreement cannot be relied upon
regardless of the opinions obtained by the firm.

3-171 Cash against documents transactions

General rule

3-171(1) R A firm which enters into a transaction on a cash against documents
basis must calculate the counterparty exposure for transactions still
unsettled 16 calendar days after settlement day as set out in (2) below
and must then multiply this by the appropriate percentage set out in the
table below to calculate a CRR for each separate unsettled transaction.

R Table 3-171(1) - Percentage to be applied to the counterparty exposure

Calendar days after settlement day Percentage

0 � 15

16 � 30

31 � 45

46 � 60

Over 60

Nil

25%

50%

75%

100%

Counterparty exposure calculation

3-171(2) R (a) Where a firm has neither delivered securities or physical
commodities nor received payment when purchasing securities or
physical commodities for, or selling securities or physical
commodities to, a counterparty, the positive counterparty
exposure is the excess of the contract value over the market value
of the securities or physical commodities.

(b) Where a firm has neither received securities or physical
commodities nor made payment when selling securities or
physical commodities for, or purchasing securities or physical
commodities from, a counterparty, the positive counterparty
exposure is the excess of the market value over the contract value
of the securities or physical commodities.
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Netting

3-171
(2A)

R A firm may offset positive and negative counterparty exposures,
calculated in accordance with (2) above, before it multiplies the residual
exposure by the appropriate percentage in Table 3-171(1) provided that:

(a) the exposures arise on transactions with the same counterparty;
and

(b) the firm has a written agreement supported by a legal opinion
obtained in accordance with rule 3-170(11).

Sub-total

3-171(3) R The sum of the amounts calculated in accordance with (1) above is the
firm�s total CRR for cash against documents transactions.

3-173 Free deliveries of physical commodities and securities

General rule

3-173(1) R When a firm makes delivery to a counterparty of physical commodities
or  securities without receiving payment or pays for securities without
receiving the certificates of good title, the firm must calculate the free
delivery value for each transaction.

Free delivery value calculation

3-173(2) R A firm must calculate the free delivery value for each transaction as set
out below and multiply this value by the appropriate percentage in
Table 3-173(2) A for free deliveries of physical commodities and Table 3-
173 (2) B for free deliveries of securities as follows:

(a) if the firm has delivered physical commodities or securities to a
counterparty and has not received payment, the free delivery
amount is the full amount due to the firm (i.e. the contract value);

(b) if the firm has made payment to a counterparty for securities and
not received the certificates of good title, the free delivery amount
is the market value of the securities; and

(c) if a firm pays for physical commodities without receiving delivery
or documents of title the exposure is to be treated as an
unsecured loan to which rule 3-181 applies.
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R Table 3-173(2)A - Percentage to be applied to free deliveries relating to
physical commodities

Nature of counterparty to whom
free delivery is made

Business days since delivery

1 Firm does not have an ACMP and
delivery of physical commodities is
made

0 - 3 4 - 15 earlier of 15 days or
agreed contractual
payment date

15% 100% of
contract
value

100% of contract value

2 Firm has an ACMP and delivery of
physical commodities is made with a
settlement day longer than three
days from delivery date

15% of
contract value

100% of contract value
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R Table 3-173(2)B - Percentage to be applied to free deliveries relating to
securities

Nature of counterparty to whom
free delivery is made

Business days since delivery

0 - 3 4 � 15 over 15

1 A counterparty to whom securities
have been delivered or to whom
payment for securities has been
made

nil 100% of
contract
or
market
value

100% of
contract or market
value

2 A regulated financial institution or
regulated banking institution to
whom securities have been delivered
or payment made with the
expectation that market practice will
result in a settlement day longer than
three days from delivery date

15% of
contract or
market
value

100% of
contract or market
value

2A A counterparty to whom securities
have been delivered which settle
through the Crest system or to whom
payment for such securities has
been made

15% of
contract or
market
value

100% of
contract or market
value

3 A manager, underwriter, sub-
underwriter or member of a selling
syndicate or issuer to whom
payment for securities has been
made; or a manager of a regulated
collective investment scheme to
whom units of the scheme have
been delivered or payment for units
of the scheme has been made

nil 100% of contract or
market value or, if the
issue is in one of the
countries specified in
Appendix 46, 15% of
contract or market
value until the end of
the period referred to
in that Appendix

Netting

3-173
(2A)

R A firm may reduce the free delivery value for a transaction calculated in
accordance with (2) above, before it multiplies the residual exposure by
the appropriate percentage in Table 3-173(2)A or B, by:

(a) the value of any free payment received from the counterparty; or

(b) the contract value of any securities received free from the
counterparty,

provided that:
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(i) the exposures arise on transactions with the same counterparty;
and

(ii) the firm has a written agreement supported by a legal opinion
obtained in accordance with rule 3-170(11).

Partners and connected persons

3-173(3) R For the purpose of this rule, a firm must treat any amount due from a
partner or his connected person in respect of investment business as a
free delivery to a counterparty.

Sub-total

3-173(4) R The sum of the amounts calculated in accordance with (1), (2) and (3)
above is the firm�s total CRR for free deliveries of physical commodities
and securities.

3-173A Derivative transactions

General rule

3-173A
(1)

R A firm must calculate for each derivative transaction a CRR either:

(a) by multiplying the counterparty exposure calculated in
accordance with (2) and (3) below by the appropriate percentage
in Table 3-173A(4)A or B, except for single premium options
purchased on behalf of a counterparty and traditional options
purchased for the firm�s own account or on behalf of a
counterparty, which shall be subject to rule 3-178; or

(b) after notifying the FSA in writing, in accordance with rule 10-174.

Counterparty exposure

3-173A
(2)

R A firm must calculate the counterparty exposure on derivative
transactions in accordance with either (a) or (b) below:

(a) where a counterparty has not fully paid an initial margin
requirement or variation margin requirement on a transaction in a
derivative listed on an exchange or approved exchange or met it
through the deposit of acceptable collateral not otherwise used,
the firm must calculate the counterparty exposure as the shortfall;

(b) where the counterparty exposure arising from a transaction in a
derivative is not listed on an exchange or approved exchange, the
counterparty exposure is the credit equivalent amount calculated
in accordance with Table 3-173A(2A).
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R Table 3-173A(2A) � Method of calculating credit equivalent amount

Type of derivative transaction Credit equivalent amount

If A is positive If A is negative

Interest rate swaps: single currency
(a) floating rate swapped against floating rate A nil

(b) fixed rate swapped against floating rate:

- under one year to maturity A nil

- over one year to five years A + 0.5% of N 0.5% of N

- over five years A + 1.5% of N 1.5% of N

Cross-currency interest rate swaps
- under one year to maturity A + 1% of N 1% of N

- over one year to five years A + 5% of N 5% of N

- over five years A + 7.5% of N 7.5% of N

Other interest rate contracts*
- under one year to maturity A nil

- over one year to five years A + 0.5% of N 0.5% of N

- over five years A + 1.5% of N 1.5% of N

Foreign exchange and gold contracts*
- exchange rate contracts with an original

maturity of 14 days or less
nil nil

- under one year to maturity A + 1% of N 1% of N

- over one year to five years A + 5% of N 5% of N

- over five years A + 7.5% of N 7.5% of N

Equity contracts*
- under one year to maturity A + 6% of N 6% of N

- over one year to five years A + 8% of N 8% of N

- over five years A + 10% of N 10% of N

Precious metal (not gold) contracts*
- under one year to maturity A + 7% of N 7% of N

- over one year to five years A + 7% of N 7% of N

- over five years A + 8% of N 8% of N

Commodity contracts*
- under one year to maturity A + 10% of N 10% of N

- over one year to five years A + 12% of N 12% of N

- over five years A + 15% of N 15% of N

Notes
FRAs, swaps, futures, purchased options, and other contracts for differences

A = the replacement cost of the contract

N = the notional or actual principal amount underlying the contract
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For contracts with multiple exchanges of principal, the % of N has to be multiplied by
the remaining number of payments still to be made according to the contract.

In the case of a derivative referenced on a bond which satisfies the criteria for a
qualifying debt security, the %N applicable to interest rate derivatives may be utilised
to calculate the credit equivalent amount.  For a derivative referenced on a �non-
qualifying� bond, the credit equivalent amount must be calculated with reference to the
%N applicable to equity derivatives.
For contracts that are structured to settle outstanding exposure following specified
payment dates and where the terms are reset such that the market value of the
contract is zero on these specified dates, the residual maturity would be equal to the
time until the next reset date.  In the case of interest-rate contracts that meet these
criteria and have a remaining maturity of over one year, the percentage is no lower
than 0.5%.

R If a firm uses the extended maturity ladder approach to calculate PRR
under rule 3-169, it may use Table 3-173A(2B).
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R Table 3-173A(2B) � Method of calculating credit equivalent amount for
commodities

Type of derivative transaction* Credit equivalent amount

If A is positive If A is negative

Precious metals (except gold)
- under one year to maturity A + 2% of N 2% of N

- over one year to five years A + 5% of N 5% of N

- over five years A + 7.5% of N 7.5% of N

Base metals
- under one year to maturity A + 2.5% of N 2.5% of N

- over one year to five years A + 4% of N 4% of N

- over five years A + 8% of N 8% of N

Softs (agricultural)
- under one year to maturity A + 3% of N 3% of N

- over one year to five years A + 5% of N 5% of N

- over five years A + 9% of N 9% of N

Other commodity
- under one year to maturity A + 4% of N 4% of N

- over one year to five years A + 6% of N 6% of N

- over five years A + 10% of N 10% of N

Notes
FRAs, swaps, futures, purchased options, and other contracts for differences

A = the replacement cost of the contract

N = the notional or actual principal amount underlying the contract

For contracts with multiple exchanges of principal, the % of N has to be multiplied by
the remaining number of payments still to be made according to the contract.

In the case of a derivative referenced on a bond which satisfies the criteria for a
qualifying debt security, the %N applicable to interest rate derivatives may be utilised
to calculate the credit equivalent amount.  For a derivative referenced on a �non-
qualifying� bond, the credit equivalent amount must be calculated with reference to the
%N applicable to equity derivatives.

For contracts that are structured to settle outstanding exposure following specified
payment dates and where the terms are reset such that the market value of the
contract is zero on these specified dates, the residual maturity would be equal to the
time until the next reset date.  In the case of interest-rate contracts that meet these
criteria and have a remaining maturity of over one year, the percentage is no lower
than 0.5%.
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Netting

3-173A
(3)

R A firm may offset counterparty exposures arising on derivative
transactions calculated in accordance with (2) above before it multiplies
the residual exposure by the appropriate CRR percentage as follows:

(a) variation margin payable to a counterparty against an initial
margin requirement or variation margin requirement receivable
from a counterparty;

(b) variation margin payable to a counterparty against a positive �A�
as calculated in accordance with Table 3-173A(2A);

(c) a negative �A� as calculated in accordance with Table 3-173A(2A)
against an initial margin requirement or variation margin
requirement receivable from a counterparty;

(d) a negative �A� against a positive �A� in each case as calculated in
accordance with Table 3-173A(2A);

(e) losses on a closed out derivative transaction which has not been
settled against variation margin payable to a counterparty; or

(f) losses on a closed out derivative transaction which has not been
settled against negative �A� calculated in accordance with Table
3-173A(2A),

(g) profit on a closed out derivative transaction which has not been
settled against an initial margin requirement or variation margin
requirement receivable from a counterparty;

(h) profit on a closed out derivative transaction which has not been
settled against a loss on a closed out derivative transaction;

(i) profit on a closed out derivative transaction which has not been
settled against a positive �A� as calculated in accordance with
Table 3-173A(2A);

(j) premium receivable in respect of written options against variation
margin payable, initial margin payable or a closed out profit
payable to the counterparty or a negative �A� as calculated in
accordance with Table 3-173A(2A);

(k) positive �A� on purchased options calculated in accordance with
Table 3-173A(2A) against negative �A� on written options; or

(l) in the case of perfectly matched contracts these may be treated as
a single contract with a notional principal equivalent to the net
receipts; or
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(m) where transactions are subject to (3)(c) above, the potential future
credit exposures (PFCE) on transactions with the same
counterparty (i.e. % on N) may be netted in accordance with Table
3-173A(3) below,

provided that:

(i) the exposures arise on transactions with the same
counterparty; and

(ii) the firm has a written agreement, supported by a legal
opinion obtained in accordance with rule 3-170(11).

Table 3-173A(3)

The netted PFCE is the sum of:

step one 40% of gross PFCE

step two 60% of gross PFCE multiplied by the net-to-gross ratio (NGR)

Notes:

NGR = (net replacement cost)

(gross replacement cost)

The NGR must be calculated on all contracts included in a legally valid bilateral
netting agreement with a given counterparty.
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CRR percentages

3-173A
(4)

R (a) Where a firm does not offset counterparty exposures arising on
derivative transactions in accordance with (3) above, it must
multiply the counterparty exposure by the appropriate percentage
from:

(i) Table 3-173A(4)A if the counterparty exposure arises on a
transaction in a derivative listed on an exchange or
approved exchange; or

(ii) Table 3-173A(4)B if the counterparty exposure arises on a
transaction in a derivative not listed on an exchange or
approved exchange,

but may opt to calculate CRR using the highest available credit
percentage in Tables 3-173A(4)A or B below in order to avoid
undue complication.

(b) Where a firm does offset counterparty exposures on derivative
exposures in accordance with (3) above, it must multiply the
residual net counterparty exposure by the appropriate percentage
from Table 3-173A(4)A or B.

(c) A firm may opt to calculate the CRR using the highest available
CRR percentage in the tables below in order to avoid undue
complication.

Table 3-173A(4)A - CRR percentages for transactions in derivatives listed on
an exchange or approved exchange

Counterparty Business days since exposure
occurred

0 - 3 over 3

1 Firm has an ACMP and counterparty is
not a market counterparty

10% 10%

2 Firm has an ACMP and counterparty is a
market counterparty

5% 5%

3 Firm does not have an ACMP 10% 100%
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Table 3-173A(4)B - CRR percentages for transactions in derivatives not listed
on an exchange or approved exchange

Status of the counterparty %

1 A firm, a supranational organisation, a United
Kingdom discount house, a gilt edged market maker,
a stock exchange money broker, a regulated banking
institution, a building society under the Building
Societies Act 1986, a United Kingdom local authority,
a regulated financial institution.

2%

2 Any other counterparty 5%

Exposures to locals

3-173A
(5)

R A firm must calculate a 100% CRR for amounts of initial and variation
margin not met with acceptable collateral or a positive equity balance
owed to a firm by a local in respect of transactions in derivatives listed
on an exchange or approved exchange from the date of any shortfall.
However, a firm may use an alternative treatment if it:

(a) participates in the profits or losses of the local for 25% or more
when the firm may include the local position in its own position
which will then be subject to PRR; or

(b) calculates PRR for locals in which case its requirement will be the
sum of the following:

(i) 10% of the PRR result for each local; and

(ii) the excess over the �net liquidating balance� of the PRR
applied to the positions of each local; and

(c) for the purposes of (b) above, �net liquidating balance� means the
cash amount which would remain in a local account if all positions
were liquidated and there were added (1) cash balances (2) the
value of marketable investments, and (3) letters of credit and
guarantees issued by a regulated banking institution which is not
the counterparty or an associate of the counterparty in the control
of the firm; and there were deducted all loans and overdrafts from,
and other liabilities to the firm; and to the extent that a firm
includes an exposure in the net liquidating balance calculation, it
does not also need to apply the liquidity adjustment in rule 3-75 or
the CRR to those exposures.
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Sums due for payment or owed on closed out derivative transactions

3-173A
(6)

R When a counterparty has not fully met amounts owed to a firm arising
out of losses on closed out derivative transactions by depositing,
acceptable collateral or, has not fully settled amounts owed in respect
of periodic or final settlement of transactions, a firm must calculate a
CRR equal to the amount outstanding after three days, unless:

(a) the firm has offset the amount owed against variation margin
payable in accordance with (3)(e) above; or

(b) the firm has offset the amount owed against a negative �A� in
accordance with (3)(f) above,

in which case the firm must calculate a CRR equal to the residual
amount outstanding after three days.

Equivalent contracts

3-173A
(7)

R Rule 3-173A(2)(b) also applies to contracts which, although they are
listed on an exchange or approved exchange, are fully dependent upon
the issuer for performance (e.g. covered warrants).

Regulated connected companies

3-173A
(8)

R Where a firm carries out significant swaps business with a connected
company which has adequate regulation applied to it, the firm need not
comply with all or part of rule 3-173A so far as it applies to interest rate
or foreign exchange swaps with that connected company, provided that
it has given prior written notice of this to the FSA.

Sub-total

3-173A
(9)

R The sum of the amounts calculated in accordance with this rule is the
firm�s total CRR for derivative transactions other than those subject to
rule 3-178.

3-175 Concentrated risk to one counterparty

General rule

3-175(1) R When the total amount due to a firm arising from exchange traded
variation margins or free deliveries of physical commodities from a
single counterparty (or several counterparties grouped together by the
firm for margin or credit treatment) is outstanding under a credit line
granted in accordance with an ACMP and exceeds 25% of the firm�s
financial resources, the firm must calculate an additional CRR
according to the table below.
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Table 3-175(1) - Concentrated risk percentages

% of financial
resources
exposed to
counterparty

Standard CRR
for variation
margin

Standard
CRR for free
delivery

Additional CRR

0 - 25% 10% 15% nil

25% - 50% 10% 15% lower of (1) the excess or
(2) the sum of 15% for
variation margin plus 10%
for free deliveries

over 50% 10% 15% lower of (1) the excess or
(2) the sum of 40% for
variation margin plus 35%
for free deliveries

Use of approved bank bonds

3-175(2) R If an approved bank bond forms a part of a firm�s financial resources, a
firm may include it in financial resources for the purposes of (1) above
at its face value.

Sub-total

3-175(3) R The sum of the amounts calculated in accordance with (1) above is the
total CRR for concentrated risk to one counterparty.

3-176 Repurchase and reverse repurchase, securities lending and borrowing and
sale and buy back agreements

Repurchase, securities lending and sale and buy back agreements

3-176(1) R Where a firm has entered into any repurchase, securities or physical
commodities lending or sale and buy back agreement in respect of
securities or physical commodities, it must calculate, subject to (3)
below, a CRR for each such agreement in accordance with the table
below.
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Table 3-176(1) - Repurchase, securities lending and sale and buy back
agreements

Type of security sold or lent CRR

Qualifying debt securities The �mark to market value� of the securities less
105% of the  acceptable collateral under the
agreement, if the net figure is positive.

Other securities or physical
commodities

The �mark to market value� of the securities or
physical commodities less 110% of the acceptable
collateral under the agreement, if the net figure is
positive.

Reverse repurchase, securities borrowing and buy and sale back agreements

3-176(2) R Where a firm has entered into any reverse repurchase, securities or
physical commodities borrowing or buy and sale back agreement in
respect of securities or physical commodities, it must calculate, subject
to (3) below, a CRR for each such agreement in accordance with the
table below.

R Table 3-176(2) - Reverse repurchase, securities borrowing and buy and
sale back agreements

Type of security
purchased or borrowed

CRR

1 For all transactions where the
firm has in its possession a
�written agreement�
evidencing the transaction, in
accordance with rule 3-176(5)

a) qualifying debt
securities

The amount paid or collateral given for the
securities less 105% of the current �mark to
market value� of the securities received (see
note), if the net figure is positive

b) other securities or
physical commodities

The amount paid or collateral given for the
securities or physical commodities less 110%
of the current �mark to market value� of the
securities or physical commodities received
(see note), if the net fugure is positive
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2 Where a firm does not have
in its possession a �written
agreement� evidencing the
transaction, in accordance
with rule 3-176(5)

The appropriate requirements from 1

plus

the market value of the securities or physical
commodities multiplied by the appropriate
PRA

Note:  the securities or physical commodities received can be included only where
they are held under the control of the firm or where they were delivered into the
control of the firm upon initiation of the agreement.

Netting

3-176(3) R A firm may reduce the CRR  by netting where it has more than one
exposure to an individual counterparty provided that it has a written
agreement supported by a legal opinion obtained in accordance with
rule 3-170(11) as follows:

(a) in the case of sale and buy back, repurchase or securities or
physical commodities lending agreements (Table 3-176(1)), a firm
may reduce the CRR by the excess of the total value of collateral
received, including accrued interest, over the �mark to market�
value of any other sale and buy back, repurchase or securities or
physical commodities lending agreements with the same
counterparty;

(b) in the case of sale and buy back, reverse repurchase or securities
or physical commodities borrowing agreements (Table 3-176(2)), a
firm may reduce the CRR by the excess of the �mark to market
value� over the total value of collateral given, including accrued
interest, of any other of buy and sale back, reverse repurchase or
securities or physical commodities borrowing agreements with
the same counterparty; and

(c) to the extent that an excess has not been used under (a) or (b)
above to reduce the CRR, a firm may use an excess on a sale and
buy back, repurchase or securities or physical commodities
lending agreement respectively to reduce the CRR on a buy and
sale back, reverse repurchase or securities or physical
commodities borrowing agreement and vice versa provided the
agreements are with the same counterparty.
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Margin percentages

3-176(4) R A firm may opt to calculate the CRR using the lower collateral rate
(105%) in order to avoid undue complication.

�Written agreement�

3-176(5) R For the purpose of this rule and rule 3-177(2), a �written agreement�
must, whether in a general agreement or in respect of specific
occasions, include the following elements:

(a) the names of the persons involved;

(b) the type and quantity of securities or physical commodities
subject to the reverse repurchase, securities or physical
commodities borrowing, or buy and sale back agreement;

(c) the type and quantity of collateral;

(d) the commencement date of the reverse repurchase, securities or
physical commodities borrowing or buy and sale back agreement;

(e) the completion date of the reverse repurchase, securities or
physical commodities borrowing or buy and sale back agreement,
where appropriate;

(f) interest or fee arrangements, where appropriate;

(g) arrangements for adjustments in the amount or type of securities
or physical commodities to be returned, if appropriate;

(h) arrangements for the calling of margin, if appropriate; and

(i) agreements for completion,

except that having given prior written notice to the FSA, a firm may
disregard certain of the  �written agreement�  requirements where it can
show there are adequate internal controls to evidence the
arrangements.

�Mark to market value�

3-176(6) R For the purposes of this rule, the current �mark to market value� of
securities and the value of cash lodged must include accrued interest.
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Daily valuation

3-176(7) R A firm must value collateral and securities or physical commodities lent
or sold, or borrowed or purchased, at least daily.

Settlement failure and pre deliveries

3-176(8) R Where:

(a) simultaneous delivery of securities or physical commodities and
collateral cannot be confirmed  immediately due to settlement
failure, or

(b) a firm has delivered collateral or securities or physical
commodities prior to the receipt of securities or physical
commodities or collateral,

the firm is not required to calculate a CRR for three business days from
the date of payment or delivery by the firm.

Additional acceptable collateral

3-176(9) R Where the firm has called for additional acceptable collateral from the
other party to the agreement, a firm is not required to calculate a CRR if
that call has been outstanding for no more than one business day.

Exclusions

3-176
(10)

R All repurchase, reverse repurchase, securities or physical commodities
lending or borrowing sale and buy back and buy and sale back
agreements with a stock exchange, clearing house, Cedel or Euroclear
are exempt from this rule.

Sub-total

3-176
(11)

R The sum of the amounts calculated in accordance with this rule is the
total CRR for repurchase and reverse repurchase, securities or physical
commodities lending and borrowing and sale and buy back agreements.
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3-177 Money brokers

Application

3-177(1) R This rule applies to money brokers.

Lending money

3-177(2) R When a money broker is lending money it must calculate a 100% CRR
except to the extent that it holds acceptable collateral; except where the
broker does not have a �written agreement� in accordance with rule 3-
176(5) between the firm and counterparty specifying, inter alia, the
interest rate on the loan and stating that the loan is repayable on
demand or for a term no longer than 30 days, when the CRR is 100% of
the amount outstanding.

Lending and borrowing securities etc

3-177(3) R For all reverse repurchase and repurchase agreements, securities
borrowing and lending  agreements and buy and sale back and sale and
buy back agreements other than where securities are lent or sold or
borrowed or purchased through an approved payments system, a
money broker must calculate an additional CRR of 0.5% applied to the
value of all securities transferred.

Sub-total

3-177(5) R The sum of the amounts calculated in accordance with (2) and (3) above
is the firm�s total CRR for money brokers.

3-178 Options purchased for a counterparty

Single premium options

3-178(1) R Where a firm has purchased a single premium option on behalf of a
counterparty and the counterparty has not paid the full option premium
cost by three business days after trade date, a firm must calculate a
CRR as the amount by which the option premium owed to the firm
exceeds the market value of the option or acceptable collateral.

Traditional options

3-178(2) R Where a firm has purchased a traditional option for its own account or a
counterparty and paid the option premium, it must calculate a CRR
equal to the value of the option premium.
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Sub-total

3-178(3) R The sum of the amounts calculated in accordance with (1) and (2) above
is the firm�s CRR in respect of purchased options.

3-180 Qualifying and other deposits

General rule

3-180(1) R Subject to (2) below, a firm must calculate a CRR for a deposit referred
to in the table below by multiplying the value of the deposit by the
appropriate percentage contained in the table below.

R Table 3-180(1) - Qualifying and other deposit risk percentages

Type of deposit %

Qualifying deposits nil

Other deposits with an approved bank related to a
transaction creating an offsetting liability for the firm or
subject to an agreement with the bank allowing its use as
collateral for a loan that may be withdrawn within -

-   three months to one year
-   over one year

2.5%
4.0%

Note:  all other deposits are subject to a liquidity adjustment (see rule 3-75(12))

Timing

3-180(2) R Qualifying deposits and other deposits outstanding three days after a
repayment request has been made or more than three days past
maturity date are subject to a full CRR.

Netting

3-180
(2A)

R A firm may reduce the value of the deposit by an amount owed by the
firm to a counterparty before it multiplies the residual exposure by the
appropriate percentage in Table 3-180(1) provided that:

(a) the exposures arise with the same counterparty; and

(b) the firm has a written agreement supported by a legal opinion
obtained in accordance with rules 3-170(11).
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Sub-total

3-180(3) R The sum of the amounts calculated in accordance with Table 3-180(1) is
the firm�s CRR for Qualifying deposits and other deposits.

3-181 Loans to counterparties

General rule

3-181(1) R A firm must calculate a 100% CRR on the amount by which a loan to a
counterparty is not:

(a) secured by acceptable collateral; or

(b) offset against amounts owed by the firm to the counterparty
where the firm has a written agreement supported by a legal
opinion obtained in accordance with rule 3-170(11).

Sub-total

3-181(2) R The sum of the amounts calculated in accordance with this rule is the
firm�s CRR for loans to counterparties.

3-182 Other amounts owed to a firm arising out of investment business or
investment dealing activities
Nil CRR items

3-182(1) R The following receivables arising out of investment business or
investment dealing activities do not require a CRR at any time:

(a) any debt not covered elsewhere in the CRR rules to the extent that
it is adequately secured;

(b) amounts in respect of 30 day items specified in (3) below which
have been outstanding for less than 30 days from the date on
which they were first recorded on the firm�s balance sheet; and

(c) accrued income for interest on marketable investments, except
where it has been outstanding for more than 30 days after the date
that the interest was due to be received.

CRR on amounts owed to a firm in respect of international underwriting and
stabilisation activities

3-182(2) R (a) Where management or other fees are owed to a firm in respect of
international underwriting or stabilisation activities, the firm must
calculate full CRR on any amounts remaining unpaid 30 days after
they first appeared on the firm�s balance sheet.
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(b) A firm acting as stabilising manager must also calculate a CRR
equal to 100% of any income accrued as a result of net profit on
stabilising activities while the stabilising account remains open.

CRR on 30 day items

3-182(3) R A firm must calculate a 100% CRR in respect of the following
receivables due to the firm if they have been outstanding for more than
30 days from the date on which they were first recorded on the firm�s
balance sheet:

(a) commissions and fees earned in connection with the firm�s
investment business;

(b) commissions and fees earned which are due and payable from
client bank accounts;

(c) repayments of marketable investments at maturity or call;

(d) the value of scrip issues and rights issues;

(e) proceeds arising from takeovers and mergers;

(f) domestic underwriting or stabilisation fees; and

(g) accrued income and work in progress.

100% CRR items

3-182(4) R A firm must calculate a 100% CRR in respect of other receivables
arising from investment business and investment dealing activities not
covered elsewhere in this rule from the time that the receivable is
recorded on the balance sheet.

Netting

3-182
(4A)

R A firm may reduce the value of the amounts owed to the firm by an
amount owed by the firm to a counterparty before it multiplies this by
100% provided that:

(a) the exposures arise with the same counterparty; and

(b) the firm has a written agreement supported by a legal opinion
obtained in accordance with rule 3-170(11).

Sub-total

3-182(5) R The sum of the amounts calculated in accordance with this rule is the
CRR for other amounts owed to the firm arising out of investment
business or investment dealing activities
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3-300 ACMPs

3-300(1) R A firm may only use an ACMP for the purposes of rules 3-170 to 3-182
if:

(a) the policies and procedures making up the proposed ACMP are
at all times adequate and appropriate to the firm and its
business; and

(b) the firm gives to the FSA at least three months� notice in writing
of its intention to use an ACMP for the purposes of these rules.

3-300(2) R The notice referred to in (1)(b) above must include all relevant details
of the policies and procedures making up the proposed ACMP.

3-300(3) R The notice referred to in (1)(b) is not required if the firm was permitted
under the relevant requirements of a predecessor regulator, as they
were in force immediately prior to the specified day, to use the
proposed ACMP for the purposes of those requirements.

3-300(4) E (a) A firm�s policies and procedures should take full account of the
principles described in Appendix 56.

(b) Compliance with 3-300(4)(a) may be relied on as tending to establish
compliance with 3-300(1)(a).

(c) Contravention of 3-300(4)(a) may be relied on as tending to establish
contravention of 3-300(1)(a).

G On receipt of notice under (1)(b) the FSA is likely to review the policies and procedures
proposed by the firm and the degree to which they take full and appropriate account of the
matters described in Appendix 56.  The FSA�s review will take account of the context in
which the policies and procedures are to operate and the relevant circumstances of the
firm.  The FSA will indicate to the firm its views on the adequacy and appropriateness of
the proposals in the light of its review and may make recommendations of improvements.

G The FSA may make a further review of the policies and procedures making up an ACMP at
any time after their implementation for the purposes of these rules as part of its supervision
of the firm.  Any review after implementation will broadly follow the lines described above.
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APPENDIX 1 � GLOSSARY OF TERMS FOR IPRU(INV) 3

Note: If a defined term does not appear in the glossary below, the definition
appearing in the Glossary annexed to the General Provisions Instrument 2001
applies.

acceptable collateral means any of the following items of collateral provided to a firm
by a counterparty -
(a) cash;
(b) letters of credit and guarantees to the extent of their face

value, issued by a regulated banking institution which is
not the counterparty nor an associate of the counterparty;

(c) letters of credit and guarantees to the extent of their face
value, issued by a bank which is not a regulated banking
institution (not being the counterparty, an associate of the
counterparty nor an affiliated company) which has been
accepted under the firm�s ACMP;

(d) gold and silver bullion and coinage; and
(e) marketable investments,
to which the following conditions apply -

(i) the firm must have an unconditional right to apply or
realise the acceptable collateral for the purpose of
repaying the counterparty�s obligations;

(ii) marketable investments must -
(aa) be marked to market daily using the

valuation principles in rule 3-41(9);
(bb) not be issued by the counterparty nor by an

associate of the counterparty; and
(cc) be discounted by 8% (before allowances for

hedging or diversification); and
(iii) each item of acceptable collateral must be

discounted by 5% if it is denominated in a different
currency to the counterparty�s obligation;

ACMP means, subject to rule 3-300, a credit management policy and
procedures according with the principles discussed in Appendix
56;

Act means the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000;
adequately secured means secured by cash or by marketable investments -

(a) in respect of which the firm has an unconditional right to
apply or realise for the purpose of repaying the
counterparty�s obligations to the firm;

(b) which, in the case of marketable investments, are marked
to market daily by the firm using the valuation principles in
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rule 3-41(9);
(c) with, in the case of marketable investments, a marked to

market value not lower than the current value of that
obligation after being discounted -
(i) by 8% (before allowances for hedging or

diversification); and
(ii) at an additional 5% if it is denominated in a different

currency to the obligation; and
(d) which, in the case of marketable investments, must not be

issued by the counterparty nor by an associate of the
counterparty;

adviser means a firm which -
(a) has counterparties who are investors or potential

investors;
(b) restricts its investment business to activities within article

53 (advising on investments) of the Regulated Activities
Order;

(c) does not hold, receive or control money or property
belonging to another person, nor has a mandate over a
customer�s bank account;

(d) does not introduce its counterparties to other persons as
its main business; and

(e) does not deal as principal or agent in investments or
physical commodities;

affilitated company in relation to a firm, means any body corporate controlled by the
firm, any parent company of the firm, and any body corporate
controlled by a parent company of the firm;

agency broker means a broad scope firm which deals as principal only on an
incidental basis;

agent in relation to a person, means any person (including an
employee) who acts on that person�s behalf;

allotment date means the date on which allotments are first made in respect of
the securities being offered;

annual accounting
reference date

means the date as at which the audited annual financial
statements are prepared as initially notified by the firm to the FSA
or as subsequently notified under rule rule 3-31 for all other
purposes and which may not be more than 55 weeks since the
previous annual accounting reference date or, if applicable, the
date on which the firm commenced trading;

appointed
representative

(in accordance with section 39 of the Act) means a person (other
than an authorised person) who:
(a) is a party to a contract with an authorised person (his
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principal) which:
(i) permits or requires him to carry on business of a

description prescribed in the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (Appointed Representatives)
Regulations 2001 (SI 2001/1217); and

(ii) complies with the requirements prescribed in those
Regulations; and

(b) is someone for whose activities in carrying on the whole or
part of that business his principal has accepted
responsibility in writing;

approved bank (in relation to a bank account opened by a firm) means:
(a) if the account is opened at a branch in the United Kingdom:

(i) the Bank of England; or
(ii) the central bank of a member state of the OECD; or
(iii) a bank; or
(iv) a building society which offers, unrestrictedly, banking

services; or
(v) a bank which is supervised by the central bank or

other banking regulator of a member state of the
OECD; or

(b) if the account is opened elsewhere:
(i) a bank in (a); or
(ii) a credit institution established in an EEA State other

than the United Kingdom and duly authorised by the
relevant Home State regulator; or

(iii) a bank which is regulated in the Isle of Man or the
Channel Islands; or

(c) a bank supervised by the South African Reserve Bank; or
(d) any other bank that:

(i) is subject to regulation by a national banking 
regulator;

(ii) is required to provide audited accounts;
(iii) has minimum net assets of £5 million (or its 

equivalent in any other currency at the relevant 
time) and has a surplus revenue over 
expenditure for the last two financial years; and

(iv) has an annual audit report which is not materially 
qualified;

approved bank bond means any instrument, by whatever name called, provided by an
approved bank which -
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(a) provides for the immediate payment of a stated sum to the
firm on demand whether by the firm or the FSA;

(b) provides that the bank shall have no recourse to the
assets of the firm in respect of the bond and that no other
person shall have recourse to the assets of the firm arising
in respect of the bond, until payment in full of all other
creditors;

(c) prohibits the bank from terminating the bond unless -
(i) the beneficiary will have financial resources equal to

at least 120% of its financial resource requirement
after termination; or

(ii) receives authority from the FSA to do so;
(d) prohibits any automatic early termination of the bond

whether arising out of any act or default of the firm or
otherwise;

approved exchange means an investment exchange listed as such in Appendix 33;
approved person means a person in relation to whom the FSA has given its

approval under section 59 of the Act (Approval for particular
arrangements) for the performance of a controlled function;

approved treasury
arrangement

means an arrangement notified to the FSA in writing whereby a
group of connected companies including the firm transfers all
cash surpluses to one specified connected company of the firm
for the sole purpose of obtaining preferential interest rates on
money market deposits;

arranger means a firm -
(a) whose sole investment business consists of activities

within the following articles of the Regulated Activities
Order -
(i) articles 14 (dealing in investments as principal) or

21 (dealing in investments as agent) if -
(aa) the firm is a venture capital firm; or
(bb) the activity is own account business which

would be excluded from being investment
business by the provisions of article 16 of the
Regulated Activities Order but for the fact
that the firm is an authorised person; or

(ii) article 25(1) (arranging deals in investments);
(iii) article 37 (managing investments); and
(iv) article 49 (advising on investments);

(b) whose permission is subject to a limitation or requirement
preventing it from holding money or property belonging to
other persons and does not have a mandate over a
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customer�s bank account;
associate in relation to a person ("A"), means -

(a) an undertaking in the same group as A;
(b) an appointed representative of A or of any undertaking in

the same group as A; and
(c) any other person whose business or domestic relationship

with A or its associate might reasonably be expected to
give rise to a community of interest between them which
may involve a conflict of interest in dealings with third
parties;

associated business means business which is carried on in connection with
investment business;

audited annual
financial statements

means statements drawn up in accordance with Schedule 4 to
the Companies Act 1985 as at the firm�s annual accounting
reference date together with an auditor�s report thereon;

auditor�s report means a report drawn up in the format required by the
Supervision manual which a firm must submit to the FSA in
conjunction with the firm�s audited annual financial statements;

authorised person means (in accordance section 31 of the Act (Authorised
persons)), one of the following:
(a) a person who has a Part IV permission to carry on one or

more regulated activities;
(b) an  incoming EEA firm;
(c) an incoming Treaty firm;
(d) a UCITS qualifier;
(e) an ICVC;
(f) the Society of Lloyd�s;

authorised unit trust
scheme

means a collective investment scheme authorised for the
purposes of the Act;

bank means:
(a) a firm with a Part IV permission which includes accepting

deposits:
(i) which is a credit institution; or
(ii) whose Part IV permission includes a requirement that it

comply with IPRU(BANK);
but which is not a building society, a friendly society or a
credit union; or

(b) an EEA bank;
body corporate means (in accordance with section 417(1)(Definitions))any body

corporate, including a body corporate constituted under the law of
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a country or territory outside the United Kingdom, of the Act;
bonus means that part of the remuneration paid by a firm to its

employees (including directors) which is:
(a) not a profit share; and
(b) awarded by management entirely on a discretionary basis,
to the extent that it does not exceed the profit for the financial
year of the firm before accounting for such bonus;

bought deal means an offering where a firm on its own gives an outright
binding commitment to the issuer or seller to purchase or
subscribe for the securities to be offered;

broad scope firm means any firm which is not an adviser, an arranger or a local;
business day means any day, except Saturday, Sunday, bank holidays and

public holidays (not being bank holidays);
buy and sale back
agreement

see reverse repurchase agreement;

call option means an option to buy an investment, other instrument, foreign
currency or physical commodity at a given price on or before a
given date;

cap means an agreement in respect of a borrowing under which a
counterparty contracts to pay any interest costs arising as a result
of an increase in rates above an agreed rate: the effect being to
provide protection to the holder against a rise above that agreed
rate;

category D firm means a firm, the only core investment service for which it has
permission is receiving and transmitting on behalf of investors
orders in relation to one or more of the instruments listed in
Section B of the Annex to the ISD, and whose permission is
subject to a limitation or requirement preventing it from holding
client money or clients� assets and for that reason may not at any
time place itself in debit with its clients, which benefits from the
freedom of establishment or to provide services under Articles 14
or 15 of the ISD;

certificate of deposit means a negotiable or non-negotiable certificate issued by a
bank;

clearing firm means a firm which accepts primary responsibility (including legal
liability) for the settlement of transactions for counterparties;

clearing house means a clearing house through which transactions on an
exchange may be cleared;

client means any person with or for whom a firm conducts or intends to
conduct designated investment business or any other regulated
activity; and:

(a) every client is a customer or a market counterparty;
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(b) "client" includes:
(i) a potential client;
(ii) a client of an appointed representative of a firm

with or for whom the appointed representative
acts or intends to act in the course of business for
which the firm has accepted responsibility under
section 39 of the Act (Exemption of appointed
representatives);

(iii) a collective investment scheme even if it does not
have separate legal personality;

(iv) if a person (�C1�), with or for whom the firm is
conducting or intends to conduct designated
investment business, is acting as agent for
another person (�C2�), either C1 or C2 in
accordance with COB 4.1.5R (Agent as client);

(c) "client" does not include:
(i) a trust beneficiary;
(ii) a corporate finance contact;
(iii) a venture capital contact.

client money subject to the client money rules, means money of any currency
which, in the course of carrying on designated investment
business, a firm holds in respect of any investment agreement
entered into, or to be entered into, with or for a client, or which a
firm treats as client money in accordance with the client money
rules;

client money rules means COB 9.3;
close relative in relation to a person, means the person�s spouse, his children

and step-children, his parents and step-parents, his brothers and
sisters and his step-brothers and step-sisters;

closing date means the date on which payment for the securities is due to be
made to the issuer or seller, or, if payment is made in
instalments, payment of the first instalment;

collective investment
scheme

means a collective investment scheme, as defined in section 235
of the Act (Collective Investment Schemes), which is in summary:
(a) any arrangements with respect to property of any

description, including money, the purpose or effect of which
is to enable persons taking part in the arrangements
(whether by becoming owners of the property or any part of it
or otherwise) to participate in or receive profits or income
arising from the acquisition, holding, management or
disposal of the property or sums paid out of such profits or
income; and

(b) which are not excluded by the Financial Services and 
Markets Act (Collective Investment Schemes) Order 2001 
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(SI 2001/1062);
commissions shared means that part of the remuneration paid by a firm which is

determined on the basis of the number, size or profitability of
individual deals carried out;

connected company and �connected credit institution� mean, in relation to a firm
which:
(a) is a body corporate, a body corporate or credit institution

satisfying any of the following conditions -
(i) the same person is the controller of each body

corporate or credit institution;
(ii) if a group of two or more persons are controllers of

each body corporate or credit institution and the
group either consists of the same persons or could
be regarded as consisting of the same persons by
treating a member of either group as replaced by -
(aa) that member�s close relative;
(bb) a person with whom that member is in

partnership; or
(cc) a body corporate of which the member is an

officer; or
(iii) both bodies corporate are members of the same

group; or
(b) is not a body corporate, a body corporate or credit

institution which is controlled -
(i) by the firm;
(ii) by a partner in the firm;
(iii) by a close relative of a partner in the firm or, if the

firm is a sole trader, by a close relative of the sole
trader; or

(iv) collectively by any of the partners in the firm or their
close relatives;

connected credit
institution

see �connected company�;

connected person has the same meaning as given in section 346 of the Companies
Act 1985 and a person described therein as being connected with
a director will similarly be deemed to be connected with a partner
of a firm;

contingency means a future event the outcome of which is uncertain;
contingent liability means a liability dependent upon the occurrence or non-

occurrence of one or more uncertain future events;
contract for differences means (as specified in article 85 of the Regulated Activities
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Order (Contracts for differences etc)), rights under:
(a) a contract for differences; or
(b) any other contract the purpose or pretended purpose of

which is to secure a profit or avoid a loss by reference to
fluctuations in:
(i) the value or price of property of any description; or
(ii) an index or other factor designated for that purpose

in the contract;
controller means -

(a) in relation to a body corporate -
(i) a person, who alone or with any associate or

associates, has a direct or indirect holding in the
body corporate which represents 10% or more of
the capital or of the voting rights; and

(ii) any person who has a direct or indirect holding in
the body corporate which makes it possible to
exercise a significant influence over the
management of the body corporate; and

(b) in relation to an unincorporated association -
(i) any person in accordance with whose directions or

instructions the officers of the association are
accustomed to act (but disregarding advice given in
a professional capacity);

(ii) any person who is entitled to exercise, or control the
exercise of, 10% or more of the voting power at any
general meeting of the association; and

(iii) any person who has a direct or indirect holding in
the association which makes it possible to exercise
a significant influence over the management of the
association;

and �control� shall be construed accordingly;
convertible means a security which gives the investor the right to convert the

security into equity at an agreed price or on an agreed basis;
core investment
service

means a service listed in Section A of the Annex to the ISD the
text of which is set out in Schedule 2 of the Regulated Activities
Order;

corporate finance
advisory firm

means a firm which is an arranger and whose permission
includes a requirement that it must not conduct investment
business other than corporate finance business;

corporate finance
business

means �
(a) designated investment business carried on by a firm with or

for:
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(i) any issuer, holder or owner of designated
investments, if that business relates to the offer,
issue, underwriting, repurchase, exchange or
redemption of, or the variation of the terms of, those
investments, or any related matter;

(ii) any market counterparty or intermediate customer, or
other body corporate, partnership or supranational
organisation, if that business relates to the manner in
which, or the terms on which, or the persons by
whom, any business, activities or undertakings
relating to it, or any associate, are to be financed,
structured, managed, controlled, regulated or reported
upon;

(iii) any person in connection with:
(A) a proposed or actual takeover or related

operation by or on behalf of that person, or
involving investments issued by that person
(being a body corporate), its holding company,
subsidiary or associate; or

(B) a merger, de-merger, reorganisation or
reconstruction involving any investments issued
by that person (being a body corporate), its
holding company, subsidiary or associate;

(iv) any shareholder or prospective shareholder of a body
corporate established or to be established for the
purpose of effecting a takeover or related operation,
where that business is in connection with that
takeover or related operation;

(v) any person who, acting as a principal for his own
account:
(A) is involved in negotiations or decisions relating to

the commercial, financial or strategic intentions or
requirements of a business or prospective
business; or

(B) (provided he is acting otherwise than solely in his
capacity as an investor) assists the interests of
another person with or for whom the firm, or
another authorised person or overseas person, is
undertaking business as specified in (a)(i),(ii),(iii)
or (iv), by himself undertaking all or part of any
transactions involved in such business;

(vi) any person undertaking business with or for a person
as specified in (a)(i), (ii), (iii), (iv) or (v) in respect of
activities described in those sub-paragraphs;

(b) designated investment business carried on by a firm as a
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principal for its own account where such business:
(i) is in the course of, or arises out of, activities

undertaken in accordance with (a); and
(ii) does not involve transactions with or for, or advice on

investments to, any other person who is a private
customer in respect of such business;

(c) designated investment business carried on by a firm as
principal for its own account if such business:
(i) is in the course of, or arises out of:

(A) the offer, issue, underwriting, repurchase,
exchange or redemption of, or the variation of the
terms of, shares, share warrants, debentures or
debenture warrants issued by the firm, or any
related matter; or

(B) a proposed or actual takeover or related
operation by or on behalf of the firm, or involving
shares, share warrants, debentures or debenture
warrants issued by the firm; or

(C) a merger, de-merger, reorganisation or
reconstruction involving any shares, share
warrants, debentures or debenture warrants
issued by the firm; and

(ii) does not involve giving advice on investments to any
person who is a private customer;

in this definition, �share warrants� and �debenture warrants�
mean any warrants which relate to shares in the firm
concerned or, as the case may be, debentures issued by
the firm;

counterparty means any person with or for whom a firm carries on, or intends
to carry on, any regulated business or associated business;

credit institution means an undertaking whose business is to receive deposits or
other repayable funds from the public and to grant credits for its
own account;

CRR means the counterparty risk requirement, as calculated 3-170 to
3-182;

customer means a client who is not a market counterparty;
dealing activities means all dealing activities as principal or agent in investments

and physical commodities;
debenture means the investment specified in article 77 of the Regulated

Activities Order (Instruments creating or acknowledging
indebtedness), which is in summary: any of the following which
are not government and public securities:
(a) debentures;
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(b) debenture stock;
(c) loan stock;
(d) bonds;
(e) certificates of deposit;
(f) any other instruments creating or acknowledging

indebtedness;
dematerialised
instruction transmitter

means a firm -
(a) which restricts its investment business to activities within

article 45 (sending dematerialised instructions) of the
Regulated Activities Order; and

(b) which does not hold or receive money or property
belonging to another person nor has a mandate over
another person�s bank account;

derivatives means options, futures and contracts for differences;
derivative fund
manager

means an arranger -
(a) whose investment business consists of discretionary

management of funds which are invested predominately in
derivatives; and

(b) whose income is not related to the volume of business
transacted on behalf of the funds managed by him;

designated investment
exchange

means any investment exchange which is listed as such in
Appendix 33;

director in relation to a body corporate includes -
(a) any person occupying the position of director by whatever

name called;
(b) any person in accordance with whose directions or

instructions (not being advice given in a professional
capacity) the directors are accustomed to act; or

(c) in the case of an overseas firm, any person who occupies
a position analogous to that of a director of a company
registered under the Companies Act 1985;

documents of title means documents of title and documents evidencing title to
investments and commodities;

domestic offering means an offering or a tranche of an offering which is directed
primarily to investors in the United Kingdom and which uses
methods normal in the United Kingdom domestic capital markets;

dual currency bonds means debt securities, the issue price and coupon of which are
fixed in one currency whilst the redemption value is fixed in a
different currency;

EEA means the area established by the agreement on the European
Economic Area signed at Oporto on 2 May 1992 and which
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consists of the EEA States;
EEA State means (in accordance with paragraph 8 of Schedule 3 to the Act

(EEA Passport Rights)) a State which is a contracting party to the
agreement on the European Economic Area signed at Oporto on
2 May 1992, as it has effect for the time being; as at 21 June
2001, the following are the EEA States: Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland,
Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom;

eligible capital
substitute

means a subordinated loan, approved bank bond or approved
undertaking which a firm may treat as an eligible capital
substitute in accordance with rule 3-63;

employee in relation to any person, means an individual -
(a) who is employed by that person under a contract of

service, a contract for services, or any other contract under
which the individual will provide services to the person;

(b) who is a director of the person where the person is a body
corporate;

(c) who is a partner of the person where the person is a
partnership;

(d) who, where the person is an unincorporated association, is
a member of its governing body, the secretary or treasurer;
or

(e) whose services are, under an arrangement between the
person and a third party, placed at the disposal and under
the control of the person;

equity balance means -
(a) a counterparty�s equity balance; or
(b) a firm�s equity balance;

European
Communities

means Euratom (European Atomic Energy Community), the
European Coal and Steel Community and the European
Economic Community;

exceptional items means those items which derive from events or transactions
within the ordinary activities of the business of a firm and which
are both material and not expected to recur frequently or
regularly;

exchange means a recognised investment exchange (as defined in the Act)
or designated investment exchange; ∗

exchange traded means an investment which is traded or listed on exchange or on
an approved exchange; or an offering where an investment pari

                                           

∗ For the list of designated investment exchanges, see Appendix 33
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passu to that being offered is traded or listed on exchange or on
an approved exchange;

exchange-traded-
margined-transaction

means a margined transaction effected by a firm under the rules
of an exchange or an approved exchange or clearing house;

extraordinary items means those items which derive from events or transactions
outside the ordinary activities of the business of a firm and which
are both material and not expected to recur frequently or
regularly;

financial bookmaker means a firm which conducts only spread-betting business;
financial reporting
statement

means the periodic financial and other reporting statements
required to be provided to the FSA under the provisions of
Chapter 16 of the Supervision manual;

financial resources means the sum of the firm�s tangible net worth and eligible capital
substitutes;

financial resources
requirement

means the sum of the firm�s primary requirement, PRR and CRR;

financial rules means the financial rules in Chapter 3 of the FSA�s Interim
Prudential Sourcebook for Investment Businesses (IPRU(INV)3);

firm means an authorised person;
floor means an agreement in respect of a deposit under which a

counterparty contracts to pay any lost income arising as a result
of a fall in rates below an agreed rate: the effect being to provide
protection to the holder against a fall below that agreed interest
rate;

foreign currency
derivatives method

means the method of calculating PRR under rule 3-153;

foreign currency
exposures method

means the method of calculating PRR under rule 3-154;

forward means a security which is transacted for a settlement date
beyond that which would normally apply in the market concerned,
and where that forward settlement date is not yet passed;

FRA means forward rate agreement, i.e. an agreement in which two
parties agree on the payment by one party to another of an
amount of interest based on an agreed interest rate for a
specified period from a specified settlement date applied to an
agreed principal amount; no commitment is made by either party
to lend or borrow the principal amount; their exposure is only the
interest difference between the agreed and actual rates at
settlement;

free delivery means -
(a) the delivery of securities or physical commodities which

takes place before the seller receives payment; or
(b) payment made in settlement of a credit balance arising
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from a sale on behalf of, or a purchase from a counterparty
in respect of which the securities are undelivered;

FRN means floating rate note, i.e. all debt securities which pay interest
at a rate which varies in response to general interest rates
(including floating rate collateralised mortgage obligations);

FSA means the Financial Services Authority;
future means the investment, specified in article 84 of the Regulated

Activities Order (Futures), which is, in summary: rights under a
contract for the sale or delivery of a commodity or property of any
other description under which delivery is to be made at a future
date and at a price agreed on when the contract is made;

geared futures and
options fund

means an authorised fund dedicated to derivatives (where most
or all of the extent of investment is limited by the amount of
property available to be put up as initial outlay), whether with or
without transferable securities;

government & public
securities

means the investment, specified in article 78 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Government and public securities), which is in
summary: a loan stock, bond or other instrument creating or
acknowledging indebtedness, issued by or on behalf of any of the
following:

(a) the government of the United Kingdom; or

(b) the Scottish Administration; or

(c) the Executive Committee of the Northern Ireland Assembly;
or

(d) the National Assembly of Wales; or

(e) the government of any country or territory outside the United
Kingdom; or

(f) a local authority in the United Kingdom or elsewhere; or

(g) a body the members of which comprise:

(i) states including the United Kingdom or another EEA
State; or

(ii) bodies whose members comprise states including the
United Kingdom or another EEA State;

but excluding:

(A) the instruments specified in article 77(2)(a)
to (d) of the Regulated Activities Order;

(B) any instrument creating or acknowledging
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indebtedness in respect of:

(I) money received by the Director of
Savings as deposits or otherwise in
connection with the business of the
National Savings Bank; or

(II) money raised under the National 
Loans Act 1968 under the auspices 
of the Director of Savings or treated 
as so raised under section 11(3) of 
the National Debt Act 1972;

group except in relation to a marketing group, means (in accordance
with section 421 of the Act (Group)), in relation to a person ("A"),
A and any person who is:
(a) a parent undertaking of A;
(b) a subsidiary undertaking of A;
(c) a subsidiary undertaking of a parent undertaking of A;
(d) a parent undertaking of a subsidiary undertaking of A;
(e) an undertaking in which A or an undertaking in (a) to (d)

has a participating interest;
(f) if A or an undertaking in (a) or (d) is a building society, an

associated undertaking of that building society;
(g) if A or an undertaking in (a) or (d) is an incorporated friendly

society, a body corporate of which that friendly society has
joint control (as defined in section 13(9)(c) or (cc) of the
Friendly Societies Act 1992);

in this definition:
(i) "participating interest" has the same meaning as in Part VII

of the Companies Act 1985 or Part VIII of the Companies
(Northern Ireland) Order 1986; but also includes an interest
held by an individual which would be a participating interest
for the purposes of those provisions if he were an
undertaking;

(ii) "associated undertaking" has the meaning given in section
119(1) of the Building Societies Act 1986.

holding company has the meaning given to it in section 736 of the Companies Act
1985;

in the money means, in relation to call options and warrants, that the exercise
price is less than the current mark to market value of the
underlying instrument and, in relation to put options, that the
current mark to market value is less than the exercise price;

incoming EEA firm means (in accordance with section 193(1)(a) of the Act
(Interpretation of this Part)) an EEA firm which is exercising, or
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has exercised, its right to carry on a regulated activity in the
United Kingdom in accordance with Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA
Passport Rights).

initial margin
requirement

means the total amount which under the rules of the relevant
exchange or exchanges or clearing house or clearing houses the
firm or an intermediate broker would be required to deposit in
cash as a fidelity deposit in respect of all the client�s open
positions in margined transactions at that time, irrespective of any
unrealised profit or loss on such positions, on the assumption that
those transactions were the only transactions undertaken under
the rules of that exchange or those exchanges or that clearing
house or those clearing houses by the firm or the intermediate
broker at that time;

intermediate broker in relation to a margined transaction, means any person through
whom the firm undertakes that transaction;

intermediate customer means a client who is not a market counterparty and who is:
(a) a local authority or public authority;
(b) a body corporate whose shares have been listed or

admitted to trading on any EEA exchange;
(c) a body corporate whose shares have been listed or

admitted to trading on the primary board of any
IOSCO member country official exchange;

(d) a body corporate (including a limited liability
partnership) which has (or any of whose holding
companies or subsidiaries has) (or has had at any
time during the previous two years) called up share
capital or net assets of at least £5 million (or its
equivalent in any other currency at the relevant time);

(e) a special purpose vehicle;
(f) a partnership or unincorporated association which has

(or has had at any time during the previous two years)
net assets of at least £5 million (or its equivalent in
any other currency at the relevant time) and
calculated in the case of a limited partnership without
deducting loans owing to any of the partners;

(g) a trustee of a trust (other than an occupational
pension scheme, SSAS or stakeholder pension
scheme) which has (or has had at any time during the
previous two years) assets of at least £10 million (or
its equivalent in any other currency at the relevant
time) calculated by aggregating the value of the cash
and designated investments forming part of the trust's
assets, but before deducting its liabilities;

(h) a trustee of an occupational pension scheme, SSAS
or stakeholder pension scheme where the trust has
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(or has had at any time during the previous two
years):
(i) at least 50 members; and
(ii) assets under management of at least £10 million

(or its equivalent in any other currency at the
relevant time);

(i) another firm, or an overseas financial services
institution, when, in relation to designated investment
business, or related ancillary activities, conducted with
or for that firm or institution, that firm or institution is
an intermediate customer in accordance with COB
4.1.7R (Classification of another firm or an overseas
financial services institution);

(j) an unregulated collective investment scheme;
(k) a client when he is classified as an intermediate

customer in accordance with COB 4.1.9R (Expert
private customer classified as intermediate customer);

but excluding:
(A) a regulated collective investment scheme; and
(B) a client who would otherwise be an intermediate

customer, when he is classified in accordance with:
(I) COB 4.1.12R (Large intermediate customer

classified as market counterparty); or
(II) COB 4.1.14R (Client classified as private

customer);
internal controls means the whole system of controls, financial or otherwise,

established by the management in order to -
(a) carry on the business of the firm in an orderly and efficient

manner;
(b) ensure adherence to management policies;
(c) safeguard the assets of the firm and assets for which the

firm is responsible belonging to customers and other
persons; and

 (d) secure as far as possible the completeness and accuracy
of the firm�s records (including those necessary to ensure
continuous compliance with the requirements for financial
resources under the rules of the FSA);

international offering means an offering which is not a domestic offering or, where an
offering has a tranche which is a domestic offering, those
tranches which are not;

inter-professional for the purposes of repurchase, reverse repurchase, sale and
buy back and buy and sale back agreements means an
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agreement with a counterparty which is one of the following -
(a) a Zone A credit institution;
(b) an investment firm;
(c) a recognised third country investment firm;
(d) a recognised exchange;

 (e) a recognised clearing house;
introducing broker means an arranger who introduces all transactions in investment

business or dealing activities arranged for counterparties to a
clearing firm where the clearing firm accepts primary
responsibility (including legal liability) for the settlement of those
transactions;

investment means (for the purposes of this chapter) any of the following
investments specified in Part III of the Regulated Activities Order
(Specified investments):
(a) life policies (subset of article 75);
(b) shares (article 76);
(c) debentures (that is, instruments creating or

acknowledging indebtedness) (article 77);
(d) government and public securities (article 78);
(e) warrants (that is, instruments giving entitlement to

investments) (article 79);
(f) certificates representing certain securities (article 80);
(g) units (article 81);
(h) stakeholder pension scheme (article 82);
(i) options (article 83);
(j) futures (article 84);
(k) contracts for differences (article 85);
 (l) rights to or interests in an investment within (a) to (k)

(article 89);1

investment agreement means any agreement the making or performance of which by
either party constitutes an activity which is investment business;

investment business means any of the following regulated activities specified in Part II
of the Regulated Activities Order and which is carried on by way
of business:
(a) dealing in investments as principal (article 14), but

disregarding the exclusion in article 15 (Absence of
holding out etc);

                                           
1 These are the same investments as are included in the definition of "designated investment" used in the main
Handbook glossary.
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(b) dealing in investments as agent (article 21);
(c) arranging deals in investments for another person (article

25(1)) but only in relation to investments;
(d) making arrangements for deals in investments (article

25(2)) but only in relation to investments;
(e) managing investments (article 37);
(f) safeguarding and administration of assets (article 40);
(g) sending dematerialised instructions (article 45(1));
(h) causing dematerialised instructions to be sent (article

45(2));
(i) establishing, operating or winding up a collective 

investment scheme (article 51(1)(a));
(j) acting as trustee of an authorised unit trust scheme

(article 51(1)(b));
(k) acting as the depository or sole director of an open-ended

investment company (article 51(1)(c));
(l) advising on investments (article 53);
(m) agreeing to carry on the activities in (a) to (h) and (l)

(article 64);2

investment firm means any legal or natural person established in the EEA, the
regular occupation or business of which is the provision of core
investment services for third parties on a professional basis, in
accordance with the ISD, excluding any person to whom the ISD
does not apply by virtue of the provisions of paragraph 2 of article
2 of that directive;

investment manager means a person who, acting only on behalf of a customer, either -
(a) manages an account or portfolio in the exercise of

discretion; or
(b) has accepted responsibility on a continuing basis for

advising on the composition of the account or portfolio;
investment services means -

(a) activities undertaken in the course of carrying on
investment business; and

(b) activities undertaken in connection with an ISA where
those activities do not constitute investment business;

ISA means an account which is a scheme of investment satisfying the
conditions prescribed by the Individual Savings Account
Regulations;

                                                                                                                                       

2 These are the same activities as are included in the definition of "designated investment business" used in the
Main Handbook Glossary.
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launch means the time when any announcement, specifying the issuer or
the guarantor of and indicating the final pricing terms of the
offering is made for the first time to the public or the press or any
exchange or approved exchange or information service;

local means a firm which is a member of a futures and options
exchange and whose permission includes a requirement that:
(a) the firm will not conduct designated investment business

other than:
(i) dealing for its own account on that futures and options

exchange;
(ii) dealing for the accounts of other members of the

same futures and options exchange; or
(iii) making a price to other members of the same futures

and options exchange; and
(b) the performance of the firm's contracts must be

guaranteed by and must be the responsibility of one or
more of the clearing members of the same futures and
options exchange;

margined transaction means a transaction effected by a firm with or for a customer
relating to an investment of any description referred to in articles
83, 84 and 85 of the Regulated Activities Order (or any right or
any interest in such an investment) under the terms of which the
customer will or may be liable to make a deposit in cash or
collateral to secure performance of obligations which he may
have to perform when the transaction falls to be completed or
upon the earlier closing out of his position;

mark to market means to value an investment at its current market value in
accordance with rule 3-41(9);

market counterparty means a client who is:
(a) a properly constituted government (including a quasi-

governmental body or a government agency) of any
given country or territory;

(b) a central bank or other national monetary authority of
any country or territory;

(c) a supranational whose members are either countries
or central banks or national monetary authorities;

(d) a State investment body, or a body charged with, or
intervening in, the management of the public debt;

(e) another firm, or an overseas financial services
institution, except in relation to designated investment
business, and related ancillary activities, conducted
with or for that firm or institution, when that firm or
institution is an intermediate customer in accordance
with COB 4.1.7R (Classification of another firm or an
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overseas financial services institution);
(f) any associate of a firm (except an OPS firm), or of an

overseas financial services institution, if the firm or
institution consents;

(g) a client when he is classified as a market counterparty
in accordance with COB 4.1.12R (Large intermediate
customer classified as a market counterparty);

but excluding:
(A) a collective investment scheme; and
(B) a client, who would otherwise be a market

counterparty, when he is classified as a private
customer in accordance with COB 4.1.14R (Client
classified as private customer);

marketable investment means -
(a) an investment which is traded on or under the rules of an

exchange or an approved exchange;
(b) a debt instrument which may be transferred without the

consent of the issuer or any other person (including a
collateralised mortgage obligation);

(c) a physical commodity;
(d) a warrant, option, future or other instrument which entitles

the holder to subscribe for or acquire -
(i) an investment or physical commodity which falls

under (a) to (c) above;
(ii) any currency; or
(iii) any combination of (i) and (ii) above;

(e) a contract for differences (including interest rate and
currency swaps) relating to fluctuations in -
(i) the value or price of an investment or physical

commodity in (a) to (d) above;
(ii) any currency;
(iii) the rate of interest in any currency or any index of

such rates;
(iv) the level of any index which is derived from the

prices of an investment or physical commodity in (a)
to (c) above; or

(v) any combination of (i) to (iv) above;
(f) warrants, options, futures or other instruments entitling the

holder to obtain the rights of those contracts in (d) or (e)
above; and
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(g) a unit in a regulated collective investment scheme;
marketing group means a group of persons who -

(a) are allied together (either formally or informally) for
purposes of marketing packaged products of the group;
and

(b) each of whom, if it holds itself out in the United Kingdom
as marketing any packaged products to private individuals
(who are not acting in the course of investment business)
or to others (who are not acting in the course of business
of any kind), does so only as an investment manager or in
relation to those of the marketing group;

model A clearing firm means a regulated clearing firm which uses its own money for
settlement but is reimbursed on a daily basis by the non-clearing
firms it settles for;

money includes cheques or other payable orders;
money broker means a firm for which the total value of repurchase, securities

lending and sale and buy back agreements is or has been at any
time during the previous year, at least 25% of its total assets;∗

new securities means, in relation to a particular offering, securities which are
issued pursuant or with a view to an offering;

new to the market means, in relation to an offering, securities which are not already
exchange traded;

non clearing floor
member

means a firm which:
(a) is authorised to trade on the floor of a recognised

investment exchange which permits this category;
(b) is not prohibited by the rules of that exchange from dealing

with customers;
(c) has entered in to an agreement with a clearing firm which

accepts full responsibility for every deal entered into by the
non clearing floor member; and

(d) is not authorised to handle client money;
non recourse loan means a loan to a firm secured on specific land or buildings,

under the terms of which the lender has no claim on the other
assets of the firm nor on assets for which the firm is accountable
in any circumstances (including a winding up);

note issuance facility means an arrangement under the terms of which a borrower is
able to issue short term notes in its own name with a guarantor,
or consortium of guarantors ensuring the availability of funds to
the borrower by agreeing to purchase any unsold notes, and
which includes for example revolving underwriting facilities, note

                                           

∗ For guidance notes on money brokers, see Appendix 37
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purchase facilities, euronote facilities and similar arrangements;
OECD means the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

Development;
offering means an offering of securities which are -

(a) issued for the purpose of the offering;
(b) new to the market; or
(c) existing securities which are exchange traded subject to the

purchase of those securities having the same
characteristics as an offering of new securities, or securities
which are new to the market;

oil means mineral oil of any description and petroleum gases,
whether in liquid or vapour form, and includes products and
derivatives of oil;

oil collective
investment scheme

means a collective investment scheme, the property of which
consists only of property which is oil or an oil investment or cash
awaiting investment;

oil investment any of the following:
(a) a unit in an oil collective investment scheme;
(b) a future where the commodity in question is oil;
(c) a contract for differences where the property in question is

oil or an oil investment or the index or other factor in
question is linked to or otherwise dependent upon
fluctuations in the value or price of oil or any oil investment;

(d) rights to and interests in anything which is an oil
investment;

(e) an option to acquire or dispose of an investment in (a) to
(d);

oil market investment
activities

means any regulated activity in relation to an oil investment or to
oil;

oil market participant means a firm which:
(a) carries on oil market investment activities, which in the

United Kingdom are confined to either or both the
following:
(i) the performance of management services for the

participants in an oil collective investment scheme
in which individuals do not participate, and other oil
market investment activities which are performed in
relation to any such oil collective investment
scheme;

(ii) other oil market investment activities which:
(A) are the executing of transactions on any

recognised investment exchange or
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designated investment exchange, other than
to enable the firm to fulfil the orders of clients;
or

(B) if they are not the executing of transactions
on such exchanges, are performed in
connection with or for persons who are not
individuals; and

(b) whose permission includes a requirement that the firm
must not carry on any investment business other than that
in (a);

open-priced deal means an international offering which is not a bought deal or pre-
priced deal;

operator means:
(a) (in relation to an AUT) the manager;
(b) (in relation to an ICVC) that company or, if applicable,

the authorised corporate director;
(c) (in relation to any other collective investment scheme

that is a unit trust scheme with a separate trustee) any
person who, under the trust deed establishing the
scheme, is responsible for the management of the
property held for or within the scheme;

(d) (in relation to any other collective investment scheme
that is an open-ended investment company) that
company or, if applicable, any person who, under the
constitution or founding arrangements of the scheme,
is responsible for the management of the property
held for or within the scheme;

(e) (in relation to an investment trust savings scheme)
any person appointed, by those responsible for
managing the property of the investment trust, to
manage the investment trust savings scheme;

option means the investment specified in article 77 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Options), which is an option to acquire or
dispose of:
(a) a security or contractually based investment (other than

an option);
(b) currency of the United Kingdom or of any other country

or territory;
(c) palladium, platinum, gold or silver; or
(d) an option to acquire or dispose of an option specified in

(a), (b) or (c);
OTC means over the counter, i.e. in relation to any investment, an

investment which is not traded or listed on exchange or an
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approved exchange;
out of the money means those options  and warrants which are not in the money;
packaged products means a life policy or a unit in a regulated collective investment

scheme;
pari passu security means a security which is the same as another security, except

only in respect of payment, entitlement to initial dividend and the
nature of documents of title;

passported institution means an incoming EEA firm;

perfectly matching
contracts

mean certain OTC derivatives contracts which are included in a
legally binding netting agreement that are equal and exact
opposites and perfectly matching in all material respects;

permission permission to carry on regulated activities; that is, any of the
following:
(a) a Part IV permission;
(b) the permission that an incoming EEA firm has, under

paragraph 15(1) of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA Passport
Rights), on qualifying for authorisation under paragraph 12 of
that Schedule;

(c) the permission that an incoming Treaty firm has, under
paragraph 4(1) of Schedule 4 to the Act (Treaty Rights), on
qualifying for authorisation under paragraph 2 of that
Schedule;

(d) the permission that a UCITS qualifier has, under paragraph
2(1) of Schedule 5 to the Act (Persons concerned in
Collective Investment Schemes);

(e) the permission that an ICVC has, under paragraph 2(2) of
Schedule 5 to the Act (Persons concerned in Collective
Investment Schemes);

(f) the permission that the Society of Lloyd's has, under section
315(2) of the Act (The Society: authorisation and
permission), which is to be treated as a Part IV permission
for the purposes of Part IV of the Act (Permission to carry
on regulated activities) in accordance with section 315(3) of
the Act;

physical commodities
method

means the method of calculating PRR under rules 3-166 to 3-
169B;

physical commodity means the actual commodity, documents of title to actual
commodities or shipping documents conveying title to actual
commodities;

PRA means percentage risk addition, i.e. a percentage to be applied to
the value of positions in investments held by the firm to determine
its PRR;
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preference security means a share with rights, in respect of capital or dividends,
superior to those of ordinary equity;

pre-priced deal means an international offering other than a bought deal all the
pricing terms of which have been fixed;

pricing terms means, in relation to an offering, the amount of currency,
maturity, offering price, rate of or means of calculating interest
and any prices at which securities may be redeemed or
converted or exchanged into other securities;

primary requirement is the primary requirement calculated in accordance with Table 3-
61;

private customer means a client who is not a market counterparty or an
intermediate customer, including:

(a) an individual who is not a firm;
(b) an overseas individual who is not an overseas

financial services institution;
(c) a regulated collective investment scheme;
(d) a client when he is classified as a private customer in

accordance with COB 4.1.14R (Client classified as a
private customer);

but excluding a client, who would otherwise be a private
customer, when he is classified as an intermediate customer
in accordance with COB 4.1.9R (Expert private customer
classified as an intermediate customer);

profit share means an appropriation of profit before tax on a predetermined
basis for the benefit of management or employees;

property fund means a scheme dedicated to permitted immovables and
property related assets, whether with or without other transferable
securities;

PRR means the position risk requirement of a firm as calculated in
accordance with rules 3-80 to 3-169B;

put option means an option to sell an investment, other instrument, foreign
currency or physical commodity at a given price on or before a
given date;

qualifying debt security means a debt security which:
(1) (a) represents or evidences indebtedness;

(b) is a marketable investment;
(c) if it or �equivalent debt� is rated by a �relevant

agency� (and there has been no announcement that
the rating will be cancelled) -
(i) the security or the �equivalent debt� is so rated

at or higher than the level indicated in the table
in Appendix 34;
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(ii) there has been no announcement that the
rating will be down-graded below the level so
indicated; and

(iii) the firm has no reasonable cause to believe
that another �relevant agency� has rated the
security or �equivalent debt� below the level so
indicated; and

(d) if neither it nor any �equivalent debt� is rated by a
�relevant agency� (or there has been an
announcement that such a rating will be cancelled), it
satisfies one or more of the following -
(i) it is issued or guaranteed by or is subject to

the full faith and credit of a sovereign
government or province or state thereof (or a
corporation over 75% owned by such
sovereign government, or province or state),
which is a member of the OECD and the
government, province, state or corporation has
not defaulted, or entered into any rescheduling
or similar arrangement, or announced the
intention of so doing, in respect of itself or its
agency�s debt within the last five years;

(ii) it is issued or guaranteed by a supranational
organisation;

(iii) it is issued or guaranteed by a corporation (not
being a bank, for which see (iv) below) the
ordinary shares of which are included within
the following categories -
(aa) UK : constituents of the FT All Share

Index;
(bb) Japan : constituents of the First Section

of the Tokyo Stock Exchange;
(cc) USA: constituents of the NYSE, AMEX

or NASDAQ  NMS; or
(dd) countries listed below: the constituents

of the FT-Actuaries World Indices in
respect thereof;

Australia
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
France
Germany
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Hong Kong
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Singapore
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

(iv) it is issued or guaranteed by a bank which is
supervised by an authority in a state such as is
referred to above and has capital and reserves
(including subordinated loans which are not
repayable within five years) of not less than
£100,000,000 or the equivalent as shown by its
latest published audited consolidated accounts
(or, in the absence of consolidated accounts,
unconsolidated accounts); or

(v) is it issued or guaranteed by a local authority or
building society in the United Kingdom;

provided that the issuer or guarantor of the security is
not in default as to any payment on any other security
issued or guaranteed by it; and

(2) for the purposes of (1) above -
(a) in respect of any security of, or guaranteed by, any

issuer or guarantor, �equivalent debt� means any
debt which ranks pari passu with, or subordinate to,
the security or (as the case may be) the guarantee;
and

(b) in relation to any issuer or guarantor, a �relevant
agency� means one of the agencies named in
Appendix 34 by reference to the category of issuer
or guarantor;

qualifying deposit means a deposit which is one of the following -
(a) balance on current account with an approved bank;
(b) money on deposit with an approved bank, United Kingdom

local authority, member of the Finance Houses
Association, stock exchange moneybroker, regulated
clearing firm, the National Savings Bank, exchange,
approved exchange or approved depository which may be
withdrawn within three months;

(c) money on deposit with an approved bank directly related
to a transaction creating an offsetting liability for the firm or
subject to an agreement with the bank allowing its use as
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collateral for a loan that may be withdrawn within three
months, which relates to a liability of the same maturity
and arises out of a transaction;

(d) amount evidenced by a certificate of tax deposit;
(e) amount evidenced by a certificate of deposit issued by a

regulated banking institution which matures within three
months; or

(f) deposit of cash by way of margin with an exchange,
approved exchange, clearing house or intermediate
broker;

recognised exchange means an exchange listed as such in Appendix 57;
recognised investment
exchange

means an investment exchange which is declared by a
recognition order for the time being in force to be a recognised
investment exchange;

recognised scheme means a collective investment scheme recognised under Chapter
V of Part XVII of the Act;

recognised third
country investment firm

means an undertaking which, if it was established within the EEA,
would be covered by the definition of investment firm, and which
is subject to the prudential rules of one of the regulators in
Appendix 59;

Regulated Activities
Order

means the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Regulated
Activities) Order 2001 (SI 2001/544);

regulated banking
institution

means any banking institution which has paid up share capital
and reserves of over £5,000,000 as shown by its latest published
audited accounts, and which is authorised by the FSA or
supervised by the central bank or other regulatory authority of a
member state of the OECD in which the bank is incorporated;

regulated business means investment business which is -
(a) business carried on from a permanent place of business

maintained by a firm (or its appointed representative) in
the United Kingdom; and

(b) other business carried on with or for customers in the
United Kingdom, unless that business is -
(i) business carried on from an office of a firm outside

the United Kingdom which, if that office were a
separate person,  would fall within the overseas
persons exclusions set out in article 72 of the
Regulated Activities Order; or

(ii) business of an appointed representative of the firm
which is not carried on in the United Kingdom;

regulated clearing firm means a clearing firm which is an authorised person;
regulated collective
investment scheme

means an authorised unit trust scheme, including an ICVC, or a
recognised scheme;
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regulated financial
institution

means a firm, or an institution which is authorised to conduct
investment business involving the execution of transactions on
exchanges or on securities or derivatives exchanges by one or
more of the following regulators -
(a) any regulator of investment business in any member state

of the European Community (other than the United
Kingdom) established by law in that state; or

(b) a body referred to in Part 1 of Appendix 35;
provided, in the case of any such institution that the firm has no
reason to suppose that the institution is in breach, in any material
respect, of the rules enforceable by the relevant regulator;

relevant annual
expenditure

means the relevant annual expenditure of a firm calculated in
accordance with rule 3-73;

reporting accountant means an accountant appointed:
(a) by the FSA; or
(b) by a firm, having been nominated or approved by the FSA

under section 166 of the Act (Reports by skilled persons);
to report on one or more aspects of the financial position of the
firm, including internal controls and reporting returns;

reporting statement means any one or more of the following types of report as
required by the Supervision manual:
(a) audited annual financial statements;
(b) annual reporting statement;
(c) auditor's report;
(d) internal control letter;
(e) quarterly reporting statement;
(f) position risk reporting statement;
(g) counterparty risk reporting statement;
(h) annual reconciliation;
(i) monthly reporting statement; and
(j) the audited accounts of a subsidiary of the firm;

repurchase agreement (and sale and buy back agreement) means an agreement for the
sale of securities or physical commodities subject to a
commitment to repurchase from the same person the same or
similar securities or physical commodities;

requirement means a requirement included in a firm's Part IV permission
under section 43 of the Act (Imposition of requirements), section
45(4) of the Act (Variation etc on the Authority's own initiative) or
section 46 of the Act (Variation of permission on acquisition of
control);
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reverse repurchase
agreement

(and �buy and sale back agreement�) means an agreement for
the purchase of securities or physical commodities subject to a
commitment to resell to the same person the same or similar
securities or physical commodities;

sale includes any disposal for valuable consideration;
sale and buy back
agreement

see repurchase agreement;

scheme management
activity

means the management by an operator of a collective investment
scheme of the property held for or within a collective investment
scheme of which it is the operator and includes the management
of the property of an open-ended investment company by the
company itself as its operator but excludes the management of
an open-ended investment company by another person as its
operator (and excludes in all cases activities relating to
transactions in units, shares or interests in the collective
investment scheme);

securities and futures
firm

means a firm whose permitted activities include designated
investment business, which is not an authorised professional firm,
bank, building society, credit union, friendly society, ICVC,
insurer, media firm, service company, incoming EEA firm (without
a top-up permission), incoming Treaty firm (without a top-up
permission) or UCITS qualifier, whose permission does not
include a requirement that it comply with IPRU(INV) 5
(Investment management firms) or 13 (Personal investment
firms), and which is within (a), (b), (c) or (d):
(a) a firm (other than one falling within (d)):

(i) which was a member of SFA immediately before
commencement; and

(ii) which was not, immediately before commencement,
subject to the financial supervision requirements of
the FSA (under section 43 of the Financial Services
Act 1986), PIA or IMRO under lead regulation
arrangements;

(b) a firm whose permission includes a requirement that it
comply with IPRU(INV) 3 or 10 (Securities and futures firms);

(c) a firm:
(i) which was given a Part IV permission after

commencement, or which was authorised under
section 25 of the Financial Services Act 1986
immediately before commencement and not a
member of IMRO, PIA or SFA; and

(ii) for whom the most substantial part of its gross
income, including commissions, from the regulated
activities included in its Part IV permission is derived
from one or more of the following activities (based,
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for a firm given a Part IV permission after
commencement, on the business plan submitted as
part of the firm's application or, for a firm authorised
under section 25 of the Financial Services Act 1986,
on the firm's financial year preceding its authorisation
under the Act):
(A) an activity carried on as a member of an

exchange;
(B) making a market in securities or derivatives;
(C) corporate finance business;
(D) dealing, or arranging (bringing about) deals in

investments, in securities or derivatives;
(E) the provision of clearing services as a clearing

firm;
(F) managing investments, where those

investments are primarily derivatives; and
(G) activities relating to spread bets;

(d) a firm that is:
(i) an ex-section 43 firm which was not authorised

under the Financial Services Act 1986
immediately before commencement; or

(ii) an ex-section 43 lead regulated firm;
security means, as defined in article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities

Order, any of the following investments specified in that Order:
(a) shares (article 76);
(b) debentures (that is, instruments creating or acknowledging

indebtedness) (article 77);
(c) government and public securities (article 78);
(d) warrants (that is, instruments giving entitlement to

investments) (article 79);
(e) certificates representing certain securities (article 80);
(f) units (article 81); and
(g) stakeholder pension scheme (srticle 82); and
(h) rights to or interests in investments in (a) to (g) (article 89);

settlement day means the day on which under the recognised practice of an
exchange or approved exchange, bargains are contracted for
settlement; and in the case of bargains not transacted on an
exchange or approved exchange, or entered into for forward
settlement, 20 days from the date of the transaction, or, if earlier,
the contractual due date;
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share means the investment, specified in article 76 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Shares etc), which is, in summary: a share or
stock in the share capital of:
(a) any body corporate (wherever incorporated);
(b) any unincorporated body constituted under the law of a

country or territory outside the United Kingdom;
sole trader means a firm which is not a body corporate and not a partnership;
stock exchange
moneybroker

is a moneybroker which is an authorised person and acts as an
intermediary in the gilt market;

subsidiary has the meaning given to it in section 736 of the Companies Act
1985;

supervisory authority in relation to another member state, means an authority in that
state which has regulatory functions in relation to one or more
listed activities, core investment services or non-core investment
services;

supranational
organisation

means any organisation referred to in Part 2 of Appendix 35;

swap means a transaction in which two counterparties agree to
exchange streams of payments over time according to a
predetermined basis;

Takeover Code means the City Code on Takeovers and Mergers and the Rules
Governing Substantial Acquisitions of Shares published by the
Takeover Panel;

takeover or related
operation

means:
(a) any offer to which the Takeover Code applies and any

transaction or arrangement which is of such a nature that
the Takeover Code would have applied to it had it
concerned a company whose shares are listed under Part
VI of the Act and whose head office and place of central
management are in the United Kingdom;

(b) any offer, transaction or arrangement relating to the
purchase of securities with a view to establishing or
increasing a strategic holding of a person, or of a person
together with his associates in the securities concerned;

(c) any transaction or arrangement entered into in
contemplation or furtherance of any offer, transaction or
arrangement falling within (a) or (b) above; and

(d) any transaction or arrangement entered into by way of 
defence or protection against any offer, transaction or 
arrangement falling within (a), (b) or (c) above which has 
taken place or which is contemplated;

Takeover Panel means the Panel on Takeovers and Mergers;
tangible net worth is the tangible net worth of a firm calculated in accordance with
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rule 3-62;
tender offer means an unconditional offer as a principal to buy securities;
total PRR means the sum of all the amounts calculated as a PRR under

rules 3-80 to 3-169B;
traditional option means any option arranged but not traded under the rules of the

London Stock Exchange;
trust beneficiary means a beneficiary under a trust (not being the settlor) who

benefits from the performance by a firm as trustee of investment
services relating to the management of the trust assets;

underwriting means a commitment to take up securities where others do not
acquire or retain them;

underwriting price means the price at which the firm is committed to take up the
securities or the price at which it is committed to do so if required
under the underwriting commitment less any commissions or
discounts paid or allowed in connection with the transaction,
except to the extent that the firm has taken credit for them in its
accounts;

unregulated collective
investment scheme

means a collective investment scheme which is not a regulated
collective investment scheme;

variable rate note means a debt security with the characteristics of an FRN except
that the margin with respect to the index rate of interest is subject
to variation depending on periodic negotiations;

variation margin
requirement

means in relation to a counterparty the value of any amounts
which the firm or intermediate broker would be required to pay
under the rules of an exchange, approved exchange or clearing
house to meet any marked to market losses occurring on
contracts undertaken for that counterparty at that time on the
assumption that those transactions were the only transactions
undertaken on the exchange, approved exchange or clearing
house by the firm or intermediate broker at that time;

venture capital
business

means the business of:
(a) investing in, advising on, managing or arranging transactions

in venture capital investments; or
(b) advising, managing or operating portfolios or collective

investment schemes which (apart from funds awaiting
investment) invest only in venture capital investments;

(c) any custody activities provided in connection with the
activities in (a) and (b); or

(d) any related ancillary activities;
venture capital firm means a firm whose permission includes a requirement that it

must not conduct investment business other than venture capital
business;

venture capital means an investment which, at the time the investment is made,
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investment is:
(a) in a new or developing company or venture; or
(b) in a management buy-out or buy-in; or
(c) made as a means of financing the investee company or

venture and accompanied by a right of consultation, or rights
to information, or board representation, or management
rights; or

(d) acquired with a view to, or in order to facilitate, a transaction
falling within (a) to (c);

venture capital
schemes

means a scheme for providing capital to a body corporate whose
equity is not traded or listed on an exchange;

walkaway clause means a provision which permits a non-defaulting counterparty to
make only limited payments, or no payment at all, to the estate of
the defaulter, even if the defaulter is a net creditor;

warrant means the investment specified in article 79 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Instruments giving entitlement to investments),
which is, in summary: a warrant or other instrument entitling the
holder to subscribe for a share, debenture or government and
public security;

warrant fund means a scheme which is dedicated to transferable securities
except that it is permitted to invest entirely in warrants;

zone A means any country which is a full member of the OECD or has
concluded special lending arrangements with the IMF associated
with the IMF�s General Arrangements to Borrow, provided it has
not rescheduled its external sovereign debt to official or
commercial bank creditors in the previous five years (Australia,
Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany (including any pre-unification claims on East
Germany), Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan,
Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Portugal, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States, the Channel
Islands, Gibraltar, Bermuda and the Isle of Man); and

zone B means any country not in Zone A.
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Appendix 20
GUIDANCE NOTES ON RECONCILIATION OF FIRM'S BALANCES
WITH A COUNTERPARTY WHICH IS A MEMBER OF AN EXCHANGE
(rule 3-11(1)(d))

Introduction

1 The purpose of this guidance is to state how under rule 3-11(1)(d) the
reconciliation process with counterparties which are also members of
exchanges should be performed.

Scope

2 The reconciliation to be performed with counterparties should cover all
outstanding balances and securities positions with such counterparties from
all sources except to the extent that the components of such balances and
securities positions have been agreed by other means. Agreement by other
means shall include (but is not to be limited to) those which have been�

(a) matched or cleared through an exchange, clearing house or clearing
system; or

(b) verified by dispatch to or receipt from the counterparty of a confirmation
or statement. Such verification should have been evidenced in writing
or by electronic media.

3 The reconciliation should cover all remaining outstanding items including, for
example, fee-based items, dividends where these are on the firm's balance
sheet, coupons, amounts arising under OTC contracts, repurchase and
reverse repurchase agreements and securities lending and borrowing.

4 The items to be included should be all those past trade date which is
consistent with trade date accounting.

5 Where necessary a firm should initially circularise a list of all relevant open
items as set out above rather than a net balance. A firm should identify the
assumptions made by them in ascertaining which balances (or types of
balances) have been included in the reconciliation. A firm should also identify
where the balances or securities positions with a counterparty arise from
different accounts operated by them with that counterparty.

6 The scope of the rule is intended to cover nil balances although these may be
covered on a sample basis only. They are included because discrepancies in
such balances may only come to light as being incorrectly stated on the
performance of a circularisation. However, reconciliations of nil balances do
not need to be performed where�

(a) the counterparty is also a firm; or
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(b) there has been no outstanding balance with the counterparty at any
point during the year.

Timing

7 It is considered preferable for a firm to be aware in advance at which periods
of the year they will receive reconciliations requests. This may be of use to a
firm in enabling it to plan in advance the allocation of staff for the performance
of the reconciliations. Thus, it is suggested that a firm submits such
circularisations, where possible, at calendar quarter end dates. It is
considered that, in any case, the majority of firms would be likely to circularise
such statements at these dates. However, a firm will be eligible to circularise
at other dates as, for example, when its own annual or quarterly accounting
reference dates do not coincide with the calendar quarter end.

8 A firm may perform the reconciliation in conjunction with the work undertaken
by its auditors for the purposes of the annual audit.

The obligation on firms

9 Where a firm receives a statement from a counterparty during the year, the
recipient firm is not also required by virtue of rule 3-11(1)(d) to send a further
statement to that counterparty in the same year.

10 A recipient of a circularisation request from another firm must use its best
endeavours to respond. Notwithstanding paragraphs 7 and 8 above, this
obligation will apply even if this request is received more frequently than once
a year from the same counterparty or is wider in scope than required by
paragraphs 2 to 6 above (for example, by also covering balances which have
already been agreed by other means). Rule 3-11 only requires that specific
balances be covered. This is intended as a minimum requirement and not
necessarily as the norm. If a firm need not reply to a request more than once
a year or which covered balances of a wider scope, firms would be
discouraged from requesting such reconciliations.

11 Rule 3-11(3) requires a firm to respond, within one month of receipt, to a
circularisation request received from another firm. The one month response
period should also be observed in relation to circularisation requests received
under rule 3-11(1)(d).

12 It is not considered necessary to issue detailed guidance for the procedure to
be adopted in cases where the recipient does not reply to a circularisation
request sent by a firm. It is intended that a firm need only take reasonable
steps to obtain any such reply. However, before a firm has taken such steps,
it should not assume that the circularisation is agreed merely due to the
absence of a reply from the counterparts.
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Appendix 21
GUIDANCE NOTES ON THE VALUATION OF POSITIONS
(rule 3-41(9))

Introduction

1 Rule 3-41(9) states that a position must be valued at its close out price, where
close out price means that a long position should be valued at current bid
price and a short position at current offer price.  In addition, rule 3-41(9) states
that a firm must value a position on a prudent and consistent basis, and have
regard to the liquidity of the instrument concerned and any special factors that
may adversely affect the closure of the position.

2 The following paragraphs give general indications to firms on the appropriate
valuation methodology.  However, it is emphasised that prudence should be
the overriding influence in the valuation exercise and that, where uncertainty
exists as to the most appropriate price, the firm should use that price which
gives the most conservative valuation.

General principles

3 Firms should value positions by reference to market prices, but where
necessary should add a prudent and appropriate buffer to the bid or offer
price to account for factors which would adversely affect the firm's ability to
realise the close-out value, such as -

(a) the liquidity of the security in question;

(b) the size of the position held in that security relative to the sizes at
which prices are quoted;

(c) the direction of the position (long or short) relative to the current
direction of the market;

(d) the exposure of the firm to the relevant market as a whole;

(e) any conversion or foreign exchange costs that would be incurred if the
position were closed out;

(f) any other factors which may affect the close-out price.

4 Where a mid-market or single price only is available for the security in
question, firms must adjust this price by a prudent and appropriate buffer as
outlined in paragraph 3 above.

5 With respect to paragraphs 3 and 4 above, firms should be able to
demonstrate at all times how they determined the final price applied to any
position in a security.
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Appendix 26 (rules 3-81 to 3-165)
SUMMARY TABLES OF WHICH METHOD OF PRR TO APPLY TO AN
INSTRUMENT

INSTRUMENT CIRCUMSTANCES METHOD RULES

1 note issuance
facilities

all circumstances note issuance
facilities

3-80

2 foreign
currency asset
or capital
or liability

all circumstances foreign
currency
exposures

3-150 to 3-154

3 currency option
and future

see rule 3-152 foreign
currency
exposures or
foreign
currency
derivatives

3-150 to 3-154

4 physical
commodity, actual
and forward

all circumstances commodities 3-166 to 3-169B

5 physical
commodity, option
and
future

all circumstances commodities 3-166 to 3-169B

6 concentrated
position

all circumstances method
relevant to
position +
concentrated
position

As above

7 forward equity equity 3-80

foreign currency foreign
currency
exposures

3-150 to 3-154

physical commodities commodities 3-166 to 3-169B

8 regulated
collective
investment scheme

all circumstances equity
derivatives

3-80

9 non marketable
investments and
others

all circumstances 100% PRR 3-80
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Appendix 33 (exchanges)
LIST OF RECOGNISED INVESTMENT, DESIGNATED INVESTMENT
AND APPROVED EXCHANGES

1 Recognised investment exchanges

UK
The International Petroleum Exchange of London Ltd (IPE)

The London International Financial Futures and Options Exchange
The London Metal Exchange Ltd (LME)
The London Stock Exchange
OM London Exchange
virt-x
COREDEAL Limited
Jiway Limited

Overseas
The Cantor Financial Futures Exchange (CFFE)

The Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT)
The Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME)

Eurex Zurich
The National Association of Securities Dealers Incorporated (NASDAQ)
The New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX)

The New Zealand Futures and Options Exchange (NZFOE)
The Swiss Exchange (SWX)

The Sydney Futures Exchange Ltd

Warenterminborse Hannover

2 Designated investment exchanges
American Stock Exchange
Amsterdam Pork and Potato Terminal Market
Amsterdam Futures Clearing House (NLKKAS)
Australian Stock Exchange

Bolsa Mexicana de Valores

Chicago Board of Trade
Chicago Board Options Exchange
Chicago Mercantile Exchange
Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange, Inc
Commodity Exchange, Inc
Copenhagen Stock Exchange (including FUTOP)

DTB Deutsche Terminbörse
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European Options Exchange

Financiele Termijnmarkt Amsterdam
Finnish Options Market

Hong Kong Futures Exchange
Hong Kong Stock Exchange

International Securities Market Association
Irish Futures & Options Exchange (IFOX)

Johannesburg Stock Exchange

Kansas City Board of Trade
Korea Stock Exchange

Marché à Terme International de France
Marché des Options Négociables de Paris (MONEP)
MEFF Renta Fija
MEFF Renta Variable
MidAmerica Commodity Exchange
Midwest Stock Exchange
Minneapolis Grain Exchange
Montreal Stock Exchange

New York Cotton Exchange (including the Citrus Associates of the New York Cotton
Exchange)
New York Futures Exchange
New York Mercantile Exchange
New York Stock Exchange
New Zealand Futures Exchange
New Zealand Stock Exchange

OM Stockholm AB
Osaka Securities Exchange

Pacific Stock Exchange
Paris Stock Exchange
Philadelphia Board of Trade
Philadelphia Stock Exchange

Singapore International Monetary Exchange
Singapore Stock Exchange
South African Futures Exchange (SAFEX)
Swiss Options and Financial Futures Exchange
Sydney Futures Exchange

Tokyo International Financial Futures Exchange (TIFFE)
Tokyo Stock Exchange
Toronto Futures Exchange
Toronto Stock Exchange

Vancouver Stock Exchange
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3 Approved exchanges
The following exchanges are approved for the purposes of the definition of
�approved exchange� -

Antwerp (Effectenbeursvennootschap van Antwerpen)
Amsterdam Stock Exchange (Amsterdamse Effectenbeurs)
Asociacion de Intermediaros de Activos Financieros (Spanish Bond Market)
Athens Stock Exchange (ASE)

Barcelona Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Barcelona)
Basle Stock Exchange (Basler Börse)
Belgian Futures & Options Exchange (BELFOX)
Berlin Stock Exchange (Berliner Börse)
Bergen Stock Exchange (Bergen Bors)
Bilbao Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Bilbao)
Bologna Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori de Bologna)
Bolsa de Mercadorios & Futures (BM&F)
Bordeaux (Bourse de Bordeaux)
Boston Stock Exchange
Bovespa (The São Paulo Stock Exchange)
Bremen Stock Exchange (Bremer Wertpapierbörse)
Brussels Stock Exchange (Société de la Bourse des Valeurs Mobilières)  /(Effecten
Beursvennootschap van Brussel)
BVRJ (The Rio de Janeiro Stock Exchange)

Cincinnati Stock Exchange
Copenhagen Stock Exchange (Kobenhavns Fondsbors)

Dusseldorf Stock Exchange (Rheinisch-Westfälische Börse zu Düsseldorf)

Florence Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori di Firenze)

Frankfurt Stock Exchange (Frankfurter Wertpapierbörse)

Fukuoka Stock Exchange

Geneva Stock Exchange (Bourse de Genève)
Genoa Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori di Genova)

Hamburg Stock Exchange (Hanseatische Vertpapier Börse Hamburg)
Hannover (Niedersächsische Börse zu Hannover)
Helsinki Stock Exchange (Helsingin Arvopaperipörssi Osuuskunta)

Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange

Lille (Bourse de Lille)
Lyon (Bourse de Lyon)
Lisbon Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Lisbao)
Luxembourg Stock Exchange (Société de la Bourse de Luxembourg SA)
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Madrid Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Madrid)
Marseille (Bourse de Marseille)
Mercato Italiano Futures (MIF)
Mid West Stock Exchange
Milan Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori de Milano)
Munich Stock Exchange (Bayerische Börse in München)

Nagoya Stock Exchange
Nancy (Bourse de Nancy)
Nantes (Bourse de Nantes)
Naples Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori di Napoli)
New Zealand Stock Exchange

Oporto Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores do Porto)
Oslo Stock Exchange (Oslo Bors)

Palermo Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori di Palermo)

Rome Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori di Roma)

Stockholm Stock Exchange (Stockholm Fondbörs)
Stuttgart Stock Exchange (Baden-Würtembergische Wertpapierbörse zu Stuttgart))

Taiwan
Tel Aviv Stock Exchange
The Stock Exchange of Thailand
Trieste Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori di Trieste)
Trondheim Stock Exchange (Trondheims Bors)
Turin Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori de Torino)

Valencia Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Valencia)
Venice Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori de Venezia)
Vienna Stock Exchange

Zurich Stock Exchange (Zürcher Börse)
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Appendix 34 (�qualifying debt security�)
RELEVANT AGENCY

The agencies in the table below are �relevant agencies� for the purposes of the
definitions of �qualifying debt security�.

Securities
minimum
category

Money market
obligations
minimum
category

1 For all issuers
Moody�s Investors Service
Standard and Poor�s Corporation
Fitch Ratings Ltd

Baa3
BBB-
BBB-

P3
A3
A3

2 For all banks, Building Societies and parent
companies and subsidiaries of banks
Thomson BankWatch BBB- TBW-3

3 For Canadian issuers and issues in Canadian
dollars
Canadian Bond Rating Service
Dominion Bond Rating Service

B++low
BBB low

A-3
R-2

4 For Japanese issuers and issues in Japanese yen
Fitch Ratings Ltd
Japan Credit Rating Agency, Ltd
Japan Rating and Investment Information, Inc
Mikuni & Co Ltd

BBB-
BBB-
BBB-
BBB

F-3
J-2
a-2
M-3

5 For United States issuers and issues in US
dollars
Fitch Ratings Ltd BBB- F-3
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Appendix 35 (�regulated financial institution� and �supranational
organisation�)
LIST OF REGULATED FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND
SUPRANATIONAL ORGANISATIONS

PART 1
List Of Regulators For The Purposes Of The Definition Of Regulated
Financial Institution

Australian Stock Exchange Limited;
The Hong Kong Monetary Authority;
The Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission;
Investment Dealers Association of Canada;
Japanese Ministry of Finance;
Sydney Futures Exchange;
Toronto Stock Exchange;
United States Commodity and Futures Trading Commission;
United States Securities and Exchange Commission;
Vancouver Stock Exchange.

PART 2
List Of Supranational Organisations

The African Development Bank;
The Asian Development Bank;
The Bank for International Settlements;
The Caribbean Development Bank;
The Council of Europe;
Euratom (The European Atomic Energy Community);
Eurofina (The European Company for Financing of Railroad Rolling Stock);
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development;
The European Coal and Steel Community;
The European Economic Community;
The European Investment Bank;
The Inter-American Development Bank;
The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World Bank);
The International Finance Corporation;
The International Monetary Fund;
The Nordic Investment Bank.
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Appendix 37 (rule 3-177)
GUIDANCE NOTES FOR MONEY BROKERS

Application Of The Counterparty Risk Requirement

Introduction

1 This Appendix offers guidance to money brokers on the application of rule 3-
177 relating to the counterparty risk requirement.

Calculation of 0.5% additional CRR

2 A money broker should calculate the additional CRR requirement as follows -

(a) if a money broker is satisfied that it has a legal right to net off
exposures with an individual counterparty, valid and enforceable in the
United Kingdom or any other relevant country, it may do so in
accordance with the rule 3-176(3). The obligation rests with the broker
to demonstrate that the method it uses is reasonable and justifiable.  It
is stressed that this right to net is at the option of the firm and is not
mandatory;

(b) a money broker should then aggregate its total level of securities subject to
a repurchase or reverse repurchase agreement, securities lending or
borrowing agreement and sale and buy back or buy and sale back
agreement (either net or gross) to or from individual counterparties outside
an approved payments system and money lent against Talisman short-
term certificates.  A capital requirement of 0.5% of this sum should then be
calculated.

Approved payments systems

3 The following are approved payment systems when the systems concerned
provide for settlement on a delivery versus payment basis -

− Austraclear New Zealand
− Banca D�Italia�s Giornaliera
− Banque Nationale de Belgique
− Bank of Spain Interbank Bond Settlements System
− Banque de France�s SATURNE
− BOJ-NET DVP
− Cedel
− Central Gilts Office
− Depository Trust Company
− Euroclear
− Fedwire - see The Federal Reserve System
− Kassenverein
− Necigef
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− SICOVAM (Relit settlement only)
− Sociedad de Compensacion y Liquidacion de Valores
− The Canadian Depository for Securities Ltd
− The Federal Reserve System (Fedwire), and
− Vardepapperscentralen VPC AB

Collateral

4 It is recognised that letters of credit may be used as collateral and may have a
value in excess of the amount of the securities transferred.  Provided it is
clearly established that claims cannot be made on the letter of credit in excess
of the value of the securities borrowed, no CRR will be imposed on the
amount by which the letter of credit exceeds the value of the securities
borrowed.  Firms are reminded that the definition of acceptable collateral
includes marketable investments which may take the form of money market
instruments.
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Appendix 43
GUIDANCE NOTES ON THE FINANCIAL RESOURCES AND ACCOUNTING
TREATMENT OF SOFT COMMISSION AGREEMENTS

(rules 3-73 and 3-182(3))

1 Introduction
This Appendix contains detailed guidance to the following rules�

Rules
3-73 Expenditure requirement
3-182(3) CRR requirement on other amounts owed to a firm arising out of

investment business or investment dealing activity

2 The FSA is of the view that it is not responsible for setting accounting policies
in relation to a firm's audited annual financial statements. However, the FSA
considers that it is preferable for all firms participating in "soft commission
agreements" to have consistent accounting policies. Without such
consistency, certain firms would have a competitive advantage in terms of
their financial resources. Therefore, for the purposes of completing financial
reporting statement submitted to the FSA, appropriate accounting policies
should be used. The guidance and interpretations made in this Appendix
should be considered in this context.

3 The guidance applies to all firms which participate in "soft commission
agreements" whether or not this is the sole investment business of the firm.

4 Definition
A soft commission agreement means�
"any agreement, whether oral or written, under which a firm which deals in
securities on an advisory basis, or in the exercise of discretion, receives
goods or services in return for an assurance that not less than a certain
amount of such business will be put through or in the way of another person;"

5 Description
A "soft commission agreement" is understood as being one in which a fund
manager agrees, either formally or informally, to provide a broker with a
certain amount of commission in any one period in return for the provision of
services "free". Those services may be provided in-house or by third parties
and may take the form of specific research provided by analysts, portfolio
valuation systems, or information packages, plus the associated computer
hardware and software.
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6 Under traditional broking arrangements, the full service broker normally
receives commission in return for the total servicing of a fund manager's
account, a package which includes execution, perhaps custodianship and,
almost certainly, research, also "free". The services provided under traditional
broking arrangements are in-house i.e. within a broking group, and mostly are
not conditional upon receipt by the broker of a certain level of commission,
although there is usually an understanding which may never be articulated,
that a certain volume of business will be generated.

7 Existing difference in accounting policies
The accounting policies used can in general be divided into those which are
"profit & loss" based and those which are "balance sheet" based. Under the
former, the firm will write-off such expenditure to its profit & loss account but
will usually not accrue a liability in its financial reporting statements for
commissions received in advance. Consequently, the "normal" profit & loss
based accounting systems for expenses incurred and commissions received
will be used. It should be noted that such firms, as they are fundamentally
participating in traditional broking arrangements, may not have legally
enforceable "soft commission agreements" with their counterparties, such that
there may be no absolute contractual liability on the firm or counterparty to
provide expenditure or commission.

8 Firms using the "balance sheet" approach will accrue for liabilities but will also
tend to capitalise their expenditure under "soft commission agreements". This
may be the policy used by firms which specialise in legally enforceable "soft
commission agreements" and reflects the legal status of such agreements.
These may contract the counterparty to pay a level of commission related to
the level of expenditure incurred by the firm (and vice versa if the counterparty
has paid advance commission in excess of the expenditure paid by the firm).

9 Expenditure and balances receivable
Once expenditure is incurred for a counterparty, the soft commission broker
may claim that contractually the counterparty is bound to pay him a certain
multiple of that expenditure in the form of commission within a certain period
of time from the date the expenditure was incurred. Consequently, certain
firms have previously capitalised their expenditure and shown it as an asset
for the purposes of calculating their financial resources.

10 Required treatment
Where a firm incurs expenditure on behalf of a counterparty or counterparties
in respect of "soft commission agreements" (whether or not it is incurred in
relation to a written contract), the firm should immediately write off such
expenditure to its profit & loss account.

11 Notwithstanding the above, expenditure may be capitalised (as an asset) in
the balance sheet of the company which incurred the expenditure, only
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where this amount is recoverable under a legally enforceable contract
(see paragraph 18 below).  Where such expenditure is capitalised it will be
subject to rule 3-182(3).

12 Income and balances payable
Once commission income is received from a counterparty, the firm may
recognise that contractually it is bound to pay the counterparty a certain
proportion of that income, in the form of the counterparty's expenses, within a
certain period. Although certain firms are including this amount as a liability on
their balance sheet (and thus reducing their financial resources), other firms
are making no such provision.

13 Required treatment
Where a firm has a contractual liability to, or on behalf of, a counterparty or
counterparties which arises from a legally enforceable "soft commission
agreement", the firm should accrue in its financial reporting statements a
liability for the relevant proportion of any advanced commission income
received from the counterparty that will have to be subsequently incurred as
an expense by the firm in the form of a payment on behalf of the counterparty
for allowable goods and services.

14 Expenditure requirement
Once expenditure is incurred for a counterparty, the soft commission broker
may claim that contractually the counterparty is bound to pay him a certain
multiple of that expenditure in the form of commission within a certain period
and thus such expenditure should not be included in the firm's expenditure
requirement.

15 Required treatment
Expenditure incurred by soft commission brokers should be included in a
firm's expenditure requirement, unless it is incurred under a legally
enforceable "soft commission agreement" when it may be excluded from the
expenditure requirement calculation.

16 The reasoning behind this treatment is that the expenditure of a firm
participating in soft commission arrangements is similar to shared
commissions and can, therefore, be treated as though it were shared
commissions under rule 3-73(2)(f), except to the extent that such expenses
are irrecoverable, i.e. except where there is no enforceable legal agreement.

17 It is considered that certain firms may have been under the misapprehension
that there was a concession for all expenditure related to "soft commission
agreements" regardless of whether the agreement was legally enforceable.
Where a firm undertakes a mixture of business between legally enforceable
contracts and informal arrangements (all of which the firm would classify as
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"soft commission agreements"), it must take great care in allocating
expenditure between legally enforceable contracts and others. Alternatively, it
may decide to include all expenditure in the expenditure requirement
regardless of source.

18 Legally enforceable contracts
For the purposes of this guidance, for a "soft commission agreement" to be
legally enforceable there should be a specific written legal contract governing
the arrangements. The contract should be legally enforceable by the firm
involved, both in the UK and in any other relevant country.
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Appendix 46 (Table 3-173(2)B)
COUNTRIES/TERRITORIES IN WHICH CRR ON ISSUING MARKET FREE
DELIVERIES MAY BE RELAXED

Introduction
This Appendix lists the countries/territories in which free deliveries made in
the issuing market are subject to a reduced CRR of 15% of the free delivery
value, and the time limit on this reduced CRR.

Country/Territory Business days since delivery
Hong Kong SAR 20
Indonesia 30
Malaysia 30
Philippines 75
Singapore 21
Thailand 45
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Appendix 56
Guide To Adequate Credit Management Policy (ACMP)
(rules 3-173 to 3-175, 3-300 and "ACMP")

Introduction

1 This appendix contains general guidance on the standards which the FSA
expects a firm's ACMP to meet.

Objective

2 the FSA's objective is to ensure that adequate procedures and controls are in
place to manage effectively the granting of credit and the monitoring and
controlling of credit risk.

Scope

3 The guidance applies to any firm which wishes to take advantage of the lower
CRR percentages (by which counterparty exposures must be multiplied).

4 Before a firm may use the lower percentages in calculating CRR and in
preparing its financial reporting statements, it must meet the requirements set
by 3-300.  The ACMP and its operation will be reviewed periodically by the
FSA and, where it is no longer operating effectively, the firm may be in breach
of those requirements.

Background

5 The FSA is aware that firms grant credit to counterparties in many different
ways, including for example, loans to cover actual margin calls as a result of
delays between trade date and final settlement or of late settlement etc. This
guidance is designed to cover all instances where a firm becomes exposed to
credit risk although, depending on the way in which credit risk arises, the
procedures for managing it may differ.

6 In considering the credit management policies of a firm, the FSA will expect
the firm to operate a robust control structure which is appropriate to the size,
scale and nature of its business and the diversity and complexity of its
exposures.  The FSA recognises that different approaches to and styles of
credit management can create an effective operational control environment.
Therefore, it is not appropriate for the FSA to lay down prescriptive standards
which it would expect a firm to meet, but rather to suggest a broad framework
which is flexible, allows for individualised solutions and can accommodate and
encourage evolutionary developments.

7 The prime components of a sound credit risk management process are:

- the definition by a firm of what constitutes a credit exposure/risk and is
therefore covered by the firm's ACMP;
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- a comprehensive credit risk measurement approach;

- the existence of guidelines and other parameters used to determine
credit limits and govern the level and types of risk taken; together with

- a strong management information system for controlling, monitoring
and reporting exposures.

Thus, when the FSA reviews a firm's credit management process, it will seek
comfort that credit exposures are managed and controlled in a highly
disciplined manner and that the relevant staff are well versed in the firm's
credit procedures.

8 Where a firm's credit risk management is controlled or overseen by its parent
or an affiliate in the same group, provided that the firm can identify reasonable
grounds for believing that the level of control is suitable, this should not
impede use of the firm's ACMP.

General principles

9 In forming its view as to the adequacy of a firm's credit risk management
process, the general characteristics which the FSA may take into account
include the following:

Role of senior management

(a) whether the framework of credit risk management, i.e. a firm's policies
and procedures, is overseen by the board of directors or an equivalent
management body;

Procedures

(b) whether there are clearly established lines of responsibility and levels
of authority for:

- the granting of credit to a counterparty;

- extending its permitted use to cover risk arising on a product new to
the counterparty;

- increasing existing credit facilities; and

- the monitoring and controlling of all credit risk;

(c) the extent to which the functions of granting, measuring, monitoring
and controlling credit risk are managed independently of the front office
with a direct reporting line to the senior management ultimately
responsible for credit risk management;

(d) whether good channels of communication exist which ensure that the
firm's credit management procedures are well understood and followed
by all relevant personnel;
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(e) whether procedures exist for identifying unintentional credit exposures
and dealing with counterparty which has failed to settle its obligations
to the firm,(whether merely due to a delay or actual default), or which is
expected not to settle its obligations on the due date; including
arrangements for closing out transactions. In addition, the FSA may
consider whether a firm has the ability to identify and attempt to predict,
as well as quantify, any shortfall as it arises and on an aged basis;

(f) whether mechanisms exist for a daily comparison of exposures with
credit limits, including the production of exception reports, and the
procedures to be followed to deal with the results of those exception
reports;

Documentation

(g) whether a firm's credit management policies and procedures are
properly documented and reviewed by the firm on a regular and
thorough basis to ensure that they continue to remain appropriate and
sound;

(h) whether records are kept in respect of each counterparty (identified on
an individual legal entity basis) indicating in sufficient detail, the level of
credit risk to a counterparty to which the firm is willing to expose itself.
Where a firm grants a credit facility similar to a loan to cover, for
example, margin calls, such records might give details of the credit
facility extended to a counterparty together with any information
gathered in support of the decision to grant that credit facility, the types
of transaction which the firm may enter into with the counterparty and
to which the credit facility may be allocated. Credit information relating
to counterparties should be regularly updated and reviewed by the firm
to ensure that any credit facility granted remains appropriate;

Collateral and margin

(i) whether the firm has written policies relating to the margining and
collateral arrangements with its counterparties. Terms of business or
customer agreements would normally detail the circumstances when
margin might be called, and the type and level of collateral which would
be acceptable to the firm on the basis of its liquidity, volatility and ability
to be realised. In addition, it may be relevant to consider the degree to
which a firm's collateral records are kept up to date and include details
of the practical procedures for the realisation of such collateral.

Measurement and monitoring of exposures

(j) whether a firm has mechanisms for identifying the level of
concentration of credit risk exposures to each individual counterparty,
and each group of connected counterparties, etc on a regular and
timely basis;
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(k) where a firm uses risk reduction techniques (such as master
agreements, netting agreements, collateralisation arrangements or the
taking of third party credit enhancements, including letters of credit and
guarantees), whether the firm has procedures for scrutinising
documents and assessing their impact on the credit risk of the firm and
assessing the quality of any guarantees or letters of credit;

(l) depending on the nature of the credit exposures to which a firm is
subject, whether the firm's mechanisms for measuring such exposures
are appropriate to cover the type or level of risk to which they give rise.
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Additional Guidance on the FSA's Assessment of ACMPs

Preamble

This document is intended as a guide to those areas of Credit Management Policies
which the FSA will address when considering their adequacy.

A definition of credit and the measurement of credit risk

The FSA expects that firms have a clear definition of what is considered to be �credit
risk� (by whatever name it is known) within the firm.

The FSA expects firms to consider in depth the measurement of the extent of Credit
Risk which is incurred vis a vis any given counterparty.  Firms should be aware that
the extent of credit risk incurred will not necessarily be the same as the nominal
value of contracts entered into (�value at risk� concept).

The FSA will expect that firms measure and monitor the extent of Credit Risk
incurred vis a vis any given counterparty by reference to a system of limits showing
the maximum Credit Risk which the firm considers it prudent to incur vis a vis that
counterparty having regard for the financial strength of the counterparty.

The FSA expects there to be adequate procedures within the firm for the recognition
of where credit risk may be incurred, for the approval of incurring such risk, and,
once incurred, for the monitoring of that risk to ensure the satisfactory recovery of all
amounts owed to the firm by a counterparty.

The decision to grant credit

If there is a formal decision making body (e.g. a �Credit Committee�) which reviews
applications for credit:

• How does it derive its authority?

• What is the extent of any Credit Committee�s authority as regards:

• amount of credit granted

• tenor of credit granted

• products for which credit lines may be approved

• industry sectors for which credit lines may be approved?

• How is any Credit Committee constituted?
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• What are the qualifications of any Credit Committee�s members to make
the decisions required of them?

• Independence of Committee from profit centres

• Recording of Approvals

If there is no formal committee, what procedures exist to ensure adequate collective
responsibility for credit decisions giving regard for the duality (�four eyes�) principle
and independence of decisions made from profit centres likely to benefit from
income? e.g.

• �round robin� circulation of papers to Directors/Credit Management

• individual sign off on each transaction/deal

Many of the comments noted above concerning a �Credit Committee� will be relevant
also where no formal Committee meets, as will the following remarks concerning the
documentation provided to those making credit decisions.

What documentation is provided to those charged with reaching decision to grant
credit?

Cover sheet detailing proposed credit.

• Name of proposed counterparty (identify correct legal entity)

• Address of proposed counterparty

• Amount of credit

• Currency of credit

• Tenor of credit

• Collateral/Security proposed (where applicable)

• Remuneration for credit granted

• Products

• Existing exposure to counterparty (in case of increase/review)

• Previous payment performance of counterparty (in case of increase/review)

Financial information on proposed counterparty.

In order to ascertain the financial strengths and weaknesses of a proposed
counterparty the FSA expects firms to revert to financial information, some examples
of which are given below.
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• Annual report and accounts

• Analysis of annual reports and accounts

• Credit reference agency reports e.g. Dun and Bradstreet

• Rating agency reports e.g. Standard and Poors, Moody�s

• Brokers reports

• Bank status reports

• Statements of net worth

�Credit memorandum� or other internally produced paper outlining the reason for
proposing the granting of credit to the counterparty.

Some areas which might be covered by such a memorandum are as follows:

• Background information on relationship with proposed counterparty

• Commentary/analysis of financial information

• Future prospects (for profitability, growth etc.)

• Reason for present proposal

• What benefit will it bring to a firm's relationship with company?

• Perceived risks in providing the credit proposed

• What measures have been taken to mitigate these risks?

• Provision of management accounts

• imposition of financial covenants

• Taking of security

• Comments on the collateral or security to be taken

• Comments on legal documentation to be employed

• Industry exposure

• Country exposure

• Spread of counterparties - large exposures
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The monitoring of credit exposure

Once a proposal to grant credit has been approved the FSA will expect that there are
adequate procedures in place to ensure the proper monitoring of all credit exposures
entered into.

The FSA expects the monitoring function to be separate from and managed
independently of those profit centres which may benefit from the incurring of credit
risk.

In order to ensure adequate monitoring of credit exposure it will be necessary for
firms to ensure that decisions concerning credit matters are communicated promptly
and efficiently to those who are responsible for their utilisation and monitoring.  firms
may wish to consider how such matters are communicated to:

• Those entitled to commit the firm

• Credit Control Officers

• Senior Management

• Documentation Staff

The FSA will consider the methods by which this information is communicated e.g.
memorandum, manual lists, credit procedures manuals etc.

Computer systems

Where use is made of computer systems the FSA will consider the various methods
by which the integrity of databases is ensured.  These could include

• Password protection/access rights

• Accuracy/key verification

• Duality principle

• Physical security of systems

• Back up

Where information is transferred between computer systems e.g. for reporting
purposes or to PC based systems the FSA will consider any reconciliations which
are performed.
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Reporting

The FSA expects there to be an adequate reporting system for the monitoring of
credit exposure.  Many firms make use of a series of reports, analysing their credit
exposure based on a number of different criteria.  Examples of the kinds of reports
which may be found useful by firms are given below.

• Excess reports/Exception reports

• Exposure reports

• by customer/group/connected customers

• by industry

• by country

• Overdue payments reports

• Facilities due for review

• Facilities by collateral/security type

• Collateral/security held

• Large Exposures

The FSA will give consideration to the frequency of production of reports used in
monitoring credit risk.

Credit Risk Management/Control

The FSA will expect to be given details of the action taken where monitoring shows
that any aspect of credit exposure is not in line with previously agreed parameters.

For example where exposure is in excess of approved limits the FSA will expect to
be informed about what action is taken, where payments are not received, how this
is followed up.  If a counterparty�s financial standing deteriorates, what action is
taken to attempt to mitigate possible credit loss?

Documentation

The FSA expects firms to have adequate procedures in place to be certain that all
transactions which require documentation are documented and that this occurs
within an acceptable time frame, and that any transactions which fail to be
documented are identified and reported to Senior Management for appropriate action
to be taken.
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The FSA expects any staff responsible for documentation to be separate from front
office/profit centres and have an independent reporting structure.  This will ensure
that the commercial wish to trade and do business does not cloud the negotiation of
effective and binding legal documentation.

• Suitability of documentation to be used

• Preparation of documentation

• Qualification of staff (or choice of solicitors to be instructed)

• Training of documentation staff

• Tenacity of documentation staff

Basic documentation to be obtained from all counterparties might include

• Certificate of incorporation

• Memorandum and articles of association (M&AA)

• Board Resolution

Other documents which a firm may wish to call for prior to entering into transactions
would include:

• a statement of officers authorised to act for the counterparty and to commit
it to transactions

• a list of authorised signatories where one exists

• an audited annual report or interim figures

• credit reference report or bank status report

Other areas for consideration could include:

• Prompt execution of documentation

• Monitoring response to documents sent out

• Chasing where no response

• Reporting missing documentation to senior management

• Proper execution

• Secure storage of documentation

• Regular review of documentation held
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Ongoing review of credit risk

The FSA expects firms to have in place adequate procedures for the annual (or more
frequent) review of credit risk.

• Scope of the review

• Financial information

• Action where concern is raised

• Possible need for more frequent review

• Monitoring of counterparties� performance

• Defaults and delinquent and bad debts

• Provisioning policy

The FSA will expect a firm to be able to explain what action may be taken as the
result of review e.g. reduction of credit limit, calling for further collateral etc. where
the review indicates cause for concern.

Documentation of credit policies and procedures and customer files

The FSA will expect firms to consider the manner in which their Credit Policies are
documented.  Areas for comment could include:

• Credit Procedures manuals and the context in which they are used

• Internal Board Minutes showing delegated authority

• Credit Committee Minutes

• Operations manuals

• Training material for staff

• Internal memorandum detailing credit policy

• Customer Credit files, to contain

• credit analysis information

• copies of decisions to grant credit

• copies of relevant documentation
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• press cuttings

• copies of data input documents
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Appendix 57
List Of Exchanges And Clearing Houses Recognised for the
purposes of IPRU(INV)3

The following lists are not lists of the Recognised Investment Exchanges and the
Recognised Clearing Houses to which the RIE and RCH Sourcebook (REC) applies.
Inclusion of an exchange or clearing house in the following lists does not imply its
recognition under Part XVIII of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.  The
following lists of exchanges and clearing houses are solely for the purposes of
IPRU(INV)3.

1 Exchanges recognised for the purposes of IPRU(INV)3

American Stock Exchange LLC

Amsterdam Exchanges (AEX)

AmStock Exchange of Lower Saxony Hannover (Niedersächsische Börse zu Hannover)

Athens Stock Exchange (ASE) - Thessaloniki Stock Exchange Centre (TSEC)

Australian Stock Exchange Ltd.

Baden-Wurttemberg Stock Exchange Stuttgart (Bayrische Börse)

Barcelona Stock Exchange (La Bolsa de Valores de Barcelona)

Bavarian Stock Exchange Munich (Bayrische Börse)

Belgian Futures and Options Exchange (BELFOX)

Berlin Stock Exchange (Berliner Wertpapierbörse)

Bilbao Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Bilbao)

Bourse de Montréal

Bremen Stock Exchange (Bremer Wertpapierbörse)

Canadian Venture Exchange

Chicago Board of Trade

Chicago Mercantile Exchange

Chicago Board Options Exchange Inc.

Copenhagen Stock Exchange (Københavns Fondsbørs)

Deutsche Börse AG

Eurex Deutschland

Eurex Zurich

Euronext Amsterdam NV

Euronext Brussels Ltd.

Euronext Paris SA

Frankfurt Stock Exchange (Frankfurter Wertpapierbörse)

Hanseatic Stock Exchange Hamburg (Hanseatische Wertpapierbörse Hamburg)

Helsinki Exchanges
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Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing

International Petroleum Exchange of London Ltd.

Irish Stock Exchange

Italian Exchange

Bolsa de Valores de Lisboa e Porto (BVLP)

London International Financial Futures and Options Exchange (LIFFE)

London Metal Exchange Ltd.

London Stock Exchange Ltd.

Luxembourg Stock Exchange (Société de la Bourse de Luxembourg SA)

Madrid Stock Exchange (La Bolsa de Valores de Madrid)

Marché à Terme International de France (MATIF)

MEFF Renta Variable

Mercado AIAF de Renta Fija, SA

Mercato Italiano Derivati (IDEM)

Mercato Italiano Futures (MIF)

Nagoya Stock Exchange

The Nasdaq Stock Exchange

New York Mercantile Exchange

New York Stock Exchange Inc.

OM London

OM Stockholm Exchange

Osaka Securities Exchanges

The Oslo Stock Exchange (Oslo Bors)

Pacific Stock Exchange

Rhine-Westphalian Stock Exchange Dusseldorf (Rheinisch-Westfälische Börse zu
Dűsseldorf)

Singapore Exchange

Stockholm Stock Exchange (Stockholms Fondbörs AB)

Sydney Futures Exchange

Tokyo Stock Exchange

Tokyo international Financial Futures Exchange

The Toronto Stock Exchange

Valencia Stock Exchange (La Bolsa de Valores de Valencia)

Wiener Borse AG

2 Clearing Houses recognised for the purposes of IPRU(INV)3

ASX Settlement and Transfer Corporation Pty Ltd (ASTC)

Austrian Kontroll Bank (OKB)

Board of Trade Clearing Corporation
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Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia S.p.A (CCG)

Commodity Clearing Corporation

The Emerging Markets Clearing Corporation

European Options Clearing Corporation Holding BV (EOCC)

Guarantee Fund for Danish Options and Futures (Garantifonden for Danske Optioner OG
Futures (FUTOP)

Kansas City Board of Trade Clearing Corporation

Hong Kong Futures Exchange Clearing Corporation Ltd

Hong Kong Securities Clearing Company Ltd

London Clearing House (LCH)

Norwegian Futures & Options Clearing House (Norsk Opsjonssentral A.S.)

N.V. Nederlandse Liquidatiekas (NLKKAS)

OM Stockholm AB (OM)

Options Clearing Corporation

Options Clearing House Pty Ltd (OCH)

OTOB Clearing Bank AG (OTOB)

Société de Compensation des Marchés Conditionnels (SCMC)

Sydney Futures Exchange Clearing House (SFECH Ltd)

TNS Clearing Pty Ltd (TNSC)
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Appendix 59
LIST OF REGULATORS FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE
DEFINITION OF RECOGNISED THIRD COUNTRY INVESTMENT
FIRMS

Country Regulator

Australia

Canada

Australian Stock Exchange
Sydney Futures Exchange

Alberta Stock Exchange
Montreal Exchange
Toronto Stock Exchange
Vancouver Stock Exchange
Investment Dealers Association of Canada

Hong Kong Hong Kong Monetary Authority
Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission

Japan Ministry of Finance

Singapore Monetary Authority of Singapore
Stock Exchange of Singapore

South Africa Bond Exchange of South Africa
Johannesburg Stock Exchange
South African Futures Exchange

United States Securities and Exchange Commission
Commodity and Futures Trading Commission
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4. Chapter 4: Lloyd�s firms

4.1 APPLICATION

4.1.1  R This chapter applies to the Society and members� advisers.

4.1.2  R This chapter does not apply to a members� adviser which is subject to
another chapter of IPRU(INV).

4.1.3  D The directions in IPRU(INV) 4.4.1D to 4.4.5D and 4.5.1D are given to
the Council and to the Society acting through the Council.

4.2 PURPOSE

4.2.1  G This chapter identifies the financial resource requirements and requirements as to
accounts and statements to be met by certain firms conducting business at Lloyd's.

4.2.2  G The directions in IPRU(INV) 4.4.1D to 4.4.5D and 4.5.1D are given under section 318 of
the Act (Exercise of powers through Council), for the purpose of achieving the objective
specified, as required by section 318(2) of the Act, in IPRU(INV) 4.3.1D.

4.2.3  G Underwriting agents are subject to regulation by the Society as well as by the FSA.  In
particular, they are subject to requirements as to their financial resources and as  to
making and maintaining accounting records, set by the Society.  The FSA is satisfied that
underwriting agents will be subject to adequate financial resource and accounting
requirements as long as they remain subject to and comply with requirements at least
equivalent to Lloyd�s Capital and Solvency Requirements 2001 and the relevant parts of,
or requirements made under Lloyd�s Underwriting Agents Byelaw (No. 4 of 1984), in each
case as amended and in force immediately before commencement.  Accordingly, instead
of imposing an obligation directly on underwriting agents, the directions in IPRU(INV)
4.4.1D to 4.4.5D and 4.5.1D require the Society to require those firms to comply with the
relevant requirements.

4.2.4  G A members� adviser is not regulated by the Society and accordingly this chapter specifies
the financial resource and accounting requirements to be met. Firms which fall within the
scope of this chapter will be firms with permission only to advise persons on syndicate
participation at Lloyd�s. The nature of that advisory business is akin to corporate finance
advice and so the applicable requirements are those in IPRU(INV) 3 relevant to firms
giving corporate finance advice.  Firms with other permissions will fall within the scope of
other chapters of IPRU(INV).

4.3 SPECIFICATION OF OBJECTIVE

4.3.1  D The directions in IPRU(INV) 4.4.1D to 4.4.5D and 4.5.1D are given in
relation to the exercise of the powers of the Society and of the
Council generally, with a view to achieving the objective that
underwriting agents have adequate financial resources to support,
and keep and preserve adequate accounting records in respect of
their business at Lloyd�s.
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4.4 FINANCIAL RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.1  D The Society must maintain appropriate and effective arrangements to
require underwriting agents to meet and continue to meet financial
resource requirements at least equivalent to the requirements set out
in Lloyd�s Capital and Solvency Requirements 2001, as they are in
force immediately before commencement.

4.4.2  D The Society must give the FSA a report on each underwriting agent�s
compliance with the financial resource requirements referred to in
IPRU(INV) 4.4.1D as at the end of each quarter (determined by
reference to each underwriting agent�s accounting reference date).

4.4.3  D The report referred to in IPRU(INV) 4.4.2D must reach the FSA within
two months of the end of the relevant quarter and must state:

 (1) whether the Society has any information indicating or tending to
indicate that, during the quarter to which the report relates, the
underwriting agent failed to meet the financial resource
requirements referred to in IPRU(INV) 4.4.1D;

 (2) whether, at the end of the quarter to which the report relates, the
underwriting agent failed to meet the financial resource
requirements referred to in IPRU(INV) 4.4.1D; and

 (3) the nature and extent of any failure to comply reported under (1)
or (2) and the actions taken or to be taken by the Society in
response to this.

4.4.4  D In addition to the reports required under IPRU(INV) 4.4.2D, the Society
must give the FSA an annual report on each underwriting agent�s
compliance or non-compliance with financial resource requirements
as at the end of that underwriting agent�s financial year.

4.4.5  D The report in IPRU(INV) 4.4.4D must reach the FSA within seven
months of that underwriting agent�s accounting reference date and
must:

 (1) confirm that:

(a) the Society has received from that underwriting agent in
respect of the financial year to which the report relates, all
relevant attachments to the Annual Financial Return that the
underwriting agent is required to make to the Society under
the requirements identified in IPRU(INV) 4.4.1D;
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(b) that underwriting agent met the applicable financial resource
requirements at the end of the financial year to which the
report relates; and

(c) the Society is not aware of any matters likely to be of
material concern to the FSA relating to that underwriting
agent�s compliance with financial resource requirements
during the year to which the report relates, or arising from
the attachments referred to in (a); or

 (2) if the Society is unable to give any of the confirmations required
under IPRU(INV) 4.4.5D (1)(a), (b) or (c), set out in each case the
reasons why it is unable to give that confirmation.

4.4.6  R A members� adviser must comply with the requirements of IPRU(INV)
3-60(3) and 3-62.

4.5 ACCOUNTING RECORDS

4.5.1  D The Society must maintain appropriate and effective arrangements to
require underwriting agents to meet the obligation to keep and
preserve accounting records, set out in Lloyd�s Underwriting Agents
Byelaw (No 4 of 1984), Section III, paragraph 53B, as it is in force
immediately before commencement.

4.5.2  R A members� adviser must comply with the requirements of IPRU(INV)
3-10 to 3-14.
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Interim Prudential Requirements for Former IMRO Firms

5 CHAPTER 5:  FINANCIAL RESOURCES

5.1.1 APPLICATION

APPLICATION OF CHAPTER 5

5.1.1(1)(a) R This chapter applies to an investment management firm, other than a
European investment firm, as set out in Table 5.1.1(1)(a).

 (b) R This chapter does not apply to a European investment firm.

TABLE 5.1.1(1)(a)          APPLICATION OF CHAPTER 5

ISD Firms OPS Firms
(see Note 1
below)

Non-OPS Life
Offices and
Non-OPS Local
Authorities

Individuals admitted
to membership
collectively

Financial resources rules

5.2.1(1) to
5.2.7(5)

Yes No No Yes

Accounting records rules

5.3.1(1) to
5.3.1(6)

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Financial notification rules

5.5.1(1) Yes No No No

Consolidated supervision rules

5.7.1(1) to
5.7.1(4)

Yes No No Yes
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Individuals whose sole
investment business is
giving investment
advice to institutional or
corporate investors

Firms subject to
�lead regulator
arrangements�

All other Firms

Financial resources rules

5.2.1(1) to
5.2.7(5)

No No

(see Note 2
below)

Yes

Accounting records rules

5.3.1(1) to
5.3.1(6)

Yes Yes Yes

Financial notification rules

5.5.1(1) No No No

Consolidated supervision rules

5.7.1(1) to
5.7.1(4)

No No Yes

Note 1.   Firms are referred to the specific compliance reports for OPS firms required by
Chapter 16 of the Supervision Manual.

Note 2.   A firm subject to "lead regulator arrangements" whereby a body other than the
FSA is responsible for its financial regulation shall comply with the corresponding
financial resources rules and financial returns rules of that body, and a breach of
such rules shall be treated as a breach of the rules of the FSA.

INTERPRETATION

 (c) R The definitions in the glossary at Appendix 1 apply to this chapter.
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5.2.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENT

ADEQUACY OF  FINANCIAL RESOURCES

5.2.1(1) R A firm must at all times have available the amount and type of
financial resources required by the rules in this chapter.

BASIC REQUIREMENT

5.2.1(2) R A firm must ensure that, at all times, its financial resources are not
less than its financial resources requirement.

FINANCIAL RESOURCES

5.2.1(3) R A firm�s financial resources means:

(a) its own funds, if the firm is subject to an own funds requirement
under rule 5.2.3(2); or

(b) its liquid capital, if the firm is subject to a liquid capital
requirement under paragraph (a) of rule 5.2.3(1); or

(c) where the firm is an ISD firm subject to an own funds
requirement and a liquid capital requirement under paragraph (b)
of rule 5.2.3(1), its own funds and its liquid capital; or

(d) where the firm is an ISD firm and a trustee of an authorised unit
trust scheme subject to paragraph (c) of rule 5.2.3(1), its own
funds or its liquid capital.

5.2.2 FINANCIAL RESOURCES

OWN FUNDS

5.2.2(1) R A firm must calculate its own funds in accordance with Table 5.2.2(1).

LIQUID CAPITAL

5.2.2(2) R A firm must calculate its liquid capital in accordance with Table
5.2.2(1).
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5.2.3 FINANCIAL RESOURCES REQUIREMENT

DETERMINATION OF REQUIREMENT

5.2.3(1)(a) R The financial resources requirement for a firm which is not an ISD firm
is a liquid capital requirement, determined in accordance with
paragraph (a) of rule 5.2.3(4), unless the firm falls within any of the
exceptions in rule 5.2.3(2).

 (b) R The financial resources requirement for a firm which is an ISD firm is
an own funds requirement determined in accordance with paragraph
(b) of rule 5.2.3(3), and a liquid capital requirement calculated in
accordance with paragraph (b) or (c) of rule 5.2.3(4).

 (c) R The financial resources requirement for a firm which is an ISD firm,
but which is also a trustee of an authorised unit trust scheme or a
depositary of an ICVC, is the higher of an own funds requirement
determined in accordance with paragraph (a)(i) of rule 5.2.3(3) and a
liquid capital requirement calculated in accordance with paragraph (b)
of rule 5.2.3(4).

EXCEPTIONS FROM THE LIQUID CAPITAL REQUIREMENT

5.2.3(2) R The financial resources requirement for a firm which is not an ISD firm
is an own funds requirement determined in accordance with
paragraph (a) of rule 5.2.3(3) if:

(a) the firm�s permitted business does not include the holding of
customers� monies or assets and it neither executes
transactions (or otherwise arranges deals) in investments nor
has such transactions executed for itself or its customers; or

(b) the firm�s permitted business includes the activities as in (a)
above, but only in respect of venture capital investments for
non-private customers; or

(c) the firm is a trustee of an authorised unit trust scheme whose
permitted business consists only of trustee activities and does
not include any other activity constituting specified trustee
business or the firm is a depositary of an ICVC whose permitted
business consists only of depositary activities.
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OWN FUNDS REQUIREMENT

5.2.3(3)(a) R The own funds requirement for a firm subject to rule 5.2.3(2) is:

(i) £4,000,000 for a firm which is a trustee of an authorised unit
trust scheme or a depositary of an ICVC;

(ii) £5,000 for any other firm.

(b) R The own funds requirement for an ISD firm subject to paragraph (b) of
rule 5.2.3(1) is an amount determined in accordance with Table
5.2.3(3)(b).

LIQUID CAPITAL REQUIREMENT

5.2.3(4)(a) R The liquid capital requirement for a firm subject to paragraph (a) of
rule 5.2.3(1) is the greater of:

(i) £5,000; and

(ii) its total capital requirement calculated in accordance with rule
5.2.3(5).

(b) R The liquid capital requirement for an ISD firm subject to paragraph (b)
or (c) of rule 5.2.3(1) is its total capital requirement calculated in
accordance with rule 5.2.3(5), unless paragraph (c) of rule 5.2.3(4)
applies.

(c) R The liquid capital requirement for an ISD firm whose expenditure
based requirement consists of 6/52 of its annual audited expenditure,
determined in accordance with Table 5.2.3(5)(a), is the greater of:

(i) one quarter of its annual audited expenditure calculated in
accordance with rule 5.2.4(1); and

(ii) its total capital requirement calculated in accordance with rule
5.2.3(5).

TOTAL CAPITAL REQUIREMENT

5.2.3(5) R A firm�s total capital requirement is the sum of its:

(a) expenditure based requirement calculated in accordance with
Table 5.2.3(5)(a);
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(b) position risk requirement calculated in accordance with Table
5.2.3(5)(b);

(c) counterparty risk requirement calculated in accordance with
Table 5.2.3(5)(c);

(d) foreign exchange requirement calculated in accordance with
Table 5.2.3(5)(d); and

(e) other assets requirement calculated in accordance with Table
5.2.3(5)(e).

5.2.3(6) G A firm which discloses clients� money or assets on its balance sheet need not calculate the
requirements under paragraphs (b) to (e) of rule 5.2.3(5) on such items where these do not
represent assets or liabilities of the firm itself.

5.2.4 ANNUAL AUDITED EXPENDITURE

DETERMINATION

5.2.4(1) R Annual audited expenditure is:

(a) the amount described as total expenditure in the most recent
annual financial return, less the following items (if they are
included within such expenditure):

(i) staff bonuses, except to the extent that they are guaranteed;

(ii) employees� and directors� shares in profits, except to the
extent that they are guaranteed;

(iii) other appropriations of profits;

(iv) shared commission and fees payable which are directly
related to commission and fees receivable which are
included within total revenue;

(v) interest charges in respect of borrowings made to finance
the acquisition of the firm�s readily realisable investments;

(vi) interest paid to customers on client money;

(vii) interest paid to counterparties;

(viii) fees, brokerage and other charges paid to clearing houses,
exchanges and intermediate brokers for the purposes of
executing, registering or clearing transactions;
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(ix) foreign exchange losses; or

(b) where the previous accounting period does not include twelve
months� trading, an amount calculated in accordance with
paragraph (a) above pro-rated to an equivalent annual amount; or

(c) where a firm has not prepared an annual financial return or
annual accounts since the commencement of its permitted
business, an amount based on forecast expenditure included in
the budget for the first twelve months� trading, as submitted with
its application for membership.

5.2.4(2) G A firm�s financial resources requirement will be recalculated and audited annually when its
annual financial return is prepared. The firm must maintain financial resources sufficient to
meet its new financial resources requirement from the date on which the annual financial
return is approved by the auditor. The expenditure based requirement applicable at the
accounting reference date to which the annual financial return is prepared will be that based
on the previous year�s figures. This will usually be the same as that used in the fourth
quarter�s quarterly financial return prepared to the same accounting reference date.

5.2.5 QUALIFYING SUBORDINATED LOANS

CHARACTERISTICS OF LONG TERM QUALIFYING SUBORDINATED LOANS

5.2.5(1) R A long term qualifying subordinated loan (item 11 of Table 5.2.2(1))
must have the following characteristics:

(a) the loan is repayable only on maturity or on the expiration of a
period of notice in accordance with paragraph (c) below or on
the winding up of the firm;

(b) in the event of the winding up of the firm, the loan ranks after the
claims of all other creditors and is not to be repaid until all other
debts outstanding at the time have been settled; and

(c) either:

(i) the minimum original maturity of the loan is 5 years; or

(ii) the loan does not have a minimum or fixed maturity but
requires 5 years notice of repayment.
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AMOUNT ALLOWABLE IN THE CALCULATION OF OWN FUNDS

5.2.5(2) R A firm may only take into account the paid-up amount of a long term
qualifying subordinated loan in the calculation of its own funds. This
amount must be amortised on a straight-line basis over the five years
prior to the date of repayment.

REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO SHORT-TERM QUALIFYING SUBORDINATED LOANS

5.2.5(3)(a) R A short term qualifying subordinated loan (item 15 of Table 5.2.2(1))
must have the characteristics set out in rule 5.2.5(1) save that the
minimum period set out in  paragraph (c) of rule 5.2.5(1) shall be two
years.

(b) R A firm must not make any payment of principal or interest which
would result in a breach of rule 5.2.1(2).

FORM OF QUALIFYING SUBORDINATED LOAN AGREEMENT

5.2.5(4) R A qualifying subordinated loan must be in the form prescribed by the
FSA for the purposes of this rule.

5.2.5(5) G Firms wishing to initiate a subordinated loan agreement other than in the prescribed form
are advised to contact the FSA.

CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO QUALIFYING SUBORDINATED LOANS

5.2.5(6) R A firm wishing to include a qualifying subordinated loan in its
calculation of liquid capital must:

(a) provide the FSA with a copy of the agreement not less than 10
business days before the loan is to be made; and

(b) certify to the FSA that the loan agreement complies with the
FSA�s prescribed subordinated loan agreement.

REQUIREMENTS ON A FIRM IN RELATION TO QUALIFYING SUBORDINATED LOANS

5.2.5(7) R A firm including a qualifying subordinated loan in its calculation of
liquid capital must not:

(a) secure all or any part of the loan;

(b) redeem, purchase or otherwise acquire any of the liabilities of
the borrower in respect of the loan;
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(c) amend or concur in amending the terms of the loan agreement;

(d) repay all or any part of the loan otherwise than in accordance
with the terms of the loan agreement; or

(e) take or omit to take any action whereby the subordination of the
loan or any part thereof might be terminated, impaired or
adversely affected.

5.2.6 QUALIFYING PROPERTY AND QUALIFYING UNDERTAKINGS

QUALIFYING PROPERTY AND QUALIFYING AMOUNT DEFINED

5.2.6(1) R Qualifying property is any freehold or leasehold (or the equivalent
tenure in Scotland or other territories) land and buildings purchased
or secured by way of a mortgage (or other form of secured long-term
arrangement) where the security for the liability is the property (and
does not include any other allowable assets). The qualifying amount is
the lowest of:

(a) 85 per cent of the current market value of the property (if
known);

(b) 85 per cent of the net book value of the property;

(c) the amount of the liability outstanding under mortgage or other
secured long term arrangement, excluding any part of the
liability repayable within one year.

5.2.6(2) G Rule 5.2.6(1) can be illustrated as follows:

Current market value £200,000
Net book value        £100,000
Mortgage                       £70,000, including £5,000 payable within one year

Qualifying amount is the lowest of:

(a)   85% x £200,000   = £170,000

(b)   85% x £100,000   = £85,000

(c)   £70,000 � £5,000  = £65,000

 i.e. £65,000
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QUALIFYING UNDERTAKINGS

5.2.6(3) R A qualifying undertaking is an arrangement between a firm and an
approved bank which:

(a) is in the form prescribed by the FSA for the purposes of this rule;
and

(b) complies with the appropriate limitations set out in paragraph (7)
of Part II to Table 5.2.2(1).

5.2.7 LARGE EXPOSURES

5.2.7(1) G Firms should note that rules 5.2.7(2) to (4) only apply to ISD firms; they have no application
to non-ISD firms.

GENERAL REQUIREMENT

5.2.7(2) R An ISD firm must be able to monitor its individual large exposures,
and the total of its large exposures, on a daily basis, and must re-
calculate its large exposures position in a full and detailed manner
before executing any transaction which may result in a breach of the
limits set out in rule 5.2.7(3).

LARGE EXPOSURE LIMITS

5.2.7(3) R Subject to rule 5.2.7(4), an ISD firm must ensure that:

(a) each large exposure does not exceed 25 per cent of its own
funds, or 20 per cent of its own funds where the exposure is to
an associate of the firm; and

(b) the aggregate of its large exposures does not exceed 800 per
cent of its own funds.

EXCEPTION TO THE LARGE EXPOSURE LIMITS

5.2.7(4) R An ISD firm may exclude an exempt exposure from the calculation of
its large exposures, and may reduce that calculation by an appropriate
amount, where an exposure is a partially exempt exposure.
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TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

5.2.7(5) R A large exposure to which a firm was legally bound, on or before
5 February 1993, may be continued until its contractual maturity.

TABLE 5.2.2(1)     CALCULATION OF OWN FUNDS AND LIQUID CAPITAL

PART I
METHOD OF CALCULATION

A firm must calculate its own funds and liquid capital as shown below, subject to the
detailed requirements set out in Part II.

Financial resources Category Part II Para

Tier 1

          (1)   Paid-up share capital (excluding
                  preference shares)

A 2

          (2)   Share premium account

          (3)   Audited reserves

          (4)   Non-cumulative preference shares

Less: (5)   Investments in own shares B

          (6)   Intangible assets 3

          (7)   Material current year losses 4

          (8)   Material holdings in credit and financial
                  institutions

5

Tier 1 capital = (A-B) C

Plus: TIER 2 1

          (9)   Revaluation reserves D

         (10)  Fixed term cumulative preference share
                 capital

1(a)

         (11)  Long-term Qualifying Subordinated Loans 1(a); 6
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         (12)  Other cumulative preference share capital
                 and debt capital

         (13)  Qualifying arrangements 7

�Own Funds� = (C+D) E

Plus: TIER 3

         (14)  Net trading book profits F 1(b)(i); 8

         (15)  Short-term Qualifying Subordinated Loans
                 and excess Tier 2 capital

1(b)(ii); 1(c); 9

Less: (16)  Illiquid assets G 10

Add:  (17)  Qualifying Property 11

�Liquid Capital� = (E+F+G)

                                                     PART II
                                 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS
1   Ratios
     (Items 10, 11 and 15)

(a)   For a firm which is an ISD firm, in calculating own
       funds, the following restriction applies:

           the total of fixed term cumulative preference
             shares (item 10) and long-term qualifying
             subordinated loans (item 11) that may be
             included in Tier 2 capital is limited to 50 per
             cent of Tier 1 capital. (But see sub-paragraph
             (b)(ii) below.)

(b)  For a firm which is an ISD firm, in calculating liquid
      capital:

       (i)   Tier 2 capital must not exceed 100 per cent of
             Tier 1 capital;

       (ii)  capital which would otherwise qualify as Tier 2
             capital but for the operation of paragraphs
             1(a) and 1(b)(i) may be treated as Tier 3
             capital subject to sub-paragraph (iii) below;
             and
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        (iii)  the total of the excess of Tier 2 capital so
               treated as Tier 3 capital and short-term
               qualifying subordinated loans (item 15) may
               not exceed 250 per cent of an amount equal
               to Tier 1 capital less the other assets
              requirements calculated in accordance with
              Table 5.2.3(5)(e).

(c)   A firm which is not an ISD firm and which is
subject to a liquid capital requirement under rule
5.2.3(1)(a) may take into account qualifying
subordinated loans in the calculation of liquid
capital up to a maximum of 400% of its Tier 1
capital.

2   Non corporate
     entities

(a)   In the case of partnerships or sole traders, the
        following terms should be substituted, as
       appropriate, for items 1 to 4 in Tier 1 capital:

       (i)  partners� capital accounts (excluding loan
            capital);

       (ii) partners� current accounts (excluding unaudited
            profits and loan capital);

      (iii) proprietors� account (or other term used to
            signify the sole trader�s capital but excluding
            unaudited profits).

(b)   Loans other than qualifying subordinated loans
       shown within partners� or proprietors� accounts
       must be classified as Tier 2 capital under item 12.

3 Intangible assets
(Item 6)

4.   Material current year
      losses (Item 7)

Intangible assets comprise:

(a)   formation expenses to the extent that these are
       treated as an asset in the firm�s accounts;

(b)   goodwill, to the extent that it is treated as an asset
        in the firm�s accounts; and

(c)   other assets treated as intangibles in the firm�s
        accounts.

Losses in current year operating figures must be
deducted when calculating Tier 1 capital if such losses
are material. For this purpose profits and losses must
be calculated quarterly or monthly, as appropriate. If
this calculation reveals a net loss it shall only be
deemed to be material for the purposes of this Table if
it exceeds 10 per cent of the firm�s Tier 1 capital.
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5   Material holdings in
     credit and financial
     institutions
     (Item 8)

Material holdings comprise:

(a)   where the firm holds more than 10 per cent of the
       equity share capital of the institution, the value of
       that holding and the amount of any subordinated
       loans to the institution and the value of holdings in
       qualifying capital items or qualifying capital
       instruments issued by the institution;

(b)   in the case of holdings other than those mentioned
       in (a) above, the value of holdings of equity share
       capital in, and the amount of subordinated loans
       made to, such institutions and the value of
       holdings in qualifying capital items or qualfying
       capital instruments issued by such institutions to
       the extent that the total of such holdings and
       subordinated loans exceeds 10 per cent of the
       firm�s own funds calculated before the deduction of
       item 8.

6   Long term qualifying
     subordinated loans
     (Item 11)

Loans having the characteristics prescribed by rule
5.2.5(1) may be included in item 11, subject to the
limits set out in paragraph (1) above.

7. Qualifying arrangements
(Item 13)

8   Net trading book
     profits
     (Item 14)

(a)   An ISD firm may only include a qualifying
       undertaking or other arrangement in item 13 if it is
       a qualifying capital instrument or a qualifying
       capital item.

(b)   A firm which is not an ISD firm may only include
       qualifying undertakings in its calculation of liquid
        capital if:

        (i)   it maintains liquid capital equivalent to 6/52 of
              its annual audited expenditure in a form other
              than qualifying undertakings; and

        (ii)  the total amount of all qualifying undertakings
              plus qualifying subordinated loans does not
             exceed the limits set out in paragraph (1)(c)
             above.

For non-ISD firms the unaudited profits can be included
at item 14.  For ISD firms the amount which may be
included at item 14 must comprise the firm�s trading
book profits less any foreseeable charges or dividends
and any losses suffered in respect of its other
business, save to the extent that these have been
taken into account in calculating item 3 and/or item 7 of
Part I.
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Note

Non-trading book interim profits may only be included
in Tier 1 of the calculation if they have been
independently verified by the firm�s external auditors.

For this purpose, the external auditor should normally
undertake at least the following:

(a)   satisfy himself that the figures forming the basis of
       the interim profits have been properly extracted
       from the underlying accounting records;

(b)   review the accounting policies used in calculating
        the interim profits so as to obtain comfort that they
       are consistent with those normally adopted by the
       firm in drawing up its annual financial statements;

(c)   perform analytical review procedures on the
        results to date, including comparisons of actual
        performance to date with budget and with the
        results of prior periods;

(d)   discuss with management the overall performance
       and financial position of the firm;

(e)   obtain adequate comfort that the implications of
       current and prospective litigation, all known claims
      and commitments, changes in business activities
      and provisions for bad and doubtful debts have
      been properly taken into account in arriving at the
      interim profits; and

(f)   follow up problem areas of which the auditors are
      already aware in the course of auditing the firm�s
       financial statements.

A firm wishing to include interim profits in Tier 1 capital
in a financial return should submit to the FSA with the
financial return a verification report signed by its
external auditor which states whether the interim
results are fairly stated.

Profits on the sale of capital items or arising from other
activities which are not directly related to the
investment business of the firm may also be included
within the calculation of liquid capital if they can be
separately verified by the firm�s auditors. In such a
case, such profits can form part of the firm�s Tier 1
capital as audited profits.
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9   Short term qualifying
     subordinated loans
     (Item 15)

10   Illiquid assets
       (Item 16)

Loans having the characteristics prescribed by rule
5.2.5(3) may be included in item 15 subject to the limits
set out in paragraph (1) above. Tier 2 capital which
exceeds the ratios prescribed by paragraph (1)(a) and
(b) may be included in item 15 subject to paragraph (1)
above.

Illiquid assets comprise:

(a)   tangible fixed assets;

Note

In respect of tangible fixed assets purchased under
finance leases the amount to be deducted as an illiquid
asset shall be limited to the excess of the asset over
the amount of the related liability shown on the balance
sheet.

(b)   holdings in, including subordinated loans to, credit
       or financial institutions which may be included in
       the own funds of such institutions unless they have
       been deducted under item 8;

(c)   any investment in undertakings other than credit
       institutions and other financial institutions where
       such investments are not readily realisable;

(d)   any deficiency in net assets of a subsidiary;

(e)   deposits not available for repayment within 90
       days or less (except for payments in connection
       with margined futures or options contracts);

Note

Where cash is placed on deposit with a maturity of
more than 90 days but is repayable on demand subject
to the payment of a penalty, then this is not required to
be deducted as an illiquid asset but a deduction is
required for the amount of the penalty.

(f)   loans, other debtors and accruals not falling due to
      be repaid within 90 days or which are more than
      one month overdue by reference to the contractual
      payment date;
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(g)   physical stocks (except where subject to the
       position risk requirement as set out in Table
       5.2.3(5)(b); and

(h) prepayments to the extent that the period of
prepayment exceeds six weeks in the case of a
firm subject to the 6/52 expenditure based
requirement or thirteen weeks in the case of a
firm subject to the 13/52 expenditure based
requirement or where a firm is required to meet
the requirement in rule 5.2.3(4)(c)(i).

11   qualifying property
       (Item 17)

This item comprises the qualifying amount calculated in
accordance with rule 5.2.6(1).

 Table 5.2.3(3)(b)          OWN FUNDS REQUIREMENT

PART I
DETERMINATION OF REQUIREMENT

1     Subject to paragraph 2 below, an ISD firm�s own funds requirement is:

       (a)   Euro730,000 for a firm whose permitted business includes dealing for its
               own account and/or underwriting issues; or

       (b)   Euro125,000 for a firm whose permitted business includes holding
              customers� monies or assets, but does not include dealing for its own
              account or underwriting issues; or

       (c)   Euro50,000 for a firm whose permitted business does not include holding
               customers� monies or assets, dealing for its own account or underwriting
               issues;

unless, in each case, the firm qualifies for a lower amount in accordance with
Part II.
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2     An ISD firm will not require permission to deal for its own account for the
       purposes of determining its own funds requirement if it holds positions and:

       (a)   (i)   such positions arise as a result of the firm�s failure to match investors�
                     orders precisely;

               (ii)   the positions are incidental and provisional in nature, only lasting long
                      enough to complete the transaction in question; and

              (iii)   the total market value of all such positions does not exceed 15 per
                      cent of the firm�s Tier 1 capital; or

       (b)   such positions are held for investment, and not for short term trading,
              purposes; or

(c) such positions arise in the course of correcting a dealing error connected
with a customer transaction.

PART II
OWN FUNDS TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS

1 Subject to paragraph 4 below, an ISD firm�s own funds requirement may be set at a
lower level than the appropriate amount in paragraph 1 of Part I if such firm:

(a) was authorised before 1 July 1995;

(b) was permitted by the Investment Management Regulatory Organisation at the
commencement date of these rules to calculate its own funds requirement in
accordance with the own funds transitional provisions of that Organisation; and

(c) complies with the requirements of paragraph 2 below.

2 (a) A firm to which this Part applies must at the end of each six-month period
calculate the average daily level of its own funds for the six-month period
preceding the date of calculation.

(b) The firm must report (an "own funds return") each such calculation to the FSA by
the date for submission of its quarterly return due next after the date to which the
calculation is made.

(c) The highest level calculated by the firm before 1 January 1996 is the firm�s first
reference level for the purposes of this Part.

(d) Each time that the firm�s six-monthly calculation results in a level higher than any
preceding it, that higher level becomes its relevant level for the purposes of this
Part.

3 The own funds of a firm to which this Part applies must not fall below its reference
level.
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4 This Part will cease to apply to a firm if:

(a) its own funds equal or exceed the applicable level specified in Part I; or

(b) it has a change of controller, except a change of control resulting from:

(i) the first transfer by inheritance after 31 December 1995 (in this case the firm
must comply with Part 1 from the tenth anniversary of the date of the
transfer);

(ii) a change in the composition of the firm  which is a partnership, if at least one
partner who was a partner on 31 December 1995 remains in the partnership
(in this case the firm must comply with Part I by 31 December 2005); or

(iii) a merger of two or more firms subject to the Capital Adequacy Directive (No.
93/6/EEC), where the merged firm does not have the appropriate minimum
level of initial capital (in this case, the reference level will become the firm�s
total of own funds at the time of the merger).

Table 5.2.3(5)(a)      EXPENDITURE BASED REQUIREMENT

PART I
CALCULATION OF REQUIREMENT

A firm�s expenditure based requirement is a fraction of its annual audited
expenditure determined in accordance with Part II of this Table.

PART II
FRACTIONS

1   The fraction is 6/52 where:

     (a)    the firm is an authorised unit trust manager; or

     (b)   the firm acts only as an authorised corporate director of an ICVC; or

     (c)   the firm is an investment manager (including the operator of an unregulated
            collective investment scheme in relation to which the firm carries on the
            activity of an investment manager), unless paragraph 2 applies.

2   The fraction is 13/52 where the firm is an investment manager as in paragraph
     1(c) above, or is a custodian, and the firm either:

     (a)   itself holds customers� monies or assets; or

     (b)   procures the appointment as custodian of its customers� monies or assets of
             an associate of the firm which is not an approved bank.

Note: Paragraph 1(a) above includes a firm which acts as both an authorised unit trust
manager and as an authorised corporate director of an ICVC.
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Table 5.2.3(5)(b)        POSITION RISK REQUIREMENT

PART I
CALCULATION OF REQUIREMENT

A firm�s position risk requirement is determined by calculating on a daily mark to market
basis, the sum of the weighted value of each position held by the firm. The weighted value
for each position must be calculated by multiplying its current market value by the
appropriate factor set out in Part II.

Note:  This requirement does not attach to items deducted in full as illiquid assets.

PART II
WEIGHTINGS

Instrument Requirement

A Debt Maturity     0-2 2-5 >5
                  years years years

Central Government 2% 5% 13%

Qualifying debt securities

� fixed rate 8% 8% 15%

� floating rate 10% 10% 15%

Non-qualifying debt securities

� fixed rate 10% 20% 30%

� floating rate 30% 30% 30%
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B Equities

� Traded on a recognised or
           designated investment
          exchange.

25%

� other 100%

C Stock position in physical
           commodities

� Physical positions associated with firm�s
          investment business

30% of realisable value

D Derivatives

� Exchange traded futures and
           written options

4 x initial margin requirement.

� otc futures and written options Apply the appropriate percentage shown
in Sections A, B, & C above to the
market value of the underlying position.

�        Purchased options Apply the appropriate percentage shown
in Sections A, B & C above to the
market value of the underlying position
but the result may be limited to the
market value of the option.

� Contracts for differences 20% of the market value of the contract.

E Other investments

� units in regulated collective
          investment schemes

25% of realisable value (see Section F).

� with profit life policies  20% of surrender value.

� other  100% of the value of investment or
  underlying instrument.
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F Determination of disallowed
           value of units

The disallowed value of units held in a unit trust
manager�s box is the difference between:

(a) the amount at which stocks of units in the
box are valued in the balance sheet; and

(b)  the adjusted value of the units, being the
       value of the units calculated at cancellation
       prices less the value calculated at
       cancellation prices of the units multiplied by
       the following percentages based on the
       types of investments in the individual unit
       trust schemes:

      Quoted, fixed or floating rate interest
       bearing securities:    3%

       Equities:
       USA, Japan, Canada 5%
       Europe                       6%
       Far East and other       10%

Note

This can be illustrated as follows:
100 units, comprising Far East equities, with
unit cancellation price of 100 pence.

                         £      £ 
Balance sheet value               104
Value of cancellation price 100
Less £100 x 10%                 10          90

                   _____   _____
Disallowed                              14

Note

The percentages in the requirement column are
applied to the market value (unless otherwise
stated) of gross positions i.e. both longs and
shorts in each category; netting and off-setting
are prohibited. The long or short position in a
particular instrument is the net of any long or
short positions held in that same instrument.
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Table 5.2.3(5)(c)    COUNTERPARTY RISK REQUIREMENT (CRR)

1 Receivables In the case of receivables due to the firm in the form of
fees, commission, interest, dividends and margin in
exchange-traded futures or options contracts, which are
directly related to items included in the trading book, the
CRR is calculated as follows:

CRR = A x RF, where

A = the amount of the sum due; and

RF = the appropriate risk factor derived from
                              Table 5.2.3(5)(c)(ii).

Note

This requirement attaches only to balances arising from
proprietary activity falling within the definition of the trading
book.

 Note

This requirement does not attach to items deducted in full
as illiquid assets.

2 Delivery of
          cash against
          documents

Where a firm enters into a trading book transaction and
the transaction is to be settled by delivery of cash against
documents, the firm�s CRR in respect of that transaction is
calculated as follows:

CRR = (SP � MV) x RF, where

SP = agreed settlement price;

MV = current market value;

RF = the appropriate risk factors derived
from Table 5.2.3(5)(c)(i).

The CRR should only be calculated where the difference
between SP and MV would involve a loss if borne by the
firm.
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3      Free deliveries Where a firm enters into a trading book transaction and
the firm pays for the securities before it receives
documents of title or delivers documents of title before
receiving payment, the CRR in respect of that transaction
is calculated as follows:

CRR = V x RF, where

            V = (i) the full amount due to the firm (i.e.
                                      the contract value) where the firm
                                      has delivered securities to a
                                      counterparty and has not received
                                      payment; or

(ii)   the market value of the securities,
                                      where the firm has made payment
                                      to a counterparty for securities
                                      and has not received documents
                                      of title; and

           RF = the appropriate risk factor derived from
                               Table 5.2.3(5)(c)(ii).

4      Settlement
        outstanding 30
        days or more

In the case of trading book transactions entered into by a
firm where the firm pays for the securities before it
receives documents of title or delivers documents of title
before receiving payment and settlement has not been
effected within 30 days of falling due, CRR = V.

5       Repos/Stock
         Lending and
         Reverse
         Repos/Stock
         Borrowing

Where a firm enters into a transaction based on securities
included in the trading book under the terms of a
repurchase agreement or a securities lending agreement
the firm�s CRR in respect of that transaction is calculated
as follows:

CRR = V x RF, where

           RF = the appropriate risk factor derived from
                               Table 5.2.3(5)(c)(ii); and

for repos/stock lending:

           V = the excess of the market value of the
                               securities over the value of the
                               collateral provided under the
                               agreement, if the net figure is positive;
                               or
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for reverse repos/stock borrowing:

           V = the excess of the amount paid or the
                               collateral given for the securities
                               received under the agreement, if the
                               net figure is positive.

6 otc
          derivatives

In the case of a transaction entered into by a firm as
principal in an otc derivative the CRR is calculated as
follows:

CRR = A x RF, where

            A = the appropriate credit equivalent
                              amount derived from Table
                              5.2.3(5)(c)(iii); and

            RF = the appropriate risk factor derived from
                               Table 5.2.3(5)(c)(ii).

This calculation shall not apply to contracts for interest
rate and foreign exchange which are traded on a
recognised investment exchange or designated
investment exchange where they are subject to a daily
margin requirement and foreign exchange contracts with
an original maturity of 14 calendar days or less.

A firm may net off contracts with the same counterparty in
the same otc derivative contract for settlement on the
same date in the same currency provided that the firm is
legally entitled under the terms of the contracts with such
a counterparty to net such contracts by novation.

Table 5.2.3(5)(c)(i)

COUNTERPARTY RISK FACTOR � CASH SETTLEMENTS

Number of working days after
due settlement date

Risk Factor

0-4 0%

5-15 8%

16-30 50%

31-45

46 or more

75%

100%
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Table 5.2.3(5)(c)(ii)   COUNTERPARTY RISK REQUIREMENT

Type of counterparty Risk
Weighting

Solvency
Ratio

Risk Factor

1 A counterparty which is, or
          the contract of which is,
          explicitly guaranteed by a
          category a body.

NIL 8% NIL

2 A counterparty which is, or
          the contract of which is,
          explicitly guaranteed by a
          category b body.

20% 8% 1.6%

3 Any other counterparty. 100% 8% 8%

Table 5.2.3(5)(c)(iii)

OTC DERIVATIVES CALCULATION OF CREDIT EQUIVALENT AMOUNT

A     By attaching current market values to contracts (marking to market), obtain the
        current replacement cost of all contracts with positive values.

B     To obtain a figure for potential future credit exposure, the notional principal
       amounts or values underlying the firm�s aggregate positions are multiplied by
        the following percentages:

Residual Maturity Interest-Rate Contracts Foreign-Exchange
Contracts

One year or less nil 1%

More than one year 0.5% 5%

C     The credit equivalent amount is the sum of current replacement cost and
        potential future credit exposure.

Note

Except in the case of single-currency �floating/floating interest rate� swaps in which only
the current replacement cost will be calculated, bought OTC equity options and covered
warrants shall be subject to the treatment accorded to exchange rate contracts.
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Table 5.2.3(5)(d)   FOREIGN EXCHANGE REQUIREMENT

Calculation of Requirement

(1)    A firm�s foreign exchange requirement is determined by calculating the excess of its
        foreign exchange position (FEP) above 2 per cent of its own funds and multiplying this
        excess by 8 per cent.

(2)    The FEP is the greater of:

         (a)    the total in the reporting currency of the net short positions in each
                 currency other than the reporting currency; and

         (b)    the total in the reporting currency of the net long positions in each
                 currency other than the reporting currency;

         where the conversion to the reporting currency is performed using spot rates.

Note

For this purpose, long and short positions in the same currency can be netted to produce
the net position.

(3)    In calculating the FEP, a firm must include relevant foreign exchange items.

EXCHANGE POSITION FOR HEDGING PURPOSES

Any positions which the firm has taken in order to hedge against the adverse effect of
exchange rates on an item already deducted in the calculation of liquid capital may not be
excluded from the calculation of net open currency positions.
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Table 5.2.3(5)(e)      OTHER ASSETS REQUIREMENT

PART I
CALCULATION OF REQUIREMENT

The requirement to be met in respect of the assets set out in Part II of this Table, other
than those to which position risk requirements and counterparty risk requirements apply or
which have been deducted in full as illiquid assets, and in respect of off-balance sheet
items set out in Part II of this Table, must be calculated as follows:

A = AV x RF where

A = the amount of the requirement;

AV = the current asset value; and

RF = the appropriate risk factor derived from Part II of this Table.

PART II
RISK FACTORS

Assets and Off-Balance Sheet Items Risk Factor

Assets

Cash at bank and in hand and equivalent items
Assets secured by acceptable collateral
including deposits and certificates of deposit
with lending institutions

Amount due from trustees of authorised unit
trusts

Note

This only applies to firms who are authorised
unit trust managers.

NIL

NIL

Other receivables due from or explicitly
guaranteed by or deposits with category a
bodies

NIL

Other receivables due from or explicitly
guaranteed by or deposits with category b
bodies

1.6%
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Pre-payments and accrued income (See
paragraph 10 of Part II of Table 5.2.2(1)

8%

All other assets 8%

OFF-BALANCE SHEET ITEMS

Full Risk Items e.g.

          Charges granted against assets

          Guarantees given

8% x counterparty weight
(see Table 5.2.3(5)(c)(ii))

Medium Risk Items e.g.

          Undrawn credit facilities granted
          by the firm with an original
          maturity of more than one year

4% x counterparty weight
(see Table 5.2.3(5)(c)(ii))

Low Risk Items e.g.

          Undrawn credit facilities granted
          by the firm with an original
          maturity of one year or less

Nil
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Note

(1)    In determining the appropriate other assets requirement (OAR) for guarantees
         given in a group context, a firm should follow the calculation below:

        (a)    Categorise the guarantee agreements into:

                 (i) those with the character of credit substitutes; or

                 (ii) those not having the character of credit substitutes; or

                 (iii) agreements to provide guarantees.

        (b)    Calculate the weighted value.

                 (i) For guarantees falling under (1)(a)(i), the weighted value will be 100% of
the estimated current year liability under the guarantee.

                 (ii) For guarantees falling under (1)(a)(ii) the weighted value will be 50% of the
estimated current year liability under the guarantee.

                 (iii) For guarantees falling under (1)(a)(iii), the weighted value will be nil.

(c) The OAR is calculated as:

Weighted value x 8% x counterparty weighting (Table 5.2.3(5)(c)(ii))

 (2)   For the purpose of this requirement, in assessing whether the guarantee has
        the characteristics of a credit substitute the following factors should be
        considered:

        (a)    do the agreements allow for periodic or ad-hoc calling of funds;

        (b)    have the guarantees been drawn upon on a regular basis;

        (c)    do firms in the group rely on such guarantees to meet their working
                 capital or regulatory capital requirements.

(3) Where a firm is part of a group including other FSA regulated entities which
together have entered into cross group guarantee arrangements which give
rise to an OAR, the estimate of the potential liability under the guarantee may
be apportioned between the regulated entities for the purpose of calculating
each firm�s OAR.
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5.3.1 RECORDS

RECORDING REQUIREMENTS

5.3.1(1) R A firm must ensure that it maintains adequate accounting records and
must prepare and submit such reports as are required by the FSA in a
timely manner.  A firm's records must:

(1) be up to date and must disclose, with reasonable accuracy, at
any time, the firm's financial position at that time;

(2) enable the firm to demonstrate its continuing compliance with its
financial resources requirements; and

(3) provide the information:

(a) which the firm needs to prepare such financial statements
and periodical reports as may be required by the FSA; and

(b) which the firm's auditor (where the FSA requires one to be
appointed) needs to form an opinion on any statements of
the firm on which the auditor is required to report.

5.3.1(2) G Where a firm appoints a third party to maintain the firm's accounting records, these records
remain the responsibility and property of the firm, which must ensure that they are
maintained in accordance with the rules.

FIRM'S OWN TRANSACTIONS

5.3.1(3) R A firm must ensure that proper accounting records are kept in English
to show and explain the firm's own account transactions,
distinguishing between trading book and non-trading book
transactions.
CUSTOMERS' ACCOUNTING RECORDS

5.3.1(4) R A firm must ensure that proper accounting records are kept in English
which:

(1) record all purchases and sales of customers' assets effected by
the firm;

(2) record all receipts and payments of money belonging to
customers which arise from transactions effected by the firm;

(3) in relation to client money; have regard to the requirements of
the Client Money Rules;
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(4) disclose the assets and liabilities of a firm's customers
individually and collectively, to the extent that they are managed
by the firm;

(5) record all customers' assets (including customer investments) in
the possession of the firm or of another person who is holding
such assets for, or to the order of, the firm, showing the location
of the assets, their beneficial owner and the extent to which they
are subject to any charge of which the firm has been notified.

5.3.1(5) G The requirement to maintain adequate records of movements and holdings of client money
and any interest paid on client money balances, are set out in COB 9.3.

RETENTION OF ACCOUNTING RECORDS

5.3.1(6) R The accounting records required by rule 5.3.1(1) to (4) must be
maintained for a minimum period of six years.  During the first two of
these years they must be kept either at a place where the firm carries
on business or in such a manner that they can be produced at such a
place within 24 hours of their being requested.

5.5.1 FINANCIAL NOTIFICATION

NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR ISD FIRMS

5.5.1(1) R An ISD firm must notify the FSA in writing as soon as it has reason to
believe that any of the following has occurred:

(a) a counterparty in a repo or reverse repo transaction or a
securities lending or borrowing transaction has defaulted; or

(b) the firm is in breach of the requirement to maintain own funds in
excess of its own funds requirement; or

(c) it is in breach of the large exposures limits set out in rule 5.2.7(3).

5.7.1 CONSOLIDATED SUPERVISION

APPLICATION OF CONSOLIDATION

5.7.1(1) R A firm will be subject to consolidated supervision by the FSA unless
rule 5.7.1(2) or (3) applies.
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CASES WHERE CONSOLIDATED SUPERVISION BY THE FSA WILL NOT APPLY

5.7.1(2) R A firm will not be subject to consolidated supervision where either of
the following conditions are fulfilled:

(a) the financial resources rules do not apply to the firm by
virtue of Table 5.1.1(1)(a); or

(b) the firm is included in the supervision on a consolidated
basis of the group of which it is a member by another
competent authority.

5.7.1(3) R A firm will not be subject to consolidated supervision if:

(a) each member of the group which is an ISD firm or a European
investment firm:
(i) is subject either to a liquid capital requirement in

accordance with rule 5.2.3(1), or to an equivalent capital
regime;

(ii) complies with its financial resources requirement and the
large exposures requirements set out in rules 5.2.7(2) to (5),
or with the equivalent rules of its regulator; and

(iii) has systems to monitor and control the sources of capital
and funding of all other financial institutions within the
group;

(b) each member of the group which is regulated by  the FSA notifies
the FSA of any serious risks that could undermine the financial
stability of the group, and follows any corrective action required
by the FSA; and

(c) the firm has applied for and obtained from the FSA a waiver from
rule 5.7.1(1).

OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE INFORMATION

5.7.1(4) R A firm which is subject to rule 5.7.1(1) must provide such information
as is required to enable the FSA to assess the risks to which the firm
may be subject as a member of the group of which it is a member.
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APPENDIX 1  (INTERPRETATION)

GLOSSARY OF TERMS FOR CHAPTER 5  (FORMER IMRO FIRMS)

The following words or terms throughout Chapter 5 are to have the meanings given to them below if not
inconsistent with the subject or context.  If a defined term does not appear in the Chapter 5 glossary below, the
definition appearing in the Glossary annexed to the General Provisions Instrument 2001 ("the Glossary")
applies.

Term Meaning

accepting deposits means the regulated activity, specified in article 5 of the Regulated Activities Order (Accepting
deposits), which is in summary: accepting deposits if:

(a) money received by way of deposit is lent to others; or

(b) any other activity of the person accepting the deposit is financed, wholly or to a material
extent, out of the capital of or interest on money received by way of deposit.

accounting
reference date

means:

(a) the date to which a firm�s accounts are prepared in order to comply with the Companies Act
or, in the case of a firm not subject to the Companies Act, the equivalent date selected by the
firm; and

(b) in the case of an OPS firm which is not subject to the Companies Act, the date to which the
accounts of the OPS in respect of which  the firm acts are prepared.

Act means the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.

advice or advising
on investments

means the regulated activity, specified in article 53 of the Regulated Activities Order (Advising on
investments), which is in summary: advising a person if the advice is

(a) given to the person in his capacity as an investor or potential investor, or in his capacity as
agent for an investor or a potential investor; and

(b) advice on the merits of his doing any of the following (whether as principal or agent):

(i) buying, selling, subscribing for or underwriting a particular investment which is a
designated  investment, or

(ii) exercising any right conferred by such an investment to buy, sell, subscribe for or
underwrite such an investment.

admission
procedures

means the procedures set out in the Authorisation Manual together with any other procedures
which the Board resolves, either generally or in relation to any specific case, should apply to the
admission of firms and the admission of approved persons.

ancillary activity means an activity that is not a regulated activity but is:

(a) carried on in connection with a regulated activity; or

(b) held out as being for the purposes of a regulated activity.

annual accounts means accounts prepared to comply with the Companies Act or other statutory obligations.

annual audited
expenditure

has the meaning given in rule 5.2.4(1) (Determination).

annual financial
return

means the return referred to in the Supervision Manual.

appointed
representative

(in accordance with section 39 of the Act) a person (other than an authorised person) who:

(a) is a party to a contract with an authorised person (his principal) which:

(i) permits or requires him to carry on business of a description prescribed in the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 (Appointed Representatives) Regulations 2001 (SI
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2001/1217); and

(ii) complies with such requirements as are prescribed in those Regulations; and

(b) is someone for whose activities in carrying on the whole or part of that business his principal
has accepted responsibility in writing;

and who is therefore an exempt person in relation to any regulated activity comprised in the
carrying on of that business for which his principal has accepted responsibility.

approved bank (in relation to a bank account opened by a firm):

(a) if the account is opened at a branch in the United Kingdom:

(i) the Bank of England; or

(ii) the central bank of a member state of the OECD; or

(iii) a bank; or

(iv) a building Society which offers, unrestrictedly, banking services; or

(v) a bank which is supervised by the central bank or other banking regulator of a member
state of the OECD; or

(b) if the account is opened elsewhere:

(i) a bank in (a); or

(ii) a credit institution established in an EEA state other than the United Kingdom and duly
authorised by the relevant Home State regulator; or

(iii) a bank which is regulated in the Isle of Man or the Channel Islands; or

(c) a bank supervised by the South African Reserve Bank; or

(d) any other bank that:

(i) is subject to regulation by a national banking regulator;

(ii) is required to provide audited accounts;

(iii) has minimum net assets of £5million (or its equivalent in any other currency at the
relevant time) and has a surplus revenue over expenditure for the last two financial
years; and

(iv) has an annual audit report which is not materially qualified.

approved person means a person in relation to whom the FSA has given its approval under section 59 of the Act
(Approval for particular arrangements) for the performance of a controlled function.

associate in relation to person ("A"), means:

(a) an undertaking in the same group as A;

(b)  an appointed representative of A or of any undertaking in the same group as A; and

(c) any other person whose business or domestic relationship with A or its associate might
reasonably be expected to give rise to a community of interest between them which may
involve a conflict of interest in dealings with third parties.

authorised
corporate director

means the director of an ICVC who is the authorised corporate director of the ICVC in accordance
with CIS 7.2.1R (The directors).

authorised person as defined in section 31 of the Act (Authorised persons), means one of the following persons
authorised for the purposes of the Act:

(a) a person who has a Part IV permission to carry on one or more regulated activities;

(b) an EEA firm qualifying for authorisation in accordance with Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA
Passport Rights);

(c) an incoming Treaty firm;
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(d) a UCITS qualifier;

(e) an ICVC;

(f) a person who is otherwise authorised by a provision of, or made under the Act.

authorised unit
trust manager

means the manager of an authorised unit trust scheme.

authorised unit
trust scheme

(as defined in section 237(3) of the Act (Other definitions)), means a unit trust scheme which is
authorised for the purposes of the Act by an authorisation order.

best execution in relation to the effecting of a transaction, means the effecting of that transaction in compliance
with COB 7.5.

Board means the board of directors of FSA or any duly authorised committee of such board.

body corporate means any body corporate, including a body corporate constituted under the law of a country or
territory outside the United Kingdom, in accordance with section 417(1) (Definitions) of the Act.

branch means:

(a) in relation to a credit institution, a place of business which forms a legally dependent part of a
credit institution and which carries out directly all or some of the transactions inherent in the
business of credit institutions;

(b) in relation to an investment firm, a place of business which is a part of an investment firm,
not being the principal place of business, which has no separate legal personality and which
provides investment services for which the investment firm has been authorised;

(c) for the purposes of the ISD, all the places of business set up in the same member state by an
investment firm with headquarters in another member state are to be regarded as a single
branch.

category a body means:

(a) the government or central bank of a zone a  country; or

(b) the European Communities; or

(c) the government or central bank of any other country, provided the receivable in question is
denominated in that country�s national currency.

category b body means:

(a) the EIB or a multi-lateral development bank; or

(b) the regional government or local authority of a zone a country; or

(c) an investment firm or credit institution authorised in a zone a country; or

(d) a recognised clearing house or exchange; or

(e) an investment firm or credit institution authorised in any other country, which applies a
financial supervision regime at least equivalent to the Capital Adequacy Directive (No.
93/6/EEC).

certificates
representing
securities or

certificates
representing
certain securities

the investment specified in article 80 of the Regulated Activities Order (Certificates representing
certain securities), which is, in summary: a certificate or other instrument which confers
contractual or property rights (other than rights consisting of options):

(a) in respect of any share, debenture, government and public security or warrant) held by a
person other than the person on whom the rights are conferred by the certificate or
instrument; and

(b) the transfer of which may be effected without requiring the consent of that person;

but excluding any certificate or other instrument which confers rights in respect of two or more
investments issued by different persons or in respect of two or more different government and
public securities issued by the same person.

chief executive means:
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(a) (in relation to a firm whose principal place of business is within the United Kingdom) the
person who, alone or jointly with one or more others, is responsible under the immediate
authority of the directors for the conduct of the whole of its business;

(b) (in relation to a firm whose principal place of business is outside the United Kingdom) the
person who, alone or jointly with one or more others, is responsible for the conduct of its
business within the United Kingdom.

client money means, subject to the Client Money Rules, money of any currency which, in the course of carrying
on designated investment business, a firm holds in respect of any investment agreement entered
into, or to be entered into, with or for a client or which a firm treats as client money in accordance
with the Client Money Rules.

Client Money
Rules

COB 9.3.

close relative as defined in article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order (in relation to any person) means:

(a) his spouse;

(b) his children and step-children, his parents and step-parents, his brothers and sisters and his
step-brothers and step-sisters; and

(c) the spouse of any person within (b).

collective
investment
scheme (CIS)

a collective investment scheme, as defined in section 235 of the Act (Collective Investment
Schemes), which is in summary:

(a) any arrangements with respect to property of any description, including money, the purpose
or effect of which is to enable persons taking part in the arrangements (whether by
becoming owners of the property or any part of it or otherwise) to participate in or receive
profits or income arising from the acquisition, holding, management or disposal of the
property or sums paid out of such profits or income; and

(b) which are not excluded by the Financial Services and Markets Act (Collective Investment
Schemes) Order 2001 (SI 2001/1062).

Companies Act means the Companies Acts 1985 to 1989 and their equivalent in Northern Ireland.

company means a body corporate or an unincorporated association and, where the context permits, includes
a partnership.

competent
authority

means, in relation to a member state, an authority designated by that state to carry out the
supervisory functions provided for in the ISD or the Second Banking Co-ordination Directive
(Council Directive 89/646/EEC).

compliance
officer

means the individual from time to time appointed by a firm as responsible for compliance matters.

connected
company and
connected credit
institution

means, in relation to a firm which:

(a) is a body corporate, a body corporate or credit institution satisfying any of the following
conditions:

(i) the same person is the controller of each body corporate or credit institution; or

(ii) if a group of two or more persons are controllers of each body corporate or credit
institution, the group either consists of the same persons or could be regarded as
consisting of the same persons by treating a member of either group as replaced by:

(A) that member�s close relative; or

(B) a person with whom the member is in partnership; or

(C) a body corporate of which the member is an officer; or

(iii) both bodies corporate are members of the same group; or

(b) is not a body corporate or credit institution which is controlled:

(i) by the firm; or
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(ii) by a partner in the firm; or

(iii) by a close relative or partner in the firm or, if the firm is a sole trader, by a close relative
of the sole trader; or

(iv) collectively by any of the partners in the firm or their close relatives.

consolidated
supervision

means, in relation to a firm which is a member of a group, the application of Chapter 5 of the
Interim Prudential Sourcebook to:

(a)  that firm on a solo basis; and

(b) that firm and any other member of that group of which the firm is a member on a
consolidated basis.

contractually
based investment

in accordance with article 3 of the Regulated Activities Order (Interpretation: general) means:

(a) a life policy;

(b) an option, future, contract for differences;

(c) rights to or interests in investments falling within (a) or (b).

control in relation to the acquisition, increase or reduction of control of a firm, means the relationship
between a person and the firm or other undertaking of which the person is controller.

controlled
function

means a function relating to the carrying on of a regulated activity by a firm which is specified,
under section 59 of the Act (Approval for particular arrangements), in the Table of Controlled
Functions at SUP 10.4.5.R.

controller (as defined in section 422 of the Act (Controller))

in relation to a firm or other undertaking ("A"), means a person who:

(a) holds 10% or more of the shares in A; or

(b) is able to exercise significant influence over the management of A by virtue of his
shareholding in A; or

(c) holds 10% or more of the shares in a parent undertaking (�P�) of A; or

(d) is able to exercise significant influence over the management of P by virtue of his
shareholding in P; or

(e) is entitled to exercise, or control the exercise of, 10% or more of the voting power in A; or

(f) is able to exercise significant influence over the management of A by virtue of his voting
power in A; or

(g) is entitled to exercise, or control the exercise of, 10% or more of the voting power in P; or

(h) is able to exercise significant influence over the management of by virtue of his voting power
in P.

and in this definition

(A) �person� means:

(a) the person; or

(b) any of the person�s associates; or

(c) the person and any of his associates;

(B) "associate", in relation to a person (H") holding shares in an undertaking ("C") or entitled to
exercise or control the exercise of voting power in relation to another undertaking ("D")
means:

(a) the spouse of H

(b) a child or stepchild of H (if under 18);

(c) the trustee of any settlement under which H has a life interest in possession (or in
Scotland a life interest);
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(d) an undertaking of which H is a director;

(e) a person who is an employee or partner of H;

(f) if H is an undertaking:

(i) a director of H;

(ii) a subsidiary undertaking of H;

(iii) a director or employee of such a subsidiary undertaking; and

(g) if H has with any other person an agreement or arrangement with respect to the
acquisition, holding or disposal of shares or other interests in C or D or under which they
undertake to act together in exercising their voting power in relation to C or D, that other
person;

(C) "settlement" includes any disposition or arrangement under which property is held on trust (or
subject to a comparable obligation);

(D) "shares" means;

(a) in relation to an undertaking with a share capital, allotted shares;

(b) in relation to an undertaking with capital but no share capital, rights to share in the
capital of the undertaking;

(c) in relation to an undertaking without capital, interests:

(i) conferring any right to share in the profits, or liability to contribute to the losses, of
the undertaking; or

(ii) giving rise to any obligation to contribute to the debts or expenses of the
undertaking in the event of a winding up.

core investment
service

means a service listed in Section A of the Annex to the ISD, the text of which is set out in
Schedule 2 to the RAO.

corporate finance
business

means:

(a) designated investment business carried on by a firm with or for:

(i) any issuer, holder or owner of designated investments, if that business relates to the offer,
issue, underwriting, repurchase, exchange or redemption of, or the variation of the terms
of, those investments, or any related matter;

(ii) any market counterparty or intermediate customer, or other body corporate, partnership
or supranational organisation, if that business relates to the manner in which, or the terms
on which, or the persons by whom, any business, activities or undertakings relating to it,
or any associate, are to be financed, structured, managed, controlled, regulated or
reported upon;

(iii) any person in connection with:

(A) a proposed or actual takeover or related operation by or on behalf of that person,
or involving investments issued by that person (being a body corporate), its
holding company, subsidiary or associate; or

(B) a merger, de-merger, reorganisation or reconstruction involving any investments
issued by that person (being a body corporate), its holding company, subsidiary
or associate;

(iv) any shareholder or prospective shareholder of a body corporate established or to be
established for the purpose of effecting a takeover or related operation, where that
business is in connection with that takeover or related operation;

(v) any person who, acting as a principal for his own account:

(A) is involved in negotiations or decisions relating to the commercial, financial or
strategic intentions or requirements of a business or prospective business; or

(B) (provided he is acting otherwise than solely in his capacity as an investor) assists
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the interests of another person with or for whom the firm, or another authorised
person or overseas person, is undertaking business as specified in (a)(i),(ii),(iii) or
(iv), by himself undertaking all or part of any transactions involved in such
business;

(vi) any person undertaking business with or for a person as specified in (a)(i), (ii), (iii), (iv)
or (v) in respect of activities described in those sub-paragraphs;

(b) designated investment business carried on by a firm as a principal for its own account where
such business:

(i) is in the course of, or arises out of, activities undertaken in accordance with (a); and

(ii) does not involve transactions with or for, or advice to, any other person who is a private
customer in respect of such business;

(c) designated investment business carried on by a firm as principal for its own account if such
business:

(i) is in the course of, or arises out of:

(A) the offer, issue, underwriting, repurchase, exchange or redemption of, or the
variation of the terms of, shares, share warrants, debentures or debenture warrants
issued by the firm, or any related matter; or

(B) a proposed or actual takeover or related operation by or on behalf of the firm, or
involving shares, share warrants, debentures or debenture warrants issued by the
firm; or

(C) a merger, de-merger, reorganisation or reconstruction involving any shares, share
warrants, debentures or debenture warrants issued by the firm; and

(ii) does not involve giving advice on investments to any person who is a private customer;

in this definition, �share warrants� and �debenture warrants� means any warrant which relates
to shares in the firm concerned or, as the case may be, debentures issued by the firm.

counterparty means any person with or for whom a firm carries on regulated business or an ancillary activity.

counterparty risk
requirement

has the meaning given in Table 5.2.3(5)(c) (Counterparty risk requirement).

credit institution (as defined in article 1(1) of the Banking Consolidation Directive No. 2000/12/EEC)) means an
undertaking whose business is to receive deposits or other repayable funds from the public and to
grant credits for its own account.

custodian means:

(a) an approved bank;

(b) an approved depositary;

(c) a member of a recognised investment exchange or designated investment exchange;

(d) a firm which is permitted by the FSA to conduct safekeeping and administration of
investments;

(e) a regulated clearing firm;

(f) where it is not feasible to use a custodian in (a) to (e), and there are reasonable grounds to
show that a person outside the United Kingdom, whose business includes the provision of
custodial services, is able to provide such services which are appropriate to the client and in
the client's best interest to use, that person.

custody in relation to clients'  assets, means safekeeping and administration of investments.

customer see the meaning given to the term in the Glossary

customer
investment

means an investment , or a document of title or a certificate or other record evidencing title to an
investment, (other than an investment falling within articles 83, 84 and 85 of the RAO) which is
legally or beneficially owned by a customer of a firm.
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customer
transaction

does not include an own account transaction.

debenture means the investment specified in article 77 of the Regulated Activities Order (Instruments
creating or acknowledging indebtedness), which is in summary: any of the following which are
not government and public securities:

(a) debentures;

(b) debenture stock;

(c) loan stock;

(d) bonds;

(e) certificates of deposit;

(f) any other instruments creating or acknowledging indebtedness.

deposit means the investment, specified in article 74 and  defined in articles 5(2) and 5(3) of the
Regulated Activities Order), which is, in summary: a sum of money (other than one excluded by
any of articles 6 to 9 of the Regulated Activities Order) paid on terms:

(a) under which it will be repaid, with or without interest or a premium, and either on demand
or at a time or in circumstances agreed by or on behalf of the person making the payment
and the person receiving it; and

(b) which are not referable to the provision of property (other than currency) or services or the
giving of security;

in this definition, money is paid on terms which are referable to the provision of property or
services or the giving of security if, and only if:

(a)  it is paid by way of advance or part payment under a contract for the sale, hire or other
provision of property or services, and is repayable only in the event that the property or
services is or are not in fact sold, hired or otherwise provided; or

(b) it is paid by way of security for the performance of a contract or by way of security in
respect of loss which may result from the non-performance of a contract; or

(c) without prejudice to (b), it is paid by way of security for the delivery up or return of any
property, whether in a particular state of repair or otherwise.

depositary (1) (in relation to an ICVC) the person to whom is entrusted the safekeeping of all of the scheme
property of the ICVC and who has been appointed for this purpose in accordance with
regulation 5 (Safekeeping of scheme property by depositary) of and Schedule 1
(Depositaries) to the OEIC Regulations.

(2) (in relation to an AUT) the trustee.

(3) (in relation to any other unit trust scheme) the person holding the property of the scheme on
trust for the participants.

(4) (in relation to any other collective investment scheme) any person to whom the property
subject to the scheme is entrusted for safekeeping.

designated
investment

see the meaning given to the term in the Glossary

designated
investment
business

see the meaning given to the term in the Glossary
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designated
investment
exchange

see the meaning given to the term in the Glossary

director means, in relation to the following (whether constituted in the United Kingdom or under the law of
a country or territory outside it):

(a) an unincorporated association;

(b) a body corporate;

any person appointed to direct its affairs, including a person who is a member of its governing
body and (in accordance with section 417(1) of the Act):

(i) a person occupying in relation to it the position of a director (by whatever name called)
and

(ii) a person in accordance with whose directions or instructions (not being advice given in a
professional capacity) the directors of that body are accustomed to act.

EEA means the European Economic Area.

EEA firm (in accordance with paragraph 5 of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA Passport Rights)): means any of
the following, if it does not have its head office in the United Kingdom:

(a) an investment firm (as defined in Article 1(2) of the Investment Services Directive) which is
authorised (within the meaning of article 3) by its Home State regulator;

(b) a credit institution which is authorised (within the meaning of article 1) by its Home State
regulator;

(c) a financial institution (as defined in Article 1 of the Banking Consolidation Directive (No.
2000/12/EEC)) which is a subsidiary of the kind mentioned in article 19 and which fulfils
the conditions in articles 18 and 19;

(d) an undertaking pursuing the activity of direct insurance (within the meaning of Article 1 of
the First Life Directive (No. 79/267/EEC) or of the First Non-Life Directive (No.
73/239/EEC)) which has received authorisation under article 6 from its Home State
regulator.

EEA right (in accordance with  paragraph 7 of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA Passport Rights)): means the
entitlement of a person to establish a branch, or provide services in an EEA State other than that in
which he has his head office �

(a) in accordance with the Treaty as applied in the EEA; and

(b) subject to the conditions of the relevant Single Market Directives.

EEA State (in accordance with paragraph 8 of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA Passport Rights)) a State which is
a contracting party to the agreement on the European Economic Area signed at Oporto on 2 May
1992, as it has effect for the time being; as at 21 June 2001, the following are the EEA States:
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy,
Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the United
Kingdom.

EIB means the European Investment Bank.

European
investment firm

means an incoming EEA firm.

Note: A European investment firm is not necessarily a firm for the purposes of the rules.

exempt exposure means an exposure:

(a) to or guaranteed by a central government or central bank of a zone a country; or

(b) to or guaranteed by the European Communities; or

(c) to a central government or central bank of a zone b country  denominated in the national
currency of the third party; or

(d) secured by securities issued by a central government or central bank of a zone a country, or
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by the European Communities; or

(e) secured by cash deposited with the firm or its connected credit  institution; or

(f) secured by certificates of deposit issued by the firm or its connected credit institution and
deposited with one of them; or

(g) to a connected company provided that the group is supervised on a consolidated basis in
accordance with the Second Consolidated Supervision Directive and the consolidation
requirements of the Capital Adequacy Directive (No. 93/6/EEC); or

(h) with a maturity of one year or less to a credit institution, investment firm, recognised third
country investment firm, and recognised clearing houses and recognised investment
exchanges in financial instruments, not constituting their financial resources; or

(i) connected with foreign exchange transactions, incurred in the ordinary course of settlement
during the 48 hours following payment; or

(j) in connection with transactions for the purchase or sale of securities incurred in the ordinary
course of settlement during the five working days following payment or delivery of the
securities; or

(k) which is a bill of trade, with a maturity of less than one year, accepted by a credit institution;
or

(l) secured by marketable securities provided that such collateral exceeds the market value of
the exposure by 150 per cent in the case of transactions relating to shares and by 50 per cent
in relation to debt securities issued by a credit institution, a member state regional or local
authority, the EIB, the IBRD, the IFC, the IADB, the Asian and African Development Banks,
the Council of Europe Resettlement Fund, the Nordic Investment Bank and the Caribbean
Development Bank.

exempted person
or exempt person

 (as defined in section 417(1) of the Act (Definitions)) (in relation to a regulated activity), means:
a person who is exempt from the general prohibition in respect of that activity as a result of:

(a) the Exemption Order; or

(b) being an appointed representative; or

(c) section 285(2) or (3) of the Act (Exemption for recognised investment exchanges and clearing
houses).

Exemption Order means The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Exemption) Order 2001 (SI 2001/1201).

expenditure based
requirement

means the requirement calculated in accordance with Table 5.2.3(5)(a) (Expenditure based
requirement).

exposure means any of the following:

(a) the current market value of any investment held by the firm, or any underwriting commitment
entered into by the firm where its own capital is at risk;

(b) the amount of any exposure to a counterparty;

(c) the value of all other assets and off-balance sheet items (at market or book value, whichever
is higher) constituting claims on third parties, excluding any illiquid asset which is deducted
in full in the calculation of liquid capital.

finance officer means the most senior individual from time to time directly responsible for the firm�s finances and
for compliance with the requirements of the Supervision Manual.

financial
institution

means an undertaking other than a credit institution, the principal activity of which is to acquire
holdings or to carry on one or more of the activities listed in points 2 to 12 in the Annex to the
Second Banking Co-ordination Directive (89/646/EEC).

financial
resources

has the meaning given in rule 5.2.1(3) (Financial resources).

financial
resources

has the meaning given in rule 5.2.3(1) (a) to (c) (Determination of requirement).
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requirement

financial
resources rules

has the meaning given in rules 5.2.1 to 5.2.7.

financial return means annual financial return, quarterly financial return or monthly financial return as the case
may be.

firm means an authorised person.

foreign exchange
position

has the meaning given in Table 5.2.3(5)(d) (Foreign exchange requirement).

friendly society see the meaning given to the term in the Glossary.

FSA means the Financial Services Authority.

general
prohibition

the prohibition imposed by section 19 of the Act (The general prohibition) which states that no
person may carry on a regulated activity in the United Kingdom, or purport to do so, unless he is:

(a) an authorised person; or

(b) an exempt person.

Glossary means the Glossary giving the meanings of the defined expressions used in the Handbook.

government and
public security

the investment, specified in article 78 of the Regulated Activities Order (Government and public
securities) which is in summary: a loan stock, bond or other instrument creating or acknowledging
indebtedness, issued by or on behalf of any of the following:

(a) the government of the United Kingdom; or

(b) the Scottish Administration; or

(c) the Executive Committee of the Northern Ireland Assembly; or

(d) the National Assembly of Wales; or

(e) the government of any country or territory outside the United Kingdom; or

(f) a local authority in the United Kingdom or elsewhere; or

(g) a body the members of which comprise:

(i) states including the United Kingdom or another EEA State; or

(ii) bodies whose members comprise states including the United Kingdom or another EEA
State;

but excluding:

(a) the instruments specified in article 77(2)(a) to (d) of the Regulated Activities Order;

(b) any instrument creating or acknowledging indebtedness in respect of:

(i) money received by the Director of Savings as deposits or otherwise in connection with
the business of the National Savings Bank; or

(ii) money raised under the National Loans Act 1968 under the auspices of the Director of
Savings or treated as so raised under section 11(3) of the National Debt Act 1972.

group see the meaning given to the term in the Glossary

holding company (as defined in sub-section 736(1) of the Companies Act 1985) (in relation to another body
corporate ("S")), means a body corporate which:

(a) holds a majority of the voting rights in S; or

(b) is a member of S and has the right to appoint or remove a majority of its board of directors; or

(c) is a member of S and controls alone, under an agreement with other shareholders and
members, a majority of the voting rights in S.

Home State means:
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(a) if the investment firm is a natural person, the EEA State in which its head office is situated;

(b) if the investment firm is a legal person, the EEA State in which the registered office is situated
or, if under its national law it has no registered office, the EEA State in which its head office
is situated.

Home State
regulator

means:

(a) (in relation to an EEA firm) (as defined in paragraph 9 of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA Passport
Rights)) the competent authority (under the relevant Single Market Directive) of an EEA State
(other than the United Kingdom) in relation to the EEA firm concerned.

(b) (in relation to a UK firm) the FSA.

(c) (in relation to a Treaty firm) (as defined in paragraph 1 of Schedule 4 to the Act (Treaty
Rights)) the competent authority of the firm's Home State for the purpose of its Home State
authorisation.

Host State means the EEA State in which an EEA firm, a UK firm or a Treaty firm is exercising rights to
establish a branch or provide cross-border services.

IADB means the Inter-American Development Bank.

IBRD means the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

ICVC

(investment
company with
variable capital)

means a UK corporate fund which is an ICVC, as defined in the Glossary..

IFC means the International Finance Corporation.

incoming EEA
firm

see the meaning given to the term in the Glossary

investigation means an investigation authorised pursuant to the Enforcement Manual.

investment means a designated investment.

investment
agreement

means any agreement the making or performance of which by either party constitutes a  regulated
activity, but disregarding the exclusions in Part II of the Regulated Activities Order.

investment
business

means designated investment business.

investment firm see the meaning given to the term in the Glossary

Note: An investment firm is not necessarily a firm for the purposes of the rules.

investment
management firm

see the meaning given to the term in the Glossary

investment
manager

means a person who, acting only on behalf of a customer, either:

(a) manages an account or portfolio in the exercise of discretion; or

(b) has accepted responsibility on a continuing basis for advising on the composition of the
account or portfolio.

investment
services

means activities undertaken in the course of carrying on designated investment business or
undertaken as an ISA manager.

investment trust means a company listed in the United Kingdom or another EEA State which is:

(a) approved by the Inland Revenue Commissioners under section 842 of the Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988 (or, in the case of a newly formed company, has declared its
intention to conduct its affairs so as to obtain such approval); or

(b) resident in another member state and would qualify for such approval if resident and listed in
the United Kingdom.

investment trust means a dealing service (whether or not held within a pension contract) dedicated to the securities
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savings scheme of a particular investment trust or of investment trusts within a particular marketing group, and
references to an investment trust savings scheme include references to securities to be acquired
through that scheme.

ISA means an individual savings account within the meaning of the Individual Savings Account
Regulations 1998 (SI 1998/1870).

ISA cash deposit means a cash deposit within Regulation 8 of the Individual Savings Account Regulations 1998 (SI
1998/1870) which is held within a cash component ISA.

ISA manager means a person who is approved by the Inland Revenue Commissioners for the purposes of the
Individual Savings Account Regulations 1998 (SI 1998/1870) as an account manager.

ISD or Investment
Services Directive

means the Council Directive of 10 May 1993 on investment services in the securities field (No.
93/22/EEC).

ISD firm means a firm which is a UK authorised investment firm.

ISD investment
services

means core investment services and non-core investment services.

life policy (in accordance with the definition of "qualifying contract of insurance" in article 3(1) of the
Regulated Activities Order) means a long-term insurance contract (which includes a pension
policy) other than a reinsurance contract and a pure protection contract.

liquid capital has the meaning given in rule 5.2.2(2) and Table 5.2.2(1)(Calculation of own funds and liquid
capital).

liquid capital
requirement

has the meaning given in rule 5.2.3(4) (a) to (c) (Liquid capital requirement).

long term
insurance
contract

means, in accordance with article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order (Interpretation: general),
any contract of insurance within Part II of Schedule 1 to the Regulated Activities Order (Contracts
of long term insurance), namely:

(a) Life and Annuity (paragraph I);

(b) Marriage and birth (paragraph II);

(c) Linked long term (paragraph III);

(d) Permanent health (paragraph IV);

(e) Tontines (paragraph V);

(f) Capital redemption (paragraph VI);

(g) Pension fund management (paragraph VII)

(h) Collective insurance etc (paragraph VIII);

(i) Social insurance (paragraph IX).

marketable
investment

means:

(a) an investment which is traded on or under the rules of an exchange;

(b) a debt instrument which may be transferred without the consent of the

issuer or any other person (including a collateralised mortgage obligation);

(c) a commodity;

(d) a warrant, option, future or other instrument which entitles the holder to subscribe for or
acquire:

(i) an investment or commodity in (a) to (c); or

(ii) any currency; or

(iii) any combination of (i) and (ii);

(e) a contract for differences (including interest rate and currency swaps) relating to fluctuations
in:
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(i) the value or price of an investment or commodity in (a) to (d); or

(ii) any currency; or

(iii) the rate of interest in any currency or any index of such rates; or

(iv) the level of any index which is derived from the prices of an investment or commodity in
(a) to (c); or

(v) any combination of (i) to (iv);

(f) warrants, options, futures or other instruments entitling the holder to obtain the rights of those
contracts in (d) or (e);

(g) a unit in a regulated collective investment scheme.

market maker see the meaning given to the term in the Glossary

marketing group means a group of persons:

(a) who are allied together (either formally or informally) for the purposes of marketing
packaged products of the group; and

(b) each of whom, if it holds itself out in the UK as marketing any packaged products to private
customers, does so only as an investment manager or in relation to those of the marketing
group.

member state means a member state of the EEA.

monthly financial
return

means the return referred to in the Supervision Manual.

non-core
investment service

means a service listed in Section C of the Annex to the ISD.

non-private
customer

means an intermediate customer.

operator means:

(a) (in relation to an AUT) the manager;

(b) (in relation to an ICVC) that company or, if applicable, the authorised corporate director;

(c) (in relation to any other collective investment scheme that is a unit trust scheme with a
separate trustee) any person who, under the trust deed establishing the scheme, is
responsible for the management of the property held for or within the scheme;

(d) (in relation to any other collective investment scheme that is an open-ended investment
company) that company or, if applicable any person who, under the constitution or
founding arrangements of the scheme, is responsible for the management of the property
held for or within the scheme;

(e) (in relation to an investment trust savings scheme) any person appointed, by those
responsible for managing the property of the investment trust, to manage the investment
trust savings scheme.

OPS or
occupational
pension scheme

means any scheme or arrangement which is comprised in one or more instruments or agreements
and which has, or is capable of having, effect in relation to one or more descriptions or categories
of employment so as to provide benefits, in the form of pensions or otherwise, payable on
termination of service, or on death or retirement, to or respect of earners with qualifying service
in an employment of any such description or category.

OPS activity see the meaning given to the term in the Glossary

OPS firm see the meaning given to the term in the Glossary

ordinary business
investor

means:

(a) a government, local authority or international organisation;

(b) a company or partnership which satisfies (or which has satisfied at any time during the
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previous two years) any of the following size requirements:

(i) that it is a body corporate which has more than 20 members (or is the subsidiary of a
company which has more than 20 members) and it (or any of its holding companies or
subsidiaries) has a called up share capital or net assets of £500,000 or more; or

(ii) that it is a body corporate and it (or any of its holding companies or subsidiaries) has a
called up share capital or net assets of £5 million or more; or

(iii) if it is not a body corporate, it has net assets of £5 million or more (calculated in the case
of a limited partnership, without deducting loans owing to any of the partners); or

(c) a trustee of a trust which satisfies either of the following size requirements:

(i) that the aggregate value of the cash and investments which form part of the trust�s assets
(before deducting the amount of its liabilities) is £10 million or more; or

(ii) that that aggregate value has been £10 million or more at any time during the previous
two years; or

(d) any authorised person or overseas person which does not already qualify under (a), (b) or (c)
above;

and in this definition government, local authority or international organisation means:

(a) the government of the United Kingdom, of Northern Ireland, or of any country or territory
outside the United Kingdom;

(b) a local authority in the United Kingdom or Anywhere; or

(c) an international organisation the members of which include the United Kingdom or another
EEA State.

otc derivative means interest rate and foreign exchange contracts covered by Annex II to the Solvency Ratio
Directive and off balance sheet contracts based on equities which are not traded on a recognised
or designated investment exchange or other exchange where they are subject to daily margin
requirements, excluding any foreign exchange contract with an original maturity of 14 calendar
days or less.

other assets
requirement

has the meaning given in Table 5.2.3(5) (e) (Other assets requirement).

overseas person see the meaning given to the term in the Glossary

own account
transaction

means a transaction executed by the firm for its own benefit or for the benefit of its associate.

own funds has the meaning given in rule 5.2.2(1) (Own funds) and Table 5.2.2(1) (Calculation of own funds
and liquid capital).

own funds
requirement

has the meaning given in rule 5.2.3(3) (a) and (b) (Own funds requirement).

own funds return see paragraph 2(b) of Part II of Table 5.2.3(3)(b) (Own funds requirement).

Note: Copies of this return are available on request from FSA (Own funds requirement).

own funds
transitional
provisions

means the provisions of Part II of Table 5.2.3(3)(b) (Own funds requirement).

packaged product means:

(a) a life policy;

(b) a unit in a  regulated collective investment scheme;

(c) an interest in an investment trust savings scheme;

(d) a stakeholder pension scheme;

whether or not (in the case of (a), (b) or (c)) held within a PEP or an ISA.
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partially exempt
exposures

means an exposure which may be reduced:

(a) by 50 per cent in the case of low or medium risk off balance sheet items including
documentary credits in which an underlying shipment acts as collateral, undrawn credit
facilities with an original maturity of up to and including one year which may be cancelled
unconditionally at any time without notice including agreements to lend, purchase securities,
provide guarantees or acceptance facilities;

(b) by 80 per cent in the case of exposures to or guaranteed by EC regional or local authorities;

(c) for an exposure in a financial instrument to a credit institution, investment firm, recognised
third country investment firm, and a recognised clearing house or recognised investment
exchange, either

(i) by 80 per cent if it has a maturity of more than one but not more than three years; or

(ii) by 50 per cent (for marketable debt instruments only � 100 per cent otherwise) if it has a
maturity of more than three years.

pension contract means a contract under which rights to benefits are obtained by the making of contributions to an
occupational pension scheme or to a personal pension scheme, where the contributions are paid to
a regulated collective investment scheme.

PEP means a Personal Equity Plan within the meaning of the Personal Equity Plan Regulations 1989
(SI 1989/469)

permission (in accordance with section 20(1) of the Act) permission:

(a) given by the FSA under Part IV of the Act (Permission to carry on regulated activities); or

(b) resulting from any other provision of the Act;

to carry on regulated activities in the United Kingdom.

permitted
business

means regulated activity which a firm has permission to carry on.

permitted third
party

or PTP

means a third party who is:

(a) an authorised person; or

(b) an exempt person for whom an authorised person is accepting responsibility; or

(c) a person lawfully carrying on a regulated activity in another EEA State.

plan investment means an investment included in a PEP or in any ISA component.

position risk
requirement

has the meaning given in Table 5.2.3(5)(b) (Position risk requirement).

powers of
intervention

means FSA�s powers to impose prohibitions and restrictions in accordance with the Act.

prescribed
subordinated loan
agreement

means the subordinated loan agreement prescribed by the FSA for the purposes of rule 5.2.5(4).

principal means a person acting on his own account.

qualifying amount has the meaning given in the Supervision Manual.

qualifying capital
instrument

means that part of a firm�s capital which is a security of indeterminate duration, or other
instrument, that fulfils the following conditions:

(a) it may not be reimbursed on the bearer�s initiative or without the prior agreement of FSA;

(b) the debt agreement must provide for the firm to have the option of
deferring the payment of interest on the debt;

(c) the lender�s claims on the firm must be wholly subordinated to
those of all non-subordinated creditors;

(d) the documents governing the issue of the securities must provide
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for debt and unpaid interest to be such as to absorb losses, whilst
leaving the firm in a position to continue trading; and

(e) only fully paid-up amounts shall be taken into account.

qualifying capital
item

means that part of a firm�s capital which has the following characteristics:

(a) it is freely available to the firm to cover normal banking or other risks where revenue or
capital losses have not yet been identified;

(b) its existence is disclosed in internal accounting records; and

(c) its amount is determined by the management of the firm and verified by independent auditors,
and is made known to, and is monitored by, FSA.

Note: Verification by internal auditors will suffice until such time as EU provisions making
external auditing mandatory have been implemented.

qualifying
property

has the meaning given in rule 5.2.6(1) (Qualifying property and qualifying amount defined).

qualifying
subordinated loan

has the meaning given in rule 5.2.5 (1) to (7) (Qualifying subordinated loans).

qualifying
undertaking

has the meaning given in rule 5.2.6(3) (Qualifying undertakings).

quarterly
financial return

means the return referred to in the Supervision Manual.

RAO or

Regulated
Activities Order

means the Financial Services and Markets Act (Regulated Activities) Order 2001 (SI 2001/544).

readily realisable
investment

means a unit in a regulated collective investment scheme, a life policy or any marketable
investment other than one which is traded on or under the rules of a recognised or designated
investment exchange so irregularly or infrequently:

(a) that it cannot be certain that a price for that investment will be quoted at all times; or

(b) that it may be difficult to effect transactions at any price which may be quoted.

recognised
clearing house

means a clearing house which is declared by a recognition order made under section 290 or 292 of
the Act for the time being in force to be a recognised clearing house.

recognised
investment
exchange

means an investment exchange which is declared by a recognition order made under section 290 or
292 of the Act  for the time being in force to be a recognised investment exchange.

recognised
overseas clearing
house

means an overseas clearing house which is declared by a recognition order made under section
290 or 292 of the Act  for the time being in force to be a recognised clearing house.

recognised
overseas
investment
exchange

means an overseas investment exchange which is declared by a recognition order made under
section 290 or 292 of the Act for the time being in force to be a recognised investment exchange.

recognised
scheme

means a scheme recognised under:

(a) section 264 of the Act (Schemes constituted in other EEA States);

(b) section 270 of the Act (Schemes authorised in designated countries or territories); or

(c) section 272 of the Act (Individually recognised overseas schemes).

recognised third
country
investment firm

means an investment firm which is authorised in a country other than a member state and which is
subject to and complies with prudential rules equivalent to the requirements of the Capital
Adequacy Directive ((No. 93/6/EEC).

Note: A recognised third country investment firm is not necessarily a firm for the purposes of the
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rules.

Note: A list of the non-EEA regulators which are approved by FSA for the purposes of
recognising recognised third country investment firms under the Capital Adequacy Directive is
available on request from the FSA.

redemption in relation to units in an ICVC or an authorised unit trust scheme, means the purchase of them
from their holder by the authorised fund manager acting as a principal.

registered
individual

means an approved person.

registrable
activity

in relation to a firm, means any one of the following:

(a) holding the post of director or chief executive;

(b) acting as an investment manager in the course of the permitted business of the firm;

(c) acting in a senior capacity with responsibility either alone or jointly with one or more other
individuals for the management, supervision and control of a part of the firm�s permitted
business (including the compliance officer and the finance officer);

(d) procuring or endeavoring to procure other persons to enter into investment agreements, or
giving advice to persons with whom he deals about entering into investment agreements or
exercising rights conferred by investments, in the course of the permitted business of the firm;

(e) committing the firm or its customers in market dealings or in transactions in securities or in
other investments in the course of the firm�s permitted business.

registrar means, in relation to any friendly society or to any self-regulating organisation for friendly
societies which has applied for, or been granted, a recognition order made by him, the Chief
Registrar of Friendly Societies or, as the case may be, the Registrar of Friendly Societies for
Northern Ireland.

regulated activity see the meaning given to the term in the Glossary

regulated
business

means designated investment business.

regulated
collective
investment
scheme

means:

(a) an ICVC;

(b) an authorised unit trust scheme; or

(c) a recognised scheme;

whether or not the units are held within a PEP, ISA, or pension contract.

regulated friendly
society

means, as respects investment business carried on for or in connection with any of the purposes
mentioned in Schedule 1 to the Friendly Societies Act 1974, or, as the case may be, to the
Friendly Societies Act (Northern Ireland) 1970, means a society which is a friendly society within
the meaning of section 7(1)(a) of the Friendly Societies Act 1974 and is registered within the
meaning of that Act or is a friendly society within the meaning of section 1(1)(a) of the Friendly
Societies Act (Northern Ireland) 1970 and is registered or deemed to be registered under that Act;
and

(a) under its rules, has its registered office at a place situated in Great Britain or, as the case
may be, Northern Ireland; and

(b) carries on investment business in the UK.

relevant foreign
exchange items

means:

(a) all assets less liabilities, including accrued interest, denominated in
       the currency (all investments at market or realisable value);

(b) any currency future, at the nominal value of the contract;

(c) any forward contract for the purchase or sale of the currency, at the
       contract value, including any future exchange of principal
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       associated with currency swaps;

(d) any foreign currency options at the net delta (or delta-based)
       equivalent of the total book of such options;

(e) any non-currency option, at market value;

(f) any irrevocable guarantee;

(g) any other off-balance sheet commitment to purchase or sell an
       asset denominated in that currency.

reporting
currency

means the currency in which the firm�s books of account are maintained.

rule or rules in accordance with section 417(1) of the Act (Definitions), means a rule made by the FSA under
the Act, including:

(a) a Principle; and

(b) an evidential provision.

SARs means the Rules Governing Substantial Acquisition of Shares issued on the authority of the
Takeover Panel.

scheme means a collective investment scheme.

small business
investor

means:

(a) a company or partnership; or

(b) a trustee acting for a trust;

which does not satisfy a size requirement enabling the company, partnership or trustee to be
treated as an ordinary business investor.

sole trader means an individual who is a firm.

specified trustee
business

1. means any investment business carried on in the UK by a trustee
       firm, but excluding each of the following activities:

              (a)  Dealing or arranging deals in investments

                    (i) where the deal is transacted or arranged by a trustee firm
                             with or through a PTP; or

                    (ii)  where the dealing or arranging is done in the course of, or
                             is incidental to, an activity of management falling within
                             paragraph (b) below; or

                    (iii) where the trust is a unit trust scheme and the deal is or
                             the arrangements are made with a view to either an issue
                             or sale of units in such a  scheme to, or a redemption or
                             repurchase or conversion of such units or a dealing in
                             investments for such a scheme carried out by with or
                             through, the operator or on the instructions of the
                             operator; or

                     (iv) where the trustee firm, being a bare trustee (or, in
                             Scotland, a nominee) holding investments for another
                          person, is acting on that person�s instructions; or

                     (v) where any arrangements do not or would not bring about
                             the transaction in question.

(b) Managing Investments

                      (i) where the trustee firm has no general authority to effect
                             transactions in investments at discretion; or

                      (ii) if and to the extent that all day-to-day decisions in relation
                             to the management of the investments or any discrete part
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                             of the investments are or are to be taken by a PTP; or

                     (iii) if and to the extent that investment decisions in relation to
                             the investments or any discrete part of the investments are
                             or are to be taken substantially in accordance with the
                             advice given by a PTP; or

                     (iv) where the trustee firm is a personal representative or
                             executor and is acting in that capacity; or

                     (v) where the trust is a unit trust scheme and all day-to-day
                             investment decisions in the carrying on of that activity are
                             or are to be taken by the operator of the scheme.

(c) Investment advice

                      (i) where the relevant advice:

                             (A) does not recommend the entry into any
                                           investment transaction or the exercise of any
                                           right conferred by any investment to acquire,
                                           dispose of, underwrite or convert such an
                                           investment; and

                              (B) is accompanied by a recommendation that
                                           independent advice be obtained; or

                     (ii) if and to the extent that the relevant advice is in substance
                             the advice of a PTP; or

                     (iii) where the relevant advice is given by the trustee firm
                             acting in the capacity of personal representative or
                             executor.

       (d) Establishing, operating or winding up a collective
investment scheme including acting as trustee of an
authorised unit trust scheme but only to the extent
that such activities do not otherwise constitute specified
trustee business.

       (e) Any trustee activity undertaken as trustee of an issue
                             of debentures or government or public securities

                      (i) where the issue is made by a company listed on a
                             recognised investment exchange or on a designated
                             investment exchange (or by a wholly-owned subsidiary
                             of such a company); or

       (ii) where the issue is listed or traded either on a recognised
                             investment exchange or on a designated investment
                             exchange or on the Société de la Bourse de Luxembourg;

or

                     (iii)  where the issue is made by a government, local authority
                             or international organisation; or

                     (iv)  where the aggregate amounts issued (pursuant to the trust
                             deed or any deed supplemental thereto and ignoring any
                             amounts redeemed, repurchased or converted) exceed the
                             sum of £10,000,000.

2. For the purpose of this definition of �specified trustee business�:

         (a) a transaction is entered into through a person if that person:

(i) enters into it as agent; or

(ii) arranges for it to be entered into as principal or agent by another person and the
arrangements are such that they bring about the transaction in question;
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(b) investment transaction means a transaction to purchase, sell, subscribe for or
underwrite a particular investment and �investment decision� means a decision relating
to an investment transaction;

(c) debentures means any securities falling within article 77 of the RAO;

(d) government or public securities means any securities falling within article 78) of the
RAO;

(e) government, local authority or international organisation means:

(i) the government of the United Kingdom, of Northern Ireland, or of any country or
territory outside the United Kingdom;

(ii) a local authority in the United Kingdom or Anywhere; or

(iii) an international organisation the members of which include the United Kingdom or
another EEA State.

(f) in determining the size of an issue of debentures or government or public securities
made in a currency other than sterling, the amount of the issue shall be converted
into sterling at the exchange rate prevailing in London on the date of issue.

statutory rules means the rules made by FSA under the Act.

subsidiary means, as defined in section 736 of the Companies Act 1985, (in relation to another body
corporate ("H")), a body corporate of which H is a holding company.

Takeover Code means the City Code on Takeovers and Mergers issued by the Takeover Panel.

takeover or
related operation

means:

(a) any transaction falling within paragraph 4(b) (Companies and Transactions to which the
Code applies) of the introduction to the Takeover Code;

(b) any transaction subject to the SARs;

(c) any transaction which would have fallen within (a) were it not for the fact that the company
which is the subject of the transaction does not satisfy the tests set out in paragraph 4(a)
(Companies and Transactions to which the Code applies) of the introduction to the
Takeover Code and, for this purpose, an offer for non-voting, non-equity share capital is to
be regarded as falling within the Takeover Code even if not required by rule 15 of that
Code;

(d) any transaction which would have been subject to the SARs but where the shares the subject
of the transaction are in a company which does not satisfy the test of residency set out in the
second and third paragraphs of Section 2 Scope of the Introduction to the SARs;

(e) any offer, transaction or arrangement relating to the purchase of securities with a view to
establishing or increasing a strategic holding of a person, or of a person together with his
associates in the securities concerned;

(f) any transaction or arrangement entered into in contemplation or furtherance of any offer,
transaction or arrangement falling within (a) to (e); and

(g) any transaction or arrangement entered into by way of defence or protection against any
offer, transaction or arrangement falling within (a) to (f) which has taken place or which is
contemplated.

total capital
requirement

has the meaning given in rule 5.2.3(5) (Total capital requirement).

trading book in relation to a firm�s business or exposures, means:

(a) its proprietary positions in financial instruments:

(i) which are held for resale and/or are taken on by the firm with the intention of benefiting
in the short term from actual and/or expected differences between their buying and
selling prices or from other price or interest-rate variations;

       (ii) arising from matched principal broking;
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       (iii)  taken in order to hedge other elements of the trading book;

(b) exposures due to unsettled securities transactions, free deliveries,
OTC derivative instruments, repurchase agreements and securities
lending transactions based on securities included in (a)(i) to (iii)
above, reverse repurchase agreements and securities borrowing
transactions based on securities included in (a)(i) to (iii) above;
and

(c) fees, commission, interest and dividends, and margin on exchange-
       traded derivatives which are directly related to the items included
       in (a) and (b) above.

trust beneficiary means a beneficiary under a trust (not being the settlor) who benefits from the performance by a
firm as trustee of investment services relating to the management of the trust assets (in accordance
with section 2372 of the Act (Other definitions)).

trustee (in accordance with section 237(2) of the Act (Other definitions) (in relation to a unit trust
scheme) the person holding the property in question on trust for the participants.

trustee activity means, in relation to a firm, any activity undertaken in the course of or incidental to the exercise
of any of its powers, or the performance of any of its duties, when acting in its capacity as a
trustee.

trustee firm means a firm which is not an OPS firm and which is acting as:

(a) a trustee; or

(b) a personal representative.

UCITS qualifier see the meaning given to the term in the Glossary

UK authorised
investment firm

means an investment firm.

Note: A UK authorised investment firm is not necessarily a firm for the purposes of the rules.

United Kingdom
(UK)

means England and Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, but not the Channel Islands or Isle of
Man.

unit trust
manager

means the manager of a unit trust scheme.

unit trust scheme (as defined in section 237(1) of the Act (Other definitions)) means a collective investment scheme
under which the property in question is held on trust for the participants.

units means the rights or interests (however described) of the participants in a collective investment
scheme.

unregulated
collective
investment
scheme

means a collective investment scheme which is not a regulated collective investment scheme.

venture capital
investment

means a designated investment which, at the time the investment is made, is:

(a) in a new or developing company or venture;

(b) in a management buy-out or buy-in;

(c) made as a means of financing the investee company or venture and accompanied by a right
of consultation, or rights to information, or board representation, or management rights; or

(d) acquired with a view to, or in order to facilitate, a transaction falling within (a) to (c).

warrant means the investment specified in article 79 of the Regulated Activities Order (Instruments giving
entitlement to investments), which is, in summary: a warrant or other instrument entitling the
holder to subscribe for a share, debenture or government and public security.

zone a country means a country which is a member of the OECD, or which has negotiated special lending
arrangements with the IMF.

Note: Countries which currently fall within this definition are Australia, Austria, Belgium,
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Bermuda, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Gibraltar, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy,
Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Saudi Arabia,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, UK, Channel Islands, Isle of Man and United States.

Note: For the purpose of determining whether a bank is in a zone a or zone b country, the place of
incorporation is the relevant factor to be considered rather than the location of the branch.

zone b country means a country which is not a zone a country.
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6 Chapter 6: Service Companies

6.1 APPLICATION

6.1.1  R This chapter applies to service companies.

FINANCIAL RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS

6.1.2  R  (1) A service company must be able to meet its liabilities as they fall
due.

 (2) In complying with (1) a firm may use any assets which are
available to meet any of its liabilities.
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10 Chapter 10: Financial resources for Securities and Futures
Firms which are Investment Firms

10-A R The definitions in the glossary at Appendix 1 apply to this chapter.

APPLICATION

10-B R This chapter applies to a securities and futures firm which is an
investment firm and to a category D firm.

G Consequently this chapter does not apply to lead regulated firms and passported
institutions (without a top-up permission).

10-10 Keeping of records

Records to be up-to-date

10-10(1) R A firm must keep records in accordance with rules 10-10 to 10-12 on a
continual basis so that at all times records are up-to-date or able to be
brought up-to-date within a reasonable time.

Adequacy of records

10-10(2) R A firm must keep records in such a manner that they are sufficient to
show and explain the firm's transactions and commitments (whether
effected on its own behalf or on behalf of others) and in particular so
that these records:

(a) disclose with reasonable accuracy the financial position of the
firm at any point in time within the previous six years when the
firm was authorised by the FSA or a predecessor regulator;

(b) demonstrate whether or not the firm is or was at that time
complying with its financial resources requirement; and

(c) enable the firm to prepare within a reasonable time any financial
reporting statement as at the close of business of any date
within the previous six years when the firm was authorised by
the FSA or a predecessor regulator, and such that the statement
complies with the requirements of the rules of the FSA.
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Content of records

10-10(3) A firm must ensure that its records contain as a minimum:

Financial

(a) entries from day to day of all sums of money received and
expended by the firm whether on its behalf or on behalf of
others, and the matters in respect of which the receipt and
expenditure takes place;

(b) a record of all income and expenditure of the firm explaining its
nature;

(c) a record of all assets and liabilities of the firm including any
commitments or contingent liabilities;

(d) entries from day to day of all purchases and sales of
investments by the firm distinguishing those which are made by
the firm on its own account and those which are made by or on
behalf of others;

(e) any working papers necessary to show the preparation of any
reporting statement or any other periodic return to the FSA;

Risk management

(m) details of exposure limits for trading positions and counterparty
credit limits which are appropriate to the type, nature and
volume of business undertaken, in such a way that they are
capable of being summarised to enable actual exposures to be
measured readily and regularly against these limits;

(n) management information records maintained in a manner such
that they disclose, or are capable of disclosing, in a prompt and
appropriate fashion, the financial and business information
which will enable the firm's management to:

(i) identify, quantify, control and manage the firm's risk
exposures;

(ii) make timely and informed decisions;

(iii) monitor the performance of all aspects of the firm's
business on an up-to-date basis;

(iv) monitor the quality of the firm's assets; and
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(v) safeguard the assets of the firm, including assets for which
the firm is accountable belonging to other persons.

G The FSA does not consider it possible to prepare an exhaustive and prescriptive list of
record keeping requirements applicable to all firms. The detailed requirements will vary
according to the manner in which the business is structured, organised and managed; its
size; and the nature, volume and complexity of its transactions and commitments.

Reconciliation of firm's balances

10-11 Reconciliation

10-11(1) R A firm must reconcile all balances with banks or building societies
(other than a client bank account subject to the Client Money Rules)
as recorded by the firm to the balance on the statement issued by the
bank or building society and must correct any difference forthwith,
unless it arises solely as a result of identified differences in timing
between the records of the firm and the bank or building society.

10-11(2) R A firm must reconcile all balances and positions with exchanges,
clearing houses and intermediate brokers as recorded by the firm to
the balance or position on a statement or circularisation obtained by
the firm from the exchange etc and must correct any differences by
agreement with the exchange etc on a timely basis.

10-11(3) R A firm must perform reconciliations under (1) and (2) above as
frequently as is appropriate for the volume of transactions on the
accounts and in any event not less than once every five weeks.

10-11(4) R A firm must reconcile all balances and securities positions with each
counterparty which is a member of an exchange as recorded by the
firm to the balance or position on a statement or circularisation
obtained by the firm from the counterparty except to the extent that
the balances and securities positions due to and from the
counterparty have been agreed by other means, and must correct any
differences by agreement with the counterparty on a timely basis*.

10-11(5) R A firm must perform reconciliations under (4) above as frequently as
is appropriate for the volume of transactions on the accounts and in
any event not less than once every year.

                                           
* For guidance notes on the reconciliation of a firm's balances with a counterparty which is a member of an exchange, see Appendix 20
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Response to requests

10-11(6) R A firm must use its best endeavours to respond within one month of
receipt to any circularisation from another firm requesting
confirmation of outstanding balances.

10-12 Nature, accessibility and retention of records

Nature of records

10-12(1) R A firm may keep a record in any form provided that the record can be
reproduced promptly in hard printed form in English.

10-12(2) R Where all the records relating to a counterparty are not kept together,
a firm must ensure that each location where documents relating to
that counterparty are retained contains an indication that other
records relating to that counterparty exist and how access to them
can be obtained.

10-12(3) R A firm may accept and rely on records supplied by a third party so
long as those records are capable of being and are reconciled with
records held by the firm.

Audit trail

10-12(4) R A firm must record the information required by rules 10-10 to 10-13 in
such a way as to enable a particular transaction to be identified at any
time and traced through the accounting systems of the firm, in
particular in such a manner as to enable early identification of
aggregated transactions and of the particular items which have
contributed to those aggregated transactions.

10-12(5) R Retention of records

(a) A firm must ensure that all records relating to the current year
are arranged, filed and indexed so as to permit prompt access to
any particular record.

(b) During the most recent year, a firm must keep these records
either at a place where the firm carries on business or in such a
manner that they can be produced at such a place within 24
hours of their being requested and thereafter, within 48 hours.

(c) A firm must keep all records required by rules 10-10 to 10-12 for
a period of six years after the date on which they are first made
or prepared.
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Security of records

10-12(6) R A firm must have adequate procedures for the maintenance, security,
privacy and preservation of records, working papers and other
documents of title belonging to the firm or others so that they are
reasonably safeguarded against loss, unauthorised access, alteration
or destruction.

Notification requirements for category A, B and C firms

Application

10-32(1) R This rule applies only to category A, B and C firms.

Counterparty default on a repurchase transaction etc.

10-32(2) R A firm must notify the FSA as soon as it has reason to believe that a
counterparty with which it has entered into a repurchase, reverse
repurchase, securities or physical commodities lending, securities or
physical commodities borrowing, sale and buy back or buy and sale
back agreement has defaulted on its obligations.

Large exposures

10-32(3) R Subject to (7) below, a firm must notify the FSA of the following:

(a) at the end of each quarter, all large exposures which have
occurred during the preceding quarter, stating the amount of the
highest large exposure and the name of the third parties
concerned;

(b) as soon as it has reason to believe that it is or will be in breach
of the limits specified in rule 10-193, stating the amount and
cause of the exposure and the name of the third parties
concerned, together with details of the steps which it is taking,
or has taken to remedy or prevent the breach.

10-32(5) R Subject to (7) below, a firm must notify the FSA:

(a) at the end of each quarter, all group large exposures which have
occurred during the preceding quarter, stating the amount of the
highest large exposure and the third parties involved;
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(b) as soon as it has reason to believe that it is or will be in breach
of the limits specified in rule 10-193, stating the amount and
cause of the exposure and the name of the third parties involved,
together with details of the steps which it is taking, or has taken
to remedy or prevent the breach.

10-32(6) R A firm which is subject to the waiver from consolidated supervision in
accordance with rule 10-204 is exempt from (5) above.

10-32(7) R A firm is not required to notify the FSA of the following:

(a) large exposures to or guaranteed by Zone A central
governments and central banks and by the European
Communities; and

(b) large exposures secured by securities issued by Zone A central
governments and central banks and by the European
Communities.

Repurchase and reverse repurchase, securities or physical commodities lending
and borrowing and sale and buy back agreements

10-41(7) R Where a firm has entered into a repurchase, reverse repurchase,
securities or physical commodities lending, securities or physical
commodities borrowing, sale and buy back, or buy and sale back
agreement (whether or not undocumented), it must:

(c) mark to market the cash borrowed or lent; except that if the
residual maturity of the transaction is less than one month, a
firm may instead provide for accrued interest on the amount
borrowed or lent;

10-41
(7A)

R (a) Cash borrowed or lent under a repurchase or reverse repurchase
agreement, or under any similar agreement in which cash is lent
or borrowed against security and at a fixed interest rate, as well
as trading book deposits and cash borrowings, must be included
in the interest rate method as outlined in Rule 10-101(14) and
(15).

(b) If less than one month remains until maturity, a firm may choose
to omit such transactions from its PRR calculations.
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Valuation of positions∗∗∗∗

10-41(9) R A firm must value both trading book positions and non-trading book
investment positions on a prudent and consistent basis, as well as
having regard to the liquidity of the instrument concerned and any
special factors which may adversely affect the closure of the position,
and must adopt the following general policies:

(a) a position must be valued at its close out price (close out price
means that a long position shall be valued at current bid price
and a short position at current offer price); where firm two way
prices are not available a firm must value its position in
accordance with the notes to this rule; *

(b) where a firm has been granted a modification or waiver by the
FSA to use a risk assessment model in the calculation of its PRR
on options positions (as described in the guidance at 10-82(4)
and 10-101(2)), it may value its options using the values derived
from the model;

(c) where a firm does not use a model as described in (b) above and
prices are not published for its options positions, it must
determine the mark to market value of standard European and
American options as follows:

(i) for purchased options, the mark to market value must be
the in the money amount multiplied by the quantity
underlying the option;

(ii) for written options, the mark to market value must be the
sum of:

(aa) the in the money amount multiplied by the quantity
underlying the option; and

(bb) the initial premium received for the option;

G If a written option was in the money at the time the contract was written, in the money amount in (aa)
may be taken to be the current in the money amount less the in the money amount at the time the
contract was written.

(d) a firm must calculate the value of a swap contract or an FRA
having regard to the net present value of the future cash flows of
the contract, using current interest rates relevant to the periods
in which the cash flows will arise.

                                           
∗

 For notes on the valuation of positions, see Appendix 21
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(e) in the case of interest rate swaps, currency swaps and FRAs, a
firm may limit the bid/offer valuation required under (a) above to
its net position.

G The FSA does not consider it appropriate to lay down a precise formula for calculating the
value of swaps and FRAs.  However, it will expect a firm to employ a valuation formula
which accords with generally accepted market practice.

Instruments of non-standard form

10- 41(10) G If a firm holds a position in an instrument that is not of a standard form, it should seek
guidance from the FSA about the valuation treatment which it will apply to that instrument.
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Initial Capital and Financial Resources

10-60 FIRMS TO WHICH RULES 10-61 TO 10-204 APPLY

Category A, B and C firms

10-60(1) R Rules 10-61 to 10-204 apply to a category A, B or C firm.

Category D firms

10-60(2) R Rules 10-61 to 10-176 apply to a category D firm, except that a
corporate finance advisory firm which is a category D firm must
instead comply with rules 3-60(3), 3-62, 10-61 and 10-63.

10-61 INITIAL CAPITAL

General rule

10-61(1) R A firm must:

(a) on authorisation, hold initial capital, calculated in accordance
with Table 10-61(1)A below, in excess of its initial capital
requirement as detailed in (8) below; and

(b) at all times, maintain own funds, calculated in accordance with
Table 10-61(1)B below, in excess of its initial capital requirement
as detailed in (8) below.

R TABLE 10-61(1)A - Initial capital

the sum of -
ordinary share capital
non cumulative preference share capital
share premium account
reserves excluding revaluation reserves
audited retained earnings
externally verified interim net profits or current account
partners� capital account

initial capital
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R TABLE 10-61(1)B - Own funds

the sum of -
ordinary share capital
non cumulative preference share capital
share premium account
reserves excluding revaluation reserves
audited retained earnings
externally verified interim net profits or current account
partners� capital account
initial capital (A)

the sum of - 
investments in own shares
intangible assets
material interim year net losses

(B)

A - B =  original own funds (C)

the sum of -
non fixed term cumulative preference shares
fixed term cumulative preference shares
non fixed term long term subordinated loans
fixed term long term subordinated loans
revaluation reserves

(D)

material holdings in credit and financial institutions (E)

C + D - E = own funds (F)

Preference share capital

10-61(2) R A firm may include preference share capital in financial resources
only if:

(a) there is an agreement between the firm and the holders of those
shares which provides that redemption of the shares may not
take place, if after such redemption the firm would be in breach
of rule 10-62(1); and

(b) the firm notifies the FSA in writing before issuing any preference
shares of its intention to do so.
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Non cumulative preference share capital

10-61(3) R A firm may include preference share capital in initial capital only
where the dividends are not cumulative.

Externally verified interim net profits or current account

10-61(4) R A firm may include interim net profits or current account when
calculating initial capital to the extent that they have been:

(a) verified by the firm�s external auditor; and

(b) a copy of his opinion thereon, drawn up in accordance with the
relevant requirements of Appendix 58, has been submitted to the
FSA,

and are net of any foreseeable charge, dividend or proprietor�s
drawings.

Intangible assets

10-61(5) R A firm must deduct from initial capital, when calculating original own
funds, the full balance sheet value of intangible assets including
goodwill, capitalised development costs, licences, exchange seats
held as part of its trading requirement, trademark and similar rights
etc.

Material interim losses

10-61(6) R A firm must deduct from initial capital when calculating original own
funds all material unaudited interim losses arising from its trading
book and non-trading book business which exceed 10% of its initial
capital.

Material holdings in credit and financial institutions

10-61(7) R A firm must deduct the full value of its material holdings in credit or
financial institutions, in accordance with Table 10-61(1)B, unless:

(a) the firm has been granted a waiver from rules 10-200 to 10-203,
in which case it must:

(i) deduct in full from original own funds those material
holdings in credit or financial institutions which would have
been included in the scope of consolidation in accordance
with rule 10-200(3) if the waiver had not been granted; and
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(ii) deduct in full as an illiquid asset any material holding in a
credit or financial institution which would not have been
included in the scope of consolidation, unless it is included
in the firm�s trading book, in which case the firm may treat it
under the PRR rules; or

(b) the firm has notified the FSA in writing that it intends to calculate
its financial resources in accordance with Table 10-62(2)C, in
which case it must deduct in full as an illiquid asset any material
holding in a credit or financial institution, unless it is included in
the firm�s trading book, in which case the firm may treat it under
the PRR rules; or

(c) the material holding is a trading book position, in which case the
firm must deduct in accordance with Table 10-61(1)B the full
value of that proportion of the holding which exceeds 10% of the
firm�s own funds, and that segment of the material holding which
falls below the 10% of own funds threshold may instead be
treated in accordance with the PRR rules.

Initial capital requirement

10-61(8) R A firm�s initial capital requirement must be:

(a) for a category A  firm : euro 730,000;

(b) for a category B  firm : euro 125,000;

(c) for a category C  firm : euro 50,000; or

(d) for a category D firm : euro 50,000.
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10-62 FINANCIAL RESOURCES

General rule

10-62(1) R A firm must, at all times, maintain financial resources in excess of its
financial resources requirement as detailed in rule 10-70 below.

Calculation of financial resources

10-62(2) R A firm must calculate its financial resources in accordance with Table
10-62(2)A below, unless:

(a) it has been granted a waiver from rules 10-200 to 10-203, in
which case it must calculate financial resources in accordance
with Table 10-62(2)B; or

(b) the firm has notified the FSA in writing that it intends to calculate
its financial resources in accordance with Table 10-62(2)C.

G The FSA expects a firm to calculate financial resources on a consistent basis and only
change the version which it follows in exceptional circumstances.  A firm that wishes to
change the basis of calculation should inform the FSA in writing of its reasons for changing
the basis for it calculation of financial resources.
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R TABLE 10-62(2)A - Financial resources - version I

the sum of -
ordinary share capital
non cumulative preference share capital
share premium account
reserves excluding revaluation reserves
audited retained earnings
externally verified interim net profits or current account
partners� capital account
initial capital         (A)

the sum of -         (B)
investments in own shares
intangible assets
material interim net losses
A - B =   original own funds         (C)

the sum of -         (D)
non fixed term cumulative preference shares
fixed term cumulative preference shares
non fixed term long term subordinated loans
fixed term long term subordinated loans
revaluation reserve

the sum of -         (E)
liquidity adjustments
charged assets
contingent liabilities
deficiencies in subsidiaries

the sum of -        (F)
short term subordinated loan
net interim trading book profit & loss
partners� interim trading book current account
material holdings in credit and financial institutions       (G)

C + D - E + F -G =   financial resources
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R TABLE 10-62(2)B - Financial resources - version II

the sum of -
ordinary share capital
non cumulative preference share capital
share premium account
reserves excluding revaluation reserves
audited retained earnings
externally verified interim net profits or current account
partners� capital account
initial capital          (A)

the sum of -           (B)
investments in own shares
intangible assets
material interim net losses
A - B =  original own funds          (C)

material holdings in credit and financial institutions          (D)
included in the scope of consolidation

the sum of -          (E)
non fixed term cumulative preference shares
fixed term cumulative preference shares
non fixed term long term subordinated loans
fixed term long term subordinated loans
revaluation reserve
the sum of -         (F)
liquidity adjustment on other non-trading book assets
charged assets
contingent liabilities
deficiencies in subsidiaries
the sum of -        (G)
short term subordinated loan
net interim trading book profit & loss
partners� interim trading book current account
material holdings in credit and financial institutions        (H)

liquidity adjustment on illiquid assets         (I)

C - D + E - F + G - H - I =   financial resources
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R TABLE 10-62(2)C - Financial resources - version II.2

the sum of -
ordinary share capital
non cumulative preference share capital
share premium account
reserves excluding revaluation reserves
audited retained earnings
externally verified interim net profits or current account
partners� capital account
initial capital           (A)

the sum of -            (B)
investments in own shares
intangible assets
material interim net losses
A - B =  original own funds            (C)

the sum of -             (D)
non fixed term cumulative preference shares
fixed term cumulative preference shares
non fixed term long term subordinated loans
fixed term long term subordinated loans
revaluation reserve

the sum of -             (E)
liquidity adjustment on other non-trading book assets
charged assets
contingent liabilities
deficiencies in subsidiaries
the sum of -             (F)
short term subordinated loan
net interim trading book profit & loss
partners� interim trading book current account
non-trading book material holdings in credit and financial institutions  (G)

liquidity adjustment on illiquid assets             (H)

C + D - E + F - G - H =   financial resources
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10-63 SUBORDINATED LOAN

Calculation

10-63(1) R A firm may take into account subordinated loan capital in its financial
resources in accordance with Tables 10-62(2)A, B and C subject to (2)
to (12) below.

Approved of subordinated loans

10-63(2) R A firm may include a subordinated loan in its financial resources only:

(a) if it is drawn up in accordance with the standard forms obtained
from the FSA;

(b) if it is signed by authorised signatories of all the parties; and

(c) to the extent that it is paid up by the lender.

G If a firm wishes to use a form which differs from the standard form it will need to seek a
modification to, or waiver from, this rule.

G A firm may, under the provisions of IPRU(INV) 1.2.5R continue to include a subordinated
loan in its financial resources if it was entitled to do so immediately prior to the specified
day, and the other conditions set out in IPRU(INV) 1.2.5R are met.

Approved lenders

10-63(3) R A firm may treat a subordinated loan as part of financial resources
only if the lender is:

(a) the firm�s controller;

(b) a credit institution;

(c) an approved person; or

(d) an EEA or recognised third country investment firm.

G If the firm wishes to treat as part of its financial resources a subordinated loan from a
person not within the above categories, it will need to seek a modification or waiver from
the FSA.

Type of subordinated loan

10-63(4) R A firm�s subordinated loans must be classified as one or other of the
following:

(a) long term subordinated loan; or

(b) short term subordinated loan.
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Long term subordinated loan

10-63(5) R A firm�s long term subordinated loan must have an original maturity of
at least five years.

Repayment of long term subordinated loan

10-63(6) R A firm must not (except in accordance with the terms of the loan):

(a) repay, prepay or terminate a long term subordinated loan before
the agreed repayment date unless it has provided the FSA with
at least five years� written notice; and

(b) make any payment of interest if after such action the firm�s
financial resources will fall below 120% of its financial resources
requirement.

Amounts repayable within five years

10-63(7) R A firm must reduce the extent to which the long term subordinated
loan may contribute to its financial resources on a straight line basis
over the last five years of its life.

Short term subordinated loan

10-63(8) R A firm�s short term subordinated loan must have an original maturity
of at least two years.

Repayment of short term subordinated loan

10-63(9) R A firm must not (except in accordance with the terms of the loan):

(a) repay, prepay or terminate a short term subordinated loan before
the agreed repayment date; and

(b) make any payment of interest or principal if after such action the
firm�s financial resources will fall below 120% of its financial
resources requirement.

10-63
(9A)

R If a firm has a surplus of long term subordinated loan, which it may
not include in its financial resources, because it would breach the
gearing limits in rule 10-63(10) and (11), it may substitute such surplus
long term subordinated loan in place of short term subordinated loan
in accordance with Tables 10-62(2)A and B, provided that it continues
to comply with the gearing limits in rules 10-63(12).
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Limits on subordinated loans, cumulative preference shares and revaluation
reserves

10-63
(10)

R The total amount of long term subordinated loan, cumulative
preference shares and revaluation reserves which a firm may take into
account in its financial resources must not exceed 100% of original
own funds as specified in Table 10-62(2)A, B or C as appropriate.

10-63
(11)

R The total amount of fixed term long term subordinated loan and fixed
term cumulative preference shares which a firm may take into account
in its financial resources must not exceed 50% of original own funds
in Table 10-62(2)A, B or C as appropriate.

10-63
(12)

R The total amount of short term subordinated loan (including any
surplus long term subordinated loan) which a firm may take into
account in its financial resources must not exceed:

(a) for a firm which calculates its financial resources in accordance
with Table 10-62(2)A, 200% of the original own funds left after the
items calculated as line �E� in Table 10-62(2)A have been
deducted;

(b) for a firm which calculates its financial resources in accordance
with Table 10-62(2)B, 250% of original own funds left after the
items calculated as lines �D� and �F� in Table 10-62(2)B have
been deducted; or

(c) for a firm which calculates its financial resources in accordance
with Table 10-62(2)C, 250% of original own funds left after the
items calculated as line �E� in Table 10-62(2)C have been
deducted.

G In respect of (a) above, a firm may use the items of capital listed in �D� in Table 10-62(2)A
to cover the items in line �E� before it uses original own funds to cover the items in line �E�.

G In respect of (b) above, a firm which has been granted a waiver from rules 10-200 to 10-
203 may use the items of capital listed in �E� in Table 10-62(2)B to cover the items in line
�F� before it uses original own funds to cover the items in line �F�.

G In respect of (c) above, any other firm which the FSA has agreed may calculate its financial
resources in accordance with Table 10-62(2)C may use the items of capital listed in �D� in
Table 10-62(2)C to cover the items in �E� before it uses original own funds to cover the
items in line �E�.
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10-64 LIQUIDITY ADJUSTMENT

General rule

10-64(1) R A firm�s liquidity adjustment for its assets must be calculated -

(a) for illiquid assets, other than commodities, in accordance with
rule 10-65; and

(b) for other non-trading book assets, other than commodities, in
accordance with rule 10-66;

(c) for all commodities in accordance with rule 10-166 (commodities
method) and rule 10-170 (CRR).

Intangible assets

10-64(2) R The liquidity adjustment for intangible assets is nil (these must be
deducted from initial capital to arrive at original own funds in
accordance with rule 10-61(5)).

Debtors arising from trading book business

10-64(3) R Debtors arising from trading book business have no liquidity
adjustment but instead are subject to the CRR rules.

Netting

10-64(4) R A firm which has offsetting exposures in similar types of transactions
with a counterparty may offset these in accordance with rules
10-65(13) and 10-66(6) when calculating its liquidity adjustment if it
has a contractual netting agreement with that counterparty, which:

(a) covers the transactions which the firm is seeking to net;

(b) creates a single obligation in each currency or a single overall
obligation to pay (or receive) a net sum of cash in the event of
default, bankruptcy, liquidation or similar circumstances;

(c) does not include a walkaway clause; and

(d) is supported by written and reasoned independent legal
opinions to the effect that, in the event of a legal challenge, the
relevant courts would find the firm�s exposure to be the single
net amount mentioned in (b) above.

G Legal opinions should relate to:

(a) the law of the jurisdictions in which the counterparty is organised;
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(b) the law of the jurisdiction in which any branch involved is located;

(c) the law that governs the agreement and, if different, the law that governs individual
transactions pursuant to it; and

(d) the law that governs the legal status of the counterparty who is entering into
transactions of the type which the firm is seeking to net.

G Where a firm uses a standard netting agreement and the netting/set-off clauses therein
follow the form of that standard agreement, provided a legal opinion has already been
obtained on the standard agreement which addresses the capacity of counterparties of the
type with which the firm wishes to contract, that may be relied upon.

G Legal opinions on netting agreements should be obtained from independent legal advisers
with sufficient expertise and experience in this area of law.  Opinions from in-house
counsel will not be acceptable.

G Where the regulator of the counterparty is not satisfied that the netting agreement is
enforceable under its laws, the netting agreement cannot be relied upon regardless of the
opinions obtained by the firm.

G A firm may not net balance sheet payables and receivables arising from derivative
transactions in the non-trading book against other exposures arising in the non-trading
book.

G A firm wishing to net counterparty balances in the non-trading book against counterparty
balances in the trading book should apply to the FSA for relevant modification or waivers.

10-65 LIQUIDITY ADJUSTMENT ON ILLIQUID ASSETS

General rule

10-65(1) R A firm�s total liquidity adjustment on its illiquid assets is the sum of
the amounts calculated in accordance with (2) to (12) below, applying
either:

(a) 8% multiplied by the appropriate counterparty weight* (where
applicable), for firms who calculate their financial resources in
accordance with Table 10-62(2)A; or

(b) 100%, for firms who calculate their financial resources in
accordance with Table 10-62(2)B or C.

                                           

*
 for details of counterparty weights see Appendix 47
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Tangible fixed assets

10-65(2) R The liquidity adjustment for tangible fixed assets is either 8% or 100%
of the total net book value of such assets, except that where a firm
calculates its financial resources in accordance with Table 10-62(2)B
or C it may calculate the liquidity adjustment for land and buildings
used as security for non recourse loans or other loans in accordance
with (3) and (4) below.

Land and buildings used as security for non recourse loans

10-65(3) R The liquidity adjustment for land and buildings used as security for a
non recourse loan is the difference between the net book value of the
land or building and the loan principal outstanding, except where the
loan principal outstanding is higher than the net book value in which
case there is no liquidity adjustment.

Land and buildings used as security for other loans

10-65(4) R The liquidity adjustment for land and buildings used as security for
loans other than non recourse loans is the difference between the net
book value of the land or building and the lower of:

(a) 85% of a professional valuation of the land and buildings (which
must have been carried out in the last two years); and

(b) the principal outstanding,

except where both (a) and (b) are higher than the net book value in
which case there is no liquidity adjustment.

Physical stocks

10-65(5) R The liquidity adjustment for physical stocks is either 8% or 100% of
the balance sheet value of such stocks, except for stock positions in
physical commodities associated with the firm�s investment business,
which are subject to the PRR rules, in which case there is no liquidity
adjustment.
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Investments in credit institutions and financial institutions

10-65(6) R The liquidity adjustment for an investment in either a credit institution
or financial institution, which may be included in the own funds of that
institution is either 8% multiplied by the appropriate counterparty
weight∗∗∗∗ applicable to the issuer of the investment or 100% of the
balance sheet value of the investment, except where the investment
is:

(a) a material holding in a credit institution or financial institution, in
which case it must be treated in accordance with (12) below; or

(b) not a material holding and is included in the firm�s trading book,
in which case there is no liquidity adjustment but such an
investment must be subject to the PRR rules.

Other investments

10-65(7) R The liquidity adjustment for other investments is either 8% mutiplied
by the appropriate counterparty weight* applicable to the issuer of the
investment or 100% of the balance sheet value of the investment,
except where:

(a) the investment is included in the firm�s trading book, in which
case there is no liquidity adjustment but such an investment
must be subject to the PRR rules; or

(b) the investment is suspended, in which case the firm must
calculate a liquidity adjustment of 100% of the value of the
investment.

Other debtors

10-65(8) R The liquidity adjustment for debtors other than debtors arising from
trading book business, where the debt is not due to be repaid within
90 days, is either 8% multiplied by the appropriate counterparty
weight*, or 100% of the balance sheet value of the debtor, except that
there is no liquidity adjustment for amounts due which are secured by
acceptable collateral.

                                           

∗
 for details of counterparty weights see Appendix 47
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Other cash deposits

10-65(9) R The liquidity adjustment for a cash deposit other than a qualifying
deposit is either 8% multiplied by the appropriate counterparty
weight*, or 100% of the balance sheet value of the deposit, except that
there is no liquidity adjustment for amounts due which are secured by
acceptable collateral.

Loans

10-65
(10)

R The liquidity adjustment for a loan granted by a firm which is not due
to be repaid within 90 days is either 8% multiplied by the appropriate
counterparty weight*, or 100% of the balance sheet value, except that
there is no liquidity adjustment for amounts due which are secured by
acceptable collateral.

Other assets

10-65
(11)

R The liquidity adjustment for assets other than those specifically stated
above where the asset is not due to be repaid within 90 days, is either
8% multiplied by the appropriate counterparty weight∗∗∗∗,or 100% of the
balance sheet value, except that there is no liquidity adjustment for
amounts due which are secured by acceptable collateral.

Material holdings in credit and financial institutions

10-65
(12)

R The liquidity adjustment for a material holding in either a credit or
financial institution is:

(a) for a firm which calculates its financial resources in accordance
with Table 10-62(2)A: zero, such an investment must be
deducted in accordance with Table 10-61(1)B;

(b) for a firm which has been granted a waiver from rules 10-200 to
10-203: 100%, unless it is:

(i) a material holding in a credit or financial institution which
would have been included in the scope of consolidation in
accordance with rule 10-200(3) if the waiver had not been
granted, in which case it must be deducted in full from
original own funds; or

(ii) is included in the firm�s trading book, in which case the firm
may treat it under the PRR rules; or

                                           

∗
for details of counterparty weights see Appendix 47
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(c) for a firm which calculates its financial resources in accordance
with Table 10-62(2)C: 100%, unless the holding is included in the
firm�s trading book, in which case the firm may treat it under the
PRR rules.

Netting

10-65
(13)

R A firm may offset positive and negative counterparty exposures,
calculated in accordance with (8), (9) and (10) above, before it
multiplies the residual exposure by the appropriate percentage
provided that:

(a) the exposures arise on transactions with the same counterparty;
and

(b) the firm has a written agreement supported by a legal opinion
obtained in accordance with rule 10-64(4).

10-66 LIQUIDITY ADJUSTMENT ON OTHER NON-TRADING BOOK ASSETS

General rule

10-66(1) R A firm�s total liquidity adjustment on its other non-trading book assets
which are not illiquid assets is the sum of amounts specified as
liquidity adjustments below.

Qualifying deposits

10-66(2) R The liquidity adjustment for a non-trading book qualifying deposit is
8% of the balance sheet value of the deposit multiplied by the
appropriate counterparty weight*, except that there is no liquidity
adjustment for amounts due which are secured by acceptable
collateral.

Loans

10-66(3) R The liquidity adjustment for a loan granted by a firm which is due to
be repaid within 90 days is 8% of the balance sheet value multiplied by
the appropriate counterparty weight*, except that there is no liquidity
adjustment for amounts due which are secured by acceptable
collateral.

Prepayments

10-66(4) R The liquidity adjustment for a prepayment is 8% of the balance sheet
value of that prepayment, multiplied by the counterparty weight*
appropriate to the third party to whom it has been made, except that
there is no liquidity adjustment for amounts due which are secured by
acceptable collateral.
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Other assets

10-66(5) R The liquidity adjustment for non-trading book assets other than those
specifically stated above where the asset is due to be repaid within 90
days, is 8% of the balance sheet value multiplied by the appropriate
counterparty weight∗∗∗∗, except that there is no liquidity adjustment for
amounts due which are secured by acceptable collateral.

Netting

10-66(6) R A firm may offset positive and negative counterparty exposures,
calculated in accordance with (2), (3) and (4) above, before it
multiplies the residual exposure by the appropriate percentage
provided that:

(a) the exposures arise on transactions with the same counterparty;
and

(b) the firm has a written agreement supported by a legal opinion
obtained in accordance with rule 10-64(4).

CHARGED ASSETS

General rule

10-67 R A firm must calculate the requirement for charged assets as 8% of the
aggregate balance sheet value of each asset of the firm over which a
third party has the right of sale or retention on default by the firm
multiplied by the appropriate counterparty weight∗∗∗∗, except:

(a) to the extent of any liability of the firm plus a reasonable margin
in respect of the charged asset;

(b) where the asset is collateral for a transaction which is subject to
the CRR rules;

(c) to the extent that the firm has calculated a liquidity adjustment
or PRR in respect of the charged asset.

G If the firm wishes to apply a different approach it will need to seek a modification or waiver
from this rule from the FSA.

                                           

∗  for details of counterparty weights, see Appendix 47
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CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

General rule

10-68 R A firm must calculate a requirement for each of its contingent
liabilities arising from non-trading book activities as 8% of the value of
the contingent liability multiplied by the appropriate counterparty
weight* except:

(a) to the extent of any liability of the firm plus a reasonable margin
in respect of the contingent liability; or

(b) where the contingent liability is collateral for a transaction which
is subject to the CRR rules.

G If the firm wishes to apply a different approach it will need to seek a modification or waiver
from this rule from the FSA.

DEFICIENCIES IN SUBSIDIARIES

General rule

10-69 R A firm must calculate the requirement for deficiencies in subsidiaries
as an amount equal to 100% of any deficiency in shareholders� funds
at any time of a subsidiary of the firm except to the extent that:

(a) provision has already been made by the firm; or

(b) the firm has already calculated a liquidity adjustment or CRR
because the deficiency arises or partially arises out of a liability
of the subsidiary to the firm.
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Financial resources requirement

CALCULATION OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES REQUIREMENT

10-70 R A firm�s financial resources requirement is the sum of:

(a) the primary requirement; and

(b) the secondary requirement.

PRIMARY REQUIREMENT

10-71 R A firm�s primary requirement is the higher of:

(a) the sum of its PRR, FER, CRR, LER and base requirement
(calculated in accordance with rule 10-72); or

(b) the firm�s initial capital requirement for a category A, B, C or D
firm, calculated in accordance with 10-61(8).

BASE REQUIREMENT

10-72 R A firm�s base requirement must be calculated in accordance with the
following formula:

x expenditure requirementbase requirement = expenditure requirement

PRR + FER + CRR + LER +
expenditure requirement

10-73 EXPENDITURE REQUIREMENT

General rule

10-73(1) R A firm�s expenditure requirement must be:

(a) for a category D firm which is not responsible for its
counterparties� performance: 6/52nds of its relevant annual
expenditure calculated in accordance with (2) to (4) below; or

(b) for any other firm: 1/4 of its relevant annual expenditure
calculated in accordance with (2) to (4) below.
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Calculation of relevant annual expenditure

10-73(2) R Subject to (3) and (4) below, a firm must calculate its relevant annual
expenditure with reference to the firm�s most recent audited annual
financial statements submitted to the FSA, as follows:

(a) its total revenue; plus

(b) any loss before taxation;

less the aggregate of the following items:

(c) profit before taxation;

(d) bonuses paid out of the relevant year�s profits and not
guaranteed;

(e) profit shares and other appropriations of profit, except for fixed
or guaranteed remuneration which is payable even if the firm
makes a loss for the year;

(f) paid commissions shared, other than to employees, directors,
half commission men or appointed representatives of the firm;

(g) fees, brokerage and other charges paid to clearing houses,
clearing firms, exchanges, and intermediate brokers for the
purposes of executing, registering or clearing transactions;

(h) interest payable to counterparties;

(i) interest payable on borrowings to finance the firm�s investment
business and associated business; and

(j) exceptional items, provided that the firm first notifies the FSA in
writing of the nature and amount of the exceptional items; and

(k) losses arising on the translation of foreign currency balances.
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Absence of audited annual financial statements

10-73(3) R If a firm does not have audited annual financial statements, it must:

(a) where it has just commenced trading or has not been authorised
long enough to have submitted audited annual financial
statements to the FSA (or to the FSA's predecessor), base its
relevant annual expenditure on budgeted or other accounts
which it submitted to the FSA (or to the FSA's predecessor) as
part of the firm�s  application; or

(b) where its accounts do not represent a 12 month period, calculate
relevant annual expenditure on a proportionate basis.

Adjusting relevant annual expenditure

10-73(4) R A firm must adjust its relevant annual expenditure where:

(a) there has been a significant change in the circumstances or
activities of the firm; or

(b) the firm has a material proportion of its expenditure incurred on
its behalf by third parties and such expenditure is not fully
recharged to the firm.

G FSA would for example consider an application to vary a firm�s permitted activity as a
significant change.

G The FSA would consider 10% of a firm�s expenditure incurred on its behalf by third parties
to be material for the purposes of 10-73(4)R.

G If a firm is in any doubt, it should always seek guidance from the FSA

10-74 SECONDARY REQUIREMENT

General rule

10-74(1) R A firm must include a secondary requirement in accordance with (2),
(3) and (4) below.

Illiquid assets

10-74(2) R A firm which calculates its financial resources in accordance with
Table 10-62(2)A must calculate a secondary requirement as the higher
of:

(a) an amount equal to 92% of the excess of total illiquid assets over
25% of initial capital plus interim profit and loss account; and
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(b) an amount equal to 92% of the value of any individual illiquid
asset which has a value greater than 10% of the firm�s initial
capital plus interim profit and loss account.

Risk profile

10-74(3) R A firm must include in its secondary requirement any amount
specified in any requirement to cover an unusual risk profile.

Operational risks

10-74(4) R A firm must include in its secondary requirement any amount
specified in any requirement to cover the inadequate management of
operational risk to which a firm is exposed.

G In assessing whether to impose a requirement on a firm to cover illiquid assets, risk profile
or operational risks, the FSA will consider various criteria.  Further detailed guidance is set
out in Appendix 48.
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POSITION RISK REQUIREMENT

10-80 General principles of PRR

Application

10-80
(1)

R A firm must calculate a PRR in respect of all trading book and
physical commodities and physical commodities derivatives items.

Obligation to calculate PRR

10-80
(2)

R A firm must calculate a minimum PRR in respect of any position
according to one of the methods available under the rules below but
may calculate a higher PRR in any other way at its option, provided it
is able to demonstrate that, in all circumstances, the calculation being
employed does give rise to a higher PRR for the position.

G A firm that wishes to use its internal model to calculate PRR in respect of all, or some, of its
positions should apply for a modification or waiver from the relevant rules from the FSA.

G Further guidance on the criteria which such models must meet, and the review process,
can be obtained from the FSA.

Frequency of calculation

10-80
(3)

R A firm must be able to monitor its total PRR on an intra-day basis,
and, before executing any trade, must be able to re-calculate PRR to
the level of detail necessary to ensure that the firm�s financial
resources requirement does not exceed the firm�s financial resources.

Marking to market

10-
80(4)

R A firm must mark to market its positions, whether or not on the
balance sheet, in accordance with rule 10-41(9) at least once every
business day and more frequently as appropriate.

Non trading book items

10-
80(5)

R Positions in instruments which are non-trading book items must be
treated under rule 10-65.
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Instruments for which no PRR treatment has been specified

10-
80(6)

R Where the firm has a position in an instrument for which no PRR
treatment has been specified, it must calculate a PRR of an
appropriate percentage of the current mark to market value of the
position and the firm must immediately notify the FSA of the details of
the instrument, the PRR calculated and the reasons for the
calculation.

Instruments of non standard form

10-
80(7)

R Where an instrument is not of a standard form, the firm must calculate
a PRR of an appropriate percentage of the current mark to market
value of the position and the firm must immediately notify the FSA of
the details of the instrument, the PRR calculated and the reasons for
the calculation.

10-
80(7A)

E (1) In 10-80(6) and 10-80(7) �an appropriate percentage� is:

(a) 100%; or

(b) a percentage which takes account of the characteristics of the
instrument concerned and of discussions with the FSA or a
predecessor regulator.

(2) Compliance with (1) may be relied on as tending to establish
compliance with 10-80(6) or 10-80(7) as appropriate.

(3) Contravention of (1) may be relied on as tending to establish
contravention of 10-80(6) or 10-80(7) as appropriate.

G The methodologies which have been developed assume instruments with standard
characteristics.  There are many examples, however, of instruments which, although based
on a standard contract, contain structural features which make the rules, as stated,
inappropriate.

Alternative treatments

10-
80(8)

R Where a firm has the alternative of treating a position under two or
more different methods or treatments within methods, it must treat the
position under one of those methods.
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EQUITY METHOD

10-81 Types of positions to be included in the equity method

Securities

10-
81(1)

R A firm must apply the equity method to the following trading book
positions (whether or not forward positions):

(a) a share;

(b) a convertible preference security (the interest rate method must
be applied to a non-convertible preference security);

(c) a depository receipt; and

(d) a convertible debt security;

except for:

(e) an offering of an equity, to the extent that the issuing market
method applies;

(f) an equity position hedging an option or company issued
warrant, where the equity is of a type suitable for delivery, and
up to a maximum of the extent to which the nominal amount of
the equity is matched by the nominal amount of the equity
underlying the option or company issued warrant, which may at
the discretion of the firm be treated under rule 10-93(2);

(g) a suspended stock, which must be treated in accordance with
rule 10-65(7)(b);

(h) a convertible, which may at the discretion of the firm be treated
under the interest rate method subject to (2) below;

(i) a tender offer as principal on an equity, which must be treated as
an OTC option under rule 10-93(4); and

(j) a material holding in a credit or financial institution which must
be treated in accordance with rule 10-61(7).

Convertibles

10-
81(2)

R (a) A firm must apply the equity method to any convertible if:

(i) less than three months remain to the first date at which
conversion may take place (or less than one year until the
next date if the first date has passed); and
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(ii) the convertible is trading at a �premium� of less than 10%.

(b) �Premium� is the current mark to market value of the convertible
less the current mark to market value of the underlying equity,
expressed as a percentage of the current mark to market value
of the underlying equity.

(c) A firm may apply the equity method or the interest rate method
to any convertible which is not subject to (a) above.

Equity swaps

10-
81(3)

R (a) Where a firm has a position in an equity swap, the firm must
divide the position into an interest rate leg, which must be
treated under (b) below, and an equity leg, which must be treated
under (c) below.

(b) The interest rate leg must be included in the interest rate method
as a bond with characteristics determined in accordance with
the provisions for interest rate swaps under rule 10-101(10).

(c) Where the firm pays (or receives) an amount which is based on
the change in value of an equity, basket of equities or equity
index, the firm must apply the equity method to the equity leg as
a notional short (or long) position in the more appropriate of:

(i) an OTC future on an equity, basket of equities or equity
index; or

(ii) an OTC option on an equity, basket of equities or equity
index,

and must apply either the equity derivatives method or the
equity method to the position, according to the provisions of
those methods.

G Provided that an equity swap includes an interest rate leg treated under (b) above as well
as an equity leg treated under (c) above, then firms are not required to calculate an interest
rate add-on for the equity leg.
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Optional inclusion of equity derivatives

10-
81(4)

R A firm may apply the equity method to the following equity derivative
or company issued warrant positions:

(a) an exchange traded or OTC future on an equity, basket of
equities or equity index;

(b) an exchange traded, OTC or traditional option on an equity,
basket of equities, or narrow-based equity index provided the
option is in the money by at least the equity method 1 PRA
appropriate to the underlying instrument, shown in Appendix 49;

(c) an exchange traded or OTC option on a broad-based equity
index, provided the option is at least 8% in the money;

(d) a position in a company issued warrant which is in the money by
at least the equity method 1 PRA appropriate to the underlying
equity, shown in Appendix 49;

(e) a synthetic long or short position in an equity, basket of equities
or equity index, which may be treated as a future on that
instrument, provided that:

(i) the synthetic long consists of a long call option and a short
put option on the same underlying instrument with the same
maturity dates and strike prices; and

(ii) the synthetic short position consists of a short call option
and a long put option on the same underlying instrument
with the same maturity dates and strike prices; and

(iii) if the options do not entitle the holder to dividends, the firm
must be able to demonstrate that the underlying instrument
is unlikely to go ex-dividend over the option period;

G (f) A firm that wishes to apply this method to the notional positions arising from risk
assessment models for options should apply for the relevant modification or waivers
from the FSA.

G (g) A firm that wishes to apply this method to any other equity derivative should apply
for the relevant modification or waivers from the FSA.
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10-82 CALCULATION OF EQUITY EQUIVALENT POSITIONS

General rule

10-82
(1)

R (a) Provided the firm is permitted, and has chosen, to apply the
equity method to an equity derivative, a convertible, or a
company issued warrant, it must derive an equity equivalent
position in accordance with this rule.

(b) Where a firm includes an actual or notional position arising from
a forward, future or option on an equity, basket of equities,
equity index or company issued warrant, in equity method 1, 2, 3
or 4 an additional PRR must be calculated in accordance with
rule 10-86 to cover the interest rate risk.

Convertibles

10-
82(2)

R (a) The equity equivalent position is the mark to market value of the
equity underlying the convertible.

(b) Where a firm treats a convertible under the equity method, an
adjustment shall be made to the PRR which shall be:

(i) an addition equal to any loss on conversion; or

(ii) a deduction equal to any profit on conversion, subject to a
maximum deduction which would reduce the PRR of the net
position of all underlying and equivalent positions to zero.

Options on equities

10-
82(3)

R Subject to (4) below, a firm must take the equity equivalent position of
an option on an equity to be the mark to market value of the
underlying equity.

Options on equities, baskets of equities and equity indices treated under
risk assessment models

10-82(4) G A firm that wishes to use a risk assessment model in respect of its equity and equity index
options to calculate equity equivalent positions which may be included in the equity method
will need to seek the appropriate modification or waivers from the FSA.

G The FSA will consider an application for a modification or waiver provided the model forms
part of the day to day management supervision of the firm�s options business and meets
other criteria.  Further guidance on the criteria for the review of such models can be
obtained from the FSA.
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Futures and options on a single country equity basket or index

10-
82(5)

R A firm must treat the mark to market value of a notional equity
portfolio underlying a basket of equities or equity index, where the
constituent equities are from one country, as either:

(a) a single equity equivalent position; or

(b) notional positions in the constituent equities.

Futures and options on a multiple country equity basket or index

10-
82(6)

R A firm must split the mark to market value of a notional equity
portfolio underlying a basket of equities or equity index whose
constituents are from more than one country into either:

(a) a number of single equity equivalent positions, one for each of
the countries which is represented in the index, in the proportion
of that country�s representation in the index; or

(b) notional positions in all the constituent equities.

G Where a firm chooses to treat a basket of equities or equity index as a single equity
equivalent position, rather than breaking it down into the constituent stocks, it should apply
the PRA for a single stock of the appropriate category unless the number and nature of the
constituent equities are such that the basket or index is broad-based and will behave as
�the market�.  In such circumstances the position will attract zero specific risk.  Where a
firm is in any doubt it should apply the single stock weight and consult the FSA.

Options

10-
82(7)

R A firm must treat a purchased call option or written put option as a
long equity equivalent position and a purchased put option or written
call option as a short equity equivalent position.

Company issued warrants

10-
82(8)

R Subject to (9) below, a firm must derive the equity equivalent position
of a position in a company issued warrant as the mark to market value
of the underlying equity.

Equity warrant alternative method

10-82(9) G A firm which is a significant dealer in company issued warrants may use an alternative
method to calculate PRR, the details of which are available from the FSA on request,
provided it obtains the relevant modification or waivers from the FSA.

G If it grants approval, the FSA would generally expect a firm:

(a) consistently to hold positions in not less than 100 company issued warrant issues of
the country for which the firm wishes to apply the method; and
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(b) to have a well diversified company issued warrant book, such that no single trading
position amounts to 10% or more of the relevant book and the largest 20 issues do
not exceed 60% of the relevant book by mark to market value.

G However, the FSA will consider relaxing these numbers if it is satisfied that they would be
excessive in relation to the total number of traded company issued warrant issues of a
particular country and that the firm�s business is spread over a sufficient number of issues
to justify the use of the alternative method.

10-83 NETTING OF EQUITY AND EQUITY EQUIVALENT POSITIONS BEFORE APPLYING THE
EQUITY METHOD

Netting of positions

10-
83(1)

R A firm may net a long against a short position only where the
positions are in the same actual instrument (including equity
equivalent positions arising from convertibles, derivatives and
company issued warrants in respect of that instrument).

Netting of tranches

10-
83(2)

R A firm may net a long position in one tranche of a security against a
short position in another tranche of the same security only where the
relevant tranches:

(a) rank pari passu in all respects; and

(b) become fungible within 180 days and thereafter the securities of
one tranche can be delivered in settlement of the other tranche.

10-84 CATEGORISATION OF EQUITY POSITIONS

General rule

10-
84(1)

R A firm must separate its equity and equity equivalent positions
included in the equity method by country.

Depository receipts

10-
84(2)

R A firm must allocate a share represented by a depository receipt to the
same country as the underlying share.
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10-85 CALCULATION OF PRR UNDER THE EQUITY METHOD

General rule

10-
85(1)

R A firm which is permitted to apply the equity method to a position may
choose whether to apply equity method 1, 2, 3 or 4 to that position,
except that:

(a) a firm may apply equity method 2, 3 or 4 only to those positions
in a country portfolio which individually do not exceed 20% of
the gross value of that country portfolio; and

(b) where a position exceeds 20% of the gross value of the country
portfolio, the amount up to 20% may be treated under equity
method 2, 3 or 4 but the excess amount shall be restricted to
equity method 1; and

(c) a firm may apply only one of equity methods 2 and 3; and

(d) a firm may apply equity method 4 only to portfolios in qualifying
countries.

Total equity method PRR

10-
85(2)

R A firm must calculate the equity method PRR as the sum of:

(a) the PRR for positions for which equity method 1 is used; and

(b) the PRR for positions for which equity method 2 is used; and

(c) the PRR for positions for which equity method 3 is used; and

(d) the PRR for positions for which equity method 4 is used; and

(e) the interest rate add-on for derivatives.

10-86 CALCULATION OF INTEREST RATE ADD-ON FOR DERIVATIVES

10-
86(1)

R Where a firm includes an actual or notional position in an �equity
derivative� in the equity method, an additional PRR must be
calculated to cover the interest rate risk, using one of the methods
described in this rule.

10-
86(2)

R An �equity derivative� is a forward, future, option or company issued
warrant on an equity, basket of equities, or equity index.
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10-
86(3)

R The add-on to cover interest rate risk must be calculated before any
netting which is permitted under rule 10-83.

Basic method

10-
86(4)

R A firm must calculate the interest rate risk of each underlying
instrument for each expiry date separately, as follows:

(a) multiply the mark to market value of the position in the notional
equity or equity portfolio underlying the derivative contract by
the percentage in the table below; and

(b) where the amount calculated in (a) is negative, the sign must be
reversed; and

(c) the results must be aggregated to form the total interest rate
add-on.

R TABLE 10-86(4)

Time to expiry Percentage

0-3 months 0.20

3-6 months 0.40

6-12 months 0.70

1-2 years 1.25

2-3 years 1.75

3-4 years 2.25

4-5 years 2.75

over 5 years 3.75
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Alternative method

10-
86(5)

R For each position in an �equity derivative�, a firm must include in its
interest rate method calculations a notional government bond, in
accordance with rule 10-101(12).

Modelling method

10-86(6) G A firm that wishes to use another method of calculating the interest rate risk of �equity
derivatives� will need to seek the relevant modification or waivers from this rule from the
FSA;  in general, a modification or waiver permitting a firm to use another method will only
be given where a firm has been granted a modification or waiver permitting use of a risk
assessment model in respect of �equity derivatives�.

10-87 EQUITY METHOD 1

Method

10-
87(1)

R A firm must calculate the PRR for each country as the aggregate of
the mark to market value of the positions multiplied by the equity
method 1 PRA appropriate for the country, as shown in Appendix 49.

Total

10-
87(2)

R A firm must sum the results for each country to arrive at the PRR for
positions for which equity method 1 is used.

10-88 EQUITY METHOD 2

10-
88(1)

R A firm must calculate the equity method 2 PRR on a country by
country basis as the sum of the specific risk and the general market
risk, as set out in (2) to (4) below.

Specific risk

10-
88(2)

R For each country, the equity method 2 specific risk PRR is calculated
as the aggregate of the mark to market value of positions treated
under equity method 2 multiplied by the appropriate specific risk PRA
shown in Appendix 49.
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General market risk

10-
88(3)

R For each country, a firm must calculate the equity method 2 general
market risk PRR in the following way:

(a) each position shall be multiplied by the appropriate general
market risk PRA shown in Appendix 49;

(b) the results in (a) shall be netted; and

(c) where the amount in (b) is negative, the sign must be reversed.

Total

10-
88(4)

R A firm must sum the results for each country portfolio to arrive at the
PRR for positions for which equity method 2 is used.

10-89 EQUITY METHOD 3

10-
89(1)

R Where a firm chooses to use equity method 3 it must calculate the
equity method 3 PRR as the higher of:

(a) calculation 1 - the result of applying  rules (2) to (7) below; and

(b) calculation 2 - the result of applying rules (8) to (10) below.

Calculation 1

10-
89(2)

R (a) A firm must allocate positions on the basis of the categories set
out in Appendix 50, calculate a PRR in respect of each country
portfolio separately, and aggregate the results.

(b) A firm must calculate the PRR for a country portfolio as:

aggregate long   +   aggregate short x Column 1 PRA
positions                positions in Appendix 50
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unless the country portfolio is an �eligible country portfolio�, as
defined below, in which case the firm must calculate the PRR for
that country portfolio as:

√ (basic risk x liquidity adjustment factor)

100

(c) Notwithstanding (a) and (b) above, a firm may calculate the PRR
in respect of a UK, US or Japan �eligible country portfolio� as:

√ (modified basic risk x modified liquidity adjustment factor)

100

G No benefit will be derived under (c) unless the firm has �eligible country portfolios� in at
least two of the three countries mentioned.

Eligible country portfolio

10-
89(3)

R (a) A firm may only include in an �eligible country portfolio�
positions in those categories of equity which have a figure in
columns 2 and 3 of Appendix 50.

(b) An �eligible country portfolio� means:

(i) a UK, US or Japan country portfolio which contains at least
10 long or 10 short positions; or

(ii) for any other country listed in section D of Appendix 50, a
portfolio of equities which:

(aa) comprises constituents of the FT-Actuaries World
Indices; and

(bb) contains at least 5 long or 5 short positions.

Basic risk calculation

10-
89(4)

R (a) Calculate the square of the net mark to market value (i.e. long
positions less short positions) of the �eligible country portfolio�.

(b) Multiply the figure in (a) above by the appropriate figure in
column 3 of Appendix 50.

(c) Calculate the square of the value of each position, excluding
positions arising from broad-based equity index contracts, and
total the squared amounts for each country.
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(d) Multiply the total calculated under (c) above by the appropriate
figure shown in column 2 of Appendix 50 and add the figure
calculated in (b) to obtain the basic risk of the �eligible country
portfolio�.

Liquidity adjustment factor

10-
89(5)

R A firm must calculate the liquidity adjustment factor for the UK, US
and Japan country portfolios as follows (for other �eligible country
portfolios� the liquidity adjustment factor is 1):

(a) calculate the aggregate mark to market value (i.e. long positions
plus short positions) of each category and the aggregate mark to
market value of the �eligible country portfolio�;

(b) calculate in respect of the relevant aggregate mark to market
values the following proportions:

A the constituents of the FT-SE 100 Index category portfolio as
a proportion of the UK �eligible country portfolio�;

B the FT All-Share Index category, excluding FT-SE 100 stocks,
as a proportion of the UK �eligible country portfolio�;

C the constituents of the Nikkei 225 Index category portfolio as
a proportion of the Japan �eligible country portfolio�; and

D the constituents of the Standard & Poor�s 500 Index category
portfolio as a proportion of the US �eligible country
portfolio�;

(c) for each of the US and Japan �eligible country portfolios�, the
liquidity adjustment factor is the result of the following
calculation performed separately for each country (the reference
to �proportion� is as calculated in (b) above):

6

(proportion x 4) + 2

(d) for the UK �eligible country portfolio�, the liquidity adjustment
factor is calculated as:

6

(proportion A x 4) + 2 + proportion B
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Modified basic risk calculation

10-
89(6)

R (a) For each �eligible country portfolio� calculate the basic risk of
the portfolio as in (4) above and add the figures for such
portfolios together.

(b) Calculate the net mark to market value (i.e. long positions less
short positions) for each �eligible country portfolio�, and
multiply the net mark to market value for pairs of countries by
each other, and then by the factor shown below (there will be
one pair where two countries are included and three pairs where
three countries are included).

TABLE 10-89(6)

Net mark to market values relating to Factor

UK & US 17

UK & Japan 11

US & Japan 11

(c) The modified basic risk figure is the total of the figure calculated
under (a) above and the those calculated in (b) above.

Modified liquidity adjustment factor

10-
89(7)

R A firm must calculate the modified liquidity adjustment factor for UK,
US and Japan �eligible country portfolios� as follows:

(a) calculate the total of the aggregate mark to market values (i.e.
long positions plus short positions) of all �eligible country
portfolios� to obtain the aggregate mark to market value;

(b) calculate the aggregate mark to market values of each of the
following portfolios as a proportion of the amount calculated in
(a) above:

A the portfolio comprising the FT-SE 100 Index category
portfolio, the Nikkei 225 Index category portfolio and the
Standard & Poor�s 500 Index category portfolio; and

B the FT All-Share Index category portfolio, excluding FT-SE
100 stocks;

(c) the modified liquidity adjustment factor is:
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6

(proportion A x 4) + 2 + proportion B

Calculation 2

10-
89(8)

R A firm must calculate the equity method 3 PRR on a country by
country basis as the sum of the specific risk and the general market
risk, as set out in (9) and (10) below, and sum the results across all
countries.

Specific risk

10-
89(9)

R For each country, the equity method 3 specific risk PRR is calculated
as the aggregate of the mark to market value of positions treated
under equity method 3 multiplied by the appropriate specific risk PRA
shown in Appendix 49.

General market risk

10-89
(10)

R (a) For each country, the equity method 3 general market risk PRR
is calculated as the net mark to market value of the portfolio
multiplied by 8%; and

(b) where the amount in (a) is negative, the sign must be reversed.

10-90 EQUITY METHOD 4

10-
90(1)

R A firm must calculate the equity method 4 PRR as the sum of the
specific risk and the general market risk, as set out in (2) to (5) below.

Specific risk

10-
90(2)

R For each qualifying country portfolio, the equity method 4 specific risk
PRR is calculated as the aggregate of the mark to market value of
positions treated under equity method 4 multiplied by the appropriate
specific risk PRA shown in Appendix 49.
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General market risk

10-
90(3)

R A firm must calculate the equity method 4 general market risk PRR as
the sum of:

(a) the PRR for the combined general market risk; and

(b) the PRR for the residual general market risk.

Combined general market risk

10-
90(4)

R A firm must calculate the combined general market risk as follows:

(a) for each country, multiply the net mark to market value of the
portfolio by 8% to obtain the risk-weighted position; and

(b) subject to the criteria listed in (i) to (iii) below, calculate a
combined general market risk PRR for these portfolios as:

                ω ω ω ωi j k m
2 2 2 2+ + + +Λ

where each ωωωωi represents the risk-weighted position for a single
country portfolio; provided that:

(i) the calculation includes at least four qualifying country
portfolios;

(ii) the risk-weighted position of each country portfolio does
not exceed 30% of the total of the risk-weighted positions in
the calculation; and

(iii) the sum of the risk-weighted positions equals 0
(i.e., ΣΣΣΣωωωω = 0), where overall long positions in a country
portfolio have a positive sign and overall short positions
have a negative sign.

Residual general market risk

10-
90(5)

R For all risk-weighted positions in a country portfolio not included in
the calculation in (4) above, a firm must calculate the combined
general market risk as the aggregate of the risk-weighted positions.
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TREATMENT OF EQUITY DERIVATIVES OUTSIDE THE EQUITY METHOD

Types of positions to be included under the equity derivatives method

10-91 R A firm must apply the equity derivatives method to a position of any of
the following types, except to the extent that the firm is required, or is
permitted and chooses, to apply the equity method to the position:

(a) a future or option on an equity, basket of equities or equity
index;

(b) a tender offer on an equity, which must be treated as a written
option on the equity under 10-93(4) below;

(c) an equity position hedging an option or company issued warrant
on that equity (provided the equity is of a type suitable to satisfy
delivery), up to a maximum of the extent to which the nominal
amount of the equity is matched by the nominal amount of the
equity underlying the option or company issued warrant;

(d) an equity leg of an equity swap based on the change in value of
an equity, a basket of equities or an equity index; and

(e) a company issued warrant.

Total equity derivatives method PRR

10-92 R A firm must calculate the total equity derivatives method PRR as the
sum of:

(a) the PRR for positions for which the hedging method is used;

(b) the PRR for positions for which the margin requirement method
is used;

(c) the PRR for positions for which the basic method is used; and

(d) the interest rate add-on for derivatives.

10-93 Alternative methods

Summary of alternative methods

10-
93(1)

R A firm must apply one of the methods outlined in the following table:
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TABLE 10-93(1) - Equity derivative positions: alternative methods

1 Hedging method

(a) In respect of an equity hedging an option or company issued warrant on
that equity, a firm may choose to apply the hedging method under (2) below
to the equity and the related option or company issued warrant to the extent that
the nominal amount of the equity underlying the option or company issued
warrant matches the nominal amount of the equity.
(b) To the extent that the nominal amount of the equity exceeds the nominal
amount of the equity underlying the option or company issued warrant, a firm
must apply the equity method

2 Margin requirement method
Where an exchange listed in Appendix 51 has a positive initial margin
requirement, a firm may apply the margin requirement method under (3)
below to any derivative traded on that exchange.

3 Basic method
Where a firm is not permitted, or chooses not to apply any other available
method, it must treat equity derivatives under the basic method, as set out in
(4) below.

Hedging method

10-
93(2)

R When using the hedging method for an equity hedging an option or
company issued warrant on that equity, a firm must calculate the PRR
for the equity position and the option or company issued warrant
position in accordance with the provisions of Appendix 52.

Margin requirement method

10-
93(3)

R (a) A firm may apply the margin requirement method to a derivative
which is traded on an exchange listed in Appendix 51, provided
that the exchange charges a positive initial margin requirement.

(b) When using the margin requirement method for an exchange
traded derivative on an equity or equity index, a firm must:

(i) take 100% of the initial margin requirement of the exchange;
and

(ii) multiply the result by the factor shown in Appendix 51.

(c) Where the exchange calculates the margin requirement on an
overall basis, or offsets futures and options in the margin
calculation, this may be taken into account.
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Basic method

10-
93(4)

R When using the basic method for a future, option or company issued
warrant on an equity, basket of equities or equity index, a firm must
calculate the PRR as:

(a) a purchased option or a long company issued warrant position:
the PRR must be the equity equivalent position multiplied by the
appropriate PRA, but the result may be limited to the mark to
market value of the option or company issued warrant;

(b) a written option: the PRR must be the equity equivalent position
underlying the option multiplied by the appropriate PRA,
reduced by any excess of the exercise value over the mark to
market value of the underlying instrument in the case of a call
option or vice versa for a put option, but limited to nil if it would
otherwise be negative;

(c) a short company issued warrant position: the mark to market
value of the equity underlying the company issued warrant
multiplied by the equity method 1 PRA for the underlying equity;
and

(d) an OTC future or an equity or equity index: the PRR must be the
equity equivalent position multiplied by the appropriate PRA.

Calculation of equity equivalent positions

10-
93(5)

R A firm must derive the amount of the equity equivalent position as
follows:

(a) a future or option on an equity index: the mark to market value of
the underlying contract;

(b) an option on an equity: the mark to market value of the
underlying equity; and

(c) an equity swap: the nominal value of the equity swap.

Appropriate PRA for basic method

10-
93(6)

R A firm must determine the appropriate PRA for the basic method as
follows:

(a) a future, option or swap on a single stock: the PRA is the equity
method 1 PRA applicable to the underlying instrument;

(b) a future, option or swap on a basket of equities or narrow-based
equity index: the PRA is the equity method 1 PRA applicable to
an appropriate equity position; and
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(c) a future, option or swap on a broad-based equity index: the PRA
is 8%.

10-94 Calculation of interest rate add-on for derivatives

10-
94(1)

R Where a firm includes an actual or notional position in an �equity
derivative� in the equity derivatives method an additional PRR must
be calculated to cover the interest rate risk, using one of the methods
described in this rule.

10-
94(2)

R An �equity derivative� is a forward, future, option or company issued
warrant on an equity, basket of equities, or equity index.

Basic method

10-
94(3)

R A firm must calculate the interest rate risk of each underlying
instrument for each expiry date separately, as follows:

(a) multiply the mark to market value of the position in the notional
equity or equity portfolio underlying the derivative contract by
the percentage in the table below;

(b) where the amount calculated in (a) is negative, its sign should be
reversed; and

(c) the results must be aggregated to form the total interest rate
add-on.
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R Table 10-94(3)

Time to expiry Percentage

0-3 months 0.20

3-6 months 0.40

6-12 months 0.70

1-2 years 1.25

2-3 years 1.75

3-4 years 2.25

4-5 years 2.75

over 5 years 3.75

Alternative method

10-
94(4)

R For each position in an �equity derivative�, a firm must include in its
interest rate method calculations a notional government bond, in
accordance with rule 10-101(12).

Modelling method

10-94(5) G A firm that wishes to use another method of calculating the interest rate risk of �equity
derivatives� will need to seek a modification or waiver from this rule from the FSA;  in
general, a modification or waiver permitting use of another method will only be given where
a firm has been granted a modification or waiver permitting use of a risk assessment model
in respect of �equity derivatives�.

INTEREST RATE METHOD

10-100 Types of positions to be included in the interest rate method

Securities, cash borrowings, qualifying deposits, and repurchase and similar
agreements

10-100
(1)

R A firm must apply the interest rate method to the following trading
book positions (whether or not forward positions):

(a) a debt security;

(b) a non-convertible preference security;
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(c) an interest rate exposure embedded in a financial instrument;
and

(d) a cash borrowing or a qualifying deposit, whether secured or
unsecured,

except for:

(e) an offering of debt securities, to the extent that the issuing
market method applies;

(f) a qualifying debt security hedging an option or company issued
warrant, where the qualifying debt security is of a type suitable
for delivery to satisfy the option or warrant, and up to a
maximum of the extent to which the nominal amount of the debt
is matched by the nominal amount of the debt underlying the
option or warrant, which may at the discretion of the firm be
treated under rule 10-111(2);

(g) a tender offer as principal on a debt security, which must be
treated as an OTC option under the interest rate derivatives
method;

(h) a cash borrowing or qualifying deposit, whether secured or
unsecured, with a residual maturity of less than one month,
which may be treated in accordance with rule 10-41(7)(c); and

(i) a material holding in a credit or financial institution which must
be treated in accordance with rule 10-61(7).

G The �residual maturity� may be determined with reference to the time of the next interest
rate fixing, if this is earlier than the repayment date.

Convertibles

10-100
(2)

R A firm may apply the interest rate method to a convertible only where
permitted to do so under rule 10-81(2).

Dual currency bonds

10-100
(4)

R A firm must derive two positions in respect of a dual currency bond as
follows:

(a) a debt security denominated in the currency in which the dual
currency bond is issued which must be treated under the
interest rate method; and

(b) a forward contract for the purchase of the redemption currency
which must be treated under rule 10-101(11) below, and is also
subject to a foreign exchange requirement.
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Obligatory inclusion of debt and interest rate derivatives

10-100
(5)

R A firm must apply the interest rate method to a position in the
following interest rate derivatives:

(a) an OTC future which relates to a notional or actual qualifying
debt security or interest rate;

(b) an FRA or other contract for differences (including swaps other
than equity swaps) whose values are based on generally
available interest rates;

(c) a forward foreign exchange position (see rule 10-101(11));

(d) a currency future; and

(e) an interest rate leg of an equity swap (see rule 10-81(3)).

Optional inclusion of debt and interest rate derivatives

10-100
(6)

R A firm may apply the interest rate method to a position in the following
interest rate derivatives:

(a) an exchange traded future which relates to an interest rate or to
a notional or actual debt security;

(b) an exchange traded option which relates to a notional or actual
debt security or an interest rate, or to an exchange traded future
which would meet the requirements of (a) above, provided the
contract is in the money by more than the appropriate PRA;

(c) an OTC option which relates to a notional or actual qualifying
debt security or an interest rate, or to an exchange traded future
which meets the requirements of (a) above, provided the
contract is in the money by more than the appropriate PRA;

(d) an option on a swap provided the option is in the money by more
than the PRA on a government security in the relevant currency
with maturity equal to the length of the swap;

(e) a company issued warrant which relates to a qualifying debt
security, provided the warrant is in the money by more than the
appropriate PRA;

(f) a synthetic long or short position in a debt security, which may
be treated as a future on that instrument, provided that:

(i) the synthetic long consists of a long call option and a short
put option on the same underlying instrument with the same
maturity dates and strike prices; and
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(ii) the synthetic short position consists of a short call option
and a long put option on the same underlying instrument
with the same maturity dates and strike prices.

G (g) A firm that wishes to include the notional positions arising from risk assessment
models for swaps or options (see rule 10-101(2)) will need to seek the relevant
modification or waivers from the FSA.

Optional inclusion of interest rate component of equity derivatives

10-100
(7)

R A firm may apply the interest rate method to calculate the interest rate
risk PRR on its positions in equity derivatives.

Appropriate PRA

10-100
(8)

R A firm must determine the appropriate PRA in (6) above using the
following principles:

(a) in the case of an option or a future or a company issued warrant
on an actual or notional debt security, the appropriate PRA is the
sum of the specific risk PRA and the maturity-based general
market risk PRA attributable to the underlying debt security;

(b) in the case of an option on a future, where the future relates to
an actual or notional debt security, the appropriate PRA is the
sum of the specific risk PRA and the maturity-based general
market risk PRA attributable to that debt security; and where the
future relates to an interest rate, the appropriate PRA is the sum
of the specific risk PRA and the maturity-based general market
risk PRA attributable to a government security of the same
currency and maturity as the notional deposit underlying the
contract.

10-101 Calculation of debt equivalent positions for derivatives

General rule

10-101
(1)

R Provided the firm is permitted to apply the interest rate method to an
interest rate derivative, it must use this rule to derive the debt
equivalent amount in accordance with 10-101(3) to 10-101(15).

Risk assessment models

10-101
(2)

G A firm may seek a modification or waiver from 10-101(1) from the FSA to permit the firm to
use a risk assessment model in respect of its swaps, FRAs, caps and floors, options on
swaps or debt options to calculate debt equivalent positions which may be included in the
interest rate method, provided the model forms part of the day to day management
supervision of the firm�s business and meets other criteria

G Further guidance on the criteria for the review of such models can be obtained from the
FSA.
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Options on debt securities

10-101
(3)

R An option on a debt security or interest rate must be included in the
interest rate method:

(a) in the case of an option on a debt security, as a position in that
debt security, with a value equal to the mark to market value of
the underlying security; and

(b) in the case of an option on an interest rate, as a position in a
zero coupon government security, with value equal to the
quantity underlying the option, and maturity equal to the sum of
the time to expiry of the option and the length of the period for
which the interest rate is fixed;

and which:

(c) must be a long debt equivalent position in the case of a
purchased call option or a written put option; and

(d) must be a short debt equivalent position in the case of a
purchased put option or a written call option.

Futures on interest rates

10-101
(4)

R For each position in a future on an interest rate, a firm must include in
the interest rate method a notional long debt equivalent position and a
notional short debt equivalent position in a zero coupon government
security with the following maturities:

(a) where the firm has fixed the rate of interest it will pay at some
time in the future (for example, it �sells� an interest rate future or
�buys� an FRA):

(i) the notional short position has a maturity equal to the time
to expiry of the future plus the maturity of the borrowing
period; and

(ii) the notional long position has a maturity equal to the time to
expiry of the future; and

(b) where the firm has fixed the rate of interest it will receive at
some time in the future:

(i) the notional short position has a maturity equal to the time
to expiry of the future; and

(ii) the notional long position has a maturity equal to the time to
expiry of the future plus the maturity of the deposit period.
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Options on futures on interest rates

10-101
(5)

R An option on a future on an interest rate must be included in the
interest rate method as a position in the future, as described in (4)
above.

Forwards and futures on debt securities

10-101
(6)

R For each position in a forward or future on a debt security, a firm must
include in the interest rate method a notional long debt equivalent and
a notional short debt equivalent position of a type and maturity as
follows:

(a) where the firm has bought the future:

(i) a long position in the underlying security, or where the
contract is satisfied by delivery of a range of securities, the
cheapest to deliver; and

(ii) a short position in a zero coupon government security with
maturity equal to the time to expiry of the futures contract;
and

(b) where the firm has sold the future:

(i) a short position in the underlying security, or where the
contract is satisfied by delivery of a range of securities, any
deliverable security; and

(ii) a long position in a zero coupon government security with
maturity equal to the time to expiry of the futures contract.

Options on futures on debt securities

10-101
(7)

R An option on a future on a debt security must be included in the
interest rate method as a position in the future, as set out in (6) above.

Futures and options based on an index of prices

10-101
(8)

R Where the settlement amount of a future or option is based on an
index of the prices of a range of notional or actual debt securities, the
firm must treat the contract as the notional position in the longest of
these securities.

Options on interest rate and currency swaps

10-101
(9)

R For a position in an option on an interest rate or currency swap, a firm
must apply the interest rate method to a notional position in a
government security with a maturity equal to that of the swap, which:
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(a) must be a short position if on exercise the firm is committed to
pay fixed rate interest and a long position if the firm is entitled to
receive fixed rate interest;

(b) has a coupon equal to that rate of interest; and

(c) has a value equal to the principal amount of the swap.

Interest rate and currency swaps

10-101
(10)

R Where a firm enters into an interest rate or currency swap, it must
treat each leg of the swap as a notional position in a government
security in the currency concerned, which:

(a) must be a long position if the firm is receiving interest and a
short position if the firm is paying interest,

(b) has maturity:

(i) in the case where the firm is paying or receiving fixed rate
interest, equal to the length of the swap; and

(ii) in the case where the firm is paying or receiving floating
rate interest, equal to the period remaining to the next
interest rate reset date; and

(c) has a coupon equal to the rate of interest payable or receivable
on the leg.

Forward foreign exchange and currency futures

10-101
(11)

R Where a firm enters into a forward foreign exchange or currency
futures contract, it must treat the position for the purpose of
calculating interest rate risk as two notional zero coupon government
securities in the currencies concerned, which:

(a) must be a long position for the currency purchased and a short
position for the currency sold; and

(b) must have a maturity date equal to the settlement date of the
contract.

G Forward foreign exchange positions and currency futures must also be included in a firm�s
calculation of its FER.
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Equity Derivatives

10-101
(12)

R (a) Where a firm has chosen to use the interest rate method to
calculate the interest rate risk on an �equity derivative�, it must
create for each position a notional position in a zero coupon
government security in the currency concerned with value equal
to the mark to market value of the notional equity position
underlying the contract which:

(i) must be a short position if the notional equity position
underlying the contract is a long position and a long
position if the notional equity position underlying the,
contract is a short position; and

(ii) has maturity equal to the expiry of the �equity derivative�
contract.

(b) An �equity derivative� is a forward, future, option or company
issued warrant on an equity, basket of equities, or equity index.

Offerings of debt securities

10-101
(13)

R Where a firm has chosen to use the interest rate method to calculate
the general market risk PRR on an offering of debt securities in
accordance with rule 10-133(4), it must include its net commitment as
a long position in the security concerned.

Cash legs of repurchase and similar agreements

10-101
(14)

R (a) For each forward cash leg of a �repurchase or similar
agreement�, a firm must include in the interest rate method a
notional debt equivalent position in a government security in an
amount equal to the mark to market value of the cash position,
with maturity equal to the maturity date under the agreement and
a sign as follows:

(i) where the forward leg represents a purchase of the
underlying security or physical commodity, a short
position; and

(ii) where the forward leg represents a sale of the underlying
security or physical commodity, a long position.

(b) �Repurchase or similar agreement� means a repurchase, reverse
repurchase, securities or physical commodities lending,
securities or physical commodities borrowing, sale and buy
back, buy and sale back, undocumented sale and buy back, or
undocumented buy and sale back agreement.
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G The coupon attributable to the debt equivalent position should be determined by the
number of payments remaining: if the next interest payment date coincides with the
maturity date, the coupon should be zero; otherwise, the coupon on the debt equivalent
position should be the same as the interest rate on the underlying agreement.

Cash borrowings and qualifying deposits

10-101
(15)

R A cash borrowing or qualifying deposit must be included in the
interest rate method as a notional debt equivalent position in a zero
coupon government security, whose value is equal to the mark to
market value of the relevant position, whose maturity coincides with
that of the earlier of the next interest rate fixing date and the maturity
of the borrowing or deposit, and which must be:

(a) a long position in the case of a qualifying deposit; and

(b) a short position in the case of a cash borrowing.

10-102 Netting

Netting of positions

10-102
(1)

R Subject to (3) and (4) below, a firm may net a long against a short
position only where the positions are in the same actual instrument
(including debt equivalent positions arising from convertibles,
derivatives and company issued warrants in respect of that
instrument).

Netting of tranches

10-102
(2)

R A firm may net a long position in one tranche of a security against a
short position in another tranche of the same security only where the
relevant tranches:

(a) rank pari passu in all respects; and

(b) become fungible within 180 days and thereafter the securities of
one tranche can be delivered in settlement of the other tranche.
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Netting of notional securities arising from swaps, FRAs, futures and options on
interest rates and debt securities, cash borrowings, qualifying deposits, the cash
legs of repurchase or similar agreements, forward foreign exchange and foreign
currency futures

10-102
(3)

R (a) A firm may net notional long and short government securities
arising from swaps, FRAs, futures and options on interest rates
and debt securities, cash borrowings, qualifying deposits, the
cash legs of �repurchase or similar agreements�, forward
foreign exchange and foreign currency futures against each
other, provided:

(i) they are in the same currency;

(ii) the interest rates are within 15 basis points;

(iii) (aa) if the maturity dates are less than one month, the
dates are the same;

(bb) if the maturity dates are between one month and one
year, the dates are within seven days of each other;
or

(cc) if the maturity dates are over one year, the dates are
within 30 days of each other;

(iv) for a cash borrowing, the next interest rate refix date is
within two years and repayment is within two years; and

(v) for a qualifying deposit, the next interest rate refix date is
within three months.

(b) In respect of a cash borrowing or qualifying deposit, the maturity
date is the earlier of the repayment date and the next interest
rate refix date.

(c) �Repurchase or similar agreement� means a repurchase, reverse
repurchase, securities or physical commodities lending,
securities or physical commodities borrowing, sale and buy
back, buy and sale back, undocumented sale and buy back, or
undocumented buy and sale back agreement.
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Netting of notional securities arising from futures, options and options on futures
which may be satisfied by delivery of a range of securities

10-102
(4)

R A firm may apply one of the following netting procedures to notional
securities arising from futures, options and options on futures which
may be satisfied by delivery of a range of securities:

(a) a firm may include the contract as though it were a position in
the security which is the cheapest to deliver and thereby may net
a short (or long) notional position in the cheapest to deliver
against a long (or short) actual position in the cheapest to
deliver; or

(b) if the future or option gives rise to a short debt equivalent
position, a firm may include the contract as though it were a
position in any deliverable security and may net the short
notional position against a long actual position in the same
deliverable security, but only up to 90% of the common amount,
with residual amounts being treated as separate positions within
the interest rate method.

Options on swaps

10-102
(5)

R A firm must not net a debt equivalent position arising from an option
on a swap against any other notional or actual position in a
government security.

Options on futures based on debt instruments

10-102
(6)

R A firm may apply the same netting to a debt equivalent position
arising from an option on a future based on a debt instrument as is
permitted for the underlying contract.

10-103 Categorisation of interest rate positions

General rule

10-103
(1)

R A firm must separate its debt and debt equivalent positions included
in the interest method by currency.

Maturity bands

10-103
(2)

R A firm must allocate each position to a maturity band by reference to
the period remaining to:

(a) final maturity; or
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(b) the next call or next put date, where the mark to market value of
the debt security is greater than the call value or lower than the
put value respectively.

G Floating rate instruments should be allocated to maturity bands based on the time
remaining to redetermination of the coupon.

10-104 Application of the interest rate method

General rule

10-104
(1)

R A firm must calculate the PRR for each individual currency as the
specific risk plus the general market risk and must aggregate the
results for each currency to arrive at the total interest rate method
PRR.

Specific risk

10-104
(2)

R A firm must assign each net position to the appropriate category in
Appendix 53 and apply the percentage shown to arrive at the specific
risk for the position.

G The appropriate category for a floating rate instrument should be determined with
reference to its maturity date.

G Where a firm uses the interest rate method for the purpose of calculating its general market
risk PRR on a position in an offering of debt securities, the specific risk PRR should be
calculated according to the issuing market method  (rule 10-133(4)).

General market risk

10-104
(3)

R (a) A firm may choose to apply the maturity-based approach or the
duration-based approach in order to calculate the general market
risk, but must apply the chosen method, by currency, on a
consistent basis.

(b) Where a firm applies the maturity-based approach, it may
choose to treat a position under method 1 or method 2.
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10-105 Maturity-based approach method 1

Calculation

10-105
(1)

R A firm must calculate for each category

aggregate                     aggregate maturity-based general

long                 +                 short x market risk PRA for

positions                        positions category

Total

10-105
(2)

R A firm must sum the results for each category to arrive at the general
market risk for positions treated under the maturity-based approach
method 1.

10-106 Maturity-based approach method 2

Method

10-106
(1)

R A firm must apply the following procedures separately to each
currency portfolio and must then sum the resultant figures to arrive at
the general market risk for the maturity-based approach method 2.

Price index linked debt securities

10-106
(2)

R Where a firm chooses to calculate the PRR for price index linked debt
securities with over one year to maturity under the maturity-based
approach method 2, this must form a calculation separate from other
debt securities.

Calculation

10-106
(3)

R (a) Categorise positions into bands and zones on the basis of
maturity and coupon, as set out in Appendix 53.

(b) Multiply the gross long and gross short positions in each
maturity band within each category by the maturity-based
general market risk PRA for that band and that category as set
out in Appendix 53 to arrive at risk-weighted positions.
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(c) Match the risk-weighted long positions against the risk-weighted
short positions, as permitted in A to D below, according to the
procedure described in (d) and (e) below:

A the same maturity band;

B the same zone;

C adjacent zones; and

D non-adjacent zones.

(d) Multiply one side of the common amount of the matched
positions by the appropriate maturity-based matching factor set
out in Appendix 53 and aggregate all the results.

(e) Aggregate all the unmatched amounts and add to the total in (d)
above to arrive at the general market risk calculated under the
maturity-based approach method 2 for the currency.

10-107 Duration-based approach

Method

10-107
(1)

R A firm must apply the following procedures separately to each
currency portfolio and must then aggregate the resultant figures to
arrive at the general market risk for the duration-based approach.

Calculation

10-107
(2)

R (a) Categorise all debt and debt equivalent positions into zones, as
shown in the table below, on the basis of the modified duration
of each instrument.

(b) Calculate the duration-weighted position of each instrument by
multiplying its market value by its modified duration and by the
assumed interest rate change shown in the following table
(where qualifying currencies are defined in Appendix 53).

TABLE 10-107(2)(b) - Duration-based general market risk PRAs

Zone Modified
duration
(in years)

Assumed interest
rate change for

qualifying currencies

Assumed interest
rate change for

other currencies

One
Two

Three

0-1
1-3.6

more than 3.6

1%
0.85%
0.7%

2%
1.7%
1.4%
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(c) Match the duration-weighted long positions against the duration-
weighted short positions, as permitted in A to C below,
according to the procedure described in (d) and (e) below:

A the same zone;

B adjacent zones;

C zone 1 and zone 3.

(d) Multiply one side of the common amount of the matched
positions by the percentages shown in the following table and
aggregate all the results:

TABLE 10-107(2)(d) - Duration-based general market risk matching
factors

Matching factor

Positions in the same zone
Positions in adjacent zones
Positions spanning zones 1 and 3

2%
40%
150%

(e) Aggregate all the unmatched amounts and add to the amount
calculated under (d) above to arrive at the general market risk
calculated under the duration-based approach.

TREATMENT OF INTEREST RATE DERIVATIVES OUTSIDE THE INTEREST RATE
METHOD

10-110 Types of positions to be included under the interest rate derivatives method

General rule

10-110
(1)

R A firm must apply the interest rate derivatives method to a position in
the following debt securities or interest rate derivatives, except to the
extent that the firm is required, or is permitted and chooses, to apply
the interest rate method to the position:

(a) an OTC future on a debt security;

(b) an exchange traded future;

(c) an option on a debt security;
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(d) an option on:

(i) a future on a debt security; and

(ii) an interest rate future;

(e) an option on a swap;

(f) a tender offer on a debt security, which must be treated as an
OTC written option on the debt security;

(g) a qualifying debt security hedging an option on:

(i) that qualifying debt security; or

(ii) a future on that qualifying debt security

(provided the debt security is of a type suitable to satisfy
delivery of an option of the type held), up to a maximum of the
extent to which the nominal amount of the debt security is
matched by the nominal amount of the debt security underlying
the option;

(h) a cap or floor; and

(i) a company issued warrant on a debt security.

G The firm may apply for a modification or waiver from the FSA to use a risk assessment
model for its caps and floors (see 10-101(2)).

Netting

10-110
(2)

R A firm must not net long and short positions except:

(a) a position in a purchased interest rate derivative may be netted
with a written interest rate derivative only where the
characteristics of the two derivatives are identical in all respects;
and

(b) a firm may net a purchased cap (or floor) against a written cap
(or floor) provided they expire within 30 days of each other and
all other terms are identical (caps may not be netted against
floors).

10-111 Alternative methods

Summary of alternative methods

10-111
(1)

R A firm must apply one of the methods outlined in the following table:
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R TABLE 10-111(1) - Interest rate derivative positions: alternative
methods

1 Hedging method
(a) In respect of a qualifying debt security hedging an option or company issued
warrant on that security a firm may choose to apply the hedging method under 10-
111(2) below to the qualifying debt security and the related option or warrant to the
extent that the nominal amount of the debt security underlying the option or company
issued warrant matches the nominal amount of the debt security.
(b) To the extent that the nominal amount of the debt security exceeds the nominal
amount of the debt security underlying the option or warrant, a firm must apply the
interest rate method.

2 Margin requirement method
Where an exchange listed in Appendix 51 has a positive initial margin requirement, a
firm may apply the margin requirement method under 10-111(3) below to any
derivative traded on that exchange.

3 Basic method
Where a firm is not permitted, or chooses not to apply any other available method, it
must treat interest rate derivative positions under the basic method, as set out in 10-
111(4) below.

Hedging method

10-111
(2)

R When using the hedging method for a qualifying debt security
hedging an option or company issued warrant on that security, a firm
must calculate the PRR for the debt security position and the option
or warrant position in accordance with the provisions of Appendix 54.

Margin requirement method

10-111
(3)

R (a) A firm may apply the margin requirement method to a derivative
which is traded on an exchange listed in Appendix 51, provided
that the exchange charges a positive initial margin requirement.

(b) When using the margin requirement method for an exchange
traded interest rate derivative, a firm must:

(i) Take 100% of the initial margin requirement of the
exchange; and

(ii) Multiply the result by the factor shown in Appendix 51.

(c) Where the exchange calculates the margin requirement on an
overall basis, or offsets futures and options in the margin
calculation, this may be taken into account.
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Basic method

10-111
(4)

R When using the basic method for a debt derivative, a firm must
calculate the PRR for debt equivalent positions as follows:

(a) a purchased option or long company issued warrant position:
the PRR must be the mark to market value of the position
underlying the option or warrant multiplied by the appropriate
PRA, but the result may be limited to the mark to market value of
the option or warrant;

(b) a written option: the PRR must be the mark to market value of
the position underlying the option multiplied by the appropriate
PRA, reduced by any excess of the exercise value over the mark
to market value of the underlying instrument in the case of a call
option or vice versa for a put option, but limited to nil if it would
otherwise be negative;

(c) a short company issued warrant: the PRR must be the mark to
market value of the bond underlying the warrant multiplied by
the appropriate PRA;

(d) an OTC future on a debt security: the PRR must be the mark to
market value of the future multiplied by the appropriate PRA;

(e) a cap or floor: the PRR must be the notional or actual amount
underlying the contract multiplied by the appropriate PRA, but in
the case of a long position the result may be limited to the mark
to market value of the cap or floor.

Appropriate PRA for basic method

10-111
(5)

R A firm must determine the appropriate PRA for the basic method for
interest rate derivatives as follows:

(a) a future on a debt security: the PRA is the sum of the specific
risk PRA and the maturity-based general market risk PRA
applicable to the debt security, as set out in Appendix 53;

(b) an option or company issued warrant on a debt security or an
option on a future on a debt security: the PRA is the sum of the
specific risk PRA and the maturity-based general market risk
PRA applicable to the debt security, with a maturity equal to the
time to expiry of the option, as set out in Appendix 53;
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(c) an option on an interest rate or an interest rate future: the PRA is
the sum of the specific risk PRA and the maturity-based general
market risk PRA applicable to a zero coupon government
security in the currency concerned with a maturity equal to the
sum of the time to expiry of the contract and the length of the
period on which the settlement amount of the contract is
calculated, as set out in Appendix 53;

(d) an option on a swap: the PRA is the sum of the specific risk PRA
and the maturity-based general market risk PRA applicable to a
zero coupon government security in the currency concerned
with a maturity equal to the length of the swap;

(e) a cap or floor: the PRA is the sum of the specific risk PRA and
the maturity-based general market risk PRA applicable to a zero
coupon government security in the currency concerned with a
maturity equal to the remaining period of the cap or floor.

Collective investment schemes

10-120 A firm must calculate the PRR for a position in a collective investment
scheme as the mark to market value of the firm�s aggregate position
multiplied by:

(a) 16% in the case of an eligible collective investment scheme; and

(b) 100% in the case of any other collective investment scheme.

ISSUING MARKET METHOD

10-130 Application of issuing market method

10-130
(1)

R A firm may apply the issuing market method only where, in respect of
new securities or securities which are new to the market, the firm:

(a) has given a commitment to an issuer to purchase, underwrite or
distribute those securities; or

(b) is a member of the syndicate for the underwriting or distribution
of those securities.

10-130
(2)

R Where a firm is permitted, but chooses not to apply the issuing market
method to a commitment, a PRR must be computed in respect of the
net commitment under another permitted rule from the date of
commencement of the commitment.
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10-131 Types of position to be included under the issuing market method

General rule

10-131
(1)

R A firm which applies the issuing market method must apply it to:

(a) any commitment to an issuer of securities to purchase
underwrite or distribute new securities and securities which are
new to the market;

(b) any sub-underwriting commitment obtained by the firm from
others; and

(c) any allotment, purchase or sale of the securities in respect of
which the firm has given a commitment under (a) or (b) above.

Timing

10-131
(2)

R Where a firm is permitted and chooses to apply the issuing market
method, a PRR must be calculated from the date of the
commencement of the commitment until six days after �working day
zero�, where �working day zero� is:

(a) in respect of a bond issue and other issues which utilise similar
underwriting processes, the later of the allotment date and the
payment date;

(b) in respect of a UK domestic equity issue and other issues which
utilise similar underwriting processes, the later of the
subscription date and the announcement of allocations; and

(c) in the case of a rights issue, the first day after the subscription
period has ended; and

thereafter the firm must calculate PRR for any remaining position
under other permitted methods.

G For Large exposures Monitoring (LEM) only, reporting will be from the date of the
commencement of the commitment, rather than �working day zero�.

Existing securities which are exchange traded

10-131
(3)

R A firm may apply the issuing market method to a commitment to
purchase existing securities which are exchange traded only if:

(a) the firm first notifies the FSA in writing; and

(b) the purchase of existing securities has the characteristics of an
offering of new securities which are new to the market, by
reference to:
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(i) the extent of the publicity;

(ii) the method of distribution;

(iii) how widely the offering is to be made; and

(iv) the type of documentation to be used,

in which case the seller of the securities for the purposes of this rule
shall be treated as an issuer.

10-132 Net commitment

Calculation of net commitment

10-132
(1)

R A firm�s net commitment is the amount of the gross commitment
adjusted for:

(a) underwriting or sub-underwriting commitments obtained from
others;

(b) purchases and sales of the securities; and

(c) allocations granted or received.

Calculation of LER

10-132
(2)

R Where a firm treats an underwriting commitment under the issuing
market method, the net position shall be included in the calculation of
LER from �working day zero�.  For equities underwritten using the
issuing market method, the method 1 PRA is required (10-133(1)), as
detailed in Appendix 49.  The PRA includes both specific and general
risk.  The general risk should be deducted from the PRA to give
specific risk weightings for LER purposes.

10-133 Calculation of PRR

General rule - equities

10-133
(1)

R The PRR for an issue of equities under the issuing market method
shall be calculated as the net commitment multiplied by the equity
method 1 PRA discounted by the percentage in Table 10-133(5).

General rule - debt securities

10-133
(2)

R A firm may calculate the PRR for an issue of debt securities using
either the basic method or the hybrid method, except that only one
method may be applied to each issue.
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Basic method

10-133
(3)

R The PRR for an issue of debt securities under the issuing market
method shall be calculated as the net commitment multiplied by the
sum of the specific risk PRA, discounted by the percentage in Table
10-133(5), and the full maturity-based general market risk PRA.

Hybrid method

10-133
(4)

R (a) For the purpose of calculating general market risk PRR, a firm
must include the net commitment in the interest rate method;
and

(b) the specific risk PRR must be calculated as the net commitment
multiplied by the appropriate specific risk PRA, discounted by
the percentage in Table 10-133(5).

10-133
(5)

R TABLE 10-133(5) - Discount percentages for issuing market method

Time band Bond issues and similar Domestic equity
issues, rights issues

and similar

Specific risk Specific risk and general
market risk

From initial
commitment until

�Working day zero�

100% 90%

Working day one 90% 90%

Working day two 75% 75%

Working day three 75% 75%

Working day four 50% 50%

Working day five 25% 25%

After working day five Issuing market method no longer applies
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE REQUIREMENT

Summary of FER

10-150 R A firm must calculate an FER where it has any asset or liability or any
off-balance sheet contract which is denominated in, or gives rise to an
exposure in, a currency other than the currency of its books of
account.  For the purposes of FER, gold should be treated as another
currency.

10-151 Types of exposures to be included in the FER

General rule

10-151
(1)

R A firm must calculate an FER for the following positions, identifying
each currency separately, including the currency of its books of
account:

(a) any currency future at the nominal value of the contract;

(b) any forward contract for the purchase or sale, at the contract
value, including any future exchange of principal associated with
cross-currency swaps;

(c) any currency option;

(d) irrevocable guarantees, and similar instruments, which are
certain to be called;

(e) any future income or expense which is:

(i) known but not yet accrued; and

(ii) fully hedged by forward foreign exchange transactions;
and

(iii) details of which are notified to the FSA in writing;

(f) any other balance sheet asset or liability; and

(g) any other off-balance sheet commitment to purchase or sell an
asset denominated in that currency;

except that:

(h) a firm may exclude from its FER calculation any positions that
are of a non-trading or structural nature, and have been
deliberately entered into in order to hedge against the effect of
adverse exchange rate movements on the value of:
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(i) the firm�s capital; or

(ii) items that the firm has deducted in full when calculating its
financial resources requirement, or that are subject to a
100% capital requirement under the PRR or CRR rules,

provided that the firm has provided details of these positions in
writing to the FSA.

G The interest rate risk of forward foreign exchange and currency futures contracts must be
calculated in accordance with the interest rate method.

Dual currency bonds

10-151
(2)

R In respect of a dual currency bond, a firm must calculate an FER on a
notional forward contract with a deemed settlement date equal to the
maturity of the bond:

(a) for the purchase of the redemption currency derived from the
dual currency bond, for an amount determined by reference to
the terms of issue of the dual currency bond; and

(b) for the sale of the issue currency, for an amount equal to the
mark to market value of the dual currency bond.

Determining the currency of investments

10-151
(3)

R For the purposes of determining the currency in which a position is
denominated, a firm must apply the following principles:

(a) where the price of an instrument is quoted in only one currency,
a position in that instrument must be treated as an asset or
liability in that currency;

(b) where the price of an instrument is quoted in more than one
currency, a position in that instrument must be treated as an
asset or liability in the currency in which the firm accounts for
the instrument;

(c) notwithstanding (a) and (b) above, a position in an American
depository receipt or similar form of instrument must be treated
as a position, translated at current spot rate, in the currency of
the underlying instrument; and

(d) where a position is denominated in or gives rise to an exposure
in a composite currency, it may be decomposed into the
constituent currencies according to the quotas in force.
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10-152 Treatment of foreign exchange options

Risk assessment models

10-152(1) G A firm may, seek a modification or waiver from the FSA to use a risk assessment model in
respect of its foreign exchange options to derive notional forward foreign exchange
positions, provided the model forms part of the day to day management supervision of the
firm�s options business and meets other criteria.

G Further guidance on the criteria for the review of such models can be obtained from the
FSA.

10-152
(1A)

R A firm must apply either Method 1 or Method 2 to a foreign exchange
option.

Method 1

10-152
(2)

R A firm must calculate the FER of a foreign exchange option as 8% of
the nominal value of the contract, adjusted as follows:

(a) a purchased option: the FER may be restricted to the mark to
market value of the option; and

(b) a written option: the FER may be reduced (but to no less than
zero) by any excess of the exercise value over the mark to
market value for a call option, or vice versa for a put option.

Method 2

10-152
(3)

R (a) A firm must include currency positions arising from foreign
exchange options in the FER method if the option is at least 8%
in the money, in which case the resulting currency positions
must be based on the nominal amount of the contract valued at
current spot rates.

(b) A firm must compute, in respect of a foreign exchange option
which is less than 8% in the money, currency positions based on
the nominal amount of the contract valued at current spot rates;
and

(i) Where such a currency position would increase the net
open position in that currency, the position must be
included in the FER method; and

(ii) Where such a currency position would decrease the net
open position in that currency, the position must not be
included in the FER method.
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Calculation of in the money

10-152
(4)

R For the purposes of this rule, a firm must determine the extent to
which the option contract is �in the money� by reference to the
difference between the exercise price and the current forward rate for
the final date on which the option may be exercised.

10-153 FER method

Calculation of net open position

10-153
(1)

R A firm must calculate a net open position for all currencies excluding
the currency of the firm�s books of account, and must translate them
to the reporting currency using the prevailing spot rates.

Calculation of FER

10-153
(2)

R A firm must use the FER method 1.

G  A firm wishing to use an internal model will need to seek a modification or waiver from this
rule.

FER method 1

10-153
(3)

R A firm must calculate the FER under the FER method 1 as 8% of the
higher of:

(a) the aggregate of the net open long positions in each currency;
and

(b) the aggregate of the net open short positions in each currency.

10-153(4) G A firm may seek a modification or waiver to use its internal model to calculate FER in
respect of all, or some, of its positions.

G Further guidance on the criteria which such models must meet, and the review process,
can be obtained from the FSA.

Currency pairs subject to binding inter-governmental agreements

10-153(5) G A firm may seek a modification or waiver from the FSA to use an alternative method to
calculate FER on its matched positions in currency pairs that are subject to legally binding
inter-governmental agreements limiting their variation relative to each other.

G Details of the method are available from the FSA on request.
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COMMODITIES METHOD

Types of positions to be included in the commodities method

10-166 General rule

10-
166(1)

R A firm must calculate PRR on all positions in commodities in
accordance with one of the four approaches set out in rules 10-167 to
10-169A. All spot, physical trading, derivative and other off balance
sheet items whose price is affected by changes in commodities prices
must be included in the calculation.

G In general, a commodity is a physical product which is or can be traded on the secondary
market. Commodities include precious metals (except gold, which is to be treated as a
foreign currency), agricultural products, minerals and base metals, oil and other energy
products.

10-
166(2)

R A firm must calculate the PRR for each commodity separately, except
that:

(a) different sub-categories of the same commodity that are
deliverable against each other may be treated together; and

(b) commodities which are close substitutes for each other, and
whose price movements over a minimum period of one year can
be shown by the firm to exhibit a stable and reliable correlation of
at least 0.9, may be treated together.

G The onus is on the firm to show that the correlation referred to in (b) above exists on a
continuing basis.

10-
166(3)

R Positions which are purely stock financing may be omitted from the
calculation of PRR on commodities positions under rule 10-166 and
treated instead under the interest rate method (rule 10-102(3)(a)).

G Stock financing is defined under the Capital Adequacy Directive. Where physical stock has
been sold forward, the cost of funding must be locked in until the date of the forward sale.

10-167 Simplified approach

10-
167(1)

R All positions in commodities or commodity derivatives must be
expressed in terms of the standard unit of measurement for that
commodity (such as tonnes, barrels or kilos).

10-
167(2)

R A firm must multiply the position in each commodity by the current spot
price for the commodity converted to the firm�s reporting currency at
current spot rates, and calculate the PRR as the sum of:

(a) the overall net position multiplied by 15%; and

(b) the gross position multiplied by 3%.
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10-
167(3)

R A firm must sum the results for each commodity to arrive at the total
PRR for positions treated under the simplified approach.

10-168 Maturity ladder approach

10-
168(1)

R All positions in each commodity or commodity derivatives must be
expressed in terms of the standard unit of measurement for that
commodity (such as tonnes, barrels or kilos) or in terms of value.  A
firm must allocate net positions on any given day to the appropriate
maturity band in the table below.  Physical stock must be assigned to
the first band.

Table 10-168

Maturity Bands for Maturity Ladder Approach

0-1    month 1-2    years

1-3    months 2-3    years

3-6    months over 3    years

6-12  months

10-
168(2)

R A firm may then offset long and short positions within and between
maturity bands in accordance with the following:

(a) For markets which have daily delivery dates, a firm may offset
contracts in the same commodity against each other provided that
the expiry dates are within 10 business days of each other.

(b) For each maturity band, the firm must sum all the open long
positions, and sum all the open short positions.  The firm may
then subtract the shorts from the longs to form the overall net
position.  The amount subtracted is the �matched amount�.  The
firm must multiply twice the matched amount by the spread rate of
1.5%, and then by the spot price for the commodity to arrive at the
spread risk charge.

G If the total of all longs in a maturity band is 100, and the total of all shorts is 75, the �matched
amount� is 75 and the overall net position 25.  Algebraically, if the total of all longs is A, and
the total of all shorts is -B, the �matched amount� is min{A,B}, and the overall net position is
A-B.

(c) The firm may then carry backwards or forwards all or part of the
overall net position within a band to an adjacent maturity band for
further netting allowances. Where this is the case, the firm must
calculate:
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(i) a carry charge by multiplying the amount carried by the carry
rate of 0.6%, and

(ii) a spread charge, in accordance with (b) above, where the
carried position is matched against a position in an adjacent
maturity band.

The firm may repeat the procedure for carrying positions through
to other maturity bands as appropriate. An additional carry charge
and spread charge must be calculated at each stage of the
process.

(d) The firm must multiply any positions remaining after the permitted
offsetting by the outright rate of 15%, and then by the spot price of
the commodity to arrive at the outright charge.

(e) The total PRR for each commodity is the sum of the spread risk
charge, the carry charge, and the outright charge converted to the
firm�s reporting currency at current spot rates.

Extended maturity ladder approach

10-169 R Until 31 December 2006 a firm may adopt the same approach as that
outlined under rule 10-168(2), but apply the rates in the table below, if
the firm:

(a) undertakes significant commodities business, and

(b) has a diversified commodities portfolio.

Table 10-169

Precious
metals

Base metals Soft
commodities

Other
commodities

Spread rate % 1.0 1.2 1.5 1.5

Carry rate % 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.6

Outright rate % 8.0 10.0 12.0 15.0

Models approach

10-169A G A firm may seek a modification or waiver from the FSA to use a VaR model as the basis for
calculating the PRR on its commodity positions.

G The FSA will grant a modification or waiver permitting the use of a VaR model only where a
number of qualitative and quantitative standards are met.  In assessing the VaR model the
FSA will have regard to the matters set out in chapter TV of IPRU(BANK).
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10-169B Options

Proprietary options pricing models

10-169B
(1)

G A firm may seek a modification or waiver from the FSA permitting it to use its proprietary
options pricing model to calculate the PRR on options positions and their related hedges.
The application for a modification or waiver may request that the firm be permitted to include
an option in the maturity ladder approach.

G A firm may propose any methodology that it believes will capture spread, carry and outright
risks and that reflects its own day-to-day risk management. A firm is strongly advised to
contact the FSA at the earliest point if it is considering introducing a model or adapting an
existing one.

No models

10-169B
(2)

R A firm may include an option in the maturity ladder approach, the
extended maturity ladder approach or the simplified approach only if it
is in-the-money by more than the appropriate outright rate.  Such
options must be included as a position in the underlying commodity, of
an amount equal to the �tonnage� underlying the option (long or short
as appropriate), and with a maturity equal to the expiry date of the spot,
forward or futures contract underlying the option.

10-169B
(3)

R An option which does not satisfy the condition in rule 10-169B(2)
attracts a PRR in accordance with the following:

(a) In the case of a purchased option, the PRR must be the mark to
market value of the full position underlying the option multiplied
by the appropriate outright rate, but the result may be limited to
the mark to market value of the option.

(b) In the case of a written option, the PRR must be the mark to
market value of the full position underlying the option multiplied
by the appropriate outright rate, reduced by the out-of-the-money
amount. The PRR must be limited to zero if the calculation results
in a negative number.

G The out-of-the-money amount is any excess of the exercise value over the mark to market
value of the underlying commodity in the case of a call option, or vice versa for a put option.
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Counterparty Risk Requirement

10-170 General principles of CRR

General rule

10-170
(1)

R A firm must calculate its total CRR on counterparty exposures arising
from its trading book business and its physical commodities business
as the sum of all the amounts calculated in accordance with the rules
referred to in the table below.

R TABLE 10-170(1) - Counterparty risk requirement

Rules

10-171   Cash against documents transactions
10-172   Free deliveries of physical commodities and securities
10-173   Repurchase and reverse repurchase, securities lending and borrowing and sale

   and buy back agreements
10-174   Derivative transactions
10-175   Other amounts owed to a firm arising out of trading book business
10-176   Trading book deposits

10-170
(2)

R A firm must calculate CRR on a counterparty exposure arising from
the trading book of another undertaking which the firm has
guaranteed as a counterparty exposure of the firm itself.

Frequency of calculation

10-170
(3)

R A firm:

(a) must calculate its CRR at least once each business day;

(b) must, before executing any transaction, be able to re-calculate
CRR to the level of detail necessary to ensure that the firm�s
financial resources requirement does not exceed the firm�s
financial resources; and

(c) may for the purposes of the relevant calculations, use prices of
investments and physical commodities as at the close of
business on the previous day.
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Negative amounts

10-170
(4)

R A firm must not include any CRR if it is a negative amount.

Instruments for which no CRR has been specified

10-170
(5)

R Where a firm is in doubt as to the classification of an item for the
purposes of CRR, it must add to its CRR an appropriate part of the
counterparty exposure on the item concerned, and must immediately
notify the FSA of the instrument or transaction, the counterparty and
the treatment the firm adopts.

Instruments of non standard form

10-170
(6)

R Where an instrument is not of a standard form, a firm must add to its
CRR an appropriate part of the counterparty exposure on the item
concerned, and must immediately notify the FSA of the instrument or
transaction, the counterparty and the treatment the firm adopts.

G The methodologies which have been developed assume instruments with standard
characteristics.  There are many examples, however, of instruments which, although based
on a standard contract, contain structural features which make the rules, as stated,
inappropriate.  Examples of such instruments are (i) path dependent and other exotic
options, (ii) swaps with cash flows subject to a multiplier, (iii) securities with embedded
options.  In such circumstances a firm  should consult the FSA.  Where a firm is any doubt,
it should always seek guidance from the FSA.

10-
170(6A)

E (1) In 10-170(5) or 10-170(6) �an appropriate part� is:

(a) the whole; or

(b) a proportion which takes account of the characteristics of the
transaction and the counterparty concerned, and of discussions
with the FSA or a predecessor regulator.

(2) Compliance with (1) may be relied on as tending to establish
compliance with 10-170(5) or 10-170(6) as appropriate.

(3) Contravention of (1) may be relied on as tending to establish
contravention of 10-170(5) or 10-170(6) as appropriate.

Provisions

10-170
(7)

R A firm may reduce the counterparty exposure on which its CRR is
calculated to the extent that it makes provision for a counterparty
balance.
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Connected companies

10-170
(8)

R For the avoidance of doubt, a firm must calculate a CRR as
appropriate on counterparty exposures to or from connected
companies.

Basis of valuation

10-170
(9)

R For the purposes of valuing instruments and physical commodities at
mark to market value in the calculation of CRR, a firm must be
consistent in the basis it chooses and may use either mid market
value or bid and offer prices (as appropriate).

Netting

10-170
(10)

R A firm which has offsetting exposures in similar types of transactions
with a counterparty may offset these in accordance with rules
10-171(4), 10-172 (5), 10-173(10), 10-174(6) and 10-175(4) when
calculating CRR if it has a contractual netting agreement with that
counterparty, which:

(a) covers the transactions which the firm is seeking to net;

(b) creates a single obligation in each currency or a single overall
obligation to pay (or receive) a net sum of cash in the event of
default, bankruptcy, liquidation or similar circumstances;

(c) does not include a walkaway clause; and

(d) is supported by written and reasoned independent legal
opinions to the effect that, in the event of a legal challenge, the
relevant courts would find the firm�s exposure to be the single
net amount mentioned in (b) above.

G Legal opinions should relate to:

(a) the law of the jurisdictions in which the counterparty is organised;

(b) the law of the jurisdiction in which any branch involved is located;

(c) the law that governs the agreement and, if different the law that governs individual
transactions pursuant to it; and

(d) the law that governs the legal status of the counterparty who is entering into
transactions of the type which the firm is seeking to net.
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G Where a firm uses a standard netting agreement and the netting/set-off clauses therein
follow the form of that standard agreement, provided a legal opinion has already been
obtained on the standard agreement which addresses the capacity of counterparties of the
type with which the firm wishes to contract, that may be relied upon.

G Legal opinions on netting agreements should be obtained from independent legal advisers
with sufficient expertise and experience in this area of law.  Opinions from in-house
counsel will not be acceptable.

G Where the regulator of the counterparty is not satisfied that the netting agreement is
enforceable under its laws, the netting agreement cannot be relied upon regardless of the
opinions obtained by the firm.

10-171 Cash against documents transactions

General rule

10-171
(1)

R A firm which enters into a transaction on a cash against documents
basis must calculate the counterparty exposure for transactions still
unsettled 5 business days after settlement day as set out in (3) below
and must then multiply this by the appropriate percentage set out in
the table below to calculate a CRR for each separate unsettled
transaction.

R TABLE 10-171(1) � Percentage to be applied to the counterparty
exposure

Business days after settlement day Percentage

0-4
5-15

16-30
31-45

46 or more

Nil
8%

50%
75%

100%

Collateral

10-171
(2)

R A firm may reduce the counterparty exposure on which its CRR is
calculated to the extent that it holds acceptable collateral to cover that
exposure.
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Counterparty exposure

10-171
(3)

R (a) Where a firm has neither delivered securities or physical
commodities nor received payment when purchasing securities
or physical commodities for, or selling securities or physical
commodities to, a counterparty, the positive counterparty
exposure is the excess of the contract value over the market
value of the securities or physical commodities.

(b) Where a firm has neither received securities or physical
commodities nor made payment when selling securities or
physical commodities for, or purchasing securities or physical
commodities from, a counterparty, the positive counterparty
exposure is the excess of the market value over the contract
value of the securities or physical commodities.

Netting

10-171
(4)

R A firm may offset positive and negative counterparty exposures,
calculated in accordance with (3) above, before it multiplies the
residual exposure by the appropriate percentage in Table 10-171(1)
provided that:

(a) the exposures arise on transactions with the same counterparty;
and

(b) the firm has a written agreement supported by a legal opinion
obtained in accordance with rule 10-170(10).

Sub-total

10-171
(5)

R The sum of the amounts calculated in accordance with (1) to (4) above
is the firm�s total CRR for cash against documents transactions.

10-172 Free deliveries of physical commodities and securities

General rule

10-172
(1)

R When a firm makes delivery to a counterparty of physical commodities
or securities without receiving payment or pays for physical
commodities or securities without receiving the physical commodities
or securities, the firm must calculate CRR for each such free delivery
in accordance with (2), to (6) below.
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Collateral

10-172
(2)

R A firm may:

(a) reduce the counterparty exposure on which its CRR is calculated
to the extent that it holds acceptable collateral to cover that
exposure; and

(b) where it does not have an ACMP, may continue to multiply the
counterparty exposure by 8% multiplied by the counterparty
weight, to the extent that the firm holds adequate collateral to
cover that exposure.

Counterparty exposure

10-172
(3)

R A firm must calculate the counterparty exposure for each free delivery
as set out below and multiply this amount by the appropriate
percentage in Table 10-172(2) as follows:

(a) if the firm has delivered physical commodities or securities to a
counterparty and has not received payment, the counterparty
exposure is the full amount due to the firm (i.e. the contract
value);

(b) if the firm has made payment to a counterparty for physical
commodities or securities and not received them, the
counterparty exposure is the mark to market value of the
physical commodities or securities respectively.
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R TABLE 10-172(3) - Percentage to be applied to counterparty exposures
relating to free deliveries

Nature of
counterparty to whom
counterparty
exposure exists

Business days since delivery

0-15 16-30 31-45 46 or more

A counterparty granted
a credit line under an
ACMP

8% x counterparty weight*

A counterparty not
granted a credit line
under an ACMP

8%
x

counterpart
y weight*

50%
x

counterparty
weight*

75%
x

counterparty
weight*

100%

Cross border deliveries

10-172
(4)

R If settlement of the transaction is effected across a national border,
the firm will be granted a window of one business day from the time of
payment or delivery, during which the appropriate percentage will be
zero.

Netting

10-172
(5)

R A firm may reduce the counterparty exposure for a transaction
calculated in accordance with (2) above, before it multiplies the
residual exposure by the appropriate percentage in Table 10-172(2),
by:

(a) the value of any free payment received from the counterparty; or

(b) the contract value of any physical commodities or securities
received free from the counterparty,

provided that:

                                           

* for details of counterparty weights see Appendix 47
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(c) the exposures arise on transactions with the same counterparty;
and

(d) the firm has a written agreement supported by a legal opinion
obtained in accordance with rule 10-170(10).

Sub-total

10-172
(6)

R The sum of the amounts calculated in accordance with (2) to (5) above
is the firm�s total CRR for free deliveries of physical commodities and
securities.

10-173 Repurchase and reverse repurchase, securities or physical commodities
lending and borrowing and sale and buy back agreements
General rule

10-173
(1)

R Where a firm has entered into any repurchase, reverse repurchase,
securities or physical commodities lending, securities or physical
commodities borrowing, sale and buy back or buy and sale back
agreement, undocumented sale and buy back or undocumented buy
and sale back agreement, it must calculate a CRR for each such
agreement in accordance with (2) to (11) below.

Counterparty exposure

10-173
(2)

R The counterparty exposure for:

(a) any repurchase, securities or physical commodities lending or
sale and buy back or undocumented sale and buy back
agreement in respect of securities or physical commodities is
the excess of the mark to market value of the securities or
physical commodities over the value of adequate collateral
under the agreement, if the net figure is positive; and

(b) any reverse repurchase, securities or physical commodities
borrowing buy and sale back or undocumented buy and sale
back agreement in respect of securities or physical commodities
is the excess of the amount paid or collateral given for the
securities or physical commodities over the mark to market
value of the securities or physical commodities received under
the agreement, if the net figure is positive.

G The securities or physical commodities received can be included only where they are held
under the control of the firm or where they were delivered into the control of the firm upon
initiation of the agreement.
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Percentages

10-173
(3)

R A firm must calculate CRR:

(a) where the counterparty is granted a credit line under an ACMP
as 8% multiplied by the counterparty weight*, multiplied by the
counterparty exposure; and

(b) where the counterparty is not granted a credit line under an
ACMP as 8% multiplied by the counterparty weight*, multiplied
by the counterparty exposure except where the counterparty
exposure is greater than:

(i) 5% of the value of the securities where the securities are
qualifying debt securities; or

(ii) 10% of the value of the securities or physical commodities
where they are any other securities or physical
commodities,

in which case the firm must in addition calculate a CRR of 100%
of the excess of the counterparty exposure over these limits.

Additional CRR

10-173
(4)

R Where a firm has entered into an undocumented buy and sale back
agreement or an undocumented sale and buy back agreement, it must
calculate an additional CRR equal to the CRR calculated in
accordance with (3) above.

Margin percentages

10-173
(5)

R A firm may opt to calculate the CRR in (3)(b) above using the lower
margin percentage (5%) in order to avoid undue complication.

Mark to market value

10-173
(7)

R For the purposes of this rule, the current mark to market value of
securities and the value of cash lodged must include accrued interest.

Daily valuation

10-173
(8)

R A firm must mark to market collateral and securities or physical
commodities lent or sold, or borrowed or purchased, at least daily.

                                           

* for details of counterparty weights, see Appendix 47
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Additional adequate collateral

10-173
(9)

R Where the firm has called for additional adequate collateral from the
other party to the agreement and the counterparty exposure exceeds
the margin limits in (3)(b) above, a firm may calculate a CRR as if the
margin limit had not been exceeded for no more than one business
day.

Netting

10-173
(10)

R Where a firm has a portfolio of repurchase, reverse repurchase,
securities or physical commodities lending, securities or physical
commodities borrowing, sale and buy back and buy and sale back
agreements which it has entered into with the same counterparty, it
may calculate the counterparty exposure on those transactions as the
total of all securities or physical commodities and cash lent or given
as collateral to the counterparty less the total of all securities or
physical commodities and cash received from the counterparty,
provided that the firm has a written agreement supported by a legal
opinion obtained in accordance with rule 10-170(10).

Sub-total

10-173
(11)

R The sum of the amounts calculated in accordance with this rule is the
total CRR for repurchase and reverse repurchase, securities or
physical commodities lending and borrowing sale and buy back and
undocumented sale and buy back agreements.

10-174 Derivative transactions

General rule

10-174
(1)

R A firm must calculate for each derivative transaction a CRR by
multiplying the counterparty exposure calculated in accordance with
(2) and (3) below, by the appropriate percentage in Table 10-174(5)
below.

Collateral

10-174
(2)

R A firm may:

(a) reduce the counterparty exposure on which its CRR is calculated
to the extent that it holds acceptable collateral to cover that
exposure; and
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(b) where it does not have an ACMP, may continue to multiply the
counterparty exposure by 8% multiplied by the counterparty
weight, to the extent that the firm holds adequate collateral to
cover that exposure.

Counterparty exposure

10-174
(3)

R A firm must calculate the counterparty exposure on derivative
transactions in accordance with either (a), (b) or (c) below:

(a) where a counterparty has not fully paid a margin requirement on
a derivative transaction listed on an exchange or cleared
through a clearing house, or met it through the deposit of
acceptable collateral not otherwise used, a firm must calculate
the counterparty exposure as the shortfall;

(b) where a firm sells or writes an option to a counterparty or buys
an option on behalf of a counterparty and the counterparty has
not paid the full option premium, or met it through the deposit of
acceptable collateral not otherwise used, it must calculate the
counterparty exposure as the uncovered premium on the
transaction; or

(c) a firm must calculate the counterparty exposure arising from a
derivative transaction other than a written or sold option or a
derivative transaction listed on an exchange or cleared through
a clearing house, as the credit equivalent amount calculated in
accordance with Table 10-174(3), not covered by the deposit of
acceptable collateral not otherwise used.
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R Table 10-174(3A) � Method of calculating credit equivalent amount

Type of derivative transaction Credit equivalent amount
If A is positive If A is negative

Interest rate swaps: single currency
(a) floating rate swapped against floating rate A nil
(b) fixed rate swapped against floating rate:

- under one year to maturity A nil
- over one year to five years A + 0.5% of N 0.5% of N
- over five years A + 1.5% of N 1.5% of N

Cross-currency interest rate swaps
- under one year to maturity A + 1% of N 1% of N
- over one year to five years A + 5% of N 5% of N
- over five years A + 7.5% of N 7.5% of N

Other interest rate contracts*
- under one year to maturity A nil
- over one year to five years A + 0.5% of N 0.5% of N
- over five years A + 1.5% of N 1.5% of N

Foreign exchange and gold contracts*
- exchange rate contracts with an original

maturity of 14 days or less
nil nil

- under one year to maturity A + 1% of N 1% of N
- over one year to five years A + 5% of N 5% of N
- over five years A + 7.5% of N 7.5% of N

Equity contracts*
- under one year to maturity A + 6% of N 6% of N
- over one year to five years A + 8% of N 8% of N
- over five years A + 10% of N 10% of N

Precious metal (not gold) contracts*
- under one year to maturity A + 7% of N 7% of N
- over one year to five years A + 7% of N 7% of N
- over five years A + 8% of N 8% of N

Commodity contracts*
- under one year to maturity A + 10% of N 10% of N
- over one year to five years A + 12% of N 12% of N
- over five years A + 15% of N 15% of N
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Notes
* FRAs, swaps, futures, purchased options, and other contracts for differences
A = the replacement cost of the contract
N = the notional or actual principal amount or value underlying the contract
For contracts with multiple exchanges of principal, the % of N has to be multiplied by
the remaining number of payments still to be made according to the contract.

In the case of a derivative referenced on a bond which satisfies the criteria for a
qualifying debt security, the %N applicable to interest rate derivatives may be utilised
to calculate the credit equivalent amount.  For a derivative referenced on a �non-
qualifying� bond, the credit equivalent amount must be calculated with reference to the
%N applicable to equity derivatives.

For contracts that are structured to settle outstanding exposure following specified
payment dates and where the terms are reset such that the market value of the
contract is zero on these specified dates, the residual maturity would be equal to the
time until the next reset date.  In the case of interest-rate contracts that meet these
criteria and have a remaining maturity of over one year, the percentage is no lower
than 0.5%.

If a firm uses the extended maturity ladder approach to calculate PRR
under rule 10-169, it may use Table 10-174(3B).
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R Table 10-174(3B) � Method of calculating credit equivalent amount for
commodities

Type of derivative transaction* Credit equivalent amount

If A is positive If A is negative

Precious metals (except gold)

- under one year to maturity A + 2% of N 2% of N

- over one year to five years A + 5% of N 5% of N

- over five years A + 7.5% of N 7.5% of N

Base metals

- under one year to maturity A + 2.5% of N 2.5% of N

- over one year to five years A + 4% of N 4% of N

- over five years A + 8% of N 8% of N

Softs (agricultural)

- under one year to maturity A + 3% of N 3% of N

- over one year to five years A + 5% of N 5% of N

- over five years A + 9% of N 9% of N

Other commodity

- under one year to maturity A + 4% of N 4% of N

- over one year to five years A + 6% of N 6% of N

- over five years A + 10% of N 10% of N

Notes

FRAs, swaps, futures, purchased options, and other contracts for differences

A = the replacement cost of the contract

N = the notional or actual principal amount or value underlying the contract

For contracts with multiple exchanges of principal, the % of N has to be multiplied by
the remaining number of payments still to be made according to the contract.

In the case of a derivative referenced on a bond which satisfies the criteria for a
qualifying debt security, the %N applicable to interest rate derivatives may be utilised
to calculate the credit equivalent amount.  For a derivative referenced on a �non-
qualifying� bond, the credit equivalent amount must be calculated with reference to the
%N applicable to equity derivatives.
For contracts that are structured to settle outstanding exposure following specified
payment dates and where the terms are reset such that the market value of the
contract is zero on these specified dates, the residual maturity would be equal to the
time until the next reset date.  In the case of interest-rate contracts that meet these
criteria and have a remaining maturity of over one year, the percentage is no lower
than 0.5%.
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Sums due for payment or owed on closed out derivative transactions

10-174
(4)

R When a counterparty has not fully met amounts owed to a firm arising
out of losses on closed out derivative transactions through the
deposit of acceptable collateral not otherwise used, or has not fully
settled amounts owed in respect of periodic or final settlement of
transactions, a firm must calculate CRR equal to the unpaid loss
multiplied by the appropriate percentage from the Table 10-174(5)
below.

10-174
(4A)

R In the case of a failed FX transaction (whether originally contracted for
forward settlement, or undertaken in the spot market) where the firm
has released funds to its counterparty, but has not received the funds
in the alternative currency, the CRR must be calculated as the gross
value of the funds not received, multiplied by the appropriate
percentage from Table 10-174(5) below.

CRR percentages

10-174
(5)

R A firm must multiply the counterparty exposure by the appropriate
percentage from the table below, but:

(a) may opt to calculate CRR using the highest available credit
percentage in the table below in order to avoid undue
complication; and

(b) may reduce the counterparty weight applicable to counterparty
exposures calculated in accordance with (3)(c) above to 50%,
where the counterparty would normally attract a counterparty
weight of 100% in accordance with Appendix 47.
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R TABLE 10-174(5) - CRR percentages

Type of
Contract

Nature of counterparty to
whom counterparty

exposure exists

Business days after counterparty
exposure first occurred

0 - 5 6 or more

Failed FX
Transaction

Any 8% x counterparty
weight∗

100%

Other A counterparty granted a
credit line under an ACMP

8% x counterparty weight*

A counterparty not granted a
credit line under an ACMP

8% x counterparty
weight*

100%

Netting

10-174
(6)

R A firm may offset counterparty exposures arising on derivative
transactions calculated in accordance with (2), (3) and (4) above
before it multiplies the residual exposure by the appropriate CRR
percentage as follows:

(a) variation margin payable to a counterparty against an initial
margin requirement or variation margin requirement receivable
from a counterparty;

(b) variation margin payable to a counterparty against a positive �A�
as calculated in accordance with Table 10-174(3A);

(c) a negative �A� as calculated in accordance with Table 10-174(3A)
against an initial margin requirement or variation margin
requirement receivable from a counterparty;

(d) a negative �A� against a positive �A� in each case as calculated
in accordance with Table 10-174(3A);

(e) loss on a closed out derivative transaction which has not been
settled against variation margin payable to a counterparty;

(f) loss on a closed out derivative transaction which has not been
settled against negative �A� calculated in accordance with Table
10-174(3A);

                                           

∗ for details of counterparty weights, see Appendix 47
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(g) profit on a closed out derivative transaction which has not been
settled against an initial margin requirement or variation margin
requirement receivable from a counterparty;

(h) profit on a closed out derivative transaction which has not been
settled against a loss on a closed out derivative transaction;

(i) profit on a closed out derivative transaction which has not been
settled against a positive �A� as calculated in accordance with
Table 10-174(3A);

(j) premium receivable in respect of written options against
variation margin payable, initial margin payable or a closed out
profit payable to the counterparty or a negative �A� as calculated
in accordance with Table 10-174(3A);

(k) where the firm has received the premium due for a written
option, a negative �A� (the replacement cost) for the written
option against a positive �A� in each case as calculated in
accordance with Table 10-174(3A); or

(l) in the case of perfectly matched contracts these may be treated as
a single contract with a notional principal equivalent to the net
receipts; or

(m) where transactions are subject to (3)(c) above, the potential future
credit exposures (PFCE) on transactions with the same
counterparty (i.e. % o N) may be netted in accordance with Table
10-174(6) below,

provided that:

(i) the exposures arise on transactions with the same
counterparty; and

(ii) the firm has a written agreement, supported by a legal
opinion obtained in accordance with rule 10-170(10).
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Table 10-174(6)

The netted PFCE is the sum of:

step one 40% of gross PFCE

step two 60% of gross PFCE multiplied by the net-to-gross ratio (NGR)

Notes:

NGR = (net replacement cost)

(gross replacement cost)

The NGR must be calculated on all contracts included in a legally valid bilateral
netting agreement with a given counterparty.

Equivalent contracts

10-174
(7)

R Rule 10-174(3)(c) also applies to contracts, which, although they are
listed on an exchange are fully dependent upon the issuer for
performance (e.g. covered warrants).

Sub-total

10-174
(8)

R The sum of the amounts calculated in accordance with this rule is the
firm�s CRR for derivative transactions.

10-175 Other amounts owed to a firm arising out of trading book business

General rule

10-175
(1)

R A firm must calculate for each other amount owed arising out of
trading book business a CRR by multiplying the counterparty
exposure by the appropriate percentage in Table 10-175(4).

Collateral

10-175
(2)

R A firm may:

(a) reduce the counterparty exposure on which its CRR is calculated
to the extent that it holds acceptable collateral, to cover that
exposure; and

(b) where it does not have an ACMP, may continue to multiply the
counterparty exposure by 8% multiplied by the counterparty
weight, to the extent that the firm holds adequate collateral to
cover that exposure.
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Counterparty exposure

10-175
(3)

R The counterparty exposure for an other amount owed to a firm arising
out of trading book business is the balance sheet value.

CRR percentages

10-175
(4)

R A firm must multiply the counterparty exposure by the appropriate
percentage from the table below, except that accrued interest or
accrued dividends on trading book investments shall be subject to a
CRR of 8% multiplied by the counterparty weight until the
counterparty exposure has been outstanding for more than 15
business days after the date that it was due to be received, after which
the percentage will increase in accordance with Table 10-175(4).

R TABLE 10-175(4) - CRR percentages

Nature of counterparty to
whom counterparty exposure

exists

Business days after counterparty exposure
first recorded in accounts

0-15 16-30 31-45 46 or
more

A counterparty granted a credit
line under an ACMP

8% x counterparty weight∗

A counterparty not granted a
credit line under an ACMP

8% x
counterpa
rty weight*

50% x
counterpa
rty weight*

75% x
counterp

arty
weight*

100%

Netting

10-175
(5)

R A firm may reduce the value of the amounts owed to the firm by an
amount owed by the firm to a counterparty before it multiplies this by
100% provided that:

(a) the exposures arise with the same counterparty; and

(b) the firm has a written agreement supported by a legal opinion
obtained, in accordance with rule 10-170(10).

                                           

∗
For details of counterparty weights, see Appendix 47
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Sub-total

10-175
(6)

R The sum of the amounts calculated in accordance with this rule is the
CRR for other amounts owed to a firm arising out of trading book
business.

Trading book qualifying deposits

10-176 R A firm must calculate a CRR for a trading book qualifying deposit as
8% of the value of the deposit multiplied by the appropriate
counterparty weight, except that there is no CRR for deposits which
are secured by acceptable collateral.
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LARGE EXPOSURES REQUIREMENT

10-190 General principles of LER

Application

10-190
(1)

R A firm must comply with rules 10-190 to 10-195 on both a solo and
consolidated basis, except that a firm with a waiver from consolidated
supervision in accordance with rule 10-204 or which is exempt under
rule 10-200(2), must comply with rules 10-190 to 10-195 on a solo
basis only and also with rule 10-196.

General rule

10-190
(2)

R A firm must calculate its total LER on all exposures to third parties
and groups of connected third parties arising from its trading book
and non-trading book business, in accordance with rules 10-190 to 10-
195, excluding:

(a) exposures connected with foreign exchange transactions
incurred in the ordinary course of settlement during the two
business days following due payment date; and

(b) exposures in connection with transactions for the purchase or
sale of securities incurred in the ordinary course of settlement
during the five business days following and including due
payment date or due delivery of the securities, where neither
cash nor securities have been delivered.

Frequency of calculation

10-190
(3)

R A firm must be able to calculate its LER at least once each day and
before executing any transaction be able to re-calculate it to the level
of detail necessary to ensure that the firm�s financial resources
requirement does not exceed the firm�s financial resources.

Exposures to connected third parties

10-190
(4)

R Exposures to a group of connected third parties must be aggregated
and treated as if they are a single exposure.

Trustee

10-190
(5)

R Transactions entered into by a firm as trustee are excluded from the
scope of LER.
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10-191 Types of exposure

General

10-191
(1)

R For the purposes of rules 10-190 to 10-195 and 10-32(3) to (7),
�exposure� includes any trading book issuer exposure, trading book
counterparty exposure and non-trading book exposure, except where
explicitly exempt elsewhere in those rules.

G A transaction could result in both issuer and a counterparty exposure.

Trading book issuer exposure

10-191
(2)

R A trading book issuer exposure is the market value of the net long
position, taking account of all actual and notional long and short
positions, in either debt or equity instruments including any
underlying derivatives, convertibles and warrants issued by a third
party which are held in the firm�s trading book.

10-191
(3)

R A trading book issuer exposure for a derivative should be determined
with reference to the underlying notional securities position in
accordance with (a) to (j) below.

Futures, forwards and FRAs

(a) A future or forward on a government security or an interest rate
does not generate an issuer exposure.

(b) An FRA does not generate an issuer exposure.

(c) A future or forward on  a corporate debt security or individual
equity is treated as an exposure to the underlying issuer.

Interest rate, foreign currency and equity swaps

(d) An interest rate or currency swap does not generate an issuer
exposure.

(e) An interest rate leg of an equity swap does not generate an
issuer exposure.

(f) Where the equity leg of an equity swap is based on the change in
value of an individual equity, it is treated as an exposure to the
issuer of the equity.
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Indices/baskets

(g) Where a future on an index, an equity swap based on an index or
basket of securities, or any other index-linked derivative is
broken down into its constituents by a firm for the purposes of
calculating PRR, an issuer exposure is generated for each
underlying constituent position.

G Any issuer exposure to a credit or financial institution which arises as a result of rule
10-191(3)(g) should be included within the calculation required under rule 10-61(7),
(material holdings in credit and financial institutions).

(h) Where a future on an index, an equity swap based on an index or
basket of securities, or any other index-linked derivative is not
broken down into its constituents by a firm for the purposes of
calculating PRR, the basket or index position does not generate
an issuer exposure.

Options

(i) An option or warrant on an individual corporate debt security or
equity that is in the money must be treated as an exposure, at
the full value of the underlying (i.e. at a delta of 1), to the issuer
of the underlying instrument, unless the firm has an approved
model in which case the firm may use the delta-weighted value
of the underlying generated by the model.

(j) An out of the money option or warrant must not be treated as an
exposure.

Trading book counterparty exposure

10-191
(4)

R A trading book counterparty exposure is calculated in accordance
with rules 10-170 to 10-176 before applying the appropriate CRR
percentage.

Calculation of net counterparty exposure

10-191
(5)

R Where, in accordance with rules 10-170 to 10-176, net counterparty
exposures are used for the purposes of calculating CRR, the net
exposure may be used for rules 10-190 to 10-196 and rule 10-32(3) to
(7), and the maturity of the net exposure is deemed to be the same as
that of the underlying positive exposure with the longest maturity.
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Non-trading book exposure

10-191
(6)

R (a) The non-trading book counterparty exposure of a firm is the
amount at risk, before applying counterparty weights, arising
from the non-trading book assets calculated in accordance with
rules 10-65 to 10-69.

(b) The non-trading book issuer risk is the full market value of the
underlying exposure.

10-192 Exposures exempt from LER

Exempt exposures

10-192
(1)

R A firm may exclude the following from its LER calculation and the
limits set out in rule 10-193:

(a) exposures to or guaranteed by Zone A central governments or
central banks;

(b) exposures to or guaranteed by the European Communities;

(c) exposures to Zone B central governments or central banks
denominated in the national currency of the third party;

(d) exposures secured by securities issued by Zone A central
governments or central banks, the European Communities or an
EEA regional government or local authority which represents no
higher a risk than its central government;

(e) exposures secured by cash deposited with the firm or its
connected credit institution;

(f) exposures secured by CDs issued by the firm or its connected
credit institution and deposited with one of them;

(g) if the firm first notifies the FSA in writing, exposures to the firm�s
parent, subsidiaries and other subsidiaries of its parent,
provided that these entities are subject to consolidated
supervision in accordance with rules 10-200 to 10-203;

(h) exposures with a residual maturity of one year or less to
counterparties which are not connected companies and which
are credit institutions, investment firms, recognised third
country investment firms, recognised clearing houses and
recognised exchanges on which financial instruments are
traded, not constituting their own funds;  
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(i) asset items constituting claims on and other exposures to those
institutions which are not credit institutions but which are
regulated institutions operating in the inter-bank and public debt
markets, with a maturity of one year or less, and secured with
acceptable collateral;

(j) exposures secured by securities, provided that:

(i) the securities were not issued by the firm or a member of
its group;

(ii) the securities were not issued by the third party to which
the exposure arises;

(iii) the securities are marked to market;

(iv) the securities are traded on a stock exchange or are freely
transferable with prices regularly quoted in trading
between market professionals;

(v) the mark to market value of the securities is at least 200%
of the value of the exposure secured except that where the
securities are:

(aa) shares, the mark to market value of the securities
must be at least 250% of the value of the exposure
secured; and

(bb) debt securities issued by a credit institution (which
do not constitute its financial resources), EEA
regional government or local authority which does
not represent the same risk as its central
government, a multilateral development bank, the
mark to market value of the securities must be at
least 150% of the value of the exposure secured;

(k) material holdings in credit institutions and financial institutions
which have been deducted from financial resources in
accordance with rule 10-61(7);

(l) exposures where the firm has already incurred a 100% PRR, CRR
or liquidity adjustment.

(m) exposures consisting of debt securities to multilateral
development banks;
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(n) if the firm first notifies the FSA in writing, exposures with a
residual maturity of one year or less to counterparties which are
connected to the firm and which are credit institutions,
investment firms, recognised third country investment firms,
recognised clearing houses and recognised exchanges on which
financial instruments are traded, not constituting their own
funds.

G Any part of an exposure that is partially covered by collateral, as defined in rules
10-192(1)(d), (e), (f) and (j), is exempt from LER.

Optional exemption

10-192
(2)

R Where a firm has exposures to unconnected credit institutions,
investment firms, recognised third country investment firms,
recognised clearing houses, and recognised exchanges on which
financial instruments are traded, not constituting those third parties�
own funds, it may elect either to:

(a) disregard exemption 10-192(1)(h) above and exclude 80% of all
such exposures regardless of maturity; or  

(b) exclude all exposures with a maturity of one year or less, 80% of
those exposures with a maturity of between one and three years
and, in the case of marketable debt securities, 50% of those
exposures with a maturity of more than three years.

(c) if the firm first notifies the FSA in writing, the election in (a) or (b)
above may be made with regard to exposures to counterparties
which are connected to the firm and which are credit institutions,
investment firms, recognised third country investment firms,
recognised clearing houses, and recognised exchanges on
which financial instruments are traded, not constituting those
third parties� own funds.

G A firm should be consistent across all products in its application of (a) and (b) above.
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Partially exempt exposures

10-192
(3)

R A firm may reduce the exposures in its LER calculation as follows:

(a) to the extent that an exposure to a counterparty is
unconditionally guaranteed by a third party or parent, a firm may
treat that part of the exposure as having been incurred to the
third party or parent rather than to the counterparty, having
given prior written notice to the FSA;

(b) by 80%, exposures to or guaranteed by an EEA regional or local
authority;

(c) undrawn credit facilities to the extent that an agreement has
been concluded with the third party or group of connected third
parties under which the exposure may be incurred only where it
will not cause the firm to exceed the LER limits.

G The exempt exposures detailed in rule10-192 do not apply to the quarterly reporting of
large exposures (see SUP 16).

10-193 Limits for trading book and non-trading book exposures

10-193
(1)

R A firm�s non-trading book large exposures must not individually
exceed 25% of own funds as specified in Table 10-61(1)B.

10-193
(2)

R A firm�s non-trading book large exposure to any third party connected
to the firm, which is not exempt under rule 10-192(1)(g), must not
exceed 20% of own funds as specified in Table 10-61(1)B, unless the
firm has notified the FSA under rule 10-32(3)(b).

10-193
(3)

R A firm�s aggregate non-trading book large exposures must not exceed
800% of own funds.

G A firm�s trading book large exposures may individually exceed 25% of financial resources
provided that all non-trading book large exposures to the same third party are within the
limits set out in (1) and (2) above.
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Transitional Provisions

10-193
(4)

R A firm must ensure that, after 31 December 1995, all non-trading book
exposures entered into before and outstanding at 5 February 1993
which exceed the limits laid down in (1), (2) and (3) above do not
exceed their respective values at 5 February 1993 and may be
continued until the contractual maturity where the firm is legally
bound.

10-193
(5)

R The excess over 25% of own funds of any exposure subject to the
transitional arrangements in (4) above must be included in �D� under
rules 10-194(3) and 10-195 below.

G In applying rules 10-194(3) and 10-195, a firm�s excess exposures under (5) above should
be ranked by counterparty weighting, with any LER applied to the liquidity adjustment for
that exposure multiplied by 200% under rule 10-194(3)(d)or by the appropriate percentage
in Table 10-194(3) under rule 10-194(3)(e).

10-194 Calculation of LER

Method

10-194
(1)

R A firm must apply the following procedures for each large exposure
which exceeds 25% of own funds and must then sum the resultant
LERs to arrive at its total LER.

Calculation

10-194
(2)

R For each third party or group of connected third parties, a firm must
calculate:

(a) the total non-trading book exposure (R);

(b) the total trading book exposure (S); and

(c) the sum of the total non-trading book and trading book
exposures (T).

10-194
(3)

R Where the value of �R� is less than 25% of the value of own funds, the
value of �T� may exceed 25% of the value of financial resources,
subject to an LER calculated in accordance with (a) to (e) below:

(a) calculate the excess of �T� over 25% of the value of financial
resources, known as �D�;
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(b) rank the trading book exposures in �T� on the basis of the
specific risk weighting in the case of positions, discounted by
the appropriate percentage from table 10-133(5) in respect of
underwriting positions, and the composite CRR percentage in
the case of counterparty exposures, in descending order;

(c) sum the trading book exposures in �T�, starting with the
exposure attracting the highest specific risk weighting or
composite CRR percentage, until the sum equals the excess
�D�;

(d) if an excess �D� has persisted for 10 business days or less,
irrespective of the age of the constituent exposures, the LER
must be 200% of the aggregate of specific risk requirements and
CRR applicable to those exposures forming the excess �D�, in
accordance with (b) and (c) above; and

(e) if an excess �D� has persisted for more than 10 business days,
irrespective of the age of the constituent exposures:

(i) allocate the constituent exposures forming the excess �D�,
in ascending order of specific risk weighting or composite
CRR percentage, to the appropriate row in the table below,
so that the positions with the highest specific risk or
composite CRR percentage receive the highest percentage
charge; and

(ii) calculate the LER as the product of the specific risk
requirement or CRR for the exposure multiplied by the
appropriate percentage.

R TABLE 10-194(3) [see Guidance below]

Excess �D� as a percentage of
financial resources

Percentage

up to 40 200

40 to 60 300

60 to 80 400

80 to 100 500

100 to 250 600

> 250 900

G The composite CRR percentage should be calculated with reference to the actual
percentage used to determine CRR in accordance with CRR rules, i.e. 8% multiplied by the
appropriate counterparty weight in most cases.
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10-195 Limits for an excess �D�

10-195
(1)

R Where an excess �D� has persisted for 10 business days or less, the
trading book exposure must not exceed 500% of financial resources.

10-195
(2)

R The aggregate of a firm�s excess �Ds�, each of which have persisted
for more than 10 business days, must not exceed 600% of financial
resources.

Exposures monitoring for firms exempt from consolidated supervision

10-196 R A firm which is exempt from consolidated supervision in accordance
with rule 10-204 must either:

(a) have in place an ACMP which enables the firm to monitor its
exposures on a group wide basis; or

(b) report to the FSA all group large exposures at the end of each
quarter.
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Consolidated Supervision

10-200 GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF CONSOLIDATED SUPERVISION

Scope

10-200
(1)

R A firm must at all times ensure that its group maintains externally
generated group financial resources in excess of its group financial
resources requirement, unless otherwise permitted under rule 10-204.

Consolidating Supervisor

10-200
(2)

R A firm is exempt from (1) above when the FSA is not the consolidating
supervisor for the firm�s group.

G The FSA will notify the firm if it is not the consolidating supervisor for the group.

Constituents of a Group

10-200
(3)

R For the purposes of (1) above, a firm�s group must include the
following:

(a) any EEA subsidiary of the firm which is a credit institution,
investment firm or financial institution;

(b) any EEA participation of the firm which is a credit institution,
investment firm or financial institution;

(c) any EEA parent which is a financial holding company;

(d) any EEA credit institution, investment firm or financial institution
which is a subsidiary or participation of the firm�s EEA parent
which is a financial holding company.

10-200
(4)

G The FSA may exercise its powers (whether through imposing a requirement or by using its
general information gathering powers) to obtain information about the structure of a firm's
group including the position of the entities listed in (a) to (f) below:

(a) any of the firm�s subsidiaries or participations which are  incorporated or have their
head offices outside the EEA;

(b) any of the firm�s subsidiaries or participations which are not credit institutions,
investment firms or financial institutions;

(c) the firm�s parent if it is incorporated or has its head office outside of the EEA;

(d) the firm�s parent if it is not a financial holding company;

(e) any of the parent�s other subsidiaries or participations which are incorporated or
have their head offices outside the EEA; and
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(f) any of the parent�s other subsidiaries or participations  which are not credit
institutions, investment firms or financial institutions.

Exemptions

10-200
(5)

R A firm may, having first notified the FSA in writing, exclude from its
group, the following:

(a) any subsidiary or participation, the total assets of which are less
than the lower of euro 10 million or 1% of the total assets of the
firm; and

(b) any subsidiary, participation or EEA parent the inclusion of
which within the group would lead to a misleading or
inappropriate consolidation,

provided that in aggregate the total assets of such subsidiaries and
participations would still satisfy (a) above.

Additional Information

10-200 (6) G The FSA may require a firm to provide information about the position in the group of any
undertaking excluded from the consolidated group in 10-200(5)R.

10-200
(7)

R Where a firm�s parent is a mixed activity holding company,  the firm
must provide a copy of the holding company�s audited annual
financial statement and details of its group structure.

GROUP FINANCIAL RESOURCES

10-201 R A firm must calculate the externally generated financial resources of
its group as the sum of:

(a) the financial resources of the most senior undertaking in the
group calculated in accordance with Table 10-62(2)A, except
material holdings in credit institutions and financial institutions
in the group and deficiencies in subsidiaries  need not be
deducted; and

(b) for each subsidiary or participation, the group�s share of the
financial resources of the subsidiary or participation, calculated
in accordance with Table 10-62(2)A, which was not provided by
undertakings within the group subject to consolidated
supervision, provided that:

(i) these financial resources are freely transferable and
suitable for the purposes of covering the group�s financial
resources requirement; or

(ii) if not, they are limited to the value of the subsidiary�s or
participation�s financial resources requirement from which
they originate.
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10-202 GROUP FINANCIAL RESOURCES REQUIREMENT

10-202
(1)

R A firm must calculate the group financial resources requirement as
the aggregate of the financial resources requirements of the firm and
any constituents of its group determined in accordance with rules 10-
200(3), (4) and (5) and the consolidated LER.

10-202
(2)

R The financial resources requirement of any subsidiary or participation
of the firm or its parent shall be the higher of:

(a) the subsidiary or participation�s local regulatory capital
requirement, excluding any large exposure capital charges; and

(b) any requirement imposed on the firm�s or parent�s subsidiary or
participation determined in accordance with rule 10-202(4).

10-202
(3)

R The financial resources requirement of the most senior undertaking
within the group shall be its local regulatory capital requirement, if
any, excluding any large exposure capital charges.

10-202
(4)

R Where a firm has a parent, subsidiary or participation which is not
subject to local regulatory capital requirements, it must include in the
group financial resources requirement any alternative requirement
calculated on the business of that parent, subsidiary or participation,
or the group�s investment in that subsidiary or participation, which is
imposed on it by a requirement.

G The FSA envisages imposing such a requirement where, for example, a firm has an
unregulated subsidiary which deals in OTC derivatives, and the investment in that
subsidiary would not constitute an accurate measurement of the risk to the group.

10-202 (5) G Where a firm has a parent, subsidiary or participation which is subject to local regulatory
capital requirements, it may seek a modification or waiver permitting it to adopt an
alternative methodology of determining the group�s financial resources requirement.

G The FSA only envisages a modification or waiver under this rule in exceptional
circumstances, for example to permit line-by-line consolidation of a group to determine its
financial resources requirement.
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INTRA-GROUP OFFSETS AND NETTING

10-203 R If a group�s financial resources, calculated in accordance with rule
10-201, do not exceed the group�s financial resources requirement,
calculated in accordance with rule 10-202, the firm may take into
account:

(a) the benefits of netting intra-group counterparty exposures;

(b) offsetting positions, for the purposes of rules 10-80 to 10-153,
held by different group companies; and

(c) the group�s share of capital surpluses in subsidiaries not subject
to local regulatory capital requirements,

provided that:

(d) the firm can ensure that the group has sufficient financial
resources to cover its financial resources requirements at all
times between consolidated reporting statements;

(e) there is satisfactory allocation of capital within the group;

(f) the regulatory, legal and contractual framework is sufficient to
guarantee mutual financial support within the group;

(g) such intra-group benefits are only recognised where no
regulations exist in the country of incorporation of the entity
which might significantly affect the transfer of funds within the
group.

EXEMPTION FROM CONSOLIDATED SUPERVISION

10-204 R A firm need not apply rules 10-200 to 10-203 to the firm�s group if:

(a) there are no credit institutions in the group;

(b) all investment firms within the group:

(i) calculate financial resources in accordance with Table 10-
62(2)B;

(ii) deduct material holdings in credit institutions and financial
institutions in accordance with rule 10-61(7); and

(iii) comply with rule 10-70, with local regulatory capital
provisions implementing the Capital Adequacy Directive, or
rules with equivalent effect;

(c) the firm complies with rule 10-196;
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(d) the firm�s group has in place systems to monitor and control the
sources of capital and funding of all other investment firms and
financial institutions in the group; and

(e) the firm first notifies the FSA in writing that it intends to rely
upon this rule.
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10-300 ACMPs

10-300
(1)

R A firm may only use an ACMP for the purposes of rules 10-170 to 10-
176 if:

(a) the policies and procedures making up the proposed ACMP are
at all times adequate and appropriate to the firm and its
business; and

(b) the firm gives to the FSA at least three months� notice in writing
of its intention to use an ACMP for the purposes of these rules.

10-300
(2)

R The notice referred to in (1)(b) above must include all relevant details
of the policies and procedures making up the proposed ACMP.

10-300
(3)

R The notice referred to in (1)(b) is not required if the firm was permitted
under the relevant requirements of a predecessor regulator, as they
were in force immediately prior to the specified day, to use the
proposed ACMP for the purposes of those requirements.

10-
300(4)

E (a) A firm�s policies and procedures should take full account of the
principles described in Appendix 56.

(b) Compliance with 10-300(4)(a) may be relied on as tending to
establish compliance with 10-300(1)(a).

(c) Contravention of 10-300(4)(a) may be relied on as tending to
establish contravention of 10-300(1)(a).

G On receipt of notice under (1)(b) the FSA is likely to review the policies and procedures
proposed by the firm and the degree to which they take full and appropriate account of the
matters described in Appendix 56.  The FSA�s review will take account of the context in
which the policies and procedures are to operate and the relevant circumstances of the
firm.  The FSA will indicate to the firm its views on the adequacy and appropriateness of
the proposals in the light of its review and may make recommendations of improvements.

G The FSA may make a further review of the policies and procedures making up an ACMP at
any time after their implementation for the purposes of these rules as part of its supervision
of the firm.  Any review after implementation will broadly follow the lines described above.
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APPENDIX 1 � GLOSSARY OF TERMS FOR IPRU(INV) 10

Note: If a defined term does not appear in the glossary below, the definition
appearing in the Glossary annexed to the General Provisions Instrument 2001
applies.

acceptable collateral means any of the following items of collateral provided to a firm
by a counterparty:
(a) cash;
(b) gold and silver bullion and coinage;
(c) certificates of deposit issued by and lodged with the firm;
(d) securities issued by Zone A central governments and Zone

A central banks; and
(e) securities issued by the European Communities,
to which the following conditions apply:
(i) the firm must have an unconditional right to apply or realise

the acceptable collateral for the purpose of repaying the
counterparty�s obligations to the firm; and

(ii) securities must be marked to market daily using the
valuation principles in rule 10-41(9);

ACMP means, subject to rule 10-300, a credit management policy and
procedures according with the principles discussed in Appendix
56;

Act means the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000;

adequate collateral means any of the following items of collateral provided to a firm
by a counterparty:
(a) cash;
(b) standby letters of credit and unconditional, irrevocable first

on demand guarantees to the extent of their face value,
issued by a Zone A credit institution which is not the
counterparty nor an associate of the counterparty, and which
is not an affiliated company, associate or a controller of the
firm;

(c) standby letters of credit and unconditional, irrevocable first
on demand guarantees to the extent of their face value,
issued by a bank which is not a Zone A credit institution (not
being the counterparty nor an associate of the counterparty)
which has been accepted under the firm�s ACMP and which
is not an affiliated company, associate or a controller of the
firm;

(d) certificates of deposit;
(e) gold and silver bullion and coinage;
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(f) securities;
(g) physical commodities; and
(h) the performance guarantees issued in support of the

securities lending and borrowing programmes of Euroclear
and Cedel, in respect only of exposure arising from
participation in such programmes,

to which the following conditions apply -
(i) the firm must have an unconditional right to apply or realise

the collateral for the purpose of repaying the counterparty�s
obligations to the firm; and

(ii) securities must -
(aa) be marked to market daily using the valuation

principles in rule 10-41(9); and
(bb) not be issued by the counterparty nor by an

associate of the counterparty;
affiliated company in relation to a firm, means any body corporate controlled by the

firm, any parent company of the firm, and any body corporate
controlled by a parent company of the firm;

annual accounting
reference date

means the date as at which the audited annual financial
statements are prepared as initially notified by the firm to the FSA
or as subsequently notified under rule 10-31 and which may not
be more than 55 weeks since the previous annual accounting
reference date or, if applicable, the date on which the firm
commenced trading;

appointed
representative

means (in accordance with section 39 of the Act) a person (other
than an authorised person) who:
(a) is a party to a contract with an authorised person (his

principal) which:
(i) permits or requires him to carry on business of a

description prescribed in the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (Appointed Representatives)
Regulations 2001 (SI 2001/1217); and

(ii) complies with the requirements prescribed in those
Regulations; and

(b) is someone for whose activities in carrying on the whole or
part of that business his principal has accepted
responsibility in writing;

approved bank (in relation to a bank account opened by a firm) means:
(a) if the account is opened at a branch in the United Kingdom:

(i) the Bank of England; or
(ii) the central bank of a member state of the OECD; or
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(iii) a bank; or
(iv) a building Society which offers, unrestrictedly, banking

services; or
(v) a bank which is supervised by the central bank or

other banking regulator of a member state of the
OECD; or

(b) if the account is opened elsewhere:
(i) a bank in (a); or
(ii) a credit institution established in an EEA State other

than the United Kingdom and duly authorised by the
relevant Home State regulator; or

(iii) a bank which is regulated in the Isle of Man or the
Channel Islands; or

(c) a bank supervised by the South African Reserve Bank; or
(d) any other bank that:

(i) is subject to regulation by a national banking 
regulator;

(ii) is required to provide audited accounts;
(iii) has minimum net assets of £5 million (or its equivalent

in any other currency at the relevant time) and has a
surplus revenue over expenditure for the last two
financial years; and

(iv) has an annual audit report which is not materially
qualified;

approved bank bond means any instrument, by whatever name called, provided by an
approved bank which -
(a) provides for the immediate payment of a stated sum to the

firm on demand whether by the firm or the FSA;
(b) provides that the bank shall have no recourse to the assets

of the firm in respect of the bond and that no other person
shall have recourse to the assets of the firm arising in
respect of the bond, until payment in full of all other
creditors;

(c) prohibits the bank from terminating the bond unless -
(i) the beneficiary will have financial resources equal to at

least 120% of its financial resource requirement after
termination; or

(ii) it receives authority from the FSA to do so; and
(d) prohibits any automatic early termination of the bond

whether arising out of any act or default of the firm or
otherwise;
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approved person means a person in relation to whom the FSA has given its
approval under section 59 of the Act (Approval for particular
arrangements) for the performance of a controlled function;

arranger means a firm -
(a) whose sole investment business consists of activities within

the following articles of the Regulated Activities Order -
(i) articles 14 (dealing in investments as principal) or 21

(dealing in investments as agent) if -
(aa) the firm is a venture capital firm; or
(bb) the activity is own account business which would

be excluded from being investment business by
the provisions of article 16 of the Regulated
Activities Order but for the fact that the firm is an
authorised person; or

(ii) article 25(1) (arranging deals in investments);
(iii) article 37 (managing investments); and
(iv) article 53 (advising on investments);

(b) whose permission is subject to a limitation or requirement
preventing it from holding money or property belonging to
other persons nor has a mandate over a customer�s bank
account;

associate in relation to a person ("A"), means -
(a) an undertaking in the same group as A;
(b) an appointed representative of A or of any undertaking in

the same group as A; and
(c) any other person whose business or domestic relationship

with A or its associate might reasonably be expected to
give rise to a community of interest between them which
may involve a conflict of interest in dealings with third
parties;

associated business means business which is carried on in connection with
investment business;

audited annual
financial statements

means statements drawn up in accordance with Schedule 4 to
the Companies Act 1985 as at the firm�s annual accounting
reference date together with an auditor�s report thereon;

auditor�s report means a report drawn up in the format specified in the
Supervision manual which a firm must submit to the FSA in
conjunction with the firm�s audited annual financial statements;

authorised person means (in accordance section 31 of the Act (Authorised
persons)), one of the following:
(a) a person who has a Part IV permission to carry on one or

more regulated activities;
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(b) an incoming EEA firm;
(c) an incoming Treaty firm;
(d) a UCITS qualifier;
(e) an ICVC;
(f) the Society of Lloyd�s;

basic PRA means for equities the equity method 1 PRAs in Appendix 49;
and for interest rate instruments, the sum of the specific risk PRA
and the maturity-based general market risk PRAs in Appendix 53;

body corporate means (in accordance with section 417(1) (Definitions)) any body
corporate, including a body corporate constituted under the law of
a country or territory outside the United Kingdom, of the Act;

bonus means that part of the remuneration paid by a firm to its
employees (including directors) which is -
(a) not a profit share; and
(b) awarded by management entirely on a discretionary basis,
to the extent that it does not exceed the profit for the financial
year of the firm before accounting for such bonus;

business day means any day, except Saturday, Sunday, bank holidays and
public holidays (not being bank holidays);

buy and sale back
agreement

see reverse repurchase agreement;

call options means an option to buy an investment, other instrument, foreign
currency or physical commodity at a given price on or before a
given date;

cap means an agreement in respect of a borrowing under which a
counterparty contracts to pay any interest costs arising as a result
of an increase in rates above an agreed rate: the effect being to
provide protection to the holder against a rise above that agreed
rate;

category A  firm means a firm which has permission to provide any core
investment service and which is not a category B, C or D firm;

category B  firm means a firm which -
(a) has permission to provide any of the following core

investment services -
(i) receiving and transmitting orders;
(ii) executing orders;
(iii) managing investments on a discretionary basis; and
(iv) dealing as principal, but only holding positions as a

result of its failure to match investors� orders precisely;
and
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(aa) such positions are incidental and provisional in
nature and strictly limited to the time required to
carry out the transaction in question; and

(bb) the total market value of all such positions does
not exceed 15% of the firm�s initial capital; and

(b) holds client money or clients� assets; or
(c)    is a custodian;

category C  firm means a firm which -
(a) has permission to provide any of the following core

investment services -
(i) receiving and transmitting;
(ii) managing investments on a discretionary basis; and
(iii) executing orders on an agency basis; and

 (b) whose permission is subject to a limitation or requirement
preventing it from holding client money or clients� assets;

category D firm means a firm, the only core investment service for which it has
permission is receiving and transmitting on behalf of investors
orders in relation to one or more of the instruments listed in
Section B of the Annex to the ISD, and whose permission is
subject to a limitation or requirement preventing it from holding
client money or clients� assets and for that reason may not at any
time place itself in debit with its clients, which benefits from the
freedom of establishment or to provide services under Articles 14
or 15 of the ISD;

certificate of deposit means a negotiable or non-negotiable certificate issued by a
bank;

clearing firm means a firm which accepts primary responsibility (including legal
liability) for the settlement of transactions for counterparties;

client means any person with or for whom a firm conducts or intends to
conduct designated investment business or any other
regulated activity; and:
(a) every client is a customer or a market counterparty;
(b) "client" includes:

(i) a potential client;
(ii) a client of an appointed representative of a firm

with or for whom the appointed representative
acts or intends to act in the course of business for
which the firm has accepted responsibility under
section 39 of the Act (Exemption of appointed
representatives);

(iii) a collective investment scheme even if it does not
have separate legal personality;
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(iv) if a person (�C1�), with or for whom the firm is
conducting or intends to conduct designated
investment business, is acting as agent for
another person (�C2�), either C1 or C2 in
accordance with COB 4.1.5R (Agent as client);

(c) "client" does not include:
(i) a trust beneficiary;
(ii) a corporate finance contact;
(iii) a venture capital contact;

client money subject to the client money rules, means money of any currency
which, in the course of carrying on designated investment
business, a firm holds in respect of any investment agreement
entered into, or to be entered into, with or for a client, or which a
firm treats as client money in accordance with the client money
rules;

client money rules means COB 9.3;

collective investment
scheme

means a collective investment scheme, as defined in section 235
of the Act (Collective Investment Schemes), which is in summary:
(a) any arrangements with respect to property of any

description, including money, the purpose or effect of which
is to enable persons taking part in the arrangements
(whether by becoming owners of the property or any part of it
or otherwise) to participate in or receive profits or income
arising from the acquisition, holding, management or
disposal of the property or sums paid out of such profits or
income; and

(b) which are not excluded by the Financial Services and
Markets Act (Collective Investment Schemes) Order 2001
(SI 2001/1062);

commissions shared means that part of the remuneration paid by a firm which is
determined on the basis of the number, size or profitability of
individual deals carried out;

company issued
warrant

means a right (but not an obligation) to buy a security or other
instrument at an agreed price or on an agreed basis, from the
issuer of the security or instrument;

connected company (and �connected credit institution�) mean, in relation to a firm
which -
(a) is a body corporate, a body corporate or credit institution

satisfying any of the following conditions -
(i) the same person is the controller of each body

corporate or credit institution;
(ii) if a group of two or more persons are controllers of

each body corporate or credit institution and the group
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either consists of the same persons or could be
regarded as consisting of the same persons by treating
a member of either group as replaced by -
(aa) that member�s close relative;
(bb) a person with whom that member is in partnership;

or
(cc) a body corporate of which the member is an

officer; or
(iii) both body corporates are members of the same group;

or
(b) is not a body corporate, a body corporate or credit institution

which is controlled -
(i) by the firm;
(ii) by a partner in the firm;
(iii) by a close relative of a partner in the firm or, if the firm

is a sole trader, by a close relative of the sole trader; or
(iv) collectively by any of the partners in the firm or their

close relatives;
connected credit
institution

see �connected company�;

consolidated reporting
statement

means a statement drawn up in accordance with the
requirements for consolidated reporting in the Supervision
manual and prepared as at the date(s) required by the
Supervision manual;

contingency means a future event the outcome of which is uncertain;

contingent liability means a liability dependent upon the occurrence or non-
occurrence of one or more uncertain future events;

contract for differences means as specified in article 85 of the Regulated Activities Order
(Contracts for differences etc), rights under:
(a) a contract for differences; or
(b) any other contract the purpose or pretended purpose of

which is to secure a profit or avoid a loss by reference to
fluctuations in:
(i) the value or price of property of any description; or
(ii) an index or other factor designated for that purpose

in the contract;
controller means -

(a) in relation to a body corporate -
(i) a person, who alone or with any associate or

associates, has a direct or indirect holding in the body
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corporate which represents 10% or more of the capital
or of the voting rights; and

(ii) any person who has a direct or indirect holding in the
body corporate which makes it possible to exercise a
significant influence over the management of the body
corporate; and

(b) in relation to an unincorporated association -
(i) any person in accordance with whose directions or

instructions the officers of the association are
accustomed to act (but disregarding advice given in a
professional capacity);

(ii) any person who is entitled to exercise, or control the
exercise of, 10% or more of the voting power at any
general meeting of the association; and

(iii) any person who has a direct or indirect holding in the
association which makes it possible to exercise a
significant influence over the management of the
association;

and �control� shall be construed accordingly;
convertible means a security which gives the investor the right to convert the

security into equity at an agreed price or on an agreed basis;
core investment
service

means a service listed in Section A of the Annex to the ISD, the
text of which is set out in Schedule 2 of the Regulated Activities
Order;

corporate finance
advisory firm

means a firm which is an arranger and whose permission
includes a requirement that it must not conduct investment
business other than corporate finance business;

corporate finance
business

means:
(a) designated investment business carried on by a firm with or

for:
(i) any issuer, holder or owner of designated

investments, if that business relates to the offer,
issue, underwriting, repurchase, exchange or
redemption of, or the variation of the terms of, those
investments, or any related matter;

(ii) any market counterparty or intermediate customer, or
other body corporate, partnership or supranational
organisation, if that business relates to the manner in
which, or the terms on which, or the persons by
whom, any business, activities or undertakings
relating to it, or any associate, are to be financed,
structured, managed, controlled, regulated or reported
upon;

(iii) any person in connection with:
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(A) a proposed or actual takeover or related
operation by or on behalf of that person, or
involving investments issued by that person
(being a body corporate), its holding company,
subsidiary or associate; or

(B) a merger, de-merger, reorganisation or
reconstruction involving any investments issued
by that person (being a body corporate), its
holding company, subsidiary or associate;

(iv) any shareholder or prospective shareholder of a body
corporate established or to be established for the
purpose of effecting a takeover or related operation,
where that business is in connection with that
takeover or related operation;

(v) any person who, acting as a principal for his own
account:
(A) is involved in negotiations or decisions relating to

the commercial, financial or strategic intentions or
requirements of a business or prospective
business; or

(B) (provided he is acting otherwise than solely in his
capacity as an investor) assists the interests of
another person with or for whom the firm, or
another authorised person or overseas person, is
undertaking business as specified in (a)(i),(ii),(iii)
or (iv), by himself undertaking all or part of any
transactions involved in such business;

(vi) any person undertaking business with or for a person
as specified in (a)(i), (ii), (iii), (iv) or (v) in respect of
activities described in those sub-paragraphs;

(b) designated investment business carried on by a firm as a
principal for its own account where such business:
(i) is in the course of, or arises out of, activities

undertaken in accordance with (a); and
(ii) does not involve transactions with or for, or advice on

investments to, any other person who is a private
customer in respect of such business;

(c) designated investment business carried on by a firm as
principal for its own account if such business:
(i) is in the course of, or arises out of:

(A) the offer, issue, underwriting, repurchase,
exchange or redemption of, or the variation of the
terms of, shares, share warrants, debentures or
debenture warrants issued by the firm, or any
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related matter; or
(B) a proposed or actual takeover or related

operation by or on behalf of the firm, or involving
shares, share warrants, debentures or debenture
warrants issued by the firm; or

(C) a merger, de-merger, reorganisation or
reconstruction involving any shares, share
warrants, debentures or debenture warrants
issued by the firm; and

(ii) does not involve giving advice on investments to any
person who is a private customer;

in this definition, �share warrants� and �debenture warrants� mean
any warrants which relate to shares in the firm concerned or, as
the case may be, debentures issued by the firm;

credit institution means an undertaking whose business is to receive deposits or
other repayable funds from the public and to grant credits for its
own account;

CRR means the counterparty risk requirement, as calculated under
rules 10-170 to 10-175;

custodian means a firm which has permission to safeguard and administer
assets belonging to another, in accordance with article 40 of the
Regulated Activities Order;

customer means a client who is not a market counterparty;

debenture means the investment specified in article 77 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Instruments creating or acknowledging
indebtedness), which is in summary: any of the following which
are not government and public securities:
(a) debentures;
(b) debenture stock;
(c) loan stock;
(d) bonds;
(e) certificates of deposit;
(f) any other instruments creating or acknowledging

indebtedness;
derivatives means options, futures and contracts for differences;

designated investment
exchange

means any investment exchange listed as such in Appendix 33;

director in relation to a body corporate includes -
(a) any person occupying the position of director by whatever

name called;
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(b) any person in accordance with whose directions or
instructions (not being advice given in a professional
capacity) the directors are accustomed to act; or

(c) in the case of an overseas firm, any person who occupies a
position analogous to that of a director of a company
registered under the Companies Act 1985;

documents of title means documents of title and documents evidencing title to
investments and commodities;

EEA means the area established by the agreement on the European
Economic Area signed at Oporto on 2 May 1992 and which
consists of the EEA States;

EEA State (in accordance with paragraph 8 of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA
Passport Rights)) means a State which is a contracting party to
the agreement on the European Economic Area signed at Oporto
on 2 May 1992, as it has effect for the time being; as at 21 June
2001, the following are the EEA States: Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland,
Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom;

eligible collective
investment scheme

means -
(a) a regulated collective investment scheme; or
(b)   a scheme, authorised in another state within the EEA, which

complies with the requirements of the European Community
directive on Undertakings for Collective Investment in
Transferable Securities (UCITS - 85/611/EEC);

employee in relation to any person, means an individual -
(a) who is employed by that person under a contract of service,

a contract for services, or any other contract under which the
individual will provide services to the person;

(b) who is a director of the person where the person is a body
corporate;

(c) who is a partner of the person where the person is a
partnership;

(d) who, where the person is an unincorporated association, is a
member of its governing body, the secretary or treasurer; or

(e)    whose services are, under an arrangement between the
person and a third party, placed at the disposal and under
the control of the person;

European business means business carried on in or into a member state in
accordance with ISD or BCD;

European
Communities

means Euratom (European Atomic Energy Community), the
European Coal and Steel Community and the European
Economic Community;
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exceptional items means those items which derive from events or transactions
within the ordinary activities of the business of a firm and which
are both material and not expected to recur frequently or
regularly;

exchange means a recognised investment exchange (as defined in the Act)
or designated investment exchange; ∗

exposure means for the purposes of rules 10-190 to 10-195 and 10-32(3) to
(7), the amount at risk to a firm determined in accordance with
rule 10-191;

FER means the foreign exchange requirement of a firm as calculated
in accordance with rules 10-150 to 10-153;

financial holding
company

means a financial institution the subsidiary undertakings of which
are either exclusively or mainly credit institutions,  investment
firms and financial institutions, one of which at least is a credit
institution or an investment firm;

financial institution means an undertaking other than a credit institution, the principal
activity of which is to acquire holdings or to carry on a listed
activity;

financial instrument means any of the following -
(a) a transferable security;
(b) a unit in a collective investment scheme;
(c) a money market instrument;
(d) a financial future contract, including an equivalent cash

settled instrument;
(e) an FRA;
(f) an interest rate, currency or equity swap;
(g) an option to acquire or dispose of any of the above

instruments, including an equivalent cash-settled instrument;
financial reporting
statement

means the periodic financial and other reporting statements
required to be provided to the FSA under the provisions of
Chapter 16 of the Supervision manual;

financial resources means the financial resources of the firm calculated in
accordance with rule 10-62(2)A or, if permitted, in accordance
with rule 10-62(2)B;

financial resources
requirement

means the financial resources requirement of the firm calculated
in accordance with rule 10-70;

firm means an authorised person;

                                           

∗ For the list of designated investment exchanges, see Appendix 33
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floor means an agreement in respect of a deposit under which a
counterparty contracts to pay any lost income arising as a result
of a fall in rates below an agreed rate: the effect being to provide
protection to the holder against a fall below that agreed interest
rate;

forward means a security which is transacted for a settlement date
beyond that which would normally apply in the market concerned,
and where that forward settlement date is not yet passed;

FRA means forward rate agreement, i.e. an agreement in which two
parties agree on the payment by one party to another of an
amount of interest based on an agreed interest rate for a
specified period from a specified settlement date applied to an
agreed principal amount; no commitment is made by either party
to lend or borrow the principal amount; their exposure is only the
interest difference between the agreed and actual rates at
settlement;

free delivery means -
(a) the delivery of securities or physical commodities which

takes place before the seller receives payment; or
(b) payment made in settlement of a credit balance arising from

a sale on behalf of, or a purchase from a counterparty in
respect of which the securities are undelivered;

FSA means The Financial Services Authority;

FSA authorised
business

means any activity within the permissions granted to a firm under
the Act;

future means the investment, specified in article 84 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Futures), which is, in summary: rights under a
contract for the sale or delivery of a commodity or property of any
other description under which delivery is to be made at a future
date and at a price agreed on when the contract is made;

government and public
securities

means the investment, specified in article 78 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Government and public securities), which is in
summary: a loan stock, bond or other instrument creating or
acknowledging indebtedness, issued by or on behalf of any of the
following:

(a) the government of the United Kingdom; or

(b) the Scottish Administration; or

(c) the Executive Committee of the Northern Ireland Assembly;
or

(d) the National Assembly of Wales; or

(e) the government of any country or territory outside the United
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Kingdom; or

(f) a local authority in the United Kingdom or elsewhere; or

(g) a body the members of which comprise:

(i) states including the United Kingdom or another EEA
State; or

(ii) bodies whose members comprise states including the
United Kingdom or another EEA State;

but excluding:

(A) the instruments specified in article 77(2)(a)
to (d) of the Regulated Activities Order;

(B) any instrument creating or acknowledging
indebtedness in respect of:

(I) money received by the Director of
Savings as deposits or otherwise in
connection with the business of the
National Savings Bank; or

(II) money raised under the National 
Loans Act 1968 under the auspices 
of the Director of Savings or treated 
as so raised under section 11(3) of 
the National Debt Act 1972;

group means (in accordance with section 421 of the Act (Group)), in
relation to a person ("A"), A and any person who is:
(a) a parent undertaking of A;
(b) a subsidiary undertaking of A;
(c) a subsidiary undertaking of a parent undertaking of A;
(d) a parent undertaking of a subsidiary undertaking of A;
(e) an undertaking in which A or an undertaking in (a) to (d)

has a participating interest;
(f) if A or an undertaking in (a) or (d) is a building society, an

associated undertaking of that building society;
(g) if A or an undertaking in (a) or (d) is an incorporated friendly

society, a body corporate of which that friendly society has
joint control (as defined in section 13(9)(c) or (cc) of the
Friendly Societies Act 1992);

in this definition:
(i) "participating interest" has the same meaning as in Part VII

of the Companies Act 1985 or Part VIII of the Companies
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(Northern Ireland) Order 1986; but also includes an interest
held by an individual which would be a participating interest
for the purposes of those provisions if he were an
undertaking;

(ii) "associated undertaking" has the meaning given in section
119(1) of the Building Societies Act 1986;

group of connected
third parties

means a close relationship where -
(a) two or more entities in a close relationship constitute a single

risk because one of them, directly or indirectly, has control
over the other or others as defined in section 258 of the
Companies Act 1985, or a similar relationship between any
natural or legal person and an undertaking; or

(b) two or more entities between whom there is no relationship
of control as defined in (a) but who are to be regarded as
constituting a single risk, are so interconnected that the
financial soundness of one would be affected by the financial
soundness of the other or others;

illiquid asset means any one of the following -
(a) a tangible fixed asset except to the extent that land and

buildings are used as security for loans;
(b) physical stocks except for positions in physical commodities

which are subject to a PRR;
(c) an investment in a credit institution or financial institution

which may be included in the own funds of that institution,
unless it -
(i) is a material holding and is treated in accordance with

rule 10-61(8); or
(ii) is not a material holding and is included in the firm�s 

trading book and subject to a PRR;
(d) an investment in an undertaking other than a credit

institution or financial institution unless it is part of the firm�s
trading book and is subject to a PRR;

(e) a non qualifying deposit; or
(f) a loan or other amount due except where it is due to be

repaid within 90 days;
in the money means, in relation to call options and warrants, that the exercise

price is less than the current mark to market value of the
underlying instrument and, in relation to put options, that the
current mark to market value is less than the exercise price;

incoming EEA firm (in accordance with section 193(1)(a) of the Act (Interpretation of
this Part)) means an EEA firm which is exercising, or has
exercised, its right to carry on a regulated activity in the United
Kingdom in accordance with Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA
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Passport Rights);
initial capital means the initial capital of a firm calculated in accordance with

Table 10-61(1)A;
inter-professional for the purposes of repurchase, reverse repurchase, sale and buy

back and buy and sale back agreements means an agreement
with a counterparty which is one of the following -
(a) a Zone A credit institution;
(b) an investment firm;
(c) a recognised third country investment firm;
(d) a recognised exchange;
(e) a recognised clearing house;

intermediate broker in relation to a margined transaction, means any person through
whom the firm undertakes that transaction;

intermediate customer means a client who is not a market counterparty and who is:
(a) a local authority or public authority;
(b) a body corporate whose shares have been listed or

admitted to trading on any EEA exchange;
(c) a body corporate whose shares have been listed or

admitted to trading on the primary board of any
IOSCO member country official exchange;

(d) a body corporate (including a limited liability
partnership) which has (or any of whose holding
companies or subsidiaries has) (or has had at any
time during the previous two years) called up share
capital or net assets of at least £5 million (or its
equivalent in any other currency at the relevant time);

(e) a special purpose vehicle;
(f) a partnership or unincorporated association which has

(or has had at any time during the previous two years)
net assets of at least £5 million (or its equivalent in
any other currency at the relevant time) and
calculated in the case of a limited partnership without
deducting loans owing to any of the partners;

(g) a trustee of a trust (other than an occupational
pension scheme, SSAS or stakeholder pension
scheme) which has (or has had at any time during the
previous two years) assets of at least £10 million (or
its equivalent in any other currency at the relevant
time) calculated by aggregating the value of the cash
and designated investments forming part of the trust's
assets, but before deducting its liabilities;

(h) a trustee of an occupational pension scheme, SSAS
or stakeholder pension scheme where the trust has
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(or has had at any time during the previous two
years):
(i) at least 50 members; and
(ii) assets under management of at least £10 million

(or its equivalent in any other currency at the
relevant time);

(i) another firm, or an overseas financial services
institution, when, in relation to designated investment
business, or related ancillary activities, conducted with
or for that firm or institution, that firm or institution is
an intermediate customer in accordance with COB
4.1.7R (Classification of another firm or an overseas
financial services institution);

(j) an unregulated collective investment scheme;
(k) a client when he is classified as an intermediate

customer in accordance with COB 4.1.9R (Expert
private customer classified as intermediate customer);

but excluding:
(A) a regulated collective investment scheme; and
(B) a client who would otherwise be an intermediate

customer, when he is classified in accordance with:
(I) COB 4.1.12R (Large intermediate customer

classified as market counterparty); or
(II) COB 4.1.14R (Client classified as private 

customer);
investment means (for the purposes of this chapter) any of the following

investments specified in Part III of the Regulated Activities Order
(Specified investments):
(a) life policies (subset of article 75);
(b) shares (article 76);
(c) debentures (that is, instruments creating or

acknowledging indebtedness) (article 77);
(d) government and public securities (article 78);
(e) warrants (that is, instruments giving entitlement to

investments) (article 79);
(f) certificates representing certain securities (article 80);
(g) units (article 81);
(h) stakeholder pension scheme (article 82);
(i) options (article 83);
(j) futures (article 84);
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(k) contracts for differences (article 85);
 (l) rights to or interests in an investment within (a) to (k)

(article 89);1

investment agreement means any agreement the making or performance of which by
either party constitutes an activity which is investment business;

investment business means any of the following regulated activities specified in Part II
of the Regulated Activities Order and which is carried on by way
of business:
(a) dealing in investments as principal (article 14), but

disregarding the exclusion in article 15 (Absence of
holding out etc);

(b) dealing in investments as agent (article 21);
(c) arranging deals in investments for another person (article

25(1)) but only in relation to investments;
(d) making arrangements for deals in investments (article

25(2)) but only in relation to investments;
(e) managing investments (article 37);
(f) safeguarding and administration of assets (article 40);
(g) sending dematerialised instructions (article 45(1));
(h) causing dematerialised instructions to be sent (article

45(2));
(i) establishing, operating or winding up a collective 

investment scheme (article 51(1)(a));
(j) acting as trustee of an authorised unit trust scheme

(article 51(1)(a));
(k) acting as the depositary or sole director of an open-ended

investment company (article 48(3));
(l) advising on investments (article 49); for the purposes of

the permission regime, this is sub-divided into:
(i) advising on investments (except on pension transfer

and pension opt outs);
(ii) advice on pension transfers and opt outs;

(m) agreeing to carry on the activities in (a) to (h) and (l)
(article 64);2

investment firm means any legal or natural person established in the EEA, the
regular occupation or business of which is the provision of core
investment services for third parties on a professional basis, in

                                           
1 These are the same investments as are included in the definition of "designated investment" used in the main
Handbook glossary.
2 These are the same activities as are included in the definition of "designated investment business" used in the
main Handbook glossary.
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accordance with the ISD, excluding -
(a) any person to whom the ISD does not apply by virtue of the

provisions of paragraph 2 of article 2 of that directive;
(b) a credit institution, a local or a category D firm;

investment services means -
(a) activities undertaken in the course of carrying on investment

business; and
(b) activities undertaken in connection with an ISA where those

activities do not constitute investment business;
ISD means the Council Directive on investment services in the

securities field (Directive No. 93/22/EEC);
large exposure means -

(a) in relation to non-trading book exposures, an exposure or
number of exposures to a third party or group of connected
third parties which exceed 10% of a firm�s own funds; and

(b) in relation to the aggregate of non-trading book and trading
book exposures, an exposure or number of exposures to a
third party or group of connected third parties which exceed
10% of a firm�s financial resources;

lead regulated firm means a firm which is subject to the financial regulations of
another regulator under a lead regulation arrangement to which
the FSA is a party, directly or indirectly;

LER means the large exposures requirement of a firm as calculated in
accordance with rules 10-190 to 10-194;

listed activities means a listed activity within the meaning of the BCD, i.e. one or
more of the following activities -
(a) lending;
(b) financial leasing;
(c) money transmission services;
(d) issuing and administering means of payment;
(e) guarantees and commitments;
(f) trading for own account or for the account of customers in

money market instruments (cheques, bill, CDs, etc);
(g) foreign exchange;
(h) financial futures and options;
(i) exchange and interest rate instruments; or
(j) transferable securities;
(k) participation in share issues and the provision of services

related to such issues;
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(l) corporate finance advice;
(m) moneybroking;
(n) portfolio management and advice; or
(o) safekeeping and administration of securities;

local means a firm which is a member of a futures and options
exchange and whose permission includes a requirement that:
(a) the firm will not conduct designated investment business

other than:
(i) dealing for its own account on that futures or options

exchange;
(ii) dealing for the accounts of other members of the

same futures and options exchange; or
(iii) making a price to other members of the same futures

and options exchange; and
(b) the performance of the firm's contracts must be guaranteed

by and must be the responsibility of one or more of the
clearing members of the same futures and options
exchange;

margin requirement means, in relation to a counterparty, the value of any amounts
which the firm or intermediate broker would be required to pay
under the rules of an exchange or clearing house to -
(a) meet any marked to market losses occurring on contracts

undertaken for that counterparty at that time; or
(b) as an initial margin fidelity deposit in respect of all the

counterparty�s open positions at that time,
on the assumption that those transactions were the only
transactions undertaken on the exchange or clearing house by
the firm or intermediate broker at that time;

margined transaction means a transaction effected by a firm with or for a customer
relating to an investment of any description referred to in articles
83, 84 and 85 of the Regulated Activities Order (or any right or
any interest in such an investment) under the terms of which the
customer will or may be liable to make a deposit in cash or
collateral to secure performance of obligations which he may
have to perform when the transaction falls to be completed or
upon the earlier closing out of his position;

mark to market means to value an investment at its current market value in
accordance with rule 10-41(9);

market counterparty means a client who is:
(a) a properly constituted government (including a quasi-

governmental body or a government agency) of any
given country or territory;
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(b) a central bank or other national monetary authority of
any country or territory;

(c) a supranational whose members are either countries
or central banks or national monetary authorities;

(d) a State investment body, or a body charged with, or
intervening in, the management of the public debt;

(e) another firm, or an overseas financial services
institution, except in relation to designated investment
business, and related ancillary activities, conducted
with or for that firm or institution, when that firm or
institution is an intermediate customer in accordance
with COB 4.1.7R (Classification of another firm or an
overseas financial services institution);

(f) any associate of a firm (except an OPS firm), or of an
overseas financial services institution, if the firm or
institution consents;

(g) a client when he is classified as a market counterparty
in accordance with COB 4.1.12R (Large intermediate
customer classified as a market counterparty);

but excluding:
(A) a collective investment scheme; and
(B) a client, who would otherwise be a market 

counterparty, when he is classified as a private 
customer in accordance with COB 4.1.14R (Client
classified as private customer);

marketable investment means -
(a) an investment which is traded on or under the rules of an

exchange or an approved exchange;
(b) a debt instrument which may be transferred without the

consent of the issuer or any other person (including a
collateralised mortgage obligation);

(c) a physical commodity;
(d) a warrant, option, future or other instrument which entitles

the holder to subscribe for or acquire -
(i) an investment or physical commodity which falls under

(a) to (c) above;
(ii) any currency; or
(iii) any combination of (i) and (ii) above;

(e) a contract for differences (including interest rate and
currency swaps) relating to fluctuations in -
(i) the value or price of an investment or physical

commodity in (a) to (d) above;
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(ii) any currency;
(iii) the rate of interest in any currency or any index of such

rates;
(iv) the level of any index which is derived from the prices

of an investment or physical commodity in (a) to (c)
above; or

(v) any combination of (i) to (iv) above;
(f) warrants, options, futures or other instruments entitling the

holder to obtain the rights of those contracts in (d) or (e)
above; and

(g) a unit in a regulated collective investment scheme;
material holding means a holding of -

(a) ordinary share capital and non cumulative preference share
capital; or

(b) subordinated loan and non fixed term cumulative preference
share capital,

in a credit institution or a financial institution where -
(i) (a) or (b) above exceed 10% of the share capital plus share

premium of the issuer; or
(ii)   the aggregate of (a) and (b) above exceeds 10% of the

firm�s own funds, before deducting these holdings;
member state means a country in the European Economic Area;

mixed activity holding
company

means a parent undertaking, other than a financial holding
company, an investment firm or a credit institution, the
subsidiaries of which include at least one investment firm or credit
institution;

multilateral
development bank

means African Development Bank, Asian Development Bank,
Caribbean Development Bank, Council of Europe Resettlement
Fund, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
European Investment Bank, Inter-American Development Bank,
International Finance Corporation, International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and Nordic Investment
Bank (NIB);

non recourse loan means a loan to a firm secured on specific land or buildings,
under the terms of which the lender has no claim on the other
assets of the firm nor on assets for which the firm is accountable
in any circumstances (including a winding up);

non-core investment
services

means a service listed in Section C of the Annex to the ISD;

non-trading book in relation to a firm�s business or exposures, means any position,
counterparty exposure or balance sheet item not falling within the
definition of trading book excluding its physical commodities and
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physical commodities derivatives business;
OECD means Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

Development;
oil means mineral oil of any description and petroleum gases,

whether in liquid or vapour form, and includes products and
derivatives of oil;

oil collective
investment scheme

means a collective investment scheme, the property of which
consists only of property which is oil or an oil investment or cash
awaiting investment;

oil investment means any of the following:
(a) a unit in an oil collective investment scheme;
(b) a future where the commodity in question is oil;
(c) a contract for differences where the property in question is

oil or an oil investment or the index or other factor in
question is linked to or otherwise dependent upon
fluctuations in the value or price of oil or any oil investment;

(d) rights to and interests in anything which is an oil
investment;

(e) an option to acquire or dispose of an investment in (a) to
(d);

oil market investment
activities

means any regulated activity in relation to an oil investment or to
oil;

oil market participant means a firm which:
(a) carries on oil market investment activities, which in the

United Kingdom are confined to either or both the
following:
(i) the performance of management services for the

participants in an oil collective investment scheme
in which individuals do not participate, and other oil
market investment activities which are performed in
relation to any such oil collective investment
scheme;

(ii) other oil market investment activities which:
(A) are the executing of transactions on any

recognised investment exchange or
designated investment exchange, other than
to enable the firm to fulfil the orders of clients;
or

(B) if they are not the executing of transactions
on such exchanges, are performed in
connection with or for persons who are not
individuals; and
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(b) whose permission includes a requirement that the firm
must not carry on any investment business other than that
in (a);

operator means:
(a) (in relation to an AUT) the manager;
(b) (in relation to an ICVC) that company or, if applicable,

the authorised corporate director;
(c) (in relation to any other collective investment scheme

that is a unit trust scheme with a separate trustee) any
person who, under the trust deed establishing the
scheme, is responsible for the management of the
property held for or within the scheme;

(d) (in relation to any other collective investment scheme
that is an open-ended investment company) that
company or, if applicable, any person who, under the
constitution or founding arrangements of the scheme,
is responsible for the management of the property
held for or within the scheme;

(e) (in relation to an investment trust savings scheme)
any person appointed, by those responsible for
managing the property of the investment trust, to
manage the investment trust savings scheme;

option means the investment specified in article 77 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Options), which is an option to acquire or
dispose of:
(a) a security or contractually based investment (other than

an option);
(b) currency of the United Kingdom or of any other country

or territory;
(c) palladium, platinum, gold or silver; or
(d) an option to acquire or dispose of an option specified in

(a), (b) or (c);
original own funds means the original own funds of a firm calculated in accordance

with Table 10-62(2) A or B;
OTC means over the counter, i.e. in relation to any investment, an

investment which is not traded or listed on exchange or an
approved exchange;

out of the money means those options and warrants which are not in the money;

own funds means the own funds of a firm calculated in accordance with
Table 10-61(1)B;

parent means any parent undertaking as defined in section 258 of the
Companies Act 1985 or paragraph 14 of Financial Reporting
Standard No.2, and any undertaking which effectively exercises a
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dominant influence over another undertaking;
participation means a holding either direct or indirect of 20% or more of the

voting rights or capital of another undertaking;
partner see �registered partner�;

passported institution means a firm which is an incoming EEA firm;

passported investment
business

means the carrying on by a passported institution, within or into
the United Kingdom in accordance with Schedule 3 to the Act, of
-
(a) one or more listed activities; or
(b) one or more of the core investment services; or
(c) one or more of the non-core investment services conducted

in conjunction with one or more core investment services;
in relation to which a supervisory authority in its home state has
regulatory functions;

payment date means the date on which payment for the securities is due to be
made to the issuer or seller, or, if payment is made in
instalments, payment of the first instalment;

perfectly matching
contracts

mean certain OTC derivatives contracts which are included in a
legally binding netting agreement that are equal and exact
opposites and perfectly matching in all material respects;

permission means a permission given by the FSA under Part IV of the Act
(Permission to carry on regulated activities), or resulting from any
other provision of the Act, to carry on regulated activities in the
United Kingdom;

physical commodities
method

means the method of calculating PRR under rules 10-166 to 10-
169B;

physical commodity means the actual commodity, documents of title to actual
commodities or shipping documents conveying title to actual
commodities;

PRA means percentage risk addition, i.e. a percentage to be applied to
the value of positions in investments held by the firm to determine
its PRR;

preference securities means a share with rights, in respect of capital or dividends,
superior to those of ordinary equity;

profit shares means an appropriation of profit before tax on a predetermined
basis for the benefit of management or employees;

PRR means the position risk requirement of a firm as calculated in
accordance with rules 10-80 to 10-169B;

put option means an option to sell an investment, other instrument, foreign
currency or physical commodity at a given price on or before a
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given date;
qualifying debt security means a debt security which -

(1) (a) is, or has an �equivalent debt� which is, rated by a
�relevant agency� at, or higher than, the level indicated
in the Table in Appendix 34 and -
(i) there has been no announcement that the rating

will be down-graded below the level so indicated;
and

(ii) the firm has no reasonable cause to believe that
another �relevant agency� has rated the security or
�equivalent debt� below the level so indicated;

(b) is issued or fully guaranteed by -
(i) a Zone A central government or central bank;
(ii) a Zone B central government or central bank,

provided that the security is denominated in its
national currency;

(iii) a Zone A public sector entity which represents no
higher a risk than its central government;

(iv) a Zone A credit institution, provided that the
security represents senior debt of the issuer;

(v) a Zone B credit institution, provided that the
security has a maturity of one year or less and is
not part of the issuer�s own funds;

(vi) an investment firm or recognised third country
investment firm;

(vii) one of the following organisations -
The African Development Bank;
The Asian Development Bank;
The Bank for International Settlements;
The Caribbean Development Bank;
The Council of Europe;
Euratom (European Atomic Energy Community);
Eurofina (European Company for Financing of
Railroad Rolling Stock);
The European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development;
The European Coal and Steel Community;
The European Economic Community;
The European Investment Bank;
The Inter-American Development Bank;
The International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (World Bank);
The International Finance Corporation;
The International Monetary Fund;
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The Nordic Investment Bank;
(c) is collateralised by securities issued by a Zone A

central government, Zone A central bank or one of the
institutions listed in (a)(vii) above; or

(d) is issued or fully guaranteed by a company whose
equity satisfies the criteria set out in section 5(b) of
Appendix 49; and

(2) for the purposes of (1) above -
(a) the issuer or guarantor of the security is not in default

as to any payment on any other security issued or
guaranteed by it;

(b) in respect of any security of, or guaranteed by, any
issuer or guarantor, �equivalent debt� means any debt
which ranks pari passu with, or subordinated to, the
security or (as the case may be) the guarantee; and

(c)  in relation to any issuer or guarantor, a �relevant
agency� means one of the agencies names in
Appendix 34 by reference to the category of issue or
guarantor;

qualifying deposit means a deposit which is one of the following -
(a) balance on current account with an approved bank;
(b) money on deposit with an approved bank, United Kingdom

local authority, member of the Finance Houses Association,
stock exchange moneybroker, clearing firm, the National
Savings Bank, recognised exchange or approved depository
which may be withdrawn within three months;

(c) money on deposit with an approved bank directly related to
a transaction creating an offsetting liability for the firm or
subject to an agreement with the bank allowing its use as
collateral for a loan that may be withdrawn within three
months, which relates to a liability of the same maturity and
arises out of a transaction;

(d) amount evidenced by a certificate of tax deposit;
(e) amount evidenced by a certificate of deposit issued by a

credit institution or investment firm which matures within
three months; or

(f) deposit of cash by way of margin with an exchange, clearing
house, clearing firm or intermediate broker;

Regulated Activities
Order

means the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Regulated
Activities) Order 2001 (SI 2001/544);

recognised clearing
house

means a clearing house listed as such in Appendix 57;
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recognised exchange means an exchange listed as such in Appendix 57;

recognised investment
exchange

means an investment exchange which is declared by a
recognition order for the time being in force to be a recognised
investment exchange;

recognised scheme means a collective investment scheme recognised under Chapter
V of Part XVI of the Act;

recognised third
country investment firm

means an undertaking which, if it was established within the EEA,
would be covered by the definition of investment firm, and which
is subject to the prudential rules of one of the regulators in
Appendix 59;

reconciliation means the identification and explanation of individual items of
difference between two sets of records, but does not include the
processing of necessary adjustments;

registered partner means a partner of any partnership (including any partnership
constituted under the law of a country or territory outside the
United Kingdom) which carries on investment business as a firm
and who is an approved person;

regulated banking
institution

means any banking institution which has paid up share capital
and reserves of over £5,000,000 as shown by its latest published
audited accounts, and which is authorised by the FSA or
supervised by the central bank or other regulatory authority of a
member state of the OECD in which the bank is incorporated;

regulated business means investment business which is -
(a) business carried on from a permanent place of business

maintained by a firm (or its appointed representative) in the
United Kingdom; and

(b) other business carried on with or for customers in the United
Kingdom, unless that business is -
(i) business carried on from an office of a firm outside the

United Kingdom which, if that office were a separate
person, would fall within the overseas persons
exclusions set out in article 72 of the Regulated
Activities Order; or

(ii) business of an appointed representative of the firm
which is not carried on in the United Kingdom;

regulated collective
investment scheme

means:
(a) an ICVC; or
(b) an AUT; or
(c) a recognised scheme;
whether or not the units are held within a PEP, ISA, or pension
contract;
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reporting statement means any one or more of the following types of report as
required by the Supervision manual:
(a) audited annual financial statements;
(b) annual reporting statement;
(c) auditor's report;
(d) internal control letter;
(e) quarterly reporting statement;
(f) position risk reporting statement;
(g) counterparty risk reporting statement;
(h) annual reconciliation;
(i) monthly reporting statement; and
(j) the audited accounts of a subsidiary of the firm;

repurchase agreement (and �sale and buy back agreement�) means an agreement for
the sale of securities or physical commodities subject to a
commitment to repurchase from the same person the same or
similar securities or physical commodities, which meets either (a),
(b), (c) and (e) or (a), (c), (d) and (e) of the following requirements
-
(a) the securities or physical commodities and collateral are

marked to market daily;
(b) the collateral may be adjusted in order to take account of

material changes in the value of the securities or collateral;
(c) the agreement provides for the claims of the firm (securities

or physical commodities) to be immediately set off against
the claims of the counterparty (collateral);

(d) the agreement is an inter-professional one; and
(e) such agreements are confined to their accepted and

appropriate use, and are not artificial transactions,
(especially those not of a short term nature);

requirement means a requirement included in a firm's Part IV permission
under section 43 of the Act (Imposition of requirements), section
45(4) of the Act (Variation etc on the Authority's own initiative) or
section 46 of the Act (Variation of permission on acquisition of
control);

reverse repurchase
agreeement

(and �buy and sale back agreement�) means an agreement for
the purchase of securities or physical commodities subject to a
commitment to resell to the same person the same or similar
securities or physical commodities which meets either (a), (b), (c)
and (e) or (a), (c), (d) and (e) of the following requirements -
(a) the securities, or physical commodities, and collateral are

marked to market daily;
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(b) the collateral may be adjusted in order to take account of
material changes in the value of the securities, or physical
commodities, or collateral;

(c) the agreement provides for the claims of the firm (collateral)
to be immediately set off against the claims of the
counterparty (securities or physical commodities);

(d) the agreement is an inter-professional one; and
(e) such agreements are confined to their accepted and

appropriate use, and are not artificial transactions,
(especially those not of a short term nature);

sale and buy back
agreement

see repurchase agreement;

securities and futures
firm

means a firm whose permitted activities include designated
investment business, which is not an authorised professional firm,
bank, building society, credit union, friendly society, ICVC,
insurer, media firm, service company, incoming EEA firm (without
a top-up permission), incoming Treaty firm (without a top-up
permission) or UCITS qualifier, whose permission does not
include a requirement that it comply with IPRU(INV) 5
(Investment management firms) or 13 (Personal investment
firms), and which is within (a), (b), (c) or (d):
(a) a firm (other than one falling within (d)):

(i) which was a member of SFA immediately before
commencement; and

(ii) which was not, immediately before commencement,
subject to the financial supervision requirements of
the FSA (under section 43 of the Financial Services
Act 1986), PIA or IMRO under lead regulation
arrangements;

(b) a firm whose permission includes a requirement that it
comply with IPRU(INV) 3 or 10 (Securities and futures firms);

(c) a firm:
(i) which was given a Part IV permission after

commencement, or which was authorised under
section 25 of the Financial Services Act 1986
immediately before commencement and not a
member of IMRO, PIA or SFA; and

(ii) for whom the most substantial part of its gross
income, including commissions, from the regulated
activities included in its Part IV permission is derived
from one or more of the following activities (based,
for a firm given a Part IV permission after
commencement, on the business plan submitted as
part of the firm's application or, for a firm authorised
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under section 25 of the Financial Services Act 1986,
on the firm's financial year preceding its authorisation
under the Act):
(A) an activity carried on as a member of an

exchange;
(B) making a market in securities or derivatives;
(C) corporate finance business;
(D) dealing, or arranging (bringing about) deals in

investments, in securities or derivatives;
(E) the provision of clearing services as a clearing

firm;
(F) managing investments, where those

investments are primarily derivatives; and
(G) activities relating to spread bets;

(d) a firm that is:
(i) an ex-section 43 firm which was not authorised

under the Financial Services Act 1986
immediately before commencement; or

(ii) an ex-section 43 lead regulated firm;
security means, as defined in article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities

Order, any of the following investments specified in that Order:
(a) shares (article 76);
(b) debentures (that is, instruments creating or acknowledging

indebtedness) (article 77);
(c) government and public securities (article 78);
(d) warrants (that is, instruments giving entitlement to

investments) (article 79);
(e) certificates representing certain securities (article 80);
(f) units (article 81);
(g) stakeholder pension schemes (article 82); and
(h) rights to or interests in investments in (a) to (g) (article 89);

settlement day means the day on which -
(a) under the recognised practice of an exchange bargains are

contracted for settlement; and
(b) in the case of bargains not transacted on an exchange or

entered into for forward settlement, 20 days from the date of
the transaction, or, if earlier, the contractual due date;

share means the investment, specified in article 76 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Shares etc), which is, in summary: a share or
stock in the share capital of:
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(a) any body corporate (wherever incorporated);
(b) any unincorporated body constituted under the law of a

country or territory outside the United Kingdom;
sole trader means a firm which is not a body corporate and not a partnership;

stock exchange
moneybroker

is a moneybroker which is an authorised person and acts as an
intermediary in the gilt market;

subsidiary has the meaning given to it in section 736 of the Companies Act
1985;

supervisory authority in relation to another member state, means an authority in that
state which has regulatory functions in relation to one or more
listed activities, core investment services or non-core investment
services;

supranational
organisation

means any organisation referred to in Part 2 of Appendix 35;

swap means a transaction in which two counterparties agree to
exchange streams of payments over time according to a
predetermined basis;

Takeover Code means the City Code on Takeovers and Mergers and the Rules
Governing Substantial Acquisitions of Shares published by the
Takeover Panel;

takeover or related
operation

means -
(a) any offer to which the Takeover Code applies and any

transaction or arrangement which is of such a nature that the
Takeover Code would have applied to it had it concerned a
company whose shares are listed under Part VI of the Act
and whose head office and place of central management are
in the United Kingdom;

(b) any offer, transaction or arrangement relating to the
purchase of securities with a view to establishing or
increasing a strategic holding of a person, or of a person
together with his associates in the securities concerned;

(c) any transaction or arrangement entered into in
contemplation or furtherance of any offer, transaction or
arrangement falling within (a) or (b) above; and

(d) any transaction or arrangement entered into by way of
defence or protection against any offer, transaction or
arrangement falling within (a), (b) or (c) above which has
taken place or which is contemplated;

Takeover Panel means the Panel on Takeovers and Mergers;

tender offer means an unconditional offer as a principal to buy securities;
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trading book in relation to a firm�s business or exposures, means its -
(a) proprietary positions in financial instruments, physical

commodities and commodity derivatives which are held for
resale and/or are taken on by the firm with the intention of
benefiting in the short term from actual and/or expected
differences between their buying and selling prices, or from
other price or interest-rate variations;

(b) positions in financial instruments, physical commodities and
commodity derivatives arising from matched principal
broking;

(c) positions taken in order to hedge other elements of the
trading book;

(d) exposures due to unsettled securities or physical
commodities transactions, free deliveries, derivative
transactions, repurchase, sale and buy back and securities
and physical commodities lending agreements based on
securities or physical commodities included in (a) to (c)
above, reverse repurchase, buy and sale back and
securities borrowing and physical commodities borrowing
agreements based on securities or physical commodities
included in (a) to (c) above; and

(e) fees, commissions, interest and dividends which are directly
related to the items included in (a) to (d) above;

trust beneficiary means a beneficiary under a trust (not being the settlor) who
benefits from the performance by a firm as trustee of investment
services relating to the management of the trust assets;

undocumented buy
and sale back
agreement

means an agreement for the purchase of securities or physical
commodities subject to a commitment to resell to the same
person the same or similar securities or physical commodities,
where the agreement does not meet all of the necessary
requirements for a buy and sale back agreement, reverse
repurchase, or securities borrowing or physical commodities
borrowing agreement;

undocumented sale
and buy back
agreement

means an agreement for the sale of securities or physical
commodities subject to a commitment to repurchase from the
same person the same or similar securities or physical
commodities, where the agreement does not meet all of the
necessary requirements for a sale and buy back agreement,
repurchase, or securities lending or physical commodities lending
agreement;

venture capital
business

means the business of:
(a) investing in, advising on, managing or arranging transactions

in venture capital investments; or
(b) advising, managing or operating portfolios or collective 

investment schemes which (apart from funds awaiting 
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investment) invest only in venture capital investments;
(c) any custody activities provided in connection with the

activities in (a) and (b); or
(d) any related ancillary activities;

venture capital firm means a firm whose permission includes a requirement that it
must not conduct investment business other than venture capital
business;

venture capital
investment

means an investment which, at the time the investment is made,
is:
(a) in a new or developing company or venture; or
(b) in a management buy-out or buy-in; or
(c) made as a means of financing the investee company or

venture and accompanied by a right of consultation, or rights
to information, or board representation, or management
rights; or

(d) acquired with a view to, or in order to facilitate, a transaction
falling within (a) to (c);

venture capital
schemes

means a scheme for providing capital to a body corporate whose
equity is not traded or listed on an exchange;

walkaway clause means a provision which permits a non-defaulting counterparty to
make only limited payments, or no payment at all, to the estate of
the defaulter, even if the defaulter is a net creditor;

warrant means the investment specified in article 79 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Instruments giving entitlement to investments),
which is, in summary: a warrant or other instrument entitling the
holder to subscribe for a share, debenture or government and
public security;

Zone A means any country which is a full member of the OECD or has
concluded special lending arrangements with the IMF associated
with the IMF�s General Arrangements to Borrow, provided it has
not rescheduled its external sovereign debt to official or
commercial bank creditors in the previous five years (Australia,
Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany (including any pre-unification claims on East
Germany), Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan,
Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Portugal, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States, the Channel
Islands, Gibraltar, Bermuda and the Isle of Man); and

Zone B means any country not in Zone A.
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Appendix 20
GUIDANCE NOTES ON RECONCILIATION OF FIRM'S BALANCES
WITH A COUNTERPARTY WHICH IS A MEMBER OF AN EXCHANGE
(rule 10-11(4))

Introduction

1 The purpose of this guidance is to state how under rule 10-11(4) the
reconciliation process with counterparties which are also members of
exchanges should be performed.

Scope

2 The reconciliation to be performed with counterparties should cover all
outstanding balances and securities positions with such counterparties from
all sources except to the extent that the components of such balances and
securities positions have been agreed by other means. Agreement by other
means shall include (but is not to be limited to) those which have been�

(a) matched or cleared through an exchange, clearing house or clearing
system; or

(b) verified by dispatch to or receipt from the counterparty of a confirmation
or statement. Such verification should have been evidenced in writing
or by electronic media.

3 The reconciliation should cover all remaining outstanding items including, for
example, fee-based items, dividends where these are on the firm's balance
sheet, coupons, amounts arising under OTC contracts, repurchase and
reverse repurchase agreements and securities lending and borrowing.

4 The items to be included should be all those past trade date which is
consistent with trade date accounting.

5 Where necessary a firm should initially circularise a list of all relevant open
items as set out above rather than a net balance. A firm should identify the
assumptions made by them in ascertaining which balances (or types of
balances) have been included in the reconciliation. A firm should also identify
where the balances or securities positions with a counterparty arise from
different accounts operated by them with that counterparty.

6 The scope of the rule is intended to cover nil balances although these may be
covered on a sample basis only. They are included because discrepancies in
such balances may only come to light as being incorrectly stated on the
performance of a circularisation. However, reconciliations of nil balances do
not need to be performed where�

(a) the counterparty is also a firm; or

(b) there has been no outstanding balance with the counterparty at any
point during the year.
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Timing

7 It is considered preferable for a firm to be aware in advance at which periods
of the year they will receive reconciliations requests. This may be of use to a
firm in enabling it to plan in advance the allocation of staff for the performance
of the reconciliations. Thus, it is suggested that a firm submits such
circularisations, where possible, at calendar quarter end dates. It is
considered that, in any case, the majority of firms would be likely to circularise
such statements at these dates. However, a firm will be eligible to circularise
at other dates as, for example, when its own annual or quarterly accounting
reference dates do not coincide with the calendar quarter end.

8 A firm may perform the reconciliation in conjunction with the work undertaken
by its auditors for the purposes of the annual audit.

The obligation on firms

9 Where a firm receives a statement from a counterparty during the year, the
recipient firm is not also required by virtue of rule 10-11(4) to send a further
statement to that counterparty in the same year.

10 A recipient of a circularisation request from another firm must use its best
endeavours to respond. Notwithstanding paragraphs 7 and 8 above, this
obligation will apply even if this request is received more frequently than once
a year from the same counterparty or is wider in scope than required by
paragraphs 2 to 6 above (for example, by also covering balances which have
already been agreed by other means). Rule 10-11 only requires that specific
balances be covered. This is intended as a minimum requirement and not
necessarily as the norm. If a firm need not reply to a request more than once
a year or which covered balances of a wider scope, firms would be
discouraged from requesting such reconciliations.

11 Rule 10-11(6) requires a firm to respond, within one month of receipt, to a
circularisation request received from another firm. The one month response
period should also be observed in relation to circularisation requests received
under rule 10-11(4).

12 It is not considered necessary to issue detailed guidance for the procedure to
be adopted in cases where the recipient does not reply to a circularisation
request sent by a firm. It is intended that a firm need only take reasonable
steps to obtain any such reply. However, before a firm has taken such steps,
it should not assume that the circularisation is agreed merely due to the
absence of a reply from the counterparts.
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Appendix 21
NOTES ON THE VALUATION OF POSITIONS
(rule 10-41(9))

Introduction

1 Rule 10-41(9) states that a position must be valued at its close out price, where
close out price means that a long position should be valued at current bid
price and a short position at current offer price.  In addition, rule 10-41(9)
states that a firm must value a position on a prudent and consistent basis, and
have regard to the liquidity of the instrument concerned and any special
factors that may adversely affect the closure of the position.

2 The following paragraphs give general indications to firms on the appropriate
valuation methodology.  However, it is emphasised that prudence should be
the overriding influence in the valuation exercise and that, where uncertainty
exists as to the most appropriate price, the firm should use that price which
gives the most conservative valuation.

General principles

3 Firms should value positions by reference to market prices, but where
necessary should add a prudent and appropriate buffer to the bid or offer
price to account for factors which would adversely affect the firm�s ability to
realise the close-out value, such as -

(a) the liquidity of the security in question;

(b) the size of the position held in that security relative to the sizes at
which prices are quoted;

(c) the direction of the position (long or short) relative to the current
direction of the market;

(d) the exposure of the firm to the relevant market as a whole;

(e) any conversion or foreign exchange costs that would be incurred if the
position were closed out;

(f) any other factors which may affect the close-out price.

4 Where a mid-market or single price only is available for the security in
question, firms must adjust this price by a prudent and appropriate buffer as
outlined in paragraph 3 above.

5 With respect to paragraphs 3 and 4 above, firms should be able to
demonstrate at all times how they determined the final price applied to any
position in a security.
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Appendix 33 (exchanges)
LIST OF RECOGNISED INVESTMENT, DESIGNATED INVESTMENT
AND APPROVED EXCHANGES

1 Recognised investment exchanges

UK
The International Petroleum Exchange of London Ltd (IPE)

The London International Financial Futures and Options Exchange
The London Metal Exchange Ltd (LME)
The London Stock Exchange
OM London Exchange
virt-x
COREDEAL Limited
Jiway Limited

Overseas
The Cantor Financial Futures Exchange (CFFE)

The Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT)
The Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME)

Eurex Zurich
The National Association of Securities Dealers Incorporated (NASDAQ)
The New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX)

The New Zealand Futures and Options Exchange (NZFOE)
The Swiss Exchange (SWX)

The Sydney Futures Exchange Ltd

Warenterminborse Hannover

2 Designated investment exchanges
American Stock Exchange
Amsterdam Pork and Potato Terminal Market
Amsterdam Futures Clearing House (NLKKAS)
Australian Stock Exchange

Bolsa Mexicana de Valores

Chicago Board of Trade
Chicago Board Options Exchange
Chicago Mercantile Exchange
Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange, Inc
Commodity Exchange, Inc
Copenhagen Stock Exchange (including FUTOP)

DTB Deutsche Terminbörse
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European Options Exchange

Financiele Termijnmarkt Amsterdam
Finnish Options Market

Hong Kong Futures Exchange
Hong Kong Stock Exchange

International Securities Market Association
Irish Futures & Options Exchange (IFOX)

Johannesburg Stock Exchange

Kansas City Board of Trade
Korea Stock Exchange

Marché à Terme International de France
Marché des Options Négociables de Paris (MONEP)
MEFF Renta Fija
MEFF Renta Variable
MidAmerica Commodity Exchange
Midwest Stock Exchange
Minneapolis Grain Exchange
Montreal Stock Exchange

New York Cotton Exchange (including the Citrus Associates of the New York Cotton
Exchange)
New York Futures Exchange
New York Mercantile Exchange
New York Stock Exchange
New Zealand Futures Exchange
New Zealand Stock Exchange

OM Stockholm AB
Osaka Securities Exchange

Pacific Stock Exchange
Paris Stock Exchange
Philadelphia Board of Trade
Philadelphia Stock Exchange

Singapore International Monetary Exchange
Singapore Stock Exchange
South African Futures Exchange (SAFEX)
Swiss Options and Financial Futures Exchange
Sydney Futures Exchange

Tokyo International Financial Futures Exchange (TIFFE)
Tokyo Stock Exchange
Toronto Futures Exchange
Toronto Stock Exchange

Vancouver Stock Exchange
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3 Approved exchanges
The following exchanges are approved for the purposes of the definition of
�approved exchange� -

Antwerp (Effectenbeursvennootschap van Antwerpen)
Amsterdam Stock Exchange (Amsterdamse Effectenbeurs)
Asociacion de Intermediaros de Activos Financieros (Spanish Bond Market)
Athens Stock Exchange (ASE)

Barcelona Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Barcelona)
Basle Stock Exchange (Basler Börse)
Belgian Futures & Options Exchange (BELFOX)
Berlin Stock Exchange (Berliner Börse)
Bergen Stock Exchange (Bergen Bors)
Bilbao Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Bilbao)
Bologna Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori de Bologna)
Bolsa de Mercadorios & Futures (BM&F)
Bordeaux (Bourse de Bordeaux)
Boston Stock Exchange
Bovespa (The São Paulo Stock Exchange)
Bremen Stock Exchange (Bremer Wertpapierbörse)
Brussels Stock Exchange (Société de la Bourse des Valeurs Mobilières)  /(Effecten
Beursvennootschap van Brussel)
BVRJ (The Rio de Janeiro Stock Exchange)

Cincinnati Stock Exchange
Copenhagen Stock Exchange (Kobenhavns Fondsbors)

Dusseldorf Stock Exchange (Rheinisch-Westfälische Börse zu Düsseldorf)

Florence Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori di Firenze)

Frankfurt Stock Exchange (Frankfurter Wertpapierbörse)

Fukuoka Stock Exchange

Geneva Stock Exchange (Bourse de Genève)
Genoa Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori di Genova)

Hamburg Stock Exchange (Hanseatische Vertpapier Börse Hamburg)
Hannover (Niedersächsische Börse zu Hannover)
Helsinki Stock Exchange (Helsingin Arvopaperipörssi Osuuskunta)

Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange

Lille (Bourse de Lille)
Lyon (Bourse de Lyon)
Lisbon Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Lisbao)
Luxembourg Stock Exchange (Société de la Bourse de Luxembourg SA)
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Madrid Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Madrid)
Marseille (Bourse de Marseille)
Mercato Italiano Futures (MIF)
Mid West Stock Exchange
Milan Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori de Milano)
Munich Stock Exchange (Bayerische Börse in München)

Nagoya Stock Exchange
Nancy (Bourse de Nancy)
Nantes (Bourse de Nantes)
Naples Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori di Napoli)
New Zealand Stock Exchange

Oporto Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores do Porto)
Oslo Stock Exchange (Oslo Bors)

Palermo Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori di Palermo)

Rome Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori di Roma)

Stockholm Stock Exchange (Stockholm Fondbörs)
Stuttgart Stock Exchange (Baden-Würtembergische Wertpapierbörse zu Stuttgart))

Taiwan
Tel Aviv Stock Exchange
The Stock Exchange of Thailand
Trieste Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori di Trieste)
Trondheim Stock Exchange (Trondheims Bors)
Turin Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori de Torino)

Valencia Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Valencia)
Venice Stock Exchange (Borsa Valori de Venezia)
Vienna Stock Exchange

Zurich Stock Exchange (Zürcher Börse)
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Appendix 34 (�qualifying debt security�)
RELEVANT AGENCY

The agencies in the table below are �relevant agencies� for the purposes of the
definitions of �qualifying debt security�.

Securities
minimum
category

Money market
obligations
minimum
category

1 For all issuers
Moody�s Investors Service
Standard and Poor�s Corporation
Fitch Ratings Ltd

Baa3
BBB-
BBB-

P3
A3
A3

2 For all banks, Building Societies and parent
companies and subsidiaries of banks
Thomson BankWatch BBB- TBW-3

3 For Canadian issuers and issues in Canadian
dollars
Canadian Bond Rating Service
Dominion Bond Rating Service

B++low
BBB low

A-3
R-2

4 For Japanese issuers and issues in Japanese
yen
Fitch Ratings Ltd
Japan Credit Rating Agency, Ltd
Japan Rating and Investment Information, Inc
Mikuni & Co Ltd

BBB-
BBB-
BBB-

BBB

F-3
J-2
a-2

M-3

5 For United States issuers and issues in US
dollars
Fitch Ratings Ltd BBB- F-3
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Appendix 35 (�regulated financial institution� and �supranational
organisation�)
LIST OF REGULATED FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND
SUPRANATIONAL ORGANISATIONS

PART 1
List Of Regulators For The Purposes Of The Definition Of Regulated
Financial Institution

Australian Stock Exchange Limited;
The Hong Kong Monetary Authority;
The Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission;
Investment Dealers Association of Canada;
Japanese Ministry of Finance;
Sydney Futures Exchange;
Toronto Stock Exchange;
United States Commodity and Futures Trading Commission;
United States Securities and Exchange Commission;
Vancouver Stock Exchange.

PART 2
List Of Supranational Organisations

The African Development Bank;
The Asian Development Bank;
The Bank for International Settlements;
The Caribbean Development Bank;
The Council of Europe;
Euratom (The European Atomic Energy Community);
Eurofina (The European Company for Financing of Railroad Rolling Stock);
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development;
The European Coal and Steel Community;
The European Economic Community;
The European Investment Bank;
The Inter-American Development Bank;
The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World Bank);
The International Finance Corporation;
The International Monetary Fund;
The Nordic Investment Bank.
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Appendix 43
GUIDANCE NOTES ON THE FINANCIAL RESOURCES AND
ACCOUNTING TREATMENT OF SOFT COMMISSION AGREEMENTS

(rules 10-73 and 10-175)

1 Introduction
This Appendix contains detailed guidance to the following rules�

Rules
10-73 Expenditure requirement
10-175 CRR on other amount owed to a firm arising out of trading book

business.

2 The FSA is of the view that it is not responsible for setting accounting policies
in relation to a firm's audited annual financial statements. However, the FSA
considers that it is preferable for all firms participating in "soft commission
agreements" to have consistent accounting policies. Without such
consistency, certain firms would have a competitive advantage in terms of
their financial resources. Therefore, for the purposes of completing financial
reporting statement submitted to the FSA, appropriate accounting policies
should be used. The guidance and interpretations made in this Appendix
should be considered in this context.

3 The guidance applies to all firms which participate in "soft commission
agreements" whether or not this is the sole investment business of the firm.

4 Definition
A soft commission agreement means�
"any agreement, whether oral or written, under which a firm which deals in
securities on an advisory basis, or in the exercise of discretion, receives
goods or services in return for an assurance that not less than a certain
amount of such business will be put through or in the way of another person;"

5 Description
A "soft commission agreement" is understood as being one in which a fund
manager agrees, either formally or informally, to provide a broker with a
certain amount of commission in any one period in return for the provision of
services "free". Those services may be provided in-house or by third parties
and may take the form of specific research provided by analysts, portfolio
valuation systems, or information packages, plus the associated computer
hardware and software.
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6 Under traditional broking arrangements, the full service broker normally
receives commission in return for the total servicing of a fund manager's
account, a package which includes execution, perhaps custodianship and,
almost certainly, research, also "free". The services provided under traditional
broking arrangements are in-house i.e. within a broking group, and mostly are
not conditional upon receipt by the broker of a certain level of commission,
although there is usually an understanding which may never be articulated,
that a certain volume of business will be generated.

7 Existing difference in accounting policies
The accounting policies used can in general be divided into those which are
"profit & loss" based and those which are "balance sheet" based. Under the
former, the firm will write-off such expenditure to its profit & loss account but
will usually not accrue a liability in its financial reporting statements for
commissions received in advance. Consequently, the "normal" profit & loss
based accounting systems for expenses incurred and commissions received
will be used. It should be noted that such firms, as they are fundamentally
participating in traditional broking arrangements, may not have legally
enforceable "soft commission agreements" with their counterparties, such that
there may be no absolute contractual liability on the firm or counterparty to
provide expenditure or commission.

8 Firms using the "balance sheet" approach will accrue for liabilities but will also
tend to capitalise their expenditure under "soft commission agreements". This
may be the policy used by firms which specialise in legally enforceable "soft
commission agreements" and reflects the legal status of such agreements.
These may contract the counterparty to pay a level of commission related to
the level of expenditure incurred by the firm (and vice versa if the counterparty
has paid advance commission in excess of the expenditure paid by the firm).

9 Expenditure and balances receivable
Once expenditure is incurred for a counterparty, the soft commission broker
may claim that contractually the counterparty is bound to pay him a certain
multiple of that expenditure in the form of commission within a certain period
of time from the date the expenditure was incurred. Consequently, certain
firms have previously capitalised their expenditure and shown it as an asset
for the purposes of calculating their financial resources.

10 Required treatment
Where a firm incurs expenditure on behalf of a counterparty or counterparties
in respect of "soft commission agreements" (whether or not it is incurred in
relation to a written contract), the firm should immediately write off such
expenditure to its profit & loss account.

11 Notwithstanding the above, expenditure may be capitalised (as an asset) in
the balance sheet of the company which incurred the expenditure, only
where this amount is recoverable under a legally enforceable contract
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(see paragraph 18 below).  Where such expenditure is capitalised it will be
subject to rule 10-175.

12 Income and balances payable
Once commission income is received from a counterparty, the firm may
recognise that contractually it is bound to pay the counterparty a certain
proportion of that income, in the form of the counterparty's expenses, within a
certain period. Although certain firms are including this amount as a liability on
their balance sheet (and thus reducing their financial resources), other firms
are making no such provision.

13 Required treatment
Where a firm has a contractual liability to, or on behalf of, a counterparty or
counterparties which arises from a legally enforceable "soft commission
agreement", the firm should accrue in its financial reporting statements a
liability for the relevant proportion of any advanced commission income
received from the counterparty that will have to be subsequently incurred as
an expense by the firm in the form of a payment on behalf of the counterparty
for allowable goods and services.

14 Expenditure requirement
Once expenditure is incurred for a counterparty, the soft commission broker
may claim that contractually the counterparty is bound to pay him a certain
multiple of that expenditure in the form of commission within a certain period
and thus such expenditure should not be included in the firm's expenditure
requirement.

15 Required treatment
Expenditure incurred by soft commission brokers should be included in a
firm's expenditure requirement, unless it is incurred under a legally
enforceable "soft commission agreement" when it may be excluded from the
expenditure requirement calculation.

16 The reasoning behind this treatment is that the expenditure of a firm
participating in soft commission arrangements is similar to shared
commissions and can, therefore, be treated as though it were shared
commissions under rule 10-73(2)(f), except to the extent that such expenses
are irrecoverable, i.e. except where there is no enforceable legal agreement.

17 It is considered that certain firms may have been under the misapprehension
that there was a concession for all expenditure related to "soft commission
agreements" regardless of whether the agreement was legally enforceable.
Where a firm undertakes a mixture of business between legally enforceable
contracts and informal arrangements (all of which the firm would classify as
"soft commission agreements"), it must take great care in allocating
expenditure between legally enforceable contracts and others. Alternatively, it
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may decide to include all expenditure in the expenditure requirement
regardless of source.

18 Legally enforceable contracts
For the purposes of this guidance, for a "soft commission agreement" to be
legally enforceable there should be a specific written legal contract governing
the arrangements. The contract should be legally enforceable by the firm
involved, both in the UK and in any other relevant country.
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Appendix 47
Counterparty Weights To Be Applied In Calculating Liquidity
Adjustment And CRR
(rules 10-64 to 10-68, and 10-172 to 10-176)
This Appendix details the appropriate counterparty weights to be applied when
calculating a liquidity adjustment in accordance with rules 10-64, 10-65 and 10-66, a
requirement on a charged asset in accordance with rule 10-67 or a requirement on a
contingent liability in accordance with rule 10-68 and the CRR percentages
applicable in the calculation of a firm's CRR in accordance with rules 10-172 to 10-
176.

Type of counterparty Counterparty
weight

claims on, or explicitly guaranteed by, or collateralised with securities issued by:

- the central government or central bank of a Zone A country;
- the European Communities; or
- any other government or central bank, provided the exposure is denominated in that

country's national currency.

NIL

claims on discount houses, gilt-edged market makers, institutions with a money market
dealing relationship with the Bank of England and those Stock Exchange money brokers
which operate in the gilt-edged market, where the claims are secured on gilts, UK Treasury
bills, eligible local authority and eligible bank bills, or London CDs

10%

claims on, or explicitly guaranteed by:

- a multilateral development bank;
- the regional government or local authority of a Zone A country;
- a Zone A credit institution;
- a recognised clearing house or recognised exchange;
- a recognised third country or EEA investment firm;
- a Zone B credit institution, provided the exposure has a maturity of one year or less.

20%

any other counterparty 100%

Guidance

The guarantee should be explicit and be legally enforceable by the firm and should prevent a
firm's capital from becoming deficient as a result of experiencing a loss on such an exposure.
The exposure must be retained on the firm's balance sheet.
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Appendix 48
SECURITIES AND FUTURES FIRMS: GUIDANCE NOTES ON THE SECONDARY
REQUIREMENT

1. Illiquid assets

As set out in rule 10-74, firms are required to calculate a secondary requirement on
illiquid assets in certain circumstances.

The FSA may consider lowering the level of this part of the secondary requirement in
steps, if a firm can demonstrate, for example:

(a) that the fixed assets concerned are readily realisable or can be used as
collateral against which additional liquid funds can be raised; and

 (b) that the risks arising from its loans are well diversified, are partially or fully
secured to the FSA's satisfaction, or loans are granted only in accordance
with formal credit assessment procedures.

Other factors which the FSA may take into account will include:

(a) whether the assets are core to the firm's ongoing business and therefore their
ready realisation will be inhibited;

(b) the relationship between the balance sheet value and market value of the
assets;

(c) the nature of counterparties concerned where relevant;

(d) the number of individual illiquid assets greater in value than 10% of initial
capital plus interim year's profit and loss; and the size of the excess of total
illiquid assets over 25% of initial capital plus interim profit and loss.

2. Discretionary secondary requirement

A firm may be required to include at the FSA's discretion (by the imposition of a
requirement) a secondary requirement as part of its financial resources requirement.
In setting a secondary requirement, the FSA will take into account whether a firm
meets the following criteria.

Liquidity management

The FSA will consider whether a firm can demonstrate that it has procedures to
manage its current and future cashflows and capital requirements and planned
routes to obtain additional capital.

The factors which the FSA may take into account the following when evaluating a
firm's ability to satisfy this criterion include:
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(a) the frequency and detail with which cashflow forecasting is performed;

(b) the ability to monitor the mismatch of cashflows, in particular the effect of
individual transactions on a firm's liquidity;

(c) the availability of banking facilities;

(d) the existence of excess capital in group companies or the financial standing of
the firm's controllers or both; and

(e) the firm's gearing ratio.

Management

A firm must be able to demonstrate that, given the nature and size of its business,
effective management control is exercised.

In considering this criterion, the factors that the FSA may take into account include:

(a) the level of product awareness and managerial experience of senior
management;

(b) the number and location of senior managers in the context of the type and
size of firm;

(c) where appropriate, the independence of senior management, including the
possible existence of an internal audit function;

(d) the extent to which senior management monitors and controls the day to day
activities of the firm including, for example, the setting and monitoring of limits
governing credit and market exposures;

(e) the integrity and attitude towards regulation of senior management; and

(f) the existence of clearly defined business strategy laid down by the firm's
senior management and the extent to which this has been communicated to
the appropriate staff, including, for example, consideration of products,
markets, client base, staffing and systems.

Systems and control

Taking into account the size of the firm, the diversity of its business activities, the
volume, size and frequency of transactions and the degree of risk arising therefrom,
a firm must be able to demonstrate that it has established and maintained effective
systems and methods of internal control.

In considering this criterion, the factors that  the FSA may take into account include:

(a) the existence of standard operating procedures laid down by management
and adhered to by staff governing the way in which businesses are
performed, who may commit the firm, the methods for recording and
processing transactions and the production of management information;
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(b) how frequently these operating procedures are reviewed to ensure that they
continue to address the activities of the firm;

(c) the existence of risk management systems which, based on the nature, size
and complexity of the business, measure the risks incurred in all their
activities including market, credit, operational and legal risks and include
control mechanisms to alert management where risks become unacceptably
high e.g. exception reports;

(d) whether staff are sufficient in number, have appropriate experience, skill
levels and specialised knowledge to manage the risks of processing, reporting
and controlling the business undertaken.

(e) the existence of management information which allows management to
determine whether the firm is meeting its strategic plans, budget, forecasts
etc.

(f) the degree of centralisation of control procedures and systems;

(g) the firm's commitment to staff training;

(h) where appropriate, the effective use of an internal audit function;

(i) the existence of an independent review procedure to assess the risks arising
from new and ongoing business activities;

(j) the frequency of external verification of data held relating to, for example
prices, debtors, creditors, balances with depositories and clearing houses;

(k) the existence of documented systems specifications;

(l) the existence of adequate and tested back-up facilities and disaster recovery
plans;

(m) the availability of maintenance and programming expertise;

(n) the age, degree of automation and integration of a firm's systems and the
ability of a firm's systems to process additional data; and

(o) the existence of insurance cover appropriate to the firm's activities.
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Appendix 49 - Equity PRAs
1 Equity method 1 PRAs

Category PRAs

Single stocks in qualifying countries (see 6 below) 12%

Other single stocks 16%

Broad-based equity indices which are not broken down into constituent stocks 8%

Guidance

Equity method 1 PRA includes both specific risk and general market risk. When calculating
the LER for positions treated under the issuing market method, 8% should be deducted from
the equity method 1 PRA to obtain the appropriate specific risk weighting.

2 Specific risk PRAs for equity method 2

Category Specific risk PRAs

Single stocks in qualifying countries(see 6 below) 4%

unless the position fulfils the
criteria set out below (paragraph
5) in which case

2%

Other single stocks 8%

Broad-based equity indices which are not broken down into constituent stocks

0%

3 Specific risk PRAs for equity methods 3 and 4

Category Specific risk PRAs

Single stocks 4%

unless the position fulfils the
criteria set out below (paragraph
5) in which case

2%

Broad-based equity indices which are not broken down into constituent stocks 0%

Guidance

For the purposes of Tables 1, 2 and 3 above, a broad-based index is one in which the number
and nature of the constituent equities are such that the index will behave as "the market".
Where a firm is in any doubt it should apply the single stock weights and consult the FSA.
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4 General market risk PRAs

Category General market risk PRAs

Single stocks in qualifying countries (see 6 below) 8%

Other single stocks 8%

Broad-based equity indices 8%

5 Criteria for applying 2% specific risk

A firm may only apply a 2% specific risk PRA in the following circumstances�

(a) the position must be eligible to be treated under equity method 2;

(b) the position must be�

(i) a constituent of an index shown in the table below; or

(ii) a constituent of the FT-Actuaries World Indices in a qualifying
country; or

(iii) a stock of a UK incorporated company, traded on the London
Stock Exchange, has at least six registered market makers and
has a Normal Market Size (NMS) of at least 5,000 shares; and

(c) (i) the position may not exceed 10% of the gross value of the
country portfolio; and

(ii) the total gross value of all positions comprising between 5% and
10% of the gross value of the country portfolio must not exceed
50% of the gross value of the country portfolio.
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Table of constituent indices

Country Index

Australia All Ordinaries

Belgium BEL 20

Canada TSE 35

France CAC 40

Germany DAX

Italy MIB 30

Japan Nikkei 225

Netherlands EOE

Spain IBEX 35

Sweden OMX

Switzerland SMI

UK FTSE 100

UK FTSE Mid 250

US S&P 500

6 Qualifying countries for equity method

Qualifying countries for the equity method are�

Australia Ireland

Austria Italy

Belgium Japan

Canada Luxembourg

Denmark Netherlands

Finland Portugal

France Spain

Germany Sweden

Greece Switzerland

Hong Kong UK

USA
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Appendix 50 �
Equity PRAs For Equity Method 3 - Alternative 2 - Calculation 1

CATEGORY 1

(%)

2 3

A UK AND IRELAND
Constituents of the FT-SE 100 Index 10.5 ]
Other constituents of the FT All-Share
Index

15.0 ] 86 27

Other equities with a normal market
size

18.0 ]

Other UK and Irish equities 25.0 n/a

B JAPAN
Constituents of the Nikkei 225 Index 10.5 ] 26
Other constituents of the First Section
of the Tokyo Stock Exchange

18.0 ] 88

Other Japanese equities 25.0 n/a

C USA
Constituents of Standard and Poors
500 Index

11.5 ]

Other constituents of the NYSE,
AMEX

] 94 23

and NASDAQ NMS 20.0 ]
Other US equities 25.0 n/a

D CONSTITUENTS OF THE FT-
ACTUARIES WORLD INDICES
Australia 21.0 292 72
Belgium 12.0 75 43
Canada 17.0 198 31
Denmark 16.5 157 45
France 15.5 161 64
Germany 12.0 92 69
Hong Kong 22.0 180 121
Italy 16.5 137 84
Netherlands 13.0 116 61
Norway 17.0 179 102
Singapore 16.0 123 107
Spain 17.5 170 120
Sweden 15.5 149 58
Switzerland 10.0 60 49

E OTHER EQUITIES 30.0 n/a n/a
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Appendix 51
List of Exchanges for Margin Requirement Method

Where a firm is applying the margin requirement method, the multiplication factors in
the table below must be used.

Exchange Multiplication Factor

Australian Stock Exchange 4

Belgian Futures and Options Exchange 2

Chicago Board Options Exchange 3

Chicago Board of Trade 6

Chicago Mercantile Exchange 6

Commodity Exchange Inc 5

Copenhagen Stock Exchange (including FUTOP) 2

DTB Deutsche Terminborse 3

European Options Exchange 3

FINEX 8

Finnish Options Market 3

Hong Kong Futures Exchange 3

IDEM (Italian Derivatives Market) 4

Irish Futures and Options Exchange 2

Kansas City Board of Trade 4

Korea Stock Exchange 2

London International Financial Futures and
Options Exchange

4

Marché des Options Negociables de Paris 2

Marché à Terme International de France 2

Meff Renta Fija 2

Meff Renta Variable 2

MidAmerica Commodity Exchange 7

MIF (Mercato Italiano Futures) 2

Montreal Stock Exchange 4

Nagoya Stock Exchange 2

New Zealand Futures Exchange 4

OM Stockholm 2

OMLX London 2

Osaka Securities Exchange 2
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Oslo Stock Exchange 2

Philadelphia Stock Exchange 8

Sao Paulo Stock Exchange 2

Singapore International Monetary Exchange 4

South African Futures Exchange 3

Swiss Options and Financial Futures Exchange 2

Sydney Futures Exchange 4

Tokyo International Financial Futures Exchange 4

Tokyo Stock Exchange 2

Toronto Futures Exchange 4

Vancouver Stock Exchange 4

ANY OTHER EXCHANGE NOT LISTED ABOVE 15
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Appendix 52
Options And Warrants On Equities - The Hedging Method Of
Calculating PRR

The table below must be used where a firm applies the hedging method to an equity
hedging an option or company issued warrant on that equity.

Option position In the money by
more than P%

In the money by
less than P%

Out of the
money

Long in Long put zero Wp X

security Short call Y Y Z

Short in Long call zero Wc X

security Short put Y Y Z

Key

P% The equity method 1 PRA%

Wp [(P%- 100%) x equity position valued at the exercise price] + mark to market value of equity position

Wc [(100% + P%) x equity position valued at the exercise price] - mark to market value of equity position

X The mark to market value of the equity position multiplied by the equity method 1 PRA in Appendix
49

Y The mark to market value of the equity position multiplied by the equity method 1 PRA in Appendix
49. This result may be reduced by the mark to market value of the option or warrant, subject to a
maximum reduction to zero

Z The hedging method is no longer permitted - other permitted methods must be used for both the
option or warrant and the equities
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Appendix 53
Interest Rate PRAs

1 Specific risk PRAs

Issuer Maturity Specific risk PRA
(%)

An issue of, or fully guaranteed by, a Zone A central
government or central bank

any 0

An issue of, or fully guaranteed by, a Zone B central
government or central bank denominated in the
domestic currency

0-12 m 0

An issue collateralised by claims on or securities of a
Zone A central government or central bank, or the
European Communities; or

any 0.125

An issue of the European Communities

Other qualifying debt securities 0-6 m 0.25

6-24 m 1.00

Over 24 m 1.60

Any other issuer any 8
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2 Maturity-based general market risk PRAs

Zone Maturity Band PRA(%)

Coupon 3% or
more

Coupon less
than 3%

Qualifying currencies
(see 4 below)

Other
currencies

One 0 - 1 m 0 - 1 m 0.00 0.00

1 - 3 m 1 - 3 m 0.20 0.40

3 - 6 m 3 - 6 m 0.40 0.80

6 - 12 m 6 - 12 m 0.70 1.40

Two 1 - 2 yr 1 - 1.9 yr 1.25 2.50

2 - 3 yr 1.9 - 2.8 yr 1.75 3.50

3 - 4 yr 2.8 - 3.6 yr 2.25 4.50

Three 4 - 5 yr 3.6 - 4.3 yr 2.75 5.50

5 - 7 yr 4.3 - 5.7 yr 3.25 6.50

7 - 10 yr 5.7 - 7.3 yr 3.75 7.50

10 - 15 yr 7.3 - 9.3 yr 4.50 9.00

15 - 20 yr 9.3 - 10.6 yr 5.25 10.50

over 20 yr 10.6 - 12 yr 6.00 12.00

12 - 20 yr 8.00 16.00

over 20 yr 12.50 25.00

3 Maturity-based matching factors

Matching factor

Same maturity band 10%

Zone 1 40%

Zone 2 30%

Zone 3 30%

Adjacent Zones 40%

Zone 1 and Zone 3 150%
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4 Qualifying currencies for interest rate method

The qualifying currencies for the interest rate method are�

Austria euro Italy euro

Belgium euro Japan (Yen)

Canada (Dollar) Luxembourg euro

Denmark (Krone) Netherlands euro

euro Portugal euro

Finland euro Spain euro

France euro Sweden (Krona)

Germany euro Switzerland (Franc)

Greece (Drachma) UK (Sterling)

Ireland euro US (Dollar)
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Appendix 54
Options And Warrants On Qualifying Debt Securities - The Hedging
Method Of Calculating PRR

The table below must be used to calculate the PRR where a firm applies the hedging
method to a qualifying debt security hedging an option or bond warrant on that
security.

Option position In the money by more
than P%

In the money by less
than P%

Out of the
money

Long in
security

Long put
Short call

zero
Y

Wp
Y

X
Z

Short in
security

Long call
Short put

zero
Y

Wc
Y

X
Z

Key

P% The sum of the specific risk PRA and the maturity-based general market risk PRA for the debt
security.

Wp [(P%- 100%) x debt position valued at the exercise price ]+ mark to market value of debt position

Wc [(100% + P%) x debt position valued at the exercise price] - mark to market value of debt position

X The mark to market value of the debt position multiplied by the sum of the specific risk PRA and
maturity-based general market risk PRA in Appendix 53

Y The mark to market value of the debt position multiplied by the sum of the specific risk PRA and
maturity-based general market risk PRA in Appendix 53. This result may be reduced by the mark to
market value of the option or bond warrant, subject to a maximum reduction to zero.

Z The hedging method is no longer permitted - other permitted methods must be used for both the
option or bond warrant and the debt securities.
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Appendix 55
Guidance Notes On The Application Of Adequate Collateral Or
Acceptable Collateral To Reduce Counterparty Exposures

Introduction

1 The purpose of this note is to give guidance to firms on how collateral
received from counterparties may be applied to reduce exposures to
counterparties on which CRR and liquidity adjustments are calculated.

Types of collateral

2 The FSA recognises two different definitions of collateral�

(a) acceptable collateral, which is a fairly limited definition and includes
only cash, gold and silver bullion, certificates of deposit issued by and
lodged with the firm, securities issued by Zone A central governments,
Zone A central banks and the European Communities; and

(b) adequate collateral, which is a much broader definition and includes as
well as the types of collateral listed in (a) above, shares, Talisman
short-term certificates, letters of credit and guarantees.

Status and value of collateral

3 In order that a firm may rely on collateral to reduce exposures to
counterparties, it must meet certain criteria, i.e. the firm must have an
unconditional right to apply or realise the collateral for the purposes of
repaying the counterparty's obligations to the firm; and in the case of
adequate collateral, it may not be issued by the counterparty. Collateral
should be accurately valued, in particular collateral in the form of securities
must be marked to market daily using the same principles as used for valuing
positions (rule 10-41).

Application of collateral

4 Acceptable collateral may be used to reduce an exposure arising under any of
rules 10-65, 10-66 and 10-170 to 10-176. Any uncovered exposure will then
be subject to the relevant liquidity adjustment or CRR percentage.

5 Adequate collateral may be applied to counterparty exposures in two different
ways. If the counterparty exposure arises on a transaction subject to rule 10-
173 (repurchase and reverse repurchase, securities lending and borrowing
and sale and buy back agreements), only that part of the exposure left
uncovered will be subject to the relevant CRR percentage. If the counterparty
exposure arises on a transaction, subject to rules 10-172 (free deliveries of
securities), 10-174 (derivative transactions) or 10-175 (other amounts owed to
a firm arising out of trading book business), the part of the counterparty
exposure covered by adequate collateral will be subject to a maximum 8%
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CRR percentage, while the part of the counterparty exposure left uncovered
will be subject to the CRR percentage detailed in the relevant rule.
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Appendix 56
Guide To Adequate Credit Management Policy (ACMP)
(rules 10-172 to 10-175, 10-300 and "ACMP")

Introduction

1 This appendix contains general guidance on the standards which the FSA
expects a firm's ACMP to meet.

Objective

2 The FSA's objective is to ensure that adequate procedures and controls are in
place to manage effectively the granting of credit and the monitoring and
controlling of credit risk.

Scope

3 The guidance applies to any firm which wishes to:

(a) take advantage of the lower CRR percentages (by which counterparty
exposures must be multiplied); and

(b) have its ACMP taken into account in the determination of the
appropriate level of its secondary requirement.

4 Before a firm may use the lower percentages in calculating CRR and in
preparing its financial reporting statements, it must meet the requirements set
by 10-300.  The ACMP and its operation will be reviewed periodically by the
FSA and, where it is no longer operating effectively, the firm may be in breach
of those requirements.

Background

5 The FSA is aware that firms grant credit to counterparties in many different
ways, including for example, loans to cover actual margin calls as a result of
delays between trade date and final settlement or of late settlement etc. This
guidance is designed to cover all instances where a firm becomes exposed to
credit risk although, depending on the way in which credit risk arises, the
procedures for managing it may differ.

6 In considering the credit management policies of a firm, the FSA will expect
the firm to operate a robust control structure which is appropriate to the size,
scale and nature of its business and the diversity and complexity of its
exposures.  The FSA recognises that different approaches to and styles of
credit management can create an effective operational control environment.
Therefore, it is not appropriate for the FSA to lay down prescriptive standards
which it would expect a firm to meet, but rather to suggest a broad framework
which is flexible, allows for individualised solutions and can accommodate and
encourage evolutionary developments.
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7 The prime components of a sound credit risk management process are:

- the definition by a firm of what constitutes a credit exposure/risk and is
therefore covered by the firm's ACMP;

- a comprehensive credit risk measurement approach;

- the existence of guidelines and other parameters used to determine
credit limits and govern the level and types of risk taken; together with

- a strong management information system for controlling, monitoring
and reporting exposures.

Thus, when the FSA reviews a firm's credit management process, it will seek
comfort that credit exposures are managed and controlled in a highly
disciplined manner and that the relevant staff are well versed in the firm's
credit procedures.

8 Where a firm's credit risk management is controlled or overseen by its parent
or an affiliate in the same group, provided that the firm can identify reasonable
grounds for believing that the level of control is suitable, this should not
impede use of the firm's ACMP.

General principles

9 In forming its view as to the adequacy of a firm's credit risk management
process, the general characteristics which the FSA may take into account
include the following:

Role of senior management

(a) whether the framework of credit risk management, i.e. a firm's policies
and procedures, is overseen by the board of directors or an equivalent
management body;

Procedures

(b) whether there are clearly established lines of responsibility and levels
of authority for:

- the granting of credit to a counterparty;

- extending its permitted use to cover risk arising on a product new to
the counterparty;

- increasing existing credit facilities; and

- the monitoring and controlling of all credit risk;

(c) the extent to which the functions of granting, measuring, monitoring
and controlling credit risk are managed independently of the front office
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with a direct reporting line to the senior management ultimately
responsible for credit risk management;

(d) whether good channels of communication exist which ensure that the
firm's credit management procedures are well understood and followed
by all relevant personnel;

(e) whether procedures exist for identifying unintentional credit exposures
and dealing with counterparty which has failed to settle its obligations
to the firm,(whether merely due to a delay or actual default), or which is
expected not to settle its obligations on the due date; including
arrangements for closing out transactions. In addition, the FSA may
consider whether a firm has the ability to identify and attempt to predict,
as well as quantify, any shortfall as it arises and on an aged basis;

(f) whether mechanisms exist for a daily comparison of exposures with
credit limits, including the production of exception reports, and the
procedures to be followed to deal with the results of those exception
reports;

Documentation

(g) whether a firm's credit management policies and procedures are
properly documented and reviewed by the firm on a regular and
thorough basis to ensure that they continue to remain appropriate and
sound;

(h) whether records are kept in respect of each counterparty (identified on
an individual legal entity basis) indicating in sufficient detail, the level of
credit risk to a counterparty to which the firm is willing to expose itself.
Where a firm grants a credit facility similar to a loan to cover, for
example, margin calls, such records might give details of the credit
facility extended to a counterparty together with any information
gathered in support of the decision to grant that credit facility, the types
of transaction which the firm may enter into with the counterparty and
to which the credit facility may be allocated. Credit information relating
to counterparties should be regularly updated and reviewed by the firm
to ensure that any credit facility granted remains appropriate;

Collateral and margin

(i) whether the firm has written policies relating to the margining and
collateral arrangements with its counterparties. Terms of business or
customer agreements would normally detail the circumstances when
margin might be called, and the type and level of collateral which would
be acceptable to the firm on the basis of its liquidity, volatility and ability
to be realised. In addition, it may be relevant to consider the degree to
which a firm's collateral records are kept up to date and include details
of the practical procedures for the realisation of such collateral.
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Measurement and monitoring of exposures

(j) whether a firm has mechanisms for identifying the level of
concentration of credit risk exposures to each individual counterparty,
and each group of connected counterparties, etc on a regular and
timely basis;

(k) where a firm uses risk reduction techniques (such as master
agreements, netting agreements, collateralisation arrangements or the
taking of third party credit enhancements, including letters of credit and
guarantees), whether the firm has procedures for scrutinising
documents and assessing their impact on the credit risk of the firm and
assessing the quality of any guarantees or letters of credit;

(l) depending on the nature of the credit exposures to which a firm is
subject, whether the firm's mechanisms for measuring such exposures
are appropriate to cover the type or level of risk to which they give rise.
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Additional Guidance on the FSA's Assessment of ACMPs

Preamble

This document is intended as a guide to those areas of Credit Management Policies
which the FSA will address when considering their adequacy.

A definition of credit and the measurement of credit risk

The FSA expects that firms have a clear definition of what is considered to be �credit
risk� (by whatever name it is known) within the firm.

The FSA expects firms to consider in depth the measurement of the extent of Credit
Risk which is incurred vis a vis any given counterparty.  Firms should be aware that
the extent of credit risk incurred will not necessarily be the same as the nominal
value of contracts entered into (�value at risk� concept).

The FSA will expect that firms measure and monitor the extent of Credit Risk
incurred vis a vis any given counterparty by reference to a system of limits showing
the maximum Credit Risk which the firm considers it prudent to incur vis a vis that
counterparty having regard for the financial strength of the counterparty.

The FSA expects there to be adequate procedures within the firm for the recognition
of where credit risk may be incurred, for the approval of incurring such risk, and,
once incurred, for the monitoring of that risk to ensure the satisfactory recovery of all
amounts owed to the firm by a counterparty.

The decision to grant credit

If there is a formal decision making body (e.g. a �Credit Committee�) which reviews
applications for credit:

• How does it derive its authority?

• What is the extent of any Credit Committee�s authority as regards:

• amount of credit granted

• tenor of credit granted

• products for which credit lines may be approved

• industry sectors for which credit lines may be approved?

• How is any Credit Committee constituted?

• What are the qualifications of any Credit Committee�s members to make
the decisions required of them?
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• Independence of Committee from profit centres

• Recording of Approvals

If there is no formal committee, what procedures exist to ensure adequate collective
responsibility for credit decisions giving regard for the duality (�four eyes�) principle
and independence of decisions made from profit centres likely to benefit from
income? e.g.

• �round robin� circulation of papers to Directors/Credit Management

• individual sign off on each transaction/deal

Many of the comments noted above concerning a �Credit Committee� will be relevant
also where no formal Committee meets, as will the following remarks concerning the
documentation provided to those making credit decisions.

What documentation is provided to those charged with reaching decision to grant
credit?

Cover sheet detailing proposed credit.

• Name of proposed counterparty (identify correct legal entity)

• Address of proposed counterparty

• Amount of credit

• Currency of credit

• Tenor of credit

• Collateral/Security proposed (where applicable)

• Remuneration for credit granted

• Products

• Existing exposure to counterparty (in case of increase/review)

• Previous payment performance of counterparty (in case of increase/review)

Financial information on proposed counterparty.

In order to ascertain the financial strengths and weaknesses of a proposed
counterparty The FSA expects firms to revert to financial information, some
examples of which are given below.

• Annual report and accounts

• Analysis of annual reports and accounts
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• Credit reference agency reports e.g. Dun and Bradstreet

• Rating agency reports e.g. Standard and Poors, Moody�s

• Brokers reports

• Bank status reports

• Statements of net worth

�Credit memorandum� or other internally produced paper outlining the reason for
proposing the granting of credit to the counterparty.

Some areas which might be covered by such a memorandum are as follows:

• Background information on relationship with proposed counterparty

• Commentary/analysis of financial information

• Future prospects (for profitability, growth etc.)

• Reason for present proposal

• What benefit will it bring to a firm's relationship with company?

• Perceived risks in providing the credit proposed

• What measures have been taken to mitigate these risks?

• Provision of management accounts

• imposition of financial covenants

• Taking of security

• Comments on the collateral or security to be taken

• Comments on legal documentation to be employed

• Industry exposure

• Country exposure

• Spread of counterparties - large exposures

The monitoring of credit exposure

Once a proposal to grant credit has been approved The FSA will expect that there
are adequate procedures in place to ensure the proper monitoring of all credit
exposures entered into.
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The FSA expects the monitoring function to be separate from and managed
independently of those profit centres which may benefit from the incurring of credit
risk.

In order to ensure adequate monitoring of credit exposure it will be necessary for
firms to ensure that decisions concerning credit matters are communicated promptly
and efficiently to those who are responsible for their utilisation and monitoring.  firms
may wish to consider how such matters are communicated to:

• Those entitled to commit the firm

• Credit Control Officers

• Senior Management

• Documentation Staff

The FSA will consider the methods by which this information is communicated e.g.
memorandum, manual lists, credit procedures manuals etc.

Computer systems

Where use is made of computer systems The FSA will consider the various methods
by which the integrity of databases is ensured.  These could include

• Password protection/access rights

• Accuracy/key verification

• Duality principle

• Physical security of systems

• Back up

Where information is transferred between computer systems e.g. for reporting
purposes or to PC based systems The FSA will consider any reconciliations which
are performed.

Reporting

The FSA expects there to be an adequate reporting system for the monitoring of
credit exposure.  Many firms make use of a series of reports, analysing their credit
exposure based on a number of different criteria.  Examples of the kinds of reports
which may be found useful by firms are given below.

• Excess reports/Exception reports

• Exposure reports
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• by customer/group/connected customers

• by industry

• by country

• Overdue payments reports

• Facilities due for review

• Facilities by collateral/security type

• Collateral/security held

• Large Exposures

The FSA will give consideration to the frequency of production of reports used in
monitoring credit risk.

Credit Risk Management/Control

The FSA will expect to be given details of the action taken where monitoring shows
that any aspect of credit exposure is not in line with previously agreed parameters.

For example where exposure is in excess of approved limits The FSA will expect to
be informed about what action is taken, where payments are not received, how this
is followed up.  If a counterparty�s financial standing deteriorates, what action is
taken to attempt to mitigate possible credit loss?
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Documentation

The FSA expects firms to have adequate procedures in place to be certain that all
transactions which require documentation are documented and that this occurs
within an acceptable time frame, and that any transactions which fail to be
documented are identified and reported to Senior Management for appropriate action
to be taken.

The FSA expects any staff responsible for documentation to be separate from front
office/profit centres and have an independent reporting structure.  This will ensure
that the commercial wish to trade and do business does not cloud the negotiation of
effective and binding legal documentation.

• Suitability of documentation to be used

• Preparation of documentation

• Qualification of staff (or choice of solicitors to be instructed)

• Training of documentation staff

• Tenacity of documentation staff

Basic documentation to be obtained from all counterparties might include

• Certificate of incorporation

• Memorandum and articles of association (M&AA)

• Board Resolution

Other documents which a firm may wish to call for prior to entering into transactions
would include:

• a statement of officers authorised to act for the counterparty and to commit
it to transactions

• a list of authorised signatories where one exists

• an audited annual report or interim figures

• credit reference report or bank status report

Other areas for consideration could include:

• Prompt execution of documentation

• Monitoring response to documents sent out

• Chasing where no response

• Reporting missing documentation to senior management
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• Proper execution

• Secure storage of documentation

• Regular review of documentation held

Ongoing review of credit risk

The FSA expects firms to have in place adequate procedures for the annual (or more
frequent) review of credit risk.

• Scope of the review

• Financial information

• Action where concern is raised

• Possible need for more frequent review

• Monitoring of counterparties� performance

• Defaults and delinquent and bad debts

• Provisioning policy

The FSA will expect a firm to be able to explain what action may be taken as the
result of review e.g. reduction of credit limit, calling for further collateral etc. where
the review indicates cause for concern.

Documentation of credit policies and procedures and customer files

The FSA will expect firms to consider the manner in which their Credit Policies are
documented.  Areas for comment could include:

• Credit Procedures manuals and the context in which they are used

• Internal Board Minutes showing delegated authority

• Credit Committee Minutes

• Operations manuals

• Training material for staff

• Internal memorandum detailing credit policy

• Customer Credit files, to contain
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• credit analysis information

• copies of decisions to grant credit

• copies of relevant documentation

• press cuttings

• copies of data input documents
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Appendix 57
List Of Exchanges And Clearing Houses Recognised For The
Purposes Of IPRU(INV)10

The following lists are not lists of the Recognised Investment Exchanges and the
Recognised Clearing Houses to which the RIE and RCH Sourcebook (REC) applies.
Inclusion of an exchange or clearing house in the following list does not imply its recognition
under Part XVIII of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.  The following lists of
exchanges and clearing houses are solely for the purposes of IPRU(INV)10.

1 Exchanges recognised for the purposes of IPRU(INV)10

American Stock Exchange LLC

Amsterdam Exchanges (AEX)

AmStock Exchange of Lower Saxony Hannover (Niedersächsische Börse zu Hannover)

Athens Stock Exchange (ASE) - Thessaloniki Stock Exchange Centre (TSEC)

Australian Stock Exchange Ltd.

Baden-Wurttemberg Stock Exchange Stuttgart (Bayrische Börse)

Barcelona Stock Exchange (La Bolsa de Valores de Barcelona)

Bavarian Stock Exchange Munich (Bayrische Börse)

Belgian Futures and Options Exchange (BELFOX)

Berlin Stock Exchange (Berliner Wertpapierbörse)

Bilbao Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Bilbao)

Bourse de Montréal

Bremen Stock Exchange (Bremer Wertpapierbörse)

Canadian Venture Exchange

Chicago Board of Trade

Chicago Mercantile Exchange

Chicago Board Options Exchange Inc.

Copenhagen Stock Exchange (Københavns Fondsbørs)

Deutsche Börse AG

Eurex Deutschland

Eurex Zurich

Euronext Amsterdam NV

Euronext Brussels Ltd.

Euronext Paris SA

Frankfurt Stock Exchange (Frankfurter Wertpapierbörse)

Hanseatic Stock Exchange Hamburg (Hanseatische Wertpapierbörse Hamburg)

Helsinki Exchanges

Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing

International Petroleum Exchange of London Ltd.
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Irish Stock Exchange

Italian Exchange

Bolsa de Valores de Lisboa e Porto (BVLP)

London International Financial Futures and Options Exchange (LIFFE)

London Metal Exchange Ltd.

London Stock Exchange Ltd.

Luxembourg Stock Exchange (Société de la Bourse de Luxembourg SA)

Madrid Stock Exchange (La Bolsa de Valores de Madrid)

Marché à Terme International de France (MATIF)

MEFF Renta Variable

Mercado AIAF de Renta Fija, SA

Mercato Italiano Derivati (IDEM)

Mercato Italiano Futures (MIF)

Nagoya Stock Exchange

The Nasdaq Stock Exchange

New York Mercantile Exchange

New York Stock Exchange Inc.

OM London

OM Stockholm Exchange

Osaka Securities Exchanges

The Oslo Stock Exchange (Oslo Bors)

Pacific Stock Exchange

Rhine-Westphalian Stock Exchange Dusseldorf (Rheinisch-Westfälische Börse zu
Dűsseldorf)

Singapore Exchange

Stockholm Stock Exchange (Stockholms Fondbörs AB)

Sydney Futures Exchange

Tokyo Stock Exchange

Tokyo international Financial Futures Exchange

The Toronto Stock Exchange

Valencia Stock Exchange (La Bolsa de Valores de Valencia)

Wiener Borse AG

2 Clearing Houses recognised for the purposes of IPRU(INV)10

ASX Settlement and Transfer Corporation Pty Ltd (ASTC)

Austrian Kontroll Bank (OKB)

Board of Trade Clearing Corporation

Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia S.p.A (CCG)

Commodity Clearing Corporation
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The Emerging Markets Clearing Corporation

European Options Clearing Corporation Holding BV (EOCC)

Guarantee Fund for Danish Options and Futures (Garantifonden for Danske Optioner OG

Futures (FUTOP)

Kansas City Board of Trade Clearing Corporation

Hong Kong Futures Exchange Clearing Corporation Ltd

Hong Kong Securities Clearing Company Ltd

London Clearing House (LCH)

Norwegian Futures & Options Clearing House (Norsk Opsjonssentral A.S.)

N.V. Nederlandse Liquidatiekas (NLKKAS)

OM Stockholm AB (OM)

Options Clearing Corporation

Options Clearing House Pty Ltd (OCH)

OTOB Clearing Bank AG (OTOB)

Société de Compensation des Marchés Conditionnels (SCMC)

Sydney Futures Exchange Clearing House (SFECH Ltd)

TNS Clearing Pty Ltd (TNSC)
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Appendix 58
VERIFICATION OF INTERIM PROFITS BY EXTERNAL AUDITORS

Introduction

1 The purpose of this note is to give guidance to firms on the required level of
verification of interim profits by external auditors before a firm may include such
profits in its initial capital.

Eligibility for inclusion in initial capital

2 Interim profits must have been verified as being fairly stated by an external
auditor.  The external auditor should normally undertake at least the following -

(a) satisfy himself that the figures forming the basis of the interim profits have
been properly extracted from the underlying accounting records;

(b) review the accounting policies used in calculating the interim profits so as
to obtain comfort that they are consistent with those normally adopted by
the institution in drawing up its annual financial statements and are in
accordance with the principles required under the provisions of the
Supervision Manual;

(c) perform analytical procedures on the result to date, including comparisons
of actual performance to date with budget and with the results of prior
period(s);

(d) discuss with management the overall performance and financial position of
the institution;

(e) obtain adequate comfort that the implications of current and prospective
litigation, all known claims and commitments, changes in business activities
and provisioning for bad and doubtful debts have been properly taken into
account in arriving at the interim profits; and

(f) follow up problem areas of which the auditors are already aware in the
course of auditing the institution�s financial statements.

Submission of an interim profits verification report

3 (a) A firm must submit to the FSA a verification report signed by its external
auditor which states whether the interim results are fairly stated before it
may include the interim profits in its initial capital.

(b) In the normal course of events, wording in the form of a �negative
assurance� will be considered by the FSA to be adequate, reflecting the fact
that the scope of the verification process is less than that of a full audit of a
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firm�s results.  However, where the FSA has significant prudential concerns
about a firm, it reserves the right to require an auditor�s report giving
�positive assurance� before the firm may include the interim profits in its
initial capital.

(c) A standard form of words for �negative assurance� purposes is available
from the FSA on request.
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Appendix 59
LIST OF REGULATORS FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE
DEFINITION OF RECOGNISED THIRD COUNTRY INVESTMENT
FIRMS

Country Regulator

Australia

Canada

Australian Stock Exchange
Sydney Futures Exchange

Alberta Stock Exchange
Montreal Exchange
Toronto Stock Exchange
Vancouver Stock Exchange
Investment Dealers Association of Canada

Hong Kong Hong Kong Monetary Authority
Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission

Japan Ministry of Finance

Singapore Monetary Authority of Singapore
Stock Exchange of Singapore

South Africa Bond Exchange of South Africa
Johannesburg Stock Exchange
South African Futures Exchange

United States Securities and Exchange Commission
Commodity and Futures Trading Commission
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Chapter 13: Financial Resource Requirements for 
Personal Investment Firms

13.1 APPLICATION

13.1.1 R (1) This chapter applies to a firm which is a personal investment
firm.

(2) Sections 13.1 to 13.8 apply to a personal investment firm
which is a Category A firm.

(3) Section 13.1 and sections 13.9 to 13.12 apply to a personal
investment firm which is a Category B firm.

(4) The definitions in the Glossary at Appendix 13(1) apply to
this chapter.

13.1.1A G Firms are reminded that a media firm is not a personal investment firm.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

13.1.2 A firm must:

(1) have and maintain at all times financial resources of the
kinds and amounts specified in, and calculated in
accordance with, the rules of this chapter; and

(2) be able to meet its liabilities as they fall due.

13.1.3 R A firm must effect and maintain at all times adequate professional
indemnity insurance cover for all the business activities which it
carries on, or for which it is responsible unless rule 13.1.4 applies.

13.1.4 R The following firms are not required to effect or maintain
professional indemnity insurance:

(1) members of the same marketing group as any of the firms
specified in (a) and (b);

(a) banks, building societies, insurance companies and
friendly societies;

(b) firms with stock market capitalisation at all times of
more than £50m;

where there exists between that firm and a firm specified in
(a) or (b) a written agreement that in the event of it becoming
insolvent the firm specified in (a) or (b) will satisfy any
outstanding liabilities which it may have arising out of
claims made by private customers in relation to regulated
activities.
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(2) subsidiaries of any of the firms specified in (1)(a) or (b),
where there exists between the subsidiary and its parent or
ultimate holding company a written agreement that in the
event of it becoming insolvent its parent or ultimate holding
company will satisfy any outstanding liabilities which it may
have arising out of claims made by private customers in
relation to regulated activities.

13.1.5 E (1) To effect and maintain adequate professional indemnity
insurance cover a firm should obtain insurance cover which is at
least equivalent to the provisions set out in appendix 13(2)E and
incorporate the requirements set out in (2).

(2) The professional indemnity insurance policy should incorporate
terms which make provision for the following:

(a) legal liability in consequence of any negligence in the exercise
and conduct of the firm's business by the firm and/or by others
on behalf of the firm;

(b) the required minimum limit of indemnity for an independent
intermediary or marketing group associate as set out in (c) or
(d) as applicable:

(c) any one claim basis, 3 times relevant income subject to a
minimum limit of £100,000 any one claim; or aggregate basis, 3
times relevant income subject to a minimum limit of £500,000 in
the aggregate;

(d) the overall limit of cover in (c) and (d) need not exceed
£3,000,000 on any one claim or aggregate basis unless the firm
is a Network in which case such cover need not exceed
£5,000,000;

(e) the relevant income for an independent intermediary  or
marketing group associate means all income paid or payable
which is commission, brokerage or fees arising from the
Assured's professional business activities covered under the
policy whether regulated activities or not for the last accounting
year prior to inception or renewal of the policy or as per the
business plan for new applicants;
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(f) cover must be arranged in respect of an appointed
representative's designated investment business for which a
firm is responsible and the limit of indemnity must be calculated
accordingly;

(g) the limit of indemnity for product providers is £3,000,000
minimum;

(h) legal defence costs must be covered in addition to the
minimum limit of indemnity referred to above unless the limit
of indemnity is on an aggregate basis.  This additional cover
is limited to defence costs and not, for example, the firm's
own expenses incurred in defending or establishing claims;

(i) full retroactive cover in respect of claims arising from work
carried out in the past;

(j) the excess is not to exceed the greater of £5,000 or 3% of
relevant income;

(k) PIA Ombudsman and Ombudsman awards;

(l) dishonesty of employees including appointed representatives
and principals of appointed representatives;

(m) libel and slander;

(n) loss of documents (liability and costs and expenses incurred
in replacing, restoring or reconstructing);

(o) self-employed or contract hire persons engaged in the
insured's business are deemed to be employees of the
insured;

(p) indemnity to employees, former employees and/or
consultants.

(3) compliance with (1) may be relied upon as tending to establish
compliance with 13.1.5.

(4) contravention of (1) may be relied upon as tending to establish
contravention of 13.1.5.
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13.1.6 G (1) firms may insure with any insurer which is authorised to transact
professional indemnity insurance in the United Kingdom;

(2) firms should seek advice from their broker on renewal of their
professional indemnity insurance cover and to check that their
broker is in possession of appendix 13(2)E and the requirements
of 13.1.6E.

NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

13.1.7 G Rule 13.1.9 is a notification rule and is in addition to any notification
requirements in the Supervision Manual (Sup 15).

13.1.8 G Firms are reminded to comply with SUP 15.7 (Form and method of
notification) when notifying the FSA in accordance with rule 13.1.9.

13.1.9 R A firm must notify the FSA immediately it becomes aware, or has
information which reasonably suggests, that any of the matters in
Table 13.1(1) has occurred, may have occurred or may occur in
the foreseeable future.

Table 13.1(1)

This table forms part of 13.1.9

NOTIFIABLE EVENTS

1. professional indemnity insurance cover, required in accordance with
rule 13.1.3, being refused or cancelled;

2. in respect of a Category A firm complying with section 13.3:

(a) own funds falling below the applicable reference level;

(b) own funds reaching the applicable � level specified in rule
13.3.1;
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(c) change of control causing loss of eligibility for that alternative
test;

3. Category A firms;

(a) exposures to other undertakings in the firm�s group exceeding
in aggregate 20 per cent of own funds;

(b) a large exposure exceeding 25 per cent of own funds;

(c) aggregate large exposures exceeding 800 per cent of own
funds;

(d) continuation of a large exposure in accordance with rule
13.6.2D;

(e) default by a counterparty in a stock repurchase or reverse
repurchase agreement or a securities lending or borrowing
transaction;

(f) exceeding the limits specified in rule 13.6.2 and complying
instead with table 13.6.2(2);

RECORD KEEPING REQUIREMENTS

13.1.10 R A firm must take reasonable steps to ensure that it:

(1) keeps records which are sufficient to show at any time that it
has complied with the requirements of this chapter; and

(2) establish procedures and controls to ensure that those
records are made promptly and accurately and, where
appropriate, brought up-to-date at regular and frequent
intervals.
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13.1.11 G When establishing record keeping systems firms are expected to bear
in mind the advantage of records which will enable them to
demonstrate easily their compliance with the rules and the
effectiveness of their own procedures and controls.

13.1.12 R A firm must ensure that its records are kept up-to-date and:

(1) show with reasonable accuracy at any time the firm's
financial position at that time;

(2) enable the firm to demonstrate its continuing compliance
with the applicable financial resource requirements; and:

(3) provide the information needed to enable

(a) the firm to prepare the financial statements and reports
required by or under the rules; and

(b) any auditor required to report on the firm's financial
statement to form an opinion on them in accordance with
the relevant requirements.

13.1.13 G Records should be capable of presenting a clear picture of the firm's
financial viability.

13.1.14 R  (1) A firm may hold its records in any form but it must

(a) keep them in English and up-to-date, and

(b) be able to produce them promptly at its business
premises on paper at the FSA�s request.

 (2) If a firm retains records away from the place or places at
which it conducts business, it must notify the FSA in
accordance with the provisions of SUP 15 of the address and
telephone number of the place or places at which they are
kept.

 (3) The firm must keep its records in such a way that

(a) any particular record is promptly accessible, and

(b) any particular transaction is clearly shown, easily
traceable through the firm's accounting records and
sufficiently explained.
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 (4) If the firm does not keep all records relating to financial
resource requirements in one place, the firm must ensure
that there is a clear indication that this is the case and
provide accessible and adequate means of tracing all
relevant records.

RELIANCE ON THIRD PARTIES

13.1.15 R A firm may rely on records provided by a third party provided that
the firm reconciles those records with its own.

SECURITY

13.1.16 R A firm must take reasonable steps to protect its records at all
times against loss, unauthorised access, alteration or destruction.

RETENTION OF RECORDS

13.1.17 R A firm must retain any record required by the rules or the rules of
a previous regulator for a period of six years after the time the
record is made.

13.2 Financial Resources Tests
13.2.1 R A Category A firm  must meet:

(1) Financial Resources Test 1 (the Own funds Test) calculated
in accordance with section 13.3;

(2) Financial Resources Test 1A (the Adjusted Net current
assets Test) calculated in accordance with section 13.4; and

(3) Financial Resources Test 2 (the Expenditure-based Test)
calculated in accordance with section 13.5.

13.2.2 G Where a Category A firm deals as principal or as agent (as distinct from
arranging transactions) in any of the following financial instruments,
namely units in collective investment schemes, securities or traded
options and other derivatives, the �trading book� provisions of section
13.8 are relevant to the Category A firm.

13.2.3 G Table 13A is a summary of the financial resources test for Category A
firm.
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Table 13.A

This table forms part of guidance 13.2.3
SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES FOR CATEGORY A FIRMS

Type of firm Financial
Resources

Test 1
Own funds

Test

Financial
Resources

Test 1A
Adjusted net

current assets
Test

Financial
Resources

Test 2
Expenditure-
based Test

Rule/section
references

Category A1
(including any
Network in this
category)

*�730,000 Adjusted net
current assets of
£1

Financial
resources equal
to the highest of

13/52 of
Relevant Annual

Expenditure
or

£400 per
adviser

or
£10,000

13.3.1(1)
13.3.2
13.4
13.5.1 and
13.5.1A
and
13.5.2 to
13.5.4A

Category A2
which is permitted
to carry on the
activity of managing
investments or to
delegate such
activity to an
investment firm

*�125,000 Adjusted net
current assets of
£1

Financial
resources equal
to the higher of

13/52 of
Relevant Annual

Expenditure
or

£400 per
adviser

13.3.1(2)
13.3.2
13.4
13.5.1 and
1B
and
13.5.2 to
13.5.4A

Category A2 with
26+ advisers

*�125,000 Adjusted net
current assets of
£1

Financial
resources equal
to the highest of

8/52 of
Relevant
Annual

Expenditure
or

13/52 of
Relevant
Annual

Expenditure
without special

adjustments
or

£400 per
adviser

13.3.1(2)

13.3.2

13.4

13.5.1C

and

13.5.2 to

13.5.4A
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Category A2 with 1-
25 advisers

*�125,000 Adjusted net
current assets of
£1

Financial
resources equal
to the highest of

4/52 of
Relevant
Annual

Expenditure
or

13/52 of
Relevant
Annual

Expenditure
without special

adjustments
or

£400 per
adviser

13.3.1(2)
13.3.2
13.4
13.5.1C to D
and
13.5.2 to
13.5.4A

Category A3
which is permitted
to carry on the
activity of managing
investments or to
delegate such
activity to an
investment firm

*�50,000 Adjusted net
current assets of
£1

Financial
resources equal
to the highest of

8/52 of
Relevant
Annual

Expenditure
or

13/52 of
Relevant
Annual

Expenditure
without special

adjustments
or

£400 per
adviser

13.3.1(3)
13.3.2
13.4
13.5.1C to D
and
13.5.2 to
13.5.4A
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Category A3
which is  not
permitted to carry
on the activity of
managing
investments or to
delegate such
activity to an
investment firm

*�50,000 Adjusted net
current assets of
£1

Financial
resources equal
to the highest of

4/52 of Relevant
Annual

Expenditure
or

13/52 of
Relevant Annual

Expenditure
without special

adjustments
or

£400 per
adviser

13.3.1(3)
13.3.2
13.4
13.5.1C to D
and
13.5.2 to
13.5.4A

Network in
Category A2

*�125,000 Adjusted net
current assets of
£1

Financial
resources equal
to the higher of

13/52 of
Relevant Annual

Expenditure
or

£400 per
adviser

13.3.1(2)
13.3.2
13.4
13.5.1 to 1B
and
13.5.2 to
13.5.4A

Network in
Category A3

*�50,000 Adjusted net
current assets of
£1

Financial
resources equal
to the higher of

13/52 of
Relevant Annual

Expenditure
or

£400 per
adviser

13.3.1(3)
13.3.2
13.4
13.5.1 to 1B
and
13.5.2 to
13.5.4A

* Or the firm's highest reference level, in accordance with rules 13.3.3 to
3B
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13.3 Financial Resources Test 1 - Own funds
REQUIREMENT

13.3.1 R Unless rules 13.3.3 to 3B apply, a Category A firm's own funds
must at all times be at least:

(1) for a Category A1 firm:  �730,000; or

(2) for a Category A2 firm:  �125,000; or

(3) for a Category A3 firm:  �50,000.

13.3.1A G These resources may be denominated in sterling but, for the purposes
of this test, must be translated into Euros (�) at the current official
conversion rate (published daily in the national press).

CALCULATION OF OWN FUNDS

13.3.2 R A Category A firm's own funds must be calculated in accordance
with tables 13.3.2(1) and (2).

Table 13.3.2(1)

This table forms part of rule 13.3.2

FINANCIAL RESOURCES TEST 1 - OWN FUNDS
Companies Sole Traders; Partnerships

(1) Paid up ordinary share
capital

(2) Share premium account

(3) Audited reserves (excluding
revaluation reserves) and
verified interim net profits

(4) Non-cumulative preference
shares (if not redeemable by
shareholders within 5 years)

A Balances on proprietor�s or
partners�

(5) capital accounts

(6) current accounts (to the
extent that the profits are
audited and the interim
net profits are verified

Initial Capital (applicants for authorisation)
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less

(7) Investments in own shares

(8) Intangible assets

(9) Material current year losses

(10) Material holdings in credit
and financial institutions

B less

(8) Intangible assets

(9) Material current year
losses

(10) Material holdings in credit
and financial institutions

(11) Excess of current year
drawings over current year
profits

Original own funds (A minus B)
C

(12) Revaluation reserves
(13) Cumulative preference share

capital (if not redeemable by
shareholders within 5 years)

(14) Long-term subordinated
loans

(15) Preference share capital (if
not redeemable by
shareholders within 2 years)
and debt capital

D (12) Revaluation reserves
(14) Long-term subordinated

loans

Own funds (C plus D)

(firms)
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Table 13.3.2(2)

This table forms part of rule 13.3.2

OWN FUNDS - RESTRICTIONS
(1) An applicant for authorisation must use only Initial Capital (items (1)

to (4) or (5) and (6)) in calculating its resources to meet Financial
Resources Test 1.

After obtaining authorisation a firm may use Own funds (items (1) to
(15)) for that calculation.

(2) The admissible amount of items (12) to (15) must not be greater than
100% of Original Own funds.

(3) The admissible amount of items (13) and (14) must not be greater
than 50% of Original Own funds.

Alternative to Financial Resources Test 1
13.3.3 R (1) If a Category A firm was in existence before 1 July 1995 and

cannot meet Financial Resources Test 1, it must comply
instead with rules 13.3.3 to 3B.

(2) At the end of each six-month period, beginning on 24 March
1993 or on the date on which the Category A firm came into
existence if later, the firm must calculate the average daily
level of its own funds in accordance with rule 13.3.2 for the six
months preceding the date of calculation.

(3) A Category A firm must report each such calculation to the
FSA by the date for submission of its quarterly return due next
after the date to which the calculation is made.

(4) The highest level calculated before 1 January 1996 is a
Category A firm's first reference level for the purposes of the
requirement in rule 13.3.3A.

(5) Each time that a Category A firm's six-monthly calculation
results in a level higher than any preceding it, that higher level
becomes its reference level for the purposes of the
requirement in rule 13.3.3A.
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13.3.3A R A Category A firm's own funds must not fall below its reference
level.

13.3.3B R Rules 13.3.3 and 13.3.3A will cease to apply to a Category A firm if
its own funds reach the applicable level specified in rule 13.3.1 or if
it  undergoes a change of control, except a change of control
resulting from:

(1) the first transfer by inheritance after 31 December 1995 (in this
case the firm must comply with rule 13.3.1  from the tenth
anniversary of the date of the transfer);

(2) a change in the composition of the firm which is a partnership
if at least one partner who was a partner on 31 December 1995
remains in the partnership (in this case the firm must comply
with rule 13.3.1 from the date on which the last such partner
left the partnership or died, or from 31 December 2005 if
sooner).

13.4 Financial Resources Test 1A - Adjusted net current assets
13.4.1 R A Category A firm  must adjust its net current assets as follows:

(1) exclude assets which cannot be realised or recovered within
twelve months;

(2) exclude amounts receivable from connected persons to the
extent that they are not properly secured, except amounts that
are deposits referred to at item (11) in Part I of table 13.5.4(1)
or at item (11) in Part I of table 13.5.4(2);

(3) value investments at current market value, using the bid price
for a net long position in an investment and the offer price for
a net short position in an investment.

13.4.2 R A Category A firm must at all times have adjusted net current
assets of at least £1.
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13.5 Financial Resources Test 2 � Expenditure-based
Requirement
REQUIREMENT

13.5.1 R A Category A firm specified in rules 13.5.1A to 13.5.1B must have at
all times financial resources which equal or exceed the amount
specified in the applicable rules.

13.5.1A R A Category A1 firm, including a Network, must have financial
resources calculated in accordance with whichever of (1), (2) or (3)
produces the highest amount:

(1) 13/52 of its relevant annual expenditure, calculated in
accordance with rules 13.5.2; or

(2) an amount equal to £400 multiplied by the number of its
advisers; or

(3) £10,000.

13.5.1B R A Category A2 firm which is permitted to carry on the activity of
managing investments or to delegate such activity to an investment
firm, or a Network in Category A2 or A3, must have financial
resources calculated in accordance with whichever of (1), or (2)
produces the higher amount:

(1) 13/52 of its relevant annual expenditure, calculated in
accordance with rule 13.5.2; or

(2) an amount equal to £400 multiplied by the number of its
advisers.

13.5.1C R (1) A Category A2 firm with more than 25 advisers which is not a
Network and is not permitted to carry on the activity of managing
investments or to delegate such activity to an investment firm
must have financial resources calculated in accordance with
whichever of (3), (4) or (5) produces the highest amount.

(2) A Category A3 firm which is permitted to carry on the activity of
managing investments or to delegate such activity to an
investment firm must have financial resources calculated in
accordance with whichever of (3), (4) or (5) produces the highest
amount.

(3) Financial resources which taking into account all the special
adjustments amount to 8/52 of its relevant annual expenditure,
calculated in accordance with rule 13.5.2; or
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(4) financial resources which disregarding all the special
adjustments amount to 13/52 of its relevant annual expenditure,
calculated in accordance with rule 13.5.2; or

(5) financial resources taking into account all the special
adjustments of an amount equal to £400 multiplied by the
number of its advisers.

13.5.1D R (1) A Category A2 firm with fewer than 26 advisers which is not a
Network and is not permitted to carry on the activity of managing
investments or to delegate such activity to an investment firm
must have financial resources calculated in accordance with
whichever of (3), (4) or (5) produces the highest amount.

(2) A Category A3 firm which is not permitted to carry on the activity
of managing investments or to delegate such activity to an
investment firm must have financial resources calculated in
accordance with whichever of (3), (4) or (5) produces the highest
amount.

(3) Financial resources which taking into account all the special
adjustments amount to 4/52 of its relevant annual expenditure
calculated in accordance with rules 13.5.2; or

(4) financial resources which disregarding all the special
adjustments amount to 13/52 of its relevant annual expenditure,
calculated in accordance with rules 13.5.2; or

(5) financial resources taking into account all the special
adjustments of an amount equal to £400 multiplied by the
number of its advisers.

CALCULATION OF RELEVANT ANNUAL EXPENDITURE

13.5.2 R A Category A firm must calculate its relevant annual expenditure
by reference to the amount described as total expenditure in its
most recently prepared set of annual financial statements. If
those statements were for a period other than 12 months, the
amounts in the firm's profit and loss account must be adjusted
proportionately.
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Where a Category A firm has just begun trading or has not been
authorised long enough to submit such statements, the firm
must calculate its relevant annual expenditure on the basis of
forecast or other appropriate  accounts submitted to the FSA.

A Category A firm may, subject to rule 13.5.3, deduct from its
total expenditure the items set out in table 13.5.2.

Table 13.5.2

This table forms part of rule 13.5.2

DEDUCTIONS FROM EXPENDITURE

(a) Staff bonuses (except to the extent that they are guaranteed);

(b) employees� and directors� shares in profits (except to the extent that
the amount is guaranteed);

(c) other appropriations of profits;

(d) shared commissions paid which are directly related to commissions
received;

(e) interest charges in respect of borrowing made to finance the acquisition
of its readily realisable investments;

(f) interest paid to clients on client money;

(g) interest paid to counterparties;

(h) fees, brokerage and other charges paid to recognised clearing houses,
exchanges and intermediate brokers for the purposes of executing,
registering or clearing transactions;

(i) foreign exchange losses;

(j) a firm must not deduct any exceptional expenditure.

13.5.2A G (1) Salaries of directors or partners are not eligible for deduction, except to
the extent that they can be demonstrated to be non-fixed costs of the
firm.

(2) The deduction in item (c) is intended to cover forms of remuneration,
other than those set out in (b), that are not fixed or guaranteed.
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ADJUSTMENTS  TO CALCULATION OF RELEVANT ANNUAL EXPENDITURE

13.5.3 R A firm must ensure that the expenditure base properly reflects the
ongoing annual operating costs of the firm by having proper regard to
its circumstances when deciding whether to include or exclude any
item of expenditure or to make any other adjustment to the calculation
of relevant annual expenditure.

13.5.3A G In rule 13.5.3 the FSA would expect a firm to take proper account of the
effect of, for example, the ongoing annual operating costs of the firm being
met by another party, or of a significant change in the structure of the firm's
business during the year.

CALCULATION OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES TO MEET TESTS 1, 1A OR 2

13.5.4 R A Category A firm must be able to calculate its financial resources at
any time on the basis of the balance sheet it could draw up at that time.
For this purpose:

(1) a Category A1 firm must adjust the assets in the balance sheet as
specified in table 13.5.4(1)) and include the liabilities after making
the adjustments specified in table 13.5.4(1).

(2) a Category A2 or A3 firm, must adjust the assets in the balance
sheet as specified in table 13.5.4(2) and include the liabilities after
making the adjustments specified in table 13.5.4(2).

13.5.4A R A Category A firm must be able to identify separately any trading book
items as indicated in rule 13.8 and any special adjustments.
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TABLE 13.5.4(1) PART I

This table forms part of rule 13.5.4
FIRMS IN CATEGORY A1

ASSETS CALCULATION TYPE OF
ADJUSTMENT

(1) Land and
Buildings

Exclude in full. (A loan secured by a charge on
land and buildings may be deducted from
liabilities in accordance with item (14) of this
table

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(2) Investments Exclude in full the value of shares in connected
companies

An Illiquid
Adjustment

Include any net long position in any fixed or
current asset investment

(a) valued at its current bid price (or, in the
case of a with-profits life policy, at its
surrender value), and

(b) discounted by the applicable percentage
specified in table 13.5.4A

A Position Risk
Adjustment

(3) Investments
subject to
Repurchase,
Reverse
Repurchase,
Stock
Borrowing or
Stock Lending
transactions

Include investments for which a firm has
entered as principal into a repurchase, reverse
repurchase, stock borrowing or stock lending
transaction, after making (I) a deduction in
accordance with item (2), and (II) a deduction
calculated by

(a) computing its exposure (the difference
between the market value of the securities
and the loan or collateral (including
accrued interest) where that difference is
not in the firm's favour, after adjusting for
any excess collateral) and

(b) multiplying that exposure by the applicable
percentage in table 13.5.4C.

A Position Risk
Adjustment

A Counterparty Risk
Adjustment
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(4) Debtors
relating to
Unsettled
Securities
Transactions
� Cash
against
Documents

Include debtors where a firm has entered into
a transaction in securities or units in collective
investment schemes on a cash against
documents basis and the transaction remains
unsettled, after deducting an amount
calculated by

(a) computing the difference between the
agreed settlement price for those
investments and their current market value
where that difference is not in the firm's
favour, and

(b) multiplying that difference by the applicable
percentage specified in table 13.5.4B

A Counterparty Risk
Adjustment

(5) Debtors
relating to
Unsettled
Securities
Transactions -
Free
Deliveries

If a firm has delivered securities or units in
collective investment schemes before
receiving payment for them, or paid for such
investments before receiving certificates of
good title for them, and not more than 3 days
have passed since delivery, include debtors
after deducting an amount calculated by

(a) (i) (if a firm has delivered them)
computing the full amount due to a firm
under the contract;

(ii) (if a firm has paid for them) computing
their current market value; and

(b) multiplying the amount or value at (a) by
the applicable percentage specified in
table 13.5.4C

A Counterparty Risk
Adjustment
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Exclude debtors if more than 3 days have
passed since delivery.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(6) Regulated
collective
investment
schemes

Include an amount owing in respect of a
transaction in units in a regulated collective
investment scheme only

(a) if the amount has been due and unpaid for
30 days or less after the settlement date of
the transaction to which it relates, and

(b) after discounting that amount by the
applicable percentage specified in table
13.5.4C.

A Counterparty Risk
Adjustment

Exclude amounts that have been due and
unpaid for more than 30 days.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

 (7) Debts of
group or
connected
companies

Exclude in full unless otherwise allowed by the
items in this table.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(8) Debtors Include amounts owing only in respect of

(a) (i) commission;

(ii) investment management fees:

(iii) other fees earned in connection with
the firm's investment business;

which are due from other authorised or EEA
firms, recognised investment exchanges or
recognised clearing houses and have been
due and unpaid for 30 days or less;

(b) (i) investment management fees; or

(ii) pensions administration

which have been due from the firm's
customers and unpaid for 30 days or less;

after discounting the amounts in (a) and (b) by
the applicable percentage specified in table
13.5.4C.

A Counterparty Risk
Adjustment
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Exclude amounts that have been due and
unpaid for more than 30 days.

All other debtors must be deducted in full.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(9) Prepayments Include the amount of prepayments which
relate to goods or services to be received or
performed within 90 days, after discounting the
amount by the applicable percentage specified
in table 13.5.4C.

A Counterparty Risk
Adjustment

Exclude the amount of prepayments relating to
more than 90 days.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(10) Accrued
income

Include accrued income not yet due and
receivable in respect of fees earned in the
performance of investment management
services that is receivable within 90 days, after
discounting the amount by the applicable
percentage specified in table 13.5.4C.

A Counterparty Risk
Adjustment

Exclude accrued income receivable after 90
days.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(11) Deposits Include amounts in respect of

(a) cash and balances on current accounts
and on deposit accounts with an
approved bank or National Savings Bank
which can be withdrawn within 90 days;

(b) money on deposit with a UK local
authority which can be withdrawn within
90 days;

(c) money deposited and evidenced by a
certificate of tax deposit.

Exclude amounts which can only be withdrawn
after 90 days.

An Illiquid
Adjustment
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(12) Other
amounts
due from
Government
bodies or
local
authorities

Include other amounts due from UK
Government bodies or local authorities if they
are agreed and due within 30 days, after
discounting the amounts by the applicable
percentage specified in table 13.5.4C.

A Counterparty Risk
Adjustment

Exclude amounts that are not due to be paid
within 30 days.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(13) All other
assets

Exclude in full. An Illiquid
Adjustment

Where applicable
- Large exposures

Deduct an amount calculated in accordance
with 13.6.2

A Large exposure
Adjustment
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TABLE 13.5.4(1) PART II

This table forms part of rule 13.5.4

FIRMS IN CATEGORY A1

LIABILITY CALCULATION TYPE OF
ADJUSTMENT

 (14) Secured
Liabilities

Include in full, except the amount of the
liabilities secured by a charge on land and
buildings which may be reduced by the
smallest of the following amounts:

(a) the aggregate amount of the firm's secured
liabilities which are due more than one
year after the balance sheet date;

(b) (if the land and buildings have been valued
by an independent professional valuer
within the past 18 months) 85% of the
amount certified by the valuer as their
market value;

(c) 85% of the net book value of land and
buildings.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(15) Sub-
ordinated
loans

Include in full, except any long term or short
term subordinated loan in the standard form
prescribed by the FSA which may be treated
as capital up to the limits specified in SUP 16.

(16) Commission
on indemnity
terms from
the sale of
life policies
or pension
contracts

Include as a liability a provision for repayment,
in the event that premiums cease within the
indemnity period, which must equal or exceed
2.5% of the commissions the firm has received
on indemnity terms during the previous twelve
months. This provision must be reasonable
having regard to the firm's circumstances and,
in particular, its previous lapse ratio.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(17) Investments
(Short
Positions)

Include a net short position

(a) valued at its offer price, and

(b) increased by the applicable percentage
specified in table 13.5.4A

A Position Risk
Adjustment
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(18) Deficiency in
subsidiary

Include as a liability the amount by which the
liabilities of any subsidiary (excluding its capital
and reserves) exceed its tangible assets. This
requirement applies only to the extent that the
firm has not already made such a provision
elsewhere in its financial statements.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(19) Liability for
tax

Include as a liability a provision for taxation on
the whole of the profits of the firm's business
up to its balance sheet date.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(20) Creditors
relating to
Unsettled
Securities
Transactions -
Cash against
Documents

Include creditors where a firm has entered into
a transaction in securities or units in collective
investment schemes as agent on a cash
against documents basis, and the transaction
remains unsettled, after adding an amount
calculated by

(a) computing the difference between the
agreed settlement price for those
investments and their current market value,
and

(b) multiplying that exposure by the applicable
percentage specified in table 13.5.4B.

A Counterparty
Risk Adjustment

(21) Creditors
relating to
Unsettled
Securities
Transactions -
Free Deliveries

Include an amount for creditors where (acting
as agent) a firm has delivered certificates of
title for securities or units in collective
investment schemes before receiving payment
for them, or where (acting as principal) a firm
has bought such investments before receiving
certificates of good title for them, after adding
an amount calculated by

(a) (i) (if a firm has paid for them but not
received certificates of good title for
them) computing their current market
value;

(ii) (if a firm has delivered the certificates
without receiving payment for them)
computing the full amount due to the
firm under the contract for sale; and

(b) multiplying that value or amount by the
applicable percentage specified in table
13.5.4C.

A Counterparty
Risk Adjustment
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(22) Over the
counter
derivatives

Include as a liability an amount for its positions
in such derivatives calculated by

(a) computing the credit equivalent of those
positions in accordance with table 13.5.4D,
and

(b) increasing that credit equivalent by the
applicable percentage specified in table
13.5.4C,

(in addition to making an adjustment in
accordance with item (17) of this table and (in
respect of bought OTC equity options and
covered warrants) in accordance with item
(25)).

A Counterparty
Risk Adjustment

(23) Contingent
Liabilities

A firm must include a provision for any
contingent liabilities which exist at the firm's
balance sheet date that must be made.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(24) Preference
Shares

Include as a liability any amounts in excess of
the amounts which may be treated as financial
resources specified in table 13.3.2(2) and SUP
16.

(25) Net open
foreign
currency
position

Include as a liability an amount in respect of
the firm's foreign exchange risk calculated in
accordance with table 13.5.4E.

A Foreign
Exchange Risk
Adjustment

(26) All other
liabilities

Include in full.
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TABLE 13.5.4(2) PART I

This table forms part of rule 13.5.4

FIRMS IN CATEGORY A2 AND A3

ASSETS CALCULATION TYPE OF
ADJUSTMENT

(1) Land and
Buildings

Exclude in full. (A loan secured by a charge on
land and buildings may be deducted from
liabilities in accordance with item (14) of Part II
of this table.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(2) Investments Exclude in full the value of shares in connected
companies.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

Include any net long position in any fixed or
current asset investment

(a) valued at its current bid price (or, in the
case of a with profits life policy, at its
surrender value), and

(b) discounted by the applicable percentage
specified in table 13.5.4A.

A Position Risk
Adjustment

(3) Investments
subject to
Repurchase,
Reverse
Repurchase,
Stock
Borrowing or
Stock Lending
transactions

Include investments for which the firm has
entered as principal into a repurchase, reverse
repurchase, stock borrowing or stock lending
transaction, after making (I) a deduction in
accordance with item (2), and (II) a deduction
calculated by

(a) computing the firm's exposure (the
difference between the market value of the
securities and the loan or collateral
(including accrued interest) where that
difference is not in the firm's favour, after
adjusting for any excess collateral), and

(b) multiplying that exposure by the applicable
percentage in table 13.5.4C.

A Position Risk
Adjustment

A Counterparty
Risk Adjustment
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(4) Debtors
relating to
Unsettled
Securities
Transactions -
Cash against
Documents

Include debtors where the firm has entered
into a transaction in securities or units in
collective investment schemes as agent on a
cash against documents basis and the
transaction remains unsettled, after deducting
an amount calculated by

(a) computing the difference between the
agreed settlement price for those
investments and their current market value
where that difference is not in the firm's
favour, and

(b) multiplying that difference by the applicable
percentage specified in table 13.5.4B.

A Counterparty
Risk Adjustment

(5) Debtors
relating to
Unsettled
Securities
Transactions -
Free
Deliveries

Where the firm has delivered securities or units
in collective investment schemes before
receiving payment for them, or paid for such
investments before receiving certificates of
good title for them, and not more than 3 days
have passed since delivery, include debtors
after deducting an amount calculated by

(a) (i) (where the firm has delivered them)
computing the full amount due to a firm
under the contract;

(ii) (where the firm has paid for them)
computing their current market value;
and

(b) multiplying the amount or value at (a)
by the applicable percentage specified
in table 13.5.4C.

A Counterparty
Risk Adjustment

Exclude debtors if more than 3 days have
passed since delivery.

An Illiquid
Adjustment
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(6) Regulated
collective
investment
schemes

Include an amount owing in respect of a
transaction in units in a regulated collective
investment scheme only

(a) if the amount has been due and unpaid for
less than 90 days after the settlement date
of the transaction to which it relates, and

(b) after discounting that amount by the
applicable percentage specified in table
13.5.4C.

A Counterparty
Risk Adjustment

Exclude amounts that have been due and
unpaid for more than 90 days.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(7) Debts of
group or
connected
companies

Include an amount due from group or
connected companies (which does not relate
to trade debts)

(a) where the firm has no reason to doubt that
it will be repaid in full on demand, and

(b) after discounting the amount by the
applicable percentage specified in table
13.5.4C.

A Counterparty
Risk Adjustment

Exclude an amount that the firm has reason to
doubt will be repaid in full on demand.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(8) Debtors Include amounts due from debtors (including
group or connected companies) which have
been due and unpaid for less than 90 days,
after discounting the amount by the applicable
percentage specified in table 13.5.4C.

A Counterparty
Risk Adjustment

Exclude amounts that have been due and
unpaid for more than 90 days.

An Illiquid
Adjustment
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(9) Prepayments Include the amount of prepayments which
relate to goods or services to be received or
performed within 90 days, after discounting the
amount by the applicable percentage specified
in table 13.5.4C.

A Counterparty
Risk Adjustment

Exclude the amount of prepayments relating to
more than 90 days.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(10) Accrued
income

Include accrued income, including any such
income not yet due and receivable in respect
of fees earned in the performance of
investment management services that is
receivable within 90 days, after discounting the
amount by the applicable percentage specified
in table 13.5.4C.

A Counterparty
Risk Adjustment

Exclude accrued income receivable after 90
days.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(11) Deposits Include amounts in respect of

(a) cash and balances on current accounts
and on deposit accounts with an approved
bank or National Savings Bank which can
be withdrawn within 90 days;

(b) money on deposit with a UK local authority
which can be withdrawn within 90 days;

(c) money deposited and evidenced by a
certificate of tax deposit.

Exclude amounts which can only be withdrawn
after 90 days.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(12) Other
amounts due
from
Government
bodies or
local
authorities

Include other amounts due from UK
Government bodies or local authorities if they
are agreed and due within 90 days, after
discounting the amounts by the applicable
percentage specified in table 13.5.4C.

A Counterparty
Risk Adjustment
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Exclude amounts that are not due to be paid
within 90 days.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(13) All other
assets

Exclude in full. An Illiquid
Adjustment

Where applicable
- Large exposures

Deduct an amount calculated in accordance
with rule 13.6.2.

A Large exposure
Adjustment

TABLE 13.5.4(2) PART II

This table forms part of rule 13.5.4
FIRMS IN CATEGORY A2 AND A3

LIABILITY CALCULATION TYPE OF
ADJUSTMENT

(14) Secured
Liabilities

Include in full, except the amount of the
liabilities secured by a charge on land and
buildings which may be reduced by the
smallest of the following amounts:

(a) the aggregate amount of the firm's secured
liabilities which are due more than one
year after the balance sheet date;

(b) (if the land and buildings have been valued
by an independent professional valuer
within the past 18 months) 85% of the
amount certified by the valuer as their
market value; and

(c) 85% of the net book value of land and
buildings.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(15) Subordinated
loans

Include in full except any long term or short
term subordinated loan in the standard form
prescribed by the FSA which may be treated
as capital up to the limits specified in SUP 16.
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(16) Commission
on indemnity
terms from the
sale of life
policies or
pension
contracts

Include as a liability a provision for repayment,
in the event that premiums cease within the
indemnity period, which must equal or exceed
2.5% of the commissions the firm has received
on indemnity terms during the previous twelve
months. This provision must be reasonable
having regard to the firm's circumstances and,
in particular, its previous lapse ratio.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(17) Investments
(Short
Positions)

Include a net short position

(a) valued at its offer price, and

(b) increased by the applicable percentage
specified in table 13.5.4A.

A Position Risk
Adjustment

(18) Deficiency in
subsidiary

Include as a liability the amount by which the
liabilities of any subsidiary (excluding its capital
and reserves) exceed its tangible assets. This
requirement applies only to the extent that the
firm has not already made such a provision
elsewhere in its financial statements.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(19) Liability for tax Include as a liability a provision for taxation on
the whole of the profits of its business up to its
balance sheet date.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(20) Creditors
relating to
Unsettled
Securities
Transactions
Cash against
Documents

Include creditors where a firm has entered into
a transaction in securities or units in collective
investment schemes as agent on a cash
against documents basis, and the transaction
remains unsettled, after adding an amount
calculated by

(a) computing the difference between the
agreed settlement price for those
investments and their current market value,
and

(b) multiplying that exposure by the applicable
percentage specified in table 13.5.4B.

A Counterparty
Risk Adjustment
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(21) Creditors
relating to
Unsettled
Securities
Transactions
Free
Deliveries

Include an amount for creditors where (acting
as agent) the firm has delivered certificates of
title for securities or units in collective
investment schemes before receiving payment
for them, or where the firm has bought such
investments before receiving certificates of
good title for them, after adding an amount
calculated by

A Counterparty
Risk Adjustment

(a) (i) (where the firm has paid for them but
not received certificates of good title
for them) computing their current
market value;

(ii) (where the firm has delivered the
certificates without receiving payment
for them) computing the full amount
due to a firm under the contract for
sale; and

(b) multiplying that exposure by the applicable
percentage specified in table 13.5.4C.

(22) Over the
counter
derivatives

Include as a liability an amount for its positions
in such derivatives calculated by

(a) computing the credit equivalent of those
positions in accordance with table 13.5.4D,
and

(b) increasing that credit equivalent by the
applicable percentage specified in table
13.5.4C,

(in addition to making an adjustment in
accordance with item (17) of this table and (in
respect of bought OTC equity options and
covered warrants) in accordance with item
(25)).

A Counterparty
Risk Adjustment

(23) Contingent
Liabilities

A firm must include a provision for any
contingent liabilities which exist at its balance
sheet date that must be made.

An Illiquid
Adjustment

(24) Preference
Shares

Include as a liability any amounts in excess of
the amounts which may be treated as financial
resources specified in table 13.3.2(2) and SUP
16.
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(25) Net open
foreign
currency
position

Include as a liability an amount in respect of its
foreign exchange risk calculated in accordance
with table 13.5.4E.

A Foreign
Exchange Risk
Adjustment

(26) All other
liabilities

Include in full.

TABLE 13.5.4A

This table forms part of rule 13.5.4

POSITION RISK

The percentages in the table are applied to the market value (unless
otherwise stated) of gross positions, i.e. both longs and shorts in each
category; netting and offsetting are prohibited. The long or short position in
a particular investment is the net of any long or short positions held in that
same investment.

INVESTMENT DISCOUNT

A. Debt

Central Government

Maturity
0-2 years 2-5 years >5 years

2% 5% 13%

Qualifying debt security:
- fixed rate
- floating rate

8% 8% 15%
10% 10% 15%

Non-qualifying debt security:
- fixed rate
- floating rate

10% 20% 30%
30% 30% 30%

B. Equities

- exchange traded
- other

25%
100%
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C. Derivatives

- exchange traded futures 4 x initial margin requirement

- OTC futures Apply the appropriate percentage
shown in A and B to the market value
of the underlying position

- Purchased options Apply the appropriate percentage
shown in A and B to the market value
of the underlying position but the
result may be limited to the market
value of the option

- Contracts for differences 20% of the market value of the
contract

D. Other Investments

- Units in regulated collective
investment schemes

25%

- units in higher volatility funds or
property funds

50%

- with profit life policies 20% of surrender value

- other 100%

TABLE 13.5.4B

This table forms part of rule 13.5.4

UNSETTLED SECURITIES TRANSACTIONS

Number of business days
after due settlement date

Percentage

 0 � 4
  5 � 15
16 � 30
31 � 45
46 or more

0
8

50
75

100
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TABLE 13.5.4C

This table forms part of rule 13.5.4

COUNTERPARTY RISK

Type of Counterparty Deducti
on

A counterparty which is, or the contract of which is, explicitly
guaranteed by:

- the government or central bank of the United Kingdom or
another Zone A country; or

- the European Economic Area; or

- any other government or central bank, provided the exposure
is denominated in that country�s national currency.

NIL

A counterparty which is, or the contract of which is, explicitly
guaranteed by:

- a local authority or regional government in the United
Kingdom or another Zone A country; or

- a credit institution authorised in the United Kingdom or
another Zone A country; or

- a recognised clearing house or recognised investment
exchange; or

- an investment firm or a comparable undertaking regulated by
a recognised third country.

1.6%

Any other counterparty 8%
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TABLE 13.5.4D

This table forms part of rule 13.5.4

OVER THE COUNTER DERIVATIVES

a. By attaching current market values to contracts (marking to market),
obtain the current replacement cost of all contracts with positive
values.

b. To obtain a figure for potential future credit exposure (except in the
case of single currency �floating/floating interest rate swaps� in which
only the current replacement costs will be calculated), multiply the
notional principal amounts or values underlying the firm's aggregate
positions by the following percentages:

Residual Maturity Interest Rate Contracts Foreign Exchange 
Contracts

One year or less Nil 1%
More than 1 year 0.5% 5%

c. The credit equivalent is the sum of current replacement cost and
potential future credit exposure.

TABLE 13.5.4E

This table forms part of rule 13.5.4

FOREIGN EXCHANGE RISK

(a) A firm must deduct a foreign exchange risk requirement for all the
following items which are denominated in a foreign currency:

(i) all assets and liabilities, including accrued interest, denominated in
the currency (all investments at market or realisable value);

(ii) any currency future, at the nominal value of the contract;

(iii) any forward contract for the purchase or sale of the currency, at
the contract value, including any future exchange of principal
associated with currency swaps;

(iv) any foreign currency options at the net delta (or delta-based)
equivalent of the total book of such options;
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(v) any non-currency option, at market value;

(vi) any irrevocable guarantee;

(vii) any other off-balance sheet commitment to purchase or sell an
asset denominated in that currency.

(b) The requirement must be calculated as follows:

(i) using the spot rate, convert the net long position and net short
position in each foreign currency into the currency in which its
annual financial statements are reported;

(ii) total the net open long positions and the net open short positions;

(iii) the higher of (i) and (ii) above is the firm's net open foreign currency
position;

(iv) multiply the firm's net open foreign currency position by 10%.

(c) A firm may not include any future income or expense not yet accrued but
fully hedged (subject to deduction of an appropriate risk requirement).

SUBORDINATED LOANS

13.5.5 R A Category A firm  may treat a subordinated loan as a financial
resource, as specified in table 13.3.2(1), and subject to rule 13.5.5C, if
the long term or short term subordinated loan is eligible for such
treatment in accordance with rule 13.5.5A or B as applicable.

13.5.5A R A long term subordinated loan is eligible for such treatment if:

(1) it is fully paid up;

(2) it has an original maturity of at least five years, or where it has
no fixed term, it is subject to five years' notice of repayment;

(3) repayment, prepayment or termination is only permitted under
the loan agreement:

(a) on maturity, or on expiration of the period of notice, if after
such payment or termination a firm meets 120% of its
financial resource requirement; or

(b) on winding up after the claims of all other creditors and all
outstanding debts have been settled;
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(4) the amount used in the calculation of its financial resources is
reduced on a straight line basis over the last five years of its
term;

(5) it is in the standard form prescribed by the FSA for long term
subordinated loans.

13.5.5B R A short term subordinated loan is eligible for such treatment if:
(1) it is fully paid up;

(2) it has an original maturity of at least two years, or where it has
no fixed term, it is subject to two years' notice of repayment;

(3) payment of interest is not permitted under the loan agreement
unless after such payment a firm meets 120% of its financial
resources requirement;

(4) repayment, prepayment or termination is only permitted under
the loan agreement:

(a) on maturity, or on expiration of the period of notice, if after
such payment or termination a firm meets 120% of its
financial requirement; or

(b) on winding up after the claims of all other creditors and
outstanding debts have been settled;

(5) it is in the standard form prescribed by the FSA for short term
subordinated loans.

13.5.5C R The total amount of long term or short term subordinated loans that a
Category A firm may include in the calculation of its financial
resources is restricted as stipulated in table 13.3.2(2) and in SUP 16.
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13.6 Large exposures
13.6.1 R A large exposure exists where a Category A firm is owed a debt by, or

are otherwise exposed to, another person, or to two or more affiliated
persons, and that exposure equals or exceeds 10% of its own funds.

REQUIREMENTS

13.6.2 R Subject to rules 13.6.2A to D a Category A firm must ensure that at all
times

(1) no large exposure exceeds 25% of its own funds;

(2) where a firm is exposed to one or more of its holding company, its
subsidiary, or a subsidiary or group of subsidiaries of its holding
company,  the aggregate of those exposures does not exceed
20% of the firm's own funds;

(3) the aggregate of the firm's large exposures does not exceed 800%
of its own funds.

13.6.2A R A Category A firm may exclude from its calculations under rule 13.6.2
an exempt exposure in table 13.6.2(1).

13.6.2B R A Category A firm may not exclude any exposure covered by any
excess of its financial resources over its expenditure based
requirement as specified in rules 13.5.1 to 1D.

13.6.2C R A Category A firm may exceed the limits specified in rule 13.6.2 if

(1) the limits in rule 13.6.2 are exceeded only by exposures
relating to its trading book as indicated in rule 13.8.2;

(2) it provides additional financial resources in accordance
with table 13.6.2(2) including the Special Limits set out at
the foot of table 13.6.2(2); and

(3) it notifies the FSA immediately in accordance with SUP 15.7
(Form and method of notification).

13.6.2D R Where a Category A firm was legally bound to a large exposure on or
before 5 February 1993, the firm may continue it until its contractual
maturity provided that the firm has notified the FSA in accordance
with SUP 15.7 (Form and method of notification) of such continuation.
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Table 13.6.2(1)

This table forms part of rule 13.6.2
EXEMPT EXPOSURES Exempt

Percentage

(1) Any illiquid asset which is deducted in full in the calculation of its
financial resources.

100

(2) Exposures connected with foreign exchange transactions, incurred in
the ordinary course of settlement during the 48 hours following
payment.

100

(3) Exposures in connection with transactions for the purchase or sale of
securities incurred in the ordinary course of settlement during the five
business days following payment or delivery of the securities,
whichever is the earlier.

100

(4) Exposures to Zone A central governments or central banks. 100

(5) Exposures to the European Economic Area. 100

(6) Exposures guaranteed by Zone A central governments, central
banks or the European Economic Area.

100

(7) Exposures secured by securities issued by Zone A central
governments, central banks or the European Economic Area.

100

(8) Exposures secured by cash deposits placed with the lending
institution.

100
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(9) Exposures secured by certificates of deposit issued by the firm. 100

(10) Exposures to Zone B central governments or central banks
denominated in the national currency of the borrower.

100

(11) Connected exposures, e.g. group treasury arrangements, provided
that the group is supervised on a consolidated basis in accordance
with the FSA�s requirements for consolidated supervision.

100

(12) Bills of trade with a maturity of less than one year accepted by a
credit institution.

100

(13) Exposures secured by marketable securities provided that the bid
price of the collateral exceeds the exposure as follows:

- shares: 150% excess;

- qualifying debt securities: 50% excess;

- in all other cases: 100% excess

100

(14) Cash balances held with approved banks (provided they can be
withdrawn within 90 days).

100

(15) Exposures in financial instruments to credit institutions, investment
firms, comparable undertakings regulated by recognised third
countries, recognised clearing houses and recognised investment
exchanges as follows:

- exposures with a maturity of one year or less; 100

- exposures with a maturity of more than one but not more than
three years;

80

(in the case of marketable debt instruments) exposures with a
maturity of more than three years.

50

(16) Exposures to, or guaranteed by, State regional or local authorities. 80

(17) All low or medium risk off-balance sheet items (e.g. note issuance
facilities).

50
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CALCULATION OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES TO MEET TESTS 1, 1A OR 2

Table 13.6.2(2)

This table forms part of rule 13.6.2

CALCULATION OF ADDITIONAL FINANCIAL RESOURCES
Note: The restrictions to using this calculation set out in rule 13.6.2C

1. Calculate

(a) the firm's total non-trading book exposures (N);

(b) the firm's total trading book exposures (T);

(c) the sum of N and T (NT).

2. Calculate the amount by which NT exceeds 25% of the value of the firm's financial
resources (the excess - X).

3. Rank the trading book exposures in NT in descending order:

(a) in the case of positions, in accordance with the position risk discounts specified in
table 13.5.4(1) or (2);

(b) in the case of counterparty exposures, in accordance with the counterparty risk
deductions specified in table 13.5.4C.

4. Sum r the trading book exposures in NT, starting with the exposure attracting the
highest position isk discount or counterparty risk deduction, until the sum equals X.

5. (a) If an excess (X) has lasted for no more than 10 days (disregarding the age of the
exposures constituting that excess),

the additional requirement is 200% of the aggregate of the position risk adjustments
and counterparty risk adjustments, as shown in SUP 16 applicable to the exposures
constituting the excess (X);

(b) if an excess (X) has lasted for more than 10 days (disregarding the age of the
exposures constituting that excess),

(i) allocate the exposures making up that excess, in ascending order of position
risk discount or counterparty risk deduction, to the appropriate row in the
Schedule below, so that the highest discount or deduction is matched with the
highest percentage; and

(ii) calculate the additional requirement by multiplying the position risk adjustment
or counterparty risk adjustment, as shown in SUP 16, by the percentage
specified in column 2 of the Schedule.
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Excess (X) as a Percentage of
Financial Resources

1

Percentage

2

up to 40
40 - 60
60 - 80
80 - 100

100 - 250
over 250

200
300
400
500
600
900

Special Limits

� (where an excess has lasted for 10 days or less) the excess must not exceed 500% of
the firm's own funds;

� (where any excess has lasted for the firm's own funds.

13.7 Consolidated Supervision of Group Companies
APPLICATION

13.7.1 R A Category A firm which is a member of a group must comply with this
section.

13.7.1A G Excessive risks or financial deficiencies in other parts of its group may
damage the financial viability of a Category A firm.  Rules requiring regular
reports enable the FSA to gather information so that it can watch for such
weaknesses in a group and, if necessary, call for protective or remedial
action.

REQUIREMENTS

13.7.2 R A Category A firm must provide to the FSA information about itself and
other members of its group relevant to the formation of a complete
picture of the group, its structure and organisation and the risks to
which the firm may be subject as a member of that group.

13.7.2A R A Category A firm must ensure that it and other members of its group
apply the provisions of this chapter on a consolidated basis unless:

(1) the group is subject to the consolidated supervision requirements
imposed by the FSA rules in another chapter or sourcebook; or

(2) the FSA is not the consolidating supervisor for the firm�s group.
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13.7.2B R A Category A firm must, where it is exposed to undue risk in
consequence of its membership of a group, provide against, reduce or
eliminate that risk.

13.8 Trading Book
13.8.1 G The �trading book� is a term generally used in the context of credit

institutions, such as banks, but now extended to other investment firms.  It
separates their longer term lending, deposit-taking and investment activities
(in the case of banks their �banking book�) from their shorter term trading
activities in financial instruments such as shares, units in collective
investment schemes and traded options (their �trading book�).

13.8.2 R Where a Category A firm has a trading book, it must include only
trading book items for the purposes of its financial resource
calculations.

13.8.3 G The following table 13.8(1) shows what items are classifiable as �trading
book� items and what items cannot be so classified.

Table 13.8(1)

This table forms part of rule 13.8.2

Trading Book Items Non-trading Book Items

(1) Proprietary positions in financial
instruments which are held for
resale and/or taken on with the
intention of benefiting in the short-
term from market fluctuations

(1) Foreign exchange exposures
arising from net spot and forward
forex positions (unless they are
investments as defined in the
Glossary)

(2) Positions in financial instruments
arising from matched principal
broking

(2) Receivables which are not
directly related to items included
in the trading book, such as fees,
commission, interest or dividends

(3) Positions taken on specifically to
hedge other elements of the
trading book

(3) Illiquid assets
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(4) Exposures relating to unsettled
securities transactions which are
either free deliveries or cash
against documents transactions

(4) Other balance sheet or off
balance sheet items (including
long term investments held by
firms).

(5) Exposures relating to Over the
counter derivative instruments

(6) Exposures relating to repurchase
or reverse repurchase agreements
or stock borrowing or lending
transactions which are based on
securities included in the trading
book

(7) Receivables which are directly
related to items included in the
trading book such as fees,
commission, interest, dividends or
margin on exchange traded
derivatives

13.9 Financial Resources Tests for Category B firms
13.9.1 R A Category B firm must meet:

(1) financial Resources Test 1 (the Own funds Test) calculated
in accordance with section 13.10;

(2) Financial Resources Test 1A (the Adjusted Net current
assets Test) calculated in accordance with section 13.11,
unless the firm is a low resource firm which is not
permitted to carry on the activity of managing investments
in respect of portfolios containing only life policies; and

(3) Financial Resources Test 2 (the Expenditure-based Test)
calculated in accordance with section 13.12  unless the firm
is a low resource firm.
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13.9.1A G Table 13B is a summary of the financial resources test for a Category B firm.

Table 13B This table forms part of rule 13.9.1
SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES FOR CATEGORY B  FIRMS

Type
of firm

Financial
Resources
Test 1 Own
funds Test

Financial Resources
Test 1A Adjusted Net
current assets Test

Financial Resources
Test 2

Expenditure-based
Test

Rule/section
References

Category B1
(including any
Network in this
category)

£10,000 Adjusted net current
assets of £1

Liquid capital equal to
the highest of

13/52 of relevant
annual expenditure

or
£400 per adviser

or
£10.000

13.10
13.11
13.12.1C
13.12.2 to
13.12.5A
0

Category B2
which is
permitted to
carry on the
activity of
investment
management in
respect of
portfolios
containing only
life policies or
to delegate
such activity to
an investment
firm

£10,000 Adjusted net current
assets of £1

Adjusted capital equal
to the higher of

13/52 of relevant
annual expenditure

or
£400 per adviser

13.10
13.11
13.12.1D
13.12.2 to
13.12.5A

Category B2
with 26+
advisers

£10,000 Adjusted net current
assets of £1

Adjusted capital equal
to the higher of

8/52 of relevant annual
expenditure

or
£400 per adviser

13.10
13.11
13.12.1E
13.12.2 to
13.12.5A

Category B2
with 1-25
advisers

£10,000 Adjusted net current
assets of £1

Adjusted capital equal
to the higher of

4/52 of relevant annual
expenditure

or
£400 per adviser

13.10
13.11
13.12.1F
13.12.2 to
13.12.5A
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Category B3
which is
permitted to
carry on the
activity of
managing
investments in
respect of
portfolios
containing only
life policies or
to delegate
such activity to
an investment
firm

£10,000 Adjusted net current
assets of £1

Adjusted capital equal
to the higher of

8/52 of relevant annual
expenditure

or
£400 per adviser

13.10
13.11
13.12.1E
13.12.2 to
13.12.5A

Category B3
with 26+
advisers

£10,000 Adjusted net current
assets of £1

Adjusted capital equal
to the higher of

4/52 of relevant annual
expenditure

or
£400 per adviser

13.10
13.11
13.12.1E
13.12.2 to
13.12.5A

Category B3
with 1 - 25
advisers

£10,000 N/A N/A 13.10

Network in
Category B2 or
B3

£10,000 Adjusted net current
assets of £1

Adjusted capital equal
to the higher of

13/52 of relevant
annual expenditure

or
£400 per adviser

13.10
13.11
13.12.1D
13.12.2 to
13.12.5A
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13.10 Financial Resources Test 1- Own funds Requirement
REQUIREMENT

13.10.1 R A Category B firm's own funds must at all times be at least £10,000.

CALCULATION

13.10.2 R A Category B firm's own funds must be calculated in accordance
with table 13.10(2).

Table 13.10(2).

This table forms part of rule 13.10.2

OWN FUNDS

Companies Sole Traders: Partnerships

Paid-up share capital (excluding preference
shares redeemable by shareholders within 2
years)
Share premium account
Audited retained profits and verified interim
net profits

Balances on proprietor�s
or partners�

capital accounts
current accounts

Revaluation reserves Revaluation reserves

Short-term subordinated loans Short-term subordinated
loans

Debt capital

less less

Intangible assets
Material current year losses

Intangible assets
Material current year
losses
Excess of current year
drawings over current
year profits

13.10.2A R Where a Category B firm  is a sole trader or a partnership:
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(1) it can use (to the extent necessary to make up any shortfall in
the required resources) any of its personal assets (not being
needed to meet liabilities arising from its personal activities
and any business activities not regulated by the FSA);

(2) the firm's total financial resources, from whatever source, must
at all times be sufficient to cover its total liabilities.

13.10.3 R (1) Where a Category B3 firm with 1-25 advisers has a facility
under the PASS Loan Agreement Scheme it may make an
adjustment in its own funds calculation in accordance with (2).

(2) a firm in (1) can regard as additional to its own funds the lower
of either:

(a) the amount of the loan facility agreed (less any loan
repayments already made and less the amount of the
facility withdrawn or lapsed); or

(b) the amount of the firm�s provision for redress (net of any
professional indemnity insurance recoverable) at the
relevant annual accounting reference date.

13.11 Financial Resources Test 1A - Adjusted net current
assets

APPLICATION

13.11.1 R This section does not apply to a low resource firm.

REQUIREMENT

13.11.2 R A Category B firm must adjust its net current assets as follows:

(1) exclude assets which cannot be realised or recovered within
twelve months;

(2) exclude amounts receivable from connected persons to the
extent that they are not properly secured, except amounts that
are deposits referred to in item (11) of table 13.12.3(1) or item
(11) in table 13.12.3(2);
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(3) value investments at current market value, using the bid price
for a net long position in an investment and the offer price for a
net short position in an investment.

13.11.3 R A Category B firm must at all times have adjusted net current assets
of at least £1.

13.12 Financial Resources Test 2 - Expenditure-based
Requirement
APPLICATION

13.12.1A R This section does not apply to a low resource firm.

REQUIREMENT

13.12.1B R A Category B firm must have at all times financial resources
calculated in accordance with rules 13.12.2 to 13.12.5A which equal
or exceed the amount specified in rules 13.12.1B to F as applicable.

13.12.1C R A Category B1 firm, including a Network must have financial
resources calculated in accordance with whichever of (1), (2) or (3)
produces the higher amount.

(1) 13/52 of its relevant annual expenditure, calculated in
accordance with 13.12.2 to 13.12.2D; or

(2) an amount equal to £400 multiplied by the number of its
advisers; or

(3) £10,000;

13.12.1D R (1) A Category B2 firm which is permitted to carry on the activity of
investment management in respect of portfolios containing only
life policies or to delegate such activity to an investment firm
must have financial resources calculated in accordance with
whichever of (3) or (4) produces the higher amount.

(2) A Network in Category B2 or B3 must have financial resources
calculated in accordance with whichever of (3) or (4) produces
the higher amount.
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(3) 13/52 of its relevant annual expenditure, calculated in
accordance with 13.12.2 to 13.12.2D; or

(4) an amount equal to £400 multiplied by the number of its
advisers.

13.12.1E R (1) A Category B2 firm with more than 25 advisers which is not a
Network and is not permitted to carry on the activity of managing
investments in respect of portfolios containing only life policies
or to delegate such activity to an investment firm must have
financial resources calculated in accordance with whichever of
(3) or (4) produces the higher amount.

(2) A Category B3 firm which is permitted to carry on the activity of
investment management in respect of portfolios containing only
life policies or to delegate such activity to an investment firm
must have financial resources calculated in accordance with
whichever of (3) or (4) produces the higher amount.

(3) 8/52 of its relevant annual expenditure, calculated in accordance
with 13.12.2 to 13.12.2D; or

(4) an amount equal to £400 multiplied by the number of its
advisers.

13.12.1F R (1) A Category B2 firm with fewer than 26 advisers which is not a
Network and is not permitted to carry on the activity of managing
investments in respect of portfolios containing only life policies
or to delegate such activity of investment management to an
investment firm must have financial resources calculated in
accordance with whichever of (3) or (4) produces the higher
amount.

(2) A Category B3 firm which is not permitted to carry on the activity
of investment management respect of portfolios containing only
life policies or to delegate such activity to an investment firm
must have financial resources calculated in accordance with
whichever of (3) or (4) produces the higher amount.

(3) 4/52 of its relevant annual expenditure, calculated in accordance
with 13.12.2 to 13.12.2D; or

(4) an amount equal to £400 multiplied by the number of its
advisers.
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CALCULATION OF RELEVANT ANNUAL EXPENDITURE

13.12.2 R A Category B firm must calculate its relevant annual expenditure by
reference to the amount described as total expenditure in its most
recently prepared set of annual financial statements. If those
statements were for a period other than 12 months, the amounts in
its profit and loss account must be adjusted proportionately.

13.12.2A R Where a Category B firm has just begun trading or have not been
authorised long enough to submit such statements the firm must
calculate its relevant annual expenditure on the basis of forecast or
other appropriate accounts submitted to the FSA.

13.12.2B R A Category B firm may deduct from its relevant annual expenditure
items (a) to (f) set out in table 13.12.2, unless the firm is a Category
B1 firm, in which case it may not deduct item (e).

Table 13.12.2

This table forms part of rule 13.12.2

DEDUCTIONS FROM EXPENDITURE

(a) staff bonuses;

(b) employees� and directors� shares in profits;

(c) interest charges in respect of borrowing made to finance the
acquisition of its readily realisable investments;

(d) shared commissions paid which are directly related to commissions
received;

(e) emoluments of directors, partners or a sole trader;

(f) a firm must not deduct any exceptional expenditure.
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ADJUSTMENTS TO CALCULATION OF RELEVANT ANNUAL EXPENDITURE

13.12.2C R A firm must ensure that the expenditure base properly reflects
the ongoing annual operating costs of the firm by having proper
regard to its circumstances when deciding whether to include or
exclude any item of expenditure or to make any other adjustment
to the calculation of relevant annual expenditure.

13.12.2D G In rule 13.12.2C the FSA would expect a firm to take proper account
of the effect of, for example, the ongoing annual operating costs of the
firm being met by another party, or of a significant change in the
structure of the firm's business during the year.

CALCULATION OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES TO MEET TESTS 1, 1A OR 2

13.12.3 R (1) This rule does not apply to a low resource firm;

(2) A Category B firm must be able to calculate its financial
resources at any time on the basis of the balance sheet the
firm could draw up at that time. For this purpose:

(a) a Category B1 firm must adjust the assets in the balance
sheet as specified in Part I of table 13.12.3(1) and include
the liabilities after making the adjustments specified in
Part II of table 13.12.3(1);

(b) a Category B2 or B3 firm to which 13.12 applies must
adjust the assets in the balance sheet as specified in Part
I of  table 13.12.3(2)  and include the liabilities after
making the adjustments specified in Part II of table
13.12.3(2).
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Table 13.12.3(1) Part I

This table forms part of rule 13.12.3
FIRMS CATEGORY B1

CALCULATION OF ASSETS

ASSETS ADJUSTMENTS

(1) Land and
Buildings

Exclude in full. (A loan secured by a charge on land and
buildings may be deducted from liabilities in accordance with
item (14) of Part II of this table.)

(2) Investments Include any net long position in any fixed or current asset
investment (including shares in any connected company)

(a) valued at its current bid price (or, in the case of a with-
profits life policy, at its surrender value), and

(b) discounted by the applicable percentage specified in table
13.12.3A.

A firm which acts as a market-maker in second-hand life
policies must comply with the relevant requirements in respect
of second-hand life policies held by the firm and include such a
policy.

(a) valued at its surrender value at the date on which the firm
acquired it, or its latest available surrender value if
different.

(b) where a life office whose policy is held by the firm has
altered adversely the basis on which it calculates
surrender values, the firm must revise its valuation of the
second-hand policy as soon as practicable after becoming
aware of the alteration.

(3) Investments
subject to
Repurchase,
Reverse
Repurchase,
Stock
Borrowing or
Stock
Lending
transactions

Include investments for which the firm has entered as principal
into a repurchase, reverse repurchase, stock borrowing or stock
lending transaction on its own behalf, after making (I) a
deduction in accordance with item (2), and (II) a deduction
calculated by computing its exposure (the difference between
the market value of the securities and the loan or collateral
(including accrued interest) where that difference is not in the
firm's favour, after adjusting for any excess collateral).
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(4) Debtors
relating to
Unsettled
Securities
Transactions
Cash against
Documents

Include debtors where the firm has entered into a transaction on
its own behalf in securities or units in collective investment
schemes on a cash against documents basis, and the
transaction remains unsettled, after deducting an amount
calculated by

(a) computing the difference between the agreed settlement
price for those investments and their current bid price where
that difference is not in the firm's favour, and

(b) multiplying that difference by the applicable percentage
specified in table 13.12.3B.

(5) Debtors
relating to
Unsettled
Securities
Transactions
Free
Deliveries

(a) Include the full amount due to the firm from debtors if a firm
has delivered securities or units in collective investment
schemes before receiving payment for them, or paid for
such investments before receiving certificates of good title
for them, so long as not more than three days have passed
since delivery

(b) If more than three days have passed since delivery,
exclude in full.

(6) Regulated
collective
investment
schemes

Include an amount owing in respect of a transaction in units in a
regulated collective investment scheme only if the amount has
been due and unpaid for 30 days or less after the settlement
date of the transaction to which it relates.

(7) Loans
secured on
investments

If the firm holds client title documents as security for

(a) the repayment of money it has lent; or

(b) money due to the firm in connection with the purchase for or
sale to another person of those investments, which the firm
has for genuine commercial reasons agreed to postpone,

the firm may include as an asset the lower of the following:

(i) the total amount due;

(ii) the market value of the investments multiplied by the
appropriate rates set out in table 13.12.3A.
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(8) Trade
debtors

Include amounts owing only in respect of

(a) (i) commission;

(ii) investment management fees;

(iii) other fees earned in connection with the firm's
investment business,

which are due from other authorised or EEA firms, recognised
investment exchanges or recognised clearing houses and have
been due and unpaid for 30 days or less;

(b) (i) investment management fees; or

(ii) pensions administration which have been due from its
customers and unpaid for 30 days or less.

(c) All other trade debtors must be deducted in full.

(9) Prepayments Include prepayments which relate to goods or services to be
received or performed within 90 days.

(10) Accrued
income

(a) Accrued income relating to investment management fees
not yet due and payable may be included if the fees relate
to services provided within the previous six months.

(b) Other accrued income may be included if it relates to
interest on marketable debt instruments or on deposits
included in item (11).

(11) Deposits The following may be included:

(a) cash and balances on current accounts and on deposit
accounts with an approved bank or National Savings Bank
which can be withdrawn within 90 days;

(b) money on deposit with a UK local authority which can be
withdrawn within 90 days;

(c) money deposited and evidenced by a certificate of tax
deposit.
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(12) Other Debts (a) Amounts owing in respect of

(i) interest on investments;

(ii) repayments of marketable debt instruments at maturity
or call;

(iii) dividends declared by authorised or not EEA firms  or
by companies in respect of shares listed on a
recognised or designated investment exchange;

which have been due and unpaid for 30 days or less may be
included.

(b) Other amounts due from UK government bodies may be
included if they are agreed and due within 30 days.

(13) All other
assets

Exclude in full.

Table 13.12.3(1) Part II  

This table forms part of rule 13.12.3

FIRMS IN CATEGORY B1

CALCULATION OF LIABILITIES

LIABILITIES ADJUSTMENTS

(14) Secured
Liabilities

Include in full, except the amount of the liabilities secured by a
charge on land and buildings which may be reduced by the smallest
of the following amounts:

(a) the aggregate amount of the firm's secured liabilities which are
due more than one year after the balance sheet date;

(b) (if the land and buildings have been valued by an independent
professional valuer within the past 18 months) 85% of the
amount certified by the valuer as their market value;

(c) 85% of the net book value of the land and buildings.

(15) Subordinated
loans

Include in full, except any short-term subordinated loan in the
standard form prescribed by the FSA which may be treated as
capital up to the limits specified in rules 13.12.5 and 13.12.5A.
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(16) Commission
on indemnity
terms from
the sale of
life policies
or pension
contracts

Include as a liability a provision for repayment, in the event that
premiums cease within the indemnity period, which must equal or
exceed 2.5% of the commissions the firm has received on
indemnity terms during the previous twelve months. This provision
must be reasonable having regard to its circumstances and, in
particular, its previous lapse ratio.

(17) Short
Positions

Include a net short position

(a) valued at its offer price and

(b) increased using the applicable percentage rate in table
13.12.3A.

(18) Deficiency in
subsidiary

Include as a liability the amount by which the liabilities of any
subsidiary (excluding its capital and reserves) exceed its tangible
assets. This requirement applies only to the extent that the firm has
not already made such a provision elsewhere in its financial
statements.

(19) Liability for
tax

Include as a liability a provision for taxation on the whole of the
profits of the firm's business up to its balance sheet date.

(20) Creditors
relating to
Unsettled
Securities
Transactions
-Cash
against
Documents

Include creditors where the firm has entered into a transaction on its
own behalf in securities or units in collective investment schemes
on a cash against documents basis, and the transaction remains
unsettled, after adding an amount calculated by

(a) computing the difference between the agreed settlement price
for those investments and their current market value where that
difference is not in the firm's favour, and

(b) multiplying that difference by the applicable percentage
specified in table 13.12.3B.

(21) Creditors
relating to
Unsettled
Securities
Transactions
-Free
Deliveries

Include an amount for creditors where (acting on the firm's own
behalf) the firm has delivered certificates of title for securities or
units in collective investment schemes before receiving payment for
them, or where a firm has bought such investments before receiving
certificates of good title for them, as follows:

(a) (if the firm has paid for them and not more than 3 days have
passed since the payment was made) include in full:

(b) (if more than 3 days have passed since the payment was made)
include the full value of the securities at their current offer price.
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(22) Over the
counter
derivatives

If the firm holds positions in derivatives on its own behalf must

(a) make the adjustment in item (17) of this table, and

(b) deduct the credit equivalent of those positions computed in
accordance with table 13.12.3C. In addition, bought OTC
options and covered warrants will be subject to table 13.12.3D.

(23) Contingent
Liabilities

A firm must include a provision for any contingent liabilities which
exist at its balance sheet date that must be made.

(24) Redeemable
Preference
Shares

Include as a liability any redeemable preference shares which fall
due within two years. If shares are not redeemable by the
shareholder within 2 years, they must be treated in accordance with
rules 13.12.5 and 13.12.5A.

(25) Foreign
currency risk

If the firm holds positions on its own behalf in foreign currencies or
has assets or liabilities denominated in foreign currencies, the firm
must calculate a provision to cover the risk in accordance with table
13.12.3D and include the amount as a liability

(26) All other
liabilities

Include in full.

Table 13.12.3(2) Part I

This table forms part of rule 13.12.3

FIRMS IN CATEGORIES B2 AND B3

(except low resource firms)

CALCULATION OF ASSETS

ASSETS ADJUSTMENTS

(1) Land and
buildings

Include land and buildings which are not subject to any charge
only if they have been valued either

(a) at 60% of their net book value, or

(b) (if valued by an independent professional valuer within the
past three years) at 60% of the amount certified by the
valuer to be the market value.
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(2) Motor vehicles  (a) Include motor vehicles acquired less than 12 months ago
valued at 50% of their cost

(b) Include motor vehicles acquired within the past 24 months
(but more than 12 months ago) valued at 25% of their cost

(c) Exclude in full any other motor vehicles.

(3) Investments Include any net long position in any fixed or current asset
investment (including shares in any connected company)

valued at its current bid price (or, in the case of a with profits life
policy, at its surrender value) and

discounted by the applicable percentage specified in table
13.12.3A.

(4) Debtors relating
to Unsettled
Securities
Transactions
Cash against
Documents

Include debtors where a firm has entered into a transaction on
its own behalf in securities or units in collective investment
schemes on a cash against documents basis and the transaction
remains unsettled after deducting an amount calculated by

(a) computing the difference between the agreed settlement
price for those investments and their current bid price where
that difference is not in the firm's favour and

(b) multiplying that difference by the applicable percentage
specified in table 13.12.3B.

(5) Debtors relating
to Unsettled
Securities
Transactions
Free Deliveries

(a) Where the firm has delivered securities or units in collective
investment schemes before receiving payment for them or
paid for such investments before receiving certificates of
good title for them include the full amount due to a firm from
debtors so long as not more than 3 days have passed since
delivery.

(b) Exclude in full if more than 3 days have passed since
delivery.

(6) Regulated
collective
investment
schemes

Include an amount owing in respect of a transaction in units in a
regulated collective investment scheme only if the amount has
been due and unpaid for not more than 90 days after the
settlement date of the transaction to which it relates.

(7) Debts of group or
connected
companies

Include amounts due from group or connected companies
(which do not relate to trade debts) where a firm has no reason
to doubt that repayment will be made in full on demand.
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(8) Trade debtors Include amounts due from trade debtors (including group or
connected companies) which have been due and unpaid for less
than 90 days.

(9) Prepayments Include prepayments which relate to goods or services to be
received or performed within 90 days.

(10) Accrued income (a) Include accrued income not yet due and payable in respect
of fees earned in the performance of investment
management services that is receivable within six months.

(b) Include any other accrued income receivable within 90 days.

(11) Deposits Include amounts in respect of

(a) cash and balances on current accounts and on deposit
accounts with an approved bank or National Savings Bank
which can be withdrawn within 90 days;

(b) money on deposit with a UK local authority which can be
withdrawn within 90 days;

(c) money deposited and evidenced by a certificate of tax
deposit.

(12) Other amounts
due from
Government
bodies or local
authorities

Include other amounts due from UK Government bodies or local
authorities if they are agreed and due within 90 days.

(13) All other assets Exclude in full.
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Table 13.12.3(2) Part II  

This table forms part of rule 13.12.3
FIRMS IN CATEGORIES B2 AND B3

(except low resource firms)

CALCULATION OF LIABILITIES

LIABILITIES CALCULATIONS

(14) Secured
Liabilities

Include in full, except the amount of the liabilities secured by
a charge on land and buildings which may be reduced as
follows:

(a) If the liabilities secured exceed 85% of the value of the
land and buildings, then the excess is treated as a
liability;

(b) If the land and buildings have been valued by an
independent professional valuer within the past three
years, the value of the land and buildings is the amount
certified by the valuer as their market value; otherwise it
is their net book value.

(If 60% of the value of the land and buildings which are
subject to a charge exceeds the liabilities secured, then the
amount of that excess may be treated as an asset.)

(15) Subordinated
loans

Include in full, except any short term subordinated loan in the
standard form prescribed by the FSA for such loans which
may be treated as capital up to the limits specified in rules
13.12.5 and 13.12.5A.

(16) Commission on
indemnity terms
from the sale of
life policies or
pension
contracts

Include as a liability a provision for repayment, in the event
that premiums cease within the indemnity period, which must
equal or exceed 2.5% of the commissions the firm has
received on indemnity terms during the previous twelve
months. This provision must be reasonable having regard to
its circumstances and, in particular, its previous lapse ratio.

(17) Short Positions Include a net short position

(a) valued at its offer price, and

(b) increased using the applicable percentage rate in table
13.12.3A.
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(18) Deficiency in
subsidiary

Include as a liability the amount by which the liabilities of any
subsidiary (excluding its capital and reserves) exceed its
tangible assets. This requirement applies only to the extent
that the firm has not already made such a provision
elsewhere in its financial statements.

(19) Liability for tax Include as a liability a provision for taxation on the whole of
the profits of its business up to its balance sheet date.

(20) Unsettled
Securities
Transactions -
Cash against
Documents

Include creditors where the firm has entered into a
transaction on its behalf in securities or units in collective
investment schemes on a cash against documents basis, and
the transaction remains unsettled, after adding an amount
calculated by

(a) computing the difference between the agreed settlement
price for those investments and their current market
value, and

(b) multiplying that difference by the applicable percentage
specified in table 13.12.3B.

(21) Creditors relating
to Unsettled
Securities
Transactions -
Free Deliveries

Include an amount for creditors where (acting on its behalf)
the firm has delivered certificates of title for securities or units
in collective investment schemes before receiving payment
for them, or where the firm has bought such investments
before receiving certificates of good title for them, as follows:

(a) (if the firm has paid for them and not more than 3 days
have passed since the payment was made) include in
full;

(b) (if more than 3 days have passed since the payment was
made) include the full value of the securities at the
current offer price.

(22) Over the counter
derivatives

Include as a liability an amount for any positions the firm
holds on its own behalf in such derivatives calculated by
computing the credit equivalent of those positions in
accordance with table 13.12.3C. In addition, bought OTC
derivatives and covered warrants will be subject to table
13.12.3D.

(23) Contingent
Liabilities

A firm must include a provision for any contingent liabilities
which exist at its balance sheet date that must be made.
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(24) Long term
liabilities

Include as a liability any amount which falls due more than 3
years from the balance sheet date and is due to connected
persons, in accordance with rules 13.12.5 and 13.12.5A.

(25) Redeemable
Preference
Shares

Include as a liability any redeemable preference shares
which fall due within two years. If shares are not redeemable
by the shareholder within two years, they must be treated in
accordance with rules 13.12.5 and 13.12.5A.

(26) Net open foreign
currency position

A firm must calculate its foreign exchange risk requirement in
accordance with table 13.12.3D and include the amount as a
liability.

(27) All other liabilities Include in full.

TABLE 13.12.3A  

This table forms part of rule 13.12.3

DISCOUNTS FOR INVESTMENTS

The percentages in the table are applied to the market value (unless otherwise stated) or
gross positions, i.e. both longs and shorts in each category; netting and offsetting are

prohibited. The long or short position in a particular investment is the net of any long or
short positions held in that same investment.

Investment Discount

A. Debt

UK Government or local authority stocks:

- with less than one year to final redemption 2%

- with more than one year but less than five years to
final redemption

5%

- with five years or more to final redemption 10%

Debt security:

- debt instruments issued or accepted by an
approved bank with less than 90 days to final
redemption

2%
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- other debt instruments which are marketable
investments with less than one year to final
redemption

5%

- other debt instruments which are marketable
investments with less than five years to final
redemption

10%

- other debt instruments which are marketable
investments

15%

- floating rate notes which are marketable
investments:

- with no more than 20 years to final redemption 5%

- with more than 20 years to final redemption 10%

B. Equities

- other investments listed on a recognised or
designated investment exchange

25%

- shares traded on a recognised or designated
investment exchange

35%

- other shares for which there is a market maker in
the UK

35%

C. Derivatives

- exchange traded futures 4 x initial margin
requirement

- OTC futures Apply the appropriate
percentage shown in A
and B to the market value
of the underlying position

- Purchased options Apply the appropriate
percentage shown in A
and B to the market value
of the underlying position
but the result may be
limited to the market value
of the option

- Contracts for differences 20% of the market value
of the contract
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D. Other Investments

- Unit linked bonds and units in authorised unit
trust schemes (other than higher volatility funds
and property funds) or regulated collective
investment schemes

25%

- units in higher volatility funds and property funds 50%

- with profit life policies (only applicable to firms
other than traded life policy market makers)

20% of the surrender
value of the policy

- shares in subsidiary companies and shares
which are not readily realisable securities in
connected companies

100%

- traded endowment policies:

where a traded life policy is held for resale by a
firm which is a traded life policy market maker:

(a) for 3 months or less 0% of the surrender
value of the policy

(b) for more than 3 months 10% of the surrender
value of the policy

when a traded life policy is held by a firm which
is a traded life policy market maker for
investment

10% of the surrender
value of the policy

- other 100%
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TABLE 13.12.3B  

This table forms part of rule 13.12.3

UNSETTLED SECURITIES TRANSACTIONS

Number of business days
after due settlement date

A
%

B
%

0 � 15 0 0

16 � 30 25 0

31 � 45 50 25

46 � 60 75 50

61 or more 100 75

over 90 100 100

Note 1 Column A applies to a transaction in a debt or debt-related instrument (unless the
debt instrument is settled through the appropriate UK settlement system), and

Note 2 Column B applies in all other cases (and, in particular, applies to equity and
equity-related instruments).

TABLE 13.12.3C

This table forms part of rule 13.12.3

OVER THE COUNTER DERIVATIVES

a. By attaching current market values to contracts (marking to market), obtain
the current replacement cost of all contracts with positive values.

b. To obtain a figure for potential future credit exposure (except in the case of
single currency �floating/floating interest rate swaps� in which only the
current replacement costs will be calculated), the notional principal amounts
or values underlying the firm's aggregate positions are multiplied by the
following percentages:

Residual Maturity Interest Rate Contracts Foreign Exchange Contracts

One year or less Nil 1%

More than 1 year 0.5% 5%

c. The credit equivalent is the sum of current replacement cost and potential
future credit exposure.
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TABLE 13.12.3D

This table forms part of rule 13.12.3

FOREIGN EXCHANGE RISK

(a) A firm must deduct a foreign exchange risk requirement for all the
following items which are denominated in a foreign currency:

(i) all assets and liabilities, including accrued interest,
denominated in the currency (all investments at market or
realisable value);

(ii) any currency future, at the nominal value of the contract;

(iii) any forward contract for the purchase or sale of the currency,
at the contract value, including any future exchange of
principal associated with currency swaps;

(iv) any foreign currency options at the net delta (or delta-based)
equivalent of the total book of such options;

(v) any non-currency option, at market value;

(vi) any irrevocable guarantee;

(vii) any other off-balance sheet commitment to purchase or sell
an asset denominated in that currency.

(b) The requirement must be calculated as follows:

(i) using the spot rate, convert the net long position and net short
position in each foreign currency into the currency in which
the firm's annual financial statements are reported;

(ii) total the net open long positions and the net open short
positions;

(iii) the higher of (i) and (ii) above is its net open foreign currency
position;

(iv) multiply its net open foreign currency position by 10%;
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(c) A firm may not include any future income or expense not yet
accrued but fully hedged (subject to deduction of an appropriate
risk requirement).

SHORT TERM SUBORDINATED LOANS

13.12.4 R A Category B firm may treat subordinated loan as a financial
resource, as specified in rules 13.12.5 to 5A, if the short term
subordinated loan is eligible for such treatment in accordance
with rule 13.12.4A;

13.12.4A R A short term subordinated loan is eligible for such treatment if:

(1) it has an original maturity of at least two years or, if it has no
fixed term, it is subject to two years' notice of repayment;

(2) payment of interest is not permitted under the loan
agreement unless after such payment a firm meet 120% of its
financial resource requirement;

(3) repayment, prepayment or termination is only permitted
under the loan agreement

(a) on maturity, or on expiration of the period of notice, if
after such payment or termination a firm meets 120% of
its financial resources requirement; or

(b) on winding up after the claims of all other creditors and
all outstanding debts have been settled;

(4) it is in the standard form for short term subordinated loans
prescribed by the FSA.

RESTRICTIONS

13.12.5 R A Category B firm must calculate:

(1) the aggregate amount of its short term subordinated loans,
its preference shares which are not redeemable within two
years, and for a Category B firm other than a Category B1
firm its long term liabilities which are not secured on its
assets, if they do not fall due more than three years from
the balance sheet date, and are not due to connected
persons;

(2) the amount of the firm's total capital and reserves
excluding preference share capital, less the amount of its
intangible assets, multiplied by 400%.
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APPENDIX 13 (1)
Defined terms for Chapter 13

If a defined term does not appear in the glossary below, the definition in
the Glossary annexed to the General Provisions Instrument 2001 applies

50% controller a controller in whose case the relevant percentage of shares or voting power
is 50% or more.

accepting deposits the regulated activity, specified in article 5 of the Regulated Activities Order
(Accepting deposits), which is in summary: accepting deposits if:

(a) money received by way of deposit is lent to others; or

(b) any other activity of the person accepting the deposit is financed, wholly
or to a material extent, out of the capital of or interest on money received
by way of deposit.

Act the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.

adviser an individual who is:

(a) a financial adviser; or

(b) a representative; or

(c) an appointed representative.

advising on
investments

the regulated activity, specified in article 53 of the Regulated Activities Order
(Advising on investments), which is in summary: advising a person if the
advice is:

(a) given to the person in his capacity as an investor or potential investor, or
in his capacity as agent for an investor or a potential investor; and

(b) advice on the merits of his doing any of the following (whether as
principal or agent):

(i) buying, selling, subscribing for or underwriting a particular
investment which is a security or a contractually based investment,
or

(ii) exercising any right conferred by such an investment to buy, sell,
subscribe for or underwrite such an investment.

affiliated company in relation to a person, an undertaking in the same group as that person.

affiliated persons (a) persons who constitute a single risk because one of them has direct or
indirect control over the other or others;

(b) other persons who are so interconnected that, if one of them were to
experience financial problems, the other or all of the others would be
likely to encounter repayment difficulties;

allocation period a single 24-hour period or, with the agreement of each intermediate customer
concerned, a period spanning five consecutive business days, during which
an aggregated series of transactions, to achieve one investment decision or
objective, may be executed.

ancillary activity an activity that is not a regulated activity but is:

(a) carried on in connection with a regulated activity; or
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(b) held out as being for the purposes of a regulated activity.

annual accounting
reference date

the date to which a corporate firm's accounts are prepared for the purposes
of the Companies Acts, or, where the firm is not subject to the Companies
Acts, the equivalent date chosen by the firm and notified to the FSA;

annual financial
statement

the financial statements in respect of the year ending on the firm's annual
accounting reference date;

appointed
representative

(in accordance with section 39 of the Act) a person (other than an authorised
person) who:

(a) is a party to a contract with an authorised person (his principal) which:

(i) permits or requires him to carry on business of a description
prescribed in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Appointed Representatives) Regulations 2001 (SI 2001/1217);
and

(ii) complies with such requirements as are prescribed in those
Regulations; and

(b) is someone for whose activities in carrying on the whole or part of that
business his principal has accepted responsibility in writing;

and who is therefore an exempt person in relation to any regulated activity
comprised in the carrying on of that business for which his principal has
accepted responsibility.

appropriate
personal pension

a personal pension policy or a personal pension contract under which
contributions are made to a personal pension scheme which is an
appropriate scheme under section 1(8) of the Social Security Act 1986 or
article 3(8) of the Social Security (Northern Ireland) Order 1986.

approved bank (in relation to a bank account opened by a firm):

(a) if the account is opened at a branch in the United Kingdom:

(i) the Bank of England; or

(ii) the central bank of a member state of the OECD; or

(iii) a bank; or

(iv) a building Society which offers, unrestrictedly, banking services; or

(v) a bank which is supervised by the central bank or other banking
regulator of a member state of the OECD; or

(b) if the account is opened elsewhere:

(i) a bank in (a); or

(ii) a credit institution established in an EEA State other than the
United Kingdom and duly authorised by the relevant Home State
regulator; or

(iii) a bank which is regulated in the Isle of Man or the Channel
Islands; or

(c) a bank supervised by the South African Reserve Bank; or

(d) any other bank that:

(i) is subject to regulation by a national banking regulator;

(ii) is required to provide audited accounts;
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(iii) has minimum net assets of £5million (or its equivalent in any other
currency at the relevant time) and has a surplus revenue over
expenditure for the last two financial years; and

(iv) has an annual audit report which is not materially qualified.

approved collateral any form of security for the discharge of any liability arising from a contingent
liability investment (other than a guarantee) which:

(a) (in relation to an on-exchange transaction) is acceptable under the rules
of the relevant exchange or clearing house; and

(b) (in relation to an OTC transaction) would be acceptable for a similar
transaction to the relevant exchange or clearing house.

approved
depositary

any depositary that:

(a) is subject to regulation by a national regulatory body;

(b) is required to provide audited accounts;

(c) has minimum net assets of £5 million (or its equivalent in any other
currency at the relevant time) and has a surplus revenue over
expenditure for the last two financial years; and

(d) has an annual audit report which is not materially qualified.

arranging (bringing
about) deals in
investments

the regulated activity, specified in article 25(1) of the Regulated Activities
Order, which is, in summary: making arrangements for another person
(whether as principal or agent) to buy, sell, subscribe for or underwrite a
particular investment which is:

(a) a designated investment; or

(b) the underwriting capacity of a Lloyd's syndicate; or

(c) membership of a Lloyd's syndicate; or

(d) rights to or interests in investments in (b) or (c).

associate (in relation to a person ("A")):

(a) an affiliated company of A;

(b) an appointed representative of A or of any affiliated company of A;

(c) any other person whose business or domestic relationship with A or his
associate might reasonably be expected to give rise to a community of
interest between them which may involve a conflict of interest in dealings
with third parties.

AUT an authorised unit trust scheme.

authorised
corporate director

the director of an ICVC who is the authorised corporate director of the ICVC
in accordance with CIS 7.2.1R (The directors).

authorised fund an ICVC or an AUT.

authorised person (in accordance with section 31 of the Act (Authorised persons)) one of the
following:

(a) a person who has a Part IV permission to carry on one or more regulated
activities;

(b) an incoming EEA firm;

(c) an incoming Treaty firm;

(d) a UCITS qualifier;

(e) an ICVC.
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(f) the Society of Lloyds

authorised unit trust
scheme

(as defined in section 237(3) of the Act (Other definitions)) a unit trust
scheme which is authorised for the purposes of the Act by an authorisation
order.

bank (1) a firm with a Part IV permission which includes accepting deposits, and:

(a) which is a credit institution; or

(b) whose Part IV permission includes a requirement that it comply with
IPRU(BANK);

but which is not a building society, a friendly society or a credit union;

(2) an EEA bank.

bearer form (in relation to a client's certificate, share transfer or other document) in a form
signed by the client so that it enables a designated investment or deposit to
which it relates to be sold, transferred, surrendered or dealt with in any other
way without the need to obtain further written instructions and allowing the
firm access to the sale proceeds.

bid price the price at which a person could sell a unit in a dual-priced AUT or a
security.

body corporate (in accordance with section 417(1) of the Act (Definitions)) any body
corporate, including a body corporate constituted under the law of a country
or territory outside the United Kingdom.

bonded investment a designated investment not held by a trustee when acting as a trustee:

(i) which the firm may sell or procure the sale of without the signature or
other action of the customer or an independent third party;

(ii) where the proceeds of such a sale are or could be payable to the firm
or a connected person; and

(iii) which, other than in the case of a unit in a collective investment
scheme, is one of the following:

(a) a readily realisable security held for a customer whether or not
held under a discretionary arrangement; or

(b) a bearer designated investment; or

(c) a designated investment held by a nominee company under the
control of the  firm or a person whom the firm controls; or

a designated investment to which the title is recorded in electronic form

branch (a) in relation to a credit institution:

(i) a place of business which forms a legally dependent part of a credit
institution and which carries out directly all or some of the
transactions inherent in the business of credit institutions;

(ii) for the purposes of the Banking Consolidation Directive, any number
of places of business set up in the same EEA State by a credit
institution with headquarters in another EEA State are to be
regarded as a single branch;

(b) in relation to an investment firm,

(i) a place of business which is a part of an investment firm, not being
the principal place of business, which has no separate legal
personality and which provides investment services for which the
investment firm has been authorised;

(ii) for the purposes of the Investment Services Directive, all the places
of business set up in the same EEA State by an investment firm with
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headquarters in another EEA State are to be regarded as a single
branch;

(c) in relation to an insurance undertaking, any permanent presence of the
insurance undertaking in an EEA State other than that in which it has its
head office is to be regarded as a single branch, whether that presence
consists of a single office which, or two or more offices each of which:

(i) is managed by the insurance undertaking's own staff; or

(ii) is an agency of the insurance undertaking; or

(iii) is managed by a person who is independent of the insurance
undertaking, but has permanent authority to act for the insurance
undertaking as an agency would.

broker fund (in relation to a fund for which the firm is or will be a broker fund adviser):

(a) an actual or notional fund of a long-term insurer, which contains or will
contain contributions made or to be made by a client or clients of a firm
in connection with a life policy or policies;

(b) a fund of a collective investment scheme, which contains or will contain
cash contributions made or to be made by a client or clients of a firm in
connection with the purchase of units in the scheme.

broker fund adviser a person who has, or whose associate being an authorised person has, an
arrangement with a long-term insurer, or with the operator of a regulated
collective investment scheme or an unregulated collective investment
scheme, under which it is to be expected that the long-term insurer or
operator will take into account the advice of that person or his associate:

(a) in the case of a long-term insurer, on any matter likely to influence the
performance of any of the long-term insurer's funds or of any investment
issued by the long-term insurer into which cash contributions of that
person's customers have been made;

(b) in the case of an operator, on the composition of the property of the
collective investment scheme into which cash contributions of that
person's customers have been made;

in this definition, associate includes any authorised person in respect of
whose services the first person receives any benefit or reward, either directly
or indirectly, in connection with advice of the kind described in (a) and (b)
given to a long-term insurer or to a collective investment scheme operator.

building society (as defined in section 119(1) of the Building Societies Act 1986) a building
society incorporated (or deemed to be incorporated) under that Act.

business day (1) (in relation to anything done or to be done in any part of the United
Kingdom):

(a) (except in REC) any day which is not  a Saturday or Sunday,
Christmas Day, Good Friday or a bank holiday in that part of the
United Kingdom;

(b) (in REC) (as defined in section 167 of the Companies Act 1989) any
day which is not a Saturday or Sunday, Christmas Day, Good Friday
or a bank holiday in any part of the United Kingdom.

(2) (in relation to anything done or to be done by reference to a market
outside the United Kingdom)

any day on which that market is normally open for business.

buying (in accordance with article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order
(Interpretation general)) any form of buying, including acquiring for valuable
consideration.
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Category A firm a personal investment firm which is an ISD firm;

Category A1 firm a Category A firm whose permission includes dealing in investments as
principal;

Category A2 firm a Category A firm whose permission does not include dealing in investments
as principal;

Category A3 firm a Category A firm whose permission includes only arranging transactions in
investments, advising on investments and, if applicable managing
investments

Category B firm a personal investment firm, other than  a Category A firm;

Category B1 firm a Category B firm whose permission includes dealing in investments as
principal;

Category B2 firm a Category B firm whose permission does not include dealing as principal;

Category B3 firm a Category B firm whose permission includes only arranging transactions in
life policies and other insurance contracts, advising on investments and
receiving and transmitting, on behalf of investors, orders in relation to
securities and units in collective investment schemes;

charge any fee or charge made to a client in connection with designated investment
business, whether levied by the firm or any other person, including a mark-up
or mark-down.

clearing firm a firm which assumes primary responsibility (including legal liability) for the
execution and settlement of transactions for clients.

clearing house a clearing house through which transactions on an exchange may be
cleared.

client any person with or for whom a firm conducts or intends to conduct
designated investment business or any other regulated activity; and:

(a) every client is a customer or a market counterparty;

(b) "client" includes:

(i) a potential client;

(ii) a client of an appointed representative of a firm with or for whom the
appointed representative acts or intends to act, in the course of
business for which the firm has accepted responsibility under
section 39 of the Act (Exemption of appointed representatives);

(iii) a collective investment scheme even if it does not have separate
legal personality;

(iv) if a person (�C1�), with or for whom the firm is conducting or intends
to conduct designated investment business, is acting as agent for
another person (�C2�), either C1 or C2 in accordance with COB
4.1.5R (Agent as client);

(c) "client" does not include:

(i) a trust beneficiary;

(ii) a corporate finance contact;

a venture capital contact.

client agreement terms of business which have been signed by the client or to which the client
has consented in writing.

client asset rules COB 9, including the custody rules, client money rules, mandate rules and
collateral rules.
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client bank account (a) an account at a bank which:

(i) holds the money of one or more clients;

(ii) is in the name of the firm;

(iii) includes in its title an appropriate description to distinguish the
money in the account from the firm's money; and

(iv) is a current or a deposit account; or

(b) a money market deposit of client money which is identified as being
client money.

client money subject to the client money rules, money of any currency which, in the course
of carrying on designated investment business, a firm holds in respect of any
investment agreement entered into, or to be entered into, with or for a client,
or which a firm treats as client money in accordance with the client money
rules.

client money
distribution rules

COB 9.5.

client money rules COB 9.3.

client transaction
account

(in relation to a firm and an exchange or clearing house or an intermediate
broker) an account maintained by the exchange, clearing house or the
intermediate broker, as the case may be, in respect of contingent liability
transactions undertaken by the firm with or for its clients.

close relative (as defined in article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order) (in relation to any
person):

(a) his spouse;

(b) his children and step-children, his parents and step-parents, his brothers
and sisters and his step-brothers and step-sisters; and

(c) the spouse of any person within (b).

collateral any of the following:

(a) an investment specified in articles 76 to 81 of the Regulated Activities
Order; that is:

(i) shares (article 76);

(ii) debentures (article 77);

(iii) government and public securities (article 78);

(iv) warrants (article 79);

(v) certificates representing certain securities (article 80);

(vi) units (article 81);

or

(b) money; or

(c) a commodity warrant (however title is recorded or evidenced);

which belongs to a client and which is held or controlled by the firm under the
terms of a deposit, pledge, charge or other security arrangement.

collective
investment scheme

a collective investment scheme, as defined in section 235 of the Act
(Collective Investment Schemes), which is in summary:

(a) any arrangements with respect to property of any description, including
money, the purpose or effect of which is to enable persons taking part in
the arrangements (whether by becoming owners of the property or any
part of it or otherwise) to participate in or receive profits or income arising
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from the acquisition, holding, management or disposal of the property or
sums paid out of such profits or income; and

(b) which are not excluded by the Financial Services and Markets Act
(Collective Investment Schemes) Order 2001 (SI 2001/1062).

commencement the beginning of the commencement day.

commencement day the day on which section 19 of the Act (The general prohibition) comes into
force.

commission any form of commission, including a benefit of any kind, offered or given in
connection with designated investment business.

commodity a physical asset (other than a financial instrument or cash) which is capable
of delivery.

company any body corporate.

connected person (1) (in relation to the FSA's consideration of an application for, or of whether
to vary or cancel, a Part IV permission) any person appearing to the FSA
to be, or likely to be, in a relationship with the applicant or person given
permission, which is relevant, in accordance with section 49(1) of the Act
(Persons connected with an applicant);

(2) (in relation to the FSA�s powers to gather information under section 165
of the Act (Authority�s power to require information)) (as defined in
section 165(11) of the Act) a person which has or has at any relevant
time had the following relationship to an authorised person) (A):

(a) it is a member of A�s group;

(b) it is a controller of A;

(c) it is a member of a partnership of which A is a member;

(d) it is or has been an employee of A;

(e) if A is a company it is or has been:

(i) an officer or manager of A or of a parent undertaking of A; or

(ii) an agent of A or of a parent undertaking of A;

(f) if A is a partnership, it is or has been a member, manager, or agent
of A;

(g) if A is an unincorporated association of persons which is neither a
partnership nor an unincorporated friendly society, it is or has been
an officer, manager, or agent of A;

(h) if A is a friendly society, it is or has been an officer or manager of A
as defined in section 119(1) of the Friendly Societies Act 1992;

(i) if A is a building society, it is or has been an officer of A as defined
in section 119(1) of the Building Societies Act 1986;

(j) if A is an individual, it is or has been an agent of A;

(3) (in relation to the FSA�s powers of investigation under section 171 and
172 of the Act) (Powers of persons appointed under section 167;
Additional power of persons appointed as a result of section 168(1) or
(4))) (as defined in section 171(4) of the Act) a person which has or has
at any relevant time had the following relationship to a person under
investigation (P):

(a) it has the relationship specified in any of paragraphs (2) (a) to (j)
inclusive to P (where references in those paragraphs to A are taken
to be references to P);
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(b) it is a partnership of which A is a member;

(c) it is the partner, manager, employee, agent, appointed
representative, banker, auditor, actuary or solicitor of:

(i) A;

(ii) a parent undertaking of A;

(iii) a subsidiary undertaking of A;

(iv) a subsidiary undertaking of a parent undertaking of A; or

(v) a parent undertaking of a subsidiary undertaking of A.

contingent liability
investment

a derivative under the terms of which the client will or may be liable to make
further payments (other than charges, and whether or not secured by margin)
when the transaction falls to be completed or upon the earlier closing out of
his position.

contract for
differences

(as specified in article 85 of the Regulated Activities Order (Contracts for
differences etc)) rights under:

(a) a contract for differences; or

(b) any other contract the purpose or pretended purpose of which is to
secure a profit or avoid a loss by reference to fluctuations in:

(i) the value or price of property of any description; or

(ii) an index or other factor designated for that purpose in the
contract.

contract of
insurance

(1) (in relation to a specified investment) the investment specified in article
75 of the Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of insurance) which is
rights under a contract of insurance).

(2) (in relation to a contract) (in accordance with article 3(1) of the Regulated
Activities Order (Interpretation: general)) any contract of insurance which
is a long-term insurance contract or a general insurance contract,
including:

(a) fidelity bonds, performance bonds, administration bonds, bail bonds,
customs bonds or similar contracts of guarantee, where these are:

(i) effected or carried out by a person not carrying on a banking
business;

(ii) not effected merely incidentally to some other business carried
on by the person effecting them; and

(iii) effected in return for the payment of one or more premiums.;

(b) tontines;

(c) capital redemption contracts, pension fund management contracts,
where these are effected or carried out by a person who:

(i) does not carry on a banking business; and

(ii) otherwise carries on a regulated activity of the kind specified by
article 10 of the Regulated Activities Order (Effecting and
carrying out contracts of insurance);

(d) contracts to pay annuities on human life;

(e) contracts of a kind referred to in article 1(2)(e) of the First Life
Directive (Collective insurance etc); and

(f) contracts of a kind referred to in article 1(3) of the First Life Directive
(Social insurance).
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in this definition, "annuities on human life" does not include superannuation
allowances and annuities payable out of any fund applicable solely to the
relief and maintenance of persons engaged or who have been engaged, in
any particular profession, trade or employment, or of the dependants of such
persons.

contractually based
investment

(in accordance with article 3 of the Regulated Activities Order (Interpretation:
general)):

(a) rights under a life policy:

(b) an option, future or contract for differences;

(c) rights to or interests in an investment falling within (a) or (b).

control (in relation to the acquisition, increase or reduction of control of a firm) the
relationship between a person and the firm or other undertaking of which  the
person is a controller.

controlled activity an activity specified in Part 1 of Schedule 1 to the Financial Promotion Order
(Controlled activities).

controller (as defined in section 422 of the Act (Controller))

(in relation to a firm or other undertaking ("A"))

a person (see I) who:

(a) holds 10 % or more of the shares in A; or

(b) is able to exercise significant influence over the management of A
through his shareholding in A; or

(c) holds 10 % or more of the shares in a parent undertaking ("P") of A; or

(d) is able to exercise significant influence over the management of P
through his shareholding in P; or

(e) is entitled to exercise, or control the exercise of, 10 % or more of the
voting power in A; or

(f) is able to exercise significant influence over the management of A
through his voting power in A; or

(g) is entitled to exercise, or control the exercise of, 10 % or more of the
voting power in P; or

(h) is able to exercise significant influence over the management of P
through his voting power in P;

in this definition:

(A) "person" means:

(i) the person;

(ii) any of the person's associates; or

(iii) the person and any of his associates;

(B) "associate", in relation to a person ("H") holding shares in an undertaking
("C") or entitled to exercise or control the exercise of voting power in
relation to another undertaking ("D"), means:

(a) the spouse of H;

(b) a child or stepchild of H (if under 18);

(c) the trustee of any settlement under which H has a life interest in
possession (or in Scotland a life interest);

(d) an undertaking of which H is a director;
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(e) a person who is an employee or partner of H;

(f) if H is an undertaking:

(i) a director of H;

(ii) a subsidiary undertaking of H;

(iii) a director or employee of such a subsidiary undertaking; and

(g) if H has with any other person an agreement or arrangement with
respect to the acquisition, holding or disposal or shares or other
interests in C or D or under which they undertake to act together in
exercising their voting power in relation to C or D, that other person;

(C) "settlement" includes any disposition or arrangement under which
property is held on trust (or subject to a comparable obligation);

(D) "shares" means:

(a) in relation to an undertaking with a share capital, allotted shares;

(b) in relation to an undertaking with capital but no share capital, rights
to share in the capital of the undertaking;

(c) in relation to an undertaking without capital, interests:

(i) conferring any right to share in the profits, or liability to
contribute to the losses, of the undertaking; or

(ii) giving rise to any obligation to contribute to the debts or
expenses of the undertaking in the event of a winding up.

(see also 50% controller)

corporate finance
business

(a) designated investment business carried on by a firm with or for:

(i) any issuer, holder or owner of designated investments, if that
business relates to the offer, issue, underwriting, repurchase,
exchange or redemption of, or the variation of the terms of, those
investments, or any related matter;

(ii) any market counterparty or intermediate customer, or other body
corporate, partnership or supranational organisation, if that
business relates to the manner in which, or the terms on which, or
the persons by whom, any business, activities or undertakings
relating to it, or any associate, are to be financed, structured,
managed, controlled, regulated or reported upon;

(iii) any person in connection with:

(A) a proposed or actual takeover or related operation by or on
behalf of that person, or involving investments issued by that
person (being a body corporate), its holding company,
subsidiary or associate; or

(B) a merger, de-merger, reorganisation or reconstruction
involving any investments issued by that person (being a
body corporate), its holding company, subsidiary or associate;

(iv) any shareholder or prospective shareholder of a body corporate
established or to be established for the purpose of effecting a
takeover or related operation, where that business is in connection
with that takeover or related operation;

(v) any person who, acting as a principal for his own account:

(A) is involved in negotiations or decisions relating to the
commercial, financial or strategic intentions or requirements
of a business or prospective business; or
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(B) (provided he is acting otherwise than solely in his capacity as
an investor) assists the interests of another person with or for
whom the firm, or another authorised person or overseas
person, is undertaking business as specified in (a)(i),(ii),(iii) or
(iv), by himself undertaking all or part of any transactions
involved in such business;

(vi) any person undertaking business with or for a person as specified
in (a)(i), (ii), (iii), (iv) or (v) in respect of activities described in those
sub-paragraphs;

(b) designated investment business carried on by a firm as a principal for its
own account where such business:

(i) is in the course of, or arises out of, activities undertaken in
accordance with (a); and

(ii) does not involve transactions with or for, or advice on investments
to, any other person who is a private customer in respect of such
business;

(c) designated investment business carried on by a firm as principal for its
own account if such business:

(i) is in the course of, or arises out of:

(A) the offer, issue, underwriting, repurchase, exchange or
redemption of, or the variation of the terms of, shares, share
warrants, debentures or debenture warrants issued by the
firm, or any related matter; or

(B) a proposed or actual takeover or related operation by or on
behalf of the firm, or involving shares, share warrants,
debentures or debenture warrants issued by the firm; or

(C) a merger, de-merger, reorganisation or reconstruction
involving any shares, share warrants, debentures or
debenture warrants issued by the firm; and

(ii) does not involve advice on investments to any person who is a
private customer;

in this definition, �share warrants� and �debenture warrants� mean any
warrants which relate to shares in the firm concerned or, as the case may be,
debentures issued by the firm.

credit (1) (except in relation to a class of contract of insurance) any kind of loan,
deferment of repayment of any loan or of interest on any loan, guarantee
or indemnity, and any other kind of accommodation or facility in the
nature of credit.

(2) (in relation to a class of contract of insurance) the class of contract of
insurance, specified in paragraph  14 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of general insurance), against risks
of loss to the persons insured arising from the insolvency of debtors of
theirs or from the failure (otherwise than through insolvency) of debtors
of theirs to pay their debts when due.

credit institution (as defined in article 1(1) of the BCD) an undertaking whose business is to
receive deposits or other repayable funds from the public and to grant credits
for its own account.  (See also BCD credit institution.)

custody asset (a) a designated investment held for or on behalf of a client;

(b) any other asset which is or may be held with a designated investment
held for, or on behalf of, a client.
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custody rules COB 9.1.

customer (1) (except in COB 3) a client who is not a market counterparty.

(2) (in COB 3) a person in (1) or a person who would be such a person if he
was a client.

deal a dealing transaction.

dealing (in accordance with paragraph 2 of Schedule 2 to the Act (Regulated
activities)) buying, selling, subscribing for or underwriting investments or
offering or agreeing to do so, either as a principal or as an agent, including, in
the case of an investment which is a contract of insurance, carrying out the
contract.

debenture the investment specified in article 77 of the Regulated Activities Order
(Instruments creating or acknowledging indebtedness), which is in summary:
any of the following which are not government and public securities:

(a) debentures;

(b) debenture stock;

(c) loan stock;

(d) bonds;

(e) certificates of deposit;

(f) any other instrument creating or acknowledging  indebtedness.

debt capital a security of indeterminate duration or other instrument the debt agreement
for which provides that

(a) it may not be reimbursed on the holder�s initiative;

(b) the borrower has the option of deferring the payment of interest on the
debt;

(c) the lender�s claims on the borrower must be wholly subordinated to
those of all non-subordinated creditors;

(d) debt and unpaid interest should be such as to absorb losses, whilst
leaving the borrower in a position to continue trading;

and which is fully paid-up;

deposit the investment, specified in article 74 and  defined in articles 5(2) and 5(3) of
the Regulated Activities Order, which is, in summary: a sum of money (other
than one excluded by any of articles 6 to 9 of the Regulated Activities Order)
paid on terms:

(a) under which it will be repaid, with or without interest or a premium, and
either on demand or at a time or in circumstances agreed by or on behalf
of the person making the payment and the person receiving it; and

(b) which are not referable to the provision of property (other than currency)
or services or the giving of security;

in this definition, money is paid on terms which are referable to the provision
of property or services or the giving of security if, and only if:

(a) it is paid by way of advance or part payment under a contract for the
sale, hire or other provision of property or services, and is repayable only
in the event that the property or services is or are not in fact sold, hired
or otherwise provided;

(b) it is paid by way of security for the performance of a contract or by way of
security in respect of loss which may result from the non-performance of
a contract; or
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(c) without prejudice to (b), it is paid by way of security for the delivery up or
return of any property, whether in a particular state of repair or otherwise.

deposit-taking firm a firm which is a bank, building society or credit union.

depositary (1) (in relation to an ICVC) the person to whom is entrusted the safekeeping
of all of the scheme property of the ICVC and who has been appointed
for this purpose in accordance with regulation 5 (Safekeeping of scheme
property by depositary) of and Schedule 1 (Depositaries) to the OEIC
Regulations.

(2) (in relation to an AUT) the trustee.

(3) (in relation to any other unit trust scheme) the person holding the
property of the scheme on trust for the participants.

(4) (in relation to any other collective investment scheme) any person to
whom the property subject to the scheme is entrusted for safekeeping.

derivative a contract for differences, a future or an option.

designated
investment

a security or contractually-based investment that is any of the following
investments specified in Part III of the Regulated Activities Order (Specified
Investments):

(a) life policy (subset of article 75 (Contracts of insurance));

(b) share (article 76);

(c) debenture  (article 77);

(d) government and public security (article 78);

(e) warrant (article 79);

(f) certificate representing a certain security (article 80);

(g) unit (article 81);

(h) stakeholder pension scheme (article 82);

(i) option (article 83); (for the purposes of the permission regime, this is
sub-divided into:

(i) option (excluding a commodity option and an option on a commodity
future);

(ii) commodity option and an option on a commodity future);

(j) future (article 84); (for the purposes of the permission regime, this is sub-
divided into:

(i) future (excluding a commodity future and a rolling spot forex
contract);

(ii) commodity future;

(iii) rolling spot forex contract;

(k) contract for differences (article 85); (for the purposes of the permission
regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i) contract for differences (excluding a spread bet and a rolling spot
forex contract);

(ii) spread bet;

(iii) rolling spot forex contract;

(l) rights to or interests in investments in (a) to (k) (article 89).

designated
investment

any of the following activities specified in Part II of the Regulated Activities
Order (Specified Activities) which is carried on by way of business:
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business (a) dealing in investments as principal (article 14), but disregarding the
exclusion in article 15 (Absence of holding out etc);

(b) dealing in investments as agent (article 21);

(c) arranging (bringing about) deals in investments (article 25(1)), but only in
relation to designated investments;

(d) making arrangements with a view to transactions in investments (article
25(2)), but only in relation to designated investments;

(e) managing investments (article 37);

(f) safeguarding and administering investments (article 40); (for the
purposes of the permission regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i) safeguarding and administration of assets (without arranging);

(ii) arranging safeguarding and administration of assets;

(g) sending dematerialised instructions (article 45(1));

(h) causing dematerialised instructions to be sent (article 45(2));

(i) establishing, operating or winding up a collective investment scheme
(article 51(1)(a)); for the purposes of the permission regime, this is sub-
divided into:

(i) establishing, operating or winding up a regulated collective
investment scheme);

(ii) establishing, operating or winding up an unregulated collective
investment scheme;

(j) acting as trustee of an authorised unit trust scheme (article 51(1)(b));

(k) acting as the depositary or sole director of an open-ended investment
company (article 51(1)(c);

(l) establishing, operating or winding up a stakeholder pension scheme
(article 52);

(m) advising on investments (article 53); for the purposes of the permission
regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i) advising on investments (except pension transfers and pension opt-
outs);

(ii) advising on pension transfers and pension opt-outs);

(n) agreeing to carry on a regulated activity in (a) to (h) and (m) (article 64).

designated
investment
exchange

any investment exchange appearing in the list at IPRU(INV) 3 App 33, Part 2.

EEA firm (in accordance with paragraph 5 of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA Passport
Rights)) any of the following, if it does not have its head office in the United
Kingdom:

(a) an investment firm (as defined in article 1(2) of the Investment Services
Directive) which is authorised (within the meaning of article 3) by its
Home State regulator;

(b) a credit institution which is authorised (within the meaning of article 1) by
its Home State regulator;

(c) a financial institution (as defined in article 1 of the Banking Consolidation
Directive) which is a subsidiary of the kind mentioned in article 19 and
which fulfils the conditions in articles 18 and 19;

(d) an undertaking pursuing the activity of direct insurance (within the
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meaning of article 1 of the First Life Directive or of the First Non-Life
Directive) which has received authorisation under article 6 from its Home
State regulator.

EEA right (in accordance with paragraph 7 of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA Passport
Rights)) the entitlement of a person to establish a branch or provide services
in an EEA State other than that in which he has his head office:

(a) in accordance with the Treaty as applied in the European Economic
Area; and

(b) subject to the conditions of the relevant Single Market Directive.

EEA State (in accordance with paragraph 8 of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA Passport
Rights)) a State which is a contracting party to the agreement on the
European Economic Area signed at Oporto on 2 May 1992, as it has effect
for the time being; as at 21 June 2001, the following are the EEA States:
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland,
Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom.

European Economic
Area

the area established by the agreement on the European Economic Area
signed at Oporto on 2 May 1992 and which consists of the EEA States.

evidential provision a rule, contravention of which does not give rise to any of the consequences
provided for by other provisions of the Act; and which provides, in
accordance with section 149(2) of the Act, that:

(a) contravention may be relied on as tending to establish contravention of
such other rule as may be specified; or

(b) compliance may be relied on as tending to establish compliance with
such other rule as may be specified; or

(c) both (a) and (b).

exchange a recognised investment exchange or designated investment exchange;

exchange traded listed or traded on a recognised or designated investment exchange

exempt person (as defined in section 417(1) of the Act (Definitions)) (in relation to a
regulated activity): a person who is exempt from the general prohibition in
respect of that activity as a result of:

(a) the Exemption Order; or

(b) being an appointed representative; or

(c) section 285(2) or (3) of the Act (Exemption for recognised investment
exchanges and clearing houses).

Exemption Order the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Exemption) Order 2001 (SI
2001/1201).

exit charge an amount levied by the operator of a scheme, together with any other
expenses incurred, upon the redemption of units.

exposure (in relation to a firm) the maximum loss which the firm might suffer if:

(a) a counterparty or a group of connected counterparties fails to meet its
obligations; or

(b) the firm realises assets or off-balance sheet positions.

fee any payment offered or made by a client to a firm in connection with
designated investment business or with any other business of the firm,
including (where applicable) any mark-up or mark-down.

financial adviser an individual appointed by an independent intermediary or by its appointed
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representative to provide any or all of the following services:

(a) giving advice on investments to clients;

(b) arranging (bringing about) deals in investments or executing transactions
involving, in each case, designated investments with or for clients;

(c) managing investments;

(d) receiving or holding client money or other client assets;

(e) safeguarding and administering investments.

financial institution an undertaking, other than a credit  institution, of which the principal activity
is to acquire holdings or to carry on one or more of the activities listed in the
annex to 2BCD;

Financial
Ombudsman
Service Limited

the body corporate established by the FSA under paragraph 2(1) of Schedule
17 to the Act (The Scheme Operator) to administer the Financial
Ombudsman Service.

firm an authorised person, but not a professional firm unless it is an authorised
professional firm.

First Life Directive the Council Directive of 5 March 1979 on the coordination of laws,
regulations and administrative provisions relating to the taking up and pursuit
of the business of direct life assurance (No 79/267/EEC).

forward price (in relation to units), a price calculated by reference to the valuation point
next following the authorised fund manager's agreement to sell or, as the
case may be, to redeem the units in question.

friendly society an incorporated friendly society or a registered friendly society.

FSA the Financial Services Authority.

future the investment, specified in article 84 of the Regulated Activities Order
(Futures), which is, in summary: rights under a contract for the sale of a
commodity or property of any other description under which delivery is to be
made at a future date and at a price agreed on when the contract is made.

geared futures and
options scheme

an authorised fund dedicated to derivatives (where most or all of the extent of
the investment is limited by the amount of property available to put up as
initial outlay), whether with or without transferable securities.

government and
public security

the investment, specified in article 78 of the Regulated Activities Order
(Government and public securities) which is in summary: a loan stock, bond
or other instruments creating or acknowledging indebtedness, issued by or
on behalf of any of the following:

(a) the government of the United Kingdom; or

(b) the Scottish Administration; or

(c) the Executive Committee of the Northern Ireland Assembly; or

(d) the National Assembly of Wales; or

(e) the government of any country or territory outside the United Kingdom; or

(f) a local authority in the United Kingdom or elsewhere; or

(g) a body the members of which comprise:

(i) states including the United Kingdom or another EEA State; or

(ii) bodies whose members comprise states including the United
Kingdom or another EEA State;

but excluding:

(A) the instruments specified in article 77(2)(a) to (d) of the Regulated
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Activities Order;

(B) any instrument creating or acknowledging indebtedness in respect of:

(I) money received by the Director of Savings as deposits or otherwise
in connection with the business of the National Savings Bank; or

(II) money raised under the National Loans Act 1968 under the
auspices of the Director of Savings or treated as so raised under
section 11(3) of the National Debt Act 1972.

group (as defined in section 421 of the Act (Group)) (in relation to a person ("A")) A
and any person who is:

(a) a parent undertaking of A;

(b) a subsidiary undertaking of A;

(c) a subsidiary undertaking of a parent undertaking of A;

(d) a parent undertaking of a subsidiary undertaking of A;

(e) an undertaking in which A or an undertaking in (a) to (d) has a
participating interest;

(f) if A or an undertaking in (a) or (d) is a building society, an associated
undertaking of that building society;

(g) if A or an undertaking in (a) or (d) is an incorporated friendly Society, a
body corporate of which that friendly society has joint control (as defined
in section 13(9)(c) or (cc) of the Friendly Societies Act 1992);

in this definition:

(i) "participating interest" has the same meaning as in Part VII of the
Companies Act 1985 or Part VIII of the Companies (Northern Ireland)
Order 1986; but also includes an interest held by an individual which
would be a participating interest for the purposes of those provisions if he
were an undertaking;

(ii) "associated undertaking" has the meaning given in section 119(1) of the
Building Societies Act 1986.

(see also immediate group)

guidance guidance given by the FSA under the Act.

habitual residence (a) if the policyholder is an individual, the address given by the policyholder
as his residence if it reasonably appears to be a residential address and
there is no evidence to the contrary;

(b) if the policyholder is not an individual or a group of individuals, the State
in which the policyholder has its place of establishment, or, if it has more
than one, its relevant place of establishment;

(c) in respect of the variation of a life policy, or the purchase of a pension
annuity related to a life policy, unless there is evidence to the contrary,
the habitual residence of the policyholder at the date on which the
policyholder signed the proposal for the life policy.

higher volatility fund a regulated collective investment scheme which is:

(a) a geared futures and options scheme, a geared securities scheme or a
warrant scheme;

(b) a fund of funds scheme of which one or more of the schemes to which it
is dedicated falls within (a); or

(c) an umbrella scheme, a sub-fund of which, if it were a separate fund,
would fall within (a).
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holding company (as defined in section 736(1) of the Companies Act 1985 ("Subsidiary",
"holding company" and "wholly-owned subsidiary)) (in relation to another
body corporate ("S")) a body corporate which:

(a) holds a majority of the voting rights in S; or

(b) is a member of S and has the right to appoint or remove a majority of its
board of directors; or

(c) is a member of S and controls alone, under an agreement with other
shareholders and members, a majority of the voting rights in S.

incoming EEA firm (in accordance with section 193(1)(a) of the Act) an EEA firm which is
exercising, or has exercised, its right to carry on a regulated activity in the
United Kingdom in accordance with Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA Passport
Rights).

incoming Treaty
firm

(in accordance with section 193(1)(b) of the Act (interpretation of this Part)) a
Treaty firm which is exercising, or has exercised, its right to carry on a
regulated activity in the United Kingdom in accordance with Schedule 4 to the
Act (Treaty rights).

incorporated
friendly society

a society incorporated under the Friendly Societies Act 1992.

independent
intermediary

a firm acting as an intermediary but excluding:

(a) a firm which is a member of a marketing group;

(b) a product provider which sells its own packaged products.

industrial assurance
policy

a policy of industrial assurance, as defined in the Industrial Assurance Act
1923.

initial margin the amount which under the rules of the relevant exchange or clearing house
the firm or an intermediate broker would be required to deposit in cash  as a
fidelity deposit in respect of all the client's open positions in margined
transactions at that time, irrespective of any unrealised profit or loss on such
positions, on the assumption that those transactions were the only
transactions undertaken under the rules of that exchange or that clearing
house by the firm or the  intermediate broker at that time.

insurance business the business of effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance.

Insurance
Directives

the First Life Directive, Second Life Directive and Third Life Directive and the
First Non-Life Directive, Second Non-Life Directive and Third Non-Life
Directive.

insurance
undertaking

an undertaking, whether or not an insurer, which carries on insurance
business.

insurer a firm with permission to effect or carry out contracts of insurance (other than
a bank).

intermediate broker (in relation to a transaction in a contingent liability investment) any person
acting in the capacity of an intermediary through whom the firm undertakes
that transaction.

intermediate
customer

a client who is not a market counterparty and who is:

(a) a local authority or public authority;

(b) a body corporate whose shares have been listed or admitted to trading
on any EEA exchange;

(c) a body corporate whose shares have been listed or admitted to trading
on the primary board of any IOSCO member country official exchange;

(d) a body corporate (including a limited liability partnership) which has (or
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any of whose holding companies or subsidiaries has) (or has had at any
time during the previous two years) called up share capital or net assets
of at least £5 million (or its equivalent in any other currency at the
relevant time);

(e) a special purpose vehicle;

(f) a partnership or unincorporated association which has (or has had at any
time during the previous two years) net assets of at least £5 million (or its
equivalent in any other currency at the relevant time) and calculated in
the case of a limited partnership without deducting loans owing to any of
the partners;

(g) a trustee of a trust (other than an occupational pension scheme, SSAS
or stakeholder pension scheme) which has (or has had at any time
during the previous two years) assets of at least £10 million (or its
equivalent in any other currency at the relevant time) calculated by
aggregating the value of the cash and designated investments forming
part of the trust's assets, but before deducting its liabilities;

(h) a trustee of an occupational pension scheme, SSAS or stakeholder
pension scheme where the trust has (or has had at any time during the
previous two years):

(i) at least 50 members; and

(ii) assets under management of at least £10 million (or its equivalent in
any other currency at the relevant time);

(i) another firm, or an overseas financial services institution, when, in
relation to designated investment business, or related ancillary activities,
conducted with or for that firm or institution, that firm or institution is an
intermediate customer in accordance with COB 4.1.7R (Classification of
another firm or an overseas financial services institution);

(j) an unregulated collective investment scheme;

(k) a client when he is classified as an intermediate customer in accordance
with COB 4.1.9R (Expert private customer classified as intermediate
customer);

but excluding:

(A) a regulated collective investment scheme; and

(B) a client who would otherwise be an intermediate customer, when he is
classified in accordance with:

(I) COB 4.1.12R (Large intermediate customer classified as market
counterparty); or

(II) (except for the purposes of DISP) COB 4.1.14R (Client classified as
private customer).

introducer an individual appointed by a provider firm or by an appointed representative
of such a firm, to carry out in the course of designated investment business
either or both of the following activities:

(a) effecting introductions;

(b) distributing non-real time financial promotions.

investment (in accordance with sections 22(4) and 397(13) (Miscellaneous offences) of
the Act) any investment, including any asset, right or interest.

investment
company with
variable capital

a body incorporated under the OEIC Regulations.
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investment firm any legal person the regular occupation or business of which is the provision
of core investment services for third parties on a professional basis, as
defined in article 1(2) of the ISD, and in relation to a person with his head
office in an EEA State a person, who is not a legal person, included as an
investment firm by his or its Home State.  (See also ISD investment firm.)

investment
management firm

a firm whose permitted activities include designated investment business,
which is not a bank, building society, credit union, friendly society, ICVC,
insurer, media firm, authorised professional firm, service company, incoming
EEA firm (without a top-up permission), incoming Treaty firm (without a top-
up permission) or UCITS qualifier (without a top up permission), whose
permission does not include a requirement that it comply with IPRU(INV) 3 or
10 (Securities and futures firms) or 13 (Personal investment firms) and which
is within (a), (b) or (c):

(a) a firm:

(i) which was a member of IMRO immediately before commencement;
and

(ii) which was not, immediately before commencement, subject to the
financial supervision requirements of the FSA (under section 43 of
the Financial Services Act 1986), PIA or SFA under lead regulation
arrangements;

(b) a firm whose permission includes a requirement that it comply with
IPRU(INV) 5 (Investment management firms);

(c) a firm:

(i) which was given a Part IV permission on or after commencement, or
which was authorised under section 25 of the Financial Services Act
1986 immediately before commencement and was not a member of
IMRO, PIA or the SFA; and

(ii) for whom the most substantial part of its gross income, including
commissions, from the regulated activities included in its  Part IV
permission is derived from one or more of the following activities
(based, for a firm given a Part IV permission after commencement,
on the business plan submitted as part of the firm's application or,
for a firm authorised under section 25 of the Financial Services Act
1986, on the firm's financial year preceding its authorisation under
the Act):

(A) managing investments other than for private customers or where the
assets managed are primarily derivatives;

(B) OPS activity;

(C) acting as the manager or trustee of an AUT;

(D) acting as the ACD or depositary of an ICVC;

(E) establishing, operating or winding up a collective investment scheme
(other than an AUT or ICVC); and

(F) safeguarding and administering investments.

investment
manager

a person who, acting only on behalf of a client:

(a) manages designated investments in an account or portfolio on a
discretionary basis under the terms of a discretionary management
agreement; or

(b) manages designated investments in an account or portfolio on a non-
discretionary basis under the terms of a non-discretionary management
agreement.
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investment service a core investment service or non-core investment service.

Investment Services
Directive

the Council Directive of 10 May 1993 on investment services in the securities
field (No 93/22/EEC).

investment trust a company listed in the United Kingdom or another EEA State which:

(a) is approved by the Inland Revenue Commissioners under section 842 of
the Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 (or, in the case of a newly
formed company, has declared its intention to conduct its affairs so as to
obtain such approval); or

(b) is resident in an EEA State other than the United Kingdom and would
qualify for such approval if resident and listed in the United Kingdom.

investment trust
savings scheme

(a) a dealing service (whether or not held within a pension contract)
dedicated to the securities of a particular investment trust, or of
investment trusts within a particular marketing group;

(b) securities to be acquired through an investment trust savings scheme in
(a).

IPRU(INV) the Interim Prudential sourcebook for investment businesses.

ISD investment firm an investment firm that has its registered office (or, if it has no registered
office, its head office) in an EEA State:

(a) excluding a person to whom the ISD does not apply under article 2(2) of
the ISD; but

(b) including a BCD credit institution whose Home State authorisation
includes a core investment service.

large exposure any exposure to another person, or to two or more affiliated persons, which
equals or exceeds 10 per cent. of the firm's own funds;

lead regulated firm a firm which is the subject of the financial supervision requirements of an
overseas regulator in accordance with an agreement between the FSA and
that regulator relating to the financial supervision of firms whose head office
is within the  country of that regulator.

life policy (in accordance with the definition of "qualifying contract of insurance" in
article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order) a long-term insurance contract
(which includes a pension policy) other than a reinsurance contract and a
pure protection contract.

linked benefit a benefit payable under a life policy or a regulated collective investment
scheme the amount of which is determined by reference to:

(a) the value of the property of any description (whether specified or not); or

(b) fluctuations in the value of any such property; or

(c) income from such property; or

(d) fluctuations in an index of the value of such property.

listed activity an activity listed in Annex 1 to the Banking Consolidation Directive.

Listing Rules the rules made by the UKLA governing admission to listing, the continuing
obligations of issuers, the enforcement of those obligations and the
suspension and cancellation of listing.

long-term insurance
contract

(in accordance with article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order
(Interpretation: general)) any contract of insurance within Part II of Schedule
1 to the Regulated Activities Order (Contracts of long-term insurance),
namely:

(a) life and annuity (paragraph I);
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(b) marriage and birth (paragraph II);

(c) linked long-term (paragraph III);

(d) permanent health (paragraph IV);

(e) tontines (paragraph V);

(f) capital redemption (paragraph VI);

(g) pension fund management (paragraph VII);

(h) collective insurance etc (paragraph VIII);

(i) social insurance (paragraph IX).

long-term insurer an insurer with permission to effect or carry out long-term insurance
contracts.

low resource firm a Category B3 firm which is not a network, has fewer than 26 financial
advisers or representatives and is not permitted to carry on discretionary
portfolio management or to delegate such activities to an investment firm;

making
arrangements with
a view to
transactions in
investments

the regulated activity, specified in article 25(2) of the Regulated Activities
Order (Arranging deals in investments), which is, in summary: making
arrangements with a view to a person who participates in the arrangements
buying, selling, subscribing for or underwriting any of the following
investments (whether as principal or agent):

(a) a designated investment;

(b) the underwriting capacity of a Lloyd's syndicate;

(c) membership of a Lloyd's syndicate;

(d) rights to or interests in investments in (b) or (c).

managing
investments

the regulated activity, specified in article 37 of the Regulated Activities Order
(Managing investments), which is, in summary: managing assets belonging
to another person in circumstances which involve the exercise of discretion if:

(a) the assets consist of or include any designated investment; or

(b) the arrangements for their management are such that the assets may
consist of or include such investments, and  either the assets have at
any time since 29 April 1988 done so, or the arrangements have at any
time (whether before or after that date) been held out as arrangements
under which the assets would do so.

market maker (in relation to an investment) a person who (otherwise than in his capacity as
the operator of a regulated collective investment scheme) holds himself out
as able and willing to enter into transactions of sale and purchase in
investments of that description at prices determined by him generally and
continuously rather than in respect of each particular transaction.

market value the market value as determined in accordance with United Kingdom
generally accepted accounting practice.

marketable debt
instrument

a debt instrument which is a marketable investment;

marketable
investment

(a) an investment which is traded on or under the rules of an exchange;

(b) a debt instrument which may be transferred without the consent of the
issuer or any other person (including a collateralised mortgage
obligation);

(c) a commodity;

(d) a warrant, option, future or other instrument which entitles the holder to
subscribe for or acquire:
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(i) an investment or commodity in (a) to (c); or

(ii) any currency; or

(iii) any combination of (i) and (ii);

(e) a contract for differences (including interest rate and currency swaps)
relating to fluctuations in:

(i) the value or price of an investment or commodity in (a) to (d); or

(ii) any currency; or

(iii) the rate of interest in any currency or any index of such rates; or

(iv) the level of any index which is derived from the prices of an
investment or commodity in (a) to (c); or

(v) any combination of (i) to (iv);

(f) warrants, options, futures or other instruments entitling the holder to
obtain the rights of those contracts in (d) or (e);

(g) a unit in a regulated collective investment scheme.

market maker (in relation to an investment), a person who (otherwise than in his capacity as
the operator of a regulated collective investment scheme) holds himself out
as able and willing to enter into transactions of sale and purchase in
investments of that description at prices determined by him generally and
continuously rather than in respect of each particular transaction.

marketing group a group of persons who:

(a) are allied together (either formally or informally) for purposes of
marketing packaged products of the marketing group; and

(b) each of whom, if it holds itself out in the United Kingdom as marketing
packaged products to private customers, does so only as an investment
manager or in relation to packaged products of the marketing group.

marketing group
associate

a firm other than a product provider which is a member of a marketing group.

material current
year losses

losses of an amount equal to 10 per cent or more of the amount by which
the own funds of an undertaking exceed the own funds needed to meet
financial resources test 1 as prescribed in chapter 13;

money-market
instrument

any of the following investments:

(a) a debenture which is issued on terms requiring repayment not later than
five years from the date of issue;

(b) any government and public security which is issued on terms requiring
repayment not later than one year or, if issued by a local authority in the
United Kingdom, five years from the date of issue;

(c) a warrant which entitles the holder to subscribe for an investment within
(a) or (b);

(d) a certificate representing certain securities or rights to or interests in
investments relating, in either case, to an investment within (a) or (b);

(e) an option relating to:

(i) an instrument in (a) or (b); or

(ii) currency of the United Kingdom or of any other country or territory;
or

(iii) gold or silver;

(f) a future for the sale of:
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(i) an instrument in (a) or (b); or

(ii) currency of the United Kingdom or of any other country or territory;
or

(iii) gold or silver;

(g) a contract for differences by reference to fluctuations in:

(i) the value or price of any instrument within any of (a) to (f); or

(ii) currency of the United Kingdom or of any other country or territory;
or

(iii) the rate of interest on loans in any such currency or any index of
such rates;

(h) an option to acquire or dispose of an instrument within (e),(f) or (g).

money-purchase
benefits

(in relation to an occupational pension scheme) benefits the rate or amount
of which are calculated by reference to a payment or payments made by a
member of the scheme.

net current assets the total, at a particular date, of all assets which are not intended for use on
a continuing basis in the firm's business (i.e. current assets), less all the
liabilities payable within 12 months of that date

net long position the situation in which a firm holds or will hold more units in a investment
than it has contracted to sell or, in respect of options, where it has bought
rights which exceed rights sold;

net open foreign
currency position

a firm's net long position or net short position, whichever is the higher, in a
currency other than that in which the firm's books of account are maintained,
calculated in accordance with the appropriate rules in chapter 13;

net short position the situation in which a firm has contracted to sell more of an investment
than it holds or will hold or, in respect of options, where it has sold rights
which exceed the rights bought;

network an independent intermediary:

(a) which has five or more appointed representatives; or

(b) whose appointed representatives (being fewer than five) have, between
them, 26 or more financial advisers.

nominee company a body corporate whose business consists solely of acting as a nominee
holder of investments or other property.

occupational
pension scheme

(as specified in article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order (Interpretation:
general)) any scheme or arrangement which is comprised in one or more
instruments or agreements and which has, or is capable of having, effect in
relation to one or more descriptions or categories of employment so as to
provide benefits, in the form of pensions or otherwise, payable on termination
of service, or on death or retirement, to or in respect of earners with a
qualifying service in an employment of any such description or category.

OEIC open-ended investment company.

(see also ICVC).

offer price the price at which a person could purchase or unit in a dual priced AUT or a
security.

Ombudsman a person appointed to the panel of persons maintained by the FOS Ltd to
determine complaints, including the Chief Ombudsman.

on-exchange (a) (in relation to a transaction in the United Kingdom) effected by means of
the facilities of, or governed by the rules of, an RIE or a regulated
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market.

(b) (in relation to any other transaction) effected by means of the facilities of,
or governed by the rules of, an exchange.

open-ended
investment
company

(as defined in section 236 of the Act (Open-ended investment companies)), a
collective investment scheme which satisfies both the property condition and
the investment condition:

(a) the property condition is that the property belongs beneficially to, and is
managed by or on behalf of, a body corporate ("BC")  having as its
purpose the investment of its funds with the aim of:

(i) spreading investment risk; and

(ii) giving its members the benefit of the results of the management of
those funds by or on behalf of that body;

(b) the investment condition is that, in relation to BC, a reasonable investor
would, if he were to participate in the scheme:

(i) expect that he would be able to realise, within a period appearing to
him to be reasonable, his investment in the scheme (represented, at
any given time, by the value of shares in, or securities of, BC held
by him as a participant in the scheme); and

(ii) be satisfied that his investment would be realised on a basis
calculated wholly or mainly by reference to the value of property in
respect of which the scheme makes arrangements.

(see also investment company with variable capital)

open-market option the option to apply:

(a) the proceeds of a pension policy or pension contract; or

(b) the proceeds of a money-purchase occupational scheme for a particular
occupational scheme member;

to purchase an annuity on the open market from a life office.

option the investment specified in article 77 of the Regulated Activities Order
(Options), which is an option to acquire or dispose of:

(a) a designated investment (other than an option);

(b) currency of the United Kingdom or of any other country or territory;

(c) palladium, platinum, gold or silver; or

(d) an option to acquire or dispose of an option specified in (a), (b) or (c).

OTC over the counter.

over the counter (in relation to a transaction in an investment) not on-exchange.

overseas firm a firm which has its registered office (or, if it has no registered office, its
head office) outside the United Kingdom.

overseas
introducing broker

a person, who is not an authorised person:

(a) who is resident outside the United Kingdom; and

(b) who introduces transactions relating to designated investments arranged
(brought about) for its clients to a clearing firm in the United Kingdom.

overseas person (in accordance with article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order
(Interpretation: general)) a person who:

(a) carries on any of the following regulated activities:
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(i) dealing in investments as principal;

(ii) dealing in investments as agent;

(iii) arranging (bringing about) deals in investments;

(iv) making arrangements with a view to transactions in investments;

(v) managing investments;

(vi) safe custody and administering investments;

(vii) sending dematerialised instructions;

(viii) causing dematerialised instructions to be sent;

(ix) establishing, operating or winding up a collective investment
scheme;

(x) acting as trustee of an authorised unit trust scheme;

(xi) acting as the depositary or sole director of an open-ended
investment company;

(xii) establishing, operating or winding up a stakeholder pension
scheme;

(xiii) advising on investments;

(xiv) agreeing to carry on those regulated activities, disregarding the
exclusion in article 72 of the Regulated Activities Order (Overseas
persons); but

(b) does not carry on any such activities, or offer to do so, from a permanent
place of business maintained by him in the United Kingdom.

overseas regulator (as defined in section 195(3) of the Act (Exercise of power in support of
overseas regulator)) an authority in a country or territory outside the United
Kingdom:

(a) which is a Home State regulator; or

(b) which exercises any of the following functions:

(i) a function corresponding to any function of the FSA under the Act;

(ii) a function corresponding to any function exercised by the FSA in its
capacity as competent authority in relation to the listing of securities;

(iii)  a function corresponding to any function exercised by the Secretary
of State under the Companies Act 1985;

(iv) a function in connection with the investigation of conduct of the kind
prohibited by Part V of the Criminal Justice Act 1993 (Insider
Dealing), or with the enforcement of rules (whether or not having the
force of law) relating to such conduct;

(v) a function prescribed by regulations made for the purposes of
section 195(4) of the Act (Exercise of powers) which, in the opinion
of the Treasury, relates to companies or financial services.

own account order an order which relates to an own account transaction.

own account
transaction

a transaction executed by the firm for its own benefit or for the benefit of its
associate.

packaged product (a) a life policy;

(b) a unit in a  regulated collective investment scheme;

(c) an interest in an investment trust savings scheme;

(d) a stakeholder pension scheme;
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whether or not (in the case of (a), (b) or (c)) held within a PEP or an ISA.

parent undertaking (in accordance with section 420 of the Act (Parent and subsidiary
undertaking) and section 258 of the Companies Act 1985 (Parent and
subsidiary undertakings)):

(1) (in relation to whether an undertaking (other than an incorporated friendly
society is a parent undertaking) an undertaking which has the following
relationship to another undertaking ("S"):

(a) it holds a majority of the voting rights in S; or

(b) it is a member of S and has the right to appoint or remove a majority
of its board of directors; or

(c) it has the right to exercise a dominant influence over S through:

(i) provisions contained in S's memorandum or articles; or

(ii) a control contract;

(d) it is a member of S and controls alone, under an agreement with
other shareholders or members, a majority of the voting rights in S;
or

(e) it has a participating interest (as defined in section 260 of the
Companies Act 1985) (Participating interests) in S; and

(i) actually exercises a dominant influence over S; or

(ii) it and S are managed on a unified basis; or

(f) it is a parent undertaking of a parent undertaking of S;

(g) (except in REC and LLD) it is an individual and would be a parent
undertaking if it were an undertaking; or

(h) (except in REC and LLD) it is incorporated in or formed under the
law of another EEA State and is a parent undertaking within the
meaning of any rule of law in that State for purposes connected with
implementation of the Seventh Company Law Directive;

in relation to (b) and (d), the undertaking will be treated as a member of S if
any of its subsidiary undertakings is a member of S, or if any shares in S are
held by a person acting on behalf of the undertaking or any of its subsidiary
undertakings;

the provisions of Schedule 10A to the Companies Act 1985 (Parent and
subsidiary undertakings: supplementary provisions) explain the expressions
used in and supplement paragraphs (a) to (f);

(2) (in relation to whether an incorporated friendly society is a parent
undertaking) an incorporated friendly society which has the following
relationship to a body corporate ("S"):

(a) it holds a majority of the voting rights in S; or

(b) it is a member of S and has the right to appoint or remove a
majority of S's board of directors; or

(c) it is a member of S and controls alone, under an agreement
with other shareholders or members, a majority of the voting
rights in S.

(d) it is the parent undertaking of a body corporate which has the
relationship in (a), (b) or (c) to S..

penny share a readily realisable security in relation to which the bid-offer spread is 10 per
cent or more of the offer price, but not:
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(a) a government and public security; or

(b) a share in a company quoted on The Financial Times Stock Exchange
100 Index; or

(c) a security issued by a company which, at the time that the firm deals or
recommends to the client to deal in the investment, has a market
capitalisation of £100 million or more (or its equivalent in any other
currency at the relevant time).

pension annuity an investment purchased with the sums derived from the vesting (partial or
full) of a pension policy or pension contract, for the purposes of securing the
beneficiary�s entitlement to immediate or future benefits.

pension buy-out
contract

an annuity contract which complies with paragraph (g) of section 591(2) of
the Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988.

pension contract a contract under which rights to benefits are obtained by the making of
contributions to an occupational pension scheme or to a personal pension
scheme, where the contributions are paid to a regulated collective investment
scheme.

pension opt-out a transaction resulting from a decision made, with or without advice from a
firm, by a customer who is an individual, to:

(a) opt out of an occupational pension scheme of which he is a current
member; or

(b) decline to become a member of an occupational pension scheme which
he is eligible to join or which he will become eligible to join at the end of a
waiting period;

in favour of a stakeholder pension scheme or a personal pension scheme
(including a self-invested personal pension scheme).

pension policy a contract under which a right to benefits results from contributions made to
an occupational pension scheme or to a personal pension scheme, where
the contributions are paid to a long-term insurer.

pension scheme a scheme under which a right to benefits results from contributions made
under a pension contract or pension policy.

pension transfer a transaction resulting from a decision made, with or without advice from a
firm, by a customer who is an individual, to transfer deferred benefits from:

(a) an occupational pension scheme; or

(b) an individual pension contract  providing fixed or guaranteed benefits
that replaced similar benefits under a defined benefits pension scheme;

to a stakeholder pension scheme  or  a personal pension scheme (including
a self-invested personal pension scheme).

PEP a personal equity plan.

PEP manager the plan manager of a PEP.

PEP transfer a transaction resulting from a decision, made with or without advice from a
firm, by a customer who is an individual, to transfer the investments (or their
value) held in his existing PEP in favour of another PEP which may or may
not be managed by the same PEP manager.

permitted activity a regulated activity which a firm has permission to carry on.

permitted third party a third party who is:

(a) an authorised person; or

(b) an exempt person for whom an authorised person is accepting
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responsibility; or

(c) a person lawfully carrying on a regulated activity in another EEA State.

person (in accordance with the Interpretation Act 1978) any person, including a body
of persons corporate or unincorporate (that is, a natural person, a legal
person, and, for example, a partnership).

personal equity plan a scheme of investment satisfying the conditions prescribed in regulations
made by the Treasury under section 333 of the Income and Corporation
Taxes Act 1988 (the Personal Equity Plan Regulations 1989).

personal investment
firm

a firm whose permitted activities include designated investment business,
which is not an authorised professional firm, bank, building society, credit
union, friendly society, ICVC, insurer, media firm, service company, incoming
EEA firm (without a top-up permission), incoming Treaty firm (without a top-
up permission) or UCITS qualifier, whose permission does not include a
requirement that it comply with IPRU(INV) 3 (Securities and futures firms), 5
(Investment management firms) or 10 (Securities and futures firms), and
which is within (a), (b) or (c):

(a) a firm:

(i) which was a member of PIA immediately before commencement;
and

(ii) which was not, immediately before commencement, subject to the
financial supervision requirements of the FSA (under section 43 of
the Financial Services Act 1986), IMRO or SFA under lead
regulation arrangements;

(b) a firm whose permission includes a requirement that it comply with
IPRU(INV) 13 (Personal investment firms);

(c) a firm:

(i) which was given a Part IV permission after commencement, or
which was authorised under section 25 of the Financial Services Act
1986 immediately before commencement and not a member of
IMRO, PIA or SFA; and

(ii) for whom the most substantial part of its gross income, including
commissions, from the regulated activities included in its Part IV
permission is derived from one or more of the following activities
(based, for a firm given a Part IV permission after commencement,
on the business plan submitted as part of the firm's application or,
for a firm authorised under section 25 of the Financial Services Act
1986, on the firm's financial year preceding its authorisation under
the Act):

(A) advising on investments, or arranging (bringing about) deals in
investments, in relation to packaged products; and

(B) managing investments for private customers.

personal pension
contract

a pension contract under which contributions (single or regular) are paid to a
personal pension scheme.

personal pension
policy

a pension policy under which contributions (single or regular) are paid to a
personal pension scheme.

personal pension
scheme

a scheme of investment in accordance with section 630 of the Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988.

PIA the Personal Investment Authority Limited.

plan manager in relation to:

(a) a group personal equity plan, the plan manager of that plan in
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accordance with the Personal Equity Plan Regulations 1989;

(b) a group ISA, the ISA manager;

(c) a group savings plan, the person primarily responsible for that group
savings plan.

premium (1) (in relation to a general insurance contract) the consideration payable
under the contract by the policyholder to the insurer.

(2) (in relation to a long-term insurance contract) a payment under the
contract (except in SUP 16.8 (Persistency reports from insurers)); a
premium is a regular premium if it is one of a series of payments under
the contract:

(a) (i) which are payable on dates that are certain or ascertainable at
the time the contract is made;

(ii) which are payable over a period that exceeds one year in
length; and

(iii) assuming the policy evidencing the contract is not surrendered
or otherwise terminated before the premiums fall due, will fall
due on those dates without either party to the contract
exercising any option under the contract; or

(b) of which the first payment is an obligation under the contract, and
subsequent payments, calculated according to an agreed formula,
are payable over a period which exceeds one year in length under a
collateral written arrangement with the insurer or friendly society.

(3) (in relation to an option) the total amount which the purchaser of the
option is, or may be, required to pay in consideration for the right to
exercise the option.

previous regulator (1) (in relation to a firm which was authorised under the Banking Act 1987
immediately before commencement or which was a European institution
(as defined in the Banking Coordination (Second Council Directive)
Regulations 1992) immediately before commencement) the FSA.

(2) (in relation to a firm which was a building society immediately before
commencement) the Building Societies Commission.

(3) (in relation to a firm which was a friendly society immediately before
commencement) the Friendly Societies Commission.

(4) (in relation to a firm authorised under the Insurance Companies Act 1982
immediately before commencement) the Treasury.

(5) (in relation to an underwriting agent which obtained the permission
relevant to that category under the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000 (Repeals, Transitional Provisions and Savings) Order 2001 (SI
2001/xxx)) the Society of Lloyd's.

(6) (in relation to a firm which was authorised, or which was an appointed
representative, under the Financial Services Act 1986 immediately
before commencement or which was a European investment firm (as
defined in the Investment Services Regulations 1995 (SI 1995/3275))
immediately before commencement) any of:

(a) IMRO;

(b) PIA;

(c) SFA;

(d) a recognised professional body; and

(e) the FSA.
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if the firm (or, if relevant, its principal for the purposes of section 44 of the
Financial Services Act 1986) was subject in carrying on business to the
rules, requirements, regulations or guidance of that body;

(7) (in relation to an ex-section 43 firm) the FSA.

principal (1) in relation to a person:

(a) a person acting on his own account;

(b) (if the person is an appointed representative) the authorised person
who is party to a contract with the appointed representative resulting
in him being exempt under section 39 of the Act (Exemption of
appointed representatives).

(2) in relation to an option, future or forward contract:

(a) (except in the case of an option on a future) the amount of property
or the value of the property which must be delivered in order to
satisfy settlement of the option, future or forward contract;

(b) (in relation to an option on a future) the amount of property or the
value of the property which must be delivered in order to satisfy
settlement of the future.

private customer a client who is not a market counterparty or an intermediate customer,
including:

(a) an individual who is not a firm;

(b) an overseas individual who is not an overseas financial services
institution;

(c) a regulated collective investment scheme;

(d) (except for the purposes of DISP) a client when he is classified as a
private customer in accordance with COB 4.1.14R (Client classified as a
private customer);

but excluding a client, who would otherwise be a private customer, when he
is classified as an intermediate customer in accordance with COB 4.1.9R
(Expert private customer classified as an intermediate customer).

product provider a firm which is:

(a) a long-term insurer;

(b) a friendly Society;

(c) the operator of a regulated collective investment scheme or an
investment trust savings scheme.

professional fees Fees, commissions and other receipts receivable in respect of legal,
accountancy or actuarial services provide to clients but, excluding any items
receivable in respect of regulated activities.

professional firm a person which is:

(a) an individual who is entitled to practice a profession regulated by a
designated professional body and in practising it is subject to its rules; or

(b) a person (not being an individual) which is managed and controlled by
one or more individuals each of whom:

(i) is entitled to practice a profession regulated by a designated
professional body; and

(ii) in practising it is subject to the rules of the designated professional
body.

properly secured fully secured by a first charge in favour of the firm on land and buildings, or
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on a readily realisable investment where the firm has in its possession or
under its control a document of title or a document evidencing title to that
investment;

property enterprise
trust

an unregulated collective investment scheme of which the underlying assets
are land and buildings.

property fund (a) a regulated collective investment scheme dedicated to land and
interests in land;

(b) a fund of funds of which one or more of the funds to which it is
dedicated falls within (a);

(c) a constituent part of an umbrella fund which, if it were a separate fund,
would fall within (a);

provider firm a firm; that is:

(a) a product provider; or

(b) a marketing group associate.

public offer an offer of securities to the public and described in the POS Regulations.

pure protection
contract

a long-term insurance contract in respect of which the following conditions
are met:

(a) the benefits under the contract are payable only on death or in respect of
incapacity due to injury, sickness or infirmity;

(b) the contract provides that benefits are payable on death (other than
death due to an accident) only where the death occurs within ten years
of the date on which the life of the person in question was first insured
under the contract, or where the death occurs before that person attains
a specified age not exceeding seventy years;

(c) the contract has no surrender value, or the consideration consists of a
single premium and the surrender value does not exceed that premium;

(d) the contract makes no provision for its conversion or extension in a
manner which would result in it ceasing to comply with any of (a), (b) or
(c); and

(e) the contract is not a reinsurance contract.

qualifying debt
security

a debt security

(a) issued or explicitly guaranteed by

(i) a Zone A central government or central bank;

(ii) a Zone B central government or central bank, provided that the
security is denominated in its national currency;

(iii) a local authority or regional government of the United Kingdom or
another Zone A country;

(iv) one of the following:

The African Development Bank;

The Asian Development Bank;

The Caribbean Development Bank;

The Council of Europe;

The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development;

The European Investment Bank;

The Inter-American Development Bank;
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The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(World Bank);

The International Finance Corporation;

The Nordic Investment Bank;

(b) issued by an investment firm or a comparable undertaking regulated by
a recognised third country which is listed on a regulated market or a
recognised investment exchange;

qualifying
investment

an investment which has been prescribed by the Treasury in the Prescribed
markets and Qualifying investments Order (see MAR 1 (Code of market
conduct)).

readily realisable
security

(a) a government or public security denominated in the currency of the
country of its issuer;

(b) any other security which is:

(i) admitted to official listing on an exchange in an EEA State; or

(ii) regularly traded on or under the rules of such an exchange; or

(iii) regularly traded on or under the rules of a recognised investment
exchange or (except in relation to unsolicited real time financial
promotions) designated investment exchange;

(c) a newly issued security which can reasonably be expected to fall within
(b) when it begins to be traded.

recognised clearing
house

a clearing house which is declared by a recognition order for the time being
in force to be a recognised clearing house.

recognised
investment
exchange

an investment exchange which is declared by a recognition order for the time
being in force to be a recognised investment exchange.

Regulated Activities
Order

the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Regulated Activities) Order
2001 SI 2001/544.

regulated activity (in accordance with section 22 of the Act (The classes of activity and
categories of investment)) any of the following activities specified in Part II of
the Regulated Activities Order (Specified Activities):

(a) accepting deposits (article 5);

(b) effecting contracts of insurance (article 10(1));

(c) carrying out contracts of insurance (article 10(2));

(d) dealing in investments as principal (article 14);

(e) dealing in investments as agent (article 21);

(f) arranging (bringing about) deals in investments (article 25(1));

(g) making arrangements with a view to transactions in investments (article
25(2));

(h) managing investments (article 37);

(i) safeguarding and administering investments (article 40); (for the
purposes of the permission regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i) safeguarding and administration of assets (without arranging);

(ii) arranging safeguarding and administration of assets);

(j) sending dematerialised instructions (article 45(1));

(k) causing dematerialised instructions to be sent (article 45(2));
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(l) establishing, operating or winding up a collective investment scheme
(article 51(1)(a)); (for the purposes of the permission regime, this is sub-
divided into:

(i) establishing, operating or winding up a regulated collective
investment scheme);

(ii) establishing, operating or winding up an unregulated collective
investment scheme;

(m) acting as trustee of an authorised unit trust scheme (article 51(1)(b));

(n) acting as the depositary or sole director of an open-ended investment
company (article 51(1)(c));

(o) establishing, operating or winding up a stakeholder pension scheme
(article 52);

(p) advising on investments (article 53); (for the purposes of the permission
regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i) advising on investments (except pension transfers and pension opt-
outs);

(ii) advising on pension transfers and pension opt-outs);

(q) advising on syndicate participation at Lloyd's (article 56);

(r) managing the underwriting capacity of a Lloyd's syndicate as a
managing agent at Lloyd's (article 53);

(s) arranging deals in contracts of insurance written at Lloyd's (article 58);

(t) agreeing to carry on a regulated activity (article 64);

which is carried on by way of business and either relates to a specified
investment, or in the case of (l), (m), (n) and (o), is carried on in relation to
property of any kind..

regulated collective
investment scheme

(a) an ICVC;

(b) an AUT; or

(c) a recognised scheme;

whether or not the units are held within a PEP, ISA, or pension contract.

regulated market (as defined in article 1 of the ISD) a market for the instruments listed in
Section B of the Annex to the ISD which:

(a) appears on the list of such markets drawn up by the market's Home
State as required by article 16 of the ISD;

(b) functions regularly;

(c) is characterised by the fact that regulations issued or approved by the
competent authorities define the conditions for the operation of the
market, the conditions for access to the market and, where Directive
79/279/EEC is applicable, the conditions governing admission to listing
imposed in that Directive and, where that Directive is not applicable, the
conditions that must be satisfied by a financial instrument before it can
effectively be dealt in on the market; and

(d) requires compliance with all the reporting and transparency requirements
laid down by articles 20 and 21 of the ISD.

(see SUP 17 Ann 5G for a list of these markets)

related designated
investment

(in relation to a designated investment (the "first investment")) a designated
investment (the related designated investment) whose value might
reasonably be expected to be directly affected by:
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(a) any fluctuation in the value of the first investment; or

(b) any published recommendation that concerns the first investment.

relevant collateral in relation to a transaction:

(a) cash;

(b) letters of credit and guarantees to the extent of their face value, issued
by an approved bank which is neither a counterparty nor an associate of
a counterparty;

(c) gold and silver bullion and coinage;

(d) marketable investments;

(e) the performance guarantees issued in support of the securities lending
and borrowing programmes of Euroclear and Cedel, in respect only of
exposure arising from participation in such programmes;

subject to:

(i) the firm having an unconditional right to apply or realise the relevant
collateral for the purpose of repaying a counterparty's obligations;

(ii) marketable investments:

(A) being marked to market daily using the valuation principles in
IPRU(INV) 3.41(9)R;

(B) not being issued by a counterparty nor by an associate of a
counterparty.

representative (in relation to designated investment business) an individual appointed by a
provider firm or by an appointed representative of that firm, to carry out either
or both of the following activities:

(a) giving advice on investments to customers on the merits of packaged
products offered by that firm (or any other provider firm within the same
marketing group);

(b) arranging (bringing about) deals in investments in relation to such
products.

retirement fund the amount which will be available, at the date on which the investor retires,
for the provision of benefits.

rule (in accordance with section 417(1) of the Act (Definitions)) a rule made by the
FSA under the Act, including:

(a) a Principle; and

(b) an evidential provision.

safe custody
investments

a designated investment, which is not the property of the firm, but for which
the firm, or any nominee company controlled by the firm or by its associate,
is accountable; which has been paid for in full by the client; and which
ceases to be a safe custody investment when the firm has disposed of it in
accordance with a valid instruction.

scheme holding a holding of:

(a) units in a collective investment scheme; or

(b) shares in an investment trust savings scheme.

scheme particulars a document containing information about a regulated collective investment
scheme.

securities and
futures firm

a firm whose permitted activities include designated investment business,
which is not an authorised professional firm, bank, building society, credit
union, friendly society, ICVC, insurer, media firm, service company, incoming
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EEA firm (without a top-up permission), incoming Treaty firm (without a top-
up permission) or UCITS qualifier, whose permission does not include a
requirement that it comply with IPRU(INV) 5 (Investment management firms)
or 13 (Personal investment firms), and which is within (a), (b), (c) or (d):

(a) a firm (other than one falling within (d)):

(i) which was a member of SFA immediately before commencement;
and

(ii) which was not, immediately before commencement, subject to the
financial supervision requirements of the FSA (under section 43 of
the Financial Services Act 1986), PIA or IMRO under lead regulation
arrangements;

(b) a firm whose permission includes a requirement that it comply with
IPRU(INV) 3 or 10 (Securities and futures firms);

(c) a firm:

(i) which was given a Part IV permission after commencement, or
which was authorised under section 25 of the Financial Services Act
1986 immediately before commencement and not a member of
IMRO, PIA or SFA; and

(ii) for whom the most substantial part of its gross income, including
commissions, from the regulated activities included in its  Part IV
permission is derived from one or more of the following activities
(based, for a firm given a Part IV permission after commencement,
on the business plan submitted as part of the firm's application or,
for a firm authorised under section 25 of the Financial Services Act
1986, on the firm's financial year preceding its authorisation under
the Act);

(A) an activity carried on as a member of an exchange;

(B) making a market in securities or derivatives;

(C) corporate finance business;

(D) dealing, or arranging (bringing about) deals in investments, in
securities or derivatives;

(E) the provision of clearing services as a clearing firm;

(F) managing investments, where those investments are primarily
derivatives; and

(G) activities relating to spread bets;

(d) a firm that is:

(i) an ex-section 43 firm which was not authorised under the Financial
Services Act 1986 immediately before commencement; or

(ii) an ex-section 43 lead regulated firm.

security (in accordance with article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order
(Interpretation)) any of the following investments specified in that Order:

(a) share (article 76);

(b) debenture (article 77);

(c) government and public security (article 78);

(d) warrant (article 79);

(e) certificate representing certain securities (article 80);

(f) unit (article 81);
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(g) stakeholder pension scheme (article 82);

(h) rights to or interests in investments in (a) to (g) (article 89).

sell (in accordance with article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities Order
(Interpretation)), in relation to any investment, sell in any way, including
disposing of the investment for valuable consideration;

in this definition, "disposing" includes:

(a) (in relation to an investment consisting of rights under a contract):

(i) surrendering, assigning  or converting those rights; or

(ii) assuming the corresponding liabilities under the contract;

(b) (in relation to an investment consisting of rights under other
arrangements) assuming the corresponding liabilities under the
arrangements; and

(c) (except in CIS) (in relation to any other investment) issuing or creating
the investment or granting the rights or interests of which it consists.

series of
transactions

a series of transactions executed with a view to achieving one investment
decision or objective.

service company a firm whose only permitted activities are making arrangements with a view to
transactions in investments, and agreeing to carry on that regulated activity,
and whose Part IV permission:

(a) incorporates a limitation substantially to the effect that the firm carry on
regulated activities only with market counterparties or intermediate
customers; and

(b) includes requirements substantially to the effect that the firm must not:

(i) guarantee, or otherwise accept responsibility for, the performance,
by a participant in arrangements made by the firm in carrying on
regulated activities, of obligations undertaken by that participant in
connection with those arrangements; or

(ii) approve any financial promotion on behalf of any other person or
any specified class of persons; or

(iii) in carrying on its regulated activities, provide services otherwise
than in accordance with documents (of a kind specified in the
requirement) provided by the firm to the FSA.

share (1) the investment, specified in article 76 of the Regulated Activities Order
(Shares etc), which is, in summary: a share or stock in the share capital
of:

(a) any body corporate (wherever incorporated);

(b) any unincorporated body constituted under the law of a country or
territory outside the United Kingdom.

small self-
administered
scheme

an occupational pension scheme of a kind described in article 4(4) and 4(5)
of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Carrying on Regulated
Activities by Way of Business) Order 2001 (SI 2001/1177).

sole trader an individual who is a firm.

special adjustment a position risk adjustment, counterparty risk adjustment, foreign exchange
adjustment, and any large exposure adjustment in accordance with chapter
13;

specified
investment

any of the following investments specified in Part III of the Regulated
Activities Order (Specified Investments):
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(a) deposit (article 74);

(b) contract of insurance (article 75); (for the purposes of the permission
regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i) general insurance contract;

(ii) long-term insurance contract;

and then further sub-divided into classes of contract of insurance);

(c) share (article 76);

(d) debenture (article 77);

(e) government and public security (article 78);

(f) warrant (article 79);

(g) certificate representing certain securities (article 80);

(h) unit (article 81);

(i) stakeholder pension scheme (article 82);

(j) option (article 83); (for the purposes of the permission regime, this is
sub-divided into:

(i) option (excluding a commodity option and an option on a commodity
future);

(ii) commodity option and an option on a commodity future);

(k) future (article 84); (for the purposes of the permission regime, this is sub-
divided into:

(i) future (excluding a commodity future and a rolling spot forex
contract);

(ii) commodity future);

(iii) rolling spot forex contract;

(l)  contract for differences (article 85); (for the purposes of the permission
regime this is sub-divided into:

(i) contract for differences (excluding a spread bet and a rolling spot
forex contract);

(ii) spread bet;

(iii) rolling spot forex contract);

(m) underwriting capacity of a Lloyd's syndicate (article 86(1));

(n) membership of a Lloyd's syndicate (article 86(2));

(o) rights to or interests in investments (article 89).

subsidiary (as defined in section 736 of the Companies Act 1985) (in relation to another
body corporate ("H")) a body corporate of which H is a holding company.

surrender value (a) where the contract is a contract of life assurance or a contract for an
annuity, the amount ( including a nil amount) payable by the firm or other
body issuing the contract on surrender of the policy;

(b) where the contract is a pension contract, the amount payable on the
transfer of the investor's accrued rights under that contract to another
pension contract;

(c) where the contract is a Holloway sickness policy, the amount payable by
the firm on surrender on or before the projection date for the policy;

(d) where the contract is for any other matter, the amount payable by the
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firm on the surrender of the policy.

tax exempt policy any contract of assurance, offered or issued by a friendly society, which is tax
exempt life or endowment business as defined in section 466 (2) of the
Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988.

traded life policy a life policy which is to be or has been assigned for value by the policyholder
to another person.

traded option (a) investments falling within article 77 of the RAO which relate to

(i) shares, or

(ii) debt instruments, or

(b) investments falling within article 79 of the RAO which are options on
equity indices,

provided that those investments are traded on, or under the rules of, a
recognised or designated investment exchange;

unauthorised
person

a person who is not an authorised person.

undertaking (as defined in section 259 of the Companies Act 1985 (Meaning of
undertaking and related expressions)):

(a) a body corporate or partnership; or

(b) an unincorporated association carrying on a trade or business, with or
without a view to profit.

unit an investment (as specified in article 81 of the Regulated Activities Order)
(Units in a collective investment scheme) and defined in section 237(2) of the
Act (Other definitions) which is the right or interest (however described) of the
participants in a collective investment scheme; this includes:

(a) (in relation to an AUT)

a unit representing the rights or interests of the unitholders in the AUT;

(b) (in relation to an ICVC)

a share in the ICVC.

unit trust scheme (as defined in section 237(1) of the Act (Other definitions)) a collective
investment scheme under which the property in question is held on trust for
the participants.

unregulated
collective
investment scheme

a collective investment scheme which is not a regulated collective investment
scheme.

verified (where interim net profits are to be included in  Financial Resources Test 1
(own funds) checked by an external auditor who has undertaken at least to

(a) satisfy himself that the figures forming the basis of the interim profits
have been properly extracted from the underlying accounting records,

(b) review the accounting policies used in calculating the interim profits so
as to obtain comfort that they are consistent with those normally
adopted by the firm in drawing up its annual financial statements and
are in accordance with the accounting principles set out in chapter 13,

(c) perform analytical procedures on the result to date, including
comparisons of actual performance to date with budget and with the
results of prior period(s),

(d) discuss with management the overall performance and financial
position of the firm,
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obtain adequate comfort that the implications of current and prospective
litigation, all known claims and commitments, changes in business activities
and provisioning for bad and doubtful debts have been properly taken into
account in arriving at the interim profits, and

follow up problem areas of which he is already aware in the course of
auditing the firm's financial statements,

a copy of whose report asserting that the interim net profits are reasonably
stated has been submitted to the FSA;

warrant the investment specified in article 79 of the Regulated Activities Order
(Instruments giving entitlements to investments), which is, in summary: a
warrant or other instrument entitling the holder to subscribe for a share,
debenture or government and public security.

whole life
assurance

a contract of insurance which, disregarding any benefit payable on surrender,
secures a capital sum only on death or either on death or on disability, but
does not include a term assurance.

Zone A country all EEA States and all other countries which are full members of the OECD
and those countries which have concluded special lending arrangements with
the International Monetary Fund associated with the Fund's General
Arrangements to Borrow.
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APPENDIX 13 (2)E
PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY INSURANCE PROVISIONS

E The policy terms and additional clauses set out below form part of rule
13.1.6E and have the status of evidential provisions.

Professional Indemnity Insurance Terms

SECTION 1 - BASIS OF INSURANCE CONTRACT

Note: Various words and phrases have a standard meaning within this
policy and such definitions and interpretations are as set out in
Section 6. Headings and notes are for information purposes only and
are not to be construed as part of the policy wording.

1.1 Insuring Clause

In consideration of the Assured having agreed to pay the premium
shown in the Schedule, Underwriters agree, subject to the terms,
conditions and exclusions of this policy, to indemnify the Assured, up
to the Limit of Indemnity, for any claim for compensation and/or
damages (including claimant�s costs and expenses) first made
against the Assured and notified to Underwriters during the Period of
this Policy which the Assured may become legally liable to pay in
consequence of any Negligence in the exercise and conduct of the
Assured�s Professional Business by the Assured and/or by others on
behalf of the Assured.

1.2 Defence Costs in Addition

Underwriters will also indemnify the Assured for Defence Costs (see
6.6) where such costs have been incurred with Underwriters� consent.
Such Defence Costs are payable in addition to the Limit of Indemnity
unless the Limit of Indemnity shown in the Schedule is in the
aggregate.

In the event that a settlement is made with any party in excess of the
amount of the Limit of Indemnity, Underwriters� liability in respect of
Defence Costs shall be in the same proportion that the Limit of
Indemnity bears to the sum which would be eligible for payment but
for the restriction of the Limit of Indemnity.
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SECTION 2 - EXTENSIONS

Unless endorsed to the contrary and subject otherwise to the policy terms,
conditions and exclusions the following extensions are given:

2.1 Loss of or Damage to Documents

In the event of physical loss of or damage to documents suffered
during the Period of this Policy the Assured is indemnified for
reasonable and necessary costs and expenses incurred in replacing,
restoring or reconstituting any Documents which are the property of
the Assured or in the care, custody or control of the Assured or for
which the Assured is responsible.

2.1.1 Liability for Loss of Documents

This policy is extended to indemnify the Assured for any liability other
than the costs and expenses referred to in Extension 2.1, which may
arise in consequence of the physical loss of or damage suffered to
any Document referred to in Extension 2.1.

2.2 Self Employed Persons Extension

The Assured is indemnified for any Negligence in consequence of the
use of self employed or contract hire persons in connection with the
Assured�s Professional Business. The use of such persons need not
be disclosed to Underwriters. For the purpose of this policy such
persons are deemed to be employees of the Assured.

2.3 Indemnity to Employees, Former Employees and/or Consultants

Employees or former employees of the Assured are indemnified in
respect of any claim made against them during the Period of this
Policy in consequence of any Negligence in the exercise and conduct
of the Assured�s Professional Business.

Former partners, former directors or former employees of the Assured
who have continued as consultants to the Assured and such persons
who were formerly consultants to the Assured are indemnified in
respect of any claim made against them during the Period of this
Policy in consequence of any Negligence in the exercise and conduct
of the Assured�s Professional Business.
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2.4 Libel and Slander

The Assured is indemnified for all sums which the Assured may
become legally liable to pay in respect of claims made upon them
during the Period of this Policy in direct consequence of any libel,
slander or defamation uttered by the Assured in the exercise and
conduct of the Assured�s Professional Business.

2.5 Dishonesty of Employees

The Assured is indemnified for any claim brought about or contributed
to, by the dishonest, fraudulent, criminal or malicious act or omission
of any person at any time employed by the Assured who is not a
Partner or Director.

SECTION 3 - CLAIMS CONDITIONS

The following claims conditions and the more general conditions listed
under Section 4 apply to this policy:

3.1 All conditions contained in Section 3 are deemed to be conditions
precedent to liability.

Discovery of a Claim or Circumstance

3.2 (a) If during the Period of this Policy the Assured shall receive any
claim, the Assured shall give notice (see 3.3) to Underwriters as
soon as practicable, but in any event not later than expiry of the
Period of this Policy.

(b) If during the Period of this Policy the Assured becomes aware of
any Circumstance which may give rise to a claim, the Assured
shall give notice (see 3.3) to Underwriters of such Circumstance
as soon as practicable, but in any event not later than expiry of
the Period of this Policy.

Underwriters agree that any such Circumstance notified to them
during the Period of this Policy and which subsequently gives rise
to a claim after expiry of this policy shall be deemed to be a claim
first made during the Period of this Policy.
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Notice

3.3 Notwithstanding Clause 3.2 if the Assured becomes aware of a claim
or discovers any Circumstance and is unable, due to any reasonable
cause, to give notice during the Period of this Policy, Underwriters will
accept such notice up to 15 days after expiry of this policy, provided
always that the matter which is being notified first came to the
Assured�s attention during the Period of this Policy.

Conduct of Claims

3.4 In the event of a claim or the discovery of any Circumstance, the
Assured shall not admit liability and no admission, offer, promise or
payment shall be made by the Assured without Underwriters� consent.

3.5 Following notification of a claim or notification of any Circumstance,
Underwriters shall be entitled if they so desire to take over and
conduct in the name of the Assured the investigation, defence or
settlement of any such matter. The Assured shall give all such
assistance as Underwriters may reasonably require.

Notwithstanding the provisions of the preceding paragraph, if the
Assured and Underwriters cannot agree a common course of action
with regard to the contesting of any legal proceedings (whether
defence or prosecution), the dispute will be resolved by the operation
of Clause 4.3.

SECTION 4 - GENERAL CONDITIONS

The following conditions apply to this policy:

4.1 Other Insurance

If at the time any claim arises under this policy the Assured is, or but
for the existence of this policy, would be entitled to indemnity under
any other policy or policies, Underwriters shall not be liable except in
respect of any sum in excess of the amount which is or which would
have been payable under such other policy or policies.
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4.2 Subrogation

If any payment is made under the terms of this policy, the Assured
grants to Underwriters all rights of recovery against any parties from
whom a recovery may be made. However, Underwriters agree to
waive any rights of recovery against any employee or consultant or
former employee or former consultant of the Assured unless liability
has resulted in whole or part from any act or omission on the part of
such persons which is dishonest, fraudulent, criminal or malicious.

4.3 Policy Disputes

This contract is governed by English Law. Any dispute or difference
between the Assured and Underwriters arising from this policy shall
be referred to Queen�s Counsel of the English Bar, to be mutually
agreed between Underwriters and the Assured or any other party as
may be mutually agreed. In the event of disagreement regarding the
appointment, the Chairman of the Bar Council shall appoint a suitable
party.

The findings of the agreed or appointed party shall be binding on
Underwriters and the Assured, and the costs of such an exercise shall
be allocated by the agreed or appointed party on a fair and equitable
basis.

4.4 Claim Settlements

The Underwriters may at any time pay to the Assured in connection
with any claims or series of claims under this Policy the Limit of
Indemnity (less any sums already paid) or any lesser sum for which
such claims can be settled and upon such payment the Underwriters
shall not be under any further liability in respect of such claims except
for costs and expenses incurred prior to such payment.

If a payment exceeding the Limit of Indemnity has to be made to
dispose of a claim the liability of the Underwriters to pay all costs fees
and expenses in connection therewith shall be limited to such of the
said costs and expenses as the Limit of Indemnity bears to the
amount paid to dispose of a claim.

SECTION 5 - EXCLUSIONS

5.1 This policy shall not indemnify the Assured in respect of the following:
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Excess(a) 

The amount of the Excess shown in the Schedule or in any extension
as appropriate.

Defence costs referred to in Clause 1.2 shall not be the subject of any
Excess.

(b) Liability involving Transport or Property owned by the Assured

Any claim against the Assured arising solely and directly out of the
ownership, possession or use by or on behalf of the Assured of any
aircraft, watercraft, hovercraft, motor vehicle or trailer or any
buildings, premises or land or that part of any building leased,
occupied or rented by the Assured or any property of the Assured.

(c) Liability arising out of Employment

Any claim arising out of injury, disease, illness or death of any
employee under a contract of service with the Assured or any claim
arising out of any dispute between the Assured and any present or
former employee or any person who has been offered employment
with the Assured, being brought under or relating to the Employment
Protection Act 1975 or equivalent legislation in countries other than
England.

(d) Supply of Goods

Any claim against the Assured arising out of the supply of any goods
by the Assured or products manufactured, constructed, altered,
repaired, treated, sold, supplied or distributed by the Assured.

This exclusion shall not apply to project models or displays.

The exercise and conduct of the Assured�s Professional Business
shall not be excluded by this exclusion even where the exercise and
conduct of such Professional Business is held to be a �product� or
�goods� in consequence of the Consumer Protection Act 1987 or
equivalent legislation in countries other than England.

(e) Fraud, Dishonesty or Criminal Act

Any claim directly or indirectly contributed to or caused by any act or
omission of any partner or director of the Assured which is dishonest,
fraudulent, criminal or malicious.
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(f) Controlling Interest Exclusion Clause

Any claim made against the Assured by either:

(i) any interest in which the Assured exercises a controlling interest

or

(ii) any entity exercising a controlling interest over the Assured by
virtue of their having a financial or executive interest in the
operation of the Assured

unless such claim is made against the Assured for an indemnity or
contribution in respect of a claim made by another party against:

(a) the said entity in which the Assured exercises such a controlling
interest

or

(b) the said entity exercising such a controlling interest in the
operation of the Assured

and arises out of the exercise and conduct of the Assured's
Professional Business

(g) Nuclear Risks Exclusion

Loss or destruction of or damage to any property whatsoever or any
loss or expense whatsoever resulting or arising therefrom or any
consequential loss or any legal liability of whatsoever nature directly
or indirectly caused by or contributed to by or arising from:

(i) Ionizing radiations or contamination by radioactivity from any
nuclear fuel or from any nuclear waste from the combustion of
nuclear fuel

(ii) The radioactive, toxic, explosive or other hazardous properties of
any explosive nuclear assembly or nuclear component thereof.
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(h) War Risks Exclusion

In respect of extension 2.1 only, any consequence of war including a
terrorist act initiated by hostile parties, invasion, act of foreign enemy,
hostilities (whether war be declared or not), civil war, rebellion,
revolution, insurrection or military or unsurped power.

(i) Jurisdiction Exclusion

Any claim brought in the courts of countries (or the enforcement of a
judgment found against the Assured) outside the geographical limits
referred to in the Schedule.

(j) Punitive, Penal or Exemplary Damages

Punitive, penal or exemplary damages where such can be identified
separately within any award of a court.

(k) Loss of Documents - Magnetic or Electrical Media

Any claim arising from the physical loss of or damage to Documents
which are stored on magnetic or electrical media unless such
Documents are duplicated on magnetic or electrical media with the
intention that in the event of loss or damage the duplicate can be
used as the basis for restoring the Documents to their original status.

(l) Pollution

Any claim directly from pollution.

(m) Directors' and Officers' Liability

Any claim arising from those liabilities consequent upon being a
director, officer or trustee of the Assured as (opposed to those duties
and functions carried out in furtherance of the Assured�s Professional
Business) or from the acceptance of any directorship or trusteeship in
any other company not forming part of the Practice.

SECTION 6 - DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS

6.1 The following words and phrases are used in this policy. In certain
instances the words may be used in their plural or singular form.
Whenever they appear they are deemed to have the meaning set out
below:
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6.2 Assured

Shall mean:

(a) (i) The Practice

(ii) The present or future partners and present or future directors
of the Practice.

(iii) Former partners and former directors of the Practice in
respect of claims made during the Period of this policy but
arising out of the exercise and conduct of the Assured�s
Professional Business during the period whilst they were
receiving salary or financial benefit from the Practice.

(b) the estate, heirs, executors and assignees in bankruptcy of those
parties mentioned in 6.2 (a).

6.3 The Practice

Shall mean the professional practice(s) whether corporate, sole trader
or partnership named as the Assured in the Schedule including any
predecessors in business.

The definition also includes practice(s) or business(es) for which the
Assured is legally liable in consequence of the acquisition of such
practice(s) or business(es) prior to inception of this policy provided
Underwriters have been notified in writing of the existence of such
other practice(s) or business(es) and Underwriters have agreed to
insure such entities.

Any office of the Practice as defined is included within the definition
unless expressly stated otherwise.

6.4 Professional Business

Shall mean the business activities which are listed in the Schedule.

Where the Assured is liable for a sub-consultant or sub-contractor or
responsible for the liability of a joint venture or consortium the
definition of Professional Business is extended to include the other
professional activities of the sub-consultant, sub-contractor or joint
venture or consortium for which the Assured is liable.
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In addition, the definition of Professional Business is extended to
include personal appointments of any party falling within the definition
of the Assured provided the fees, if any, for such activities are
credited to the Practice and such activities are related directly or
indirectly to the activities listed in the Schedule and the individual is
qualified or experienced to carry out such work.
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6.5 Limit of Indemnity

Shall mean the sum shown in the Schedule which is available to
indemnify the Assured in respect of each claim provided always that
where more than one claim arises from the same original cause all
such claims shall be deemed to be one claim and only one limit of
indemnity shall be payable in respect of the aggregate of all such
claims.

6.6 Defence Costs

Shall mean all costs and expenses incurred in the investigation,
defence or settlement of any claim or potential claim and/or the cost
of representation at any enquiry or other proceedings which have a
direct or indirect relevance to the investigation, defence or settlement
of any matter notified under the terms of this policy.

6.7 Excess

Shall mean the first amount of each claim which is payable by the
Assured. Where, however, a series of claims is made during the
Period of this Policy which arises from the same original cause then
only one single excess shall apply in respect of all claims resulting
from that original cause.

6.8 Geographical Limits

Shall mean the geographical limits referred to in the Schedule.

6.9 Period of this Policy

Shall mean the period shown in the Schedule plus any extension to
the period which may be granted by Underwriters.

6.10 Documents

Shall mean deeds, wills, agreements, records, written or printed
books, letters, certificates or written or printed documents and/or
forms of any nature whatsoever and shall include computer software
and systems records (electronic data shall be deemed to be physical
property for the purposes of this policy). The definition excludes
bearer bonds, coupons, bank or currency notes or other negotiable
paper.
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6.11 Circumstance

Shall mean information or circumstances of which the Assured is
aware which suggests that a claim may be made against the Assured
which the Assured may become legally liable to pay and which arises
out of the exercise and conduct of the Assured�s Professional
Business.

6.12 Underwriters

Shall mean those insurance companies or Lloyd�s syndicates
subscribing to this policy and detailed in the attachment to this policy.

6.13 Negligence

Shall mean a negligent act and/or a negligent error and/or a negligent
omission and/or a negligent commission.
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Schedule

Policy form:

Policy No::

1 The Assured:

2 Principal address:

3 Professional Business:

and as more fully declared in the
proposal form(s) referred to below and
any accompanying information
submitted with the proposal form(s)

4 Period of this Policy: From:

To: both days inclusive

5 Limit of Indemnity: £ each claim

6 Excess: £ each claim

7 Geographical Worldwide but excluding United States
of America or Canada

8 Premium: £

9 Date(s) of proposal
form(s):

This contract is based on the proposal
form(s) the date(s) of which are listed
above and supporting documentation (if
any) accompanying the proposal
form(s).

10 Endorsement reference(s)
(if any):
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Additional Clauses

1 COMPLIANCE CLAUSE

This Policy is designed to provide the minimum insurance
requirements in accordance with the rules of the Financial Services
Authority ('FSA'). However, for the avoidance of doubt in any dispute
in connection with the terms, conditions, exclusions and limitations of
this Policy it is specifically understood and agreed that the minimum
insurance requirements as set out in the FSA rules shall take
precedence over any terms, conditions, exclusions or limitations
contained herein which are less favourable to the Insured.

2 OMBUDSMAN EXTENSION

In accordance with and subject to the terms, conditions, exclusions,
limitations and provisions contained in the Policy, the Insurers agree
to indemnify the Assured in respect of their liability to meet any award
made against them by:

(1) the Ombudsman appointed by the Personal Investment Authority
Ombudsman Bureau Limited (the �Bureau�), subject to such
Ombudsman operating within the Ombudsman�s Terms of
Reference (a copy of which has been lodged with Insurers) as
issued by the Council of the Personal Investment Authority
Bureau; and

(2) the Ombudsman appointed by The FSA, subject to such
Ombudsman operating within the compulsory jurisdiction rules (a
copy of which has been lodged with Insurers),

arising from any claim(s)/complaint(s) made against the Assured
during the period of this Policy.

3 IBRC COMPLIANCE CLAUSE

(If a firm is also a member of the IBRC, it should ensure the inclusion of this
clause)

1. It is understood and agreed that this Policy of Insurance is deemed to
be taken out pursuant to the Insurance Brokers Registration Council
(Indemnity Insurance and Grants Scheme) Rules 1987 (as amended).
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2. This policy is extended, subject otherwise to its terms, conditions and
exclusions, to indemnify the Assured in respect of losses sustained by
them in consequence of any dishonest or fraudulent act or omission
committed or omitted by any employee or former employee of the
Assured in the conduct and execution of the Assured�s professional
business.

3. It is understood and agreed that this Policy is extended to comply with
the Insurance Brokers Registration Council (Indemnity Insurance and
Grants Scheme) Rules 1987 (as amended). However, for the
avoidance of doubt, in any dispute in connection with the terms,
conditions, exclusions and limitations of this Policy it is specifically
understood and agreed that the Insurance Brokers Registration
Council (Indemnity Insurance and Grants Scheme) Rules 1987 (as
amended) shall take precedence over any terms, conditions,
exclusions or limitations contained herein which are less favourable to
the Assured.

4. Notwithstanding any policy terms, conditions or exclusions to the
contrary, this Policy shall indemnify the Assured in respect of claims
made or losses sustained by Parent Company and/or Subsidiary or
Associated Companies or any employee or former employee, Director
or former Director, or such persons who have continued as
Consultants thereof, arising out of the exercise and conduct of the
Assured�s professional business.

5. It is further understood and agreed that this Policy is extended,
subject otherwise to its terms, conditions and exclusions, to indemnify
Parent Company and/or Subsidiary or Associated Companies or any
employee of or Director of, or Consultant to Parent Company and/or
Subsidiary or Associated Companies in respect of claims made
against or losses sustained by them arising out of the exercise and
conduct of the Assured�s professional business.

For the avoidance of doubt employees of or Directors of, or
Consultants to Parent Company and/or Subsidiary or Associated
Companies shall be deemed to be employees of the Assured in
respect of business introduced by them to the Assured.

6. Insuring Clause

This Policy is extended, subject otherwise to its terms, conditions and
exclusions, to indemnify:

(a) at the Assured�s election, various persons or firms who are acting
as or who have at any time acted as, Sub-Contractors or Agents
or Consultants to the Assured.
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(b) the estate, heirs, executors of those parties mentioned in the first
paragraph of Extension 2.3 of the policy wording.

in respect of claims or losses which arise out of the exercise and
conduct of the Assured�s professional business during the period
such persons are or were employed or engaged by the Assured.

4 YEAR 2000 EXCLUSION

Cover may exclude any claim, loss, liability or expense caused by or
arising directly or indirectly from or in any way relating to any
Computer System, whether or not property of the Assured, not being
Year 2000 Compliant.
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These forms are the required forms referred to in IPRU(INV) and are listed below (a short
contents list appears at the beginning of each section of the annex):

IPRU(INV)
Chapter

FORM

2 Professional Firms
2.1 Bond

3 Securities and Futures Firms which are not Investment Firms
(former SFA Non-ISD Firms)

3.1 Approved Form of Subordinated Loan Agreement

3.2 Form of Deed of Termination

3.3 Form of Deed of Variation

3.4 Form of Guarantor Undertaking

3.5 Guidance Notes

5 Investment Management Firms
(former IMRO Firms)

5.1 Prescribed Subordinated Loan Agreement

5.2 Prescribed Approved Undertaking

10 Securities and Futures Firms which are Investment Firms
(former SFA ISD Firms)

10.1 Long Term Subordinated Loan Agreement

10.2 Short Term Subordinated Loan Agreement

10.3 Form of Deed of Termination

10.4 Form of Deed of Variation

10.5 Form of Guarantor Undertaking

10.6 Long Term Consolidated Supervision Sub-Loan
Agreement

10.7 Short Term Consolidated Supervision Sub-Loan
Agreement

10.8 Guidance Notes

13 Personal Investment Firms
(Former PIA Firms)

13.1 Form of subordinated loan (with guidance notes)
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2. Professional Firms

Form Page
2.1 Form of Bond 2
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FORM OF BOND FOR PROFESSIONAL FIRMS
(SEE IPRU (INV) 2)

BY THIS BOND AS A DEED WE [     ] of [       ] (�the Principal�) and [         ] of [         ]
(�the Surety�) as witnessed by its common seal (so that the Surety whose seal is
affixed below shall alone be bound) are jointly and severally bound upon the terms
and conditions herein set out to [           ] (�the Trustee�) in the sum of £[   ] ([sum in
words]) or such other sum as may from time to time be agreed between the Surety
and the Principal (�the Penalty Sum�).

WHEREAS:-

(1) The Trustee has consented to enter into this bond as trustee and to hold the
rights and benefits under this bond upon trust for any Customer of the
Principal in accordance with the terms of this bond.

(2) The Surety at the request of the Principal has agreed to be bound in the
Penalty Sum upon the terms and conditions hereinafter contained.

NOW THIS DEED WITNESSES as follows:-

(1) For the purposes of this bond a claim shall arise if the following conditions
are satisfied:-

a. the Scheme has determined the Principal to be in default;

b. the Trustee has determined to pay compensation to an eligible claimant
whose claim is in respect of a Civil Liability incurred by the Principal in
connection with its carrying on of Regulated Activities; and

c. the claim in question relates to a Loss.

(2) The Surety and the Principal are held and firmly bound to the Trustee for the
payment of any sum arising out of any claim under the provisions of Clause 1
hereof to the extent that any such claim exceeds the sum of fifty thousand
pounds (£50,000) provided that the aggregate of any such sum or sums does
not exceed the Penalty Sum.

(3) The Trustee hereby declares that it holds all its rights and benefits under this
bond upon trust for the Customers in respect of whom or for which such claim
or claims were made absolutely.

(4) The Trustee shall, insofar as it may lawfully do so, notify the Surety of any
claim or Matter of which the Trustee is aware which may give rise to any claim
hereunder such notice to be addressed to the Surety in writing at its address
set out above or to such other address as may have been notified to the
Trustee in writing by the Surety and any such information which the Trustee
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shall when serving such notice designate as confidential shall be held and
retained by the Surety in confidence.

(5) Payment of any sum to the Trustee in respect of any claim shall be due thirty
(30) days after the giving of notice thereof pursuant to Clause 4 hereof the
Surety shall pay any such sum or sums on demand.

(6) The Surety may give written notice to the Trustee sent by recorded delivery
service to the address set out above or such other address as the Trustee
shall from time to time advise in writing (and serving a copy of such notice
upon the Principal) terminating its liability under this bond which liability shall
accordingly cease sixty (60) days after receipt by the Trustee in writing of
such notice (�the Termination Date�) save in respect of any claim rising out of
anything notified by the Trustee to the Surety pursuant to Clause 4 prior to or
within the period of six months after the Termination Date.

(7) Notwithstanding the Release or Discharge of the Principal the Surety shall
remain liable in respect of any claim arising during the period in which this
bond was in force or which shall be made within six months of the
Termination Date.

(8) The Principal and its executors administrators or representatives whosoever
jointly and severally agree and covenant with the Surety and the Trustee as
follows:-

a. That they shall and will from time to time and notwithstanding the
Release or Discharge of the Principal indemnify the Surety and its
successors and assigns from and against all claims losses costs and
expenses which the Surety shall or otherwise might at any time sustain
or be put to under or by virtue of this bond.

b. That the Principal is a Professional Firm which has Permission under
the Act to carry on Regulated Activities and will give notice forthwith to
the Surety in writing if it shall cease to have such Permission or if it
shall become aware of any Matter which might give rise to it being
declared in default by the Scheme.

c. That the Principal will calculate the Penalty Sum that may be required
under this bond from time to time so as to ensure that it complies with
the Rules.

d. That the persons named herein are duly authorised for an on behalf of
the Principal to execute this bond in the manner appearing below.

e. That the Trustee is irrevocably authorised to provide such information
to the Surety as it shall think fit or as may be required for the purpose of
making any claim and the Surety is irrevocably authorised to provide
such information to the Trustee in relation to the obligations of the
Principal secured by this bond as it shall think fit.
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f. That the Principal will duly and promptly pay the annual premium due in
respect of this bond.

(9) In this bond words and expressions having capitalised initial letters shall have
the meanings set out in this bond and where not so defined shall have the
meanings set out in the Glossary annexed to the General Provisions
Instrument 2001 and as the same may hereafter be varied amended or
supplemented from time to time

�the Act� means the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 or any
amendment or re-enactment of the provisions thereof;

�Civil Liability� means a civil liability as defined in the Scheme Regulations;

�Customer� means a customer as defined in the Scheme Regulations;

�Loss� means a loss which has been the subject of a valid claim
determined by the Scheme in respect of which the amount
of the Civil Liability is in excess of £50,000;

�Matter� means any proceedings initiated under the Act against the
Principal in relation to its Regulated Activities;

�the Principal� means the Professional Firm named herein and includes
each of the partners thereof where applicable;

"Release or
Discharge"

means the release of the Principal in relation to the
termination of any Authorisation under the provisions of the
Act;

�Scheme� means the Financial Services Compensation Scheme;

"Scheme
Regulations"

means the Financial Services Compensation Scheme
Regulations.

Save where the context otherwise requires words and expressions used herein and
in the Act shall bear the meaning given to them in the singular shall include the
plural.
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IN WITNESS THEREOF the Principal acting by*
and*
as their duly authorised representatives and the Surety have executed and delivered
this bond as a deed this                   day of

EXECUTED AND DELIVERED AS A DEED by

Witness �������������������
Signature �������������������
Occupation �������������������
Address �������������������

�������������������

EXECUTED AND DELIVERED AS A DEED by

Witness �������������������
Signature �������������������
Occupation �������������������
Address �������������������

�������������������

* Where appropriate this bond should be executed by the compliance partner
and the partner with overall responsibility for the Principal's Regulated
Activities
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3. Securities and Futures Firms which are not Investment Firms
(former SFA Non-ISD Firms)

Form Page
3.1 Approved Form of Subordinated Loan Agreement 2
3.2 Form of Deed of Termination 17
3.3 Form of Deed of Variation 19
3.4 Form of Guarantor Undertaking 21
3.5 Guidance Notes 23
3.6 Form of Approved Bank Bond (with power of attorney) 31
3.7 Approved Form of Undertaking 34
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3.1 Approved Form of Subordinated Loan Agreement

A.  Front Page

THIS AGREEMENT is made on the date set out in the Variable Terms (as set out in
Schedule 1 to this Agreement) and is to be effective on that date unless a different effective
date is set out in those terms

BETWEEN -

(1) the Lender (as defined in the Standard Terms set out in Schedule 2 to this
Agreement),

(2) the Borrower (as defined in the Standard Terms), and

(3) The Financial Services Authority Limited whose registered office is at 25 The North
Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HS.

WHEREAS the Borrower wishes to use the Loan, or each Advance under the Facility (as
those expressions are defined in the Standard Terms) as an eligible capital substitute in
accordance with the FSA�s rule IPRU(INV) 3-63 and has fully disclosed to the FSA the
circumstances giving rise to the Loan or Facility and the effective subordination of the Loan
and each Advance.

IT IS AGREED THAT this Agreement shall comprise the Variable Terms set out in
Schedule 1 to this Agreement and the Standard Terms set out in Schedule 2 to this
Agreement.

This Agreement is executed by the parties the day and year indicated in the Variable Terms.
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Schedule 1

B.  Variable Terms

1. Date of Agreement

2. Effective Date

3. Lender

4. Address of Lender

5. Borrower

6. Address of Borrower
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7. The Loan or Facility
With reference to paragraph 2 of the Standard Terms,

8. Interest
With reference to paragraph 3 of the Standard Terms, interest shall be calculated
and paid as follows -
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9. Repayment
With reference to paragraph 4(2) of the Standard Terms and subject always to
paragraphs 4(3) (restrictions on repayment) and 5 (subordination) of the Standard
Terms, the terms for repayment are -

10. Additional terms
With reference to paragraph 11 of the Standard Terms, the additional terms to this
Agreement are -
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10. Additional terms (contd)

11. Jurisdiction
With reference to paragraph 16 of the Standard Terms, the person(s) indicated
below is (are) appointed as agents for service of process -

(a) by the Lender -

of

(b) by the Borrower -

of
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Schedule 2

C.  Standard Terms

Interpretation

1 (1) In this Agreement -

�Advance� means, where this Agreement is for a loan facility, an amount drawn or
to be drawn down by the Borrower or otherwise made available by the Lender under
this Agreement as that amount may be reduced from time to time by any repayment
or prepayment permitted under this Agreement;

�Borrower� means the person identified as such in the Variable Terms and
includes its permitted successors and assigns and, where the Borrower is a
partnership, each Partner;

�Business Day� means any day except Saturday, Sunday or a bank or public
holiday in England;

�Effective Date� means the date on which this Agreement is to take effect being
the date of this Agreement unless otherwise stated in the Variable Terms;

�Excluded Liabilities� means Liabilities which are expressed to be and, in the
opinion of the Insolvency Officer of the Borrower, do, rank junior to the
Subordinated Liabilities in the Insolvency of the Borrower;

�Facility� means the loan facility referred to in paragraph 2(2);

�Financial Resources� has the meaning given in the Financial Rules;

�Financial Resources Requirement� has the meaning given it in the Financial
Rules;

�Financial Rules� means the rules in IPRU(INV) 3 in the FSA handbook;

�Insolvency� means and includes liquidation, winding up, bankruptcy,
sequestration, administration, rehabilitation and dissolution (whichever term may
apply to the Borrower) or the equivalent in any other jurisdiction to which the
Borrower may be subject;

�Insolvency Officer� means and includes any person duly appointed to administer
and distribute assets of the Borrower in the course of the Borrower�s Insolvency;
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1 (1) �Lender� means the person identified as such in the Variable Terms and includes
its permitted successors and assigns;

�Liabilities� means all present and future sums, liabilities and obligations payable
or owing by the Borrower (whether actual or contingent, jointly or severally or
otherwise howsoever);

�Loan� means the indebtedness of the Borrower to the Lender referred to in
paragraph 2(1) as that indebtedness may be reduced from time to time by any
repayment or prepayment permitted under this Agreement;

�Partner� means, where the Borrower is a partnership, each and every partner of
the Borrower as a partner and as an individual (see also paragraph 8);

�Senior Liabilities� means all Liabilities except the Subordinated Liabilities and
Excluded Liabilities;

�Subordinated Liabilities� means all Liabilities to the Lender in respect of the
Loan or each Advance made under this Agreement and all interest payable thereon.

�the FSA� means The Financial Services Authority Limited whose registered office
is at 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HS; and

(2) Any reference to any rules of the FSA is a reference to them as in force from time to
time.

(3) Reference to any gender includes a reference to all other genders.

(4) Reference to a paragraph is to a paragraph of these Standard Terms, unless
otherwise indicated.

The Loan or Facility

2 (1) Where as indicated in the Variable Terms this Agreement is for a loan, the
Borrower hereby acknowledges its indebtedness to the Lender in the sum mentioned
in the Variable Terms as an unsecured loan upon and subject to the terms and
conditions of this Agreement.

(2) Where, as indicated in the Variable Terms this Agreement is for a loan facility -

(a) the maximum aggregate principal amount of each Advance outstanding at any
time under the Facility shall not exceed the maximum amount specified in the
Variable Terms or such other amount as may be agreed between the Borrower
and the Lender from time to time;

(b) the Facility will be available until the last available date specified in the
Variable Terms; and
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2 (2) (c) any specific terms dealing with the mechanics of drawdown are contained in
the Variable Terms.

(3) The Lender and the Borrower undertake to provide the FSA, immediately upon
request, with details in writing of all principal and interest in respect of the Loan or
each Advance outstanding for the time being and all payments of any amount made
in the period specified by the FSA in the request.

Interest

3 Subject to the provisions of paragraphs 4 and 5, until repayment of the Loan or each
Advance in full, the Borrower will pay to the Lender interest on the Loan or each
Advance (or on any part or parts of it or them for the time being outstanding under this
Agreement) calculated and payable in the manner set out in the Variable Terms.

Repayment

4 (1) The provisions of this paragraph are subject in all respects to the provisions of
paragraph 5 (subordination).

(2) The terms concerning repayment are set out in the Variable Terms but are subject to
paragraph 4(3).

(3) (a) Unless the FSA otherwise permits, no repayment or prepayment of the Loan or
any Advance may be made, in whole or in part, until five Business Days have
elapsed from the FSA confirming in writing to the Borrower receipt of the
Borrower�s written notice of his intention to do so, except that -

(i) where, immediately after repayment or prepayment, the Borrower�s
Financial Resources would be less than or equal to 120% of its Financial
Resources Requirement, the prior written approval of the FSA shall be
obtained before any repayment or prepayment;

(ii) any notice under this sub-paragraph or the terms referred to in sub-
paragraph (2) above shall be ineffective if -

(aa) the Insolvency of the Borrower commences before the date on which
such notice expires; or

(bb) the FSA notifies the Borrower orally or in writing of its refusal to
consent to such repayment or prepayment by the time such notice
period expires.

(b) Payments of interest at a rate not exceeding the rate provided for in paragraph 3
may be made without notice to or consent of the FSA, except that where -

(i) immediately after payment, the Borrower�s Financial Resources would be
less than or equal to 120% of its Financial Resources Requirement; or
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4 (3) (b) (ii) before payment, the Insolvency of the Borrower commences,

no such payment may be made without the prior written approval of the FSA.

(4) If in respect of the Loan or any Advance default is made for a period of -

(a) seven days or more in the payment of any principal due, or

(b) 14 days or more in the payment of any interest due,

the Lender may, at its discretion and after taking such preliminary steps or actions
as may be necessary, enforce payment by instituting proceedings for the Insolvency
of the Borrower after giving seven Business Day�s prior written notice to the FSA
of its intention to do so.

(5) Subject to (6) below, the Lender may at its discretion, subject as provided in this
Agreement, institute proceedings for the Insolvency of the Borrower to enforce any
obligation, condition or provision binding on the Borrower under this Agreement
(other than any obligation for the payment of principal moneys or interest in respect
the Loan or any Advance) PROVIDED THAT the Borrower shall not by virtue of
the institution of any such proceedings for the Insolvency of the Borrower be
obliged to pay any sum or sums sooner than the same would otherwise have been
payable by it.

(6) The Lender may only institute proceedings for the Insolvency of the Borrower to
enforce the obligations referred to in (5) above if -

(a) a default under those obligations is not remedied to the satisfaction of the
Lender within 60 days after notice of such default has been given to the
Borrower by the Lender requiring such default to be remedied;

(b) the Lender has taken all preliminary steps or actions required to be taken by it
prior to the institution of such proceedings; and

(c) the Lender has given seven Business Days� prior written notice to the FSA of
its intention to institute such proceedings.

(7) No remedy against the Borrower other than as specifically provided by this
paragraph 4 shall be available to the Lender whether for the recovery of amounts
owing under this Agreement or in respect of any breach by the Borrower of any of
its obligations under this Agreement.
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Subordination

5 (1) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 4, the rights of the Lender in respect of
the Subordinated Liabilities are subordinated to the Senior Liabilities and
accordingly payment of any amount (whether principal, interest or otherwise) of the
Subordinated Liabilities is conditional upon -

(a) (if an order has not been made or an effective resolution passed for the
Insolvency of the Borrower and, being a partnership, the Borrower has not been
dissolved) the Borrower being in compliance with not less than 120% of its
Financial Resources Requirement immediately after payment by the Borrower
and accordingly no such amount which would otherwise fall due for payment
shall be payable except to the extent that -

(i) paragraph 4(3) has been complied with; and

(ii) the Borrower could make such payment and still be in compliance with
such Financial Resources Requirement;

(b) (if an order has been made or effective resolution passed for the Insolvency of
the Borrower or, if a partnership, the Borrower is to be dissolved) the Borrower
being �solvent� at the time of, and immediately after, the payment by the
Borrower and accordingly no such amount which would otherwise fall due for
payment shall be payable except to the extent that the Borrower could make
such payment and still be �solvent�.

(2) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (1)(b) above, the Borrower shall be �solvent� if it
is able to pay its debts (other than the Subordinated Liabilities) in full disregarding -

(a) obligations which are not payable or capable of being established or determined
in the Insolvency of the Borrower, and

(b) the Excluded Liabilities.

(3) Interest will continue to accrue at the rate specified pursuant to paragraph 3 on any
payment which does not become payable under this paragraph 5.

(4) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (1)(b) above, a report given at any relevant time
as to the solvency of the Borrower by its Insolvency Officer, in form and substance
acceptable to the FSA, shall in the absence of proven error be treated and accepted
by the FSA, the Lender and the Borrower as correct and sufficient evidence of the
Borrower�s solvency or Insolvency.
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5 (5) Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraphs (6), (7) and (8) below, if the Lender
shall receive from the Borrower payment of any sum in respect of the Subordinated
Liabilities -

(a) when any of the terms and conditions referred to in sub-paragraph (1) above is
not satisfied, or

(b) where such payment is prohibited under paragraph 4(3),

the payment of such sum shall be void for all purposes.

(6) Any sum referred to in sub-paragraph (5) above shall be received by the Lender
upon trust to return it to the Borrower.

 (7) Any sum so returned shall then be treated for the purposes of the Borrower�s
obligations hereunder as if it had not been paid by the Borrower and its original
payment shall be deemed not to have discharged any of the obligations of the
Borrower hereunder.

(8) A request to the Lender for return of any sum referred to in sub-paragraph (5) shall
be in writing and shall be made by or on behalf of the Borrower or, as the case may
be, its Insolvency Officer.

Representations and undertakings of Borrower

6 From and after the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier), the Borrower
shall not without the prior written consent of the FSA -

(a) secure all or any part of the Subordinated Liabilities;

(b) redeem, purchase or otherwise acquire any of the Subordinated Liabilities;

(c) amend any document evidencing or providing for the Subordinated Liabilities;

(d) repay any of the Subordinated Liabilities otherwise than in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement;

(e) take or omit to take any action whereby the subordination of the Subordinated
Liabilities or any part thereof to the Senior Liabilities might be terminated, impaired
or adversely affected; or

(f) arrange or permit any contract of suretyship (or similar agreement) relating to its
liabilities under this Agreement to be entered into, and

other than as disclosed in writing to the FSA, the Borrower represents that it has not
done so before the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier).
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Representations and undertakings of Lender

7 From and after the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier), the Lender
shall not without the prior written consent of the FSA -

(a) assign, transfer, dispose of or encumber the whole or any part of the Subordinated
Liabilities or purport to do so in favour of any person;

(b) purport to retain or set off at any time any amount payable by it to the Borrower
against any amount of the Subordinated Liabilities except to the extent that payment
of such amount of the Subordinated Liabilities would be permitted at such time by
this Agreement, and the Lender shall immediately pay an amount equal to any
retention or set off in breach of this provision to the Borrower and such retention or
set off shall be deemed not to have occurred;

(c) amend or waive the terms of any document evidencing or providing for the
Subordinated Liabilities;

(d) attempt to obtain repayment of any of the Subordinated Liabilities otherwise than in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement;

(e) take or omit to take any action whereby the subordination of the Subordinated
Liabilities or any part of them to the Senior Liabilities might be terminated,
impaired or adversely affected; or

(f) take or enforce any security, guarantee or indemnity from any person for all or any
part of the Subordinated Liabilities, and the Lender shall, upon obtaining or
enforcing any security, guarantee or indemnity notwithstanding this undertaking,
hold the same (and any proceeds thereof) on trust for the Borrower, and

other than as disclosed in writing to the FSA, the Lender represents that it has not done
so before the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier).

Borrower being a partnership

8 Where the Borrower is a partnership -

(a) this Agreement shall subsist in full force and effect notwithstanding any change
which may take place from time to time in the constitution or title of the Borrower
by the retirement of the present Partners or any of them or the assumption of new
Partners or by a change of name PROVIDED THAT -

(i) a retired Partner shall continue to be liable for the payment of all sums due
under this Agreement and implementation of all other obligations in this
Agreement until the Lender and the remaining Partner(s) shall agree in writing
to release a retired Partner from those obligations and the FSA has agreed in
writing to the release; and
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8 (a) (ii) in the event of a new Partner being assumed as a partner of the Borrower the
other Partners shall procure that said assumed Partner shall become bound to
the Lender as a party to this Agreement and shall execute such addendum
hereto as the Lender and the FSA may consider necessary;

(b) the obligations and undertakings of the Borrower under this Agreement shall bind
the Borrower and the Partners jointly and severally.

Partial invalidity

9 If any of the provisions of this Agreement is or becomes invalid, illegal or unenforceable
under any law, the validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions shall
not in any way be affected or impaired.

the FSA and indemnity

10 the FSA shall not, by virtue of being a party to this Agreement, be taken to be a trustee
for, or have any obligations to, any person to whom some or all of the Senior Liabilities
are owed.  Each of the Lender and Borrower shall on demand indemnify the FSA against
all claims, losses, costs, expenses and other liabilities made against or incurred by the
FSA as a consequence of it being a party to, or taking action under this Agreement.

Additional terms

11 Any additional terms agreed between the parties are set out in the Variable Terms
provided that, if there is any inconsistency between the Variable Terms and the Standard
Terms, the Standard Terms shall prevail.

Entire agreement

12 This Agreement forms the entire agreement as to the Subordinated Liabilities.  If there
are any other terms relating to the Subordinated Liabilities existing at the date hereof and
not comprised in this Agreement such terms shall be of no further force and effect.

Amendments

13 Any amendments to this Agreement made or purported to be made without the consent
of the FSA shall be void.
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Notices to the FSA

14 A notice given to the FSA under this Agreement shall have no effect, and time shall not
start to run in connection with that notice, until the FSA has given to the sender written
confirmation of its receipt.

Law

15 This Agreement is governed by English law.

Jurisdiction

16 For the benefit of the FSA solely, each of the Borrower and the Lender irrevocably
submits to the jurisdiction of the English Courts and, to the extent that it does not have a
place of business within the jurisdiction, appoints the process agent specified in the
Variable Terms as agent for receipt of service of process in such courts.  Such
jurisdiction shall be non-exclusive except to the extent that non-exclusivity prejudices
the submission to the jurisdiction.
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Approved Form Of Subordinated Loan Agreement

D.  Signature Page

The Common Seal of
THE FINANCIAL SERVICES
AUTHORITY LIMITED
was hereunto affixed in the presence of

....................................... ........................................
(Authorised signatory) (Authorised signatory)
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3.2 FORM OF DEED OF TERMINATION

THIS DEED OF TERMINATION is made on the ..................... day of ................ 20�...

BETWEEN -

(1) * [insert full name of Lender] (registered in [England] number *) whose registered office
is at * (�the Lender�).

(2) * [insert full name of Borrower] (registered in [England] number *) whose registered
office is at * (�the Borrower�).

(3) The Financial Services Authority Limited (registered in England number 1920623)
whose registered office is at 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London, E14
5HS (�the FSA�).

WHEREAS -

A subordinated loan agreement was entered in between the Lender (1); the Borrower (2); and
the FSA (3) on [date] (�the Agreement�) pursuant to which the Lender agreed to make
available to the Borrower a [Loan/Facility] of up to [£  ].  [insert brief details of any
Variations]  The parties to the Agreement now wish to terminate the Agreement.

IT IS AGREED THAT -

1. The Agreement shall be deemed terminated [in accordance with its terms] with effect
from [the date of this Deed of Termination/insert relevant future date].  All obligations
and liabilities arising before that date shall remain continuing.

2. This Deed is governed by English Law.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF this Deed has been executed by the parties and is intended to be
and is hereby delivered on the date first above written.

Executed as a deed by [full name of Lender]

................................... Signed ....................................
Director

Signed .....................................
Director/Secretary
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Executed as a deed by [full name of Borrower]

.................................... Signed .....................................
Director

Signed ......................................
Director/Secretary

The Common Seal of THE FINANCIAL
SERVICES AUTHORITY LIMITED
was hereunto affixed in the Signed .......................................
presence of Authorised Signatory

Signed ........................................
Authorised Signatory
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3.3 FORM OF DEED OF VARIATION

THIS DEED OF VARIATION is made on the .............................. day of ............. 20�...

BETWEEN -

(1) * [insert full name of Lender] (registered in [England] number  *) whose registered office
is at * (�the Lender�);

(2) * [insert full name of Borrower] (registered in [England] number *) whose registered office
is at * (�the Borrower�); and

(3) The Financial Services Authority Limited (registered in England number 1920623)
whose registered office is at 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HS
(�the FSA�).

WHEREAS -

A subordinated loan agreement was entered into between the Lender (1); the Borrower (2);
and the FSA (3) on [date] (�the Agreement�) pursuant to which the Lender agreed to make
available to the Borrower a (Loan/Facility] of up to [£  ].

The parties to the Agreement now wish to vary the Agreement to [insert brief details].

IT IS AGREED THAT -

1. The Agreement shall be deemed varied [, in accordance with its terms,] from [the date of
this Deed of Variation/insert relevant future date] so that:  [insert additional
clauses/details of amended clauses].

[to the extent that any term of the Agreement is inconsistent with their terms and
conditions contained in the Approved Form, the terms and conditions in the Approved
Form shall prevail (provided that for the purposes of this clause 1, in clauses 11 and 12
of the Approved Form, the expressions �Variable Terms� and �Agreement� shall be
deemed to include references to the Agreement and this Deed]*

2. All other terms and conditions of the Agreement remain unchanged.

3. This Deed is governed by English Law.

                                                

.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF this Deed has been executed by the parties and is intended to be
and is hereby delivered on the date first above written.

Executed as a deed by [full name of Lender]

................................... Signed .......................................
Director

Signed .......................................
Director/Secretary

Executed as a deed by [full name of Borrower]

.................................. Signed .......................................
Director

Signed ........................................
Director/Secretary

The Common Seal of THE FINANCIAL
SERVICES AUTHORITY LIMITED
was hereunto affixed in the Signed ........................................
presence of Authorised Signatory

Signed .........................................
Authorised Signatory
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3.4 FORM OF GUARANTOR UNDERTAKING

This undertaking is entered into the [   ] day of [        ] 20[ ]

BETWEEN:-

(1) [             ] (the �Guarantor�) of [                   ]; and

(2) The Financial Services Authority Limited (�the FSA�) whose registered office is at
25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HS.

WHEREAS:-

(A) By a subordinated loan agreement (the �Loan Agreement�) [made on       ]/ [of even
date] between [          ] (the �Lender�), [          ] (the �Borrower�) and the FSA, the
Lender made available to the Borrower a loan [facility] on the terms and conditions
contained in the Loan Agreement.

(B) By a guarantee (the �Guarantee�) made [of even date] between the Guarantor and the
Lender, the Guarantor guaranteed the obligations of the Borrower to the Lender under
the Loan Agreement on the terms and conditions contained in the Guarantee.

IT IS HEREBY AGREED as follows:-

1 The Guarantor hereby undertakes and confirms to the FSA that all and any rights
which the Guarantor may have against the Borrower in respect of the Guarantee
(whether by subrogation or otherwise howsoever) shall be subordinated on the same
terms and conditions (mutatis mutandis) set out in the Loan Agreement (as amended
from time to time) and further undertakes and confirms that the Guarantor will be
bound by the terms of the Loan Agreement as if the Guarantor were a party to it in
place of the Lender.

2 This undertaking is governed by English law.

IN WITNESS whereof this deed has been executed by the parties on the date first above
written.

Executed as a Deed by
[                                ]

Witness:....................................................... ...........................................................

Witness�s Name: .........................................

Witness�s Address: ......................................

....................................................................
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The Common Seal of  ...........................................................
The Financial Services Authority Limited Authorised Signatory
was hereunto affixed in the presence of:

...........................................................
Authorised Signatory
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3.5   Guidance Notes on Completion of Agreements

A GENERAL

Introduction

1. These Notes are designed to accompany the Approved Forms of Subordinated Loan
Agreement, each of which is in four parts: the front page, the Variable Terms in
Schedule 1, the Standard Terms in Schedule 2 and the signature page. The parties will
need to set out details of themselves and the transaction in the Variable Terms and
complete the signature page.  The front page and the Standard Terms should remain
unaltered.

2. All communications with the FSA regarding the proposed Agreement should in the
first instance be via the firm�s inspector.

ISD/Non-ISD

3. Firms are advised to ensure that the appropriate form of ISD (Chap.10)/non-ISD
(Chap.3) subordinated loan agreement is used.  This is, of course, dependent on the
firm�s authorisation categorisation.  Should the firm�s categorisation be changing from
ISD to non-ISD (or vice versa), this should be discussed with the firm�s inspector as it
is likely that any subordinated loan agreement in place will have to be revised.

Preparation of the Agreement

4. (a) The form containing the Variable Terms may be completed or re-typed
according to preference.

(b) Rather than re-type the Standard Terms (Schedule 2), firms should simply
photocopy Schedule 2 of the FSA precedent (or print it from the website)
and include it as part of the original Agreement.  This avoids the need for
the FSA to have to proof read the Standard Terms in each case which means
that the FSA can process the Agreement more speedily and, of course, saves
work for the firm in having to re-type the document.

Approval

5. (a) Firms should submit the proposed agreements to the FSA in draft form for its
approval, marked for the attention of the appropriate inspector.  If this practice
is followed, any change required by the FSA can be effected without the firm
and the lender having to re-execute the documents.

(b) When considering whether to approve the proposed agreement, the FSA will
rely on a full disclosure to it of the circumstances giving rise to the giving of
the loan or facility and its effective subordination. Attention is drawn in
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particular to paragraphs 6 and 7 of the Standard Terms (representations and
undertakings).

Financial Rule IPRU(INV) 3-63

6. Firms are referred to rule IPRU(INV) 3-63 on the use of subordinated loans, including
restrictions on approved lenders, repayment provisions and gearing limits.

B NOTES ON VARIABLE TERMS

Dates

7. Paragraph 1:  The Date of the Agreement should be left blank by the firm.  This Date
will be completed by the FSA when it ultimately executes the agreement.

Paragraph 2: If the Effective Date of the Agreement is to be different from the Date
of the Agreement, care should be taken to record this in paragraph 2.  Where this is the
case, the Effective Date will normally be expected to be later than the Date of the
Agreement.  If the Effective Date is to be a date prior to the date of the Agreement (for
example because the loan was drawn down before the Agreement was put in place),
the firm will be expected to provide a reasonable explanation to the FSA as to why it
was not possible to document the loan more promptly.

Addresses

8. Paragraphs 4 and 6:  The address given should be the firm�s registered office or
equivalent.

Partnerships

9. Paragraph 5:  Where the Borrower is a partnership, insert "See Additional Terms,
paragraph 10( ) below" and in paragraph 10 of Schedule 1, insert the names and
addresses of each of the partners.

The Loan or Facility

10. Paragraph 7:  Check that paragraph 2 of the Standard Terms accurately reflects the
intentions of the parties.

11. Suggested wording for a loan is:

"This is an agreement for the Loan of £[       ]."
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12. Suggested wording for a facility is:

"This is an agreement for a Facility under which the Lender is committed to make
Advances in pounds sterling to the Borrower up to a maximum amount of £[     ] until
the last available date of the Facility being [................(date) ].

The terms (if any) agreed between the parties on the mechanics of drawdown are as
follows -      ". *

* For example, the parties may wish to provide that:

�Advances may be drawndown in integral multiples of £100,000.�.

Interest

13. Paragraph 8:  the FSA will be concerned if an excessive rate of interest compared with
the market rate is charged.  Broadly speaking a rate of interest will be regarded by the
FSA as excessive if it is not a commercial one.  Compound interest is not acceptable.

Repayment

14. Irrespective of the form of agreement being used, the specified notice period runs from
the date of drawdown and, therefore, where a loan is in the form of a facility, each
advance must be for a minimum of the required period.

15. Repayment clauses have given rise to confusion in the past.   Sample wordings are set
out below.

16. Under rule IPRU(INV) 3-63(5) (which is only relevant in relation to non-ISD firms),
an amount repayable within three months of the effective date of the loan or advance is
only acceptable as an eligible capital substitute in the absence of a waiver. A notice
period of less than three months will accordingly require a waiver which will not
normally be given.  In many cases the most convenient approach is to provide for
repayment on the expiry of three months written notice, such notice to be given to the
FSA as well as to the other party to the agreement.

17. Paragraph 9:  Examples of suggested wordings for either a fixed repayment date or
repayment on notice for a non-ISD form are as follows:

(a) "The Borrower shall repay [the Loan/each Advance made to it] on the date
which falls three months after the date of drawdown of the [Loan/relevant
Advance]."

(b) "The Borrower shall repay [the Loan/each Advance made to it] three months
after the date on which:

(a) the Borrower gives written notice to the Lender and to the FSA; or
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(b) the Lender gives written notice to the Borrower and to the FSA."

Note: either (a) or (b) above by itself is sufficient.

(c) "[The Loan / Each Advance made to the Borrower] shall be
          repayable on the date specified by notice in writing given by the
          Lender to the Borrower and to the FSA or notice in writing given by
          the Borrower to the Lender and to the FSA, in either case that date
          being not less than three months after the date on which the notice is
          given."

Additional terms

18. Paragraph 10:  Additional terms may be agreed between the borrower and lender such
as those relating to -

- representations and warranties

- provision of financial and other information

- covenants

- costs and expenses

- taxes and increased costs

- mechanics of payment

- notices

- termination provisions.

However, they should not be inconsistent with the Agreement or the FSA rules. For
example, any terms dealing with additional payments by the borrower (eg to
compensate for taxes or increased costs) should be subject to the FSA�s prior written
consent. Covenants and additional representations and warranties should not be
inconsistent with the existing representations and warranties in paragraphs 6 and 7 of
the Standard Terms.  Similarly, any notices clause should take into account paragraph
14 of the Standard Terms (notices to the FSA of no effect until receipt confirmed).
Any inconsistency between the Variable Terms and the Standard Terms is resolved in
favour of the Standard Terms (paragraph 11 of the Standard Terms).

The lender and borrower should note that the action which can be taken by the lender
in response to any breach of representation, warranty or covenant by the borrower is
considerably constrained by paragraphs 4 and 5 of the Standard Terms.  Therefore the
value to the lender of including additional representations, warranties or covenants is
very limited.
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19. See also note 9 above for the situation where the borrower is a partnership and notes
24 -25 below for additional terms relating to law and jurisdiction.

Law and jurisdiction

20. If the borrower or lender is resident in another jurisdiction and does not have a branch
office within the United Kingdom, paragraph 11 of the Variable Terms should be
completed.

21. The borrower should not be appointed agent for service of process on the lender in
case a dispute arises between them.

C NOTES ON STANDARD TERMS

Representations and undertakings

22. Paragraphs 6(f) and 7(f):  Before giving its consent, the FSA will need to be satisfied
that the guarantor or other provider of security has waived its right of subrogation
against the borrower until all Senior Liabilities of the borrower have been paid in full.
A form of deed for this purpose is available from the FSA.

23. On the effect of other terms relating to the subordinated liabilities not contained in this
Agreement, see also paragraph 12 of the Standard Terms.

24. Paragraphs 15 and 16:   See Notes 24-25 above.

D SIGNATURE PAGE

Arrangements for execution post FSA approval

25. (a) Three identical original Agreements (i.e. the front page, the two Schedules
and the signature page, each copy stapled or otherwise bound together) should
be prepared for signature.  Firms and lenders may use any of the execution
forms set out in Notes 34-35 below.

(b) Leaving the date of the Agreement in the Variable Terms blank,  the lender
and borrower should execute the three original Agreements, initial any
manuscript amendments and forward them to the appropriate FSA inspector so
that they may be executed by the FSA.

(c) The Date of the Agreement in paragraph 2 of the Variable Terms will be filled
in by the FSA as the last party to sign the Agreement.
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E DEEDS OF VARIATION/ DEEDS OF TERMINATION

26. Firms are advised to ensure that the appropriate standard form is used.   These forms
are available from the FSA on request.

27. The recitals to the deed should refer to the amount of the loan/ each advance and where
applicable, briefly summarise the effect of any previous variation of the agreement and
of variation of the original agreement which is currently proposed.

28. A variation or termination of a subordinated loan agreement can only be effected by
the execution of a further deed.  In particular, this means that the formalities for
executing a deed (see note 34-36 below) must be observed for all deeds of variation or
termination and that all parties to the original agreement must also be parties to the
subsequent deed of variation or termination.   Only the forms set out at Notes 35(1)
and (2) or 36(2) below are appropriate for execution as a deed.

29. A deed of variation will be required where the parties wish to change the terms of a
subordinated loan agreement eg. where the amount of the loan or advance is to be
increased.  A deed of termination is needed where the parties wish to bring to
terminate an agreement that is in place before it would otherwise come to an end.
This could occur, for example, where the firm wants to substitute a new lender.
Please note that where a subordinated loan agreement is terminated in this way, all
obligations and liabilities of the parties arising before the date of termination remain in
effect.

F Execution

30. In the case of English companies, reference is made to sections 36 and 36A of the
Companies Act 1985 under which a company may contract

- under its common seal
- through any person acting under its authority, express or implied,

and a document signed by a director and the secretary of the company or by two
directors and expressed to be executed by the company as a deed has the same effect as
if executed under the common seal of the company.

31. Suggested wordings for English companies are:

(1) THE COMMON SEAL OF

[ ]
was hereunto affixed
in the presence of

�................................ �.................................
Director Director/secretary
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OR

(2) EXECUTED as a deed

by
�................................... �.........................................

Director Director/secretary

(3) SIGNED for and on behalf of
[ ]

by �.....................................

�.................................
Authorised signatory

(4) SIGNED for and on behalf of
[ ]
by

�................................... �.......................................
Director Director/secretary

32. Suggested wording for individuals is �

(1) SIGNED by [ ] ............................................
in the presence of -

Signature of witness ............................................

Name of witness ............................................

Address of witness .............................................
.............................................
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OR

(2) EXECUTED as a deed by [ ] ............................................
in the presence of -

Signature of witness ............................................

Name of witness ............................................

Address of witness .............................................
............................................

33. In the case of overseas companies or partnerships, appropriate wording should be used.
If necessary, firms should obtain legal advice from lawyers qualified in the relevant
jurisdiction.

Execution by the FSA

34. The three original Agreements will then be executed by the FSA. Two of the executed
Agreements will be returned to the firm. The third will be retained by the FSA for
safekeeping.
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FORM OF APPROVED BANK BOND
"A"

1. This Bond is issued by [                                         ] of [                           ] (�the Bank")
for the benefit of [                   ] ("the Firm").

2. The Bank hereby IRREVOCABLY AND UNCONDITIONALLY undertakes to the
Firm that forthwith upon receipt of a notice of demand in the form referred to in
paragraph 3 of this Bond it shall pay to the Firm the sum of £[ ] ("the Bonded
Amount").

3. The notice of demand referred to in paragraph 2 of this Bond is a notice duly executed
by The Financial Services Authority Limited ("the FSA") on behalf of the Firm
(pursuant to the power of attorney executed contemporaneously herewith) which :-

(i) is deposited at any time during the currency of this Bond at the address of the
Bank set out in paragraph 1 of this Bond (or such other address as may be
notified by the Bank in writing to the FSA for this purpose from time to time);

(ii) demands payment in full of the Bonded Amount; and

(iii) certifies that the Firm is in default of its financial resources requirement as
determined in accordance with the rules in IPRU(INV) 3 in the FSA handbook
("the Financial Rules") as in force at the relevant time. The Bank shall not be
entitled to inquire into or require proof of the facts stated in the notice of
demand which, as between the Bank, the FSA and the Firm, shall be
conclusive.

4. The Bank shall have no recourse to the assets of the Firm in respect of the Bonded
Amount and no other person shall have recourse to the assets of the Firm in respect of
the Bonded Amount until payment in respect of all present and future sums, liabilities
and obligations payable or owing by the Firm (whether actual or contingent, jointly or
severally or otherwise howsoever) has been made in full to all other creditors.

5. The Bank may not terminate the Bond unless -

(i) the Firm will have financial resources equal to at least 120% of its financial
resources requirement as determined in accordance with the Financial Rules of
the FSA as in force at the relevant time immediately after termination of the
Bond; or

(ii) the Bank is authorised by the FSA to terminate the Bond.

6. This Bond will not be terminated before the date specified in paragraph 8 below
through any act or default of the Firm or otherwise.

7. This Bond shall not be affected by any change in:-

(i) the constitution of the Bank or the Firm; or

(ii) the provisions of the Financial Rules of the FSA.
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8. This Bond shall remain valid from the date of its issue until [     ] [and the Bank[and
the Firm] hereby irrevocably submit to the non exclusive jurisdiction of the English
courts and irrevocably appoint [ ] as agents for the service of process in the said
jurisdiction].*

9. This Bond shall be governed by and construed and take effect in all respects in
accordance with English law.

EXECUTED as a deed this [                    ] day of [              ] 20[  ].

THE COMMON SEAL of )
[Bank] )
was hereunto affixed )
in the presence of:- )

* Words in square brackets only necessary if the Bank or the Firm is incorporated
outside the U.K.
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POWER OF ATTORNEY

BY THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY given on the [     ] day of [       ] a company
[incorporated in the United Kingdom] having its registered office at [             ] ("the
Company") appoints The Financial Services Authority Limited ("the FSA") whose registered
office is 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HS to be the true and lawful
attorney of the Company for the following purpose:-

By way of security for the obligation of the Company to maintain sufficient financial
resources as required by the rules in IPRU(INV) 3 of the FSA handbook as in force from time
to time to demand payment on behalf of the Company of the sums payable pursuant to the
terms of the Approved Bank Bond (annexed hereto marked "A") in the manner prescribed by
the terms of such Approved Bank Bond.

The Company declares the authority hereby conferred to be irrevocable as long as the
Company shall remain authorised to conduct investment business in the United Kingdom by
the FSA.

The authority hereby conferred may be exercised on behalf of the FSA by any one of its
officers or employees duly authorised in that regard by a resolution of the FSA's Board or a
duly authorised committee thereof.

This Power of Attorney shall be governed by and construed and take effect in all respects in
accordance with English law.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF this deed has been duly executed by the Company and it is
intended to be and is hereby delivered the day and year first above written.

THE COMMON SEAL of )
[Company] )
was hereunto affixed )
in the presence of:- )
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3.7  APPROVED FORM OF UNDERTAKING

THIS UNDERTAKING is entered into the [    ] day of [       ] 20[ ] BETWEEN:

(1) [    ] of [     ] ("the Covenantor");

(2) THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY LIMITED ("the FSA") whose registered office
is 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HS; and

(3) [   ] of [      ] ("the Principal") [and [        ] of [      ], [     ] of [  ], and [      ] of [      ]]
the individual partners of the Principal as such partners and as individuals **] +].

WHEREAS:

(A) The Principal is authorised to carry on one or more regulated activities in the United
Kingdom (as defined under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000) by the FSA.

(B) The Principal is required pursuant to the Financial Rules to maintain a Financial
Resources Requirement (and the FSA has agreed that such Financial Resources
Requirement may in part be represented by one or more undertakings in the form
hereof to the extent that any undertaking(s) will not exceed the excess of 30% of the
Principal�s Base Requirement over the value of any Approved Bank Bond.

(C) The Principal has requested the Covenantor to give an undertaking to the FSA for the
purposes of the Principal's Financial Resources Requirement which the Covenantor
has agreed to do.

NOW IT IS HEREBY AGREED AND DECLARED as follows:

1. Definitions

In this Undertaking:

"Base Requirement" has the meaning given in the Financial Rules;

"Business Day" means a day on which The International Stock Exchange of the
United Kingdom Limited is open for business;

"Excluded Liabilities" means Liabilities which are expressed to be and in the
opinion of the Insolvency Officer of the Principal [or, where relevant, the Insolvency
Officer of a Partner**], do, rank junior to the Subordinated Liabilities in the
insolvency of the Principal;

"Financial Resources" has the meaning given in the Financial Rules;

"Financial Resources Requirement" has the meaning given in the Financial Rules;

"the Financial Rules" means the rules in IPRU(INV) 3 of the FSA handbook;

"Insolvency" means and includes liquidation, winding up, bankruptcy and
sequestration, administration, rehabilitation and dissolution (whichever term may
apply to the Principal) or the equivalent in any other jurisdiction to which the
Principal may be subject;
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"Insolvency Officer" means and includes any person duly appointed to administer
and distribute assets of the Principal in the course of the Principal's insolvency;

"Liabilities" means all present and future sums, liabilities and obligations payable or
owing by the Principal [or any Partner**] (whether actual or contingent, jointly or
severally or otherwise howsoever);

["Partner" means an individual partner of the Principal**];

"Senior Liabilities" means all Liabilities except all Liabilities in respect of any sums
paid to the Principal under the terms of this Undertaking and Excluded Liabilities;

"Subordinated Liabilities" means all Liabilities to the Covenantor in respect of
repayment of any sums paid to the Principal under the terms of this Undertaking.

Any reference to any rules of the FSA is a reference to them as already amended and
includes a reference to any revoked rules which may be remade with or without
amendments, and to any future rules and/or amendments of them.

2. In consideration of the FSA agreeing to take this Undertaking into account for the
purpose of determining compliance by the Principal with its Financial Resources
Requirement the Covenantor with intent to bind its successors and assigns and any
body corporate with which it may amalgamate or merge HEREBY UNDERTAKES
with and to the FSA and the Principal that at any time after the occurrence of any
Event of Default specified in paragraph 6 hereof ("Event of Default") and
notwithstanding that any other Event of Default may have occurred prior thereto the
Covenantor will on demand in writing made upon it by the FSA accompanied by a
certificate of the FSA as referred to in paragraph 9 hereof ("the Certificate") pay to the
Principal or as the case may be the FSA (as determined in accordance with paragraph
3 below) the sum of £[ ] ("the Specified Amount").

3. In the case of an Event of Default falling within any of sub-paragraphs (1)(a), (1)(b) or
(1)(c) of paragraph 6 below the sum to be paid pursuant to paragraph 2 above shall be
paid to the FSA to be used at its discretion for any lawful purpose of the FSA , and in
the case of an Event of Default falling within sub-paragraph (1)(d) of paragraph 6
below the sum to be paid pursuant to paragraph 2 above shall be paid to the Principal.

4. The liability of the Covenantor hereunder shall not be affected or discharged and the
Covenantor shall not be released from its obligations hereunder by any act, omission,
matter or thing whatsoever whereby, if the Covenantor was treated as a surety,
guarantor or cautioner for the Principal, its liability would or might have been so
affected or discharged or it might have been so released.

5. the FSA may without notification to or the consent of the Covenantor and without
affecting or discharging the Covenantor's liability hereunder or releasing the
Covenantor from its obligations hereunder from time to time waive or omit or fail to
exercise or delay exercising its rights hereunder in respect of any Event of Default and
any such waiver, omission, failure or delay shall not prejudice or affect the FSA 's
rights hereunder in respect of that Event of Default (except in the case of a waiver) or
any other or further Event of Default (whether or not of the same kind).

6. (1) The following shall be Events of Default for the purposes hereof:

(a) the Principal is deemed to be insolvent (as determined in accordance
with sub-paragraph (2) below);
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(b) the Principal is unable or admits its inability to pay its debts as they fall
due or makes a general assignment for the benefit of, or a
compensation with, its creditors;

(c) an encumbrancer takes possession or a receiver, judicial factor, or
similar officer is appointed over all or any part of the undertaking or
assets of the Principal;

(d) the Principal shall in the bona fide opinion of the FSA have failed to
maintain an excess of Financial Resources over its Financial Resources
Requirement and in the bona fide opinion of the FSA shall not have
remedied the same within seven days after being required by the FSA
to restore the deficiency.

[(2) The Principal is deemed to become insolvent:

(a) on the making of a winding-up order against it; or

(b) on the passing of a resolution for a voluntary winding up in a case in
which no statutory declaration has been made under Section 89 of the
Insolvency Act 1986 or Article 534 of the Companies (Northern
Ireland) Order 1986; or

(c) on the holding of a creditors meeting summoned under Section 95 of
that Act or Article 54 of that Order; or

(d) on the appointment of an administrator for it under Section 9 of that
Act; or

(e) the occurrence of an event corresponding as nearly as may be to any of
those mentioned in sub-paragraphs (a) to (d) above in any other
jurisdiction to which the Principal may be subject.*]

[(2) The Principal is deemed to become insolvent:

(a) in England and Wales on the making of a winding-up order against it
under any provision of the Insolvency Act 1986 as applied by an order
under Section 420 of that Act; or

(b) in Scotland, on the making of an award of sequestration on the estate of
the partnership; or

(c) in Northern Ireland, on the making of an adjudication of bankruptcy
against any one of the partners; or

(d) elsewhere on the occurrence of an event corresponding as nearly as
may be to any of those mentioned above in this sub-paragraph.**]

[(2) The Principal is deemed to become insolvent if:

(a) in England and Wales, a bankruptcy order is made against him; or in
Scotland, an award of sequestration is made on his estate; or

(b) in Scotland, and award of sequestration is made on his estate; or

(c) in Northern Ireland, an adjudication of bankruptcy is made against him;
or
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(d) elsewhere than in the United Kingdom, there occurs in relation to him
any event corresponding to those mentioned above in this paragraph. *
* *]

7. This Undertaking shall be a continuing undertaking and shall apply irrespective of,
and shall not be affected or discharged by, any matter relating to the compliance at any
time by the Principal with its Financial Resources Requirement and in particular (but
without limitation) the fact (if such be the case) that the Principal at any time complies
or is able to comply with the Financial Resources Requirement without making use of
this Undertaking or taking the same into account for the purposes of its Financial
Resources Requirement.

8. This Undertaking shall apply in relation to any Event of Default occurring at or before
the close of business on the earliest (if any) to occur of the following dates ("the
Termination Date"):

(a) if the Covenantor gives the FSA not less than six months' written
notice of its desire to terminate this Undertaking with effect from the date
(being a date falling on or after the second anniversary of the date hereof)
specified therein, such specified date;

(b) if the FSA and the Covenantor agree in writing to terminate this Undertaking
with effect from the date specified in such agreement, such specified date; and

(c) if this Undertaking shall cease with effect from any day to be eligible to
represent (in whole or in part) the Financial Resources Requirement to be
maintained by the Principal pursuant to the Financial Rules, the date falling
two business days after such day:

provided that no demand may be made upon the Covenantor hereunder later than
midnight on the thirtieth business day after the Termination Date.

9. (a) In any demand proceedings or otherwise under this Undertaking the
occurrence of any Event of Default shall be conclusively proved by a
certificate signed by a duly authorised signatory of the FSA which shall
specify the Event of Default which has occurred and to which the certificate
relates and shall give brief particulars thereof.

(b) If the FSA requires the Principal to remedy a breach of its Financial
Resources Requirement as referred to in paragraph 6(1)(d) hereof, it shall
notify the Covenantor thereof as soon as reasonably practicable thereafter.

10. A demand shall be duly made upon the Covenantor hereunder if it is signed by a duly
authorised signatory of the FSA (accompanied by evidence reasonably satisfactory to
the Covenantor of the signatory's authority) and is addressed to the Covenantor at its
registered office [principal place of business in the United Kingdom] and posted by
first-class mail and (if it has not been received prior thereto) the Covenantor shall be
taken to have received such demand forty-eight hours after it is posted.

1l. (1) The rights of the Covenantor to repayment of any sums paid to the Principal
or, as the case may be, reimbursement by the Principal of any sums paid to the
FSA under the terms of this Undertaking are subordinated to the Senior
Liabilities and accordingly repayment of any such sums is conditional upon:

(a) (if an order has not been made or an effective resolution passed for the
insolvency of the Principal) the Principal being in compliance with its
Financial Resources Requirement prevailing at the time of payment by
the Principal, and accordingly no such amount which would otherwise
fall due for payment shall be payable except to the extent that, subject
to sub-paragraph (2) below, the Principal could make such payment
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and still be in compliance with such Financial Resources Requirement
immediately thereafter;

(b) (if an order has been made or effective resolution passed
for the insolvency of the Principal) [or if the Principal shall be
dissolved**] the Principal being solvent at the time of payment by the
Principal, and accordingly no such amount which would otherwise fall
due for payment shall be payable except to the extent that the Principal
could make such payment and still be solvent immediately thereafter.
For the purposes of this sub-paragraph, the Principal shall be solvent if
it is able to pay its debts in full and in determining whether the
Principal is solvent there shall be disregarded obligations which are not
payable or capable of being established or determined in the insolvency
of the Principal and the Excluded Liabilities.

(2) No payment of the Subordinated Liabilities shall be made at any time
pursuant to sub-paragraph (l)(a) above unless:

(a) the Principal has given to the FSA prior written notification that
it proposes to make such payment; and

(b) the FSA has notified the Principal in writing that it consents to
such proposed payment.

The Principal shall give or procure that there are given to the FSA such
information and auditor's certificate in relation to such proposed
payment as the FSA may require.

(3) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (l)(b) above a report given at any
relevant time as to the solvency of the Principal by its Insolvency
Officer, in form and substance acceptable to the FSA , shall in the
absence of proven error be treated and accepted by the FSA , the
Covenantor and the Principal as correct and sufficient evidence thereof.

(4) If the Covenantor shall receive from the Principal [or any Partner**]
payment of any sum in respect of the Subordinated Liabilities when
any of the terms and conditions referred to in sub-paragraphs (1) or (2)
above is not satisfied the payment of such sum shall be void for all
purposes and [such sums shall be received by the Covenantor upon
trust to return the same to the Principal+++] [the Covenantor shall at
any time thereafter be bound to return such sum to the Principal or, as
the case may be, its Insolvency Officer+] (and any sums so returned
shall then be treated for the purposes of the Principal's obligations
hereunder as if they had not been paid by the Principal and its original
payment shall be deemed not to have discharged any of the obligations
of the Principal hereunder). A request to the Covenantor for return of
any sum under the foregoing provisions of this sub-paragraph (4) shall
be in writing and shall be made by or on behalf of the Principal or, as
the case may be, its Insolvency Officer.

12. The Covenantor will not without the prior written consent of the FSA :

(i) assign or purport to assign to any person the whole or any part of the
Subordinated Liabilities;

(ii) purport to retain or set off at any time any amount payable by it to the Principal
[or any Partner* *] against any amount of the Subordinated Liabilities except
to the extent that payment of such amount of the Subordinated Liabilities
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would be permitted at such time by this Undertaking; amend any document
evidencing or providing for the Subordinated Liabilities;

(iii) amend any document evidencing or providing for the Subordinated Liabilities;

(iv) attempt to obtain repayment of any of the Subordinated Liabilities otherwise
than in accordance with the terms of this Undertaking;

(v) take or omit to take any action whereby the subordination of the Subordinated
Liabilities or any part thereof to the Senior Liabilities might be terminated,
impaired or adversely affected;

(vi) take any security from any person for all or any part of the Subordinated
Liabilities, and the Covenantor shall, upon obtaining security in breach of this
Undertaking, hold the same [on trust for+++][as agent of and for the benefit
of+] the Principal.

13. The Covenantor acknowledges that the FSA would seek to enforce any breach of the
undertaking of the Covenantor contained in Clause 2 hereof by seeking an order for
specific performance thereof and the Covenantor acknowledges that an order for
specific performance would be the remedy appropriate to be granted to the FSA for
such a breach.

14. This Undertaking forms the entire agreement as to the agreement of the Covenantor to
provide an undertaking in relation to the Principal's Financial Resources Requirement.
If there are any other terms relating thereto existing at the date hereof and not
comprised in this Undertaking such terms shall be of no further force and effect. No
variation of or amendment to this Undertaking shall be of any effect unless it is in
writing subscribed by all the parties hereto. Any amendment to this Undertaking made
or purported to be made without the consent of the FSA shall be void.

[15. This Undertaking shall subsist in full force and effect notwithstanding any change
which may take place from time to time in the constitution or title of the Principal by
the retirement of the present partners or [either] [any] of them or the assumption of
new partners or by a change of name it being provided that:

(a) A retired partner shall continue to be liable for the payment of all sums due
hereunder and implementation of all other obligations herein contained until
such time as the Bank and the remaining partner[s] shall agree in writing to
release a retired partner from such obligations; and

(b) In the event of a new partner being assumed as a partner of the Principal the other
partners shall procure that said assumed partner shall become bound to the Covenantor as a
party to these presents and shall execute such addendum hereto as the Covenantor and the
FSA may consider necessary. **] +]

[16. The Principal and the Partners hereby acknowledge to the Covenantor and the FSA
that subject to the foregoing provisions of the Agreement they will be jointly and
severally liable to the Covenantor for any sum paid by the Covenantor hereunder and
that irrespective of whether such sum was paid by the Covenantor to the Principal or
to the FSA . **] +]

17. This Undertaking is governed by [English law+++++] [the law of Scotland+]
[Northern Irish law++++] [, and for the benefit of the FSA solely the Covenantor
irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction of the [English Courts+++++] [Court of
Session, Scotland+] [Northern Irish Courts++++] and appoints [     ] as agent for
receipt of service of process in such courts. Such jurisdiction shall be non-exclusive
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except to the extent that such non-exclusivity prejudices the submission to such
jurisdiction].

Notes:

(1) To be executed by the Covenantor under seal - other parties to execute either under
seal or under hand.

(2) Words in brackets throughout this document marked with a single asterisk are for use
where the Principal is a corporation, those marked with a double asterisk are for use
where the Principal is a partnership, and those marked with a triple asterisk where the
Principal is an individual.

(3) Words in brackets marked with a single cross are for use where the agreement is
governed by Scottish law, with two crosses where the agreement is governed by either
Scottish or Northern Irish law, three crosses where it is governed by either English or
Northern Irish law, four crosses where it is governed by Northern Irish law and five
crosses where it is governed by English law. Thus, for instance, words marked ++* *
would be for use where the Borrower is a partnership and the agreement is governed
by either Scottish or Northern Irish law.

(4) Words in brackets in paragraph 17 above only required where either the Covenantor
or the Principal (or both) are not incorporated in any part of the United Kingdom.
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PRESCRIBED SUBORDINATED LOAN AGREEMENT

THIS SUBORDINATED LOAN AGREEMENT is made the _____day of _____20_____
between:

(1)   [ _____] of [ _____] (�the Lender� which term includes its permitted successors and
       assigns);

(2)   [_____ ] of [ _____] (�the Borrower� which term includes its permitted successors and
       assigns).

WHEREAS

                 (A)  The Borrower is [has applied to be] regulated by FSA.

                 (B)  The Borrower is required to maintain financial resources to meet the
                        provisions of Chapter 5 of the Interim Prudential Sourcebook as they apply
                        to the Borrower at any particular time.

                 (C)  The Lender has agreed to lend [has lent] to the Borrower an amount as set
                       out herein upon and subject to the terms and conditions contained in this
                       Agreement.

NOW IT IS HEREBY AGREED as follows:

1. Definitions In this Agreement:

�Business Day�
means a day on which banks are open for all banking
business in London;

�FSA�
means the Financial Services Authority;

�Interest Amount�
      in respect of an Interest Period means the amount of
      interest payable in respect of such Interest Period
      calculated by applying the Rate of Interest in respect of
      such Interest Period to the average amount (calculated on
      a daily basis) of the principal of the Loan (together with any
      interest due but unpaid) outstanding during such Interest
      Period and multiplying the resulting sum by a fraction of
      which the numerator is equal to the actual number of days
      in the Interest Period concerned and the denominator is
      equal to 365;
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�Interest Payment Date�
means [           ] and [           ] in each year;

�Interest Period� 
means the period starting on the day following an Interest
Payment Date and ending on the next following Interest
Payment Date provided that the First Interest Period shall
commence on the date hereof and end on the next
following Interest Payment Date;

�Interim Prudential Sourcebook�
        means the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Investment
        Businesses made by the FSA;

�LIBOR�
in respect of an Interest Period means the rate determined
by such London clearing bank as the Lender and Borrower
shall agree to be the arithmetic mean (rounded to the
nearest 1/16 of one per cent) of the offered quotations for 6
months sterling deposits in the London inter bank market at
11.00am (London time) on the Business Day prior to the
commencement of such Interest Period;

�Loan�
means the Principal Amount (as defined in Clause 2)
together with interest accrued thereon as may be
outstanding from time to time;

�Rate of Interest�
in respect of an Interest Period means an amount
expressed as a percentage per annum equal to the sum of
LIBOR in respect of such Interest Period (expressed as a
percentage per annum) and [ ] per cent per annum;
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�Senior Creditors�

       means all such persons who are:

       (a) unsubordinated creditors of the Borrower; or

       (b) subordinated creditors of the Borrower other than
               those whose claims are expressed to rank and
               do rank, pari passu with or junior to the claims of
               the Lender hereunder.

Clause headings in this Agreement are inserted for
ease of reference only and shall not affect the construction
of this Agreement.

2. The Loan

3. Interest

(a) The Lender [hereby agrees to advance]/[has on [ ]
advanced] to the Borrower by way of loan the principal
amount of [ ] (the �Principal Amount�) upon and subject to
the terms and conditions contained in this Agreement.

[(b) [Upon signature hereof]/[On [ ]] the Lender shall pay, or
      procure the payment of, the Principal Amount to the
      Borrower in freely available funds at its account number [ ]
      with [ ] bank.]

(a) Subject to the provisions of Clause 7 of this Agreement:

       (i)  the Borrower will until repayment of the Loan in full pay
             to the Lender interest on the Loan or on any part or
            parts thereof for the time being remaining due hereunder
             in accordance with a written notice given by the Lender
             to the Borrower;
     (ii) on each Interest Payment Date the Borrower shall pay
           to the Lender the Interest Amount in respect of the
           Interest Period ending on such Interest Payment
           Date;

provided that at no time during the continuance of this
Agreement shall the Rate of Interest exceed an annual rate of 5
per cent above LIBOR.
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(b)   No payment on account of interest shall be made at any
       time to the extent that such payment would cause the
       Borrower to be in breach of rule 5.2.1(1) of Chapter 5 of
       the Interim Prudential Sourcebook (or any equivalent Rule
       for the time being in force). Any amount of interest whose
       payment is deferred under this provision shall be paid
       when and to the extent that the Borrower would not be in
       breach of rule 5.2.1(1) of the Interim Prudential
       Sourcebook after such payment. [The Agreement may
       make provision for interest on interest.]

4. Early Repayment Subject to the provisions of Clause 7 of this Agreement the
Borrower may make an early repayment of the whole or any
part of the Loan provided that:

(a) the written consent of FSA to such repayment is first
obtained by the Borrower;

(b) the Borrower must give to the Lender not less than one
Business Day�s prior notice of its intention to make such
repayment, specifying the amount thereof and the date on
which it is to be made (such notice to be ineffective if the
winding up of the Borrower commences before the date on
which such notice expires); and

 (c) the Borrower shall simultaneously pay all interest accrued
      to the date of repayment.

5. Repayment of  the
Loan

6. Event of Default

Subject to the provisions of Clause 7 of this Agreement the
Loan shall be repayable upon the expiry of [ ] months� written
notice given by the Lender to the Borrower provided that:

(a) such notice shall expire on a day falling after [five] [two]
years from the date of [drawdown] [hereof]; and

(b) the prior written consent of FSA to the repayment has first
been obtained by the Borrower and not withdrawn; but

(c)   such notice shall cease to have effect if the winding up of
        the Borrower commences before the date on which such
        notice expires.

Subject to the provisions of Clauses 7 and 10 of this Agreement:

(a)   if default is made for a period of five Business Days or
more in the payment of any of the principal amount of the
Loan [or for a period of 15 Business Days or more in the
payment of any of the interest due in respect of the Loan]
the Lender may, after taking such preliminary steps or
actions as may be necessary, institute proceedings to wind
up the Borrower;
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7. Subordination

(b)  if an order is made or an effective resolution is passed for
       the winding up of the Borrower, the Loan shall forthwith
       become repayable.

Notwithstanding the provisions of Clauses 4, 5 and 6 of this
Agreement, the rights of the Lender in respect of the Loan are
subordinated in all respects to the rights of Senior Creditors in
respect of amounts outstanding to them payable by the Borrower
(�Senior Liabilities�) and accordingly payment of any amount
(whether in respect of principal, interest or otherwise and
whether by way of repayment or prepayment) of the Loan shall
be in all respects conditional upon compliance with the
provisions below:

(a)    The written consent of FSA to such payment is first
         obtained by the Borrower.

(b) (i) If at any time or from time to time an order has been
          made or an effective resolution passed for the winding up
          of the Borrower, then any payment of any amount
          (whether in respect of principal, interest or otherwise and
          whether by way of repayment or prepayment) of the
          Loan which under any other Clause of this Agreement
          would fall due for payment whilst the Borrower was
          insolvent or in insolvent liquidation will not fall so due,
         and instead such payment will become due for payment
         only if and when and to the extent that the Borrower could
         make such payment in whole or in part and still be solvent
         (whether or not it was in liquidation) thereafter. [Interest
         pursuant to Clause 3 hereof will continue to accrue on
         each and every such payment which is suspended under
         this Clause. Any payment suspended under this Clause
         but ultimately made will be made according to the amount
         of principal or interest (as the case may be) due to the
         Lender and in the event of both principal and interest
         being so suspended, payment will be made on account of
         principal before any payment is made on account of
         interest, but such alteration in order of payment will not
         prejudice the right of the Lender  (which the Borrower
         acknowledges and confirms) to receive, subject to this
         Clause 7(b)(i) the full amount to which it would have been
         entitled if monies from time to time available for payment
         had been applied instead on account of interest before
         principal].
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(ii) For the purposes of Clause 7(a) and (b) the Borrower
may, and will whenever requested by the Lender whilst
any payment remains suspended, procure a report or
opinion by its auditors or (if it is in liquidation) by its
liquidator as to whether or not the Borrower would be
solvent at any time in any circumstances or whether or
to what extent any payment in respect of the Loan
could be made without infringing the provisions of this
Sub-Clause and in the absence of proven error such
report or opinion shall be treated and accepted by the
Borrower and the Lender as correct and sufficient
evidence of such fact.

(iii)       Nothing in this Clause shall prevent the Lender from
             presenting or supporting any petition to wind up the
             Borrower, and the Borrower shall not put forward or
             rely on the provisions of this Clause as a ground for
             opposing any petition presented or supported by the
             Lender.

8. Payments Subject to the provisions of Clause 7 of this Agreement:

(a) all payments to be made by the Borrower hereunder shall
be made in immediately available funds before [ ] on the
date on which payment is due in such manner as the
Lender may from time to time direct;

(b) if any sum becomes due for payment pursuant to this
Agreement on a day which is not a Business Day, such
payment shall be made on the next succeeding Business
Day and interest shall be adjusted accordingly;

(c)  all sums payable by the Borrower hereunder shall be paid
       in full without set off or counter claim and free and clear of
       and without deduction or withholding for or on account of
       any present or future taxes, duties or other charges. If any
       payment shall be subject to any such tax or if the Borrower
       shall be required by law to make any such deduction or
       withholding, the Borrower will pay such tax, will ensure that
       such payment, deduction or withholding, will not exceed
       the minimum legal liability therefore and will simultaneously
       pay to the Lender such additional amounts as will result in
       the Lender receiving a net amount equal to the full amount
       which the Lender would have received had no such
       payment, deduction or withholding been required.
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9. Regulatory         
Consent

The Lender will not without the prior written consent of FSA:

(a) assign or purport to assign to any person this Agreement or
the whole or any part of its rights against the Borrower in
respect of the Loan;

(b) purport to retain or set off at any time any amount of the
Loan against any amount otherwise payable by it to the
Borrower except to the extent that payment of such amount
of the Loan would be permitted at such time by this
Agreement;

(c) amend or waive or concur in amending or waiving the
terms of this Agreement;

(d)  attempt to obtain repayment of the whole or any part of the
       Loan otherwise than in accordance with the terms of this
       Agreement;

(e) take or omit to take any action whereby the subordination of
the Loan or any part thereof as provided for in Clause 7 of
this Agreement might be terminated, impaired or adversely
affected; or

(f)   take any security from any person for all or any part of the
      Loan and so that the Lender shall, upon obtaining security
      in breach of this Clause, hold the same on trust for the
      Borrower.

10. Sole Remedy The Lender shall not be entitled to any remedy against the
Borrower in respect of any default by the Borrower in
repayment or prepayment of the Loan, or to enforce any other
term of this Agreement, other than to institute proceedings to
wind up the Borrower, provided always that the Borrower shall
not, by the institution of such proceedings, become or be
obliged to pay any sums or sum sooner than the same would
otherwise have been payable by it pursuant to this Agreement.

11. Trust Any amounts paid by the Borrower or received or recovered by
the Lender or any security taken from any person in respect of
the Loan in breach of the provisions of this Agreement and any
distributions of any kind or character in respect of the Loan
received or recovered by the Lender otherwise than in
accordance with the provisions of this Agreement shall be held
on trust by the Lender to return the same to the Borrower, or
where applicable, the liquidator or other similar such officer.
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12. Entire
           Agreement

The Borrower and the Lender acknowledge that this Agreement
forms the entire agreement relating to the Loan. If there are any
other terms relating to the Loan existing at the date hereof and
not comprised in this Agreement such terms shall be of no
further force and effect.

13. Continuing
           Obligations

The obligations of the Borrower and Lender hereunder shall be
continuing obligations and shall be and remain fully effective
until the repayment of the Loan in full in accordance with the
provisions of this Agreement.

14. Governing Law This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of England and each of the parties
hereby irrevocably submits to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of
the Courts of England and Wales, Scotland and Northern
Ireland.

15. Notices Any notice of demand to be given or made hereunder may be
delivered by hand or sent by first class registered or pre-paid
post to the recipient at the address first above mentioned or
such other address as it shall last notify to each of the other
parties hereto. Such notice shall be deemed to have been
received:

(a) if delivered by hand, on the day of delivery;

(b)  if sent by first class registered or pre-paid post three days
      after the date of despatch (as to which the sender�s
      certificate shall be conclusive).

16. Counterparts This Agreement may be executed in any number of
counterparts and by the different parties hereto on separate
counterparts, each of which when so executed and delivered
shall be an original, but all the counterparts shall together
constitute one and the same instrument.

IN WITNESS whereof the parties hereto have executed this
Agreement as a deed the day and date first above written.
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Notes for Prescribed Subordinated Loan Agreement

These notes accompany the prescribed subordinated loan agreement and are intended to
assist those who are or propose to be regulated by FSA. These notes relate solely to the
mechanical drafting aspects of the prescribed agreement.

These notes refer to the Clauses in the order in which they appear in the prescribed
agreement.

1. Parties Complete the name, registered number and registered office of
the Lender and the Borrower.

2. Loan The Specimen Agreement provides for two alternative ways of
advancing the Loan:

  (a) one advance on the date of the Agreement; or

  (b) one advance at a date other than the date of the
    Agreement.

Firms are requested to specify clearly the date of the advance.

3. Interest The maximum rate of interest is 5 per cent above LIBOR.
However, if a fixed rate of interest is charged, the Interest Rate
must not exceed 5 per cent above LIBOR on the date the Loan
is first taken out.

If the Loan is to be free of interest:

(a) Clause 3 should be deleted and replaced by the words
�The Loan shall be interest-free�; and

(b)  the definitions of �Interest Amount�, �Interest Payment Date�,
     �Interest Period�, LIBOR and �Rate of Interest� should be
      deleted and consequential changes should be made to
      Clauses 4(c), 6(a), 7(preamble), 7(b)(i), and 8(b) accordingly.

4. Repayment The specified date of repayment must not be less than two
years after:

(a) the date of the Agreement; or

(b)  where the principal amount was advanced after the date of
       the Agreement, the date the principal amount was
       advanced.
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5. Execution

6. Number of
          copies of
          Agreements

The date of the Agreement is the date on which execution of
the Agreement by all parties is completed. Execution must
accord with the laws and regulations governing the execution of
documents in the jurisdiction of the Firm�s principal place of
business (e.g. a company whose principal place of business is
in the UK must observe the requirements of Section 130 of the
Companies Act 1989).

Three copies of the Agreement should be executed by both the
Lender and the Borrower and forwarded to FSA. FSA will retain
one original Agreement and return the other two copies to the
Firm.
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PRESCRIBED QUALIFYING UNDERTAKING

THIS UNDERTAKING IS ENTERED INTO

THE          DAY OF          20          BETWEEN

(l) [          ] of [          ] (�the Bank� or �Holding Company�)

(2)  FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY whose registered office is at 25 The
      North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London E14 5HS (�FSA�) and
(3)  [          ] of [          ] (�the Principal�)

WHEREAS

(A) The Principal is regulated by FSA

(B) The Principal is required to maintain financial resources to meet the provisions
of Chapter 5 of the Interim Prudential Sourcebook as they apply to the
Principal and FSA has agreed that the Financial Resources Requirement may
in part be represented by one or more undertakings in the form hereof

(C) The Principal has requested the Bank or Holding Company to give an
undertaking to FSA for the purposes of the Principal�s Financial Resources
Requirement which the Bank or Holding Company has agreed to do

NOW THESE PRESENT WITNESS and it is hereby agreed and declared as follows:

1. In this Undertaking:

       �Business Day�
              means a day on which the Bank or Holding Company is open for business;

�Excluded Liabilities�
means Liabilities which are expressed to be and in the opinion of the liquidator of
the Principal, do, rank junior to the Subordinated Liabilities in such liquidation;

�Financial Resources Requirement� 
 means the amount of liquid capital which the Principal is, pursuant to the Rules,
 required to maintain at any particular time;

       �Interim Prudential Sourcebook�
   means the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Investment Businesses made by the
    FSA;

       �Liabilities�
             means all present and future sums, liabilities and obligations payable or owing by
             the Principal (whether actual or contingent, jointly or severally or otherwise
             howsoever);

       �Senior Liabilities� 
              means all Liabilities except all Liabilities in respect of any sums paid to the
              Principal under the terms of this Undertaking and Excluded Liabilities;
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�Subordinated Liabilities� 
means all Liabilities of the Principal to the Bank or Holding Company in respect of
repayment of any sums paid to the Principal under the terms of this Undertaking;

�the Rules� 
means the Rules of FSA from time to time;

        the term �liquid capital� 
              has the meaning ascribed to it in the Rules;

any reference to an enactment is a reference to it as already amended and includes a
reference to any repealed enactment which it may re-enact, with or without
amendments, and to any future re-enactment and/or amendment of it.

2.  (a)  In consideration of FSA agreeing to take this Undertaking into account for the
           purpose of determining compliance by the Principal with its Financial Resources
           Requirement the Bank or Holding Company with intent to bind its successors and
           assigns and any body corporate with which it may amalgamate or merge HEREBY
           UNDERTAKES with and to FSA and the Principal that at any time after the
           occurrence of any Event of Default specified in paragraph 5 hereof (�Event of
           Default�) and notwithstanding that any other Event of Default may have occurred
           prior thereto the Bank or Holding Company will on demand in writing made upon it
           by FSA accompanied by a certificate of FSA as referred to in paragraph 8 hereof
           (�the Certificate�) pay to the Principal the sum of £[ ] (�the Specified Amount�).

     (b)  The Bank or Holding Company shall pay the Specified Amount to such account of
             the Principal as FSA may specify.

3.        The liability of the Bank or Holding Company hereunder shall not be affected or
           discharged and the Bank or Holding Company shall not be released from its
           obligations hereunder by any act, omission, matter or thing whatsoever whereby, if
           the Bank or Holding Company was treated as a surety or guarantor for the Principal,
           its liability would or might have been so affected or discharged or it might have been
           so released.

4.       FSA may without notification to or the consent of the Bank or Holding Company and
          without affecting or discharging the Bank�s or the Holding Company�s liability
          hereunder or releasing the Bank or Holding Company from its obligations hereunder
          from time to time waive or omit or fail to exercise or delay exercising its rights
          hereunder in respect of any Event of Default and any such waiver, omission, failure
         or delay shall not prejudice or affect FSA�s rights hereunder in respect of that Event
         of Default (except in the case of a waiver) or any other or further Event of Default
         (whether or not of the same kind).
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5. The following shall be Events of Default for the purposes hereof:

(a) the Principal is deemed to be unable to pay its debts in accordance with Section
123 of the Insolvency Act 1986;

(b) the Principal is unable or admits its inability to pay its debts as they fall due or
makes a general assignment for the benefit of, or a composition with, its creditors;

       (c)  an encumbrancer takes possession, or a receiver, administrator or similar officer is
       appointed, of all or any part of the undertaking or assets of the Principal;

      (d)  the Principal shall in the opinion of FSA be in breach of its Financial Resources
             Requirement and in the opinion of FSA shall not have remedied such breach
             within 5 Business Days after being required by FSA to restore the deficiency.

6. This Undertaking shall be a continuing undertaking and shall apply irrespective of,
           and shall not be affected or discharged by, any matter relating to the compliance at
           any time by the Principal with its Financial Resources Requirement and in particular
           (but without limitation) the fact (if such be the case) that the Principal at any time
           complies or is able to comply with the Financial Resources Requirement without
           making use of this Undertaking or taking the same into account for the purposes of
           its Financial Resources Requirement.

7. This Undertaking shall apply in relation to any Event of Default occurring at or before
the close of business on the earliest (if any) to occur of the following dates (�the
Termination Date�):

(a) if the Bank or Holding Company gives FSA not less than six months� written notice
of its desire to terminate this Undertaking with effect from the date (being a date
falling on or after the second anniversary of the date hereof) specified therein,
such specified date;

(b) if FSA and the Bank or Holding Company agree in writing to terminate this
Undertaking with effect from the date specified in such agreement, such specified
date; and

(c) if this Undertaking shall cease with effect from any day to be eligible to represent
(in whole or in part) the Financial Resources Requirement to be maintained by the
Principal pursuant to the Rules, the date falling two Business Days after such day.

Provided that no demand may be made upon the Bank or Holding Company hereunder
later than midnight on the thirtieth Business Day after the Termination Date.

8. (a) In any demand proceedings or otherwise under this Undertaking the occurrence of
any Event of Default shall be conclusively proved by a certificate signed by a duly
authorised signatory of FSA which shall specify the Event of Default which has
occurred and to which the certificate relates and shall give brief particulars thereof.

     (b)   If FSA requires the Principal to remedy a breach of its Financial Resources
             Requirement as referred to in paragraph 5(d) hereof, it shall notify the Bank or
             Holding Company thereof as soon as reasonably practicable thereafter.
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9. A demand shall be duly made upon the Bank or Holding Company hereunder if it is
          signed by a duly authorised signatory of FSA (accompanied by evidence reasonably
          satisfactory to the Bank or Holding Company of the signatory�s authority) and is
          addressed to the Bank or Holding Company at its registered office [principal place of
          business in the UK] and posted by first class mail and (if it has not been received
          prior thereto) the Bank or Holding Company shall be taken to have received such
          demand forty-eight hours after it is posted.

10. (a) The rights of the Bank or Holding Company to repayment of any sums paid to the
Principal under the terms of this Undertaking are subordinated to the Senior
Liabilities and accordingly repayment of any such sums is conditional upon:

(i) (if an order has not been made or an effective resolution passed for the
winding up of the Principal) the Principal being in compliance with its Financial
Resources Requirement prevailing at the time of payment by the Principal and
no such payment which would otherwise fall due will fall so due except to the
extent that, subject to sub-paragraph (b) below, the Principal could make such
payment and still be in compliance with such Financial Resources
Requirement immediately thereafter;

(ii) (if an order has been made or effective resolution passed for the winding up of
the Principal) the Principal being solvent at the time of payment by the
Principal and accordingly no such payment which would otherwise fall due for
payment will fall due except to the extent that the Principal could make such
payment and still be solvent immediately thereafter. For the purposes of this
sub-paragraph, the Principal shall be solvent if it is able to pay its debts in full
and in determining whether the Principal is solvent for the purposes of this
sub-paragraph there shall be disregarded obligations which are not payable or
capable of being established or determined in the winding up of the Principal
and the Excluded Liabilities.

(b) No payment of the Subordinated Liabilities shall be made at any time pursuant to
sub-paragraph (a)(i) above unless:

(i) the Principal has given to FSA prior written notification that it proposes to make
such payment; and

(ii) FSA has notified the Principal in writing that it consents to such proposed
payment.

The Principal shall give or procure that there are given to FSA such information
and auditor�s certificate in relation to such proposed payment as FSA may require.

(c) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (a)(ii) above a report given at any relevant time
as to the solvency of the Principal by its liquidator, in form and substance
acceptable to FSA, shall in the absence of proven error be treated and accepted
by FSA, the Bank or Holding Company and the Principal as correct and sufficient
evidence thereof.
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     (d)   If the Bank or Holding Company shall receive from the Principal payment of any
            sum in respect of the Subordinated Liabilities when any of the terms and
            conditions referred to in sub-paragraphs (a) or (b) above is not satisfied the
            payment of such sum shall be void for all purposes and such sums shall be
            received by the Bank or Holding Company upon trust to return the same to the
            Principal and the Bank or Holding Company shall at any time thereafter be bound
            to return such sum to the Principal or, as the case may be, its liquidator (and any
            sums so returned shall then be treated for the purposes of the Principal�s
            obligations hereunder as if they had not been paid by the Principal and its original
            payment shall be deemed not to have discharged any of the obligations of the
            Principal hereunder). A request to the Bank or Holding Company for return of any
            sum under the foregoing provisions of this sub-paragraph (d) shall be in writing
            and shall be made by or on behalf of the Principal or, as the case may be, its
            liquidator.

11. The Bank or Holding Company will not without the prior written consent of FSA:

       (i)  assign or purport to assign to any person the whole or any part of the Subordinated
      Liabilities;

 (ii) purport to retain or set-off at any time any amount payable by it to the Principal
against any amount of the Subordinated Liabilities except to the extent that
payment of such amount of the Subordinated Liabilities would be permitted at such
time by this Undertaking;

(iii) amend any document evidencing or providing for the Subordinated Liabilities;

(iv) attempt to obtain repayment of any of the Subordinated Liabilities otherwise than in
accordance with the terms of this Undertaking;

(v) take or omit to take any action whereby the subordination of the Subordinated
Liabilities or any part thereof to the Senior Liabilities might be terminated, impaired
or adversely affected;

     (vi)  take any security from any person for all or any part of the Subordinated
            Liabilities, and the Bank or Holding Company shall, upon obtaining security in
            breach of this undertaking, hold the same on trust for the Principal.

12. The Bank or Holding Company acknowledges that FSA would seek to enforce any
           breach of the Undertaking of the Bank or Holding Company contained in Clause 2
           hereof by seeking an order for specific performance thereof and the Bank or Holding
           Company acknowledges that an order for specific performance would be the
           remedy appropriate to be granted to FSA for such a breach.

13. This Undertaking forms the entire Agreement as to the agreement of the Bank or
          Holding Company to provide an undertaking in relation to the Principal�s Financial
          Resources Requirement. If there are any other terms relating thereto existing at the
          date hereof and not comprised in this Undertaking such terms shall be of no further
          force and effect. No variation of or amendment to this Undertaking shall be of any
          effect unless it is in writing subscribed by all the parties hereto. Any amendment to
          this Undertaking made or purported to be made without the consent of FSA shall be
          void.
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14. This Undertaking is governed by English law [ and for the benefit of FSA solely the
Bank or Holding Company irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction of the Courts of
England and Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland and appoints [  ] as agent for
receipt of service of process in such courts. Such jurisdiction shall be non-exclusive
except to the extent that such non-exclusivity prejudices the submission to such
jurisdiction].

(l) To be executed by the Bank or Holding Company under seal�other parties to execute
either under seal or under hand.

(2) Words in brackets in 9 and 14 above are required only where either the Bank or
Holding Company or the Principal (or both) are not incorporated in any part of the UK.

(3)  Where the Principal is not a company, the provisions of the Undertaking shall (in
      agreement with FSA) be amended as appropriate to reflect the legal status of the
      Principal.
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10.1  Approved Form of Long-Term Subordinated Loan
Agreement

A.  Front Page

THIS AGREEMENT is made on the date set out in the Variable Terms (as set out in
Schedule 1 to this Agreement) and is to be effective on that date unless a different effective
date is set out in those terms

BETWEEN -

(1) the Lender (as defined in the Standard Terms set out in Schedule 2 to this
Agreement),

(2) the Borrower (as defined in the Standard Terms), and

(3) The Financial Services Authority Limited whose registered office is at 25 The North
Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HS.

WHEREAS the Borrower wishes to use the Loan, or each Advance under the Facility (as
those expressions are defined in the Standard Terms) in accordance with FSA rule IPRU(INV)
10-63 and has fully disclosed to the FSA the circumstances giving rise to the Loan or Facility
and the effective Subordination of the Loan and each Advance.

IT IS AGREED THAT this Agreement shall comprise the Variable Terms set out in
Schedule 1 to this Agreement and the Standard Terms set out in Schedule 2 to this
Agreement.

This Agreement is executed by the parties the day and year indicated in the Variable Terms.
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Schedule 1

B.  Variable Terms

1. Date of Agreement

2. Effective Date

3. Lender

4. Address of Lender

5. Borrower

6. Address of Borrower
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7. The Loan or Facility
With reference to paragraph 2 of the Standard Terms,

8. Interest
With reference to paragraph 3 of the Standard Terms, interest shall be calculated and
paid as follows -
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9. Repayment
With reference to paragraph 4(2) of the Standard Terms and subject always to
paragraphs 4(3) (restrictions on repayment) and 5 (subordination) of the Standard
Terms, the terms for repayment are -

Notes to paragraph 9 -

1. The repayment date for the Loan must be one or more of -

- a date not less than five years from the date of drawdown,

- a date not less than five years from the Borrower giving notice in writing to the Lender and the FSA, or

- a date not less than five years from the Lender giving notice in writing to the Borrower and the FSA.

2. Where this Agreement is for a loan facility each Advance must be treated separately and have a repayment
date not less than five years from the date of drawdown, or be subject to not less than five years� notice or
have and be subject to both.
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10. Additional terms
With reference to paragraph 11 of the Standard Terms, the additional terms to this
Agreement are -
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11. Jurisdiction
With reference to paragraph 16 of the Standard Terms, the person(s) indicated below
is (are) appointed as agents for service of process -

(a) by the Lender -

of

(b) by the Borrower -

of
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Schedule 2

C.  Standard Terms

Interpretation

1 (1) In this Agreement -

�Advance� means, where this Agreement is for a loan facility, an amount drawn or
to be drawn down by the Borrower or otherwise made available by the Lender under
this Agreement as that amount may be reduced from time to time by any repayment
or prepayment permitted under this Agreement;

�Borrower� means the person identified as such in the Variable Terms and
includes its permitted successors and assigns and, where the Borrower is a
partnership, each Partner;

�Business Day� means any day except Saturday, Sunday or a bank or public
holiday in England;

�Effective Date� means the date on which this Agreement is to take effect being
the date of this Agreement unless otherwise stated in the Variable Terms;

�Excluded Liabilities� means Liabilities which are expressed to be and, in the
opinion of the Insolvency Officer of the Borrower, do, rank junior to the
Subordinated Liabilities in any Insolvency of the Borrower;

�Facility� means the loan facility referred to in paragraph 2(2);

�Financial Resources� has the meaning given in the Financial Rules;

�Financial Resources Requirement� has the meaning given it in the Financial
Rules;

�Financial Rules� means the rules in IPRU(INV) 10 in the FSA handbook;

�Insolvency� means and includes liquidation, winding up, bankruptcy,
sequestration, administration, rehabilitation and dissolution (whichever term may
apply to the Borrower) or the equivalent in any other jurisdiction to which the
Borrower may be subject;

�Insolvency Officer� means and includes any person duly appointed to administer
and distribute assets of the Borrower in the course of the Borrower�s Insolvency;
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1 (1) �Lender� means the person identified as such in the Variable Terms and includes
its permitted successors and assigns;

�Liabilities� means all present and future sums, liabilities and obligations payable
or owing by the Borrower (whether actual or contingent, jointly or severally or
otherwise howsoever);

�Loan� means the indebtedness of the Borrower to the Lender referred to in
paragraph 2(1) as that indebtedness may be reduced from time to time by any
repayment or prepayment permitted under this Agreement;

�Partner� means, where the Borrower is a partnership, each and every partner of
the Borrower as a partner and as an individual (see also paragraph 8);

�Senior Liabilities� means all Liabilities except the Subordinated Liabilities and
Excluded Liabilities;

�Subordinated Liabilities� means all Liabilities to the Lender in respect of the
Loan or each Advance made under this Agreement and all interest payable thereon.

�the FSA� means The Financial Services Authority Limited whose registered office
is at 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HS; and

 (2) Any reference to any rules of the FSA is a reference to them as in force from time to
time.

(3) Reference to any gender includes a reference to all other genders.

(4) Reference to a paragraph is to a paragraph of these Standard Terms, unless
otherwise indicated.

The Loan or Facility

2 (1) Where as indicated in the Variable Terms this Agreement is for a loan, the
Borrower hereby acknowledges its indebtedness to the Lender in the sum mentioned
in the Variable Terms as an unsecured loan upon and subject to the terms and
conditions of this Agreement.

(2) Where, as indicated in the Variable Terms this Agreement is for a loan facility -

(a) the maximum aggregate principal amount of each Advance outstanding at any
time under the Facility shall not exceed the maximum amount specified in the
Variable Terms or such other amount as may be agreed between the Borrower
and the Lender from time to time;

(b) the Facility will be available until the last available date specified in the
Variable Terms; and
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2 (2) (c) any specific terms dealing with the mechanics of drawdown are contained in
the Variable Terms.

(3) The Lender and the Borrower undertake to provide the FSA, immediately upon
request, with details in writing of all principal and interest in respect of the Loan or
each Advance outstanding for the time being and all payments of any amount made
in the period specified by the FSA in the request.

Interest

3 Subject to the provisions of paragraphs 4 and 5, until repayment of the Loan or each
Advance in full, the Borrower will pay to the Lender interest on the Loan or each
Advance (or on any part or parts of it or them for the time being outstanding under this
Agreement) calculated and payable in the manner set out in the Variable Terms.

Repayment

4 (1) The provisions of this paragraph are subject in all respects to the provisions of
paragraph 5(subordination).

(2) The terms concerning repayment are set out in the Variable Terms but are subject to
paragraph 4(3).

(3) (a) Except where the FSA otherwise permits, no repayment or prepayment of the
Loan or any Advance may be made, in whole or in part, before the relevant
repayment date provided for in paragraph 9 of the Variable Terms.

(b) At the request of the Borrower, the FSA may permit the early repayment or
prepayment of the Loan or any Advance, in whole or in part, only where,
immediately after such repayment or prepayment, the Borrower�s Financial
Resources would be greater than 100% of its Financial Resources Requirement.

(c) Payments of interest at a rate not exceeding the rate provided for in paragraph 3
may be made without notice to or consent of the FSA, except that where -

(i) immediately after payment, the Borrower�s Financial Resources would be
less than or equal to 120% of its Financial Resources Requirement; or

(ii) before payment, the Insolvency of the Borrower commences,

no such payment may be made without the prior written consent of the FSA.

(4) If in respect of the Loan or any Advance default is made for a period of -

(a) seven days or more in the payment of any principal due, or

(b) 14 days or more in the payment of any interest due,
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4 (4) the Lender may, at its discretion and after taking such preliminary steps or actions
as may be necessary, enforce payment by instituting proceedings for the Insolvency
of the Borrower after giving seven Business Day�s prior written notice to the FSA
of its intention to do so.

(5) Subject to (6) below, the Lender may at its discretion, subject as provided in this
Agreement, institute proceedings for the Insolvency of the Borrower to enforce any
obligation, condition or provision binding on the Borrower under this Agreement
(other than any obligation for the payment of principal moneys or interest in respect
of the Loan or any Advance) PROVIDED THAT the Borrower shall not by virtue of
the institution of any such proceedings for the Insolvency of the Borrower be
obliged to pay any sum or sums sooner than the same would otherwise have been
payable by it.

(6) The Lender may only institute proceedings for the Insolvency of the Borrower to
enforce the obligations referred to in (5) above if -

(a) a default under those obligations is not remedied to the satisfaction of the
Lender within 60 days after notice of such default has been given to the
Borrower by the Lender requiring such default to be remedied;

(b) the Lender has taken all preliminary steps or actions required to be taken by it
prior to the institution of such proceedings; and

(c) the Lender has given seven Business Days� prior written notice to the FSA of
its intention to institute such proceedings.

(7) No remedy against the Borrower other than as specifically provided by this
paragraph 4 shall be available to the Lender whether for the recovery of amounts
owing under this Agreement or in respect of any breach by the Borrower of any of
its obligations under this Agreement.

Subordination

5 (1) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 4, the rights of the Lender in respect of
the Subordinated Liabilities are subordinated to the Senior Liabilities and
accordingly payment of any amount (whether principal, interest or otherwise) of the
Subordinated Liabilities is conditional upon -

(a) (if an order has not been made or an effective resolution passed for the
Insolvency of the Borrower and, being a partnership, the Borrower has not been
dissolved) the Borrower being in compliance with not less than 120% of its
Financial Resources Requirement immediately after payment by the Borrower
and accordingly no such amount which would otherwise fall due for payment
shall be payable except to the extent that -

(i) paragraph 4(3) has been complied with; and
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5 (1) (a) (ii) the Borrower could make such payment and still be in compliance with
such Financial Resources Requirement; and

(b) the Borrower being �solvent� at the time of, and immediately after, the payment
by the Borrower and accordingly no such amount which would otherwise fall
due for payment shall be payable except to the extent that the Borrower could
make such payment and still be �solvent�.

(2) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (1)(b) above, the Borrower shall be �solvent� if it
is able to pay its Liabilities (other than the Subordinated Liabilities) in full
disregarding -

(a) obligations which are not payable or capable of being established or determined
in the Insolvency of the Borrower, and

(b) the Excluded Liabilities.

(3) Interest will continue to accrue at the rate specified pursuant to paragraph 3 on any
payment which does not become payable under this paragraph 5.

(4) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (1)(b) above, a report given at any relevant time
as to the solvency of the Borrower by its Insolvency Officer, in form and substance
acceptable to the FSA, shall in the absence of proven error be treated and accepted
by the FSA, the Lender and the Borrower as correct and sufficient evidence of the
Borrower�s solvency or Insolvency.

(5) Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraphs (6), (7) and (8) below, if the Lender
shall receive from the Borrower payment of any sum in respect of the Subordinated
Liabilities -

(a) when any of the terms and conditions referred to in sub-paragraph (1) above is
not satisfied, or

(b) where such payment is prohibited under paragraph 4(3),

the payment of such sum shall be void for all purposes.

(6) Any sum referred to in sub-paragraph (5) above shall be received by the Lender
upon trust to return it to the Borrower.

(7) Any sum so returned shall then be treated for the purposes of the Borrower�s
obligations hereunder as if it had not been paid by the Borrower and its original
payment shall be deemed not to have discharged any of the obligations of the
Borrower hereunder.

(8) A request to the Lender for return of any sum referred to in sub-paragraph (5) shall
be in writing and shall be made by or on behalf of the Borrower or, as the case may
be, its Insolvency Officer.
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Representations and undertakings of Borrower

6 From and after the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier), the Borrower
shall not without the prior written consent of the FSA -

(a) secure all or any part of the Subordinated Liabilities;

(b) redeem, purchase or otherwise acquire any of the Subordinated Liabilities;

(c) amend any document evidencing or providing for the Subordinated Liabilities;

(d) repay any of the Subordinated Liabilities otherwise than in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement;

(e) take or omit to take any action whereby the subordination of the Subordinated
Liabilities or any part thereof to the Senior Liabilities might be terminated, impaired
or adversely affected; or

(f) arrange or permit any contract of suretyship (or similar agreement) relating to its
liabilities under this Agreement to be entered into, and

other than as disclosed in writing to the FSA, the Borrower represents that it has not
done so before the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier).

Representations and undertakings of Lender

7 From and after the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier), the Lender
shall not without the prior written consent of the FSA -

(a) assign, transfer, dispose of or encumber the whole or any part of the Subordinated
Liabilities or purport to do so in favour of any person;

(b) purport to retain or set off at any time any amount payable by it to the Borrower
against any amount of the Subordinated Liabilities except to the extent that payment
of such amount of the Subordinated Liabilities would be permitted at such time by
this Agreement, and the Lender shall immediately pay an amount equal to any
retention or set off in breach of this provision to the Borrower and such retention or
set off shall be deemed not to have occurred;

(c) amend or waive the terms of any document evidencing or providing for the
Subordinated Liabilities;

(d) attempt to obtain repayment of any of the Subordinated Liabilities otherwise than in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement;

(e) take or omit to take any action whereby the subordination of the Subordinated
Liabilities or any part of them to the Senior Liabilities might be terminated,
impaired or adversely affected; or
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7 (f) take or enforce any security, guarantee or indemnity from any person for all or any
part of the Subordinated Liabilities, and the Lender shall, upon obtaining or
enforcing any security, guarantee or indemnity notwithstanding this undertaking,
hold the same (and any proceeds thereof) on trust for the Borrower, and

other than as disclosed in writing to the FSA, the Lender represents that it has not done so
before the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier).

Borrower being a partnership

8 Where the Borrower is a partnership -

(a) this Agreement shall subsist in full force and effect notwithstanding any change
which may take place from time to time in the constitution or title of the Borrower
by the retirement of the present Partners or any of them or the assumption of new
Partners or by a change of name PROVIDED THAT -

(i) a retired Partner shall continue to be liable for the payment of all sums due
under this Agreement and implementation of all other obligations in this
Agreement until the Lender and the remaining Partner(s) shall agree in writing
to release a retired Partner from those obligations and the FSA has agreed in
writing to the release; and

(ii) in the event of a new Partner being assumed as a partner of the Borrower the
other Partners shall procure that said assumed Partner shall become bound to the
Lender as a party to this Agreement and shall execute such addendum hereto as
the Lender and the FSA may consider necessary;

(b) the obligations and undertakings of the Borrower under this Agreement shall bind
the Borrower and the Partners jointly and severally.

Partial invalidity

9 If any of the provisions of this Agreement is or becomes invalid, illegal or unenforceable
under any law, the validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions shall
not in any way be affected or impaired.

the FSA and indemnity

10 the FSA shall not, by virtue of being a party to this Agreement, be taken to be a trustee or
other fiduciary for, or have any obligations to, any person to whom some or all of the
Senior Liabilities are owed.  Each of the Lender and Borrower shall on demand indemnify
the FSA against all claims, losses, costs, expenses and other liabilities made against or
incurred by the FSA as a consequence of it being a party to, or taking action under this
Agreement.
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Additional terms

11 Any additional terms agreed between the parties are set out in the Variable Terms
provided that, if there is any inconsistency between the Variable Terms and the Standard
Terms, the Standard Terms shall prevail.

Entire agreement

12 This Agreement forms the entire agreement as to the Subordinated Liabilities.  If there are
any other terms relating to the Subordinated Liabilities existing at the date hereof and not
comprised in this Agreement such terms shall be of no further force and effect.

Amendments

13 Any amendments to this Agreement made or purported to be made without the consent of
the FSA shall be void.

Notices to the FSA

14 A notice given to the FSA under this Agreement shall have no effect, and time shall not
start to run in connection with that notice, until the FSA has given to the sender written
confirmation of its receipt.

Law

15 This Agreement is governed by English law.

Jurisdiction

16 For the benefit of the FSA solely, each of the Borrower and the Lender irrevocably
submits to the jurisdiction of the English Courts and, to the extent that it does not have a
place of business within the jurisdiction, appoints the process agent specified in the
Variable Terms as agent for receipt of service of process in such courts.  Such jurisdiction
shall be non-exclusive except to the extent that non-exclusivity prejudices the submission
to the jurisdiction.
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Approved Form Of Subordinated Loan Agreement

D.  Signature Page

The Common Seal of
THE FINANCIAL SERVICES
AUTHORITY LIMITED
was hereunto affixed in the presence of

....................................... ........................................
(Authorised signatory) (Authorised signatory)
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10.2   Approved Form of Short-Term Subordinated Loan
Agreement

A.  Front Page

THIS AGREEMENT is made on the date set out in the Variable Terms (as set out in
Schedule 1 to this Agreement) and is to be effective on that date unless a different effective
date is set out in those terms

BETWEEN -

(1) the Lender (as defined in the Standard Terms set out in Schedule 2 to this
Agreement),

(2) the Borrower (as defined in the Standard Terms), and

(3) The Financial Services Authority Limited whose registered office is at 25 The North
Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HS.

WHEREAS the Borrower wishes to use the Loan, or each Advance under the Facility (as
those expressions are defined in the Standard Terms) in accordance with FSA rule IPRU(INV)
10-63 and has fully disclosed to the FSA the circumstances giving rise to the Loan or Facility
and the effective subordination of the Loan and each Advance.

IT IS AGREED THAT this Agreement shall comprise the Variable Terms set out in
Schedule 1 to this Agreement and the Standard Terms set out in Schedule 2 to this
Agreement.

This Agreement is executed by the parties the day and year indicated in the Variable Terms.
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Schedule 1

B.  Variable Terms

1. Date of Agreement

2. Effective Date

3. Lender

4. Address of Lender

5. Borrower

6. Address of Borrower
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7. The Loan or Facility
With reference to paragraph 2 of the Standard Terms,

8. Interest
With reference to paragraph 3 of the Standard Terms, interest shall be calculated and
paid as follows -
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9. Repayment
With reference to paragraph 4(2) of the Standard Terms and subject always to
paragraphs 4(3) (restrictions on repayment) and 5 (subordination) of the Standard
Terms, the terms for repayment are -

Notes to paragraph 9.

1. The repayment date for the Loan must be one or more of -

- a date not less than two years from the date of drawdown,

- a date not less than two years from the Lender giving notice in writing to the Borrower and the FSA,
or

- a date not less than two years from the Borrower giving notice in writing to the Lender and the FSA.

2. Where the Agreement is for a loan facility each Advance must be treated separately and have a repayment
date not less than two years from the date of drawdown, or be subject to not less than two years� notice or
have and be subject to both.
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10. Additional terms
With reference to paragraph 11 of the Standard Terms, the additional terms to this
Agreement are -
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11. Jurisdiction
With reference to paragraph 16 of the Standard Terms, the person(s) indicated below
is (are) appointed as agents for service of process -

(a) by the Lender -

of

(b) by the Borrower -

of
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Schedule 2

C.  Standard Terms

Interpretation

1 (1) In this Agreement -

�Advance� means, where this Agreement is for a loan facility, an amount drawn or
to be drawn down by the Borrower or otherwise made available by the Lender under
this Agreement as that amount may be reduced from time to time by any repayment
or prepayment permitted under this Agreement;

�Borrower� means the person identified as such in the Variable Terms and
includes its permitted successors and assigns and, where the Borrower is a
partnership, each Partner;

�Business Day� means any day except Saturday, Sunday or a bank or public
holiday in England;

�Effective Date� means the date on which this Agreement is to take effect being
the date of this Agreement unless otherwise stated in the Variable Terms;

�Excluded Liabilities� means Liabilities which are expressed to be and, in the
opinion of the Insolvency Officer of the Borrower, do, rank junior to the
Subordinated Liabilities in any Insolvency of the Borrower;

�Facility� means the loan facility referred to in paragraph 2(2);

�Financial Resources� has the meaning given in the Financial Rules;

�Financial Resources Requirement� has the meaning given it in the Financial
Rules;

�Financial Rules� means the rules in IPRU(INV) 10 of the FSA handbook;

�Insolvency� means and includes liquidation, winding up, bankruptcy,
sequestration, administration, rehabilitation and dissolution (whichever term may
apply to the Borrower) or the equivalent in any other jurisdiction to which the
Borrower may be subject;

�Insolvency Officer� means and includes any person duly appointed to administer
and distribute assets of the Borrower in the course of the Borrower�s Insolvency;
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1 (1) �Lender� means the person identified as such in the Variable Terms and includes
its permitted successors and assigns;

�Liabilities� means all present and future sums, liabilities and obligations payable
or owing by the Borrower (whether actual or contingent, jointly or severally or
otherwise howsoever);

�Loan� means the indebtedness of the Borrower to the Lender referred to in
paragraph 2(1) as that indebtedness may be reduced from time to time by any
repayment or prepayment permitted under this Agreement;

�Partner� means, where the Borrower is a partnership, each and every partner of
the Borrower as a partner and as an individual (see also paragraph 8);

�Senior Liabilities� means all Liabilities except the Subordinated Liabilities and
Excluded Liabilities;

�Subordinated Liabilities� means all Liabilities to the Lender in respect of the
Loan or each Advance made under this Agreement and all interest payable thereon.

�the FSA� means The Financial Services Authority Limited whose registered office
is at 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HS; and

 (2) Any reference to any rules of the FSA is a reference to them as in force from time to
time.

(3) Reference to any gender includes a reference to all other genders.

(4) Reference to a paragraph is to a paragraph of these Standard Terms, unless
otherwise indicated.

The Loan or Facility

2 (1) Where as indicated in the Variable Terms this Agreement is for a loan, the
Borrower hereby acknowledges its indebtedness to the Lender in the sum mentioned
in the Variable Terms as an unsecured loan upon and subject to the terms and
conditions of this Agreement.

(2) Where, as indicated in the Variable Terms this Agreement is for a loan facility -

(a) the maximum aggregate principal amount of each Advance outstanding at any
time under the Facility shall not exceed the maximum amount specified in the
Variable Terms or such other amount as may be agreed between the Borrower
and the Lender from time to time;

(b) the Facility will be available until the last available date specified in the
Variable Terms; and
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2 (2) (c) any specific terms dealing with the mechanics of drawdown are contained in the
Variable Terms.

(3) The Lender and the Borrower undertake to provide the FSA, immediately upon
request, with details in writing of all principal and interest in respect of the Loan or
each Advance outstanding for the time being and all payments of any amount made
in the period specified by the FSA in the request.

Interest

3 Subject to the provisions of paragraphs 4 and 5, until repayment of the Loan or each
Advance in full, the Borrower will pay to the Lender interest on the Loan or each
Advance (or on any part or parts of it or them for the time being outstanding under this
Agreement) calculated and payable in the manner set out in the Variable Terms.

Repayment

4 (1) The provisions of this paragraph are subject in all respects to the provisions of
paragraph 5(subordination).

(2) The terms concerning repayment are set out in the Variable Terms but are subject to
paragraph 4(3).

(3) (a) Except where the FSA otherwise permits, no repayment, or prepayment of the
Loan or any Advance may be made, in whole or in part, before the relevant
repayment date provided for in paragraph 9 of the Variable Terms.

(b) the FSA may permit the early repayment or prepayment of the Loan or any
Advance, in whole or in part, only where, immediately after such repayment or
prepayment, the Borrower�s Financial Resources would be greater than 100%
of its Financial Resources Requirement.

(c) Payments of interest at a rate not exceeding the rate provided for in paragraph 3
may be made without notice to or consent of the FSA, except that where -

(i) immediately after payment, the Borrower�s Financial Resources would be
less than or equal to 120% of its Financial Resources Requirement; or

(ii) before payment, the Insolvency of the Borrower commences,

no such payment may be made without the prior written consent of the FSA.

(4) If in respect of the Loan or any Advance default is made for a period of -

(a) seven days or more in the payment of any principal due, or

(b) 14 days or more in the payment of any interest due,
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4 (4) the Lender may, at its discretion and after taking such preliminary steps or actions
as may be necessary, enforce payment by instituting proceedings for the Insolvency
of the Borrower after giving seven Business Day�s prior written notice to the FSA
of its intention to do so.

(5) Subject to (6) below, the Lender may at its discretion, subject as provided in this
Agreement, institute proceedings for the Insolvency of the Borrower to enforce any
obligation, condition or provision binding on the Borrower under this Agreement
(other than any obligation for the payment of principal moneys or interest in respect
of the Loan or any Advance) PROVIDED THAT the Borrower shall not by virtue of
the institution of any such proceedings for the Insolvency of the Borrower be
obliged to pay any sum or sums sooner than the same would otherwise have been
payable by it.

(6) The Lender may only institute proceedings for the Insolvency of the Borrower to
enforce the obligations referred to in (5) above if -

(a) a default under those obligations is not remedied to the satisfaction of the
Lender within 60 days after notice of such default has been given to the
Borrower by the Lender requiring such default to be remedied;

(b) the Lender has taken all preliminary steps or actions required to be taken by it
prior to the institution of such proceedings; and

(c) the Lender has given seven Business Days� prior written notice to the FSA of
its intention to institute such proceedings.

(7) No remedy against the Borrower other than as specifically provided by this
paragraph 4 shall be available to the Lender whether for the recovery of amounts
owing under this Agreement or in respect of any breach by the Borrower of any of
its obligations under this Agreement.

Subordination

5 (1) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 4, the rights of the Lender in respect of
the Subordinated Liabilities are subordinated to the Senior Liabilities and
accordingly payment of any amount (whether principal, interest or otherwise) of the
Subordinated Liabilities is conditional upon -

(a) (if an order has not been made or an effective resolution passed for the
Insolvency of the Borrower and, being a partnership, the Borrower has not been
dissolved) the Borrower being in compliance with not less than 120% of its
Financial Resources Requirement immediately after payment by the Borrower
and accordingly no such amount which would otherwise fall due for payment
shall be payable except to the extent that -

(i) paragraph 4(3) has been complied with; and
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5 (1) (a) (ii) the Borrower could make such payment and still be in compliance with
such Financial Resources Requirement; and

(b) the Borrower being �solvent� at the time of, and immediately after, the
payment by the Borrower and accordingly no such amount which would
otherwise fall due for payment shall be payable except to the extent that the
Borrower could make such payment and still be �solvent�.

(2) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (1)(b) above, the Borrower shall be �solvent� if it
is able to pay its Liabilities (other than the Subordinated Liabilities) in full
disregarding -

(a) obligations which are not payable or capable of being established or determined
in the Insolvency of the Borrower, and

(b) the Excluded Liabilities.

(3) Interest will continue to accrue at the rate specified pursuant to paragraph 3 on any
payment which does not become payable under this paragraph 5.

(4) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (1)(b) above, a report given at any relevant time
as to the solvency of the Borrower by its Insolvency Officer, in form and substance
acceptable to the FSA, shall in the absence of proven error be treated and accepted
by the FSA, the Lender and the Borrower as correct and sufficient evidence of the
Borrower�s solvency or Insolvency.

(5) Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraphs (6), (7) and (8) below, if the Lender
shall receive from the Borrower payment of any sum in respect of the Subordinated
Liabilities -

(a) when any of the terms and conditions referred to in sub-paragraph (1) above is
not satisfied, or

(b) where such payment is prohibited under paragraph 4(3),

the payment of such sum shall be void for all purposes.

(6) Any sum referred to in sub-paragraph (5) above shall be received by the Lender
upon trust to return it to the Borrower.

(7) Any sum so returned shall then be treated for the purposes of the Borrower�s
obligations hereunder as if it had not been paid by the Borrower and its original
payment shall be deemed not to have discharged any of the obligations of the
Borrower hereunder.

(8) A request to the Lender for return of any sum referred to in sub-paragraph (5) shall
be in writing and shall be made by or on behalf of the Borrower or, as the case may
be, its Insolvency Officer.
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Representations and undertakings of Borrower

6 From and after the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier), the Borrower
shall not without the prior written consent of the FSA -

(a) secure all or any part of the Subordinated Liabilities;

(b) redeem, purchase or otherwise acquire any of the Subordinated Liabilities;

(c) amend any document evidencing or providing for the Subordinated Liabilities;

(d) repay any of the Subordinated Liabilities otherwise than in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement;

(e) take or omit to take any action whereby the subordination of the Subordinated
Liabilities or any part thereof to the Senior Liabilities might be terminated, impaired
or adversely affected; or

(f) arrange or permit any contract of suretyship (or similar agreement) relating to its
liabilities under this Agreement to be entered into, and

other than as disclosed in writing to the FSA, the Borrower represents that it has not done
so before the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier).

Representations and undertakings of Lender

7 From and after the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier), the Lender
shall not without the prior written consent of the FSA -

(a) assign, transfer, dispose of or encumber the whole or any part of the Subordinated
Liabilities or purport to do so in favour of any person;

(b) purport to retain or set off at any time any amount payable by it to the Borrower
against any amount of the Subordinated Liabilities except to the extent that payment
of such amount of the Subordinated Liabilities would be permitted at such time by
this Agreement, and the Lender shall immediately pay an amount equal to any
retention or set off in breach of this provision to the Borrower and such retention or
set off shall be deemed not to have occurred;

(c) amend or waive the terms of any document evidencing or providing for the
Subordinated Liabilities;

(d) attempt to obtain repayment of any of the Subordinated Liabilities otherwise than in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement;

(e) take or omit to take any action whereby the subordination of the Subordinated
Liabilities or any part of them to the Senior Liabilities might be terminated,
impaired or adversely affected; or
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7 (f) take or enforce any security, guarantee or indemnity from any person for all or any
part of the Subordinated Liabilities, and the Lender shall, upon obtaining or
enforcing any security, guarantee or indemnity notwithstanding this undertaking,
hold the same (and any proceeds thereof) on trust for the Borrower, and

other than as disclosed in writing to the FSA, the Lender represents that it has not done so
before the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier).

Borrower being a partnership

8 Where the Borrower is a partnership -

(a) this Agreement shall subsist in full force and effect notwithstanding any change
which may take place from time to time in the constitution or title of the Borrower by
the retirement of the present Partners or any of them or the assumption of new
Partners or by a change of name PROVIDED THAT -

(i) a retired Partner shall continue to be liable for the payment of all sums due
under this Agreement and implementation of all other obligations in this
Agreement until the Lender and the remaining Partner(s) shall agree in writing
to release a retired Partner from those obligations and the FSA has agreed in
writing to the release; and

(ii) in the event of a new Partner being assumed as a partner of the Borrower the
other Partners shall procure that said assumed Partner shall become bound to
the Lender as a party to this Agreement and shall execute such addendum
hereto as the Lender and the FSA may consider necessary;

(b) the obligations and undertakings of the Borrower under this Agreement shall bind
the Borrower and the Partners jointly and severally.

Partial invalidity

9 If any of the provisions of this Agreement is or becomes invalid, illegal or unenforceable
under any law, the validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions shall
not in any way be affected or impaired.

The FSA and indemnity

10 the FSA shall not, by virtue of being a party to this Agreement, be taken to be a trustee or
other fiduciary for, or have any obligations to, any person to whom some or all of the
Senior Liabilities are owed.  Each of the Lender and Borrower shall on demand indemnify
the FSA against all claims, losses, costs, expenses and other liabilities made against or
incurred by the FSA as a consequence of it being a party to, or taking action under this
Agreement.
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Additional terms

11 Any additional terms agreed between the parties are set out in the Variable Terms
provided that, if there is any inconsistency between the Variable Terms and the Standard
Terms, the Standard Terms shall prevail.

Entire agreement

12 This Agreement forms the entire agreement as to the Subordinated Liabilities.  If there are
any other terms relating to the Subordinated Liabilities existing at the date hereof and not
comprised in this Agreement such terms shall be of no further force and effect.

Amendments

13 Any amendments to this Agreement made or purported to be made without the consent of
the FSA shall be void.

Notices to the FSA

14 A notice given to the FSA under this Agreement shall have no effect, and time shall not
start to run in connection with that notice, until the FSA has given to the sender written
confirmation of its receipt.

Law

15 This Agreement is governed by English law.

Jurisdiction

16 For the benefit of the FSA solely, each of the Borrower and the Lender irrevocably
submits to the jurisdiction of the English Courts and, to the extent that it does not have a
place of business within the jurisdiction, appoints the process agent specified in the
Variable Terms as agent for receipt of service of process in such courts.  Such jurisdiction
shall be non-exclusive except to the extent that non-exclusivity prejudices the submission
to the jurisdiction.
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Approved Form Of Subordinated Loan Agreement

D.  Signature Page

The Common Seal of
THE FINANCIAL SERVICES
AUTHORITY LIMITED
was hereunto affixed in the presence of

....................................... ........................................
(Authorised signatory) (Authorised signatory)
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10.3 FORM OF DEED OF TERMINATION

THIS DEED OF TERMINATION is made on the ..................... day of ................ 20....

BETWEEN -

(1) * [insert full name of Lender] (registered in [England] number *) whose registered office
is at * (�the Lender�).

(2) * [insert full name of Borrower] (registered in [England] number *) whose registered
office is at * (�the Borrower�).

(3) The Financial Services Authority Limited (registered in England number 1920623)
whose registered office is at 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London, E14
5HS (�the FSA�).

WHEREAS -

A subordinated loan agreement was entered in between the Lender (1); the Borrower (2); and
the FSA (3) on [date] (�the Agreement�) pursuant to which the Lender agreed to make
available to the Borrower a [Loan/Facility] of up to [£  ].  [insert brief details of any
Variations]  The parties to the Agreement now wish to terminate the Agreement.

IT IS AGREED THAT -

1. The Agreement shall be deemed terminated [in accordance with its terms] with effect
from [the date of this Deed of Termination/insert relevant future date].  All obligations
and liabilities arising before that date shall remain continuing.

2. This Deed is governed by English Law.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF this Deed has been executed by the parties and is intended to be
and is hereby delivered on the date first above written.

Executed as a deed by [full name of Lender]

................................... Signed ....................................
Director

Signed .....................................
Director/Secretary
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Executed as a deed by [full name of Borrower]

.................................... Signed .....................................
Director

Signed ......................................
Director/Secretary

The Common Seal of THE FINANCIAL
SERVICES AUTHORITY LIMITED
was hereunto affixed in the Signed .......................................
presence of Authorised Signatory

Signed ........................................
Authorised Signatory
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10.4 FORM OF DEED OF VARIATION

THIS DEED OF VARIATION is made on the .............................. day of ............. 2�...

BETWEEN -

(1) * [insert full name of Lender] (registered in [England] number  *) whose registered office
is at * (�the Lender�);

(2) * [insert full name of Borrower] (registered in [England] number *) whose registered office
is at * (�the Borrower�); and

(3) The Financial Services Authority Limited (registered in England number 1920623)
whose registered office is at 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HS
(�the FSA�).

WHEREAS -

A subordinated loan agreement was entered into between the Lender (1); the Borrower (2);
and the FSA (3) on [date] 199  (�the Agreement�) pursuant to which the Lender agreed to
make available to the Borrower a (Loan/Facility] of up to [£  ].

The parties to the Agreement now wish to vary the Agreement to [insert brief details].

IT IS AGREED THAT -

1. The Agreement shall be deemed varied [, in accordance with its terms,] from [the date of
this Deed of Variation/insert relevant future date] so that:

[insert additional clauses/details of amended clauses].

to the extent that any term of the Agreement is inconsistent with their terms and
conditions contained in the Approved Form, the terms and conditions in the Approved
Form shall prevail (provided that for the purposes of this clause 1, in clauses 11 and 12
of the Approved Form, the expressions �Variable Terms� and �Agreement� shall be
deemed to include references to the Agreement and this Deed.

2. All other terms and conditions of the Agreement remain unchanged.

3. This Deed is governed by English Law.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF this Deed has been executed by the parties and is intended to be
and is hereby delivered on the date first above written.

Executed as a deed by [full name of Lender]

................................... Signed .......................................
Director

Signed .......................................
Director/Secretary

Executed as a deed by [full name of Borrower]

.................................. Signed .......................................
Director

Signed ........................................
Director/Secretary

The Common Seal of THE FINANCIAL
SERVICES AUTHORITY LIMITED
was hereunto affixed in the Signed ........................................
presence of Authorised Signatory

Signed .........................................
Authorised Signatory
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10.5  FORM OF GUARANTOR UNDERTAKING

This undertaking is entered into the [   ] day of [        ]  20[    ]

BETWEEN:-

(1) [             ] (the �Guarantor�) of [                   ]; and

(2) The Financial Services Authority Limited (�the FSA�) whose registered office is at
25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HS.

WHEREAS:-

(A) By a subordinated loan agreement (the �Loan Agreement�) made [of even date]
between [          ] (the �Lender�), [          ] (the �Borrower�) and the FSA, the Lender
made available to the Borrower a loan [facility] on the terms and conditions contained
in the Loan Agreement.

(B) By a guarantee (the �Guarantee�) made [of even date] between the Guarantor and the
Lender, the Guarantor guaranteed the obligations of the Borrower to the Lender under
the Loan Agreement on the terms and conditions contained in the Guarantee.

IT IS HEREBY AGREED as follows:-

1 The Guarantor hereby undertakes and confirms to the FSA that all and any rights
which the Guarantor may have against the Borrower in respect of the Guarantee
(whether by subrogation or otherwise howsoever) shall be subordinated on the same
terms and conditions (mutatis mutandis) set out in the Loan Agreement (as amended
from time to time) and further undertakes and confirms that the Guarantor will be
bound by the terms of the Loan Agreement as if the Guarantor were a party to it in
place of the Lender.

2 This undertaking is governed by English law.

IN WITNESS whereof this deed has been executed by the parties on the date first above
written.

Executed as a Deed by
[                                ]

Witness:....................................................... ...........................................................

Witness�s Name: .........................................

Witness�s Address: ......................................

....................................................................
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The Common Seal of  ...........................................................
The Financial Services Authority Limited Authorised Signatory
was hereunto affixed in the presence of:

...........................................................
Authorised Signatory
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10.6 Approved Form of Long-Term Subordinated Loan
Agreement for the purposes of Consolidated Supervision

A.  Front Page

THIS AGREEMENT is made on the date set out in the Variable Terms (as set out in
Schedule 1 to this Agreement) and is to be effective on that date unless a different effective
date is set out in those terms

BETWEEN -

(1) the Lender (as defined in the Standard Terms set out in Schedule 2 to this
Agreement) and

(2) the Borrower (as defined in the Standard Terms)

WHEREAS the Borrower wishes the Loan to qualify as Financial Resources contributing to
its Financial Resources Requirement, (as those expressions are defined in the Standard Terms)
and has fully disclosed to the FSA the circumstances giving rise to the Loan or Facility and the
effective subordination of the Loan.

IT IS AGREED THAT this Agreement shall comprise the Variable Terms set out in
Schedule 1 to this Agreement and the Standard Terms set out in Schedule 2 to this
Agreement.

This Agreement is executed by the parties the day and year indicated in the Variable
Terms.
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Schedule 1

B.  Variable Terms

1. Date of Agreement

2. Effective Date

3. Lender

4. Address of Lender

5. Borrower

6. Address of Borrower
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7. The Loan or Facility
With reference to paragraph 2 of the Standard Terms,

8. Interest
With reference to paragraph 3 of the Standard Terms, interest shall be calculated and
paid as follows -
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9. Repayment
With reference to paragraph 4(2) of the Standard Terms and subject always to
paragraphs 4(3) (restrictions on repayment) and 5 (subordination) of the Standard
Terms, the terms for repayment are -

Notes to paragraph 9.

1. The repayment date for the Loan must be one or more of -

- a date not less than five years from the date of drawdown,

- a date not less than five years from the Lender giving notice in writing to the Borrower and the FSA,
or

- a date not less than five years from the Borrower giving notice in writing to the Lender and the FSA.

2. Where the Agreement is for a loan facility each Advance must be treated separately and have a repayment
date not less than five years from the date of drawdown, or be subject to not less than five years� notice or
have and be subject to both.
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10. Additional terms
With reference to paragraph 11 of the Standard Terms, the additional terms to this
Agreement are -
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11. Jurisdiction
With reference to paragraph 16 of the Standard Terms, the person(s) indicated below
is (are) appointed as agents for service of process -

(a) by the Lender -

of

(b) by the Borrower -

of
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Schedule 2

C.  Standard Terms

Interpretation

1 (1) In this Agreement -

�Advance� means, where this Agreement is for a loan facility, an amount drawn or
to be drawn down by the Borrower or otherwise made available by the Lender under
this Agreement as that amount may be reduced from time to time by any repayment
or prepayment permitted under this Agreement:

�Borrower� means the person identified as such in the Variable Terms and
includes its permitted successors and assigns and, where the Borrower is a
partnership, each Partner;

�Business Day� means any day except Saturday, Sunday or a bank or public
holiday in England;

�Effective Date� means the date on which this Agreement is to take effect being
the date of this Agreement unless otherwise stated in the Variable Terms;

�Excluded Liabilities� means Liabilities which are expressed to be and, in the
opinion of the Insolvency Officer of the Borrower, do, rank junior to the
Subordinated Liabilities in any Insolvency of the Borrower;

�Facility� means the loan facility referred to in paragraph 2(2);

�Financial Resources�; means the financial resources which apply to the Borrower
as calculated under rule 10-200(1) of the Financial Rules and are notifiable to the
Borrower via its subsidiaries regulated by the FSA from time to time;

�Financial Resources Requirement� means the financial resources requirement
which applies to the Borrower as calculated under rule 10-200(1) of the Financial
Rules and are notifiable to the Borrower via its subsidiaries regulated by the FSA
from time to time;

�Financial Rules� means the rules in IPRU(INV) 10 in the FSA handbook;

�Insolvency� means and includes liquidation, winding up, bankruptcy,
sequestration, administration, rehabilitation and dissolution (whichever term may
apply to the Borrower) or the equivalent in any other jurisdiction to which the
Borrower may be subject;

�Insolvency Officer� means and includes any person duly appointed to administer
and distribute assets of the Borrower in the course of the Borrower�s Insolvency;
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1 (1) �Lender� means the person identified as such in the Variable Terms and includes
its permitted successors and assigns;

�Liabilities� means all present and future sums, liabilities and obligations payable
or owing by the Borrower (whether actual or contingent, jointly or severally or
otherwise howsoever);

�Loan� means the indebtedness of the Borrower to the Lender referred to in
paragraph 2(1) as that indebtedness may be reduced from time to time by any
repayment or prepayment permitted under this Agreement;

�Partner� means, where the Borrower is a partnership, each and every partner of
the Borrower as a partner and as an individual (see also paragraph 8);

�Senior Liabilities� means all Liabilities except the Subordinated Liabilities and
Excluded Liabilities;

�Subordinated Liabilities� means all Liabilities to the Lender in respect of the
Loan or each Advance made under this Agreement and all interest payable thereon.

�the FSA� means The Financial Services Authority Limited whose registered office
is at 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HS; and

 (2) Any reference to any rules of the FSA is a reference to them as in force from time to
time.

(3) Reference to any gender includes a reference to all other genders.

(4) Reference to a paragraph is to a paragraph of these Standard Terms, unless
otherwise indicated.

The Loan or Facility

2 (1) Where as indicated in the Variable Terms this Agreement is for a loan, the
Borrower hereby acknowledges its indebtedness to the Lender in the sum mentioned
in the Variable Terms as an unsecured loan upon and subject to the terms and
conditions of this Agreement.

(2) Where, as indicated in the Variable Terms this Agreement is for a loan facility -

(a) the maximum aggregate principal amount of each Advance outstanding at any
time under the Facility shall not exceed the maximum amount specified in the
Variable Terms or such other amount as may be agreed between the Borrower
and the Lender from time to time;

(b) the Facility will be available until the last available date specified in the
Variable Terms; and
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2 (2) (c) any specific terms dealing with the mechanics of drawdown are contained in
the Variable Terms.

(3) The Lender and the Borrower undertake to provide the FSA, immediately upon
request, with details in writing of all principal and interest in respect of the Loan or
each Advance outstanding for the time being and all payments of any amount made
in the period specified by the FSA in the request.

Interest

3 Subject to the provisions of paragraphs 4 and 5, until repayment of the Loan or each
Advance in full, the Borrower will pay to the Lender interest on the Loan or each
Advance (or on any part or parts of it or them for the time being outstanding under this
Agreement) calculated and payable in the manner set out in the Variable Terms.

Repayment

4 (1) The provisions of this paragraph are subject in all respects to the provisions of
paragraph 5(subordination).

(2) The terms concerning repayment are set out in the Variable Terms but are subject to
paragraph 4(3).

(3) (a) Except where the FSA otherwise permits, no repayment, or prepayment of the
Loan or any Advance may be made, in whole or in part, before the relevant
repayment date provided for in paragraph 9 of the Variable Terms.

(b) the FSA may permit the early repayment or prepayment of the Loan or any
Advance, in whole or in part, only where, immediately after such repayment or
prepayment, the Borrower�s Financial Resources would be greater than 100%
of its Financial Resources Requirement.

(c) Payments of interest at a rate not exceeding the rate provided for in paragraph 3
may be made without notice to or consent of the FSA, except that where -

(i) immediately after payment, the Borrower�s Financial Resources would
be less than or equal to 100% of its Financial Resources Requirement; or

(ii) before payment, the Insolvency of the Borrower commences,

no such payment may be made without the prior written consent of the FSA.

(4) If in respect of the Loan or any Advance default is made for a period of -

(a) seven days or more in the payment of any principal due, or

(b) 14 days or more in the payment of any interest due,
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4 (4) the Lender may, at its discretion and after taking such preliminary steps or actions
as may be necessary, enforce payment by instituting proceedings for the Insolvency
of the Borrower after giving seven Business Day�s prior written notice to the FSA
of its intention to do so.

(5) Subject to (6) below, the Lender may at its discretion, subject as provided in this
Agreement, institute proceedings for the Insolvency of the Borrower to enforce any
obligation, condition or provision binding on the Borrower under this Agreement
(other than any obligation for the payment of principal moneys or interest in respect
of the Loan or any Advance) PROVIDED THAT the Borrower shall not by virtue of
the institution of any such proceedings for the Insolvency of the Borrower be
obliged to pay any sum or sums sooner than the same would otherwise have been
payable by it.

(6) The Lender may only institute proceedings for the Insolvency of the Borrower to
enforce the obligations referred to in (5) above if -

(a) a default under those obligations is not remedied to the satisfaction of the
Lender within 60 days after notice of such default has been given to the
Borrower by the Lender requiring such default to be remedied;

(b) the Lender has taken all preliminary steps or actions required to be taken by it
prior to the institution of such proceedings; and

(c) the Lender has given seven Business Days� prior written notice to the FSA of
its intention to institute such proceedings.

(7) No remedy against the Borrower other than as specifically provided by this
paragraph 4 shall be available to the Lender whether for the recovery of amounts
owing under this Agreement or in respect of any breach by the Borrower of any of
its obligations under this Agreement.

Subordination

5 (1) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 4, the rights of the Lender in respect of
the Subordinated Liabilities are subordinated to the Senior Liabilities and
accordingly payment of any amount (whether principal, interest or otherwise) of the
Subordinated Liabilities is conditional upon -

(a) (if an order has not been made or an effective resolution passed for the
Insolvency of the Borrower and, being a partnership, the Borrower has not been
dissolved) the Borrower being in compliance with not less than 100% of its
Financial Resources Requirement immediately after payment by the Borrower
and accordingly no such amount which would otherwise fall due for payment
shall be payable except to the extent that -

(i) paragraph 4(3) has been complied with; and
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5 (1) (a) (ii) the Borrower could make such payment and still be in compliance with
such Financial Resources Requirement; and

(b) the Borrower being �solvent� at the time of, and immediately after, the
payment by the Borrower and accordingly no such amount which would
otherwise fall due for payment shall be payable except to the extent that the
Borrower could make such payment and still be �solvent�.

(2) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (1)(b) above, the Borrower shall be �solvent� if it
is able to pay its Liabilities (other than the Subordinated Liabilities) in full
disregarding -

(a) obligations which are not payable or capable of being established or determined
in the Insolvency of the Borrower, and

(b) the Excluded Liabilities.

(3) Interest will continue to accrue at the rate specified pursuant to paragraph 3 on any
payment which does not become payable under this paragraph 5.

(4) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (1)(b) above, a report given at any relevant time
as to the solvency of the Borrower by its Insolvency Officer, in form and substance
acceptable to the FSA, shall in the absence of proven error be treated and accepted
by the FSA, the Lender and the Borrower as correct and sufficient evidence of the
Borrower�s solvency or Insolvency.

(5) Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraphs (6), (7) and (8) below, if the Lender
shall receive from the Borrower payment of any sum in respect of the Subordinated
Liabilities -

(a) when any of the terms and conditions referred to in sub-paragraph (1) above is
not satisfied, or

(b) where such payment is prohibited under paragraph 4(3),

the payment of such sum shall be void for all purposes.

(6) Any sum referred to in sub-paragraph (5) above shall be received by the Lender
upon trust to return it to the Borrower.

(7) Any sum so returned shall then be treated for the purposes of the Borrower�s
obligations hereunder as if it had not been paid by the Borrower and its original
payment shall be deemed not to have discharged any of the obligations of the
Borrower hereunder.

(8) A request to the Lender for return of any sum referred to in sub-paragraph (5) shall
be in writing and shall be made by or on behalf of the Borrower or, as the case may
be, its Insolvency Officer.
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Representations and undertakings of Borrower

6 From and after the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier), the Borrower
shall not without the prior written consent of the FSA -

(a) secure all or any part of the Subordinated Liabilities;

(b) redeem, purchase or otherwise acquire any of the Subordinated Liabilities;

(c) amend any document evidencing or providing for the Subordinated Liabilities;

(d) repay any of the Subordinated Liabilities otherwise than in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement;

(e) take or omit to take any action whereby the subordination of the Subordinated
Liabilities or any part thereof to the Senior Liabilities might be terminated, impaired
or adversely affected; or

(f) arrange or permit any contract of suretyship (or similar agreement) relating to its
liabilities under this Agreement to be entered into, and

other than as disclosed in writing to the FSA, the Borrower represents that it has not
done so before the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier).

Representations and undertakings of Lender

7 From and after the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier), the Lender
shall not without the prior written consent of the FSA -

(a) assign, transfer, dispose of or encumber the whole or any part of the Subordinated
Liabilities or purport to do so in favour of any person;

(b) purport to retain or set off at any time any amount payable by it to the Borrower
against any amount of the Subordinated Liabilities except to the extent that payment
of such amount of the Subordinated Liabilities would be permitted at such time by
this Agreement, and the Lender shall immediately pay an amount equal to any
retention or set off in breach of this provision to the Borrower and such retention or
set off shall be deemed not to have occurred;

(c) amend or waive the terms of any document evidencing or providing for the
Subordinated Liabilities;

(d) attempt to obtain repayment of any of the Subordinated Liabilities otherwise than in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement;

(e) take or omit to take any action whereby the subordination of the Subordinated
Liabilities or any part of them to the Senior Liabilities might be terminated,
impaired or adversely affected; or
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7 (f) take or enforce any security, guarantee or indemnity from any person for all or any
part of the Subordinated Liabilities, and the Lender shall, upon obtaining or
enforcing any security, guarantee or indemnity notwithstanding this undertaking,
hold the same (and any proceeds thereof) on trust for the Borrower, and

other than as disclosed in writing to the FSA, the Lender represents that it has not done
so before the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier).

Borrower being a partnership

8 Where the Borrower is a partnership -

(a) this Agreement shall subsist in full force and effect notwithstanding any change
which may take place from time to time in the constitution or title of the Borrower
by the retirement of the present Partners or any of them or the assumption of new
Partners or by a change of name PROVIDED THAT -

(i) a retired Partner shall continue to be liable for the payment of all sums due
under this Agreement and implementation of all other obligations in this
Agreement until the Lender and the remaining Partner(s) shall agree in writing
to release a retired Partner from those obligations and the FSA has agreed in
writing to the release; and

(ii) in the event of a new Partner being assumed as a partner of the Borrower the
other Partners shall procure that said assumed Partner shall become bound to
the Lender as a party to this Agreement and shall execute such addendum
hereto as the Lender and the FSA may consider necessary;

(b) the obligations and undertakings of the Borrower under this Agreement shall bind
the Borrower and the Partners jointly and severally.

Partial invalidity

9 If any of the provisions of this Agreement is or becomes invalid, illegal or unenforceable
under any law, the validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions shall
not in any way be affected or impaired.

The FSA and indemnity

10 The FSA shall not be taken to be a trustee or other fiduciary for, or have any obligations
to, any person to whom some or all of the Senior Liabilities are owed.  Each of the
Lender and Borrower shall on demand indemnify the FSA against all claims, losses,
costs, expenses and other liabilities made against or incurred by the FSA as a
consequence of it taking action for breach of this Agreement.
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Additional terms

11 Any additional terms agreed between the parties are set out in the Variable Terms
provided that, if there is any inconsistency between the Variable Terms and the Standard
Terms, the Standard Terms shall prevail.

Entire agreement

12 This Agreement forms the entire agreement as to the Subordinated Liabilities.  If there
are any other terms relating to the Subordinated Liabilities existing at the date hereof and
not comprised in this Agreement such terms shall be of no further force and effect.

Amendments

13 Any amendments to this Agreement made or purported to be made without the consent
of the FSA shall be void.

Notices to the FSA

14 A notice given to the FSA under this Agreement shall have no effect, and time shall not
start to run in connection with that notice, until the FSA has given to the sender written
confirmation of its receipt.

Law

15 This Agreement is governed by English law.

Jurisdiction

16 For the benefit of the FSA solely, each of the Borrower and the Lender irrevocably
submits to the jurisdiction of the English Courts and, to the extent that it does not have a
place of business within the jurisdiction, appoints the process agent specified in the
Variable Terms as agent for receipt of service of process in such courts.  Such
jurisdiction shall be non-exclusive except to the extent that non-exclusivity prejudices
the submission to the jurisdiction.
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Approved Form Of Subordinated Loan Agreement

D.  Signature Page
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10.7 Approved Form of Short-Term Subordinated Loan
Agreement for the purposes of Consolidated Supervision

A.  Front Page

THIS AGREEMENT is made on the date set out in the Variable Terms (as set out in
Schedule 1 to this Agreement) and is to be effective on that date unless a different effective
date is set out in those terms

BETWEEN -

(1) the Lender (as defined in the Standard Terms set out in Schedule 2 to this
Agreement), and

(2) the Borrower (as defined in the Standard Terms)

WHEREAS the Borrower wishes the Loan to qualify as Financial Resources contributing to
its Financial Resources Requirement, (as those expressions are defined in the Standard Terms)
and has fully disclosed to the FSA the circumstances giving rise to the Loan or Facility and the
effective subordination of the Loan.

IT IS AGREED THAT this Agreement shall comprise the Variable Terms set out in
Schedule 1 to this Agreement and the Standard Terms set out in Schedule 2 to this
Agreement.

This Agreement is executed by the parties the day and year indicated in the Variable
Terms.
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Schedule 1

B.  Variable Terms

1. Date of Agreement

2. Effective Date

3. Lender

4. Address of Lender

5. Borrower

6. Address of Borrower
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7. The Loan or Facility
With reference to paragraph 2 of the Standard Terms,

8. Interest
With reference to paragraph 3 of the Standard Terms, interest shall be calculated and
paid as follows -
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9. Repayment
With reference to paragraph 4(2) of the Standard Terms and subject always to
paragraphs 4(3) (restrictions on repayment) and 5 (subordination) of the Standard
Terms, the terms for repayment are -

Notes to paragraph 9.

1. The repayment date for the Loan must be one or more of -

- a date not less than two years from the date of drawdown,

- a date not less than two years from the Lender giving notice in writing to the Borrower and the FSA,
or

- a date not less than two years from the Borrower giving notice in writing to the Lender and the FSA.

2. Where the Agreement is for a loan facility each Advance must be treated separately and have a repayment
date not less than two years from the date of drawdown, or be subject to not less than two years� notice or
have and be subject to both.
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10. Additional terms
With reference to paragraph 11 of the Standard Terms, the additional terms to this
Agreement are -
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11. Jurisdiction
With reference to paragraph 16 of the Standard Terms, the person(s) indicated below
is (are) appointed as agents for service of process -

(a) by the Lender -

of

(b) by the Borrower -

of
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Schedule 2

C.  Standard Terms

Interpretation

1 (1) In this Agreement -

�Advance� means, where this Agreement is for a loan facility, an amount drawn or
to be drawn down by the Borrower or otherwise made available by the Lender under
this Agreement as that amount may be reduced from time to time by any repayment
or prepayment permitted under this Agreement;

�Borrower� means the person identified as such in the Variable Terms and
includes its permitted successors and assigns and, where the Borrower is a
partnership, each Partner;

�Business Day� means any day except Saturday, Sunday or a bank or public
holiday in England;

�Effective Date� means the date on which this Agreement is to take effect being
the date of this Agreement unless otherwise stated in the Variable Terms;

�Excluded Liabilities� means Liabilities which are expressed to be and, in the
opinion of the Insolvency Officer of the Borrower, do, rank junior to the
Subordinated Liabilities in any Insolvency of the Borrower;

�Facility� means the loan facility referred to in paragraph 2(2);

�Financial Resources� means the financial resources which apply to the Borrower
as calculated under rule 10-200(1) of the Financial Rules and are notifiable to the
Borrower via its subsidiaries regulated by the FSA from time to time;

�Financial Resources Requirement� means the financial resources requirement
which applies to the Borrower as calculated under rule 10-200(1) of the Financial
Rules and are notifiable to the Borrower via its subsidiaries regulated by the FSA
from time to time.

�Financial Rules� means the rules in IPRU(INV) 10 of the FSA handbook;

�Insolvency� means and includes liquidation, winding up, bankruptcy,
sequestration, administration, rehabilitation and dissolution (whichever term may
apply to the Borrower) or the equivalent in any other jurisdiction to which the
Borrower may be subject;

�Insolvency Officer� means and includes any person duly appointed to administer
and distribute assets of the Borrower in the course of the Borrower�s Insolvency;
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1 (1)  �Lender� means the person identified as such in the Variable Terms and includes
its permitted successors and assigns;

�Liabilities� means all present and future sums, liabilities and obligations payable
or owing by the Borrower (whether actual or contingent, jointly or severally or
otherwise howsoever);

�Loan� means the indebtedness of the Borrower to the Lender referred to in
paragraph 2(1) as that indebtedness may be reduced from time to time by any
repayment or prepayment permitted under this Agreement;

�Partner� means, where the Borrower is a partnership, each and every partner of
the Borrower as a partner and as an individual (see also paragraph 8);

�Senior Liabilities� means all Liabilities except the Subordinated Liabilities and
Excluded Liabilities;

�Subordinated Liabilities� means all Liabilities to the Lender in respect of the
Loan or each Advance made under this Agreement and all interest payable thereon.

�the FSA� means The Financial Services Authority Limited whose registered office
is at 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HS; and

 (2) Any reference to any rules of the FSA is a reference to them as in force from time to
time.

(3) Reference to any gender includes a reference to all other genders.

(4) Reference to a paragraph is to a paragraph of these Standard Terms, unless
otherwise indicated.

The Loan or Facility

2 (1) Where as indicated in the Variable Terms this Agreement is for a loan, the
Borrower hereby acknowledges its indebtedness to the Lender in the sum mentioned
in the Variable Terms as an unsecured loan upon and subject to the terms and
conditions of this Agreement.

(2) Where, as indicated in the Variable Terms this Agreement is for a loan facility -

(a) the maximum aggregate principal amount of each Advance outstanding at any
time under the Facility shall not exceed the maximum amount specified in the
Variable Terms or such other amount as may be agreed between the Borrower
and the Lender from time to time;

(b) the Facility will be available until the last available date specified in the
Variable Terms; and
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2 (2) (c) any specific terms dealing with the mechanics of drawdown are contained in
the Variable Terms.

(3) The Lender and the Borrower undertake to provide the FSA, immediately upon
request, with details in writing of all principal and interest in respect of the Loan or
each Advance outstanding for the time being and all payments of any amount made
in the period specified by the FSA in the request.

Interest

3 Subject to the provisions of paragraphs 4 and 5, until repayment of the Loan or each
Advance in full, the Borrower will pay to the Lender interest on the Loan or each
Advance (or on any part or parts of it or them for the time being outstanding under this
Agreement) calculated and payable in the manner set out in the Variable Terms.

Repayment

4 (1) The provisions of this paragraph are subject in all respects to the provisions of
paragraph 5(subordination).

(2) The terms concerning repayment are set out in the Variable Terms but are subject to
paragraph 4(3).

(3) (a) Except where the FSA otherwise permits, no repayment, or prepayment of the
Loan or any Advance may be made, in whole or in part, before the relevant
repayment date provided for in paragraph 9 of the Variable Terms.

(b) the FSA may permit the early repayment or prepayment of the Loan or any
Advance, in whole or in part, only where, immediately after such repayment or
prepayment, the Borrower�s Financial Resources would be greater than 100%
of its Financial Resources Requirement.

(c) Payments of interest at a rate not exceeding the rate provided for in paragraph 3
may be made without notice to or consent of the FSA, except that where -

(i) immediately after payment, the Borrower�s Financial Resources would
be less than or equal to 100% of its Financial Resources Requirement; or

(ii) before payment, the Insolvency of the Borrower commences,

no such payment may be made without the prior written consent of the FSA.

(4) If in respect of the Loan or any Advance default is made for a period of -

(a) seven days or more in the payment of any principal due, or

(b) 14 days or more in the payment of any interest due,
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4 (4) the Lender may, at its discretion and after taking such preliminary steps or actions
as may be necessary, enforce payment by instituting proceedings for the Insolvency
of the Borrower after giving seven Business Day�s prior written notice to the FSA
of its intention to do so.

(5) Subject to (6) below, the Lender may at its discretion, subject as provided in this
Agreement, institute proceedings for the Insolvency of the Borrower to enforce any
obligation, condition or provision binding on the Borrower under this Agreement
(other than any obligation for the payment of principal moneys or interest in respect
of the Loan or any Advance) PROVIDED THAT the Borrower shall not by virtue
of the institution of any such proceedings for the Insolvency of the Borrower be
obliged to pay any sum or sums sooner than the same would otherwise have been
payable by it.

(6) The Lender may only institute proceedings for the Insolvency of the Borrower to
enforce the obligations referred to in (5) above if -

(a) a default under those obligations is not remedied to the satisfaction of the
Lender within 60 days after notice of such default has been given to the
Borrower by the Lender requiring such default to be remedied;

(b) the Lender has taken all preliminary steps or actions required to be taken by it
prior to the institution of such proceedings; and

(c) the Lender has given seven Business Days� prior written notice to the FSA of its
intention to institute such proceedings.

(7) No remedy against the Borrower other than as specifically provided by this
paragraph 4 shall be available to the Lender whether for the recovery of amounts
owing under this Agreement or in respect of any breach by the Borrower of any of
its obligations under this Agreement.

Subordination

5 (1) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 4, the rights of the Lender in respect of
the Subordinated Liabilities are subordinated to the Senior Liabilities and
accordingly payment of any amount (whether principal, interest or otherwise) of the
Subordinated Liabilities is conditional upon -

(a) (if an order has not been made or an effective resolution passed for the
Insolvency of the Borrower and, being a partnership, the Borrower has not been
dissolved) the Borrower being in compliance with not less than 100% of its
Financial Resources Requirement immediately after payment by the Borrower
and accordingly no such amount which would otherwise fall due for payment
shall be payable except to the extent that -

(i) paragraph 4(3) has been complied with; and
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5 (1) (a) (ii) the Borrower could make such payment and still be in compliance with
such Financial Resources Requirement; and

the Borrower being �solvent� at the time of, and immediately after, the payment
by the Borrower and accordingly no such amount which would otherwise fall
due for payment shall be payable except to the extent that the Borrower could
make such payment and still be �solvent�.

(2) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (1)(b) above, the Borrower shall be �solvent� if it
is able to pay its Liabilities (other than the Subordinated Liabilities) in full
disregarding -

(a) obligations which are not payable or capable of being established or determined
in the Insolvency of the Borrower, and

(b) the Excluded Liabilities.

(3) Interest will continue to accrue at the rate specified pursuant to paragraph 3 on any
payment which does not become payable under this paragraph 5.

(4) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (1)(b) above, a report given at any relevant time
as to the solvency of the Borrower by its Insolvency Officer, in form and substance
acceptable to the FSA, shall in the absence of proven error be treated and accepted
by the FSA, the Lender and the Borrower as correct and sufficient evidence of the
Borrower�s solvency or Insolvency.

(5) Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraphs (6), (7) and (8) below, if the Lender
shall receive from the Borrower payment of any sum in respect of the Subordinated
Liabilities -

(a) when any of the terms and conditions referred to in sub-paragraph (1) above is
not satisfied, or

(b) where such payment is prohibited under paragraph 4(3),

the payment of such sum shall be void for all purposes.

(6) Any sum referred to in sub-paragraph (5) above shall be received by the Lender
upon trust to return it to the Borrower.

(7) Any sum so returned shall then be treated for the purposes of the Borrower�s
obligations hereunder as if it had not been paid by the Borrower and its original
payment shall be deemed not to have discharged any of the obligations of the
Borrower hereunder.
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5 (8) A request to the Lender for return of any sum referred to in sub-paragraph (5) shall
be in writing and shall be made by or on behalf of the Borrower or, as the case may
be, its Insolvency Officer.

Representations and undertakings of Borrower

6 From and after the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier), the Borrower
shall not without the prior written consent of the FSA -

(a) secure all or any part of the Subordinated Liabilities;

(b) redeem, purchase or otherwise acquire any of the Subordinated Liabilities;

(c) amend any document evidencing or providing for the Subordinated Liabilities;

(d) repay any of the Subordinated Liabilities otherwise than in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement;

(e) take or omit to take any action whereby the subordination of the Subordinated
Liabilities or any part thereof to the Senior Liabilities might be terminated,
impaired or adversely affected; or

(f) arrange or permit any contract of suretyship (or similar agreement) relating to its
liabilities under this Agreement to be entered into, and

other than as disclosed in writing to the FSA, the Borrower represents that it has not done
so before the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier).

Representations and undertakings of Lender

7 From and after the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier), the Lender
shall not without the prior written consent of the FSA -

(a) assign, transfer, dispose of or encumber the whole or any part of the Subordinated
Liabilities or purport to do so in favour of any person;

(b) purport to retain or set off at any time any amount payable by it to the Borrower
against any amount of the Subordinated Liabilities except to the extent that payment
of such amount of the Subordinated Liabilities would be permitted at such time by
this Agreement, and the Lender shall immediately pay an amount equal to any
retention or set off in breach of this provision to the Borrower and such retention or
set off shall be deemed not to have occurred;

(c) amend or waive the terms of any document evidencing or providing for the
Subordinated Liabilities;

(d) attempt to obtain repayment of any of the Subordinated Liabilities otherwise than in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement;
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7  (e) take or omit to take any action whereby the subordination of the Subordinated
Liabilities or any part of them to the Senior Liabilities might be terminated,
impaired or adversely affected; or

 (f) take or enforce any security, guarantee or indemnity from any person for all or any
part of the Subordinated Liabilities, and the Lender shall, upon obtaining or
enforcing any security, guarantee or indemnity notwithstanding this undertaking,
hold the same (and any proceeds thereof) on trust for the Borrower, and

other than as disclosed in writing to the FSA, the Lender represents that it has not done so
before the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier).

Borrower being a partnership

8 Where the Borrower is a partnership -

(a) this Agreement shall subsist in full force and effect notwithstanding any change
which may take place from time to time in the constitution or title of the Borrower
by the retirement of the present Partners or any of them or the assumption of new
Partners or by a change of name PROVIDED THAT -

(i) a retired Partner shall continue to be liable for the payment of all sums due
under this Agreement and implementation of all other obligations in this
Agreement until the Lender and the remaining Partner(s) shall agree in writing
to release a retired Partner from those obligations and the FSA has agreed in
writing to the release; and

(ii) in the event of a new Partner being assumed as a partner of the Borrower the
other Partners shall procure that said assumed Partner shall become bound to the
Lender as a party to this Agreement and shall execute such addendum hereto as
the Lender and the FSA may consider necessary;

(b) the obligations and undertakings of the Borrower under this Agreement shall bind
the Borrower and the Partners jointly and severally.

Partial invalidity

9 If any of the provisions of this Agreement is or becomes invalid, illegal or unenforceable
under any law, the validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions shall
not in any way be affected or impaired.
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The FSA and indemnity

10 The FSA shall not be taken to be a trustee or other fiduciary for, or have any obligations
to, any person to whom some or all of the Senior Liabilities are owed.  Each of the Lender
and Borrower shall on demand indemnify the FSA against all claims, losses, costs,
expenses and other liabilities made against or incurred by the FSA as a consequence of it
taking action for breach of this Agreement.

Additional terms

11 Any additional terms agreed between the parties are set out in the Variable Terms
provided that, if there is any inconsistency between the Variable Terms and the Standard
Terms, the Standard Terms shall prevail.

Entire agreement

12 This Agreement forms the entire agreement as to the Subordinated Liabilities.  If there are
any other terms relating to the Subordinated Liabilities existing at the date hereof and not
comprised in this Agreement such terms shall be of no further force and effect.

Amendments

13 Any amendments to this Agreement made or purported to be made without the consent of
the FSA shall be void.

Notices to the FSA

14 A notice given to the FSA under this Agreement shall have no effect, and time shall not
start to run in connection with that notice, until the FSA has given to the sender written
confirmation of its receipt.

Law

15 This Agreement is governed by English law.

Jurisdiction

16 For the benefit of the FSA solely, each of the Borrower and the Lender irrevocably
submits to the jurisdiction of the English Courts and, to the extent that it does not have a
place of business within the jurisdiction, appoints the process agent specified in the
Variable Terms as agent for receipt of service of process in such courts.  Such jurisdiction
shall be non-exclusive except to the extent that non-exclusivity prejudices the submission
to the jurisdiction.
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Approved Form Of Subordinated Loan Agreement

D.  Signature Page
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10.8  Guidance Notes on Completion of Agreements

A GENERAL

Introduction

1. These Notes are designed to accompany the Approved Forms of Subordinated Loan
Agreement, each of which is in four parts: the front page, the Variable Terms in
Schedule 1, the Standard Terms in Schedule 2 and the signature page. The parties will
need to set out details of themselves and the transaction in the Variable Terms and
complete the signature page.  The front page and the Standard Terms should remain
unaltered.

2. All communications with the FSA regarding the proposed Agreement should in the
first instance be via the firm�s inspector.

ISD/Non-ISD

3. Firms are advised to ensure that the appropriate form of ISD (Chap.10)/non-ISD
(Chap.3) subordinated loan agreement is used.  This is, of course, dependent on the
firm�s authorisation categorisation.  Should the firm�s categorisation be changing from
ISD to non-ISD (or vice versa), this should be discussed with the firm�s inspector as it
is likely that any subordinated loan agreement in place will have to be revised.
Subordinated loan agreements for ISD firms are further classified as either short-term
or long-term - this turns on whether the loan is to have an original maturity period of at
least 2 or 5 years.

Preparation of the Agreement

4. (a) The form containing the Variable Terms may be completed or re-typed
according to preference.

(b) Rather than re-type the Standard Terms (Schedule 2), firms should simply
photocopy Schedule 2 of the FSA precedent or print it from the website
and include it as part of the original Agreement.  This avoids the need for
the FSA to have to proof read the Standard Terms in each case which means
that the FSA can process the Agreement more speedily and, of course, saves
work for the firm in having to re-type the document.

Approval

5. (a) Firms should submit the proposed agreements to the FSA in draft form for its
approval, marked for the attention of the appropriate inspector.  If this practice
is followed, any change required by the FSA can be effected without the firm
and the lender having to re-execute the documents.

(b) When considering whether to approve the proposed agreement, the             the
FSA will rely on a full disclosure to it of the circumstances giving rise to the
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giving of the loan or facility and its effective subordination. Attention is drawn
in particular to paragraphs 6 and 7 of the Standard Terms (representations and
undertakings).

Financial Rules IPRU(INV) 10-63

6. Firms are referred to rule IPRU(INV) 10-63 on the use of subordinated loans,
including restrictions on approved lenders, repayment provisions and gearing limits.

B NOTES ON VARIABLE TERMS

Dates

7. Paragraph 1:  The Date of the Agreement should be left blank by the firm.  This Date
will be completed by the FSA when it ultimately executes the agreement.

Paragraph 2: If the Effective Date of the Agreement is to be different from the Date
of the Agreement, care should be taken to record this in paragraph 2.  Where this is the
case, the Effective Date will normally be expected to be later than the Date of the
Agreement.  If the Effective Date is to be a date prior to the date of the Agreement (for
example because the loan was drawn down before the Agreement was put in place),
the firm will be expected to provide a reasonable explanation to the FSA as to why it
was not possible to document the loan more promptly.

Addresses

8. Paragraphs 4 and 6:  The address given should be the firm�s registered office or
equivalent.

Partnerships

9. Paragraph 5:  Where the Borrower is a partnership, insert "See Additional Terms,
paragraph 10( ) below" and in paragraph 10 of Schedule 1, insert the names and
addresses of each of the partners.

The Loan or Facility

10. Paragraph 7:  Check that paragraph 2 of the Standard Terms accurately reflects the
intentions of the parties.

11. Suggested wording for a loan is:

"This is an agreement for the Loan of £[       ]."

12. Suggested wording for a facility is:
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"This is an agreement for a Facility under which the Lender is committed to
make Advances in pounds sterling to the Borrower up to a maximum amount
of £[     ] until the last available date of the Facility being [................(date) ].

The terms (if any) agreed between the parties on the mechanics of drawdown
are as follows -      ". *

* For example, the parties may wish to provide that:

  �Advances may be drawndown in integral multiples of £100,000.�.

Interest

13. Paragraph 8:  the FSA will be concerned if an excessive rate of interest compared with
the market rate is charged.  Broadly speaking a rate of interest will be regarded by the
FSA as excessive if it is not a commercial one.  Compound interest is not acceptable.

Repayment

14. Irrespective of the form of agreement being used, the specified notice period runs from
the date of drawdown and, therefore, where a loan is in the form of a facility, each
advance must be for a minimum of the required period.

15. Repayment clauses have given rise to confusion in the past.  The wording of such
clauses will differ depending on whether an ISD long-term, an ISD short-term or a
non-ISD form is being used.   Sample wordings for each of these forms of agreement
are set out below.

ISD: Long-term form

16 Firms are advised that for an ISD long-term form the repayment date must be a
specified date not less than 5 years from one or more of:

- the date of drawdown;
- the borrower giving notice in writing to the lender and the FSA; or
- the lender giving notice in writing to the borrower and the FSA.

17. Paragraph 9:  Examples of suggested wordings for either a fixed repayment date or
repayment on notice for a long-term form are as follows:

(a) "The Borrower shall repay [the Loan/each Advance made to it] on the [date
which falls five years after the date] [fifth anniversary]of drawdown of the
[Loan/relevant Advance]."

(b) "The Borrower shall repay [the Loan/each Advance made to it] five years after
the date on which:

(a) the Borrower gives written notice to the Lender and to the FSA; or
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(b) the Lender gives written notice to the Borrower and to the FSA."

Note: either (a) or (b) above by itself is sufficient.

(c) "[The Loan / Each Advance made to the Borrower] shall be repayable on the
date specified by notice in writing given by the Lender to the Borrower and to
the FSA or notice in writing given by the Borrower to the Lender and to the
FSA, in either case that date being not less than five years after the date on
which the notice is given."

ISD: Short-term form

18 For short-term agreements the applicable repayment period is at least two years, rather
than five years as required for a long-term form, but otherwise the requirements are as
above.

19 Paragraph 9:  Examples of suggested wordings for either a fixed repayment date or
repayment on notice for a short-term form are as follows:

(a) "The Borrower shall repay [the Loan/each Advance made to it] on the [date
which falls two years after the date] [second anniversary] of drawdown of the
[Loan/relevant Advance]."

(b) "The Borrower shall repay [the Loan/each Advance made to it] two years after
the date on which:

(a) the Borrower gives written notice to the Lender and to the FSA; or

(b) the Lender gives written notice to the Borrower and to the FSA."

Note: either (a) or (b) above by itself is sufficient.

(c) "[The Loan / Each Advance made to the Borrower] shall be repayable on the
date specified by notice in writing given by the Lender to the Borrower and to
the FSA or notice in writing given by the Borrower to the Lender and to the
FSA, in either case that date being not less than two years after the date on
which the notice is given."

Additional terms

20. Paragraph 10:  Additional terms may be agreed between the borrower and lender such
as those relating to -

- representations and warranties

- provision of financial and other information

- covenants

- costs and expenses
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- taxes and increased costs

- mechanics of payment

- notices

- termination provisions.

However, they should not be inconsistent with the Agreement or the FSA rules. For
example, any terms dealing with additional payments by the borrower (eg to
compensate for taxes or increased costs) should be subject to the FSA�s prior written
consent. Covenants and additional representations and warranties should not be
inconsistent with the existing representations and warranties in paragraphs 6 and 7 of
the Standard Terms.  Similarly, any notices clause should take into account paragraph
14 of the Standard Terms (notices to the FSA of no effect until receipt confirmed).
Any inconsistency between the Variable Terms and the Standard Terms is resolved in
favour of the Standard Terms (paragraph 11 of the Standard Terms).

21. The lender and borrower should note that the action which can be taken by the lender
in response to any breach of representation, warranty or covenant by the borrower is
considerably constrained by paragraphs 4 and 5 of the Standard Terms.  Therefore the
value to the lender of including additional representations, warranties or covenants is
very limited.

22. See also note 9 above for the situation where the borrower is a partnership and notes
24 -25 below for additional terms relating to law and jurisdiction.

Law and jurisdiction

23. If the borrower or lender is resident in another jurisdiction and does not have a branch
office within the United Kingdom, paragraph 11 of the Variable Terms should be
completed.

24. The borrower should not be appointed agent for service of process on the lender in
case a dispute arises between them.

C NOTES ON STANDARD TERMS

Representations and undertakings

25. Paragraphs 6(f) and 7(f):  Before giving its consent, the FSA will need to be satisfied
that the guarantor or other provider of security has waived its right of subrogation
against the borrower until all Senior Liabilities of the borrower have been paid in full.
A form of deed for this purpose is available from the FSA.

26. On the effect of other terms relating to the subordinated liabilities not contained in this
Agreement, see also paragraph 12 of the Standard Terms.

27. Paragraphs 15 and 16:   See Notes 24-25 above.
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D SIGNATURE PAGE

Arrangements for execution post the FSA approval

28. (a) Three identical original Agreements (i.e. the front page, the two Schedules
and the signature page, each copy stapled or otherwise bound together) should
be prepared for signature.  Firms and lenders may use any of the execution
forms set out in Notes 34-35 below.

(b) Leaving the date of the Agreement in the Variable Terms blank, the lender
and borrower should execute the three original Agreements, initial any
manuscript amendments and forward them to the appropriate the FSA inspector
so that they may be executed by the FSA.

(c) The Date of the Agreement in paragraph 2 of the Variable Terms will be filled
in by the FSA as the last party to sign the Agreement.

E DEEDS OF VARIATION/ DEEDS OF TERMINATION

30. Firms are advised to ensure that the appropriate standard the FSA form is used.   These
forms are available from the FSA on request.

31. The recitals to the deed should refer to the amount of the loan/ each advance and where
applicable, briefly summarise the effect of any previous variation of the agreement and
of variation of the original agreement which is currently proposed.

32. A variation or termination of a subordinated loan agreement can only be effected by
the execution of a further deed.  In particular, this means that the formalities for
executing a deed (see note 34-36 below) must be observed for all deeds of variation or
termination and that all parties to the original agreement must also be parties to the
subsequent deed of variation or termination.   Only the forms set out at Notes 35(1)
and (2) or 36(2) below are appropriate for execution as a deed.

33. A deed of variation will be required where the parties wish to change the terms of a
subordinated loan agreement eg. where the amount of the loan or advance is to be
increased.  A deed of termination is needed where the parties wish to bring to
terminate an agreement that is in place before it would otherwise come to an end.
This could occur, for example, where the firm wants to substitute a new lender.
Please note that where a subordinated loan agreement is terminated in this way, all
obligations and liabilities of the parties arising before the date of termination remain in
effect.

F Execution

34. In the case of English companies, reference is made to sections 36 and 36A of the
Companies Act 1985 under which a company may contract
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- under its common seal
- through any person acting under its authority, express or implied,

and a document signed by a director and the secretary of the company or by two
directors and expressed to be executed by the company as a deed has the same effect as
if executed under the common seal of the company.
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35. Suggested wordings for English companies are:

(1) THE COMMON SEAL OF

[ ]
was hereunto affixed
in the presence of

................................... ....................................
Director Director/secretary

OR

(2) EXECUTED as a deed

by
...................................... ............................................

Director Director/secretary

(3) SIGNED for and on behalf of
[ ]

by ........................................

....................................
Authorised signatory

(4) SIGNED for and on behalf of
[ ]
by

...................................... ..........................................
Director Director/secretary
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36. Suggested wording for individuals is �

(1) SIGNED by [ ] ............................................
in the presence of -

Signature of witness ............................................

Name of witness ............................................

Address of witness .............................................
.............................................

OR

(2) EXECUTED as a deed by [ ] ............................................
in the presence of -

Signature of witness ............................................

Name of witness ............................................

Address of witness .............................................
............................................

37. In the case of overseas companies or partnerships, appropriate wording should be used.
If necessary, firms should obtain legal advice from lawyers qualified in the relevant
jurisdiction.

Execution by the FSA

38. The three original Agreements will then be executed by the FSA. Two of the executed
Agreements will be returned to the firm. The third will be retained by the FSA for
safekeeping.
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13.1 FORM OF SUBORDINATED LOAN AGREEMENT FOR
PERSONAL INVESTMENT FIRMS (SEE IPRU (INV) 13)

NOTES FOR COMPLETION OF THIS DOCUMENT

This subordinated loan Agreement is to be used for injecting additional funds into a firm
on a semi-permanent basis.  This loan should normally be made in cash.  You should
speak to FSA before completing the Agreement if you intend to make the loan by a transfer
or assignment of assets.

(1) This is the standard form prescribed by FSA for long term or short term subordinated
loans.  A long term subordinated loan must have an original maturity of at least five
years or, where it has no fixed term, be subject to five years� notice of repayment; a
short term subordinated loan must have an original maturity of at least two years or,
where it has no fixed term, be subject to five years� notice of repayment.  Delete from
the heading and from paragraph 4(2) (Repayment of the Loan) whichever period in
brackets is not relevant.

(2) In paragraph 2, you should insert the Effective Date of the Loan, that is, the date on
which the Lender will make the advance, if this differs from the date of the Agreement.

(3) Words in brackets marked with a double asterisk ** are for use where the Borrower
is a partnership.

Governing Law

Number of crosses Governing Law
+ Scottish

++ Scottish or Northern Irish
+++ English or Northern Irish

++++ Northern Irish
+++++ English

Example: Words marked ++** will be for use where the Borrower is a
partnership and the Agreement is governed by either Scottish or
Northern Irish law.

(4) Words in round brackets in paragraph 10 are only required where either the Lender
or Borrower (or both) is not incorporated in any part of the United Kingdom.

(5) You should speak to FSA before changing or amending this standard form (for
example, by adding provisions relating to the terms of the Loan to be made to the
Borrower by the Lender).  FSA reserves the right to make a charge for considering
any non-standard agreement.
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THIS SUBORDINATED LOAN AGREEMENT IS MADE ON 20

BETWEEN:-

(1) [ ] of
[ ]
(the �Lender� which term includes its permitted successors and assigns);

(2) [ ] of
[ ]
(the �Borrower� which term includes its permitted successors and assigns); [and
[ ] of
[ ],
[ ] of
[ ] and
[ ] of
[ ]
the individual partners of the Borrower as such partners and as individuals +**] and

(3) The FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY LTD (�FSA�) whose registered office is
at 25 North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HS.

IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOWS:-

1. DEFINITIONS

In this agreement:-

�Effective Date� means the date on which this Agreement is to take effect being the
date of the Agreement unless otherwise stated in paragraph 2;

�Excluded Liabilities� means Liabilities which are expressed to be and, in the
opinion of the Insolvency Officer of the Borrower, do rank junior to the Subordinated
Liabilities in any Insolvency of the Borrower;

�Financial Resource Requirement� means 120 per cent. of the minimum amount of
financial resources which the Borrower is required by FSA to maintain at any
particular time in compliance with the Rules in chapter 13 of the Interim Prudential
Sourcebook (�IPRU (INV)�) and any provisions amending or replacing them;

�Insolvency� means and includes liquidation, winding up, bankruptcy, sequestration,
administration or dissolution (whichever term may apply to the Borrower) or the
equivalent in any other jurisdiction to which the Borrower may be subject;

�Insolvency Officer� means and includes any person duly appointed to administer
and distribute assets of the Borrower in the course of the Borrower�s Insolvency;

�Liabilities� means all present and future sums, liabilities and obligations payable or
owing by the Borrower [or any Partner **] (whether actual or contingent, jointly or
severally or otherwise howsoever);
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�Loan� means the indebtedness of the Borrower to the Lender referred to in
paragraph 2 as that indebtedness may be reduced from time to time by any repayment
or prepayment permitted under this Agreement;

[�Partner� means an individual partner of the Borrower**];

�Rules� means the Rules of FSA from time to time in force;

�Senior Liabilities� means all Liabilities except the Subordinated Liabilities and
Excluded Liabilities;

�Subordinated Liabilities� means all Liabilities to the Lender is respect of the Loan
and all interest payable thereon.

2. LOAN

The Borrower  hereby  acknowledges  its  indebtedness  to  the  Lender  in the sum of
[                                                                          ] as an unsecured loan upon and
subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

[Note:  This paragraph may be adapted to reflect the actual basis on which
the unsecured Loan arises and, if applicable, how it is to be drawn down.
Members are requested to specify clearly the Effective Date of the Loan if it
will differ from the date of the Agreement.]

3. INTEREST

Subject to the provisions of paragraphs 4 and 5, until repayment of the Loan in full
the Borrower will [the Borrower and the partners hereby bind and oblige themselves
jointly and severally to +**] pay to the Lender interest on the Loan or on any part or
parts of it for the time being remaining due under this Agreement such interest to be
calculated and to be payable as provided below.

[Enter details of interest calculations and manner and time of payments.  The
rate of interest is not to exceed an annual rate of five per cent. above the
London Inter-Bank Offered Rate for deposits of the currency in question for
the relevant interest period or (where a fixed rate of interest is charged) give
per cent. per annum above such rate at the date the Loan is first taken out.]

4. REPAYMENT OF THE LOAN

(1) The provisions of this paragraph are subject to the provisions of paragraph 5.

(2) Except where the Borrower has obtained FSA�s prior written consent and that
consent has not been withdrawn, no repayment or prepayment of the Loan
shall be made, in whole or in part, earlier than a date:

(a) not less than [five years] [two years] from the date on which the Loan
was first made; or
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(b) not less than [five years] [two years] from the date on which the
Borrower gave notice in writing to the Lender and FSA, or

(c) not less than [five years] [two years] from the date on which the
Lender gave notice in writing to the Borrower and FSA.

(3) If default is made for a period of 7 days or more in the payment of any
principal due in respect of the Loan or for a period of 14 days or more in the
payment of any interest due in respect of the Loan the Lender may, in order to
enforce payment, at its discretion and after taking such preliminary steps as
may be necessary and after notifying FSA, institute proceedings for the
Insolvency of the Borrower [or the Insolvency of all or any Partners**].  If an
order is made or an effective resolution is passed for the winding up of the
Borrower, the Loan shall become repayable.

(4) The Lender may at its discretion, subject to the provisions which follow,
institute proceedings for the Insolvency of the Borrower [or the Insolvency of
all or any Partners**] to enforce any obligation, condition or provision binding
on the Borrower [or on all or any Partners**+] under this Agreement (other
than any obligation for the payment of principal moneys or interest in respect
of the Loan) provided that the borrower [or any Partner**] shall not by virtue
of the institution of any such proceedings be obliged to pay any sum or sums
sooner than the same would otherwise have been payable by it.  The Lender
may only institute such proceedings to enforce the obligations referred to
above if (i) the default is not remedied to the satisfaction of the Lender within
60 days after notice of such default is not remedied to the satisfaction of the
Lender within 60 days after notice of such default has been given to the
Borrower by the Lender (with a copy to FSA) requiring the default to be
remedied and (ii) the Lender has taken all preliminary steps required to be
taken by it prior to the institution of such proceedings.

(5) No remedy against the Borrower [or any Partner**] other than as specifically
provided by this paragraph shall be available to the Lender whether for the
recovery of amounts owing under this Agreement or in respect of any breach
by the Borrower [or any Partners**] of any of its obligations under this
Agreement.

5. SUBORDINATION

(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 4, the rights of the Lender in
respect of the Subordinated Liabilities are subordinated to the Senior
Liabilities and accordingly payment of any amount whether principal (by way
of repayment or prepayment), interest or otherwise, of the Subordinated
Liabilities is conditional upon:-

(a) (if an order has not been made or an effective resolution passed for the
Insolvency of the Borrower) the Borrower being in compliance with its
Financial Resource Requirement prevailing at the time of payment by
the Borrower; and accordingly no such amount which would otherwise
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fall due for payment shall be payable except to the extent that
repayment under paragraph 4(2) above is permitted and the Borrower
could make such payment and still be in compliance with its Financial
Resource Requirement immediately thereafter; and

(b) (if an order has been made or an effective resolution has been passed
for the Insolvency of the Borrower [or if the Borrower shall be
dissolved**]) the Borrower being solvent at the time of payment by the
Borrower; and accordingly no such amount which would otherwise fall
due for payment shall be payable except to the extent that the Borrower
could make such payment and still be solvent immediately thereafter.
For the purposes of this sub-paragraph, the Borrower shall be solvent if
it is able to pay its debts in full and in determining whether the
Borrower is solvent for the purposes of this sub-paragraph there shall
be disregarded obligations which are not payable or capable of being
established or determined in the Insolvency of the Borrower.

(2) (a) No payment of the Subordinated Liabilities (other than in respect of
interest) shall be made an any time under sub-paragraph (1) above
unless the Borrower has obtained FSA�s prior written consent to such
payment and that consent has not been withdrawn.

(b) The Borrower shall give or ensure that there are given to FSA such
information and auditor�s certificate in relation to the proposed
payment as FSA may require.

(3) Payments of interest at a rate not exceeding the rate provided in paragraph 3
may be made to the extent permitted by sub-paragraph (1) above without prior
notification to FSA.

(4) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (1)(b) above a report given at any relevant
time as to the solvency of the Borrower by its Insolvency Officer, in form and
substance acceptable to FSA, shall in the absence of proven error be treated
and accepted by FSA, the Lender and the Borrower as correct and sufficient
evidence of the Borrower�s solvency.

(5) If the Lender shall receive from the Borrower [or any Partner**] payment of
any sum in respect of the Subordinated Liabilities where repayment is
prohibited under paragraph 4(2) or when any of the terms and conditions
referred to in sub-paragraphs (1) or (2) above is not satisfied the payment of
such sum shall be void for all purposes and [any such sum shall be received by
the Lender upon trust to return the same to the Borrower+++] [the Lender
shall at any time thereafter be bound to return such sum to the Borrower, or, as
the case may be, its Insolvency Officer+] (and any sum so returned shall then
be treated for the purposes of the Borrower�s obligations under this Agreement
as if it had not been paid by the Borrower and its original payment shall be
deemed not to have discharged any of the obligations of the Borrower).  A
request to the Lender for return of any sum under the foregoing provisions of
this sub-paragraph (5) shall be in writing and shall be made by or on behalf of
the Borrower or, as the case may be, its Insolvency Officer.
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6. UNDERTAKINGS OF BORROWER

From and after the date of this Agreement (or the Effective Date if earlier), the
Borrower will not [and no Partner will**] without the prior written consent of FSA:-

(1) secure all or any part of the Subordinated Liabilities;

(2) redeem, purchase or otherwise acquire any of the Subordinated Liabilities;

(3) amend any document evidencing or providing for the Subordinated Liabilities;

(4) repay any of the Subordinated Liabilities otherwise than in accordance with
the terms of this Agreement;

(5) take or omit to take any action whereby the subordination of the Subordinated
Liabilities or any part of them to the Senior Liabilities might be terminated,
impaired or adversely affected.

7. DOCUMENTATION

This Agreement forms the entire agreement as to the Subordinated Liabilities.  If there
are any other terms relating to the Subordinated Liabilities existing at the date of this
Agreement and not comprised in it such terms shall be of no further force and effect.
No variation of or amendment to this Agreement shall be of any effect unless it is in
writing signed by all the parties.  Any amendment to this Agreement made or
purported to be made without the consent of FSA shall be void.

8. UNDERTAKINGS OF LENDER

The Lender will not without the prior written consent of FSA:-

(1) assign or purport to assign to any person the whole or any part of the
Subordinated Liabilities;

(2) purport to retain or set-off at any time any amount payable by it to the
Borrower [or any Partner**] against any amount of the Subordinated
Liabilities except to the extent that payment of such amount of the
Subordinated Liabilities would be permitted at such time by this Agreement,
and the Lender shall immediately pay an amount equal to any retention or set-
off in breach of this provision to the Borrower and such retention or set-off
shall be deemed not to have occurred;

(3) amend or waive the terms of any document evidencing or providing for the
Subordinated Liabilities;

(4) attempt to obtain repayment of any of the Subordinated Liabilities otherwise
than in accordance with the terms of this Agreement;
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(5) take or omit to take any action whereby the subordination of the Subordinated
Liabilities or any part of them to the Senior Liabilities might be terminated,
impaired or adversely affected;

(6) take or enforce any security, guarantee or indemnity from any person for all or
any part of the Subordinated Liabilities, and the Lender shall, upon obtaining
security, guarantee or indemnity in breach of this undertaking, hold the same
[on trust for +++] [as agent of and for the benefit of ++] the Borrower.

[Note: Before giving its consent to a transaction falling under paragraph 8(6),
FSA will need to be satisfied that the provider of security has waived his rights
of subrogation against the Borrower until all Senior Liabilities of the
Borrower have been paid in full.]

9. This Agreement shall subsist in full force and effect notwithstanding any change
which may take place from time to time in the constitution or title of the Borrower by
the retirement of the present partners or [either] [any] of them or the assumption of
new Partners or by a change of name it being provided that:-

(a) a retired Partner shall continue to be liable for the payment of all sums due
under this Agreement and implementation of all other obligation contained in
it until such time as the Lender and the remaining Partner[s] shall agree in
writing to release a retired Partner from such obligations and FSA has given
its written consent to the release; and

(b) in the event of a new partner being assumed as a Partner of the Borrower the
other partners shall procure that the said assumed Partner shall become bound
to the Lender as a party to this Agreement and shall execute such addendum to
it as the Lender and FSA may consider necessary.

The obligations and undertakings of the Borrower under this Agreement shall bind the
Borrower and the Partners jointly and severally. **+]

10. LAW [AND JURISDICTION]

This Agreement is governed by [English law +++++] [the law of Scotland +] [the law
of Northern Ireland ++++] and, for the benefit of FSA solely, each of the Borrower
and the Lender irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction of the [English Courts +++++]
[Court of Session, Scotland +] [Northern Irish Courts ++++] (and, to the extent that it
does not have a place of business within this jurisdiction, appoints [name and address
of agent for service] as agent for receipt of service of process in such courts).  Such
jurisdiction shall be non-exclusive except to the extent that such non-exclusivity
prejudices the submission to such jurisdiction.

IN WITNESS whereof the parties hereto have duly executed this Agreement as a Deed the
day and year first above written.
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(EXECUTED AS A DEED and DELIVERED by
(the Lender           
(and signed by:

Director

Director/Secretary

or

(SIGNED and DELIVERED as a DEED
by the individual partners of the Lender
(as such partners and as individuals
(in the presence of:

or

SIGNED and DELIVERED as a DEED by
the Lender (if an individual)
in the presence of:
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(EXECUTED AS A DEED and DELIVERED by
(the Borrower
(and signed by:

Director

Director/Secretary

or

(SIGNED and DELIVERED as a DEED
(by the individual partners or the Borrower
(as such partners and as individuals
(in the presence of:

or

SIGNED and DELIVERED as a DEED by
the Borrower (if an individual)
in the presence of:

(EXECUTED AS A DEED and DELIVERED by
(the FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY Ltd
(and signed by:

Director

Director/Secretary
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Dated this                    day of                              20

BETWEEN

the Lender

and

the Borrower

and

The FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY LTD

   SUBORDINATED
LOAN AGREEMENT



TRAINING AND COMPETENCE SOURCEBOOK INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the rules and gives the guidance in the Annex
to this instrument (�TC�) in the exercise of the powers listed in Schedule 4 to TC
(Powers exercised).

B. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19
(The general prohibition) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act")
comes into force.

C. The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed in Schedule 4 to TC
(Powers exercised) are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-
making powers).

D. This instrument may be cited as the Training and Competence Sourcebook Instrument
2001.

E. The Annex to this instrument (including its Schedules) may be cited as the Training
and Competence sourcebook (or TC).

By order of the Board
21 June 2001

FSA 2001/14



ANNEX
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Training
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1 Table Transitional Provisions

(1) (2)

Material to

which the transi-

tional provision

applies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional provi-

sion:

dates in force

(6)

Handbook

provision:

coming into

force

1 TC 2.4.1 R (1)
and (2) TC
2.4.5 R, TC
2.7.5 R

R (1) This transitional provision
applies in respect of an em-
ployee of a firm employed at
commencement if the employee
had, before commencement,
been assessed as competent by
a firm in accordance with the ap-
plicable rules of its previous
regulator.

From comm –
encement

Commence–
ment

(2) A firm may for the purposes of
TC 2.4.1 R (1) and (2), TC 2.4.5 R
and TC 2.7.5 R assess an em-
ployee described in (1) as com-
petent to engage in or oversee
an activity, or act as supervisor,
(without the assessment re-
quired by TC 2.4.5 R (1) or TC
2.7.5 R (2) and without requiring
the employee to pass an ap-
proved examination under 
TC 2.4.5 R (2) or TC 2.7.5 R (1)),
but only if the activity or role for
that employee after commence-
ment is the same or substan-
tially the same as that in respect
of which the employee had been
assessed as competent before
commencement.

(3) If a firm has assessed an em-
ployee as competent under (1)
and (2), any other firm which
subsequently employs the indi-
vidual may also assess him as
competent on the same basis
provided that:

(a) the activity which the employee
engages in or oversees (or the
role of the supervisor) continues
to be the same, or substantially
the same, as that in respect of
which the employee had been
previously assessed as compet-
ent; and
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(6)

Handbook

provision:

coming into

force

(5)

Transitional provi-

sion:

dates in force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to

which the transi-

tional provision

applies

(1)

(b) the individual has not exper-
ienced any significant break of
employment since the previous
assessment.

2 TC 2.4.1 R (1)
and (2),

TC 2.4.5 R (2)

R (1) This transitional provision
applies to a firm which at com-
mencement employed individ-
uals who engage in or oversee
an activity but which was not, in
respect of those employees, re-
quired by the rules of its previ-
ous regulator to comply with any
specific training and compet-
ence requirements.

From commence–
ment for 12
months

Commence–
ment

(2) A firm in (1) may, during the
12–month period beginning at
commencement, assess an em-
ployee as competent (without re-
quiring the individual to pass an
approved examination under TC
2.4.5 R (2), but with the asses-
sment required by TC 2.4.5 R (1))
but only in respect of the acti-
vities which the individual was
able to engage in or oversee be-
fore commencement.

From commence–
ment for 12
months

Commence–
ment

(3) If a firm has assessed an em-
ployee as competent under (1)
and (2), any other firm which
subsequently employs the indi-
vidual may also assess that indi-
vidual as competent on the
same basis provided that:

(a) the activity which the employee
engages in or oversees con-
tinues to be the same, or sub-
stantially the same, as that in re-
spect of which the employee had
been previously assessed as
competent; and

(b) the individual has not exper-
ienced any significant break of
employment since the previous
assessment.

3 Paragraph 2
above

G (1) Firms are reminded that they
should make and retain records of:

From commence–
ment

Commence–
ment

(a) the criteria applied in assessing
competence; and

(b) how and when the competence
decision was arrived at.
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(6)

Handbook

provision:

coming into

force

(5)

Transitional provi-

sion:

dates in force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to

which the transi-

tional provision

applies

(1)

4 TC 2.5.1 R (1)
and (2)

R (1) A firm which, immediately before
commencement, was required to
comply with specific training
and competence requirements
imposed by its previous regula-
tor, may, in respect of the indi-
viduals employed before com-
mencement, comply with the re-
quirements of TC 2.5.1 R (1) and
(2) by ensuring that those indi-
viduals pass the relevant ap-
proved examinations within the
time limits imposed by its previ-
ous regulator.

From commence–
ment

Commence–
ment

5 TC 2 R (1) [A further transitional provision
has been consulted on in re-
spect of firms currently subject
to the s43 regime and will be
added later.]

From commence–
ment for 24
months

Commence–
ment

G General transitional provisions

GEN contains some technical transi-
tional provisions that apply throughout
the Handbook and which are designed
to ensure a smooth transition at com-
mencement.  These include transitional
provisions relevant to record keeping.

From commence–
ment

Commence–
ment

TC G Pre–commencement written conces-
sions

SUP contains transitional provisions
which carry forward written concessions
relating to pre–commencement provi-
sions.

From commence–
ment for 12
months

Commence–
ment

Rules and guid-
ance in TC re-
ferring to ”cus-
tomer” or ”pri-
vate customer”

G Client classification

COB contains some transitional provi-
sions relating to the treatment of clients
classified by ex–SRO firms and ex–
section 43 firms before commence-
ment.
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Activity Extent of
Application

1. Employees
engaging in:

Advising and dealing

(a) advising on investments
which are, and dealing with
or for clients in, securities
(other than stakeholder pen-
sion schemes or broker
funds) and derivatives;

If the activity is
carried on with
or for a private
customer, whole
of TC 2 applies.
If the activity is
carried on with
or for an inter-
mediate cus-
tomer or a
market counter-
party only TC
2.4, 2.5, 2.6 and
2.8 apply.

(b) advising on investments
which are, and dealing with
or for clients in, securities
(other than stakeholder pen-
sion schemes or broker
funds) only;

(c) advising on investments
which are, and dealing with
or for clients in, derivatives
only;

Managing

(d) managing investments;

(e) managing investments in
relation to venture capital in-
vestments only;

Advising (without dealing)

(f) advising on investments which
are packaged products (other
than broker funds or as in (g)
or (h));

(g) advising on investments which
are friendly society tax exempt
policies only;
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Extent of
Application

Activity

(h) advising on investments which
are packaged products (where
the employee sells only life po-
licies issued by a friendly so-
ciety and is not reasonably ex-
pected to receive remuner-
ation of more than £1,000 a
year in respect of such sales);

(i) advising on investments in the
course of corporate finance
business only;

(j) advising on investments which
are (but not dealing in) secu-
rities (other than stakeholder
pension schemes or broker
funds) and derivatives;

(k) advising on investments which
are (but not dealing in) secu-
rities (other than stakeholder
pension schemes or broker
funds) only;

(l) advising on investments which
are (but not dealing in) de-
rivatives only;

(m) the activity of a broker fund
adviser;

(n) advising on syndicate partici-
pation at Lloyd’s;

(o) the activity of a pension
transfer specialist.
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Extent of
Application

Activity

2.  Employees
overseeing
on a day–
to–day
basis:

(a) operating, or acting as a
trustee or depositary of, a col-
lective investment scheme;

(b) safeguarding and administer-
ing investments or holding of
client money;

(c) the following administrative
functions in relation to man-
aging investments:

(i) arranging settlement;

(ii) monitoring and proces-
sing corporate actions;

(iii) client account adminis-
tration, liaison and re-
porting, including valu-
ation and performance
measurement;

(iv) ISA or PEP adminis-
tration;

(v) investment trust savings
scheme administration;

Whole of TC 2
applies except
TC 2.7 (Super-
vising).
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Extent of
Application

Activity

(d) the following administrative
functions in relation to the
effecting or carrying out of
life policies:

(i) new business adminis-
tration;

(ii) policy alterations, in-
cluding surrenders and
policy loans;

(iii) preparing projections;

(iv) processing claims, in-
cluding pension pay-
ments;

(v) fund switching;

(e) taking private customers
through decision trees in
connection with a stakehol-
der pension scheme;

(f) the following administrative
functions in relation to the
operation of a stakeholder
pension scheme:

(i) new business adminis-
tration;

(ii) receipt of or alteration
to contributions;

(iii) preparing projections
and annual statements;

(iv) administration of
transfers;

(v) handling claims, in-
cluding pension pay-
ments;

(vi) fund allocation and
switching.
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4 Table Record keeping requirements

Handbook ref-

erence

Subject 

of record

Contents 

of record

When record

must be made

Retention

period

TC 2.4.9 G Attaining Compet-

ence

Data on competence On a continuing basis Employment plus

3 years.  For PTS

indefinite

TC 2.5.1 R Approved examin-

ations

Examination time limits When employee be-

gins in the activity

Employment plus

3 years or for

PTS indefinite

TC 2.5.2 G Approved examin-

ations

Examination passes and

dates and other relevant

data such as periods of ab-

sence

Duration of time limits

for that activity

Employment plus

3 years or for

PTS indefinite

TC 2.5.6 G Approved examin-

ations – regulatory

module only

Criteria for application of

TC 2.5.5 R to the em-

ployee

At the time of the ap-

plication of the rule

Employment plus

3 years or for

PTS indefinite

TC 2.6.4 G Maintaining Com-

petence

Criteria for and applica-

tion of assessment

On a continuing basis

after competence

Employment plus

3 years or for

PTS indefinite
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TC 2.7.6 G Supervising and

monitoring

Criteria in deciding level

of supervision and how it

is carried out

When the employee

begins in the activity

and on an ongoing

basis

Employment plus

3 years or for

PTS indefinite

TC 2.8.1 R (1) Compliance with

sourcebook

Data on competence, rel-

evant to compliance with

the sourcebook

When the employee

begins in the activity

and on a continuing

basis

Employment plus

3 years or for

PTS indefinite
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�� �� ���	����� ����� ����	� �1� 	& "� �� (���	�� &	� ��
����) �� �
����	� %"	 ��&&��� �	�� �� � ����� 	& "� �	���$���	��

� 8& � A.��A ������� �� "� �	��
� "����� A�	� ���$�� ����	�7A# "� ���� 
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4 Table Actions for damages:  Training and Competence sourcebook

Chapter/ Section/

Appendix Annex Paragraph

Right of action under section 150

—————————————————————

For private    Removed        For other person

person

Rules in

TC 2

No Yes

TC

2.1.5 R

No
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MONEY LAUNDERING SOURCEBOOK INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the rules and gives the guidance in the Annex to
this instrument ("ML") in the exercise of the powers listed in Schedule 4 to ML (Powers
exercised).

B. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19
(The general prohibition) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the �Act�)
comes into force.

C. The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed in Schedule 4 to ML
(Powers exercised) are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-
making instruments).

D. This instrument may be cited as the Money Laundering Sourcebook Instrument 2001.

E. The Annex to this instrument (including its Schedules) may be cited as the Money
Laundering sourcebook (or ML).

By order of the Board
21 June 2001

FSA 2001/15
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1 Table Transitional Provisions

(1) (2)

Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional

provision: dates

in force

(6)

Handbook-

provision:

coming

into force

1 ML 2.1.1R
ML 7.1.5R

R (1) Paragraph (2) applies where,
immediately before the com-
mencement, there is in a relevant
firm an individual who was ap-
pointed by the relevant firm be-
fore that date to act for it in con-
nection with its responsibilities in
relation to money laundering.

(2) If, on commencement,  the
individual in (1) is approved to
perform the money laundering
function, nothing in ML 2.1.1R or
ML 7.1.5R requires the relevant
firm to reappoint that individual
as its MLRO.

From com-
mencement

Commence–
ment

2 ML 3 R Where, immediately before  com-
mencement, a relevant firm al-
ready has an established client
relationship with any person,
nothing in ML 3 requires the rel-
evant firm to establish the ident-
ity of that client.

From com-
mencement

Commence–
ment

ML G General transitional provisions

GEN contains some technical transi-
tional provisions that apply through-
out the Handbook and which are de-
signed to ensure a smooth transition
at commencement.  These include
transitional provisions relevant to re-
cord keeping.

From com-
mencement

Commence–
ment
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��� ��&���� �%������� ��� �����  ��������� ���" #��� ������� ��������� ����!����� ���
���	
 ��������� '��� ��  ����� �(�   $� ���� �������) ��� ������� �����#� ������� � ��
��� ����� ��������� ��������� '*�+�,-�.,//0(�  ��� ����� �%����� �� ��������
�����  '���� �� ������� �� ������������ ���������� ����#���� �� ��� ���() �%����
����� ���!����1 ���" ����� ������ �������� �� ��� ������ ��������   ���� �� ������
��� �������!� �� ����1��� �� ����" �� � 2���� 
����  �����

�����
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������ � ������� ��	�� � ���� ���� ����!

��� �������

������� ���� �������

����� ��� ������� �� ���� ��������� �� �� ��3���� ������� ����� �� ��!� �������!�
����4����� ��������� �"���&� ��� ��������) �� ����� �� ������ ��� �������������
��� ����� ��������� �� �������� �� ������� ������  $� �� ���� �� ��3���� �������
�����  �� ������ ���� !!����� !������ �%������ ����������� ��������������� ��
�������� �� ����� ����4����� ��������� �"���&� ��� ���������

����� ������� � �� ��� ��� '��� 	�������"5� 1������ ������( ���� ��� ��� ���������
��"�������  �� ���&����1 &����� ���������� ��� ����� �#�������) ���������1
���������  ��� �������1 ������� ������ ��� ��������� �� ������� ����� �6����!�
�� ��� &��� �&������� �� ���� ����������  7�� ������ �� ��� ��������� �� �������
�����  �6����!� �� ��� ���� �� ��� ��������� �� ������� ����� ���1 ���� ��
���������� #��� �������� #���� ��!��!� �������1 ��� �������� �� ���&�� $� �����#�
���� �� �������!� ��� ������������� ��1������" ��1�&� �� �&������� �� �������1 ���
�%���� �� #���� �� �� ������� ��� ��� ��������� ������� �� " ������� ����� �� �
���� ��� ����� ���������� ����� �����  ��� ��&������� #��� ���& #��� ���� ����
���  #
� �� &��� ��� �6����!� �� &���������1 &����� ����������) " �������1 ���
����� ����� �� ��� ��������� ��&&����" " ����� ����������  	� �� ��� �����
�#������� �6����!�) ���� ��������� �� ����1��� �� ������ ������� ����� ���)
�����1� ���&) ��� ����� �� ���1�) �� � ����� �����&�� ���� ��� ����1����� ���
��� ������� ������ ���!���� " �������!� ����4����� ��������� �"���&� ���
���������  ��������� ��� ����� ��������� �� ������� ����� ��� ��� �� �������
���&���!�� �1����� ���&���� ����!��" ��� �� ������ ��� ����� ���" ��!� ����� ��� ����
��������

����� ���� ��������� ���!���� �������) �� �������� �� ����� ���������) ��� �������
����� ����� �� ��� ������$) &����"�

'�( ��� %�����!��� '%&�'() ���������" %&�'  -8

'�( ��� 
�������� �� %�����!���  ��� ���� �� %������ ��� �!!����� %������
'�%�&() �� ���������� 
�������� ��  %�����!��  � ��� 98

'-( ������ :���1�&��� 	����1�&����) �"���&� ��� 0������� '
(
�() �� ����������

(
� -8 ���

';( ��� �������1 ��� 0�&������� ��������� '	�(�

����� ���� ��������� ������� �� ��1������" ��3����&����) �� ������� �� ��3����&����
�&����� " ��� ���&���� ��#� $� �� ��������� ��� ����!��� ��1������" �� �����!����"
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������ � ������� ��	�� � ���� ���� ����*

��� %��# �� ��&� �����$�"���� ��	 �� ������� �
"���# ����	����$ ��������$ �''����

������� ���� ���" �� ��!� �����1�&���� ��� ��
������� � &���" ���������1 ��������1 �������

����� ( �������� �	�
 !	�� ��� 	� ��� ���
��� �

��)�!����� ����	���) ���
�������!��� �� � 
���� �������	� ������	� ���	��� ���"$� ��
����
����� ���� ��� �	�� �� ��  "� ����� �
� ����)��� �� ���	
� ����
��� ��� ��� ����	���� �����������	��� ���� ��� �� ��� ������ �
� ���
�� ��!���� ��� �� ��!���� ���� ��� ����� �� ���� ��	
������

����� ��� ������ �� ��� ��&)  ��� ��� ��� �� ���� �� ��  9�  ��� ��&)  �� ���������� ���
��� �!����1�� �� ��� ������� ����*� ����4����� ��������� ����!����� ��� �� ��� ��"
!����� �� ��� ������� ����*� �&���&�������� �� ����4����� ��������� ������1���
��� ���������

����� $� � ������� ���� ���&��� �� ��3����� �� !!������ ��!���������� �� ����" ��
����������  ������� �������� ��������� �� ��� �����) ��� ������� ����*� ���" ��
��&��" #��� ���� ��������� ��� ��� ��&)�� ������ ��� ��� �� ��  9 ���� ����" ��
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�' ��� ������

��	 
������ � ������� ��	�� � ���� ���� *���!

��� )�� 	��#

������� -��� ��� ���"

������� ��	 "�����$ �' *������*

����� ��� ������� �� ���� ������� �� �� ������ ���� ������� ����� ����" ��� ���
�������������� �� ��������   ��� ������� ���� &���� ����� ���� ������� ����� &���
���) �� 1������) ����" ��� ������� �������� ���������) �� �1��� �� �� ��) ��� � ������
�� ��������� ������  ������ ��� ������� ���� ��� ����� ��������� ����� �� ����� ����
������*�  �������"�   $� ���� ��������� 2�������  �� ������� ����������" ���& ����#����
�� ��� ������$ ��� ������� ����� ������ ���� ���� �� ������ ���� ���" ��� ���
������� �����������   ����� ��� ������� ���!������ �� ���� ������� ��� ����� #���� ���
!����� #��� #��& ��� ������� ���� ��� ������� �� �����1 ��� ��������  >�����") ���
������� ���� ��� �� ��3���� ���� ��� �������" �� ��� !������) ������ � ����!���
�%�&����� ������ �� �� ����� �����" �� ��� !����� �� �� �������" �� ������� #����

�����$ �' *�����������*

����� �	���������  �� ���� ��������� �������� ��� 1�!��1 �� ��!���) ��� ���� ��� � #���
&�����1 �����1���� ���� ����������  0������ ����� �� ���������  ��� �%�&����
���& ����� ��3����&�����  ����� ������� ����� #���� ��� ���������  �� �� ������!��"
�&��� !���� �� ��� !����� ��� ��� !������ ��� " ������� !����� #�� ��� �
������ �� �� ��!� ������� ��� ����� ������ ��&�����  >�� ��� !������ �%�&������
���& ��� ��3����&��� ��� ��� ��6��� �� ��� �!�������1 ��������� ���� ����� ��
������1 �� ����� �� ��� ��� ������� ���� �� ��3���" '2���#���1� �� ���������2( ��
��� ����� ��������� �����%��

(	����'������� �' ��� ������� ��� 	��#

����� ��� ( �������� �	�
 !	�� ���� 
�������� ����� �� ���� �	� ��� ���
��	���  �� � �������) �	�������� �������� �� ��� �������� �� ���
��	���  ��� ��!�� ���� ������� ���� ��� �������� �	�
 �� � ��� ��
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��	 
������ � ������� ��	�� � ���� ���� *���,

��&������� #��� ��� ����� :���" ?��������1 �������1 =����5� =������� *���� ���
��� ��������� ������ ��� #��� ��� �������  �� ��������� �%������� �� ��  -���< =�

+�������� �,�������

����! ��� �������  �� ��  -���< = �� ��  -���9 = ��&� �� ���� ������� ����� ������
����) #���� ������ ������ ��������" � �%������ �� ������� �������� �!������ ��
�������") ���" ��� ��� ������ ������ �� ��������� ���!�����  	�����1� � ������� ����
&��� ��#�"� ���� ��������� ����� �� ����� #�� ��� ������  ��) ������� ����� #���
��&���&�� � ���������� " ������� #�� ��� �� � �����!����1�) �� #�� �����#���
������ ��������" � �%������ �� ������� �������� �!������ ���� ����� �� ������&
�������"�  	� �%�&��� ����� � #���� � !����� ���� ��� ��!� � �������� �� ���!��1
�������) ��� #���� ��&� ���� ��� ������ �� ������" �����

����- $� � ������� ���� ��� ��������� 1������ �� �������� ���� �� ����!����� ������  ��
��� ��� �� ������� �������� �!������ �� ��� �������" ��� ������ ��������" �
�%������ �� �� ��) ��� ������� ���� &�" ������ �� �������������� �!������ � ������
�� �����&��� ���& � !����� �� � �������� �� ������������" #�� ���#� ��� ������  ����
����� �� ���# ���� ��� ������  �� #�� �� ��"� �� ��) ��� �� ������& ��� ���&�����
������� �� �� ��� ����

����. /%�&���� �� !������ �� � �������� �� ������������" ������� ����������) �������)
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Chapter Subject matter Parts applicable to a sole
trader with no employees

ML 1 Application and purpose The whole chapter

ML 2 The general money launder-
ing duties

The whole chapter

ML 3 Identification of the client The whole chapter
ML 4 Reporting Only ML 4.3.4R applies

ML 5 Findings of deficiencies The whole chapter
ML 6 Awareness and training The whole chapter  except

ML 6.2.1(2)R

ML 7 The MLRO and other ar-
rangements

Only

ML 7.2 ML 7.3
Except
7.2.2E(1)(a)
and (b) and
(2)

Except
7.3.2E(1)(d)
and (e)

ML 8 Sole traders and authorised
professional firms

The whole chapter
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3 Table Record keeping requirements

Handbook

reference

Subject 

of record

Contents 

of record

When record

must be made

Retention

period
ML 7.3.2 R

(1)(a)

Customer

identification

Full details of evi-

dence of identity

As soon as re-

asonably practi-

cable after first

contact

5 years from

end of rela-

tionship with

client

ML 7.3.2 R

(1)(b)

Transactions Full details On effecting the

transaction

5 years from

the date

when the

transaction

was com-

pleted
ML 7.3.2 R

(1)(c)

Insolvent client Grounds for in-

solvency and de-

tails of steps taken

to recover the debt

When firm be-

comes aware of

event and takes

steps

5 years from

date of in-

solvency

ML 7.3.2 R

(1)(d)

Internal and ex-

ternal reporting

Full details of ac-

tions taken

Once actions

have been taken

5 years from

the creation

of the record

ML 7.3.2 R

(1)(e)

Information not

acted upon

Full details of in-

formation con-

sidered by the

MLRO but not

made an external

report

Once decision

not to report has

been made

5 years from

the obtaining

of the in-

formation
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- ��� 0���&� ������ 2��� ����� ������D2 ��������� #������ ��� ���� &�" � ���������
" � ������ ����� ���� � ���!��� ������ '�� ��� ��������" �� ������������!�( ����� �������
A'�( ��� '-( �� ����� ��1���������  $� ��) �� ���������� �� ��� �"�� �� ������ " #��&
��� ���� &�" � ��������� �� 1�!���

4 Table Actions for damages: Money Laundering Sourcebook

Chapter/  Section/

Appendix  Annex Paragraph

Right of action under s150
—————————————————————

For

Private  Removed        For other 

person?                                   Person?

Rules in ML

with the status

letter ”R”

Yes No No

Rules in ML

with the status

letter ”E”

No No No
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AUTHORISATION MANUAL INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority gives the guidance and makes the directions and
requirements in the Annex to this instrument (�AUTH�) in the exercise of the powers
listed in Schedule 4 to AUTH.

B. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the first day on which section 40
of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Application for permission) comes into
force for any purpose.

C. This instrument may be cited as the Authorisation Manual Instrument 2001.

D. The Annex to this instrument (including its schedules) may be cited as the Authorisation
manual (or AUTH).

By order of the Board
21 June 2001

FSA 2001/16
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1 Table

There are no transitional provisions in AUTH.

GEN contains transitional provisions that apply throughout the Handbook.
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Chapter: Applicable to: On:

AUTH 2:

Authorisation and regu-
lated activities

a person wishing to find
out whether it needs to be
authorised (or is an exempt
person).

the Act, the Regulated Acti-
vities Order and the
Exemption Order.

AUTH 3:

Applications for Part
IV permission

an applicant for Part IV
permission.

how the FSA will exercise
the powers granted to it in
Part IV of the Act to deter-
mine and, if appropriate,
grant an application for
Part IV permission.

AUTH 4:

Fees [to be added later]

an applicant for Part IV
permission.

the fees the FSA will levy
on applicants for Part IV
permission.

AUTH 5:

Qualifying for autho-
risation under the Act
[to be added later]

1. an EEA firm wishing
to exercise its EEA
right and establish a
branch in, or provide
cross border services
into, the United King-
dom;

how an EEA firm, a Treaty
firm or a UCITS qualifier
can qualify for authorisa-
tion under the Act.
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On:Applicable to:Chapter:

2. a Treaty firm wishing
to exercise its Treaty
rights;

3. a prospective UCITS
qualifier.

AUTH 6:

Approved persons

1. an applicant for Part
IV permission seeking
approval for a person
to perform a controlled
function under ar-
rangements to be en-
tered into by the firm
or its contractors (in-
cluding appointed
representatives);

2. a candidate.

1. the controlled func-
tions that the FSA has
specified; and.

2. how the FSA will exer-
cise the powers given
to it in Part V of the
Act to require firms to
obtain prior approval
for persons who will
perform controlled
functions.

Note: EEA firms, Treaty
firms and UCITS qualifiers
should refer to SUP 10.1
(Application).

AUTH 7:

[to be added later]

AUTH 8:

Determining applica-
tions

1. applicants for Part IV
permission generally;

1. the procedures which
the FSA will follow
when granting an ap-
plication; and

2. an EEA firm or a
Treaty firm that has
submitted an applica-
tion for approval of a
person under the ap-
proved persons regime;

2. a summary of the
FSA’s decision making
procedures for:

(a)  refusing, or pro-
posing to refuse, an ap-
plication for Part IV
permission or an ap-
plication for approval
under the approved
persons regime; or

3. a candidate. (b) granting, or propos-
ing to grant, an ap-
plication for Part IV
permission subject to
limitations or require-
ments not applied for
or with a narrower de-
scription of regulated
activity  than that to
which the application
relates.
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FSA dept. For advice on: Contact details:
Authorisation En-
quiries

The authorisation aspects
of the Act and relevant
secondary legislation
made under the Act (for
example, the Regulated
Activities Order)

Authorisation Enquiries
The Financial Services Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London E14 5HS

Telephone: 020 7676 1000
Corporate Autho-
risation

Applications for Part IV
permission

Corporate Authorisation
The Financial Services Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London E14 5HS

Telephone: 020 7676 1000
email: corporate.authorisa-
tion@fsa.gov.uk

Passport Noti-
fication Unit

Passporting notifications
(into or out of the United
Kingdom)

Passport Notification Unit
The Financial Services Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London E14 5HS

Telephone: 020 7676 1000
email: passport.notifica-
tions@fsa.gov.
uk

Individual Vet-
ting and Appro-
val

Applications for approval
of persons under the ap-
proved persons regime

Individual Vetting and Approval
The Financial Services Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London E14 5HS

Telephone: 020 7676 0019
Fax: 020 7676 0017
email: iva@fsa.gov.uk
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1.1 G Table 1 is designed to relate the permission regime to regulated activities.  Section 42(6)
of Act gives the FSA the power to describe the regulated activity or regulated activities
for which it gives permission in such manner as the FSA considers appropriate.  Table 1
details how the FSA has chosen to describe the regulated activities and specified invest-
ments for the purposes of the permission regime.

1.2 G In an application for Part IV permission, an applicant will need to state the regulated acti-
vities it requires permission to carry on.  This will involve an applicant identifying the
regulated activities and the specified investments associated with those activities for
which it requires Part IV permission.

1.3 G Part II of the Regulated Activities Order (Specified activities) specifies the activities for
the purposes of section 22 of the Act.  This section states that an activity is a regulated
activity if it is an activity of a specified kind which is carried on by way of business and:

(1) relates to an investment of a specified kind; or
(2) in the case of an activity specified for the purposes of section 22(1)(b) of the

Act, is carried on in relation to property of any kind.

Part III of the Regulated Activities Order (Specified investments) specifies the invest-
ments referred to at AUTH 2 Ann 2, 1.23(1).

1.4 G Column 1 of Table 1 lists the regulated activities and column 2 lists the associated speci-
fied investments.  Descriptions of some categories of specified investments are ex-
panded in Tables 2 and 3.  There are notes to all three tables which provide further ex-
planation where appropriate.

1.5 G A reference to an article in the tables in AUTH 2 Ann 2G is to the relevant article in the
Regulated Activities Order.

� ��
��

Table 1: Regulated Activities [See note 1 to Table 1]
Regulated Activity Specified Investment

in relation to which the regulated activity (in the
corresponding section of column one) may be car-

ried on

(a) accepting deposits (article 5) deposit  (article 74)
Insurance business
(b) effecting contracts of insurance (article 10(1))

(c) carrying out contracts of insurance (article 10(2))

contract of insurance  (article 75)  [Ex-
panded in Table 2]

Designated investment business
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Specified Investment

in relation to which the regulated activity (in the
corresponding section of column one) may be car-

ried on

Regulated Activity

(d) dealing in investments as principal (article 14) [see
note 2 to Table 1]

(e) dealing in investments as agent (article 21) [see note
2 to Table 1]

(f) arranging (bringing about) deals in investments
(article 25(1)) [also see Lloyd’s market section]

(g) making arrangements with a view to transactions
in investments (article 25(2)) [also see Lloyd’s market sec-

tion]

(h) managing investments (article 37) [see note 3 to Table
1]

(i) safeguarding and administering investments (ar-
ticle 40) [see note 3 Table 1]

For the purposes of the permission regime,
this regulated activity is subdivided into:

(i) safeguarding and administration of assets (with-
out arranging);

(ii) arranging safeguarding and administration of
assets

(j) advising on investments (article 53)

For the purposes of the permission regime,
this regulated activity is subdivided into:

(i) advising on investments (except pension
transfers and pension opt–outs);

(ii) advising on pension transfers and pension
opt–outs [see note 4 to Table 1]

security [Expanded in Table 3]; or

contractually based investment  [Ex-
panded in Table 3]

(k) sending dematerialised instructions (article 45(1))

(l) causing dematerialised instructions to be sent (ar-
ticle 45(2))

security  [Expanded in Table 3]

(m) establishing, operating or winding up a collective
investment scheme (article 51(1)(a))

For the purposes of the permission regime,
this regulated activity is subdivided into:

(i) establishing, operating or winding up a regu-
lated collective investment scheme;

(ii) establishing, operating or winding up an un-
regulated collective investment scheme

(n) acting as trustee of an authorised unit trust
scheme (article 51(1)(b))

(o) acting as the depositary or sole director of an
open–ended investment company (article 51(1)(c))

(p) establishing, operating or winding up a stakeholder
pension scheme (article 52)

[see note 5 to Table 1]

The Lloyd’s market [see note 6 to Table 1]
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Specified Investment

in relation to which the regulated activity (in the
corresponding section of column one) may be car-

ried on

Regulated Activity

(q) advising on syndicate participation at Lloyd’s (ar-
ticle 56)

membership of a Lloyd’s syndicate (ar-
ticle 86(2))

(r) managing the underwriting capacity of a Lloyd’s
syndicate as a managing agent at Lloyd’s (article 57)

underwriting capacity of a Lloyd’s syndi-
cate (article 86(1))

(s) arranging (bringing about) deals in investments
(article 25(1))

(t) making arrangements with a view to transactions
in investments (article 25(2))

underwriting capacity of a Lloyd’s syndi-
cate (article 86(1))

membership of a Lloyd’s syndicate (ar-
ticle 86(2))

rights to or interests in investments (ar-
ticle 89) in so far as they relate to either
of the above categories of specified in-
vestment

Funeral plan providers  [a regulated activity with effect from 1 January 2002]

(u) entering as provider into a funeral plan contract
(article 59)

funeral plan contract  (article 87)

� ��
��
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Notes to Table 1
Note 1:

In addition to the regulated activities listed in Table 1, article 64 of the Regulated Activities Order specifies
that agreeing to carry on a regulated activity is itself a regulated activity in relation to any other regulated
activity other than:

• accepting deposits (article 5);
• effecting and carrying out contracts of insurance (article 10);
• establishing, operating or winding up a collective investment scheme (article 51(a));
• acting as trustee of an authorised unit trust scheme (article 51(1)(b));
• acting as the sole depository or sole director of an open–ended investment company (article 51(1)(c));

and
• establishing, operating or winding up a stakeholder pension scheme (article 52).

Permission to carry on the activity of agreeing to carry on a regulated activity will be given automatically by
the FSA in relation to those other regulated activities for which an applicant is given permission (other than
those activities in articles 5,10, 51 and 52 detailed above).

Note 2:

For the purposes of the regulated activities of dealing in investments as principal (article 14) and dealing in
investments as agent (article 21), the definition of contractually based investments [expanded in Table 3]
excludes a funeral plan contract (article 87) and rights to or interests in funeral plan contracts.

Note 3:

The regulated activities of managing investments (article 37) and safeguarding and administering invest-
ments (article 40) may apply in relation to any assets, in particular circumstances, if the assets being man-
aged or safeguarded and administered include, or may include, any security or contractually based invest-
ment.

Note 4:

For the purposes of the permission regime, the activity in (j)(ii) of advising on pension transfers and pension
opt–outs is carried on in respect of the following specified investments:

• unit (article 81);
• stakeholder pension scheme (article 82); and
• life policy (as defined in article 3(1)).

Note 5:

Article 4(2) of the Regulated Activities Order specifies the activities (m) to (p) for the purposes of section
22(1)(b) of the Act.  That is, these activities will be regulated activities if carried on in relation to any prop-
erty and are not expressed as relating to a specified investment.

Note 6:

Section 315 of the Act (The Society: authorisation and permission) states that the Society of Lloyd’s has
permission to carry on the regulated activities referred to in that section, one of which is specified in article
58 of the Regulated Activities Order.  This permission is  unique to the Society of Lloyd’s.

! ��
��

Table 2: Contracts of insurance
Contract of insurance (article 75 of the RAO)

(a) general insurance contract (Part I of Schedule 1 to
the Regulated Activities Order)

(b) long–term insurance contract (Part II of
Schedule 1 to the Regulated Activities
Order)
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Number
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Accident  (paragraph 1)

Sickness  (paragraph 2)

Land vehicles  (paragraph 3)

Railway rolling stock  (paragraph 4)

Aircraft  (paragraph 5)

Ships  (paragraph 6)

Goods in transit  (paragraph 7)

fire and natural forces   (paragraph 8)

damage to property  (paragraph 9)

motor vehicle liability  (paragraph 10)

aircraft liability  (paragraph 11)

liability of ships  (paragraph 12)

general liability  (paragraph 13)

credit   (paragraph 14)

suretyship  (paragraph 15)

miscellaneous financial loss  (paragraph 16)

legal expenses  (paragraph 17)

assistance  (paragraph 18)

life and annuity  (paragraph I)

marriage and birth   (paragraph II)

linked long–term   (paragraph III)

permanent health  (paragraph IV)

tontines  (paragraph V)

capital redemption  (paragraph VI)

pension fund management   (paragraph
VII)

collective insurance  (paragraph VIII)

social insurance  (paragraph IX)

Notes to Table 2
Note 1

See IPRU(INS) Ann 10.2, Part II for the groups of classes of general insurance business from the
Annex to the First Non–Life Directive.

" ��
��
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Table 3: Securities and contractually based
investments
Security (article 3(1)) Contractually based investment (article 3(1))
share (article 76)

debenture (article 77)

government and public security (article 78)

warrant (article 79)

certificate representing certain security (article 80)

unit (article 81)

stakeholder pension scheme (article 82)

rights to or interests in investments (article 89) in
so far as they relate to any of the above cat-
egories of security

option (article 83)

For the purposes of the permission regime, option is
subdivided into:

• option (excluding a commodity option and an option
on a commodity future);

• commodity option and option on a commodity fu-
ture.

future (article 84)

For the purposes of the permission regime, future is
subdivided into:

• future (excluding a commodity future and a rolling
spot forex contract);

• commodity future;

• rolling spot forex contract. 

contract for differences  (article 85)

For the purposes of the permission regime,  con-
tract for differences is subdivided into:

• contract for differences (excluding a spread bet and
a rolling spot forex contract);

• spread bet;

• rolling spot forex contract.

life policy (article 3(1))

funeral plan contract (article 87) [from 1 January 2002]

rights to or interests in investments (article 89) in so far
as they relate to any of the above categories of contrac-
tually based investment.

Notes to Table 3
Note 1:

Security and contractually based investment are not, in themselves, specified investments but are defined
as including a number of specified investments as set out in Table 3.

Note 2:

For the purposes of the regulated activities of dealing in investments as principal (article 14) and dealing in
investments as agent (article 21), the definition of contractually based investments excludes a funeral plan
contract (article 87) and rights to or interests in funeral plan contracts.
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� ��
�� 5��� �

CHAPTER OF IPRU(INV) THAT REQUIREMENT
ON PERMISSION REQUIRES THE FIRM TO
COMPLY WITH

FIRM’S PRUDENTIAL CATEGORY

Chapter 3 Securities and futures firm

Chapter 5 Investment management firm

Chapter 10 Securities and futures firm

Chapter 13 Personal investment firm

� ��
�� 5��� �

The table below shows how a firm’s main regulated activities determine its prudential cat-
egory.  A firm’s ‘main regulated activities’ in this context are the regulated activities included in
the firm’s Part IV permission from which the firm derives or is expected to derive the most
substantial part of its gross income, including commissions.  The aggregate gross income
from all of the activities listed against each prudential category should be considered to deter-
mine which source is the most substantial.

The gross income is based on the business plan submitted as part of the firm’s application for
a Part IV permission.

� ��
��

ACTIVITIES FROM WHICH THE MOST SUBSTANTIAL PART OF
THE FIRM’S GROSS INCOME, INCLUDING COMMISSIONS,
FROM REGULATED ACTIVITIES IS DERIVED

FIRM’S PRUDENTIAL
CATEGORY

(i) Managing investments other than for private customers or
where the assets managed are primarily derivatives;

Investment manage-
ment firm

(ii) OPS activity;

(iii) acting as the manager or trustee of an AUT;

(iv) acting as the ACD or depository of an ICVC;

(v) establishing, operating or winding–up a collective investment
scheme other than an AUT or ICVC; and

(vi) safeguarding and administering investments.
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FIRM’S PRUDENTIAL
CATEGORY

ACTIVITIES FROM WHICH THE MOST SUBSTANTIAL PART OF
THE FIRM’S GROSS INCOME, INCLUDING COMMISSIONS,
FROM REGULATED ACTIVITIES IS DERIVED

(i) Advising on investments, or arranging (bringing about) deals in
investments in relation to, packaged products; and

Personal investment
firm

(ii) managing investments for private customers.

! ��
��

ACTIVITIES FROM WHICH THE MOST SUBSTANTIAL PART OF
THE FIRM’S GROSS INCOME, INCLUDING COMMISSIONS,
FROM REGULATED ACTIVITIES IS DERIVED

FIRM’S PRUDENTIAL
CATEGORY

(i) An activity carried on as a member of an exchange; Securities and futures
firm

(ii) making a market in securities or derivatives;

(iii) corporate finance business;

(iv) dealing, or arranging (bringing about) deals in investments, in
securities or derivatives;

(v) the provision of clearing services as a clearing firm;

(vi) managing investments where the assets managed are primarily
derivatives; and

(vii) activities relating to spread bets;
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Question: Answer:

Requirements of the re-
gime

1 When is approval required? The Act requires that approval be obtained be-
fore a person performs a controlled function.
See section 59 of the Act (Approval for particu-
lar arrangements).

2 Can an individual be approved in
advance of a firm becoming au-
thorised?

No.  The application will be coordinated to en-
sure that the approval of the individual co-
incides with the giving of permission to the
firm.

3 Can a person be approved for
more than one controlled func-
tion?

Yes.  A firm will need to seek approval in respect
of each controlled function a person is to per-
form.

4 Do the controlled functions apply
to an incoming EEA firm that is
providing cross border services
into the United Kingdom?

No.  The approved persons regime does not
apply to cross border services.  See SUP
10.1.6R (Application).

5 May any activity be outsourced
by a firm?

Yes.  But if that activity constitutes a regulated
activity the person to whom it is outsourced
will itself need permission.

6 Can a significant influence func-
tion be outsourced?

It is a question of fact in each case who is per-
forming a significant influence function.  These
functions are mostly described at a high level of
responsibility, that is, for example, the director
of a company or a partner of a partnership.
The persons performing these functions cannot
avoid their ultimate responsibility and therefore
the need for approval.  However, some of the
significant influence functions may be per-
formed by a person who is specifically brought
in to do the job, for example the chief executive
function (where it is to be performed by a body
corporate) and the appointed actuary function.

7 Do Lloyd’s underwriting agents
still require registration with
Lloyd’s?

Yes.  Approval for a controlled function is not
sufficient.
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Answer:Question:

Submitting an applica-
tion

8 Who applies for approval? It is the firm, which applies for approval.  See
section 60 of the Act (Applications for appro-
val).

9 What is the role of the candidate
in the application process?

Before the firm submits Form A it must verify
the information contained in it.  As part of this
verification, the form provides for the candi-
date to confirm the accuracy of the information
given by the firm so far as it relates to him.

10 What is the “fit and proper” test
for approval?

Section 61(1) of the Act (Determination of ap-
plications) provides that the FSA may grant an
application only if it is satisfied that the candi-
date is a fit and proper person to perform the
relevant function.  In determining this question,
the Act sets out the matters to which the FSA
may have regard (section 61(2) of the Act) and
the FSA has given guidance on this in FIT.

11 If a firm is unsure whether or not
something may have an impact on
an individual’s fitness and propri-
ety, should it be disclosed?

Yes, always.  The non–disclosure of material
facts is taken very seriously by the FSA, as it is
seen as evidence of current dishonesty.  There-
fore, if in doubt, disclose.

12 Must all gaps in previous employ-
ment be explained?

Yes.

FSA procedures
13 Does the FSA verify the informa-

tion provided to it?
Yes, as far as possible, information is verified.

14 Will the FSA handle information
confidentially?

Yes.  The FSA handles all information confi-
dentially and is subject to the provisions of the
Data Protection Act 1988.
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1 Table

There are no record keeping requirements in AUTH.
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1 Table

Handbook ref-
erence

Matter to be noti-
fied

Contents of noti-
fication

Trigger 
event

Time allowed

AUTH 3.9.3 D Application for Part
IV permission

Matters relevant to
the application as
indicated in the ap-
plication pack

Application or signifi-
cant changes to in-
formation given in
the application

immediately
applicant be-
comes aware

AUTH 6.3.1 D
AUTH 6.3.4 D

Application for ap-
proval of person
under section 59 of
the Act

Matters relevant to
the application as
indicated in Form A
and significant
changes to informa-
tion given in that
Form
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1 Table ..

1 The aim of the guidance in the following table is to give the reader a quick over–all view
of the relevant requirements for paying fees.

2 It is not a complete statement of those requirements and should not be relied on as if it
were.

Type of fee Trigger event Date/Time for

payment

Amount/rate Handbook

reference

Authorisation/

application fee

Application for a

Part IV per-

mission

On making the

application

See AUTH 4 Ann

1R, Part 1

AUTH 4.2

Authorisation/

application fee

Exercise of a

Treaty right

On exercising

that right

See AUTH 4 Ann

1R, Part 4

AUTH 4.2.6R

to 4.2.7R
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1 Table

The following powers and related provisions in the Act have been exer-

cised by the FSA to make the rules in AUTH:

Section 156 (General supplementary powers)

Paragraph 17(1) of Schedule 1 (Fees).

The following power in the Act has been exercised by the FSA to

give the guidance in AUTH:

Section 157(1) (Guidance).

The following powers in the Act have been exercised by the FSA in

AUTH to direct and require:

Section 51 (Application under this Part).

Section 60 (Application for approval).
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1 Table .

1 The table below sets out the rules in AUTH contravention of which by an authorised
person may be actionable under section 150 of the Act (Actions for damages) by a
person who suffers loss as a result of the contravention.

2 If a ”Yes” appears in the column headed ”For private person?”, the rule may be ac-
tionable by a ”private person” under section 150 (or, in certain circumstances, his fidu-
ciary or representative; see article 6(2) and (3)(c) of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (Rights of Action) Regulations 2001 (SI 2001 No 2256)).  A ”Yes” in
the column headed ”Removed” indicates that the FSA has removed the right of action
under section 150(2) of the Act.  If so, a reference to the rule in which it is removed is
also given.

3 The column headed ”For other person?” indicates whether the rule may be actionable
by a person other than a private person (or his fiduciary or representative) under ar-
ticle 6(2) and (3) of those Regulations.  If so, an indication of the type of person by
whom the rule may be actionable is given.

2 Table Actions for damages: Authorisation manual

Chapter/

Appendix

Section/

Annex

Paragraph

Right of Action under section 150

For private

person?

Removed? For other

person?

All rules

in AUTH 4

Yes No No
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1 Table

The rules in AUTH 4 cannot be waived by the FSA.
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SUPERVISION MANUAL INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the rules, gives the guidance and makes the 
directions and requirements in the Annex to this instrument (“SUP”) in the exercise of the 
powers listed in Schedule 4 to SUP (Powers exercised).

B. This instrument shall come into force as follows:

(1) SUP 9 (Individual guidance): immediately;

(2) the following parts of SUP: at the beginning of the first day on which section 40 
(Application for permission) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the 
“Act”) comes into force for any purpose:

(a) SUP 6 (Applications to vary and cancel Part IV permission);

(b) SUP 8 (Waiver and modification of rules);

(c) SUP 10 (Approved persons);

(3) SUP 7 (Individual requirements): at the beginning of the first day on which section 45 
of the Act (Variation etc on the Authority’s own initiative) comes into force for any 
purpose;

(4) other parts of SUP: at the beginning of the day on which section 19 of the Act (The 
general prohibition) comes into force;

(5) paragraphs A to E on this page: immediately.

C. The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed in Schedule 4 to this 
instrument (Powers exercised) are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act 
(Rule-making instruments).

D. This instrument may be cited as the Supervision Manual Instrument 2001.

E. The Annex to this instrument (including its Schedules) may be cited as the Supervision 
manual (or SUP).

By order of the Board
21 June 2001

FSA 2001/17
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1 Table

(1) (2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional
provision: 

dates in force

(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming 

into force

1 SUP 3.3.2R(1) R Auditors

A firm will not contravene SUP 3.3.2R(1),
if the office of auditor is filled at com-
mencement.  The auditor filling the office
at that time will be deemed to be ap-
pointed under SUP 3.3.2R.

From 
commencement

Commence
ment

2 SUP 3.9 and SUP
3.10

R An auditor of a firm will not contravene a
rule in SUP 3.9 or SUP 3.10 to the extent
that:

(1)  a report submitted under that rule
relates to a period which ended before
commencement and was prepared in ac-
cordance with a substantially similar
pre–commencement provision (whether
applicable to the auditor or the firm au-
dited); or

(2) a report submitted under that section
relates to a period which ended on or
after commencement and, as regards any
part of that period prior to commence-
ment, relates to compliance by the firm
with the relevant pre–commencement
provision.

From commence-
ment
 for 2 years

Commence
ment
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming 

into force

(5)

Transitional
provision: 

dates in force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(1)

3 SUP 3.9.4R and
SUP 3.10.4R

R (1) Paragraph (2) applies to an auditor
of a firm to whom SUP 3.9 applies if:

(a) the firm is an ex–section 43 firm,
or was a member of SFA, IMRO
or PIA immediately before com-
mencement;

(b) a report equivalent to that re-
quired under SUP 3.9 has not
been submitted to the firm’s
previous regulator in respect of
the firm’s last accounting refer-
ence date; and

(c) the period for submission of
that report under the rules and
guidance of that regulator is still
running.

(2)  An auditor in (1) must submit such a
report in accordance with the rules
and guidance of the previous regula-
tor (as if those provisions applied di-
rectly to the auditor).

From commence
ment for
one year

Commence
ment

4 SUP 4.3.1R(1) and
SUP 4.4.1R(1)

R Actuaries

A firm will not contravene SUP 4.3.1R(1)
or 4.4.1R(1) to the extent that the office of
appointed actuary or appropriate actuary,
respectively, is filled as at commencement
and the appointment was made in ac-
cordance with relevant statutory require-
ments.

From 
commencement

Commence
ment

5 SUP 4.3.3R R If an appointed actuary of a firm has been
appointed by a previous regulator under
statutory or contractual powers and re-
mains in office immediately before com-
mencement, that appointment will be
deemed to have been made under SUP
4.3.3R, but on the terms of the actual ap-
pointment.

From commence-
ment

Commencement
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming 

into force

(5)

Transitional
provision: 

dates in force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(1)

6 SUP 8.6.1R R Waivers

A firm which has applied to the FSA for a
waiver, or been granted a waiver by the
FSA before commencement under the Act,
must notify the FSA immediately after
commencement if it became aware, before
commencement, of any matter which is
material to the relevance or appropriate-
ness of the waiver.

From commence-
ment 
for one month

Commencement

7 SUP 10.12.2D D Approved persons

If a firm submitted an application to
IMRO, PIA or the SFA before applications
day for individual registration of a person
in accordance with the rules or guidance
of that body, the firm will be treated as
having submitted Form A (SUP 10 Ann
4D) in respect of that person.

From 
commencement
for three
months

Commencement

8 SUP 10.13.6R R A firm will not contravene SUP 10.13.6R,
to the extent that notice of the relevant
matter was given to its previous regulator
before applications day in accordance
with a statutory requirement or the rules
or guidance of that regulator.

From 
commencement 
for one month

Commencement

9 SUP 12.5.5R

SUP 12.5.7R

R Appointed representatives

A firm will not contravene SUP 12.5.5R
or SUP 12.5.7R to the extent that it con-
tinues to rely on a written contract with
an appointed representative entered into
before commencement which 
complied with a substantially similar pre–
commencement provision applicable to
the firm.

From 
commencement 
for 12 months

Commencement
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming 

into force

(5)

Transitional
provision: 

dates in force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(1)

10 SUP 16.4.5R

SUP 16.5.5R

R Reporting

(1) SUP 16.4.5R and 16.5.5R 
are modified so as to require a firm to
submit the
first relevant report:

(a) prepared as at its 
accounting reference date; 
and

(b) within 4 months of 
commencement;

if the firm’s accounting 
reference date falls within the 
4 months before 
commencement.

(2) SUP 16.4.5R and 16.5.5R 
are modified so as to require a firm to
submit the 
first relevant report:

(a) prepared as at any date 
falling within 4 months after 
commencement; and

(b) within 4 months of 
commencement; and 
if:

(c) the firm was, before 
commencement, required to 
submit reports equivalent to those
required under 
SUP 16.4.5R and 16.5.5R 
(respectively) under a 
substantially similar pre–
commencement provision; 
and

(d) the firm’s first accounting 
reference date after 
commencement falls more 
than eight months after the 
date on which it submitted its last
such report under 
that pre–commencement 
provision.

From 
commencement 
for four months

Commence
ment
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming 

into force

(5)

Transitional
provision: 

dates in force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(1)

11 SUP 16.6

SUP 16.7

SUP 16.8

R A firm will not contravene a 
requirement in SUP 16.6, SUP 
16.7 and SUP 16.8 to submit a 
report to the extent that:

(1) the date as at which the 
report must be prepared is 
before commencement; or 

(2) the period with respect to 
which the report must be 
prepared ended before 
commencement,

and in either case:

(3) the firm submits an 
equivalent report in 
accordance with a 
substantially similar pre–
commencement provision 
applicable to the firm; or

(4) there was no substantially 
similar pre–commencement 
provisions applicable to the
firm.

From 
commencement 
for 2 years

Commence
ment

12 SUP 16.7.7R; 
SUP 16.7.9R, 
SUP 16.7.11R, 
SUP 16.7.16R, 
SUP 16.7.24R, 
SUP 16.7.26R, 
SUP 16.7.35R, 
SUP 16.7.44R, 
SUP 16.7.46R, 
SUP 16.7.48R, 
SUP 16.7.57R

R A firm will not contravene a 
rule in SUP 16.7 requiring a 
report to be submitted using a 
form which is specified in an 
annex to SUP 16.7, to the 
extent that the firm submits 
the report using a 
substantially similar form 
specified by its previous 
regulator.

From 
commencement 
for one year

Commence
ment

13 SUP 16.8 R In Forms 1R(1) to (3) in SUP 16
Ann 6R, for any life policy 
promoted before 
commencement, a reference to
”direct offer financial 
promotion” must be read as a 
reference to ”direct offer 
advertisement”, as defined in 
the rulebook of the PIA at the 
time the policy was promoted.

From 
commencement 
for 6 years

Commence
ment

14 SUP 16.8 R SUP 16.8 does not apply to an insurer (in-
cluding a friendly society) which was not a
member of the PIA immediately before
commencement.

From 
commencement 
for 6 years

Commence
ment
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming 

into force

(5)

Transitional
provision: 

dates in force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(1)

15 SUP 17 R Transaction Reporting

A firm:

(1) to whom SUP 17 applies 
under SUP 17.1.1R(1)(c); 
and

(2) which was authorised 
under the Financial 
Services Act 1986 
immediately before 
commencement otherwise 
than through membership 
of the SFA;

must comply with SUP 17 as if 
it were:

(3) an investment 
management firm, if it was 
a member of IMRO 
immediately before 
commencement, or

(4) a personal investment firm,
otherwise.

From 
commencement

Commence
ment

16 Paragraphs 1 to 15 R Definitions

In these transitional 
provisions:

(1) ”pre–commencement 
provision” means a 
provision repealed or 
revoked by or under the Act
or a rule or guidance of the 
firm’s previous regulator, 
including (where the 
context permits) any 
relevant provision which it 
replaced before 
commencement; and

(2) ”substantially similar” 
means substantially similar 
in purpose and effect.

From 
commencement

Commence
ment

2 Table

GEN contains some technical transitional provisions that apply throughout the Handbook and which are designed
to ensure a smooth transition at commencement .  These include transitional provisions relevant to record keeping
and notification  rules.
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�����
�� ���%! � 
���	�% �� 
��������( ��������  $��% ���� ���� �� ���� �� �� ���� ��$$���	�
�� �����	��� �$��� ��� ����� )��� � ����  ��� ���� �� � .(������. �������  ��
�����������! 8� ��������( )��� � ����  ���� �� ����������� )��� � .%������ ���

��."
��� �	
 ��� �����	��� � ������  ���%�	 
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�����	� �� ����� %����!

�$�$� ��� �	
 %�� ����� ��� %������ ���

��(�

+�- ��(����� )��� � 
��(��%%� �$ ������ �� ������ ��$��%����� ����� � 
������	��

�������" 	�����( �� � 
������	�� ����� ������ � ���(� �$ �����* )��� ��� �	

%�� ������ ��� �����  �$ ��� ������ ��$�������/ ��� 
������� ����( �����������
%�� �� ���� �$ �����  �� � �	��� �$ �����  �� �������( �� ������% ��������� ��
��������� ��������� �� �� �������������  �� ���������  ��������� ����������/

+�- ��(����� )��� $������ ������ +������������( �� 
������	�� ��
���� �$ � ������
��������- �� ������ ��$��%����� ����� ��� 
�������� �$ � ����/  ����� 
��������
%�� �� �� �������( �� ������% ��������� �� ��������� ��������� �� ��
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 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� �����
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������� ���� �����������

����� ���� �����	
 �����	� ��

��� 	�	
� ����  ������ � ���	��
� ����	� �� ������ ��� �� ��	 ����	 ��
���  ������� ���

��� ��	 	!�	
��� ������
 �� ���� � ����  �������	� ���	
 ���  ����

�� ����
����	 ���� ������ ��� �
 ��� �� ���� ����	" 	!�	�� ��
�	��
��	� �� ��	 
	�����	
 �� ���� �	������

����� ���� �������� �����	�� "��� �#$ ������%

(1)  Category of firm (2) Sections

applicable to

the firm

(3) Sections

applicable to

its auditor

(1) Bank or building society which in

either case carries on designated

investment business

SUP 3.1 –

SUP 3.7

SUP 3.1, SUP

3.2, SUP 3.8,

SUP 3.10

(2) Bank or building society which in

either case does not carry on des-

ignated 

investment business 

SUP 3.1 –

SUP 3.7

SUP 3.1, SUP

3.2, SUP 3.8

(3) Investment management firm,

personal investment firm (other

than a small personal investment

firm), or securities and futures

firm (Note 1)

SUP 3.1 –

SUP 3.7

SUP 3.1, SUP

3.2, SUP 3.8 –

SUP 3.10

(4) Insurer, the Society of Lloyd’s,

underwriting agent or members’

adviser

SUP 3.1 –

SUP 3.7

SUP 3.1, SUP

3.2, SUP 3.8
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��� �����		
 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� ����'

(3) Sections

applicable to

its auditor

(2) Sections

applicable to

the firm

(1)  Category of firm

(5) Small personal investment firm,

service company or authorised

professional firm (Note 2)

SUP 3.1,

SUP 3.2,

SUP 3.7

SUP 3.1, SUP

3.2, SUP 3.8

Note 1 = This note applies in relation to an oil market participant to

which IPRU(INV) 3 does not apply. Only SUP 3.1, SUP 3.2 and SUP

3.7 are applicable to such a firm and only SUP 3.1, SUP 3.2 and SUP

3.8 are applicable to its auditor.

Note 2 = This note applies in relation to an authorised professional

firm which is required by IPRU(INV) 2.1.2R to comply with chapter

3, 5, 10 or 13 of IPRU(INV). This chapter applies to such a firm (and

its auditor) as if it were the relevant firm type in the right–hand 

column of IPRU(INV) 2.1.4R.

�������� �����

����� ���� �����	
 ��	� ��� ����� �� �� ��	
���� �� ���� ������� �
�
���� ��������
� �
 �� ������
 �� ���� � �����

����� ��� ����������� �! ���  ���� �� ��� ������	 �! �� �������	 

� ��� "��� � ������
���������  �
 #����!��� �� ���  ��������

����! ���� �����	
 ��	� ��� ����� �� �� ��	
���� ������ ����" �����

��� ��	� ��� ���	 � �
���� ��������
�� ���

��� �� ��� 
	#��
	� �� ������ ���� ��	 	����� ����� ������

����" ��� ����������� �! ���  ��$ ��� ���  ��% �� �� �������	 ����� ���  �	 �� ������	
�! 
��� � ���  �
 !�	���	 #����!��� �� ���  ��$��& ��� ���  ��%����

��	����� �� ���	 ��������	 �����

����# ��� ����������� �! ���  ��% ��� ���  ���� �� ��� ������	 �! � ���� �	������ ���  �

#����!��� �� ���  ��%��� ��� ���  ��������

��	����� �� ����� �� ���������� ��
$��� �� %&� ���'

����( � ���  �! 
�������	
 �
 ��� 	�#��	�� �� ��'��� "��� ��� ������ ����� ���� (���
%��) ��� ��
���� '�
� ��'��� "��� ��
 ����	�����  ����������� ������ 	���
 (���
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��� � ���+ �! �� ������

(
�� ,��� � �� ��� ����� �� ���  ������ ��� ���  �������)�

������� ����)*��� �� �*� ���	
���

����+ � ���  "���� �
 � ����+ �������	 �������� ������� ������� �	 ����	 �����+
��!������� ����	����� ���� ������� ��!������� ���� ��������� ��� ������ ���
�	 ��� ������� �� "������ 
����� 
�� ��� -���	�' .	�������� 
��	������
 !�	 !�	���	
�	�/�
���
 �� ������	
 �
 
�� ��� �� ���  ������&� ��	 ��� ����0�	�
�����
 �'������
�� ���  ������ ��� ���  ������& 
�� ���  ��� ��

������ ���� )���� ���*��� �����	�� 	+ ��� �����		
  "��� �#$ ����(,%

Bank IPRU(BANK)
Building society IPRU(BSOC)
Friendly society IPRU(FSOC)
Insurer (other than a friendly society) IPRU(INS)
Investment management firm, 

personal investment firm, securities 

and futures firm

IPRU(INV)

Society of Lloyd’s LLD
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 ���� �� ��� #����
'�����	��0 �! �����  ��'������� "��� ��� 	�#��	�'���
 ��� 
�����	�
 ����	 ���
�	������ ������� -� ����	'����0 "�����	 � ���  
���
!��
 ��� �$��$��� ����������+
���  #�� ��
 	�0�	� �� "�����	 ��� ���  ��
 ��������� ������	
 "��� 
�!!������
�1��	����� �� ��� �	��
 �! ��
���

 �� �� ��������� �� ��� ��� (��%&
��*�$&(��))�  ������	
 ��� �
 � 
��	�� �! ��!�	'����� !�	 ��� #�� �� ��
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 ��� ������
�����  �����

����� ���  ���+ ��0����	 "��� ����	 ��0�
������ 
��� �
 ��� 2�'�����
 ���
 �%3* ���
�%3%+ ��� 4������0 ��������
 ��� �%35 ��� ��� �	������ ��������
 ��� �%%�+ �	�/���

��� 
������	� !	�'�"�	� !�	 �����  ��� ������	
6 ����0�����
�

����� ��� 	�#��	�'���
 �� ���  ��% 	��	�
��� �� ����	�' ���	���� �� ��� �
� �! ������	
+
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 ��
������	+ !�	 �1�'���+ ����	 ��� 2�'�����
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whether the auditor has:

(1) audited the firm’s annual financial statements in accordance

with United Kingdom Auditing Standards issued by the 

Auditing Practices Board;

(2) carried out such other procedures as he considered necessary,

having regard to the relevant Auditing Practices Board’s 

Practice Note; and

(3) obtained all the information and explanations which to the

best of his knowledge and belief are necessary for the purposes

of his report to the FSA; and
whether in the auditor’s opinion:
(4) except in the case of an OPS firm, the audited annual financial

statements of the firm give a true and fair view:

(a) in the case of the profit and loss account, of the firm’s

profit or loss for the period to which that account relates;

and

(b) in the case of the annual balance sheet, of the state of the

affairs of the firm at the accounting reference date at

which that balance sheet was prepared;

(5) in the case of an OPS firm, the audited annual financial 

statements give a true and fair view of the state of affairs:

(a) in the case of the statements of the firm, of the firm at the

accounting reference date of the firm; and

(b) in the case of any OPS collective investment scheme in

relation to which the firm carries on OPS activities, of the

OPS collective investment scheme at the accounting refer-

ence 

date of the scheme;

(6) the relevant financial reporting statement has been properly

prepared in accordance with the FSA’s rules, the relevant 

financial reporting statement being, in the case of:
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(a) an investment management firm: the annual financial 

return (see SUP 16.7.36R) ; or

(b) a personal investment firm: the annual financial statement

(see SUP 16.7.45R) ; or

(c) a securities and futures firm: the annual reporting

statement (SUP 16.7.25R or SUP 16.7.27R);

(7) the balance sheet and the profit and loss account of the 

relevant financial reporting statement in (6) are in agreement

with the firm’s accounting records and returns;

(8) in the case of:

(a) a personal investment firm; or
(b) a securities and futures firm;

the balance sheet of the relevant financial reporting statement

in (6) has been properly reconciled to the quarterly reporting

statement or monthly reporting statement prepared as at the

same accounting reference date;
(9) in the case of a securities and futures firm, the balance sheet of

the annual reporting statement has been properly reconciled to

the balance sheet of the audited annual financial statements;

(10) the firm (not being a corporate finance advisory firm or an OPS

firm) has calculated its expenditure requirement in accordance

with the relevant rules for the forthcoming year, the relevant

rules being, in the case of:

(a) an investment management firm: IPRU(INV) 5.2.3R (4)

and IPRU(INV) 5.2.4R;

(b) a  category A personal investment firm (see SUP  3.9.6R):

IPRU(INV) 13.2R and IPRU(INV) 13.5R;

(c) a  category B personal investment firm (see SUP  3.9.6R):

IPRU(INV) 13.9R and IPRU(INV) 13.12R;

(d) a  securities and futures firm which is not an ISD 

investment firm: IPRU(INV) 3–70R, IPRU(INV) 3–71R

and IPRU(INV) 3–73R;

(e) a securities and futures firm which is an ISD investment

firm: IPRU(INV) 10–71R, IPRU(INV) 10–72R and

IPRU(INV) 10–73R;
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(11) the firm’s statement of financial resources, and the firm’s 

statement of financial resources requirement, have been 

properly prepared in accordance with the rules;

(12) the firm’s financial resources at the accounting reference date

are sufficient to meet the firm’s financial resources 

requirement;

(13) the firm has kept proper accounting records in accordance

with the rules throughout its financial year, the relevant rules

being, in the case of:

(a) an investment management firm: IPRU(INV) 5.3.1R;

(b) a personal investment firm: IPRU(INV) 13.1.11 – 13.1.16R

(c) a securities and futures firm which is not an ISD 

investment firm: IPRU(INV) 3–10R;

(d) a securities and futures firm which is an ISD investment

firm: IPRU(INV) 10–10R;

(14) if the firm prepares a consolidated reporting statement at its

accounting reference date, that it has been prepared in 

accordance with the rules.
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whether in the auditor’s opinion

(1) the firm has maintained systems adequate to enable it to

comply with the rules in COB 9 (Client assets) throughout

the period since the last date as at which a report was

made;
(2) the firm was in compliance with the rules in COB 9 (Client

assets) at the date as at which the report has been made;

and

(3) in the case of an investment management firm, personal

investment firm or securities and futures firm, when a 

subsidiary of the firm is a nominee company in whose

name custody assets of the firm are registered, that nomi-

nee company has maintained throughout the year systems

for the custody, identification and control of custody assets

which:

(a) are adequate; and

(b) include reconciliations at appropriate intervals

between the records maintained (whether by the

firm or the nominee company) and statements or

confirmations from custodians or from the person

who maintains the record of legal entitlement.
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(1) Category of firm (2) Applicable sections

(1)  A long term insurer, other

than:

(a) a registered friendly society

which is a non–directive 

friendly society; and

(b) an incorporated friendly 

society that is a flat rate 

benefits business friendly 

society.

SUP 4.1, SUP 4.2, SUP 4.3 and 

SUP 4.5

(2) A friendly society, other than a 

friendly society within (1)

SUP 4.1, SUP 4.2, SUP 4.4 and 

SUP 4.5
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Question Variation of Part IV 
permission

Cancellation of
Part IV permission

What does the 
application apply 
to?

Individual elements of a firm’s Part
IV permission.

Variations may involve adding or
removing categories of regulated
activity or specified investments or
varying or removing any 
limitations or requirements in the
firm’s Part IV permission.

A firm’s entire Part IV
permission and not indi-
vidual elements within it.
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Cancellation of
Part IV permission

Variation of Part IV 
permission

Question

In what circumstances
is it usually 
appropriate to
make an 
application?

If a firm:

1. wishes to change the regulated
activities it carries on in the
United Kingdom under a Part
IV permission (SUP 6.3); or

2. has the ultimate intention of
ceasing carrying on regulated
activities but due to the nature
of those regulated activities
(for example, accepting de-
posits, or insurance business)
it will require a long term
(normally over six months) to
wind down (run off) its busi-
ness (see SUP 6.2.8G to SUP
6.2.11G and SUP 6 Ann 4G).

If a firm:

1. has ceased to carry
on all of the 
regulated activities
 for which it has Part
IV permission (SUP
6.4); or

2. wishes or expects to
cease carrying on all
of the regulated acti-
vities for which it has
Part IV permission in
the short term 
(normally not more
than six months).  In
this case, the firm
may apply to cancel
its Part IV permission
prior to ceasing the
regulated activities
(see SUP 6.4.3G).

Where do I find a
summary of the 
application 
procedures?

See SUP 6 Ann 2G. See SUP 6 Ann 3G.
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Type of
business

Information which may be required

All 1. Details of how the firm plans to comply with the FSA’s 
regulatory requirements relating to any additional 
regulated activities it is seeking to carry on.

2. Descriptions of the firm’s key controls, senior management 
arrangements  and audit and proposed compliance 
arrangements in respect of any new regulated activity (see
SYSC).

3. Organisation charts and details of individuals transferring or
being recruited to perform new controlled functions (see SUP
10 for details of the application or transfer procedures under the
approved persons regime).

Insurance
business

1. A scheme of operations in accordance with SUP Appendix 2.
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Accepting 
deposits and
designated
 investment
business

1. A business plan which includes the impact of the variation on
the firm’s existing or continuing business financial projections
for the firm, including the impact of the requested variation of
Part IV permission on the firm’s financial resources and capital
adequacy requirements.
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Additional guidance for a firm winding down (running off) its
business

General

1. If a firm has Part IV permission which enables it to hold client money or to carry on
regulated activities including:

(a) carrying out contracts of insurance and effecting contracts of insurance; or

(b) accepting deposits; or

(c) safeguarding and administration of assets;

it may require a long period (usually in excess of six months) in which to wind down (run
off) its business.  In these circumstances, it will usually be appropriate for the firm to apply
for a variation of Part IV permission before commencing the wind down.

2. A firm that believes that it may need to apply for a variation of Part IV permission as a first
step towards cancellation of its permission should discuss its plans with its usual
supervisory contact at the FSA.

3. If appropriate, in the interests of consumer protection, the FSA will require details of the
firm’s plans and will discuss them with the firm and monitor the winding down or transfer of
the firm’s business.  During the period in which it is winding down, a firm will also be
required to notify the FSA of any material changes to the information provided such as, for
example, receipt of new complaints and changes to plans.

4. If, after its Part IV permission has been varied, a firm has wound down its business,
complied with any requirements imposed by the FSA and ceased to carry on regulated
activities (or expects to do so within the next six months), it should then make an
application for cancellation of its Part IV permission (see SUP 6.4 (Applications for
cancellation of permission)).

USE OF OWN-INITIATIVE POWERS

5. If, for example, the FSA has consumer protection concerns, it may, however, use its own-
initiative power under section 45 of the Act (Variation etc. on the Authority’s own initiative)
(see SUP 7 (Individual requirements) and ENF 3 (Variation of Part IV permission on the
FSA's own initiative), to vary the Part IV permission of a firm which is winding down or
transferring its regulated activities.

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS : GENERAL

6. If a firm is winding down (running-off) its business, the routine reporting requirements in
SUP 16 (Reporting requirements) will apply unless the firm is granted a waiver.  In
addition, a firm may be asked to submit additional reports, for example, to enable the FSA
to monitor the wind down.

Specific guidance for firms holding client money or customer
assets

1. If a firm makes an application to vary its Part IV permission to effect the winding down of
regulated activities which it is carrying on including the repayment of client money, or the
return of client deposits, custody assets or any other property belonging to clients, the FSA
will expect it to have formal plans to ensure that:
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 (1) the regulated activities are wound down in an orderly manner;

 (2) the regulated activities are properly completed and all client deposits, client money,
custody assets or any other property belonging to clients are repaid, returned or
transferred to another authorised person; and

 (3) the interests of customers are not adversely affected.

2. A firm must comply with COB 9.3.133R (Client money : discharge of fiduciary duty) and
COB 9.3.138R (Client money:  allocated but unclaimed client money) if it is ceasing to hold
client money.  A firm must also cease to hold or control custody assets in accordance with
instructions received from clients (including instructions set out in an agreement entered
into in accordance with COB 9.1.49R (Custody: client agreement).  These COB rules apply
to both repayment and transfer to a third party.

Specific guidance for insurers

1. A firm carrying on insurance business which, ultimately, intends to cease insurance
business completely, will first need to apply for a variation of its Part IV permission while it
is running off its business.  The firm should apply for a variation of Part IV permission to
remove the activity of effecting contracts of insurance from its permission, thus restricting
its activities to carrying out insurance contracts to enable it to run off its remaining
insurance liabilities (see SUP 6.2.9G).

2. Examples of variations of Part IV permission which may be appropriate in the context of
winding down insurance business include:

(1) removing one or more regulated activities (for example, when a firm which has Part
IV permission to carry on insurance business enters into run-off, its Part IV
permission will need to be varied to remove the activity of effecting contracts of
insurance in relation to new contracts of insurance);  a new contract of insurance
excludes contracts effected under a term of a subsisting contract of insurance.
Thus the firm’s permission will be restricted to carrying out contracts of insurance to
enable it to run off its existing liabilities; or

(2) imposing a limitation on regulated activities in a firm’s Part IV permission or
imposing a requirement on the type of investments a firm holds to support its
insurance liabilities.

3. An insurer ceasing to carry out contracts of insurance is required to submit a scheme of
operations in accordance with SUP App 2 (Insurers: scheme of operations).  The FSA may
require other information depending on the circumstances, for example an actuarial
assessment of the firm’s run-off.

4. A firm that is ceasing effecting new contracts of insurance in all categories of specified
investment should refer to SUP App 2 for details of the specific reporting requirements
that apply.

5. An insurer should note that the FSA will not cancel a firm’s permission until all the firm’s
insurance liabilities have been discharged, including any potential insurance liabilities. A
firm is, therefore, advised to submit an application for cancellation of its Part IV permission
when its run-off is completed.

Specific guidance for firms in the Lloyd’s market

1. A firm making an application to vary or cancel its Part IV permission which requires any
approval from the Society of Lloyd’s should apply to the Society for this in addition to
applying to the FSA for the variation or cancellation.
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2. Where a firm has Part IV permission to manage the underwriting capacity of a Lloyd’s
syndicate as a managing agent at Lloyd’s then, if it wishes to vary its Part IV permission to
remove this regulated activity or to cancel its Part IV permission completely, special
procedures will apply.

3. (1) As a first step, the firm should apply to the FSA for a variation of its Part IV
permission to limit the regulated activity, after the Lloyd’s syndicates have been
closed, to permit no new business.  Once the syndicates have been closed, the
firm’s consent from the Society to manage syndicates will also lapse.

(2) After a period of one year from the date of closure of the Lloyd’s syndicates the
firm may apply to the FSA to vary its Part IV permission, to remove the regulated
activity or to cancel its Part IV permission entirely, as appropriate.  At this time, a
firm’s approval from the Society of Lloyd’s as a managing agent will cease.

4. Firms which wish to discuss these procedures in more detail should contact their usual
supervisory contact at the FSA and the Society of Lloyd’s, as appropriate.

Specific guidance for firms accepting deposits

1. As stated in SUP 6.2.9G, where a bank, or other firm with permission that includes
accepting deposits, wishes to cancel its Part IV permission, it will generally need to apply
for a variation of that permission while it winds down its business.

2. When a firm is winding down its business activities, it may be appropriate to vary its Part
IV permission by imposing:

(1) a limitation that no new deposits will be accepted; or

(2) a limitation on the purchasing of investments for its own account; or

(3) requirements concerning solvency.

3. After a bank has discussed with the FSA the type of variation of Part IV permission the
bank requires to wind down its business, it should make an application for variation of Part
IV permission as directed in SUP 6.3.15D and follow the guidance and procedures in SUP
6 as well as the additional procedures set out in this annex.

4. The FSA may vary the firm’s  Part IV permission to impose one or more of:

(1) a requirement that the firm takes certain steps or refrains from adopting or
pursuing a particular course of action or to restrict the scope of its business in a
particular way;

(2) a limitation on accepting deposits, for example a limitation that no new deposits will
be accepted;

(3) a requirement restricting the granting of credit or the making of investments;

(4) a requirement prohibiting the firm from soliciting deposits either generally or from
persons who are not already depositors.

5. The information concerning the circumstances of the application for variation of Part IV
permission and the confirmations a firm is required to give to the FSA will differ according
to the nature of the bank and its Part IV permission. If appropriate, it may include, but will
not necessarily be limited to:
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(1) a plan containing the arrangements made in respect of the business of any current
depositors, for example how and when the firm intends to repay or novate
arrangements with depositors; or

(2) confirmation that the bank will not take any new deposits, will not roll over or renew
any existing deposits at maturity and will repay all remaining deposits (including
accrued interest) as they fall due for repayment.

DEALING WITH RESIDUAL DEPOSITS: GENERAL

6. Where a firm has residual deposits which, for whatever reason, cannot be repaid, they
may be protected by a number of different methods. The precise applicability of the
courses to be followed depends upon the particular circumstances of the individual firm.
The FSA’s supervisory approach will be determined by the course of action taken.

7. Specific issues regarding the transfer of deposits are discussed in SUP 18 [to be added
later].

HOLDING FUNDS ON TRUST

8. In some circumstances, it may be appropriate for the firm to make an irrevocable transfer
of funds, at least equal to the total of its deposits, to an independent trustee to be held on
trust for the benefit of the depositors.  Any such proposal should be discussed in advance
with the FSA.  The amount of funds held on trust should at all times exceed the total of all
deposits, in order to provide for contingencies.  Trust account arrangements are
appropriate only in respect of solvent institutions.  The guidance in paragraph 10 of this
section applies in most cases.

9. (1) A plan containing the arrangements should be made by the firm in respect of the
business of any current depositors, for example how and when the firm intends to
repay or novate arrangements with depositors.

(2) The trustee should be an independent and appropriately qualified third party,
nominated by the institution and acceptable to the FSA.

(a) The trustee should usually be a major UK bank.  If appropriate, an additional
trustee from within the institution may be appointed, preferably in an advisory
role.  An internal trustee may help to ensure continuity if the firm and the trust
are likely to remain in existence for the foreseeable future.

(b) The FSA should be consulted about, or pre-notified of, a potential change of
trustee.

(c) Trustees are responsible for fulfilling their obligations under the trust deed.  In
practice, the FSA may wish to point out that certain factors need to be given
consideration by the trustees and the institution (for example, the procedures
for paying out to depositors).

(3) The FSA would require to see an opinion by the firm’s legal advisers, confirming
the validity and enforceability of the trust and in particular specifying the extent (if
any) to which the trust arrangements may be set aside in future.  The FSA
reserves the right to request sight of the proposed trust documentation itself.

(4) The trustee has the right (and probably the obligation) to invest the funds, and in
doing so should normally seek to “match” the maturity profile of the firm’s deposit
base.  However, the following could result in deposit liabilities exceeding trust
funds at any time:
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(a) maturity mismatches, that is, whether there are insufficient liquid funds across
the maturity bands to repay depositors; or

(b) changes in interest rates; or

(c) the trustee’s fees and disbursements.

10. The trustee should not deposit, or otherwise invest, trust funds except in segregated
accounts with third-party authorised institutions.

11. (1) An auditor’s report, similar to that used to determine whether all the deposits have
been repaid by a firm, should be provided to confirm that all depositors have been
repaid before the discharge of a trust is allowed.

(2) Auditors’ reports, from the trust’s auditors, should subsequently be obtained at
intervals to demonstrate that funds in the trust continue to be at least equal to the
remaining liabilities to depositors and that repayments have been properly made.
The firm retains the ultimate responsibility to provide information to the FSA.

(3) The FSA may, however, require the inclusion of a clause in the trust deed requiring
the trustee to provide such information as may be requested.

12. Entering into a trust arrangement does not "transfer" deposits or discharge the firm’s
contractual obligations to its depositors.  The firm will, therefore, need to continue to be an
authorised person until these obligations are discharged.

HOLDING THE FUNDS IN SEGREGATED ACCOUNTS

13. The firm may place and retain an amount at all times at least equal to its deposit liabilities
in a segregated account with its usual bankers. The advantage of this course of action is
that if all deposit liabilities are matched by funds in such an account, then the firm is not
carrying on the regulated activity of accepting deposits in contravention of the Act.

14. Placing funds in a segregated account does not discharge a firm’s contractual obligations
to its depositors; the FSA therefore continues to have a supervisory responsibility towards
the firm.
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Rules Section of the Act or regulation
of the OEIC Regulations under
which rules are made

Chapters of the Handbook
where such rules appear
(Note 1)

Auditors and Actuaries rules
(Appointment) (Note 2)

Section 340 SUP 3 and SUP 4

Control of information rules Section 147 COB 2.4

Financial promotion rules Section 145 COB 3, PRIN and SYSC

General rules Section 138 Throughout the Handbook

Insurance business rules Section 141 IPRU(INS)

Money laundering rules Section 146 ML

Price stabilising rules Section 144 MAR 2

Authorised unit trust scheme
rules

Section 247 CIS

Authorised unit trust scheme
particulars rules

Section 248 CIS

Investment company with
variable capital rules

Regulation 6 CIS

Note 1=There are also relevant incidental, supplemental, consequential and transitional rules
made under those powers in various parts of the Handbook, including relevant application 
provisions, GEN, the Glossary and relevant schedules of transitional provisions.
Note 2=The FSA does not have the power to waive the application of auditors and actuaries rules,
if those rules apply directly to an auditor or actuary, as opposed to applying to a firm.  Schedule 6
to the Supervision manual identifies those auditors and actuaries rules in SUP 3 and SUP 4 which
can be waived.

*$�$* �����	� , ������$��� ����� ����  ���� ��� ��� ������ �� )�����!
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������ ���� ��� $��� ��� �$$��� �$ ���� 3�����  ����	� ��
�����
�����!  � ��� $��� ���� � 3����  ��	���� �� � ���  ���� �� ��������	� �����
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Type CF Description of controlled 
function

Governing functions* 1 Director function
2 Non–executive director function
3 Chief executive function
4 Partner function
5 Director of unincorporated

association function
6 Small friendly society function
7 Sole trader function
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Description of controlled 
function

CFType

Required functions* 8 Apportionment and oversight

function
9 EEA investment business 

oversight function
10 Compliance oversight function
11 Money laundering reporting 

function
12 Appointed actuary function

Systems and controls 

functions*

13 Finance function

14 Risk assessment function
15 Internal audit function

Significant management 

functions*

16 Significant management 

(designated investment 

business) function
17 Significant management (other

business operations) function
18 Significant management 

(insurance underwriting) func-

tion
19 Significant management 

(financial resources) function
20 Significant management 

(settlements) function
Customer functions 21 Investment adviser function

22 Investment adviser (trainee)

function
23 Corporate finance adviser 

function
24 Pension transfer specialist 

function
25 Adviser on syndicate 

participation at Lloyd’s function
26 Customer trading function
27 Investment management 

function
*significant influence functions
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Form A SUP 10 Ann 4D Application to perform 
controlled functions under the
approved persons 
regime

Form B SUP 10 Ann 5R Notice to withdraw an 
application to perform 
controlled functions 
under the approved 
persons regime

Form C SUP 10 Ann 6R Notice of ceasing to perform 
controlled functions

Form D SUP 10 Ann 7R Notification of changes in 
personal information or 
application details

Form E SUP 10 Ann 8G Internal transfer of an 
approved person
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Outsourcing arrangement Submitting forms

Firm A to firm B The FSA will consider A to

have taken 

reasonable care if it enters

into a contract with B under

which B is responsible for

ensuring that the relevant

controlled functions are per-

formed by approved persons,

and that it is reasonable for

A to rely 

on this

Firm B submits 

approved persons forms

on behalf of firm A

Outsourcing by A to B

(both being a member of

the same United Kingdom

group and each having its 

registered office in the

United Kingdom)

See SUP 10.3.4G See SUP 15.7.7

(i) A to B, where B is a

non–authorised person not

part of the same group as

A

(ii) A to B, where A is a 

branch of an 

overseas firm in the United

Kingdom, and 

B is an overseas 

undertaking of the 

same group

(iii) A to B, where A is a

UK authorised subsidiary

of an overseas firm, 

and B is an 

overseas undertaking of

the same group

Responsibility for (as op-

posed to the 

performance of) any 

activity outsourced to B will 

remain with A.  See SYSC

3.2.4G

A ensures that an 

individual approved under

one of the 

significant influence func-

tions has 

responsibility for the out-

sourced 

arrangement and A 

submits a form in relation 

to that individual
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Question Answer

Requirements of the 
regime

1 Does pre–approval apply to 
individuals taking up a new 
controlled function within the same
firm?

Yes.  Pre–approval applies in all 
circumstances (see section 59 of the 
Act (Approval for particular 
arrangements)) except under the 
temporary (’12 weeks’) provision.  
See SUP 10.5.5R and question 2.

2 What are the procedures for 
‘emergency situations’?

Individuals may perform 
significant influence functions for up
to 12 weeks in any consecutive 12
month period without requiring
approval.  When it becomes clear 
that a person will be performing 
the function on a permanent basis,
then an application for approval 
should be made.  However, there is no
provision for individuals to perform
the customer functions on a 
continuing basis without approval.
See SUP 10.5.5.R.

3 Can a person be approved for more
than one controlled function?

Yes.  A firm will need to seek 
approval in respect of each controlled
function a person is to perform.

4 Do the controlled functions apply to
an incoming EEA firm that is 
providing cross border services 
into the United Kingdom?

No.  The approved persons regime
 does not apply to cross border 
services.  See SUP 10.1.6R

5 May any activity be outsourced by a
firm?

Yes.  But if that activity constitutes 
a regulated activity, the person to
whom it is outsourced will itself need
permission.
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6 Can a significant influence 
function be outsourced?

It is a question of fact in each case
who is performing a significant 
influence function.  These functions
are mostly described at a high level of
responsibility, that is, for example, the
director of a company or a partner in a
partnership.  The 
persons performing these functions 
cannot avoid their ultimate 
responsibility and therefore the need
for approval.  However, some of the
significant influence functions may be
performed by a person who is 
specifically brought in to do the job,
for example the chief executive 
function (where it is to be performed 
by a body corporate) and the 
appointed actuary function.

7 Do Lloyd’s underwriting agents still
require registration with Lloyd’s?

Yes.  Approval for a controlled 
function is not sufficient.

8 What should a firm do if it is unsure
whether an individual needs approval?

The firm should contact the Individual
Vetting and Approval Department.
See SUP 10.11.6G.

Submitting an 
application

9 Who applies for approval? The firm.  See section 60 of the Act
(Applications for approval).

10 What is the role of the candidate in
the application process?

Before the firm submits Form A it
must verify the information contained
in it.  As part of this verification, the
Form provides for the candidate to
confirm the accuracy of the 
information given by the firm so far 
as it relates to him.

11 What checks must a firm make on a
candidate before submitting an 
application for approval from the
FSA?

The FSA expects firms to perform 
due and diligent enquiries into their
candidates.  Note also the 
requirements of ENF 8.12.2G and 
TC 2.2.1R.
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12 What is the “fit and proper” test for
approval?

Section 61(1) of the Act 
(Determination of applications) 
provides that the FSA may grant an
application only if it is satisfied that
the candidate is a fit and proper per-
son to perform the relevant function.
In determining this
question, the Act sets out the matters
to which the FSA may have regard
(section 61(2)) and the FSA has 
given guidance on this in FIT.

13 If a firm is unsure whether or not
something may have an impact 
upon an individual’s fitness and pro-
priety, should it be disclosed?

Yes, always.  The deliberate 
non–disclosure of material facts is
taken very seriously by the FSA 
as it is seen as possible evidence 
of current dishonesty.  Therefore, if in
doubt, disclose.

14 What happens if adverse 
information comes to light after the
application form has been submitted
or after the individual has been 
approved?

The firm must inform the FSA at the
earliest opportunity.  See SUP
10.13.16R.

15 Will the FSA consider an 
application in respect of a 
candidate who has not yet signed a
contract with the firm?

Yes, as the FSA will consider the 
arrangement under which the
candidate will perform the 
function.  However, the FSA will not
consider speculative or provisional
applications – such as for the
candidates in an election to a 
mutual society Board.

The FSA must be informed 
immediately of any material changes
to the information provided on the
application form which arises 
before the application has been
determined.  All changes must be
communicated to the FSA by the firm
making the application 
(see SUP 15.6.4R).  Failure to notify 
the FSA may result in a delay in 
processing or rejection or both.

16 How can we get a supply of 
application forms (Form A)?

These can either be ordered through
the Individual Vetting and Approval
Department or obtained from 
the FSA website at www.fsa.gov.uk.
There is no charge for an 
application form.

17 Is there a separate fee for 
making an application for approved
person status?

No.

18 Must all gaps in previous 
employment be explained?

Yes.
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FSA procedures

19 Does the FSA verify the 
information provided to it?

Yes, as far as possible, information 
is verified.

20 Will the FSA handle information
confidentially?

Yes.  The FSA is obliged to handle all 
information confidentially and is 
subject to the provisions of the 
Data Protection Act 1998.

21 How long will the FSA take to process
an application for approved person
status?

Generally the FSA will handle this
within seven business days for signifi-
cant influence functions and four busi-
ness days for customer 
functions.  However, if 
information is missing, or the 
information provided gives the FSA
cause for concern, processing time
will almost always be longer.  In each
case, the FSA will notify the firm of 
any extension to the processing times.

22 Will the firm and individual be 
notified if there is a delay in 
processing the application form?

Yes.  The FSA will contact the firm
explaining the position and, where 
appropriate, giving the reasons for
delay. It will then be the responsibility
of the firm to keep the candidate and
any other interested party informed.

23 How are non–routine cases handled? Refer to DEC 2 Ann 2G.

24 Can the FSA apply conditions to an
approved person?

No.  The application can either be
granted or refused.  The Act provides
no equivalent to the limitations or 
requirements which may be included 
in permissions.  If the application 
is refused, the firm may re–apply in
respect of the same individual but a
different controlled function.  If it is
considering doing this, the firm is en-
couraged to discuss the matter with
the FSA.

Where there are reasonable grounds
for doing so, the FSA may require a
firm to provide information about an
approved person (see section 165 of
the Act (Power to require 
information)).
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25 Will the firm be issued with 
confirmation of approval?

Yes.  The firm will be sent a letter 
setting out the effective date of 
approval together with the controlled 
function for which the individual has
been approved.  It will then be the
firm’s responsibility to inform the 
individual and any other 
interested party, for example any 
appointed representative .

Withdrawing an 
application

26 Can a firm withdraw its 
application?

Yes, but only with the consent of the
candidate.  See section 61(5) of the 
Act (Determination of applications).

27 What happens if the individual refuses
to consent to the withdrawal of the
application?

The FSA will consider with all 
interested parties what to do.  If it 
proposes to refuse the application, 
it will give a warning notice to all
interested parties.  See section 62 
of the Act (Applications for 
approval: procedure and right to 
refer to the Tribunal).

28 Can the firm withdraw only part of an
application – say, in relation to a
specific controlled function?

The FSA will allow the firm to amend
its application at any time before 
determination with the consent of all
other interested parties.  Whether the
amendment will have the effect of
amounting to a fresh application will
be considered on a case by case basis.

Conduct of approved
persons

29 How and when must the firm 
report to the FSA potentially adverse
information about an approved 
person’s fitness and propriety?

Normally, the firm should report such
matters to the FSA on Form D once it
is reasonably satisfied as to the 
information’s validity.  See SUP
10.13.16R.  See also, Principle for 
Businesses 11 (PRIN) and 
Statements of Principle 4 (APER).

However, if an approved person is 
dismissed or resigns while under 
investigation by the firm, the FSA or
another regulatory body, the firm
should inform the FSA (SUP
10.13.7R) that it will be submitting a
Form C cntaining adverse
information.  Full details must then be
provided within seven business days,
on the Form C.  See SUP 10.13.6R.
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30 For how long are individuals 
accountable to the FSA after 
ceasing to be an approved person?

A person is guilty of misconduct if,
while an approved person, he fails to
comply with a Statement of Principle
or is knowingly concerned in the
contravention by a firm of a 
requirement in the Act or the 
Handbook.  But the FSA may not 
bring proceedings after two years from
when it first knew of the misconduct.
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Application number
(for FSA use only)

Form A

Application to perform
controlled functions
under the approved
persons regime
FSA Handbook Reference: SUP10 Annex 4D

30 April 2001

Name of candidate
(to be completed by applicant)

Name of firm
(as entered in 2.01)

The Financial Services Authority
Individual Vetting & Approval
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London E14 5HS
United Kingdom
Telephone +44 (0) 20 7676 0019
Facsimile +44 (0) 20 7676 0017
E-mail iva@fsa.gov.uk
Website http://www.fsa.gov.uk

Registered as a Limited Company in England and Wales No 1920623. Registered Office as above
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Form A – Application to perform controlled functions under the approved persons regime Page ii

Notes for Form A

Application to perform controlled functions under the
approved persons regime
PLEASE NOTE: A CANDIDATE MUST NOT BEGIN PERFORMING ANY CONTROLLED
FUNCTIONS UNTIL THE FSA HAS GRANTED APPROVAL.

Full details of the approved persons regime and the application process are given in
chapter 6 of the Authorisation manual and chapter 10 of the Supervision manual.

The purpose of this Form

This is Form A referred to in AUTH 3.1D and SUP 10.12.2D. This Form must be used where
the candidate is an individual seeking approval to perform controlled functions. The firm is
the applicant.

Applications for corporate candidates must be made using an adapted Form A that will be
supplied by the FSA upon request.

Completing this Form

The Form must be completed in black ink and (if in manuscript) in BLOCK LETTERS.

All dates should be provided in numeric form (e.g. 29/02/2000 for 29 February 2000).

Indicate clearly if a question is not applicable. Tick the appropriate box where a yes/no
answer is required. Further details should be given in section 6 (supplementary information)
if there is insufficient space for a detailed answer.

Additional information can be attached to the Form. It must be securely attached to the rest
of the Form and you must indicate at question 6.04 the number of additional sheets
attached.

Do not assume that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public
domain, or has been previously disclosed to the FSA or to another regulatory body. In all
circumstances, disclosures should be full, frank and unambiguous. If there is any doubt
about the relevance of information, it should be included. The information supplied by the
candidate should be verified by the firm wherever possible. If the FSA's vetting checks
reveal any matters that have not been disclosed, then applications will be delayed and, in
some cases, possibly rejected. See SUP 10.12.6G.

Expressions in this Form in italics have the meaning given in the Glossary to the FSA’s
Handbook (or, if no meaning is given there, the expressions are to be interpreted in
accordance with the related expression defined in the Glossary).

The firm is responsible for the accuracy of the data and completion of the Form. If the Form
is not fully and correctly completed, the FSA may need to return it for proper completion.
This could significantly delay the FSA's decision on whether to grant approval to perform the
requested controlled functions (see SUP 10.12.6G).

The FSA may require the applicant to provide further information at any time after receiving
an application and before determining whether it is to be granted or not (see AUTH 6.3.9G
or SUP 10.12.8G).

If a firm  has provided, or has information that reasonably suggests that it may have
provided, the FSA with information which was or has become false, misleading,
incomplete or inaccurate, in a material particular, it must notify the FSA immediately
(see SUP 15.6.4R). Failure to notify the FSA may result in a delay in processing or
rejection.
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SHORTENED APPLICATION FORM

It is not necessary to complete section 4 (Employment history) and section 5 (Fitness and
propriety) of Form A if:

(1) an approved person is applying to perform an additional controlled function
under an arrangement with the same firm; or

(2) the candidate has ceased to perform a controlled function under an
arrangement with firm A and now requires approval to perform a controlled
function under an arrangement with firm B.

However, Form A must be completed in full if either:

(1) the candidate ceased to be an approved person more than six months ago;
or

(2) the candidate or approved person is seeking approval in respect of a
significant influence function for the first time.

SECTION 1 – PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION DETAILS

If the candidate has more than one previous name (surname or forenames), passport
number or nationality, or is known by any other names, provide details in section 6.

1.01: If the candidate does not have an FSA Individual Reference Number or
does not know it, include the name of the previous regulator and the
previous Individual Reference Number, as applicable.

1.13: United Kingdom addresses must be given, or a statement stating that the
individual resides abroad.

SECTION 2 – FIRM IDENTIFICATION DETAILS

2.01 & 2.02: This section identifies the firm making the application by FSA Firm
Reference Number (FRN) and name.

2.03: The firm must indicate a point of contact for any queries in connection with
the application.

SECTION 3 – ARRANGEMENTS AND CONTROLLED FUNCTIONS

The firm must tick the box in 3.01 that most accurately describes its arrangement with the
candidate.

For applications from a single firm, the firm should complete 3.02, 3.03 & 3.04 indicating the
controlled functions required by selecting the appropriate box in 3.02. However, if the
application is being made on behalf of a candidate who will carry out controlled functions for
more than one firm, 3.05 must be used to describe the controlled functions and the
relationships between the candidate and those firms.

3.01: If this application relates to more than one appointed representative,
provide details in section 6.

3.02: If any of controlled functions 16 to 20 are requested, the specific job title of
the candidate must be included.

3.03: The effective date is the date on which the firm wishes the candidate to
begin performing controlled functions (subject to approval). This should be
left blank unless there is a reason for the effective date to be beyond
the FSA’s  published standard response times.  For instance, a firm may
wish to be sure that a candidate has been approved before they take up
their post.

Unless the firm indicates otherwise, the FSA assumes that the arrangement given on the
application form includes all of the activities that fall within the description of the controlled
function. This means that a firm may alter a candidate’s responsibilities within the broad
description of a controlled function without needing further approval from the FSA. However,
in relation to the significant management functions, firms must comply with the reporting
requirements in SUP 10.9.8R and SUP 10.9.9G.
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SECTION 4 – EMPLOYMENT HISTORY FOR PAST 10 YEARS

A full ten-year employment history for the candidate must be provided – with all gaps
explained. If the record of employment does not go back ten years, all periods of education
and unemployment must be indicated. Full details of any periods of self-employment must
be included.

The employment history should be provided in reverse chronological order , starting with
the most recent period of employment, unemployment etc, but excluding the activity to
which this application relates.

Always give the address of the actual place of employment, rather than a central head
office.

“Regulatory body” in this context means the bodies listed in the notes to section 5 (below).

State the position held by the candidate and a brief explanation of his or her duties. If the
candidate’s job title included the word “director” but his or her duties did not include those
associated with the title of director, as defined in the Glossary, this should be indicated.

The reason for leaving each employer must be given. If there were any issues arising on
leaving, these must be fully explained in section 6. Previous employers may be contacted
and the omission of relevant details may result in applications being delayed and, in some
cases, possibly rejected. See SUP 10.12.6G.

Candidates who are applying for significant influence functions (CF 1 to 20) are required to
submit a copy of their curriculum vitae, in addition to completing section 4 of this Form. It
should be attached securely to the Form.

SECTION 5 – FITNESS AND PROPRIETY

Answer the question by ticking the relevant ‘yes’ or ‘no’ box. If the answer to any of the
questions is ‘yes’, give complete details in section 6 and attach relevant supporting
documentation.

5.03 to 5.06: Court judgments (e.g. County Court Judgments) and arrangements with
creditors (e.g. Individual Voluntary Arrangements) are covered by questions
5.03 to 5.06. Any outstanding County Court Judgements or arrangements
with creditors must be listed in section 6, and the circumstances
surrounding them explained. The FSA will conduct credit checks.

“Regulatory body” in this context refers to:

i) the self-regulatory organisations including IMRO, SFA, PIA,
LAUTRO, FIMBRA, AFBD and TSA;

ii) the statutory bodies including the FSA, SIB, the Society of Lloyd’s,
the Registry of Friendly Societies, the Friendly Societies
Commission, the Building Societies Commission, the Bank of
England; HM Treasury – Insurance Directorate (formerly of the DTI)
and the recognised bodies;

iii) the designated professional bodies; and

iv) the equivalent of all such regulators overseas.

SECTION 6 – SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

This section provides space for any additional information and should be used whenever a
question in section 5 is answered ‘yes’.

List here all directorships currently held or held in the past 10 years by the candidate.

Relevant documents must also be provided, such as evidence of the settlements of County
Court Judgements.
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SECTION 7 – DECLARATIONS & SIGNATURES

This section contains declarations which must be signed by both an appropriate individual
for the firm or applicant submitting the application and the candidate. The FSA considers
that an appropriate individual would either be an individual approved for a controlled
function described under section 59(5) of the Act (the significant influence functions –
controlled functions 1 to 20) or someone to whom the firm has delegated the authority to
notify the FSA. If this authority has been delegated, the firm should keep records of those
individuals authorised to sign on behalf of the firm.

If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact the
Individual Vetting and Approval Helpline on 020 7676 0019 or e-mail iva@ FSA.gov.uk

PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO:

THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY
INDIVIDUAL VETTING AND APPROVAL
25 THE NORTH COLONNADE
CANARY WHARF
LONDON E14 5HS
UNITED KINGDOM
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I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Form A – Application to perform controlled functions under the approved persons regime Page 1

Personal identification details Section 1

1.01 a FSA Individual Reference Number (IRN)

b OR name of previous regulatory body

c AND previous reference number
(if applicable)

1.02 Title
(e.g. Mr, Mrs, Ms, etc)

1.03 Surname

1.04 ALL forenames

1.05 Name commonly known by

1.06 Date of birth

1.07 National Insurance number

1.08 Previous name
SEE NOTE

1.09 Date of change

1.10 Reason for change

1.11 a Nationality
SEE NOTE

b Passport number
(if National Insurance number not available)
–SEE NOTE

1.12 Place of birth
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related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Form A – Application to perform controlled functions under the approved persons regime Page 2

1.13 a Private address

b
Postcode

c Dates resident at this address (mm/yyyy) From To PRESENT

(If address has changed in the last three years, please provide addresses for the previous three years.)

1.14 a Previous address 1

b
Postcode

c Dates resident at this address (mm/yyyy) From To

1.15 a Previous address 2

b
Postcode

c Dates resident at this address (mm/yyyy) From To
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related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Form A – Application to perform controlled functions under the approved persons regime Page 3

Firm identification details Section 2

2.01 Name of firm making the application

2.02 FSA Firm Reference Number (FRN)

2.03 a Who should the FSA contact at the firm in
relation to this application?

b Position

c Telephone

d Fax

e E-mail
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related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Form A – Application to perform controlled functions under the approved persons regime Page 4

 Arrangements and controlled functions Section 3

3.01
a Employee �

Nature of the arrangement
between the candidate and
the applicant.

b Group employee �

Name of group

c Contract for services �

d Partner/Sole trader �

e Appointed rep – employee �

Name of AR

f Appointed rep – principal �

Name of AR

g Other �

Give details

3.02 For applications from a single firm, please tick the boxes that correspond to the controlled functions to be
performed.

If the controlled functions are to be carried out for more than one firm, please go to question 3.05

a Significant
influence
functions

CF 1 Director function �

CF 2 Non-executive director function �

CF 3 Chief executive function �

CF 4 Partner function �

CF 5 Director of an unincorporated association function �

CF 6 Small friendly society function �

CF 7 Sole trader function �
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related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Form A – Application to perform controlled functions under the approved persons regime Page 5

Significant
influence
functions
continued

CF 8 Apportionment and oversight function �

CF 9 EEA investment business oversight function �

CF 10 Compliance oversight function �

CF 11 Money laundering reporting function �

CF 12 Appointed actuary function �

CF 13 Finance function �

CF 14 Risk assessment function �

CF 15 Internal audit function �

CF 16 Significant management (designated investment business) function �

CF 17 Significant management (other business operations) function �

CF 18 Significant management (insurance underwriting) function �

CF 19 Significant management (financial resources) function �

CF 20 Significant management (settlements) function �

b Customer
functions CF 21 Investment adviser function �

CF 22 Investment adviser (trainee) function �

CF 23 Corporate adviser function �

CF 24 Pension transfer specialist function �

CF 25 Adviser on syndicate participation at Lloyd’s function �

CF 26 Customer trading function �

CF 27 Investment management function �

3.03 Effective date of controlled functions
indicated above

3.04 Job title (mandatory for controlled functions
16 to 20)
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I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Form A – Application to perform controlled functions under the approved persons regime Page 6

3.05 List all firms within the group (including the firm entered in 2.01) for which the candidate requires approval
and the requested controlled function for that firm.

FSA Firm
Reference
Number Name of firm

Controlled
function

Job title
(mandatory for controlled

functions 16 to 20)
Effective

date

a

b

c

d

e

3.06 Has the individual been assessed as
competent in accordance with the Training
and Competence Rules (see TC 2.3.5R
(Attaining Competence))?

Tick “NOT APPLICABLE” if the candidate
is not within the scope of chapter 2 of the
Training and Competence Sourcebook
(see TC 2.1.3R)

YES �

NO �

NOT APPLICABLE �

3.07 If the answer to 3.06 is “YES”, indicate
which of the following formed part of the
assessment (only tick one box):

Passing each module of the appropriate

examination as specified in the annexes to TC2  �

OR

Complying with TC 2.4.5R (Approved examinations)  �

OR

Complying with TC Transitional Provisions  �
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related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Form A – Application to perform controlled functions under the approved persons regime Page 7

Employment history for past 10 years Section 4

Note: ALL gaps must be accounted for (SEE NOTE)

4.01 Employment details (1)

a Period (mm/yyyy) From To

b Nature of employment a Employed �
b Self-employed �
c Unemployed �
d Full-time education �

If b, c, or d is ticked,
please give details

c Name of employer

d Nature of business

e Previous / other names of employer

f Last known address of employer

Name of regulatory bodyg Is/was employer regulated by a regulatory
body? SEE NOTE YES� NO�

If yes, of which firm?h Is/was employer an appointed
representative? YES� NO�

i Position held
SEE NOTE

j Responsibilities

k Reason for leaving:
SEE NOTE

a Resignation �
b Redundancy �
c Retirement �
d Termination/dismissal �
e End of contract �
f Other �

Specify
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I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�
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4.02 Employment details (2)

a Period (mm/yyyy) From To

b Nature of employment a Employed �
b Self-employed �
c Unemployed �
d Full-time education �

If b, c, or d is ticked,
please give details

c Name of employer

d Nature of business

e Previous / other names of employer

f Last known address of employer

Name of regulatory bodyg Is/was employer regulated by a regulatory
body? SEE NOTE YES� NO�

If yes, of which firm?h Is/was employer an appointed
representative? YES� NO�

i Position held
SEE NOTE

j Responsibilities

k Reason for leaving:
SEE NOTE

a Resignation �
b Redundancy �
c Retirement �
d Termination/dismissal �
e End of contract �
f Other �

Specify
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related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�
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4.03 Employment details (3)

a Period (mm/yyyy) From To

b Nature of employment a Employed �
b Self-employed �
c Unemployed �
d Full-time education �

If b, c, or d is ticked,
please give details

c Name of employer

d Nature of business

e Previous / other names of employer

f Last known address of employer

Name of regulatory bodyg Is/was employer regulated by a regulatory
body? SEE NOTE YES� NO�

If yes, of which firm?h Is/was employer an appointed
representative? YES� NO�

i Position held
SEE NOTE

j Responsibilities

k Reason for leaving:
SEE NOTE

a Resignation �
b Redundancy �
c Retirement �
d Termination/dismissal �
e End of contract �
f Other �

Specify
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4.04 Employment details (4)

a Period (mm/yyyy) From To

b Nature of employment a Employed �
b Self-employed �
c Unemployed �
d Full-time education �

If b, c, or d is ticked,
please give details

c Name of employer

d Nature of business

e Previous / other names of employer

f Last known address of employer

Name of regulatory bodyg Is/was employer regulated by a regulatory
body? SEE NOTE YES� NO�

If yes, of which firm?h Is/was employer an appointed
representative? YES� NO�

i Position held
SEE NOTE

j Responsibilities

k Reason for leaving:
SEE NOTE

a Resignation �
b Redundancy �
c Retirement �
d Termination/dismissal �
e End of contract �
f Other �

Specify
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related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�
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4.05 Employment details (5)

a Period (mm/yyyy) From To

b Nature of employment a Employed �
b Self-employed �
c Unemployed �
d Full-time education �

If b, c, or d is ticked,
please give details

c Name of employer

d Nature of business

e Previous / other names of employer

f Last known address of employer

Name of regulatory bodyg Is/was employer regulated by a regulatory
body? SEE NOTE YES� NO�

If yes, of which firm?h Is/was employer an appointed
representative? YES� NO�

i Position held
SEE NOTE

j Responsibilities

k Reason for leaving:
SEE NOTE

a Resignation �
b Redundancy �
c Retirement �
d Termination/dismissal �
e End of contract �
f Other �

Specify

If necessary, please continue in section 6.
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related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�
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Fitness and propriety Section 5

5.01 a Has the candidate ever been convicted of any offence involving fraud, theft,
false accounting or other dishonesty or an offence (whether or not in the
United Kingdom) relating to companies, building societies, industrial and
provident societies, credit unions, friendly societies, insurance, banking or
other financial services, insolvency, consumer credit or consumer protection,
money laundering, market manipulations or insider dealing? (Convictions
spent under the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 must be included)

YES � NO �

b Is the candidate the subject of any current criminal proceedings?
YES � NO �

5.02 Has the candidate any convictions for any offences other than those listed in
5.01 above which are not spent, whether or not in the United Kingdom
(excluding traffic offences unless these resulted in a ban from driving or
involved driving without insurance)?

YES � NO �

5.03 a Is the candidate, or has the candidate ever been, the subject of any civil
proceedings, arbitration or litigation, including proceedings that may lead to a
County Court Judgment (“CCJ”) or other judgment debts, in the United
Kingdom or elsewhere?

YES � NO �

b Is the candidate aware of any intention to begin such proceedings against the
candidate in the future? YES � NO �

5.04 Does the candidate have any judgment debts (including CCJs) made under a
court order still outstanding, whether in full or in part? YES � NO �

5.05 Has the candidate ever failed to satisfy any such judgment debts within one
year of the making of the order? YES � NO �

5.06 a Is the candidate, or has the candidate ever been, the subject of any
bankruptcy proceedings, or proceedings for the sequestration of the
candidate’s estate?

YES � NO �

b Has the candidate ever entered into a deed of arrangement or an individual
voluntary arrangement (or in Scotland a trust deed) or other agreement in
favour of the candidate’s creditors, or is the candidate doing so?

YES � NO �

5.07 Does the candidate have any outstanding financial obligations arising from
regulated activities, which the candidate has conducted in the past, whether in
the United Kingdom or overseas?
(In the case of advisers, this will include any outstanding liabilities arising from
commissions paid for the sale of packaged products that have lapsed.)

YES � NO �

5.08 Has the candidate ever been found guilty of conducting any unauthorised
regulated activities or been investigated for possible conduct of unauthorised
regulated activities?

YES � NO �

5.09 Is the candidate, or has the candidate ever been, the subject of an
investigation into allegations of misconduct or malpractice in connection with
any business activity?

YES � NO �

5.10 Has the candidate  ever, either in the United Kingdom , or elsewhere –

a been refused entry to, or been dismissed or requested to resign from, any
profession, vocation, office or employment, or from any fiduciary office or
position of trust, whether or not remunerated?

YES � NO �

b been refused, restricted in, or had suspended, the right to carry on any
trade, business or profession for which specific licence, authorisation,
registration, membership or other permission is required?

YES � NO �
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I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�
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c been disqualified by a court from acting as a director of a company or from
acting in a management capacity or conducting the affairs of any company,
partnership or unincorporated association?

YES � NO �

d been the subject of a disqualification direction under section 59 of the
Financial Services Act 1986 or a prohibition order, under section 56 of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, or received a warning notice to
make such a direction or order?

YES � NO �

5.11 In respect of activities regulated by the FSA or any other regulatory body
(see note), has the candidate , or has any company , partnership or
unincorporated association  of which the candidate is or has been a
controller , director , senior manager , partner or company secretary,
during the candidate’s association with that entity and for a period of
three years after the candidate ceased to be associated with it, ever –

a been refused, had revoked, restricted or terminated, any licence,
authorisation, registration, notification, membership or other permission
granted by any such body ?

YES � NO �

b been criticised, censured, disciplined, suspended, expelled, fined, or been
the subject of any other disciplinary or intervention action by any such
body ?

YES � NO �

c resigned whilst under investigation by, or been required to resign from, any
such body ? YES � NO �

d decided, after making an application for any licence, authorisation,
registration, notification, membership or other permission granted by any
such body , not to proceed with it?

YES � NO �

e been the subject of any civil action which has resulted in a finding against
the candidate or it by a court? YES � NO �

5.12 Has any company , partnership , or unincorporated association  of which
the candidate is or has been a controller , director , senior manager ,
partner , or company secretary, in the United Kingdom or elsewhere, at
any time during the candidate’s involvement or within one year of such
an involvement –

a been put into liquidation, wound up, ceased trading, had a receiver or
administrator appointed or entered into any voluntary arrangement with its
creditors?

YES � NO �

b been adjudged by a court liable for any fraud, misfeasance, wrongful
trading or other misconduct? YES � NO �

c been investigated or been involved in an investigation by an inspector
appointed under companies or any other legislation, or required to produce
documents to the Secretary of State, or any other authority, under any such
legislation?

YES � NO �

d been convicted of any criminal offence, censured, disciplined or publicly
criticised, by any inquiry, by the Takeover Panel or any governmental or
statutory authority or any other regulatory body (other than as already
indicated under 5.11(b) above)?

YES � NO �

5.13 Is the candidate aware of any business interests, employment obligations, or
any other situations which may conflict with the performance of the controlled
functions for which approval is now sought?

YES � NO �
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Supplementary information Section 6

Please complete questions 6.03 and 6.04

6.01 Include any additional information from previous sections below.

If there is insufficient space, please continue on a separate sheet of paper, and clearly identify the section
and question to which the additional information relates.

Full details must be provided here if there were any issues that arose when leaving an employer listed in
section 4 or if any question has been answered ‘yes’ in section 5.

Question Information
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6.02 Include a list of all directorships currently or previously held by the candidate (where director has the
meaning given in the Glossary).
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6.03 Is there any other information the candidate or the firm considers to be
relevant to the application? YES � NO �

If yes, provide details below or on a separate sheet of paper

6.04 How many additional sheets are being submitted?
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Declarations and signatures Section 7

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may
be a criminal offence (section 398 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000).

It should not be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or
has previously been disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body. If there is any doubt about the
relevance of information, it should be included.

I confirm that the information in this Form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge
and belief and that I have read the notes to this Form.

I confirm that, where Form A is a shortened version, there have been no changes to the information
previously disclosed in sections 4 and 5 of Form A.

The FSA may seek to verify the information given in this Form including answers pertaining to fitness and
propriety. I authorise the FSA to make such enquiries and seek such further information as it thinks
appropriate in the course of verifying the information given in this Form. I also understand that the results of
these checks may be disclosed to my employer.

7.01 Candidate's full name

7.02 Signature

Date

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may
be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000). SUP 15.6.1R
and SUP 15.6.4R require an authorised person to take reasonable steps to ensure the accuracy and
completeness of information given to the FSA and to notify the FSA immediately if materially inaccurate
information has been provided. APER 4.4.6E provides that, where an approved person is responsible for
reporting matters to the FSA, failure to inform the FSA of materially significant information of which he is
aware is a breach of Statement of Principle 4. Contravention of these requirements may lead to disciplinary
sanctions or other enforcement action by the FSA. It should not be assumed that information is known to
the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been disclosed to the FSA or another
regulatory body. If there is any doubt about the relevance of information, it should be included.

In making this application the firm believes on the basis of due and diligent enquiry that the candidate is a fit
and proper person to perform the controlled function(s) listed in section 3. The firm also believes, on the
basis of due and diligent enquiry, that the candidate is competent to fulfil the duties required of such
function(s).

I confirm that the information in this Form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge
and belief and that I have read the notes to this Form.

I confirm that I have authority to make this application, and sign this Form, on behalf of each firm
identified in section 3.05. I also confirm that a copy of this Form, as submitted to the FSA, will be
sent to each of those firms  at the same time as submitting the Form to the FSA.

7.03 Name of the firm submitting the application

7.04 Name of person signing on behalf of the
firm

7.05 Job title

7.06 Signature

Date
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Completion checklist

Is the Form fully completed? �

Are ALL forenames included? �

Is there a complete ten-year employment history with all gaps explained? �

Is the Form correctly signed and dated by both the firm making the
application and the candidate? �

Has all supplementary information been included and clearly marked? �

Note: Detach and keep the notes before returning the completed Form to the FSA.
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Application number
(for FSA use only)

Form B
Notice to withdraw an
application to perform
controlled functions
under the approved
persons regime
FSA Handbook Reference: SUP10 Annex 5R

30 April 2001

Name of candidate
(to be completed by applicant)

Name of firm
(as entered in 2.01)

The Financial Services Authority
Individual Vetting & Approval
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London E14 5HS
United Kingdom
Telephone +44 (0) 20 7676 0019
Facsimile +44 (0) 20 7676 0017
E-mail iva@fsa.gov.uk
Website http://www.fsa.gov.uk

Registered as a Limited Company in England and Wales No 1920623. Registered Office as above
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Notes for Form B

Notice to withdraw an application to perform controlled
functions  under the approved persons regime
Full details of the approved persons regime and the application process are given in
chapter 6 of the Authorisation manual and chapter 10 of the Supervision manual.

The purpose of this Form
This is Form B referred to in SUP 10.12.13R. This Form must be used when a firm or
applicant wishes to withdraw an application to perform controlled functions under the
approved persons regime (Form A) before the application has been determined and with
immediate effect.

Completing this Form
The Form must be completed in black ink and (if in manuscript) in BLOCK LETTERS.

A Notice to withdraw an application may be submitted in relation to all or some of the
controlled functions or firms listed on the original application (Form A). If it is submitted in
relation to only some of the controlled functions  or firms, you must list at section 4.01 the
controlled functions and firms to which the withdrawal relates. If section 4.01 is left blank it
will be assumed that the withdrawal relates to all of the controlled functions listed on the
original application.

Any issues that arose in relation to this withdrawal, such as resignation or termination of
contract, must be explained in section 4.01.

Additional information can be attached to the Form. It must be securely attached to the rest
of the Form and you must indicate at question 4.02 the number of additional sheets
attached.

Under section 61(5) of the Act (Determination of applications) the firm may withdraw the
application only if it also has the consent of the candidate and the person by whom the
candidate is or would have been employed, if this is not the firm making the application (see
SUP 10.12.14G).

An appropriate individual must sign the declaration for the firm  submitting the Form.
The FSA considers that an appropriate individual would either be an individual
approved for a controlled function  described under section 59(5) of the Act (the
significant influence functions  – controlled functions  1 to 20) or someone to whom
the firm  has delegated the authority to notify the FSA. If this authority has been
delegated, the firm  should keep records of those individuals authorised to sign on
behalf of the firm .

Note: Detach and keep these notes before returning the completed Form to the FSA.

If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact the Individual
Vetting and Approval Helpline 020 7676 0019 or via e-mail at iva@fsa.gov.uk

PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO:

THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY
INDIVIDUAL VETTING AND APPROVAL
25 THE NORTH COLONNADE
CANARY WHARF
LONDON E14 5HS
UNITED KINGDOM
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I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 4 YES � NO�
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Personal identification details    Section 1

1.01 FSA Individual Reference Number (IRN)

1.02 Title
(e.g. Mr, Mrs, Ms, etc)

1.03 Surname

1.04 ALL forenames

1.05 Date of birth

1.06 National Insurance number

1.07 Candidate’s private address
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I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 4 YES � NO�
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Firm identification details Section 2

2.01 Name of firm

2.02 FSA Firm Reference Number (FRN)

2.03 a Who should the FSA contact at the firm in
relation to this notice?

b Position

c Telephone

d Fax

e E-mail

2.04 Firms included on application Form (including applicant firm)

FSA FRN Name of firm Controlled functions

a

b

c

d

e
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I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 4 YES � NO�
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Reason for withdrawal of application Section 3

3.01
a Internal movement of staff �

Indicate the reason for withdrawal

b Termination of employment or contract �

c Resignation �

d Redundancy �

e Withdrawal of offer of employment �

f End of contract �

g Suspension �

h Other �
GIVE DETAILS IN SECTION 4
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Supplementary information Section 4

4.01 Include here any issues that arose in relation to this withdrawal, such as resignation or termination of
contract. Indicate clearly which question supplementary information relates to.

Question Information

4.02 How many additional sheets are being submitted?
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Declarations Section 5

DECLARATION OF CANDIDATE

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may
be a criminal offence (section 398 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000).

It should not be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or
has previously been disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body. If there is any doubt about the
relevance of information, it should be included.

I confirm that I consent to the withdrawal of the application Form with immediate effect and
understand that the FSA will cease to carry out further vetting and checks on receipt of this Form.

5.01 Candidate's full name

5.02 Signature

Date

DECLARATION BY APPOINTED REPRESENTATIVE OR OTHER FIRM (if applicable)

We concur that the application to perform controlled functions  under the approved persons  regime
made in respect of the above candidate  should be withdrawn with immediate effect.

5.03 Name of appointed representative
or other firm

5.04 Name of person signing
on behalf of the firm

5.05 Job title

5.06 Signature

Date
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DECLARATION BY FIRM

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may
be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000). SUP 15.6.1R
and SUP 15.6.4R require an authorised person to take reasonable steps to ensure the accuracy and
completeness of information given to the FSA and to notify the FSA immediately if materially inaccurate
information has been provided. APER 4.4.6E provides that, where an approved person is responsible for
reporting matters to the FSA, failure to inform the FSA of materially significant information of which he is
aware is a breach of Statement of Principle 4. Contravention of these requirements may lead to disciplinary
sanctions or other enforcement action by the FSA. It should not be assumed that information is known to
the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been disclosed to the FSA or another
regulatory body. If there is any doubt about the relevance of information, it should be included.

I confirm that the information in this Form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge
and belief and that I have read the notes to this Form .

5.07 Name of firm

5.08 Name of person signing
on behalf of the firm

5.09 Job title

5.10 Signature

Date
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Application number
(for FSA use only)

Form C

Notice of ceasing to
perform controlled
functions
FSA Handbook Reference: SUP10 Annex 6R

30 April 2001

Name of approved person
(to be completed by applicant)

Name of firm
(as entered in 2.01)

The Financial Services Authority
Individual Vetting & Approval
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London E14 5HS
United Kingdom
Telephone +44 (0) 20 7676 0019
Facsimile +44 (0) 20 7676 0017
E-mail iva@fsa.gov.uk
Website http://www.fsa.gov.uk

Registered as a Limited Company in England and Wales No 1920623. Registered Office as above
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Notes for Form C

Notice of ceasing to perform controlled functions

Full details of the approved persons regime and the application process are given in
chapter 6 of the Authorisation manual and chapter 10 of the Supervision manual.

The purpose of this Form

This is Form C referred to in SUP 10.13.6R. This Form must be used when an approved
person ceases to perform one or more controlled functions.

If an approved person ceases to perform controlled functions in respect of a number of
firms within the same group, a single Form C may be used, ensuring all firms are clearly
marked on the Form.

A firm must submit to the FSA a completed Form C no later than seven business days
after an approved person ceases to perform a controlled function (see SUP 10.13.6R).

If a firm has reasonable grounds for believing that it will submit a qualified Form C, it
must notify the FSA of the fact as soon as practicable.

Form C is qualified if:

1. the firm submitting Form C reasonably believes that the information it contains
may affect the FSA’s assessment of an approved person’s fitness and propriety;
or

2. a firm dismisses an approved person from its employment; or

3. an approved person resigns whilst under investigation by the firm, the FSA or
any other regulatory body.

Notification of a qualified Form C may be made by telephone, fax or email and should
be made, where possible, within one business day of the firm becoming aware of the
information. If the firm does not submit Form C, it should inform the FSA in due course of
the reason. This could be done using Form D, if appropriate (see SUP 10.13.7R and
SUP 10.13.8G).

A firm is responsible for notifying the FSA if any approved person has ceased to perform
a controlled function under an arrangement entered into by its appointed representative
or former appointed representative (see SUP 10.13.9G).

Completing this Form

This Form must be completed in black ink and (if in manuscript) in BLOCK LETTERS.

Additional information can be attached to the Form. It must be securely attached to the
rest of the Form and you must indicate at question 4.02 the number of additional sheets
attached.  

The reasons why an approved person is no longer performing controlled functions must
be indicated on the Form. However, if an approved person has been dismissed or
requested to resign, or the firm has any doubts about their fitness and propriety (3.01
column B), a full explanation of the reason for the dismissal or resignation must be
provided in section 4.01 (supplementary information). If the firm ticks the box marked
‘Suspension’, the firm will have to reapply (using Form A) for the individual to perform
controlled functions again.
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The firm must also include details of any other matter that the firm is aware of and which
in its reasonable opinion is relevant in connection with the approved person ceasing to
perform their controlled function.

An appropriate individual must sign the declaration for the firm submitting the Form. The
FSA considers that an appropriate individual would either be an individual approved for
a controlled function described under section 59(5) of the Act (the significant influence
functions – controlled functions 1 to 20) or someone to whom the firm has delegated the
authority to notify the FSA. If this authority has been delegated, the firm should keep
records of those individuals authorised to sign on behalf of the firm.

Only the firm that made the original application (Form A) may sign this Form.  

Note: Detach and keep these notes before returning the completed Form to the FSA.

If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact the
Individual Vetting and Approval Helpline 020 7676 0019 or via e-mail at
iva@fsa .gov.uk

PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO: 

THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY
INDIVIDUAL VETTING AND APPROVAL
25 THE NORTH COLONNADE
CANARY WHARF
LONDON E14 5HS
UNITED KINGDOM
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I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 4 YES � NO�

Form C – Notice of ceasing to perform controlled functions Page 1

Personal identification details Section 1

1.01 FSA Individual Reference Number (IRN)

1.02 Title
(e.g. Mr, Mrs, Ms, etc)

1.03 Surname

1.04 ALL forenames

1.05 Date of birth

1.06 National Insurance number

1.07 Approved person’s private address

Firm identification details  Section 2

2.01 Name of firm

2.02 FSA Firm Reference Number (FRN)

2.03 a Who should the FSA contact at the firm in
relation to this notice?

b Position

c Telephone

d Fax

e E-mail
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related to this page in Section 4 YES � NO�
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List of controlled functions Section 3

3.01 List all controlled functions which the approved person is ceasing to perform. The effective date is the
date the person will cease to perform the functions.

If the reason for ceasing to perform the controlled function  is indicated in column B, the FSA should
be notified in accordance with SUP 10.13.7R and SUP 10.13.8G (that is, within one business day , by
telephone, fax or email) that this Form will be submitted

Reason

FRN Name of firm
Controlled
function

Effective
date

A B
Full explanation in 4.01

a Resignation �

Redundancy �

Retirement �

End of contract �

Internal move-
ment of staff �

Dismissal/ termi-
nation of employ-
ment or contract�

Suspension �

Other �
(specify in 4.01)

b Resignation �

Redundancy �

Retirement �

End of contract �

Internal move-
ment of staff �

Dismissal/ termi-
nation of employ-
ment or contract�

Suspension �

Other �
(specify in 4.01)

c Resignation �

Redundancy �

Retirement �

End of contract �

Internal move-
ment of staff �

Dismissal/ termi-
nation of employ-
ment or contract�

Suspension �

Other �
(specify in 4.01)

d Resignation �

Redundancy �

Retirement �

End of contract �

Internal move-
ment of staff �

Dismissal/ termi-
nation of employ-
ment or contract�

Suspension �

Other �
(specify in 4.01)

e Resignation �

Redundancy �

Retirement �

End of contract �

Internal move-
ment of staff �

Dismissal/ termi-
nation of employ-
ment or contract�

Suspension �

Other �
(specify in 4.01)
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Form C – Notice of ceasing to perform controlled functions Page 3

Supplementary information Section 4

4.01 Please indicate clearly which question the supplementary information relates to.

Question Information

4.02 How many additional sheets are being submitted?
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Form C – Notice of ceasing to perform controlled functions Page 4

Declaration and signature Section 5

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular
may be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000).
SUP 15.6.1R and SUP 15.6.4R require an authorised person to take reasonable steps to ensure the
accuracy and completeness of information given to the FSA and to notify the FSA immediately if
materially inaccurate information has been provided. APER 4.4.6E provides that, where an approved
person is responsible for reporting matters to the FSA, failure to inform the FSA of materially significant
information of which he is aware is a breach of Statement of Principle 4. Contravention of these
requirements may lead to disciplinary sanctions or other enforcement action by the FSA. It should not
be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has
previously been disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body. If there is any doubt about the
relevance of information, it should be included.

I confirm that the information in this Form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge
and belief and that I have read the notes to this Form.

5.01 Name of the firm

5.02 Name of person signing
on behalf of the firm

5.03 Job title

5.04 Signature

Date
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Application number
(for FSA use only)

Form D
Notification of changes
in personal information
or application details
FSA Handbook Reference: SUP 10 Annex 7R

30 April 2001

Name of individual
(to be completed by applicant)

Name of firm
(as entered in 2.01)

The Financial Services Authority
Individual Vetting & Approval
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London  E14 5HS
United Kingdom
Telephone +44 (0) 20 7676 0019
Facsimile +44 (0) 20 7676 0017
E-mail iva@fsa.gov.uk
Website http://www.fsa.gov.uk

Registered as a Limited Company in England and Wales No 1920623.  Registered Office as above
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Form D – Notification of changes in personal information or application details Page ii

Notes for Form D

Notification of changes in personal information or
application details
Full details of the approved persons regime and the application process are given in
chapter 6 of the Authorisation manual and chapter 10 of the Supervision manual.

The purpose of this Form

This is Form D referred to in SUP 10.13.8G, SUP 10.13.14R and SUP 10.13.16R.  The firm
must use this Form to inform the FSA of changes in the personal details of an approved
person or a change in the details of an application to perform controlled functions (Form A).
It is not necessary to notify the FSA of changes in an approved person’s private address
(see SUP 10.13.15G).

The firm must also keep the FSA informed of any significant circumstances directly affecting
an approved person and which any reasonable person would consider relevant to the
approved person’s position under the FSA rules (see SUP 10.13.16R).

The firm is required to notify the FSA of any matter, in relation to an approved person, that
would normally be declared when giving the information required for section 5 of Form A or
matters considered in FIT 2 (see SUP 10.13.17G).

Do not use this Form if the approved person requires approval in respect of further
controlled functions or has ceased to perform controlled functions.

Completing this Form

This Form must be completed in black ink and (if in manuscript) in BLOCK LETTERS.

Where a person is an approved person in respect of a number of firms within the same
group, a single Form D may be used, ensuring all firms are clearly marked on the Form.

Additional information can be attached to the Form.  It must be securely attached to the rest
of the Form and you must indicate at question 3.02 the number of additional sheets
attached.

An appropriate individual must sign the declaration for the firm submitting the Form.  The
FSA considers that an appropriate individual would either be an individual approved for a
controlled function described under section 59(5) of the Act (the significant influence
functions – controlled functions 1 to 20) or someone to whom the firm has delegated the
authority to notify the FSA.  If this authority has been delegated, the firm should keep
records of those individuals authorised to sign on behalf of the firm.

Only the firm that made the original application (Form A) may sign this Form.

Note: Detach and keep these notes before returning the completed Form to the FSA.

If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact the
Individual Vetting and Approval Helpline 020 7676 0019 or via e-mail at
iva@fsa .gov.uk

PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO:

THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY
INDIVIDUAL VETTING AND APPROVAL
25 THE NORTH COLONNADE
CANARY WHARF
LONDON  E14 5HS
UNITED KINGDOM
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�
I have supplied further  information

related to this page  in Section 3 YES � NO�

Form D – Notification of changes in personal information or application details Page 1

Details to be changed Section 1

1.01 FSA Individual Reference Number (IRN)

DETAILS TO BE CHANGED

1.02 Title
(e.g. Mr, Mrs, Ms, etc)

1.03 Surname

1.04 ALL forenames

1.05 Date of birth

1.06 National Insurance number

1.07 Other changes in application details, and matters relating to fitness and propriety

1.08 Effective date of change

1.09 Reason for change
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�
I have supplied further  information

related to this page  in Section 3 YES � NO�

Form D – Notification of changes in personal information or application details Page 2

Firm identification details Section 2

2.01 Name of firm

2.02 FSA Firm reference Number (FRN)

2.03 Other firms for whom the individual performs controlled functions

FSA FRN Name of firm Controlled function

a

b

c

d

e

2.04 a Who should the FSA contact at the firm in
relation to this notification?

b Position

c Telephone

d Fax

e E-mail
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Form D – Notification of changes in personal information or application details Page 3

Supplementary information Section 3

3.01 Please indicate clearly which question the supplementary information relates to.

Question Information

3.02 How many additional sheets are being submitted?
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Form D – Notification of changes in personal information or application details Page 4

Declarations and signatures Section 4

DECLARATION OF APPROVED PERSON

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may
be a criminal offence (section 398 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000).

It should not be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or
has previously been disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body.  If there is any doubt about the
relevance of information, it should be included.

I confirm that the information in this Form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge
and belief and that I have read the notes to this Form.

The FSA may seek to verify the information given in this Form including answers pertaining to fitness and
propriety.  I authorise the FSA to make such enquiries and seek such further information as it thinks
appropriate in the course of verifying the information given in this Form. I also understand that the results of
these checks may be disclosed to my employer.

4.01 Full name of approved person
i.e. Title, forenames, SURNAME

4.02 Signature

Date

DECLARATION OF FIRM

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may
be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000).  SUP 15.6.1R
and SUP 15.6.4R require an authorised person to take reasonable steps to ensure the accuracy and
completeness of information given to the FSA and to notify the FSA immediately if materially inaccurate
information has been provided.  APER 4.4.6E provides that, where an approved person is responsible for
reporting matters to the FSA, failure to inform the FSA of materially significant information of which he is
aware is a breach of Statement of Principle 4.  Contravention of these requirements may lead to disciplinary
sanctions or other enforcement action by the FSA.  It should not be assumed that information is known to
the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been disclosed to the FSA or another
regulatory body.  If there is any doubt about the relevance of information, it should be included.

I confirm that the information in this Form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge
and belief and that I have read the notes to this Form.

4.03 Name of the firm

4.04 Name of person signing
on behalf of the firm

4.05 Position

4.06 Signature

Date
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Application number
(for FSA use only)

Form E

Internal transfer
of an approved person
FSA Handbook Reference: SUP 10 Annex 8G

30 April 2001

Name of approved person
(to be completed by applicant)

Name of firm
(as entered in 2.01)

The Financial Services Authority
Individual Vetting & Approval
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London E14 5HS
United Kingdom
Telephone +44 (0) 20 7676 0019
Facsimile +44 (0) 20 7676 0017
E-mail iva@fsa.gov.uk
Website http://www.fsa.gov.uk

Registered as a Limited Company in England and Wales No 1920623. Registered Office as above
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Form E – Internal transfer of an approved person Page ii

Notes for Form E

Internal transfer of an approved person
PLEASE NOTE: A CANDIDATE MUST NOT BEGIN PERFORMING ANY CONTROLLED
FUNCTIONS UNTIL THE FSA HAS GRANTED APPROVAL.

Full details of the approved persons regime can be found in chapter 6 of the Authorisation
manual and chapter 10 of the Supervision manual.

The purpose of this Form

This is Form E referred to in SUP 10.13.3G. A firm should use this form when an approved
person ceases to perform one or more controlled functions and the firm wishes to apply for
approval for the individual in respect of other controlled functions. This Form should not be
used for a qualified withdrawal (see SUP 10.13.7R).

Form B must be used if the individual is ceasing to perform a controlled function but is not
seeking approval in respect of another controlled function.

Completing this Form

The Form must be completed in black ink and (if in manuscript) in BLOCK LETTERS.

All dates should be provided in numeric form (e.g. 29/02/2000 for 29 February 2000).

Indicate clearly if a question is not applicable. Tick the appropriate box where a yes/no
answer is required. Further details should be given in section 6 (supplementary information)
if there is insufficient space for a detailed answer.

Additional information can be attached to the Form. It must be securely attached to the rest
of the Form and you must indicate at question 5.02 the number of additional sheets
attached.

Do not assume that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public
domain, or has been previously disclosed to the FSA or to another regulatory body. In all
circumstances, disclosures should be full, frank and unambiguous. If there is any doubt
about the relevance of information, it should be included. The information supplied by the
candidate should be verified by the firm wherever possible. If the FSA's vetting checks
reveal any matters that have not been disclosed, then applications will be delayed and, in
some cases, possibly rejected. See SUP 10.12.6G.

Expressions in this Form in italics have the meaning given in the Glossary to the FSA’s
Handbook (or, if no meaning is given there, the expressions are to be interpreted in
accordance with the related expression defined in the Glossary).

The firm is responsible for the completion of the Form. If the Form is not fully and correctly
completed, the FSA may need to return it for proper completion. This could significantly
delay the FSA's decision on whether to grant approval to perform the requested controlled
functions (see SUP 10.12.6G).

The FSA may require the applicant to provide further information at any time after receiving
an application and before determining whether it is to be granted or not (see SUP
10.12.8G).

If a firm  has provided, or has information that reasonably suggests that it may have
provided, the FSA with information which was or has become false, misleading,
incomplete or inaccurate, in a material particular, it must notify the FSA immediately
(see SUP 15.6.4R). Failure to notify the FSA may result in a delay in processing or
rejection.
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Form E – Internal transfer of an approved person Page iii

SECTION 4 – ARRANGEMENTS AND CONTROLLED FUNCTIONS

The firm must tick the box in 4.01 that most accurately describes its arrangement with the
candidate. For applications from a single firm, the firm should complete 4.02, 4.03 & 4.04
indicating the controlled functions required by selecting the appropriate box in 4.02.
However, if the application is being made on behalf of a candidate who will carry out
controlled functions for more than one firm, 4.05 must used to describe the controlled
functions and the relationships between the candidate and those firms.

4.01: If this application relates to more than one appointed representative, provide details
in section 6.

4.02: If any of controlled functions 16 to 20 are requested, the specific job title of the
candidate must be included.

4.03: The effective date is the date on which the firm wishes the candidate to begin
performing controlled functions (subject to approval). This should be left blank
unless there is a reason for the effective date to be beyond the FSA’s
published standard response times.  For instance, a firm may wish to be sure that
a candidate has been approved before they take up their post.

Unless the firm indicates otherwise, the FSA assumes that the arrangement given on the
application form includes all of the activities that fall within the description of the controlled
function. This means that a firm may alter a candidate’s responsibilities within the broad
description of a controlled function without needing further approval from the FSA.

SECTION 5 – SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

This section provides extra space for any previous answer and for additional information
relevant to this application.

The firm must include details of any other matter which the firm is aware of and which in its
reasonable opinion is relevant in connection with the approved person ceasing to perform
their controlled function. If there is insufficient space, additional sheets may be used.

SECTION 6 – DECLARATIONS AND SIGNATURES

This section contains declarations which must be signed by both an appropriate individual
for the firm or applicant submitting the application and the candidate. The FSA considers
that an appropriate individual would either be an individual approved for a controlled
function described under section 59(5) of the Act (the significant influence functions –
controlled functions 1 to 20) or someone to whom the firm has delegated the authority to
notify the FSA. If this authority has been delegated, the firm should keep records of those
individuals authorised to sign on behalf of the firm.

Note: Detach and keep these notes before returning the completed Form to the FSA.

If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact the Individual
Vetting and Approval Helpline 020 7676 0019 or via e-mail at iva@fsa.gov.uk

PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO:

THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY
INDIVIDUAL VETTING AND APPROVAL
25 THE NORTH COLONNADE
CANARY WHARF
LONDON E14 5HS
UNITED KINGDOM
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�
I have supplied further  information

related to this page  in Section 5 YES � NO�

Form E – Internal transfer of an approved person Page 1

Personal identification details Section 1

1.01 FSA Individual Reference Number (IRN)

1.02 Title
(e.g. Mr, Mrs, Ms, etc)

1.03 Surname

1.04 ALL forenames

1.05 Date of birth

1.06 National Insurance number

Firm identification details Section 2

2.01 Name of firm

2.02 FSA Firm Reference Number (FRN)

2.03 a Who should the FSA contact at the firm in
relation to this application?

b Position

c Telephone

d Fax

e E-mail
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�
I have supplied further  information

related to this page  in Section 5 YES � NO�

Form E – Internal transfer of an approved person Page 2

 Controlled functions to cease Section 3

3.01 List all controlled functions which the approved person is ceasing to perform. The effective date is the date
the person will cease to perform the functions.

FSA FRN Name of firm Controlled function Effective date

a

b

c

d

e
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�
I have supplied further  information

related to this page  in Section 5 YES � NO�

Form E – Internal transfer of an approved person Page 3

New arrangements and controlled functions Section 4

4.01
a Employee �

Nature of the arrangement
between the candidate and
the applicant.

b Group employee �

Name of group

c Contract for services �

d Partner/Sole trader �

e Appointed rep – employee �

Name of AR

f Appointed rep – principal �

Name of AR

g Other �

Give details

4.02 For applications from a single firm, please tick the boxes that correspond to the controlled functions to be
performed.

If the controlled functions are to be carried out for more than one firm, please go to question 4.05

a Significant
influence
functions

CF 1 Director function �

CF 2 Non-executive director function �

CF 3 Chief executive function �

CF 4 Partner function �

CF 5 Director of an unincorporated association function �

CF 6 Small friendly society function �

CF 7 Sole trader function �
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�
I have supplied further  information

related to this page  in Section 5 YES � NO�

Form E – Internal transfer of an approved person Page 4

Significant
influence
functions
continued

CF 8 Apportionment and oversight function �

CF 9 EEA investment business oversight function �

CF 10 Compliance oversight function �

CF 11 Money laundering reporting function �

CF 12 Appointed actuary function �

CF 13 Finance function �

CF 14 Risk assessment function �

CF 15 Internal audit function �

CF 16 Significant management (designated investment business) function �

CF 17 Significant management (other business operations) function �

CF 18 Significant management (insurance underwriting) function �

CF 19 Significant management (financial resources) function �

CF 20 Significant management (settlements) function �

b Customer
functions CF 21 Investment adviser function �

CF 22 Investment adviser (trainee) function �

CF 23 Corporate adviser function �

CF 24 Pension transfer specialist function �

CF 25 Adviser on syndicate participation at Lloyd’s function �

CF 26 Customer trading function �

CF 27 Investment management function �

4.03 Effective date of controlled functions
indicated above

4.04 Job title (mandatory for controlled functions
16 to 20)
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�
I have supplied further  information

related to this page  in Section 5 YES � NO�

Form E – Internal transfer of an approved person Page 5

4.05 List all firms within the group (including the firm entered in 4.02) for which the applicant requires approval
and the requested controlled function for that firm.

FSA Firm
Reference
Number Name of firm

Controlled
function

Job title
(mandatory for controlled

functions 16 to 20)
Effective

date

a

b

c

d

e

4.06 Has the individual been assessed as
competent in accordance with the Training
and Competence Rules (see TC 2.3.5R
(Attaining Competence))?

Tick “NOT APPLICABLE” if the individual is
not within the scope of chapter 2 of the
Training and Competence Sourcebook
(see TC 2.1.3R)

YES �

NO �

NOT APPLICABLE �

4.07 If the answer to 4.06 is “YES”, indicate
which of the following formed part of the
assessment

Only tick one box

Passing each module of the appropriate

examination as specified in the annexes to TC 2  �

OR

Complying with TC 2.4.5R (Approved examinations)  �

OR

Complying with TC Transitional Provisions  �
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Form E – Internal transfer of an approved person Page 6

Supplementary Information Section 5

5.01 Is there any other information the candidate or the firm considers to be
relevant to the application? YES � NO �

If yes, please provide details below or on a separate sheet of paper and clearly identify the section and
question to which the additional information relates.

Question Information

5.02 How many additional sheets are being submitted?
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Form E – Internal transfer of an approved person Page 7

Declarations and signatures Section 6

CANDIDATE’S DECLARATION

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may
be a criminal offence (section 398 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000). APER 4.4.6E provides
that, where an approved person is responsible for reporting matters to the FSA, failure to inform the FSA of
materially significant information of which he is aware is a breach of Statement of Principle 4. Contravention
of these requirements may lead to disciplinary sanctions or other enforcement action by the FSA. It should
not be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has
previously been disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body. If there is any doubt about the relevance
of information, it should be included.

I confirm that the information in this Form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge
and belief and that I have read the notes to this Form.

The FSA may seek to verify the information given in this Form including answers pertaining to fitness and
propriety. I authorise the FSA to make such enquiries and seek such further information as it thinks
appropriate in the course of verifying the information given in this Form. I also understand that the results of
these checks may be disclosed to my employer.

6.01 Candidate's full name

6.02 Signature

Date

FIRM’S DECLARATION

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may
be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000). SUP 15.6.1R
and SUP 15.6.4R require an authorised person to take reasonable steps to ensure the accuracy and
completeness of information given to the FSA and to notify the FSA immediately if materially inaccurate
information has been provided. APER 4.4.6E provides that, where an approved person is responsible for
reporting matters to the FSA, failure to inform the FSA of materially significant information of which he is
aware is a breach of Statement of Principle 4. Contravention of these requirements may lead to disciplinary
sanctions or other enforcement action by the FSA. It should not be assumed that information is known to
the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been disclosed to the FSA or another
regulatory body. If there is any doubt about the relevance of information, it should be included.

In making this application the firm believes on the basis of due and diligent enquiry that the candidate is a fit
and proper person to perform the controlled function(s) listed in section 4. The firm also believes, on the
basis of due and diligent enquiry, that the candidate is competent to fulfil the duties required of such
function(s).

I confirm that the information in this Form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge
and belief and that I have read the notes to this Form.

I confirm that I have authority to make this application, and sign this Form, on behalf of each firm
identified in section 3.05. I also confirm that a copy of this Form, as submitted to the FSA, will be
sent to each of those firms  at the same time as submitting the Form to the FSA.

6.03 Name of the firm submitting the application

6.04 Name of person signing
on behalf of the firm

6.05 Job title

6.06 Signature

Date
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(1) The name of the firm;

(2) the name of the controller or proposed controller and, if it is a body
corporate and is not an authorised person, the names of its directors
and its controllers;

(3) a description of the proposed event including the shareholding and
voting power of the person concerned, both before and after the pro-
posed event; and

(4) any other information of which the FSA would reasonably expect
notice, including information which could have a material impact on
any of the approval requirements in section 186(2) of the Act (see
SUP 11.7.5G) and any relevant supporting documentation.
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SUP Chapter eleven – Ann 1G Page 1

 SUP 11: Controllers and close links  Annex: 1G

 Summary of notifications required in this chapter

 Event triggering a notification Requirement reference
When How

Notifications from a controller or proposed controller of a UK
domestic firm

1 A person proposing to become a controller or an existing
controller proposing to increase his level of control

SUP 11.3.2G
SUP 11.3.6G

SUP 11.3.7D
 to

SUP 11.3.14G

2 An existing controller proposing to reduce his control SUP 11.3.2G
SUP 11.3.6G

SUP 11.3.15G

3 When a change in control actually takes place SUP 11.3.16G SUP 11.3.16G

Notifications from a UK domestic firm relating to a change in
control

1 When a firm becomes aware of a person proposing to become
a controller or an existing controller proposing to increase his
level of control

SUP 11.4.2R
SUP 11.4.7R
SUP 11.4.8G

SUP 11.5.1R
SUP 11.5.2R
SUP 11.5.3G
SUP 15.7

2 When a firm becomes aware that an existing controller is
proposing to reduce his level of control

SUP 11.4.2R
SUP 11.4.7R
SUP 11.4.8G

SUP 11.5.7R
SUP 15.7

3 When a firm becomes aware of any material inaccuracies,
omissions or changes in information previously provided to the
FSA either by the firm or by the controller

SUP 11.6.1G
SUP 11.6.2R

SUP 15.7

4 When a change in control actually takes place or, although a
notification has been submitted, is not, after all, going to take
place

SUP 11.6.4R
SUP 11.6.5R

SUP 15.7

Notifications from an overseas firm relating to a change in
control

1 When a firm becomes aware that a person is becoming or
ceasing to become a controller or parent undertaking

SUP 11.4.4R
SUP 11.4.7R
SUP 11.4.8G

SUP 11.5.1R
SUP 11.5.2R
SUP 11.5.3G
SUP 15.7

2 When a firm becomes aware of any material inaccuracies,
omissions or changes in information previously provided to the
FSA by the firm

SUP 11.6.1G SUP 15.7

3 When a change in control actually takes place or, although a
notification has been submitted, is not, after all, going to take
place

SUP 11.6.4R
SUP 11 6.5G

SUP 15.7

Other ongoing notifications from a firm (UK domestic or
overseas)

1 When a firm becomes aware of a change in the circumstances
of an existing controller

SUP 11.8.1R
to

SUP 11.8.4G

SUP 15.7

2 When a firm becomes aware that it has become or ceased to
be closely linked with any person

SUP 11.9.1R SUP 15.7
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Notification number
(for FSA use only)

Controllers Form A

Notification of
a change in control
FSA Handbook Reference: SUP 11 Annex 4D

30 April 2001

The Financial Services Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London E14 5HS
United Kingdom
Telephone +44 (0) 20 7676 1000
Facsimile +44 (0) 20 7676 1099
Website http://www.fsa.gov.uk

Registered as a Limited Company in England and Wales No 1920623. Registered Office as above
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Notes for Controllers Form A

Notification of a change in control
Rules and guidance on changes in control of a firm are contained in chapter 11 of the
Supervision manual.

Photocopies of this Form, or any relevant part of the Form, may be used. The Form is
available on the FSA’s website at www.fsa.gov.uk and downloaded copies may be
completed and submitted.

The purpose of this Form

This is the Controllers Form A referred to in SUP 11.3.7D of chapter 11 of the FSA’s
Supervision manual.

Completing this Form

The Form should be completed in black ink and (if in manuscript) in BLOCK CAPITALS.

All dates should be written in a dd/mm/yyyy format (e.g. 29/02/2000 for 29 February 2000)
unless otherwise indicated on the Form.

Indicate clearly if a question is not applicable. Tick the appropriate box where a yes/no
answer is required. Further details should be given in section 6 (supplementary information)
if there is insufficient space for a detailed answer.

Additional information can be attached to the Form. It should be securely attached to the
rest of the Form and you should indicate at question 6.03 the number of additional sheets
attached.

Do not assume that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public
domain, or has previously been disclosed to the FSA or to another regulatory body. In all
circumstances, disclosures should be full, frank and unambiguous. If there is any doubt
about the relevance of information, it should be included. If the FSA’s checks reveal any
matters that have not been disclosed this may result in a delay in processing and/or
objection to the change in control.

Expressions in the Form in italics have the meaning given in the Glossary to the FSA’s
Handbook (or, if no meaning is given there, are to be interpreted in accordance with the
related expression defined in the Glossary).

The controller or proposed controller submitting the Form is responsible for the accuracy of
the data and completion of the Form. In the case of a joint notification, the firm is
responsible for the accuracy of any information contained in the Form which is required from
the firm in accordance with SUP 11.5.1R. If the Form is not fully and correctly completed,
the FSA may need to return it for proper completion. This could significantly delay the FSA’s
decision on whether to approve the change in control.

The FSA may require a controller or proposed controller to provide further information at any
time after receiving a notification and before determining whether or not to approve the
change in control.

The FSA must be informed immediately of any material changes to the information
provided in the Form, and of any information provided which may be false,
misleading, incomplete or inaccurate, which becomes known before the notification
has been determined, as required by SUP 11.3.10D. All such information must be
communicated to the FSA by the controller  submitting the Form. Failure to inform the
FSA may result in a delay in processing and/or objection to the change in control .
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The Form consists of Sections 1 to 6 which are required as follows:

Section When required

Section 1 Details of the proposed
change in control

In all cases

Section 2 Information required from
corporate controllers

Controller is a body corporate and
is not an authorised person

Section 3 Information required from
partnership controllers

Controller is partnership and is not
an authorised person

Section 4 Information required from
individual controllers

Controller is an individual and is
not an authorised person

Section 5 Joint notifications Joint notifications by more than
one controller or controller and
firm(s)

Section 6 Supplementary information In all cases if appropriate

SECTION 1 - DETAILS OF THE PROPOSED CHANGE IN CONTROL

1.01 The events to be notified using the Form are any of the following concerning a firm:

(1) a person acquiring control or ceasing to have control;

(2) an existing controller acquiring an additional kind of control or ceasing to
have a kind of control;

(3) an existing controller increasing or decreasing a kind of control which he
already has such that the percentage of shares or voting power concerned
becomes or ceases to be equal to or greater than 20, 33 or 50; and

(4) an existing controller becoming or ceasing to be a parent undertaking.

“Kind of control” in (2) and (3) above means:

(a) control arising as a result of holding shares in the firm;

(b) control arising as a result of holding shares in the parent undertaking of the
firm;

(c) control arising as a result of the entitlement to exercise or control the
exercise of voting power in the firm;

(d) control arising as a result of the entitlement to exercise or control the
exercise of voting power in the parent undertaking of the firm;

in accordance with section 179 (4) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
and the Glossary.

The percentages of control held and to be held after the event must be calculated
having regard to the definition of “controller” in the Glossary and the guidance in
SUP 11 Annex 2G.

1.03 If a controller proposes any significant changes to the firm, for instance to its
regulated activities, business plan or strategy, the firm and/or controller or proposed
controller may be requested to provide a business plan. For a firm that is an insurer,
such a plan would comprise a scheme of operations in accordance with SUP App 2.

It may be appropriate to ask the FSA whether a business plan will be required
before submitting this notification, to avoid any delay in the FSA deciding to approve
the change in control.
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SECTION 4 - INFORMATION REQUIRED FROM INDIVIDUAL CONTROLLERS

Individual controllers are reminded that they must submit the information required in
Controllers Form B in addition to the information required in this Form.

SECTION 5 – JOINT NOTIFICATIONS

A firm and its controller or proposed controller may discharge an obligation to notify the FSA
by submitting a single joint notification containing the information required from the firm and
the controller or proposed controller. In this case, Controllers Form A may be used to submit
a notification on behalf of both the firm and the controller or proposed controller.

If a person is proposing a change in control over more than one firm within a group, then the
controller or proposed controller may submit a single notification in respect of all those firms.
The notification should contain all the required information as if separate notifications had
been made, but information and documentation need not be duplicated.

When an event occurs (for example, a group restructuring or a merger) as a result of which:

(1) more than one firm in a group would undergo a change in control; or

(2) a single firm would experience more than one change in control;

then, to avoid duplication of documentation, all the firms and their controllers or proposed
controllers may discharge their respective obligations to notify the FSA by submitting a
single notification containing one set of information.

In a joint notification:

• the information requirements from each firm (as set out in SUP 11.5.1R) are
satisfied by completion of

– 1.01 and 1.02 of Section 1

– Section 6

– (in the case of a body corporate controller which is an authorised person)
2.01, 2.06 and 2.07 of Section 2;

• Section 1 must be completed;

• depending on the type of controller or proposed controller, Section 2, 3 or 4 must be
completed by each controller or proposed controller;

• Section 5 must be completed;

• Section 6 should be completed if appropriate;

• the declaration and signature should be completed by each firm, controller or
proposed controller submitting the joint notification.

SECTION 6 – SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

This section provides space for any additional information required.

Relevant supporting documentation must also be provided.
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DECLARATION AND SIGNATURE

In the case of a joint notification, the declaration and signature should be completed by each
firm, controller or proposed controller (using photocopies if necessary).

For a controller or proposed controller, the signatory to this Form should be:

Capacity in which control to
be held

Signatory

As an individual that individual

As a body corporate an individual who is a director
(if Controllers Form B is submitted in relation to
directors, one of those directors should sign)

As a partnership a partner
(if Controllers Form B is submitted in relation to
partners, one of those partners should sign)

If the Form is submitted by a firm, see SUP 15.7.3G in chapter 15 of the Supervision manual
regarding authorisation of signatory.

PLEASE RETURN THE COMPLETED FORM TO:

THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY
25 THE NORTH COLONNADE
CANARY WHARF
LONDON E14 5HS
UNITED KINGDOM

The Form should be marked for the attention of the relevant firm’s usual supervisory contact
at the FSA; if known, please include the name of the contact.
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Controllers Form A – Notification of a change in control Page 1

Details of the proposed change in control Section 1

1.01 Enter the following details of the firm to which the change in control relates.

If the change in control relates to more than one firm, enter the following details for each firm (SEE NOTE)

FSA Firm
Reference
Number Name of firm

% of control
currently held

% of control
to be held

after the event
(SEE NOTE)

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

Continue in Section 6 if necessary
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Controllers Form A – Notification of a change in control Page 2

1.02 Corporate structure charts must be provided (and any accompanying explanations) showing the position
both before and after the event. The charts must clearly show the following matters:

i) the name(s) of the controller(s);

ii) the name(s) of the firm(s);

iii) the percentage of shares to be held in the firm(s) or its/their parent undertakings before and after the
event;

iv) the percentage of voting power to be exercised (or controlled) in the firm(s) or its/their parent
undertakings before and after the event;

(v) whether the control proposed will be held directly or through associates (as defined within the
definition of controller in the Glossary); and

(vi) (if relevant) whether the control arises from the ability to exercise a significant influence over the
firm(s) or its/their parent undertakings.

1.03 Does the controller intend to make any significant changes to the firm’s or
firms’ regulated activities, business plan or strategy as a result of the change in
control (SEE NOTE)?

YES � NO �

(All firms listed in 1.01 must be considered.)

Firm Proposed changes
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Controllers Form A – Notification of a change in control Page 3

1.04 Does the controller intend any restructuring either in terms of the legal form of
the firm(s) or in its/their borrowings, capital restructuring or financing
arrangements?

YES � NO �

(All firms listed in 1.01 must be considered.)

Firm Proposed changes
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Controllers Form A – Notification of a change in control Page 4

1.05 Is the controller: (a) authorised in another EEA State as an ISD
investment firm or a BCD credit institution or pursuant
to the Insurance Directives?

YES � NO �

(b) a parent undertaking or 50% controller
of such an authorised entity? YES � NO �

If so, give details

1.06 In the case of a share
acquisition or similar,
how is this to be
financed?

1.07 Does the controller have any interests which may conflict with its role as a
controller of the firm? YES � NO �

If yes, provide details in section 6
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Controllers Form A – Notification of a change in control Page 5

Information required from corporate controllers Section 2

For corporate controllers which are not authorised persons

2.01 Name

2.02 Registered number (or equivalent if
incorporated outside the United Kingdom)

2.03 Place of incorporation

2.04 Registered office address

2.05 Location of head office (if different from
registered office)

2.06 Directors

Full name Date of birth
Title

(eg Chief Executive)
Executive/

Non-executive

a Executive �
Non-executive �

b Executive �
Non-executive �

c Executive �
Non-executive �

d Executive �
Non-executive �

e Executive �
Non-executive �

f Executive �
Non-executive �

g Executive �
Non-executive �

h Executive �
Non-executive �

Continue in section 6 if necessary
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Controllers Form A – Notification of a change in control Page 6

2.07 List all controllers of the corporate controller
(unless this has been provided in 1.02 in which case a cross reference to 1.02 is sufficient).

2.08 Details of any litigation (or known circumstances which might give rise to litigation) against the corporate
controller currently outstanding or that has occurred in the last five years, except cases arising in the course
of normal business activities.

2.09 a Is the corporate controller a regulated financial services provider?
YES � NO �

b If yes, state name of regulator.
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Controllers Form A – Notification of a change in control Page 7

2.10 Provide details of the corporate controller’s financial standing. This must, as a minimum, include details of the
controller’s solvency and, in relation to the adequacy of the firm’s or firms’ resources for the purposes of
threshold condition 4 (Adequate resources), of:

(i) the effect that the corporate controller’s membership of the firm’s or firms’ group will have; and

(ii) if appropriate, how the group will satisfy the FSA’s consolidated financial supervision requirements.

 Relevant supporting documentation must also be provided.
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Controllers Form A – Notification of a change in control Page 8

2.11 List all other undertakings which the corporate controller controls (see definition of controller).

(This information may be provided in an organisation chart)

Name of undertaking
Business

of undertaking
%

control

a Authorised
persons
(ie authorised
under the
Financial
Services and
Markets Act
2000)

b Undertakings
authorised in
another EEA
State
(other than
those included
above)
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Controllers Form A – Notification of a change in control Page 9

Name of undertaking
Business

of undertaking
%

control

2.11 c Undertakings
authorised
outside the
EEA
(other than
those included
above)

d Other bodies
corporate,
partnerships
and
unincorporated
associations
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Controllers Form A – Notification of a change in control Page 10

Information required from partnership controllers Section 3

For partnership controllers which are not authorised persons

3.01 Name

3.02 Registered number (if applicable)

3.03 Law under which the partnership is formed

3.04 Partnership head office address

3.05 Partners

Full name Date of birth Title Status

a Equity �
Salaried �
Limited partner �
General partner �

b Equity �
Salaried �
Limited partner �
General partner �

c Equity �
Salaried �
Limited partner �
General partner �

d Equity �
Salaried �
Limited partner �
General partner �

e Equity �
Salaried �
Limited partner �
General partner �

f Equity �
Salaried �
Limited partner �
General partner �

Continue in section 6 if necessary
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Controllers Form A – Notification of a change in control Page 11

3.06 Details of any litigation (or known circumstances which might give rise to litigation) against the controller
currently outstanding or that has occurred in the last five years, except cases arising in the course of normal
business activities.

3.07 a Is the controller a regulated financial services provider?
YES � NO �

b If yes, state name of regulator.

3.08 Provide details of the partnership controller’s financial standing. This must, as a minimum, include details of
the controller’s solvency and, in relation to the adequacy of the firm’s or firms’ resources for the purposes of
threshold condition 4 (Adequate resources), of:

(i) the effect that the partnership controller’s membership of the firm’s or firms’ group will have; and

(ii) if appropriate, how the group will satisfy the FSA’s consolidated financial supervision requirements.

 Relevant supporting documentation must also be provided.
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Controllers Form A – Notification of a change in control Page 12

3.09 List all other undertakings which the partnership controller controls (see definition of controller).

(This information may be provided in an organisation chart)

Name of undertaking
Business

of undertaking
%

control

a Authorised
persons
(ie authorised
under the
Financial
Services and
Markets Act
2000)

b Undertakings
authorised in
another EEA
State
(other than
those included
above)
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Controllers Form A – Notification of a change in control Page 13

Name of undertaking
Business

of undertaking
%

control

3.09 c Undertakings
authorised
outside the
EEA
(other than
those included
above)

d Other bodies
corporate,
partnerships
and
unincorporated
associations
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I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�
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Information required from individual controllers Section 4

For individual controllers who are not authorised persons (SEE NOTE)

4.01 Name

4.02 a Is the individual controller a regulated financial services provider?
YES � NO �

b If yes, state name of regulator.

4.03 List all other undertakings which the individual controller controls (see definition of controller).

(This information may be provided in an organisation chart)

Name of undertaking
Business

of undertaking
%

control

a Authorised
persons
(ie authorised
under the
Financial
Services and
Markets Act
2000)

b Undertakings
authorised in
another EEA
State
(other than
those included
above)
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Controllers Form A – Notification of a change in control Page 15

Name of undertaking
Business

of undertaking
%

control

4.03 c Undertakings
authorised
outside the
EEA
(other than
those included
above)

d Other bodies
corporate,
partnerships
and
unincorporated
associations
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I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�
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Joint notifications Section 5

If this notification is a joint notification (SEE NOTE) list below the controllers, proposed controllers and firms
submitting this notification.

5.01 a Controllers
and proposed
controllers

Firms

FSA Firm
Reference
Number

b Firms
(If this
information is
identical to that
provided in
1.01, the
information may
be cross
referenced and
need not be
duplicated)
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Supplementary information Section 6

Please complete questions 6.02 and 6.03

6.01 Include any additional information from previous sections below.

Three pages are provided, but if there is still insufficient space, please continue on a separate sheet of
paper, and clearly identify the section and question to which the additional information relates.

Question Additional information
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Question Additional information
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Question Additional information
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6.02 Is the controller firm submitting the Form aware of any other information
relevant to this notification of change in control of which the FSA would
reasonably expect notice, including information which could have a material
impact on any of the approval requirements described in section 186(3) of the
Act (see SUP 11.7.5G)?

YES � NO �

If yes, provide details below or on a separate sheet of paper

6.03 How many additional sheets are being submitted?
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Declaration and signature 7

SEE NOTE

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may
be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000).

It should not be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or
has previously been disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body. If there is any doubt about the
relevance of information, it should be included.

I confirm that the information in the Form is accurate and complete to the best of my
knowledge and belief and that I have read the notes to the Form.

I authorise the FSA to make such enquiries and seek  such further information as it thinks
appropriate in the course of verifying the information given in the Form.

Full name

Position

Signature

On behalf of
(name of firm, controller or proposed
controller)

If on behalf of a firm or an authorised
controller or proposed controller, FSA Firm
Reference Number

Date of signature

Note: Please detach and keep the notes before returning the completed Form to the FSA.
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Notification  number
(for FSA use only)

Controllers Form B

Information in respect
of directors, partners
and individuals
FSA Handbook Reference: SUP 11 Annex 5D

30 April 2001

Name of individual

The Financial Services Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London  E14 5HS
United Kingdom
Telephone +44 (0) 20 7676 1000
Facsimile +44 (0) 20 7676 1099
Website http://www.fsa.gov.uk

Registered as a Limited Company in England and Wales No 1920623.  Registered Office as above
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Notes for Controllers Form B

Information in respect of directors, partners and individuals
Rules and guidance on changes in control of a firm are contained in chapter 11 of the
Supervision manual.

Photocopies of the Form, or any relevant part of the Form, may be used.  The Form is
available on the FSA’s website at www.fsa.gov.uk and downloaded copies may be
completed and submitted.

The purpose of this Form

This is the Controllers Form B referred to in SUP 11.3.7D and  SUP 11.3.8D of chapter 11
of the FSA’s Supervision manual.  The information in the Form is required from a controller
or potential controller in relation to individuals as set out in SUP 11.3.8D.  As indicated in
SUP 11.3.9D, if the relevant individual has previously submitted the Form, then the
information required in the Form need not be submitted in relation to that individual but the
FSA requires details of any changes in the information previously submitted, or confirmation
that there are no such changes.  The information in the Form is not required from the firm in
respect of which the change in control is to occur.

Completing this Form

The Form should be completed in black ink and (if in manuscript) in BLOCK CAPITALS.

All dates should be written in a dd/mm/yyyy format (e.g. 29/02/2000 for 29 February 2000)
unless otherwise indicated on the Form.

Indicate clearly if a question is not applicable. Tick the appropriate box where a yes/no
answer is required.  Further details should be given in section 5 (supplementary information)
if there is insufficient space for a detailed answer.

Additional information can be attached to the Form.  It should be securely attached to the
rest of the Form and you should indicate at question 5.03 the number of additional sheets
attached.

Do not assume that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public
domain, or has previously been disclosed to the FSA or to another regulatory body.  In all
circumstances, disclosures should be full, frank and unambiguous.  If there is any doubt
about the relevance of information, it should be included.  If the FSA’s checks reveal any
matters that have not been disclosed this may result in a delay in processing and/or
objection to the change in control.

Expressions in this Form in italics have the meaning given in the Glossary to the FSA’s
Handbook (or, if no meaning is given there, are to be interpreted in accordance with the
related expression defined in the Glossary).

The controller or proposed controller submitting the Form is responsible for the accuracy of
the data and completion of the Form. If the Form is not fully and correctly completed, the
FSA may need to return it for proper completion.  This could significantly delay the FSA’s
decision on whether to grant approval for the change in control.

The FSA may require a controller or proposed controller to provide further information at any
time after receiving a notification and before determining whether or not to approve the
change in control.

The FSA must be informed immediately of any material changes to the information
provided in the Form, and of any information provided which may be false,
misleading, incomplete or inaccurate, which become known before the notification
has been determined, as required by SUP 11.3.10D.  All changes must be
communicated to the FSA by the controller  submitting the Form.  Failure to inform
the FSA may result in a delay in processing and/or objection to the change in control .
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SECTION 1 – PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION DETAILS

1.07 & 1.10 If the individual has more than one previous name (surname or forenames),
passport number or nationality, or is known by any other names, provide
details in section 5.

1.13 United Kingdom addresses must be given, or a statement stating that the
individual resides abroad.

SECTION 2 – EMPLOYMENT HISTORY FOR PAST 10 YEARS

A full ten-year employment history must be provided – with all gaps explained.  If the record
of employment does not go back ten years, all periods of education and unemployment
must be indicated.  Full details of any periods of self-employment must be included.

The employment history must be provided in reverse chronological order , starting with the
most recent period of employment, unemployment etc.

2.01 Always give the address of the actual place of employment, rather than a
central head office.

“Regulatory body” in this context means the bodies listed in the Notes to
section 3 below.

State the position held and a brief explanation of the individual’s duties.  If
the individual’s job title included the word “director” but his duties did not
include those associated with the title of director, as defined in the
Glossary, this should be indicated.

The reason for leaving each employer must be given.  If there were any
issues arising on leaving, these must be fully explained in section 5.
Previous employers may be contacted and omission of relevant details may
result in a delay in processing and/or possible objection to the change in
control.

SECTION 3 – FITNESS AND PROPRIETY

Answer the question by ticking the relevant ‘yes’ or ‘no’ box.  If the answer to any of the
questions is ‘yes’, give complete details in section 5 and attach relevant supporting
documentation.

3.03 to 3.06 Any outstanding county court judgements (e.g. CCJs) or arrangements (e.g.
IVAs) with creditors must be listed in section 5, and the circumstances
surrounding them explained.

3.11 & 3.12(d) “Regulatory body” in this context refers to:

i) the SROs including IMRO, SFA, PIA, LAUTRO and FIMBRA;

ii) the statutory bodies including the FSA, SIB, the Society of Lloyd’s,
the Registry of Friendly Societies, the Friendly Societies
Commission, the Building Societies Commission, the Bank of
England, HM Treasury – Insurance Directorate (formerly of the DTi)
and the recognised bodies;

iii) the designated professional bodies; and

iv) the equivalent of all such regulators overseas.

SECTION 5 – SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

This section provides space for any additional information and should be used whenever a
question in sections 3 or 4 is answered ‘yes’.

Relevant supporting documentation must also be provided.
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SECTION 6 – DECLARATIONS AND SIGNATURES

This section contains declarations which should be signed both by the individual whose
details are give in the Form and by the controller or proposed controller.

6.05(b) Indicate whether you are signing this Form in your capacity as a chief
executive (or equivalent), director, managing partner (or equivalent), partner
or other of a controller or proposed controller which is a legal entity.  If
other, specify.

6.06 This is the name of the firm which is the subject of the change in control.

6.07 to 6.12 For a controller or proposed controller, the signatory to this Form should be:

Capacity in which control
to be held

Signatory

As a body corporate an individual who is a director
and is a person in relation to whom a Controllers
Form B is submitted

As a partner in a partnership
or
as a partnership

a partner in relation to whom a Controllers Form B
is submitted

If the controller or proposed controller is an individual, that individual need not complete
6.07-6.12.

If you have any queries or need additional information,
please contact the relevant firm’s  usual supervisory contact.

PLEASE RETURN THE COMPLETED FORM TO:

THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY
25 THE NORTH COLONNADE
CANARY WHARF
LONDON  E14 5HS
UNITED KINGDOM

The Form should be marked for the attention of the relevant firm’s usual supervisory contact
at the FSA; if known, please include the name of the contact.
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 5 YES � NO�

Controllers Form B – Information in respect of directors, partners and individuals Page 1

Personal identification details Section 1

1.01 Title
(e.g. Mr, Mrs, Ms, etc)

1.02 Surname

1.03 ALL forenames

1.04 Name commonly known by

1.05 Date of birth

1.06 National Insurance number

1.07 Previous name
SEE NOTE

1.08 Date of change

1.09 Reason for change

1.10 Nationality
SEE NOTE

1.11 Passport number
(if National Insurance number not available
–SEE NOTE)

1.12 Place of birth

1.13 a Private address

b
Postcode

c Dates resident at this address (mm/yyyy) From To PRESENT

(If address has changed in the last three years, please provide addresses for the previous three years.)
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1.14 a Previous address 1

b
Postcode

c Dates resident at this address (mm/yyyy) From To

1.15 a Previous address 2

b
Postcode

c Dates resident at this address (mm/yyyy) From To

1.16 Details of professional qualifications and
membership of any trade or professional
body
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related to this page in Section 5 YES � NO�
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Employment history for past 10 years Section 2

Note: ALL gaps must be accounted for (SEE NOTE)

2.01 Employment details (1)

a Period (mm/yyyy) From To

b Nature of employment a Employed �
b Self-employed �
c Unemployed �
d Full-time education �

If b, c, or d is ticked,
please give details

c Name of employer

d Nature of business

e Previous / other names of employer

f Last known address of employer
SEE NOTE

Name of regulatory bodyg Is/was employer regulated by a regulatory
body? SEE NOTE YES� NO�

If yes, of which firm?h Is/was employer an appointed
representative? YES� NO�

i Position held
SEE NOTE

j Responsibilities

k Reason for leaving:
SEE NOTE

a Resignation �
b Redundancy �
c Retirement �
d Termination/dismissal �
e End of contract �
f Other �

If ‘Other’: specify
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2.02 Employment details (2)

a Period (mm/yyyy) From To

b Nature of employment a Employed �
b Self-employed �
c Unemployed �
d Full-time education �

If b, c, or d is ticked,
please give details

c Name of employer

d Nature of business

e Previous / other names of employer

f Last known address of employer
SEE NOTE

Name of regulatory bodyg Is/was employer regulated by a regulatory
body? SEE NOTE YES� NO�

If yes, of which firm?h Is/was employer an appointed
representative? YES� NO�

i Position held
SEE NOTE

j Responsibilities

k Reason for leaving:
SEE NOTE

a Resignation �
b Redundancy �
c Retirement �
d Termination/dismissal �
e End of contract �
f Other �

If ‘Other’: specify
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2.03 Employment details (3)

a Period (mm/yyyy) From To

b Nature of employment a Employed �
b Self-employed �
c Unemployed �
d Full-time education �

If b, c, or d is ticked,
please give details

c Name of employer

d Nature of business

e Previous / other names of employer

f Last known address of employer
SEE NOTE

Name of regulatory bodyg Is/was employer regulated by a regulatory
body? SEE NOTE YES� NO�

If yes, of which firm?h Is/was employer an appointed
representative? YES� NO�

i Position held
SEE NOTE

j Responsibilities

k Reason for leaving:
SEE NOTE

a Resignation �
b Redundancy �
c Retirement �
d Termination/dismissal �
e End of contract �
f Other �

If ‘Other’: specify
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2.04 Employment details (4)

a Period (mm/yyyy) From To

b Nature of employment a Employed �
b Self-employed �
c Unemployed �
d Full-time education �

If b, c, or d is ticked,
please give details

c Name of employer

d Nature of business

e Previous / other names of employer

f Last known address of employer
SEE NOTE

Name of regulatory bodyg Is/was employer regulated by a regulatory
body? SEE NOTE YES� NO�

If yes, of which firm?h Is/was employer an appointed
representative? YES� NO�

i Position held
SEE NOTE

j Responsibilities

k Reason for leaving:
SEE NOTE

a Resignation �
b Redundancy �
c Retirement �
d Termination/dismissal �
e End of contract �
f Other �

If ‘Other’: specify
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2.05 Employment details (5)

a Period (mm/yyyy) From To

b Nature of employment a Employed �
b Self-employed �
c Unemployed �
d Full-time education �

If b, c, or d is ticked,
please give details

c Name of employer

d Nature of business

e Previous / other names of employer

f Last known address of employer
SEE NOTE

Name of regulatory bodyg Is/was employer regulated by a regulatory
body? SEE NOTE YES� NO�

If yes, of which firm?h Is/was employer an appointed
representative? YES� NO�

i Position held
SEE NOTE

j Responsibilities

k Reason for leaving:
SEE NOTE

a Resignation �
b Redundancy �
c Retirement �
d Termination/dismissal �
e End of contract �
f Other �

If ‘Other’: specify

If necessary, please continue in section 6.
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Fitness and propriety Section 3

3.01 a Has the individual ever been convicted of any offence involving fraud, theft,
false accounting or other dishonesty or an offence (whether or not in the
United Kingdom) relating to companies, building societies, industrial and
provident societies, credit unions, friendly societies, insurance, banking or
other financial services, insolvency, consumer credit or consumer protection,
money laundering, market manipulations or insider dealing? (Convictions
spent under the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 must be included)

YES � NO �

b Is the individual the subject of any current criminal proceedings?
YES � NO �

3.02 Has the individual any convictions for any offences other than those listed in
3.01 above which are not spent, whether or not in the United Kingdom
(excluding traffic offences unless these resulted in a ban from driving or
involved driving without insurance)?

YES � NO �

3.03 a Is the individual, or has the individual ever been, the subject of any civil
proceedings, arbitration or litigation, including proceedings that may lead to a
County Court Judgement (“CCJ”) or other judgement debts, in the United
Kingdom or elsewhere?

YES � NO �

b Is the individual aware of any intention to begin such proceedings against the
individual in the future? YES � NO �

3.04 Does the individual have any judgement debts (including CCJs) made under a
court order still outstanding, whether in full or in part? YES � NO �

3.05 Has the individual ever failed to satisfy any such judgement debts within one
year of the making of the order? YES � NO �

3.06 a Is the individual, or has the individual ever been, the subject of any bankruptcy
proceedings, or proceedings for the sequestration of the individual’s estate? YES � NO �

b Has the individual ever entered into a deed of arrangement or an individual
voluntary arrangement (or in Scotland a trust deed) or other agreement in
favour of the individual’s creditors, or is the individual doing so?

YES � NO �

3.07 Does the individual or any undertaking under the management of the
individual have any outstanding financial obligations arising from regulated
activities conducted in the past, whether in the United Kingdom or overseas?

YES � NO �

3.08 Has the individual or any undertaking under the management of the individual
ever been found guilty of conducting any unauthorised regulated activities or
been investigated for possible conduct of unauthorised regulated activities?

YES � NO �

3.09 Is the individual, or has the individual ever been, the subject of an investigation
into allegations of misconduct or malpractice in connection with any business
activity?

YES � NO �

3.10 Has the individual ever, either in the United Kingdom , or elsewhere –

a been refused entry to, or been dismissed or requested to resign from, any
profession, vocation, office or employment, or from any fiduciary office or
position of trust, whether or not remunerated?

YES � NO �

b been refused, restricted in, or had suspended, the right to carry on any
trade, business or profession for which specific licence, authorisation,
registration, membership or other permission is required?

YES � NO �
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c been disqualified by a court from acting as a director of a company or from
acting in a management capacity or conducting the affairs of any company,
partnership or unincorporated association?

YES � NO �

d been the subject of a disqualification direction under section 59 of the
Financial Services Act 1986 or a prohibition order, under section 56 of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, or received a warning notice to
make such a direction or order?

YES � NO �

3.11 In respect of activities regulated by the FSA or any other regulatory body
(see note), has the individual, or has any company , partnership or
unincorporated association of which the individual  is or has been a
controller , director , senior manager , partner or company secretary,
during the individual’s  association with that entity and for a period of
three years after the individual  ceased to be associated with it, ever –

a been refused, had revoked, restricted or terminated, any licence,
authorisation, registration, notification, membership or other permission
granted by any such body ?

YES � NO �

b been criticised, censured, disciplined, suspended, expelled, fined, or been
the subject of any other disciplinary or intervention action by any such
body ?

YES � NO �

c resigned whilst under investigation by, or been required to resign from, any
such body ? YES � NO �

d decided, after making an application for any licence, authorisation,
registration, notification, membership or other permission granted by any
such body , not to proceed with it?

YES � NO �

e been the subject of any civil action which has resulted in a finding against
the individual or it by a court? YES � NO �

3.12 Has any company , partnership , or unincorporated association of which
the individual  is or has been a controller , director , senior manager ,
partner , or company secretary, in the United Kingdom or elsewhere, at
any time during the individual’s  involvement or within one year of such
an involvement –

a been put into liquidation, wound up, ceased trading, had a receiver or
administrator appointed or entered into any voluntary arrangement with its
creditors?

YES � NO �

b been adjudged by a court liable for any fraud, misfeasance, wrongful
trading or other misconduct? YES � NO �

c been investigated or been involved in an investigation by an inspector
appointed under companies or any other legislation, or required to produce
documents to the Secretary of State, or any other authority, under any such
legislation?

YES � NO �

d been convicted of any criminal offence, censured, disciplined or publicly
criticised, by any inquiry, by the Takeover Panel or any governmental or
statutory authority or any other regulatory body (other than as already
indicated under 3.11(b) above)?

YES � NO �
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Other interests Section 4

4.01 Does the individual have any personal or business interests that may conflict
with his role as a controller of the firm or, with respect to his capacity indicated
in 6.04b, his position within the controlling entity?

If yes, provide details in section 5.

YES � NO �

4.02 Please list all UK and non-UK directorships held:

Name of undertaking
Business of
undertaking

a UK
directorships

b Non-UK
directorships
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Supplementary information Section 5

Please complete questions 5.02 and  5.03

5.01 Include any additional information from previous sections below.

Three pages are provided, but if there is still insufficient space, please continue on a separate sheet of
paper, and clearly identify the section and question to which the additional information relates.

Question Additional information
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Question Additional information
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Question Additional information
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5.02 Is the individual submitting the Form aware of any other information relevant to
this notification of change in control of which the FSA would reasonably expect
notice, including information which could have a material impact on any of the
approval requirements described in SUP 11.7.5G?

YES � NO �

If yes, provide details below or on a separate sheet of paper.

5.03 How many additional sheets are being submitted?
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Declaration and signature Section 6

DECLARATION OF INDIVIDUAL WHOSE DETAILS ARE GIVEN IN THE FORM

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may
be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000).

It should not be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or
has previously been disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body.  If there is any doubt about the
relevance of information, it should be included.

I confirm that the information in this Form is accurate and complete to the best of my
knowledge and belief and that I have read the notes to this Form.

I authorise the FSA to make such enquiries and seek such further information as it thinks
appropriate in the course of verifying the information given in this Form.

6.01 Full name

6.02 Signature

6.03 Date of signature

6.04 Are you a controller or proposed controller as an individual in your own right?
YES � NO �

If NO

a State the name of the entity which is the
controller or proposed controller of whose
notification this Form is a part (and of each
of them if more than one)

b State the capacity in which you are
completing this Form (SEE NOTE)

6.05 a Name of authorised firm in respect of which
this Form is being submitted (SEE NOTE)

b FRN number of firm (if known)
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DECLARATION OF CONTROLLER OR PROPOSED CONTROLLER (if not an individual) (SEE NOTE)

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may
be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000).

It should not be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or
has previously been disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body.

I confirm that the information in this Form is accurate and complete to the best of my
knowledge and belief and that I have read the notes to this Form.

6.06 Full name

6.07 Signature

6.08 Date of signature

6.09 Position

6.10 On behalf of:
(name of controller or proposed controller)
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Completion checklist

Is the Form fully completed? �

Are ALL forenames included? �

Is there a complete ten-year employment history with all gaps explained? �

Is the Form correctly signed and dated? �

Has all supplementary information been included and clearly marked? �

Note: Please detach and keep the notes before returning the completed Form to the FSA.
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1. The guidance in this annex applies to a firm which intends to appoint, or has appointed, an
appointed representative  (other than an introducer appointed representative).

2. All of the items in this annex should be applied, as appropriate, to an individual who is in 
business on his own.

3. Partners in partnerships (other than limited partners in limited liability partnerships) have
joint and several unlimited liability. It follows that any assessment of the financial position of
an appointed representative  which is a partnership should take into account the financial posi-
tion of the individual partners as well as the partnership itself.
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Accounts 1. Consider whether the type of accounts obtained is appropriate to the type of 

appointed representative (for example, companies should supply audited 

accounts prepared in accordance with Companies Act provisions while 

individuals in business on their own may only prepare unaudited accounts, for 

example, for submission to the Inland Revenue or their bankers).

2. Consider whether the accounts have been prepared on a timely basis. Consider

the content of the audit report, including all detail and explanations given, and

any qualifications which it may contain.  Investigate any concerns.

3. If relevant, obtain the most recent management accounts to assess whether the 

appointed representative’s financial position has changed materially since the

most recent audited accounts.

4. If audited accounts are not available, be more circumspect about the accounts 

as they have not been independently audited. If necessary, consider obtaining 

third party verification of material balances.
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Unusual items/

recoverability

of debts/      

goodwill

1. Investigate fully any unusual items – in particular any amounts outstanding 

with directors, partners, connected persons or associates and any guarantees.

2. Consider whether any amounts due to the appointed representative would be 

recoverable; and whether the appointed representative would be in a position 

to pay any debts if it were required to do so at short notice.

3. Any balance for goodwill should be ignored since this will normally represent 

a stream of potential future income which may not be forthcoming if the equity 

interest in the appointed representative were sold.

Financial 

stability/ cash-

flows

1. Critically review the accounts to ensure that the appointed representative is 

financially stable. The review should take into account the overall position of 

the appointed representative and its cashflow.

2. The review should also consider the nature of the appointed representative’s 

assets and whether or not they are liquid and readily available to the appointed 

representative , if required. Investments in (for example) unquoted companies 

or property may be difficult to realise if there were a sudden need for cash.

Income / 

financial pres-

sures

1. Assess the overall financial pressures on the appointed representative and 

connected persons. Account should be taken of the full range of the appointed 

representative’s activities (and not merely those activities in which the 

appointed representative will be acting for the firm).  Careful consideration 

should be given to any debts arising out of previous activities within the 

financial services industry.

2. If relevant, review the accounts of any associates where there is a possibility 

that their performance – or any commitments entered into in respect of them – 

may affect the financial position of the appointed representative .

3. Establish whether the appointed representative’s income is sufficient both to 

service any debts and to provide an acceptable level of income to the proprietors.
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Credit checks /

dealings gov-

ernment bodies

1. Undertake a credit reference check on the appointed representative itself (in 

the case of a company); on the partners (in the case of a partnership); or on the 

individual (in the case of a sole trader).

2. Ask the appointed representative whether it is up to date in its dealings with 

the Inland Revenue, HM Customs and Excise (etc).

Forecasts 1. If relevant, obtain a forecast of the next year’s figures and review it to ensure 

that the appointed representative is likely to remain in a satisfactory financial 

position. This is particularly important where a material change is expected in 

the appointed representative’s operations; or where the appointed 

representative has only recently been established so that accounts are not 

available for the previous three complete financial years.

2. If the firm decides to appoint the appointed representative , the firm should keep

the appointed representative’s actual performance under close review so as to 

assess whether the forecasts were realistic and to enable any problems to be

addressed.
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1. The guidance in this annex applies to a firm which intends to appoint or has appointed an 
appointed representative  (except an introducer appointed representative).

2. Items 1(c) and 1(d) in the following table will not be relevant in the case of an individual who is
himself an appointed representative , unless, in the case of 1(d), the individual is in business on his
own.

3. If the appointed representative  is a partnership, the information a firm should obtain, having regard
to SUP 12.4.4(1)G, is that contained in this annex on the basis that the information sought applies
to each partner.  When considering the fitness and propriety of each partner, having regard to SUP
12.4.4(1)G, information a firm should obtain will also include information in this annex.  
Therefore, a firm may wish to assess the fitness and propriety of partners as suggested in SUP
12.4.4(2)G and then consider if any additional information is recommended under this annex.
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(1) Information about
the appointed
representative

(a) Name

(b) Address, and, where applicable and different, address of the registered
office and the principal place of business

(c) full name of every director, senior manager and controller

(d) accounts (see SUP 12 Ann 1G) for the last three complete financial
years

The appointed
representative’s
professional 
reputation

(a) Disciplinary proceedings

(i) whether the appointed representative has ever been publicly
censored, disciplined, suspended or expelled by the FSA,
another regulator, a clearing house, an exchange, a professional
body, or a government body or agency;

(ii) whether the appointed representative is currently the subject of
any disciplinary proceedings by a body 
referred to in (i) above or is aware that such 
proceedings are pending;

(iii) whether the appointed representative has ever been the subject
of a formal investigation under the powers in the Companies Act
1985; and

(iv) whether the appointed representative has had anything 
equivalent to (i) to (iii) above occur under relevant overseas
provisions.
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The appointed
representative’s
professional 
reputation – con-
tinued

(b) Criminal or civil proceedings

Whether the appointed representative is a defendant in any current 
civil proceedings connected with professional activities in which an 
allegation of fraud or dishonesty is being made, the subject of any 
current criminal proceedings, or has been convicted of any criminal 
offence, either in the United Kingdom or overseas.

(c) Insolvency, bankruptcy and winding up

Whether the appointed representative has:

(i) been wound up or had a petition presented, or had a meeting 
called to consider a resolution, for winding it up; or

(ii) in the case of a company, been the subject of an application
to dissolve it or to strike it off the Register of Companies; or

(iii) made, or proposed to make, a composition or voluntary
arrangement with any one of more of its creditors; or

(iv) had an administrator or trustee in bankruptcy appointed to 
it or had an application made for such an appointment; or

(v) had a receiver appointed to it (whether an administrative
receiver or a receiver appointed over particular property); or

(vi) had an application for an interim order made against it 
under section 252 of the Insolvency Act 1986 (or, in 
Northern Ireland, section 227 of the Insolvency (Northern 
Ireland) Order 1989); or

(vii) if it is a sole trader, been the subject of an application for 
a sequestration order or a petition for bankruptcy; or

(viii) ceased trading in circumstances in which any of its creditors 
did not receive full payment; or.

(ix) had anything equivalent to (i) to (viii) above occur under 
relevant overseas law.
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Method of delivery

1. Post to the appropriate address in SUP 15.7.6R

2. Leaving the notification at the appropriate address in SUP 15.7.6R and ob-
taining a time–stamped receipt

3. Electronic mail to an address for the firm’s usual supervisory contact at the
FSA and obtaining an electronic confirmation of receipt

4. Hand delivery to the firm’s usual supervisory contact at the FSA

5. Fax to a fax number for the firm’s usual supervisory contact at the FSA,
followed by delivery by one of methods 1– 4 in this table within five busi-
ness days after the date of the faxed notification
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1. This chapter applies in full to an incoming EEA firm, or incoming Treaty firm,

which has a top up permission.

2. SUP 15 does not apply to an incoming EEA firm which has permission only for

cross border services and which does not carry on regulated activities in the

United Kingdom.

3. For any other incoming EEA firm or incoming Treaty firm, SUP 15 applies as

set out in the following table.
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Applicable 

sections

Application

SUP 15.1 
SUP 15.2

Application,  Purpose Apply in full

SUP 15.3.1R to 

SUP 15.3.6G

Matters having a 

serious regulatory 

impact

15.3.1R(1) does not

apply, otherwise 

apply in full

SUP 15.3.7G to 

SUP 15.3.10G

Communication with 

the FSA in accordance

with Principle 11

Apply insofar as 

responsibility for the

matter in question is

not reserved by a

European 

Community 

instrument to the 

firm’s Home State 

regulator
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ApplicationApplicable 

sections

SUP 15.3.11R to 

SUP 15.3.14G

Breaches of rules and

other requirements in

or under the Act

Apply in full

SUP 15.3.15R 

and SUP 15.3.16G

Civil, criminal or 

disciplinary 

proceedings against a

firm

Apply insofar as

responsibility for 

the matter in 

question is not 

reserved by a 

European 

Community 

instrument to the

 firm’s Home State 

regulator

SUP 15.3.17R to 

SUP 15.3.20G

Fraud, errors and

other irregularities

Apply insofar as 

responsibility for the

matter in question is

not reserved by a

European 

Community 

instrument to the 

firm’s Home State 

regulator

SUP 15.3.21R Insolvency, 

bankruptcy and 

winding up

Apply insofar as 

responsibility for the

matter in question is

not reserved by a

European 

Community 

instrument to the 

firm’s Home State 

regulator

SUP 15.4 Notified persons Does not apply
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ApplicationApplicable 

sections

SUP 15.5.1R to 

SUP 15.5.3G

Change in name Apply in full

SUP 15.5.4R(1) Change in address:

principal place of 

business in the UK

Applies in full

SUP 15.5.4R(2) Change in address:

registered office

Applies to an 

incoming Treaty firm.

Does not apply to an 

incoming EEA firm,

but such a firm is 

referred to SUP 14

(Variation of passport

rights by incoming

EEA firms and 

ending automatic 

authorisation).

SUP 15.5.5R and 

SUP 15.5.6G

Change in legal status Do not apply

SUP 15.5.7R and

SUP 15.5.8G

Other regulators Apply insofar as 

responsibility for the

matter in question is

not reserved by a

European 

Community 

instrument to the 

firm’s Home State 

regulator

SUP 15.6 Inaccurate, false or

misleading 

information

Applies in full
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ApplicationApplicable 

sections

SUP 15.7 Form and method of

notification

Applies in full
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Application number
(for FSA use only)

Form F

Changes in notified
persons
FSA Handbook Reference: SUP 15 Annex 2R

30 April 2001

Name of notified person
(to be completed by applicant)

Name of firm
(as entered in 2.01)

The Financial Services Authority
Individual Vetting & Approval
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London E14 5HS
United Kingdom
Telephone +44 (0) 20 7676 0019
Facsimile +44 (0) 20 7676 0017
E-mail iva@fsa.gov.uk
Website http://www.fsa.gov.uk

Registered as a Limited Company in England and Wales No 1920623. Registered Office as above
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Notes for Form F

Changes in notified persons
The rule for notification is set out in SUP 15.4.1R.

The purpose of this Form

This is Form F referred to in SUP 15.4.1R (2).

Membership of the governing body of an overseas firm with a branch in the United Kingdom
is not a controlled function requiring approval of the FSA under the approved persons
regime. The rule at SUP 15.4.1R (Notified persons) is not made under the powers conferred
on the FSA by Part V of the Act and the Statements of Principle do not apply to a person
notified to the FSA under SUP 15.4.1R unless he is also an approved person.

An overseas firm (excluding an incoming firm) must notify the FSA within 30 business days
of any person taking up or ceasing to hold the following positions (see SUP 15.4.1R):

• the firm’s world-wide chief executive if the person is based outside the United
Kingdom;

• the person, if not the worldwide chief executive, within the overseas firm with a
purely strategic responsibility for UK operations (see SUP 10.7.4G);

• for a bank: the two or more persons who effectively direct its business in
accordance with IPRU (BANK) GN 3.3.1R;

• for an insurer: the authorised UK representative.

These notifications must be submitted using this Form. However, if the person is an
approved person, notification can be made by letter giving details of his name and the
position to which the notification relates (see SUP 15.4.1R (2)).

If adverse information is revealed about a person notified to the FSA under SUP 15.4.1R,
the FSA may exercise its own-initiative power against the firm (see SUP 15.4.4G).

Completing this Form

The Form must be completed in black ink and (if in manuscript) in BLOCK LETTERS.

All dates should be provided in numeric form (e.g. 29/02/2000 for 29 February 2000).

Indicate clearly if a question is not applicable. Tick the appropriate box where a yes/no
answer is required. Further details should be given in section 6 (supplementary information)
if there is insufficient space for a detailed answer.

Additional information can be attached to the form. It must be securely attached to the rest
of the Form and you must indicate at question 6.03 the number of additional sheets
attached.

Do not assume that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public
domain, or has been previously disclosed to the FSA or to another regulatory body. In all
circumstances, disclosures should be full, frank and unambiguous. If there is any doubt
about the relevance of information, it should be included. The information supplied by the
notified person should be verified by the firm wherever possible.

Expressions in this Form in italics have the meaning given in the Glossary to the FSA’s
Handbook (or, if no meaning is given there, the expressions are to be interpreted in
accordance with the related expression defined in the Glossary).

The firm is responsible for the accuracy of the data and completion of the Form. If the Form
is not fully and correctly completed, the FSA may need to return it for proper completion.

The FSA must be informed immediately of any material changes to the information
provided in this Form. All changes must be communicated to the FSA by the firm (see
SUP 15.6.4R).
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SECTION 1 – PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION DETAILS

If the notified person has more than one previous name (surname or forenames), passport
number or nationality, or is known by any other names, provide details in section 6.

1.01: If the notified person does not have an FSA Individual Reference Number or does
not know it, include the name of the previous regulator and the previous Individual
Reference Number, as applicable.

1.13: United Kingdom addresses must be given, or a statement stating that the individual
resides abroad.

SECTION 2 – FIRM IDENTIFICATION DETAILS

2.01 & 2.02: This section identifies the firm making the application by FSA Firm Reference
Number (FRN) and name. If the individual will be performing the notified activity in
relation to more than one firm and this notification is given on behalf of those other
firms, please list the names and FSA Firm Reference Numbers of the other firms at
section 6.

2.03: The regulatory organisation and country of the firm’s registered office must also be
indicated.

2.04: The firm must also indicate a point of contact for any queries in connection with the
application.

SECTION 3 – CHANGES TO NOTIFIED PERSONS

The notified position to which this Form relates should be identified, including effective date
and, if applicable, the name of individual being replaced.

SECTION 4 – EMPLOYMENT HISTORY FOR PAST 10 YEARS

A full ten-year employment history for the notified person must be provided – with all gaps
explained. If the record of employment does not go back ten years, all periods of education
and unemployment must be indicated. Full details of any periods of self-employment should
also be included.

Always give the address of the actual place of employment, rather than a central head
office.

The employment history should be provided in reverse chronological order , starting with
the most recent period of employment, unemployment etc, but excluding the activity to
which this notification relates.

“Regulatory body” in this context means the bodies listed in the notes to section 5 (below).

State the position held by the notified person and a brief explanation of his or her duties. If
the notified person’s job title included the word “director” but his or her duties did not include
those associated with the title of director, as defined in the Glossary, this should be
indicated.

The reason for leaving each employer must be given. If there were any issues arising on
leaving, these must be fully explained in section 6. Previous employers may be contacted.
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SECTION 5 – FITNESS AND PROPRIETY

Answer the questions by ticking the relevant ‘yes’ or ‘no’ box. If the answer to any of the
questions is ‘yes’, give complete details in section 6 and attach relevant supporting
documentation.

When answering question 5.01, you must include ‘spent’ convictions, i.e. convictions for
which, under the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 (and any overseas equivalent),
declaration would not normally be obligatory.

5.03 – 5.06: Court judgements (e.g. County Court Judgments) (and their overseas
equivalent) and arrangements with creditors (e.g. Individual Voluntary
Arrangements) are covered by questions 5.03 to 5.06. Any outstanding County
Court Judgments or arrangements with creditors must be listed in section 6, and the
circumstances surrounding them explained.

“Regulatory body” in this context refers to:

i) the self-regulatory organisations including IMRO, SFA, PIA, LAUTRO, FIMBRA,
AFBD and TSA;

ii) the statutory bodies including the FSA, SIB, the Society of Lloyd’s, the Registry of
Friendly Societies, the Friendly Societies Commission, the Building Societies
Commission, the Bank of England; HM Treasury – Insurance Directorate (formerly
of the DTI) and the recognised bodies;

iii) the designated professional bodies; and

iv) the equivalent of all such regulators overseas.

SECTION 6 – SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

This section provides space for any additional information and should be used whenever a
question in section 5 is answered ‘yes’.

List here all directorships currently held or held in the past 10 years by the candidate.

Relevant documents must also be provided, such as evidence of the settlements of CCJs.

SECTION 7 – DECLARATIONS AND SIGNATURES

This section contains declarations which must be signed by both an appropriate individual
for the firm or applicant submitting the application and the notified person. The FSA
considers that an appropriate individual would be someone to whom the firm has delegated
the authority to notify the FSA. The firm should keep records of those individuals authorised
to sign on behalf of the firm.

If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact the
Individual Vetting and Approval Helpline 020 7676 0019 or via e-mail at
iva@fsa .gov.uk

PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO:

THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY
INDIVIDUAL VETTING AND APPROVAL
25 THE NORTH COLONNADE
CANARY WHARF
LONDON E14 5HS
UNITED KINGDOM
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Form F – Changes in notified persons Page 1

Personal identification details Section 1

1.01 a FSA Individual Reference Number (IRN)

b OR name of previous regulatory body

c AND previous reference number

1.02 Title
(e.g. Mr, Mrs, Ms, etc)

1.03 Surname

1.04 ALL forenames

1.05 Name commonly known by

1.06 Date of birth

1.07 National Insurance number

1.08 Previous name
See note

1.09 Date of change

1.10 Reason for change

1.11 a Nationality

b Passport number
(If National Insurance number not available)

1.12 Place of birth
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Form F – Changes in notified persons Page 2

1.13 a Private address

b
Postcode

c Dates resident at this address (mm/yyyy) From To PRESENT

(If address has changed in the last three years, please provide addresses for the previous three years.)

1.14 a Previous address 1

b
Postcode

c Dates resident at this address (mm/yyyy) From To

1.15 a Previous address 2

b
Postcode

c Dates resident at this address (mm/yyyy) From To

FSA Handbook  •  SUP •  Pre-release 0.1 (21 June 2001)



�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Form F – Changes in notified persons Page 3

Firm identification details Section 2

2.01 Name of firm making the application

2.02 FSA Firm Reference Number (FRN)

2.03 a Name of Home State regulator

b Country

2.04 a Who should the FSA contact at the firm in
relation to this notification?

b Position

c Telephone

d Fax

e E-mail
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Form F – Changes in notified persons Page 4

Notified positions Section 3

3.01 Notified positions individual is taking over. a Firm’s world-wide chief executive where

the person is situated outside the United Kingdom �

b The person, if not the worldwide chief executive,

within the overseas firm with a purely strategic

responsibility for UK operations �

c For a bank: the two or more persons who effectively

direct its business in accordance with IPRU (BANK)

GN 3.3.1R �

d For a UK branch of an insurer: the authorised

UK representative �

3.02 Effective date

3.03 FSA Individual Reference Number
of individual being replaced

3.04 Name of individual being replaced
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Form F – Changes in notified persons Page 5

Employment history for past 10 years Section 4

Note: ALL gaps must be accounted for

4.01 Employment details (1)

a Period (mm/yyyy) From To

b Nature of employment a Employed �
b Self-employed �
c Unemployed �
d Full-time education �

If b, c, or d is ticked,
please give details

c Name of employer

d Nature of business

e Previous / other names of employer

f Last known address of employer

Name of regulatory bodyg Is/was employer regulated by a regulatory
body? SEE NOTE YES� NO�

If yes, of which firm?h Is/was employer an appointed
representative? YES� NO�

i Position held
SEE NOTE

j Responsibilities

k Reason for leaving:
SEE NOTE

a Resignation �
b Redundancy �
c Retirement �
d Termination/dismissal �
e End of contract �
f Other �

Specify
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Form F – Changes in notified persons Page 6

4.02 Employment details (2)

a Period (mm/yyyy) From To

b Nature of employment a Employed �
b Self-employed �
c Unemployed �
d Full-time education �

If b, c, or d is ticked,
please give details

c Name of employer

d Nature of business

e Previous / other names of employer

f Last known address of employer

Name of regulatory bodyg Is/was employer regulated by a regulatory
body? SEE NOTE YES� NO�

If yes, of which firm?h Is/was employer an appointed
representative? YES� NO�

i Position held
SEE NOTE

j Responsibilities

k Reason for leaving:
SEE NOTE

a Resignation �
b Redundancy �
c Retirement �
d Termination/dismissal �
e End of contract �
f Other �

Specify
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Form F – Changes in notified persons Page 7

4.03 Employment details (3)

a Period (mm/yyyy) From To

b Nature of employment a Employed �
b Self-employed �
c Unemployed �
d Full-time education �

If b, c, or d is ticked,
please give details

c Name of employer

d Nature of business

e Previous / other names of employer

f Last known address of employer

Name of regulatory bodyg Is/was employer regulated by a regulatory
body? SEE NOTE YES� NO�

If yes, of which firm?h Is/was employer an appointed
representative? YES� NO�

i Position held
SEE NOTE

j Responsibilities

k Reason for leaving:
SEE NOTE

a Resignation �
b Redundancy �
c Retirement �
d Termination/dismissal �
e End of contract �
f Other �

Specify
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Form F – Changes in notified persons Page 8

4.04 Employment details (4)

a Period (mm/yyyy) From To

b Nature of employment a Employed �
b Self-employed �
c Unemployed �
d Full-time education �

If b, c, or d is ticked,
please give details

c Name of employer

d Nature of business

e Previous / other names of employer

f Last known address of employer

Name of regulatory bodyg Is/was employer regulated by a regulatory
body? SEE NOTE YES� NO�

If yes, of which firm?h Is/was employer an appointed
representative? YES� NO�

i Position held
SEE NOTE

j Responsibilities

k Reason for leaving:
SEE NOTE

a Resignation �
b Redundancy �
c Retirement �
d Termination/dismissal �
e End of contract �
f Other �

Specify
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Form F – Changes in notified persons Page 9

4.05 Employment details (5)

a Period (mm/yyyy) From To

b Nature of employment a Employed �
b Self-employed �
c Unemployed �
d Full-time education �

If b, c, or d is ticked,
please give details

c Name of employer

d Nature of business

e Previous / other names of employer

f Last known address of employer

Name of regulatory bodyg Is/was employer regulated by a regulatory
body? SEE NOTE YES� NO�

If yes, of which firm?h Is/was employer an appointed
representative? YES� NO�

i Position held
SEE NOTE

j Responsibilities

k Reason for leaving:
SEE NOTE

a Resignation �
b Redundancy �
c Retirement �
d Termination/dismissal �
e End of contract �
f Other �

Specify

If necessary, please continue in section 6.
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Form F – Changes in notified persons Page 10

Fitness and propriety Section 5

5.01 a Has the notified person ever been convicted of any offence involving fraud,
theft, false accounting or other dishonesty or an offence (whether or not in the
United Kingdom) relating to companies, building societies, industrial and
provident societies, credit unions, friendly societies, insurance, banking or
other financial services, insolvency, consumer credit or consumer protection,
money laundering, market manipulations or insider dealing? (Convictions
spent under the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 must be included)

YES � NO �

b Is the notified person the subject of any current criminal proceedings?
YES � NO �

5.02 Has the notified person any convictions for any offences other than those
listed in 5.01 above which are not spent, whether or not in the United Kingdom
(excluding traffic offences unless these resulted in a ban from driving or
involved driving without insurance)?

YES � NO �

5.03 a Is the notified person, or has the notified person ever been, the subject of any
civil proceedings, arbitration or litigation, including proceedings that may lead
to a County Court Judgment (“CCJ”) or other judgment debts, in the United
Kingdom or elsewhere?

YES � NO �

b Is the notified person aware of any intention to begin such proceedings
against the notified person in the future? YES � NO �

5.04 Does the notified person have any judgment debts (including CCJs) made
under a court order still outstanding, whether in full or in part? YES � NO �

5.05 Has the notified person ever failed to satisfy any such judgment debts within
one year of the making of the order? YES � NO �

5.06 a Is the notified person, or has the notified person ever been, the subject of any
bankruptcy proceedings, or proceedings for the sequestration of the notified
person’s estate?

YES � NO �

b Has the notified person ever entered into a deed of arrangement or an
individual voluntary arrangement (or in Scotland a trust deed) or other
agreement in favour of the notified person’s creditors, or is the notified person
doing so?

YES � NO �

5.07 Does the notified person have any outstanding financial obligations arising
from regulated activities, which the notified person has conducted in the past,
whether in the United Kingdom or overseas?
(In the case of advisers, this will include any outstanding liabilities arising from
commissions paid for the sale of packaged products that have lapsed.)

YES � NO �

5.08 Has the notified person ever been found guilty of conducting any unauthorised
regulated activities or been investigated for possible conduct of unauthorised
regulated activities?

YES � NO �

5.09 Is the notified person, or has the notified person ever been, the subject of an
investigation into allegations of misconduct or malpractice in connection with
any business activity?

YES � NO �

5.10 Has the notified  person  ever, either in the United Kingdom , or elsewhere –

a been refused entry to, or been dismissed or requested to resign from, any
profession, vocation, office or employment, or from any fiduciary office or
position of trust, whether or not remunerated?

YES � NO �

b been refused, restricted in, or had suspended, the right to carry on any
trade, business or profession for which specific licence, authorisation,
registration, membership or other permission is required?

YES � NO �
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 6 YES � NO�

Form F – Changes in notified persons Page 11

c been disqualified by a court from acting as a director of a company or from
acting in a management capacity or conducting the affairs of any company,
partnership or unincorporated association?

YES � NO �

d been the subject of a disqualification direction under section 59 of the
Financial Services Act 1986 or a prohibition order, under section 56 of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, or received a warning notice to
make such a direction or order?

YES � NO �

5.11 In respect of activities regulated by the FSA or any other regulatory body
(see note), has the notified  person , or has any company , partnership or
unincorporated association  of which the notified  person is or has been a
controller , director , senior manager , partner or company secretary,
during the notified  person’s association with that entity and for a period
of three years after the notified  person ceased to be associated with it,
ever –

a been refused, had revoked, restricted or terminated, any licence,
authorisation, registration, notification, membership or other permission
granted by any such body ?

YES � NO �

b been criticised, censured, disciplined, suspended, expelled, fined, or been
the subject of any other disciplinary or intervention action by any such
body ?

YES � NO �

c resigned whilst under investigation by, or been required to resign from, any
such body ? YES � NO �

d decided, after making an application for any licence, authorisation,
registration, notification, membership or other permission granted by any
such body , not to proceed with it?

YES � NO �

e been the subject of any civil action which has resulted in a finding against
the notified person or it by a court? YES � NO �

5.12 Has any company , partnership , or unincorporated association  of which
the notified  person is or has been a controller , director , senior manager ,
partner , or company secretary, in the United Kingdom or elsewhere, at
any time during the notified  person’s involvement or within one year of
such an involvement –

a been put into liquidation, wound up, ceased trading, had a receiver or
administrator appointed or entered into any voluntary arrangement with its
creditors?

YES � NO �

b been adjudged by a court liable for any fraud, misfeasance, wrongful
trading or other misconduct? YES � NO �

c been investigated or been involved in an investigation by an inspector
appointed under companies or any other legislation, or required to produce
documents to the Secretary of State, or any other authority, under any such
legislation?

YES � NO �

d been convicted of any criminal offence, censured, disciplined or publicly
criticised, by any inquiry, by the Takeover Panel or any governmental or
statutory authority or any other regulatory body (other than as already
indicated under 5.11(b) above)?

YES � NO �

5.13 Is the notified person aware of any business interests, employment
obligations, or any other situations which may conflict with the performance of
the controlled functions for which approval is now sought?

YES � NO �
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Supplementary information Section 6

Please also complete questions 6.03 and 6.04.

6.01 Full details must be provided here if there were any issues that arose when leaving an employer listed in
section 4 or if any question has been answered ‘yes’ in section 5.

Please indicate clearly which question additional information relates to.

Question Information

FSA Handbook  •  SUP •  Pre-release 0.1 (21 June 2001)
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6.02 Include a list of all directorships currently or previously held by the candidate (where director has the
meaning given in the Glossary).
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6.03 Is there any other information the candidate or the firm considers to be
relevant to the application? YES � NO �

If yes, provide details below or on a separate sheet of paper

6.04 How many additional sheets are being submitted?
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Declarations and signatures Section 7

DECLARATION OF NOTIFIED PERSON

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may
be a criminal offence (section 398 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000).

It should not be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or
has previously been disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body. If there is any doubt about the
relevance of information, it should be included.

I confirm that the information in this Form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge
and belief and that I have read the Notes to this Form.

The FSA may seek to verify the information given in this Form including answers pertaining to fitness and
propriety. I authorise the FSA to make such enquiries and seek such further information as it thinks
appropriate in the course of verifying the information given in this Form. I also understand that the results of
these checks may be disclosed to my employer.

7.01 Notified person’s full name

7.02 Signature

Date

DECLARATION OF FIRM

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may
be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000). SUP 15.6.1R
and SUP 15.6.4R require an authorised person to take reasonable steps to ensure the accuracy and
completeness of information given to the FSA and to notify the FSA immediately if materially inaccurate
information has been provided. APER 4.4.6E provides that, where an approved person is responsible for
reporting matters to the FSA, failure to inform the FSA of materially significant information of which he is
aware is a breach of Statement of Principle 4. Contravention of these requirements may lead to disciplinary
sanctions or other enforcement action by the FSA. It should not be assumed that information is known to
the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been disclosed to the FSA or another
regulatory body. If there is any doubt about the relevance of information, it should be included.

In making this application the firm believes on the basis of due and diligent enquiry that the notified person
is a fit and proper person to perform the notified position(s) listed in section 3. The firm also believes, on the
basis of due and diligent enquiry, that the notified person is competent to fulfil the duties required of such
function(s).

I confirm that the information in this Form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge
and belief and that I have read the Notes to this Form.

I confirm that I have authority to make this notification, and sign this Form, on behalf of each firm
identified in section 6. I also confirm that a copy of this Form, as submitted to the FSA, will be sent
to each of those firms  at the same time as submitting the Form to the FSA.

7.03 Name of the firm submitting the application

7.04 Name of person signing
on behalf of the firm

7.05 Job title

7.06 Signature

Date
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Completion checklist

Is the Form fully completed? �

Are ALL forenames included? �

Is there a complete ten-year employment history with all gaps explained? �

Is the Form correctly signed and dated by both the firm making the
application and the notified person? �

Has all supplementary information been included and clearly marked? �

Note: Detach and keep the Notes before returning the completed Form to the FSA.
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(1) Section(s) (2) Categories of firm to

which section applies

(3) Applicable rules 

and guidance
SUP 16.1, 16.2
and 16.3

All categories of firm 
except:

(a) an ICVC;

(b) an incoming EEA firm
or incoming Treaty firm,
which is not:

(i) a firm of a type to 
which SUP 16.6 or SUP
16.7 applies; or

(ii) an insurer with 
permission to effect or 
carry out life policies;

(c) a UCITS qualifier.

Entire sections

SUP 16.4 and
16.5

All categories of firm 
except:

(a) an ICVC;

(b) an incoming EEA firm;

(c) an incoming Treaty firm;

(d) a non–directive friendly
society;

(e) a partnership;

(f) a sole trader;

(g) a service company;

(h) a UCITS qualifier.

Entire sections

��
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(3) Applicable rules 

and guidance

(2) Categories of firm to

which section applies

(1) Section(s) 

SUP 16.6 Bank SUP 16.6.4 to SUP
16.6.5R

Depositary of an ICVC SUP 16.6.6R to SUP
16.6.9G

OPS firm SUP 16.6.6R to SUP
16.6.8R

Trustee of an AUT SUP 16.6.6R to SUP
16.6.9G

SUP 16.7 Bank SUP 16.7.7R to SUP
16.7.15R

Building society SUP 16.7.16R to SUP
16.7.19R

Service company SUP 16.7.20R to SUP
16.7.21R

Securities and futures firm
(other than an oil market 
participant to which
IPRU(INV) 3 does not
apply)

SUP 16.7.22R to SUP
16.7.34G

Investment management
firm

SUP 16.7.35R to SUP
16.7.41R

Personal investment firm SUP 16.7.42R to SUP
16.7.53R

Authorised professional firm
(note)

SUP 16.7.54R

Society of Lloyd’s SUP 16.7.55R to SUP
16.7.56R and SUP
16.7.59R(1) and (2)

Members’ adviser SUP 16.7.57R to SUP
16.7.58R, SUP
16.7.59R(3), SUP
16.7.60G and SUP
16.7.61G

��
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(3) Applicable rules 

and guidance

(2) Categories of firm to

which section applies

(1) Section(s) 

SUP 16.8 An insurer with permission
to effect or carry out life 
policies

Entire section

Note = Section 16.7 applies to an authorised professional firm which is
required by IPRU(INV) 2.1.2R(1) to comply with chapter 3, 5, 10 or
13 of IPRU(INV).   Section 16.7 applies to such a firm as if it were the
relevant firm category in the right hand column of IPRU(INV) 2.1R).
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Method of delivery

1. Post to the appropriate address in SUP 16.3.10R
2. Leaving the report at the appropriate address in SUP 16.3.10R

and obtaining a time–stamped receipt

3. Electronic mail to an address for the firm’s usual supervisory

contact at the FSA and obtaining an electronic confirmation of

receipt
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 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� ��#�#,

���� +��������� �������

��!	
�� ��"�� >����
��!� �����	�

�����������

������ �#� �$$�!	 �$ ���  ��"�"�� 
� 	#�	 	#
� ��!	
�� ����
�� 	� �-��� ����  %
	#
� �
!�	����� �
�	�� 
� 	#� ��$	 #��� !����� �$ 	#� 	���� 
� ���  ��"�"�5"

��#�#� ���� ����"��� ��	+���	�� 	& ���� ��"��	� 0��� �'( ��#�#�*1

Category of firm Applicable provisions

Bank SUP 16.6.4R – SUP 16.6.5R

Trustee of an AUT  

Depositary of an ICVC 

SUP 16.6.6R – SUP 16.6.9G

OPS firm SUP 16.6.6R – SUP 16.6.8R

�������

������ �#� �� ���$���� ���	 �$ 
	� �����-
�
�� %��� �� ��-
�%
�� ��� ������
��

�$����	
�� ����	 ������ ��!���� �$ !����
��!� %
	# 	#� ���
�����	� ���
�	������� ����� 	#� �������
�� ������"  �#� 	��� �$ �����	 	#� �� ���
��� %
��
-���) ������
�� �� 	#� 	��� �$ ���
���� � ����  �����	����"  �#� ���
�����	� 
�
���  ��"� ��������	 �� 
�	��
� ������!# 	� !����
��!� �����	
��) ����� ��
��� ��
	#� �����	
�� ���
�����	�) %#
!# ���(�
�� �������
�� ����
�� 	� �����" �#
�

�$����	
�� #���� 	#� �� 	� ��	���
�� %#�	#�� � ����  
� !�����
�� %
	# 	#�
���
�����	� ����
!���� 	� 
	� ���
����) ��� %#�	 ���!������ 
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��!�"
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 ��� ��������� ������������ ��"��	� ��#�$ �	!����"� ���	���
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�*

��� �����		
 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� ��#�#�

Report Frequency Due date

List of all overseas 

regulators for each legal

entity in the firm’s 

group 

Annually 6 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date

Organogram showing the

authorised entities in the

firm’s group 

Annually 6 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date

,������� �& ���'�����	 ���� ����� ��'����5 	����������� �& 6+7+�5 ��	 8�%
&���� 

������ & ����  ������ � ���	��
� ����	� �� ��	 �	��6���� ������ �� ���
�����#� ���� ������ ���������	 
	��
�� �� ����
����	 ���� ���
�����#��

��#�#2 ���� �	!����"� ���	��� &�	! �������� 	& �'��4 ���	�������� 	& 5�6��4 ��� 7(�
&��!� 0��� �'( ��#�#��1

Report Frequency Due date

Report from a trustee of an AUT

on manager’s failures as set out in

SUP 16.6.8R(1)

Quarterly 1 month after

quarter end

(Note)

Report from a depositary of an

ICVC on failures by the authorised

corporate director as set out in SUP

16.6.8R(2)

Quarterly 1 month after

quarter end

(Note)

OPS firms only:  

Annual accounts of each occupa-

tional pension scheme in respect of

which the firm is acting

Annually 7 months after

end of the scheme

year
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 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� ��#�#-

Due dateFrequencyReport

OPS firms only: 

Audited annual accounts of each

OPS collective investment scheme in

respect of which the firm is acting

Annually 7 months after

end of the scheme

year

Note = The quarter ends are the end of the scheme year and 3, 6 and

9 months after that date.
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�� ���
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!# ���(�
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�� ����
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�����" �	������ $����	� ��� ���� $�� �����	
�� �� ��!# !�	����� �$ ����) 	� ���
�	
!�������
�
	� ��	%��� �����  �$ 	#� ���� !�	�����"  �
���� ����
��
�� 
� 
����	��	
	� ������ 	#� �� #�� ��?	�?��	� 
�$����	
��"

��#2#3 ���� ����"��� ���� ��� ������"� 	� &����"�� ���	��� 0��� �'( ��#2#�*1

Firm category Applicable rules and guidance

Bank SUP 16.7.7R – SUP 16.7.15R

Building society SUP 16.7.16R – SUP 16.7.19R

Service company SUP 16.7.20R – SUP 16.7.21R
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 ��� ��������� ������������ ��"��	� ��#2$ �����"�� ���	���

����

�!

��� �����		
 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� ��#2#2

Applicable rules and guidanceFirm category

Securities and futures firm (Note 1) SUP 16.7.22R – SUP 16.7.34G

Investment management firm SUP 16.7.35R – SUP 16.7.41R

Personal investment firm SUP 16.7.42G – SUP 16.7.53G

Authorised professional firm (Note 2) SUP 16.7.54R 

Society of Lloyd’s SUP 16.7.55R – SUP 16.7.56R and SUP

16.7.59R(1) and (2)

Members’ adviser SUP 16.7.57R – SUP 16.7.58R, SUP

16.7.59R(3), SUP 16.7.60G and SUP

16.7.61G

Note 1 = For an oil market participant, this section does not apply unless IPRU(INV) 3

applies to the firm.

Note 2 = This section applies to an authorised professional firm which is required by

IPRU(INV) 2.1.2R(1) to comply with chapter 3, 5, 10 or 13 of IPRU(INV). This section

applies to such a firm as if it were the relevant firm category in the right hand column of

IPRU(INV) 2.1R.

���#�� ��� ��!# ����  !�	����� 	#��� 
� � 	���� �
�	
�� 	#� �����	
�� ���
�����	�"  �#�
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� !#��	��"
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��� �����		
 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� ��#2#2

Content of Report Form

(Note 1)

Frequency Due date

Annual report and

audited accounts

N/A Annually 3 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date 

Adequate 

information on 

capital adequacy

(Unconsolidated,

solo consolidated)

BSD3 Quarterly 10 business days

after quarter end

(12

business days if 

submitted 

electronically)

Adequate 

information on 

capital adequacy

(Consolidated)

BSD3 Half yearly 20 business days

after period end (22

business days if 

submitted 

electronically)

Analysis of large 

exposures 

(Unconsolidated,

solo 

consolidated)

LE2 Quarterly 10 business days

after quarter end

Analysis of large 

exposures 

(Consolidated)

LE2 Quarterly 20 business days

after period end
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��� �����		
 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� ��#2#2

Due dateFrequencyForm

(Note 1)

Content of Report

Adequate 

information on 

holdings of credit

and 

financial institu-

tions’ 

and non–financial 

companies’ capital 

instruments 

(Unconsolidated,

solo 

consolidated) 

M1 

(Note 2)

Quarterly 10 business days

after quarter end

(12 business days 

if submitted 

electronically)

Adequate 

information on 

holdings of credit

and 

financial institu-

tions’ and non–fi-

nancial 

companies’ capital 

instruments 

(Consolidated) 

M1 

(Note 2)

Half yearly 20 business days

after period end (22

business days if sub-

mitted 

electronically)

Adequate 

information on ster-

ling stock liquidity

SLR1 

(Note 3)

Monthly

(Note 4)

6 business days

after second

Wednesday of the

month

Adequate informa-

tion on mismatch li-

quidity

LR 

(Note 3)

Quarterly 10 business days

after quarter end

(12 business days 

if submitted 

electronically)
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��� �����		
 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� ��#2#2

Due dateFrequencyForm

(Note 1)

Content of Report

List of companies 

included in the

bank’s consolidated

large exposure 

reporting

N/A Annually 6 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date

Annual 

confirmation that all

companies 

included in solo 

consolidation meet

the criteria for such

consolidation as set

out in IPRU(BANK)

CS 9.2

N/A Annually 6 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date

Note 1 = When giving the report required, a bank must use the form

indicated, if any.  The content of the form has the status of guidance

on the type of information that should be provided to meet the re-

porting obligation.  A copy of the form is located in SUP 16 Ann 1R.

Note 2 = This report is only required from a bank which reports

either on a solo or consolidated basis and: 

(i) has been granted a trading book concession as explained in

IPRU(BANK) CA 10.3; or 

(ii) has qualifying holdings in non–financial companies as explained

in IPRU(BANK) CA 10.4.
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����

�(

��� �����		
 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� ��#2#��

Due dateFrequencyForm

(Note 1)

Content of Report

Note 3 = A bank is not required to submit both the SLR1 and LR. 

A bank which monitors its liquidity according to the maturity 

mismatch approach as set out in IPRU(BANK) LM must submit the

LR.   

A bank which monitors its liquidity according to the sterling stock

liquidity approach as set out in IPRU(BANK) LS must submit the

SLR1. 

Note 4 = This report must be prepared as at the second Wednesday

of each month. See IPRU(BANK) LS 5.2 (2) regarding submission of

an SLR1 on breach of various limits.

���#�) &� &&� ���� ���� ������ 
	��
�� �� ����
����	 ���� ���  ���#��%��

��#2#�� ���� �����"�� ���	��� &�	! �� 99� ���
 0��� �'( ��#2#.�1

Content of 

Report

Form

(Note)

Frequency Due date

Adequate 

information on

mismatch 

liquidity

(excluding 

deposit 

concentration)

LR – 

(excluding

Part 5)

Quarterly 10 business days after

quarter end (12 business

days if submitted 

electronically)

Note = When giving the report required, a bank must use the form

indicated.  The content of the form has the status of guidance on the

type of information that should be provided to meet the reporting

obligation.  A copy of the form is located in SUP 16 Ann 1R.
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 ��� ��������� ������������ ��"��	� ��#2$ �����"�� ���	���

����

�)

��� �����		
 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� ��#2#�,

��#2#�� ���� �����"�� ���	��� &�	! � ���
 ���������� 	������ ��� 99�  0��� �'(
��#2#���1

Content of Report Form

(Note)

Frequency Due date

Analysis of profits,

large exposures, 

balance sheet, off 

balance sheet items

and bad and 

doubtful debt 

provisions 

B7 Half 

yearly

10 business days after

period end (12 business

days if submitted 

electronically)

Adequate 

information on 

mismatch liquidity

LR

(Note 2)

Quarterly 10 business days after

quarter end (12 business

days if submitted 

electronically)

Note  = When giving the report required, a bank must use the form

indicated.  The content of the form has the status of guidance on the

type of information that should be provided to meet the reporting 

obligation.  A copy of the form is located in SUP 16 Ann 1R.
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 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� ��#2#��
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 ��� ��������� ������������ ��"��	� ��#2$ �����"�� ���	���

����
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��� �����		
 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� ��#2#��

Content of Report Form 

(Note 1)

Frequency Due date

Adequate information

on group balance

sheet, 

analysed between 

society and 

subsidiary 

undertakings

MFS1 –

(Table A)

Monthly 9 business days

after month end

(largest societies) 

(Note 2)

12 business days

after month end

(other societies)

Adequate information

on society’s balance

sheet and primary

business 

transactions

MFS1 –

(Tables B to

G)

Monthly 7 business days

after month end

(largest societies) 

(Note 2)

10 business days

after month end

(other societies)

Sectoral breakdown of

the society’s balance

sheet

MFS1 Supp

(Note 3)

Monthly 7 business days

after month end

Adequate information

on balance sheets and 

primary business

transactions of 

society’s subsidiary 

undertakings 

accepting deposits 

and/ or lending

MFS2 Monthly 7 business days

after month end

(largest 

societies) (Note 2)

10 business days

after month end

(other 

societies)

Analysis of interest

rate risk gap (Note 4)

N/A Monthly 15 business days

after month end
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 ��� ��������� ������������ ��"��	� ��#2$ �����"�� ���	���

����

��

��� �����		
 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� ��#2#��

Due dateFrequencyForm 

(Note 1)

Content of Report

Adequate information

on balance sheet, 

income and 

expenditure, capital, 

lending quality, large 

exposures and 

maturities for the so-

ciety and its 

subsidiary 

undertakings, to-

gether with 

relevant expected 

and likely out–turns

QFS1 Quarterly 18 business days

after society’s 

financial quarter

end

Sectoral and other 

breakdowns of assets

and liabilities, gilt 

maturities, and 

derivative contracts

QFS2

(Note 3)

Quarterly 11 business days

after calendar

quarter end

Adequate information

on balance sheet, 

income and 

expenditure, the range

and volume of acti-

vities 

undertaken by the 

society, its subsidiary

undertakings, and

where relevant, its

participating interests

AFS1 Annually 2 months after 

society’s 

accounting 

reference date.
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 ��� ��������� ������������ ��"��	� ��#2$ �����"�� ���	���

����

��

��� �����		
 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� ��#2#��

Due dateFrequencyForm 

(Note 1)

Content of Report

Note 1 = When giving the report required, a building society must use

the form indicated, if any.  The content of the form has the status of

guidance on the type of information that should be provided to meet

the reporting obligation.  A copy of the form is located in SUP 16 Ann

3R for all reports (except the ”Analysis of interest rate gap” for which

no form is provided).

Note 2 = Largest societies are defined as those societies who were the

40 largest building societies (in terms of total assets) as at 31 December

1991.

Note 3 = Only required from the largest tier (see Note 2).

Note 4 = All societies except those on the ”Administered” approach

(see IPRU(BSOC) 4 Ann 4A 4A.2) complete the ”Analysis of interest

rate risk gap”. SUP 16.7.19R does not apply to the ”Analysis of 

interest rate risk gap”.
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 ��� ��������� ������������ ��"��	� ��#2$ �����"�� ���	���

����

�!

��� �����		
 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� ��#2#�,

Report Frequency Due date
Annual audited financial 

statements

Annually 6 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date

%��������� ��	 &������ &����
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 ��� ��������� ������������ ��"��	� ��#2$ �����"�� ���	���
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��� �����		
 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� ��#2#�,

Report Frequency Due date
Audited annual financial 

statements

Annually 3 months after the

firm’s accounting ref-

erence date 

Annual reporting statement Annually 3 months after the

firm’s accounting ref-

erence date

Annual reconciliation (Note 1) Annually 3 months after the

firm’s accounting ref-

erence date

Audited  accounts of any 

subsidiary, unless the rules in

this chapter require that

subsidiary to submit accounts

to the FSA  

Annually 3 months after the

firm’s accounting ref-

erence date

Consolidated reporting 

statement (Note 2)

Half yearly 1 month after period

end

Large exposures quarterly 

reporting statement (Form

LEM 1 or LEM 2) – solo 

(Notes 3 and 4)

Quarterly 15 business days after

quarter end

Large exposures quarterly 

reporting statement (Form

LEM 1 or LEM 2) –

consolidated (Notes 2 and 4)

Quarterly 1 month after

quarter end

Monthly reporting statement Monthly 15 business days

after month end
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 ��� ��������� ������������ ��"��	� ��#2$ �����"�� ���	���

����
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��� �����		
 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� ��#2#��

Due dateFrequencyReport
Note 1 = Every year a firm must submit:

(a) a reconciliation and explanation of any differences between

amounts shown in the balance sheet in the audited annual financial

statements and the annual reporting statement; and

(b) a reconciliation and explanation of any differences between the

annual reporting statement and the monthly reporting statement

prepared as at the same date.

Note 2 = Only for category A and B firms which are subject to the

consolidation rules set out in IPRU (INV) 10–200R – 10–203R, and

are not exempt from the consolidation rules under IPRU (INV)

10–200R(2) or IPRU (INV) 10–204R.

Note 3 = Only for  category A and B firms.

Note 4 = A firm which was required to submit Form LEM1 in the rel-

evant period immediately prior to the commencement must continue

to do so. 

A firm which was required to submit Form LEM2 in the relevant

period immediately prior to the commencement must continue to do

so. A category A or B firm authorised after the commencement must

submit Form LEM1.
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Report Frequency Due date

Audited annual financial 

statements

Annually 3 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date 

Annual reporting statement Annually 3 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date
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 � ������ ����� � ��� ���� ��#2#��

Due dateFrequencyReport

Annual reconciliation  (Note 1) Annually 3 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date

Audited accounts of any 

subsidiary unless the rules in this

chapter require that subsidiary to

submit accounts to the FSA 

Annually 3 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date

Consolidated reporting 

statement (Note 2)

Half yearly 1 month from

period end

Large exposures quarterly 

reporting statement (Form LEM

1 or LEM 2) – solo (Notes 3 and

4)

Quarterly 15 business days

after quarter end

Large exposures quarterly 

reporting (Form LEM 1 or LEM

2) – consolidated (Notes 2 and 4)

Quarterly 1 month after

quarter end

Quarterly reporting statement Quarterly 15 business days

after quarter end

Note 1 = Every year a firm must submit:

(a) a reconciliation and explanation of any differences between

amounts shown in the balance sheet in the audited annual financial

statements and the annual reporting statement; and 

(b) a reconciliation and explanation of any differences between the

annual reporting statement and the monthly reporting statement

prepared as at the same date.
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Due dateFrequencyReport
Note 2 = Only for  category C firms (as defined in the glossaries 

located in IPRU(INV) 10), which are subject to the consolidation

rules set out in IPRU(INV) 10–200R – 10–203R, and are not exempt

from the consolidation rules under IPRU(INV) 10–200R(2) or

IPRU(INV) 10–204R.

Note 3 = Only for category C firms (as defined in the glossaries 

located in IPRU(INV) 10).

Note 4 = A firm which was required to submit Form LEM1 in the

relevant period immediately prior to commencement must continue

to do so. 

A firm which was required to submit Form LEM2 in the relevant

period immediately prior to commencement must continue to do so.

A category C firm authorised after commencement must submit the

Form LEM1.
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Report Frequency Due date
Solvency statement (sole

traders only)

Annually 2 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date 

Audited annual financial 

statements (partnerships

and bodies corporate only)

Annually 3 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date

Audited accounts of any 

subsidiary unless the rules in

this chapter require that

subsidiary to submit 

accounts to the FSA

Annually 3 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date
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Report Frequency Due date
Annual Financial Return 

(Note 1)

Annually 4 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date 

Annual accounts (Note 1) Annually 4 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date

Annual solvency statement

(only for individuals in partner-

ship) (Note 2)

Annually At the same time as

the Annual 

Financial Return 
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Due dateFrequencyReport

Quarterly Financial Return

(only for firms subject to a

Liquid Capital 

Requirement as set out in

IPRU(INV) 5.2.3 (1)(a))

Quarterly 1 month after

quarter end

Monthly Financial Return (only

for ISD firms (Note 3) subject

to the Own Funds Requirement

of Euro 730,000 as set out in

IPRU(INV) 5.2.3(1)(b)) (Note 4)

Monthly 1 month after month

end

Note 1: The Annual Financial Return and the annual accounts of a

firm  must together give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of

the firm (or in the case of a sole trader, of his regulated activities) and

of the firm’s profit or loss.

Note 2: The annual solvency statement is a statement from each

partner in the following form:  “I certify that I have sufficient assets

to cover my personal liabilities.”

Note 3:  The definition of ISD firm for this purpose is provided in the

glossary located in IPRU(INV) 5.

Note 4:  A firm need not prepare a Monthly Financial 

Return as at the same date as a Quarterly Financial Return. A firm

must therefore prepare eight Monthly and four Quarterly Financial

Returns each year. One Quarterly Financial Return must be 

prepared to the same date as the Annual Financial Return (but 

submitted earlier). Monthly and Quarterly Financial Returns are not

cumulative, and must relate only to the period concerned.  A firm

may need to prepare more frequent accounts, including 

financial resources statements, for its own internal use to ensure that

it complies at all times with the rules in IPRU(INV).
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��#2#,3 ���� �����"�� ���	��� &�	! � ����	�� ��+���!��� &��! 0�<"��� � �!�
����	�� ��+���!��� &��!1 0��� �'( ��#2#,,�1

Report Frequency Due date
Annual questionnaire (Note 1) Annually 2 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date 

Annual financial statements

(Note 2)

Annually 4 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date

Audited consolidated statutory

accounts (Note 3)

Annually 4 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date

Annual reconciliation (Note 4) Annually 4 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date

Form 13A (Balance sheet) Note 5 Note 5

Form 13Bi/ Bii (Profit and Loss) Note 5 Note 5

Form 13Ci (Statement of own

funds)

Note 5 Note 5

Form 13Cii (Statement of own

funds) (unincorporated firms

only)

Note 5 Note 5
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Due dateFrequencyReport
Form 13D (Financial Resources

test – current assets)

Note 5 Note 5

Form 13E (Financial Resources

test – expenditure requirement)

(Note 6)

Note 5 Note 5

Form 13F (Financial Resources

test – assets and liabilities)

Note 5 Note 5

Form 13G (Financial Resources

test – position risk deductions)

Note 5 Note 5

Form 13J (Sole trader solvency 

statement) (sole traders only)

Note 5 Note 5

Report on holdings of 

second–hand life policies (only

from second hand life policy

market makers) (Note 7)

Quarterly 3 weeks after quarter

end

Note 1 = Not required from Category A1 and B1 firms.

Note 2 = The annual financial statements must include all reports, for

which this Table specifies a monthly or quarterly frequency. 

Note 3 = Only required from a firm if it is a holding company, or if

one of its controllers is a company.

Note 4 = Every year a firm must submit a reconciliation of the

amounts shown in the balance sheet in the annual financial state-

ments with the amounts shown in the balance sheet in the last month-

ly or quarterly financial statements.  

The firm must submit this reconciliation with its annual financial

statements.
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Due dateFrequencyReport
Note 5 = For a Category A1 or B1 firm, the frequency will be month-

ly, and the due date will be 3 weeks after month end. 

For a Category B2 firm, which has less than 26 financial advisers, the

frequency will be annual, and the due date will be 4 months after

year end. 

For a Category B3 firm, which has less than 26 financial advisers, and

has permission to manage investments, the frequency will be 

annual, and the due date will be 4 months after year end. 

For any other firm to which SUP 16.7.46R applies, frequency will be

quarterly, and the due date will be 3 weeks after quarter end.

Note 6 = A firm which is a Category A1 firm, a Category A2 firm

with permission to manage investments, or a Category A network

must submit the Form 13Ei as contained in SUP 16 Ann 7 (section 3).

A firm which is a Category A2 firm without permission to 

manage investments, or a Category A3 firm, must submit the Form

13Eii as contained in SUP 16 Ann 7 (section 3). A firm which is a 

Category B1, B2 or B3 firm must submit the Form 13E as contained

in SUP 16 Ann 7 (section 4).

Note 7 = “Second hand life policy” in SUP 16 means a life policy

which is to be or has been assigned for value by the policyholder to

another person.
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Report Frequency Due date
Consolidated financial resources

return (Note 1)

Quarterly 3 weeks after

quarter end

Form CAD 13 Quarterly 3 weeks after

quarter end

Form 13H (Restrictions of 

Financial Resources)

Note 2 Note 2

Form 13I (Statement of large

exposures)

Quarterly 3 weeks after

quarter end

Form 13I (Consolidated 

statement of large exposures)

(Note 1)

Quarterly 3 weeks after

quarter end

Note 1 = This report is only required from a firm if it is a member of

a group, and it is subject to consolidated supervision as set out in

IPRU(INV) 13.7.1R to 13.7.2R.  

Note 2 = For a Category  A1 firm frequency will be monthly and

due date will be  3 weeks after month end. For a Category A2 or A3

firm frequency will be quarterly and due date will be 3 weeks after

quarter end.

���#�!( & ���		 �
�����	 ���
���
�� ���� ���� ������ 
	��
�� �� ��	 �� ��
����
����	 ���� ���  ���#�3,��

��#2#,. ���� �����"�� ���	��� �������� &�	! � �!� ����	�� ��+���!��� &��!#  0���
�'( ��#2#,-�1

Report Frequency Due date

Annual questionnaire Annually 4 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date 

Audited consolidated annual 

financial statements 

(Notes 1 and 2)

Annually 4 months after the

firm’s accounting 

reference date
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Due dateFrequencyReport
Note 1 = Only required from a firm if it is a holding company, or if

one of its controllers is a company.

Note 2 = The firm must submit the statutory accounts of the group

to which it belongs.
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Report Frequency Due date
Annual audited accounts Annually 6 months after the 

Society’s accounting 

reference date 

Annual Lloyd’s Return Annually 6 months after the 

Society’s accounting 

reference date 

Syndicate returns Annually 6 months after the 

Society’s accounting 

reference date 

���#�"# & �
��
��� �����
� ���� ������ 
	��
�� �� ��	 ��  �� ����
����	
���� ���  ���#�-5��

��#2#3- ���� �����"�� ���	��� &�	! � !�!����> ��+���� 0��� �'( ��#2#32�1

Report Frequency Due date
Audited annual financial 

statements

Annually 3 months after the 

firm’s accounting 

reference date 

Annual reporting statement Annually 3 months after the 

firm’s accounting 

reference date

Annual reconciliation Annually 3 months after the 

firm’s accounting 

reference date 

Audited accounts of any 

subsidiary, unless the rules in

this chapter require those

subsidiaries to submit 

accounts to the FSA

Annually 3 months after the 

firm’s accounting 

reference date

Quarterly reporting 

statement

Quarterly 15 business days after

quarter end
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Y (year of 

reporting)

Number of life

policies which

commenced 

during 1996

Number of

1996 

policies 

that cease to

be in force

during Y–1

Deaths and

retirements

(must not be

reported on)

CF CC

1998 1000 143 2 1000 1000
–143             –2

            –2
= 855 = 998

1999 1000  25 1 1000 1000
– 143             –2

          –25             –1
             –2
             –1

= 829 = 997
Report submitted in 1998

Persistency rate for life policies that commenced during Y–2 (i.e. 1996)
CF x 100 = 855 x 100 = 85.7%

CC               998
Report submitted in 1999

Persistency rate for life policies that commenced during Y–3 (i.e. 1996)
CF x 100 = 829 x 100 = 83.1%

CC             997
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1. Trustees of AUTs

(1) Form 1 at the end of this annex provides a suggested format for the submission of the reports.

(2) The quarterly report should be completed each year as at 31 March, 30 June, 30 September, and 31
December.

(3) The report should be signed by an approved person who works in the firm’s trustee area.

(4) A firm should refer to CIS 4, 7, 15 and Appendix CIS before completing this report.

2. Depositaries of ICVCs

(1) Form 2 at the end of this annex provides a suggested format for the submission of the reports.

(2) The quarterly report should be completed each year as at 31 March, 30 June, 30 September, and 31
December.

(3) The report should be signed by an approved person who works in the firm’s depositary area.

(4) A firm should refer to CIS 4, 7 and Appendix CIS before completing this report.
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Class of firm Reportable transactions
personal invest-
ment firm

A transaction which is entered into within an EEA
State and is in any of the following instruments which
is dealt in on a regulated market:

(a) a security (except a unit); or

(b) a future; or
(c) an option.
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Reportable transactionsClass of firm
investment
management
firm

A transaction which:

(a) is executed in the EEA;

(b) is carried out for valuable consideration; and

(c) relates to an instrument which is dealt in on a
regulated market other than:

(i) futures not relating to shares; or

(ii) options (including covered warrants) not
relating to shares; or

(iii) swaps relating to designated investments
other than shares or debentures; or

(iv) currencies and currency derivatives; or

(v) units; or
(vi) futures or options relating to a basket of

shares or an equity index not capable of
settlement by delivery.

any other firm A transaction in a designated investment except for:
(a) money–market instruments not dealt in on a

regulated market; or

(b) units; or

(c) contracts for differences which are not related to
debt or equities (see note); or

(d) currencies; or

(e) commodities (including bullion); or
(f) life policies; or

(g) futures or options on anything in (a) to (e).

Note:  Firms are required to report contracts for dif-
ferences (including spread bets) on the value or price
of a bond, an equity or a related index or indices.
Firms are not required to report contracts for differ-
ences where the contract is based on the fluctuation
in the price or value of an interest rate, currency, a
commodity or on the value of a dividend payment or
payments on an equity or a basket of equities.
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Firm Counterparty Investment Transaction
Name Name Description Time of transaction
Address Address Quantity/size Date of transac-

tion

Whether agent
or principal

Unit price Whether purchase
or sale

Total amount of con-
sideration payable
on settlement date
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Category of firm Requirements
An investment management firm. The firm must include the in-

formation required by SUP
17.6.2 R (1)  in the fax or e–
mail sent to the FSA.

A personal investment firm which
effects reportable transactions at an
average rate of fewer than 40 in a
month.

The firm must include the in-
formation required by SUP
17.6.2 R (2) in the fax or e–
mail sent to the FSA.

Any other firm which effects report-
able transactions at an average rate
of fewer than 20 in a month.

The firm must complete the
manual reporting form set out
in SUP 17 Ann 3 and send it
by fax or e–mail to the FSA.
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American Stock Exchange (AMEX)
Australian Stock Exchange
Chicago Board of Trade
Chicago Board Options Exchange / Chicago Options Exchange
Chicago Mercantile Exchange
Chicago Stock Exchange
Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange
Hong Kong Futures Exchange
Hong Kong Stock Exchange
Johannesburg Stock Exchange
Kansas City Board of Trade
Korean Stock Exchange
MidAmerica Commodity Exchange
Minneapolis Grain Exchange
Montreal Stock Exchange
NASDAQ
New York Futures / Cotton Exchange
New York Mercantile Exchange / Commodity Exchange Inc

(NYMEX)
New York Stock Exchange
New Zealand Futures and Options Exchange
Osaka Securities Exchange
Pacific Stock Exchange
Philadelphia Board of Trade
Philadelphia Stock Exchange
Singapore Stock Exchange
South African Futures Exchange (SAFEX)
Sydney Futures Exchange
Tokyo Stock Exchange  (including TIFFE)
Toronto Stock Exchange
any non UK regulated market

(see SUP 17 Annex 5G)
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1. For the purposes of SUP 17.6.2(3)R, all the following are mandatory fields:

(1) the firm’s and each counterparty’s identifying code, as required under 2;

(2) the investment’s identifying code if listed in 3 or a full description;

(3) the date and time of the transaction;

(4) the transaction size, price and currency;

(5) whether the transaction is a purchase or sale;

(6) whether the firm dealt as principal or agent;

(7) the settlement due date;

(8) the transaction’s reference number;

(9) any other mandatory fields required by the reporting system;

(10) whether the transaction is a cancellation; and

(11) in the case of a derivative transaction, the appropriate expiry date, strike price
and, if appropriate, whether a put or a call.

2. A firm must allocate to each counterparty an appropriate counterparty identifier
code, using the following identifier codes:

(1) the counterparty participant code identified on the transaction report from the
relevant reporting system; or

(2) where the counterparty is another firm, the FSA authorisation code or a BIC
code, plus a sub–account code; or

(3) in the case of any other counterparty, a unique root allocated specifically to
that counterparty by the reporting firm, plus a sub account code.

� ����� �����
�� �� ��� �	 �

 �� �

If a firm’s counterparty is acting for a disclosed principal (identified either by name or
by a distinctive account indicator), the firm will need to allocate a counterparty 
identifier code which indicates the identity of the underlying principal. This code 
can use the ”root code” of the immediate counterparty provided that it is coupled with 
a sub–account code identifying the principal.
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CC CEDEL and Euroclear Common Codes 9 Numeric

CU CUSIP 9 Alphanumeric 

IS ISIN 2 Alphabetic and 10
Alphanumeric 

SE SEDOL 7 Numeric

SV SICOVAM From 5 to 
7 Numeric

TR TRAX 1 Alphabetic and 
6 Numeric 

TS TOKYO STOCK EXCHANGE From 4 to 
9 Numeric

& �����

When reporting on–exchange derivatives transactions (except through DRS), a market
identifier code followed by the product mnemonic of that exchange will be acceptable.

Codes must be left justified when they are input.
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[Field descriptions and guidelines]
NB: Fields which are denoted as “A” are fields that must be input in
all circumstances. Fields which are denoted as “M” are only manda-
tory in the case of a firm which is not a personal investment firm or an
investment management firm. Fields which are denoted as “O” are
only mandatory in certain circumstances.

FIRM DETAILS
Firm Name (A)
Contact Name (M)
Telephone Number (M)
Submission date (M)
Signature (M)

TRANSACTION DETAILS
This field must contain the FSA code of the firm which is making
the report (NB – The FSA code is currently six numbers).

FSA Code  (A)
Internal Transaction Reference:  (M)

This must be a unique reference, internal to the firm making the
report, that will enable the firm to provide FSA with more in-
formation concerning the trade, if required.

Trade Date  (A)
The date when the trade was executed.

Trade Time  (A)
The time when the trade was executed.  This should be in London
time.

Bought/Sold Indicator  (A)
Either “B” (i.e. Buy) or “S” (i.e. Sell) with respect to the firm
making the Transaction Report.

Cancel Indicator  (O)
Input a “C” for cancellation.  This field can be used to cancel a
trade previously submitted.  For cancelled trades all of the fields
apart from the Cancel Indicator, must be the same as the original
trade report.
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Counterparty1 Code Type  (O)
The valid Counterparty Code Types, when used in conjunction
with the Counterparty fields are as follows:

B –The Counterparty Root Code is a BIC code (as issued by
S.W.I.F.T);
S –The Counterparty Root Code is an FSA code (as issued
by the Financial Services Authority);
F – The Counterparty Root Code contains the reporting
firm’s own reference code to identify the Counterparty.

If there is only a single counterparty to a principal trade, details
may be supplied either in Counterparty1 fields or in Counterpar-
ty2 fields.

Counterparty1 Root Code  (O)
The counterparty to the trade.  Depending upon the Counterpar-
ty Code Type, it will consist of one of the following:

BIC code (11 characters)
FSA code (currently 6 digits)
Firm’s reference code (up to 11 characters).

Counterparty1 Sub Code  (O)
A code identifying the lowest level of account within the reporting
firm for which this transaction will be booked.  This will usually
be the reporting firm’s own internal account code.  If the
Counterparty1 Root Code is completed, the firm must also com-
plete this field.

Trade Quantity  (A)
The volume of the trade (e.g. number of units, nominal value of
bonds, number of lots, number of contracts).

Security Code Type  (O)
The valid Security Type Codes are as follows:

CC – CEDEL and Euroclear Common Codes;
CU –CUSIP;
IS – ISIN;
SE – SEDOL;
SV – SICOVAM;
TR – TRAX;
TS – Tokyo Stock Exchange;
ON – For trades in On–Market Derivatives.

For OTC trades where the instrument is not traded on an ex-
change market, please specify “OFF–market”.

Security Code  (O)
The Security Code according to the value of Security Code Type
(Field 11).  Valid codes are:

CC – 9 Numeric;
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CU – Alphanumeric
IS – 2 Alphabetic and 10 Alphanumeric
SE – 7 Numeric
SV – From 5 to 7 Numeric
TR – 1 Alphabetic and 6 Numeric
TS – From 4 to 9 Numeric
ON – The market’s own three–character Market Ident-
ifier Code followed immediately by the standard code for
the contract being traded as used on that market.

Instrument type  (A)
This field will be used to classify the instrument traded, or, in the
case of a derivative, the underlying instrument.  Valid codes are:

A –  Equity;
B –  Bond/Fixed Interest;
I –  Index (derivatives only);
M –  Commodity (derivatives only);
R –  Interest Rate (derivatives only);
U –  Currency (derivatives only);
W –  Warrant;
O –  Other (i.e. none of the above).

Issuer Name  (A) (see note)
The name of the issuer of the security if the Security Type Code is
specified as “OFF market”.  Otherwise, completion of the field is
optional.  The name of the issuer of the security must be readable
(i.e. meaningful).

Instrument Description  (A/O)
A description of the instrument is required if the Security Type
Code is specified as “OFF market”.  Otherwise completion of the
field is optional.
A full description of the security or derivative (e.g. “Bloggs 50p
ordinary share” for equities) is required.  For fixed interest secu-
rities, the following information is required:

Coupon rate;
whether it is a bond, debenture or loan (BDS, DIB, INS);
whether it is a convertible;
redemption date.

Option Exercise Price  (O)
This field is only required for options.

Derivative Type  (O)
This field indicates the derivative type.  Valid codes are:

P: Put Option;
C: Call Option;
F: Future;
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D: Contract for Difference;
S: Swap.

NB: Double options must be reported as two transactions, one for
call and one for put option.  The premium  must be halved and
entered on both transactions which must have the same transac-
tion reference number.

Delivery/Expiry/Maturity date  (O)
The delivery date of a futures contract, the expiry date of an op-
tion, the maturity or redemption date of a bond.  For a bond de-
rivative, it is the delivery or expiry date.

Trade Currency  (A)
The currency in which the trade was dealt; an ISO code such as
USD, GBP, DEM etc.  (NB: GBX, USX, and IEX are not ac-
cepted)

Trade Price  (A)
The (unit) price of the trade in the currency in which the trade
was dealt (as indicated by the Trade Currency Code.  For bonds,
it must be a percentage price.  For derivatives, it must be the
decimal value per contract, not the tick value.

Price Multiplier  (M)
Value of unit change in price, such that for on–exchange deriva-
tives:

Price x Quantity x Multiplier = Trade Value.
For warrants, if the trade represents units of 50 warrants
then multiplier equals 50.   For bonds this should equal 1 as
trade price must be reported as percentage price.  The de-
fault multiplier is 1.

Consideration  (A/O)
The consideration to be settled.  For Options, the total premium.
The consideration should be in the currency indicated by either
the Trade Currency Code or the Settlement Currency Code.  The
field must be left blank if there is no consideration (e.g. margin
only trades).

Settlement Date  (O)
The settlement date for the trade.

Settlement Currency Code  (O)
This field is required if the Consideration field is completed and is
not in the currency indicated by the Trade Currency Code.  Valid
codes are any ISO code, such as USD, GBP, DEM, etc.

Dealing Capacity  (A)
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The dealing capacity of the firm making the Transaction Report.
Valid codes are:

A  Agency;
C  Principal Cross;
P  Principal;
X  Agency Cross.

Counterparty2 Code Type  (O)
The valid Counterparty Code Types, when used in conjunction
with the Counterparty2 fields are as follows:

B –The Counterparty2 Root Code is a BIC code (as issued
by S.W.I.F.T);
S –The Counterparty2 Root Code is an FSA code (as issued
by the Financial Services Authority);
F –The Counterparty2 Root Code contains the reporting
firm’s own reference code to identify the Counterparty.

If there is only a single counterparty to a principal trade, details
may be supplied either in Counterparty1 fields or Counterparty2
fields.

Counterparty2 Root Code  (O)
The second counterparty to the trade.  It will consist of, depend-
ing upon the Counterparty2 Code Type, one of the following:

BIC code (11 characters)
FSA code (currently 6 digits)
Firm’s reference code (up to 11 characters).

Counterparty2 Sub Code  (O)
A code identifying the lowest level of account within the reporting
firm for which this transaction will be booked.  This will usually
be the reporting firm’s own internal account code.  If the
Counterparty2 Root code is completed, this field must also be
completed.

Bargain Condition Codes  (O)
Up to eight two character bargain conditions codes can be sup-
plied.  Valid conditions are:

CB Cum Bonus
CC Cum Coupon
CD Cum Dividend
CP Cum Capital Repayment
CR Cum Rights
NP Delivery Free of Payment
RN Redemption
RO Result of Option
RP Repo
SB Borrowing/Lending
SP Special Price
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WI When Issued
XB Ex Bonus
XC Ex Coupon
XD Ex Dividend
XP Ex Capital Payment
XR Ex Rights
XX Special Conditions

Market Identifier Code  (M)
A three character code to indicate the market upon which the
transactions was executed.  The code is the first three characters
of SWIFT Market Identifier Code excluding the leading “X”.
OFF–market trades must be denoted by “OFF”.
(A list of “Market Identifier Codes” can be obtained from
S.W.I.F.T on Tel: 020 7377 9190 – a list as at March 2000 is set out
in SUP 17 Ann 4G.)
NB: If a valid Security Type and a valid Security Code does not
exist for a transaction, the issuer Name and Instrument Descrip-
tion must be completed.
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MIC EXCHANGE
ABJ Abidjan, bourse des valeurs
ALB Alberta Stock Ex., Calgary
ASE American Stock Exchange
AMM Amman Stock Exchange
ACE Amsterdam Comm. Exchange
AMS Amsterdam Effectenbeurs
ANT Antwerpan Stock Exchange
FTA ATA (Netherlands)
ATH Athens Stock Exchange
AOM Australian Options Mkt, Sidney
ASX Australian Stock Exchange
OTB Austrian Options Exchange
BAH Bahrain Stock Exchange, Manama
BAL Baltic Stock Exchange
BAN Bangalore Stock Exchange
BKK Bangkok Stock Exchange
BAR Barcelona Stock Exchange
BSL Basle Stock Exchange
BEY Beirut, Bourse de
BFO Belgian Futures and Options Ex
BER Berlin Stock Exchange
BRN Bern Stock Exchange
BIL Bilbao, Borsa de
BOG Bogata, Bolsa de
BOL Bolivian Bolsa de Valoures, Le Paz
BDP Bolsa de Derivados do Porto
BMF Bolsa de Mercadorias & Futuros
BOM Bombay Stock Exchange
BOR Bordeaux Stock Exchange
BOS Boston Stock Exchange
BOT Botswana Share Market
BRA Bratislava Stock Exchange
BRE Bremer Wertpapierboerse
BRU Brussels Stock Exchange
BSE Bucharest Stock Exchange
BCE Budapest Commodity Exchange
BUD Budapest Stock Exchange
BUE Buenos Aires Stock Exchange
BUL Bulgarian, The Ist, Sofia
CAI Cairo Stock Exchange
CAL Calcutta Stock Exchange
CAR Caracas Stock Exchange
CAS Casablanca Stock Exchange
KAZ Central Asian Stock Exchange
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EXCHANGEMIC
CBT Chicago Board of Trade
CBO Chicago Board Options Ex.
CME Chicago Mercantile Exchange
CRC Chicago Rice and Cotton Ex.
CHI Chicago Stock Exchange
CCE Chubu Commodity Exchange
COL Columbo Stock Exchange
CEC Comm. Exchange Center, NY
CSE Copenhagen Stock Exchange
ROS Cordoba Stock Exchange
CYS Cyprus Stock Exchange, Nicosia
DES Delhi Stock Exchange
DWZ Deutsche Bourse, Frankfurt
DHA Dhaka Stock Exchange
DTB DTB Deutsche Terminboerse
DUB Dublin Stock Exchange
DUS Duesseldorf, (Rheinisch–West)
EAS EASDAQ, Brussels
EOE Euro. Opt. Ex. Amsterdam
FNX Financial Instrument Exchange (FINEX)
FOM Finnish Options Market
FIR Florence Stock Exchange
FRA Frankfurter Wertpapierboerse
FKA Fukuoka Stock Exchange
DOF FUTOP, Copenhagan
GEN Genoa Stock Exchange
GVA Genova Stock Exchange
GHA Ghana Stock Exchange
GUA Guayaquil Stock Exchange
HAM Hamburg Stock Exchange
HAN Hannover Stock Exchange
HEL Helsinki Stock Exchange
HIR Hiroshima Stock Exchange
HFE Hong Kong Futures Exchange
HKG Hong Kong Stock Exchange
IBR Ibis, Frankfurt
ICE Iceland Stock Exchange
IST IMKB Istanbul Stock Exchange
IOM Index and Options Mkt Chicago
IMM Int. Monetary Mkt Chicago
DUB Irish Stock Exchange (Dublin)
DMI Italian Derivatives Market
JKT Jakarta Stock Exchange
JAM Jamaica Stock Exchange
JSE Johannesburg Stock Exchange
KST Kamon Commodity Exchange (Japan)
KBT Kansas City Board of Trade
KAC Kanssai Agricultural Commodity Exchange (KANEX)
KAR Karachi Stock Exchange
KKT Kobe Raw Silk Exchange
KGT Kobe Rubber Exchange
KOR Korea Stock Exchange, Seoul
KLC Kuala Lumpur Comm. Exchange.
LOF Kuala Lumpur Options and Financial Futures Exchange (KLOFFE)
KLS Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange
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EXCHANGEMIC
KUW Kuwait Stock Exchange
KYO Kyoto Stock Exchange
LAU Lausanne Stock Exchange
LIF LIFFE
LIC Lille Commodity Exchange
LIL Lille Stock Exchange
LIM Lima Bolsa de Valores
LIS Lisbon Stock Exchange
LIT Lithuania Stock Exchange
LJU Ljubljana Stock Exchange
CEL Ljubljana Commodity Exchange
LME London Metal Exchange
ISE London Stock Exchange
LUS Lusaka Stock Exchange
LUX Luxembourg Stock Exchange
LYO Lyon Stock Exchange
MDS Madras Stock Exchange
MAD Madrid, Bolsa de
MKT Maebashi Dried Cocoon Exchange
MAK Makati Stock Exchange, Manila
MNE Malaysian Monetary Exchange
MAL Malta Stock Exchange
MNL Manila Stock Exchange
MAR Marseille Stock Exchange
MAT Matif S.A., Paris
MAU Mauritius Stock Exchange
MED Medellin Bolsa
MEF Meff Renta fija, Barcelona
MRV Meff Renta Madrid
MIF Mercato Italiano Futures Exchange
MEX Mexican Stock Exchange
MAC Mid America Comm. Exchange
MID Midwest Stock Ex., Chicago
MIL Milan Stock Exchange
MGE Minneapolis Grain Exchange
MNT Montevideo Bolse de Valores
MOO Montreal Opt. and Der. Mkt.
MON Montreal, (Bourse De)
MIC Moscow Interbank Currency Exchange
MOS Moscow Stock Exchange
MUN Muenchen, (Bayerische Borse)
MUS Muscat Securities Market
NGO Nagoya Stock Exchange
NST Nagoya Textile Exchange
NAI Nairobi Stock Exchange
NAM Namibian Stock Exchage
NAY Nancy Stock Exchange
NAN Nantes Stock Exchange
NAP Napoli, (Borsa Valori Di)
NAS NASDAQ
NMS NASDAQ National Market Systems, Washington DC
NEU Neuchatel Stock Exchange
NYC New York Cotton Exchange
NYF New York Futures Exchange
NYM New York Mercantile Exchange
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EXCHANGEMIC
NYS New York Stock Exchange
NEE New Zealand Futures Exchange
NZE New Zealand Stock Exchange
AUK New Zealand Stock Exchange, Aukland
NSA Nigerian Stock Exchange
NII Niigata Stock Exchange
CSC NY Cocoa, Coffee and Sugar Ex.
OFF OFF MARKET
MCE OM Stockholm
MLX OMLX, London
OPO Oporto Stock Exchange
OHS Optionsscheine Handels System
OSM Osaka Mercantile Exchange
OSE Osaka Securities Exchange
OST Osaka Textile Exchange
OSL Oslo Bors
OTC OTC Bulletin Board, Washington
PSE Pacific Stock Exchange, San Francisco
PAL Palermo Stock Exchange
PTY Panama Bolsa de Valores
PAR Paris Stock Exchange
PHO Philadelphia options Exchange
PHL Philadelphia Stock Exchange
PBT Philadelphia Board of Trade
POR Portal, Washington
PRA Prague Stock Exchange
QUI Quito Stock Exchange
RAS RASDAQ
RIS Riga Stock Exchange
RIO Rio de Janeiro, Bolsa de valores
ROM Rome, Borsa valori di
RUS Russian Exchange (The)
BNV San Jose Stock Exchange
SGO Santiago Stock Exchange
BMF Sao Paulo Futures Exchange
BSP Sao Paulo Stock Exchange
SAP Sapporo Stock Exchange
SHG Shanghai Stock Exchange
SME Shenzhen Mercantile Exchange
SHE Shenzhen Stock Exchange
SIB Siberian Stock Exchange
SCE Singapore Commodity Exchange
SIM Singapore Int. Monetary Ex.
SES Singapore Stock Exchange
SFX SOFFEX, Zurich
SAF South African Financial Futures Exchange (SAFFEX)
PET St Petersburg Stock Exchange
GAL St. Gallen Stock Exchange
SSE Stockholm Stock Exchange
STU Stuttgart Stock Exchange
SWX Swiss Exchange, Zurich
SFE Sydney Futures Exchange
TAI Taiwan Stock Exchange
TAL Tallinn Stock Exchange
TEH Tehran Stock Exchange
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EXCHANGEMIC
TAE Tel Aviv Stock Exchange
TKT Tokyo Commodity Exchange (TOCOM)
TKO Tokyo Grain Exchange
TFF Tokyo Int. Financial Futures
TKS Tokyo Stock Exchange
TOR Torino Stock Exchange
TFE Toronto Futures Exchange
TOE Toronto Options Exchange
TSE Toronto Stock Exchange
TKA Toyohashi Dried Cocoon Exchange
TFN Tradepoint
TRI Trieste Stock Exchange
TRN Trinidad & Tobago Stock Exchange
TUN Tunis, Borsa de Valores
VAL Valencia Bolsa de
VSE Vancouver Stock Exchange
VEN Venezia Stock Exchange
VIE Vienna Stock Exchange
VLA Vladivostok Stock Exchange
HCE Warenterminborse Hannover
WAR Warsaw Stock Exchange
WCE Winnipeg Commodity Exchange
EBE Xebec Trading, Bucharest
YKT Yokohama Raw Silk Exchange
ZAG Zagreb Stock Exchange
ZIM Zimbabwe Stock Exchange
ZRH Zurich Stock Exchange
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Austria
The following two markets of the Vienna Stock Exchange (both operated by the
Wiener Borse AG)

Amtlicher Handle (Official Market)
Geregelter Freiverkahr (Semi–Official Market)

Belgium
De eerste, de tweede en de nieuwe markt van de Effectenbeurs van 
Brussel/Le premier, le second marché et le nouveau marché de la 
Bourse de valeurs mobilières de Bruxelles [Bourse de Bruxelles]
De Belgische Future– en Optiebeurs, afgekort Belfox/La bourse belge des
futures et options, en abrégé Belfox
De secundaire buitenbeursmarkt van d lineaire obligaties, de gesplitste 
effecten en de scharkistcertificaten/Le marché secondaire hors bourse des
obligations linéaires, des titres scindés et des certificats de trésorerie
EASDAQ

Denmark
The Copenhagen Stock Exchange  (Københavns Fondsbors)
Dansk Autoriseret Markedplads A/S  (Danish Authorised Market Place Ltd
(AMP))

Finland
HEX Oy, Helsingin Arvopaperi–ja johdannaispörssi, selvity–syhtiö/HEX Ab,
Helsingfors Värdepapper–och derivativbörs, clearingbolag (HEX Ltd,
Helsinki Securities and Derivatives Exchange, Clearing House) including:

Stock Exchange
Main List: Equity and Debt Instruments
Parallel Lists (I List, NM List and Pre List): Equity and Debt
Instruments
Option Corporation: Derivatives Exchange and Clearing House

France
Le Matif
Le premier marché et le second marché de la SBF–Bourse de Paris
Le nouveau marché
Le Monep

Germany
Berliner wertpapierbörse (Amtlicher Handel, Geregelter Markt) [Berlin Stock
Exchange]
Bremer wertpapierbörse (Amtlicher Handel, Geregelter Markt) [Bremen
Stock Exchange]
Rheinisch–Westfälische Börse zu Düsseldorf (Amtlicher Handel, Geregelter
Markt)  [Rhine–Westphalian Stock Exchange Dusseldorf]
Frankfurter wertpapierbörse (Amtlicher Handel, Geregelter Markt) [Frankfurt
Stock Exchange]
Eurex Deutschland
Hanseatische Wertpapierbörse Hamburg (Amtlicher Handel, Geregelter
Markt)   [Hanseatic Stock Exchange Hamburg]
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Niedersächsische Börse zu Hannover (Amtlicher Handel, Geregelter Markt)
[(Am Stock Exchange of Lower Saxony [Hannover]]
Bayrische Börse (Amtlicher Handel, Geregelter Markt) [Bavarian Stock 
Exchange [Munich]]
Baden–Württembergische Wertpapierborse zu Stuttgart (Amtlicher Handel,
Geregelter Markt) [Baden–Wurttemberg Stock Exchange [Stuttgart]]

Greece
Athens Stock Exchange (ASE) – Thessaloniki Stock Exchange Centre
(TSEC)
Athens Derivatives Exchange (ADEX)

Ireland
Irish Stock Exchange

Italy
Borsa, articolata nei comparti:

Mercato telematico azionario (MTA)
Mercato telematico delle obbligazioni e dei titoli di Stato (MOT)
Mercato telematico dei contratti a premio (MPR)

Mercato ristretto
Mercato di borsa per la negoziazione degli strumenti finanziari previsti dall’
articolo 1, comma 2, lettere f) e i), del decreto legislativo 24 febbraio 1998,
n. 58 (Mercato degli strumenti derivati – IDEM)
Mercato all’ingrosso dei titoli di Stato italiani ed esteri, articolato nei 
segmenti:

Mercato all’ingresso dei titoli emessi dallo Stato italiano e da Stati
esteri.
Mercato all’ingresso dei titoli emessi da organismi inter–nazionali 
partecipati da Stati.

Mercato dei contratti uniformi a termine sui titoli di Stato (MIF).
Nuovo Mercato

Luxembourg
Luxembourg Stock Exchange   (Société de la Bourse de Luxembourg SA)

The Netherlands
Amsterdam Exchanges (AEX) including the following markets that are held
by Amsterdam Exchanges:

AEX Stock Exchange
AEX Options Exchange
AEX Financial Futures Market
NMAX New Market Amsterdam Exchanges

Portugal
Mercado de Catações Oficiais da Bolsa de Valores de Lisboa [Market with
Official Quotations of the Bolsa de Valores de Lisboa]
Segundo Mercado de Bolsa de Valores de Lisboa [Second Market of the
Bolsa de Valores de Lisboa]
Mercado sem Cotações da Bolsa de Valores de Lisboa [Market without
Quotations of the Bolsa de Valores de Lisboa]
Bolsa de Derivados do Porto

Spain
La Bolsa de Valores de Barcelona
La Bolsa de Valores de Bilbao
La Bolsa de Valores de Madrid
La Bolsa de Valores de Valencia
Los mercados oficiales de futuros y opciones de Meff Sociedad Recora del
Mercado de Productos Financieros Derivados de Renta Fija, SA y Meff 
Sociedcad Recora del Mercado de Productos Financieros Derivados de
Renta Variable, SA
Mercado AIAF de Renta Fija, S.A.
Mercado de Deuda Pública en Anotaciones.
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Sweden
Stockholm Stock Exchange  (Stockholms Fondbörs AB)
Penningmarknadsinformation PmI AB
OM Stockholm AB
IM Marknadsplats AB
Aktietorget I Norden AB

United Kingdom
The following four of the markets comprising the London Stock Exchange
Limited:

The Domestic Equity Market
The European Equity Market
The Gilt Edged and Sterling Bond Market
The Alternative Investment Market.

LIFFE Administration and Management
OM London Exchange Limited.
virt–x plc (formerly Tradepoint Financial Networks plc).
Jiway Limited

COREDEAL Limited
List of the regulated markets notified to the Standing Committee of the EFTA
States under Article 16 of the Investment Services Directive (93/22/EEC) included
in point 30b of Annex IX to the Agreement of the European Economic Area as at
April 2001
Iceland

Iceland Stock Exchange  (Verdbrefathing Islands)
Liechtenstein
Norway

The Oslo Stock Exchange
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Prudential categories

(Note 1)

Applicable prudential
requirements

(Note 2)

Prudential sub–categories

Authorised professional
firm*

IPRU(INV) 1 and 2

Bank* IPRU(BANK) EEA bank
Overseas bank
UK bank

Building society* IPRU(BSOC)

Friendly society IPRU(FSOC) Directive friendly society
Incorporated friendly society
Non–directive friendly society
Registered friendly society
Flat rate benefits business friendly
society

ICVC* None, but see CIS

Incoming EEA firm None (unless another 
prudential category 
applies)

Incoming Treaty firm None (unless another
prudential category 
applies)

Insurer* IPRU(INS) or IPRU(FSOC) Long term insurer
General insurer
Friendly society (see above)

Investment management
firm*

IPRU(INV) 1 and 5 OPS firm
Non–OPS life office
Non–OPS local authority
Individuals admitted to authorisa-
tion collectively
Individual whose sole investment
business is giving investment ad-
vice to institutional or corporate in-
vestors
Other

Lead regulated firm None (unless another pru-
dential category applies)

Media firm* None
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Prudential sub–categoriesApplicable prudential
requirements

(Note 2)

Prudential categories

(Note 1)

Members’ adviser IPRU(INV) 1 and 4

Personal investment firm* IPRU(INV) 1 and 13 Category A firm
Category A1 firm
Category A2 firm
Category A3 firm 
Category B firm
Category B1 firm
Category B2 firm
Category B3 firm
Low resource firm
Network
Small personal investment firm

Securities and futures firm* IPRU(INV) 1 and either 3 or
10

There is a special transi-
tional regime for ex–section
43 lead regulated firms –
see transitional rules to
IPRU(INV).

IPRU(INV) 3:
Adviser
Arranger
Broad scope firm
Corporate finance advisory firm
Dematerialised instruction trans-
mitter
Derivative fund manager
Local
Oil market participant
Venture capital firm
Other

IPRU(INV) 10:
Category A
Category B
Category C
Category D
Category D – corporate finance 
advisory firm

Service company* IPRU(INV) 1 and 6

Society of Lloyd’s* LLD

UCITS qualifier None (unless another 
prudential category 
applies)

Underwriting agent IPRU(INV) 1 and 4 Managing agent
Members’ agent
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Prudential sub–categoriesApplicable prudential
requirements

(Note 2)

Prudential categories

(Note 1)

Note 1 =  It is possible for a firm to have more than one prudential category. But it cannot have
more than one of the prudential categories marked with a ‘*’.

Note 2 = Only the requirements in the Interim Prudential sourcebooks and LLD are listed in the
column.  Requirements in other parts of the Handbook will also apply.
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Chapter of IPRU(INV) that
requirement on permission
requires the firm to comply with

Firm’s prudential category

Chapter 3 Securities and futures firm

Chapter 5 Investment management firm

Chapter 10 Securities and futures firm 

Chapter 13 Personal investment firm

�"-"� �	�
� .�� �

The table below shows how a firm’s main regulated activities determine its prudential
category.  A firm’s ‘main regulated activities’ in this context are the regulated acti-
vities included in the firm’s Part IV permission from which the firm derives or is ex-
pected to derive the most substantial part of its gross income, including commissions.
The aggregate gross income from all of the activities listed against each prudential
category should be considered to determine which source is the most substantial.

The gross income is based on the business plan submitted as part of the firm’s applica-
tion for a Part IV permission (for a firm given a Part IV permission after commence-
ment) or on the firm’s financial year preceding its authorisation under the Act (for a
firm authorised under section 25 of the Financial Services Act 1986 prior to com-
mencement).

If the firm’s prudential categorisation is not clear, please consult the FSA for guid-
ance.

Activities from which the most substan-
tial part of the firm’s gross income, in-
cluding commissions, from regulated
activities is derived

Firm’s prudential category

(i) Managing investments other than
for private customers or if the
assets managed are primarily de-
rivatives;

(ii) OPS activity;

(iii) acting as the manager or trustee of
an AUT;

(iv) acting as the ACD or depository of
an ICVC;

(v) establishing, operating or winding–
up a collective investment scheme
other than an AUT or ICVC; and

(vi) safeguarding and administering in-
vestments.

Investment management firm
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(i) Advising on investments, or arrang-
ing (bringing about) deals in invest-
ments, in relation to packaged prod-
ucts; and

(ii) managing investments for private
customers.

Personal investment firm

(i) An activity carried on as a member
of an exchange;

(ii) making a market in securities or de-
rivatives;

(iii) corporate finance business;

(iv) dealing, or arranging (bringing
about) deals in investments, in
securities or derivatives;

(v) the provision of clearing services as
a clearing firm;

(vi) managing investments where the
assets managed are primarily de-
rivatives; and

(vi) activities relating to spread bets;

Securities and futures firm

�"-"# �	�
� .�� #

Single SRO membership Firm’s prudential category

IMRO Investment management firm

PIA Personal investment firm

SFA Securities and futures firm

�"-"/ �	�
� .�� /

SRO to whose Financial 
Supervision requirements 
the firm was subject

Firm’s prudential category

IMRO Investment management firm

PIA Personal investment firm

SFA Securities and futures firm

�"-"0 �	�
� .�� 0

Only a small number of firms are expected to be authorised under 
section 25 of the Financial Services Act 1986 immediately prior 
to commencement and not be a member of one of the SROs.  
These firms are directly regulated by the FSA under the 
Financial Services Act 1986.
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by accounting class of insurance business
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(4) Other charges and income

(5) Taxation

(6) Dividends paid and accrued
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(1) Investments analysed by type

(2) Assets held to cover linked liabilities

(3) Other assets and liabilities separately identifying cash at bank
and in hand

(4) Capital and reserves analysed into called up share capital or
equivalent funds, share premium account, revaluation reserve,
other reserves and profit and loss account

(5) Subordinated liabilities

(6) The fund for future appropriations

(7) Technical provisions gross and net of reinsurance analysed by
class of insurance business and separately identifying the
provision for linked liabilities, unearned premiums, unexpired
risks and equalisation

(8) Other liabilities and credits
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ENFORCEMENT MANUAL INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the guidance and issues the statements of
policy in the Annex to this instrument (�ENF�) in the exercise of the powers listed
in Schedule 4 to ENF.

B. This instrument shall come into force as follows:

(1) ENF 2 (Information gathering and investigation powers) and ENF 3
(Variation of Part IV permission and withdrawal of authorisation): on the
first day on which section 45 (Variation etc on the Authority's own
initiative) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act")
comes into force for any purpose;

(2) ENF 4 (Intervention against incoming firms): on the first day on which
section 194 of the Act (General grounds on which power of intervention is
exercisable) comes into force for any purpose;

(3) ENF 5 (Cancellation of Part IV permission on the FSA's own initiative
and withdrawal of authorisation): on the first day on which section 45 of
the Act (Variation etc on the Authority's own initiative) comes into force
for any purpose;

(4) other parts of ENF: at the beginning of the day on which section 19 of the
Act (The general prohibition) comes into force;

(5) paragraphs A to D on this page: immediately.

C. This instrument may be cited as the Enforcement Manual Instrument 2001.

D. The Annex to this instrument (including its Schedules) may be cited as the
Enforcement manual (or ENF).

By order of the Board
21 June 2001

FSA 2001/18
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1 Table

There are no transitional provisions in ENF. GEN contains some technical provi-
sions that apply throughout the Handbook and which are designed to ensure a
smooth transition at commencement.
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This table gives the main location in the Enforcement manual where guidance appears
on those powers referred to in the Act listed below. In many instances the powers will
be referred to in other locations.

� ��
�� ��/��� �������	 �� �� ��� ����������� ������

SUBJECT PART AND SEC-
TION OF THE
ACT

ENFORCEMENT
MANUAL LOCA-
TION

Variation and cancellation of  permission and withdrawal of authorisation

Duty to withdraw authorisation Part III, s.33 ENF 5

Variation and cancellation on the
FSA’s own initiative

Part IV, s.45 ENF 3 (Variation),
ENF 5 (Cancellation)

Variation on acquisition of control Part IV, s.46 ENF 3

Exercise of powers in support of an
overseas regulator

Part IV, s.47 ENF 3 (Variation),
ENF 5 (Cancellation)

Prohibitions and restrictions Part IV, s.48 ENF 3.2.10G
Prohibition of individuals

Power to make a prohibition order Part V, s.56 ENF 8
Withdrawal of Approval

Power to withdraw approval Part V, s.63 ENF 7
Disciplinary Powers against Approved persons

Public statements of misconduct Part V, s.66 ENF 11 and ENF 12

Financial penalties Part V, s.66 ENF 11 and ENF 13
Penalties for Market abuse

Power to impose penalties Part VIII, s.123 ENF 14

Power to publish statement Part VIII, s.123 ENF 14

Power to request court to impose
penalties

Part VIII, s.129 ENF 14

Information Gathering and Investigation powers

Power to require information Part XI, s.165 ENF 2.3.2G – ENF
2.3.7G

Power to require reports Part XI, s.166 ENF 2.3.8G – ENF
2.3.11G

Power to appoint persons to carry
out general investigations

Part XI, s.167 ENF 2.3.12G – ENF
2.3.13G
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ENFORCEMENT
MANUAL LOCA-
TION

PART AND SEC-
TION OF THE
ACT

SUBJECT

Power to appoint persons to carry
out investigations in particular cases

Part XI, s.168 ENF 2.3.14G – ENF
2.3.15G

Investigations etc in support of an
overseas regulator

Part XI, s.169 ENF 2.3.16G – ENF
2.3.17G and ENF
2.4.10G – ENF
2.4.12G

Powers of investigators appointed
under s.167

Part XI, s.171 ENF 2.4.2G – ENF
2.4.5G and ENF
2.4.10G – ENF
2.4.12G

Additional powers of investigators
appointed as a result of s.168(1) or
(4)

Part XI, s.172 ENF 2.4.6G – ENF
2.4.7G and ENF
2.4.10G – ENF
2.4.12G

Powers of investigators appointed as
a result of s.168(2)

Part XI, s.173 ENF 2.4.8G

and ENF 2.4.10G –
ENF 2.4.12G

Information and documents: supple-
mental provisions

Part XI, s.175 ENF 2.4.10G – ENF
2.4.12G

Entry of premises under warrant Part XI, s.176 ENF 2.15.1G – ENF
2.15.4G

Investigation powers in relation to
collective investment schemes

Part XVII, s.284 ENF 2.3.18G – ENF
2.3.21G and ENF
2.4.13G

Intervention against Incoming Firms

General grounds on which power of
intervention is exercisable

Part XIII, s.194 ENF 4.3

Exercise of powers in support of an
overseas regulator

Part XIII, s.195 ENF 4.3.5G

Power of intervention Part XIII, s.196 ENF 4

Power to apply to court for injunc-
tions in respect of certain overseas
insurance companies

Part XIII, s.198 ENF 6.8

Disciplinary Powers against firms

Public censure Part XIV, s.205 ENF 12

Financial penalties Part XIV, s.206 ENF 13
Authorised unit trusts

Revocation of authorisation order
other than by consent

Part XVII, s.254 ENF 16.2.3G – ENF
16.2.4G and

ENF 16.2.10G –
ENF 16.2.14G
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ENFORCEMENT
MANUAL LOCA-
TION

PART AND SEC-
TION OF THE
ACT

SUBJECT

Power to give directions Part XVII, s.257 ENF 16.2.5G – ENF
16.2.7G and

ENF 16.2.10G –
ENF 16.2.14G

Applications to the court Part XVII, s.258 ENF 16.2.8G – ENF
16.2.14G

Recognised schemes

Power to suspend promotion of an
EEA scheme

Part XVII, s.267 ENF 16.4.2G – ENF
16.4.4G

Revocation of recognition of s.270
schemes (designated country/terri-
tory schemes) and s.272 schemes
(individually recognised schemes)

Part XVII, s.279 ENF 16.4.5G and
ENF 16.4.7G – ENF
16.4.8G

Directions in relation to s.270 and
s.272 schemes

Part XVII, s.281 ENF 16.4.6G – ENF
16.4.8G

Members of designated professional bodies

Power to make disapplication orders Part XX, s.329 ENF 18
Disqualification of auditors and actuaries

Disqualification of auditor of autho-
rised unit trust

Part XVII, s.249 ENF 17

Disqualification of auditors and
actuaries of authorised persons

Part XXII, s.345 ENF 17

Insolvency proceedings and orders against debt avoidance

Company voluntary arrangements:
power to participate in proceedings:

Part XXIV, s.356 ENF 10.7 – ENF
10.8

Individual voluntary arrangements:
power to participate in proceedings:

Part XXIV, s.357 ENF 10.7 – ENF
10.8

Administration orders: power to
present petitions

Part XXIV, s.359 ENF 10.5.1G – ENF
10.5.4G

Administration orders: power to par-
ticipate in proceedings

Part XXIV, s.362 ENF 10.11.2G –
ENF 10.11.6G and
ENF 10.13

Receivership: power to participate in
proceedings

Part XXIV, s.363 ENF 10.11.15G –
ENF 10.11.20G

Voluntary winding up: power to par-
ticipate in proceedings

Part XXIV, s.365 ENF 10.5.9G – ENF
10.5.13G and

ENF 10.11.13G –
ENF 10.11.14G

Winding–up by the court: power to
present petitions

Part XXIV, s.367 ENF 10.5.5G – ENF
10.5.8G
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ENFORCEMENT
MANUAL LOCA-
TION

PART AND SEC-
TION OF THE
ACT

SUBJECT

Winding up by the court: power to
participate in proceedings

Part XXIV, s.371 ENF 10.11.9G –
ENF 10.11.12G and
ENF 10.13

Bankruptcy petitions: power to pres-
ent petitions

Part XXIV, s.372 ENF 10.5.14G –
ENF 10.5.17G and

ENF 10.6.12G –
ENF 10.6.14G

Bankruptcy: power to participate in
proceedings

Part XXIV, s.374 ENF 10.11.22G –
ENF 10.11.23G and
ENF 10.13

Provisions against debt avoidance:
right to apply for an order

Part XXIV, s.375 ENF 10.9 and ENF
10.10

Injunctions
Power to apply to court for injunc-
tions in respect of certain overseas
insurance companies

Part XIII, s.198 ENF  6.8

Injunctions for breach of a relevant
requirement

Part XXV, s.380 ENF  6.3 and ENF
6.5 – ENF 6.6

Injunctions in cases of market abuse Part XXV, s.381 ENF  6.4 and ENF
6.5 – ENF 6.6

Restitution

Power to apply to court for a restitu-
tion order

Part XXV, s.382 ENF 9

Restitution orders in cases of market
abuse

Part XXV, s.383 ENF 9

Power to require restitution Part XXV, s.384 ENF 9
Prosecution of Criminal Offences

Power to prosecute offences under
the Act and subordinate legislation

Part XXVII, s.401 ENF 15

Power to prosecute other offences Part XXVII, s.402 ENF 15

! ��
�� �0�������� ���� ��� ��
��

The Enforcement manual does not contain guidance inter alia, on the following:

sections 77 and 78 Discontinuance and suspension of listing

section 91 Penalties for breach of listing rules

sections 297 and 298 Revoking recognition  (see REC)

section 348 Restrictions on disclosure of confidential information

section 395 Procedures for the issue of supervisory notices and decision
notices (See DEC)

section 404 Schemes for reviewing past business

Schedule 1, Part III, paragraph 17 Fees
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ENF 2 Ann 1G: Information gathering and investigation powers

Guidelines on investigation of cases of interest or concern to
the Financial Services Authority and other prosecuting and
investigating agencies

Purpose, status and application of the guidelines

1. These guidelines have been agreed by the following bodies (“the agencies”):

• the Financial Services Authority (“the FSA”);

• the Serious Fraud Office (“the SFO”);

• the Department of Trade and Industry (“the DTI”);

• the Crown Prosecution Service (“the CPS”);

• the Association of Chief Police Officers in England, Wales and
Northern Ireland (“ACPO”);

• the Crown Office;

• the Department of the Director of Public Prosecutions for Northern
Ireland (“the DPP(NI)”);

• the Association of Chief Police Officers in Scotland (“ACPO(S)”).

2. The guidelines are intended to assist the agencies when considering cases
concerning financial crime and/or regulatory misconduct that are, or may be,
of mutual interest to the FSA and one or more of the other agencies.  Their
implementation and wider points arising from them will be kept under review
by the agencies who will liaise regularly.

3. The purpose of the guidelines is to set out some broad principles which the
agencies agree should be applied by them in order to assist them to:

(a) decide which of them should investigate such cases;

(b) co-operate with each other, particularly in cases where more than one
agency is investigating;

(c) prevent undue duplication of effort by reason of the involvement of
more than one agency;

(d) prevent the subjects of proceedings being treated unfairly by reason of
the unwarranted involvement of more than one agency.
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4. The guidelines are intended to apply to the relationships between the FSA
and the other agencies.  They are not intended to apply to the relationships
between those other agencies themselves where there is no FSA interest.
They are not legally binding.

5. The guidelines are subject to the restrictions on disclosure of information held
by the agencies.  They are not intended to override them.

6. The guidelines are relevant to ACPO and ACPO(S) only in so far as they
relate to investigations.  Similarly, they are relevant to the CPS and the
DPP(NI) only in so far as they relate to prosecutions.

Commencing Investigations

7. The agencies recognise that there are areas in which they have an
overlapping remit in terms of their functions and powers (the powers and
functions of the agencies are set out in the Appendix to this document).  The
agencies will therefore endeavour to ensure that only the agency or agencies
with the most appropriate functions and powers will commence investigations.

8. The agencies further recognise that in certain cases concurrent investigations
may be the most quick, effective and efficient way for some cases to be dealt
with.  However, if an agency is considering commencing an investigation and
another agency is already carrying on a related investigation or proceedings
or is otherwise likely to have an interest in that investigation, best practice is
for the agencies concerned to liaise and discuss which agency or agencies
should take action, ie investigate, bring proceedings or otherwise deal with
the matter.

Indicators for deciding which agency should take action

9. The following are indicators of whether action by the FSA or one of the other
agencies is more appropriate.  They are not listed in any particular order or
ranked according to priority.  No single feature of the case should be
considered in isolation, but rather the whole case should be considered in the
round.

(a)       Tending towards action by the FSA

• Where the suspected conduct in question gives rise to concerns
regarding market confidence or protection of consumers of services
regulated by the FSA.

• Where the suspected conduct in question would be best dealt with by:

- criminal prosecution of offences which the FSA has powers to
prosecute by virtue of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
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("the 2000 Act") (see Appendix paragraph 1.4) and other incidental
offences;

- civil proceedings under the 2000 Act (including applications for
injunctions, restitution and to wind up firms carrying on regulated
activities);

- regulatory action which can be referred to the Financial Services and
Markets Tribunal (including proceedings for market abuse); and

- proceedings for breaches of listing rules.

• Where the likely defendants are FSA authorised or approved persons.

• Where the likely defendants are issuers or sponsors of a security
admitted to the official list or in relation to which an application for
listing has been made.

• Where there is likely to be a case for the use of FSA powers which
may take immediate effect (eg powers to vary the permission of an
authorised firm or to suspend listing of securities).

• Where it is likely that the investigator will be seeking assistance from
overseas regulatory authorities with functions equivalent to those of the
FSA.

• Where any possible criminal offences are technical or in a grey area
whereas regulatory contraventions are clearly indicated.

• Where the balance of public interest is in achieving reparation for
victims and prosecution is likely to damage the prospects of this.

• Where there are distinct parts of the case which are best investigated
with regulatory expertise.

(b)        Tending towards action by one of the other agencies

• Where serious or complex fraud is the predominant issue in the
conduct in question (normally appropriate for the SFO).

• Where the suspected conduct in question would be best dealt with by:

- criminal proceedings for which the FSA is not the statutory prosecutor;

- proceedings for disqualification of directors under the Company
Directors Disqualification Act 1986 (normally appropriate for DTI
action);
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- winding up proceedings which FSA does not have statutory powers to
bring (normally appropriate for DTI action); or

- criminal proceedings in Scotland.

• Where the conduct in question concerns the abuse of limited liability
status under the Companies Acts (normally appropriate for DTI action).

• Where powers of arrest are likely to be necessary.

• Where it is likely that the investigator will rely on overseas
organisations (such as law enforcement agencies) with which the other
agencies have liaison.

• Where action by the FSA is likely to prejudice the public interest in the
prosecution of offences for which the FSA is not a statutory prosecutor.

• Where the case falls only partly within the regulated area (or criminal
offences for which FSA is a statutory prosecutor) and the prospects of
splitting the investigation are not good.

10. It is also best practice for the agencies involved or interested in an
investigation to continue to liaise as appropriate throughout in order to keep
under review the decisions as to who should investigate or bring proceedings.
This is particularly so where there are material developments in the
investigation that might cause the agencies to reconsider its general purpose
or scope and whether additional investigation by others is called for.

Conduct of concurrent investigations

11. The agencies recognise that where concurrent investigations are taking
place, action taken by one agency can prejudice the investigation or
subsequent proceedings brought by another agency.  Consequently, it is best
practice for the agencies involved in concurrent investigations to notify each
other of significant developments in their investigations and of any significant
steps they propose to take in the case, such as:

• interviewing a key witness;

• requiring provision of significant volumes of documents;

• executing a search warrant; or

• instituting proceedings or otherwise disposing of a matter.

12. If the agencies identify that particular action by one party might prejudice an
investigation or future proceedings by another, it is desirable for the parties
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concerned to discuss and decide what action should be taken and by whom.
In reaching these decisions, they will bear in mind how the public interest is
best served overall.  The examples provided in paragraph 9 above may also
be used as indicators of where the overall balance of interest lies.

Deciding to bring proceedings

13. The agencies will consider, as necessary, and keep under review whether an
investigation has reached the point where it is appropriate to commence
proceedings.  Where agencies are deciding whether to institute criminal
proceedings, they will have regard to the usual codes or guidance relevant to
that decision.  For example, agencies other than the DPP(NI) or the Crown
Office will have regard to the Code for Crown Prosecutors (Note: Different
guidance applies to the DPP(NI) and the Crown Office.  All criminal
proceedings in Scotland are the responsibility of the Lord Advocate.
Separate arrangements have been agreed between the FSA and the Crown
Office for the prosecution of offences in Scotland arising out of FSA
investigations).  Where they are considering whether to bring non-criminal
proceedings, they will take into account whatever factors they consider
relevant (for example, in the case of market abuse proceedings brought by
the FSA, these are set out in paragraph 14.4 of the FSA Enforcement
manual).

14. The agencies recognise that in taking a decision whether to commence
proceedings, relevant factors will include:

• whether commencement of proceedings might prejudice ongoing or
potential investigations or proceedings brought by other agencies; and

• whether, in the light of any proceedings being brought by another
party, it is appropriate to commence separate proceedings against the
person under investigation.

15. Best practice in these circumstances, therefore, is for the parties concerned
to liaise before a decision is taken.

Closing Cases

16. It is best practice for the agencies, at the conclusion of any investigation
where it is decided that no further action need be taken, or at the conclusion
of proceedings, to notify any other agencies concerned of the outcome of the
investigation and/or proceedings and to provide any other helpful feedback.
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APPENDIX TO THE GUIDELINES ON INVESTIGATION OF CASES OF
INTEREST OR CONCERN TO THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY

AND OTHER PROSECUTING AND INVESTIGATING AGENCIES

1. The FSA

1.1 The FSA is the single statutory regulator for all financial business in the
UK.  Its regulatory objectives (when acting other than in its capacity as the
UK Listing Authority ("UKLA")) under the Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000 ("the 2000 Act") are:

• market confidence;

• public awareness;

• the protection of consumers; and

• the reduction of financial crime.

(NOTE: The 2000 Act repealed and replaced various enactments which
conferred powers and functions on the FSA and other regulators whose
functions are now carried out by the FSA.  Most notable in this context are
the Financial Services Act 1986 and the Banking Act 1987.  Transitional
provisions under the 2000 Act permit the FSA to continue to investigate
and bring proceedings for offences under the old legislation.  Details of
these transitional provisions are not set out in these guidelines)

1.2 The FSA is also the UKLA.  The UKLA’s regulatory objectives in this area
are:

• the protection of investors;

• access to capital; and

• investor confidence.

1.3. Under the 2000 Act the FSA has powers to investigate concerns including:

• *regulatory concerns about authorised firms and individuals
employed by them;

• *suspected market abuse under s.118 of the 2000 Act;

• *suspected misleading statements and practices under s.397 of the
2000 Act;
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• *suspected insider dealing under of Part V of the Criminal Justice
Act 1993;

• suspected contraventions of the general prohibition under s.19 of
the 2000 Act and related offences;

• *suspected offences under various other provisions of the 2000 Act
(see below);

• suspected breaches of the Listing Rules and related offences in
relation to listing.

The FSA’s powers of information gathering and investigation are set out in
Part XI of the 2000 Act and in s.97 in relation to its UKLA functions.

1.4. The FSA has power to take the following enforcement action:

• discipline authorised firms under Part XIV of the 2000 Act and
approved persons under s.66 of the 2000 Act;

• impose civil penalties in cases of market abuse under s.123 of the
2000 Act;

• prohibit an individual from being employed in connection with a
regulated activity, under s.56 of the 2000 Act;

• apply to Court for injunctions (or interdicts) and other orders against
persons contravening relevant requirements (under s.380 of the
2000 Act) or engaging in market abuse (under s.381 of the 2000
Act);

• petition the court for the winding-up or administration of companies,
and the bankruptcy of individuals, carrying on regulated activities;

• apply to the court under ss.382 and 383 of the 2000 Act for
restitution orders against persons contravening relevant
requirements or persons engaged in market abuse;

• require restitution under s.384 of the 2000 Act of profits which have
accrued to authorised persons contravening relevant requirements
or persons engaged in market abuse, or of losses which have been
suffered by others as a result of those breaches;

• (in England and Wales) prosecute offences under the Money
Laundering Regulations 1993, Part V Criminal Justice Act 1993
(insider dealing) and various offences under the 2000 Act including
(Note: The FSA may also prosecute any other offences which are
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incidental to those which it has express statutory power to
prosecute):

- carrying on regulated activity without authorisation or
exemption, under s.23;

- making false claims to be authorised or exempt, under s.24;

- promoting investment activity without authorisation, under s.25;

- breaching a prohibition order, under s.56;

- failing to co-operate with or giving false information to FSA
appointed investigators, under s.177;

- failing to comply with provisions about influence over authorised
persons, under s.191;

- making misleading statements and engaging in misleading
practices, under s.397;

- misleading the FSA, under s.398;

- various offences in relation to the FSA’s listing authority function
under Part VI;

• Fine, issue public censures, suspend or cancel listing for breaches
of the Listing Rules by an issuer; and

• Issue public censures, suspend or remove a sponsor from the
UKLA list of approved sponsors for breaches of Listing Rules by a
sponsor.

2. DTI

2.1 The Secretary of State for Trade & Industry exercises concurrently with
the FSA those powers and functions marked with an asterisk in
paragraphs 1.3 above. The investigation functions are undertaken by
Companies Investigation Branch ("CIB") and the prosecution functions by
the Solicitors Office.

2.2 The principal activities of CIB are, however, the investigations into the
conduct of companies under the Companies Acts and the Fair Trading
Act. These are fact-finding investigations but may lead to follow-up action
by CIB such as petitioning for the winding up of a company,
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disqualification of directors of the company or referring the matter to the
Solicitors Office for prosecution. CIB may also disclose information to
other prosecution or regulatory authorities to enable them to take
appropriate action under their own powers and functions. Such disclosure
is, however, strictly controlled under a gateway disclosure regime.

2.3 The Solicitors Office advises on investigation work carried out by CIB and
undertakes criminal investigations and prosecutions in respect of matters
referred to it by CIB, the Insolvency Service or other divisions of the DTI or
its agencies.

3. SFO

3.1 The aim of the SFO is to contribute to:

• reducing fraud and the cost of fraud;

• the delivery of justice and the rule of law;

• maintaining confidence in the UK’s business and financial
institutions.

3.2 Under the Criminal Justice Act 1987 the Director of the SFO may
investigate any suspected offence which appears on reasonable grounds
to involve serious or complex fraud and may also conduct, or take over the
conduct of, the prosecution of any such offence.  The SFO may
investigate in conjunction with any other person with whom the Director
thinks it is proper to do so; that includes a police force (or the FSA or any
other regulator).  The criteria used by the SFO for deciding whether a case
is suitable for it to deal with are set out in paragraph 3.3.

3.3 The key criterion should be that the suspected fraud is such that the
direction of the investigation should be in the hands of those who would be
responsible for any prosecution.

The factors that are taken into account include:

• whether the amount involved is at least £1 million (this is simply an
objective and recognisable signpost of seriousness and likely public
concern rather than the main indicator of suitability);

• whether the case is likely to give rise to national publicity and
widespread public concern.  That includes those involving
government bodies, public bodies, the governments of other
countries and commercial cases of public interest;
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• whether the case requires highly specialist knowledge of, for
example, stock exchange practices or regulated markets;

• whether there is a significant international dimension;

• whether legal, accountancy and investigative skills need to be
brought together; and

• whether the case appears to be complex and one in which the use
of Section 2 powers might be appropriate.

4. CPS

4.1. The CPS has responsibility for taking over the conduct of all criminal
proceedings instituted by the police in England and Wales.  The CPS may
advise the police in respect of criminal offences.  The CPS prosecutes all
kinds of criminal offences, including fraud.  Fraud cases may be
prosecuted by local CPS offices but the most serious and complex fraud
cases will be prosecuted centrally.

5. ACPO and ACPO(S)

5.1. ACPO represents the police forces of England, Wales, and Northern
Ireland. ACPO(S) represents the police forces of Scotland.

6. The Crown Office

6.1. The investigation and prosecution of crime in Scotland is the responsibility
of the Lord Advocate, who is the head of the Procurator Fiscal Service,
which comprises Procurators Fiscal and their Deputes, who are
answerable to the Lord Advocate. The Procurator Fiscal is the sole public
prosecutor in Scotland, prosecuting cases reported not only by the police
but all regulatory departments and agencies. All prosecutions before a
jury, both in the High Court of Justiciary and in the Sheriff Court, run in the
name of the Lord Advocate; all other prosecutions run in the name of the
local Procurator Fiscal. The Head Office of the Procurator Fiscal Service is
the Crown Office and the Unit within the Crown Office which deals with
serious and complex fraud cases and with the investigation of cases of
interest or concern to the Financial Services Authority is the Fraud and
Specialist Services Unit: the remit of this Unit is directly comparable to that
of the Serious Fraud Office.
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7. The DPP(NI)

7.1. The DPP(NI) is responsible for the prosecution of all offences on
indictment in Northern Ireland, other than offences prosecuted by the
Serious Fraud Office. The DPP(NI) is also responsible for the prosecution
of certain summary offences, including offences reported to it by any
government department.
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1 This annex applies when the FSA:

(1) has appointed, an investigator at the request of an overseas regulator,
under section 169(1)(b) of the Act; and

(2) has directed, or is considering directing, the investigator, under section
169(7) of the Act, to permit a representative of the overseas regulator to
attend, and take part in, any interview conducted for the purposes of the
investigation.

2 In this annex a “section 169(7) interview” means any interview conducted for
the purposes of an investigation under section 169(1)(b) of the Act in relation
to which the FSA has given a direction under section 169(7) of the Act.

� ��
��  ������� ��	 ;
<������

3 The purpose of this annex is to set out the statement of the FSA’s policy on the
conduct of interviews to which a direction under section 169(7) has been given
or the FSA is considering giving.  The FSA is required to prepare and publish
this statement of policy by section 169(9) and (11) of the Act. As required by
section 169(10) of the Act, the Treasury has approved the statement of policy.

4 The FSA is keen to promote co–operation with overseas regulators.  It views
assistance to overseas regulators as an essential part of the principles set out in
section 2(3)(e) of the Act to which it must have regard in discharging its gen-
eral functions.

! ��
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5 Under section 169(1)(b) of the Act, the FSA may appoint an investigator to in-
vestigate any matter at the request of an overseas regulator.  The powers of the
investigator appointed by the FSA (referred to here as the ’FSA’s investigator’)
include the power to require persons to attend at a specified time and place and
answer questions (the compulsory interview power).

6 Where the FSA appoints an investigator in response to a request from an over-
seas regulator it may, under section 169(7) of the Act, direct him to permit a
representative of that regulator to attend and take part in any interviews con-
ducted for the purposes of the investigation. The FSA may only give a direc-
tion under section 169(7) if it is satisfied that any information obtained by an
overseas regulator as a result of the interview will be subject to the safeguards
equivalent to those contained in Part XXIII of the Act (Public Record, Disclos-
ure of Information and Cooperation).

7 Part XXIII of the Act contains restrictions on the disclosure of confidential in-
formation.  The restrictions are subject to exceptions contained in regulations
made by the Treasury under section 349.

" ��
�� ��� %&�'� �������� �� -����- �� ��������/ 	�������� ��	�� ������� �$*5(6

8 The FSA’s policy on how it will use its investigative power, including its power
to appoint investigators, in support of overseas regulators, is set out in ENF
2.8.

9 The FSA may need to consider whether to use its direction power at two stages
of an investigation:

(1) at the same time that it considers the request from the overseas regulator
to appoint investigators;

(2) after it has appointed investigators, either at the request of the overseas
regulator or on the recommendation of the investigators.

10 Before making a direction under section 169(7) the FSA will discuss and deter-
mine with the overseas regulator how this statement of policy will apply to the
conduct of the interview, taking into account all the circumstances of the case.
Amongst other matters, the FSA will at this stage determine the extent to which
the representative of the overseas regulator will be able to participate in the
interview. The overseas regulator will be notified of this determination on the
issuing of the direction.

11 The direction will contain the identity of the representative of the overseas
regulator that is permitted to attend any interview and the role that he will play
in the interview. If the FSA envisages that there will be more than one inter-
view in the course of the investigation, the direction may also specify which
interview(s) the overseas representative is allowed to attend.

# ��
�� 9������ �� ������� �$*5(6 ��������/�
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12 In circumstances where an interview is to be conducted as part of the investiga-
tion, the FSA’s investigator will have conduct of the interview.  In general, the
FSA’s investigators will be employees of the FSA, but in appropriate cases the
FSA may appoint persons who are not its employees. In those cases, the FSA
may choose to require that an FSA employee is present at the interview and
may choose to appoint that person as an investigator.

13 The FSA’s investigator will act on behalf of the FSA and under its control. He
may be instructed to permit the representative of the overseas regulator to as-
sist in preparation of the interview. Where the FSA considers it appropriate, it
may permit the representative to attend and ask questions of the interviewee in
the course of the interview. The interview will be conducted according to the
terms of the direction and the notification referred to in ENF 2.4.3G Ann
above.

14 If the direction does permit the representative of an overseas regulator to at-
tend the interview and ask the interviewee questions, the FSA’s investigator
will retain control of the interview throughout. Control of the interview means
the following will apply:

(1) The FSA’s investigator instigates and concludes the interview, introduces
everyone present and explains the procedure of the interview. He warns
the interviewee of the possible consequences of refusing to answer ques-
tions and the uses to which any answers that are given can and cannot be
put. The FSA’s investigator will always ask preliminary questions, such
as those establishing the identity of the interviewee.

(2) The FSA’s investigator determines the duration of the interview and
when, if at all, there should be any breaks in the course of it.

(3) The FSA’s investigator has responsibility for making a record of the inter-
view. The record should note the times and duration of any breaks in the
interview and any periods when the representative of the overseas regula-
tor was either present or not present.

(4) Where the FSA’s investigator considers it appropriate, he may either sus-
pend the interview, ask the overseas representative to leave the interview,
or terminate the interview and reschedule it for another occasion. In mak-
ing that decision he will bear in mind the terms of the direction, any
agreement made with the overseas regulator as to the conduct of the in-
terview and the contents of this statement of policy.

$ ��
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15 The FSA will in general provide written notice of the appointment of an in-
vestigator to the person under investigation pursuant to the request of an over-
seas regulator. Whether or not the interviewee is the person under investiga-
tion, the FSA’s investigator will inform the interviewee of the provisions under
which he has been appointed, the identity of the requesting authority and gen-
eral nature of the matter under investigation. The interviewee will also nor-
mally be informed if a representative of the overseas regulator is to attend and
take part in the interview. Notification of any of these matters may not be pro-
vided in advance of the interview if the FSA believes that the circumstances
are such that notification would be likely to result in the investigation being
frustrated.

16 The interviewee will normally be given a copy of the direction issued under
section 169(7) in advance of the interview unless to do so would be likely to
result in the investigation being frustrated. The interviewee will also be pro-
vided with a copy of this statement of policy.

17 The FSA’s investigator will determine the venue and timing of the interview.
The interviewee will be notified of the venue and timing of the interview in
advance and in writing.

18 When the FSA’s investigator has exercised the compulsory interview power, at
the outset of the interview the interviewee will be given an appropriate warn-
ing as stated in ENF 2.14.3G. The warning, amongst other things, must state
that the interviewee is obliged to answer all questions put to them during the
interview, including any put by the representative of the overseas regulator. It
will also state that in criminal proceedings or proceedings for market abuse the
FSA will not use as evidence against the interviewee any information obtained
under compulsion during the interview.

( ��
�� =�������� ��	 ����������� �������	 �� �� ������� �$*5(6 ��������/�

19 The FSA’s investigator may decide which documents or other information may
be put to the interviewee, and whether it is appropriate to give the interviewee
sight of the documents before the interview takes place. Where the overseas
regulator wishes to ask questions about documents during the interview and the
FSA’s investigator wishes to inspect those documents before the interview, he
will be given the opportunity to do so. If the FSA’s investigator wishes to in-
spect them and has not been able to do so before the interview, he may suspend
the interview until he has had an opportunity to inspect them.

) ��
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20 When the FSA’s investigator has exercised the compulsory interview power,
the FSA’s investigator will require the person attending the interview to answer
questions. Where appropriate, questions may also be posed by the representa-
tive of the overseas regulator. The interviewee will also be required to answer
these questions. The FSA’s investigator may intervene at any stage during ques-
tioning by the representative of the overseas regulator.

21 Interviews will, in general, be conducted in English. Where the interviewee’s
first language is not English, at the request of the interviewee arrangements
will be made for the questions to be translated into the interviewee’s first lan-
guage and for his answers to be translated back into English. If a translator is
employed at the request of the representative of the overseas regulator then the
translation costs will normally be met by the overseas regulator. Where inter-
views are being conducted in pursuance of a Community obligation these costs
will be met by the FSA. In any event, the meeting of costs in relation to trans-
lators and, where applicable, the translation of documents will always be
agreed in advance with the overseas regulator.

22 All compulsory interviews will be tape–recorded. The method of recording
will be decided on and arranged by the FSA’s investigator. Costs will be ad-
dressed similarly to that set out in the preceding paragraph.  The FSA will not
provide the overseas regulator with transcripts of the tapes of interviews unless
specifically agreed to, but copies of the tapes will normally be provided where
requested. The interviewee will be provided with a copy of tapes of the inter-
view but will only be provided with transcripts of the tapes or translations of
any transcripts if he agrees to meet the cost of producing them.

23 The interviewee may be accompanied at the interview by a legal adviser or a
non–legally qualified observer of his choice. The costs of any representation
will not be met by the FSA. The presence at the interview of a representative of
the overseas regulator may mean that the interviewee wishes to be represented
or accompanied by a person either from or familiar with that regulator’s juris-
diction. As far as practical the arrangements for the interview should accom-
modate this wish. However, the FSA reserves the right to proceed with the in-
terview if it is not possible to find such a person within a reasonable time or no
such person is able to attend at a suitable venue.

* ��
�� ��
�������� �� ��� ������� �� �������� �������-������

24 In relation to the publication of investigations by overseas regulators, the FSA
will pursue a policy similar to the policy that relates to its own investigations.
The FSA’s policy on publicity during investigations can be found at ENF  2.13.
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Section 165 166 167 168
Description of
the power

FSA’s power to
require in-
formation.

Reports by
skilled per-
sons.

Appointment
of persons to
carry out gen-
eral investiga-
tions.

Appointment
of persons to
carry out in-
vestigations in
particular
cases.

Grounds The informa-
tion and docu-
ments required
must be re-
asonably re-
quired in con-
nection with
the exercise by
the FSA of
functions con-
ferred on it by
or under the
Act.

The report
must be on any
matter about
which the FSA
has required or
could require
the provision
of information
or production
of documents
under section
165.

It must appear
to the FSA that
there is good
reason for ap-
pointing in-
vestigators.

It must appear
to the FSA that
there are cir-
cumstances
suggesting that
specified
breaches,
contraventions,
market abuse
or offences
may have oc-
curred.
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168167166165Section
Persons who
may be sub-
ject of the in-
formation re-
quirement/re-
port/inves-
tigation

Firm/former
firm.

Person con-
nected with
firm/former
firm.

Operator etc.
of recognised
CIS.

RIE or RCH.

Firm (”A”).

Any other
member of A’s
group.

Partnership of
which A is a
member.

Person who
has at any rel-
evant time
been a person
falling within
any of the
three cat-
egories men-
tioned above.

Firm or ap-
pointed repre-
sentative.

Former firm or
appointed
representative
(in relation to
certain
matters).

Member of the
group of which
the person
under inves-
tigation (”A”)
is part (if in-
vestigator
thinks it
necessary).

Partnership of
which A is a
member (if in-
vestigator
thinks it
necessary).

A range of
persons de-
pending on the
circumstances
or suspected
breaches.
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168167166165Section
Type of per-
son who may
exercise or be
authorised or
appointed
under the
power

FSA (by notice
in writing).

FSA officer
(i.e an officer
of the FSA, in-
cluding a
member of
FSA staff or
agent of the
FSA).

Skilled person
nominated or
approved by
the FSA.

Competent
person (includ-
ing FSA
member of
staff).

Competent
person (includ-
ing FSA
member of
staff).

Powers of
FSA/informa-
tion–
gatherers/
skilled per-
sons/
investigators

To require in-
formation.

To require
documents.

To require in-
formation to
be verified.

To require
documents to
be authenti-
cated.

To require ex-
planations of
document.

No specific
powers – but
there is a duty
on persons
providing ser-
vices to the
subject of the
report to pro-
vide all such
assistance as
the skilled per-
son may re-
asonably re-
quire.

To require per-
sons to attend
and answer
questions.

To require in-
formation.

To require
documents.

To require ex-
planations of
documents.

To require per-
sons to attend
and answer
questions.

To require in-
formation.

To require
documents.

To require ex-
planations of
documents.

To require rea-
sonable assist-
ance (s168(2)
investigator
only).
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Insolvency re-
gime

Relevant sections of the Act and
paragraphs of ENF 10.11

Administration Sections 361 and 362(3) – see ENF
10.11.1G and ENF 10.11.3G

Compulsory
winding up

Sections 369, 370, and 371(3) – see
ENF 10.11.7G, ENF 10.11.8G and ENF
10.11.10G

Voluntary liqui-
dation

Section 365(4) – see ENF 10.11.13G

Receivership Sections 363(4) and 364 – see ENF
10.11.18G and ENF 10.11.20G

Bankruptcy and
sequestration

Sections 373 and 374(3) – see ENF
10.11.21G and ENF 10.11.22G

Company mora-
toria

Paragraph 44 of schedule A1 to the
1986 Act – see ENF 10.11.24G(1)

Individual volun-
tary arrangements

Section 357(3) – not in ENF 10.11 –
relates to notices of the result of the
creditors’ meetings.

Trust deeds for
creditors

Section 358(2)(a) and (b) – not in ENF
10.11 – relates to copies of trust deeds
and copies of certain other documents
of information sent to creditors.
Section 358(4) – not in ENF 10.11 –
relates to notices of any meeting of
creditors held in relation to the trust
deed.
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������� �� � 
��	�� �����$���� �!� ���  �$
�&��� �!� ��� �� ����� � 
��	�� �������
�� 
��	�� �����$��� �� �!� #�		�&��' �����$��������

+�0 �!� ��� $�� ����� � 
��	�� ������� �� � 	�
�  ����� ������� ��7 �# �!� ���
+)��	�� �������0 &!��� �� ��������� �!�� �!� 	�
�   !�� ����������� �
��*����$��� �$
���� �� �� �� �� ����� �!� ���2

+�0 �!� ��� $�� ����� � 
��	�� �����$��� �# $��������� �� �� �
���� �
���
����� ������� 66 �# �!� ��� +�����
	����� 
�&���0 &!��� �� ��������� �!�� !� ��
'��	�� �# $���������2 $��������� �� ��#���� �� �!� ���  �� #��	��� �� ��$
	�
&��! � ��������� �	 �
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�  �# � ��*����$��� �$
���� �� �!�� 	�
�  �� �� �����
������� 66 �# �!� ���2
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!�� �����0 &!��� � �
��� !�� ��'�'�� ��
��
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�����	� �� ���  �3 +�������� #�� $�����
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��	�� ������� ��
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������	�� ����% ��� �!���
$�� �� ��!�� #������ �!�� ��� ��	�����0�

+�0 �# �!� 	�
�  �� �
���� �
��� !�� $��� � 
��#�� �� ������� � 	��� �� � ����	� �#
�!� �����! �� $���������% �!�� $�� �� � #����� �� #����� �# � #�������	 
���	��%
�� �!� ����� �!�� � 	�
�  �� �
���� �
��� �!��	� ��� �� 
��$����� �� ����#��
#��$ ��� �����! �� $���������2

+�0 �# �!� �����! �� $��������� �� $��� ������� �� ������ �� ��'���% �!�� $�� �� �
#����� �� #����� �# � #�������	 
���	��% �� �!� ����� �!�� �!� �������� �!��	�
��#	��� �!� ����������� �# �!� �����! �� $���������2 ��!�� �!��'� ����' �*��	%
�!� $��� ������� �!� �����! �� $���������% �!� $��� 	���	� �!� ��� �� ��
�$
��� � #�������	 
���	��2
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������� �� �!� ���% ��� ����� ���
� �� ������
�!�� �������
�  ��� #�		� ��$
������� #�� ��� 	����� ������' #��$ �!�
�������������% �!�� $�� �� � #����� �� #����� �# � 
��	�� ������� �� �����$���
�# $���������% ���!�� �!�� � #�������	 
���	��% ��
�����' �
�� �!� ������ ���
����������� �# �!� �����! �� $���������2
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�� �������� � ��	���� ����� � ��	� ����

� ��
�� ��	������� ����� �� ��������� ��������� ��� ������� �� ���� ���� �) 	�3� ����

Number of
working
days late

Annual fees payable by firm

<10K <20K <50K <100K >100K

22–28 400 800 2000 4000 6000

15–21 300 600 1500 3000 4500

8–14 200 400 1000 2000 3000

1–7 100 200 500 1000 1500
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ENF 15: Prosecution of criminal offences Annex: 1G

Code for crown prosecutors

A new edition of the code was issued in October 2000. It is reproduced below by
kind permission of the Crown Prosecution Service.

1. Introduction

1.1 The decision to prosecute an individual is a serious step. Fair and effective
prosecution is essential to the maintenance of law and order. Even in a small case a
prosecution has serious implications for all involved – victims, witnesses and
defendants. The Crown Prosecution Service applies the Code for Crown Prosecutors so
that it can make fair and consistent decisions about prosecutions.

1.2 The Code helps the Crown Prosecution Service to play its part in making sure that
justice is done. It contains information that is important to police officers and others who
work in the criminal justice system and to the general public. Police officers should take
account of the Code when they are deciding whether to charge a person with an
offence.

1.3 The Code is also designed to make sure that everyone knows the principles that the
Crown Prosecution Service applies when carrying out its work. By applying the same
principles, everyone involved in the system is helping to treat victims fairly and to
prosecute fairly but effectively.

2. General Principles

2.1 Each case is unique and must be considered on its own facts and merits. However,
there are general principles that apply to the way in which Crown Prosecutors must
approach every case.

2.2 Crown Prosecutors must be fair, independent and objective. They must not let any
personal views about ethnic or national origin, sex, religious beliefs, political views or
the sexual orientation of the suspect, victim or witness influence their decisions. They
must not be affected by improper or undue pressure from any source.

2.3 It is the duty of Crown Prosecutors to make sure that the right person is prosecuted
for the right offence. In doing so, Crown Prosecutors must always act in the interests of
justice and not solely for the purpose of obtaining a conviction.

2.4 It is the duty of Crown Prosecutors to review, advise on and prosecute cases,
ensuring that the law is properly applied, that all relevant evidence is put before the
court and that obligations of disclosure are complied with, in accordance with the
principles set out in this Code.

2.5 The CPS is a public authority for the purposes of the Human Rights Act 1998.
Crown Prosecutors must apply the principles of the European Convention on Human
Rights in accordance with the Act.
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3. Review

3.1 Proceedings are usually started by the police. Sometimes they may consult the
Crown Prosecution Service before starting a prosecution. Each case that the Crown
Prosecution Service receives from the police is reviewed to make sure it meets the
evidential and public interest tests set out in this Code. Crown Prosecutors may decide
to continue with the original charges, to change the charges, or sometimes to stop the
case.

3.2 Review is a continuing process and Crown Prosecutors must take account of any
change in circumstances. Wherever possible, they talk to the police first if they are
thinking about changing the charges or stopping the case. This gives the police the
chance to provide more information that may affect the decision. The Crown
Prosecution Service and the police work closely together to reach the right decision, but
the final responsibility for the decision rests with the Crown Prosecution Service.

4 Code Tests

4.1 There are two stages in the decision to prosecute. The first stage is the evidential
test. If the case does not pass the evidential test, it must not go ahead, no matter how
important or serious it may be. If the case does meet the evidential test, Crown
Prosecutors must decide if a prosecution is needed in the public interest.

4.2 This second stage is the public interest test. The Crown Prosecution Service will
only start or continue with a prosecution when the case has passed both tests. The
evidential test is explained in section 5 and the public interest test is explained in section
6.

5 The Evidential Test

5.1 Crown Prosecutors must be satisfied that there is enough evidence to provide a
‘realistic prospect of conviction’ against each defendant on each charge. They must
consider what the defence case may be, and how that is likely to affect the prosecution
case.

5.2 A realistic prospect of conviction is an objective test. It means that a jury or bench of
magistrates, properly directed in accordance with the law, is more likely than not to
convict the defendant of the charge alleged. This is a separate test from the one that the
criminal courts themselves must apply. A jury or magistrates’ court should only convict if
satisfied so that it is sure of a defendant’s guilt.

5.3 When deciding whether there is enough evidence to prosecute, Crown Prosecutors
must consider whether the evidence can be used and is reliable. There will be many
cases in which the evidence does not give any cause for concern. But there will also be
cases in which the evidence may not be as strong as it first appears. Crown Prosecutors
must ask themselves the following questions:
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Can the evidence be used in court?

a Is it likely that the evidence will be excluded by the court? There are certain legal
rules which might mean that evidence which seems relevant cannot be given at a
trial. For example, is it likely that the evidence will be excluded because of the way in
which it was gathered or because of the rule against using hearsay as evidence? If
so, is there enough other evidence for a realistic prospect of conviction?

Is the evidence reliable?

b Is there evidence which might support or detract from the reliability of a
confession? Is the reliability affected by factors such as the defendant’s age,
intelligence or level of understanding?

c What explanation has the defendant given? Is a court likely to find it credible in the
light of the evidence as a whole? Does it support an innocent explanation?

d If the identity of the defendant is likely to be questioned, is the evidence about this
strong enough?

e Is the witness’s background likely to weaken the prosecution case? For example,
does the witness have any motive that may affect his or her attitude to the case, or a
relevant previous conviction?

f Are there concerns over the accuracy or credibility of a witness? Are these
concerns based on evidence or simply information with nothing to support it? Is there
further evidence which the police should be asked to seek out which may support or
detract from the account of the witness?

5.4 Crown Prosecutors should not ignore evidence because they are not sure that it can
be used or is reliable. But they should look closely at it when deciding if there is a
realistic prospect of conviction.

6 The Public Interest Test

6.1 In 1951, Lord Shawcross, who was Attorney General, made the classic statement
on public interest, which has been supported by Attorneys General ever since: "It has
never been the rule in this country – I hope it never will be – that suspected criminal
offences must automatically be the subject of prosecution". (House of Commons
Debates, volume 483, column 681, 29 January 1951.)

6.2 The public interest must be considered in each case where there is enough
evidence to provide a realistic prospect of conviction. A prosecution will usually take
place unless there are public interest factors tending against prosecution which clearly
outweigh those tending in favour. Although there may be public interest factors against
prosecution in a particular case, often the prosecution should go ahead and those
factors should be put to the court for consideration when sentence is being passed.
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6.3 Crown Prosecutors must balance factors for and against prosecution carefully and
fairly. Public interest factors that can affect the decision to prosecute usually depend on
the seriousness of the offence or the circumstances of the suspect. Some factors may
increase the need to prosecute but others may suggest that another course of action
would be better.

The following lists of some common public interest factors, both for and against
prosecution, are not exhaustive. The factors that apply will depend on the facts in
each case.

Some common public interest factors in favour of prosecution.

6.4 The more serious the offence, the more likely it is that a prosecution will be needed
in the public interest. A prosecution is likely to be needed if:

a a conviction is likely to result in a significant sentence;

b a weapon was used or violence was threatened during the commission of the
offence;

c the offence was committed against a person serving the public (for example, a
police or prison officer, or a nurse);

d the defendant was in a position of authority or trust;

e the evidence shows that the defendant was a ringleader or an organiser of the
offence;

f there is evidence that the offence was premeditated;

g there is evidence that the offence was carried out by a group;

h the victim of the offence was vulnerable, has been put in considerable fear, or
suffered personal attack, damage or disturbance;

i the offence was motivated by any form of discrimination against the victim’s ethnic
or national origin, sex, religious beliefs, political views or sexual orientation, or the
suspect demonstrated hostility towards the victim based on any of those
characteristics;

j there is a marked difference between the actual or mental ages of the defendant
and the victim, or if there is any element of corruption;

k the defendant’s previous convictions or cautions are relevant to the present
offence;

l the defendant is alleged to have committed the offence whilst under an order of the
court;
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m there are grounds for believing that the offence is likely to be continued or
repeated, for example, by a history of recurring conduct; or

n the offence, although not serious in itself, is widespread in the area where it was
committed.

Some common public interest factors against prosecution

6.5 A prosecution is less likely to be needed if:

a the court is likely to impose a nominal penalty;

b the defendant has already been made the subject of a sentence and any further
conviction would be unlikely to result in the imposition of an additional sentence or
order, unless the nature of the particular offence requires a prosecution;

c the offence was committed as a result of a genuine mistake or misunderstanding
(these factors must be balanced against the seriousness of the offence);

d the loss or harm can be described as minor and was the result of a single incident,
particularly if it was caused by a misjudgement;

e there has been a long delay between the offence taking place and the date of the
trial, unless:

the offence is serious;

the delay has been caused in part by the defendant;

the offence has only recently come to light; or

the complexity of the offence has meant that there has been a long
investigation;

f a prosecution is likely to have a bad effect on the victim’s physical or mental health,
always bearing in mind the seriousness of the offence;

g the defendant is elderly or is, or was at the time of the offence, suffering from
significant mental or physical ill health, unless the offence is serious or there is a real
possibility that it may be repeated. The Crown Prosecution Service, where necessary,
applies Home Office guidelines about how to deal with mentally disordered offenders.
Crown Prosecutors must balance the desirability of diverting a defendant who is
suffering from significant mental or physical ill health with the need to safeguard the
general public;

h the defendant has put right the loss or harm that was caused (but defendants must
not avoid prosecution solely because they pay compensation); or
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I details may be made public that could harm sources of information, international
relations or national security;

6.6 Deciding on the public interest is not simply a matter of adding up the number of
factors on each side. Crown Prosecutors must decide how important each factor is in
the circumstances of each case and go on to make an overall assessment.

The relationship between the victim and the public interest

6.7 The Crown Prosecution Service prosecutes cases on behalf of the public at large
and not just in the interests of any particular individual. However, when considering the
public interest test Crown Prosecutors should always take into account the
consequences for the victim of the decision whether or not to prosecute, and any views
expressed by the victim or the victim’s family.

6.8 It is important that a victim is told about a decision which makes a significant
difference to the case in which he or she is involved. Crown Prosecutors should ensure
that they follow any agreed procedures.

Youths

6.9 Crown Prosecutors must consider the interests of a youth when deciding whether it
is in the public interest to prosecute. However Crown Prosecutors should not avoid
prosecuting simply because of the defendant’s age. The seriousness of the offence or
the youth’s past behaviour is very important.

6.10 Cases involving youths are usually only referred to the Crown Prosecution Service
for prosecution if the youth has already received a reprimand and final warning, unless
the offence is so serious that neither of these were appropriate. Reprimands and final
warnings are intended to prevent re-offending and the fact that a further offence has
occurred indicates that attempts to divert the youth from the court system have not been
effective. So the public interest will usually require a prosecution in such cases, unless
there are clear public interest factors against prosecution.

Police Cautions

6.11 These are only for adults. The police make the decision to caution an offender in
accordance with Home Office guidelines.

6.12 When deciding whether a case should be prosecuted in the courts, Crown
Prosecutors should consider the alternatives to prosecution. This will include a police
caution. Again the Home Office guidelines should be applied. Where it is felt that a
caution is appropriate, Crown Prosecutors must inform the police so that they can
caution the suspect. If the caution is not administered because the suspect refuses to
accept it or the police do not wish to offer it, then the Crown Prosecutor may review the
case again.

7 Charges
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7.1 Crown Prosecutors should select charges which:

a reflect the seriousness of the offending;

b give the court adequate sentencing powers; and

c enable the case to be presented in a clear and simple way.

This means that Crown Prosecutors may not always continue with the most serious
charge where there is a choice. Further, Crown Prosecutors should not continue with
more charges than are necessary.

7.2 Crown Prosecutors should never go ahead with more charges than are necessary
just to encourage a defendant to plead guilty to a few. In the same way, they should
never go ahead with a more serious charge just to encourage a defendant to plead
guilty to a less serious one.

7.3 Crown Prosecutors should not change the charge simply because of the decision
made by the court or the defendant about where the case will be heard.

8 Mode of Trial

8.1 The Crown Prosecution Service applies the current guidelines for magistrates who
have to decide whether cases should be tried in the Crown Court when the offence
gives the option and the defendant does not indicate a guilty plea. (See the ‘National
Mode of Trial Guidelines’ issued by the Lord Chief Justice.) Crown Prosecutors should
recommend Crown Court trial when they are satisfied that the guidelines require them to
do so.

8.2 Speed must never be the only reason for asking for a case to stay in the
magistrates’ courts. But Crown Prosecutors should consider the effect of any likely
delay if they send a case to the Crown Court, and any possible stress on victims and
witnesses if the case is delayed.

9 Accepting Guilty Pleas

9.1 Defendants may want to plead guilty to some, but not all, of the charges.
Alternatively, they may want to plead guilty to a different, possibly less serious, charge
because they are admitting only part of the crime. Crown Prosecutors should only
accept the defendant’s plea if they think the court is able to pass a sentence that
matches the seriousness of the offending, particularly where there are aggravating
features. Crown Prosecutors must never accept a guilty plea just because it is
convenient.

9.2 Particular care must be taken when considering pleas which would enable the
defendant to avoid the imposition of a mandatory minimum sentence. When pleas are
offered, Crown Prosecutors must bear in mind the fact that ancillary orders can be made
with some offences but not with others.
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9.3 In cases where a defendant pleads guilty to the charges but on the basis of facts
that are different from the prosecution case, and where this may significantly affect
sentence, the court should be invited to hear evidence to determine what happened,
and then sentence on that basis.

10 Re-starting a Prosecution

10.1 People should be able to rely on decisions taken by the Crown Prosecution
Service. Normally, if the Crown Prosecution Service tells a suspect or defendant that
there will not be a prosecution, or that the prosecution has been stopped, that is the end
of the matter and the case will not start again. But occasionally there are special
reasons why the Crown Prosecution Service will re-start the prosecution, particularly if
the case is serious.

10.2 These reasons include:

a rare cases where a new look at the original decision shows that it was clearly
wrong and should not be allowed to stand;

b cases which are stopped so that more evidence which is likely to become available
in the fairly near future can be collected and prepared. In these cases, the Crown
Prosecutor will tell the defendant that the prosecution may well start again; and

c cases which are stopped because of a lack of evidence but where more significant
evidence is discovered later.

The Code is a public document. It is available on the CPS Website:

Further copies may be obtained from:

Crown Prosecution Service
Communications Branch
50 Ludgate Hill
London
EC4M 7EX
Telephone: 020 7796 8442
Fax: 020 7796 8351
Email: commsdept@cps.gov.uk

Translations into other languages are available and audio or braille copies are available.
Please contact CPS Communications Branch (above) for details.

© Crown copyright 2000
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Power Circumstance Procedure
Section 254 If the FSA is proposing to revoke

a section 243 authorisation order
under section 254(1) (see ENF
16.2.3G and ENF 16.2.4G)

Section 255 – Warning notice /
decision notice (see DEC 2 and
DEC 4)

Section 257 If the FSA is proposing to give or
vary on its own initiative a direc-
tion under section 257 (see ENF
16.2.5G to ENF 16.2.7G)

Section 259 – Supervisory notices
(see DEC 3 and DEC 4)

Section 257 If the FSA is proposing to refuse
an application by a manager or
trustee of a scheme under section
257(6) for a direction to be re-
voked or varied or to vary the
direction otherwise than in ac-
cordance with the application (see
ENF 16.2.7G)

Section 260 – Warning notice /
decision notice (see DEC 2 and
DEC 4)

Section 257 If the FSA decides on its own in-
itiative to revoke a direction, or to
revoke or vary a direction in ac-
cordance with a request by a man-
ager or trustee under section
257(6) (see ENF 16.2.7G)

Section 261 – Written notice

Section 258 If the FSA is applying to the court
for orders under section 258 (see
ENF 16.2.8G)

Section 258(6) Application and
written notice (see DEC 4.6)

Section 267 If the FSA is proposing to sus-
pend promotion of a section 264
scheme under section 267 or to
vary a direction suspending a
scheme on its own initiative (see
ENF 16.4.2G)

Section 268 – Supervisory notices
(see DEC 3 and DEC 4)
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ProcedureCircumstancePower

Section 267 If the FSA is proposing to refuse
an application by an operator
under section 267(4) or (5) for a
direction suspending a scheme to
be varied or revoked or to vary
the direction otherwise than in ac-
cordance with the application (see
ENF 16.4.2G)

Section 269(1)– (2) and (6) –
Warning notice / decision notice
(see DEC 2 and DEC 4)

Section 267 If the FSA decides on its own in-
itiative to revoke a direction, or to
revoke or vary a direction in ac-
cordance with a request by an op-
erator (see ENF 16.4.2G)

Section 269(4) – (6) – Written
notice

Section 279 If the FSA is proposing to direct
that a section 270 scheme is no
longer to be recognised or to re-
voke a section 272 order (see
ENF 16.4.5G)

Section 280 Warning notice /
decision notice (see DEC 2 and
DEC 4)

Section 281 If the FSA is proposing to give or
vary a direction under section 281
on its own initiative (see ENF
16.4.6G)

Section 282 – Supervisory notices
(see DEC 3 and DEC 4)

Regulation
23 OEIC Re-
gulations

If the FSA is proposing to revoke
an authorisation order relating to
an ICVC under regulation 23(1)
(see ENF 16.3)

Regulation 24 – Warning notice /
decision notice (see DEC 2 and
DEC 4)

Regulation
25 OEIC Re-
gulations

If the FSA is proposing to give or
vary a direction under regulation
25 on its own initiative (see ENF
16.3)

Regulation 27– Supervisory no-
tices (see DEC 3 and DEC 4)

Regulation
25 OEIC Re-
gulations

If the FSA is proposing to refuse
an application to revoke or vary a
direction in accordance with a re-
quest under regulation 25(7) or to
vary the direction otherwise than
in accordance with the applica-
tion.

Regulation 28 – Warning notice /
decision notice (see DEC 2 and
DEC 4)

Regulation
25 OEIC Re-
gulations

If the FSA decides on its own in-
itiative to revoke a direction, or to
revoke or vary a direction in ac-
cordance with a request under re-
gulation 25(7)

Regulation 29 – Written notice

Regulation
26 OEIC Re-
gulations

If the FSA is applying to the court
for an order under regulation 26
(see ENF 16.3)

Regulation 26(7) – Application
and written notice (see DEC 4.6)
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1 Table

There are no record keeping requirements in ENF
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1 Table

There are no notification or reporting requirements in ENF
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1 Table

There are no requirements for fees or other payments in ENF
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1 Table

The following powers in the Act have been exercised by the FSA to issue the
statements of policy in ENF:

Section 69 (Statement of policy)

Section 124 (Statement of policy)

Section 169(9) (Investigations etc in support of overseas regulator)

Section 210 (Statement of policy)
The following powers in the Act have been exercised by the FSA to give the
guidance in ENF

Section 157(1) (Guidance)
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1 Table

There are no rules in ENF.
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1 Table

There are no rules in ENF.
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DECISION MAKING MANUAL INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority issues the statement of procedure and gives the
guidance in the Annex to this instrument (�DEC) in the exercise of the powers listed in
Schedule 4 to DEC.

B. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the first day on which section 40
of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Application for permission) comes into
force for any purpose.

C. This instrument may be cited as the Decision Making Manual Instrument 2001.

D. The Annex to this instrument (including its Schedules) may be cited as the Decision
making manual (or DEC).

By order of the Board
21 June 2001

FSA 2001/19
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making
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Reference
to the Act

Notice Description Further in-
formation

Section 387 Warning no-
tice

A warning notice
gives the recipient de-
tails about action that
the FSA proposes to
take and about the
right to make repre-
sentations.

DEC 2.2

Section 388 Decision no-
tice

A decision notice
gives the recipient de-
tails about action that
the FSA has decided
to take.

DEC 2.3.1G
to DEC
2.3.5G

Section 388 Further deci-
sion notice

A further decision no-
tice gives the recipi-
ent details about dif-
ferent action from that
set out in a decision
notice and which the
FSA has decided to
take concerning the
same matter covered
by the decision no-
tice.  The FSA may
give a further decision
notice only if the per-
son to whom the orig-
inal decision notice
was given consents.

DEC 2.3.6G
to DEC
2.3.7G

Section 389 Notice of dis-
continuance

A notice of discon-
tinuance identifies
proceedings set out in
a warning notice or
decision notice and
which are not being
taken or are being
discontinued.

DEC 2.3.8G
to DEC
2.3.10G

Section 390 Final notice A final notice sets out
the terms of the ac-
tion that the FSA has
decided on and the
date it takes effect.

DEC
2.3.11G to
DEC
2.3.12G

Section
395(13)

Supervisory
notices

A supervisory notice
gives the recipient de-
tails about action that
the FSA has taken or
proposes to take.

DEC 3

�
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Note: Third party rights and access to FSA material apply to the powers listed in this
table where indicated by an asterisk * (see DEC 2.4)

Section of the
Act

Description Handbook refer-
ence

Decision
maker

52(6)(a)/
52(9)(a)

when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
grant an application for a Part IV per-
mission with a limitation or a require-
ment which was not applied for, or
with a narrower description of regu-
lated activity than that applied for

AUTH 3 RDC

52(6)(b)/(9)
(b)

when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
grant an application to vary a firm’s
Part IV permission but, otherwise than
as part of the application, to restrict
the Part IV permission (either by im-
posing a limitation or requirement
which was not applied for or by spec-
ifying a narrower description of regu-
lated activity than that applied for)

SUP 6 RDC /
executive
procedures
(Note 1)

52(7)/(9)(c) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
refuse an application for a Part IV
permission

AUTH 3 RDC

52(7)/(9)(c) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
refuse an application to vary a firm’s
Part IV permission

SUP 6 RDC /
executive
procedures
(Note 1)

52(7)/(9)(c) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
refuse an application to cancel a firm’s
Part IV permission

SUP 6 RDC

54(1)/(2) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
cancel a firm’s Part IV permission
otherwise than at its request*

ENF 5 RDC

57(1)/(3) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
make a prohibition order against an
individual*

ENF 8 RDC
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58(3)/(4) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
refuse an application for the variation
or revocation of a prohibition order

ENF 8 RDC

62(2)/(3) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
refuse an application for approval of a
person performing a controlled func-
tion under section 59 of the Act (in
conjunction with an application for
Part IV permission)

AUTH 6 RDC

62(2)/(3) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
refuse an application for approval of a
person performing a controlled func-
tion (otherwise than in conjunction
with an application for Part IV per-
mission)

SUP 10 RDC

63(3)/(4) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
withdraw approval from an approved
person*

ENF 8 RDC

67(1)/(4) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
take action against an approved person
by exercising the disciplinary powers
conferred by section 66*

ENF 11/12/13 RDC

126(1)/127(1) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
impose a sanction for market abuse*

ENF 14 RDC

183(3)/186(1) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
object to a change in control following
receipt of a notice of control

SUP 11 Executive pro-
cedures

185(3)/(4) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
approve a change in control following
receipt of a notice of control but sub-
ject to conditions

SUP 11 Executive pro-
cedures

187(1)/(3) and
188(1)

when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
object to a person who has failed to
submit a notice of control or a notice
on acquiring, or increasing, control, or
to object to an existing controller

SUP 11 Executive pro-
cedures

200(4)/(5) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
refuse an application for variation or
rescission of a requirement imposed
on an incoming firm

ENF 4 RDC /
executive
procedures
(Note 1)

207(1)/208(1) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
publish a statement in respect of an
authorised person (under section 205)
or impose a financial penalty on an
authorised persons (under section
206)*

ENF 11/12 RDC
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245(1)/(2) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
refuse an application for an authorisa-
tion order declaring a unit trust
scheme to be an AUT

CIS 16 RDC /
executive
procedures
(Note 2)

252(1)/(4) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
refuse approval of a proposal to re-
place the trustee or manager of an
AUT

CIS 16 Executive pro-
cedures

255(1)/(2) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
make an order under section 254 re-
voking the authorisation order of an
AUT*

ENF 16 RDC

260(1)/(2) when the FSA, on an application to
revoke or vary a direction under sec-
tion 257, proposes/decides to refuse to
revoke or vary the direction or pro-
poses/decides to vary the direction
otherwise than in accordance with the
application

ENF 16 RDC

264(2)/265(4)
(Note 3)

when the FSA is notifying/deciding
not to withdraw a notice, to the oper-
ator and relevant EEA State author-
ities, that the way in which a collective
investment scheme constituted in
another EEA State intends to invite
persons in the United Kingdom to par-
ticipate in the scheme does not comply
with UK law

CIS 16 Executive pro-
cedures

269(1)/(2) when the FSA, on an application under
subsection (4) or (5) of section 267 by
an operator of a section 264 recog-
nised scheme to revoke or vary a
direction that the promotion of the
scheme be suspended, proposes/de-
cides to refuse the application or to
vary the direction otherwise than in
accordance with the application

ENF 16 RDC

271(1)/(3) when the FSA is proposing/deciding
to refuse approval of a collective in-
vestment scheme as a recognised
scheme under section 270

CIS 16 Executive pro-
cedures

276(1)/(2) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
refuse an application for an order de-
claring a collective investment scheme
to be a recognised scheme under sec-
tion 272

CIS 16 Executive pro-
cedures
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280(1)/(2) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
direct that a section 270 recognised
scheme is to cease to be recognised or
to revoke a section 272 order in re-
spect of a recognised scheme*

ENF 16 RDC

321(8)/(9) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
refuse an application for variation or
revocation of a direction or a require-
ment imposed on a former underwrit-
ing member of Lloyd’s*

None RDC

331(1)/(3) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
make an order disapplying the exemp-
tion from the general prohibition
under section 327*

ENF 18 RDC

331(7)/(8) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
refuse an application for the variation
or revocation of an order made under
section 329*

ENF 18 RDC

345(2)/(3) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
disqualify an auditor or actuary from
being the auditor of, or acting as an
actuary for, any authorised person or
class of authorised person or from
being the auditor of any AUT or
ICVC*

ENF 17 RDC

385(1)/386 (1) when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
exercise the power under section
384(5) to require a person to pay resti-
tution*

ENF 9 RDC

Paragraph
19(8)/(12) of
schedule 3

when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
refuse to give a consent notice to a UK
firm wishing to establish a branch
under an EEA right

SUP 13 RDC

OEIC Regula-
tions reference

Description Handbook refer-
ence

Decision
maker

Regulation
16(1)/(2)

when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
refuse an application for an authorisa-
tion order in respect of a proposed
ICVC

CIS 16 RDC /
executive
procedures
(Note 2)

Regulation
22(1)/(2)/(4)/
(5)

when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
refuse approval of (or, having given a
warning notice, deciding to approve
(Note 4)) a proposal to replace the de-
positary or director of an ICVC, or
any other proposal/decision falling
within regulation 21

CIS 16 Executive pro-
cedures
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Regulation
24(1)/(2)

when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
revoke an authorisation order relating
to an ICVC under regulation 23(1)*

ENF 16 RDC

Regulation
28(1)/(2)

when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
refuse an application to revoke or vary
a direction in accordance with a re-
quest under regulation 25(7) or to vary
the direction in accordance with the
application

ENF 16 RDC

Paragraph 20
of schedule 5

when the FSA is proposing/deciding to
use the disqualification powers under
section 249(1)*

ENF 17 RDC

Note 1: The decision will be made by the RDC if it involves a fundamental (see DEC
4.1.5G) change to the nature of a permission.
Note 2: The decision will be made by the RDC if it relates to an application for an au-
thorisation order by an authorised fund manager who is not the operator of an existing
AUT or ICVC.
Note 3: Although the notice under section 265(4) is a decision notice, the notice under
section 264(2) is not a warning notice.  The FSA will operate a procedure compliant
with section 264 for the section 264(2) notice, which will be similar to the procedure
for a warning notice.
Note 4: The FSA must give a decision notice under regulation 22(5) of the OEIC Re-
gulations when, having given a warning notice, it decides to approve a proposal.  But
this decision notice has the effect of a written notice giving the FSA’s approval under
regulation 21(3)(a) of the OEIC Regulations.  Although the FSA will comply with the
statutory requirements regarding the giving of decision notices, DEC should otherwise
be read as if the decision notice was a written notice granting an application.
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Section of the
Act

Description Handbook
reference

Decision
maker

53(4)/(7)/(8)(b) when the FSA is exercising its own–
initiative power to vary a firm’s Part
IV permission

ENF 3
SUP 7

RDC / execu-
tive procedures
(Note)

197(3)/
(6)/(7)(b)

when the FSA is exercising its power
of intervention in respect of an in-
coming firm

ENF 4
SUP 7

RDC / execu-
tive procedures
(Note)

259(3)/(8)/(9)
(b)

when the FSA is exercising its power to
give or, on its own initiative, to vary a
direction to the manager and trustee of an
AUT

ENF 16 RDC

268(3)/(7)(a) or
(9)(a) (as a re-
sult of (8)(b))

when the FSA is exercising its power
to give a direction to the operator of
a recognised scheme

ENF 16 RDC

282
(3)/(6)/(7)(b)

when the FSA is exercising its power
to give a direction to an operator,
trustee or depositary of a recognised
scheme

ENF 16 RDC

321(2)/(5) when the FSA is exercising its power
to impose a requirement on a former
underwriting member of Lloyd’s

None RDC

OEIC Regula-
tions reference

Description Handbook
reference

Decision
maker

Regulation 27 when the FSA is exercising its power
to give or, on its own initiative, to
vary a direction to an ICVC and its
depositary

ENF 16 RDC

Note : The decision will be made by the RDC if it involves a fundamental change (see
DEC 4.1.5G) to the nature of a permission.
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Method Deemed day of receipt
(1) delivery of the notice to the recipient not applicable: it is received when deliv-

ered
(2) leaving the notice at the recipient’s
proper address (as defined in the Regula-
tions)

the business day after it is left at that ad-
dress

(3) posting the notice to that address if the notice is posted to an address in the
United Kingdom, the second business day
after posting
if the notice is posted to an address in any
EEA State (other than the United King-
dom), the fifth business day after posting

(4) transmitting the notice by fax if the
recipient has indicated in writing that he
is willing to receive the notice by such
means and a follow–up copy is sent by
another method by the end of the follow-
ing business day

the business day after the day on which
the document is transmitted

(5) transmitting the notice by any other
electronic means of communication, if
the recipient has indicated in writing that
he is willing to receive the notice by such
means

the business day after the day on which
the document is transmitted
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COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT SCHEMES SOURCEBOOK INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the rules, gives the guidance and makes the
directions and requirements in the Annex to this instrument (�CIS�) in the exercise of the
powers listed in Schedule 4 to CIS (Powers exercised).

B. This instrument shall come into force as follows:

(1) CIS 16 (Application and notification) and CIS 17 (Recognised schemes): at the
beginning of the first day on which section 40 (Application for permission) of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act") comes into force for any
purpose;

(2) other parts of CIS: at the beginning of the day on which section 19 of the Act (The
general prohibition) comes into force;

(3) paragraphs A to E on this page : immediately.

C. The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed in Schedule 4 to CIS
(Powers exercised) are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-
making instruments).

D. This instrument may be cited as the Collective Investment Schemes Sourcebook
Instrument 2001.

E. The Annex to this instrument (including its Schedules) may be cited as the Collective
Investment Schemes sourcebook (or CIS).

By order of the Board
21 June 2001

FSA 2001/20
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1 Table Transitional Provisions

(1) (2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in

force

(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

1 CIS R In these transitional rules, “the
previous regulations” means The
Financial Services (Regulated
Schemes) Regulations 1991 and
The Financial Services (Open–
Ended Investment Companies) Re-
gulations 1997.

Commence-
ment

Com-
mencement

2 CIS 2 R In relation to any authorised fund
in existence on the day before com-
mencement there is no obligation to
revise the instrument constituting
the scheme as a result of the ap-
plication of the rules in CIS until
the earlier of:

(1) the first day on or after com-
mencement on which the instru-
ment constituting the scheme is
first amended;

(2) the day one year following com-
mencement.

From com-
mencement 

for 12
months

until date
of revision
(whichever
is earlier).

Com-
mencement
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(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in

force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(1)

3 CIS R Before the revision of an instrument
constituting the scheme:

(1) the directors (in the case of an
ICVC) and the manager and
trustee (in the case of an AUT)
must ensure that the instrument
constituting the scheme complies
with the relevant requirements
imposed by or under the previ-
ous regulations;

(2) references in that instrument to
either of the previous regula-
tions may be treated as a refer-
ence to CIS;

(3) any reference in that instrument
to anything in the previous re-
gulations may be treated as a
reference to any equivalent rule
in CIS; and

(4) in the case of an AUT, para-
graphs a and b of regulations
16.15 (Transitional : plan sub–
registers) of The Financial Ser-
vices (Regulated Schemes) Re-
gulations 1991 continue to have
effect.

From com-
mencement 

for 12
months

Com-
mencement

4 CIS 2 1.

R

On the earlier of the day referred to
in 2(1) and 2(2), the directors (in the
case of an ICVC), and the manager
and trustee (in the case of an AUT),
must ensure that the instrument
constituting the scheme is amended
so that its contents comply with the
rules in CIS.

From com-
mencement 

for 12
months

until date
of revision
(whichever
is earlier).

Com-
mencement
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(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in

force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(1)

5 CIS
11.4.4 R

R No revision of an instrument consti-
tuting the scheme required solely as
a result, or as a direct consequence,
of the application of the rules in
CIS requires any resolution of the
holders.

Commence
ment

Commence
ment

6 CIS
2.2.2 R(6)

R In relation to an ICVC in existence
on the day before commencement,
the instrument of incorporation has
effect until the day one year follow-
ing commencement or, if earlier,
until it is revised, as if it contained
a statement:

(1) that the ICVC has the power to
invest in or deal on any secu-
rities or derivatives market
which is an eligible market for
that ICVC under CIS 5; or

(2) that it has power to invest to the
extent that power to do so is
conferred by CIS 5 irrespective
of any issue of eligibility.

From com-
mencement 

for 12
months

until date
of revision
(whichever
is earlier).

Commence
ment
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(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
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dates in

force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(1)

7 CIS
5.2.10R(2)

R (1) Until the day one year following
commencement or, if earlier,
until the trust deed is revised, an
AUT may invest scheme property
in an ICVC which is:

(a) a futures and options scheme; or
(b) a geared futures and options

scheme; or
(c) a money market scheme; or
(d) a fund of funds scheme; or
(e) a property scheme; or
(f) a sub–fund falling within (a) to

(e);

but only to the extent that a state-
ment in its trust deed permits it to
invest in an AUT of equivalent cat-
egory;  any such statement is to be
regarded, so far as necessary, as
amended accordingly.

(2) For the purposes of (1), any re-
striction on the extent to which
an AUT may invest in another
AUT, which is by reference to
the identity of the manager of
the scheme, is to be treated as
applying to the ICVC by refer-
ence to the ACD.

From com-
mencement 

for 12
months

until date
of revision
(whichever
is earlier).

Commence
ment
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(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in

force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(1)

8 CIS
5.4.4R(5)

R An instrument constituting the
scheme of an authorised fund in
existence before commencement
that states that more than 35% of
the scheme property is or may be in-
vested in government and public
securities issued by one issuer with-
in a class of issuers identified by
that instrument, has effect until the
day one year following commence-
ment or, if earlier, until it is revised,
as if it included the names of those
states, local authorities and public
international bodies in whose secu-
rities the authorised fund was en-
titled to invest without breach of
the previous regulations.

From com-
mencement 

for 12
months

until date
of revision
(whichever
is earlier).

Commence
ment
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(6)

Handbook
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Transitional
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(4)

Transitional provision
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Material to
which the

transitional
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9 CIS 9.2.7G R In relation to an AUT,:
(1) the manager may on or after

commencement:
(a) continue to make income equa-

lisation payments in accordance
with the previous regulations;
or

(b) cease to make income equalisa-
tion payments;

and for this purpose the trust deed
has effect, until the day one year
following commencement or, if
earlier, until it is revised, if (a)
applies, as if it made provision for
income equalisation to be paid,
calculated and accounted for in ac-
cordance with the previous regula-
tions; or, if (b) applies, made no
such provision.
 
(2) the manager may not make in-

come equalisation payments on
a basis which is different from
that required by the previous
regulations unless and until the
trust deed is revised so that it in-
cludes a statement how the new
basis of income equalisation is to
be calculated, paid and ac-
counted for.

From com-
mencement 

for 12
months

until date
of revision
(whichever
is earlier).

Commence
ment
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(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in

force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(1)

10 CIS 10.3

and

CIS 10.4

R (1) In relation to any authorised
fund in existence before com-
mencement, the directors or
manager may determine in re-
spect of any reports or accounts
for any half–yearly accounting
period or annual accounting
period ending before the day one
year following commencement
that such reports and accounts
are to be governed by the previ-
ous regulations.

(2) A director or manager who de-
termines in accordance with (1)
to prepare reports and accounts
on the basis of the previous re-
gulations must ensure that those
reports and accounts comply
with the requirements of those
regulations.

From com-
mencement

for 12
months.

Commence
ment

11 CIS G GEN contains some technical transi-
tional provisions that apply through-
out the Handbook and which are de-
signed to ensure a smooth transition
at commencement.

From com-
mencement

Com-
mencement
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���$ � ���		�	  �) 	����	 &�� ����	' �� ����	 &�� ���	' �� �$� ���.����� �)
�������	�� $��� &)�� �*#%��( 	��������	 	�����	' �$� #� 	� ���	���$��!

�#�#� ��� 4 &����%�����' �������� ��1����#���� �� �$� %��%�����( �������( ���	�����
�)( �� �$�.�� ��( � �������	�� $����	 ���	�����	!

�#�#� ��� 6 &���.���%�����. �� �����.' ������ �$� ������� �� %�����. �) �������	��
$���	 �$� �� ���.���%�����! �� �������( �� �������� ����	  �� �$� 	���  ��
����������  �) ����	 �� ���$ )����! ��� - ��� �7 �� ��� �%% �  �� ��� �������
�� �$�� �$%���!

�#�#� ��� / &������#��� �� 	����,��. %�,���' ��1����� �������	�� $���	 �� ��#%��
,��$  ��#	�� �) .����� ����	  �� ������#��� �� �%���)�� ����	  ��%�����. �� �$�
���.��� �) �������	�� $���! �� ��� �������� ����	  )�� �))������ %���)����
#�.�#��� �� 	����,��.!
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 �#$ �����	������ � ���������� ������� �#�% ����*�$��� �+ �!��

����

!

������%��� ��&�%�� ������
��� ������	��
 �� ��+��������

��� ���	��
 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� �#�#�(

�#�#! ��� + &�����( ����)�� �� %�� ��.������' �������� ��1����#���� ������. �� �$�
����	���  �) ����������	  �� � ���! &���������� ���������. �$� ����	���  �) � ����
�� �� �$� "#�� ����������	!' �� ��� ���� ,��$ ���� ����	���	 �) ����	 �� ���	!

�#�#" ��� - &��,��� �� ������' %%������� ���%����	������� 	��,��� �$� ��������	
&��������. �$� ��%' �� ����	�����  �) � ���� �� �$� �������  �� ���	���  �) �
���( �� �$� �*���� �$� �$��� �� ��� ������� �� ��$�� �$%����!

�#�#. ��� 5 &�$�.�� �� �*%�����' ��� ��,� ���������� ���������. �$�.�� ,$��
��������� 	�� �� 	���  ����	 �� %�#���� �$� �� 	� #�� ��� �) �$� 	�����
��������!

�#�#/ ��� < &����#�' ���� ,��$ �$� ��������� �� ������	����� �) ����#�!

�#�#�1 ��� �� &��%���� �� �������' �������� �$� ������� �� %�	������� �) ���� ��
$�)������ ��%���� �� ������� �) �������	�� $���	!

�#�#�� ��� �� &0�����.� �) $������( #���#���� �� �$� ��$�#� �� ������� �) �������'
���� ,��$  ������ �) #����� ������. �� #�����.� �) ������	 �� ��������
��1����#���� ���������. �$� ���������� ����� ,$��$ �$� ��	������� ���	��������
��� 	����� #� 	� �$�.�� �� $�, �$� 	�����  �������� �) � �������	�� $���
#� 	���#� �$� %��%���� �) ���$�� 	�����  & 	����� �$ �����������'! �� ���
%������� )�� �$� ��� �) ���������� #��� �� ���%��� �) �� ������( ����#��� ��
��)��#���� �$� �� ��1����� 	� ��� �� 	� ���� �� �� ���	��!

�#�#�� ��� �� &�%���� %��������� )�� ������ ���.����� �) ��$�#�' %������� ��#� �%����
����	  )�� ������ ���.����� �) �������	�� $���( �� %������� )�� �������� 	�����	!

�#�#�� ��� �4 &���%������ �� ����#%���� �) �����.�' �������� ��1����#���� )�� �$�
���%������ �) �����.� �� �$� ����	 �) �������	�� $���	!

�#�#�� ��� �6 &���#������ �) ��$�#��' �������� ��1����#���� ������. �� �$� ,�����.��%
�) �������	�� $���	  �� �$� ���#������ �)  	��!$��� �) � ����!

�#�#�� ��� �/ &����%�����. �� �����.' ���� ��� ����	  �� ��������  �� �$� ������� ��
%�����. �) ����	 ��  ����!������ ���! ��� - ��� 7 �� ��� �%% � �� ���
������� �� �$�� �$%���!

�#�#�! ��� �+ &�%%������� �� ����)������' �������� �$� %%������� �� ����)������
%��������� )�� �������	�� $���	 �� 	�����	  )��# ��$�� ��������� �� �����������
,$��$ #� 	� ����.����� 	� �$� ��� )�� ���&�����  �� �$� ������ �������!

�#�#�" ��� �- &����.����� ��$�#��' ���� ��� �$� ��)��#���� �$� �$� ��� ��1����� �� � ��
�������� ,$��$�� 	�����	  ����� �������� �+6( �-� �� �-� �) �$� ��� �$���� 	�
%��#����� �� #�
�� �� �$� ������ �������!

*�����	 ������
����

�#�#�. �$��� ��  ��#	�� �) ��$�� %��� �) �$� ����	  '������& �$� �� ������� �� �$���
$���.  ���%����	����� �� ������� �� �������	�� $���	! �$��� �������"

&�' ()�*  &�$� ������%��� )�� :���������'8

&�' �+��  &������ #�.�#��� ���.�#����( �����#� �� ��������'8
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 �#$ �����	������ � ���������� ������� �#�% ����*�$��� �+ �!��

����

"

������%��� ��&�%�� ������
��� ������	��
 �� ��+��������

��� ���	��
 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� �#�#��

&4' �(#)  &�$� ����#���� �) %�����%�� �� ���� �) ������� )�� %%����� %������'
8

&6' �",  &�$� ������� �) :������� ������	��
'8

&/' ��(  &�$� ��%�������� #���'8 ��

&+' %#�  &�$� �������� #
��. #���'

�#�#�/ #*�  �+ ���� ��� �$� ����	  %������� �� %��������� ���������. �$� ��� �) ���
��)����#��� %�,��� �� ������� �� ����	( ���	  �� �������	�� 	�����	!

�#�#�1 -.  �� ��� ������� �� %������� ,$�� ����������. ��� 6!6!4�( ��� -!��� �� ���
�/!6!4�!

�#�#�� ��� ��.�� �$���� 	� .���� �� ��#%����� ,��$ �$� ����� 0���� B�������.
�������. 7���% 7������ C���� )�� �$� ������� ������ �� �����#����. ��#%�����
,��$ �$� -���� .��������� )���������	!
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 �#$ ������������ ������� �#�% ������������

����

�

��� ���	��
 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� �#�#-

�#� �����	������

������� �!�" ������������

�''��������

�#�#� ���� �����	
 �����	� �� 
	����� � ����� ��� �����

�#�#� &�' �$� ���	��	 �� ,$�# ��$ ���%������ ����  �� ��������  �� �$�� �$%��� %%����(
�� ����� ���$�� � �$� 	�.�����. �) �$� ����  �� ��������  �� � �$� 	�.�����. �)
�$� ������� �$� ������� �$� ����  �� ��������!

&�' ��,����( �� ����� �$� �����������. �) �$�� �$%���( ��� �!�!/7 ��������
,$��$ %��������� �� �$�� �$%��� �� ������� )�� ����	 �� ,$��$ �� �������
)�� ���	!

�#�#� �$�� �$%��� ������ �� �$�����. �$� ���������� �������� �) %��������. ���	����	
&� �����.�� 	� ������� � �� / �) �$� ���'! �� %�������( �$�� �$%���"

&�' ��� ��,� ��#� ��1����#���� 	��� %��������� ,$��$ #��� 	� �������� �� �$�
��	������� �$ ������������� �) ��$ ���� �� �� �$� ���	� ���� �) ����� ���
��������. ��  ��#��� ��.��� �) %��������� )�� �� ��������� �� � ���� �� �� �
���8

&�' ��� ��,� �$� ���.����� �� ���� ��� �) ,$��$ ��$ �������	�� $���  #���
	����. &��� ��� �!�!6'8

&4' %������� ����	  ,$��$ ��� ,��$ �$� ���		�	  �) 	����	 &�� ����	' �� ����	 &��
���	' ,$��$ #� 	� ������ �� ���� �� ���������8 �$��� ����	  ,��� ������ �$�
��������� �� ��$ ���		  �� ������ �1���� �� )����!

����+����� �- ���&�����	 -��	

�#�#� �� �	
������ �	�� ���� �	��� � ��� �	 � ��	 �������
���	�
�	��

��� � ���	�
��� �������

��� � ����� ����
 �������

��� � �	
	�� ��� ��
���� �������

��� � ����� �	
	�� ��� ��
���� �������

�!� � ����
� �������
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 �#$ ������������ ������� �#�% ������������

����

�

��� ���	��
 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� �#�#-

�"� � ����
 �������

�#� � ����� �	���

�$� � �	�� �� �	��� �������

�%� �� 	������ ������

�#�#, �	�� �	�� �+ ""�������
�!�� �	�� 	����*� �� .��� �#�#�/

Handbook provision: Relevance for:

ICVCs AUTs

2.1.1R – 2.1.4R, 2.2.1R X X

2.2.2R – 2.2.4R X

2.2.5R – 2.2.8R X

2.3.1R – 2.3.4G X X

2.4.1R – 2.4.6R X

2.5.1R – 2.5.4R X

2.6.1R X
Note: ”X” means ”applies”.
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����

�

�����������* �!� ��!�$�

��� ���	��
 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� �#�#�

�#� �&� ������%��� �����������+ �&� ��&�%�

������� �!�" �$� ������#���
�����������. �$� ��$�#�

�''��������

�#�#� ��� ���  �����& ' ���  �����& ����� � ��	 ����
�� � �� �����

��� ���  ����!& ' ���  ����$& ����� � ������� ��� 
	�
��� � ��
����

�&� ������%��� �- �����'������� -�� ��(��$ %������ 2&��& %��� 
� �����	�	
�� �&� ������%��� �- �����'�������

�#�#� ��� ��	 ���
	���
 �� �������
��� ���� �� ������	 ��� �
(����
����� �� �����
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���� 
 � ��	 ������ � ��� ����� � �����* 	+�	�� � ��	
	+�	�� ���� ��� ��� ��� �����	��

��� ,�* ���)	�� � ��������	 ���� � ������� ����	� �� ��� 
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(��	�
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	�	(��� ����� � ���� ��������� ���� �	�
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�	�
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�� � ����	 	+��
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�&� ������%��� �- �����'������� -�� ��(��$ %������ 2&��& %�3 
� �����	�	
�� �&� ������%��� �- �����'�������

�#�#� �$� ��	������� �$ ������������� #� %������ �$�( �) �$� $�����. �) �� 	����	 	� 
	����������  �� &�� �� �����	�� ���������� 	� �$� ��������	  �� 	�' � ��)���.�#���
�) �� �, �� .�����#���� ��.������( �$� 	����	 �� $��� #��� 	� �����#�� ��
��������8 �) �$� ��	������� �$ ������������� ������� ���$  %��������( �� �$����
��� %������ �$� %�������� )�� �$� ����������  �� ������������!

*��������&�' 
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	�����  #� ������
� ���&�����  �� ���$�� ##� �����!  ������� 66 $� �$�
�))��� �) ��1�����. �$� ����� 	����� �� ��#%�� ,��$ �$� ���&�����  ��
���������. ����� �� �$� ������� '�	� �����!  ������� 6/ ��1����� �$� �����
	�����  �� #����� ������ )�������� �� �$� '�	� �����  �� %�.�%$ �/ �) ���
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�$� ��#%����� ��$����� �� �$� ������� ##� �����!  �$� ����#���� $�� �� 	�
%������� ��  ��#%���� #���� � �$� �#� ��#� � ����)������ �) �$�
%��%��� �� #�
�� �$���!  �$� ����� 	����� #� 	�.�� ���&�����  �,�
#���$� )����,��. ����)������!

&4' ������� 6- ��1����� �$� ������� ��)��#���� �� ����#���� ������	���� �� �$�
'�	� ����� �� 	� �$� �#� � �$��� �$� �$� ����� 	����� %������� �� ���
'��� �����!  �$� ����#���� #��� 	� %�	���$�� �� � ���� ��� �) �$� �))����
��.�.�� �) �$� '�	� �����!  ��� 4 &%���%�����' �� ��� �� &��%��� ��
�������' ,��� 	� %%���	�� �� �$�� ���!

&6' �) �$� ����� 	����� �� 	���. #�
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��1����� �$� %�	������� �) �����	  �� �$� '�	� �����!  ��� 6!6!5�&6' �� ��� �/!
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�#�#� ���� �	���� ����  ���� �����	� � ����� ��� ��	�
 ��!��

������� �- �&���� �� �� ��(�

�#�#� &�' �$� "#�� ����������	 &��$����� �( %�.�%$ &6'&�'&�'' ��1���� �$� ��	�������
�$ ������������� �) � ���� �� ���� ,$� ���		�	  �) 	����	 #� 	� ������( ��(
�� �$� ��� �) � ���� �$� �� � �������� 	�����( ��1���� �$� ��	������� �$
�������������  �� ���� �$� ���		�	  �$� #� 	� ������ �� ���%��� �) ��$
	��!$���!

&�' ���		�	  �) 	����	 #� �������"

&' ������ 	����	8

&	' ��� ������������ 	����	8

&�' ���		 ������������ 	����	8

&�' �������� ���� ����#� �$���( ,$��$ �� �������� ���		 	����	 �� ���%��� �)
,$��$ ����#� �� ������� %���������� �� 	����������	  ����� ��� <!�!/�
&����� ������	����� �� $������ �) ����#� �$��� �� ����#� �����'8

&�' �������� ���� ��� ���#������ �$���( ,$��$ �� �������� ���		 	����	 ��
���%��� �) ,$��$ ����#� &��� �) �� �* �������� �� �������� )�� 	� �$�
����' �� �������� %���������� �� �%��� ����� ��� <!�!6� &�����
������	����� �� ���#������ �$��� �� ���#������ �����'8 ��

&)' �������� ���� .���� ���#������ �$���( ,$��$ �� �������� ���		 	����	
�� ���%��� �) ,$��$ ����#� �� �������� %���������� �� �%��� ����� ���
<!�!6�( 	��( �� �������� ,��$ ������� �* �,( ,��$��� ��������� 	� �$�
���� �) �� ����#� �*!

������� �- �&���� ��&�� �&�� �&��� �����	 �� ��� �#�#��

�#�#� &�' �� ��	������� �$ ������������� #� %������ )�� ���		�	  �) 	����	 ��))����� )��#
�$��� ������ �� ��� �!6!�7&�'! �$� ��������  �� �$�� %�.�%$ ������ ���� ��
�$��� ���		�	  �) 	����	 &�� �� �$�� %�.�%$ �$�� �� ��)����� �� � @��, 	����
���		�	@'!
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&�' ��	2��� �� �$�� ��������  &��� �!6!47' �� �$� ����������� �� ��� �!6!+�&�'
&��.$�� �) �$�� ������'( �� �%���� ���������� �� ��� ��,� �� �$�� �$%��� �
�� �$� ����� �� �%������� )������ �) ��, 	����  ���		�	!

&4' ��� �!�!��&�' ���� ��� %��#��  %�������� �� � ��	������� �$ �������������
,$��$ �� ��)���� %��2������ �� �$� ��������� �) 	����������	  .������� �� �� �$�
������	 �) �� ���		  �) 	����	! �� ����� �� 	� ����)��� �$� ��� �!�!��&�' ��
��#%���� ,��$( �$� ��� ,��� �
� ���� ������ �$� %�����%��� �� &' �� &�' ,$��
����������. �� %��%���� )�� ��, 	����  ���		�	! �$��� %�����%���( ,$��$ ��
��� �� �� %������� ����� �) �#%������( ��"

&' �$� ��, 	����  ���		  �$���� ��� %������ ����.�� )�� �$� ���		  �) �$�
,���� ������ �� %��2����� �� 	����������	  �) �� ��$�� ���		8

&	' �$� �����( �%������ �� �))��� �) �$� ��, 	����  ���		  �$���� 	�  �%	��
�) 	���. �*%����� ������ �� %���%������ ��������� �� �$� ���	�����	8 ��

&�' �$� �))��� �) �$� ��, 	����  ���		   �$���� ��� %%�� �� 	� ������� �� �$�
%��%��� �) �� %�� �) �$�� ������	��
!

&6' �$� ��� ,���� ������.� $���	  ,��$ %��%���� )�� ��, 	����  ���		�	  �� ����
�$�# ��)��#��� ,��$ �� �� �� �� �����#��� ,$��$�� �$� )����,��. ���%� ��
��������"

&' ��	#�����. �$� %��%��� �� �$� ���( �� ��)�( ��������	�� �� ����� �)
�� %%������� )�� �������	�����  �) � ���� �� %��%��� �� �$�.� �$�
��	������� �$ �������������8 ��

&	' ���#%����. �$� %��%��� �� &' ,��$  ������� �*%������ �) �$�
%��%��� �) �$� ��, 	����  ���		  �� ��� �������� �%������ �� �))���! ��
%�������( �$� ��� ,���� ,��$ �� �������"

&�' �$� %��������� )�� ��������� �� �$� ��	������� �$ ������������� )�� �$�
��, 	����  ���		( ,$��$ �$���� ������	� ������ �$� ����� �) �$� ��,
	����  ���		  �� ��� ��#%��$�������� ,��$ �$� ��.$�� �) 	����������	  �)
�$� ��, 	����  ���		8

&��'  ��%��� �� ������� �*%������ �) $�, �$� ��, 	����  ���		  ,���
�%���� �� %������( ,$��$ �$���� ������	� �$� �����#������ �� ,$��$
�$� ��.$�� �� �	��.����� �) 	����������	  �) �$� ��, 	����  ���		
��%�� )��# �$� ��.$�� �� �	��.����� �) ��$�� 	����������	8

&���' � �*%������ �) �$� �%������� )������ �) �#���������� ��
��������. �����#� ��%%�����. �$� ��, 	����  ���		!

5&�� ��� �������3 ����� �&����6

�#�#� � �������� ���		 	���� ��))��� )��# ��$�� 	����	 #���� �� �$� ��� �����( $���.
	��� �������� �������� �� �$� ��	� ��������( ,��� 	� 1�����( �� ���#��� %��
)��( �� �$� �������� �) �$� ����.����� �) �$� ���		! ����#� ������	������ ,��� ��� 	�
%�� �� �$� �������� �) ����.����� �) �$� ���		!
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�#�#� ���$��.$ )������� �)  	����  �� ��� %����	��( ��.������ 6/  �) �$� "#��
����������	  &�$���' %������� �$� �$� ��.$�� ���$�� ��  	����  �) �� ���		  #� 	�
�*%������ �� �,� ����#�������( �� ,$��$ ��� �$� D�#����; ����#������ #��� 	�
���$ %��%������ �) �$� ;��.��; ����#������ &�$� ��(  ������ 	����' � �� )�*��
	� �$� �����	 ��	������� �$ �������������! �$�� ,��� ��	�� $�����.� �� ������� �)
#��� �� ���� �$�  ��#%���� ��#	�� �) ������ ������������ 	����	! �) � ����
,��$�� �� �
� ����.� �) �$�� %��������( �$� ������� %��%������ #��� 	� �����
�� ��� ��	������� �$ �������������! � ���.�� ����#��� �) �����( �* �����)���� ��
�$�1�� #� �����  ���.�� $�����. �) 	��$ ������  ������������ 	����	 �� 	������
������������ 	����	 �) �� ���		!
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Paragraph or
section number

ICVC ACD Any other direc-
tors of an ICVC

Manager

of an AUT

3.2 X X X X

3.3 X X X

3.4 X X X X

3.5 X X X X
Note: ”X” means applies.
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�#�#� &�' �$� %��%��� �) �$�� �$%��� �� �� ����� �� �$�����. �$� ���������� �������� �)
%��������. ���	����	  � �����.�� 	� �������� � �� / �) �$� ��� 	� ��	���.
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1 A prominent statement that this document is the prospectus or scheme par-
ticulars, of the authorised fund valid as at (and dated).

2 Description of the authorised fund

Information detailing:

(1) the name of the authorised fund;

(2) that the authorised fund is either an ICVC or an AUT;

(3) the relevant category of authorised fund;

(4) that the shareholders of an ICVC are not liable for the debts of the
authorised fund;

(5) the registered number of the ICVC;

(6) the address of the ICVC’s head office;

(7) the effective date of the authorisation order made by the FSA;

(8) if the duration of the authorised fund is not unlimited, when it will or
may terminate;

(9) the address of the place in the United Kingdom for service on the
ICVC of notices or other documents required or authorised to be
served on it;

(10) the base currency for the authorised fund;

(11) the maximum and minimum sizes of the ICVC’s capital; and

(12) the circumstances in which the authorised fund may be wound up
under the rules in this sourcebook and a summary of the procedure
for, and the rights of holders under, such a winding up.

3 Investment objectives and policy

(1) Sufficient information to enable a holder to ascertain:

(a) the investment objectives  of the authorised fund or of each
sub–fund of an umbrella scheme;

(b) the authorised fund’s investment policy for achieving those in-
vestment objectives, including the general nature of the portfolio
and any intended specialisation; and
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(c) the extent (if any) to which that policy does not envisage re-
maining fully invested at all times.

(2) Where, in accordance with CIS 8.3.5R (Allocation of payments to capi-
tal or income – for ICVCs) or CIS 8.5.7R (Allocation of payments to
capital or income – for AUTs), all or any part of any payments per-
mitted by CIS 8.2.3R (Payments by an ICVC to an ACD) or CIS
8.5.1R (Managers periodic charge) and any other charges or ex-
penses of the authorised fund are is to be treated as a capital ex-
pense, a statement that this may constrain capital growth.

(3) A description of any restrictions in the assets in which investment may
be made, including restrictions in the extent to which the authorised
fund may invest in any category of asset, indicating (where appropri-
ate) where the restrictions are tighter than those imposed by CIS 5
(Investment and borrowing powers).

(4) A list of any individual eligible securities and derivatives markets
through which the authorised fund may invest or deal in accordance
with CIS 5.3.3R(2) (Eligible markets) (any securities market in a EEA
State which is eligible in accordance with CIS 5.3.3R(1) (Eligible
markets) may be included in the list or referred to in general terms).

(5) For an authorised fund that is not a property scheme, state whether it
is intended that the scheme will have an interest in any immovable
property or tangible movable property.

(6) The names of the States, local authorities or public international
bodies in whose securities the authorised fund may invest more than
35% of its assets.

(7) The policy in relation to the exercise of borrowing powers by the au-
thorised fund and to transactions for the purpose of efficient portfolio
management.

(8) In the case of an authorised fund which may invest in other collective
investment schemes, the extent to which the scheme property may be
invested in the units of collective investment schemes which are man-
aged by the authorised fund manager or by an associate of the autho-
rised fund manager.

(9) In the case of a property scheme:

(a) the maximum extent to which the scheme property may be in-
vested in:

(i) immovables;

(ii) property related assets;

(b) where the directors of an ICVC or the manager of an AUT ex-
pect that the scheme property will be invested (during the
period when that version of the prospectus may be in circula-
tion) in government and public securities:

(i) the fact that the scheme property may be so invested;
and

(ii) the maximum limit for such investment;

(c) the countries or territories of situation of land or buildings in
which the authorised fund may invest;

(d) the policy of the authorised fund manager in relation to insur-
ance of immovables forming part of the scheme property; and

(e) in a prospectus available during the period of the initial offer, the
consequences of failure to obtain £5 million (or the equivalent in
base currency) as set out in  CIS 12.3.4R (Failure to obtain
minimum subscriptions).

4 Distributions
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Information as to:

(1) the date on which the authorised fund’s annual accounting period is to
end in each year;

(2) if there are interim accounting periods, what they are, and the policy in
relation to interim distributions (for example, whether interim distribu-
tions will be made and, if so, the policy on smoothing of income dis-
tributions within an annual accounting period);

(3) the date or dates in each year on or before which payment or accu-
mulation of income is to be made or take place and, if there are
holders of bearer certificates, how they are to identify themselves for
the purposes of receiving payment of income;

(4) if applicable, the policy on payment of income equalisation;

(5) how distributable income is determined and paid; and

(6) if applicable, that unclaimed distributions may be forfeited and a state-
ment how such unclaimed distributions will be dealt with.

5 The characteristics of units in the authorised fund

Give information as to:

(1) where there is more than one class of unit in issue or available for
issue, the name of each such class and  the rights attached to each
class in so far as they vary from the rights attached to other classes;

(2) where the instrument constituting the scheme provides for the issue of
bearer certificates, that fact and, in the case of an ICVC, in what mul-
tiples bearer certificates may be issued;

(3) how holders may exercise their voting rights and what these are;

(4) where a mandatory redemption, cancellation or conversion of units
from one class to another may be required (for instance, if an investor
does not satisfy the residence condition for income to be paid or accu-
mulated without tax being deducted), in what circumstances it may be
required; and

(5) in the case of an AUT, the fact that the nature of the right represented
by units is that of a beneficial interest under a trust.

6 The authorised fund manager

The following particulars of the authorised fund manager:

(1) its name;

(2) the nature of its corporate form;

(3) the country or territory of its incorporation;

(4) the date of its incorporation;

(5) if it is a subsidiary, the name of its ultimate holding company and the
country or territory in which that holding company is incorporated;

(6) the address of its registered office;

(7) the address of its head office if that is different from the address of its
registered office;

(8) if neither its registered office nor its head office is in the United King-
dom, the address of its principal place of business in the United King-
dom;

(9) if the duration of its corporate status is limited, when that status will
or may cease;

(10) the amount of its issued share capital and how much of it is paid up;

(11) in what capacity, if any, it acts in relation to any other regulated col-
lective investment schemes and the name of such schemes;
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(12) in the case of an ICVC, a summary of the material provisions of the
contract between the ICVC and the authorised fund manager which
may be relevant to shareholders including provisions (if any) relating
to termination, compensation on termination and indemnity; and

(13) in the case of an AUT, the names of the directors of the manager
and, in each case, any significant business activities of the director
not connected with the business of the manager.

7 Directors of an ICVC, other than the ACD

Other than for the ACD:

(1) the names and positions in the ICVC of the directors;

(2) the main business activities of each of the directors (other than those
connected with the business of the ICVC) where these are significant
to the ICVC’s business;

(3) the manner, amount and calculation of the remuneration of directors;

(4) the main terms of each contract of service between the ICVC and a
director in summary form; and

(5) if the director is a body corporate in a group of which any other corpor-
ate director of the ICVC is a member, a statement of that fact.

8 The depositary

The following particulars of the depositary:

(1) its  name;

(2) the nature of its corporate form;

(3) the country or territory of its incorporation;

(4) if it is a subsidiary, the name of its ultimate holding company and the
country or territory in which that holding company is incorporated;

(5) the address of its registered office;

(6) the address of its head office if that is different from the address of its
registered office;

(7) if neither its registered office nor its head office is in the United King-
dom, the address of its principal place of business in the United King-
dom;

(8) a description of its principal business activity; and

(9) a summary of the material provisions of the contract between the
ICVC or the manager of the AUT and the depositary which may be
relevant to unitholders, including provisions relating to the remuner-
ation of the depositary.

9 The investment adviser

If an investment adviser is retained in connection with the business of the
authorised fund:

(1) its name;

(2) whether or not it is authorised by the FSA;

(3) if it is a body corporate in a group of which any director of the ICVC or
the manager of the AUT is a member;

(4) where its principal activity is not providing services to the authorised
fund as an investment adviser, what the principal activity is;

(5) a summary of the material provisions of any contract between the au-
thorised fund manager or the ICVC and any investment adviser which
may be relevant to holders and, if the investment adviser has the auth-
ority of the authorised fund manager or the ICVC to make decisions
on behalf of the authorised fund manager or the ICVC, that fact and a
description of the matters in relation to which it has that authority.
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10 The auditor

Details of the name and address of the auditor of the authorised fund.

11 The register of holders

Details of:

(1) the address in the United Kingdom where the register of holders is
kept and can be inspected by holders and the address where the plan
register can be inspected; and

(2) in the case of an AUT, (unless the depositary is the registrar), the reg-
istrar’s name and address.

12 Payments to the authorised fund manager

The payments that may be made to the authorised fund manager (whether
as such or in any other capacity) out of the scheme property whether by way
of remuneration for its services, or reimbursement of expenses. For each
category of remuneration, specify:

(1) the maximum and current rates or amounts of such remuneration;

(2) how it will be calculated and accrue and when it will be paid;

(3) if notice has been given to holders of the authorised fund manager’s
intention to introduce a new category of remuneration for its services
or to increase any rate or amount currently charged, particulars of that
introduction or increase and when it will take place;

(4) if, in accordance with CIS 8.3.5R (Allocation of payments to capital or
to income (for ICVCs)) or CIS 8.5.7R (Allocation of payments to capi-
tal or to income (for AUTs)), all or part of the remuneration is to be
treated as a capital charge:

(a) that fact; and

(b) the actual or maximum amount of the charge which may be so
treated; and

(5) if notice has been given to holders of an intention to propose an in-
crease in the maximum amount of that charge at a meeting of holders,
particulars of that proposal.

13 Other payments out of the scheme property

Provide details of:

(1) any payment to be made out of the scheme property to reimburse
costs incurred by the depositary, any of the directors of an ICVC or
any third party;

(2) any remuneration payable out of the scheme property to the deposi-
tary;

(3) any remuneration payable out of the scheme property to any third
party;

(4) any remuneration, to which (2) or (3) does not apply, payable out of
the scheme property for services provided by an affected person;

(5) the types of any other charges and expenses that may be taken out of
the scheme property; and

(6) if, in accordance with CIS 8.3.5R(4) (Allocation of payments to capital
or income (for ICVCs)) or CIS 8.5.7R(4) (Allocation of payments to
capital or income (for AUTs)), the authorised fund manager and the
depositary have agreed that all or part of any payments permitted (ex-
cluding any stated under  CIS 3.5.2R(12)(4) (Payments to the autho-
rised fund manager)) and any other charges or expenses of the autho-
rised fund may be treated as a capital expense:

(a) that fact; and
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(b) the policy for the amount of the payments which may be so
treated.

14 Movable and immovable property (ICVC only)

Give an estimate of any expenses likely to be incurred by the ICVC in re-
spect of movable and immovable property in which the ICVC has an interest.

15 Amortisation (ICVC only)

As at the date of the prospectus:

(1) the amount of any set–up costs (including any of the type described in
CIS 8.3.4R (Set–up costs) remaining to be reimbursed out of the
scheme property whether to the ACD or any other person, and

(2) the amount of any costs remaining to be amortised under CIS 8.3.4R
and the method of amortisation.

16 Sale and redemption of units

Details as to:

(1) the dealing days and times in the dealing day on which the authorised
fund manager will be available to receive requests for the sale and
redemption of units;

(2) the procedures for effecting the sale and redemption of units and the
settlement of transactions;

(3) whether certificates will be issued in respect of registered units;

(4) the steps required to be taken by a holder in redeeming units before
he can receive the proceeds;

(5) the circumstances in which the redemption of units may be sus-
pended;

(6) the days and times in the day on which recalculation of the price will
commence;

(7) the amounts of the following minima (if they apply) for each type of
unit in the authorised fund:

(a) the minimum number or value of units which any one person
may hold; and

(b) the minimum number or value of units which may be the subject
of any one transaction of sale or redemption;

(8) the circumstances in which the authorised fund manager may arrange
for, and the procedure for, a cancellation of units in specie;

(9) when and in which UK national newspaper  the most recent price will
be published;

(10) the investment exchanges (if any) on which units in the scheme are
listed or dealt; and

(11) for a dual–priced scheme or a scheme being valued on an historic
price basis, the amount which constitutes a large deal in units.

17 Valuation of scheme property

Details as to:

(1) how frequently and at what time or times of the day the scheme prop-
erty will be regularly valued for the purpose of determining the price at
which units in the scheme may be purchased from or redeemed by the
authorised fund manager and a description of any circumstance in
which the scheme property may be specially valued;

(2) in relation to each purpose for which the scheme property must be
valued, the basis on which it will be valued; and

(3) (in the case of an ICVC) how the price of units of each class will be
determined.
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18 Dilution levy

In the case of an ICVC or a single–priced AUT:

(1) what is meant by dilution, by dilution levy and, for the purposes of (2),
by large deal; and

(2) the authorised fund manager’s policy on imposing a dilution levy, in-
cluding its policy on large deals.

19 SDRT provision

Details as to:

(1) what is meant by stamp duty reserve tax, SDRT provision and, for the
purposes of (2), by large deal; and

(2) the authorised fund manager’s policy on imposing an SDRT provision
including its policy on large deals.

20 Forward and historic pricing

The authorised fund manager’s normal basis of dealing (whether at a for-
ward price, or at an historic price, or on the basis of a switch from the latter
to the former in every dealing period).

21 Preliminary charge

If the authorised fund manager makes a preliminary charge:

(1) the maximum amount of that charge, expressed either as a fixed
amount or as a percentage of the issue price;

(2) the current rate or amount of preliminary charge, if different from the
maximum amount or rate; and

(3) if notice has been given to unitholders of the authorised fund man-
ager’s intention to introduce a preliminary charge or to increase the
rate or amount currently charged, particulars of that introduction or
increase and when it will take effect.

22 Redemption charge

If the authorised fund manager may make a redemption charge:

(1) the amount of that charge or, if it is variable, the rate or method of ar-
riving at it;

(2) if the amount or rate or method has been changed, that details of any
previous amount or rate or method may be obtained from the autho-
rised fund manager on request;

(3) if notice has been given of an intention to introduce a redemption
charge or to propose a change in the amount or rate or method which
is adverse to holders, particulars of that proposal; and

(4) how the order in which units acquired at different times by a unitholder
is to be determined so far as necessary for the purposes of the im-
position of the redemption charge.

23 General information

Details as to:

(1) when annual and half–yearly reports will be published and, if the direc-
tors of the ICVC or the manager of the AUT have determined that the
accounts contained in the report should be short form accounts, a
statement that a report containing the full accounts is available on re-
quest;

(2) the address at which copies of the instrument constituting the scheme,
any amending instrument and the most recent annual and half–yearly
reports may be inspected and from which copies may be obtained;

(3) (in the case of dual–priced AUTs only) that the cancellation price last
notified to the trustee is available on request;
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(4) how the ICVC or the manager of an AUT will publish, for the benefit of
holders of bearer certificates, notice:

(a) of the fact that annual and half–yearly reports are available for
inspection and how copies may be obtained;

(b) when a distribution of income will become payable and how it
may be collected;

(c) of the calling of meetings;

(d) of the winding up of the authorised fund (or the termination of a
sub–fund of an umbrella scheme) or the revocation of its autho-
risation;

(e) that amendments have been made to the instrument constitut-
ing the scheme;

(f) that a significant alteration has been made to the prospectus;
and

(g) of any sub–division or consolidation of units (other than a con-
solidation of smaller denomination shares into larger denomina-
tion shares); and

(5) the extent to which and the circumstances in which:

(a) the scheme is liable to pay or suffer tax on any appreciation in
the value of the scheme property or on the income derived from
the scheme property; and

(b) deductions by way of withholding tax may be made from dis-
tributions of income to holders and payments made to holders
on the redemption of units.

24 Umbrella scheme

(1) In the case of an umbrella scheme:

(a) that a holder is entitled to exchange units in one sub–fund for
units in any other sub–fund;

(b) that an exchange of units in one sub–fund for units in any other
sub–fund is treated as a redemption and sale and will, for per-
sons subject to United Kingdom taxation, be a realisation for the
purposes of capital gains taxation;

(c) that in no circumstances will a holder who exchanges units in
one sub–fund for units in any other sub–fund be given a right by
law to withdraw from or cancel the transaction;

(d) what charges, if any, may be made on exchanging units in one
sub–fund for units in any other sub–fund;

(e) the policy for allocating between sub–funds any assets of, or
costs, charges and expenses payable out of, the scheme prop-
erty which are not attributable to any particular sub–fund;

(f) (for ICVCs only) how the method of amortisation of any costs to
be amortised under CIS 8.3.4R (Set–up costs), or any reim-
bursement of set–up costs may be affected by the introduction
or termination of a sub–fund;

(g) (for ICVCs only) in respect of each sub–fund, the currency in
which the scheme property allocated to it will be valued and the
price of units calculated and payments made, if this currency is
not the base currency of the umbrella scheme; and

(h) if there are units for less than two sub–funds in issue, the effect
of CIS 12.5.5R (An ICVC with only one sub–fund).

(2) In the application of these rules to an umbrella scheme, information
required:
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(a) must be stated in relation to each sub–fund where the informa-
tion for any sub–fund differs from that for any other;

(b) must be stated for the umbrella scheme as a whole, but only
where the information is relevant to the umbrella scheme as a
whole; and

(c) must, in the case of an ICVC, contain a statement to the effect
that the sub–funds of an umbrella scheme are not  “ring fenced”
and in the event of an umbrella scheme being unable to meet
liabilities attributable to any particular sub–fund out of the
assets attributable to that sub–fund, the remaining liabilities
may have to be met out of the assets attributable to other sub–
funds.

25 Marketing in another EEA State

A prospectus of a UCITS scheme which is prepared for the purpose of
marketing units in a EEA State other than the United Kingdom must give de-
tails as to:

(1) what special arrangements have been made:

(a) for paying in that EEA State amounts distributable to holders
resident in that EEA State;

(b) for redeeming in that EEA State the units of holders resident in
that EEA State;

(c) for inspecting and obtaining copies in that EEA State of the in-
strument constituting the scheme and amendments to it, of the
prospectus and of the annual and half–yearly reports; and

(d) for making public the price or prices of units of each class;

(2) how the ICVC or the manager of an AUT will publish in that EEA State
notice:

(a) that annual and half–yearly reports are available for inspection;

(b) that a distribution has been declared;

(c) of the calling of a meeting of holders; and

(d) of the termination of the authorised fund or the revocation of its
authorisation.

26 Additional information

Any other material information which is within the knowledge of the directors
of an ICVC or the manager of an AUT, or which the directors or manager
would have obtained by the making of reasonable enquiries:

(1) which investors and their professional advisers would reasonably re-
quire, and reasonably expect to find in the prospectus, for the purpose
of making an informed judgement about the merits of investing in the
authorised fund and the extent and characteristics of the risks ac-
cepted by so participating; and

(2) including a statement of any risks which investment in the authorised
fund may reasonably be regarded as presenting for reasonably pru-
dent investors of moderate means.
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Table 4.7.5 R – Forward or historic pricing
Part 1: General Dealing

1. Authorised fund manager’s choice. The prospectus must state the au-
thorised fund manager’s choice for H or else for F Only.

2. If the authorised fund manager’s current choice under 1. is F Only, all its
deals must be at a forward price.

3. An authorised fund manager must not choose H if its normal arrange-
ments for valuation envisage valuations more than one business day
apart.
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4. The remainder of this table applies to an authorised fund manager with
a current choice of H.

5. It may at any time elect for F Only in respect of the rest of the then cur-
rent dealing period.

6. If the authorised fund manager binds itself to switch from H to F only at
a certain point in each dealing period this must be stated in the prospec-
tus

7. An election for (or switch to) F Only will last until the end of the dealing
period and will then lapse.

8. For general dealing purposes, redemptions must be on the same basis
as sales.

Part 2: General Dealing – Duty to adopt forward pricing

9. Market movement. F Only applies once the authorised fund manager
knows or has reason to believe that there would be a difference of 2%
or more between the current value of the scheme property, if immediate-
ly valued, and its last calculated value (taking that as 100% for this pur-
pose), but decides not to carry out an additional valuation under CIS
4.8.6R (Additional valuation points).

10. Valuation taking over 2 hours. F Only applies if a new price for units of
each class has not been notified to the depositary after 2 hours (or such
longer period as the depositary may agree with the authorised fund
manager generally or in any specific case) from the valuation point.

11. F Only under 9 and 10 will start when the relevant moment arrives, will
last until the end of the dealing period and will then lapse.

Part 3:  Individual Deviations

12. Paragraphs 13 to 16 apply to an individual transaction without affecting
the general position arrived at under Parts 1 and 2.

13. Request. F only applies if the applicant for sale or redemption so re-
quests.

14. Large deals: F only applies, if the authorised fund manager so decides,
for a large deal.

15. Postal deals: F only applies if the order or offer reaches the authorised
fund manager through the post or by any similar form of one–way com-
munication.

16. Issue or cancellation through the authorised fund manager F Only
applies in the case of an issue or cancellation under CIS 4.5.3R (Issues
and cancellations through the authorised fund manager).

Part 4:  Notification to Depositary

17. The authorised fund manager must notify the depositary of the fact and
time of any adoption of F only under 5 or Part 2.
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 9*�$�.� %�	���$�� � D�))����
#���#�
�� %����; )�� ��$ 	�������( �������� � �$� ���.� �) �$� 	��� 	��
�� 	��� �))�� %����( ��,��.$��� 	� ����  ��F�! 9��$�� �$� �))���� #���#�
��
%���� �� �$� ��� ���� %���� �$���� %������ � %%��%���� 	��� �) �������!
�$� �������	�� $��� ������� �$����( $�,����( ����#��� �$� �$���� �)
#��$�����.� �� ������ �$� %��������� �� %%���� ������������ �� )����! �$�
	��� �� ,$��$ �$� 	����� �������� �� �� 	� ����� #��� ��� 	� ��� ��� �� �
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����	�� %���� �*����( � ������#��� �$���� 	� ����� �  %���� ,$��$( �� �$�
�������	�� $��� ��������	 �%�����( ��)�����  )�� �� �����	�� %���� )�� �$�
������#���! �� ���$ ����( �$� �������	�� $��� ������� �$���� ����#��� �$�
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�#�#� �$� ���	��	 �� ,$�# ��$ ���%������ ����  �� ��������  �� �$�� �$%��� %%���� ��
����� ���$�� � �$� 	�.�����. �) �$� ����  �� ��������  �� � �$� 	�.�����. �) �$�
������� �$� ������� �$� ����  �� ��������!

���'���

�#�#� �$�� �$%��� $��%� �� �$�����. �$� ���������� �������� �) %��������. ���	����	  	�
����. ��,� #���#�# ������� )�� �$� ������#���� �$� #� 	� $��� 	� �
�������	�� $���! �� %�������"

&�' �$� %��%������ �) ����	$������ 	��������	 �� ��������	  �$� #� 	� $��� 	� �
�������	�� $��� �� ���������� �) �$��� 	��������	  �� ��������	  �� ��� ������ ��
� �������� #�
��8 �$� ��������� �) �$�� �� �� �������� ������#��� �� ����	$������
	��������	  �� ��������	  �$� ����� 	� �������� ����� �� ������ ���%����
�)8 ��
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&�' ����� ��������

��� 	��������	 	�����	( 
������ 	�����	 �� �������� 	�����	 &���������. �)
	��!$���	 ,$��$ ,����( �) ��%����� ��$������( 	� 	��������	 	�����	 ��

������ 	�����	'( �$�� �$%��� ���� ��� �$� ������#��� �� 	����,��. ����	
,$��$ �$��� �������	�� $���	 $�� �� ��#%�� ,��$( �� ����� �� 	���)�� )��# 
�����)���� �) ��#%����� ,��$ �$� ����� ��������( ,��$  ���, �� ��2����. �$�
��.$�� ���	�� ����� �$� ���������!

&4' ���#����� ������#���� 

�$� .����� %����� �) �$�� �$%��� �� ��##����� �� ��� /!�!+7! �$�� �	�� ����
���( )�� ��$ ��%� �) �������	�� $���( �� )�� ��$ 	��!$��� �) � ��������
	�����( �$� ��%� �) ������#���� �$� ��$ ��%� �) �������	�� $���  �� 	��!$���
�� %��#����� �� $��� &� ,��� � �$� %��#����� %������.�'( �� �$� ������#���
���$��1��� �$� ��$ ��%� �) �������	�� $���  &�� 	��!$���' �� %��#����� �� ���!

7������� %�����+ �- ������� ���%�

�#�#� ���#� ���� �� �$�� ������	��
 �$���� 	� �����%����� �� %%���� � �$�� ��
��)����! ��,����( 	����� �) �$� �������� ����� �) ������#���� �� ,$��$ �
�������	�� $��� �� %��#����� �� ������( ��#� �) �$��� ���#� �� ��� �,�� ���� �� 
,� �$� ������%���� ,��$ �$��� ��.� �� ������ #�
���( )�� �*#%��( �$� ���#
?
������	@! �� �$� ��� ������	��
 ?
������	@ $�  ���.$��� ,���� #����. �$� ��
������ ����	���� �� �� �� ,���� #�
���! �$� ��)������� �) 
������	  ��)����� �$��
����������� &��� ��� ��� /!<!�7&�''

,#�#0 �	�� ��������� �������3 �+ ������$��� �� 	����3��* "�3���
�!�� �	�� 	����*� �� .��� ,#�#-6&4/

Category  of  authorised
fund (note 1 and 2)

Investments
and 
investment 
techniques

Securities
schemes
(CIS 5.4)

Money
market
schemes
(CIS 5.5)

Futures
and
options
schemes
(CIS 5.6)

Geared
futures 
and
options
schemes
(CIS 5.7)

Property
schemes
(CIS 5.8)

Warrant
schemes
(CIS 5.9)

Fund
of
funds
schemes
(CIS 5.11)

Feeder
funds
(excluding
feeder
funds
investing
in an
eligible
investment
trust)
(CIS 5.10)

Feeder 
funds
investing
in an eligible
investment
trust
(CIS 5.10)

Transferable
securities

Yes 80% Yes Yes 80% Yes NA NA Yes

Transferable
but not approved 
securities

10% NA 10% 10% 10% 10% NA NA No

Government and
public securities

Yes 80% Yes Yes 35% Yes No No No

Units 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% Yes Yes No

Warrants 5% NA 5% 5% 5% 100% No No No

Investment trusts Yes No Yes Yes 80% Yes No No Yes

Cash (and near
cash)

RRD Yes Yes Yes RRD RRD RRD RRD RRD

Derivatives EPM EPM Yes Yes EPM EPM EPM No No

Immovables No No No No 80% No No No No

Gold No No 10% 10% No No No No No

Efficient portfolio
management

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Stocklending Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No

Underwriting Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No

Borrowing 10% 10% 10% No 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%

Note 1 Meaning of terms used
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��� ���	��
 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� ,#�#,

“Yes” can be invested in without specific upper limit (though there may be limits of other
kinds)

“No” not available for investment.

A percentage an upper limit (though there may be limits of other kinds).

“NA” not generally applicable having regard to the authorised fund’s dedication.

“RRD” permitted if reasonably required for redemption or in the context of the authorised
fund’s investment objective (see CIS 5.15.2R (Cash and near cash).

“EPM” permitted in the context of efficient portfolio management (see CIS 5.13).
Note 2                      Umbrella schemes

The umbrella scheme is not covered, but each sub–fund must fall within one column of the table.
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�#!#. &�' � $�����	 ��� ������	 	����� �$���� 	� �������! �$�� #��� �$�  $�����	 ���
������	 	����� �� %��#����� �� ������ �� ��������	  �� )��,�� ���������� �
���. � �$� �*%����� �����) �� ����	�� ������� )��# ,��$�� ��� 	����� ��������
&��������. %��#����� 	����,��.'!

&�' � %��%��� �) ����� �� �� ������ �$�  $�����	 ��� ������	 	����� �� ���( ��
����� 	���#�( �*%���� �� �$� ���
 �) ���� �) %��%����( ��������. �����( �� �
�*���� .����� �$� �$� ���� �) �$� $�����	 ��� ������	 	�����( ��.��$�� ,��$
%��#����� 	����,��. �) ��E! �� �� ��#�( �$���)���( �$� $�����	 ��� ������	
	�����  #��� $��� 	����� �������� ,$��$ �� �) �$� ��.$� 
��� �� ��))������ ��
���� �� #���� �� #��$ �$� �*%����� ,$��$ �*���� �  ������ �) �$�
��������! ��� /!+!<� &����� )�� ���������� �� ���������� �� )��,��
����������' ���� ��� ������� ��1����#���� )�� ����� �)  $�����	 ��� ������	
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&4' �� �������� ,��$ ��� /!�!-�&�'&	'( ����� ���� �� ���%��� �) ��� ���������
�� ��������	  �� )��,�� ��������� #��� ��� 	� ���� )�� ����� �� ���%��� �)
���$�� ��������� �� ��������	  ��  )��,�� ���������!

&6' ��,����( ��#� ��#���� )��# �) ������#��� ,��$��� ����� �� %��#�����( �� �$�
)��# �) %���$��� ������	! ����� %���$��� ������	 ������ �� �� �*%�����
�*��%� �$� �) ���� �) �$� �������  %��( �$�� �� 	� $��� �� � ���������
	���( 	�� ,��$  ��$ @��� ����@ �� ������ �$� $�����.� �) ���$ ��������	  ��
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�#!#�1 9*#%��� �) �$� ����� ��1����#����"

&�' � 	��.$� %�� ������ &��  ,������ ��� ������' �� ���� ������� I� 	����	
&)���� %��' �) �:� %�� �� ������� 	� � �*�����. $�����. �� �$� $�����	 ���
������	 	����� �) ���� ������� I� �$��� &)���� %��' �) �:� %�� &���
/!+!<�&�'&''!

&�' � 	��.$� ��� ������ &�� ,������ %�� ������' �� ���� ������� I� 	����	 &)����
%��' �) �:� %�� �� ������� 	� ����� &�� �$� )��# �) ��$ �� � ���,	��
��	������� )�� ��$ �� ����	$������ 	��������	' ,$��$ �� ��))������ �� #���� ��
#��� �$� ������	�  �) �$� �$��� �� �*������ �) �$� ������ &��� /!�!-�&�'&	''!

&4' � ���� �������� $�� ��$$������	 �� �$�������� �������. �� ������� 	� ��$ ��
���� ��	� �� ����	$������ 	��������	( �$� ����� �) ,$��$ ��.��$�� � ���� #��$
�$� �������� ��������� �) �$� ������� &)�� �*#%��  B���9 �$��� �������.
�������( ��  ���������� �) ���$ ��������( �� ������� 	� I/��(���' &���
/!+!<�&�'&	' �� ��� /!�!-�&�'&	''!

&6' � ���� $�����  �� �$� ����9 ��� ����* �� ������� 	� $�����.� �) �1������ &�� 
��#	������ �) ��$ &�� ���� ��	�' �� ��� ������	 �� �$� $�����' ,$��$
����)� �$� ���� �) %%��%�������� )�� ����� �� ��� /!+!<�&4' �� ������� �� �$�
$�����( �� �$� ����� �) ,$��$ ��.��$�� � ���� #��$ �$� ������� #�
 ��
#�
�� ������� �) �$� $�����  &)�� �*#%��( �) �$� #����%���� %�� )��� ����*
%���� �� I��( �� �) �$� ������� �	��.���� ����� �$� $�����  �� ��������� �
�5��( �$� ������� �) �$� $�����	 %������� �� �5�� * I�� J I�5(���' &���
/!+!<�&4' �� ��� /!+!���'!

&/' G$��� � ���� �� �$� �������  �) � ���  $� $�����.� �� 	��� �$�% ��
�$���( ,��$�� �� %������ #��� �*%����� �� �$� 3� #�
��( �� ������� �� 	���  
����9 ����* $�����  �� �$� ���� �) �$��� 	����	 &�$�� ��������� ����)���. �$�
���� �) %%��%�������� )�� ����� �� ��� /!+!<�&4''( �$�� �$� �������. 	��������
��	�  %������� ������ �� ���� � ����� )��  �K� /�� ����* $�����  %������� �$�
�$� �������	�� $��� ������� �$� �$� ����� ��#��� ��))������ &)�� �*#%�� 	�
��)������ �� �$� �������.L3� ����� �*�$�.� ���' &��� /!+!<�&4' �� ���
/!+!<�&/'&	''!

&+' ��� .������ �� ���.������ ��� ��� /!�4!��7&�' &�$� ��� �) ����* ����������
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��������	  �� )��,�� ����������' �� #���)��� �� ��#� ���%���� ,$��� �� ��
���.$� �� ��� �,� ��������	  �� �$� �#� ���������. ���� �� 	�������  � �����
)�� ��$ ��$��! ��� /!+!��� &���������� �������. ����������" ��1����#����'
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�$� �������  �1����� )�� ,�����. �$� ������ ,��� ����� � ��$ )�� �$�
%��%���8 ��

&�' ��������	 $�� ��$$������	( ���$ � ����* ��������( �� �������� �� �$� �����
���.�#���� �� )� � �$�� ����#	�� $�����	 �� ������	!

&4' �$� .����� �))��� �) ��� /!+!���&�' �� &�' �� �*%����� �� ��� /!+!���&4'!

&6' �� %%����. ��� /!+!���( �� #� $��% �� ��.��  $�����  � � �	��.���� &��
�$�( ������ ������ ���( �$� $�����  ,��� ��1���� ��#��$��. �� 	� ���������( ��
���%��� �� %�� )��'8  	��.$� ������ �  ��.$� &�� �$� �$� %���$��� ��(
	�� ���� ���( �*������ �$� ��.$� �� ��1���� �$� ,����� �� ������� �� ���%� ��
%� )�� ��#��$��.'8 ��  ,������ ������ �  %������� �	��.���� &�� �$� ��
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100%

1 Take the scheme prop-
erty

Transferable
Securities (TS)

Cash (&
Near Cash)

Gold Rights ob-
tained
through de-
rivatives

Stock Lent

2 ADD borrowing facilities
to make a maximum of
110% 10

%
100%

3 SUBTRACT property not
eligible to provide cover to
reach total of Y% TS Cash Gold Rights Stock

Lent

(used as
cover)

Note 1

(used as
cover or

as de-
posit)

(used
as

cover)

(used
as

cover)

(unless ob-
tainable in

time)

4 Find the total available: T = 110% – Y%

5 Take T and subdivide 110% – Y%

AVAILABLE SCHEME PROPERTY (T) Property Rights to
property

Cash Allowable
substitutes
for cash

TS

cover for cover for

EXPOSURE TO BE COVERED exposure in terms of prop-
erty

exposure in terms of money

Note 1: TS, Cash, Gold or Rights are not eligible if they are being used as cover under this section (CIS 5.6) or
under section CIS 5.13 (Efficient portfolio management).

,#0#�1 �	�� 9���� ����� � 	��3��� ����������
�!�� �	�� 	����*� �� 6��� ,#0#��4

DERIVATIVE A
(covers/is covered
by)

DERIVATIVE B

(i) (ii) (iii)

Bought Future Sold Future Bought Put Option Written Call Option 
(if in the money)

Sold Future Bought Future Bought Call Option Written Put Option 
(if in the money)

Bought Call Option Written Call Option – –

Bought Put Option Written Put Option – –

Note
Column B(i) shows the effect of CIS 5.6.12.R(3)(b);   Column B(ii) shows the effect of CIS
5.6.12.R(3)(c)(i); and Column B(iii) shows the effect of CIS 5.6.12R(3)(c)(ii) and CIS 5.6.12R(3)(g).
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Calculating maximum limit on initial outlay

Example 1 – Start point

Take the value of the scheme property (£10 million)

Divide by 20% to find limit (£10m )20% = £2million)
Note:

(1) In general, potential exposure of the geared futures and op-

tions scheme will increase with any increase in initial outlay.

(2) If the value of the scheme property changes on a subsequent

valuation, the maximum permitted initial outlay will also

change as shown in Example 2 and Example 3.

Example 2 – Successful scheme

The scheme is subsequently valued at £12 million. Corresponding

value of initial outlay becomes:–

20% of £12million = £2.4 million.

Example 3 – Unsuccessful scheme

The scheme is subsequently valued at £8 million. Corresponding

value of initial outlay becomes:–

20% of £8 million = £1.6 million
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Property
Scheme A
(fully invested
in immov-
ables)

Limits for
Property
scheme A

Type of Asset Limits for
Property
Scheme B

Property
scheme B
(fully invested
in transfer-
able secu-
rities)

up to 10% Leases 20–60 years up to 10%

up to 25% Vacant, repairs,… up to 20%

80% Immovables up to 12% Mortgaged immovables up to 3% Immovables 20%

up to 15% any one immovable up to 15%

up to 20% rent from any one group up to 20%

up to 20% transferable securities
which are property re-
lated assets (if approved)

up to 80%

0% (if non approved) up to 10%

20% Transferable
securities

up to 20% Government and public
securities

up to 35% Transferable
securities

80%

up to 5% collective investment
schemes

up to 5%

up to 5% Any one issue of secu-
rities

up to 5%
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Note 1: This table does not include all the detail in this section (CIS 5.8)

Note 2: Property scheme A is invested in immovables to the maximum extent permitted, while Property scheme
B is invested in immovables to the minimum extent permitted. Both property schemes are assumed to be
fully invested in immovables and transferable securities, although in practice both would be likely to
hold some cash as permitted by section CIS 5.15 (Cash borrowing, lending and other provisions) and the
cash held could therefore drive down to some lower figure the 20% minimum. The same effect would be
produced if the property scheme were taking advantage of section CIS 5.13 (Efficient portfolio manage-
ment).
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� $�����	 ��� ������	 	�����	( ���������� �� ��������	  �� )��,��
���������� ������� ���� )�� �$� %��%��� �) �))������ %���)���� #�.�#���
�$���� 	� )���� �������!

&�' ����� �� )���� �*%����� �� ��� /!�4!5�! �$��� ��  .����� ��1����#��� )��
��������� ����� �) �$� ��.$� 
��� &����
 )�� ����
( �� ��$ ��# )�� ��$ ��#'
�� ��� /!�4!<� %������� �*#%��� �) $�, �$� ����� �� �� 	� )����! �$��� ��
���  .��	� ����� ��1����#���( �� %������ �� ��#�� .����.!

&4' �� �������� ,��$ ��� /!�!-�&�'&	' &�$%��� �� 	� ��������� �  ,$���'
����� ���� �� ���%��� �) ��� ��������� �� ��������	  �� )��,�� ���������
#� ��� 	� ���� )�� ����� �� ���%��� �) ���$�� ��������� �� ��������	  ��
)��,���!

&6' �$��� #��� 	� ��))������ ���	�� ����� )�� �� ���������� ���������!
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��� ���	��
 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� ,#�&#��

&�' � 	��.$� %�� ������ &��  ,������ ��� ������' �� ���� ������� I� �$���
&)���� %��' �) �:� %�� �� ������� 	� � �*�����. $�����. �� �$� �������	�� $���
�) ���� ������� I� 	����	 &)���� %��' �) �:� %�� &��� /!�4!5�&�'&''!

&�' � 	��.$� ��� ������ &�� ,������ %�� ������' �� ���� ������� I� �$��� &)����
%��' �) �:� %�� �� ������� 	� ����� &�� �$� )��# �) ��$ �� � ���,	��
��	������� )�� ��$ �� ����	$������ 	��������	' ,$��$ �� ��))������ �� #���� ��
#��� �$� ������	�  �����  �) �$� 	����	 �� �*������ �) �$� ������ &���
/!�4!5�&�'&	''!

&4' � ���� �������� $�� ��$$������	 �� �$�������� �������. �� ������� 	� ��$ ��
���� ��	� �� ����	$������ 	��������	( �$� ����� �) ,$��$ ��.��$�� � ���� #��$
�$� �������� ��������� �) �$� ������� &)�� �*#%��(  B���9 �$��� �������.
�������( ��  ���������� �) ���$ ��������( �� ������� 	� I/��(���' &���
/!�4!5�&�'&	' �� ��� /!�!-�&�'&	''!

&6' � ���� $�����  �� �$� ����9 ��� ����* �� ������� 	� $�����.� �) �1������( ,$��$
����)� �$� ���� �) %%��%�������� )�� ����� �� ��� /!�4!5�&4' �� ������� ��
�$� $�����( �� �$� ����� �) ,$��$ ��.��$�� � ���� #��$ �$� ������� #�
 ��
#�
�� ������� �) �$� $�����  &)�� �*#%��( �) �$� #����%���� %�� )��� ����*
%���� �� I��( �� �) �$� ������� �	��.���� ����� �$� $�����  �� ��������� �
�5��( �$� ������� �) �$� $�����	 %������� �� �5�� * I�� J I�5(���' &���
/!�4!5�&4''!

&/' G$��� � �������	�� $���  $� $�����.� �� 	��� �$�% ��  	����	 �� �$�
�������	�� $��� ������� ,��$�� �� %������ #��� �*%����� �� �$� 3� #�
��
�� ������� �� 	���   ����9 ����* $�����  �� �$� ���� �) �$��� 	����	 &�$��
��������� ����)���. �$� ���� �) %%��%�������� )�� ����� �� ��� /!�4!5�&4''(
�$�� �$� �������. 	�������� ��	� %������� ������ �� ���� � ����� )��  ������
�� ����� /�� ����* $�����  %������� �$� �$� �������	�� $���  ������� �$� �$�
����� ��#��� ��))������ &)�� �*#%��( 	� ��)������ �� �$� �������.L3� �����
�*�$�.� ���' &��� /!�4!5�&4' �� ��� /!�4!5�&/'&	''!

�&� ��� �- ��	�8 	����������$ ���+������

�#��#�1 &�' ��� /!�4!+� &���#����� ����������' %��#��� �$� ��� �) ����* ��������	  )��
�))������ %���)���� #�.�#��� &?9�0@'! ��� /!�4!5� ���� ��� �$� �����
��1����#���� )�� ��������	  &��������. )�� ����* ��������	'! G$��� ����*
��������	  �� ����( ����� #� 	� %������� 	� 	��������	  ���� �) �$��� �� ���
��#%���� ���.������ 	��,��� �$� ��#%������ �) �$� ����* �� �$� 	��������	(
%������� �$� �� �� �����	�� �� ��� ��� � %%��%���� �� ����� )�� �$� ��$��(
�
��. ���� ������ �$� ��������� �) �$� ��������$�% 	��,��� )���������� ��
�$��� %����� &��� ��� /!�4!5�&4''! �� ����������. �$� %%��%�������� �) �$�
������#���( �������	�� $��� �������	 ,��� ���� �� �
� �����	�� ��� �$� ��
�� �����#��( ����	�� �� �����	�� ���.�����! �$�� ��������  ���� ,��$ �$�
#���� �) ���.������!

&�' �� �� ��� %����	�� )�� �$� ��� �� ���$  ���,( �� �$� 	�����( �� �� %�������
����� �) ���.������! �$� ����� �) ���.������ �������� �� ����)� �$�
��1����#��� �$� �� �� �����	�� �� ��.�� �$� ����* ��������  � %%��%����(
�$���� 	� �����#���� ���� �� ��.$� �) �$� ��������� �����#������ �) �$� ���
���������.  %������� �������	�� $���!

&4' ������( �$� $�.$�� �$� ����� �) ���.������( �$� ���� ��
��� �$� �������	�� $���
�������  ,���� 	� �%�� �� �� �$����.� �$� �$� ����* ��������  �$���� ��
��� %%��%����! G$���� �� ���� ��� �������� )����, �$�  ��, ����� �)
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���.������ #��� �$� �$� ����* ��������  �$���� ,��� 	� ��%%��%����( �$�
��������  ���� �� �$��� �����#������ �� ��
��� �� ��1���� #��$ )���$��
2����)������! �� ������ ��%�� �) �������	�� $���  �� #� 	� �$� �� ����*
��������  �� %%��%����!

&6' �� �$���� 	� ����� �$� �� �� ��� �$� ��������� �) ��� /!�4!5� �� %������� �$�
��� �) � %%��%���� ����* ��������  �$� $�  ��������$�% ,��$ %�� �) �$�
	����� ��������! �$� �� %��������� �� ,$��� �$� 9�0 ���$��1�� �� �� 	�
��%��� �� ���%��� �) %�� ���� �) �$� 	����� ��������( � ,��� ���#��� 	� �$�
���!

&/' �$� )����,��. ���%� �� 	� �
�� 	� � �������	�� $��� ������� ,$�� ����.
����* ��������	  �� ,$�� �����#����. ,$��$�� �� ��� � ����* ��������  ��
?�����	�� ���.�����@ �� � ���������. %���)���� �) ������#����!
������������ �) �$��� ���%� ����� �� ��)���� �$� ���%������ ���%����	������� �)
�$� �������	�� $��� �������	 �� ����	������	  ����� ��� - &��,��� ��
������'!

&' �� �����#����. �$� �*���� �� #���� �� ,$��$ ����* ��������	  �� ����
)�� 9�0( �$� �������	�� $��� ������� �$���� ��� ��� ,$� �� ��������� �$�
��������� �� 	� %%��%����! ���$���� ����� �$���� 	� %��%��� ,$��$
������)�( ��  	�����  	� 	�����  	���( �$� ������#���� �$� �������	�� $���
�������  �� ��
��� �� ��� �� �$� �*���� �) �$�� ���!

&	' �������	�� $��� �������	 �$���� �$�, �$��� ���$���� ����� ��( �� �������
�$�# ,��$( �$� ����	�����! %���	������	  ���� ��� ������� �$� �����(
��$��.$ �$�� #� ,��$ �� .���  ���, �� ,$��$�� �$�� �������� �$�# �
	���. �����	�� �� %�����%��!

&�' �) �$� #���� �� ��� ������� 	� �$� ���$���� ����� �� �$� �������	�� $���
�������  �� �� ���	� ,$��$��  %������� ��������� �� %%��%����( ��
�$���� ������� �$�� ,��$ �$� ����	�����   	�)��� �
��. �� �����!

&�' ��� ��#����. ���	� �$���� 	� ��������� ,��$ �$� ���!

&�' ���������� �$���� 	� ���	���$�� 	��,��� �$� �������	�� $��� ������� ��
����	�����  �$� ��	�� �$� ����	�����  �� #������ �$� ������#��� ��
��������	  �� �������� ,��$ ��� ���� ����� ��� -! �$��� %��������� ,���
����� �$� ������ �) �� ���������� �� ����* ��������	  ������� ���� ��
�$� �������	�� $��� ��������	 2����)������ �$� �$� ��������� ��#%����
,��$ �$� ����	  �� �$�� �$%���!

&+' A�$�� %%���$�� �� �$��� �������� �� &/' #� 	� %%��%���� �� �$� ��.$� �) �$�
�������	�� $��� ��������	 �,� �����#������! G$����� %%���$ �� �
��(
�������	�� $��� �������	 ,��� ���� �� �����,( � �� ,$�� �����#������
������( �� �� �$� ��.$� �) ������%#���� �� �������( �$� ������#���� �$��
��.�� � %%��%���� )�� ��� �� �$��� �������	�� $���	!

:����2��+ �� �&� �����8� �- �--������ '���-���� %���+�%���

�#��#�� &�' ��� /!�4!��� ���� ��� ��1����#���� )�� 	����,��. �� �$� �����*� �) �))������
%���)���� #�.�#���! �$� ����  ���� ,��$ �,� �%���� �) ���$ 	����,��.!

&�' �����( 	����,�� ��$ �� ��$ ��##����� )�� 	����,��. .��� �� �,��� �$�
	����� �������� )�� �$� %��%��� �) %�������. ����� �� �$� )��# �) ��$!
9))��������( � �������� ��E �) ����� �� 	� )���� �� �$�� ,�!
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	����,��. �� $�� ��$ �� ���$�� �������� �� ��� � �����!

&6' ���$��.$ ��� /!�4!5�&�'&	' ���� ��� ��1���� ��$ ����� �� 	� ��  ��������
#��$��. �$� �*%�����( �$� �������	�� $��� ������� ����� �� #������ ��������
���� �� ����� �� ������ �$� ����� ��#��� ��))������! :����,��. �� �$� ��.$�
�������� #� �$�� #
� �$� ����� ��#%��� �� �%����!
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%%����#��� �� ���#������ �) �$� %%����#��� �) � ��%!

&4' 9�$ ���� #��� $�� � ��%! G$��� � ���� �� )��#�� ,��$  ���� ��������(
�$� ��������  ,��� $�� �� ����)� �$� ��1����#���� #�������� �� &�'&	' �� ,���
	� �$� ��%! �� �$��� �����#������ �$� %��������� �$� ������ ���%����	�������
	��,��� ��������	  �� ��� %%��! ��,����( 	����� ����� �$� "#�� ����������	
�$� ��%  ,��� �$�� 	� ���%����	�� )�� �$� #�.�#��� �) �$� ����( �$�
���%%������� ,��� ��� ������ ��  ��������� �� �$� ��%�	  ���%����	�������!

&6' G$��� �$��� �� #��� �$� ��� ��������( ������ �$��� ��  ����� �� �$� %�������
�) ��%( �� ��������  ��$�� �$� �$� ��%  �� ���%����	�� )�� �$� �*������ �) ��
)�������� ,$��$( ����� �$�� �$%���( �� �� 	� �*������� �*��������� 	� �$�
��%! ��,����( �$� 	��� �) ��������	  �� ���%����	�� )�� ������.$� �) �$� ��%
�� �$� #���� %������� )�� �� �$�� �$%���!

&/' �$� ����	�����  �� ���%����	�� )�� �$� �)�
��%��. �) 	�����  �������� ���������
�� ��! �� $�  ��#	�� �) ��$�� ���%����	������� �� %�,��� ����� �$�� �$%���
�� �$��� ���%����	������� ������� �������. �$� �$� ���� �� #�.�� ��
�������� ,��$ �$� ����	  ��)����� �� �� ��� -!6!�� &7����� ������ �) �$�
��%������'!

&+' �� �$���� 	� ����� �$� �$� ����	�����  �� �$� ��������	  �� ��� ���� ��1����� ��
��#%�� ,��$ �$� "#�� ����������	 �� �$� ����	  �� �$�� ������	��
 ������� ��
�$�#( 	��( �� �������� ,��$ %�.�%$ +&�' �) ��$����� � �� �$� "#��
����������	( �$�� �� ��� 	���� 	� �$� %��������� �) �$� �����	 ��	������� �$
�������������!
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&-' �$� ��������	  &��������. �$� ��%  �� ��� ���� � ���$' �� �$� ����	�����  #�
��$( �� �$� �*���� %��#����� 	� �$�� �$%���( ����� �$� �������� �) ��$��� ��
����� �$�# �� %��)��# �$��� ���%������ )��������! G$��� �$��� ��  ����� ��
�$� %������� �) � ��%( �$� ��������	  #��� %%���� ��� �� #��� �������	��
���	��	 �� ����� �$�# �� %��)��#��. �$� )�������� �$� �� ,���� ��$��,��� 	�
�$� ���� �) �$� ��%  �� %��)��#! G$��� �$��� �� �� ��������	( �$� ����	������	
%�,��� �� �*������( ��#%������( �� ��	�� �� �� #�.� �$� 	�����  ��������!

&5' ��� -!+!4� &���)����� �) ��������' ��� ������� ��1����#���� ������. ��
���������� ������� ���� 	��,��� �$� ���� �� ������ ���	��	 �������� ��
���������� ��������� ,��$ ��! � ��������� ,$��$ ��#%���� ,��$ �$� ����
��#��� ��	2��� �� ��.������ 66 �) �$� "#�� ����������	( ����� ,$��$ ������
���������� 	��,��� � ���� ��  ��������  �) ��( �� � �		������  �) �� ���$
��������( #� 	� ����	��!

1#�#, �	�� �	�� �+ ""�������
�!�� �	�� 	����*� �� 6��� 1#�#�4

Paragraph or

section  number

ICVC ACD Any other di-

rectors of an

ICVC

Depositary of

an ICVC

Manager Trustee

7.1.1G–7.1.3G x x x x x x

7.1.4G x x x x

7.2.1R x x

7.2.2R–7.2.3R x x x x

7.3.1R–7.3.2G x x

7.3.3R–7.3.4R x

7.4 x

7.5.1R x x x

7.5.2R x

7.5.3R x x x

7.6 x x x

7.7 x x

7.8 x x

7.9 x

7.10 x x

7.11 x x
Note: ”x” means ”applies”.
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‘1. Introduction

Application

(1) (a) This Section 1. applies to authorised fund managers and depositaries;

(b) Section 2. applies to authorised fund managers;

(c) Section 3. applies to depositaries; and

(d) Sections 4. and 5. apply to authorised fund managers and depositaries, as
indicated.

Explanation

(2) (a) This annex provides details of the types of checks and standards of control
which an authorised fund manager and the depositary of authorised funds
should have in place for the valuation of the scheme property and pricing of
units.

(b) This annex then sets out conditions under which the FSA would not con-
sider it necessary for a pricing error of below a certain amount to result in
compensation being payable to an investor.

(c) This annex relates to CIS 7.3.2G, 7.4.2G, 7.8.2G and 7.9.2G.

2. Pricing controls by authorised fund managers

Introduction

(1) This section details the type of control regime the FSA considers that an autho-
rised fund manager should employ to satisfy its obligations under CIS 7.3.1R(3)(c)
and CIS 7.8.1R(4).

(2) Evidence of persistent or repetitive errors, or errors consistently in an authorised
fund manager’s favour, is likely to make it more difficult for an authorised fund
manager to demonstrate it meets the standards in this section.

Method for valuing scheme property

(3) An authorised fund manager should determine its method for valuing the scheme
property and apply it on a consistent basis.

Source of share prices and currency rates

(4) (a) Share prices and currency rates used should be up to date and from a repu-
table source.

(b) The mere use of a source for prices and rates does not amount to delega-
tion under CIS 7.10.4R (Delegation) and obtaining assistance under CIS
7.6.1R (Committees and appointments).

(c) Although it should not be necessary to carry out significant substantive
checking, the reliability of the source of prices and rates should be kept
under regular review and doubtful prices or rates should be followed up.

Valuation agents

(5) (a) The use of a third party to carry out the valuation function amounts to del-
egation, in accordance with CIS 7.10.4R (Delegation) and obtaining assist-
ance under CIS 7.6.1R (Committees and appointments).
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(b) Where the pricing function is delegated under CIS 7.10.4R or when assist-
ance is obtained under CIS 7.6.1R, the authorised fund manager should
satisfy itself that the valuation agent’s system is robust and will produce
accurate results.

(c) An authorised fund manager should keep the valuation agent’s controls and
procedures under review. That review should ensure that changes to controls
and procedures, including a series of minor changes, do not have a signifi-
cant adverse effect on the accuracy of the system.

(d) An authorised fund manager should review the outputs from the system reg-
ularly, and on any significant system change.

(e) In addition, if the valuation agent is also responsible for calculating dealing
prices of units, an authorised fund manager should regularly review this sys-
tem.

Reconciliation

(6) (a) Unless the valuation and record keeping systems are integrated, the valu-
ation output should be agreed with an authorised fund manager’s records of
the authorised fund at each valuation point.

(b) In addition, an authorised fund manager’s records, including debtors and
creditors, should be agreed with the depositary’s records of stocks and both
capital and income cash on a frequency agreed between the authorised
fund manager and depositary. Reconciling items need to be followed up
promptly, and debtors reviewed for recoverability.

Inclusion of investment transactions in valuations

(7) (a) Systems should be in place by which all investment transactions are con-
firmed as quickly as possible in writing or by electronic means to an autho-
rised fund manager or to a valuation agent.

(b) It is desirable that all deals to which the authorised fund is committed, which
have been notified not less than one hour before a valuation, are included in
that valuation, at estimated prices if necessary.

(c) Unless, however, there is likely to be significant movement in the price of a
unit, it is more important that an accurate cut–off procedure is in place to
ensure that omissions or duplications do not take place, than it is to ensure
that estimates are included in a valuation.

Prices obtained otherwise than from the main pricing source

(8) (a) Where prices are obtained otherwise than from the main pricing source (for
example unquoted, suspended, or illiquid stocks), an authorised fund man-
ager should maintain a record of the source and basis for the value placed
on the investment.

(b) The methodology, procedure and controls for the valuation of those stocks
should be regularly reviewed to ensure that the valuations are fair and rea-
sonable in the circumstances.

Investment and borrowing powers/compliance

(9) Procedures should be in place to monitor the applicable rules in CIS 5 and, if
breaches occur, to ensure they are rectified in accordance with CIS 7.5.3R or CIS
7.10.3R.

Unapproved securities

(10) To assist with the identification of the level of investment in securities that are not
approved securities, the authorised fund manager should notify the depositary of
any trade in unapproved securities as soon as reasonably practicable.

Dividends, interest and expenses

(11) (a) A system should be in place to ensure that dividends are accounted for as
soon as stocks are quoted ex–dividend, unless, as with some foreign
stocks, it is prudent to account for them only on receipt.
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(b) Fixed interest dividends and interest should be accrued at each valuation
point unless the level of materiality makes a longer interval appropriate.

(c) Similar considerations apply to the expenses of an authorised fund.

Tax positions relevant to the authorised fund

(12) (a) The full tax position should be reviewed regularly, including the basis for the
current tax charge, the assumptions being used, and the tax rate applicable.

(b) Adjustments should be made for substantive changes (for example alter-
ations to the tax profile or likely tax charge) when they occur.

Dual–priced AUTs

(13) In the case of dual–priced AUTs, the justification for figures included for dealing
expenses and commissions included in the price of a unit should be reviewed reg-
ularly, separately for different markets of different sectors. Adjustment should be
made for substantive changes (for example changes in the rate or basis of stamp
duty) as and when they occur.

Valuation limits

(14) (a) An authorised fund manager should fix a percentage or absolute limit for
certain key elements of the valuation, so that any movement outside these
limits is investigated. The investigation and its outcome should be evidenced
and retained by the authorised fund manager.

(b) These key elements could, where relevant, include:

(i) the movement of the prices and values of individual stocks;

(ii) changes in currency rates; and

(iii) accrual figures for income, expenses, and tax.

Prices which appear not to have changed after a fixed period of time should be
investigated, since this may be the result of a price movement having been
missed.

Cash

(15) Cash should be reconciled to the bank account regularly, with outstanding items
promptly followed up, and a full reconciliation should be sent to the depositary at a
frequency agreed with the depositary.

Recording of units in issue

(16) Controls should be in place to ensure that the correct number of units in issue is
recorded at each valuation point. This should be reconciled with the register of uni-
tholders or shareholders at a frequency agreed with the depositary.

Verification by the fund manager of the assets of the authorised fund

(17) A copy of the valuation used to produce the price of the units should be sent to the
fund manager at least weekly, which he should check. When the authorised fund’s
valuation point is less frequent than weekly, a copy of the valuation used should be
sent to the fund manager as soon as practicable after the valuation point.

3. Pricing checks by depositaries

Introduction

(1) This section provides details of the types of checks a depositary should carry out
to be satisfied that the authorised fund manager adopts controls and systems
which are appropriate to ensure that prices of units are calculated in accordance
with CIS 4 or CIS 15, and to ensure that the likelihood of incorrect prices will be
minimised. These checks also apply where a manager has delegated all or some
of its pricing functions to a third party or where an ACD has obtained the assist-
ance of a third party to carry out all or some of its pricing functions.

Review by the depositary of authorised fund manager’s controls and systems

(2) A depositary should thoroughly review an authorised fund manager’s controls and
systems to confirm that they are satisfactory.
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(3) This review should be carried out:

(a) at the start of a depositary’s appointment, taking into account (where rel-
evant) any relevant report made by the retiring depositary in accordance
with CIS 7.4.3R(3) (Duty to inform the FSA : for ICVCs) and CIS 7.9.3R(3)
(Duty to inform the FSA : for AUTs); and

(b) thereafter,  on a frequency dependent on the risk profile of the authorised
fund;

(c) when major changes are made by an  authorised fund manager to its sys-
tems; and

(d) when necessary, to ensure that  a series of minor changes do not have a
significant adverse effect on the integrity of the systems.

(4) A review should be carried out more frequently where a depositary knows or sus-
pects that an authorised fund manager’s controls and systems are weak or are
otherwise unsatisfactory. In particular, the prices of unapproved securities and
(where unquoted) the basis for their calculation should be subjected to frequent
verification, and an examination of the sources of the prices of those securities
should be carried out.

(5) Additionally, a depositary should from time to time review other aspects of the
valuation of the scheme property of each authorised fund for which it is respon-
sible, verifying, on a sample basis, if necessary, the assets, liabilities, accruals,
units in issue, securities prices and any other relevant matters, for example an
accumulation factor or a currency conversion factor.

(6) The depositary’s review should include an analysis of the controls in place to de-
termine the extent to which reliance can be placed in them.

(7) A depositary should ensure that any issues, which are identified in any such re-
view, are properly followed up and resolved.

(8) Where an authorised fund manager’s systems are manual, or have been installed
or amended recently and are therefore unproven, the level of checking will need to
be increased accordingly. This will also be necessary where a number of instances
of incorrect pricing have previously been identified.

4. Recording and reporting of instances of incorrect pricing

Recording and reporting by the authorised fund manager

(1) An authorised fund manager should record each instance where the fourth signifi-
cant figure of a price of a unit is incorrect, and, as soon as the error is discovered,
report the fact to the depositary together with details of the action taken, or to be
taken, to avoid repetition.

Reporting by the depositary

(2) In accordance with CIS 7.4.3R and CIS 7.9.3R (Duty to inform the FSA), the de-
positary should report any breach or potential breach of the rules in CIS 4 or CIS
15 immediately to the FSA. This would extend to instances of incorrect pricing of
units or late payment. However, notification should relate to instances which the
depositary considers material only. Materiality should be determined by taking into
account a number of factors, including:

(a) whether an authorised fund manager has followed the pricing controls  set
out in Section 2;

(b) the significance of any breakdown in management controls or other check-
ing procedures;

(c) the significance of any failure of systems, including situations where inad-
equate back–up arrangements exist;

(d) the duration of an error (the longer an error persists, the more likely that it
will have a material effect on a price);

(e) the level of compensation to be paid to holders in an  authorised fund; and
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(f) an authorised fund manager’s ability (or otherwise) to meet the need for
compensation in full.

Factor (a) would tend to decrease materiality whereas the other factors mentioned
will tend to increase it.

(3) A depositary should also report to the FSA immediately any instance of incorrect
pricing where the error is greater than 0.5% of the price of a unit, where a deposi-
tary believes that reimbursement or payment is inappropriate and should not be
paid by an authorised fund manager.

(4) In accordance with SUP 16.6.13R, a depositary should also make a return to the
FSA on a quarterly basis which summarises, by authorised fund manager, the
number of instances of incorrect pricing during a particular period. This should in-
clude:

(5) (a) the number of errors which were greater than 0.5% of the price of a unit;
and

(b) the number of errors which were less than 0.5% of the price of a unit where
a depositary did not consider an authorised fund manager’s controls and
systems to be adequate.

5. Incorrect pricing of units and reimbursement or payment

Introduction

(1) (a) CIS 7.3.1R(3)(d) and CIS 7.8.1R(5) place a duty on the authorised fund
manager to take action to reimburse affected holders, former holders, and
the scheme itself, for certain instances of incorrect pricing or late payment.
Paragraph (8) and CIS 7 Ann 1G, 2 sets out how money could be paid or
reimbursed. This annex does not overrule any legal right to claim com-
pensation.

(b) However, reimbursement or payment may not be required, if it appears to
the depositary that the incorrect pricing is of minimal significance. Para-
graphs (4) to (6) outline the conditions which the depositary should take into
account in considering whether an instance of incorrect pricing is of minimal
significance.

(2) The word ”normally” is used throughout this Section 5 to denote ”unless the de-
positary directs otherwise”.

(3) If a depositary deems it appropriate, it may, in spite of the circumstances outlined
in (4), agree to a payment from the authorised fund manager or from the autho-
rised fund to the holders, former holders, the authorised fund or the authorised
fund manager (where appropriate), following an instance of incorrect pricing.

Instances where incorrect pricing is normally of minimal significance

(4) A depositary may consider that the instance of incorrect pricing or late payment is
of minimal significance if:

(a) the authorised fund manager and depositary meet the standards of control
set out in Section 2 and Section 3 of this Annex; and

(b) in the case of incorrect pricing, the error in pricing of a unit is less than 0.5%
of the correct price.

Instances where incorrect pricing is not normally of minimal significance

(5) Any instances of incorrect pricing not covered by (4) will not normally be of mini-
mal significance.

(6) Where either a single factor or more than one factor causes an incorrect price over
a period of time,  the  incorrect price is normally not of minimal significance:

(a) if the standards in Sections 2 and 3 are not met, for all days on which there
is an incorrect price; or

(b) otherwise, only on those days where as a result the price is incorrect by
0.5% or more of the price of a unit.
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(7) If a depositary considers that reimbursement or payment is inappropriate, it should
report the matter to the FSA, together with its recommendation and justification.
The depositary should take into account the need to avoid prejudice to the rights of
holders, or the rights of holders in a class of units.

(8) The summary table sets out the effect of this annex on some circumstances in
which incorrect pricing can occur, and how holders, former holders, the authorised
fund or the authorised fund manager can be reimbursed or paid.

(9) It may not be practicable, or even, in some cases, legally permissible for the au-
thorised fund manager to obtain reimbursement from holders, where the holders
have benefited from the incorrect price.

(10) In all cases where reimbursement or payment is normally required, amounts due
to be reimbursed to holders for individual sums under £10 will not, normally, need
to be paid, although an authorised fund manager may pay such a sum, or may
wish to make up smaller amounts to a higher figure (such as the £10 minimum).

� ��
�� ��%%��3 ��
�� =�&�� ��
�� -��%� '��� �- ������� �? '���+��'& =.> �- �&��
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GAINS

LOSSES

Authorised
fund

Authorised
fund

manager

Incoming 
holder

Outgoing
 holder

Authorised
 fund

A

Authorised 
fund

manager
B D F

Incoming 
holder C

Outgoing 
holder E

DEALINGS BETWEEN AN AUTHORISED FUND AND AUTHORISED FUND MANAGER

(WHETHER OR NOT UNITS ARE SOLD OR REDEEMED FROM HOLDERS)

A The authorised fund gains in relation to the autho-
rised fund manager
(issue at too high or cancellation at too low a price).
If:

(1) incorrect price by less than 0.5%: 
normally no action;

(2) incorrect price by 0.5% or more:
the depositary will normally compensate the
authorised fund manager from the authorised
fund.

B The authorised fund loses vis–à–vis the authorised
fund manager
(issue at too low or cancellation at too high a price).
If:
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(1) incorrect price by less than 0.5%:
normally no action;

(2) incorrect price by 0.5% or more:
the depositary will normally direct the autho-
rised fund manager to compensate the autho-
rised fund.

DEALINGS BETWEEN HOLDERS AND THE AUTHORISED FUND MANAGER (WHETHER OR

NOT THERE IS AN ISSUE OR CANCELLATION OF UNITS

C Incoming holders gain in relation to the authorised
fund manager
(New holders buy units at too low a price). If:

(1) incorrect price by less than 0.5%:
no action;

(2) incorrect price by 0.5% or more:
see paragraph (9) of this Section 5.

D Incoming holders lose vis–à–vis the authorised fund
manager
(New holders buy units at too high a price). If:

(1) incorrect price by less than 0.5%:
normally no action;

(2) incorrect price by 0.5% or more:
the authorised fund manager will normally
compensate incoming holders

E Outgoing holders gain in relation to an authorised
fund manager
(Outgoing holders sell at too high a price). If:

(1) incorrect price by less than 0.5%:
no action;

(2) incorrect price by 0.5% or more:
see paragraph (9) of this Section 5.

F Outgoing holders lose in relation to the authorised
fund manager
(Outgoing holders sell at too low a price). If:

(1) Incorrect price by less than 0.5%:
normally no action;

(2) Incorrect price by 0.5% or more:
the authorised fund manager will normally
compensate outgoing holders.
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Paragraph or section
number

ICVC ACD Depositary of
an ICVC

Manager Trustee

8.1 X X X X X

8.2.1R X X(s)

8.2.2R X X(s)

8.2.3R X

8.2.4R X

8.2.5R X X(s)

8.2.6R X X(s)

8.2.7R X

8.2.8R(1) and (2) X

8.2.8R(3) X(s)

8.3.1R – 8.3.2R X

8.3.3R X X

8.3.4R X X

8.3.5R(1)–(3) X X

8.3.5R(4) X X X

8.4.1R X X X X X

8.4.2R X X X X X

8.5.1R X

8.5.2R(1) to (6) X(s)

8.5.2R(7) X(s) X(s)

8.5.2R(8) X(s)

8.5.3R X(s)

8.5.4R X X

8.5.5R to 8.5.7R X X
Note: ”X” means ”applies”.  ”X(s)” means ”applies to the manager of a single–priced AUT only”. .
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Paragraph or
section
number

ICVC ACD Any other
directors of
the ICVC

Depositary
of the ICVC

Manager Trustee

9.1 X X X X X X

9.2.1R–9.2.2R X X X

9.2.3R(1)–(2) X X X

9.2.3R(3) X X X

9.2.3R(4)–(6) X X

9.2.4R X X

9.2.5R(1) X X

9.2.5R(2) X

9.2.5R(3) X X X X

9.2.6R X X X X X

9.2.7G X X X X X

9.2.8R X X

9.2.9R(1) X X

9.2.9R(2) X X X

9.2.10R X X

9.2.11R X X
Note: ”X” means ”applies”.
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��)��#���� �� �$� %��.���� �) �$� �������	�� $����	 ������#����( �$��� �����(
�*%����� �� ��$�� ������ )������ ��)��#����!

�������� �- �&�� �&�'���

�1#�#� &�' �$�� �$%��� ������ �$� �������� �) ��%���� �� �������	�� $���	( ��������. �$�
���� ��%���� �) �$� ����	�����  �� �) �$� ������( �� 	����� �%�� �$�
��1����#���� �� ��� < &����#�'( ,$��$ %������� $�, �$� ������ ����������
������	 �� ���$!������ ���������� ������	 �� �� 	� �����#����!

&�' �$�� �$%��� ��1����� �$� ������� �������� �� �$� ���� �� $�)������
��%���� �� ��#%�� ,��$ �$� ����#��� �) ����##����� �������( �������
����#���� �) ���$������ ����!����� ���	����� ��������	( ������ 	� �$� ���
�� C���#	�� ����' &?�A�� ������. �� ���$������ ����!����� ���	�����
��������	@' &)��  ��%��� �� � ����' �� ,��$ �$� ����#��� �)
����##����� �������( ������� ����#���� �) �������	�� ���� ���	� 	�����	(
������ 	� �-)"  �� ����� �<<- &?�A�� ������. �� �������	�� ���� ���	�
	�����	@' &)��  ��%��� �� � ���'!
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&4' �$� "#�� ����������	 &��.������ ++ ��%����" %��%�����'( ��.������ +-
&��%����" �������' �� ��.������ +5 &��%����" �������� ��������' ���
������  ��#	�� �) ��$�� ��1����#���� ������. �� ��%���� �� ������� �) �
����! �$��� �������( )�� �*#%��( ��1����#���� �$�"
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Paragraph or sec-
tion number

ICVC ACD Any other
directors of

an ICVC

Depositary
of an ICVC

Manager Trustee

11.1 X X X X X X

11.2 X X

11.3 X X

11.4.1G – 11.4.2R X X X

11.4.3R X X

11.4.4R X X X X X

11.4.5G X

11.5 X X X X

11.6  X  X  X  X  X  X
       Note: “X” means “applies”.
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Paragraph or
section
number

ICVC ACD Any other di-
rectors of an

ICVC

Depositary of
an ICVC

Manager Trustee

12.2 X X

12.3.1R X X

12.3.2R X X X X

12.3.3R X X

12.3.4R X X

12.4 X X

12.5.1R X X X X X X

12.5.2R X X X X

12.5.3R X X

12.5.4R X X X X X

12.5.5R X X

12.5.6 X X X X X X

12.5.7 X X X X X X

12.5.8 X X X X X X
Note: ”X” means applies.
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Single–priced ICVC or AUT Dual–priced AUT

4.2.5R 15.2.4(3)R

15.2.4(4)(a)R

15.2.6R

Item 10 Table 15.8R para 10 – Valuation
Note: Item 10 is disapplied in relation to immovables.
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����+����� �- ��&�%�

��� ���	��
 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� ��#,#1

��#,#( �	�� 9�� "��������� ������* �"���+����� �� �$	���� ��!�$��
�!�� �	�� 	����*� �� .��� ��#,#0/

Rule/Guidance (CIS) Subject matter

2.4.6(2)R Rights of share classes

3.5.2(24)R Information to be contained in the prospectus (umbrella
schemes)

4.4.3(1) Authorised fund manager’s obligation to sell

4.7.4(2)R Forward and historic pricing (single–pricing)

5.1.4(3)G Explanation of CIS 5

Table 5.1.6G Note 2 Investment powers

5.2.12R Investment in other CIS

5.2.16G Significant influence and concentration

5.12R General investment powers and restrictions

8.2.8R Fee payable on switching

10.3.3(2) and (3)R; 10.3.4(2) & (3)R; Annual and half–yearly reports

10.4.2(15) and (16)R and 10.4.3R Report of the directors/manager

10.4.8R Report of the auditor

10.5.2R(3) Publication of reports

11.5.2R Schemes of arrangement

13.1.3R(9) Suspension and resumption of dealings

14.3R Termination of a sub–fund

15.4.3R Manager’s obligation to sell

15.7.4R Forward and historic pricing (dual–pricing)
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��#�#� ���� �����	
 �����	� � �	
������ �	��� ��� ��	�
 �	
������ �	��
������� ��� ������
����* 	+�	�� �
 ���  ������&��=� ����� �����	�
��� � ����� ��� ��	�
 ��!� ��� ������
�����

���'���

��#�#� �$�� �$%��� $��%� �� �$�����. �$� ���������� �������� �) %��������. ��������� 	�
�������. �$�� �� ��� 	�� �� �����# ����	 �  �����  �$� ����� 	� ��������
��������! ��� �������( ��� �� ��)������� �����#������( �� #� 	� �#%����	�� ��
����( �� �� ���%��� �) �� �	��� %�#��� )��( �� �� ��#� �) �$� 	����� ��������
�) � �������	�� $���! ��� �4!�!4�&�' ���� ��� �$� �����#������ �� ,$��$ �
�������	�� $��� ������� #��� �� #� ���%��� �����.� �� ����	 �� �$� #���� ��
,$��$  ���%������ �� �� 	� ������ ���� �))���!
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��� ���	��
 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� �-#�#&

��#� �����	������

������� �6!�" ������������

�''��������

��#�#� ��	 	��� ��� �	������  �� ���� �����	
 ����� �� ���
����	 ���� ���
������& �����	 � �����������

���'���

��#�#� �$�� �$%��� $��%� ,��$ �$� ���������� �������� �) %��������. ���	����	( 	�
%�������.  ���� �))������ �� )�� #��� �) ,�����.��% �������	�� $���	 ��
���#�����. 	��!$���	 �) ����	! #*�  �- ���� ,��$ �$� ����	  %�,��� �� ����
�
�$� ��$�������� �) �������	�� $���	 ��$��,��� �$� 	� �������!

�8'�������� �- �&�� �&�'���

��#�#� ��� �6!� ���� ,��$ �$� ,�����.��% �)  ������� ����( ,$��$ ����� ��.������ ��
�) �$� "#�� ����������	 ��1����� ,������ ������ �� �� ������� )��# �$� ��� ! ���
�6!4 ���� ,��$ �$� ���#������ �)  ������� 	��!$��� �) � ����( .�� �����
��.������ ��! ��� �6!6 ���� ,��$ �$� ,�����.��% �) � ���! ��� �6!/ %�������
��������  �� �$� ��)��#���� �� 	� ��%%���� �� �$� ���( �� ������ �����#������(
,$�� � �������	�� $��� ������� �� ����	�����  ���
 �$� ����	  ������� ��
���#���� � �������	�� $���!

�-#�#- �	�� �	�� �+ ""�������
�!�� �	�� 	����*� �� .��� �-#�#�/

Paragraph of Sec-
tion No

ICVC ACD Any other
directors of
an ICVC

Depositary
of an ICVC

Manager Trustee

14.1 X X X X X X

14.2.1–14.2.3 X X X

14.2.4 X X

14.2.5 X X X

14.2.6 X X X X

14.2.7 X X

14.2.8 X

14.2.9 X X X X

14.2.10 X

14.2.11 X X
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��� ���	��
 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� �-#�#&

14.2.12(1) X X

14.2.12(2) X X

14.3.1–2 X X X X

14.3.3 X X X

14.3.4 X X

14.3.5 X X X

14.3.6 X X X X

14.3.7 X X

14.3.8 X

14.3.9 X X X X

14.3.10 X

14.4.1–2 X X

14.4.3 X

14.4.4 X X

14.5 X X X X X
Note: ”X” means ”applies”
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��#� 5��	��+ �' � ������� ��(�

������� �6!�" G�����. �%  ������� ��=�

�8'�������� �- ��� ��#�

��#�#� �� ���� #� 	� ,���� �% 	� �$� �����( 	��( %������� �$� ���� �� ������� ��
�$� ���%� ��1����� 	� �$� "#�� ����������	 �� �$� ���������� �������� �� �$��
�$%��� �� )��)�����( �$� ,�����. �% #� ������ 	� ������ ��� ����� �$�� �$%���!
3���� ��.������ �� �) �$� "#�� ����������	 �$� ���� #��� .��� ,������ ������ ��
�$� ��� �)  %��%��� �� ,��� �% �$� ����! �$�� ������� ��� ��,� %��������� ��
	� )����,�� �� �$� �	��.����� �) �$� ��%  �� �� ��$�� ��������	! � ,�����. �%
#� ��� 	� ������ ��� ����� �$��� ����	  �) �$��� ��  ����� �� �$� %������� �)
��%!

�-#�#� �	�� �!�� *������ 6��� �-#�#�74 "�������  ��$$�� �+ �!� $�� ���"�
�������� �� �!� 3�����* �" �+  �������  ��5� ����� �!�� �!"���;
���$��* ��� ""����#
�!�� �	�� 	����*� �� .��� �-#�#�/

Summary of the main steps in winding up a solvent ICVC under FSA regula-
tions, assuming FSA approval

Step
number

Explanation When Rule

1 Commence preparation of
solvency statement

By N 14.2.4(2)

2 Send audited solvency
statement to the FSA with
copy to depositary

By N + 21 days 14.2.4(4) and (5)

3 Receive the FSA approval N + one month Regulation 21 of
ICVC regulations

4 Normal business ceases;
publish notices

E 14.2.5

5 Realise proceeds, wind–up,
instruct depositary accord-
ingly

ASAP after E 14.2.6

6 Inform the FSA of W/U
completion

ASAP after W/U
complete

14.2.6(8)

7 Prepare final account +
have audited

On completion of
W/U

14.2.7
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8 Send final account and audi-
tor’s report to the FSA +
shareholders

Within 2 months of
FAP

14.2.7(6)

Notes: N = Notice to be given to the FSA under regulation 21 of OEIC regula-
tions

           E = Effective time (CIS 14.2.5(1)R)

          W/U = winding–up

          FAP = Final accounting period (CIS 14.2.7(4)R)
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 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� �-#,#�

��#� ��&�%�� �&�� ��� ��� ��%%�������3 ���
��

������� �6!/" ��$�#�� �$� ��
��� ��##������� ��	��

�8'�������� �- �&�� �������

��#�#� &�' �$� ��� �*%���� �$� �$� #2����� �) ��1����� �� ,��� ������� )�� �$� ,�����. �%
�) � ���� &����� ��.������ ��&�' �) �$� "#�� ����������	' �� � ���
&����� ������� �/+ �) �$� ���' ,��� 	� )��# �������	�� $��� �������	 ��
����	������	  ,$� �������� �$� �$� ���  �� ���� �� 1������� �� �� ���.��
��##������� ��	��!

&�' �� �� �� ���	����	�  ��������� �� #���#���( � )� � %����	��( �$� %����� 	��,���
,$��$ �$� ��� �������� ���$ ��1����� �� ���%���� �� �$�#! �� ����� �$� ���
�� ������. �  1���
 ��������( 	��� �� �� �$� ������� )�����( �� ,���� 	�
$��%)�� )�� �$� ��� �� ������� �$� ��)��#���� ������ � ��� �6!/!�7! ����$��
��)��#����( $�,����( #� 	� ��1������ 	� �$� ��� )��� �����%� �) �$�
��)��#����( ��%�����. �� �$� ��������� �����#������ �) �$� ���!

��-��%����� �� 
� '����	�	 �� �&� ,��

��#�#� �$� ��)��#���� ��)����� �� �� ��� �6!/!�7 �� ������ 	���,"

&�' �#� �) �$� �������	�� $���8

&�' ��F� �) �$� �������	�� $���8

&4' ��#	�� �) ������	8

&6' ,$��$�� �����. �� ����	 $� 	��� ���%�����8

&/' ,$� �$� ��1���� �� 	���. #��8

&+' ,$� ������������ $� 	��� .���� �� �$� �������	�� $���  �������. ���� 
	����� �$ ����������� ,��$ ���$�� �������	�� $���  �� �������	�� 	����� ��
�$� ������ ,$�  	����� �$ ����������� �� ��� %����	��8

&-' &' ,$��$�� ������	 $�� 	��� ��)��#�� �) �$� ��������� �� ���
 ,�����. �% ��
���������8

&	' �) ���( ,$�� �$�� ,��� 	� ��)��#��8

&5' ������ �) �� %��%���� %��)������� �,���$��. ��.$�� �))���� �� �� 	� �))���� ��
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&<' ������ �) �� %��%���� ��	�� �) �$�.�� �� 	� #�� �� ������	 ,$� ��������
%���$��� ����	8

&��' ,$��� �$� ����� �) ,�����.��% ,��� )��8

&��' �$� ����	������	"

&' ����#��� ,$��$�� $���. �
�� �����	�� ��� �� �� ������ �$�  	�����
�$ ����������� �� ��� %������ �� �*%��� ,$� ���%� $�� 	���
���������� �$� ,���� ������ �� �$� �������	�� $���  ��� ������. �� ,��� �%
&)�� �*#%�� %%������.  ��%���#��� �������	�� $��� �������'8

&	' ���)��#���� �$�"

&�' )�� � ����( �� �*%���� �� ��%��� �� �$� ��*� ��%��� �� ������� �$�
�$� �		��( 	���  �� ���������� �����	( �$� ������������  �) �$� �����	
	����	 �� �$� %%������� �) �$� �����	 ����#� $� 	��� ������ ���
�� �������� ,��$ �$� ����	  �� ���( ��( ,$��� %%���	��( �$� "#��
����������	  �� �$� �����	 ��	������� �$ �������������( �� �$� �$�
������#��� �� 	����,��. %�,��� %%���	�� �� �$� ���� $�� ���
	��� �*������8 ��

&��' )�� � ���( �� �*%���� �� ��%��� �� �$� ��*� ��%��� �� ������� �$�
�$� �������  $� #�.�� �$� ���  �� �������� ,��$ �$� ����	  ��
���( ��

&)��  ��%��� �� ������� �$� �� ��1���)���' �$� �$��� �� ��
���������� %��	��#� ���������. �$� �������	�� $���  �$� ��.$� �� 	�
	���.$� �� �$� ����	  �������� �� ���������� ,��$ �$� %����	�� �*������
�) %�,��� ����� ������� �/+ �) �$� ���8

&��' �$� %��)����� ��� )�� �$� ����	  �����#������ �� ����
� ��$�������� �� ���
)�� �$� ,�����. �%8 ��

&�4' �� �������� ��)��#���� �� #����� ���������� �� 	� ������� �� �$� ����	
�������� ����� ������� �/+ �) �$� ��� �� ��.������ �� �) �$� "#�� ����������	
&� %%��%����'!
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 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� �,#�#-

��#�#� �$� ���	��	 �� ,$�# ��$ ���%������ ����  �� ��������  �� �$�� �$%��� %%���� ��
����� ���$�� � �$� 	�.�����. �) �$� ����  �� ��������  �� � �$� 	�.�����. �) �$�
������� ��������. �$� ����  �� ��������!

���'���

��#�#� &�' �$�� �$%��� $��%� �� �$�����. �$� ����������  ��������  �) %��������.
�����#��� � �����.�� 	� ������� � �� / �) �$� ���! �� �������� ,��$
(��������  + &�����#���; ���������'( �$�� �$%��� �� �������� �� ������ �$�
�������  %�� ��� ��.�� �� ��� ��	�����	�  ��������� �� ����� �$�# )����!

&�' � �������  �� ���%����	�� )�� �����. �$� 	�����  �������� �) �$� ���  ��
#�.�� �� )�� ��������. �$� %����� �) ����	 �� �$� ���! �� ,��� �
���.��. )�� �$� �		��  �� �$� ������������  �) ����	 )�� �$� ������ �) �$�
���( �$� �������  �� %��#����� �� 	���  �� �����# ����	 )�� ��� �,� ������!
�$� ����	  �� �$�� �$%��� �� �������� �� ������ �$� �$� %����� �) ����	 ��
%��%���� ������ �� �$� ��� ���� �) �$� ���  ��( �� �������� ,��$ (��������
+ �$� �$� �������  ���� )���� ,��$ ��������� ,$�� �$�� ������	�  �� 	���  ����	!
�$�� �$%��� %������� ��##�� ������� )�� �$��� %��%����!
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��#�#� &�' ����	  �) � ���  �� ������ �� �������� 	� �$� ���	���  �� �$� ��������	
������������! �� �$� ��� �) � �		��( %�#��� �� ��$ �) �$� �		�� ����� �) �$�
����	 ��  ����)�� �) ����� �) � �1������� ���� #��� 	� #�� �� �$� ���	���
)�� �$� ������ �) �$� �������  ���������! ��#��� 	� �$� ���	���  )�� ��������
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&�' � �������  #� $��� ����	 )�� ��� �,� ������ &�� ��� @	�*@'" ��  %���$��� �)
����	 )��# �$� �������  #� ������� ����	 ,$��$ $�� 	��� ������ �� �$�
�������  �� �$� $�� 	��� �����#�� &�$� �� ��%���$���' 	� �$� �������  )��#
 %������� ����������! �� ������� �� 	������  �� �����#��. ����	 )�� ��� �,�
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&4' �$� �������  #��� 	� %��%��� �� �����# ����	 �)  ����������  ,$� ,��$�� ��
������ �$� ���� �) �$�#! �$� �������  �� �$�� ����� �$� ����	 �� ��� 	�* �� ��
�� ����� �$�#!

&6' �$� �%���� %�������� 	��� ������ �		��	  �� 	���	( � �$� ���� �) � ����	
��)�( �� �� ��� �/!�� ��%����� )��# �$� ����	  	��� �		��	  �� 	���	  �� �
��.���. ���!

&/' 3���� �$�� �$%��� �$� %����� � ,$��$ ����	 #� ��	��1������ 	� ������ ��
�������� ,��� 	� �����#���� �� �������� ,��$ ��� �/!4!+� &����� %����' ��
��� �/!4!5� &���������� %����' ���%�������� ��( �� 	��� �������( ,��� 	�
�������� 	� �����. �$� 	�����  �������� ����	��	�� �� �$� ���		  �) ����	 ��
1������� �� � �		��  	��� ��  ������������ 	��� &� %%��%����' �� �������.
�$� ���� 	� �$� ��#	�� �) �$��� ����	 �� �		��! �$� ������� �) �$� 	�����
�������� #��� 	� �� �������� ,��$ ��� �/!5 &=������'!
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FORWARD OR HISTORIC PRICING

       

Part 1: General Dealing

1. Manager’s choice. The prospectus must state the manager’s
choice for H or else for F Only.

2. If the manager’s current choice under 1 is F Only, all its deals must
be at a forward price.

3. A manager must not choose H if its normal arrangements for valu-
ation envisage valuations more than one business day apart.

4. The remainder of this table applies to a manager with a current
choice of H.

5. It may at any time elect for F Only in respect of the rest of the then
current dealing period. ��
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6. If the manager binds itself to switch from H to F Only at a certain
point in each dealing period, this must be stated in the prospectus.

7. An election for (or switch to) F Only will last until the end of the
dealing period and will then lapse.

8. For general dealing purposes, redemptions must be on the same
basis as sales.

Part 2: General Dealing – Duty To Adopt Forward Pricing

9. Market movement: F Only applies once the manager having taken
reasonable care decides that there would be a difference of 2% or
more between the current value of the scheme property, if immedi-
ately valued, and its last calculated value (taking that as 100% for
this purpose), but decides not to carry out an additional valuation
under CIS 15.8.3R (Valuation of scheme property).

10. Valuation taking over 2 hours: F Only applies if a new price for units
of each class has not been notified to the trustee after 2 hours.

11. Paragraph (10) does not apply, if within two hours of the valuation
point, the manager has notified the trustee of the basis (issue or
cancellation) on which the next prices will be fixed, and of the spread
(reckoned in percentage or money terms) between the maximum
sale price and the minimum redemption price.

12. F Only under (9) and (10) will start when the relevant moment ar-
rives, will last until the end of the dealing period and will then lapse.

Part 3: Individual Deviations

13. Paragraphs (14) to (17) apply to an individual transaction without
affecting the general position arrived at under Parts 1 and 2.

14. Request: F Only applies if the applicant for sale or redemption so
requests.

15. Large deals: F Only applies, if the manager so decides, for a large
deal.

16. Postal deals: F Only applies if the order or offer reaches the man-
ager through the post or by any similar form of one–way communi-
cation.

17. Issue or cancellation through the manager: F Only applies in the
case of an issue or cancellation under CIS 15.5.3R (Issues and can-
cellations through the manager).

Part 4: Notification to Trustee

18. The manager must notify the trustee of the fact and time of any
adoption of F only under (5) or Part 2.
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Section 1: When?

1. The manager must carry out valuations under CIS 15.8.3(1)R (Regular valuations) regularly.

2. The frequency of regular valuation must be specified in the prospectus.

3. The frequency specified must be at least twice a calendar month.

4. If the frequency specified is the minimum frequency, the regular valuations must be two weeks or
more apart.

5. Paragraphs 3. and 4. do not apply to warrant schemes or to a sub–fund which is permitted to invest
entirely in warrants and there must be at least one valuation point for them on each business day.

6. Additional valuations under CIS 15.8.3R(2) can take place at any time during a dealing day.

7. There is no need to value during the period of an initial offer (but see CIS 15.2.6R (Compulsory
termination of initial offer)).

Section 2: How?

8. The valuation takes place as at a valuation point fixed by the manager under Section 1.

9. The valuation is in base currency.

10. Prices must be the most recent prices that can reasonably be obtained after the valuation point with
a view to giving an accurate valuation as at that point.

11. A valuation is in two parts, one on an issue basis and one on a cancellation basis.

12. To convert to base currency the value of property which would otherwise be valued in another
currency the manager must either:

(a) Select a rate of exchange which represents the average of the highest and lowest rates
quoted at the relevant time for conversion of that currency into base currency on the
market on which the manager would normally deal if it wished to make such a conver-
sion; or

(b) Invite the trustee to agree that it is in the interests of unitholders to select a different rate,
and, if the trustee so agrees, use that other rate.

Section 3: What?

13. All scheme property is included, subject to adjustments arising from this section, and section 4,
and this section is to be applied as at the valuation point.

14. If the trustee has been instructed to issue or cancel units, assume (unless the contrary is shown)
that:

(a) it has done so;

(b) it has paid or been paid for them; and

(c) all consequential action required by these rules or by the trust deed has been taken.

15. If the trustee has issued or cancelled units but consequential action as at 14(c) is outstanding, as-
sume that it has been taken.

16. If agreements for the unconditional sale or purchase of property are in existence but uncompleted,
assume:

(a) completion; and

(b) that all consequential action required by their terms has been taken.

17. Do not include in 16. any agreement which is:

(a) A future or contract for differences which is not yet due to be performed; or

(b) An unexpired option written or purchased for the AUT which has not yet been exercised.
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18. Include in 16 any agreement the existence of which is, or could reasonably be expected to be,
known to the person valuing the property, assuming that all other persons in the manager’s em-
ployment take all reasonable steps to inform it immediately of the making of any agreement.

Section 4: Tax and other adjustments

19. Deduct an estimated amount for anticipated tax liabilities:

(a) On unrealised capital gains where the liabilities have accrued and are payable out of the
scheme property;

(b) On realised capital gains in respect of previously completed and current accounting
periods;

(c) On income where the liabilities have accrued;

(d) Including stamp duty reserve tax and any other fiscal charge not covered under this
deduction.

20. Deduct:

(a) an estimated amount for any liabilities payable out of the scheme property and any tax
on it (treating any periodic items as accruing from day to day);

(b) the principal amount of any outstanding borrowings whenever payable;

(c) any accrued but unpaid interest on borrowings;

(d) the value of any option written (if the premium for writing the option has become part of
the scheme property); and

(e) in the case of a margined contract, any amount reasonably anticipated to be paid by way
of variation margin (that is the difference in price between the last settlement price,
whether or not variation margin was then payable, and the price of the contract at the
valuation point).

21. Add an estimated amount for accrued claims for repayment of taxation levied:

(a) on capital (including capital gains); or

(b) on income.

22. Add:

(a) any other credit due to be paid into the scheme property;

(b) in the case of a margined contract, any amount reasonably anticipated to be received by
way of variation margin (that is the difference in price between the last settlement price,
whether or not variation margin was then receivable, and the price of the contract at the
valuation point);

(c) any SDRT provision anticipated to be received.
Section 5: Issue Basis

23. The valuation of property for that part of the valuation which is on a creation basis is as follows:

Property To be valued at

(a) Cash nominal value

(b) Amounts held in current and deposit ac-
counts

nominal value

(c) Property which is not within (a), (b) or (d):

(i) if units in an AUT to which CIS
15 (Dual–pricing and dealing)
applies

except where Note 1 applies, the most re-
cent maximum sale price less any ex-
pected discount (plus dealing costs) [Note
2]

(ii) if shares in an ICVC or units of
an AUT to which CIS 4 (Single–
pricing and dealing) applies

the most recent price (plus dealing costs)
[Notes 2 and 3]

(iii) if any other investment best available market dealing offer price
on the most appropriate market in a stan-
dard size (plus dealing costs) [Note 2]

(iv) if other property, or no price ex-
ists under (i) or (ii)

manager’s reasonable estimate of a
buyer’s price (plus dealing costs) [Notes 2
and 4]

(d) Property which is a derivative under the terms of which there may be liability to make,
for the account of the AUT, further payments (other than charges, and whether or not
secured by margin) when the transaction in the derivative falls to be completed or upon
its closing out.

(i) if a written option under rule
20(d)

to be deducted (see 20.(d)) at a net valu-
ation of premium. [Notes 5 and 8]

(ii) if an off–exchange future net value on closing out [Notes 6 and 8]��
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(iii) if any other such property net value of margin of closing out
(whether as a positive or negative figure)
[Notes 7 and 8]

Notes

1. The issue price is taken, instead of the maximum sale price
if the manager of the AUT whose scheme property is being valued is also the manager,
or an associate of the manager, of the AUT whose units form part of that property.

2. In this Section and in Section 6, “dealing costs” means any fiscal charges, commission
or other charges payable in the event of the AUT carrying out the transaction in ques-
tion, assuming that the commission and charges (other than fiscal charges) which would
be payable by the AUT are the least that could reasonably be expected to be paid in
order to carry out the transaction. On the issue basis, dealing costs exclude any prelimi-
nary charge on sale of units in an AUT.

3. Dealing costs under note 2. Include any dilution levy or SDRT provision which would
be added in the event of a purchase by the AUT of the units in question but, if the man-
ager of the AUT being valued, or an associate of the manager, is also the manager of
the AUT or the ACD of the ICVC whose units are held by the AUT, must not include a
preliminary charge which would be payable in the event of a purchase by the AUT of
those units.

4 The buyer’s price is the consideration which would be paid by a buyer for an immedi-
ate transfer or assignment (or, in Scotland, assignation) to him at arm’s length.

5. Estimate the premium on writing an option of the same series on the best terms then
available on the most appropriate market on which such options are traded; but deduct
dealing costs.

6. Estimate the amount of profit or loss receivable or incurrable by the AUT on closing out
the contract. Deduct minimum dealing costs in the case of profit and add them in the
case of loss.

7. Estimate the amount of margin (whether receivable or payable by the AUT on closing
out the contract) on the best terms then available on the most appropriate market on
which such contracts are traded. If that amount is receivable (e.g. the contract is ”in the
money”) then add minimum dealing costs to the margin and the value is that figure as a
negative sum.

8. If the property is an OTC transaction in derivatives, use the relevant valuation referred
to in CIS 5.6.6R (OTC  transactions in derivatives).

Section 6: Cancellation basis

24. The valuation of property for that part of the valuation which is on a cancellation basis is as fol-
lows:

Property To be valued at

(a) Cash nominal value

(b) Amounts held in current deposit and loan
accounts

nominal value

(c) Property which is not within (a), (b) or (d):

(i) if units in and AUT to which CIS
15 (Dual–pricing and dealing)
applies

except where Note 1 applies, the most re-
cent minimum redemption price (less deal-
ing costs) [Note 2]

(ii) if shares in an ICVC or units in
an AUT to which CIS 4 (Single–
pricing and dealing) applies

the most recent price (less dealing costs)
[Notes 2 and 3]

(iii) if any other investment best available market dealing bid price on
the most appropriate market in a standard
size (less dealing costs) [Note 2]

(iv) if other property, or no price ex-
ists under (i) or (ii)

manager’s reasonable estimate of a seller’s
price (less dealing costs) [Notes 2 and 4]

(d) Property of the type described in 23.:

(i) if a written option under 20.(d) to be deducted (see 20.(d)) at a net valu-
ation of premium [Notes 5 and 8]

(ii) if an off–exchange future net value of closing out [Note 8]

(iii) if any other such property net value of margin on closing out
(whether as a positive or negative figure)
[Notes 6 and 8]

Notes

1. The cancellation price is taken instead of the minimum redemption price if the prop-
erty, if sold in one transaction, would amount to a large deal. ��
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2. For dealing costs see note 2. In 23.. Dealing costs include any charge payable on re-
demption of units in an AUT (taking account of any expected discount), except where
the manager of the AUT whose property is being valued is also the manager, or an
associate of the manager, of the AUT whose units form part of that property.

3. Dealing costs under note 2. include any dilution levy or SDRT provision which would
be deducted in the event of a sale by the AUT of the units in question and, except when
the manager of the AUT being valued, or an associate of the manager, is also the man-
ager of the AUT or the ACD of the ICVC whose units are held by the AUT, include any
charge payable on the redemption of those units (taking account of any expected dis-
count).

4. The seller’s price is the consideration which would be received by a seller for an im-
mediate transfer or assignment (or, in Scotland, assignation) from him at arm’s length,
less dealing costs.

5. Estimate the premium on writing an option of the same series on the best terms then
available on the most appropriate market on which such options are traded, and add
dealing costs.

6. For off–exchange futures, see note 6. In 23..

7. For net value of margin see note 7. In 23..

8. For over the counter transactions in derivatives, see note 8. in 23.
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&' 	� #�� 	� �$� �������  �� ���	���  �� �$� %��%���� �������  �� ���	���
�) �$� ���8

&	' 	� #�� �� ���$ #���� � �$� ��� �������8 ��

&�' ������ �� 	� ���#%���� 	� ���$ ��)��#���� � �$� ��� �����	��
��1�����!

�!#�#" &�' �� ,��$ ����	( %%������� )��#� ��  ��������  ���� �� $�, �� %%�� ��
���	�� )��� �) �$�.� )��# �$� ���!

&�' 3���� ������� �66 �) �$� ���( � %%������� �$���� 	� �����#���� 	� �$� ���
,��$�� ��* #���$� �) �����%�! �� ,��$ ���� %%��������( �$� ��� $� ��� �����)
 $�.$�� ������� ����� ������! 9*��%� �� �*��%����� �����#������( %%������
�� �*%��� %%�������� ����� ������� �6� �� 	� �������� ,��$�� ��* ,��
� �)
�����%� �) �� ������� %%������� #�����!

;���-������� �� ���'��� �- � ��&�%� ����������	 �� ����&�� ��� �����

�!#�#. &�' ������� �+6 �) �$� ���  %������� �$�  	�����  ,$��$ �� ����������� �� ���$��
##�  �����  �  	�����  #�����. �$� ��1����#���� �) �$� ����� �������� ,���
	���#�  �������	�� 	����� �,� #���$� )��� �$� �%����� ����)��� �$� ��� �)
��� ��������� �� #�
�� �$� 	�����  �� �$� ������ �������!

&�' �$� ����)������ �� ��1����� �� ������� ������ ��)��#����( ������ �) ,$��$ ��
��� ��� �� ��� �-!�! �� ,��$ �$� %%�������� ������	�� 	���(  ����)������
)��# �� ��������  ���� �� ���	�� )��� )��# �$� ���!

&4' ����.������ �� ���#���( ������( ,��$�� �$� �,� #���$ %�����( �$� ���
����)��� �$� �%����� �$� �$� #���� �� ,$��$ �� ������� �� #�
�� �$� 	�����
�� �$� ������ ������� ���� ��� ��#%�� ,��$ ������ ������� �,!  ��,����(
�$�  ��� ���� ��� .��� �$� ��� �� ���,� �� �$����� �$� �,� #���$ ,����.
%����� )����,��. ����)������ 	�)��� �$� 	�����  	���#�� ����.�����!
0�
����. ������� �� �$� ������ ������� �� ��##���� ���� ���� �$�
	�����  �� ����.�����!

;���-������� �� ���'��� �- � ��&�%� ����������	 �� � 	���+����	 ������3 ��
��������3

�!#�#/ &�' ������� �-� �) �$� ���  %������� �$�  	�����  ��$������ �� ���$�� ������� ��
��������� ,$��$ $� 	��� ����.���� 	� � ����� #�� 	� �$� ������� ��
	���#�  �������	�� 	�����( ��	2��� �� ������ �%���)��� ����������! �$�
	�����  �� ��1����� �� 	� �)  ���� �%���)��� �� �$� ����.����� ����� �� �$�
����)������ #��� ������� ������ ��)��#����( ������ �) ,$��$ �� ��� ��� ��
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��	 ����-�������

��� ���	��
 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� �0#�#��

��� �-!4!  �� ,��$ ##�  	�����	(  ����)������ )��# �� ��������  ���� ��
���	�� )��� )��# �$� ���!

&�' �$� 	�����  	���#�� ����.����� ���$�� ,$�� �$� ��� .���� ��� ,������
%%����( ��( �� �$� 	����� �)  ������ )��# �$� ��� �	2�����. �� ����.������(
�,� #���$� )��� ����)������ 	� �$� �%�����!  �� %������( �$� ��� ,���
���#��� ������ �$� �%����� ,��$ ��� �������� ,��$�� �$� �,� #���$ %�����!

�''�������� �� ���'��� �- ��&�� �������� ���������� ������%��� ��&�%��

�!#�#�1 &�' ������� �-� �) �$� ��� %������� �$� �$� �%����� �) �� ��$�� �������
��������� ���	����� 	����� #� %%�� )�� ����.������( � ���. � ������
������� �� #��!  �$��� ������� ��"

&' �$� �$� 	�����  �� #�.�� ��  ������� �� ��������� ������� �$� ������
�������8

&	' �$� �� ���� ��� ����)� �$� ������� �� 	� ����.����� ����� ������� �+6 �)
�$�  ��� &��$�#�� ����������� �� ���$�� 99� ����'8

&�' �$� �� ���� ��� ����)� �$� ������� �� 	� ����.����� ����� ������� �-� �)
�$�  ��� &��$�#�� ��$������ ��  ����.���� ��������� �� �����������'8

&�' �$� ��1��� %��������� �� ))����� �� �����������	  �� �$� 	�����8

&�' �$� �$��� �� ��1��� ���.�#���� )�� �$� ������������ �� #�.�#���
�) �$� 	�����8 ��

&)' �$� �$� %�,��� �� ������ �) �$� �%����� ��( ,$��� �$��� �� ���( �$�
���	���  �� ����	�����( �� ��1���!

&�' �$� ����)������ �� ��1����� �� ������� ������ ��)��#����( ������ �) ,$��$ ��
��� ��� �� ��� �-!4! �%%������� )��#� ��  ��������  ���� �� ���	�� )���
)��# �$� ���!

&4' 3���� ������� �-/ �) �$� ���( �$� ��� �� ��1����� �� �����#��� � %%�������
����� ������� �-� ,��$��  %����� �) ��* #���$� )��# �����%� �) �$� ��#%�����
%%�������!  :����� �) �$� ,��� ������ �) %������� %%�������� ����� �$��
������� �) �$� ���( �$� ��� ���� ��� ���  $�.$�� ������� ����� ������ )��
��#%������ �) �$� %%������� �����,!

&6' 3���� ������� �-- �) �$� ���( �$� �%����� �)  	�����  ,$��$ $� 	���
����.����� ����� ������� �-� #��� .��� ,������ ������ �� �$� ��� �) ��
%��%��� �� ���� �$� 	�����!  ��� %��%��� �� ��%��� �$� �%�����( ���	���  ��
����	�����  �$���� 	� ����)��� �� �$� ��� 	� ���$�� �$� �%�����( ���	���  ��
����	�����( �� 	� ��� %��%���� ��%���#���!  �� ,��$ %��%���� �$�.�� ��
���	  �� ����	( �$� ��� $� ��� #���$ �� �������� �$� %��%���!  �) �� ����
��� ���%��� ,��$�� �$� ��#�( �$� %��%��� ���#������ 	���#�� �))������!  ��
%������( �$� ��� ,��� �,�� �# �� ���%��� ,��$�� �$� ��� #���$ %�����!

;���-������� �- '��'���	 �&��+�� �� ��(��

�!#�#�� &�' ��.������ �� �) �$� "#�� ����������	 %������� �$� �$� ���� #��� .���
,������ ������ �� �$� ��� �) ������ %��%���� �$�.�� �� �$� ���� &�� %������
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��� ���	��
 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� �0#�#�-

�$� ��� ,���� �*%��� �� ������� �� ����)������ )��# �$� ��%'! ��� %��%���
��������.  �$�.� �� �$� ��	������� �$ ������������� #��� 	� ���#%���� 	�
 ��.��� ���������;� �����)����!

&�' �$� ��� $� ��� #���$ �� �������� ���$ %��%����! �� %������( �$� ��� ,���
�,�� �# �� ���%��� ,��$�� �$� ��� #���$ %�����!

;���-������� �- '��'���	 �&��+�� �� �)��

�!#�#�� &�' ������� �/� �) �$� ���  %������� �$� �$� �������  �) � ���  #��� .��� ,������
������ �� �$� ��� �) �� %��%��� �� ���� �$� 	�����  �� ��%��� �$� ���	���!
�$� ��� �
�� �$� ���, �$� ���� ��.��)���� ��������� ���� �� 	� ����)���( 	��
�� �������� ��������.  �$�.� �� �$� ���	� ���� �� ���������� ��.��)����!
���������� ��������.  �$�.� �� �$� ���� #��� 	� ���#%���� 	� 
�����)���� ��.��� 	�  ���������( �����. �$� �$� �$�.� ,��� ��� ))��� �$�
��#%����� �) �$� ���� ,��$ �$� ����	  �� �$�� ������	��
!  3���� �$� �#�
�������( �$� ���	���  �) � ���  #��� .��� ,������ ������ �) �� %��%��� ��
��%��� �$� �������!

&�' �$� ��� $� ��� #���$ �� ,$��$ �� �������� �$� %��%���!  �) �� ���� ���
���%��� �� �$� �������  �� ���	���  ,��$�� �$� ��#�( �$� %��%��� 	���#��
�))������!  �� %������( �$� ��� ,��� �,�� �# �� ���%��� ,��$�� �$� ���
#���$ %�����!

*��������� �- ���&��������� �� ����+������

�!#�#�� ��������� �) ��$�������� �� ����.������ �� ���� ,��$ �� ��%��� �$%���� �) �$��
������	��
!  ��������� �) ��$�������� �) ���	  �� �������� ,�����. �% �)
����	 �� ���� ,��$ �� ��� �6 &���#������'!  �������� �) ����.������ �� ����
,��$ �� ��� �- &����.����� ��$�#��'!

5�����+ �������

�!#�#�� &�' �) �$� ��� %��%���� �� ��)��� �� %%������� �� �	2��� ��  ����)������
������	�� �� �� �) %�.�%$� ��� �+!�!67 �� �+!�!-7 �� ��� �+!�!<7 ��
��� �+!�!��7( �� #��� .���  
������ ������!  G$��� �$� ��� %��%���� ��
�	2��� ��  ����)������ ����� ������� �+6 �) �$� ��� &��$�#�� ����������� ��
��$�� 99� �����'8 �$� ����	  ������ ,��� 	� ��#��� ��  
������ ������4

&�' �$�  ��� %������� �$� �$� 
������ ������ #��� ������( #��.�� ��$�� #�����(
�$� ����	  ������ )�� %��%����. �� ��)��� � %%������� �� �	2��� �� 
����)������!

&4' �����,��. �����%� �) �$� 
������ ������( �$� %%����� ,��� 	� .����  �%���)���
%����� �) ��� ���� �$� �5 ���	 �� #
� ��%����������� �� �$� ���4

&6' ����$�� ��)��#���� �� �$� %�������� �� 	� )���� �� %#�  �!� &G����.
������ %��������'!
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��� ���	��
 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� �0#�#�,

7������� �������

�!#�#�� &�' �� ������ �����#������( )��� $���. ���������� �� ,������ �� ���
��%����������� #�� 	� �$� %%�����( �$� ��� #� ������ �� ��)��� �$�
%%������� �� ����)������! �) �$�� $%%���( �$� ��� �� ��1����� �� .��� 
����	��� ������!

&�' �$�  ��� %������� �$� �$� ����	��� ������ #��� ������( #��.�� ��$�� #�����(
�$� ����	  ������ )�� ��� �������� �� �$� %��������� )�� #
��.  ��)������ ��
�$� ��������� ������	 ��� -��&��	 ��������!

&4' ����$�� ��)��#���� �� �$� %�������� �� 	� )���� �� %#�  �!4 &��������
������ %��������'
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��	 ����-������� �+ ��"�������� �+ ��5��

��� ���	��
 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� �0#�#�

�!#� ��	�'��	���� �- 	�'��������� �- ��(��

������� �+!�" ����%�������
�) ��%�������� �) ��=��

�����	������ 

�!#�#� &�' ��.������ �/&5'&)' �) �$� "#�� ����������	 %������� �$� �$� ����	�����  �) �
���� #��� 	� ����%������ �) �$� ���� �� �) �$� ���	��	 %%������ �
��������	!

&�' ��)������� �� �$�� ������� &��� �+!�7' ��  ����	�����  �� ��  ���%����
��������  ������� �� �		������  �) �$� ����	�����  �� ���%���� ��������!

��	�'��	����$  	�'������3? ��(� ��	 ���'����� 	������� �- �� ��(�

�!#�#� &�' �� ������� �� �$� ��%( �$��� �� �$� %����	����� �) ��$�� ��������	  �) �$� ����
	���. ���%�������!

&�' �$��� �� � ���� �$��� %����	�� 
���� �) ���
 	��,���  ����	�����  �� �
����( ��  ���%���� ��������  �) � ����"

&' ��������	  �� ��##��8

&	' �������$��$�����.�8

&�'  ��������� ��##��#���!

&4' �) �� �) �$��� ���
� �*���� 	��,���  ����	�����  �� � ���� �� �� ���%����
��������  �) �$� ����( �$� ��� ,��� �*%��� �$� )����,��. ����� �� 	� ����)���
	�)��� �� ����� ���%� �$� ����%������� �� ���	���$��!

&6' ��)������ 	� ��������	" ����%������� ,���� 	� ���� �) 	� #��� �) �*�������
%�,�� ���$�� �$� ����	�����  ����� ������� �$� ����� �) �$� ���� �� ��
���%���� ��������  �) ��( �� �$� ���� �� ��� ��������	  �� 	��$ ����� ������� �$�
������ �) �$� ����	�����!

&/' C�� �$���� �$��� 	� �� #��� 	� ,$��$ ��� 	��� ����� �	��� �))������( �
�%%���� �� ��.�( ������� �) �$� ��$��! �$� ��� ,���� ��� %%���� ��
���.�#���( ���$ � 1����# %��������� �� ���������� �) ���������#
��.
�%���� �� ������ ��������	( ,$��$ ����� ������ &���� �� �*��%�����
�����#������' �� ���� �) �))������ ����%������� �) ��� ��#%��;� 	��� )��#
�$� ��$��!

&+' ��)������ 	� �$��$�����." ����%������� ,���� 	� ���� �) ���$�� �$� ����	�����
�� �$� ���� ����� ������� �$� ������ �) �$� ��$�� 	� #��� �) �$��$������;
�����( �� �$� ����	�����  ��  ���%���� ��������  �) �$� ���� ����� ������� �$�
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��� ���	��
 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� �0#�#-

������ �) �$� ��$�� 	� #��� �) �$��$������; �����! ��������.��( �$��� �$����
��� � �� ��#� 	� �� �$��$�����. �� �$� ����	�����  	� �$� ���� �� ���
��������	  �� �$��� ���%������ �		������	  &�
�� ��.��$��' ,$��$ �*����� �/E �)
�$� ����	������	  �$�� �%��� ������. �����. ��.$�� ,$��$�� �� ��� �$� �$��
�%��� ��#%�����  ���.�� ���� �� ������ ������ �) �$���! ����$��#��� �$���
�$���� ��� 	� �� ���$ �$��$�����. 	�  ����	�����  �� ��� �		������	  �� �$�
���� �� �� �) �$� ��������	  �) �$� ����!

��	�'��	����$  	�'������3 ��	 ��	���	��� 	�������� �- �� ��(�

�!#�#� �$� ��� ,��� ��� ��������  ����	�����  �� 	� ����%������ �) �� ��������� ,$� ��
 ��������  �) � ���� �� �� �) �$� )����,��. �����#������"

&�' �$� ���� ��������  �� �� �		������  �) �$� ��������  ��  ��������  �� �
�#%����� �� 	��$ �) �$� ����	�����8 ��

&�' �$� ���� ��������  $�  ������ �� �������� �$��$�����. �� �$� ����	�����  ,$��$
#�.$� .��� ���� ��  %������� ���)���� �) �������� )�� �$� ��������( )�� �$��
%��%���  $�����. 	� �$� ��������( )�� ������#��� %��%����( �) �$��� �� �$�
����	�����  �$� �� ������ �� ���� ���� �$� �!/ %�� ���� �) �$� ����� � 
.����� #�����. ��  #�����. �) �$� ������	 �) �$� ���� �) �$��� ���������
,��� ��� 	� ���������� �� .��� ���� ��  %������� ���)���� �) ���������8 ��

&4' �$� ���� ��������  $� �� ��$�� ��������$�% &��������� �� ��$��,���' ,��$
�$� ����	�����  ,$��$ #�.$� �����	�� 	� �*%����� �� .��� ���� ��  %�������
���)���� �) �������� )�� �$� ��������!

0�&�� %������ �--�����+ ��	�'��	����

�!#�#� &�' ����%������� �� %���������" �$� ��� ��������� �$� ����%������� ,��� ����
�� 	� �%���)����� %%����� �� �$� ����� �)  %��%��� 	� �$� ����	�����  ��
	���#� � ��������� �����	������� �) �$� ���� �� �� ���%���� ��������  �)
��( �� )��  ��������  �� 	���#� � ��������� �����	������� �) �$� ����	�����!

&�' �) ���$  ��������$�% �$���� 	� �����#%����( �$�� ���.�#���� #� ���� ��
	� %�� ���� %��� �� ����)� �$� ��� �$� �$� �������� ����%������� ��
%��������! �$� ��� ,���� �$���)��� �*%��� �� 	� ��������� �� ����� 	���
�� ���$ %��%���!

&4' A�$�� ��##��#����" �$� ��� �*%���� �� 	� ��������� �� ����� 	��� ��� ���,
�� �$� �����1������ )�� ����%������� �) �� ��$�� �������� ��##��#��� ��
��������$�% ,$��$ ����� ))��� ����%�������( ,$��$�� �������� �� ����������!
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��� ���	��
 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� �0#&#�

�!#� ��	�'��	���� �- �������� ��	 ���+��� �-
�)��

������� �+!4" ����%������� �)
�������� �� 0�.��� �) �3��

�����	������

�!#�#� ������� �64&6' �) �$� ���  ����� �$� ?�$� �������  �� �$� ���	���  #��� 	� ���	��	
,$� �� ����%������ �) ��$ ��$��!@ �� �������	  �� ���	���	  #� $�� ��
������% ���%���� ���
�( �$� ��� $� .���� ��� ���, �) �$� ������� .���� ,$��$
����%�������( �� �$� ����� �) �$�� ������� �) �$� ���( �$���� 	� ������!

��	�'��	����$  �������? %���+��

�!#�#� &�' �$��� �� � ���� �$��� %����	�� 
���� �) ���
 	��,��� �������	  �� ���	���	"

&' ��������	  �� ��##�� 	��,��� �$� �������  �� �$� ���	���8

&	' �������$��$�����.�8

&�'  ��������� ��##��#���!

&�' �) �� �) �$��� ���
� �*��� 	��,���  �������  ��  ���	���( �$� ��� �*%���� �$�
)����,��. ����� �� 	� ����)��� �� ����� �� ������ �$� ����%������� ��
#�������!

&4' ��)������ 	� ��������	" ����%������� ,���� 	� ���� �) ���$�� ��#%�� ��
������� �$� ����� �) �$� ��$�� 	� #��� �) �*������� %�,��! ��������.��( �$���
�$���� ��� 	�  #2����� �) ��������	  �� �$� 	��� �) �$� ���	���  ,$�
��#���������� $��� ���������$�%� �� �$� 	��� �) �$� �������( �� ���� ����!

&6' C�� �$���� �$��� 	� �� #��� 	� ,$��$ ��� 	��� ����� �	��� �))������( �
�%%���� �� ��.�( ������� �) �$� ��$��! ��( )�� �*#%��( �$� ��� ,���� ���
%%���� �� ���.�#���( ,$��$�� 	� #��� �) 1����# �� �) ���������� �)
���������#
��. �%���� �� ������ ��������	  ,$��$ ����� ������ &���� ��
�*��%����� �����#������' �� ���� �) �))������ ����%������� �) ��� ��#%��;�
	��� �) �$� ��$��!

&/' �� �����#����. ,$��$�� ��##�� ���������$�%� ,��� ��������. ����%�������(
�$� ��� ,���� �����%��� �$� �����%� �) ?��##�� ��������@ �� ������� ��
��������	  �) �		������	  �) �$� ���	���  ,$� �� ��#���������� ��������	  �) �$�
�������( �� �� ��������	  �) �		������	  �) �$� �������  ,$� ��
��#���������� ��������	  �) �$� ���	���!

&+' ��)������ 	� �$��$�����." ����%������� ,���� 	� ���� �) ���$�� ��#%�� ��
������� �$� ������ �) �$� ��$�� 	� #��� �) �$��$������; �����! ��������.��(
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��	 ����-������� �������� �� 9�*��� �+ �2��

��� ���	��
 � ������ ����� � ���� ���� �0#&#�

�$��� �$���� ��� 	� �� �$��$�����. �� �$� ���	���  	� �$� �������  &�� ����
����' ,$��$ �*����� �/E �) �$� ��$��;� �$�� �%��� ������. �����. ��.$�� H
,$��$�� �� ��� �$� �$�� �%��� ��#%�����  ���.�� �� ������ ������ �) �$���(
$�,���� ������	��! �$� ��� ,���� 	� ,�����.( $�,����( �� ���
 � ���� ,$���
�������$��$�����. �*����� �/E ��  ��� 	� ��� 	��� �� ��� ,$��$�� �$���
,��� �*��%����� .������ )�� ���������. �$� ����%������� �� ������$�����
�)�.����� 	� ��$�� #���!

&-' �� �����#����. ,$��$�� �$� �/E ���� ,� #��( �� �$��$�����. $��� 	� �
�		������  �) �$� �������  �� �$� ���	���( �� 	� � �		������  �) �$� ���	���  �� �$�
�������( ,���� �� ��$ ��� 	� ..��.��� ,��$ �$��$�����.� $��� �������� 	�
�$� �������  �� �$� ���	���  �� �$� ��$��!

&5' ����%������� �� %���������" �$� ��� ��������� �$� ����%������� ,��� ����
�� 	� �%���)����� %%����� �� �$� ����� �)  %��%��� 	� �$� ���	���  �� �������
&�� �� �) ���$��;� �		������	' �� 	���#� � ��������� �����	������� �) �$�
��$��! �$� ����� �)  ?���� .���@ ,��� #�� �$� �$� ���	���  �) � ���  ��
%��$�	���� 	� ������� )��# %�������. �� ����������. �� %������ ���	��	 ��
����� ���� ���	����� ���������	 &�� ������ 
���� �) ���	����� ���������	
��������. �$��� ������. �� ���	' ,��$ ���	��	 ��$�� �$� �$� �������!

&<' �) ���$  ���� ��������$�% �$���� 	� �����#%����( �$�� ���.�#���� #�
���� �� 	� %�� ���� %��� �� ����)� �$� ��� �$� �$� �������� ����%������� ��
%��������! �$� ��� ,���� �$���)��� �*%��� �� 	� ��������� �� ����� 	���
�� ���$ %��%���!

&��' A�$�� ��##��#����" �$� ��� ��� �*%���� �� 	� ��������� �� ����� 	��� ���
���, �� �$� �����1������ )�� ����%������� �) �� ��$�� �������� ��##��#���
�� ��������$�% ,$��$ ����� ))��� ����%�������( ,$��$�� �������� �� ����������!
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�"#�#� &�' �$�� �$%��� ��	��� �%������ �) 	�����	  ���	���$�� ������� �� 
��, ,$�
��)��#���� �� ����#���� �$� ��� ,��$ �� �����, �� � �� ��	�� �� ��
�������� ,$��$�� �� ����.���� �$��� 	�����	( ����� �$� ���( )�� ���&�����  ��
�$� ������ �������! �$�� ��)��#���� ,��� ��	�� �$� ��� �� #
� �
��)��#�� �������� ,$��$�� �� ��� 	�����	  ���	���$�� ������� �$���� 	�
����.����� ����� �$� ���!

&�' �$�� �$%��� ���� ��� ���%����	����� )�� �$� %��%����� �� #�������� �) 
���	�����	 &�� �$� ��� �) 	�����	  ����.����� ����� ������� �-� �� �������
�-�' �� ��1����#���� ������. �� ��!

&4' �� �������( �$�� �$%��� ���� ��� �$� ����	  )�� �%������ �) �������	�� 	�����	
�� #����� ������ )�������� �� �$� ������ ������� ����� ������� �54 �) �$�
���!  �� ��� %������� ��������  �� ��������� �) ����.������ �� ������� ��
�������	�� 	�����	!
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1 Introduction
APPLICATION

(1) This appendix applies to authorised fund managers and to deposi-
taries.

(2) This appendix is the appendix referred to in CIS 4.3.8G(Box manage-
ment errors) and CIS 15.3.3G (Box management errors).

2 Controls by authorised fund managers and deposi-
taries
CONTROLS BY AUTHORISED FUND MANAGERS

(1) An authorised fund manager needs to be able to demonstrate that it
has effective controls over:

(a) its calculations of what units are owned by it (its ”box”); and

(b) compliance with the rules preventing a negative box (CIS
4.3.9R(2), CIS 4.3.10R(2), CIS 15.3.4R(3), CIS 15.3.7R(3), CIS
4.3.12R and CIS 15.3.12R).

(2) Evidence of persistent or repetitive errors in relation to these matters,
and in particular any evidence of a pattern of errors working in an au-
thorised fund manager’s favour, will make demonstrating effective
controls more difficult.

CONTROLS BY DEPOSITARIES

(3) A depositary has a duty under CIS 7.4.1R (General duties of the de-
positary) and CIS 7.9.1R (Oversight by the trustee of the manager) to
ensure (for an AUT) that the manager of an AUT is operating the AUT
in accordance with the rules in this sourcebook, including CIS 4 or CIS
15, and to ensure (for an ICVC) that the ICVC is managed in accord-
ance with CIS 4.

(4) A depositary should therefore make a regular assessment of the au-
thorised fund manager’s box management procedures (including sup-
porting systems) and controls. This should include reviewing the au-
thorised fund manager’s controls and procedures when the depositary
assumes office, on any significant change and on a regular basis, to
ensure that a series of minor changes do not have a significant effect
on the accuracy of the controls and procedures.

3 Recording and reporting of box management errors
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(1) An authorised fund manager should record all errors which are made
in the calculation of an authorised fund manager’s box which result in
a breach of:

(a) CIS 4.3.9R(2) (Issue of units to meet authorised fund manager’s
obligation to sell);

(b) CIS 4.3.10R(2) (Cancellation and payment for cancelled units);

(c) CIS 15.3.4R(3) (Issue of units: manager’s instructions); and

(d) application

and as soon as an error is discovered, the authorised fund manager
should report the fact to the depositary, together with details of the
action taken, or to be taken, to avoid repetition of the error.

(2) The authorised fund manager should also report to the depositary im-
mediately any box management errors that do not result in a breach,
but would be material under (3).

(3) A depositary should report material box management errors to the
FSA immediately. Materiality should be determined by taking into ac-
count a number of factors including:

(a) the existence of sufficient controls put into place by the autho-
rised fund manager;

(b) the significance of any breakdown in management controls or
other checking procedures;

(c) the significance of any failure of systems. This may include situ-
ations where inadequate back–up arrangements exist;

(d) the duration of an error; and

(e) the level of compensation due to holders, and an authorised fund
manager’s ability (or otherwise) to meet claims for compensation
in full.

(4) A depositary should also make a return to the FSA (in the manner
prescribed by SUP 16.6.13R) on a quarterly basis summarising, by
authorised fund manager amongst other things, the number of box
management errors during a particular period where a depositary
does not consider the breach to have been an isolated error, whether
or not the error results in a negative box.

4 Correction of box management errors where no
compensation is required
(1) Correction of errors in calculating an authorised fund manager’s box,

may only be made, without an obligation to compensate holders,
when:

(a) the error is an isolated error, and is unlikely to recur;

(b) the authorised fund manager can demonstrate that it has effec-
tive controls in place over box management, including all the
areas which affect the figures which are included in the box man-
agement calculations; and

(c) the requirements of CIS 4.3.12R (Modification to number of units
issued or cancelled) for single–priced AUTs and ICVCs, or
CIS15.3.12R (Modification to number of units issued or can-
celled) for dual–priced AUTs, are complied with.

(2) In addition, no compensation is required if an error resulted in a larger
positive box, because this would not have caused a breach of the
rules.

�
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5 Correction of box management errors where com-
pensation to the authorised fund may be required
Paragraph 4(1) may not apply (for example, because there have been per-
sistent errors, or an individual error has been discovered too late, or the de-
positary is not satisfied about the effectiveness of the authorised fund man-
ager’s systems). In these circumstances, not only should all errors be cor-
rected as soon as possible, but compensation is required to the extent that
(a) to (e):

(A) ERROR RESULTS FROM AN UNDER–ISSUE

Where a negative box results from an under–issue of units –
units sufficient to correct the negative box must immediately be
issued, unless this requirement has already been satisfied by
subsequent issues or by redemptions subsequent to the under–
issue. If the price (or, for a dual–priced AUT, the issue price has
risen, no compensation is required. If the price (or, for a dual–
priced AUT, the issue price) has fallen, the authorised fund man-
ager must compensate the authorised fund for the difference in
price (or, for a dual–priced AUT, the issue price) between the
valuation point at which the issue should have been made and
the valuation point when the under–issued position was extin-
guished.

(B) ERROR RESULTS FROM AN OVER–CANCELLATION AND THE PRICE OR (FOR

A DUAL–PRICED AUT THE CANCELLATION PRICE) HAS RISEN

Where an error results from an over–cancellation, and the price
(or, for a dual–priced AUT, the cancellation price) has risen, the
error will be automatically corrected with no further penalty,
since, when the error is discovered, an authorised fund manager
must either undertake an issue of units, or cancel a lower
number of units, or cover the error by redemptions, all at a
higher price (or, for a dual–priced AUT, the cancellation price).

(C) ERROR RESULTS FROM AN OVER–CANCELLATION AND THE PRICE OR (FOR

A DUAL–PRICED AUT CANCELLATION PRICE) HAS FALLEN

Where the price (or, for a dual–priced AUT, the cancellation
price) has fallen, an authorised fund manager is required to rec-
tify the breach immediately by arranging an issue of units, if it
has not already been rectified by a subsequent issue, or covered
by subsequent redemptions. An authorised fund manager should
compensate the authorised fund for the difference between the
price (or, for a dual–priced AUT, the cancellation price when the
over–cancellation was made and the price (or, for a dual–priced
AUT, the cancellation price) when it was rectified, irrespective of
whether corrected by issue, lower subsequent cancellation, or
redemptions.

(D) DIAGRAM

Diagram1G sets out the action required under (b) when the price
(or, in the case of a dual–priced AUT, cancellation price) has
moved higher and under (c) when the price (or, in the case of a
dual–priced AUT, cancellation price) has moved lower.

(E) DE MINIMIS PROVISION FOR LATE ISSUE SETTLEMENT OF AUTS

Where interest due on an isolated instance of a late issue settle-
ment amounts to a figure which is lower than £25, this may be
waived if, in the depositary’s opinion, there will be no material
effect on the authorised fund, and the depositary is satisfied with
the authorised fund manager ’s system of controls.
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Diagram 1G
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1 Table Record keeping requirements

Handbook refer-
ence

Subject 
of record

Contents 
of record

When record
must be made

Retention
period

CIS 6.3.1R Instruments of
Transfer

Full Details From registration 6 years

CIS 7.3.3R General record–
keeping obligations
(ACD)

Such as to demon-
strate compliance
with the rules in CIS

As implicit from the
rules in CIS

As implicit
from the
rules in CIS

CIS 7.8.3R General record–
keeping obligations
(manager)

Such as to demon-
strate compliance
with the rules in CIS

As implicit from the
rules in CIS

As implicit
from the
rules in
CIS.

 6 years for
units.
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2 Table Notification requirements

Handbook ref-
erence

Matter to be noti-
fied

Contents of noti-
fication

Trigger 
event

Time allowed

CIS 3.2.2 R Prospectus Copy provided Marketing
scheme

Before marketing
begins

CIS 7.2.1 R (3) Change to directors
details or controller
of ACD

Details Immediately
after the event

Immediate

CIS 7.3.4 R Capital of ICVC Details if capital falls
below minimum or
greater than maxi-
mum

Occurrence Immediate

CIS 7.4.3 R (1) Mismanagement of
ICVC

Details Occurrence Immediate

CIS 7.4.3.R (4) Perceived misman-
agement of ICVC

Details Where an inves-
tigation by the
depositary takes
over 90 days

Immediate

CIS 7.9.3 R (1) Mismanagement of
unit trust

Details Occurrence Immediate

CIS 7.9.3 R (2) Perceived misman-
agement of unit trust

Details Where an inves-
tigation by the
trustee takes
over 90 days

Immediate

CIS 10.5.2 R (6) Annual and Half
yearly reports

Copies End of annual or
half– yearly ac-
counting period

Publication

CIS 11.5.1 G Scheme of Arrange-
ment

Details Proposal that the
scheme will be in-
volved in a
scheme of ar-
rangement

One month be-
fore proposed
change.

CIS 12.5.5 R ICVC with only one
sub–fund

Action to rectify situ-
ation

Umbrella has only
one sub–fund

24 months

CIS 13.1.3 R Suspension of deal-
ing

Details including rea-
son for suspension

Occurrence Immediate
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Time allowedTrigger 
event

Contents of noti-
fication

Matter to be noti-
fied

Handbook ref-
erence

CIS 14.2.4 R (5) Winding up a  sol-
vent ICVC

Solvency statement Winding up a sol-
vent ICVC

Within 21 days
of notice given
under regulation
20 of OEIC re-
gulations

CIS 14.2.6 R (8) Winding up a solvent
ICVC

Completion of wind-
ing up

Winding up a sol-
vent ICVC

As soon as re-
asonably practi-
cal after wind-
ing up com-
pleted.

CIS 14.2.7 R (6) Winding up a solvent
ICVC

Final accounts End of final ac-
counting period

Two months

CIS 14.3.4 R (5) Winding up a solvent
ICVC sub– fund

Solvency statement Winding up a sol-
vent ICVC sub–
fund

Within 21 days
of notice given
under regulation
20 of OEIC re-
gulations

CIS 14.3.7 R (5) Winding up a solvent
ICVC sub–fund

Termination account
and auditor’s report

Termination of
sub–fund

Two months

CIS 14.4.3 R (5) Winding up of an
AUT

Completion of wind-
ing up

Winding up of an
AUT

Immediate

CIS 16.1.4 G Application for au-
thorisation of an
ICVC

Details Intention to oper-
ate an ICVC

Six months be-
fore launch (ser-
vice standard 6
weeks)

CIS 16.1.6.G Application for au-
thorisation of a unit
trust

Details Intention to man-
age a unit trust

Six months be-
fore launch (ser-
vice standards 6
weeks)

CIS 16.1.8 G Notification of
scheme constituted in
an EEA State to
market in the UK

Details Wish to market
scheme in UK

May market two
months after ap-
propriate noti-
fication

CIS 16.1.9 G Notification of a
scheme constituted in
a designated territory

Details Intention to
market scheme in
UK

On approval or
no later than
two months fol-
lowing notifica-
tion

CIS 16.1.10 G Notification of a
scheme

Details Intention to
market scheme in
the UK

On approval
which may take
6 months.

CIS 16.1.11 G

Change to ICVC Details Intention to
change scheme

One month be-
fore change

CIS 16.1.12 G Change to AUT Details Intention to
change scheme

One month be-
fore change

CIS 16.4.1 R Change to ICVC Details Change to
scheme

14 days

App CIS G 3 (2)
– (4)

Box management Er-

rors

Details Errors in box
management

Immediate
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%����� ,$� ��))��� ���� �  ������ �) �$� ������������!

� �)  CD��E ""��� �� �!� ����$� !���� C��� "����� "�����SE; �!� ����  #� 	� �����	��
	�  C"����� "�����E ����� ������� �,� ������  CD��E ""��� �� �!� ����$� !����
C��$����E#  � CD��E �� �!� ����$� !���� C��$����E �������� �!� �!� ��� $� ��#����
�$� ��.$� �) ����� ����� ������� �/�&�' �) �$� ���!  �) ��(  ��)������ �� �$� ���� ��
,$��$ �� �� ��#���� �� ��� .����!

4 �� �������� ,��$ �$� ������� �������� �� 0�
��� ��� ���� &��.$�� �) ������'
��.������� ���� &�� ����L***'(  C"����� "�����E ��%

&�' �� ���������( �*��%� ,$�� ����. �� �$� ������ �) ������. ��  ��.����� �������8
��

&�' �� %����� ,$� �� ��� � ���������( �*��%� ,$�� ����. �� �$� ������ �) ������.
�� 	������� �) �� 
���8

6 	�� ���� ��� �������  .�����#���(  ���� ��$����� �� � ����������� ��.�������!

/ �$� ����#� $���� C��� ��!�� "�����SE �������� 3!��!�� �!� ����  �� �����	�� 	� 
%����� ��$�� �$�  %����� %�����( �� �������� ,��$ �$��� ��.�������!  �) ��( �
��������� �) �$� ��%� �) %����� 	� ,$�# �$� ���� �� �����	�� �� .����!

6 Table Actions for damages: the Collective Investment Schemes
Sourcebook

Chapter/ Section/
Appendix Annex Paragraph

         Right of action under section 150
—————————————————————
For private                       For other person?

person?      Removed?

All rules
in CIS

Yes No No
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��&�	���!�
��� ������
��� � *���� �&�� ��� 
� 2����	

��$�����+7
��� ������	��
 � ����� �$� �� 	� ,����

��� ���	��
 � ������ ����� � ���� ����

� �$� ��� #� ,��� �� ���� �� ��� �� ������� �� �3�� ����� ������� �/� �) �$� ���
&0���)������ �� ,���� �) �����'( �*��%� ��� �!4!4� �� ��� �+!/!��!

� �$� ��� #� ,��� �� ���� �� ��� �� ������� �� ��=�� ����� ������� �/� �) �$� ���
&0���)������ �� ,���� �) �����' ( �*��%� ��� �!4!4�!

4 ���$��.$ �$� ��� $� �$� )��#� %�,�� �) ,���� ����� �$� ��� �� ������� �� �$���
�����( #��$ �) ��� �� ����.��� �� ������ �$� ������� ��$������ )���� ��#%�� ,��$ �$�
���������� �� �$� 3���� ���������! ��������.��( �� �� #��� ����
��� �$� �� %������
3���� ��������� ������� ����� �� ��� ,���� 	� ,����!
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RECOGNISED INVESTMENT EXCHANGE AND RECOGNISED CLEARING
HOUSE  SOURCEBOOK INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the rules and gives the guidance in the
Annex to this instrument (�REC�) in the exercise of the powers listed in Schedule
4 to REC.

B. This instrument shall come into force as follows:

(1) in so far as it relates to applications to become a recognised body, at the
beginning of the day on which sections 287 and 288 of the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act") come into force for the
purpose of allowing applications to be made;

(2) in so far as it relates to applications for waiver or modification of any
notification rule made under section 293 or section 295 of the Act, at the
beginning of the day on which section 294 comes into force for the
purpose of allowing applications to be made;

(3) for any other purpose, at the beginning of the day on which section 19 of
the Act (The general prohibition) comes into force.

C. The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed in Schedule 4 to
REC (Powers exercised) are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act
(Rule-making instruments).

D. This instrument may be cited as the Recognised Investment Exchange and
Recognised Clearing House Sourcebook Instrument 2001.

E. The Annex to this instrument (including its Schedules) may be cited as the
Recognised Investment Exchange and Recognised Clearing House sourcebook (or
REC).

By order of the Board
21 June 2001

FSA 2001/21
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1 Table

1 This schedule sets out the transitional provisions in REC.

2 The Recognition Requirements Regulations also contain transitional provisions applying to recog-
nised bodies.

3 GEN also contains some technical transitional provisions that apply throughout the Handbook and
which are designed to ensure a smooth transition at commencement .  These include transitional provi-
sions relevant to record keeping and notification requirements

Material to
which the
transi-
tional
provision
applies

Transitional provision Transi-
tional
provision:
dates in
force

Handbook
provision:
coming
into force

1 REC 3 and
REC 6

R In this schedule,

(1) “annual report” means a re-
port which an overseas recog-
nised body has to submit to
the FSA after commencement
under section 295(1) of the
Act or any similar or analog-
ous report which an existing
overseas recognised body has
submitted to the Treasury be-
fore commencement;

Commence-
ment until
one year
after com-
mencement

Commence-
ment

(2) “due date” means the date or
time specified in the Financial
Services (Notification by Re-
cognised Bodies) Regulations
1995 by which an existing UK
recognised body was obliged
under those regulations to
fulfil the existing notification
obligation to which the due
date relates;
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Handbook
provision:
coming
into force

Transi-
tional
provision:
dates in
force

Transitional provisionMaterial to
which the
transi-
tional
provision
applies

(3) “existing notification obliga-
tion” means any obligation
arising under the Financial
Services (Notification by Re-
cognised Bodies) Regulations
1995 to give notice of the oc-
currence of any event or any
information to the FSA;

(4) “existing overseas recognised
body” means an overseas in-
vestment exchange or an over-
seas clearing house which was
a recognised investment ex-
change or a recognised clear-
ing house under the Financial
Services Act 1986 and which
is a recognised investment ex-
change or a recognised clear-
ing house under Regulation
9(3) or 9(5) of the Recognition
Requirements Regulations;

(5) “existing UK recognised
body” means a recognised in-
vestment exchange or a re-
cognised clearing house under
the Financial Services Act
1986 which is a recognised in-
vestment exchange or a recog-
nised clearing house under
Regulation 9(2) or 9(4) of the
Recognition Requirements Re-
gulations and which is not an
existing overseas recognised
body.
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Handbook
provision:
coming
into force

Transi-
tional
provision:
dates in
force

Transitional provisionMaterial to
which the
transi-
tional
provision
applies

2 REC 3 R Where the due date for an existing
notification obligation fell before
commencement and that obligation
had not been discharged by the
existing UK recognised body be-
fore commencement, the existing
UK recognised body must immedi-
ately fulfil that existing notifica-
tion obligation.

Commence-
ment until
one year
after com-
mencement

Commence-
ment

3 REC 3 R Where the due date for an existing
notification obligation falls on or
after commencement, the existing
UK recognised body must fulfil
that existing notification obliga-
tion on its due date.

Commence-
ment until
one year
after com-
mencement

Commence-
ment

4 REC 6.6.3 G In relation to an existing overseas recog-
nised body and in relation to its first report
to the FSA after commencement  under sec-
tion 295 of the Act:

(1) the reference to the “last report”
should be interpreted as a reference
to the last annual report submitted to
the Treasury; and

(2) the reference to a “recognition order”
should be interpreted as a reference
to the recognition order for that body
made under section 40 of the Finan-
cial Services Act 1986.

Commence-
ment until one
year after com-
mencement

Commence-
ment

5 REC 6.7.5 R In relation to an existing overseas
recognised body that has not
previously submitted an annual
report to the Treasury, the refer-
ence to “recognition order” is to
be read as a reference to the rec-
ognition order for that body made
under section 40 of the Financial
Services Act 1986, and the refer-
ence to “FSA” is to be read as a
reference to the Treasury.

Commence-
ment until
one year
after com-
mencement

Commence-
ment
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Recognition Re-
quirements Re-
gulations

Subject Section in
REC 2

Regulation 6 Method of satisfying recognition requirements 2.2

Part I of the Schedule UK RIE recognition requirements

Paragraph 1 Financial resources 2.3

Paragraph 2 Suitability 2.4

Paragraph 3 Systems and controls 2.5

Paragraph 4(1) General safeguards for investors 2.6

Paragraph 4(2)(a) Access to facilities 2.7

Paragraph 4(2)(b) Proper markets 2.12

Paragraph 4(2)(c) Availability of relevant information 2.12

Paragraph 4(2)(d) Settlement 2.8

Paragraph 4(2)(e) Transaction recording 2.9

Paragraph 4(2)(f) Financial crime and market abuse 2.10

Paragraph 4(2)(g) Custody 2.11

Paragraph 4(3) Definition of relevant information 2.12

Paragraph 5 Disclosure by issuers of securities 2.12

Paragraph 6 Promotion and maintenance of standards 2.13
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Paragraph 7 Rules and consultation 2.14

Paragraph 8 Discipline 2.15

Paragraph 9 Complaints 2.16

Part II of the Sched-
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UK RIE default rules in respect of market
contracts
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UK RCH recognition requirements
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(1) In considering whether a [UK recognised body] or ap-
plicant satisfies recognition requirements applying to it
under these [Recognition Requirements Regulations], the
[FSA] may take into account all relevant circumstances in-
cluding the constitution of the person concerned and its
regulatory provisions and practices within the meaning of
section 302(1) of the Act.
(2) Without prejudice to the generality of paragraph (1), a
[UK recognised body] or applicant may satisfy recognition
requirements applying to it under these [Recognition Re-
quirements Regulations] by making arrangements for func-
tions to be performed on its behalf by any other person.
(3) Where a [UK recognised body] or applicant makes ar-
rangements of the kind mentioned in paragraph (2), the ar-
rangements do not affect the responsibility imposed by the
Act on the [UK recognised body] or applicant to satisfy rec-
ognition requirements applying to it under these [Recogni-
tion Requirements Regulations], but it is in addition a rec-
ognition requirement applying to the [UK recognised body]
or applicant that the person who performs (or is to perform)
the functions is a fit and proper person who is able and will-
ing to perform them.
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(1) The [UK RIE] must have financial resources sufficient
for the proper performance of its [relevant functions] as a
[UK RIE].
(2) In considering whether this requirement is satisfied,
the [FSA] may (without prejudice to the generality of regula-
tion 6(1)) take into account all the circumstances, including
the [UK RIE’s] connection with any person, and any activity
carried on by the [UK RIE], whether or not it is an exempt
activity.

��&�� ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) (���2��
� �4

(1) The [UK RCH] must have financial resources suffi-
cient for the proper performance of its [relevant functions]
as a [UK RCH].
(2) In considering whether this requirement is satisfied,
the [FSA] may (without prejudice to the generality of regula-
tion 6(1)) take into account all the circumstances, including
the [UK RCH’s] connection with any person, and any activ-
ity carried on by the [UK RCH], whether or not it is an
exempt activity.
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(1) The [UK RIE] must be a fit and proper person to per-
form the [relevant functions] of a [UK RIE].
(2) In considering whether this requirement is satisfied,
the [FSA] may (without prejudice to the generality of regula-
tion 6(1)) take into account all the circumstances, including
the [UK RIE’s] connection with any person.
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(1) The [UK RCH] must be a fit and proper person to per-
form the [relevant functions] of a [UK RCH].
(2) In considering whether this requirement is satisfied,
the [FSA] may (without prejudice to the generality of regula-
tion 6(1)) take into account all the circumstances including
the [UK RCH’s] connection with any person.
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(1) The [UK RIE] must ensure that the systems and con-
trols used in the performance of its [relevant functions] are
adequate, and appropriate for the scale and nature of its
business.
(2) Sub–paragraph (1) applies in particular to systems
and controls concerning –

(a) the transmission of information;
(b) the assessment and management of risks to

the performance of the [UK RIE’s relevant functions];
(c) the effecting and monitoring of transactions on

the [UK RIE];
(d) the operation of the arrangements mentioned

in paragraph 4(2)(d) … ; and
(e) (where relevant) the safeguarding and adminis-

tration of assets belonging to users of the [UK RIE’s] faci-
lities.

��7�� ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) 
���2��
� �8

(1) The [UK RCH] must ensure that the systems and con-
trols used in the performance of its [relevant functions] are
adequate, and appropriate for the scale and nature of its
business.
(2) This requirement applies in particular to systems and
controls concerning –

(a) the transmission of information;
(b) the assessment and management of risks to

the performance of the [UK RCH’s relevant functions];
(c) the operation of the arrangements mentioned

in paragraph 19(2)(b) … ; and
(d) (where relevant) the safeguarding and adminis-

tration of assets belonging to users of the [UK RCH’s] faci-
lities.
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��4�� ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) (���2��
� /9�:

The [UK RIE] must ensure that business conducted by
means of its facilities is conducted in an orderly manner
and so as to afford proper protection to investors.

��4�� ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) (���2��
� �69�:

The [UK RCH] must ensure that its facilities are such as to af-
ford proper protection to investors.
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��1 ������ �� ,���������

�$���� ��9� �$$��� �� &�$�	�����

��5�� ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) (���2��
�
/9�:9�:

Without prejudice to the generality of sub–paragraph [4(1)],
the [UK RIE] must ensure that –
access to the [UK RIE’s] facilities is subject to criteria de-
signed to protect the orderly functioning of the market and
the interests of investors;

��5�� ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) (���2��
�
�69�:9�:

Without prejudice to the generality of sub–paragraph
[19(1)], the [UK RCH] must ensure that –
access to the [UK RCH’s] facilities is subject to criteria de-
signed to protect the orderly functioning of those facilities
and the interests of investors;
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����$%��' ��� ��	����� ������$�����B
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�� �������� � ��	���� ����� � ��	� ���� ��8�&

��3 (�����.��� ��	 �������- ��������
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��� $	�����' �����$��

��8�� ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) (���2��
�
/9�:9�:

Without prejudice to the generality of sub–paragraph [4(1)],
the [UK RIE] must ensure that –
satisfactory arrangements are made for securing the timely
discharge (whether by performance, compromise or other-
wise) of the rights and liabilities of the parties to transac-
tions effected on the [UK RIE] (being rights and liabilities in
relation to those transactions);

��8�� ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) (���2��
�
�69�:9�:

Without prejudice to the generality of sub–paragraph
[19(1)], the [UK RCH] must ensure that –
its clearing services involve satisfactory arrangements for
securing the timely discharge (whether by performance,
compromise or otherwise) of the rights and liabilities of the
parties to transactions in respect of which it provides such
services, (being rights and liabilities in relation to those
transactions);
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��6�� ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) (���2��
�
/9�:9�:

Without prejudice to the generality of sub–paragraph [4(1)],
the [UK RIE] must ensure that –
satisfactory arrangements are made for recording transac-
tions effected on the [UK RIE], and transactions (whether or
not effected on the [UK RIE]) which are cleared or to be
cleared by means of its facilities;

��6�� ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) (���2��
�
�69�:9$:

Without prejudice to the generality of sub–paragraph
[19(1)], the [UK RCH] must ensure that –
satisfactory arrangements are made for recording transac-
tions which are cleared or to be cleared by means of its
facilities;
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������ ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) (���2��
�
/9�:91:

Without prejudice to the generality of sub–paragraph [4(1)],
the [UK RIE] must ensure that –
appropriate measures are adopted to reduce the extent to
which the [UK RIE’s] facilities can be used for a purpose
connected with market abuse or financial crime, and to fa-
cilitate their detection and monitor their incidence;

������ ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) (���2��
�
�69�:9�:

Without prejudice to the generality of sub–paragraph
[19(1)], the [UK RCH] must ensure that –
appropriate measures are adopted to reduce the extent to
which the [UK RCH’s] facilities can be used for a purpose
connected with market abuse or financial crime, and to fa-
cilitate their detection and monitor their incidence;
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�� �������� � ��	���� ����� � ��	� ���� �����&
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�$���� ����� #������

������ ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) (���2��
�
/9�:92:

Without prejudice to the generality of sub–paragraph [4(1)],
the [UK RIE] must ensure that –
where the [UK RIE’s] facilities include making provision for
the safeguarding and administration of assets belonging to
users of those facilities, satisfactory arrangements are
made for that purpose.

������ ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) (���2��
�
�69�:9�:

Without prejudice to the generality of sub–paragraph
[19(1)], the [UK RCH] must ensure that –
where the [UK RCH’s] facilities include making provision for
the safeguarding and administration of assets belonging to
users of those facilities, satisfactory arrangements are
made for that purpose.
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�1 ��1��3����� 9#; ��+� ��	�:

�� �������� � ��	���� ����� � ��	� ���� �����/

���� ������ .������ ��	 	��������� �,
��,��.����� 7#8 ���� ���&9

�$���� ����� (��
�� ,������ ��� ���$	�����
�& ��&��,����� +"G ��-� ��	�/

������ ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) (���2��
��
/9�:9�: ��� /9�:9$:

Without prejudice to the generality of sub–paragraph [4(1)],
the [UK RIE] must ensure that –

(b) dealings in [specified investments] on the [UK
RIE] are limited to [specified investments] in which
there is a proper market;
(c) appropriate arrangements are made for rel-
evant information to be made available (whether by
the [UK RIE] or, where appropriate, by issuers of the
[specified investments]) to persons engaged in deal-
ing in [specified investments] on the [UK RIE];

������ ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) (���2��
� /9&:

In sub–paragraph [4(2)(c)],
”relevant information” means information which is relevant
in determining the current value of the [specified invest-
ments].

�����& ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) (���2��
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�)

�1 ��1��3����� 9#; ��+� ��	�:

�� �������� � ��	���� ����� � ��	� ���� �����/

(1) In this paragraph –

”admission to trading”, ”securities” and ”regulated
market” are to be construed in accordance with re-
gulation 2 of the Traded Securities (Disclosure) Re-
gulations 1994;

”the obligation of disclosure” means the obligation
imposed by regulation 3 of those Regulations;

”issuer” means a person who is subject to that ob-
ligation whose securities are admitted to trading on a
regulated market which the [UK RIE] regulates and
supervises; and

”the relevant securities” mean securities in relation to
which the obligation of disclosure arises.

(2) The rules of the [UK RIE]  must enable the [UK RIE] in
the event of a failure by an issuer to comply with the
obligation of disclosure, –
(a) to discontinue the admission of the relevant
securities to trading;
(b) to suspend trading in the relevant securities;
(c) to publish the fact that the issuer has failed to
comply with the obligation of disclosure; and
(d) to make public itself any information which the
issuer has failed to publish.

(3) This paragraph is without prejudice to the require-
ment in paragraph 4(2)(c) … .

�+� -������ ����

�����) �� �����,����' 2%��%�� �%��� �� � 
��
�� ,����� �� � ��������� �
������
�6 �%� ���
,�� %��� ��'��� �� �

+�/ 2%��%�� �%��� �� � ��&&�$���� ���'� �& �����
� �	����� %�	���' �%� ���������
�
������
�  +��6 2%��� ��	�����6 �%� �����	���' �����/ �� ���������� �� ��	��
�  ��
�� �� ����' ����� ���5���� &��$�� �& ��

	� ��� ��,���B

+�/ �%� �.���� �� 2%�$% �%��� ��� ��� 	�,�������� �� �%� �����
� 2%� ,�� %�	� ��
��	�  �� �%� ��������� �
������
�6 �� �%� �,����� �& �%� ��������� �
������
�
2%�$% ,�� �� %�	�B

+4/ 2%��%�� �%��� ��� �&&�$���� ,���� �� ���� ��� ,��� ��	����� �& �%� ���������
�
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+7/ 2%��%�� �%��� �� ���5���� ��&��,����� �� �%� 
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������
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+1/ �%� ,����� �� �%� ��������� �
������
� �� �		�5���6 �%�� �� �� ��� �%�� �� ,�� ���
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�����	� �� �$5����6 �� �� ���
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+�/ � �������!  	������� �� ��	��
� �� �� �����'�,��� ���2��� �%� �� �$� ��� �%�
������  2%�$% ��5����� �%� ������  �� $�,
	� 2��% ��,������ ��5����,���� ���
$��������' ��	�'������6 �&�

+�/ �� �%� $��� �& � �������!  2%�$% �� ��� ������6 �%� �� �$� ��5����� �%� ������
�� $�,
	� 2��% ������	 ��� $��������' ��	�'������ 2%�$% ��� �

��
�����
&�� ����������  2%�$% ,�� �� �&&���� �� �%� 
��	�$ �� �%� �
���� ��
����B
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+�/ �� �� � ��5����,��� ����� �%�� �����'�,��� �%�� �%� �������!  �� ������  �� ��
��� ��	��B

��� �%� �� �$� %�� ���5���� 
��$������ '�������' �%� ���
������ �� ��,���	
�& �%� �������!  &��, ������'B

+�/ � �������!  	������� �� ��	��
� ��%�� �%�� �� �� �����'�,��� 2��% �%� ������6 �&�

+�/ �%� �������!  �� ��,����� ��6 ��� %�� ��� ���� ��,���� �� ���
����� &��,6
�%� ������	� ����  �� �� ��� ��	��B ��

+�/ �%� �������!  �� 	������� �� ��	��
�6 ��� %�� ��� ���� ��,���� �� �� ���
���
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��$� �& �%� �����	���' ����� �� &�$���B

+�/ �%� �� �$� %�� ���5���� 
��$������ &�� ��������' ��&��,����� ��	�����
&�� �����,����' 2%��%�� �� ��� �� ���
��� �� ���$������� ������' �� �%��
�����	����B

+$/ �%��� �� ��&&�$���� ��&��,����� ����	��	� �� �����
� $���������' 2%��%�� ��
����� ���� �%�� �����	����  �� ,��� � ��������	� ��&��,�� A��',��� �����
��� ��	�� ��� �%� ����� ����$����� 2��% ��B ���

+�/ �%� ���������	 ����� �� ���  �����9; �� ���  �����0; ��� ,���

�����1 =%��� �%� �����	����  ��	���� �� �� �����	���' �����6 �%� ���������	 ����� ����

+�/ �%��� ��� ���5���� ����	�,��� ��� ��	����� 
��$������ &�� �%� �����	���' �����B

+�/ �%��� �� ��&&�$���� �����	
� �
����	���
 ����	��	� �� �����
� $���������'
2%��%�� �� ����� ���� �%� �����	����  &�� �%�, �� ,��� � ��������	� ��&��,��
A��',��� ����� �%� ��	�� �& �%� �����	���' �����B ���

+4/ �%� �� �$� %�� ���5���� �����'�,���� �� ������ �����	
� �
����	���
 �����
�%� �����	���' ������

�����3 =%��� �%� �����	����  �� � ��
��	�� ��� �������
��� 2%��� ���,� 
������ &��
��	�'������ �� �� $�	$�	���� �� ��$����� �� ��&����$� �� &	�$�������� �� �� ����. ��
��%�� &�$���6 �%� ���������	 ���� �� �%�� �%� 
������ �� �%�� �����	����  %��� �$$��� ��
��&��,����� ����� �%�� ����. �� ��%�� &�$��� ��� ����� &	�$�������� �� �%�� ����.
�� ��%�� &�$����

������� ��..���
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� �� �%� �� �$�6 �%� ��� ,�� %��� ��'��� ���

+�/ �%� �.���� �� 2%�$% ������  ��� ����
��  &�� 2%�, �%�� �$� ��� ��	� �� ������
��&��,����� ����� �%��� ��������� �
������
��6 ���%�� �%���'% �$$�
���
$%����	� &�� �����,������� �& ��&��,����� �� �%���'% ��%�� ��'�	��	� ���
2���	� �$$�����	� $�,,���$����� ,����6 �� ,��� � ��������	� ��&��,��
A��',��� ����� �%� ��	�� ��� �%� ����� ����$����� 2��% �%��� ���������
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3��������$� �1 ���������

�� �������� � ��	���� ����� � ��	� ���� ���&�/

���� ���.����� ��	 .���������� �, ����	��	�

�$���� ���4� (��,����� ���
,��������$� �& ���������

���&�� ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) (���2��
� 4

(1) The [UK RIE] must be able and willing to promote and
maintain high standards of integrity and fair dealing in the
carrying on of regulated activities by persons in the course
of using the facilities provided by the [UK RIE].
(2) The [UK RIE] must be able and willing to cooperate by
the sharing of information or otherwise, with the [FSA], with
any other authority, body or person having responsibility in
the United Kingdom for the supervision or regulation of any
regulated activity or other financial service, or with an over-
seas regulator within the meaning of section 195 of the Act.

���&�� ���	� $����	� �� ��� ��$�2������ ��*����3���� ��2�	������) (���2��
� ��

(1) The [UK RCH] must be able and willing to promote
and maintain high standards of integrity and fair dealing in
the carrying on of regulated activities by persons in the
course of using the facilities provided by the [UK RCH].
(2)  The [UK RCH] must be able and willing to cooperate,
by the sharing of information or otherwise, with the [FSA],
with any other authority, body or person having responsibil-
ity in the United Kingdom for the supervision or regulation
of any regulated activity or other financial service, or with
an overseas regulator within the meaning of section 195 of
the Act.
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(1) The [UK RIE] must ensure that appropriate pro-
cedures are adopted for it to make rules, for keeping its
rules under review and for amending them.
(2) The procedures must include procedures for consult-
ing users of the [UK RIE’s] facilities in appropriate cases.
(3) The [UK RIE] must consult users of its facilities on
any arrangements it proposes to make for dealing with pen-
alty income in accordance with paragraph 8(3) … (or on any
changes it proposes to make to those arrangements).
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(1) The [UK RCH] must ensure that appropriate pro-
cedures are adopted for it to make rules, for keeping its
rules under review and for amending them.
(2) The procedures must include procedures for consult-
ing users of the [UK RCH’s] facilities in appropriate cases.
(3) The [UK RCH] must consult users of its facilities on
any arrangements it proposes to make for dealing with pen-
alty income in accordance with paragraph 22(3) … (or on
any changes it proposes to make to those arrangements).
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(1) The [UK RIE] must have effective arrangements for
monitoring and enforcing compliance with –

(a) its rules (including rules in relation to the provi-
sion of clearing services in respect of transactions other
than transactions effected on the [UK RIE]); and

(b) the arrangements made by it as mentioned in
paragraph 4(2)(d) … .
(2) Arrangements made pursuant to sub–paragraph (1)
must include procedures for –

(a) investigating complaints made to the [UK RIE]
about the conduct of persons in the course of using the [UK
RIE’s] facilities; and

(b) the fair, independent and impartial resolution of
appeals against decisions of the [UK RIE].
(3) Where arrangements made pursuant to sub–para-
graph (1) include provision for requiring the payment of fi-
nancial penalties, they must include arrangements for en-
suring that any amount so paid is applied only in one or
more of the following ways –

(a) towards meeting expenses incurred by the [UK
RIE] in the course of the investigation of the breach in re-
spect of which the penalty is paid, or in the course of any
appeal against the decision of the [UK RIE] in relation to
that breach;

(b) for the benefit of users of the [UK RIE’s] faci-
lities;

(c) for charitable purposes.
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(1) The [UK RCH] must have effective arrangements for
monitoring and enforcing compliance with its rules.
(2) The arrangements must include procedures for –

(a) investigating complaints made to the [UK RCH]
about the conduct of persons in the course of using the [UK
RCH’s] facilities; and
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(b) the fair, independent and impartial resolution of
appeals against decisions of the [UK RCH].
(3) Where the arrangements include provision for requir-
ing the payment of financial penalties, they must include
arrangements for ensuring that any amount so paid is ap-
plied only in one or more of the following ways –

(a) towards meeting expenses incurred by the [UK
RCH] in the course of the investigation of the breach in re-
spect of which the penalty is paid, or in the course of any
appeal against the decision of the [UK RCH] in relation to
that breach;

(b) for the benefit of users of the [UK RCH’s] faci-
lities;

(c) for charitable purposes.
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(1) The [UK RIE] must have effective arrangements for
the investigation and resolution of complaints arising in
connection with the performance of, or failure to perform,
any of its regulatory functions.
(2) But sub–paragraph (1) does not extend to –

(a) complaints about the content of rules made by
the [UK RIE], or

(b) complaints about a decision against which the
complainant has the right to appeal under procedures of the
kind mentioned in paragraph 8(2)(b) … .
(3) The arrangements must include arrangements for a
complaint to be fairly and impartially investigated by a per-
son independent of the [UK RIE], and for him to report on
the result of his investigation to the [UK RIE] and to the
complainant.
(4) The arrangements must confer on the person men-
tioned in sub–paragraph (3) the power to recommend, if he
thinks appropriate, that the [UK RIE] –

(a) makes a compensatory payment to the com-
plainant,

(b) remedies the matter complained of,
or takes both of those steps.
(5) Sub–paragraph (3) is not to be taken as preventing
the [UK RIE] from making arrangements for the initial inves-
tigation of a complaint to be conducted by the [UK RIE].
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(1) The [UK RCH] must have effective arrangements for
the investigation and resolution of complaints arising in
connection with the performance of, or failure to perform,
any of its regulatory functions.
(2) But sub–paragraph (1) does not extend to –

(a) complaints about the content of rules made by
the [UK RCH], or
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(b) complaints about a decision against which the
complainant has the right to appeal under procedures of the
kind mentioned in paragraph 22(2)(b) … .
(3) The arrangements must include arrangements for a
complaint to be fairly and impartially investigated by a per-
son independent of the [UK RCH], and for him to report on
the result of his investigation to the [UK RCH] and to the
complainant.
(4) The arrangements must confer on the person men-
tioned in sub–paragraph (3) the power to recommend, if he
thinks it appropriate, that the [UK RCH] –

(a) makes a compensatory payment to the com-
plainant,

(b) remedies the matter complained of,
or takes both of those steps.
(5) Sub–paragraph (3) is not to be taken as preventing
the [UK RCH] from making arrangements for the initial in-
vestigation of a complaint to be conducted by the [UK
RCH].
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Paragraph 10 (Default rules in respect of market contracts)
(1) The [UK RIE] must have default rules which, in the
event of a member of the [UK RIE] being or appearing to be
unable to meet his obligations in respect of one or more
market contracts, enable action to be taken in respect of un-
settled market contracts to which he is party.
(2) The [default rules] may authorise the taking of the
same or similar action in relation to a member who appears
to be likely to become unable to meet his obligations in re-
spect of one or more market contracts.
(3) The [default rules] must enable action to be taken in
respect of all unsettled market contracts, other than those
entered into by [an RCH] for the purposes of or in connec-
tion with the provision of clearing services for the [UK RIE].
Paragraph 11 (Content of rules)
(1) This paragraph applies as regards contracts falling
within section 155(2)(a) of the Companies Act [1989].
(2) The [default rules] must provide –

(a) for all rights and liabilities between those party
as principal to unsettled market contracts to which the de-
faulter is party as principal to be discharged and for there to
be paid by one party to the other such sum of money (if
any) as may be determined in accordance with the [default
rules];

(b) for the sums so payable in respect of different
contracts between the same parties to be aggregated or set
off so as to produce a net sum; and

(c) for the certification by or on behalf of the [UK
RIE] of the net sum payable or, as the case may be, of the
fact that no sum is payable.
(3) The reference in sub–paragraph (2) to rights and lia-
bilities between those party as principal to unsettled market
contracts does not include rights and liabilities –

(a) in respect of margin; or
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(b) arising out of a failure to perform a market con-
tract.
(4) The [default rules] may make the same or similar
provision, in relation to [designated non–members] desig-
nated in accordance with the procedures mentioned in sub–
paragraph (5), as in relation to members of the [UK RIE].
(5) If such provision is made as is mentioned in sub–
paragraph (4), the [UK RIE] must have adequate procedures
–

(a) for designating the persons, or descriptions of
person, in respect of whom action may be taken;

(b) for keeping under review the question which
persons or descriptions of person should be or remain so
designated; and

(c) for withdrawing such designation.
(6) The procedures must be designed to secure that –

(a) a person is not, or does not remain, designated
if failure by him to meet his obligations in respect of one or
more market contracts would be unlikely adversely to affect
the operation of the market; and

(b) a description of persons is not, or does not re-
main, designated if failure by a person of that description to
meet his obligations in respect of one or more market con-
tracts would be unlikely adversely to affect the operation of
the market.
(7) The [UK RIE] must have adequate arrangements –

(a) for bringing a designation or withdrawal of des-
ignation to the attention of the person or description of per-
sons concerned; and

(b) where a description of persons is designated,
or the designation of a description of persons is withdrawn,
for ascertaining which persons fall within that description.
Paragraph 12 (Content of rules)
(1) This paragraph applies as regards contracts falling
within section 155(2)(b) of the Companies Act [1989].
(2) The [default rules] must provide –

(a) for all rights and liabilities of the defaulter
under or in respect of unsettled market contracts to be dis-
charged and for there to be paid by or to the defaulter such
sum of money (if any) as may be determined in accordance
with the [default rules];

(b) for the sums so payable by or to the defaulter
in respect of different contracts to be aggregated or set off
so as to produce a net sum;

(c) for that sum  –
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(i) if payable by the defaulter to the [UK
RIE], to be set off against any property provided by or on
behalf of the defaulter as cover for margin (or the proceeds
of realisation of such property) so as to produce a further
net sum;

(ii) if payable by the [UK RIE] to the de-
faulter, to be aggregated with any property provided by or
on behalf of the defaulter as cover for margin (or the pro-
ceeds of realisation of such property); and

(d) for the certification by or on behalf of the [UK
RIE] of the sum finally payable or, as the case may be, of
the fact that no sum is payable.
(3) The reference in sub–paragraph (2) to the rights and
liabilities of a defaulter under or in respect of an unsettled
market contract includes (without prejudice to the general-
ity of that provision) rights and liabilities arising in conse-
quence of action taken under provisions of the [default
rules] authorising –

(a) the effecting by the [UK RIE] of corresponding
contracts in relation to unsettled market contracts to which
the defaulter is party;

(b) the transfer of the defaulter’s position under an
unsettled market contract to another member of the [UK
RIE];

(c) the exercise by the UK RIE of any option
granted by an unsettled market contract.
(4) A “corresponding contract” means a contract on the
same terms (except as to price or premium) as the market
contract but under which the person who is the buyer under
the market contract agrees to sell and the person who is the
seller under the market contract agrees to buy.
(5) Sub–paragraph (4) applies with any necessary modifi-
cations in relation to a market contract  which is not an
agreement to sell.
(6) The reference in sub–paragraph (2) to the rights and
liabilities of a defaulter under or in respect of an unsettled
market contract does not include, where he acts as agent,
rights or liabilities of his arising out of the relationship of
principal and agent.
Paragraph 13 (Notification to other parties affected)
The [UK RIE] must have adequate arrangements for ensur-
ing that –

(a) in the case of unsettled market contracts with a
defaulter acting as principal, parties to the contract are noti-
fied as soon as reasonably practicable of the default and of
any decision taken under the [default rules] in relation to
contracts to which they are a party; and
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(b) in the case of unsettled market contracts with a
defaulter acting as agent, parties to the contract and the de-
faulter’s principals are notified as soon as reasonably
practicable of the default and of the identity of the other
parties to the contract.
Paragraph 14 (Cooperation with other authorities)
The [UK RIE] must be able and willing to cooperate, by the
sharing of information and otherwise, with the Secretary of
State, any relevant office–holder … and any other authority
or body having responsibility for any matter arising out of,
or connected with, the default of a member of the [UK RIE]
or any [designated non–member].
Paragraph 15 (Margin)
(1) Where the [UK RIE] provides clearing services, the
[default rules] of the [UK RIE] must provide that in the event
of a default, margin provided by the defaulter for his own
account is not to be applied to meet a shortfall on a client
account.
(2) This paragraph is without prejudice to the require-
ments of any rules relating to clients’ money made by the
[FSA] under sections 138 and 139 of the Act.
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Paragraph 24 (Default rules in respect of market contracts)
(1) The [UK RCH] must have default rules which, in the
event of a member of the [UK RCH] being or appearing to be
unable to meet his obligations in respect of one or more
market contracts, enable action to be taken to close out his
position in relation to all unsettled market contracts to
which he is a party.
(2) The [default rules] may authorise the taking of the
same or similar action where a member appears to be likely
to become unable to meet his obligations in respect of one
or more market contracts.
Paragraph 25 (Content of rules)
(1) The [default rules] must provide –

(a) for all rights and liabilities of the defaulter
under or in respect of unsettled market contracts to be dis-
charged and for there to be paid by or to the defaulter such
sum of money (if any) as may be determined in accordance
with the [default rules];

(b) for the sums so payable by or to the defaulter
in respect of different contracts to be aggregated or set off
so as to produce a net sum;

(c) for that sum –
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(i) if payable by the defaulter to the [UK
RCH], to be set off against any property provided by or on
behalf of the defaulter as cover for margin (or the proceeds
of realisation of such property) so as to produce a further
net sum;

(ii) if payable by the [UK RCH] to the de-
faulter, to be aggregated with any property provided by or
on behalf of the defaulter as cover for margin (or the pro-
ceeds of realisation of such property); and

(d) for the certification by or on behalf of the [UK
RCH] of the sum finally payable or, as the case may be, of
the fact that no sum is payable.
(2) The reference in sub–paragraph (1) to the rights and
liabilities of a defaulter under or in respect of an unsettled
market contract includes (without prejudice to the general-
ity of that provision) rights and liabilities arising in conse-
quence of action taken under provisions of the [default
rules] authorising –

(a) the effecting by the [UK RCH] of corresponding
contracts in relation to unsettled market contracts to which
the defaulter is party;

(b) the transfer of the defaulter’s position under an
unsettled market contract to another member of the [UK
RCH];

(c) the exercise by the [UK RCH] of any option
granted by an unsettled market contract.
(3) A “corresponding contract” means a contract on the
same terms (except as to price or premium) as the market
contract but under which the person who is the buyer under
the market contract agrees to sell and the person who is the
seller under the market contract agrees to buy.
(4) Sub–paragraph (3) applies with any necessary modifi-
cations in relation to a market contract which is not an
agreement to sell.
(5) The reference in sub–paragraph (1) to the rights and
liabilities of a defaulter under or in respect of an unsettled
market contract does not include, where he acts as agent,
rights or liabilities of his arising out of the relationship of
principal and agent.
Paragraph 26 (Notification to other parties affected)
The [UK RCH] must have adequate arrangements for ensur-
ing that parties to unsettled market contracts with a de-
faulter are notified as soon as reasonably practicable of the
default and of any decision taken under the [default rules]
in relation to contracts to which they are a party.
Paragraph 27 (Cooperation with other authorities)
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The [UK RCH] must be able and willing to cooperate, by the
sharing of information and otherwise, with the Secretary of
State, any relevant office–holder … and any other authority
or body having responsibility for any matter arising out of
or connected with the default of a member of the [UK RCH].
Paragraph 28 (Margin)
(1) The [default rules] of the [UK RCH] must provide that
in the event of a default, margin provided by the defaulter
for his own account is not to be applied to meet a shortfall
on a client account.
(2) This paragraph is without prejudice to the require-
ments of any rules relating to clients’ money made by the
[FSA] under sections 138 and 139 of the Act.
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Method of delivery

(1) Post to the address in REC  3.2.4R
(2) Leaving the notification at the address in REC 3.2.4R and ob-

taining a time–stamped receipt

(3) Electronic mail to an address for the recognised body’s usual
supervisory contact at the FSA and obtaining an electronic
confirmation of receipt

(4) Hand delivery to the recognised body’s usual supervisory con-
tact at the FSA

(5) Fax to a fax number for the recognised body’s usual supervis-
ory contact at the FSA, provided that the FSA receives a copy
of the notification by one of methods (1) – (4) in this table
within five business days after the date of the faxed notifica-
tion
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The FSA may issue a “positive” direction (to take action) under section 166(2)(a) of
the Companies Act 1989:

Where in any case a [UK RIE] or [UK RCH] has not
taken action under its default rules – if it appears to
[the FSA] that it could take action, [the FSA] may di-
rect it to do so, …

but under section 166(3)(a) of the Companies Act 1989:

Before giving such a direction the [FSA] shall consult
the [UK RIE] or [UK RCH] in question; and [the FSA]
shall not give a direction unless [the FSA] is satisfied,
in the light of that consultation … that failure to take
action would involve undue risk to investors or other
participants in the market, …

The FSA may issue a “negative” direction (not to take action) under section
166(2)(b) of the Companies Act 1989:
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Where in any case a [UK RIE] or [UK RCH] has not
taken action under its default rules – … if it appears to
the [FSA] that it is proposing to take or may take ac-
tion, [the FSA] may direct it not to do so.

but under section 166(3)(b) of the Companies Act 1989:

Before giving such a direction the [FSA] shall consult
the [UK RIE] or [UK RCH] in question; and the [FSA]
shall not give a direction unless [the FSA] is satisfied,
in the light of that consultation … that the taking of
action would be premature or otherwise undesirable in
the interests of investors or other participants in the
market.
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The FSA will: Guidance

(1) give written notice to the recognised body (or
applicant);

The notice will state why the
FSA intends to take the action
it proposes to take, and in-
clude an invitation to make
representations, and the date
by which representations
should be made.

(2) take such steps as it considers reasonably practi-
cable to bring the notice to the attention of the
members of the recognised body or of the appli-
cant, as the case may be;

The FSA will also notify per-
sons individually (as far as it
considers it reasonably practi-
cable to do so) if it considers
that the action it proposes to
take would affect them ad-
versely in a way which would
be different from its effect on
other persons of the same
class.

(3) publish the notice so as to bring it to the atten-
tion of other persons likely to be affected;

(4) receive representations from the recognised
body or applicant concerned, any member of the
recognised body or applicant, and any other per-
son who is likely to be affected by the action the
FSA proposes to take;

The FSA will not usually con-
sider oral representations with-
out first receiving written
representations from the per-
son concerned.  It will nor-
mally only hear oral represen-
tations from the recognised
body (or applicant) itself or of
a person whom it has notified
individually, on request.

(5) write promptly to any person who requests the
opportunity to make oral representations if it
decides not to hear that person’s representations;

The FSA will indicate why it
will not hear oral representa-
tions and the FSA will allow
the person concerned further
time to respond.

(6) have regard to representations made;

(7) (when it has reached its decision) notify the re-
cognised body (or applicant) concerned in writ-
ing;

(8) (if it has decided to give a direction, or revoke
or refuse to make a recognition order) take such
steps as it considers reasonably practicable to
bring its decision to the attention of members of
the recognised body or applicant and to other
persons likely to be affected.

The FSA will usually give no-
tice of its decision to the same
persons and in the same
manner as it gave notice of its
intention to act.
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(1) Details of the applicant’s constitution, structure and ownership, including its
memorandum and articles of association (or similar or analogous documents)
and any agreements between the applicant, its owners or other persons relating
to its constitution or governance.

(2) Details of all business to be conducted by the applicant, whether or not a regu-
lated activity.
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(3) Details of the facilities which the applicant plans to operate, including details
of the trading platform, settlement arrangements, clearing services and custody
services which it plans to supply.

(4) Copies of the last three annual reports and accounts and, for the current finan-
cial year, quarterly management accounts.

(5) Details of its business plan for the first three years of operation as a UK recog-
nised body.

(6) A full organisation chart and a list of the posts to be held by key individuals
(with details of the duties and responsibilities) and the names of the persons
proposed for these appointments when these names are available.

(7) Details of its auditors, bankers, solicitors and any persons providing corporate
finance advice or similar services (such as reporting accountants) to the
applicant.

(8) Details of any relevant functions to be outsourced or delegated, with copies of
relevant agreements.

(9) Details of information technology systems and of arrangements for their sup-
ply, management, maintenance and upgrading, and security.

(10) Details of all plans to minimise disruption to operation of its facilities  in the
event of the failure of its information technology systems.

(11) Details of internal systems for financial control, arrangements for risk manage-
ment and insurance arrangements to cover operational and other risks.

(12) Details of its arrangements for managing any counterparty risks, including de-
tails of margining systems, guarantee funds and insurance arrangements.

(13) Details of internal arrangements to safeguard confidential or privileged in-
formation and for handling conflicts of interest.

(14) Details of arrangements for complying with the notification rules and other
requirements to supply information to the FSA.

(15) Details of the arrangements to be made for monitoring and enforcing com-
pliance with its rules and with its clearing, settlement and default arrange-
ments.

(16) A summary of the legal due diligence carried out in relation to ascertaining the
enforceability of its rules (including default rules) and arrangements for margin
against any of its members based outside the United Kingdom, and the results
and conclusions reached.

(17) Details of the procedures to be followed for declaring a member in default, and
for taking action after that event to close out positions, protect the interests of
other members and enforce its default rules.

(18) Details of membership selection criteria, rules and procedures.

(19) Details of arrangements for recording transactions effected by, or cleared
through, its facilities .

(20) Details of arrangements for detecting financial crime and market abuse, includ-
ing arrangements for complying with money laundering law.

(21) Details of criteria, rules and arrangements for selecting specified investments to
be admitted to trading on (or cleared by) an RIE, or to be cleared by an RCH
and, where relevant, details of how information regarding specified investments
will be disseminated to users of its facilities .

(22) Details of arrangements for cooperating with the FSA and other appropriate
authorities, including draft memoranda of understanding or letters.

(23) Details of the procedures and arrangements for making and amending rules,
including arrangements for consulting on rule changes.

(24) Details of disciplinary and appeal procedures, and of the arrangements for in-
vestigating complaints.
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Section 292(3)
The requirements are that–
(a) investors are afforded protection equivalent to that

which they would be afforded if the body concerned
were required to comply with recognition requirements;

(b) there are adequate procedures for dealing with a per-
son who is unable, or likely to become unable, to meet
his obligations in respect of one or more market con-
tracts connected with the [ROIE] or [ROCH];

(c) the applicant is able and willing to co–operate with the
[FSA] by the sharing of information and in other ways;
and

(d) adequate arrangements exist for co–operation between
the [FSA] and those responsible for the supervision of
the applicant in the country or territory in which the ap-
plicant’s head office is situated.

Section 292(4)
In considering whether it is satisfied as to the requirements
mentioned in subsections (3)(a) and (b), the [FSA] is to have
regard to–
(a) the relevant law and practice of the country or territory

in which the applicant’s head office is situated;

(b) the rules and practices of the applicant.
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1 Table

There are no record keeping requirements as such in REC.
UK recognised bodies have obligations under the Recognition Requirements Regulations to ensure that
satisfactory arrangements are made for recording transactions effected by, or cleared through, their faci-
lities.  See REC 2.9 for guidance.
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1 Table

The following table summarises the notification requirements applicable to all recognised bodies.  The
notification rules are set out in detail in REC 3 and REC 6.7 and, to avoid unnecessary repetition, are
not set out in detail here.
For completeness, summary details of the main notification requirements in the Act itself and the Com-
panies Act 1989 are also included in the table.  The summary of these statutory provisions here should
not be taken to imply that these are obligations imposed by the FSA under its powers nor that the fol-
lowing summary supersedes or alters the meaning of these provisions.
Guidance on the statutory notification requirements for overseas recognised bodies is given in REC 6.6.

Handbook
reference

Matter to be
notified

Contents of
notification

Trigger 
event

Time al-
lowed

UK recognised bodies

The Act s293(5) Changes to rules and
guidance

Details of change Change to rule or
guidance

Without
delay

Companies Act
1989 s157

Proposed changes to
default rules

Details of proposed
change

Proposal to change
default rules

14 days in
advance of
change

UK recognised investment exchanges

The Act
s293(6)(a)

Changes to arrange-
ments for clearing
on–exchange  transac-
tions

Details of change Change to arrange-
ments

Without
delay

The Act
s293(6)(b)

Changes to criteria
determining to whom
it will provide clear-
ing services

Details of change Change to criteria Without
delay

UK recognised clearing houses

The Act
s293(7)(a)

Changes to RIEs for
whom clearing ser-
vices provided

Details of change Change to RIE Without
delay

The Act
s293(7)(b)

Changes to criteria
determining to whom
(other than RIEs) it
will provide clearing
services

Details of change Change to criteria Without
delay

Notification rules for UK recognised bodies (see REC 3)

REC 3.4 Key individuals and
internal organisation

Details of change Change in key indi-
vidual or standing
committee

Immediately
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Time al-
lowed

Trigger 
event

Contents of
notification

Matter to be
notified

Handbook
reference

REC 3.5 Disciplinary action
and events relating to
key individuals

Details of disciplin-
ary action or event

Disciplinary action
or awareness of
event

Immediately

REC 3.6 Constitution and gov-
ernance

Details of proposals
to amend constitu-
tion, amendments to
constitution and
agreements relating
to constitution

Communication of
proposal to amend
constitution, making
amendment to con-
stitution or aware-
ness of agreement
relating to constitu-
tion

Immediately

REC 3.7 Auditors Details of removal or
appointment of audi-
tors

Removal or appoint-
ment of auditors

Immediately

REC 3.8 Financial and other
information

See REC 3.8 See REC 3.8 See REC 3.8

REC 3.9 Fees and incentive
schemes

Summary of propo-
sals to change fees
and charges and
changes to fees and
charges

Communication  to
members

Immediately

REC 3.10 Complaints Copy of adverse re-
port and details of
recommendations
from complaints in-
vestigator

Availability of re-
port or recommen-
dations

Immediately

REC 3.11 Insolvency events Notice of insolvency
event

Insolvency event Immediately

REC 3.12 Legal proceedings Details of legal pro-
ceedings commenced
against UK recog-
nised body

Institution of pro-
ceedings

Immediately

REC 3.13 Delegation of rel-
evant functions

Details of offers or
agreements to del-
egate relevant func-
tions and offers or
agreements to under-
take relevant func-
tions on behalf of
another recognised
body

Making offer or
agreement to del-
egate

Immediately

REC 3.14 Products, services
and normal hours of
operation

Proposals to change
products, services or
normal hours of oper-
ation

Communication of
proposal to members
or shareholders

Immediately

REC 3.15 Suspension of ser-
vices and inability to
operate facilities

Details of suspension
of services, inability
to operate facilities
and extension of
hours of operation in
an emergency

Event concerned Immediately
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Time al-
lowed

Trigger 
event

Contents of
notification

Matter to be
notified

Handbook
reference

REC 3.16 Information technol-
ogy systems

Details of business
continuity plans and
details of failure of
reserve information
technology system

Changes to business
continuity plans and
failure of reserve in-
formation technol-
ogy system

Immediately

REC 3.17 Inability to discharge
regulatory functions

Details of inability to
discharge a regula-
tory function

Event concerned Immediately

REC 3.18 Membership Information regard-
ing new types of
member and reasons
for considering rec-
ognition requirements
can still be met

Admission of new
type of non–autho-
rised person or per-
son from new non–
UK jurisdiction to
membership

Immediately

REC 3.19 Investigations Notice of appoint-
ment of person to in-
vestigate use of faci-
lities or provision of
services

Awareness of ap-
pointment

Immediately

REC 3.20 Disciplinary action Details of person
against whom disci-
plinary action taken

Taking disciplinary
action

Immediately

REC 3.21 Criminal offences
and civil prohibitions

Evidence tending to
suggest contraven-
tions of the general
prohibition, certain
criminal offences or
market abuse

Having evidence
concerned

Immediately

REC 3.22 Restriction or instruc-
tion to close out,
open positions

Details of decision to
restrict member’s
open position or in-
struction to  close out
position

Decision to take ac-
tion

Immediately

REC 3.23 Default Notice of decision to
put member into de-
fault

Communicating
decision to member
concerned or any
other member

Immediately

Overseas recognised bodies

The Act s295 Report to FSA Statement as to
whether events have
occurred which
would affect the
FSA’s assessment of
whether the recogni-
tion requirements are
met or which might
have an effect on
competition

Not applicable Once a year

Notification rules for overseas recognised bodies (see REC 6.7)
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Time al-
lowed

Trigger 
event

Contents of
notification

Matter to be
notified

Handbook
reference

REC 6.7.3 Events which might
affect the FSA’s
assessment of
whether the recogni-
tion requirements are
met

Particulars of event Not applicable Include in re-
port under
s295

REC 6.7.4 Inclusion of certain
matters in report

See REC 6.7.4 Not applicable Include in re-
port under
s295

REC 6.7.5 First report See REC 6.7.5 Not applicable Include in re-
port under
s295

REC 6.7.7 Changes of address Details of new ad-
dresses

Decision to change
address

14 days in
advance of
change of ad-
dress

REC 6.7.8 and
REC 6.7.9

Revocation or
modification of home
territory licence etc

Details of revocation
or modification

Awareness of revo-
cation or modifica-
tion

Immediately
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1 Table

The following powers and related provisions in the Act have been exercised by the FSA to make the
rules in REC:

Section 156 (General supplementary powers)

Section 293 (Notification requirements)

Section 295 (Notification: overseas investment exchanges and overseas clearing houses)
The following power in the Act has been exercised by the FSA to give the guidance in REC:

Section 157 (1) (Guidance)
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1 Table

There are no rights of action under section 150 of the Act in respect of any contravention by a recognised
body of any rule made under the Act.
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1 Table

The notification rules in REC 3 and REC 6 can be waived by the FSA under section 294 of the Act
(Modification or waiver of rules).  (The statutory notification requirements, also summarised in Schedule
2 to REC, cannot be waived by the FSA.)
The fees rules in REC 7 cannot be waived by the FSA.
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LLOYD'S SOURCEBOOK INSTRUMENT 2001

A The Financial Services Authority makes the rules and gives the directions and
guidance in the Annex to this instrument (�LLD�) in the exercise of the powers
listed in Schedule 4 to LLD (Powers exercised)

B This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the day on which section
19 (The general prohibition) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the
"Act") comes into force.

C The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed in Schedule 4 to
LLD (Powers exercised) are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act
(Rule-making instruments).

D This instrument may be cited as the Lloyd's Sourcebook Instrument 2001.

E The Annex to this instrument (including its Schedules) may be cited as the
Lloyd's sourcebook (or LLD).

By order of the Board
21 June 2001

FSA 2001/22
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1 Table Transitional provisions

(1) (2)

Material to
which the
transitional
provision
applies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in force

(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

1 LLD 7.2.1R R Where the Society re-
ceives a complaint relat-
ing to an act or a failure
to act, which occurs be-
fore commencement, it
may either handle that
complaint in accordance
with LLD 7.2.1R or with
the complaints handling
arrangements in effect at
the time of the act or the
failure to act.

Indefinite Commencement

2 LLD 7.4.1G G The Society’s first report to the
FSA under LLD 7.4.1G should
cover the period from com-
mencement until the end of the
following December or June,
whichever is earlier.

From commence-
ment until the end
of the following
December or June
whichever is earlier

Commencement
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the
transitional
provision
applies

(1)

3 LLD 13.2.2R
and LLD 9 to
LLD 15

R The Society must comply
with LLD 13.2.2R by
identifying and valuing
the assets of individual
members that become
former underwriting
members before 1 Janu-
ary 2003 in accordance
with the requirements
for the identification and
valuation of assets con-
tained in the “Conditions
and Requirements Relat-
ing to Solvency and Re-
porting” which were ap-
proved by the FSA, exer-
cising the powers of HM
Treasury under section
83 of the Insurance Com-
panies Act 1982, and
which were applicable
immediately before com-
mencement.

Indefinite Commencement
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(6)

Handbook
provision:
coming into
force

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material to
which the
transitional
provision
applies

(1)

4 LLD 13.2.2R
and LLD 9 to
LLD 15

R The Society must comply
with LLD 13.2.2R by
identifying and valuing
the assets of individual
members in accordance
with the requirements
for the identification and
valuation of assets con-
tained in the “Conditions
and Requirements Relat-
ing to Solvency and Re-
porting” which were ap-
proved by the FSA, exer-
cising the powers of HM
Treasury under section
83 of the Insurance Com-
panies Act 1982, and
which were applicable
immediately before com-
mencement.

Commencement
to 31.12.2002

Commencement

5 LLD 15.9R
and LLD
15.11R

R The Society need not
comply with LLD 15.9R
and LLD 15.11R pro-
vided the Society submits
to the FSA, at the same
time as the report in LLD
15.2.1R, a Statutory
Statement of Business
and Audit Certificate in
the form required imme-
diately before commence-
ment.

Commencement
to 31.12.2001

Commencement

6 LLD G General transitional provisions

GEN contains some technical
transitional provisions that ap-
ply throughout the Handbook
and which are designed to en-
sure a smooth transition at com-
mencement.

From commence-
ment

Commencement
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� �������!  �%� �$$�
� �$
�%��, ��� �$ �%� ��������� ���&�� �������
� ��� ��� �� ���  9!�!��, �� �%�� <�	� C>3
�$ �%� ���  &�%� @(����(�� �
%�(�', ��� �� ��	��
���	 ��
���� ��9 &-�(�����	�
4�	����
����', ����� ���� �� �������!

+���( +�������  �� �%� 4�	����
���� �$ �%� ��������� *�������� 	������ �� 	������� ��
�������  �� #���� �� �"	�  �!:!+/!  �%� %������# �$ � ����
�%����	 
�(������
�#����� � ������  �� 
���	�� �� �"	�  �!;!�� ��� �"	�  �!;!�/!
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.���� �%� �����  ��� ��������  �� �%�� 
%����	 �	� �������� �� �	�(��� 
��$����
� �� �%�
(�	�� �� �������, ��� �� �	���
� 
�	���� �
�������  �$ ��	��
�� �	������ �� �%�
	
�����  �� 
�		���# ��, �	 �� 
����
���� )��% �	 $�	 �%� ��	����� �$, ��� ���������
����������!  �%�� �� �%�� �� ����	��# �%�� �%�	� �	� ���.���� ��� �$$�
����
�		��#�(���� �� %����� ��� 	������ 
�(������� $	�( �������  ����� �%� 
����
� �$

�	���� �
�������� )��%�� �%� ������� (�	�� �� �%� 	
�����  �	 �� ������������
������!

.���( �%� ��������� *�������� 	������ )��� ��� �� ���� �� ���� )��% �%��� 
�(�������
��� ����	��� �����  ��� ��������  �	� �%�	�$�	� 	�.��	��!

.���) -�(������� $	�( ����
�%����	�, ��� 
�(������� $	�( �������  ����� ��������
��������, �	� ����� )��% �� ���  9, �"	�  �!; ��� �"	�  �!:!+/!
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.���� ��	 �������  ���� 	�������� ��� �������� ���
��
���	 ��� 	��	����	
�

���	�	��� ��
 �������� ��� ��������� �
�� � ������  �
 � ������
������  �����$

��� ���	
���� ��������� ��

�	� �� �� ��	 �������%

��� ��	 ��������� ���	
����� �	������� ��

�	� �� �� ��	 �������' ��	
��	���
  �
 ����	 �� "��� ��	 ��	���
  �	�	���	� �����
��� ��
��

� ��� ���� ���������%

��� �����	 ���	� �� �� 	����������� ����� �� � ������ �� �	���	'
�������	 �
 �	��	 �� �	' � �	��	
 �� � ��
������
 ���������% ���

�&� ��	 �����	�	�� �� � �������� ����� �� ��	 ���	
"
�����
�������� �� � ���������  �� "���� ��	 ����������� ��
�������	� �

��� ��
�������	�

.���� 3� ��������%��# �%� �		��#�(���� 	�$�		�� �� �� ���  ;!�!�� �%� 	
�����  �%���� %���
	�#�	� ��"

&�' �%� ����� ��(��	 �$ 
�(������� �� )��� 	�
����* ���

&�' �%� ����	� ��� 
�(���0��� �$ �%� 
�(������� �� �� ����� �� 	�
���� ���
�������#���!

.���� �%� �		��#�(���� 	�$�		�� �� �� ���  ;!�!�� �%���� %��� �%� $����)��# $����	��!

&�' �%�� �%���� ����) $�	 
�(������� �� �� (��� �� ��� 	��������� (����!

&�' �%� 
�(������� %������# ����
� ��� �		��#�(���� �%���� �� ������%�� ��� ��
(��� ��������� �� �������, �
���� ������� ��� ������������ ������!

&+' -����� �$ �%� ��
�(���� 	�$�		�� �� �� &�' �%���� �� ���� �� � 
�(�������� ��
���� �� � 
�(������ �� 	�
�����!

&7' �%� 	
�����  �%���� ����	� �%�� ��� �(������� ��� �%��� �$ ������������ ������
�	� �)�	� �$ �%� 
�(������� %������# ����
� ��� �		��#�(����, ��� �%����
��������	 �� ����	� �%�� �%�� �
� �� �

�	���
� )��% �%�(!

&:' ��� 
�(������� �%���� �� �������#���� �	�(���� ��� )%�	���	 ��������
�	������� �%���� �� (��� $�	 	����) �$ �%�� �������#����� �� ��(���� )%� )��
��� �������� �� �%� (����	 
�(������� �$!
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��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ���� 6#�#)

&9' ���	��	���� (���#�(��� 
���	��� �%���� �� ��� �� ���
� �� ����	� �%��

�(������� �	� %������ $��	��, �(��	������ ��� 
����������� ��� �%�� 	�
�		��#
�	 �����(�
 �	����(� 
�� �� ������$��� ��� 	�(�����!

&;' -�(������� �%���� �� 	������� �������� �� �%� ��	����� ���#� ��������!

&2' 3$ � 
�(������ 
����� �� 	������� ��������, � �����	 �$ �
��)���#�(��� �%����
�� ���� �	�(����, ����
����# )%�� �%� 
�(�������� 
�� �0��
� � �����������
	�������!

&1' ��� 	�������� �� 
�(������� �%���� ���.������ ���	��� �%� ���4�
� (����	 �$ �%�

�(������!

.���( � 	������� �� � 
�(������ �%���� �� ���� )��%�� $��	 )��� �$ ��� 	�
����!  �%��
�%����"

&�' �

��� �%� 
�(������ ��� )%�	� ���	��	���� �$$�	 	��	��� &$����
��� �	
��%�	)���'* �	

&�' 	�4�
� �%� 
�(������ ��� #��� 	������ $�	 ����# ��* �	

&+' �0����� �%�� �� %�� ��� ��� ���� �������� �� 	������ �%� 
�(������ ��� �%�� (�	�
��(� �� ������ �� �� ��, #����# 	������ $�	 �%� ����� ��� ������# )%�� � $�	�%�	
	������� )��� �� (���!

.���) 3$ � 
�(������ %�� ��� ���� 	������� )��%�� ��#%� )��� $	�( �%� ���� �� )%�
% �%�
	
�����  	�
����� ��, �%� 
�(�������� �%���� �� ���� �%�� (�	� ��(� �� ������ ���
	������ $�	 �%� ����� �%���� �� #����, )��% � ���� )%�� �%� 
�(�������� )��� #�� �
$�	�%�	 	�������!

.���+ �� �%� ��� �$ �%� ��#%� )�� ��	��� 	�$�		�� �� �� ���  ;!�!:/, �	 �� �%� ��(� ��
����� � ����������� 	������� &�$ �%�� �� ��	���	', �%� 	
�����  �%���� ���� ���� �%�

�(�������� ��$�	(����� ��"

&�' ��� 	�#%� �� 	�$�	 �%� 
�(������"

&�' �� �%� ��
���� ,������� *�������� �$ �%� 
�(������ 	������ �� �%�
(����	� ������$��� �� ���  ;!�!��&�' �	 ���  ;!�!��&�'* �	

&�' �� �%� ��
���� ���������
� 	�!��� �$ �%� 
�(������ 	������ �� �%� (����	�
������$��� �� ���  ;!�!��&+' �	 ���  ;!�!��&7'* �	

&
' �� ��� ��%�	 ����������� ������� 	��������� �
%�(� �%�� (��, ��	����� ��
���  ;!:!��, 	����
� ���%�	 �$ �%� �
%�(�� 	�$�		�� �� �� &�' ��� &�'* ���

&�' �		��#�(���� ��� �	�
���	�� $�	 	�$�		��# �%� 
�(������!

.���. ��� 	��	��� �

����� �� � 
�(�������� �%���� �� �	������ �	�(����!

.���/ ?%�	� $����
��� 	��	��� �� ���	��	����, �%� ��( �%���� �� �� 	���	� �%� 
�(��������
�� �%� �������� %� )���� %��� ���� �� %�� �%� �
�� �	 �(������� #����# 	��� �� �%�

�(������ ��� �

�		��!

.���0 �%� 	��	��� 	�$�		�� �� �� ���  ;!�!2/ �%���� ��
���� � 	��������� 	��� �$ ����	���
�� ��(� �� )%�
% �%� 
�(�������� )���� %��� ���� �������� ��� $�	 �%� �
�� �	
�(������� �� .�������!
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.�� ����# ��	 ��������# �����	� �$ ��*�������
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���� ;!+" 6���# ��� 	�������#
	�
�	�� �$ 
�(�������

.���� �%� 	
�����  �%���� (�� 	�
�	�� 	������# �� 
�(������� $	�( �������  ��� �
����
�������  ��������# ����#������ �%�� �%� 
�(��������� %��� ��$$�	��, �	 (�� ��$$�	,
$����
��� ����, (���	��� ����	��� �	 (���	��� ��
��������
�!

.���� �%� 	�
�	�� 
	����� ����	 ���  ;!+!�/ �%���� �� 	������� $�	 � (���(�( ��	���
�$ �%	�� ���	� $	�( �%� ���� �$ 	�
���� �$ � 
�(������!
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��� ��*�������
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���� ;!7" 3�$�	(�����
����� 
�(�������

.�(�� ?��%�� ��� (���% �$ �%� ��	���� �����# ���� ��� ��
�(��	 �� ��
% 
������	 ���	,
�%� 	
�����  �%���� #��� �%� �	� � 	���	� 
��������# �%� $����)��# ��$�	(�����"

&�' �%� ��(��	 �$ 
�(������� 	�
����� $	�( �������  ��� �
���� ������� ��	��#
�%�� ��	��� ��������# ����#������ �%�� �%� 
�(��������� %��� ��$$�	��, �	 (��
��$$�	, $����
��� ����, (���	��� ����	��� �	 (���	��� ��
��������
�*

&�' � ��((�	� �$ �%� ����	� �$ �%��� 
�(�������*

&+' �%� ��(��	 �$ �%��� 
�(������� 	������� �	 	�4�
���*

&7' �%� �(���� �$ (���� ���� �� ��
% 
�(�������� 	�$�		�� �� �� &�' �� 	��	��� ���
��� ��%�	 $�	( �$ 	��	��� (���* ���

&:' �%� ��(��	 �$ �%��� 
�(������� )%�
% %��� ���� 	�$�		�� �� �%� ��
����
���������
� 	�!���, �%� ��
���� ,������� *�������� �	 ��� ��%�	
����������� ������� 	��������� �
%�(� �%�� (�� 	����
� ���%�	 �$ �%���
�
%�(��!

.�(�� ��	 �%� ��	����� �$ �%� 	���	� 	�$�		�� �� �� ���  ;!7!�/, 5
�(������� 	�������5
��
���� 
�(������� )%�	� �%� 	
�����  %�� 
�(������ ��� 
������	����� �$ �%�

�(������ ��� ���%�	 ��)� �%� 
�(������ %�� ���� 	������� �� �%� 
�(����������
�����$�
���� �	 %�� �� 	����� �� �����
� ��%�	)���!
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 ��	 ��
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 ������� ������	� �
������  "���� �� � 
������ 
����
��� ����������� �
 � ���� ���������
"���	 �	��	
� ������� ���� ��' �
 �� ��	 �����		� ��
' � �����	
����
�� �	
��� �
 � �
��� �� ����	��	� ����
�� �	
����

.�)�� �%� �
%�(�� �� )%�
% ���  ;!:!�� 
�		����� 	�$�	� �	� �%� ��
���� ���������
�
	�!���  ��� �%� ��
���� ,������� *�������� 	����
������, ��� �%� 	
�����  (��
(������� ��%�	 ����������� ������� 	��������� �
%�(�� �� �������� ��, �	 �������
�$, ���%�	 �$ �%��� �
%�(��!

.�)�( �%� �
%�(�� 	�$�		�� �� �� ���  ;!:!�� �%���� �� ���	��������� ����������� �$ �%�
	
�����!

.�)�) �� ���������� ������ �	 �
���� ������ )%� )�� �� ���������� ������ �%����
��� %��� �

��� �� �%� �
%�(�� 	�$�		�� �� �� ���  ;!:!�� ������ �%� 
�(�������
�		��#�(���� (��������� �� �%� 	
�����  %��� $����� �� 	������ �%� 
�(������ �� %��
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�� �� (��� ���*
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 �2�! 4�������� ����������� ��
���� ��#1& ��3��	�-��� �� -�������

����

.

���� 	�������� 
������ �����-

��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ���� ��#1#�*

&�' �%� �	����
���� ��	�������� �$ ����	)	����# �	�$��� �	 ������*

&+' (���#����� �$ 	�� ��
���� �$ �%� ����������
� �	 ��	���� ����������
� �$
��	���� �	��
%�� �$ ��������� ��������* ���

&7' (���#����� �$ 	�� ����� �� �%� �	����
���� 	�����	��
� �	�#	�((� �	 �	�0���
$�	 	�����	��
�!

�2�)�+ �%� $�
��	� ������ �� ���  ��!:!:/ �%���� �� ��4����� $�	 ��� $�
��	� �%�� (��
��
	���� ����	)	����# 	��!

�2�)�. 3$ ����	)	����# 	�� �� ��� 
������	�� �� � ���
������ ����� )��%�� �%� �A- (����,
�� �0���
�� ��4���(��� $�	 $���	� ������(��� ��
�(� �� ���	��	����!

�2�)�/ ��� ���
���� 	��� ���� �� �%� �A- (���� �%���� �� ��� )��% 	�$�	��
� ��
�	����
���� 	���	�� �� ������! �� ��4���(��� �%���� �� (��� $�	 ��������	���
���	��# ������!

�2�)�0 �%� �A- (���� �%���� 	�$��
� 	���	���# 	�� �� ����# �

���� �$ $�
��	� ��
% ��"

&�' �%� �	����
���� 	���	���# 	����$$ ���� �	 �	�$��*

&�' �%� �	����
���� ��	���
� �$ 	����$$ ���� �	 �	�$��* ���

&+' (���#����� �$ 	�� ��
���� �$ �%� ����������
� �	 ��	���� ����������
� �$
��	���� ����� �$ ��������� �������� ���)��� �������  ��� �
	��� ��(�!

�2�)��2 �%� $�
��	� ������ �� ���  ��!:!1/ �%���� �� ��4����� $�	 ��� ��%�	 $�
��	� �%��
(�� ��
	���� 	���	���# 	��, ��
�����# �0����	� �� ������ ������, ��#��$�
���
����#����� �	 �	���	����� �� �	�#	���! �%� �A- (���� �%���� ���� 	�$��
� �����������

%��#�� �� �%� 	�����	��
� ��	
%���� ���	 ��(�!

�2�)��� �%� �A- (���� �%���� 	�$��
� 
	���� 	�� �� 	�����	��
� 	�
���	��� �� ����#
�

���� �$"

&�' �%� ��	��� �$ ���
�(�� �� 	�#�	�� .�����( �$ 	�����	��
� 	�
���	����, $�	
�0�(��� 
�����	��%���0����� �

�����*

&�' �%� .������ �$ �%� 	�����	�	�, $�	 �0�(��� �%��	 
	���� �#��
� 	����#�* ���

&+' �%� ����������� �$ $���	� 	�����	�	 ��)�#	��� �	 $����	� �$ � ���#�%� ������
�����	� �� ������#��!

�2�)��� �%� �A- (���� �%���� ��� �

���� �$ 
	���� 	�� �� 	�
�������� ��%�	 �%��
	�����	��
� 	�
���	��� �$ �%��� �	� �����������!

�2�)��� �%� �A- (���� ���� ��� �	��� ����� 	�� �� � ���%����
���� (����	 )%�	� �%�

%�	�
��	 �$ �%� �����E��������� (�0 �� ��
% �%�� �%� 	������� ����� 	�� �� �(���

�(��	�� �� �%� 	�� ����
����� )��% �%� ����	)	����#! � ��(��� ��	
����#�
����)��
� �� �%� ���
���� 	��� ���� (�� )��� ��$$�
�! 3$ ���, �%� $�	(������� �$ �%�
����� 	�� �%���� 	�$��
�"

&�' �	����
���� ����	��� ��� ��$������ 	���� ��� �%��	 ����������*

&�' �%� ����	�, .������, ��	����� ��� 
�		��
� �$ ������* ���

&+' (���#����� �$ 	�� ��
���� �$ (��
%��# ��������� �	�$����!
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 �2�! 4�������� ����������� ��
���� ��#1& ��3��	�-��� �� -�������

����

/

���� 	�������� 
������ �����-

��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ���� ��#1#�(

�2�)��( �%� �A- (���� �%���� 	�$��
� (���#����� ��� �� �%� ����������
� �	 ��	����
����������
� ���)��� �%� ��	���� 	�� 
�(�������!

�2�)��) �%� �A- (���� �%���� ��� �

���� �$ 
��
���	������ �$ ������ �� �
����������,

����	� ��� �
���(�
 ��
��	! 3� �%���� ���� 	�$��
� �%� ��������� $�	 ����� �%�
�
��� (��
%�� �� 
�(��������# 
%��#�� �� �%� ����� �$ �����������!

�2�)��+ �%� �A- (���� �%���� ���� �	����� $�	 ������#� )%�	� �%�� �� ���	��	���� ��
	�$��
� �����.���� �����(� ��� 
���	��� (��������� �� ��� �������� �����!
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 �2�! 4�������� ����������� ��
���� ��#(& ��3��	�-���� 	������$

����

0

���� �� -�����	��$ �$$	�$������ �% 	��

��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ���� ��#(#1

�2�+ 1�5����*���� �������# �� *��������#
�##��#������ �$ ����

��
���� ��!9" ��.��	�(���� 	������#
�� (�����	��# �##	�#������ �$ 	��

�2�+�� ��	 �������  ���� 	�������� ��� �������� 	��	����	 �

���	�	��� ��
������
 ���
	������� �� 
��# "����� ��	 +����,� ��
#	�

�2�+�� �%� �		��#�(���� ��������%�� �� �%� 	
�����  ����	 ���  ��!9!�� �%���� ��
����
	�#���	 	����)� �$ �%� �$$�
� �� �%� (�	�� �� � )%���, ��� �� ���
�$�
 ��	�� �$ ��,
�$ � ��(��	 �$ 	�������
 �������	 �
���	���! �%� �		��#�(���� �%���� )%�	�
���	��	���� ������ ��#��$�
��� �%	���� �� �%� (�	�� ����� �� �##	�#������ �$ 	��!

�2�+�� �%��� �		��#�(���� �%���� ���� ������ �%� 	
�����  �� (�� ��� 	����) ��%�	 ��
%�
 �	 ��	����
 �������� �$ �##	�#������, �	 ��������� �##	�#������, �$ 	�� )��%��
�%� (�	��!

�2�+�( �%��� �		��#�(���� �%���� ���� ������ �%� 	
�����  �� ������ ��	�$�
�����, �� �
��(��� �����, �$ �%� �

�	�
� �	 	������������� �$ �%� ��$�	(����� �� �##	�#������
�$ 	�� #���� �� �� �� 	����
� �$ ���������� ����������!

�2�+�) �%� 	
�����  �%���� ���
��� )��% �%� �	� �%� 	������ �$ ��� 	����)� �$ �##	�#������ �$
	�� ��� ��� $���	� ����� $�	 �##	�#����� (�����	��#, ��
�����# �%� 	�������
 �������	
�
���	��� �� �	������ �� ���
�$� ��� ��� ��%�	 ���� �$ �##	�#����� �� ����� ��
�0�(���! �%� 	
�����  �%���� ��� �

���� �$ ��� ��##������� �%� �	� (��� �����
�%� ����� �$ �##	�#����� �$ 	�� �� �%���� (�����	 ��� �%� ��
%��.��� �� �%����
����� �� �� ��!
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 �2�! 4�������� ����������� ��
���� ��#6& ��3��	�-���� 	������$

����

�2

���� �� �����
��� �������� �����

��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ���� ��#6#1

�2�. 1�5����*���� �������# �� ���	����� 
�������
�����

��
���� ��!;" ��.��	�(���� 	������#
�� �����
��� �������� �����

�2�.�� ��	 �������  ���� 	�������� ��� �������� 	��	����	 �

���	�	��� ��$

��� ������� ���	�� �� ��	 ��	����� �� ��	 �����	�� ����� �� ��� �	"
����������  ��
 ��	�
 ��
�� ��
		 ��������� �����% ���

��� ������
 ��	 �����	�� ����� �� ��� �����	 ����������  ��
 	���
��������� ����

�2�.�� ��	 �������  ���� "�	
	 ���
��
���	 ������� ���	�� �� ��	 ��	����� ��
��	 �����	�� ����� �� �����	 ����������  ��
 ��� ��������� ���� �� �
���	
��� �����	 �� ��	 �����������  ���	����� �	������ �� �
����	� �

�� ��	
	 �� 
	���� �� �	��	�	 ��	 ���	
	��� �� ����������	
� �
 ���	�����
����������	
� �
	' �
 ��� �	' ��
	��	�	�

�2�.�� �%� 	
�����  �%���� 	�.��	� �%�� �%� ���������  �������� ����� ���(����� �� �� ����	
���  ��!;!�� ��
���� ������� �$"

&�' �%� �����������  �� 
%�	�
��	����
� ��� ��	���#�*

&�' �%� �����������  ��4�
����� $�	 �%� ���	, ��
�����# ����	)	����# ��� $����
���
��	#���, ������(��� ����
�, (��� 	��� �� �
%�����# �%� ������ ��	#���, ���

�����#��
� �����*

&+' �%� �����, ��8� ��� ����(� �$ ��������� �������� �� �� 
�		��� �� &���
�$���# ���
�	������ ��) �	���
��', ��
�����# � ���������  ��
�(� �	�4�
���� �������� ��
�����*

&7' �%� 	�����	��
� ����
� ��� �	�#	�((�, ��
�����# ������� �$ �	������ ���)�	�
	�����	��
� �� ��%�	 ����������*

&:' �%� 	���	���# ����
� ��� (��%���* ���

&9' �%� ��� �$ ��$�	(����� ��
%����#�!

�2�.�( �%� 	
�����  �%���� 
������	 ��
% ���	, �� �%� ��#%� �$ (�	�� �������(���� ��� ���
������(��� �$ 	��� �� ����
�%����	� ��� ��������� ����
�%����	�, )%��%�	 ���������
�������� ����� �%���� 	�������� 
���	 �	��� ��%�	 �%�� �%��� ������ �� ���  ��!;!+/!

�2�.�) �%� 	
�����  �%���� ����	� �%�� �%� ���������  �������� ����� 	�.��	�� ����	 ���
��!;!��&�' �	� ���(����� �� �� �� ����� �)� (���%� ��$�	� �%� ���	� �$ �%� 	�������
���	!
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���� ��#6& ��3��	�-���� 	������$

����

��

���� �� �����
��� �������� �����

��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ���� ��#6#6

�2�.�+ �%� 	
�����  �%���� 	����) �%� ���������  �������� ����� ����	 ���  ��!;!��&�',
����
����# �%� 	����	
�� �� �� ������� �� ��
% 	����) )��% 	�#�	� �� ��� ������(���
�$ �%� 	������� 	��� �� ����
�%����	� ��� ��������� ����
�%����	� ����� �� ��
%
���������  &�	 ���� �$ ���������'!

�2�.�. �%� 	
�����  �%���� ��� �%� ���������  �������� ����� �	������ ����	 ���  ��!;!��
)%�� �� ����� ��� 
�		��� ��� ��� (�����	��# �$ �������� ������, ����
����# �%�
	����	
� �� �� ������� �� (�����	��# ��
% �������� ����� )��% 	�#�	� �� �%�
	
�������  ������(��� �$ �%� 	������� 	��� �� ����
�%����	� ��� ���������
����
�%����	� ����� �� ��
% �������� ������� ��	�$���� �$ ����������!
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 �2�! 4�������� ����������� ��
���� ��#+& 7���$��$ �$����

����

��

���� �����-� ��� 
���	���

��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ���� ��#+#*

�2�/ ���#��# �#���� �����*� ��	 ��������

��
���� ��!2" 6���#��# �#����
�����(� ��� 
���	���

�2�/�� ��	 �������  ���� ��#	 
	�������	 ��	�� �� 	���
	 ���� ��������
������  �������� ��	����	 ���	
��� ����	�� ��� ����
��� �� �����	
��	 ��	
������� 
��#� �� "���� ��	 ����������  ��	� �����	 �
	
	.���	�' ��������� ����
��� ��	
 ��	 �
��	��	� �� "���� ��	�' ��
�	���� �� �������$

��� 	��	
 ���� ��������� �� ���	�����%

��� �	���	 ��� ��� �
����%

��� �	�	
���	 ��������
 ��������� ��� ���	
 �
��������% ���

�&� �	�	
���	 ��	 ��	
��� ��	����� �� ��	 
	���
�	� �����
���� ��	
���	����� �	������

�2�/�� ,������� ������, �� ���%�	���� ��	����, �	� 	�.��	�� �� 
�(��� )��% �-"�  ���
	1	!  �%� �	� )��� (�����	 �%� ������� (�	�� �� �����$� �����$ �%�� ��������
������, �� 
�(�����# )��% �%� 	�.��	�(���� �$ �%� 	
�����  �� 	������� ��
(���������# �$$�
���� �����(� ��� 
���	���, �	� �� 
�(�����
� )��% �%� 	�������
	�.��	�(���� �$ �-"�  ��� 	1	!

�2�/�� 3� (���# ��� ������(��� �$ �%� ���.��
� �$ �%� �����(� ��� 
���	��� ���	���� ��
�������� ������ �%� 	
�����  �%���� ��� ���� �

���� �%� $�
��	� ������ ����)!

&�' �%� ���	� �$ ������
��  �$ � �������� ����� �� 	���������� $�	"

&�' ���	����# ���.���� ����
��� ��� �	�
���	�� $�	 (���#��# ���	������� 	��*

&�' ����	�������# ��� ���	����# �

������� ��(��� $�	 ����	��
����������� 	���
�� )%�
% ���������  (�(��	� �	� �	 (�� �� �0�����* ���

&
' ����	��# �%�� �� ���.���� �����( �� �� ���
� �� ������ �%��� 	��� �� ��
������$���, (����	�� ��� 
���	�����!

&�' �%� ����
��� ��� �	�
���	�� $�	 (���#��# �%� ���	������� 	�� �$ ��
%
�������� ����� �%���� ��"

&�' ��
�(����� ��� 	�#���	�� 	����)�� ��� �������*

&�' �$$�
������ 
�((���
���� �� ������ ��� ���$$ �� ����	����� ��� ��%�	� ��
�%� ����
��� ��� �	�
���	�� )%�
% 	����� �� �%��	 �)� 	���������������*

&
' 
�(�	�%������, )��% ��	��
���	 	�$�	��
� �� �������� 
	���
�� �	�
�����* ���
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 �2�! 4�������� ����������� ��
���� ��#+& 7���$��$ �$����

����

��

���� �����-� ��� 
���	���
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Definition of asset Percentage of

all admissible

assets, in each

case for general

insurance busi-

ness and long–

term insurance

business

Percentage of all

admissible

assets, in each

case for general

insurance busi-

ness and long–

term insurance

business for indi-

vidual members

1 Land or an interest in land. Where

there is more than one piece of land

the value ascribed to the aggregate

may, where applicable, be greater

than the value of any pieces of land

valued separately

5% 5%

1a A reversionary interest or a remainder

not falling within 1

1% 1%

2 All debts which are, or are to become,

due from any one individual (except

an individual connected with the

member) being debts which are fully

secured on any dwelling or any land

belonging to it owned or to be pur-

chased by the individual and used or

to be used by him for his own resi-

dence

1% 1%

3 All debts due, or to become due, from

an individual, other than debts speci-

fied in 2

0.25% 0.25%

4 All unsecured debts (other than those

arising under the terms of debt secu-

rities or debts from a regulated in-

stitution) which have, or are to, be-

come due from any one counterparty

other than an individual, body corpor-

ate or group

1% 1%
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��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ���� �,#1#�(

Percentage of all

admissible

assets, in each

case for general

insurance busi-

ness and long–

term insurance

business for indi-

vidual members

Percentage of

all admissible

assets, in each

case for general

insurance busi-

ness and long–

term insurance

business

Definition of asset

5 All unsecured debts (other than those

arising under the terms of debt secu-

rities or debts from a regulated in-

stitution) which are, or are to become,

due from any one company, taken

with all such debts which are, or are

to become due from a connected com-

pany of that company

1% 1%

6 All unsecured debts (other than those

arising under the terms of debt secu-

rities or debts from an approved

counterparty) which are, or are to be-

come, due from any one regulated in-

stitution, taken together with all such

debts which are, or are to become,

due from a connected company of that

institution

2.5% 2.5%

7 All debts, other than those arising

under the terms of debt securities,

which are, or are to become, due from

any one counterparty which is not an

approved counterparty taken together

with all such debts which are, or are

to become, due from any connected

company (other than an approved

counterparty) of that counterparty

5% 5%
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��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ���� �,#1#�(

Percentage of all

admissible

assets, in each

case for general

insurance busi-

ness and long–

term insurance

business for indi-

vidual members

Percentage of

all admissible

assets, in each

case for general

insurance busi-

ness and long–

term insurance

business

Definition of asset

8 All debts, other than short term de-

posits with an approved credit institu-

tion or debts arising under the terms

of debt securities, which are, or are to

become, due from any one approved

counterparty, taken with all such

debts which are, or are to become,

due from any connected company of

that approved counterparty

10% 10%

9 All debts which are, or are to become,

due from an approved credit institu-

tion (or a connected company of that

institution) taken together

20% 20%

10 The aggregate of debts of the descrip-

tions in 3, 4 and 5

5% 5%
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��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ���� �,#1#�(

Percentage of all

admissible

assets, in each

case for general

insurance busi-

ness and long–

term insurance

business for indi-

vidual members

Percentage of

all admissible

assets, in each

case for general

insurance busi-

ness and long–

term insurance

business

Definition of asset

11 All investments of a kind to which

LLD 13.11.1R applies (other than se-

cured debt securities, debt securities

(excluding hybrid securities) issued

by a regulated institution or invest-

ments which are listed and readily re-

alisable) issued by any one issuer

taken together with:

(a) all units or other beneficial in-

terests in a collective investment

scheme falling within LLD

13.12.2R(3) issued by that issuer; and

(b) all investments of the kinds men-

tioned in this section which are issued

by a connected company of that issuer

1% 2%

12 The aggregate of assets of any of the

descriptions in 1a and 11

10% 20%

13 All shares and hybrid securities is-

sued by any one issuer with all such

securities issued by a connected com-

pany of that issuer

2.5% 5%

14 All securities issued by any one issuer

which is not an approved counterpar-

ty, taken with all securities issued by a

connected company, except an ap-

proved counterparty, of that issuer

5% 10%
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Percentage of all

admissible

assets, in each

case for general

insurance busi-

ness and long–

term insurance

business for indi-

vidual members

Percentage of

all admissible

assets, in each

case for general

insurance busi-

ness and long–

term insurance

business

Definition of asset

15 All securities issued by any one

counterparty

10% 20%

16 All holdings in any one authorised

unit trust scheme or recognised

scheme

25% 50%

17 All cash 3% 3%
18 All computer equipment 5% 5%

19 All office machinery (except com-

puter equipment) taken together with

all furniture, motor vehicles and other

equipment

2.5% 2.5%
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1 The sum of the entries at lines 11 and 22 must equal the sum of the entries at lines 75 and
83 to Form 10 less line 89 code 2 and 4 to Form 13, i.e. 9.11+9.22 = 10.75 + 10.83 –
13.89(2+4).

2 The entry at line 12 must be the aggregate of the members’ margins for general insurance
business or, if greater, the Society margin.

3 The entry at line 14 must be the aggregate of the excess for each member of his general
insurance business assets over his required amount for general insurance business.

4 The entry at line 15 must be the aggregate of the shortfall for each member of his general
insurance business assets over his required amount for general insurance business, plus
any excess of the Society margin over the aggregate of the members’ margins for general
insurance business.

5 The sum of the entries at line 16 and line 47 must equal line 83 to Form 10.
6 The entry at line 23 must equal line 15 to Form 14.
7 The entry at line 41 must be the aggregate of the members’ margins for long–term insur-

ance business or, if greater, the sterling equivalent of 800,000 Euros (using the conversion
rate notified by the FSA from time to time for this purpose).

8 The entry at line 45 must be the aggregate of the excess for each member of his long–
term insurance business assets over his required amount for long–term insurance busi-
ness.

9 The entry at line 46 must be the aggregate of the shortfall for each member of his long–
term insurance business assets over his required amount for long–term insurance busi-
ness, plus any excess of the sterling equivalent of 800,000 Euros (using the conversion
rate notified by the FSA from time to time for this purpose) over the aggregate of the
members’ margins for long–term insurance business.
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��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ����

1 4����������� $�� ��*������� �$ -��* �2

 "

����0 �
��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ����

� ��
��

1 Line 22 is the sum of the entries at 15.69 (syndicates) and 15.19 (members).
2 Line 32 comprises members’ liabilities other than 15.19 (members) and central liabilities of

the Society.
3 Lines 41, 59 and 89 must be equal.
4 Line 50 is the amount of net results to be released from closing syndicate years plus finan-

cial year results on run–off years.
5 Line 51 is the amount of net assets held by managing agents for run–off syndicate years

less the amount at line 52. The assets are to be computed before applying admissibility li-
mits.

6 The technical provisions in lines 52 and 53 are the amounts shown in line 59 to Form 24
and line 15 to Form 14. They exclude amounts in lines 54 and 55.

7 The total of lines 49, 50 and 52 to 55 must equal the assets in premium trust funds other
than the reinsurance share of the technical provisions, before applying admissibility limits,
less liabilities other than technical provisions.

8 The sum of lines 62 and 63 must equal Form 13 line 89 code 6.
9 The sum of lines 72 and 73 must equal Form 13 line 89 code 5.
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1 4����������� $�� ��*������� �$ -��* ��

 "

����0 �
��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ����

� ��
��

1 Form 13 must be completed separately for each code written under the following category of:

� ��
�� -��* �� ����#��� ��	�

Category Code: other than long–
term insurance business
assets

Code: long–term insur-
ance business assets

Corporation 1 2
Central Fund 3 4

Members’ funds at Lloyds 5 6
Total premium trust fund 100 200

Trust fund maintained in re-
spect of an overseas regulator

102, 103, 104, etc. –

Remaining premium trust fund 101 –
Premium trust fund maintained
in respect of each syndicate

– 201, 202, 203, etc.

� ��
��

2 Lines 21 to 30 do not apply to codes other than 1–4.
3 In lines 11 to 86:

(a) for the purpose of classifying (but not valuing) assets, headings and descriptions
used above, wherever they also occur in the balance sheet format in Schedule
9A to the Companies Act, (as if that schedule applied to Lloyd’s and as if the
Corporation was a company) must have the same meaning as in that schedule,

(b) assets must be valued in accordance with LLD 13 (Assets: valuation and realis-
ability risk); and

(c) assets of any particular description must be shown after deduction of assets of
that description which (for any reason) fall to be left out of account under LLD
13.4, LLD 14.5 and LLD 14.6.

4 Lines 92 to 95 provide a reconciliation of amounts valued in accordance with LLD 9 to 15 to
the amounts that appear in published accounts.

5 The aggregate value of those investments which are:
(a) unlisted investments falling within any of lines 41, 42, 46 or 48 which have been

valued in accordance with LLD 13.11; or
(b) listed investments falling within any of lines 41, 42, 46 or 48 which have been

valued in accordance with LLD 13.11 and which are not readily realisable; or
(c) units or other beneficial interests in collective investment schemes falling within

LLD 13.12.2R; or
(d) reversionary interests or remainders in property other than land or buildings,
must be stated by way of a supplementary note to this form, together with a descrip-
tion of such investments.

6 The aggregate value of those investments falling within lines 46 or 48 which are hybrid secu-
rities are to be stated by way of a supplementary note.

7 Non Topic text row–text

FSA Handbook  •  LLD •  Pre-release 0.1 (21 June 2001)
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8 In line 95 “Assets of a type not valued above” refers to assets left out of account under LLD
13.4.1R.

9 Line 61 and 63 relate only to general insurance business
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1 4����������� $�� ��*������� �$ -��* �(

 "

����0 �
��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ����

� ��
��

1 The form must be completed separately for the total long–term insurance business liabil-
ities, the liabilities in respect of each syndicate and any liabilities relating to the other long–
term insurance business assets of members or those of the Corporation or Central Fund.
The same codes must be used on the corresponding Form 13.
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1 4����������� $�� ��*������� �$ -��* �)

 "

����0 �
��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ����

� ��
��

1 Line 11 Column 1 corresponds to the sum of 25.11+25.13+25.15+25.30 for the closing year.
2 Line 12 Column 1 corresponds to the sum of 25.11+25.13+25.15+25.30 for naturally open

years.
3 Line 13 Column 1 corresponds to the sum of 25.11+25.13+25.15+25.30 for run–off years.
4 The amounts in line 15 must sum to the amount at line 28 to Form 37. Any difference be-

tween the credit equalisation provisions allocated to members and their proportionate shares
of the provisions allocated to the open syndicate years on which they participate must be
included in the form for other members’ liabilities.

5 Separate forms are required for syndicate liabilities, other members’ liabilities, central liabil-
ities and aggregate liabilities.

6 No entries arise in lines 11 to 13, 16 to 19 or 31 to 43 for the central liabilities of the Society.
7 Aggregate member’s liabilities include aggregate net surpluses in open syndicate years (for

those members with surpluses) to be shown at line 16 and credit equalisation provisions at
line 15. Nothing arises in lines 11 to 13 or 31 to 46.

8 Amounts in lines 11 to 13 and 16 must be stated gross of reinsurers’ share.
9 The amount at line 11 should include the amount relating to future years of account shown in

a footnote as required by instruction 3 to Form 20 and exclude any amounts included in line
12.

10 The amount at line 12 should include amounts relating to syndicate years reinsured into the
latest two years of account before the year end, but must exclude any reinsurance to close
as at the end of the year end since these amounts are included in line 11.
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1 Forms 16 are required for all years of account combined, run–off years, “YY”, “First YY” and
“Latest YY” as defined in Form 20.

2 For all years of account combined, line 11 must also include the amounts required to be
stated by instruction 3 to Form 20.

3 The amounts in line 12 must sum to the amount at line 29 to form 37.
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1 Form 17 must be completed in respect of each category for which a separate Form 13 is
supplied.

2 The codes specified in instruction 1 to Form 13 are to be used as appropriate.
3 Derivative contracts must be analysed according to the description of assets shown in the

second description column of Form 17, which represents the principal subject of the contract.
4 Derivative contracts must be reported as assets in column 1 of Form 17 if their value to the

insurer (gross of variation margin) is positive and as liabilities in column 2 of Form 17 if their
value (gross of variation margin) to the insurer is negative.

5 All amounts included at lines 11 to 35 of Form 17 in respect of derivative contracts must be
as determined without making any allowance for variation margin.

6 Amounts in respect of a derivative contract may only be included net of amounts in respect
of any other derivative contract if :

(a) obligations of the insurer under the contracts may be set off against each other
under generally accepted accounting practice; and

(b) such other contract has the effect (in whole or in part) of closing out the obliga-
tions of the insurer under the first mentioned contract.

7 The effect of any variation margin upon amounts included at lines 11 to 35 of Form 17 must
be shown at line 41.

8 The entry at 17.49.1 must be included at 13.44.1.
9 The entry at 17.49.2 must be included at 15.49.1 or 14.38.1 as appropriate.
10 Rights to recover assets transferred by way of initial margin must not be shown in Form 17
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1 The underwriting years commencing in the financial years shown between the columns
headed “YY” and “Latest YY” must be in order (with the most recent year to the right) and
correspond to the underwriting year commencing in this financial year and the previous under-
writing years respectively.

2 Amounts must be analysed by year of account not by original underwriting year. A note to
Form 20 must reconcile the consequential differences from amounts appearing in Form 24.

3 If any syndicate year has been closed into the year of account commencing after the year end
and the technical provision is greater than the reinsurance to close for that syndicate year,
(see Form 25 instruction 2) then the total of the amounts of the difference should be stated as
a note to Form 20, analysed by accounting class.

4 The total of each row 11–21 and the amounts required to be stated by instruction 3 must
equal the total in line 69 to Form 24.
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1 The underwriting years commencing in the financial years shown between the columns
headed “29 29” and “99 99” must be in order (with the most recent year to the right) and
correspond to the underwriting year commencing in this financial year and the previous nine
underwriting years respectively.

2 The amount in line 53 must equal the amount in line 31 of Form 25.
3 Amounts in lines 11–29 and 39–51 relating to syndicate years that commenced in the finan-

cial year or the previous two financial years (including syndicate years that have been closed
into those syndicate years) must be included in the forms relating to naturally open years.
Amounts relating to other syndicate years must be included in the forms relating to run–off
years.

4 For naturally open years, the amount at line 30 is the total of provisions for all syndicate
years that remain open (that is: go into run–off) at the end of the 3rd financial year less any
reinsurance to close premiums received from run–off years closed at the end of, or during,
the financial year. For run–off years, the amount at line 30 is the total of any reinsurance to
close premiums payable to close syndicate years into naturally open years less the total of
provisions for all syndicate years that go into run–off. In each case a syndicate year includes
syndicate years closed into that syndicate year. Amounts relating to closed syndicate years
must be included in the column relating to the original underwriting year. The allocation of
reinsurance to close premiums between accounting classes and original underwriting year
may be done in any reasonable manner.

5 Amount shown in lines 21 to 29 must exclude claims management costs.
6 The amounts shown in lines 51 and 53 must exclude credit equalisation provisions.
7 The amounts shown at lines 11 to 49 must be payable or receivable during the financial year.
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1 The underwriting years commencing in the financial years shown between the columns
headed “29 29” and “99 99” must be in order (with the most recent year to the right) and
correspond to the underwriting year commencing in this financial year and the previous nine
underwriting years respectively.

2 Line 31 must equal line 53 to Form 24. The amount included for each syndicate year should
sum to the solvency provision, even (in the case of a closing syndicate year) if this exceeds
the reinsurance to close.

3 Amounts relating to syndicate years that commenced in the financial year or the previous fi-
nancial year (including syndicate years closed, or being closed, into those syndicate years
and syndicate years being closed into the following open underwriting years) must be included
in the forms relating to naturally open years. Other syndicate years must be included in the
forms relating to run–off years.

4 Lines 11 to 14 must exclude claims management
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1 The underwriting years commencing in the financial years shown between the columns
headed “29 29” and “99 99 must be in order (with the most recent year to the right) and
correspond to the underwriting year commencing in this financial year and the previous nine
underwriting years respectively.

2 The amount in line 53 must equal the amount at line 31 to Form 29.
3 Amounts in line 11–29 and 39–51 relating to syndicate years that commenced in the financial

year or the previous two financial years (including syndicate years that had been closed into
those syndicate years) must be included in the forms relating to naturally open years.
Amounts relating to other syndicate years must be included in the forms relating to run–off
years.

4 For naturally open years, the amount at line 30 is the total of provisions for all syndicate
years that remain open (that is: go into run–off) at the end of the 3rd financial year less any
reinsurance to close premiums received from run–off years closed at the end of, or during,
the financial year. For run–off years, the amount at line 30 is the total of any reinsurance to
close premiums payable to close syndicate years into naturally open years less the total of
provisions for all syndicate years that go into run–off. In each case a syndicate year includes
syndicate years closed into that syndicate year. The allocation of reinsurance to close pre-
miums between categories and underwriting year may be done in any reasonable manner.

5 Amounts shown in lines 21 to 29 must exclude claims management costs.
6 The amounts shown in the first column must be analysed on continuation sheets by under-

writing year for financial years ending after 31 December 2003.
7 The box marked “Business category” must be completed by inserting one of the letters “a” to

“h” according to which of the sub–paragraphs below describes the insurance business cat-
egory to which the form relates:

(a) Accident and health (corresponding general insurance business classes 1 (other
than 1(p)) and 2);

(b) Motor (corresponding general insurance business classes 1(p), 3 and 10);
(c) Aviation (corresponding general insurance business classes 1(p), 5 and 11);
(d) Marine (corresponding general insurance business classes 1(p), 6 and 12);
(e) Transport (corresponding general insurance business class 7);
(f) Property (corresponding general insurance business classes 4, 8 and 9);
(g) Third party liability (corresponding general insurance business class 13); and
(h) Miscellaneous and pecuniary loss (corresponding general insurance business

classes 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18).
8 The amounts shown at lines 11 to 49 must be amounts payable or receivable during this fi-

nancial year.
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1 The underwriting years commencing in the financial years shown between the columns
headed “29 29” and “99 99” must be in order (with the most recent year to the right) and
correspond to the underwriting year commencing in this financial year and the previous nine
underwriting years respectively.

2 The allocation of amounts in line 30 between categories and underwriting year may be done
in any reasonable manner consistent with Form 25.

3 Amounts relating to syndicate years that commenced in the financial year or the previous
financial year (including syndicate years closed, or being closed, into those syndicate years
and syndicate years being closed into the following open underwriting years) must be in-
cluded in the forms relating to naturally open years. Other syndicate years must be included
in the forms relating to run–off years.

4 Lines 11 to 14 must exclude claims management costs.
5 The amounts shown in the first column must be analysed on continuation sheets by under-

writing year for financial years ending after 31 December 2003.
6 The box marked “Business category” must be completed by inserting one of the letters “a” to

“h” according to which of the sub–paragraphs of instruction 7 for completing Form 28 de-
scribes the business category to which the form relates.
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1 All figures are to be shown gross of the reinsurers’ share.
2 The underwriting years commencing in the financial years at lines 11 to 20 must correspond

to the underwriting year commencing in this financial year and the previous nine underwriting
years respectively.

3 All amounts shown must exclude claims management costs.
4 The percentage shown at column 9 must be the ratio of the sum of columns 1 to 4 to column

8.
5 The percentages shown at column 9 are to be expressed as percentages to one place of

decimals.
6 For risk groups falling in accounting class 7 the amounts shown in line 21 must be analysed

by underwriting year on continuation sheets for financial years ending after 31 December
2003
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1 All figures are to be shown gross of reinsurers’ share.
2 All amounts shown must exclude claims management costs.
3 Only business not reported on Form 34 must be included in this form.
4 “Gross written premiums” refers to all amounts reported in column 99–99 of line 11 to Form

24, but only to the extent such premiums have not been reported in Form 34.
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1 Where any of Forms 28, 29 or 34 contains a figure in a currency other than sterling the rate of
conversion of those figures to sterling shall be stated in the right hand column of this form.

2 Where the rate of conversion differs according to whether it applies to income and
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1 Lines 13 must be 150% of the highest annual amount of net premiums written in the last 5
years.

2 Line 21 must equal the total of the statutory credit equalisation provisions, if any, brought for-
ward from the previous year at Form 15, line 15 column 2.

3 Line 22 must be 75% of the technical surplus, if any, shown on line 39, subject to a limit of 12%
of line 30.

4 Line 24 must equal the technical deficit, if any, shown on line 39.
5 The entry at line 30 must be the amounts included in line 19 of Form 24 for accounting class 8,

relating to direct insurance business in general insurance business class 14.
6 The entry at line 31 must be the amounts included in lines 29 and 59 of Form 24 for accounting

class 8 relating to direct insurance business in general insurance business class 14.
7 The entry at line 32 must be the amounts included in line 39 of Form 24 for accounting class 8,

relating to direct insurance business in general insurance business class 14.
8 The entry at line 33 must be the amounts included in line 49 of Form 24 for accounting class 8,

relating to direct insurance business in general insurance business class 14.
9 If the net premiums that would appear in line 30 are less than 2,500,000 Euros (using the con-

version rate notified by the FSA from time to time for this purpose) and less than 4% of the
total net premiums written by members in the financial year for general insurance business, no
credit equalisation provision is required. In this case, a note stating the amount of net written
premiums for direct credit insurance business and stating that no credit equalisation provision
is required should replace this form.
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1 The entry at 40.11.1 must be equal to the sum of 41.19.3 and 41.29.3, the entry at 40.21.1
must be equal to 42.59.3 and the entry at 40.22.1 must be equal to 41.49.3.

2 The entry at line 12 is to exclude value re–adjustments on investments and gains on the re-
alisation of investments, which must be shown in line 13.

3 Any item of income which cannot properly be allocated to lines 11, 12 or 13 must be entered in
line 15, and similarly, any item of expenditure which cannot be properly be allocated in lines 21,
22, 23 or 24 must be entered in line 25. Particulars of such items must be specified in a sup-
plementary note.

4 The entry at line 21 is to exclude claims management costs, which should be included in line
22, and any change in the provision for claims.

5 The entry at line shall be profits released to members less any calls made.
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1 Line 11 must include all single premium amounts where there is no expectation of continuing
premiums being paid at regular intervals.

2 Lines 12 and 29 must include premiums payable at regular intervals during the policy year, in-
cluded repeated or recurrent single premiums where the levels of premium is defined.
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1 Form 51 should be completed for each year of account. This will include the year of account
which has been closed by a reinsurance to close premium after the valuation date.

2 Where outstanding claims are shown in line 18 to Form 14, they must not be included in line
11.
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1 Capital at risk shall be shown after distribution of surplus.
2 Line 39 equals line 32  [line 21  0.1% + line22  0.15% + line 23  0.3%] for Classes I, II and IX.
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1 Subject to 5, the certificate required by LLD 15.9.1R(1) must state:
(1) in relation to Forms 9 to 17, 20 to 42, the supplementary notes to the forms and the

statements required under LLD 15.5.1R(3), LLD 15.6.1R and LLD 15.7.1R, LLD
15.8.1R, LLD 15.5.5R and LLD 15.8.8R, that:
(a) the Lloyd’s Return has been prepared in accordance with LLD 9 to 15;
(b) proper accounting records have been maintained and adequate information has

been obtained by the Society; and
(c) an appropriate system of control has been established and maintained by the

Society over its transactions and records;
(2) that reasonable enquiries have been made by the Society for the purpose of deter-

mining whether any persons are connected for the purposes of LLD 9 to 15;
(3) that, as applicable, the assets held by members throughout the financial year in

question enabled the Society to comply with LLD 14.3.1R (Currency matching and
localisation); and

(4) in relation to the statement required by LLD 15.9.1R(2) to be made by the Lloyd’s
actuary, that:
(a) for the purpose of preparing the statement, proper accounts and records have

been maintained; and
(b) the information given has been ascertained in conformity with LLD 15.9.1R.

2 Subject to 5, the certificate required by LLD 15.9.1R(1) must state that the required margin
has been maintained throughout the financial year in question.

3 Subject to 5, the certificate required by LLD 15.9.1R(1) must also state in relation to the
long–term insurance business carried on by members:
(1) that the requirements of IPRU(INS) 3.1R to 3.5R have been fully complied with and in

particular that, subject to the provisions of IPRU(INS) 3.2R(3), assets attributable to
long–term insurance business, the income arising, the proceeds of any realisation of
such assets and any other income or proceeds allocated to the long–term insurance
business fund or funds have not been applied otherwise than for the purpose of the
long–term insurance business;

(2) that any amount payable from or receivable by the long–term insurance business
fund or funds in respect of services rendered by or to any other business carried on
by a member or by a person who, for the purposes of IPRU(INS) 3.4R, is connected
with it or is a subsidiary undertaking of it has been determined and where appropriate
apportioned on terms which are believed to be no less than fair to that fund or those
funds, and any exchange of assets representing such fund or funds for other assets
of the member has been made at fair market value;

(3) that all guarantees given by a member of the performance by a related insurer which
would fall to be met by any long–term insurance business fund have been disclosed
in the Lloyd’s Return, and that the fund or funds on which each of those guarantees
would fall has been identified in it;

(4) that the return in respect of long–term insurance business is not distorted by agree-
ments between the members concerned or by any arrangements which could affect
the apportionment of expenses and income; and

(5) that IPRU(INS) 3.5R has been fully complied with.
4 Subject to 5, where the Council is satisfied that:

(1) the systems of control established and maintained by managing agents complied, at
the end of the financial year in question, with any relevant guidance and it is reason-
able to believe that those systems continued so to comply and will continue to so
comply; or

FSA Handbook  •  LLD •  Pre-release 0.1 (21 June 2001)
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(2) the Lloyd’s Return has been prepared in accordance with any relevant guidance;
this must be so stated, by listing that guidance, in the certificate  required by LLD
15.9.1R(1).

5 Where, in the opinion of those signing the certificate, the circumstances are such that any of
the statements required by 1 to 4 cannot truthfully be made, the relevant statements must
be omitted.

6 Where, by virtue of 5, any statements have been omitted from the certificate this fact must
be stated in a note.
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1 The statement required by LLD 15.9.1R(2) must be prepared and signed by the Lloyd’s
actuary, and must:
(1) state whether, for every syndicate year in which members carry on general insurance

business either:
(a) the syndicate actuary has provided an unqualified opinion, which:

(i) is in a form conforming to guidance from the actuarial bodies; and
(ii) confirms that the technical provisions set by the managing agent are at

least equal to the syndicate actuary’s best estimate; or
(b) the Lloyd’s actuary has set the technical provisions (both gross and net of rein-

surance recoveries); and
(2) describe any source of uncertainty in the liabilities covered by the technical provisions,

which in his opinion is material to the Society as a whole:
(a) which any syndicate actuary mentions in his opinion; or
(b) which affects any syndicate year for which the Lloyd’s actuary has set the

technical provisions.
2 If the Lloyd’s actuary has set the technical provisions for any syndicate year, the statement

must include an opinion covering those technical provisions, which:
(1) confirms that they are at least equal to his best estimate; and
(2) is in a form conforming to guidance for syndicate actuaries from the actuarial bodies,

modified to show:
(a) that he is retained by the Society and not the managing agent;
(b) that he, and not the managing agent, set the technical provisions; and
(c) separately, the technical provisions of each syndicate year covered.

3 If the Lloyd’s actuary considers it necessary, such qualification, amplification or explanation
as may be appropriate must be added to the statement.
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1 The certificate required by LLD 15.9.1R(3) to be signed by the syndicate actuary appointed
to a syndicate in which members carry on long–term insurance business must state:
(1) whether in his opinion, proper records have been kept by the managing agent ad-

equate for the purpose of the valuation of the liabilities of the syndicate;
(2) whether the sum of the mathematical reserves and the deposits received from rein-

surers as shown in Form 14 constitute proper provision at the end of the financial year
for the long–term insurance business liabilities where these liabilities:
(a) include any increase in liabilities arising from a distribution of surplus as a result

of an investigation as at the end of the financial year into the financial condition
of the long–term insurance business; and

(b) include all liabilities arising from deposit back arrangements;
but exclude liabilities which had fallen due before the end of the financial year, other
than those arising from deposit back arrangements;

(3) whether the liabilities have been valued in accordance with LLD 9 to 15 in the context
of assets valued in accordance with LLD 9 to 15, as shown in Form 14;

(4) by way of a list, the professional guidance that has been complied with;
(5) whether in his opinion, premiums for contracts entered into during the financial year

and the income earned on them are sufficient on reasonable actuarial assumptions,
taking into account other financial resources of the members and the Society that are
available for the purpose, to enable the members to meet their commitments and, in
particular, to establish adequate mathematical reserves; and

(6) whether the amounts in Form 60 are accurate.
2 If the syndicate actuary considers it necessary, such qualification, amplification or explana-

tion as may be appropriate must be added to the certificate.
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1 The report required by LLD 15.9.3R must, in addition to any statement required by section
237(2) and (3) of the Companies Act, state:
(1) that in the auditors’ opinion, Forms 9 to 17, 20 to 42, the supplementary notes to the

forms and the statements required under LLD 15.5.1R(3), LLD 15.6.1R, LLD 15.7.1R,
and LLD 15.8.1R have been properly prepared in accordance with LLD 9 to 15;

(2) that according to the information and explanations that the auditors have received:
(a) in their opinion, the certificate required to be signed in accordance with LLD

15.9.1R(1), otherwise than in relation to statements to which 1(3) relates, has
been properly prepared in accordance with LLD 9 to 15; and

(b) subject to 1(3), it was or was not unreasonable for the persons giving the certifi-
cate to have made the statements in it (other than statements to which 1(3) re-
lates); and

(3) the extent to which, in giving their opinion, the auditors have relied:
(a) in respect of financial information supplied to the Society by managing agents on

behalf of syndicates, on work carried out by syndicate auditors; and
(b) in respect of long term insurance business carried on by members, on the certifi-

cates of the syndicate actuaries given in accordance with the requirements of
LLD 9 to 15 with respect to the amounts in Form 60.

2 The audit opinion required by 1(2)(a) does not extend to cover the statements required under:
(1) LLD 15.8.5R and LLD 15.8.8R; and
(2) LLD 15 Annex 2R 1(4), but only in so far as it relates to relevant guidance which either

states that compliance with the guidance need not be audited or which relates to con-
trols with respect to money laundering.

3 To the extent that the information and explanations they have received do not allow the audi-
tors to express an opinion on whether it was or was not unreasonable for the Council to have
made the statement required by LLD 15 Annex 2R 1(c) the auditors must add to their report
such qualification, amplification or explanation as may be appropriate.

4 Where the auditors refer in their report or in any note attached to their report to any uncer-
tainty, the report must state whether, in the auditors’ opinion, that uncertainty is material to
determining whether the Society is able to meet the solvency requirements of LLD 9 to 15.
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1 For the purposes of LLD 9 to 15, the accounting classes for general insurance business are
those set out in the following table:

� ��
�� ���������# �������

Accounting class Description Corresponding classes of general in-

surance business

1 Accident and health 1 (other than 1(p) and 2
2 Motor 1(p), 3 and 10

3 Aviation 1(p), 5 and 11
4 Marine 1(p), 6 and 2

5 Transport 7

6 Property 4, 8, and 9
7 Third party liability 13

8 Miscellaneous and pe-

cuniary loss

14, 15, 16, 17 and 18

9 Non proportional

treaty

10 Proportional treaty

11 Marine, aviation and

transport treaty
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3 Table Record keeping requirements

Handbook
reference

Subject 
of record

Contents 
of record

When record
must be made

Retention
period

LLD 1.2.2G(1) Delegation of re-
sponsibility for
carrying out the So-
ciety’s regulatory
functions

Not specified Not specified Not specified

LLD 1.2.4G(2) Records of any com-
mittee with del-
egated authority to
carry out the So-
ciety’s regulatory
functions

Should include min-
utes of its meetings

Not specified Not specified

LLD 1.2.5G(2) An individual’s or
other person’s exer-
cise of his delegated
authority to carry out
the Society’s regula-
tory functions

Not specified Not specified Not specified

LLD 1.3.10G(1) Interests of those in-
volved in carrying
out the Society’s
regulatory functions

Register of interests Not specified Not specified

LLD 1.3.10G(2) Conflicts of interest
of those involved in
carrying out the So-
ciety’s regulatory
functions

Disclosures of con-
flicts of interest and
the steps taken to
handle them

Not specified Not specified

LLD 4.2.3G(1) Transactions in the
capacity transfer
market

Adequate audit trails Not specified Not specified

LLD 5.2.3G Notifications made
to the Society by, or
on behalf of, certain
persons who have
ceased to be under-
writing members

Changes of address
and deaths of certain
persons who have
ceased to be under-
writing members

Not specified Not specified
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Retention
period

When record
must be made

Contents 
of record

Subject 
of record

Handbook
reference
LLD 7.3.1G

LLD 7.3.2G

Complaints from
members or former
members involving
allegations that they
have suffered, or
may suffer, financial
loss, material distress
or material incon-
venience

Not specified Not specified Minimum period
of 3 years from
receipt of com-
plaint

LLD 9.4.5R Accounting records Sufficient to demon-
strate compliance
with LLD 9 to 15

As required in ac-
cordance with  LLD
9 to 15

Normally not less
than 10 years

LLD 10.8.3G(4) Managing agents’
records

Various records and
analyses of under-
writing and claims

Not specified Not specified
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3 Table Notification requirements

Handbook
reference

Matter to be
notified

Contents of
notification

Trigger 
event

Time al-
lowed

LLD 2.3.1D Any matter likely to
be of material con-
cern to the FSA in
relation to the regu-
lated activities for
which the Society has
permission; or under-
writing agents; or ap-
proved persons or
individuals acting for
or on behalf of un-
derwriting agents

Includes but is not li-
mited to matters
listed in LLD 2.3.4G

The Society becomes
aware of the matter

Immediate

LLD 2.4 Commencement,
continuation and
cessation of relevant
investigations and
disciplinary proceed-
ings

Commencement,
continuation and
cessation of inves-
tigations and disci-
plinary proceedings
listed in LLD 2.4.1D,
LLD 2.4.2D and LLD
2.4.3G

End of each calendar
month

5 business
days

LLD 2.6.2G

LLD 2.6.3G

Proposed changes in
byelaws for supervis-
ing and regulating the
market at Lloyd’s

Details of proposed
changes, consultation
undertaken and re-
sponses to consulta-
tion

Not specified The FSA
should be
given ad-
equate no-
tice

LLD 2.6.4G Regulatory and
market bulletins; and
all amendments to
byelaws

Copies of bulletins
and amendments

Publication Immediate
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Time al-
lowed

Trigger 
event

Contents of
notification

Matter to be
notified

Handbook
reference
LLD 3.3 Information about the

Central Fund
Information on the
Central Fund’s net
market value, pay-
ments, investments,
changes in any insur-
ance policy and any
claims on the latter,
or circumstances
likely to lead to a
claim

End of each calendar
quarter

2 weeks

LLD 4.3 Information about the
capacity transfer
market

Capacity transferred,
investigations into
conduct in the capac-
ity transfer market,
and all complaints re-
ceived

End of each calendar
quarter in which any
capacity is trans-
ferred

1 month

LLD 7.4 Information about
certain complaints
from members and
former members

Number, nature, res-
olution and referral
of these complaints

End June and end
December

1 month

LLD 10.4 Intention to approve
or amend a trust deed

New trust deed and
proposed amend-
ment, plus a state-
ment of the purpose
of the deed/amend-
ment and an analysis
of its impact

The Society intends
to approve or amend
a trust deed

Sufficient
time for the
FSA to con-
sider propo-
sals before
Society ap-
proval

LLD 10.5.2G Material changes pro-
posed to risk–based
capital system

Details of proposed
changes

The Society intends
to make amendments
to risk–based capital
system maintained
under LLD 10.5.1R

Adequate
time for the
FSA to re-
view propo-
sals and as-
sess their
implication

LLD 10.5.4G Independent reviews
commissioned by the
Society of the oper-
ation of the RBC
model

Results of each re-
view

Completion of the re-
view

Not speci-
fied

LLD 10.6 Reviews of aggrega-
tions of risk and
plans for monitoring
aggregations of risk

Discussion Completion of reg-
ular reviews

Not speci-
fied

LLD 10.9.5R A syndicate actuary
of a general insur-
ance business syndi-
cate will or may be
unable to provide an
unqualified opinion
under LLD
10.9.4R(3)(b)

Not specified The Society becomes
aware

Prompt
notification
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Time al-
lowed

Trigger 
event

Contents of
notification

Matter to be
notified

Handbook
reference
LLD 11.2.4R If the solvency re-

quirements of LLD
11.2.1R are not main-
tained

A plan for the resto-
ration of a sound fi-
nancial position

The Society becomes
aware

Prompt
notification

LLD 11.2.11R If criterion similar to
the guarantee fund
requirement for in-
surers is not main-
tained

A short–term finan-
cial scheme similar
to that required from
insurers under SUP,
Appendix 2 1.4

The Society becomes
aware

Prompt
notification

LLD 15 Lloyd’s Return and
Lloyd’s global ac-
count

Detailed reports in
accordance with the
requirements of LLD
15 and its Annexes

End of each financial
year

6 months
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����	�� ������
��� � -��� ��	 ��&�� ��5����	 ���*����

�
%����� +/
������� ���	
���� � ���� ��� ��%�	 	�.��	�� ���(����
��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ����
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��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ����

���	
��� �	����

"�&�	��� (�
����	�� ������
��� � ��,��� �6������	

�
%����� 7/
������� ���	
���� � <�)�	� �0�	
����

��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ����

� �%� $����)��# ��)�	� %��� ���� �0�	
���� �� �%� ��� �� (�� ���!

� �%� 	���� �� ��� + �� ��� : ��� ��� ; �� ��� �: �	� (��� ����	 ��
���� �+2 �$ �%�
�
� &/���	�� 	����(���# ��)�	'!

+ �%� ��	�
����� �� ��� � �	� #���� ����	 ��
���� +�2 �$ �%� �
� &=0�	
��� �$ ��)�	�
�%	��#% -���
��'!

7 �%� ��	�
���� �� ��� 9 �� #���� ����	 ��
���� +�9 �$ �%� �
� &��	�
���� �� ���%�	���'!

: �%� #�����
� �� #���� ����	 ��
���� �:;&�' �$ �%� �
� &/�����
�'!
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��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ����

���	
��� �	����

"�&�	��� )�
����	�� ������
��� � 1�#&�� �$ ������ $�� 	�*�#��

�
%����� :/
������� ���	
���� � ��#%�� �$ �
���� $�	 ��(�#��

��� ������� � ������� ����� � ���� ����

� �%� ����� ����) ���� ��� �%� 	���� �� ��� 
���	�������� �$ )%�
% �� �� ���%�	����
��	��� (�� �� �
�������� ����	 ��
���� �:� �$ �%� �
� &�
����� $�	 ��(�#��' �� �
��	��� )%� ��$$�	� ���� �� � 	����� �$ �%� 
���	��������!

� 3$ � 5J��5 �����	� �� �%� 
���(� %����� 5��	 �	����� ��	���K5, �%� 	��� (�� ��
�
�������� �� � 5�	����� ��	����  ����	 ��
���� �:� &�	, �� 
�	���� 
�	
�(����
��, %��
$���
��	� �	 	��	����������* ��� �	��
�� 9&�' ��� &+'&
' �$ �%� �����
��� ��	��
�� ���
6�	��� �
� ���� &��#%�� �$ �
����' ��#�������� ���� &�3 ���� B� ��:9''!  � 5J��5
�� �%� 
���(� %����� 5��(����5 ����
���� �%�� �%� ��� %�� 	�(���� �%� 	�#%� �$
�
���� ����	 ��
���� �:�&�' �$ �%� �
�!  3$ ��, � 	�$�	��
� �� �%� 	��� �� )%�
% �� ��
	�(���� �� ���� #����!

+ �%� 
���(� %����� 5��	 ��%�	 ��	���K5 ����
���� )%��%�	 �%� 	��� (�� �� �
��������
�� � ��	��� ��%�	 �%�� � �	����� ��	��� &�	 %�� $���
��	� �	 	��	����������' ����	 �	��
��
9&�' ��� &+' �$ �%��� ��#��������!  3$ ��, �� ����
����� �$ �%� ���� �$ ��	��� �� )%�(
�%� 	��� (�� �� �
�������� �� #����!

4 Table Rights of action for damages

Right of action under section 150
Chapter/ Ap-
pendix

Section/
Annex

Paragraph For private
Person?

Removed? For other per-
son?

3 All rules No Yes LLD
3.1.2R

No

4 All rules No Yes LLD
4.1.2R

No

5 All rules No Yes LLD
5.1.2R

No

7 All rules No Yes LLD
7.1.2R

No

8 All rules No Yes LLD
8.1.2R

No

9 Rules re-
quiring the
Society to
have or
maintain
adequate
financial
resources

No No – No

9 All other
rules

No Yes LLD
9.1.3R

No
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For other per-
son?

Removed?For private
Person?

ParagraphSection/
Annex

Chapter/ Ap-
pendix
10 Rules re-

quiring the
Society to
have or
maintain
adequate
financial
resources

No No – No

10 All other
rules

No Yes LLD
10.1.2R

No

11 Rules re-
quiring the
Society to
have or
maintain
adequate
financial
resources

No No – No

11 All other
rules

No Yes LLD
11.1.2R

No

12 Rules re-
quiring the
Society to
have or
maintain
adequate
financial
resources

No No – No

12 All other
rules

No Yes LLD
12.1.2R

No

13 Rules re-
quiring the
Society to
have or
maintain
adequate
financial
resources

No No – No

13 All other
rules

No Yes LLD
13.1.2R

No

14 Rules re-
quiring the
Society to
have or
maintain
adequate
financial
resources

No No – No

14 All other
rules

No Yes LLD
14.1.2R

No
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For other per-
son?

Removed?For private
Person?

ParagraphSection/
Annex

Chapter/ Ap-
pendix
15 Rules re-

quiring the
Society to
have or
maintain
adequate
financial
resources

No No – No

15 All other
rules

No Yes LLD
15.1.2R

No
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THE PROFESSIONAL FIRMS SOURCEBOOK INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the rules and gives the guidance in the Annex to
this instrument (�PROF�) in the exercise of powers listed in Schedule 4 to PROF (Powers
exercised).

B. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19
(The general prohibition) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the �Act�)
comes into force.

C. The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed in Schedule 4 to PROF
(Powers exercised) are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-
making instruments).

D. This instrument may be cited as the Professional Firms Sourcebook Instrument 2001.

E. The Annex to this instrument, may be cited as the Professional firms sourcebook (or
PROF).

By order of the Board
21 June 2001

FSA 2001/23



ANNEX



P R O F

Professional
firms
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3. The FSA's duties and powers

4. Disclosure

5. Non-mainstream regulated activities

Schedule 1: Record keeping requirements

Schedule 2: Notification requirements

Schedule 3: Fees and other required payments
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Schedule 6: Rules that can be waived
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(1) (2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional
provision:

dates in force

(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

1 PROF
4.1.2R

G The FSA considers that the
issue by an exempt
professional firm of a
letter to a client on a 
letterhead that includes
a statement that it is
“authorised” will be in
breach of PROF 4.1.2R.
This includes a
statement such as:

‘This firm is authorised in
the conduct of investment
business by [name of
recognised professional
body] under the 
Financial Services Act
1986.’

However, an exempt
professional firm which has
been authorised for
investment business by a
recognised professional
body under the
Financial Services Act 1986
may continue to
use stocks of notepaper
and other material that
discloses its status under
that act, provided that it
strikes through the
disclosure statement.

From
commence–
ment

Commence–
ment

2 PROF G General transitional
provisions

GEN contains some
technical transitional
provisions that apply
throughout the
Handbook and which
are designed to ensure
a smooth transition
at commencement.

From
commence–
ment

Commence–
ment
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�� �������� � ��	���� ����� � ���� ���� �#�#%

��� ����������� ��	 �������

�!���� �"�� �

	�!����� ��� ���
���

�����������

����� ���� �����	
��� ���	� �� ��������

��� ����  � �� ����  � ��� �� �����	 �
�������� ��
�� ���

��� ����  � ���	� �� ��	��
��� �
�������� ��
��

����� �#�� ����!����� �� �	�� ��	����� �� ���������� 	
��������� ������"

�������

����� $���� ���� %% �� �#� ���  &��������� �� �����!��	 ����!�� �� '������ �� �#�
�����������( !������ ���������	�) 
�������#�
� �� !��
����� ��������) ���*� ��
����	� 	
��������� ��
��) !�� !���� �� 
����!�	�� 
������� ���������� &*#�!# �#�
���  ����� ����	� 
������� ����������( ����� ��
�������� ��� ��+�	����� ��
���������� 	
��������� ������"

����� �#�� ����!����� ���	�����

&�( �#� �����+������ ��� ����+������ �� 
����������	 ������,

&�( �#� !��������� ��� �!�������� �� �� ������� �� ����	� 
������� ���������� &���
����  �"�"-.(,

&-( �#� �����  ���� �� ���
 ����	� �������� ����� #�* ���������� 	
���������
������  ��
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On 28 March 2001 the following professional bodies were designated by the Treasury
under section 326(1) of the Act:

the Law Society
the Law Society of Scotland
the Law Society of Northern Ireland
the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales
the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland
the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland
the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants
the Institute of Actuaries
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As at 21 June 2001 the Treasury had made the following order under section 327(6):

The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Professions)
(Non–Exempt Activities) Order 2001 (SI 2001/1227)
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As at 21 June 2001 the FSA had made no directions under section 328 of the Act.
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Chapter/ Section/

Appendix Annex Paragraph

Right of action under section 150
————————————————————
For private Removed? For other
person? person?

PROF 5.2.1R

Conditions for non–

mainstream regulated ac-

tivity

Yes No No
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There is no table of derivations for PROF.
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There is no table of destinations for PROF.
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INTERIM PRUDENTIAL SOURCEBOOK FOR BUILDING SOCIETIES
(AMENDMENT) INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority  gives the guidance in this instrument in the exercise of
the power in  section 157(1) (b) ( Guidance ) of the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000  (the "Act").

B. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19 of
the Act (the general prohibition) comes into force.

C. IPRU(BSOC) shall be amended by adding, after Volume  1, the provisions contained in
Volume 2  forming the Annex to this instrument .

D. This instrument may be cited as the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Building Societies
(Amendment) Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
19 July 2001

FSA 2001/24
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1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 This chapter gives guidance to building societies, and to those members of building

societies considering making an application to the FSA about the exercise of the right

to obtain access to the registers of members of building societies.  This right is

governed by the provisions of paragraph 15 of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act.  Since the

functions under paragraph 15 of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act have not been amended

by the Act, there is no material change in this guidance compared with the procedure

and practice previously adopted by the Commission.

1.1.2 This guidance is not a definitive interpretation of the 1986 Act.  That is a matter for

the courts.

1.2 Registers of Members

1.2.1 Each society is under a statutory obligation to maintain a register of its members

(although the form in which it is maintained is at the discretion of the society).  The

register must show each member’s name and address and whether that person is a

shareholding member or a borrowing member.  The register must be kept at the

society’s principal office or such other place or places as the society’s directors think

fit.

1.2.2 Companies are under a statutory obligation to make their share registers available for

inspection by the general public.  There is no equivalent obligation on building

societies with respect to the registers of their members.  A society is not required to

allow access to its register other than in the circumstances provided for in paragraph

15 of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act.  Except to the limited extent that access is permitted

under that paragraph, a society’s register of members is confidential (and subject to

data protection legislation).

1.2.3 There are two principal reasons for the confidentiality of the registers of members of

building societies.  First, it is to protect the privacy of members, whether individually

or generally, so the fact that a person is either a shareholder in or a borrower from a
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particular society (or both) is not subject to indiscriminate disclosure.  Second, it is to

protect the commercial interests of societies given that it could be to their competitive

disadvantage if the identities of their shareholding and borrowing members, who are

their customers, were readily available to competitor organisations (the identity of

whose customers is not so available).

1.2.4 However, building societies are mutual associations of members.  As such, it is in

principle reasonable for members to be able to pursue a direct interest in the business

and management of “their” society and to get in touch with each other on matters of

mutual concern.

1.2.5 Within the framework set out in paragraph 15 of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act, it is the

responsibility of the FSA to balance the rights of individual members generally to

privacy, and of societies to commercial confidentiality, with the reasonable right of

particular individual members to get in touch with each other on matters relating to

the affairs of their society.  The confidentiality of the information held on the register

can be set aside only where the applicant can make out the case within the exceptional

circumstances described in paragraph 15 of Schedule 2.  In the opinion of the FSA,

the exception is to be considered as much a privilege as a right.

1.3 Statutory Framework

1.3.1 Paragraph 15 of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act governs when and how access to the

register of members of a building society may be obtained.  Subject to the exception

provided for in paragraph 15(1) of Schedule 2, access may only be granted on a

direction by the FSA.  Paragraph 15(2) of Schedule 2 provides that a member may, if

qualified to do so, make a written application to the FSA to exercise the right to obtain

members’ names and addresses from the register of the society of which he or she is

also a member, for the purposes of communicating with those other members of the

society on a subject relating to its affairs.  The text of the relevant legislation is at

Annex A.
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1.3.2 Paragraph 15(1) of Schedule 2 provides for an exception to the requirement to make

an application to the FSA.  Where the FSA has cancelled a society’s permission to

accept deposits and the society has not had its permission reinstated by the FSA, a

member of that society has the right to obtain the names and addresses of its members

from the register without application to the FSA.  In this case, the applicant is not

required to have been a member for any specified period but the minimum

shareholding or minimum mortgage debt requirements described in paragraph 1.3.3

may still apply.

1.3.3 A member is qualified for the purposes of obtaining access under paragraph 15(1) or

(2) of Schedule 2 if, under the rules of the society, he or she may join in a members’

requisition for a special meeting or in nominating a person for election as a director.

This means that the applicant must be an investing or borrowing member of the

society.  If the society’s rules prescribe a minimum investment or mortgage debt the

member must hold shares or have a mortgage debt of at least that amount.  The

minimum cannot exceed £100 in either case (which figure the Treasury may change

by Order).  In cases covered by paragraph 15(2) of Schedule 2, the society may also

require the applicant to have been a member for such period as may be specified in its

rules.  In most cases this is two years (the maximum permitted by the 1986 Act).

1.3.4 An application under paragraph 15(2) of Schedule 2 is subject to the payment of a

reasonable fee, currently £25, to the FSA.  Where an application is made, the FSA

may direct the society to give the member access to the register provided the FSA is

satisfied that:

(1) the applicant requires the right for the purposes of communicating with

members of the society “on a subject relating to its affairs”;  and

(2) the applicant has not, since making the application, voluntarily ceased to be a

member of the society.

1.3.5 The FSA must also have regard to “the interests of the members as a whole” and “to

all the other circumstances”.
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1.3.6 If access is granted it may only be used to obtain the names and addresses of members

for the purposes of communicating with them on a subject relating to its affairs (see

also paragraphs 1.5.10 to 1.5.12).

1.3.7 Before giving a direction, the FSA is required to give particulars of the application to

the building society concerned and to give it the opportunity to make representations.

If either the applicant or the society so requests, the FSA must give both the

opportunity of being heard by it.

1.3.8 A direction given by the FSA may be subject to such limitation or conditions as the

FSA may think fit.

1.3.9 If the FSA directs that the applicant shall have the right to obtain access to the

register, the applicant may apply in writing to the society, describing the subject on

which it is proposed to communicate with other members of the society.  The society

is required to give the applicant all necessary information as to where the register is

kept and reasonable facilities (including office accommodation) for inspecting it and

taking copies of any names and addresses.

1.3.10 The applicant only has the right to take names and addresses from the register.  A

society may make the information from the register available to an applicant in such a

way that only those names and addresses are disclosed.

1.3.11 Information obtained by the applicant from the register of the society concerned and

relating to a member of that society may not be disclosed to any other persons without

the consent of that member whose name and address has been taken from the register.

Nor may it be disclosed for purposes not connected with the purposes given at the

time the FSA made its direction.  Contravention of these requirements is a criminal

offence.

1.3.12 Paragraph 6 of Schedule 14 to the 1986 Act provides that any dispute as to the rights

of a member under paragraph 15 of Schedule 2 shall be referred to the FSA and
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treated as a reference to arbitration; and its award shall have the same effect as that of

an arbitrator in a reference under paragraph 4(1) of Schedule 14.

1.4 Making an Application

1.4.1 Applications must be made to the FSA in writing in the form of Annex B to this

chapter.

1.4.2 Each application must be accompanied by the prescribed fee, which is currently £25

(cheques should be made payable to the Financial Services Authority).  This fee is not

refundable in any circumstances.

1.4.3 Should an applicant wish to obtain access to the registers of more than one society

(the applicant must, of course, be a qualified member of each of them), there must be

a separate application, for each of which a separate fee must be paid.

1.4.4 The FSA will acknowledge all applications within 5 working days of receipt.

1.4.5 To assist the FSA in its consideration of an application, and the society in making any

representations on it, the application should set out clearly and concisely the issues

about which the applicant wishes to communicate with other members and the

purposes in doing so.  In addition to this statement, the FSA requires at the time of the

initial application a draft of the communication that would be sent should the FSA

direct the society to give the applicant access to the register.

1.4.6 Without prejudice to its consideration of an application in any particular case,

applicants should note the following general guidelines when preparing an

application:

(1) the FSA will expect the member making the application to have read carefully

the relevant provisions of the 1986 Act and this chapter;
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(2) it is important to be specific about the purpose of the application, how it relates

to the affairs of the society and why and how access to the register of members is

necessary to achieve the applicant’s objective;

(3) an applicant should think carefully about the purpose and content of the

proposed communication before making the application so as to minimise the

need for substantive changes to it at a later date;

(4) an application may be supported by such information or documents as the

applicant may wish, but these will be considered to form part of the application,

will be seen by the society and be open to comment by it;

(5) where an applicant submits two or more applications (together or in quick

succession) it should be made clear as to why access to the register of members

of each of the societies is necessary and how the purpose of each application

relates to the affairs of that society;

(6) should an applicant be successful he or she will incur expenditure in taking

names and addresses from the register and then producing and mailing the

communication and the applicant should take this into account before submitting

an application.

1.5 Considering an Application

1.5.1 The FSA will consider, first, whether the application contains all the relevant

information.  It may ask the applicant to provide further information or clarify what

has already been given.

1.5.2 If, in the opinion of the FSA, the application is defamatory, frivolous or vexatious, the

FSA may decide that it would be inappropriate to consider it further.  The applicant

will be informed of such decision as soon as practicable.  In such cases the FSA may

give the applicant an opportunity (normally only once) to revise the application to take

the FSA’s opinion into account.  If a revised application is received by the FSA within
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10 working days of the FSA’s notice that the previous application was unacceptable

(or such other period as the FSA may, in the circumstances, consider reasonable), a

further fee will not be payable.

1.5.3 If the FSA is satisfied that the application provides all the relevant information and is,

on the basis of that information, a valid application for the purposes of paragraph 15

of Schedule 2, the FSA will send the application, together with any supporting

information or documents provided by the applicant, to the society.  The society will

be asked to confirm that the applicant was qualified to make the application at the

time it was made and, if so, invited to make written representations on it to the FSA.

The FSA will also ask the society whether it wishes to make oral representations at a

hearing held by the FSA.  The FSA will normally expect a society to submit its

representations, or to confirm that none are to be made, within 15 working days of

receipt of the copy of the application.

1.5.4 Once the FSA has received the society’s written representations, together with any

supporting information or documents, a copy will be sent to the applicant with an

invitation to make written comments on them to the FSA.  The FSA will also ask

whether the applicant wishes to make oral representations, irrespective of whether the

society has indicated that it would wish to do so.  The FSA will normally expect an

applicant to provide written comments or to confirm that none are to be made within

15 working days of receipt of the invitation.

1.5.5 Once the FSA has received the applicant’s written comments, a copy of them will be

sent to the society.  This will normally be for information only.  However, in any case

where, in the opinion of the FSA, the applicant has introduced new matters which can

properly be dealt with as part of the existing application, the society will be given the

opportunity to make further representations.  If the applicant has introduced new

matters which, in the opinion of the FSA, cannot properly be dealt with as part of the

existing application, the FSA may ask the applicant to make a new application or it

may disregard the new matters for the purposes of the application under consideration.

In the latter case the FSA will inform the applicant accordingly.
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1.5.6 The FSA may seek further information or other documents from either the applicant

or the society at any time.

1.5.7 Paragraph 15(2) of Schedule 2 sets out the criteria to which the FSA should have

regard in considering an application:

(1) the purpose of the proposed communication must be on “a subject relating to its

(the society’s) affairs”;

(2) the FSA should have “regard to the interests of the members as a whole”;

(3) the FSA should have “regard ... to all the other circumstances”.

1.5.8 Paragraph 15(3) of Schedule 2 provides that the FSA may give a direction “subject to

such limitations or conditions as the Authority may think fit”.

1.5.9 The FSA will consider each application on its merits.  The purpose of the guidance in

paragraphs 1.5.10 to 1.5.20 is to give a broad indication of the FSA’s approach and

the criteria to which it will have regard.

“a subject relating to its (the society’s) affairs”

1.5.10 The 1986 Act does not define “affairs”.  As a general proposition, the FSA considers

that “affairs” will primarily relate to matters connected with the society’s finances, its

business activities and the manner in which it carries on those activities, and not just

to the applicant’s personal affairs.  Bearing in mind the considerations discussed in

paragraph 1.2.3, the matters about which the member wishes to communicate with

other members, will, in the opinion of the FSA, normally need to be of a substantial

nature and must relate to the particular society concerned.  The FSA will expect the

applicant to demonstrate not only why he or she is personally concerned about, or

affected by, these matters (rather than simply being concerned or affected in some

more general way) but also why it is necessary that this concern is communicated

direct to other members.
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1.5.11 Paragraph 15 of Schedule 2 requires each application to be considered separately by

the FSA so that it cannot consider applications with the same, or similar purpose, or

related to the same, or similar issue, as if they were a “class application”.  So, for

example, an application from a member wishing to obtain the required support of

other members to stand for election to the board of directors of a society will be

considered individually and on its merits, notwithstanding any previous decision the

FSA may have taken on an application with the same, or similar, purpose.

1.5.12 The FSA will wish to be satisfied that the wording of the communication is consistent

with the stated purpose of the application.  It may invite the society to comment on the

communication but the society cannot itself stipulate what its terms should be.

“the interests of the members as a whole”

1.5.13 The FSA will balance the wider interests of the membership as a whole with those of

any one individual member or group of members.  The FSA will require the applicant

to demonstrate that the communication raises matters which are likely to be of interest

to the society’s members generally or at least a substantial section of them.  The FSA

will take into consideration any evidence of support from other members of the

society, should the applicant claim that this has already been given.

1.5.14 Whilst the right to make an application is open to all qualified members of the society,

the FSA is of the opinion that, as a general proposition, access to the register is not an

appropriate vehicle for the pursuit of a private grievance between a member and the

society or the pursuit of a more general campaign affecting the building societies

sector as a whole.  The Act provides for a reference to the Financial Services

Ombudsman for the investigation of a customer complaint and the 1986 Act provides

for a reference to the High Court (in Scotland, the Court of Session) for the resolution

of a membership dispute.

1.5.15 The 1986 Act does not require that a person who is given access to the register must

write to all the members.  To do so would mean that the right of access was of little
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practical value.  In the opinion of the FSA, it is acceptable for the applicant to write,

for example, to a random selection of members or to those living in a particular

geographical area.  However, the FSA may require the communication to indicate

whether or not it has been sent to all the members or only a proportion of them (and, if

so, on what basis that proportion was selected).

“all the other circumstances”

1.5.16 The circumstances that may be appropriate for the FSA to take into account can only

be identified in the particular case at the particular time.  As a general proposition, the

FSA will take into account any relevant information in respect of the applicant’s

relationship with the society.  This could include, for example, previous applications

for access to the register.  The FSA will also take into account whether the applicant

has raised the issue about which he or she is concerned at the society’s annual general

meeting or whether he or she would be able to do so at a future meeting.  The FSA

will at the same time take into account any evidence that the society has attempted to

frustrate the member’s legitimate right to speak on the issue at the annual general

meeting or seems likely to do so on a future occasion.

1.5.17 The FSA will also take into account the likely effect on building societies generally

should the applicant be given access to the register of members of a particular society

and write to the other members as proposed.  It will consider whether, should it direct

that an applicant be given access to the register of one society, this could have any

adverse impact on other societies, for example, a possible risk to confidence.  The

FSA will also expect the applicant to explain why it is not possible to obtain support

in some other way and so why it is necessary to have the privilege of accessing the

register of members.  The FSA will expect an applicant to show an awareness of these

wider considerations and will wish to be assured that they will be appropriately

reflected in both the tone and the content of the communication.

1.5.18 An applicant will be expected to disclose to the FSA whether he or she is acting in a

purely personal capacity or on behalf of, or in concert with, any other person or

institution, or whether he or she has an interest in the society beyond the fact of being
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a member of it.  Where the applicant has not made such a disclosure, but the FSA has

reason to believe that he or she may be acting for or in concert with another party, the

FSA will make enquiries to establish the facts and will invite the applicant to

comment on its findings.  Each application to inspect the register of members is

considered on its merits.  Where an application is made by a member whom the FSA

considers to be in effect acting on behalf of a third party commercial institution, it will

in particular have regard to: (a) the nature of the member’s own interest in the

application and the third party institution’s objectives; (b) the interest of members as a

whole in preserving privacy and the society’s right to commercial confidentiality in its

membership list; (c) any interaction between the application and the detailed and

mandatory procedures under the 1986 Act governing mergers of building societies or

as the case may be transfers of business to commercial companies; and (d) other

means open to the member and the third party institution to communicate with

members on the relevant subject.  The interests of the members as a whole should not

be confused with the personal interests of one or more individual members.

“such limitations or conditions as the Authority may think fit”

1.5.19 The 1986 Act imposes a specific restriction on any person who has taken information

from the register of members.  That is, the information may not be further disclosed

(by that person or anyone to whom the information has been disclosed in accordance

with the direction given by the FSA) except with the consent of the member to which

it relates or for the purposes for which the 1986 Act provides.  This is an essential

safeguard against the abuse of the privilege of being given access to the register of

members and contravention of the restriction is a criminal offence.

1.5.20 The FSA will consider what limitations or conditions it should properly attach to a

direction in each particular case.  However, and without prejudice to the exercise of its

discretion, the FSA will normally consider limitations or conditions in the following

areas:

(1) whether the information taken from the register may be further disclosed and, if

so, those to whom it may be disclosed and, in particular, if the FSA decides to
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direct access to the register of members in the circumstances outlined in

paragraph 1.5.18, it will impose such conditions as may be necessary to ensure

that the third party institution does not directly or indirectly gain access to the

information in the register or use the proposed communication by the applicant

with other members to damage the society;

(2) that the communication must be in writing and addressed separately to each of

the members to whom it is sent;

(3) that the material terms of the communication sent must be those seen by the

FSA at the time it reached its decision on the application;

(4) that the communication is accurate, is not offensive, is not misleading (including

any inference that the communication is being made by, or on behalf of, the

society), is not likely to bring about a loss of confidence in the society (or in

societies generally) or otherwise harm its current or future business;

(5) that the communication must be sent within a specified time;

(6) that the applicant is given a specified period during which the relevant

information is to be made available.

1.6 Oral hearings

1.6.1 Should either the society or the applicant ask for an opportunity of being heard by the

FSA, then it will invite both parties to attend a hearing.  If neither party so requests,

the FSA will normally decide the application on the basis of the written evidence

available to it, including the application, the society’s comments (paragraph 1.5.3) and

the applicant’s written comments (paragraphs 1.5.4 and 1.5.5) together with the results

of any enquiries the FSA itself may have made.

1.6.2 If there is an oral hearing this will normally be taken by one or more persons

authorised by the FSA to act on its behalf.
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1.6.3 The FSA will normally give the applicant and the society not less than 10 working

days formal notice that there will be a hearing, including the place and time at which it

will be held.

1.6.4 The hearing will normally be held in public.  However, if either the applicant or the

society requests that the hearing be held in private, the person(s) taking the hearing

will listen to arguments from both parties before deciding whether to admit the public

(which may include representatives of the media).

1.6.5 Whilst the proceedings will be comparatively informal, the applicant and the society

may, if they wish, be legally represented.  In any such case, the FSA must be notified

at least 5 working days in advance of the hearing so that it may inform the other party.

The applicant and the society may also be assisted by such other persons as the FSA

considers reasonable in the circumstances.

1.6.6 The person(s) taking the hearing will introduce the proceedings and deal with any

preliminary matters.  The applicant and the society will then each be invited to present

their cases, in that order.  Each will have the opportunity to comment on the case

presented by the other.  The person(s) taking the hearing may ask such questions as

they consider necessary, particularly to establish or elucidate matters of fact, but will

not respond to questions from either of the parties.  This procedure may be varied

according to the circumstances of the particular case.

1.7 Deciding an Application

1.7.1 The person taking the hearing will not normally announce a decision at the hearing or

give any indication as to the FSA’s likely decision.

1.7.2 The FSA’s decision with reasons will always be given in writing.  The FSA will

normally expect to issue its decision within 15 working days of a hearing.  A copy will

be sent to the applicant and to the society.
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1.7.3 The FSA will make its decision public.  It would also normally expect to make copies

of its written decision with reasons available to those interested to see it.  It may

decide not to do so, however, where it considers that publication could be prejudicial

to the interests of shareholders or depositors in or with the society.  The FSA will, if

either applicant or society objects to the publication of its written decision, give both

parties the opportunity to make representations to it.
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ANNEX A

EXTRACT FROM THE 1986 ACT

Schedule 2, paragraph 15

“Right of members to obtain particulars from the register

15. (1) At any time when a building society -

(a) has had its permission under Part IV of the Financial Services

and Markets Act 2000 to accept deposits cancelled;

and

(b) has not subsequently been granted such permission,

a member of the society shall, subject to sub-paragraph (1A) below, have

the right to obtain, from the register kept under paragraph 13 above, the

names and addressees of members of the society, for the purpose of

communicating with them on a subject relating to the affairs of the society.

(1A) Sub-paragraph (1) above shall not apply unless the member in

question

(a) is qualified under the rules of the society to join in a members’

requisition for a special meeting, or to join in nominating a person for

election as a director;  or

(b) would be so qualified if any requirements as to length of time a person

must have been a shareholding or borrowing member were omitted.
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(2)  If, at any time not falling within sub-paragraph (1) above, a member of

a building society who is qualified under the rules of the society to join in a

members’ requisition for a special meeting, or to join in nominating a

person for election as a director, makes a written application to the

Authority for the right to obtain names and addresses from the register, the

Authority -

(a) if satisfied that the applicant -

(i) requires that right for the purpose of communicating with

members of the society on a subject relating to its affairs;

and

(ii)  has not, since making the application, voluntarily

ceased to be a member of the society; and

(b) having regard to the interests of the members as a whole and to

all the other circumstances;  and

(c) on payment by the applicant of a reasonable fee;

may direct that the applicant shall have the right to obtain from the

register the names and addresses of the members for the purpose of

communicating with them on that subject.

(3) Any direction under sub-paragraph (2) above may be given subject to

such limitations or conditions as the Authority may think fit.
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(4) Before giving a direction under sub-paragraph (2) above, the Authority

shall give particulars of the application to the building society and shall

afford the society an opportunity of making representations with respect to

the application;  and the Authority shall, if the applicant or the society so

requests, afford to the applicant and to the society an opportunity of being

heard by it.

(5) A member entitled under this paragraph to obtain the names of

members of a building society may apply in writing to the society,

describing in the application the subject on which he proposes to

communicate with other members of the society;  and the society shall give

him all necessary information as to the place or places where the register,

or part of it, is kept, and reasonable facilities for inspecting the register

and taking a copy of any names and addresses in the register.

(6)  A building society shall not be obliged to disclose to a member making

an application under this paragraph any particulars contained in the

register other than the names of the members and their addresses, and may

construct the register in such a way that it is possible to disclose the names

and addresses to inspection without disclosing any such other particulars.

(7) No information obtained under sub-paragraph (1) or (2) above or this

sub-paragraph and relating to a member of the society may be disclosed

except -

(a)  with the consent of that member;  or

(b)  in the case of information obtained under sub-paragraph (1) or

(2) above, for purposes connected with the purpose mentioned in

that paragraph.
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(8) Any person who discloses information in contravention of sub-

paragraph (7) above shall be liable -

(a)  on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not

exceeding two years or to a fine or both;  and

(b) on summary conviction, to a fine not exceeding the statutory

maximum.
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ANNEX B

APPLICATION FOR THE RIGHT TO OBTAIN ACCESS

TO THE REGISTER OF MEMBERS OF A BUILDING SOCIETY

This form is to be completed by a member of a building society who wishes to be given

access to the register of members of the building society of which he or she is a member in

accordance with paragraph 15 of Schedule 2 to the Building Societies Act 1986 (as

amended by and under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000) and who is qualified

under that paragraph to make such an application.  Before completing this form you are

advised to read the guidance published by the Financial Services Authority.

On completion this form should be sent to the Financial Services Authority, 25 The North

Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London E14 5HS.  Copies of this form and the guidance may

also be obtained from this address.

1.  Name of the society of which you are a qualified member to whose register of

members you wish to be given access:

2.  Name and address of applicant:

Name

Address

Telephone
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3.  Share account details

Account name (s)

Account number (s)

4.  Mortgage account details

Account name (s)

Account number (s)

NOTE

If the name and/or the address in which you hold either or both of the above accounts are

different from the name and address given for the purposes of this application, please specify

that in which it/they are held.

Name

Address
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5.  Please specify the subject on which you wish to communicate with other members of the

society and the points you would wish to make in your communication.  Please also enclose a

draft of your proposed communication.

6.  If there is any other information or documents, in addition to your draft communication,

you would wish to form part of your application, please specify.
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DECLARATION

7.  I declare that I am qualified under the rules of the society named above to make this

application.

8.  I understand that this application form, and any information or documents enclosed with it,

may be sent to the society, which may make representations about it to the FSA.

9.  I have read and understand the statutory restrictions which will restrict me from disclosing

any information I take from the register if I am given access to it.

10.  I enclose payment of £25 in respect of this application.  I understand that this fee is not

refundable.

Signed  ........................................................…………

Date  ..............................…………………………...
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DEFINITIONS

“the 1986 Act” the Building Societies Act 19861

“the Authority” the Financial Services Authority

“amalgamation agreement” a formal agreement between societies on the terms of their
amalgamation

“the board” the board of directors of a building society

“the BSA” the Building Societies Association

“borrower” or a person who is indebted to a society in respect of a loan fully,
“borrowing member” or where the Rules so provide, substantially secured on land

“the Central Office” the department of the Authority carrying out the registration
functions transferred from the Central Office of the Registry of
Friendly Societies

“this chapter” this chapter of the IPSB on Merger Procedures

“the Commission” the former Building Societies Commission

“DTI” the Department of Trade and Industry, Industrial Relations
Division

“Fees Rules” the Rules made by the Authority from time to time under
paragraph 17 of  Schedule 1 to the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 prescribing the fees to be paid in connection
with the discharge of its functions under the 1986 Act.

“First, Second, Third see “the Three Criteria”
  Criterion”

“Instrument of Transfer” the Instrument of Transfer of Engagements required by Section
94(6) of the 1986 Act

“the IPSB” the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for building societies

“member” a shareholding or borrowing member of a society

                                                

1 As amended by and under the Building Societies Act 1997 and the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000.  The 1986 Act has also been amended by other legislation.
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“Memorandum” the Memorandum of a building society required by paragraph 2
of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act

“merger” an amalgamation or transfer of engagements

“Merger Document” the document or booklet containing the Schedule 16 Statement

“Merger Notification a statement sent to members in the circumstances described in
 Statement” section 6

“Merger Resolutions” the shareholding members’ resolution and borrowing members’
resolution required to approve a merger where no direction
under Section 42(B)(3) has been given

“OFT” the Office of Fair Trading

“PIBS” Permanent interest-bearing shares, a type of deferred share

“proxy voting form” an instrument appointing a proxy to attend a meeting of a
society and vote on the member’s behalf

“rationale” the explanation of the reasons for a proposed merger provided
to the members of a society by its board of directors

“the Rules” the Rules of a building society

“Schedule 16 Statement” the statutory statement required by Schedule 16 to the 1986 Act
or "the Statement" to be sent to every member entitled to notice of a meeting of the

society

“section” a section of this chapter

“shareholder” or a person holding a share in a society (by investing in one or
“shareholding member” more share accounts or holding PIBS or other deferred shares).

“society” a building society

“successor society” a society accepting a transfer of engagements or the new society
in the case of an amalgamation

“the Three Criteria” the criteria prescribed by Section 95(4) of the 1986 Act which
the Authority has to consider when deciding whether to confirm
a merger2

                                                
2  The Three Criteria are varied in certain circumstances - see section 6.
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“transferee society” a society accepting a transfer of engagements from another
society

“transferor society” a society transferring its engagements to another society

“UKLA” the UK Listing Authority (currently the Authority).
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MERGER PROCEDURES

1. INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the chapter

1.1 This chapter replaces the Merger Procedures Guidance Note issued by the
Commission in May 1999.  It gives guidance on the requirements of the 1986 Act, as
amended by and under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, under which
certain functions of the Commission were transferred to the Authority.  However,
since the nature of the transferred functions remains substantially unaltered, there is
no significant change in this guidance compared with the guidance previously issued
by the Commission on the procedures to be followed by a building society proposing
to merge with another building society. This chapter is not intended to be
exhaustive and is not a substitute for looking at the 1986 Act and the Mergers
Regulations 1987 (SI 1987/2005) as amended by the Mergers (Amendment)
Regulations 1995 (SI 1995/1874), the Merger Notification Statements Regulations
1999 (SI 1999/1215), where applicable, and a society's own Rules.  Nor is it a
substitute for the society seeking its own legal advice.  It gives a description of the
relevant provisions of the 1986 Act, of the information which must be made available
to the Authority and to societies' members, together with an outline of the procedures
to be followed at general meetings, and the voting majorities required to pass the
Merger Resolutions which the members are to be asked to approve.  This chapter
describes the role of the Authority in approving the statements to members under
Schedule 16 to the 1986 Act, in its prudential supervision of mergers, and in
confirmation hearings. It also gives a broad indication of the way in which the
Authority may be expected to exercise its discretionary powers.  Except as described
in section 6, to which section 7 of this chapter also applies, this chapter is
concerned only with voluntary Mergers under Sections 93 and 94 of the 1986
Act. 

1.2 It is for the boards of societies to assess the case for a merger, and they must explain
and recommend their decision to their members.  However the Authority's staff are
available to give advice on the procedures to be followed and the information required
to ensure that the members can reach fully informed decisions.  Societies are strongly
recommended to consult the Authority early on in the formative stages of merger
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discussions.  Such consultation will, of course, be treated in the strictest confidence. It
will also be helpful to have regard to the indicative timetable set out in paragraph 8.3.

1.3 Societies should consult their own legal advisers about the application of the
provisions of the 1986 Act, and the general law, to the particular features of a
proposed merger.

1.4 This chapter considers each stage of the merger procedure in chronological order.  The
remainder of this section gives a synopsis of the relevant requirements of the 1986
Act, which are then discussed in more detail in subsequent sections. 

Section 2, Preliminary Matters, considers the rationale for a merger and its terms and
the handling of public announcements, and gives guidance on certain prudential
issues.

Section 3, Information Provided to Members, discusses the form and content of the
statutory Schedule 16 Statement and the accompanying rationale and statements by
the board of the society, and describes the form of application to be made to the
Authority for approval of the Statement.

Section 4, General Meetings and Resolutions, discusses the resolutions and majorities
required to pass them, the notice of meeting, the register of members and members’
entitlement to vote, the arrangements for general meetings and the scrutineers’ report.
It also describes the Authority’s discretionary powers.

Section 5, Confirmation, describes the form of application to the Authority for
confirmation of a merger, and the procedures which the Authority expects to follow in
considering and hearing written and oral representations and in reaching its decision.

Section 6, Transfer of Engagements under Direction, describes the modified
procedure to be followed when a society has been directed by the Authority to transfer
its engagements to another society and/or to proceed by board resolution. 

Section 7, Registration and Dissolution, briefly discusses the process of registration of
amalgamations or transfers of engagements and dissolution of the amalgamated or
transferor societies.
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Section 8, Timetable, reviews the expected timetable, including statutory notice
periods, which may be expected to apply to a merger from start to finish.

Statutory Requirements

1.5 The statutory provisions concerning mergers are in Sections 93 to 96 of, and Schedule
16 to, the 1986 Act, where three types of transaction are provided for:

Amalgamation, where two or more societies unite to form a new “successor” society;

Transfer of engagements, where a society (the transferor) transfers its membership
and the whole of its undertaking to another (the transferee), which then continues as
before; and

Partial transfer of engagements, where a society transfers only a part of its
membership and business to another society (for example, some outlying branches).

The procedures for all three are much the same, and the differences are explained in
the relevant sections of this chapter.  The Authority’s practice as described in this
chapter is derived exclusively from previous experience of transfers of engagements
because, so far, there have been no amalgamations nor partial transfers under the 1986
Act. However, it is not expected that the Authority’s handling of amalgamation
procedures would be significantly different from what is described here.

1.6 The purposes of the provisions of the 1986 Act are to ensure that the members are
given all the material information they need about the terms of the merger which they
are asked to approve and a proper opportunity to cast their votes.  Subsequently, they
are to be given the opportunity to make representations about that process before the
merger is confirmed.

1.7 The 1986 Act makes no provision for a merger to be initiated by any other means than
a proposal by a board put to the society’s members.  It requires that each member who
is entitled to receive notice of the general meeting at which the Merger Resolutions
are to be moved must also receive a copy of the Schedule 16 Statement.  A merger
must be approved by a shareholding members’ resolution and a borrowing
members’ resolution.  There is an additional voting requirement for the approval of a
partial transfer of engagements.
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1.8 If the terms of a merger include provision for the payment of compensation to
directors or other officers for loss of office or of income, then the proposed
payments must be approved by a separate special resolution.  A further special
resolution may also be required if there is to be a distribution to members which
exceeds the limits described in paragraph 4.4.

1.9 Sections 93 to 96 of the 1986 Act specify certain procedures for the consideration of
representations by interested parties concerning confirmation, and the criteria which
the Authority must consider before deciding whether or not to confirm a merger.  The
Authority may not consider matters concerning the merits of merger proposals or the
fairness of the terms which the members have approved by passing the Merger
Resolutions.

1.10 The statutory requirements of the 1986 Act are explained and discussed in more detail
in subsequent sections of this chapter.  In addition, societies and their advisers must
have regard to the legislation mentioned below.

1.11 Fair Trading Act 1973: societies should inform the Office of Fair Trading of a
proposed amalgamation or transfer of engagements where, currently, the merged
society will have a market share in the UK, or in any substantial part of the UK, of at
least 25%, or where the assets of the transferor society exceed £70 million.  The OFT
will then advise whether or not the Director General of Fair Trading proposes to
recommend to the Secretary of State that the merger be referred to the Competition
Commission.  In some cases the OFT may wish to discuss the proposal with the
societies before deciding.  It is essential that any submission to the OFT is undertaken
at the earliest possible opportunity since, should the Secretary of State decide to refer
a merger to the Competition Commission that would be a “material fact” to be
disclosed in the Schedule 16 Statement, unless it is impracticable to put the matter to
members until the Competition Commission has reported.  Societies may need to
consider the Competition Act 1998 when planning a merger.  However, the merger
control structure described above is left in place by the 1998 Act, although with some
amendment.

1.12 Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations 1981 (SI
1981/1794):  These Regulations have the effect that the employees of a transferor
society automatically become the employees of the transferee society following the
merger.  They require, in particular, information to be given in certain cases to
employees’ representatives, long enough before the merger takes place, to enable
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consultations to be held between the society and those representatives.  Failure to
inform or consult in this way is a ground for reference of the matter to an industrial
tribunal and there are other significant provisions.  Societies are advised to consult
“Employment Rights on the Transfer of an Undertaking” (Employment Legislation
Pack Booklet No: PL699) which explains the Regulations and is available from the
DTI Order Line (Tel: 0870 1502500).

1.13 Taxes Acts:  Societies should take advice on the timing and amount of tax liabilities.
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2. PRELIMINARY MATTERS

Rationale for a Merger

2.1 It is a matter for the board to decide whether to recommend a merger to its members.
The overriding duty of the board is to reach a view having regard to what is in the best
interests of the society, and its members as a whole, both present and future,
borrowing members and shareholding members.  The board may also reasonably
consider the interests of customers who are not members, of the staff, suppliers of
goods and services, and of the wider community.

2.2 A well planned and well matched merger can benefit both the shareholding and
borrowing members and the staffs of both societies by producing a combined society
with the financial strength and management expertise and experience needed to
compete successfully in the market place.  It must be recognised, however, that in
many instances it will take time for economies of scale to be achieved and a careful
assessment of projected costs is essential to a realistic view of whether such
economies are likely to be achievable.  On the other hand, a merger between two weak
and over-extended societies may produce an even weaker one.  It is better to negotiate
a merger from a reasonably secure position than to be obliged to seek a merger when
the society has become too weak to carry on as an independent entity.

2.3 This chapter cannot deal exhaustively with all the factors to be taken into account by a
board when deciding whether to recommend a merger to its members.  Moreover,
there will be factors peculiar to particular cases.  However, the following paragraphs
draw attention to those matters which the Authority expects boards to consider in all
cases.

2.4 Consideration of a merger can normally be expected to emerge from the board's
regular consideration of the strategic options available to the society. That is not to say
that merger as a transferor society should always figure as an option in every society's
corporate plan.  On the other hand, every board should be alive to business trends
which point to, or which, if not altered, will point to, the need to consider options for
merger.  In short, a merger should be foreseen and planned.  Alternatively, of course, a
board which wishes its society to remain independent must have a clear strategic view
of how that can be achieved in a variety of realistic planning scenarios.  Whether or
not a board is considering a merger, it should as a matter of prudence, know how it
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would respond to a proposal or counterproposal to merge or to transfer its business to
a commercial company.

2.5 If a board foresees the possibility of a merger, then it should plan for that eventuality.
Societies which see themselves as transferees will need to consider the desired
characteristics of potential partners, including, for example, geographical presence,
mortgage book quality, and product market share.  Societies contemplating the
transfer of their engagements will need to consider whether the interests of their
members would best be served by a local or regional alliance or access to a national
network of branches and services.  Although the interests of shareholding and
borrowing members are paramount, boards also have an obligation to consider the
consequences of merger options upon the terms and conditions of employment and
job prospects of their staff, and the interests of their pensioners.  It is also reasonable,
particularly for local and regional societies, to consider the implications for the local
economy, where, for example, a regional or head office may eventually be closed to
achieve economies of scale.

2.6 The range of issues which both boards have to consider will vary from case to case
and is for the board to decide.  At one end of the scale there will be the case where a
small society merges with a large one and, at the other end, where two or more
societies of broadly comparable size join to form one significantly larger.  Whatever
the proposal under consideration the board will necessarily have regard to this primary
duty to reach a view on what is in the best interests of the society, and its members as
a whole.  It will also be conscious of the need to give an account of the board’s
rationale in recommending the merger to members, in particular if a statutory merger
statement is included in the Merger Document (see paragraph 3.23).

Terms of a Merger

2.7 The terms negotiated between the parties in a merger will be set out in a formal

agreement.  In the case of a transfer of engagements, Section 94(6) of the 1986 Act

requires the “extent of the transfer”, and in practice the other agreed terms, to be

recorded in an Instrument of Transfer.  For an amalgamation, Section 93(2) of the

1986 Act requires the parties to agree on a Memorandum and Rules for the successor

society, and each to approve the terms of the amalgamation by Merger Resolutions, so

that there must be agreement on the terms.  The Authority will expect the Instrument

of Transfer or amalgamation agreement to be signed before the Authority approves the
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Schedule 16 statement, although it will be conditional on, among other things,

approval by members and confirmation by the Authority.  In both cases the boards of

the societies will have approved the Instrument or agreement and the Schedule 16

statement and, in the case of an amalgamation, the Memorandum and Rules of the

successor society.  Before such approval by the boards, drafts of the proposed

Memorandum and Rules should have been cleared with the Central Office.  The Rules

of transferee societies should provide that members of transferor societies are not

disenfranchised for any period after the merger is effected (see paragraph 3.16 and

rule 4(9) of the BSA Model Rules 5th edition).

2.8 Although vesting of the “property, rights and liabilities” of the transferor society in the

transferee society on completion of a transfer of engagements is a statutory process by

virtue of Section 94(8) of the 1986 Act, the Instrument of Transfer performs an

important function.  Not only is it required by the 1986 Act, but it is required to

identify the extent of the transfer (Section 94(6)), since a transfer can be of all or part

of the engagements of the transferor society.  Thus, on a transfer of all the

engagements of a society, the Instrument of Transfer should include a specific

statement that all are included.  If the transfer is of part only, then the instrument

should specify precisely what is being transferred.  As explained, an amalgamation

agreement is required in practice for all amalgamations, but again the actual process of

transferring the assets of the societies to, and vesting them in, the new society is by

operation of the 1986 Act.  Section 93(4) of the 1986 Act, which does this, does not

allow for exceptions to the vesting since the nature of an amalgamation is that all the

assets of all the societies are vested in the successor society.

2.9 The Instrument of Transfer, or amalgamation agreement, will also allow matters of

detail to be recorded.  So it will contain, for example, provision for:

(a) any changes to the terms and conditions of PIBS and share and deposit

accounts, including the integration of the product lines of the transferor

society(ies) into those of the transferee or successor society;

(b) any changes to the terms and conditions of mortgage accounts and other loans;
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(c) any bonus to be paid to members;

(d) the terms and conditions on which staff will be employed or made redundant;

(e) pension scheme arrangements;

(f) integration of operations;

(g) the terms and conditions on which directors and other officers are to continue

in office or cease to hold office, including the posts they will hold and any

extra-contractual compensation to be paid for loss of office or reduction in

emoluments;

(h) the specified target date for completion of the merger, bearing in mind that the

actual date is a product of the 1986 Act (Sections 93(3)(b) & (4) and 94(8)),

and for action if that date is not achieved;

(i) any conditions precedent, such as members’ votes and the Authority’s

confirmation, and for the circumstances in which the Instrument or

amalgamation agreement might be terminated.

Bonus Payments to Members

2.10 Whether any bonus is to be paid to members and, if so, its amount and distribution,
are matters to be agreed by the boards of the societies concerned and to be approved
by their members, subject to the discretion described in paragraphs 4.41 and 4.42.
However, the Authority will wish to be satisfied that the combined society will
maintain a prudent solvency ratio after the bonus is paid.  A bonus may, for example,
be paid to the members of a transferor society with a higher capital ratio than the
transferee society so as to equalise the reserves which both bring to the combined
society.  If it is thought desirable also to pay a bonus to the members of the transferee
society, then the reserves of the combined society may be “equalised” at a level below
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the capital ratio of the transferee society, but only if it is prudent to do so. The
statutory requirements for approval of bonus payments are described in paragraph 4.4.

2.11 A bonus is a distribution of the funds of either or both societies, and may be paid by a
number of methods, or some combination of them, including, for example: a flat rate
lump sum; a sum calculated as a percentage of balances; or an increase or (for
mortgage accounts) a decrease in the interest rates paid or charged for a limited
period.  Maintenance of interest rate differentials existing before the date of
completion of the merger between those offered by (say) the transferor society and the
transferee society would not normally be characterised as a bonus.  However, each
society, and the Authority, will wish to be satisfied that any differential is consistent
with its established pricing policy and is not the result of a change adopted, for
example, when the society decided to seek a merger.  Each case where interest rate
differentials are to be maintained, for whatever period, will need to be considered to
determine whether or not it constitutes a bonus, and societies may wish to take
professional advice on the matter.

Compensation to Directors and Other Officers

2.12 Any compensation proposed to be paid to directors or other officers must be disclosed
in the Schedule 16 Statement and approved by a separate special resolution of the
members (see paragraphs 3.11 and 4.3).  “Compensation” is not defined in the 1986
Act.  In the Authority’s opinion, compensation does not include statutory redundancy
payments, damages for breach of contract or other payments, for example, falling due
under the terms of a pre-existing contract of employment, or a pre-existing
arrangement giving rise to a reasonable expectation.  However, it does include any
proposed ex-gratia payments in money or money’s worth.  Societies should consider
very carefully the extent to which any proposed payment may exceed the amount
provided for by statute or contract.  In view of the requirement in Section 96(3) of the
1986 Act that unauthorised payments must be repaid by the recipient, societies are
advised to take legal advice on any payments which are not specifically authorised by
the terms of a resolution passed by the members in accordance with Section 96(1) of
the 1986 Act. All proposed payments requiring approval by such special resolution
should be disclosed in the Schedule 16 Statement under the power in paragraph 1(4)(f)
of that Schedule.  In addition, the Schedule 16 Statement should disclose any other
payments to directors or other officers arising directly from the merger.  So that
members are aware of the direct interest of the directors or other officers in a merger,
societies should consider whether the amount, as distinct from the fact, of statutory or
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contractual payments should be disclosed where these arise directly from the merger.
More generally, societies need to consider whether any facts relevant to any director
or other officer, or to any person(s) connected with them, should be disclosed where
these are material to the interests of the members who are to be asked to vote on the
proposed merger.  In determining the amount of compensation which might be
justified, the board must strike a balance between fairness to the individuals who will
suffer a loss of income and the interests of the members, bearing in mind that the
compensation will be at a cost either to any bonus to the members or to the reserves to
be transferred to the combined society.

Public Announcement

2.13 Boards of both societies may wish to announce a merger proposal as soon as
agreement in principle has been reached between them and, in particular, to inform
their members and staff of the proposed terms.  However, boards will often wish to
delay an announcement for as long as possible, perhaps for prudential or commercial
reasons, or because they first wish to settle all the details of the proposed terms.
Societies with listed PIBS will need to have regard to the UKLA requirement
concerning early disclosure of information affecting the price of securities.  Subject to
this, there is no objection to delay, in principle, and there may be good reasons for it. 
Unfortunately, experience shows that every day’s delay after agreement in principle
has been reached carries an increasing risk of premature leak. Indeed, the very reasons
for delay may make the merger a subject for intense speculation and increase the risks
of a leak.  In these circumstances then, boards must have contingency plans to make
an early announcement to deal with any potentially damaging rumours and to avoid
members being misled or left in a state of uncertainty.

2.14 The announcement, particularly information provided directly to members and staff,
should make it clear that the merger proposal is subject to approval by the members
and completion of the statutory procedures.  Boards should be careful to avoid giving
even the impression that the outcome is a foregone conclusion, and should indicate
any matters of substance on which the proposed terms of the merger remain to be
settled. Briefing of staff who will be responsible for responding to enquiries from
members and the press should be considered carefully and prepared in advance of the
announcement to avoid any risk of members being unintentionally misled.

2.15 The Authority is not required to approve the content or wording of announcements or
preliminary information sent to members.  However, it will be happy to comment on
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drafts shown to it at an early stage, and may be able to help societies to avoid
unintentionally misleading statements. 

Prudential Issues

2.16 Before a firm proposal is agreed, the participating societies should consult with the
Authority’s staff to discover whether there is any prudential objection to the proposal.
The Authority will need to be satisfied that the combined society will be managed
prudently from the date of completion of the merger and comply with the Principles
for Businesses and with all the relevant rules made by the Authority.  The Authority
will also wish to know that post-merger arrangements and agreements provide for the
proper integration or rationalisation of the operations of the combined society, and of
its connected undertakings, joint ventures or arrangements with third parties (for
example, for the provision of unsecured loans, insurance and investment services) and
that any commercial conflicts of interest have been resolved.

2.17 In all cases, prudential information should be provided, but the amount of information
will depend upon the circumstances of each case.  For example, if a merger involves
societies of much the same total asset size, or where the merger will result in a
significant increase in the transferee society’s assets, or involves a change of strategy,
new kinds of business or carrying on business in a new geographical area, the
Authority will expect substantial prudential information and societies should also
expect this to form the basis of more detailed discussions with the Authority’s staff.
On the other hand, in a merger where a small society is transferring its engagements to
a very much larger one, the prudential information to be provided is likely to be that
much less.  In all cases the Authority will ask for the prudential information at an early
stage so that there is adequate time for discussion before it is asked formally to
approve the Schedule 16 Statement.

2.18 Boards should note, however, that while the Authority will expect the kinds of
information described here, it is for the boards themselves to exercise due diligence
and to be satisfied that the merger and its terms are prudent and in the interests of their
members.

2.19 As is noted, the Authority’s need for prudential information can be expected generally
to relate to prudential issues, but societies may find it helpful to note the following
paragraphs which describe some of the particular issues which the Authority will
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expect to be addressed.  In all cases, societies should have regard to the relevant
chapters of the IPSB.

Direction and management

2.20 Current and future board composition and succession plans for, say, the three years
immediately following the merger.

2.21 Current and future senior management and structure, indicating spans of responsibility
(which may most easily be presented in chart form) and any areas where there may be
a need for additional expertise or experience to be acquired by the combined society
with plans and timescale for acquiring such expertise.

Accounting and control systems

2.22 Generally, outline plans and timetables for the integration of accounting, control and
inspection systems, including the linking or harmonisation of computer systems.  This
may usefully be divided between initial or short term arrangements and foreseen
longer term developments.  More particularly, the information should include
arrangements to ensure continuity and the integration of:

(a) accounting records;

(b) systems of internal control, including management information systems and IT
systems; and

(c) systems of inspection (internal audit)

For all significant mergers the Authority will wish to receive, prior to the effective
date of the merger, a letter from the transferee society’s external auditors stating
whether, in their opinion, the accounting records and systems of control and of
inspection established for the merged society will be effective from the effective date.

Business plan

2.23 The rationale for the merger will need to be explained and justified in full, including
existing and potential future business and marketing opportunities, the benefits of
geographical concentration or diversification of business, economies of scale
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(particularly administrative), and future funding and lending strategies.  Proposals for
rationalisation or integration of administrative offices and branches will need to be set
out in full, including the implications of the proposed merger for the terms and
conditions of staff employment and their future job prospects with the combined
society.

Financial prospects

2.24 Information on the financial prospects for the combined society will need to include:

(a) estimates, broken down to an appropriate level of detail, of short term
additional costs and long term savings (if any) anticipated from the merger;
and

(b) revenue account, balance sheet and solvency ratio projections for the first three
to five years of operation.

This information must be supported by statements of the assumptions on which it has
been based.  In addition, the effect of changes on those assumptions should be
illustrated, from a best case to a worst case scenario.

Connected undertakings and agencies

2.25 The integration and future operation, management and control of connected
undertakings, together with arrangements with other parties for the continuing
provision of services under agency agreements, should be described in full.
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3. INFORMATION PROVIDED TO MEMBERS

Statutory Requirements

3.1 Part I of Schedule 16 to the 1986 Act requires a building society which desires to
merge with another society to send to every member entitled to notice of a meeting of
the society a statement concerning the matters specified in the Schedule.  The
statement is to be included in or with the notice of the meeting at which the Merger
Resolutions are to be moved.  No statement shall be sent unless its contents, so far as
they concern the specified matters, have been approved by the Authority.  Where the
transferee society has obtained the consent of the Authority to proceed by board
resolution then it is exempt from this requirement (see paragraphs 4.41 and 4.42).

3.2 Meeting arrangements and resolutions are discussed in section 4.

The Schedule 16 Statement

3.3 The Schedule 16 Statement must set out the present financial positions of each of the
merging societies, the terms of the merger agreed between them and summarise the
main provisions of the Instrument of Transfer.  It must also include any other matter
which the Authority may require.  In the case of an amalgamation, the Statement
must additionally include the proposed Memorandum and Rules of the successor
society which are to be approved by the special resolution required to approve the
merger (Section 93(2) of the 1986 Act), as well as the terms of the amalgamation
agreement between the societies.

3.4 The Schedule 16 Statement does not have to be a discrete document.  In fact it will
usually be convenient to include it in a comprehensive Merger Document also
containing the board’s rationale for recommending the merger, the notice of the
meeting at which the Merger Resolutions are to be moved, an explanation of the
merger procedure (including details of the confirmation stage - see section 5) and a
description of the requirements of the society's Rules concerning entitlement to vote. 
However, the Schedule 16 Statement within the Merger Document should be clearly
identified as such (either by printing it on a different colour of paper or by some other
means).  An example of a pro forma Merger Document is given in Annex A.

3.5 The required contents of the Schedule 16 Statement are discussed in detail in the
following paragraphs.
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The Financial Position

3.6 Paragraph 1(4)(a) of Schedule 16 to the 1986 Act requires the Statement to contain
information concerning the financial position of each of the societies participating in
the merger. The members should be given sufficient information to enable them to
gain an accurate understanding of the key financial features of their businesses.  The
information will include a balance sheet, recent results and certain financial ratios; for
this purpose it is necessarily rather more detailed than is required for the annual
Summary Financial Statement.  In addition, further information will be required
concerning accounting policies and other matters, as set out in paragraph 3.10.

3.7 The information should comprise consolidated accounts of each society and its
connected undertakings prepared at a common balance sheet date which should be no
more than 6 months before the date on which the Statement is approved by the
Authority, or the date on which the Statement is to be sent to the members if that is
expected to be significantly later.  Information regarding results should relate to the
relevant period ending on the chosen balance sheet date.  The figures may be derived
from audited or unaudited accounts.  In either case, the source must be stated.  If
unaudited figures are used, the Authority will require a “letter of comfort” from the
relevant society’s external auditors confirming that, in their opinion:

(a) the figures have been correctly abstracted from the society’s records;

(b) the financial information is not misleading in the context in which it appears;
and

(c) in reviewing the data relating to the Statement, nothing has come to their
attention which would cast doubt on the directors’ statement (see paragraph
3.8) that there has been no material change affecting the information given.

3.8 Since the financial information will necessarily relate to a period ending somewhat
before the date of approval of the Schedule 16 Statement, the board is required to state
whether or not there have been any material changes to the financial position in the
interim.  If the effect of a change cannot be quantified, it must be described so that the
members at least know that it has been identified and is relevant to their consideration
of the proposed merger.  Failure to disclose such changes will be relevant to the
Authority’s subsequent consideration of the society’s application for confirmation of
the merger (see paragraphs 5.4, 5.12 and 5.13).
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3.9 Differences in accounting policies could result in some loss of comparability between
the financial information given for each society.  Some adjustments to the figures
may, therefore, be necessary to give the members a proper understanding of the
societies’ relative financial positions.  Any adjustments made should be explained by
way of a note.  If there are no significant differences in accounting policies, then that
should be stated for the avoidance of doubt.

3.10 Notes to the financial position should also provide information on the following
matters:

(a) the book amounts and market values of listed securities held as liquid assets;

(b) the book amounts and current market values of land and buildings; with an
indication of the basis on which current market value has been determined;

(c) any significant differences in policy or practice with regard to the depreciation
and estimated asset lives of tangible fixed assets;

(d) pension arrangements of each society including, for funded schemes, details of
latest actuarial valuations;

(e) summary information on the business of connected undertakings;

(f) an estimate of the costs and benefits of the proposed merger.

Interests of Directors and Other Officers

3.11 Subparagraphs 1(4)(b) and (c) of Schedule 16 to the 1986 Act require the Statement to
disclose any interests of the directors in the merger and any compensation to be paid
to them or other officers.  This information must be comprehensive and clear.  It
should include the following:

(a) the interests of the directors in the merger, including appointment of existing
directors to the main board or local board of the combined society, or to any
other position with that society, together with any significant resultant change
in present or expected future levels of fees or other emoluments and benefits in
kind;
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(b) any compensation payable to directors or other officers for loss of office or
reduction in emoluments, and the basis on which it is calculated; if a global
sum is proposed to be given to a group of persons, the intended manner of
apportionment should be stated (see paragraph 2.12);

(c) any payments to be made to directors or other officers arising from the merger,
whether provided for in contracts of employment or under covenant or some
arrangement giving rise to a reasonable  expectation;

(d) any proposed benefits to directors or other officers by way of fees for
professional services, stating the nature of the services to be provided and the
anticipated annual fee income; and

(e) any other benefits to directors or other officers, or to any persons connected
with them, arising from, or as a consequence of, the merger.

3.12 If the directors or other officers have no material interest, either by way of change in
remuneration, as widely defined above, or by payment of compensation for loss of
office or in any other form, for example, a pension, this should be stated explicitly, for
the avoidance of doubt.

Bonus Payments to Members

3.13 Paragraph 1(4)(d) of Schedule 16 to the 1986 Act requires the Statement to specify the
bonus, if any, to be paid to members in consideration of the merger.  The Authority’s
views on what may, or may not, be regarded as bonus are given in paragraph 2.11, and
the statutory requirements for approval of bonus payments are described in paragraph
4.4.

3.14 The method of calculation of a bonus should be explained in the Schedule 16
Statement; for example, x% of the lower of the share account balances held at the end
of the last financial year and those balances held on the effective date of merger
(giving precise dates and times for calculating the balances), and the estimated
maximum total amount payable to members.  The effect on the reserves of the
combined society should be shown by stating the estimated gross and net costs of the
bonus and the resulting reduction in the reserve/asset ratio (see also Annex A, items
A.3 and B.6).
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Other Matters

3.15 As is noted in paragraph 2.9, the Instrument of Transfer (or amalgamation agreement)
will normally make provision for a number of matters in addition to those concerning
the interests of directors and other officers and any bonus to be paid to the members. 
Such matters must be explained in the Schedule 16 Statement, together with any other
matters of which the Authority may require particulars to be given (see paragraph
1(4)(f) of Schedule 16 to the 1986 Act).  They are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

3.16 Post-merger membership rights should be secured by the adoption of BSA Model
Rule 4(9) (Fifth Edition, November 1997) or a similar Rule to the same effect.  The
purpose of the Rule is to ensure that members of a transferor society are not
disenfranchised.  It provides that they are deemed to have been members of the
transferee society from the date when they became members of the transferor society.
Societies’ Rules, in conformity with the 1986 Act, must provide, inter alia, that a
member is entitled to vote on a resolution of the society if he was a member at the end
of the last financial year before the voting date and on the voting date.  If, for
example, a transferee society has a financial year ending on 31 December, its AGM in
the following April and the effective date for a merger is in March, then the deemed
membership Rule will enfranchise those who were members of the transferor society
on or before 31 December.  The existence, or absence, of this Rule must be recorded
in the Schedule 16 Statement in any case where it is likely to have any significant
effect on members’ rights.

3.17 Proposed changes to the terms and conditions of share and deposit accounts must
be fully and clearly explained in the Schedule 16 Statement.  In a transfer of
engagements, shares and deposits held with the transferor society will become held
with the transferee society.  Such accounts will either be transferred into the nearest
equivalent account of the transferee society, become new products of the transferee
society, or continue on existing terms but be closed to new investors.  It is most
helpful to tabulate the proposed integration of accounts in a schedule listing the
accounts of the transferor society opposite the accounts of the transferee society to
which they are to be transferred, together with the interest rates payable, or proposed
to be paid, on each account.  A similar presentation will be required to show the
proposed integration of accounts in an amalgamation.  In preparing this the provisions
of Section 8 of the 1986 Act should be borne in mind.
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3.18 Proposed changes to the terms and conditions of mortgage accounts must be
explained (see paragraph 1(4)(e) of Schedule 16 to the 1986 Act).  Alternatively, if no
changes are proposed to be made, the Schedule 16 Statement must include an
assurance to that effect, for the avoidance of doubt.

3.19 Terms and conditions of employment of staff, including any special bonus or other
benefits in connection with the merger, as provided by the Instrument of Transfer (or
amalgamation agreement), must be set out.  In addition, the Authority will require the
Schedule 16 Statement to include an explanation of the Board’s intentions with regard
to the closure or integration of head office departments and branches, any reductions
in the number of staff employed and redundancies, insofar as these matters are not
provided for in the Instrument of Transfer (or amalgamation agreement).

3.20 Future pension arrangements for staff, directors and other officers, as provided by
the Instrument of Transfer (or amalgamation agreement), are to be set out.

3.21 Finally, the conditional and termination clauses of the Instrument of Transfer (or
amalgamation agreement) should be summarised.

Board Rationale and Statements

3.22 A board putting a merger proposal to its members has, in addition to its statutory duty
to provide a Schedule 16 Statement, a fiduciary duty to provide its members with
essential factual information and a fair assessment of the issues so that they can take
informed decisions on whether to approve the board’s proposals.  The Authority,
therefore, expects that the Merger Document (see paragraph 3.4) will include an
explanation by or on behalf of the board of the reasons for the merger and the choice
of merger partner.  This rationale should give a fair assessment of the advantages and
disadvantages of the merger and should be entirely consistent with the facts set out in
the Schedule 16 Statement.  In addition to explaining the rationale and its
consequences for the members, it should explain the effect on the staff’s terms and
conditions of employment and expectations for future employment prospects.  The
planned timescale for integration of the businesses should also be explained.

3.23 The 1986 Act requires that members must be notified of written non-confidential
proposals to their society either to merge with another society or to be taken over by a
commercial company.  Part II of Schedule 16 to the 1986 Act imposes a duty to send a
merger statement to members, advising them of a proposal to merge, and Part IA of
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Schedule 17 to the 1986 Act imposes a like duty to send a transfer proposal
notification, advising them of a proposed takeover.  If a proposal of either kind has
been received, then notification of the prescribed particulars must be sent to every
member entitled to notice of a meeting, either separately or together with every notice
of the society’s annual general meeting, and (where such notification has not already
been given) must be included with every notice of the special meeting at which
Merger Resolutions are to be moved.

3.24 Where notification of takeover or other merger proposals accompanies the notice of a
meeting to consider Merger Resolutions, then

(a) any merger statement must give notice of the fact that a written merger
proposal has been received unless notice has already been given to members,
or it was received 42 or less days before the meeting, with details of the
identity of the proposer, with or without particulars regarding the proposal.  If
the proposer requests in writing that the proposal be treated as confidential,
disclosure is not required.  The merger which the members are being asked to
vote upon need not be the subject of a merger statement.

(b) any transfer proposal notification must give notice of the fact that a written
proposal has been received with details of the identity of the proposer, with or
without particulars regarding the proposal.  If the proposer requests in writing
that the proposal be treated as confidential, disclosure is not required.

An invitation to discuss a possible proposal probably would not constitute a proposal
within either Schedule.

Provision of merger or transfer proposal statements is a statutory requirement.
Provided they accompany the notice of meeting, they may be included in a Schedule
16 Statement, or alternatively may more conveniently be included as one or more
discrete paragraphs within the board’s rationale explaining its choice of merger
partner.

3.25 The rationale itself is not a statutory requirement, and is not subject to approval by the
Authority.  However, the Authority will take account of the information it provides
when considering whether to confirm the merger (see section 5, particularly
paragraphs 5.9 and 5.12).  Societies will, therefore, find it helpful to consult the
Authority’s staff about the drafting and content of the rationale.
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3.26 The whole Merger Document should be covered by a responsibility statement by the
directors of each society.  This may be given along the following lines:

“The directors of ..... Building Society and the directors of ........ Building
Society accept responsibility for the information relating to their respective
societies which is contained in this document.  To the best of the knowledge
and belief of the directors (who have taken all reasonable care to ensure that
such is the case) the information contained in this document is in accordance
with the facts and does not omit anything likely to affect the import of such
information”.

3.27 The Authority will require the Schedule 16 Statement to include a statement as to
whether or not the merger will conflict with any contractual obligations, including
agency agreements, of either society or their connected undertakings.

Application and the Authority’s Approval

3.28 A society’s formal application to the Authority for approval of a Schedule 16
Statement is likely to be the culmination of many weeks of discussion with the
Authority’s staff who will have reviewed and commented upon a draft or successive
drafts of the Statement, having had regard also to drafts of the Instrument of Transfer
(or amalgamation agreement) and the prudential information described in section 2.
Societies should also have cleared any proposed Rule changes or, in the case of an
amalgamation, the proposed Memorandum and Rules of the successor society, with
the Central Office.  The probable sequence of events is described more fully in section
8.  The case where the Authority has consented to a transferee society proceeding by
board resolution, and thereby exempting it from the requirement to put Merger
Resolutions, and sending a Schedule 16 Statement, to its members, is described in
paragraphs 4.41 and 4.42.

3.29 Schedule 16 Statements must be prepared to the same standards as apply to financial
statements and directors’ reports.  An application to the Authority for approval of a
Schedule 16 Statement must be made in writing and should include a declaration
made on behalf of the board, that the Statement is complete and includes all material
information of which, in the opinion of the directors, the members should be aware.
That declaration should say whether or not there have been any other merger or
takeover proposals (confidential or otherwise see paragraph 3.23) and confirm that the
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information about them is correct.  The application should be accompanied by the
following documents:

(a) an authenticated copy of the executed amalgamation agreement or Instrument
of  Transfer, as the case may be;

(b) two authenticated copies of the final draft of the Merger Document (or
documents) in printer’s proof form, including the Schedule 16 Statement, the
board rationale, the notice of the general meeting and Merger Resolutions
(including, in the case of an amalgamation, the proposed Memorandum and
Rules of the successor society), any merger or transfer proposal statements as
mentioned in paragraphs 3.23 and 3.24, and the directors’ responsibility
statements;

(c) any other documents, such as a covering letter for the Merger Document(s) and
proxy voting forms;

(d) an assurance from the chairman of each society that the Schedule 16 Statement
is complete, accompanied by a compliance schedule listing the requirements of
the 1986 Act and of this chapter for a Schedule 16 Statement and indicating
where in the statement of that society that requirement has been met and
confirmation that all the interests of the directors and officers are included in
it.

(e) an assurance by, or on behalf, of the board that the society’s systems for
verification of membership records are capable of providing the information
required to fulfil the relevant requirements of the 1986 Act and the Rules (see
paragraph 4.15);

(f) a letter of comfort from the society’s external auditors as specified in
paragraph 3.7;

(g) the appropriate fee as specified in the current Fees Rules;

(h) confirmation that the final draft as submitted for approval does not differ from
that previously seen by the Authority or, where it does, indicating each change
that has been made.
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3.30 The Authority’s approval of the Schedule 16 Statement will be confirmed by returning
to the society one authenticated copy of the Statement with the Authority’s certificate
of approval signed by an authorised signatory for the Authority.  There is no statutory
requirement for copies of Schedule 16 Statements to be placed on the public files of
societies but, because the documents are in the public domain, it is the Authority’s
practice to pass copies to the Central Office for filing.  Were a public announcement
about the merger not to be made until after the Authority had approved the Schedule
16 Statement, the Authority would not pass a copy of the Statement to the Central
Office until after the announcement.  The supporting documents listed above will not
be passed to the Central Office.
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4. GENERAL MEETINGS AND RESOLUTIONS

This section describes the requirements of the 1986 Act concerning members’
entitlement to vote, the register of members and the sending of notices of
meetings.  It also discusses general meeting arrangements, the resolutions and
majorities required and the counting of votes.  Finally, it gives guidance on the
discretion which the Authority may exercise in these matters.  The directors of
each society must satisfy themselves that they observe the general law on
meetings, the relevant provisions of the 1986 Act and their own Rules.

Resolutions and Voting Majorities

4.1 The 1986 Act provides that a merger must be approved by the requisite Merger

Resolutions (Sections 93(2)(c) and 94(2) and (5)(a)) as follows

(a) a shareholding members’ resolution (see definition in paragraph 27A of

Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act) passed on a poll by a majority of at least 75% of

shareholders qualified to vote and voting; and

(b) a borrowing members’ resolution passed on a poll by a simple majority of

borrowing members qualified to vote and voting (see definition in paragraph

29(1) of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act);

provided that, in each case, notice has been duly given that the resolution is to be

moved as a shareholding members’ resolution or a borrowing members’ resolution, as

the case may be.  A member may vote either in person at the meeting or by appointing

a proxy (paragraphs 27A(b) and 29(1) of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act do not provide

that the voting on these may be conducted by postal ballot).

4.2 In the case of a partial transfer of engagements, in addition to the approval of the

members as a whole by passage of the shareholding members’ resolution and

borrowing members’ resolution described above, the society must obtain the approval

of an “affected shareholders’ resolution”, which must be passed by the majority of the

affected shareholders eligible to vote;  that is, those shareholders in respect of whose
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shares it is proposed that the engagements should be transferred (Section 94(3) and

(4)) of the 1986 Act.  But note that the resolution must be passed by a majority of the

affected members eligible to vote, not just a simple majority of those who actually do

vote.

4.3 Section 96(1) of the 1986 Act provides that, where a society wishes to pay
compensation to directors or other officers for loss of office or diminution of
emoluments, such compensation must be approved by a special resolution of the
society’s members (see also paragraph 2.12), separate from the Merger Resolutions. 
The special resolution must be passed by a majority of at least 75% of those qualified
to vote and voting.  The Treasury has not made regulations under Section 96(2) of the
1986 Act to set limits below which compensation may be paid without the authority of
a special resolution. Therefore, in every case where compensation is proposed, the
members must vote on the proposal as a separate issue from whether they approve the
merger itself.  “Other officers” include, in addition to the Chief Executive and
Secretary, any persons who exercise managerial functions under the immediate
authority of a director or the Chief Executive of a society (Section 119 of the 1986 Act
defines “manager” and “officer”).  

4.4 The members’ approval of bonus payments is required as part of the Merger
Resolutions (see Section 96(4) to (6)of the 1986 Act) and see paragraph 2.11 for the
Authority’s view of what may constitute a bonus).  If the total gross cost of the
proposed bonus(es) (i.e. without any adjustment for prospective corporation tax
recovery) is within the prescribed limit, then approval for it need only be included in
each of the Merger Resolutions of the society whose funds are to be distributed.  If it
exceeds that limit then it must be included in each of the Merger Resolutions of each
participating society. The prescribed limit was changed by the Building Societies
(Mergers) (Amendment) Regulations SI 1995/1874 amending S1 1987/2005 and now
is:

(a) in either a full transfer of engagements or an amalgamation, 5% of the total
assets, as stated in the Schedule 16 Statement, of the society to whose
members the bonus is to be paid;

(b) in a partial transfer of engagements, 5% of the share liabilities, as given in the
Schedule 16 Statement, to be transferred;
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or a sum equal to the society’s reserves after deducting its fixed assets
(apportioned pro rata in respect of 4.4(b)), whichever is the less.  The
Regulations should be consulted for the full detail of the calculations.

Entitlement to Vote

4.5 Paragraph 5 of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act provides that no person may be a member
of a building society unless he or she is a shareholding member or a borrowing
member.  A shareholding member is a person who holds a share in the society (that is,
an investment in a share account or PIBS).  A borrowing member is a person who is
indebted to the society in respect of a loan fully secured on land.  However, the Rules
may provide that borrowing membership is conferred by a loan substantially secured
on land, or shall cease if the loan is foreclosed or the land is taken into possession by
the society.  A minor (that is a person under 18 years of age) may be a member, but
may not vote on any resolution.

4.6 The mandatory provisions of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act concerning a member’s
entitlement to vote on a resolution, which must be reflected in societies’ Rules, are
that the member must be a member on the voting date, must have been a member at
the end of the last financial year before the voting date (paragraph 23(1) of Schedule
2) and must have attained the age of 18 years (paragraphs 5(3) and 34(2) of Schedule
2) on or before the date of the meeting.  So far as borrowing members are concerned,
the member is not entitled to vote in that capacity if his indebtedness to the society at
any relevant date is less than £100 (paragraphs 29(2) and 36 of Schedule 2).

4.7 However, Schedule 2 specifies the following further provisions, some, none or all of
which may be included in a society’s Rules with respect to the entitlement of
shareholding members to vote on any resolution;  a person must (see Schedule 2
paragraphs 23(3) to (5) and 36):

(a) have a qualifying shareholding (which must not be set higher than £100), in

one or more share accounts or PIBS, on the “qualifying shareholding date”;

(b) hold shares on the voting date;  and

(c) have held shares continuously between those two dates.
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4.8 The “qualifying shareholding date” is either the last day of the financial year

preceding the voting date or, if the voting date falls during that part of a financial year

which follows the conclusion of the society’s Annual General Meeting commenced in

that year, the first day of the period beginning 56 days before the date of the meeting.

Therefore, if a society’s Rules, following the BSA Model Rules (Fifth Edition),

include the provisions concerning shareholding and continuity of membership

described in paragraph 4.7, and if the voting date is later than the AGM in that

year, a person to be entitled to vote on a shareholding members’ resolution must:

(a) have been a shareholding member on the last day of the previous financial

year;

(b) have held shares to the value of at least £100 on the day 56 days before the

date of the meeting;

(c) have held shares continuously from the 56th day through to the voting date; 

and

(d) hold shares on the voting date

But note that there is no requirement for continuity of shareholding between 4.8(a)

and (b).  (In contrast, in the case of an ordinary or special resolution, membership at

4.8(a) may be satisfied by either borrowing or shareholding membership provided the

shareholding member satisfies the other conditions of 4.8(b) to (d) in order to vote in

his or her capacity as a shareholder.)  Note also that a person cannot meet a

requirement for “holding shares” on a given date, or during a given period, by relying

on his holding of a share account with an overdrawn balance; and a person cannot

meet a requirement for being a “member” on a given date (for example, at 4.8(a)) by

relying on his holding of such a share account.

4.9 The mandatory provisions of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act concerning entitlement to

vote on a borrowing members’ resolution are, as noted above, that the member

must have been, and be, indebted to the society for at least £100 (whether on one or
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more accounts) at the end of the last financial year before the voting date, and on the

voting date, in respect of an advance fully secured (or, if the Rules permit,

substantially secured) on land (paragraphs 5(2), 23(1), 29(2) and 36 of Schedule 2)

and have attained the age of 18 years by the date of the meeting (paragraphs 5(3) and

34(2) of Schedule 2).  But note that there is no dispensation in the 1986 Act for the

Rules to reduce the qualifying amount below £100, nor to provide for a continuity of

membership qualification.

4.10 Schedule 2 makes provision in respect of joint shareholders (paragraph 7) and joint

borrowers (paragraph 8).  The only person entitled to exercise the right to vote on

behalf of the joint shareholders or joint borrowers is the one who is named first in the

records of the society, described respectively as the “representative joint

(share)holder” or the “representative joint borrower”.

4.11 A member may vote once only on any resolution, irrespective of the number of

accounts he or she may hold.  The amount of the balance(s) held on an account(s) is

not material, except to qualify to vote (see paragraphs 4.7 and 4.8).  Thus, a member

with several share accounts and/or several mortgage accounts, whether as sole and/or

representative joint shareholder or representative joint borrower, may vote once only

on any resolution.  When the membership votes as a whole on an ordinary or a special

resolution, each member may vote only once, whether he or she is a shareholding or a

borrowing member or both.  Where shareholding members and borrowing members

vote separately, as on the Merger Resolutions, members entitled to vote may vote only

once, if a shareholding member, on the shareholding members’ resolution and once, if

a borrowing member, on the borrowing members’ resolution.  A person entitled to

vote both as a shareholding member and as a borrowing member may, of course, vote

once on each resolution.

4.12 The “voting date” is defined by paragraph 23(6) of Schedule 2 as, for this purpose,

either:

(a) for members who appoint a proxy, the last date specified by the society for the

receipt of proxy voting forms, which may not be more than 7 days before the
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date of the meeting (paragraph 24(6) of Schedule 2).  A proxy vote remains

valid if the member ceases to be a member after the proxy voting date but

before the date of the meeting (paragraph 24(2) of Schedule 2);  or

(b) for all other members, the date of the meeting.

4.13 The guidance given in the foregoing paragraphs of this section is intended to give a

general description of the provisions of the 1986 Act and of the Rules suggested by

the BSA Model Rules.  Societies should satisfy themselves that they observe the

specific provisions of the 1986 Act and of their own Rules. 

Register of Members

4.14 Every society is required to maintain a register of the names and addresses of its
members and whether each member is a shareholding member or a borrowing member
or both (paragraph 13 of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act).  The register should, so far as
possible, be “de-duplicated”; that is, multiple account holders should be identified and
their names recorded once only in the register.  A society’s systems must also be
capable of recognising those members who are eligible to vote by, for example,
aggregating share account balances of multiple account holders to check that they
have the requisite qualifying shareholding, by checking members’ continuity of
shareholding (if and where applicable), and by identifying minors including
(separately) those who will shortly attain their majority (see paragraphs 4.6 and 4.9). 
Other situations requiring careful consideration are, for example, in relation to powers
of attorney, personal representatives, and death of the representative joint holder or
borrower. This information is required to ensure that the notice of the meeting is sent
to all the members entitled to receive it and so that the scrutineers have adequate
systems to validate the votes cast on the Merger Resolutions (see also paragraph 4.20).

4.15 It will be necessary for the directors of a society contemplating a merger to satisfy
themselves, in consultation with their external auditors, that the society’s systems are
capable of delivering the information described above.  The Authority will require an
assurance on this point when the society applies for approval of the Schedule 16
Statement (see paragraph 3.29(e)).  One of the criteria which the Authority has to
consider at the confirmation stage is whether some relevant requirement of the 1986
Act or the Rules was not fulfilled (see paragraphs 5.15 to 5.19). 
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4.16 The problem of avoiding duplication in the register of members is significant for most
societies of any size.  It has been aggravated by the proliferation of types of account
over the last decade or so.  Societies generally now seek to establish, when new
accounts are opened, whether or not the applicant is an existing member and, if so,
which accounts are relevant to voting and other membership rights.  The task of
identifying multiple account holders is complicated by confidentiality requirements.
For example, if two accounts are held by a Mr A Smith and a Dr A Smith, both at the
same address, the society cannot know (in the absence of other information such as
date of birth) whether the two accounts belong to the same person, one opened before
and one after he qualified, or by the doctor and his son.  A letter of enquiry to one
asking about both accounts would risk breaching customer confidentiality.  If it is the
same person, there is a risk that he will be given the opportunity to vote twice or, if
neither account holds more than £100 but they aggregate above that qualifying
amount, be denied a vote to which he is entitled.

4.17 Where a society identifies a number of accounts which appear to be held by a single
member, but it cannot be sure, then it must send separate meeting notices in respect of
each account.  However, its systems should identify the possible multiple holding so
that, if more than one vote is received in respect of that group of accounts, the
scrutineers are alerted to the possibility, and can check the proxy forms for evidence
of invalid duplicate votes.  The voter’s declaration suggested by the BSA, in
conformity with paragraph 34 of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act, provides some
protection against votes being cast by minors, and attempts the same for duplicate
votes (see Enclosure 2 to BSA Circular 5177).  It is, however, the duty of each society
to make sure that its register of members is reliable.

General Meeting Arrangements

4.18 Paragraphs 4.19 to 4.34 consider the requirements for sending notices of meetings and
Schedule 16 Statements to members, and the conduct of meetings at which Merger
Resolutions are to be moved.  It is for societies to satisfy themselves that they comply
with the relevant requirements of the 1986 Act, their Rules and the general law on
meetings.
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Notice of Meeting

4.19 The statutory requirements concerning notices are in paragraph 22 of Schedule 2 to
the 1986 Act. Notice of the meeting must be given to each shareholding and
borrowing member of the society who would be eligible to vote at the meeting if the
meeting were held on the date of the notice (a single date for all notices irrespective of
when they are despatched).  In addition, notice must also be given to any person who
will attain the age of 18 years after the date of the notice but on or before the date of
the meeting, and to every person who becomes a shareholding or borrowing member
of the society after the date of the notice but before the final date for receipt of proxy
voting forms, and who would, in either case, be eligible to vote at the meeting if he
remained a member until then.  (In practice, this may mean sending out a notice to
every such person, even if they will, in fact, not be entitled to vote).  The Schedule 16
Statement must be sent in or with the notices (paragraph 1(2) of Schedule 16 to the
1986 Act).  Accidental omission to give notice of a meeting to any person entitled to
receive it does not invalidate the proceedings at the meeting.  However, “accidental
omission” does not include a systemic failure to send notices (e.g. omitting to send
notices to new members, or omission of a group or class of members from the mailing
list arising from a fault in a computer programme), nor all cases of error by
management - see also paragraph 4.39.

4.20 The 1986 Act also provides, in paragraph 21 of Schedule 2, for the length of notice to
be given to members.  The period of notice given must be not less than 21 days or
such longer period as the society’s Rules prescribe.  The precise procedures for
sending notices, the way in which the days are to be counted, and presumed receipt of
notices duly sent, will normally be set out in the Rules.  Particular points to note are:

(a) the 21 days’ notice expires with the closing date for the receipt of proxy voting
forms, not the date of the meeting;

(b) if reliance is to be placed on a provision in the Rules that notices can be
deemed to be served 24 hours after posting, then first class post or equivalent
means of delivery should be used, but it is advisable to allow a margin of at
least an extra day or two, or more if second class post is used;

(c) if a society contracts with a commercial mailing firm, it must ensure that the
firm is comprehensively instructed about the society’s despatch and delivery
requirements, and the society should carry out spot checks to satisfy itself that
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its instructions are being properly carried out.  A failure by the contractor may
invalidate the meeting, even if the society itself has used its best endeavours to
police the operation.

4.21 The Schedule 16 Statement is required, by paragraph 1(2) of that Schedule, to be sent
“in or with” the notice of the meeting to every member entitled to that notice.  As is
suggested in paragraph 3.4, it may be expedient to include both in a comprehensive
Merger Document.

4.22 Notices and Statements need not be sent to any member in whose case the society has
reason to believe that communications sent to him at his registered address are
unlikely to be received by him (paragraph 14 of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act).
However, a society is required instead to place notices of the meeting prominently in
every branch office, or to place advertisements in newspapers circulating in the areas
in which the society’s members live.  Such notices or advertisements must be placed
at least 21 days before the date of the meeting, and must state where members can
obtain copies of the Schedule 16 Statement, the Merger Resolutions and proxy voting
forms (Schedule 2, paragraph 35(4)).

4.23 It should be noted, however, that a member’s “registered address” may not be the
address shown in the society’s register of members but a different address to which
the member has requested that communications from the society be sent (Schedule 2,
paragraph 13(4)).

Conduct of the Meeting

4.24 The meeting should be held at a time and place considered by the board to be most
convenient for the generality of the society’s members.  This may well not be the same
as the traditional time and place for the annual general meeting.  In deciding on this,
the board should take account of the geographical location of their members. For
example, for a society with a majority of its members living in a compact geographical
region there must be a strong presumption in favour of an evening meeting.
Consideration should be given to the possibility of a larger attendance than usual at a
meeting to consider a merger.

4.25 Subject to the society’s Rules, its chairman will normally chair the meeting. His
function as chairman of the meeting is to ensure that all views are presented and
properly discussed.  He is unlikely to be able to fulfil that role if he acts also as chief
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advocate of a merger which is controversial among members.  In such cases it might
be appropriate to give to another director the initial task of explaining the merger and
of responding to questions from members.

4.26 Merger Resolutions or the other resolutions mentioned in paragraphs 4.1 to 4.3,
cannot be amended at the meeting except in a way which does not change their
substance at all.  This is because an amendment to such a resolution has to be subject
to the same procedure and period of notice to members as the resolution itself.  If a
board decides, after due notice of such a resolution has been sent to the members, that
the resolution should be amended, then it will be necessary to submit the amended
resolution, with due notice, to a general meeting at a later date, unless of course there
is still time to fulfil the notice requirements.  

Conduct of the Voting

4.27 The conduct of the voting must not only be fair but also be seen to be fair, otherwise
the result may be called into question.  So it is highly desirable that the votes are
counted by independent scrutineers.  The board may ask the scrutineers, in advance of
the meeting, for a running tally of the number of votes being cast if it thinks it might
properly encourage more members to vote if the response is low.  However, to ask the
scrutineers how the votes are being cast, before the time comes at the meeting to
instruct proxies, carries the risk of accusations, however unfounded they may be, and
possible challenge at the confirmation stage, that the board suppressed proxy votes
against the resolutions, or unduly influenced members to vote in favour.  A board
which asks the scrutineers for a running tally of votes, and which circulates its
members with further exhortations to vote, must be prepared to argue its case in the
face of such accusations at the confirmation hearing.  Any circular to members sent
after the Merger Document must, therefore, be very carefully considered.

4.28 Experience has demonstrated the need for societies to take the greatest care to ensure
that they comply strictly with the statutory procedural requirements and their own
Rules on meetings and resolutions.  The chairman of the meeting should ensure that
he or she is well briefed and aware of the Rules and the general law relating to
procedural resolutions, such as resolutions to adjourn the meeting.  The Authority will
require a confirmatory report from the scrutineers on the validity of the voting
procedures when the society applies for confirmation (see paragraph 4.38).
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4.29 The procedures for the conduct of proxy voting will normally be provided for in the
society’s Rules, in conformity with paragraphs 24 and 34 of Schedule 2 to the 1986
Act which requires that every proxy form sent by a society to its members must enable
the member to direct the proxy how to vote (Schedule 2 paragraph 24(4A)).  To
minimise the risk of the society’s proxy voting procedures being misunderstood, the
Authority recommends that the proxy form should include:

(a) adequate space to insert the name of a proxy other than the chairman of the
meeting, and a statement (which must also appear in the notice of the meeting)
that the proxy appointed need  not be a member of the society (a reminder that
the voting member’s own name should not be inserted might avoid a common
problem);

(b) provision to instruct the proxy to vote either in favour of the resolution, or
against it;

(c) an explicit statement that if the member does not instruct the proxy to vote for
or against the resolution, then the proxy will cast the vote, or abstain, as he or
she thinks fit;

(d) the declaration in accordance with paragraph 34 of Schedule 2;

(e) full recital of the text of the shareholding members’ resolution or borrowing
members’ resolution or, if this is not practicable (e.g. because of space
restrictions), a clear indication that the full text may be found in the notice of
the meeting;

(f) instructions as to the return of the completed proxy forms, including the last
date for receipt by the society or by the scrutineers.  A pre-addressed and pre-
paid envelope or other sealed means of return should be provided.

4.30 The 1986 Act does not require societies to send proxy voting forms to members with
notices of meetings (except where directors are to be elected).  However, the
Authority believes that, on a matter as important as a merger, societies would be well
advised to send a proxy voting form to members with the notice of meeting. This will
avoid any suggestion that members were discouraged from voting, that obstacles were
put in their way, or that the society wished (for whatever reason) to be able to identify
those who had requested proxy voting forms.  If a society decides, nevertheless, not to
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send proxy forms to members entitled to vote, then it should make clear to the
members that proxy voting forms can be obtained on demand from its branches and/or
by application to a central point.

4.31 The arrangements for the collection of the proxy forms should be such as to secure
confidentiality and to avoid the risk of loss, whether accidental or deliberate.  The
procedures may provide for return of proxy forms to the scrutineers either directly (if
permitted by the society’s Rules) or to the society’s offices.  Where proxy forms are
returned to the society’s offices, the Authority recommends that the procedures should
incorporate the following features:

(a) the proxy form should be enveloped or otherwise sealed so that the members’
voting instructions are concealed;

(b) the envelope provided should be clearly marked so that the society can readily
identify and separate it from other mail without the envelope being opened;

(c) staff responsible for receiving and sorting mail should be given specific
instructions about the handling of proxy forms and the overriding importance
of security;

(d) secure storage of proxy forms should be provided up to the point at which they
are handed over to the scrutineers;

(e) equivalent handling and security procedures should be applied to proxy forms
handed in at branches.

4.32 The Authority suggests that proxy voting forms for shareholders and borrowers should
be easily distinguishable, perhaps by colour coding, both as an aid to members who
may be entitled to vote in each capacity, and as an aid to the scrutineers counting the
votes.

4.33 Members may, after submitting a proxy vote, choose to attend the meeting and vote in
person.  There must, therefore, be satisfactory systems in place at the meeting to
identify and cancel any proxy votes they may have returned.
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Postal Ballots

4.34 Paragraph 33 of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act specifically excludes shareholding
members’ resolutions and borrowing members’ resolutions from its permission for the
Rules to provide for voting by postal ballot.  This is reinforced in the definition of
these resolutions in paragraphs 27A and 29 of Schedule 2.  Although other resolutions
associated with the merger process might be capable of being approved by postal
ballot, in practice voting on all resolutions related to the merger will be by members
voting in person or by proxy at a general meeting.

Scrutineers’ Report

4.35 The scrutineers are responsible for checking the validity of votes cast in person and by
proxy.  Given the need to ensure that the vote represents the views of the members,
the scrutineers should be independent of the society and should not have a direct
interest in the result of the voting. It will usually be appropriate to appoint the
society’s auditors, and it is desirable that they should be appointed not just for the
arithmetical count of votes but also to supervise the voting process as a whole so that
they are in a position to confirm, after the vote, that all the requirements of the 1986
Act and the society’s Rules have been complied with.  This would include:

(a) determining and validating member mailing lists for notices of meetings and
Schedule 16 Statements;

(b) despatch procedures;

(c) timing of notices and despatch of documents;

(d) form and content of proxy voting forms;

(e) receipt and custody of completed proxy voting forms;

(f) validation of completed proxy voting forms to establish that members are
qualified to vote and that forms are properly completed;

(g) identification and validation of members attending and voting at the general
meeting;
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(h) voting procedures at the meeting including casting of proxy votes, count of
votes cast in person and aggregation of proxy and personal votes.

4.36 To fulfil the duties outlined above, it is suggested that the scrutineers would need to:

(a) examine the systems and procedures to be employed by the society, before
they are implemented, to ensure that they are satisfactory;

(b) carry out such checks and tests as they consider necessary during the operation
of the procedures as will enable them to be satisfied that the specified
procedures are being carried out in practice;

(c) provide that where validation functions are carried out by the society’s staff
this is done under the direction and supervision of the scrutineers;

(d) direct and supervise the count of the votes cast both by proxy and personally at
the meeting.

4.37 Validation checks during the counting of votes may be expected to include the
following:

(a) only proxy forms which comply with the 1986 Act and the society’s Rules
have been used;

(b) the member is eligible to vote under the 1986 Act and under the society's
Rules (a proxy vote may still be valid even though the member ceases to be a
member after the closing date for receipt of proxies - see paragraph 4.12 (b));

(c) only one proxy form per member eligible to vote is included in the count
(separate forms may be sent to and returned by a person eligible to vote on
both a shareholding members’ resolution and a borrowing members’
resolution);

(d) minors are excluded or that there is an explicit confirmation by each member
voting by proxy that he is aged 18 or over;

(e) the proxy form is completed and signed and is otherwise valid (where a proxy
voting form lacks a signature but is otherwise valid, it is usual, if time permits,
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for the scrutineers to return the form to the member for signature and return in
a pre-paid envelope).

4.38 The scrutineers’ initial report will be made to the society at the meeting (which may
be adjourned for this purpose).  The Authority will require, in support of a society’s
application for confirmation under Sections 93(2)(d), 94(7)(a) and 95(3), a report from
the scrutineers on the result of the vote (distinguishing between votes cast in person
and by proxy), the total number of members eligible to vote (and the proportion of that
number that the votes cast represent), and also confirmation that, in the opinion of the
scrutineers the arrangements for the conduct of voting were such as to ensure that:

(a) notices of the meeting and Schedule 16 Statements were sent to all those
entitled to receive them, in accordance with the 1986 Act and the Rules of the
society having regard, among other things, to the matters referred to in this
chapter;

(b) the periods of notice given complied with the requirements of the 1986 Act
and of the society’s Rules, taking into consideration established conventions
for the counting of days;

(c) there were satisfactory procedures to ensure confidentiality of proxy voting
forms and to minimise the risk of loss or unauthorised access;

(d) there were satisfactory procedures to ensure that the count of votes cast
personally at the meeting included only votes cast by members eligible to vote
and who had not mandated, or had withdrawn, a proxy vote.

4.39 In relation to the notice of the meeting, the scrutineers’ report may properly have
regard to the provision of paragraph 22(3) of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act that
“accidental omission to give notice of a meeting to, or non-receipt of notice of a
meeting by, any person entitled to receive notice of the meeting shall not invalidate
the proceedings at that meeting”.  It should be noted, however, that there is authority
to the effect that “accidental” and “non-receipt” would not cover all cases of “error”
on the part of the society, for example an erroneous decision of management not to
send notices to particular persons or groups of persons.

4.40 The Authority would find it helpful if the scrutineers’ report would also comment
upon any procedural difficulties encountered and give an analysis of the reasons why
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votes were found to be invalid, if the numbers of invalid votes appear to be significant
(see also paragraph 5.14).

The Authority’s Discretion

4.41 The Authority has power under Section 94(5)(b) of the 1986 Act to exempt the
transferee society in a transfer of engagements from the duty to call a meeting and put
a Schedule 16 Statement and Merger Resolutions to its members, but to proceed
instead by board resolution (see paragraph 1(1) of Schedule 16 to the 1986 Act). 
Before it exercises this discretion the Authority will wish to review the prudential
information described in section 2 and, in particular, will wish to be satisfied that the
merger will not affect the interests of the members of the transferee society to any
significant extent.  The Authority will also wish to know whether the merger will
mean a change of policy by the society, for example by a significant move into a new
geographical area or into a new business activity.  Unless it is persuaded otherwise in
the circumstances of any particular case, the Authority will not normally grant this
exemption unless the total assets of the transferee society are substantially larger than
the total assets of the transferor society, and a total asset ratio of 5:1 will be used by
the Authority as a broad first measure of relative significance.  The general
presumption will be that a society, being a mutual institution, should consult its
members over an issue as important as a merger unless there are compelling
arguments to the contrary.

4.42 However, if the transferor society proposes to pay bonuses in excess of the prescribed
limit (see paragraph 4.4) then, notwithstanding that the Authority has granted an
exemption, the transferee society must seek the approval of its members of a
resolution on the terms of the merger (Section 96(4)(b) of the 1986 Act).  Similarly, if
the transferee society has to change its Rules to avoid disenfranchising members of
the transferor society (see paragraph 3.16) it must do so by special resolution.  It
would be wrong to invite the members to approve a Rule change which was a
consequence of a merger without inviting them to approve the merger itself.
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5. CONFIRMATION

No merger can take effect until it has been confirmed by the Authority.  This
section describes the form of application and public notice required and explains
the Authority’s view of how the statutory Confirmation Criteria should be
interpreted.  Finally, it gives guidance on the procedure customarily followed by
the Authority when considering confirmation applications and hearing
representations.

Application

5.1 Section 93(2)(d) of the 1986 Act, on amalgamations, and Section 94(7)(a), on
transfers of engagements, together with paragraph 7 of Schedule 16, provide that
when the necessary Merger Resolutions have been passed the societies concerned
must apply to the Authority for confirmation of the merger in such manner as the
Authority may direct.  The societies are also required, by paragraph 8 of Schedule 16,
to publish notices of their applications in one or more of the London, Edinburgh and
Belfast Gazettes as the Authority directs, and if it so directs, in one or more
newspapers. The choice of official Gazettes and national or local newspapers will, of
course, have regard to the area in which the societies’ members live.

5.2 The parties in an amalgamation should make a joint application for confirmation to
the Authority, while the parties to a transfer of engagements should make separate
applications for confirmation of the transfer.  These applications should specify the
date on which the merger is intended to take effect and should be accompanied by two
authenticated copies of the Instrument of Transfer, or the amalgamation agreement,
and of the Merger Document or separate Schedule 16 Statement.  In addition, in the
case of an amalgamation, three signed copies of the Memorandum and Rules of the
successor to the amalgamating societies should be sent to the Central Office.  The
scrutineers’ report described in paragraphs 4.38 to 4.40, and a certified copy of the
minutes of the general meeting at which the Merger Resolutions were moved, must be
enclosed with each application.

5.3 A pro forma public notice of application, and pro forma letters of application are set
out in Annex B.
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The Confirmation Criteria

Statutory Provisions

5.4 Section 95(3) and (4) of the 1986 Act provides that the Authority must confirm an
amalgamation or transfer of engagements unless it considers that any one or more of
the following Three Criteria apply:

(a) some information material to the members’ decision about the merger was not
made available to all the members eligible to vote; or

(b) the vote on any resolution approving the merger does not represent the views
of the members eligible to vote; or

(c) some relevant requirement of the 1986 Act or of the Rules of any of the
societies was not fulfilled.

Section 95(5) then provides that the Authority shall not be precluded from confirming
a merger by virtue only of the non-fulfilment of some relevant requirement of the
1986 Act or the Rules (the Third Criterion in 5.4(c)) if it appears to the Authority that
the failure could not have been material to the members’ decision about the merger,
and the Authority gives a direction under that sub-section that the failure is to be
disregarded.

5.5 Where the Authority would be precluded from confirming a merger by reason of any
of the defects specified in the Three Criteria, Section 95(6) provides that it may direct
a society to remedy the defects.  A direction under that sub-section may require a
society to call a further meeting; for example, to vote again in the light of a revised
Schedule 16 Statement containing material information previously omitted, or after
correction of defects in the systems for sending notices of meeting and Statements and
validation of votes.  If the Authority is then satisfied, having considered evidence
furnished by the society, that the defects have been substantially remedied, it must
confirm the merger.  If not, then confirmation must be refused.

Scope of the Authority’s Powers

5.6 The Authority’s powers in connection with applications for confirmation of a merger
are confined to considerations of whether, in the light of the facts, any of the Three
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Criteria apply.  It is not for the Authority to consider, or make judgements about, the
merits of a proposed merger or the fairness of its terms; these matters are first for the
board of a society, and then for its members to decide.  Once the members have
approved the merger and its terms, the Authority has no powers to require a society to
make any changes to those terms.  The Authority’s discretionary powers are similarly
confined to the matters described in paragraphs 5.4 and 5.5.

5.7 The Authority has no general power to determine disputes between a society and its
members.  Disputes concerning the services provided by societies in the ordinary
course of their business  are generally a matter, in the first instance, for a society’s
internal complaints procedure.  They may also fall within the jurisdiction of the
Financial Services Ombudsman.  Disputes between a building society and a member
of the society, in his capacity as a member, in respect of any rights or obligations
arising from the Rules of the society or the provisions of the 1986 Act, fall within the
jurisdiction of the High Court or, in Scotland, the Court of Session (Section 85 of and
Schedule 14 to the 1986 Act).  However, the Authority does have power, on the
written application of an eligible member, to direct that the member has the right to
obtain names and addresses from the society’s register of members.  Before it gives
such a direction, the Authority is required to be satisfied that the member requires that
right for the purpose of communicating with members of the society on a subject
relating to its affairs, and must have regard to the interests of the members as a whole
and to all the other circumstances (Schedule 2, paragraph 15).  A fee is payable by the
applicant.  Chapter 1 on applications for access to the register of members explains
who is eligible to apply.

Purpose of Confirmation

5.8 The purpose of the confirmation process is to enable:

(a) interested parties to make representations with regard to the Three Criteria;

(b) the society to respond to those representations;

(c) the Authority to make such enquiry as it considers necessary to reach informed
conclusions on the Three Criteria.

5.9 The Authority, in reaching its view on each of the Three Criteria, has to assess not
only the points made to it in representations, and the society’s responses, but also to
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make such further enquiries as it considers necessary.  In deciding how far it should
pursue such enquiries, the Authority has to have regard to the role and effect of
confirmation, and to the mischief which it is intended to prevent.  The Authority
considers that one role of confirmation is to provide a protection to members against
the provision to them by the society of information which is inadequate, obscure or
misleading, and against voting irregularities: in other words to ensure that the vote
represents the informed decision of the members.  The Authority would hope that this
safeguard would work in the majority of cases by raising relevant issues early - by
causing the board of a society to take care not to put confirmation at risk on this
account - rather than by the Authority finding that it needed to withhold confirmation
at the last stage.  In considering the First Criterion, the Authority will have regard to
the totality of the information provided to the members by the board of a society and
not exclusively to the Schedule 16 Statement.

5.10 The task of the Authority is accordingly:

(a) to reach a considered view on each of the Three Criteria;

(b) if that view is that none applies, to confirm;

(c) if either of the First Two Criteria apply to direct the appropriate remedial
action, or to refuse confirmation;

(d) if the Third Criterion applies, to consider whether it is appropriate to direct
that any failure be disregarded: if not, to direct the appropriate remedial action
or to refuse confirmation.

In considering the Three Criteria, the Authority may well have to look again at the
Schedule 16 Statement, or at issues which were considered in connection with
approving that Statement.  In doing so, it has a duty to consider information and
arguments put to it by representers and by the society, which of their nature were not
available earlier, as well as those arising from its own further consideration of the
criteria.  The Authority would clearly only change the view reached at the time of
approval of the Schedule 16 Statement if there were good reasons to do so.  But it is
under a duty to examine the Statement and connected issues at the time of
confirmation in the light of any new information and arguments which become
available.  Accordingly, the Authority cannot be bound at the confirmation stage to the
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view that was taken at the earlier stage as to whether further factual information
should be included in the Schedule 16 Statement or as to the accuracy of its contents.

5.11 The task of considering each of the Three Criteria is still necessary even if there are no
representations.  Without such enquiry and consideration the confirmation process
would not properly be carried out.  The Authority’s view of how the Three Criteria
should be interpreted and applied is given in the following paragraphs.

The First Criterion

5.12 This criterion requires the Authority to consider whether some material information
was not made available to the members.  The Authority’s own view, in which it
concurs with the view developed by the Commission in its confirmation decisions,
can be summed up as follows:

(a) the words “made available to all the members eligible to vote” mean that the
criterion is mainly, if not exclusively, directed to the information provided by a
society to the generality of its members;

(b) the extent of “information .... not made available” can reasonably be
assessed by considering how far the totality of information made available
falls short of what might be expected to be put to its members by a financial
institution of standing and repute seeking to put sufficient information and a
fair and balanced assessment of it, and the board's conclusions, to the members
to enable them to take an informed decision;

(c) the words “material to the members’ decision” require the Authority then to
focus on whether it is within the bounds of reasonable possibility that the
members’ decision would have been different, had any deficiency in
information been made good, i.e. whether it could have changed the decisions
on voting of sufficient members to lead to a different conclusion.  If it is
within the bounds of reasonable possibility that the deficiency might have
changed the outcome, it is not for the Authority to determine whether it would
actually have done so - it should put the decision back to the members. This
test requires the Authority to take account both of the size of the vote and of
the size of the majority within it;
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(d) the relevance of a particular piece of information to an investor and to a
borrower may well be different.  Accordingly, it is necessary to consider
materiality separately in relation to the shareholding members’ resolution and
the borrowing members’ resolution.

5.13 The Authority’s approach to determining whether this criterion is met will accordingly
be:

(a) to review the material put to members, in the light of the members’
representations made and the society’s responses, but also taking points of its
own accord;

(b) to consider, on the basis of that review, what information relevant to the
decision of shareholders, or of borrowers, or both, might reasonably have been
expected to be put to members by the board of a society of repute considering
its fiduciary duty, and the extent to which (if at all) the information actually
put falls short of that;

(c) to consider separately in relation to the shareholding members’ resolution and
in relation to the borrowing members’ resolution, whether any deficiency so
identified was sufficient to amount to “information material to the members’
decision”.

The Second Criterion

5.14 This criterion requires the Authority to consider whether the votes on the Merger
Resolutions do not represent the views of the members.  The main mischief to which
it appears to be directed is a merger approved by a small and unrepresentative vote.
However, a very low turnout, of itself, does not necessarily mean that the criterion
applies.  It has to be considered in the context of the other criteria, and of any other
factors which may have affected the turnout: for example, whether all the members
entitled to vote were fully and clearly informed of the terms of the merger proposal
and its consequences; whether the members were afforded adequate facilities and
opportunity to cast their votes; and the scrutineers’ report on the conduct and counting
of votes, including the number of, and reasons for, invalid proxy votes.
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The Third Criterion

5.15 This criterion requires the Authority to consider whether the relevant requirements of
the 1986 Act and the Rules have been fulfilled.  The phrase “some relevant
requirement of this Act or the rules of the society” appears explicitly three times in
Section 95 of the 1986 Act:

(a) sub-section (4)(c) in the specification of this criterion;

(b) sub-section (5) which gives the Authority power to disregard certain non-
fulfilments;

(c) sub-section (10) which provides that a failure to meet such a relevant
requirement shall not invalidate a transfer of engagements, although such
failure by a society without a reasonable excuse is a criminal offence.

The interpretation of the phrase is also directly relevant to sub-section (6) - the power
of the Authority to give the society a direction to remedy defects specified in
paragraphs (a) to (c) of sub-section (4).

5.16 Sub-section (11) defines “relevant requirement”:

“In this section “relevant requirement”, with reference to this Act or the rules
of a society, means a requirement of section 93 or 94 or this section or of 
Schedule 16 to this Act or of any rules prescribing the procedure to be
followed by the society in approving or effecting an amalgamation or transfer
of engagements”.

The Authority considers that this sub-section should be read naturally.  The words
“prescribing the procedure to be followed by the society in approving or effecting” a
merger apply only to the Rules, in order to specify which of the Rules of the society
are “relevant requirements”.  They do not apply as a matter of normal construction of
the sentence to the “applicable provisions of this Act”: nor is it necessary that they
should do so, since those provisions are specified in the sub-section.

5.17 The Authority recognises that the interpretation of “relevant requirement of the Act”,
which it considers stems from the natural construction of Section 95(11) of the 1986
Act and which is necessary to give effect to Parliament’s intentions for Section 95(6)
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and (10), does not quite fit Section 95(5).  The test which the Authority has to apply in
the case of sub-section (5) to a non-fulfilment of a relevant requirement of the 1986
Act is:

“if it appears to the Authority that it could not have been material to the
members’ decision about the amalgamation or transfer”.

That test clearly is designed to relate to a failure to meet a procedural requirement or
to some other failure which might have an effect on the voting.

5.18 The wording of Section 95 of the 1986 Act is such that no construction of the phrase
is entirely free from difficulty.  The Authority’s view is that the wording, and the
intentions of Parliament, are best met by following the natural construction of sub-
section (11), as a result applying a wide interpretation in sub-sections (4), (6) and (10),
but only considering that it is open to the Authority to make a direction under sub-
section (5) in relation to non-fulfilment of a procedural requirement or other failure to
which the test in that sub-section is apposite.

5.19 The Authority considers that the relevant requirements of the Rules are those which
prescribe the procedure to be followed that is, in particular, the Rules concerning
membership, special meetings, notice of meetings, procedure at meetings, entitlement
of members to vote on resolutions, appointment of proxies and joint shareholders and
borrowers.

Procedure

5.20 The procedure to be followed in the confirmation process is prescribed by Part III,
paragraphs 7 to 9, of Schedule 16 to the 1986 Act.  Any interested party has the right
to make written representations, and/or to give notice of intention to make oral
representations to the Authority with respect to a society’s application for
confirmation.  Written representations are to be copied to the participating societies,
which are to be afforded the opportunity to comment on them in writing or orally at
the hearing of their applications.

Representations

5.21 Persons making representations should state why they claim to be interested parties,
for example their category of membership of the society, and the ground or grounds
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for their representations by reference to the Three Criteria discussed above.  Written
representations, or notice of a person’s intention to make oral representations, or both,
must be in writing.  They must reach the Authority at the address, and by the date,
given in the Merger Document issued to members and subsequently published by
notice in the official Gazettes and newspapers as required by the 1986 Act.  Persons
who make written representations and who subsequently decide also to make oral
representations must, nevertheless, give notice of that intention in writing to the
Authority by the same date.  Representations received out of time will not be
considered unless, exceptionally and at the sole discretion of the Authority, they
appear to the Authority to raise matters of substance relevant to the Three Criteria
which are not already under consideration.

5.22 Representations or notices to the Authority will fall into one of the following three
categories:

(a) written representations only

(b) written representations with notice of intention to make oral representations

(c) notice of intention to make oral representations only.

5.23 The Authority will acknowledge the receipt of each representation or notice and will
send a copy of chapter 4 of this IPSB on confirmation procedures to each representer. 
It will send copies of all written representations to the societies concerned and will
afford them an opportunity to comment on them.

5.24 Copies of the society’s comments on representations in category 5.22(b) will be sent
to those who made the representations so that they may concentrate their oral
representations on the points which they consider to remain at issue.  Persons making
written representations who wish to see the society’s response must, therefore, give
notice of intention to make oral representations.  The Authority will consider the
written representations in category 5.22(a) and the societies’ responses to them in
advance of the date set for hearing oral representations.  The society may,
exceptionally, apply to put to the Authority in confidence documents which the
society considers to be commercially sensitive: the Authority will decide on the merits
of each case whether, and on what terms, to accept them as being confidential. 
Persons in category 5.22(c) will be asked to inform the Authority, in advance of the
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hearing, of the subject and general grounds of the representations they intend to make
and their responses will be copied to the society.

5.25 Interested parties may join together in making collective representations and they may
also appoint a person, either one of their number or another, to represent them at the
hearing.  They should notify the Authority in advance if this is what they intend to do.

Conduct of the hearing

5.26 The Authority may appoint one or more persons to hear and decide applications on its
behalf. In the absence of notices of intention to make oral representations the
Authority would expect to decide the applications having regard to the written
representations, the societies’ responses and other information available to it, without
the need for an oral hearing.

5.27 The Authority will notify the societies and those making oral representations of the
time and place of the hearing.  If there are a significant number of persons wishing to
make oral representations, then the hearing may extend beyond one day and may be
adjourned from time to time and from place to place.  The Authority will try to advise
participants of the day when they may expect to make their representations and when
the societies’ representatives may be expected to respond.

5.28 The Authority expects that hearings will be in public.  Members of the general public
and the press will be asked to wait outside at the outset of the hearing.  The
participants will then be asked if any of them has good reason to object to the
admission of the general public and the press (such as, for example, the need to refer
to personal financial affairs).  The Authority may decide that parts of the hearing shall
be in private if that appears to it to be desirable.  If there are no reasonable objections,
the general public and the press will then be admitted, within the limits of the space
available.

5.29 The procedure will be informal.  While all participants will be invited to speak
concisely and to avoid repetition the Authority will be considerate towards those who
are not professionally represented.  The individual or panel taking the hearing on
behalf of the Authority may question the participants as the hearing proceeds.  The
sequence of events will be broadly as follows:
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(a) any preliminary matters (such as the admission of the public or other
procedural questions) will be dealt with;

(b) the person(s) appointed to hear the applications will introduce the proceedings;

(c) the representatives of the societies will be invited to present their applications
for confirmation, including a description of the events at the meetings at which
the Merger Resolutions were put to the members, the statement of the voting
on the resolutions, as well as any other matters which they wish to introduce at
that stage;

(d) the other participants will be invited to make their representations; where
appropriate the Authority would expect to call them in a list marshalled, so far
as possible, by subject matter;

(e) the representatives of the societies (or of the relevant society) will be invited to
reply to, or comment on, the points made by the other participants;

(f) the other participants will be invited to comment on the societies’ replies in so
far as those replies raise new issues.

5.30 The above procedure may be varied according to the circumstances at the hearing, and
is intended only as a guide to the probable order of events.  The hearing may be
adjourned if the Authority considers that is necessary to enable facts to be checked or
additional information to be obtained.

The Authority’s decision

5.31 The Authority will not normally give an oral decision at the end of the hearing and
may be expected to reserve its decision to be issued later in writing, setting out its
reasons.  Copies of the written decision will be sent to the participants and, on request,
to any other person.  The decision may also be published, and the Authority usually
asks the Central Office to place copies on the public files of the participating societies.
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6. TRANSFER OF ENGAGEMENTS UNDER DIRECTION

This section describes the Authority’s powers to direct a society to transfer all its
engagements to one or more other societies and/or to proceed by board
resolution, and the modified merger procedure consequently prescribed by the
1986 Act.

6.1 Section 42B of the 1986 Act provides that, if the Authority considers it expedient to

do so to protect the investments of shareholders or depositors, it may direct a society,

among other things, to transfer all its engagements to one or more other societies

within a specified period (subsection (1)(a)).  In such a case, or where the Authority

would have directed a transfer of engagements, but for the fact that negotiations were

already under way, the Authority may also direct that the approval of the transfer of

engagements by the transferor society may be by board resolution rather than by

Merger Resolution.  In these circumstances, because neither a Schedule 16 Statement

nor Merger Resolutions are required, the 1986 Act requires the society instead to send

to every member entitled to notice of a meeting a statement (referred to below as a

“Merger Notification Statement”) before it applies for confirmation of the transfer

of engagements, (paragraphs 3 and 4 of Schedule 8A to the 1986 Act).  Finally, in

these circumstances, the First and Second Criteria concerning information made

available to, and the views of, the members (see section 5) are replaced by a single

criterion:

“the members or a proportion of them would be unreasonably prejudiced by

the transfer;”   (paragraph 5 of Schedule 8A to the 1986 Act).

6.2 Where a society is proceeding under a Section 42B(3) direction by board resolution,

the Schedule 16 Statement is replaced by a Merger Notification Statement and a

general meeting of the society is not required.  The contents of the Merger

Notification Statement are prescribed by The Building Societies (Merger Notification

Statement) Regulations 1999 (SI1999/1215).

6.3 The Merger Notification Statement must have been approved by the Authority before

it is sent to the members, and must be sent within the specified time limit.
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Applications for approval should, in general, follow the procedure described in

paragraph 3.28, and the final draft of the Merger Notification Statement should be

accompanied by the relevant documents listed in paragraph 3.29, but as appropriate to

the particular case and the less extensive information the statement is required to

contain.

6.4 Section 4 (General Meetings and Resolutions) does not apply, except that the directors

will need to be satisfied that the society’s register of members is correct to enable the

society to send Merger Notification Statements to those entitled to receive them.

6.5 When the board has resolved to transfer the society’s engagements and Merger

Notification Statements have been sent to its members, the society may apply to the

Authority for confirmation of the transfer of engagements, but using an adaptation

agreed with the Authority of the pro forma in Annex B1.  The procedure described in

section 5 is to be followed, including the publication of notices in the official Gazettes

and newspapers and the form of application.  However, the lapse of time between

each stage of the procedure may be modified according to the particular circumstances

of a case, and having regard to the need to protect the investments of shareholders or

depositors.  While a scrutineer’s report will not be required, the Authority will require

a report from the society’s external auditors on the adequacy of the society’s systems

to fulfil the requirements of the 1986 Act and the Rules with regard to the sending of

Merger Notification Statements.  This is, of course, relevant to the Authority’s

consideration of the Third Criterion.

6.6 As is noted in paragraph 6.1, the First and Second Criteria are replaced, in those

circumstances, by a single criterion as to whether the members or a proportion of them

“would be unreasonably prejudiced by the transfer”.  Whether this special criterion

applies will be a matter of judgement for the Authority to make in the light of any

representations made to it and its own enquiries in respect of the particular case.  It

follows also that, in considering the Third Criterion, the Authority will take account of

the modified procedure.
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7. REGISTRATION AND DISSOLUTION

7.1 When the Authority has confirmed a merger (whether voluntary or under direction) it
will notify the Central Office and the societies concerned.

7.2 In the case of an amalgamation, the Central Office is required to be satisfied as
regards the proposed Rules, Memorandum and name of the successor society.  The
amalgamating societies are, therefore, advised to clear drafts of the proposed Rules
and Memorandum with the Central Office at an early stage (see paragraph 3.28).
When they apply to the Authority for confirmation under Section 93(2) of the 1986
Act, the amalgamating societies must also send three signed copies of the Rules and
Memorandum to the Central Office (Section 93(2)(d)).  If the Central Office is
satisfied on these matters it will, upon confirmation, register the successor society and
issue to it a certificate of incorporation specifying the date (the specified date) from
which the incorporation takes effect, and will return to it one copy each of the Rules
and Memorandum together with a certificate of registration.  Copies are placed on the
public file of the successor society. 

7.3 On the specified date of the amalgamation, all the property, rights and liabilities of the
amalgamating societies are transferred to the successor society, the successor is given
such permission under Part IV of the Act as the Authority considers appropriate, and
the amalgamated societies are dissolved and their registrations cancelled (Section 93,
sub-sections (4), (5) and (6) and Section 103(1) of the 1986 Act).  In deciding on the
appropriate terms of the permission for the successor society, the Authority will have
regard to the terms of the permissions of the amalgamating societies, including any
limitations or requirements. It will also have regard to the business plan for the
successor society.

7.4 In the case of a transfer of engagements, the Central Office will register a copy of
the Instrument of Transfer of Engagements and issue a registration certificate to the
transferee society.  A copy of the Instrument of Transfer and the registration certificate
are placed on the public file of the transferee society.  On the date specified in the
registration certificate, the property, rights and liabilities of the transferor society are
transferred to the transferee society, by virtue of Section 94(8) of the 1986 Act, the
transferor society’s authorisation is revoked by the Authority, and the society itself is
dissolved (Section 94(10)).  The transferor society’s registration is subsequently
cancelled by the Central Office under Section 103(1).
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8 TIMETABLE

8.1 The time taken to complete a merger will vary from case to case.  As a general rule of
thumb, it is unlikely that a merger can proceed from board decision through approval
of the Schedule 16 Statement, general meeting and confirmation hearing, to the
effective date, in less than 6 months.  It is essential to the good and orderly
management of a merger that the societies concerned meet with the Authority’s staff
as soon as their boards have resolved to seek a merger, and agree upon a provisional
timetable.  This can then be fixed by the time the Schedule 16 Statement is approved.
The members can then be notified, as they must be, of the date provisionally set for
the confirmation hearing and of the proposed date of completion of the merger in the
Merger Document.

8.2 The likely sequence of events is as follows:

Stage 1 Informal consultations with the Authority’s supervisory staff on both
substance and timing of the proposed merger.

Stage 2 Submission to the Authority of:

(a) prudential information: this should be available to the Authority
for discussion with the society well before the Schedule 16
Statement is submitted for approval;

(b) written details of the proposed terms of the merger: it will be
helpful for both the societies and the Authority to be clear about
these matters as soon as possible after Stage 1 and well before
Stage 3 is reached.

Submission to the Central Office, in the case of an amalgamation, of
preliminary draft Rules and Memorandum, noting any unresolved
issues.

Stage 3 Submission to the Authority and, in respect of (b) below, to the Central
Office in draft of the following:
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(a) the Instrument of Transfer or amalgamation agreement
embodying the merger terms provisionally agreed by the
respective boards of directors;

(b) in the case of an amalgamation, the proposed Rules and
Memorandum of the successor society;

(c) the Merger Document, including the Schedule 16 Statement,
unless consent to proceed by way of board resolution is being
sought in respect of the transferee society, together with the
explanations of change, comparability and commitments
referred to in paragraphs 3.8 to 3.10 and 3.27;

(d) notice of the meeting at which the Merger Resolutions are to be
moved, which may form part of (c) above;

(e) the proxy voting forms to be used.

After examination of these drafts, the Authority or, as the case may be,
Central Office staff will return them with any comments and, if
necessary, will discuss them with the societies and their advisers.  Any
clearance by the Authority at this stage is provisional, and the
Authority may seek further modification of the documents in the light
of later information.  Similarly, any clearance given by the Central
Office is subject to review of the proofs submitted at stage 4.

If the transferee society is applying for consent to proceed by way of
board resolution, formal application to do so (with supporting
justification) should be made to the Authority at this stage.

Stage 4 Submission of printers’ proofs of the above draft documents.

Stage 5 Informal clearance of near-final proofs (particularly of the Schedule 16
Statement(s)) by the Authority.

Informal clearance of proof copies of Rules and Memorandum by the
Central Office, in the case of an amalgamation.
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Stage 6 Formal submission of the Schedule 16 Statement(s) for approval by the
Authority.  The covering letter should include a declaration on behalf
of the board of the society either:

(a) that there has been no material change in the financial position
of the society since the date of the information provided in the
Schedule 16 Statement; or

(b) that there has been such a change and that it is fairly reflected in
the wording of the statement.

This submission should be accompanied by:

(c) a certified copy of the Instrument of Transfer or amalgamation
agreement as executed;

(d) two copies of the final printers’ proof of the Schedule 16
Statement signed by the Secretaries of each society;

(e) a final printers’ proof of the complete Merger Document to be
sent to members, together with any covering letter and other
documents to be sent with it, including proxy voting forms;

(f) an assurance from the chairman of each society that the
Schedule 16 Statement is complete and that all material
interests of directors and officers are disclosed in it;

(g) an assurance by or on behalf of the board on systems.

(h) letter of comfort from the society’s external auditors when
required (see paragraph 3.7);

(i) confirmation that drafts submitted for approval are identical to
those seen at stage 5;

(j) the fee payable by each society to the Authority.
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NB Schedule 16 Statements should not be printed for distribution to members until
after Stage 7.

Stage 7 Approval by the Authority of the Schedule 16 Statement, or the
Authority’s consent to proceed by board resolution.  Approval or
consent will be given by letter and one proof copy of the Schedule 16
Statement, with the certificate of approval signed on behalf of the
Authority, will be returned to the society.

Stage 8 Printing and circulation of documents to members in time to be
received by them at least 21 days before the voting date for the meeting
at which the Merger Resolutions are to be moved (see paragraphs 4.12,
4.19 and 4.20).

Stage 9 The meetings at which the Merger Resolutions are moved.

Stage 10 If the Merger Resolutions have been passed, application to the
Authority for confirmation and publication of notices of that
application in the London and Edinburgh or Belfast Gazettes, and in
other newspapers (as the Authority directs).  The application must
notify the Authority of the specified effective date for the merger, and
be accompanied by two authenticated copies of the Instrument of
Transfer or amalgamation agreement.  In addition, in an amalgamation,
four signed copies of the Memorandum and Rules of the successor
society should be sent to the Central Office.  The societies must report
to the Authority on the outcome of their meetings.

Stage 11 Notification by the Authority of the time and place of the confirmation
hearing, if it is necessary to hold an oral hearing.  The societies should
allow sufficient time before the proposed effective date for the
Authority to consider and write its decision, and in case it proves
necessary to adjourn the hearing.

Stage 12 Confirmation hearing and decision by the Authority whether to confirm
the merger.

Stage 13 Registration by the Central Office to give effect to the amalgamation or
transfer of engagements.
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8.3 The following table indicates the likely minimum time to be taken by the main stages
outlined above:

Pre Day 1 Board Resolution to Merge
Initial discussions with Authority re timetable and prudential information
Submission of terms and initial prudential information to Authority
Submission of draft Rules and Memorandum to Central Office (amalgamations)

Day 1 First draft of Schedule 16 Statement and chairman's letter and notice of meetings, draft
Rules and Memorandum (amalgamations) (Stage 3)

Day 28 Authority gives informal approval to Schedule 16 Statement, Instrument of Transfer signed
(Stage 5)

Day 35 Formal Schedule 16 approval by the Authority  (Stage 7)

Day 35-43 Printing, enveloping and mailing of Schedule 16 Statement and notice of meetings (Stage
8)

Day 65 - 70 Last date for receipt of proxy votes (depending on Act and Rules)

Day 72 SGM (Stage 9)

Day 75 Application to Authority for confirmation (Stage 10)
Rules and Memorandum to Central Office (amalgamations)

Day 93 Closing date for receipt of representations

Day 114 Confirmation hearing (Stage 12)

Day 142 Authority’s Decision on Confirmation (Stage 12)

Day 160 Effective Date

Notes:
(a) Within the above timetable prudential information to be submitted.

(b) A significant amount of financial information needs to be assessed by the
Authority prior to approval of Schedule 16 Statement.

(c) Prior to approval of Schedule 16 Statement a plan/timetable for integration of
systems to be drawn up.  Auditors sign off required prior to effective date.
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ANNEX A
PRO FORMA MERGER DOCUMENT

1. Title Page

Including suggestion to consult professional advisers and reference to meeting notice
and voting procedures.

2. Directors’ Responsibility Statement

See paragraph 3.26.

3. Board Rationale

Including statutory Merger Statement, if required (see paragraphs 3.23 and 3.24).

4. The Merger Process

Description and explanation of:

(a) the general meeting and Merger Resolutions;

(b) the confirmation process, including the right of interested parties to make
representations to the Authority, the dates provisionally set for receipt of
written representations and notice of intention to make oral representations,
and for the confirmation hearing, and the confirmation criteria specified in
Section 95 of the 1986 Act;

(c) the planned effective date of the merger.

5. The Instrument of Transfer of Engagements or Amalgamation Agreement

The address of the principal office of the society where the Instrument of Transfer or
amalgamation agreement will be available for inspection, and whether copies of the
Instrument or agreement will also be available at branch offices, with a cross-
reference to Section B of the Schedule 16 Statement.
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6. The Schedule 16 Statement

Statement Required by Schedule 16 to the
Building Societies Act 1986

Proposed Transfer of Engagements of [ABC] Building Society
to [DEF] Building Society

or

Proposed Amalgamation of [ABC] Building Society and [DEF]
Building Society to form [GHI] Building Society

Section A: Financial Position of Each Society

1. Balance Sheets

Summarised balance sheets derived from the audited [unaudited]
[consolidated] accounts of [ABC] [society] [Group] for the financial year
ended (date) [as at (date)] and from the audited [unaudited] [consolidated]
accounts of [DEF] [society][Group] for the financial year ended (date) [as at
(date)] are set out below:

        ABC   DEF
Notes       [Group]        [Group]

   £m  £m

Assets

Liquid assets 4(b) •   •
Mortgages 4(e) •   •
Other loans 4(e) •   •
Fixed and other assets 4(c),(d) •   •     

      •    •

Liabilities

Shares •   •
Borrowings •   •
Other liabilities •   •
Subordinated liabilities •   •
Subscribed capital •   •
Reserves •   •
Other capital •   •

 - revaluation reserve •   •
[ - other]  

      •    •
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2. Results
Particulars derived from the audited [unaudited] [consolidated] accounts of
[ABC] [Group] for the period ended (date) and from the audited [unaudited]
[consolidated] accounts of [DEF] [Group] for the period ended (date):

   ABC    DEF
[Group] [Group]
   £m    £m

Net interest receivable      •     •
Other income and charges      •     •
Administrative expenses      •     •
Provisions      •     •

Profit/loss  for the period
before taxation      •     •

Taxation      •     •

Minority interests      •     •   

Profit/loss for the period     •    •

3. Key Financial Ratios
   ABC   DEF
[Group] [Group]

      %     %

As a percentage of shares and
borrowings:

Gross capital      •     •

Liquid assets      •     •

As a percentage of mean total assets:    

Profit after taxation
for the period          •     •

Management expenses for the       •     •  
period
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The above percentages have been calculated from the balance sheets 
summarised above. 

Gross capital comprises reserves and other capital, plus subscribed capital and
subordinated liabilities, and amounts to £....... million for [ABC] and £.......
million for [DEF].

Shares and borrowings, adjusted to exclude interest accrued but not yet
credited to accounts, amount to £....... million for [ABC] and £.... million for
[DEF].

Average total assets is calculated as the mean of the total assets at the
beginning and end of the period and amounts to £..... million for [ABC] and
£..... million for [DEF].

The estimated gross and net costs of the bonus to be paid to members are £....

The ratio of gross capital to shares and borrowing of the combined society,
after allowing for the net cost of the bonus to be paid to members, is estimated
to be .....%.  On the same basis of calculation, but not accounting for the bonus
payment, this ratio is estimated to be .....%.

4. Notes to the Financial Position

(a) Accounting policies

[Identify any significant differences between the accounting policies
adopted by the two societies, and quantify the impact of a change in
policy to achieve consistency.  If there are no such differences then this
should be stated].

(b) Liquid assets include listed securities as follows:

  ABC     DEF
[Group] [Group]
   £m    £m

Amount included                     
in the balance sheet      •    •

Market value   •    •
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(c) Fixed and other assets
   ABC   DEF
[Group] [Group]
   £m    £m

Tangible fixed assets      •     •
[Intangible fixed assets]      •     •
Other assets      •     •

   •   •

[Describe the nature of any intangible fixed assets and the method of
amortisation thereof, if any]

(d) Tangible fixed assets

  ABC    DEF
[Group] [Group]

Net book amount of     £m     £m
  land and buildings

    Freehold     •     •
  Long leasehold     •     •
  Short leasehold     •     •

Other tangible fixed assets
  •
  •

  •
  •

  •   •

[For each society’s land and buildings give the difference between the
net book amount and estimated current market value, or a director’s
opinion that there is no material difference between the two.  Indicate
the basis on which current market value has been determined, the
effective date of the valuation and the name(s) of the valuer(s)]

[Identify significant differences in depreciation policy or estimated
asset lives, quantifying the impact of any change to a common basis]
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(e) Provisions for losses on mortgages and other loans

  ABC    DEF
[Group] [Group]
   £m    £m

Specific provisions     •     •
General provisions     •     •

Total amount offset against
mortgages and other loans   •   •

(f) Pensions

[Describe the pension schemes of each society and the extent to which
funded schemes are, on the basis of the latest actuarial valuations, in
surplus or deficit.  Give date of most recent actuarial valuation.]

(g) Summary information on the businesses of [connected undertakings]

The financial information given above includes the assets and
liabilities and results of the Society and the following subsidiary
undertakings and associated undertakings.

ABC [Group]

Subsidiary undertakings Principal activity
[names]

Other associated undertakings
[names]

DEF [Group]

Subsidiary undertakings
[names]

Other associated undertakings
[names]

(h) Post balance sheet events
[see paragraph 3.8]
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5. Costs and benefits of the merger

[Give a factual assessment of the quantifiable and unquantifiable actual and
expected costs and benefits, including integration, rationalisation and future
business plans]

Section B: Instrument of Transfer of Engagements or Amalgamation Agreement

The paragraphs below prefaced by “Note” do not appear in [nor are they a
paraphrase of the text in] the Instrument of Transfer or amalgamation agreement and
are intended for the additional information of members.

The Instrument of Transfer or amalgamation agreement provides, inter alia, for the
following matters.

1. Name of Society

The name of the combined society will be ......... Building Society.

2. Transfer of Assets and Liabilities

On the Effective Date (see item 10) the property, rights and liabilities of
[ABC] Building Society will be transferred to and vest in [DEF] Building
Society (the combined society).  [In an amalgamation, the assets and liabilities
of both societies are vested in the new successor society.]

3. Membership Rights

[Give the provisions of the Instrument of Transfer or amalgamation agreement
concerning deemed membership.  See paragraph 3.16]

4. Share Accounts and Deposit Accounts
On the Effective Date, share and deposit account balances of [ABC] Building
Society will become share and deposit account balances with [DEF] Building
Society on the following terms:
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[Give the provisions of the Instrument of Transfer or amalgamation agreement
and refer to the Investment Schedules in Section C]

Note: interest rates which are variable are subject to change either before or
after the Effective Date of the merger.

[Provisions concerning PIBS]

5. Mortgage Accounts

On the Effective Date, the indebtedness of any person to [ABC] Building
Society for a loan made by it [fully] secured on residential property will
become indebtedness to [DEF] Building Society to the same extent and such
indebtedness will be subject to the same terms and conditions as presently
apply except that the Rules of [DEF] Building Society rather than the Rules of
[ABC] Building Society shall apply.

[Alternatively, give the provisions of the Instrument of Transfer or
amalgamation agreement concerning any change in terms and conditions]

Note: [give any further explanation necessary to a clear statement of any
changes, including those effected by the transferee society’s Rules]

6. Bonus to Members

[Give the provisions of the Instrument of Transfer or amalgamation agreement
and the estimated net cost of the bonus.  See  paragraphs 3.13 and 3.14]

7. Directors and Other Officers

[Give the provisions of the Instrument of Transfer or amalgamation
agreement]

Note: [Describe any changes in fees and contracts of employment or bonus
schemes, or whether there will be no change]
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Note: [Describe any compensation to be authorised by separate special
resolution, or state that no such compensation is to be paid.  State
whether any person is not to take up employment with the combined
society and that any payments to be made under their contracts of
employment do not fall to be approved by special resolution.  See
paragraphs 3.11 and 3.12]

8. Employees

[Give the provisions of the Instrument of Transfer or amalgamation
agreement]

Note: [State, unless the Instrument or agreement so provides, whether there
are to be any changes to terms and conditions of employment, and what
they are, and explain how any staff reductions are to be achieved and
the planned timescale.]

9. Pension Arrangements

[Give the provisions of the Instrument of Transfer or amalgamation
agreement]

10. Conditions and Termination Provisions

[Give details of the provisions of the Instrument of Transfer or amalgamation
agreement which (a) impose conditions on the completion of the transfer of
engagements, such as approval by the members and confirmation by the
Authority, and (b) provide for the termination of the agreement if one or more
of the conditions is not met or in any other circumstances.]

11. Rules and Memorandum

[Explain any proposed Rule changes and, in the case of an amalgamation, any
differences in the proposed Rules and Memorandum compared with the
existing societies.]
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Section C:  The Investment Schedules

[These are the schedules referred to in Section B.4 and in paragraph 3.17]

Section D:  Information for Holders of PIBS

[If either society has issued Permanent Interest Bearing Shares]

Section E:  Other Matters

1. Save for [the following and] the matters referred to in Section B.7 no director
or other officer of [ABC] Building Society or [DEF] Building Society will
receive any benefits in connection with the merger or will have any material
interest in the merger.

[Describe any other interests of directors or other officers and persons
(including companies) connected with them by way of, for example,
fees for professional services, or supply of goods and services]

2. The directors of [ABC] Building Society and the directors of [DEF] Building
Society confirm that the transfer of engagements [amalgamation] will not
conflict with any contractual commitments of their Society or its connected
undertakings.

3. The directors of [ABC] Building Society and the directors of [DEF] Building
Society confirm that there has been no material change in the financial
position of their Society or its connected undertakings since [date], the date to
which the information in Section A relates [other than the post balance sheet
event(s) described in Section A 4(h)].

[Name] [Name]
Secretary Secretary
[ABC] Building Society [DEF] Building Society
[date] [date]
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7. Notice of Special General Meeting

8. Guidance on Voting

[Explanatory notes on:

The time, date and place of the meeting
Eligibility to vote:

• generally
• joint members
• minors

The Poll
Merger Resolutions:

• shareholding members
• borrowing members
• members who are shareholding and borrowing members

[Affected Members Resolution]
[Directors Compensation Resolution]
[Distribution to Members Resolution]
Voting in person
Voting by proxy

Making enquiries, Helpline]
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ANNEX B

PRO FORMA NOTICE OF, AND APPLICATIONS FOR, CONFIRMATION

1. Notice of Application

2. Application - amalgamation

3. Application – transferor society

4. Application – transferee society
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ANNEX B1

Publication of Notice of application to the Authority for confirmation of an amalgamation
or transfer of engagements in the London, Edinburgh, or Belfast Gazettes and in any
newspapers as may be directed by the Authority.

------------------------------

BUILDING SOCIETIES ACT 1986

Notice under paragraph 8 of Schedule 16 to the said Act.

Notice is hereby given that ................ Building Society, Register No...............B, whose
principal office is at ................................................, desires to amalgamate with*/transfer its
engagements to*/accept a transfer of the engagements of* ..................... Building Society,
Register No......B, and that both societies have jointly*/each society has* applied to the
Financial Services Authority to confirm the amalgamation*/transfer*.

Any interested party may make written representations to the Authority and/or give notice of
intention to make oral representations to the Authority with respect to the application. 
Written representations and notices of intention to make oral representations should be
received by the Authority at 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London E14 5HS by
........................... 20 .…  If notice is given of oral representations these will be heard by the
Authority on .................20 ...., at a time and place to be determined by the Authority. 

*delete as applicable
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ANNEX B2

Form of application to the Authority for confirmation of an amalgamation

--------------------------------

To the Financial Services Authority

BUILDING SOCIETIES ACT 1986

APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 93(2)(d) OF THE ACT FOR CONFIRMATION
OF AN AMALGAMATION

....................................... BUILDING SOCIETY, REGISTER NO.........B, AND

........................................BUILDING SOCIETY, REGISTER NO..........B

The above-named societies desire to amalgamate on .................[insert effective date] and
apply to the Authority to confirm the amalgamation.

In making this application the societies declare that:

1. At a meeting of.................. Building Society held on ................ 20..., and at a
meeting of ................... Building Society held on ...................20...., the
following resolutions were passed:

A shareholding members’ resolution, as required by section 93(2)(c)(i) of the
Act, that the societies do amalgamate in accordance with the terms of an
amalgamation agreement, two copies of which, signed by the Secretary of each
society for identification, are enclosed with this application.

A borrowing members’ resolution, as required by section 93(2)(c)(ii) of the
Act, that the societies do amalgamate in accordance with the terms of the
above-mentioned agreement.

2. A statement, in accordance with Schedule 16 to the Act, approved by the
Authority, so far as it concerned matters specified in that Schedule, was sent to
each member of ................ Building Society and of ................ Building Society
who was entitled to receive it.

3. Three copies of the Memorandum and Rules of the successor society have
been sent to the Central Office.

(Seals of the societies making the application)
Date:......................
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ANNEX B3

Form of application to the Authority for confirmation of transfer of engagements
(transferor society)

-----------------------------------

To the Financial Services Authority

BUILDING SOCIETIES ACT 1986

APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 95(3) OF THE ACT FOR CONFIRMATION OF
A TRANSFER OF ENGAGEMENTS

........................... BUILDING SOCIETY, REGISTER NO...........B

The above-named society desires to transfer its engagements to ...................... Building
Society on .................20... [insert effective date] and applies to the Authority to confirm the
transfer.

In making this application the society declares that:

1. At a meeting of ....................... Building Society held on ............20.. the
following resolutions were passed:

A  shareholding members’ resolution, as required by section 94(2) of the Act,
that ........................... Building Society do transfer its engagements to 
........................... Building Society in accordance with the terms of an
instrument of transfer, two copies of which, signed by the Secretary of each
society for identification, are enclosed with this application.

A borrowing members' resolution, as required by section 94(2) of the Act that
......................... Building Society do transfer its engagements to
........................ Building Society in accordance with the terms of the above-
named instrument.

2. A statement, in accordance with Schedule 16 to the Act, approved by the
Authority, so far as it concerned matters specified in that Schedule, was sent to
each member of ................. Building Society who was entitled to receive it.

(Seal of the Society making the application)

Date..................
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ANNEX B4

Form of application to the Authority for confirmation of a transfer of engagements
(transferee society)

--------------------------------
To the Financial Services Authority

BUILDING SOCIETIES ACT 1986

APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 95(3) OF THE ACT FOR CONFIRMATION OF
A TRANSFER OF ENGAGEMENTS

........................... BUILDING SOCIETY, REGISTER NO...........B

The above-named society desires to accept a transfer of engagements of .........................
Building Society on .............20.. [insert effective date] and applies to the Authority to confirm
the transfer.

In making this application the society declares that:

*1. At a meeting of ...................... Building Society held on .................... 20.., the
following resolutions were passed:

A shareholding members’ resolution, as required by section 94(5)(a) of the
Act, that ..........................Building Society shall undertake to fulfil the
engagements of .......................... Building Society in accordance with the
terms of an instrument of transfer, two copies of which, signed by the
Secretary of each society for identification,  are enclosed with this application.

A borrowing members' resolution, as required by section 94(5)(a) of the Act,
that ................... Building Society shall undertake to fulfil the engagements of
..................... Building Society in accordance with the terms of the above-
mentioned instrument.

*2. The ....................... Building Society, pursuant to the consent of the Authority
in accordance with section 94(5)(b) of the Act, has undertaken by a resolution
of its Board of Directors to fulfil the engagements of ................ Building
Society in accordance with the terms of an instrument of transfer two copies of
which, signed by the Secretary of each society for identification, are enclosed
with this application.

*3 A statement in accordance with Schedule 16 to the Building Societies Act
1986, approved by the Authority, so far as it concerned matters specified in
that Schedule, was sent to each member of ............... Building Society who
was entitled to receive it.

(Seal of the Society making this application)
Date.............
*delete as applicable (either paragraph 2, or both paragraphs 1 and 3)
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DEFINITIONS AND NOTES

“the Act” the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000

“the 1986 Act”

“AGM”

the Building Societies Act 1986 as amended(1)

Annual General Meeting

“the Authority” the Financial Services Authority

“the Banking Regulator” the Authority or other competent authority in
another EEA state, as the case may be(2)

“the board” the board of directors of a society

“borrower” or “borrowing member” a person who is indebted to a society in respect of a
loan fully secured or, where the Rules so provide,
substantially secured on land

“the BSA” the Building Societies Association

“the Central Office” the department of the Authority carrying out the
registration functions transferred from the Central
Office of the Registry of Friendly Societies(2)

“the Commission” the former Building Societies Commission(2)

“the Confirmation Criteria” the criteria specified in Section 98(3) of the 1986
Act which the Authority has to consider when
deciding whether to confirm a transfer of the
business of a society to a commercial company(3)

“conversion” the transfer of the business of a society to a specially
formed company

“existing company” a company which is a company within the meaning
of the Companies Act 1985 or the Companies
(Northern Ireland) Order 1986 and is a public
company limited by shares, or is incorporated in an
EEA State other than the United Kingdom and has
power to offer its shares and debentures to the
public, and which is carrying on business as a going
concern on the date of the Transfer Agreement
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DEFINITIONS AND NOTES (Continued)

“the Fees Rules” the Rules made by the Authority from time to time
under paragraph 17 of Schedule 1 to the Act
prescribing the fees to be paid in connection with the
discharge of its functions under the 1986 Act

“the First, Second, Third and Fourth
Criteria”

see the “Confirmation Criteria”, and relating
respectively to the criteria specified in subsections
(a), (b), (c) and (d) of Section 98(3) of the 1986
Act(3)

“member” a shareholding or borrowing member of a society

“PIBS” Permanent interest bearing share, a type of deferred
share in a society

“proxy voting form” an instrument appointing a proxy to attend a meeting
of a society and vote on the member's behalf

“Qualifying Day” the day specified in the Transfer Agreement as the
qualifying day for the purposes of Section 100 of the
1986 Act

“Rules” the Rules of a society

“SGM” Special General Meeting

“shareholder” or “shareholding member” a person holding shares in a society (by virtue of
investing in one or more share accounts or holding
PIBS or other deferred shares)

“society” a building society

“specially formed company” a company formed by a society (and by no other than
its nominees) for the purpose of assuming and
conducting the society's business in its place, which
is a company within the meaning of the Companies
Act 1985 or the Companies (Northern Ireland) Order
1986 and is a public company limited by shares, or
is incorporated in an EEA State other than the
United Kingdom and has power to offer its shares or
debentures to the public
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DEFINITIONS AND NOTES (Continued)

“Statutory Cash Bonus” the bonus required by Section 100(2)(b) and (4) of
the 1986 Act to be paid to every shareholder of the
society who held shares on the Qualifying Day and
was not eligible to vote on the requisite shareholding
members' resolution

“successor” or “successor company” a company, whether an existing company or a
specially formed company, to which the business of
a society is proposed to be transferred

“takeover” the transfer of the business of a society to an existing
company

“transfer” a conversion or takeover, or both, as the context
requires

“Transfer Agreement” the agreement required by Section 97(4)(b) of the
1986 Act between a society and its successor
company on the terms of the transfer

“Transfer Document” the document or booklet containing, inter alia, either
the Transfer Statement or the Transfer Summary

“Transfer Regulations” the Building Societies (Transfer of Business)
Regulations 1998 (SI 1998/212)

“Transfer Resolutions” the shareholding members' resolution and borrowing
members' resolution required to approve a transfer
where no direction under Section 42B(4) of the 1986
Act has been given

“Transfer Statement” the statement required by Schedule 17 to the 1986
Act to be sent in or with the notice of the meeting at
which the Transfer Resolutions are to be considered
or, if a Transfer Summary is sent, made available to
every member entitled to notice of a meeting of the
society

“Transfer Summary” the summary of the Transfer Statement which may,
in accordance with Schedule 17 to the 1986 Act, be
sent, instead of the Transfer Statement, in or with the
notice of the meeting at which the Transfer
Resolutions are to be considered, to every member
entitled to receive that notice
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DEFINITIONS AND NOTES (Continued)

“Trustee Account Holder”

“the UKLA”

a person who is a shareholding or borrowing
member of a society, by virtue of being the sole or
representative joint holder of an account which he
holds in trust for another person or persons any one
or more of whom cannot reasonably practicably act
in relation to that account themselves by reason of
ill-health or old age or any physical or mental
incapacity or disability, as provided by Section 102D
of the 1986 Act, whether or not the account holder is
a shareholding or borrowing member in respect of
any other accounts

the UK Listing Authority (currently the Authority)

“vesting date” the date on which all the property, rights and
liabilities of the society making the transfer, except
any shares in the successor company, are transferred
to the successor company.

NOTES:

(1) The Building Societies Act 1986 was amended by the Building Societies Act 1997  and
by and under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.  The 1986 Act has also been
amended by other legislation.

(2) The functions of the Bank of England under the Banking Act 1987, which was repealed
by the Act, were transferred to the Authority by the Bank of England Act 1998.
Similarly, the functions of the Commission, and of the Central Office of the Registry of
Friendly Societies were transferred to the Authority by and under the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000.

(3) The Confirmation Criteria are varied in certain circumstances - see Section 7.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Purpose of this Chapter

1.1 This chapter replaces the Transfer Procedures Guidance Note published by the
Commission in April 1998.  It gives guidance on the requirements of the 1986 Act
relevant to, and on the procedures to be followed by, a building society proposing to
transfer its business to a company authorised for the purposes of the Act to accept
deposits.  It is not intended to be exhaustive, and is not a substitute for looking at
the 1986 Act and the Transfer Regulations, on which a society should seek its own
legal advice.  It describes the relevant provisions of the 1986 Act, and the information
which must be made available to the Financial Services Authority and to the society’s
members, and outlines the procedures to be followed at general meetings, including the
voting majorities required to pass the Transfer Resolutions.  The chapter also describes
the role of the Authority in approving the Transfer Statement which must be sent to the
members and in the confirmation procedure, together with its ongoing prudential
supervision during the transfer process.  The Transfer Summary, which a society may
send to its members instead of the Transfer Statement, is also discussed.  Except as
described in section 7, to which section 8 also applies, this section is concerned only
with voluntary transfers under Section 97 of the 1986 Act.

1.2 It is for the directors of a society to assess the case for transfer, and they must explain
and recommend their decision to the members.  However, the Authority’s staff are
willing to discuss with a society the procedures to be followed and the information
required to ensure that the members can reach fully informed decisions.  Societies are
strongly recommended to consult the Authority early on in the formative stages of
transfer proposals.  Such consultation will, of course, be treated in the strictest
confidence.  It will be helpful, also, to have regard to the indicative timetable set out in
section 9.

1.3 Societies should consult their own legal advisers about the application of the provisions
of the 1986 Act, and the general law, to the particular features of a proposed transfer.

1.4 This  chapter considers each stage of the transfer procedure in chronological order.  The
remainder of this section gives a synopsis of the relevant requirements of the 1986 Act,
which are then discussed in more detail in subsequent sections, as follows:
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Section 2, Preliminary Matters, considers the rationale for a transfer and the handling of
public announcements, and gives guidance on certain prudential issues.

Section 3, Terms of a Transfer, considers the mandatory provisions of Section 100 of the
1986 Act concerning the successor company’s obligation to treat former shareholders of
the society as depositors with it, and the Statutory Cash Bonus. It also considers the
mandatory provisions of Sections 102B to D of the 1986 Act, concerning distributions to
members who are Trustee Account Holders, the statutory restrictions on distributions to
members in Section 100, and the permissive provisions of Sections 100 and 102A.  The
protective provisions for specially formed successor companies are also discussed.

Section 4, Information Provided to Members, discusses the form and content of the
statutory Transfer Statement and the Transfer Summary, and the accompanying rationale
and other statements by the board, and describes the form of application to be made to
the Authority for approval of the Transfer Statement.

Section 5, General Meetings and Resolutions, discusses the register of members and
members’ entitlement to vote, the arrangements for general meetings, the conduct of
voting on the Transfer Resolutions and the scrutineers’ report.

Section 6, Confirmation, describes the form of application to the Authority for
confirmation of a transfer, and the procedures which the Authority expects to follow in
considering and hearing written and oral representations and in reaching its decision.

Section 7, Transfers Under Direction, describes the modified procedure to be followed
when a society has been directed by the Authority to transfer its business to a company
and to proceed by board resolution.

Section 8, Notification and Dissolution, briefly discusses the process of notification of
the vesting date and dissolution of the society.

Section 9, Timetable, reviews the several stages of a transfer from start to finish.

Statutory Requirements

1.5 The provisions of the 1986 Act concerning transfers are in Sections 97 to 102D of, and
paragraph 30 of Schedule 2 and Schedule 17 to the 1986 Act, where two types of
transfer of business are provided for:
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to a specially formed company, known as conversion; or

to an existing company, known as a takeover∗.

The procedures are the same in each case, except that the specification of the turnout
required to pass the shareholding members’ resolution to approve a takeover is, in effect,
higher than is required to approve a conversion.  The 1986 Act also provides that a
specially formed company shall have qualified protection from takeover for up to five
years after the vesting date.

1.6 One of the principal purposes of these provisions of the 1986 Act is to ensure that the
members are given all the material information they need about the terms of the transfer
which they are asked to approve, and proper opportunity to cast their votes.
Subsequently, they are given the opportunity to make representations about that process
before the transfer is confirmed.  The 1986 Act also prescribes certain mandatory terms,
and places restrictions on certain permitted terms, of a transfer.

1.7 The 1986 Act makes no provision for a transfer to be initiated by any means other than a
recommendation of an agreed proposal put by the board of a society to its members (see
paragraph 11.10 of the Commission’s Decision to confirm the transfer of Halifax
Building Society to Halifax plc, which related to alternative distribution schemes) and
the transfer Regulations require the board of a society to give particulars, in the Transfer
Statement, of the options for the future conduct of the society’s business which it
considered before deciding to recommend the transfer to the members and of the reasons
why it recommends the proposed terms.  Each member who is entitled to receive notice
of the general meeting at which the Transfer Resolutions are to be moved must also
receive (or have made readily available to him if the Transfer Summary is provided) a
copy of a statutory Transfer Statement.  A transfer must be approved by a shareholding
members’ resolution and a borrowing members’ resolution.  The majorities required
to pass these resolutions are described in section 5.

1.8 If the terms of a transfer include provision for the payment of compensation to
directors or other officers for loss of office or of income attributable to the transfer,
then the proposed payments must be authorised by a separate special resolution.  If the

                                                
∗A takeover may take the form of a transfer of the business of a society to a subsidiary of the society which is an
existing company carrying on business as a going concern, as in the case of Halifax plc (formerly Halifax
Syndicated Loans Limited).
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terms include provision for any director or other officer to receive increased
emoluments in consequence of the transfer, then an ordinary resolution approving that
provision must be put before a meeting of the society.

1.9 The 1986 Act specifies certain procedures for the consideration of representations by
interested parties concerning confirmation, and the criteria which the Authority must
consider before deciding whether or not to confirm a transfer.  The matters which the
Authority may consider do not include the merits of the transfer proposals, nor the
fairness of the terms, which the members will have approved by passing the
Transfer Resolutions.

1.10 The statutory requirements of the 1986 Act are explained and discussed in more detail in
subsequent sections of this chapter.  However, as is stated in paragraph 1.1, this chapter
is not exhaustive and is not a substitute for considering, and taking professional advice
on, the primary documents, which include:

the Building Societies Act 1986, as amended by or under other legislation, 
including:

the Building Societies (Joint Account Holders) Act 1995
the Building Societies (Distributions) Act 1997
the Building Societies Act 1997 and
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (in particular by the 
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Mutual Societies) Order 2001)

the Building Societies (Transfer of Business) Regulations 1998
(SI 1998/212)

Judgments of the High Court in:
Abbey National Building Society v The Building Societies Commission

[1989] 5 BCC 259
Cheltenham & Gloucester Building Society v The Building Societies

Commission [1994] 4 All ER 65, [1995] Ch 185, and [1994] 3
WLR 1238

The Building Societies Commission v Halifax Building Society and
Leeds Permanent Building Society [1995] 3 All ER 193

R v The Building Societies Commission, ex parte Whitmey, unreported,
16 April 1997, Lightman J (relating to the Alliance & Leicester
Confirmation Decision).
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Building Societies Commission Confirmation Decisions on applications by:
Abbey National Building Society (5 June 1989)
Cheltenham & Gloucester Building Society (5 July 1995)
National & Provincial Building Society (3 July 1996)
Alliance & Leicester Building Society (11 March 1997)
Woolwich Building Society (16 May 1997)
Halifax Building Society (23 May 1997)
Bristol and West Building Society (9 July 1997)
Northern Rock Building Society (18 July 1997)
Birmingham Midshires Building Society (18 March 1999)
Bradford & Bingley Building Society (28 September 2000)
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2. PRELIMINARY MATTERS

Rationale for a Transfer

2.1 It is a matter for the board of a society to decide whether to recommend a transfer to its
members.  The overriding duty of the board is to reach a view having regard to what is
in the best interests of the society in the short and long term, including the interests of
the members as a whole, both present and future, as members of a building society, both
borrowing members and shareholding members.  The board of a society may also
reasonably consider the interests of customers who are not members, of the staff, of
suppliers of goods and services, and of the wider community.

2.2 The decision of the board to recommend a transfer must be based on a proper evaluation
of the issues in relation to a strategic assessment of how the society can best serve its
members.  One element of that assessment will be the forward business plan of the
successor company (including, in the case of a takeover, how the successor company
plans to integrate the business of the society) which will be relevant to:

the presentation of the case to the members; and

the submission to the Banking Regulator for authorisation to accept deposits.

Copies of the plan should be provided to the Authority and to the Banking Regulator (if
the latter is a different authority in another member state).

2.3 Neither conversion nor takeover are likely to figure routinely as options in societies’
corporate plans.  However, a board may develop the society’s business in ways which
point to the need to consider the transfer option: in which case, a transfer should be
foreseen and emerge from the board’s strategic plans.  If a board is considering the
options of conversion or merger with another society, it should, as a matter of prudence,
consider how it would respond to a counter proposal and develop appropriate
contingency plans.

2.4 When a board is seriously considering conversion or a takeover, the range of issues
which it will need to assess will vary from case to case and is for the board to decide.
However, the board will necessarily have regard to its primary duty to reach a view on
what is in the best interest of the members, as members of a building society, and not
only their short-term interests.  It will also be conscious of the requirement to give, in
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the Transfer Statement, a factual account of the options which it considered and of the
reasons why it decided to recommend to the members the terms of any proposed transfer
and of the qualifying conditions for any distribution of funds or shares in the successor
company in consideration of the transfer.

Public Announcement

2.5 A board will usually wish to announce its proposals as soon as possible after it has
decided to recommend a transfer to the society’s members.  In particular, the board will
no doubt wish to inform the members and staff of the proposed terms so that they do not
then operate their accounts, or otherwise act, in ignorance of proposals which would
have affected their behaviour.  The board will also wish to avoid misleading potential
investors and borrowers; and societies with listed PIBS must have regard to the UKLA
requirements concerning early disclosure of any information which might affect the
price of securities.  However, a board may not feel able to make an immediate
announcement, perhaps for prudential or commercial reasons, or because it first wishes
to settle all the details of the proposed terms.  In these circumstances, the board must
have contingency plans to make an early announcement to deal with any potentially
damaging rumours and to avoid members being misled or left in a state of uncertainty.
In considering the timing and terms of an announcement, the board will wish to
minimise the risk of destabilising flows of funds.

2.6 The announcement, particularly information provided directly to members and staff,
should make it clear that the proposal is subject to approval by the members and
completion of the statutory procedures.  It should also be made clear, in the case of a
takeover, and if such is the case, that the proposal is subject to completion of due
diligence investigations by the acquirer and, in either a conversion or takeover when
shares in the successor company are to be issued, that the proposal is subject to the
shares being listed on the London Stock Exchange or elsewhere. Boards should be
careful to avoid appearing to assume that the outcome is a foregone conclusion, and
should identify any matters of substance on which the proposed terms of the transfer
remain to be settled.  Briefing of staff who will be responsible for responding to
enquiries from members and the Press should be considered carefully and prepared in
advance of the announcement to avoid any risk of members being unintentionally
misled.  A freephone helpline may be desirable for members’ enquiries about whether
they qualify for any distribution under the proposed transfer scheme, but again the staff
must be well briefed.  It is essential that the announcement, and subsequent information
given to members before they are sent the statutory Transfer Statement, or Summary,
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and in any briefing of the Press, is entirely consistent with what will appear in that
Statement.  In particular, members should be advised to await the Transfer Summary,
and especially the Transfer Statement which will contain full details of the proposals and
the information relevant to their decision on how they wish to vote.

2.7 The Authority is not required to approve the content or wording of announcements or
preliminary information sent to members.  However, it will be happy to comment on
drafts shown to it at an early stage, and may be able to help societies to avoid
unintentionally misleading statements.

2.8 The board should consult the Authority and, if a different body, the Banking Regulator
at an early stage in its consideration of transfer proposals, and certainly no later than its
decision in principle to seek a transfer.  The complexities of the statutory provisions are
such that it is necessary to have the proposed transfer terms specified very closely indeed
before it is possible for the Authority to take a view on whether the proposals are fully in
conformity with the 1986 Act. The Banking Regulator will not be in a position, at this
early stage, to give positive assurances as to the authorisation of the successor company.
However, a prudent board will seek the views of the Authority, and also, if different, of
the Banking Regulator, before it decides to announce its transfer proposals to the
members.  This preliminary discussion with the Authority will necessarily cover the
proposed structure of the successor company or group and a written specification of the
transfer terms, particularly the scheme for distribution of any consideration to be offered
to the members for the loss of their membership rights in the society, which members
and other persons are to benefit, and the criteria for qualification.

2.9 Should there be a difference of view between the Authority and the society as to whether
a scheme, or a particular feature of it, is in conformity with the 1986 Act, it may prove
desirable to apply to the High Court for a declaration.  It will then be necessary for any
preliminary announcement of the board’s proposals to make the position clear, and for it
to allow sufficient time in its proposed timetable for the application to be heard, and for
any appeal.

Prudential Issues

2.10 In addition to information about the proposed transfer scheme, the Authority will expect
the board to provide it with information about its plans for ensuring the prudent
management of the society through to the proposed vesting date.  That information will
be consistent with what the board itself will require, bearing in mind that it is for the
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board to exercise due diligence and to be satisfied that the society’s business continues
to be directed and managed prudently.  The information required is:

(a) the names and responsibilities of senior managers assigned to manage the
transfer process;

(b) an assessment of the systems requirements of the transfer process, together with
the specification of work to be done by consultants (e.g. the external
auditors/scrutineers) and their report(s);

(c) contingency plans, with sensitivity and risk assessments, for managing funding
and liquidity during the transitional period;

(d) copies of the business plans of the successor company as submitted in
connection with its authorisation to accept deposits.

2.11 The Authority will also wish to have a letter of consent, from or on behalf of the board,
to the Authority discussing the society’s affairs with the Banking Regulator (if a
different body) and the UKLA (if a different body and an issue of shares in the successor
company is intended to be made in connection with the transfer).

2.12 A transfer is exceptionally time-consuming for senior management.  The Authority will
wish to be satisfied that the society has sufficient management resources to cover both
the transfer and its day-to-day business within its proposed transfer timetable.  It will
usually be necessary for the society severely to limit new business developments and
initiatives during the transitional period.  It should also be noted that the requirements
for information to be provided to members mean that full disclosure will be required in
the Transfer Statement of any negotiations in progress on acquisition or other links
during the transfer process.  The Banking Regulator must be kept fully informed of any
such plans because any changes to the society’s business, structure, controls etc. may
well be important factors in its authorisation process.

2.13 The Authority will appoint a project team, responsible for operational management of
the Authority’s functions in relation to the transfer process.  The expectation would be
that the team will include the Manager responsible for the society’s supervision and one
of the Authority’s legal advisers.  Names and contact numbers will be provided to the
society.  The Authority would strongly advise a society similarly to appoint a project
team, headed by a senior manager responsible to the board for management of the whole
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process and with authority to control the drafting and verification of the Transfer
Document, other briefing and information to members, and responses to representations
at the confirmation stage.  Strong central control under the direction of the board is, in
the Authority’s view, essential for effective management of a transfer.

2.14 The society will be expected to provide the Authority with a systems report from its
auditors together with an action plan to remedy any shortcomings.  The Banking
Regulator, if a different body, may have similar requirements.  This report is only part of
the full information package which the Banking Regulator will (or is likely to) require
for the purposes of authorising the successor company to accept deposits and which will
be needed so that the Authority can be satisfied in relation to its requirements up to the
vesting date.

2.15 The society will need to develop plans to deal with a number of possible contingencies;
for example, receipt of a counter-offer (whether private or public) during the transfer
process, changes in market conditions or financial results which materially affect the
information given in the Transfer Statement, failure to obtain the members’ approval,
delay of the planned vesting date and of any flotation, and greater exposure to liquidity
risk during the transitional period.  The Transfer Agreement should include provision for
its termination if, for any reason, flotation does not take place within a specified period
after confirmation, and for the board to decide not to proceed if market conditions or
other developments mean that it would not be reasonable to do so having regard to the
basis on which it secured the approval of the members.  The Authority will wish to see
the society’s contingency plans.

2.16 Before it approves the Transfer Statement, the Authority will wish to be satisfied that the
successor company is expected to be authorised, or, as the case may be, to continue to be
authorised, to accept deposits.  It will also ask the Banking Regulator, if different, to
confirm that the information given in the draft Transfer Statement appears to be
consistent with, and has no material omission of, information available to the Banking
Regulator.
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3. TERMS OF A TRANSFER

This section discusses the provisions of the 1986 Act which prescribe the terms of a
transfer which must be included in the Transfer Agreement and the restrictions on
terms which may be included.  It also discusses the formation of, and protective
provisions for, specially formed companies and the status of existing companies.

3.1 Section 97(4) of the 1986 Act provides that in order to transfer its business to a
company, inter alia, a society must agree conditionally with its successor in a Transfer
Agreement on the terms of the transfer which, in so far as they are “regulated terms” (as
defined in Section 97(12)), comply with Sections 99 and 100 of the 1986 Act and with
the Transfer Regulations.  In the case of a specially formed company, a society must also
secure that the articles of association of the successor company have the requisite
protective provisions prescribed by Section 101(2) of the 1986 Act.

The Qualifying Day

3.2 The choice of Qualifying Day is important because it is a determining factor in deciding
which members must have conferred upon them a right to the Statutory Cash Bonus
provided by Section 100 of the 1986 Act.  It may also be relevant in deciding which
members may receive certain rights under a proposed distribution of funds or of shares
in the successor company.  The Commission’s view was that there can be only one
Qualifying Day for these purposes, which must be clearly distinguished from any other
“reference dates” which may be chosen by a society for the purposes of its transfer
scheme.  Subsection (13) of Section 100 defines the Qualifying Day as the day specified
in the Transfer Agreement as the qualifying day for the purposes of that subsection.
This does not appear to restrict the society’s choice of qualifying day.  A number of
arguments for such a restriction have been advanced, including that the use of the past
tense “which expired with the qualifying day” in subsection (9), read in the context of
Section 100 as a whole, indicates that the Qualifying Day must pre-date the Transfer
Agreement.  The Authority has not been required to express a view on the matter (and
see paragraphs 4.20 and 17.4 of the Commission’s Decision to confirm the transfer of
the business of Cheltenham & Gloucester Building Society to a subsidiary of Lloyds
Bank plc).

3.3 For completeness, it should be noted that the Authority takes the view that the
conditional Transfer Agreement must have been signed by the society and its successor
company and commenced (albeit conditionally) before the Authority can approve the
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Transfer Statement.  This is because the Authority must be satisfied, before it approves
the Transfer Statement, that the Statement correctly describes the proposed terms of the
transfer as provided by the Transfer Agreement, and the Agreement cannot properly be
said to exist until it has been signed by the parties concerned.  The Transfer Agreement,
as is made clear by its definition in Section 97(12) of the 1986 Act, is necessarily
conditional, inter alia, on the society’s members’ approval of the Transfer Resolutions
under Section 97(4)(c), and confirmation of the transfer by the Authority (which
includes confirmation by the Banking Regulator that it expects to authorise the
successor company) under Section 98(2) of the 1986 Act.

Share Accounts

3.4 Section 100(2)(a) and (3) of the 1986 Act provide that the terms of a transfer must
require the successor company to assume as from the vesting date a liability in respect of
a deposit to every member of the society equal to the value of the shares held by such
member immediately before the vesting date.  In other words, amounts held in share
accounts on the eve of the vesting date must become identical amounts held in deposit
accounts from the start of the vesting date.

Statutory Cash Bonus

3.5 Section 100(2)(b) and (4) of the 1986 Act provide that the terms of a transfer must
confer a right to a distribution of funds by way of bonus, whether paid by the society or
its successor company, on every member of the society who held shares in the society on
the Qualifying Day but was not eligible to vote on the shareholding members’
resolution.  Where the account is in joint names, see also paragraph 3.12, Schedule 2 to
the 1986 Act and the Rules of a society prescribe who is eligible to vote (see section 5).
Broadly speaking, members who are not entitled to vote on the resolution are those who
are under 18 years of age on the date of the meeting or, if the Rules so provide, those
who had less than the qualifying shareholding (usually £100) on the qualifying
shareholding date or who ceased to hold shares in the period between the qualifying
shareholding date and the voting date.  However, the High Court declared in Abbey
National Building Society v The Building Societies Commission that, in order to qualify
for the Statutory Cash Bonus, in addition to having held shares in the society on the
Qualifying Day, a member also must have held shares continuously between the
Qualifying Day and the vesting date.  In coming to this judgement, the Vice Chancellor
found the sequence of tenses used in subsection (4) of Section 100 of the 1986 Act to be
illuminating:  “It says that a member is ....... a qualifying member if he held ....... shares
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in the society on the qualifying day and was not ...... eligible to vote .....  The subsection
is therefore looking at somebody who at a particular point of time is a member and who
had certain qualifications in the past ...... the relevant date for establishing membership
is the vesting day ...... it is implicit in subsection (4) that the person .... must have been a
member on the qualifying day and have remained a member thereafter continuously
through until the vesting day”.  In settling the terms of the declaration, the Vice
Chancellor confirmed that when referring to the member remaining a member between
the two dates, he intended to mean as a member holding shares.

3.6 The bonus is to be calculated as that proportion which the society’s reserves bear to its
total liability to its members in respect of shares, as shown in the latest balance sheet of
the society, applied to the value of the shares held by the member on the Qualifying Day.
If a Transfer Statement is approved and sent to the members just before, or shortly after,
the end of the financial year of the society, it will be important to note that the Annual
Report and Accounts for the year will have been published by the vesting date, when
qualifying membership has to be established and the bonus is due to be paid.  In those
circumstances, “the latest balance sheet of the society” will be that published in the most
recent Annual Accounts.  The same considerations may apply when a society publishes
half-yearly results.

3.7 The Authority may direct, however, where it confirms a transfer of a society’s business
to an existing company (i.e. only in a takeover), that no Statutory Cash Bonus is paid or
that a lesser amount is paid than that referred to in paragraph 3.6, having regard to what
is equitable between the members.

Distributions To Members

3.8 Section 100(1) of the 1986 Act provides that:

“Subject to subsections (2) to (10), the terms of a transfer of business by a
building society to the company which is to be its successor may include
provision for part of the funds of the society or its successor to be distributed
among, or other rights in relation to shares in the successor conferred on,
members of the society, in consideration of the transfer”.

3.9 In respect of rights to shares, Section 100(8) of the 1986 Act provides that:
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“Where, in connection with any transfer, rights are to be conferred on members
of the society to acquire shares in priority to other subscribers, the right shall be
restricted to those of its members who held shares in the society throughout the
period of two years which expired with the qualifying day; and it is unlawful for
any right in relation to shares to be conferred in contravention of this
subsection”;

and, in respect of a distribution of funds, Section 100(9) of the 1986 Act provides that:

“Where the successor is an existing company, any distribution of funds to
members of the society, except for the distribution required by subsection (2)(b),
shall only be made to those members who held shares in the society throughout
the period of two years which expired with the qualifying day; and it is unlawful
for any distribution to be made in contravention of the provisions of this
subsection”;

while, in respect of a transfer to a specially formed company, Section 100(10) of the
1986 Act provides:

“The following restrictions apply to any distribution of funds, or any conferring
of rights in relation to shares, in connection with the transfer of its business from
the society to its successor where the successor is a company specially formed by
the society, that is to say-

(a) no distribution shall be made except that required by subsection (2)(b);
and

(b) where negotiable instruments acknowledging rights to shares are issued
by the successor within the period of two years beginning with the vesting
date, no such instruments shall be issued to former members of the society
unless they are also issued, and on the same terms, to all other members of
the company;

and it is unlawful for any distribution of funds to be made in contravention of the
provisions of this subsection”.

3.10 The meanings of subsections (1), (8), (9) and (10) of Section 100 of the 1986 Act have
been considered by the High Court in four cases: Cheltenham & Gloucester Building
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Society v The Building Societies Commission, in relation to distributions of funds, and
Abbey National Building Society v The Building Societies Commission, The Building
Societies Commission v Halifax Building Society and Leeds Permanent Building Society
and R v The Building Societies Commission, ex parte Whitmey in relation to share
distributions.  These judgments related to specific proposals and may not necessarily be
directly relevant in all respects to transfer schemes proposed by other societies in the
future. A society must obtain its own advice when formulating proposals for a cash or
share distribution scheme.

3.11 As is explained in paragraph 2.8, the Authority will have to see a fully specified
description of the distribution scheme before it can form its own view of whether it is in
conformity with the 1986 Act.  The Authority would find it helpful if the society
enclosed copies of the legal advice it has received when submitting a scheme for
consideration.

Joint Share Account Holders

3.12 Paragraph 7 of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act deals with joint shareholders and defines the
“representative joint holder” as “that one of the joint holders who is named first in the
records of the society.”  Paragraphs 7(5) and (5A) of that Schedule provide that, for the
purposes of Sections 87 and 93 to 102 of the 1986 Act, the shares shall be treated as
held by the representative joint holder alone and, accordingly, joint holders, other than
the representative joint holder, shall not be regarded as members of the society by reason
only of being a joint holder of those shares.  The effect of this provision (but subject to
the provisions of Section 102A) is that if, for example, the  representative joint holder
dies, or the order of names on the account is changed in the two years preceding the
Qualifying Day, any rights to a distribution under a transfer scheme, which are conferred
on those who have held shares for two years up to the Qualifying Day, cannot devolve
upon any other joint account holder, unless that holder is in his or her own right, by
virtue of another account holding, a two-year shareholding member.

3.13 Section 102A, however, provides that, in certain circumstances, second  named joint
holders, who have themselves held shares in the society continuously during the two
year qualifying period, whether as sole or joint holders of shares, may qualify for a
right which otherwise could only have gone to a first named holder.  Cases which would
be covered by the provisions of Section 102A include: the death of the first named
holder, including where, for example, a third named joint account holder would move
up the scale if both the previous first named and second named holders were killed in
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the same car accident; the creation of a joint account, for example, on marriage; the
division of a joint account on divorce or separation, or for any other reason, where the
previous first named holder has ceased to hold shares in the society; and when there
has been a change in the order of names within an account.

3.14 Points to note are that Section 102A applies only to joint share account holders (joint
borrowers are not affected) and is only relevant where the application of the two year
qualifying period prescribed by Section 100 is relevant to a proposed distribution of
funds or conferring of rights to shares.  The provisions of Section 102A are permissive,
not mandatory (see paragraphs 13.2 to 13.5 of the Commission’s Confirmation Decision
on the application by National & Provincial Building Society) and are not “relevant
requirements” of the 1986 Act (see paragraph 6.17).  It is for the society’s board when
proposing a transfer scheme to decide whether to incorporate in its distribution scheme
none, some, or all of the cases where Section 102A allows membership of a joint
account, other than as the first named holder, to count towards the two year qualifying
period.  Finally, these provisions do not affect the position of the personal
representatives or beneficiaries of deceased sole holders of share accounts.  Societies
should obtain their own advice on all these matters when considering how they wish to
construct the terms of a proposed distribution scheme.

Trustee Account Holders

3.15 A member who holds funds in a share account, or holds a mortgage account, on trust
for another person is not a Trustee Account Holder unless the following conditions are
satisfied.  Sections 102B to D of the 1986 Act require that, if the terms of a transfer
include distributions of funds or of rights to shares to members of the society, then
each Trustee Account Holder shall be treated by the society and its successor as not
being disentitled from receiving, in addition to any distribution to which he or she may
be entitled in any other capacity, a separate distribution in respect of each account
which he or she holds in trust for certain categories of beneficiaries (provided that, as
holder of that account, he or she meets the conditions for receipt of a distribution under
the scheme).  An account may be either a share account or a mortgage account of
which the Trustee Account Holder may be the sole or representative joint holder.  A
member may receive only one distribution for each account he or she holds as a
Trustee Account Holder (irrespective of the number of account holders or beneficiaries
of that account) and a member who holds only one account may receive only one
distribution in respect of that account whether as a member or, if he or she so decides,
as a Trustee Account Holder.  If a person is a qualifying beneficiary of more than one
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account held by a Trustee Account Holder (referred to in Section 102D(5) as “duplicate
accounts”), then only a single distribution is required to be paid in respect of the
duplicate accounts whether or not there are other qualifying beneficiaries of those
accounts.  A change in the identity of the Trustee Account Holder during any
qualifying period for a distribution does not affect the entitlement to a distribution in
respect of the account.  The categories of qualifying beneficiaries of such accounts are
persons who cannot reasonably practicably act in relation to the accounts themselves
by reason of ill-health or old age or any physical or mental incapacity or disability.

3.16 A society will need to take its own legal advice as to the interpretation of these
Sections and whether and, if so, what advice it should give to its members to help
them decide whether they are Trustee Account Holders.  The Authority will wish to
see that advice to help it reach a view on whether the society’s proposals appear to it
to be lawful, while recognising that only the courts can interpret the law.  With that
important proviso in mind, the Authority has taken the view that a scheme may
provide that a member is a Trustee Account Holder if the funds (or debt) in the
relevant account are held either wholly or partly for one or more qualifying
beneficiaries.  PIBS do not appear to be share “accounts” as described by Sections
102B to D so that a person could not be a Trustee Account Holder in respect of a
holding of PIBS.

3.17 A society is not required to notify its members of these provisions.  However, unless it
does so, it will not gain the protection of Section 102B(4) which provides that a
Trustee Account Holder will not be entitled to a distribution in that capacity if the
society has notified him that he must make a statutory declaration and the Trustee
Account Holder has not made such a declaration before the date specified in the
society’s notice to him.  Moreover, the Transfer Regulations require that the Transfer
Statement must contain a forecast of the amount and proportion of the total
consideration which is expected to be distributed to Trustee Account Holders (see
paragraph 4.2c).

3.18 It appears to the Authority that it will be desirable for the final date for receipt of
statutory declarations from Trustee Account Holders to be shortly before the vesting
date so that declarations may take account of any changes in the identity of the
account holder or the status of the beneficiary or beneficiaries.  Trustee Account
Holders must also be able to make an informed judgement as to whether the terms of
the distribution scheme are such that making a statutory declaration will be in the best
interests of the beneficiary or beneficiaries of an account; they cannot do this until the
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full terms of the proposed scheme have been published in the Transfer Statement and
made available for inspection in the Transfer Agreement.  The Authority expects,
therefore, that societies will issue notices under section 102B to Trustee Account
Holders not later than despatch of notices of the SGM at which the Transfer
Resolutions are to be considered, and that the specified date for returning statutory
declarations by Trustee Account Holders will be on, or shortly before, the vesting date
or, in any event, not less than 1 month after the despatch of the notices.  No
regulations have been made by the Treasury under Section 102D(11).  However, to
meet the requirement that the Transfer Statement must contain a forecast of
distributions to Trustee Account Holders, and so that it can determine the qualifying
conditions for, and estimate the value of distributions to members generally, and
individually, particularly if the scheme includes a variable element, the Authority
expects that a society will need to write to all its members at least 2 months before the
Transfer Statement is expected to be issued advising them of the procedures for
dealing with distributions to Trustee Account Holders, perhaps also with the notices
envisaged by Section 102B(4), and asking them, if appropriate, to register their
interest in making statutory declarations as Trustee Account Holders.

The Successor Company

3.19 In a conversion, the successor company must be specially formed by the society (and
by no others than its nominees) wholly or partly for the purpose of assuming and
conducting the society’s business in its place and must be a company within the
meaning of the Companies Act 1985 or the Companies (Northern Ireland) Order 1986
which is a public company limited by shares (Section 97(12) of the 1986 Act) or a body
corporate incorporated in another EEA State with power to offer its shares or debentures
to the public (Section (97(13)).  Section 98(3) of the 1986 Act  provides that the
Authority shall not confirm the transfer if  there is a substantial risk that the successor
will not become a credit institution which is authorised to accept deposits for the
purposes of the Act.  The society must secure that the successor company is formed
having articles of association with the “requisite protective provisions”  (Section
97(4)(a) of the 1986 Act).

3.20 The terms of the transfer must include provision to secure that the society ceases to hold
any shares in the specially formed successor company by the date on which the society is
to dissolve (Section 100(11) of the 1986 Act).  The provisions of the 1986 Act
concerning the dissolution of the society and the disposal of any shares in its successor
are discussed in section 8.
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3.21 The “requisite protective provisions” are the provisions of Section 101 of the 1986 Act
which require the successor company to ensure that it does not allow one person, or  two
or  more persons acting in concert, to hold more than 15% of the shares of the company
during the period from the company’s incorporation until 5 years after the vesting date.
The purpose of this provision is, clearly, to protect the newly converted bank from
takeover.  The provisions will cease to apply if the Authority so directs, or if the
successor company acquires another financial institution, as defined in Section 101(6),
or if the shareholders resolve to that effect by a majority representing at least 75% of the
nominal value of shares giving voting rights.

3.22 For a takeover, an existing company, which is to assume and conduct the society’s
business in its place, is defined in Section 97(12) and (13) of the 1986 Act as a company
within the meaning of the Companies Act 1985 or the Companies (Northern Ireland)
Order 1986 which is a public company limited by shares, or a body corporate
incorporated in another EEA State with power to offer shares or debentures to the
public, "carrying on business as a going concern on the date of the transfer agreement”.
Section 98(3) provides that the Authority shall not confirm the transfer if there is a
substantial risk that the successor will not become or, as the case may be, remain a credit
institution which is authorised to accept deposits for the purposes of the Act.  The effect
of these provisions is that the business of a society may be transferred to a body
corporate incorporated in another EEA State which, at the date of the Transfer
Agreement, is a going concern and which is acceptable as a deposit taker to the
appropriate regulatory authority.  To be a going concern, the company must actively be
carrying on a business before it can enter into an agreement to acquire the business of a
society.  Conversely, it would not seem possible to use a company which carries on no
substantive business, other than employing its capital, simply as a vehicle for taking over
a society.

3.23 The successor company does not need to be authorised to accept deposits at the time of
the takeover offer or the Transfer Agreement; but it must be carrying on business as a
going concern.  However, subsequent authorisation is a key criterion.  An offer will not
be credible unless the company has first obtained an indication from the Authority or
other EEA competent authority that it is prepared to authorise, or to continue the
authorisation of, the successor company, upon transfer.  As a practical matter, the
authorities would find it difficult to authorise an institution whose business from the
time of authorisation was not predominantly banking or deposit taking and would
require to be satisfied that the parent company (if any) as controller was fit and proper.
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Compensation For Loss of Office and Increased Emoluments

3.24 Any compensation for loss of office or diminution of emoluments attributable to the
transfer which is proposed to be paid to directors and other officers must be approved by
a separate special resolution, in addition to the Transfer Resolutions required to approve
the terms of transfer as a whole (Section 99 of the 1986 Act).  Loss of office includes
loss of office in any other body held by virtue of the director’s or other officer’s position
in the society.  “Compensation” is not defined in the 1986 Act, except to the extent that
Section 99(6) says that it includes benefits in kind.  In the Authority’s opinion,
compensation does not include statutory redundancy payments, damages for breach of
contract, or other payments, for example, falling due under the terms of a  pre-existing
contract of employment, or a pre-existing arrangement giving rise to a reasonable
expectation.  However, it does include any proposed ex-gratia payments or other
provision of benefits in money or money’s worth.  Societies should consider very
carefully the extent to which any proposed payment may exceed the amount provided
for by statute or contract.  In view of the requirement in Section 99(4) that unauthorised
payments must be repaid by the recipient, societies are advised to take legal advice on
any payments which are not specifically authorised by the terms of a special resolution
passed by the members in accordance with Section 99(2)(a).  The Treasury has not made
any regulations under Section 99(2)(b) and (3).

3.25 All proposed payments requiring approval by special resolution must be disclosed in the
Transfer Statement. In addition, the Authority will require disclosure in the Transfer
Statement of any other payments to directors or other officers arising directly from the
transfer.  So that members are aware of the direct interest of the directors or other
officers in a transfer, societies should consider whether the amount, as distinct from the
fact, of any statutory or contractual payments should be disclosed where these arise
directly from the transfer.  More generally, societies need to consider whether any facts
relevant to any director or other officer, or to any person(s) connected with any director,
should be disclosed where these are material to the decision of the members who are to
be asked to vote on the proposed transfer.

3.26 Increased emoluments are defined by Section 99A of the 1986 Act as an increase in
consequence of the transfer, and included in the terms of the transfer, for any director or
other officer, whether by way of increased remuneration or the grant of share options or
otherwise. The Authority is of the view that this formulation would include the receipt
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of distributions of funds or of rights to shares in consideration of the transfer which are
made to directors or other officers in their capacity as employees or pensioners of the
society or any of its subsidiaries.  However, this is a matter which can only be
conclusively determined by the courts.

3.27 Any such increase in emoluments is required by Section 99A(2) of the 1986 Act to be
put before a meeting of the society in an ordinary resolution approving such provision.
However, although such an ordinary resolution must be put to a meeting, it is not
required to be passed in order to authorise such increases which will be authorised by
the general approval of the transfer and its terms provided by the passage of the Transfer
Resolutions.  Neither is it required that the ordinary resolution be put before the meeting
which is to consider the Transfer Resolutions.  However, as is explained below, any
proposed increase in emoluments will have to be explained in the Transfer Statement,
and the Authority will have to be satisfied that the requisite ordinary resolution was put
before a meeting of the society when it considers a society’s application for confirmation
of a transfer.
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4. INFORMATION PROVIDED TO MEMBERS

Statutory Requirements

4.1 Section 98(1) of and Part I of Schedule 17 to the 1986 Act require a building society
which desires to transfer its business to a company to send a statement relating to the
proposed transfer to every member entitled to notice of a meeting of the society.  This
may be either a Transfer Statement or a Transfer Summary, and is to be included in or
with the notice of the meeting at which the Transfer Resolutions are to be moved.  If a
Transfer Summary is sent, then the society must also make the Transfer Statement
available forthwith, free of charge, to every member who asks for it.  The Treasury has
power to make regulations for the purpose of specifying the matters of which Transfer
Statements and Transfer Summaries are to give particulars. No Transfer Statement shall
be sent or made available unless its contents, so far as they concern the  matters so
specified, and any other matters which the Authority may require in the case of a
particular transfer,  have been approved by the Authority.  The Transfer Summary,
however, is not required to be approved by the Authority.

The Transfer Statement

4.2 The Transfer Statement has to contain the particulars of the “prescribed matters” which
are set out in Schedule 1 to the Transfer Regulations.  It must also include particulars of
any other matters which the Authority may require (paragraph 3(1)(b) of Schedule 17 to
the 1986 Act).  Note that Regulation 3(2) of the Transfer Regulations provides that if a
particular matter is not ascertainable at the time, a forecast may be given; for example,
of the percentage amount of the Statutory Cash Bonus, or of the division of any
distribution of shares or cash among different classes of recipient (see subparagraph c).
The principal matters which a Transfer Statement must contain can be summarised as
follows:

(a) a factual statement of the strategic options considered by the board and the
reasons why it decided to recommend the particular proposals being put to the
members.  In the case of a takeover, the board must also provide a valuation of
the business compared with the consideration which is proposed to be paid by
the successor company, and state whether it considers the offer price to be fair
and reasonable;
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(b) disclosure of the names of any building societies or companies from which
written proposals for merger or takeover were received within the preceding 12
months as required by Regulation 3 of the Transfer Regulations. The fact of the
proposal, the name of the proposer and the terms of the proposal must be
disclosed, unless the proposer has requested either that the whole matter, or just
the terms of the proposal, be treated as confidential.  An invitation to discuss a
possible merger or takeover would probably not constitute a “proposal”.  A
society should consider carefully, and take advice on, whether any approach it
has received does qualify as a disclosable proposal.  If no proposals have been
received that fact could be stated in the Transfer Statement, for the avoidance of
doubt;

(c) details of any share and/or cash distribution scheme, as provided by the Transfer
Agreement, and showing separately the estimated amount of the benefits (if any)
to be conferred on members, Trustee Account Holders, and on others such as
employees and pensioners of the society, and giving information about the value
of any shares including, if unquoted ordinary shares, an illustrative estimate of
the market price of the shares if they had been issued at some specified date
within the previous 6 months;

(d) the consequences of the transfer for members of the society, including a clear
explanation of the potential effects on interest rates and containing, in particular,
a factual statement of changes in the factors relevant to the determination of
interest rates on retail deposits and loans by the successor company compared
with the society (having regard to the need for the company to pay dividends to
its shareholders), and including any change in the terms on which deposits are to
be held and any changes in the applicable terms of the statutory protection
scheme and complaints handling arrangements;

(e) the consequences of the transfer for employees of the society, including any
changes in the branch structure or economies in head office departments;

(f) the financial interests of the directors and other officers arising from, or as a
consequence of, the transfer.  If directors or other officers have no financial
interests in the transfer, either by way of increased emoluments, compensation or
other benefits, this should be stated explicitly, for the avoidance of doubt;
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(g) the main features of the published consolidated annual accounts of the society
group for the last 3 financial years and its current financial position, including
the amount of the society’s reserves, at a date not more than 6 months prior to
the date of the Transfer Statement;

(h) in the case of a takeover, the main features of the published annual accounts of
the successor company group for the last 3 financial years, its current financial
position at a date not more than 6 months prior to the date of the Transfer
Statement, and key business indicators of the society group and the successor
company group for each of the past 3 financial years.  If the successor company
is a significant subsidiary within a group, the Authority may require
corresponding information about the company alone to be given;

(i) the future financial prospects of the successor company;

(j) the intended range and relative importance of the activities of the successor
company and any change proposed following the transfer;

 

(k) in the case of a takeover, the structure and activities of any group to which the
successor company belongs;

(l) a summary of the provisions of the Transfer Agreement concerning the
conditions precedent to its completion and providing for its termination;

 

(m) a statement as to whether the transfer will conflict with any contractual
obligations of the society (which would include agency agreements);

(n) the total estimated costs and expenses of the transfer, together with (if
applicable) the estimated amount of, and the terms on which, fees and
disbursements will be paid to advisers, such as merchant bankers, relating to the
valuation of the business;

(o) responsibility statements by the directors of the society and the successor
company, and opinions of the external auditors and any other experts, such as
merchant bank advisers;

 

(p) if a Transfer Summary is issued, a statement that the full Transfer Statement will
be provided free and on request and how it can be obtained.
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The Transfer Summary

4.3 A Transfer Summary may be sent, instead of the Transfer Statement, in or with the
notice of the meeting at which the Transfer Resolutions are to be considered, to every
member entitled to that notice.  As its title indicates, the Transfer Summary must contain
information derived from the Transfer Statement, particulars of which are prescribed by
Schedule 2 to the Transfer Regulations: principally, that is, the matters described in
paragraph 4.2, in summary form, excepting detailed financial information and terms of
the Transfer Agreement.  The basic qualifying conditions for a distribution of funds or
shares might, for example, be summarised in the form of flow charts.  More complex
information, such as that relating to successors to deceased members, or second named
joint account holders, should also be summarised with affected persons being referred to
the Transfer Statement and, perhaps, special leaflets on particular terms.

4.4 Unlike the Transfer Statement, the Transfer Summary does not have to be approved by
the Authority.  It is to be compiled by, and on the responsibility of, the directors of the
society and of the successor company.  If a society decides to send a Transfer Summary,
rather than the Transfer Statement, with the notice of the meeting, then the Transfer
Summary must contain the directors’ responsibility statements and state that it has not
been approved by the Authority while the full Transfer Statement, which has been so
approved, is on request available free of charge, to any member of the society to whom
the Transfer Summary was sent, at any branch or office of the society or by post.

The Transfer Document

4.5 The Transfer Statement or Transfer Summary does not have to be a separate document.
In practice it will usually be convenient to include it in a comprehensive Transfer
Document which will also contain the notice of the meeting at which the Transfer
Resolutions are to be moved, an explanation of the transfer procedure (including details
of the confirmation stage - see section 6) and a description of the requirements of the
society’s Rules concerning entitlement to vote.  It may also be convenient to include
additional material required by the UKLA in connection with a flotation.  However, the
statutory Transfer Statement or Transfer Summary within the Transfer Document should
be clearly identified as such (either by printing it on a different colour of paper or by
some other means).  An illustrative example of the structure of a Transfer Document
containing a Transfer Statement is given in Annex A to this chapter.  A Transfer
Document containing a Transfer Summary should take much the same form (in that
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case, the Transfer Statement made available to the members on request could be a
separate document).

4.6 If shares in the successor company  are proposed to be offered to members, either for
subscription or free of charge, the society will need to consider whether and, if so, how it
should combine the information relevant to the members’ decision on the proposed
transfer, and that relevant to the share offer, in one document.  The two requirements
differ, particularly in extent.  Combining the Transfer Statement and share prospectus
may run the risk of confusing the issues for some members.

4.7 The Authority and its staff may be willing, but only if time and its resources permit, to
comment informally on material additional to the statutory Transfer Statement which the
board proposes to put to the members.  The Authority considers that, if asked, it can best
help the board and the members by making informal comments at the formative stage.
However, it will only comment on the clear understanding that the final decision on
what information to put  to the members outwith the Transfer Statement is for the board
to decide.  The Authority is conscious that it may have to assess such additional material
in the light of representations on the society’s application for confirmation of the
proposed transfer, and any comments which it does offer are without prejudice to its
position in those proceedings.

4.8 However, the Authority cannot undertake the additional work of reviewing and
commenting upon the  draft Transfer Summary.  As is noted in paragraph 4.4, the board
alone is responsible for ensuring that the Summary fairly and accurately summarises the
prescribed information in the Transfer Statement, and that it fulfils the requirements of
the 1986 Act and the Transfer Regulations.  As with the other information provided to
the members in addition to the Transfer Statement, the Authority will review the
Transfer Summary at the confirmation stage of the transfer procedure.

Board Statements

4.9 The Transfer Regulations, deliberately confine the particulars required to be included in
the statutory Transfer Statement to information which is factual and which can be
verified by a society and its professional advisers, including factual statements of the
reasons why the board decided to recommend the transfer and its terms (which may
include statements of the board’s belief and opinions, clearly identified as such) and the
options it considered for the future conduct of the society’s business, all of which can be
verified by reference to the board’s minutes and papers.  A board may choose to engage
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in more general advocacy of the merits or fairness of its proposals elsewhere in the
documents sent to members, in which case, the Authority may have to have regard to
whether such material is consistent with the information given in the statutory Transfer
Statement when it comes to consider an application for confirmation.

4.10 The whole Transfer Document should be covered by responsibility statements by the
directors of the society and the successor company.  This may be given along the
following lines (either a joint statement or separate statements by each board):

“The directors of ..... Building Society and the directors of ........ accept
responsibility for the information relating respectively to the society and the
company which is contained in this document.  To the best of the knowledge and
belief of the directors (who have taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is
the case) the information contained in this document is in accordance with the
facts and does not omit anything likely to affect the import of such information”.

Application and Authority Approval

4.11 It will be helpful to both the society and the Authority for the society to consult the
Authority about the outline structure of, and main features to be contained in, the
Transfer Document at an early, formative stage.  The Authority will also be prepared to
consider a full specification of the proposed cash or share distribution scheme.
Thereafter, a formal written application for approval of the statutory Transfer Statement
must be made to the Authority by, or on behalf of, the board and accompanied by a draft
Transfer Statement which should be as complete as is reasonably practicable at that
stage, together with the fee prescribed by the current Fees Rules.

4.12 The Authority will then consider the application and decide whether or not to approve
the Transfer Statement.  It must satisfy itself that:

(a) in its opinion, the terms of the transfer scheme described in the Transfer
Statement are consistent with the 1986 Act;

(b) the Transfer Statement contains particulars of the matters required by the
Transfer Regulations;

(c) there is no further material information which it appears to the Authority, on the
basis of what it knows at that time, is relevant to the decision of the members
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and is appropriate to the Transfer Statement (since that Statement carries the
explicit approval of the Authority);

(d) the information in the Transfer Statement is presented clearly, in a balanced way,
is consistent with the facts as known to the Authority, and is supported by
responsibility statements from the directors and by opinions from the society’s
auditors and advisers.

For that purpose, the Authority will require supporting documentary information,
including, in particular:

(e) the draft Transfer Agreement, which will incorporate a full specification of the
transfer distribution scheme (the Transfer Statement by itself being an
inadequate basis for considering the legal issues);

(f) a description, supported by opinions of the society’s auditors and legal advisers,
of the terms of the proposed scheme of distributions of funds or shares to
members, Trustee Account Holders and others, including the systems and
procedures required to make the distributions and copies of the notices and other
documents to be used;

(g) in the case of a specially formed company, the draft articles of association of the
successor company (including the requisite protective provisions);

(h) the Rules of the society (6 copies);

(i) the full accounts and auditors’ reports on which the financial information is
based;

(j) a checklist of the information required by the Transfer Regulations showing
where each item may be found in the draft Transfer Statement.

4.13 The process of consideration will consist of discussions and correspondence between the
Authority and the society, which are likely to lead to the production by the society of one
or more redrafts of the Transfer Statement to take account of the Authority’s comments,
and refinements proposed by the society, to improve the clarity, completeness and
drafting of the Statement.  Clearly, the time necessary to complete this process will
depend upon the quality and completeness of the draft Statement submitted with the first
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application, the complexity of the proposed terms of the transfer and whether they
include any novel features, and whether it proves necessary to apply to the High Court
for the determination of any legal issues.  The Authority will seek to deal with the
process efficiently and expeditiously.  However, its speed of response will necessarily be
affected by the factors referred to above as well as the commitments and priorities of the
Authority’s relevant resources.  The draft Transfer Statement must also be fully verified,
to the satisfaction of the board, which process may be expected to take up to 6 weeks.

4.14 The Fees Rules provide that a further fee is payable by the society each time it submits a
revised draft Transfer Statement to the Authority for approval.  However, the Authority
may waive or reduce the additional fee where it is satisfied that the revisions to the
original, or previous, draft are not substantial.

4.15 When the society has settled on the final draft of a Transfer Statement which the
Authority is minded to approve, the society should submit two authenticated copies of
the final draft Transfer Statement to the Authority with the following documents:

(a) a certified copy of the Transfer Agreement made between the society and the
successor company;

(b) the Memorandum and Articles of Association of the successor company;

(c) a checklist of the information required to be included in the Transfer Statement
pursuant to the Transfer Regulations;

(d) certified copy of an opinion from the society’s auditors pursuant to paragraph 17
of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Transfer Regulations;

(e) certified copies of any other experts’ reports or opinions which appear or are
referred to in the Transfer Statement;

(f) certified copy of an opinion from the successor company’s auditors pursuant to
paragraph 17 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Transfer Regulations;

(g) statutory accounts of the society and its connected undertakings for the previous
3 financial years, together with a reconciliation between those accounts and the
figures appearing in the Transfer Statement;
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(h) in the case of an existing company, consolidated statutory accounts of the

company/group for the previous 3 financial years, together with a reconciliation

between those accounts and the figures appearing in the Transfer Statement;

(i) certified copy of a letter of consent from the society’s auditors relating to the
issue of the Transfer Statement;

(j) in the case of an existing company, certified copy of a letter of consent from the
successor company’s auditors relating to the issue of the Transfer Statement;

(k) certified copy of a letter of consent from the Banking Regulator relating to the
issue of the Transfer Statement with the inclusion of a statement as to the
willingness of the Banking Regulator to authorise or, as the case may be, to
continue to authorise the successor company to accept deposits;

(l) certified copies of letters of consent from any other experts relating to the issue
of the Transfer  Statement with the inclusion of any reports or opinions referred
to in paragraph 4.15(e);

(m) certified copies of responsibility letters signed by the directors of the society (see
paragraph 4.10);

(n) certified copies of responsibility letters signed by the directors of the successor
company (see paragraph 4.10);

(o) certified copies of the minutes of the boards of the society and the successor
company approving the Transfer Statement, the Transfer Agreement and related
documents and approving the release of the responsibility letters mentioned in
4.15(m) and (n) (respectively) to the Authority;

(p) an assurance from the directors of the society concerning the society’s register of
members and its systems (see paragraph 5.15);

(q) a declaration by the directors of the society, and a similar declaration (as
appropriate) by the directors of the successor company, along the following
lines:
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“We confirm that the statutory Transfer Statement was approved at a meeting of
the Board of Directors of the Society held on (...................................). The
Directors of the Society agreed that copies of the responsibility letter could be
made available to the Financial Services Authority in connection with this
application.  We also confirm that apart from the inclusion of [..........................]
no other changes have been made to the statutory Transfer Statement from the
Pre-Approval proof dated (.................................) handed to you on
(..........................) and that no changes have been made to the Transfer
Agreement from the draft dated (.......................) and handed to you on
(.................................).”

“We hereby request pursuant to our application dated (.........................), that the
Financial Services Authority approves, in accordance with paragraph 4(3) of
Schedule 17 to the 1986 Act, the contents of the statutory Transfer Statement so
far as they concern the prescribed matters (as defined in paragraph 1 of that
Schedule) and any matter of which particulars are required to be given under
paragraph 3(1)(b) of that Schedule.”

4.16 The Authority’s statement of approval of the Transfer Statement will be given as is set
out in Annex A.

4.17 The Authority’s approval of the Transfer Statement will be confirmed by returning to
the society one authenticated copy of the Transfer Statement with the Authority’s
certificate of approval signed by an authorised signatory for the Authority.  The society
will be asked to give 50 copies of the printed Transfer Document and Transfer
Summary, if any, to the Authority when they are available.  There is no statutory
requirement for copies of the Transfer Statement and Transfer Summary to be placed on
the public file of a society but, because they are both public documents, the Authority
will pass copies of them, and the Transfer Document, to the Central Office for filing.  If
a public announcement of the transfer proposal was not to be made until after the
Authority had approved the Transfer Statement, the Authority would not pass copies of
the Statement, Summary or Document to the Central Office until after the
announcement.  None of the other documents referred to in paragraph 4.15 will be
passed to the Central Office.

4.18 The number of copies of the Transfer Statement to be printed will, of course, depend
upon whether a society intends to distribute a Transfer Summary to its members with the
notice of the general meeting.  In that case, the society must make its own judgement
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about the number of copies of the full Transfer Statement to be printed, bearing in mind
the requirements of paragraph 4(2) of Schedule 17 that sufficient copies must be
available at every office or branch of the society and for despatch by mail.

A Note on Style

4.19 A Transfer Document is bound to be lengthy and somewhat complex.  It has to contain a
lot of information, but its complexity will depend to a large extent on the terms of the
transfer, particularly the transfer distribution scheme, proposed by the board.  Bearing in
mind that the purpose of the Transfer Statement is to provide information to the
generality of members, it should be written in a clear and concise style and, so far as
possible, in plain English.  The Authority will be concerned that, because the statutory
Transfer Statement is largely concerned with matters of fact, those matters are presented
clearly and unambiguously.  To the extent that it is necessary to include statements of
the opinion or belief of the board, those statements should be clearly identified as such
in the Transfer Statement.  The board’s views on the fairness and merits of the proposed
transfer and its terms will form a separate part of the Transfer Document, as discussed in
paragraph 4.9.  Annex A suggests a structure for the Transfer Document which is
designed to present its readers with a clear and logical sequence of topics.  The
Authority suggests that one of the main tasks of the society’s project manager (see
paragraph 2.13) should be to ensure that the Transfer Document is drafted in a clear and
concise style.  This will be a great help in achieving the Authority’s approval of the
Transfer Statement, and the board’s verification of the whole Transfer Document,
without undue difficulty and within a reasonable timescale.
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5. GENERAL MEETINGS AND RESOLUTIONS

This section describes the requirements of the 1986 Act concerning members’
entitlement to vote, the register of members and the sending of notices of meetings.
It also discusses general meeting arrangements, the resolutions and majorities
required and the counting of votes.  The directors of a society must satisfy
themselves that they observe the general law on meetings, the relevant provisions of
the 1986 Act and the society’s own Rules.

Resolutions and Voting Majorities

5.1 The 1986 Act provides that a transfer must be approved by the requisite Transfer
Resolutions in accordance with paragraph 30 of Schedule 2 (Section 97(4)(c)) as
follows:

(a) a borrowing members’ resolution passed on a poll by a simple majority of
borrowing members qualified to vote and voting (see paragraph 29(1) of
Schedule 2 for the definition of a borrowing members’ resolution); and

(b) a shareholding members’ resolution (see definition in paragraph 27A of
Schedule 2) passed on a poll by a majority of at least 75% of shareholders
qualified to vote and voting, and on which:

(i) in the case of a conversion, not less than 50% of shareholders qualified
to vote on a shareholding members’ resolution voted (see SI 1997/2714);
or

(ii) in the case of a takeover, not less than 50% of shareholders qualified to
vote on a shareholding members’ resolution (or shareholders so eligible
who held not less than 90% of the total share balances held on the voting
date by all shareholders qualified to vote) voted in favour;

provided that, in each case, notice has been duly given that the resolution is to be moved
as a shareholding members’ resolution or a borrowing members’ resolution, as the case
may be, and, in the case of the shareholding members’ resolution, that the resolution will
not be effective unless it satisfies the requirements specified in 5.1 (b)  A member may
vote either in person at the meeting or by appointing a proxy, and paragraph 33(1) of
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Schedule 2 provides that the voting on Transfer Resolutions may not be conducted by
postal ballot.

5.2 Section 99(2) of the 1986 Act provides (see paragraph 3.24) that, where a society
proposes to pay compensation to directors or other officers for loss of office or
diminution of emoluments, attributable to the transfer, such compensation must be
approved by a special resolution of the society’s members; that is, a resolution passed by
a majority of at least 75% of members (both shareholding and borrowing members
together) qualified to vote and voting (paragraph 27 of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act).
This resolution is separate from the Transfer Resolutions required to approve the other
terms of transfer.  The Treasury has not made regulations under Section 99(3) of the
1986 Act to set limits below which compensation may be paid without the authority of a
special resolution.  Therefore, in every case where compensation is proposed, the
members must vote on the proposal as a separate issue from whether they approve the
proposed transfer itself.  “Other officers” include, in addition to the Chief Executive and
Secretary, any persons who exercise managerial functions under the immediate authority
of a director or the Chief Executive of a society (see “manager” and “officer” in Section
119 of the 1986 Act).

5.3 As is described in paragraphs 3.26 and 3.27, if the terms of a transfer include provision
for increased emoluments of directors or other officers in consequence of the
transfer, an ordinary resolution approving any such provision must be put before a
meeting of the society.  An ordinary resolution is passed by a simple majority of
members (both shareholding and borrowing members voting together) qualified to vote
and voting.  However, it is not required that the resolution must be put to the same
meeting as the Transfer Resolutions, neither is approval of the ordinary resolution
required to authorise such increased emoluments which, as terms of the transfer, are
authorised by the passage of the Transfer Resolutions.  The purpose of Section 99A of
the 1986 Act is to give the members an opportunity to express their views on these
matters separately from their decision on whether or not to approve the transfer and its
terms.

Notice of the Meeting

5.4 Paragraph 22 of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act requires that notice of a meeting shall be
given to every member of a society who would be eligible to vote at the meeting.  The
notice is also to be given to every member who will attain the age of 18 years on or
before the date of the meeting, and to every person who becomes a shareholding or
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borrowing member of the society after the date of the notice but before the date specified
by the society as the final date for the receipt of proxy voting forms.  Note also that the
Transfer Statement or the Transfer Summary, as the case may be, must also be sent to
every member entitled to notice of the meeting (paragraphs 2 and 4(1) of Schedule 17 to
the 1986 Act).

Entitlement to Vote

5.5 Paragraph 5 of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act provides that no person may be a member of
a building society unless he or she is a shareholding member or a borrowing member.  A
shareholding member is a person who holds a share in the society (that is, an investment
in a share account or PIBS).  A borrowing member is a person who is indebted to the
society in respect of a loan fully secured on land. However, the Rules may provide that
borrowing membership is conferred by a loan substantially secured on land, or shall
cease if the loan is foreclosed or the land is taken into possession by the society.  A
minor (that is a person under 18 years of age) may be a member, but may not vote on
any resolution.

5.6 The mandatory provisions of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act concerning a member’s
entitlement to vote on a resolution, which must be reflected in societies’ Rules, are that
the member must be a member on the voting date, must have been a member at the end
of the last financial year before the voting date (paragraph 23(1) of Schedule 2) and must
have attained the age of 18 years (paragraphs 5(3) and 34(2) of Schedule 2) on or before
the date of the meeting.  So far as borrowing members are concerned, the member is not
entitled to vote in that capacity if his indebtedness to the society at any relevant time is
less than £100 (paragraphs 29(2) and 36 of Schedule 2).

5.7 However, Schedule 2 specifies the following further provisions, some, none or all of
which may be included in a society’s Rules with respect to the entitlement of
shareholding members to vote on any resolution; a person must (see Schedule 2
paragraphs 23(3) to (5) and 36):

(a) have a qualifying shareholding (which must not be set higher than £100), in one
or more share accounts or PIBS, on the “qualifying shareholding date”;

(b) hold shares on the voting date; and

(c) have held shares continuously between those two dates.
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5.8 The “qualifying shareholding date” is either: the last day of the financial year
preceding the voting date; or, if the voting date falls during that part of a financial year
which follows the conclusion of the society’s AGM commenced in that year, the first
day of the period beginning 56 days before the date of the meeting.  Therefore, if a
society’s Rules, following the BSA Model Rules (Fifth Edition), include the provisions
concerning shareholding and continuity of membership, described in paragraph 5.7, and
if the voting date is later than the AGM in that year, a person to be entitled to vote
on a shareholding members’ resolution must:

(a) have been a shareholding member on the last day of the previous financial year;

(b) have held shares to the value of at least £100 on the day 56 days before the date
of the meeting;

(c) have held shares continuously from the 56th day through to the voting date; and

(d) hold shares on the voting date.

But note that there is no requirement for continuity of shareholding between 5.8(a) and
(b) (In contrast, in the case of an ordinary or special resolution, membership at 5.8(a)
may be satisfied by either borrowing or shareholding membership provided the
shareholding member satisfies the other conditions of (b) to (d). in order to vote in his or
her capacity as a shareholder.)  Note also that a person cannot meet a requirement for
“holding shares” on a given date, or during a given period, by relying on his holding of a
share account with an overdrawn balance; and a person cannot meet a requirement for
being a “member” on a given date (for example, at 5.8(a)) by relying on his holding of
such a share account.

5.9 The mandatory provisions of Schedule 2 concerning entitlement to vote on a
borrowing members’ resolution are, as noted above, that the member must have been,
and be, indebted to the society for at least £100 (whether on one or more accounts) at the
end of the last financial year before the voting date, and on the voting date, in respect of
an advance fully secured (or, if the Rules permit, substantially secured) on land
(paragraphs 5(2), 23(1), 29(2) and 36 of Schedule 2) and have attained the age of 18
years by the date of the meeting (paragraphs 5(3) and 34(2) of Schedule 2).  But note
that there is no dispensation in the 1986 Act for the Rules to reduce the qualifying
amount below £100, nor to provide for a continuity of membership qualification.
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5.10 Schedule 2 makes provision in respect of joint shareholders (paragraph 7) and joint
borrowers (paragraph 8).  The only person entitled to exercise the right to vote on
behalf of the joint shareholders or joint borrowers is the one who is named first in the
records of the society, described respectively as the “representative joint holder” or the
“representative joint borrower”.

5.11 A member may vote once only on any resolution, irrespective of the number of accounts
he or she may hold.  The amount of the balance(s) held on account(s) is not material,
except to qualify to vote - see paragraphs 5.6 to 5.8.  Thus, a member with several share
accounts and/or several mortgage accounts, whether as sole and/or representative joint
holder, may vote once only on any resolution.  When the membership votes as a whole
on an ordinary or a special resolution, each member may vote only once, whether he or
she is a shareholding or a borrowing member or both.  Where shareholding members
and borrowing members vote separately, as on the Transfer Resolutions, members
entitled to vote may vote only once, if a shareholding member, on the shareholding
members’ resolution and once, if a borrowing member, on the borrowing members’
resolution.  A person entitled to vote both as a shareholding member and as a borrowing
member may of course, vote once on each resolution.

5.12 The “voting date” is defined by paragraph 23(6) of Schedule 2 as, for this purpose,
either:

(a) for members who appoint a proxy, the last date specified by the society for the
receipt of proxy voting forms, which may not be more than 7 days before the
date of the meeting (paragraph 24(6) of Schedule 2).  A proxy vote remains valid
if the member ceases to be a member after the proxy voting date but before the
date of the meeting (paragraph 24(2) of Schedule 2); or

(b) for all other members, the date of the meeting.

5.13 The guidance given in the foregoing paragraphs of this section is intended to give a
general description of the provisions of the 1986 Act and of the Rules suggested by the
BSA Model Rules.  Societies are advised to satisfy themselves that they observe the
specific provisions of the 1986 Act and of their own Rules.
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Register of Members

5.14 Every society is required to maintain a register of the names and addresses of its
members and whether each member is a shareholding member or a borrowing member
or both.  (Schedule 2, paragraph 13).  The register should, so far as possible, be “de-
duplicated”; that is, multiple account holders should be identified and their names
recorded once only in the register.  A society’s systems must also be capable of
recognising those members who are eligible to vote by, for example, aggregating share
account balances of multiple account holders to check that they have the requisite
qualifying shareholding, by checking members’ continuity of shareholding, and by
identifying minors (see paragraphs 5.5, 5.6 and 5.9).  This information is required to
ensure that the notice of the meeting is sent to all the members entitled to receive it, and
that the scrutineers have adequate systems to validate the votes cast on the Transfer
Resolutions.

5.15 The directors of a society contemplating a transfer must satisfy themselves, in
consultation with their external auditors, or other advisers, that the society’s systems are
capable of delivering the information described above.  The Authority will require an
assurance on this point when the society applies for approval of the Transfer Statement.
One of the criteria which the Authority has to consider at the confirmation stage is
whether some relevant requirement of the 1986 Act or the Rules was not fulfilled (see
section 6).

5.16 The problem of avoiding duplication in the register of members is significant for most
societies of any size.  Societies generally now seek to establish, when new accounts are
opened, whether or not the applicant is an existing member and, if so, which accounts
are relevant to voting and other membership rights.  The task of identifying multiple
account holders is complicated by confidentiality requirements.  For example, if two
accounts are held by a Mr A Smith and a Dr A Smith, both at the same address, the
society cannot know (in the absence of other information such as date of birth) whether
the two accounts belong to the same person, one opened before and one after he
qualified, or by the doctor and his son.  A letter of enquiry to one asking about both
accounts would risk breaching customer confidentiality.  If it is the same person, there is
a risk that he will be given the opportunity to vote twice or, if neither account holds
more than £100 but they aggregate above that qualifying amount, be denied a vote to
which he is entitled.  It is good practice for a society, when it has announced its intention
to transfer its business, to write to all its members individually setting out the
information about them which it holds on its records, inviting them to confirm that the
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information is correct and to say whether they have received more than one such letter as
a shareholder or as a borrower.

5.17 Where a society identifies a number of accounts which appear to be held by a single
member, but it cannot be sure, then it must send separate meeting notices in respect of
each account which satisfies the qualifying conditions for entitlement to vote.  Where
such accounts do not separately entitle the member to vote but would do so if aggregated
(by satisfying the £100 minimum shareholding condition) the society may consider it
advisable to send separate notices in respect of each account with the warning that, on
the information available to it, the society believes that the member is not eligible to
vote.  However, its systems should identify the possible multiple holding so that, if more
than one vote is received in respect of that group of accounts, the scrutineers are alerted
to the possibility, and can check the proxy forms for evidence of invalid duplicate votes.
The voter’s declaration suggested by the BSA Model Rules, in conformity with
paragraph 34 of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act, provides some protection against votes
being cast by minors, but none against duplicate votes.  It is, however, the duty of each
society to make sure that its register of members is reliable.

General Meeting Arrangements

5.18 Paragraphs 5.19 to 5.25 consider the requirements for sending notices of meetings and
Transfer Statements, or Transfer Summaries, to members, and the conduct of meetings
at which Transfer Resolutions are to be moved.  It is for societies to satisfy themselves
that they comply with the relevant requirements of the 1986 Act, their Rules and the
general law on meetings

Notice of Meeting

5.19 The statutory requirements concerning notices to members are in paragraph 22 of
Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act.  Notice of the meeting must be given to each shareholding
and borrowing member of the society who would be eligible to vote at the meeting if the
meeting were held on the date of the notice (a single date for all notices irrespective of
when they are despatched).  In addition, notice must also be given to any person who
will attain the age of 18 years after the date of the notice but on or before the date of the
meeting, and to every person who becomes a shareholding or borrowing member of the
society after the date of the notice but before the final date for receipt of proxy voting
forms, provided, in each case, that the member will be entitled to vote.  Note also that
the Transfer Statement or Transfer Summary must be sent in or with the notice to every
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person entitled to receive it (paragraphs 2 and 4 of Schedule 17 to the 1986 Act).
Accidental omission to give notice of a meeting to any person entitled to receive it does
not invalidate the proceedings at the meeting.  However, “accidental omission” does not
include a systemic failure to send notices (e.g. omitting to send notices to new
shareholders or borrowers, or omission of a group or class of members from the mailing
list arising from a fault in a computer programme), nor all cases of error by management
- see also paragraph 5.38.

5.20 The 1986 Act also provides, in paragraph 21 of Schedule 2, for the length of notice to
be given to members.  The period of notice given must be not less than 21 days or such
longer period as the society’s Rules prescribe.  The precise procedures for sending
notices, the way in which the days are to be counted, and presumed receipt of notices
duly sent, will normally be set out in the Rules.  Particular points to note are:

(a) the 21 days’ notice expires with the closing date for the receipt of proxy voting
forms, not the date of the meeting;

(b) if reliance is to be placed on a provision in the Rules that notices can be deemed
to be served 24 hours after posting, then first class post or equivalent means of
delivery should be used.  However, it is advisable to allow a margin of at least an
extra day or two, but more if second class post is used;

(c) if a society contracts with a commercial mailing firm, it must ensure that the firm
is comprehensively instructed about the society’s despatch and delivery
requirements, and the society should carry out spot checks to satisfy itself that its
instructions are being properly carried out.  A failure by the contractor may
invalidate the meeting, even if the society itself has used its best endeavours to
police the operation.

5.21 The Transfer Statement or Transfer Summary, as the case may be, is required, by
paragraph 4(1) of Schedule 17 to the 1986 Act, to be sent “in or with” the notice of the
meeting to every member entitled to that notice.  As is suggested in section 4, it may be
expedient to include both in a comprehensive Transfer Document or booklet.

5.22 Notices and Statements or Summaries need not be sent to any member in whose case the
society has reason to believe that communications sent to him at his registered address
are unlikely to be received by him (Schedule 2, paragraph 14).  In those circumstances, a
society is required to place notices of the meeting prominently in every branch office, or
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to place advertisements in newspapers circulating in the areas in which the society’s
members live.  Such notices or advertisements must be published at least 21 days before
the date of the meeting, and must state where members can obtain copies of the Transfer
Summary, the Transfer Statement, the Transfer Resolutions and proxy voting forms
(paragraph 35 of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act).

5.23 It should be noted, however, that a member’s “registered address” may not be the
address shown in the society’s register of members but a different address to which the
member has requested that communications from the society be sent (paragraph 13(4) of
Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act).

Conduct of the Meeting

5.24 The meeting should be held at a time and place considered by the board to be most
convenient for the generality of the society’s members.  This may not necessarily be the
same as the traditional time and place for the AGM.  In deciding on this, the board
should take account of the geographical location of their members, and the probability
that an unusually large number of members may wish to attend a meeting to consider a
proposed transfer.

5.25 Subject to the society’s Rules, its chairman will normally chair the meeting.  His
function as chairman of the meeting is to ensure that all views may be presented and
properly discussed.  He is unlikely to be able to fulfil that role if he acts also as chief
advocate of proposals which are controversial among members.  In such cases it might
be appropriate to give to another director the tasks of explaining the board’s
recommendations and of responding to questions from members.

5.26 A Transfer Resolution cannot be amended at the meeting except in a way which does
not change its substance at all.  This is because an amendment to such a resolution has to
be subject to the same procedure and period of notice to members as the resolution
itself.  If a board decides, after due notice of such a resolution has been sent to the
members, that the resolution should be amended, then it will be necessary to submit the
amended resolution, with due notice, to a general meeting at a later date, unless of
course there is still time to fulfil the notice requirements.
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Conduct of the Voting

5.27 The conduct of the voting must not only be fair but also be seen to be fair, otherwise the
result may be called into question by representers at the confirmation stage.  The votes
must be counted by independent scrutineers.  The board may ask the scrutineers, in
advance of the meeting, for a running tally of the number of votes being cast if it thinks
it might properly encourage more members to vote if the response is low.  However, to
ask the scrutineers how the votes are being cast, before the time comes at the meeting to
instruct proxies, carries the risk of accusations, however unfounded they may be, and
possible challenge at the confirmation stage on the grounds that the board suppressed
proxy votes against the Resolutions, or unduly influenced members to vote in favour.  A
board which asks the scrutineers for a running tally of votes, and which circulates its
members with further exhortations to vote, must be prepared to argue its case in the face
of such accusations at the confirmation hearing.  Any circular to members sent after the
Transfer Document was sent to them must, therefore, be very carefully considered.

5.28 Experience has demonstrated the need for societies to take the greatest care to ensure
that they comply strictly with the statutory procedural requirements and their own Rules
on meetings and resolutions.  The person chairing the meeting should ensure that he or
she is well briefed and aware of the Rules and the general law relating to procedural
resolutions, such as resolutions to adjourn the meeting. The Authority will require a
confirmatory report from the scrutineers on the validity of the voting procedures when
the society applies for confirmation (see paragraph 5.34).

5.29 The procedures for the conduct of proxy voting will normally be provided for in the
society’s Rules, in conformity with paragraphs 24 and 34 of Schedule 2.  The 1986 Act
requires that every proxy form sent by a society to its members must enable the member
to direct the proxy how to vote (paragraph 24(4A)).  In addition, to minimise the risk of
the society’s proxy voting procedures being misunderstood, the Authority recommends
that the design of the proxy form is carefully considered (preferably a self-contained
form clearly to be returned intact) and that it should include:

(a) adequate space to insert the name of a proxy other than the chairman of the
meeting, and a statement (which must also appear in the notice of the meeting)
that the proxy appointed need  not be a member of the society (a reminder that
the voting member’s own name should not be inserted will also be helpful);
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(b) an explicit statement that if the member does not instruct his proxy to vote for or
against the resolution, then the proxy will cast the vote, or abstain, as he thinks
fit;

(c) the declaration, as provided by the Rules, in accordance with paragraph 34 of
Schedule 2;

(d) full recital of the text of the shareholding members’ or borrowing members’
resolution(s) or, if this is not practicable (e.g. because of space restrictions), a
clear indication that the full text may be found in the notice of the meeting;

(e) instructions as to the return of completed proxy forms, including the last
effective date for receipt by the society or by the scrutineers.  A pre-addressed
and pre-paid envelope or other sealed means of return should be provided.

5.30 The 1986 Act does not require societies to send proxy voting forms to members with
notices of meetings.  However, the Authority believes that, on a matter as important as a
transfer, and bearing in mind the 50% turnout (conversion) and 50% support (takeover)
requirements on the shareholding members’ resolutions, societies would be well advised
to send a proxy voting form to members with the meeting notice.  If a society decides,
nevertheless, not to send proxy forms to members entitled to vote, then it should make
clear to the members that proxy voting forms can be obtained on demand from its
branches and/or by application to a central point.

5.31 The arrangements for the collection of the proxy forms should be such as to secure
confidentiality and to avoid the risk of loss, whether accidental or deliberate.  The Rules
may provide for return of proxy forms to the scrutineers either directly or to the society’s
principal office.  Where proxy forms are returned to the society’s offices, the Authority
recommends that the procedures should incorporate the following features:

(a) the proxy form should be enveloped or otherwise sealed so that the members’
voting instructions are concealed;

(b) the envelope provided should be clearly marked so that the society can readily
identify and separate it from other mail without the envelope being opened;
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(c) staff responsible for receiving and sorting mail should be given specific
instructions about the handling of proxy forms and the overriding importance of
security;

(d) secure storage of proxy forms should be provided up to the point at which they
are handed over to the scrutineers;

(e) equivalent handling and security procedures should be applied to proxy forms
handed in at branches.

5.32 The Authority suggests that proxy voting forms for shareholders and borrowers should
be easily distinguishable, perhaps by colour coding, both as an aid to members who may
be entitled to vote in each capacity, and as an aid to the scrutineers counting the votes.

5.33 Members may attend the meeting and vote in person.  There must, therefore, be
satisfactory systems in place in accordance with the Rules to identify and cancel any
proxy votes they may previously have returned.

Scrutineers’ Report

5.34 The scrutineers are responsible for checking the validity of votes cast in person and by
proxy.  The scrutineers must be independent of the society and not have a direct interest
in the result of the voting.  For example, they should not be officers expecting to receive
compensation or appointments under the terms of the transfer.  It will usually be
appropriate to appoint the society’s auditors, and it is desirable that they should be
appointed not just for the arithmetical count of votes but also to supervise the voting
process as a whole so that they are in a position to confirm, after the vote, that all the
requirements of the 1986 Act and the society’s Rules have been complied with.  This
would include:

(a) determining and validating member mailing lists for notices of the meeting and
Transfer Statements or Transfer Summaries and for Trustee Account Holders
(see paragraphs 3.15 and 5.4);

(b) despatch procedures;

(c) timing of notices and despatch of documents;
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(d) form and content of proxy voting forms;

(e) receipt and custody of completed proxy voting forms;

(f) validation of completed proxy voting forms to establish that members are
qualified to vote and that forms are properly completed;

(g) identification and validation of members attending and voting at the general
meeting;

(h) voting procedures at the meeting including casting of proxy votes, count of votes
cast in person and aggregation of proxy and personal votes cast on the Transfer
Resolutions, and on any special resolution required to authorise the payment of
compensation to directors or other officers;

(i) voting procedures at the meeting, or at another meeting, as the case may be, and
the count of votes on any ordinary resolution to approved increased emoluments
of directors or other officers (if required).

5.35 To fulfil the duties outlined above, it is suggested that the scrutineers would need to:

(a) examine the systems and procedures to be employed by the society, before they
are implemented, to ensure that they are satisfactory;

(b) carry out such checks and tests as they consider necessary during the operation
of the procedures as will enable them to be satisfied that the specified procedures
are being carried out in practice;

(c) provide that where validation functions are carried out by the society’s staff this
is done under the direction and supervision of the scrutineers;

(d) direct and supervise the count of the votes cast both by proxy and personally at
the meeting.

5.36 Validation checks during the counting of votes may be expected to include the
following:
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(a) only proxy forms which comply with the 1986 Act and the society’s Rules have
been used;

(b) the member is eligible to vote under the 1986 Act and under the society’s Rules
(NB a proxy vote may still be valid even though the member has ceased to be
entitled to attend and vote at the meeting after the closing date for receipt of
proxies - see paragraph 5.12 (a));

(c) only one proxy form per member eligible to vote is included in the count
(separate forms may be sent to and returned by a person eligible to vote on both
the shareholding members’ resolution and the borrowing members’ resolution);

(d) minors are excluded and that there is an explicit confirmation by each member
voting by proxy that he is aged 18 or over;

(e) the proxy form is completed and signed and is otherwise valid (where a proxy
form lacks a signature but is otherwise valid, it is usual, if time permits, for the
scrutineers to return the form to the member for signature and return in a pre-
paid envelope).

5.37 The scrutineers’ initial report will be made to the society at the meeting (which may be
adjourned for this purpose).  The Authority will require, in support of a society’s
application for confirmation under Sections 97(4)(d) and 98 of the 1986 Act, a report
from the scrutineers on the result of the vote on each Resolution (distinguishing between
votes cast in person and by proxy), the total number of members eligible to vote (and the
proportion of that number that the votes cast represent), the numbers of invalid votes
cast and also confirmation that, in the opinion of the scrutineers, the arrangements for
the conduct of the voting were such as to ensure that:

(a) notices of the meeting and Transfer Statements or Transfer Summaries were sent
to all those entitled to receive them, in accordance with the 1986 Act and the
Rules of the society having regard, inter alia, to the matters referred to in this
chapter;

(b) the periods of notice given complied with the requirements of the 1986 Act and
of the society’s Rules, taking into consideration established conventions for the
counting of days;
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(c) there were satisfactory procedures to ensure the security of proxy voting forms
and to minimise the risk of loss or unauthorised access;

(d) there were satisfactory procedures to ensure that the count of votes cast
personally at the meeting included only votes cast by members eligible to vote
and who had not mandated, or had withdrawn, a proxy vote.

5.38 In relation to the notice of the meeting, the scrutineers’ report may properly have regard
to the provision of paragraph 22(3) of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act that “accidental
omission to give notice of a meeting to, or non-receipt of notice of a meeting by, any
person entitled to receive notice of the meeting does not invalidate the proceedings at
that meeting”.  It should be noted, however, that there is authority to the effect that
“accidental” and “non-receipt” would not cover all cases of “error” on the part of the
society, for example an erroneous decision of management not to send notices to
particular persons or groups of persons.

5.39 The Authority would find it helpful if the scrutineers’ report would also comment upon
any procedural difficulties encountered and, if the numbers of invalid votes appear to be
significant, give an analysis of the reasons why votes were found to be invalid (see also
section 6).
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6. CONFIRMATION

No transfer can take effect until it has been confirmed by the Authority.  This
section first describes the form of application and public notice required.  It then
explains the Authority’s view of how the statutory Confirmation Criteria should be
interpreted.  Finally, it gives guidance on the procedure customarily followed by
the Authority when considering confirmation applications and hearing
representations.

Application

6.1 Sections 97(4)(d) and 98(2) of, together with Part II of Schedule 17 to the 1986 Act,
provide that when the necessary Transfer Resolutions have been passed the society must
apply to the Authority for confirmation of the transfer in such manner as the Authority
may direct.  The society is also required, by paragraph 7 of Schedule 17, to publish
notices of its application in one or more of the London, Edinburgh and Belfast Gazettes
as the Authority directs and, if it so directs, in one or more newspapers.  The choice of
official Gazettes and national or local newspapers will, of course, have regard to the area
in which the society’s members live.

6.2 The application should specify the date on which the transfer is intended to take effect
and should be accompanied by two authenticated copies of the Transfer Agreement.
The scrutineers’ report described in section 5, and a certified copy of the minutes of the
general meeting at which the Transfer Resolutions were moved, together with a
transcript of the meeting, must also be enclosed with the application, together with 10
copies each of the Transfer Document and the Transfer Summary (if sent), and copies of
all other documents sent to members and any advertising material in connection with the
proposed transfer.  If a Transfer Summary was sent, the application should also be
accompanied by a checklist of the information prescribed by Schedule 2 to the Transfer
Regulations showing where each item may be found in the Transfer Summary.

6.3 A pro forma public notice of application, and pro forma letter of application are at
Annex B.  The appropriate fee is payable with the application, and a further fee is
payable by the society if there is an oral hearing of the application, as prescribed by the
Fees Rules.
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The Confirmation Criteria

Statutory Provisions

6.4 Section 98(2) and (3) of the 1986 Act provides that the Authority must confirm a
proposed transfer unless it considers that any one or more of the following four
Confirmation Criteria apply:

(a) some information material to the members’ decision about the transfer was not
made available to all the members eligible to vote; or

(b) the vote on any resolution approving the transfer does not represent the views of
the members eligible to vote; or

(c) there is a substantial risk that the successor will not become or, as the case may
be, remain a credit institution which is authorised to accept deposits for the
purposes of the Act; or

(d) some relevant requirement of the 1986 Act or of the Rules of the society was not
fulfilled.

Section 98(4) of the 1986 Act then provides that the Authority shall not be precluded
from confirming a transfer of business by virtue only of the non-fulfilment of some
relevant requirement of the 1986 Act or the Rules (the Fourth Criterion in 6.4(d)) if it
appears to the Authority that the failure could not have been material to the members’
decision about the transfer, and the Authority gives a direction under that subsection that
the failure is to be disregarded.  Section 98(7) then provides that a failure to comply with
a relevant requirement of the 1986 Act or the Rules shall not invalidate a transfer, once
confirmed.

6.5 Where the Authority would be precluded from confirming a transfer by reason of any of
the defects specified in the Confirmation Criteria, Section 98(5) and (6) of the 1986 Act
provides that it may direct a society to remedy the defects.  A direction under Section
98(5) may, amongst other things, require a society to:

(a) call a further meeting; for example, to vote again in the light of a revised
Transfer Statement containing material information previously omitted or after
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correction of defects in the systems for sending meeting notices and Transfer
Statements or Transfer Summaries and validation of votes;

(b) secure the variation of the Transfer Agreement; or

(c) secure the alteration of the protective provisions in the articles of association of a
specially formed successor company.

If the Authority is then satisfied, having considered evidence furnished by the society,
that the defects have been substantially remedied, it must confirm the transfer.  If not,
then confirmation must be refused.

Scope of the Authority’s Powers

6.6 The Authority’s powers in connection with applications for confirmation of a transfer
are confined to considerations of whether, in the light of the facts, any of the
Confirmation Criteria apply.  It is not for the Authority to consider, or make judgements
about, the merits of a proposed transfer or the fairness of its terms; these matters are first
for the board of a society, and then for its members, to decide.  Once the members have
approved the transfer and its terms, the Authority has no powers to require a society to
make any changes to those terms, although it may direct a society to remedy any failure
to comply with a relevant requirement of the 1986 Act as a condition of confirmation.

6.7 The Authority has no general power to determine disputes between a society and its
members, nor to seek to enforce other legislation or the general law.  Disputes
concerning services provided by societies in the ordinary course of their business are
generally a matter, in the first instance, for a society’s internal complaints procedure.
They may also fall within the jurisdiction of the Financial Services Ombudsman
Scheme.  Disputes between a building society and a member of the society, in his or her
capacity as a member, in respect of any rights or obligations arising from the Rules of
the society or the provisions of the 1986 Act, fall within the jurisdiction of the High
Court or, in Scotland, the Court of Session (Section 85 of and Schedule 14 to the 1986
Act).  However, the Authority does have power, on the written application of certain
members, to direct that the member has the right to obtain names and addresses from the
society’s register of members.  Before it gives such a direction, the Authority is required
to be satisfied that the member requires that right for the purpose of communicating with
other members of the society on a subject relating to its affairs, and must have regard to
the interests of the members as a whole and to all the other circumstances (paragraph 15
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of Schedule 2 to the 1986 Act).  A fee is payable by the applicant.  Chapter 1 of this
volume 2 of the IPSB gives guidance on applications for access to the register of
members

.
Purpose of Confirmation

6.8 The purpose of the confirmation process is to enable:

(a) interested parties to make representations with regard to the Confirmation
Criteria;

(b) the society to respond to those representations;

(c) the Authority to make such enquiry as it considers necessary to reach informed
conclusions on each of the Confirmation Criteria.

6.9 The Authority, in reaching its view on each of the Confirmation Criteria, has not only to
assess the points made to it in representations, and the society’s responses, but also to
make such further enquiries as it considers necessary.  In deciding how far it should
pursue such enquiries, the Authority has to have regard to the role and effect of
confirmation, and to the mischiefs which it is intended to prevent.  The Authority
considers that one role of confirmation is to provide a protection to members against the
provision to them by the society of information which is inadequate, obscure or
misleading, and against voting irregularities: in other words to ensure that the vote
represents the informed decision of the members.  The Authority would hope that this
safeguard would work in the majority of cases by causing the board of a society to take
care during the preparation of the Transfer Statement not to put confirmation at risk on
this account; otherwise the Authority might find that it had to withhold confirmation at
the last stage.  In considering the First Criterion, the Authority will have regard to the
totality of the information provided to the members by the board of a society, and not
exclusively to the Transfer Statement and Transfer Summary.

6.10 The task of the Authority is accordingly:

(a) to reach a considered view on each of the Confirmation Criteria;

(b) if that view is that none applies, to confirm;
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(c) if one or more of the First Three Criteria apply, to direct the appropriate remedial
action, or to refuse confirmation;

(d) if the Fourth Criterion applies, to consider whether it is appropriate to direct that
failure be disregarded; if not, to direct the appropriate remedial action or to
refuse confirmation.

In considering the Confirmation Criteria, the Authority may well have to look again at
the Transfer Statement, or at issues which were considered in connection with approving
that Statement.  It may also then have to consider the adequacy of the Transfer
Summary.  In doing so, it has a duty to consider information and arguments put to it by
representers and by the society, which of their nature were not available earlier, as well
as those arising from its own consideration of the Criteria. The Authority would clearly
only change the view reached at the time of approval of the Transfer Statement if there
were good reason to do so.  But it is under a duty to examine the Statement and
connected issues at the time of confirmation in the light of any new information and
arguments which become available.  Accordingly, the Authority cannot be bound at the
confirmation stage to the view that was taken at the earlier stage as to whether further
factual information should be included in the Transfer Statement or as to the accuracy of
its contents or the view taken as to the legality of the scheme.

6.11 The task of considering each of the Confirmation Criteria would still be necessary even
if there were no representations.  Without such enquiry and consideration the
confirmation process would not properly be carried out.  The Authority’s view of how
the Confirmation Criteria should be interpreted and applied is given in the following
paragraphs.

The First Criterion

6.12 This criterion requires the Authority to consider whether some material information was
not made available to the members.  The Authority’s own view, in which it concurs with
the view previously adopted by the Commission in its confirmation decisions, can be
summarised as follows:

(a) the words “made available to all the members eligible to vote” mean that the
criterion is mainly, if not exclusively, directed to the information provided by a
society to the generality of its members;
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(b) the extent of “information .... not made available” can reasonably be assessed
by considering how far the totality of information made available falls short of
what might be expected to be put to its members by a financial institution of
standing and repute seeking to put sufficient information and a fair and balanced
assessment of it, and the board’s conclusions, to the members to enable them to
take an informed decision;

(c) the words “material to the members’ decision” require the Authority then to
focus on whether it is within the bounds of reasonable possibility that the
members’ decision would have been different had any deficiency in  the
information been made good, i.e. whether it could have changed the decisions on
voting of sufficient members to lead to a different conclusion.  If it is within the
bounds of reasonable possibility that the deficiency might have changed the
outcome, it is not for the Authority to determine whether it would actually have
done so - it should put the decision back to the members.  This test requires the
Authority to take account both of the size of the vote and of the size of the
majority within it;

(d) the relevance of a particular piece of information to an investor and to a
borrower may well be different.  Accordingly, it is necessary to consider
materiality separately in relation to the shareholding members’ resolution and the
borrowing members’ resolution.

6.13 The Authority’s approach to determining whether this criterion is met is accordingly:

(a) to review the material put to members, in the light of the representations made
and the society’s responses, but also taking points of its own accord;

(b) to consider, on the basis of that review, what information relevant to the decision
of shareholders, or of borrowers, or both, might reasonably have been expected
to be put to members by the board of a society of repute considering its fiduciary
duty, and the extent to which (if at all) the information actually put falls short of
that;

(c) to consider separately in relation to the shareholding members’ resolution and in
relation to the borrowing members’ resolution, whether any deficiency so
identified was sufficient to amount to “information material to the members’
decision”.
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The Second Criterion

6.14 This criterion requires the Authority to consider whether the votes on the Transfer
Resolutions do not represent the views of the members.  The main mischief to which it
appears to be directed is a resolution approved by a small and unrepresentative vote.

The Third Criterion

6.15 This criterion is concerned with a matter of fact, to be established by reference to the
Banking Regulator if a different body.

The Fourth Criterion

6.16 This criterion requires the Authority to consider whether the relevant requirements of the
1986 Act and the Rules have been fulfilled.  The phrase “relevant requirement of this
Act or the rules of the society” appears explicitly three times in Section 98 of the 1986
Act:

(a) sub-section (3)(d) in the specification of this criterion;

(b) sub-section (4) which gives the Authority power to disregard certain non-
fulfilments;

(c) sub-section (7) which provides that a failure to meet such a relevant requirement
shall not invalidate a transfer of business, although such failure by a society
without a reasonable excuse is a criminal offence.

The interpretation of the phrase is also directly relevant to sub-section (5) - the power of
the Authority to give the society a direction to remedy defects specified in paragraphs (a)
to (d) of sub-section (3).

6.17 Sub-section (8) defines “relevant requirement”:

“(8) In this section “relevant requirement”, with reference to this Act or the rules
of a society, means a requirement of the applicable provisions of this Act or of
any rules prescribing the procedure to be followed by the society in approving
the transfer and its terms.”
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Section 97(2) in turn defines “the applicable provisions” other than Section 97 as:

“section 98, section 99, section 99A, section 100, section 101, section 102,
sections 102B, 102C and 102D, paragraph 30 of Schedule 2 and Schedule 17.”

It will be noted that Section 102A (joint account holders) of the 1986 Act is not an
applicable provision and, thus, not a relevant requirement.

6.18 The Authority considers that sub-section (8) of Section 98 should be read naturally. The
words “prescribing the procedure to be followed by the society in approving the transfer
and its terms” apply only to the Rules, in order to specify which of the Rules of the
society are “relevant requirements”.  They do not apply as a matter of normal
construction of the sentence to the “applicable provisions of this Act”; nor is it necessary
that they should do so, since those provisions are specified in Section 97(2).

6.19 In the Authority’s view, the above interpretation of “relevant requirement of the 1986
Act” stems from the natural construction of Sections 98(8) and 97(2) which, in turn, is
necessary to give effect to Parliament’s intentions for Section 98(5), (6) and (7).  The
Authority recognises that this interpretation does not quite fit Section 98(4).  The test
which the Authority has to apply in the case of sub-section (4) to a non-fulfilment of a
relevant requirement of the 1986 Act is:

“if it appears to the Authority that it could not have been material to the
members’ decision about the transfer”.

That test clearly is designed to relate to a failure to meet a procedural requirement or to
some other failure which might have an effect on the voting.

6.20 The wording of Section 98 is such that no construction of the phrase is entirely free from
difficulty.  The Authority’s view is that the wording, and the intentions of Parliament,
are best met by following the natural construction of sub-section (8), as a result applying
a wide interpretation in sub-sections (3), (5) and (7), and implicitly in (6), but only
considering that it is open to the Authority to make a direction under sub-section (4) in
relation to non-fulfilment of a procedural requirement or other failure to which the test
in that sub-section is apposite.

6.21 The Authority accordingly considers that the relevant requirements are those in:
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(a) sections 97 to 102, and 102B to D of, together with paragraph 30 of Schedule 2
to and Schedule 17 to the 1986 Act;

(b) the Transfer Regulations; and

(c) the Rules which prescribe the procedure to be followed; that is, in particular, the
Rules concerning: membership; special meetings; notice of meetings; procedure
at meetings; entitlement of members to vote on resolutions; appointment of
proxies; and joint shareholders and borrowers.

Procedure

6.22 The procedure to be followed in confirmation proceedings is prescribed by Part II of
Schedule 17 to the 1986 Act.  Any interested party has the right to make written and/or
oral representations to the Authority with respect to a society’s application for
confirmation.  Written representations are to be copied to the society, which is to be
afforded the opportunity to comment on them orally at the hearing of its application or
in writing.

Representations

6.23 Persons making representations should state why they claim to be interested parties, for
example, their category of membership of the society, and the ground or grounds for
their representations by reference to the Confirmation Criteria discussed above.  Notice
of a person’s intention to make oral representations must be in writing.  Such notices
and written representations must reach the Authority at the address, and by the specified
date customarily given in the Transfer Document issued to members and subsequently
confirmed by notice published in the official Gazettes and newspapers as required by the
1986 Act.  Persons who make written representations but subsequently decide also to
make oral representations must, nevertheless, give notice of that intention in writing to
the Authority by the same date.  Representations received out of time will not be
considered unless, exceptionally and at the sole discretion of the Authority, they appear
to the Authority to raise matters of substance relevant to the Confirmation Criteria which
are not already under consideration.

6.24 Representations or notices to the Authority will fall into one of the following three
categories:
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(a) written representations only;

(b) written representations with notice of intention to make oral representations;

(c) notice of intention to make oral representations only.

6.25 The Authority will acknowledge the receipt of each representation or notice and will
send a copy of the chapter of the IPSB on confirmation procedures to each representer.
It will send copies of all written representations and notices to the society and will afford
it an opportunity to comment on the written representations.

6.26 The Authority will consider the written representations in category 6.24(a) and the
society’s responses to them in advance of the date set for hearing oral representations.
Copies of the society’s comments on representations in category 6.24(b) will be sent to
those who made the representations so that they may concentrate their oral
representations on the points which they consider to remain at issue.  A person making
written representations who also wishes to see the society’s response must, therefore,
also give notice of intention to make oral representations.  The society may,
exceptionally, apply to put to the Authority in confidence documents which the society
considers to be commercially sensitive: the Authority will decide on the merits of each
case whether, and on what terms, to accept them as being confidential.  Persons in
category 6.24(c) will be asked to inform the Authority, in advance of the hearing, of the
subject and general grounds of the representations they intend to make, and their
responses will be copied to the Society.

6.27 Interested parties may join together in making collective representations and they may
also appoint a person, either one of their number or another, to represent them at the
hearing.  They should notify the Authority in advance if this is what they intend to do.

Conduct of the hearing

6.28 The Authority will usually appoint one or more persons to hear and decide an
application on its behalf.  In the absence of notices of intention to make oral
representations the Authority would expect to decide the application, having regard to
the written representations, the society’s responses and other information available to it,
without the need for a public hearing.  If there is a public hearing, an additional fee is
payable by the society.
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6.29 The Authority will notify the society and those making oral representations of the time
and place of the hearing.  If there are a significant number of persons wishing to make
oral representations, then the hearing may extend beyond one day and may be adjourned
from time to time and from place to place.  The Authority will try to advise participants
of the day when they may expect to make their representations and of when the society’s
representatives may be expected to respond.

6.30 The Authority expects that hearings will be in public.  Members of the general public
and the press will be asked to wait outside at the outset of the hearing.  The participants
will then be asked if any of them has good reason to object to the admission of the
general public and the press (such as, for example, the need to refer to personal financial
affairs).  The Authority may decide that parts of the hearing shall be in private if that
appears to it to be desirable.  If there are no reasonable objections, the general public and
the press will then be admitted, within the limits of the space available. Only the
representatives of the society and those who have given due notice of intention to make
oral representations may address the Authority.

6.31 The procedure will be informal.  While all participants will be invited to speak concisely
and to avoid repetition, the Authority will be considerate towards those who are not
professionally represented.  The panel taking the hearing on behalf of the Authority may
question the participants as the hearing proceeds.  The sequence of events will be
broadly as follows:

(a) any preliminary matters (such as the admission of the public or other procedural
questions) will be dealt with;

(b) the chairman of the Authority panel will introduce the proceedings;

(c) the representatives of the society will be invited to present the application for
confirmation, including a description of the events at the meeting at which the
Transfer Resolutions were put to the members, the voting on the Resolutions,
and any other matters which they wish to introduce at that stage;

(d) the other participants will be invited to make their representations; where
appropriate the Authority would expect to call them in a list marshalled, so far as
possible, by subject matter;
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(e) the representatives of the society will be invited to reply to, or comment on, the
points made by the other participants;

(f) the other participants will be invited to comment on the society’s replies insofar
as those replies raised new issues.

6.32 This procedure may be varied according to the circumstances at the hearing, and is
intended only as a guide to the probable order of events.  The hearing may be adjourned
if the Authority considers that necessary to enable facts to be checked or additional
information to be obtained.

The Authority’s decision

6.33 The Authority will not normally give an oral decision at the end of the hearing, but may
be expected to reserve its decision to be issued later in writing, setting out its reasons.
Copies of the written decision will be sent to the participants, and can be purchased by
any other person.  The Authority will  ask the Central Office to place a copy on the
public file of the society.
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7. TRANSFERS UNDER DIRECTION

This section describes the Authority’s powers to direct a society to transfer its
business to a company, and to proceed by board resolution, and the modified
transfer procedure consequently prescribed by the 1986 Act.

7.1 Section 42B of the 1986 Act provides that, if the Authority considers it expedient to do
so to protect the investments of shareholders or depositors, it may direct a society, inter
alia, to transfer its business to a company within a specified time (subsection (1)(b)).  In
such a case, or where the Authority would have directed a transfer, but for the fact that
negotiations were already under way, the Authority may also direct that the approval of
the transfer shall be by board resolution rather than the Transfer Resolutions.  In these
circumstances, because neither a Transfer Statement nor Transfer Resolutions are
required, the 1986 Act requires the society instead to send to every member entitled to
notice of a meeting a statement (referred to below as a “transfer notification
statement”) before it applies for confirmation of the transfer (paragraphs 9 and 10 of
Schedule 8A to the 1986 Act).  Finally, in these circumstances, the first two
Confirmation Criteria concerning information made available to, and the views of, the
members (see section 6) are replaced by a single criterion:

“the members or a proportion of them would be unreasonably
prejudiced by the transfer;”

(paragraph 11 of Schedule 8A to the 1986 Act).

7.2 Where a society is proceeding under a Section 42B direction by board resolution, the
Transfer Statement is replaced by a transfer notification statement and a general meeting
of the society is not required.  The contents of the transfer notification statement are
prescribed by Schedule 3 to the Transfer Regulations. In brief, the members are to be
informed that the statement is issued on the responsibility of the directors of the society
and the successor company, and:

(a) that the board, acting under direction of the Authority, has resolved to transfer
the business;

(b) of the confirmation procedure, including the last date for receipt by the Authority
of written representations and notices of intention to make oral representations
and the expected date of the hearing of the society’s application;
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(c) of the name, address and nature of the successor company, and the proposed
vesting date;

(d) of the consequences for the members, including the loss of membership rights in
the society, any changes in the terms and conditions of share and mortgage
accounts, and deposit protection schemes;

(e) the terms of any distribution of funds or shares in the successor company and of
the Statutory Cash Bonus; and

(f) of the interests of the directors and other officers of the society in the transfer,
including any compensation or increase in emoluments to which the Authority
has given its consent under paragraphs 7 and 8 of Schedule 8A to the 1986 Act.

7.3 The transfer notification statement must have been approved by the Authority before it
is sent to the members.  Applications for approval should, in general, follow the
procedure described in paragraphs 4.11 to 4.17, and the final draft of the statement
should be accompanied by the relevant documents listed in paragraph 4.15, but as
appropriate to the particular case and the less extensive information the statement is
required to contain.

7.4 Section 5 (General Meetings and Resolutions) does not apply, except that the directors
will need to be satisfied that the society’s register of members is correct to enable the
society to send transfer notification statements, and notices under Section 102B (Trustee
Account Holders) of the 1986 Act, to those to whom they must be sent if the society is
to gain the protection of Section 102B(4).

7.5 When the board has resolved to transfer the business and transfer notification statements
have been sent to its members, the society may apply to the Authority for confirmation
of the transfer, but using an adaptation agreed with the Authority of the pro forma in
Annex B2.  The procedure described in section 6 is to be followed, including the
publication of notices in the official Gazettes and newspapers and the form of
application.  However, the lapse of time between each stage of the procedure may be
modified according to the particular circumstances of a case, and having regard to the
need to protect the investments of shareholders or depositors.  While a scrutineer’s
report will not be required, the Authority will require a report from the society’s external
auditors on the adequacy of the society’s systems to fulfil the requirements of the 1986
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Act and the Rules with regard to the sending of transfer notification statements and
notices to Trustee Account Holders.  This is, of course, relevant to the Authority’s
consideration of the Fourth Confirmation Criterion.

7.6 As is noted in paragraph 7.1, the First and Second Confirmation Criteria are replaced, in
those circumstances, by a single criterion as to whether the members or a proportion of
them “would be unreasonably prejudiced by the transfer”. Whether this special criterion
applies will be a matter of judgement for the Authority to make in the light of any
representations made to it and its own enquiries in respect of the particular case.  In
making its judgement, the Authority will also have regard to the view it then takes as to
whether it should exercise its discretion under Section 100(7) of the 1986 Act to direct
that no Statutory Cash Bonus, or a reduced bonus, is to be paid “having regard to what is
equitable between the members of the society”.  It follows also that, in considering the
Fourth Criterion, the Authority will take account of the modified procedure.

7.7 The Fees Rules provide that fees are to be paid to the Authority:

(a) with an application for approval of a transfer notification statement under
paragraph 9(4) of Schedule 8A to the 1986 Act, and a further fee with any
subsequent substantial revision;

(b) with an application for confirmation under Section 97(4)(d) of, paragraph 6 of
Schedule 17 and Schedule 8A to, the 1986 Act; and a further fee if oral
representations are to be heard.
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8. NOTIFICATION AND DISSOLUTION

8.1 When the Authority has confirmed a transfer (whether voluntary or under direction) it
will notify the Central Office and the society concerned.

8.2 Section 97(8) of the 1986 Act requires the society to notify the Authority of the vesting
date, and it must do so no later than 7 days before that date, and, unless a notice is given
under subsection (10), subsection (9) provides that the society shall be dissolved on that
date.  Subsection (10) provides that, if necessary for the purpose of facilitating the
disposal of its shares in its successor, the society may include, in the notice of the
vesting date, notice of a later date for the dissolution of the society, and it is on this later
date that the society is dissolved.  A society which gives such a notice must cease to
transact any business as from the notified vesting date, except such as may be necessary
to dispose of its shares in its successor.

8.3 Section 97(7) of the 1986 Act provides that, where a society continues to hold shares in
its successor after the vesting date, the consideration for the disposal of those shares,
together with any other property, rights or liabilities of the society acquired or incurred
after that date, shall be transferred to and vested in the successor company on the date
specified for the society’s dissolution.  All other property, rights and liabilities of the
society are to be transferred to the successor company on the vesting date.

8.4 The Central Office will record the relevant date, or dates, notified to the Authority by the
society.

8.5 The society will be dissolved on the vesting date or on the later date for dissolution
referred to in paragraph 8.2, and its registration will subsequently be cancelled by the
Central Office under the provisions of Section 103(1)(a) of the 1986 Act.
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9. TIMETABLE

9.1 The society will need to draw up a project plan covering the key elements in the transfer
process and the relationships between them, and specifying when it wishes to receive the
necessary clearances from the Authority.  The time needed for the process will depend,
among other things, on the length of time it takes to settle the final terms of the
distribution scheme, the complexity of those terms and whether the scheme raises new
legal issues (perhaps requiring resolution by application to the High Court), and the time
needed to verify the register of members and the record of Trustee Account Holders.  It
will also be affected by the facility with which the society and its advisers can develop
satisfactory documents and respond to enquiries and representations.  The plan and the
timetable will, of course, need to cover all that will be required of the society, and the
successor company, in relation to the requirements of the Banking Regulator, and of
UKLA concerning the listing of any shares in the successor company.

9.2 It will be helpful for the society to discuss its plans with the Authority during their
formative stages, when the Authority will be prepared to give a view on their feasibility.
However, although the Authority may agree that a planned timetable appears to be
manageable, it cannot undertake to meet any deadlines set by the society.  In particular,
the Authority cannot be constrained in the proper performance of its statutory functions
by, for example, the society’s wish to put the Transfer Resolutions to a SGM on or
before the date of the AGM in that year, or the planned flotation date.  The Authority
will be mindful of the need to ensure that there is adequate time, compatible with its
other business and commitments, to:

(a) consider whether the proposed distribution scheme is in conformity with the
1986 Act;

(b) consider and approve the Transfer Statement, including time to deal with
renewed applications if significant changes have to be made;

(c) give interested parties an opportunity to make considered representations at the
confirmation stage, for the society to respond to those representations, and for
the Authority to consider all the evidence and arguments, including making any
necessary further enquiries of its own; and

(d) write a reasoned confirmation decision.
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9.3 The likely sequence of events is as follows:

Stage 1 Informal preliminary discussions with the Authority and, if different, the
Banking Regulator on both substance and timing of the proposed
transfer.

Stage 2 Public announcement of the transfer proposals.  The Authority will be
ready to comment on drafts of the announcement and any supporting
material, although the terms of the announcement are for the society to
decide and the Authority is not required to approve them.

Stage 3 Consultation with the Authority on the outline structure of, and main
features to be contained in, the Transfer Statement, and on the full
specification of the proposed cash and/or share distribution scheme.

Stage 4 Submission to the Authority of the prudential information described in
section 2.

Stage 5 Initial application to the Authority, with the appropriate fee, for approval
of a full draft of the Transfer Statement, contained within a draft Transfer
Document, supported by the material described in paragraph 4.12.

Stage 6 Consideration by the Authority, and discussion with the society and its
advisers, of the draft documents, including submission by the society of
revised drafts as necessary.  At this stage, the Authority’s staff will also
be ready to comment informally on draft proxy forms and other material
proposed to be sent to the members with, or in advance of, the Transfer
Document.  By this stage also, the society ought to have undertaken any
mailing to members which it thinks necessary to verify its register of
members (see paragraphs 5.14 to 5.17), and to notify them of the rights
of Trustee Account Holders (See paragraph 3.18).

Stage 7 (if necessary) Further application to the Authority, with a further fee,
for approval of a significantly revised Transfer Statement (see paragraph
4.14).

Stage 8 Production of printer’s proofs of the draft documents.  At this stage it
will be advisable for the society to determine, perhaps by mailing to a
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sufficient number of staff, whether the notice and Transfer Document
pack (especially if it contains the Transfer Statement) is deliverable
through domestic letter boxes.

Stage 9 Informal indication by the Authority that it is satisfied with near-final
proofs of the Transfer Statement, and the Transfer Agreement.

Stage 10 Formal submission to the Authority of the final draft of the Transfer
Statement, together with the supporting documents described in
paragraph 4.15.

Stage 11 Approval by the Authority of the Transfer Statement.  One proof copy of
the Statement, identified and signed on behalf of the Authority, will be
returned to the society.

Stage 12 Printing and distribution of meeting notice and Transfer Document to
members of the society in time to be received by them at least 21 days
before the last date for receipt of proxy forms for the meeting at
which the Transfer Resolutions are to be moved.  The Authority would
appreciate being provided with a number (to be agreed) of copies of the
final printed Transfer Document and any Transfer Summary and of the
Transfer Statement if printed separately for distribution on request.
Although not required by the 1986 Act, one copy of each will be passed
to the Central Office to be placed on the public file of the society.

Stage 13 The meeting at which the Transfer Resolutions are moved.

Stage 14 If the Transfer Resolutions are passed, application to the Authority for
confirmation and publication of notices of that application in the official
Gazettes and newspapers. The application should be accompanied by the
requisite fee and the material specified in paragraph 6.2.

Stage 15 Last date for receipt by the Authority of representations with respect to
the applications.  A minimum of four weeks should be allowed
between Stages 14 and 15 and a further four weeks to Stage 16 (with
extra time allowed for any public holidays which intervene).
Representations will be copied to the society for its comments as and
when they are received.  The Authority will then require sufficient time
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before the hearing to consider and assess all the representations and the
society’s responses, and to make any further enquiries which it may think
necessary.

Stage 16 The confirmation hearing.

Stage 17 Notification to the society and representers, and publication, of the
Authority’s Decision.  It is advisable to allow a minimum of four
weeks between Stages 16 and 17, again allowing extra time for any
public holidays.

Stage 18 Notification by the society to the Authority of the vesting date and, if
later, the date of dissolution of the society.

Stage 19 Vesting date and, if later -

Stage 20 Dissolution of the society.

9.4 When considering the proposed vesting date, the society will no doubt consult its
merchant bank advisers as to timing, particularly when shares are to be offered for
subscription to raise new capital, having regard to other possible major share offers.
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ANNEX A
Illustrative structure for a

TRANSFER DOCUMENT
containing a Transfer Statement

Title page:

Should include a recommendation on the following lines:

“When considering what action you should take, you are recommended to obtain
advice from your solicitor, accountant, or other professional financial adviser.”

and the directors’ responsibility statement (short form with cross reference to item
B9)

PART A

1. Summary of the Transfer procedure and Special General Meeting

The Transfer procedure
Notice of the SGM
Directions to the SGM venue
Guidance on entitlement to vote

2. Background to, and rationale for, the proposals

Merits of the proposed transfer
Conclusions and Recommendations

PART B: THE STATUTORY TRANSFER STATEMENT

Issued in accordance with Section 98 of and Schedule 17 to the Building Societies Act
1986

(Note:  If a Transfer Summary is issued it must include a statement that this Transfer
Statement will be handed or sent to members forthwith free of charge and on request,
and where and how it can be obtained.)

3. Review of Options and Value of Consideration

Introduction - to explain that under the proposed terms of the transfer the
business of the society will be transferred to an authorised bank and that
approval of the terms of the transfer will include, if such is the case, the
distribution of part of the consideration for the transfer to non-members.  Should
also explain that the transfer is subject to approval by the members, authorisation
by the Banking Regulator and confirmation by the Authority, and include a brief
explanation of the termination provisions of the Transfer Agreement
Factual statement of strategic options considered
Disclosure of any non-confidential proposals received
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Reasons for choice and recommendation of proposed transfer
Reasons for choice and recommendation of terms of the proposed distribution
scheme
Valuation of the business and methodology (takeover only)
Estimated value of shares in successor
Analysis of distribution of shares and/or cash as between members, Trustee
Account Holders and non-members respectively
Statement that approval of the Transfer Resolution includes approval of
distributions to non-members

4. Consequences for shareholders, borrowers and employees

The distribution of shares and/or cash in the successor company
The amount of the society’s reserves and Statutory Cash Bonus
Any changes in the terms and conditions of share and deposit accounts,
mortgages and loans
Changes in the factors relevant to determining retail interest rates (product
pricing)
Comparative average interest rates on retail deposits and loans of the society and
the successor company over the previous 3 financial years (takeover only)
Loss of membership rights in the society
The statutory deposit protection scheme (summary of any differences)
Arrangements for settlement of disputes
Consequences for staff, including changes in terms of employment

5. Interests of directors and other officers of the society and successor
company

Directors and other officers of the society
Directors and other officers of the company
Interests of directors, officers and employees in the share and/or cash distribution
and the Statutory Cash Bonus
Any compensation or increased emoluments under Sections 99 and 99A of the
1986 Act

6. The management, activities and operations of the successor company
following the transfer

Management
Activities and operations, including a comparison of their range and relative
importance with those of the society and any intended change, together with, in
the case of a takeover, comparative business indicators of the society and the
successor company for each of the previous 3 financial years
Structure and activities of any group to which the company belongs
Ownership of the society’s subsidiaries and interests in other associated bodies
Particulars of any person having an interest in 3% or more of the successor
company’s equity share capital.
Name, head office and principal objects of the company
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The protective provisions in the articles of association in accordance with
Section 101 of the 1986 Act (conversion only)
The auditors of the society and of the company

7. Financial information

The consolidated financial position of the society and its subsidiaries at the most
recent practicable date, and the Society’s reserves at that date and the main
features of the published annual group accounts for the last 3 years
In the case of a takeover, the consolidated financial position of the successor
company/group at the most recent practicable date and the main features of the
published annual group accounts for the last 3 years
The share capital of the successor company
Future financial prospects of the successor company

8. General information

Summary of the  terms of the Transfer Agreement concerning conditions
precedent and termination
Summary of principal rights which will attach to the ordinary shares in the
successor company
Costs and expenses of the transfer (including the fee arrangements for merchant
bankers)
Whether the transfer will conflict with any contractual arrangements

9. Opinions, reports and consent letters of auditors and other experts

Auditors’ opinions
Other experts’ opinions
Consent letters
Director’s Responsibility Statement

10. Banking Regulator authorisation
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11. Statement of statutory approval by the Financial Services Authority

STATEMENT OF STATUTORY APPROVAL BY THE FINANCIAL
SERVICES AUTHORITY

Building Societies Act 1986
(c.53)

Approval by the Financial Services Authority of the Transfer Statement of [       ]
Building Society.

The Financial Services Authority (“the Authority”) in exercise of the power conferred
on the Authority by paragraph 4(3) of Schedule 17 to the Building Societies Act 1986
(“the 1986 Act”) and considering that the Transfer Statement of [     ] Building Society
(“the Society”) is in conformity with the applicable provisions of the 1986 Act and the
Building Societies (Transfer of Business) Regulations 1998 (SI 1998 No. 212) and
appears to be factually consistent with the information provided to the Authority by the
Society in connection with the Transfer Statement, which information includes the
declarations of responsibility by the directors of the Society and of [                     ] -

HEREBY APPROVES the above Transfer Statement so far as its contents concern the
matters required to be approved by the said Schedule.

In this approval expressions used in the 1986 Act have the meanings which they bear in
the 1986 Act and “the Transfer Statement” means the statement by the Society a draft of
which is initialled for the purpose of identification “[      ]”.

[date  ]

[Name ]

For and on behalf of the Authority

Notes:

This approval does not extend to any matters not forming part of the Transfer Statement
as required by the 1986 Act and the Regulations, whether or not such matters are the
subject of cross-reference in the statement as so required.

The giving of this approval is without prejudice to any issues which the Authority may
have to consider on an application by the Society for confirmation of the transfer
pursuant to Section 98 of the 1986 Act.
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PART C: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

12. Definitions

13. List of share accounts of the society

14. Documents available for inspection

15. Accountants’ report on the successor company

16. Statutory statement for the last financial year

17. Other
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ANNEX B
PRO FORMA:

1. Notice of Application

2. Application to the Authority for confirmation
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ANNEX B1

Publication of Notice of application to the Authority for confirmation of a transfer in the
London, Edinburgh, or Belfast Gazettes and in any newspapers as directed by the Authority.

------------------------------

BUILDING SOCIETIES ACT 1986

Notice under paragraph 7 of Schedule 17 to the 1986 Act

Notice is hereby given that ................ Building Society, Register No...............B, whose
principal office is at ................................................, desires to transfer its business to
...................,  and that the society has applied to the Financial Services Authority to confirm
the transfer.

Any interested party may make written representations to the Authority and/or give notice of
intention to make oral representations to the Authority with respect to the application.
Written representations and notices of intention to make oral representations should be
received by the Authority at 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HS by
........................... 20....Oral representations will be heard by the Authority on ..........20.. at a
time and place to be determined by the Authority.
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ANNEX B2

Form of application to the Authority for confirmation of transfer of business to a company

-----------------------------------

To the Financial Services Authority

BUILDING SOCIETIES ACT 1986

APPLICATION UNDER SECTIONS 97(4) AND 98(2) OF, AND PART II OF
SCHEDULE 17 TO, THE 1986 ACT FOR CONFIRMATION OF A TRANSFER OF
BUSINESS TO A COMPANY

........................... BUILDING SOCIETY, REGISTER NO...........B

The above-named society desires to transfer its business to ...................... on .................20...
[insert vesting date] and applies to the Authority to confirm the transfer.

In making this application the society declares that:

1. At a meeting of ....................... Building Society held on ............20.. the
following resolutions were passed:

A shareholding members’ resolution, as required by paragraph 30 of Schedule
2 to the 1986 Act, passed in accordance with paragraph [30(2) or 30(3) as the
case may be],  that ........................... Building Society do transfer its business
to  ........................... in accordance with the terms of the transfer agreement,
two copies of which, authenticated by the Secretary of the society, are enclosed
with this application.

A borrowing members’ resolution, as required by paragraph 30 of Schedule 2
to the 1986 Act that ......................... Building Society do transfer its business
to ........................ in accordance with the terms of the above-mentioned
transfer agreement.

2. A transfer statement, in accordance with Schedule 17 to the 1986 Act,
approved by the Authority, so far as it concerned matters required by that
Schedule to be so approved, was [sent] [made available] to each member of
................. Building Society who was entitled to receive it [, and a transfer
summary was sent to those members] in accordance with Schedule 17 to the
1986 Act.

(Seal of the Society making the application)
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INDEX

Use of the Index
References are given by paragraph number (see also the Definitions and Notes on pages 3 - 6)

Abbey National Building Society
High Court Declaration  1.10;  3.5;  3.10

Agency Agreements
Contractual Obligations  4.2(m)

Announcement of Transfer Proposal  2.5-2.9
Application and the Authority’s Approval of Transfer Statement  4.11-4.18
Application for Confirmation  6.1-6.3

Pro Forma Application  Annex B2
Articles of Association of Successor Company  4.15(b)

Protective Provisions  1.4-1.5;  3.1;  3.19;  3.21;  4.12(g);  6.5(c);  Annex A
Auditors (see also Scrutineers)  2.10(b);  2.14;  4.2(o);  4.12(d), (f) & (i);  4.15(d), (f), (i) &
(j);  5.15;

7.5; Annex A
Authority’s Approval of Transfer Statement

Information Provided to Members  4.11-4.18
Authority’s Powers

Discretionary Powers  6.4-6.7
Disputes with Members  6.7

Banking Regulator
Authorisation to accept deposits 2.2;  2.16;  3.23;  6.4(c);  6.15
Letter of Consent  4.15(k)
Protective Provisions for Successor Company  3.21
Systems Report  2.14

Board Statements and Board Rationale (see also Rationale )  4.9-4.10;  4.19
Board’s Statements  4.9-4.10
Contractual Obligations Statement  4.2(m)
Directors’ Declaration  4.15(q)
Directors’ Recommendation  4.2(a);  Annex A
Responsibility Statement  4.2(o);  4.4;  4.10;  4.12(d);  4.15(m)-(n);  7.2;  Annex A

Borrowing Members
Resolution  1.7;  5.1(a);  5.9
Voting entitlement  5.5-5.13

Business Plans of the Successor Company  2.2;  2.10(d)
Cash Distributions  3.8-3.10;  4.2(c);  Annex A
Central Office  4.17;  6.33;  8.1-8.2;  8.4-8.5;  9.3, Stages 12 & 18
Chairman’s (or Board’s) Statement  4.9-4.10
Cheltenham and Gloucester Building Society

High Court Declaration  1.10;  3.2;  3.10
Company (see Successor Company)
Compensation to Directors and Other Officers (see also Interests of Directors &c)

1.9;  3.24-3.25;  5.2;  4.2(h);  5.34(h);  7.2(f);  Annex A
Conditions of a Transfer (see Terms of a Transfer)
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Confidentiality of Information (see also Disclosure)  1.2;  4.2(b);  5.16;  5.31;  6.26;  Annex
A

Confirmation  6
Application  6.1-6.3;  Pro Forma Application  Annex B2
Authority’s Powers  6.6-6.7
Criteria (see below)
Decision  6.33
Hearing  6.28-6.32
Notice of Application  6.1-6.3;  Pro Forma Notice  Annex B1
Procedure (see below)
Purpose of (see below)

Confirmation Criteria  6.4-6.21
First Criterion  6.4;  6.9;  6.12-6.13
Second Criterion  6.4;  6.14;  7.6
Third Criterion  6.4;  6.15
Fourth Criterion  6.4;  6.10(d);  6.16-6.21;  7.6

Confirmation Procedure  6.22-6.33
Authority’s Decision  6.33
Conduct of the Hearing  6.28-6.32
Representations  6.23-6.27

Confirmation - Purpose of  6.8-6.11
Scope of the Authority’s Powers  6.6-6.7
Statutory Provisions  1.9;  6.4-6.5

Contingency Plans  2.3;  2.5;  2.10(c);  2.15
Contractual Obligations  4.2(m)
Conversion  1.5;  2.3-2.4;  3.19-3.21
Court Declarations (see High Court Declarations)
Decision by Authority on Confirmation  6.33
Deduplication of Register  5.14-5.17
Deposit Liabilities of Successor Company  3.4
Directors’

And Other Officers, Definition 5.2
Compensation (see Compensation to Directors &c)
Declaration  4.15(q)
Emoluments (see Emoluments of Directors &c)
Interests (see Interests of Directors &c)

Disabled Persons  3.15-3.18
Disclosure (see also Confidentiality of Information)  2.5;  2.12;  3.25;  4.2(b);  Annex A

Merger and Transfer Proposals  4.2(b)
Prudential Issues  1.4;  2.10-2.16

Disputes with Members  6.7
Dissolution  8.1-8.6
Distribution of Funds (see Cash Distributions)
Distribution Schemes (see also Terms of Transfer)  3.8-3.11;  3.15-3.18

Cash Distributions  3.8-3.11;  4.2(c);  Annex A
Information Provided to Members  4.2(c)
Non-Members’ Distributions  4.2(c)
Reasons for Choice of  2.4;  4.2(a);  Annex A
Share Distributions to Members  3.8-3.11
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Statutory Cash Bonus  1.4;  3.2;  3.5-3.7;  3.15;  4.2;  7.2(e);  7.6;  Annex A
Duplicate Accounts (see also Deduplication of Register)

Trustee Account Holders  3.15
Emoluments of Directors and Other Officers  1.8;  3.24;  3.26-3.27;  4.2(f);  5.2-5.3;

5.34(i);  7.2(f)
General Meetings (see also Voting)  5

Conduct of Meeting  5.24-5.26
Notice of Meeting  5.4;  5.19-5.23
Postal Ballots  5.1
Proxy Voting  5.12(a);  5.29-5.33
Scrutineers’ Report  5.34-5.36
Voting Conduct  5.27-5.33

Halifax Building Society and Leeds Permanent Building Society
High Court Declaration  1.10;  3.10

Hearing  6.28-6.32
High Court Declarations  2.9

Abbey National Building Society  1.10;  3.5;  3.10
Cheltenham and Gloucester Building Society  1.10;  3.2;  3.10
Halifax Building Society and Leeds Permanent Building Society  1.10;  3.10

Information Provided to Members (see also Confidentiality of Information)  4;  6.26
Application and Authority’s Approval  4.11-4.18;  6.10
Board Statements and Board Rationale  4.9-4.10
Transfer Statement  4.2
Transfer Summary  4.3-4.4;  6.10

Interests of Directors and Other Officers (see also Compensation to Directors &c)  1.9;
3.25;  4.2(f);  7.2(f);  Annex  A

Joint Share Account Holders  3.12-3.14
Joint Shareholders and Borrowers

Voting Entitlement  5.5-5.13
Leeds Permanent Building Society and Halifax Building Society

High Court Declaration  1.10;  3.10
Mailing of Transfer Statement  4.1;  5.21-5.23;  9.3, Stage 8
Management of the Transfer Process

Prudential Issues  1.4;  2.10-2.16
Meetings (see General Meetings)
Membership Records of Society  5.14-5.17
Memorandum of Successor Company  4.15(b)
Merger Proposals

Disclosure of  4.2(b)
Minors  5.5;  5.14;  5 17;  5.36(d)
Multiple Accounts  5.14;  5.16-5.17
Notice of Application for Confirmation  6.1-6.3

Pro Forma Notice of Application Annex B1
Notice of Meeting  5.4
Notification and Dissolution  8.1-8.6
Officers of a Society Definition  5.2
Postal Ballots  5.1
Product Pricing for a plc  4.2(d);  Annex A
Proxy Voting  5.29-5.33
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Prudential Issues for Conversion  2.10-2.16
Public Announcement  2.5-2.9
Purpose of this Chapter  1.1-1.4
Qualifying Day  3.2-3.3
Qualifying Shareholding  3.5;  5.7(a);  5.14
Qualifying Shareholding Date  3.5;  5.7(a);  5.8
Rationale (see also Board Statements and Board Rationale)  4.9-4.10;  4.19;  Annex A
Register of Members  4.15(p); 5.14-5.17

Members’ Access to  6.7
Registration by Central Office  8.5
Remuneration of Directors and Other Officers  1.8;  3.24;  3.26-3.27;  4.2(f);  5.2-5.3;

5.34(h);  7.2(f)
Representations  6.23-6.27
Resolutions (see also Voting)  5

Borrowing Members’  1.7;  5.1(a);  5.9
Ordinary  1.8;  3.27;  5.3;  5.8;  5.11;  5.34(i)
Shareholding Members’  1.5;  1.7;  3.5;  5.1(b);  5.7-5.8;  5.10
Special Resolution  1.8;  3.24-3.25;  5.2;  5.8;  5.11; 5.34(h)

Responsibility Statement  4.2(o);  4.4;  4.10;  4.12(d);  4.15(m)-(n);  Annex A
Risk Assessment  2.10(c)
Rules of Society

As Relevant Requirements  6.21
Voting Entitlement  5.5-5.13

Scrutineers
Appointment  5.34
Conduct of Voting  5.14;  5.17;  5.27-5.33
Report  1.4;  2.10(b);  5.22;  5.34-5.39;  6.2;  7.5

Share Accounts
Liability of  Successor Company  3.4

Share Distributions to Members  3.8-3.18;  4.6
Shareholding Members

Resolution  1.7;  5.1(b);  5.7
Voting Entitlement  5.5-5.13

Shares in Successor Company  3.19-3-22
Disposal of (by Society)  3.20;  8.2;  8.3

Special Resolution  1.8;  3.24;  3.25;  5.2;  5.8;  5.11;  5.34(h)
Compensation to Directors and Other Officers  1.8;  3.24;  7.2(f)

Staff Implications  4.2(e)
Statutory Cash Bonus  3.5-3.7;  Annex A

Calculation of  3.6
Eligibility for  3.5

Statutory Requirements  1.6-1.11;  4.1;  6.4-6.5
Style of Transfer Statement  4.19
Subsidiaries of a Society  3.26;  Annex A
Successor Company  3.19-3.23

Activities  4.2(j)-(k);  Annex A
Authorisation to accept deposits 3.19; 3.22; 3.23
Business Plans 2.2;  2.10(d)
Deposit Liabilities  3.4
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Financial Prospects  4.2(i)
Incorporation  3.19-3.23
Protective Provisions for  1.4-1.5;  3.1;  3.19;  3.21;  4.12(g);  6.5(c);  Annex A
Shares held by Society  3.23;  8.2-8.3

Systems  2.10(b);  2.14;  4.12(f);  4.15(p);  5.14
Membership Records  5.14-5.17
Report  2.14

Takeover  1.5;  2.3-2.4;  3.22-3.23
Disclosure of Proposals  4.2(b)

Terms of a Transfer  3
Compensation for Loss of Office  3.24
Distributions to Members  3.8-3.11
Increased Emoluments  3.26
Joint Account Holders  3.12-3.14;  4.3;  6.17
Qualifying Day  3.2-3.3
Share Accounts  3.4
Statutory Cash Bonus  3.5-3.7
Successor Company  3.19-3.23
Trustee Account Holders  3.15-3.18

Timetable for Transfer  1.2;  1.4;  2.9;  2.12;  4.13;  9.1-9.4
Transfer Agreement  3.1;  3.18;  3.22-3.23;  4.2(c) & (l);  4.3;  4.12(e);  4.15(a),(o) & (q);
6.2;

6.5b;   9.3;  Annex A;  Annex B2
Contingency Arrangements  2.15
Signing of  3.3

Transfer Document  4.5-4.8
Transfer Regulations

Auditors’ Reports and Opinion  4.15(f); 4.15(i)
Transfer Statement  4.2

Transfer Scheme (see Distribution Schemes)
Transfer Statement (see also Timetable for Transfer)  4.1-4.2;  9.2-9.3

Approval  4.11-4.18
Compensation to Directors and Other Officers  3.24
Mailing of  4.1;  5.21-5.23;  9.3, Stage 8
Prescribed Matters to be Covered 4.2;  4.15(q)
Pro Forma Statement  Annex A Part B
Style of  4.19

Transfer Summary  4.3-4.4;  6.10
Transfer Terms (see Terms of a Transfer)
Transfer Under Direction  7.1-7.7
Trustee Account Holders  1.4;  3.15-3.18;  4.2(c);  4.12(f);  5.34(a);  7.4-7.5;  9.1;  9.3,

Stage 6
Verification  2.13;  4.18
Vesting Date  1.4;  7.2-7.3;  8.2;  8.5;  9.4
Voting (see also General Meetings and Resolutions)

Conduct  5.27-5.33
Date  5.12

Voting  - Entitlement  5.5-5.13
Borrowing Members  5.9
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Continuity of Membership  5.6-5.7
Joint Shareholders and Joint Borrowers  5.10
Majority  5.1-5.3
Multiple Accounts  5.11;  5.14;  5.16-5.17
Shareholding Members  5.7-5.8
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4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 This note is for the guidance of those making written representations to the FSA

and/or those participating in oral confirmation hearings.  It sets out the procedures

which the FSA will normally follow.

4.1.2 The 1986 Act provides that when the necessary merger resolutions have been passed

the societies must obtain confirmation by the FSA of the merger in accordance with

Section 93(2) (amalgamations) or Section 94(7) (transfers of engagements) of the

1986 Act.  If the FSA confirms the merger it will issue a registration certificate.

4.1.3 References to the relevant provisions of the 1986 Act are given in parenthesis in this

Note.  The term “merger” means either an amalgamation or a transfer of engagements

as provided by sections 93 and 94 of the 1986 Act.

4.2 The Role of Confirmation

4.2.1 The role of the confirmation procedures is limited.  Section 95(3) and (4) of the 1986

Act provide that the FSA must confirm a transfer unless it considers that:

(1) some information material to the members’ decision about the merger was not

made available to all the members eligible to vote; or,

(2) the vote on any resolution approving the merger does not represent the views

of the members eligible to vote; or,

(3) some relevant requirement of the 1986 Act or the rules of any of the societies

was not fulfilled.

4.2.2 These are the only grounds on which the FSA may refuse confirmation, or direct the

society to remedy any defects.  It is not the FSA’s function to make any judgement

about the merits of the proposals which the members have approved.
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4.2.3 If the FSA finds that there are defects, it may direct the society to take steps to remedy

them.  These include the calling of further meetings.  If it is then satisfied that the

defects have been substantially remedied, it must confirm the merger; if not, it must

refuse confirmation (Section.95(6) of the 1986 Act).

4.2.4 The FSA may direct that non-fulfilment of some relevant requirement of the 1986 Act

or of the rules of the society is to be disregarded, if it appears to the FSA that the

failure could not have been material to the members’ decision (Section.95(5)).

“Relevant requirement” in this context means a requirement of section 93, 94 or 95 of

or Schedule 16 to the 1986 Act or of any rules prescribing the procedure to be

followed by the society in approving or effecting the merger (Section 95(11) of the

1986 Act).

4.2.5 The 1986 Act provides that any accidental failure to send the notice of meeting and

merger statement to any person entitled to receive them does not invalidate the

proceedings at the special general meeting (paragraph 22(3) of Schedule 2to the 1986

Act).

4.3 Representations to the FSA

4.3.1 Any interested party has the right to make representations to the FSA with respect to

the societies’ applications for confirmation.  They should state clearly why the person

making the representations claims to be an interested party e.g. membership of the

society and the matters to which the representations are directed.

4.3.2 Written representations, or notice of a person’s intention to make oral representations,

or both, must be in writing.  They must reach the FSA at 25 The North Colonnade,

Canary Wharf, London E14 5HS by the date quoted in the merger documentation

issued to members and published in the official Gazettes and (usually) some

newspapers.  Persons who make written representations, but subsequently decide also

to make oral representations must, nevertheless, give notice of that intention, in

writing, to the FSA by the same date (paragraphs 8 and 9 of Schedule 16 to the 1986

Act).
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4.3.3 Representations or notices to the FSA will fall into one of the following three

categories:

(1) Written representations only.

(2) Written representations with notice of intention to make oral representations.

(3) Notice of intention to make oral representations only.

4.3.4 The FSA will send copies of all written representations to the society, and will afford

it an opportunity to comment on them (paragraph 9 of Schedule 16 to the 1986 Act).

4.3.5 Copies of the society’s comments on representations in category 4.3.3(2) will be sent

to those who made the representations so that they may concentrate their

representations at oral hearings on the points which they consider to remain at issue.

Persons making written representations who wish to see the society’s comments must,

therefore, also give notice of intention to make oral representations.  Any documents

referred to in the society’s comments will be made available by the society for

inspection at a specified place which will be notified to those making oral

representations.  (The society may, exceptionally, apply to put to the FSA in

confidence documents which the society considers to be commercially sensitive: the

FSA will decide on hearing argument whether, and on what terms, to accept them as

confidential).  Persons in category 4.3.3(3) will be asked to inform the FSA, in

advance of the hearing, of the subject and general grounds of the representations they

intend to make.  The FSA will pass this information to the society.

4.3.6 Interested parties may join together in making collective representations and they may

also appoint a person, either one of their number or another, to represent them at the

hearing.  They should notify the FSA in advance if this is what they intend to do.

4.4 Purpose of the hearing

4.4.1 The purpose of the hearing is to enable interested parties to make representations, and

to enable the FSA to make such enquiry as it considers necessary, both of the society
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and of those making representations, in order to reach an informed view on those

aspects of the decision on confirmation to which the representations are directed.  The

FSA will examine all the representations, whether written or oral, in relation to the

three statutory criteria described in paragraph 4.2.1.  In the light of that examination,

and consideration of all the representations and the society’s response, the FSA will

decide whether to confirm, or direct the society to correct any defects, or to refuse to

confirm the merger.  It is for the FSA to decide whether the matters discussed in

representations are relevant to the statutory criteria.

4.5 Persons hearing the applications

4.5.1 The hearing will be taken by a person or persons appointed by the FSA to hear and

decide the applications on its behalf, and they will be assisted by staff of the FSA.

4.6 Time and place

4.6.1 Hearings will normally start at about mid-morning on the day quoted in the merger

documentation sent to members, and at a place which will be notified to the

participants.  If there are a significant number of persons wishing to make oral

representations, then the hearing may extend beyond one day and may be adjourned

from time to time and from place to place.

4.7 Procedure at the Hearing

4.7.1 The FSA expects that oral hearings will be in public.  Members of the general public

and the Press will be asked to wait outside at the outset of the hearing.  The

participants will then be asked if any of them has good reason to object to the

admission of the general public (including the Press).  The Press and the general

public will then be admitted, within the limits of the space available, unless an

objection by a participant is upheld by the FSA.  However, the FSA may decide that

parts of the hearing shall be in private if that appears to it to be desirable (for example,

if representers feel it necessary to disclose their personal affairs).
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4.7.2 The procedure will be informal.  While all participants will be expected to speak

concisely and to avoid repetition, the FSA will be considerate towards those who are

not professionally represented.  The persons appointed to hear the applications  may

question the participants as the hearing proceeds.  The sequence of events will be

broadly as follows:-

(1) Any preliminary matters (such as the admission of the public or other

procedural questions) will be dealt with.

(2) The person chairing the hearing on behalf of the FSA will introduce the

proceedings.

(3) The representatives of the Societies will be invited to speak to their

applications, including a description of the events at the meetings at which the

transfer resolutions were put to the members, a statement of the voting on the

resolutions, and any other matters which they wish to introduce at that stage.

(4) The other participants will be invited to speak to their representations.  Where

appropriate the FSA would expect to call them in a list marshalled, so far as

possible, by subject matter.

(5) The representatives of the society will be invited to reply to, or comment on,

the points made by the other participants.

(6) The other participants will be invited to comment on the society’s replies.

4.7.3 The above procedure may be varied according to the circumstances at the hearing, and

is intended only as a guide to the probable order of events.  The hearing may be

adjourned if the FSA considers that necessary to enable facts to be checked or

additional information to be obtained.
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4.8 The FSA’s decision

4.8.1 The FSA will not normally give an oral decision at the end of the hearing.  The FSA

will subsequently issue a written decision, setting out its reasons.  A copy of the

written decision will be sent to each of the participants in the hearing and to those

who made written representations and, on request, to any other person.  The decision

may also be published.
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5.1 Introduction

5.1.1  This chapter is for the guidance of those making written representations to the

FSA and/or those participating in oral confirmation hearings.  It sets out the procedures

which the FSA intends to follow.

5.1.2  The 1986 Act provides that when a society has approved the transfer of its

business to a plc by passing the transfer resolutions, it must then obtain confirmation by

the FSA of the transfer and its terms (Section 97(4) of the 1986 Act).  If the FSA

confirms the transfer, then all the property, rights and liabilities of the society, except any

shares in its successor company, transfer on the vesting date to the successor company

(Section 97(6) of the 1986 Act), which date is specified in or determined by the transfer

agreement between the society and the successor company.

5.2 The role of confirmation

5.2.1 The criteria to which the FSA has to have regard are limited. It is not within the

FSA’s power to make any judgement about the merits or fairness of the proposals which

the members have approved.

5.2.2  Section 98(2) and (3) of the 1986 Act provide that the FSA must confirm a

transfer unless it considers that:

(1) some information material to the members’ decision about the transfer was not

made available to all the members eligible to vote; or

(2) the vote on any resolution approving the transfer does not represent the views of

the members eligible to vote; or,

(3) there is a substantial risk that the successor company will not become or, as the

case may be, remain a credit institution which is authorised to accept deposits for

the purposes of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000; or
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(4) some relevant requirement of the 1986 Act or the rules of the society was not

fulfilled.

5.2.3  These are the only grounds on which the FSA may refuse confirmation, or direct

the society to remedy any defects.  If the FSA finds that there are defects it may direct

the society to take steps to remedy them.   If the FSA is then satisfied that the defects

have been substantially remedied, it must confirm the transfer; if not, it must refuse

confirmation (Section 98(5) and (6) of the 1986 Act).

5.2.4  In the case of the ground mentioned in paragraph 5.2.2(4), the FSA may direct that

non-fulfillment of some relevant requirement of the 1986 Act or of the rules of the

society is to be disregarded, if it appears to the FSA that the failure could not have been

material to the members’ decision (Section 98(4) of the 1986 Act).  “Relevant

requirement” in this context means a requirement of the provisions of the 1986 Act

applicable to the transfer of a society's business (which are Sections 97 to 102 and 102B

to D, paragraph 30 of Schedule 2, Schedule 17 and the Transfer Regulations made under

the 1986 Act) and any Rules prescribing the procedure to be followed by the society in

approving the transfer and its terms (that is, generally, the rules concerning:

membership; special meetings; notice of meetings; procedure at meetings; entitlement of

members to vote on resolutions; appointment of proxies; and joint shareholders and

borrowers).

5.2.5  The 1986 Act provides that any accidental omission to give the notice of the

meeting to, or non-receipt of the notice by, a person entitled to receive it does not

invalidate the proceedings at the special general meeting (Schedule 2, paragraph 22(3)).

5.3 Purpose of the hearing

5.3.1  The purpose of the hearing is to enable interested parties to make representations,

and to enable the FSA to make such enquiry as it considers necessary, both of the society

and of those making representations, in order to reach an informed view.  The FSA will

examine all the representations, whether written or oral, in relation to the four statutory

criteria described in paragraph 5.2.2.  In the light of that examination, and consideration

of all the representations and the society’s response, the FSA will make its decision.
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5.4 Making representations to the FSA

5.4.1  Any interested party has the right to make written and oral representations to the

FSA with respect to the society’s application for confirmation. Those making written

representations and those giving notice of intention to make oral representations should

state clearly why they claim to be interested parties (e.g. the category of their

membership of the society).  Those making written representations should also identify

the ground or grounds, in paragraph 5.2.2, to which their representations are directed and

it will be helpful if those giving notice of intention to make oral representations will do

likewise.

5.4.2  Written representations, or written notice of a person’s intention to make oral

representations, or both, must be addressed to the Financial Services Authority and must

reach the FSA at 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London E14 5HS by the date

quoted in the transfer documentation issued to members.   Unwritten representations and

notice (for example by telephone) cannot be accepted.  Written representations and

notices transmitted by fax or E-Mail can be accepted provided they are confirmed by the

original signed copy which must be received by the FSA within 24 hours of the closing

date.  Persons who make written representations but subsequently decide also to make

oral representations must, nevertheless, give notice of that intention, in writing, to the

FSA at the above address by the same date (paragraph 7 of Schedule 17 to the 1986

Act).

5.4.3  Representations or notices to the FSA will fall into one of the following three

categories:

(1) written representations only;

(2) written representations with notice of intention to make oral representations;

(3) notice of intention to make oral representations only.
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5.4.4  The FSA will send copies of all written representations to the society, and will

afford it an opportunity to comment on them (paragraph 8 of Schedule 17 to the 1986

Act).  The FSA will consider the written representations in categories 5.4.3(1) and (2),

and the society’s responses to them.  A synopsis of the representations (probably in the

form of a summary of each of the main points made and the numbers of persons making

each point) and the society’s responses may be made available to those participating in

the oral hearing.  This is intended to inform those making oral representations of the

points already under consideration by the FSA with a view to avoiding unnecessary

repetition.

5.4.5  Copies of the society’s comments on representations in category 5.4.3(2) will be

sent to those who made the representations in time for the oral hearing so that they may

concentrate their oral representations on the points which they consider to remain at

issue.  A person making written representations who wishes to see the society’s

comments must, therefore, also give notice of intention to make oral representations.

Any documents referred to in the society’s comments will be made available by the

society for inspection at a specified place which will be notified to those making oral

representations.  (The society may, exceptionally, apply to put to the FSA in confidence

documents which the society considers to be commercially sensitive: the FSA will

decide on hearing argument whether, and on what terms, to accept them as being

confidential).  Persons in category 5.4.3(3) will be asked to inform the FSA, in advance

of the oral hearing, of the subject and general grounds of the representations they intend

to make; the FSA will copy any response to the society.

5.4.6  Interested parties may join together in making collective representations and they

may also appoint a person, either one of their number or another, to represent them at the

oral hearing.  They should notify the FSA in advance if this is what they intend to do.

The FSA will notify this to the society.

5.5 Panel taking the hearing

5.5.1  A Panel will be appointed by the FSA to consider and decide the application on its

behalf.   The panel will conduct the oral hearing if one is required.
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5.6 Time and place

5.6.1  Oral hearings will normally start at about mid-morning on the date quoted in the

transfer documentation sent to members and at a place which will be notified to the

participants.  If there is a significant number of persons wishing to make oral

representations, then the hearing may extend beyond one day and may be adjourned

from time to time and from place to place. The FSA will try to advise participants of the

day when they may expect to make their representations, and of when the society’s

representatives may be expected to respond.

5.7 Procedure at the hearing

5.7.1  The FSA expects that oral hearings will be held in public.  Members of the general

public and the press will be asked to wait outside at the commencement of the hearing.

The participants will then be asked if any of them has good reason to object to the

admission of the general public or the press (such as, for example, the need to refer to

personal financial affairs).  Unless an objection by a participant is upheld by the FSA,

the press and the general public will then be admitted, within the limits of the space

available.  However, the FSA may decide that parts of the hearing shall be in private if

that appears to it to be desirable.

5.7.2  The procedure will be informal.  All participants will be expected to speak

concisely and avoid repetition.  The FSA will be considerate towards those who are not

professionally represented.  Members of the Panel taking the hearing may question the

participants.  The sequence of events will be broadly as follows:

(1) any preliminary matters (such as the admission of the public or other procedural

questions) will be dealt with;

(2) the chairman of the Panel will introduce the proceedings;

(3) the representatives of the society will be invited to speak to the application,

including a description of the events at the meeting at which the transfer
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resolutions were put to the members, a statement of the voting on the resolutions,

and any other matters which they wish to introduce at that stage;

(4) the other participants will be invited to speak to their representations.  The FSA

expects to call them in a list marshalled, so far as possible, by subject matter;

(5) the representatives of the society will be invited to reply to, or comment on, the

points made by the other participants;

(6) the other participants will be invited to comment on the society’s replies.

5.7.3  This procedure may be varied according to the circumstances at the hearing, and is

intended only as a guide to the probable order of events.  The hearing may be adjourned

if the FSA considers that necessary to enable facts to be checked or additional

information to be obtained.

5.8 The FSA’s decision

5.8.1  At the end of the oral hearing, the FSA will reserve its decision.  A copy of its

written decision, including its findings on the points made in representations, will be

published and copies will be sent to the society, and to those making written and/or oral

representations.
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THE INTERIM PRUDENTIAL SOURCEBOOK FOR FRIENDLY SOCIETIES
INSTRUMENT 2001

Introduction

1. The FSA makes the rules and other provisions in this instrument.

2. The rules and guidance in the IPRU(FSOC) are made under the following sections of
the Act –

(a) section 138 (general rule making power);

(b) section 141 (insurance business rules);

(c) section 149 (evidential provisions):

(d) section 150(2) (actions for damages);

(e) section 156 (general supplementary powers);

(f) section 157(1) (guidance); and

(g) section 340 (appointment of auditors and actuaries).

3. This instrument will come into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19
of the Act (the general prohibition) comes into force.

4. This instrument is to be interpreted in accordance with, and applies subject to, the
general provisions contained in the General Provisions Instrument 2001.

5. This instrument may be cited as the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Friendly
Societies Instrument 2001.

6. This instrument, excluding the provisions in this Introduction, may be cited as the
Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Friendly Societies.

By order of the Board

19 July 2001
_________________________

FSA 2001/25
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INTERIM PRUDENTIAL SOURCEBOOK FOR FRIENDLY
SOCIETIES

GUIDANCE

THE PURPOSE OF THE PRUDENTIAL RULES FOR
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES AND AN OVERALL DESCRIPTION

1. The prudential rules for a friendly society are to be seen in the

context of the Principles for Businesses.  These are high level

obligations applying to all authorised persons and are set out in

the High Level Standards part of the Handbook (PRIN).

2. So far as a friendly society is concerned, the Principles for

Businesses are particularly relevant to its internal systems and

controls.  Principle 3, for example, requires a firm to take

reasonable care to organise and control its affairs responsibly

and effectively, with adequate risk management systems.

Principle 4 requires a firm to maintain adequate financial

resources.

3. In addition to the general obligations placed on a friendly

society, certain staff of all authorised persons are subject to a

number of high level obligations, referred to as Statements of

Principle.  The FSA has issued a Code of Practice to help

determine whether an approved person’s conduct has complied

with a Statement of Principle.  The Statements and the Code are

set out in the High Level Standards part of the Handbook

(APER).

4. One of the features of a contract of insurance is the long

period of risk the contract may cover.  The prudential rules

for friendly societies seek to protect the policyholder

against the risk that a friendly society will fail to meet a

valid claim as it falls due or to fulfil the reasonable

expectations of policyholders.
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5. The Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Friendly Societies

(IPRU(FSOC)) starts by limiting the risks to which a friendly

society may be subject.  Rule 1.3 in Chapter 1 requires that the

business of a directive friendly society is restricted to insurance

business.

6. Chapter 2 covers compliance and supervision of registered

branches and subsidiaries and jointly controlled bodies.

7. Chapter 3 focuses on systems and controls.  Friendly societies

should also refer to the provisions on senior management

arrangements, systems and controls in the High Level Standards

part of the Handbook (SYSC) and to Annex 3 of IPRU(FSOC).

8. The rules in Chapter 4 set out the required margins of solvency

for a friendly society having regard to the type of its business.

9. The extent to which an asset may be taken into account for

prudential purposes, and the method of valuing it, is determined

in accordance with the rules in the Appendices.  It is a

fundamental part of the approach to prudential regulation for

friendly societies that the rules limit the assets which are

‘admissible’ for solvency purposes and specify the methods of

valuation.  Similarly, the amount of a liability is determined in

accordance with the rules in the Appendices.

10. Provisions in Chapter 4 also require a liability in any particular

currency to be matched by assets in that currency.  Further

provisions relate to the location of assets.

11. As part of the continuing supervision of a friendly society, the

rules in Chapter 5 require the friendly society to prepare certain

accounts and statements in accordance with the rules and deposit

them with the FSA.  In addition, Chapter 6 requires a friendly

society to make certain statistical returns.

12. Chapter 7 contains the definitions used throughout IPRU(FSOC)

and some general provisions.
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13. Chapter 8 contain transitional provisions.

14. The Appendices are part of the rules.

15. FSA guidance is set out in the Annexes and friendly societies

may also wish to refer to the guidance in IPRU(INS).

____________________
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Chapter 1

APPLICATION
______________________________________

Application

1.1 These rules apply to a friendly society which has permission under the Act to
effect or carry out contracts of insurance.

Actions for damages

1.2 Section 150(1) of the Act does not apply.1

Restriction of business to insurance

1.3 (1) A directive friendly society must not carry on any commercial business in the
United Kingdom or elsewhere other than insurance business and activities
directly arising from that business.

(2) (1) does not prevent a friendly society which was on 15 March 1979 carrying
on long-term insurance business and a savings business in the United Kingdom
from continuing to carry on the savings business.

                                                
1 A private person therefore has no right of action under this section against a friendly society for breach of the
prudential rules.
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Chapter 2

INTEGRITY, SKILL, CARE AND DILIGENCE
_________________

Legal compliance

2.1 A friendly society must take reasonable steps to ensure that –

(a) it does not carry on activities beyond its powers;

(b) it and its registered branches comply with –

                        (i) any requirements of or under the 1992 Act or the Act which
relate to the conduct of its insurance business, and

                        (ii) any requirement (whether of the law of any part of the United
Kingdom or of the law of another EEA State) which gives effect
to the insurance Directives or is otherwise applicable to the
insurance activities of the friendly society.

Supervision of subsidiaries and jointly-controlled bodies

2.2 (1) A friendly society must supervise the activities-

            (a) of any subsidiary or of any body of which the friendly society has joint
control; and

(b) of any registered branch of the friendly society;

with due care and diligence, having due regard to the interests of its
policyholders and without detriment to the conduct of the friendly society's
activities.

2.3  (1) A friendly society should ensure that its subsidiaries, jointly controlled bodies,
or registered branches are-

            (a) directed and managed with prudence, integrity and adequate
professional skill; and

            (b) comply with any applicable requirements of or under the Act and the
1992 Act.

             (2) Contravention of (1) may be relied upon as tending to establish contravention
of rule 2.2
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Chapter 3

MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL
_________________

Accounting records and systems of control

3.1 (1) Every friendly society must and must procure that every registered branch-

(a) keep (or keeps) adequate accounting records; and

            (b) establish and maintain (or establishes and maintains) adequate systems
of control of its business and records and of inspection and report.

(2) The accounting records must be sufficient to-

(a) comply with the requirements of section 68 of the 1992 Act; and

            (b) enable the friendly society acting through the committee properly to
discharge the duties imposed on it and them by or under the 1974 Act,

as the case may be.

(3) The systems of control which are to be established and maintained by a friendly
society or a registered branch are systems for the control of the conduct of their
activities in accordance with the Act and the 1992 Act and the decisions of the
committee, and for the control of the accounting and other records of its
activities.

(4) The system of inspection and report which is to be established and maintained
by  a friendly society or registered branch is a system of inspection on behalf
of and report to the committee on the operation of the systems of control
required by (1) (b).

(5) The systems of control and of inspection and report must be adequate to enable
the committee properly to discharge the duties imposed on it by or under the
Act, the 1992 Act or the 1974 Act and the functions of direction of the affairs of
the friendly society or registered branch.  No such system of control will be
treated as adequate unless there is kept available to the committee a detailed
statement in writing of the system as in operation for the time being.

(6) Without prejudice to the generality of (5), the systems of control and of
inspection and report must be such as to secure that the activities of the friendly
society or registered branch are so conducted and its records so kept that-

(a) the information necessary to enable the committee to discharge its 
duties and functions is sufficiently accurate, and is available with 
sufficient regularity or at need and with sufficient promptness, for those
purposes; and
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           (b) the information regularly obtained by or furnished to the FSA under or
for the purposes of this Act or the 1992 Act is sufficiently accurate for
the purpose for which it is obtained or furnished and is furnished at the
regularity required by or under the Act or the 1992 Act2.

(7) Every friendly society must within the period of 6 months beginning with the
end of each financial year make and send to the FSA a statement of their
opinion whether the requirements of this rule have been complied with in
respect of that year by the friendly society and the statement must be signed by
the chairman on behalf of the committee and by the chief executive.

[Audit of systems and records – proposed to be deleted in CP 91

3.2 (1) A friendly society must procure that its auditors make a report to the FSA as
respects each financial year of the friendly society, on the conduct of the
activities of the friendly society in that year in relation to the matters specified
in (2) below.

(2) The auditors' report must deal with-

            (a) the accounting records kept by the friendly society under rule 3.1; and

            (b) the systems of control of its business and records and of inspection and
report maintained under that section.

(3) The report must state the auditors' opinion as respects the matters specified in
(2) as follows, that is to say-

(a) as regards the accounting records of the friendly society, whether or not 
they comply with the requirements of rule 3.1 and, if not, specifying 
each requirement not complied with and the respects in which it was 
not complied with;

            (b) as regards the system of control of its business and records, whether or
not the system complies with the requirements of rule 3.1 and, if not,
specifying each requirement not complied with and the respects in
which it was not complied with;

            (c) as regards the system of inspection and report, whether or not the
system complies with the requirements of rule 3.1 and, if not,
specifying each requirement not complied with and the respects in
which it was not complied with.

(4) Where an incorporated friendly society had, at any time during the year to
which the report relates, subsidiaries or jointly controlled other bodies, the
auditors' report must deal also with and contain corresponding statements of
their opinion as to compliance with the requirements of rule 3.1 in its
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application to incorporated friendly societies having subsidiaries or jointly
controlling other bodies.

(5) The auditors of a friendly society must send their report under this rule to the
friendly society and, subject to (6) below, must do so within the period of 6
months beginning with the end of the financial year to which it relates, and the
friendly society must, within the period of 9 months so beginning, send the
report to the FSA together with such comments as the friendly society acting
through the committee thinks fit to make.

(6) A friendly society may allow its auditors a longer period in which to send their
report than that specified in (5), but not so as to prevent the friendly society
from complying with the duty imposed on it by (5) as regards the FSA.

(7) If the friendly society acting through its committee makes any comments to the
FSA under (5), the friendly society must cause a copy of the comments to be
sent to the auditors when or before they send them to the FSA with the report
under that rule.]
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Chapter 4

FINANCIAL PRUDENCE
_________________

I. MARGINS OF SOLVENCY

Basic requirement3

4.1 (1) Subject to (3), a friendly society (other than a flat rate benefits business
friendly society) must maintain a margin of solvency in accordance with rules
4.2 to 4.10.

(2) Where a friendly society carries on both long-term insurance business and
general insurance business, (1) has effect as if the requirement to maintain a
margin of solvency were a requirement to maintain separate margins in respect
of the two kinds of business.

(3) As long as the society maintains an excess of the value of its assets over the
amount of its liabilities, (1) does not apply to a non-directive friendly society
which does not have permission to effect contracts of insurance and is only
carrying out contracts of long-term or general insurance business which were
effected before 13 September 1993 (or effected pursuant to the terms of such a
contract).

(4) A margin of solvency is the excess of the value of the friendly society's assets
over the amount of its liabilities, that value and amount being determined in
accordance with the asset valuation rules and liability valuation rules and rule
4.7.

Calculating the required margin of solvency

4.2 (1) Subject to (2) to (4), the required margin of solvency must be determined-

            (a) with respect to a friendly society which carries on long-term insurance
business, in accordance with Appendix 1; and

            (b) with respect to a friendly society which carries on general insurance
business, by taking the greater of the two sums resulting from the
application of the two methods of calculation set out in Parts I and II of
Appendix 2.

(2) For a contract of insurance to which rule 7.6(a) applies, the required margin of
solvency must be determined by taking the aggregate of the results arrived at by
applying-

                                                
3 The requirement for a plan for the restoration of a sound financial position to be submitted by a friendly society
which breaches this rule is in SUP, App II, 1.3.1.
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            (a) in the case of so much of the contract as is within any class of long-
term insurance business, the appropriate method under Appendix 1;
and

            (b) in the case of so much of the contract as is within general insurance
business class 1 or 2, the method of calculation set out in Part I of
Appendix 2 (excluding 6, 7 and 8).

(3) Where a friendly society carries on long-term insurance business and owing to
the nature of that business more than one margin of solvency is produced in
respect of that business by the operation of these rules, the margins in question
must be aggregated.

(4) Where a friendly society carries on both long-term insurance business and
general insurance business and is accordingly required to maintain separate
margins of solvency in respect of the two kinds of business-

            (a) the provisions in (1) to (3) apply for determining the margin of solvency
for each kind of business separately; and

            (b) assets other than those representing the funds maintained by the friendly
society in respect of its long-term insurance business, if they are not
included among the assets covering the liabilities and the required
margin of solvency relating to the friendly society's general insurance
business, may be included among the assets taken into account in
covering the liabilities and the required margin of solvency for the
friendly society's long-term insurance business.

The guarantee fund4

4.3 A directive friendly society and a non-directive incorporated friendly society
must ensure that its required margin of solvency does not fall below the
guarantee fund.

Calculating the guarantee fund  

4.4 (1) Subject to (2) and (3), the guarantee fund is one-third of the required margin of
solvency.

(2) In the case of a friendly society which is-

(a) an incorporated friendly society; or

(b) an (unincorporated) friendly society, which is not a non-directive
friendly society,

the guarantee fund must not be less than an amount (the minimum guarantee
fund) arrived at in accordance with rule 4.5 for long-term insurance business

                                                
4 The requirement for a short term plan to be submitted by a friendly society which breaches this rule is imposed
by SUP, App II, 1.4.1.
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and rule 4.6 for general insurance business, whether the required margin of
solvency is greater or less than that amount.

(3) In the case of long-term insurance business, items that are not implicit items
must be at least large enough to cover either the minimum guarantee fund or
50% of the guarantee fund, whichever is the greater.

Minimum guarantee fund: long-term insurance business

4.5 (1) In the financial year during which a friendly society first obtains permission
under the Act (or is authorised under its predecessor legislation) to carry on
long-term insurance business, the minimum guarantee fund is the amount in
column 2 of the table, which corresponds to the friendly society's annual
contribution income in respect of that business in the last preceding financial
year, as shown in column 1 of the table.

Contribution Income (in Euro) Minimum guarantee fund (in Euro)

1,000,000 or less 100,000
1,000,001 - 1,500,000 200,000
1,500,001 - 2,000,000 300,000
2,000,001 - 2,500,000 400,000
2,500,001 - 3,000,000 500,000
3,000,001 or more 600,000

But where a friendly society had no annual contribution income in respect of
long-term insurance business in the last preceding financial year or has not
been in existence long enough to have a preceding financial year, the minimum
guarantee fund is 100,000 Euro.

(2) In any subsequent financial year during which a friendly society has permission
to carry on long-term insurance business, the minimum guarantee fund is the
greater of either-

(a) the amount in column 2 of the table in (1) that corresponds to the
friendly society's annual contribution income in respect of long-term
insurance business in the last preceding financial year; or

            (b) the amount of the minimum guarantee fund required to be maintained
by the friendly society in the last preceding financial year,

providing that if the amount referred to in (a) and (b) is the same, the minimum
guarantee fund is that amount.

(3) Where a friendly society obtains permission under the Act (or has obtained
authorisation under its predecessor legislation) to carry on long-term insurance
business-

(a) of a class additional to that in respect of which it already has
permission; or
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            (b) in a part of the United Kingdom additional to that in respect of which it
already has permission,

a minimum guarantee fund of 600,000 Euro must be maintained by that
friendly society for the whole of its long-term insurance business (that is to say,
not only for the additional business carried on but also for the business
previously carried on).

Minimum guarantee fund: general insurance business

4.6 The minimum guarantee fund in respect of general insurance business carried
on by a friendly society is 225,000 Euro.

Valuation of solvency margins

4.7 (1) Where a friendly society has assets equal to or in excess of its liabilities as
valued in accordance with the asset valuation rules and liability valuation
rules, then (2) and (3) have effect for determining the extent to which the value
of the assets exceeds the amount of liabilities in connection with the required
margin of solvency, the guarantee fund and the minimum guarantee fund.

(2) In the case of general insurance business, any claim which a friendly society
has against its members by way of a call for supplementary contributions for a
financial year must be treated as having its full value for that financial year,
but the value must not exceed-

(a) 50% of the difference between the maximum contributions and the
contributions called in; or

(b) 50% of the required margin of solvency which would otherwise be 
required.

(3) The items which relate to future surpluses, zillmerising and hidden reserves
(referred to as implicit items) must be treated as having  no value7.

4.8 – 4.10  [Moved to Annex 4]

II. ADEQUACY OF ASSETS

4.11 The remaining rules in this chapter do not apply to non-directive friendly
societies.

4.12 (1) A friendly society must secure-

(a) that its liabilities under contracts of insurance, other than liabilities in
respect of linked benefits, are covered by assets of appropriate safety,
yield and marketability having regard to the classes of business carried
on; and

                                                
7 The FSA may, under section 148 of the Act, direct that any of the implicit items may be valued.  See Annex 4.
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            (b) without prejudice to the generality of (a), that its investments are
appropriately diversified and adequately spread and that excessive
reliance is not placed on investments of any particular category or
description5.

(2) A friendly society which has entered into a linked long-term contract must
secure that, as far as practicable, its liabilities under the contract in respect of
linked benefits are covered as follows-

(a) if those benefits are linked to the value of units in an undertaking for
collective investments in transferable securities or to the value of assets
contained in an internal fund, by those units or assets;

(b) if those benefits are linked to a share index or other reference value not
mentioned in (a), by units which represent that reference value, or by
assets of appropriate safety, yield and marketability which correspond,
as nearly as may be, to the assets on which that reference value is
based6.

(3) A friendly society which has entered into a linked long-term contract must also
secure that its liabilities under the contract in respect of linked benefits which
are not covered by contracts of reinsurance are covered by assets of a
description contained in rule 4.21.

(4) In (3), ‘linked long-term contract’ does not include a pension fund management
contract unless it is combined with a contract of insurance covering either
conservation of capital or payment of a minimum interest.

III ADEQUACY OF PREMIUMS

4.13 (1) Before entering into a long-term insurance contract, a directive friendly society
must satisfy itself that the aggregate of-

            (a) the premiums payable under the contract and the income which will be
derived from them; and

            (b) any other resources of the friendly society which are available for the
purpose,

will be sufficient, on reasonable actuarial assumptions, to meet all
commitments arising under or in connection with the contract.

(2) A friendly society must not rely on other resources for the purposes of (1) in
such a way as to jeopardise the solvency of the friendly society in the long
term.

                                                
5  See Guidance Note P.1 of IPRU (INS).
6  See paragraph 2 of Guidance Note 4.4 IPRU (INS).
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IV CURRENCY MATCHING AND LOCALISATION

Matching: general requirement

4.14 (1) Where the liabilities of a friendly society in any particular currency exceed 5%
of the friendly society's total liabilities, the friendly society must hold sufficient
assets in that currency to cover at least 80% of the friendly society's liabilities
in that currency.

(2) Where a friendly society carries on both long-term insurance and general
insurance business, the requirements of (1) apply to the assets and liabilities of
each kind of business separately.

(3) Where the contract of insurance expresses any liability in terms of a particular
currency, that liability must be regarded as a liability in that currency.

(4) For the purposes of rules 4.14 to 4.19-

(a) “assets” means assets valued in accordance with the asset valuation
rules;

(b) “liabilities” means provision by a friendly society to cover liabilities
arising under or in connection with contracts of insurance (not being
liabilities relating to insurance business excluded by rule 4.19); and

(c) references to ‘assets in a currency’ (or similar expressions) must be
construed as references to assets expressed in or capable of being
realised (without exchange risk) in that currency; and an asset is
capable of being realised (without exchange risk) in a currency if it is
reasonably capable of being realised in that currency without risk that
changes in exchange rates would reduce the cover of liabilities in that
currency.

Matching: property linked benefits

4.15 (1) In so far as the liabilities for property linked benefits and index linked benefits
are covered by assets which determine the benefits payable under a linked long-
term contract, rule 4.14 does not apply.

(2) In so far as the liabilities for property linked benefits are determined by
reference to assets in a currency other than that in which the friendly society's
obligations to the policyholder are expressed, those liabilities must for the
purposes of rule 4.14 be deemed to be liabilities in the first-mentioned
currency.

Matching: currency of general insurance business liabilities

4.16 (1) The currency of a friendly society's general insurance business liabilities must,
for the purposes of rule 4.14, be determined as follows.
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(2) Where the liabilities are not expressed as liabilities in terms of a particular
currency, they must be regarded as liabilities in the currency of the country in
which the risk is situated or, if the friendly society on reasonable grounds so
determines, in the currency in which the premium payable under the contract is
expressed.

(3) However, where, in accordance with the nature of the risks, the friendly
society's liabilities are liabilities in a currency other than that determined in
accordance with (2), the friendly society may regard its liabilities as liabilities
in the currency which it will use in accordance with past experience or, in the
absence of such experience, in the currency of the country in which it is
established.

(4) Where a claim has been notified to a friendly society and the friendly society's
liability in respect of that claim is payable in a currency other than one which
would result from the application of (2) or (3), the liability must be regarded as
a liability in the currency in which the friendly society is actually obliged to pay
it.

(5) Where a claim is assessed in a currency which is known to the friendly society
in advance but which is different from a currency determined in accordance
with (2), (3) or (4), the friendly society may regard its liabilities as liabilities in
that currency.

Matching: exceptions for certain liabilities

4.17 A friendly society need not cover its liabilities by assets in a particular currency
if those assets would amount to 7% or less of the remainder of its assets in
other currencies.

Localisation

4.18 (1) Assets held pursuant to rule 4.14 must be held-

(a) if they cover liabilities in sterling, in any EEA State;

(b) if they cover liabilities in any other currency, in any EEA State or in the
country of that currency.

(2) For the purposes of applying (1) to tangible assets and assets consisting of a
claim against a debtor or a listed or unlisted investment -

(a) a tangible asset is to be regarded as held in the place where it is
situated;

            (b) an asset consisting of a claim against a debtor is to be regarded as held
in any place where it can be enforced by legal action;

            (c) an asset consisting of a listed investment is to be regarded as held in
any place where-
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                        (i) if there is a stock exchange (of the kind described in (a) of the
definition of ‘listed’), it is listed, or

(ii) if there is a regulated market, it is dealt in; and

            (d) an asset consisting of an unlisted investment issued by an incorporated
company is to be regarded as held in the place where the head office of
the company is situated.

Exclusions from rules 4.14 to 4.18

4.19 Nothing in rules 4.14 to 4.18 applies to insurance business carried on outside
the EEA States.

V SEPARATION BETWEEN LONG-TERM INSURANCE BUSINESS ASSETS
AND OTHER ASSETS

4.20 A friendly society which has permission to carry on long-term insurance
business must –

            (a) secure that the assets representing the funds maintained by the friendly
society in respect of its long-term insurance business are only
applicable for the purposes of that business; and

(b) ensure that adequate arrangements are in force for securing that
transactions affecting the assets of the friendly society (other than
transactions outside its control) do not operate unfairly between the
assets representing the funds maintained by the friendly society in
respect of its long-term insurance business and the other assets of the
friendly society.

VI. LINKED LONG-TERM CONTRACTS

4.21 (1) A friendly society must not contract to provide benefits under any contract to
which this rule applies which are determined, either wholly or partly -

(a) by reference to the value of, or the income from, or fluctuations in the
value of, property of any description other than property of any of the
descriptions specified in Part I of Appendix 3 (subject to the provisions
of Part II of that Appendix); or

(b) whether directly or indirectly, by reference to fluctuations in any index
of the value of property other than an approved index.

(2) This rule applies to linked long-term contracts for ordinary long-term
insurance business other than contracts to manage the investments of pension
funds that are not combined with contracts of insurance covering either
conservation of capital or payment of a minimum interest, except that benefits
payable under such contracts must not be determined, either wholly or partly,
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by reference to the value of, or the income from, or fluctuations in the value of
derivative contracts other than permitted derivative contracts.

(3) Any reference to contracts of a similar description to any specified contract is a
reference to contracts which correspond with that contract in both the following
respects-

(a) the provisions defining the descriptions of property or indices by
reference to which the benefits are to be determined are the same; and

(b) the friendly society or other person undertaking to pay the benefits is
the same.

4.22 The property described in rule 4.21 is either-

(a) permitted connected property, not being a contract or asset having the
effect of a derivative contract; or

(b) a permitted derivative contract or a contract or asset having the effect of
a permitted derivative contract either of which when taken together
with a permitted derivative contract has the effect that the friendly
society holds either permitted connected property or a permitted
derivative contract in connection with such property.

4.23 For the purposes of rule 4.21-

(a) a derivative contract is deemed to be covered if it would not require a
significant provision (within the meaning of 13(4) of Appendix 4) to be
made in respect of it pursuant to 3 of Appendix 5 if it were a derivative
contract to which that provision applied; and

(b) "permitted connected property" means property of any of the
descriptions in 1 to 8 or 10 of Appendix 3 which is not property falling
within (a) to (d) of 12 of Appendix 3.

VII. LIQUIDITY

4.24 A friendly society must maintain liquid assets sufficient to meet its liabilities as
they become due.
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Chapter 5

PRUDENTIAL REPORTING
_________________

Annual actuarial investigation

5.1 (1) A friendly society which-

(a) is a directive friendly society; or

(b) a non-directive incorporated friendly society (other than a flat rate
benefits business friendly society),

must cause an investigation to be made by the appointed actuary into the
financial condition of the friendly society in respect of its long-term insurance
business as at the end of each financial year.

(2) When such an investigation has been made, the friendly society must-

(a) cause an abstract of the actuary's report of the investigation to be made;
and

(b) deposit three copies of that abstract with the FSA within 6 months of
the end of the financial year to which it relates,

and one of those copies must be signed as required by rule 5.12.

 (3) An investigation under this rule must include-

(a) a determination of the liabilities of the friendly society attributable to its
long-term insurance business; and

            (b) a valuation of any excess over those liabilities of the assets representing
the fund or funds maintained by the friendly society in respect of that
business and, where any rights of any long-term policyholders to
participate in profits relate to particular parts of such a fund, a
determination of any excess of assets over liabilities in respect of each
of those parts.

(4) Rules 5.5 to 5.12 apply in respect of the abstract required by (2)(a) (referred to
as the “FSC1 return”).

Triennial actuarial investigation

5.2 (1) At least once in every period of 3 years, a friendly society (other than a flat rate
benefits business friendly society) which-
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(a) is a non-directive unincorporated friendly society must cause an
investigation to be made by the appropriate actuary into the financial
condition of the friendly society in respect of its insurance business;
and

(b) is a directive friendly society or non-directive incorporated friendly
society must cause an investigation to be made by the appropriate
actuary into the financial condition of the friendly society in respect of
its general insurance business.

(2) Subject to (8) or (9), when an investigation under this rule has been made, the
friendly society must-

(a) cause an abstract of the actuary's report of the investigation to be made;
and

(b) deposit three copies of that abstract with the FSA within 6 months of
the end of the period to which it relates,

and one of those copies must be signed as required by rule 5.20.

(3) Subject to (4), a friendly society must deposit with the FSA, not later than 6
months after each anniversary of the date to which the accounts of the friendly
society were made up for the purposes of the last investigation into its financial
condition under this rule-

(a) a certificate given by the appropriate actuary, in the format of Form
FSC4, that there has been no material change in its financial condition
in respect of its insurance business since it sent the last abstract under
(2); or

            (b) a statement by the appropriate actuary that he is unable to give such a
certificate.

(4) A friendly society is not under the duty imposed by (3)(b) if, before a date by
which a certificate or statement must be deposited, a further investigation under
this rule has been carried out and the requisite abstract has been deposited with
the FSA.

(5) If a friendly society deposits with the FSA a statement under (3)(b), the friendly
society must cause an investigation to be carried out under this rule, and in
such a case-

(a) the date to which the friendly society's accounts are made up for the
purposes of the investigation must be the latest anniversary of the date
to which its accounts were made up for the purposes of the last
investigation under this rule; and
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(b) the abstract required by (2) must be deposited with the FSA within 6
months of the date by which that statement was required to be deposited
under (3).

(6) An investigation under this rule into the financial condition of a friendly society
which falls within (1)(a) must include-

(a) a valuation of the liabilities of the friendly society attributable to its
insurance business; and

            (b) a determination of any excess over the liabilities so attributable of the
assets representing the fund or funds maintained by the friendly society
in respect of its insurance business and, where any rights of any long-
term policyholders to participate in profits relate to particular parts of
such a fund, a determination of any excess of assets over liabilities in
respect of each of those parts.

(7) An investigation under this rule into the financial condition of a friendly society
falling within (1)(b) must include-

(a) a valuation of the liabilities of the friendly society attributable to its
general insurance business; and

            (b) a determination of any excess over the liabilities so attributable of the
assets representing the fund or funds maintained by the friendly society
in respect of that business.

(8) A non-directive unincorporated friendly society must complete an abstract in
the Form required under rule 5.13 (referred to as the “FSC2 return”).

(9) A directive friendly society or non-directive incorporated friendly society
(other than a flat rate benefits business friendly society) which is carrying on
general insurance business must complete an abstract in the Form required
under rules 5.14 to 5.19 (referred to as the “FSC3 return”).

Correction of abstracts

5.3 (1) If within 24 months of the date of deposit, the FSA notifies the friendly society
that any Form (including any supplementary note to a Form) included in the
FSC1, FSC2 or FSC3 return appears to it to be inaccurate or incomplete, the
friendly society must consider the matter and within one month of the date of
notification it must correct any inaccuracies and make good any omissions and
deposit the relevant parts of the documents again.

(2) One of the copies referred to in (1) must be signed –

(a) by the appropriate actuary if the Form is the actuary’s certificate;

(b) by the auditor if the Form is the auditor’s report;
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            (c) in the case of all other Forms by the chief executive, the secretary and
one committee member of the friendly society (or two members of the
committee if the offices of chief executive and secretary are held by the
same person).

The FSC1 return

5.4 [deleted]

5.5 (1) The FSC1 return must include:

(a) Form FSC1
(b) a balance sheet;
(c) revenue accounts;
(d) a valuation abstract;
(e) a certificate by the appointed actuary; and
(f) a report of the auditors.

            (g)  a statement that the friendly society consents to the FSC1 return being
placed on its public file.

(2) Rules 5.6 to 5.12 apply to the preparation of the FSC1 return.

Balance sheet

5.6 (1) The balance sheet must consist of Forms 9, 13, 14, 15 and 17 (as appropriate)
prepared in accordance with the instructions in Appendix 6.

(2) Form 13 must be completed in respect of -

(a) the total long-term insurance business assets of the friendly society; and

            (b) the long-term insurance business assets appropriated by it in respect of
each separate long-term insurance business fund or group of funds for
which separate assets have been appropriated.

(3) A separate Form 13 must be completed in respect of its total assets other than
long-term insurance business assets and its corresponding liabilities must be
shown in Form 15.

(4) Form 14 must be completed in respect of -

(a) the total long-term insurance business liabilities and margins of the
friendly society; and

            (b) the long-term insurance business liabilities and margins for each
separate long-term insurance business fund or group of funds for which
separate assets have been appropriated.

5.7 For each Form 13 which a friendly society is required to complete in
accordance with rule 5.6(2) and (3), it must complete Form 17 in respect of the
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same business; except that where in respect of that Form all amounts required
to be shown would be zero and no supplementary note would be required,
Form 13 may instead be accompanied by a supplementary note to that effect
and Form 17 may be omitted.

Revenue Account

5.8 (1) The revenue account must consist of Forms 40, 40A, 40B and 40C (as
appropriate) prepared in accordance with the instructions in Appendix 8 and so
that-

            (a) a separate Form 40 is prepared in respect of each long-term insurance
business fund, Form 40A for each other revenue account fund and Form
40B for each management fund maintained;

            (b) where there is more than one fund for ordinary long-term insurance
business or for industrial assurance business, the friendly society must
also complete a summary Form for ordinary long-term insurance
business or for industrial assurance business, as the case may require;
and

            (c) where there is more than one fund for other revenue account funds the
friendly society must also complete a summary Form.

(2) The revenue account must also include Forms 41 to 45 prepared separately in
respect of ordinary long-term insurance business and industrial assurance
business and in accordance with the instructions in Appendix 8.

Valuation abstract

5.9 The valuation abstract must consist of Forms 46 to 49, 51 to 58, 60 and 61A
(as appropriate) prepared in accordance with the instructions in Appendix 9.

Actuary's Certificate

5.10 The appointed actuary must give a certificate in the terms, as appropriate, of
Form 61B.

Auditor's Report

5.11 (1) The auditor's report in Form 61C must state whether in his opinion the balance
sheet and revenue accounts (Forms 9 to 45 including any supplementary notes)
and information relating thereto have been properly prepared and presented in
accordance with the rules in chapters 4 & 5.

(2) In giving this opinion the auditor must state whether he has relied on -

(a) the certificate of the actuary given in accordance with rule 5.10 with
respect to the mathematical reserves and the required minimum margin
of the friendly society; and
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            (b) the identity and value of any implicit items valued in accordance with a
waiver under section 148 of the Act.

(3) In giving the opinion in Form 61C, where the auditor undertaking the central
audit has relied on work done at the branches by other firms of accountants, he
must state that he has relied on other accountants for this work. In this case, he
must ensure that a list of these firms is appended together with details of the
particular branches for which they undertook the audit.

(4) Where the auditor refers in his report or any note attached thereto to any
uncertainty, the report must state whether, in the auditor's opinion, that
uncertainty is material to determining whether the friendly society has available
assets in excess of its required minimum margin.

Signatures

5.12 (1) The appointed actuary must sign the certificate in Form 61B.

(2) The auditor must sign the report in Form 61C.

(3) The FSC1 Return must be signed, in Form 61D, by the appointed actuary and
the chief executive, the secretary and one committee member of the friendly
society (or two members of the committee if the offices of chief executive and
secretary are held by the same person).

FSC2 Return

5.13 (1) The FSC2 return must include –

(a) Forms FSC2, 9, 9A, 9B and 9C; and

(b) a statement that the friendly society consents to the FSC2 return being
placed on its public file.

(2) Form 9A must provide a synopsis of the report by the appropriate actuary into
the investigation into the financial condition of the friendly society in respect of
its insurance business including the statements, information and comments set
out in that Form, together with the appropriate actuary’s assessment of the
financial viability of the friendly society and any changes that are necessary or
desirable and the likely consequences of taking no action.

(3) The appropriate actuary must give and sign a certificate in the terms, as
appropriate, of Form 9B.

(4) Form 9C must be signed by the chief executive, the secretary and one
committee member of the friendly society (or two members of the committee if
the offices of chief executive and secretary are held by the same person).

FSC3 return
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5.14 (1) The FSC3 return must include:

(a) Form FSC3
(b) a balance sheet;
(c) a revenue account;
(d) a certificate by the appropriate actuary; and
(e) a report of the auditors.
(f) a statement that the friendly society consents to the FSC3 return being

placed on its public file.

(2) Rules 5.15 to 5.19 apply to the preparation of the FSC3 return.

Balance sheet

5.15 (1) The balance sheet must consist of Forms 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 17 (as
appropriate) prepared in accordance with the instructions in Appendix 6.

(2) Form 13 must be completed in respect of general insurance business assets.
Where a friendly society also carries on long-term insurance business, a
separate Form 13 must be completed by the friendly society in respect of its
long-term insurance business assets and its corresponding liabilities and
margins must be shown in Form 14.

Revenue Account and Additional Information

5.16 (1) The revenue account must comply with the instructions in Appendix 7 and
must be as set out in Form 20 and a friendly society must complete a separate
account in Form 20 in respect of each class of general insurance business and
a summary account in that Form in respect of the whole of the general
insurance business carried on by it.

(2) A friendly society must in respect of each class of general insurance business,
and in accordance with the instructions in Appendix 7, complete Forms 21 to
23.

(3) Form 23A must be completed, in accordance with the instructions in Appendix
7, by a friendly society in respect of its general insurance business.

Actuary's Certificate

5.17 The appropriate actuary must give a certificate in the terms, as appropriate, of
Form 23B.

Auditor's Report

5.18 (1) The auditor's report in Form 23C must state whether in his opinion the balance
sheet, revenue accounts and general insurance business statements (Forms 9 to
23 including any supplementary notes) and information relating thereto have
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been properly prepared and presented in accordance with the rules and
guidance in this part of the IPRU(FSOC).

(2) In giving this opinion, the auditor must state whether he has relied on the
identity and value of any implicit items valued in accordance with a waiver
under section 148 of the Act. Where the auditor undertaking the central audit
has relied on work done at the branches by other firms of accountants, he must
state that he has relied on other accountants for this work. In this case, he must
ensure that a list of these firms is appended together with details of the
particular branches for which they undertook the audit.

(3) Where the auditor refers in his report or any note attached thereto to any
uncertainty, the report must state whether, in the auditor's opinion, that
uncertainty is material to determining whether the friendly society has available
assets in excess of its required minimum margin.

Signatures

5.19 (1) The appropriate actuary must sign the certificate in Form 23B.

(2) The auditor must sign the report in Form 23C.

(3) The FSC3 Return must be signed, in Form 23D, by the chief executive, the
secretary and one committee member of the friendly society (or two members
of the committee if the offices of chief executive and secretary are held by the
same person).

Completion of Forms

5.20 Rules 5.21 to 5.24 apply to the completion of any Form to be included in the
FSC return.

Headings

5.21 The friendly society's register number is to be entered on every page in the
relevant box. Boxes marked ‘period ended 31 December’ must be completed so
as to show, in numerals, the date of the last day of the period to which the FSC
return relates. Boxes marked "OB/IB" must be completed to indicate whether
the Form is completed in respect of ordinary assurance business (OB) or
industrial assurance (IB). No entry must be made in a box which is shaded or is
not labelled.

Information to be fairly stated

5.22 Every Form (including supplementary notes to Forms) required to be prepared
under the rules in this chapter must fairly state the information provided in it on
the basis required by the rules.

Valuation of assets and liabilities
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5.23 Unless the context otherwise requires, the value or amount given for an asset or
a liability of the friendly society included in any Form (or supplementary note
to a Form) must be the value or amount of that asset or liability as determined
in accordance with the asset valuation rules and liability valuation rules in
Appendices 4 and 5.

Presentation of amounts

5.24 Some Forms permit amounts to be entered in £000 but advantage may be taken
of this only if none of the entries in the relevant Form is less than £500. All
entries in a Form must be in the same monetary units. Negative amounts must
be shown between round brackets.

Intra-group transactions

5.25 (1) If, during the financial year in question, a friendly society, has agreed to, or
carried out, a material connected-party transaction, it must provide a brief
description of that transaction by way of supplementary note to Form 20 or
Form 40.

(2) The description to be provided in accordance with (2) must state –

(a) the names of the transacting parties;

(b) a description of the relationship between the parties;

(c) a description of the transaction;

(d) the amounts involved;

(e) any other elements of the transaction necessary for an understanding of
its effect upon the financial position or performance of the friendly
society; and

(f) amounts written off in the period in respect of debts due to or from
connected parties.

(3) Transactions with the same connected party may be disclosed on an aggregated
basis unless separate disclosure is needed for a proper understanding of the
effect of the transactions upon the financial position or performance of the
friendly society.

5.26 A directive friendly society must provide to any person (or the person who has
already been provided with a copy under (a)) within 30 days of the date of
request (or, in the case of (b), the date of deposit under rule 5.3):

(a) a copy of any of the documents last deposited by the friendly society
under rules 5.1 or 5.2; and
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(b) a copy of any document deposited under rule 5.3 which corrects or
makes good any document provided under (a),

in printed form, but (in the case of (a)) the friendly society may make a charge
to cover its reasonable costs, including those of printing and postage.
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Chapter 6

STATISTICAL INFORMATION RELATING TO EEA BRANCHES AND
SERVICES OPERATIONS
_________________

Interpretation

6.1 In this chapter-

(a) references to insurance business, general insurance business and long-
term insurance business do not include reinsurance business;

            (b) "gross claims" means the amount paid in respect of claims, including
reinsured amounts;

(c) “gross premiums” means premiums after deduction of discounts,
refunds, rebates of premium and any taxes or levies that are related to
those premiums but before deduction of premiums for reinsurance
ceded and before deduction of commission payable by the friendly
society; and

            (d) references, in relation to the provision of general insurance or the
carrying on of general insurance business, to the groups of classes are
to the following two groups-

                        (i) accident and sickness, that is to say, general insurance business
of classes 1 and 2, and

                        (ii) miscellaneous financial loss, that is to say, general insurance
business of class 16.

Insurance statistics: EEA states

6.2 (1) A directive friendly society which in a financial year-

(a) carries on long-term insurance business in an EEA State other than the
United Kingdom through an overseas branch in that State; or

                       (b)         provides long-term insurance in an EEA State other than the United
              Kingdom through an establishment in another EEA State,

must prepare in respect of long-term insurance business so carried on by it, or
long-term insurance so provided by it, a statement of gross premiums
receivable by each of classes I to VII.

(2) A directive friendly society which in a financial year-

(a) carries on general insurance business in an EEA State other than the
United Kingdom through an overseas branch in that State; or
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            (b) provides general insurance in an EEA State other than the United
Kingdom through an establishment in another EEA State,

must prepare in respect of general insurance business so carried on by it, or
general insurance so provided by it, a statement of gross premiums receivable,
commissions attributable to those premiums and gross claims by each group of
classes.

(3) The statements referred to in (1) and (2) must be prepared separately in respect
of each EEA State in which the friendly society carries on the insurance
business or provides the insurance.

Supplementary provisions

6.3 (1) Where a statement or underwriting account is prepared by a friendly society
under rule 6.2, the friendly society must-

(a) cause the statement or account to be printed; and

            (b) deposit three copies of the statement or account with the FSA within
nine months after the end of the financial year to which it relates.

(2) One of the copies of any statement or account deposited under (1) must be
signed by the chief executive or secretary of the friendly society.

(3) If within 24 months of the date of deposit, the FSA notifies the friendly society
that a document deposited under (1) appears to it to be inaccurate or
incomplete, the friendly society must consider the matter and within one month
of the date of notification it must correct any inaccuracies and make good any
omissions and deposit the relevant parts of the documents again.

Notification of non-provision of insurance or non-carrying on of business

6.4 (1) Subject to (2), where a friendly society which has notified the FSA in
accordance with SUP-

(a) of its intention to establish an overseas branch in an EEA State other
than the United Kingdom; or

            (b) of its intention to provide insurance in an EEA State other than the
United Kingdom,

does not in any financial year carry on insurance business or, as the case may
be, provide insurance in that State, it must send to the FSA a notification of
that fact within nine months after the end of the financial year to which the
notification relates, signed by the chief executive or secretary of the friendly
society.
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(2) (1) does not apply if the friendly society has, before the beginning of the
financial year, informed the FSA that it no longer intends to carry on insurance
business or, as the case may be, provide insurance in the EEA State in question.

(3) If within 24 months of the date of deposit, the FSA notifies the friendly society
that a document deposited under (1) appears to it to be inaccurate or
incomplete, the friendly society must consider the matter and within one month
of the date of notification it must correct any inaccuracies and make good any
omissions and deposit the relevant parts of the documents again.
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Chapter 7

DEFINITIONS
_________________

Part I Definitions

7.1 In this Part of the IPRU(FSOC), unless the contrary intention appears, the
following definitions apply –

Accounts Regulations means the Friendly Societies (Accounts and Related
Provisions) Regulations 1994, S.I. 1994/1983;

accumulating with-profits policy means a with-profits policy which has a
readily identifiable current benefit, whether or not this benefit is currently
realisable, which is adjusted by an amount explicitly related to the amount of
any premium payment and to which additional benefits are added in respect of
participation in profits by additions directly related to the current benefit, or a
policy with similar characteristics;

1974 Act means the Friendly Societies Act 1974;

1992 Act means the Friendly Societies Act 1992;

Accounts Directives means Council Directives 78/660/EEC for companies,
91/674/EEC for insurance companies, 86/635/EEC for banks and 83/349/EEC
for consolidated accounts;

Act means Financial  Services and Markets Act 2000;

ancillary risk, in relation to a friendly society with permission under the Act to
insure a principal risk belonging to one class of general insurance business,
means a risk included in another such class which is -

(a) connected with the principal risk;

(b) concerned with the object which is covered against the principal risk;
and

(c)       the subject of the same contract insuring the principal risk;

annual contribution income means, in relation to a friendly society's long-term
insurance business, the income of the friendly society in a financial year
without any deduction for reinsurance cessions;

annuities on human life does not include superannuation allowances and
annuities payable out of any fund applicable solely to the relief and
maintenance of persons engaged or who have been engaged in any particular
profession, trade or employment, or of the dependants of such persons;
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appointed actuary means an actuary appointed under SUP 4.13.1R;

appropriate actuary means an actuary appointed under SUP 4.4.1R;

approved counterparty means any of the following −

(a) an approved credit institution

(b) a person who is exempt pursuant to section 43 of the Financial Services
Act 1986

(c) a person who is permitted under the Act to conduct investment business
of a kind which includes entering into unlisted derivative contracts as
principal; or

(d) in respect of a transaction involving a new issue of securities which are
to be listed, the issuer or an approved investment firm acting on behalf
of the issuer;

approved credit institution means an institution recognised or permitted under
the law of an EEA State to carry on any of the activities set out in Annex 1 to
the Banking Co-ordination Directive;

approved derivative contract has the meaning given in 13(6) of Appendix 4;

approved financial institution means any of the following −

the European Central Bank;
the central bank of an EEA State;
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development;
the International Finance Corporation;
the International Monetary Fund;
the Inter-American Development Bank;
the African Development Bank;
the Asian Development Bank;
the Caribbean Development Bank;
the European Investment Bank;
the European Community;
the European Atomic Energy Community;
and the European Coal and Steel Community;

approved index means either −

(a) an index which is −

(i) calculated independently,

(ii) published at least once every week,

(iii) based on constituents, each of which is property falling within 1
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to 8 or 10 of Appendix 3, and

(iv) calculated on a basis which is made available to the public and
which includes both the rules for including and excluding
constituents and the rules for valuation which must use an
arithmetic average of the value of the constituents;

(b) a national index of retail prices published by or under the authority of a
government of a State belonging to Zone A as defined in Council
Directive 89/647/EEC of 18 December 1989 on a solvency ratio for
credit institutions; or

(c) an index which is −

(i) based on constituents, each of which is property falling within 1
to 8 or 10 of Appendix 3, and

(ii) in respect of which a derivative contract is listed;

approved investment firm means an investment firm as defined in article 2 of
Council Directive 93/22/EEC of 10 May 1993 on investment services in the
securities field;

approved securities means any of the following −

(a) any securities issued or guaranteed by, or the repayment of the principal
of which, or the interest on which is guaranteed by, and any loans to or
deposits with, any of the following, namely, any government, public or
local authority or nationalised industry or undertaking, which belongs
to Zone A as defined in the Banking Co-ordination Directive; and

(b) any loan to, or deposit with, an approved financial institution;

asset valuation rules are the rules in Appendix 4;

associate means -

(a) the wife or husband or minor son or daughter of that person;

(b) the trustees of any settlement under which that person has a life interest
in possession, or, in Scotland, a life interest;

(c) any company of which that person is a director; or

(d) any person who is an employee or partner of that person; and

if that person is a company −

(i) any director of that company,
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(ii) any subsidiary undertaking of that company, or

(iii) any director or employee of any such subsidiary undertaking;
and

if that person has made an agreement or arrangement with any other person −

(iv) with respect to the acquisition, holding or disposal of shares or
other interests in the company concerned or another company of
which it is a subsidiary undertaking, or

(v) under which they undertake to act together in exercising their
voting power in relation to the company concerned or another
company of which it is such an undertaking,

that other person;

Banking Co-ordination Directive means Council Directive 2000/12/EC of 20
March 2000 relating to the taking up and pursuit of the business of credit
institutions;

building society means a building society within the meaning of the Building
Societies Act 1986;

business amount means –

(a) for a friendly society carrying on only general insurance business, the
general insurance business amount;

(b) for a friendly society carrying on only long-term insurance business,
the long-term insurance business amount; and

(c) for a friendly society carrying on both general insurance business and
long-term insurance business, in the case of its general insurance
business assets, the general insurance business amount and in the case
of its long-term insurance business assets, the long-term insurance
business amount;

charges for management means amounts chargeable in respect of the
management of an internal linked fund in accordance with the rules of the
friendly society and the conditions of those contracts of insurance under which
property linked benefits are linked to the value of the fund or units of the fund;

claim means a claim against a friendly society under a contract of insurance;
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claims-made policy means a contract of liability insurance which provides that
no liability is incurred by the friendly society in respect of an incident unless −

(a) the incident is notified to the friendly society (or its agent or
representative), and

(b) such notification is received by the friendly society (or its agent or
representative) before the end of a specified period which is no longer
than three years following the final date for which cover is provided
under the contract;

claims management costs refers to those claims management costs required by
the Accounts Regulations (note (4) to the income and expenditure account
format) to be included in claims incurred other than those which, whether or
not incurred through the employment of the friendly society’s own staff, are
directly attributable to particular claims;

class, in relation to insurance business, means a class of long-term insurance
business or a class of general insurance business listed in Part III of chapter 7;

collective investment fund includes a collective investment scheme;

collective investment scheme has the meaning given in section 235 of the Act;

commission payable means the amounts recorded during a financial year of a
friendly society as due to intermediaries and cedants in respect of the inception,
amendment or renewal of contracts of insurance, whether or not paid during
that year;

commitment  means a commitment represented by insurance business of any of
the classes of long-term insurance business specified in Part III of chapter 7

committee means the committee of management or other directing body of a
friendly society or registered branch;

company includes a body corporate;

connected, in relation to two bodies corporate (A and B), means that:

(a)      B is a related undertaking of A;

(b)      B is a participating undertaking in A; or

(c)      B is a related undertaking of a participating undertaking in A;
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connected individual of a friendly society means a person who –

(a) controls, or is a partner of a person who controls, the friendly society;
or

(b) is a member of the committee of the friendly society or the wife or
husband or a minor son or daughter of such a member,

and for the purposes of the above a person controls a company if he is –

(c) a person in accordance with whose directions or instructions the
committee is accustomed to act; or

(d) a person who either alone or with any associate or associates is entitled
to exercise, or control the exercise of, 15 % or more of the voting
power at any general meeting of the friendly society;

connected-party transaction means the transfer of assets or liabilities or the
performance of services by, to or for a connected person irrespective of
whether or not a price is charged;

contract for differences means a contract which falls within article 85 of the
Financial Services and Markets Act (Regulated Activities) Order 2001;

contract of insurance includes:

(a) fidelity bonds, performance bonds, administration bonds, bail bonds,
customs bonds, or similar contracts of guarantee, effected in return for
the payment of one or more premiums;

(b) tontines;

(c) when effected or carried out by a body that carries on the business of
effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance apart from this
paragraph, capital redemption contracts and pension fund management
contracts;

(d) contracts to pay annuities on human life;

(e) contracts of a kind referred to in article 1(2)(e) of the first life Directive;
and

(f) contracts of a kind referred to in article 1(3) of the first life Directive;
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counterparty in relation to a friendly society means −

(a) any one individual;

(b) any one unincorporated body of persons;

(c) any one company not being a member of a group;

(d) any group of companies excluding any companies within the group
which are subsidiary undertakings of the friendly society; or

(e) any government of a State together with all the public bodies, local
authorities or nationalised industries of that State,

in which the friendly society has made investments or against whom it has
rights whether in pursuance of a contract entered into by the friendly society or
otherwise;

court except in relation to the winding-up of an incorporated friendly society,
means −

(a) in the case of a body whose registered office is situated in England and
Wales or in Northern Ireland, the county court for the district in which
the office is situated;

(b) in the case of a body whose registered office is situated in Scotland, the
sheriff in whose jurisdiction the office is situated; and, in relation to the
winding-up of an incorporated friendly society, means the court which
has jurisdiction under the applicable winding-up legislation to wind-up
the friendly society;

daughter includes stepdaughter;

debt includes an obligation to pay a sum of money under a negotiable
instrument;

debt security includes bonds, notes, debentures and debenture stock;

debts due or to become due includes any debts which would become due if the
friendly society were to exercise any right to which it is entitled to require
payment or repayment of the same;

deferred acquisition costs means those items referred to at G II under the
heading "Assets" in Part I of Schedule 2 to the Accounts Regulations;
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dependant of a friendly society means −

(a) a subsidiary undertaking of that friendly society; or

(b) a body jointly controlled by that friendly society and another person,

within the meaning of section 13 of the 1992 Act the value of whose shares is
taken to be the value of its surplus assets under 3 of Appendix 4;

deposit back arrangement, in relation to a contract of reinsurance, means an
arrangement whereby an amount is deposited by the reinsurer with the cedant;

derivative contract means a contract for differences, a futures contract or an
option and includes a contract under which the amount payable by either party
is calculated by reference to the amortised value of any property;

direct insurance business has the meaning given in IPRU(INS);

directive friendly society means a friendly society other than a non-directive
friendly society;

designated state or territory means any EEA State (other than the United
Kingdom), Switzerland, a state in the United States of America, Canada or a
province of Canada, Australia, South Africa, Singapore and Hong Kong;

diversified contract for differences means a contract for differences whose
value does not depend to a significant extent on fluctuations in the value of, or
the income from, assets of any of the descriptions in B19 to B28, B30 or B32
to B38 of Part II of this Annex and undiversified contract for differences must
be construed accordingly;

EEA insurer has the meaning given in IPRU(INS);

EEA State means a State which is a contracting party to the agreement on the
European Economic Area signed at Oporto on 2 May 1992;

EEA State in which a risk or commitment is situated in relation to a contract of
insurance means –

(a) where the person who entered into the contract with the friendly society
on any date is an individual, the EEA State where he has his habitual
place of residence on that date; and

(b) in any other case, the EEA State where the establishment of that person
is situated on that date;

equivalent securities means securities issued by the same issuer being of an
identical type and having the same nominal value, description and amount;
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established surplus has the meaning given in 6(7) of Appendix 5;

excess concentration with a number of counterparties has the meaning given in
B17 of Annex B to Appendix 4;

exposure −

(a) in relation to assets, means an amount determined in accordance with
B4 to B12 of Annex B to Appendix 4;

(b) in relation to a counterparty, means an amount determined in
accordance with B13 to B17 of Annex B to Appendix 4;

financial year means the period of 12 months ending with 31 December and
the initial financial year of a friendly society must be such period as expires at
the end of the calendar year in which it is registered under the 1974 Act or
incorporated under the 1992 Act and the final financial year of the friendly
society must be such shorter period than 12 months as expires on the date as at
which the friendly society makes up its final accounts;

first non-life Directive means Council Directive 73/239/EEC of 24 July 1973
on the co-ordination of laws, regulations and administrative provisions relating
to the taking-up and pursuit of the business of direct insurance other than life
assurance;

first life Directive means Council Directive 79/267/EEC of 5 March 1979 on
the co-ordination of laws, regulations and administrative provisions relating to
the taking up and pursuit of the business of direct life assurance;

fixed interest securities means securities which under their terms of issue
provide for fixed amounts of interest;

flat rate benefits business friendly society means a friendly society whose
insurance business is restricted to the provision of benefits which vary
according to the resources available and in which the contributions of members
are determined on a flat rate basis;

friendly society means an incorporated friendly society or a registered friendly
society;

FSA means the Financial Services Authority;

FSC return means any of FSC1 return, FSC2 return and FSC3 return;

futures contract means a contract which falls within article 84 of the Financial
Services and Markets Act (Regulated Activities) Order 2001;

general insurance business means insurance business of any of the classes of
general insurance specified in Part III of chapter 7;
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general insurance business amount means the higher of –

(a) the aggregate of the friendly society’s insurance liabilities (net of
reinsurance) in respect of general insurance business and an amount
equal to whichever is the greater of 400,000 Euro or 20% of the
general premium income; or

(b) such other amount as the friendly society may select not exceeding the
value of its assets (other than long-term insurance business assets and
excluding reinsurance recoveries) as determined in accordance with
the asset valuation rules;

general insurance business assets means assets of a friendly society or
insurance company which are, for the time being, identified as representing the
general insurance business fund or funds maintained by that body in respect of
its general insurance business, and

general insurance business liabilities means liabilities of the body which are
attributable to its general insurance business;

general premium income means, in any year, the net amount, after deduction of
any premiums payable for reinsurance, of the premiums receivable in that year
in respect of all insurance business other than long-term insurance business;

gross premiums, in relation to a friendly society and a financial year −

(a) means premiums after deduction of discounts, refunds and rebates of
premium but before deduction of premiums for reinsurance ceded and
before deduction of commission payable by the friendly society; and

(b) includes premiums receivable by the friendly society under reinsurance
contracts accepted by the friendly society;

group has the meaning given in section 262(1) of the Companies Act 1985;

guarantee fund has the meaning given in rule 4.4(1);

hybrid linked contract means a contract of insurance the effecting of which
constitutes the carrying on of long-term insurance business and which contains
an option or options such that at some future time the contract may, according
to how such option or options are exercised, constitute either a linked contract
or a non-linked contract;

implicit items has the meaning given in rule 4.7(3);

incepted refers to the time when the liability to risk of a friendly society under
a contract of insurance commenced and, for this purpose, a contract providing
continuous cover is deemed to commence on each anniversary date of the
contract;
incorporated friendly society means a friendly society incorporated under the
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1992 Act;

index linked benefits means benefits –

(a) provided for under a linked long-term contract; and

(b) determined by reference to fluctuations in, or an index of, the value of
property of any description (whether or not specified in the contract);

index linked contract means a linked contract conferring index linked benefits;

index linked liabilities means insurance liabilities in respect of index linked
benefits;

industrial and provident society means any society registered (or deemed to be
registered) under the Industrial and Provident Societies Act 1965 or the
Industrial and Provident Societies Act (Northern Ireland) 1969;

industrial assurance business has the meaning given in IPRU(INS);

initial margin in respect of a derivative contract or a contract or asset having
the effect of a derivative contract means assets which, before or at the time the
contract is entered into, are transferred by the friendly society subject to a
condition that such assets (or, where the assets transferred are securities,
equivalent securities) will be returned to the friendly society on completion of
that contract;

insurance business means the business of effecting or carrying out contracts of
insurance as principal;

insurance company means a person or body of persons (whether incorporated
or not) carrying on insurance business other than a friendly society;

insurance Directives means –

(a) the first non-life Directive, the second non-life Directive and the third
non-life Directive, and such other Directives as make provision with
respect to the business of direct insurance other than long-term
assurance; and

(b) the first life Directive, the second life Directive and the third life
Directive, and such other Directives as make provision with respect to
the business of direct long-term assurance;

insurance holding company means an undertaking whose main business is to
acquire and hold participations in subsidiary undertakings, where those
subsidiary undertakings are exclusively or mainly insurance undertakings;
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insurance liabilities means amounts calculated in accordance with liability
valuation rules in respect of those items shown at C and D under the heading
"Liabilities" in Part I of Schedule 2 to the Accounts Regulations;

insurance undertaking has the meaning given in IPRU(INS);

insurer has the meaning given in IPRU(INS);

intermediary means a person who in the course of any business or profession
invites other persons to make offers or proposals or to take other steps with a
view to entering into contracts of insurance with a friendly society, other than
a person who only publishes such invitations on behalf of, or to the order of,
some other person;

internal linked fund means an account to which a friendly society appropriates
certain linked assets and which may be sub-divided into units the value of
which is determined by the friendly society by reference to the value of those
linked assets;

IPRU(FSOC) means the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Friendly Societies;

IPRU(INS) means the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Insurers;

issuer in respect of a collective investment scheme means the manager or
operator of the scheme and in respect of an interest in a limited partnership
means the partnership;

jointly controlled body is to be construed in accordance with section 13 of the
1992 Act;

liability valuation rules are the rules in Appendix 5;

life Directives means the first life insurance Directive, the second life
Directive, and the third life Directive;

linked assets means, in relation to a friendly society, long-term insurance
business assets of the friendly society which are, for the time being, identified
in the records of the friendly society as being assets by reference to the value of
which property linked benefits are to be determined;

linked benefits, in relation to a linked long-term contract, means benefits
payable to the policyholder which are determined by reference to the value of
or the income from property of any description (whether or not specified in the
contract) or by reference to fluctuations in, or in an index of, the value of
property of any description (whether or not so specified);

linked contract means a contract falling within class III, and non-linked
contract must be construed accordingly;
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linked long-term contract means a contract of insurance, the effecting of
which constitutes the carrying on of long-term insurance business, and under
which linked benefits are payable;

listed means, in relation to an investment −

(a) that there has been granted and not withdrawn a listing in respect of
that  investment on any stock exchange in an EEA State which is a
stock exchange under the law of that State; or

(b) that facilities have been granted for dealing in that investment on a
regulated market,

and unlisted must be construed accordingly;

long-term insurance business means insurance business of any of the classes
of long-term insurance specified in Part III of chapter 7;

long-term insurance business amount means the higher of –

(a) the amount of the friendly society’s insurance liabilities in respect of
long-term insurance business (net of reinsurance ceded and excluding
property linked liabilities), together with -

(i) the amount of the required margin of solvency (or the amount
of the minimum guarantee fund if greater) determined in
accordance with rules 4.2 and 4.5 and Appendix 1 less the
amount of any implicit item valued in accordance with a waiver
under section 148 of the Act, and

(ii) the amount of any deposit-back in connection with a contract of
reinsurance in respect of long-term insurance business; or

(b) such other amount as the friendly society may select not exceeding the
value of its assets (other than general insurance business assets and
excluding reinsurance recoveries and assets required to match property
linked liabilities) in accordance with the asset valuation rules,

except that for the purposes of determining the permitted asset exposure limit
under paragraph B3 of Annex B of Appendix 4, index linked liabilities must
also be excluded from (a) and assets required to match such liabilities must be
also excluded from (b);

long-term insurance business assets means assets of a friendly society or
insurance company which are, for the time being, identified as representing the
long-term insurance business fund or funds maintained by that body in respect
of its long-term insurance business; and

long-term insurance business liabilities means liabilities of the body which are
attributable to its long-term insurance business;
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long-term gilt yield means the annualised equivalent of the 15 year medium
coupon yield for United Kingdom Government fixed-interest securities jointly
compiled by the Financial Times, the Institute of Actuaries and the Faculty of
Actuaries;

long-term liabilities means liabilities of a friendly society arising under or in
connection with contracts for long-term insurance business including
liabilities arising from deposit back arrangements;

management expenses means all expenses, other than commission, incurred in
the administration of a friendly society or its business;

market value means the market value as determined in accordance with
generally accepted accounting concepts, bases and policies or other generally
accepted methods appropriate to societies;

material connected-party transaction means a connected-party transaction for
which (together with any similar transactions):

(a) the price actually paid or received for the transfer of assets or liabilities
or the performance of services; or

(b) the price which would have been paid or received had that transaction
been negotiated at arm’s length between unconnected parties,

exceeds:

(c) in the case of a friendly society that carries on either general insurance
business or long-term insurance business, but not both, 5% of the
general business amount or long-term business amount, as applicable;
or

(d) in the case of a friendly society that carries on both types of business
either –

(i) 5% of the long-term business amount where the transaction is in
connection with the friendly society’s long-term business; and

(ii) in other cases, 5% of the general business amount;

mathematical reserves means the provision made by a friendly society to cover
liabilities (excluding liabilities which have fallen due and liabilities arising
from deposit back arrangements) arising under or in connection with contracts
for long-term insurance business;

memorandum has the meaning given by paragraph 4(3) of Schedule 3 to the
1992 Act;

minimum guarantee fund has the meaning given in rule 4.4(2);
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minor, in relation to Scotland, means not having attained the age of sixteen;

modifications, in relation to enactments, includes additions, omissions and
amendments;

non-directive friendly society means

(1) a friendly society whose insurance business is restricted to the
provision of benefits which vary according to the resources available
and in which the contributions of the members are determined on a flat-
rate basis;

(2) a friendly society whose long-term insurance business is restricted to
the provision of benefits for employed or self-employed persons
belonging to an undertaking or group of undertakings, or a trade or
group of trades, in the event of death or survival or of discontinuance or
curtailment of activity (whether or not the commitments arising from
such operations are fully covered at all times by mathematical
reserves);

(3) a friendly society which undertakes to provide benefits solely in the
event of death where the amount of such benefits does not exceed the
average funeral costs for a single death or where the benefits are
provided in kind;

(4) a friendly society (carrying on long-term insurance business) –

(a) whose articles of association contain provisions for calling up
additional contributions from members or reducing their benefits
or claiming assistance from other persons who have undertaken
to provide it; and

(b) whose annual gross premium income (other than from contracts
of reinsurance) has not exceeded 500,000 Euro for each of the
three preceding financial years;

(5) a friendly society (carrying on general insurance business) whose –

(a) registered rules contain provisions for calling up additional
contributions from members or reducing their benefits;

(b) gross premium income (other than from contracts of
reinsurance) for the preceding financial year did not exceed
1,000,000 Euro; and

(c) members provided at least half of that gross premium income; or

(6) a friendly society whose liabilities in respect of general insurance
business are fully reinsured with or guaranteed by other mutuals
(including friendly societies);
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and whose insurance business is limited to that described in paragraphs (1) to
(6);

non-life Directives means the first non-life Directive, the second non-life
Directive, and the third non-life Directive;

non-linked contract see linked long term contract;

non-profit policy see with-profits policy;

officer means −

(a) in relation to a registered friendly society or a registered branch −

(i) a trustee;
(ii) the treasurer, secretary and chief executive (however described);
(iii) a member of the committee; and
(iv) a person appointed by the friendly society or branch to sue or be

sued on its behalf; or

(b) in relation to an incorporated friendly society, a member of the
committee, the chief executive (however described) and the secretary;

option means an option which falls within article 83 of the Financial Services
and Markets Act (Regulated Activities) Order 2001 or a warrant;

ordinary long term insurance business means long-term insurance business
which is not industrial assurance business;

participating undertaking means an undertaking which holds a participation in
another undertaking;

participation means:

(a) the holding of a participating interest within the meaning of section
411(2) of the Act; or

(b) the holding, directly or indirectly, of 20% or more of the voting rights
or capital;

pension fund management contract means a contract to manage the
investments of pension funds (other than funds solely for the benefit of the
officers or employees of the person effecting or carrying out the contract and
their dependants or, in the case of a company, partly for the benefit of officers
or employees and their dependants of its subsidiary or holding company or a
subsidiary of its holding company;
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period means −

(a) for the purposes of completion of the FSC2 or FSC3 return, the date
since the last return or three years if there was no previous actuarial
investigation; and

(b) for the purpose of completion of the FSC1 return the financial year to
which the return relates;

permanent health contract means a contract falling within class IV;

permitted asset exposure limit for assets of any of the descriptions in Part II of
Annex B of Appendix 4 is the percentage of the business amount set out
opposite the relevant paragraph; in the case of an asset which is not covered by
any of the descriptions in Part II of Annex B of Appendix 4 (other than a
derivative contract), the permitted asset exposure limit is nil;

permitted connected property has the meaning given in rule 4.23(b);

permitted counterparty exposure limit means −

(a) where the counterparty is an individual or an unincorporated body of
persons, 5% of the business amount;

(b) where the counterparty is a counterparty of the type mentioned in (e) in
the definition of counterparty, 5% of the business amount;

(c) where the counterparty is a body corporate or group, each of

(i) 20% of the business amount or £2 million, whichever is the
larger,

(ii) 10% of the business amount where the exposure arises
otherwise than by reason that debts are due, or are to become
due, as a result of short term deposits made with an approved
credit institution, and

(iii) 5% of the business amount where the exposure is other than to
bodies which are approved counterparties;
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permitted derivative contract means a derivative contract which −

(a) is covered and −

(i) is held in connection with property of the type described in rule
4.22 for the purpose of reduction of investment risk or efficient
portfolio management, or

(ii) has the effect of a permitted derivative contract held in
connection with such property for such purpose; and

(b) satisfies the conditions in 13(6) to 13(8) of Appendix 4 except that the
references in 13 of Appendix 4 to "an asset for the valuation of which
provision is made in this chapter" is construed as reference to permitted
connected property;

policyholder has the meaning given in IPRU(INS);

premium includes a contribution in respect of an insurance benefit and the
consideration for the granting of an annuity;

proper valuation means, in relation to land, a valuation made by a qualified
valuer not more than three years before the relevant date which determined the
amount which would be realised at the time of the valuation on an open market
sale of the land free from any mortgage or charge;

property linked benefits means benefits other than index linked benefits −

(a) provided for under a linked long-term contract; and

(b) determined by reference to the value of, or income from, property of
any description (whether specified in the contract or not);

property linked contract means a linked contract conferring property linked
benefits;

property linked liabilities means insurance liabilities in respect of property
linked benefits;

provision of insurance by a directive friendly society in the United Kingdom or
any other EEA State means –

(a) the covering (otherwise than by way of reinsurance) of a risk situated
there through an establishment in another EEA State ('the provision of
general insurance'); and

(b) the covering (otherwise than by way of reinsurance) of a commitment
situated there through an establishment in another EEA State ('the
provision of long-term insurance');
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public file, in relation to a friendly society, means the file relating to the
friendly society which the FSA is required to maintain under section 104 of the
1992 Act;

pure reinsurer has the meaning given in IPRU(INS);

qualified valuer, in relation to any particular type of land in any particular area,
means a person who is a fellow or professional associate of the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors or a fellow or associate of the Incorporated
Society of Valuers and Auctioneers or a fellow or associate of the Rating and
Valuation Association and either −

(a) has knowledge of and experience in the valuation of that particular type
of land in that particular area; or

(b) has knowledge of and experience in the valuation of land and has taken
advice from a valuer who he is satisfied has knowledge of and
experience in the valuation of that particular type of land in that
particular area;

readily realisable in relation to a listed investment means a listed investment
in respect of which 9(4) of Appendix 4 does not apply or, by virtue of 9(5) of
Appendix 4, is to be taken not to apply;

receivable in relation to a friendly society, a period, a financial year and a
premium means, unless otherwise specified, such amounts as become due to
the friendly society, whether or not received by the friendly society during that
period or financial year, including (where appropriate) income which has
accrued, except that in Appendix 2, "receivable" only includes amounts
receivable in respect of contracts of insurance incepted in that period or
financial year;

recoverable, in relation to a friendly society and a financial year, means
recorded in the friendly society's books as due in that year, whether or not the
friendly society has received any payment;

reference period, in relation to a friendly society, means the three last
preceding financial years;

registered address, in relation to a member of an incorporated friendly society,
has the meaning given in paragraph 14(6) of Schedule 3 to the 1992 Act;

registered branch means a branch of a registered friendly society which is
separately registered within the meaning of the 1974 Act;

registered friendly society means a friendly society registered within the
meaning of the 1974 Act by virtue of section 7(1)(a) of that Act or any
enactment which it replaced, and  includes any registered branches of the
friendly society;
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regulated institution means any of the following −

(a) an EEA insurer or UK insurer;

(b) an approved credit institution;

(c) a friendly society which is authorised to carry on insurance business;
and

(d) an approved investment firm;

regulated market means a market which is characterised by −

(a) regular operation;

(b) the fact that regulations issued or approved by the appropriate authority
of the state where the market is situated −

(i) define the conditions for the operation of and access to the
market,

(ii) define the conditions to be satisfied by a financial instrument in
order for it to be effectively dealt in on the market, and

(iii) require compliance with reporting and transparency
requirements comparable to those laid down in articles 20 and
21 of the Council Directive 93/22/EEC of 10 May 1993 on
investment Services in the securities field; and

(c) in the case of a market situated outside the EEA States, the fact that the
financial instruments dealt in are of a quality comparable to those in a
regulated market in the United Kingdom;

reinsurance business means the effecting and carrying out of contracts of
reinsurance;

related undertaking means an undertaking in which a participation is held by
another undertaking or which is a subsidiary undertaking;
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relevant capital sum means −

(a) for whole life assurances, the sum assured;

(b) for policies where a sum is payable on maturity (including policies
where a sum is also payable on earlier death), the sum payable on
maturity;

(c) for deferred annuities, the capitalised value of the annuity at the vesting
date (or the cash option if it is greater);

(d) for capital redemption contracts, the sums payable at the end of the
contract period; and

(e) for linked long-term contracts, notwithstanding (a) to (d), the lesser of:

(i) the amount for the time being payable on death, and

(ii) the aggregate of the value for the time being of the units
allocated to the contract (or, where entitlement is not denoted by
means of units, the value for the time being of any other
measure of entitlement under the contract equivalent to units)
and the total amount of the premiums remaining to be paid
during such part of the term of the contract as is appropriate for
zillmerising, or, if such premiums are payable beyond the age of
seventy five, until that age, excluding in all cases any vested
reversionary bonus and any capital sums for temporary
assurances;

relevant date means, in relation to the valuation of any asset for any purpose
for which the asset valuation rules apply, the date when the asset falls to be
valued for that purpose;

required margin of solvency has the meaning given in rule 4.1;

required minimum margin means the greater of the appropriate required
margin of solvency and the amount of the appropriate minimum guarantee
fund;

second non-life Directive means Council Directive 88/357/EEC of 22 June
1988 on the co-ordination of laws, regulations and administrative provisions
relating to direct insurance other than life assurance and laying down
provisions to facilitate the effective exercise of freedom to provide services
and amending Directive 73/239/EEC;

second life Directive means Council Directive 90/619/EEC of 8 November
1990 on the co-ordination of laws, regulations and administrative provisions
relating to direct life assurance, laying down provisions to facilitate the
effective exercise of freedom to provide services and amending Directive
79/267/EEC;
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securities includes shares, debt securities, Treasury Bills, Tax Reserve
Certificates and Certificates of Tax Deposit;

settlement date means any date on which the fulfilment of an obligation under
a derivative contract is or may be required;

share has the meaning given in Part VII of the Companies Act or Part VIII of
the Companies (Northern Ireland) Order 1986;

short term deposit means a sum of money which may be withdrawn at the
discretion of the lender without penalty or loss of accrued interest by giving
notice of withdrawal of one month or less;

son includes stepson;

subsidiary is construed in accordance with section 13 of the 1992 Act;

subsidiary undertaking is construed in accordance with section 258 of the
Companies Act and Article 266 of the Companies (Northern Ireland) Order
1986;

SUP means the Supervision Manual;

surplus assets has the meaning given in rule 3(3);

taxes included in premiums has the same meaning as the words "taxes
pertaining to the premiums" in the third indent of the first sub-paragraph of
article 16(3) of the first non-life Directive;

third non-life Directive means Council Directive 92/49/EEC of 18 June 1992
on the co-ordination of laws, regulations and administrative provisions relating
to direct insurance other than life assurance and amending Directives
73/239/EEC and 88/357/EEC;

third life Directive means Council Directive 92/96/EEC of 10 November 1992
on the co-ordination of laws, regulations and administrative provisions relating
to direct life assurance and amending Directives 79/267/EEC and 90/619/EEC;

UCITS Directive means Council Directive 85/611/EEC of 20 December 1985
on the co-ordination of laws, regulations and administrative provisions relating
to undertakings for collective investments in transferable securities;

UK insurer has the meaning given in IPRU(INS);

valuation date, in relation to an actuarial investigation, means the date to
which the investigation relates;

variation margin means −

(a) in respect of a derivative contract, or a contract having the effect of a
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derivative contract, assets (other than assets transferred by way of
initial margin) which, at the relevant date, have been transferred by, to,
or for the benefit of, the friendly society in pursuance of a condition in
that contract or a related contract; and

(b) in respect of an asset having the effect of a derivative contract, assets
which, at the relevant date, have been transferred by, to, or for the
benefit of, the friendly society in pursuance of a contractual right
conferred, or obligation imposed, by the holding of the asset having the
effect of a derivative contract;

warrant means an instrument which falls within article 79 of the Financial
Services and Markets Act (Regulated Activities) Order 2001 (SI 2001, No
544);

weighted average of the yield has the meaning given in 19(5)(d) of Appendix
9;

with-profits fund for the purposes of Chapter 5 and Appendices 6 to 10 means:

(a) a long-term insurance fund (or that part of such a fund) in which
policyholders are eligible to participate in any established surplus; and

(b) where it is a friendly society’s usual practice to restrict policy- holders’
participation in any established surplus to that arising from only a part
of the fund (or part fund) falling within (a), that part (or that part of the
part fund);

with-profits policy means a contract falling within a class of long-term
insurance which is eligible to participate in any part of any established surplus,
and non-profit policy must be construed accordingly;

working day means any day other than Saturday, Sunday, Good Friday,
Christmas Day and any day which is a bank holiday in any part of the United
Kingdom under section 1 of the Banking and Financial Dealings Act 1971;

zillmerising means the method known by that name for modifying the net
premium reserve method of valuing a long-term policy by increasing the part
of the future premiums for which credit is taken so as to allow for initial
expenses.
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PART II – General Provisions

7.2 A word which is printed in italics is used in the defined sense.

7.3 Unless the context otherwise requires, a word or phrase which is defined in a related
enactment bears the same meaning as in that enactment.

7.4 Unless the context requires, a word which is related to a defined word is construed by
reference to the defined word.

7.5 In IPRU(FSOC), the cross referencing within Forms follows the sequence
“Form.Line.Column”.

Subsidiary and ancillary provisions

7.6 For the purposes of IPRU(FSOC):

(a) a contract of insurance is to be treated as falling within a class of long-term
insurance business notwithstanding the fact that it contains supplementary
provisions falling within class 1 (accident) or class 2 (sickness) if:

(i) its principal object is that of a contract falling within a class of long-
term insurance business, and

(ii) it is effected or carried out by a friendly society which has permission to
effect or carry out contracts falling within class I (life and annuity); and

(b) a contract of insurance whose principal risk falls within any of classes 1, 2 or
16 is to be treated as falling within that class and no other, notwithstanding the
fact that it also covers ancillary risks.
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PART III

CLASSES OF LONG-TERM INSURANCE BUSINESS
_____________________________

Number Description Nature of business

I Life and annuity Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance on
human life or contracts to pay annuities on human life,
but excluding (in each case) contracts within class III.

II Marriage and
birth

Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance to
provide a sum on marriage or on the birth of a child,
being contracts expressed to be in effect for a period of
more than one year.

III Linked long
term

Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance on
human life or contracts to pay annuities on human life
where the benefits are wholly or partly to be
determined by reference to the value of, or the income
from, property of any description (whether or not
specified in the contracts) or by reference to
fluctuations in, or in an index of, the value of property
of any description (whether or not so specified).

IV Permanent
health

Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance
providing specified benefits against risks of persons
becoming incapacitated in consequence of sustaining
injury as a result of an accident or of an accident of a
specified class or of sickness or infirmity, being
contracts that -

(a) are expressed to be in effect for a period of not
less than five years, or until the normal
retirement age for the persons concerned, or
without limit of time; and

(b) either are not expressed to be terminable by the
friendly society, or are expressed to be so
terminable only in special circumstances
mentioned in the contract.

V Tontines Effecting or carrying out tontines.

VI Capital
redemption

Effecting or carrying out capital redemption contracts.
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VII Pension fund
management

Effecting or carrying out-

(a) pension fund management contracts; or

(b) contracts of the kind mentioned in (a) that are
combined with contracts of insurance covering
either conservation of capital or payment of a
minimum interest.

____________________________________
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CLASSES OF GENERAL INSURANCE BUSINESS
________________________

Number Description Nature of business

1 Accident Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance
providing fixed pecuniary benefits or benefits in the
nature of indemnity (or a combination of both) against
risks of the person insured or, in the case of a contract
made by virtue of section 140, 140A or 140B of the
Local Government Act 1972, a person for whose
benefit the contract is made -

(a) sustaining injury as the result of an accident or
of an accident of a specified class, or

(b) dying as the result of an accident or of an
accident of a specified class, or

(c) becoming incapacitated in consequence of
disease or of disease of a specified class,

inclusive of contracts relating to industrial injury and
occupational disease but exclusive of contracts falling
within class 2 or within class IV.

2 Sickness Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance
providing fixed pecuniary benefits or benefits in the
nature of indemnity (or a combination of the two)
against risks of loss to the persons insured attributable
to sickness or infirmity, but exclusive of contracts
falling within class IV.

16 Miscellaneous
financial loss

Effecting or carrying out contracts of insurance against
any of the following risks, namely –

(a) risks of loss to the persons insured attributable
to them being unemployed;

(b) risks of loss to the persons insured attributable
to them being in distressed circumstances; or

(c) risks of loss to the persons insured attributable
to sickness or infirmity,

but not including of contracts falling within class 2 or
class IV.
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Chapter 8

TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS

__________________________________
Guidance:

GEN (the part of the FSA Handbook in High Level Standards which has the title General
Provisions) contains some technical transitional provisions that apply throughout the
Handbook and which are designed to ensure a smooth transition at commencement of the Act.
These include transitional provisions relevant to record keeping and notification rules.

SUP contains transitional provisions which carry forward written concessions relating to pre-
commencement provisions.
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Appendix 1

LONG-TERM INSURANCE BUSINESS MARGIN OF SOLVENCY

Long-term classes I and II

1. (1) For long-term insurance business of class I or II the  margin of solvency must
be determined by taking the aggregate of the results arrived at by applying the
calculation described in (2) ("the first calculation") and the calculation
described in (3), (4) and (5) ("the second calculation").

(2) For the first calculation-

(a) a sum equal to 4% of the mathematical reserves for direct insurance
business and reinsurance acceptances without any deduction for
reinsurance cessions must be taken;

            (b) the amount of the mathematical reserves at the end of the last preceding
financial year after the deduction of reinsurance cessions must be
expressed as a percentage of the amount of those mathematical reserves
before any such deduction; and

(c) the sum mentioned in (a) must be multiplied-

                        (i) where the percentage arrived at under (b) is greater than 85% by
that greater percentage, and

(ii) in any other case, by 85%.

(3) For the second calculation-

(a) subject to (4) and (5), a sum equal to 0.3% of the capital at risk for
contracts on which the capital at risk is not a negative figure must be
taken;

            (b) the amount of the capital at risk at the end of the last preceding
financial year for contracts on which the capital at risk is not a negative
figure, after the deduction of reinsurance cessions, must be expressed as
a percentage of the amount of that capital at risk before any such
deduction; and

(c) the sum arrived at under (a) must be multiplied-

                        (i) where the percentage arrived at under (b) is greater than 50% by
that greater percentage, and

(ii) in any other case, by 50%.
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(4) Where a contract provides for benefits payable only on death within a specified
period and is valid for a period of not more than three years from the date when
the contract was first made, the percentage to be taken for the purposes of
(3)(a) must be 0.1%; and where the period of validity from that date is more
than three years but not more than five years, the percentage to be so taken
must be 0.15%.

(5) For the purposes of (4), the period of validity of the contract evidencing a
group policy is the period from the date when the premium rates under the
contract were last reviewed for which the premium rates are guaranteed.

(6) For the purposes of the second calculation, the capital at risk is-

(a) in any case in which an amount is payable in consequence of death
other than a case falling within (b), the amount payable on death; and

            (b) in any case in which the benefit under the contract in question consists
of the making, in consequence of death, of the payment of an annuity,
payment of a sum by instalments or any other kind of periodic
payments, the present value of that benefit,

less in either case the mathematical reserves in respect of the relevant
contracts.

(7) When the amount of the mathematical reserves referred to in (2)(a), or the
amount of the capital at risk referred to in (3)(a), is to be calculated for the
purposes of determining the  margin of solvency, the day as on which that
amount is calculated must be the same as that on which the margin of solvency
is determined; and the mathematical reserves referred to in (6) must also be
calculated as on that day when the capital at risk in question is that referred to
in (3)(a), but must be calculated as at the end of the last preceding financial
year when the capital at risk in question is that referred to in (3)(b).

Long-term classes III and VII

2. (1) For long-term insurance business of class III or VII the margin of solvency
must be determined in accordance with (2) to (5).

(2) In so far as a friendly society bears an investment risk, the first calculation must
be applied.

(3) In so far as-

(a) a friendly society bears no investment risk;

            (b) the total expired and unexpired term of the relevant contract exceeds
five years; and
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            (c) the allocation to cover management expenses in the relevant contract
has a fixed upper limit which is effective as a limit for a period
exceeding five years,

the first calculation must be applied, but as if 1(2)(a) contained a reference to
1% instead of 4%.

(4) If neither (2) nor (3) applies, then, subject to (5), the required margin of
solvency is zero.

(5) Where a friendly society covers a death risk, a sum arrived at by applying the
second calculation (disregarding 1(4) and (5)) must be added to the margin of
solvency, including a required margin of solvency of zero, arrived at under (2),
(3) or (4).

Long-term classes IV and VI

3. For long-term insurance business of class IV or VI the margin of solvency
must be determined by applying the first calculation.

Long-term class V

4. For long-term insurance business of class V the margin of solvency must be
1% of the assets of the relevant tontine.
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Appendix 2

GENERAL INSURANCE BUSINESS SOLVENCY MARGIN

Part I: the Premiums Basis

1. The gross premiums receivable in respect of the friendly society's entire
general insurance business for the last preceding financial year must be
aggregated.

2. From the aggregate arrived at under 1 there must be deducted-

(a) any taxes included in the premiums mentioned in 1; and

            (b) any levies that are related to premiums and are recorded in the friendly
society's books as payable in the last preceding financial year in respect
of general insurance business.

3. The amount arrived at under 2 must be multiplied by twelve and divided by the
number of months in the financial year.

4. If the amount arrived at under 3 is more than 10 million Euro, it must be
divided into two portions, the former consisting of 10 million Euro and the
latter comprising the excess.

5. Where there has been a division into two portions pursuant to 4, there must be
calculated and added together 18% and 16% of the two portions respectively;
and where there has been no such division, there must be calculated 18% of the
amount arrived at under 3.

6. In the case of general insurance business consisting of health insurance based
on actuarial principles, 5 applies with the substitution of "6%" for "18%" and
"5 1

3 % " for "16%", but only if all the necessary conditions are satisfied.

7. For the purposes of 6, the necessary conditions are as follows-

            (a) the gross premiums receivable are calculated on the basis of sickness
tables appropriate to insurance business;

(b) the reserves include provision for increasing age;

            (c) an additional premium is collected in order to set up a safety margin of
an appropriate amount;

            (d) it is not possible for the friendly society to cancel the contract after the
end of the third year of insurance; and

            (e) the contract must provide for the possibility of increasing premiums or
reducing payments during its currency.
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8. Where 6 applies to a friendly society whose general insurance business
consists partly of health insurance based on actuarial principles and partly of
other business, the procedure provided in 1 to 6 must operate separately for
each part of the general insurance business, so as to produce a sum under 6 for
the health insurance and a sum under 5 for the other business.

9. (1) If the provision for claims outstanding at the end of the last preceding financial
year exceeds the provision for claims outstanding at the beginning of that year,
the amount of the excess must be added to the amount of claims paid in the last
preceding financial year.

(2) If the provision for claims outstanding at the beginning of the last preceding
financial year exceeds the provision for claims outstanding at the end of that
year, the amount of the excess must be deducted from the amount of claims
paid in the last preceding financial year.

10. (1) For the purposes of 9, the “amount of claims paid”, in relation to a friendly
society and a financial year, is the amount that is recorded in the friendly
society's books at the end of the financial year as paid by it (whether or not
payment has been effected in that year) in full or partial settlement of-

(a) the claims described in (2); and
(b) the expenses described in (3),

less any recoverable amounts within the meaning of (4).

(2) The claims mentioned in (1) are claims including claims relating to business
accounted for over a longer period than a financial year.

(3) The expenses mentioned in (1) are expenses (such as, for example, legal or
medical costs) which are incurred by the friendly society, whether through the
employment of its own staff or otherwise, and are directly attributable to the
settlement of individual claims, whether or not the individual claims in
question are those mentioned in (1).

(4) Recoverable amounts for the purposes of (1) are amounts recoverable by the
friendly society in respect of the claims mentioned in (1) or other claims,
including amounts recoverable from third parties and amounts recoverable
from other insurance undertakings but excluding amounts recoverable in
respect of reinsurance ceded by the friendly society.

11. (1) For the purposes of 9, the “provisions for claims outstanding”, in relation to a
friendly society and a financial year, is the amount set aside by the friendly
society as at the beginning or end of the financial year as being an amount
likely to be sufficient to meet-

(a) the claims described in (2); and
(b) the expenses described in (3),

less any recoverable amounts within the meaning of (4).
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(2) The claims mentioned in (1) are claims in respect of incidents occurring-

(a) in the case of an amount set aside as at the beginning of the financial
year, before the beginning of that year; and

            (b) in the case of an amount set aside as at the end of a financial year,
before the end of that year,

being claims which have not been treated as claims paid and including claims
relating to business accounted for over a longer period than a financial year,
claims the amounts of which have not been determined and claims arising out
of incidents that have not been notified to the friendly society.

(3) The expenses mentioned in (1) are expenses (such as, for example, legal or
medical costs) which are likely to be incurred by the friendly society, whether
through the employment of its own staff or otherwise and are directly
attributable to the settlement of individual claims, whether or not the individual
claims in question are those mentioned in (1).

(4) ‘Recoverable amounts’ for the purposes of (1) are amounts estimated by the
friendly society to be recoverable by it in respect of the claims mentioned in
(1), including amounts recoverable from third parties and amounts recoverable
from other insurance undertakings but excluding amounts recoverable in
respect of reinsurance ceded by the friendly society.

12. From the amount determined under 9(1) or (2) there must be deducted the total
sum recoverable in respect of that amount under reinsurance contracts ceded.

13. The amount determined under 12 must be expressed as a percentage of the
amount determined under 9(1) or (2).

14. The sum arrived at under 5 or 6 or the aggregate of the sums arrived at under 5
and 6, as the case may be, must be multiplied-

            (a) where the percentage arrived at under 13 is greater than 50% but not
greater than 100%, by the percentage so arrived at;

            (b) where the percentage so arrived at is greater than 100%, by 100%; and

(c) in any other case, by 50%.
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Part II: the Claims Basis

15. If a friendly society has not been in existence long enough to acquire a
reference period, this Part II does not apply to the friendly society, and Part I
must be applied.

16. (1) If the provision for claims outstanding at the end of the reference period
exceeds the provision for claims outstanding at the beginning of the reference
period, the amount of the excess must be added to the amount of claims paid in
the reference period.

(2) If the provision for claims outstanding at the beginning of the reference period
exceeds the provision for claims outstanding at the end of the reference period,
the amount of the excess must be deducted from the amount of claims paid in
the reference period.

(3) For the purposes of this paragraph, the expressions "amount of claims paid"
and provision for claims outstanding have, in relation to a reference period, the
same meaning as they have in 9 in relation to a financial year.

17. The aggregate obtained under 16(1) or (2) must be divided by the number of
months in the reference period and multiplied by twelve.

18. If the amount arrived at under 17 is more than 7 million Euro, it must be
divided into two portions, the former consisting of 7 million Euro and the latter
comprising the excess.

19. Where there has been a division into two portions pursuant to 18, there must be
calculated and added together 26% and 23% of the two portions respectively;
and where there has been no such division, there must be calculated 26% of the
amount arrived at under 17.

20. In the case of general insurance business consisting of health insurance based
on actuarial principles, 19 applies with the substitution of “8 2/3 % ” for “26%”
and “7 2/3 %” for “23%”, but only if all the necessary conditions are satisfied.

21. The necessary conditions for the purposes of 20 are the same as those set out in
7.

22. In a case of the kind mentioned in 8, that paragraph applies (with the necessary
modifications) so as to produce separate sums under 19 and 20.

23. The sum arrived at under 19 or 20 or the aggregate of the sums arrived at under
19 and 20, as the case may be, must be multiplied by the same percentage as is
applicable for the purposes of 14.
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Appendix 3

PERMITTED LINKS

Part I - Descriptions of property by reference to which benefits may be determined

1. Listed securities which are readily realisable, not being securities which are:

(a) approved securities;
(b) loans or deposits of the kinds mentioned in  4 or 7;
(c) units or other beneficial interests in a collective investment fund; or
(d) derivative contracts.

2. Unlisted securities which are readily realisable, not being securities which are:

(a) approved securities;
(b) loans or deposits of the kinds mentioned in  4 or 7;
(c) units or other beneficial interests in a collective investment fund; or
(d) derivative contracts.

3. Land (including any interest in land) in an EEA State, Australia, Canada, the
Channel Islands, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, the Isle of Man, New Zealand, the
Republic of South Africa, Singapore or the United States of America.

4. Loans-

            (a) which are fully secured by mortgage (or in Scotland, by standard
security) or charge on land (or any interest in land) which-

(i) is situated in any of the countries specified in  3, and

                        (ii) in the case of a loan made to a person other than a body
corporate, is not used wholly or mainly for domestic purposes,
and

            (b) in relation to which the rate of interest and the due dates for the
payment of interest and the repayment of principal can be fully
ascertained from the terms of any agreement relating to the loan.

5. Units or other beneficial interests in-

            (a) a scheme falling within the UCITS Directive;

(b) a collective investment fund which satisfies the following conditions-

                        (i) the property of the fund comprises property of any of the
descriptions in  1 to 10;
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                        (ii) the units are readily realisable at a price which represents the
net value per unit of the assets and liabilities of the fund; and

                        (iii) the price at which the units may be bought and sold is published
regularly.

6. Approved securities.

7. Loans to or deposits with an approved credit institution, an approved financial
institution or an approved investment firm.

8. Income due, or to become due, in respect of property of any of the descriptions
specified in the foregoing of this Appendix.

9. Permitted derivative contracts.

10. Cash.

11. Units, by whatever name called, in a real or notional fund (not being a scheme
or undertaking of a kind mentioned in  5) which is limited to the descriptions of
property mentioned above, not being property falling within (a) to (d) of  12,
and which under the contract is to be managed either-

(a) wholly by the friendly society; or

            (b) wholly or to any extent by another person being a person for whose acts
and omissions in managing the fund the friendly society assumes
responsibility towards the policyholder as if they were the acts or
omissions of the friendly society, and otherwise (if at all) by the friendly
society.

Part II - Restrictions on determination of benefits by reference to property described in
Part I

12. Benefits payable under any contract to which rule 4.21 applies must not be
determined by reference to-

(a) property of any of the descriptions specified in 2, 5(b) or 7 if the value
of such property is determined, either wholly or partly, by reference to
the value of, the income from, fluctuations in the value of or
fluctuations in the income from, property other than property of the
descriptions in Part I;

            (b) property of the description specified in 2 in excess of 10% of the
aggregate property linked benefits under the contract;

            (c) property of the description specified in 5(b) which in aggregate value
exceeds 10% of the property linked benefits, unless the contract under
which the benefits are payable has been marketed in accordance with
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any legal restrictions which apply to the marketing of the corresponding
collective investment fund; or

           (d) property of any of the descriptions specified in Part I which has the
effect of a derivative contract other than a permitted derivative
contract.
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Appendix 4

ASSET VALUATION RULES

Interpretation

1. (1) [deleted]

(2) For the purposes of this Appendix and Appendix 6, a debt owed to (or an
obligation to be fulfilled for the benefit of) a friendly society must be regarded
as being secured only to the extent that it is-

(a) secured by-

                        (i) a letter of credit established with an approved credit institution;
or

(ii) a guarantee provided by an approved credit institution,

and the sum of the aggregate amount available under all letters of credit
established for the benefit of the friendly society with the same
counterparty, the aggregate amount of all guarantees issued for the
benefit of the friendly society by that counterparty and the amount of
any exposure of the friendly society to that counterparty does not
exceed the permitted counterparty exposure limit for that counterparty;
or

           (b) secured by assets for the valuation of which provision is made in this
Appendix and-

                       (i) the value of such assets (after deducting reasonable expenses of
sale and the amount of any other debt or obligation secured
thereon having priority to or ranking equally with the debt or
obligation) is sufficient to enable the debt or obligation to be
discharged in full;

                       (ii) the value of the assets when aggregated with the friendly
society's exposure to assets of the same description does not
exceed the permitted asset exposure limit for assets of that
description (as set out in Part II of Annex B); and

                       (iii) where the assets give rise to exposure to a counterparty, the
exposure of the friendly society to that counterparty, when
added to the sum of the aggregate amount available under all
letters of credit established for the benefit of the friendly society
with that counterparty, and the aggregate amount of all
guarantees issued for the benefit of the friendly society by that
counterparty, does not exceed the permitted counterparty
exposure limit for that counterparty.
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(3) For the purposes of (2) -

            (a) the aggregate amount available under letters of credit established with a
counterparty must be taken not to exceed the sum of the aggregate
amount of all debts and the aggregate value of all obligations in respect
of which those letters of credit were established;

            (b) the aggregate amount of guarantees issued by a counterparty must be
taken not to exceed the sum of the aggregate amount of all debts and
the aggregate value of all obligations so guaranteed; and

            (c) assets which are securing any other debt owed to (or obligation to be
fulfilled for the benefit of) the friendly society must be treated as if they
were assets of the friendly society.

Application

2. (1) This Appendix (the ‘asset valuation rules’) applies with respect to the
determination of the value of assets of a friendly society for the purposes of
chapters 4 and 5.

(2) Where a friendly society has entered into any contracts for the payment of
property linked benefits, 3 to 15 do not apply with respect to the determination
of the value of the linked assets to the extent that they are held in compliance
with the requirements of rule 4.12(2) and (3) to match liabilities in respect of
such benefits under such contracts and the value of such assets must be
determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting concepts, bases
and policies or other generally accepted methods appropriate for insurance
business.

(3) Any asset to which 2 to 15 apply (other than cash) for the valuation of which
no provision is made in those paragraphs must be left out of account for the
purposes specified in (1).

(4) Where in all the circumstances of the case it appears that any asset is of a lesser
value than the amount calculated in accordance with the asset valuation rules,
such lesser value must be the value of the asset.

(5) For the purposes of (4), in determining whether it appears that an asset is of a
lesser value than the amount calculated in accordance with the asset valuation
rules, regard must be had to the underlying security and in, the case of bonds,
debt securities and other money and capital market instruments, the credit
rating of the issuer, including whether the issuer belongs to Zone A as defined
in the Council Directive 89/647/EEC of 18 December 1989 on a solvency ratio
for credit institutions and, where the issuer is an international organisation,
whether it includes at least one EEA State among its members.

(6) Notwithstanding (1) (but subject to the conditions set out in (7) ) and in
relation to an actuarial investigation of its long-term insurance business only, a
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friendly society may elect to assign to any of its assets the value given to the
asset in question in the books or other records of the friendly society.

(7) The conditions referred to in (6) are-

            (a) that the election must not enable the friendly society to bring into
account any asset for the valuation of which no provision is made in
this Appendix;

            (b) that the value assigned to the aggregate of the assets must not be higher
than the aggregate of the value of those assets as determined in
accordance with the asset valuation rules.

(8) Where a friendly society has entered into a contract for the conversion of
currency which satisfies the conditions set out in (9), then for any of the
purposes for which the asset valuation rules apply, the friendly society must
treat the conversion as having been made on the relevant date.

(9) The conditions referred to in (8) are that-

(a) either-

                         (i) the contract provides for the conversion into another currency of
an amount representing the sale of an asset which has, on the
relevant date, been sold but not delivered, or

                         (ii) the contract provides for the purchase of currency for the
purpose of settling the purchase of an asset which has, on the
relevant date, been purchased but not delivered;

(b) the conversion is to take place during a period which is-

                        (i) where the contract is in connection with the delivery of a listed
security, a period commencing on the date of the contract and
extending for the usual period of settlement as laid down by the
rules of the relevant stock exchange or regulated market; or

                        (ii) where the contract is in connection with the delivery of any
other asset, a period commencing on the date of the contract and
extending for twenty working days thereafter; and

            (c) the contract is listed or has been entered into with an approved
counterparty.

Shares in a related undertaking

3. (1) Where any shares are held by a friendly society in a related undertaking, which
is an insurance undertaking or insurance holding company:
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(a) the value of the shares must not exceed the value, determined in
accordance with rule 4.2 of IPRU(INS) of the related undertaking's
surplus assets (as defined in IPRU(INS));

(b) the friendly society must make provision in respect of the related
undertaking in accordance with rule 5.3A of IPRU(INS).

(2) Where any shares are held by a friendly society in a related undertaking which
is not an insurance undertaking or insurance holding company, the value of the
shares must not exceed the greater of:

(a) the value, determined in accordance with this Appendix (other than
15(1)(a) to (c)) of the related undertaking's surplus assets; and

(b) the value of those shares as determined under rule 9.

(3) The surplus assets of a related undertaking (other than an insurance
undertaking or an insurance holding company) are its total assets excluding:

(a) the assets that are selected to cover liabilities;

(b) assets that are interests directly or indirectly held in the related
undertaking’s own capital;

(c) amounts due, or to become due, in respect of share capital, or other
contributions from members of the related undertaking, subscribed or
called for but not fully paid up; and

(d) assets that cannot effectively be made available or realised to meet
losses (if any) arising in the friendly society, including assets that
represent capital not owned, directly or indirectly, by the friendly
society.

(4) The assets selected in (3)(a) to be excluded from the total assets:

(a) must be of a value at least equal to the amount of the liabilities of the
related undertaking, determining that value and that amount in
accordance with this Appendix  (other than 15(1)(a) to (c)) and
Appendix 5;  and

(b) must not include:

(i) assets falling within (3)(b), or

(ii) assets falling within (3)(c) where the amount is due, or to
become due, from a related undertaking.

Debts due or to become due from a related undertaking
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4. The value of any debt due, or to become due, from a related undertaking must
not exceed the amount reasonably expected to be recovered in respect of the
debt taking into account only the value of:

(a) the assets identified in 3(3)(a); and

(b) any security held in respect of the debt.

Assets sold to or purchased from an approved credit institution or an
approved investment firm subject to an agreement for resale or
repurchase

5. (1) Where a friendly society has sold securities to or purchased securities from an
approved credit institution or an approved investment firm and such sale or
purchase was made subject to an agreement that the approved credit institution
or approved investment firm would, either on demand by the friendly society or
within six months of such sale or purchase, subsequently sell to or purchase
from the friendly society equivalent securities, then if at the relevant date such
subsequent sale or purchase has not taken place and the conditions specified in
(2) and either (3) or (4) (as appropriate) are satisfied, the friendly society-

(a) must value-

                        (i) securities sold by it under such agreement as if such securities
had been retained by it, and

                        (ii) assets provided by it as consideration for the purchase of
securities under such agreement as if such consideration had not
been provided by it; and

(b) must not ascribe a value to-

                        (i) any consideration received for the sale of securities under such
agreement (or any assets purchased by it with such
consideration) up to the limit of the value of the securities sold,
or

                        (ii) any securities purchased by it under such agreement (or any
assets purchased with the proceeds of the sale of any such
securities) up to the limit of the consideration (valued in
accordance with generally accepted accounting concepts, bases
and policies or other generally accepted methods appropriate to
friendly societies) provided by it.

(2) The condition specified in this paragraph is that, where at any time after the
sale or purchase of securities by the friendly society under an agreement
described in (1) either-

(a) the amount of the consideration received by the friendly society for the
sale of the securities fell below the value of the securities sold by it; or
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            (b) the value of the securities purchased by the friendly society fell below
the value of the consideration provided by it,

by more than 2.5% of the value of the securities sold or purchased (as the case
may be), the friendly society demanded additional consideration whose amount
was equal to the shortfall and such demand was complied with before the end
of the working day next following the day on which such shortfall occurred.

(3) The conditions specified in this paragraph are that, if the friendly society
purchases securities from an approved credit institution or an approved
investment firm and the consideration provided by the friendly society is other
than by way of sale of securities-

(a) the securities purchased are-

(i) approved securities,

(ii) listed securities, or

(iii) securities issued by an approved credit institution; and

(b) the securities purchased do not include-

                        (i) securities (other than approved securities) issued by the same
counterparty whose aggregate value amounts to more than 15%
of the value of the securities purchased, or

                        (ii) if the condition in (b)(i) is not satisfied, securities whose value
when aggregated with the friendly society's existing exposure to
assets of the same description or to the same counterparty
would exceed the appropriate permitted asset exposure limit or
permitted counterparty exposure limit as determined in
accordance with 15 and Annex B.

(4) The conditions specified in this paragraph are that, if the friendly society sells
securities to an approved credit institution or an approved investment firm,-

            (a) the consideration provided by the approved credit institution or
approved investment firm is-

(i) cash,
(ii) approved securities,
(iii) listed securities,
(iv) securities issued by an approved credit institution,
(v) a charge over assets set out in (i) to (iv),

                        (vi) a letter of credit established with an approved credit institution,
or

(vii) a guarantee provided by an approved credit institution; and
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(b) the consideration does not include-

                        (i) except to the extent that the condition in (b)(ii) is satisfied,
consideration whose amount when aggregated with the friendly
society's existing exposure to assets of the appropriate
description or to the relevant counterparty would exceed the
appropriate permitted asset exposure limit or permitted
counterparty exposure limit as determined in accordance with
15 and Annex B, or

                        (ii) consideration of more than 15% of the aggregate amount of
which takes the form of securities (other than approved
securities) issued by, letters of credit established with,
guarantees provided by, cash deposited with, a charge over cash
deposited with or a charge over securities issued by, the same
counterparty; and

           (c) the consideration to be provided by the friendly society for the
subsequent purchase of equivalent securities is-

                        (i) where the consideration for the original purchase by the
approved credit institution or approved investment firm was
(wholly or in part) cash, cash denominated in the same currency,
and

                        (ii) where the consideration was (wholly or in part) securities,
securities equivalent to the securities provided by way of
consideration.

(5) For the purposes of this paragraph, where the friendly society has received
consideration in respect of a sale of the kind described in (1), in addition to any
other exposure to assets or to a counterparty-

(a) if such consideration takes the form of a letter of credit established
with, or a guarantee provided by, an approved credit institution, it must
be considered to give rise to exposure to that institution by the amount
of the consideration;

            (b) if such consideration takes the form of a charge over securities, it must
be considered to give rise to exposure to securities of the same
description and to the issuer of those securities by the amount of the
consideration; and

            (c) if such consideration takes the form of cash deposited with another
party for the benefit of the friendly society, or a charge over cash
deposited with another party, it must be considered to give rise to
exposure to that party by the amount of the consideration.

(6) For the purposes of this paragraph, the amount of any consideration must be-
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            (a) where the consideration is a letter of credit established with an
approved credit institution, the lower of the amount made available
under the letter of credit and the value of the assets sold;

(b) where the consideration is a guarantee provided by an approved credit
institution, the lower of the amount of the guarantee and the value of
the assets sold;

            (c) where the consideration takes the form of assets of any of the types
mentioned in (4)(a)(i) to (iv), or a charge over such assets, the value of
the assets as determined in accordance with the asset valuation rules;
and

            (d) where the consideration takes the form of a Talisman short term
certificate, the value of the securities represented by that certificate.

(7) Where a friendly society has entered into a number of agreements described in
(1), for the purposes of (3) and (4) of this paragraph-

(a) any or all agreements under which the subsequent sale or purchase has
not taken place at the relevant date may be treated as one agreement;
and

            (b) in such case, the 15% limits referred to in (3)(b)(i) and (4)(b)(ii) must
be calculated by reference to the aggregate of the value of the securities
purchased under (3) and the amount of any consideration under (4).

Debts and other rights

6. (1) The value of any debt due, or to become due, to a friendly society, other than a
debt to which 4, 11 or 13 applies or to which (2), (3), (4) or (6) of this rule
applies, must be-

(a) in the case of a debt which is due, or will become due, within twelve
months of the relevant date (including any debt which would become
due within that period if the friendly society were to exercise any right
to which it is entitled to require payment of the same), the amount
which can reasonably be expected to be recovered in respect of that
debt; and

            (b) in the case of any other debt, the amount which would reasonably be
paid by way of consideration for an immediate assignment of the debt,

in either case due account being taken of the terms and conditions for payment
of the debt and, where the debt is secured, the nature and quality of the
security.

(2) Any debt due, or to become due, to a friendly society under a letter of credit
must be left out of account for the purposes for which the asset valuation rules
apply.
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(3) In the case of long-term insurance business carried on by a friendly society, the
value of any debt due, or to become due, to the friendly society which is
secured on a policy of insurance issued by the friendly society and which
(together with any other debt secured on that policy) does not exceed the
amount payable on a surrender of that policy at the relevant date must be the
amount of that debt.

(4) Subject to (5), the value of any rights of the friendly society under a contract of
reinsurance to which it is a party must be the amount which can reasonably be
expected to be recovered in respect of those rights.

(5) (4) does not apply to-

(a) rights under a contract of reinsurance in respect of long-term insurance
business except to the extent that debts are due under such contracts; or

(b) debts to which 4 applies which are due or are to become due.

(6) Any debt due, or to become due, to a friendly society-

(a) from an intermediary in respect of money advanced on account of
commission to which that intermediary is not absolutely entitled at the
relevant date; or

            (b) which is a debt owed in respect of premiums (due account being taken
of rebates, refunds and commissions payable) which is recorded in the
friendly society's accounting records as due and payable and has been
outstanding for more than three months,

must be left out of account for the purposes of the  asset valuation rules .

(7) The value of any right to recover assets transferred by way of initial margin in
respect of a derivative contract or a contract or asset having the effect of a
derivative contract must be determined-

(a) where the initial margin was a payment in cash, as if there were a debt
owed to the friendly society for that amount; and

            (b) where the initial margin took the form of a transfer of securities, as if
there were a debt owed to the friendly society of an amount equal to the
value of such securities as determined in accordance with the asset
valuation rules.

(8) The value of any rights arising under a derivative contract to which 13 does not
apply, or under a contract or asset having the effect of such a contract, must be
the value of any right to recover assets transferred by way of initial margin
together with the value of any other unconditional right to receive a specified
amount.
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(9) This rule must not apply to any rights (other than debts due) in respect of-

(a) investments in related undertakings;

(b) securities or beneficial interests in a limited partnership;

(c) units or other beneficial interests in a collective investment scheme;

(d) a derivative contract, except as provided under (7) or (8); or

            (e) a contract or asset which has the effect of a derivative contract except
as provided under (7) or (8) or under 14(4) or (5).

Land

7. (1) The value of any land of a friendly society (other than land held by the friendly
society as security for a debt or to which (2) or 12 applies) must be not greater
than the amount which (after deduction of the reasonable expenses of sale)
would be realised if the land were sold at a price equal to the most recent
proper valuation of that land which has been provided to the friendly society
and any such land of which there is no proper valuation must be left out of
account for the purposes for which the asset valuation rules apply.

(2) The value of any interest in land which is determinable upon the death of any
person or upon the happening of some other future event or at some future time
must be the amount which would reasonably be paid by way of consideration
for an immediate transfer thereof.

Equipment

8. (1) The value of any computer equipment of a friendly society-

(a) in the financial year of the friendly society in which it is purchased,
must not be greater than three-quarters of the cost thereof to the friendly
society;

(b) in the first financial year thereafter, must not be greater than one-half of
that cost;

(c) in the second financial year thereafter, must be not greater than one-
quarter of that cost; and

            (d) in any subsequent financial year, must be left out of account for the
purposes for which the asset valuation rules apply.

(2) The value of any office machinery (other than computer equipment), furniture,
motor vehicles and other equipment of a friendly society, must be, in the
financial year of the friendly society in which it is purchased, not greater than
one-half of the cost thereof and must be, in any subsequent financial year, left
out of account for the purposes for which the asset valuation rules apply.
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Securities and beneficial interests in limited partnerships

9. (1) Subject to (2), this paragraph applies to the valuation of investments
comprising securities and beneficial interests in limited partnerships and, for
the purposes of (6), investments includes loans.

(2) This paragraph does not apply to the valuation of securities which are-

(a) derivative contracts;

(b) [deleted]

            (c) units or other beneficial interests in collective investment schemes,
except as provided in 10(2); or

            (d) contracts or assets having the effect of derivative contracts, except as
provided in 14(4).

(3) Subject to (6), the value of an investment to which this rule applies must be-

            (a) where the investment is transferable and (4) does not apply, the market
value;

(b) where the investment is transferable and (4) applies, the lower of-

(i) the market value, and

                        (ii) the amount which would reasonably be expected to be received
by way of consideration for an assignment or transfer of the
investment at a date not later than twelve months after the
relevant date, it being assumed that negotiations for the
assignment or transfer commenced on the relevant date and the
assignment or transfer was made other than to the issuer or to an
associate or an associate company of the issuer or of the
friendly society; or

(c) where the investment is not transferable-

                        (i) the amount payable on redemption on the relevant date or the
most recent date before the relevant date on which the issuer of
the investment could have been required to redeem the
investment, or

                        (ii) where the investment cannot be redeemed, the amount which
would reasonably be paid by way of compensation for the
surrender of the interest in the investment.

(4) Subject to (5), this paragraph applies where it is not reasonable to assume that,
had negotiations for the assignment or transfer of the investment commenced
not more than seven working days before the relevant date, the investment
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could have been assigned or transferred on the relevant date for an amount not
less than 97.5% of the market value other than to the issuer or to an associate
or an associate company of the issuer or of the friendly society.

(5)  (4) must be taken not to apply if it applies by reason only that-

(a) the listing of the investment has been temporarily suspended following
receipt of price sensitive information by the stock exchange on which
the investment is listed or the regulated market on which facilities for
dealing have been granted; or

             (b) the extent of the holding would prevent an orderly disposal of the
investment for an amount equal to or greater than 97.5% of the market
value.

(6) Where a friendly society has made more than one unlisted investment (other
than a number of investments exclusively comprising loans) and the value of
such investments when taken together is greater than the aggregate of the
values of each investment valued separately, then such higher value may be
ascribed to the investments if it is reasonable to assume that none of the
investments would be assigned or transferred separately.

Beneficial interests in collective investments schemes

10. (1) Subject to (3), this rule applies to holdings of units, or other beneficial interests
in-

            (a) a scheme falling within the UCITS Directive;

(b) an authorised unit trust scheme or a recognised scheme within the
meaning of the Act (not falling within (a)); or

 (c) any other collective investment scheme where-

                        (i) the scheme does not employ derivative contracts unless they are
contracts to which 13 applies,

                        (ii) the scheme does not employ contracts or assets having the effect
of derivative contracts unless they have the effect of derivative
contracts to which 13 applies, and

                        (iii) the property of the scheme does not include assets other than
those for the valuation of which provision is made in the asset
valuation rules.

(2) The value of units or other beneficial interests in a collective investment
scheme to which this rule applies must be-

(a) where the issuer can be required to purchase the units or other
beneficial interests from the holder upon the holder giving notice of one
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month or less, the price at which the issuer would have purchased the
units or other beneficial interests on the relevant date or the most recent
date before the relevant date on which it could have been required to
make such a purchase; or

            (b) where the issuer cannot be required to purchase the units or other
beneficial interests as set out in (a), a value determined in accordance
with 9.

(3) Other than as provided in 14(4), this rule must not apply to units or other
beneficial interests in a collective investment scheme which has the effect of a
derivative contract.

Deferred acquisition costs

11. In the case of general insurance business, the value of deferred acquisition
costs must be the value as determined in accordance with generally accepted
accounting concepts, bases and policies or other generally accepted methods
appropriate to friendly societies.

Reversionary interests etc.

12. The value of any long-term insurance business asset of a friendly society
consisting of an interest in property which is a remainder, reversionary interest,
right of fee subject to a life rent or other future interest, whether vested or
contingent must be the amount which would reasonably be paid by way of
consideration for an immediate transfer or assignment of it.

Derivative contracts

13. (1) The value of rights (other than rights to recover assets transferred by way of
initial margin) under a derivative contract to which this rule applies must be-

(a) in the case of a listed derivative contract, the market value; and

            (b) in the case of an unlisted derivative contract, the amount which would
reasonably be paid by way of consideration for closing out that contract,

in either case taking into account the market value of any assets which, at the
relevant date, have been transferred by way of variation margin.

(2) This rule applies to an approved derivative contract which is covered and-

(a) which is held in connection with a contract or asset of the type
described in (3) for the purposes of reduction of investment risks or
efficient portfolio management; or

(b) which has effect as if so held for such purposes.

(3) The contract or asset described in this paragraph must be either-
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            (a) an approved derivative contract or a contract or asset having the effect
of an approved derivative contract which, when taken together with the
approved derivative contract the rights under which are being valued in
accordance with this rule, would have the effect that the friendly society
either holds an asset for the valuation of which provision is made in this
chapter or holds an approved derivative contract in connection with
such an asset; or

            (b) an asset for the valuation of which provision is made in this chapter,
being neither a derivative contract nor a contract or asset having the
effect of a derivative contract.

(4) For the purposes of this rule an approved derivative contract is covered if it
does not require a significant provision to be made in respect of it pursuant to 3
of Appendix 5.

(5) For the purposes of determining in accordance with (4) whether a required
provision is significant, regard must be had to the obligations of the friendly
society under the contract and the volatility of the assets identified by the
friendly society as being suitable to cover such obligations, and the required
provision in respect of any one derivative contract must be deemed to be
significant if-

(a) the aggregate provision required in respect of all contracts having a
similar effect is significant; or

            (b) the aggregate provision required in respect of all contracts with which it
is connected is significant.

(6) In this rule, an ‘approved derivative contract’ is a derivative contract entered
into by a directive friendly society which-

(a) either is listed or has been entered into with an approved counterparty;

(b) the friendly society reasonably believes may be readily closed out; and

            (c) is either a contract for differences to which (7) applies or a futures
contract or an option to either of which (8) applies.

(7) This paragraph applies to-

            (a) a contract for differences under which the amount payable by either
party is calculated solely by reference to fluctuations in any of the
following-

                        (i) the value of an asset for the valuation of which provision is
made in this chapter,

                        (ii) the amount of income from such an asset over a defined period,
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                        (iii) an index of such assets, being an index in respect of which a
derivative contract is listed, or

                        (iv) a national index of retail prices published by or under the
authority of a government of a State belonging to Zone A as
defined in Council Directive 89/647/EEC of 18 December 1989
on a solvency ratio for credit institutions,

or an arithmetic average thereof; and

            (b) a contract under which the amount payable by either party is calculated
by reference to the difference between the market value and the
amortised value of any asset for the valuation of which provision is
made in this Appendix.

(8) This paragraph applies to a futures contract or an option which in either case
provides for the acquisition or disposal of assets for the valuation of all of
which provision is made in this Appendix at a price which is determined by
one or more of the following methods-

(a) for each date on which the contract may be completed or the option
exercised, the price is a fixed amount under the terms of the contract or
option;

            (b) it is determined by reference to the market value or the amortised value
of an asset for the valuation of which provision is made in this chapter
or the amount of income over a defined period from such an asset;

            (c) it is determined by reference to an index of the kind mentioned in
(7)(a)(iii) or (iv).

Contracts and assets having the effect of derivatives

14. (1) Subject to (3), for the purposes of this Appendix, a contract has the effect of a
derivative contract if it is a contract (other than a derivative contract) which
provides whether upon the exercise of a right by the friendly society or
otherwise-

            (a) for payment (at any time) of amounts which are determined by
fluctuations in-

(i) the value of property of any description,

(ii) an index of the value of property of any description,

(iii) income from property of any description, or

(iv) an index of income from property of any description;
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(b) for delivery of an asset (other than an asset for the valuation of which
provision is made in 8) to or by the friendly society; or

            (c) for the conversion of an asset held by the friendly society or another
party to-

(i) an asset of a different type, or

(ii) a different asset of the same type.

(2) Subject to (3), for the purposes of this Appendix an asset has the effect of a
derivative contract if the asset is an asset (other than an approved security or
an asset falling within 10(1)(a)) and the holding of the asset confers contractual
rights or imposes contractual obligations to make or accept payment, delivery
or conversion as set out in (1)(a) to (c).

(3) A contract or asset does not have the effect of a derivative contract by reason
only that-

            (a) it provides for the unconditional delivery of assets, or for the payment
for unconditional delivery of assets, such delivery or payment to be
made within a period not exceeding the period commencing at the date
of the contract and extending-

                        (i) in the case of a listed security, for the usual period for delivery
or payment as determined by the rules of the stock exchange or
regulated market on which the securities are listed or facilities
for dealing have been granted, or

(ii) in any other case, for twenty working days;

            (b) it is a contract of the type described in 2(8) in respect of which the
conditions set out in 2(9) have been satisfied; or

(c) it is a transaction to which 5(1) applies.

(4) Rights in respect of a contract or asset whose effect is that of a derivative
contract to which 13 applies must-

(a) where the asset is a security, be valued in accordance with 9;

            (b) where the asset comprises units or other beneficial interests in a
collective investment scheme, be valued in accordance with 10; and

(c) where the asset is a debt or other right, be valued in accordance with 6.

(5) Rights in respect of a contract or asset whose effect is that of a derivative
contract to which 13 does not apply must have a value determined in
accordance with 6(8).
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(6) For the purposes of determining whether a contract or asset has the effect of a
derivative contract to which 13 applies, it must be deemed to have the effect of
a derivative contract which is listed or transacted with an approved
counterparty if it is itself listed or so transacted.

Assets to be taken into account only to a specified extent

15. (1) Subject to (2) to (6), the aggregate value of the assets of a directive friendly
society as determined in accordance with the asset valuation rules must, for
any of the purposes for which the asset valuation rules apply, be reduced by an
amount representing the aggregate of-

(a) the amount by which the friendly society is exposed to assets of any
description in excess of the permitted asset exposure limit for assets of
that description;

            (b) the amount by which the friendly society is exposed to a counterparty in
excess of the permitted counterparty exposure limit for such
counterparty;

            (c) the amount by which the friendly society has an excess concentration
with a number of counterparties;

            (d) the value of any assets transferred to or for the benefit of the friendly
society in pursuance of a condition in a derivative contract to which 13
does not apply or a related contract; and

            (e) the value of any assets transferred to or for the benefit of the friendly
society in pursuance of a contract whose effect is that of a derivative
contract to which 13 does not apply or a related contract,

as determined in accordance with Annex B.

(2) Where a friendly society is exposed to assets of any description in excess of the
permitted asset exposure limit for such assets, the reduction required to be
made by (1)(a) must be made-

(a) by deducting (as far as possible) the amount of the excess from the
assets of that description held by the friendly society; and

            (b) where the friendly society does not hold sufficient assets of that
description to eliminate the excess (or does not hold any assets of that
description) by making an appropriate deduction from the aggregate
value of the assets which the friendly society would otherwise be
permitted to take into account for any of the  purposes for which the
asset valuation rules apply.

(3) Where a friendly society is required to make a reduction in accordance with
(1)(b), (c), (d) or (e), the reduction must be made by making a deduction from
the aggregate value of the assets which the friendly society would otherwise be
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permitted to take into account for any of the purposes for which the asset
valuation rules apply.

(4) Where a friendly society carrying on long-term insurance business has
attributed assets partly to a long-term insurance business fund and partly to its
other assets, any reduction required to be made by this rule must be made in the
same proportion as the attribution.

(5) Assets of a friendly society comprising-

(a) approved securities or any interest accrued thereon;

(b) debts to which 6(3) applies;

(c) rights to which 6(4) applies;

(d) debts in respect of premiums;

            (e) moneys due from, or guaranteed by, the government of any State which
belongs to Zone A as defined in Council Directive 89/647/EEC of 18
December 1989 on a solvency ratio for credit institutions;

            (f) shares in or debts due or to become due from a dependant falling
within 3;

            (g) holdings in a scheme falling within the UCITS Directive; or

(h) deferred acquisition costs,

must not be taken into account in any of the calculations described in (1).

(6) Where a friendly society has entered into any contracts providing for the
payment of index linked benefits, the provisions of (1)(a) must not apply to
assets of that friendly society to the extent that they are held to match liabilities
in respect of such benefits.
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Annex A to Appendix 4

VALUATION OF DEPENDANTS

[Deleted]
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Annex B of Appendix 4

ASSETS TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT ONLY TO A SPECIFIED EXTENT

PART I: the method of calculation of excess exposure

B1. [deleted]

B2. [deleted]

B3. [deleted]

Calculation of exposure to assets

B4. A value must be ascribed to assets of each description which must be an
amount determined in accordance with the asset valuation rules or, where the
assets are of a description for the valuation of which no provision is made in
those rules, an amount which would reasonably be paid by way of
consideration for an immediate assignment or transfer of such assets. The
amount by which the friendly society is exposed to assets of each description
must be determined by adjusting the value of the assets in accordance with B5
to B11A.

Adjustments in respect of futures contracts

B5. The value ascribed under B4 in respect of assets of each description must be
increased or decreased by the value of assets of that description which the
friendly society is deemed to have acquired or disposed of pursuant to a futures
contract.

B6. For the purposes of B5, the friendly society must be deemed to have acquired
or disposed of assets pursuant to a futures contract if, at the relevant date, it
has entered into (and not closed out) a futures contract which-

(a) provides for the acquisition of assets by the friendly society;

            (b) is listed and provides for the disposal of assets by the friendly society;
or

            (c) is not listed but provides for the disposal of assets by the friendly
society to an approved counterparty and it is prudent to assume that
such disposal will take place within one year of the relevant date.

Adjustments in respect of options

B7. The figure arrived at under B4 to B6 in respect of assets of each description
must be increased or decreased by the value of assets of that description which
the friendly society is deemed to have acquired or disposed of pursuant to an
option.
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B8. For the purposes of B7, the friendly society must be deemed to have acquired
or disposed of assets pursuant to an option if, at the relevant date, it is a party
to an option and it is prudent to assume that the option will be exercised and
the option is one which-

(a) provides for the acquisition of assets by the friendly society;

            (b) is listed and provides for the disposal of assets by the friendly society;
or

            (c) is not listed but provides for the disposal of assets by the friendly
society to an approved counterparty and it is prudent to assume that
such disposal will take place within one year of the relevant date.

Adjustments in respect of initial margins

B9. The figure arrived at under B4 to B8 in respect of assets of each description
must be increased by an amount representing the value of any assets of that
description which have been transferred by the friendly society by way of initial
margin.

Adjustments in respect of an undiversified contract for differences or a
contract or asset having the effect of a derivative contract

B10. The amount arrived at in accordance with B4 to B9 must be increased or
decreased by an amount representing the value of assets which the friendly
society is deemed to have acquired or disposed of under-

(a) an undiversified contract for differences; or

            (b) a contract or asset other than a diversified contract for differences
which has the effect of a derivative contract.

B11. For the purposes of B10, the friendly society must be deemed to have achieved
the effect of such contract by entering into appropriate futures contracts or
options. The assets deemed to be acquired or disposed of must be dealt with in
accordance with the provisions in B5 and B7 respectively.

Adjustment in respect of subsidiary undertakings

B11A. The amount arrived at under B4 to B11 must be increased by an amount
representing the exposure, if any, of the friendly society's dependants to assets
of that description, calculating that exposure by applying B4 to B11 each
dependant as if it were a friendly society.

Excess asset exposure

B12. The amount by which the friendly society is exposed to assets of a particular
description in excess of the permitted asset exposure limit must be calculated
by subtracting the permitted asset exposure limit for assets of that description
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from the corresponding amount of the exposure, calculated in accordance with
B4 to B11A. For this purpose, exposure to assets must be excluded to the
extent that such exposure has caused the recognition of excess exposure to
assets of a different description. If the figure arrived at is negative, it must be
taken to be zero.

Calculation of exposure to a counterparty

B13. Subject to B14 to B15A, the value of all investments (determined in
accordance with 9 of Appendix 4) issued by any one counterparty and the
value of all rights (determined in accordance with 6, 13 and 14 of Appendix 4)
against that counterparty, in each case up to the amount of the appropriate
permitted asset exposure limit, must be aggregated. Where the counterparty is
an issuer of a collective investment scheme falling within 10(1)(c) of Appendix
4, the value of units or other beneficial interest in the collective investment
scheme must be included.

B14. Where a friendly society has rights in respect of an obligation to be fulfilled by
a counterparty and-

(a) the obligation is a secured obligation which-

                        (i) is secured by cash deposited with, or a letter of credit
established with, or securities issued by, or a guarantee provided
by, an approved credit institution or an approved financial
institution; and

(ii) is due to be fulfilled within 12 months of the relevant date; or

            (b) the obligation is a secured obligation which is secured by listed
securities which are readily realisable or by approved securities which
in either case-

                        (i) have been deposited with an approved credit institution, an
approved financial institution or an approved investment firm;
and

                        (ii) are beneficially owned by the counterparty but will not be
available for the benefit of creditors generally in the event of the
winding-up of the counterparty,

the aggregation required by B13 need not include the value of such rights.

B15. If the friendly society has liabilities to the counterparty which may be offset
against the above mentioned assets in accordance with generally accepted
accounting concepts, bases and policies or other generally accepted methods
appropriate for friendly societies, then such liabilities may be offset for the
purposes of the aggregation required by B13.
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B15A. The amount arrived at in accordance with B13 to B15 must be increased by the
amount by which any dependant is exposed to a counterparty.

Excess counterparty exposure

B16. The amount by which the friendly society is exposed to a counterparty in
excess of the permitted counterparty exposure limit must be calculated by
subtracting from the amount of the exposure to such counterparty the amount
of the permitted counterparty exposure limit for such counterparty. If the
figure arrived at is negative, it must be taken to be zero. If the friendly society
is exposed to a counterparty in excess of the permitted counterparty exposure
limit in more than one of the circumstances set out in (c) of the definition of
permitted counterparty exposure limit, it must make the deduction required
under 15(1)(b) of Appendix 4 only in respect of the circumstances leading to
the greatest excess exposure.

Excess concentration with a number of counterparties

B17. Where there is exposure to a counterparty of the type mentioned in (c)(ii) of
the definition of permitted counterparty exposure limit, 40% of the business
amount must be deducted from the aggregate of such exposures. The amount so
arrived at is the excess concentration with a number of counterparties. Where
this amount is negative, it must be taken to be zero. For the purposes of this
paragraph-

(a) exposure to a counterparty must be taken into account only up to the
level of the permitted counterparty exposure limit for that counterparty;

            (b) exposure to a counterparty must not be taken into account if it does not
exceed 5% of the business amount; and

            (c) exposure to a counterparty must not be taken into account if the
corresponding permitted counterparty exposure limit does not exceed
5% of the business amount.

Part II: description of asset and corresponding business amount

B18. A piece of land or a number of pieces of land (or one or more
interests in such pieces of land) to which in the most recent proper
valuation of such pieces of land an aggregate value is ascribed
which is greater than the aggregate of the value of each of such
pieces of land or interests valued separately.

5%

B19. A reversionary interest or a remainder not falling within B18. 1%

B20. All debts due or to become due from any one individual (other
than a connected individual of the friendly society), being debts
which are fully secured on any dwelling or any land appurtenant
(or in Scotland, appertaining) thereto owned or to be purchased
by the individual and used or to be used by him for his own

1%
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residence.

B21. All debts due or to become due from any one individual, other
than debts specified in B20.

0.25%

B22. All unsecured debts (other than debts arising under the terms of
debt securities or debts from a regulated institution) due or to
become due from any one counterparty other than an individual,
body corporate or group.

1%

B23. All unsecured debts (other than debts arising under the terms of
debt securities or debts from a regulated institution) due or to
become due from any one company, taken together with all such
debts due or to become due from a connected company of that
company.

1%

B24. All unsecured debts (other than debts arising under the terms of
debt securities or debts from an approved counterparty) due or
to become due from any one regulated institution, taken together
with (where that institution is a company) all such debts due or
to become due from a connected company of that institution.

2.5%

B25. All debts, other than debts arising under the terms of debt
securities, due or to become due from any one counterparty
which is not an approved counterparty taken together with all
such debts due or to become due from any connected company
(other than an approved counterparty) of that counterparty.

5%

B26. All debts, other than short-term deposits with an approved credit
institution or debts arising under the terms of debt securities, due
or to become due from any one approved counterparty, taken
together with all such debts due or to become due from any
connected company of that approved counterparty.

10%

B27. All debts due or to become due from an approved credit
institution (or a connected company of that institution) taken
together unless –

(a) the friendly society has notified the FSA that it places 
deposits with that institution;  and

(b) the total amount of debts due or to become due does not 
exceed £2 million.

   20% 2

B28. The aggregate of debts of the descriptions in B21, B22 and B23. 5%
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B29. All investments of a kind which may be valued in accordance
with 9 of Appendix 4 (other than secured debt securities, debt
securities issued by a regulated institution or investments which
are listed and readily realisable) issued by any one issuer taken
together with-

(a) all units or other beneficial interests in a collective
investment scheme failing within 10(1)(c) of Appendix 4
issued by that issuer; and with

(b) all investments of the kinds mentioned in this paragraph
            issued by a connected company of that issuer.

1%

B30. The aggregate of assets of any of the descriptions in B19 and
B29.

10%

B31. All shares issued by any one issuer taken together with all such
securities issued by a connected company of that issuer.

2.5%

B32. All securities issued by any one issuer which is not an approved
counterparty taken together with (where that issuer is a
company) all securities issued by a connected company, other
than an approved counterparty, of that issuer.

5%

B33. All securities issued by any one counterparty. 10%

B34. All holdings in any one authorised unit trust scheme or
recognised scheme.

5%

B35. All cash. 3%

B36. All computer equipment. 5%

B37. All office machinery (other than computer equipment) taken
together with all furniture, motor vehicles and other equipment.

2.5%
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Appendix 5

LIABILITY VALUATION RULES

Application

1. This Appendix (the ‘liability valuation rules’) applies with respect to the
determination of the amount of liabilities of a friendly society for the purposes
of chapters 4 and 5.

Long-term and general insurance business

2. (1) Subject to the provisions below, the amount of liabilities of a friendly society in
respect of long-term insurance business and general insurance business and
other lawful activities must be determined in accordance with generally
accepted accounting concepts, bases and policies or other generally accepted
methods appropriate for insurance business.

(2) In determining under (1) the amount of liabilities of a friendly society, all
contingent and prospective liabilities must be taken into account.

Provision for adverse changes

3. (1) A friendly society which has or may have (following the exercise of any right
by the friendly society or any other party) an obligation to which this rule
applies to deliver assets or make a payment must-

(a) at all times identify the assets held by it which it considers to be the
most suitable to cover such obligation; and

            (b) make prudent provision for the effect on the amount of its excess assets
of adverse variations between the value of the assets identified and the
value of the assets which it is or may be obliged to deliver or the
amount of the payment which it is or may be obliged to make.

(2) For the purposes of (1) the friendly society must take into account all
reasonably foreseeable adverse variations and must have particular regard to
past volatility in the value of the assets concerned (or assets of a similar nature)
and the possibility of adverse changes in such volatility in the future.

(3) For the purposes of this rule "the amount of its excess assets" means the
difference between the aggregate value of its assets (other than linked assets to
the extent that they are held to match property linked liabilities) determined in
accordance with Appendix 4 and the amount of its liabilities (other than
property linked liabilities or liabilities for which provision is made in
accordance with this rule).

(4) Subject to (5), this rule applies to an obligation-
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(a) under a contract relating to investments of the kinds mentioned in item
B under the heading "Assets" in Part I of Schedule 2 to Accounts
Regulations (whether such contract constitutes an asset or liability of
the friendly society);

            (b) undertaken for the purposes of, or in connection with the making of,
investments of the kind mentioned in (a); or

            (c) under a contract providing for the purchase, sale or exchange of
currency.

(5) This rule does not apply to a contract to the extent that it relates to, or is for the
purposes of the making of an investment in, or is in connection with the
making of an investment in, a building which is to be occupied by the friendly
society and used by the friendly society for the conduct of its business.

General insurance business liabilities

4. The amount of insurance liabilities which are general insurance business
liabilities must be determined in accordance with the regulations set out in Part
VI of Schedule 6 to the Accounts Regulations.

Long-term insurance business liabilities

5. (1) The determination of the amount of long-term liabilities (other than liabilities
which have fallen due for payment before the valuation date) must be made on
actuarial principles which must have due regard to the reasonable expectations
of policyholders and must make proper provision for all liabilities on prudent
assumptions that must include appropriate margins for adverse deviation of the
relevant factors.

(2) The determination must take account of all prospective liabilities as determined
by the policy conditions for each existing contract, taking credit for premiums
payable after the valuation date.

(3) Without prejudice to the generality of (1), the amount of the long-term
liabilities must be determined in compliance with each of 6 to 16 and must take
account, inter alia, the following factors:

(a) all guaranteed benefits, including guaranteed surrender values;

            (b) vested, declared or allotted bonuses to which policyholders are already
either collectively or individually contractually entitled;

(c) all options available to the policyholder under the terms of the contract;

(cc) discretionary charges and deductions, in so far as they do not exceed the
reasonable expectations of policyholders;

(d) expenses, including commissions; and
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            (e) any rights under contracts of reinsurance in respect of long-term
insurance business.

Method of calculation

6. (1) Subject to (2), (3) and (4), the amount of the long-term liability must be
determined separately for each contract by a prospective calculation.

(2) A retrospective calculation may be applied to determine the liabilities where a
prospective method cannot be applied to a particular type of contract or benefit,
or where it can be demonstrated that the resulting amount of liabilities would
be no lower than would be required by a prudent prospective calculation.

(3) Appropriate approximations or generalisations may be made where they are
likely to provide the same, or a higher, result than individual calculations of the
same amount of the liabilities in respect of each contract.

(4) Where necessary, additional amounts must be set aside on an aggregated basis
for general risks which are not individualised.

(5) The method of calculation of the amount of the liabilities and the assumptions
used must not be subject to discontinuities from year to year arising from
arbitrary changes and must be such as to recognise the distribution of profits in
an appropriate way over the duration of each policy.

(6) The liabilities for contracts under which the policyholder is eligible to
participate in any established surplus must have regard to the level of the
premiums under the contracts, to the assets held in respect of those liabilities,
and to the custom and practice of the friendly society in the manner and timing
of the distribution of profits or the granting of discretionary additions, as the
case may be.

(7) In this paragraph ‘established surplus’ means an excess of assets representing
the whole or a particular part of the fund or funds maintained by the friendly
society in respect of its long-term insurance business over the liabilities, or a
particular part of the liabilities, of the friendly society attributable to that
business as shown by an investigation to which rule 5.1 or 5.2 applies.

Avoidance of future valuation strain

7. The amount of the liability determined in respect of a group of contracts must
not be less than such amount as, if the assumptions adopted for the valuation
were to remain unaltered and were fulfilled in practice, would enable liabilities
similarly determined at all times in the future to be covered from resources
arising solely from the contracts and the assets covering the amount of the
liability determined at the current valuation.

Valuation of future premiums
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8. (1) Where further specified premiums are payable by the policyholder under a
contract (not being a linked long-term contract) under which the policyholder
is eligible to participate in any established surplus and benefits (other than
benefits arising from a distribution of surplus) are determined from the outset
in relation to the total premiums payable thereunder, then, subject to (4) and 9 -

            (a) where the premiums under the contract are at a uniform rate throughout
the period for which they are payable, the premiums to be valued must
not be greater than such level premiums as, if payable for the same
period as the actual premiums under the contract and calculated
according to the rates of interest and rates of mortality or disability
which are to be employed in calculating the liability under the contract,
would have been sufficient at the outset to provide for the benefits
under the contract according to the contingencies upon which they are
payable, exclusive of any additions for profits, expenses or other
charges;

            (b) where the premiums under the contract are not at a uniform rate
throughout the period for which they are payable, the premiums to be
valued must not be greater than such premiums as would be determined
on the principles set out in (a) modified as appropriate to take account
of the variations in the premiums payable by the policyholder in each
year,

save that a premium to be valued must in no year be greater than the amount of
the premium payable by the policyholder.

(2) Where the terms of the contract have changed since the contract was first made
(the terms of the contract being taken to change for the purposes of this
paragraph if the change is indicated in an endorsement on the policy but not if a
new policy is issued), then, for the purposes of (1) one of the following
assumptions must be made, namely that-

(a) the change from the date it occurred was provided for in the contract
when it was made;

(b) the terms of the contract are those which apply from the date of the
change except that a single premium is payable, at the date of the
change, of an amount equal to the liability under the policy immediately
before the change, calculated on a basis consistent with the liability
valuation rules and with the premiums actually payable from the date of
the change; or

(c) the contract is in two parts, the first of which is for the benefits
purchased by the actual premiums payable from the date of the change
under the friendly society’s scales of premiums at that date, and the
second of which is for all other benefits under the policy for which no
premiums are payable after that date
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(3) Where under a contract (not being a linked long-term contract) the
policyholder is eligible to participate in any established surplus, and

(a) each premium paid increases the benefits (other than benefits arising
from a distribution of surplus) provided under the contract; or

            (b) the amount of a premium payable in future is not determinable until it
comes to be paid,

future premiums and the corresponding liability may be left out of account so
long as adequate provision is made against any risk that the increase in the
liabilities of the friendly society resulting from the payment of future premiums
might exceed the amount of the premiums.

(4) An alternative valuation method to that described in (1) to (3) may be used
where it can be demonstrated that the alternative method results in reserves no
less, in aggregate, that would result from use of the method described in (1) to
(3).

Acquisition expenses

9. (1) In order to take account of acquisition expenses, the maximum annual premium
to be valued under 8 may (subject to (2)) be increased by an amount not greater
than the equivalent, taken over the whole period of premium payments and
calculated according to the rates of interest and rates of mortality or disability
employed in valuing the contract, of 3.5% (or the defined percentage, if it is
lower than 3.5%) of the relevant capital sum under the contract.

(2) For the purposes of (1) "the defined percentage" is the percentage arrived at by
taking (for all contracts of the same type as the contract in question for which
an adjustment is made) the average of the percentages of the relevant capital
sum under each such contract that represent the acquisition costs incurred
which, after allowing for the effects of taxation, might reasonably be recovered
from the premiums payable under the contract.

(3) The increase permitted by (1) must be subject to the limitation that the amount
of a future premium valued must not in any event be greater than the amount of
the premium actually payable by the policyholder.

(4) For the purposes of this rule-

(a) for contracts other than temporary assurances, the relevant capital sum
under a contract must be arrived at in accordance with rule 4.9(4); and

            (b) for temporary assurances, the relevant capital sum must be the sum
assured on the valuation date.

Rates of interest
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10. (1) The rates of interest to be used in calculating the present value of future
payments by or to a friendly society must be no greater than the rates of interest
determined from a prudent assessment of the yields on existing assets attributed
to the long-term insurance business and, to the extent appropriate, the yields
which it is expected will be obtained on sums to be invested in the future.

(2) For the purposes of (1), the assumed yield on an asset attributed to the long-
term insurance business, before any adjustment to take account of the effect of
taxation, must not exceed the yield on that asset calculated in accordance with
(3) to (7), reduced by 2.5% of that yield.

(3) For the purpose of calculating the yield on an asset-

(a) the asset must be valued in accordance with the asset valuation rules,
excluding any provision under which assets may be taken at lower book
values for the purposes of an investigation to which rule 5.1 or rule 5.2
applies; and

            (b) the future income from the asset required to be taken into account
(whether interest, dividends or repayment of capital) must be reduced
by a proportion corresponding to such part of any excess exposure to
assets of that description, calculated in accordance with B11 of Annex
B to Appendix 4, as may reasonably be attributed to such assets.

(4) For fixed interest securities the yield on an asset, subject to (7), must be that
annual rate of interest which, if used to calculate the present value of future
payments of interest before the deduction of tax and the present value of
repayments of capital, would result in the sum of those amounts being equal to
the value of the asset.

(5) For variable interest investments (that is to say, investments which are not fixed
interest securities) that are equity shares other than those within (5A) or land,
the yield on an asset, subject to (7), must be the ratio to the value of the asset of
the income before deduction of tax which would be received in the period of
twelve months following the valuation date on the assumption that the asset
will be held throughout that period and that the factors which affect income
will remain unchanged, so however that account must be taken of any changes
in those factors known to have occurred by the valuation date and in particular,
without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, of-

(a) any known changes in the rental income from property or in dividends
on equity shares;

            (b) any forecast changes in dividends which have been publicly announced
by the valuation date;

(c) the effect of any alterations in capital structure; and

            (d) the value (at the most recent date for which it is known at the valuation
date) of any determinant of the amount of any future interest payment,
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the said value being deemed to remain unaltered for all subsequent
dates.

(5A) For variable interest investments that are equity shares in companies subject to,
or drawing up accounts as if subject to, legislation implementing the Accounts
Directives, or which draw up a set of accounts in accordance with International
Accounting Standards Committee accounting standards or US generally
accepted accounting practice, the yield on an asset, subject to (7A), must be the
ratio to the value of the asset of-

(a) A + B; or
(b) 2 times A,

whichever is lower,

where A = the income which would be received if it were calculated in
accordance with (5),

and B = half the excess (if any) of the relevant amount over A, but B must not
be less than zero.

(5B) For the purposes of (5A), the ‘relevant amount’ in relation to equity shares is
the issuing company’s profits after taxation from its ordinary activities for the
preceding financial year, in so far as attributable to those equity shares, so
however, without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, that account is
taken of the effect of any alterations in capital structure.

(5C) For the purposes of (5B), the issuing company’s profits after taxation from its
ordinary activities for the preceding financial year must be derived from
accounts drawn up in accordance with legislation implementing the Accounts
Directives or, if accounts are not drawn up in accordance with the Accounts
Directives, from accounts drawn up in accordance with International
Accounting Standards Committee accounting standards or US generally
accepted accounting practice.

(5D) Where (5A) applies, and a company’s accounting period is longer or shorter
than a year, the amount of profits or losses for that period must be annualised,
and the annualised figure must be used to calculate the yield.

(6) Subject to (6a), for variable interest investments (that is to say, investments
which are not fixed interest securities) other than equity shares or land, the
yield on an asset, subject to (7), must be that annual rate of interest which, if
used to calculate the present value of future payments of interest, before
deduction of tax, and the present value of repayments of capital, where
applicable, would result in the sum of these amounts being equal to the value
of the asset, on the assumption that-

(a) the value of any determinant of the amount of the next interest rate
payment and capital repayment made during the following twelve
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months will be the value of that determinant at the most recent date for
which it is known at the valuation date;

            (b) the amount of future interest payments and capital repayments will take
account, where appropriate, of-

(i) the right of either party to have the investment repaid, and

                        (ii) an assumed yield on other comparable investments made in the
future not exceeding an amount determined in accordance with
(8) to (10); and

            (c) indices and all other factors which affect future income payments or
capital repayment will remain unchanged after the valuation date.

(6A) For investments in collective investment schemes given a value as an asset in
accordance with paragraph 10 of Appendix 4, the yield may be determined as
the weighted average of the yields (as determined by this rule) on each of the
investments held by the collective investment scheme.

(7) In calculating the yield on an asset under this rule-

(a) if the asset does not consist of equity shares or land-

                       (i) a prudent adjustment must be made to exclude that part of the
yield estimated to represent compensation for the risk that the
income from the asset might not be maintained or that capital
repayments might not be received as they fall due; and

                       (ii) in making that adjustment, regard must be had wherever
possible to the yields on risk-free investments of a similar term
in the same currency;

            (b) for assets which are equity shares or land, adjustments to yields must be
made as appropriate to exclude that part, if any, of the yield from each
category of asset that is needed to compensation for the risk that the
aggregate income from that category of asset, taking one year with
another, might not be maintained; for the purposes of this paragraph, a
"category of asset" comprises assets of a similar nature, type and degree
of risk.

(7A) Notwithstanding (7)(b), for equity shares within (5A), adjustments to yields
must be made as appropriate to exclude that part, if any, of the yield from each
‘category of asset’ that is needed to compensate for the risk that the aggregate
profits earned by a company might not be maintained; and for the purposes of
this paragraph, category of asset has the same meaning as in (7)(b).

(8) To the extent that it is necessary to make an assumption about the yields which
will be obtained on sums to be invested in future, the yield must be determined
in accordance with (9) and (10).
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(9) Where the liabilities are denominated in sterling, the yield assumed, before any
adjustments to take account of the effect of taxation-

            (a) on any investment to be made more than three years after the valuation
date, must not exceed the lowest of-

(i) the long-term gilt yield current on the valuation date,

                        (ii) 3% per annum, increased by two-thirds of the excess, if any, of
the long-term gilt yield current on the valuation date over 3%
per annum, or

(iii) 6.5% per annum,

where "the long-term gilt yield" means the annualised equivalent of the
15 year yield for United Kingdom Government fixed-interest securities
jointly compiled by the Financial Times, the Institute of Actuaries and
the Faculty of Actuaries;  and

            (b) on any investment to be made at any time not more than three years
after the valuation date must not exceed the assumed yield determined
under (2) adjusted linearly over the said three years to the yield
determined in accordance with (a).

(10) Where the liabilities are denominated in currencies other than sterling, the yield
must be determined on assumptions that are as prudent as those made under
(9).

(11) In no case must a rate of interest determined for the purposes of (1) exceed, the
adjusted overall yield on assets calculated as the weighted average of the
reduced yields on the individual assets arrived at under (2); and when that
weighted average is calculated-

(a) the weight given to each investment must be its value as an asset
determined in accordance the asset valuation rules, excluding any
provision under which assets may be taken at lower book values for the
purposes of any investigation to which rule 5.1 or rule 5.2 applies; and

            (b) except in relation to the rate of interest used in valuing payments of
property linked benefits, both the yield and the value of any linked
assets (as so defined) must be omitted from the calculation.

(12) For the purpose of determining the rates of interest to be used in valuing a
particular category of contracts the assets may, where appropriate, be notionally
apportioned between different categories of contracts.

Rates of mortality and disability
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11. The amount of the liability in respect of any category of contract must, where
relevant, be determined on the basis of prudent rates of mortality and disability
and any other decrement that take into account-

(a) where the policyholder is an individual, the state in which he has his
habitual residence; and

            (b) where the policyholder is not an individual, the state in which the
establishment of the policyholder to which the commitment covered by
the contract relates is situated.

Expenses

12. (1) Provision for expenses, whether implicit or explicit, must be not less than the
amount required, on prudent assumptions, to meet the total net cost, after
taking account of the effect of taxation, that would be likely to be incurred in
fulfilling contracts if the friendly society were to cease to transact new business
twelve months after the valuation date.

(2) The provision mentioned in (1) must have regard to, among other things, the
friendly society's actual expenses in the last twelve months before the valuation
date and to the effects of inflation on future expenses on prudent assumptions
as to the future rates of increase in prices and earnings.

Options

13. (1) Provision must be made on prudent assumptions to cover any increase in
liabilities caused by policyholders exercising options under their contracts.

(2) Where a contract includes an option whereby the policyholder could secure a
guaranteed cash payment within twelve months following the valuation date,
the provision for that option must be such as to ensure that the value placed on
the contract is not less than the amount required to provide for the payments
that would have to be made if the option were exercised.

(3) Where a contract includes an option whereby the policyholder could secure a
cash payment but (2) does not apply, the provision for that option must be such
as to ensure that, if the assumptions adopted for the valuation of the contract
are fulfilled in practice –

(a) the resulting value (and therefore the provision) is not less than the
amount required to provide for the payment which would have to be
made if the option were exercised; and

(b) the payment when it falls due is covered from resources arising solely
from the contract and from the assets covering the amount of the
liability determined at the current valuation.

(4) For the purposes of (3) the amount of a cash payment secured by the exercise
of an option is assumed to be -
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(a) in the case of an accumulating with-profits policy, the lower of-

(i) the amount which would reasonably be expected to be paid if
the option were exercised, having regard to the representations
of the friendly society; and

(ii) that amount, disregarding all discretionary adjustments; and

(b) in the case of any other policy to which this paragraph applies, the
amount which would reasonably be expected to be paid if the option
were exercised, having regard to the representations of the friendly
society, without taking into account any expectations regarding future
distributions of profits or the granting of discretionary additions in
respect of an established surplus or in anticipation of such additions.

Contracts not to be treated as assets

14. No contract for long-term insurance business must be treated as an asset.

No credits for profits from voluntary discontinuance

15. Allowance must not be made in the valuation for the voluntary discontinuance
of any contract if the amount of the liability so determined would thereby be
reduced.

Nature and term of assets

16. The determination of the amount of long-term liabilities must take into account
the nature and term of the assets representing those liabilities and the value
placed upon them and must include prudent provision against the effects of
possible future changes in the value of the assets on-

(a) the ability of the friendly society to meet its obligations arising under
contracts for long-term insurance business as they arise; and

            (b) the adequacy of the assets to meet the liabilities as determined in
accordance with 6 to 15.
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Appendix 6

BALANCE SHEET
(Forms 9 to 17)

1. All the Forms included in the part of the FSC return to which this Appendix
relates (Forms 9 to 17) must be completed as required by this Appendix.

Currency

2. A supplementary note to Form FSC1 or Form FSC3 (as appropriate) must be
included in the FSC return stating the bases of conversion employed for -

(a) amounts of premiums and other income receivable in a currency other
than sterling; and

            (b) the amounts of claims and other expenditure payable in a currency other
than sterling.

Presentation of Amounts

3. (1) Where in any Form an amount which is shown as brought forward from a
previous period differs from the corresponding amount shown as carried
forward from that period and the difference is not due solely to the fact that a
different rate has been used to express other currencies in sterling, an
explanation of the reason for the difference must be given by way of a
supplementary note to that Form.

(2) Except to the extent permitted by (3), amounts due to or from the friendly
society must be shown gross.

(3) In calculating amounts due from or to the friendly society (other than for the
completion of Form 17),

(a) amounts due from any person may, unless expressly provided
otherwise, be included net of amounts which are due to that person,
provided that such amounts may be set-off against each other under
generally accepted accounting practice; and

            (b) amounts due to any person may, unless expressly provided otherwise,
be included net of amounts due from that person, provided that such
amounts may be set-off against each other under generally accepted
accounting practice.

(4) If the amounts shown include amounts calculated on the basis set out in (3), a
supplementary note to Form 13 to that effect must be provided.

4. In Form 9 -
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(a) for a friendly society carrying on only long-term insurance business,
lines 11 to 13 may be omitted;

            (b) for a friendly society carrying on only general insurance business, lines
21 to 44 may be omitted;

(b) the implicit items at lines 11a, 31, 32 and 33 are those admitted under
rule 4.8 to 4.10;

            (d) the entry at lines 51 and 52 must not include provision for any liability
to tax on capital gains referred to in 9(2)(b); and

            (e) in the FSC1 return the entries at lines 11 to 13 may be a prudent
estimate with reference to the last periodic investigation into the
financial condition of the friendly society in respect of its general
insurance business.

Margin of solvency for general insurance

5. (1) Amounts included in Forms 11 and 12 in respect of -

(a) gross premiums receivable,
(b) claims paid,
(c) claims outstanding, and
(d) reinsurance recoveries,

must be determined in accordance with rule 4.6 and Appendix 2.

(2) Where any amount included in Form 11 or 12 pursuant to (1) above differs
from the aggregate of the corresponding amounts included in Forms 21 and 22,
there must be stated by way of supplementary note to Form 11 or 12, as the
case may be,

(a) the amount of such difference, and
(b) an explanation for such difference.

Investment

6. In Form 13 -

(a) a Form 13 must be completed for the total long-term insurance business
assets of the friendly society and for each fund or group of funds for
which separate assets are appropriated. The words "Total long-term
insurance business assets" or the name of the fund must be shown
against the heading "Category of assets";

            (b) a separate Form 13 must be completed in respect of the total assets of
the friendly society other than any long-term insurance business assets.
The words "Total other than long-term insurance business assets" must
be shown against the heading "Category of assets";
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           (c) in lines 11 to 86: for the purpose of classifying (but not valuing) assets,
headings and descriptions used in the Form, whenever they also occur
in the balance sheet format prescribed by the Accounts Regulations,
must have the same meaning as in those Accounts Regulations; assets
must be valued in accordance with the asset valuation rules; and assets
of any particular description must be shown after deduction of assets of
that description which (for any reason) fall to be left out of account
under 15(2)(a) of Appendix 4;

(d) the aggregate value of those investments which are:

                        (i) unlisted investments falling within any of lines 41, 42, 46 or 48
which have been valued in accordance with 9 of Appendix 4, or

                        (ii) listed investments falling within any of lines 41, 42, 46 or 48
which have been valued in accordance with 9 of Appendix 4
and which are not readily realisable, or

                        (iii) units or other beneficial interests in collective investment
schemes falling within 10(1)(c) of Appendix 4, or

                        (iv) reversionary interests or remainders in property other than land
or buildings,

must be stated by way of a supplementary note to this Form, together with a
description of such investments;

            (e) the aggregate value of those investments falling within lines 46 or 48
which are hybrid securities must be stated by way of a supplementary
note to this Form; and

(f) lines 60 to 63 and 85 relate only to general insurance business.

Counterparty exposure

7. (1) There must be given by way of a supplementary note to Form 13 -

(a) the maximum extent to which, in accordance with any investment
guidelines operated by the friendly society, it was permitted to be
exposed to any one counterparty during the period;

            (b) the maximum extent to which, in accordance with such guidelines, it
was permitted to be exposed to any one counterparty, other than by way
of exposure to an approved counterparty, during the period; and

            (c) an account of any occasions during the period on which either of those
amounts was exceeded.
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(2) In each case where the exposure of the friendly society to a counterparty
(calculated in accordance with Annex B of Appendix 4) at the end of the period
exceeds 5% of its long-term insurance business or general insurance business
amount, as appropriate, the amount of that exposure and the nature of the assets
held which give rise to that exposure, must be stated by way of a note to Form
13.

Provision for adverse changes

8. There must be stated by way of a note to Form 14 (and in Form 15 in respect of
any general insurance business) the methods and assumptions used to
determine the amount of any provision made pursuant to 4 in Appendix 5 or, if
there is no such provision, the methods and assumptions used to determine that
no provision is required.

Liabilities

9. (1) Form 14 must be completed for the total long-term insurance business
liabilities and margins of the friendly society and for each fund or group of
funds for which separate assets are appropriated. The words "Total long-term
insurance business assets" or the name of the fund must be shown against the
heading "Category of assets".

 (2) Subject to (4) and (5), the following information must be given by way of a
supplementary note to Form 14 or 15 -

            (a) in the case of any charge over the assets of the friendly society
(including any arrangement whatsoever, whether contractual or
otherwise, which operates to secure the prior claim of any person over
general creditors to any assets on a winding up of a friendly society), the
particulars specified in (3) or a statement that there are no such charges;

(b) the total potential liability, and the amount provided for that liability, to
taxation on capital gains which might arise if the friendly society
disposed of its assets, or a statement that there is no such potential
liability;

            (c) a brief description of any other liabilities being contingent liabilities not
included in Form 14 or 15 (other than liabilities arising under an
inwards contract of insurance) including, where practicable, the
amounts or estimated amounts of those liabilities, or a statement that
there are no such contingent liabilities;

           (d) a brief description of any guarantee, indemnity or other contractual
commitment, effected by the friendly society other than in the ordinary
course of its insurance business, in respect of the existing or future
liabilities of any associate bodies, including -
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                        (i) the maximum liability of the friendly society specified in such
guarantee, indemnity or contractual commitment, or a statement
that no such amount is specified,

                        (ii) the amount of any provision made in respect of such liability,
and

(iii) the amount reported under (c) in respect of such liability,

or a statement that there are no such guarantees, indemnities or
contractual commitments; and

            (e) a description of any other uncertainty where such a description is, in the
opinion of the committee, necessary for a proper understanding of the
financial position of the friendly society.

(3) The particulars referred to in (2)(a) are -

(a) the nature of the charge, including a brief description of the terms
which are relevant to securing the prior claim of any person to assets
which are subject to the charge;

(b) for each line in Form 13, the amount included in respect of assets which
are subject to the charge; and

(c) for each line in Form 14 or 15, the amount included in respect of
liabilities which are secured by the charge.

(4) (2)(a) and (c) may be disregarded by a friendly society in the case of -

(a) one or more charges over assets which are attributable to either the
long-term insurance business assets or the general insurance business
assets and whose aggregate value (as shown on Form 13) does not
exceed 2.5% of the long-term or general insurance business amount, as
the case may be;

(b) one or more contingent liabilities whose aggregate value does not
exceed 2.5% of the long-term or general insurance business amount, as
the case may be.

(5) (2)(d) may be disregarded by a friendly society in respect of one or more
guarantees, indemnities or contractual commitments where the aggregate of the
maximum liabilities specified in such guarantees, indemnities or contractual
commitments does not exceed 2.5% of the long-term or general insurance
business amount, as the case may be.

Derivative contracts

10. (1) Form 17 must be completed in respect of the total long-term insurance
business assets and in respect of the total other than long-term insurance
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business assets of the friendly society. Form 17 must also be completed for
each fund or group of funds for which separate assets are appropriated. The
words "Total long-term insurance business assets" or "Total other than long-
term insurance business assets" or the name of the fund must be shown against
the heading "Category of assets".

(2) Any derivative contract entered into by the friendly society -

            (a) the value of which is taken into account for the purpose of calculating
benefits payable to policyholders and members under property linked
contracts; or

            (b) in order to match its liabilities in respect of the payment of index-linked
benefits,

must be excluded from Form 17. Rights to recover assets transferred by way of
initial margin must not be shown on Form 17.

(3) Derivative contracts must be analysed according to the description of assets
shown in the second column to Form 17 which represents the principal subject
of the contract, and must be reported as assets in column 1 of Form 17 if their
value (gross of variation margin) to the friendly society is positive and as
liabilities in column 2 of Form 17 if their value (gross of variation margin) to
the friendly society is negative.

(4) All amounts included in lines 11 to 35 of Form 17 in respect of derivative
contracts must be determined without making any allowance for variation
margin and the effect of any variation margin upon those amounts must be
shown at line 41.

(5) Amounts in respect of a derivative contract may only be included net of
amounts in respect of any other derivative contract if -

(a) obligations of the friendly society under the contracts may be set-off
against each other under generally accepted accounting practice; and

            (b) such other contract has the effect (in whole or in part) of closing out the
obligations of the friendly society under the first mentioned contract.

(6) Where, in respect of any derivative contract included in Form 17, assets have
been transferred to or for the benefit of a friendly society by way of variation
margin there must be stated by way of a supplementary note to Form 17 -

(a) the aggregate amount of any liability to repay such assets or equivalent
assets;

            (b) for each line in Form 13, the amount included in respect of such assets;
and
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            (c) to what extent any amounts included in Form 13 have taken account of
any requirement to repay such assets or equivalent assets.

(7) If -

(a) the aggregate value of rights, under contracts or in respect of assets,
either of which have the effect of derivative contracts, exceeds 2.5% of
the aggregate value of assets shown at line 89 of Form 13; or

            (b) the aggregate amount of liabilities under contracts or in respect of
assets, either of which have the effect of derivative contracts, exceeds
2.5% of the aggregate of the amounts shown in lines 17 to 39 of Form
14 or lines 31 to 51 of Form 15, as appropriate,

the corresponding value, if not zero, must be stated by way of a supplementary
note to Form 17 for each line in Forms 13, 14 and 15 and (6) applies to the
friendly society as if such contracts had been included in Form 17.

(8) Every friendly society must, in respect of the period, annex to Form 17 a
supplementary note comprising a brief description of

(a) any investment guidelines operated by the friendly society for the use of
derivative contracts (including a contract or asset which, wholly or in
part, has the effect of a derivative contract);

            (b) any provision made by such guidelines for the use of contracts under
which the friendly society had a right or obligation to acquire or dispose
of assets which was not, at the time when the contract was entered into,
reasonably likely to be exercised and, if so, the circumstances in which,
pursuant to that provision, such contracts would be used;

            (c) the extent to which the friendly society was during the period a party to
any contracts of the kind described in (b);

            (d) the extent to which any of the amounts recorded in Form 13 would be
changed if assets which the friendly society had a right or obligation to
acquire or dispose of under derivative contracts outstanding at the end
of the period (being in the case of options, only those options which it
is prudent to assume would be exercised) had been so acquired or
disposed of;

            (e) how different the information provided pursuant to (d) would have been
if such options as were outstanding at the end of the period had been
exercised in such a way as to change the amounts referred to in (d) to
the maximum extent;

            (f) how different the information provided pursuant to (d) and (e) would
have been if, instead of applying to contracts outstanding at the end of
the period, they had applied to derivative contracts outstanding at such
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other time during the period as would have changed the amounts
referred to in (d) and (e) to the maximum extent;

(g) the maximum loss which would be incurred by the friendly society on
the failure by any one other person to fulfil its obligations under
derivative contracts outstanding at the end of the period, both under
existing market conditions and in the event of other foreseeable market
conditions, together with an assessment of whether such maximum loss
would have been materially different at any other time during the
period;

            (h) the circumstances surrounding the use of any derivative contract held at
any time during the period which did not fall within 13(2) of Appendix
4, or (where appropriate) within the definition of permitted derivative
contract; and

(i) the total value of any fixed consideration received by the friendly
society (whether in cash or otherwise) during the period in return for
granting rights under derivative contracts and a summary of contracts
under which such rights have been granted.

(9) For the purposes of 10, a friendly society which is a party to -

(a) a contract for differences; or

(b) any other contract which is to be, or may be, settled in cash,

must be taken to have a right or obligation to acquire or dispose of the assets
underlying the contract.
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Appendix 7

GENERAL INSURANCE BUSINESS: REVENUE ACCOUNT AND ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION (Forms 20 to 23A)

1. All the Forms included in the part of the FSC3 Return to which this Appendix
relates (Forms 20 to 23A) are to be completed as required by this Appendix.

Premiums

2. In all Forms to which this Appendix relates, amounts required to be shown in
respect of premiums must be shown before deduction for commissions.

3. For the purposes of Form 23 -

(a) gross premiums earned in respect of a period must be such proportion
of gross premiums written as is attributable to risks borne by the
friendly society during that period; and

            (b) the reinsurers' share of premiums earned must be attributed to the same
period as the corresponding gross premiums earned, so as to calculate
the net earned premium for the period.

Unearned premiums

4. In Form 21, the basis on which unearned premiums are calculated and the
reason for adopting this basis must be stated by way of supplementary note.

Acquisition costs

5. The basis used for the determination of amounts for acquisition costs (other
than commission) payable in the period in question and carried forward to the
next period, as shown at line 22 of Form 22, must be stated by way of a
supplementary note to that Form.

Claims

6. In all Forms to which this Appendix relates, amounts required to be shown for
claims must not include amounts in respect of claims management costs.

7. (1) In Form 23, where an amount or number is required to be shown for claims in
respect of a period, that amount or number must be determined on the basis of
claims arising from incidents occurring during that period.

(2) For the purposes of (1), an incident giving rise to a claim under a claims-made
policy must be deemed to occur on the earlier of -

(a) the date on which it is notified in accordance with the terms of that
policy; or
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            (b) the date on which the period for which cover is provided under that
policy expires.

Reinsurance

8. Where the reinsurers' share of claims incurred (as stated in Form 22) includes
amounts expected to be recovered from reinsurers more than twelve months
after the payment of the underlying gross claims by the friendly society, the
amount of such recoveries must be stated by way of note to Form 22.

Administration

9. Where arrangements have been made for the provision of management services
to a friendly society by another organisation, there must be given by way of
supplementary note to Form 20 a summary of the arrangements in force
including details of the organisation providing the service.

Claims management costs

10. (1) In Form 22, the basis used for the determination of amounts for claims
management costs payable in the period in question and carried forward to the
following period must be stated by way of note.

(2) If, in respect of any class of general insurance business -

(a) no amount for claims management costs is shown as being carried
forward to the following period, and

            (b) an amount for net claims is shown as being carried forward to that
period,

the reason for anticipating that there will be no claims management costs
incurred during the following period must be included in the note required by
(1).

(3) If, within a class of general insurance business, a friendly society has ceased to
effect new contracts of insurance (that is any contract of insurance effected by
the friendly society other than in fulfilment of its obligations under subsisting
contracts) during the period in question, the basis upon which any additional
costs arising as a result of such cessation have been determined or the reason
for anticipating that no such additional costs will be incurred must be included
in the note required by (1).

(4) Where the amount in respect of claims management costs carried forward
included in any Form 22 has been determined after taking into account the
expected investment return, the following must be stated by way of
supplementary note -

(a) the rates of investment return assumed; and
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            (b) the average interval between the end of the period in question and the
date by which the claims management costs are expected to be
expended.

Provision for unexpired risks

11. (1) The amount included for the provision for unexpired risks in any Form 22
prepared in respect of a class of general insurance business must include any
amount determined to be a necessary provision in relation to the reasonable
expectations of the friendly society’s policyholders and must further be
determined without taking into account any surplus expected to arise on the
unexpired risks falling within other classes of general insurance business.

(2) Where in determining the amount of the overall provision for unexpired risks
(line 13 in Form 15 less line 62 of Form 13) credit has been taken for any
aggregate surplus expected to arise on the unexpired risks falling in any class
of general insurance business, the amount of that credit must be included as a
negative amount at line 19 of Form 22 for that class of general insurance
business.

(3) Where the amount included at column 3 of line 19 (provision for unexpired
risks) in any Form 22 has been determined after taking into account the
expected investment return, the following must be stated by way of
supplementary note -

(a) the provision for unexpired risks before taking such investment return
into account;

(b) the rates of investment return assumed; and

            (c) the average interval between the end of the period in question and the
date at which claims are expected to be settled in cash.

Cessation of business

12. If the friendly society has not effected any new contracts of insurance (that is
any contract of insurance effected by the friendly society other than in
fulfilment of its obligations under subsisting contracts of insurance) of any one
or more classes of general insurance business during the period, the date on
which the last new contract of each such class was effected must be stated by
way of supplementary note to Form 20.

General insurance business statement

13. The following information must be given in Form 23A -

(a) the date to which the investigation relates;

(b) the date to which the latest previous investigation under rule 5.2; and
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            (c) a synopsis of the report by the appropriate actuary on his investigation
into the financial condition of the friendly society in respect of its
general insurance business, including the actuary's assessment of the
financial viability of the friendly society and his interpretation of the
reasonable expectations of its members.
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Appendix 8

LONG-TERM INSURANCE BUSINESS: REVENUE ACCOUNT, OTHER REVENUE
ACCOUNT AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
(Forms 40 to 45)

1. Forms 40 to 45 are to be completed as required by this Appendix.

2. (1) All amounts must be shown in sterling and, except for valuation unit prices,
may only be shown to the nearer £1,000 in the circumstances described in rule
5.25.

(2) A note must be included in the FSC return stating the bases of conversion for
amounts in currencies other than sterling in accordance with 2 of Appendix 6.

(3) Valuation unit prices must be shown to the same accuracy as used in the
valuation.

3. Where a friendly society maintains more than one long-term insurance business
fund, other revenue account fund or members surplus and savings accounts, a
statement must be annexed to Forms 40, 40A and 40C giving the principles and
methods applied to apportioning the investment income, increase or decrease in
the value of assets brought into account, expenses and taxation between the
different funds and accounts.

4. The box marked “Name of Fund/Summary” in each Form must be completed
by the inclusion of a discrete name or number to identify each fund or, if the
Form relates to a part of the fund, the fund of which it is part. Where there is
only one fund for ordinary long-term insurance business or for industrial
assurance business or for some other revenue account fund, as the case may be,
the number “1” must be shown in the box marked “No. of Fund/Summary”.
Where the Form is a summary Form the number “99” must be inserted in that
box. The box marked “No. of part of fund” must show a discrete number for
each part of a fund or the figure “0” if the Form is a statement of the whole
fund.

5. In Form 40 –

(a) any item of income which cannot properly be allocated to lines 11, 12,
13, 14, or 14a must be entered in line 15, and similarly, any item of
expenditure which cannot properly be allocated to lines 21, 22, 23 or 24
must be entered in line 25. Particulars of such items must be specified
in a supplementary note;

            (b) where a friendly society decides to allocate to the long-term insurance
business the whole or any part of investment income and/or net capital
gains arising from assets not attributable to its long-term insurance
business, the amounts in question must be shown as a transfer in line
14a or 26 and particulars must be specified in a supplementary note;
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(c) the entry at line 12 is to exclude value re-adjustments on investments
and gains on the realisation of investments, which must be shown in
lines 13 or 14 as appropriate;

(d) the entry at line 11 is to exclude any change in the provision for
unearned premiums; and

            (e) the entry at line 21 is to exclude claims management costs, which must
be included in line 21 of Form 40B, and any change in the provisions of
claims.

6. Where arrangements have been made for the provision of management services
to a friendly society by another organisation, there must be given by way of
supplementary note to Form 40B a summary of the arrangements in force
including details of the organisation providing the service.

7. Societies conducting combined sickness and savings business must, in respect
of members surplus and savings accounts, complete separate Forms 40C for the
transactions which have been classified as relating to long-term insurance
business and for the transactions which have been classified as not relating to
long-term insurance business.

8. Forms 41 to 45 are to be completed separately in respect of each fund for
which a separate long-term insurance business revenue account fund is
required to be prepared in Forms 40.

9. In Form 41, in dividing the management expenses between lines 43, 44 and 45;

(a) costs of a non-recurring nature, such as those incurred in developing
new systems, new premises, or the costs of corporate re-structuring,
must normally be shown in line 45;

            (b) the costs incurred in writing new business (or in obtaining incremental
(but not indexed) premiums on existing business), such as underwriting,
policy issue, setting up (or amending) records and the maintenance and
development of the sales and marketing organisation must be reported
in line 43; and

            (c) the balancing item will be expenses related to the ongoing costs
throughout the year of maintaining the business in force (including any
investment management costs) and must be reported in line 44.

10. In Form 43 -

(a) the basis on which assets have been valued must be stated in a
supplementary note;

            (b) the aggregate value of rights (gross of variation margin) and the
aggregate amount of liabilities (gross of variation margin) under
derivative contracts (or in respect of contracts or assets which have the
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effect of a derivative contract) must be stated in a supplementary note.
The corresponding figures net of variation margin must also be stated.
For this purpose, rights and liabilities must not be set off against one
another unless

                        (i) such rights and liabilities may be set off against each other in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, and

                        (ii) such set off results (in whole or in part) from the closing out of
obligations under a contract; and

            (c) where there is a liability to repay variation margin and there are no
arrangements for netting of amounts outstanding or the arrangements
would not permit the accounting of such amounts on a net basis in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles it must be so
stated in a supplementary note.

11. In Form 44 -

(a) double counting of items arising from cross investment between
internal linked funds is to be eliminated;

            (b) any item of income which cannot properly be allocated to lines 11, 12
or 13 must be entered in line 14, and similarly, any item of expenditure
which cannot properly be allocated to lines 21, 22, 23, 24 or 25 must be
entered in line 26 and particulars of such items must be specified in a
supplementary note; and

            (c) the gross value of units created must be shown in line 11 and the gross
value of units cancelled must be shown in line 21.

12. In Form 45 -

(a) Column 3 must show the provision for tax on unrealised capital gains
as a percentage of the taxable unrealised capital gain. Similarly, column
4 must show the provision for tax on realised capital gains as a
percentage of the taxable realised capital gain;

            (b) the liquidity percentage in column 5 must be the sum of the values of
approved securities, short-term deposits and cash held by the fund, less
any liabilities included in column 6 or 7 of Form 43 shown as a
percentage of the net asset value in column 8 of Form 43; and

            (c) where there is more than one series of units for any internal linked fund
the valuation price of each series of unit must be given in column 6
together with the name of that series of unit.
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Appendix 9

ABSTRACT OF ACTUARIAL INVESTIGATION
(Forms 46 to 61A)

The following information must be given in Form 61A of the FSC return and

            (i) the answers must be numbered to accord with the corresponding
numbers of this Appendix;

(ii) all amounts must be shown in sterling and, except for valuation unit
prices, may only be shown to the nearer £1,000 in the circumstances
described in rule 5.25;

            (iii) valuation unit prices must be shown to the same accuracy as used in the
valuation; and

(iv) yields must be shown as percentages to two decimal places.

1. The valuation date.

2. The date to which the latest previous investigation under rule 5.1 related.

3. A statement that the valuation has been made in conformity with 5 in Appendix
5 or, where this was not the case, such qualification, amplification or
explanation as necessary.

4. (1) Subject to (2), for each category of non-linked contract which -

            (a) comprises accumulating with-profit policies, a full description of the
benefits, including -

                        (i) the circumstances in which, and method by which, an
adjustment to the identifiable current benefit attributable to a
policy could be made on the payment of any claim, including by
full or partial surrender, or upon the determination of the
amount of any charges deducted under the policy together with a
description of the friendly society’s policy and past practice in
this regard;

                        (ii) where the discounted value of the liability in respect of current
benefits including vested bonuses shown in column 12 of Form
52 is less than the full amount of the current benefit shown in
column 11 and the discounted value assumes the exercise of any
discretionary adjustments of the type referred to in (a)(i), a
general description of such adjustments made during the period;

(iii) any guaranteed investment returns or bonus rates;

(iv) any guaranteed surrender values; and
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(v) any material options;

            (b) comprises policies (other than those included in (a) ) which provide for
benefits to be determined on the basis of interest accrued (at a rate to be
determined from time to time) in respect of premiums paid, a full
description of the benefits, including -

(i) the method used to calculate surrender values;

(ii) any guaranteed investment returns;

(iii) rates of interest applied during the period;

(iv) any guaranteed surrender values; and

(v) any material options; and

            (c) does not fall within (a) or (b) and which is not sufficiently described by
the entry in column 1 of Form 51, a full description of the benefits,
including any premium rate guarantees and material options.

(2) Information required under (1) need not be provided for any category of
contract -

(a) where no contracts were effected by the friendly society during the
period; and

            (b) which has been included in Forms 51 or 52 under the miscellaneous
headings specified in 20(3)(e)(vi) and 20(3)(e)(x).

5. (1) Subject to (4), for each category of linked long-term contract -

(a) the name given to that category;

            (b) the type of contract, classified according to the categories set out in
20(3)(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e);

(c) a statement of the frequency of premiums;

            (d) a brief description of the benefits under the contract, including any
eligibility to participate in profits, any guarantees and any material
options;

(e) details of any guaranteed investment returns;

            (f) a description of the way in which the friendly society recovers out of
policies its costs (including acquisition expenses and commission,
renewal expenses and commission and the costs attributable to the
provision of policy benefits). Where the policy provides for the
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allocation of units, the annual rate of any management charges must be
given. Where the amount of premiums deemed to be invested after
allowing for the effect of any charges is greater than the amount of the
premiums, an explanation must be given;

(g) details of any restrictions on increases in charges;

(h) the method used to calculate surrender or transfer values;

            (i) whether benefits are (or may be) determined (whether wholly or in part)
by reference to the value of an internal linked fund or to the value of
assets or an index. Where the link is to the value of assets or an index,
those assets or that index must be specified and details of the
relationship between their value and benefits payable to policyholders
must be given;

            (j) a brief description of any other features of the contract not disclosed
which are material to the method and basis of valuation;

            (k) whether the contract was open to new business in the period to the
valuation date; and

            (l) any increases in the rates of charges applied generally to contracts
during the period, including charges for the provision of policy benefits
met by the cancellation of units notionally allocated to contracts.

(2) Where the terms and conditions and the method and basis for determining the
amount of the long-term liabilities are not materially different for a number of
categories of contract, only one description need be given pursuant to (1),
provided that the name of each such category is given in the friendly society's
response to (1)(a).

(3) For each category of linked long-term contract which contains a with-profits
option, the information required by 4(1)(a) must also be given.

(4) Information required under (1)(a) to (k) and (3) need not be provided for any
category of contract

(a) where no contracts were effected by the friendly society during the
period; and

            (b) which has been included under the miscellaneous heading in Form 53
or 54.

(5) A description of the method, or if there is more than one method of the
methods and the types of unit to which each applies, used for the creation and
cancellation of units in the internal linked fund and determining unit prices for
the allocation of units to, and the cancellation of units from, policies.
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(6) A description of the method, or if there is more than one method of the
methods and the types of unit to which each applies, used to determine the
provision for tax on realised and unrealised capital gains and the percentage or
percentages of these gains deducted or provided for during the period.

(7) Whenever units of the type referred to in 5 of Appendix 3 are held by an
internal linked fund, or where property linked benefits are linked to such units,
the rate of discount, commission or other allowance made to the friendly
society on the purchase, sale or holding of units and the extent to which the
policyholder or member benefits from such discount, commission or other
allowance.

6. (1) The general principles and methods adopted in the valuation including specific
reference to the following

(a) the method by which account has been taken of derivative contracts or
contracts or assets having the effect of derivative contracts in the
determination of the amount of the long-term liabilities;

            (b) the method by which due regard has been given to the reasonable
expectations of policyholders as required by 5 in Appendix 5 by which
account has been taken of the custom and practice of the friendly
society in the manner and timing of the distribution of profits or the
grant of discretionary additions over the duration of each policy, as
required by 6(6) in Appendix 5;

            (c) where the net premium method has been used, whether and to what
extent it has been modified, for what purposes any such modification
has been made and whether any modifications on account of
zillmerising conform to 9 in Appendix 5;

(b) whether any negative reserves arose and the steps taken to ensure that
no contract of insurance was treated as an asset, as required by 14 in
Appendix 5;

            (e) whether any specific reserve has been made for future bonuses and, if
so, at what rate or rates;

            (f) the basis of the provision made for any prospective liability for tax on
unrealised capital gains;

            (g) in the case of linked long-term contracts and contracts falling within
4(1)(a) and 4(1)(b), the basis of the reserve made for any investment
performance guarantees; and

            (h) the basis of the reserve made for any guarantees and options (other than
investment performance guarantees included in (g)).

(2) For the purpose of (1) where, in determining the provisions referred to in (1)(f)
or the reserves referred to in 7(7) or 7(8), account has been taken of the fact
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that the fund has been brought into Form 58 at book value in accordance with
2(6) of Appendix 4, that fact must be stated.

7. (1) Unless shown in Forms 51, 52, 53 or 54, the rates of interest and tables of
mortality and morbidity assumed in the valuation of each category of contracts.

(2) If the tables used have not been published, full details of the rates of mortality
or morbidity used.

(3) A general description of how the tables of mortality and morbidity assumed in
the valuation of the various categories of contract have regard to the State of
the commitment.

(4) Details of any allowance made for future reductions in the rates of mortality in
the tables of mortality assumed in the valuation of annuity contracts.

(5) Details of any allowance made, and the amount of any reserve held, for any
possible detrimental impact of significant changes in the incidence of disease
or developments in medical science on the mortality and morbidity experience
of the friendly society in the tables of mortality and morbidity assumed in the
valuation of contracts.

(6) A description of all the scenarios of future changes in the value of assets which
have been tested in order to take account of the nature (including currency) and
term of the assets held in determining the amount of the long-term liabilities in
accordance with 16 in Appendix 5 identifying that scenario which produces the
most onerous requirement (whether or not a reserve is thereby required).

(7) The amount of any reserve made pursuant to 16(a) in Appendix 5, together
with a brief description of the method used and assumptions made to calculate
any such reserve.

(8) In respect of that scenario described under (6) which produces the most
onerous requirement (whether or not a reserve is thereby required), the amount
of any reserve made pursuant to16(b) in Appendix 5, together with -

(a) a description of the changed assumptions made (other than the changed
interest rate stated in Form 57) in calculating such requirement;

            (b) a brief description of the method used to calculate such requirement;
and

(c) resulting from the application of such changed assumptions -

                        (i) the change in the aggregate amount of the long-term liabilities,
and

                        (ii) the aggregate amount by which the assets allocated to match
such liabilities in the scenario have changed in value from the
amount of those assets shown in Form 13.
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(9) A general description of how the rates of interest assumed in the valuation of
the various categories of contract with liabilities denominated in currencies
other than sterling have taken into account the currency of the liabilities.

8. (1) In respect of non-linked contracts -

(a) where appropriate, the proportion of the office premiums explicitly or
implicitly reserved for expenses and profits for each type of insurance
(as shown in column 8 of Form 51 or column 10 of Form 52);

            (b) the method by which a reserve has been made for expenses after
premiums have ceased or where no future premiums are payable or
where the method of valuation does not take credit for future premiums
as an asset;

            (c) where a prospective method of valuation has not been used, details of
the tests made of the adequacy of the method used; and

            (d) where in valuing contracts falling within the circumstances described in
8 of Appendix 5, future premiums brought into account are not in
accordance with that rule, such additional information as is necessary to
demonstrate whether the mathematical reserves determined in the
aggregate for each of the main categories of contract are greater than an
amount for each such category calculated in accordance with 6 to 16 in
Appendix 5.

(2) Where the mathematical reserves (after deduction of reinsurance cessions)
determined in the aggregate for all categories of contracts referred to in (1)(d)
represent less than 5% of the total mathematical reserves (after deduction of
reinsurance cessions) for all non-linked contracts, it is sufficient for the actuary
to state that the mathematical reserves for each such category of contracts are
not less than the mathematical reserves that would be determined on a net
premium reserving basis which, in that case, must be specified by the actuary in
the abstract.

9. For each category of linked long-term contract:-

(a) all assumptions made in calculating the valuation net liability in
columns 12 and 13 of Form 53 and 54; and

            (b) where an explicit reserve has not been made for meeting the expenses
likely to be incurred in future in fulfilling the existing contracts on the
basis of specific assumptions in regard to the relevant factors, details of
the basis used in testing the adequacy of the reserves to satisfy 12(1) of
Appendix 5.

10. (1) The assumed levels of inflation of expenses and the basis used in the valuation
to allow for such future inflation.
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(2) The aggregate amount, grossed up for taxation where appropriate, arising
during the twelve months after the valuation date from implicit and explicit
reserves made in the valuation to meet expenses in fulfilling contracts in force
at the valuation date and a general description of the sources of such amounts.

(3) The method and basis of calculation of the requirement (whether or not a
reserve is thereby required) in respect of the expenses of continuing to transact
new business during the twelve months following the valuation date and the
amount of the reserve so calculated.

(4) The method and basis of calculation of the requirement (whether or not a
reserve is thereby required) to provide for the costs of closure to new business,
if the friendly society were to cease to transact new business twelve months
after the valuation date and the amount of the reserve so calculated.

11. (1) A schedule of the sum of the mathematical reserves (other than liabilities for
property linked benefits) and the liabilities in respect of deposits received from
reinsurers as shown in Form 14, analysed by reference to the currencies in
which the liabilities are expressed to be payable together with the value of the
assets, analysed by reference to currency, which match such liabilities.

(2) In the schedule required by (1), liabilities totalling up to 2% of the total
required to be analysed may be grouped together as "other currencies", and the
assets matching those liabilities need not be analysed provided that the
proportion of such liabilities which are matched by assets in the same currency
is stated.

12. (1) For long-term insurance business ceded on a facultative basis to a reinsurer
who is not authorised to carry on insurance business in the United Kingdom at
any time during the period, the aggregate of premiums payable by the friendly
society to all such reinsurers (divided according to financial years, if
appropriate) and the aggregate amount deposited at the valuation date under
any deposit back arrangement; and the amount of any such premiums payable
by the friendly society to a reinsurer with whom the friendly society is
connected and the aggregate amount deposited at the valuation date under any
deposit back arrangement.

(2) For each treaty of reinsurance where the friendly society is the cedant and under
which business is in force at the valuation date -

(a) the name of the reinsurer;

            (b) whether the reinsurer is authorised to carry on insurance business in the
United Kingdom;

(c) whether the friendly society and the reinsurer are connected;

            (d) an indication of the nature and extent of the cover given under the
treaty;
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            (e) the premiums payable by the friendly society under the treaty during the
period;

            (f) the amount deposited at the valuation date in respect of the treaty under
any deposit back arrangements;

            (g) the extent to which provision has been made for any liability of the
friendly society to refund any amounts of reinsurance commission in the
event of lapses or surrender of the contract; and

(h) whether the treaty is closed to new business.

13. (1) Subject to (2), for each with-profits fund7, except where such information is
provided elsewhere in the FSC 1 return -

(a) a revenue account in the format of Form 40 with a supplementary note
stating the amount, if any, of investment income relating to linked
assets included in line 12; and

(b) a statement of liabilities and margins in the format of Form 14 with a
supplementary note stating the amount, if any, of the increase or
decrease, as the case may be, in the value of non-linked assets.

(2) Where the amount (or part of the amount) of any increase or decrease in non-
linked assets has yet to be allocated between with-profits funds or between one
or more with-profits funds and other purposes, the information required by
(1)(b) in aggregate for that amount or part amount, with a supplementary note
which:

(a) identifies the with-profits funds to which the information relates;

(b) provides the information in lines 11 to 49 of Form 14 separately in
respect of each with-profits fund; and

(c) without prejudice to 14(2), describes the basis upon which increases or
decreases in the value of non-linked assets are, or will be, allocated
between the with-profits funds or between the with-profits funds and
other purposes.

14. (1) The principles on which the distribution of profits among policyholders and
members is based as described in any of the following documents:

(a) the memorandum, if any, and the registered rules of the friendly society;

(b) committee resolutions of the friendly society;

(c) any policy or contract issued by the friendly society;

(d) any advertisement issued by or on behalf of the friendly society;
                                                
7   With-profits fund includes subfunds (whether notional or real).
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            (e) any document required to be issued under the rules in the Conduct of
Business Sourcebook or which was required to be issued by any
regulatory body recognised under the Financial Services Act 1986; and

(f) any other relevant document.

(2) For each with-profits fund, a description of the friendly society’s policy and
(insofar as it may be relevant to policyholders’ reasonable expectations) its past
practice as to:

(a) how the with-profits fund is defined, which assets, liabilities, income
and expense are allocated to it and how the amounts of such assets,
liabilities, income and expense are determined;

(b) whether any non-profits insurance business, or any profit on it, is
attributed to the with-profits fund and, if so, the nature and volume of
such business;

(c) how assets within the with-profits fund are invested;

(d) the level of surplus or free reserves to be maintained in the with-profits
fund; and

(e) the relationship between the performance of the with-profits fund and
discretionary benefits allocated to policyholders including:

(i) whether an asset-share methodology, or equivalent
methodology, is used or is to be used and, if so, how asset
shares are calculated (including whether and how investment
income, increases or decreases in the value of investments or
other assets, expenses, miscellaneous surpluses and deficits,
taxation and other items of income and expense are attributed to
asset shares) and how they relate to the benefits actually
allocated to policyholders;

(ii) an indication of how, under different scenarios as to the
performance of the fund, discretionary benefits are to be
smoothed from period to period;

(iii) the pattern of allocation for discretionary benefits over the life
of a with-profits policy, including the balance between annual
and terminal bonuses;

(iv) how fairness is maintained between different categories of
policy and different categories of policyholder and between
policyholders collectively and the friendly society itself; and

(v) any other factors which are material to the allocation of
discretionary benefits to policyholders; and
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(f) the principles followed by the friendly society in setting actual
proportions of profits distributed to policyholders and
shareholders.

(3) A description of the methods used to ensure that the aims described in (2) are
achieved.

(4) Subject to (5), if different principles or bonus policies apply to different
categories of with-profit policies issued by the friendly society, the information
in (1) to (3) must be given in respect of each category.

(5) Categories of with-profits policies which, apart from this paragraph would
require separate information in accordance with (4) need only be listed under
this paragraph, and the information in (1) to (3) need not be supplied, provided
that

(a) the aggregate amount of established surplus allocated to policyholders
in all such categories is less than 10% of the aggregate amount of
established surplus allocated to all policyholders (as reported at line 46
of Form 58);

            (b) the amount of established surplus allocated to policyholders in any one
such category is less than 5% of the aggregate amount of established
surplus allocated to all policyholders (as reported at line 46 of Form
58); and

(c) none of the categories was introduced during the period.

15. (1) Particulars of the bonus allocated to each category of contract, including the
basis of calculation and the circumstances and the form in which the bonus is
payable, together with -

            (a) where the rates of bonus allocated depend on the original term of the
contract or on the period of years a contract has been in force, specimen
rates at 5-year intervals of original term or duration, as the case may be;

(b) where the rates of bonus allocated depend on the age of the life assured,
specimen rates at 10-year intervals of age;

            (c) where the rates of bonus allocated depend on the date of each previous
premium payment, specimen rates at 5-year intervals of time since the
premium was paid, and for premiums paid in each of the five years
ending with the current year; and

(d) in all other cases, full details of the rates of bonus allocated.

(2) Where the rates of bonus allocated depend on a formula or a series of formulae,
then the formula or formulae must be listed instead of the specimen rates.
Wherever appropriate, rates of bonus are to be expressed as a fraction of the
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attribute of the contract to which they are related, e.g. as rates per £1000 of the
sum assured and existing bonuses.

(3) Information required under (1) need not be provided for any category of
contract -

(a) where no contracts were effected by the friendly society during the
report period; and

            (b) which has been included under the miscellaneous heading in Forms 51,
52, 53 or 54.

16. (1) A statement of practice regarding any bonus payments (in addition to those for
which the friendly society had become contractually liable) to be made on
claims arising in the period up to the next investigation, including the basis of
calculation and the form in which the bonus is payable, together with -

(a) where the rates of bonus depend on the original term of the contract or
on the period of years a contract has been in force, specimen rates at 5-
year intervals of original term or duration, as the case may be;

            (b) where the rates of bonus depend on the age of the life assured,
specimen rates at 10-year intervals of age;

            (c) where the rates of bonus depend on the date of each previous premium
payment, specimen rates at 5-year intervals of time since the premium
was paid, and for premiums paid in each of the five years ending with
the current year; and

(d) in all other cases, full details of the rates of bonus.

(2) Where the rates of bonus depend on a formula or a series of formulae, then the
formula or formulae must be listed instead of the specimen rates. Wherever
appropriate, rates of bonus are to be expressed as a fraction of the attribute of
the contract to which they are related, e.g. as rates per £1000 of the sum
assured and existing bonuses.

Form 46

17. (1) A statement in Form 46 summarising changes in long-term insurance business
for all non-group contracts. Information is to be given gross of reinsurance
ceded and must be provided separately for United Kingdom and overseas
business, taxable and non-taxable business, and in each case for non-linked
contracts and linked long-term contracts. For group contracts only the number
of contracts in force at the end of the period is to be given in a note to the
appropriate statement.

(2) In Form 46 -
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(a) the figures for annual premiums must include repeated or recurrent
single premiums where the level of premium is defined;

            (b) for hybrid-linked contracts, movements between linked and non-linked
business must be shown in lines 13 and 27 as appropriate; and

            (c) only claim payments which result in the termination of a contract
providing cover for other insured events must be shown in line 22.

Form 47

18. (1) Separate statements in the form set out in Form 47 analysing new long-term
insurance business for United Kingdom business and overseas business,
taxable and non-taxable business, and in each case for non-linked contracts and
linked long-term contracts. New business must be shown gross of reinsurance
ceded and must include increases to premiums on existing policies, and in
dealing with such increases, columns 2 and 5 must be left blank.

(2) Single premium contracts must consist of those contracts under which there is
no expectation of continuing premiums being paid at regular intervals and
additional single premiums paid in respect of existing individual contracts must
be included. Regular premium contracts must include those contracts under
which premiums are paid at regular intervals during the policy year, including
repeated or recurrent single premiums where the level of premium is defined.

(3) The information must be shown separately and totalled within each section in
the sequence

(i) tax exempt business
(ii) taxable business.

(4) The information must be shown separately and totalled within each section in
the sequence -

(i) United Kingdom direct written business
(ii) United Kingdom reinsurance accepted
(iii) overseas direct written business
(iv) overseas reinsurance accepted.

(5) The information is to be analysed and totalled within each type of business in
the following sequence -

(i) life assurance and general annuity business
(ii) pension business
(iii) permanent health business
(iv) other business.

(6) The information is to be further analysed and sub-totalled in the following
sequence –
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(i) accumulating with-profit policies
(ii) non-linked with-profits policies
(iii) non-linked non-profit policies
(iv) index linked contracts
(v) other linked long-term contracts

and where a policy falls within more than one of the categories, it must be
placed in the first appropriate category.

(7) Within each sub-division required under (5) and (6), the appropriate types of
insurance from the following list are to be shown separately -

(i) whole life assurance
(ii) endowment assurance
(iii) pure endowment assurance
(iv) term assurance
(v) other assurance (to be specified)
(vi) deferred annuity
(vii) annuity in payment
(viii) other annuity (to be specified)
(ix) permanent health insurance
(x) capital redemption assurance
(xi) annuity certain
(xii) group pension
(xiii) group life
(xiv) group permanent health
(xv) other group (to be specified).

(8) In the case of group contracts, the information to be given is to relate to new
contracts and increments under existing contracts. The amount of the increment
under an existing contract must be taken to be the increase in the annual
premium shown in Form 51, 52, 53 or 54 as appropriate, over the previous
highest level shown in those Forms. Decreases in any year for an existing
contract are to be ignored.

Forms 48 and 49

19. (1) Separate statements of long-term insurance business assets (other than assets
held to match property linked or index linked liabilities) are to be given in
Forms 48 and 49 in respect of each fund or group of funds for which separate
assets are appropriated. The word "Total" or the name of the fund must be
shown against the heading "Category of assets".

(2) A brief description of the extent to which any of the amounts recorded in Form
48 would be changed if assets which the friendly society had a right or
obligation to acquire or dispose of under derivative contracts or contracts
having the effect of derivative contracts outstanding at the end of the period
(being in the case of options, only those options which it would have been
prudent to assume would be exercised) had been so acquired or disposed of.
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(3) A brief description of how different the information provided pursuant to (2)
would have been if such options as were outstanding at the end of the period
had been exercised in such a way as to change the amounts referred to in (2) to
the maximum extent.

(4) A brief description of how different the information provided pursuant to (2)
and (3) would have been if, instead of applying to contracts outstanding at the
end of the period, they had applied to derivative contracts outstanding at such
other time during the period as would have changed the amounts referred to in
(2) and (3) to the maximum extent.

(5) In Form 48 -

(a) the expected income is to be given as the amounts before deduction of
tax which would be received in the next period on the assumption that
the assets will be held throughout the period and that the factors which
affect income will remain unchanged but account must be taken of any
changes in those factors known to have occurred by the valuation date
(in particular, changes of the type (a), (b), (c) or (d) denoted in 10(5) of
Appendix 5). The expected income shown in this Form must be that
determined before any adjustments considered necessary because of
10(6) or (7) of Appendix 5;

            (b) where a particular asset is required to be taken into account only to a
specified extent by the application of the admissibility limits, the
expected income from that asset must be included only to the same
extent;

            (c) the treatment of the expected income from any asset where the payment
of interest is in default and the amount of interest involved must be
stated in a supplementary note;

            (d) where the yield in column 3 for a type of asset shown in line 17, 18 or
19 of the Form (assumed to be zero for assets in line 19) is significantly
different from the weighted average of the yields for each asset of that
type determined in accordance with 10(7) of Appendix 5, then the latter
yield figure must be shown in a note to the Form. For this purpose, the
weighted average of the yields means an average yield weighted by the
value of each asset of that type as entered in column 1; and

            (e) where an entry at 13.87.1 has resulted from excess exposure to a
counterparty or excess concentration with a number of counterparties,
the aggregate value of the assets of the friendly society giving rise to
exposure to such counterparties must be stated in a supplementary note,
together with the expected income from those assets.

(6) In Form 49 -

            (a) the gross redemption yield in columns 2 and 5 for each asset must be
calculated as in 10(3), (4) and (6) of Appendix 5, leaving out of account
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any adjustment considered necessary because of 10(7) of Appendix 5.
Where a number of assets with different gross redemption yields are
held, the weighted average gross redemption yield must be calculated
using as weights the value of the asset applicable for entry into columns
1 and 4 respectively;

(b) the value of admissible higher yielding assets to be shown in columns 3
and 6 must be the value of admissible assets as shown in Form 13
where the gross redemption yield on those assets exceeds the gross
redemption yield shown in columns 2 and 5 respectively by at least
1.5%; and

            (c) where securities may be redeemed over a period at the option of the
guarantor or the issuer, they must be classified on the assumption that
they will be redeemed at the latest possible date or, if it is assumed that
they will be redeemed at any earlier date, a note must be provided
explaining what assumption has been made.

Forms 51, 52, 53 and 54

20. (1) Separate statements in Forms 51, 52, 53 and 54 and separate valuation
summaries must be completed in respect of each separate fund or part of a fund
for which a surplus is determined under rule 5.1.

(2) Separate totals for column 5 on Form 51 and columns 5, 6 and 7 on Forms 52,
53 and 54 must be shown for sums insured, for annuities per annum and for
other measures of benefit.

(3) In relation to Forms 51, 52, 53 and 54 -

            (a) information must be shown separately and totalled for each of the
following -

(i) United Kingdom business
(ii) Overseas business;

             (b) the information must be shown on separate pages and totalled for each
type of business in the following sequence -

(i) life assurance and general annuity business - taxable
(ii) life assurance and general annuity business - non-taxable
(iii) pension business
(iv) permanent health business - taxable
(v) permanent health business - non-taxable
(vi) other business;

(c) the information is to be further analysed and sub-totalled for -

(i) direct written business
(ii) reassurance accepted
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(iii) reassurance ceded

and totals net of reassurance ceded are also to be shown, provided that
where any information to be provided in accordance with (c)(iii)
duplicates any information required to be provided in accordance with
(d), (e) and (f) in respect of (c)(i) or (ii), then for the purpose of (c)(iii),
the total of the reinsurance ceded may be shown in respect of the
duplicated information;

            (d) the information must be further analysed and sub-totalled within each
basis of participation in profits in the following sequence -

(i) with-profits policies
(ii) non-profit policies;

            (e) within each sub-division required under (b), (c) and (d) the appropriate
types of insurance from the following list must be shown separately –

(i) whole life assurance
(ii) endowment assurance
(iii) pure endowment assurance
(iv) term assurance
(v) other assurance (to be specified)
(vi) miscellaneous assurance
(vii) deferred annuity
(viii) annuity in payment
(ix) other annuity (to be specified)
(x) miscellaneous annuity
(xi) permanent health insurance
(xii) capital redemption assurance
(xiii) annuity certain,
(xiv) group pension
(xv) group life
(xvi) group permanent health
(xvii) other group (to be specified)

and particulars must also be shown of any subsidiary provisions within
general insurance business class 1 or 2;

            (f) a further sub-division into each separate category of contract is required
as follows -

                        (i) Forms 51 and 52 - each category of contract which is valued on
a different valuation basis;

                        (ii) Form 53 - each category of contract which provides different
guarantees or options, and each category of unit link. For the
purpose of determining the category of the unit link, all
authorised unit trusts may be considered to be one category and
all internal linked funds may be considered to be one category;
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                        (iii) Form 54 - each category of contract which provides different
guarantees or options, and each category of index. Where the
link is to a proportion of an index each different proportion must
be treated as a different category;

(g) any contract which consists of a combination of different types of
insurance, as described in (e), must be treated as a number of separate
contracts each dealing with one of the different types of insurance so
combined and the amount by which the total number of contracts shown
in column 4 of any valuation summary exceeds the actual number of
contracts to which that valuation summary relates must be stated in a
supplementary note;

(h) for linked contracts with both property linked and index linked benefits,
each benefit must be shown on Form 53 or 54 as appropriate, and a note
must be attached describing the manner in which details relating to the
number of contracts and the amounts of benefits, premiums and other
liabilities have been treated. Where the number of contracts is
overstated in aggregate, the amount of the overstatement must be stated
in a supplementary note;

(i) for linked contracts which are also accumulating with-profits policies,
that part of the benefits which are with-profits must be shown on Form
52 and the remainder of the benefits on Form 53 and/or 54 as
appropriate, and a note must be attached describing the manner in
which details relating to the number of contracts and the amounts of
benefits, premiums and other liabilities have been treated. Where the
number of contracts is overstated in aggregate, the amount of the
overstatement must be stated in a supplementary note;

(j) reserves calculated on an aggregate basis (including reserves for
taxation on capital gains, for investment performance guarantees or
other special reserves) or adjustments must be shown on separate lines
in the mathematical reserves column and the particulars of such
reserves or adjustments must be specified;

(k) contracts the nature of which or the method of valuation of which makes
it impossible or inappropriate to give the information in the exact form
required by Forms 51, 52, 53 and 54 must be shown on a separate
valuation summary with appropriately modified column headings and
the reason for the modification stated in a supplementary note; and

(l) where a net premium method of valuation is not used for contracts
reported on Form 51 then, notwithstanding (k)–

(a) columns 7 and 8 must be left blank;

(b) if the method used does not separately identify suitable values to
be entered in columns 9 and 10, then the total amount of
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mathematical reserves must be entered in columns 9 and 12,
and columns 10 and 11 must be left blank; and

(c) if the method used does separately identify suitable values to be
entered in columns 9 and 10, then the entry in column 11 must
be the amount entered in column 10 less the amount reserved
for future expenses, so that the amount in column 12 equals the
amount in column 9 less the amount in column 11.

Forms 55 and 56

21. (1) Separate analyses of unit liabilities in Forms 55 and 56 in respect of each
separate fund or part of a fund for which a surplus is determined under rule 5.1.

(2) The analyses of unit liabilities must also include liability in respect of any
amounts deposited with the friendly society under a deposit back arrangement
which are either unit liabilities in respect of property linked benefits or
investment liabilities in respect of index linked benefits.

(3) In the event that the liability for a specific fund link is wholly reinsured so that
entries in columns 8 and 9 of Form 55 are omitted in accordance with (4)(g), if
such be the case, a statement to the effect that the provisions of rule 4.11 have
been complied with in accordance with any published guidance in relation to
the liabilities so reinsured.

(4) In Form 55 -

(a) separate Forms must be prepared in respect of internal linked funds and
directly held assets;

(b)  separate line must be used for each asset to which benefits are linked
and each different type of unit of each internal linked fund;

(c) columns 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 must be sub-totalled for each fund link and
totalled for all links;

(d) the aggregate of the total figures shown for column 8 (excluding any
amount shown in column 8 pursuant to (h) ) and 9 in each Form
prepared in respect of a separate fund or part of a fund must equal the
appropriate figure shown as the total of column 12 of Form 53;

(e) for links to directly held assets, column 6 must not be used;

(f) for internal linked funds, the total of column 5 must equal the total of
column 8 of the summarised Form 43, and the total of column 6 must
equal the total of column 3 of the summarised Form 43;

(g) where the liability shown in column 11 of Form 53 for a specific fund
link is wholly reinsured with a reinsurer, being an insurer (other than an
EEA firm) with permission under the Act to effect or carry out contracts
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of reinsurance or another friendly society, so that entries in columns 8
and 9 of this Form would otherwise be identical, the entries in respect
of that fund link must be aggregated and shown on a separate line with
the name of the fund link to be shown in column 1 as "wholly
reinsured"; and

(h) any amounts included in this analysis in accordance with (2), being unit
liabilities in respect of property linked benefits deposited with the
friendly society under a deposit back arrangement, must (for each
internal linked fund or directly held asset), be shown on a separate line
with the name of the unit type to be shown in column 2 as "amounts
deposited back".

(5) In Form 56 -

(a) assets and liabilities in column 2 must be listed individually except that
where a group of assets of similar type is held which is intended to
mirror the performance of an index, a description of the type of assets
held may be given. Liabilities must be shown between round brackets
and must be fully described;

(b) a separate sub-total of assets and liabilities must be used for each index
link and for each combination of assets and liabilities matching the
friendly society’s liability under any deposit back arrangement. Links to
different percentages of an index must be treated as different index
links;

(c) for each index link, the sub-totalled values in column 2 (excluding
those held in respect of any deposit back arrangement) must match the
appropriate entries in column 12 of Form 54 net of reinsurance ceded;

(d) assets and liabilities arising from derivative contracts (or contracts or
assets which have the effect of a derivative contract) must be shown
separately. Amounts must be shown net of variation margin in column
2 and gross of variation margin in column 3. Rights to recover assets
transferred by way of initial margin must not be shown on Form 56;

(e) where there is a liability to repay variation margin and there are no
arrangements for netting of amounts outstanding or the arrangements
would not permit the accounting of such amounts on a net basis in
accordance with generally accepted accounting practice, it must be so
stated in a supplementary note to the Form; and

(f) any provision for adverse changes must be determined in accordance
with 4 of Appendix 5 and shown in a supplementary note to the Form.

Form 57

22. (1) Separate statements in Form 57 for each fund or group of funds for which
separate assets are appropriated in respect of all long-term liabilities except -
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(a) the unit liabilities in respect of property linked benefits as shown in
column 12 of Form 53;

(b) the investment liabilities in respect of index linked benefits as shown in
column 12 of Form 54;

(c) any reserve in respect of provisions made for tax on unrealised capital
gains in arriving at the valuation price of internal linked funds; and

(d) the liabilities in respect of any amounts deposited with the friendly
society under a deposit back arrangement which are either unit
liabilities in respect of property linked benefits or investment liabilities
in respect of index linked benefits.

(2) A general description of the method by which the yield on assets other than
equity shares and land was adjusted in accordance with 10(7) of Appendix 5.

(3) For assets which are equity shares or land, a description of the categories into
which such assets were divided for the purposes of 10(7) of Appendix 5,
together with the method and basis by which the yield on such assets was
adjusted in accordance with that rule.

(4) In relation to Form 57 -

(a) a separate Form must be completed in respect of each fund or group of
funds for which separate assets are appropriated. The word "Total" or
the name of the fund must be shown against the heading "Category of
assets";

(b) separate Forms must be prepared for sterling and non-sterling liabilities;

(c) separate Forms are required for with-profit and non-profit contracts
within the following types of business -

(i) life assurance and annuity business
(ii) pension business
(iii) permanent health business
(iv) other business;

            (d) separate Forms are required for each rate of interest used in the
valuation in pursuance of 10(12) of Appendix 5 and may include all
contracts valued at the same rate, subject to (b) and (c). Contracts
valued at a lower rate of interest but subject to the same apportionment
of assets may also be included provided that the rationale for such
inclusion is given in a supplementary note. Each of the valuation rates
of interest used must be shown against the heading "Rate of interest".
The highest valuation rate of interest used must be shown in line 31 or
32 as appropriate;
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(e) the Forms specified in (a), (b), (c) and (d) must exclude the liabilities
described in (1)(a) to (d) and must cover at least 90% of the remaining
long-term liabilities. The balance of the remaining long-term liabilities
must be shown in a separate Form in which lines 31 and 32 must be left
blank, and details of the contracts covered by the Form must be given in
a supplementary note to the Form. The word "Balance" must be shown
against the heading "Rate of interest";

(f) a summary of all the separate Forms must be produced as a separate
Form in which lines 31 and 32 must be left blank. The word "Total"
must be shown against the heading "Rate of interest";

(g) the risk adjusted yield in columns 2 and 6 for each asset included in
column 1 and 5 respectively must be that calculated as in 10(3) to (6) of
Appendix 5, taking account of any adjustment considered necessary
because of 10(7) of Appendix 5. Where a number of assets with
different risk adjusted yields are held, the weighted average risk
adjusted yield must be calculated using as weights the value of the asset
applicable for entry into columns 2 and 6;

           (h) the value of each asset included in column 1 must be the value
attributed to it in Form 13 and the assets will be grouped according to
Note 1 to Form 48 including adjustments in respect of accrued interest
as required by that Note;

(i) where the valuation has been carried out at a net rate or rates of interest
the figure in line 31 must be the net rate grossed up at the
corresponding effective rate of tax in respect of the highest valuation
rate of interest used in the Form;

(j) the mathematical reserve in line 33 must include any increase in reserve
resulting from the bonus declaration for the year and must be net of
reassurance ceded;

           (k) the entries shown at columns 3, 4, 5 and 6 must be those applicable to
the scenario described in the answer to 7(8). The entries in column 3
must be the value of the assets shown in column 1 according to the
changed assumptions of that scenario. The entries in column 4 must be
the value of assets on the changed assumptions for each type of asset
notionally re-allocated to cover the mathematical reserve or other
liability, net of reinsurance, in the resilience scenario. The entries in
column 5 must equal the sum of the entries in columns 3 and 4; and

              (l) the entries in line 29, column 1 must equal the entries in line 33,
column 1. The entries in line 29, column 5 must not be less than the
entries in line 33, column 5.
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Form 58

23. (1) Separate statements of the results of the valuation in Form 58 in respect of each
separate fund or part of a fund for which a surplus is determined under rule 5.1.

(2) In relation to Form 58 -

(a) where interim, mortuary or terminal bonuses are determined in advance
of a valuation and are paid in anticipation of surplus arising at the
valuation, the amounts of such bonus actually paid in the period up to
valuation date must be entered in lines 12 and 41. To the extent that it
is the practice of the friendly society to make specific provision for the
cost of such bonuses payable on future claims out of surplus arising at a
valuation, such amounts must be treated as amounts allocated to
policyholders and members at the valuation in question and included in
line 44 and the actual amounts paid must not appear at lines 12 and 41
at future valuations. An appropriate note must be appended identifying
the various items where necessary; and

           (b) where policies have been transferred from one fund to another, the
associate transfer of reserves must not be included as a "transfer" in this
Form. Where any other transfer has been made, only one positive figure
must be inserted in either line 15 or line 34 (depending on the direction
of the net transfer) leaving the other line blank.

Forms 60 and 61

24. (1) A statement of the required minimum margin for long-term insurance business
in Form 60 and of the required margin of solvency for the subsidiary provisions
in Form 61.

(2) If the gross annual office premiums for the subsidiary provisions in force on the
valuation date do not exceed 1% of the gross annual office premiums in force
on that date for all long-term insurance business, Form 61 need not be
completed provided it can be stated that the entry in line 51 of Form 60 exceeds
the amount that would be obtained if Form 61 were to be completed. In this
circumstance, the method of estimating the entry in line 51 of Form 60,
together with a statement of the gross annual office premiums in force at the
valuation date in respect of the subsidiary provisions, must be given.
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Prudential Reporting Forms

FSC1 Return

Long Term Insurance Business: Annual Investigation

FORM FSC 1

Register Number          Year ended 31 December

Name of
Society
(as registered)

Registered
Office

Post Code:

The information provided in
this FSC1 Return (Long Term
Insurance Business: Annual
Investigation), and the
Actuary’s certificate and
Auditor’s report included
herein are the form and
contents of an abstract under
rule 5.1(2) for use by a
directive friendly society or a
non-directive incorporated
friendly society (other than a
flat rate benefits business
friendly society) in respect of
its long-term insurance
business.

One copy of the Return must be
signed by the appointed
actuary, the chief executive, the
secretary and one committee
member of the society (or two
members of the committee if
the offices of chief executive
and secretary are held by the
same person).

Three copies of this Return
(including the original signed
copy) must be submitted as
soon as possible after 31
December and not later than the
following 30 June to:-

The Financial Services
Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London  E14 5HS
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FSC 1 – CONTENTS (SHEET 1)

Return under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long term insurance business: Annual Investigation
Summary sheet of completed forms submitted

Name of Society

Reg No

Period ended 31 December

Where appropriate, certain Forms need to be copied in order to furnish separate details of business in the
same format (e.g. the same Form completed separately for tax-exempt or taxable business).  Where a
Form is completed, please enter the total number of such forms in the corresponding box in the third
column below.  Where no Form is completed, please enter NIL.  Where an additional summary form has
been completed, please indicate YES in the fourth column.

Form
Number Details on Form Number

completed
Summary form

used

Form 9 Statement of solvency

Form 13 Analysis of admissible assets

Form 14 Long term insurance business : Liabilities and
margins

Form 15 Liabilities (other than long term insurance
business)

Form 17 Analysis of derivative contracts

Form 40 Long term insurance business : Revenue account
fund

Form 40A Other revenue account fund

Form 40B Management fund

Form 40C Members surplus and savings accounts

Form 41 Analysis of premiums and expenses

Form 42 Analysis of claims

Form 43 Summarised balance sheet for internal linked
funds

Form 44 Aggregate revenue account for internal linked
funds

Form 45 Supplementary information for internal linked
funds
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FSC 1 – CONTENTS (SHEET 2)

Return under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long term insurance business: Annual Investigation
Summary sheet of completed forms submitted

Form
Number Details on Form Number

completed
Summary form

used

Form 46 Summary of changes in long term insurance
business

Form 47 Analysis of new long term insurance business

Form 48 Expected income from admissible assets not held
to match liabilities in respect of linked liabilities

Form 49
Analysis of admissible fixed interest securities
not held to match liabilities in respect of linked
liabilities

Form 51 Valuation summary of non-linked contracts
(other than accumulating with-profits policies)

Form 52 Valuation summary of accumulating with-profit
policies

Form 53 Valuation summary of property linked contracts

Form 54 Valuation summary of index linked contracts

Form 55 Analysis of unit liabilities and assets in respect of
property linked benefits

Form 56 Analysis of assets and liabilities in respect of
index linked benefits

Form 57 Matching Rectangle

Form 58 Valuation result and distribution of surplus

Form 60 Required minimum margin

Form 61 Subsidiary provisions

Form 61A Descriptive section of actuarial investigation

Form 61B Actuary’s certificate

Form 61C Auditor’s report

Form 61D Signatures of officers and actuary
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FSC 1 – FORM 9

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Statement of solvency

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000
Period ended 31 December

1 As at the end of
the year

2  As at the end of
the previous year

Total available assets (Note 1) 10

GENERAL INSURANCE BUSINESS
Other than long term insurance business assets allocated towards general
insurance business required minimum margin

11

Implicit items valued in accordance with a waiver under section 148 of the Act 11a

Required minimum margin for general insurance business 12

Excess (deficiency) of available assets over the required minimum margin
(11+11a – 12)

13

LONG TERM INSURANCE BUSINESS

Long term insurance business admissible assets 21

Other than long term insurance business assets allocated towards long term
insurance business required minimum margin

22

Total mathematical reserves (after distribution of surplus) (Note 2) 23

Other insurance and non-insurance liabilities (Note 3) 24

Available assets for long term insurance business required minimum margin
(21 + 22 – 23 – 24)

25

Implicit items valued in accordance with a waiver under section 148 of the
Act

Future profits 31

Zillmerising 32

Hidden reserves 33

Total of available assets and implicit items (25 + 31 + 32 + 33) 34

Required minimum margin
Required minimum margin for long term insurance business (Note 4) 41

Explicit required minimum margin (1/6 x Line 41, or minimum guarantee fund
if greater)

42

Excess (deficiency) of available assets over explicit required minimum margin
(25 – 42)

43

Excess (deficiency) of available assets and implicit items over the required
minimum margin (34 – 41)

44

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
Quantifiable contingent liabilities in respect of other than long term insurance
business (Note 5)

51

Quantifiable contingent liabilities in respect of long term insurance business
(Note 5)

52
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FSC 1 – Notes to Form 9

1 The entry at line 10 must be equal to the sum of entries at line 89 in
Form 13.

2 The entry at line 23 must be equal to the sum of lines 11, 19b and 63 in
Form 14.

3 The entry at line 24 must be equal to the sum of lines 12 and 49 in
Form 14 less line 19b in Form 14.

4 The entry at line 41 must be equal to the entry at line 69 in Form 60.

5 Particulars to be specified by way of supplementary note.
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FSC 1 – FORM 13 (Sheet 1)
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Analysis of admissible assets

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

Category of assets / Total 1  As at the end of
year

2  As at the end of
the previous year

INVESTMENTS:

Land and Buildings 11

Shares 21
UK insurance
dependants Debts securities issued by, and

loans to, dependants
22

Shares 23
Other insurance
dependants Debts securities issued by, and

loans to, dependants
24

Shares 25
Non insurance
dependants Debts securities issued by, and

loans to, dependants
26

Shares 27

Investments
in associated
bodies

Other associated
bodies Debts securities issued by, and

loans to, associated bodies
28

TOTAL (11 to 28) 39

Equity shares 41

Others shares and other variable yield securities 42

Holdings in collective investment schemes 43

Rights under derivative contracts 44

Approved
Securities

45

Fixed interest
Other 46

Approved securities 47

Debt securities
and other fixed
income securities

Variable
interest

Other 48

Participation in investment pools 49

Loans secured by mortgages 50

Loans to public or local authorities and
nationalised industries or undertakings

51

Loans secured by policies of
insurance issued by the society

52Other loans

Other 53

Withdrawal subject to a time
restriction of one month or less

54Deposits with
approved credit
institutions and
approved financial
institutions

Withdrawal subject to a time restriction
of more than one month

55

Other
financial
investments

Other 56
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FSC 1 – FORM 13 (Sheet 2)
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Analysis of admissible assets

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

Category of assets/Total 1 As at the end of
the year

2  As at the end of
the previous year

INVESTMENTS AND OTHER ASSETS:

Deposits with ceding undertakings 57

Index linked 58
Assets held to match linked
liabilities

Property linked 59

Provision for unearned premiums 60

Claims outstanding 61

Provision for unexpired risks 62
Reinsurer’s share of
technical provisions

Other 63

TOTAL (41 to 63) 69

Policyholders 71Debtors arising out
of direct insurance
operations Intermediaries 72

Due from ceding insurers and intermediaries under
reinsurance business accepted

74
Debtors arising out
of reinsuance
operations Due from reinsurers and intermediaries under

reinsurance contracts ceded
75

Due in 12 months or less after the
end of the financial year

76Due from
dependants

Due more than 12 months after the
financial year

77

Due in 12 months or less after the
end of the financial year

78
Other debtors

Other

Due more than 12 months after the
end of the financial year

79

Tangible assets 80

Deposits not subject to time restriction on withdrawal,
with approved credit institutions and approved
financial institutions and local authorities

81

Cash at bank and in
hand

Cash in hand 82

Other assets (particulars to be specified by way of supplementary note) 83

Accrued interest and rent 84

Deferred acquisition costs 85Prepayments and
accrued income

Other prepayments and accrued income 86
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FSC 1 – FORM 13 (Sheet 3)

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Analysis of admissible assets

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

Category of assets / Total 1 2 As at the end of  the
previous year

Deductions (under rules 15(2)(b) and 15(3) of Appendix 4) from the aggregate
value of assets

87

Total (71 to 86 less 87) 88

Grand total of admissible assets (39 + 69 + 88) 89

RECONCILATION TO ASSET VALUES
DETERMINED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
ACCOUNTS REGULATIONS (Note 1):

Total admissible assets (as per line 89 above) 91

Total assets in excess of the admissibility limits of Appendix 4 (as valued in
accordance with those rules before applying admissibility limits) (Note 2)

92

[deleted] 93

Other differences in the valuation of assets (other than for assets not valued
above)

94

Assets of a type not valued above (as valued in accordance with the Accounts
Regulations (Note 3)

95

Total assets determined in accordance with the Accounts Regulations (91 to
95)

99

Amounts included in line 89 attributable to debts due from associated bodies,
other than those under contracts of insurance or reinsurance

100

As at the end of
the year
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FSC 1 – Notes to Form 13

1 The Accounts Regulations refer to the Friendly Societies (Accounts and
Related Provisions) Regulations 1994.

2 The admissibility limits are those applied under Annex B to Appendix 4.

3 ‘Assets of a type not valued above’ refers to assets left out of account under
rule 2(3) of Appendix 4.
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FSC 1 – FORM 14 (Sheet 1)

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long term insurance business liabilities and margins

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

Category of assets/Total 1 As at the end of
the year

2 As at the end of
the previous year

Mathematical reserves after distribution of surplus
(Note 1)

11

Cash bonuses which had not been paid to policyholders prior to end of the
financial year (Note 2)

12

Balance of surplus/valuation deficit ((Note 3) 13

Long term insurance business fund carried forward
(11 to 13) (Note 4)

14

Gross amount 15

Reinsurers share 16

Claims outstanding
which had fallen
due for payment
before the end of
the financial year Net (15 – 16) 17

Management Fund – Balance – surplus/ (deficit) (Note 5) 19a

Long term insurance business after distribution of
surplus (Note 1)

19bMembers’ surplus
and savings
accounts Other (Note 6) 19c

Other Revenue Account funds (Note 7) 19d

Taxation 21Provisions for other
risks and charges Other 22

Deposits received from reinsurers 23

Creditors and other
liabilities Direct business 31

Reinsurance accepted 32

Arising out of
insurance
operations

Reinsurance ceded 33

Secured 34
Debenture loans

Unsecured 35

Amounts owed to credit institutions 36

Taxation 37

Other 38

Accruals and deferred income 39

Provision for adverse changes 41

Total other insurance and non-insurance liabilities (17 to 41) 49
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FSC 1 – FORM 14 (Sheet 2)
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long term insurance business liabilities and margins

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

Category of assets/Total 1 As at the end of
the year

2 As at the end of
the previous year

Excess of the value of net admissible assets (Note 8) 51

Total liabilities and margins 59

Amount included in line 59 attributable to liabilities
to associated bodies, other than those under contracts
of insurance or re-insurance

61

Amount included in line 59 attributable to liabilities
in respect of property linked benefits

62

Amount of any additional mathematical reserves
included in line 51 which have been taken into
account in the appointed actuary’s certificate
(Note 9)

63
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FSC 1 – Notes to Form 14

1 The entry at lines 11 and 19b must equal the sum of lines 21, 43, 44 and 45 of the
corresponding Form or Forms 58.

2 The entry at line 12 must equal the total of line 42 of the corresponding Form or Forms 58.

3 The entry at line 13 must equal the total of line 49 of the corresponding Form or Forms 58.

4 The entry at line 14 must equal the total of line 59 of the corresponding Form or Forms 40.

5 The entry at line 19a must equal the entry at line 49 on Form 40B.

6 The entry at lines 19b and 19c must equal the sum of the entries at line 59 on Form 40C.

7 The entry at line 19d must equal the entry at line 69 on Form 40A.

8 The entry at line 51 must be:

(a) the value of the admissible assets (as included in line 89 of the appropriate
Form 13) representing the long term insurance business funds, fund or group of
funds to which the Form relates, less

(b) the amount of those funds, fund or group of funds, being the sum of the
amounts shown at lines 14 and 49.

9 The entry at line 63 must be the amount specified in paragraphs (a)(ii) of the appointed
actuary’s certificate (Form 61B), but only insofar as it relates to the fund, funds or group
of funds to which this Form 14 relates.
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FSC 1 – FORM 15

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Liabilities (Other than long term insurance business)

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

Class of Business (as in Part III of Chapter 7)

1 As at the end of
the year

2 As at the end of
the previous year

Provision for unearned premiums (Note) 11

Claims outstanding 12

Provision for unexpired risks 13

Other 16

Technical provisions
(gross amount)

Total (11 to 16) 19

Taxation 21

Provisions
Other 22

Deposits received from reinsurers 31

Direct business 41

Reinsurance accepted 42Arising out of
insurance
operations

Reinsurance ceded 43

Secured 44

Debenture loans
Unsecured 45

Amounts owed to credit institutions 46

Taxation 47

Creditors

Other creditors
Other 49

Accruals and deferred income 51

Total (19 to 51) 59

Provision for adverse changes 61

Total (59 + 61) 69

Amounts included in line 69 attributable to liabilities to associated bodies other
than those under contracts of insurance or reinsurance

71

NOTE The amounts shown in lines 11 to 13 and 16 must be stated gross of the reinsurer’s share.
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FSC 1 – FORM 17
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Analysis of derivative contracts (other than those relating to property linked contracts or index
linked benefits)

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December 19

Business: Long Term/Other than long term As at the end of the year As at the end of the previous year

Category of
assets/Total

Assets
1

Liabilities
2

Assets
3

Liabilities
4

Derivative Contracts

Fixed-interest securities 11

Equity shares 12

Land 13

Currencies 14

Futures
Contracts

Other 15

Fixed-interest securities 21

Equity shares 22

Land 23

Currencies 24

Options

Other 25

Fixed-interest securities 31

Equity shares 32

Land 33

Currencies 34

Contracts
for
Differences

Other 35

Adjustments for variation margin 41

Total (11 to 41) (Note) 49

NOTE The entry at line 49.1 must be included at Form 13.44.1 and the entry at line 49.2 must be
included at Form 14.38.1 or 15.49.1 as appropriate.
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FSC 1 – FORM 40

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long term insurance business: Revenue account fund

Name of Society

Reg No Units
£/£000 OB/IB No of fund/

Summary
No of part

of fund

Period ended 31 December

Name of Fund/Summary 1  This year 2  Previous year

ITEMS TO BE SHOWN NET OF
REINSURANCE CEDED

Earned premiums (Note 1) 11

Investment income receivable before deduction of tax 12

Increase (decrease) in the value of non-linked assets brought
into account

13

Increase (decrease) in the value of linked assets 14

Amounts transferred from other revenue account funds (Note 2) 14a

Other income (Note 2) 15

Total income (11 to 15) 19

Claims incurred (Note 1) 21

Amounts transferred to Management Fund (Note 2) 22

Interest payable before deduction of tax 23

Taxation 24

Other expenditure (Note 2) 25

Amounts transferred to other Revenue Account Funds (Note 2) 26

Total expenditure (21 to 26) 29

Increase (decrease) in fund in year (19 – 29) 39

Fund brought forward 49

Fund carried forward (39 + 49) 59

NOTES

1. The entry at 40.11.1 must equal the sum of 41.19.3 + 41.29.3
The entry at 40.21.1 must equal 42.59.3

2. Particulars to be specified by way of note.
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FSC 1 – FORM 40A

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Other revenue account fund

Name of Society

Reg No Units
£/£000 OB/IB No of fund/

Summary
No of part

of fund

Period ended 31 December

Name of Fund/Summary 1   This year 2    Previous year

Amounts receivable (Note) 11

Income
14

Value re-adjustments on investments
15Investment income

Gains on the realisation of investments
16

Investment management charges, including interest
17

Value re-adjustments on investments
18Investment charges

Loss on the realisation of investments
19

Increase (decrease) in the value of assets brought into account 21

Amounts transferred from other revenue account funds (Note) 22

Total income (11 to 22) 29

Amounts payable (Note) 31

Amounts transferred to Management Fund 32

Taxation 33

Amounts transferred to other revenue account funds (Note) 34

Other expenditure (Note) 35

Total expenditure and transfers (31 to 35) 39

Increase (decrease) in fund in year (29 – 39) 49

Fund brought forward 59

Fund carried forward (49 + 59) 69

NOTE Particulars to be specified by way of note.
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FSC 1 – FORM 40B

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Management fund

Name of Society

Reg No Units
£/£000 OB/IB

Period ended 31 December

1  This year 2  Previous year

Amounts transferred from Revenue Account Funds
(Note 1)

11

Investment Income 12

Other Income (Note 1) 13

Total Income (11 to 13) 19

Expenses payable (Note 2) 21

Amounts transferred to Revenue Account Funds
(Note 1)

22

Increase (decrease) in fund in year (19 – 21 – 22) 29

Fund brought forward 39

Fund carried forward (29 + 39) 49

NOTES

1. Particulars to be specified by way of note 2. The entry at 40B.21.1 must equal 41.49.3
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FSC 1 – FORM 40C

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Member surplus and savings accounts

Name of Society

Reg No Units
£/£000

Period ended 31 December

1  This year 2  Previous year

Surplus/Bonus Credited to members (other than transfers
shown in Line 13)

11

Contributions/Deposits 12

Amounts transferred from Permanent Health Long Term
Insurance Benefit Funds

13

Amounts transferred from other Long Term Insurance
Benefit Funds (Note 1)

14

Amounts transferred from other Revenue Account Funds
(Note 1)

15

Other Income (Note 1) 16

Total Income (11 to 16) 19

Amounts withdrawn by members 21

Benefits charged and amounts transferred to other Long
Term Insurance Benefit Funds (Note 1)

22

Amounts transferred to other revenue account funds
(Note 1)

23

Other expenditure 24

Total expenditure and transfers (21 to 24) 29

Increase (decrease) in accounts in year (19 – 29) 39

Amounts credited to members brought forward 49

Amounts credited to members carried forward (39 + 49) 59

NOTE

1.  Particulars to be specified by way of note.
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FSC 1 – FORM 41

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long term insurance business: Analysis of premiums and expenses

Name of Society

Reg No Units
£/£000 OB/IB No of fund/

Summary
No of part

of fund

Period ended 31 December

Name of Fund/
Summary 1  Gross

2  Payable to or
recoverable from
reinsurers

3  Net of
reinsurance

Single Premium 11Life
Assurance
and General
Annuity
contracts

Regular Premium
12

Single Premium 13
Pension
Business
contracts Regular Premium 14

Single Premium 15
Permanent
Health
Contracts Regular Premium 16

Single Premium 17
Other
Contracts

Regular Premium 18

Single Premium 19
Total
Premiums

Regular Premium 29

UK Contracts 31

Earned
premiums in
the financial
year

Total
premiums at
line 19 and
29
attributable to

Overseas Contracts
32

Commission payable in connection
with acquisition of business

41

Other commission payable 42

Management expenses in connection
with acquisition of business

43

Management expenses in connection
with maintenance of business

44

Other management expenses 45

Total Expenses (41 to 45) 49

UK Contracts 51

Expenses
payable in
the financial
year

Total expenses at
line 49
attributable to Overseas

Contracts
52

NOTES
The entries at lines 11,13, 15, 17 and 19 must include all single
premium amounts where there is no expectation of continuing
premiums being paid at regular intervals.

The entries at lines 12, 14, 16, 18 and 29 must include premiums
payable at regular intervals during the policy year, including
repeated or recurrent single premiums where the level of premium is
defined.
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FSC 1 – FORM 42

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long term insurance business: Analysis of claims

Name of Society

Reg No Units
£/£000 OB/IB No of fund/

Summary
No of part

of fund

Period ended 31 December

Name of
Fund/Summary 1  Gross 2  Recoverable

from reinsurers
3  Net of
reinsurance (1-2)

CLAIMS INCURRED IN THE YEAR

On death 11

By way of lump sums on
maturity 12

By way of annuity payments 13

By way of payments arising
from other insured events 14

On surrender or partial
surrender 15

Life Assurance and
Annuity Contracts

Total life assurance and
annuity claims (11 to 15) 19

On death 21

By way of lump sums on
vesting 22

By way of vested annuity
payments 23

On surrender or partial
surrender 24

Pension Business
Contracts

Total pension business claims
(21 to 24)

29

By way of lump sums 31

By way of periodical payments 32Permanent Health
Contracts

Total permanent health claims
(31 + 32) 39

By way of lump sums 41

By way of periodical payments 42Other Contracts
(Note 1)

Total other contracts claims (41
+ 42) 49

Total claims (19 + 29 + 39 + 49) 59

UK Contracts 61Total claims at
line 59
attributable to:- Overseas Contracts 62

NOTES 1. Particulars to be specified by way of note. 2. In the case of industrial assurance, claims incurred on survival in
respect of periodical endowment benefits must be shown in line 15
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FSC
 1 – FO

R
M

 43

R
eturns under the Friendly Societies Prudential R

ules
Long term

 insurance business: Sum
m

arised balance sheet for internal linked funds

N
am

e of Society

R
eg N

o
U

nits
£/£000

O
B

/IB
N

o of fund/
Sum

m
ary

N
o of part
of fund

Period ended 31 D
ecem

ber

N
am

e of fund/sum
m

ary

N
am

e of fund
D

irectly held assets
Investm

ent in other
internal linked funds

of the society

Total assets
(2 + 3)

Provision for tax on
unrealised capital

gains

Secured and
unsecured loans

O
ther liabilities

N
et asset value

(4 – 5 – 6 – 7)

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

Total

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
N

O
TE

The total of the net asset value in colum
n 8 less the total of colum

n 3 m
ust equal line 59 of Form

 44.
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FSC 1 – FORM 44

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long term insurance business: Aggregate revenue account for internal linked funds

Name of Society

Reg No Units
£/£000 OB/IB No of fund/

Summary
No of part

of fund

Period ended 31 December

Name of fund/Summary

Value of total creation of units
11

Investment income attributable to the funds before deduction of tax
12

Increase (decrease) in the value of investments in financial year
13

Other income (Note 1)
14

Total income (11 to 14)
19

Value of total cancellation of units
21

Charges for management
22

Charges in respect of tax on investment income
23

Taxation on realised capital gains
24

Increase (decrease) in amount set aside for tax on capital gains not yet realised
25

Other expenditure (Note 1)
26

Total expenditure (21 to 26)
29

Increase (decrease) in funds in the year (19 – 29)
39

Internal linked funds brought forward
49

Internal linked funds carried forward
59

NOTES 1.  Particulars to be specified by way of note.
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FSC 1 – FORM 45

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long term insurance business: Supplementary information for internal linked funds

Name of Society

Reg No Units
£/£000 OB/IB No of fund No of part

of fund

Period ended 31 December

Name of fund

Name of fund
Amount of

taxable
unrealised

capital gain or
loss

Percentage
provision for

tax on
unrealised

capital gains

Percentage
provision for

tax on realised
capital gains

Liquidity
percentage

Valuation price
per unit

1 2 3 4 5 6
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R
M

 46
R

eturns under the Friendly Societies Prudential R
ules

Long term
 insurance business: Sum

m
ary of changes in long term

 insurance business

N
am

e of Society

R
eg N

o
O

B
/IB

U
K

/ O
verseas

Taxable/ N
on

Taxable
Linked

N
on-Linked

Period ended 31 D
ecem

ber

Life A
ssurance and G

eneral
A

nnuity
Pensions B

usiness
Perm

anent H
ealth

O
ther B

usiness
(N

ote 1)
1.  N

o. of
C

ontracts
2.  A

nnual
Prem

ium
s  £

3.  N
o. of

C
ontracts

4.  A
nnual

Prem
ium

s £
5.  N

o. of
C

ontracts
6.  A

nnual
Prem

ium
s  £

7.  N
o. of

C
ontracts

8.  A
nnual

Prem
ium

s  £

In force at beginning of year
11

N
ew

 business and increases
12

N
et transfers and other alterations “on”

13

Total “on” (12 + 13)
19

D
eaths

21

O
ther insured events

22

M
aturities

23

Surrenders
24

Forfeitures
25

C
onversions to paid-up policies for reduced

benefits
26

N
et transfers, expiries and other alterations

“off”
27

Total “off” (21 to 27)
29

In force at end of year (11 + 19 – 29)
39

N
O

TE
1.  Specify particulars of other business contracts included in colum

ns 7 and 8.
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R
M

 47
R

eturns under the Friendly Societies Prudential R
ules

Long term
 insurance business: A

nalysis of new
 long term

 insurance business

N
am

e of Society

R
eg N

o
U

nits
£/£000

O
B

/IB
U

K
/O

verseas
Taxable/N

on
Taxable

Period ended 31 D
ecem

ber

Single Prem
ium

 C
ontracts

R
egular Prem

ium
 C

ontracts
TY

PE O
F

IN
SU

R
A

N
C

E

N
o of C

ontracts
Prem

ium
s

Sum
 assured, annuities

per annum
 or other

m
easure of benefits

N
o of C

ontracts
A

nnual Prem
ium

s
Sum

s assured, annuities
per annum

 or other
m

easure of benefits

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
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FSC 1 – FORM 48
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long term insurance business: Expected income from admissible assets not held to match liabilities in
respect of linked benefits

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

Category of
assets/Total

1   Value of
admissible assets as
shown in Form 13

2  Expected
income from
admissible assets

3  Yield %

TYPE OF ASSETS

Land and Buildings
11

Approved securities
12

Fixed interest
Securities

Other
13

Approved securities
14Variable interest

and variable
yield securities
(excluding items
shown in line 16) Other

15

Equity shares and holdings in collective investment
schemes

16

Loans secured by mortgages
17

Producing income
18

All other assets

Not producing income
19

Total (11 to 19)
29
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FSC 1 – Notes to Forms 48 and 49

1. Where Form 13 is for the same fund or group of funds:-

• the entry at 48.11.1 must be equal to 13.11.1.

• the entry at 48.12.1 must be equal to 13.45.1 and the appropriate part of 13.84.1.

• the entry 48.13.1 must be equal to 13.46.1 and the appropriate part of 13.84.1.

• the entry 48.14.1 must be equal to 13.47.1 and the appropriate part of 13.84.1.

• the entry at 48.15.1 must be equal to 13.42.1 + 13.48.1 and the appropriate part of
13.84.1.

• the entry at 48.16.1 must be equal to 13.41.1 + 13.43.1.

• the entry at 48.17.1 must be equal to 13.50.1 and the appropriate part of 13.84.1.

• the entry at 48.29.1 must be equal to 13.87.1 + 13.89.1 – 13.58.1 – 13.59.1.

The appropriate part of the entry at 13.84.1 to be included in lines 12 to 15 is that part which
represents accrued interest on assets included in the relevant line of Form 48.  The amounts so
included shall be stated in a supplementary note to Form 48.

2. • The entries at 48.12.3, 48.13.3, 48.14.3 and 48.15.3 must be equal to 49.19.2, 49.29.2,
49.19.5 and 49.29.5 respectively.  The yields to be inserted in column 3 of form 48 for
other categories of asset must be the running yields determined in accordance with
rules 10(3) to (6A) in Appendix 5.

• The entry at 48.29.3 must be the weighted average of the yields in column 3 of Form
48, where the weight given to each asset is the value of that asset applicable for entry
into column 1; assets not producing income must be included in the calculation.

• The entries at 49.19.1, 49.19.2, 49.19.4, 49.19.5, 49.29.1, 49.29.2, 49.29.4 and 49.29.5
must be equal to the values at 48.12.1, 48.12.3, 48.14.1, 48.14.3, 48.13.1, 48.13.3,
48.15.1 and 48.15.3 respectively.

• The entries at 49.19.2, 49.19.5, 49.29.2 and 49.29.5 must be the weighted average of
the yields in columns 2 and 5 as appropriate for lines 11 to 18 and 21 to 28
respectively, where the weight given to each yield is the value shown in columns 1 and
4 respectively.
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R
M

 49

R
eturns under the Friendly Societies Prudential R

ules
Long term

 insurance business: A
nalysis of adm

issible fixed interest and variable yield securities not held to m
atch

liabilities in respect of linked benefits

N
am

e of Society

R
eg N

o
U

nits
£/£000

Period ended 31 D
ecem

ber

C
ategory of assets/Total

R
edem

ption Period in Y
ears

1 V
alue of

adm
issible

assets as
show

n in
Form

 13

2  G
ross

redem
ption

yield %

3 V
alue of

adm
issible

higher
yielding
assets

4 V
alue of

adm
issible

assets as
show

n in
Form

 13

5 G
ross

redem
ption

yield %

6 V
alue of

adm
issible

higher
yielding
assets

O
ne year or less

11
M

ore than one year but not m
ore than 5 years

12
M

ore than 5 years but not m
ore than 10 years

13
M

ore than 10 years but not m
ore than 15 years

14
M

ore than 15 years but not m
ore than 20 years

15
M

ore than 20 years but not m
ore than 25 years

16
M

ore than 25 years
17

Irredeem
able

18

Fixed interest
approved
securities

V
ariable

interest and
variable yield
approved
securities
excluding
equities

Total (11 to 18)
19

O
ne year or less

21
M

ore than 1 year but not m
ore than 5 years

22
M

ore than 5 years but not m
ore than 10 years

23
M

ore than 10 years but not m
ore than 15 years

24
M

ore than 15 years but not m
ore than 20 years

25
M

ore than 20 years but not m
ore than 25 years

26
M

ore than 25 years
27

Irredeem
able

28

O
ther fixed

interest
securities

O
ther variable

interest and
variable yield
securities
excluding
equities

Total (21 to 28)
29
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R
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 51
R

eturns under the Friendly Societies Prudential R
ules

Long term
 insurance business: V

aluation sum
m

ary of non-linked contracts (other than accum
ulating w

ith-profit
policies)

N
am

e of Society

R
eg N

o
U

nits
£/£000

U
K

/O
verseas

Taxable/N
on

Taxable

Period ended 31 D
ecem

ber

N
am

e of Fund
               Type of business:

V
A

LU
A

TIO
N

 B
A

SIS
A

M
O

U
N

T O
F A

N
N

U
A

L
PR

EM
IU

M
S

V
A

LU
E O

F A
N

N
U

A
L

PR
EM

IU
M

S
Type of

insurance or
nam

e of
contract

R
ate of

interest

M
ortality or

m
orbidity
table

N
um

ber of
contracts

A
m

ount of
sum

s assured
or annuities
per annum

,
including

vested
reversionary

bonuses

O
ffice

Prem
ium

s
N

et
prem

ium
s

Proportion of
office

prem
ium

s
reserved for

expenses and
profits

V
alue of sum

s
assured or

annuities per
annum

,
including

vested
reversionary

bonuses

O
ffice

prem
ium

s
N

et
prem

ium
s

A
m

ount of
M

athem
atical

R
eserves

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12
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 52
R

eturns under the Friendly Societies Prudential R
ules

Long term
 insurance business: V

aluation sum
m

ary of accum
ulating w

ith-profit policies

N
am

e of Society

R
eg N

o
U

nits
£/£000

U
K

/O
verseas

Taxable/N
on

Taxable

Period ended 31 D
ecem

ber

N
am

e of Fund
               Type of business:

O
TH

ER
 LIA

B
ILITIES

V
A

LU
A

TIO
N

 B
A

SIS
A

m
ount of sum

s assured or annuities per
annum

 including vested reversionary
bonuses

A
M

O
U

N
T O

F A
N

N
U

A
L

PR
EM

IU
M

S
Liability in respect of

current benefits including
vested bonuses

Type of
insurance or

nam
e of

contract
R

ate of
interest

M
ortality

or
m

orbidity
table

N
um

ber
of

contracts
G

uaranteed
on death

C
urrent

on death
G

uaranteed
on m

aturity
O

ffice
prem

ium
s

N
et

prem
ium

s

Proportion
of office

prem
ium

s
reserved for

expenses
and profits

C
urrent

benefit
value

D
iscounted
value

M
ortality
and

expenses

O
ptions &

guarantees
other than
investm

ent
perform

ance
guarantees

A
m

ount of
M

athem
atical

R
eserves

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12

13
14

15
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 53
R

eturns under the Friendly Societies Prudential R
ules

Long term
 insurance business: V

aluation sum
m

ary of property linked contracts

N
am

e of Society

R
eg N

o
U

nits
£/£000

U
K

/O
verseas

Taxable/N
on

Taxable

Period ended 31 D
ecem

ber

N
am

e of Fund
               Type of business:

U
N

IT LIA
B

ILITY
O

TH
ER

 LIA
B

ILITIES
V

A
LU

A
TIO

N
 B

A
SIS

A
m

ount of sum
s assured or annuities per

annum
 including vested reversionary

bonuses

A
M

O
U

N
T O

F A
N

N
U

A
L

PR
EM

IU
M

S
N

am
e of

C
ontract

R
ate of

interest
M

ortality
or

m
orbidity
table

N
um

ber
of

contracts
G

uaranteed
on death

C
urrent on
death/
current

payable per
annum

G
uaranteed

on m
aturity

O
ffice

prem
ium

s
N

et
prem

ium
s

C
ategory
of unit

link
C

urrent
benefit
value

D
iscounted
value

M
ortality
and

expenses

O
ptions &

guarantees
other than
investm

ent
perform

ance
guarantees

A
m

ount of
M

athem
atical

R
eserves

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12

13
14

15
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 54
R

eturns under the Friendly Societies Prudential R
ules

Long term
 insurance business: V

aluation sum
m

ary of index linked contracts

N
am

e of Society

R
eg N

o
U

nits
£/£000

U
K

/O
verseas

Taxable/N
on

Taxable

Period ended 31 D
ecem

ber

N
am

e of Fund
       Type of business:

O
TH

ER
 LIA

B
ILITIES

V
A

LU
A

TIO
N

 B
A

SIS
A

m
ount of sum

s assured or annuities per
annum

 including vested reversionary
bonuses

A
M

O
U

N
T O

F A
N

N
U

A
L

PR
EM

IU
M

S
IN

V
ESTM

EN
T

LIA
B

ILITY
N

am
e of

C
ontract

R
ate of

interest
M

ortality
or

m
orbidity
table

N
um

ber
of

contracts
G

uaranteed
on death

C
urrent on
death/
current

payable per
annum

G
uaranteed

on m
aturity

O
ffice

prem
ium

s
N

et
prem

ium
s

N
am

e of
index
link

C
urrent

benefit
value

D
iscounted
value

M
ortality
and

expenses

O
ptions &

guarantees
other than
investm

ent
perform

ance
guarantees

A
m

ount of
M

athem
atical

R
eserves

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12

13
14

15
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M

 55
R

eturns under the Friendly Societies Prudential R
ules

Long term
 insurance business: A

nalysis of units in internal linked funds and direct holdings of assets m
atching liabilities in respect of property linked

benefits

N
am

e of Society

R
eg N

o
U

nits
£/£000

U
K

/ O
verseas

Internal Fund/D
irect A

ssets

Period ended 31 D
ecem

ber

N
am

e of Fund

V
alue of units or directly held

assets deem
ed allocated to contracts

N
am

e of fund
link or directly

held asset

N
am

e of unit
type

V
aluation price

per unit or asset
Total actual

num
ber of units

in force or
directly held

assets

V
alue of total

actual units in
force or directly

held assets

V
alue of actual

units held by
other internal
linked funds

V
alue of directly held

assets and actual units
in force excluding
those held by other

internal linked funds
(5-6)

G
ross

R
einsurance

ceded

V
alue of surplus

units or directly
held assets
(7 – 8 + 9)

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10
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FSC 1 – FORM 56
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long term insurance business: Analysis of assets and liabilities matching investment liabilities in
respect of index linked benefits

Name of Society

Reg No Units
£/£000 UK/Overseas

Period ended 31 December

Name of fund

Name of index
link

Value of assets or
liabilities

Gross derivative
value

TYPE OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 1 2 3

Total assets

Total liabilities

Net total assets
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FSC 1 – FORM 57

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long term insurance business: Matching rectangle

Name of Society

Reg
No

Units
£/£000 UK/

Overseas

With-
profits/

Non profit

Sterling/Non
sterling

Rate of
interest

Period ended 31
December

Category of assets/Total

Type of business

The valuation The resilience scenario
Value of assets notionally allocatedValue of

asset
notionally
allocated

Risk adjusted
yield % On original

allocation
Increase or
decrease

Total under
resilience
scenario

Risk adjusted
yield %Type of asset notionally allocated

1 2 3 4 5 6

Land and Buildings 11

Approved
securities

12

Fixed interest
securities

Other 13

Approved
securities

14Variable interest
and variable yield
securities
(excluding items
shown at line 16)

Other
15

Equity shares and holdings in
collective investment schemes

16

Loans secured by mortgages 17

Producing
income

18

All other assets
Not producing
income

19

Total (11 to 19) 29

Gross valuation interest rate % 31

Net valuation interest rate % 32

Mathematical reserve or other
liability, net of reinsurance

33
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FSC 1 – FORM 58

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long term insurance business: Valuation result and distribution of surplus

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

Name of Fund/Summary

Fund carried forward (Note 1) 11

Bonus payments made to policyholders in anticipation of a surplus 12

Net transfer to other funds (Note 2) 15

Total (11 + 12 + 15) 16

Mathematical reserves for accumulating with profit contracts 17

Mathematical reserves for non-linked contracts (Note 4) 18

Mathematical reserves for property linked contracts 19

Mathematical reserves for index linked contracts 20

Total (17 to 20) 21

Valuation result

Surplus including contingency and other reserves towards the solvency margin
(Deficiency) (16 – 21)

29

Balance of surplus brought forward unappropriated form last valuation 31

Net transfer from other funds (Note 2) 34

Surplus arising since the last valuation 35
Composition of surplus

Total (31 + 34 + 35) (= 29) 39

Bonus payments made to policyholders in anticipation of a surplus 41

Cash bonuses 42

Reversionary bonuses 43

Other bonuses 44

Allocated to policyholders by
way of

Premium reductions 45

Total allocated to policyholders (41 to 45) 46

Transfer to other funds (Note 2 + 5) 47

Total distributed surplus (46 + 47) 48

Balance of surplus including contingency and other reserves held towards the solvency
margin carried forward unappropriated (Note 3)

49

Distribution of surplus

Total (48 + 49) (= 29) 59
NOTES 1. The entry at line 11

must be equal to
the entry at line 59
in the revenue
account for the
relevant fund
(Form 40).

2. Particulars to
be specified by
way of note.

3. Where the entry at
line 21 exceeds the
entry at line 16, the
difference must be
included at line 13
of Form 14.

4. For each fund, the entry
at line 18 must be equal
the total liabilities in
column 12 of Form 51
and the entries at lines 17,
19 and 20 must equal the
total liabilities in column
15 of Forms 52, 53 and
54 respectively.

5. The figure at line
47 must equal
the figure at line
15.
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 60 (Sheet 1)
R

eturns under the Friendly Societies Prudential R
ules

Long term
 insurance business: R

equired m
inim

um
 m

argin

N
am

e of Society

R
eg N

o
U

nits
£/£000

Period ended 31 D
ecem

ber

C
lass

C
lasses

I &
 II

C
lass III business w

ith relevant factor of
C

lasses
IV

 &
 V

I
C

lass V
II business w

ith relevant factor of
U

nallocated additional
m

athem
atical reserves

w
ith relevant factor of

Total for all classes

R
elevant factor (N

ote 1)
4%1

4%2
1%3

N
IL4

Total
5

4%6
4%7

1%8
N

IL9
Total

10
4%11

1%12
This year

13
Previous year

14

R
eserves before

distribution of surplus
11

R
eserves for bonus

allocated to
policyholders

12
M

athem
atical reserves

before deduction for
reinsurance: (N

ote 5)

R
eserves after

distribution of surplus
13

R
eserves before

distribution of surplus
14

R
eserves for bonus

allocated to
policyholders

15
M

athem
atical reserves

after deduction for
reinsurance: (N

ote 5)

R
eserves after

distribution of surplus
16

R
atio of 16 to 13, or 0.85 if greater

17

R
equired m

argin of solvency – first result –
(N

ote 2)
19

Tem
porary assurances

w
ith required m

argin
of solvency of .001

21

Tem
porary assurances

w
ith required m

argin
of solvency of .0015

22
N

on negative capital
at risk before
reinsurance: (N

ote 3)

A
ll other contracts

w
ith required m

argin
of solvency of .003

23

Total for (21 to 23)
29
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 60 (Sheet 2)
R

eturns under the Friendly Societies Prudential R
ules

Long term
 insurance business: R

equired m
inim

um
 m

argin

N
am

e of Society

R
eg N

o
U

nits
£/£000

Period ended 31 D
ecem

ber

C
lass

C
lasses

I &
 II

C
lass III business w

ith relevant factor of
C

lasses
IV

 &
 V

I
C

lass V
II business w

ith relevant factor of
U

nallocated additional
m

athem
atical reserves

w
ith relevant factor of

Total for all classes

R
elevant factor (N

ote 1)
4%1

4%2
1%3

N
IL4

Total
5

4%6
4%7

1%8
N

IL9
Total

10
4%11

1%12
This year

13
Previous year

14

N
on negative capital at risk after reinsurance (all

contracts) (N
ote 3)

31

R
atio of line 31 to line 29, or 0.50 if greater

32

R
equired m

argin of solvency second result (N
ote

4)
39

Sum
 of first and second results = (19 + 39)

49

R
equired m

argin of solvency for subsidiary
provisions (N

ote 6)
51

Total required m
argin of solvency for long term

business = 49 + 51
59

M
inim

um
 guarantee fund

61

R
equired m

inim
um

 m
argin (greater of 59 and

61)
69

N
O

T
E

S
1. 

The appropriate factor specified in rule
1(2)(a) and 2(3) and (4) of A

ppendix 1.
2. 

Line 19 equals line 13
x Line 17 x relevant
factor.

3. 
C

apital at risk m
ust be

show
n after

distribution of surplus.

4. 
Line 39 equals line 32
x [line 21 x .001 + line
22 x .0015 + line 23 x
.003] for C

lasses I and
II or line 32 x line 29 x
0.003 for classes III
and V

II.

5. 
A

ny additional
m

athem
atical reserves

show
n at line 63 to

Form
 14 m

ust be
included in this Form
(applied to all relevant
classes)

6. 
For C

lass V
 business, the

am
ount of the required

m
argin of solvency m

ust
be stated in a note to the
form

 and m
ust be included

in line 51.
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FSC 1 – FORM 61
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long-term insurance business: Subsidiary provisions - calculation of required margin of solvency

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

1   This Year 2   Previous Year

Gross premiums written 11

Premium taxes and levies (included in line 11) 12

Sub-total A (11 – 12) 19

Adjusted sub-total A if financial year is not a 12 month period to produce an
annual figure

21

18% of amounts up to and including sterling
equivalent of 10 million Euro

22
Division of sub-total A (or
adjusted sub-total A if
appropriate)

16% of excess (if any) over 10 million Euro 23

Sub-total B (22 + 23) 29

Claims paid 31

Claims outstanding carried forward at end of financial year 32

Claims outstanding brought forward at beginning of financial year 33

Sub-total C (31 + 32 – 33) 39

Amounts recoverable from reinsurers in respect of claims included in sub-total
C

41

Sub-total D (39 – 41) 49

Required margin of solvency for Subsidiary Provisions 59

Sub-total B x sub-total D
                          sub-total C (or, if 0.5 is greater, x 0.5)

NOTE “Subsidiary provisions” means insurance falling within general insurance business class 1 (Accident) and class 2 (Sickness) which
is subsidiary to long-term insurance business and for which a separate Part IV permission is not required (see AUTH).
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FSC 1 – FORM 61A
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Descriptive section of actuarial investigation

Name of Society:

R

1. The date to which the inves

2. The date to which the latest
Reg No
186

tigation relates is

 previous investigation relates is
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FSC 1 – FORM 61B
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long term insurance business: Annual Investigation – Actuary’s Certificate

Name of Society

Reg No
Period ended 31 December

I certify that:

(a) (i) in my opinion, proper records have been kept by the society adequate for the purpose of the valuation
of the liabilities of its long term insurance business;

(ii) the sum of the mathematical reserves and the deposits received from reinsurers as shown in Form 14
together, if the case so requires, with £………….….. (being part of the excess of the value of the
admissible assets representing the long term insurance business funds over the amount of those funds
shown in Form 14) constitute proper provision at the end of the financial year for the long term
insurance liabilities (including all liabilities arising from deposit back arrangements, but excluding
liabilities which have fallen due before the end of the financial year) including any increase in those
liabilities arising from a distribution of surplus as a result of any investigation as at that date into the
financial condition of the long term insurance business; and

(iii) for the purpose of sub-paragraph (ii) above the liabilities have been assessed in accordance with
Appendix 5 in the context of assets valued in accordance with Appendix 4, as show in Form 13;

(iv) in my opinion, premiums for contracts entered into during the financial year and income earned
thereon are sufficient, on reasonable actuarial assumptions, and taking into account the other
financial resources of the society that are available for the purpose, to enable the society to meet its
commitments in respect of those contracts, and, in particular, to establish adequate mathematical
reserves; and

(v) I have complied with the Institute of Actuaries and Faculty of Actuaries professional guidance notes
listed below.

(b) The amount of the required minimum margin of solvency applicable to the society’s long
term insurance business immediately following the end of the financial year (including any
amounts resulting from any increase in liabilities arising from a distribution of surplus as a
result of the investigation into the financial condition of the long term insurance business) is
£…………..…..

(c) I have the following additional comments (use extra pages).

Signature Date

Name:

Address:

Qualification:
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FSC 1 – FORM 61C
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long term insurance business: Annual Investigation – Auditor’s Report

Name of Society

Reg No
Period ended 31 December

Auditor’s Report

Signature Date

Name: ________________________________ Address:

Qualification:
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FSC 1 – FORM 61D
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long term insurance business: Annual Investigation – Signatures

Name of Society

Reg No
Period ended 31 December

Signatures to the FSC1 Return

Appointed Actuary Date

We certify that the information in this Return complies with the rules in chapter 5 of IPRU(FSOC).

We confirm also that the society consents to a copy of this Return being placed on the public file of the
society.

Chief Executive Date

Name (Block Capitals)

Secretary Date

Name (Block Capitals)

Member of Committee Date

Name (Block Capitals)

Additional Committee member if the offices of the Chief Executive and
Secretary are held by the same person. Date

Name (Block Capitals)
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FSC 2 - RETURN

FSC2 Return

Periodic Investigation: Long Term and General Insurance Business

FORM FSC 2

Register Number          Period ended 31
December

Name of
Society
(as registered)

Registered
Office

Post Code:

The information provided in
this FSC2 Return (Periodic
Investigation: Long Term and
General Insurance Business)
and the Actuary’s certificate
included herein are the form
and contents of an abstract
under rule 5.2(2) for use by an
non-directive unincorporated
friendly society (other than a
flat rate benefits business
friendly society) in respect of
its insurance business.

One copy of the Return must be
signed by the chief executive,
the secretary and one
committee member of the
society (or two members of the
committee if the offices of
chief executive and secretary
are held by the same person).

Three copies of this Return
(including the original signed
copy) must be submitted as
soon as possible after 31
December and not later than 30
June:-

The Financial Services
Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London  E14 5HS
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FSC 2 – FORM 9

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Statement of solvency

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

1 As at the end of
the period

2 As at the end of
the previous period

Total available assets 10

GENERAL INSURANCE BUSINESS
Other than long term insurance business assets allocated towards general
insurance business required minimum margin

11

Implicit items valued in accordance with a waiver under section 148 of the Act 11a

Required minimum margin for general insurance business 12

Excess (deficiency) of available assets over the required minimum margin
(11+11a – 12)

13

LONG TERM INSURANCE BUSINESS

Long term insurance business admissible assets 21

Other than long term insurance business assets allocated towards long term
insurance business required minimum margin

22

Total mathematical reserves (after distribution of surplus) 23

Other insurance and non-insurance liabilities 24

Available assets for long term insurance business required minimum margin
(21 + 22 – 23 – 24)

25

Implicit items valued in accordance with a waiver under section 148 of the Act

Future profits 31

Zillmerising 32

Hidden reserves 33

Total of available assets and implicit items (25 + 31 + 32 + 33) 34

Required minimum margin
Required minimum margin for long term insurance business 41

Explicit required minimum margin (1/6 x Line 41, or minimum guarantee fund
if greater)

42

Excess (deficiency) of available assets over explicit required minimum margin
(25 – 42)

43

Excess (deficiency) of available assets and implicit items over the required
minimum margin (34 – 41)

44

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
Quantifiable contingent liabilities in respect of other than long term insurance
business

51

Quantifiable contingent liabilities in respect of long term insurance business
52
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FSC 2 – FORM 9A
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Descriptive Section

Name of Society:

R

g

N

1. The date to which the investigation relates is

2. The date to which the latest previous investigation relates is

3. A synopsis of the report by the appropriate actuary on his investigation into the financial
condition of the society in respect of its insurance business, including
• a statement of the assets and liabilities of the society;
• information and comments on the

- changes in membership of the society,
- benefit entitlements that have been valued,
- mortality, sickness and claims experience of the society,
- investment returns achieved by the society,
- suitability of the assets held by the society,
- provisions made for future expenses,
- reserves set aside for activities of the society not covered by the valuation,
- scope for enhancement of benefits; and

• the actuary’s assessment of the financial viability of the society and, where the
assessment indicates that changes are necessary or desirable, the options open to the
committee along with the advantages and disadvantages of each course of action and the
likely consequences of taking no action.

Reg No
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FSC 2 – FORM 9B

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Actuary’s Certificate

Name of Society

Reg No
Period ended 31 December

I certify that:

(a) (i) in my opinion, proper records have been kept by the society adequate for the purpose of the
valuation of the liabilities of its insurance business;

(ii) the contents of the synopsis in Form 9A correctly reflect the results of my investigation into the
financial condition of the society in respect of its insurance business;

(iii) no matters, except as described in Form 9A, have come to my attention during the course of my
investigation which in my opinion prejudice the financial viability of the society or the reasonable
expectations of its members;

I have had regard to the following Institute of Actuaries and Faculty of Actuaries professional
guidance notes and, in so far as they are relevant to my investigation for the purposes of this
certificate, I have complied with them

(iv)

(b) The amount of the required minimum margin of solvency applicable to the society’s
insurance business immediately following the end of the period of investigation (including
any amounts resulting from any increase in liabilities arising from a distribution of surplus
as a result of the investigation into the financial condition of the insurance business) is
£…………..…..

(c) I have the following additional comments (use extra pages).

Signature Date
Name:
Address:

Qualification:
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FSC 2 – FORM 9C

Return under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Signatures

Name of Society

Reg No
Period ended 31 December

Signatures to the FSC2 Return

We certify that the information in this Return complies with the rules in chapter 5 of IPRU(FSOC).

We confirm also that the society consents to a copy of this Return being placed on the public file of the

society.

Chief Executive Date

Name (Block Capitals)

Secretary Date

Name (Block Capitals)

Member of Committee Date

Name (Block Capitals)

Additional Committee member if the offices of the Chief Executive and
Secretary are held by the same person. Date

Name (Block Capitals)
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FSC 3 - RETURN

FSC3 Return

General Insurance Business: Periodic Investigation

FORM FSC 3

Register Number          Period ended 31
December

Name of
Society
(as registered)

Registered
Office

Post Code:

The information provided in
this FSC3 Return (General
Insurance Business: Periodic
Investigation), and the
Actuary’s certificate and
Auditor’s report included
herein are the form and
contents of an abstract under
rule 5.2(2) for use by a friendly
society which is a directive
friendly society or non-
directive incorporated friendly
society (other than a flat rate
benefits business friendly
society) which is carrying on
general insurance business.

One copy of the Return must be
signed by the chief executive,
the secretary and one
committee member of the
society (or two members of the
committee if the offices of
chief executive and secretary
are held by the same person).

Three copies of this Return
(including the original signed
copy) must be submitted as
soon as possible after 31
December and not later than 30
June:-

The Financial Services
Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London  E14 5HS
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FSC 3 – CONTENTS

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
General insurance business: Periodic Investigation
Summary sheet of completed forms submitted

Name of Society

Reg No

Period ended 31 December

Where appropriate, certain Forms need to be copied in order to furnish separate details of business in the
same format (e.g. the same Form completed separately for different classes of business).  Where a Form
is completed, please enter the total number of such forms in the corresponding box in the third column
below.  Where no Form is completed, please enter NIL.  Where an additional summary form has been
completed, please indicate YES in the fourth column.

Form
Number Details on Form Number

completed
Summary form

used

Form 9 Statement of solvency

Form 11 Margins of solvency – first method

Form 12 Margins of solvency – second method – and
Required minimum margin

Form 13 Analysis of admissible assets

Form 14 Liabilities and margins: (long term insurance
business)

Form 15 Liabilities (other than long term insurance
business)

Form 17 Analysis of derivative contracts

Form 20 Technical account

Form 21 Analysis of premiums

Form 22 Analysis of claims, expenses and technical
provisions

Form 23 Analysis of net claims and premiums

Form 23A Descriptive section

Form 23B Actuary’s certificate

Form 23C Auditor’s report

Form 23D Signatures of officers
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FSC 3 – FORM 9
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Statement of Solvency

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

1 As at the end of
the period

2 As at the end of
the previous period

Total available assets 10

GENERAL INSURANCE BUSINESS
Other than long term insurance business assets allocated towards general
insurance business required minimum margin

11

Implicit items valued in accordance with a waiver under section 148 of the Act 11a

Required minimum margin for general insurance business (Note 1) 12

Excess (deficiency) of available assets over the required minimum margin
(11+11a – 12)

13

LONG TERM INSURANCE BUSINESS

Long term insurance business admissible assets 21

Other than long term insurance business assets allocated towards long term
insurance business required minimum margin

22

Total mathematical reserves (after distribution of surplus) 23

Other insurance and non-insurance liabilities (Note 2) 24

Available assets for long term insurance business required minimum margin
(21 + 22 – 23 – 24)

25

Implicit items valued in accordance with a waiver under section 148 of the Act

Future profits 31

Zillmerising 32

Hidden reserves 33

Total of available assets and implicit items (25 + 31 + 32 + 33) 34

Required minimum margin
Required minimum margin for long term insurance business 41

Explicit required minimum margin (1/6 x Line 41, or minimum guarantee fund
if greater)

42

Excess (deficiency) of available assets over explicit required minimum margin
(25 – 42)

43

Excess (deficiency) of available assets and implicit items over the required
minimum margin (34 – 41)

44

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
Quantifiable contingent liabilities in respect of other than long term insurance
business (Note 3)

51

Quantifiable contingent liabilities in respect of long term insurance business
(Note 3)

52
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FSC 3 – Notes to Form 9

1 The entry at line 12 must be equal to the entry at line 49 in Form 12.

2 The entry at line 24 must be equal to the sum of lines 12 and 49 in Form 14,
less line 19b in Form 14.

3 Particulars to be specified by way of supplementary note.
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FSC 3 – FORM 11
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
General insurance business: Calculation of required margin of solvency – first method

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000
Period ended 31 December

Name of Fund/Summary 1 Last 12 months of
this period

2  Last 12 months of
previous period

Gross premiums receivable
11

Premium taxes and levies (included in line 11)
12

Sub-total A (11 – 12)
13

Up to and including sterling
equivalent of 10M Euro x 18/100

15

Other than health
insurance

Excess (if any) over 10M Euro x
16/100

16

Up to and including sterling
equivalent of 10M Euro x 6/100

17
Division of
Sub-total A

Health insurance
Excess (if any) over 10M Euro x
16/300

18

Sub-total B (15 + 16 + 17 + 18)
19

Claims paid
21

Claims outstanding carried forward at the end of the period
23

Claims outstanding brought forward at the beginning of the period
25

Sub-total C (21 + 23 – 25)
29

Amounts recoverable from reinsurers in respect of claims included in Sub-total
C

30

Sub-total D (29 – 30)
39

First result
Sub-total B x  Sub-total D (or, if 0.5 is greater, x 0.5)
                        Sub-total C

41
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FSC 3 – FORM 12
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
General insurance business: Calculation of required margin of solvency – second method, and
statement of required minimum margin

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

Name of Fund/Summary 1 Last 12 months of this
period

2  Last 12 months of
the previous period

Reference period (means the three last preceding financial years) (Note 1)
11

Claims paid in reference period
21

Claims outstanding carried forward at the end of the period
23

Claims outstanding brought forward at the beginning of the period
25

Sub-total E (21 + 23 – 25)
29

Up to and including sterling
equivalent of 7M Euro x 26/100

32

Other than health
insurance

Excess (if any) over 7M Euro x
23/100

33

Up to and including sterling
equivalent of 7M Euro x 26/300

34
Division of
Sub-total A

Health insurance
Excess (if any) over 7M Euro x
23/300

35

Sub-total F (32 to 35)
39

Second result
Sub-total F x Sub-total D (or, if 0.5 is greater, x 0.5)
                       Sub-total C

41

First result (Note 2) 42

Required margin of solvency (the higher of lines 41 and 42)
43

Minimum guarantee fund
44

Required minimum margin (the higher of lines 43 and 44)
49

NOTES

1. If the society has not been in existence long enough to acquire a reference period, this must be stated and lines 11 to 41 ignored.
2. The entry at line 42 must be equal to the entry at line 41 on Form 11
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FSC 3 – FORM 13 (Sheet 1)
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Analysis of admissible assets

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000
Period ended 31 December

Category of assets/Total 1 As at the end of
the period

2 As at the end of
the previous period

INVESTMENTS:

Land and Buildings 11

Shares 21
UK insurance
dependants Debts securities issued by,

and loans to, dependants
22

Shares 23
Other insurance
dependants Debts securities issued by,

and loans to, dependants
24

Shares 25
Non insurance
dependants Debts securities issued by,

and loans to, dependants
26

Shares 27

Investments
in
associated
bodies

Other associated
bodies

Debts securities issued by,
and loans to, associated
bodies

28

TOTAL (11 to 28) 39

Equity shares 41

Others shares and other variable yield securities 42

Holdings in collective investment schemes 43

Rights under derivative contracts 44

Approved
Securities

45
Fixed
interest

Other 46

Approved
securities

47

Debt
securities
and other
fixed income
securities

Variable
interest

Other 48

Participation in investment pools 49

Loans secured by mortgages 50

Loans to public or local
authorities and nationalised
industries or undertakings

51

Loans secured by policies of
insurance issued by the
society

52Other loans

Other 53

Withdrawal subject to a time
restriction of one month or
less

54Deposits with
approved credit
institutions and
approved
financial
institutions

Withdrawal subject to a time
restriction of more than one
month

55

Other
financial
investments

Other 56
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FSC 3 – FORM 13 (Sheet 2)
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Analysis of admissible assets

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

Category of assets / Total 1 As at the end of
the period

2 As at the end of
the previous period

INVESTMENTS AND OTHER ASSETS:

Deposits with ceding undertakings 57

Index linked 58
Assets held to match linked
liabilities

Property linked 59

Provision for unearned premiums 60

Claims outstanding 61

Provision for unexpired risks 62
Reinsurer’s share of
technical provisions

Other 63

TOTAL (41 to 63) 69

Policyholders 71Debtors arising out
of direct insurance
operations Intermediaries 72

Due from ceding insurers and intermediaries under
reinsurance business accepted

74
Debtors arising out
of reinsurance
operations Due from reinsurers and intermediaries under

reinsurance contracts ceded
75

Due in 12 months or less after the
end of the financial year

76Due from
dependants

Due more than 12 months after the
financial year

77

Due in 12 months or less after the
end of the financial year

78
Other debtors

Other

Due more than 12 months after the
end of the financial year

79

Tangible assets 80

Deposits not subject to time restriction on withdrawal,
with approved credit institutions and approved
financial institutions and local authorities

81

Cash at bank and in
hand

Cash in hand 82

Other assets (particulars to be specified by way of supplementary note) 83

Accrued interest and rent 84

Deferred acquisition costs 85Prepayments and
accrued income

Other prepayments and accrued income 86
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FSC 3 – FORM 13 (Sheet 3)
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Analysis of admissible assets

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

Category of assets/Total 1 As at the end
of the period

2 As at the end
of the previous
period

Deductions (under rules 15(2)(b) and 15(3) of
Appendix 4) from the aggregate value of assets

87

Total (71 to 86 less 87) 88

Grand total of admissible assets (39 + 69 + 88) 89

RECONCILATION TO ASSET VALUES
DETERMINED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
ACCOUNTS REGULATIONS (Note 1):

Total admissible assets (as per line 89 above) 91

Total assets in excess of the admissibility limits of
Appendix 4 (as valued in accordance with those rules
before applying admissibility limits) (Note 2)

92

[deleted] 93

Other differences in the valuation of assets (other
than for assets not valued above)

94

Assets of a type not valued above (as valued in
accordance with the Accounts Regulations) (Note 3)

95

Total assets determined in accordance with the
Accounts Regulations (91 to 95)

99

Amounts included in line 89 attributable to debts due
from associated bodies, other than those under
contracts of insurance or reinsurance

100
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FSC 3 – Notes to Form 13

1 The Accounts Regulations refer to the Friendly Societies (Accounts and Related
Provisions) Regulations 1994.

2 The admissibility limits are those applied under Annex B to Appendix 4.

3 ‘Assets of a type not valued above’ refers to assets left out of account under 2(3) of
Appendix 4.
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FSC 3 – FORM 14 (Sheet 1)
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long term insurance business liabilities and margins

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000
Period ended 31 December

Category of assets/Total 1 As at the end of
the period

2 As at the end of
the previous period

Mathematical reserves after distribution of surplus 11

Cash bonuses which had not been paid to policyholders prior to
end of the financial year

12

Balance of surplus/valuation deficit 13

Long term insurance business fund carried forward (11 to 13) 14

Gross amount 15

Reinsurers share 16

Claims
outstanding
which had
fallen due for
payment before
the end of the
financial year

Net (15 – 16)

17

Management Fund – Balance – surplus/(deficit) 19a

Long term insurance business after
distribution of surplus

19bMembers’
surplus and
savings
accounts Other 19c

Other Revenue Account funds 19d

Taxation 21Provisions for
other risks and
charges Other 22

Deposits received from reinsurers 23

Direct business 31

Reinsurance accepted 32
Arising out
of insurance
operations Reinsurance ceded 33

Secured 34Debenture
loans Unsecured 35

Amounts owed to credit institutions 36

Taxation 37

Other

Creditors and
other liabilities

Accruals and deferred income 39

Provision for adverse changes 41

Total other insurance and non-insurance liabilities (17 to 41) 49
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FSC 3 – FORM 14 (Sheet 2)
Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Long term insurance business liabilities and margins

Name of
Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

Category of assets/Total 1 As at the end
of the period

2 As at the end
of the previous
period

Excess of the value of net admissible assets
(Note 1)

51

Total liabilities and margins 59

Amount included in line 59 attributable to liabilities
to associated bodies, other than those under contracts
of insurance or re-insurance

61

Amount included in line 59 attributable to liabilities
in respect of property linked benefits

62

Amount of any additional mathematical reserves
included in line 51 which have been taken into
account in the appointed actuary’s certificate

63

NOTE 1.  The entry at line 51 must be:
(a) the value of the admissible assets (as included in line 89 of the appropriate

Form 13) representing the long-term insurance business funds, fund or
group of funds to which the Form relates, less

(b) the amount of those funds, fund or group of funds, being the sum of the
amounts shown at lines 14 and 49.
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FSC 3 – FORM 15

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Liabilities (Other than long term insurance business)

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

Class of Business (as in Part III of Chapter 7)

1 As at the end of the
period

2 As at the end of the
previous period

Provision for unearned premiums (Note 1) 11

Claims outstanding 12

Provision for unexpired risks 13

Other 16

Technical
provisions (gross
amount)

Total (11 to 16) 19

Taxation 21Provisions for other
risks and charges Other 22

Deposits received from reinsurers 31

Direct business 41

Reinsurance accepted 42
Arising out of
insurance
operations

Reinsurance ceded 43

Secured 44
Debenture loans

Unsecured 45

Amounts owed to credit institutions 46

Taxation 47

Creditors

Other creditors
Other 49

Accruals and deferred income 51

Total (19 to 51) 59

Provision for adverse changes 61

Total (59 + 61) 69

Amounts included in line 69 attributable to liabilities to associated bodies other
than those under contracts of insurance or reinsurance

71

NOTE 1.  The amounts shown in lines 11 to 13 and 16 must be stated gross of the reinsurer’s
share.
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FSC 3 – FORM 17

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Analysis of derivative contracts (other than those relating to property linked contracts or index
linked benefits)

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December 19

Business: Long Term/Other than long term As at the end of the period As at the end of the previous
period

Category of
assets/Total

Assets
1

Liabilities
2

Assets
3

Liabilities
4

Derivative Contracts

Fixed-interest securities 11

Equity shares 12

Land 13

Currencies 14

Futures
Contracts

Other 15

Fixed-interest securities 21

Equity shares 22

Land 23

Currencies 24

Options

Other 25

Fixed-interest securities 31

Equity shares 32

Land 33

Currencies 34

Contracts
for
Differences

Other 35

Adjustments for variation margin 41

Total (11 to 41) (Note 1) 49

NOTE 1.  The entry at line 49.1 must be included at Form 13.44.1 and the entry at line 49.2 must be
included at Form 14.38.1 or 15.49.1 as appropriate.
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FSC 3 – FORM 20

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
General insurance business: Technical account

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

Class of business (as in Part III of Chapter 7)

Items to be shown net of reinsurance 1 This period 2 Previous period

Earned premium (Note 2)
11

Claims incurred (Note 3)
12

Claims management costs (Note 4)
13

Increase in provision for unexpired risks (Note 5)
15

Other technical income or charges (Note 1)
16

Net operating expenses (Note 6)
17

This period’s
underwriting

Balance of period’s underwriting
(11 – 12 – 13 – 15 + 16 – 17)

19

Earned premium (Note 7)
21

Claims incurred (Note 8)
22

Claims management costs (Note 9)
23

Other technical income or charges (Note 1)
25

Net operating expenses
26

Previous period’s
underwriting

Balance (21 – 22 – 23 + 25 – 26)
29

Balance of all periods underwriting (19 + 29)
49

NOTES
1. Particulars to be specified by way of supplementary note.
2. The entry at line 11 must be equal to Form 21.19.5
3. The entry at line 12 must be equal to Form 22.17.4
4. The entry at line 13 must be equal to Form 22.18.4
5. The entry at line 15 must be equal to Form 22.19.4

6. The entry at line 17 must be equal to Form 22.29.4
7. The entry at line 21 must be equal to Form 21.11.5
8. The entry at line 22 must be equal to Form 22.13.4
9. The entry at line 23 must be equal to Form 22.14.4
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FSC 3 – FORM 21

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
General insurance business: Analysis of premiums

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

Class of business (as in Part III of Chapter 7)

Premiums receivable during the period GROSS PREMIUMS
WRITTEN REINSURERS’ SHARE NET OF REINSURANCE

Earned in
previous
period

1

Earned in
previous
period

3

Earned in
previous
period

5
In respect of risks incepted in previous
periods

11

Earned in
the period

Unearned
at the end

of the
period

Earned in
the period

Unearned
at the end

of the
period

Earned in
the period

Unearned
at the end

of the
period

1 2 3 4 5 6
In respect of risks incepted in previous
periods

12

For periods of less
than 12 months

13

For periods of 12
months

14
Current
financial
year of
period
31/12/…

For periods of
more than 12
months

15

For periods of less
than 12 months

13a

Fore periods of 12
months

14a
Previous
financial
year of
period
31/12/…

For periods of
more than 12
months

15a

For periods of less
than 12 months

13b

For periods of 12
months

14b

In
respect
of risks
incepted
in the
period

Opening
financial
year of
period
31/12/…

For periods of
more than 12
months

15b

Premiums receivable (less rebate and
refunds) in previous periods not earned in
the periods and brought forward to this
period

16

Total (12 to 16)
19
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FSC 3 – FORM 22

Returns under Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
General insurance business: Analysis of claims, expenses and technical provisions

Name of Society

Reg No Units £/£000

Period ended 31 December

Class of business (as in Part III of Chapter 7)

1 Amount
brought
forward from
previous
period

2 Amount
payable/
receivable in
this period

3 Amount
carried
forward to
next period

4 Amount
attributable
to this period
(Note 2)

Gross amount (Note 1)
11

Reinsurers’s share
12

Net (11 – 12) (Note 3)
13

Claims incurred
in respect of
incidents
occurring prior
to this period

Claims management costs
14

Gross amount
15

Reinsurers’ share
16

Net (15 – 16)
17

Claims incurred
in respect of
incidents
occurring in
this period

Claims management costs
18

Provision for unexpired risks
19

Commissions
21

Other acquisition expenses
22

Administrative expenses
23

Reinsurance commissions
and profit participations

24

Net operating
expenses

Total (21 + 22 + 23 – 24)
29

NOTES 1. Amounts included at
lines 11 to 18 must
be shown
undiscounted.

2. The values in column 4 must be calculated as
follows: for lines 11 to 18 values in columns 2 + 3
– 1; for line 19 values in columns 3 – 1; and for
lines 21 to 29 values in columns 1 + 2 – 3.

3. The amounts shown at lines 11 to 13
must exclude amounts in respect of
claims management costs.
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M

 23
R

eturns under the Friendly Societies Prudential R
ules

G
eneral insurance business: A

nalysis of net claim
s and prem

ium
s

N
am

e of Society:

R
eg N

o
U

nits £/£000
Period ended 31 D

ecem
ber

C
lass of B

usiness (as in Part III of C
hapter 7)

Financial year of origin
C

laim
s outstanding carried

forw
ard

C
laim

s outstanding
brought forw

ard
C

laim
s

paid (net)
during the

period

C
laim

s
out-

standing
(net) as at
the end of
the period

Total claim
s

paid (net)
since the
end of the
period, but
prior to this

financial
year

C
laim

s
paid (net)
during this

period
R

eported
(net)

Incurred
but not
reported

(net)

R
eported
(net)

Incurred
but not
reported

(net)

B
alance

on each
period

(4 + 5 + 6 – 7 –
8)

Earned
prem

ium
s

(net)

D
eteriora-

tion
(surplus)
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FSC 3 – Notes to Form 23

1 All figures must be shown net of the reinsurers’ share.

2 Columns 1 to 9 must be shown undiscounted.

3 All amounts shown must exclude claims management costs.

4 The percentage shown at column 12 must be the ratio of the columns
3 + 4 + 5 + 6 – 2 to column 2.

5 The percentage shown at column 13 must be the ratio of the columns
1 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 to column 11.

6
23.29.5  +  23.29.6  =  22.13.3  +  22.17.3;
23.29.7  +  23.29.8  =  22.13.1; and
23.29.4    =  22.13.2  +  22.17.2

7 The percentages shown at columns 12 and 13 must be expressed as
percentages to one place of decimals.
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FSC 3 – FORM 23A

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
Descriptive Section

Name of Society:

R

g

N

1. The date to which the investigation relates is

2. The date to which the latest previous investigation relates is

3. A synopsis of the report by the appropriate actuary on the investigation into the financial condition
of the society in respect of its general insurance business, including the actuary’s assessment of the
financial viability of the society and his or her interpretation of the reasonable expectations of
policyholders.

Reg No
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FSC 3 – FORM 23B

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
General insurance business: Periodic Investigation – Actuary’s Certificate

Name of Society

Reg No

Period ended 31 December

I certify that:

(a)  (i) in my opinion, proper records have been kept by the society adequate for the purpose of
determining the technical provisions in Form 15;

(ii) in my opinion, the technical provisions shown in Form 15 are appropriate having regard to the
nature of general insurance business undertakings of the society including my interpretation of the
reasonable expectations of its members as described in Form 23A; and

(iii) for the purpose of sub-paragraph (ii) above the liabilities have been assessed in accordance with
Appendix 5 in the context of assets valued by the committee of the society in accordance with
Appendix 4, as show in Form 13;

(iv) the contents of the synopsis in Form 23A correctly reflect the results of my investigation into the
financial condition of the society in respect of its insurance business in so far as that investigation
relates to general insurance business;

(v) I have had regard to the following Institute of Actuaries and Faculty of Actuaries professional
guidance notes and, in so far as they are relevant to my investigation for the purposes of this
certificate, I have complied with them

(b) I have the following additional comments (use extra pages).

Signature Date

Name:

Address:

Qualification:
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FSC 3 – FORM 23C

Returns under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
General insurance business: Periodic Investigation – Auditor’s Report

Name of Society

Reg No
Period ended 31 December

Auditor’s Report

Signature Date

Name ________________________________ Address:

Qualification:
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FSC 3 – FORM 23D

Return under the Friendly Societies Prudential Rules
General insurance business: Periodic Investigation - Signatures

Name of Society

Reg No

Period ended 31 December

Signatures to the FSC3 Return

We certify that the information in this Return complies with the rules in chapter 5 of IPRU(FSOC).

We confirm also that the society consents to a copy of this Return being placed on the public file of the

society.

Chief Executive Date

Name (Block Capitals)

Secretary Date

Name (Block Capitals)

Member of Committee Date

Name (Block Capitals)

Additional Committee member if the offices of the Chief Executive and
Secretary are held by the same person. Date

Name (Block Capitals)
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CERTIFICATE OR STATEMENT FORM FSC4

given by the appropriate actuary pursuant to rule 5.2(3)

Period ended 31 December ..............

The appropriate actuary is requested to complete the certificate in section A, or if unable to do so, the statement
in section B. The chief executive of the society is requested to sign section C.

SECTION A
C E R T I F I C A T E

I, .............................................................. (1), CERTIFY that in my opinion there has been no material change in the
financial condition of ................................................................... (2) in respect of its insurance business since the society
sent the last abstract of the appropriate actuary's report (on the society's financial condition as at ............................... (3))
to the Financial Services Authority under rule 5.2(2) which would be likely to result in the value of the liabilities
(including any required margin of solvency) exceeding the value of the assets should a full investigation be undertaken
as at ............................... (4). I am unaware of any circumstances arising between the year end to which the certificate
relates and the date on which it is signed which would cause the society to fail to meet its minimum solvency
requirement (5) / the society’s liabilities to exceed its assets (5).

Signed .................................................. Date ....................
Fellow of the ............................... of Actuaries

SECTION B
S T A T E M E N T

I, ..................................................................... (1), am unable to give a certificate in the form set out in section A above in
respect of ................................................... (2).

Signed .................................................. Date ....................
Fellow of the ............................... of Actuaries

SECTION C

Signed ..........................................  (Chief Executive) Date ....................

Notes to sections A, B and C
(1) insert full name of appropriate actuary
(2) insert name of friendly society
(3) insert effective date of last actuarial abstract
(4) insert date of year end to which the certificate relates
(5) delete as appropriate – on the basis of rule 4.1

The form should be sent to
The Financial Services Authority, 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London E14 5HS
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Annex 1

GUIDANCE ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE OF FRIENDLY SOCIETIES

This Annex sets out the FSA’s view of best practice in the corporate governance of friendly societies.

The committee of management

1. (1) The committee should meet regularly, retain full and effective control over the friendly
society and monitor the executive management, subject always to the authority vested
in members either directly or through delegate bodies, either annually or at other
properly constituted meetings.

(2) The effectiveness of a committee's arrangements for monitoring the performance of
executive management and for the overall control and direction of the friendly society
are important tests of its compliance with the FSA principles for business in particular
principles 2 (“Skill, care and diligence”) and 3 (“Management and control”).

(3) There should be appropriate arrangements such as a clearly accepted division of
responsibilities at the head of a friendly society, which will ensure a balance of power
and authority, such that no one individual can exert undue influence.

(4) The 1992 Act envisages that the offices of Chairman and Chief Executive would be
separately held.

(5) In relation to the size of the friendly society, the committee should include non-
executive members of sufficient number for their views to carry significant weight in
the committee's decisions.

(6) A committee should have non-executive members of sufficient quality, breadth of
experience and calibre for their views to carry weight in the committee's decisions and
who, individually, can devote the necessary time and attention to the friendly society's
business.

(7) There should be an agreed procedure for any member of the committee to seek
additional information from the executives and to take independent professional advice
at the friendly society's expense; as may be necessary in the furtherance of his/her
duties.

Non-Executive members of the committee of management

2. (1) Non-executive members of the committee should bring an independent judgement to
bear on issues of strategy, performance, resources, including key appointments, and
standards of conduct.

(2) In assessing whether a candidate for election has an appropriate level of competence,
consideration should be given to his or her previous experience of similar
responsibilities, the record in performing them and, where appropriate, whether the
candidate has relevant qualifications and training. Also important is the individual's
ability to bring informed, independent judgement to bear on the issues considered by
the committee.
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(3) They should be independent of management and free from any business or other
relationship which could materially interfere with the exercise of their independent
judgement.

(4) If fees are paid they should reflect the time which non-executives commit to the
friendly society and the particular responsibilities related to the size, complexity and
diversity of the friendly society's business.

(5) Non-executive members should be elected for specified terms subject to the ceiling
imposed by paragraph 6(1)(a) of Schedule 11 to the 1992 Act; and re-election should
not be automatic. Candidates for election as non-executive members should be selected
from as wide a constituency as possible.

Executive members of the committee of management

3. (1) Where appointments of senior executives are subject to a formal service contract for a
fixed term, the term should not exceed 3 years.

(2) In the case of any other service contract the period of notice which the friendly society
has to give to terminate the contract should not exceed 1 year.

(3) There should be full and clear disclosure of the total emoluments and terms of
appointment (including notice) of all of the members of the committee.

(4) Such disclosure would normally be given in the accounts issued by the friendly society
to its members.
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GUIDANCE ON RELATIONSHIPS WITH CONTROLLED BODIES

[Deleted]
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Annex 2

GUIDANCE ON OFFICERS’ LIABILITY INSURANCE

Introduction

1. This Annex draws attention to the need for a committee of a friendly society to consider
whether to purchase and maintain liability insurance for officers and to make sure that
the terms of any such policy are fully understood and meet the friendly society's needs.
A committee should disclose the fact that the friendly society has purchased or
maintained such insurance in the committee's annual report.

Section 106

2. Section 106 of the 1992 Act provides that a friendly society cannot exempt its officers
(including the appropriate actuary) or auditors from liability for negligence, default,
breach of duty or breach of trust, or indemnify them against such liability. A friendly
society may, however, indemnify its officers or auditors against liability for defence
against proceedings where judgement is favourable or the person is acquitted. Section
106 also provides that a friendly society can purchase and maintain insurance against
any such liability.

3. A friendly society which attempts either directly or indirectly (eg, via a year end bonus)
to compensate its officers for any liabilities arising as a result of error or omission
would contravene the provisions of section 106. Such contravention would also clearly
risk breaching principle 2 of the FSA Principles for Businesses (conduct of business
with due skill, care and diligence).

Duty of care

4. Annex 3 (Guidance on Systems of Accounting, Control of Business and Inspection and
Report) draws attention to the increasing risks faced by friendly societies in the light of
the increasing complexity of operations and the increasing pace of change and risks in
the financial markets. These factors have led to an increase in the risk that errors and
omissions will occur which may give rise to substantial liabilities for officers.

5. Annex 3 also draws attention to the special duty of care that the officers of a friendly
society have in respect of safeguarding the interests of policyholders. This duty is
recognised in principle 6 of the FSA Principles for Businesses (paying due regard to
policyholders interests and treating them fairly). In the FSA’s view, because of the
increasing risk of error and omission, and the possibility that any liabilities which may
arise as a result could be substantially greater than an officer's or officers' financial
resources to cover them, that duty of care places a responsibility on a committee to
consider whether the friendly society should obtain indemnity insurance cover for
appropriate officers in the interests of members (see 6).

Liability insurance

6. The FSA will expect any committee that has not already done so to give formal
consideration to whether to obtain indemnity insurance cover against error and
omission for appropriate officers (eg. committee and senior executives). The committee
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may wish to take into account a number of factors including: the implications of the
risks inherent in the nature and scale of the friendly society's business; the cost of the
indemnity insurance premiums; and officers' concerns about the risk of liability that
they face because of their duties and responsibilities for the friendly society. The
minutes of the meeting at which the issue was formally discussed by the committee
should record the decision reached and underlying reasoning.

7. A committee which decides to obtain and maintain indemnity insurance cover for its
officers will need to ensure that the implications of the policy terms and conditions, and
particularly of the list of exclusions, are fully understood. The best starting point may
be for the committee to decide the key elements it thinks are essential for such a policy
before considering, in conjunction with its professional advisers, whether the terms and
conditions of specific policies adequately meet those requirements.

8. The committee of a friendly society which has obtained suitable indemnity cover should
not relax its approach to minimising the risks of liability arising from error and
omission. It is very important that a committee takes every step it can to ensure its
friendly society's systems are adequate to minimise the risks: systems of control should
be sufficient to minimise the risk of errors or omissions occurring; systems of
inspection and report need to be capable of identifying any such problems at an early
stage, so that matters can be rectified quickly before substantial damage has occurred.

Reporting requirements

9. For companies subject to the requirements of the Companies Acts the fact of the
purchase and/or maintenance of indemnity insurance against officers' and auditors'
liabilities should be disclosed in the directors' report to the annual accounts. The FSA
considers that the committee of a friendly society which obtains and/or maintains such
an insurance policy should similarly disclose the fact to members in the committee’s
annual report.
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Annex 3

Part I

GUIDANCE ON SYSTEMS OF ACCOUNTING, CONTROL OF BUSINESS AND
INSPECTION AND REPORT

1. This Part of the Annex sets out the key issues that the FSA considers the committee and
the management of a friendly society need to address if the friendly society’s systems
are to satisfy the principle 3 of the FSA Principles for Business.  That principle requires
a friendly society to take reasonable care to organise and control its affairs responsibly
and effectively, with adequate risk management systems. The FSA expects that these
issues will have been considered by a friendly society’s committee in preparing its
reports under rule 3.1.

A. INTRODUCTION

Background

2. Rule 3.1 requires the committee of a friendly society to send a statement of opinion
(also referred to in this note as the rule 3.1 report) to the FSA each year on the
compliance of the friendly society with that section.

3. This Annex provides practical guidance to friendly societies about the key issues in the
FSA’s view that:

(a) need to be addressed if the requirements of rule 3.1 are to be satisfied; and

(b) need to be considered by the friendly society’s committee in preparing its reports
to the FSA,

and also provides guidance on the format of reports.

Application of rule 3.1

4. Experience among financial institutions generally continues to demonstrate the
importance for the protection of investors of adequate systems of control. As far as
friendly societies are concerned the powers under the 1992 Act, the increasing
complexity of friendly societies’ operations (including activities carried on by the
controlled bodies of incorporated friendly societies) combined with the increased pace
of change in financial markets emphasises the need for such systems. Rule 3.1 requires
friendly societies to:

(a) cause adequate accounting records to be kept; and

(b) establish and maintain systems of control of business and records and of
                              inspection and report.

These requirements are intended to form a sound basis for the control of friendly
societies’ businesses and the protection of policyholders’ funds. The requirements of
rule 3.1 apply to friendly societies and registered branches and should also be applied
by incorporated friendly societies with respect to any controlled bodies (see 8).
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5. Chapter 3 covers the roles of committees, and the FSA with regard to systems and
reporting. As with other prudential provisions, it is the responsibility of the committee
of a friendly society to ensure the requirements of rule 3.1 are met and to be able to
demonstrate that to the FSA. The FSA sees the main elements of the committee’s
responsibilities to be:

            (a) establishing and maintaining arrangements for the continuous review of
systems, including those for new business;

            (b) [deleted]

            (c) assessing whether the friendly society (including any registered branches), or
the friendly society and any controlled bodies (“the group”), has complied with
the relevant requirements of the Act, FSA rules made under the Act and the
1992 Act for the period under review and, as necessary, identifying any
shortcomings in compliance with the requirements, together with the corrective
actions taken or proposed, including timetable;

            (d) preparing and submitting the rule 3.1 reports required by the FSA from the
committee by the due date; and

            (e) discussing with the FSA any issues arising from these reports and, where
appropriate, corrective actions taken or planned.

Satisfying the requirements of rules 3.1

6. It would not be practical to document all the possible considerations the committee and
management of a friendly society will have to take into account in considering whether
their friendly society satisfies the requirements of rule 3.1. This note therefore focuses
on the main issues which, in the opinion of the FSA, need to be addressed by the
committee and by the management of a friendly society if the friendly society is to
satisfy the requirements of rule 3.1. Where the chief executive of a friendly society is
not also a member of the committee, it is nevertheless still important that he or she
gives full consideration to these issues - not least because the chief executive is
required to be a signatory to the committee’s reports to the FSA under rule 3.1.  This
note includes a framework which the FSA believes can be applied to all friendly
societies but also recognises the considerable diversity in nature, scale and scope of
friendly societies’ operations.

 7. The FSA expects that the issues set out in this Annex will have been addressed prior to
the preparation of the rule 3.1 report.

Controlled bodies

8. [deleted]

Friendly societies with registered branches

9. Rules 2.2 and 2.3 require a friendly society with registered branches to supervise the
activities of the branches, notwithstanding the duties of the committees and
managements of those branches. This includes supervision of compliance with the
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requirements of rule 3.1. The management information provided to the committee and
management of a friendly society which has registered branches will need to include
information about the activities of the friendly society as a whole (see 18).

Business standards

10. Principle 3 of the FSA Principles for Businesses requires a friendly society to take
reasonable care to organise and control its affairs responsibly and effectively, with
adequate risk management systems.  The high standards needed for the management of
a friendly society apply not only to accounting records and controls, but more broadly
to business controls over all aspects - including key management information - of the
business carried on by a friendly society.

B. ACCOUNTING RECORDS AND SYSTEMS

11. The principal reasons why a friendly society (including any registered branch) or a
group is required by rule 3.1 to maintain adequate accounting and other records are:

            (a) to provide the committee and management of a friendly society (or a branch)
with adequate financial and other information to enable them to conduct its
business in a prudent manner on a day to day basis;

            (b) to enable members of the committee to fulfil their statutory duties in relation to
the preparation of annual accounts in accordance with sections 69 and 70 and
the regulations made under section 70 of the 1992 Act (currently the Accounts
Regulations);

            (c) to safeguard the assets of the friendly society (or branch) and the interests of
policyholders;

            (d) to enable the friendly society (or branch) properly to discharge the duties
imposed on it by or under the Act, FSA rules made under the Act and the 1974
Act and/or the 1992 Act; and

            (e) to provide the committee and the management of the friendly society (or branch)
with sufficiently timely and accurate information to enable them to submit the
information required or requested by the FSA.

12. When forming their opinion on whether the accounting and other records are adequate,
the committee and chief executive of a friendly society should assess the scope and
nature of the records in the context of the friendly society’s needs and particular
circumstances. They should have regard to the manner in which the business is
structured, organised and managed, as well as the size and nature of the friendly society
and the volume and complexity of its transactions and commitments. In particular, they
will need to satisfy themselves that the records:

            (a) are kept in legible form and/or are capable of reproduction in a legible form to
be inspected or made available for inspection;

(b) are such that adequate precautions are taken for guarding against the possibility
of falsification and for facilitating the discovery of falsification should that
occur;
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            (c) are such that sufficient information is  available to enable the rights and
expectations of the policyholders to be determined;

            (d) capture and record on a timely basis, and in an orderly fashion every transaction
and commitment which a friendly society or any registered branch enters into
with sufficient information about each to explain:

(i) its nature and purpose;

                        (ii) the assets and/or liabilities, actual and contingent, which arise or may
arise from it;

                        (iii) the income and/or expenditure, current and deferred, which arise from it;

           (e) disclose in an orderly and integrated manner, and with reasonable accuracy and
promptness, the state of the business at any time.

The committee and management of a registered branch will also need to have regard to
the matters in (a) to (e).

13. The records should be maintained so as to enable the financial and business
information to be extracted promptly so that the committee and management  can
monitor  and control the performance of the business, the state of its affairs and the
risks to which it is exposed.

C. SYSTEMS OF BUSINESS CONTROL

General

14. It is important for a friendly society to identify the risks associated with each area of the
business it undertakes and the manner in which it carries out that business. Risks
associated with the activities of any registered branches or controlled bodies should be
similarly identified. Control objectives may then be set for each area of the business,
and controls established and maintained which address appropriately the identified
risks with the aim of ensuring:

            (a) the conduct of the business in a prudent manner and in accordance with the
friendly society’s statements of policy and business practice and any applicable
registered rules;

            (b) that the committee and management have sufficient, and sufficiently reliable,
financial information to enable them to effectively direct, control and monitor
the business and manage the risks identified; and

(c) compliance with all relevant statutory  and regulatory requirements.

15.  It is not practical for this section of the Annex to set out a comprehensive list of the
risks that arise or the controls that might be established to address the risks. This
section therefore focuses on general areas of concern to friendly societies and, in
particular on the “high level” controls (see 16 to 24) that need to be established in these
areas. “High level” controls would, in this context, be the overall supervisory controls
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available to and exercised by the committee and  other senior officers (eg chief
executive) - see also B4 in Attachment B of this Annex and C2(e) and C5(b) in
Attachment C of this Annex.

Organisational control systems

16. A friendly society needs:

            (a) clearly defined organisational arrangements together with a defined structure of
authorities and responsibilities - including reporting lines - distinguishing
between decisions to be reserved for the committee and those to be delegated to
managers and other employees; and

            (b) arrangements for reviewing  compliance with, and effectiveness of,
organisational controls.

17. In forming their opinion on systems of business control the committee and chief
executive of a friendly society need to establish whether:

            (a) the friendly society’s overall organisational arrangements are adequately defined
and documented, for example in an organisational manual;

            (b) the friendly society’s decision-making processes together with authority limits
and responsibilities are adequately defined and documented, for example in
operating manuals; and

            (c) compliance with approved authority limits and stipulated segregation of duties
is effectively monitored and controlled.

Management information systems

18. Rule 3.1(5) requires the committee of a friendly society (including a friendly society
with registered branches, see 9) or the committee of a registered branch to maintain
information systems which, amongst other matters:

           (a) enable the respective committee to direct and control the friendly society’s
business or the registered branch’s business; and

           (b) provide information required by the FSA in its role of prudential supervisor.

19. In evaluating whether a friendly society has complied with the requirements, the
committee and management of the friendly society need to satisfy themselves that:

           (a) the information is sufficient to enable the committee to determine whether the
friendly society is meeting the requirement to maintain adequate financial
resources (see the rules in chapter 4 and also the guidance in 21);

           (b) the information available for the different areas of a friendly society’s activities,
including those of controlled bodies, is sufficient for the proper assessment of
the risks (including those arising from current relevant market conditions and
trends) and the proper determination of the need for capital and liquidity;
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           (c) the information about the relative assets and liabilities attributable to different
classes of members is sufficient to enable the friendly society to determine
whether the reasonable expectations of each class of policyholders are likely to
be met;

           (d) the information available is sufficiently comprehensive to provide the
committee with a clear statement of the performance and financial position of
the friendly society (including any registered branches) and, if appropriate, the
group;

            (e) management information reports are prepared as regularly as necessary to
ensure that the committee is given timely information about all aspects of the
business;

            (f) actual performance is compared with  planned or budgeted performance on a
regular basis and significant variations are highlighted and explained (see also
A6 of Attachment A of this Annex);

            (g) sufficient attention is focused on key factors affecting income and expenditure,
including capital expenditure, and that appropriate performance indicators are
employed; and

            (h) management information is accurately prepared from the underlying accounting
and other records and is presented in a form which is clear, consistent and
understandable to those persons for whom it is provided.

The committee and management of a registered branch will also need to have regard to
the matters in (a) to (h) in so far as they are relevant to a branch.

20. It is important that the form and content of management information is regularly
reviewed to ensure that it remains appropriate and relevant to the current pattern of a
friendly society’s business and to market conditions.

21. In forming a view on whether the management information system is sufficiently
comprehensive, the committee and management of a friendly society need to consider
whether the information made available to them provides, where relevant, a clear
statement of:

(a) the  solvency position;

(b) the  liquidity position;

            (c) surpluses and shortfalls, assets and liabilities, profits and losses in respect of
controlled bodies;

(d) the performance of investments;

            (e) for a friendly society which makes use of derivative contracts the exposures and
uncovered transactions arising from off-balance sheet transactions; and

(f) the financial viability of products and controlled bodies.
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The committee and management of a registered branch will also need to have regard to
the matters in (a) to (f) in so far as they are relevant to a branch.

22. Where the friendly society has controlled bodies it is particularly important that
information  covers all  the component activities and also the overall group position.

Information for the FSA

23. Rule 3.1(5)(b) requires the systems of control and of inspection and report to be
maintained to ensure that the information reported to the FSA is sufficiently accurate
for the purpose for which it is obtained and  is  regularly provided. In the case of items
requiring estimates or judgement by management there will inevitably be a degree of
approximation involved. In these cases, the  approximations should be capable of being
clearly explained, and should be based on stated assumptions. Financial information
should be reviewed prior to submission to the FSA at sufficiently senior levels in the
friendly society to ensure, amongst other matters, consistency with any applicable
guidance notes and consistency of information  provided in different returns but drawn
from the same data source.

Planning systems

24. The committee and management of a friendly society have to satisfy the FSA Principles
for Businesses in respect of the friendly society’s current and its future business. For
this reason the committee and management need to satisfy the FSA that the friendly
society currently meets the requirements of the FSA Principles for Businesses and in
addition that there is the capacity and intention to continue to do so. A satisfactory
planning system is essential for this latter purpose. Further details are set out in
Attachment A of this Annex.

Compliance with statutory and other requirements

25. [Deleted}

 26. [Deleted]

Documentation of systems

27.  Rule 3.1(4)(b) provides that systems of control should not be treated as if they have
been established or maintained unless a detailed statement in writing of the systems as
in operation for the time being is kept available for the committee. Further details are
set out in Attachment B of this Annex.

D. SYSTEM OF INSPECTION AND REPORT

28. The requirement for a friendly society or a registered branch to establish and maintain
a system of inspection and report is distinct from the requirement to establish and
maintain systems of control. The FSA expects that the system of inspection will be
undertaken by one or more independent inspectors (“the inspection function”).  In this
context independent means independent of the functions inspected, see C3(a) at
Attachment C of this Annex .  The precise arrangements will depend upon the size and
nature of the friendly society and could therefore vary considerably. Suitable
arrangements would include a department (eg an internal audit department) of one or
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more members of staff appointed on a full or part-time basis or inspection services
provided from outside the friendly society, for example from an auditing firm other
than the friendly society’s auditors (who would not normally be expected to provide
inspection services - see C6(a) of Attachment C of this Annex). The inspection function
should report direct to the committee or the audit sub-committee (see 29). The needs of
the smallest friendly societies with respect to a system of inspection and report may be
very simple and it is for the committee of such a friendly society to consider how best to
fulfil the requirements. Further details are set out in Attachment C of this Annex.

E. COMMITTEE REVIEW AND OVERSIGHT

29. The ultimate responsibility for ensuring a friendly society complies with the
requirements of rule 3.1 rests with the committee (see 5). The committee will therefore
need effective oversight and review procedures to be able to discharge its
responsibilities, including those under rule 3.1. An audit sub-committee can assist a
committee in this respect - although such a sub-committee cannot have delegated to it
the responsibilities of the full committee for the systems of control and of inspection
and report. The committee of a friendly society may wish to consider whether to
establish an audit sub-committee, which would normally be expected to consist of non-
executive committee members, to advise it on at least  some of the issues it will need to
consider. As with any sub-committee of the committee, the audit sub-committee will
need to have documented terms of reference which make clear its role, responsibilities
and reporting lines. It would not be appropriate for an audit sub-committee, or any of
its members, to carry out inspections themselves, since this would put the members of
the sub-committee in the position of being responsible for reviewing the effectiveness
of their own work. The matters on which an audit sub-committee might advise include:

            (a) the review of the adequacy of the friendly society’s system of business  control;

            (b) the preparation and supervision of the friendly society’s inspection programme;

            (c) the receiving of reports from the inspection function and reporting to the
committee on the inspection programme together with recommendations for
improvements;

            (d) the review of the effectiveness of the friendly society’s system of inspection and
report, including an assessment of the scope of work performed by the
inspection function, the nature and timing of inspection reports and the
adequacy of resources available to the inspection function;

           (e) the review of the adequacy of management  information and other reports made
available to the committee;

            (f) the review of the annual accounts prior to their approval by the committee;

            (g) any major problems arising which might have a detrimental impact upon the
friendly society’s solvency position or reputation; and           

            (h) liaison with the friendly society’s auditors, including discussion on the scope of
and matters arising from the audit.
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If a friendly society has not established an audit sub-committee the matters in (a) to (h)
will need to be dealt with directly by the full committee.

F. ANNUAL REPORTS BY THE COMMITTEE

Statement of opinion of committee of management and chief executive

30. As explained in 2 the committee of a friendly society is required to send a statement of
opinion to the FSA every year stating whether the friendly society has complied with
the requirements of rule 3.1 and, in the case of a friendly society with branches or a
friendly society with controlled bodies, stating whether its branches or controlled
bodies have complied with the requirements.

31. The purposes of requiring an annual statement of opinion by the committee and chief
executive are:

            (a) to focus the attention of the committee on the need to review and develop
systems in line with the changing business environment and risks associated
with it, in order to provide adequate protection to members’ funds; and

            (b) to take the first step in satisfying the FSA that the committee has done so.

In forming their opinion, the committee and chief executive will need to consider the
matters which are set out in rule 3.1 and in this Annex.

Criteria for determining compliance and non-compliance

32. The FSA considers that rule 3.1(6) requires matters to be reported which individually or
collectively are significant and which result in there not being reasonable assurance that
the requirements of rule 3.1 have been complied with in some significant respect at any
time during the year. The matters reported should be confined to significant
shortcomings and exceptions only (see 34). It is not necessary for the reports to detail
how the friendly society has achieved compliance with the provisions of rule 3.1.
Where significant deficiencies have been identified and reported, the FSA expects the
report to include: explanations of the shortcomings or exceptions which are sufficiently
detailed to enable the FSA to understand the matters being reported and their
seriousness without the necessity to refer to other sources of information; a statement of
the corrective measures taken and/or to be taken; and date of full rectification or  target
timetable for completion of the corrective action. A shortcoming that has been rectified
before the year end will still need to be reported, with details provided of the corrective
action that was taken and the date rectification was achieved.

33. [deleted].

34.  The FSA does not consider that minor deficiencies identified in the accounting records,
or systems of control and of inspection and report, need to be reported provided that the
committee and the chief executive have satisfied themselves that those deficiencies
were not symptomatic of more serious problems. If a committee is undecided as to
whether a particular marginal matter is of sufficient significance to require inclusion in
its rule 3.1 report, it should seek the advice of the friendly society’s auditors.

Matters to be reported to the FSA
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35. Circumstances in which the FSA would normally expect exceptions to be included in
the rule 3.1 report include:

            (a) the absence of accounting records, or of systems of control, or of the system of
inspection and report, or of the documentation of the systems of control
necessary to enable committee members and other officers to discharge their
duties;

            (b) a significant weakness or failure in any of the records or systems or
documentation of those systems which occurred during the year; and

           (c) other matters which resulted, individually or collectively, in there not being
reasonable assurance that the requirements of rule 3.1 have been complied with.

36. A format for rule 3.1 reports is provided in Attachment D of this Annex.

37. The FSA intends the rule 3.1 reporting process to be beneficial for the committee of a
friendly society, as well as fulfilling the purposes of prudential supervision. In the
normal course of events the FSA would not expect a qualified report to trigger the
exercise of any of its powers provided there was evidence that the committee was
carrying out its duties conscientiously and taking appropriate corrective action.
Conversely, in the context of maintaining a frank and open supervisory relationship
between the FSA and a friendly society, the FSA would view seriously any failure to
disclose known significant shortcomings.

38. [deleted].

The FSA’s response to reports received

39. The reports received from friendly societies will, together with other information
available to it, be used by the FSA as part of its evaluation of the position of each
friendly society in relation to:

(a) the requirements of rule 3.1; and

(b) the FSA Principles for Businesses.

40. When a qualified report is received the FSA will consider whether the corrective action
appears sufficient, and whether it calls in question the adequacy of the protection of the
interests of policyholders of the friendly society. A qualification of the rule 3.1 report
may not call such protection into question, provided that the report also indicates timely
and effective corrective action. Before reaching any conclusions, however, a meeting
with a friendly society’s committee and/or management may be arranged, which the
friendly society’s auditors may also be asked to attend.  The purposes of such a meeting
would be to:

            (a) establish whether or not the matters reported are prudentially significant;

(b) understand fully any proposals in the report for corrective action; and
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            (c) where appropriate, agree a basis for monitoring the implementation and
effectiveness of the proposals.

Whether or not a report is qualified, the FSA may wish to explore the basis of the
assessment  by the committee in its report. In so doing, the committee may be asked to
satisfy the FSA on how it has dealt with the various issues in this Annex.
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Annex 3

Part II

GUIDANCE ON SYSTEMS OF CONTROL OVER INVESTMENTS

1. This Part of the Annex provides guidance on the main elements of systems of control over
investments in conjunction with Part I of this Annex which provides guidance on Systems of
Accounting, Control of Business and Inspection and Report.  A and B of this Part of the Annex
include guidance of general application to friendly societies. C provides guidance to directive
friendly societies which make use of derivative contracts.

A - Background

2. Chapter 3 includes a number of provisions with implications for the establishment and
maintenance of systems of control over a society's investments - the main provisions are listed
below. For ease of reference the provisions listed are split into two elements, those with
general implications for the accounting records of, systems of control over, and inspection and
report on a society's investments (see 3 to 5) and those which have specific implications for a
society's investment policy (see 6 to 13).  These lists are not intended to be exhaustive.

3. Principle 3 of the FSA Principles for Businesses requires a friendly society to take reasonable
care to organise and control its affairs responsibly and effectively with adequate risk
management systems.

4. Rule 3.1(1) requires every society and branch to "establish and maintain adequate systems of
control of its business and records and of inspection and report".

5.  Rule 3.1(4) requires the systems of control and inspection and report to be such as to enable
the committee properly to discharge the duties imposed on them under the Act, the 1992 Act or
the 1974 Act, and for the committee, the functions of direction of the affairs of the society or
branch.

Requirements with implications for investment policy

General

6. Section 46 of the 1974 Act (as amended by the 1992 Act): this section provides information
about the investments into which societies registered under the 1974 Act may place funds, and
includes any investment in which trustees are authorised by law to invest funds.

7. Section 14 of the 1992 Act: this section provides information about the investments into which
incorporated societies may place funds.

8. [deleted].

Applicable to directive friendly societies

9. Rule 4.12(1) requires the assets backing insurance liabilities (other than in respect of linked
benefits) for a directive friendly society to satisfy the following conditions:
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(a)  “......of appropriate safety, yield and marketability having regard to the classes of
business carried on”; and

(b) “…... investments are appropriately diversified and adequately spread and that excessive
reliance is not placed on investments of any particular category or description”.

10. Rule 4.12(2) applies to the linked long-term contracts of a directive society for which liabilities
are covered by the value of assets in an internal fund, or units in a collective investment in
transferable securities, or by reference to a share index, or by assets of appropriate safety, yield
and marketability which correspond, as nearly as may be, to the assets on which the reference
value is based.

11. Rule 4.12(3) also applies in respect of the linked long-term contracts of a directive society and
requires the society to secure that its liabilities under the contract in respect of linked benefits
are covered by assets of a description specified in Appendix 3.

12. 15 of, and Annex B to, Appendix 4 specify the reductions that should be applied to the aggregate
value of a directive society’s assets for the purposes of the determination of the society’s required
margin of solvency taking account, amongst other matters, of permitted asset and counterparty
exposure limits and excess concentration with a number of counterparties (see 20 to 22).

13. Rules 4.14 to 4.19, which apply to directive societies, set out the requirements for matching
and localisation of assets.

B - Systems of control

Importance of adequate controls

14. The investments a friendly society makes on behalf of its policyholders are an important area
of its operations: the transactions may be large in relation to other areas of the society's
business; and the effects on the society arising from negligence, error or irregularity could be
significant. It is therefore important for a society to have preventative controls in place. The
nature of those controls will vary with the size and nature of the society and whether or not it
makes use of complex investment instruments such as derivative contracts. The following
guidance on the systems of control over investments should be considered within the overall
context of the guidance in Annex 3.

15. The systems of control over investments of societies will generally include the following
features:

(a) documentation: this is usually in the form of the investment policy (see 17 to 23);

(b) a comprehensive management information system (see 24); and

(c) adequate operational controls over investments (see 25 to 27).

16. Additional considerations for directive friendly societies which make use of derivative
contracts are included in C (see 31 and 32).

Investment policy - general
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17. It is important that the committee gives consideration to documenting the investment policy and
takes the necessary steps to ensure that the current investment policy is being applied, and that
there are systems of control which would result in the committee being consulted before any
decision is made which may not be in accordance with the current policy. In establishing the
policy a committee will need to take account of these rules, any requirements in the society's
registered rules and advice from the appointed or appropriate actuary.

18. The committee should ensure that the society’s investment policy is one which is appropriate
for the society’s type of business and its business plans. The policy needs to be appropriate to
the size and nature of the society, and recognise changing market circumstances and be
reviewed and revised as necessary from time to time. Where a friendly society instructs an
investment adviser to make investments for it, the society’s investment policy should be
reflected in any contracts or agreements made with the organisation engaged to invest the
funds of the society.

Investment policy of a society doing linked long-term business

19. The committee of a society which has been authorised to write class III business (linked long-
term), will need to ensure that the investment policy with respect to the assets of its linked
long-term funds takes into account fully the requirements of the rules in chapter 4.

Investment policy of a directive society - exposure limits

20. The committee of a directive friendly society should consider whether to include limits in its
investment policy on the following matters:

(a) the society's exposure to particular assets, taking the provisions and limits in Annex B to
Appendix 4 (see 12) into account; and

(b) the society’s exposure to particular counterparties taking the limits in B2 of Annex B to
Appendix 4 into account (see also 22).

21. The committee of a society which has, or is likely to have, significant aggregate exposures to
one or more counterparties will need to ensure the society has appropriate procedures in place
for assessing the creditworthiness of those counterparties. The committee may, as a result of
the assessments, consider it prudent to set lower internal limits than those in Annex B to
Appendix 4. The committee of a society which uses a third party to manage some of its
investments should ensure that for monitoring purposes (see 24) the exposure to a particular
counterparty in the funds under third party management is aggregated with the exposure to that
counterparty in the funds managed by society staff.

22. In considering counterparty exposure limits, and for the purposes of monitoring aggregate
exposures to particular counterparties (see 24), the committee will need to take into account
the requirements in B13 to B15A of Annex B to Appendix 4. These provide for the
aggregation of exposures arising from all types of investment in or with a counterparty,
together with the value of all rights against that counterparty (subject to the exceptions in B14
and B15 of Annex B to Appendix 4) in each case up to the permitted asset exposure limits. The
committee should also take into account the provisions of B16 of Annex B to Appendix 4 with
respect to excess concentration with a number of counterparties. The committee will need to
remember that the permitted exposure limits set out in Annex B to Appendix 4 represent the
maximum amounts which can be valued for solvency purposes.
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Exposure limits - additional considerations

23. The committee of a directive friendly society, particularly if it makes use of the powers under
section 14 of the 1992 Act, should consider whether, in addition to any policy limits arising
from the exposure and concentration provisions in Annex B to Appendix 4 (see 20 to 22),
internal policy limits for aggregate exposures to certain categories of assets should be included
in the investment policy. The limits for certain categories of assets will need to take account,
where applicable, of rule 4.12(1) (see 9). In addition the level of the society’s free assets should
be taken into account, bearing in mind the possibility that such assets might in future be needed
to cover insurance liabilities or minimum margin of solvency.

Management information

24. It is important for a society to have adequate monitoring and reporting arrangements
commensurate with the size and nature of the investment activities. The management
information needs to be designed to: enable monitoring against policy limits (and statutory
limits where applicable); help assess, in conjunction with the inspection function, the
effectiveness of existing operations and controls over the management of investments; and
provide a basis on which to determine future investment policy. In this context a committee
will need to ensure a record of investment decisions, and who made them, is kept for reference
purposes. Reports should be provided at regular intervals to the society's committee and senior
management; frequent reporting being essential where material investment transactions are
regularly made and/or where complex investment instruments such as derivative contracts are
being used.

Operational controls

25. The operational controls necessary for a satisfactory control system will vary with the size and
nature of the society, the investment strategy and whether third parties are used to manage the
investments (see 26). The control system will need to be sufficient to match the complexity of
the investment instruments being used. Controls need to be designed to ensure:

(a) the safeguarding of the assets of the society;

(b) compliance with the documented investment policy;

(c) investment deals are performed in an orderly and efficient manner; and

(d) the risk of loss from negligence, error or irregularity is minimised.

Third party investment managers

26. Where a third party has been appointed to manage part or all of a society's investments, the
committee should be satisfied that the third party is able to comply with, and adhere to, the
society's investment policy criteria and policy limits. In addition the committee will need to be
satisfied that there are appropriate and effective controls in place. This is particularly important
for an incorporated friendly society if the investment manager holds funds on its behalf.
Before appointing such a third party, or in reviewing the appointment of the existing
investment manager, the committee will need to be satisfied as to the following:

(a) the standing of the third party, including whether it is subject to a regulatory regime;
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(b) compliance by the third party with the parameters the committee considers essential for
the society's investment manager. Such parameters might include: performance
requirements, minimum staff size (e.g. so that there are sufficient staff to allow for
adequate segregation of duties, particularly if complex investment instruments such as
derivatives are to be used) and capitalisation requirements;

(c) the terms of the agreement with the third party:

(i) that the agreement sets out clearly the parameters within which the third party
may operate, in particular:

- does it take account of the relevant legislative constraints?

- does it take account of the society's investment policy criteria and policy
limits?

(ii) that the agreement provides adequate safeguard for the society in the event of
negligence, error or irregularity by the third party;

(d) the management information (see 24) to be provided by the third party, in particular is the
information sufficient for the committee to be able to assess performance and monitor
compliance with legislative constraints, investment policy criteria and  policy limits.

27. The service provided by the investment manager should not only be monitored throughout the
year but should also be subject to more fundamental review on a regular basis.

Audit

28. Internal audit will have a role in the operation of the systems of control over investments.
Internal audit may:

(a) advise on design of systems of control or improvements to existing systems

(b) assess the effectiveness of systems from time to time

(c) test compliance with existing procedures.

29. [deleted].

Committee responsibilities

30. The committee of a friendly society will need to assess the effectiveness of the arrangements
for the systems of control over the society's investments (including where transactions are
carried out by a third party on a society's behalf) drawing on the auditors' advice as appropriate,
in order to satisfy the requirements of rule 3.1 on this aspect of their responsibilities.

C - Additional considerations for controls over derivative contracts

31. 13 to 15 of, and Annex B to, Appendix 4 includes specific provisions with respect to derivative
contracts and contracts or assets having the effect of derivative contracts. This includes
provisions restricting those contracts which may be counted as assets for the purposes of
determining a directive friendly society’s regained margin of solvency. Annex 6 refers to
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Guidance Note 4.2 in IPRU(INS) which discusses valuation issues surrounding the use of
derivative contracts. That Annex also draws attention to the need for the committee and
management of a society which uses derivative contracts to have sufficient understanding of
the nature and risks of the contracts it uses to ensure there are effective systems in place to
monitor the use of derivatives.

32. The committee of a society which uses derivative contracts will need to take all steps which are
reasonable, taking into account the nature and scale of the use of derivatives, to ensure that:

(a) the nature of the derivatives being used and the related risks (including interest rate risk,
foreign exchange risk and operational risk) are fully understood by management even
where a third party manages derivative transactions as part of the investment management
service supplied to the society;

(b) the investment policy document sets out the objectives and policies for the use of
derivatives; there are documented exposure limits for: total exposure to, and/or volume
of, derivative transactions;  maximum exposures to, and/or volumes of, permitted types of
derivative transactions; exposure to counterparties; and exposure to uncovered
transactions; where a society's staff manage derivative transactions dealer limits for
individual dealers will need to be documented;

(c) the society has control and/or monitoring procedures which:

(i) ensure that transactions are in line with the committee's policies and new types of
instrument are not  dealt with without prior consideration at committee level;

(ii) ensure the committee and senior management are provided regularly with
statistics and information (appropriately summarised) on the trading volumes of
derivatives by type of product including regular reports of all off-balance sheet
transactions, mark-to-market position, contingencies and commitments; and

(iii) focus particular attention on uncovered transactions (which may only be
undertaken in relation to assets which do not match technical provisions) so that
in no circumstances is the minimum margin of solvency endangered nor are
members' reasonable expectations adversely affected. Systems are needed which
are adequate to prevent exposure to unacceptable volatile risks, and to monitor
transactions with a frequency commensurate with volatility and risk. The systems
in place need to be designed to trigger the society's strategy to hedge or close out a
transaction whenever adverse movements or events threaten a significant
worsening of the solvency position;

(d)  where derivative transactions are managed by society staff:

(i) staff authorised to carry out derivative transactions are suitably qualified and
competent to transact the range and type of transactions being undertaken and
understand the nature of the exposures (including both counterparty and market
risk) which the use of derivative contracts will create;

(ii) the  resources (including staff resources) and systems are sufficient to cope with
the volume and volatility of transactions undertaken. This applies to back office
(e.g. accounting staff, record keepers), as well as front office (e.g. fund managers,
dealers) systems;
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(iii) control procedures include independent agreement and reconciliation of positions,
independent checking of prices, agreement of profits to accounting profit,
appropriate authorisation where dealing limits have been exceeded;

(iv) to ensure effective control, those with responsibility for the control systems in
respect of derivative transactions  are independent of the dealers; and

(v) senior managers have the capacity and resources to be able to analyse  and
monitor the risk  of all derivative transactions undertaken both by individual
transaction and in aggregate (including interest rate risk, foreign exchange risk,
fraud, error, unauthorised access to confidential information and other operational
risks). Basic monitoring information may be needed in a daily report to managers.
Monitoring information (including that supplied by third party managers) will
need to include mark-to-market information in respect of all outstanding
derivative transactions, valuing derivatives and underlying assets hedged at their
current market price to check whether instruments are fulfilling expectations; and

(e) there are adequately tested and approved valuation models which are used to value open
positions and derivative instruments and that amendment to their programmes are
controlled. Such models should include an appropriate test of the robustness of the
portfolio to stress in changing investment conditions.
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ATTACHMENT A TO ANNEX 3

BUSINESS PLANNING

Introduction

A1. The committee of a friendly society should be aware of the importance of having an
integrated system for planning, budgeting, financial accounting, monitoring of actual
against budget and feedback of results into management decisions and back into the
planning process.  However, just how sophisticated a friendly society’s planning
systems need to be will depend upon the size and nature of the friendly society’s
operations. The information in this Annex is neither intended to be prescriptive of what
elements of a friendly society should be included in its system of business planning, nor
can it be comprehensive of all matters that might be appropriate to the business
planning of a friendly society - there are other publications available on such matters.
The information in this Annex is intended to be helpful to committees and
management, in particular, in providing information on key elements of a full planning
system which the committee and management of a friendly society need to consider
before determining on or revising the friendly society’s system of business planning and
documented plans.  The committee and management will need to decide on the
appropriate planning horizon for their friendly society, consistent with the friendly
society’s circumstances and appropriate to the effective management of the risks the
friendly society faces, including any  risks that may arise from its own initiatives as
well as those arising from the changing business environment.

A2. The key features of an integrated planning system include:

            (a) clearly defined and documented short, medium and long-term planning, with
clear allocation of responsibilities within the friendly society for the
development, review and approval of plans, and the subsequent monitoring of
performance against them;

            (b) the conclusions, recommendations, financial projections and assumptions set
out in any plan need to be based on adequate data obtained from internal and
external sources, and by appropriate critical analysis;

            (c)  a range of possible outcomes need to be considered, relating to varying levels of
risk and/or uncertainty, and the financial impact on a friendly society’s solvency
margin should be considered by the friendly society’s actuary; and

            (d) key indicators should be identified against which actual performance can be
tracked. Actual data should be prepared on a basis consistent with the plan, to
enable proper comparison to be made.

Strategic planning

A3. A corporate plan focusing on longer term strategic issues may be developed. Such a
plan should be reviewed regularly in the light of experience and changing
circumstances and could include elements of the friendly society’s medium term
planning, see A5. The key elements for a  strategic plan include:
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           (a)  views  on the  markets in which the friendly society competes or proposes to
compete in;

           (b) identification of the friendly society’s strengths and weaknesses, market and
other opportunities open to it, and threats to the friendly society’s market and
financial strength;

            (c) the friendly society’s strategic aims and the action which needs to be taken to
achieve those aims;

            (d) any major resource implications of the strategic aims - including for information
technology, senior management and staff as well as financial implications; and

            (e) financial projections - including cash flow forecasting and projections based on
different assumptions (eg. on optimistic, pessimistic and expected bases).

A4. A corporate plan including a friendly society’s strategic aims should not simply consist
of a number of desirable aims, but should set out the processes whereby these will be
achieved. It will then be important to monitor the extent of achievement of the
specified action steps, so that, if necessary, appropriate corrective action may be taken.

Medium term planning

A5. The medium term planning of a friendly society:

            (a) may provide for the setting, review  and revision of  medium term financial and
other objectives,  as appropriate, consistent with the friendly society’s longer
term strategic aims and targets; and

            (b) as appropriate, may include  new business activities, which need to be
adequately researched, analysed and appraised in terms of feasability, financial
returns and requirements for capital.

Short term planning

A6. Adequate short term financial and operating plans are necessary as a basis for
measuring performance and taking tactical decisions. In general terms this means that a
friendly society’s short term planning will need to include the setting of an annual
budget (which may include cash flow forecasting), against which actual performance
can be monitored (see also  19(f) of Part I of this Annex.

Business continuity planning

A7. A friendly society will need to consider its arrangements to ensure continuity of
business in the event of some unforeseen disaster such as a fire or bomb damage. A
business continuity plan should, as appropriate, deal with the possibility of major
computer hardware or software failure as well as other wider aspects such as premises,
personnel and external communications. These arrangements should be regularly
reviewed and tested to ensure that they work in practice.

Information technology
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A8. Information technology (IT) will be a major feature of the business of a number of
friendly societies. IT brings significant benefits to such friendly societies, but also
brings considerable risks. The issues which the committee and management of a
friendly society will need to address, as appropriate, include:

            (a) the extent to which a friendly society’s IT strategy is consistent with its longer
term strategic aims;

            (b) whether the procedures for evaluating significant IT investments are sufficiently
comprehensive to ensure that the technical and business cases for the
investments are clearly demonstrated;

            (c) within the friendly society, at committee as well as operational level, there
should be an appropriate allocation of responsibility for IT issues;

            (d) the security of data and systems is of  paramount importance, controls will
therefore need to be in place to minimise the risk of unauthorised access or the
loss of data. Such controls should cover not only centralised mainframe
processing but also remote terminals and stand-alone or linked PCs;

           (e) the exercise of strong control by the committee over the development of new or
significantly modified IT systems. Appropriate technical and project
management skills are likely to be required and a committee will need to
determine whether it is appropriate to seek expert assistance from outside the
friendly society in order to facilitate the process; and

           (f) appropriate skills and experience are needed to enable the inspection function to
assess the effectiveness of IT controls. The involvement of the inspection
function in an advisory capacity during the development of significant new IT
systems, will be needed to help ensure that appropriate controls are in place.

Human resources planning

A9.  The committee and management of a friendly society, in particular one which has taken,
or proposes to take, advantage of the opportunities afforded by the 1992 Act, may need
to consider the overall current and future human resources requirements. Such
considerations include the planning for, and development of, human resources where a
friendly society is proposing to enter a field of business activity with which it is not
familiar. The matters on which the committee and management may need to be satisfied
include that:

            (a) the friendly society has identified its present and future staffing and skill
requirements relative to its business activities and has defined recruitment,
training and development plans to achieve them; and

            (b) there are arrangements for securing the supply of appropriately skilled members
of the committee, directors of controlled bodies, managers and staff.
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ATTACHMENT B TO ANNEX 3

DOCUMENTATION OF SYSTEMS

Introduction

B1. The need for the documentation of systems is primarily twofold:

            (a) whilst control systems might be operated satisfactorily for a time without
documentation, the absence of documentation makes it impossible to ensure
that the systems of control are maintained over time; and

            (b) the committee and others (e.g. external auditors and those carrying out the
inspection function) have specific responsibilities in respect of the control
systems. The absence of documentation makes it impossible for those reviewing
the systems to satisfy themselves that the controls being operated are those that
have been authorised, that they are complete and that they are adequate for their
purpose.

B2. Whilst the overall content of such documentation should be comprehensive (see B3(a)),
it will of course vary from friendly society to friendly society, according to the nature
and scale of business and may only need to be relatively simple for a small friendly
society with few staff. The specific content of  documents may also need to vary within
a friendly society appropriate to the levels of staff for whose use it has been prepared.
Documentation prepared for the committee and/or management (see also B4) may need
to be wider in scope and to include a greater emphasis on controls, but less detail about
operational procedures, than documentation for more junior staff. Documentation
prepared for more junior staff will need to include detailed information about the
procedures to be followed but may only need to cover the control procedures applicable
to the work of the staff concerned.

Form of documentation

B3. The committee and management of a friendly society will determine the form of control
system documentation to be adopted. They should, however, take into account a
number of considerations about the documentation, including that:

            (a) it should be comprehensive: and should cover all material aspects of the
operations and business of the friendly society;

           (b)  it should be integrated: separate elements of the system should be interrelated
and cross-referred in such a way that the system can be viewed as an integrated
whole;

           (c) it should identify risks, and the controls established to guard against those
risks: the controls need to be identified and their purpose defined so that their
effectiveness can be evaluated and so that the relationship and interdependency
with other controls can be established;
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           (d) it should attribute responsibility for operating the controls: there need to be
named persons or posts for each control operation, alternatives in case of
absence and continuity of standards of control during absence;

           (e) it should state how the operation of the control is to be evidenced: methods
of evidencing include - signatures or initials; records and registers; retention of
control documents; staff attendance records;

           (f) it should establish a comprehensive and unambiguous control discipline:
the instructions should be clear and precise, avoiding expressions in relation to
control functions such as “normally” and “if possible”;

           (g) it should be suitable for practical day to day use: the separate specifications
of controls should have a practical role in the review and improvement of
systems, for example, through the inspection function;

           (h) it should be up to date: there should be an accurate description of the system
that has been established and is operating. When changes or modifications are
made, the appropriate systems of control will need to be established and
documented by the time the changes become operative; and

            (i) it should require confirmation of compliance: managers of different areas of
a friendly society’s business are key control points within the overall control
system. They should periodically be required to confirm to the committee, to the
best of their knowledge and belief, compliance of controls within the system
which has been established.   

B4. Documentation should not be restricted to “lower level” clerical and authorisation
controls applied in transaction processing, but should also cover “high level” controls
(see 15 of Part I of this Annex), including:

            (a) powers to be exercised only by the committee, and powers delegated to others;

(b) the purpose, composition and reporting lines of committee member sub-
committees and senior management to whom powers and responsibilities have
been delegated;

(c) the role, responsibilities and reporting lines of committee members; and

            (d) the timing, form and purpose of committee meetings and the mechanism
whereby agreed committee strategies, policies and decisions are recorded and
their implementation monitored.

Computer controls

B5. The documentation of computer controls need to be integrated within the overall
documentation of a friendly society’s system of business control. Where operating
manuals are provided by a computer supplier these can often form a useful part of a
friendly society’s procedures documentation but it is unlikely that such manuals will be
in a form which enables them to form part of the control documentation. The matters
set out in B3 apply equally to the controls surrounding computer systems.
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B6. There will be a number of key controls performed within the computer programs and a
friendly society will need to ensure that it documents all such controls if reliance is
being placed on them.
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ATTACHMENT C TO ANNEX 3

SYSTEM OF INSPECTION AND REPORT

Purpose of the system

C1. The purpose of a system of inspection is:

            (a) to provide a continuous appraisal for management and the committee as to the
overall effectiveness of the control systems, including all proposed changes, and
to recommend improvements where considered desirable or necessary;

            (b) to determine whether the systems and controls established by the management
and the committee have operated as laid down in the control documentation of
the friendly society or registered branch and comply with policies, procedures,
laws, regulations and any other requirements; and

             (c)   to assess whether financial and operating information supplied to management
and the committee is accurate, appropriate, timely and complete.

C2. A friendly society should ensure that, in addition to coverage of operational activities,
its system of inspection adequately covers the following areas - as appropriate to the
scale and nature of the business:

            (a) controls to verify the accuracy and completeness of returns and other
information provided to the FSA;

            (b) controls to ensure compliance with relevant statutory and regulatory
requirements;

            (c) broader management controls, such as controls over business planning, systems
for monitoring and reporting on financial performance and other key business
indicators;

            (d) controls over new areas of business and other initiatives, whether carried out
within the friendly society or through controlled bodies; and

            (e) the “high level” controls referred to Part I of this Annex.

C3. The committee and management of a friendly society will need to satisfy themselves
that the following considerations have been properly addressed within the context of
the scale, range, complexity and pace of development of  the friendly society’s
business:

            (a) the inspection function is independent of the functions it inspects in order to
maintain its objectivity;

            (b) sufficient resources are available to achieve the agreed objectives of the
inspection function;
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            (c) qualifications, experience and training of individuals performing the inspection
function are adequate in relation to the objectives; and

            (d) the status and reporting relationship of the head of the inspection function is
sufficient to maintain the independence and objectivity of the function. It is
important to ensure that, in addition to regular reporting to management and the
committee (see C5(f)), the head of the inspection function has the right of direct
access to the highest level of management and the committee.

C4. An audit sub-committee can have a key role to play in controlling the work of the
inspection function and receiving its reports.  The role of the audit sub-committee is
covered in more detail in 29 of the main text of this Appendix.

Key elements of a system

C5. The key elements of a satisfactory system of inspection include:

            (a) Terms of reference: these should be specified with precision and should
include, amongst other matters, scope and objectives of the inspection function,
access to records, powers to obtain information/explanations from staff, and
reporting requirements. The terms of reference should be approved by
management and the committee. The friendly society’s inspectors (or internal
auditors) will require a wide-ranging access to records and documents,
including material prepared for and by the committee. They will also need to be
empowered to obtain information and explanations from staff at all levels, and
committee members.

            (b) Risk analysis: risks identified and the controls put in place by management to
address those risks should be considered in each area or cycle of the friendly
society’s business. The adequacy of the controls should be assessed.
Weaknesses in control should be drawn to the attention of  the committee or
audit sub-committee and other senior officers of the friendly society as specified
in the terms of reference. In this context risk factors may include more than just
the risk of pecuniary loss, or error or mis-statement in the accounting records.
As appropriate, reputational risk, and wider business and operational risk, may
also need to be considered. Full consideration should be given to the high level
controls in place within the friendly society. These include the controls referred
to in 15 of Part I of this Annex and C2(e) - see also B4 in Attachment B of this
Annex.

            (c) Inspection plan: an inspection plan should be developed covering all aspects of
the friendly society’s business and which, in the opinion of the committee,
satisfies the requirements of rule 3.1. The inspection function should  focus in
particular on those areas identified in the risk analysis as higher risk, taking into
account the related inherent risk factors and controls in place. However, all
areas of the friendly society’s business should be covered over a set time frame
and the inspection plan should identify the scope and frequency of the work to
be carried out in each area. The plan should be reviewed and approved at
committee level, or by the audit sub-committee on behalf of the committee,
before work commences.
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            (d) Detailed programmes: these will set out the specific tests to be performed in
each area of the inspection plan.

            (e) Working papers: adequate working papers should be maintained to record
audit planning and execution, principal findings and follow-up action. Amongst
other matters, the papers should provide: evidence of the individual who
performed the programmed work; how it was controlled and supervised; and
record the conclusions reached - with cross-referencing to the reports made and
action taken.

            (f) System of reporting: the results of the work performed should be reported to
senior management and any audit sub-committee and the committee in
accordance with the terms of reference. Such reporting should be carried out on
a regular and timely basis. Obviously serious matters should be raised
immediately. The reports should briefly describe the area(s) covered, significant
matters arising, recommendations and overall conclusions. Procedures should
be established to make sure the recommendations have been implemented or
non-implementation validly justified.

Reporting and review

C6. The committee and management of a friendly society need to satisfy themselves that the
system of inspection is being properly carried out. In order to review the overall
effectiveness of the inspection function, the committee needs to consider the following
aspects:

          (a) adequacy of resources, including number, experience and skills of those
providing inspection services. There may be areas (eg computer audit) for
which specific skills may need to be obtained from an external source.  A
friendly society’s auditors would not normally be expected to provide such
inspection services, as there is potential for a conflict of interest to arise. This
position is so, regardless of whether the work would be carried out by persons
not directly involved in the audit or rule 3.2 review of the friendly society;

           (b)  adequacy and scope of planning and work performed, including the allocation
of inspection effort to each area of the friendly society’s business;

            (c) frequency, quality and timeliness of reporting on matters arising from the
inspections;

            (d) consideration and resolution of points and recommendations raised, and reasons
for any rejection of major points; and

(e) review of overall effectiveness of the inspection function.
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ATTACHMENT D TO ANNEX 3

Report by the Committee of Management of [NAME OF FRIENDLY SOCIETY]
under rule 3.1 of IPRU(FSOC)

In our opinion during the year ended _______________________, the requirements of
rule 3.1 were* (complied with)/ (complied with except in the respects set out in the
attached Schedule [A]).

Signed by:

________________________________ Chairman

________________________________ Chief Executive

Date__________________________

* Delete as appropriate
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Schedule [A] to the Committee’s report for the year ended
_____________________ under rule 3.1 of IPRU(FSOC)

1. Exceptions arising in previous years:

(a) Remedied during 200_ [current report year]

Under each appropriate heading provide a clear description of the exception,
remedial action(s) taken and date of full rectification.

(b) Exceptions not fully rectified during 200_ [current report year]

Under each appropriate heading provide a clear description of the exception, the
action(s) taken and/or remaining to be taken and timetable for completion.

2. Exceptions arising in 200_ [current report year]

(a) Remedied during 200_ [current report year]

Under each appropriate heading provide a clear description of the exception,
remedial action(s) taken and date of full rectification.

(b) Exceptions not rectified during 200_ [current report year]

Under each appropriate heading provide a clear description of the exception,
action(s) taken and/or to be taken and timetable for completion.
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ANNEX 4

GUIDANCE ON MARGINS OF SOLVENCY AND THE GUARANTEE FUND

Introduction

1. This Annex gives guidance to friendly societies on the application of rules 4.1 to 4.7
which set out the requirements for maintenance of a required margin of solvency and a
guarantee fund. It explains how different categories of friendly societies are affected.
This Annex does not apply to flat rate benefits business friendly societies.

The required margin of solvency

2. Rule 4.1 provides that a friendly society which has permission to carry on general
insurance business and/or long-term insurance business is required to maintain a
margin of solvency of an amount prescribed in rules 4.2 to 4.10.

3. Rules 4.2 to 4.10 do not apply to any friendly society which does not have permission
to effect new contracts of insurance and is only carrying out contracts of long-term or
general insurance business which were effected before 13 September 1993. Such
societies must maintain an excess of the value of the friendly society's assets over the
amount of its liabilities.

4. A friendly society's failure to maintain a required margin of solvency would be an early
warning sign of difficulty. The FSA would under SUP require the friendly society to
submit a suitable restoration plan within a specified reasonable time and give effect to
the plan. The required margin of solvency might be restored by, for example, tighter
budgetary control, restriction of new business, reassurance arrangements or changes in
investment mix.

Implicit items: future surpluses

4A. (1) A friendly society may apply for a waiver from rule 4.7(3) under section 148 of the Act
(see SUP) so that the implicit item relating to future surpluses may be valued at not
more than 50% of the full amount of future surpluses.

(2) For the purposes of (1), the full amount of future surpluses is the estimated annual
surplus multiplied by a factor which as nearly as may be represents the average number
of years remaining to run on policies, but does not exceed 10.

(3) For the purposes of (2) -

(a) the estimated annual surplus is one-fifth of the surplus ("the periodic surplus")
made in long-term insurance business over a period of five years ("the relevant
period") ending on the last day of the most recent financial year for which a
valuation for the purposes of rule 5.1 has been carried out, substantial items of
an exceptional nature being excluded; and

            (b) the average number of years remaining to run on policies is calculated-
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                        (i) by multiplying the number of years to run on each policy by the actuarial
value of the benefits payable under the policy, adding together the
products so obtained and dividing the total by the aggregate of the
actuarial values of the benefits payable under all the policies, or

(ii) by an approximation to this method of calculation suitable to the
circumstances of the case, including, where appropriate, an
approximation involving the grouping of contracts,

appropriate allowance being made in either case for premature 
termination of contracts.

(4) For the purposes of (3)(a) -

            (a) where a valuation under rule 5.1 has been carried out annually in relation to the
relevant period, the annual surplus made in long-term insurance business for
any particular year of the relevant period is the surplus (if any) arising in the
long-term insurance business fund since the last such valuation, and the
periodic surplus must be taken to be the aggregate of those annual surpluses less
any deficiencies in the long-term insurance business fund during that period;

            (b) where a friendly society has carried on long-term insurance business throughout
the relevant period, but valuations under rule 5.1 have not been made annually
in that period, the periodic surplus is the aggregate of surpluses arising in the
long-term insurance business fund since the last valuation preceding the
relevant period less any deficiencies in the long-term insurance business fund
since the last valuation, except that the surplus or deficiency arising in the
period ending with the first valuation within the relevant period is
proportionately reduced to allow for any period of time falling outside the
relevant period; and

            (c) where a friendly society has not carried on long-term insurance business
throughout the relevant period, the periodic is the aggregate of any surpluses
arising in the long-term insurance business fund during that part of the relevant
period for which long-term insurance business was carried on less any
deficiencies in the long-term insurance business fund during that part of that
period.

Implicit items: Zillmerising

4B. (1) A friendly society may apply for a waiver from rule 4.7(3) so that where zillmerising is
appropriate, but either is not practised or is at a rate less than the loading for acquisition
costs included in the premium then, subject to (6), the item relating to zillmerising is
valued at an amount not exceeding the difference between-

(a) the non-zillmerised or partially zillmerised figure for mathematical reserves
maintained by the friendly society concerned; and

            (b) a figure for mathematical reserves (not less than those required in accordance
with Appendix 5) zillmerised at a rate equal to the loading for acquisition costs
included or allowed for in the premium.
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(2) Where zillmerising is not practised, then subject to (6), the value given by (1) (less any
amount relating to temporary assurances) may not exceed 3.5% of the aggregate of the
difference between-

(a) the relevant capital sums for long-term insurance business activities; and

            (b) the mathematical reserves (excluding mathematical reserves for temporary
assurances).

(3) Where zillmerising is practised but is at a rate less than the loading for acquisition
costs, then, subject to (6), the value given by (1) (less any amount relating to temporary
assurances) together with the difference between the partially zillmerised mathematical
reserves and the non-zillmerised mathematical reserves may not exceed 3.5% of the
aggregate of the difference between-

(a) the relevant capital sums of long-term insurance business activities; and

            (b) the mathematical reserves (excluding mathematical reserves for temporary
assurances).

(4) In (2) and (3) "relevant capital sums" means-

(a) for whole life assurances, the sum assured;

(b) for policies where a sum is payable on maturity (including policies where a sum
is also payable on earlier death), the sum payable on maturity;

(c) for deferred annuities, the capitalised value of the annuity at the vesting date (or
the cash option if it is greater);

(d) for capital redemption contracts, the sums payable at the end of the contract
period; and

(e) for linked long-term contracts, notwithstanding (a) to (d), the lesser of-

(i) the amount for the time being payable on death, and

            (ii) the aggregate of the value for the time being of the units allocated to the
contract (or, where entitlement is not denoted by means of units, the
value for the time being of any other measure of entitlement under the
contract equivalent to units) and the total amount of the premiums
remaining to be paid during such part of the term of the contract as is
appropriate for zillmerising, or, if such premiums are payable beyond the
age of seventy five, until that age, excluding in all cases any vested
reversionary bonus and any capital sums for temporary assurances.

(5) Where, under the contract relating to any such business as is mentioned in (4), the
payment of premiums is to stop before the sum assured becomes due, then,
notwithstanding (4), "relevant capital sums " in (1) to (3) means the mathematical
reserves appropriate for that contract at the end of the premium-paying term.

(6) For the purposes of this guidance-
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(a) reserves for vested reversionary bonuses will not be regarded as mathematical
reserves; and

            (b) the result given by (1), (2) or (3) will be reduced by the amount of any
undepreciated acquisition costs brought into account as an asset.

Implicit items: hidden reserves

4C. A friendly society may apply for a waiver from rule 4.7(3) so that the implicit item
relating to hidden reserves, if it consists of hidden reserves resulting from the
underestimation of assets and overestimation of liabilities (other than mathematical
reserves), may, in so far as the hidden reserves in question are not of an exceptional
nature, be given its full value.

Guarantee fund

5. Rules 4.3 to 4.7 provide for the maintenance of the guarantee fund. The guarantee fund
is generally one-third of the calculated required margin of solvency. For directive and
incorporated friendly societies, the guarantee fund should be not less than the amount
set out in rules 4.5 and 4.6 and this is known as the minimum guarantee fund.

6. Failure to meet the guarantee fund requirement would be regarded as very serious. The
FSA would require the friendly society to submit and effect a short-term financial
scheme if a friendly society's guarantee fund or minimum guarantee fund falls below
requirement. Reasonable time would be granted to have discussions and to convene a
meeting, and this would be expected normally to be followed by immediate action, for
example, increased contributions or reduced benefits.

Minimum Requirements

7 Chapters 4 and 5 which are based on the insurance Directives, set out the current
solvency and valuation requirements for friendly societies carrying on insurance
business. Rules of this type cannot take into account the individual needs of a particular
friendly society, but should be regarded as an absolute minimum requirement which
will be supplemented by explicit or implicit margins on the advice of the actuary.

8 There are some important modifications contained in Chapter 4 by way of relaxation of
the requirements for friendly societies which are neither directive friendly societies nor
incorporated friendly societies in recognition of their different status or much smaller
size. These modifications are:

(a) a non-directive friendly society which does not have permission to effect new
contracts of insurance and is only carrying out contracts of long-term or general
insurance business, which were effected before 13 September 1993, will not be
subject to the specific margin of solvency requirements, as rules 4.2 to 4.10 are
not applied to such friendly societies (rule 4.1);

            (b) the requirement to have a minimum guarantee fund does not apply to directive
and incorporated friendly societies (rule 4.4);
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            (c) the matching and localisation provisions in rules 4.14 to 4.19 apply only to
directive friendly societies (rule 4.11); and

            (d) the limits placed on the extent to which certain assets may be taken into account
in determining their value in the insurance fund apply only to directive friendly
societies (15(1) of Appendix 4).

9. In addition to these modifications, the FSA has power under section 148 of the Act to
direct that certain requirements do not apply to any particular friendly society, and there
may be circumstances where the minimum guarantee fund may be varied in the case of
certain non-directive incorporated friendly societies.

10. These waivers or modifications do not lessen the requirement for prudent management,
and may be accompanied by conditions.

11.1 The requirements for the various categories are summarised below:

Life Directive Friendly Societies

11.2 (1) These would include any friendly society which carries on long-term insurance
business where:

            (a) its rules do not contain provision for calling up additional contributions, for
reducing benefits or for claiming assistance from other persons who have
undertaken to provide it; or

            (b) its annual contribution income from long-term insurance business exceeded
500,000 Euro for 3 consecutive years.

(2) Valuation is made annually and the rules in chapter 4 and rule 5.1 apply.

Non-life Directive Friendly Societies

11.3 (1) Similarly, these would include any friendly society which carries on general insurance
business where:

            (a) its rules do not contain provision for calling up additional contributions or for
reducing benefits; or

            (b) its annual contribution income from general insurance business in any previous
year exceeded 1,000,000 Euro.

(2) Valuation is made triennially and rules in chapter 4 (other than rules 4.5 – minimum
guarantee fund and rule 4.12 – adequacy of premiums) and rule 5.2 apply.

Incorporated Friendly Societies other than those included above

11.4 (1) Long-term Business

These may fall outside the EC requirements but fall within the scope of rule 5.1 and are
required to be valued annually. The required margin of solvency is set out in rules 4.1
to 4.10. New friendly societies should have margins of solvency at least equal to the
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appropriate minimum guarantee fund. Rule 4.5 specifies a minimum guarantee fund
with a threshold of 100,000 Euro increasing in steps. This may be varied by the
exercise of the FSA’s power under section 148 of the Act.

(2) Accordingly, a non-directive friendly society carrying on long-term insurance business
will be expected to meet the solvency margin requirement immediately following
incorporation. However, a valuation at that date is not necessarily required unless that
date would otherwise be a normal valuation date.

Non-directive incorporated Friendly Societies carrying on general insurance
business

11.5 Similar considerations will apply in the case of friendly societies carrying on general
insurance business. The minimum guarantee fund is 225,000 Euro. These societies are
required to be valued triennially.

Other non-directive Friendly Societies

11.6 (1) Non-directive friendly societies which have permission to carry on long-term or general
insurance business are within the scope of rule 4.1 and are required to be valued
triennially.

(2) The margin of solvency requirements for these societies are set out in Chapter 4.
However the specific requirements in respect of the maintenance of a minimum
guarantee fund (rules 4.5 and 4.6) and 4.11 to 4.19 (including those in respect of
matching and localisation) do not apply to them. These societies are also not subject to
the admissibility limit rules in paragraph 15(1) of Appendix 4.

(3) Societies which do not have permission to effect new contracts of insurance and are
only carrying out contracts of long-term or general insurance business, which were
effected before 13 September 1993 are not required to maintain a specified margin of
solvency. Such societies should maintain an excess of the value of the friendly society's
assets over the amount of its liabilities. They will be required to carry out triennial
valuations unless exempted under the Act. If any valuation nevertheless discloses a
level of concern then the FSA may take appropriate remedial action.
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Annex 5

GUIDANCE ON EXEMPTION FROM TRIENNIAL VALUATION

1 This Annex gives guidance to friendly societies who may wish to seek exemption from
the requirement in rule 5.2 to cause an actuarial investigation to be carried out.

2 Rule 5.1 requires any friendly society with permission to carry on long-term insurance
business which is-

(a) a directive friendly society; or

(b) an incorporated friendly society,

to cause the appointed actuary to carry out an annual investigation into the friendly
society's financial condition in respect of its long-term insurance business.

3 Rule 5.2 provides that any friendly society which carries on any insurance business
which is not subject to the annual valuation requirement under rule 5.1 should cause the
appropriate actuary to carry out an investigation into the financial condition of that
insurance business at least once every 3 years. Generally this would be as at the 3rd
anniversary of the 31 December when the previous valuation was due. The
requirements in relation to this triennial valuation are set out in rule 5.2(1) to (6).

4 The FSA has power under section 148 of the Act to waive or modify the application of
rule 5.2 to a particular friendly society (see SUP).  This may include dispensing with
the valuation requirement entirely or modifying it, e.g. to substitute a quinqennial
valuation or to restrict the scope of the valuation to only part of the insurance business.

5 Notwithstanding the fact that a friendly society may have been exempted from the
requirement to carry out an actuarial investigation under rule 5.2, there may be
circumstances when the committee may, in order to comply with the FSA Principles for
Businesses, nonetheless need to cause an actuarial valuation to be carried out.

6 Applications for exemption should be made as soon as possible after the financial year
end for which valuation is due. Initial enquiries may be made before the end of the
financial year.

7 An application form for a waiver or modification of rule 5.2 is set out below.
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Attachment to Annex 5

PROFORMA APPLICATION

Insurance Firms Division
The Financial Services Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London
E14 5HS

Dear Sir or Madam,

Request for dispensation from actuarial investigation

The ________(insert name of friendly society)_________ hereby requests dispensation
from the requirement to cause an actuarial investigation to be carried out as at
under rule 5.2 of the FSA Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Friendly Societies for one
or more of the following reasons -

(a) the purposes of the friendly society are such that (1)
_______________________________________________________________

(b) the nature of the friendly society's business is such that (1)
_______________________________________________________________

(c) the manner in which the friendly society's business is carried on is such that (1)
_______________________________________________________________

(d) the scale of the business is such that the contribution income for each year since
the previous valuation date has been as follows, ________________ the assets
as at the valuation date are £    and no changes in rates of benefits or
contributions have been made since the previous valuation date.

[I am also attaching a certificate signed by the friendly society's appropriate actuary
supporting the friendly society's request for a dispensation (2)].

(Signed) Chief Executive

Notes   
(1)   Please provide details of why the friendly society is seeking dispensation;

(2)  The actuary's certificate is optional - please delete this sentence if the certificate is
not provided. If an actuary's certificate is to be attached it should be in the form set out
overleaf.

[where supporting actuary's certificate is to be attached it should read as follows]
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I have performed an initial investigation as follows:-

                                                                                                                                     

I am of the opinion that the friendly society's margin of solvency as at [   ]
was/is likely to be in excess of the required margin of solvency and is expected to
remain so for the foreseeable future and for so long as there is no significant change in
the nature or volume of business transacted or in the nature or distribution of the assets
held by the friendly society and I support the application on the ground(s) that

                                                                                                                                        

(Signed)  Fellow of the of Actuaries
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Annex 6

GUIDANCE ON NEW BUSINESS DEVELOPMENTS AND NEW INITIATIVES

[Deleted]
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Annex 7

GUIDANCE ON THE USE OF DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS BY DIRECTIVE FRIENDLY
SOCIETIES

Introduction

1. The main purpose of this Annex is to draw attention to the rules which cover whether a
derivative contract has an admissible value which can count towards a friendly society's
solvency margin. Guidance Note 4.2 in IPRU(INS) applicable to insurers other than
friendly societies discusses the valuation issues surrounding the use of derivative
contract.  The guidance it gives is also generally applicable to friendly societies.

Approved derivatives contracts

2. An approved derivative contract, if held by a directive friendly society which maintains
the required margin of solvency, in accordance with Part I of Chapter 4, may have an
admissible value which can count towards a friendly society’s required solvency
margin. However, any derivative contract which is a liability to a friendly society
(whether or not it falls within the definition of an approved derivative contract and is
held for the purposes specified in 13 of Appendix 4) will count as a liability for
solvency purposes.

3. [deleted].

Information for the FSA

4. A friendly society which proposes to make use of derivative contracts for the first time
is asked to inform FSA staff of its proposals.

Note of caution

5. You will no doubt be aware, from the publicity given to a number of cases, that the use
of derivative contracts can, if not properly controlled, adversely affect the financial
viability of an institution. It is important that any institution which decides to use such
contracts has sufficient understanding at board/committee and senior executive level of
the nature and risks of the derivative contracts it is proposed to use, to ensure there are
effective systems in place to monitor and control the use of derivatives - including
where derivative transactions are carried out by investment managers on behalf of the
institution. The committee of a friendly society which is considering using derivative
contracts will need to be satisfied that there is sufficient understanding at appropriate
levels, and that effective control systems are in place, before the friendly society
commences to use derivative contracts.



MARKET CONDUCT SOURCEBOOK (AMENDMENT) INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority alters MAR 1 (Code of Market Conduct) in the exercise
of the following powers and related provisions in the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000:

Section 119 (The Code);

Section 157(1) (Guidance).

B. This instrument comes into force immediately.

C. MAR 1 is amended as set out in the Annex to this instrument.

D. This instrument may be cited as the Market Conduct Sourcebook (Amendment)
Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
19 July 2001

FSA 2001/26



ANNEX
Amendments to MAR 1

1. In both MAR 1.4.3E and MAR 1.4.4E, change "MAR 1.4.20C - MAR 1.4.28C" to "MAR
1.4.20C - MAR 1.4.31C".

2. In MAR 1.4.19E, change "MAR 1.4.26C and MAR 1.4.28C" to "MAR 1.4.26C, MAR
1.4.28C and MAR 1.4.31C".

3. In MAR 1.4.28C(1)(a), delete "or non-equity".

4. In MAR 1.4.29E, after "MAR 1.4.28C" insert ":".

5. In MAR 1.4.30E, delete "or non-equity" in the first sentence.

6. After MAR 1.4.30E, insert:

"(E) UNDERWRITING AGREEMENTS

1.4.31  C  Agreeing to underwrite an issue of securities will not of itself amount to a

misuse of information."

7. In MAR 1.6.17G, delete the final sentence; that is, delete the sentence which reads "For
example, where a long position holder has accumulated his position in an open and
transparent manner, the regular user is likely to expect the short position holders to be
aware of the situation and to protect themselves accordingly".

8. In both MAR 1.8.7G(1) and (2), delete "or non-equity"

9. In MAR 1.11.2G:

(1) substitute "19 July 2001" for "31 May 2001"; and

(2) insert "virt-x Exchange Limited" before "virt-x plc".



SUPERVISION MANUAL (AMENDMENT) INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the rules and gives the guidance in this
instrument in the exercise of the powers and related provisions in or under the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act") listed in Annex D to this
instrument.

B. The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed in Annex D to this
instrument are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-making
instruments).

C. This instrument comes into force as follows:

(1) Annex A: immediately;

(2) Annex B: at the beginning of the day on which section 19 of the Act (The
general prohibition) comes into force;

(3) Annexes C and D and paragraphs A to E on this page:  immediately.

D. SUP is amended as follows:

(1) in the Transitional provisions, after paragraph 6 in the table under the heading
"G  (1)  Transitional provisions relating to the Supervision manual only" insert the
paragraph in Annex A to this instrument;

(2) in the Transitional provisions, under the heading "G  (2)  Transitional
provisions relating to written concessions"  insert the provisions in Annex B to
this instrument;

(3) Schedule 4 to SUP is amended in accordance with Annex C to this instrument.

E. This instrument may be cited as the Supervision Manual (Amendment) Instrument
2001.

By order of the Board
19 July 2001

FSA 2001/27
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ANNEX A
Additional paragraph for the Transitional provisions

 relating to the Supervision manual only

6A SUP 9.4 G Individual guidance

(1) If a person acts in accordance with
individual written guidance:

(a) given to him by any previous
regulator (or body whose functions
were assumed by a previous
regulator);

(b) relating to any pre-commencement
provision; and

(c) in the circumstances contemplated
by that guidance;

then the FSA will proceed on the footing
that the person has complied with the
aspects of any provision in or under the
Act (including a rule or guidance in the
Handbook) to which the guidance relates
if:

(d) that provision is substantially
similar to the pre-commencement
provision in relation to the matter with
which the guidance is concerned;

(e) the guidance was current
immediately before commencement;
and

(f) the guidance has not been
superseded.

 (2)  SUP 9.4.2G to SUP 9.4.4G are
relevant for individual written guidance in
(1) in the same way as for individual
written guidance given by the FSA.

(3)  References to "individual written
guidance" in (1) and (2) include a written
concession from a pre-commencement
provision which is substantially similar to
guidance in the Handbook.

From 19
July 2001

21 June
2001
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ANNEX B
Transitional provisions relating to written concessions

1. The purpose of the transitional provisions in the following table is to carry
forward existing written concessions relating to pre-commencement provisions � for
example, formal waivers or modifications given by IMRO, PIA or SFA (�an SRO�)
and the recognised professional bodies, written concessions from the standards in the
FSA�s Guide to Banking Supervisory Policy, and formal written consents and
determinations made by an SRO under an SRO rule.

2. An existing written concession is only carried forward if the pre-
commencement provision to which it relates is substantially similar to a rule in the
Handbook.  The substantially similar test should be applied to the specific element of
the rule to which the written concession relates.  An existing written concession from
a pre-commencement provision which is substantially similar to guidance in the
Handbook is carried forward in the same way as pre-commencement individual
written guidance; see transitional provision 6A (Individual guidance) in the schedule
of Transitional provisions applying to the Supervision manual only.

3. An existing written concession is carried forward on a temporary basis only �
for 12 months from commencement or, in the case of modifications relating to the
Interim Prudential sourcebooks or SUP 16.6 (Compliance reports) or SUP 16.7
(Financial reports), until the relevant provisions cease to apply.  A firm wishing to
retain the benefit of a concession after that time will need to apply in good time for a
waiver (see SUP 8 (Waiver and modification of rules)).

4. An existing written concession is carried forward as an amendment to the rule
to which it relates.  Any such amendment has effect for all purposes (including FSA
enforcement action and actions for damages under section 150 of the Act).

5. An existing written concession is not carried forward if, and to the extent that,
doing so would be inconsistent with a community obligation of the United Kingdom,
in particular with the proper implementation of a directive.

6. These transitional provisions do not apply to rules which are continued by
designation of pre-commencement provisions rather than made as new rules.  Written
concessions of such rules are carried forward, to similar effect, as waivers (given
under section 148 of the Act) by article 8 of The Financial Services and Markets Act
2000 (Transitional Provision and Savings) (Rules) Order 2001 (SI 2001/1534). The
relevant rules are:

(1) in IPRU(BANK), 3.3.15R in chapter GN; and

(2) in IPRU(INV), those identified as designated rules in the schedule to
IPRU(INV) entitled "Powers exercised".

7. Definitions for these transitional provisions, additional to those in the
Glossary, are provided at paragraph 4 of the table.
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(1) (2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in

force

(6)

 Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

1 Rules in:

COB

IPRU

MAR 2

SUP

TC

R (1) A rule listed in column (2) (including
evidential provisions, transitional rules
and relevant defined expressions) is
disapplied, or is modified in its application,
to a firm:

(a) in order to produce the same effect,
including any conditions, as a written
concession had on a pre-
commencement provision listed in
paragraph 2; and

(b) for the same period as the written
concession would have lasted, if
shorter than the period in column (5);

if:

(c) the rule is substantially similar to the
pre-commencement provision in
relation to the matter with which the
written concession is concerned;

(d) the written concession was current as
respects the firm immediately before
commencement;

(e) there is no specific transitional rule
relating to the written concession; and

(f) the written concession has not been
superseded by a waiver from the FSA.

(2) Paragraph (1) does not have effect if,
and to the extent that, it would be
inconsistent with any community
obligation of the United Kingdom.

If the rule in
column (2)
appears in
IPRU or in
SUP 16.6 or
16.7, from
commence-
ment until
that rule is
revoked.

Otherwise,
from
commence-
ment for 12
months.

Commence-
ment
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(1) (2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in

force

(6)

 Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

2 As
paragraph 1

R The pre-commencement provisions
referred to in paragraph 1(1) are those
contained in any of the following
(including relevant defined expressions):

(1) the legislative provisions of the FSA as
designated agency under the Financial
Services Act 1986;

(2) the rules of IMRO, PIA, SFA and the
recognised professional bodies;

(3) the Insurance Companies Act 1982
and relevant secondary legislation;

(4) the Friendly Societies Act 1992 and
relevant secondary legislation;

(5) the Banking Act 1987, relevant
secondary legislation and the FSA�s
Guide to Banking Supervisory Policy;

(6) the Building Societies Act 1986,
relevant secondary legislation and the
Building Societies Commission�s
Prudential Notes, Guidance Notes and
DCE (Dear Chief Executive) letters.

As paragraph
1

Commence-
ment

3 As
paragraph 1

R Notification of relevance etc of concession

A firm which has the benefit of a written
concession to which paragraph 1 applies
must notify the FSA immediately if it
becomes aware of any matter which is
material to the relevance or
appropriateness of the written
concession.

As paragraph
1

Commence-
ment
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(1) (2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional
provision:
dates in

force

(6)

 Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

4 Paragraphs 1
to 3

R Definitions

In these transitional provisions:

(1) "substantially similar" means
substantially similar in purpose and effect;
and

(2)�written concession� means a waiver,
exemption, concession, modification,
consent, approval, determination or
similar exercise of discretion which:

(a) disapplied, or tended to reduce the
burden of complying with, a pre-
commencement provision (with or
without conditions); and

(b) was evidenced in writing.

As paragraph
1

Commence-
ment
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ANNEX C
Amendment to Schedule 4 to SUP

In Schedule 4 to SUP, insert the following in the list of powers and related provisions
exercised by the FSA to make the rules in SUP:

Section 118(8) (Market abuse)
Section 139(1) and (4) (Miscellaneous ancillary matters)
Section 141 (Insurance business rules)
Section 144 (Price stabilising rules)
Section 147 (Control of information rules)
Section 150(2) (Actions for damages)
Section 238(5) (Restrictions on promotion)
Section 247 (Trust scheme rules)
Section 340 (Appointment)
Regulation 6(1) of the OEIC Regulations (FSA rules)
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ANNEX D
Powers exercised

The following powers and related provisions in or under the Act have been exercised
to make the rules in this instrument:

Section 59 (Approval for particular arrangements)
Section 118(8) (Market abuse)
Section 138 (General rule-making power)
Section 139(1) and (4) (Miscellaneous ancillary matters)
Section 141 (Insurance business rules)
Section 144 (Price stabilising rules)
Section 145 (Financial promotion rules)
Section 146 (Money laundering rules)
Section 147 (Control of information rules)
Section 149 (Evidential provisions)
Section 150(2) (Actions for damages)
Section 156 (General supplementary powers)
Section 238(5) (Restrictions on promotion)
Section 247 (Trust scheme rules)
Section 340 (Appointment)
Regulation 6(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Open-ended

investment company) Regulations 2001 (FSA rules)

The following power in the Act has been exercised to give the guidance in this
instrument:

Section 157(1) (Guidance)



COMPLAINTS AGAINST THE FSA SCHEME

INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the arrangements and the provisions in the
Annex to this instrument ("COAF") in the exercise of the powers listed in Schedule 4
to COAF (Powers exercised).

B. This instrument comes into force at the beginning of the day on 3rd September 2001.

C. This instrument may be cited as the Complaints against the FSA Scheme Instrument
2001.

D. The Annex to this instrument (including its schedules) may be cited as the
Complaints against the FSA Scheme, or COAF.

By order of the Board

19 July 2001

FSA 2001/28
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FEES INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the rules and gives the guidance in this
instrument in the exercise of the following powers and related provisions in the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act"):

Section 156 of the Act (General supplementary powers);

Section 157(1) of the Act (Guidance);

Paragraph 17(1) of Schedule 1 to the Act (Fees).

B. The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed above are specified for
the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

C. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the day on which section 40
of the Act (Application for permission) comes into force.

D. AUTH is amended by:

(i) inserting, after AUTH 3, the provisions in Annex A to this instrument;

(ii) inserting, after Schedule 2, the provisions in Annex B;

(iii) inserting, at the beginning of Schedule 4, "The following powers and related
provisions in the Act have been exercised by the FSA to make the rules in
AUTH:

Section 156 (General supplementary powers)

Paragraph 17(1) of Schedule 1 (Fees)";

(iv) deleting Schedule 5, and replacing it with the provisions in Annex C;

(v) deleting Schedule 6, and replacing it with the provisions in Annex D.

E. CIS is amended by:

(i) inserting, after CIS 17, the provisions in Annex E to this instrument;

(ii) inserting, after Schedule 2, the provisions in Annex F;

(iii) inserting, in Schedule 4, before " Regulation 6 of the OEIC regulations (FSA
rules)", "Paragraph 17(1) of Schedule 1 (Fees)";

(iv) inserting at the end of Schedule 6, "4.   No rules in CIS 18 can be waived by
the FSA".

F. REC is amended by:

(i) inserting, after REC 6, the provisions in Annex G to this instrument;

(ii) inserting, after Schedule 2, the provisions in Annex H;

FSA 2001/29



(iii) inserting, in Schedule 4, after " Section 295 (Notification: overseas investment
exchanges and overseas clearing houses)", "Paragraph 17(1) of Schedule 1
(Fees)".

G. This instrument may be cited as the Fees Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
19 July 2001
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Application type (see Part 2) Amount payable
(a) Version 1 credit unions        £500
(b) Straightforward     £2,000
(c) Moderately complex     £5,000
(d) Complex   £25,000

���� � � �
�������� ��
����!

���	��������	�
 �	���

Activity grouping Description
A.1 Version 2 credit unions only
A.3 Friendly societies only
A.4 Friendly societies only
A.12 Advisory arrangers, dealers or brokers (holding or controlling client money

and/or assets)
A.13 Advisory arrangers, dealers or brokers (not holding or controlling client money

and/or assets)
A.14 Corporate finance advisers
A.15 Advisory only firms

��
��	���� ��!"��� �	���

Activity grouping Description
A.5 Managing agents at Lloyd’s
A.7 Fund managers (holding or controlling client money and/or assets)
A.8 Fund managers (not holding or controlling client money and/or assets)
A.9 Operators, trustees and depositaries of collective investment schemes
A.10 Firms dealing as principal
A.11 Execution only arrangers, dealers or brokers

#�!"��� �	���

Activity grouping Description
A.1 Deposit acceptors (excluding credit unions)
A.3 Firms conducting insurance activities subject only to prudential regulation (ex-

cluding friendly societies)
A.4 Firms conducting insurance activities subject to both prudential and conduct of

business regulation (excluding friendly societies)
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Activity grouping Fee–payer falls in the activity group if:
A.1 Deposit acceptors Its permission includes accepting deposits

BUT DOES NOT include one or more of the following:
• effecting contracts of insurance;

• carrying out contracts of insurance.
A.3  Firms conducting in-
surance activities subject
only to prudential regula-
tion

Its permission includes either or both of the following:

• effecting contracts of insurance;

• carrying out contracts of insurance;

BUT ONLY in respect of specified investments that are:

– general insurance contracts; or

– long–term insurance contracts other than life–policies.
A.4  Firms conducting in-
surance activities subject
to both prudential and con-
duct of business regulation

Its permission includes one or more of :

• effecting contracts of insurance;

• carrying out contracts of insurance;

both in respect of specified investments including life policies.

• entering as provider into a funeral plan contract.

A.5  Managing agents at
Lloyd’s

Its permission includes:

managing the underwriting capacity of a Lloyd’s syndicate as a manag-
ing agent at Lloyd’s.

A.6  The Society of
Lloyd’s

It is an authorised person under section 315(2) of the Act.

A.8  Fund Managers (not
holding or controlling cli-
ent money and/or assets)

Its permission includes the following:

• managing investments; and

• a requirement that prohibits the firm from holding and/or control-
ling client money.

BUT MUST NOT include:

• safeguarding and administration of assets (without arranging);

• arranging safeguarding and administration of assets.
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A.9  Operators, Trustees
and Depositaries of collec-
tive investment schemes

Its permission includes one or more of the following:

• establishing, operating or winding up a regulated collective invest-
ment scheme;

• establishing, operating or winding up an unregulated collective in-
vestment scheme;

• acting as trustee of an authorised unit trust  scheme;

• acting as the depositary or sole director of an open–ended invest-
ment company.

AND PROVIDED the firm is NOT a corporate finance advisory firm
OR the activities it has (as listed above) are otherwise limited to carry-
ing out corporate finance business.

A.10  Firms dealing as
principal

Its permission includes:

dealing in investments as principal

BUT NOT if one or more of the following apply:

• activity is carried on exclusively in respect of life policies;

• firm is acting exclusively as a matched principal broker

AND PROVIDED the firm is NOT a corporate finance advisory firm
OR the activities it has (as listed above) are otherwise limited to carry-
ing out corporate finance business.

A.11  Execution–only ar-
rangers, dealers or brokers

Its permission includes one or more of the following:

• dealing in investments as agent;

• arranging (bringing about) deals in investments;

• making arrangements with a view to transactions in investments;

• dealing as principal in investments where the activity is carried on
exclusively in respect of life policies or where the firm acts as a
matched principal broker.

BUT MUST NOT include one or more of the following:

• advising on investments (except pensions transfers and pension
opt–outs); or

• advising on pension transfers and pension opt–outs.

AND PROVIDED the firm is NOT a corporate finance advisory firm
OR the activities it has (as listed above) are otherwise limited to carry-
ing out corporate finance business.
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A.12  Advisory arrangers,
dealers, or brokers  (hold-
ing or controlling client
money and/or assets)

Its permission includes one or more of the following:

• dealing in investments as agent;

• arranging (bringing about) deals in investments;

• making arrangements with a view to transactions in investments ;

• dealing as principal in investments where the activity is carried on as
a matched principal broker.

AND MUST INCLUDE one or more of:

• advising on investments  (except pension transfers and pension opt–
outs);

• advising on pension transfers and pension opt–outs;

• advising on syndicate participation at Lloyd’s.

AND PROVIDED the firm is NOT a corporate finance advisory firm
OR the activities it has (as listed above) are otherwise limited to carry-
ing out corporate finance business.

AND CAN HAVE one or more of:

• safeguarding and administering of assets;

• arranging safeguarding and administration of assets

• the ability to hold and/or control client money (that is there is no re-
quirement which prohibits a firm from doing this)

AND MUST NOT otherwise meet the requirements to fall in the A.4 activity
group.
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A.13  Advisory arrangers,
dealers, or brokers (not
holding or controlling cli-
ent money and/or assets)

Its permission includes one or more of the following:

• dealing in investments as agent;

• arranging (bringing about) deals in investments;

• making arrangements with a view to transactions in investments;

• dealing as principal in investments where the activity is carried on as
a matched principal broker.

AND MUST include one or more of:

• advising on investments  (except pension transfers and pension opt–
outs);

• advising on pension transfers and pension opt–outs;

• advising on syndicate participation at Lloyd’s

BUT NOT include:

• safeguarding and administration of assets.

• arranging safeguarding and administration of assets

AND PROVIDED the firm is NOT a corporate finance advisory firm
OR the activities it has (as listed above) are otherwise limited to carry-
ing out corporate finance business.

AND MUST HAVE a requirement in its permission that the firm cannot
hold and/or control client money.

AND MUST NOT otherwise meet the requirements to fall in the A.4
activity group.

A.14  Corporate finance
advisers

The firm is carrying on corporate finance business.

A.15 Advisory only firms Its permission includes one or more of the following:

• advising on investments (except pension transfers and pension opt–
outs);

• advising on syndicate participation at Lloyd’s

BUT MUST NOT include any of the dealing/arranging activities used in de-
fining the A.11 to A.13 activity groups above.
AND PROVIDED the firm is NOT a corporate finance advisory firm
OR the activities it has (as listed above) are otherwise limited to carry-
ing out corporate finance business.

A.16   Pensions review
levy firms

It was liable to pay the Pensions Levy to the PIA in 2001/2002.
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ANNEX B

Authorisation manual
Schedule 3
Fees and other required payments

G

1. The aim of the guidance in the following table is to give the reader a quick over-all view
of the relevant requirements for paying fees.

2. It is not a complete statement of those requirements and should not be relied on as if it
were.

Type of fee Trigger event Date/Time for
payment

Amount/rate Handbook
reference

Authorisation/
application fee

Application for a
Part IV permission

On making the
application

See AUTH 4 Ann
1R, Part 1

AUTH 4.2

Authorisation/
application fee

Exercise of a Treaty
right

On exercising that
right

See AUTH 4 Ann
1R, Part 4

AUTH 4.2.6R to
4.2.7R



ANNEX C

Authorisation manual
Schedule 5
Rights of action for damages

G

1. The table below sets out the rules in AUTH contravention of which by an authorised
person may be actionable under section 150 of the Act (Actions for damages) by a
person who suffers loss as a result of the contravention.

2. If a �Yes� appears in the column headed �For private person?�, the rule may be
actionable by a �private person� under section 150 (or, in certain circumstances, his
fiduciary or representative; see article 6(2) and (3)(c) of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (Rights of Action) Regulations 2001 (SI 2001 No 2256)).  A �Yes� in
the column headed �Removed� indicates that the FSA has removed the right of action
under section 150(2) of the Act.  If so, a reference to the rule in which it is removed is
also given.

3. The column headed �For other person?� indicates whether the rule may be actionable by
a person other than a private person (or his fiduciary or representative) under article 6(2)
and (3) of those Regulations.  If so, an indication of the type of person by whom the rule
may be actionable is given.

Actions for damages: Authorisation manual

Chapter/ Section/
Appendix Annex Paragraph

         Right of action under section 150
���������������������
For private                       For other person?
person?      Removed?

All rules in
AUTH 4

Yes No No



ANNEX D

Authorisation manual
Schedule 6
Rules that can be waived

G

The rules in AUTH 4 cannot be waived by the FSA.
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Section of the
Act etc

Nature and purpose of fee Payable by Amount of
fee

Umbrella fund
factor

(Note 3)
Regulation 85
of the OEIC Re-
gulations

On application for an order
declaring a scheme to be an
ICVC

An applicant

(Note 1)

£1,200 2

Section 242 On application for an order
declaring a scheme to be an
authorised unit trust scheme

An applicant

(Note 1)

£1,200 2

Section 264 On giving notice under sec-
tion 264

The operator

(Note 2)

£600 2

Section 270 On giving a notice under sec-
tion 270

The operator

(Note 2)

£600 2

Section 272 On application for an order
declaring a scheme to be an
individualy recognised over-
seas scheme

An applicant

(Note 1)

£14,000 2

� ����	 ���� ! � �	������ �		


Nature and purpose of fee Payable by Amount of
fee

Umbrella fund
factor

(Note 3)
Periodic fee for an ICVC The authorised corporate

director
Periodic fee for an authorised unit trust
scheme

The manager

Periodic fee for a scheme recognised
under section 264 of the Act

The operator

Periodic fee for a scheme recognised
under section 270 of the Act

The operator

Periodic fee for a scheme recognised
under section 272 of the Act

The operator

"��	
�

� ��� ��� ���� 
����
�� ��� 
���!�
�!�
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ANNEX F

Collective Investment Schemes sourcebook
Schedule 3
Fees and other required payments

G

1. The aim of the guidance in the following table is to give the reader a quick over-all view
of the relevant requirements for paying fees.

2. It is not a complete statement of those requirements and should not be relied on as if it
were.

Type of fee Trigger event Date/Time for
payment

Amount/rate Handbook
reference

Periodic fee - On or before 30
April in each year,
or 30 days after the
scheme is
recognised or the
scheme's
authorisation order
is made

See CIS 18 Ann
1R, Part B

CIS 18.2

Application/
notification fee

See CIS 18 Ann 1R,
Part A

On or before making
the relevant
application or
notification

See CIS 18 Ann
1R, Part A

CIS 18.3
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In this table:

the term ”recognised body” includes a recognised investment exchange or a  recog-
nised clearing house recognised under the Financial Services Act 1986 and which is
a recognised body under Regulation 9 of the Recognition Requirements Regulations;
and

the term ”recognition order” includes a recognition order made by the FSA under
section 37 or section 39 of the Financial Services Act 1986 or a recognition order
made by the Treasury under section 40 of the Financial Services Act 1986.

Part 1 – Periodic fees for UK recognised bodies
Name of UK recognised body Amount payable Due date

COREDEAL Limited
CRESTCo Limited

The International Petroleum Exchange of London
Limited

Jiway Limited
LIFFE Administration and Management

The London Clearing House Limited
The London Metal Exchange Limited

The London Stock Exchange Limited

OM London Exchange Limited
virt–x Exchange Limited

Any other UK recognised body recognised as such
by a recognition order made:

– before 30 June 2001

– between 1 July 2001 and 30 September 2001

– between 1 October 2001 and 31 December 2001
– between 1 January 2002 and 31 March 2002

Part 2 – Periodic fees for overseas recognised bodies

Name of overseas recognised body Amount payable Due date
Cantor Financial Futures Exchange

Chicago Mercantile Exchange

Chicago Board of Trade

�
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Eurex Zurich
NASDAQ

New York Mercantile Exchange
New Zealand Futures and Options Exchange

Swiss Exchange

Sydney Futures Exchange
Warenterminbörse Hannover

Any overseas recognised body recognised as such by
a recognition order made:

– before 30 June 2001

– between 1 July 2001 and 30 September 2001

– between 1 October 2001 and 31 December 2001
– between 1 January 2002 and 31 March 2002

Part 3 – Application fees for applicants for recognition as a UK recognised body

Description of applicant Amount payable Due date
Applicant for recognition as a UK RIE £ 75,000 Date applica-

tion is made

Applicant for recognition as a UK RCH £ 75,000

Additional fees for applicant who proposes to:
– act as a central counterparty £ 25,000

– offer safeguarding and administration services £ 25,000
– use substantially new and untested information
technology systems in the performance of its rel-
evant functions

£ 25,000

Part 4 – Application fees for applicants for recognition as an overseas recognised body

Description of applicant Amount payable Due date

Applicant for recognition as an overseas recognised
body

£ 35,000 Date applica-
tion is made

�
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ANNEX H

Recognised Investment Exchange and Recognised Clearing House sourcebook
Schedule 3
Fees and other required payments

G

1. The aim of the guidance in the following table is to give the reader a quick over-all view
of the relevant requirements for paying fees.

2. It is not a complete statement of those requirements and should not be relied on as if it
were.

Type of fee Trigger event Date/Time for
payment

Amount/rate Handbook
reference

Periodic fee See REC 7 Ann 1R,
Part 1

See REC 7 Ann 1R,
Part 1

See REC 7 Ann
1R, Parts 1 and 2

REC 7.2

Application
fee

See REC 7 Ann 1R,
Part 2

On or before making
the relevant
application

See REC 7 Ann
1R, Parts 3 and 4

REC 7.3



GENERAL PROVISIONS AND GLOSSARY (AMENDMENT) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised
A. The Financial Services Authority makes the provisions in this instrument in the exercise

of:

(1) the powers and related provisions listed in Schedule 4 to the General provisions
(Powers exercised); 

(2) article 15 of The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Transitional Provisions)
(Ombudsman Scheme and Complaints Scheme) Order 2001 (SI 2001/2326);

(3) the following articles of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Transitional
Provisions, Repeals and Savings)(Financial Services Compensation Scheme) Order
2001 (SI 2001/2967):

(a) articles 4(3) and 4(4) (Pending applications);

(b) article 6(2) (Post-commencement applications);

(c) articles 9(3) and 9(4) (Article 9 defaults occurring before commencement);

(d) article 10(2) (Applications in respect of compulsory liability insurance);

(e) article 12(3)  (Applications under the new scheme);

(f) article 23 (Record keeping and reporting requirements relating to pre-
commencement acts).

B. The provisions of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act") relevant to
making rules and referred to above are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the
Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement
C. This instrument comes into force immediately.

Amendment of the General provisions and the Glossary
D. The Glossary is amended in accordance with Annexes A, B, C and D to this instrument.

E. The General provisions are amended in accordance with Annex E to this instrument.  

F. Both the General provisions (other than GEN 2.1.8R) and the Glossary are made,
additionally, under the powers and related provisions listed at A(2) and (3).

Citation
G. This instrument may be cited as the General Provisions and Glossary (Amendment)

Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
20 September 2001

FSA 2001/30



ANNEX A
Amendments to the Glossary arising from completion of statutory instruments

1.  Insert the following definitions at the place already indicated in the Glossary:

policy (as defined in article 2 of the Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000 (Meaning of "Policy" and "Policyholder") Order 2001
(SI 2001/2361)) as the context requires:

(a) a contract of insurance, including one under which an
existing liability has already accrued; or

(b) any instrument evidencing such a contract.

policyholder (as defined in article 3 of the Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000 (Meaning of "Policy" and "Policyholder") Order 2001
(SI 2001/2361)) the person who for the time being is the legal
holder of the policy, including any person to whom, under the
policy, a sum is due, a periodic payment is payable or any other
benefit is to be provided or to whom such a sum, payment or
benefit is contingently due, payable or to be provided.

2.  Amend the definition of "previous regulator" as shown below (underlining indicates new
text, striking through indicates deleted text):

previous regulator …

(5) (in relation to an underwriting agent which obtained
the permission relevant to that category under the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Repeals,
Transitional Provisions and Savings) Order 2001 (SI
2001/2636 [number to be added later])) the Society of
Lloyd's;



ANNEX B
Technical corrections of the Glossary

1.  Delete the definition of "takeover promotion".

2.  Amend the following definitions as shown below (underlining indicates new text, striking
through indicates deleted text):

approved depositary any depositary:

(a) that which is subject to regulation by a national regulatory
body in connection with its custody services;

(b) that which is required to prepare audited accounts;

(c) whose latest annual audit report is not materially qualified;
and

(d) which:

(c) that(i) has minimum net assets of £5 million (or its
equivalent in any other currency at the relevant time) and
has surplus revenue over expenditure for the last two
financial years; or

(ii) if not, nevertheless has adequate financial resources
for its business.

(d) whose latest annual audit report is not materially qualified.

direct offer financial
promotion

a non-real time financial promotion which:

(a) contains:

(i) an offer by the firm or another person to enter into
a controlled agreement with anyone who responds to
the financial promotion; or

(ii) an invitation to anyone who responds to the
financial promotion to make an offer to the firm or
another person to enter into a controlled agreement;
and

(b) specifies the manner of response or includes a form
in which any response is to be made (for example by
providing a tear-off slip).

life policy (1) (except in COB)  (in accordance with the definition of
"qualifying contract of insurance" in article 3(1) of the
Regulated Activities Order) a long-term insurance contract
(which includes a pension policy) other than a reinsurance
contract and a pure protection contract.



(2) (in COB) a long-term insurance contract in (1) or a
pension policy.

overseas financial
services institution

an institution authorised to carry on any regulated activity or
other financial service by an overseas regulator in an EEA State
other than the United Kingdom by a competent authority, or in
any other country or territory by a regulatory body which is a
member of IOSCO.

parent undertaking …

(iii) it has the right to exercise a dominant influence over S
through:

(A) provisions contained in S's memorandum or articles; or

(B) a control contract; or
…

professional firm (in accordance with sections 325(2) (Definition of "members")
and 327(2) (Exemption from the general prohibition of the Act) 
a person which is:

(a) an individual who is entitled to practise a profession
regulated by a designated professional body and, in
practising it, is subject to its rules, whether or not he is a
member of that body; or

(b) a person (not being an individual) which is controlled
and managed by one or more such individuals
managed and controlled by one or more individuals
each of whom:
(i) is entitled to practise a profession regulated by a
designated professional body, and
(ii) in practising it is subject to the rules of the
designated professional body.

regulated market (a) (as defined in article 1 of the ISD) a market for the
instruments listed in Section B of the Annex to the ISD which:

(ia) appears on the list of such markets drawn up by the
market's Home State as required by article 16 of the ISD;

(iib) functions regularly;

(iiic) is characterised by the fact that regulations issued or
approved by the competent authorities define the conditions
for the operation of the market, the conditions for access to
the market and, where Directive 79/279/EEC is applicable,
the conditions governing admission to listing imposed in that
Directive and, where that Directive is not applicable, the 



conditions that must be satisfied by a financial instrument
before it can effectively be dealt in on the market; and

(ivd) requires compliance with all the reporting and
transparency requirements laid down by articles 20 and 21 of
the ISD;

(see Part 1 of SUP 17 Ann 5G for an indicative list of these
markets.); and

(b) (in SUP 17 and, unless the context otherwise requires,
elsewhere in the Handbook) a market notified under article 16
of the ISD, as included in point 30b of Annex IX to the
Agreement of the European Economic Area, to the Standing
Committee of the EFTA States as defined in that agreement;

(see Part 2 of SUP 17 Ann 5G for an indicative list of these
markets).

requisite details the details required under in the Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000 (EEA Passport Rights) Regulations 2001 (SI
2001/1376) EEA Passport Rights Regulations and set out in
SUP 13 Ann 1R (Requisite details: branches) and SUP 13 Ann
1R (Requisite details: cross border services).

safeguarding and
administering
investments

the regulated activity, specified in article 40 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Safeguarding and administering investments),
which is in summary: the safeguarding and the administration of
assets belonging to another and the administration of those
assets, or arranging for one or more other persons to carry on
that activity, where: …



Annex C

Amendments to the Glossary arising from the making of DISP

1. Insert the following definitions in the appropriate alphabetical position:

annual budget the annual budgeted costs of operating the Financial
Ombudsman Service.

Banking
Ombudsman
scheme

the former scheme set up, on a voluntary basis, to handle
complaints against those banks which subscribed to it.

Building Societies
Ombudsman
scheme

the former scheme set up and recognised under the Building
Societies Act 1986 to handle complaints about building
societies.

former Ombudsman an ombudsman, arbitrator or independent investigator
appointed under a former scheme.

former scheme any of the following:

(a) the Banking Ombudsman scheme;

(b) the Building Societies Ombudsman scheme;

(c) the FSA scheme;

(d) the IMRO scheme;

(e) the Insurance Ombudsman scheme;

(f) the Personal Insurance Arbitration Service;

(g) the PIA Ombudsman scheme;

(h) the SFA scheme.

FSA scheme the former scheme operated by the FSA under paragraph 4 of
Schedule 7 to the Financial Services  Act 1986 for the
investigation of complaints arising out of the conduct of
investment business.

IMRO scheme the former scheme set up by IMRO under the Financial
Services Act 1986 and the Investment Ombudsman
Memorandum to handle complaints against members of
IMRO. 



Independent
Investigator

the former Ombudsman under the FSA scheme.

Insurance
Ombudsman
scheme

the former scheme set up, on a voluntary basis, to handle
complaints against those insurance companies which
subscribed to it.

Investment
Ombudsman

the former Ombudsman under the IMRO scheme

Ombudsman
Transitional  Order

the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Transitional
Provisions) (Ombudsman Scheme and Complaints Scheme)
Order 2001 (SI 2001/2326).

Personal Insurance
Arbitration Service

the former scheme set up on a voluntary basis and run by the
Chartered Institute of Arbitrators to handle complaints
against those insurance companies which  subscribed to it.

PIA Ombudsman
scheme 

the former scheme set up by PIA under the Financial
Services Act 1986 and operated by the PIA Ombudsman
Bureau Ltd to handle complaints against members of PIA.

relevant existing
complaint

(in accordance with  the Ombudsman Transitional Order) a
complaint which:

(a) was  referred to a former scheme at any time before
commencement, by a person who was at that time entitled,
under the terms of the former scheme, to refer such a
complaint (whether described in that scheme as the making
of a complaint, the referral of a dispute, the submission of a
claim, or otherwise); and

(b) has not, before commencement, been rejected,
withdrawn, settled or determined by the former Ombudsman
(whether by a substantive decision, or by closure of the case
without a substantive decision).

relevant new
complaint

(in accordance with the Ombudsman Transitional Order) a
complaint referred to the Financial Ombudsman Service
after commencement which relates to an act or omission
occurring before commencement if:

(a) the act or omission is that of a person who was,
immediately before commencement, subject to a former
scheme;

(b) the act or omission occurred in the carrying on by that 



person of an activity to which that former scheme applied;
and

(c) the complainant is eligible and wishes to have the
complaint dealt with under the new scheme;

for the purposes of (c), where the complainant is not eligible
in accordance with DISP 2 (Jurisdiction of the Financial
Ombudsman Service), an Ombudsman may, nonetheless, if
he considers it appropriate, treat the complainant as eligible
if he would have been entitled to refer an equivalent
complaint to the former scheme in question immediately
before commencement.

relevant new
complaint

(in accordance with the Ombudsman Transitional Order) a
complaint referred to the Financial Ombudsman Service
after commencement which relates to an act or omission
occurring before commencement if:

(a) the act or omission is that of a person who was,
immediately before commencement, subject to a former
scheme;

(b) the act or omission occurred in the carrying on by that
person of an activity to which that former scheme applied;
and

(c) the complainant is eligible and wishes to have the
complaint dealt with under the new scheme;

for the purposes of (c), where the complainant is not eligible
in accordance with DISP 2 (Jurisdiction of the Financial
Ombudsman Service), an Ombudsman may, nonetheless, if
he considers it appropriate, treat the complainant as eligible
if he would have been entitled to refer an equivalent
complaint to the former scheme in question immediately
before commencement.

SFA Complaints
Bureau

the first stage of the SFA scheme which aimed to resolve
complaints by conciliation.

SFA Consumer
Arbitration Scheme

the second stage of the SFA scheme, which determined
complaints by means of arbitration.

SFA scheme the former scheme (including the SFA Complaints Bureau
and the SFA Consumer Arbitration Scheme) set up by the
SFA to handle complaints against members of the SFA under
the Financial Services Act 1986.



2. Amend the following definitions as shown below (underlining indicates new text, striking
through indicates deleted text):

Compulsory
Jurisdiction

the jurisdiction of the Financial Ombudsman Service to
which firms  (and certain unauthorised persons as a result of
the Ombudsman Transitional Order) are compulsorily
subject.

chargeable case any complaint referred to the Financial Ombudsman Service,
apart from those where the Ombudsman considers it apparent
from the complaint received, and from any final response
which has been issued by the firm, that the complaint should
not proceed because:

(a) the complainant is not an eligible complainant in
accordance with DISP 2; or

(b) the complaint  does not fall within the jurisdiction of the
Financial Ombudsman Service (as described in DISP 2) or
falls outside the time limits set out in DISP 2.3 (Time limits
for referral of complaints to the Financial Ombudsman
Service); or

(c) the Ombudsman considers that the complaint should be
dismissed without consideration of its merits under DISP 3.3
(Dismissal of complaints without consideration of the
merits); or

(d) the Ombudsman considers, at any stage, that the
complaint should be dismissed under DISP  3.3.1R(2) on the
grounds that it is frivolous or vexatious.

final response a written response from the firm which: 

(a) accepts the complaint, and, where appropriate, offers
redress; or 

(b) offers redress without accepting the complaint; or

(c) rejects the complaint and givesing reasons for doing so;,
and contains information about the right to refer the
complaint to the Financial Ombudsman Service.

and which informs the complainant that, if he remains
dissatisfied with the firm's response, he may now refer his
complaint to the Financial Ombudsman Service and must do
so within six months.



general levy (in DISP) the annual fee raised from a firm under the rules to
fund a part agreed between the Financial Ombudsman
Service and the FSA of the Financial Ombudsman Service's
annual budget.

industry-block (in DISP) a grouping of firms by common business activity
for the purposes of calculating the general levy.

relevant business (in DISP) that part of a firm’s business which it conducts
with private individuals and which is subject to the
jurisdiction of the Financial Ombudsman Service as provided
for under in DISP 2.6  (To which activities do the rules
apply?) , measured by reference to the appropriate tariff-base
for each industry-block.

relevant complaint (1) (in DISP) a relevant existing complaint or a relevant new
complaint.

(2) (in REC) (as defined in section 299(2) of the Act
(Complaints about recognised bodies)) a complaint which the
FSA considers is relevant to the question of whether a
recognised body should remain a recognised body.



Annex D

Amendments to the Glossary arising from the making of
AUTH 5, SUP 13, SUP 14 and SERV

1. Insert the following definitions at the appropriate alphabetical position:

EEA Passport Rights
Regulations

the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (EEA Passport
Rights) Regulations 2001 (SI 2001/2511).

financial institution (in accordance with paragraph 5(c) of Schedule 3 to the Act
(EEA Passport Rights:  EEA firm) and article 1(5) of the
Banking Consolidation Directive (Definitions)) an undertaking,
other than a credit institution, the principal activity of which is
to acquire holdings or to carry on one or more of the listed
activities listed in points 2 to 12 of Annex I to the BCD, which
is a subsidiary of the kind mentioned in article 19 of the BCD
and which fulfils the conditions in articles 18 and 19 of the
BCD.

SERV the Special guide for service companies, forming part of the
Handbook.

2. Amend the following definition as shown below (underlining indicates new text):

permitted activity (1) (except in AUTH 5 and SUP 14) a regulated activity which a
firm has permission to carry on.

(2) (in AUTH 5 and SUP 14) an activity identified in a consent
notice, a regulator's notice or, where none is required, a notice
of intention.



Annex E

Amendments to the General provisions

1.  In paragraph 6 of the table of transitional provisions for GEN, delete the sentence which
starts "Transitional provisions in COB …".  

2.  In Schedule 4 to GEN:

(a) in paragraph 1(43), delete the full stop at the end;

(b) after paragraph 1(43), add:

"(44) article 15 of The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Transitional
Provisions) (Ombudsman Scheme and Complaints Scheme) Order 2001
(SI 2001/2326)

(45) the following articles of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Transitional Provisions, Repeals and Savings)(Financial Services
Compensation Scheme) Order 2001 (SI 2001/2967):

(a) articles 4(3) and 4(4) (Pending applications);

(b) article 6(2) (Post-commencement applications);

(c) articles 9(3) and 9(4) (Article 9 defaults occurring before
commencement);

(d) article 10(2) (Applications in respect of compulsory liability
insurance);

(e) article 12(3) (Applications under the new scheme);

(f) article 23 (Record keeping and reporting requirements relating to pre-
commencement acts)."

(c) renumber paragraph 7 as paragraph 8 and insert above it:

"7  GEN 2.1.8R is made by FOS Ltd in the exercise of its powers referred to in
Schedule 4 to DISP."



CONDUCT OF BUSINESS SOURCEBOOK (AMENDMENT) INSTRUMENT
2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority alters the Conduct of Business sourcebook in the
exercise of the powers listed in Schedule 4 to the Conduct of Business sourcebook
(Powers exercised).

B. The provisions of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act") relevant to
making rules and identified in paragraph A are specified for the purpose of section
153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement

C. This instrument comes into force immediately.

Amendment of the Conduct of Business sourcebook

D. The Conduct of Business sourcebook is amended as set out in Annex 1 to this
instrument.

E. The transitional rules in the Conduct of Business sourcebook are amended as set out
in Annex 2 to this instrument.

Citation

F. This instrument may be cited as the Conduct of Business Sourcebook (Amendment)
Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
20 September 2001

FSA 2001/31



ANNEX 1

Amendments to the Conduct of Business Sourcebook

In this Annex, where amendments are shown rather than described, underlining indicates new

text and striking through indicates deleted text.

COB 1.4 General application: where?

1. COB 1.4.3R (b) Amend as shown below:

COB 6.5, COB 6.7 and COB 6.8 (Content of key features, Cancellation and

withdrawal, Insurance contracts: life and general) but only in relation to long

term insurance business carried on with a customer habitually resident in the

United Kingdom; and

� if relevant, the provisions in (c)

Otherwise, COB applies in full

2. COB 1.4.3R (d) Amend as shown below:

Only the following apply:  

� COB 5.5.7R and COB 5.5.8R (Overseas business); and

� COB 6.5, COB 6.7 and COB 6.8 (Content of key features,
Cancellation and withdrawal, Insurance contracts - life and general) but

only in relation to long term insurance business carried on with a

customer habitually resident in the United Kingdom

COB 1.6 Application to stock lending activity, corporate finance business and oil
market participants

1. COB 1.6.4R Amend as shown below:

Corporate finance business

Chapter 3 Financial promotion, except COB 3.8.6G – COB 3.8.20G and

COB 3.9

COB 2.2 Inducements and soft commission

1. COB 2.2.7G In the heading to the table, delete "- joint marketing exercises".

2. COB 2.2.16R Delete from "If a firm" to "in writing of:" and replace with the following:



Before a firm enters into a client agreement authorising it to deal for a

customer, either directly or indirectly, with or through the agency of another

person, under a soft commission agreement which the firm has, or knows, or

ought reasonably to know, that another member of its group has, with that

other person, the firm must inform the customer in writing of:

3. COB 2.2.18R Delete from "If a firm" to "the firm must:" and replace with the following:

If a firm has, or knows, or ought reasonably to know, that another member of

its group has a soft commission agreement with another person under which

either the firm or that other member of its group deals for a customer, the

firm must:

COB 2.4 Chinese Walls
1. COB 2.4.4R Amend as shown below:

(1)….but only to the extent that the business of one of those parts involves

the carrying of designated investment business or related ancillary activities.

COB 3 Financial Promotion

1. COB 3.2.4R (2)(c) Amend as shown below:

(except where COB 3.2.3R applies) if the firm…..

2. COB 3.2.4R (3) Amend as shown below:

(except where COB 3.2.3R applies) if the firm…..

3. COB3 Ann 4G Table B Amend the following provision as shown below:

A direct offer financial promotion for a PEP or ISA transfer should

include details of the likely advantages and disadvantages of

transferring an existing PEP or ISA holding, including:

4. COB 3.1.5R Insert a new heading for COB 3.1.5R as follows:

Authorised professional firms

5. COB 3.3.4G Amend as shown below:

There is no need for a financial promotion which is indicated in COB

3.3.3 COB 3.3.1R to be outside the territorial scope of the application

of the chapter to be approved before being communicated by an



unauthorised person (because the restriction in section 21 of the Act

does not apply).

6. COB 3.5.6R (3) Amend as shown below:

a "recipient" of a communication is the person to whom the

communication is made or, in the case of a non-real time

communication financial promotion which is directed at persons

generally, any person who reads or hears the communication.

7. COB 3.8.7G Amend the heading for this provision as shown below:

Non-real time financial promotions: guidance on fair, clear clear, fair

and not misleading

8. COB 3.10.3R (2)(b) Delete the full stop at the end and replace with "; or".

9. COB 3.10.3R Insert the following new provision after COB 3.10.3R(2):

(3) the financial promotion:

(a) relates to a controlled activity to be carried on by an

authorised person or exempt person; and

(b) the only controlled investments involved or which

reasonably could be involved are:

(i) readily realisable securities (other than

warrants); and

(ii) generally marketable non-geared packaged

products.

COB 4.1 Client classification

1. COB 4.1.11E (1)(a)(i) Amend as shown below:

COB 3.9 (Direct offer financial promotions), COB 3.12.1

(Communication and approval of financial promotions of overseas or

an unauthorised person) and COB 3.13 (Additional requirements for

financial promotions for an overseas long-term insurer);



COB 5.7 Disclosure of charges, remuneration and commission

1. COB 5.7.5R Amend as shown below:

(1) Before effecting a transaction in a life policy with or for a private

customer, and subsequently on request of the private customer, a firm

must disclose to that private customer, in cash terms:

(a) except where the firm is an independent intermediary, any

remuneration payable by it or its associates to its employees or

agents; and

(b) any remuneration or commission receivable by it, in

connection with the transaction;

unless COB 5.7.9R or COB 5.7.10R apply applies.

(2) Before effecting a transaction in any other packaged product with or

for a private customer, orand subsequently on request of the private

customer, an independent intermediary or product provider must

disclose to that private customer, in cash terms:

(a) except where the firm is an independent intermediary, any

remuneration payable by it or its associates to its employees or

agents; and

(b) any remuneration or commission receivable by it, in connection

with the transaction;

unless COB 5.7.9R or COB 5.7.10R apply applies.

2. COB 5.7.17G (2)(d)(i) Add "or" at the end of this provision.

3. COB 5.7.17G (2)(d)(ii) Renumber this provision as (iii) and insert above it the following:

(ii)         for arranging this policy xyz Ltd expect to incur sales costs

of  £ …"; or

COB 6.3 Post–sale confirmation: life policies

1. COB 6.3.1R Amend as shown below:

COB 6.3 applies to a firm in accordance with COB 6.1.1R, in respect

of life policies.



COB 6.5 Content of key features and important information
1. COB 6.5.21G Amend as shown below:

A firm should set out the following information: The information

required by COB 6.5.20R should include:

COB 6.6  Projections

1. COB 6.6.34R (2) Amend as shown below:

The relevant premium must be accumulated to the projection date

at the rate of return for its class of business as detailed in COB

6.6.50R - COB 6.6.52R, subject to charges and expenses (as

described in COB 6.6.23R) and the cost of risk benefits.  The

intermediate projection rate need not be used for an existing contract.

2. COB 6.6.36R (2) Amend as shown below:

The relevant contribution must be accumulated to the projection

date at the rates of return for the relevant class of business as

detailed in COB 6.6.50R, subject to charges and expenses (as

described in COB 6.6.23R).  The intermediate rate of return need

not be used for an existing contract.

3. COB 6.6.81R Amend as shown below

Factor Formula
(1) (1+E)*[än

(12) + Dx+n/Dx * äx+n
(12)]

(2) (1+E)*[än
(12) + Dx+n/Dx * äx+n

(12)]
(3) (1+E)*[ay-ax:y]
(4) (1+E)*[äf

(12) + .045 0.45*(am-am:f)]
(5) (1+E)*[äf

(12) + 0.50*(am-am:f)]
(6) namely ax

(12) = ax + 13/24
(7) namely äx:t

(12) = 13/24 * äx:t + 11/24* ax:t

COB 6.9 With-Profits Guides
1. COB 6.9.4R (1) Amend as shown below:

not later than six months after its financial year end or, if later, two months

after the end of the lodgement period for annual regulatory returns, produce a

separate and self-contained guide for each with-profits fund that it maintains,

unless the fund is closed to new policyholders;



COB 7.1 Conflict of interest and material interest
1. COB 7.1.7G Amend as shown below:

When it is not practical for a firm to act in accordance with COB 7.1.6E, it

may demonstrate that it has taken reasonable steps to ensure fair treatment for

its private customers by relying on a policy of independence….

COB 7.9 Lending to private customers
1. COB 7.9.5R (2) Delete the full stop and replace it with "; or".

2. COB 7.9.5R Insert after COB 7.9.5R (2):

(3) a long-term insurer lends money or grants credit to a private

customer, or arranges for any other person to do so, in connection

with a life policy.

COB 8.1 Confirmation of transactions
1. COB 8.1.17E Amend as shown below:

Content of a confirmation of transaction - additional content relating to
transactions in units in a regulated collective investment scheme

1. If the firm is not the operator and the transaction was executed with the customer

by the firm as principal, that fact.

2. The name of the scheme and the type and number of units involved.

3. The amount of:

(a) the operator's initial charges if any (in cash or percentage terms), if any; and

(b) any charges (other than the initial charges) made by the firm to the customer

in respect of the transaction and, unless such charges to the customer are

made on the same basis, the basis on which the amount of the charges was

determined.
4. A statement that the price at which the transaction has been executed is on an

COB 9.3 General transactions
1. COB 9.3.105R (2) Amend as shown below:

the total contingent liability investment margined transaction requirement,

which is calculated in accordance with COB 9.3.115R.



2. COB 9.3.118G Amend the following provision as shown below:

The terms 'client equity balance' in COB 9.3.113R and 'firm's equity balance'

in COB 9.3.114R refer to cash values and do not include non-cash collateral

or other designated investments held in respect of a contingent liability

investment margined transaction.

COB 9.5 Client money distribution
1. COB 9.5.5R Amend as shown below:

A primary pooling event occurs:

(1) on the failure of the firm; or

(2) on the vesting of assets in a trustee in accordance with an 'assets

requirement' imposed under section 46 48 (1)(b) of the Act; or

COB 10.2 Application of general COB rules
1. COB 10.2.1R Amend as shown below:

An operator when it is undertaking scheme management activity:

(1) must comply with the rules specified in COB 10.2.5R as modified by

COB 10.2.3R and in COB 10.2.5R; and

(2) need not comply with any other rule in COB; and .

2. COB 10.2.2G Define "operator" as shown below:

Firms which are operators operators are reminded that under the Glossary:

COB 10.3 Modification of the allocation rule
1. COB 10.3.2G Amend the following provision as shown below:

COB 10.3.3E replaces COB 7.7.6E.  COB 10.3.3E modifies the general rule

on the timing of allocation (ie that is, COB 7.7.5R) to take into account the

kind of scheme in which no participant is a private customer.

COB 10.7 Periodic Statements for an unregulated collective investment scheme
1. COB 10.7.5R Before "if the participant has so requested", delete "(1)".



ANNEX 2

Amendments to the Transitional Rules

In this Annex, where amendments are shown rather than described, underlining indicates new

text and striking through indicates deleted text.

COB Table TR1: COB Transitional Provisions

1. 1.4 ETP2 R Delete the wording in columns (2) to (6) and insert "[deleted]" in column (4).

2. 1.5 ETP2 G In column (2), amend "ETP2" to "ETP1".

3. 1.13 ETP8 R (2) Delete the current wording and replace with the following:

(2) A pre-N2 firm which, before commencement, was an appointed

representative under the Financial Services Act 1986, but has now

become an authorised person, must, if it wishes to take advantage of

the transitional relief in (1), take reasonable steps to ensure that it

does not mislead customers as to its status as an authorised person in

any of the written material in (1).

4. 1.14 ETP8 G Number the existing text as (1) and insert below it the following:

 (2) A statement that the firm is a 'representative' of another firm is

unlikely, on its own to mislead.  But if written materials refer to the

firm as an appointed representative, reasonable steps under COB TR1

1.13 R (2) could include notifying the firm's private customers of the

change in its status to an authorised person; or modifying the firm's

existing stationery.

5. 2.3 TTP3 R Amend as shown below:

A pre-N2 firm will not contravene any of the provisions labelled TTP3 in

Table COB TR 2 to the extent that it is able to demonstrate that, on or after

commencement, it has provided its customers with a periodic statement

required by COB 8.2.4R (Requirement for a periodic statement) or a client

statement required by COB 9.1.59R (Production and despatch of client



statements) for the period in which commencement falls, in accordance with

the corresponding rules of its previous regulator.

6. 3.2 TSP2 R (1) Amend as shown below:

(1) Subject to (2) and (3), a pre-N2 firm will not contravene any of the

provisions in Table COB TR 2 labelled TSP2 to the extent that, on or

after commencement, it is able to demonstrate that it has continued to

use, or rely upon, terms of business (including a client agreement), or

a soft commission agreement, given to, or made with, a person before

the end of the transitional period in accordance with the

corresponding rule of its previous regulator.

7. 3.8 TSP6 R Number existing text as (1) and insert below it the following:

 (2) A pre-N2 firm will not contravene any of the provisions labelled TSP

in Table COB TR2 to the extent that it is able to demonstrate that, on

or after commencement, its auditors have provided its previous

regulator with written confirmation of the type required by COB

9.3.42R (2)(a) in accordance with the corresponding rule of its

previous regulator.

COB Table TR2: COB provisions to which transitional relief attaches

Amend those parts of the table that follow as shown:

COB Rule Rule Heading Label

ETP TTP TSP
Chapter 2  Rules which apply to all firms conducting designated

investment business

2.2 Inducements and soft commission
2.2.8R Requirements when using a soft commission

agreement

ETP1 TSP2

Chapter 3  Financial promotion (whole chapter) ETP1 TSP7

3.6 Confirmation of compliance
3.6.2R

3.6.3R

Withdrawing confirmation ETP1 TSP1

3.7 Records ETP1



COB Rule Rule Heading Label

ETP TTP TSP
3.8 Form and content of financial promotions ETP1
3.9 Direct offer financial promotions ETP1
3.10 Unsolicited real time financial promotions
3.10.1R Meaning of "solicited" and "unsolicited" real time ETP1
3.11 Unregulated collective investment schemes
3.11.4R Limited disapplication of this chapter ETP1
3.12 Communication and approval of financial promotions for an
3.12.2R No approval of real time financial promotions ETP1
3.12.3R Approval of financial promotions when not all the ETP1
3.13 Additional requirements for financial promotions for an
3.13.2R ETP1
3.13.3R ETP1
Annex 2R Contents of Enterprise Investment Scheme ETP1
Annex 3R Additional contents of Enterprise Investment Scheme ETP1
Annex 5R Permitted promotion of unregulated investment ETP1

Chapter 4  Accepting customers
4.1 Client classification (whole section) ETP3

4.2 Terms of business and client agreements with customers

(whole section)

ETP1 TSP2

Chapter 6  Product disclosure and the customers' right to cancel ETP1 TSP7

6.7 Cancellation and withdrawal (whole section) ETP1 TSP6

6.9 With-profits guides (whole section) TTP2

Chapter 7  Dealing and managing
Chapter 9  Client assets ( whole chapter) ETP5
9.1.59R Production and despatch of client statements ETP1

TTP1

9.1.60R

TTP1
9.1.61R

TTP1
9.1.78R ETP1 TSP6

9.3 Client money ETP7
9.3.42R TSP6
9.3.64(2)R ETP6 TSP6
9.3.138R TSP6
9.5 Client money distribution (whole section) ETP7



COB Rule Rule Heading Label

ETP TTP TSP
Chapter 10  Operators of collective investment schemes
10.3 Modification of the allocation rule
10.3.1R ETP1

10.4 Suitability of the portfolio of an unregulated collective

investment scheme

10.4.3R ETP1

10.7 Periodic statements for an unregulated collective investment

scheme (whole section)

ETP1 TTP3

10.7.2R The requirement to prepare and issue periodic ETP1
10.7.6R Record keeping requirements ETP1

COB Table TR3: Client classification provisions

1. 1.1R (2), (4), (6) and (8) Amend as shown below:

(2) If a firm before commencement classified an existing client, other than

another firm or overseas financial services institution, as a market

counterparty in accordance with the rules of its previous regulator, it will not

contravene a rule in the Handbook by treating the client as a market

counterparty, unless (3) applies.

(4) If a firm before commencement classified an existing client, other than

another firm or overseas financial services institution or a client within COB

TR1 1.6, as a non-private customer in accordance with the rules of its

previous regulator, it will not contravene a rule in the Handbook by treating

that client as an intermediate customer.

(6) If a firm before commencement classified an existing client, other than

another firm or overseas financial services institution, as a private customer

in accordance with the rules of its previous regulator, it will not contravene a

rule in the Handbook by treating that client as a private customer.

(8) If a firm before commencement classified an existing client, other than

another firm or overseas financial services institution, as an ordinary business

investor in accordance with the rules of its previous regulator, it will not



contravene a rule in the Handbook by treating that client as an intermediate

customer.



TRAINING AND COMPETENCE SOURCEBOOK

(AMENDMENT) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority amends the Training and Competence Sourcebook in
the exercise of the following powers and related provisions in the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (the "Act"):

(1) section 138 (General rule-making power)

(2) section 150(2) (Actions for damages)

(3) section 156 (General supplementary powers).

B. The provisions of the Act relevant to rules and listed above are specified for the purpose
of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement

C. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19 of
the Act (The general prohibition) comes into force.

Amendments to the Training and Competence Sourcebook

D. The Training and Competence Sourcebook is amended in accordance with the Annex to
this instrument.

Citation

E. This instrument may be cited as the Training and Competence Sourcebook (Amendment)
Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
20 September 2001

FSA 2001/32



ANNEX

1. For TC Transitional Provision 5 substitute the following:

(1) (2)

Material to

which the

transitional

provision

applies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional

provision:

dates in force

(6)

Handbook

provision:

coming into

force

5 TC 2 R (1) TC 2 does not apply to an ex-
section 43 firm in respect of
activities for which it would
have been an exempted person
under section 43 of The
Financial Services Act 1986
before commencement.

From
commencement
for 24 months

commence-
ment



MARKET CONDUCT SOURCEBOOK (AMENDMENT NO 2) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised
A. The Financial Services Authority alters MAR 2 (Price stabilising rules) and MAR 3

(Inter-professional conduct) in the exercise of the following powers and related
provisions in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000:

(1) section 138 (General rule–making power);

(2) section 144 (Price stabilising rules);

(3) section 145 (Financial promotion rules);

(4) section 150(2) (actions for damages); and

(5) section 156 (General supplementary powers).

Commencement
B. This instrument comes into force immediately.

Amendment of Price stabilising rules
C. MAR 2 is amended by the insertion of the following heading above MAR 2.1.9R:

"Rights of action for damages".

D. MAR 2 is amended by the deletion of the following wording in MAR 2.1.9R:

“price stabilising”

Amendment of Inter-professional conduct
E. MAR 3 is amended by the insertion of the following after MAR 3.1.4R:

“Rights of action for damages

3.1.5 R              “A contravention of the rules in MAR 3 does not give rise to a right of
action by a private person under section 150 of the Act (and each of the rules in this
instrument is specified under section 150(2) of the Act as a provision giving rise to no
such right of action.)"

Destinations
F. MAR is amended by the deletion of the following text:

“The rules in MAR can be waived by the FSA under section 148 of the Act
(modification or waiver of rules), except for:

MAR 2.1.1(2)R (Application)

MAR 2.X.XR (Actions for damages)

MAR 3.1.5R (Actions for damages)”

FSA 2001/33



Citation
G. This instrument may be cited as the Market Conduct Sourcebook (Amendment)

Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
20 September 2001



MARKET CONDUCT SOURCEBOOK (AMENDMENT NO 3) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the rules and gives the guidance in the Annex
to this instrument (MAR 4 (Endorsement of the Takeover Code)) in the exercise of the
following powers and related provisions in the Act:

(1) section 138 (General rule-making power) 

(2) section 143 (Endorsement of codes etc.)

(3) section 157(1) (Guidance).  

Commencement

B. This instrument comes into force immediately.

 
Amendment of schedules

C. In schedule 4 (Powers exercised), insert the following after “Section 138 (General rule-
making power)”

“Section 143 (Endorsement of codes etc.)”.

D. In schedule 5 (Rights of action for damages), insert the following at the end of the table:

Chapter/
Appendix

Section/
Annex

Paragraph For Private
Person?

Removed For other 
person?

MAR 4

(all rules)

Yes No No

Amendment of Derivations

E. The table of derivations is amended by the insertion of the following at the end of the
table:

FSA 2001/34



Ch/App S/Ann P Subject Source Reference

MAR 4 3 1 R Further support of the
Takeover Panel’s
functions

FSA
rules
and SFA
rules

Financial Services
(Conduct of
Business) Rules
1990, rule 2.12(1)

SFA rule 5-48(1)

MAR 4 3 5 R Further support of the
Takeover Panel’s
functions

SFA
rules

SFA rule 5-48(2)

Amendment of destinations

F. The table of destinations is amended by the insertion of the following at the end of the
table:

Source reference Subject Module Ch/App S/Ann P

Financial Services
(Conduct of
Business) Rules
1990, rule 2.12(1)
and SFA rule
5.48(1)

Further support of the
Takeover Panel’s
functions

MAR 4 3 1 R

Financial Services
(Conduct of
Business) Rules
1990, rule 2.12(2)
and SFA rule
5.48(2)

Further support of the
Takeover Panel’s
functions

MAR 4 3 5 R

Citation

G. This instrument may be cited as the Market Conduct Sourcebook (Amendment No 3)
Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
20 September 2001



ANNEX
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INTERIM PRUDENTIAL SOURCEBOOK FOR FRIENDLY SOCIETIES
(AMENDMENT) INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority amends the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Friendly
Societies in the exercise of the following powers and related provisions in the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act"):

(a) section 138 (general rule making power);

(b) section 141 (insurance business rules);
 
(c) section 150(2) (actions for damages);

(d) section 156 (general supplementary powers);

(e) section 157 (guidance); and

(f) section  340 (appointment of auditors and actuaries).

FSA 2001/35
B. The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed above are specified for the
purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

C. This instrument comes into force immediately.

D. IPRU(FSOC) is amended in accordance with the Annex to this instrument.

E. This instrument may be cited as the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Friendly Societies
(Amendment) Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
20 September 2001



ANNEX

1.  Delete rule 3.2 (Audit of systems and records).

2.  For paragraph C6(a) of Attachment C to Annex 3 substitute:

“adequacy of resources, including number, experience and skills of those providing

inspection services. There may be areas (eg computer audit) for which specific skills may

need to be obtained from an external source.  A friendly society’s auditors would not

normally be expected to provide such inspection services, as there is potential for a

conflict of interest to arise;”

3.  For rule 4.11 substitute:

“Except for rule 4.24, which applies to all friendly societies, the remaining rules in this

chapter do not apply to non-directive friendly societies.”

4.  For the rider to paragraph 4 of Annex 3, Part I substitute:

“These requirements are intended to form a sound basis for the control of friendly

societies’ businesses and the protection of policyholders’ funds. The requirements of rule

3.1 apply to friendly societies and registered branches.”

5.  For paragraph 30 of Annex 3, Part I substitute:

“As explained in 2 the committee of a friendly society is required to send a statement of

opinion to the FSA every year stating whether the friendly society has complied with the

requirements of rule 3.1 and in the case of a friendly society with registered branches,

stating whether its branches have complied with the requirements.”

6.  For paragraph 31 of Annex 3, Part II substitute:

“13 to 15 of, and Annex B to, Appendix 4 includes specific provisions with respect to

derivative contracts and contracts or assets having the effect of derivative contracts. This

includes provisions restricting those contracts which may be counted as assets for the



purposes of determining a directive friendly society’s required margin of solvency. Annex

7 refers to Guidance Note 4.2 in IPRU(INS) which discusses valuation issues surrounding

the use of derivative contracts. That Annex also draws attention to the need for the

committee and management of a society which uses derivative contracts to have sufficient

understanding of the nature and risks of the contracts it uses to ensure there are effective

systems in place to monitor the use of derivatives.”



INTERIM PRUDENTIAL SOURCEBOOK FOR INSURERS (AMENDMENT)
INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority amends the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Insurers
in the exercise of the following powers and related provisions in the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act"):

(a) section 138 (general rule making power);

(b) section 141 (insurance business rules);
 
(c) section 150(2) (actions for damages);

(d) section 156 (general supplementary powers);

(e) section 157 (guidance); and

(f) section  340 (appointment of auditors and actuaries).

FSA 2001/36
B. The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed above are specified for the
purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

C. This instrument comes into force immediately.

D. IPRU(INS) is amended:

(1) in accordance with Annex A to this instrument; 

(2) by suspending DAA14 in volume 3 until 1 June 2002; and

(3) by adding DAA15 (as set out in Annex B to this instrument) at the end of volume 3
for temporary period until 31 May 2002.

E. This instrument may be cited as the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Insurers
(Amendment) Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
20 September 2001



Annex A

1.  For part (a) of the definition of participation in rule 11.1 substitute the following:

“(a)  the holding of a participating interest within the meaning of section 421(2) of the Act;

or”

2.  For rule 10.(2)(4) substitute the following:

“(4)  The declaration required by (1):

(a) must be made in writing and deposited with the FSA at the same time
as the documents required by rules 9.3 and 9.4; 

(b) must be signed  by the persons described in rule 9.33(1)(a); and

(c) must include a statement from the auditors that, in their opinion, it has

been properly compiled in accordance with rule 10.2 from information

provided to the insurer by other members of the insurance group and from the

insurer’s own records.”

3.  For part (b) of the definition of long-term insurance business amount in rule 11.1

substitute the following:

“(b) such other amount as the insurer may select not exceeding the value of its assets

(other than general insurance business assets if the insurer is a general insurer and

excluding reinsurance recoveries and assets required to match property linked liabilities)

in accordance with the Valuation of Assets Rules,”

4.  For the first paragraph of the definition of contract for differences in rule 11.1 substitute

the following:

“a contract for differences or any other contract the purpose or pretended purpose of which

is to secure a profit or avoid a loss by reference to fluctuations in-”



5.  For the last paragraph of the definition of non-directive insurer in rule 11.1 substitute the

following:

“whose insurance business is limited to that described in paragraphs (1) to (7)”

6.  For rule 10.1 substitute the following:

“10.1  This chapter applies to an insurer (other than a pure reinsurer) that is a subsidiary

undertaking of an ultimate insurance parent undertaking and whose head office is in the

United Kingdom.”



Direct line:  
Local fax:  
Email: 

10 September 2001

Our Ref: DAA15

Your Ref:

Dear Appointed Actuary

Resilience Test

As you will be aware, Regulation 75 of the determination of liability regulations in the
Insurance Companies Regulations 1994 requires prudent provision to be made against the
effects of possible future changes in the value of assets on the adequacy of these assets to
meet the liabilities. This regulation is being carried forward, from 1 December 2001, in Rule
5.17 of the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Insurers.

Guidance on how Appointed Actuaries should interpret this regulation has, in the past, been
given in letters from the Government Actuary, which give advice on how this so-called
‘resilience test’ should be applied. These letters explain that actuaries should consider a range
of possible financial conditions in the future, and the extent to which the solvency margin
should be viewed as sufficient to enable the office to meet its liabilities in such
circumstances. The present guidance is in the Government Actuary’s letter (DAA14) dated
14 May 2000. 

This concept of resilience testing is of course fully consistent with the proposed new regime
for all financial institutions, as set out in our recent consultation document on the Integrated
Prudential Sourcebook, CP97. This document envisages that there should be appropriate
judgement by each firm of the financial scenarios to be considered for this purpose, taking
account of the nature of the assets and liabilities of the firm as well as perceptions of potential
market movements. Accordingly, we consider that this element of the guidance is the key
aspect on which attention should now be focused. 

The Financial Services Authority is authorised to exercise functions of the
Treasury under insurance legislation, pursuant to the Contracting Out
(Functions in Relation to Insurance) Order  1998



The present guidance sets out three specific possible future scenarios, each of which should
be tested by the actuary in his or her resilience test. These scenarios have been developed and
modified over the last ten years to reflect changing perceptions of the range of investment
scenarios that could arise, and changes to the regulations. Since we are now operating in a
low inflationary environment in which a significant rise in interest rates on fixed interest
securities is considerably less likely, the FSA considers that the test set out in the present
scenario three appears unrealistic. (In the possible converse scenario, the present rules for
valuing liabilities do of course already make proper allowance for possible falls in the yield
on fixed-interest securities.)

Accordingly, in the light of all the above considerations, the FSA has decided that the
guidance should be modified and simplified so that, in place of the present recommended set
of scenarios for the resilience test, the actuary should, as a minimum, consider the scenario of
a fall in the value of equities of the greater of

(a) 25%, subject to the fall being restricted to such as would not produce a P/E
ratio on the FTSE Actuaries All Share Index lower than 75% of the inverse of
the long term gilt yield (as defined in regulation 69 of the Insurance
companies Regulations 1994 and rule 5.11 of the Interim Prudential
Sourcebook for Insurers), and

(b) 10%.

At the same time, the actuary should make the prudent assumption that company earnings
might fall by 10% (shortly after the above fall in equity values), but that dividends would
remain unaltered when assessing the corresponding rate of interest at which the liabilities
should be valued.

The actuary would then be expected to apply his or her own professional judgement in
considering the level of changes in the value of other types of investment held by the insurer
for the purpose of this resilience test. Naturally the prudence concept must be paramount.
Reductions in fixed interest yields, and/or the reversion of the current yield curve to a more
normal shape, are among the obvious possibilities.  

The actuary should also take account of the nature of the assets and liabilities. For example
the actuary to an insurer which has only unit linked business, some of which carries a
guaranteed annuity rate, should not necessarily assume equity values fall in applying tests for
lower fixed interest rates. Indeed actuaries to such insurers should consider their resilience to
a rise in equity values combined with falling interest rates.   

The above text replaces with immediate effect the guidance in the Government Actuary’s
letter DAA14. This guidance is also given under section 157 of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 and, on a temporary basis until 31 May 2002, replaces that contained in the
Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Insurers as DAA14 in Volume 3. After 31 May 2002, this
guidance will lapse or (following consultation) become permanent guidance.  This temporary



guidance has been given without consultation because the FSA considers that the delay
involved in consulting would be prejudicial to the interests of consumers.  The FSA will
make a further announcement about this guidance when it is appropriate to do so. In the
meantime, the FSA expects actuaries to apply the above principles when monitoring and
assessing the ongoing financial condition of their firms.  

We would also of course expect that actuaries will continue to investigate a wide range of
possible future investment scenarios for the purpose of reporting to their boards on their
stress testing of the firm. As I am sure you will be aware, we are likely to ask to see a copy of
these reports from time to time as part of our ongoing supervision of firms.

Yours sincerely

T  W   Hewitson
Head of Actuarial Department
Financial Services Authority



AUTHORISATION MANUAL (AMENDMENT) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority alters the Authorisation manual in the exercise of
the following powers in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act"):

(1) paragraph 5(4) of Schedule 4 (Treaty Rights: Notice to Authority) (and sections
51(3) and (6) (Applications under this Part));

(2) section 157(1) (Guidance).

Commencement

B. This instrument comes into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19 of
the Act (The general prohibition) comes into force.

Amendment of the Authorisation manual

C. The Authorisation manual is amended by inserting, after AUTH 4, the provisions in
the Annex to this instrument.

D. Schedule 2 to the Authorisation manual (Notification requirements) is amended by
inserting the following new row as the penultimate row of the table:

AUTH
5.3.9D

Intention of incoming
Treaty firm to carry on a
regulated activity in the
United Kingdom

Matters relevant to
the notice as
indicated in the
application pack

Intention to carry
on a regulated
activity

At least seven
days in advance

E. Schedule 4 to the Authorisation manual (Powers exercised) is amended by inserting at
the end "Paragraph 5(4) of Schedule 4 (Treaty Rights: Notice to Authority).".

Citation

F. This instrument may be cited as the Authorisation Manual (Amendment) Instrument
2001.

By order of the Board
20 September 2001

FSA 2001/37



Annex
AUTH 5 (Qualifying for authorisation under the Act)



SUPERVISION MANUAL (AMENDMENT NO 2) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority alters the Supervision manual in the exercise of the
following powers and related provisions in the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000 (the "Act"):

(1) section 59 (Approved persons)

(2) section 138 (General rule-making powers);

(3) Section 156 (General supplementary powers);

(4) section 157(1) (Guidance);

(5) section 340 (Appointment);

(6) paragraph 19 of Schedule 3 (EEA Passport Rights: Establishment);

(7) paragraph 20 of Schedule 3 (EEA Passport Rights: Services).

B. The provisions of the Act listed above (other than section 157(1)) are specified for the
purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement

C. This instrument comes into force as follows:

(1) the provisions in Annexes A, B, C and D to this instrument: at the beginning of
the day on which section 19 of the Act (The general prohibition) comes into force;

(2) the remainder of this instrument: immediately.

Amendment of the Supervision manual

D. SUP is amended as follows:

(1) after SUP 4, insert the provisions in Annex A to this instrument;

(2) after  SUP 12, insert the provisions in Annex B to this instrument;

(3) after  SUP 15.7, insert the provisions in Annex C to this instrument; 

(4) in SUP 16, insert the provisions in Annex D to this instrument;

(5) SUP is amended in accordance with Annex E to this instrument.

Citation

FSA 2001/38



E. This instrument may be cited as the Supervision Manual (Amendment No 2)
Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
20 September 2001
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�(( �# ��� ��� !������	 
� 	����� ���	��	% !	�� �� �����)%�

�������

����� ��� �����	� �# ��	 ������� 	 �� *&� ����	
�� �� ��� ����� �	� �# ��� ��'�� �
	����� �(( �# ��� ��� !������	 
� 	����� ���	��	%�  ��� �����	� 	 ��	� �� $���
����� ��+���* � ���� �� ������ ������ ���&	��	 � �	 �������� '�� � �������
�����
 ��� �� *&� �			����� �� � ������� �����
�  ���	� ����� ��� ��	*��� �� ��	���
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%�� &�� 
� ��'����	 �� ���(�	� � ������)

����� -���� 	����� �(( �# ��� ��� !������	 
� 	����� ���	��	%" ��� ��� $��" 
� *&�* �
'����� �����" ��+��� ��� �# ��� #����'�* �����
� �� ���&�� � '�� � ������ 
� �
������� �����
�

!�%  � ����.

!�% ��� ����� ������ �# ��� ������ �����.

!/% � �	��
������ �# '��� ��� ���� 	 � ������.
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 '�� ��	 �� ��� ����&��� �$� 
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 #����* '��� !�%" !�% ��
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��� �����		
 � ������ ����� � ���	��� ���� ��"�(

��� ������ �� ��� ��� �+ ������	 �������

������ ��/� 1���� �� ���
�	� �# 	����� ���	��	

����� ��� ������$��� �# � ������� �����
 �� ������� � ������ ����� 	����� �(( �# ���
��� !������	 
� 	����� ���	��	% 	 ��� �# ��� ����� ��*������� ����	� ��� ���� $��

� �	���

!�% #�� ��*��	�� �����	�	" �� ����#�" �		�		 ��� $��	��� �	�	.

!�% #�� $������* �����	�	" �� ����� ��� ��&����$��� �# ����#�� �	�	" '����&��
���	� ��	�.

!/% � ��� �����2� �# ���&�����&� �����" �� �$� �� ������ ����#�� �	�	 ��� 	�
���&��� ���$ #��$ ���	����	�* �� �����	�*. ���

!0% #�� ��$���� �����" �� ��	���� �� �	�	 '��� ���� ��&� ���	����	���

�� � ��� �) *&�	 �2�$���	 �# ����$	�����	 � '��� ��� ��� $�� �	� ���
������� �����
� �����

����� ��� ���	�� �� ��+��� � ������ 
� � ������� �����
 '�� ���$���� 
� ���$���� 
� �
	���#� ��+���$��� #�� �#��$����" �����		 �# �#��$����" �		�		$��� �# �
	������ �� �2���� ��&�� �� ����$$�������	�  3� '�� �	����� 
� ���� �# ��� �	�
$�*���� ���*��$$� ������
�� �� � ����" �� ��� ��	��� �# �� �&��� �� ��&����$���
������* �� ����&��� �� � ����" �� ���$���� 
� � ���� #�� &��#����� �# �#��$����
���&��� �� ��� ����

����� 4��� $���* ��� ���	�� �� ��+��� � ������ 
� � ������� �����
" ��� ��� '�� ��&�
��*���" �� � ��	�5
�5��	� 
�		" �� ��� ����&��� #�����	�  ���	� ��� ����� �� �������

!�% ����$	�����	 ������* �� ��� �����

!�% ��������&� ����	 �&���
��" ������* ����� 	�������� ��'��	.

!/% ��*�� ��� ���������� ���	�������	.

!0% ��� �
6���&�	 �# ��� ����� ��+���	.

!�% ��	� ���	�������	. ���

!(% ���	�������	 ������* �� ��� ��	�����	�

�� ��/�0) �� �� ��/���) *&� #������ *������ �� ���	� �	��� #�����	�

����* 7���$	�����	 ������* �� ��� #�$

��� ��� '�� ��&� ��*��� �� ����$	�����	 ������* �� ��� ����" #�� �2�$����

!�% ������� �# ��� ����� '������ ��� ���� 	 
��* ��������&�.
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��� �����		
 � ������ ����� � ���	��� ���� ��"�)

!�% �	���� �# 	$��� 		��	� '������ 	$��� 		��	 ��&� ��	�� � ��� ��	� ���" # 	�"
'������ �$��� �������&� ����� '�	 �����.

!/% +����� �# � ������ 	�	��$	 ��� ������	� '������ ��� ��� ��	 ���#����� ���� ���
���� ��	 ��� �
��� �� ���&�� ��� ��+���� �#��$����.

!0% �
6���&��� '������ ��� ��� ��	 ���#����� � ��� ������ '���*��		 ��� �
���
�� ���&�� �� �
6���&� ������.

!�% ���#���	 �# �����	�� '������ ��� 	�
6��� $����� �# ��� ��+���	 �� ��� ������
�&��&�	 ������ �� �������� $	������� ��� � '���� 
� ����������� #�� ���
��� �� ���� �� ��� ���� �	��# �� ��+��� ��� ��� $�����. ���

!(% ���'���*� �� �2����	� �&���
�� �� ��� ����� '������ � '���� 
� ����������
�� �&��&� � ���� ����� '�� ��� ��+���� �������� �2����	��

���������(� ����� �(����
��, �����	��- ����� ��������� ��$���

����� ��� ��� '�� ��&� ��*��� �� ��������&� ����	 ���� $�� 
� �&���
��" ������* #��
�2�$����

!�% �
����* '��� 	 ��+���� '����� �	�* 	���#� 	�������� ��'��	 !#�� �2�$���"

� � &	� 
� ��� 	��## �� � ��+��	� #�� �#��$���� �� �� �#��$�� 
�		%.

!�% ��+���* �#��$���� #��$ ����� ��� �����	" ������* ������	�* �� �*��� ��
��+��� �#��$����" ����� 	����� �(� �# ��� ��� !��������,	 ��'�� �� ��+���
�#��$����%.

!/% �������* �&�	�*����	 �� ����� ��� *������ �&�	�*����	 ����� 	����� �(8 �#
��� ��� !������$��� �# ���	��	 �� ����� ��� *������ �&�	�*����	% !	�� ���
��� #�� ��� ����� ����� �� ��� �	� �# ��	 ��'��%. ���

!0% �������* �&�	�*����	 �� ����� ��� �&�	�*����	 � ��������� ��	�	 �����
	����� �(9 �# ��� ��� !������$��� �# ���	��	 �� ����� ��� �&�	�*����	 �
��������� ��	�	% !	�� ��� ��� #�� ��� ����� ����� �� ��� �	� �# ��	 ��'��%�

.�-�� ��	 �����	���� �����	��������

����/ ��� ��� '�� ��&� ��*��� �� ��*�� ��� ���������� ���	�������	 ������*�

!�% 	�������� ��'��	� '������ ��� �# ��� ����� �&���
�� 	�������� ��'��	 	 $���
���������� #�� ��� �����	� ���� ��� ��'�� � 	����� �(( �# ��� ��� !������	

� 	����� ���	��	%.

!�% 	�
	�+���� ��������*	� '������ � 	 ��	��
�� �� �
��� �� ���������&� ���
���������� ������ #�� �	� � ��� 	�
	�+���� ��������*	. ���

!/% ��������� �# ��� �	
����� ������ '������ � 	 $������� ���� ��� ����&���
����� � ��� �	
����� 	����� �����" #�� �2�$��� �� ������ '��� �
�*�	 ���
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����1 ��� ��� '�� ��&� ��*��� �� ��� �
6���&�	 �# �	 ��+���	" ��� ��� �����&�
�##���&���		 �# �	 �&���
�� ��'��	 �� ����&� ���	� �
6���&�	�  ��� �2�$����

!�% �	���� �#��$���� �� �&������ # ��� �
6���&�	 ��� �$��� �� *������*
�	���� �#��$����" �� �&����� #�� �����$��* '������ ��#����$��� �����
$�� 
� ����������" ��� ����� �#��$���� *������* ��� �&�	�*���� ��'��	
����� 	�����	 �(� !��������,	 ��'�� �� ��+��� �#��$����%" �(8
!������$��� �# ���	��	 �� ����� ��� *������ �&�	�*����	% ��� �(9
!������$��� �# ���	��	 �� ����� ��� �&�	�*����	 � ��������� ��	�	% �# ���
��� ��� ����� �� 
� $��� ���������� ���� ��� 	����� �(( ��'�� !������	 
�
	����� ���	��	%. ���

!�% �2���� �����		 �� ����$$�������	� # ��� �
6���&�	 ������ �
����* �2����
�����		 �� ����$$�������	 !�� 
���% #�� ��*��	��" $������*" ���&�����&�
�� ��$���� �����	�	" ��� 	����� �(( ��'�� !������	 
� 	����� ���	��	% $��

� �� ���������� ��'�� �� �	�" �	���� �#" �� � ���6������ '��" ��� �����
����� �&���
�� ��'��	�

2��� �����	��������

����3 3� ���������� '�� �	 *������ ����� ��� ��� '�� ��&� ��*��� �� ��� +��	��� �#
��	�" '��� 	 ����������� �������� � ������� �� ������� �����
� 
����	��

!�% # ��� ��� �	�	 ��� 	����� �(( ��'�� !������	 
� 	����� ���	��	% ��� ���� '��
������" ��� '�� ��&� �� ��� #�� ��� 	��&��	 �#" ��� ������� �����
.

!�% # ��� ��� �	�	 �	 ����� �#��$���� *������* ��� �&�	�*���� ��'��	" � '��
����� ������	� �� ������ �	 �'� 	��## �� ��������� ��� �#��$���� *������*
�� �&�	�*���� !�� 
���%" �� � '�� ��� #�� ��� 	��&��	 �# �2������ ��$������
���	��	 �� �� 	�. � ����� ��	� ��� ��	�	 '�� 
� ����&���� ����� ��� ���,	
*������ #�� 	���$��

����4 3� ��&�* ��*��� �� ��� ��	� $�������	 �# �	�* ��� 	����� �(( ��'�� !������	 
�
	����� ���	��	% ��������&� �����	 !	��� �	 &	�	% �� ����� ��'��	" ��� ��� '��
���� ��� ������� ����&��� #�����	" ������*�

!�% '������ ��� ���� $�� ���&� 	�$� 
���#� #��$ ��� '��� ������ ��� ���
����$$�������	 $��� 
� ��� ������� �����
" #�� �	����� � 
�����
�����	�����* �# �	 
�	��		 ��� �	 �	� ���#��" �� ��� �������� �# �	
�#��$���� 	�	��$	" �� $���&�$���	 �� �	 	�	��$	 ��� �������	.

!�% '������ ��� '��� �� 
� ������ ��� 
� ��� ������� �����
 	 '��� ���� 	�����
���	���
�� ��&� 
��� ������ ��� 
� ��� ����" �� 
� ���	��	 �	������� 
� ���
���� �� �	 �'� ����&�. #�� �	����� � ��$������ ��&�' �� ��� ��&����$���
�# ��' 	�	��$	.

!/% '������ ��� ������ ������5�����* ��� $���*�$��� �#��$���� 	�	��$	 ���
���� ����

!�% ��� ��+���� �#��$���� ��� ������
�� ��� ��� ������ �&���
��. ��

!
% �� �����		 �# ��� ��+���� �#��$���� ������ ������ 
� ���#��$��
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������ ��0� ������$���
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"���� �+ ������

��*�� ��� ��� '�� 	��� � ����� � '���* ��+���* ��� �����
 � �� �����) �� ���&��
� ������ 
� � ������� �����
 �� ��� $����� # � 	 ���	���
�� ��+���� � ���������
'�� ��� �2���	� �# �	 #������	 ���#����� 
� �� ����� ��� ����  ��� ��� $��
��+��� ��� ������ �� 
� � '����&�� #��$ � 	���#�	 � ��� ����� !�� � ��� �)
	�$$��	�	 ��� ������$��� ��� �������* �����		�	%�

��*�� �	 ���� �# ��� ���	�� $���* �����		 ��� ��� '�� ���$���� ������� ��� �����
 �
�� �����) �� �	��		 �	 ����	 
�#��� #���	�* �	 ���	�� �� ��+��� � ������ 
� �
������� �����
� ��	 '�� ���&�� �� ���������� #�� �	��		�� �
��� ���
������$���" '������ �� ��������&� $���	 �# �
����* ��� �#��$���� '���� 
�

�����" '��� ��� 	���� �# � ������ 	����� 
�" '�� 	����� 
� ��������" ��� ���
����� ��	��

��*�� ��� ��� '�� *&� '����� ���#����� �� ��� �����
 � �� �����) �# ��� �����	� �#
��� ������" �	 	����" ��� �$���
�� #�� ��$������ ��� ��� ����� ����&��� $�����	�
��� ��� '�� 	���� ��� $�����	 '��� ��� ������ 	 �� ������ �	 '��� �	 ���
��+���$���	 �	 �� ��� ������,	 #��$���  ��� �2�$���" � ������ �� �������	 $�� 
�
��+���� �� �����		 ��� �	�	" ��� �������	 ��� ��� ������� ��&���$����  ��� ���
�������	 $�������� �� ����� 
��* � �$���
�� #�� ���� ������ ��� �� ��� �������
�����
" '�� ��� ���������� �# ��� �����
 � �� �����)" �����* �� ����
�$���
���

��*�* ��� '����� ���#����� � �� ��0�/) $�� 
� �������� �� #����'�� 
� � �	��		��
�# ��� ����� ��+���$���	 ��� ��� ���	��	 #�� ���$� ��	 $�� �&��&� ��� ���" ���
�����
 � �� �����) ��� ��� ���	�� '�� ��	 
���" �� 	 �2������ �� 
�" ��������
�	 ��� ������� �����
�  ��� ��� ����*�	�	 ���� ����� '�� ���$���� 
� &���� �
�����* �	��		��	 �&��&�* ��� ������� �����
 �� ��	 	��*�� ���	� �	��		��	 $��
������ �����	 # �����������

��*�� ��� ��� '�� '	� �� ������� ��� �	��		�� '�� ��� ����" �	 ������� �����
 ���
��� �����	 '��� � �$�	���� ���������� �� ��� ����$	�����	 �# ��� ��	��

�������&��� �������

��*�/ ��� ������� �����
 	 �������� 
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��� �����		
 � ������ ����� � ���	��� ���� ��(���

!�% # ��� ��� �����	 �� ��$���� ��� ������� �����
 '�� 	 �� $��� ��� ������" �
'�� ���#� ��� �����
 � �� �����) �������*��. ���

!�% ��������&���" # ��� ��� 	 ������� �� �����&� � ������� �����
 	������� 
� ���
�����
 � �� �����)" � '�� ���#� ��� ������ �����
 �# ���� #����

��� ��� $�� *&� ��� �����
 � �� �����) � 	�����	� #��$ '��� �� ����	��

��*�1 � ������� �����
 $�	� ������ �� ��� ��� �� ��&� ��� 	���	 ����		��� �� $��� �
������ �� ��� $����� ����������  � ������� �����
 $�� 
� �� ����������" ��'���"
	���	�� �� �����
 '�� ����&��� 
�	��		" �������� �� ��������*��� 	���	�

��*�3 4��� ���	����* '������ �� ��$���� �� �����&� � ������� �����
 �� $��� �
������" ��� ��� '�� ��&� ��*��� �� ��� ����$	�����	 �# ��� ��	�" ������* '������
��� �����	�� ������� �����
 ������	 �� ��&��

!�% ��� 	���	 ����		��� �� $��� � ������ �� ��� $����� ���������.

!�% ��� �
��� �� ��$����� ��� ������ '��� ��� �$� �2������ 
� ��� ���.

!/% ��� ����&��� 	�����	�� ���'���*�" #�� �	����� �# ��� �����
 � �� �����)"
��� ���� �# 
�	��		 ������ �� 
� ��� �����
 � �� �����)" �� ��� $����� �� 
�
�������� ��.

!0% ��� ���#�		���� �##����� �� �������� ���#��� �# �����	� � ��&�'�* ���
$�����	 �� 
� �������� ��" #�� �	����� 
����	� ��� $�����	 �� 
� �������� ��
$�� �&��&� +��	���	 ��#�����* �� ��� +����� �� ����
��� �# '��� ���&��	��
������ ��� 
� ��� �����	�� ������� �����
. ���

!�% ����*� ������$���" 
����* � $�� ��� ���	���		 �# �� �2	��* ���#�		���� ��
��$$����� �������	��" �� *&� �� �
6���&� ����� �� $�����	 	��� �	�

!�% $�����	 ������� �������� �� 
� ��� ������� �����
 !#�� �2�$���" �� ���
#������ 	����$���	 �# ��� �����
 � �� �����) �� � ������� �� ����
	�	��$	 ��� �������	%.

!
% $�����	 ���� ��� ����� �� 
� ���������	 ��� $�� ��	��� � �	������� ��
����� ��#����$��� ����� �*��	� ��� �����
 � �� �����)" �	
$���*�$���" ��	��������� �� ��
��������. ��

!�% $�����	 ���� ��� ������� �����
 ��	 
��� �&��&�� �" � ������� ������� !#��
�2�$���" '��� � ������� �����
 ��	 
��� �&��&�� � ��&�����* ��
�#��$���� 	�	��$ � $�� ��� 
� ���������� #�� �$ �� ���&�� �
	�
	�+���� ����� �� ��� ���+���� �# ��� 	�	��$%�

��*�4 3� ���������� ����$	�����	" � $�� 
� ��	� �##���&� #�� ��� ��� �� ��$���� ��
�����&� ��� ������$��� �# � ������� �����
 '�� ��	 ���&��	�� ����� #��" ��
��&	��" ��� �����
 � �� �����)�  ��� �2�$���" ��� ��� $�� ��$����" ��
�����&� ��� ������$��� �#" ��� ������ �# � �����
 � �� �����) �� ������� �
������ ����* ��� �������" '���� ����&���" ��� ���	�������	 	�� ��� � ��
��0�8)�

��������- �������

��*��5 ��� ��� '�� ���$���� ��+��� ��� �����
 � �� �����) �� ������ � ������� �����

�� ������ �� ��� ��� �����*� ���� �����
�  3� ��� ���$�� ����	� �# �&���	 ��� ���
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 � ������ ����� � ���	��� ���� ��(��"

�2����	 ���� ��� �����
 � �� �����) '�� 
� *&�� ��� ���������� �� ���&��
'����� ��$$���	 �� ��� ������ ���� �� �	 	�
$		�� �� ��� ��� !�� � ��� �)
	�$$��	�	 ��� �������* �����		%�

��*��� ��� ��� $�� ����� ��� � ����*�� '�� ��� ������� �����
" ��� 	 ����� �� �	��		
$�����	 ����&��� �� ��� ������ '�� �$" ����* ��� ���������� �# ��� �������  ����
�	��		��	 '�� ���$���� �&��&� �� 
� �����*� ��� �����
 � �� �����)�

��*��� ��� ��� '�� ���$���� 	���#� � �$� �$� '��� '��� � �2����	 ��� ������� �����

�� ���&�� ��� �������  ��� ������� �����
 	�����" � ��$����* '�� �	 �����������
���� ����� �� ������" ���� ���	���
�� 	���	 �� ����&� ���&��� 
� ���� �$��  3#
��� ������� �����
 
���$�	 �'��� ���� ��� ������ $�� ��� 
� ���&���� �� �$�" ��
	����� �#��$ ��� ��� ��� ��� �����
 � �� �����) �	 	��� �	 ��		
��� 3# ���
������� �����
 
���$�	 �'��� ���� ����� $�� 
� �##�����	 ���&���* ��� ������
'��� ��	� �	�$���	" �� '�� �� ���
� '	� �� ��&	� ��� �����

��*��� ��� ��� $�� $��� '�� ��� �����
 � �� �����) ��� ��� ������� �����
 ��*����� ��
�	��		 ��� #��� �������  ��� ��� $�� ��	� '	� �� �	��		 ��� #��� ������ '�� ���
������� �����
 ���	��� 
�� '����� ��� �����
 � �� �����)�
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������ ���� ����	 �# #�$	

2������� $��� ��� ������	 ������ 

����� ���� 	 ����  	

����� 	 ������� 
���� �� 
����� 	 �
�� ����
������� ��� �� ��� ��  ���
��� !� ������� 
������� ��� ����  ����� ��
	 ����	�� "��� ��� ������
 ������#

��� �$��� 	�� 
���� ��� ������
 ������ ����% 	�� 	��� ��� �����
�� ��� 	

��������#

�	� �� ���
�	�� "��� ��� ���  �� ��� �����	%� �� ��� ���������
���� ��� ��  �� ��	���� �� ��� ����& 	��

�!� �� ��������	�� �� ��� ���  �����	���� ��� � ��� �
����� ���
�	���� �� "���� �� �	�� � �	�� !����� 	"	� �� ��� �	
	����
	� ������
 ������ �
����% �� ��� ����  �� ��� �����"��%
�������	����#

��� ��� ������
 ������ �	���	!�� !������� ��	�� 	� �%	�� ���
����  ��������

�'� ���� �� � �	� !���� � �	� !� � �	� �	�� !���� 	
����	������� �� 	�� ����	�� �����������  ��	� 	

���� ��
��� ����  ��������& 	��

�(� ��	� ��� ����	������� �	� !� �� �	���	� ��%�����	���
�� ��� ���  �� ���������% "����� �� �)������ �� ��	����
�� ��� ����  ��������� 	�� ��������� ������� �� ��� ���
!� � ���� 	�� 
������� �� ��� ��  ���� ��	� *	� +,�
�-�����	� .�����%�& �

���� ��� ������
 ������ �	���	!�� !������� ��	� ��� �����	����
��� � ��� �
����� ��� ����� �	���� �	� !� �� �	���	�
��%�����	��� �� ��� ���  �� ���������% "����� ��� ����
�������� �	������� 	�� "��� �������� �� �	����� ���
��������
 ��
������� ��

����� ��� ������
 ������ �	���	!�� !������� ��	� ����  �� ���� �	�
��� !� � �	� ��	�� �� !� 	 %���% ������&
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��� �$��� ��� ������
 ������ �� 
�
	� 	 �
��� 	� �������� �� ���
����  !� ��� ���� ������ ��� ���� �������
 �! ��� ���& 	��

�/� "	��� 	�� ���� �� ����������	���� �"�� !� ��� ������
 ������ ��
��� ����  "���� ��%�� ����� ��� 
������� �� �����	���� �
�
����� !� ��	� ������
 ������ �� ��� ���  �� 	����	��� "��� ���
� ���� �0�� 	��� ���  �����/1� 	�� ���  ����

����� 3� ��$����* '�� ��� ����������� ���� � �� ������!�% ��� ��� �2����	 ���� �
������� �����
 �������� ����� 	����� �(( �# ��� ��� !������	 
� 	����� ���	��	%
'�� ��������� '�� ��� ��� 
�" �$��*	� ����� ���*	" ���&��* �#��$���� ��
����$������� �
��� ��� ������* ��� ���*��		 �# ��� ������ ��� �	 #���*	 ���
������	��	" # ��+��	��� �� �� 	��  � ���� 	����� �����#��� ��	��� ���� ��� ��������
� $���	 '�� ��� ������� �����
 ��+���	 ��� ���$�	 ��� ������� �����
 �� ���&��
��� #����'�* �� ��� ��� # ��+��	��� �� �� 	��

!�% ����$ ������	.

!�% 	����� ����" ������
�� ��� '����* �����	.

!/% ����	 �# ��� ���#� ������	 *&�� �� ��� ����. ���

!0% 	���#� �#��$���� �
��� ��� ������* ��� ���*��		 �# ��� '��� �� 
�
���������� !'��� $�� ������ ���6��� ����	" ���*��		 ������	 ������*
��������*� �# '��� ��$������" �����	 �# �$� 	����" ��	�	 �� ����" ��� �����	 �#
��� 	*�#���� #���*	 ��� ������	��	%�

����� 3# ��� ��� 	 ���	����* �	��* #�� ��� �#��$���� 	���#�� � �� �����) � '��
���� ��� ���	������� ��� ��	� �# ��� ������� �����
 ��$����* '�� ��� ��+��	�"
��� ��� 
���#� ���� ��� ��� $�� ���&� #��$ ��� �#��$�����  ��� �2�$���" �
$�	� ��	�	" ��� ��� '�� ��� ���� �� ��+��	� � ������� �����
 �� *&� � 	����� ����"
������
�� ��� '����* �����	�  ��'�&��" ��� ��� $�� �� 	� '��� � ���	���
��

���&�	 ���� ��	 �#��$���� '�� 
� ����&��� �� ��� �&�	�*���� � $�� 
�
��������*" �� ��� ����� � $�� ���� �� ���	��� ����* �*��	� ��� �����

����* 3� ��$����* '�� ��� ����������� ���� � �� ������" ��� ��� �2����	 ����" � ���
��	� �# 	�
	������ �� ��$���2 ������	" ��� ������� �����
 '�� *&� � ������ ������
�� ���*��		 ��� 		��	 �� ����' #�� � ��5#���	�* �# ��� ������ # ����		����  ���
������� �# ��$$������� '���� ���$���� 
� ������� 
��'��� ��� ������� �����

��� ��� ����  ��'�&��" ��� ��� '���� ��	� �2���� ����� ���$���� �� 
� �#��$��
�
��� ��� ��		�*� �# �#��$����" ��� ��� ������� �����
 '���� �	����� 
� �2������
�� ���� ��� ���� �#��$�� �# ��� ��$$������� 
��'��� ��� ������� �����
 ��� ���
����

����� ' ����  ���� ����� ��	� ��� ����	�� �$���� !� ���  ������#

��� �� %������ !� ��� �	"� �� 	 
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 "��	
��&

��� �)
�����
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Type of firm Requisite details (see notes 1 & 2)

Credit institution

or

(a) particulars of the programme of operations carried on, or to be
carried on, from the branch, including a description of the par-
ticular EEA activities to be carried on, and of the structural or-
ganisation of the branch;

Investment firm (b) the address in the EEA State in which the branch is, or is to be,
established from which information about the business may be
obtained; and

(c) the names of the managers of the branch.

Insurance under-
taking

(1)(a) the address of the branch;

(b) the name of the UK firm’s authorised agent (see note 3) and, in
the case of a member of Lloyd’s, confirmation that the autho-
rised agent has power to accept service of proceedings on be-
half of Lloyd’s;

(c) the classes or parts of classes of business carried on, or to be
carried on, and the nature of the risks or commitments cov-
ered, or to be covered, in the EEA State concerned;

(d) details of the structural organisation of the branch;

(e) the guiding principles as to reinsurance of business carried
on, or to be carried on, in the EEA State concerned, including
the firm’s maximum retention per risk or event after all reinsur-
ance ceded;

(f) estimates of:

(i) the costs of installing administrative services and the
organisation for securing business in the EEA State
concerned;

(ii) the resources available to cover those costs; and

(iii) if contracts of a kind falling within paragraph 18 of
Schedule 1 to the Regulated Activities Order (assist-
ance) are, or are to be, effected or carried out, the re-
sources available for providing assistance;

(g) for each of the first three years following the establishment of
the branch:

(i) estimates of the firm’s margin of solvency and the mar-
gin of solvency required and the method of calculation;

(ii) if the firm carries on, or intends to carry on, business
comprising the effecting or carrying out of contracts of
long–term insurance, the details mentioned in para-
graph (2) as respects the business carried on, or to be
carried on, in the EEA State concerned; and
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(iii) if the firm carries on, or intends to carry on, business
comprising the effecting or carrying out of contracts of
general insurance, the details mentioned in paragraph
(3) as respects the business carried on, or to be carried
on, in the EEA State concerned;

(h) if the firm covers, or intends to cover, relevant motor vehicle
risks, details of the firm’s membership of the national bureau
and the national guarantee fund in the EEA State concerned;
and

(i) if the firm covers, or intends to cover, health insurance risks,
the technical bases used, or to be used, for calculating pre-
miums in respect of such risks.

(2) The details referred to in (1)(g)(ii) are:

(a) the following information, on both optimistic and pessimistic
bases, for each type of contract or treaty:

(i) the number of contracts or treaties expected to be is-
sued;

(i) the total premium income, both gross and net of reinsur-
ance ceded;

(i) the total sums assured or the total amounts payable each
year by way of annuity;

(b) detailed estimates, on both optimistic and pessimistic
bases, of income and expenditure in respect of direct
business, reinsurance acceptances and reinsurance ces-
sions; and

(c) estimates relating to the financial resources intended to
cover underwriting liabilities.

(3) The details referred to in (1)(g)(iii) are:

(a) estimates relating to the expenses of management (other
than the costs of installation), and in particular those re-
lating to current general expenses and commissions;

(b) estimates relating to premiums or contributions (both
gross and net of all reinsurance ceded) and to claims
(after all reinsurance recoveries); and

(c) estimates relating to the financial resources intended to
cover underwriting liabilities.

Notes
Note 1: The requisite details or relevant details specified in this annex are those in the EEA Passport Rights
Regulations; that is, those in regulation 1 for credit institutions and investment firms and those in regulation
14 for insurance undertakings.
Note 2: In this table, the references to classes of insurance have the meaning given to them in Schedule 1 to
the Regulated Activities Order.
Note 3:  For the purposes of this table, ’authorised agent’ means an agent or employee of the insurance un-
dertaking who has authority (a) to bind the insurance undertaking in its relations with third parties, and (b)
to represent the insurance undertaking in its relations with overseas regulators and courts in the EEA State
of the branch.
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Relevant UK details
(1) the names of the UK firm’s managers and main agents in the EEA State con-

cerned;

(2) particulars of any association which exists or is proposed to exist between:

(a) the directors and controllers of the UK firm;

(b) any person who will act as insurance broker, agent, loss adjuster or rein-
surer for the UK firm in the EEA State concerned;

(3) the names of the principal reinsurers of business to be carried on in the EEA
State concerned;

(4) the sources of business in the EEA State concerned (for, example, insurance
brokers, agents, own employees or direct selling) with the approximate percen-
tage expected from each of these sources;

(5) copies or drafts of:
(a) any separate reinsurance treaties covering business to be written in the

EEA State concerned;
(b) any standard agreements which the UK firm will enter into with brokers or

agents in the EEA State concerned;
(c) any agreements which the insurance undertaking will enter into with per-

sons (other than employees of the UK firm) who will manage the business
to be carried on in the EEA State concerned;

(6) in the case of a UK firm which intends to carry on long–term business:
(a) the technical bases which the actuary appointed in accordance with  SUP

4.3.1R proposes to use for each class of business to be carried on in the
EEA State, including the bases needed for calculating premium rates and
mathematical reserves;

(b) a statement by the actuary so appointed whether he considers that the pre-
mium rates which will be used in the EEA State concerned are suitable;

(c) a statement by that actuary whether he agrees with the information pro-
vided under relevant EEA details (1)(e) and (2)(b) and (c);

(d) the technical bases used to calculate the statements and estimates referred
to in relevant EEA details (2); and

(7) in the case of a UK firm which intends to carry on general business, copies or
drafts of any agreements which the UK firm will have with main agents in the EEA
State concerned.
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Type of firm Requisite / relevant details
Requisite Details

Investment
firm

(a) details of the programme of operations, stating in particular the
service or services the UK firm intends to provide.

Relevant details (regulation 17)
Insurance Un-
dertaking

(a) the EEA State in which the EEA activities are carried on, or are to
be carried on;

(b) the nature of the risks or commitments covered, or to be covered,
in the EEA State concerned;

(c) if the firm covers, or intends to cover, relevant motor vehicle risks
(note 1):

(i)  the name and address of the claims representative (note 2);
and

(ii) details of the firm’s membership of the national bureau and
the national guarantee fund in the EEA State concerned;
and

(d) if the insurer covers, or intends to cover, health insurance, the
technical bases used, or to be used, for calculating premiums in
respect of such risks;
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ANNEX C
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ANNEX D



SUP 16 Ann 1R:  Banks' reporting forms 

1.  FORM B7

2.  FORM BSD3

3.  FORM LE2

4.  FORM LR

5.  FORM M1

6.  FORM SLR1
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Private and confidential

To be used for all reports completed as at 1 December 2001 or after

Reporting institution

Reporting date FSA Number *

eg

Please tick if this return is completed in Euros (Item A)…………………………………………………………………………..

Signature of authorised signatory: Date

Name:     Position held:

In the event of a query, the FSA or the Bank of England may, in the first instance, contact (block letters please)

Tel No Ext

1

2

3

4

5

6

The Financial Services Authority

c/o Monetary and Financial Statistics Division

Domestic Banking Statistics (HO-4)

Bank of England

Threadneedle Street

London EC2R 8AH

7

FSA use only

September 2001

Notes on Completion

B7.1.FS

Returns may also be delivered to the Works Gate at the Lothbury entrance of the Bank of England between 9.00am and 5.00pm, 

Monday to Friday.  Envelopes should be clearly addressed as above.

If you have any difficulty in completing this return, please telephone your normal supervisory contact at the FSA.

Complete the return half yearly as at end of June and December.  Institutions wishing to report at dates which coincide with the financial 

year end should apply to the FSA for a waiver (see SUP 8).

Calculated amounts should be rounded to the nearest thousand, or two decimal places as appropriate.

For definitions of items, refer to the Guidance Notes for the form.

Submit the form within 10 business days, or 12 business days for those institutions reporting electronically, clearly addressed to:

* This should be the FSA firm reference number.  This box must be filled in by all reporters (SUP 16.3.7R).

FORM B7 - Analysis of profits, large exposures and certain 

other miscellaneous information 

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may be a criminal offence (sections 398 

and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000).  SUP 15.6.1R and SUP 15.6.3R require an authorised person to take reasonable 

steps to ensure the accuracy and completeness of information given to the FSA and to notify the FSA immediately if materially inaccurate 

information has been provided.  SUP 16.3.10R requires an authorised person to submit reports containing all the information required.  

Contravention of these requirements may lead to disciplinary sanctions or other enforcement action by the FSA.  It should not be assumed 

that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been disclosed to the FSA or another 

regulatory body. Any additional information of relevance should be provided by letter direct to the FSA. 

I confirm that the information in this form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief and that I have read the Guidance 

Notes to this form.

31 12 2001

Enter amounts to the nearest thousand omitting £000s/€000s.

Logged in

To assist with the scanning process, please enter all data neatly within the relevant boxes and do not enter the % symbol in any boxes 

on this return

Data entered
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CURRENT YEAR'S PROFIT AND LOSS

Item No 000s 000s

¬ ¬

1 TOTAL INCOME… …………….………...……………………………………………

1.1 Interest received and receivable……………………………………………………..

1.2 Dividend income………………………………………………………………………..

1.3 Fees and commissions received and receivable……………………………………

1.4 Dealing profit/(loss)…………………………………………………………………….

1.5 Intra-group income…………………………………………………………………….. 

1.6 Other operating income including:……………………………………………………

of which:

1.6A

1.6B

1.6C

2 TOTAL EXPENDITURE……………….………………………………………………

2.1 Interest paid and payable……………………………………………………………

2.2 Fees and commissions paid and payable…………………………………………

2.3 Staff expenses………………………………………………………………………

2.4 Other administrative expenses…………………………………………………….

2.5 Depreciation………………………………………………………………………….

2.6 Intra-group expenditure…………………………………………………………….

2.7 Other operating charges including:……………………………………………….

of which:

2.7A

2.7B

2.7C

3 OPERATING PROFIT……………………………………………………………….

4 TOTAL PROVISIONS ………………………...……………………………………

4.1 Provisions for bad and doubtful debts…………………………………………….

4.2 Provisions for contingent liabilities and commitments…………………………….

4.3 Taxation………………………………………………………………………………

4.4 Provisions / amounts written off fixed asset investments……………………….

5 CURRENT YEAR'S PROFIT AND LOSS……………………………………………

¬ ¬

B7.1.1
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BALANCE SHEET ANALYSIS

000s 000s

Item No Market valuation Book value

¬ ¬

6 TOTAL INVESTMENTS ……………………………...…………………

6.1 Quoted: British Government stock…………………………………………………

6.2 Other public sector (UK only)……………………………………………

6.3 Equities……………………………………………………………………

6.4 Overseas Government stock……………………………………………

6.5 Other investments…………………………………………………………

6.6 Unquoted: Public sector (UK only)……………………………………………………

6.7 Equities…………………………………………………………………….

6.8 Overseas Public sector……………………………………………………

6.9 Other investments…………………………………………………………

¬ ¬

B7.1.2
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OFF-BALANCE-SHEET ITEMS

Item No
000s 000s

¬ ¬

7 TOTAL CONTINGENT LIABILITIES…………………………………………………….

7.1 Acceptances and endorsements……………………………………………………….

7.2 Guarantees and irrevocable letters of credit…………………………………………..

7.3 Assets pledged by the bank as collateral security…………………………………….

7.4 Other contingent liabilities…………………………………………………………………

8 TOTAL COMMITMENTS…………………..…………………………………………….

8.1 Sale and option to resell transactions…………………………………………………..

8.2 Documentary credits and short-term trade-related transactions…………………….

8.3 Forward asset purchases and forward deposits placed……………………………

8.4 Undrawn facilities………………………………………………………………………..

8.5 Other commitments……………………………………………………………………….

9 EXCHANGE RATE AND INTEREST RATE RELATED CONTRACTS

Less than 1 year 1 year and over

9.1 Exchange rate contracts principal amount……………………………………………..

9.2 credit equivalent……………………………………………..

9.3 Interest rate contracts principal amount……………………………………………..

9.4 credit equivalent……………………………………………..

Original exposure method / replacement cost method

9M Please tick if using replacement cost method

¬ ¬

B7.1.3
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MEMORANDUM ITEMS

Item No
000s 000s 000s

¬ ¬

10 PROVISIONS AGAINST BAD AND DOUBTFUL DEBTS

mm yyyy Specific General Total

10.1 Previous balance as at (mm/yyyy)……………………..

10.2 Adjustments for exchange rate movements…………..

10.3 Charge (credit) to profit and loss*………………………

10.4 Amounts written off……………………………………..

10.5 Recoveries of amounts previously written off………..

10.6 Other………………………………………………………

10.7 Current balance………………………………………….

* This should equal item 4.1 

¬ ¬

B7.1.4
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11 TWENTY LARGEST EXPOSURES TO BANKS AND BUILDING SOCIETIES 000s

(irrespective of currency)

Counterparty Total 
On balance sheet

Exposure*

¬ ¬
1 2 3 4 5

TOTAL

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

J

K

L

M

N

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

* Gross of bad debt provisions in column 5

¬ B7.1.5 ¬

Denominated in 

sterling

1 year or less to 

maturity

Specific bad debt 

provisions made 

against exposures 

reported in column 

1

of which the total exposure is:
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12 TWENTY LARGEST EXPOSURES TO OTHER COUNTERPARTIES
000s

(irrespective of currency)

Counterparty Total 
On balance sheet

Exposure*

¬ ¬
1 2 3 4 5

TOTAL

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

J

K

L

M

N

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

* Gross of bad debt provisions in column 5

¬ B7.1.6 ¬

Denominated in 

sterling

1 year or less to 

maturity

Specific bad debt 

provisions made 

against exposures 

reported in column 

1

of which the total exposure is:
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Private and confidential

To be used for all reports completed as at 1 December 2001 or after

Reporting institution

as at.. FSA number *

(eg 31 12

Unconsolidated/solo consolidated/consolidated - tick as appropriate

Unconsolidated Solo consolidated Consolidated

Signature of authorised signatory: Date:

Name:     Position held:

In the event of a query, the FSA or the Bank of England may, in the first instance, contact (block letters please)

Tel No Ext

Notes on Completion

1 If you have any difficulty in completing this return, please telephone your normal supervisory contact at the FSA for guidance.

2

3

4

5

6

7

The Financial Services Authority

c/o Monetary and Financial Statistics Division

Domestic Banking Statistics (HO-4)

Bank of England

Threadneedle Street

London EC2R 8AH

8

FSA use only Logged in Data entered

September 2001

FORM BSD3 - Capital Adequacy Return

For definitions of items, refer to the Guidance Notes

To assist with the scanning process, please enter all data neatly within the relevant boxes and do not enter the % symbol in 

any boxes on this return.

* For unconsolidated/solo-consolidated entities, this should be the FSA firm reference number.  For consolidated reports, this will be 

the FSA firm reference number of the institution on whom the requirement to report has been placed.  This box must be filled in by all 

reporters (SUP 16.3.7R).

Returns may also be delivered to the Works Gate at the Lothbury entrance of the Bank of England between 9.00am and 

5.00pm, Monday to Friday.  Envelopes should be clearly addressed as above.

Complete the return quarterly on an unconsolidated/solo consolidated basis as at end of March, June, September and 

December.  Institutions wishing to report at dates which coincide with the financial year end should apply to the FSA for a 

waiver (see SUP 8).

Complete the return half-yearly on a consolidated basis as at end of June and December.  Institutions wishing to report at 

dates which coincide with the financial year end should apply to the FSA for a waiver (see SUP 8).

Enter amounts to the nearest thousands omitting £000s/€000s.  

Calculated amounts should be rounded to the nearest thousands, or two decimal places as appropriate.

Submit within 10 business days for unconsolidated/solo consolidated returns and 20 business days for consolidated returns 

or 12 and 22 business days respectively for those institutions reporting electronically to:

2001)

I confirm the information in this form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief and that I have read the 

Guidance Notes to this form.

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may be a criminal offence 

(sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000).  SUP 15.6.1R and SUP 15.6.3R require an authorised person 

to take reasonable steps to ensure the accuracy and completeness of information given to the FSA and to notify the FSA immediately 

if materially inaccurate information has been provided.  SUP 16.3.10R requires an authorised person to submit reports containing all 

the information required.  Contravention of these requirements may lead to disciplinary sanctions or other enforcement action by the 

FSA.  It should not be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been 

disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body. Any additional information of relevance should be provided by letter direct to the 

FSA.
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A1 Please tick if completion in Euros .........................…

SECTION A: BANKING BOOK

Item 

No Item
Trading Book Amount 

(000s)

Banking Book 

Amount (000s) Weight

Weighted Banking 

Book Amount (000s)

ASSETS

A10 Cash………………………………….. 0%

A20 Gold Bullion and coin………………… 0%

A30 Cash items in course of collection….. 20%

A40 Items in suspense…………………….

A40.1 .......................................................................………………… 0%

A40.2 .......................................................................………………… 10%

A40.3 .......................................................................………………… 20%

A40.4 .......................................................................………………… 50%

A40.5 .......................................................................………………… 100%

Page 1
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Item 

No Item
Trading Book Amount 

(000s)

Banking Book 

Amount (000s) Weight

Weighted Banking 

Book Amount (000s)

A50 Central governments and central banks

A50.1 ………………………………………………………………….. 0%

A50.2 ………………………………………………………………….. 10%

A50.3 ………………………………………………………………….. 20%

A50.4 ………………………………………………………………….. 100%

A60 Lending to group companies

A60.1 ………………………………………………………………….. 0%

A60.2 ………………………………………………………………….. 10%

A60.3 ………………………………………………………………….. 20%

A60.4 ………………………………………………………………….. 100%

A70 Banks and investment firms (inc building 
societies & MDBs) ..……………………..

A70.1 ………………………………………………………………….. 0%

A70.2 ………………………………………………………………….. 10%

A70.3 ………………………………………………………………….. 20%

A70.4 ………………………………………………………………….. 100%

A80 Public sector entities

A80.1 ………………………………………………………………….. 0%

A80.2 ………………………………………………………………….. 10%

A80.3 ………………………………………………………………….. 20%

A80.4 ………………………………………………………………….. 100%

A90 Loans secured on residential property.. 50%

A100 Other loans, advances and bills held….

A100.1 ………………………………………………………………….. 0%

A100.2 ………………………………………………………………….. 10%

A100.3 ………………………………………………………………….. 20%

A100.4 ………………………………………………………………….. 100%

A110 Unanalysed…………………………… 100%

LOANS, ADVANCES AND BILLS 

HELD

Page 2
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Item 

No Item
Trading Book Amount 

(000s)

Banking Book 

Amount (000s) Weight

Weighted Banking 

Book Amount (000s)

INVESTMENTS

A120 Central governments and central banks..

Banking Book Net Long

A120.1………………… 0%

A120.2………………… 10%

A120.3………………… 20%

A120.4………………… 100%

A130 Public sector entities………………..

A130.1 ……………………………………………………………………… 10%

A130.2 ……………………………………………………………………… 20%

A130.3 ……………………………………………………………………… 100%

A140 Banks (Unsubordinated FRNs etc)..

A140.1 ……………………………………………………………………… 10%

A140.2 ……………………………………………………………………… 20%

A140.3 ……………………………………………………………………… 100%

A150 Mortgage backed securities…….

A150.1 ……………………………………………………………………… 10%

A150.2 ……………………………………………………………………… 20%

A150.3 ……………………………………………………………………… 50%

A150.4 ……………………………………………………………………… 100%

A160 Investments in subsidiaries ……….. Deducted from Tier 1 & 2
and associated companies

A170 Investments in bank and financial firm
capital

A171 …………………………………………… Deducted from Tier 1 & 2

A172 Trading Book or other concession (from 100%
 Form M1)………….

A180 Qualifying holdings / other investment.

A180.1 ……………………………………………………………………. 10%

A180.2 ……………………………………………………………………. 20%

A180.3 ……………………………………………………………………. 100%

A180.4 Deductions from Form M1 ....................................................… Deducted from Tier 1 & 2

A190 Unanalysed…………………………… 100%
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Item 

No Item
Trading Book Amount 

(000s)

Banking Book 

Amount (000s) Weight

Weighted Banking 

Book Amount (000s)

OTHER ASSETS

A200 Goodwill…………………………. Deducted from Tier 1

A210 Other intangible assets………...

A210.1 …………………………………….. 100%

A210.2 …………………………………….. Deducted from Tier 1

A220 Own premises .........................… 100%

A230 Other property/real estate……… 100%

A240 Operating leases…………………

A240.1 ………………………………………………………………….. 0%

A240.2 ………………………………………………………………….. 20%

A240.3 ………………………………………………………………….. 100%

A250 Plant, equipment and other fixed assets 100%

A260 Other………………………………..

A260.1 ………………………………………………………………….. 0%

A260.2 ………………………………………………………………….. 10%

A260.3 ………………………………………………………………….. 20%

A260.4 ………………………………………………………………….. 100%

A265 Assets consolidated via aggregation plus.

A270 Total assets (items A10 to A265)……

Page 4
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Item 

No Item
Trading Book Amount 

(000s)

Banking Book 

Amount (000s) Weight

Weighted Banking 

Book Amount (000s)

MEMORANDUM ITEMS

A280 Connected lending of a capital nature.. Deducted from Tier 1 & Tier 2

A280.1 ………………………………………….. 0%

A280.2 ………………………………………….. 10%

A280.3 ………………………………………….. 20%

A280.4 ………………………………………….. 50%

A280.5 ………………………………………….. 100%

A290 Loans to directors, controllers and their associates……………

A290.1 ………………………………………………………………………. 0%

A290.2 ………………………………………………………………………. 10%

A290.3 ………………………………………………………………………. 20%

A290.4 ………………………………………………………………………. 50%

A290.5 ………………………………………………………………………. 100%

A300 Loans to non-group companies with which directors and 
controllers are associated………………………………………..

A300.1 ………………………………………………………………………. 0%

A300.2 ………………………………………………………………………. 10%

A300.3 ………………………………………………………………………. 20%

A300.4 ………………………………………………………………………. 50%

A300.5 ………………………………………………………………………. 100%

A310 Direct credit substitutes given on behalf of connected 
counterparties…………………………………………………….

A310.1 ………………………………………………………………………. 0%

A310.2 ………………………………………………………………………. 10%

A310.3 ………………………………………………………………………. 20%

A310.4 ………………………………………………………………………. 50%

A310.5 ………………………………………………………………………. 100%
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Item 

No Item
Banking Book 

Amount (000s) Weight

Weighted Banking 

Book Amount (000s)

A320 Investments in central governments and central banks……….

 (net short positions)

A320.1 ……………………………………………………………………… 0%

A320.2 ……………………………………………………………………… 10%

A320.3 ……………………………………………………………………… 20%

A320.4 ……………………………………………………………………… 100%

Col 1 Liabilities being 

secured at the 

reporting date       

Col 2 Assets at the 

reporting date 

securing liabilities 

reported in column 1

A330 Encumbered assets……………………

A330.1 Payment/settlement systems…………

A330.2 Other……………………………………

A335 Total assets of “deduction plus” subsidiaries ..............................…

MEMORANDUM ITEMS 

(Continued)
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Item 

No Item
Trading Book Amount 

(000s)

Banking Book 

Amount (000s)

Credit 

Conversio

n Factor Weight

Weighted Banking 

Book Amount (000s)

OFF BALANCE SHEET ITEMS

A340 Direct credit substitutes………………

A340.1 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 0%

A340.2 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 10%

A340.3 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 20%

A340.4 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 50%

A340.5 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 100%

A340.6 ………………………………………… Deducted from Tier 1 & 2

A340.7 Unanalysed……………………………………………………… 100% 100%

A350 Transaction-related contingents……..

A350.1 …………………………………………………………………….. 50% 0%

A350.2 …………………………………………………………………….. 50% 10%

A350.3 …………………………………………………………………….. 50% 20%

A350.4 …………………………………………………………………….. 50% 50%

A350.5 …………………………………………………………………….. 50% 100%

A350.6 Unanalysed……………………………………………………… 50% 100%

A360 Trade-related contingents………….

A360.1 …………………………………………………………………….. 20% 0%

A360.2 …………………………………………………………………….. 20% 10%

A360.3 …………………………………………………………………….. 20% 20%

A360.4 …………………………………………………………………….. 20% 50%

A360.5 …………………………………………………………………….. 20% 100%

A360.6 Unanalysed……………………………………………………… 20% 100%

A370 Sale and repurchase agreements…

A370.1 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 0%

A370.2 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 10%

A370.3 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 20%

A370.4 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 50%

A370.5 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 100%

A370.6 ………………………………………… Deducted from Tier 1 & 2

A370.7 Unanalysed……………………………………………………… 100% 100%
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Item 

No Item
Trading Book Amount 

(000s)

Banking Book 

Amount (000s)

Credit 

Conversio

n Factor Weight

Weighted Banking 

Book Amount (000s)

OFF BALANCE SHEET ITEMS (CONTINUED)

A380 Asset sales with recourse

A380.1 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 0%

A380.2 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 10%

A380.3 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 20%

A380.4 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 50%

A380.5 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 100%

A380.6 ………………………………………… Deducted from Tier 1 & 2

A380.7 Unanalysed……………………………………………………… 100% 100%

A390 Forward asset purchases

A390.1 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 0%

A390.2 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 10%

A390.3 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 20%

A390.4 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 50%

A390.5 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 100%

A390.6 ………………………………………… Deducted from Tier 1 & 2

A390.7 Unanalysed……………………………………………………… 100% 100%

A400 Forward deposits placed

A400.1 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 0%

A400.2 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 10%

A400.3 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 20%

A400.4 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 100%

A400.5 Unanalysed 100% 100%

A410 Uncalled partly-paid shares and……
 securities

A410.1 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 0%

A410.2 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 10%

A410.3 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 20%

A410.4 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 100%

A410.5 ………………………………………… Deducted from Tier 1 & 2

A410.6 Unanalysed……………………………………………………… 100% 100%
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Item 

No Item
Trading Book Amount 

(000s)

Banking Book 

Amount (000s)

Credit 

Conversio

n Factor Weight

Weighted Banking 

Book Amount (000s)

OFF BALANCE SHEET ITEMS (CONTINUED)

A420 NIFs and RUFs

A420.1 …………………………………………………………………….. 50% 0%

A420.2 …………………………………………………………………….. 50% 10%

A420.3 …………………………………………………………………….. 50% 20%

A420.4 …………………………………………………………………….. 50% 100%

A420.5 Unanalysed……………………………………………………… 50% 100%

A430 Endorsements of bills

A430.1 Accepted by banks……….…..……..………..………………. 0% 0%

A430.2 Not accepted by banks 100% 20%

A430.3 …………………………………………………………………….. 100% 100%

A430.4 Unanalysed……………………………………………………… 100% 100%

A440 Other commitments…………………..

A440.1 1 year or less or unconditionally cancellable…………………. 0% 0%

A440.2 Over 1 year….………………….……….………………………. 50% 0%

A440.3 …………………………………………………………………….. 50% 10%

A440.4 …………………………………………………………………….. 50% 20%

A440.5 …………………………………………………………………….. 50% 50%

A440.6 …………………………………………………………………….. 50% 100%

A440.7 (report 50% of nominal values)……. Deducted from Tier 1 & 2

A440.8 Unanalysed……………………….……………….…………….. 50% 100%

A452 OTC Derivative Contracts (Replacement Cost Methods) (from Appendix A-I)………………………………

A462 Foreign Exchange Position (NSOP) [CAD Exempt banks only]. 100%

A472 Interest Rate Related Contracts (Original Exposure Method)………………………………………………..

A474 Exchange Rate Related Contracts (Original Exposure Method)………………………………………………
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LIABILITIES

Item 

No Item
Amount

CORE CAPITAL - TIER 1 (000s)

A480 Ordinary shares/common stock (issued and paid up)………………………………………..

A490 Perpetual non-cumulative preferred share/stock (issued and paid up)…………………….

A500 Reserves………………………………………………………………………………………….

A500.1 Share Premium Account…………………………………………………………………………

A500.2 Disclosed prior years reserves (excluding item 580) etc……………………………………

A500.3 Current year’s retained profit verified by external audit……………………………………..

A510 Current year’s losses…………………………………………………………………………..

A520 Minority Interests (in Tier One Capital)………………………………………………………..

A530 Total of Items A480 to A520……………………………………………………………………

A540 Goodwill and other intangible assets (items A200 and A210.2)……………………………

A550 TOTAL TIER ONE CAPITAL (Item A530 less A540)…………………………………

SUPPLEMENTARY CAPITAL - TIER 2

A580 Fixed asset revaluation reserve……………………………………………………………….

A590 General provisions……………………………………………………………………………….

A600 Hybrid (debt/equity) instruments………………………………………………………………..

A610 Subordinated term debt…………………………………………………………………………..

A620 Minority Interests (in Tier 2 capital)………………………………………………………………

LESS ADJUSTMENTS TO CAPITAL

A621 Excess general provisions....................................................................................…

A622 Excess Tier 2 subordinated debt..............................................................………….

A623 Amortisation on Tier 2 subordinated debt..........................................................…..

A624 Total of (items A580 to A620) less total of (items A621 to 623) .........................…

A625 Tier 2 capital in excess of the overall limit/Excess Tier 2 capital .......................…

A630 TOTAL ELIGIBLE TIER TWO CAPITAL (Items A624 less A625) ..................................…
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Item 

No Item
Amount

TRADING BOOK CAPITAL - TIER 3 (000s)

A631 Short term subordinated debt…………………………………………………………………..

A633 Minority Interests (in short term subordinated debt)…………………………………………..

LESS ADJUSTMENTS TO CAPITAL

A635 Excess Tier 3 Subordinated debt.........................................................................…

A638 TOTAL ELIGIBLE TIER THREE CAPITAL (Items A631 plus  A633 less A635).

OTHER CAPITAL

A660 Total ineligible Tier 2 and Tier 3 capital......................................................................………

A670 Other capital ……………………………………………………………………………………..
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Item 

No Item
Amount

OTHER NON-CAPITAL LIABILITIES (000s)

A680 Own bank notes issued………………………………………………..

A690 Deposits………………………………………………………………….

A690.1 Banks…………………………………………………………………….

A690.2 Other……………………………………………………………………………………

A700 Marketable securities issued………………………………………….

A700.1 Certificates of deposit………………………………………………….

A700.2 Promissory notes and bills……………………………………………………………

A700.3 Unsubordinated FRNs and other long term paper………………….

A710 Investments (gross short positions)…………………………………..

A710.1 Central governments and central banks………………………………

A710.2 Other……………………………………………………………………..

A720 Liabilities in respect of sale and repurchase agreements………….

A730 Tax provisions…………………………………………………………..

A730.1 Current tax………………………………………………………………

A730.2 Deferred tax liabilities………………………………………………….

A740 Provisions for dividends payable………………………………………

A750 Other provisions…………………………………………………………

A760 Other……………………………………………………………………..

A760.1 Credit items in course of settlement…………………………………

A760.2 Other…………………………………………………………………….

A765 Liabilities consolidated via consolidated plus………………………………………

A770 Total Liabilities (Item A530, A630 and A638 to A765)…………………………….
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Item Amount

(000)s

MEMORANDUM ITEMS

A780 Deposits from connected customers………………………………………………………………………..

A790 Subordinated term debt……………………………………………………………………………………….

A790.1 Mandatorily convertible subordinated bonds………………………………………………………………

A790.2 Dated preference shares and subordinated term loan capital…………………………………………..

A790.21 Repayable in full on maturity

Amount Currency Repayment Date Sterling equivalent Amortis-

ation
factor

mm yyyy

a /

b /

c /

d /

e /

f /

g /

h /

I /

j /

A790.22 Repayable in instalments

Amount Currency Repayment Date Sterling equivalent Amortis-

ation

factor

mm yyyy

a /

b /

c /

d /

e /

f /

g /

h /

I /

j /

Item 

No
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APPENDIX A-I: COUNTERPARTY EXPOSURE ON OTC DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS (BANKING BOOK)

REPLACEMENT COST METHOD (000s)

OTC CONTRACTS Replacement cost Potential Future Credit Equivalent Weight Weighted Amount
Counterparty Risk Weight Exposure Amount
All maturities

10 0%………………………. 0%

20 10%…………………….. 10%

30 20%…………………….. 20%

40 50%……………………. 50%

50 Unanalysed…………… 50%

60 TOTAL (to be carried
 forward to item A452)
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APPENDIX A-II: SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION ON DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS (BANKING BOOK)

REPLACEMENT COST METHOD (000s)

Notional Principal Amounts By Residual Maturity

INTEREST RATE CONTRACTS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

10 0%………………………………

20 10%…………………………….

30 20%…………………………….

40 50%……………………………

50 Exchange-traded…………….

of which

60 OTC Options………………….

70 Exchange Traded Options

Notional Principal Amounts By Residual Maturity

FOREIGN EXCHANGE CONTRACTS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

80 0%………………………………

90 10%…………………………….

100 20%…………………………….

110 50%……………………………

120 Exchange-traded…………….

of which

130 OTC Options………………….

140 Exchange Traded Options

Notional Principal Amounts By Residual Maturity

EQUITY CONTRACTS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

150 0%………………………………

160 10%…………………………….

170 20%…………………………….

180 50%……………………………

190 Exchange-traded…………….

of which

200 OTC Options……………………

210 Exchange Traded Options…..
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APPENDIX A-II: SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION ON DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS (BANKING BOOK)
Continued

REPLACEMENT COST METHOD (000S)

Replacement Cost By Residual Maturity

INTEREST RATE CONTRACTS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

10 0%………………………………

20 10%…………………………….

30 20%…………………………….

40 50%…………..…………………

Replacement Cost By Residual Maturity

FOREIGN EXCHANGE <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

CONTRACTS

80 0%………………………………

90 10%…………………………….

100 20%…………………………….

110 50%…….………………………

Replacement Cost By Residual Maturity

EQUITY CONTRACTS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

150 0%………………………………

160 10%…………………………….

170 20%…………………………….

180 50%…………….………………
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APPENDIX A-II: SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION ON DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS (BANKING BOOK)
Continued

REPLACEMENT COST METHOD (000s)

Notional Principal Amounts By Residual Maturity

COMMODITY CONTRACTS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

220 0%………………………………

230 10%…………………………….

240 20%…………………………….

250 50%………….…………………

260 Exchange Traded Options….

of which

270 OTC Options

280 Exchange Traded Options.….

Notional Principal Amounts By Residual Maturity

PRECIOUS METALS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

290 0%………………………………

300 10%…………………………….

310 20%…………………………….

320 50%……………………………

330 Exchange Traded Options….

of which

340 OTC Options………...…..……

350 Exchange Traded Options….

Notional Principal Amounts By Residual Maturity

TOTAL CONTRACTS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

360 0%………………………………

370 10%…………………………….

380 20%…………………………….

390 50%……………………………

400 Exchange Traded Options….

of which

410 OTC Options……………

420 Exchange Traded Options….
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APPENDIX A-II: SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION ON DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS (BANKING BOOK)
Continued

REPLACEMENT COST METHOD (000s)

Replacement Cost By Residual Maturity

COMMODITY CONTRACTS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

220 0%………………………………

230 10%…………………………….

240 20%…………………………….

250 50%……………………………

Replacement Cost By Residual Maturity

PRECIOUS METALS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

290 0%………………………………

300 10%…………………………….

310 20%…………………………….

320 50%……………………………

Replacement Cost By Residual Maturity

TOTAL CONTRACTS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

360 0%………………………………

370 10%…………………………….

380 20%…………………………….

390 50%……………………………
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APPENDIX A-III: EXPOSURES COLLATERALISED/GUARANTEED/NETTED

1 2 3 4 5

Amount Collateralised Amount Guaranteed Amount Netted

000s 000s 000s

1 A . .

2 A . .

3 A . .

4 A . .

5 A . .

6 A . .

7 A . .

8 A . .

9 A . .

10 A . .

11 A . .

12 A . .

13 A . .

14 A . .

15 A . .

16 A . .

17 A . .

18 A . .

19 A . .

20 A . .

21 A . .

22 A . .

23 A . .

24 A . .

25 A . .

26 A . .

27 A . .

28 A . .

29 A . .

30 A . .

31 A . .

32 A . .

33 A . .

34 A . .

35 A . .

This return records the adjustments made by the reporting institution in respect of exposures 

collateralised or guaranteed or netting, where the collateral/guarantee has been used to reduce the risk 

weight coefficient of the underlying asset, eg show the amounts in column 3 transferred from item 

A100.4 (100% weight) to item A100.1 (0% weight). 

From Item 

Number

To Item 

Number
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APPENDIX A-IV: CURRENT YEAR’S PROFIT & LOSS

based on management accounts to  ..............……...................................(dd/mm/yyyy) / /

Quarterly reporters (input reporting period as appropriate: Qtr1=1, Qtr2=2, etc) ..............................……………

Half-yearly reporters (input reporting period as appropriate: H1=1, H2=2) .......................................……………

Item

INCOME 000s

10 Interest received and receivable…..

20 Interest paid and payable…………..

30 Net interest income

40 Profit/(Loss) on foreign exchange dealing

50 Profit/(Loss) on investments held for dealing

60 Sub-total ……………………………………………………………………………………………….

70 Income from fees and commissions………………………………………………………………….

80 Dividends/share of profits from subsidiary and associated companies………………………….

90 Profit/(Loss) on fixed assets (inc. revaluation of fixed assets)………………………………….

100 Other Income……………………………………………………………………………………………

EXPENSES

110 Operation expenses for: staff……………………………………

120 occupancy……………………………

130 other…………………………………..

140 Net Charge/(credit) provisions: capital…………………………………

150 suspended interest…………………..

160 Provisions for: taxation……………………………….

170 dividends……………………………..

180 Sub-total………………………………………………………………………………………………….

190 Current year's Profit/(Loss)……………………………………………………………………………

200 Extraordinary items………………………………………………………………………………………

210 TOTAL…………………………………………………………………………………………………….

000s 000s
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APPENDIX A-V: PROVISIONS AGAINST BAD AND DOUBTFUL DEBTS AND INVESTMENTS

Item Item  Col 1 Col 2 Col 3

No 000s 000s 000s

SPECIFIC GENERAL TOTAL

10 Previous balance as at.. (mm / yyyy) /

20 Adjustments for acquisitions/disposals..................

30 Adjustments for exchange rate movements..........

40 Charge/credit to profit & loss *...............................

50 Amounts written off (gross)....................................

60 Recoveries of amounts previously written off........

70 Other......................................................................

80 Current balance **.................................................

Specific provisions against bad and doubtful debts

90 for assets of 0% weight.......................................................................................................

100 for assets of 10% weight.....................................................................................................

110 for assets of 20% weight.....................................................................................................

120 for assets of 50% weight.....................................................................................................

130 for assets of 100% weight...................................................................................................

140 for assets deducted from capital base.................................................................................

150 Total specific provisions......................................................................................................

160 Gross value of loans against which specific provisions have been made..............................

SPECIFIC PROVISIONS AGAINST THE VALUE OF INVESTMENTS OTHER THAN TRADING INVESTMENTS

170 for assets of 0% weight.......................................................................................................

180 for assets of 10% weight.....................................................................................................

190 for assets of 20% weight.....................................................................................................

200 for assets of 50% weight.....................................................................................................

210 for assets of 100% weight...................................................................................................

220 for assets deducted from capital base.................................................................................

230 Total specific provisions against investments...................................................................................

* Column 3 to equal items 140 & 150 on Form BSD3 (Appendix A-IV)

** Column 2 to equal items A590 in Section A, column 1 to equal items 150 and 230 in this section (from November 2001) 
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SECTION B: TRADING BOOK

NON-MARKET RISK IN THE TRADING BOOK

Weighted Capital

Amount amount Requirement

000s 000s 000s

COUNTERPARTY RISK ARISING FROM:

B10 Free Deliveries………………………………………………………………………………………………

B10.1 ………………………………………… 0% 8%

B10.2 ………………………………………… 10% 8%

B10.3 ………………………………………… 20% 8%

B10.4 ………………………………………… 100% 8%

B20 Margins……………………………………………………………………………………………………….

B20.1 ………………………………………… 0% 8%

B20.2 ………………………………………… 10% 8%

B20.3 ………………………………………… 20% 8%

B20.4 ………………………………………… 100% 8%

B30 Fees…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

B30.1 ………………………………………… 0% 8%

B30.2 ………………………………………… 10% 8%

B30.3 ………………………………………… 20% 8%

B30.4 ………………………………………… 100% 8%

B40 Other counterparty risk in the trading book……………………………………………………………..

B40.1 ………………………………………… 0% 8%

B40.2 ………………………………………… 10% 8%

B40.3 ………………………………………… 20% 8%

B40.4 ………………………………………… 100% 8%

B50 Unsettled transactions (from Appendix B-I)…………………………………………………………….

B60 OTC Derivatives (from Appendix B-II)……………………………. 8%

B70 Undocumented repos/reverse repos (from Appendix B-IV)…… 8%

B80 Documented repos (from Appendix B-IV)………………………. 8%

B90 Documented reverse repos (from Appendix B-IV)…………… 8%

B100 TOTAL COUNTERPARTY RISK IN THE TRADING BOOK……………………………………………
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LARGE EXPOSURES IN THE TRADING BOOK
Amount

000s

B110 Adjusted Large Exposures Capital Base (from Form LE2 Part 5)…………………………….

Specific Risk Charge 

(000s)

Capital Requirement 

(000s)

B120 Excesses that have existed for 10 days or less……………… 200%

B130 Excesses that have existed for more than 10 days………….

B130.1 >25% and <=40% of adjusted capital base…………………… 200%

B130.2 >40% and <=60% of adjusted capital base………………….. 300%

B130.3 >60% and <=80% of adjusted capital base………………….. 400%

B130.4 >80% and <=100% of adjusted capital base…………………. 500%

B130.5 >100% and <=250% of adjusted capital base……………….. 600%

B130.6 >250%……………………………………………………………. 900%

B140 CAPITAL REQUIREMENT FOR LARGE EXPOSURES………
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MARKET RISKS IN THE TRADING BOOK

Capital Requirement

I STANDARD APPROACH (000)s

FOREIGN EXCHANGE RISK

B150 For basic approach (from Appendix B-V)………………………………………………….

B160 For backtesting approach (from Appendix B-V)………………………………………….

B170 Additional Capital Charge for Options……………………………………………………..

B170.1 Using Carve Out………………………………………………………………………………

B170.2 Using CAD1 Models Approach……………………………………………………………..

B180 Total foreign exchange risk………………………………………………………………….

INTEREST RATE POSITION RISK Amount (000s)

Specific 

Risk 

Weights

Capital Requirement 

(000)s

B190 Specific Risk............................................................................................……………..

B190.1 ……………………………………………………………………….. 0.00%

B190.2 ……………………………………………………………………….. 0.25%

B190.3 ……………………………………………………………………….. 1.00%

B190.4 ……………………………………………………………………….. 1.60%

B190.5 ……………………………………………………………………….. 8.00%

B200 General Market Risk (from Appendix B-VI)……………………………………………….

B210 Additional Capital Charge for Options:…………………………………………………….

B210.1 Using Carve Out……………………………………………………………………………..

B210.2 Using CAD1 Models Approach…………………………………………………………….

B215 Embedded Interest Rate Risk in Equity Derivatives………………………………………

B220 Total interest rate position risk……………………………………………………………..

Capital 

EQUITY POSITION RISK Requirement (000s)

B230 Specific Risk (from Appendix B-VII)……………………………………………………….

B240 General Market Risk (from Appendix B-VII)……………………………………………….

B250 Additional Capital Charge for Options:……………………………………………………..

B250.1 Using Carve Out……………………………………………………………………………..

B250.2 Using CAD1 Models Approach……………………………………………………………..

B270 Total equity position risk…………………………………………………………………….
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Capital 

COMMODITY POSITION RISK Requirement (000s)

B280 Commodity position risk (from Appendix B-VIII)………………………………………………..

B282 Additional Capital Charge for Options:………………………………………………………….

B282.1 Using Carve Out………………………………………………………………………………….

B282.2 Using CAD1 Models Approach………………………………………………………………….

B284 Total commodity position risk………………………………………………………………

 II INTERNAL MODELS APPROACH
Capital Requirement 

(000s)

 B290 Previous day’s value at risk...................................................…

 B300 Average of previous 60 days’ value at risk ......................… … 

 B310 Multiplication factor (rounded  to 2 decimal places and multiplied by 100) .

 B320 Capital requirement for general market risk .................................................................................…

 B330 Capital surcharge for specific risk ...............................................................................................…

 B340 Total capital requirement for risks subject to internal models (items B320 + B330) .…
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APPENDIX B-I: COUNTERPARTY RISK ON UNSETTLED TRANSACTIONS (000s)
Standard Method (Capital Charge based on potential loss)

Unsettled Transactions Potential Loss Capital Charge

10 0 - 4 days………………………… 0%

20 5 - 15 days……………………… 8%

30 16 - 30 days……………………. 50%

40 31 - 45 days……………………. 75%

50 46 or more days……………….. 100%

60 Total………………………………………………………………

Alternative Method (Capital Charge based on agreed settlement price)

Agreed Settlement

Unsettled Transactions price

70 0 - 4 days……………………….. 0%

80 5 - 15 days……………………… 0.5%

90 16 - 30 days……………………. 4%

100 31 - 45 days……………………. 9%

46 or more days Use Standard Method

110 Total………………………………………………………………

120 Total unsettled transactions……………………………………
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APPENDIX B-II: COUNTERPARTY EXPOSURE ON OTC DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS

 (TRADING BOOK)

REPLACEMENT COST METHOD (000s)

OTC CONTRACTS Replacement cost Potential Future Credit Equivalent Weight Weighted Amount

Counterparty Risk Weight Exposure  Amount

All maturities

10 0%………………….. 0%

20 10%………………… 10%

30 20%……………….. 20%

40 50%……………….. 50%

50 Unanalysed……… 50%

60 TOTAL……………
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APPENDIX B-III: SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION ON DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS

 (TRADING BOOK)

REPLACEMENT COST METHOD (000s)

Notional Principal Amounts By Residual Maturity

INTEREST RATE <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

CONTRACTS

10 0%……………………….

20 10%……………………..

30 20%……………………..

40 50%…………………….

50 Exchange-traded……..

of which

60 OTC Options…………...

70 Exchange Traded Options

Notional Principal Amounts By Residual Maturity

FOREIGN EXCHANGE <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

 CONTRACTS

80 0%……………………….

90 10%……………………..

100 20%……………………..

110 50%…………………….

120 Exchange-traded……..

of which

130 OTC Options…………...

140 Exchange Traded Options

Notional Principal Amounts By Residual Maturity

EQUITY CONTRACTS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

150 0%……………………….

160 10%……………………..

170 20%……………………..

180 50%…………………….

190 Exchange-traded……..

of which

200 OTC Options…………...

210 Exchange Traded Options
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APPENDIX B-III: SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION ON DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS 

 (TRADING BOOK) - continued

REPLACEMENT COST METHOD (000s)

Replacement Cost By Residual Maturity

INTEREST RATE <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

CONTRACTS

10 0%……………………….

20 10%……………………..

30 20%……………………..

40 50%…………………….

Replacement Cost By Residual Maturity

FOREIGN EXCHANGE <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

 CONTRACTS

80 0%……………………….

90 10%……………………..

100 20%……………………..

110 50%…………………….

Replacement Cost By Residual Maturity

EQUITY CONTRACTS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

150 0%……………………….

160 10%……………………..

170 20%……………………..

180 50%…………………….
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APPENDIX B-III: SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION ON DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS 

 (TRADING BOOK) - continued

REPLACEMENT COST METHOD (000s)

Notional Principal Amounts By Residual Maturity

COMMODITY CONTRACTS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

220 0%……………………….

230 10%……………………..

240 20%……………………..

250 50%…………………….

260 Exchange-traded……..

of which

270 OTC Options…………...

280 Exchange Traded Options

Notional Principal Amounts By Residual Maturity

PRECIOUS METALS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

290 0%……………………….

300 10%……………………..

310 20%……………………..

320 50%…………………….

330 Exchange-traded……..

of which

340 OTC Options…………...

350 Exchange Traded Options

Notional Principal Amounts By Residual Maturity

TOTAL CONTRACTS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

360 0%……………………….

370 10%……………………..

380 20%……………………..

390 50%…………………….

400 Exchange-traded……..

of which

410 OTC Options…………...

420 Exchange Traded Options
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APPENDIX B-III: SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION ON DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS 

 (TRADING BOOK) - continued

REPLACEMENT COST METHOD (000s)

Replacement Cost By Residual Maturity

PRECIOUS METALS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

220 0%……………………….

230 10%……………………..

240 20%……………………..

250 50%…………………….

Replacement Cost By Residual Maturity

PRECIOUS METALS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

290 0%……………………….

300 10%……………………..

310 20%……………………..

320 50%…………………….

Replacement Cost By Residual Maturity

TOTAL CONTRACTS <=1 Year 1-5 Years over 5 Years Total

360 0%……………………….

370 10%……………………..

380 20%……………………..

390 50%…………………….
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APPENDIX B-IV: COUNTERPARTY EXPOSURE FOR REPOS,  REVERSE REPOS 

AND SIMILAR TRANSACTIONS (000s)

1 2 3 4 5

Replacement Potential Amount at Weight Weighted

UNDOCUMENTED REPOS/ Cost Future Credit Risk Amount

REVERSE REPOS Exposure (1 + 2) (3 * 4)

10 …………………………….. 0%

20 …………………………….. 10%

30 …………………………….. 20%

40 …………………………….. 100%

50 TOTAL………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

1 2 3 4 5

Market value of Market value of Amount at Weight Weighted

DOCUMENTED REPOS securities collateral taken Risk Amount

sold or lent (1 - 2) (3 * 4)

60 …………………………….. 0%

70 …………………………….. 10%

80 …………………………….. 20%

90 …………………………….. 100%

100 TOTAL………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

1 2 3 4 5

Market value of Market value of Amount at Weight Weighted

DOCUMENTED REVERSE collateral given securities Risk Amount

REPOS bought or borrowed (1 - 2) (3 * 4)

110 …………………………….. 0%

120 …………………………….. 10%

130 …………………………….. 20%

140 …………………………….. 100%

150 TOTAL………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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APPENDIX B-V: CAPITAL REQUIREMENT FOR FOREIGN EXCHANGE RISK (000s)
Column 1 Column 2 Column 3

Net Overall Positions to be Positions being 

Long (short) treated under treated under 

Position basic method  backtesting approach

BASE CURRENCY (1 = 2 + 3)

Other Currencies

Belgium/Luxembourg Francs BE BELG

Canadian Dollars CA CANA

Danish Kronor DK DENM

EUROS ER EURO

French Francs FR FRAN

Deutschmarks DE RGER

Irish Pounds IE EIRE

Italian Lire IT ITAL

Japanese Yen JP JAPA

Netherlands Guilders NL NETH

Spanish Pesetas ES SPAI

Swedish Kroner SE SWED

Swiss Francs CH SWIT

Sterling UK UKIN

US Dollars US USA

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

Other Material currencies ...... U9 UNAL

Other Aggregate Net Long Positions OTHL

Other Aggregate Net Short Positions OTHS

TOTAL ZERO

Higher of aggregate net short/long open positions

GOLD GO GOLD
………………………………………………………………………

SUM OF GROSS POSITION……………………………………….

CAPITAL REQUIREMENT…………………………………………..
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APPENDIX B-VI: CAPITAL REQUIREMENT INTEREST RATE GENERAL MARKET

 RISK (000s)
1 2 3 4 5

Zone One Zone One Zone Two Zone Two Zone Three
Net Long position Net Short Position Net Long position Net Short Position Net Long position

Australia AU AUSL

Austria AT AUSR

Belgium BE BELG

Brazil BR BRAZ

Canada CA CANA

Denmark DK DENM

EUROS ER EURO

Finland FI FINL

France FR FRAN

Germany DE RGER

Greece GR GREE

Ireland IE EIRE

Italy IT ITAL

Japan JP JAPA

Malaysia MY MALA

Mexico MX MEXI

Netherlands NL NETH

Norway NO NORW

Portugal PT PORT

Singapore SG SING

South Africa RA SAFR

Spain ES SPAI

Sweden SE SWED

Switzerland CH SWIT

Turkey TR TURK

UK UK UKIN

Sterling Index Linked Gilts

USA US USA

Other Material Countries

....................

....................

....................

....................

....................

....................

....................

....................

....................

....................

....................

Other........... U9 UNAL

Non Material XF NONM

Countries 

TOTAL ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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APPENDIX B-VI: CAPITAL REQUIREMENT INTEREST RATE GENERAL MARKET

 RISK - continued  (000s)
6 7 8 9 10

Zone Three Maturity based Duration based Simplified Method Total General Market
 Net Short Position approach  Approach  Interest Rate Risk

(Method one) (Method two) (7 + 8 + 9)

Australia AU AUSL

Austria AT AUSR

Belgium BE BELG

Brazil BR BRAZ

Canada CA CANA

Denmark DK DENM

EUROS ER EURO

Finland FI FINL

France FR FRAN

Germany DE RGER

Greece GR GREE

Ireland IE EIRE

Italy IT ITAL

Japan JP JAPA

Malaysia MY MALA

Mexico MX MEXI

Netherlands NL NETH

Norway NO NORW

Portugal PT PORT

Singapore SG SING

South Africa RA SAFR

Spain ES SPAI

Sweden SE SWED

Switzerland CH SWIT

Turkey TR TURK

UK UK UKIN

Sterling Index Linked Gilts

USA US USA

Other Material Countries

....................

....................

....................

....................

....................

....................

....................

....................

....................

....................

....................

Other........... U9 UNAL

Non Material XF NONM

Countries 

TOTAL ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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APPENDIX B-VII:  EQUITY POSITION RISK (000s)

1 2 3 4

Positions attracting Positions attracting Positions attracting Total Gross Equity 

 8% specific /  4% specific/ 0% Positions for specific

Execution risk Execution risk execution risk / Execution risk

Positions, including positions in indices, allocated by country (1 + 2 + 3)

Australia AU AUSL.....

Belgium BE BELG.....

Canada CA CANA.....

France FR FRAN.....

Germany DE RGER....

Japan JP JAPA.....

Netherlands NL NETH.....

Spain ES SPAI......

Sweden SE SWED....

Switzerland CH SWIT......

United Kingdom UK UKIN......

United States US USA.......

Denmark DK DENM....

Finland FI FINL.......

Greece GR GREE.....

Ireland IE EIRE.......

Italy IT ITAL........

Luxembourg LU LUXE......

Portugal PT PORT......

.....................…

.....................…

.....................…

.....................…

.....................…

Other material ctry. U9 UNAL

Non material ctry... XF NONM

TOTAL…………………………………

Gross Positions for Specific Risk
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APPENDIX B-VII:  EQUITY POSITION RISK - continued (000s)

5 6 7

Excess amount of Other Positions Total Equity

concentrated  Positions for 

positions (Gross) General Market Risk

Positions, including positions in indices, allocated by country (5 + 6)

Australia AU AUSL.....

Belgium BE BELG.....

Canada CA CANA.....

France FR FRAN.....

Germany DE RGER....

Japan JP JAPA.....

Netherlands NL NETH.....

Spain ES SPAI......

Sweden SE SWED....

Switzerland CH SWIT......

United Kingdom UK UKIN......

United States US USA.......

Denmark DK DENM....

Finland FI FINL.......

Greece GR GREE.....

Ireland IE EIRE.......

Italy IT ITAL........

Luxembourg LU LUXE......

Portugal PT PORT......

.....................…

.....................…

.....................…

.....................…

.....................…

Other material ctry. U9 UNAL

Non material ctry... XF NONM

TOTAL ……

Positions for General Market Risk
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APPENDIX B-VIII:  COMMODITY POSITION RISK (000s)

Commodity types Column A Column B Column C Column D Column E Column F

Gross Gross Net Open Simplified Maturity Total

Long Short position approach approach charges

10 Precious metals
 (excluding gold) ..

20 Base metals ..…

30 Energy contracts
 (including oil) .…

40 Other contracts ..

50 Total capital requirement ...........................................................................................……………………………………

Top ten commodities by capital charge

60 1 ......................…

70 2 ......................…

80 3 ......................…

90 4 ......................…

100 5 ......................…

110 6 ......................…

120 7 ......................…

130 8 ......................…

140 9 ......................…

150 10 ...................…

Positions Capital Charges
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APPENDIX B-IX:  BACKTESTING RESULTS

Multiplication factor

10 Minimum multiplication factor (rounded to 2 decimal places  x 100, ie input  as integers) .......…

20 Number of regulatory backtesting exceptions recorded over last 250 business days. .........…

30 Plus factor  (rounded to 2 decimal places x 100, ie input as integers) .............................……..

40 Multiplication factor (items 10 and 30) .........................................................................…………

Backtesting on total portfolio

50   Number of recorded backtesting exceptions in last reporting period .....................................

51.0   Exceptions recorded during last reporting period:

Date (dd / mm / yyyy) VaR measure  (note 1) (000s)

51.01 / /

51.02 / /

51.03 / /

51.04 / /

51.05 / /

51.06 / /

51.07 / /

51.08 / /

51.09 / /

51.10 / /

51.11 / /

51.12 / /

52.0   Five largest daily losses over last reporting period:

Date (dd / mm / yyyy) VaR measure  (note 1) (000s)

52.1 / /

52.2 / /

52.3 / /

52.4 / /

52.5 / /

53.0 Five largest backtesting VaRs1 over last reporting period:

Date (dd / mm / yyyy) VaR measure  (note 1) (000s)

53.1 / /

53.2 / /

53.3 / /

53.4 / /

53.5 / /

Note 1. 

 confidence limit.

Note 2   Actual profit/loss is the day’s actual P&L arising from trading activities within the scope of the model.

Actual loss (note 2) (000s) 

Actual loss (note 2) (000s) 

Actual loss (note 2) (000s) 

The VaR measure for backtesting purposes should be calibrated to a one-day holding period and a 99% one-tailed
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Backtesting on portfolios for specific risk

60 Number of backtesting exceptions on interest rate portfolio  in last reporting period .........…

60.1 Exceptions reported during last reporting period:

Date (dd / mm / yyyy) VaR measure  (note 3) (000s)

60.11 / /

60.12 / /

60.13 / /

60.14 / /

60.15 / /

60.16 / /

60.17 / /

60.18 / /

60.19 / /

60.20 / /

60.21 / /

60.22 / /

70

70.1

Date (dd / mm / yyyy) VaR measure  (note 3) (000s)

70.11 / /

70.12 / /

70.13 / /

70.14 / /

70.15 / /

70.16 / /

70.17 / /

70.18 / /

70.19 / /

70.20 / /

70.21 / /

70.22 / /

Note 3   This is the VaR measure (99% confidence limit, one-day holding period) related to specific risk on the sub-portfolio.

Note 4   This is the actual loss related to specific risk on the sub-portfolio.

If the reporting institution conducts backtesting on a sub-portfolio level, this should be repeated for each sub-portfolio that 

Actual loss (note 4) (000s) 

is subject to interest rate specific risk

Actual loss (note 4) (000s) 

If the reporting institution conducts backtesting on a sub-portfolio level, this should be repeated for each sub-portfolio that 

is subject to interest rate specific risk

Exceptions reported during last reporting period:

Number of backtesting exceptions on equities portfolio  in last reporting period ...............…
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APPENDIX B-X: EXPOSURES COLLATERALISED/GUARANTEED/NETTED

1 2 3 4 5

From Item To Item Amount Collateralised Amount Guaranteed Amount Netted

 Number  Number 000s 000s 000s

1 B . .

2 B . .

3 B . .

4 B . .

5 B . .

6 B . .

7 B . .

8 B . .

9 B . .

10 B . .

11 B . .

12 B . .

13 B . .

14 B . .

15 B . .

16 B . .

17 B . .

18 B . .

19 B . .

20 B . .

21 B . .

22 B . .

23 B . .

24 B . .

25 B . .

26 B . .

27 B . .

28 B . .

29 B . .

30 B . .

31 B . .

32 B . .

33 B . .

34 B . .

35 B . .

This return records the adjustments made by the reporting institution in respect of exposures collateralised or guaranteed or netting, where

the collateral/guarantee has been used to reduce the risk weight coefficient of the underlying asset, eg show the amounts in column 3 

transferred from item B40.4 (100% weight) to item B40.1 (0% weight).
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SECTION C - CONSOLIDATION VIA AGGREGATION PLUS
(INTO THE TRADING BOOK)

INVESTMENT FIRM A B C D E

SUBSIDIARIES (000)s (000)s (000)s

FSA=1 or Trigger Trigger capital Notional risk Incremental 

local regulator’s ratio requirement weighted capital for large

 rules= 0 applied = assets exposures

applied (% to 

2d.px100)

C10.1 …………….

C10.2 …………….

C10.3 …………….

C10.4 …………….

C10.5 …………….

C10.6 …………….

C10.7 …………….

C10.8 …………….

C10.9 …………….

C10.10 …………….

C10.11 …………….

C10.12 …………….

C10.13 …………….

C10.14 …………….

C10 TOTAL FOR INVESTMENT FIRMS…………

BANKING SUBSIDIARIES

C20.1 …………….

C20.2 …………….

C20.3 …………….

C20.4 …………….

C20.5 …………….

C20.6 …………….

C20.7 …………….

C20.8 …………….

C20.9 …………….

C20.10 …………….

C20.11 …………….

C20.12 …………….

C20.13 …………….

C20.14 …………….

C20 TOTAL FOR BANKING SUBSIDIARIES……………

C30 GRAND TOTAL
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SECTION C - CONSOLIDATION VIA AGGREGATION PLUS

(INTO THE TRADING BOOK) - continued
CAPITAL REQUIREMENT

INVESTMENT FIRM F G H J K L
SUBSIDIARIES (000)s (000)s (000)s (000)s (no) (000)s

MR against MR against Non-MR against Non-MR against Plus Target capital

which Tier 3 which Tier 3 which Tier 3 may which Tier 3 may factor requirement

may be held may not be  held be held may not be  held (nox100)

C10.1 ………………..

C10.2 ………………..

C10.3 ………………..

C10.4 ………………..

C10.5 ………………..

C10.6 ………………..

C10.7 ………………..

C10.8 ………………..

C10.9 ………………..

C10.10 ………………..

C10.11 ………………..

C10.12 ………………..

C10.13 ………………..

C10.14 ………………..

C10 TOTAL…..

BANKING SUBSIDIARIES

C20.1 ………………..

C20.2 ………………..

C20.3 ………………..

C20.4 ………………..

C20.5 ………………..

C20.6 ………………..

C20.7 ………………..

C20.8 ………………..

C20.9 ………………..

C20.10 ………………..

C20.11 ………………..

C20.12 ………………..

C20.13 ………………..

C20.14 ………………..

C20 TOTAL…..

C30 GRAND TOTAL
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 SECTION D - CAPITAL ADEQUACY SUMMARY

CAPITAL BASE 000s

D10 Tier 1 (A550) .............................................................................................................................................

D20 Eligible Tier 2 (A630) .................................................................................................................................

D30 Eligible Tier 3 (A638) .................................................................................................................................

D40 TOTAL ELIGIBLE CAPITAL (D10 to D30) ...............................................................................

BANKING BOOK CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS/RISK WEIGHTED ASSETS

D50 Banking Book Trigger Ratio  ( % multiplied by 100, ie input as integers) ................…

D60 Banking Book Target Ratio  ( % multiplied by 100, ie input as integers) ...................…

D70 Total Banking Book Risk Weighted Assets by risk weighting bands:.............

 by weighting bands:

D70.1       Risk weighted at 0%.............................................................................................................................

D70.2       Risk weighted at 10%...........................................................................................................................

D70.3       Risk weighted at 20%...........................................................................................................................

D70.4       Risk weighted at 50%...........................................................................................................................

D70.5       Risk weighted at 100%.........................................................................................................................

D70.6       Items A452, A472 and A474 of Section A............................................................................................

D80 Banking Book Capital Requirements .................................................................................

CAPITAL ALLOCATED TO THE BANKING BOOK

D90 Tier 1 capital...............................................................................................................................................

D100 Eligible Tier 2 capital..................................................................................................................................

D110 Total capital allocated to the Banking Book (items D90 + D100) ..................................

TRADING BOOK CAPITAL REQUIREMENT/NOTIONAL RISK WEIGHTED ASSETS

D120 Exempt from CAD capital requirements at reporting date ? (please tick if yes) ......................................... Yes

D130 If yes, number of days over threshold in reporting period ..............................................................

D140 Trading Book Trigger Ratio  ( % multiplied by 100, ie input as integers) ...............................

D150 Trading Book Target Ratio  ( % multiplied by 100, ie input as integers) ................................
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Standard approach 000S

D160 Counterparty/Settlement Risk ..................................................................………………………….

D170 Incremental capital for large exposures ......................................................………………………

D180 Foreign exchange .risk ..........................................................................................................…..

D190 Interest Rate Position Risk.....................................................................................................…..

D200 Equity Position Risk................................................................................................................….

D210 Commodity Position Risk..........................................................................................................….

D220 Total capital requirement for trading book risks not subject to models (items D160 to D210) .…

Internal models approach

D230 Capital requirement for market risk........................................................................................…..

D240 Capital surcharge for specific risk.........................................................................................….

D250 Total capital requirement for risks subject to internal models (items D230+D240).....................…

Capital requirements for entities consolidated via aggregation plus

D260 Market Risks against which Tier 3 capital may be held.............................................................…

D270 Market Risks against which Tier 3 capital may not be held.......................................................…

D280 Non-Market Risk against which Tier 3 capital may be held.......................................................…

D290 Non-Market Risk against which Tier 3 capital may not be held.................................................…

D300 Total capital requirement for entities consolidated via aggregation plus ..................................…

D310 Total Trading Book Capital Requirements (items D220+D250+D300)..…

D320 Total Trading Book Notional Risk Weighted Assets.............................…

CAPITAL ALLOCATED TO THE TRADING BOOK

D330 Tier 1 capital.........................................................................................................................….

D340 Eligible Tier 2 capital..............................................................................................................….

D350 Eligible Tier 3 capital.............................................................................................................….

D360 Total capital allocated to the trading book (items D330 to D350)................................…………

ELIGIBLE CAPITAL NOT USED TO SUPPORT EITHER BOOK

D370 Tier 1......................................................................................................................................….

D380 Eligible Tier 2................................................................................................................................

D390 Total excess Tier 1 and eligible Tier 2 capital before deduction...............................................…
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DEDUCTIONS

D400 Investments in subsidiaries and associated companies (item A160).......................................…

D410 Connected lending of a capital nature (A280) .......................................................................….

D420 Off-balance sheet items of a capital nature............................................................................….

D430 Investments in bank and financial firm capital (item A171).......................................................…

D440 Qualifying holdings (item A180.4)............................................................................................…

D450 Deduction plus consolidation..................................................................................................….

D460 Other deductions....................................................................................................................….

D470 Total Deductions (items D400 to D460) ...................................................................................…

D480 OWN FUNDS............................................................................................................................…

D490 ADJUSTED CAPITAL BASE.......................................................................................................

D500 TOTAL CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS ...................................................................................…….

D510 TOTAL RISK-WEIGHTED ASSETS ..............................................................……………………

D520 ‘PUBLISHED’ RISK ASSET RATIO  ( % multiplied by 100, ie input as integers) ........................

D530 TRIGGER CAPITAL ADEQUACY RATIO  ( % multiplied by 100, ie input as integers) ............…

D540 TARGET CAPITAL ADEQUACY RATIO  ( % multiplied by 100, ie input as integers) ..............…

000s
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Private and confidential

To be used for all reports completed as at 1 December 2001 or after

FORM LE2 – Analysis of Large Exposures

Reporting institution _________________________________________________________________________________________
(Unconsolidated/Solo consolidated/Consolidated - delete as appropriate)

as at FSA Number�

Capital base for the period of this report: ___________________________________________ Date agreed: __________________

Currency of completion:________________________________________________________________________________________

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may be a criminal offence
(sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000).  SUP 15.6.1R and SUP 15.6.3R require an authorised person
to take reasonable steps to ensure the accuracy and completeness of information given to the FSA and to notify the FSA immediately if
materially inaccurate information has been provided.  SUP 16.3.10R requires an authorised person to submit reports containing all the
information required.  Contravention of these requirements may lead to disciplinary sanctions or other enforcement action by the FSA.
It should not be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been
disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body.  Any additional information of relevance should be provided by letter direct to the FSA. 

I confirm that the information in this form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief and that I have read the
Guidance Notes to this form.

Signature of authorised signatory:______________________________________________ Date: ___________________________

Name: ______________________________________________________ Position held: _________________________________

In the event of a query, the Financial Services Authority may, in the first instance, contact (block letters please):

_________________________________________________________ Tel No: _________________ Ext: ___________________

Notes on completion

1 Complete the return quarterly on an unconsolidated/solo-consolidated basis and consolidated basis as at end of March, June,
September and December.  Institutions wishing to report as at dates which coincide with the financial year end should apply to
the FSA for a waiver (see SUP 8).

2 The form should be returned within 10 business days of the reporting date when completed on an unconsolidated/ solo-
consolidated basis and within 20 business days of the reporting date when completed on a consolidated basis.  Please address
the form to your normal supervisory contact in:

Financial Services Authority

25 The North Colonnade

Canary Wharf

London

E14 5HS

3 If you have any difficulty in completing this form, please telephone your FSA supervisor for guidance.

FSA use only Logged in Data entered

September 2001

                                                          
� For unconsolidated/solo-consolidated entities, this will be the FSA firm reference number.  For consolidated reports, this will be the
FSA firm reference number of the institution on whom the requirement to report has been placed.  This box must be filled in by all
reporters (SUP 16.3.7R).
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PART 1

LARGEST EXPOSURES TO INDIVIDUAL NON-BANK COUNTERPARTIES AND GROUPS OF CLOSELY RELATED

Counterparty Gross exposure (ii) Net exposure (ii)

(i) (2) (3)

(a) At reporting date (b) Maximum during period (a) At reporting date (b) Maximum during period

(1)

(i) Principal counterparty(ies) in the case of groups of closely related non-bank counterparties.

(ii) Any exposure denominated other than in £ (either partially or wholly) should be marked with a *.

FSA Handbook  •  SUP •  Pre-release 0.3 (20 September 2001)



£000s (unless
otherwise agreed)

NON-BANK COUNTERPARTIES

Specific bad debt provisions made at Eligible collateral held Covered by guarantees Amount included in clustering ratio

reporting date against the exposure (5) (6) calculation

in column 2(a) or 3(a) (a) Cash (b) Zone A Government (a) Parent bank (b) Third party

(4) securities (7)
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PART 2 (i)

LARGEST EXPOSURES TO INDIVIDUAL NON-BANK COUNTERPARTIES AND GROUPS OF CLOSELY RELATED

Counterparty Gross exposure (ii)(iii) Net exposure (ii)(iii) Specific bad debt provisions made

(i) (2) (3) at reporting date against the

(a) At reporting date (b) Maximum during period (a) At reporting date (b) Maximum during period exposure in column 2(a) or 3(a)

(1) (4)

(i) Principal counterparty(ies) in the case of groups of closely related non-bank counterparties.

(ii) Any exposure denominated other than in £ (either partially or wholly) should be marked with a *.

FSA Handbook  •  SUP •  Pre-release 0.3 (20 September 2001)



£000s (unless
otherwise agreed)

NON-BANK COUNTERPARTIES CONNECTED TO THE REPORTING BANK

Eligible collateral held Covered by guarantees Amount exempt under a connected Amount included in clustering ratio

(5) (6) exposure concession calculation

(a) Cash (b) Zone A Government (a) Parent bank (b) Third party

securities (7) (8)

(iii) The total exposure to the counterparty(ies) listed in column 1 should be reported but exposures up to and including 1 year (original) maturity to group financial companies should also

be separately identified in brackets.

FSA Handbook  •  SUP •  Pre-release 0.3 (20 September 2001)



PART 2 (ii)

LARGEST EXPOSURES TO BANKS, BUILDING SOCIETIES, RECOGNISED INVESTMENT FIRMS, 
RECOGNISED CLEARING HOUSES AND RECOGNISED EXCHANGES CONNECTED TO THE REPORTING BANK

Counterparty Gross exposure (i) Net exposure (i) Specific bad debt provisions made

(2) (3) at reporting date against the

(a) At reporting date (b) Maximum during period (a) At reporting date (b) Maximum during period exposure in column 2(a) or 3(a)

(1) (4)

(i) Any exposure denominated other than in £ (either partially or wholly) should be marked with a *.

FSA Handbook  •  SUP •  Pre-release 0.3 (20 September 2001)



£000s (unless
otherwise agreed)

Eligible collateral held Covered by guarantees Amount exempt under a connected Amount included in clustering ratio

(5) (6) exposure concession calculation

(a) Cash (b) Zone A Government (a) Parent bank (b) Third party

securities (7) (8)

FSA Handbook  •  SUP •  Pre-release 0.3 (20 September 2001)



PART 3 (i)

LARGEST EXPOSURES TO BANKS, BUILDING SOCIETIES, RECOGNISED INVESTMENT FIRMS, GILT-EDGED
RECOGNISED CLEARING HOUSES AND RECOGNISED EXCHANGES WITH A MATURITY OF 1 YEAR OR LESS

Counterparty Gross exposure (i) Net exposure (i) Specific bad debt provisions made

(2) (3) at reporting date against the

(a) At reporting date (b) Maximum during period (a) At reporting date (b) Maximum during period exposure in column 2(a) or 3(a)

(1) (4)

(i) Any exposure denominated other than in £ (either partially or wholly) should be marked with a *.

FSA Handbook  •  SUP •  Pre-release 0.3 (20 September 2001)



£000s (unless
otherwise agreed)

MARKET MAKERS, STOCK EXCHANGE MONEY BROKERS,

Exposure to counterparties closely related to counterparty in Eligible collateral held Covered by guarantees

column 1 (ii) (6) (7)

(a) Cash (b) Zone A Government (a) Parent bank (b) Third party

(5) securities

(ii) Other than banks, building societies, recognised investment firms, gilt-edged market makers, stock exchange money brokers, recognised clearing houses and recognised exchanges.
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PART 3 (ii)

LARGEST EXPOSURES TO BANKS, BUILDING SOCIETIES, RECOGNISED INVESTMENT FIRMS, GILT-EDGED
RECOGNISED CLEARING HOUSES AND RECOGNISED EXCHANGES WITH A MATURITY OF OVER 1 YEAR

Counterparty Gross exposure (i) Net exposure (i) Specific bad debt provisions made

(2) (3) at reporting date against the

(a) At reporting date (b) Maximum during period (a) At reporting date (b) Maximum during period exposure in column 2(a) or 3(a)

(1) (4)

(i) Any exposure denominated other than in £ (either partially or wholly) should be marked with a *.
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£000s (unless
otherwise agreed)

MARKET MAKERS, STOCK EXCHANGE MONEY BROKERS,

Exposure to counterparties Eligible collateral held Covered by guarantees Amount exempt under a 1-3 Amount included in

closely related to counterparty in (6) (7) year derivative concession clustering ratio calculation

column 1 (ii) (a) Cash (b) Zone A Government (a) Parent bank (b) Third party

(5) securities (8) (9)

(ii) Other than banks, building societies, recognised investment firms, gilt-edged market makers, stock exchange money brokers, recognised clearing houses and recognised exchanges.
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PART 4

LARGEST EXPOSURES TO CENTRAL GOVERNMENTS AND CENTRAL BANKS

Counterparty Gross exposure  (I) Net exposure  (I)

(2) (3)

(a) At reporting date (b) Maximum during period (a) At reporting date (b) Maximum during period

(1)

ZONE A

ZONE B

(i) Any exposure denominated other than in £ (either partially or wholly) should be marked with a *.

FSA Handbook  •  SUP •  Pre-release 0.3 (20 September 2001)



£000s (unless
otherwise agreed)

Specific bad debt provisions made at Eligible collateral held Covered by guarantees Amount included in clustering ratio calculation

reporting date against the exposure in (5) (6)

column 2(a) or 3(a) (a) Cash (b) Zone A Government (a) Parent bank (b) Third party

(4) securities (7)

TOTAL OF
PARTS 1-4
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PART 5

EXPOSURES SUBJECT TO SOFT LIMITS

Adjusted capital base: _________________________________________________________________________

ISSUER EXCESS OVER ADJUSTED CAPITAL CAPITAL CHARGE (i)
BASE

(i) To be carried to items 120 and 130 of the Form CAD1

FSA Handbook  •  SUP •  Pre-release 0.3 (20 September 2001)



Private and confidential

To be used for all reports completed as at 1 December 2001 or after

Reporting institution

Reporting date FSA number *
eg

Unconsolidated / Solo consolidated (tick as appropriate)……………………………….…

Please tick if this return is completed in Euros (Item A)…………………………………………………………………………………..

Signature of authorised signatory: Date:

Name:      Position held:

In the event of a query, the FSA or the Bank of England may, in the first instance, contact (block letters please)

Tel No Ext

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

The Financial Services Authority
c/o Monetary and Financial Statistics Division
Domestic Banking Statistics (HO-4)
Bank of England
Threadneedle Street
London EC2R 8AH

8

FSA use only Logged in Data entered

September 2001

LR.2.FS

Returns may also be delivered to the Works Gate at the Lothbury entrance of the Bank of England between 9.00am and 5.00pm, 
Monday to Friday.  Envelopes should be clearly addressed as above.

If you have any difficulty in completing this return, please telephone your normal supervisory contact at the FSA.
Complete the return quarterly on an unconsolidated / solo consolidated basis.
Monthly BT reporters should complete Form LR as at the end of February, May, August and November.  
Quarterly BT reporters should complete Form LR as at the end March, June, September and December. 

For definitions of items, refer to the Guidance Notes

Submit the form within 10 business days or 12 business days for those institutions reporting electronically, clearly addressed to:

To assist with the scanning process, please enter all data neatly within the relevant boxes and do not enter the % symbol in any boxes 
on this return

* This should be the FSA firm reference number.  This box must be filled in by all reporters (SUP 16.3.7R).

Enter amounts to the nearest thousand omitting £000s/€000s.  

FORM LR - Liquidity Return

Solo consolidatedUnconsolidated

Notes on Completion

31 12 2001

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may be a criminal offence (sections 398 
and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000).  SUP 15.6.1R and SUP 15.6.3R require an authorised person to take reasonable 
steps to ensure the accuracy and completeness of information given to the FSA and to notify the FSA immediately if materially inaccurate 
information has been provided.  SUP 16.3.10R requires an authorised person to submit reports containing all the information required.  
Contravention of these requirements may lead to disciplinary action or other enforcement action by the FSA.  It should not be assumed that 
information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory 
body. Any additional information of relevance should be provided by letter direct to the FSA.

I confirm the information in this form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief and that I have read the Guidance Notes 
to this form.



PART 1

Marketable Assets Zone A currencies

Mark to market
value

Item No 1

A1A Cash held………………………………………………………..…………………..………………………………………………….………………………

Debt instruments issued in Zone A countries

¬ ¬
Central government/central government guaranteed, including Treasury bills, eligible Local  Authority paper

A2A and eligible bank bills with a residual maturity of up to 1 year………………………………………………….

A2B Central government/central government guaranteed and Local Authority marketable debt of 1 to 5 years…

A2C Central government/central government guaranteed and Local Authority marketable debt of over 5 years..

A2D Non-government of 6 months or less……………………………………………………………………………….

A2E Non-government of 6 months to 5 years…………………………………………………….

A2F Non-government of over 5 years………………………………………………………………………………….

Debt instruments issued in Zone B countries

A3A Central government/central government guaranteed with a residual maturity of up to 1 year………………

A3B Central government/central government guaranteed of 1 to 5 years…………………………………...……..

A3C Central government/central government guaranteed of over 5 years………………………………………….

A3D Eligible non-government of 6 months or less………………………………………………………………………

A3E Eligible non-government of 6 months to 5 years………………………………………………

A3F Eligible non-government of over 5 years………………………………………………………………………….

A4A Brady bonds……………………………………………………………………………………………………….

A5A Highly liquid equities/equity indices……………………………………………………...…………………

A6A Total discounted amount……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

¬ ¬
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Zone B currencies Discount where 
denominated in zone A 

currency (%)

Discount where 
denominated in zone B 

currency (%)

Discounted to

Mark to market 8 days Over 8 days
value  and under  to 1 month

2 3 4 Item No

¬ ¬
………………………………………………………… A1A

0 20 A2A

5 25 A2B

10 30 A2C

5 25 A2D

10 30 A2E

15 35 A2F

20 20 A3A

30 30 A3B

40 40 A3C

30 30 A3D

40 40 A3E

50 50 A3F

20 40 A4A

20 40 A5A

……………………………………………………… A6A

¬ ¬
LR.2.2



PART 2

Contractual basis: residual maturity
Cashflow basis

Item No 1 2 3 4

Overdue Demand (incl. 
next day)

8 days and under 
(excl. next day)

Over 8 days to 1 
month

Inflows

B Please tick if reported on a Cashflow basis (blank represents Maturity basis)…………………..………………………………..

Retail ¬ ¬
B1A Mortgages…………………………………….

B1B Personal loans…………………………………

B1C Overdrafts……………………………………..

B1D Credit card inflows…………………………..

B1E Repayment of advances……………………..

B1F Other retail inflows……………………………..

Wholesale

Non-marketable securities and debt instruments
B2A and marketable assets maturing within 1 month…

B2B Intragroup / connected……………………..……

B2C Interbank (excluding any intragroup)………..…

B2D Corporate (non interbank, non intragroup)……..

B2E Government / Public sector……………………....

B2F Repos / reverse repos…………………………..

B2G Trade related letters of credit…..

B2H Overdrafts……………………………………..

B3A Swaps and FRAs…………………………………

B3B Forward foreign exchange………………………

B3C Forward sales and purchases………………….

B3D Other off balance sheet………………………..

B4A Fees and other income………………………..

B4B Other funding sources………………………..

B5A Total inflows…………………………………

¬ ¬
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Assets:  Maturity analysis
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Item No

Over 1 months to 
3 months

Over 3 months to 
6 months

Total    (Cashflow 
basis)

Over 6 months to 
1 year

Over 1 year to 3 
years

Over 3 years to 5 
years

Total  (Maturity 
basis)

¬ ¬

B1A

B1B

B1C

B1D

B1E

B1F

B2A

B2B

B2C

B2D

B2E

B2F

B2G

B2H

B3A

B3B

B3C

B3D

B4A

B4B

B5A

¬ ¬
LR.2.4



PART 2 (continued)

Contractual basis: residual maturity
Cashflow basis

Item No 1 2 3 4

Overdue Demand (incl. 
next day)

8 days and under 
(excl. next day)

Over 8 days to 1 
month

Outflows

C Please tick if reported on a Cashflow basis (blank represents Maturity basis)………………………………….………….………

Retail

C1A Time deposits…………………………………………………..………

C1B No notice / current accounts…………………………..……………..

C1C Additional advances committed…………………………..……………

Wholesale

Non-marketable securities and debt instruments and marketable assets
C2A maturing within 1 month……………………..………………………

C2B Additional advances committed…………………………..…………

C2C Intragroup / Connected…………………………..…………………

C2D Interbank (excluding any intragroup)……………………………..

C2E Corporate (non-interbank and non-intragroup)………………….

C2F Government / Public sector………………………………...…………

C2G Repos / Reverse Repos……………………………..……………..

C2H Trade related letters of credit……………….……………..…………

C3A Swaps and FRAs……………………………..………………………

C3B Forward foreign exchange………………………………..…………

C3C Forward sales and purchases……………………………..…………

C3D Other off balance sheet……………………………..……………..

C4A Dividends, tax, other costs and outflows…………………………..

C5A Total outflows…………………………………..……………………….

Memo Items

D1A Option inflows……………………………………………………………………………..

D1B Option outflows………………………………………………………………………………

D1C Undrawn committed facilities granted to the bank…………………………………………

D1D Undrawn committed facilities granted by the bank………………………………………

D1E Commitments to lend under credit card and other revolving credit type facilities…….

D1F Total deposits……………………………………………………………………………

D2A Undrawn treasury concessions granted by the bank…………………………………..

D2B Amount of total cash inflows in arrears………………………………………..

¬ ¬
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Liabilities:  Maturity analysis
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Item No

Over 1 months to 
3 months

Over 3 months to 
6 months

Total    (Cashflow 
basis)

Over 6 months to 
1 year

Over 1 year to 3 
years

Over 3 years to 5 
years

Total  (Maturity 
basis)

¬ ¬

C1A

C1B

C1C

C2A

C2B

C2C

C2D

C2E

C2F

C2G

C2H

C3A

C3B

C3C

C3D

C4A

C5A

¬ ¬
LR.2.6



PART 3

Behavioural basis
Item No 1 2 3

Overdue Demand (incl. 
next day)

8 days and under 
(excl. next day)

Inflows

Retail ¬ ¬
E1A Mortgages…………………………………….

E1B Personal loans…………………………………

E1C Overdrafts……………………………………..

E1D Credit card inflows…………………………..

E1E Repayment of advances……………………..

E1F Other retail inflows……………………………..

Wholesale

Non-marketable securities and debt instruments
E4A and marketable assets maturing within 1 month…

E4B Intragroup / connected……………………..……

E4C Interbank (excluding any intragroup)………..…

E4D Corporate (non interbank, non intragroup)……..

E4E Government / Public sector……………………....

E4F Repos / reverse repos…………………………..

E4G Trade related letters of credit…..

E4H Overdrafts……………………………………..

E5A Swaps and FRAs…………………………………

E5B Forward foreign exchange………………………

E5C Forward sales and purchases………………….

E5D Other off balance sheet………………………..

E2A Fees and other income………………………..

E2B Other funding sources………………………..

E3A Total inflows…………………………………

¬ ¬
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4 5 6 7 8 9 Item No

Over 8 days to 1 
month

Over 1 months to 
3 months

Over 3 months to 
6 months

Over 6 months to 
1 year

Over 1 year Total  (Columns 1 
to 8)

¬ ¬
E1A

E1B

E1C

E1D

E1E

E1F

E4A

E4B

E4C

E4D

E4E

E4F

E4G

E4H

E5A

E5B

E5C

E5D

E2A

E2B

E3A

¬ ¬
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PART 3 (continued)

Behavioural basis
Item No 1 2 3

Overdue Demand (incl. 
next day)

8 days and under 
(excl. next day)

Outflows

Retail ¬ ¬
F1A Time deposits…………………………………………………..………

F1B No notice / current accounts…………………………..……………..

F1C Additional advances committed…………………………..……………

Wholesale

Non-marketable securities and debt instruments and marketable assets
F5A maturing within 1 month……………………..………………………

F2A Additional advances committed…………………………..…………

F5C Intragroup / Connected…………………………..…………………

F5D Interbank (excluding any intragroup)……………………………..

F5E Corporate (non-interbank and non-intragroup)………………….

F5F Government / Public sector………………………………...…………

F5G Repos / Reverse Repos……………………………..……………..

F5H Trade related letters of credit……………….……………..…………

F6A Swaps and FRAs……………………………..………………………

F6B Forward foreign exchange………………………………..…………

F6C Forward sales and purchases……………………………..…………

F6D Other off balance sheet……………………………..……………..

F3A Dividends, tax, other costs and outflows…………………………..

F4A Total outflows…………………………………..……………………….

¬ ¬
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4 5 6 7 8 9 Item No

Over 8 days to 1 
month

Over 1 months to 
3 months

Over 3 months to 
6 months

Over 6 months to 
1 year

Over 1 year Total  (Columns 2 
to 8)

¬ ¬
F1A

F1B

F1C

F5A

F2A

F5C

F5D

F5E

F5F

F5G

F5H

F6A

F6B

F6C

F6D

F3A

F4A

¬ ¬
LR.2.10



PART 4

Calculation of liquidity mismatches
1 2 3 4 Item No

Overdue 
(excluded)

Demand (incl. 
next day)

8 days and under 1 month and 
under

Item No Contractual Basis
Inflows ¬ ¬

G1A Cumulative discounted marketable assets………………...……… G1A

G1B Plus total cumulative standard inflows...………...………...……… G1B

G1C Plus Y% * committed lines granted to the bank...………...……… G1C

G1D Y% ...………...………...………...………...…………………….. G1D

G1E Equals total inflows (A)...………...………...………...……… G1E

Outflows

G2A Total cumulative standard outflows...………...………...………...… G2A

G2B Plus undrawn commitments to lend granted by the bank...……… G2B

G2C Z%...………...………...………...………...…………………… G2C

G2D Plus undrawn credit card and other revolving commitments to lend.. G2D

G2E W% ...………...………...………...………...………………….. G2E

G2F Equals total outflows (B)...………...………...………...……… G2F

Mismatch

G3A Net mismatch: standard basis (A - B)...………...………...……….. G3A

G4A Total deposits (X)...………...………...………...………...………… G4A

G5A Mismatch as % of deposits [(A-B)/X] (to 2 decimal places) G5A

Behaviourally Adjusted Basis
Inflows

G6A Cumulative discounted marketable assets……………………………. G6A

G6B Plus total cumulative behaviourally adjusted inflows……………….. G6B

G6C Plus Y% * committed lines granted to the bank……………………… G6C

G6D Y%……………………………………………..………………….. G6D

G6E Equals total inflows (C)…………………………………………… G6E

Outflows

G7A Total cumulative behaviourally adjusted outflows………………… G7A

G7B Plus undrawn commitments to lend granted by the bank………… G7B

G7C Z% ……………………………………………………………………….. G7C

G7D Plus undrawn credit card and other revolving commitments to lend.. G7D

G7E W% …………………………………………………………………….. G7E

G7F Equals total outflows (D)………………………………………….. G7F

Mismatch

G8A Net mismatch: behaviourally adjusted basis (C - D)………………... G8A

G8B Total deposits (X)……………………………………………………… G8B

G8C Mismatch as % of deposits [(C-D)/X] (to 2 decimal places) G8C

¬ ¬
In order to assist with the scanning process please enter decimal points clearly 
and do not enter the % symbol in any of the boxes of this form

LR.2.11



PART 4 (continued)

Exceptions to Guidelines
           Net cumulative mismatch
       as a percentage of total deposits

¬ 1 2 3 ¬

Date Sight to eight days Sight to one month
Item No (ddmm format) (to 2 decimal places) (to 2 decimal places) Item No

H1A H1A

H1B H1B

H1C H1C

H1D H1D

H1E H1E

H1F H1F

H1G H1G

H1H H1H

H1J H1J

H1K H1K

H1L H1L

H1M H1M

H1N H1N

H1P H1P

H1Q H1Q

H1R H1R

H1S H1S

H1T H1T

H1U H1U

H1V H1V

¬ LR.2.12 ¬
In order to assist with the scanning process please enter decimal points clearly
 and do not enter the % symbol in any of the boxes of this form



PART 5

Deposit Concentration
Part A:  Large Deposits

1 2 3

¬ ¬

Customer (a)     Maturity date (b) Currency (C)
Item No (ddmmyy format (using international country codes

blank=undated, V=various) blank=sterling, V=various)
J1A

J1B

J1C

J1D

J1E

J1F

J1G

J1H

J1J

J1K

J1L

J1M

J1N

J1P

J1Q

J1R

J1S

J1T

J1U

J1V

K1A

K1B

K1C

K1D

K1E

K1F

K1G

K1H

K1J

K1K

K1L

K1M

K1N

K1P

K1Q

K1R

K1S

K1T

K1U

K1V

¬ ¬
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4 5 6 7 8

¬ ¬

Amount (d) Maximum amount in Client money (C) (f) Mandated accounts
Customers connected 

to
reporting period (e) (please tick) (M) (g) reporting bank (CC) Item No

(please tick) (please tick)
J1A

J1B

J1C

J1D

J1E

J1F

J1G

J1H

J1J

J1K

J1L

J1M

J1N

J1P

J1Q

J1R

J1S

J1T

J1U

J1V

K1A

K1B

K1C

K1D

K1E

K1F

K1G

K1H

K1J

K1K

K1L

K1M

K1N

K1P

K1Q

K1R

K1S

K1T

K1U

K1V

¬ ¬
LR.2.14



PART 5 (continued)

Deposit Concentration
Part B:  Client money and mandated accounts held

1 2 3

Item No Item No

Amount Maximum amount in

¬ reporting period ¬
L1A Client Money (f)...………...………...……… L1A

L1B Mandated accounts (g)...………...………… L1B

¬ ¬

Notes for completing Part 5

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

LR.2.15

Principal customer in the case of closely related depositors/lenders.

Where an individual deposit comprises 25% or more of the total for a particular depositor / group of 
depositors and has a different maturity from the remainder, it should be reported separately and bracketed.  
Otherwise where deposits have been received with a variety of maturity dates, reporting institutions need not 
supply a full list of dates but may write the letter V in the first section of column 2.  Where the deposit is 
undated, this column should be left blank.

Enter the currency and not the amount.  The codes used for each currency should be consistent with the 
international codes used for the Bank of England returns.  Where an individual deposit comprises 25% or 
more of the total for a particular depositor/group of depositors and has a different currency from the 
remainder, it should be reported separately and bracketed.  Otherwise, where deposits are received in a 
variety of currencies, reporting institutions need not supply details of each currency amount but may write the 
letter V in the first section of column 3.  Where the deposit is in sterling, this column should be left blank.

Enter the sterling (or euro amount, if appropriate) or the sterling equivalent (or euro equivalent) if the 
deposit/loan is in currency other than sterling (or euro).

Only complete this column for deposits still outstanding at the reporting date.

Funds subject to the FSA's (previously SIB’s) client money regulations.

Funds held in accounts operated by a Financial Services Act authorised firm under a mandate signed by the 
account holder.



Private and confidential

To be used for all reports completed as at 1 December 2001 or after

Reporting institution

as at.. FSA number *

(eg 31 12

Unconsolidated/solo consolidated/consolidated - tick as appropriate

Unconsolidated Solo consolidated Consolidated

Signature of authorised signatory: Date

Name:    Position held:

In the event of a query, the FSA or the Bank of England may, in the first instance, contact (block letters please)

Tel No Ext

Notes on Completion

1 If you have any difficulty in completing this return, please telephone your normal supervisory contact at the FSA.

2 Complete the return quarterly on an unconsolidated/solo consolidated basis in conjunction with Form BSD3.

3 Complete the return half-yearly on a consolidated basis in conjunction with Form BSD3.

4 Enter amounts to the nearest thousands omitting £000s/€000s

5 For definitions of items, refer to the Guidance Notes

6

7

The Financial Services Authority

c/o Monetary and Financial Statistics Division

Domestic Banking Statistics (HO-4)

Bank of England

Threadneedle Street

London EC2R 8AH

8

FSA use only Logged in Data entered

September 2001

FORM M1 - Holdings of credit and financial institutions’ 

and non-financial companies’ capital instruments

2001)

g y y g g g p y

(sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000).  SUP 15.6.1R and SUP 15.6.3R require an authorised person 

to take reasonable steps to ensure the accuracy and completeness of information given to the FSA and to notify the FSA immediately 

if materially inaccurate information has been provided.  SUP 16.3.10R requires an authorised person to submit reports containing all 

the information required.  Contravention of these requirements may lead to disciplinary sanctions or other enforcement action by the 

FSA.  It should not be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been 

disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body. Any additional information of relevance should be provided by letter direct to the 

FSA.

Submit within 10 business days for unconsolidated/solo consolidated returns and 20 business days for consolidated returns 

or 12 and 22 business days respectively for those institutions reporting electronically to:

To assist with the scanning process, please enter all data neatly within the relevant boxes and do not enter the % symbol in 

any boxes on this return.

* For unconsolidated/solo-consolidated entities, this should be the FSA firm reference number.  For consolidated reports, this will be 

the FSA firm reference number of the institution on whom the requirement to report has been placed.  This box must be filled in by all 

reporters (SUP 16.3.7R).

I confirm the information in this form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief and that I have read the 

Guidance Notes to this form.

Returns may also be delivered to the Works Gate at the Lothbury entrance of the Bank of England between 9.00am and 

5.00pm, Monday to Friday.  Envelopes should be clearly addressed as above.
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1 Please tick if completion in Euros .........................…

SECTION 1: Holdings in credit and financial institutions’ capital instruments

10 Trading Book concession granted (tick if yes)……………………………... 

000s

20 If Trading Book concession granted, what amount……………………………………

30 Concession to hold own group paper in Trading Book  (tick if yes) 

40 If concession granted, what amount………………………………. 

Total amount of credit and financial institutions' capital instruments held

50 Total amount held (items 60 + 70) 

60 Banking Book 

70 Trading Book  (items 70.1 to 70.4)…………………………... 

70.1 other institutions’ paper eligible for a Trading Book concession………………

70.2 holdings eligible for own group concession…………………..………... 

70.3 paper not eligible for Trading Book concession (deductible from Tiers 1 & 2).

70.4 holdings of own Tier 1 instruments (deductible from Tier 1)…………..

80 Holdings in excess of 10% of other credit and financial institutions’ capital

Amount Excess

80.01 .......................................................…………………

80.02 .......................................................................…………………

80.03 .......................................................................…………………

80.04 .......................................................................…………………

80.05 .......................................................................…………………

80.06 .......................................................................…………………

80.07 .......................................................................…………………

80.08 .......................................................................…………………

80.09 .......................................................................…………………

80.10 .......................................................................…………………

Total .......................................................................…………………

Credit or financial institution

Page 1
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Total amount deducted from Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital or risk weighted as at 000s

 reporting date:

90 Banking Book on-Balance sheet (deductions)………………………..

100 Banking Book off-Balance sheet (deductions)………………………..

110 Trading Book (deductions)………………………………………………….…

120 Banking Book (risk weighted) ………………………………………………….

130 Trading Book (non deductible) …………………………………….

140 Five largest holdings in credit and financial institutions, at reporting date

Amount

140.1 .......................................................…………………

140.2 .......................................................................…………………

140.3 .......................................................................…………………

140.4 .......................................................................…………………

140.5 .......................................................................…………………

SECTION 2: Qualifying holdings in non-financial companies

150 Total amount of qualifying holdings 

160 Total amount of qualifying holdings in excess of 15% of capital 

170 Total amount of qualifying holdings in excess of 60% of capital 

180 Total deductions from capital (also report this figure in item A180.4 on BSD3) 

Credit or financial institution

Page 2
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Private and confidential

To be used for all reports completed as at 1 December 2001 or after

FORM SLR1 - Stock Liquidity Return 

Reporting Institution

as at………… FSA Number*

(eg 12 12 2001)

Signature of authorised signatory: Date:

Name: Position held:

In the event of a query, the FSA or the Bank of England may, in the first instance, contact (block letters please)

Tel No Ext

Notes on completion

1 If you have any difficulty in completing this return, please telephone your usual supervisory contact at the FSA.

2 For definitions, refer to the Guidance Notes

3 Enter amounts to nearest thousands omitting £000s.

4

5

6 Submit the monthly return within six business days of the reporting date, clearly addressed to:

FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY

c/o Monetary and Financial Statistics Division

Domestic Banking Statistics (HO-4)

Bank of England

Threadneedle Street

London EC2R 8AH

7

8

FSA use only Logged in Date entered

September 2001

* For unconsolidated/solo-consolidated entities, this should be the FSA firm reference number.  For consolidated reports, this will be 

the FSA firm reference number of the institution on whom the requirement to report has been placed.  This box must be filled in by all 

reporters (SUP 16.3.7R).

Submit any exception reports direct to your supervisor at the Financial Services Authority, 25 The North Colonnade, Canary 

Wharf, London E14 5HS.

Returns may also be delivered to the Works Gate at the Lothbury entrance of the Bank of England between 9.00am and 

5.00pm, Monday to Friday.  Envelopes should be clearly addressed as above.

This form should be completed as at the SECOND WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTH.  It should also be completed for any 

exception within the month.

To assist with the scanning process, please enter all data neatly within the relevant boxes and do not enter the % symbol in 

any boxes on this return.

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may be a criminal offence 

(sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000).  SUP 15.6.1R and SUP 15.6.3R require an authorised person 

to take reasonable steps to ensure the accuracy and completeness of information given to the FSA and to notify the FSA immediately if 

materially inaccurate information has been provided.  SUP 16.3.10R requires an authorised person to submit reports containing all the 

information required.  Contravention of these requirements may lead to disciplinary sanctions or other enforcement action by the FSA.  

It should not be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been 

disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body. Any additional information of relevance should be provided by letter direct to the FSA.

I confirm the information in this form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief and that I have read the 

Guidance Notes to this form.
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1 STERLING STOCK:

1.1 Cash…………………………………………………………………………

1.2 Operational balances with Bank of England…………………..………..

1.3 Treasury Bills.……………………………………………………………...

1.4 Gilts.……………………………………………………………...….……..

1.5 Eligible bank bills…………………………………..…..………………….

1.6 Eligible local authority bills……...…………...…………………………..

1.7 Certificates of tax deposits…….....………...………….………………..

1.8 Other………….…………………..…………....……………..……………

1.0 TOTAL …...….………….………...….…………………………………… (A)

(Item 1 should be equal or greater than item 2.2)

2.1 WHOLESALE STERLING NET OUTFLOW LIMIT………....…...……

5 WORKING DAYS as agreed with Bank of England

2.2 STERLING STOCK FLOOR………..….…..…………….………………

5 WORKING DAYS as agreed with Bank of England

3.0 WHOLESALE STERLING NET OUTFLOW……....…...……..………. (B)

5 WORKING DAYS                                                

4.0 STERLING CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSITS HELD

4.1 TOTAL…….……...……...………………...….……………………………

4.2 Liquidity conversion factor………..……………………....……………X 0.85

4.3 Total discounted certificates of deposit………..…...……………….. =

(Equal to item 4.1 times item 4.2)

4.4 Allowable certificates of deposit…………………………...……………………..……………… (C)

(Item 4.4 should not be greater than 50% of item 3.0)

4.5 Remaining certificates of deposit…………………………………………

(Item 4.4 plus item plus 4.5 should equal 4.3)

5.0 STERLING RETAIL DEPOSITS:

5.1 Sterling retail deposits falling due in next 5 working days…………….

5.2 Liquidity conversion factor…….……………...…...………...…………X 0.05

5.3 Sterling retail deposits to be covered……………………………………….…………………..= (D)

(Equal to item 5.1 times item 5.2)
6.0 STERLING LIQUIDITY RATIO (LQR) (rounded to two decimal places and multiplied by 100, ie

places input as integers)……………………………………………………………………………..

� �

%100�
�
�

�

�

�
�

�

�

�	




DCB

A
LQR
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SUP 16 Ann 2G:  Guidance notes on  completion of banks' reporting
forms (including validations)

1.  FORM B7 

2.  FORM BSD3

3.  FORM LE2

4.  FORM LR

5.  FORM M1

6.  FORM SLR1

7.  Supervisory guidance notes
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Analysis of Profits, Large Exposures and Certain Other

Miscellaneous Information (Form B7)

Form B7 should be completed by UK branches of banks established outside the EEA (as defined in the

Handbook Glossary of Definitions) as at end-June and end-December, or at dates which coincide with

the branch’s accounting period and have been agreed with the Financial Services Authority (FSA).  This

form should be completed using the accruals based accounting method, although market value based

accounting may be used if the branch prepares its financial statements on this basis.  It will, however, be

assumed that branches are completing the form using the accruals based accounting method unless

they have otherwise notified the FSA in writing.

Please read the Supervisory Guidance Notes (SGN), the FSA Banking Supervisory Policy Guide and the

Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Banks in conjunction with these reporting instructions.

CURRENT YEAR’S PROFIT AND LOSS

1.1 Interest received and receivable

Include under this heading:

(a) interest income which had accrued during the current accounting period whether or not it has been

received;

(b) all income having the character of interest and, in particular, amounts arising from the amortisation

of discounts on the purchase of investment securities and fees and commissions which are similar

in nature to interest, including swap interest where the instrument is used for hedging purposes.

Interest which is identified as doubtful should not be credited to the profit and loss account but

should instead be credited to an interest suspense account on the balance sheet.  The crediting of

interest to the suspense account should cease when there is no longer any realistic prospect of

receiving it, and the balance should be written off once it is beyond realistic prospect of recovery.

1.2 Dividend income

Reporting institutions should include here all dividend income received and receivable (ie where the

stock has gone “ex-div”) from equity shares.  Dividends from equity shares should be included from the

announcement date or in the case of quoted shares from the “ex-div” date.

1.3 Fees and commissions received and receivable

Income from charges made for services provided by the reporting institution, eg for the provision of

current account facilities, trade finance activities, corporate advice, investment management and trustee

services, guarantees and indemnities, commission on foreign currency transactions, underwriting the

issue of securities etc.

Do not include here fees and commissions which are similar in nature to interest such as front end fees

in lieu of interest, as these should be reported under item 1.1.
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1.4 Dealing profit/(loss)

This is the buying or selling of any financial instrument.  Interest should be reported gross except where

the interest flows arising from a contract are settled net, eg the interest flows on an interest rate swap

would normally be reported net.

Include:

(a) all profits and losses, including amounts resulting from marking-to-market from dealing in

securities, foreign exchange, and other financial instruments;

(b) fees received for dealing in securities such as brokerage costs; and

(c) amounts resulting from the marking-to-market of the financial instruments held for dealing.

Profits and losses from the sale of investment securities should not be reported here but under item 1.6.

The funding cost of the dealing operation may be included within this item where such a treatment is

adopted in the financial statements of the branch.

1.5 Intra-group income

Include all income here which would otherwise have been included under items 1.1 to 1.4 and 1.6, but

which has been earned from group companies.  (This income should not also be reported under items

1.1 to 1.4.)  The definition of group companies should include Head Office, fellow branches and other

group companies as defined in SGN12.

Where the systems of the branch are such that it would be unduly expensive, impractical or of little

benefit to the FSA to provide an analysis of intra-group income then such income need not be

separately reported.  The written agreement of the FSA should be obtained for reporting on this basis. 

1.6 Other operating income

Include here the profit or loss on the sale of investment securities and tangible fixed assets, rentals

receivable and sundry sources of income which do not fall into one of the other income categories.

Investment securities are defined as securities intended for use on a continuing basis in the activities of

the bank, but securities should not be treated as investment securities unless they are held for identified

purpose and the securities held are clearly identifiable.  Amounts within other operating income that

represent more than 5% of the total income figure (item 1) should be entered in items 1.6A, 1.6B and

1.6C in descending order of size.  Ignore further items if there are more than three breaking the 5% limit.

2.1 Interest paid and payable

Include under this heading:

(a) interest expense which has accrued during the current accounting period whether or not it has been

paid; and

(b) all expenditure having the character of interest, and, in particular, amounts arising from the

amortisation of premiums on the purchase of investment securities and fees and commissions

which are similar in nature to interest and swap interest where the instrument is used for hedging

purposes.
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2.2 Fees and commissions paid and payable

Include charges for all services rendered to the company by third parties, excluding those which have

the character of interest and are included under item 2.1.

2.3 Staff expenses

Include here:

(a) salary costs;

(b) employer’s national insurance contributions;

(c) employer’s contribution to any pension scheme; and

(d) costs of staff benefits paid on a per capita basis, such as private medical insurance and luncheon

vouchers.

2.4 Administration expenses

Include here any general staff benefits, together with rent, rates, electricity, stationery costs, etc.

2.5 Depreciation

This item should include depreciation, amortisation and other amounts written off in respect of tangible

and intangible fixed assets.

2.6 Intra-group expenditure

Include all expenditure which would otherwise have been included within items 2.1 to 2.4 and 2.7, but

which has been paid to, or is due to, group companies as defined in SGN12.  Where the systems of the

branch are such that it would be unduly expensive, impractical or of little benefit to the FSA to provide an

analysis of intra-group expenditure then such expenditure need not be separately reported.  The written

agreement of the FSA should be obtained before reporting on this basis.

2.7 Other operating charges

Include here those items of expenditure which do not fall within items 2.1 to 2.5.  Amounts within other

operating charges which represent more than 5% of the total expenditure figure (item 2) should be

entered in items 2.7A, 2.7B and 2.7C in descending order of size.  Ignore further items if there are more

than three breaking the 5% limit.

4.1 Provisions for bad and doubtful debts

Suspended interest should not be included here, nor should suspended interest be included within

item 1.1.  This item should equal item 10.3.  Specific and General should be as per the branch balance

sheet.
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4.2 Provisions for contingent liabilities and commitments

Include here charges for provisions against contingent liabilities and commitments which would, if not

provided for here, be shown under off-balance sheet items 7 and 8.

4.3 Taxation

Include here the tax charge for the period.  Where this has not yet been arrived at, an estimation of the

tax charge should be included, based on the pre-tax profit figure and the average historic tax rate of the

institution in previous years.  The historic rate of tax should be adjusted for any changes in

circumstances as appropriate, including changes in the rate of corporation tax, changes in the nature of

businesses, etc.

4.4 Provisions / Amounts written off fixed asset investments

Provisions / amounts written off, and adjustments to amounts previously written off, in respect of fixed

asset investments, including debt and equity securities held either to maturity or as long term

investments.

BALANCE SHEET ANALYSIS

6.1-6.5 Quoted investments

This should comprise the net long or short position of investments listed on recognised exchanges (the

UK and overseas official stock exchanges and the Unlisted Securities Market) and “over the counter”

stock markets for which a publicly ascertainable price is regularly available.  In arriving at the market

valuation, long positions should be valued at bid price and short positions should be valued at the offer

price.  In the event that the bank is only able to access the mid-market or single values, it should have

regard to the fact these prices will have to be adjusted to some degree in order to arrive at a prudent

valuation.

6.6-6.9 Unquoted investments

Include here, at the original cost valued at the reporting rate of exchange, those investments which are

not traded on a recognised exchange as defined for items 6.1 to 6.5, and those “over the counter”

investments which do not meet the criteria to be included under items 6.1 and 6.5.

OFF-BALANCE SHEET ITEMS

7.1 Acceptances and endorsements

Endorsements of bills for customers (including per aval endorsements) should be reported at the full

nominal amount, less any amount for bills which the branch now holds but had previously endorsed.

Where the reporting institution is the first endorser of a bill which has been accepted by a bank other

than the reporting bank, such endorsements should be reported in item 7.2.  (Where a reporting

institution has endorsed its own acceptances no further amount should be reported than the acceptance

reported in item 7.2.) If the reporting institution is not the first endorser of a bill already accepted by a

bank, such endorsements need not be reported.  

Endorsements of bills which have not been accepted by a bank should be reported here, but

endorsements of bills which have been previously endorsed by two or more banks need not be reported.

Acceptances, other than own acceptances which represent a genuine liability as opposed to a

contingent liability and should be reported on balance sheet, should also be reported here.
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7.2 Guarantees and irrevocable letters of credit (Direct credit substitutes)

Guarantees and irrevocable letters of credit (ie direct credit substitutes) relate to the financial

requirements of a counterparty, where the risk of loss to the reporting institution on the transaction is

equivalent to a direct claim on the counterparty, ie the risk of loss depends on the creditworthiness of

the counterparty (refer to Form BSD3 item A340 for detail of instruments which should be reported).

Letter of credit not eligible for inclusion in item 8.2 should be reported here.  However, standby letters of

credit which are related to non-financial transaction should be reported in item 7.4.

7.3 Assets pledged by the bank as collateral security

Include all guarantee obligations incurred and assets pledged as collateral security on behalf of third

parties.  Where the assets have been given as security in connection with the reporting institution’s

participation in a payments/settlements system such as CREST or Euroclear, the particular

payments/settlements system should be reported with the liabilities being secured at the reporting date.

Where assets have been given as security to secure the reporting institution’s other liabilities (for

example, property which has been mortgaged and hire purchase agreements pledged as collateral), the

assets reported should exclude any element of unearned finance charges.

7.4 Other contingent liabilities

Report all contingent liabilities which do not fall within one of the definitions for items 7.1 and 7.3.

8.1 Sale and option to resell transactions

Include all instruments where the purchaser of assets has the option to resell them to the vendor.  They

should be reported under this item at the price agreed in the event of a repurchase.  If there is no

repurchase price agreed then use the price at the reporting date.

8.2 Documentary credits and short-term trade-related transactions

Report short-term (defined as less than or equal to six months), self liquidating trade-related items such

as documentary letters of credit issued by the reporting institution which are, or are to be, collateralised

by the underlying shipment, ie where the credit provides for the reporting institution to retain title to the

underlying shipment.  Such letters should be weighted according to the counterparty on whose behalf

the credit is issued and reporting whether or not the terms and conditions of the credit have yet to be

complied with.

Letters of credit issued by the reporting institution without provision for the reporting institution to retain

title to the underlying shipment or where the title has passed from the reporting institution should be

reported under Guarantees and irrevocable letters of credit (direct credit substitutes), ie item 7.2.  A

memorandum of pledge and a trust receipt are not regarded as giving the reporting institution title, and

transactions secured by these should be shown under item 7.2.

Letters of credit issued on behalf of a counterparty back-to back with letters of credit of which the

counterparty is a beneficiary (“back-to-back” letters) should be reported in full.

Letters of credit advised by the reporting institution or for which the reporting institution is acting as

reimbursement agent should not be reported.
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8.3 Forward asset purchases and forward deposits placed

Include commitments for loans and other on-balance-sheet items with certain drawdown.  Exclude

foreign currency spot deposits with value dates one or two working days after the reporting date.

8.4 Undrawn facilities

Include all undrawn committed credit facilities with uncertain drawdown, including those with bank

counterparties.

9 Exchange rate and interest rate related contracts

Counterparty risk on exchange rate and interest rate related contracts should be reported in this section.

Exposures should be reported on a gross basis, unless they are netted by novation or in accordance

with the guidance set out in Chapter NE (Collateral and netting) of the FSA Banking Supervisory Policy

Guide and/or the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Banks.

Only contracts with a positive mark to market value should be included.  However, institutions should

record a potential future credit exposure in respect of all OTC derivative contracts.

9.1 Exchange rate contracts

Only exchange rate contracts of over 14 days original maturity (excluding a settlement period of up to

2 days) should be reported in this section.  Foreign currencies should be interpreted to include gold,

silver, platinum and palladium.  Report the amount arising from cross currency swaps, cross currency

interest rate swaps, outright forward foreign exchange contracts, currency futures, currency options

purchased, equity futures, equity swaps, equity options purchased, commodity futures, commodity

swaps, commodity options purchased and similar instruments.

9.3 Interest rate contracts

Report the amount arising from single currency interest rate swaps, basis swaps, forward rate

agreements and products with similar characteristics, interest rate futures (including bond futures and

options purchased), interest rate options purchased, synthetic agreements for forward exchange

(SAFE), exchange rate agreements (ERA), forward exchange agreements (FXA) and similar

instruments.

For forward foreign exchange agreements, if the notional principal amounts, between the front and back

legs, differs by more than 10%, then the lower amount should be reported as the notional principal for

the interest rate treatment and the difference will attract exchange rate add-ons.

9.1 & 9.3 Notional principal

For exchange rate contracts, the notional principal should be taken as the contract amount or the

underlying principal amount of the contract.  As regards the notional currency being received by the

reporting institution, this should be translated into sterling at the spot exchange rate on the reporting

date (see SGN34 for more detail generally).

Refer to SGN34 for guidance on remaining maturity. 
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9.2 & 9.4 Credit Equivalent

Reporting institutions should complete these lines using either the replacement cost or original exposure

method.  In general, where a reporting institution actively trades these instruments or where such

instruments form a significant part of its treasury operation, the replacement cost method should be

used.  The original exposure method should only be used where the institution does not actively trade

and with written agreement from the FSA.  Reporting institutions should indicate the method used in the

boxes provided.

Further guidance is included in Appendix 1 (replacement cost method) and SGN36 (original exposure

method).

MEMORANDUM ITEMS

Provisions against bad and doubtful debts

10.1 Previous balance

Show the balance outstanding on the specific and general provisions account at the end of the previous

accounting year relating to debts considered bad or doubtful.  Do not include provisions made against

the value of investments.  The date to which the balance refers should be shown in the space

provided.

10.2 Adjustments for exchange rate movements

Enter any adjustments made for exchange rate movements in respect of provisions denominated in

currencies other than sterling.  Where the adjustment is negative, report the amount in brackets.

10.3 Charge/credit to profit and loss account

Enter the net charge or credit to the profit and loss account in respect of provisions; this should equal

item 4.1.  A net credit should be shown in brackets.  The gross charge for new provisions should be

offset by other items, including any provisions made in earlier years but now released in the current

year’s profit and loss account.  The charge or credit for specific provisions should not include the charge

or credit for provisions in respect of suspended interest (unless it is the practice of the reporting

institution to show suspended interest as interest receivable in the P&L account).

10.4 Amounts written off

Enter the gross amount written off (before recoveries, which should be reported in item 10.5).

10.5 Recoveries of amounts previously written off

Enter the total amount of loans recovered which have previously been written-off.

10.6 Other

Enter any other items, including exceptional provisions and transfers between general and specific

provisions.
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10.7 Current balance

The current balance should be the sum of items 10.1 to 10.6.

LARGE EXPOSURES

11 Twenty largest exposures to banks and building societies

List in descending order of magnitude (ie the largest exposure first) the twenty largest credit exposures

to banks and building societies.  The listing should commence on line 11A.  Each large exposure should

only be reported once, at the top level.  The total of each column of the large exposures should be

entered on the first line.

For the definitions of exposures and counterparties which should be used (see SGN9 to SGN13), for

banks, see SGN20 (excluding investment firms).

Exposures of up to and including 1 year remaining maturity at the reporting date should be

reported in column 4.

For interest rate and foreign exchange rate contracts, the amounts at risk should be reported as the

“credit equivalent amount” using the same basis of valuation as in item 9.  

12 Twenty largest exposures to other counterparties

List in descending order of magnitude (ie the largest exposure first) the twenty largest credit exposures

to counterparties other than those covered in item 11 (both UK and overseas).  Include the non-bank

private sector, central banks, international organisations (including regional development banks and the

Bank for International Settlements (BIS)), and the UK and overseas public sectors.  The listing should

commence on line 12A.  Each large exposure should only be reported once, at the top level.  The total

of each column of the large exposures should be entered on the first line.

See SGN9 to SGN13, SGN18, SGN20 to SGN23.

Exposures of up to and including 1 year remaining maturity at the reporting date should be

reported in column 4.

For interest rate and foreign exchange rate contracts, the amounts at risk should be reported as the

“credit equivalent amount” using the same basis of valuation as in item 9.

Exposures should be valued in accordance with the Supervisory Guidance Notes, except that, in the

circumstances below, the exposure should be measured as less than the nominal exposure.  In

reporting large exposures, credit balances should not be offset against debit balances unless consistent

with Chapter NE (Collateral and netting) of the FSA Banking Supervisory Policy Guide or the Interim

Prudential Sourcebook for Banks, whichever is current at the reporting date. 

Underwriting commitments

The exposure arising from underwriting commitments should be taken as the full amount of the sum

underwritten, less amounts of the issue which the reporting bank has sub-underwritten with, or sold to,

another counterparty.
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APPENDIX 1 - REPLACEMENT COST METHOD

Reporting institutions should mark-to-market in a prudent and consistent manner.  Institutions should

develop their own methodology for calculating market values, details of which should be made available

to the FSA on request;  the following guidelines should however be observed.

For swaps, forward rate agreements and products with similar characteristics, outright forward foreign

exchange contracts and futures, the mark-to-market approach should be based on an estimation of the

net present value of the future cash flows of the contract, using interest rates based on current market

rates and relevant to periods in which the cash-flows will arise (commonly for example, the rates from a

derived yield curve for zero-coupon government bonds).

For options purchased, the mark-to-market approach should be based on a value of the option

reflecting, inter alia, the amount by which the option is “in the money” (ie the amount, if any, by which the

rate at which the option can be exercised is more favourable than the current market rate when applied

to the notional principal underlying the option), the time to expiry of the option, the volatility of the

underlying exchange or interest rate, and (for currency options) the interest rate differential between the

two currencies.  Typically such valuations will be based on mathematically complex formulae, and will

value the option at an amount above its “in the money” value.  Reporting institutions whose involvement

in options is limited and who have not developed suitable methodology may value options at their “in the

money” value.  The written consent of the FSA should be obtained to valuing options in this way.

Credit equivalent amount

In order to calculate the credit equivalent amount of these instruments, a bank should add together:

(a) the total replacement cost (obtained by marking to market) of all its contracts with a positive value;

and

(b) an amount for potential future credit exposure which reflects the residual maturity of the contract,

calculated as a percentage of notional principal amount according to the following matrix.

Residual maturity Interest rate contracts Exchange rate contracts

One year or less Nil 1.0%

Over one year 0.5% 5.0%

Institutions should record a potential future credit exposure in respect of all OTC derivative contracts

that might in the future have a positive mark-to-market value.  Thus for a given contract, an amount may

arise under (b) even if no amount arises under (a). 

No potential exposure should be calculated for single currency interest rate basis swaps;  the credit

equivalent amount on these contracts should be evaluated solely on the basis of mark-to-market value.
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FORM B7

ANALYSIS OF PROFITS, LARGE EXPOSURES AND CERTAIN OTHER MISCELLANEOUS

INFORMATION

INTERNAL VALIDATIONS 

Ref no B7 item numbers

1 1 = 1.1 +1.2 + 1.3 + 1.4 + 1.5 + 1.6

2 2 = 2.1 + 2.2 + 2.3 + 2.4 + 2.5 + 2.6 + 2.7

3 3 = 1 – 2

4 4 = 4.1 + 4.2 + 4.3 + 4.4

5 5 = 3 – 4 or 1 – 2 – 4

6 6 = B6.1 + B6.2 + B6.3 + B6.4 + B6.5 + B6.6 + B6.7 + B6.8 + B6.9

7 7 = 7.1 + 7.2 + 7.3 + 7.4

8 Superceded by validation 38, SRN/2001/1

9 S10.7 = S10.1 + S10.2 + S10.3 + S10.4 + S10.5 + S10.6

10 G10.7 = B10.1 + B10.2 + B10.3 + B10.4 + B10.5 + B10.6

11 T10.7 = T10.1 + T10.2 + T10.3 + T10.4 + T10.5 + T10.6

12 T10.1 = S10.1 + G10.1

13 T10.2 = S10.2 + G10.2

14 T10.3 = S10.3 + G10.3

15 T10.4 = S10.4 + G10.4

16 T10.5 = S10.5 + G10.5

17 T10.6 = S10.6 + G10.6

18 T10.7 = S10.7 + G10.7

19 T10.3 = 4.1

20 Superceded by validation 39, SRN/2001/1

21 Superceded by validation 40, SRN/2001/1

22 Superceded by validation 41, SRN/2001/1

23 Superceded by validation 42, SRN/2001/1

24 Superceded by validation 43, SRN/2001/1

25 Superceded by validation 44, SRN/2001/1

26 Superceded by validation 45, SRN/2001/1

27 Superceded by validation 46, SRN/2001/1

28 11LE1 = 11LE1A + 11LE1B + 11LE1C + 11LE1D + 11LE1E + 11LE1F + 11LE1G
+ 11LE1H + 11LE1J + 11LE1K + 11LE1L + 11LE1M + 11LE1N +
11LE1P + 11LE1Q + 11LE1R + 11LE1S + 11LE1T + 11LE1U + 11LE1V 

29 11LE2 = 11LE2A + 11LE2B + 11LE2C + 11LE2D + 11LE2E + 11LE2F + 11LE2G
+ 11LE2H + 11LE2J + 11LE2K + 11LE2L + 11LE2M + 11LE2N +
11LE2P + 11LE2Q + 11LE2R + 11LE2S + 11LE2T + 11LE2U + 11LE2V 
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30 11LE3 = 11LE3A + 11LE3B + 11LE3C + 11LE3D + 11LE3E + 11LE3F + 11LE3G
+ 11LE3H + 11LE3J + 11LE3K + 11LE3L + 11LE3M + 11LE3N +
11LE3P + 11LE3Q + 11LE3R + 11LE3S + 11LE3T + 11LE3U + 11LE3V 

31 11LE4 = 11LE4A + 11LE4B + 11LE4C + 11LE4D + 11LE4E + 11LE4F + 11LE4G
+ 11LE4H + 11LE4J + 11LE4K + 11LE4L + 11LE4M + 11LE4N +
11LE4P + 11LE4Q + 11LE4R + 11LE4S + 11LE4T + 11LE4U + 11LE4V 

32 11LE5 = 11LE5A + 11LE5B + 11LE5C + 11LE5D + 11LE5E + 11LE5F + 11LE5G
+ 11LE5H + 11LE5J + 11LE5K + 11LE5L + 11LE5M + 11LE5N +
11LE5P + 11LE5Q + 11LE5R + 11LE5S + 11LE5T + 11LE5U + 11LE5V 

33 12LE1 = 12LE1A + 12LE1B + 12LE1C + 12LE1D + 12LE1E + 12LE1F + 12LE1G
+ 12LE1H + 12LE1J + 12LE1K + 12LE1L + 12LE1M + 12LE1N +
12LE1P + 12LE1Q + 12LE1R + 12LE1S + 12LE1T + 12LE1U + 12LE1V 

34 12LE2 = 12LE2A + 12LE2B + 12LE2C + 12LE2D + 12LE2E + 12LE2F + 12LE2G
+ 12LE2H + 12LE2J + 12LE2K + 12LE2L + 12LE2M + 12LE2N +
12LE2P + 12LE2Q + 12LE2R + 12LE2S + 12LE2T + 12LE2U + 12LE2V 

35 12LE3 = 12LE3A + 12LE3B + 12LE3C + 12LE3D + 12LE3E + 12LE3F + 12LE3G
+ 12LE3H + 12LE3J + 12LE3K + 12LE3L + 12LE3M + 12LE3N +
12LE3P + 12LE3Q + 12LE3R + 12LE3S + 12LE3T + 12LE3U + 12LE3V 

36 12LE4 = 12LE4A + 12LE4B + 12LE4C + 12LE4D + 12LE4E + 12LE4F + 12LE4G
+ 12LE4H + 12LE4J + 12LE4K + 12LE4L + 12LE4M + 12LE4N +
12LE4P + 12LE4Q + 12LE4R + 12LE4S + 12LE4T + 12LE4U + 12LE4V 

37 12LE5 = 12LE5A + 12LE5B + 12LE5C + 12LE5D + 12LE5E + 12LE5F + 12LE5G
+ 12LE5H + 12LE5J + 12LE5K + 12LE5L + 12LE5M + 12LE5N +
12LE5P + 12LE5Q + 12LE5R + 12LE5S + 12LE5T + 12LE5U + 12LE5V 

38 8 = 8.1 + 8.2 + 8.3 + 8.4 + 8.5 (Replaces validation 8, SRN/2001/1)

39 1.6A � 1.6 (Replaces validation 20, SRN/2001/1)

40 1.6B � 1.6 (Replaces validation 21, SRN/2001/1)

41 1.6C � 1.6 (Replaces validation 22, SRN/2001/1)

42 1.6 � 1.6A + 1.6B + 1.6C (Replaces validation 23, SRN/2001/1)

43 2.7A � 2.7 (Replaces validation 24, SRN/2001/1)

44 2.7B � 2.7 (Replaces validation 25, SRN/2001/1)

45 2.7C � 2.7 (Replaces validation 26, SRN/2001/1)

46 2.7 � 2.7A + 2.7B + 2.7C (Replaces validation 27, SRN/2001/1)

47 FSA > 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)
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BSD3 REPORTING INSTRUCTIONS 

These instructions should be read in conjunction with the Supervisory Guidance Notes as necessary.

For convenience, these reporting instructions will refer to the Supervisory Guidance Notes as ‘SGN’, the

FSA Banking Supervisory Policy Guide as ‘FSA Policy Guide’, and the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for

Banks as ‘IPRU (BANK)’.

A1  Currency of completion

The form should be completed in Sterling until further notice.  This box has been included in

preparation of possible future entry to EMU by the UK.

SECTION A: BANKING BOOK

ASSETS

A10  Cash

Notes and coin, including holdings of notes issued by the appropriate authority which are

required to be held as backing for the reporting institution’s own issue of bank notes.  (Gold coin

should be reported in item A20 unless there is difficulty in separately identifying such holdings.)

A20  Gold bullion and coin

Physical holdings of gold bullion and gold coin beneficially owned by the reporting institution,

including that held on an allocated basis by other institutions.  Gold held as custodian for others

should not be reported.  Short positions in gold should not be reported here but reported with

liabilities in this return.

The treatment of other precious metals (silver, platinum and palladium) should be discussed

with the Financial Services Authority (FSA).  (See also item A260.)

A30  Cash items in the course of collection

The total amount of cheques, etc drawn on and in the course of collection on other banks, and

debit items in transit between domestic offices of the reporting institution in each country.

Report cheques that have been credited to customer’s accounts but are held overnight before

being presented or paid into the reporting institution’s account with another institution.

A40  Items in suspense

All debit balances not in customers’ names but relating to customers’ funds, eg debit balances

awaiting transfer to customers’ account rather than the reporting institution’s own internal funds.

Also report funds of the reporting institution lodged with applications for new issues, even if the

funds may be returnable, and items in the course of settlement (amounts receivable in respect

of transactions not due until a future settlement date, where the asset is to be reported on a

contract date basis).
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Items in the course of settlement resulting from securities transactions should be treated as

follows:

(a) Sales of securities from the banking book where delivery will only take place against

receipt of cash (“cash against documents”):

(i) amounts receivable where the transactions have not reached settlement date

should be reported in the 0% band;

(ii) amounts receivable where the transactions are up to and including 4 days past

due settlement date should be reported in the 0% band;

(iii) when an unsettled transaction is more than 4 days past the due settlement date,

a capital requirement should be calculated based on either the potential loss on

the deal, defined as the difference between the amount due and the current

market value of the security being settled (column one below) or the agreed

settlement price (column two below).  That capital requirement should be

entered in item A40.5 and be weighted at 100%.  The difference between the

capital requirement and the total amount receivable should continue to be

weighted at 0%.

Number of Working Days

past due settlement date

Column One

Percentage of Potential Loss

Column Two

Percentage of Agreed

Settlement Price

0 - 4 Nil Nil

5 -15 8% 0.5%

16-30 50% 4.0%

31-45 75% 9.0%

46 or more 100% 100% of Potential Loss (as

Column 1)

(b) Transactions in tradeable securities involving the delivery of the securities (cash), when

the cash (securities) are not received at the same time (“free delivery”):-

(i) if settlement of the transaction is effected across a national border, amounts

receivable up to and including one business day after the securities (cash) have

been delivered without the cash (securities) being received in return should be

reported in the 0% band;

(ii) all unsettled transactions more than one day past the due settlement date

should be weighted according to the counterparty of the transaction.

(c) Settlement risk arising from trading securities in the Trading Book should be reported in

the Trading Book column of item A40.  The capital requirement should also be reported

in item B10 (Free Deliveries) or item B50 (Unsettled Transactions).

In the case of rolling settlement dates the due settlement date should be interpreted as the first

settlement date, ie the settlement date before the settlement date is rolled over.
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A50-A110 LOANS, ADVANCES AND BILLS HELD

Funds lent to or placed with customers/counterparties including :

(a) the book value of assets leased out under finance lease agreements net of deferred tax

provided, but legally owned by the reporting institution;

(b) holdings of certificates of deposit (other than those issued by the reporting institution)

and negotiable deposits made on terms identical to those on which a certificate of

deposit would have been issued, but for which it has been mutually convenient not to

have issued a certificate (these items should be reported on a contract date basis);

(c) loans made under conditional sale agreements and hire purchase contracts;

(d) acceptances discounted;

(e) advances purchased by or assigned to the reporting institution under a transferable loan

facility, purchase and resale agreements, factoring, or similar arrangement;

(f) initial margin payments with futures markets.  These are effectively exposures to a

recognised exchange and will therefore attract a weight of 20% (unless the exchange is

not recognised for this purpose, see Chapter BC (Credit Risk In The Banking Book),

Section 5, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK), as relevant, in which case a weight of

100% will apply).

Exclude unearned finance charges.

Bills, etc

Enter at book value bills, promissory notes and other negotiable paper owned (including à forfeit

paper).  These items (including those bills eligible for rediscount at the Bank of England and

other central banks) should be reported in the categories below according to the drawee;  the

weighting for accepting bills, however, should be determined according to the acceptor.

Accruals

Wherever possible, accruals should be reported against the relevant category of counterparty

(see SGN7).

Export credit

Report in the 0% band of the relevant counterparty category all medium and long-term lending

(ie with an original maturity of two years and over) covered by an unconditional ECGD bank

guarantee (Supplier Credit Finance Facility, Buyer Credit, ECGD guaranteed Lines of Credit and

any outstanding lending under the, now discontinued, Specific Bank Guarantee, Comprehensive

Extended Terms Bank Guarantee and all lending supported by a FINCOBE endorsement of by

an irrevocable letter of credit, confirmed by a bank, which, in turn, has obtained an ECGD

guarantee on its confirmation).

Only the part of the loan fully and unconditionally guaranteed by ECGD should be reported in the

0% band (that part of the loan not guaranteed by ECGD should be reported in other weighting

bands as appropriate).
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The reporting institution should report in the 0% band its own participation in syndicated loans

made under ECGD bank guarantee, even if it does not itself hold the guarantee.

The following should not be reported in the 0% band:

(a) lending under ECGD bank guarantees where the cover is conditional in that it is

restricted to certain political risks (eg confiscation cover or, cover under option 1 or 2 of

the Project Financing Scheme);

(b) outstanding lending supported by an ABE endorsement under the (now discontinued)

ECGD Comprehensive Extended Terms Guarantee;

(c) loans made against assignments of rights by exporters to the reporting institution under

ordinary ECGD policies;  and

(d) loans made against the security of ECGD insurance cover.

Lending under equivalent schemes operated by other Zone A countries, and Zone B countries

where denominated in local currency and funded in that currency, should be reported in the 0%

band to the extent of the cover.  Reporting institutions should agree with the FSA which

schemes may be regarded as “equivalent” and merit a 0% weighting.

Where lower risk weights have been applied as a result of export credit guarantees, an entry

should be made in Appendix A-III.

Factoring

Report the total amount of debts assigned to the reporting institution under factoring or other

similar arrangements as an exposure to the debtor.

Where the debt is assigned to the reporting institution with no recourse the debt should be

weighted as a claim on the debtor.

Where the debt is assigned to the reporting institution for no consideration and on a recourse

basis the debt should be weighted at 0%.

Where the debt is assigned to the reporting institution for a consideration and on a recourse

basis the amount of the consideration should be weighted as a claim on the debtor and the

remaining portion should be weighted at 0%.

Where a guarantee has been given eg from the assignor’s parent, the risk weighting of the

guarantor may be applied.

A50 Central governments and central banks

Deposits placed with, and loans made to central governments and central banks, including

funds which the reporting institution is required to place on deposit with central banks and

monetary authorities.  Include in the 10% weighting band Treasury bills and any other bills (by

definition with one year or less original maturity) issued by central governments and central

banks.

Include similar claims on the European Commission, the European Economic Community

(EEC), the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) and Euratom.
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Do not report balances with international organisations such as the Council of Europe, the

United Nations or European Space Agency in this item;  they should be reported in item A100 in

the 100% band.

A60 Lending to group companies

Claims on those group companies which are not required to be consolidated for the purposes of

this return should be recorded.  Only claims on group companies which meet the conditions set

out in Chapter CS (Consolidated supervision), Section 3, Paragraph 2(b), of the FSA Policy

Guide/IPRU (BANK) should be reported in the 0% band.  Those claims which are eligible for

inclusion in the 0% band should first be agreed with the FSA.

For the unconsolidated return, include lending to subsidiaries and associates included in the

consolidated RAR and those that would be included were it not for the fact they are supervised

by another UK regulator until the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 is in force.

A70 Banks and investment firms (including building societies & MDBs). 

For the definition of banks, investment firms and multilateral development banks (MDBs), see

SGN20 and SGN Appendix E.

A80 Public sector entities

For the definition of public sector entities, see SGN23.

A90  Loans secured by mortgage(s) on residential property

Report loans to individuals secured by mortgage on residential properties (both freehold and

leasehold) which are or will be occupied by the borrower, or which are rented, where such loans

are fully secured by a first priority charge.  If any part of the property is used for non-residential

purposes, the mortgage loan should not be reported here but should be reported in item A100.

However, mortgage loans secured on property where the occupier works at home but no

structural alterations are required to return the property to full residential use may be reported

here.

Report mortgage loans to housing associations� registered with the Housing Corporation,

Scottish Homes and Tai Cymru (Housing for Wales), and to housing companies that are

registered with Scottish Homes, which are fully secured by a first priority charge on housing

association/company residential property which is rented.  

Report loans to the Housing Finance Corporation which are secured by a first priority charge

over its assets.

Report mortgage sub-participations which are fully and specifically secured against residential

mortgage loans which are eligible for a 50% weight.

For the purposes of this item the following definitions apply:

                                                

� Also called 'residential social landlords'.
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“Fully secured” means that the value of the property is greater than or equal to the value of the

loan (ie a maximum loan to value ratio of 100%).  Whilst there is no requirement for reporting

institutions to revalue properties on a regular basis, where such valuation has been made and it

is found that the loan to value ratio exceeds 100%, such loans should be weighted at 100% (and

reported in item A100).  (However, if the shortfall in the security value is fully covered by a

specific provision, the net amount of the exposure may continue to be weighted at 50%).

Conversely, where revaluation indicates that the loan to value ratio has fallen to 100% or less,

the loan may be weighted at 50% and reported in item A90.

“First priority charge” means a first fixed (legal or equitable) charge or a first floating charge.  In

the case of the latter, reporting institutions should ensure (by, for example, including a negative

pledge to this effect in the documentation) that no prior ranking charges can be taken over the

assets concerned.

The above treatment may also be applied to loans to special purpose mortgage finance vehicles

which include covenants restricting the vehicles’ activities to mortgage business and which

provide for the loan to be repaid on demand should the covenants be breached and which also

meet the criteria to be met by mortgage backed securities qualifying for a 50% risk weighting set

out in item A150.

A100 Other loans, advances and bills held

Report here exposures to counterparties not already included above, including exposures to

recognised clearing houses and exchanges.

The Council of Europe, United Nations and its agencies (other than the World Bank and

International Finance Corporation - see SGN Appendix E), European Space Agency and

Eurofirma should be included here rather than under item A50.  Report balances with Euroclear

and Cedel in the 20% band.

A120-A190 INVESTMENTS

Report securities, together with any associated accrued interest, with an original maturity of over

one year such as equities, eurobonds and FRNs (instruments with an original maturity of one

year or less should be reported in items A50-A110).  All securities (including British Government

stocks) should be reported on a contract day basis, with the payments due or receivable in

respect of such transactions to be shown gross in items A760 and A40.  Only long positions in

securities should be reported in this section of the return (see SGN27).  Where it is not possible

to identify separately interest accruals they should be reported in item A260 in the appropriate

risk weighting band.

Enter in items A130, A140, A150, A170 and A180 securities guaranteed by central governments

or central banks meeting the conditions for guarantees (see SGN28) at either 10% or 20%

depending on whether the residual maturity of the security is one year or less or over one year

respectively.  If the guarantor is a Zone B central government or central bank, the security must

be in the local currency of the issuer and guarantor.

A120  Central governments and central banks

Holdings of securities and debt instruments (other than bills - see item A50) issued by central

governments and central banks.  Include such instruments issued by the European

Commission, the European Coal and Steel Community and Euratom.
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Only holdings of certificates of tax deposit should be reported in the 0% band together with

interest accruals on holdings of securities and debt instruments where the issuer is a Zone A

central government or central bank or where the issuer is a Zone B central bank or government

and the security is in the local currency of the issuer.  For the determination of the appropriate

weight band for other securities held, see SGN15.  Where it is not possible to identify separately

interest accruals they should be reported in item A260 in the appropriate risk weighting bands.

Report both the gross long position and net long position (ie the gross long position minus the

gross short position - item A120 less item A710) in such securities (see SGN27).  The total

(item A120) should be the sum of the gross long positions.  If there are no short positions

relevant to a particular band, the net long position box should nevertheless be completed

showing an amount equal to the gross long position.

See SGN27 for the treatment of short positions in these securities taken on behalf of the

reporting institution by related Gilt Edged Market Makers.

A130  Public sector entities

For the definition of public sector entities, see SGN23.

A140 Banks (unsubordinated FRNs etc)

Unsubordinated FRNs and similar types of non-capital debt instruments issued by banks and

investment firms (for definition, see SGN20) with an original maturity of over one year.  In the

case of securities issued by Zone B banks, the weighting applied shouldbe 20% if the residual

maturity is one year or less and 100% if over one year.

Holdings of subordinated debt issued by Multilateral Development Banks (as listed in SGN

Appendix E) attract a risk weighting of 100%.

A150 Mortgage backed securities

Only holdings of US GNMA securities with a floating rate, or with a fixed rate if the residual

maturity is one year or less, should be reported in item A150.1.  Fixed rate GNMA securities with

a residual maturity of over one year together with FHLMC and FNMA mortgage backed

securities should be reported in item A150.2.

Stripped bonds should be reported in the 100% risk weight category regardless of counterparty.

Report in item A150.3 holdings of securities issued by special mortgage finance vehicles which

meet the following conditions (also set out in Chapter BC (Credit risk in the banking book),

Section 3, Paragraph 7d, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK)).  Holdings of securities which

do not meet these conditions should be reported in item A150.4.

(i) they are fully secured against residential mortgages which meet the conditions

set out in item A90, with a first priority charge;

(ii) the vehicle’s activities are restricted by its articles of association to mortgage

business.  The vehicle may also hold assets qualifying for a risk weighting of

50% or less;

(iii) the mortgage loans must are not in default at the time at which they are

transferred to the vehicle;
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(iv) the notes embody an express promise to repay the bearer;

(v) the issue documentation contains provisions which would ultimately enable

noteholders to initiate legal proceedings directly against the issuer of the

mortgage backed security.  As an example such provisions would allow

noteholders to proceed against the issuer where the trustee, having become

bound to take steps and/or to proceed against the issuer, fails to do so within a

reasonable time and such failing is continuing;

(vi) the documentation contains provisions which would ultimately enable

noteholders to acquire the legal title to the security (ie the mortgagee’s interest

in it) and to realise the security in the event of a default by the mortgagor.

Report in item A150.4 notes:

(i) issued by those companies whose business is not limited as specified above by

their articles of association;  and/or

(ii) which absorb more than their pro rata share of losses in the event of arrears or

default, eg junior notes, and/or

(iii) where the security agreement does not provide that noteholders remain fully

secured at all times;  and/or

(iv) where mortgage loans backing the securities were in default at the time when

they were transferred to the vehicle.

A160 Investments in subsidiaries and associated companies

In determining which entities count as subsidiaries and associated companies, the same

accounting treatment should be adopted as that used in the preparation of statutory accounts.

Investments that have a negative value should not be offset against those with a positive value.

Investments that have a negative value should instead be reported in item A260.1 until they

again have a positive value.

Where the ‘embedded value’ method is used to value investments in life assurance subsidiaries

and associates, the value using this method should be reported here.

When completing this return on a consolidated basis, investments in subsidiary and associated

companies should not be included when those companies are included in the consolidation.

A170 Investments in bank and financial firm capital

All items reported here should be shown at full book value, with no reduction for any

amortisation which the issuer may be applying in calculating its own capital base.  Any amounts

shown in respect of net underwriting commitments should be shown at book value and not

reduced to take account of any scaling factors which may have been agreed by the FSA;  this

may result in a difference between the figures shown here and those on the Form M1. Banks

which have agreed a trading book or other concession with the FSA should complete the

Form M1.
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Report here 

(i) all long, physical positions in instruments which are included in the capital of the

issuing credit or financial institution (including such instruments sold under sale

and repurchase or similar agreements, instruments carrying third party

guarantees (including central government guarantees), American depository

receipts, and net commitments to underwrite new issues of such instruments

(from working day zero);

(ii) all indirect holdings of credit or financial institution’s capital taken via

instruments issued by their holding companies or vehicles whose business is

exclusively or mainly to hold or repackage credit and/or financial institutions’

capital instruments.  (The FSA may however agree that it is appropriate not to

include these where the instruments are fully protected from any risk on the

underlying capital instruments);

(iii) equity holdings in investment trusts, and holdings of units in unit trusts, mutual

funds or other investment vehicle established exclusively or mainly to hold credit

or financial institutions’ capital instruments;

 (iv) any other holdings of instruments of a capital nature relating to credit or financial

institutions.

A credit institution is an undertaking whose business is to receive deposits or other repayable

funds from the public and to grant credits for its own account.  The term financial institution for

the purposes of this item should be taken to include all directly regulated or supervised

institutions or financial holding companies whose exclusive or main business is to carry out one

or more of activities listed in points 2-12 in Annex I to the Banking Consolidation Directive

(2000/12/EC).  These activities are outlined in Chapter CA (Definition of capital), Section 10, of

the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).  Long and short positions in any of the above may be

netted only where they are in identical instruments.

Banks need not report here

(i) short positions in capital instruments;  or

(ii) exposures to capital instruments taken through forward purchases, futures,

options and other derivative instruments. 

Where banks are unsure what instruments it is appropriate to deduct they should refer to their

line supervisor.  

Unless the conditions set out in Section 10.3 of Chapter CA (Definition of capital) of the FSA

Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) apply, all holdings of bank and financial institution capital

instruments held in the Banking Book should be reported in item A171 as deductible.  Banks

which do not have a Trading Book concession should also report all holdings of bank and

financial institution capital instruments in the Trading Book as deductible in item A171.  Banks

should ordinarily record the book value of their holdings.  However, where banks are

underwriting the capital instruments of banks and financial institutions they may apply the

relevant scaling factors listed in Chapter TU (Underwriting in the capital adequacy framework),

Section 3, Paragraphs 8-10, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).
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The value of items falling within the Trading Book concession as reported on Form M1 should

be entered in item A172.  It may be appropriate to risk weight other holdings.  The reporting

institution should obtain the FSA’s agreement before including such other holdings.

Where scaling factors have been applied to capital instruments reported in A171, the sum of

A171 and A172 will not necessarily equal to the amount reported in item A170.

A180 Qualifying holdings / other investments

Report here any qualifying holdings in commercial companies which are not reported as

subsidiaries or associates.  A reporting institution’s holding constitutes a 'qualifying holding’ if it

is a direct or indirect holding in an undertaking which represents 10% or more of the capital or of

the voting rights or which makes it possible to exercise a significant influence over the

management of the undertaking in which the holding subsists.

Banks may not include positions where 

-  the shares held are not financial fixed assets;

-  the FSA has agreed that non-deduction is appropriate in cases where the shares are held

temporarily during a financial reconstruction or rescue operation;

-  the shares are held during the normal course of underwriting;

-  the shares are held in the bank’s name on behalf of others;  or 

-  the shares are held in exceptional circumstances.  Banks should obtain the FSA’s

agreement to non-deduction in such cases.  The FSA is only likely to agree non

deduction is appropriate where the bank has increased its capital or taken other

equivalent measures, or has agreed to do so.

All banks which have qualifying holdings should complete the Form M1.  Any qualifying

holding which is in excess of the thresholds indicated on form M1 should be reported as

deductible. The deductible amount reported in item A180.4 should equal the deductible holdings

reported on Form M1.  Non-deductible holdings should be reported in items A180.1 to A180.3.

Other Investments in counterparties not already included in items above (ie items 120 to 170)

and are not qualifying holdings as defined in above should be reported in A180 and in items

A180.1 to A180.3 as appropriate.

A200-A260  OTHER ASSETS

A210  Other intangible assets

Only report in item A210.1 mortgage servicing rights where there is an active and liquid market

in which they can be traded.  At present, this condition is only met in respect of mortgage

servicing rights traded in the US market.  (Valuation of these items should be discussed with the

FSA.)
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A220 & A230 Own premises and other property/real estate

Own premises should include the value in its books of property occupied or being developed for

occupation by the reporting institution.  Also report in item A220 property which is occupied or is

for the purpose of occupation by employees of the reporting institution.  Other property and real

estate beneficially owned by the reporting institution but not occupied or used in the operation of

its business should be reported in item A230.

A240 Operating leases

Report equipment owned by the reporting institution which has been leased out under an

operating lease.  Report any contracted future rental payments (net of future finance charges)

weighted according to the lease;  the residual value of the asset should be reported in the 100%

weighting band.

A250 Plant, equipment and other fixed assets

This should include plant and equipment owned or recorded as such by the reporting institution

and used in connection with its own business.  Equipment leased out under operating leases

should not be reported here but in item A240.  Equipment leased out under finance leases

should be reported in items A50 to A110.

Where the reporting institution is the lessee under a finance lease, or a hirer under a hire

purchase contract, the asset should be recorded in the 100% band.  If the reporting institution is

acting as a broker or agent for a sub-lease or back-to-back lease, the asset should not be

reported on the balance sheet provided that there is no recourse to the reporting institution in

the event of a default (see Chapter SE (Securitisation and asset transfers) of the FSA Policy

Guide/IPRU (BANK)).

A260 Other assets

Report any other assets not reported elsewhere, eg sundry debtors, prepayments and accruals

not identified elsewhere (see SGN7).  Also include investments in subsidiaries and associated

companies where the value of these investments is currently negative (investments with a

positive value should be reported in A160).

Overall net positive mark-to-market valuations of interest rate, foreign exchange, equity,

commodity and precious metals related contracts in the Banking Book should be weighted at

0% here - see items A472, A474, A452.  Overall net negative mark-to-market values should be

included under item A760.2.  Assets relating to premia paid out on interest rate and foreign

exchange options contracts bought on exchanges and subject to daily margining requirements

should be reported under item A260.1.  Also include in A260.1 negative investments in

subsidiaries and associated companies.

In appropriate cases, physical positions in respect of commodities may be reported here.

Reporting institutions should agree such cases with the FSA before reporting on this basis.

Physical positions should be weighted at 100%.  Positions in different commodities should not

be netted.

Deferred tax assets should be included in item A260.4.
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A265 Assets consolidated via Aggregation Plus

When completing this return on a consolidated basis, which includes subsidiaries consolidated

via aggregation plus (rather than on a line by line basis), the total assets of the subsidiaries

consolidated in this manner should be reported in this box.  Intra-group assets should be

excluded.

A280-A330 MEMORANDUM ITEMS

A280 Connected lending of a capital nature

Report all connected lending of a capital nature and indicate, in the lines provided, in which

weight band on the assets section of this return the lending has been reported.  Also report both

long term subordinated loans and one-off payments by the reporting institution to vehicles

established for loan packaging schemes, where the reporting institution is the servicing agent

(see Chapter SE (Securitisation and asset transfers) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK)).

For the definition of a connected counterparty see SGN13.

Do not report loans to subsidiaries and associated companies where the loan has already been

reported in item A160.

Any items included here should be excluded from total risk assets in the appropriate risk weight

band in Section B (see note to item B330).  If doubt exists as to the inclusion of an asset in this

item refer to the FSA for guidance.

A290 Loans to directors, controllers and their associates

Directors, controllers, and their associates are as defined in sections 417, 178/180, and 422 of

the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 respectively (and in Section 105 of the Banking Act

1987 as amended by The Banking Co-ordination (Second Council Directive) Regulations 1992).

Loans to employees of a reporting institution’s parent undertaking should also be included here.

Indicate, in the lines provided, in which weight band on the assets of this return the lending has

been reported.

If a loan reported here is of a capital nature, it should be included additionally in item A280.

A300 Loans to non-group companies with which directors and controllers are associated

For the purposes of this item (refer to SGN12 and 13), include as a director/controller any

employee of the reporting institution who is appointed by the reporting institution to be a director

of another company.

Any employee of the reporting institution is deemed to be associated with another company,

whether the company is registered or domiciled in the UK or overseas, if any of the conditions

set out in SGN14 are met:

The definition should be consistent with that adopted for reporting on Form LE2.

Indicate, in the lines provided, in which weight band on the assets section of this return the

lending has been reported.

If a loan reported here is of a capital nature, it should be included additionally in item A280.
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A310 Direct credit substitutes give on behalf of connected counterparties.

For the definition of connected counterparties, see SGN13.  Indicate, in the lines provided, in

which weight band within item A340 the direct credit substitute has been reported.

A320 Investments in central governments and central banks (net short positions)

Report net short positions in central government and central bank securities.  This should equal

item A710.1 after allowing for any long positions in the same securities (see SGN27).

See SGN27 for the treatment of short positions in these securities taken on behalf of the

reporting institution by related Gilt Edged Market Makers.

All positions after weighting shown here should be reported with a positive sign.

A330 Encumbered assets

List in these lines any assets not freely available to meet the claims of the generality of creditors

in a liquidation of the reporting institution because they are subject to charge, pledge or other

restriction.

Under item A330.1, list the assets and the item number (indicating whether in the Banking Book

or Trading Book) within the return to which they refer, which have been given as security in

connection with the reporting institution’s participation in a payments/settlements system such

as CREST or Euroclear.  The particular payments/settlements system should be listed with the

liabilities being secured at the reporting date recorded under column 1.  For the purposes of

detailing the total amount of assets securing liabilities, assets pledged in excess of the actual

liability to individual systems at the reporting date should not be reported.

Under item A330.2, list the assets and the item number on the return to which they refer, which

have been given as security to secure the reporting institution’s other liabilities (for example,

property which has been mortgaged and hire purchase agreements pledged as collateral).

Assets reported should exclude any element of unearned finance charges.

Total liabilities being secured at the reporting date (item A330, column 1) should equal the sum

of items A330.1 and A330.2 below.  Total assets at the reporting date securing liabilities

reported in column 1 (item A330, column 2) will not necessarily equal the sum of items A330.1

and A330.2 below as any asset which is securing more than one creditor should not be double

counted in the total.

A335 Deduction plus subsidiaries

When completing this return on a consolidated basis, which includes subsidiaries consolidated

via deduction plus, the total assets of the subsidiaries consolidated in this manner should be

reported in this box.
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OFF BALANCE SHEET

For off-balance items A340 to A440, the principal amount should be shown.

The credit equivalent amount for off-balance sheet items is derived by first multiplying the

nominal/principal amount by the given credit conversion factor.  The weighted amount column is

then derived by multiplying the resultant credit equivalent amount by the appropriate risk weight

or by deducting it from the reporting institution’s capital base (see SGN15).

Intra group off-balance sheet items should be reported under the relevant item and weighted

according to the terms in the Chapter CS (Consolidated supervision), Section 3, Paragraph 2a,

of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).

Multi-option facilities and other composite products should be disaggregated into their

component parts, eg into a credit commitment, NIF, etc, and each component weighted

according to the usual classification.  However, components carrying the lowest conversion

factors should be disregarded to the extent that the total value of all components exceeds the

value of the facility.

A340 Direct credit substitutes

Direct credit substitutes relate to the financial requirements of a counterparty, where the risk of

loss to the reporting institution on the transaction is equivalent to a direct claim on the

counterparty, ie the risk of loss depends on the creditworthiness of the counterparty.  Report

instruments such as:

(a) acceptances granted and risk participations in bankers’ acceptances. Where a

reporting institution’s own acceptances have been discounted by that institution the

nominal value of the bills held should be deducted from the nominal amount of the

bills issued under the facility and a corresponding on-balance sheet entry made:

(b) guarantees given on behalf of customers to stand behind the current obligations of

the customer and to carry out these obligations should the customers fail to do so,

eg a loan guarantee;

(c) guarantees of leasing operations;

(d) guarantees of a capital nature such as undertakings given to non-bank company

authorised under the Financial Services Act (being replaced by the Financial

Services and Markets Act 2000) which are considered as capital by the appropriate

regulatory body until the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 applies.  Such

guarantees given to a company which is not connected to the reporting institution

should be weighted at 100% and those to a connected company should be

deducted from the reporting institution’s capital base (item A340.6);

(e) letters of credit not eligible for inclusion in item A360;

(f) standby letters of credit, or other irrevocable obligations, serving as financial

guarantees where the bank has an irrevocable obligation to pay a third party

beneficiary if the customer fails to repay an outstanding commitment, eg letters of

credit supporting the issue of commercial paper, delivery of merchandise, or for

stock lending (standby letters of credit which are related to non-financial

transactions should be reported in item A350 below);
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(g) re-insurance or window letters of credit;

(h) acceptances drawn under letters of credit, or similar facilities where the acceptor

does not have specific title to an identifiable underlying shipment of goods (eg

sales of electricity);

(i) confirmations of letters of credit.

Direct credit substitutes of a capital nature

Any direct credit substitutes which are of a capital nature and connected to the reporting

institution or given to another bank should be reported in item A340.6 and will be deducted from

capital in the calculation of the risk asset ratio.

Include:

a) guarantees of other credit and financial institutions’ capital instruments given by the

reporting institution;

b) guarantees given by the reporting institution which are included in the supervisory

capital of another credit or financial institution eg the subordinated guarantee of

loan stocks raised by vehicle company subsidiaries of the reporting institution,

where the loan stock is treated as subordinated term debt of the reporting

institution should not be included here.  (The FSA may however agree that a

different treatment is appropriate.  Reporting institutions should discuss such cases

with the FSA.)

A350 Transaction-related contingents

Transaction-related contingents relate to the on-going trading activities of a counterparty where

the risk of loss to the reporting institution depends on the likelihood of a future event which is

independent of the creditworthiness of the counterparty.  They are essentially guarantees which

support particular non-financial obligations rather than supporting customers’ general financial

obligations.  Report such items as:

(a) performance bonds, warranties and indemnities (indemnities given for lost share

certificates or bills of lading and guarantees of the validity of papers rather than of

payment under certain conditions should not be reported in this return);

(b) bid or tender bonds;

(c) advance payment guarantees;

(d) VAT, customs and excise bonds.  The amount recorded for such bonds should be

the reporting institution’s maximum liability (normally twice the monthly amount

being guaranteed);

(e) standby letters of credit relating to a particular contract or to non-financial

transactions (including arrangements backing, inter alia, subcontractors’ and

suppliers’ performance. labour and materials, contracts, and construction bids).
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A360 Trade-related contingents

Report short-term, self liquidating trade-related items such as documentary letters of credit

issued by the reporting institution which are, or are to be, collateralised by the underlying

shipment, ie where the credit provides for the reporting institution to retain title to the underlying

shipment.  Such letters should be weighted according to the counterparty on whose behalf the

credit is issued and reporting whether or not the terms and conditions of the credit have yet to

be complied with.

Letters of credit issued by the reporting institution without provision for the reporting institution to

retain title to the underlying shipment or where the title has passed from the reporting institution

should be reported under direct credit substitutes (item A340).  A memorandum of pledge and a

trust receipt are not regarded as giving the reporting institution title, and transactions secured by

these should be shown under item A340.

Letters of credit issued on behalf of a counterparty back-to back with letters of credit of which

the counterparty is a beneficiary (“back-to-back” letters) should be reported in full.

Letters of credit advised by the reporting institution or for which the reporting institution is acting

as reimbursement agent should not be reported.

A370 Sale and repurchase agreements

See SGN29.

Repos

Report sale and repurchase agreements (“repos”), ie when the reporting institution is the seller

of the asset where the asset sold is not reported on the balance sheet.  If the asset sold is kept

on balance sheet it should not be reported here but in the relevant line in the on-balance sheet

section of this return.  When the asset does not appear on the balance sheet the weighting

category is to be determined by the issuer of the security (or borrower in the case of a loan) and

not according to the counterparty with whom the transaction has been entered into.

Purchase and resale agreements (“reverse repos”)should not be reported in item A370;  the

liability under such reverse repos should be reported under item A720.

The reporting institution should refer to the FSA where it has a repo in item A370 and offsettable

short stock positions on balance sheet in item A320 or A710.2 which would comply with the

guidance for the netting of stock positions (see SGN27).

A380 Asset sales with recourse

Asset sales with recourse where the credit risk remains with the bank fall into the weighting

category determined by the asset and not according to the counterparty with whom the

transaction has been entered into.  Report put options written where the holder of the asset is

entitled to put the asset back to the reporting institution, eg if the credit quality deteriorates.  Also

report put options written by the reporting institution attached to marketable instruments or other

physical assets.
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A390 Forward asset purchases

The weight should be determined by the asset to be purchased, not the counterparty with whom

the contract has been entered into.  Include commitments for loans and other on-balance sheet

items with certain drawdown.  Exclude foreign currency spot deposits with value dates one or

two working days after trade date.

A400 Forward forward deposits placed

Agreements between two parties whereby one will pay, and the other receive, an agreed rate of

interest on a deposit to be placed by one with the other at some predetermined date in the

future.  Exclude foreign currency spot deposits with value dates one or two working days after

trade date.

The weight should be determined according to the counterparty with whom the deposit will be

placed.

A410 Uncalled partly-paid shares and securities

Only report if there is a specific date for the call on the unpaid part of the shares and securities

held.  If there is no specific date, the unpaid part should be treated as a long-term commitment

(see item A440).

A420 NIFs and RUFs

Note issuance facilities and revolving underwriting facilities should include the total amounts of

the reporting institution’s underwriting obligations of any maturity.  Where the facility has been

drawn down by the borrower and the notes are held by anyone other than the reporting

institution, the underwriting obligation should continue to be reported at the full nominal amount.

The reporting institution’s own holding of the notes should be reported in items A50 to A110 and

therefore the nominal amount of the notes held should be deducted from the nominal amount of

the facility to be shown here.

A430 Endorsements of bills

Endorsements of bills (including per aval endorsements) should be reported at the full nominal

amount, less any amount for bills which the reporting institution now holds but had previously

endorsed.

Where the reporting institution is the first endorser of a bill which has been accepted by a bank

other than the reporting bank, such endorsements should be reported in item A430.1.  (Where a

reporting institution has endorsed its own acceptances no further amount should be reported

than the acceptance reported in item A340.)  If the reporting institution is not the first endorser of

a bill already accepted by a bank, such endorsements may not be reported.

Endorsements of bills which have not been accepted by a bank should be reported in items

A430.2 to A430.4 according to the risk weight category of the issuer;  where such a bill has been

previously endorsed by a bank, the reporting institution’s endorsement will justify a 20% weight.

Endorsements of bills which have been previously endorsed by two or more banks may not be

reported.
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A440 Other commitments

Report here other undrawn commitments, classified as to whether:

(i) they have an original maturity of one year or less or are unconditionally cancellable

at any time (item A440.1);  or

(ii) they have an original maturity of over one year (items A440.2 to A440.7) and are

not unconditionally cancellable at any time.

The reporting institution is regarded by the FSA as having a commitment regardless of whether

it is revocable or irrevocable, conditional or unconditional and, in particular whether or not it

contains a “material adverse change” clause.

Rolling or undated/open-ended commitments (“evergreens” and including overdrafts) should be

included under (i) providing that they are unconditionally cancellable at any time without notice

and subject to credit review at least annually.  Other rolling or undated commitments should

normally be reported under (ii) (but see (b) below).

Unused credit card lines should be reported under (i).

Securities underwriting

Securities underwriting commitments should not be reported on this return, with the exception of

NIFs and RUFs (item A420).

Commitments to provide capital to connected counterparties (and other banks)

Amounts reported under item A440.7 should be multiplied by the 50% credit conversion factor

before entering, so that an appropriately reduced amount is carried through to Section D (item

D420).  If, however, the item would normally attract a credit conversion factor of 0% for the

reasons above, it should continue to be reported under item A440.1.

Commitments with certain drawdown

Commitments for loans and other on-balance sheet items with certain drawdown should not be

reported here but under item A390.

The maturity of a commitment

See SGN8 for general guidance on maturity.  The maturity of a commitment should be

determined in accordance with the following:
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(a) Original maturity

The maturity of a commitment should be measured from the earlier of (i) thirty days

(sixty days in the case of syndicated facilities) following the date of 'firm offer' or (ii) the

date at which the facility becomes available to be drawn down, until its expiry date, after

which the facility is no longer available to be drawn down.

The date of 'firm offer' will often be earlier than the date of signature of the agreement to

provide a facility.  For example, a 'firm offer' may still be subject to documentation and

material adverse change.  However, if an offer is made prior to the credit assessment of

the customer and/or the institution reserves the right to withdraw the offer at its

discretion, this should not be regarded as firm.  In the case of a non-underwritten (or

best efforts) syndicated facility, the date of 'firm offer' is deemed to be that on which the

arranger(s) confirms to the potential borrower that the facility is fully subscribed.  Where

an institution(s) underwrites a facility which is subsequently to be syndicated

(notwithstanding the fact that the offer to underwrite may be subject to documentation

and 'force majeure' clauses), it should measure its commitment from the date of its 'firm

offer'.  However, if the subsequent syndication is 'successful', the underwriter(s) may

then measure its commitment afresh from the same date as the syndicate banks ie the

earlier of 60 days after the date on which the underwriter(s) confirms to the borrower the

results of general syndication or the date at which the facility becomes available for

draw down.  Syndication of an underwritten commitment is deemed to be 'successful' if,

after the close of syndication, the underwriter(s) is not left with more than:

(i) any specified target amount (in circumstances where such a precise target has

been set and advised to the bank); or

(ii) 50% of the total underwritten amount.

The thirty day (sixty day in the case of syndicated facilities) 'window' is intended

to be a reasonable period after the date of firm offer during which the

practicalities of arranging a facility (eg finalising documentation) can be

completed.  

Even if the formal agreement to provide the facility indicates an original maturity

of one year or under, a commitment should be reported as having an original

maturity of over one year if the reporting institution assumes additional legal or

moral obligations which imply a maturity of over one year.  Reporting institutions

should satisfy themselves that no such additional obligations exist.

Examples of facilities with such obligations include, but are not limited to:-

(i) facilities with provisions for extension in the documentation, other than

in accordance with (b)(i) or (ii) below;

(ii) facilities which the customer reasonably expects to be extended

automatically; and

(iii) facilities on terms which may be used to penalise an institution if it

declines to extend a commitment in accordance with (b)(i) below; eg for

the remaining period of the commitment the customer has the right to

make drawings of a longer maturity or on otherwise better terms than if

the institution had not declined to extend; or, in a syndicated facility

where the borrower is able to draw on the institution individually before

the other syndicate banks (up to the limit of its commitment) for the

remaining period of the facility.
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(b) Extensions/renegotiations of commitments prior to their expiry date

In cases where the terms of a commitment have been renegotiated and/or the maturity

of a commitment extended, the original maturity should be measured from the start of

the initial commitment (see (a) above) until the expiry date of the renegotiated/extended

facility.  The only exceptions should be where either:

(i) the 'firm offer' to extend the commitment is given in the final thirty days (sixty

days in the case of syndicated facilities) of the initial commitment period,

following a full credit assessment of the customer; or

(ii) the renegotiation/extension involves a full credit assessment of the customer

and the reporting institution has the right, without notice, to withdraw the existing

commitment at the time when the renegotiation/extension is requested and to

refuse the request for the renegotiated/extended commitment.  

In these two cases the extended/renegotiated facility may be reported as a new

commitment.  This applies equally to extensions/renegotiations of facilities of one year

and under and facilities of over one year.  Again the thirty day (sixty day for syndicated

facilities) 'window' is considered a reasonable period after the date of firm offer in which

the practicalities of extending a facility (eg finding replacement banks in a syndicate)

can be completed.  Reporting institutions should note that completion of new

documentation may not be sufficient to cause a facility to be considered as a new

commitment. 

(c) A commitment to provide a loan (or purchase an asset) which has a maturity of over one

year but which must be drawn down within a period of one year or under.

Such commitments should be treated as having a maturity of one year or under

provided any undrawn portion of the facility is automatically cancelled at the end of the

draw-down period.

(d) A commitment to provide a loan (or purchase an asset) to be drawn down in a number

of tranches, some where the availability of the commitment is one year or under, some

where it is over one year.

The whole commitment should be considered as having a maturity of over one year.

(e) Commitments for fluctuating amounts

Where a commitment provides for a customer to have a facility limit which varies during

the period of the commitment, eg for seasonal reasons, the amount of the commitment

should at all times be taken as the maximum amount that can be drawn under the

commitment for the remaining period of the commitment.
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(f) Forward commitments

A forward commitment is where the reporting institution is committed to making a facility

available at a future date.  The original maturity of the commitment should be measured

from the earlier of

(i) thirty days following the date of 'firm offer' or

(ii) the date at which the facility is available to be drawn down, until the facility

expires.

(g) Commitments for off-balance sheet transactions

A distinction is drawn between a commitment to provide an off-balance sheet facility

which may or may not be drawn by the customer, and a commitment to provide an off-

balance sheet instrument with certain draw-down.  For example:

(i) a commitment of over one year to provide a trade related contingent facility at a

future date which may or may not be drawn down should be given a credit

conversion factor (ccf) of 50% (the ccf for long-term commitments) multiplied by

20% (the ccf for trade-related contingents), ie an effective ccf of 10%;  report

20% of the principal amount in the relevant section in item A440, depending on

the counterparty weight.  Similarly, a long-term commitment to provide a

guarantee facility would receive a ccf of 50% multiplied by 100%, ie an effective

ccf of 50%;  report 100% of the principal amount in the relevant section of item

A440; but

(ii) a commitment (short-term or long-term) to provide a trade-related contingent

item where it is certain that the draw-down will occur at some date, or range of

dates, in the future should be given a ccf of 20% (ie without multiplying by the

relevant ccf for a commitment) and reported in the relevant section of item

A360.  Similarly, a commitment to issue a guarantee with certain draw-down at

a particular date, or range of dates, in the future should receive a ccf of 100%

and be reported under item A340.

(h) 'Linked' commitments

Two or more commitments may be regarded as 'linked' if they are arranged

simultaneously for the same or connected customer(s).  Where a reporting institution

enters into one or more commitment(s) of over one year and one or more

commitment(s) of one year and under, these should be reported as 'linked' (ie

aggregated and reported according to the maturity of the longer/longest of the

commitments) where either: 

(i) the facilities cannot be drawn down, renegotiated or cancelled separately; or

(ii) the customer is seeking two or more commitments for the same purpose and

has no legitimate commercial reason for doing so.

Where a reporting institution enters into 'linked' commitments which begin and/or

mature at different dates, the maturity of the combined commitment should be

measured from the commencement of the first commitment (as set out in section (a)

above) to the expiry date of the last commitment.  For example, where one 'linked'

commitment runs from January to January and another runs from June to June, the

institution would report a single commitment of over one year (ie ccf of 50%) running

from January to June.
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A452 OTC Derivative Contracts (replacement cost method)

This item gives the capital requirement for counterparty risk on OTC derivatives contracts under

the replacement cost method.  It equals the Weighted Amount in item 60 of Appendix A-I.

Note the general comments for Appendices A-I and A-II on what appendices should be

completed.

A462 Aggregate net short open foreign currency position

Reporting institutions which also complete Section B should not report a number in this item, as

the capital requirement for foreign exchange risk should be calculated via item B180.  All other

reporting institutions should complete this item.  The figure reported here should have a positive

sign.

The aggregate net short position (net foreign exchange position) should be calculated in

accordance with Chapter FX (Foreign exchange risk), Section 3, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU

(BANK) as relevant.  The amount reported in item A462 should be equal to Y+g in the notation

of Chapter FX (Foreign exchange risk), Section 4.4, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).

However, where fx options business is undertaken, the following adjustments should be made:

(1) where the simple carve-out method is used, the options capital charges should be

multiplied by 12.5 and added to the net short position, so that the amount reported in

item A462 is equal to Y+g+12.5*(C+D) in the notation of Chapter FX (Foreign exchange

risk), Section 4.4, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).

(2) where one of the write-off methods is used, the options should not be included in the

calculation of the net short position.

(3) where one of the other options methods are used, banks should consult their

supervisor.

Institutions whose net open position calculated according to Chapter FX (Foreign exchange

risk), Section 3, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) is less than or equal to 2% of previous

period’s Large Exposures Capital Base may alternatively calculate their net open position as the

difference between the value of foreign currency assets and the value of foreign currency

liabilities (regardless of whether the result is long or short), on a consistent basis.

The basic method should be used to calculate foreign exchange risk unless the reporting

institution is using a VaR model.

A472 & A474 Original exposure method

The original exposure method is not considered to be appropriate after end March 1999.  The

replacement cost method should be used to calculate the counterparty risk on OTC derivative

contracts.  Consequently, these boxes should contain zeros in future.
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LIABILITIES

CORE CAPITAL - TIER 1

A480 Ordinary shares/common stock

This should be reported at nominal paid-up value; where shares have been issued at a

premium, the premium should be reported under reserves (item A500.1).  Partly-paid shares

should be reported at the amount paid.  Do not report the unpaid element of partly-paid shares,

or authorised but unissued share capital;  also exclude holdings by the reporting institution of its

own shares and shares issued after 1 January 1992 by the capitalisation of property revaluation

reserves.

A490 Perpetual non-cumulative preferred shares/stock

Report perpetual non-cumulative preferred shares/stock and perpetual non-cumulative preferred

shares convertible into ordinary shares, including any such shares redeemable at the option of

the issuer and with the prior consent of the FSA.  Only shares which have been issued and paid

up should be reported.

Preferred shares issued via limited purpose vehicles may be included here.  Reporting

institutions should obtain the agreement of the FSA before doing this. 

A500 Reserves

A500.1 Share premium account

Report any amount received by the reporting institution in excess of the nominal value of shares

reported in items A480 or A490.  Any share premium in respect of Tier 2 instruments should be

reported indistinguishably with those instruments.

A500.2 Disclosed prior years reserves (excluding item A580), disclosed current year’s positive

movement on reserves and negative movements on reserves

Report the disclosed, undistributed balance on profit and loss account attributable to previous

years (ie revenue reserves), reserves arising from exchange rate translation differences and

other reserves (eg capital redemption reserves and capital gifts).  Do not report reserves arising

from the revaluation of fixed assets;  such reserves should be shown under item A580.  Report

here any adjustment in respect of dividends which are not covered by current year’s profit

verified by external audit.

Before publication of full year prior year reserves, include here any prior year’s earnings which

have been verified by external auditors in accordance with Chapter CA (Definition of capital),

Section 5.3, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).

Report here disclosed (ie published) current year’s positive movement on reserves (other than

those shown under item A580).  If current year’s movements on reserves are negative report

these here (whether or not disclosed).
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A500.3 Current year’s retained profit verified by external audit

Report only current year’s earnings (net of foreseeable charges) where they have been verified

by external auditors (in accordance with Chapter CA (Definition of capital), Section 5.3, of the

FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK)) at the date the return is submitted to the FSA.  However, if this

verification took place after the date to which the return relates, the FSA should be alerted to

this fact when the return is submitted.  No deduction need be made for dividends that have not

been announced by the reporting date.  Interim retained earnings of subsidiaries within banking

groups which have been verified by external auditors may also be reported even if they are not

separately disclosed.  Current year’s profit that has not been verified by external audit should be

reported in item A670.  Current’s year’s losses should be reported in item A510.

If dividends paid or proposed before the reporting date exceed verified earnings, then that

excess should be deducted from item A500.2 and ‘0’ should be reported here.

Pension fund assets arising from either a pension fund surplus or deficiency should be deducted

from this item.  Pension fund liabilities arising from pension fund surpluses should be added;

whereas pension fund liabilities arising from pension fund deficiencies should not be added back

but should be added to item A760.2.

A510 Current year’s losses

Report all current year’s losses.  Unpublished losses from the previous accounting period

should also be shown here.

Where the reporting institution has verified its position, in accordance with Chapter CA

(Definition of capital), Section 5.3, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK), up to an earlier

reporting date, subsequent unverified profits do not reduce the loss reported here, but should

instead be reported in item A670.

A520 Minority interests (in Tier 1 capital)

Where the reporting institution reports on a solo consolidated or consolidated basis, enter the

claim by outside interests in Tier 1 capital items (see items A480 and A490) of any partly-owned

subsidiary company or minority owned company which is included in this particular return.

A530 Total of items 480 to 520

This should equal the sum of items A480 to A520, taking account of any negative figures, ie

those with a minus sign.

A540 Goodwill, other intangible assets and other adjustment

This should equal the sum of items A200 and A210.2.  Include here the deduction for holdings

of own shares not held for trading but which have not been excluded in item A480.

A550 Total Tier 1 capital

Tier 1 capital equals item A530 less any amounts reported in item A540.

SUPPLEMENTARY - TIER 2
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A580 Fixed asset revaluation reserves

Report reserves relating to the revaluation of fixed assets.  Report also shares issued by the

capitalisation of property revaluation reserves after 1 January 1992.

A590 General provisions

Report general provisions that are held against possible or latent losses but where the losses

have not as yet been identified.  Provisions earmarked or held specifically against lower

valuations of particular claims or classes of claims should not be reported here, but netted

against the value of the asset against which they have been made (see SGN6).  This item

should include any general provisions against the value of investments.

A600 Hybrid (debt/equity) capital instruments

Report:

(i) Perpetual cumulative preferred shares, including such shares redeemable at

the option of the issuer with the prior consent of the FSA, and including also

share premia on these instruments;

(ii) Perpetual subordinated debt which meets the conditions for primary perpetual

subordinated debt set out in Chapter CA (Definition of capital), Sections 6 and

8, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK), including such debt which is

convertible into equity, either mandatorily or at the option of either the issuer or

lender.

A610 Subordinated term debt

Report here the amount of subordinated term debt (ie the amount of principal outstanding

before amortisation) which has been approved by the FSA as qualifying for inclusion in Tier 2

capital under the terms of Chapter CA (Definition of capital), Sections 7 and 8, of the FSA Policy

Guide/IPRU (BANK) (see item A790).  This item should equal the sum of items A790.21 column

”Sterling equivalent”, A790.22 column “Sterling equivalent” and A790.1.

A620 Minority interests in Tier 2 capital

Where the reporting institution reports on a solo consolidated or consolidated basis, enter the

claim by outside interests in any partly-owned subsidiary or minority owned company in the form

of any Tier 2 capital term.

ADJUSTMENT TO CAPITAL (see ANNEX 1 for details of calculation) 

A621 Excess general provisions

The maximum amount allowable for inclusion in Tier 2 capital is 1.25% of total risk weighted

assets.  This item equals the greater of item (A590 less total risk weighted assets multiplied by

1.25%) and zero.
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A622 Excess Tier 2 subordinated term debt

The maximum amount of Tier 2 subordinated term debt that qualifies for inclusion as capital is

50% of Tier 1 capital.  Report here the subordinated term debt which exceeds the limit on Tier 2

subordinated term debt.  This item equals the greater of (item A790 less 50% of A550) and

zero.

Subordinated term debt that does not qualify for inclusion as capital (under the terms of

Chapter CA (Definition of capital), Sections 7 and 8, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK))

should be reported in item A670.

A623 Amortisation on Tier 2 subordinated term debt 

Report here the difference between the nominal amount of the stock and the amortised amount

(ie item A610 less A790).

A624 Total of items A580 to A623

This equals the sum of items A580 to A620 less the sum of items A621 to A623.

A625 Tier 2 capital in excess of the overall limit / Excess Tier 2 capital

The maximum amount (ie the overall limit at the consolidated level, or the solo level when a

bank is not part of a consolidated group) of Tier 2 (or Tier 2 plus Tier 3 for institutions that are

subject to CAD capital requirements) which is eligible for inclusion as capital is 100% of Tier 1

capital.  Where the reporting institution is exempt from the Capital Adequacy Directive capital

requirements at the reporting date (see Chapter CB (Trading book/banking book division),

Section 4, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) for details of exemption), the amount by which

Tier 2 capital exceeds Tier 1 capital overall should be reported here (ie it equals the greater of

zero and (item A624 less item A550). 

Where the reporting institution is subject to CAD capital requirement, the excess (Tier 2 plus

Tier 3) capital which is not eligible for inclusion as capital equals the greater of (the sum of items

A624, A631 and A633 less item A550) and zero.  Tier 2 capital plus Tier 3 subordinated debt

used to meet the Trading Book capital requirement is limited to 200% of Tier 1 capital used to

meet those requirements.  Tier 3 subordinated debt should first be designated as excess

capital, if any excess capital remains when Tier 3 subordinated debt has been used up, then

Tier 2 capital should be designated as being excess capital.

A630 Total eligible Tier 2 capital

This is item A624 less A625.

TRADING BOOK CAPITAL - TIER 3

A631 Short term subordinated debt

Report short term subordinated debt which has been approved by the FSA as qualifying for

inclusion in Tier 3 capital detailed in Chapter CA (Definition of capital), Section 9.2, of the FSA

Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).
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A633 Minority Interests (in short term subordinated debt) 

Where the reporting institution reports on a solo consolidated or consolidated basis, enter the

claim by outside interests in any partly owned subsidiary or minority owned company in the form

of Tier 3 capital.  

ADJUSTMENT TO CAPITAL (see ANNEX 1 for details of calculation)

A635 Excess Tier 3 debt

The overall limit on (Tier 2 plus Tier 3) capital which is eligible for inclusion as capital is 100% of

Tier 1 capital.  Excess (Tier 2 plus Tier 3) capital equals the greater of (the sum of items A624,

A631 and A633 less item A550) and zero.  Tier 3 subordinated debt should first be designated

as excess capital, if any excess capital remains when Tier 3 subordinated debt has been used

up, then Tier 2 capital should be designated as being excess capital.  Report here the amount of

Tier 3 capital which exceeds the overall limit.

A638 Total eligible Tier 3 Capital

Eligible Tier 3 capital is limited to 200% of Tier 1 capital left over after supporting the Banking

Book capital requirements.  Report Tier 3 capital not eligible for inclusion in item A635.  This

item equals the sum of items A631 and A633 less item A635.

OTHER CAPITAL

A660 Ineligible Tier 2 and Tier 3 capital

This is the capital which has been deducted from Tier 2 and Tier 3 capital as being not eligible

for inclusion as capital.  This item equals the sum of items A621 to A623, A625 and A635.

A670 Other capital

Report preference shares, perpetual loan stocks and subordinated term debt not accepted by

FSA as qualifying for inclusion as capital within the terms of Chapter CA (Definition of capital),

Sections 6-8, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).

Also report working capital provided by a non-resident office of the reporting institution.

Report current year’s profits which have not been verified by external audit in accordance with

Chapter CA (Definition of capital), Section 5.3, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) and also

any undisclosed profits relating to the previous year which have not been so verified.

OTHER NON-CAPITAL LIABILITIES

A680 Own bank notes issued

Bank notes in circulation, ie the reporting institution’s issue of notes less any own notes held.

A700 Marketable securities issued:
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A700.1 Certificates of deposit

Report all certificates of deposit issued by the reporting institution, whether at fixed or floating

rates, and still outstanding.  Also report negotiable deposits taken on terms in all respects

identical to those on which a certificate of deposit would have been issued, but for which it has

been mutually convenient not to have issued certificates.  If a reporting institution holds

certificates of deposits which it has itself issued, these should not be reported in this return.

A700.2 Promissory notes and bills

Report promissory notes, bills and other negotiable paper issued (including commercial paper)

by the reporting institution including bills drawn under an acceptance credit facility provided by

another institution.

A700.3 Unsubordinated FRNs and other long term paper

Report unsubordinated FRNs and other unsubordinated market instruments issued.

Subordinated capital market instruments should be reported under item A610 or A631 as

appropriate.

A710 Investments (short positions)

See SGN27.  Do not use brackets in the weighted amount column.

Report gross short positions in securities issued by central governments and central banks

under item A710.1 and gross short positions in other investments under item A710.2.

A720 Liabilities in respect of sale and repurchase agreements

See SGN29.

This entry applies to sale and repurchase agreements associated with reverse repos.  Where

the reporting institution reports assets reversed in on the balance sheet, the liability under such

agreements should be reported here.

A730 Tax provisions

Deferred tax assets should be reported as an asset in item A260.4.

A750 Other provisions

Report provisions made other than those reported above (items A590, A730 and A740).

Specific provisions (see SGN6) should also be excluded from this item, except where they have

been created in respect of off-balance sheet items.

A760 Other

Report credit items in the course of transmission and items in suspense (including credit items

in the course of settlement, to be shown separately in item A760.1).

Also report all internal accounts and other liabilities not reported elsewhere, eg sundry creditors

and liabilities under finance leases.
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Include net short positions in physical commodities where the FSA has agreed that commodity

transactions may be included in the Banking Book.

Include also liabilities arising in respect of pension scheme deficiencies;  those arising in respect

of a pension fund surplus should be included under item A500.3.

A765 Non capital liabilities consolidated via aggregation plus

When completing this return on a consolidated basis which includes subsidiaries consolidated

via aggregation plus, rather than on a line by line basis, the total liabilities of those subsidiaries

should be reported here.  Intra group capital and liabilities should be excluded.

A770 Total liabilities

This is the sum of items A530, A630 and A638 to A765.  It should equal item A270.

A780-A790 MEMORANDUM ITEMS

A780 Deposits from connected customers

Connected customers are defined as other group companies (excluding those companies which

are included in the consolidation of this particular return), directors, controllers and their

associates, and non-group companies with which directors and controllers are associated as set

down in items A290 and A300, and SGN12 and SGN13.

A790 Subordinated term debt

Only the issues of subordinated term debt which the FSA has agreed qualify for inclusion in Tier

2 capital under the terms of Chapter CA (Definition of capital), Sections 7 and 8, of the FSA

Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) should be reported here.

Report under item A790.1 only convertible subordinated term bonds which are mandatorily

convertible into equity (but see item A600 for treatment of convertible subordinated perpetual

debt).  Subordinated bonds which are convertible into equity at either the issuer’s or investors’

option (where these bonds are not eligible for inclusion in item A600) should be reported under

item A790.2.

Dated preference shares and subordinated, unsecured loan stocks of over 5 years’ original

maturity issued by the reporting institution should be shown after amortisation in item A790.2.

The amount shown in item A790.2 should be further divided between items A790.21 and

A790.22 as necessary in the relevant sub-total boxes.  The amount of principal outstanding

before amortisation should also be entered in the sub-total boxes in the “amount” column in the

currency of repayment, which should be entered in the “currency” column.  The “sterling

equivalent” is then this amount converted to sterling at the current exchange rate for the

currency concerned on the day of the report unless, via a subordinated swap or some other

hedging mechanism that is an integral part of the original preference share or subordinated loan

stock agreement, the exchange rate has effectively been fixed - in which case that fixed rate

may with be used.  The reporting institution should obtain the FSA’s agreement before doing

this.
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Individual stocks which are repayable in full on maturity should be listed in item A790.21 in lines

a to e.  Where there are more than five stocks issued (ie a to e) annotate the form “see attached

list” in this section and attach a full list of such stocks.  The amounts to be reported after

amortisation are shown below and relate to the period between the date of the return and

maturity date:

Years to maturity Amortised amount

more than 4  100% of nominal

less than and including 4 but more than 3   80% of nominal

less than and including 3 but more than 2   60% of nominal

less than and including 2 but more than 1   40% of nominal

less than and including 1   20% of nominal

The amount of subordinated, unsecured loan stock should be multiplied by the amortisation

values shown above.  In the case of optional repayment dates the longest date should be used

to determine the final maturity if the exercise of the option lies with the issuer, and the shortest

date if with investors.

Report in item A790.22 in lines a to h the original outstanding value of individual stocks which

are repayable in instalments.  Where banks have more than 10 such holdings, they may

aggregate the smallest holdings (by value) and record the total under A190.21j and A790.22j.

The amortised amount shown should be agreed with the FSA.

APPENDICES A-I & A-II

For those reporting institutions that also complete Section B, Appendices A-I and A-II should

include only those contracts that fall within the Banking Book.  Contracts within the Trading Book

should be reported in Section B.  Reporting institutions which do not complete Section B should

give details of all their interest rate, exchange rate, equity, commodity and precious metal

related contracts in these appendices.  

Swaps attached to loans and bonds.

Under certain conditions the risk attached to a floating (or fixed) rate loan/bond and a linked

interest rate or currency swaps may be equivalent to a fixed (or floating) rate loan.  In this case

the swap need not be reported providing the following conditions are met;

(i) the swap and loan should have matching obligations (ie identical interest periods);

(ii) the swap and loan should be explicitly linked such that if the counterparty defaults under

the loan or swap, or goes into liquidation, all payments under the swap agreement

cease and the loan becomes immediately repayable;

(iii) netting or floating (or fixed) rate payments on the loan and the swap should meet all the

existing (or future) on-balance sheet netting criteria (see SGN26).
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Appx A-I Counterparty exposure on OTC derivative contracts-Replacement Cost Method

The credit equivalent amount is the sum of the replacement cost and the potential future credit
exposure.  The weighted amount is the product of the credit equivalent amount and the risk
weight. Claims in respect of foreign exchange contracts with original maturity of 14 days or less
should not be reported on this Appendix.  Futures and options should not be reported on this
Appendix if the contracts concerned are traded on exchanges subject to daily margining
requirements.

All exposures in this section should be reported gross, unless they are netted by novation or the
terms set out in Chapter NE (Collateral and netting), Sections 5-8, of the FSA Policy
Guide/IPRU (BANK) have been met.

Note that Appendix A-I will not agree with Appendix A-II, since Appendix A-II is completed on a
gross basis and also includes exchange traded items.

Replacement Cost

See SGN34 for guidance more generally.  Only contracts with a positive mark-to-market value
should be reported under this heading (however, institutions should record a potential future
credit exposure in respect of all OTC derivative contracts that might in the future have a positive
mark-to-market value).  All contracts with a positive mark-to-market value should be reported in
Appendix I (unless netting is consistent with Chapter NE (Collateral and netting), Sections 5-8,
of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK)).  The overall net positive mark-to-market value should
be allocated to the 0% band in the on-balance sheet section of the form (see item A260).

Potential Future Credit Exposure

Potential FCE should be calculated in accordance with the guidance set out in SGN34.

Net reporting of Replacement Cost

Where the terms of Chapter NE (Collateral and netting) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK)
have been met then, on a bilateral basis (ie for each counterparty), the net replacement cost of
nettable contracts may be reported (see SGN26 and SGN35).

Net Reporting of Potential Future Credit Exposure

The netting of add-ons is possible provided the terms of Chapter NE (Collateral and netting) of
the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) have been met.  (See SGN26 and SGN35.)

Forward FX Contracts undertaken through Multilateral Netting Schemes

The credit equivalent amount for a reporting institution using a multilateral netting scheme
should also be reported in Appendix I as outlined in SGN35.
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Appendix A-II:  Supplementary Information On Derivative Contracts

Replacement Cost Method

This section should be completed on a gross basis, even where legally enforceable netting

agreements are in place, and is used for general supervisory information.  As a result, this

section will not necessarily reconcile with the previous section.  All contracts (ie those with

positive, negative and zero mark to market values) should be reported under the heading

‘Notional Principal Amounts by Residual Maturity’.

Reporting institutions’ exposure to OTC contracts should be reported by the relevant product

and counterparty type.  Their exposure to exchange traded contracts should be reported by

product type only.

Reporting institutions should include their exposures arising from options with their other

contracts, but should also identify them separately as a memo item.  Within the memo item on

options, those which are exchange traded should be separately identified from those originating

from the OTC market.

Interest Rate Contracts

Report single currency interest rate swaps, basis swaps, forward rate agreements and products

with similar characteristics, interest rate futures, interest rate options purchased and written

(including caps, collars and floors purchased as stand-alone contracts), forward purchases and

sales of bonds, and similar instruments.  Bond futures and bond options purchased and written

should also be reported here.

Foreign Exchange Contracts

Only exchange rate contracts of over 14 days original maturity (excluding a settlement period of

up to 2 days) should be reported.  Foreign exchange contracts with a shorter original maturity do

not require regulatory capital for counterparty risk (but do require capital for market risk).

Report cross currency swaps, cross currency interest rate swaps (the exchange of principal on

such swaps should be excluded from the on-balance sheet section of this return), outright

forward foreign exchange contracts, currency futures, currency options purchased and written

and similar instruments.  Contracts based on gold should be included here.

For the reporting of SAFEs (synthetic agreements for forward exchange), ERAs should be

treated as interest rate instruments;  FXAs may also qualify for interest rate add-ons unless the

notional principal amounts for the first (front-end) and second (back-end) contracts differ by

more than 10%, in which event the lower amount should be treated as the notional principal for

the interest rate contract and the difference in the contract amounts should attract the exchange

rate add-ons.

Equity Contracts

Equity options purchased and written, forward purchases and sales of equities, and equity

futures should also be reported here.
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Commodity Contracts

All positions in respect physical commodities and derivative positions relating to commodities

should be reported in the Trading Book for CAD banks.  The reporting institution may agree with

the FSA a different reporting treatment. 

Precious Metals Contracts

All positions in respect of physical amounts of precious metals (not gold) and derivative

positions relating to precious metals (other than gold) should be reported in the Trading Book for

CAD banks.  The reporting institution may agree with the FSA a different reporting treatment.

Notional principal amounts by maturity

The notional principal amount for each contract should be reported in these items, regardless of

whether it is matched by another contract or whether it has a positive mark to market value.

This section should include all derivative contracts to which the reporting institution is party,

including options written and purchased (see SGN35 for more detail generally).

For exchange traded contracts, margins paid to exchanges should be separately identified and

reported on the counterparty risk section of Sections A and B.  The value of the underlying

contracts should be reported here.

Remaining maturity

The remaining maturity of a swap should be taken as the time until final expiry of the swap.  For

FRAs and similar products, the remaining maturity should be taken as the time from the

reporting date until the end of the period to which the interest rate underlying the contract relates

(see SGN35 for more detail generally).

APPENDIX A-III: EXPOSURES COLLATERALISED/GUARANTEED/NETTED

When exposures being netted for the calculation of counterparty risk all fall in the Banking Book,

the net exposure should be reported as a risk in Section A (in the Banking Book column).

Similarly if all exposures fall in the Trading Book, the net exposure should be reported as a risk

in the Trading book (in Section B, with a corresponding entry in the Trading Book column in

Section A).  If the exposures are divided between both Banking and Trading Book, the net

amount should be reported as a risk in the Trading Book in Section B.  As soon as a

counterparty ceases to be a counterparty to an exposure in the Trading Book, the net amount

should be considered to be in the Banking Book.

The residual netted amount should be reported in the relevant risk weighting band for

counterparty risk.  But see SGN5.  If the statutory accounting treatment is gross but the terms of

Chapter NE (Collateral and netting) of the FSA’s Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) have been met,

and the FSA has agreed netting is appropriate for the Trading Book (Section B) reporting

purposes, those exposures netted out should be reported in the zero percent band in the

relevant asset category.  The adjustments made by the reporting institution to the Trading Book

(Section B) in respect of netted exposures should be shown additionally in Appendix B-X. 

The above treatment should be applied to netting of on balance sheet exposures, the netting of

the replacement cost of off balance sheet exposures and any netting of the potential future

credit exposure (add-on).
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APPENDIX A-IV - CURRENT YEAR’S PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT

This appendix covers the reporting institution’s profit & loss account for the current financial year up to

the reporting date.  For those reporting institutions which have elected to report at dates which do not

coincide with their financial year end, this appendix should be completed as at their last management

accounts.  In such instances, the specific period and relevant quarter covered should be inserted in the

space and box provided.

INCOME

10 & 20 Interest received and receivable/interest paid and payable

Include under these headings both interest actually received and paid, and interest receivable

and payable which has accrued but has not yet been received or paid.  Amounts accrued should

be based on the latest date to which these calculations were made;  thus for an institution which

accrues profits on a daily basis, accruals should include amounts up to and including the

reporting date.  Also include under this heading income accrued in respect of the amortisation of

discounts (and premiums) on the purchase of fixed maturity investments which are not held for

dealing (eg Treasury Bills).

30 Net interest income

Show under this heading the net interest received and receivable (ie item 10 less item 20).

Where interest paid any payable exceeds interest received and receivable the net figures should

be shown with a minus sign (not brackets) to indicate a negative figure.

40 Profit/(loss) on foreign exchange dealing

Revelations of foreign exchange positions and, if identifiable, fees and commissions of foreign

exchange business should be included under this heading.  If it is not possible to identify fees

and commissions derived from this activity separately, they should be included with other fees

and commissions in item 70.

A net loss should be shown with a minus sign (not brackets) to indicate a negative figure.

Where the reporting institution is engaged in deposit swap dealing (also sometimes known as

interest arbitrage dealing) and does not distinguish between profits and losses on the foreign

exchange element of the transaction and the interest differential, the whole transaction should

be shown under items 10 to 30;  a deposit swap profit should be treated as income (item 10)

and a loss as an expense (item 20).

50 Profit/(loss) on investments held for dealing

Include all profits or losses (including revaluation profits or losses) other than those arising from

the sale of investments in subsidiary or associated companies, trade investments or the

amortisation of premiums or discounts on the purchase of fixed maturity investments which are

not held for dealing.
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70 Income from fees and commissions

Include charges made for services provided by the reporting institution, eg for the provision

current account facilities, corporate advice, investment management and trustee services,

guarantees and indemnities, commission on the sale of insurance of travellers cheques etc.

Only include fees and commissions from customers for the provision of foreign exchange

services if they cannot be separately identified and included under item 40.

80 Dividends/share of profits from subsidiary and associated companies

Reporting institutions reporting on an unconsolidated basis should include the dividends from

other group companies only, together with the revaluation of any investment in subsidiaries or

associates if equity accounting;  those reporting on a consolidated basis should include only the

share of profits from associated companies according to the normal convention of accounting as

currently set out in Financial Reporting Standard 9, “Accounting for the Results of Associated

Entities”.

90 Profit/(loss) on fixed assets (including revaluation)

Include the profit or loss on the sale of non-trading assets of the reporting institution, eg

premises, equipment, subsidiary and associated companies and trade investments.  In respect

of revaluation surpluses/deficits, reporting institutions should follow normal accounting practice:

amounts in respect of surpluses/deficits normally taken to the profit and loss account, eg

movements in provisions against trade investments, should be included in this item;  amounts

normally taken direct to reserves should not be included here.

100 Other income

Include under this heading income from any other source (other than extraordinary items which

should be included under item 200).

EXPENSES

Operation expenses

110 Staff

Include salary costs, employer’s national insurance contributions, the employer’s contribution to

any pension scheme, and the costs of staff benefits paid on a per capita basis such as private

medical insurance and luncheon vouchers;  general staff benefits, such as subsidised

restaurants, should be included under “occupancy” (item 120) or “other” (item 130) as

appropriate.

120 Occupancy

Include rates, rent, insurance of building, lighting, heating, depreciation and maintenance costs.

130 Other

This comprises all other expenditure.
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140 Net charge/(credit) for provisions

150

This should equal item 40 on Appendix A-V (see relevant definition).

160 Provisions for taxation

For returns covering less than a year, the taxation charge should be estimated by applying a

reasonable estimate of the reporting institution’s effective tax rate applicable for the year in

question.

170 Provisions for dividends

For returns covering less than a year, provision should be made for an appropriate portion of the

estimated total dividend to be paid for the year.

200  Extraordinary items

Extraordinary items, as defined by Financial Reporting Standard 3, should be reported net of

attributable taxation.  Where extraordinary charges exceed extraordinary income, the net

negative figure should be shown with a minus sign (not brackets).

APPENDIX A-V - PROVISIONS AGAINST BAD AND DOUBTFUL DEBTS AND INVESTMENTS

10  Previous balance

Show the balance outstanding on the specific and general provisions account at the end of the

previous accounting year relating to debts considered bad or doubtful.  From end December

2001, this should include provisions made against the value of investments.  The date to which

the balance refers should be shown in the space provided.

20  Adjustments for acquisitions/disposals

Enter any adjustments made as a result of an acquisition or disposal of a subsidiary company

the balance sheet of which includes specific or general provisions and is included in the

consolidation for the particular return.  Where the net adjustment is negative, report the amount

with a minus sign (not brackets).

30  Adjustments for exchange rate movements

Enter any adjustments made for exchange rate movements in respect of provisions

denominated in currencies other than sterling.  Where the adjustment is negative, report the

amount a minus sign (not brackets).
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40  Charge/credit to profit and loss account

Enter the net charge or credit to the profit and loss account in respect of provisions;  this should

equal items 140 & 150 on Appendix A-IV.  A net credit should be shown with a minus sign (not

brackets).  The gross charge for new provisions should be offset by other items including any

provisions made in earlier years but now released in the current year’s profit and loss account.

The charge or credit for specific provisions should include the charge or credit for provisions in

respect of suspended interest where it is the practice of the reporting institution to show

suspended interest as interest receivable in the profit and loss account.

50  Amounts written off

Enter the gross amount written off (before recoveries which should be reported in item 60).

60  Recoveries of amounts previously written off

Enter the total amount of loans recovered which have previously been written-off.

70  Other

Enter any other items, including exceptional provisions and transfers between general and

specific provisions.

80  Current balance

The current balance should be the sum of items 10-70.  The figure in column 1 should, from

December 2001, equal the total of items 150 and 230.

90 - Specific provisions against bad and doubtful debts

150

In the relevant boxes, show the assets (by risk weights) against which specific provisions have

been made.  Total specific provisions (item 150) should equal the total of items 90 to 140.

Include in column 1 earmarked general provisions which are in the nature of specific provisions.

Such cases should be agreed with the FSA.  All figures should be positive.  Specific provisions

against the value of investments should be reported in items 170-230.

160  Gross value of loans against which specific provision have been made

Enter the total gross value, before deduction of provisions, of loans against which specific

provisions have been made.

Where specific provisions have been made against credit card lending, the aggregate value of

these provisions should be reported here, and the FSA informed as to the amount of this item

relating to such provisions.

170 - Specific provisions against the value of investments other than trading investments

230

Where the reporting institution carries provisions in its books for the diminution in value of

investments other than trading investments they should be shown here, analysed according to

the risk weighting of the investment to which they relate.  Total provisions (item 230) should

equal the total of items 170 to 220.  All figures should be positive.
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ANNEX 1: CALCULATION FOR ELIGIBLE TIER 2 AND TIER 3 CAPITAL

CAPITAL BASE BEFORE ADJUSTMENT £’000s

1 Total Tier 1 :(Section A item A550)

2 Total Tier 2 : Supplementary capital before adjustments (sum of items A580 to A620 of Section A)

3 Total Tier 3 : Trading book capital before adjustments (Section A items A631 + A633) 

ADJUSTMENTS TO CAPITAL

General Provisions Adjustment
4 Total Risk Weighted Assets from Section D item D510

5 Limit on general provisions (1.25% of item 4)

6 Eligible general provisions (lower of item A590 and item 5)

7 Excess general provisions (higher of [item A590 - item 5] and zero) 

Subordinated Term Debt Adjustment
8 Amortisation on Tier 2 subordinated term debt (item A610 - item A790)

9 Tier 2 subordinated term debt after amortisation (item A610 - item 8)

10 Limit on Tier 2 subordinated term debt (50% of item 1) 

11 Eligible Tier 2 subordinated term debt (lower of item 9 and item 10) 

12 Excess Tier 2 subordinated term debt (higher of [item 9 - item 11] and zero) 

Eligible Capital Adjustment
13 Tier 2 less excess general provisions and excess Tier 2 subordinated term debt (item 2 - [items 7+8+12] ) 

      Non-CAD Banks only (exempt from CAD capital requirements at reporting date) 

14       Overall limit on Tier 2 (100% of item 1)

15       Tier 2 capital in excess of the overall limit (higher of [item 13 - item 14] and zero)

      CAD Banks only:

16       Overall limit on Tier 2 plus Tier 3 (100% of item 1)

17       Excess Tier 2 and Tier 3 capital (higher of [items 3+13-16] and zero)

        of which:

             Excess Tier 3 capital (subordinated term debt not eligible for inclusion)

             Excess Tier 2 capital (item 17 - item 17.1)

18 Eligible Tier 2 capital (items 13 - [item 15 or item 17.2] )

Capital Allocated To The Banking Book

19 Banking Book Capital Requirements (RWA for the current reporting period x B Book trigger ratio)

20 Tier 1 capital (item 19 - item 21)

21 Eligible Tier 2 capital (lower of item 18 and 50% of item 22) 

22 Total capital allocated to the Banking Book (items 20+ 21)
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ELIGIBLE CAPITAL AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT THE TRADING BOOK
23 Tier 1 capital remaining after supporting the Banking Book (item 1 - item 20)

24 Eligible Tier 2 capital remaining after supporting the Banking Book (item 18 - item 21)

25 Limit on Eligible Tier 3 capital (item 23 x 2)

26 Eligible Tier 3 capital (lower of [item 3 - item 17.1] and item 25)

27 TOTAL ELIGIBLE CAPITAL (TIERS 1, 2 AND 3) (items 1+ 18+26)

Note.

Items 14 and 16 are the overall limit at the consolidated level, or the solo level when a bank is not part of

a consolidated group.

Where the reporting institution is subject to CAD capital requirement, at a solo-consolidated and

consolidated level, tier 2 capital plus Tier 3 subordinated debt used to meet the Trading Book capital

requirement is limited to 200% of Tier 1 capital used to meet those requirements.  For item 17, Tier 3

subordinated debt should first be designated as excess capital, if any excess capital remains when Tier

3 subordinated debt has been used up, then Tier 2 capital should be designated as being excess

capital.

Total capital allocated to the Banking Book (Item 22) should equal the capital required to support the

Banking Book as reported in item 19 unless there is insufficient capital available to meet the regulatory

capital requirements while satisfying the constraints on capital.  Item 22 should equal the sum of Tier 1

and Eligible Tier 2 capital (ie items 20 and 21).  Use as much Tier 2 capital as possible subject to the

constraint that at least half the capital used to support the banking book should be Tier 1 capital:  eligible

Tier 2 capital allocated to the Banking Book (ie item 21) should be less than or equal to Tier 1 capital

allocated to the Banking Book (item 20).  Item 21 should equal item 22 divided by 2 unless (item 22/2) is

greater than eligible Tier 2 capital (ie item 18); in this case item 21 should equal 18, and item 20 should

equal item 19 less item 21.  Tier 3 capital should not be held against Banking Book risks.  If item 22 is

less than item 19 then the institution may have insufficient capital to meet its regulatory capital

requirements and should contact its line supervisor immediately.

Item 7 equals Section A item A621.

Item 8 equals Section A item A623.

Item 12 equals Section A item A622.

Item 15 or item 17.2 equals Section A item A625.

Item 17.1 equals Section A item A635.
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BSD3-SECTION B: TRADING BOOK FOR SOLO BANK AND LINE BY LINE

CONSOLIDATED ENTITIES

General Notes

1 For consolidated returns, the companies to be included in the consolidation should be those

agreed between the reporting institution and the FSA in accordance with the FSA’s Policy on

Consolidated Supervision (Chapter CS (Consolidated supervision) of the FSA Policy

Guide/IPRU (BANK)).

The Trading Book

2 The coverage of this section is limited to the Trading Book of a bank.  Banks which have agreed

with the FSA that they do not have a Trading Book should not fill in this section, and should

proceed to Section D.

3 Article 2.6 of the Capital Adequacy Directive (CAD - 93/6/EEC) and its subsequent amendment

(98/31/EC) provide the Trading Book definition.

In accordance with this, a bank’s trading book consists of:

a) an institution’s proprietary positions in financial instruments, commodities and

commodity derivatives which are held for resale and/or which are taken on by the

institution with the intention of benefiting from actual and/or expected short-term price or

interest rate movements, matched principal broking positions in financial instruments

commodities and commodity derivatives, and positions in financial instruments,

commodities, commodity derivatives and other non-financial instruments taken in order

to hedge other elements of the Trading Book.

b) the exposures arising from unsettled transactions, free deliveries and over-the-counter

(OTC) derivative instruments referred to in paragraphs 1, 2, 3 and 5 of Annex II of the

CAD (as amended),

c) the exposures due to repurchase agreements (repos) and securities and commodity

lending which are based on securities or commodities included in the Trading Book as

defined in (a) referred to in paragraph 4 of Annex II of the CAD (as amended),

d) those exposures due to reverse repurchase agreements and securities and

commodities borrowing transactions described in the paragraph 4 of Annex II of the

CAD (as amended), which meet all the following conditions:

i) the exposures are marked to market daily following the procedures laid down in

Annex II of the CAD unless they are cash items;

ii) the collateral is adjusted daily to take account of changes in the value of the

securities or commodities involved and the bank’s rule for collateralisation

should be acceptable to the FSA;
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iii) the agreement or transaction provides for the bank’s claims to be automatically

and immediately offset against its counterparty’s claims if the latter defaults;

iv) such agreements or transactions are confined to their accepted and appropriate

use and artificial transactions, especially those not of a short-term nature,

should be excluded;

Where the contractual relationship fails to meet conditions (ii) and (iii) above,

the contract may still be included in the Trading Book but should be treated as

an undocumented reverse repo.

e) exposures in the form of fees, commission, interest, dividends, and margin on

exchange-related derivatives directly related to the items included in the Trading Book

referred to in paragraph 6 of Annex II of the CAD (as amended).

Whether particular items fall to be included or excluded from an institution’s Trading Book

should be decided in accordance with objective procedures including, where appropriate,

accounting standards in the institution concerned.  A reporting institution should set out its

procedures in its Trading Book policy statement.

4 The financial instruments referred to in the preceding paragraph are defined in Section B of the

Annex to the Investment Services Directive (ISD - 93/22/EEC).  These are:

1) a) Transferable securities;

b) Units in collective investment undertakings.

2) Money-market instruments1.

3) Financial-futures contracts, including equivalent cash settled instruments.

4) Forward interest rate agreements (FRAs).

5) Interest-rate, currency and equity swaps.

6) Options to acquire or dispose of any instruments falling within this section of the annex

including equivalent cash-settled instruments.  This category includes in particular

options on currency and on interest rates.”

Valuation

5 See SGN5.  Each bank should have agreed a Trading Book policy with the FSA which, amongst

other items, covers the valuation of positions.  Positions should be valued for reporting on this

form in line with the valuation procedure set out in the Trading Book policy.  However, positions

in the Trading Book should be marked to market on a daily basis and valued on this basis for

inclusion on this form.

                                                

1
 This does not include deposits and loans.
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6 The valuation of individual complex instruments might not be covered explicitly in the Trading

Book policy, but the policy should outline a procedure for dealing with such instruments.  Advice

should be sought from the FSA on the treatment of such instruments.

Specific Provisions

7 All items reported for the purpose of calculating the capital requirement for counterparty risk

(items B10 to B100) should be reported net of any specific or earmarked general provisions

made.

Transfers of general market risk

8 See SGN33.

B10-B100 COUNTERPARTY RISK ARISING FROM:

Analysis of Categories

For each category of counterparty risk there is a breakdown of the total into different weighting

bands (0%, 10%, 20% 100%) depending on the risk weight attributed to the counterparties.  For

a list of items and more detail on risk weights, see SGN15.

B10 Free deliveries

Reporting institutions should include here any transactions in tradable securities which involve

the delivery of the securities (cash) when the cash (securities) is not received at the same time

[this is termed a "free delivery"].  When the securities (cash) have been delivered this will be

considered to be a claim on the counterparty equivalent to the current market value of the

tradable security for the provider of the cash or the cash for the provider of the securities,

whichever is outstanding.  This includes exchange-traded contracts involving physical delivery.

If settlement of the transaction is effected across a national border, the capital requirement may

only be triggered one business day after the securities (cash) have been delivered without the

cash (securities) being received in return.

B20 Margins

Reporting institutions should include both initial margin payments and any surplus margin

payments placed with exchanges and clearing houses.  These are taken to be exposures to the

exchanges and clearing houses and will attract the relevant weight for the exchange.

B30 Fees and commissions

Reporting institutions should include any fees due to them which arise from transactions falling

in the Trading Book, which have not yet been received.
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B40 Other counterparty risk in the Trading Book

Reporting institutions should report here all other counterparty risk that arises in the Trading

Book.  For example, if a loan is transferred to the Trading Book because it is hedging a position

in a financial instrument (see Chapter CB (Trading book/banking book division), Section 3,

Paragraph 9, of the FSA Policy Guide (in IPRU (BANK), Section 3, Paragraph 11)), the

counterparty risk on the loan should be reported here.  When the reporting institution has

transferred general market risk from the Banking Book to the Trading Book (see Chapter CB of

the FSA Policy Guide, Section 3, Paragraph 11 (Paragraph 13 in IPRU (BANK)), there is no

associated transfer of specific or counterparty risk and the transfer will not result in an entry in

item B40.  Off balance sheet items reported here should attract the standard Credit Conversion

Factors prior to be risk weighted (see Reporting Instructions to Section A for details of these

factors).

B50 Unsettled transactions

Reporting institutions should report here the total capital requirement for counterparty risk on

unsettled transactions.  Item B50 should equal item 120 of Appendix B-I.

B60 OTC Derivatives

Reporting institutions should report here the total capital requirement for counterparty risk on

OTC derivatives.  The weighted amount in item B60 should equal line 60 of Appendix B-II. 

B70 Undocumented repos/reverse repos

Reporting institutions should report here the total capital requirement for undocumented

repos/reverse repos, and, if line supervisors have so requested, documented repos/reverse

repos.  The weighted amount in item B70 should equal line 50 of Appendix B-IV. Additionally,

repos will give rise to a general market risk position that should be reported in either item B200

or B240 and their underlying Appendices.

B80 Documented repos

Reporting institutions should report here the total capital requirement for documented sale and

repurchase agreements (repos).  The weighted amount item in item B80 should equal item 100

of Appendix B-IV.  Additionally, repos will give rise to a general market risk position that should

be reported in either item B200 or B240 and their underlying Appendices.

B90 Documented reverse repos

Reporting institutions should report here the total capital requirement for documented reverse

sale and repurchase agreements (reverse repos).  The weighted amount item in B90 should

equal item 150 of Appendix B-IV.  Additionally, reverse repos will give rise to a general market

risk position that should be reported in either item B200 or B240 and their underlying

Appendices.

B100 Total counterparty risk in the Trading Book

This equals the sum of items B10 to B90.
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B110-B140 LARGE EXPOSURES IN THE TRADING BOOK

When an exposure arising from tradable securities in the Trading Book exceeds 25% of

adjusted capital base, it should be broken down on the Form LE2 into the individual exposures

undertaken with the group of connected counterparties.  The nature of each exposure should be

identified along with the appropriate capital charge for counterparty or specific risk.  The

reporting institution should show how these capital charges have been used to generate the

additional capital charge for large exposures reported in items B120 and B130.  

The calculation for determining the incremental capital requirement involves the following

sequential steps:

a) Net any short securities positions against long securities positions, netting the short

items against the highest long specific risk weighted items (Note:  the specific risk

weights of netted items need not be identical).

b) Rank the remaining net long securities positions in order according to specific risk

weighting factors (ie lowest weighted items first, highest weighted items last).

c) Taking the lowest weighted items first, apply these exposures to the difference between

the non securities exposure to the counterparty and 25% of the amended capital base

(ie the “headroom” up to 25% of the amended capital base is employed to cover the

lowest weighted exposures)

. d) Incremental capital is considered necessary for remaining net long securities exposures

as follows:

i) if the excess exposure has been extant for 10 days or less, the specific risk

weighting for exposures ranked in excess of 25% of the amended capital are

multiplied by 200%.

ii) if the excess exposure has been extant for more than 10 days, the specific risk

weightings for exposures ranked in excess of 25% of the amended capital base

are multiplied by the following factors.

Excess exposure over 25% of amended

capital base (acb)

Factor applied to specific

risk weighting

Up to 40% of acb 200%

From 40% to 60% of acb 300%

From 60% to 80% of acb 400%

From 80% to 100% of acb 500%

From 100% to 250% of acb 600%

Over 250% of acb 900%
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B110 Adjusted large exposures capital base

Report here the adjusted large exposures capital base (ie the adjusted capital base shown on

Form LE2 (part 5) as at BSD3 reporting date) which the bank has agreed with the FSA.

B120 Excesses that have existed for 10 days or less

Report here the aggregate specific risk capital requirement of any large exposures excesses

that have arisen on tradable securities in the Trading Book which have been in existence for 10

days or less.  Only the amount of the exposure over 25% of the adjusted capital base should be

reported here.

B130 Excesses that have existed for more than 10 days

Report here the aggregate specific risk capital requirement of any large exposures excesses

that have arisen on tradable securities in the Trading Book which have been in existence for

more than 10 days. The excess should be broken down into those parts within each band above

25%.  Only the amount of the exposure over 25% and up to 40% of capital should be reported in

item B130.1, that part of the exposure over 40% and up to 60% should be reported in item

B130.2, etc.  Item B130 should be the sum of items B130.1 to B130.6.

B140 Capital Requirement for Large Exposures

Report here the sum of the capital requirements generated from items B120 and B130.

B150-B180 FOREIGN EXCHANGE POSITION RISK

For more detailed information on the specification of capital for foreign exchange risk, see

Chapter FX (Foreign exchange risk) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).

B150 For basic approach

The total capital required for foreign exchange risk treated under the basic approach should be

reported here.  Item B150 should equal the item for the capital requirement for the basic method

from Appendix B-V (column 2).

B160 For Backtesting Approach

The total capital required for foreign exchange risk treated under the backtesting approach

should be reported here.  Item B160 should equal the item for the capital requirement for the

backtesting method from Appendix B-V (column 3).

B170 Additional Capital Charge for Options

The way in which these items should be completed should depend upon the method under

which the reporting bank has agreed with its supervisor that it will calculate the capital

requirement on its options portfolio.

B170.1 Using the Carve Out Approach

Banks should report here the capital requirement arising from options on foreign exchange

instruments treated under the carve out approach to options.
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B170.2 Using CAD1 Models (Scenario Matrix/Buffer) Approach

Banks should report here the capital requirement arising from options on foreign exchange

instruments treated under the scenario matrix or buffer approach to options.

B180 Total foreign exchange risk

This item should be the sum of the capital requirement for foreign exchange risk treated under

each of the different methods plus any additional capital requirements reported for options.

Item B180 should equal the sum of items B150, B160 and B170.

B190-B220 INTEREST RATE POSITION RISK

For more detailed information on the specification of capital for interest rate risk, see Chapter TI

(Interest rate position risk) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).

B190 Specific Risk

Report here the sum of individual net position (as defined in Chapter TI (Interest rate position

risk) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) within each risk weighted amount.  Specific risk on

positions arising from underwriting should be included here.  The risk weights refer to those

applicable for interest rate specific risk.  Item B190 should equal the sum of items B190.1 to

B190.5.

The specific risk weights are:

0.00% Certain Central Government debt instruments;

Debt instruments should be given a 0% specific risk weighting if:

a) they are issued by, fully guaranteed by, or fully collateralised by securities issued by

Zone A
2
 central governments and central banks, including the European

Communities; or

b) they are issued by, or fully guaranteed by, Zone B central governments and central

banks with a residual maturity of 1 year or less and are denominated in local

currency and funded by liabilities in the same currency.

0.25% Qualifying Items up to 6 months residual maturity

1.00% Qualifying Items over 6 and up to 24 months residual maturity

1.60% Qualifying Items over 24 months residual maturity

                                                

2 See SGN Appendix C.
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Debt instruments should be treated as qualifying if any of the following conditions apply:

a) they are issued by, or fully guaranteed by, Zone B central governments and central

banks with a residual maturity of over 1 year and are denominated in local currency

and funded by liabilities in the same currency.

b) They are securities issued by, or fully collateralised by claims on, a multilateral

development bank as listed in the Solvency Ratio Directive.  The European

Commission may amend this list periodically (see SGN Appendix E for more

detail).

c) They are issued, guaranteed, endorsed, or accepted, by a credit institution

incorporated in a Zone A country (see SGN Appendix C for details of Zone A and B

countries);

d) They are issued, or guaranteed, endorsed, or accepted, by a credit institution

incorporated in a Zone B country and have a residual maturity of 1 year or less; 

e) They are issued, or guaranteed, by an investment firm that is incorporated in a

Zone A country and subject to the Capital Adequacy Directive, or to a regime that

FSA deems to be CAD equivalent;

f) They are issued, or guaranteed, by an investment firm that is incorporated in a

Zone B country and subject to the Capital Adequacy Directive, or to a regime that

the FSA deems to be CAD equivalent;  and they have a residual maturity of 1 year

or less;

g) They are issued by, or guaranteed by, Zone A public sector entities (see SGN23);

h) They are issued by, or guaranteed by, a company whose equity is eligible for 2%

equity specific risk weighting.

i) The issue, or an issue of equivalent ranking in a liquidation, or an issue of

equivalent ranking in a liquidation of the guarantor, is rated investment grade (or its

equivalent for money market obligations), or above and the reporting bank is

unaware of any sub-investment grade
3
 rating issued by any of the relevant credit

rating agencies (see SGN Appendix H for the list of agencies which are considered

relevant).

Convertible securities, such as bonds and preference shares, that are treated as debt instruments

should be given a specific risk weighting identical to other debt items for the same issuer as described in

the preceding paragraphs.  Convertible securities (as defined in Chapter TE (Equity position risk),

Section 2, Paragraph 4, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK)) should be treated as equities when:

a) the first date at which conversion may take place is less than three months ahead,

or the next such date (where the first has passed) is less than a year ahead, and:

b) the convertible is trading at a premium of less than 10%, where the premium is

defined as the current mark to market value of the convertible less the mark to

market value of the underlying equity, expressed as a percentage of the mark to

market value of the underlying equity.

                                                

3 Chapter BC (Credit risk in the banking book), Section 5, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK)
includes a list of the relevant cut off points for investment grade for each relevant ratings agency.
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Otherwise, a bank may treat equity convertibles as either:-

a) an equity position based upon conversion of the bond and deducting from capital

(by including in item B215) any losses, including accrued interest, that may arise

from this “conversion” for the purposes of calculating the capital requirements, but

limiting the size of any profits from the “conversion” to the sum of the specific and

general risk requirements;  or

b) a debt item.

8.00% Non-Qualifying Items

Debt instruments where the issuer does not meet the requirements established above are

deemed to be non-qualifying items.

B200 General Market Risk

This item should contain the total capital requirement for general market risk arising from

positions in interest rate instruments and their derivatives.  The detail behind this calculation

should be reported in Appendix B-VI.  Item B200 should equal the total Item in the Total General

Market Interest Rate Risk column of Appendix B-VI.

B210 Additional Capital Charge for Options

The way in which these items are completed should depend upon the method under which the

reporting bank has agreed with its supervisor it will calculate the capital requirement on its

options portfolio.

B210.1 Using the Carve Out Approach

Banks should report here the capital requirement arising from options on interest rate

instruments treated under the carve out approach to options (see in Chapter TI (Interest rate

position risk), Section 7, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK)).

B210.2 Using CAD1 Models Approach

Banks should report here the capital requirement arising from options on interest rate

instruments treated under the scenario matrix or buffer approach to options.

B215 Interest Rate Risk on Equity Derivatives

Reporting institutions should include in this box any interest rate risk arising from equity

derivatives (including options) which is not processed via either an approved model or the usual

methods for interest rate general market risk (see in Chapter TE (Equity position risk), Section

5, Paragraph 5, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK)).

Reporting institutions should also report here the absolute value of any loss on “conversion” for

those convertibles and depository receipts that are being treated as equities for regulatory

reporting purposes.  Where there is a profit on “conversion”, this profit may be reported here as

a negative number up to a maximum of the sum of the specific and general risk requirements

reported on the underlying equities.
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B220 Total Interest Rate Position Risk

This item should be the sum of items B190, B200, B210 and B215.

B230-B270 EQUITY POSITION RISK

B230 Specific Risk

This item should contain the total capital requirement for specific risk arising from positions in

equities and their derivatives.  The details behind this calculation should be reported in

Appendix B-VII.  Item B230 should equal 8% of the total of Columns 1 plus 4% of the total of

Column 2 on Appendix B-VII. 

B240 General Market Risk

This item should contain the total capital requirement for general market risk arising from

positions in equities and their derivatives.  The details behind this calculation should be reported

in Appendix B-VII.  Item B240 is 8% of the sum of the total of Columns 5 and 6 on Appendix B-

VII. 

B250 Additional Capital Charge for Options

The way in which these items are completed should depend upon the method under which the

reporting bank has agreed with its supervisor it will calculate the capital requirement on its

options portfolio.

B250.1 Using the Carve Out Approach

Banks should report here the capital requirement arising from options on equities treated under

the carve out approach to options.

B250.2 Using CAD1 Models Approach

Banks should report here the capital requirement arising from options on equities treated under

the scenario matrix or buffer approach to options.

B270 Total Equity Position Risk

This item should be the sum of the capital requirements for specific and general market risk on

equities plus any additional capital requirements reported for options.

B280 Commodity position risk

Report here the total capital requirement for commodity position risk under the standard

approach.  This item should equal item 50 (column F) from Appendix B-VIII.

B282 Additional Capital Charge for Options

The way in which these items are completed should depend upon the method under which the

reporting bank has agreed with its supervisor it will calculate the capital requirement on its

options portfolio.  This item should equal the sum of items B282.1 and B282.2
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B282.1 Using the Carve Out Approach

Banks should report here the capital requirement arising from options on commodity

instruments treated under the carve out approach to options.

B282.2 Using CAD1 Models (Scenario Matrix/Buffer) Approach

Banks should report here the capital requirement arising from options on commodity

instruments treated under the scenario matrix or buffer approach to options.

B284 Total commodity position risk

Report here the total capital requirement for commodity position risk.  This item should equal

the sum of items B280 and B282.

B290-B340 INTERNAL MODELS APPROACH

B290 Previous day’s value at risk

This equals the bank’s regulatory (10 day, 99%) VaR calculated for the previous day.

B300 Average of previous 60 days’ value at risk

This equals the average of the bank’s regulatory VaR figures over the last 60 business days.

B310 Multiplication factor

This equals item 40 of Appendix B-IX.  This item should be rounded to 2 decimal places and

multiplied by 100 and entered in the relevant box as integers, eg a multiplication factor of 3.0

should be entered as 300.

B320 Capital charge for general market risk

This equals the greater of (item B300 multiplied by B310/100) and item B290.

B330 Capital surcharge for specific risk

A bank that models specific risk should increase its market risk capital requirement by a

surcharge for specific risk.  A bank may choose to calculate its surcharge as either:

(a) an amount equal to the specific risk portion of the VaR measure calculated according to

the Guidelines on internal models. 

(b) an amount equal to the VaR measures of sub-portfolios that are subject to specific risk.

In both cases, the surcharge for specific risk should be calculated as an average over the

previous 60 business days.

B340 Total capital requirement for risk subject to internal models

This equals the sum of items B320 and B330.
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APPENDIX B-I:  UNSETTLED TRANSACTIONS

Reporting institutions should report any transactions (excluding repurchase and reverse

repurchase agreements and stock borrowing and lending) where delivery of the instrument

takes place against receipt of cash, but which remain unsettled 5 business days after their due

date.  Banks should report the difference between the contracted amount due and the current

market value of the instrument as the “potential loss” (Lines 10 to 60) but may agree a different

treatment with the FSA.  This should be multiplied by the relevant factor in column 1 of the table

below to obtain the capital requirement.  A bank may instead report the agreed settlement price

(Lines 70 to 110), which should be multiplied by the relevant factor in column 2 of the table

below.  This treatment should be agreed with the FSA before being adopted.  Transactions 46

or more days past due should be reported on the basis of “potential” loss.

Note that the capital requirement for such transactions should not be multiplied by the

counterparty risk weight.

Number of Working Days

after due Settlement Date

Column 1 Column 2

0 - 4 Nil Nil

5 - 15 8% 0.5%

16 - 30 50% 4.0%

31 - 45 75% 9.0%

46 or more 100% 100% of Potential Loss

(as per Column 1)

Within Appendix B-I, item 60 should equal the capital charge figure for Rows 10 to 50 and item

110 should equal the capital charge figure for Rows 70 to 100.  Item 120 is the sum of items 60

and 110.

APPENDIX B-II - COUNTERPARTY EXPOSURE ON OTC DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS

(REPLACEMENT COST METHOD)

OTC Contracts

The credit equivalent amount is the sum of the replacement cost and the potential future credit

exposure.  The weighted amount is the product of the credit equivalent amount and the risk

weight.  This section should be filled in only for OTC derivative contracts within the Trading

Book.  Capital charges for counterparty risk on forward sales and purchases of equities and

bonds should not be reported in this Appendix, but in Appendix B-IV.  All forward transactions in

the Trading Book should, however, also be reported in Appendix B-III.  Similar contracts in the

Banking Book should be reported in Section A.  The reporting instructions for Appendix A-I

should also be applied to this Appendix.  Foreign exchange contracts with original maturity of 14

days or less should not be reported on this Appendix.  Futures and options should not be

reported where the contracts concerned are traded on exchanges subject to daily margining

requirements.

Appendix B-II will not agree with Appendix B-III, since Appendix B-III is completed on a gross

basis and includes exchange traded items.
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Replacement Cost 

For the purposes of measuring counterparty risk inherent in derivative contracts, a risk weight of

50% should be applied in respect of counterparties which would usually attract a counterparty

risk weight of 100% (see SGN34 for more detail generally).

These instruments should be valued in line with the valuation policy included in the Reporting

Institution’s Trading Book policy statement.

Potential Future Credit Exposure

All OTC derivative contracts that may in the future have a positive mark-to-market value should

be subject to a capital charge for potential future credit exposure (see SGN34 for guidance on

calculation). 

Net reporting of Replacement Cost

Where the terms of Chapter NE (Collateral and netting) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK)

have been met then, on a bilateral basis (ie for each counterparty) the net replacement cost of

nettable contracts may be reported (See SGN26, SGN35). 

Net Reporting of Potential Future Credit Exposure

See SGN35.

Forward FX Contracts undertaken through Multilateral Netting Schemes

The credit equivalent amount for a reporting institution using a multilateral netting scheme

should also be reported in Appendix B-II as set out in SGN35.

APPENDIX B-III:  SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION ON OTC DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS

(REPLACEMENT COST METHOD)

This appendix should be completed on a gross basis, even where legally enforceable netting

agreements are in place.  It is used for general supervisory information.  All derivative contracts

should be reported on this section, including options written and other contracts with negative

mark to market value.  As a result, this section will not usually reconcile with the previous

section.  Contracts which do not have positive mark to market values should be reported in the

Notional Principal Amounts section (the first four columns) only.

Reporting institutions’ exposure to OTC contracts should be reported by the relevant product

and counterparty type.  Their exposure to exchange traded contracts should be reported by

product type only.

Reporting institutions should include their exposures arising from options with their other

contracts, but should also identify them separately as a memo item.  Within the memo item on

options, those which are exchange traded should be separately identified from those originating

from the OTC market.
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Interest Rate Contracts

The reporting instructions for Appendix A-II should also be applied to this item.

Foreign Exchange Contracts

Only exchange rate contracts of over 14 days original maturity (excluding a settlement period of

up to 2 days) should be reported.  The reporting instructions for Appendix A-II should also be

applied to this item.

Equity Contracts

The reporting instructions for Appendix A-II should also be applied to this item.

Commodity Contracts

All positions in respect of physical commodities and derivative positions relating to physical

commodities should be reported here.  Reporting institutions may however seek the agreement

of the FSA that a different reporting treatment is appropriate.  Commodity futures and options

should not be reported where the contracts concerned are traded on exchanges subject to daily

margining requirements. 

Precious Metals Contracts

Include here futures, forwards, swaps, options and similar instruments involving precious metals

other than gold.  Futures and options should not be reported where the contracts concerned are

traded on exchanges subject to daily margining requirements.

Notional principal amounts by maturity

The notional principal amount for each contract should be reported in these items, regardless of

whether it is matched by another contract or whether it has a positive mark to market value.

This section should include all derivative contracts to which the reporting institution is party,

including options written and purchased (see SGN 34 for more detail generally).

For exchange traded contracts, margins paid to exchanges should be separately identified and

reported on the counterparty risk section of Sections A and B. The value of the underlying

contracts should be reported here.

Replacement Cost

Reporting institutions should include here the replacement cost (mark-to-market) on off balance

sheet contracts.  Items with a negative mark to market value should be excluded.

APPENDIX B-IV:  COUNTERPARTY RISK ON REPOS AND REVERSE REPOS

This appendix covers all repos, reverse repos and other transactions with a similar economic

effect (eg stock borrowing/stock lending or sell-buy/buy-sell).

In the Trading Book, repo transactions are deemed to give rise to counterparty exposure.
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Counterparty Risk On Documented Repos/Reverse Repos

In these sections, banks should report all Trading Book transactions, regardless of the

terminology used, that meet the following criteria (arrangements where the bank has lent a third

party's securities at its own risk are included):

i) a bank has sold (or lent) Trading Book securities to a counterparty subject to buy back

(or a return clause), and

ii) the documentation forming the written agreement (whether a master agreement, or

documentation used on specific occasions) provides for the claims of the bank to be

automatically and immediately set off against the claims of the counterparty in the event

of the latter's default, and the bank has the right to call for variation margin daily when

there is a material adverse market move against it.

Transactions which fail to meet these criteria should be reported as undocumented

repos/reverse repos.

Transactions that are fully collateralised should still be reported in columns 1 and 2.  As the

amount reported in each of these two columns will be the same for fully collateralised deals, the

counterparty risk requirement will be zero.  However, it is important that these deals are

included otherwise these items would understate the volume of repo/reverse repo business

being transacted.

When completing Lines 60 to 90 and Lines 110 to 140, it should be assumed that each

individual repo or reverse repo cannot be overcollateralised in the absence of netting.

Regarding repos (lines 60 to 90):  if collateral held is worth more than 100% of the market value

of the securities sold or lent, then the reported value of collateral on that deal should be the

same as the market value of the securities.  Excess collateral held for a repo with one

counterparty should not offset a shortfall in collateral held for another repo with the same

counterparty or another counterparty.  Regarding reverse repos (lines 110 to 140):  if the market

value of securities bought or borrowed on a reverse repo is more than 100% of the market value

of the collateral given, the reported value of the securities on that deal should be the same as

the market value of the collateral.  Excess securities received under a reverse repo with one

counterparty should not offset a shortfall in securities received under another reverse repo with

the same counterparty or another counterparty.

This Appendix only captures counterparty risk on repos and reverse repos.  Consequently, the

market risk arising from transactions that are reported in this section should still be reported in

those sections of the form which capture market risk exposures arising from interest rate and

equity position risk, depending on the nature of the security underlying the repo or reverse repo.

In both cases, Column 3 should be Column 1 minus Column 2.  The weighted amount in

Column 5 should be the multiple of the amount at risk (Column 3) and the Weight (Column 4).

Item 100 is the sum of the Weighted Amount (Column 5) in rows 60 to 90.  Item 150 is the sum

of the Weighted Amount (Column 5) in rows 110 to 140.
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Documented Repos

For documented repos, the weighted amount should be the higher of zero and:

{Market value of securities sold or lent - Market value of collateral taken}

x counterparty risk weight x 8%

If it seems to the FSA that the nature of a bank's repo/reverse repo business is such that the

risks are significant (eg in terms of the volume or nature of activity), the FSA may require that all

such transactions are treated as forwards (ie with risk cushions applying).  Where the terms of

Chapter NE (Collateral and netting) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) are met, the

replacement cost of a bank’s repos and reverse repos with a single counterparty may still be

netted, but the risk cushion factors should not be netted.

Securities, and if appropriate collateral, should be marked to market at least once a day.  The

amounts to be received or given should include all cashflows related to the securities and the

transactions - manufactured dividends, interest, fees.  Thus the amount to be received would

include payments which the counterparty should have made to the bank but which have not yet

been received, and the amount to be given would include payments which should have been

made to the counterparty but which have not yet been paid.  Receivables may not be included

on the day when they are due, but they should be included if not received the following business

day.

Collateral received may take the form of a guarantee, letter of credit, or similar instrument

provided by a Zone A bank if that bank would not be considered to be a connected lender if it

was making a loan to the recipient of the securities.  In the event that the guarantor is not a

Zone A bank or is a connected bank, the capital requirement for the securities lender should

be:-

Market Value of Securities lent  x  Counterparty Risk Weight  x  8%

Documented Reverse Repos

For documented reverse repos, the weighted amount will be the higher of zero and:

{Market value of collateral given - Market value of securities bought or borrowed}

x counterparty risk weight x 8%

If it seems to the FSA that the nature of a bank's reverse repo business is such that the risks

are significant (eg in terms of the volume or nature of activity), the FSA may require that all such

transactions are treated as forwards (with the application of risk cushion factors).  Where the

terms of Chapter NE (Collateral and netting) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) are met, the

replacement cost of a bank’s repos and reverse repos with a single counterparty may still be

netted, but the risk cushion factors should not be netted.
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Undocumented Repos / Reverse Repos

Repos/reverse repos that do not meet the documentation and margining requirements set out

above are referred to as undocumented repos and should be treated as follows: the measure

used takes account of both the current replacement cost of the contract, and its potential value.

The latter is incorporated through use of risk cushion factors (RCF) which reflect the likely

volatility of security prices.  These risk cushion factors are derived from the matrix of add-ons

used to calculate the capital requirements for potential future exposures on off-balance sheet

contracts.  In determining the size of the risk cushion factor, reference is made to the maturity of

the securities and of the collateral, rather than to the maturity of the transaction.  The risk

cushion factors are:

Interest rate products

Residual maturity:           risk factor

less than one year 0.25%

to five years 0.50%

five years or over 1.50%

Equities 6.00%

Where one side of a transaction is denominated in a currency other than that of the other side,

and circumstances are such that a risk cushion factor applies, the risk cushion factors should be

each increased by 1%.

In assigning risk cushions, banks should be aware of the following:

Where the collateral is provided in the form of cash, a guarantee, a letter of credit, or an

instrument performing a similar function issued by a Zone A bank, a risk cushion factor of 0%

should be applied.

Where the bank is receiving securities in exchange for cash (or collateral), the weighted amount

is:

{replacement cost of forward + potential future credit exposure}

x counterparty risk weight x 8%

where

replacement cost

= higher of zero and the difference between market value of securities to be received and

contracted value for forward delivery (in the case of forward purchases) or market value

of collateral (in the case of repos);

potential future credit exposure

= the risk cushion factor applicable to the securities (or collateral if it is higher) multiplied

by the contracted value for forward delivery;
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Column 3 should be the sum of Columns 1 and 2.  The weighted amount in Column 5 should 

be the multiple of the amount at risk (Column 3) and the Weight (Column 4).  Item 50 is the 

sum of the Weighted Amount (Column 5) in rows 10 to 40.

Netting Of Counterparty Risk On Repos/Reverse Repos

Counterparty risk on repos and reverse repos with the same counterparty may be netted when

the terms of Chapter NE (Collateral and netting) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) have

been met.  Counterparty risk on repos arises when the value of the collateral reversed in is less

than the value of the securities repoed out, while counterparty risk on reverse repos arises when

the value of the securities reversed in is less than the value of the collateral given.  This

counterparty risk can be offset either by excess collateral on other repos or excess securities

received on other reverse repos with the same counterparty.

Lines 60 to 90:  If the total amount of collateral held on repos with the same counterparty is

worth more than 100% of the market value of the securities sold or lent, the reported value of

collateral on these deals should be the same as the market value of the securities.  Excess

collateral held on repos with one counterparty (lines 60 - 90 column 2) may be used to offset a

shortfall in securities received on reverse repos with that counterparty (by transferring the

excess to column 2 of lines 110 - 140).  In other words if reverse repos with one counterparty

are undercollateralised, any excess collateral received on repos with that counterparty may be

included to increase the market value of securities received on reverse repos.

 Lines 110 to 140:  If the market value of securities bought or borrowed on reverse repos with the

same counterparty is worth more than 100% of the market value of the collateral given, the

reported value of the securities on these deals should be the same as the market value of the

collateral.  Again, excess securities received on reverse repos with one counterparty (column 2

lines 110 - 140) may be used to offset a shortfall in collateral held on repos with that

counterparty (by transferring the excess to column 2 of lines 60 - 90).  In other words if repos

with one counterparty are undercollateralised, any excess securities received on reverse repos

with that counterparty can be included to increase the market value of collateral taken on repos.

Example

Repos: market value of securities sold = 100mn

market value of cash received = 95mn

Reverse repos: market value of cash forwarded = 200mn

market value of securities bought = 202mn

All transactions are conducted with a Zone A bank (weighted at 20%).

Reporting: Line 80 column 1 = 100mn; column 2 = 97mn; column 3 = 3mn;

Line 130 column 1 = 200mn; column 2 = 200mn; column 3 = 0mn.

In this particular example, the 2mn of excess securities on the reverse repos has been

transferred to collateral taken on the repos (column 2).
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Repos

When netting is allowed, the weighted amount will be the higher of zero and:

{Market value of securities sold or lent - Market value of collateral taken - Reductions from

netting} x counterparty risk weight x 8%

Reverse Repos

When netting applies, the weighted amount will be the higher of zero and:

{Market value of collateral given - Market value of securities bought or borrowed - Reductions

from netting} x counterparty risk weight x 8%

APPENDIX B-V:  CAPITAL REQUIREMENT FOR FOREIGN EXCHANGE RISK

Appendix B-V should be completed on the basis of underlying positions and not capital

requirements.  The capital requirement derived from the positions reported in this Appendix

should be reported in items B150 and B160.

Banks should identify their “base currency” in the “Base currency” box. A UK-incorporated

bank’s base currency will generally be sterling, in which case the bank should write the 2 and 4

character country codes (UK / UKIN) in the base currency box.  Where a bank wishes to use

another currency as base, it should first discuss the matter with its supervisor.

The net open position in each currency (including gold but excluding the base currency) should

be calculated according to Chapter FX (Foreign exchange risk), Section 3, of the FSA Policy

Guide/IPRU (BANK).  Positions in composite currencies may either be broken down into

positions in the component currencies according to the quotas in force, or treated as positions in

a separate currency.  However, one or other method should be used consistently.  Positions in

American depository receipts should be treated as positions in the currency of the underlying

instrument.

For consolidated returns, net open positions should include the non-base currency exposures of

any subsidiaries where the Trading Book is consolidated line-by-line.  When subsidiaries’

Trading Books are consolidated by aggregation-plus, the subsidiaries’ foreign exchange

exposure should be calculated separately. Where a reporting institution has a non-base

currency investment in an aggregation-plus subsidiary and the foreign exchange risk in that

subsidiary is calculated using that currency as the base currency, then the investment, including

retained earnings, should be included in the reporting institution’s foreign currency position for

the purposes of this appendix.  Where the foreign exchange risk in the subsidiary is calculated

using the same base currency as in the reporting institution then the investment in the

subsidiary, plus retained earnings, should not be included in the calculation of the reporting

institution’s foreign currency position for the purposes of this appendix.

The net position in all currencies in which either the gross long or the gross short position

exceeds £1million equivalent should be separately identified in column 1.  Institutions should

enter the 2 and 4 character country codes in the relevant boxes for any additional currencies not

listed on the appendix.  Where the number of currencies exceeds the number of lines provided,

these (the smallest in value) should be aggregated and reported on lines U8 / UNAS (for net

long positions) and U9 / UNAL (for net short positions).
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The net position in other currencies (ie individual positions below £1million) should be

aggregated according to whether they are long or short and included in the lines OTHL and/or

OTHS.  Net positions in gold should be separately identified in the “gold” section of column 1.

The base currency item in Column 1 (usually sterling) is a balancing item.  It should be

calculated as the amount required to make the sum of the positions in currencies (excluding

gold) reported in Column 1 equal to zero.

Positions in Column 1, other than the balancing item in the base currency, should be allocated

to either Column 2 or 3 in line with the agreed policy set out in the Trading Book Policy

Statement.  (In certain circumstances, it may be appropriate to split the position in one pre-

determined currency, with only a proportion included in the backtesting method.  Such a

treatment should also be agreed in advance with the supervisor).

The capital requirement for the basic method, which should be reported at the bottom of

Column 2, is 8% of the higher of the aggregate net short/long open currency positions reported

in Column 2 plus 8% of the absolute value of gold position reported in column 2.  This will

appear in item B150.

The capital requirement for currency and gold positions included in the backtesting method

should be reported at the bottom of column 3 and in item B160.  The minimum requirement is

2% of the sum of the higher of net short/long open currency positions and the absolute value of

the position in gold in Column 3:  the entry at the bottom of Column 3 and in item B160 must be

at least as large as this in order for the return to be processed.

From 1 September 1999, only the basic method should be used to calculate foreign exchange

risk unless the reporting institution is using a VaR model.  Accordingly, Columns 2 and 3 are no

longer applicable, as column 1 is the same as column 2.

APPENDIX B-VI - CAPITAL REQUIREMENT FOR INTEREST RATE GENERAL MARKET RISK 

Chapter TI (Interest rate position risk) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) contains three

alternative methods that may be used for the calculation of interest rate general market risk.

Reporting institutions should specify which method they use for each category of instrument, but

this will form part of their Trading Book policy statement and will not be reported on this form.

Reporting institutions are not required to report the full details of the calculation performed under

those methods to arrive at the capital requirement for each currency.  However, banks should

maintain systems to perform this calculation, and their supervisors might sometimes ask to see

the detailed calculations for particular currencies.  These need not be produced in a standard

format, as the supervisor will accept a printout from the reporting bank’s internal system.

Reporting institutions should report the weighted net long and net short position in interest rate

products in each zone, broken down by currency of denomination (rather than country of issue,)

as listed (for unlisted currencies, use the 2 and 4 character country codes where appropriate) on

the appendix:  ie for banks reporting under the duration-based approach,

nominal*price*duration*assumed move in rates (or if using models, PV01*assumed move in

rates), and under the maturity-based approach, nominal*price*weighting factors.  These figures

should be derived from the individual net positions used in either the maturity or duration based

approaches or from models recognised by the FSA, and will not necessarily (depending on

whether the duration or maturity approach, or a combination of the two, is used) cross reference

with the capital requirement arising from the maturity based, duration based and simple

approaches (Columns 1 to 6 do not equal Columns 7 to 10).  The total general market interest

rate risk position will be the sum of the columns for maturity based approach, duration based

approach and simplified method.
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Simplified Method:  Interest Rate

Reporting institutions which have chosen to apply the simplified method (Chapter TI (Interest

rate position risk), Section 4, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK)) for interest rate risk should

report the resultant capital requirement for each currency in the simplified method column.  The

figures input to this column should be derived using the simplified approach.

Maturity Based Approach

The capital requirement for positions treated under the maturity based approach should be

reported in column 7.  The maturity bands covered by each zone are:

Maturity Based Approach Maturity Based Approach

Coupon of 3% or more Coupon under 3%

Zone One 12 Months & Under 12 Months & Under

Zone Two Over 12 Months & Up to 4 Years Over 12 months & Up to 3.6 Years

Zone Three Over 4 Years Over 3.6 Years

Duration Based Approach

The capital requirement for positions treated under the duration based approach should be

reported in column 8.  The duration bands covered by each zone are:

Duration Approach

Zone One 12 months & Under

Zone Two Over 12 months and up to 3.6 Years

Zone Three Over 3.6 Years

General

Positions in sterling index linked gilts should be reported in a separate line.

From 1 January 1999, the euro and the participating national currency units should be treated

as the same currency and be reported in the line for the euro.  The euro should not be

capitalised.

Details should be provided for each individual currency listed on this form.  Details for individual

currencies in which the reporting institution has aggregate long and short positions equivalent to

£1million or more should be entered in the blank rows provided.
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Business in currencies with aggregate long and short positions below £1million should be

aggregated and reported in the row for non material countries.  This row should be completed

on a gross basis.  Positions in one currency should not be used to offset positions in another

currency.

Reporting institutions which prefer to submit data on interest rate positions in each currency

(using the 2 and 4 character country codes) regardless of materiality may do so. Where the

number of currencies exceeds the number of lines provided, these (the smallest in value)

should be aggregated and reported on the line U9 / UNAL.

Embedded Interest Rate Risk On Equity Derivatives (Including Options)

For general interest rate position risk on equity derivatives, an amount equal to the notional

underlying equities may be included in Appendix B-VI as government securities with a coupon

below 3% in the currency concerned.  Banks should only report in this way if the FSA is

satisfied, and has given express written agreement, that sufficient controls are in place to

monitor this interest rate exposure and to take account of dividend exposures and liquidity risk.

If a bank has an approved interest rate sensitivity model, the interest exposure may be

incorporated into that model.

Unless otherwise agreed with the FSA, embedded interest rate exposures in equity derivatives

should be calculated as in Chapter TE (Equity position risk), Section 5, Paragraphs 5-7, of the

FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) and reported in item B215.

APPENDIX B-VII: EQUITY POSITION RISK

Banks should report their equity portfolio subdivided by country of issuer (rather than by

currency).  Banks should report separately their equity position in each country listed in

Appendix B-VII.  For all other countries, banks may choose to report these using the additional

lines (using the 2 and 4 character country codes, largest in value first) or aggregate the material

countries and report on line U9 / UNAL where the number of currencies exceeds the number of

lines provided, or aggregate into a single row (XF / NONM) the reported figures for those

countries in which the total gross equity position is less than £1 million, but offsetting of positions

should not be applied between countries so aggregated (ie net equity positions for each country

should be aggregated disregarding sign).

Standard Method

Gross equity positions (including positions in indices) should be reported in Columns 1, 2 or 3

according to the tests and definitions set out in Chapter TE (Equity position risk), Section 4, of

the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).  Under the standard method positions in “highly liquid”

stocks which form a “diversified portfolio” for the country concerned should be reported in

Column 2.  Positions in highly liquid indices which attract a charge for execution risk should be

reported in column 3.  All other positions should be reported in Column 1.  Banks should include

any notional equity instruments underlying positions in derivatives, but should exclude positions

in “highly liquid” equity indices, unless they have been broken down into their components for

the purpose of offsetting other positions.  The capital requirement for specific/execution risk

calculated from these positions is the total of Column 1 multiplied by 8% plus the total of

Column 2 multiplied by 4% plus the total of Column 3 multiplied by 0%.  This capital requirement

should not be reported in Appendix B-VII, but in item B230.  Column 4 is the sum of Columns 1,

2 and 3.
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The absolute value (ie disregarding sign) of net equity positions should be reported in Columns

5 and 6.  Banks should include any notional equity instruments, underlying positions in

derivatives and also any positions in indices.  For “concentrated” positions, ie those which form

more than 20% of the total gross equity position for the country concerned, the value of the

position in excess of 20% should be reported in Column 5 (disregarding sign), the remainder of

the position being included in Column 6.  If more than one concentrated position exists within a

country portfolio, the reported excess positions should be aggregated without offsetting (ie

disregarding sign) or use zone A/B distinction.

Column 7 is the sum of Columns 5 and 6.  The capital requirement for general risk calculated

from these positions is the total of Columns 5 and 6 multiplied by 8%.  This capital requirement

should not be reported in Appendix B-VII, but in item B240.

Equity positions arising from underwriting should be included within the gross and net equity

positions reported for the relevant country.  When discount factors are applied to underwriting

positions prior to Working Day Zero and for the subsequent five days, the discounted position

should be aggregated with other net equity positions for that country without offsetting (ie

disregarding sign).  [See Chapter TU (Underwriting in the capital adequacy framework) of the

FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) for more details on the treatment of underwriting.]

Equity Simplified Method

Banks which have chosen to apply the simplified method for equity position risk should report

gross equity positions either entirely in Column 1 (attracting an 8% charge).  Equity index

positions should be included in the gross position for the relevant country.  The capital

requirement for specific risk, which should be reported in item B230, is the total of Column 1

multiplied by 8%.

Under the simplified method the general risk requirement is calculated in the same way as

under the standard method:  the capital requirement for general market risk, which should be

reported in item B240, is the total of Columns 5 and 6 multiplied by 8%.

APPENDIX B-VIII - COMMODITY POSITION RISK

This section outlines the calculation of capital charges for commodity position risk.  For the

purposes of this section, a commodity includes any physical product which is or can be traded

on a secondary market and positions in respect of contracts whether tangibles or intangibles not

covered elsewhere in these reporting instructions.  Commodities therefore include agricultural

products, base metals, other minerals and various precious metals; however, gold is excluded

and is treated as a foreign currency according to the methodology set out under Appendix B-V.

Any bank which is unsure whether a particular type of contract should be treated as a

commodity for the purposes of this note should contact its line supervisor.

The capital requirements outlined here are intended to cover market-related risks.  Banks may

in addition face counterparty credit risk;  the methodology for calculating the capital

requirements in respect of such credit risk remains unchanged as is explained in Appendix A-1.

The funding of commodities positions may, moreover, result in a bank incurring interest or

foreign exchange exposure.  If this is so, then such positions should be recorded as described

in Appendices B-V and B-VI.

There are three alternatives for measuring commodity position risk:  the internal models

approach, the maturity ladder approach and the simplified approach.  This section is concerned

with the maturity ladder and simplified approaches only.  Banks may choose themselves

whether they wish to use the simplified or maturity ladder methodologies or some combination

of the two.
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Definition of a single commodity

Capital charges should be calculated for each commodity separately;  long and short positions

in the same commodity only should be matched (see below) prior to determining the net open

position.  For the purpose of these calculations, specific items may be considered as being

elements of the same commodity if:

(a) positions in different sub-categories are deliverable against each other;  or

(b) positions in commodities which are close substitutes for each other such that price

movements over a minimum period of one year can be shown to have a stable and reliable

correlation of at least 0.9. 

Banks may undertake the matching of positions under option (b) above.  However they should

obtain the prior approval of their line supervisor before doing so.  A bank wishing to treat

positions in respect of non-identical items as the same commodity should be able to

demonstrate that the correlation is valid and to monitor its continuing validity. 

Derivative positions

All commodity derivatives and off-balance sheet positions which are affected by changes in

commodities prices should be included in the calculation of commodity risk capital charges.

These include commodity futures, commodity swaps and options.  In applying the maturity

ladder and simplified approaches, commodity derivative positions should be converted into

notional commodity positions and assigned a maturity as follows:

� futures and forward positions relating to individual commodities should be included as

notional amounts of barrels, kilos etc. and should be assigned a maturity based on their expiry

date;  

� commodity swaps where one leg is fixed price and the other is the current market price

should be incorporated as a series of positions equal to the notional amount of the contract, with

one position corresponding with each payment on the swap and slotted into the maturity ladder

accordingly.  The positions will be long positions if the bank is paying fixed and receiving floating

and short positions if the bank is receiving fixed and paying floating;  and 

� for commodity swaps where the legs are in different commodities, each leg should be

included in the relevant maturity ladder.  No matching or off-setting should be carried out unless

the commodities belong to the same sub-category as defined above.

� options and warrants on commodities may be treated under one of two methods.  A simple

method, called the carve-out, may be used for portfolios which contain (at most) only a small

number of written options or warrants, and providing also they contain only plain vanilla and

shorter-dated instruments.  Banks with larger and/or more complex options portfolios should

seek recognition for one of the option risk management models described in Chapter TS (CAD1

models) in the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).

Maturity ladder approach

In utilising this methodology, each commodity position (spot plus forward) should be expressed

in terms of a standard unit of measurement (barrels, tonnes, kilos).  The adjustment of

derivative items into notional commodity amounts is dealt with below.  For each commodity,

contracts or holdings expressed in a standard unit of measurement should be assigned to one

of seven maturity or time bands (see below).  Physical stocks should be entered into the first

time band.  A separate maturity ladder will apply to each commodity as defined above.
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Table 1 - Time bands and spread rates 

Time bands and spread rates 

Time band Spread rate

0-1 month 1.5%

1-3 months 1.5%

3-6 months 1.5%

6-12 months 1.5%

1-2 years 1.5%

2-3 years 1.5%

over 3 years 1.5%

Matched long and short positions in each time band should incur a capital charge.  When

calculating this charge, the sum of matched positions (i.e. both long and short positions) should

be multiplied first by the spot price for that commodity and second by the spread rate for that

band (1.5%).  Any remaining unmatched position in a time band may be carried forward to the

next time band.  This amount may then be used to off-set positions in time bands that are

further out.  As the hedging of positions in different time bands is imprecise, a surcharge equal

to 0.6% of the net position carried forward should be added in respect of each time band that

the net position is carried forward.  

In addition to matching within time bands set by the maturity ladder, banks may also engage in

pre-processing (also known as off-setting or optimisation) in respect of commodities which have

daily delivery dates.  Under this procedure, banks may off-set long and short positions in a given

commodity which mature on the same day or which mature within ten days of each other and

are not required to carry these positions into the maturity ladder calculation.  Banks may treat

these ten-day periods as referring to business days.  In addition, such ten-day periods need not

be fixed and sequential and may overlap;  a bank may therefore off-set a long position on day

45 with a short position on day 54 and another long position on day 48 with a short position on

day 57 (all expressed in terms of working days).  Ten-day off-set periods may cross maturity

time bands.  

A capital charge of 15% is applied to the residual net open amount after any pre-

processing/optimisation, matching and carrying forward is complete. 

Simplified approach 

In calculating the capital charge for directional risk under the simplified approach, a similar

procedure is adopted to that under the maturity ladder approach but with the important

exception that all positions are treated as if they are in the same time band.  A capital charge

equal to 15% of the net position, long or short, is incurred in respect of each commodity.  To

guard against basis risk, interest rate risk and forward gap risk, the total capital charge for each

commodity is subject to an additional capital charge equal to 3% of a bank’s gross positions,

long plus short, in the relevant commodity. 
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Reporting instructions - definitions

The total gross value of short and long positions for each commodity group should be recorded

in columns A and B.  Net open positions for each commodity group should be represented in

column C.  The total capital charge incurred in respect of the simplified approach should be

recorded in column D and the total capital charge incurred through the maturity ladder approach

in column E.  The total of columns D and E should be recorded in column F. 

Banks should use their judgement as to which commodities fall within a particular group.  The

same data as defined in the preceding paragraph should also be given for the top ten

commodity positions, ranked by capital, which are held by the reporting bank.  The definition of a

commodity is given above.  Banks may however agree materiality levels with their line

supervisor.  In such cases, banks may report separately commodity positions or capital charges

that fall below the materiality threshold.

APPENDIX B-IX - BACKTESTING RESULTS

10 Minimum multiplication factor

This is the minimum multiplication factor which the FSA considers to be appropriate.  This item

should be rounded to 2 decimal places, multiplied by 100 and entered in the relevant box as

integers (eg, a multiplication factor of 3.15 should be reported as 315).

20 Number of recorded backtesting exceptions

Reporting institutions should determine daily whether an exception has occurred.  In order to

determine whether an exception has occurred, the institution should compare the 'actual profit

and loss' for the previous trading day with the corresponding VaR forecast for that trading day

(calibrated to a one-day holding period and a 99% one-tail confidence limit).  An exception

occurs each time the actual daily loss exceeds the corresponding VaR estimate.  This exception

should be recorded.  However the FSA may agree in particular cases that it is appropriate for

such exceptions not to be recorded.

For this purpose, 'actual P&L' means the day's P&L arising from trading activities within the

scope of the model.  This measure should be 'cleaned' by excluding material non-market

elements which might mask a loss.  As part of the model recognition process, a reporting

institution will agree its backtesting procedures with the FSA.  Inter alia, the reporting institution

and the FSA will agree on a definition of profit and loss to be used in backtesting, and on the

scope of activities which should be included in the calculation of profit and loss.  The profit and

loss figures reported here should be based on this agreed definition and scope.
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30 Plus factor

The plus factor is based on the number of recorded backtesting exceptions in item 20 :

Exceptions Pus Factor

Up to 4     0.00

5     0.40

6     0.50

7     0.65

8     0.75

9     0.85

10 or more     1.00

The plus factor should be multiplied by 100 and entered in the relevant box as integers (eg, a

factor of 0.40 should be reported as 40).

40 Multiplication factor

This equals the sum of items 10 and 30.

50 Number of backtesting exceptions on total portfolio

A reporting institution should report the number of exceptions recorded over the last reporting

period (ie quarter for solo-consolidated/unconsolidated return, half year for consolidated return).

These exceptions should be specified under item 51.0.  In addition, the five largest daily losses

and the five largest VaR measures (based on the one-day holding period and 99% confidence

interval) should be reported separately under item 52.0 and item 53.0 respectively. 

The VaR measure for backtesting purposes should be calibrated to a one-day holding period

and a 99% one-tail confidence limit, and the actual profit and loss is the day’s actual profit and

loss arising from trading activities within the scope of the model. The VaR for a particular date

should be the VaR forecast that was produced as at close of business on the previous trading

day. 

60 Number of backtesting exceptions on interest rate specific risk

A reporting institution should report the number of exceptions on portfolio for specific risk over

the last reporting period.  At a minimum, a reporting institution should conduct backtesting on

the portfolios containing interest rate specific risk and the portfolios containing equity specific

risk separately. The exceptions for interest rate specific risk should be specified under item

60.1. If the reporting institution conducts backtesting on a sub-portfolio level, this should be

repeated for each sub-portfolio that is subject to interest rate specific risk.

The VaR measure for backtesting purposes should be calibrated to a one-day holding period

and a 99% one-tail confidence limit, and the actual profit and loss is the day’s actual profit and

loss arising from trading activities within the scope of the model.  The VaR for a particular date

should be the VaR forecast that was produced as at close of business on the previous trading

day.
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70 Number of backtesting exceptions on equity specific risk

Report here the exceptions reported on backtesting on the portfolios containing equity specific

risk. If the reporting institution conducts backtesting on a sub-portfolio level, this should be

repeated for each sub-portfolio that is subject to equity specific risk.

The VaR measure for backtesting purposes should be calibrated to a one-day holding period

and a 99% one-tail confidence limit, and the actual profit and loss is the day’s actual profit and

loss arising from trading activities within the scope of the model.  The VaR for a particular date

should be the VaR forecast that was produced as at close of business on the previous trading

day.

APPENDIX B-X: EXPOSURES COLLATERALISED/GUARANTEED/NETTED

When exposures being netted for the calculation of counterparty risk all fall in the Banking Book,

the net exposure should be reported as a risk in Section A (in the Banking Book column).

Similarly if all exposures fall in the Trading Book, the net exposure should be reported as a risk

in the Trading book (in Section B, with a corresponding entry in the Trading Book column in

Section A).  If the exposures are divided between both Banking and Trading Book, the net

amount should be reported as a risk in the Trading Book in Section B.  As soon as a

counterparty ceases to be a counterparty to an exposure in the Trading Book, the net amount

should be reported as part of the Banking Book.

The residual netted amount should be reported in the relevant risk weighting band for

counterparty risk.  But see SGN5 for guidance.  If the statutory accounting treatment is gross

but the terms of Chapter NE (Collateral and netting) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) on

netting have been met, and netting has been agreed for Trading Book (Section B) reporting

purposes, those exposures netted out should be reported in the zero percent band in the

relevant asset category.  The adjustments made by the reporting institution to the Trading Book

(Section B) in respect of netted exposures should be shown additionally in Appendix B-X. 

The above treatment may be applied to netting of on balance sheet exposures, the netting of

the replacement cost of off balance sheet exposures, and any netting of the potential future

credit exposure (add-on).
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BSD3 SECTION C  -  CONSOLIDATION VIA AGGREGATION PLUS INTO THE

TRADING BOOK

Reporting institutions using the aggregation plus methodology to consolidate entities into the

consolidated Trading Book should complete this section on consolidated returns.  Each entity

consolidated via aggregation plus should be entered on a separate line.  Entities consolidated

using the line-by-line method should not be reported here, but should be included in the

consolidated Section B.

Note that incremental capital for large exposures is calculated on a line-by-line basis.

The Trading Book capital requirement for each entity is based on either the FSA’s capital

requirements or those of the subsidiary’s local regulator;  each reporting institution should have

agreed with its line supervisor which the appropriate treatment for each subsidiary, and should

annotate this on each line of the form.

Part of the Trading Book may be consolidated using line by line consolidation and part using

aggregation plus; in this case, only the capital requirement for risks consolidated using

aggregation plus should be reported here, with the remaining Trading Book positions reported In

the consolidated Section B.

The FSA may agree with reporting institutions which are part of large groups that it is

appropriate for them to report at the level of an intermediate holding company.  The way in

which this should be reported on the form will be agreed directly with the institution concerned.

Column A FSA / local regulator’s rules applied

Where the FSA’s requirements are applied, enter ‘1’.  Where the local regulator’s rules  are

applied, enter ‘0’.  The local regulator’s rules should only be used where they are considered to

be equivalent to the CAD.  The bank should seek the FSA’s opinion on whether this is the

position in particular cases.  For further details see Chapter CS (Consolidated supervision) of

the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).

Column B Trigger ratio applied

Where the FSA’s requirements are applied, the trigger ratio applied should be the consolidated

Trading Book trigger ratio.  The ratio (ie percentage rounded to 2 decimal places) should be

multiplied by 100 and entered in the relevant boxes as integers (eg, a ratio of 8.50% should be

reported as 850). 

Where local regulator’s rules are applied, some local regulators set more than one supervisory

ratio, the first ratio being the figure below which the subsidiary risks withdrawal of authorisation

or some formal sanction, and another ratio being a figure below which the subsidiary must

report its position immediately to the local supervisor but no remedial action or sanction will be

imposed.  In such cases, the capital requirement reported here should be that according to the

former ratio.

Where no supervisory ratio is used, and instead a capital requirement is directly computed, then

the subsidiary should report 8% here.
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Column C Trigger capital requirement

Institutions should report here for each subsidiary the total capital requirement set by the

supervisor whose rules or requirements are applied.  If the FSA requirements are applied, the

capital charges should be calculated for the subsidiary in accordance with Chapters CS

(Consolidated supervision) and CO (Capital adequacy overview) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU

(BANK) and should be scaled up (ie the capital charge divided by 8% and multiplied by the

trigger ratio) by institution’s consolidated Trading Book trigger ratio.

If another (CAD-equivalent) supervisor’s rules are applied, the capital requirement is the amount

set by that supervisor.  FSA’s consolidated Trading Book trigger ratio should not be applied.

Where the subsidiary’s capital requirement for market risks is partly or wholly determined by use

of a recognised internal model, then any plus factor applied on a solo basis to that subsidiary

should also be applied during the process of aggregation plus consolidation:  that is, the capital

requirement reported should include the plus factor.  It should also use the same multiplication

factor as that imposed by the local regulator.

Where the capital requirement of the subsidiary includes an incremental capital charge for large

exposures on a solo basis, this charge should not be included in column C;  the exposures of

each entity should be consolidated line-by-line instead and any incremental capital for large

exposures will be reported in a consolidated Section B.

Column D Notional risk weighted assets

Report here the notional risk weighted assets applicable to the capital requirement reported in

each subsidiary.  The notional risk weighted assets equal (column C divided by column B)

multiplied by 10000.

Column E Incremental capital for large exposures

Column E is a memorandum item.  The incremental capital charge applied to each subsidiary

should be reported here.

Columns F-J Capital requirement against which Tier 3 capital may / may not be held

Report in column F the capital requirement for market risks, where local regulator’s rules are

applied and the local regulator allows the use of Tier 3 capital, or where the FSA requirements

are applied.

Report in column G the capital requirements for market risks, where the local regulator does not

allow the use of Tier 3 capital.

Tier 3 capital should not be used to support counterparty/settlement risks.  However, where the

local regulator permits a subsidiary to use Tier 3 capital to support counterparty/settlement risks,

the institution may apply to the FSA for permission to use Tier 3 capital to support

counterparty/settlement risks in that subsidiary on consolidation.  Where the FSA has given

express written agreement, these counterparty/settlement risks should be reported in column H.

Report in column J the capital requirement for counterparty/settlement risks against which Tier 3

may not be held.
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Column K Plus factor

Report here the plus factor applied to the internal model in each entity (where applicable).

Where no internal model is used for regulatory purposes, report ‘N/A’.  Where an internal model

is used for regulatory purposes, but the plus factor applied is zero, report ‘0’ (where the factor is

greater than zero, this should be multiplied by 100 and reported as integers).

Column L Target capital requirement

Report here the capital requirement when the target ratio is applied.  Where the FSA

requirements are applied to a subsidiary, the capital requirements reported in column C should

be multiplied by the consolidated Trading Book target ratio and divided by the consolidated

Trading Book trigger ratio.  Capital requirements for subsidiaries consolidated using local

regulators’ rules need not be scaled up.

Thus, column L equals the greater of column A * column C * (item D150/Column B) and column

C
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BSD3 SECTION D: CAPITAL ADEQUACY SUMMARY

D10-D30 CAPITAL BASE

D10 Tier 1: Core capital

This equals item A550. 

D20 Eligible Tier 2

This equals item A630. 

D30 Eligible Tier 3

This equals item A638.

D40 Total Eligible capital

This equals the sum of item D10 to item D30. 

D50-D90 BANKING BOOK CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS / RISK WEIGHTED ASSETS

D50 Banking Book trigger ratio

This item equals the Banking Book trigger ratio set by the FSA.  The ratio (ie percentage

rounded to 2 decimal places) should be multiplied by 100 and reported as integers (eg, a ratio of

10.5% should be reported as 1050).

D60 Banking Book target ratio

This item equals the Banking Book target ratio set by the FSA.  The ratio (ie percentage

rounded to 2 decimal places) should be multiplied by 100 and reported as integers (eg a ratio of

12% should be reported as 1200).

D70 Total Banking Book risk weighted assets

This item collects totals for risk weighted assets and off-balance sheet items, by weighting band,

reported in Section A. 

Item D70.1 equals zero. 

Item D70.2 equals the sum of the amounts reported in the column of weighted Banking Book

amounts for the 10% band for all assets and off-balance sheet items in Section A (ie all the 10%

band assets from item A40.2 to item A260.2, all the 10% band off-balance sheet items from

item A340.2 to item A 440.3) plus the weighted Banking Book amount column for memorandum

item A320.2 (which should be a positive number), less the weighted Banking Book amount for

memorandum item A280.2.  (Memorandum item A280. 2 is deducted in the above sum because

it will be deducted elsewhere from capital, and yet has also been included within one of the

amounts recorded in the risk weighted items above.) 
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Item D70.3 equals the sum of the amounts reported in the column of weighted Banking Book

amounts for the 20% band for all assets and off-balance sheet items in Section A (ie all the 20%

band assets from item A30 to item A260.3, and all the 20% band off-balance sheet items from

item A340.3 to item A 440.4) plus the weighted Banking Book amount column for memorandum

item A320.3 (which should be a positive number), less the weighted Banking Book amount for

memorandum item A280.3.  (Memorandum item A280.3 is deducted in the above sum because

it will be deducted elsewhere from capital, and yet has also been included within one of the

amounts recorded in the risk weighted items above.) 

Item D70.4 equals the sum of the amounts reported in the column of weighted Banking Book

amounts for the 50% band for all assets and off-balance sheet items in Section A (ie all the 50%

band assets from item A40.4 to item A150.3, and all the 50% band off-balance sheet items from

item A340.4 to item A440.5), less the weighted Banking Book amount for memorandum item

A280.4.  (Memorandum item A280.4 is deducted in the above sum because it will be deducted

elsewhere from capital, and yet has also been included within one of the amounts recorded in

the risk weighted items above.) 

Item D70.5 equals the sum of the amounts reported in the column of weighted Banking Book

amounts for the 100% band for all assets and off-balance sheet items in Section A (ie all the

100% band assets from item A40.5 to item A260.4, and all the 100% band off-balance sheet

items from item A340.5 to item A440.8) plus the weighted Banking Book amount column for

memorandum item A320.4 (which should be a positive number), plus item A462, less the

weighted Banking Book amount for memorandum item A280.5.  (Memorandum item A280.5 is

deducted in the above sum because it will be deducted elsewhere from capital, and yet has also

been included within one of the amounts recorded in the risk weighted items above.) 

Item D70.6 is the sum of the original exposure and replacement cost methods for OTC

derivatives in the Banking Book (ie the sum of items A452, A472 and A474).

D80 Banking book capital requirements

This equals total Banking Book risk weighted assets (item D70) multiplied by the Banking Book

trigger ratio (item D50/10000).

D90-D110 CAPITAL ALLOCATED TO THE BANKING BOOK

Item D110 should equal the capital required to support the Banking Book as reported in item

D80 unless there is insufficient capital available to meet the regulatory capital requirements

while satisfying the constraints on capital.

Total capital allocated to the Banking Book (ie item D110) should equal the sum of Tier 1 and

Eligible Tier 2 capital (ie items D90 and D100).  Use as much Tier 2 capital as possible subject

to the constraint that at least half the capital used to support the banking book should be Tier 1

capital :  eligible Tier 2 capital allocated to the Banking Book (ie item D100) should be less than

or equal to Tier 1 capital allocated to the Banking Book (item D90).  Item D100 should equal

item D110 divided by 2 unless (item D110/2) is greater than eligible Tier 2 capital (ie item D20);

in this case item D100 should equal D20, and item D90 should equal item D80 less item D100.

Tier 3 capital should not be held against Banking Book risks. If item D110 is less than item D80,

then the institution may have insufficient capital to meet its regulatory capital requirements and

should contact its line supervisor immediately.
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D120-D320 TRADING BOOK CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS/NOTIONAL RISK WEIGHTED ASSETS

D120 Exempt from CAD reporting date

This is a simple YES/NO field.  If reporting institutions were exempt from the Capital Adequacy

Directive capital requirement at the reporting date (see Chapter CB (Trading book/banking book

division), Section 4, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) for details of exemption), they should

tick “YES” and progress to item D130.  Non-exempt institutions should progress to D140.

D130 If Yes, number of days over threshold in reporting period

If a reporting institution is exempt from the CAD capital requirement at the reporting date, it

should report here the number of days on which it has exceeded the lower threshold (euro 15mn

or 5% of its combined on- and off-balance sheet positions, see Chapter CB (Trading

book/banking book division), Section 4, Paragraph 2, of the FSA Policy Guide (Section 4,

Paragraph 3 of IPRU (BANK)) for details) since the last reporting date.  If on any day it has

exceeded the higher threshold (euro 20mn or 6%), it should complete Section B.

D140 Trading Book trigger ratio

This is the Trading Book trigger ratio set by the FSA for CAD banks. The ratio (ie percentage

rounded to 2 decimal places) should be multiplied by 100 and reported as integers (eg, a ratio of

11% should be reported as 1100).

D150 Trading Book target ratio

This is the Trading Book target ratio set by the FSA for CAD banks. The ratio (ie percentage

rounded to 2 decimal places) should be multiplied by 100 and reported as integers (eg, a ratio of

11.50% should be reported as 1150).

D160-D220 CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SOLO AND LINE BY LINE CONSOLIDATED

ENTITIES

The Standard Approach takes the Trading Book capital “haircuts” from Section B (ie the capital

which would be required for these exposures if the Basle minimum 8% capital ratio were

applied) and calculates the capital requirements by applying the reporting institution’s Trading

Book trigger ratio.  Where this form is completed on a consolidated basis, the institution’s

consolidated Trading Book trigger ratio will apply.  If the FSA has agreed that it is appropriate for

an institution to use a Value at Risk model (Internal Model Approach) in calculating capital

requirements, it will also have discussed with the institution extra reporting appropriate to its

particular circumstances.  The numbers for the Internal Model Approach are reported in item

B290 to item B340, and may replace all or part of the Trading Book capital requirements

reported in items D180 to D210 above, or for aggregation plus consolidated subsidiaries

reported in item D300 below.

D160 Counterparty/Settlement risk

This equals item B100 divided by 8% and multiplied by the institution’s Trading Book trigger

ratio.
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D170 Incremental capital for large exposures

This equals item B140 of section B divided by 8% and multiplied by the institution’s Trading

Book trigger ratio.  Note that when this form is completed on a consolidated basis, item B140

will include incremental capital for large exposures for the consolidated group as set out on

Form LE2 (part 5) (ie including subsidiaries consolidated using the aggregation plus method as

well as those consolidated line-by-line), since large exposures are consolidated line-by-line only.

D180 Foreign exchange risk

This equals item B180 divided by 8% and multiplied by the institution’s Trading Book trigger

ratio.

D190 Interest rate position risk

This equals item B220 divided by 8% and multiplied by the institution’s Trading Book trigger

ratio.

D200 Equity position risk

This equals item B270 divided by 8% and multiplied by the institution’s Trading Book trigger

ratio.

D210 Commodity position risk

This equals item B284 divided by 8% and multiplied by the institution’s Trading Book trigger

ratio.

D220 Total capital requirement for trading book risk not subject to models

This equals the sum of item D160 to item D210 above.

D230-D250 INTERNAL MODELS APPROACH

D230 Capital charge for market risk

This equals item B320 divided by 8% and multiplied by the institution’s Trading Book trigger

ratio.

D240 Capital charge for specific risk

This equals item B330 divided by 8% and multiplied by the institution’s Trading Book trigger

ratio.

D250 Total capital requirement for risk subject to internal models

This item should equal the sum of items D230 and D240.

D260-D300 CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTITIES CONSOLIDATED VIA AGGREGATION

PLUS

Reporting institutions should complete these items only when the return is submitted on a

consolidated basis. The capital requirements for individual subsidiaries consolidated using the

aggregation plus methodology (see Chapter CS (Consolidated supervision) of the FSA Policy

Guide/IPRU (BANK)) are reported in Section C.
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D260 Market risk against which Tier 3 capital may be held

This equals item C30 column F.

D270 Market risk against which Tier 3 capital may not be held

This equals item C30 column G.

D280 Non-market risk against which Tier 3 capital may be held

This equals item C30 column H.

D290 Non-market risk against which Tier 3 capital may not be held

This equals item C30 column J.

D300 Total capital requirements for entities consolidated via aggregation plus

This equals item C30 column C.

D310 Total Trading Book capital requirements 

This item is the sum of items D220, D250 and D300.

D320 Total Trading Book notional risk weighted assets

This equals items ([D220 plus D250] divided by item D140)*10000 plus item C30 column D.

D330-D360 CAPITAL ALLOCATED TO THE TRADING BOOK

These items depend on the total Trading Book capital requirements and on the capital

remaining after allocating capital to support the Banking Book.  Tier 1 capital remaining after

supporting the Banking Book equals item D10 less item D90; eligible Tier 2 capital remaining

after supporting the Banking Book equals item D20 less item D100.

D330 Tier 1 capital

This item must not exceed the amount of Tier 1 remaining after supporting the Banking Book.

D340 Eligible Tier 2 capital

This item should not exceed the amount of eligible Tier 2 capital remaining after supporting the

Banking Book. It should not exceed 200% of Tier 1 capital used to support the Trading Book (ie

item D330 multiplied by 2).
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D350 Eligible tier 3 capital

This item must not be greater than item D30 for the form to be processed. Institutions should

allocate as much Tier 3 capital as possible to the Trading Book, since it should not be allocated

to the Banking Book and should not contribute to the adjusted capital base if it is not used.

Therefore, maximise the use of Tier 3 subject to the following two constraints:  first, capital

requirements for counterparty/settlement risk should not be satisfied using Tier 3 capital;

second, the amount of Tier 2 capital and Tier 3 subordinated term debt used to satisfy the

Trading Book capital requirements should not exceed twice the amount of Tier 1 capital used to

meet those requirements (ie item D330 should be at least 50% of the sum of items D340 and

D350).

The following method may be used to fill in item D330 to item D350:

(i) Item D330 should be at least one third of item D310. 

(ii) Item D350 should be maximised subject to it not exceeding either the available Tier 3

capital (item D30) or the capital requirement against which Tier 3 capital may be used

(the sum of items D220, D250, D260 and D280 less item D160).

(iii) Item D340 is the remaining capital which has not yet been met by either Tier1 or Tier 3

capital. This should equal item D310 less the sum of items D330 and D350.

Tier 3 capital should not be used to meet counterparty / settlement risk capital requirements.

D360 Total capital allocated to the Trading Book

This equals the sum of items D330 to D350.  If the institution has sufficient capital after

supporting its Banking Book requirements to support its Trading Book requirements, then item

D360 should also equal item D310.  If item D360 is less than item D310, then the institution may

have insufficient capital to meet its regulatory capital requirements and should contact its line

supervisor immediately.

D370-D390 ELIGIBLE CAPITAL NOT USED TO SUPPORT EITHER BOOK

D370 Tier 1

This is the amount of Tier 1 capital remaining after supporting the Banking Book and the

Trading Book but before deductions (ie item D10 less the sum of items D90 and D330).

D380 Eligible Tier 2

This is the amount of Eligible Tier 2 capital remaining after supporting the Banking Book and the

Trading Book but before deductions (ie item D20 less the sum of items D100 and D340).

D390 Total excess Tier 1 and eligible Tier 2 capital before deductions

This is the amount of total Tier 1 and eligible Tier 2 capital remaining after supporting the

Banking Book and the Trading Book but before deduction (ie item D390 equals the sum of items

D370 and D380).  If item D390 is less than item D470, then the reporting institution may have

insufficient Tier 1 and 2 capital left over after supporting the Banking Book and the Trading Book

capital requirements to support the deductions from capital;  it should contact its supervisor

immediately in this case.
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D400-D470 DEDUCTIONS FROM CAPITAL

D400 Investment in subsidiaries and associated companies

This equals item A160. 

D410 Connected lending of a capital nature

This equals item A280. 

D420 Off-balance sheet items of a capital nature

This equals item A340.6, A370.6, A380.6, A390.6, A410.5 and A440.7. 

D430 Investments in bank and financial firm capital 

This equals item A171.

D440 Qualifying holdings 

This equals item A180.4

D450 Deduction plus consolidation

Where a reporting institution is exempt from capital requirements under CAD at both the solo

level and consolidated level, and where it has been determined that some or all of its

subsidiaries should be consolidated using deduction plus, these deductions should be reported

here.  The amounts deducted should be the higher of the investment in the affiliate and the

affiliate’s capital requirement as determined by its deduction from capital base.  The assets of

the affiliate should not be included in the calculation of weighted risk assets. 

D460 Other deductions

All deductions from capital under The Banking Consolidation Directive (2000/12/EC) arising

from subsidiaries which are consolidated using aggregation plus are reported here.  For

subsidiaries consolidated according to the FSA’s requirements, the deductions should be for

items which would correspond to item D400 to item D460 for that subsidiary.  For subsidiaries

consolidated using a local regulator’s rules, the deduction should be all the deductions from

capital made by the local regulator; for example, for subsidiaries of a securities and futures firm,

this would include any deductions made from capital when assessing the “financial resources”.

However, in that case, if a deduction related to a firm which is part of the group consolidation

(and which would then result in a double deduction), the institution should agree with the FSA

the method of reporting.  The FSA may require further deductions relating to any part of the

consolidated reporting institution on a case by case basis;  these would probably relate to

amounts reported in items A290, A300 and A310. 

D470 Total deductions

This equals the sum of item D400 to item D460. 

D480 Own Funds

This is ‘own funds’ as defined in Article 34 of the Banking consolidation Directive (2000/12/EC),

as amended by CAD Annex V.  This directive replaces The Directive on Own Funds, “OFD”

(89/229/EEC).  This should equal total eligible capital (ie item D40) less total deductions from

Tier 1 and eligible Tier 2 capital (ie item D470).
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D490 Adjusted capital base

The adjusted capital base is the sum of Tier 1 capital, eligible Tier 2 capital and used Tier 3

capital less deductions from capital (ie the sum of items D10, D20 and D350 less item D470).

D500 Total capital requirements

This represents the Banking Book and Trading Book capital requirements when the trigger

ratios are applied. This equals the sum of items D80 and D310.

D510 Total risk weighted assets

This represents the Banking Book risk weighted assets and Trading Book notional risk weighted

assets.  This item equals the sum of items D70 and D320.

D520 Published risk asset ratio

This is an expression of the institution’s capital adequacy relative to the Basle minimum 8%

capital ratio.  It is the ratio of the institution’s adjusted capital base to the sum of its Banking

Book risk weighted assets and its Trading Book notional risk weighted assets, expressed as a

percentage.  It equals item D490 multiplied by 100 and divided by item D510.

The ratio (ie percentage rounded to 2 decimal places) should be multiplied by 100 and reported

as integers in the relevant box (eg, a ratio of 10.50% should be reported as 1050).

D530 Trigger capital adequacy ratio

This is the institution’s capital adequacy relative to its trigger capital requirements.  It is the ratio

of the institution’s adjusted capital base to its supervisory capital requirement according to the

trigger ratios set by the FSA (or by the local regulator for entities consolidated using the

aggregation plus methodology).  The ratio is expressed as a percentage:  an institution with a

trigger capital adequacy ratio less than 100 has insufficient capital to meet its regulatory

requirements and it should contact its line supervisor immediately.  This item should equal (item

D490 multiplied by 100) and divided by item D500.

The ratio (ie percentage rounded to 2 decimal places) should be multiplied by 100 and reported

as integers in the relevant box (eg a ratio of 110.40% should be reported as 11040).

D540 Target capital adequacy ratio

This is the institution’s capital adequacy relative to its supervisory target capital requirements.  It

is the ratio of the institution’s adjusted capital base to its supervisory capital requirement

according to the target ratios set by the FSA.  The ratio is expressed as a percentage:  an

institution with a target capital adequacy ratio less than 100 has insufficient capital to meet its

regulatory requirements and it should contact its line supervisor immediately. This item should

equal item D490 multiplied by 100 and divided by the sum of (item D70 multiplied by

itemD60/10000, item D150 divided by item D140 and multiplied by items [D220 plus D250], and

item C30 column L). 

The ratio (ie percentage rounded to 2 decimal places) should be multiplied by 100 and reported

as integers (eg a ratio of 105.35% should be reported as 10535).
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FORM BSD3 - CAPITAL ADEQUACY RETURN 

GENERAL

Ref No Item Number

G1 FSA > 0 (Introduced in SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)

SECTION A : BANKING BOOK

INTERNAL VALIDATIONS

Ref No Item Number

1 AB40 = AB40.1 + AB40.2 + AB40.3 + AB40.4 + AB40.5

2 AB50 = AB50.1 + AB50.2 + AB50.3 + AB50.4

3 AB60 = AB60.1 + AB60.2 + AB60.3 + AB60.4

4 AB70 = AB70.1 + AB70.2 + AB70.3 + AB70.4

5 AB80 = AB80.1 + AB80.2 + AB80.3 + AB80.4

6 AB100 = AB100.1 + AB100.2 + AB100.3 + AB100.4

7 AB120 = AB120.1 + AB120.2 + AB120.3 + AB120.4

8 ANL120.1 �  AB120.1

9 ANL120.2 �  AB120.2

10 ANL120.3 �  AB120.3

11 ANL120.4 �  AB120.4

12 AB130 = AB130.1 + AB130.2 + AB130.3

13 AB140 = AB140.1 + AB140.2 + AB140.3

14 AB150 = AB150.1 + AB150.2 + AB150.3 + AB150.4

15 AB170 � AB171 + AB172

16 AT170 � AT171 + AT172

17 AB180 = AB180.1 + AB180.2 + AB180.3 + AB180.4

18 AB210 = AB210.1 + AB210.2

19 AT210 = AT210.1 + AT210.2

20 AB240 = AB240.1 + AB240.2 + AB240.3

21 AB260 = AB260.1 + AB260.2 + AB260.3 + AB260.4

22 AT270 = AT10 + AT20 + AT30 + AT40 + AT50 + AT60 + AT70 + AT80 +
AT100 + AT110 + AT120 + AT130 + AT140 + AT150 + AT160 +
AT170 + AT180 + AT190 + AT200 + AT210 + AT220 + AT230 +
AT240 + AT250 + AT260 + AT265

23 AB270 = AB10 + AB20 + AB30 + AB40 + AB50 + AB60 + AB70 + AB80 +
AB90 + AB100 + AB110 + AB120 + AB130 + AB140 + AB150 +
AB160 + AB170 + AB180 + AB190 + AB200 + AB210 + AB220 +
AB230 + AB240 + AB250 + AB260

24 AB280 = AB280.1 + AB280.2 + AB280.3 + AB280.4 + AB280.5

25 AT280 = AT280.1 + AT280.2 + AT280.3 + AT280.4 + AT280.5

26 AB290 = AB290.1 + AB290.2 + AB290.3 + AB290.4 + AB290.5
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27 AB300 = AB300.1 + AB300.2 + AB300.3 + AB300.4 + AB300.5

28 AB310 = AB310.1 + AB310.2 + AB310.3 + AB310.4 + AB310.5

29 AB320 = AB320.1 + AB320.2 + AB320.3 + AB320.4

30 A330.01 = A330.11 + A330. 21

31 A330.02 �  A330.12 + A330.22

32 A330.01 �  A770

33 A330.02 �  AB270 + AT270

34 AB340 = AB340.1 + AB340.2 + AB340.3 + AB340.4 + AB340.5 + AB340.6
+ AB340.7

35 AB350 = AB350.1 + AB350.2 + AB350.3 + AB350.4 + AB350.5 + AB350.6

36 AB360 = AB360.1 + AB360.2 + AB360.3 + AB360.4 + AB360.5 + AB360.6

37 AB370 = AB370.1 + AB370.2 + AB370.3 + AB370.4 + AB370.5 + AB370.6
+ AB370.7

38 AB380 = AB380.1 + AB380.2 + AB380.3 + AB380.4 + AB380.5 + AB380.6
+ AB380.7

39 AB390 = AB390.1 + AB390.2 + AB390.3 + AB390.4 + AB390.5+ AB390.6
+ AB390.7

40 AB400 = AB400.1 + AB400.2 + AB400.3 + AB400.4 + AB400.5.

41 AB410 = AB410.1 + AB410.2 + AB410.3 + AB410.4 + AB410.5 + AB410.6

42 AB420 = AB420.1 + AB420.2 + AB420.3 + AB420.4 + AB420.5

43 AB430 = AB430.1 + AB430.2 + AB430.3 + AB430.4

44 AB440 = AB440.1 + AB440.2 + AB440.3 + AB440.4 + AB440.5 + AB440.6
+ AB440.7 + AB440.8

45 AW452 = Appendix A-I W60

46 Superseded by validation 68 (val 3), SRN/1998/4

46 A530 = A480 + A490 + A500 + A510 + A520

47 A540 � AT200 + AB200 + AT210.2 + AB210.2

48 A550 = A530 - A540

49 A590 = Appendix A-V 80G

50 Superseded by validation 69 (val 3), SRN/1998/4

51 A610 - A623 = A790

52 A622 = max (0,(A790 - (50% A550))

53 Superseded by validation 70 (val 3), SRN/1998/4

54 A624 = A580 +A590 + A600 + A610 + A620 - A621 – A622 - A623

55 Duplication of validation 56 (val 2), SRN/1998/4 

56 A630 = A624 - A625

57 A638 = A631 + A633 - A635 

58 A660 = A621 + A622 + A623 + A625 + A635

59 A690 = A690.1 + A690.2

60 A700 = A700.1 + A700.2 + A700.3

61 A710 = A710.1 + A710.2

62 A730 = A730.1 + A730.2

63 A760 = A760.1 + A760.2
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64 A770 = A530 + A630 + A638  +  A660  + A670 + A680 + A690 + A700 +
A710 + A720 + A730 + A740 + A750 + A760 + A765

65 A770 = AT270 + AB270

66 A790 = A790.1 + A790.2

67 A790.2 = AA790.21+ AA790.22

68 A500 = A500.1 + A500.2 + A500.3

69 A610 - A622 - A623 �  50% A550

70 A623 = (AS790.21+AS790.22)-(AA790.21+AA790.22)
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APPENDIX A-I VALIDATIONS

Ref No Appx A-I Item No

1 R60 = R10 + R20 + R30 + R40 + R50

2 P60 = P10 + P20 + P30 + P40 + P50

3 C60 = C10 + C20 + C30 + C40 + C50

4 W60 = W10 + W20 + W30 + W40 + W50

5 W60 =  Section A W452

APPENDIX A-II VALIDATIONS

Ref No Appx A-II Item No

1 ND10 = NA10 + NB10 + NC10

2 ND20 = NA20 + NB20 + NC20

3 ND30 = NA30 + NB30 + NC30

4 ND40 = NA40 + NB40 + NC40

5 ND50 = NA50 + NB50 + NC50

6 ND60 = NA60 + NB60 + NC60

7 ND70 = NA70 + NB70 + NC70

8 ND80 = NA80 + NB80 + NC80

9 ND90 = NA90 + NB90 + NC90

10 ND100 = NA100 + NB100 + NC100

11 ND110 = NA110 + NB110 + NC110

12 ND120 = NA120 + NB120 + NC120

13 ND130 = NA130 + NB130 + NC130

14 ND140 = NA140 + NB140 + NC140

15 ND150 = NA150 + NB150 + NC150

16 ND160 = NA160 + NB160 + NC160

17 ND170 = NA170 + NB170 + NC170

18 ND180 = NA180 + NB180 + NC180

19 ND190 = NA190 + NB190 + NC190

20 ND200 = NA200 + NB200 + NC200

21 ND210 = NA210 + NB210 + NC210

22 ND220 = NA220 + NB220 + NC220

23 ND230 = NA230 + NB230 + NC230

24 ND240 = NA240 + NB240 + NC240

25 ND250 = NA250 + NB250 + NC250

26 ND260 = NA260 + NB260 + NC260

27 ND270 = NA270 + NB270 + NC270

28 ND280 = NA280 + NB280 + NC280
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29 ND290 = NA290 + NB290 + NC290

30 ND300 = NA300 + NB300 + NC300

31 ND310 = NA310 + NB310 + NC310

32 ND320 = NA320 + NB320 + NC320

33 ND330 = NA330 + NB330 + NC330

34 ND340 = NA340 + NB340 + NC340

35 ND350 = NA350 + NB350 + NC350

36 ND360 = NA360 + NB360 + NC360

37 ND370 = NA370 + NB370 + NC370

38 ND380 = NA380 + NB380 + NC380

39 ND390 = NA390 + NB390 + NC390

40 ND400 = NA400 + NB400 + NC400

41 ND410 = NA410 + NB410 + NC410

42 ND420 = NA420 + NB420 + NC420

43 NA60 �  NA10 + NA20 + NA30 + NA40

44 NB60 �  NB10 + NB20 + NB30 + NB40

45 NC60 �  NC10 + NC20 + NC30 + NC40

46 ND60 �  ND10 + ND20 + ND30 + ND40

47 NA70 �  NA50

48 NB70 �  NB50

49 NC70 �  NC50

50 ND70 �  ND50

51 NA130 �  NA80 + NA90 + NA100 + NA110

52 NB130 �  NB80 + NB90 + NB100 + NB110

53 NC130 �  NC80 + NC90 + NC100 + NC110

54 ND130 �  ND80 + ND90 + ND100 + ND110

55 NA140 �  NA120

56 NB140 �  NB120

57 NC140 �  NC120

58 ND140 �  ND120

59 NA200 �  NA150 + NA160 + NA170 + NA180

60 NB200 �  NB150 + NB160 + NB170 + NB180

61 NC200 �  NC150 + NC160 + NC170 + NC180

62 ND200 �  ND150 + ND160 + ND170 + ND180

63 NA210 �  NA190

64 NB210 �  NB190

65 NC210 �  NC190

66 ND210 �  ND190

67 NA270 �  NA220 + NA230 + NA240 + NA250

68 NB270 �  NB220 + NB230 + NB240 + NB250

69 NC270 �  NC220 + NC230 + NC240 + NC250
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70 ND270 �  ND220 + ND230 + ND240 + ND250

71 NA280 �  NA260

72 NB280 �  NB260

73 NC280 �  NC260

74 ND280 �  ND260

75 NA340 �  NA290 + NA300 + NA310 + NA320

76 NB340 �  NB290 + NB300 + NB310 + NB320

77 NC340 �  NC290 + NC300 + NC310 + NC320

78 ND340 �  ND290 + ND300 + ND310 + ND320

79 NA350 �  NA330

80 NB350 �  NB330

81 NC350 �  NC330

82 ND350 �  ND330

83 NA410 �  NA360 + NA370 + NA380 + NA390

84 NB410 �  NB360 + NB370 + NB380 + NB390

85 NC410 �  NC360 + NC370 + NC380 + NC390

86 ND410 �  ND360 + ND370 + ND380 + ND390

87 NA420 �  NA400

88 NB420 �  NB400

89 NC420 �  NC400

90 ND420 �  ND400

91 RD10 = RA10 + RB10 + RC10

92 RD20 = RA20 + RB20 + RC20

93 RD30 = RA30 + RB30 + RC30

94 RD40 = RA40 + RB40 + RC40

95 RD80 = RA80 + RB80 + RC80

96 RD90 = RA90 + RB90 + RC90

97 RD100 = RA100 + RB100 + RC100

98 RD110 = RA110 + RB110 + RC110

99 RD150 = RA150 + RB150 + RC150

100 RD160 = RA160 + RB160 + RC160

101 RD170 = RA170 + RB170 + RC170

102 RD180 = RA180 + RB180 + RC180

103 RD220 = RA220 + RB220 + RC220

104 RD230 = RA230 + RB230 + RC230

105 RD240 = RA240 + RB240 + RC240

106 RD250 = RA250 + RB250 + RC250

107 RD290 = RA290 + RB290 + RC290

108 RD300 = RA300 + RB300 + RC300

109 RD310 = RA310 + RB310 + RC310

110 RD320 = RA320 + RB320 + RC320
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111 RD360 = RA360 + RB360 + RC360

112 RD370 = RA370 + RB370 + RC370

113 RD380 = RA380 + RB380 + RC380

114 RD390 = RA390 + RB390 + RC390

115 NA360 = NA10 + NA80 + NA150 +NA220 + NA290

116 NB360 = NB10 + NB80 + NB150 +NB220 + NB290

117 NC360 = NC10 + NC80 + NC150 +NC220 + NC290

118 ND360 = ND10 + ND80 + ND150 +ND220 + ND290

119 RA360 = RA10 + RA80 + RA150 +RA220 + RA290

120 RB360 = RB10 + RB80 + RB150 +RB220 + RB290

121 RC360 = RC10 + RC80 + RC150 +RC220 + RC290

122 RD360 = RD10 + RD80 + RD150 +RD220 + RD290

123 NA370 = NA20 + NA90 + NA160 +NA230 + NA300

124 NB370 = NB20 + NB90 + NB160 +NB230 + NB300

125 NC370 = NC20 + NC90 + NC160 +NC230 + NC300

126 ND370 = ND20 + ND90 + ND160 +ND230 + ND300

127 RA370 = RA20 + RA90 + RA160 +RA230 + RA300

128 RB370 = RB20 + RB90 + RB160 +RB230 + RB300

129 RC370 = RC20 + RC90 + RC160 +RC230 + RC300

130 RD370 = RD20 + RD90 + RD160 +RD230 + RD300

131 NA380 = NA30 + NA100 + NA170 +NA240 + NA310

132 NB380 = NB30 + NB100 + NB170 +NB240 + NB310

133 NC380 = NC30 + NC100 + NC170 +NC240 + NC310

134 ND380 = ND30 + ND100 + ND170 +ND240 + ND310

135 RA380 = RA30 + RA100 + RA170 +RA240 + RA310

136 RB380 = RB30 + RB100 + RB170 +RB240 + RB310

137 RC380 = RC30 + RC100 + RC170 +RC240 + RC310

138 RD380 = RD30 + RD100 + RD170 +RD240 + RD310

139 NA390 = NA40 + NA110 + NA180 +NA250 + NA320

140 NB390 = NB40 + NB110 + NB180 +NB250 + NB320

141 NC390 = NC40 + NC110 + NC180 +NC250 + NC320

142 ND390 = ND40 + ND110 + ND180 +ND250 + ND320

143 RA390 = RA40 + RA110 + RA180 +RA250 + RA320

144 RB390 = RB40 + RB110 + RB180 +RB250 + RB320

145 RC390 = RC40 + RC110 + RC180 +RC250 + RC320

146 RD390 = RD40 + RD110 + RD180 +RD250 + RD320

147 NA400 = NA50 + NA120 + NA190 +NA260 + NA330

148 NB400 = NB50 + NB120 + NB190 +NB260 + NB330

149 NC400 = NC50 + NC120 + NC190 +NC260 + NC330

150 ND400 = ND50 + ND120 + ND190 +ND260 + ND330

151 NA410 = NA60 + NA130 + NA200 +NA270 + NA340

152 NB410 = NB60 + NB130 + NB200 +NB270 + NB340
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153 NC410 = NC60 + NC130 + NC200 +NC270 + NC340

154 ND410 = ND60 + ND130 + ND200 +ND270 + ND340

155 NA420 = NA70 + NA140 + NA210 +NA280 + NA350

156 NB420 = NB70 + NB140 + NB210 +NB280 + NB350

157 NC420 = NC70 + NC140 + NC210 +NC280 + NC350

158 ND420 = ND70 + ND140 + ND210 +ND280 + ND350

APPENDIX A-IV VALIDATIONS

Ref No Appx A-IV Item No

1 30 = 10 - 20

2 60 = 30 + 40 + 50

3 180 = 110 + 120 + 130 + 140 + 150 + 160 + 170

4 180 + 190 = 60 + 70 + 80 + 90 + 100

5 210 = 190 + 200

6 140 + 150 = Appendix A-V 40T (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective

December 2001)

APPENDIX A-V VALIDATIONS

Ref No Appx A-V Item No

1 80S = 10S + 20S + 30S + 40S + 50S + 60S + 70S

2 80G = 10G + 20G + 30G + 40G + 50G + 60G + 70G

3 80T = 10T + 20T + 30T + 40T + 50T + 60T + 70T

4 150 = 80S

5 150 = 90 + 100 + 110 + 120 + 130 + 140

6 230 = 170 + 180 + 190 + 200 + 210 + 220

7 80S = 150 + 230 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December

2001)

8 160 � 150 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)

9 90 � 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)

10 100 � 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)

11 110 � 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)

12 120 � 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)

13 130 � 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)

14 140 � 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)

15 150 � 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)

16 160 � 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)

17 170 � 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)
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18 180 � 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)

19 190 � 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)

20 200 � 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)

21 210 � 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)

22 220 � 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)

23 230 � 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)

SECTION A AND SECTION D - CROSS SECTION VALIDATIONS 

Ref Item Number

1 Superseded by validation 3 (val 9), SRN/1999/1 

2 A625 = if D120 = “yes” then max [(A624 - A550), 0)] else max{[max(A624
+ A631 + A633 - A550), 0) - A635],0}

3 A621 � max[(A590-(D320+D70)*1.25%),0]
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FORM BSD3 - SECTION B : TRADING BOOK FOR SOLO BANK AND LINE BY LINE

CONSOLIDATED ENTITIES

INTERNAL VALIDATIONS

Ref No Item No

1 B10 = B10.1 + B10.2 + B10.3 + B10.4

2 B20 = B20.1 + B20.2 + B20.3 + B20.4

3 B30 = B30.1 + B30.2 + B30.3 + B30.4

4 B40 = B40.1 + B40.2 + B40.3 + B40.4

5 Superseded by validation 33 (val 10), SRN/1998/4 

6 BW60 = Appendix B-II W60

7 BW70 = Appendix B-IV W50

8 BW80 = Appendix B-IV W100

9 BW90 = Appendix B-IV W150

10 B100 = B10 + B20 + B30 + B40 + B50 + B60 + B70 + B80 + B90

11 BS130 = BS130.1 + BS130.2 + BS130.3 + BS130.4 + BS130.5 + BS130.6

12 B130 = B130.1 + B130.2 + B130.3 + B130.4 + B130.5 + B130.6

13 BS140 = BS120 + BS130

14 B140 = B120 + B130

15 B150 = Appendix B-V Column 2 Capital Requirement

16 B160 = Appendix B-V Column 3 Capital Requirement

17 B170 = B170.1 + B170.2

18 B180 = B150 + B160 + B170

19 B190 = B190.1 + B190.2 + B190.3 + B190.4 + B190.5

20 B200 = Appendix B-VI Column 10 Total

21 B210 = B210.1 + B210.2

22 B220 = B190 + B200 + B210 + B215

23 Superseded by validation 34 (val 10), SRN/1998/4

24 Superseded by validation 35 (val 10), SRN/1998/4

25 B250 = B250.1 + B250.2

26 B270 = B230 + B240 + B250 

27 B280 = Appendix B-VIII Column F, Total capital requirement

28 B310 = Appendix B-IX 40

29 B320 = max (B300 * B310/100, B290)

30 B340 = B320 + B330

31 B282 =B282.1 + B282.2

32 B284 =B280 + B282

33 B50 = Appendix B-I C120

34 Superseded by validation 36 (VAL 11), SRN/2001/2

35 B240 =  8% Appendix B-VII (Column 5 Total + Column 6 Total)

36 B230 = (8% Appendix B-VII Column 1 Total) + (4% Appendix B-VII

Column 2 Total) (from SRN/2001/2)
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APPENDIX B-I VALIDATIONS

Ref No Appx B-I Item No

1 C10 = Zero

2 C20 = 8% x P20

3 C30 = 50% x P30

4 C40 = 75% x P40

5 C50 = P50

6 C60 = C10 + C20 + C30 + C40 + C50

7 C70 = Zero

8 Superseded by validation 13 (val11), SRN/1998/4

9 Superseded by validation 14 (val11), SRN/1998/4

10 Superseded by validation 15 (val11), SRN/1998/4

11 C110 = C70 + C80 + C90 + C100

12 C120 = C60 +C110

13 C80 = 0.5% x P80

14 C90 = 4% x P90

15 C100 = 9% x P100

APPENDIX B-II VALIDATIONS

Ref No Appx B-II Item No

1 R60 = R10 + R20 + R30 + R40 + R50

2 P60 = P10 + P20 + P30 + P40 + P50

3 C60 = C10 + C20 + C30 + C40 + C50

4 W60 = W10 + W20 + W30 + W40 + W50

5 W60 =  Section B (item B60) W60

APPENDIX B-III VALIDATIONS

Ref No Appx B-III Item No

1 ND10 = NA10 + NB10 + NC10

2 ND20 = NA20 + NB20 + NC20

3 ND30 = NA30 + NB30 + NC30

4 ND40 = NA40 + NB40 + NC40

5 ND50 = NA50 + NB50 + NC50

6 ND60 = NA60 + NB60 + NC60

7 ND70 = NA70 + NB70 + NC70
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8 ND80 = NA80 + NB80 + NC80

9 ND90 = NA90 + NB90 + NC90

10 ND100 = NA100 + NB100 + NC100

11 ND110 = NA110 + NB110 + NC110

12 ND120 = NA120 + NB120 + NC120

13 ND130 = NA130 + NB130 + NC130

14 ND140 = NA140 + NB140 + NC140

15 ND150 = NA150 + NB150 + NC150

16 ND160 = NA160 + NB160 + NC160

17 ND170 = NA170 + NB170 + NC170

18 ND180 = NA180 + NB180 + NC180

19 ND190 = NA190 + NB190 + NC190

20 ND200 = NA200 + NB200 + NC200

21 ND210 = NA210 + NB210 + NC210

22 ND220 = NA220 + NB220 + NC220

23 ND230 = NA230 + NB230 + NC230

24 ND240 = NA240 + NB240 + NC240

25 ND250 = NA250 + NB250 + NC250

26 ND260 = NA260 + NB260 + NC260

27 ND270 = NA270 + NB270 + NC270

28 ND280 = NA280 + NB280 + NC280

29 ND290 = NA290 + NB290 + NC290

30 ND300 = NA300 + NB300 + NC300

31 ND310 = NA310 + NB310 + NC310

32 ND320 = NA320 + NB320 + NC320

33 ND330 = NA330 + NB330 + NC330

34 ND340 = NA340 + NB340 + NC340

35 ND350 = NA350 + NB350 + NC350

36 ND360 = NA360 + NB360 + NC360

37 ND370 = NA370 + NB370 + NC370

38 ND380 = NA380 + NB380 + NC380

39 ND390 = NA390 + NB390 + NC390

40 ND400 = NA400 + NB400 + NC400

41 ND410 = NA410 + NB410 + NC410

42 ND420 = NA420 + NB420 + NC420

43 NA60 �  NA10 + NA20 + NA30 + NA40

44 NB60 �  NB10 + NB20 + NB30 + NB40

45 NC60 �  NC10 + NC20 + NC30 + NC40

46 ND60 �  ND10 + ND20 + ND30 + ND40

47 NA70 �  NA50

48 NB70 �  NB50

49 NC70 �  NC50
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50 ND70 �  ND50

51 NA130 �  NA80 + NA90 + NA100 + NA110

52 NB130 �  NB80 + NB90 + NB100 + NB110

53 NC130 �  NC80 + NC90 + NC100 + NC110

54 ND130 �  ND80 + ND90 + ND100 + ND110

55 NA140 �  NA120

56 NB140 �  NB120

57 NC140 �  NC120

58 ND140 �  ND120

59 NA200 �  NA150 + NA160 + NA170 + NA180

60 NB200 �  NB150 + NB160 + NB170 + NB180

61 NC200 �  NC150 + NC160 + NC170 + NC180

62 ND200 �  ND150 + ND160 + ND170 + ND180

63 NA210 �  NA190

64 NB210 �  NB190

65 NC210 �  NC190

66 ND210 �  ND190

67 NA270 �  NA220 + NA230 + NA240 + NA250

68 NB270 �  NB220 + NB230 + NB240 + NB250

69 NC270 �  NC220 + NC230 + NC240 + NC250

70 ND270 �  ND220 + ND230 + ND240 + ND250

71 NA280 �  NA260

72 NB280 �  NB260

73 NC280 �  NC260

74 ND280 �  ND260

75 NA340 �  NA290 + NA300 + NA310 + NA320

76 NB340 �  NB290 + NB300 + NB310 + NB320

77 NC340 �  NC290 + NC300 + NC310 + NC320

78 ND340 �  ND290 + ND300 + ND310 + ND320

79 NA350 �  NA330

80 NB350 �  NB330

81 NC350 �  NC330

82 ND350 �  ND330

83 NA410 �  NA360 + NA370 + NA380 + NA390

84 NB410 �  NB360 + NB370 + NB380 + NB390

85 NC410 �  NC360 + NC370 + NC380 + NC390

86 ND410 �  ND360 + ND370 + ND380 + ND390

87 NA420 �  NA400

88 NB420 �  NB400

89 NC420 �  NC400
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90 ND420 �  ND400

91 RD10 = RA10 + RB10 + RC10

92 RD20 = RA20 + RB20 + RC20

93 RD30 = RA30 + RB30 + RC30

94 RD40 = RA40 + RB40 + RC40

95 RD80 = RA80 + RB80 + RC80

96 RD90 = RA90 + RB90 + RC90

97 RD100 = RA100 + RB100 + RC100

98 RD110 = RA110 + RB110 + RC110

99 RD150 = RA150 + RB150 + RC150

100 RD160 = RA160 + RB160 + RC160

101 RD170 = RA170 + RB170 + RC170

102 RD180 = RA180 + RB180 + RC180

103 RD220 = RA220 + RB220 + RC220

104 RD230 = RA230 + RB230 + RC230

105 RD240 = RA240 + RB240 + RC240

106 RD250 = RA250 + RB250 + RC250

107 RD290 = RA290 + RB290 + RC290

108 RD300 = RA300 + RB300 + RC300

109 RD310 = RA310 + RB310 + RC310

110 RD320 = RA320 + RB320 + RC320

111 RD360 = RA360 + RB360 + RC360

112 RD370 = RA370 + RB370 + RC370

113 RD380 = RA380 + RB380 + RC380

114 RD390 = RA390 + RB390 + RC390

115 NA360 = NA10 + NA80 + NA150 +NA220 + NA290

116 NB360 = NB10 + NB80 + NB150 +NB220 + NB290

117 NC360 = NC10 + NC80 + NC150 +NC220 + NC290

118 ND360 = ND10 + ND80 + ND150 +ND220 + ND290

119 RA360 = RA10 + RA80 + RA150 +RA220 + RA290

120 RB360 = RB10 + RB80 + RB150 +RB220 + RB290

121 RC360 = RC10 + RC80 + RC150 +RC220 + RC290

122 RD360 = RD10 + RD80 + RD150 +RD220 + RD290

123 NA370 = NA20 + NA90 + NA160 +NA230 + NA300

124 NB370 = NB20 + NB90 + NB160 +NB230 + NB300

125 NC370 = NC20 + NC90 + NC160 +NC230 + NC300

126 ND370 = ND20 + ND90 + ND160 +ND230 + ND300

127 RA370 = RA20 + RA90 + RA160 +RA230 + RA300

128 RB370 = RB20 + RB90 + RB160 +RB230 + RB300

129 RC370 = RC20 + RC90 + RC160 +RC230 + RC300

130 RD370 = RD20 + RD90 + RD160 +RD230 + RD300

131 NA380 = NA30 + NA100 + NA170 +NA240 + NA310
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132 NB380 = NB30 + NB100 + NB170 +NB240 + NB310

133 NC380 = NC30 + NC100 + NC170 +NC240 + NC310

134 ND380 = ND30 + ND100 + ND170 +ND240 + ND310

135 RA380 = RA30 + RA100 + RA170 +RA240 + RA310

136 RB380 = RB30 + RB100 + RB170 +RB240 + RB310

137 RC380 = RC30 + RC100 + RC170 +RC240 + RC310

138 RD380 = RD30 + RD100 + RD170 +RD240 + RD310

139 NA390 = NA40 + NA110 + NA180 +NA250 + NA320

140 NB390 = NB40 + NB110 + NB180 +NB250 + NB320

141 NC390 = NC40 + NC110 + NC180 +NC250 + NC320

142 ND390 = ND40 + ND110 + ND180 +ND250 + ND320

143 RA390 = RA40 + RA110 + RA180 +RA250 + RA320

144 RB390 = RB40 + RB110 + RB180 +RB250 + RB320

145 RC390 = RC40 + RC110 + RC180 +RC250 + RC320

146 RD390 = RD40 + RD110 + RD180 +RD250 + RD320

147 NA400 = NA50 + NA120 + NA190 +NA260 + NA330

148 NB400 = NB50 + NB120 + NB190 +NB260 + NB330

149 NC400 = NC50 + NC120 + NC190 +NC260 + NC330

150 ND400 = ND50 + ND120 + ND190 +ND260 + ND330

151 NA410 = NA60 + NA130 + NA200 +NA270 + NA340

152 NB410 = NB60 + NB130 + NB200 +NB270 + NB340

153 NC410 = NC60 + NC130 + NC200 +NC270 + NC340

154 ND410 = ND60 + ND130 + ND200 +ND270 + ND340

155 NA420 = NA70 + NA140 + NA210 +NA280 + NA350

156 NB420 = NB70 + NB140 + NB210 +NB280 + NB350

157 NC420 = NC70 + NC140 + NC210 +NC280 + NC350

158 ND420 = ND70 + ND140 + ND210 +ND280 + ND350
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APPENDIX B-IV VALIDATIONS

Ref No Appx B-IV Item No

1 A10 = R10 + P10

2 W10 = Zero

4 A20 = R20 + P20

5 W20 = 10% x (R20 + P20)

6 A30 = R30 + P30

7 W30 = 20% x (R30 + P30)

8 A40 = R40 + P40

9 W40 = R40 + P40

10 W50 = W10 + W20 + W30 + W40

12 A60 = S60 - C60

13 W60 = Zero

14 A70 = S70 - C70

15 W70 = 10% x (S70 - C70)

16 A80 = S80 - C80

17  W80 = 20% x (S80 - C80)

18 A90 = S90 - C90

19  W90 = S90 - C90    

20  W100 = W60 + W70 + W80 + W90

21 A110 = C110 - S110

22  W110 = Zero

23 A120 = C120 - S120

24  W120 = 10% x (C120 - S120)

25 A130 = C130 - S130

26  W130 = 20% x (C130 - S130)

27 A140 = C140 - S140

28 W140 = C140 - S140     

29 W150 = W110 + W120 + W130 + W140
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APPENDIX B-V VALIDATIONS

Ref No Appx B-V Item No

1 Column 1 = Column 2 + Column 3

2 NSOP Column 1 0

3 NSOP Column 2 = higher of the sum of the negatives or the sum of the positives (if
equal defaults to positive)

4 NSOP Column 3 = higher of the sum of the negatives or sum of the positives (if equal
defaults to positive)

5 SUMG Column 1 0

6 SUMG Column 2 sum of the absolute values of gold

7 SUMG Column 3 sum of the absolute values of gold

8 CAPR Column 1 Zero

9 CAPR Column 2 8% of absolute value of NSOP in Column 2 plus SUMG in Column 2

10 CAPR Column 3 � 2% of absolute value of NSOP in Column 3 plus SUMG in Column
3

APPENDIX B-VI VALIDATIONS

Ref No Appx B-VI Item No

1 Column 10 = Column 7 + Column 8 + Column 9

APPENDIX B-VII VALIDATIONS

Ref No Appx B-VII Item No

1 Column 4 = Column 1 + Column 2 + Column 3

2 Column 7 = Column 5 + Column 6
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APPENDIX B-VIII VALIDATIONS

Ref No Appx B-VIII Item No

1 10 Column C = 10 Column A + 10 Column B

2 20 Column C = 20 Column A + 20 Column B

3 30 Column C = 30 Column A + 30 Column B

4 40 Column C = 40 Column A + 40 Column B

5 10 Column F = 10 Column D + 10 Column E

6 20 Column F = 20 Column D + 20 Column E

7 30 Column F = 30 Column D + 30 Column E

8 40 Column F = 40 Column D + 40 Column E

9 50 Column F = 10 Column F + 20 Column F + 30 Column F + 40 Column F 

APPENDIX B-IX VALIDATIONS

Ref No Appx B-IX Item No

1 30 = {0 if 20 �  4;  0.4*100 if 20 = 5;  0.5*100 if 20 = 6;  0.65*100 if 20

= 7;  0.75*100 if 20 = 8;  0.85*100 if 20 =9;  1*100 if 20 � 10}

2 40 = 10 + 30
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 FORM BSD3 - SECTION C : CONSOLIDATION VIA AGGREGATION PLUS

INTERNAL VALIDATIONS

Ref No Item Number

1 C10.1 column D = (C10.1 column C / C10.1 column B)*10000 

2 C10.2 column D = (C10.2 column C / C10.2 column B)*10000 

3 C10.3 column D = (C10.3 column C / C10.3 column B)*10000 

4 C10.4 column D = (C10.4 column C / C10.4 column B)*10000 

5 C10.5 column D = (C10.5 column C / C10.5 column B)*10000 

6 C10.6 column D = (C10.6 column C / C10.6 column B)*10000 

7 C10.7 column D = (C10.7 column C / C10.7 column B)*10000 

8 C10.8 column D = (C10.8 column C / C10.8 column B)*10000 

9 C10.9 column D = (C10.9 column C / C10.9 column B)*10000 

10 C10.10 column D = (C10.10 column C / C10.10 column B)*10000 

11 C10.11 column D = (C10.11 column C / C10.11 column B)*10000 

12 C10.12 column D = (C10.12 column C / C10.12 column B)*10000 

13 C10.13 column D = (C10.13 column C / C10.13 column B)*10000 

14 C10.14 column D = (C10.14 column C / C10.14 column B)*10000 

15 C20.1 column D = (C20.1 column C / D20.1 column B)*10000 

16 C20.2 column D = (C20.2 column C / D20.2 column B)*10000 

17 C20.3 column D = (C20.3 column C / C20.3 column B)*10000 

18 C20.4 column D = (C20.4 column C / C20.4 column B)*10000 

19 C20.5 column D = (C20.5 column C / C20.5 column B)*10000 

20 C20.6 column D = (C20.6 column C / C20.6 column B)*10000 

21 C20.7 column D = (C20.7 column C / C20.7 column B)*10000 

22 C20.8 column D = (C20.8 column C / C20.8 column B)*10000 

23 C20.9 column D = (C20.9 column C / C20.9 column B)*10000 

24 C20.10 column D = (C20.10 column C / C20.10 column B)*10000 

25 C20.11 column D = (C20.11 column C / C20.11 column B)*10000 

26 C20.12 column D = (C20.12 column C / C20.12 column B)*10000 

27 C20.13 column D = (C20.13 column C / C20.13 column B)*10000 

28 C20.14 column D = (C20.14 column C / C20.14 column B)*10000 

29 C30 column C = C10 column C + C20 column C 

30 C30 column C = C30 column F + C30 column G + C30 column H + C30 column J

31 C30 column D = C10 column D + C20 column D 

32 C30 column E = C10 column E + C20 column E 

33 C30 column F = C10 column F + C20 column F 
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34 C30 column G = C10 column G + C20 column G 

35 C30 column H = C10 column H + C20 column H 

36 C30 column J = C10 column J + C20 column J 

37 C30 column L = C10 column L + C20 column L 

SECTION C AND SECTION D - CROSS SECTION VALIDATIONS

Ref No Item Number

1 Column L = max [column A * column C * (D150/column B), Column C] 
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FORM BSD3 - SECTION D : CAPITAL ADEQUACY SUMMARY

INTERNAL VALIDATIONS

Ref No Item Number

1 D40 = D10 + D20 + D30

2 D70 = D70.1 + D70.2 + D70.3 + D70.4 + D70.5 + D70.6

3 D80 = (D70 * D50)/10000

4 D90 � D110 * 50%

5 D90 = D80 - D100

6 D100 = IF(D110/2 � D20, D20, D110/2)

7 D110 = D90 + D100

8 D110 = D80

9 D220 = D160 + D170 + D180 + D190 + D200 + D210

10 D250 = D230 + D240

11 D300 = D260 + D270 + D280 + D290

12 D310 = D220 + D250 + D300

13 D330 � 0.5 * (D340 + D350)

14 D330 � D310 / 3

15 Superseded by validation 34 (val 21), SRN/1998/4

16 Superseded by validation 35 (val 21), SRN/1998/4

17 D340 �  D330 * 2

18 Superseded by validation 36 (val 21), SRN/1998/4

19 D350 �  D30

20 D350 �  D170 + D180 + D190 + D200 + D210 + D250 + D260 + D280

21 D360 = + D330 + D340 + D350

22 D360 = D310

23 D370 = D10 - D90 - D330

24 D380 = D20- D100 - D340

25 D390 = D370 + D380

26 D390 � D470

27 D470 = D400 + D410 + D420 + D430 + D440 + D450 + D460

28 D480 = D40- D470

29 D490 = D10 + D20 + D350 - D470

30 D500 = D80 + D310

31 D510 = D70 + D320

32 D520 = round [(D490 * 100) / D510, 2] * 100

33 D530 = round[(D490 *100) / D500, 2] * 100
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34 D330 �  D10 - D90

35 D340 �  D20 - D100

36 D340 �  D310 – (D330 + D350)

SECTION D AND SECTION A - CROSS SECTION VALIDATIONS 

Ref Item Number

1 D10 = A550

2 D20 = A630

3 D30 = A638

4 D70.2 = 10% [AB40.2 + AB50.2 + AB60.2 + AB70.2 + AB80.2 + AB100.2
+ ANL120.2 + AB130.1 + AB140.1 + AB150.1 + AB180.1 +
AB260.2 - AB280.2 + absolute value of AB320.2 + AB340.2 +
(AB350.2/2) + (AB360.2/5) + AB370.2 + AB380.2 + AB390.2 +
AB400.2 + AB410.2 + (AB420.2/2) + (AB440.3/2) ]

5 D70.3 = 20% [AB30 + AB40.3 + AB50.3 + AB60.3 + AB70.3 + AB80.3 +
AB100.3 + ANL120.3 + AB130.2 + AB140.2 + AB150.2 + AB180.2
+ AB240.2 + AB260.3 - AB280.3 + absolute value of AB320.3 +
AB340.3 + (AB350.3/2) + (AB360.3/5) + AB370.3 + AB380.3 +
AB390.3 + AB400.3 + AB410.3 + (AB420.3/2) + AB430.2 +
(AB440.4/2) ]

6 D70.4 = 50% [AB40.4 + AB90 + AB150.3 - AB280.4 + AB340.4 +
(AB350.4/2) + (AB360.4/5) + AB370.4 + AB380.4 + AB390.4 +
(AB440.5/2)]

7 D70.5 = 100% [AB40.5 + AB50.4 + AB60.4 + AB70.4 + AB80.4 + AB100.4
+ AB110 + ANL120.4 + AB130.3 + AB140.3 + AB150.4 + AB172 +
AB180.3 + AB190 + +AB210.1 + AB220 + AB230 + AB240.3 +
AB250 + AB260.4 - AB280.5 + absolute value of AB320.4 +
AB340.5 + AB340.7 + (AB350.5/2) + (AB350.6/2) + (AB360.5/5) +
(AB360.6/5) + AB370.5 + AB370.7 + AB380.5 + AB380.7 +
AB390.5 + AB390.7 + AB400.4 + AB400.5 + AB410.4 + AB410.6 +
(AB420.4/2) + (AB420.5/2) + AB430.3 + AB430.4 + (AB440.6/2) +
(AB440.8/2) + AW462 ]

8 D70.6 = AW452 + AW472 + AW474

9 D400 = AT160 + AB160

10 D410 = AT280 + AB280

11 D420 � (AT340.6 + AT370.6 + +AT380.6 + AT390.6 + AT410.5 +
AT440.7 + AB340.6 + AB370.6 + +AB380.6 + AB390.6 + AB410.5
+ AB440.7)

12 D430 = AT171 + AB171

13 Superseded by validation 14 (val 22), SRN/1998/4

14 D440 = AB180.4
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SECTION D AND SECTION B - CROSS SECTION VALIDATIONS

Ref No Item Number

1 D160 = B100 * 12.5 * D140/10000

2 D170 = B140 * 12.5 * D140/10000

3 D180 = B180 * 12.5 * D140/10000

4 D190 = B220 * 12.5 * D140/10000

5 D200 = B270 * 12.5 * D140/10000

6 D210 =  B284 * 12.5 * D140/10000

7 D230 = B320 * 12.5 * D140/10000

8 D240 = B330 * 12.5 * D140/10000

SECTION D AND SECTION C - CROSS SECTION VALIDATIONS

Ref No Item Number

1 D260 = C30 column F

2 D270 = C30 column G

3 D280 = C30 column H

4 D290 = C30 column J

5 D300 = C30 column C

6 D320 = [(D220 + D250)/D140] * 10000 + C30 column D

7 Superseded by validation 8 (val 23), SRN/1998/5

8 D540 = round{(D490 * 100) / [(D70 * D60/10000) + (D150 / D140) *
(D220 + D250) + C30 column L],2} *100
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CROSS FORM VALIDATIONS : FORM M1 AND FORM BSD3

Ref no BSD items M1 items

1 Removed, SRN/1998/5

2 AB180.4 = 180

3 Removed, SRN/1998/5

4 Removed, SRN/1998/5

5 Superseded by validation 8 (val 24), SRN/1998/4 

6 Removed, SRN/1998/5

7 AT172 = 130

8  Removed, SRN/1998/5

CROSS FORM VALIDATIONS : FORM LE2 AND FORM BSD3

Ref no BSD items LE2 items

1 Appendix A-V 80S � �A4+�B4+�C4+�D4+�E4+�FB4 (SRN/1998/5)
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Large Exposures (Form LE2)

Introduction

Form LE2 should be completed quarterly by UK banks only, as defined in the Handbook Glossary of

Definitions.  These notes should be read in conjunction with all relevant chapters set out in the Financial

Services Authority Banking Supervisory Policy Guide or the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Banks

(and the Supervisory Guidance Notes (SGN) in this folder) in force at the date to which the form relates.

There are a number of ways in which the Financial Services Authority (FSA) may seek additional

information to be reported by the reporting bank either regularly or in respect of certain reporting dates

only. 

For convenience, these reporting instructions will refer to the FSA Banking Supervisory Policy Guide as

‘FSA Policy Guide’ and the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Banks as ‘IPRU (BANK)’.

Denomination of Reported Exposures

Exposures should be reported in £000s but a different currency denomination may be agreed in writing

with the FSA.  Claims, loans and advances, whether denominated in currencies other than sterling, gold

and other precious metals or other commodity units should be translated into sterling at the closing

middle market spot rate for the day of the report.  Where the maximum exposure during a reporting

period is required to be reported, the closing middle market spot rate for the day on which the maximum

exposure occurs should be used.

Exposure Limits and Concessions

Prior agreement should be obtained from the FSA before an exposure is entered into which

exceeds 25% of LECB.  Such agreement may be obtained for: (1) exempt exposures eg interbank

exposures with a maturity of one year or less; (2) exposures covered by collateral
1; (3)

exposures covered by guarantees
2; (4) exposures within the scope of a connected exposure

concession; (5) exposures covered by a 1-3 year derivative concession; or (6) exposures subject

to soft limits.  The written prior agreement of the FSA should be obtained before any exposures

falling into any of the aformentioned categories are entered in the appropriate columns.

An exposure

See SGN9.  For the purpose of reporting large exposures on both an unconsolidated/solo-consolidated

and consolidated basis, an exposure should be measured as the amount at risk arising from the

aggregate of the reporting bank’s business, whether conducted on or off-balance sheet
3
.

                                                

1
 Only cash and Zone A central government and central bank securities should be regarded as eligible collateral.

2
 Either parental or third party guarantees.

3
 NOTE : Exposures entered into by a bank as a trustee are excluded from the scope of the large

exposures return.
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A counterparty

See SGN11 to SGN13 and SGN19 to SGN23.

References to banks hereafter in these reporting instructions are intended to include banks, building

societies and recognised investment firms (as defined in SGN20), as well as recognised clearing

houses and recognised exchanges (these being listed in Chapter BC (Credit risk in the banking book),

Section 5, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK)).

The identity of a counterparty will generally be one of the following: 

(i) the borrower (customer);

(ii) the person guaranteed (where the reporting bank is providing such guarantee);

(iii) in the case of a security held, the issuer of a security;

(iv) or in the case of a derivatives contract the party with whom the contract was made.

In some circumstances, it may be uncertain which of two counterparties is the primary obligor (eg on a

bill where there is a claim on both the drawer and the acceptor).  When in doubt, the reporting bank

should either report the exposure twice, as an exposure to each counterparty, or ask the FSA for its

view.  However, in the case of:-

(a) bills held which have been accepted by a bank (other than the reporting bank), the claim should be

reported as a claim on a bank;

(b) per aval endorsements on the bills held by the reporting bank, the claim should be reported as a

claim of over one year maturity on the avalising bank;

(c) transactions where a third party has provided an explicit unconditional irrevocable guarantee, may

be reported as an exposure to the guarantor.  Banks should seek the FSA’s agreement to their

reporting in this way.  In agreeing this, the FSA would expect banks to include a section on

guaranteed exposures in their large exposures policy statement.  In particular, the FSA would

expect a consistent approach to be adopted in the reporting of such exposures.  The FSA does not

expect banks to report exposures to guarantors without having first approved the credit risk on the

guarantor and the type of the exposure under the bank’s normal credit approval procedures.  In the

case of bills issued by Westminster Council on behalf of London boroughs (within the terms of S.35

of the Greater London (General Powers) Act 1969) the exposures should be reported as an

exposure to Westminster Council; and

(d) banks should exercise care in identifying the entity with whom they have entered into a contract.

For example, where the reporting institution funds the activities of a company that trades on an

exchange, whether for that company’s own account or on behalf of clients, the full amount of such

funding should be reported as an exposure to that company.  An alternative reporting method may

however be agreed with the FSA in writing.
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Coverage

Form LE2 should be completed both on an unconsolidated/solo-consolidated basis and, where relevant,

a consolidated basis:-

(a) Exposures arising in all of the bank’s branches (including overseas branches) and any subsidiaries

which are included for the purpose of the bank’s ‘solo’ (unconsolidated) capital ratio should be

reported in Form LE2 completed on an unconsolidated/solo-consolidated basis.  Where

subsidiaries are included, this should be agreed in writing with the FSA.

(b) Exposures in companies reported under (a) above, together with exposures arising in group

companies which are  included for the purpose of the bank’s consolidated reporting, should be

reported on Form LE2 on a consolidated basis. Where such group companies are included, this

should be agreed in writing with the FSA.

Important:  All companies subject to consolidation should be included in a reporting bank’s consolidated

large exposures return regardless of the technique used for consolidation on the Form BSD3.  The

scope of a bank’s solo and consolidated supervisory returns should be determined by the principles set

out in Chapter CS (Consolidated supervision) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).  Whether there

are such companies to be included should be agreed in writing with the FSA.

Large Exposures Capital Base (LECB)

The capital base used as the basis for monitoring and controlling large exposures should be calculated

in the same way as that used for capital adequacy monitoring ie the sum of allowable Tier 1 and Tier 2

capital less any deductions.  The LECB should be agreed in writing with the FSA on an annual basis and

reported on the front of Form LE2.  Where holdings of tradeable securities subject to soft limits have

been agreed with the FSA, an adjusted capital base incorporating Tier 3 capital may be used to

measure exposures against.  This adjusted capital base should be reported in Part 5.

Netting

The circumstances in which net exposures are considered appropriate for LE2 purposes are set out

below.  

1 On balance sheet

(a) credit balances should not be offset against debit balances unless the provisions set out in

Chapter NE (Collateral and netting) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) are met.

Note:  Back-to-backs allowed to be netted out on returns made to the Bank of England for
statistical purposes should not be netted out in calculating the size of an exposure for LE2
purposes.
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(b) where a repo/reverse repo or similar transaction is involved, this should be consistent with

Chapter NE (Collateral and netting) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).  Netting of claims

and obligations arising from all repos/reverse repos held in the trading book will then be

considered acceptable.

However, note that in the banking book netting of counterparty risk will not generally be
considered acceptable because:

(i) repos should attract issuer risk on the securities repoed out; 

(ii) reverse repos where eligible collateral4 is reversed in should attract issuer risk on that

eligible collateral.

As there is no counterparty risk reportable in the above circumstances it follows that there are

no claims capable of being netted.

The only circumstances in which counterparty risk will arise is when a reverse repo is

undertaken where the collateral reversed in is ineligible.  Such reverse repos should be

reported as if an unsecured cash loan had been made to the counterparty to the reverse repo.

It is acceptable for such counterparty risk to be reported net of obligations to the same

counterparty arising from:

(i) other reverse repo business where eligible collateral has been taken, with the same

counterparty and only to the extent that the value of the collateral taken is in excess of the

cash paid away;

(ii) on repos with the same counterparty and similarly only to the extent that the cash

reversed in exceeds the value of the securities repoed.  

Reporting banks wishing to net counterparty risk arising from repo business in the banking

book should first contact their line supervisors.  The FSA would consider that it was

appropriate to report on this basis where the bank’s systems were adequate for this purpose.

Risk cushion factors, when applicable, should be reported gross.  The residual maturity of the

securities should be used to calculate the risk cushion factor (not the maturity of the repo

transaction).  Where both legs of the transaction involve securities, the risk cushion factor

should be calculated using the maturity of the longer dated securities.

2 Off balance sheet netting

Amounts due in respect of foreign exchange, interest rate, equity and commodity related

transactions may be reported net if the net amount derived is pursuant to the application of a

bilateral agreement (between two counterparties) based upon netting by novation (see SGN26). 

                                                

4
 For these purposes eligible collateral is restricted to Zone A central government and central bank securities.
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To benefit from close-out netting, the terms of Chapter NE (Collateral and netting) of the FSA

Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) should be met; if they are, then the credit equivalent amount of a bank’s

portfolio of contracts with each counterparty should be obtained by adding together: 

(a) the net replacement cost of all nettable contracts with a positive mark to market value offset by

all contracts with a negative mark to market value; 

(b) for each contract in the portfolio the amount for the potential future credit exposure (add-on) as

described elsewhere.

NOTE: For these purposes, the maturity of the net replacement cost should be taken as �1 year if

there is at least one �1 year obligation included under the netting agreement.  In such

circumstances reporting of net current exposure to banks may only be reported in Part 3(i) of the

Form.

If there are no �1 year obligations but there exist obligations of >1 year but �3 years then the

maturity of the net replacement cost figure should be taken to fall between 1 and 3 years also.

The netting of add-ons is considered acceptable where the terms of Chapter NE (Collateral and

netting) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) have been met (see SGN35). However, where the

potential future exposures (add-ons) cannot be netted, these should be calculated and reported

according to the residual maturity of the contract (ie add-ons relating to >1 year contracts should be

reported gross in either Part 3(i) or 3(ii)).

When dealing with a counterparty incorporated in a netting friendly jurisdiction but which has

subsidiaries or branches located in netting unfriendly jurisdictions, transactions with those

subsidiaries and branches should continue to be reported gross.  Thus the aggregate exposure to

such a counterparty will be a mixture of net and gross exposures. 

The Amount at Risk

For exposures arising in the banking book the amount at risk should, with certain exceptions detailed

below (or otherwise advised to the reporting bank), be reported as the book value of the reporting bank’s

actual or potential claims, contingent liabilities or assets.  

Exposures should be calculated in accordance with UK generally accepted accounting practice.  In

certain cases the reporting bank may wish to adopt an alternative accounting practice.  Such cases

should be discussed with the FSA in order to determine whether reports are acceptable on that basis.

The accounting practice adopted for the reporting of exposures should, unless otherwise stated below,

be consistent with that used for the calculation of the reporting bank’s capital base.

For exposures arising in the trading book, all positions should be marked-to-market daily.  (However, if

for cash items with a residual maturity of one month or less the bank wishes not to do this, it should

seek the prior approval of the FSA in writing.)  Where a market determined price is not readily available,

the reporting bank may generate its own mark-to-market valuation.  Positions should be valued in

accordance with the procedures outlined in the trading book policy statement agreed with the FSA.
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Interest and Dividends

The value of outstanding claims should include interest and dividends due but not yet received if such

amounts are reflected in the reporting bank’s capital base.  However, in recognising the systems

difficulties of reporting inclusive of such amounts, the FSA may agree, in writing, for the following

treatment to be applied to exposures in the Banking Book.  Provided the exposure is well below 25% of

LECB, or a pre-agreed limit, there is no need for the bank to include the accrued interest element in the

reported figure.  If an exposure is close to the 25% level, or a pre-agreed limit, then the bank should be

able to demonstrate that the exposure, inclusive of the accrued interest element, is below the limit and

to guarantee that the limit is not breached.  This treatment should not be adopted for Trading Book

exposures.  Since these exposures are marked to market daily, the accrued interest element is included

in the mark to market valuation.  (Unearned finance charges in relation to instalment lending should be

excluded.)

Securities Positions and Positions Arising from Derivative Contracts

(i) Issuer risk

Where a bank deals in securities the exposure (to the issuer of the security) should be calculated

as follows:

(a) Banking Book - the sum of the excess, where positive, of the book value of all long positions

over all short positions, (ie the net long position), for each instrument issued by the issuer.  A

long position in one security issue should not be offset by a short position in another security

issue made by the same issuer except for securities issued by central governments and

central banks.

Netting of long and short positions may be adopted for securities issued by central

governments and central banks, where the criteria set out in SGN27 are all met.

(b) Trading Book - the excess of the current market value of all long positions over all short

positions for each instrument issued by the counterparty should first be calculated.  The

exposure is then calculated as the excess, where positive, of the current market value of all

long positions over all short positions in all the financial instruments issued by the

counterparty.  (Positions should not be netted within groups of closely related counterparties.)

Positions should not be netted between banking and trading books.

Forward Transactions

For both Banking and Trading Book calculations, commitments to buy securities at a future date

(including futures contracts) should be included as long positions and forward sales as short

positions.  Where a bank has made a commitment to an issuer under a note issuance facility to

purchase, at the request of the issuer, securities which are unsold on the issue date, these should

be added to the long positions.  (Note issuance facilities include revolving underwriting facilities,

Euronote facilities and any similar arrangements.)  A net short position does not give rise to an

exposure covered by this return.
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Options Positions

The following treatment should be given to options:

(a) on securities

(i) Written Put - long position in the underlying security.

(ii) Purchased Put - short position in the underlying security

(iii) Purchased Call (where the contract has been given a book value in the accounts of the

reporting institution) - long position in the underlying security.

(iv) Written Calls - do not give rise to an exposure covered by this return.

(b) on an index

(i) Broadly based and cash settled indices - there is no requirement for these indices to be

broken down into their constituent elements.  The highly liquid equity indices listed in

Chapter LE (Large exposures), Section 12, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) may

be regarded as broadly based.

(ii) Narrowly based/non-cash settled indices - these indices should be decomposed into their

component stocks in order to calculate the issuer risk on the underlying.

In order to calculate the amount to be included in the issuer risk calculation, the notional principal

valued at the strike price should be used.

Repos/Reverse Repos

(a) Banking Book - For repos in the banking book the security sold should be included as a long

position.  Reverse repos should be treated as loans unless eligible collateral is held (ie Zone A

government securities and cash) in which case they should be regarded as collateralised

loans and the collateral held included as a long position.  (The forward leg should not be

included as a short position.)  Where collateral is ineligible the counterparty risk on the cash

loan should be reported in full.

(b) Trading Book - For both repos and reverse repos in the trading book include outgoing security

if the reporting bank is the ultimate owner.  In addition the counterparty risk on both repos and

reverse repos should be reported (see below Counterparty Risk - Repos/Reverse Repos).

For stock lending transactions the same reporting treatment as in respect of repos apply and those

in respect of reverse repos should be adopted for stock borrowing.

Underwriting commitments

This covers discrete issues of securities (equities and bonds) only.  The treatment for underwriting

set out here does not extend to any commitment of a continuing or revolving nature.  The exposure

arising from other underwriting commitments should be taken to be the full amount of the sum

underwritten.  
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There are two distinct phases in the reporting of underwriting commitments in respect of securities

issues: (i) date of initial commitment until Working Day Zero and (ii) Working Day Zero onwards.

(Date of initial commitment and working day zero are defined in Chapter TU (Underwriting in capital

adequacy framework) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).)

(i) Date of initial commitment until working day zero - for both non-expert and expert underwriters

notification should be on the basis of a credit equivalent amount (CEA).  Amounts sub-

underwritten or sold forward should only be offset against the underwriting commitment when

calculating the CEA when such commitments are received prior to the reporting institution

committing to the client.  The CEA should be calculated (on the basis of the net amount where

applicable) using the credit conversion factors set out in the following table:

Implied
Conversion

Factor

Post-notify
(10%) (1)

Pre-notify
(25%) (2)

Maximum
“expert”

guideline (3)

All debt instruments 18.75% 53% 133% 400%

Preference share,
constituents of the FT-SE
100 index, and related
convertibles, US S&P
500, Japan Nikkei 225

23% 44% 108% 325%

Constituents of FT All-
share index & related
convertibles; other major
non-UK equities

30% 34% 83% 250%

Other equities with a
normal market size and
other second tier non-
equities

43% 24% 58% 175%

Other UK and non-UK
equities and related
convertibles

75% 14% 33% 100%

(1) The nominal amount (expressed as a percentage of capital) which corresponds to the
post-notification threshold when converted into credit equivalent terms.

(2) The nominal amount (expressed as a percentage of capital) which corresponds to the
post-notification threshold when converted into credit equivalent terms.

(3) The lower of 400% nominal or three times the pre-notification trigger.  (The latter
applies in all cases other than debt underwriting.)
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(ii) Working Day Zero Onwards - post working day zero exposures for both experts and non-

experts are calculated on the same basis.  The measure of exposure is based upon the net

underwriting position (= gross underwriting commitment + purchases - sales - sub-

underwritings) multiplied by a discount factor.  Discount factors should be applied as

follows:

Working Day 0 100%

Working Day 1 90%

Working Day 2 75%

Working Day 3 75%

Working Day 4 50%

Working Day 5 25%

after Working Day 5 0%

The amount to be reported = the net underwriting position x (100% - discount factor).  This
net exposure should be aggregated with other exposures to the issuer.  Holdings of
securities as a result of an underwriting commitment are also eligible for soft limits as set
out below.

(ii) Counterparty risk

Forward Transactions

Forward sales and purchases of securities in both the banking and trading books give rise to a

counterparty exposure.  When receiving securities in exchange for cash or securities the reporting

bank should report the higher of:

(i) zero plus an add-on for potential future exposure; or

(ii)  the difference between the market value of the securities to be received and the contracted

value for forward delivery plus an add-on for potential future exposure.

When receiving cash or securities in exchange for securities, the reporting bank should report the

higher of:

(i) zero plus an add-on for potential future exposure; or

(ii) the difference between the contracted value for forward delivery and the market value of the

securities to be delivered plus an add-on.

The amounts to be received or given should include all cash flows related to the securities and the

transactions.

The add-on should be calculated in accordance with the risk cushion factors set out in Chapter TC

(Counterparty risk in the trading book), Section 3.3.3, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).

In addition to these types of exposure, where compensation is due to be paid in the future in

exchange for a contract, the current market value of the payment due should be reported.
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Settlement of transactions

(a) Free Deliveries

An immediate exposure arises where the reporting bank has settled its side of the transaction

but not yet received the countervalue ie final funds or an undertaking to effect transfer of funds

by close of business on the same business day.  Where the reporting institution has provided

the cash the current market value of the asset being purchased should be reported for trading

book exposures, and the book value for banking book exposures.  Where the reporting

institution has the asset the cash due should be reported for both banking and trading book

exposures.  (Where the transaction is effected across a national border there is a window of

one working day.)

(b) Unsettled Securities Transactions

In both the banking and trading books, claims on a counterparty arising in the course of

settlement of a securities transaction where neither the reporting institution nor the

counterparty have settled their side of the transaction should be reported where settlement is 5

days overdue.  The exposure should be calculated as the difference between the amount due

and the current market value of the instrument.

Repos/Reverse Repos

For repos/reverse repos in the trading book the exposure to the counterparty should be calculated

as the mark-to-market differential between the collateral provided by the reporting bank and that

received from the counterparty.  In the case of undocumented repos, an add-on for potential future

exposure should be included in accordance with the risk cushion factors set out in Chapter TC

(Counterparty risk in the trading book), Section 3.3.3, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).

Interest Rate, Foreign Exchange Rate, Equity and Commodity Related Contracts

For exposures relating to over-the-counter interest rate (OTC), foreign exchange rate, equity and

commodities contracts the amount at risk for the reporting of large exposures may be less than the

nominal exposure.  These exposures should be reported and aggregated with other exposures to

the same counterparty.

Interest rate related contracts: single currency interest rate swaps, basis swaps, forward rate

agreements and products with similar characteristics, interest rate options purchased (including

caps, collars and floors purchased as stand-alone contracts) and similar instruments should be

reported as interest rate related contracts.  Contracts of a similar nature concerning bonds should

also be included in this category.

Foreign exchange rate related contracts: cross currency swaps, cross currency interest rate swaps,

forward foreign exchange contracts, currency options purchased and similar instruments should be

reported as foreign exchange related contracts.  Contracts of a similar nature concerning gold

should also be included in this category.
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Equity and Commodities Contracts: Equity options purchased, swaps and similar contracts,

commodity options purchased, swaps and similar instruments involving physical commodities.

The amount at risk should be calculated as the credit equivalent amount (CEA) of these items

which should be arrived at by the replacement cost method.  For Banking Book transactions, this

should be consistent with reporting on Form BSD3.  For Trading Book exposures, valuations

should be made in line with the valuation procedures outlined in the Trading Book Policy Statement

which should be agreed with the FSA.

Note:  No CEA should be reported for either contracts traded on exchanges where they are subject

to daily margining requirements or for OTC foreign exchange contracts (except contracts

concerning gold) with an original maturity of 14 calendar days or less.  When trading on an

exchange with daily margining requirements, credit exposure only arises in respect of initial margin

and excess variation margin payments.  These exposures should be reported as on-balance sheet

exposures to the exchange (or its associated clearing house).

Mark-to-market amount

Reporting banks should mark-to-market in a prudent and consistent manner.  See SGN34 for further

guidance. 

Notional principal amount

For exchange rate contracts and bond options, the notional principal amount should be taken as the

amount of principal underlying the contract, as regards the asset (currency, equity, bond or commodity)

being received by the reporting bank, translated into sterling at the spot exchange rate on the reporting

date.

For an amortising swap, ie one based on a steadily declining notional principal, the notional principal

should be taken as the amount outstanding at the reporting date.

For a swap based on a fluctuating level of principal, the notional principal should be taken as the

maximum notional principal outstanding over the remaining life of the swap.

For amortising interest rate swaps with cash-flow mismatches in payments, the notional principal may

differ between the two sides of the swap.  The notional principal amount should be taken as the amount

of principal underlying the contract as regards the asset being received by the reporting bank.

For swaps involving reference assets, the notional principal should relate to the total volume over the

whole contract (not simply the volume per settlement period).

For options purchased, the notional principal should be taken as the underlying principal on the option,

using for currency options, the received currency at the spot rate on the reporting date.

For contracts with multiple exchanges of principal the potential future exposure should be multiplied by

the number of payments still to be made under the contract.
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Banks should not generally enter into contracts at off market prices.  If any contracts are undertaken at

off market prices banks should contact their line supervisor to discuss the background and to agree a

reporting treatment.  Where swaps are arranged at off-market rates or where options begin deep in the

money, contracts may include an element of “disguised” credit exposure.  In general, the FSA would

consider a disguised credit exposure to be present where the contract either starts with a significantly

positive mark to market, or because of an assumption of unchanged interest and exchange rates.  In the

case of interest rate or cross currency swaps arranged at off-market prices, the FSA will require special

treatment for contracts which have been created in order to disguise a credit exposure to the

counterparty.  Such cases should be discussed with the FSA.

Remaining maturity

The remaining maturity of a swap should be taken as the time until the final expiry of the swap.  For

FRAs and similar products, the remaining maturity should be taken as the time from the reporting date

until the end of the period to which the interest rate underlying the contract relates (see SGN34 for more

detail generally).

For contracts that are structured to settle outstanding exposure following specified payment dates and

where the terms are reset such that the mark to market value of the contract is zero on these specified

dates, the residual maturity should be set equal to the time until the next reset date.  However, in the

case of interest rate contracts with a residual maturity of more than one year, the potential future

exposure matrix multiplier may be  subject to a floor of 0.5% even if there are reset dates of a shorter

duration.

Replacement cost methodology

The credit equivalent amount should be calculated in accordance with the reporting instructions set out

in SGN34.

Reportable Exposures

Exposures to the following categories of counterparties should be reported separately:-

(i) An individual non-banks counterparty

(ii) Closely related counterparties

(iii) A connected counterparty

(iv) A bank, building society, recognised investment firm, recognised clearing house or

recognised exchange

(v) A central government

(vi) Zone A/Zone B countries

Exposure to individual, or groups of closely related, counterparties should be reported in columns 2 and

3 in each category of counterparty in descending order by size.  Exposures to individual counterparties

which constitute a group of closely related counterparties (see SGN12) should be reported as one

exposure.
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Where reporting is on a gross basis, the exposure at the reporting date should be included in column

2(a) and the maximum during the period in 2(b).  Where the terms outlined in Chapter NE (Collateral

and netting) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) are met, such that reporting is on a net basis, the

exposure at the reporting date should be included in column 3(a) and the maximum during the period in

3(b).

Exposure Categories

PART 1

Exposures to individual non-bank counterparties and groups of closely related non-bank counterparties

should be reported in this section.  Exposures to international organisations (including multilateral

development banks and the Bank for International Settlements (BIS)) should be included here.

The 20 largest exposures should be listed (unless a lower number has been agreed by the reporting

bank with the FSA) and any other exposure which exceeds 10% (unless a lower % has been agreed

with the FSA) of the reporting bank’s capital base.

PART 2

This includes exposures to individual non-bank counterparties and groups of closely related non-bank

counterparties which are connected to the reporting bank should be reported in Part 2(i).  Exposures to

banks connected to the reporting bank should be included in Part 2(ii).  Any amounts exempt under a

connected exposure “concession”, agreed in writing with the FSA, should be reported in column (7).

PART 3

This covers exposures to banks, building societies, recognised investment firms, recognised clearing

houses and recognised exchanges.  Additionally, where the reporting bank is exposed to a bank which

is closely related to a non-bank counterparty to which the reporting bank is also exposed and the

exposure to the bank and the non-bank counterparties taken together exceeds 10% of the reporting

bank’s capital base, the exposure to the bank should be reported here in Part 3(i) if the exposure is � 1

year in maturity and that part of the exposure > one year maturity, if any, reported in Part 3(ii).

Exposures to counterparties closely related to the counterparties reported in column 1 should be

reported in column 5.

The 20 largest exposures (unless a lower number has been agreed by the reporting bank with the FSA)

and any other exposures which exceed 10% of the reporting bank’s large exposures capital base

(LECB) should be reported.  Where a loan is repayable in instalments the amounts should be reported

in parts (i) and (ii) in accordance with the maturity of the instalments, such that the amount repayable

within one year will be included in Part 3(i) and that part due to be paid in over 1 year will be included in

Part 3(ii).  A security with optional redemption dates which are exercisable by the holder should be

classified according to the first optional redemption date.  Exposures arising from repos/reverse repos

should be reported in 3(i) or 3(ii) according to the maturity of the repo contract not the security repoed.
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PART 4

Exposures to central governments and central banks which exceed 10% of the reporting bank’s capital

base should be included in this section.  Exposures to local authorities, states, other public sector

bodies and state owned banks which it is appropriate to treat as an exposure to a central government

should also be reported here (such cases should be agreed with the FSA).  The reported exposures

should be split between Zone A and Zone B.

PART 5

Holdings of tradeable securities in the Trading Book which are subject to soft limits should be included in

this section.

Where an exposure to an issuer arising as a result of inclusion of holdings of tradeable securities in the

Trading Book exceeds 25% of LECB the FSA may agree in writing that the use of soft limits is

appropriate.  Where the FSA has been pre-notified of and agreed a reporting institution’s limits for soft

limited exposures, exposures which do not exceed these limits need not be further pre-notified to the

FSA although they should be post-notified on the Form LE2 and subject to incremental capital

requirements.  Such exposures should be marked with an (S) and listed in Part 5 of the Form.  The

capital charges listed here should be carried across to items B120 and B130 of the Form BSD3 and any

incremental capital charge calculated on that form.

Reducing an Exposure

Syndicated loans/Sub-participations

Where the reporting bank acts as manager or co-manager of a loan financed by more than one

institution, the other participating institution’s share of the loan should not be reported as an

exposure by the reporting bank.  The participating institution, however, should have made a deposit

with the manager covering its full share of the loan, and there should be no recourse to the

manager by the participating institution should the borrower fail to repay.  A participating institution

should report its exposure as an exposure to the ultimate borrower.

Bad debt provisions

The book value should be reported gross of provisions for bad and doubtful debts.  Similarly, where

an exposure is marked to market the valuation should be gross of any provisions.  Such provisions

should however be reported in column 4 and the calculation of exposures against large exposures

limits in Chapter LE (Large exposures) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) should be made

using exposures net of specific provisions (ie figures in column 2 or 3 of the return net of column 4).

Exposures should also be reported net of write-offs which have occurred since the last reporting

date.  These write-offs should be reported in a schedule to the form.

Exposures secured by Eligible Collateral

Where an exposure is fully secured by cash collateral in accordance with the terms of Chapter NE

(Collateral and netting) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK), the value of collateral held should

be reported in column 5(a) of Parts 1, 2 and 4, and column 6(a) of Parts 3(i) and 3(ii).  Where Zone

A government securities are held as collateral, the value of the securities held should be reported in

column 5(b) of parts 1, 2 and 4, and 6(b) in parts 3(i) and 3(ii).
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Exposures covered by guarantees

Where an exposure is guaranteed, either by the parent bank of the reporting bank or a third party,

the amount so guaranteed should be reported in column 6(a) and 6(b) respectively in Parts 1, 2 and

4 and column 7(a) and 7(b) in parts 3(i) and 3(ii).  If an exposure to the original counterparty is

reduced by virtue of a guarantee the exposure to the guarantor should be recorded.

1-3 year derivative concession

Derivative exposures with a maturity of over one year but under three years may be weighted at

20% for the calculation of exposures against limits in appropriate cases.  Such cases should be

agreed in advance in writing with the FSA.  For reporting, these exposures should be included un-

weighted in amounts reported in column 2 or 3 of Part 3(ii).  The amount exempt under this

treatment should be reported in column 8.

Connected exposure concessions

Where a connected exposure concession eg a treasury concession has been agreed, amounts

covered by the concession should be included in column 7 of Part 2(i) and Part 2(ii).

Amount included in clustering ratio

This should be the gross/net exposure less any amounts allowed to be set off under columns (4)-

(9) where relevant.  Care: amounts reported as being covered by a third party guarantee may not

be excluded from the clustering ratio calculation depending upon the status of the guarantor.  All

entries in the clustering ratio columns in Parts 1-4 should be summed and the total reported in the

box provided in Part 4.  This total should be measured as a % of capital base so as to monitor

compliance with the limit agreed with the FSA for the reporting bank.
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FORM LE2

ANALYSIS OF LARGE EXPOSURES

INTERNAL VALIDATIONS

Ref no LE2 column number

1 A2A � A2B

2 A3A � A3B

3 A4 � A2A+A3A

4 A7 if ((A2A+A3A-A4-A5A-A5B-A6A-A6B)<CB1*0.1, 0,

�(A2A+A3A-A4-A5A-A5B-A6A-A6B))

5 B2A � B2B

6 B3A � B3B

7 B4 � B2A+B3A

8 B8 if ((B2A+B3A-B4-B5A-B5B-B6A-B6B-B7)<CB1*0.1, 0,

�(B2A+B3A-B4-B5A-B5B-B6A-B6B-B7))

9 C2A � C2B

10 C3A � C3B

11 C4 � C2A+C3A

12 C8 if ((C2A+C3A-C4-C5A-C5B-C6A-C6B-C7)<CB1*0.1,

0, �(C2A+C3A-C4-C5A-C5B-C6A-C6B-C7))

13 D2A � D2B

14 D3A � D3B

15 D4 � D2A+D3A

16 E2A � E2B

17 E3A � E3B

18 E4 � E2A+E2B

19 E9 if ((E2A+E3A-E4-E6A-E6B-E7A-E7B-E8)<CB1*0.1, 0,

�(E2A+E3A-E4-E6A-E6B-E7A-E7B-E8))

20 FA2A � FA2B

21 FA3A � FA3B

22 FA4 � FA2A+FA2B

23 FB2A � FB2B

24 FB3A � FB3B

25 FB4 � FB2A+FB3A

26 FB7 if ((FB2A+FB3A-FB4-FB5A-FB5B-FB6A-

FB6B)<CB1*0.1, 0, �(FB2A+FB3A-FB4-FB5A-FB5B-
FB6A-FB6B-FB7))

27 FTOT = �A7+�B8+�C8+�E9+�FB7

28 FSA > 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December

2001)
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FORM LE2

ANALYSIS OF LARGE EXPOSURES

CROSS FORM VALIDATIONS

LE2 AND BSD3

Ref no LE2 items BSD3 items

1 �A4+�B4+�C4+�D4+�E4+�FB4 � Appendix A-V 80S (SRN/1998/5)
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LIQUIDITY RETURN (FORM LR)

These instructions should be read in conjunction with the Supervisory Guidance Notes as necessary.

For convenience, these reporting instructions will refer to the Supervisory Guidance Notes as ‘SGN’, the

FSA Banking Supervisory Policy Guide as ‘FSA Policy Guide’ and the Interim Prudential Sourcebook

for Banks as ‘IPRU (BANK)’.

General Notes
1

Completion and submission to the FSA

1 Institutions should submit completed and signed returns to the Financial Services Authority

(FSA) c/o Monetary and Financial Statistics Division of the Bank of England.  All returns should

be sent to the address printed on the cover page of the form within ten business days after the

reporting date, or twelve business days for those institutions reporting electronically.  For

reporting dates and the basis of reporting, see SGN3 and SGN Appendix I respectively.

Institutions should note that the reporting cycle is dependent upon the basis on which they

report to the Bank of England on Form BT (see Note 3 on the front of the Form LR)
2
.  

2 Institutions may choose whether they report on a trade date or settlement date basis.  However,

the institution should report consistently on one basis both across the return and between

reporting periods.

3 Branches of European Union and non-European Union institutions (EEA banks and UK

branches of banks established outside the EEA) who have agreed a global concession with

regard to liquidity reporting will not normally be required to complete this return.  This is

because their liquidity is supervised by the home supervisor.  However, the supervisor may

request such information in a similar format should the need arise. .

Cross validation

4 This return does not cross reconcile with any other prudential or statistical returns.

5 Validations are carried out internally within the form.  In addition, the FSA will wish to compare

for reasonableness the figures provided on this return with those provided on other returns.

Liquidity reporting in individual currencies 

6 This return should be completed on the basis of all currencies combined.  Currencies should be

translated into sterling (or euros if appropriate, see SGN2a) at the closing spot mid price on the

reporting date and entered in the relevant time band.  However, the FSA may require

institutions to provide management information on positions in individual currencies in the event

of difficulties either in the individual institution or with the currency in question.

                                                          
1
 The FSA has produced a text-based Distance Learning pack titled "Measuring banks' liquidity: Form

LR".  It is designed to help users understand the FSA’s liquidity reporting guidance using Form LR.  It is
principally targeted at those responsible for overseeing liquidity reporting to the FSA and managers in
treasury functions; but it could also be of benefit to a wider audience.  It is suitable for a range of banks
carrying out a wide range of activities.
The material comes in two packs - the Resource Pack and a Learning Pack, one providing a source of
information and the other exercises to test understanding.  A set of both packs costs £95.  Special
offers are available if you want more copies of the Learning Pack to go with one Resource Pack.
For more information or to order a copy, please contact the Industry Training Helpline on
020 7676 0752
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Cashflow vs maturity analysis approach

7 The policy aim is to ensure that institutions hold sufficient liquid assets to meet their obligations

as they fall due and the FSA agrees mismatch guidelines to help secure the policy objective.

8 The form is there to monitor institutions’ compliance with their guidelines.

9 It does this in two ways: firstly, by including a maturity analysis of known and/or potential

cashflows out to six months and secondly, by a maturity analysis of assets and liabilities from 6

months to 5 years.  Non-marketable assets, and liabilities with a maturity of more than five

years or which have no maturity, are not covered .  During the transitional period, institutions

should only provide an analysis of cashflows out to 1 month; the period beyond 1 month may

be reported as a maturity analysis of assets and liabilities.  Institutions may decide how and

when they effect the transition to reporting cashflows out to six months but the transition should

be completed by the fourth quarter 2001.  Marketable assets with a maturity greater than 1

month should generally be shown separately and not included in the cashflow ladder (but see

paragraph 44 below).

10 Institutions should report both inflows and outflows on the same basis.  Therefore, if an

institution reports inflows on the cashflow basis out to three months it should also report

outflows on the cashflow basis out to three months.  The split between the cashflow basis of

reporting and the maturity analysis should occur at the same timeband throughout the

return.

11 Items reported on a cashflow basis should include both interest and principal amounts, together

with any other income relating to them.

12 Items reported on a maturity basis should be reported at their value on the institution’s books.

However, any cashflows arising from these items (eg interest payments) within the cashflow

reporting period should be included in the relevant cashflow periods.

13 Thus cashflows (eg interest payments on a loan) arising from items (however reported) should

be entered in the relevant cashflow timebands (ie those which the institution reports) when they

fall due. 

14 Part 2 of this return is divided into sections asking for details of ‘Retail’ and ‘Wholesale’ inflows

and outflows.  The exact division between the two sections is a matter for individual institutions

to decide and include within their liquidity policy statement.

15 Where the amounts of cashflows are not material in relation to the total cashflows, the

institution may agree with their supervisor that they need not be reported..  The institution

should agree in advance with their supervisor which flows are not considered ‘material’ for the

purposes of liquidity reporting.  Any such arrangements should be included within the

institution's liquidity policy statement, particularly for the purposes of reports commissioned

under Section 39 of the Banking Act 1987 or Section 166 of the Financial Services and Markets

Act 2000.

                                                                                                                                                                                       
2
 In general, any change in Form LR reporting dates as a result of the Bank of England changing the

institution’s reporting frequency of the Form BT will take effect within the subsequent quarter.
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“Contractual” vs “Behavioural” approach to liquidity position measurement: Parts 2 and 3 of the

return

16 For supervisory monitoring, the FSA will normally wish to assess an institution’s liquidity

position on a “worst-case” basis.  Therefore, in Part 2 of this return (Contractual basis), cash

inflows should be assumed to occur at their latest contractual maturity, while cash outflows

should be assumed to occur at their earliest contractual maturity.

17 The contractual maturities pertaining to some assets and liabilities do not bear close relation to

their actual behavioural characteristics.  Examples might be overdrafts and credit card

receivables.  For this reason, for some limited categories of inflow and outflow, it is considered

appropriate for institutions to  report data on one of two bases.  The basis of reporting should

be agreed in advance with the FSA.  First, the “contractual” basis, under which it will generally

be assumed that items behave in accordance with their contractual terms; second, with certain

“behavioural” assumptions factored into the calculations.  In certain circumstances, the FSA

may require an institution to report behavioural adjustments, particularly in respect of overdrafts

(see items B1C and items B2A-B5A).

18 In instances where institutions apply for behavioural treatments, the FSA will expect such

applications to be properly supported by empirical data running over an appropriate period of

time.

Arrears and overdue

19 Where assets or other items giving rise to cashflows are non-performing, poorly performing or

there is reasonable doubt about the certainty of receipt of inflows of funds pertaining to them,

cashflows arising from them should not be included as receivable in the timeband columns.

Rather the items should be reported in the ‘overdue’ column. 

20 Non-performing or poorly performing assets are described as assets where on any reporting

date, the asset or part of it, has passed the due date for repayment by fourteen days or more

(or, in the case of lending under unconditional ECGD bank guarantee, ie Buyer Credit and the

Supplier Credit Financing Facility, by thirty days or more).  Assets, where the institution does

not consider there is reasonable doubt over the certainty of receipt of inflows, but which have

passed the due date by fourteen days or less (or less than thirty days for lending under

unconditional ECGD bank guarantee, ie Buyer Credit and the Supplier Credit Financing

Facility), should be entered as ‘next day’.

21 Unless the whole of the loan or asset has been formally declared to be in default within the

terms of the contract, only that part of a loan/interest or other asset actually overdue should be

reported in the ‘overdue’ column on a contractual basis.  If the whole of the loan or asset has

been formally declared to be in default within the terms of the contract, the institution should

exclude any unmatured instalments of a loan which is partially in arrears.  The institution should

also report the amount of their debt portfolio which is in arrears in item D2B of the memo items

to Part 2.

22 Where an asset or cashflow previously reported according to the treatment in paragraphs 20

and 21 is contractually rescheduled according to a written agreement, institutions should cease

to report these items as ‘overdue’ and report them according to the new agreed dates for

repayment.
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23 However, certain institutions work on a recency basis, ie the customer is not deemed to be in

arrears if repayments are still being met, even if one or more payments have been missed.  In

this case, they may report the debt accordingly on the maturity ladder, ie reporting the number

of payments at their prescribed intervals with an extension on the maturity of the loan to

account for the missed payments.  Such treatment should however be regarded as an

exception and institutions should contact their supervisor before adopting this method of

reporting, which should be shown in the behavioural adjustments section of the Form (Part 3).

Provisions

24 Items should be reported net of specific provisions.  General provisions should not be recorded

on this return.

Residual Maturity

25 Unless otherwise stated in the reporting instructions, all references to maturity for the purpose

of this return refer to residual maturity.

26 Cash inflow and outflow items and assets and liabilities should be classified according to their

remaining maturity.  Cashflows such as receipts of interest on performing loans or payments of

interest on deposits should be recorded in the timeband in which they will occur.  

27 Deposits placed with the reporting institution should - as appropriate - be reported either as

outflows occurring on the earliest possible repayment date, or as liabilities maturing at the

earliest possible repayment date.  In this context, the earliest repayment date means the first

rollover date or the shortest period of notice required to withdraw the funds or to exercise a

break clause, where applicable.  

28 Loans made by the reporting institution should - as appropriate - be entered as inflows

occurring on the latest possible repayment date or as liabilities maturing at the latest possible

repayment date.  Purely technical break facilities should be disregarded for fixed term loans.

Where the institution has loans outstanding at the reporting date under revolving credit lines

and has not received notification that they will be redrawn on maturity, the intermediate date

should be taken as the maturity date.  

29 Where an institution holds a security where the issuer has the option to repay over a range of

dates, the last repayment date should be taken as the date of repayment, unless notice has

been given of redemption at an earlier date.  Where the institution has issued such a security

the first repayment date should be taken as the date of repayment, unless notice has been

given of redemption at a later date.

30 The treatment of spot foreign exchange deals will depend upon whether the institution reports

on a trade or settlement date basis.  Those reporting on a trade date basis should only include

the effect of any transactions which take place on the reporting date, whereas those reporting

according to the settlement date may need to report deals from previous days which have yet to

settle.  This should not affect an institution’s decision about the basis on which it should report

the Form LR.  As long as the Form LR is reported consistently on one basis across the form

and between quarters, it will not have any impact on an institution’s compliance with its

mismatch guidelines.
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31 Where an institution has entered into a forward deal where it is fully committed (eg a

loan/deposit with a start date of two days forward and spot foreign exchange trade) and the

cashflows will take place within the sight to 8-day time band, it should be reported on the return

as such.  However, where the institution intends to enter into an agreement in two days time but

has not yet committed itself, this should not be reported as this return is intended to be a

snapshot at the end of the quarter.

32 The timeband ‘next day’ comprises cashflows or asset items due, available or maturing on the

next business day after the reporting date.

33 Cashflows arising or assets/liabilities maturing on a non-business day should be reported as

taking place on the following business day.

34 Funds callable at one day’s notice should be entered as two-day maturity unless notice has

been received or given on the reporting date.

35 Funds callable at seven days’ notice should be entered in the ‘8 days and under (excluding next

day)’ maturity band, even if not called.

36 Where the period to remaining maturity is to be entered in months, it should be calculated on a

calendar month basis starting from the reporting date.

37 The following example sets out in which timeband cashflows and assets/liabilities due, available

and maturing on the reported dates stated will be reported.  All dates are inclusive.

Reporting date 28/29 February 31 May 31 August 30 November

‘Demand (inc.

next day)’

covers:

1 March/next

business day

1 June/next

business day

1 September/

next business

day

1 December/next

business day

‘8 days and

under’ covers:

Up to 8 March* Up to 8 June* Up to 8

September*

Up to 8

December*

‘over 8 days –

1 month’

covers:

9 - 31 March 9 – 30 June 9 - 30

September

9 - 31 December

‘over 1 month

– 3 months’

covers:

1 April - 31 May 1 July – 31

August

1 October - 30

November

1 January - 28/29

February

‘over 3 months

- 6 months’

covers:

1 June - 31

August

1 September -

30 November

1 December -

28/29 February

1 March - 31 May

‘over 6 months

- 1 year’

covers:

1 September -

28/29 February

1 December -

31 May

1 March - 31

August

1 June - 30

November

* but excluding next day
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Netting of debts and claims

38 All claims and liabilities should be reported gross.  Reporting institutions should not net (or

offset) claims on counterparties or groups of counterparties against debts owed to those

counterparties or groups of counterparties, even where a legal right of set off exists.  Where the

maturity of the claims and debts falls within the same timeband, the claims and debts will

automatically offset each other on the return in the calculation of the mismatch.

39 Institutions should report long positions in marketable assets on Part 1 of this return.  Long

positions in ‘non-marketable’ items should be entered in Part 2 of the form as inflows.  Short

positions should be reported on Part 2 of the return.  Short positions arising from either forward

sales/purchases or repos have their own designated lines on Part 2, items C2G and C3C.  An

outflow relating to these types of short position should be reported in the timeband

corresponding to the maturity of the contract.  In the case of short positions arising from

anything other than forward sales/purchases or repos, eg short-selling a bond, the outflow

should be reported in Part 2 in the line corresponding to the expected counterparty eg C2D

(interbank), C2E (corporate) or C2F (government).  If the counterparty is not known, the outflow

should be reported by default in C2D (interbank).  These types of short positions should be

reported as outflows in the demand timeband.  In the case of marketable assets, institutions

should enter the marked-to-market value of the asset as an outflow in the demand timeband.

Non-marketable assets should be reported in the demand timebands at their redemption value

or, where this is unavailable or inappropriate (eg in the case of equities), the book value should

be reported.

40 For example, assume two months before the reporting date, an institution made a loan to a

customer of £1mn for 6 months and that customer placed funds with the institution of £500,000

for three months.  Assuming that the institution reports on a cashflow basis out to 6 months, it

should record an inflow of £1mn in the ‘Over 3 months - 6 months’ column under the

appropriate category and an outflow of £500,000 in the ‘Over 8 days - 1 month’ column under

the appropriate category.  In addition, any interim cashflows such as interest payments and

receipts should be recorded in the appropriate timebands.  During the transition period

however, the institution may only report on a cashflow basis out to one month.  In this case, the

Form will show an asset of £1mn maturing in the ‘Over 3 months - 6 months’ column and an

outflow of £500,000 in the ‘Over 8 days - 1 month’ column.  Only the outflow would include any

interim cashflows in the appropriate timebands.

Marketable securities

41 In reporting liquidity positions, institutions should normally apply “worst case” assumptions

about the timing of inflows and outflows of funds.  However, some categories of asset are

clearly marketable and could be readily converted into cash where necessary.  These assets

are reported in Part 1 of the Form, Marketable Assets.  Institutions should enter the full value of

the marketable asset concerned in columns 1 and 2 according to the currency of denomination.

The following two columns then set out the discount which will need to be applied to the full

value of the asset.  Discounts are applied to reflect that an institution may realise less than the

market price quoted for an asset where the institution is seeking to realise assets quickly

because of liquidity problems pertaining either to itself, or to general market conditions, or both.

The institution should then allocate the discounted value of the assets to either of columns 3 or

4.
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42 The timeband into which a marketable asset may be brought is determined by the length of the

settlement period for the instrument in question.  This reflects the length of time it would take for

an institution to receive the proceeds of any sale.  For example, equities quoted in the FTSE

100 index may be reported as funds receivable in the sight - eight days category because

settlement for equities sold today occurs in less than eight days.  Where the settlement period

for items is more than eight days, or where there are other factors which mean that funds would

not be received within the sight to eight days category were the asset sold or repo’d today, then

the funds should be recorded as receivable in the over eight days to one month column of

Part 1.  Where settlement or other delays mean that funds would not be received within one

month, then the items should be recorded in Part 2 of this return.  

43 Marketable assets maturing at exactly one month should be reported in Part 1 of the return.

Institutions however, may include the full value of the asset in the one month timeband and not

to discount at all during the life of the asset

44 Where assets have a residual maturity of less than one month, the FSA recognises that it is not

relevant to automatically apply a discount to such assets.  In general, these assets should be

entered as cashflows in the relevant timeband in Part 2 of the form (not Part 1) and no discount

will be applied.  The FSA acknowledges, however, that certain assets may be marketable right

up to the day before they mature, and the agreement of the FSA should be sought before such

assets are included in Part 1.

45 Assets which do not meet the criteria in paragraph 46 below, or which cannot be fitted into the

tables below, are non-marketable assets for the purposes of this return and should be reported

in Part 2 of the form according to their residual maturity.  This covers:

(a) Non-investment grade debt instruments (as rated by a recognised credit agency)

issued by a Zone B issuer;

(b) Non-investment grade debt instruments (as rated by a recognised credit agency)

issued by a non-government Zone A issuer;

(c) Commercial paper and certificates of deposit that do not meet the definition of

marketable assets as set out in paragraph 46 below and Chapter LM (Mismatch

liquidity), Section 5.1.3, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).

46 Marketable assets need to fulfil all the following criteria:

(a) prices are regularly quoted for the item by a range of counterparties;

(b) the item is regularly traded;

(c) the item may be sold (or repo’d) either on an exchange or in a deep and liquid market,

for payment in cash;  and

(d) settlement is according to a prescribed timetable rather than a negotiated timetable.  

47 To avoid double counting, cashflows (of principal or interest) arising from holdings of

marketable assets should not be included in Part 2 of this return.  
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48 Where Brady bonds have been issued by Zone A governments, these securities should be

reported as zone A government debt under items A2A/A2B/A2C rather than as Brady bonds in

item A4A.

49 The value included at demand-eight days or demand-one month will normally be a discount to

the marked-to-market value of the asset (taken from the bid price) at the reporting date.  The

range of discounts is set out below.

(i)    Zone A items issued in zone A currencies

Asset Discount factor

Central government and central government guaranteed marketable

securities, including Treasury bills, eligible local authority paper and

eligible bank bills with 0 - 12 months residual maturity.  Also Brady

Bonds issued by Zone A governments of similar maturity.

0% (20% if

denominated in a

zone B currency)

Other central government, central government guaranteed and local

authority marketable debt with over 12 months - 5 years residual

maturity or issued at variable rates with over 12 months residual

maturity.  Also Brady Bonds issued by Zone A governments of similar

maturity.

5% (25% if

denominated in a

zone B currency)

Other central government, central government guaranteed and local

authority marketable debt with over five years residual maturity.  Also

Brady Bonds issued by Zone A governments of similar maturity.

10% (30% if

denominated in a

zone B currency)

Non-government debt securities which are either issued by a zone A

credit institution or an investment firm subject to a CAD equivalent

regime or which are classified investment grade by a relevant credit

ratings agency (see paragraph 50) and which have 0 - 6 months

residual maturity.

5% (25% if

denominated in a

zone B currency)

Non-government debt securities which are issued by a zone A credit

institution or an investment firm subject to a CAD equivalent regime or

which are classified investment grade by a relevant credit ratings

agency (see paragraph 50) and which have over 6 months - 5 years

residual maturity.

10% (30% if

denominated in a

zone B currency)

Non-government debt securities which are issued by a zone A credit

institution or an investment firm subject to a CAD equivalent regime or

which are classified investment grade by a relevant credit ratings

agency (see paragraph 50) and which have over 5 years residual

maturity.

15% (35% if

denominated in a

zone B currency)
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(ii)   Zone B items (irrespective of currency)

Asset Discount factor

Central government and central government guaranteed marketable

securities, including Treasury bills, with 0 - 12 months residual maturity

which are classified investment grade by a relevant credit ratings

agency (see paragraph 50).

20%

Other central government and central government guaranteed

marketable debt with over 12 months - 5 years residual maturity, or at

variable rates, which is classified investment grade by a relevant credit

ratings agency (see paragraph 50).

30%

Other central government and central government guaranteed

marketable debt with over five years residual maturity which is

classified investment grade by a relevant credit ratings agency (see

paragraph 50).

40%

Non-government debt securities which are classified investment grade

by a relevant credit ratings agency (see paragraph 50) and which have

0 - 6 months residual maturity.

30%

Non-government debt securities which are classified investment grade

by a relevant credit ratings agency (see paragraph 50) and which have

over 6 months - 5 years residual maturity.

40%

Non-government debt securities which are classified investment grade

by a relevant credit ratings agency (see paragraph 50) and which have

over 5 years residual maturity.

50%

(iii)  Brady Bonds

Brady Bonds (other than those issued by Zone A governments) 20% (40% if

denominated in a

zone B currency)

(iv) Equities

Equities which are listed on a recognised stock index (see paragraph

51).

20% (40% if

recognised stock

index in a zone B

country)
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50 The list of relevant credit ratings agencies is given in SGN Appendix H and in Section 9

(Appendix 2) of Chapter TI (Interest rate position risk) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).

51 The list of recognised stock indices is listed in Section 6 of Chapter TE (Equity position risk) of

the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).

Collateral/assets pledged

52 Where an institution has pledged assets as collateral (ie where those assets remain on the

institution’s balance sheet but have been charged as collateral), it should no longer count them

either as being available for sale as discounted marketable assets (in Part 1 of the form), or at

their residual maturity in the timebands (in Part 2 of the form) for the period until they are again

available for immediate sale.  However, where an institution receives coupon or interest

payments arising from pledged assets, it may record those cashflows as receivables in the

timeband according to their receipt.  

53 Where an institution has collateral pledged to it, or does not have full legal title to collateral, it

should not count the assets that make up the collateral as available for sale as marketable

assets.  Only where full legal title to the assets received as collateral has passed to the

reporting institution, and the assets are available for immediate resale, may that institution treat

them as marketable assets.

54 Where an institution has received assets as collateral but they are not beneficially owned nor

available for sale by the institution immediately (for example, unless there is an event of default

by the counterparty), they should not be reported as forming part of the institution’s stock of

marketable assets.

Public Sector Entities (PSEs)

55 See SGN23 for the definition of PSEs.

Off balance sheet cashflows

56 For forward sales and purchases, when the institution sells forward an asset on Part 1 of the

return, that particular asset may continue to be reported in Part 1 of the form until the date of

the forward sale, when the asset leaves the institution's ownership.  The inflow of the cash and

the outflow of the asset should still be reported in Part 2 of the return at the 'residual maturity' of

the deal.  This treatment is the same as for repos where the asset ceases to appear on Part 1

from the start of the repo (paragraphs 63-67 below).

57 Swaps, FRAs and futures should be reported according to the cashflows they entail.  Fixed legs

of swaps should be recorded as the amount of the known cashflow; floating legs of swaps,

FRAs and futures will be recorded according to the cashflow implied by their market value at

the reporting date.  

58 Option inflows and outflows are reported as memo items in items D1A and D1B in Part 2 of the

return.  Institutions may use one of two methods (see the instructions for items D1A and D1B).

Whichever method is adopted, it should be specified in the institution’s liquidity policy

statement.  Margin payments on exchange traded options should be reported according to the

treatment outlined in paragraph 61; amounts relating to the principal on exchange traded

options should be reported in the same way as other option inflows and outflows.  
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59 Warrants should be reported according to the treatment for options outlined in the previous

paragraph.  

60 Convertible debt securities should be treated as equities where the convertible debt security is

trading at a premium of less than 10%, where the premium is defined as the current mark-to-

market value of the convertible debt security less the mark-to-market value of the underlying

equity, expressed as a percentage of the mark-to-market value of the underlying equity.

Convertible debt securities other than those defined above may be treated as equity or debt

securities.

Margin

61 Since variation margin payments on exchange traded futures take place every day, no amount

should be recorded on the form for these payments.  Held options should be reported in the

memo items for options (items D1A and D1B).  For other futures, institutions should enter the

mark-to-market value of the future in the appropriate band.  Where there is no exchange of

principal, the institution should only report the flows in the timebands which it reports on a

cashflow basis.  However, should the institution hold an additional amount at the clearing house

to cover variation margin, this should be entered as a demand asset on Part 2 of the form under

‘Other inflows’.  The amount of initial margin held by the institution at a clearing house should

be entered in the ‘Corporate’ item B2D in the relevant timeband according to the residual

maturity of the longest delivery date on the account. 

62 For deposits with brokers, where the broker is acting as an intermediary, the same treatment

should be applied to the deposits as that applied to variation and initial margin posted with

clearing houses.  Where institutions cannot distinguish between variation and initial margin, the

amount should be entered at the furthest maturity of all contracts on the exchange. 

Repos and reverse repos

63 The treatment of repos, reverse repos, stock lending and stock borrowing is essentially

analogous to that of forward sales and purchases and is described in Appendix 1 to these

instructions.  Stock lending and borrowing is treated as being analogous to repo and reverse

repo where ownership of the items borrowed and loaned is transferred under the transaction;

the item borrowed is then available for sale immediately by the borrowing institution.  The

following treatment should therefore be applied:

(a) The borrowed item should be reported in Part 1 of the form; the loaned item should

cease to be reported in Part 1 of the form.

(b) Report the discounted value of the loaned item as an inflow; report the discounted

value of the borrowed item as an outflow in the ‘Repo/Reverse Repo’ line at the

maturity of the transaction where both are marketable assets.

(c) Should either asset be classed as ‘non-marketable’, the relevant adjustments should be

made to the non-marketable assets line in Part 2 of the form.

64 It has been assumed throughout this definition that the cash leg of the transaction is effected

through Nostro accounts.
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65 Throughout this section of the General Notes, the term ‘discounted value of the security’ will

refer to the value of the security once the supervisory discount has been applied to the market

value of the asset.

66 During the lifetime of a repo, the discounted value of the asset should be reported in item B2F

according to the timeband corresponding to the maturity of the repo.  Assets repo’d out will

re-appear in Part 1 of the form once the asset has been received back by the reporting

institution.  Reappearance in Part 1 therefore occurs at the settlement date of the asset, which

may not necessarily be the next working day.

67 For reverse repos, the discounted value of the asset received should only be reported in Part 1

from the first working day after the start of the reversed repo.  The asset should be removed

from the Form LR on the day of the maturity of the reverse repo not the first working day after

the maturity of the reverse repo.

Repo against DBV

68 Where an institution has undertaken an (overnight) repo/stock lending in return for unknown

collateral, it should report as though non-government debt of over 5 years residual maturity has

been received.  Only where the quality of the collateral received is constrained and the

institution can evidence the constraint should a more favourable treatment be adopted.

Swaps and FRAs

69 Institutions should report all projected flows associated with a swap (including any bullet

payments) during the periods where they report on a cashflow basis.  Interest amounts on

swaps should only be reported in the cashflow section.

70 With currency swaps, where an exchange of principal is effected at the start or maturity of the

swap, the two amounts should be treated as a forward foreign exchange contract and reported

in both the cashflow and maturity analysis sections of the form, in either item B3B or item C3B.

71 For interest rate swaps, eg a 5-year fixed rate against a 3 month LIBOR swap, institutions

should report the known amount of the fixed leg of the cashflow out to the last cashflow

timeband (initially this will be the ‘Over 8 days to 1 month’ period, but by the fourth quarter of

2001, this will be the ‘Over 3 months to 6 months’ timeband).  The floating leg should be

reported out to the same timeband according to the cashflow implied by yields prevailing at the

reporting date (or alternatively a forward LIBOR rate).  Both legs should be reported in items

B3A or C3A.

72 For fixed legs, the known amount of the fixed leg should be entered.  For floating legs, the

amount of the cashflow to be received should be derived from the swap’s present value at

yields prevailing at the reporting date and entered as an inflow in the relevant timeband.  Where

the floating leg has been agreed in advance for a specified period, institutions should report the

cashflow according to this rate.

73 Cashflows arising from FRAs should only be reported in the cashflow section, NOT in the

maturity analysis section.  The present marked-to-market value of the FRA, or the settlement

amount post fixing, should be recorded in the time period based on the actual settlement date

of the FRA, ie when the institution makes a payment or receives funds.
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REPORTING INSTRUCTIONS

A Reporting in euros

Only institutions which the FSA has agreed should report in euros (see SGN2a) should tick this box.  

Part 1: Marketable Assets

General Notes

This section is used for reporting holdings of marketable assets which are in the institution’s ownership

and available for sale immediately at the reporting date.

Assets should be reported at their mark-to-market value (bid price) at the reporting date.  Where the

institution’s system does not operate on this basis, they may follow their own valuation practice, eg mid

market or bid/offer prices.  Institutions should always report the dirty price ie including accrued interest.

Assets pledged as collateral, or assets not otherwise available for immediate resale, should not be

reported in Part 1 as marketable assets.  Where an institution has pledged assets as collateral in a

transaction and they are no longer available for sale by the institution, they should cease to be reported

in the marketable assets section (Part 1) of this form for the period until they are again available

immediately for sale.  Interest received on these pledged assets, however, may be reported in Parts 2

and 3 of the Form LR as receivable by the reporting institution in the appropriate line as cash inflows in

the period in which they occur.

For the treatment of repo/reverse repo and stock borrowing/lending, see the General Notes (paragraphs

63 to 68) to this form.

Where assets, which would otherwise be eligible to be included in Part 1 of this form, mature within one

month, they should generally be reported in Part 2 of this form under ‘Non marketable capital items and

debt instruments maturing within 1 month’ (item B2A) as an inflow/asset in the timeband corresponding

to the residual maturity of the asset.  Items should then be reported at full marked-to-market value, with

no discount applied.  The FSA recognises, however, that certain assets might be marketable up to the

day they mature.  It may agree with institutions that it is appropriate for them to include identifiable

assets maturing within one month on Part 1 until maturity.

Discount factors

To reflect the risk of price variations, a range of discount factors is applied to the marked-to-market

values of assets brought forward in maturity into Part 1 of this form.  The range of discount factors is

listed in the General Notes (paragraph 49).

Definitions

A1A Cash held

This comprises holdings of notes and coin.
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A2A-A2F DEBT INSTRUMENTS ISSUED IN ZONE A COUNTRIES
3
 

A2A Central government/central government guaranteed, including Treasury bills, eligible

Local Authority paper and eligible bank bills with a residual maturity of up to 1 year

Include:

� Short term central government (including central government guaranteed) paper and paper

eligible for discount at the Central Bank issued by either HM Government/another UK

issuer or by another Zone A Central Government/ another Zone A issuer;  

� Treasury bills;

� Bank of England euro bills;

� Eligible local authority paper, defined as UK local authority bills which are eligible for

rediscount at the Bank of England, if they have an original term to maturity of not more than

(6 months) 187 days and meet certain requirements concerning publication and notice set

out in the Bank of England’s notice of 8 June 1983.  

� UK bank bills which are eligible for rediscount at the Bank of England if they are sterling

bills, irrespective of issuer, which are both payable in the United Kingdom and have been

accepted by eligible banks (see SGN Appendix G).  Also include any holdings of non-UK

bills which are eligible for discount at the central bank in the country of issue, as part of its

open market operations.  

� Brady bonds issued by Zone A governments.

Both fixed and variable rate securities should be reported.  Only record those securities

currently in the reporting institution's ownership (including where these are held in a clearing

system such as Euroclear).  

A2B/A2C Central government/central government guaranteed and Local Authority

marketable debt between 1 year and under 5 years / of 5 years and over

Include central government (including central government guaranteed) paper and paper eligible

for discount at the Central Bank issued by HM Government / another UK issuer or by another

Zone A Central Government / another Zone A issuer, as well as Brady bonds issued by a Zone

A government.  Only record those securities currently in the reporting institution's ownership

(including where these are held in a clearing system such as Euroclear).

A2D/A2E/A2F Non-government of up to 6 months / between 6 months and 5 years / over 5 years

Non-government debt securities which are classified as ‘qualifying’ by the FSA in its

implementation of the Capital Adequacy Directive (see Chapter TI (Interest rate position risk),

Section 5.2, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK)).  Hence, debt instruments should be

treated as qualifying if any of the following conditions apply:

(a) They are securities issued by, or fully collateralised by claims on, a multilateral

development bank listed in the Solvency Ratio Directive (see Chapter BC (Credit risk in

the banking book), Section 3.2, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK)).  The European

Commission may amend this list periodically;

                                                          
3
 Zone A and Zone B countries are listed in SGN Appendix C.
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(b) They are issued, guaranteed, endorsed, or accepted, by a credit institution

incorporated in a Zone A country;

(c) They are issued, or guaranteed, by an investment firm that is subject to the Capital

Adequacy Directive, or a regime that is as stringent (for a list of such regimes see

Chapter CS (Consolidated supervision), Section 10.3, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU

(BANK));

(d) They are issued by, or guaranteed by, Zone A PSEs;

(e) They are issued by, or guaranteed by, a company whose equity is eligible for 4% equity

specific risk weighting (see Chapter TE (Equity position risk), Section 6.1, of the FSA

Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK)).

Only those securities in the reporting institution’s ownership, which the institution may freely

dispose of at any time with no restrictions (including where these are held in a clearing system

such as Euroclear), should be recorded.  Those assets pledged to another institution or

otherwise encumbered should not be included.

A3A-A5A DEBT INSTRUMENTS ISSUED BY ENTITIES IN ZONE B COUNTRIES

A3A Central government/central government guaranteed of up to 1 year

Short term central government (including central government guaranteed) paper and paper

eligible for discount at the Central Bank issued by a Zone B Central Government/ another Zone

B issuer.  Also include Treasury bills, eligible local authority paper and eligible bank bills.  Only

those securities currently in the reporting institution’s ownership (including those which are held

in a clearing system such as Euroclear) should be recorded.  Securities should only be included

in this section if they are classified investment grade by a recognised credit ratings agency (see

SGN Appendix H), or if they are eligible for discount at the central bank in the country of issue.

A3B/A3C Central government/Central government guaranteed of between 1 year and under

5 years / over 5 years

Central government (including central government guaranteed) paper and paper eligible for

discount at the Central Bank issued by a Zone B Central Government/ another Zone B issuer.

Include only those securities issued by, or fully guaranteed by, Zone B central governments and

central banks with a residual maturity of over 1 year.  Only those securities currently in the

reporting institution’s ownership (including those held in a clearing system such as Euroclear)

should be recorded.  Securities should only be included in this section if they are classified

investment grade by a recognised credit ratings agency (see General Notes, paragraph 50).
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A3D/A3E/A3F Eligible non-government of up to 6 months / between 6 months and 5 years / over

5 years

Non-government debt securities issued, guaranteed, endorsed or accepted by an entity in a

Zone B country and are investment grade.  Also include those securities issued, or guaranteed

by, an investment firm that is subject to the Capital Adequacy Directive or a regime that is as as

stringent (for a list of such regimes, see Chapter CS (Consolidated supervision), Section 10.3,

of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK)).  Only those securities in the reporting institution’s

ownership should be recorded (including where these are held in a clearing system such as

Euroclear).

A4A Brady bonds

Brady bonds currently in the reporting institution’s ownership (including those held in a clearing

system such as Euroclear).  Do not include Brady bonds issued by Zone A governments here.

These should be discounted and reported as Zone A government debt in lines A2A, A2B and

A2C.

A5A Highly liquid equities and equity indices

Equities that are eligible for a specific risk weight of 4% or less under the FSA’s Implementation

of the Amending Capital Adequacy Directive (CAD2) and the amendment to the Basle Accord

for Market Risks and which are currently in the reporting institution’s possession.

Part 2: Contractual Basis: Residual Maturity

Definitions

B-B5A INFLOWS

Where items fall within a timeband which is reported on a cashflow basis, institutions should

include any interest payments or other cashflows associated with the inflow or outflow.  Where

the item falls within the maturity analysis of assets and liabilities, the institution should only

include any of the associated interest or other payments/receipts that fall due within the

cashflow reporting period.

Thus, where cashflows eg interest payments take place during the cashflow timebands, they

should be reported on the return regardless of the residual maturity of the instrument.  Hence, if

an institution has a personal loan with a residual maturity of 1 year and is reporting on a

cashflow basis out to six months, it should report, in item B1B, those cashflows arising during

the first six months.  After that only repayments of principle should be reported.

Where an institution has been provided with a committed facility and has notified the provider of

a specific draw down date, the amount of the facility which will be drawn down on that date

should be included in section B2.  Any part of the committed facilities for which notification of

draw down has not been given should be reported in item D1C.
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B Cashflow or maturity basis

Institutions should enter a tick where a particular timeband has been reported according to the

cashflow basis.  Where a timeband has been reported as a maturity analysis of assets,

institutions should leave the box for that time period blank.

B1A-B1F RETAIL

B1A Mortgages

Any repayments of loans to individuals secured by mortgage on residential properties (both

freehold and leasehold) which are or will be occupied by the borrower, or which are rented.

Report mortgage loans to housing associations registered with the Housing Corporation,

Scottish Homes and Tai Cymru (Housing for Wales) on housing association residential property

which is rented.  

B1B Personal loans

Repayments of any personal loans granted by the reporting institution to retail customers.

B1C Overdrafts

Repayments of any overdrafts granted, including any interest, where appropriate.

Note that the FSA may require institutions to complete Part 3 of the Form LR (ie apply a

behavioural adjustment) for retail overdrafts.

Wholesale overdrafts should not be included here but should be reported in line B2H. 

B1D Credit card inflows

Report the minimum repayment required by the institution of debt arising from credit cards

issued by the reporting institution.  Subsequent repayments should be reported according to the

minimum percentage repayment required.

B1E Repayment of advances

Any other repayments of loans associated with retail banking business that have not already

been included in the above.

B1F Other retail inflows

Any other retail associated inflows that have not already been included in the above, such as

fees and commissions.
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B2A-B5A WHOLESALE

Behavioural adjustments to these items should be reported in Part 3 of the Form.

B2A Non-marketable securities and debt instruments, and marketable assets maturing within

1 month

Include here any securities which the reporting institution holds or will receive, but which it

cannot classify as marketable.  An institution should report non-marketable assets according to

the redemption value of the asset or alternatively, where the redemption value is unavailable or

not appropriate (eg in the case of equities), the book value.  This reflects the potential inflow of

cash when the asset matures.  Marketable assets maturing within one month reported at their

full marked-to-market value, ie undiscounted, should also be reported here.  The reporting

institution may however agree with the FSA that they should be included in Part 1. 

Refer to the ‘Marketable securities’ section of the General Notes (paragraph 45) for further

guidance on what should be reported in this line.

B2B Intragroup/Connected

Report any inflows from counterparties connected to the reporting institution.  Where the

institution is reporting on a solo consolidated basis, inflows from entities within the solo-

consolidated group should not be reported.  Entries should be made in this item rather than any

other item in the Wholesale section if any intragroup/connected counterparties are involved.

B2C Interbank (excluding any intragroup) 

Report inflows arising from placements with other institutions, including any funds held in

NOSTRO balances.  Also include the entire inflows from those entities that would attract a 20%

counterparty weighting as outlined in SGN15.  Exclude from this line inflows from other bank

entities within the group, which should go in item B2B (ie intragroup/connected).  Include that

element of committed facilities provided to the institution where notification of draw down date

has been given.

B2D Corporate (non-interbank and intragroup)

Report inflows from non-bank, non-connected corporate counterparties.  Initial margins held at

clearing houses should be entered here according to their residual maturity.  Repayments from

leases should also be recorded in this line.

B2E Government/Public Sector

Report inflows from central governments, PSEs, local authorities and central banks. Also

include funds received from the European Commission, the European Economic Community

(EEC), the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) and Euratom.  For guidance on what

constitutes public sector, see SGN23.
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B2F Repos/Reverse Repos

This item should include any transactions relating to repos and reverse repos.  Institutions

should also enter any transactions relating to stock borrowing and lending.  Refer to the

‘Repo/Reverse repo’ section of the General Notes (paragraphs 63-68) for further guidance on

what should be reported in this item.

B2G Trade related letters of credit

Report here any inflows arising from trade related letters of credit.

B2H Overdrafts

Report here any wholesale overdrafts, irrespective of the counterparty.  Any behavioural

adjustments to this item should be effected through Part 3 of the Form, item E4H.

B3A Swaps and FRAs 

For interest rate and currency swaps, enter the receipts of fixed and floating legs in the

cashflow section.

For FRAs, enter the marked-to-market receipt in the relevant time period.  The amount of

receipts should be derived from the contract’s present value at yields prevailing at the reporting

date.

Refer to the ‘Swaps and FRAs’ section of the General Notes (paragraphs 69-73) for further

guidance on what should be reported in this item.

B3B Forward foreign exchange

Enter any cashflows relating to forward purchases of foreign currency, where an exchange of

principal is effected at the start or maturity of the swap.  The amount received should be

entered in the appropriate maturity band. 

B3C Forward sales and purchases

The cash leg of any forward sales should be treated as an inflow in the timeband corresponding

to the date of the forward sale.  For forward purchases, where the asset purchased is a

marketable asset, the institution should report the sterling (or euro) equivalent discounted value

of the security purchased at the maturity of the contract.  Where the asset purchased is non-

marketable, the institution should enter the sterling (or euro) equivalent discounted value of the

security at the maturity of the asset.
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B3D Other off balance sheet

Include here any other off balance sheet items not included elsewhere, according to their

cashflows.  For example, the inflow (£100,000) of a three month OTC interest rate future with

one month to maturity and a marked-to-market value of £100,000 should be reported in the

“over 8 days to 1 month” timeband. 

Institutions should exclude any cash inflows associated with options and enter these in

item D1A.

B4A Fees and other income  

Report here fees, commissions or other income receivable by the institution relating to their

wholesale business, according to their known date of receipt.  Where the date of receipt is

unknown, do not report these flows.

B4B Other inflows

Report here any other inflows, which have not been included elsewhere, according to the timing

of their cashflows.  Also report any inflows from settlement accounts, using the trade date plus

the settlement period to determine the appropriate timeband.  Where the inflow is later than this

date, the amount should be entered as ‘overdue’.

B5A Total inflows

Report here the sum of items B1A to B4B for each column as appropriate.

C-C5A OUTFLOWS

Where an institution has made a firm commitment to participate in a syndicated loan

arrangement, then it should record an outflow of the amount paid in the relevant box in the

outflows section of Part 2.  Where for example an institution pays by debiting the NOSTRO

balance, it would enter an outflow in item C2D.  Should the institution have already bought their

share of the syndicated loan on the reporting date, the effect will be a reduction in the NOSTRO

balance and an increase reflected in the line corresponding to the particular asset purchased.  

Where the institution is the lead manager, it can be in one of three positions.  First, it can act as

the agent – however, this role will not lead to any inflows or outflows since it merely involves

setting up a group of institutions to buy parts of the issue.  Second, it can be an agent and take

a share of the issue.  In this case, the institution should report the cashflows arising from the

latter role.  Third, it can also underwrite the issue in conjunction with the previous two options.

In this case, it should record the full amount of the issue in item D1D as an undrawn committed

facility.
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C Cashflow or maturity basis

Institutions should enter a tick where a particular timeband has been reported according to the

cashflow basis.  Where a timeband has been reported as a maturity analysis of liabilities,

institutions should leave the box for that time period blank.

C1A-C1C RETAIL

C1A Time deposits

Include any deposits taken which have a residual maturity of more than overnight or which

require prior notice to be given by the customer before withdrawal of funds.  Also include

deposits which include an agreement within the contract not to withdraw before a certain date.

Where an institution has a material number of deposits where the depositor incurs an interest

penalty in lieu of notice, it should agree with its supervisor whether it should report these

deposits on a behavioural basis.  Deposits should be entered in the timeband corresponding to

the minimum amount of notice of withdrawal required.  Saving deposits, deposit accounts and

deposit receipts should also be entered here.

C1B No notice/ current accounts

Include here any amounts in accounts which are not subject to a minimum notice period ie

funds which are available on demand.  Also include deposits received with a residual maturity

of no longer than overnight.  Report any balances, whether interest bearing or not, where the

entire balance is accessible without penalty either on demand or by close of business on the

day following that on which the deposit was made.

C1C Additional advances committed

Report here any undrawn commitments to lend made by the reporting institution where the

draw down date is known.  The full amount of the commitment for the draw down date should

be entered in the appropriate maturity band.  Where the institution has made a commitment to

lend, where the date of draw down is uncertain or not known, these should be reported in item

D1D.

Where notification of draw down (of facilities that can be drawn down on demand) has been

received, enter the flows in the ‘Demand’ timeband.  

Also enter on this line any facilities that may be drawn down on demand where no notification of

draw down has been received.  These facilities should be entered in the ‘8 days and under’

timeband.  

Do not include undrawn facilities where no draw down date(s) have been notified or agreed

(these should be included in item D1D of the memo items pertaining to commitments below).
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C2A-C5A WHOLESALE 

C2A Non-marketable securities & debt instruments and marketable assets maturing within

1 month

Include here at residual maturity outflows pertaining to maturing securities or debt instruments,

which the institution cannot classify as marketable.  Marketable assets maturing within one

month at their full marked-to-market value, ie undiscounted should also be reported here. 

Refer to the ‘Marketable securities’ section of the General Notes (paragraphs 45) for further

guidance on what should be reported in this item.

C2B Additional advances committed

Enter here commitments to lend, or to take up, bills, certificates of deposit, investments etc,

where there has been an agreed date(s) for the draw down of the facility.  The full amount of

the commitment should be entered.  Also include any other contingent liabilities which it is

known will actually be called on a specific date (eg performance bonds and guarantees due to

be invoked), as well as money market placements and forward deposits.

Where notification of draw down (of facilities that can be drawn down on demand) has been

received, enter the flows in the ‘Demand’ timeband.  

Also enter on this line any facilities that may be drawn down on demand where no notification of

draw down has been received.  These facilities should be entered in the ‘8 days and under’

timeband.  

Do not include undrawn facilities where no draw down date(s) have been notified or agreed

(these should be included in item D1D of the memo items pertaining to commitments below). 

C2C Intragroup/Connected 

Report any outflows of funds to counterparties connected
4
 to the reporting institution.  Where

the institution is reporting on a solo consolidated basis, outflows to entities within the solo-

consolidated group should not be reported.  Entries should be made in this item rather than any

other item in the Wholesale section if any intragroup/connected counterparties are involved.

C2D Interbank (excluding any intragroup) 

Report outflows arising from placements with or from, or repayments of loans to or from, other

banks.  Also include the entire outflows to those entities that would attract a 20% counterparty

weighting as outlined in SGN15.  Exclude from this item loans to, or placements with, or

deposits/placements from, other bank entities within the group (these should be reported under

“intragroup/connected”, item C2C).

                                                          
4
 ‘Connected’ is as defined in the Supervisory Guidance Notes (SGN13).
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C2E Corporate (non-interbank and intragroup) 

Report outflows to non-bank, non-connected, corporate counterparties.

C2F Government / Public Sector

Report funds lent to central governments, PSEs, local authorities and central banks.  Also

include funds lent to the European Commission, the European Union (EU), the European Coal

and Steel Community (ECSC) and Euratom.  Where an institution is required to place funds on

deposit with central banks and monetary authorities, these should be entered as an outflow in

the relevant time band.

For guidance on what constitutes public sector, see SGN23.

C2G Repo/reverse repos

Record in this item any outflows related to repos or reverse repos.  Also include any outflows

relating to stock borrowing and lending.  Refer to the ‘Repos and Reverse Repos’ section of the

General Notes (paragraphs 63-68) for further guidance on what should be reported here.

C2H Trade related Letters of Credit

Report here any outflows arising from trade related letters of credit.

C3A Swaps and FRAs 

For interest rate and currency swaps, enter payments of fixed and floating legs in the cashflow

section. 

For FRAs, enter the marked-to-market payment in the relevant time period.  The amount paid

should be derived from the contract’s present value at yields prevailing at the reporting date.

Refer to the ‘Swaps and FRAs’ section of the General Notes (paragraphs 69-73) for further

guidance on what should be reported in this item.

C3B Forward foreign exchange

Enter any cashflows relating to forward sales of foreign currency, where an exchange of

principal is effected at the start or maturity of the swap.  The amount paid should be entered in

the appropriate maturity band.

C3C Forward sales and purchases

For forward sales, the sterling (or euro) equivalent discounted value of the security sold should

be recorded as an outflow.  The cash leg of any forward purchases should be treated as an

outflow in the timeband corresponding to the date of the forward purchase.
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C3D Other off balance sheet

Report here any outflows relating to off balance sheet items that have not been reported

elsewhere on the Form LR.  Institutions should exclude any cash outflows associated with

options and enter these in item D1B.

C4A Dividends, tax, other costs and outflows

Report any outflows relating to payments of dividends and tax, or any other outflows that have

not previously been reported elsewhere.  Also report any outflows relating to settlement

accounts, using the trade date plus the settlement period to determine the appropriate

timeband.

C5A Total outflows

Report here the sum of items C1A to C4A for each column as appropriate.

D1A-D2B MEMO ITEMS

Options

There are two ways in which options can be reported in items D1A and D1B.  Institutions

should be consistent and use the same method for both inflows and outflows.  Institutions

should also inform the FSA of the method adopted, and record this in their liquidity policy

statement.

Method 1

Report the inflows and outflows of cash arising from the exercise of the options.  It is assumed

for reporting purposes that all options are exercised.  Any movement of the underlying financial

instrument to which the option relates should be ignored.

The ‘options inflows’ item D1A should contain

� Purchased puts for equity or commodity transactions (if the option is exercised, the

institution sells the asset and receives cash);

� Written calls for equity or commodity transactions (if the counterparty exercises its right to

buy, the institution sells the asset in question and receives cash);

� All inflows relating to the exercise of interest rate options held/purchased by the institution,

whether call options or put options (written interest rate options are not be included here

but in item D1B).
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The ‘options outflows’ box (D1B) should contain

� Written puts for equity and commodity transactions (if the counterparty exercises this

option, the institution purchases the asset and pays out cash);

� Purchased calls for equity or commodity transactions (if this type of option is exercised by

the reporting institution, it purchases an asset and pays out cash).

� All outflows relating to the exercise of interest rate options written by your bank, whether

call options or put options.

Method 2

Rather than reporting potential inflows of cash if all the options are exercised (ie method 1), this

method of reporting is on the basis of marked-to-market value.  Purchased options giving rise to

either nothing or inflows are therefore treated as assets.  Written options giving rise to either

nothing or outflows are seen as liabilities.

The ‘options inflows’ item D1A should contain

� The marked-to-market value of all purchased options (puts or calls) multiplied by the

number of options, irrespective of whether these are in or out of the money (the marked-to-

market value should be reported on the reporting date).

The ‘options outflows’ item D1B should contain

� The marked-to-market value of all sold/written options (puts and calls) multiplied by the

number of options, irrespective of whether these are in or out of the money (the marked-to-

market value should be used on the reporting date).

D1C Undrawn committed facilities granted to the bank

Report any facilities which have been committed to the institution and which, at the reporting

date, remain undrawn.  Also include any flows arising from standby letters of credit and

guarantees.  Where a date for draw down has been agreed, the amount should be entered in

the appropriate line in the inflows section of Part 2 according to the source of the facility and

entered in the corresponding timeband.

D1D Undrawn committed facilities granted by the bank

Report any facilities which the institution has committed to provide (including by way of repos)

and which, at the reporting date, remain undrawn.  Include only those facilities where a date for

draw down has not been agreed.  Where a date for draw down has been agreed or where a

facility may be drawn down on demand, the amount should be entered in item C1C or C2B of

Part 2 (depending on whether they are retail or wholesale facilities).  Do not include repo

liabilities here, refer to the General Notes (paragraphs 63-68) for guidance as to how these

should be reported.
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D1E Commitments under credit card and other revolving credit type facilities

Report any commitments which the institution has entered into under credit cards which have

not been drawn down at the reporting date (ie available credit to cardholders).

D1F Total deposits

Report the total deposits outstanding as at the reporting date, excluding any liabilities under

repo/reverse repo agreements.  This figure should be used as the denominator for the

mismatch and in the Deposit Concentration section (Part 4) of this form.  Include:

(a) All bank notes issued by the reporting institution;

(b) No notice/current accounts;

(c) All time deposits;

(d) All certificates of deposit issued by the reporting institution, whether at fixed or floating

interest rates which are still outstanding;

(e) Negotiable deposits taken on terms in all respects identical to those on which a certificate

of deposit would have been issued, but for which it has been mutually convenient not to

have issued a certificate; 

(f) All other issues of commercial paper and medium term notes, bonds, FRNs and other

instruments, with the exception of subordinated loan capital of over two years’ original

maturity;

(g) Working capital provided by non-resident offices of the reporting institution.

Exclude any certificates of deposit which the reporting institution holds which it itself has issued.

D2A Undrawn treasury concessions granted by the bank

Where an institution has taken on a treasury role on behalf of its group, it may have agreed with

the FSA a “group treasury concession” for large exposures purposes (see Chapter LE (Large

exposures) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).  The institution should report here the

amount of that treasury concession.

D2B Amount of total cash inflows in arrears

Where payments on debt are contractually in arrears, the amount of the debt in arrears should

be reported in this item.  Only that part of the debt, along with any related interest which is in

arrears, should be entered here.  That part of the loan which is still due and therefore not yet in

arrears should be entered in the inflows section of Part 2 in the maturity ladder in the relevant

time band, provided that there is not reasonable doubt over the receipt of those inflows.  Where

reasonable doubt exists, the institution should report these flows in the ‘overdue’ timeband in

the main body of the form; they should not be entered here until the due date for payment has

passed.
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Part 3: Behavioural basis  

Institutions should complete specific items in this section in appropriate cases only.  Such cases should

be agreed in advance with the FSA.

E1A-E5D/F1A-F6D INFLOWS / OUTFLOWS 

Institutions should report in this section cashflows after adjustment for the behavioural patterns

they expect to occur.  Where a reporting institution considers an adjustment is appropriate, it

should approach its supervisor who will consider proposed adjustments on an individual

institution basis.  Institutions should be able to provide empirical evidence to support the

adjustments they propose.  No institution should make behavioural adjustments without the

prior written agreement of the FSA.

Where behavioural adjustments are agreed, the reporting institution should report, in the

relevant line of Part 3, all the data reported in the equivalent line in Part 2 but adjusted as

agreed between the reporting institution and the FSA. 

For example, if an institution has one class of no notice accounts which sum to £50mn, and

another class of no notice accounts which sum to £30mn, a figure of £80mn will be shown in

the appropriate line in Part 2 as a ‘demand’ outflow.  However, the deposits in the first class of

account are relatively ‘sticky’ and a behavioural adjustment is agreed to reflect this.  For the

purposes of this example, the reporting institution may treat 50% of these outflows as occurring

in the ‘eight days and under (excl. next day)’ timeband.  In Part 3, this reporting institution will

therefore report a demand outflow of £55mn and an ‘eight days and under (excl. next day)’

outflow of £25mn.  Part 2 will, of course, continue to show a demand outflow of £80mn.

Part 4: Calculation of mismatches and exceptions reporting

Calculation of mismatches

Institutions should monitor compliance with their liquidity mismatch guidelines each business

day and should report in this section the mismatch on the reporting date, using the data from

the previous parts of the return.  Where component boxes of this section relate back to an item

in the previous three parts of the return, this is clearly shown in the list of validations.  The

components then sum to form the mismatches for each period. 

All mismatch percentages (lines G5A and G8C and also columns 2 and 3 of the Exceptions)

should be reported to two decimal places.  For example, where an institution had a mismatch of

-5%, it should be reported as -5.00 on the form.  There is no limit to the size of the field.

The figures that are entered in items G6D, G7C and G7E should be shown to two decimal

places.  Thus, if it had been agreed that 15% of undrawn commitments to lend should be

included in the ‘demand’ column, 15.00 should be entered in item G7C.  

In order for the forms to be processed, mismatch calculations should be completed on both the

contractual basis and the behaviourally adjusted basis, even if the final figures (in G5A and

G8C) will be the same.  Institutions should only enter figures in line G6D if figures have

previously been agreed with the supervisors: if no figures have been agreed, line G6C should

be blank.  If no behavioural adjustments have been agreed for lines G7C or G7E, institutions

should enter the figure 15.00 in these boxes (assuming they have figures in items D1D or D1E

respectively, otherwise the items should remain blank).  This will enable them to include the

default adjustment of 15% to lines D1D or D1E, mirroring that part of the mismatch calculation

on the contractual basis.
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Exceptions reporting

Institutions are expected to stay within their liquidity mismatch guidelines.  Where an institution

exceeds its guideline during the reporting period, it should contact the supervisor to inform them

of any exception as soon as it occurs.  Such breaches should also be reported on this return in

the ‘Exceptions to guidelines’ section.  

Dates should be reported in ‘ddmm’ format, so for example, 18 June would be shown as 1806.

Percentages should be reported to two decimal places, so that -5% would be reported as –

5.00.  Where an institution has an exception to their guideline which lasts longer than one day,

it should report each consecutive day’s exception separately on the form, ie an exception

running from 18 until 20 June would be reported as 18, 19 and 20 June, not 18 and 20 June.

Part 5: Deposit concentration

EEA banks, as defined in the Handbook Glossary of Definitions, are not required to complete

any part of Part 5 of this form.

Part A Large Deposits

List all deposits which, at the reporting date, exceed 2% of total deposit liabilities (reported in

item D1F).  For this part of the form, ‘deposits’ includes any interbank loans received by the

reporting institution.  Exclude liabilities under sale and repurchase agreements. 

Where a particular deposit, which exceeded the 2% limit during the reporting period, has been

withdrawn by the reporting date, the institution need not report this deposit.  If, however, the

deposit remains (although for a lower amount), the institution should report the deposit on this

part of the form.

Where the same depositor/lender has made more than one deposit/loan, or where

depositors/lenders are closely related, the deposits/loans should be aggregated for the purpose

of this return.  (Where an individual deposit comprises 25% or more of the aggregate for a

counterparty and has a different maturity or currency from the remainder, it should be reported

separately and bracketed.)

When the reporting institution acts as agent in its receipt of funds and these funds are never

reported on the institution’s balance sheet, they should be excluded from this return.

Where fiduciary/agency funds are received from another institution, reporting institutions should

consider deposit size in relation both to the depositing institution and (where possible) to the

originator of the deposits.  Where this leads to double counting - ie a deposit is included both

under the originator’s name and under the name of an institution handling fiduciary/agency

funds - reporting institutions should indicate this by showing which part of the originator’s

deposit is already recorded and under what name.

Part B Client Money and Mandated Accounts Held

List the total amounts of client money and mandated accounts held.
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REPOS

MARKETABLE ASSETS

Marketable asset leg (lent out) Cash Leg (Received)

IF MARKETABLE ASSET > 1 MONTH RESIDUAL MATURITY

Start Cease to be reported as owned
by institution. 

Cease to be reported in Part 1 as
marketable asset.

Report according to use of funds
subsequent to repo.

Timeband – according to date of contract re
the subsequent use, not the date of the
repo.

During life of
repo

Report discounted marked-to-
market value of asset in Part 2,
item B2F(Repos/reverse repos) to
reflect future inflow.

Timeband – corresponding to
maturity of repo.

Report full value of repo liability (future
outflow of funds include interest) in Part 2,
item C2G (Repos/reverse repos).

Timeband – maturity of repo.

Maturity of repo Day after maturity or at settlement
date of the asset

Report marked-to-market value of
asset (& subsequent discounted
value Col 3 & 4) in Part 1.

Day of maturity of repo
Reduce Nostro balance

Report in Part 2, item B2C (cash returned
including interest).

IF A MARKETABLE ASSET < 1 MONTH RESIDUAL MATURITY

Start Cease to be reported as owned
by institution.

Cease to be reported in Part 2,
item B2A (full marked-to-market
value), or in Part 1 if agreed by
the FSA.

Report according to use of funds
subsequent to repo.

Timeband – according to date of contract re
the subsequent use, not the date of the
repo.

During life of
repo

Report full marked-to-market
value of asset in Part 2, item B2F
(Repos/reverse repos) to reflect
future inflow.

Timeband – corresponding to
residual maturity of asset.

Report full value of the repo liability or the
cash leg (future outflow of funds include
interest) in Part 2, item C2G
(Repos/reverse repos).

Timeband – maturity of repo.

Maturity of repo Day after maturity or more
precisely at settlement date of the
asset

Report marked-to-market value of
asset at residual maturity in Part
2, item C2A (Non-marketable
securities and debt instruments
and marketable assets maturing
within one month) to reflect future
outflow

Timeband - corresponding to
residual maturity of asset (if in
Part 2).

Day of maturity of the repo
Reduce Nostro balance

Report in Part 2, item B2C (cash returned
including interest).
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REPOS

NON-MARKETABLE ASSETS

Non-Marketable asset leg (lent
out)

Cash Leg (Received)

Start Cease to be reported as owned
by institution.

Cease to be reported in Part 2,
item B2A (redemption* value).

Report according to use of funds
subsequent to repo.

Timeband – according to date of contract re
the subsequent use, not the date of the
repo.

During the life of
repo

Report redemption* value of asset
in Part 2, item B2F
(Repos/reverse repos).

Timeband – corresponding to
residual maturity of asset.

Report full value of repo liability or cash leg
(future outflow of funds include interest) in
Part 2, item C2G (Repos/reverse repos).

Timeband – maturity of repo.

Maturity of repo Day after maturity or more
precisely at settlement date of the
asset

Report redemption* value of asset
at residual maturity in Part 2, item
B2A (Non-marketable securities &
debt instruments and marketable
assets maturing within one
month).

Timeband - corresponding to
residual maturity of asset.

Day of maturity of repo
Reduce Nostro balance

Report in Part 2, item B2C (cash returned
including interest).

Undated Repo:  Maturity of repo is minimum notice period required under terms of contract.

* Where redemption value of the asset is unavailable or not appropriate (eg in the case of

equities), report the book value.

REVERSE REPOS

MARKETABLE ASSETS

Marketable asset leg (Borrowed) Cash leg (paid)

IF MARKETABLE ASSET > 1 MONTH RESIDUAL MATURITY

Start Report discounted marked-to-
market value of asset received for
period of reverse repo in Part 1.

Reflected by decrease in Nostro in Part 2,
item B2C

During the life of
reverse repo

Report discounted marked-to-
market value of asset (to reflect
future outflow of marketable
asset) in Part 2, item C2G
(Repos/reverse repos).

Timeband - day of maturity of

Report full value of funds to be received
include interest in Part 2, item B2F
(Repo/Reverse repo) to reflect future inflow.
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reverse repo. Timeband – maturity of reverse repo

Maturity of
reverse repo

Day of maturity of reverse repo

Cease to report discounted
marked-to-market value of asset
received under reverse repo in
Part 1.

Day of maturity of reverse repo

Increase in Nostro balance

Report in Part 2, item B2C (cash received
including interest).

IF MARKETABLE ASSET < 1 MONTH RESIDUAL MATURITY

Start Report marked-to-market value of
marketable asset received for
period of reverse repo in Part 2,
item B2A(Non-marketable
securities and debt instruments &
marketable assets maturing within
one month).

Timeband - residual maturity of
assets received (if in Part 2).

Reflected by decrease in Nostro

Report in Part 2, item B2C.

During the life of
reverse repo

Report full marked-to-market
value of asset (to reflect future
outflow of marketable asset) in
Part 2, item C2G (Repos/reverse
repos).

Timeband - maturity of reverse
repo.

Report full value of funds to be received
including interest in Part 2, item B2F
(Repos/reverse repos).

Timeband – maturity of reverse repo.

Maturity of
reverse repo

Day of maturity of reverse repo

Cease to report mart-to-market
value of asset received under
reverse repo in Part 1 or Part 2.

Day of maturity of reverse repo

Increase in Nostro balance

Report in Part 2, item B2C (cash received
including interest).
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REVERSE REPO

NON-MARKETABLE ASSETS

Non-Marketable asset leg
(Borrowed)

Cash Leg (Paid)

Start Report redemption* value of non-
marketable asset received for
period of reverse repo in Part 2:
‘Non-marketable securities and
debt instruments & marketable
assets maturing within one
month’.

Timeband - at residual maturity of
assets received.

Reflected by decrease in Nostro 

Report in Part 2, item B2C.

During life of
reverse repo

Report full redemption* value of
asset (to reflect outflow of non-
marketable asset) in Part 2, item
C2G (Repo/Reverse repo).

Timeband – maturity of reverse
repo.

Report full value of funds to be received
including interest in Part 2, item B2F
(Repos/reverse repos).

Timeband - maturity of repo.

Maturity of
reverse repo

Day of maturity of reverse repo

Cease to report redemption*
value of asset received under
reverse repo in Part 2.

Day of maturity of reverse repo

Increase in Nostro balance

Report in Part 2, item B2C (cash received
including interest).

Undated reverse repo: Assume institution has security indefinitely and repo does not as such

have a maturity.  Return to show decrease in Nostro balance in item B2B and an increase in

stock of marketable (non-marketable) assets.  Nothing further need be reported until the

maturity of the reverse repo is known.

* Where redemption value of the asset is unavailable or not appropriate (eg in the case of

equities), report the book value.
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FORM LR - LIQUIDITY RETURN

GENERAL

Ref

No

Item Number

G1 FSA > 0 (Introduced in SRN/2001/2, Effective December

2001)

PART 1: MARKETABLE ASSETS

Ref

No

Item Number

1 A2A01 + (A2A02 * 0.80) = A2A03 + A2A04

2 (A2B01 * 0.95) + (A2B02 * 0.75) = A2B03 + A2B04

3 (A2C01 * 0.90) + (A2C02 * 0.70) = A2C03 + A2C04

4 (A2D01 * 0.95) + (A2D02 * 0.75) = A2D03 + A2D04

5 (A2E01 * 0.90) + (A2E02 * 0.70) = A2E03 + A2E04

6 (A2F01 * 0.85) + (A2F02 * 0.65) = A2F03 + A2F04

7 (A3A01 + A3A02) * 0.80 = A3A03 + A3A04

8 (A3B01 + A3B02) * 0.70 = A3B03 + A3B04

9 (A3C01 + A3C02)  * 0.60 = A3C03 + A3C04

10 (A3D01 + A3D02)  * 0.70 = A3D03 + A3D04

11 (A3E01 + A3E02)  * 0.60 = A3E03 + A3E04

12 (A3F01 + A3F02)  * 0.50 = A3F03 + A3F04

13 Replaced by Part 1 Marketable Assets Validation 17,
SRN 1999/5

14 (A5A01 * 0.80) + (A5A02 * 0.60) = A5A03 + A5A04

15 A6A03 = A1A03 + A2A03 + A2B03 + A2C03 + A2D03 +
A2E03 + A2F03 + A3A03 + A3B03 + A3C03 + A3D03
+ A3E03 + A3F03 + A4A03 + A5A03

16 A6A04 = A2A04 + A2B04 + A2C04 + A2D04 + A2E04 +
A2F04 + A3A04 + A3B04 + A3C04 + A3D04 + A3E04
+ A3F04 + A4A04 + A5A04

17 (A4A01 * 0.80) + (A4A02 * 0.60) = A4A03 + A4A04 (introduced SRN 1999/5)
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PART 2: CONTRACTUAL BASIS

INFLOWS

Ref

No

Item Number

1 Replaced by validation 53 from August 2000

2 Replaced by validation 54 from August 2000

3 B5A03 = B1A03 + B1B03 + B1D03 + B1E03 + B1F03 +
B2A03 + B2B03 + B2C03 + B2D03 + B2E03 + B2F03
+ B2G03 + B3A03 + B3B03 + B3C03 + B3D03 +
B4A03 + B4B03

4 B5A04 = B1A04 + B1B04 + B1D04 + B1E04 + B1F04 +
B2A04 + B2B04 + B2C04 + B2D04 + B2E04 + B2F04
+ B2G04 + B3A04 + B3B04 + B3C04 + B3D04 +
B4A04 + B4B04

5 B5A05 = B1A05 + B1B05 + B1D05 + B1E05 + B1F05 +
B2A05 + B2B05 + B2C05 + B2D05 + B2E05 + B2F05
+ B2G05 + B3A05 + B3B05 + B3C05 + B3D05 +
B4A05 + B4B05

6 B5A06 = B1A06 + B1B06 + B1D06 + B1E06 + B1F06 +
B2A06 + B2B06 + B2C06 + B2D Col  6 + B2E06 +
B2F06 + B2G06 + B3A06 + B3B06 + B3C06 + B3D06
+ B4A06 + B4B06

7 Replaced by Part 2 Inflows validation 51, SRN 1999/3

8 B5A08 = B1A08 + B1B08 + B1D08 + B1E08 + B1F08 +
B2A08 + B2B08 + B2C08 + B2D08 + B2E08 + B2F08
+ B2G08 + B3A08 + B3B08 + B3C08 + B3D08 +
B4A08 + B4B08
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9 B5A09 = B1A09 + B1B09 + B1D09 + B1E09 + B1F09 +
B2A09 + B2B09 + B2C09 + B2D09 + B2E09 + B2F09
+ B2G09 + B3A09 + B3B09 + B3C09 + B3D09 +
B4A09 + B4B09

10 B5A10 = B1A10 + B1B10 + B1D10 + B1E10 + B1F10 +
B2A10 + B2B10 + B2C10 + B2D10 + B2E10 + B2F10
+ B2G10 + B3A10 + B3B10 + B3C10 + B3D10 +
B4A10 + B4B10

11 B5A11 = B1A11 + B1B11 + B1D11 + B1E11 + B1F11 +
B2A11 + B2B11 + B2C11 + B2D11+ B2E11 + B2F11 +
B2G11 + B3A11 + B3B11 + B3C11 + B3D11 + B4A11
+ B4B11

12 B1A07 = B1A01 + B1A02 + B1A03 + B1A04 + (IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B1A05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B1A06)

13 B1A11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B1A05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B1A06) + B1A08 + B1A09 + B1A10

14 B1B07 = B1B01 + B1B02 + B1B03 + B1B04 + (IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B1B05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B1B06)

15 B1B11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B1B05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B1B06) + B1B08 + B1B09 + B1B10

16 B1C07 = B1C01 + B1C02

17 B1D07 = B1D01 + B1D02 + B1D03 + B1D04 + (IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B1D05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B1D06)

18 B1D11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B1D05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B1D06) + B1D08 + B1D09 + B1D10

19 B1E07 = B1E01 + B1E02 + B1E03 + B1E04 + (IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B1E05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B1E06)

20 B1E11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B1E05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B1E06) + B1E08 + B1E09 + B1E10

21 B1F07 = B1F01 + B1F02 + B1F03 + B1F04 + (IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B1F05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B1F06)
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22 B1F11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B1F05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B1F06) + B1F08 + B1F09 + B1F10

23 B2A07 = B2A01 + B2A02 + B2A03 + B2A04 + (IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B2A05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B2A06)

24 B2A11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B2A05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B2A06) + B2A08 + B2A09 + B2A10

25 B2B07 = B2B01 + B2B02 + B2B03 + B2B04 + (IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B2B05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B2B06)

26 B2B11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B2B05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B2B06) + B2B08 + B2B09 + B2B10

27 B2C07 = B2C01 + B2C02 + B2C03 + B2C04 + (IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B2C05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B2C06)

28 B2C11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B2C05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B2C06) + B2C08 + B2C09 + B2C10

29 B2D07 = B2D01 + B2D02 + B2D03 + B2D04 + (IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B2D05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B2D06)

30 B2D11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B2D05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B2D06) + B2D08 + B2D09 + B2D10

31 B2E07 = B2E01 + B2E02 + B2E03 + B2E04 + (IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B2E05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B2E06)

32 B2E11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B2E05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B2E06) + B2E08 + B2E09 + B2E10

33 B2F07 = B2F01 + B2F02 + B2F03 + B2F04 + (IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B2F05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B2F06)

34 B2F11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B2F05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B2F06) + B2F08 + B2F09 + B2F10

35 B2G07 = B2G01 + B2G02 + B2G03 + B2G04 + (IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B2G05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B2G06)

36 B2G11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B2G05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B2G06) + B2G08 + B2G09 + B2G10
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37 B3A07 = B3A01 + B3A02 + B3A03 + B3A04 + (IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B3A05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B3A06)

38 B3A11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B3A05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B3A06) + B3A08 + B3A09 + B3A10

39 B3B07 = B3B01 + B3B02 + B3B03 + B3B04 + (IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B3B05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B3B06)

40 B3B11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B3B05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B3B06) + B3B08 + B3B09 + B3B10

41 B3C07 =B3C01 + B3C02 + B3C03 + B3C04 +(IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B3C05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B3C06)

42 B3C11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B3C05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B3C06) + B3C08 + B3C09 + B3C10

43 B3D07 = B3D01 + B3D02 + B3D03 + B3D04 + (IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B3D05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B3D06)

44 B3D11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B3D05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B3D06) + B3D08 + B3D09 + B3D10

45 B4A07 = B4A01 + B4A02 + B4A03 + B4A04 + (IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B4A05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B4A06)

46 B4A11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B4A05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B4A06) + B4A08 + B4A09 + B4A10

47 B4B07 = B4B01 + B4B02 + B4B03 + B4B04 + (IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B4B05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B4B06)

48 B4B11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B4B05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B4B06) + B4B08 + B4B09 + B4B10

49 B5A07 = B5A01 + B5A02 + B5A03 + B5A04 + (IF BCF05 = 1
ADD B5A05) + (IF BCF06 = 1 ADD B5A06)

50 B5A11 = (IF BCF05 = 0 ADD B5A05) + (IF BCF06 = 0 ADD
B5A06) + B5A08 + B5A09 + B5A10

51 Replaced by validation 55 from August 2000

52 B2H07 = B2H01 + B2H02 (from August 2000)

53 B5A01 = B1A01 + B1B01 + B1C01 + B1D01 + B1E01 +
B1F01 + B2A01 + B2B01 + B2C01 + B2D01 + B2E01
+ B2F01 + B2G01 + B2H01 + B3A01 + B3B01 +
B3C01 + B3D01 + B4A01 + B4B01 (from August
2000)
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54 B5A02 = B1A02 + B1B02 + B1C02 + B1D02 + B1E02 +
B1F02 + B2A02 + B2B02 + B2C02 + B2D02 + B2E02
+ B2F02 + B2G02 + B2H02 + B3A02 + B3B02 +
B3C02 + B3D02 + B4A02 + B4B02 (from August
2000)

55 B5A07 = B1A07 + B1B07 +B1C07 + B1D07 + B1E07 + B1F07
+ B2A07 + B2B07 + B2C07 + B2D07 + B2E07 +
B2F07 + B2G07 + B2H07 + B3A07 + B3B07 + B3C07
+ B3D07 + B4A07 + B4B07 (from August 2000)
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OUTFLOWS

Ref

No

Item Number

1 C5A02 = C1A02 + C1B02 + C1C02 +  C2A02 + C2B02 +
C2C02 + C2D02 + C2E02 + C2F02 + C2G02 + C2H
Col 2 + C3A02 + C3B02 + C3C02 + C3D02 + C4A02

2 C5A03 = C1A03 + C1C03 + C2A03 + C2B03 + C2C03 +
C2D03 + C2E03 + C2F03 + C2G03 + C2H Col 3 +
C3A03 + C3B03 + C3C03 + C3D03 + C4A03

3 C5A04 = C1A04 + C1C04 + C2A04 + C2B04 + C2C04 +
C2D04 + C2E04 + C2F04 + C2G04 + C2H Col 4
+C3A04 + C3B04 + C3C04 + C3D04 + C4A04

4 C5A05 = C1A05 + C1C05 + C2A05 + C2B05 + C2C05 +
C2D05 + C2E05 + C2F05 + C2G05 + C2H Col 5 +
C3A05 + C3B05 + C3C05 + C3D05 +C4A05

5 C5A06 = C1A06 + C1C06 + C2A06 + C2B06 + C2C06 +
C2D06 + C2E06 + C2F06 + C2G06 + C2H Col 6 +
C3A06 + C3B06 + C3C06 + C3D06 + C4A06

6 Replaced by Part 2 Outflows validation 46,
SRN 1999/3

7 C5A08 = C1A08 + C1C08 + C2A08 + C2B08 + C2C08 +
C2D08 + C2E08 + C2F08 + C2G08 + C2H Col 8 +
C3A08 + C3B08 + C3C08 + C3D08 + C4A08

8 C5A09 = C1A09 + C1C09 + C2A09 + C2B09 + C2C09 +
C2D09 + C2E09 + C2F09 + C2G09 + C2H Col 9 +
C3A09 + C3B09 + C3C09 + C3D09 + C4A09

9 C5A10 = C1A10 + C1C10 + C2A10 + C2B10 + C2C10 +
C2D10 + C2E10 + C2F10 + C2G10 + C2H Col 10
+C3A10 + C3B10 + C3C10 + C3D10 + C4A10

10 C5A11 = C1A11 + C1C11 + C2A11 + C2B11 + C2C11 +
C2D11 + C2E11 + C2F11 + C2G11 + C2H Col 11 +
C3A11 + C3B11 + C3C11 + C3D11 + C4A11

11 C1A07 = C1A02 + C1A03 + C1A04 + (IF CCF05 = 1 ADD
C1A05) + (IF CCF06 = 1 ADD C1A06)
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12 C1A11 = (IF CCF05 = 0 ADD C1A05) + (IF CCF06 = 0 ADD
C1A06) + C1A08 + C1A09 + C1A Co 10

13 C1B07 = C1B02

14 C1C07 = C1C02 + C1C03 + C1C04 + (IF CCF05 = 1 ADD
C1C05) + (IF CCF06 = 1 ADD C1C06)

15 C1C11 = (IF CCF05 = 0 ADD C1C05) + (IF CCF06 = 0 ADD
C1C06) + C1C08 + C1C09 + C1C10

16 C2A07 = C2A02 + C2A03 + C2A04 + (IF CCF05 = 1 ADD
C2A05) + (IF CCF06 = 1 ADD C2A06)

17 C2A11 = (IF CCF05 = 0 ADD C2A05) + (IF CCF06 = 0 ADD
C2A06) + C2A08 + C2A09 + C2A10

18 C2B07 = C2B02 + C2B03 + C2B04 + (IF CCF05 = 1 ADD
C2B05) + (IF CCF06 = 1 ADD C2B06)

19 C2B11 = (IF CCF05 = 0 ADD C2B05) + (IF CCF06 = 0 ADD
C2B06) + C2B08 + C2B09 + C2B10

20 C2C07 = C2C02 + C2C03 + C2C04 + (IF CCF05 = 1 ADD
C2C05) + (IF CCF06 = 1 ADD C2C06)

21 C2C11 = (IF CCF05 = 0 ADD C2C05) + (IF CCF06 = 0 ADD
C2C06) + C2C08 + C2C09 + C2C10

22 C2D07 = C2D02 + C2D03 + C2D04 + (IF CCF05 = 1 ADD
C2D05) + (IF CCF06 = 1 ADD C2D06)

23 C2D11 = (IF CCF05 = 0 ADD C2D05) + (IF CCF06 = 0 ADD
C2D06) + C2D08 + C2D09 + C2D10

24 C2E07 = C2E02 + C2E03 + C2E04 + (IF CCF05 = 1 ADD
C2E05) + (IF CCF06 = 1 ADD C2E06)

25 C2E11 = (IF CCF05 = 0 ADD C2E05) + (IF CCF06 = 0 ADD
C2E06) + C2E08 + C2E09 + C2E10

26 C2F07 = C2F02 + C2F03 + C2F04 + (IF CCF05 = 1 ADD
C2F05) + (IF CCF06 = 1 ADD C2F06)

27 C2F11 = (IF CCF05 = 0 ADD C2F05) + (IF CCF06 = 0 ADD
C2F06) + C2F08 + C2F09 + C2F10

28 C2G07 = C2G02 + C2G03 + C2G04 + (IF CCF05 = 1 ADD
C2G05) + (IF CCF06 = 1 ADD C2G06)
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29 C2G11 = (IF CCF05 = 0 ADD C2G05) + (IF CCF06 = 0 ADD
C2G06) + C2G08 + C2G09 + C2G10

30 C2H Col 7 = C2H Col 2 + C2H Col 3 + C2H Col 4 + (IF CCF05 =
1 ADD C2H Col 5) + (IF CCF06 = 1 ADD C2H Col 6)

31 C2H Col 11 = (IF CCF05 = 0 ADD C2H Col 5) + (IF CCF06 = 0
ADD C2H Col 6) + C2H Col 8 + C2H Col 9 +
C2H Col 10

32 C3A07 = C3A02 + C3A03 + C3A04 + (IF CCF05 = 1 ADD
C3A05) + (IF CCF06 = 1 ADD C3A06)

33 C3A11 = (IF CCF05 = 0 ADD C3A05) + (IF CCF06 = 0 ADD
C3A06) + C3A08 + C3A09 + C3A10

34 C3B07 = C3B02 + C3B03 + C3B04 + (IF CCF05 = 1 ADD
C3B05) + (IF CCF06 = 1 ADD C3B06)

35 C3B11 = (IF CCF05 = 0 ADD C3B05) + (IF CCF06 = 0 ADD
C3B06) + C3B08 + C3B09 + C3B10

36 C3C07 = C3C02 + C3C03 + C3C04 + (IF CCF05 = 1 ADD
C3C05) + (IF CCF06 = 1 ADD C3C06)

37 C3C11 = (IF CCF05 = 0 ADD C3C05) + (IF CCF06 = 0 ADD
C3C06) + C3C08 + C3C09 + C3C10

38 C3D07 = C3D02 + C3D03 + C3D04 + (IF CCF05 = 1 ADD
C3D05) + (IF CCF06 = 1 ADD C3D06)

39 C3D11 = (IF CCF05 = 0 ADD C3D05) + (IF CCF06 = 0 ADD
C3D06) + C3D08 + C3D09 + C3D10

40 C4A07 = C4A02 + C4A03 + C4A04 + (IF CCF05 = 1 ADD
C4A05) + (IF CCF06 = 1 ADD C4A06)

41 C4A11 = (IF CCF05 = 0 ADD C4A05) + (IF CCF06 = 0 ADD
C4A06) + C4A08 + C4A09 + C4A10

42 C5A07 = C5A02 + C5A03 + C5A04 + (IF CCF05 = 1 ADD
C5A05) + (IF CCF06 = 1 ADD C5A06)

43 C5A11 = (IF CCF05 = 0 ADD C5A05) + (IF CCF06 = 0 ADD
C5A06) + C5A08 + C5A09 + C5A10

44 CCF05 = BCF05

45 CCF06 = BCF06

46 C5A07 = C1A07 +C1B07 + C1C07 + C2A07 + C2B07 +
C2C07 + C2D07 + C2E07 + C2F07 + C2G07 + C2H
Col 7 + C3A07 + C3B07 + C3C07 + C3D07 + C4A07
(introduced SRN 1999/3, replacing validation 6)
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PART 3: BEHAVIOURAL ADJUSTMENTS 

Ref

No

Item Number

1 E1A09 = E1A01+ E1A02 + E1A03 + E1A04 + E1A05 + E1A06
+ E1A07 + E1A08

2 E1B09 = E1B01+ E1B02 + E1B03 + E1B04 + E1B05 + E1B06
+ E1B07 + E1B08

3 E1C09 = E1C01+ E1C02 + E1C03 + E1C04 + E1C05 +
E1C06 +E1C07 + E1C08

4 E1D09 = E1D01+ E1D02 + E1D03 + E1D04 + E1D05 +
E1D06 + E1D07 + E1D08

5 E1E09 = E1E01+ E1E02 + E1E03 + E1E04 + E1E05 + E1E06
+ E1E07 + E1E08

6 E1F09 = E1F01+ E1F02 + E1F03 + E1F04 + E1F05 + E1F06
+ E1F07 + E1F08

7 E2A09 = E2A01+ E2A02 + E2A03 + E2A04 + E2A05 + E2A06
+ E2A07 + E2A08

8 E2B09 = E2B01+ E2B02 + E2B03 + E2B04 + E2B05 + E2B06
+ E2B07 + E2B08

9 E3A09 = E3A01+ E3A02 + E3A03 + E3A04 + E3A05 + E3A06
+ E3A07 + E3A08

10 F1A09 = F1A02 + F1A03 + F1A04 + F1A05 + F1A06 + F1A07
+ F1A08

11 F1B09 = F1B02 + F1B03 + F1B04 + F1B05 + F1B06 + F1B07
+ F1B08

12 F1C09 = F1C02 + F1C03 + F1C04 + F1C05 + F1C06 +
F1C07 + F1C08

13 F2A09 = F2A02 + F2A03 + F2A04 + F2A05 + F2A06 +F2A07
+ F2A08

14 F3A09 = F3A02 + F3A03 + F3A04 + F3A05 + F3A06 + F3A07
+ F3A08

15 F4A09 = F4A02 + F4A03 + F4A04 + F4A05 + F4A06 + F4A07
+ F4A08

16 Replaced by validation 45 from August 2000

17 Replaced by validation 46 from August 2000

18 Replaced by validation 47 from August 2000
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19 Replaced by validation 48 from August 2000

20 Replaced by validation 49 from August 2000

21 Replaced by validation 50 from August 2000

22 Replaced by validation 51 from August 2000

23 Replaced by validation 52 from August 2000

24 Replaced by validation 53 from August 2000

25 Replaced by validation 65 from August 2000

26 Replaced by validation 66 from August 2000

27 Replaced by validation 67 from August 2000

28 Replaced by validation 68 from August 2000

29 Replaced by validation 69 from August 2000

30 Replaced by validation 70 from August 2000

31 Replaced by validation 71 from August 2000

32 Replaced by validation 72 from August 2000

33 E4A09 = E4A01+ E4A02 + E4A03 + E4A04 + E4A05 + E4A06
+ E4A07 + E4A08 (from August 2000)

34 E4B09 = E4B01+ E4B02 + E4B03 + E4B04 + E4B05 + E4B06
+ E4B07 + E4B08 (from August 2000)

35 E4C09 = E4C01+ E4C02 + E4C03 + E4C04 + E4C05 +
E4C06 + E4C07 + E4C08 (from August 2000)

36 E4D09 = E4D01+ E4D02 + E4D03 + E4D04 + E4D05 +
E4D06 + E4D07 + E4D08 (from August 2000)
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37 E4E09 = E4E01+ E4E02 + E4E03 + E4E04 + E4E05 + E4E06
+ E4E07 + E4E08 (from August 2000)

38 E4F09 = E4F01+ E4F02 + E4F03 + E4F04 + E4F05 + E4F06
+ E4F07 + E4F08 (from August 2000)

39 E4G09 = E4G01+ E4G02 + E4G03 + E4G04 + E4G05 +
E4G06 + E4G07 + E4G08 (from August 2000)

40 E4H09 = E4H01+ E4H02 + E4H03 + E4H04 + E4H05 +
E4H06 + E4H07 + E4H08 (from August 2000)

41 E5A09 = E5A01+ E5A02 + E5A03 + E5A04 + E5A05 + E5A06
+ E5A07 + E5A08 (from August 2000)

42 E5B09 = E5B01+ E5B02 + E5B03 + E5B04 + E5B05 + E5B06
+ E5B07 + E5B08 (from August 2000)

43 E5C09 = E5C01+ E5C02 + E5C03 + E5C04 + E5C05 +
E5C06 + E5C07 + E5C08 (from August 2000)

44 E5D09 = E5D01+ E5D02 + E5D03 + E5D04 + E5D05 +
E5D06 + E5D07 + E5D08 (from August 2000)

45 E3A01 = E1A01 + E1B01 + E1C01 + E1D01 + E1E01 +
E1F01 + E4A01 + E4B01 + E4C01 + E4D01 + E4E01
+ E4F01 + E4G01 + E4H01 + E5A01 + E5B01 +
E5C01 + E5D01 + E2A01 + E2B01 (from August
2000)

46 E3A02 = E1A02 + E1B02 + E1C02 + E1D02 + E1E02 +
E1F02 + E4A02 + E4B02 + E4C02 + E4D02 + E4E02
+ E4F02 + E4G02 + E4H02 + E5A02 + E5B02 +
E5C02 + E5D02 + E2A02 + E2B02 (from August
2000)

47 E3A03 = E1A03 + E1B03 + E1C03 + E1D03 + E1E03 +
E1F03 + E4A03 + E4B03 + E4C03 + E4D03 + E4E03
+ E4F03 + E4G03 + E4H03 + E5A03 + E5B03 +
E5C03 + E5D03 + E2A03 + E2B03 (from August
2000)

48 E3A04 = E1A04 + E1B04 + E1C04 + E1D04 + E1E04 +
E1F04 + E4A04 + E4B04 + E4C04 + E4D04 + E4E04
+ E4F04 + E4G04 + E4H04 + E5A04 + E5B04 +
E5C04 + E5D04 + E2A04 + E2B04 (from August
2000)

49 E3A05 = E1A05 + E1B05 + E1C05 + E1D05 + E1E05 +
E1F05 + E4A05 + E4B05 + E4C05 + E4D05 + E4E05
+ E4F05 + E4G05 + E4H05 + E5A05 + E5B05 +
E5C05 + E5D05 + E2A05 + E2B05 (from August
2000)

50 E3A06 = E1A06 + E1B06 + E1C06 + E1D06 + E1E06 +
E1F06 + E4A06 + E4B06 + E4C06 + E4D06 + E4E06
+ E4F06 + E4G06 + E4H06 + E5A06 + E5B06 +
E5C06 + E5D06 + E2A06 + E2B06 (from August
2000)
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51 E3A07 = E1A07 + E1B07 + E1C07 + E1D07 + E1E07 +
E1F07 + E4A07 + E4B07 + E4C07 + E4D07 + E4E07
+ E4F07 + E4G07 + E4H07 + E5A07 + E5B07 +
E5C07 + E5D07 + E2A07 + E2B07 (from August
2000)

52 E3A08 = E1A08 + E1B08 + E1C08 + E1D08 + E1E08 +
E1F08 + E4A08 + E4B08 + E4C08 + E4D08 + E4E08
+ E4F08 + E4G08 + E4H08 + E5A08 + E5B08 +
E5C08 + E5D08 + E2A08 + E2B08 (from August
2000)

53 E3A09 = E1A09 + E1B09 + E1C09 + E1D09 + E1E09 +
E1F09 + E4A09 + E4B09 + E4C09 + E4D09 + E4E09
+ E4F09 + E4G09 + E4H09 + E5A09 + E5B09 +
E5C09 + E5D09 + E2A09 + E2B09 (from August
2000)

54 F5A09 =F5A02 + F5A03 + F5A04 + F5A05 + F5A06 + F5A07
+ F5A08 (from August 2000)

55 F5C09 =F5C02 + F5C03 + F5C04 + F5C05 + F5C06 +
F5C07 + F5C08 (from August 2000)

56 F5D09 =F5D02 + F5D03 + F5D04 + F5D05 + F5D06 +
F5D07 + F5D08 (from August 2000)

57 F5E09 =F5E02 + F5E03 + F5E04 + F5E05 + F5E06 + F5E07
+ F5E08 (from August 2000)

58 F5F09 =F5F02 + F5F03 + F5F04 + F5F05 + F5F06 + F5F07
+ F5F08 (from August 2000)

59 F5G09 =F5G02 + F5G03 + F5G04 + F5G05 + F5G06 +
F5G07 + F5G08 (from August 2000)

60 F5H09 =F5H02 + F5H03 + F5H04 + F5H05 + F5H06 +
F5H07 + F5H08 (from August 2000)

61 F6A09 =F6A02 + F6A03 + F6A04 + F6A05 + F6A06 + F6A07
+ F6A08 (from August 2000)

62 F6B09 =F6B02 + F6B03 + F6B04 + F6B05 + F6B06 + F6B07
+ F6B08 (from August 2000)

63 F6C09 =F6C02 + F6C03 + F6C04 + F6C05 + F6C06 +
F6C07 + F6C08 (from August 2000)

64 F6D09 =F6D02 + F6D03 + F6D04 + F6D05 + F6D06 +
F6D07 + F6D08 (from August 2000)

65 F4A02 = F1A02 + F1B02 + F1C02 + F5A02 + F2A02 +
F5C02 + F5D02 + F5E02 + F5F02 + F5G02 + F5H02
+ F6A02 + F6B02 + F6C02 + F6D02 + F3A02 (from
August 2000)

66 F4A03 = F1A03 + F1B03 + F1C03 + F5A03 + F2A03 +
F5C03 + F5D03 + F5E03 + F5F03 + F5G03 + F5H03
+ F6A03 + F6B03 + F6C03 + F6D03 + F3A03 (from
August 2000)
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67 F4A04 = F1A04 + F1B04 + F1C04 + F5A04 + F2A04 +
F5C04 + F5D04 + F5E04 + F5F04 + F5G04 + F5H04
+ F6A04 + F6B04 + F6C04 + F6D04 + F3A04 (from
August 2000)

68 F4A05 = F1A05 + F1B05 + F1C05 + F5A05 + F2A05 +
F5C05 + F5D05 + F5E05 + F5F05 + F5G05 + F5H05
+ F6A05 + F6B05 + F6C05 + F6D05 + F3A05 (from
August 2000)

69 F4A06 = F1A06 + F1B06 + F1C06 + F5A06 + F2A06 +
F5C06 + F5D06 + F5E06 + F5F06 + F5G06 + F5H06
+ F6A06 + F6B06 + F6C06 + F6D06 + F3A06 (from
August 2000)

70 F4A07 = F1A07 + F1B07 + F1C07 + F5A07 + F2A07 +
F5C07 + F5D07 + F5E07 + F5F07 + F5G07 + F5H07
+ F6A07 + F6B07 + F6C07 + F6D07 + F3A07 (from
August 2000)

71 F4A08 = F1A08 + F1B08 + F1C08 + F5A08 + F2A08 +
F5C08 + F5D08 + F5E08 + F5F08 + F5G08 + F5H08
+ F6A08 + F6B08 + F6C08 + F6D08 + F3A08 (from
August 2000)

72 F4A09 = F1A09 + F1B09 + F1C09 + F5A09 + F2A09 +
F5C09 + F5D09 + F5E09 + F5F09 + F5G09 + F5H09
+ F6A09 + F6B09 + F6C09 + F6D09 + F3A09 (from
August 2000)
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PART 4: CALCULATION OF LIQUIDITY MISMATCHES

Ref

No

Item No

1 G1B02 = B5A02

2 G1E02 = G1B02

3 G1A03 = A6A03

4 G1B03 = B5A02 + B5A03

5 G1E03 = G1A03 + G1B03

6 G1A04 = A6A03 + A6A04

7 G1B04 = B5A02 + B5A03 + B5A04

8 G1E04 = G1A04 + G1B04

9 G2A02 = C5A02

10 G2B02 = 15% x D1D

11 G2D02 = 15% x D1E

12 G2F02 = G2A02 + G2B02 + G2D02

13 G2A03 = C5A02 + C5A03

14 G2F03 = G2A03 + G2B02 + G2D02

15 G2A04 = C5A02 + C5A03 + C5A04

16 G2F04 = G2A04 + G2B02 + G2D02

17 G3A02 = G1E02 - G2F02

18 G4A02 = D1F

19 Replaced by validation 55, SRN/1999/4

20 G3A03 = G1E03 - G2F03

21 Replaced by validation 56, SRN/1999/4

22 G3A04 = G1E04 - G2F04

23 Replaced by validation 57, SRN/1999/4
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24 Replaced by validation 70 from August 2000

25 Replaced by validation 61, SRN/1999/5

26 G6E02 = G6B02 + G6C02

27 G6A03 = A6A03

28 Replaced by validation 71 from August 2000

29 Replaced by validation 62, SRN/1999/5

30 G6E03 = G6A03 + G6B03 + G6C03

31 G6A04 = A6A03 + A6A04
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32 Replaced by validation 72 from August 2000

33 Replaced by validation 63, SRN/1999/5

34 G6E04 = G6A04 + G6B04 + G6C04

35 Replaced by validation 73 from August 2000

36 Replaced by validation 64, SRN/1999/5

37 Replaced by validation 65, SRN/1999/5 

38 G7F02 = G7A02 + G7B02 + G7D02

39 Replaced by validation 74 from August 2000
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40 Replaced by validation 66, SRN/1999/5

41 Replaced by validation 67, SRN/1999/5

42 G7F03 = G7A03 + G7B03 + G7D03

43 Replaced by validation 75 from August 2000

44 Replaced by validation 68, SRN/1999/5

45 Replaced by validation 69, SRN/1999/5

46 G7F04 = G7A04 + G7B04 + G7D04

47 G8A02 = G6E02 - G7F02

48 G8B02 = D1F

49 Replaced by validation 58, SRN/1999/4

50 G8A03 = G6E03 - G7F03

51 G8B02 = G4A02

52 Replaced by validation 59, SRN/1999/4

53 G8A04 = G6E04 - G7F04

54 Replaced by validation 60, SRN/1999/4
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55 Replaced by validation 85 from August 2000

56 Replaced by validation 86 from August 2000

57 Replaced by validation 87 from August 2000

58 Replaced by validation 88 from August 2000

59 Replaced by validation 89 from August 2000

60 Replaced by validation 90 from August 2000

61 G6C02 = if(G6D02 <> 0, then (G6D02 * D1C / 100) ,
else no validation)  Introduced SRN/1999/5

62 G6C03 = if(G6D03 <> 0, then (G6D03 * D1C / 100),
else no validation)  Introduced SRN/1999/5

63 G6C04 = if(G6D04 <> 0, then (G6D04 * D1C / 100),
else no validation)  Introduced SRN/1999/5

64 G7B02 = if(G7C02 <> 0, then (G7C02 * D1D /100), else
no validation)  Introduced SRN/1999/5

65 G7D02 = if(G7E02 <> 0, then (G7E02 * D1E / 100), else
no validation)  Introduced SRN/1999/5

66 G7B03 = if(G7C03 <> 0, then (G7C03 * D1D / 100),
else no validation)  Introduced SRN/1999/5

67 G7D03 = if(G7E03 <> 0, then (G7E03 * D1E / 100), else
no validation)  Introduced SRN/1999/5

68 G7B04 = if(G7C04 <> 0, then (G7C04 * D1D / 100),
else no validation)  Introduced SRN/1999/5

69 G7D04 = if(G7E04<> 0, then (G7E04* D1E / 100), else
no validation)  Introduced SRN/1999/5
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70 G6B02 = the components of G1B02 substituting, as
agreed with supervisors, the individual items
within E1A02—E1F02, E2A02—E2B02,
E4A02—E4H02 and E5A02—E5D02 for the
corresponding items in B1A02—B1F02,
B4A02—B4B02, B2A02—B2G02, and B3A02—
B3D02 respectively, for those lines where the
figures in Part 3 Column 9 are greater than
zero

1
 (from August 2000)

71 G6B03 = G6B02 + (the components of B5A03
substituting, as agreed with supervisors, the
individual items within E1A03—E1F03, E2A03—
E2B03, E4A03—E4H03 and E5A03—E5D03 for
the corresponding items in B1A03—B1F03,
B4A03—B4B03, B2A03—B2G03, and B3A03—
B3D03 respectively, for those lines where the
figures in Part 3 Column 9 are greater than
zero) (from August 2000)

72 G6B04 = G6B03 + (the components of B5A04
substituting, as agreed with supervisors, the
individual items within E1A04—E1F04, E2A04—
E2B04, E4A04—E4H04 and E5A04—E5D04 for
the corresponding items in B1A04—B1F04,
B4A04—B4B04, B2A04—B2G04, and B3A04—
B3D04 respectively, for those lines where the
figures in Part 3 Column 9 are greater than
zero) (from August 2000)

                                                                    
1 Expanding this to explain the logic (which also applies to validations 71-75 in Part 4), the figures are an
adjustment of the contractual basis figures, hence G1B02 as the starting point in this validation.  (The
individual item making up G1B02 (validation 1 on LR/VAL 11) is in turn the sum of various items (validation 2
on LR/VAL 2).)  Setting out the validation in detail gives:
G6B02 = G1B02 - B1A02 + if(E1A09 > 0, then E1A02, else B1A02)

- B1B02 + if(E1B09 > 0, then E1B02, else B1B02)
- B1C02 + if(E1C09 > 0, then E1C02, else B1C02)
- B1D02 + if(E1D09 > 0, then E1D02, else B1D02)
- B1E02 + if(E1E09 > 0, then E1E02, else B1E02)
- B1F02 + if(E1F09 > 0, then E1F02, else B1F02)
- B2A02 + if(E4A09 > 0, then E4A02, else B2A02)
- B2B02 + if(E4B09 > 0, then E4B02, else B2B02)
- B2C02 + if(E4C09 > 0, then E4C02, else B2C02)
- B2D02 + if(E4D09 > 0, then E4D02, else B2D02
- B2E02 + if(E4E09 > 0, then E4E02, else B2E02)
- B2F02 + if(E4F09 > 0, then E4F02, else B2F02)
- B2G02 + if(E4G09 > 0, then E4G02, else B2G02)
- B2H02 + if(E4H09 > 0, then E4H02, else B2H02)
- B3A02 + if(E5A09 > 0, then E5A02, else B3A02)
- B3B02 + if(E5B09 > 0, then E5B02, else B3B02)
- B3C02 + if(E5C09 > 0, then E5C02, else B3C02)
- B3D02 + if(E5D09 > 0, then E5D02, else B3D02)
- B4A02 + if(E2A09 > 0, then E2A02, else B4A02)
- B4B02 + if(E2B09 > 0, then E2B02, else B4B02)
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73 G7A02 = the components of G2A02 substituting, as
agreed with supervisors, the individual items
within F1A02—F1C02, F5A02, F2A02, F5C02—
F5H02, F6A02—F6D02 and F3A02 for the
corresponding items in C1A02—C1C02, C2A02,
C2B02, C2C02—C2H02, C3A02—C3D02 and
C4A02 respectively, for those lines where the
figures in Part 3 Column 9 are greater than zero
(from August 2000)

74 G7A03 = G7A02 + (the components of C5A03
substituting, as agreed with supervisors, the
individual items within F1A03—F1C03, F5A03,
F2A03, F5C03—F5H03, F6A03—F6D03 and
F3A03 for the corresponding items in C1A03—
C1C03, C2A03, C2B03, C2C03—C2H03,
C3A03—C3D03 and C4A03 respectively, for
those lines where the figures in Part 3 Column 9
are greater than zero) (from August 2000)

75 G7A04 = G7A03 + (the components of C5A04
substituting, as agreed with supervisors, the
individual items within F1A04—F1C04, F5A04,
F2A04, F5C04—F5H04, F6A04—F6D04 and
F3A04 for the corresponding items in C1A04—
C1C04, C2A04, C2B04, C2C04—C2H04,
C3A04—C3D04 and C4A04 respectively, for
those lines where the figures in Part 3 Column 9
are greater than zero) (from August 2000)

76 Replaced by validation 91, SRN/2001/2

77 Replaced by validation 92, SRN/2001/2

78 Replaced by validation 93, SRN/2001/2

79 Replaced by validation 94, SRN/2001/2

80 Replaced by validation 95, SRN/2001/2

81 Replaced by validation 96, SRN/2001/2

82 Replaced by validation 97, SRN/2001/2

83 Replaced by validation 98, SRN/2001/2

84 G7E04 Replaced by validation 99, SRN/2001/2
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85 G5A02 = ((G3A02/G4A02) x 100) � 0.01, to 2 decimal
places (from August 2000)

86 G5A03 = ((G3A03/G4A02) x 100) � 0.01, to 2 decimal
places (from August 2000)

87 G5A04 = ((G3A04/G4A02) x 100) � 0.01, to 2 decimal
places (from August 2000)

88 G8C02 = ((G8A02/G8B02) x 100) � 0.01, to 2 decimal
places (from August 2000)

89 G8C03 = ((G8A03/G8B02) x 100) � 0.01, to 2 decimal
places (from August 2000)

90 G8C04 = ((G8A04/G8B02) x 100) � 0.01, to 2 decimal
places (from August 2000)

91 G6D02 � 100 (Introduced SRN/2001/2)

92 G6D03 � 100 (Introduced SRN/2001/2)

93 G6D04 � 100 (Introduced SRN/2001/2)

94 G7C02 � 100 (Introduced SRN/2001/2)

95 G7C03 � 100 (Introduced SRN/2001/2)

96 G7C04 � 100 (Introduced SRN/2001/2)

97 G7E02 � 100 (Introduced SRN/2001/2)

98 G7E03 � 100 (Introduced SRN/2001/2)

99 G7E04 � 100 (Introduced SRN/2001/2)
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M1 REPORTING INSTRUCTIONS

This form should be completed by institutions which report either on a solo or a consolidated basis and:

i) have agreed a “Trading Book concession” with the FSA, in which case Section 1 should

be completed;  or

ii) have “qualifying holdings
1
” in non-financial companies, in which case Section 2 should 

be completed.

For convenience, these instructions refer to the FSA Banking Supervisory Policy Guide as ‘FSA Policy

Guide’, and the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Banks as ‘IPRU (BANK)’.

Trading Book concessions

Banks which hold the capital instruments of other banks and financial institutions
2
 should deduct these

unless they are covered by a Trading book concession.  They should also deduct holdings of their own

group capital instruments.  The following items may give rise to a deduction but (i) to (iii) and (vi) are

capable of being covered by a Trading Book concession:

(i) all long, physical positions in instruments which are included in the capital of the issuing

credit or financial institution (including such instruments sold under sale and repurchase

or similar agreements, instruments carrying third party guarantees (including central

government guarantees), depository receipts, and net commitments
3
 to underwrite new

issues of such instruments (from working day zero));

(ii) all indirect holdings of credit or financial institution’s capital taken via instruments issued

by their holding companies on behalf of such institutions.  Also indirect holdings taken

via instruments issued by vehicles whose business is exclusively or mainly to hold or

repackage credit and/or financial institutions’ capital instruments, unless the instruments

are fully protected from any risk on the underlying capital instruments (the reporting

institution should agree such cases with the FSA);

(iii) equity holdings in investment trusts, and holdings of units in unit trusts, mutual funds or

other investment vehicle established exclusively or mainly to hold credit or financial

institutions’ capital instruments;  

                                                

1
 As defined in The Banking Consolidation Directive  (2000/12/EC).

2
 This should be taken to mean instruments which are included in the supervisory capital of the issuing credit or financial

institution by its supervisory body. The term financial institution for the purposes of this notice should be defined as a directly-
supervised financial institution or a financial holding company above a supervised financial institution whose exclusive or main
business is to carry out (or is connected with) one or more of the activities listed in points 2-12 in Annex I to The Banking
Consolidation Directive (2000/12/EC);  see Section 10, Chapter CA (Definition of capital) of the FSA Policy Guide /IPRU (BANK).
Parent companies which are primarily engaged in commercial activities but which have a supervised financial subsidiary do not
fall within the definition of a financial institution.
3
 The scaling factors set out in Chapter TU (Underwriting in the Capital Adequacy Framework) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU

(BANK) may be applied before deduction but only with the FSA’s prior written agreement.
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(iv) guarantees of other credit and financial institutions’ capital instruments given by the

reporting institution; 

(v) guarantees given by the reporting institution which are included in the supervisory

capital of another credit or financial institution;  and 

(vi) any other holdings of instruments of a capital nature relating to credit or financial

institutions.

The policy on deductions is set out in Section 10, Chapter CA (Definition of capital) in the FSA Policy

Guide/IPRU (BANK).  Where reporting institutions are unsure whether a deduction should be made from

capital they should refer to their supervisory analyst.

Qualifying holdings

The Banking Consolidation Directive (2000/12/EC) requires deductions from capital in respect of

material holdings in certain companies which exceed a given threshold.  A reporting institution’s holding

constitutes a 'qualifying holding’ if it is:

a direct or indirect holding in an undertaking which represents 10% or more of the capital or of

the voting rights or which makes it possible to exercise a significant influence over the

management of the undertaking in which the holding subsists.

Deductions are not necessary when shares are not financial fixed assets, the shares are held in the

normal course of underwriting or if the shares are held in the bank’s name on behalf of others.  In

addition, the FSA may agree that non-deduction is appropriate where shares are held temporarily during

a financial reconstruction or rescue operation. 

The policy on qualifying holdings is outlined in Chapter CA (Definition of capital), Section 10, of the FSA

Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK). 

SECTION 1:  Holdings in credit and financial institutions’ capital instruments

10 Record whether the reporting institution has agreed with the FSA that a Trading Book

concession should apply.

20 Record the amount of the Trading Book concession.  This will normally be set as a percentage

of the previous period’s capital base.  
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30 Record whether a concession to hold own group paper has been agreed with the FSA.

40 Record the amount of the own group paper concession.  This concession will normally be a sub

component of 20.    

50-70 Total amount of credit and financial institutions’ capital instruments held

50 Total amount held

Include the total value of the reporting institution’s holdings of capital instruments (whether or

not they fall within the reporting institution’s Trading Book concession and whether or not issued

by own institution or another).  Institutions whether reporting on a solo or consolidated basis

should exclude investments in respect of unconsolidated subsidiaries and associates which are

subject to deduction elsewhere.  Holdings will generally be recorded at book value but scaling

factors may be applied to underwriting positions (see below).  This treatment should be agreed

with the FSA before being adopted.  No allowance should be made for any amortisation applied

by issuers of bank or financial institution capital in meeting their own supervisory requirements. 

The sum of items 60 and 70 should equal item 50. 

60 Banking Book

Include all holdings of credit and financial institutions’ capital instruments and capital related

guarantees in the Banking Book (whether relating to own institution or others).

70 Trading Book

Include all capital items held in the Trading Book relating to banks and financial institutions.  The

figures cited here may differ from those recorded under item A170 of the BSD3 since amounts

recorded under the latter item will be at book value and will not include holdings of own

institution Tier 1.

The sum of items 70.1, 70.2, 70.3 and 70.4 should equal item 70. 

70.1 Other institutions’ paper eligible for a Trading Book concession

Include all holdings of capital instruments relating to other credit and financial institutions which

are not part of own group.  Include net underwriting commitments;  where the FSA has agreed

to the scaling factors set out in Chapter TU (Underwriting in the capital adequacy framework) of

the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK), the discounted value of any commitment should be

applied.  At a consolidated level, where own group equity is held solely as a result of a

designated equity index arbitrage trading, it may be classified as equivalent to paper belonging

to other institutions;  other holdings of own group paper should not be reported here but in 70.2,

70.3 or 70.4 as appropriate.  This treatment should be agreed with the FSA before being

adopted.  
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70.2 Holdings eligible for own group concession

For solo reporting institutions with an own group concession, include any paper issued by sister

or parent undertakings within own group.  This treatment should be agreed with the FSA before

being adopted.  Do not report here holdings of own institution paper and holdings of capital

instruments issued by subsidiaries or associate companies in which a participating interest is

held.

All own group paper held at a consolidated level should be deducted and should be reported

under 70.3 or 70.4 as appropriate.

70.3 Paper not eligible for Trading Book concession (and deductible from Tiers 1 + 2)

At a solo level, include all holdings of own institution Tier 2 paper, capital instruments issued by

subsidiaries and associate companies in own consolidated group in which a participating

interest is held.  Include any other instruments which are not eligible for a Trading Book

concession.

At a consolidated level, include all holdings of consolidated group paper contributing to Tier 2

capital.  Include any other instruments which are ineligible for a concession.  Own group equity

held solely as a result of designated equity index arbitrage trading at a consolidated level may

be classified as paper belonging to other institutions (item 70.1).  This treatment should be

agreed with the FSA before being adopted.  Holdings of own group paper taken via subsidiaries

consolidated via the aggregation plus methodology should be included here.

70.4 Holdings of own Tier 1 instruments (and deductible from Tier 1)

At a solo level, include all holdings of own institution Tier 1 instruments.  

At a consolidated level, include all holdings of instruments which contribute to consolidated Tier

1 capital.  Where a bank or consolidated group holds capital instruments which are included in

its Tier 1 capital, the value of these should be deducted from Tier 1 directly.  Holdings taken

through equity index arbitrage may be treated as equivalent to other banks’ paper (and included

under item 70.1).  This treatment should be agreed with the FSA before being adopted.
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80 Holdings in excess of 10% of other credit and financial institutions’ capital

List all credit and financial institutions in which the reporting institution has direct or indirect

holdings which amount to more than 10% of the acquired institutions’ capital;  this calculation

may be based on information contained in public financial statements.  Identify both the total

value of the holdings and the amount by which they exceed 10% of the other credit or financial

institutions’ capital.  Where banks have more than 10 such holdings, they may aggregate the

smallest holdings (by value) and record the total under 80.10. 

90-130 Total amounts to be deducted from Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital or non-deductible

90 Banking Book (on-balance sheet deductions)

Report the total amount of Banking Book holdings of capital instruments to be deducted from

Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital at the reporting date.  Banking Book deductions from Tiers 1 and 2 will

normally equal item 60 less any guarantees of other banks’ or financial institutions’ capital

instruments or the provision of any guarantees which are included as part of the supervisory

capital of another bank or financial institution, which are reported at item 100 below.  [It is

assumed that any purchases of own Tier 1 instruments not held for trading purposes would be

cancelled;  such instruments should not in any case be included here but should be deducted

from Tier 1 capital on the form BSD3.]  This figure should be reported on line A171 of BSD3.

100 Banking book (off-balance sheet - deductions) 

Report guarantees of other banks’ or financial institutions’ capital instruments or the provision of

any guarantees which are included as part of the supervisory capital of another bank or financial

institution.  Guarantees should not be held in the Trading Book.  The amount reported here

should be included in line A340.6 of the form BSD3.

The total of items 90, 100 and 120 will equal item 60. 

110 Trading Book (deductions)

Report the total amount of Trading Book holdings deducted from Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital at the

reporting date.  Banks should follow methodology (a) or (b) below depending on whether they

have any holdings listed under item 80 above in the Trading Book.  This figure should be

recorded on line A171 of the form BSD3.  

a) For institutions with no holdings listed under item 80 (holdings in excess of 10%):

First, determine the positive excesses, if any, of (i) items 70.1 and 70.2 combined over the

Trading Book concession and (ii) item 70.2 over any Trading Book concession for own group

paper.  Take the larger of these excesses and add to item 70.3 (items not eligible for Trading

Book concession) to give the overall amount to be deducted from Tiers 1 and 2.  Holdings of

own Tier 1 instruments should be deducted directly from Tier 1 and not from Tiers 1 and 2

combined.
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b) For institutions with holdings listed under item 80 (holdings in excess of 10%):  

All amounts in excess of 10% of the other credit and financial institutions’ capital should be

deducted.  Where banks have such holdings in the Trading Book, adjustments may be made to

the calculation of excesses over total and own paper Trading Book concessions under (a)

above to avoid double deductions. 

120 Banking Book (non deductible)

Capital items held in the Banking Book should be deducted other than in exceptional

circumstances, such as when they are held temporarily for the purposes of a financial

assistance operation.  Such cases should be agreed with the FSA in advance.  In such cases,

the figure may be reported on line A172 of the form BSD3.  

130 Trading Book (non deductible)

Include amounts under items 70.1 and 70.2 which fall within a Trading Book concession and

which are not deductible by reason of being an excess included under item 80 above.  Amounts

recorded under both items 70.1 and 70.2 count towards the overall Trading Book concession.

This amount should be reported on line A172 of the form BSD3.  

140 Five largest holdings in credit and financial institutions, at reporting date

Include the five largest holdings (taking direct and indirect together) in credit and financial

institutions, ranked by the value of holdings.  Include holdings taken in the Banking and Trading

Books.  Include the name of the credit and financial institution and the book value of the

reporting institution’s holding.  Banks may agree a de minimis reporting level with their line

supervisor.  

SECTION 2:  Qualifying holdings in non-financial companies

150 Total amount of qualifying holdings

Include here the book value of all qualifying holdings in non-financial companies.  Holdings in

unconsolidated subsidiaries and associates in which there is a participating interest (under the

Companies Act 1985), for which deductions are made elsewhere, need not be reported here.

Institutions reporting on a consolidated basis should include holdings taken anywhere in the

consolidated group, including holdings taken in subsidiaries consolidated using the aggregation-

plus method.  This sum should be reported on item A180 of the form BSD3 under Banking Book

deductions. 
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160 Total amount of qualifying holdings in excess of 15% of capital

Sum the amounts by which any of the qualifying holdings reported in item 150 individually

exceeds 15% of the reporting institution’s Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital for the previous reporting

period (adjusted for deductions for holdings of other credit and financial institutions’ capital

instruments).

170 Total amount of qualifying holdings in excess of 60% of capital

Include here the amount by which the aggregate of qualifying holdings reported in item 150

exceed 60% of the reporting institution’s Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital for the previous reporting

period (adjusted for deductions for holdings of other credit and financial institutions’ capital

instruments).

180 Total deduction to be made from capital

Include here the larger of items 160 and 170 above.  This amount should be reported as

deductible under item A180.4 of the form BSD3.  Any qualifying holding which is not deducted

should be recorded as a risk weighted amount under item A180 of the form BSD3.
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FORM M1

HOLDINGS OF CREDIT AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS’ AND NON-FINANCIAL COMPANIES’ CAPITAL

INSTRUMENTS

INTERNAL VALIDATIONS

Ref no item numbers

1 50 = 60 + 70

2 70 = 70.1 + 70.2 + 70.3 + 70.4

3 80 = 80.01E + 80.02 E+ 80.03E + 80.04 E + 80.05E + 80.06E + 80.07E +
80.08E + 80.09E + 80.10E

4 110  � max {max[(70.1+70.2)-20, (70.2 - 40)], 0} + 70.3 

5 120 = 60 - 90 - 100

6 130 = 70 - 70.4 - 100

7 150 � 160 

8 150 � 170

9 180 = max (160, 170)

10 20 > 0 if item 10 = 1(yes), else 0
Introduced SRN/1999/4, effective March 2000

11 40 > 0 if item 30 = 1(yes), else 0
Introduced SRN/1999/4, effective March 2000

12 FSA > 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective December 2001)

CROSS FORM VALIDATIONS : FORM M1 AND FORM BSD3

Ref no M1 items BSD3 items

1 Removed SRN/1998/5

2 180 = AB180.4

3 Removed SRN/1998/5

4 Removed SRN/1998/5

5 Superceded by validation 8, SRN/1998/4

6 Removed SRN/1998/5

7 130 = AT172

8 Removed SRN/1998/5
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Sterling stock liquidity return (Form SLR1)

Only those banks which have been specifically requested by the Financial Services

Authority (FSA) to complete this form, in place of the Form LR, should do so.

This return is used to calculate the level of sterling stock liquidity which the reporting

institution should hold against its estimated outflow of funds arising from liabilities to

wholesale and retail customers.  This level should be maintained at all times.  Unless

otherwise agreed, the return should be completed on a consolidated basis.  Where a

bank wishes to report on a different basis this should be agreed in advance with the

FSA.

These reporting instructions should be read in conjunction with the Supervisory

Guidance Notes (SGN).

SLR1 item

1.0 Sterling stock

1.1 Cash

Include all sterling notes including Bank of England notes and also notes issued by the

Scottish and Northern Irish banks.  Include cash which the reporting institution has

paid into another UK bank, EEA bank or UK branch of a bank established outside the

EEA (as defined in the Handbook Glossary of Definitions), or the Banking Department

of the Bank of England, which has not yet been credited to the reporting institution’s

account in the books of the other bank.

Holdings of gold sovereigns should be excluded.

1.2 Operational balances with the Bank of England

Enter balances with the Head Office of the Bank of England, except special deposits

and cash ratio deposits, which should be excluded.

Amounts receivable under finance leases from the Bank of England should be

excluded (in contrast to statistical reporting to the Bank of England).

1.3 UK Treasury Bills

Enter holdings of UK Treasury bills issued by H M Government.  UK Treasury bills

denominated in euros and Bills for which the Bank of England is obligor may also be

included.

1.4 Gilts

Enter all holdings of sterling and foreign currency denominated stock issued by H M

Government and the Irish land purchase stocks.  Other British Government-

guaranteed stocks should be excluded from this return.
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1.5 UK Bank bills eligible for rediscount at the Bank of England

These comprise holdings of sterling bills irrespective of issuer which are both payable

in the United Kingdom and have been accepted by eligible banks.  A list of eligible

banks is contained in SGN Appendix G.

1.6 UK local authority bills eligible for rediscount at the Bank of England

Local authorities are defined in SGN Appendix F.

1.8 Other

Institutions may, with the prior agreement of the FSA,  include any of the following 

� sterling international bonds issued by EEA governments and certain international

financial institutions, where they have been issued directly into the Euroclear and

Cedel settlement systems;

� sterling bonds (‘bulldogs’) of the same issuers, where they have been issued into

(and are now held by) the CREST settlement system; and

� Euro denominated bonds of the same issuers where they are eligible for use in

ESCB monetary policy operations.

You will find more detailed lists of all three categories of assets on the Bank of

England’s website under OMO on the “Eligible Securities” page

(www.bankofengland.co.uk/markets/money/eligiblesecurities.htm).

The FSA will automatically extend the list of assets that it considers appropriate for

banks to count as ‘sterling liquid assets’ in line with the Bank of England’s programme

of extending its list of ‘eligible securities’, as described in its notice of 15 October 1998.

The Bank will maintain updated lists of the relevant assets on its website.

The international financial institutions whose issues may be included are:

African Development Bank

Asian Development Bank

Council of Europe Social Development Fund

European Atomic Energy Community

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development

European Community

European Coal and Steel Community

European Investment Bank

Inter-American Development Bank

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development/World Bank

International Finance Corporation

Nordic Investment Bank
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2.1 Wholesale sterling net outflow limit over five working days

Enter the institution’s internal limit for the wholesale sterling net outflow over five

working days.  The limit should be agreed with the FSA.  This should be the limit

shown in the institution’s most recent liquidity policy statement submitted to the FSA

unless it has been agreed with the FSA that a different limit is appropriate.  This limit

should not be changed without the prior agreement of the FSA.

2.2 Sterling Stock Floor over five working days

Enter the floor for the sterling stock over five working days, as agreed with the FSA.

Unless otherwise agreed, the floor should normally be the figure entered in item 2.1

multiplied by 0.5, rounded down to an integer where appropriate.  The floor should not

be changed without the prior agreement of the FSA.

3.0 Wholesale sterling net outflow over five working days

Include all deposits from banks and building societies taken via the institution’s

Treasury Division.

Include all other deposits of £1mn or more taken on wholesale market terms.  For this

purpose, wholesale deposits shall be defined as deposits closely related to money

market operations which are made as a result of customers being offered a specific

rate for a particular deposit for a particular period.  This shall be taken to include

interest-bearing funds deposited either at branches or direct with, for example, the

bank’s Treasury Division, on the strength of an interest rate quoted on enquiry on each

occasion that a deposit is made.

Include sterling certificates of deposit maturing within five working days.

In normal circumstances, item 3 should not exceed item 2.1.  Exceptions should be

notified to the normal supervisory contact at the FSA unless the institution has enough

surplus stock liquidity, over and above that needed to meet the LQR (item 6.0 below),

to cover the excess.  Where this is the case, the exception should not be reported to

the FSA.

Any cases of doubt should be referred to the normal supervisory contact at the FSA.
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4.1 Sterling certificates of deposit held - total

Exclude sterling certificates of deposit maturing within five working days which have

been included in item 3.0 above.

If a reporting institution holds certificates of deposit which it has itself issued, these

should be excluded from item 4.1.

Include negotiable deposits made on terms identical to those on which a certificate of

deposit would have been issued, but for which it is mutually convenient not to issue a

certificate.

4.3 Total discounted certificates of deposit

The figure should be rounded down, where appropriate, to an integer.

4.4 Allowable certificates of deposit

This figure should be calculated using the figure reported in 4.3 (after any rounding

down).  The limit, expressed as 50% of item 3.0, should also be rounded down if

appropriate.

5.1 Sterling retail deposits falling due in next five working days

Include all retail deposits with a residual contractual maturity of five working days or

less as at the reporting date.  Deposits subject to a penalty on withdrawal should only

be included if the residual contractual maturity is five working days or less.

For this purpose, retail deposits shall be defined as deposits which arise from

customer acceptance of an advertised rate (including nil) for a particular product.  This

shall be taken to include deposits taken in a bank’s branch network on the grounds of

an existing or new customer relationship where the rates of interest are not directly

linked to interbank rates, and are advertised or displayed at the branch counter or are

part of standard tariff terms so that depositors can establish, without further enquiry,

the rate applicable to each type of deposit.

Any cases of doubt should be referred to the normal supervisory contact at the FSA.

5.3 Sterling retail deposits to be covered

The figure should be rounded up, where appropriate, to an integer (being prudent).
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6.0 Sterling liquidity ratio (LQR)

The sterling liquidity ratio should be 100% or more unless it is appropriate for the

institution to maintain a lower ratio (such cases should be agreed with the FSA).  The

figure should be calculated to two decimal places (rounding .005 and above up, and

below .005 down).  The calculated figure should then be multiplied by 100 and

reported on line 6.0 as integers.

Repo activity

Where gilts or other assets qualifying for inclusion in the sterling liquidity stock have

been acquired as a result of entering into a repo or reverse repo transaction, they can

be included in a bank’s liquidity stock for the duration that they are held; conversely,

the asset sold should be excluded until it is repurchased.

Breaches

Any breaches of the stock liquidity ratio should be reported immediately to the normal

supervisory contact at the FSA.
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FORM SLR1

STOCK LIQUIDITY RETURN

INTERNAL VALIDATIONS

Ref no SLR1 Item No

1 1.0 = 1.1 + 1.2 + 1.3 + 1.4 + 1.5 + 1.6 + 1.7 + 1.8

2 2.2 � 1.0

3 4.3 = 4.1 multiplied by 4.2, rounded down to an integer

4 4.4 � 3.0 / 2, rounded down to an integer

5 4.4 � 4.3

6 4.5 = 4.3 – 4.4

7 5.4 = 5.1 multiplied by 5.2, rounded up to an integer

8 Superceded by validation 9, SRN/1998/4

9 6.0 = If item 3.0 > 0, then
( 1.0 / ( 3.0 – 4.4 + 5.3 ) ) multiplied by 100, to 2 decimal
places (rounding 5 and over up, and under 5 down), then
multiplied by 100, otherwise
( 1.0 / ( zero – 4.4 + 5.3 ) ) multiplied by 100, to 2 decimal
places (rounding .005 and over up, and under .005 down),
then multiplied by 100

10 FSA > 0 (Introduced SRN/2001/2, effective from 1 December 2001)
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Supervisory Guidance Notes (SGN)

1 The following guidance notes and the reporting instructions apply specifically to the

supervisory returns contained in this folder (Annex 2 of SUP).  They do not relate to

the completion of the forms contained in the Bank of England’s Banking Statistics

Definitions folder.  There are some common areas, nevertheless, where the definitions

in the Bank’s statistical folder apply equally to items reported in the supervisory

returns.  Thus, where no specific guidance is contained within these notes and

definitions, reporting institutions should be guided by the Bank of England’s Banking

Statistics Definitions.

In these Guidance Notes, the term ‘bank’ is generally used to cover those institutions

defined as a UK bank, an EEA bank or a bank established outside the EEA in the

Handbook Glossary of Definitions, unless specified otherwise.  In the case of the

capital adequacy (BSD3), liquidity (LR) and large exposures (LE2) returns, it also

covers building societies as defined in the Handbook Glossary of Definitions. 

2 In general, supervisory returns should include all of the assets, liabilities and off-

balance sheet items of the reporting institution (for Coverage see notes 3 & 4 below)

and not only those related to its UK offices.  

For convenience, these guidance notes refer to the FSA Banking Supervisory Policy

Guide as ‘FSA Policy Guide’, and the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Banks as

‘IPRU (BANK)’.

2 a Whilst there are substantial advantages in preserving sterling as the sole reporting unit

(particularly because of the complexity of the supervisory data), the FSA will observe

similar standards to and practices of the Bank of England after the introduction of the

single currency in January 1999.  Institutions should note that the FSA and the Bank of

England would expect the currency of reporting to be consistent between supervisory

and statistical returns.  Any institution with a strong business case for switching to

reporting in euros should write to the Financial Risk Analysis and Monitoring Unit at the

FSA.

Coverage

3 The reporting dates for the various supervisory returns are set out on the front of the

individual forms and are summarised below.  The reporting schedule for January 2001

to December 2001 is contained in Appendix I.

Frequency Report Reporting dates Basis of reporting

Monthly SLR1 Second Wednesday Consolidated

(unless agreed

otherwise), UK

banks

Quarterly BSD3, M1 End calendar quarters, or at

dates coinciding with the

financial year end

Unconsolidated or

solo consolidated,

UK banks
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LE2 End calendar quarters, or at

dates coinciding with the

financial year end

Unconsolidated or

solo consolidated

and consolidated,

UK banks

LR End February, May, August

and November for Form BT

monthly reporter, or end

calendar quarters for

Form BT quarterly reporter

Unconsolidated

including any

overseas branches

or solo-

consolidated if

capital and large

exposures are

reported on a solo-

consolidated basis

(UK banks), or

business

conducted by EEA

banks and banks

established outside

the EEA

Half yearly BSD3, M1 End June and December, or

at dates coinciding with the

financial year end

Consolidated, UK

banks

B7 End June and December, or

at dates coinciding with

accounting periods

UK branches of

banks incorporated

outside the EEA
1

(banks established

outside the EEA)

4 For certain returns, different reporting dates may be agreed with the FSA for those

institutions with a financial year which does not coincide with an end calendar quarter

date.  The companies to be included in any solo consolidation or consolidation should

be those agreed between the reporting institution and the FSA in accordance with

Chapter CS (Consolidated supervision) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK).

Valuation

5 Outstanding liabilities and holdings of assets should normally be reported at the value

outstanding in the reporting institution’s books (ie book value), in accordance with the

reporting institution’s usual accounting practices.  Where the terms of Chapter NE

(Collateral and netting) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) are met, certain assets

and liabilities may be netted for the purpose of calculating risk-weighted assets.

However, reporting institutions should report in accordance with their statutory

accounting practices - see example below.  For positions held in the Trading Book, the

reporting institution should report on a mark-to-market basis.  Reporting institutions

wishing to report on a different basis should agree this with the FSA.  For valuation of

interest and exchange rate contracts, see the Form BSD3 definitions for items A472

and A474.

                                                

1
 The EEA comprises the European Union and Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein.
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Netting Example

Consider assets of 100 and liabilities capable of being netted against those assets of

30.  The terms of the relevant FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) have been met:

(i) If the reporting institution’s statutory accounts record this situation as 70 of

assets and no liabilities, then Section A of the Form BSD3 should show the

same;

(ii) If the reporting institution’s statutory accounts record this situation as 100 of

assets and 30 of liabilities, then the Form BSD3 reporting should be: 70 of

assets at the counterparty risk weight, 30 of assets at 0% risk weight and 30 of

liabilities.  This is in order to preserve the correspondence between statutory

balance sheet footings and the unweighted BSD3 footings.  The adjustment

should be recorded in columns 1, 2 and 5 of Appendix A-III of the Form BSD3.

Specific provisions

6 All loans, advances, bills and securities (and also off-balance sheet items) reported on

the capital adequacy returns should be included net of any specific or earmarked

general provisions made.  Off-balance sheet items should also be reported net of

specific provisions, although the amount of such provisions should be included in item

A750 on Form BSD3.  For large exposures purposes, the exposures should be

reported gross of provisions for bad and doubtful debts.

Accruals

7 In general, returns should be completed on an accruals rather than a cash basis.  On

the Form BSD3, such accruals should be shown, where possible, against the relevant

category of counterparty for assets or under item A260 for accruals not specifically

identified; accruals on liabilities should be included under item A760.2. 

Maturity of assets and off-balance sheet items

8 Certain on- and off-balance sheet items should be reported according to their maturity.

Liabilities and assets should be classified according to their remaining maturity ie on

the basis of a residual maturity of one year or less or more than one year, and not

according to their original maturity.  Reporting institutions with non-resident offices

may discuss the implications of this with the FSA if the reporting of exactly one year

maturities are treated differently in the countries in which they are operating.

Off-balance sheet commitments, on the other hand, should be reported according to

their original maturity.
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Exposures

9 An exposure is the Amount at Risk arising from the aggregate of the reporting bank’s

business, whether conducted on or off-balance sheet
2
, as follows: 

(1) Claims on a counterparty including actual claims, and potential claims

which would arise from the drawing down in full of undrawn advised

facilities (whether revocable or irrevocable, conditional or unconditional)

which the bank has committed itself to provide, and claims which the

bank has committed itself to purchase or underwrite.  Typically these will

be in the form of:

(a) all loans and advances (including overdrafts) however denominated;

(b) nostro accounts

(c) the net book value of finance leases, less deferred tax provided;

(d) discounted bills held;

(e) bonds, acceptances, promissory notes, loan stocks and other paper

held;

(f) margin held with investment exchanges, their clearing houses or other

counterparties;

(g) OTC futures (including forwards), options, swaps and similar contracts

on interest rates, foreign currencies, equities, securities, commodities

etc.  (Note: foreign exchange related contracts should only be included

if their original maturity was over 14 days.)

(h) claims arising in the course of settlement of a securities or other

transactions;

(i) claims arising in the case of forward sales and purchases of

instruments in both the Trading and Banking Books that either settle on

a date beyond the market norm for that instrument or where the

payment due is deferred until some future date;

                                                

2
 NOTE : Exposures entered into by a bank as a trustee are excluded from the scope of the large exposures

return.
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(j) any commitment with a certain or uncertain drawdown entered into by

the reporting bank.  This should include amounts outstanding under:

� sale and repurchase agreements;

� forward asset purchase agreements;

� buy back agreements;

� forward forward deposits placed;

� the unpaid part of partly-paid shares.

(k) any other claims arising from similar transactions entered into by the

reporting bank.

The following should be excluded:

(i) claims and other assets which have been deducted from the reporting

bank’s capital base in order to determine the capital base for the

purpose of calculating capital ratios and reporting large exposures.

Such deductions are listed in Section 10 of Chapter CA (Definition of

capital) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK);

(ii) claims on group companies which are consolidated for the purpose of

the reporting bank’s solo reporting within the terms of the FSA Policy

Guide/IPRU (BANK) on consolidated supervision (Chapter CS

(Consolidated supervision), Section 9.2).  The reporting institution

should agree such cases with the FSA;

(iii) claims arising in the course of settlement of a foreign exchange

transaction on a counterparty where the reporting institution has settled

its side of the transaction but has not received the countervalue, for a

period of up to 2 working days after payment was made.  After this

period such claims should be reported as an exposure;

(iv) in the case where an asset is traded, claims on the counterparty to the

transaction which occur whilst the transaction is in the course of

settlement where neither the reporting bank nor the counterparty have

settled their side of the transaction, for a period of five working days

after settlement was due.  (Amounts which have not been settled within

5 working days after the due date should, however, be reported as an

exposure.)

(v) counterparty risk on futures and options should not be reported where

the contracts concerned are traded on exchanges subject to daily

margining requirements.  However, issuer risk on any underlying

bonds/equities should be reported since the value of these contracts is

dependent on the issuer’s financial soundness.  Where contracts relate

to a broadly based cash settled index, no issuer risk need be reported.
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(2) Contingent liabilities arising in the normal course of business and those

contingent liabilities which would arise from the drawing down in full of

undrawn advised facilities
3
 (whether revocable or irrevocable, conditional

or unconditional) which the bank has committed itself to provide.  This

would include:

(a) direct credit substitutes (including guarantees, standby letters of credit

serving as financial guarantees, bills accepted by the reporting

institution but not held by it, ‘per aval’ endorsements and other

endorsements with equivalent effect);

(b) claims sold with recourse, where the credit risk remains with the

reporting bank;

(c) transaction related contingents not having the character of direct credit

substitutes (including tender and performance bonds, bid bonds,

warranties, standby letters of credit related to particular transactions,

retention money guarantees, import and export excise duty bonds, VAT

bonds);

(d) undrawn documentary letters of credit issued or confirmed; and

(e) those arising from similar transactions entered into by the reporting

bank.

 The following should be excluded:

(i) indemnities in respect of lost share certificates and import/export

carnets;

(ii) bill endorsements on bills already endorsed by another bank; and

(iii) where the reporting bank acts as a lessor, mortgagee, or owner of

goods under a hire-purchase agreement, those contingent liabilities

which may result from injuries, damage or loss suffered by third parties

and caused by the goods.

                                                

3
 NOTE: For these purposes, facilities include overdraft, standby, revolving underwriting, and multiple option

facilities and similar facilities provided by the reporting bank.  It may be the practice for a bank or
banking group to advise sub-limits within an overall facility limit for different types of business or to be
advised by different branches or subsidiaries of the bank.  These sub-limits may total more than the
overall facility limit.  In such cases, the exposure should be taken as the overall facility limit rather than
the aggregate of the sub-limits.
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(3) Assets, and assets which the bank has committed itself to purchase or

underwrite, whose value depends wholly or mainly on a counterparty

performing his obligations, or whose value otherwise depends on that

counterparty’s financial soundness but which do not represent a claim

on the counterparty.  This would include:

(a) equities, equity warrants and options which do not represent a claim on

the issuer but whose value depends, inter alia, on the issuer’s financial

soundness.

10 For the purposes of determining large exposures, separate exposures granted to the

same counterparty should be aggregated.  Exposures to a number of individual

counterparties should be aggregated and considered as a single exposure where

those counterparties are financially connected with one another so that the financial

soundness of one of them may affect the other or others.  Exposures to a number of

public sector bodies or local authorities should be reported as separate exposures.

Exposures to individual counterparties within a group should be separately identified

within their respective aggregates on the Form LE2.  In the case of the B7, institutions

should send these details directly to their supervisor and not include the breakdown on

the Form itself.

Counterparties

11 A counterparty is a borrower from or customer of the reporting bank, or some other

party to which the reporting bank is directly or indirectly exposed.  In general, the

identification of counterparties follows similar practice to that used in the Bank of

England’s statistical returns, and a copy of their guidance is reproduced in Appendix A.

Exposures to the following categories of counterparties should be reported separately

in both capital adequacy and large exposures returns:

An individual non-bank counterparty

An individual non-bank counterparty comprises natural and legal persons and includes

individual trusts, corporations, unincorporated businesses (whether as sole traders or

partnerships) and non-profit making bodies.  This category excludes governments,

and includes local authorities and public sector bodies.

Closely related counterparties

12 A group of closely related counterparties exists where:-

(a) unless it can be shown otherwise, two or more individual counterparties

constitute a single risk because one of them has, directly, or indirectly, control

over the other or others; or

(b) individual counterparties are connected in such a way that the financial

soundness of any of them may affect the financial soundness of the other or

others or the same factors may affect the financial soundness of both or all of

them.
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In such cases the exposure to these individual counterparties should be aggregated

and considered as a single exposure to a group of closely related counterparties.

It is not possible to give a comprehensive list of the different types of relationship

between individual counterparties which it might be reasonable to consider as giving

rise to common risk and therefore which constitutes for these purposes a group of

closely related counterparties.  The following list is therefore indicative and not

comprehensive:-

� Group undertakings as defined in the Companies Act;

� Companies whose ultimate owner (whether in whole or in significant part) is the

same individual or individuals and which do not have a formal group structure;

� Companies having common directors or management; and 

� Counterparties linked by cross guarantees.

Where there is doubt in a particular case as to whether a number of individual persons

constitute a group of closely related counterparties or, notwithstanding that a

relationship as identified above exists, it is considered that the counterparties do not

share a ‘common risk’, the circumstances should be discussed with the FSA to

determine how the exposure(s) should be reported.  Exposures to a number of public

sector bodies, or local authorities are considered not to constitute a single exposure to

“a group of closely related non-bank counterparties”.

An undertaking (as defined in Financial Reporting Standard 2, Paragraph 14) is the

parent undertaking of another undertaking (a subsidiary undertaking) if any of the

following (from section 259, Companies Act 1985) apply.

(a) It holds a majority of the voting rights in the undertaking.

(b) It is a member of the undertaking and has the right to appoint or remove

directors holding a majority of the voting rights at meetings of the board on all, or

substantially all, matters.

(c) It has the right to exercise a dominant influence over the undertaking:

(i) by virtue of provisions contained in the undertaking’s memorandum or

articles;  or

(ii) by virtue of a control contract.  The control contract must be in writing and be

of a kind authorised by the memorandum or articles of the controlled

undertaking.  It must also be permitted by the law under which that

undertaking is established.
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(d) It is a member of the undertaking and controls alone, pursuant to an agreement

with other shareholders or members, a majority of the voting rights in the

undertaking.

(e) It has a participating interest in the undertaking and:

(i) it actually exercises a dominant influence over the undertaking;  or

(ii) it and the undertaking are managed on a unified basis.

(f) A parent undertaking is also treated as the parent undertaking of the subsidiary

undertakings of its subsidiary undertakings.

Connected counterparties

13 Parties connected to the reporting institution comprise:- 

(i) other group companies
4
, excluding those companies which are included in the

consolidation on a particular return;

(ii) associated companies as defined in the Statement of Standard Accounting

Practice 1 (SSAP1);

(iii) directors, controllers and their associates as defined in Sections 417, 178/180,

and 422 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 respectively (or Section

105 of the Banking Act 1987 as amended by The Banking Co-ordination (Second

Council Directive) Regulations 1992): loans to employees of a reporting

institution’s parent undertaking should also be included;

(iv) non-group companies with which directors and controllers are associated.

A pension fund or other trust fund of the group should not necessarily be classified as

connected.  However, it should be treated as a connected counterparty if a

director/controller of the reporting institution is both a director of the fund and is

involved in decision-making on whether or not an exposure to that fund should be

undertaken.  Funds managed within the banking group need not be treated as

connected, and similarly for funds managed third party groups.  However, the onus

remains on banks which undertake such exposures to examine closely each case on

its own merits.  Notwithstanding the FSA’s acceptance that such funds may, provided

banks can satisfy themselves that they meet the criteria, be treated as

unconnected/unrelated, there remains some aggregated risk.

Include as a director/controller any employee of the reporting institution who is

appointed by the reporting institution to be a director of another company.

                                                

4
 The definition of group companies used for supervisory reporting is that set out for “group undertakings” in

section 262 of the Companies Act 1985 as amended by the Companies Act 1989, together with any associated
companies that are consolidated with the institution for reporting purposes, or that would be consolidated but for
the fact that they are supervised by another UK supervisory authority.  (For definitions of parent and subsidiary
undertakings refer to section 258 of the Companies Act 1985 as amended by the Companies Act 1989.)
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14 Any employee of the reporting institution should be treated as being associated with

another company, whether the company is registered or domiciled in the UK or not, if

he/she holds the office of director (or alternate director) with that company in his/her

own right, or as a result of:

(i) a loan granted by the reporting institution to the company;

(ii) a financial interest taken by the reporting institution in the company;

(iii) by virtue of a professional interest unconnected with the reporting institution;

(iv) if he/she and/or his/her associates, as defined above, together hold 10% or

more of the equity share capital of that company.

In the case of consortium banks with no definable parent, the reporting of connected

exposures should be discussed with the FSA.

Reporting institutions should ensure that reporting is consistent between the capital

adequacy and large exposures reports.

Analysis of Categories

15 For each category of on- and off-balance sheet item there is a breakdown of the total

into different weighting bands, ie 0%, 10%, 20%, 50% or 100%, depending on the risk

weight attributed to the counterparties.  The following summary list identifies the

counterparty weights.  It is not a full list of all on- and off-balance sheet items, eg cash

is not shown here (see Definitions for Form BSD3 Section A for a full list of items and

for more detail generally); 

0% (i)* Claims on, other than holdings of bills or securities issued by, Zone A

central governments and central banks;

(ii)* Claims on, other than holdings of bills or securities issued by, Zone B

central governments and central banks denominated in local currency

and funded by liabilities in the same currency.

10% (i)* Holdings of Treasury bills and fixed interest securities (including index-

linked securities) issued by Zone A central governments and central

banks with a residual maturity of 1 year or less, and floating rate Zone A

central government and central bank securities of any maturity;

(ii)* Holdings of Zone B central government and central bank securities with

a residual maturity of 1 year or less denominated in local currency and

funded by liabilities in the same currency. 
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20% (i)* Holdings of Zone A central government and central bank fixed interest

securities (including index-linked securities) of a residual maturity of over

1 year;

(ii)* Holdings of Zone B central government and central bank securities of a

residual maturity over 1 year denominated in local currency and funded

by liabilities in the same currency;

(iii) Claims on multilateral development banks;

(iv) Claims on banks incorporated in Zone A countries;

(v) Claims on banks incorporated in Zone B countries with a residual

maturity of 1 year or less;

(vi) Claims on Zone A public sector entities (PSEs);

(vii) Claims on investment firms subject to the CAD or incorporated in a non

EU/EEA State but subject to an equivalent regime.  See Chapter CS

(Consolidated supervision), Section 10, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU

(BANK) for more detail on which entities are subject to an equivalent

regime;

(viii) Claims on recognised clearing houses and exchanges, to include initial

cash margins and surplus variation margins.  See Chapter BC (Credit

risk in the banking book), Section 5, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU

(BANK) for more detail on which clearing houses and exchanges are

recognised.

50% (i)** Certain loans to Housing Associations meeting the criteria set out in the

reporting instructions for item A90 on the Form BSD3;

(ii)** Mortgage loans to individuals meeting the criteria set out for item A90 on

the Form BSD3;

(iii)** Loans to special purpose mortgage finance vehicles meeting the criteria

set out for item A150 on the Form BSD3;

(iv)** Mortgage sub-participations, where the risk to the sub-participating bank

is fully and specifically secured against residential mortgage loans which

would themselves qualify for the 50% weight;

(v)** Mortgage backed securities meeting the criteria set out for item A150 on

the Form BSD3.

100% (i) Claims on the non-bank private sector;

(ii) Claims on banks incorporated in Zone B countries with a residual

maturity over 1 year;

(iii) Claims on Zone B central governments and central banks (unless

denominated in the national currency and funded by liabilities in the

same currency);

(iv) Claims on commercial entities owned by the public sector;

(v) Claims on Zone B public sector entities. 
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Note. 

Items marked with * - All claims on Zone A central governments and central banks,

and all claims on Zone B central governments and central banks denominated in local

currency and funded by liabilities in the same currency are weighted at 0% for

counterparty risk in the Trading Book; accordingly, these items are not applicable to

Section B of the Form BSD3.

Items marked with **  - these are not Trading Book items for counterparty risks, and

are therefore not applicable to Section B of the Form BSD3.

Some on and off-balance sheet assets should be deducted from total capital (total of

tier 1 and tier 2) rather than receive a risk weight:

(i) Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associates;

(ii) Connected lending of a capital nature;

(iii) Holdings of all capital instruments issued by any financial institution, investment

firm or other bank in which the reporting institution owns more than 10% of the

equity capital of the financial institution or bank (other than investments already

deducted in (i) above);

(iv) All other holdings of other banks’ capital instruments including those held in the

trading portfolio, except those held under primary and secondary market

makers’ concessions;

(v) Any holdings of bank or investment firm capital instruments held under a

market making concession which exceed 10% of the Total (gross) capital of the

reporting institution;

(vi) Guarantees of a capital nature given on behalf of connected companies;

(vii) Other off-balance sheet items of a capital nature, eg a forward asset purchase

of a bank capital instrument.

16 For each category of assets and off-balance sheet position, reporting institutions

should separately identify their Banking Book and Trading Book positions.  Banks

which are exempt from the Capital Adequacy Directive and which do not fill in Section

B of Form BSD3 should ignore the Trading Book column and report all their assets

and positions within the Banking Book.  Banks which fill in Section B of Form BSD3

will have agreed a Trading Book policy statement with the FSA.  Assets and positions

should be split between the Banking and Trading Books in accordance with that

statement.  The risk weighted amount in Section A of Form BSD3 is calculated by

multiplying the Banking Book figure by the risk weight.  The Trading Book figure is

provided for information only and is not used in any calculation.

17 Where the reporting institution would face substantial difficulty in providing a

breakdown by counterparty type which outweighs the benefit received from a

weighting lower than 100%, the relevant assets may be entered in the ‘unanalysed’

boxes at the foot of each of the main categories on the Form BSD3 eg where a major

institution has a category of assets or non-resident branch(es) which represents an

insignificant part of the institution’s overall assets.   Such treatment should be

discussed with the FSA before being adopted.
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Investment trusts/Unit trusts/Mutual funds

18 Equity holdings in investment trusts and holdings of “units” in unit trusts or mutual

funds should normally attract the highest risk weighting of 100%.  However, when the

assets held by the investment institution are legally restricted to assets of a lower

weight (eg by articles of association or loan documentation) then a holding should be

weighted at that lower weight.  If a range of lower weighted assets are included in a

fund or trust a holding should be weighted at the highest of these weights.  Holdings in

entities established to hold capital instruments issued by banks should normally be

deducted from capital.

Zone A/Zone B countries

19 A list is provided in Appendix C.

Central governments

Comprises all departments, establishments and bodies of a central government

located in its domestic territory performing government functions and the embassies,

consulate and military establishments of the government located elsewhere.

Banks and recognised investment firms

20 The term “bank” as used in the capital adequacy and large exposures returns refers to

those institutions that are regarded as banks in the countries in which they are

incorporated, and supervised by the appropriate banking supervisory or monetary

authority as banks.  In general, banks will engage in the business of banking and

accept deposits in the regular course of business.  For large exposures purposes,

central banks, multilateral development banks and the Bank for International

Settlements (BIS) should be excluded.  Note that the definition of UK banks in the

Form SLR1 is restricted to banks in the United Kingdom, together with the Banking

Department of the Bank of England. 

For banks incorporated in countries that are members of the European Economic

Area (EEA), classify as banks those credit institutions authorised in accordance with

the Banking Consolidation Directive (2000/12/EC) .  A list of such institutions is

published in the EC Official Journal from time to time.  

All banks incorporated in the Channel Islands, Gibraltar, Bermuda and Isle of Man are

regarded as Zone A banks.
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In the USA, banks are referred to as depository institutions which include branches of

federally-insured banks and depository institutions chartered and headquartered in the

50 states of the United States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and US territories

and possessions.  The definition encompasses banks, mutual or stock savings banks,

savings (or building) and loans associations (S&Ls), co-operative banks and credit

unions; it excludes bank holding companies (other than those which are themselves

banks).

Recognised investment firms include all investment firms incorporated within the

European Union/European Economic Area, as defined by the Investment Services

Directive (ISD).  Note that not all securities firms incorporated in these countries are

investment firms within the terms of the ISD.  For instance, in the United Kingdom

there are some companies (such as commodity trading companies) which, although

required to be authorised under the Financial Services Act 1986 / Financial Services

and Markets Act 2000, are not investment firms within the terms of the ISD.

Investment firms incorporated outside the EEA may be classified as a recognised

investment firm, if they are subject to a regulatory regime deemed to be broadly

equivalent to the Capital Adequacy Directive.  Chapter CS (Consolidated supervision),

Section 10, Appendix D of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) lists which countries

currently fall into this category.  Banks should be aware that many investment firms

are part of complex groups containing both regulated and unregulated entities.  Only

the relevant regulated entity should be reported as an investment firm.

Central banks

21 With the exception of several Eastern European foreign trade banks (FTBs), the list of

central banks (central monetary institutions) are the same as used by the Bank of

England for statistical purposes.  The list is set out in Appendix D to these notes.

Multilateral Development Banks (MDBs)

A list is set out in Appendix E.

Financial Institutions

22 The definition of financial institution used the capital adequacy returns is the same as

that which applies in the Banking Consolidation Directive (formerly the Second

Banking Co-ordination Directive).  A financial institution is an undertaking, other than a

bank or recognised investment firm (as defined in SGN20), the principal activity of

which is to acquire holdings or to carry on one of the activities listed below.

(i) Lending including inter alia

- consumer credit

- mortgage credit

- factoring, with or without recourse

- financing of commercial transactions (including forfeiting)

(ii) Financial leasing

(iii) Money transmission services
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(iv) Issuing and administering means of payment (eg credit cards, travellers’

cheques and bankers’ drafts)

(v) Guarantees and commitments

(vi) Trading for own account or for the account of customers in:

(a) money market instruments (cheques, bills, CDs etc.)

(b) foreign exchange

(c) financial futures and options

(d) exchange and interest rate instruments

(e) transferable securities

(vii) Participation in securities issues and provision of services related to such

issues

(viii) Advice to undertakings on capital structure, industrial strategy and related

questions and advice and services relating to mergers and the purchase of

undertakings

(ix) Money broking

(x) Portfolio management and advice

(xi) Safekeeping and administration of securities

Public Sector Entities (PSEs)

23 General

Principally regional governments and local authorities, but bodies which carry out

non-commercial functions on behalf of and are responsible to regional governments or

local authorities similar to those shown in the UK lists below may also be classified as

PSEs.  Also includes bodies owned by the central or regional government or local

authorities which perform regulatory or other non-commercial functions.  Commercial

entities or companies (other than banks) owned by the public sector, including public

utilities, should be classified as “other” and carry a weighting of 100%.

UK

An illustrative list of UK PSEs is included in Appendix F.

G10 and EU countries - Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France,

Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain,

Sweden, Switzerland, United States.

Principally regional governments and local authorities.  The reporting institution may

include those bodies regarded locally as PSEs where the relevant banking supervisor

has published either a list or general guidance.

Other countries

The general definition above should be applied.  The state governments in the

Channel Islands, the Isle of Man Government, the government of Gibraltar, and the

government of Bermuda are PSEs.  Where doubt exists as to the appropriate

classification of an organisation reference should be made to the FSA.
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Collateral

24 Where claims on a counterparty are collateralised by cash (see SGN25) or by

securities or bills issued by Zone A central governments, Zone A central banks or

multilateral development banks (see Appendix E), a lower risk weight may apply.  The

risk weight category under which the claim should be reported is determined by the

nature of the collateral, as follows:

0% Cash (see SGN25).

10% Zone A central government and central bank treasury bills and fixed interest

securities (including index-linked securities) of a residual maturity of 1 year or

less, or similar floating rate securities of any maturity.

20% (i) Zone A central government and central bank fixed interest securities

(including index-linked securities) of a residual maturity of over 1 year;

(ii) Multilateral development banks' securities.

If the value of the collateral covers less than the book value of the asset, that part of

the asset which is fully covered may receive the appropriate lower weight.  Securities

used as collateral should be marked to market.  If the reporting institution proposes to

adopt a different treatment, this should first be agreed with the FSA.  No other forms of

collateral should be taken as justifying a reduced risk weighting.

For collateralised off-balance sheet exposures (other than contracts reported in

Appendices A-I, A-II, B-I, B-II, or B-III of the Form BSD3) the value of the collateral

should be set against the nominal value of the exposure before calculating the credit

equivalent amount.  An exposure should only be regarded as fully covered if the

collateral is at least equal to 100% of the nominal value of the exposure (not of any

smaller credit equivalent amount).  For example where cash collateral covers 75% of a

nominal exposure, the collateral should first be applied to the nominal principal, which

would leave an uncovered exposure of 25%.  The appropriate credit conversion factor

should then be applied to this uncovered portion in order to realise the amount that

should be weighted.  Thus, to continue the example, if the exposure had been in

respect of a direct credit substitute (CCF of 100%) the weighted amount would equate

to 25% of the nominal principal; but if the exposure had been in respect of a

transaction related contingent (CCF of 50%) the weighted amount would equate to

12.5% of the nominal principal.  Recall that the full nominal value of collateralised off-

balance sheet exposures should be reported in the appropriate risk weighting bands,

ie the 100% is split in order to reflect either the collateral or the counterparty as

appropriate.

For interest and exchange rate contracts however the value of collateral should be

compared to the credit equivalent amount.  Where collateral fully covers this amount

the risk weighting may be reduced accordingly.  Where collateral covers only part of

the credit equivalent amount the part that is fully covered may receive the appropriate

reduced weight.  The part that is not fully covered should receive the unreduced

weight.
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Where lower risk weights have been applied to reflect collateral, enter the relevant

amounts in Form BSD3 Appendix A-III and/or B-IX as appropriate (Exposures

Collateralised/Guaranteed/Netted).  Collateral on large exposures should also be

reported on Form LE2.

Cash Collateral

25 Where exposures which do not meet the criteria for set-off (see SGN24) are

collateralised by cash, ie balances held with the reporting institution denominated in

sterling, foreign currency or gold, or CDs issued by the reporting institution and lodged

with it, such exposures should be reported under the relevant item in the 0% band.

For these purposes an exposure should be treated as being collateralised by cash

only if the cash is held by the reporting institution for the account of the

depositor/customer on express terms such that:

i) the cash may not be withdrawn for the duration of the exposure; and

ii) the reporting institution may apply the cash to discharge the exposure if and to

the extent that it is not discharged by the borrower/customer in accordance with

the terms of the loan etc agreement with the borrower/customer.

In the case of an exposure partially collateralised by cash only that part of the

exposure which is fully collateralised should be reported in the 0% weight band.

The adjustments made by the reporting institution to the Capital Adequacy Returns in

respect of exposures collateralised by cash should be shown in Appendices A-III and

B-IX of Form BSD3.

An exposure should be reported as being collateralised by cash where:

i) The reporting institution has an opinion from its legal advisers to the effect that

the set-off arrangements, charges, or other equivalent security interests

referred to below are legally well founded in all relevant jurisdictions, and would

be enforceable in the default, liquidation or bankruptcy of the customer or

depositor, or in the liquidation or bankruptcy of the institution itself.

ii) In the case of the reporting institution’s unconsolidated return, the cash is held

with the reporting institution.  In the case of a reporting institution’s consolidated

return, the cash is held with the company which has the exposure. 

iii) Where the cash is held at a UK office of a UK incorporated lending institution,

the lending institution has a legally enforceable right of set-off over the cash.

Where the cash is held at an non-resident branch of the lending institution, or

where the lending institution is incorporated outside the UK, it has a first charge

over cash held with itself where this is enforceable in the local legal jurisdiction

or other equivalent security interest or a legally enforceable right of set-off over

the cash.
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iv) Where the reporting institution meets the criteria set out in Chapter CS

(Consolidated supervision), Section 3.1.1, Paragraph 2(b), of the FSA Policy

Guide/IPRU (BANK), (i) to (iii) above apply.  However cash may be held with

another bank which is consolidated with the reporting institution for the purpose

of calculating the institution’s consolidated capital ratio.  In this case the lending

institution should have a first charge over the cash held with the other bank or

other equivalent security interest.  Where an exposure is reported by the

lending bank as collateralised by cash under this provision, the cash is not

available to the other bank as collateral for reporting purposes, and should not

be subject to set-off in the other bank’s books.

Where the reporting institution is a member of a syndicate and cash has been

deposited with, and is held by, the agent itself for the benefit of the syndicate, the

claims (or portion of the claims) of members of the syndicate which are cash

collateralised may attract the weight appropriate for claims on the agent.  If the agent

is a bank its own claims which are cash collateralised may receive a 0% weight.

Netting

26 On-balance sheet

Debit balances on accounts with the reporting bank may be offset against credit

balances on other accounts with that bank where all the following criteria have been

met:

a) a legal right of set-off exists, and the reporting institution has obtained an

opinion from its legal advisers to the effect that its right to apply set-off is legally

well-founded in all relevant jurisdictions and would be enforceable in the

default, liquidation or bankruptcy of the customer(s) or in the liquidation or

bankruptcy of the institution itself.  For a group facility, the arrangement  is

supported by a full cross guarantee structure;

b) the debit and credit balances relate to the same customer, or to customers in

the same company group, eg a parent company and its subsidiary.  For all

customers, the netted accounts should be managed and controlled on a net

basis and, in the case of a group facility, the facility should be advised in the

form of a net amount.

The reporting institution’s application of these principles should remain consistent.

Where this SGN or SGN25 require a legal opinion to be sought, the FSA expects such

opinions to be provided by an independent, external source of advice of appropriate

professional standing.  In seeking these opinions, the reporting institution should bear

in mind that in certain jurisdictions assets may be seized to satisfy local creditors.  In

those cases involving cross-jurisdictional transactions, the FSA will usually ask for a

side-letter from the institution’s advisers confirming that the set-off arrangements have

a well-founded legal basis in all relevant jurisdictions.  In certain cases, the FSA may

ask for a copy of the legal opinion.
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Reporting of net balances should follow the reporting institution’s statutory accounting

practice (see SGN5).

Credit balances which cannot be off-set against debit balances may be eligible for

inclusion as cash collateral (see SGN24 and SGN25). 

Note:  Back-to-backs allowed to be netted out on returns made to the Bank of England

for statistical purposes should not be netted out in calculating the size of an

exposure for LE2 purposes (see Definitions for Form LE2 for more guidance

generally).

Off-balance sheet

Pending further consideration, net amounts due in respect of eg foreign exchange

transactions may be reported only if the net amount derived is pursuant to the

application of a bilateral agreement (between two counterparties) based upon netting

by novation.  Netting by novation is where obligations between counterparties to

deliver given amounts on a given date are automatically amalgamated with all other

obligations to deliver the same currency on the same value date and netted.  Such

netting should have the effect of legally discharging performance of the original

obligation and substituting the single net amount as the sole remaining obligation

between the parties for the relevant value date.

In addition, certain contracts reported in Appendices A-I and B-II of Form BSD3 may

be reported on a net basis when the legal and systems criteria of Section 5, Chapter

NE (Collateral and netting) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) have been met.  For

each counterparty, the net replacement cost to be reported is obtained by taking the

sum of the replacement costs of all nettable contracts with a positive mark-to-market

value offset by all nettable contracts with a negative mark-to-market value.  The

replacement costs of contracts which are not nettable should continue to be reported

gross.  

Where the terms of the Collateral and netting chapter have been met, report net the

potential future credit exposure through the formula outlined in section 8 thereof.

The net replacement cost of a portfolio of nettable contracts with a Zone B bank

should be distributed across 20% and 50% counterparty risk weightings pro rata to the

distribution of the notional principal amounts between � 1 year and >1 year.

Example

Net replacement cost of portfolio = 100mn

Notional Principal Amount of � 1 year contracts = 12bn

Notional Principal Amount of  >1 year contracts = 3bn

Net replacement cost reported at 20% counterparty riskweight

= 80mn (12/15 x 100mn)

Net replacement cost reported at 50% counterparty riskweight

= 20mn (3/15 x 100mn)
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Long and short positions in Investments

27 In certain circumstances, long positions in securities may be offset against short

positions for the purposes of calculating the weighted amount in the Banking Book

(Section A) on Form BSD3
1
.  The gross amounts should be recorded under items

A120-A190 (long positions) and under item A710 (short positions) on that form.

Additionally, short positions in central government and central bank securities should

be reported under item A320 and will attract a risk weight.

The conditions to be satisfied for netting of long and short positions are:

(a) Central governments and central banks

Netting of long and short positions should only be carried out where the following

criteria are all met:

(i) the long and short positions are in securities issued by the same central

government or bank;

(ii) the long and short positions are in securities denominated in the same

currency;

(iii) the long and short positions are in fixed rate securities within the same maturity

time band, ie one year or less (10% risk weight) or over one year (20% risk

weight).  Similarly, index-linked securities should only be offset against each

other if they are within the same maturity time band.  Floating rate securities of

any maturity may offset against each other but no netting of floating rate

securities against fixed rate or index-linked securities should be carried out.

Both the gross and net long positions in central government and central bank

securities should be reported under item A120 on Form BSD3, with the net long

positions attracting the relevant risk weights.  Gross short positions should be reported

under item A710.1 with the net short positions being reported under item A320 on that

form.

                                                

1
 The requirements of SGN25 refer to the Banking Book only:  positions in instruments in the Trading Book are

reported on a net basis in Section B of Form BSD3.
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A simplified reporting example is set out below (the netting criteria are met for

securities A and B but not C):

Long
position

Short
position

Net

UK government security A 100 - 100

UK government security B - (50) (50)

US government security C 5 (25) (20)

105 (75)

Gross long position (item 120) = 105 ie sum of individual long positions

Gross short position (item 710) = (75) ie sum of individual short positions

Net long position (item 120) = [100+(50)] = 50 ie sum of net positions after

netting gross positions permitted by (i) to (iii)

above (in this case the netting of positions in A

and B)

Net short position (item 320) = (20) ie sum of net short positions after netting of

gross positions as permitted by (i) to (iii) above

(in this case none)

(b) Other securities

Report gross positions, net only of short positions in the same security issue.

Warrants and convertibles should not be offset against the underlying equity into which

they may convert.

Guarantees

28 (a) Guarantees received

Claims that have been explicitly, irrevocably and unconditionally guaranteed by those

counterparties listed below may be weighted according to the risk weight of the

guarantor where the effect is to reduce the weighting; such guarantees should be

legally enforceable.  Where a claim is partially guaranteed, only that part of the claim

which is fully guaranteed should be weighted according to the risk weight of the

guarantor.  Only direct guarantees of a bank's claims should be treated in this way.

Guarantees of a counterparty's assets, or general guarantees of its financial position,

are considered insufficient in themselves to merit a reduced risk weighting.
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The notes in this section apply to the instruments serving as guarantees and

insurance/indemnities discussed below as well as to guarantees.

Instruments serving as guarantees

Apart from traditional bank guarantees, certain other financial instruments (eg a letter

of credit (or standby letter of credit), a purchased put option that may be exercised at

any time, and a risk participation) may be regarded as guarantees as long as they

provide the same comfort as a guarantee, ie they  provide an explicit, irrevocable and

unconditional obligation to pay a third party beneficiary when a customer fails to repay

an outstanding loan or to meet a financial obligation (including contingent obligations).

Insurance/indemnities

Where a claim is covered for all risks by an insurance policy, or where an indemnity is

explicit, irrevocable and unconditional, reduced weighting may also be appropriate;

such claims should be discussed on a case by case basis with the FSA.

Guarantees received from subsidiaries

In reporting capital adequacy on a solo or unconsolidated basis, reporting institutions

may accept a guarantee from a subsidiary as reducing the risk weight of an asset, but

only when the following conditions are met:

(i) the guarantee is direct, unconditional and irrevocable;

(ii) the reporting institution is adequately capitalised on a consolidated basis;

(iii) the guarantee is not being given to circumvent regulatory rules;

(iv) the guarantee should have sound commercial rationale and should be made on

proper commercial terms.

Risk weighting

On and off-balance sheet items subject to guarantees should still be reported in the

same counterparty category, rather than that of the guarantor, but shown in the

weighting band relative to the guarantor.  For example, a loan to a non-bank customer

which is guaranteed by a Zone A incorporated bank should be reported in item A100.3

instead of A100.4, and not in item A70 on the Form BSD3.  The relevant risk weights

are as follows:

0% (i) Zone A central governments and central banks (other than securities

guaranteed);

(ii) Zone B central governments and central banks (other than securities

guaranteed), where the claim being guaranteed is denominated in the

local currency of the guarantor and borrower and funded in that currency.
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10% (i) Fixed rate securities, guaranteed by Zone A central governments and

central banks, which have a residual maturity of 1 year or less;

(ii) Floating rate securities of any maturity guaranteed by Zone A central

governments and central banks;

(iii) Any securities, guaranteed by Zone B central governments and central

banks, which have a residual maturity of 1 year or less and are

denominated in the local currency of the guarantor and issuer and funded

in that currency.

20% (i) Fixed rate securities, guaranteed by Zone A central governments and

central banks, which have a residual maturity of over 1 year;

(ii) Any securities, guaranteed by Zone B central governments and central

banks, which have a residual maturity of over 1 year and are denominated

in the local currency of the guarantor and issuer and funded in that

currency;

(iii) Multilateral development banks;

(iv) Banks incorporated in Zone A countries;

(v) Banks incorporated in Zone B countries, where the claim being

guaranteed has a residual maturity of 1 year or less;

(vi) Zone A public sector entities.

Holdings of bank capital instruments which carry a central government or central bank

guarantee should be deducted from capital in accordance with the definition of item

A170 on the Form BSD3 except where a Trading Book concession applies when they

should be weighted at 100%.

Guarantees of swaps etc.

Guarantees of swaps etc will be acceptable for reducing the risk weighting of an item

where they meet the above criteria, where the reporting institution receiving the

guarantee calculates daily the mark-to-market valuation of the asset being guaranteed

(using the institution's own mark-to-market methodology) and where the guarantee is

valued at the current mark-to-market value of the contract plus "add-ons".  (See also

the reporting instructions for items A472/A474 on Form BSD3.)

Guarantees of a capital nature

See the reporting instructions for item A340 on the Form BSD3 for details.

Where lower risk weights have been applied, enter the relevant amounts in Form

BSD3 Section A or Section B as appropriate (Exposures

Collateralised/Guaranteed/Netted).
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(b) Guarantees given

Joint and several guarantees given by the reporting institution

Where the reporting institution has guaranteed an exposure jointly and severally with

other institutions, its share of the guarantee (as explicitly defined or otherwise equal to

the total value of the guarantee divided by the number of guarantors) should be

reported as an exposure on the counterparty and the balance of the guarantee as an

exposure on the other guarantors.

Sale and Repurchase Agreements ("Repos")

29 This note refers to the treatment for capital adequacy purposes of repos and reverse

repos in the Banking Book only.  It is expected that most banks with a Trading Book

will treat repos and reverse repos as being part of the Trading Book, in which case the

capital requirement arising from these deals should be reported in Section B of Form

BSD3.  The instructions to that form outline how such deals should be reported when

they fall in the Trading Book.

Repos

Reporting institutions that have sold loans or other assets to other institutions for a

finite period with a commitment to repurchase should continue to report the loan or

asset on the balance sheet.  Where this is not the reporting institution's normal

accounting practice, the loan or asset should be reported under item A370 in the

off-balance sheet section of the Form BSD3.

Reverse repos

Reporting institutions which have purchased such loans or assets (ie purchase and

resale agreements or reverse repos) should for the duration of the agreement report

the transaction as an unsecured loan adopting the normal weight for the counterparty

unless the assets are eligible for a reduced weight (eg Zone A government securities)

in which case they should be reported as collateralised loans (see SGN24).

Netting of counterparty risk arising from reverse repos

Where a repo contract in the Banking Book involves the sale of a security, the

transaction should be recorded as ongoing issuer risk in respect of the security sold.

No counterparty risk should be recorded, which means netting of counterparty risk on

a portfolio of repos is not a relevant consideration.

Note that counterparty risk can only arise when a reverse repo is undertaken and the

collateral reversed in is ineligible collateral (see SGN24 for a definition of eligible

collateral).  Such reverse repos should be reported as if an unsecured cash loan had

been made to the counterparty to the reverse repo.  As long as the terms of Chapter

NE (Collateral and netting), Section 8, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK) have

been met, such counterparty risk should be reported under items A50-A100 on the

Form BSD3, net of obligations to the same counterparty arising only from:
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(i) other reverse repo business with the same counterparty, where eligible collateral

has been taken, and only to the extent that the value of the eligible collateral

taken is in excess of the cash paid away.  If the asset reversed in is reported on

the balance sheet, the adjustment should be recorded under item A720.  If the

asset reversed in is not reported on the balance sheet, the adjustment should be

made under items A50-A100 to reflect the reduced risk weight, eg transfer the

netted amount from item A100.4 (100% weight) to item A100.1 (0% weight).

(ii) on repos with the same counterparty and similarly only to the extent that the cash

reversed in exceeds the value of the securities repoed.  The adjustment should

be recorded under item A690.

Note that reporting institutions wishing to net counterparty risk arising from repo

business in the Banking Book should first contact their line supervisors who will wish to

determine whether their systems are adequate for them to report on this basis.

Stock lending/borrowing as principal

30 When a reporting institution has entered into a stock lending agreement as principal,

the stock lent should continue to be reported as an asset on its balance sheet.  No

exposure in respect of the counterparty in the transaction should be reported.

When an institution has entered into a stock borrowing transaction as principal, the

reporting treatment will depend upon the type of collateral given.

If the collateral given is cash, the exposure should be treated as a collateralised loan

to the counterparty.  If the securities borrowed by the reporting institution qualify as

eligible collateral, then a lower risk weighting may be applied accordingly.  If the

securities borrowed by the reporting institution do not qualify as eligible collateral, then

the exposure should be reported as an unsecured loan to the counterparty.

If the collateral given is not cash, then the reporting institution should continue to

report the collateral given on its own balance sheet.  No exposure to the counterparty

should be reported.

Netting of counterparty risk

Where a stocklending/borrowing agreement meets the terms of Chapter NE

(Collateral and netting) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU (BANK), there will be scope for

netting of counterparty risk arising from borrowing of stock which does not qualify as

eligible collateral in the same way as for reverse repos (see SGN29).  Exposures to be

reported on such a net basis should be reported as if they were reverse repos.
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“Disguised” credit exposure in interest and exchange rate contracts

31 The arrangement of certain contracts may include an element of "disguised" credit

exposure.  In general, the FSA would consider a disguised credit exposure to be

present where the contract either starts with a significantly positive mark-to-market

value or, on an assumption of unchanged interest and exchange rates, is designed at

some time in its life to have a significantly positive mark-to-market value.  (Institutions

should discuss with the FSA what constitutes such a mark-to-market value.)

The reporting institution should contact the FSA to agree on suitable reporting where it

has such contracts.  In general, the disguised credit exposure should be reported

separately from the swap in a manner fixed at the outset of the contract.  For example

on the Form BSD3:

(a) the up-front payment on a swap at off-market rates should be reported as a loan

in items A50-A110, and amortised over the life of the swap;

(b) a staggered exchange of principal, where the reporting institution has paid away

its side and has not received the counterpart's side, should be reported as a loan

in items A50-A110.

Where the disguised credit exposure is reported separately as in the above examples,

the mark-to-market value of the swap as reported in Appendix A-I of the Form BSD3

should exclude the disguised credit exposure reported as above.

Where a reporting institution has a contract that gives rise to a "disguised" credit

exposure on itself for its counterparty (eg receiving interest quarterly and paying

interest annually), the reporting institution should report the contract as normal.

Participations/Syndicates

32 Where the reporting institution transfers a loan by novation, assignment or through a

sub-participation, the part of the loan transferred should not be reported on the

supervisory returns, subject to the satisfaction of the conditions specified in

Chapter SE (Securitisation and asset transfers), Section 5, of the FSA Policy

Guide/IPRU (BANK).  In a sub-participation, where the reporting institution acts as a

manager or co-manager, deposits received from the other participating institutions

(representing their shares of the amounts to be lent) should not be included under

deposits, nor should their shares of the loan be included in assets.

Where the reporting institution buys all or part of a loan from another institution, it

should report its holding as an advance to the borrower and not as lending to the

institution from which it has purchased the loan.
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If the reporting institution has transferred undrawn commitments to lend (or part of

them), the commitment (or part) should not be reported when the transfer is either by

novation or by an assignment accompanied by a formal acknowledgement from the

borrower.  A transfer by means of silent assignment or sub-participation should be

reported as a commitment in the off-balance section of the return, with the

counterparty risk assigned to the buyer of the commitment.  The buyer of a

commitment (or part) should report in the off-balance section under the relevant

counterparty weight of the borrower, irrespective of the method of transfer used.

Transfers of General Market Risk

33 When general market risk is transferred between the Banking and Trading Books

without reference to individual instruments, this will not be reflected in Section A of the

Form BSD3.  As no underlying instruments are transferred, such transfers should only

be reported in items B200 and B240 of Section B of the Form BSD3 (and their

underlying Appendices).

Counterparty Exposure On OTC Derivative Contracts - Replacement Cost

Method

34 The credit equivalent amount is the sum of the replacement cost (obtained by marking

to market) of all its contracts with a positive value and the potential future credit

exposure which reflects the residual maturity of the contract, calculated as a

percentage of the notional principal amount of each contract (according to the residual

maturity of each contract as set out in the matrix below).  The weighted amount is the

product of the credit equivalent amount and the risk weight.

Mark-to-market amount

Reporting institutions should mark-to-market in a prudent and consistent manner; only

contracts with a positive mark-to-market value should be reported under this heading

(however, institutions should record a potential future credit exposure in respect of all

OTC derivative contracts that might in the future have a positive mark-to-market

value).

In general, no readily observable market prices will be available for these instruments.

Reporting institutions should develop their own methodology for calculating market

values, details of which should be made available to the FSA.  The FSA will monitor

the approaches adopted by institutions and will be concerned that such approaches

should be broadly comparable across all institutions in line with best market and

supervisory practice.  The following general guidelines should be observed:

For swaps, forward rate agreements and products with similar characteristics,

outright forward foreign exchange contracts and futures (if appropriate), the mark-

to-market approach should be based on an estimation of the net present value of

the future cash flows of the contract, using interest rates based on current market

rates and relevant to periods in which the cash-flows will arise (commonly for

example, the rates from a derived yield curve for zero-coupon government bonds).
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For options purchased, the mark-to-market approach should be based on a

valuation of the option reflecting, inter alia, the amount by which the option is “in

the money” (ie the amount, if any, by which the rate at which the option can be

exercised is more favourable than the current market rate when applied to the

notional principal underlying the option), the time to expiry of the option, the

volatility of the underlying exchange or interest rate, and (for currency options) the

interest rate differential between the currencies.  Typically such valuations will be

based on a mathematically complex formula, and will value the option at an

amount above its “in the money” value

Reporting institutions whose involvement in options is limited and who have not

developed suitable methodology may value options at their “in the money” value.

Reporting institutions should obtain the FSA’s agreement before reporting on this

basis.

Potential Future Credit Exposure

To calculate the potential future credit exposure (add on) for each contract, the

notional principal amount should be multiplied by the following factors.  No potential

future exposure should be calculated for single currency interest rate basis swaps: the

credit exposure on these contracts should be evaluated solely on the basis of the

replacement cost.

Residual Maturity

Type of contract � 1 Year >1 Year and

� 5 Years

> 5 Years

Interest Rate (except basis swaps)         0.0%         0.5%      1.5%

Foreign Exchange (including Gold)         1.0%         5.0%      7.5%

Equities         6.0%         8.0%    10.0%

Precious Metals (except Gold)         7.0%         7.0%      8.0%

Commodities       10.0%       12.0%    15.0%

Notional principal amounts by maturity

For exchange rate contracts, the notional principal should be taken as the amount of

principal underlying the contract, as regards the currency being received by the

reporting institution, translated into sterling at the spot exchange rate on the reporting

date.

For an amortising swap, ie one based on a steadily declining notional principal, the

notional principal should be taken as that which is outstanding at the reporting date.
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For a swap based on a fluctuating level of principal, the notional principal should be

taken as the maximum notional principal outstanding over the remaining life of the

swap.

For amortising interest rate swaps with cash-flow mismatches in payments, the

notional principal may differ between the two sides of the swap - the higher of the two

should be used.

For swaps involving physical commodities, and other contracts with multiple

exchanges of principal, the notional principal should relate to the total volume over the

whole contract (not simply the volume per settlement period), eg for a two-year oil

swap involving one million barrels with quarterly settlement, the exposure should be

reported as covering the full period of the contract (not just one quarter at a time) and

the notional principal would be eight million barrels (not just one million), converted to

sterling at the spot rate on the day of the report.  (The reported principal in this

example would decline as each quarterly settlement is made.)

For options, the notional principal should be taken as the underlying principal of the

option, using, for currency options, the received currency at the spot rate on the

reporting date.

Remaining maturity

The remaining maturity of a swap should be taken as the time until final expiry of the

swap, except for swaps with interim mark-to-market settlements, where the remaining

maturity should be set equal to the time until the next reset date.  An interim mark-to-

market settlement occurs where the contract is structured to settle an outstanding

exposure following specified payment dates and where the terms are reset such that

the mark-to-market value of the contract is zero on these specified dates.

For FRAs and similar products, the remaining maturity should be taken as the time

from the reporting date until the end of the period to which the interest rate underlying

the contract relates, eg for an FRA with three months until settlement based on a one

year rate, the remaining maturity would be 15 months.  Where settlement of an FRA

takes place at the start of the period to which the interest rate underlying the contract

relates, no account should be taken of the FRA following such settlement, ie the FRA

should no longer be reported; where settlement takes place at the end of this period,

the FRA should continue to be reported until settlement takes place given that, even

after the settlement amount if fixed, the contract will continue to have a mark-to-

market value which will be subject to fluctuation.

For interest rate options, the remaining maturity should be taken as the time from the

reporting date until the end of the period to which the interest rate underlying the

option relates, ie in a similar way to FRAs.
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Net reporting of Replacement Cost (see also SGN26)

35 Where the terms of Chapter NE (Collateral and netting) of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU

(BANK) have been met then, on a bilateral basis (ie for each counterparty), the net

replacement cost of nettable contracts may be reported ie nettable contracts with a

positive mark-to-market value may be offset by the sum of nettable contracts with a

negative mark-to-market value.

For interest rate, foreign exchange, commodities, precious metals and equities

contracts only, the replacement cost (positive mark-to-markets) arising from options

purchased may be offset by the liabilities (negative mark-to-markets only) arising from

options written with the same counterparty.

Net Reporting of Potential Future Credit Exposure

Where the terms of the Chapter NE (Collateral and netting) of the FSA Policy

Guide/IPRU (BANK) have been met, report net the potential future credit exposure

through the formula outlined in section 8 thereof.

Forward FX Contracts undertaken through Multilateral Netting Schemes

The credit equivalent amount for a reporting institution using a multilateral netting

scheme should also be reported as follows:

Current exposure: the replacement cost is the sum of the primary loss allocations to

each of the other participants in the scheme;

Potential future credit exposure: the add-ons should be calculated by taking a

percentage of the notional principal amount of each underlying contract in exactly the

same way as if the contracts had been undertaken directly with the other participants.

NOTE: the counterparty risk weight applicable to the current exposure is 20%.  As to

potential future credit exposure, 20% should apply in the case of participants which are

Zone A banks or investment firms subject to CAD equivalent regimes and �1 year

contracts with Zone B banks, and 50% should apply otherwise.
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Interest and Foreign Exchange Rate Related Contracts - Original Exposure

Method

36 Credit equivalent 

With effect from SRN/1999/2, this method should only be adopted by EEA banks and

banks established outside the EEA.  To obtain the credit equivalent amount using the

original exposure method, the notional principal amount should be multiplied by the

following conversion factors to obtain the future credit exposure:

Original Maturity Interest Rate Contracts Exchange Rate
Contracts

One year or less 0.5% 2.0%

Over one year and up to and including

two years

1.0% 5.0%

For each additional year 1.0% 3.0%

Contact with the FSA

37 In the event of any difficulties in completing any of the returns, please telephone your

FSA supervisor for guidance.
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Appendix A

Extract from the Bank of England’s Banking Statistics Definitions folder, Classification

of Accounts Guide Part II (February 2001)

“II RESIDENCE

II.1 Introduction

For the purpose of all returns, the United Kingdom (UK) comprises the mainland of Great Britain

and Northern Ireland.      The Channel Islands and the Isle of Man (referred to elsewhere in the

definitions as the UK offshore islands) will not form part of the UK for statistical purposes;   this is in line

with international standards
1
 which are reflected in the new and revised returns for implementation from

end-September 1997.

In many returns it is necessary to classify assets and liabilities as relating to UK residents, and to non-

residents (previously termed “overseas residents”).   A small number of returns additionally break down

those relating to non-residents by country of residence.   This classification depends on the residence of

the person or body who is the immediate debtor or creditor [as normal, in determining the immediate

debtor or creditor, transactions made through agencies and agents should be treated as though made

directly with the principal (but payment of agency fees should be treated as a transaction with the

agent)].

For the purpose of all returns Sections 2 to 5 below determine whether a person or body is a

"UK resident" or a "non-resident".   They also determine the country of residence of a non-resident.

See Part I section 3 (in this guide) for some useful practical hints [especially sub-item I.3(d)].

Additional guidance is given in section 6 (below) for securities, bills, notes, ECGD lending and

acceptances.

II.2 Individuals

(a) UK residents comprise :

(i) Individuals permanently resident in the UK;

(ii) All temporary residents from a country outside the UK who have stayed, or who intend

to stay, in the UK for a year or more  -  except members of the armed forces and
career and established government officials of a country outside the UK who are
serving in military bases, embassies, etc in the UK, together with their dependants;

(iii) Individuals normally resident in the UK who are temporarily overseas for less than a
year; or

(iv) Members of the UK armed forces and career and established officials of HM
Government serving in military bases, embassies, etc. overseas, together with their
dependants.

                                                

1
 European System of Accounts 1995 (EC Regulation); System of National Accounts (United Nations Statistical

Commission. Feb. 1993)
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Appendix A (continued)

(b) Non-residents comprise all those individuals who are not UK residents, namely :

(i) Individuals permanently resident in a country outside the UK (including the Channel
Islands and the Isle of Man);

(ii) All temporary residents from the UK who have stayed, or who intend to stay, in a
country outside the UK for a year or more - except members of the UK armed forces
and career and established officials of HM Government serving in military bases,
embassies, etc overseas, together with their dependants;

(iii) Individuals normally resident in a country outside the UK who are temporarily resident
in the UK for less than a year; or

(iv) Members of the armed forces and career and established government officials of a
country outside the UK who are serving in military bases, embassies, etc. in the UK,
together with their dependants.

The country of residence of a non-resident is determined for each of the previously mentioned four

categories according to the relevant country outside the UK.   Thus for example :

(i) An individual permanently resident in Switzerland is a Swiss resident.

(ii) An individual normally resident in the UK visiting Brazil for two years is a Brazilian

resident (but a UK diplomat in Brazil is a UK resident).

(iii) An individual normally resident in the United States but visiting London for six months is

a US resident.

(iv) A US air-force officer serving in the UK is a US resident, and a Spanish diplomat 

serving in London is a Spanish resident.

Note that residence status is not necessarily the same as nationality [e.g. a Frenchman staying in

London for two years is a UK resident].

Also note that, while career and established government officials (and their dependants) serving abroad

are residents of the country whose government they serve, the same does not apply to locally recruited

staff of embassies etc.  Thus, for example, a typist or interpreter permanently resident in the UK or

staying in the UK for a year or more and recruited by the Spanish embassy in London remains a UK

resident.

II.3 Businesses

(a) UK residents comprise all enterprises which produce goods or provide services in the United

Kingdom, namely :

(i) UK-owned businesses' branches and subsidiaries located and operating in the UK;

(ii) Overseas-owned businesses' branches and subsidiaries located and operating in the
UK.;

(iii) A head office located in the UK from which an enterprise operating internationally (e.g.
an air or shipping line) is administered.
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Appendix A (continued)

(b) Non-residents comprise all enterprises which produce goods or provide services outside the

United Kingdom, namely :

(i) UK-owned businesses' branches and subsidiaries located and operating in a country
outside the UK;

(ii) Foreign-owned businesses' branches and subsidiaries located and operating in a
country outside the UK;

(iii) A head office located in a country outside the UK from which an enterprise operating
internationally is administered.

The country of residence of a non-resident business is determined for each category above according to

the relevant country outside the UK.   Thus for example :

(i) the French branch of a UK company is a French resident;

(ii) the French branch of a German company is a French resident;

(iii) the New York head office of an international airline is a US resident.

Note that :

� UK branches of non-resident banks which are listed under the Banking Act are UK residents.

� Non-resident offices of reporting institutions, as defined in III.12(a) of the Classification of Accounts

guide accompanying the new Banking Statistics Definitions ("yellow") folder, are non-residents.

� UK representative offices of non-resident banks, being only agencies of their parent banks, are non-

residents.

� It is the country of location and operation which determines the country of residence, not the country

of ultimate ownership.   Thus foreign branches of a company will have a different country of

residence from the company itself.

� An enterprise which merely has a "brass-plate" presence in a country is not a resident of that country,

and the residence of each branch or subsidiary of that company will depend on its country of location

and operation.

II.4 Governments, CMIs and International Organisations

HM Government and other UK public authorities, including HM Government diplomatic, military and

other offices in other countries, are UK residents.   Foreign central, state and local governments,

including their diplomatic, military and other offices in the UK and elsewhere, are residents of the country

which they serve.

Central monetary institutions are residents of the country they serve.  Complete lists by country are

given in Part III Section 12(b), grouped by area.   Note that the Kuwait Investment Office in London is

regarded as a resident of Kuwait and the Bank for International Settlements as a resident of

Switzerland, and both are regarded as non-resident central monetary institutions.
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Appendix A (continued)

International organisations, including their branches or representatives in the United Kingdom, are non-

residents.  They should be classified as "International Organisations" in returns where country

breakdowns are required (such returns always have this category shown clearly as a separate item).

Employees of international organisations who intend to be based in the UK for over one year are

residents of the UK, although the organisations themselves are non-residents.  The main international

organisations are listed in Part III section 12.  Note that certain international organisations, such as the

European Investment Bank (EIB) and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

(IBRD) are banking organisations - see Part III section 12(c) in particular.

II.5 Other

UK-based charities and other private non-profit-making bodies

Such bodies based in the United Kingdom are UK residents.   Accounts for public subscription in the

name of UK charities should be classified as accounts for UK residents, but a UK charity's account

specifically for the running of an operation overseas (for example a hospital or school abroad) should be

classified as an account for a resident of the country in which the operation is located.

Great Peter Nominees Ltd

Funds placed with reporting institutions by Great Peter Nominees Ltd should be regarded as liabilities to

non-residents, and classified as "unallocated by country" in returns where country breakdowns are

required (such returns always have this category shown clearly as a separate item).

Estates and Settlements

Executors or administrators of the estate of a deceased person who at the time of death was a resident

of another country, and agents acting on inter-vivos settlements where the settlor is a resident of

another country, should be regarded as residents of that other country.

II.6 Securities, bills, notes, ECGD lending, and acceptances

When it is necessary to define a company security as issued either by a UK resident or a non-resident,

this should be done on the basis of the location of the registered office of the issuing enterprise.   Note,

however, that the location of the registered office is synonymous with residence provided that the

enterprise is operating in the country concerned on a permanent basis (ie for a period of over one year)

and engages in economic activity (in this context the issuing of securities) which is subject to the fiscal

and regulatory framework applicable in that country.  For a security issued by a government or public

corporation, the allocation is based on the residence of the issuing body.   The question of whether the

security is denominated in sterling or any other currency is not relevant to this allocation.

A security which is in “secondary” form, eg in the form of an allotment letter or of American, European,

Global or Bearer Depository Receipts, should be attributed to the country of residence of the issuer of

the underlying security.  The same principle of “looking through” should apply to  “repackaged” securities

(ie securities issued by a body, for example a bank, a securities house, or a purpose-formed body, in

respect of other, underlying securities held by that body), provided that a purchaser of the “repackaged”

securities has a right to transfer to the underlying securities.  If the purchaser does not have such a

right, reporting institutions should not look through to the underlying securities.
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Appendix A (continued)

A stripped security (strip) which remains the direct obligation of the original issuer should be attributed to

the residency of the issuer of the original security.  A strip which has been created and issued by an

entity in its own name should be attributed to the residency of the issuer of the strip.

Bills should be classified according to the country of residence of the drawer, and notes according to

that of the issuer;  lending under ECGD guarantee should be allocated to the overseas country in which

the debtor is resident;  and bills accepted by the reporting institution itself reported as acceptances to

the country of residence of the enterprise or body on whose behalf the acceptance credit facility has

been opened.”
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Appendix B

Discount houses

With effect from 23 December 1998, Discount houses are no longer applicable.
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Appendix C

Zone A/Zone B countries

The term “Zone A” covers full members of the OECD and those countries which have concluded special

lending arrangements with the IMF associated with the IMF’s General Arrangements to Borrow,

provided they have not rescheduled their external sovereign debt to official or commercial bank creditors

in the previous five years.  At present, these countries comprise:

Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,

Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,

Poland, Portugal, Saudi Arabia, Spain, South Korea, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom and

United States.

The Channel Islands, Gibraltar, Bermuda and Isle of Man should also be regarded as being within

Zone A.  The reporting institution should discuss with the FSA the appropriate treatment of particular

dependencies of Zone A countries.

Zone B comprises all countries not in Zone A.

For the purpose of determining whether a bank is in Zone A or B, the place of incorporation is the

relevant factor to be considered rather than the location of the branch.  For example, a loan made to a

branch located in a Zone A country of a Zone B incorporated bank should be classified as a loan to

Zone B bank.
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Appendix D

Central banks (central monetary institutions)

The list of central banks set out below is similar to the list used to complete the Bank of England’s

statistical returns, except for the exclusion of the following Eastern European foreign trade banks

(FTBs):

Bulgaria Bulgarian Foreign Trade Bank

Poland Bank Handlowy w Warszawie (non-UK offices only)

Reporting institutions may however classify FTBs as Zone B banks if they so wish, and should notify the

FSA if they do so.

European Union

Austria Oesterreichische Nationalbank

Belgium Banque Nationale de Belgique, SA

Denmark and Greenland Danmarks Nationalbank

Finland Suomen Pankki - Finlands Bank

France Banque de France

Germany Deutsche Bundesbank

European Central Bank

Greece Bank of Greece

Ireland Central Bank of Ireland

Italy Banca d’Italia

Ufficio Italiano dei Cambi

Luxembourg Institut Monétaire Luxembourgeois

Netherlands De Nederlandsche Bank NV

Portugal Banco de Portugal

Spain Banco de España

Sweden Sveriges Riksbank

Other Western Europe

Bosnia and Herzegovina National Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina

Croatia National Bank of Croatia

Cyprus Central Bank of Cyprus

Gibraltar The Commissioner of Currency

Guernsey The Treasurer, States of Guernsey / Guernsey Financial

Services Commission

Jersey The Treasurer, States of Jersey / States of Jersey Financial

Services Department

Isle of Man The Treasurer, Isle of Man Government / Isle of Man Financial

Supervision Commission

Macedonia National Bank of Macedonia

Malta Central Bank of Malta

Norway Norges Bank

Slovenia Banka Slovenije
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Central Banks - Other Western Europe (continued)

Switzerland and Liechtenstein Schweizerische Nationalbank

Bank for International Settlements

Turkey Banque Centrale de la République de Turquie SA

Yugoslavia, National Bank of Yugoslavia (Narodna Bank

(former Kosovo, Montenegro, Jugoslavije)

Serbia, Vojvodina)

Other OECD countries

Australia Reserve Bank of Australia

Canada Bank of Canada

Czech Republic Czech National Bank (Ceská Národni Banka)

Hungary National Bank of Hungary (Magyar Nemzeti Bank)

Iceland Central Bank of Iceland (Sedlabanki Islands)

Japan The Bank of Japan

Korea (South) The Bank of Korea

Mexico Banco de México SA

Poland National Bank of Poland (Narodowy Bank Polski)

New Zealand Reserve Bank of New Zealand

United States Federal Reserve System (comprising the Federal Reserve

Board and 12 Federal Reserve banks)

Eastern Europe

Albania Bank of Albania

Armenia Central Bank of the Republic of Armenia

Azerbaijan National Bank of Azerbaijan

Belarus National Bank of Belarus

Bulgaria National Bank of Bulgaria (Bulgarska Narodna Banka)

Bulgarian Foreign Trade Bank

Estonia Bank of Estonia (Eesti Pank)

Georgia National Bank of Georgia

Kazakhstan National State Bank of Kazakhstan

Kirgizstan (Kyrgyzstan) National Bank of Kyrgyzstan

Latvia Bank of Latvia (Latvijas Banka)

Lithuania The Bank of Lithuania (Lietuvos Bankas)

Moldova National Bank of Moldova

Romania National Bank of Romania

Russia Central Bank of the Russian Federation

Slovakia, the Republic of National Bank of Slovakia (Národná Banka Slovenska)

Tajikistan National Bank of Tajikistan

Turkmenistan State Central Bank of Turkmenistan

Ukraine National Bank of Ukraine

Uzbekistan State Bank of Uzbekistan
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Central Banks (continued)

Latin America and Caribbean

Argentina Banco Central de la Republica Argentina

Aruba Centrale Bank van Aruba

Bahamas Central Bank of the Bahamas

Barbados Central Bank of Barbados

Belize Central Bank of Belize

Bermuda Bermuda Monetary Authority

Bolivia Banco Central de Bolivia

Brazil Banco Central do Brazil

British Virgin Islands Commissioner of Currency

Cayman Islands Cayman Islands Currency Board

Chile Banco Central de Chile

Colombia Banco de la República (Colombia)

Costa Rica Banco Central de Costa Rica

Cuba Banco Nacional de Cuba

Dominican Republic Banco Central de la Republica Dominicana

El Salvador Banco Central de Reserva de El Salvador

Falkland Islands The Commissioner of Currency

Guatemala Banco de Guatemala

Guyana Bank of Guyana

Haiti Banque de la République d’Haiti

Honduras Banco Central de Honduras

Jamaica Bank of Jamaica

Netherlands Antilles Bank van de Nederlandse Antillen

Nicaragua Banco Central de Nicaragua

Panama Banco Nacional de Panama

Paraguay Banco Central de Paraguay

Peru Banco Central de Reserva del Peru

Suriname Centrale Bank van Suriname

Uruguay Banco Central del Uruguay

Anguilla }

Antigua and Barbuda }

Dominica }

Grenada }

Montserrat } Eastern Caribbean Central Bank

St Kitts - Nevis }

Saint Lucia }

Saint Vincent and the Grenadines }

Turks and Caicos Islands }
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Central Banks (continued)

Middle East oil exporting countries

Bahrain Bahrain Government

Bahrain Monetary Agency

Dubai Government of Dubai

Iran Bank Markazi Jomhouri Islami Iran

Iraq Central Bank of Iraq

Kuwait Central Bank of Kuwait

Kuwait Investment Authority

Kuwait Investment Office (London) - regard as non-resident

Government of Kuwait: Ministry of Finance

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya Central Bank of Libya

Oman Central Bank of Oman

Qatar Qatar Central Bank

Government of Qatar

Saudi Arabia Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency

United Arab Emirates
1

Abu Dhabi Investment Authority

Central Bank of the United Arab Emirates

Government of Dubai

Other oil exporting countries

Algeria Banque Centrale d’Algérie

Brunei Brunei Currency Board

Brunei General Reserve Fund

Brunei Investment Agency

Ecuador Banco Central del Ecuador

Indonesia Bank Indonesia

Nigeria Central Bank of Nigeria

Trinidad and Tobago Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago

Venezuela Banco Central de Venezuela

Other Africa

Angola Banco Nacional de Angola

Botswana Bank of Botswana

Burundi Banque de la République du Burundi

Cape Verde Banco de Cabo Verde

Comoros Banque Centrale des Comoros

Congo, Democratic Republic Banque du Congo

Djibouti Banque Nationale de Djibouti

Egypt Central Bank of Egypt

Eritrea National Bank of Eritrea

Ethiopia National Bank of Ethiopia

                                                

1
 United Arab Emirates includes Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Umm Al Qaiwain, Ras al-Khaimah and

Fujairah
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Central Banks - Other Africa (continued)

Gambia Central Bank of the Gambia

Ghana Bank of Ghana

Guinea Banque Centrale de la République de Guinée

Guinea-Bissau Banco Central da Guiné-Bissau

Kenya Central Bank of Kenya

Lesotho Central Bank of Lesotho

Liberia National Bank of Liberia

Madagascar Banque Centrale de la République Malgache

Malawi Reserve Bank of Malawi

Mauritania Banque Centrale de Mauritanie

Mauritius Bank of Mauritius

Morocco Banque Al-Maghrib

Mozambique Banco de Moçambique

Namibia Bank of Namibia

Rwanda Banque Nationale du Rwanda

St Helena Commissioners of Currency

Sao Tome and Principe Banco Nacional de São Tomé e Principe

Seychelles Central Bank of the Seychelles

Sierra Leone Bank of Sierra Leone

Somalia Central Bank of Somalia

South Africa South African Reserve Bank

Sudan Bank of Sudan

Swaziland Central Bank of Swaziland

Tanzania Bank of Tanzania

Tunisia Banque Centrale de Tunisie

Uganda Bank of Uganda

Zambia Bank of Zambia

Zimbabwe Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe

Cameroon }

Central African Republic }

Chad } Banque des États de l’Afrique Centrale

Congo }

Equatorial Guinea }

Gabon }

Benin }

Burkina Faso }

Côte d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast) }

Mali } Banque Centrale des États de l’Afrique de l’Ouest

Niger }

Senegal }

Togo }
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Central Banks (continued)

Far East

Afghanistan Da Afghanistan Bank (The Central Bank of Afghanistan)

Bangladesh Bangladesh Bank

Bhutan Bank of Bhutan

Royal Monetary Authority of Bhutan

Cambodia Banque Nationale du Cambodge

China People’s Bank of China

Hong Kong Hong Kong Monetary Authority

India Reserve Bank of India

Korea (North) Central Bank of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea

Lao People’s Democratic Republic Banque d’Etat de la République Democratique Populaire Laos

Macao Instituto Emissar de Macao

Malaysia Bank Negara Malaysia

Maldives Maldives Monetary Authority

Mongolia State Bank of Mongolia

Myanmar, Union of (formerly Burma) Central Bank of Myanmar

Nepal Nepal Rastra Bank

Pakistan State Bank of Pakistan

Philippines Central Bank of the Philippines (Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas)

Singapore Government of Singapore Investment Corporation

Monetary Authority of Singapore

The Board of Commissioners of Currency

Sri Lanka Central Bank of Sri Lanka

Taiwan Central Bank of China (Taiwan)

Thailand Bank of Thailand

Vietnam National Bank of Vietnam

Other

Fiji Reserve Bank of Fiji

Israel Bank of Israel

Jordan Central Bank of Jordan

Kiribati Government of Kiribati

Lebanon Banque du Liban

Palestinian Autonomy Pelestine Monetary Authority

Papua New Guinea Bank of Papua New Guinea

Solomon Islands Central Bank of the Solomon Islands

Syrian Arab Republic Central Bank of Syria

Tonga National Reserve Bank of Tonga

Vanuatu Central Bank of Vanuatu

Western Samoa Central Bank of Western Samoa

Yemen, The Republic of Central Bank of Yemen
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Central Banks (continued)

Countries :    Notes regarding geographical coverage

For the purposes of the supervisory returns, the following apply :-

Country Also includes

Australia Ashmore and Cartier Islands, Australian Antarctic Territory,

Christmas Island, Cocos (Keeling) Islands, Coral Sea

Islands, Heard and McDonald Islands, Norfolk Island

British Indian Ocean Territory Chagos Archipelago

Comoros Mayotte

Falkland Islands South Georgia, South Sandwich Group

French Polynesia Society Archipelago, Marquesas Islands, Austral Islands,

Tuamotu Archipelago

Indonesia East (formerly Portuguese) Timor

Italy San Marino (but not Vatican City State)

Kiribati Gilbert Islands, Line Islands (except Jarvis, Palmyra and

Kingman Reef), Ocean Island, Phoenix Islands

New Zealand Cook Islands, Niue, Ross Dependency, Tokelau

Norway Bouvet Island, Dronning Maud Land, Jan Mayen, Peter I

Island, Svalbard

Panama Panama Canal Zone

Portugal The Azores, Madeira

St Helena Ascension, Tristan da Cunha

Spain Balearic Islands, Canary Islands, Spanish North Africa

United Arab Emirates Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Umm Al Qaiwain, Ras al-

Khaimah, Fujairah

United States American Samoa, Guam, Midway Islands, Puerto Rico, Wake

Islands

US Trust Territories in the Pacific Howland & Baker, Johnston Atoll, Jarvis Island, Kingman

Reef, Marianas, Marshall Islands, Micronesia (Carolines),

Palau, Palmyra
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Appendix E

Multilateral Development banks

Only the following institutions are classified as MDBs for supervisory purposes:

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD): “World Bank”

International Finance Corporation (IFC)

Inter-American Development Bank (IABD)

Asian Development Bank (AsDB)

African Development Bank (ADB)

European Investment Bank (EIB)

European Investment Fund (EIF)

Caribbean Development Bank (CDB)

Nordic Investment Bank (NIB)

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)

Council of Europe Social Development Fund

Inter-American Investment Corporation (IAIC)
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Appendix F

The following lists show examples of UK public bodies which are classified as PSEs for the purposes of

this return and also public bodies which are not classified as PSEs.  These lists are illustrative and are

not intended to be comprehensive.  If doubt exists as to the appropriate classification of an organisation

reference should be made to the FSA.

(i) UK public bodies eligible for classification as PSEs

(a) Local Authorities

Include London borough councils, county and district councils in Northern Ireland, parish, town and new

Unitary authorities in England, and Wales, and district, island and regional councils in Scotland, together

with those attached statutory departments (eg gas departments in Northern Ireland, water service

departments).  Also those bodies formed on 1 April 1986 to take over the assets and functions of the

former metropolitan councils and the GLC, eg residuary bodies, joint police authorities, joint police and

fire boards.

The following local bodies are also  included in this category:

Central Scotland Water Development Board
Fire services
Forth Road Bridge Joint Board
Humber Bridge Board
Magistrates’ Courts
Police Forces (including Metropolitan Police)
Passenger Transport Authorities/Executives
Probation Service in England and Wales
Scottish River Purification Boards
Tay Road Bridge Joint Board

(b) Non-commercial public corporations

The Audit Commission Northern Ireland Housing Executive
Black Country Development Oil and Pipelines Agency
  Corporation Royal Mint
Bristol Development Corporation Scottish Enterprise
Cardiff Bay Development Corporation Scottish Homes
Central Manchester Development Corporation Sheffield Development Corporation
Central Office of Information Teeside Development Corporation
Covent Garden Market Authority Telford Development Corporation
Development Board for Rural Wales Trafford Park Development Corporation
Driving Standards Agency Tyne and Wear Development Corporation
English Industrial Estates Corporation United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Highlands and Islands Enterprise Urban Development Corporations
Land Authority for Wales Welsh Development Agency
Leeds Development Corporation Welsh Fourth Channel Authority
Letchworth Garden City Corporation
New Towns Commission (and new town
  development corporations)
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The following UK public bodies are NOT  classified  as PSEs

Air Travel Trust Housing Action Trusts

British Broadcasting Corporation Local Authority Airports

British Nuclear Fuels plc Local Authority Bus Companies

British Railways Board London Regional Transport 

Buying Agency Meteorological Office

Civil Aviation Authority NHS Trusts 

Commonwealth Development Corporation North of Scotland Water Authority

Crown Estate Commissioners Patent office

Defence Research Agency Pilotage Commission 

East of Scotland Water Authority Post Office Corporation, include Post Office 

     Counters Ltd

Fire Services Colleges Remploy Ltd

Forest Enterprise Trust Ports in Northern Ireland

HM Land Registry United Kingdom Nirex Ltd

Horserace Totalisator Board West of Scotland Water Authority
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Appendix G

Eligible banks (banks whose acceptances are eligible for discount at the Bank of England)

This list (21 May 2001) is issued by the Bank of England.  

“An institution’s appearance on the list should not be misconstrued as evidence that it is qualitatively different in
terms of financial soundness, standards of conduct or otherwise, from institutions which are not included on the list.
The inclusion of an institution on this list does not mean that the Bank of England in any way guarantees its
obligations.

ABN AMRO Bank NV
Allied Irish Banks plc
The Asahi Bank, Ltd
Australia & New Zealand Banking Group Ltd
Banca di Roma SpA
Banca Nazionale del Lavoro SpA
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria SA
Banco Santander Central Hispano SA
Bank Austria AG
Bank Brussels Lambert
Bank of America, NA
The Bank of Ireland
Bank of Montreal
The Bank of Nova Scotia
Bank One, NA
Bank of Scotland
The Bank of Tokyo - Mitsubishi, Ltd
Barclays Bank plc
Bayerische Hypo-und Vereinsbank AG
Bayerische Landesbank Girozentrale
BNP Paribas
Brown, Shipley & Co Ltd
The Chase Manhattan Bank
CIBC World Markets plc
Citibank NA
Clydesdale Bank plc
Commerzbank AG
Commonwealth Bank of Australia
The Co-operative Bank plc
Crédit Agricole Indosuez
Crédit Industriel et Commercial
Crédit Lyonnais
Credit Suisse First Boston
The Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank, Ltd
Danske Bank A/S
Den norske Bank ASA
Deutsche Bank AG
Dexia Banque Internationale à Luxembourg SA
Dresdner Bank AG
Fleet National Bank

Robert Fleming & Co Ltd
Fortis Bank S.A./N.V.
The Fuji Bank, Ltd
Halifax plc
HSBC Bank plc
The Industrial Bank of Japan, Ltd
ING Bank NV
IntesaBci SpA (Banca Intesa Banca Commerciale
Italiana SpA)
KBC Bank NV
Lloyds TSB Bank plc
Lloyds TSB  Scotland plc
Mellon Bank, NA
Merita Bank plc
The Mitsubishi Trust and Banking Corporation
Natexis Banques Populaires
National Australia Bank Ltd
National Westminster Bank plc
Northern Bank Ltd
Rabobank International (Coöperatieve Centrale
Raiffeisen-Boerenleenbank BA)
N M Rothschild & Sons Ltd
Royal Bank of Canada
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc
Sanpaolo IMI SpA
The Sanwa Bank, Ltd
Singer & Friedlander Ltd
Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB (publ)
Société Générale
Standard Chartered Bank
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation
The Sumitomo Trust & Banking Co Ltd
Svenska Handelsbanken AB (publ)
The Tokai Bank, Ltd
The Toronto-Dominion Bank
UBS AG
UniCredito Italiano SpA
Westdeutsche Landesbank Girozentrale
Westpac Banking Corporation
Yorkshire Bank plc”
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Appendix H

Credit rating agencies

Please refer to Chapter TI (Interest rate position risk), Section 9, of the FSA Policy Guide/IPRU

(BANK) for more detail.

For all issuers

Moody's Investors Service

Standard & Poor’s Corporation

FITCH IBCA

For all banks, Building Societies and parent companies and subsidiaries of banks

Thomson Bankwatch

For Canadian issuers

Canadian Bond Rating Service

Dominion Bond Rating Service

For Japanese issuers

Japan Credit Rating Agency, Ltd

Japan Rating and Investment Information Inc

Mikuno & Co

For United States issuers

Duff & Phelps, Inc
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Appendix I

REPORTING SCHEDULE FOR SUPERVISORY RETURNS 2001

1. This schedule covers the period from January 2001 to December 2001.  Not all the forms listed may be

required from every reporting institution.  The most common exceptions are covered in the footnotes.

Individual reporting institutions which have been requested specifically by the FSA not to complete certain

forms, or complete them less frequently or at different days from those shown below, should continue to follow

their special arrangements.

2. The submission of these forms is covered by the rules and guidance set out in SUP 16.7.7R – SUP 16.7.15R.

Failure to submit a report in accordance with the rules in SUP Chapter 16 may lead to the imposition of a

financial penalty and other disciplinary actions (see ENF 13.5) once the Financial Services and Markets Act

2001 comes into force.

3. Institutions should note that the due dates set out below are based on the Bank Holidays applicable in

England.  The due dates should be adjusted to take account of local Bank Holidays (but not Public

Holidays) and any waivers or concessions agreed with the FSA.  Reporting institutions should telephone

their regular supervisor in the FSA in advance of any difficulty they may have in meeting a deadline.

4. Banks with any questions on this reporting schedule may also ring Financial Risk Analysis and Monitoring Unit,

FSA on 020 7676 0660.

Reporting date Forms Due dates

2001 Paper reporters Electronic reporters Submitted to FSA

Via MFSD,

Bank of

England

Direct to

supervisor

at FSA

JANUARY 10 SLR11 Thursday 18/01/01 Thursday 18/01/01 X

FEBRUARY 14 SLR11 Thursday 22/02/01 Thursday 22/02/01 X

28 LR7 Wednesday 14/03/01 Friday 16/03/01 X

MARCH 14 SLR11 Thursday 22/03/01 Thursday 22/03/01 X

30 BSD33, M13,4, LR7, B75 Tuesday 17/04/01 Thursday 19/04/01 X

30 LE26 Tuesday 17/04/01 Thursday 19/04/01 X2

APRIL 11 SLR11 Monday 23/04/01 Monday 23/04/01 X

MAY 9 SLR11 Thursday 17/05/01 Thursday 17/05/01 X

31 LR8 Thursday 14/06/01 Monday 18/06/01 X

JUNE 13 SLR11 Thursday 21/06/01 Thursday 21/06/01 X

29 BSD33, M13,4, LR7, B75 Friday 13/07/01 Tuesday 17/07/01 X

29 LE26, Friday 13/07/01 Friday 13/07/01 X2

JULY 11 SLR11 Thursday 19/07/01 Thursday 19/07/01 X

AUGUST 8 SLR11 Thursday 16/08/01 Thursday 16/08/01 X

31 LR8 Friday 14/09/01 Tuesday 18/09/01 X

SEPTEMBER 12 SLR11 Thursday 20/09/01 Thursday 20/09/01 X

28 BSD33, M13,4, LR8, B75 Friday 12/10/01 Tuesday 16/10/01 X

28 LE26, Friday 12/10/01 Friday 12/10/01 X2

OCTOBER 10 SLR11 Thursday 18/10/01 Thursday 1//10/01 X

NOVEMBER 14 SLR11 Thursday 22/11/01 Thursday 22/11/01 X

30 LR8 Friday 14/12/01 Tuesday 18/12/01 X

DECEMBER 12 SLR11 Thursday 20/12/01 Thursday 20/12/01 X

31 BSD33, M13,4, LR7, B75 Tuesday 15/01/02 Thursday 17/01/02 X

31 LE26, Tuesday 15/01/02 Tuesday 15/01/02 X2

For footnotes, see over.
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1. Form SLR1 should also be completed for any exception during the month.  These exception reports should be

submitted directly to your supervisor (and not the Bank of England).

2. Until notified by the FSA, these returns should be sent direct to your supervisor.  

3. Forms BSD3 and M1 apply only to UK banks.  They may be submitted alternatively on a different quarterly

cycle to coincide with a reporting institution’s accounting year end.  Institutions wishing to report at dates which

coincide with the financial year end should agree this with the FSA.  For institutions reporting on an

unconsolidated / solo consolidated basis, these forms must be completed within 10 business days of the

reporting date (12 business days if reported electronically).  Institutions reporting on a consolidated basis are

required to submit Forms BSD3 and M1 at the reporting group’s accounting year-end and half year -end.  The

consolidated forms must be returned within 20 business days of the reporting date (22 business days for

electronic reporters).

4. Form M1 applies only to market makers holding loan capital issued by banks and non-resident banks.  These

reporting institutions are required to submit Form M1 in conjunction with Form BSD3.

5. Form B7 applies only to UK branches of banks established outside the EEA.  Banks may complete Form B7 at

dates coinciding with their accounting year-end: this should be agreed with the FSA.

6. Form LE2 applies only to UK banks.  Those banks which complete Form LE2 on an unconsolidated basis

should report at dates which coincide with Form BSD3.  The form must be completed within 10 business days

of the reporting date on an unconsolidated / solo consolidated basis, or 20 business days when completed on

a consolidated basis.

7. Banks (other than those which report to the Bank of England on Form BT quarterly), should complete the

Form LR as at end February, May, August and November.  For those banks reporting to the Bank of England

on Form BT quarterly, Form LR should be completed at end March, June, September and December.

8.  These returns should be sent direct to your supervisor unless the FSA has requested otherwise..

9. Forms BSD3 and M1 apply only to UK banks.  They may be submitted alternatively on a different quarterly

cycle to coincide with a reporting institution’s accounting year end.  Institutions wishing to report at dates which

coincide with the financial year end should agree this with the FSA.  For institutions reporting on an

unconsolidated / solo consolidated basis, these forms must be completed within 10 business days of the

reporting date (12 business days if reported electronically).  Institutions reporting on a consolidated basis are

required to submit Forms BSD3 and M1 at the reporting group’s accounting year-end and half year -end.  The

consolidated forms must be returned within 20 business days of the reporting date (22 business days for

electronic reporters).

10. Form M1 applies only to UK banks which have been granted a trading book concession, or have qualifying

holdings in non-financial companies. These reporting institutions are required to submit Form M1 in conjunction

with Form BSD3.
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Appendix J

GUIDELINES FOR COMPLETING FORMS FOR SCANNING

For hand-written returns only:-

1 Write neatly.

2 Do not join numbers together.

For hand-written, typed or computer produced paper returns:-

3 Figures should be fully inside the databoxes and not touching the surrounding edges of the

databox.

4 Commas and dots should not be used to indicate thousands and millions but you may leave

spaces if you find it helpful e.g.1293 or 1 293 are acceptable; 1,293 or 1.293 are not.

5 Boxes that are nil returns should be left blank.  Do not write “NIL”, “ZERO”, “N/A” or other text in

databoxes.  Similarly do not put dashes, 0, strike through or shade sections of the return that are

not relevant for your institution.

6 Where appropriate, tick boxes should contain a tick.  If it is not technically possible to reproduce a

tick, any mark in these boxes will be read as a tick.

7 Negative entries should be indicated by a minus sign preceding the figure.  Brackets should not

be used.

8 Computer produced paper returns should be printed using a HP III printer driver.  Most laser

printers are able to emulate a HP III driver.

9 Ensure the print quality is good, ie no smudging, fading, etc.

10 You should send all the sheets not just the ones that have data on.

11 Returns should be printed in the correct order with single-sided pages (not back-to-back) and

should have no missing or additional pages.  It is not necessary to use coloured paper for

returns printed on coloured paper by the Bank of England.  Pre-printed forms issued by the Bank

of England should not be copied onto single sheets of paper before submission.

12 Returns consisting of pre-printed Bank of England pages combined with pages from the Excel 97

spreadsheet or with Software House output cannot be accepted for processing.  Returns should

consist entirely of one (accepted) version of the form.

13 Banks choosing to use Excel 97 versions of the returns should not amend the forms of the

returns in any way.  Do not attempt to convert the spreadsheet to Microsoft Excel 5 or any other

spreadsheet type.

14 Do not staple covering letters to the returns.

15 Do not hole-punch the returns.

16 Faxes of most returns will be accepted but these should be correctly aligned on the paper.

However, the Bank of England request that, owing to their size, reporting institutions do not

submit the Forms B1, C1, DQ or any of the “C” Forms by fax.  Banks are strongly encouraged to

send paper returns of these forms to reach the Bank in advance of the deadlines, but the Bank

understands that on occasion the use of fax is the only means of avoiding returns arriving late.  In

this case, the Bank asks reporting institutions to telephone and inform it of the problems.  The

original version of the return should not be sent to the Bank of England (unless specifically

requested) providing an authorised official signed the faxed version.
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17 Any forms submitted with text (ie B7, BSD3) should have all text items completed in CAPITAL

LETTERS and should be computer generated or typed.  

If you wish to check that the output produced from spreadsheets is suitable for scanning, the Bank of

England will be happy to test the output for you.  Please send your test output to Julie Bigwood at the

address shown on the front of the form.
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SUP 16 Ann 3R:  Building societies' reporting forms 

1.  MFS1

2.  MFS1 Supp

3.  MFS2

4.  QFS1

5.  QFS2

6.  AFS1
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DECLARATION AND RDE NOTIFICATION SHEET

Please complete this sheet for each return and fax to the FSA: 020 7676 3905

Name of Society / Subsidiary:  ……..………………………….……………………………..…………………..

Section A: Data Transmission 

The following return has been successfully transmitted: 

1. First transmission

2. Re-transmission #

3. Return Type ………… (i.e. MFS1, TABA, QFS1 etc) 

4. Period ending ………… (e.g. Aug-2001)

# If a re-transmission, please give brief details below of the changes made, including the specific

tables amended:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

Section B: Declaration Statement ** 

I confirm that the information in this form is accurate, has been prepared in accordance 

with the underlying Guidance Notes, and is complete to the best of my knowledge and 

belief. 

Return completed by: 

Name:  ……………….…………………….……….    

Position Held: ……………….…………………….……….

Tel No:  ……………….…………………….……….

Signed: ……………….…………………..…………        Date:.……..….…………

Note: **  Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material

particular may be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets

Act 2000). [SUP 15.6.1R and SUP 15.6.3R require an authorised person to take reasonable steps

to ensure the accuracy and completeness of information given to the FSA and to notify the FSA

immediately if materially inaccurate information has been provided.] [SUP 16.3.11R requires an

authorised person to submit reports containing all the information required]. [APER 4.4.6E

provides that, where an approved person is responsible for reporting matters to the FSA, failure to

inform the FSA of materially significant information of which he is aware is a breach of

Statement of Principle 4.] [Contravention of these requirements may lead to disciplinary sanctions

or other enforcement action by the FSA.] It should not be assumed that information is known to

the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been disclosed to the FSA or

another regulatory body. [If there is any doubt about the relevance of information, it should be

included.]
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eposits and debt securities

A
3

C
apital

A
4

Long term
 insurance liabilities

A
5

O
ther liabilities

A
6

M
inority interests

A
7

TO
TA

L LIA
B

ILITIES

      A
ssets

A
8

Liquid assets

A
9

Loans and investm
ents

A
9.1

         Loans FSR
P to individuals

A
9.2

         Loans FSR
P to others

A
9.3

   O
ther loans fully secured on land

A
9.4

   O
ther loans to custom

ers

A
9.5

   Investm
ents

A
9.6

   Provisions

A
10

Fixed assets

A
11

Long term
 insurance funds

A
12

O
ther assets

A
13

     TO
TA

L A
SSETS

M
FS1

(V
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B
(1)   B

A
L

A
N

C
E

 SH
E

E
T

 : L
IA

B
IL

IT
IE

S: Society
(£000s)

Society:                                                               M
onth ended: .........../ .....

B
(1)

Sterling
E

uro
O

ther currencies
Total

              Shares

B
1.1              U

K
 non-bank non b/soc private sector

B
1.2              N

on-resident sector
B

1.3              Interest accrued

B
1.4                          TO

TA
L shares

               D
eposits and debt securities

B
2.0            D

eposits from
 individuals

         a             U
K

 non-bank non b/soc private sector
         b             N

on-resident sector
         c              Interest accrued

         d                    TO
TA

L deposits from
 individuals

                    O
ther deposits

B
2.1               U

K
 non-bank non b/soc private sector (other than B

2.3)
B

2.2 a            B
uilding society deposit subsidiaries : Soc's ow

n
          b                                                                       : O

ther socs'

B
2.3               B

uilding society other subsidiaries    : Soc's ow
n

B
2.4               B

uilding societies
*

B
2.5a Sterling O

f w
hich: repo liabilities to 

the B
 of E.

B
2.5  a           U

K
 banking sector :  B

ank of England                                  *

           b                             
             :  O

ther

                       U
K

 public sector:
B

2.6                        C
entral governm

ent
B

2.7                        Local authorities
B

2.8                        Public corporations
B

2.9               N
on- resident sector

B
2.10                      TO

TA
L other deposits

                     B
orrow

ing from
 banks

B
2.11             U

K
 banking sector

B
2.12              N

on- resident sector
M

FS1

B
2.13                      TO

TA
L borrow

ing from
 banks

(V
/200598)N

2R



B
(2)   B

A
L

A
N

C
E

 SH
E

E
T

 : L
IA

B
IL

IT
IE

S (continued): Society
(£000s)

Society:
 M

onth ended: .........../ .....
B

(2)

  Sterling
Euro

  O
ther currencies

  Total

                  D
ebt securities

B
2.14            C

ertificates of deposit

B
2.15            C

om
m

ercial paper

                      B
onds, notes, other instrum

ents:

B
2.16                   U

p to 5 years original m
aturity

B
2.17                   O

ver 5 years original m
aturity

B
2.18                   TO

TA
L debt securities

B
2.19          Interest accrued

B
2.20                    TO

TA
L deposits and debt securities

               C
apital

B
3.1               R

eserves

B
3.2               Subscribed capital

B
3.3               R

evaluation reserves

B
3.4               Subordinated debt (qualifying)

B
3.5               O

ther capital

B
3.6                       TO

TA
L capital

               O
ther liabilities

B
4.1               Incom

e tax

B
4.2               C

orporation tax

B
4.3               Interest accrued on capital

B
4.4               Long term

 insurance liabilities

B
4.5               O

ther

B
4.6                       TO

TA
L other liabilities

B
4.7         M

inority interests

B
5            TO

TA
L LIA

B
ILITIES

                 M
em

orandum
 item

s:

B
/M

L1         Transit and suspense (liabilities)

B
/M

L1a         O
f w

hich : item
s in suspense

M
FS1

B
/M

L1b             
             : credit item

s in transm
ission

(V
/200598)N

2R



B
(3)   B

A
L

A
N

C
E

 SH
E

E
T

 : A
SSE

T
S: Society

(£000s)
Society:                                                                                  M

onth ended: .........../ .....
B

(3)

         Liquid assets
  Sterling

E
uro

  O
ther currencies

  Total

B
6.1              C

ash (notes &
 coins)

B
6.2              D

eposits w
ith central banks

        a                  B
ank of England (*)

 * B
6.2a: See note a) on page B

(5)

        b                 N
on-resident sector

        c                  TO
TA

L D
eposits w

ith central banks

B
6.3              B

ank deposits
        a                   U

K
 banking sector (*)

 * B
6.3a: See note a) on page B

(5)

        b                  N
on-resident sector

        c                   TO
TA

L B
ank deposit

B
6.4              C

ertificates of deposit
        a                    B

uilding Societies

        b                    U
K

 banking sector

        c                    N
on-resident sector

        d                    TO
TA

L C
ertificates of deposit

B
6.5              O

ther m
oney m

arket instrum
ents

        a                     B
uilding societies

        b                     U
K

 banking sector

        c                     O
ther U

K
 sector

        d                     N
on-resident sector

        e                     TO
TA

L O
ther m

oney m
arket instrum

ents

B
6.6              B

onds, notes and other capital instrum
ents

                     a)  up to 5 years original m
aturity

        a1                      B
uilding societies

        a2                      U
K

 banking sector

        a3                      N
on-resident sector

                     b)  over 5 years original m
aturity

        b1                      B
uilding societies

        b2                      U
K

 banking sector

        b3                      N
on-resident sector

                      c)         TO
TA

L B
onds, notes etc

M
FS1

(V
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B
(4)   B

A
L

A
N

C
E

 SH
E

E
T

 : A
SSE

T
S (continued): Society

(£000s)
Society:                                                                                    M

onth ended: .........../ .....
B

(4)

         Liquid assets (continued)
  Sterling

E
uro

  O
ther currencies

  Total

B
6.7         B

ills

        a             U
K

 Treasury

        b             U
K

 banking sector

        c             TO
TA

L B
ills

B
6.8         Local A

uthority

        a             Tem
porary debt

        b             Long term
 debt - listed securities

        c             Long term
 debt - other

        d             TO
TA

L Local A
uthority

B
6.9          C

ertificates of tax deposit

B
6.10        M

ortgage backed securities
                 a)    up to 5 years original m

aturity

        a1                   B
uilding societies

        a2                   U
K

 banking sector

        a3                   O
ther U

K
 sector

        a4                   N
on-resident sector

                 b)    over 5 years original m
aturity

        b1                   B
uilding societies

        b2                   U
K

 banking sector

        b3                   O
ther U

K
 sector

        b4                   N
on-resident sector

                 c)          TO
TA

L M
ortgage backed securities

M
FS1
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B
(5)   B

A
L

A
N

C
E

 SH
E

E
T

 : A
SSE

T
S (continued): Society

(£000s)
Society:                                                                              M

onth ended: .........../  .....
B

(5)

         Liquid assets (continued)
  Sterling

Euro
  O

ther currencies
  Total

B
6.11       Sovereign securities

                a)    Sovereign debt

        a1           U
K

 governm
ent securities

        a2           O
verseas governm

ent

                b)    Sovereign backed or supported by 

        b1           U
K

 governm
ent

        b2           O
verseas governm

ent

                c)    TO
TA

L Sovereign securities

B
6.12       O

ther liquid assets w
ith:

         a             B
uilding society sector

         b             O
ther U

K
 sector

         c             N
on-resident sector

         d             TO
TA

L O
ther Liquid assets

B
6.13       Interest accrued

B
6.14       TO

TA
L Liquid assets

N
ote a)  O

f w
hich : non-interest bearing w

ith :

                 B
ank of England (part of B

6.2a)

O
W

1.1           C
ash ratio deposits

O
W

1.2           O
ther non-interest bearing

O
W

1.3      O
ther U

K
 B

anking Sector (part of B
6.3a)

O
W

1.4           TO
TA

L non-interest bearing



B
(6)   B

A
L

A
N

C
E

 SH
E

E
T

 : A
SSE

T
S (continued): Society

(£000s)
Society:                                                                                        M

onth ended: .........../ .....
B

(6)

         Loans and Investm
ents 

  Sterling
Euro

  O
ther currencies

  Total

B
7.1        Loans fully secured on residential property to:

         a            Individuals

         b            H
ousing associations

         c            O
ther

B
7.2        O

ther loans fully secured on land to:

         a            Individuals

         b            H
ousing associations

         c            O
ther

B
7.3        O

ther loans to custom
ers:

         a            Individuals

         b            O
ther

B
7.4        Investm

ents

B
7.5        TO

TA
L Loans and Investm

ents (G
ross)

B
7.6        Provisions

B
7.7       TO

TA
L Loans and Investm

ents (N
et)

    = B
7.5 - B

7.6

B
7.8       A

nalysis of B
7.5 by sector:

         a            U
K

 public sector
     N

ote:   B
7.8 should only be com

pleted by those 

         b            U
K

 banking sector
                societies w

ho also com
plete form

 Q
FS2.

         c            B
uilding society sector

         d            O
ther U

K
 (private) sector

         e            N
on-resident sector

B
8           Fixed assets

B
9           Long term

 insurance funds

B
10          O

ther assets

B
11         TO

TA
L A

SSETS

               M
em

orandum
 item

:

B
/M

A
 1           Transit and suspense (assets)

B
/M

A
1a          O

f w
hich : item

s in suspense
M

FS1

B
/M

A
1b                   

       : debit item
s in transm

ission
(V

/200598)N
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B
(7)   B

A
L

A
N

C
E

 SH
E

E
T

 : E
L

IG
IB

L
E

 L
IA

B
IL

IT
IE

S : Society
£000's

Society
            M

onth ended ........../.....
B

(7)

  Sterling (except where indicated)

B
20.1

Sterling share and deposit liabilities
(B1.1+

 B1.2 +
 B2.0a +

 B2.0b +
 B2.10 +

 B2.13 +
 B2.14 +

 B2.15 +
 B2.16)

B
20.2

Sterling item
s in suspense

(B/M
L1a)

B
20.3

60%
 of sterling credit item

s in the course of transm
ission

(60%
 of item

 show
n at B/M

L1b)

B
20.4

N
et currency liabilities (if positive)

(B5[C
olum

n 2+
3] m

inus B11[C
olum

n 2+
3])

B
20.5

Total of item
s 1 to 4 above

B
20.6

Sterling repo liabilities w
ith the B

ank of Engand
(C

olum
n 5 of item

 B2.5a)

B
20.7

Sterling funds lent to U
K

 banks
(B6.3a +

 B/M
L1b m

inus B/M
A1b +

 (B6.4b +
 B6.5b +

 B6.6a2 +
 B6.10a2)

B
20.8

Sterling funds lent to other building societies
(B6.4a +

 B6.5a +
 B6.6a1 +

 B6.10a1+
 B6.12a) 

B
20.9

60%
 of sterling debit item

s in the course of collection
(60%

 of item
 show

n at B/M
A1b)

B
20.10

Sterling balances w
ith the B

ank of England (excluding C
R

D
's)

(B6.2a m
inus O

W
1.1)

B
20.11

Total of item
s 6 to 10 above.

B
20.12

O
ver 2 year sterling share and deposit liabilities (optional)

B
20.13

N
on-resident offices adjustm

ent (optional)

M
FS1

B
20.14

Total ELIG
IB

LE LIA
B

ILITIES (item
 5 m

inus item
s 11, 12 and 13)

(V
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C
       SH

A
R

E
S (excluding accrued interest): Society

(£000s)
Society:                                                                                            M

onth ended: .........../ .....
C

Balance at end of 
Receipts

W
ithdrawals

Interest paid
Interest credited

O
ther (debits)/credits

Balance at end of 
previous m

onth
G

ross
Tax deducted

G
ross

Tax deducted
and transfers(net)

m
onth

C
1      TO

TA
L Shares (a)

 = B
1.4 -

Balance at end of
N

et receipts
O

ther (debits)/credits
Interest credited

Balance at end of 
G

ross weighted 
     B

1.3
previous m

onth
and transfers (net)

G
ross

Tax deducted
m

onth
average interest
ra te (CAR) %

C
2       A

nalysis by account type (original m
aturity)

C
2.1                  Instant access (0-7 days)

C
2.2                  N

otice : 1 m
onth (8-45 days)

C
2.3                               2 m

onths (46-75 days)

C
2.4                               3 m

onths (76 or m
ore)

C
2.5                  Term

 :   Less than 6 m
onths

C
2.6                               6 m

onths < 12 m
onths

C
2.7                               1 year < 2 years

C
2.8                               2 years < 5 years

C
2.9                               5 years and over

C
2.10                C

ontractual : Tessa

C
2.11                                      O

ther

C
2.12                O

ther

C
2.13                TO

TA
L shares (b)

 = C
1[8]

 = C
1[9]

C
2.14                O

f w
hich : ISA

s 

Balance at end

of m
onth

C
3        Shares analysis (sum

s to C
1[9])

C
4    Large share and deposit  holdings

Balance at end
C

3.1        Shares held by individuals
          (see section C

4 of guidance notes)
of m

onth

C
3.2        Shares held by others

C
4.1        Single holdings in excess of 0.25%

 SD
L (c) 

N
ote     a) C

olum
n 9 = C

ol 1 + C
ol 2 - C

ol 3 + C
ol 6 - C

ol 7 + C
ol 8

             b) C
olum

n 6 = C
ol 1 + C

ol 2 + C
ol 3 + C

ol 4 - C
ol 5

c) SD
L here should also exclude accrued interest
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D
      D

E
PO

SIT
S A

N
D

 D
E

B
T

 SE
C

U
R

IT
IE

S (excluding accrued interest): Society
(£000s)

Society:                                                                                                  M
onth ended: .........../ .....

D

Balance at end of 
Receipts

W
ithdrawals /

Interest paid
Interest credited

O
ther (debits)/credits

Balance at end of 
previous m

onth
Repaym

ents
G

ross
Tax deducted

G
ross

Tax deducted
and transfers(net)

m
onth

D
1       D

eposits and debt securities

D
1.1       D

eposits from
 individuals

 = B
2.0a + b

D
1.2       O

ther deposits and debt securities

D
1.3       TO

TAL D
eposits and debt securities (a)

                a) C
olum

n 9 = C
ol 1 + C

ol 2 - C
ol 3 + C

ol 6 - C
ol 7 + C

ol 8
    = B

2.20 - B
2.19 - B

2.0c

M
axim

um
 drawn

        Position at end of m
onth

down at any tim
e

  D
rawn down

   U
ndrawn

during m
onth

D
2       C

om
m

itted facilities

D
2.1                  B

anks

D
2.2                  O

ther sources

D
2.3                  A

ll sources
*

**
**

              N
ote: *    This w

ill not necessarily be the sum
 of the 2 boxes above

                         * * This box w
ill be the sum

 of the 2 boxes above

   N
B:      Large deposit holdings: See  

               Table C
(4) for reporting

                requirem
ents.

M
FS1 
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E
     L

IQ
U

ID
 A

SSE
T

S (N
B

 including accrued interest): Society
(£000s)

Society:                                                                                         M
onth ended: .........../.....

E

Balance outstanding at end of m
onth

As per balance sheet
Interm

ediate W
orkings

Am
ount of prudential

Ineligible am
ounts

M
arket value(M

V)
D

iscounted value
liquidity (a)

E1       R
ealisable w

ithin :

E1.1           U
p to 8 days

                       G
ilts w

ith residual m
aturities

         a.                less than 1 year
 =M

V

         b.               1 to 5 years
 =(M

V
x0.95)

         c.               O
ver 5 years

 =(M
V

x0.90)

         d.                   TO
TA

L gilts
=

D
iscounted value in 

previous colum
n

     
     e.               O

ther
 = sum

 of all above
 = sum

 of all above
=

C
olum

n 1 - C
olum

n 2

E1.2           9 days up to 3 m
onths

=
C

olum
n 1 - C

olum
n 2

E1.3           O
ver 3 m

onths
=

C
olum

n 1 - C
olum

n 2

E1.4                    TO
TA

L liquid assets
=

Sum
 of all above

 = B
6.14

Am
ount

As %
 total SD

L(b)
D

ate

E2       A
m

ounts of prudential liquidity at any 

           tim
e during the m

onth (end day balance)

E2.1            M
inim

um
 total prudential liquidity

E2.2            M
axim

um
 total building society holdings

B
alance at end m

onth

E3               B
uilding society holdings

                   N
ote    a) Show

 am
ounts after m

aking relevant deductions, adjustm
ents as in C

hapter 5 of V
ol. 1 of the IPSB

 for B
uilding Societies.

M
FS1

                              b) SD
L, as defined in guidance notes, includes accrued interest
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F(1)    L
O

A
N

S &
 IN

V
E

ST
M

E
N

T
S : Society

(£000's)
Society:                                                                

                       M
onth ended : ........../......

F(1)

Balance at end of
Advances/paym

ents
Interest earned in

Repaym
ent/realisation

Repaym
ent of 

W
rite offs/

O
ther debits/(credits)

Balance at end of
previous m

onth
m

ade in m
onth

m
onth

of principal
interest

depreciation in m
onth

and transfers (net)
m

onth (a)

F1
Loans fully secured on residential
property (FSR

P):

F1.1
      Individuals

   = B
7.1a

F1.2
      H

ousing associations
   = B

7.1b

F1.3
      O

ther 
   = B

7.1c

F1.4
              TO

TA
L loans FSR

P

F2
O

ther loans fully secured on land (FSO
L) :

F2.1
       Individuals

   = B
7.2a

F2.2
       H

ousing associations
   = B

7.2b

F2.3
       O

ther
   = B

7.2c

F2.4
              TO

TA
L other loans FSO

L

F3
O

ther loans to custom
ers : individuals.

F3.1
       B

ridging loans

F3.2
       Personal loans

F3.3
       C

redit cards

F3.4
       O

verdrafts

F3.5
       O

ther

F3.6
              TO

TA
L other loans to individuals

   = B
7.3a

F4
O

ther loans to custom
ers : other.

F4.1
      C

onnected undertakings

F4.2
      O

ther

F4.3
              TO

TA
L other loans to custom

ers
   = B

7.3b

F5
Investm

ents

F5.1
       Shares in connected undertakings

F5.2
       Loans to connected undertakings

F5.3
       O

ther equity shares

F5.4
               TO

TA
L Investm

ents
   = B

7.4

Regular repaym
ent

O
n redem

ption
O

ther repaym
ent

Total

F6
Loans : A

nalysis of repaym
ents of principal

N
ote

F6.1
       Loans FSR

P to individuals
 = F1.1[4]

a) C
olum

n 8 = C
ol 1 + C

ol 2 + C
ol 3 - C

ol 4 - C
ol 5

F6.2
       O

ther loans FSR
P and other loans FSO

L
 = (F1.2 [4] + F1.3 [4]

                         - C
ol 6 + C

ol 7

F6.3
               TO

TA
L R

epaym
ent of principal

     + F2.4 [4])
M

FS1
(V
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(F2)      L
O

A
N

S A
N

D
 IN

V
E

ST
M

E
N

T
S (continued) : Society

(£000s)
Society:                                                                               

                 M
onth ended : .................../..........

F(2)

C
om

m
itm

ents outstanding
C

om
m

itm
ents m

ade since
C

ancellations in m
onth

A
dvances m

ade in 
C

om
m

itm
ents outstanding

at end of previous m
onth

end of previous m
onth

m
onth

at end of m
onth

           (b)
F7

Loan com
m

itm
ents

F7.1
       Loans FSR

P to individuals

F7.2
       Loans FSR

P to others

F7.3
       O

ther loans fully secured on land
 

F7.4
             TO

TA
L loan com

m
itm

ents (a)

F8
N

um
bers of m

ortgages outstanding
N

um
ber at end of m

onth (c)

F8.1
       M

ortgages FSR
P to individuals

F8.2 
       M

ortgages FSR
P to others

F8.3
       O

ther m
ortgages fully secured on land

F9
Loan book acquisitions (and sales) and loans

Transactions in m
onth

Balance at end m
onth on loan

securitised and/or subject to non-recourse funding
Books acquired

Books sold
Loans securitised

assets subject to non-recourse funding

(d)
(e)

(f)
(g)

F9.1
    Loans fully secured on residential properties

     a.    Individuals

     b.    H
ousing associations

     c.    O
ther

     d.      TO
TA

L

F9.2
    O

ther loans fully secured on land

F9.3
    O

ther loans to custom
ers

     a.    Individuals

     b.    O
thers

     c.      TO
TA

L

N
otes   a) C

olum
n 5 = C

ol 1 + C
ol 2 - C

ol 3 - C
ol 4

e) Included w
ithin "other debits/(credits)" in m

ain analysis
            b) Entries here should agree w

ith relevant item
s in C

olum
n 2 of F1 to F2

f) Included w
ithin "other debits/(credits)" in m

ain analysis
            c) N

um
bers here relate to corresponding balances show

n at B
7.1 and B

7.2
g) Such assets w

ill be subject to "linked presentation" accounting treatm
ent in the balance sheet.  The am

ount show
n here should be "gross assets".

M
FS1

            d) Included w
ithin "other debits/(credits)" in m

ain analysis
(V
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G
IN

T
E

R
E

ST
 R

A
T

E
S  (G

ross rates) : Society
(£000s)

Society:                                                             
M

onth ended .............../ ......
G

B
alances at end of m

onth (a)
Interest rates at end of m

onth (to 2 decim
al places)

TO
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DECLARATION AND RDE NOTIFICATION SHEET

Please complete this sheet for each return and fax to the FSA: 020 7676 3905

Name of Society / Subsidiary:  ……..………………………….……………………………..…………………..

Section A: Data Transmission 

The following return has been successfully transmitted: 

1. First transmission

2. Re-transmission #

3. Return Type ………… (i.e. MFS1, TABA, QFS1 etc) 

4. Period ending ………… (e.g. Aug-2001)

# If a re-transmission, please give brief details below of the changes made, including the specific

tables amended:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

Section B: Declaration Statement ** 

I confirm that the information in this form is accurate, has been prepared in accordance 

with the underlying Guidance Notes, and is complete to the best of my knowledge and 

belief. 

Return completed by: 

Name:  ……………….…………………….……….    

Position Held: ……………….…………………….……….

Tel No:  ……………….…………………….……….

Signed: ……………….…………………..…………        Date:.……..….…………

Note: **  Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material

particular may be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets

Act 2000). [SUP 15.6.1R and SUP 15.6.3R require an authorised person to take reasonable steps

to ensure the accuracy and completeness of information given to the FSA and to notify the FSA

immediately if materially inaccurate information has been provided.] [SUP 16.3.11R requires an

authorised person to submit reports containing all the information required]. [APER 4.4.6E

provides that, where an approved person is responsible for reporting matters to the FSA, failure to

inform the FSA of materially significant information of which he is aware is a breach of

Statement of Principle 4.] [Contravention of these requirements may lead to disciplinary sanctions

or other enforcement action by the FSA.] It should not be assumed that information is known to

the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been disclosed to the FSA or

another regulatory body. [If there is any doubt about the relevance of information, it should be

included.]

FSA Handbook  •  SUP •  Pre-release 0.3 (20 September 2001)
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DECLARATION AND RDE NOTIFICATION SHEET

Please complete this sheet for each return and fax to the FSA: 020 7676 3905

Name of Society / Subsidiary:  ……..………………………….……………………………..…………………..

Section A: Data Transmission 

The following return has been successfully transmitted: 

1. First transmission

2. Re-transmission #

3. Return Type ………… (i.e. MFS1, TABA, QFS1 etc) 

4. Period ending ………… (e.g. Aug-2001)

# If a re-transmission, please give brief details below of the changes made, including the specific

tables amended:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

Section B: Declaration Statement ** 

I confirm that the information in this form is accurate, has been prepared in accordance 

with the underlying Guidance Notes, and is complete to the best of my knowledge and 

belief. 

Return completed by: 

Name:  ……………….…………………….……….    

Position Held: ……………….…………………….……….

Tel No:  ……………….…………………….……….

Signed: ……………….…………………..…………        Date:.……..….…………

Note: **  Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material

particular may be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets

Act 2000). [SUP 15.6.1R and SUP 15.6.3R require an authorised person to take reasonable steps

to ensure the accuracy and completeness of information given to the FSA and to notify the FSA

immediately if materially inaccurate information has been provided.] [SUP 16.3.11R requires an

authorised person to submit reports containing all the information required]. [APER 4.4.6E

provides that, where an approved person is responsible for reporting matters to the FSA, failure to

inform the FSA of materially significant information of which he is aware is a breach of

Statement of Principle 4.] [Contravention of these requirements may lead to disciplinary sanctions

or other enforcement action by the FSA.] It should not be assumed that information is known to

the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been disclosed to the FSA or

another regulatory body. [If there is any doubt about the relevance of information, it should be

included.]
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DECLARATION AND RDE NOTIFICATION SHEET

Please complete this sheet for each return and fax to the FSA: 020 7676 3905

Name of Society / Subsidiary:  ……..………………………….……………………………..…………………..

Section A: Data Transmission 

The following return has been successfully transmitted: 

1. First transmission

2. Re-transmission #

3. Return Type ………… (i.e. MFS1, TABA, QFS1 etc) 

4. Period ending ………… (e.g. Aug-2001)

# If a re-transmission, please give brief details below of the changes made, including the specific

tables amended:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

Section B: Declaration Statement ** 

I confirm that the information in this form is accurate, has been prepared in accordance 

with the underlying Guidance Notes, and is complete to the best of my knowledge and 

belief. 

Return completed by: 

Name:  ……………….…………………….……….    

Position Held: ……………….…………………….……….

Tel No:  ……………….…………………….……….

Signed: ……………….…………………..…………        Date:.……..….…………

Note: **  Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material

particular may be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets

Act 2000). [SUP 15.6.1R and SUP 15.6.3R require an authorised person to take reasonable steps

to ensure the accuracy and completeness of information given to the FSA and to notify the FSA

immediately if materially inaccurate information has been provided.] [SUP 16.3.11R requires an

authorised person to submit reports containing all the information required]. [APER 4.4.6E

provides that, where an approved person is responsible for reporting matters to the FSA, failure to

inform the FSA of materially significant information of which he is aware is a breach of

Statement of Principle 4.] [Contravention of these requirements may lead to disciplinary sanctions

or other enforcement action by the FSA.] It should not be assumed that information is known to

the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been disclosed to the FSA or

another regulatory body. [If there is any doubt about the relevance of information, it should be

included.]

FSA Handbook  •  SUP •  Pre-release 0.3 (20 September 2001)
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QFS1: SECTION X/1

QUARTERLY STATEMENT

QFS1: SUMMARY OF CROSS CHECKS

A) Cross checks within QFS1

C1.6 all cols = B5 corres cols Total other income & charges [Soc/Subs/Group]

D1.1 + D1.2 + D1.5 +

D1.6 + D2.1 + D2.3 + all cols <= A3 cols 1-3, 7-9 Capital [Soc/Group]

D2.4 + D2.5

F1.1 + F1.2 + F1.3 +

F1.4 + F1.5 cols 1 and 5 = A8 cols 1 and 7 Liquid Assets [Soc/Group]

F2.5 + F2.6 cols 1 and 5 >= A9.3 cols 1 and 7 Other loans FSOL [Soc/Group]

F2.7 cols 1 and 5 >= A9.4 + A9.5 cols 1 and 7 Investments and Other loans to customers [Soc/Group]

F3 cols 1 and 5 = A10 cols 1 and 7 Fixed Assets [Soc/Group]

F4.1 + F4.2 + F4.3 cols 1 and 5 = A11 cols 1 and 7 Other Assets [Soc/Group]

F4.1 + F4.2 + F4.3 cols 1 and 5 = A11 + A12 cols 1 and 7 Other Assets [Soc/Group]

G1.5 col 3 = A9.1 col 1 Loans FSRP [Society]

G1.5 col 6 = A9.1 col 4 Loans FSRP [Subs]

G2.7 cols 1, 2, 4 and 5 = G1.5 corres cols Total FSRP (no/amount) [Society/Subs]

G3.11 agg cols 1 to 4 = G1.5 col 2 FSRP lending (amount) [Society]

G3.11 agg cols 5 to 8 = G1.5 col 5 FSRP lending (amount) [Subs]

H1.8 col 3 = A9.2 + A9.3 col 1 Other FSRP and other FSOL assets [Society]

H1.8 col 6 = A9.2 + A9.3 col 4 Other FSRP and other FSOL assets [Subs]

H2.9 agg cols 1 to 4 = H1.8 col 2 Other FSRP and other FSOL lending [Society]

H2.9 agg cols 5 to 8 = H1.8 col 5 Other FSRP and other FSOL lending [Subs]

J1.2 col 1 = A9.1 col 1 FSRP to individuals [Society]

J1.2 col 2 = A9.2 and A9.3 col 1 Other FSRP and other FSOL [Society]

J1.2 col 3 and 4 = A9.4 col 1 Other loans to customers [Society]

J1.2 col 5 = A9.1 col 4 FSRP to individuals [Subs]

J1.2 col 6 = A9.2 and A9.3 col 4 Other FSRP and other FSOL [Subs]

J1.2 col 7 and 8 = A9.4 col 4 Other loans to customers [Subs]

L Total Capital = D4 col 4 Capital [Group]

M [see note (a)]

P11 col 1 = A9.5 col 1 Investments [Society]

P12.1 + P12.2 cols 4, 5 and 6 = B11 corres cols Profit/(loss) before tax [Subs]

P12.1 cols 7 and 8 = N1 cols 3 and 4 Subsidiary undertakings : staff numbers [Subs]

P11 col 9 = B4 col 1 Income from subsidiary undertakings [Society]

P11 col 10 = B4 col 7 Income from subsidiary undertakings [Group]

A) Cross checks with MFS1

J1.1 col 1 = F8.1 col 1 Number of FSRP loans

J1.1 col 3 = F8.3 col 1 Number of FSOL loans

a) The aggregate of amounts repayable at line M1.6, M2.6 and M3.7 are not directly comparable with the corresponding

     items in the balance sheet, by virtue of accrued interest, which has been excluded from the figures in table M.

N.B. The cross checks on Tables D to A and F to A will not apply to those society's for whom "solo consolidation" 

          and "exclusion from consolidation" apply.

QFS1CROS.XLS

(V/N2REV/MAY2001)
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DECLARATION AND RDE NOTIFICATION SHEET

Please complete this sheet for each return and fax to the FSA: 020 7676 3905

Name of Society / Subsidiary:  ……..………………………….……………………………..…………………..

Section A: Data Transmission 

The following return has been successfully transmitted: 

1. First transmission

2. Re-transmission #

3. Return Type ………… (i.e. MFS1, TABA, QFS1 etc) 

4. Period ending ………… (e.g. Aug-2001)

# If a re-transmission, please give brief details below of the changes made, including the specific

tables amended:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

Section B: Declaration Statement ** 

I confirm that the information in this form is accurate, has been prepared in accordance 

with the underlying Guidance Notes, and is complete to the best of my knowledge and 

belief. 

Return completed by: 

Name:  ……………….…………………….……….    

Position Held: ……………….…………………….……….

Tel No:  ……………….…………………….……….

Signed: ……………….…………………..…………        Date:.……..….…………

Note: **  Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material

particular may be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets

Act 2000). [SUP 15.6.1R and SUP 15.6.3R require an authorised person to take reasonable steps

to ensure the accuracy and completeness of information given to the FSA and to notify the FSA

immediately if materially inaccurate information has been provided.] [SUP 16.3.11R requires an

authorised person to submit reports containing all the information required]. [APER 4.4.6E

provides that, where an approved person is responsible for reporting matters to the FSA, failure to

inform the FSA of materially significant information of which he is aware is a breach of

Statement of Principle 4.] [Contravention of these requirements may lead to disciplinary sanctions

or other enforcement action by the FSA.] It should not be assumed that information is known to

the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been disclosed to the FSA or

another regulatory body. [If there is any doubt about the relevance of information, it should be

included.]
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DECLARATION AND RDE NOTIFICATION SHEET

Please complete this sheet for each return and fax to the FSA: 020 7676 3905

Name of Society / Subsidiary:  ……..………………………….……………………………..…………………..

Section A: Data Transmission 

The following return has been successfully transmitted: 

1. First transmission

2. Re-transmission #

3. Return Type ………… (i.e. MFS1, TABA, QFS1 etc) 

4. Period ending ………… (e.g. Aug-2001)

# If a re-transmission, please give brief details below of the changes made, including the specific

tables amended:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

Section B: Declaration Statement ** 

I confirm that the information in this form is accurate, has been prepared in accordance 

with the underlying Guidance Notes, and is complete to the best of my knowledge and 

belief. 

Return completed by: 

Name:  ……………….…………………….……….    

Position Held: ……………….…………………….……….

Tel No:  ……………….…………………….……….

Signed: ……………….…………………..…………        Date:.……..….…………

Note: **  Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material

particular may be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets

Act 2000). [SUP 15.6.1R and SUP 15.6.3R require an authorised person to take reasonable steps

to ensure the accuracy and completeness of information given to the FSA and to notify the FSA

immediately if materially inaccurate information has been provided.] [SUP 16.3.11R requires an

authorised person to submit reports containing all the information required]. [APER 4.4.6E

provides that, where an approved person is responsible for reporting matters to the FSA, failure to

inform the FSA of materially significant information of which he is aware is a breach of

Statement of Principle 4.] [Contravention of these requirements may lead to disciplinary sanctions

or other enforcement action by the FSA.] It should not be assumed that information is known to

the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been disclosed to the FSA or

another regulatory body. [If there is any doubt about the relevance of information, it should be

included.]

FSA Handbook  •  SUP •  Pre-release 0.3 (20 September 2001)



 COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE

Building Society FMS number:

FSA register number:

Annual Statement AFS1 Financial year ended:                . . . . . / . . . . . / . . . . . .

Name of Society

Statement completed by:

  Name  (BLOCK CAPITALS)

  Position held

  Signature Date:

  Telephone: STD Code: No: Extn:

  Address:

Post Code:

Summary of Contents:
Table

Balance Sheet A
Income & Expenditure B
Miscellaneous C
Diversification F
Selected business volumes G

Notes on completion:  - For details of items please refer to Guidance Notes
 - If you have any queries please telephone 020-7676-0630 or 0690
 - See Introduction, paragraph 8 (iii) of Guidance Notes for treatment of negative values
 - Enter amounts throughout in £ thousands
 - The statement must be completed annually and submitted within 2 months of
    financial year end to:

Financial, Risk Analysis and Monitoring Unit
Financial Services Authority
14th Floor (ROSD)
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
LONDON E14 5HS
 
 

     (V/200598)N2R
     AFSP1a.XLS



  A(1) BALANCE SHEET: LIABILITIES (£000s) Society :                       FYE: .... / ......     A(1)
Outturn for financial year
Society Subsidiary Group

Undertakings (consolidated)

A1       Shares

A1.1          Shares held by individuals

A1.2          Other shares

A1.3          TOTAL Shares

A2       Deposits and debt securities

A2.1          Amounts owed to credit institutions

A2.2          Amounts owed to other customers

A2.3          Debt securities in issue

     a              Certificates of deposit

     b              Fixed and floating rate notes

     c              Other

A2.4          TOTAL Deposits and debt securities

A3       Other liabilities

A3.1          Income tax

A3.2          Corporation tax

A3.3          Long term insurance

A3.4          Other creditors

A4       Accruals and deferred income

A5       Provisions for liabilities and charges

A5.1          For pensions and similar obligations

A5.2          For tax

A5.3          Other

A6       Subordinated liabilities

A7       Subscribed capital

A8       Revaluation reserve

A9       Reserves

A9.1          General reserves

A9.2          Other reserves
A10      Minority interests

A11      TOTAL LIABILITIES

MEMORANDUM ITEMS

A12      Contingent liabilities

A12.1         Acceptances and endorsements

A12.2         Guarantees and assets pledged as collateral security

A12.3         Other contingent liabilities

A12.4      TOTAL contingent liabilities

A13       Commitments

A13.1       Arising out of sale and repurchase transactions

A13.2       Other commitments

A13.3      TOTAL committments

(V/200598)N2R

afsp2.xls          AFS1 : A(1)



  A(2) BALANCE SHEET: ASSETS (£000s) Society :                       FYE: .... / .....      A(2)
Outturn for financial year
Society Subsidiary Group

Undertakings (consolidated)

A21       Liquid assets

A21.1        Cash in hand and balances with Bank of England

A21.2         Treasury and other eligible bills

A21.3         Loans and advances to credit institutions

A21.4         Debt securities

A21.4a            Issued by public bodies

A21.4b            Issued by other borrowers

A21.5         Other liquid assets

A21.6         TOTAL Liquid assets

              Loans

A22             Loans fully secured on residential property to:

A22.1               Individuals

A22.2              Housing associations

A22.3              Others

A22.4                   TOTAL Loans FSRP

A23            Other loans fully secured on land to:

A23.1            Individuals

A23.2            Housing associations

A23.3            Others

A23.4                   TOTAL Other Loans FSOL

A24           Other loans to customers

A24.1             Individuals

A24.2            Others

A24.3                   TOTAL Other loans to customers

A25            Investments

A25.1               In equity shares

A25.2               In unconsolidated subsidiary undertakings

A25.3               In consolidated subsidiary undertakings

A25.4               In associated undertakings

A25.5               In other participating interests

A25.6              Other investments

A25.7                    TOTAL Investments

(continued)

(V/200598)N2R

AFSP3.XLS         AFS1:A(2)



  A(3) BALANCE SHEET: ASSETS (continued) (£000s) Society :                       FYE: .... / .....
Outturn for financial year
Society Subsidiary Group

Undertakings (consolidated)

A26       Intangible fixed assets

A27       Tangible fixed assets

A27.1             Land and buildings

A27.2             Plant and machinery

A27.3             Equipment, fixtures, fittings & vehicles

A27.4             Payments on account & assets in course of construction

A28.1      Long term insurance funds

A28.2      Other assets

A29        Prepayments and accrued income

A30        TOTAL ASSETS

MEMORANDUM ITEMS :

             PRIOR YEAR END BALANCES (i.e balances one year prior

             to financial year end reported in A1 to A30 above)

A31             TOTAL Assets

A32             Shares

A33             Deposits and debt securities

A34             Capital

                   a) Subordinated liabilities

                   b) Subscribed capital

                   c) Revaluation reserves

                       Reserves:

                   d)      General reserves

                   e)      Other reserves

                   f)  TOTAL Capital (= a + b + c + d + e)

A35             Loans fully secured on residential property

A36             Other loans fully secured on land

A37             Other loans to customers

                       (V/200598)N2R
                       AFSP4a.XLS     AFS1 : A(3)



  A(4) BALANCE SHEET: PROVISIONS (£000s) Society :             FYE: ..... / ..... A(4)
Outturn for financial year
Provisions Write offs Provisions Provisions 
balance at in year charge for balance at end
start of year year of year 

(a) (b)

Asset categories: Society

A41.1   Loans FSRP:    Individuals

A41.2 Housing associations

A41.3 Other

A42.1   Other loans FSOL: Individuals

A42.2 Housing associations

A42.3 Other

A43.1   Other loans to customers: Individuals

A43.2 Others

A44   Investments

A45   TOTAL:      Society

A46   of which: charges in column 3 not included in B8

Asset categories: Subsidiary undertakings

A51.1   Loans FSRP:    Individuals

A51.2 Housing associations

A51.3 Other

A52.1   Other loans FSOL: Individuals

A52.2 Housing associations

A52.3 Other

A53.1   Other loans to customers: Individuals

A53.2 Others

A54   Investments

A55   TOTAL:      Subsidiary undertakings

A56   of which: charges in column 3 not included in B8

Asset categories: Group (consolidated)

A61.1   Loans FSRP:    Individuals

A61.2 Housing associations

A61.3 Other

A62.1   Other loans FSOL: Individuals

A62.2 Housing associations

A62.3 Other

A63.1   Other loans to customers: Individuals

A63.2 Others

A64   Investments

A65   TOTAL:      Group

A66   of which: charges in column 3 not included in B8

                Notes a)     Charged within the income and expenditure account
                           b)     Column 4= Column1 - Column 2 + Column 3

(V/200598)N2R      AFS1 : A(4)
afsp4b.xls



  B(1) INCOME AND EXPENDITURE     (£000s) Society :                       FYE: .... /.....      B(1)
Outturn for financial year
Society Subsidiary Group

Undertakings (consolidated)
B1    Interest receivable and similar income:

           a) On loans fully secured on residential property

           b) On other loans

           c) On debt securities

           d) On other liquid assets

           e) Other interest receivable and similar income

           f) TOTAL interest receivable and similar income

B2    Interest payable and similar charges:  

           a) On shares held by individuals

           b) On other shares

           c) On subscribed capital 

           d) On deposits and other borrowings

           e) Other interest payable and similar charges

           f) TOTAL interest payable and similar charges

B3    Net interest receivable

B4    Income from investments:

          a) From equity shares

          b) From shares in unconsolidated subsidiary undertakings

          c) From shares in consolidated subsidiary undertakings

          d) From interests in associated undertakings

          e) From other participating interests

          f) From other investments

          g) TOTAL income from investments

B5    Other income and charges:

         a) Fees and commissions receivable

         b) Fees and commissions payable

         c) Net profit/(loss) on financial operations

         d) Other operating income

         e) Other operating charges

         f) TOTAL other income & charges (= a - b + c + d - e)

B6    Administrative expenses

         a) Staff costs

         b) Auditors remuneration : on audit work

         c) Auditors remuneration : on other work

         d) Other administrative expenses

         e) TOTAL administrative expenses

afsp5a.xls AFS1 : B(1)
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  B(2) INCOME AND EXPENDITURE (continued) (£000s) Society :                       FYE: .... / .....
Outturn for financial year
Society Subsidiary Group

Undertakings (consolidated)

B7    Depreciation and amortisation

B8    Provisions for bad and doubtful debts

B9    Provisions for contingent liabilities and commitments

B10   Amounts written off fixed asset investments

B11   Profit/(loss) on ordinary activities before tax (a)

B12   Tax on profit/(loss) on ordinary activities

B13   Profit/(loss) on ordinary activities after tax ( = B11 - B12)

B14   Minority interests

B15   Profit/(loss) before extraordinary items ( = B13 - B14)

B16   Extraordinary income

B17   Extraordinary charges

B18   Extraordinary Profit/(loss) before tax ( = B16 - B17)

B19   Tax on extraordinary profit/(loss)

B20   Extraordinary profit/(loss) after tax ( = B18 - B19)

B21   Minority interests in extraordinary profit/(loss) after tax

B22   Other taxes not shown under preceding items

B23   PROFIT/(LOSS) for the financial year (b)

MEMORANDUM ITEM :

B24   Amount of interest suspended on loan assets
         (ie. interest not charged to B1 on arrears cases and on 
         possession cases) during the year

Notes a) B11 = B3 + B4(g) + B5(f) - B6(d) - B7 - B8 - B9 - B10
          b) B23 = B15 + B20 - B21 - B22

AFSP6
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  C MISCELLANEOUS  (£000s) Society :                                    FYE: ..... / ......  C

Outturn for financial year

Group
(consolidated)

C1   Operational value of statutory percentages (to 2 decimal places)

C1.1       Funding : other than shares held by individuals (X-Y as % of X, in Section 7 of the 1986 Act)

C1.2       Lending : other than fully secured on residential property (X-Y as % of X, in Section 6 of the 1986 Act) 

Society Group (consolidated)

Book Premia Loan incentivesLoan discounts Book Premia Loan incentivesLoan discounts

C2   Impact of loan book acquisition 
       and loan incentives/discounts

C2.1   Where expenditure is deferred

               a)  Balance at start of year *

               b)  Amounts added in period

               c)  Amounts taken to Income & Expenditure in period:

                       1) to net interest receivable

                       2) to other income & expenditure items

               d)  Balance at end of period *

                    * as shown in the balance sheet

C2.2   Where expenditure is NOT deferred

                a)  Amounts taken to Income & Expenditure in period:

                       1) to net interest receivable

                       2) to other income & expenditure items

                       (V/200598)N2R
                       AFSPc.XLS      AFS1 : C



F(1): DIVERSIFICATION Society:   FYE:...../  ....  F(1)
(Enter Y for "Yes" in box if the activity is Undertaken by
undertaken, otherwise leave blank) Society Connected undertaking

Subsidiary Other
undertaking

F1          Banking Services

F1.1           Arranging :

              a)    Taking of deposits

              b)    Lending of money

              c)    Hire purchase & leasing

              d)    Guarantees

              e)    Foreign exchange services

F1.2           Directly provided:      

              a)    Current accounts

              b)    Cheque guarantee cards

              c)    Debit cards

              d)    ATMs

              e)    Foreign exchange services

              f)    Credit cards

              g)    Personal loans

              h)    Overdrafts

              i)    Bridging loans

              j)    Hire purchase & leasing

              k)    Administrative / Registration of shares issues / transfers

              l)    Advice on taxation or financial planning

F2       Investment services

F2.1           Arranging:

              a)    Stockbroking

              b)    Management of investments

F2.2           Directly provided:

              a)    Stockbroking

              b)    Portfolio management

              c)    Nominee services

              d)    Fund management of:

              d1      Pension schemes

              d2      PEPS

              d3      Unit trusts

              d4      Investment trust companies

              d5      Other (including BES)

              e)    Investment advice

                     (V/200598)N2R
                     AFS16.XLS AFS1 : F(1)



F(2): DIVERSIFICATION (continued) Society:    FYE:...../ ......  F(2)

(Enter Y for "Yes" in box if the activity is Undertaken by

undertaken, otherwise leave blank) Society Connected undertaking

Subsidiary Other
undertaking

F3          Insurance Services

F3.1           Arranging :

              a)    General insurance

              b)    Life insurance

F3.2           Directly provided:      

              a)    General insurance underwriting

              b)    Life insurance underwriting

F4          Trusteeship

F4.1           Directly provided:

              a)    Charitable trusts

              b)    Trusts for individuals

F5          Executorship

F5.1           Directly provided:

              a)    Arranging wills

              b)    Executors for wills

              c)    Administrators for estates

F6          Land Services

F6.1           Directly provided:

              a)    Estate Agency

              b)    Removal and storage of furniture

              c)    Surveys and valuation

              d)    Management of land

              e)    Development of land

              f)    Conveyancing

                     (V/200598)N2R
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G(1):  SELECTED BUSINESS VOLUMES Society: FYE: ...../  .....                   G(1)
Outturn for financial year

                 (Amount in £000s)
Society Subsidiary undertakings Participating interests

Number Amount Number Amount Number Amount

G1            Money transmission: (*)

           (a)    Current Accounts

           (b)    Guarantee cards

           (c)    Debit cards

           (d)    ATMs

G2            Lending:

                 Advances in period

G2.1            Fully secured on residential property to:

           (a)                  Individuals

           (b)                 Housing associations

           (c)                  Others

           (d)                       TOTAL

G2.2            Other loans fully secured on land to:

           (a)                  Individuals

           (b)                 Housing associations

           (c)                  Others

           (d)                       TOTAL

                 Balances at end period(*)

G2.3            Others loans to customers: individuals
                    of which:

           (a)                 Credit cards

           (b)                 Personal loans

           (c)                 Overdrafts

           (d)                 Bridging loans

           (e)                 Hire purchase & leasing

           (f )                 Other

G2.4             Other loans to customers: others

G3            Housing Activity

G3.1         Development properties

           (a)    Starts (in period) 

           (b)    Completed (in period)

           (c)    Disposals (in period)

           (d)    Under construction (at end period)

           (e)    Unsold stock (at end period)

G3.2          Rented housing

           (a)    Net acquisitions (in period)

           (b)    Dwellings held (at end period)

G3.3          Shared ownership schemes

           (a)    Net acquisitions (in period)

           (b)    Dwellings held (at end period)

G4            Estate agency (Number of properties)

           (a)    Coming onto books in period

           (b)    Sales in period

           (c)    On books at end period

Notes : * : Information relates to the end year position
(V/200598)N2R AFS1 : G(1)
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G(2):  SELECTED BUSINESS VOLUMES (continued) Society: FYE: ...../ .....      G(2)

Outturn for financial year
              (Amount in £000s)

Society Subsidiary undertakings Participating interests

Number Amount Number Amount Number Amount

G5           Administration / Registration of share

                issues / transfers

           (a)    Transfers registered / new issues transactions

G6          Investment services:

           (a)    Stockbroking : Clients & value of

                    transactions in year

           (b)    Portfolio management : Clients & funds

                    under management (*)

           (c)    Nominee services : Clients & value of 

                    securities (*)

                    Funds under management

                    (number of investors and balances) (*)

           (d)    Pension Schemes

           (e)    Other (e.g PEPs, unit & investment trusts etc)

G7          Insurance:

           (a)    Funds of life companies (Nos. Policies /

                    amounts of policy holders' funds)

G8          Trusteeship (Assets)

           (a)    Charitable Trusts

           (b)    Trusts for individuals

G9          Executorship (at end year unless indicated)

           (a)    Wills arranged in year 

           (b)    Wills / estates for which appointments held

                    as executor / administrator at year end

G10        Organisation (numbers) (a) (*)

           (a)    Staff at end year : full time

           (b)    Staff at end year : part time

           (c)    Branches

           (d)    Agencies

           (e)    Shareholding members

           (f )    Borrowing members

           (g)    Creditors for deposits

Note a) Staff included should be as per definitions for table N of QFS1 NB: Part time staff at G10(b) refers to actual 

             * : Information relates to the end year position numbers of part time staff, not full time equivalents

(V/200598)N2R AFS1 : G(2)
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         AFS1:  SECTION X/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL  STATEMENT

AFS1: SUMMARY OF CROSS CHECKS Cross checks within AFS1

A11 col 1, 2 and 3 = A30 cols 1, 2 and 3 Total liabilities / assets [Soc/Subs/Group]

A24.1 cols 1 and 2 = G2.3 cols 2 and 4 Other loans to customers: individuals [Soc/Subs]

A45-A46 col 3 = B8 col 1 Total loan and investments provisions [Soc]

A55-A56 col 3 = B8 col 2 Total loan and investments provisions [Subs]

A65-A66 col 3 = B8 col 3 Total loan and investments provisions [Group]

Section F Where there is a tick in any box in section F, there should be a corresponding entry in Section G, in the appropriate column.

NB. Column 3 in Section G ('Participating Interests') does not necessarily represent the totality of Column 3 in Section F ('Other')

(VN2REV/MAY2001)

AFSCROSS.XLS Financial Services Authorit y
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SUP 16 Ann 4G:  Guidance notes on  completion of building societies'

reporting forms

1.  MFS1 and MFS2

2.  MFS1 Supp

3.  QFS1

4.  QFS2

5.  AFS1

6.  Analysis of interest rate risk gap
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 (V/N2REV/MAY2001) Financial Services Authority

FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

MFS1

GUIDANCE NOTES

Sections

Introduction: General notes on the return

Section A: Summary balance sheet

Section B: Balance sheet

Section C:  Shares

Section D: Deposits and Debt Securities 

Section E: Liquid assets

Section F: Loans and Investments

Section G: Interest rates

Section X: Summary of cross checks within the return

Appendices (classification of Institutional Sectors)

Appendix I:  Residence (ie 'UK' or 'overseas') 

Appendix II: Sector classification lists 

Submission of returns (by close on number of business days after month end as indicated)

Tables B to G Table A

Largest societies  7 9

Other societies 10 12

Notes: - please submit sets B to G and A separately, with each 

accompanied by a copy of the front sheet of the return;

- dates also apply in respect of MFS2 returns to be completed for

subsidiary undertakings. 
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 (V/N2REV/MAY2001) Financial Services Authority

MFS1: Introduction/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION:  GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

1. Introduction

This section covers a number of points that have relevance across the return

generally:

2) Building Societies Act 1986

3) Accounting conventions

4) Accuracy 

5) Society, connected undertakings and group figures

6) Sector analysis

7) Specific items:

(i) position to be reported gross

(ii) accrued interest

(iii) foreign currencies

(iv) use of brackets (..) around figures

(v) cross checks within the return

8) Building society mergers

2. Building Societies Act 1986 

Any reference to "the 1986 Act" is a reference to this legislation (as subsequently

amended).

3. Accounting conventions

Unless advice is given to the contrary in these Guidance Notes, the return should

be compiled using standard accounting practice and in accordance with accounts

regulations made under the 1986 Act.

The return has been designed with the aim of harmonising line items wherever

possible with those required under accounts regulations, and as used in societies'

published and internal accounts.  In many instances line items reflect the basis

adopted in the 1998 accounts regulations.
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 (V/N2REV/MAY2001) Financial Services Authority

MFS1: Introduction/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

4. Accuracy

It is expected that entries on the return will be actual values or in some cases

close approximations established or drawn from the society's systems and

prepared on the basis of being the best information in the time available for their

compilation.

5. Society, Connected Undertakings and Group figures

Societies may hold investments in different types of undertakings.

The 1986 Act defines certain undertakings in which a society may have an

interest as "connected undertakings", that is "subsidiary undertakings" and

"associated undertakings".  In addition to these however a society may also have

"other participating interests" or hold "other equity shares" (that is non

participating interests).  These terms are amplified below:     

Subsidiary undertakings: As defined in Companies Act 1985, section 258,

which essentially means undertakings over which the society exercises control or

dominant influence.

Participating interests:  An interest held by a society in the shares of another

undertaking which it holds on a long term basis for the purpose of securing a

contribution to its activities by the exercise of control or influence arising from

or related to that interest.  A holding of 20 per cent or more of the shares of an

undertaking is presumed to be a participating interest unless the contrary has

been agreed with the Financial Services Authority.  (Full definition is that given

in Companies Act 1985, section 260).
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 (V/N2REV/MAY2001) Financial Services Authority

MFS1: Introduction/3

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

For the purposes of group figures the category "participating interests" sub-

divides into:

Associated undertakings: A participating interest in which the society

exercises a significant influence over the operating and financial policy.

(Full definition given in Companies Act 1985, schedule 4A paragraph

20).

Other participating interests: A participating interest that does not fall

to be included within the definition of an associated undertaking.

Other equity shares: These essentially refer to non-participating interests in

other undertakings.  They include any other investments which do not fall to be

included within any definition above, such as trade investments (eg BACS,

APACS etc) or other forms of equity holdings (eg XYZ plc).
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 (V/N2REV/MAY2001) Financial Services Authority

MFS1: Introduction/4

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

5. Society, Connected Undertakings and Group figures (continued)

The accounting treatment of these investments is best summarised.  Reference to the

table below should help societies to determine an acceptable and reasonable approach:

BALANCE SHEET

(a) Subsidiary

undertakings

(b) Participating

interests in: 

(b).1 Associated

undertakings

(b).2 Other participating

interests

(c) Other equity

investments

Note: only one of (b)1 or (b)2

applies for each column.

INCOME AND

EXPENDITURE

ACCOUNT

(a) Subsidiary

undertakings

(b) Participating

interests in: 

(b)1 Associated

undertakings

(b)2 Other participating

interests

(c) Other equity

investments 

Note: only one of (b)1 or (b)2

applies for each column.

Society

Investment at cost less any

permanent diminution in value

Investment at cost less any

permanent diminution in

value. 

Investment at cost less any

permanent diminution in

value.

Investment at cost less any

permanent diminution in

value.

Society

Dividend receivable

Dividend receivable

Dividend receivable

Dividend receivable

Group

Full consolidation line

by line.

 

Cost of investment and

share of post

acquisition retained

reserves.

Investment at cost less

any permanent

diminution in value.

Investment at cost less

any permanent

diminution in value.

Group

Full consolidation line

by line.

 

Share of profits or

losses.

Dividend receivable.

Dividend receivable.
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 (V/N2REV/MAY2001) Financial Services Authority

MFS1: Introduction/5

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

The return is designed to collect balance sheet and transaction data for the

society and where applicable "core" connected undertakings, together with a

limited amount of information on the building society group.  Coverage is as

described below:

5(i) Society and Group

One return must be completed by each society with

Section A covering society/subsidiary undertakings/group.

Section B-G covering society only.

5(ii) "Core" subsidiary undertakings 

A separate return (MFS2), comprising sections B to G inclusive, must also be

completed for each "subsidiary undertaking" doing "core" business. For the

purpose of this return an undertaking is doing "core" business if it is one doing

any of the following mainstream or core activities:

- Deposit taking 

- Lending secured on residential property or other land

- Unsecured lending

NB See notes on table A for fuller details.
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 (V/N2REV/MAY2001) Financial Services Authority

MFS1: Introduction/6

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

In the summary balance sheet (Section A) the column entries in respect of core

and non-core "subsidiary undertakings" refer only to those required to be

consolidated in Group Accounts under the Accounts Regulations. The summary

balance sheet figures will exclude figures in respect of associated undertakings

(even though separate monthly returns may also be submitted in respect of such

bodies) except that entries will be needed in the consolidation adjustments to

ensure the final column includes the associated undertaking, or other

participating interests adjustments (see Introduction/4) included in the Group

figures.

5(iii) Companies not covered by the monthly financial statement

The Financial Services Authority may from time to time also request

information on either a subsidiary or an associated undertaking not covered

by the monthly return (i.e. those not referred to above).  These will be requested

on an individual society basis. 

6. Sector analysis

NB:  Transactions with Offshore deposit takers (i.e. in Channel Islands and Isle

of Man) are now classified as transactions with the non-resident sector.

The classification of balance sheet items by institutional sector essentially

follows the current international guidelines embodied in the European System of

Accounts 1995.  On this return it identifies:

(a) UK public sector

(b) UK banking sector

(c) UK building society sector

(d) Other UK sector (UK non-bank, non-building society private

sector.

NB: For national accounts purposes building society connected

undertakings or other interests may fall into the Other UK Sector

(eg doing secured/unsecured lending in the UK); the Banking

Sector (eg doing deposit taking in the UK) or the non-resident

sector (eg doing deposit taking outside the UK).
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 (V/N2REV/MAY2001) Financial Services Authority

MFS1: Introduction/7

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

(e) Non-resident sector.

Further details are given in (i) to (vi) below:

6(i) United Kingdom ("UK") 

For the purposes of this return it comprises Great Britain and Northern Ireland;

but not (as previously) the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man.

6(ii) UK public sector 

Comprises central government, public corporations and local authorities.  See

detailed definition in Appendix II, sections 5-7.

6(iii) UK banking sector 

It includes the following:

(a) UK offices of banks (Appendix II, section 2);

(b) the Bank of England (unless where separately identified on return).

Do not include building society subsidiary undertakings, or subsidiaries of UK

banks unless they are UK banks in their own right.

Also exclude the following, which should be classified as "Other UK sector"

(other  financial corporations):

(a) bank holding companies (see Appendix II, Section 3(9)(c));

(b) gold dealers which are not banks;

(c) certain institutions which are not banks whose main function is to extend

credit abroad (see Appendix II, section 3(9)(a)).
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 (V/N2REV/MAY2001) Financial Services Authority

MFS1: Introduction/8

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

Care must be taken to distinguish between UK offices of banks which should be

classified as UK banking sector, and their branches, subsidiaries and associates

overseas, which should be classified within the non-resident sector.

6(iv)  UK building society sector 

Comprises building societies only.  Branches of building societies located in the

Channel Islands, the Isle of Man or elsewhere outside of the UK etc should be

excluded.

6(v) Other UK Sector (UK non-bank non-building society private sector) 

Comprises all other UK residents.  UK residents comprise both individuals and

businesses.  Individuals are UK residents if permanently resident in the UK

(even if temporarily resident overseas for less than a year), or if temporarily

resident in the UK for more than a year, or if members of the UK armed forces

or officials of HM Government serving overseas.

Businesses resident in the UK comprise enterprises which produce goods and

services in the UK, including overseas enterprises' branches and subsidiaries

located and operating in the UK.  See Appendix I for a detailed definition of

residence.

6(vi) Non-resident sector  

Comprises all individuals and businesses not treated as resident in the UK.  See

Appendix I for a detailed definition of residence.

7 Specific items

7(i) Positions to be reported gross  

In general, liabilities and assets should be shown gross, and not netted off.  Thus

an account which moves from credit to debit will move from one side of the

balance sheet to the other.
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 (V/N2REV/MAY2001) Financial Services Authority

MFS1: Introduction/9

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

A notable exception to this however concerns the reporting of loan assets (eg in

tables A, B and F) which are subject to "linked presentation" under FRS5.  Such

assets should be shown in the balance sheet net of linked funding and also on

this basis in table F(1).  But in the special analysis in section F9 (table F(2)) they

should be shown on a gross basis.

7(ii) Accrued interest  

Accrued interest is identified explicitly in the balance sheet under specific sub-

heads.  Analysis elsewhere on the return may require either the inclusion or

exclusion of accrued interest, but this is indicated on the face of the return as

appropriate.

7(iii) Foreign currencies   

Any liabilities (including borrowing whose proceeds are swapped into sterling)

or assets that are denominated in currencies other than sterling should be shown

separately in the columns provided in the balance sheet sections of the return. 

Amounts in foreign currencies should be translated into their equivalent sterling

value at the closing middle market spot rate on the reporting date, or where

appropriate, at the rates of exchange fixed under the terms of any relevant

currency hedging transaction, and that value entered in the column headed 'euro'

or 'other currencies' as appropriate.  Thus all entries in the form represent sterling

amounts.  Societies should apply the same accounting treatment as for the

published accounts having regard to SSAP 20.

7(iv) Use of brackets (..) around figures

All amounts should be shown without brackets unless:

(a) the amount is of the opposite sign to that expected

(b) the entry could either be positive or negative: in which case the

sub heading should indicate which of "other debit/credit" is to be

shown in brackets.
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 (V/N2REV/MAY2001) Financial Services Authority

MFS1: Introduction/10

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

In either balance sheet or transactions analyses where an item is routinely to be

deducted (eg provisions in balance sheet, or "withdrawals" in table C) the

amount should not be shown in brackets.  The exception would be if the value

was itself of the opposite sign (ie negative) and required to be added not

deducted in which case brackets would be necessary.

7(v) Cross checks within the return

The return features a number of cross references or cross checks where an item

should agree with another item elsewhere in the return, or should agree

mathematically with some stated relationship between two or more other items. 

These are conveniently summarised in Section X of the guidance notes.

8 Building society mergers  

Where a merger of societies takes place, then in the month during which the

merger occurs:-

 i. the transferring society should complete a return detailing its

transactions in the period to the date of the merger and its closing

balances;

ii. the accepting society should complete a normal monthly return

which reflects both its transactions before the merger and the

transactions and balances of the combined society post merger.

The share, deposit and debt securities and loan asset balances

acquired from the transferring society should be included in the

"Other debits/(credits) and transfers (net)" column in tables C, D

and F respectively.  Loan commitments taken over from the

merged society should be included in the column headed

"Commitments made since end of previous month".

NB Specific guidance covering both the contents and submission of

returns is routinely provided to the societies involved at the time

of a merger.
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 (V/N2REV/MAY2001) Financial Services Authority

MFS1: Section A/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION A: SUMMARY BALANCE SHEET

1 Balance sheet items

Balance sheet items are as defined in Section B which provides notes on specific

line items.

2 Society/Subsidiary undertakings/Group

The columnar analysis should be prepared as follows:

Column 1: Society

Figures should agree with those prepared for the society in the

more detailed balance sheet in Section B of the return.

Columns 2-5: "Core" subsidiary undertakings

Refers to those undertakings which are a) doing business closely

related to the mainstream business of the society, and which are

b) required to be consolidated within Group Accounts under the

Accounts Regs.  Mainstream or "core" business is taken as

deposit taking, secured lending and unsecured lending.  Figures

supplied should be in respect of the reporting month and not for

any earlier time period.  If 'actuals' are not readily available then

estimates should be used.  Details of individual columns follow:

Column 2: Deposit takers 

Undertakings doing deposit taking, the main examples of which

are currently UK registered companies operating offshore in the

Channel Islands or Isle of Man; companies established in the

Channel Islands or Isle of Man; or other undertakings established

in other countries primarily to take deposits.  It would also

include a UK deposit taker (in which case such an undertaking

would be a bank).

Column 3: Secured lenders

Mortgage companies, primarily set up to do secured lending,

whether registered in UK or in other countries, and whether

lending in UK or elsewhere.
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 (V/N2REV/MAY2001) Financial Services Authority

MFS1: Section A/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION A: SUMMARY BALANCE SHEET (continued)

Column 4: Unsecured lenders

Undertakings primarily doing any form of unsecured lending, eg

personal loans, credit card etc.  Applies to any country.

Column 5: Other "core" subsidiary undertakings

Other subsidiary undertakings doing "core" business: 

(a) at present there are no such examples, but it would

include any undertaking that was doing both deposit

taking and secured lending, as opposed to primarily

doing one or the other;  

(b) if there are cases in the future, then societies will be

advised as to their treatment in the return.

Column 6: Other subsidiary undertakings

Covers all non-core subsidiary undertakings but only those

requiring to be consolidated within Group Accounts under the

Accounts Regs.

Because of the need to compile timely figures it will be

acceptable for societies where such information for the reporting

month is not readily available, to either use estimates or, to use

figures on a lagged basis providing they do not refer to a period

more than 3 months earlier than the reporting month.

Column 7: Consolidation adjustments

Adjustments to eliminate intra group balances in order that the

group be presented as a single entity.
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MFS1: Section A/3

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION A: SUMMARY BALANCE SHEET (continued)

Column 8: Group

The total for the Group prepared on a consolidated basis in line

with standard accounting practice.

NB: In relation to columns 2-6 it should be noted that where an

overseas undertaking is involved the classification of its

particular assets and liabilities may not exactly match the

society's balance sheet headings.  In these circumstances the

society should follow the same classification conventions as used

in the preparation of published group accounts.
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BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION B: BALANCE SHEET: Liabilities 

B1-B2.10 Shares/Deposits

Should the balance on a current account become overdrawn the debit balance

should be treated as an "Other Loan to Customers".

B1 - B4. Interest accrued

This should be shown gross.

B1.  SHARES

This covers shares as referred to in Section 8 of the 1986 Act.

It should include:

(a) shares from individuals

(b) shares from any others entitled to hold such accounts under the 1986 Act,

ie shares held by corporate bodies on the day before a society's "effective

date"

(c) shares placed with any branch of the society (in the UK or overseas)

(d) interest credited to accounts

(e) investment receipts temporarily posted to mortgage accounts in a

combined investment/mortgage transaction

but should exclude:

(f) mortgage payments temporarily posted to investment accounts in a

combined investment/mortgage transaction (eg one banker's order)
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BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION B: BALANCE SHEET: Liabilities (continued) 

B2. DEPOSIT AND DEBT SECURITIES 

This is a breakdown of liabilities in respect of deposits accepted by the society

(including the issue of debt securities), subject to the limitations in Section 8 of

the 1986 Act.

B2.0 Deposit from individuals

Individuals means a natural person.

B2.4 Building Societies

In the case of a return completed for a subsidiary undertaking, all loans 

from the parent should go here.  

B2.5 UK Banking Sector

i. Bank of England

Deposits includes funds received arising from repo-transactions with 

the Bank itself.

ii. Other Banks

Includes deposits from banks in the UK [including any building society

subsidiary undertaking taking deposits in the UK which is a UK bank]

but excludes bank borrowing which should be included under B2.11.  In

addition to ordinary deposits, it also includes any funds arising from

repo-transactions with banks in the UK.

B2.11-13 Borrowing from banks

Includes syndicated and other borrowing from banks.  If the exact split of

syndicated borrowing between the UK banking sector and non-resident sector is

not known, then an estimate should be made.  If that is not possible then the loan

should be shown according to the sector of the lead manager. (Syndicated

borrowing other than from banks should be shown under 'Other deposits' in

B2.1-2.10.) Overdrafts and any other form of borrowing from UK banks not

shown elsewhere, should be included here.
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BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION B: BALANCE SHEET: Liabilities (continued)

B2.14-18 Debt Securities

Deep discounted bonds should be included at issue/purchase price with the 

"discount" accruing in interest accrued at item B2.19.

 

B3 CAPITAL

B3.1 Reserves should include general and any 'special' reserves but not revaluation

reserves (which should be included at B3.3).

B3.2 Subscribed capital includes permanent interest bearing shares (PIBS), and any

other subscribed capital which may be approved in the future.

B3.4 Subordinated debt (qualifying).  Subordinated debt not qualifying as capital

should be included under an appropriate heading in section B2.  Includes both

term and undated subordinated debt. 

B3.5 Other capital - covers capital not described above, and in particular new forms

of capital that may be approved in the future but which do not qualify for

inclusion in any of items B3.2 or B3.4.  In the case of a return completed for a

subsidiary undertaking all capital provided by the parent society should go

here.

B4. OTHER LIABILITIES includes:

B4.4 Long term insurance liabilities is the total amount due to policyholders.  This

entry will only be relevant on MFS2, and then only in rare circumstances where

an undertaking is carrying on life insurance business and is also doing "core"

business.  It will however be relevant for the corresponding item in table A

where a society has a life insurance subsidiary.

B4.5 Other includes trade creditors and deferred income; provisions for liabilities and

charges.
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BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION B: BALANCE SHEET: Liabilities (continued)

B5. TOTAL LIABILITIES

For each of the columns "sterling", "euro", "other currencies" and "total", the

amount at 'Total liabilities' should agree with each of the total of all solid boxed

entries; 

Memo LIABILITIES

items

B/ML1 TRANSIT AND SUSPENSE ITEMS (Liabilities)  

These items represent amounts not included in Total Liabilities.  They:

Include all such items which are essentially en route between 

customers of banks and building societies; but 

Exclude items which are essentially the society's own funds, such as

trade creditors: these should be included under "Other Liabilities".

and are analysed separately between items in suspense, and credit items in

transmission as described below:

B/ML1a Items in suspense

This comprises all credit balances not in customers' names, but relating to

customers' funds (as opposed to the society's internal funds)

Include, for example,

a. Valuation fees where the society passes on the fee to the property valuer

b. Special accounts where the society is acting as a collecting agent (eg for

charities)

c. Accounts holding funds awaiting transfer to customers (but not accounts

relating to interest accruing, or interest suspense accounts)

d. Customers' funds awaiting investment which have been transferred to an

account not in the name of the customer
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BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION B: BALANCE SHEET: Liabilities (continued)

e. Funds placed on account to meet travellers' cheques issued by the society

but not yet presented

f. Returnable application monies for capital issues

g. Funds transferred from customers' accounts to an account not in the

name of the customer to meet acceptances, confirmed credits, etc

But exclude any amounts payable in respect of transactions not due until a future

settlement date which arise if the society reports investments on a contract date

basis.

If any credit balances relating to customers' funds of a suspense nature have

already been included in total liabilities, do NOT include these in this item as no

liabilities should be counted again here.

B/ML1b Credit items in the course of transmission

This comprises transit liabilities which are essentially en route between

customers of banks and building societies eg standing orders and credit transfers

debited to customers' accounts, and other items for which the corresponding

payment has not yet been made by the society to a UK bank or another building

society.  Exclude items where the corresponding payment is to a non-resident

bank.

Include all credits in course of transmission, including those to the society's own

UK branches, whether passing through the credit clearing system or not. Also

include unpresented cheques, bankers' payments etc. drawn on the society's sight

or correspondent accounts with UK banks but not yet debited by the bank and

which do not yet appear on the bank statement.

In the memorandum item, report 100% of the sterling credit items in course of

transmission.  In the calculation of eligible liabilities in table B(7) however, only

60% of this figure is used.

NB: Transit and Suspense items are not a component of total liabilities.  They

are essentially a negative item within "bank deposits" on the asset side (see B6.3

below).
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SECTION B: BALANCE SHEET: Assets

B6. LIQUID ASSETS

General Liquid assets in this section of the return are those assets shown as liquid assets

under the Accounts Regulations and in a society's published and other accounts. 

Liquid assets in the balance sheet (and in table A) are not the same as prudential

liquidity, which is analysed in table E.

 

Stock No adjustment should be made to the amount or categorisation of liquid assets

Lending shown in the balance sheet to take account of any stock lending carried out as

provided for in the Financial Services Authority’s Prudential Guidance on

Liquidity.  [Chapter 5 of Volume 1 of the Interim Prudential Source Book

(“IPSB”) for Building Societies]. In subsequent pages of these guidance notes,

prudential guidance in the IPSB for Building Societies will be referred to as P/G.

Gilt Repo The Prudential Guidance on Liquidity refers to gilt-repo activity, and provides details

of reporting implications in an Annex.  That part referring to the balance sheet is

reproduced below, but includes amplification of the line items relevant to the coding of

liquid asset deposits in a reverse repo. 

Repo Reverse Repo

Balance Sheet

a. The security which is the subject of the repo remains on
balance sheet

a. Funds paid to the counterparty as part of a reverse repo (in

return for securities) remain on balance sheet, and should be

recorded as a liquid asset deposit (classified according to the

type of counterparty).  This is, in MFS1:

B6:2 Central Bank counterparty

B6:3 Bank counterparty

B6.8 Local authority counterparty

B6.12a Building societies

B6.12b Other UK counterparty

B6.12c Other non-resident counterparty

b. Proceeds received as a result of the repo are treated as 
deposit funding, and classified according to the type of 

counterparty providing the funding

b. but securities received (collateral) should not be shown in the

balance sheet.

c. The corresponding asset for this new funding will depend 

on its disposition at the reporting date.  Whilst at the time of 

receipt it will no doubt constitute part of the society's liquid 

assets, at the time of reporting it may either still form part 

of liquid assets (classified according to its use) or may by 

then have been advanced as a loan asset etc

c. The net effect of the reverse repo is that assets and liabilities

do not materially change.

d. The net effect of the repo is that liabilities and assets are

increased by the amount of funding received as a result of

the repo.

d. Subsequently, if these securities received under the reverse 

repo are used in a new repo transaction, then the new 

funds are treated as in steps (b) and (c) under the 

Repo column.

NB: In the case of complex, multi-step transactions:

Whether conducting a repo or a reverse repo, societies should take particular care not to "double count" either the stock or the cash

as liquidity.  This is especially relevant to more complex situations where, for example, gilts reversed in are subsequently repoed out

or sold, taking into account any timing mismatches that occur.
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SECTION B: BALANCE SHEET: Assets (continued)

The type of assets available to societies for the management of liquidity is

outlined in the above mentioned P/G.  Connected undertakings may hold other

types of asset as "liquidity" depending on the powers available to them, in which

case such assets should either be classified to the relevant generic category or

"other liquid assets" as appropriate.

B6.1 Cash (notes and coins) should include UK coin, and bank notes issued by the

Bank of England, the Scottish and Northern Irish note issuing banks and

Channel Island authorities under "sterling" column.  Notes and coin of other

countries outside of the UK should be disclosed in the appropriate column.

Unbanked cheques should not be included.  If it is not possible to distinguish

between cash and unbanked cheques then the split should be estimated.

B6.2 Deposits with central banks refers to the Bank of England in the UK and

equivalent institutions in other countries.

B6.3 Bank Deposits 

should include:

(a) current and deposit accounts with UK banking sector institutions

(excluding Bank of England) and banks resident overseas (and which are

not part of UK banking sector).  Balances should be balances with banks

as shown by the society's records (eg "cashbook"), and should be

equivalent to taking the bank statement balance as the starting point,

less:

(i) cheques drawn by the Society on a bank but not yet presented to

the bank by the payee and any other similar liability transit and

suspense items (see memo item after B5 above); plus

(ii) cheques drawn in favour of the Society but not yet presented to

the bank.  This amount should be shown in the memorandum

item: 'Transit & Suspense items' (Assets).

but should exclude:

(b) bank overdrafts which should be shown as a liability under item

'Borrowing from banks', not included as a negative figure in this section

except where there is a legal right of set off by the bank  against debit

balances held on other bank accounts.
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SECTION B: BALANCE SHEET: Assets (continued)

B6.5 Other money market instruments covers those other than CDs.  Commercial

paper is the only example at present but there may be others at some future date.

B6.6 Bonds, notes and other capital instruments includes fixed rate bonds, floating

and variable rate bonds, medium term notes and euro-notes.

B6.7 Bills include bills accepted by any eligible bank, and Treasury bills.

B6.8a) Local Authority temporary debt should include all loans to local authorities,

holdings of local authority securities, bills and other paper, and deposits with

local authorities, with an original maturity [NB not current maturity] of less than

12 months including longer term loans and mortgages repayable at the lender's

option within one year.

B6.8b) Local Authority long-term debt - listed securities covers those issued by local

authorities with an original maturity over 12 months.

 

B6.8c) Local Authority long-term debt - other includes all other lending to local

authorities, including deposits, not included above.

B6.11 Sovereign securities: covers securities which are issued by or

guaranteed/backed by UK or overseas governments.  They are analysed as

follows:

(a) Sovereign debt which is debt securities issued by UK or overseas

governments:

a1) UK government: covers gilts.  UK government ECU issues

would go under Euro column.

a2) Overseas governments cover those debt securities issued by

overseas governments.
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SECTION B: BALANCE SHEET: Assets (continued)

(b) Sovereign backed or supported by covers those securities not issued

by a government but which are either guaranteed by a government or

where the issuer is either backed by a government or whose capital has

been subscribed by a government:

b1) UK government backed or supported, includes securities

guaranteed by UK government (eg those issued by nationalised

industries), or securities issued by any body whose capital is

subscribed by UK government only (eg GEFCO [Government

Export Finance Company])

b2) Overseas government backed or supported, includes securities

guaranteed by other governments, and securities issued by

intergovernmental investment and development institutions

whose capital is subscribed by one or more overseas

governments.  These latter institutions are often referred to as

supra national bodies and agencies.  Examples would include:

Backed or supported by a single overseas government:

- France:EDF (Electricite de France), SNCF

- Italy: Feroovie dello Stato (State Railway)

Backed or supported by more than one overseas government

- African or Asian or Caribbean Development Banks;

- Council of Europe Resettlement Fund

- European Atomic Energy Community

- European Bank for Reconstruction and Development

- European Coal and Steel Community

- European Company for the Financing of Railway Rolling Stock

- European Economic Community 

- European Investment Bank

- European Telecommunications Satellite Organisation

- Inter-American Development Bank

- International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (the World 

Bank)

- International Finance Corporation

- International Monetary Fund

- Nordic Investment Bank
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SECTION B: BALANCE SHEET: Assets (continued)

B6.12 Other liquid assets: includes those with

(a) Building society sector: deposits placed with other societies, and any

other liquid asset with the building society sector not shown in B6.1-11;

or where the return is completed for a subsidiary undertaking it is the

amount placed with the parent or other building society.

(b) Other UK sector including any liquid asset not included above, eg

National Savings Bank deposits and instruments; deposits with gilt-

edged market makers; deposits with Stock Exchange money brokers. 

(c) Non-resident sector, that is any overseas institutions not included in any

other category of liquid assets.

B7 LOANS AND INVESTMENTS

Loans fully secured on residential property (FSRP) and other loans fully secured

on land (FSOL) are as defined in the 1986 Act.

Reclassification of old Class 2 loans

NB: The following two paragraphs cover the situation when loans were

reclassified onto the new basis under the amended 1986 Act when a society

reached its “effective date” for adoption of new powers under the 1986 Act.

However, it should be noted that due to a drafting error in the 1997 Act not all

old Class 2 loans secured on residential property will, after a society's "effective

date", count as FSRP (ie they will not be within the new 75% lending nature

limit).  This applies in particular to existing loans secured on residential

property: to housing associations, to individuals on second mortgages (other

than where the first mortgage is also to the society) and to any such loans to

companies.

This anomaly only applies to existing loans as at the date on which a society

adopts the new memorandum and rules under the 1997 Act.  Such loans made on

or after that date will count as FSRP (and be within the 75% lending nature

limit).
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SECTION B: BALANCE SHEET: Assets (continued)

All balances entered should only bring into account interest which is due at the

reporting date: interest in respect of the remainder of the society's financial year

should be excluded since it is not due at the reporting date.  Provisions for bad

and doubtful debts should not be deducted from individual line items B7.1-7.4

and each of these asset line items should be shown 'gross'.  The amount of

provisions should be shown separately (B7.6).  Balances will however take

account of any amounts written off loan assets as shown in the transaction table

in Section F.

B7.1&2 Loans FSRP and Other Loans FSOL are the aggregate amounts of mortgage

debts outstanding in respect of advances on these categories of loans.  Include

mortgage receipts temporarily posted to investment accounts, but exclude

investment receipts temporarily posted to mortgage accounts.

B7.3(a) Other Loans to Customers: Individuals includes bridging loans, personal

loans, credit cards, overdrafts,  and also some secured loans.

B7.3(b) Other Loans to Customers: Other includes all other  loan assets not included 

above, including loans to connected undertakings (except where they fall to be 

treated as "investments" in B7.4).

B7.4 Investments are the aggregate amount outstanding in respect of:

i. Shares (ie share capital) in connected undertakings

ii. Certain loans of a longer term nature (and typically where a repayment

schedule is not expected) to connected undertakings; and

iii. Other equity Shares.

See Introduction, section 5, first paragraph for details of connected 

undertakings

B7.5 TOTAL Loans and Investments (Gross) is a subtotal of all items in B7.1 to

B7.4.
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SECTION B: BALANCE SHEET: Assets (continued)

B7.6 Provisions: cover general and specific and refers to amounts prepared on a basis

consistent with the same items presented in the published accounts.  The amount

shown should be updated throughout the year whenever updates are made to

provisions charged in the Income and Expenditure Account.

B7.7 TOTAL  Loans and Investments (Net) is B7.5 net of provisions in B7.6.

B7.8 Is an analysis by sector of all loan assets before deducting provisions, that is of

the total in B7.5 (to which the sum of component sector lines should agree).

Sector definitions are referred to at section 6 of the Introduction to these notes.

B8 FIXED ASSETS

Comprises all fixed assets including residential properties held for rental

purposes.

B9. LONG TERM INSURANCE FUNDS

Means assets of long term insurers which represent funds arising from the

carrying on of long term insurance business.  See also note against B4.4 for

application to MFS2 and table A.

B10. OTHER ASSETS includes

(a) trade debtors

(b) any other item for which payment is due to the society but has not yet

been received

(c) all other assets not shown elsewhere.
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SECTION B: BALANCE SHEET: Assets (continued)

B 11. TOTAL ASSETS

For each of the columns "sterling", "euro", "other currencies", and "total", the

amount at 'Total Assets' should agree with each of:

(a) the total of all solid boxed entries; and similarly

(b) the dotted box against B6.14 together with solid boxed entries against

subsequent items.

Memo ASSETS

item

B/MA1 TRANSIT AND SUSPENSE (Assets) 

This is subdivided into items in suspense, and debit items in the course of

transmission. 

B/MA1a Items in suspense

This includes any items which are debit balances not in customers' names but

relating to customers' funds, eg debit balances awaiting transfer to customers'

accounts rather than the society's own internal funds, and funds of the society

lodged with applications for new issues, even if the funds are returnable and any

amounts receivable in respect of transactions not due until a future settlement

date which arise if the society reports investments on a contract date basis.

B/MA1b Debit items in course of transmission

This comprises cheques, etc, drawn in favour of the society and drawn on, and in

course of collection on, UK banks (including the Bank of England) and other

building societies, and debit items in transit between UK offices of the society.

Include cheques that have been credited to customers' accounts but are held

overnight before being presented or paid into the society's account with a UK

bank.
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SECTION B: BALANCE SHEET: Assets (continued)

Items sent by post for collection from a UK bank or other building society

should be regarded as in course of collection until it is reckoned that they have

been received by the addressee.

Excludes cheques, etc, which have been passed to UK banks or other building

societies for collection and credited to the society's account irrespective of

whether this account is the society's sight account, or a settlement or clearing (ie

correspondent) account in the books of the UK banks or other building societies.

 These should be included in item B6.3a.

In this item, report 100% of debit items in course of transmission.  The

calculation of eligible liabilities in table B(7) will however use only 60% of this.
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(There are no items B12-B19 in the return)

B20 ELIGIBLE LIABILITIES

This information forms the basis on which the Bank of England will monitor a

society's eligible liabilities and issue call notices concerning the amount of cash

ratio deposits to be placed with the Bank.

This section of the return is designed to capture all of the component items that

go to make up eligible liabilities, including relevant offsets and other deductions.

Apart two items (B20.12 and B20.13 which are covered below), all other items

in table B(7) are directly extractable from specific line items in tables B(1) to

B(6), and relevant cross references are given which define the amounts to be

included in the various B20 items.

B20.12 Over 2 year sterling share and deposit liabilities (optional)

This is an optional item that you may choose not to complete.  It should

comprise sterling shares and deposit liabilities that were included in B20.1 where

the shares and deposits cannot be withdrawn under any circumstances within

two years of being placed, except when specified exceptional events occur, such

as the death of a personal depositor.  For example, a deposit placed for three

years but which can be withdrawn at anytime either with a notification period or

loss of interest (or both) should not be included in this item.  Also exclude from

this category any deposits from UK banks or non-resident offices of the society

(see B20.13 below for definition).
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SECTION B: BALANCE SHEET: Eligible Liabilities (continued)

B20.13 Non-resident offices adjustment (optional)

This is an optional item that you may choose not to complete.  Its aim is to allow

any gross sterling deposit liabilities from non-resident offices of the society

(which were included in B20.1) to be scored net.  However a net asset position

cannot be treated as an offset in the calculation.  Enter any funds lent to non-

resident offices of the society up to a value equal to, or less than, the deposit

liabilities received from the non-resident offices of the society.  Non-resident

includes the Channel Islands and Isle of Man.  Non-resident offices of the

society are:

a. a non-resident branch of the society

b. a wholly-owned non-resident banking subsidiary undertaking of

the society

B20.14 Total eligible liabilities

Total eligible liabilities comprise B20.5 less B20.11, B20.12 (if completed) and

B20.13 (if completed).
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SECTION C: FUNDING: SHARES

C1. SHARES

This provides a breakdown of the change in the balance sheet item between

this return and the previous return in respect of shares from individuals and

others.  Accrued interest is excluded.  The columns are as follows:

Receipts

should include

(a) interest paid to investors by warrant and re-invested by them at a later

stage.

(b) investment receipts temporarily posted to mortgage accounts which are

combined investment/mortgage transactions.

but should exclude

(c) transfers between accounts.

(d) mortgage payments temporarily posted to investment accounts which

are combined investment/ mortgage transactions (eg one banker's

order).

(e) interest credited either to an account or transferred to an alternative

account (warrant transfers).

Withdrawals

should include:

(a) transfers to mortgage accounts.

(b) withdrawals which incorporate in part or in whole previously credited

interest and bonuses.

(c) withdrawals of credit balances on current accounts.  (Should the

current account become overdrawn the debit balance should be treated

as an "other loan to customers: individuals".)

but should exclude

(d) transfers between accounts.
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MFS1: Section C/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION C:  FUNDING: SHARES (continued)

(e) interest and bonuses paid out.

Interest Paid

should include:

(a) interest or bonuses paid out on account closure.

(b) interest paid out monthly, quarterly, half yearly or annually.

but should exclude:

(c) any interest already counted as 'interest credited' in this or previous

returns.

Interest paid has two components:

(d) the total amount of interest paid shown on a gross basis

(e) the amount of tax deducted, so that (d) minus (e) is the actual amount

paid out

Interest Credited

should include:

(a) interest capitalised at normal due dates.

(b) interest credited to alternative accounts (warrant transfers)

but should exclude:

(c) all interest provisions eg SAYE and regular savings bonuses until

added to accounts.

Interest credited has two components:

(d) the total amount of interest credited shown on a gross basis
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MFS1: Section C/3

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION C:  FUNDING: SHARES (continued)

(e) the amount of tax deducted, so that (d) minus (e) is the actual amount credited

to account balances.

Other (debits)/credits and transfers (net) 

should include share balances acquired on acceptance of a transfer of 

engagements.

C2. ANALYSIS BY ACCOUNT TYPE (original maturity)

Investments are classified according to the original notice period and all the

investments in a particular account are classified together ie all the

investments in a 90 day account are classified in the 3 months notice/penalty

category, even if investments above a certain level in an individual account are

withdrawable on demand and without penalty.  

The basis of the "CAR" interest rate is described in Section G (at 3(b)).

Where the society credits interest to an account other than that on which such

interest is earned, the amount should be shown under "interest credited" on the

account type on which it is earned, and the transfer to another account should

be recorded under "other (debits)/credits and transfers (net)".

C2.1 Instant Access (0-7 days) includes

Ordinary Share accounts: those share accounts with no special terms relating

to receipts or withdrawals.

Cheque/Transactions accounts: those share accounts which include, as an

integral part of the account, the means to make payments to third parties.  Any

accounts specifically established for use with ATMs should also be included

here.  

NB: excludes those cheque/transaction accounts which are designated as 

deposits (and not shares).
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MFS1: Section C/4

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION C:  FUNDING: SHARES (continued)

Seven day and instant access/no penalty accounts:  those accounts offering

a higher rate of interest than ordinary shares and include accounts from which

investments can be withdrawn at seven days' notice or less or from which

immediate withdrawals can be made with seven days interest penalty or less. 

See below for treatment of investments above a certain level in certain longer

notice accounts which are withdrawable on demand without penalty.

C2.2-4 Notice accounts includes

One month's notice/penalty accounts include all accounts from which

investments can be withdrawn at one month's (or 28 days') notice or from

which immediate withdrawals can be made with one month's (or 28 days')

penalty.  Include also any accounts requiring a notice period of 8 to 45 days

inclusive.

Two/Three months' notice/penalty accounts refers to accounts which

require more than one month's notice of withdrawal or impose penalties of

more than one month's interest on an immediate withdrawal but which are not

term accounts.  Two and three months' (60 and 90 day) notice/ penalty

accounts fall into this category.    Because of varying notice periods required

the '2 month' and '3 month' categories are defined in days as well.

C2.5-9 Term accounts includes

Term accounts with withdrawal facility: those accounts which require

investment for a fixed term (offering variable or fixed rate of interest), and

which also permit withdrawals at, for example, three months' notice, on terms

set out in the investment prospectus.

Terms accounts without withdrawal facility: those accounts which also

require an initial investment period, during which no withdrawals can be made

(except in the case of death).

C2.10-11 Contractual includes:

Tessa: Tax-exempt Special Savings Accounts

Other: includes regular savings such as SAYE 
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MFS1: Section C/5

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION C:  FUNDING: SHARES (continued)

NB: Individual Savings Accounts (ISAs) are not necessarily contractual and

should be allocated to the lines most appropriate to the nature of the

share account making up that part of the ISA.

C2.12 Other: any account not shown above

C3 SHARES ANALYSIS

Breaks down the balances shown in the final column of item C1 into shares 

held by individuals and shares held by others.

C3.1 Shares held by individuals

Individuals means a natural person.

C4 LARGE SHARE AND DEPOSIT HOLDINGS

C4.1 Single holdings in excess of 0.25% of SDL (excluding accrued interest)   

This item, exceptionally, relates to both shares and deposits.  It refers to the

aggregate balances on both share and deposit holdings (where a single holding

in respect of an individual is the totality of accounts held by that individual),

excluding accrued interest, which are each in excess of 0.25% of total shares,

deposits and debt securities (SDL), where total SDL is the sum of balance

sheet items as below:

(i) share liabilities excluding interest accrued (B1.1 + B1.2)

(ii) deposits and debt securities less interest accrued (B2.20 - B2.19

- B2.0(c))

This item relates to "large share and deposit holdings" as referred to in the

Prudential Guidance on Financial Risk Management. [Chapter 4 of Volume 1

of the Interim Prudential Source Book (“IPSB”) for Building Societies.
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MFS1: Section D/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION D: DEPOSITS AND DEBT SECURITIES

D1. TOTAL DEPOSITS AND DEBT SECURITIES

Analyses the transactions between opening month and closing month balances

but excluding accrued interest for 'Deposits from individuals' and 'Other

deposits and debt securities'.

D2. COMMITTED FACILITIES

The sources of such facilities, divided between "banks" and "other sources",

are individually considered in terms of:

(i) maximum drawn down at any time during month

Requires each end of day total drawn down balance position (ie the sum

of positions on each line of committed facilities, eg from banks in the

case of D2.1) to be established and the maximum of these daily amounts

to be entered.

The maximum drawn down from "all sources" will not necessarily be the

sum of the two component boxes in this column unless the maximum

drawn down position in the month occurred on the same day for both

D2.1 and D2.2.

(ii) Position at end of month

Analyses balances drawn and undrawn at the end of the month.  The

horizontal sum of balances drawn plus balances undrawn will be the total

amount of committed facilities by source.
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MFS1: Section E/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION E: LIQUID ASSETS 

E1. REALISABLE WITHIN

This analyses the realisability of liquid assets (NB now including accrued

interest) held at the end of the month into three time bands; those realisable up

to and including 8 days, those up to and including three months, and those

over three months. "Realisable" means the ability to translate the liquid asset

into money (ie cash or in current account).

The columnar analysis categorises "realisable" in terms of balances

outstanding at the end of the month according to the following breakdown:

(i) Balances at the end of the month: as per balance sheet

Show amounts in this column on the same basis as included in the

balance sheet, but in table E include accrued interest along with each line

item (in the balance sheet it appears as a separate amount).

(ii) Intermediate workings

The next 3 columns are designed to show the necessary intermediate

steps before the amount of prudential liquidity can be derived in column

5. They implement the deductions and adjustments referred to in Chapter

5 of Volume 1 of the Interim Prudential Source Book (“IPSB”) for

Building Societies.

Ineligible amounts (which only applies to the final rows) means the

amount, if applicable, that represents liquid assets in the balance sheet

which does not qualify as prudential liquidity (taking into account

transitional provisions referred to in the P/G).  When this is subtracted

from column 1, giving the amount qualifying for prudential liquidity

purposes, the result is shown in column 5.  

Market value only applies to gilts, and means the market value at the

month end, but before any discounting is applied.

Discounted value means the result of applying the following discount

factors to the market values in the previous column according to

residual maturity.
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MFS1: Section E/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION E: LIQUID ASSETS (continued) 

residual maturity discount factor multiplier

less than 1 year: zero 1

1 to 5 years: 5% 0.95

over 5 years: 10% 0.90

The discounted value is the market value times the "multiplier" shown

above.

(iii) Amount of prudential liquidity

For gilts, this is the total of discounted market values shown in the

previous column.

For other line items, it is the value in column 1 less ineligible amounts

shown in column 2.

E1.1 Realisable within "Up to 8 days"

Only include within this line item the following:

(i)    cash; current account balances; Treasury, Local Authority and eligible

bank bills;

(ii) deposits with local authorities, banks and building societies with not

more than 8 days notice or within 8 days of maturity;

(iii) all gilt-edged securities; CDs (banks and building societies)  with 3

months or less to maturity; and commercial paper with a residual

maturity up to 1 month.
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MFS1: Section E/3

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION E: LIQUID ASSETS (continued)

E2. AMOUNTS OF PRUDENTIAL LIQUIDITY AT ANY TIME DURING

THE MONTH

This shows the minimum balance of total prudential liquidity (including

accrued interest) held at any time during the month, and also the maximum

total of building society holdings counting as prudential liquidity.  "Any time"

means based on end day positions.  The percentage of total SDL should be

based on estimated SDL on the relevant day, and where SDL is defined as:

a.share liabilities including accrued interest (B1.4)

b. deposits and debt securities including accrued interest (B2.20)

E3. BUILDING SOCIETY HOLDINGS

This shows a society's liquid asset holdings with all other societies in total.

The amount reported here should also include any undrawn committed

facilities provided to societies. [NB: This disclosure is different to the

basis used for reporting in line item E2.2 above which should reflect the

maximum amount drawn]. 

This covers securities and other money market instruments issued by, and

deposits placed with any other building society.

"Securities and other money market instruments" refers to all holdings of

building society paper and follows the terminology used in the P/G on

Liquidity. 
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MFS1: Section F/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION F: LOAN AND INVESTMENTS

F1-4 LENDING: Categories

For each category of loan assets, details are requested under various

transaction columns that explain the transition from last month's balances to

this month's balances.

F1-2 LOANS FSRP AND LOANS FSOL 

 Both categories of lending are split between individuals, housing associations,

and other.  "Individuals" comprise individuals, households and private trusts. 

"Other" includes loans to companies, unincorporated businesses, and non-

profit-making bodies (except housing associations, which are included under

"housing associations"), provided they are fully secured on residential property

or on other land respectively.

F3 OTHER LOANS TO CUSTOMERS: INDIVIDUALS are split between

bridging loans, personal loans, credit cards, overdrafts and other.

F4 OTHER LOANS TO CUSTOMERS: OTHER comprises loans not shown 

above and includes loan to businesses not FSRP or FSOL.

F5 INVESTMENTS is split between shares in, and certain loans to connected

undertakings, (See G/N on item B7.4(ii)) and any  other holdings of equities.

F1-5 LENDING: Transactions (columns)

Advances in month

should include:

(a) instalments released in the month for instalment advances.

(b) re-advances, ie where previous charge cancelled.

(c) further advances.

(d) mortgages transferred from one borrower to another [there should be a

corresponding entry under "Repayment of principal" and "Repayment of

interest" as appropriate]
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MFS1: Section F/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION F: LOANS AND INVESTMENTS (continued)

(e) the deduction from advances made of advance cheques cancelled.

but should exclude:

(f) amount of any loan books acquired in the month [now reported in 

"other debits/credits etc"]

(g) retentions imposed, which should be included as they are released.

(h) sundry debits, ie any items not approved and not included in

commitments eg insurance debits, fines, insurance guarantees (unless

part of loan), valuation fees etc.

Interest earned in month  

Is that amount of interest due to the society for the current month as

determined by 

(a) applying the rate(s) of interest prevailing (i.e. charged) during the month

to mortgage balances at the end of the previous month (subject to any

adjustments in respect of redemptions and new loans in the month) and

multiplying by the appropriate fraction to convert the per annum rate(s)

of interest to daily rate(s) and then multiplying by the number of days for

which the rate(s) applied in the month, or

(b) such other methods as are normally used by the society, for example the

"Rule of 78" or "sum of the digits" method sometimes used for

unsecured personal loans.

Repayment of Principal

should include:

(a) repayment of principal including capital repayments, redemptions and

the principal element of the normal monthly payment.

(b) mortgage receipts temporarily posted to investment accounts.

(c) transfers  from investment accounts to mortgage accounts.
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MFS1: Section F/3

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION F: LOANS AND INVESTMENTS (continued)

but should exclude

d) amount of any loan book sold during the month [now reported in 

"other debits/credits etc"]

(e) sundry credits to accounts, such as insurance premiums, fines, fees, etc.

(f) advance cheques cancelled.

(g) investment receipts temporarily posted to mortgage accounts.

Repayment of Interest 

It is recognised that societies may need to estimate the amount of interest

repaid where amounts repaid include both interest and principal, and/or where

the amount of interest repayable is not the same as the amount charged (eg

annual review or deferred interest schemes, or where a loan is not being fully

serviced).

Amounts written off

Is the amount written off mortgage balances in the month (and off provisions

charged to the income and expenditure account) and is to be on a basis

consistent with amounts shown in the society's published accounts as "written

off" within the analysis of changes in loss provision usually appearing as Notes

to the Accounts.

The amount written off may arise for example from:

- sale of a property in possession; or

- a decision to write down the mortgage debt on a loan still on the books. 

This may arise where the society has taken the view that it is certain that

a loss will arise and that it is prudent to write down the mortgage debt

rather than carry the full debt and an offsetting provision.  Examples

might include certain fraud cases, or where arrangements have been

reached with the borrower to reduce the mortgage debt repayable.
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MFS1: Section F/4

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION F: LOANS AND INVESTMENTS (continued)

Other debits/(credits) and transfers (net) includes:

a. Such items as insurance premium receipts, valuation fees, and 

fines etc.;

b. Mortgage balances acquired following a transfer of

engagements;

  

c. Loan books acquired from other lenders in the month;

d. Loan books sold to other lenders in the month;

e. Loan books securitised during the month;

f. Transfers (net) should include loans which are reclassified

under section 6B(7) of the 1986 Act (for example, where there

has been a change in the use of the land on which the loan is

secured to/from residential).  

Societies are asked to take care in reporting transactions given the potential for

distortion arising from the netting effect of compensating transactions (eg a

loan book acquisition and a securitisation of similar values taking place in the

same month).
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MFS1: Section F/5

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION F: LOANS AND INVESTMENTS (continued)

F6 LOANS: ANALYSIS OF REPAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL 

It is recognised that where amounts repaid cover both principal and interest,

that societies' analysis of repayment of principal may involve some degree of

estimation.

"On redemption" includes amounts repaid on either premature or final

redemptions. It should include payments made where the mortgage is

essentially redeemed but where a nominal residual balance is retained on the

account in order for the society to maintain safe keeping of the deeds (eg

Deedcare schemes).

"Other repayment" includes all other irregular or lump sum payments, that is

amounts in excess of regular repayment such as those on conventional

mortgages (where regular or occasional overpayment may be made) and also

those on flexible mortgages (when the repayment is in excess of the monthly

amount due under normal commercial terms).
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MFS1: Section F/6

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION F: LOANS AND INVESTMENTS (continued)

F7 LOAN COMMITMENTS (columns)

Commitments made since end of previous month

should include:

(a) the aggregate of agreed advances (whether or not the mortgage offer has

been accepted by the prospective borrower), including amounts

recommended for retention, all instalment elements, and further

advances.

but should exclude:

(b) commitments from previous months that have been cancelled in the

current month.

(c) retentions imposed and subsequently not released.

(d) instalment commitments that have not been taken up.

(e) advance cancellations that are not re-issued.

(f) sundry debits, eg insurance guarantee premiums (unless additional to the

loan), insurance of contents etc.

Cancellations in month 

Includes (b), (c), (d) and (e) above.

F8 NUMBERS OF MORTGAGES OUTSTANDING

Gives the number of mortgages included in the balance sheet amounts for

FSRP and FSOL loan assets.  (Where multiple accounts exists on a single

security these should be amalgamated).
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MFS1: Section F/7

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION F: LOANS AND INVESTMENTS (continued)

F9 LOAN BOOK ACQUISITIONS/SALES AND LOANS SECURITISED

The "transactions in the month" columns are analyses of amounts already

included within the "other debits/(credits) and transfers (net)" column of table

F(1).

(NB for books acquired and books sold, this represents a change in treatment from the

previous MFS1 reporting which required them to be shown in gross advances and repayments

of principal respectively):

(i) "books acquired" represents balances on any relevant loan books

acquired during the month from other lenders.

(ii) "Books sold" represents balances on any relevant loan book (ie parcel

of loans) sold during the month to another lender.

(iii) "loans securitised" represents balances on any loans that the society

(or subsidiary undertaking in the case of MFS2 reporting) has

"securitised" in the month, where "securitised" has the same meaning

as described in the Prudential Guidance on Securitisation [Chapter 10

of Volume 1 of the Interim Prudential Source Book (“IPSB”) for

Building Societies]. It includes balances on loans subject to

securitisation transactions qualifying either for "linked presentation" or

"derecognition" methods of accounting.

The final column "balance at end month on loan assets subject to non-

recourse funding" represents all such loan assets (and not just the amount

treated as transactions in the month), and requires the "gross amount" of such

loan assets to be reported against relevant line item categories.  The "gross

amount" is the amount of any such loan that, under the "linked presentation"

method of accounting, would be shown in a society's published or other

balance sheet (but not Financial Services Authority returns) as X in the

example below:

gross loan asset = X

less non-recourse funding = Y 

net loan asset = X-Y
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MFS1: Section F/8

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION F: LOANS AND INVESTMENTS (continued)

In the Financial Services Authority’s returns, it is only the net loan asset that is

normally reported (eg in tables A, B, and in F(1)), but in the analysis here at

F9, it is instead the gross loan asset at the end of the reporting month.  Once

securitised, it is recognised that end month gross balances will not necessarily

remain constant (due either to borrower repayments, the possibility of any

further advances, or other arrangement for "topping up" a pool of securitised

loans etc).

F9.1 Loans fully secured on residential property is split between loans to

individuals; housing associations and other and is a sub-analysis corresponding

to line items F1.1 to F1.3 respectively in table F(1).

F9.2 Other loans fully secured on land is a sub-analysis the total of loans to

individuals, housing associations and other loan and corresponds to line item

F2.4 in table F(1).

F9.3 Other loans to customers is split between individuals and others and is a sub-

analysis corresponding to line items F3.6 and F4.3 respectively in table F(1).
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MFS1: Section G/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION G: INTEREST RATES (Gross rates)

Basis

Interest rates in this table are nominal rates, and should ignore the effect of

any interest rate swaps or other hedging contracts that might exist.

This provides an analysis of basic and weighted average interest rates for

shares, deposits and debt securities, capital instruments, liquidity and loan

assets.  "Interest rates at end of month" (columns 4, 5, 6 and 7 of table G)

means rates applying at least throughout the last day of the month, so societies

should not use rates which only come into operation at the beginning of the

next month. Points to note on specific columns are:

(1)  Balances at end month

Include accrued interest (even though it is excluded when computing

the weighted average rate)

The "of which" analysis is designed to obtain information on balances

subject to fixed rates of interest and balances subject to variable rates

of interest.  (The two amounts should add to the balance in column 1). 

For these purposes:

"fixed" means the rate of interest is fixed for a stated period.  For

shares or deposits and debt securities also include any products with a

"floored rate" (ie subject to a guaranteed minimum rate).  For loans

also include any products with a "capped rate" (ie subject to a

guaranteed maximum rate) and any products that are "collared loans"

(ie subject to a minimum and a maximum rate)

"variable" includes all other interest rate bases (ie other than those

defined above as "fixed") applying to particular products, including

those at one of the society's administered funding or lending rates;

those linked to Libor, (or other market rate); those linked to an index

(eg FTSE) etc.  However if any such funding products are subject to a

"floored rate" or any such loan products are subject to a "capped rate",

then treat as "fixed".

(2)   Basic rate  

For loans fully secured on residential property to individuals, it is the

society's basic rate applying to the majority (by value) of existing

accounts in this category. 
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MFS1: Section G/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION G: INTEREST RATES (Gross rates)

(3) Weighted average rates

(a) Interest rates reported in Table G provide a broad indication of

market rates as well as being a simple and necessarily crude

measure of nominal interest rate margins.  They should ignore

the effect of any interest rate swap or hedging. For each line

item the weighted average rate should be derived as follows:

(i) identify the various nominal/quoted interest rates

(including any bonus element that the society is liable to

pay) that apply to elements of this line item; then

(ii) for each separate nominal/quoted rate, multiply that rate

by the amount of end month balances (excluding

accrued interest) for which that rate applies; and

(iii) add up the results of (ii) for all the different rates for this

line item; and

(iv) divide the total calculated in (iii) by the end month

balance in column 1 less accrued interest (against the

line item concerned).

  NB: In the "of which" analysis that requires separate

reporting of weighted "fixed" and "variable" rates, a

cross check for each row is that the weighted average

nominal rate on all balances is equal to the weighted

average of the reported fixed and variable rates in the

subsequent two columns.  Details of "fixed" and

"variable" are given in 1) above.
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MFS1: Section G/3

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY STATEMENT

SECTION G: INTEREST RATES (gross rates) (continued)

(b) Table C: For section C2 only

CAR or compounded annual rate basis for shares only, as set 

out in Section C2 of the return.

The formula for the CAR is:

CAR = 100 x {[(1 + nominal rate]
N
 - 1}

      100 x N

where N is the number of compounding periods per annum (ie 

2 if half yearly, 12 if monthly).

G1 SHARES

The rates shown in table G are all based on gross nominal rates including any

bonus element which the society may be liable to pay and not the CAR

(compounded annual rate) which is only required for section C2 of table C.

G2 DEPOSITS AND DEBT SECURITIES

Covers all deposits accepted by the society and debt securities issued (except

qualifying subordinated debt which is covered under capital instruments).

G3 CAPITAL INSTRUMENTS

Refers to forms of capital that incur a liability to pay interest (eg PIBS and

subordinated debt), and therefore excludes general reserves and revaluation

reserves.

G4 LIQUIDITY

The nominal or flat yield should be used for interest rates on liquid assets.

G5 LOAN ASSETS

The interest rate to be used is the rate charged to the loan account, and in

certain circumstances will differ from the interest rate "payable" by a

borrower.  These circumstances include deferred interest loans, interest roll up

loans, and annual review schemes.  

Advances in month refers to the same amount as covered under "advances in

month" in the Loans and Investments table in Section F
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APPENDICES TO NOTES ON FORM MFS1.

Classification of residence and institutional sectors

These appendices supplement the guidance notes to the MFS1 return [as well as the

MFS1 Supplement and the QFS2 returns] by providing the detailed information

needed to sectorise items on these returns.

All queries on building societies, building society subsidiary undertakings and

other connected undertakings of building societies should be addressed to the

Financial Risk Analysis and Monitoring Group, Financial Services Authority

(telephone 020-7676-0630/0690). 

Queries on these appendices, or suggestions for their clarification or improvement,

should be addressed to the Monetary Statistics Division of the Bank of England

(telephone 020-7601-3742); Threadneedle Street, London EC2R 8AH. 
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FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY

BUILDING SOCIETY : MONTHLY SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT

MFS1 SUPPLEMENT

GUIDANCE NOTES

Sections

Introduction: General notes on return

Sections B8-10: Sectoral Analysis: Balance Sheet - Liabilities/Assets

Section B11: Balance Sheet: Repo & Stocklending Analysis

Appendix A: Sector mapping document

Submission of returns

This statement must be submitted by close on the 7th business day after the month end.  It

should only be completed by those societies required to complete the MFS1 return to the faster

timetable.
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MFS1 Supplement: Introduction/1

BUILDING SOCIETY : MONTHLY SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

1. Introduction

Following enactment of EU legislation, the UK, in concert with all other EU member

states, have adopted the new scheme of sector classification as defined in the European

System of National and Regional Accounts (abbreviated to "ESA 95").  The analyses set

out in Forms B8-10 arise from these requirements.

2. Sector classification

The MFS1 guidance notes [Introduction 5 and 7] provide general information about the

main institutional sectors.  The supplementary return Forms B8-10 seeks a more detailed

analysis of one of these sectors, namely, the "Other UK sector" (UK non-bank non-

building society private sector).  To enhance understanding of these analyses and to

ensure consistency with corresponding data items in the QFS2 statement a 'sector

mapping document' is attached as Appendix A.

Societies should refer to Appendix II to the main MFS1 Guidance Notes which gives 

fuller details of the sectoral classifications.

3. Accuracy

As the main purpose of the figures is to provide broadly accurate aggregates for the total

of all societies, estimates of less precision than the data entered on the MFS1 return will

be acceptable in compiling the component sectoral details required on the MFS1

Supplementary return.

However, societies are asked to advise the Financial Services Authority (the Financial

Risk Analysis and Monitoring Unit) of any subsequently discovered errors resulting in

changes of over £25 million.
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MFS1 Supplement: Sections B8-B10

BUILDING SOCIETY : MONTHLY SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT

SECTIONS B8-B10 : SECTORAL  ANALYSIS: BALANCE SHEET -

LIABILITIES/ASSETS

B25.1-B27.5 SECTOR INSTITUTIONS

The UK Sector is analysed here under five components as follows:

a. MFI's other than banks and building societies

this category comprises money market mutual funds only.

 b. Financial corporations other than MFI's 

this category comprises insurance companies, pension funds, financial

auxiliaries and other institutions.  Societies' subsidiary undertakings which fall

within the 'other UK sector (eg a subsidiary undertaking doing lending within the

UK) should be included here being part of the "other institutions" category.

c. Non-financial corporations

this effectively refers to industrial and commercial companies, that is, mainly

ordinary plc's.

d. Households and Individual trusts

this category includes individuals and individual trusts as well as unincorporated

businesses other than unlimited liability partnerships.  It should be noted that

unlimited liability partnerships are now part of the corporate sector (financial or

non-financial).

e. Non-profit institutions serving households includes organisations such as the 

AA; non-profit making schools etc.
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MFS1 Supplement: Section B11

BUILDING SOCIETY : MONTHLY SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT

B28-30 REPO & STOCKLENDING ANALYSIS

Guidance on the completion of the Repo & Stocklending analysis (Form B.11) 

is provided in section B/6 of the MFS1 guidance notes.
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FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

QFS1

GUIDANCE NOTES

Sections

Introduction: General notes on the return

Section A: Balance Sheet

Section B: Income and Expenditure

Section C: Income and Expenditure: Further analysis

Section D: Capital Available: Own Funds

Section F: Capital: Solvency Ratio

Section G: Loans FSRP to individuals

Section H: Loans: other FSRP and other FSOL

Section I:  All loans secured on land - further analysis

Section J:  Lending: Capitalisations and Sales

Section K:  Lending: Arrears analysis

Section L: Exposure Analysis: Large exposures

Section M: Maturity analysis

Section N: Organisation

Section P: Investments: By type of activity

Section X: Summary of cross checks on the return

Section Y: Checklist of line items routinely to be deducted

Submission of return This return must be sent by close on 18th business day after 

society's financial quarter end.

QFS1: INTRODUCTION/1
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BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

1. Introduction

This section covers a number of points that have relevance across the return

generally:

2) Building Societies Act 1986

3) Accounting conventions

4) Accuracy 

5) Society, connected undertakings and group figures

6) Time horizons

7) Outturn information

8) Specific items:

(i) positions to be reported gross

(ii) accrued interest

(iii) foreign currencies

(iv) use of brackets (..) around figures

9) Building society mergers

10) Overseas subsidiary undertakings

11) Subsidiary undertakings: year ends

2. Building Societies Act 1986

Any reference to "the 1986 Act" is a reference to this legislation (as subsequently

amended).

3. Accounting conventions

Unless advice is given to the contrary in these Guidance Notes, the return should

be compiled using standard accounting practice and in accordance with accounts

regulations made under the 1986 Act.
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QFS1: INTRODUCTION/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

3. Accounting conventions (continued)

The return has been designed with the aim of harmonising line items wherever

possible with those required under accounting regulations, and as used in

societies' published and internal accounts.  In many instances line items reflect

the basis adopted in the 1998 accounting regulations.

4. Accuracy

It is expected that entries on the return will be actual values or in some cases

close approximations established or drawn from the society's systems and

prepared on the basis of being the best information in the time available for their

compilation.

5. Society, Connected Undertakings and Group figures

Societies may hold investments in different types of undertakings.

The 1986 Act defines certain undertakings in which a society may have an

interest as "connected undertakings", that is "subsidiary undertakings" and

"associated undertakings".  In addition to these however a society may also have

"other participating interests" or hold "other equity shares" (that is non

participating interests).  These terms are amplified below:     

Subsidiary undertakings: As defined in Companies Act 1985, section 258,

which essentially means undertakings over which the society exercises control or

dominant influence.

Participating interests:  An interest held by a society in the shares of another

undertaking which it holds on a long term basis for the purpose of securing a

contribution to its activities by the exercise of control or influence arising from

or related to that interest.  A holding of 20 per cent or more of the shares of an

undertaking is presumed to be a participating interest unless the contrary has

been agreed with the Financial Services Authority.  (Full definition is that given

in Companies Act 1985, section 260).
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QFS1: INTRODUCTION/3

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

5. Society, Connected Undertakings and Group figures (continued)

For the purposes of group figures the category "participating interests" sub-

divides into:

Associated undertakings: A participating interest in which the society

exercises a significant influence over the operating and financial policy.

(Full definition given in Companies Act 1985, schedule 4A paragraph

20).

Other participating interests: A participating interest that does not fall

to be included within the definition of an associated undertaking.

Other equity shares: These essentially refer to non-participating interests in

other undertakings.  They include any other investments which do not fall to be

included within any definition above, such as trade investments (e.g. BACS,

APACS etc) or other forms of equity holdings (e.g. XYZ plc).
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QFS1: INTRODUCTION/4

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

5. Society, Connected Undertakings and Group figures (continued)

The accounting treatment of these investments is best summarised.  Reference to the

table below should help societies to determine an acceptable and reasonable approach:

BALANCE SHEET

(a) Subsidiary

undertakings

(b) Participating

interests in: 

(b).1 Associated

undertakings

(b).2 Other participating

interests

(c) Other equity

investments

Note: only one of (b)1 or (b)2

applies for each column.

INCOME AND

EXPENDITURE

ACCOUNT

(a) Subsidiary

undertakings

(b) Participating

interests in: 

(b)1 Associated

undertakings

(b)2 Other participating

interests

(c) Other equity

investments 

Note: only one of (b)1 or b)2 

applies for each column.

Society

Investment at cost less any

permanent diminution in value

Investment at cost less any

permanent diminution in

value. 

Investment at cost less any

permanent diminution in

value.

Investment at cost less any

permanent diminution in

value.

Society

Dividend receivable

  Dividend receivable

Dividend receivable

Dividend receivable

Group

Full consolidation line

by line.

 

Cost of investment and

share of post

acquisition retained

reserves.

Investment at cost less

any permanent

diminution in value.

Investment at cost less

any permanent

diminution in value.

Group

Full consolidation line

by line.

 

Share of profits or

losses.

Dividend receivable.

Dividend receivable.
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QFS1: INTRODUCTION/5

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

5(i) Society, subsidiary undertakings and Group (consolidated)

The quarterly return is designed to collect information in respect of the society

itself, of the society's subsidiary undertakings and for the group (on a

consolidated basis).

5(ii) Subsidiary undertakings

Columns headed "subsidiary undertakings" means the total in respect of all such

bodies which are required to be fully consolidated in group accounts (e.g.

published accounts) 

5(iii) Group (consolidated)

Columns headed "Group (consolidated)" should be compiled on a basis

equivalent to that used in preparing published Group figures.  The figures under

"Group" will not necessarily be the total of those under "society" and "subsidiary

undertaking" because of consolidation adjustments.

6. Time horizons

The return seeks information in respect of 3 different time horizons as follows:

6(i) Latest quarter (LQE/YTD)

Where stock figures are required (e.g. balance sheet, capital position etc) the

information is as at the "latest quarter end", abbreviated to LQE.

Where flow figures are required these are either for 3 months only  (i.e. the

latest quarter) as in for example lending figures in table G and H, or cumulative

in the "year to date", abbreviated to YTD (e.g. income and expenditure table B

etc), covering the period from the start of the society's financial year to the end of

the reporting quarter.

For the society's financial year the four quarters are numbered Q1, Q2, Q3 and

Q4.  These will only coincide with calendar year quarters if the society's

financial year end is 31 December, which means that Q4 is always for the end of

the society's financial year.
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QFS1: INTRODUCTION/6

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

6(ii) Current financial year (CFYE/CFY)

When the return is being completed at end Q1, Q2 or Q3, then current financial

year is that same year.  However at Q4, the "current financial year" refers to the

year covering the 12 months immediately following Q4.

Where stock information is required at the current financial year end this is

abbreviated to CFYE.  

Where flow figures are required, covering the whole current financial year, this

is abbreviated to CFY.

6(iii) Next Financial Year (NFYE/NFY)

This is always the 12 month period immediately following "current financial

year" (defined above).

Abbreviations used in column headings for "next financial year" are NYFE

(stocks), and NFY (flows).

7 Outturn information (Actual/Expected/Likely)

Information required in respect of the three different time horizons (described in

6) above) has the following meanings associated with "outturn":

7(i)  Actual means as derived from the society's information system(s) within the

time period allowed for its compilation and timely submission to the Financial

Services Authority.  It does not mean audited (Interim profits in table D is the

one exception).  In many cases the information will be substantially the same but

there may be certain items that are not so readily available in which case close

approximations should be provided, being prepared on the basis of being the best

information in the time available for their compilation.
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QFS1: INTRODUCTION/7

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

7(ii) Expected means the outturn figures that the society considers are the best

estimate (at the time of their compilation) of how the full year will turn out.  It is

anticipated that a society will be updating its view each quarter of how it

sees the full year position, and that whereas the basis of that estimate the first

time it is compiled for CFY/CFYE (i.e. Q4) may well be a current "budget"

figure, subsequent quarterly updates of the full year position will be revised

estimates based on business experience in the year to date and an updated

assessment of business expected to be undertaken in the remainder of the current

year.

7(iii) Likely means the aim here is to get a reasonable assessment of the outturn for

the next financial year (NFY).  This assessment will first of all be given in the

return at Q4, at which time the end of the NFY is 8 quarters away.  At this stage

a "reasonable assessment" of outturn may well be planning figures in the

society's corporate plan or more recently decided budget figures.  The source of

figures for later quarterly assessments of NFY will depend on the society's

arrangements for revising budgets, preparing projections/forecasts etc for future

time periods, but the aim is to make use of the most recently compiled set of

figures which provides a reasonable assessment of the likely outturn for NFY. 

The term "likely" is used since it will be a less firm basis than "expected" (for

CFY) because of the longer time horizon involved.

8 Specific items

8(i) Positions to be reported gross  

In general, liabilities and assets should be shown gross, and not netted off.  Thus

an account which moves from credit to debit will move from one side of the

balance sheet to the other.

A notable exception to this however concerns the reporting of loan assets which

are subject to "linked presentation" under FRS5.  Such assets should be shown in

the balance sheet net of linked funding and also on this basis in other tables

where balances are reported on the same basis (e.g. F, G, H, I as relevant). 
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QFS1: INTRODUCTION/8

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

8(ii) Accrued interest  

Accrued interest is identified explicitly in the monthly return MFS1, in the

balance sheet under specific sub-heads.  Analysis elsewhere on that return may

require either the inclusion or exclusion of accrued interest, but this is indicated

on the face of that return as appropriate.  Where an item in the MFS1 (excluding

accrued interest) is also analysed in QFS1 the same approach is used, for

example in table M.

8(iii) Foreign currencies   

Amounts in foreign currencies should be translated into their equivalent sterling

value at the closing middle market spot rate on the reporting date, or where

appropriate, at the rates of exchange fixed under the terms of any relevant

currency hedging transaction, and that value used in the return.  Thus all entries

in the form represent sterling amounts.  Societies should apply the same

accounting treatment as for the published accounts having regard to SSAP 20.

8(iv) Use of brackets (..) around figures

All amounts should be shown without brackets, that is shown as a positive

amount, unless:

a) the amount is of the opposite sign to that expected

b) the entry could either be positive or negative: in which case the sub-

heading should indicate which of the alternatives e.g. "profit/(loss)" is to

be shown in brackets.

In any table where an item is routinely to be deducted (e.g. provisions in balance

sheet and income and expenditure) the amount should not be shown in brackets.

 The exception would be if the value was of the opposite sign (i.e. negative) and

required to be added not deducted, in which case brackets would be necessary. 

"Deducting" items are summarised in Section Y of these Notes.
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QFS1: INTRODUCTION/9

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

9 Building society mergers  

When a merger of societies takes place, the quarterly return should be completed

as follows:

transferring society: should always complete a "closing" return up to the date

of the merger, with flow/transaction figures for the "latest quarter" covering the

relevant period to the date of transfer, and balances as at the date of transfer;

accepting society: in completing its first quarterly return after the merger should

include flow/transaction figures of the transferring society only from the date of

merger.  This return will of course show the balance sheet amounts in respect of

the combined society.

10 Overseas subsidiary undertakings

Should be treated as they would for the purposes of the society's published

accounts (e.g. attributing such overseas assets and liabilities to the relevant

balance sheet items used in the Accounts Regs.)

11 Subsidiary undertakings: non-coterminous financial year ends

The basis of figures included in the return for subsidiary undertakings with the

same financial year end as that for the society should be for the same 3 month

periods as for those of the society.

However where a subsidiary undertaking's financial year end is non-coterminous

with that of the society, the basis of the subsidiary's figures should be as follows:

a) data should relate to the same 3 months period as that applicable for the

society; or

b) where a) would not match a quarter financial year of the subsidiary (e.g.

where society's financial year end is say 31 January but subsidiary's is 31

December) and to extract data to match the society's 3 month period

would be difficult, then data for the subsidiary may be based on its own

quarterly period ending within - but not prior to - the society's 3 month

period.  This would result in the subsidiaries figures "lagging" by no

more than 2 months in relation to those of the society.
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QFS1: INTRODUCTION/10

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

Whereas the Accounts Regulations permit a lag of up to 3 months in annual

data, the more frequently collected quarterly data needs to be more time-relevant

and, where possible, societies should provide information on subsidiaries for the

society's actual quarter rather than lagged by up to 2 months.
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QFS1: SECTION A/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION A: BALANCE SHEET

1. This is a summarised analysis of those balance sheet items given in the Monthly

Statement (MFS1) with information being separately required for society,

subsidiary undertakings and group (consolidated).

2. For definitions/notes on balance sheet items please refer to Notes for Guidance

on MFS1.

3. Figures for "Society" and "Group (consolidated)" at LQE should be prepared on

a basis consistent with that used for corresponding entries in the society's MFS1

return (Table A) for the month coincident with the quarter end. Because of the

later preparation of the QFS1 it is possible that some societies will have firmer,

more up to date figures, than those used in the MFS1.  Accordingly the QFS1

should be compiled using these more accurate figures where these are available.

Statutory Percentages (Nature Limits)

The purpose of lines items A14 and A15 is to report the actual value at the

quarter end (and the expected value for the current financial year end) of the

statutorily defined percentages related to the funding and lending nature limits.

A14 Value of funding percentage: as defined in section 7(1), (2) and (3) of the 1986

Act this will give the percentage of total funding (i.e. all shares plus deposits &

debt securities) accounted for by those elements of funding which are restricted

(i.e. all funding apart from shares held by individuals).  In the terminology of the

1986 Act the amount to be calculated is

X  -  Y

X
 *  100

where: Y is Shares held by individuals, and X is all shares plus all deposits &

debts securities.  As in the 1986 Act, Y should be the value on that day or on the

immediately preceding quarter day, whichever is the greater.  Both X and Y

should be inclusive of accrued interest. 
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QFS1: SECTION A/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION A: BALANCE SHEET

A15 Value of lending percentage: as defined in section 6(1), (2) and (3) of the 1986

Act, this will give the percentage of "business assets" (see X below) accounted

for by those "business assets" other than loans fully secured on residential

property. In the terminology of the 1986 Act the amount to be calculated is 

X - Y

X
 *  100

where: Y is loans fully secured on residential property, and X is defined as (total

assets less fixed assets, liquid assets and long term insurance funds, adding back

provisions for bad and doubtful debts).  Both X and Y are inclusive of accrued

interest.
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QFS1: SECTION B/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION B: INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT

Items should be compiled on the same basis as specified in the Accounts

Regulations [1998].  See also Guidance Notes on AFS1 (Table B).

B6.2 Administrative Expenses: Other (inc. appointed agents) 

"Appointed agents" refers to those properly appointed by the society to act as

its agent mainly for the purpose of obtaining retail funding or making loans.

The amount is the cost to the society of commissions (e.g. on shares or deposits

from individuals) and any other payments made by the society to its appointed

agents.

This amount is included within the other expenses sub-head of Administrative

Expenses in published accounts under the Account Regulations and is shown

similarly on the return. 

B9 Fixed asset write offs

Includes amounts written off fixed asset investments (i.e. transferable securities

held as financial fixed assets, participating interests and shares in subsidiary

undertakings).

B10 Other (please specify in a note)

Includes exceptional items (unless already included within any other earlier

item).

B15 Extraordinary profit/(loss) after tax

This is to be shown after deducting any relevant amount of extraordinary

profit/(loss) attributable to minority interests.

B17-19 Reconciliation of net Profit/(Loss) with changes in reserves

The purpose of these items is to show the analysis of changes in reserves during

the relevant period, and the reconciliation is 

B19 must equal (B16 + B17 + B18)

"Reserves" has the same meaning as in the Accounts Regs and hence excludes 

revaluation reserves.
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QFS1: SECTION B/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION B: INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT

B18 Adjustments to reserves in period

Refers to non income and expenditure account effects on reserves, that is for

example on mergers etc.

In the case of columns for subsidiary undertakings, also use B18 to include

dividends payable.
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QFS1: SECTION C/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION C: INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT - Further Analysis

C1 Other income and charges

Line items C1.1 d) and C1.2 to C1.6 correspond with the same headings in the

Accounts Regulations.

C1.1 Fees and Commission receivable

Is further analysed into "Life insurance & pensions", "general insurance" and

"other".

C1.3 Net profit/(loss) on financial operations

The Accounts Regulations define this category as including:

(i) net profit or loss on transactions in securities which are not held

as financial fixed assets (see Note below), that is on such liquid

assets held as a trading book, together with amounts written off

or written back arising from valuation differences between book

value and market value;

(ii) net profit or loss on financial instruments (hedging instruments)

except in so far as that income or charge is treatable as interest

and included in interest receivable/payable (e.g. as may be the

case for interest rate swaps).

Note: "Financial fixed assets" means securities held as fixed

assets; participating interests and shareholdings in

subsidiary undertakings should always be regarded as

financial fixed assets.

"Fixed assets" means assets of a society which are

intended for use on a continuing basis in the society's

activities, and "current assets" means assets not

intended for such use.
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QFS1: SECTION C/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION C: INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT - Further Analysis

C2 Impact of loan book acquisition and loan incentives/discounts

This table analyses the impact on the Income & Expenditure account, and on the

Balance Sheet, of the gross amounts (shown under "deductions from Own

Funds") as follows:

(i) premia (i.e. the difference between the total cost of the

acquisition and the book amount, in the books of the vendor, of

the assets acquired) and/or other acquisition and set up costs paid

on the acquisition of mortgage or other loan assets;

ii. amounts paid, by way of an up-front incentive to take out or

retain a loan, which are being amortised over a number of

accounting periods; and

iii. amounts relating to the amortisation of discounts offered on

loans (i.e. balances created as a result of spreading interest

receivable on a loan across a number of accounting periods).

C2.1/2 A distinction is drawn between two situations: where expenditure on any of the

above is deferred (analysed in C2.1) and where expenditure is not deferred

(shown in C2.2).

C2.2 In the case of loan incentives where expenditure is not deferred, the amounts

shown here should include the cost of cash backs and of meeting any costs

which in normal circumstances would be paid by the borrower e.g. legal costs,

valuation or other costs.
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QFS1: SECTION D/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION D: CAPITAL AVAILABLE : Own Funds 

Introduction

This section and section F are based predominantly on the Prudential Guidance

on Solvency (referred to below as P/G) and to a limited extent on the Prudential

Guidance on Issued Capital (referred to below as such) contained in Volume 1 of

the Interim Prudential Source Book (“IPSB”) for Building Societies which

together implement those parts of the Banking Consolidation Directive

(2000/12/EC) which replaced the former EC Directives on a Solvency Ratio for

Credit Institutions and on the Own Funds of Credit Institutions.  These guidance

notes should be read in conjunction with the Prudential Guidance.

However there are two specific concepts in the P/G that call for further advice. 

These are "Solo consolidation" (where a society's figures should in certain

circumstances be aggregated with those for specific subsidiaries before reporting

in "society" columns) and "Exclusion from consolidation" (where figures for

certain undertakings such as a life insurance subsidiary should be excluded in the

reporting of "Group" columns). A technical note on how they impact on tables D

and F is included at section F/3.

D1-4 Capital available (own funds)

Sets out the individual components of capital permitted under the Banking

Consolidation Directive (each of which should correspond by amount with the

same headings in the balance sheet, except D2.1 - see below) and the separate

deductions that should be made to arrive at qualifying capital.  (See also relevant

Annex of P/G).

TIER I CAPITAL

D1.1 Reserves at start of year

Reserves exclude revaluation reserves which are to be shown at D2.1

NB:  In the case of a merger, reserves acquired on merger should be 

added in to opening reserves, and B17 should be similarly adjusted.
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 QFS1: SECTION D/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION D: CAPITAL AVAILABLE : Own Funds 

D1.2 Interim profits (since start of year)

Interim profits refers to the cumulative amount covering either the financial year

to end of latest quarter, or covering the whole of the current or next financial

year.

In the case of interim profits covering the period from the start of the CFY to the

end of the latest quarter (columns 1 and 4) such profits may only be shown if

they have been verified by the society's external auditors. See also relevant

Annex of P/G.

D1.3 Overall losses in period

This refers to any overall current year loss, which must be deducted.  Only one

of D1.2 or D1.3 will apply, but while there is an option to include interim profits

(assumed positive) it is mandatory under the Banking Consolidation Directive to

deduct interim losses (i.e. where the society or group is showing an overall loss).

D1.4 Intangible fixed assets

Should be deducted.  It includes, for example, goodwill to the extent that it is

already included in the balance sheet (and hence already included in reserves).

See also fuller details for this item in the Accounts Regs.

D1.5/6 Subscribed capital - deferred shares

Covers deferred shares permitted as additional capital resources (at present,

Permanent Interest Bearing Shares - PIBS, and existing deferred shares

issued prior to 1 June 1991).

D1.7 Minority interests (allowable)

The Banking Consolidation Directive provides for the inclusion, subject to

certain conditions, of minority interests in the calculation of the consolidated

own funds of a society and its subsidiaries. (See section on Minority Interests in

P/G for those which can be treated as Tier I) 
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QFS1: SECTION D/3

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION D: CAPITAL AVAILABLE : Own Funds

TIER II CAPITAL

D2.1 Revaluation reserves (net)

Means revaluation reserves net of any foreseeable tax charge.  Revaluation

reserves should be included on the basis set out in the P/G.

D2.2 General provisions for bad debt

General provisions should be included on the basis set out in the relevant Annex

of the P/G.

D2.3 Undated subordinated debt

As referred to in Issued Capital P/G.

D2.4 Term subordinated debt 

As  referred to in Issued Capital P/G.

D2.5 Other tier II

Any tier II capital resource that may be permitted in the future and which does

not fall to be included under any of the above sub heads.  

Also include here under "group" columns only, the amount of any allowable

minority interests that count as Tier II.

D2.7 Amounts in excess of Tier II limits

These amounts not qualifying as capital are calculated in respect of two

limitations on the extent to which certain items can be taken into account:

(i) The total of all Tier II capital resources taken into account must not

exceed the total of Tier I constituents (i.e. reserves, interim profits, PIBS

and other deferred shares), less intangible fixed assets; and
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QFS1: SECTION D/4

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION D: CAPITAL AVAILABLE : Own Funds

(ii) Term subordinated debt may not count to an amount in excess of 50% of

the (total of Tier I constituents [i.e. reserves, interim profits, PIBS and

other deferred shares], less intangible fixed assets).

D3 Deductions from Tier I and Tier II

D3.1 Deductions not shown elsewhere

Deduct all holdings of capital instruments of other credit or financial institutions,

CFIs.  (See Annex of P/G for fuller definitions).  This means holdings of share

capital in a society's connected undertakings.  For society columns it is any such

holdings in CFIs; for Group columns only include holdings in such bodies that

are not consolidated in Group figures.

Also include deductions (described in P/G) in respect of the following: life and

general insurance companies, mortgage indemnity insurance captives,

securitisations, etc.

D3.2 Capital deficits in subsidiary undertakings

By Capital deficit is meant the excess (if any) of a subsidiary undertaking's

liabilities over its assets, that is the net amount of capital (made up of retained

profits and issues of capital) is negative.  However, if the society has already

excluded (that is made a provision for) the amount of any such capital deficit in a

subsidiary undertaking (or undertakings) from the society's own reserves then it

is not necessary to also include such an amount at line D3.2.

For these purposes capital deficits in subsidiary undertakings should represent

the aggregate of all such capital deficits, but should not be offset by any capital

surpluses in other subsidiary undertakings.

The amount of the capital deficit of any subsidiary undertaking with such a

deficit should be deducted (for society only calculations); and

The proportion attributable to outside minority interests in the capital deficit of

any subsidiary undertaking with such a deficit should be deducted (for

consolidated calculations).
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QFS1: SECTION F/1

 BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION F: CAPITAL: Solvency Ratio

This sets out the components required for calculation of the solvency ratio in

accordance with the EC Banking Consolidation Directive.  Details of individual

components are given in the Prudential Guidance on Solvency (referred to below

as the P/G).

However there are two specific concepts in the P/G that call for further guidance.

 These are "Solo consolidation" (where a society's figures should in certain

circumstances be aggregated with those for specific subsidiaries before reporting

in "society" columns) and "Exclusion from consolidation" (where figures for

certain undertakings such as a life insurance subsidiary should be excluded in the

reporting of "Group" columns). A technical note on how they impact on tables D

and F is included at section F/3.

On balance sheet items

Details of risk asset weights are given in an Annex of the P/G. 

All loan asset balances in table F should be shown net of specific provisions (see

below).

F2 Loan assets are sub-divided into three distinct categories:

i. Loans fully secured on residential property (FSRP), with amounts shown

separately for weights of 50% (e.g. to individuals on owner-occupied

property, loans to individuals on buy to let mortgages, to housing

associations), and 100% (e.g. loans to corporates) 

ii. Other loans fully secured on land (FSOL) with amounts again shown

separately for weights of 50% (e.g. pre-existing loans to housing

associations), 100% (e.g. to corporates and others where not on

residential property)

iii. Other loans to customers covering consumer credit to individuals and 

other loans (not secured on land) to businesses etc.

NB : Line items F2.2 and F2.3 of the QFS1 return (i.e. loans weighted at 60%

and 75% respectively) should be left blank as they no longer apply.
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QFS1: SECTION F/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION F: CAPITAL: Solvency Ratio

    Off balance sheet items

The treatment of off balance sheet items is described in the P/G.

The treatment of mortgage commitments as falling within either F6.4 (medium

risk) or F6.6 (low risk) depends on the conditions of mortgage offer letters. 

Offers (deemed to be commitments) are classified under the 50% medium risk

category providing that the letters make no statement to the effect that the offer

can be unconditionally withdrawn by the society without notice.  Otherwise

offers attract a low risk weighting of zero percent.

Columns Asset amount and Weighted amounts

Columns headed "asset amount" should show the nominal asset figures

(including accrued interest).  For "on balance sheet" items totals of relevant

categories (e.g. liquid assets) should agree with amounts shown in the balance

sheet table A (except in the case of loan assets, where balances should be shown

after the deduction of specific provisions), unless of course "solo consolidation"

or "exclusion from consolidation" applies to table F.  For "off balance sheet"

items the nominal asset amount is the amount of principal involved (which in the

case of F6.3 to F6.6 is the amount prior to the application of any credit

conversion factor).

Columns headed "weighted amounts" should show figures arrived at after

completing the relevant stages described in, and shown in the examples in, the

P/G.
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QFS1: SECTION F/3
              

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION F: SOLO CONSOLIDATION & EXCLUSION FROM CONSOLIDATION  

Solo Consolidation

Only tables D and F of QFS1 are affected by solo consolidation.

Table D The society columns (1 to 3) should be compiled as follows:

                         

(i) for each line item in turn, the amount entered in D1.1 to D4 on the return

should be the sum of:

a. the "society only" figure for that line item, plus

b. a percentage of the individual subsidiary undertaking figure for

that line item,

c. minus, the amount of any of the subsidiary undertaking's own 

funds included in (b) which represents an investment by the 

society (being the consolidation adjustment)

(ii) the percentage in (i)(b) will either be 100%, or such lower amount that

results after applying the deduction specified by the society's Supervisor

when agreement is given for the subsidiary to be solo-consolidated.

Table F The society columns (1 to 4) should be compiled as follows:

(i) for each line item in turn, the amount entered in F1.1 to F6.7 should be

the net result of a), b) and c):

a. the "society only" figure for that line item, plus,

b. the full amount (i.e. without deduction) in respect of that 

subsidiary undertaking,

c. minus the amount of any of the society's or subsidiary 

undertaking's assets that represent investment in or 

loans to the other party.

(ii) the solvency ratio then follows, using the solo-consolidated figures in

tables D and F.
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QFS1: SECTION F/4

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION F: CAPITAL: Solvency Ratio

Exclusion from Consolidation

 

Only tables D and F of QFS1 are affected by the exclusion from consolidation of

a life or general insurance company (or other undertaking agreed with the

Financial Services Authority).

Details of the adjustments for "society", and "group" columns are:

Society Columns

Table F (i) in table F, deduct from the "asset amount" column the carrying value of

the society's investment (see note (a)) in the undertaking being excluded

from the consolidation.  This deduction will apply to other assets (F4.3).

 The "weighted amount" columns will need to be calculated after the

deduction has been made from column 1 (and from equivalent "asset

amount" figures used in the derivation of "weighted amounts" for CFYE

and NFYE columns); and

Table D (ii) in table D, deduct from the society's own funds the same amount

deducted from table F (as described above).  This amount should be

included in line D3.1 Deductions not shown elsewhere.

Note (a) In the case of an intermediate holding company, it is the holding company's 

investment in .........

Group (Consolidated) Columns

Table F (i) in table F, the starting point is notional group (consolidated) figures

which include the undertaking to be excluded from the consolidation. 

The effects of "exclusion from consolidation" in respect of the particular

undertaking concerned are then achieved by:

a. for each line item in turn (F1.1 to F6.7), deducting from the

"asset amount" and "weighted amount" columns the relevant

amounts attributable to the undertaking being excluded.
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QFS1: SECTION F/5

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION F: CAPITAL: Solvency Ratio

Group (Consolidated) Columns (continued)

Table D (ii) in table D, the starting point is notional group (consolidated) figures

which include the undertaking to be excluded from the consolidation. 

From these figures:

a. for each line item in turn (D1.1 to D4) deduct the relevant

amounts attributable to the undertaking being excluded,

except where any such amount relates to an investment

by the parent society (that is capital other than reserves,

since this will already have been eliminated in compiling

notional group consolidated figures),

b. deduct from group reserves (at D1.1) the amount of any

embedded value included in respect of a life company.

NB: the above treatment for group columns in tables D and F is not the same

as compiling group (consolidated) figures for the society and all

consolidatable undertakings other than the undertaking being excluded

from the consolidation (which would give a different treatment in respect

of the society's investment in, and loans to, the undertaking being

excluded from the consolidation).
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QFS1: SECTION G/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION G: LOANS FSRP TO INDIVIDUALS

Introduction

Loans and advances to customers are analysed as follows in tables G to K:

Lending category Table in QFS1

Loans fully secured on residential property (FSRP):

To individuals G(1), G(2), I, J, K(1), K(2) 

To housing associations

To others

Other loans fully secured on land (FSOL):

To individuals

To housing associations

To others

Loans in these 5 lines have

been combined together as

"Loans: other FSRP + other FSOL" in

tables H, I, J, K(1), K(2)

Other loans to customers:

To individuals

To others

J, K(1), K(2)

The focus on "Loans FSRP to individuals", as opposed to the wider category of

"All loans FSRP" (which includes to housing associations and corporates etc) is

deliberate.  The nature of the market, the lending products and volumes

involved, and the risk profile of "loans FSRP to individuals" are considered to be

sufficiently distinct as to merit separate analysis.  This category is the dominant

element of total lending, in the same way that class 1 loans were dominant

among commercial assets under classifications used prior to late 1998, and also

happens to cover broadly the same range of loans as old class 1 (the category is

marginally wider). 

Gross advances in quarter

Covers actual advances made in the quarter.  For these purposes separate

advances (e.g. stage payments) on the same mortgage should count as a single

advance for the "number" column.

NB: "gross advances" should be compiled on the same basis as for the

MFS1/2, and accordingly exclude any mortgage book acquisitions in the

quarter.

G1 Type   [NB: “By Type” analysis no longer required –Paragraphs G.1.1 to

G1.4 deleted]
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QFS1: SECTION G/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION G: LOANS FSRP TO INDIVIDUALS

G2 Purpose

This analysis is to identify the principal purpose of the loan, which should be

available from the application form.  A loan should therefore only be classified

to one category of G2.1 - 2.6.  A stage advance should be classified for the same

purpose as the main advance.
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QFS1: SECTION G/3

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION G: LOANS FSRP TO INDIVIDUALS

G2.1/2 House purchase

Loans where the borrower is purchasing a house (or flat etc).  Include stage

payments on such transactions here and not in "further advances".  A distinction

is drawn between loans for house purchase where the purpose is for owner

occupation, or for buying with a view to letting ("buy to let").

G2.3 Further advance

A further loan (either as a normal further advance, or as a second charge loan

where the society has the first charge) to an existing borrower of the society,

secured on the same property.  

(The underlying purpose of the further advance is not relevant and could include

e.g. purchasing freehold interest in a currently owned leasehold property, buying

a second property on the security of the first, or as a consumer loan fully secured

on residential property.)

G2.4/5 Remortgage

Loans where the borrower is not moving house but is refinancing an existing

loan, either one already with the society or one from another lender.  The whole

amount of the new advance should be classified as 'remortgage' even if it is

larger than the existing loan.

G2.6 Other

Would include for example where a borrower is not moving house but takes a

loan on the security of his previously unmortgaged property.

G3 By Income Multiple and LTV

The amount to be included in the table is the gross advance, but its allocation to

a specific cell is determined according to income multiple and LTV which are

both defined using the size of the loan (as defined below).
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QFS1: SECTION G/4

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION G: LOANS FSRP TO INDIVIDUALS

G3 By Income Multiple and LTV (continued)

Income multiple based on single or joint incomes

The loan should first of all be categorised to "single" or "joint" income basis, and

the income multiple calculated as described below:

(i) single income basis.  This means only one person's income was taken

into account when making the lending assessment/decision.

The income multiple here is the total loan amount divided by the

borrower's total income (total of the borrower's main income and any

other reckonable income e.g. overtime etc, to the extent that the society

takes such additional income into account in whole or in part).

(ii) joint income basis.  This means that two persons' incomes were used in

the lending assessment/decision.

The income multiple here is the total loan amount divided by the

aggregate income of the two borrowers.

G3.4 In the following cases, irrespective of whether it is a single or joint application,

the advance should be allocated to the highest single income multiple (i.e. line

G3.4: income multiples of 3.5 or more):

(i) where income is not known, or

(ii) where the loan application fails the "status confirmed" test (see

P/G on Solvency) and there is no documentary evidence of

income.

For the purpose of income multiples, the multiple is of loan to income where

loan is as defined below.
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QFS1: SECTION G/5

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION G: LOANS FSRP TO INDIVIDUALS

G3 By Income Multiple and LTV (continued)

Loan to valuation ratio LTV 

Should be based on the following:

(i) Loan is defined for:

(a) new borrowers - as the amount of actual advance or, in the case

of instalments/stage payments/retentions, is the amount of

committed advance (including any committed drawing facilities)

(b) existing borrowers - as the total amount of debt outstanding

including the further advance plus any committed drawing

facilities at the time of the further advance;

and will  include MIG, building and other insurance premiums and other

sundry items if these are included in the amount advanced.

(ii) Valuation is to be taken as the most recent valuation of the property

which is subject to the mortgage.  (The existence of additional collateral

on any other property should be ignored when calculating LTV.)  In the

case of staged construction or self-build schemes, valuation means

"expected final value of the property" at the time the society is

committed to making the loan (i.e. takes the lending decision).

G4 Insured exposure above 75% LTV

Is an analysis of amount shown in G3.11 columns 2-4 and 6-8.

G4.1 Amount of advances representing the excess above 75% valuation

Advances refers to those included in the same column of line item G3.11.

The amount of the advance required is the total for each such loan of:

amount of advance - 75% valuation
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G4.2 Amount of this excess covered by insurance

Is that part of the amount in G4.1 which is covered by insurance taken out by the

society (i.e. mortgage indemnity cover) either with its own insurance captive or a

third party insurer.

In respect of an individual loan, the amount shown under G4.2 will be less than

or equal to (but not greater than) the amount of the excess above 75% valuation

included under G4.1.
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Introduction

This table covers all loans fully secured on land apart from those loans included

in table G (i.e. loans FSRP to individuals).  See also the introduction to table G.

H1 Type of Property

This analysis is to identify the type of property on which the advance is secured.

When classifying a loan, other than to a housing association, to one of the other

types of property a practical and commonsense approach should be adopted

where the characteristics of the property appear to give rise to a choice of

property type.  This will usually involve a situation where the property is being

used for more than one purpose, for example multiple storeys given over to say a

mix of business/living accommodation/or business/living

accommodation/residential letting.

The loan should be classified according to the majority or main use and if it is

not obvious then consider floor area or if this does not help (for example equal

amounts given over to different uses) then allocate on main source of income

from the property.

"Development" means the loan is for building new or refurbishing existing

property whether for ultimate sale or rental.  

"Investment" means the loan is on property which is to be let.

H1.1 "Housing association" covers those registered and unregistered.

H1.2-4 "Residential" excludes all loans to housing associations, and means where the

property is, or will be used for, wholly or mainly residential purposes.  It

includes houses, flats and sheltered accommodation. 

H1.5-7 "Commercial" includes industrial and covers all property not allocated to one

of the above categories, including retail shop, office, professional business use

(e.g. accountants/lawyers), or manufacturing or other industrial premises.
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Balance outstanding at LQE (columns 3 and 6)

It is recognised that societies may need to use some degree of estimation in

compiling the analysis of balance outstanding.

H2 By size and LTV 

Each advance in the quarter should be classified by size and loan to valuation

ratio (LTV) as follows:

(i) Size is to be taken as the total balance outstanding on the loan at

the end of the quarter together with any unused drawing facilities

and the total of any instalments/stage payments/retentions which

the society is committed to making based on the most recent

valuation.  In this way successive stage payments/instalments

arising out of the same lending commitment decision will be

classified to the same cell in the table.

(ii) Valuation is the most recent valuation of the property/security

used when assessing the amount of the society's commitment.

If a later stage payment is conditional on a revised valuation then

the amount of the stage payment on that later return will probably

be allocated to a cell with a higher size category and possibly, but

not necessarily, to a higher LTV category since the total

commitment will have increased, and possibly the valuation also.

(iii) the amount of advance included in a cell will be the actual

amount advanced in the quarter, and when more than one

advance on a loan takes place in the quarter they should be

amalgamated.
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BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION I:  ALL LOANS FULLY SECURED ON LAND - Further Analysis

This table covers all loans FSRP and other loans FSOL, but with the analysis

divided into two sub sections: I1 Loans FSRP to individuals only, and I2 Other

FSRP loans and other FSOL.

Lending in quarter [columns 1-3, and 5-7]

The three types of information are as follows:

(i) gross advances refers to advances on the same basis as reported in the

relevant parts of table G(1) or H as applicable (although clearly totals

will not agree).

(ii) "other advances" refers to advances which have not been reported in

gross advances but where, during the quarter, an existing loan has:

a. switched from being on a variable rate interest rate basis to either

a fixed or capped rate basis [I1.1, 1.2 and I2.1, 2.2]

b. changed from being on one fixed or capped rate basis to a new

fixed or capped rate [I1.1, 1.2 and I2.1, 2.2]

c. switched from being at the standard variable rate of interest to a

discounted rate basis [I1.5 and I2.5]

d. changed from being on one discounted rate to a new discounted

rate, irrespective of whether the new rate is lower or higher than

the previous discounted rate [I1.5 and I2.5]. 

(iii) total "advances" is the sum of (i) and (ii) above.
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Fixed and capped lending

I1.1/2.1 Fixed rate loans refers to loans where the interest rate is fixed for a stated

period.  It also includes "collared" loans (where the loan is subject to a minimum

and maximum rate).  Exclude however annual review or stabilised payment

loans (since the purpose is merely to smooth cash flow on variable rate loans).

I1.2/2.2 Capped rate loans refers to loans, other than fixed rate, where there is an upper

limit on the interest rate payable but where the rate may vary below that limit.

I1.4/2.4 Weighted average residual maturity to end of fixed/capped period is

described in steps (a) to (c) below, and 

where: residual maturity on a loan is the period from the quarter end to

the end of the fixed/capped period, expressed in years to a

minimum of 2 decimal places (e.g. a residual fixed rate period of

2 years 7 months is 2.58 years etc).

(a) for each fixed/capped loan (included in the box above this line on the return), multiply

size of loan (£) by residual maturity (years).

(b) add up the result in (a) for all fixed/capped loans in the box concerned.

(c) divide the sum in (b) by the total of fixed/capped loans (£) in the box concerned.

I1.5/2.5 Discounted variable rate loans

Refers to variable rate loans where the rate is at a discount to the society's

standard variable rate (the "basic rate" on loans FSRP to individuals defined in

MFS1 table G).  This also includes:

(i) loans to long-standing borrowers as part of a loyalty scheme which gives

discounts off the society's standard variable rate.

(ii) loans as in (i) but where the discount is applied retrospectively.  E.g.

once a year eligible borrowers may receive a discount, of say ½%, in the

form of an interest credit depending on a satisfactory payment record in

the previous 12 months.  Since not all eligible borrowers 
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will necessarily qualify for this type of discount, the £ amounts

reported should be calculated after applying the estimated percentage

who are likely to qualify to the total £ amounts of eligible loans.  If this

percentage is not known, or cannot readily be estimated then assume

100%.

(iii) any staff loans that are at a discount to the society's standard variable

rate. 

I1.6-8 & The three weighted average quantities, which all make use of the residual 

I2.6-8 maturity of the discounted loan, are described at (i) to (iii) below, and

where: residual maturity on a loan is the period from the quarter end to

the end of the discount period, expressed in years to a minimum

of 2 decimal places (e.g. a residual discount period of 3 years 5

months is 3.42 years).

The discount period on loans to long-standing borrowers as part

of a loyalty scheme should be taken as the shorter of:

a. 5 years from the quarter end (this is intended as a proxy

for the expected residual maturity of such a loan,

recognising that since few loans survive the full term (e.g.

10, 15, 20 or 25 years) it would be inappropriate to take

the remaining period of the notional term as the length of

the discount period); or

b. the period from the quarter end to any such later date as

to which the borrower has formally been advised (either

at the time of becoming eligible for the discount or

subsequently) that the loyalty discount will cease.

NB: In cases where it is the society's practice to review

periodically (annually or otherwise) the continued

existence of a loyalty scheme, this should not be taken to

imply that the discount period is at most the period

between periodic reviews.  Many societies regard the
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loyalty scheme as being a long term commitment even if

it is reviewed periodically.  It is felt therefore that it is

more realistic to use 5 years (as in a)), rather than say 1

year (period between annual reviews) as the discount

period.  However, if the review triggers cessation of the

scheme then clearly b) above would apply.

The discount period on staff loans should be calculated

in the same way as above.

and: percentage discount is the difference between the society's

standard variable rate of interest (see above) and the rate of

interest payable on the discounted loan at the reporting date e.g.

if standard variable rate is 8.7% and the discounted rate is 6.2%,

the percentage discount is 2.5%.

I1.6/2.6 (i) weighted average: residual maturity

(a) for each discounted loan (included in the box above this line on the

return), multiply size of loan (£) by residual maturity (years)

(b) add up the result in (a) for all discounted loans in the box concerned

(c) divide the sum in (b) by the total of discounted loans (£) in the box

concerned

I1.7/2.7 (ii) weighted average: cumulative discount

(a) for each discounted loan (shown in the box above this line on the

return) multiply size of loan (£) by percentage discount (%) by

residual maturity (years)

(b) add up the result in (a) for all discounted loans in the box concerned

(c) divide the sum in (b) by the total of all discounted loans (£) in the box

concerned.
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I1.8/2.8 (iii) weighted average: nominal discount per annum

(a) for each discounted loan (shown in the box above this line on the

return) multiply size of loan (£) by percentage discount (%) by

residual maturity (years) [NB: this is the same as (ii)(a)].

(b) add up the result in (a) for all discounted loans in the box concerned

(c) for each discounted loan (included in the box above this line on the

return), multiply size of loan (£) by residual maturity (years) [NB:
this is the same as in (i)(a)]

(d) add up the result in (c) for all discounted loans in the box concerned

(e) divide the sum in (b) by the sum in (d).

Example To illustrate the calculations involved in the three weighted averages a worked

example follows:

Discounted loans: worked example of weighted rates (for 3 loans)

Loan Size Discount

period

Percentage

discount

Products as used in the calculation for:

£000 Residual maturity

(£ x yrs)

Cumulative/Nominal

discount

(£ x % x yrs)

5 4 yrs 2% 20 40

10 2 yrs 3% 20 60

15 1 yr 5% 15 75

30 (= 'A') 55 (='B') 175 (='C')

Weighted averages (using totals A, B and C are):

Residual maturity = B/A = 55/30 = 1.83 years

Cumulative discount = C/A = 175/30 = 5.83%

Nominal discount p.a. = C/B = 175/55 = 3.18%
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Number of loans/Number of (arrears) cases

In cases where there is more than one loan secured on a single property, these

should be amalgamated where possible in reporting details of loans at the end of

the period in J1, and details of arrears cases in J2 and J3.

Balance outstanding

In J1.2 this means the same basis as presented in the balance sheet.

However, in J2.3 and J3.2 it is as defined in section K/1 paragraph 1.1 (including

in the case of J3 the costs of sale where these have been debited to the borrower's

account).

J2 Capitalisation of arrears cases in period

Details should be given in respect of those cases which, having previously been

in arrears, have now been capitalised (or treated as if capitalised), have satisfied

certain performance criteria for six months, and have been removed during the

latest quarter from the arrears figures which now appear in table K. See

paragraph 3 of section K of the guidance notes.

J3 Properties sold in period

Include in J3.1 and J3.2 all properties sold in the quarter irrespective of whether

losses have occurred.
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BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION K: LENDING - ARREARS ANALYSIS

NB: Guidance notes for table K(1) also apply to similar items on table K(2).

K1 & K2 Arrears categorisation by type of loan

For these sections, the analysis of lending is divided into two main types:

(i) loans fully secured on residential property to individuals;

(ii) all other loans fully secured on land (that is, other loans fully secured on

residential property, and other loans fully secured on land).

The analysis is based on expressing the amount of arrears on each loan as a

percentage of the balance outstanding on the loan, allocating cases to relevant

arrears bands, providing details of cases moving up into more serious arrears

bands in the quarter, and giving information on loan performance during the

quarter.  (In cases where there is more than one loan secured on a single

property, these should be amalgamated, where possible, in reporting details of

arrears cases).  Definitions of terms used are given below:

K1.5 & In possession: include here cases where the property is taken in possession 

K2.5 (through any method e.g. voluntary surrender, court order etc); and particularly

for development  loans also include cases where the appointment of a receiver

and/or a manager has been made, or where the security is being enforced in other

ways (which may or may not also involve the existence of arrears e.g. building

finance case with interest roll up, no arrears, but a current valuation is less than

the outstanding debt).

1. Balance outstanding (columns 3 and 6)

1.1 This is the amount of total debt at the reporting date and comprises the total

amount outstanding (after deducting any write offs but without deduction for any

provisions) in respect of:

(i) the principal of the advance (including any further advances

made)

(ii) interest accrued on the advance (but only up to the reporting

date), including any interest suspended 
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(iii) any other sum which the borrower is obliged to pay the society

and which is due from the borrower e.g. fees, fines,

administration charges, penalty interest and insurance premiums

and is intended to be consistent with the basis used for presentation of balances

outstanding shown in the balance sheet section of the return, with the addition

for table K of any interest suspended not included in the balance sheet.

2. Amount of arrears (columns 2 and 4)

2.1 Arrears will arise through the borrower failing to service any element of his debt

obligation to the society, including capital, interest, or fees, fines, administrative

charges, penalty interest and insurance premiums.

2.2 At the reporting date, the amount of arrears is the difference between

(i) the accumulated total amounts of (monthly or other periodic)

payments due to be received from the borrower; and

(ii) the accumulated total amount of payments actually made by the

borrower.

2.3 Only amounts which are contractually due at the reporting date should be

included in 2.2(i) above, that is include accrued interest only up to the reporting

date but not beyond, and for example only include a proportion of any annual

insurance premium if the society permits such amounts to be paid in periodic

instalments.

2.4 In the case of annual review schemes the 'payment due to be received' under

2.2(i) is that calculated under the scheme.  This may well differ from the amount

charged to the account but should not of itself give rise to any arrears providing

the borrower is making the level of payments advised by the society.  The same

principles apply to deferred interest products - if the borrower is making the

payments that are required under the loan arrangements then he is not in arrears,

even though the debt outstanding is increasing.
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2.5 Where a society makes a temporary "concession" to a borrower (i.e., an

agreement with the borrower whereby monthly payments are either suspended or

less than they would be on a fully commercial basis) for a period, the amounts

included in 2.2(i) are those contractually due (and at commercial rates of

interest) and hence the borrower will continue to be in arrears and the level of

arrears will in fact continue to increase until such time as he is able fully to

service the debt outstanding.

2.6 Where the terms of the loan do not require payment of interest (or capital) until a

stated date or until redemption or until certain conditions are triggered, as for

example in the case of certain building finance loans, then the loan is not in

arrears until such time as contractual repayments are overdue.  There may be

circumstances however where, even though the loan is not in arrears, it falls to

be reported under K1.5 or K2.5.  (See notes on K1.5/K2.5 at beginning of

Section K).

2.7 The reporting treatment of cases where arrears have been capitalised is dealt

with in section 3 below.

2.8 Where a "capitalisation" case that has at one time been correctly removed as

fully performing (see section 3) but at some later time defaults, then this should

be treated as a new default and the amount of arrears taken as that arising from

this new default.  That is, the previously capitalised arrears should not be

reinstated as current arrears.

3. Capitalisation of arrears and reporting criteria 

3.1 By "capitalisation" is meant a formal arrangement agreed with the borrower to

add all or part of a borrower's arrears to the amount of outstanding principal (i.e.

advance of principal including further advances less capital repayments received

during the period of the loan) and then treating that amount of overall debt as the

enlarged principal.  This enlarged principal is then used as the basis for

calculating future monthly payments over the remaining term of the loan.  Where

less than the full amount of arrears is capitalised (or indeed where none of the

arrears is capitalised) then, providing there are arrangements made for the

borrower to repay the non-capitalised arrears over a shorter period ranging for

example from 3 to 18 months, this type of arrangement should also be regarded

as an equivalent of "capitalisation".
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3.2 The decision to "capitalise" (or treat as if capitalised) is a business decision

between the society and the borrower.  However for the purposes of consistency

in reporting arrears cases in table K (and reporting capitalisations in table J) the

following reporting criteria should be used where a society has capitalised the

loan (or treated as if capitalised) and reset the monthly payment:

(i) such an arrears case should continue to be included in table K

until the loan has been "fully performing" (see (ii) below) for a

period of six consecutive months (any temporary increase in

arrears during this qualifying period has the effect of requiring

six consecutive months of fully performing after such an

event).Until that time it should be included in table K, and be

allocated to the arrears band applicable at each reporting date as

if "capitalisation" had not taken place;

(ii) for these purposes a loan is considered to be "fully performing"

only where the borrower has been meeting all obligations on the

loan with regard to repayments of principal, interest (at a normal

mortgage rate on the full balance outstanding, including as

appropriate any relevant past arrears), any payment towards

clearing past arrears as agreed with the society and any penalty

payments due levied in respect of previous missed repayments.

That is, amounts may be either added to the principal of the loan

or otherwise repaid over a shorter period than the residual term of

the mortgage, as agreed between society and borrower. But then

this revised payment schedule must be fully maintained for a six

month period before the arrears can qualify to be treated as

capitalised for reporting purposes and hence removed from the

arrears cases in table K

(iii) arrears cases qualifying as "fully performing" in (ii) should then

be omitted from table K, and should then be reported in table J

(at section J2) for the same reporting period during which the

removal occurs.

(iv) as regards capitalisation in relation to unsecured lending to

individuals (consumer lending recorded in K3.1), with the

possible exception of personal loans, it is not expected that the

concept of capitalisation will generally be applicable.
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4. Cases entering higher (i.e. more serious) arrears band in quarter (columns
1 to 3)

Refers to those cases now included in a particular arrears banding which were

classified in a less severe (i.e. lower numerical) band at the end of the previous

quarter but which have deteriorated sufficiently during the quarter to move to a

more severe arrears band.  For example against K1.1 entries under this heading

will show cases now "2.5 < 5%" (i.e. 2.5 or less than 5%) in arrears that were

previously excluded from the arrears table being less than 2.5% in arrears, and

K1.5 (and K2.5) will show details of those cases taken into possession during the

quarter.  Cases which have improved during the quarter by now being classified

to a less severe arrears band should not be included in these 3 columns.

5. Performance of current arrears cases (column 7)

5.1 This analyses all those arrears cases included in columns 4 to 6 and gives a

measure of performance covering all of the loans in a particular arrears band at

the end of the quarter.  The measure which compares "actual" with "expected"

payments is required to be calculated for a single time period: the last 3 months. 

For this time period, the performance measure should be calculated as a

percentage as follows:

total of "payments received" from borrowers  x 100

total of "payments due" from borrowers

where "payments due" means amounts due under normal commercial terms (and

not the lesser amounts which may have been agreed as part of any temporary

arrangement) fully to service the loans: that is the balances outstanding including

those elements referred to in 1.1 above such as insurance, fees and fines etc.  (If

for some reason this is not readily available then a suitable approximation can be

derived for each relevant month by applying one twelfth of the annual interest

rate to the appropriate balance outstanding), and

where "payments received" should be limited to regular repayment of interest,

capital and other sundry charges to the loan account, and should exclude

abnormal repayments (e.g. sale proceeds of property in possession, and large

lump sum repayment of part or all of the outstanding balance).  The reasoning

behind this is that excess payments on one or more arrears cases would 
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otherwise have the effect of compensating for underpayment on other arrears

cases and, as a result, give an overstated performance measure.

5.2 The amount to be entered on the return is a percentage to 2 decimal places and

omitting the % sign.

5.3 In calculating the performance measure on possession cases (K1.5 and K2.5), the

following points are relevant:

(i) "payments received": in many cases these may well be nil, but not always

since the property in possession may be let out and a rental income

received.  In each case the payment received should be included for the

purposes of calculating the performance measure;

(ii) "payments due": in recognition of the fact that amounts of interest will

still be charged to the borrowers account, then the "payments due"

should be calculated as three months interest at normal commercial rates

of interest;

(iii) however, in K1.5 and K2.5, it is likely that the performance measure will

in most instances be zero;

(iv) the relevance of the above however, is that "payments due" on

possession cases need to be computed in order to feed into the overall

performance measure at K1.6 and K2.6.

5.4 The overall measures of performance at K1.6 includes possessions, and is the 

ratio of:

(i) "payments received" on all cases in K1.1 to K1.5

(ii) "payments due" on all cases in K1.1 to K1.5

NB The same approach applies to K2.6
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K3.1 Other loans to customers: loans to individuals

Covers a subset of those loans included within QFS1 line item A9.4 (but

analysed fully within MFS1 line items F3.1 -3.6) i.e. bridging loans, personal

loans, credit cards, overdrafts and any other such lending to individuals.

These loans to individuals differ significantly in nature from mortgage  loans,

particularly as regards interest rates, repayment periods and the extent to which

the advance is fixed (e.g. bridging and personal loans) or elastic (e.g. credit cards

and overdrafts).  As a consequence, the trigger points for reporting  arrears cases

are not defined in the same way as for  mortgage  loans.

For the purposes of this arrears analysis, the criteria for inclusion as an arrears

case at the end of the quarter are as follows:

(i) Personal loans

These should be included where the amount of unpaid

repayments (that are actually due by the reporting date) is greater

than or equal to 3 times the current monthly contractual

repayment expected;

In the case of "negative equity" loans (i.e. that part of a loan on

land that is not fully secured, and which is therefore treated as a

personal unsecured loan), arrears reporting here should be based

on the same 2.5% criterion as used for loans fully secured on

residential property.

(ii) Bridging loans

Those subject to scheduled repayments during the period of the

loan should be treated as for personal loans.

Those not subject to scheduled repayments, that is those where

interest is added to the account and repaid only when the loan is

redeemed, will in general not give rise to an "arrears situation".

However there may be circumstances when, even though

scheduled repayments are not required, the loan is in default of

the terms of the loan agreement.  For example, it may have been

a condition of the loan that the accumulated debt would 
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QFS1: SECTION K/8

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION K: LENDING - ARREARS ANALYSIS

(ii) Bridging loans (continued)

not exceed a specified limit or that the loan would be redeemed

within a stated period.  In these circumstances the amount of debt

in excess of such a pre-set limit should be treated as arrears (or

the whole amount if no limit has been pre-set). 

If for any reason, the property on which the loan is secured is

taken into possession then the loan should be included in

columns 4 and 6 (even if there are deemed to be no "arrears").

(iii) Overdrafts

Authorised overdrafts will normally have an overdraft limit

pre-set by the society and communicated to the customer.  Those

accounts where the borrower has exceeded an overdraft limit

should be treated as being in arrears, with the amount of arrears

being the excess over the pre-set overdraft limit.

Unauthorised overdrafts are those which arise on accounts that,

at the time, had no agreed pre-set overdraft limit (e.g. on certain

cheque or current accounts), of which the customer had been

made aware.  In such cases the amount of arrears will be the total

amount of the overdraft.  Where societies operate a policy of

allowing an account (on which there is no authorised overdraft)

to become overdrawn up to an administrative limit before

refusing to accept cheques, standing orders, direct debits etc, but

without advising this limit to the customer, this administrative

limit should be disregarded for arrears reporting purposes, and

the total amount of the overdraft reported as arrears.  If,

subsequently, arrangements are made with the borrower for an

authorised overdraft then the account should be treated as for

authorised overdrafts above; 

(iv) Credit cards/budget plans/revolving credit agreements

The lender will normally establish a pre-set credit limit for each

borrower.
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QFS1: SECTION K/9

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION K: LENDING - ARREARS ANALYSIS

(iv) Credit cards/budget plans/revolving credit agreements

(continued)

Loans where the debt (i.e. balance outstanding) exceeds the pre-

set credit limit should be treated as an arrears case, with the

amount of arrears being the excess of the balance outstanding

over the credit limit.

Where a loan is operating within a credit limit, the criterion for

being treated as an arrears case is whether the minimum monthly

contractual repayments are being made.  If the borrower fails for

three months to meet in full the minimum monthly contractual

repayment then the loan should be shown as being in arrears,

with the amount of arrears taken as the latest calculated

minimum contractual repayment (which should include previous

under payments).

(v) "Contractual repayments"/"pre-set limits"

For the purposes of (i) to (iv) above, these terms are subject to

the following points:

Contractual repayments: is a reference to an amount

determined on a normal commercial basis fully to service the

balance outstanding, and not to any lesser amount which may be

the subject of agreed arrangements with the borrower.

Pre-set limit: is the credit limit in operation on the account at the

end of the quarter, and is to be used in establishing the amount, if

any, of arrears at the reporting date.        
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QFS1: SECTION K/10

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION K: LENDING - ARREARS ANALYSIS

K3.2 Other loans to customers: loans to others

This type of lending is likely to be predominantly to business customers.  In a

number of instances, such lending may have similar characteristics to loans to

individuals in K3.1 and accordingly the same criteria can be used in assessing

whether a particular loan is in arrears and if so by an amount that qualifies for

being included in K3.2.                                                 
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QFS1: SECTION L/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION L: EXPOSURE ANALYSIS: Large exposures - Group

The notes below should be read in conjunction with the Prudential Guidance on

Large Exposures contained in Chapter 7 of Volume 1 of the Interim Prudential

Sourcebook for building societies.

Because of the need for numerous references to "subsidiary undertaking" in this

section, for convenience the term has been abbreviated to "subsidiary"

throughout.

1. Basis for reporting Large Exposures on Table L

Supervised (i) The reference in the table heading to Group refers to the Supervised

Group Group.  This term is defined in the P/G  as meaning the society and

those subsidiaries subject to consolidated supervision (i.e. those

subsidiaries included in the Group (consolidated) solvency ratio

calculation - see also Solvency P/G).  In cases where a society has no

subsidiaries, the Supervised Group is then the society.

Own Funds (ii) The measure of own funds to be used in large exposure calculations is

the Group (consolidated) amount of Capital Available at the quarter

end as reported in table D, line item D4, column 4 (taking account of any

exclusions from consolidation that may be required, as referred to in the

Solvency P/G).

Types of (iii) The Supervised Group may have exposures to two types of  

counterparty counterparty: those external to the Group, and those intra-Group, that

is:

a. exposure to an external counterparty (or group of connected

counterparties) which is not connected with the society or any

member of the supervised group.

In this case the exposure of the supervised group means the

aggregate of all individual exposures of the society and any of its

subsidiaries in the supervised group to that counterparty (or group of

connected counterparties).

b. intra-group exposure to connected undertakings, which should be

monitored as two separate categories as set out below.
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QFS1: SECTION L/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION L: EXPOSURE ANALYSIS: Large exposures - Group

Type of (iii) b. intra-group exposures  (continued)

Counterparty

(continued) b.(1) exposures of the society itself to an individual subsidiary

or sub group of subsidiaries (that is where a subsidiary has

subsidiaries of its own) in the Supervised Group.

For reporting purposes the exposure to each single subsidiary (or

sub group of subsidiaries) should be assessed in isolation and

tested against the reporting criteria for large exposures (below). 

A large exposure (before exemptions) to a subsidiary which is

subject to agreed solo-consolidation should also be reported

(with the effect of the exemption resulting in a zero entry in the

total exposure column).

Additionally, societies are asked to provide one extra line of

information, being the sub-total of all "small" exposures to

individual subsidiaries in the supervised group.  Where the

society has no large exposures to any subsidiary in the supervised

group then this extra information will be the total of exposures to

every subsidiary in the supervised group, otherwise it will be the

total of non-large exposures.  The counterparty column should be

completed with the name "Small Exposures to Subsidiaries".

b.(2) exposures of the supervised group to counterparties connected

with the society but outside of the supervised group.

Counterparties here includes any subsidiary not included in the

supervised group (e.g. a Life Company) and any other relevant

undertakings that are connected with the society.

Exposures of the society itself and those of individual

subsidiaries in the supervised group to all such counterparties

should be aggregated and the aggregate exposure tested for being

a reportable large exposure.

Multi- (iv) An exposure to a counterparty (or group of connected counterparties)

Exposure is the aggregate of all individual exposures to that counterparty (and

adding together different categories of exposure to the same counterparty

e.g. loan asset, liquid asset, connected undertakings and other

investments, and off-balance sheet).
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QFS1: SECTION L/3

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION L: EXPOSURE ANALYSIS: Large exposures - Group

Reportable (v) The P/G requires all exposures (described above) which are "large"

Large (see (vi)) exposures to be reported on table L irrespective of 

Exposures whether the exposure is eligible for full or partial exemption, and to

give two measures of the exposure.  These two measures are:

a. Actual exposure which is the amount of the exposure before the

application of any full or partial exemptions (details of the full or

partial exemptions are to be found in  the P/G. 

b. Total exposure which is the amount of exposure net of any full or

partial exemptions.

Details of "actual exposure" and "total exposure" for different

categories of exposure are given further on in these guidance notes at

section 3(e) and (f).

Defining (vi) In considering whether an exposure is a reportable large exposure the

Reportable test is whether the actual exposure amount is 10% or more of own

funds (as defined in (ii) above).

Taking (vii) For each reportable large exposure (i.e. based on actual exposure as

account above) the return also asks for certain other information in order to

of establish the net effect of any full or partial exemption.  This is

exemptions established by means of information on:

a. the amount of total exposure, which is the amount after taking

account of any full or partial exemption; and

b. whether the total exposure is a qualifying large exposure, that is

the amount of total exposure is 10% or more of own funds. 

Qualifying is used in the sense that, after taking account of

exemptions, the total exposure amount counts towards the 300% or

800% limit.  Where this is the case this should be indicated by "Q"

as part of the "Class" column (under Exposure Type), otherwise

where it is not a qualifying large exposure then this should be

indicated by "E".  (See section 3(c) for further detail).
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QFS1: SECTION L/4

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION L: EXPOSURE ANALYSIS: Large exposures - Group

2. Categories of Large Exposure

This "large exposures" analysis covers loan asset and liquid asset exposures together

with exposures to connected undertakings and other investments and off balance sheet

exposures, as follows:

(i) loan assets: list the 10 largest exposures (irrespective of size in relation to own

funds) and if applicable any others where the "actual exposure" amounts to

10% or more of own funds.  For these purposes, exposures to connected

undertakings are treated as a separate category (see (iii) below) including any

which may be secured on land.

(ii) liquid assets: list (after (i)) all exposures where the "actual exposure"

amounts to 10% or more of own funds.

(iii) connected undertakings and other investments: list (after (ii)) all exposures

of the society to its individual subsidiaries in the supervised group, and the

aggregate exposure of the supervised group to subsidiaries or other connected

undertakings outside of the supervised group (but which are connected with the

society), being investments in or loans to such bodies including any which are

fully secured on land.  Then list, if applicable, any such aggregate exposure of

the supervised group to investments in other undertakings.  In each case only

list where the "actual exposure" amounts to 10% or more of own funds. 

Finally, include the additional line on "small exposures" described in (1)b.(1)

above.

(iv) off balance sheet: list (after (iii)) all exposures where the "actual exposure"

amounts to 10% or more of own funds.

NB: Where a reportable large exposure to a counterparty is made up of different

categories of exposure (i.e. combinations of two or more of loan assets, liquid

assets, connected undertakings and other investments, and off-balance sheet) the

separate amounts falling into each of the four categories should be listed

separately on the return as individual line items within the appropriate set (i.e.

loan asset set, liquid asset set etc).  This same approach should be followed for

both actual exposure and total exposure.  As regards the use of "Q" or "E" in

the "Class" column (see section 3(c)), then the same letter should appear on each

of the individual line items making up the exposure to this counterparty, and

should be determined on the basis of the aggregate total exposure amount.  The

most likely combination of different categories of exposure is liquid asset and

off-balance sheet (e.g. hedging contracts)  for example to banks.
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QFS1: SECTION L/5

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION L: EXPOSURE ANALYSIS: Large exposures - Group

3. (a) Lender code

This is to identify the "lender" (i.e. the party with the exposure) by distinguishing

loans made (or other exposures incurred) by the society itself from those made by

subsidiaries of the society.

Code

Society only SOC

Subsidiary only Abbreviated name or initials, sufficient to identify company

Subsidiaries SUBX

Society plus subsidiary(ies) GRP

3. (b) Name of counterparty or connected group

This is to identify the name of an individual counterparty to the exposure (i.e. the

borrower), or, where the counterparty is a group of connected counterparties (see

P/G), the name of the principal counterparty or other name used to identify the whole

group of connected counterparties.  In the case of a housing association its

registration status should be included in brackets as (R)/(UR) to indicate whether

registered with the Housing Corporation (or Tai Cymru/Scottish Homes) or

unregistered.

3. (c) Exposure type - class

This consists of two single characters separated by a hyphen to indicate:

• firstly the "class" of exposure as detailed below -

For loan assets (excluding exposures to connected undertakings) the

"class" is F (fully secured on land), or U (unsecured on land)

For liquid assets the class is "L";

For connected undertakings and other investments the class is 

"C";

For off balance sheet items the class is "X".

• and second, whether the exposure (as measured by the value recorded

under the "Total Exposure" column) is 10% or more of own funds and

therefore qualifies (designated by the character "Q") for aggregation

against the 300% or 800% limit, or is less than 10% of own funds and

therefore should be excluded (designated by the character "E") from that

aggregation.

• example entries are:

F - Q for a loan fully secured on land with "total exposure"

10% or more of own funds.

C - E For an exposure to a connected undertaking with "total

exposure" less than 10% of own funds.
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QFS1: SECTION L/6

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION L: EXPOSURE ANALYSIS: Large exposures - Group

3. (d) Exposure type - code 

A two character code, identifying security or counterparty type which should be

allocated on the basis of the type of the main or majority of balances when

exposure is to a connected group.  The code is as follows:

(i) for loan asset exposures they are as follows:

Exposure Type
"Class" Code Type of security/loan or other 

exposure

F  RL Loans FSRP to individuals only

Other FSRP and other FSOL loans:

F HA Housing Association

F RD Residential - Development

F RI Residential - Investment

F RO Residential - Other

F CD Commercial - Development

F CI Commercial - Investment

F CO Commercial - Other

U LI Other loans to individuals

U LB Other loans to businesses etc.

(ii) for liquid asset exposures they are as follows:

Exposure Type
"Class"  Code Type of counterparty

L BA Bank

L BS Building society

L GV Government (UK or overseas)

L LA Local authority

L OC Other counterparty

(iii) for exposures to connected undertakings and other investments they

are as follows:

Exposure Type
"Class" Code Type of counterparty

C SU Subsidiary within Supervised Group

C OC Other connected undertaking

C OI Other investment

(iv) for off balance sheet exposures they are as follows:

Exposure Type
"Class " Code Type of exposure

X IR Interest rate contract

X FX Foreign exchange contract

X FR other: Full risk*

X MR Medium risk*

X ML Medium/Low risk*

X LR Low risk and other*

* terms as used in Solvency P/G
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QFS1: SECTION L/7

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION L: EXPOSURE ANALYSIS: Large Exposures - Group

3. (e) Actual Exposure

See tabular information below for details.  NB the "actual exposure" includes future

commitments.

Total exposure

This is the "actual exposure" after the application of any percentage weights to give

effect to relevant exemptions.  Percentage weights are as in  the P/G  (with fully

exempt exposures having a 0% weighting), and all references to asset maturities are

to residual maturities.   See tabular information below.

3. (f) Actual & Total Exposure by Category of Exposure:

Category of Exposure Actual Exposure Total Exposure

Loan Assets: Balance outstanding (as included in the

balance sheet) on the account(s) of the

counterparty or group of connected

counterparties at the end of the reporting

period, plus future commitments

Amount as in previous column.

Liquid Assets Balance outstanding (as above) but

excluding accrued interest.

The amount that results from the

application of relevant

percentage weights to the

previous column.

Connected undertakings and

other investments 

Balance outstanding (as above) plus
future commitments

The amount that results from the

application of relevant

percentage weights to the

previous column.

Off Balance Sheet:

(i) Interest rate and

(ii) Foreign exchange

contracts

Current replacement cost of all contracts

with positive values(*1), plus potential

future credit exposure.  (The sum of

amounts calculated in steps (a) and (b) of

section 1C5.1 of Annex 1C of Solvency

P/G)

Same as previous column.

(iii) Full risk Nominal Value (*2) Same as previous column.

(iv) Medium risk Nominal Value (*2 and g) Same as previous column.

(v) Medium/Low risk Nominal Value (*2  and g) Same as previous column

(vi) Low risk Nominal Value (*2 and g) Same as previous column.

*1 That is where the replacement "cost" would represent a payment by the society, as opposed to a payment by the

counterparty (because interest rates had moved in the society's favour).

*2 In terms of Annex 1Cof the P/G, this value is the amount  without application of the credit conversion factor.

3. (g) Future commitments

This represents the amount of a commitment to a counterparty or a group of

connected counterparties, to advance further sums, as at the end of the reporting

period.

Include contingent liabilities if they are loan asset related.

If a development property is taken in possession, it includes the future cost of build-

out of the development.

In respect of the medium, medium/low and low risk off-balance sheet categories

in (f), the value of any commitments to a counterparty that have already been

reported with balances outstanding (under loan assets or connected undertaking or

other investment exposures) should be omitted from medium, medium/low or low

risk categories to avoid double counting.
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QFS1: SECTION L/8

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION L: EXPOSURE ANALYSIS: Large Exposures - Group

3. (h) Security value

For loan assets this is to be the 'most recent valuation' of tangible security held in

respect of the relevant current exposure.  Estimates of future value should not be

used.  The 'most recent valuation' is a reference to the most recent written report on

the value of the property.

For liquid assets it is market value (or book value if not marketable).

For connected undertakings and other investments, and off balance sheet

exposures this column will not normally be applicable.

3. (i)  Year of valuation

This represents the year in which the security was last valued.

For connected undertakings and other investments, and off balance sheet

exposures this column will not normally be applicable.

3. (j) Specific provisions

This is to be the amount of any specific provision which has been included in the

income and expenditure account in respect of the relevant lending or investment.

For liquid assets, connected undertakings and other investments, and off

balance sheet exposures this column will not normally be applicable.

3. (k) Amount of arrears

This is the total amount of any accumulated arrears on the particular exposure.

For liquid assets, connected undertakings and other investments, and off

balance sheet exposures this column will not normally be applicable.

4. OTHERS POINTS ON P/G 

(i) References to compliance with various large exposure limits (e.g. 20%

of own funds) should be interpreted as references to the total exposure
measure (i.e. after taking account of any full or partial exemptions).

(ii) References in paragraphs  7.6 and 7.8 of the P/G to

(a) "exempt" exposures means exposures which, after taking into

account full or partial exemptions, are below the relevant

reporting percentage (e.g. if less than or equal to 20% it is not

required to be pre-reported);

(b) the need for pre-reporting should therefore be based on the total

exposure measure as a percentage of own funds.

(iii) All references to maturities in the text and  paragraph 7.8 of the P/G are

to residual maturities.
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QFS1: SECTION M/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION M: MATURITY ANALYSIS (Residual maturity)

This table analyses the maturity profile of a society's shares and deposits & debt

securities, liquid assets and committed facilities.  The analyses are of balance sheet

amounts excluding accrued interest.

The amounts repayable within the particular bandings should represent the residual

maturity rather than that based on the original or contractual maturity date.  [The

time bandings are exactly as set out at the head of the table, where a "month" means

the normal 30 days, and not as used in MFS1 Table C, Section C2 which only

applies for items in C2]

M1/2 Shares and Deposits & debt securities: residual maturity

The amount repayable by time band for an item should be the earlier of 

(i) the residual period up to original maturity date; or

(ii) where repayment is available before that time without penalty, as for

example:

a) by giving a period of notice, in which case residual maturity is

the remaining time before any such notice comes into effect (all

investors accounts of a given type/product which has a 'notice'

option will not necessarily have the same residual maturity -

different accounts will have different periods of residual notice to

penalty free access); or

b) in certain accounts where an investor can have instant access

without penalty to amounts in excess of a certain amount (e.g.

amounts in excess of £10,000), then the total amounts

"accessible" above the various minima should be treated as

repayable in the "up to 8 days" band.

Residual maturity for FRNs and similar instruments, should generally be treated 

in the same way.

However if there is an option for early repayment the treatment depends on

whether the society has the choice in exercising that option or whether it could

be obliged to repay at a third party's option:

(a) if it is at the society's option then classify by full residual maturity (i.e.

period to original maturity)

(b) if the obligation is on the society then the earliest repayment date, that

would apply in normal circumstances, determines the residual maturity

period.
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SECTION M/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION M: MATURITY ANALYSIS (Residual maturity)

M3 Liquid assets: residual maturity

The same approach should be adopted as in M1 & 2, except for the treatment of

the society's option/obligation where the rules are reversed.

In classifying the various liquid assets shown in the (corresponding) monthly

MFS1 return, the following scheme should be used:

QFS1 item MFS1 items to be included

M3.1 Cash B6.1 Cash

M3.2 Bank deposits B6.2 (a+b) Central banks

B6.3 (a+b) Banks

M3.3 CDs B6.4 (a to c) CDs

M3.4 Other money market B6.5 (a to d) OMMIs

instruments (OMMIs) B6.7 (a to b) Bills

M3.5 Marketable securities B6.6  (a1 to b3) Bonds, notes & OCIs

B6.10 (a1 to b4) Mortgage backed securities

B6.11 (a1 to b2) Sovereign securities

M3.6 Other B6.8 (a to c) Local authority

B6.9 Certs of tax deposit

B6.12 (a to c) Other liquid assets

M4  Committed facilities available

These represent formal and confirmed standby facilities including overdraft

facilities.  Only undrawn amounts of such facilities should be included.
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QFS1: SECTION N/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION N: ORGANISATION

Requests details of number of staff and offices.

Staff numbers refers to actual (or expected) numbers in post or otherwise

engaged by the society (including temporary and contract staff, staff on paid

maternity or sick leave; and unfilled vacancies which the society actually plans

to fill) at the relevant period end.  Numbers should be stated in terms of full-time

equivalents, counting part time staff as half.  Where staff are employed by the

society but in fact work for a subsidiary undertakings then numbers should be

allocated to "subsidiary undertakings" columns but only where the costs of such

staff are charged to the subsidiary.

N1 Total staff (full time equivalent) covers all staff employed at the period end,

counting part time staff as half a staff unit.

N1.1 Staff at branch offices covers all staff (on a full time equivalent basis) at

branches which provide deposit taking and/or lending services to members. 

Include any such office located within a head office: for very small societies this

may be the only branch.  Staff that are not located at branch offices should be

excluded from the branch count (i.e. do not include staff at local or regional

administration centres in the branch count).

N1.2 Staff at estate agency offices covers all staff (on a full time equivalent basis)

employed at estate agency offices included under N3.

N2 Branch offices staffed by employees covers those described in N1.1 (and

therefore includes any such branch at head office offering deposit taking/and or

lending services to members).  A zero entry is therefore not applicable.

N3 Estate agency offices distinguishes between those existing within a society

branch office and those independently sited.

N5 Members and creditors: numbers

N5.1 Shareholding members: the number of share investors (not the number of

accounts).  Societies are expected to use best endeavours to eliminate

duplication from the count of investing shareholders.  Joint holdings should be

counted as one "shareholder".
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QFS1: SECTION N/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION N: ORGANISATION

N5.2 Borrowing members: the number of borrowers (not the same as the total

number of mortgages) with joint borrowers being counted as one.  A borrower

with more than one mortgage should only be counted as one borrower.  Societies

should use best endeavours to eliminate duplication (where a borrower has both

a solo loan and another loan jointly with a second person then societies may

compile figures on the basis that there are two borrowers: the individual and the

joint borrower).

In the case of subsidiary undertakings, "borrowers" is as above, although the

concept of membership does not apply.

N5.3 Creditors for deposits: the same principles as for N5.1 should be applied to the

range of deposit accounts.
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QFS1: SECTION P/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION P: INVESTMENTS: By type of activity

a) This table is an analysis of the society's investments (as shown in the balance sheet

under this same title) by different types of business activity, plus in column 2 the

amount of other loans (not treated as investments in the balance sheet, but as other

loans to customers) made to the various types of undertakings.

b) The analysis by line item is divided between activities undertaken by subsidiary

undertakings and participating interests (lines P1 to P9) and those related to other

investments (i.e. trade investments such as LINK, BACS etc, and other equity

shares) shown at line P10.

c) When a society has more than one  body undertaking a particular business activity

(e.g. 3 estate agency companies) then figures should be aggregated for all such

companies and shown on a single line in the table.

In the case of a connected body undertaking more than one type of activity then it

should be classified on the basis of the main type of activity.

d) Profit figures for subsidiary undertakings should be included on the basis of the

amount attributable to the society: this is less than the amount shown in table B

which includes amounts attributable to minority interests.  The reconciliation is

covered in P12.

e) Staff employed (FTE) refers to staff employed at the respective period ends.

"FTE" is full time equivalent, counting part time staff as half a staff unit.

P8 Society support operations is intended to cover companies set up to deal with

particular aspects of running the society's core business.  Examples are computer

services company, property company (holding HQ and/or branches), mortgage

administration of loans on society's balance sheet, etc.

Reconciliation of sub-totals

 

P11 The total of "investments in" in column 1 should agree with the amount shown in

the balance sheet against "Investments" at A9.5 (col 1).  The total of "loans to" in column 1 will

be part of the amount shown in the balance sheet against "Other loans to customers" at A9.4.
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QFS1: SECTION P/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION P: INVESTMENTS: By type of activity

P11 The total income in the final two columns for "All investments" made up of (i)

Income from participating interests (which includes associated undertakings) and

(ii) income from trade and other investments and totalled in P11, should agree

with income from investments in table B as follows: 

- Income attributable to the society, totalled at P11, should agree with B4

(Column 1).

- Income attributable to the Group, totalled at P11, should agree with B4

(Column 7) and will be the share of profits after tax in associated

undertakings together with dividend receivable from other participating

interests and other investments.

Please also see Introduction/3 which provides a useful summary of the

accounting treatment in the Income & Expenditure Account of the various types

of connected undertakings and other investments.

P12 The total profits of all subsidiary undertakings included in the sub-total at P12.1

(which only represents the amounts attributable to the society) together with

P12.2 (the amounts attributable to minority interests) should agree with the

equivalent total under "Subsidiary undertakings" in table B at B11.

P13 Is the total of figures for subsidiary undertakings (shown in P1 to P9) which

have not been included in consolidated figures in table B, i.e. those entries

marked "NC" in column 3 of table P.
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QFS1: SECTION Y/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

SECTION Y: CHECKLIST OF LINE ITEMS ROUTINELY TO BE DEDUCTED

The purpose of this section is to indicate those line items in the various tables which will

be "deducting" items when arriving at sub-totals or totals.  These should be shown without

sign and should not be shown in brackets unless the conditions in paragraph 8(iv) of the

Introduction to these Notes require.

Table Line items

A A9.6

   B B2

B6.1 & 6.2

B7 

B8

B9

B12

B14

C C1.2

C1.5

C2.1c

C2.2a

D D1.3

D1.4

D2.6

D3.1

D3.2

Notesqfs.doc
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FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT

QFS 2

GUIDANCE NOTES

Sections

Introduction: General Notes on the return

Section A: Sectorisation of selected liabilities

Section B:   Sectorisation of loans and investments

Section C:   Residual maturity analysis of gilts

Section D: Derivative contracts

Submission of return: By close on the 11th business  day after each of the

calendar quarters (i.e. ending March, June,

September, December).
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QFS2: Introduction/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT QFS2 ("Society only" return)

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

1. Introduction

The QFS2 return is only required to be completed by the larger societies (i.e.

those societies completing the monthly MFS1 return to the faster timetable). The

reporting quarters are calendar quarters, that is end

March/June/September/December.

The main purpose of QFS2 is to collect the  detailed sectoral analysis needed for

the monetary and financial accounts statistics.  The starting point for this is the 

increased sectoral analysis on the monthly statement MFS1 (including the MFS1

supplementary statement [Forms B8-10]), which is supplemented quarterly by

the more detailed sectoral analysis of particular balance sheet items collected on

QFS2 (whose structure is harmonised with that used in the MFS1 return).

2. Unit of measurement

Amounts should be entered to the nearest £ million (i.e. not thousands as on the

MFS1 return), omitting £000,000s.  In all cases on the return, totals should equal

the sum of component items (with any adjustment due to rounding being made

on the largest component item).

3. Cross validation to return MFS1

A number of sub totals on QFS2 are direct equivalents of line items on return

MFS1, and the amounts entered on QFS2 should agree with the corresponding

item on MFS1 (subject to rounding to the nearest £ million).  For this reason the

return has MFS1 cross references to facilitate comparison with corresponding

items in the monthly return.
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QFS2: Introduction/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT QFS2

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN (continued)

4. Accuracy

As the main purpose of the figures is to provide broadly accurate aggregates for

the total of all societies, estimates of less precision than the data entered on the

monthly MFS1 return will be acceptable in compiling the component sectoral

details required on QFS2.

However, societies are asked to advise the Financial Services Authority (the

Financial, Risk Analysis and Monitoring Group) of any subsequently discovered

errors resulting in changes of over £25 million.

5. Society/Connected Undertakings

The return should be compiled on a society only basis. Separate returns are not

required to be completed in respect of subsidiary or other undertakings.

6. Sectoral classification

Societies should refer to the Guidance Notes on the monthly MFS1 (for the main

sector definitions), Appendix II of those notes, together with the sector mapping

document appended to the MFS1 Supplementary Statement guidance notes.
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QFS2: Section A/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT QFS2

SECTION A: SECTORISATION OF SELECTED LIABILITIES

A1 OTHER UK SECTOR (UK NON-BANK NON-BUILDING SOCIETY

PRIVATE SECTOR)

This analyses two funding items as follows:

(i) Share liabilities reflects the entry reported at B1.1 on the MFS1

and this is analysed by the relevant component sector.

(ii) Deposits is the sum of three line items on MFS1 (namely

B2.0(a),B2.1 and  B2.3). 
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QFS2: Section B/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT QFS2

SECTION B: SECTORISATION OF LOANS AND INVESTMENTS (Gross)

This table analyses loan assets on a gross basis (i.e. without deduction of

provisions) for two specific sectors: the "other UK Sector" (UK non-bank non-

building society private sector) and the "non-resident sector".  This is a further

analysis of two of the loan asset sector figures in B7.8 of the MFS1 return (with

which relevant totals should agree).

B1-6 COLUMNAR ANALYSIS

Loans fully secured on residential property and loans fully secured on land

(balances) are as defined in the 1986 Act and the MFS1 Guidance Notes.

Investments and Other Loans to Customers are analysed as follows:

i. Investments (Equities). These refer to investments in connected

undertakings (share or other capital in the society's undertakings, being

part  of MFS1 line item B7.4) together with any other 'securities'.  For the

purposes of this return, securities are taken as investments in related

companies, and other marketable or potentially marketable instruments

(with an original maturity of one year or more) e.g. mortgage backed or

other securities.

ii. All other loan and investments.  These include certain loans of a longer

term nature (and typically where a repayment schedule is not expected)

to connected undertakings (being part of MFS1 line item B7.4) and other

loans provided to subsidiary undertakings (being part of MFS1 line item

B7.3(b)).

NB: Subsidiary undertakings primarily set up to do secured lending in the UK

fall to be disclosed at line B1.1(e).

B2 NON-RESIDENT SECTOR

B2.1 Direct investment  comprises investment (including retained earnings) by the

society in the fixed assets (such as premises and equipment) of its overseas

branches and in the share capital, loan capital and other capital funds of its

subsidiary undertakings.  Also include any working capital in the form of

equipment provided free of charge to branches and subsidiary undertakings

overseas.  [This analysis is used in balance of payments statistics].
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QFS2: Section C/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT QFS2

SECTION C: UK GOVERNMENT STERLING SECURITIES

C1-3 BY RESIDUAL MATURITY

Analyses residual maturity of gilts by index linked and other, showing opening

and closing balances along with transactions and valuation changes in the

quarter.  The analysis is 'sterling' only, being an analysis of the amount shown in

the sterling column against item B6.11 a1) of the MFS1 return.

A note on securities subject to a stock lending agreement

The treatment in table C should be as follows:

(i) balances: include securities lent (or pledged), but exclude

securities or other instruments held as collateral under a stock

lending agreement.

(ii) transactions: exclude transactions in which securities are lent (or

pledged) under a stock lending agreement.  The receipt of

securities or other instruments as collateral under a stock lending

agreement should also be excluded.

C1-3 TRANSACTIONS (Columns)

Points on individual columns are:

(i) Balance at end previous quarter should agree with the figure

provided on MFS1 for the corresponding month.  Here book

value means the basis on which the society records gilts in its

accounts.

(ii) Purchases in quarter is the value of all such acquisitions in the

period

(iii) Realisations in quarter is the amount received from sale or 

redemption of gilts in the period.

(iv) Other debit/credit net will include for example:

- depreciation (or amortisation of premium)/appreciation

(or amortisation of discount)

- net surplus/deficit on realisation
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QFS2: Section C/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT QFS2

SECTION C: UK GOVERNMENT STERLING SECURITIES

- amounts in respect of holdings which have passed from

one maturity band to another in the quarter

- any other adjustment to the previous quarter's book value.

(v) Balances at end quarter is given on two bases:

(a) Book value - which should reconcile with the previous

columns

(b) Market value - which provides a bench-mark for

compilation of sector balance sheets.
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QFS2: Section D/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: QUARTERLY STATEMENT QFS2

SECTION D: DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS

This return records building societies' asset and liability positions in derivatives as at the

end of the period and transactions in derivatives over the period.  These data will

contribute to the UK National Accounts and Balance of Payments.

D.1 TOTAL NOTIONAL DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS

Derivative contracts are to be categorised here under 3 market risk categories: interest

rate, foreign exchange and other (e.g. equity).  In practice, derivatives may involve

more than one category.  In such cases the contract should be reported in only one

category to avoid double counting, with the allocation being based on the underlying

risk component which primarily determines the price of the contract.

The entry to be shown in each line item is the gross amount of the principal involved.

D.2 TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS

Societies should include all contracts at their market or fair value, where the fair value is

the amount at which the contract could be exchanged in an arms length transaction

between informed and willing parties.  Contracts with a positive marked-to-market value

should be recorded as an asset: contracts with a negative marked-to-market value should

be recorded as a liability.

D.3 NET TRANSACTIONS IN DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS

This includes all transactions in derivatives by the society.  All derivative contracts

should be recorded on a cash basis with the values reflecting market settlement values

rather than daily unrealised revaluation amounts (of accruals). Where cash is received a

negative transaction should be recorded and where a payment is made a positive

transaction should be recorded.  If delivery of the underlying asset occurs (e.g. with

some option contracts) then only the difference between the market price and the

contract paid should be reported as a transaction. Similarly, the exchange of principal

(e.g. in cross currency SWAPS) should also be excluded.

D.4 TRANSACTIONS WITH NON-RESIDENT COUNTERPARTIES

This is an "of which" of the data included in D.3 above.  Societies should separately

identify net receipts associated with interest rate swaps, FRA's and other products where

the counterparty is a non-resident.
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FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

AFS1

GUIDANCE NOTES

Sections

Introduction: General notes on the return

Section A: Balance Sheet

Section B: Income and Expenditure

Section C:  Miscellaneous

Section F: Diversification

Section G: Selected Business Volumes

Section X: Summary of cross checks

Section Y: Summary of deducting items

Submission of AFS1: must  be within 2 months of financial year end.
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AFS1: INTRODUCTION/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

1. Introduction

This section covers a number of points that have relevance across the return

generally:  

2) Building Societies Act 1986

3) Accounting conventions

4) Accuracy 

5) Society, connected undertakings and group figures

6) Time horizons

7) Outturn information

8) Specific items:

(i) positions to be reported gross

(ii) foreign currencies

(iii) use of brackets (..) around figures

9) Building society mergers

2. Building Societies Act 1986

Any reference to "the 1986 Act" is a reference to this legislation (as subsequently

amended).
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AFS1: INTRODUCTION/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN 

3. Accounting conventions

Unless advice is given to the contrary in these Guidance Notes, the return should

be compiled using standard accounting practice and in accordance with accounts

regulations made under the 1986 Act.

The return has been designed with the aim of harmonising line items wherever

possible with those required under accounts regulations, and as used in societies'

published and internal accounts.  In most instances line items reflect the basis

adopted in the 1998 accounting regulations.  Given the existence of detailed

"definitions" in the Accounts Regs (in the form of particular treatments to be

adopted in compiling balance sheet and income and expenditure accounts) and

also guidance in the BSA's Annual Accounts Manual, sections A and B of these

Guidance Notes deal only with a limited number of line items where additional

notes are thought likely to be needed.

                                                                                                                 

4. Accuracy                                      

                                                              

It is expected that entries on the return will be actual values.  Although the return

is not required to be formally audited, figures which are common to (i.e. the line

item is the same and the definition is the same as) those in the Published

Accounts (mainly in Sections A and B) should agree with those figures.

5. Society, Connected Undertakings and Group figures

Societies may hold investments in different types of undertakings.

The1986 Act defines certain undertakings in which a society may have an

interest as "connected undertakings", that is "subsidiary undertakings" and

"associated undertakings".  In addition to these however a society may also have

"other participating interests" or hold "other equity shares" (that is non

participating interests).  These terms are amplified below:     

Subsidiary undertakings: As defined in Companies Act 1985, section 258,

which essentially means undertakings over which the society exercises control or

dominant influence.
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AFS1: INTRODUCTION/3

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN 

5. Society, Connected Undertakings and Group figures (continued)

Participating interests:  An interest held by a society in the shares of another

undertaking which it holds on a long term basis for the purpose of securing a

contribution to its activities by the exercise of control or influence arising from

or related to that interest.  A holding of 20 per cent or more of the shares of an

undertaking is presumed to be a participating interest unless the contrary has

been agreed with the  Financial Services Authority.  (Full definition is that given

in Companies Act 1985, section 260).

For the purposes of group figures the category "participating interests" sub-

divides into:

Associated undertakings: A participating interest in which the society

exercises a significant influence over the operating and financial policy.

(Full definition given in Companies Act 1985, schedule 4A paragraph

20).

Other participating interests: A participating interest that does not fall

to be included within the definition of an associated undertaking.

In tables A and B of the return there is however no separate line for

"participating interests", and any entry appropriate to this category should be

included in the line for "other participating interests".

Other equity shares: These essentially refer to non-participating interests in

other undertakings.  They include any other investments which do not fall to be

included within any definition above, such as trade investments (e.g. BACS,

APACS etc) or other forms of equity holdings (e.g. XYZ plc).
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AFS1: INTRODUCTION/4

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN

5. Society, Connected Undertakings and Group figures (continued)

The accounting treatment of these investments is best summarised.  Reference to the

table below should help societies to determine an acceptable and reasonable approach:

BALANCE SHEET

(a) Subsidiary

undertakings

(b) Participating

interests in: 

(b).1 Associated

undertakings

(b).2 Other participating

interests

(c) Other equity

investments

Note: only one of (b)1 or (b)2

applies for each column.

INCOME AND

EXPENDITURE

ACCOUNT

(a) Subsidiary

undertakings

(b) Participating

interests in: 

(b)1 Associated

undertakings

(b)2 Other participating

interests

(c) Other equity

investments 

Note: only one of (b)1 or (b)2

applies for each column.

Society

Investment at cost less any

permanent diminution in value

Investment at cost less any

permanent diminution in

value. 

Investment at cost less any

permanent diminution in

value.

Investment at cost less any

permanent diminution in

value.

Society

Dividend receivable

 Dividend receivable

Dividend receivable

Dividend receivable

Group

Full consolidation line

by line.

 

Cost of investment and

share of post

acquisition retained

reserves.

Investment at cost less

any permanent

diminution in value.

Investment at cost less

any permanent

diminution in value.

Group

Full consolidation line

by line.

 

Share of profits or

losses.

Dividend receivable

Dividend receivable.
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AFS1: INTRODUCTION/5

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN 

5(i) Society, subsidiary undertakings and Group (consolidated)

The annual return is designed to collect information in respect of the society

itself, of the society's subsidiary undertakings and for the group (on a

consolidated basis).

5(ii) Subsidiary undertakings

                               

Columns headed "subsidiary undertakings" means the total in respect of all such

bodies which are required to be fully consolidated in group accounts (e.g.

published accounts) 

5(iii) Group (consolidated)

Columns headed "Group (consolidated)" should be compiled on a basis

equivalent to that used in preparing published Group figures.

6. Time horizons

The return seeks information in respect of 2 different time horizons as follows:

6(i) Society

For the society and subsidiary undertakings with the same year end as the society

this will be the latest financial year.

6(ii) Subsidiary undertaking

If the financial year of a subsidiary undertaking included in the consolidation

differs from that of the society, the "group" column shall be made up -

(a) from the accounts of the subsidiary undertaking for its financial year last

ending before the end of the society's financial year, provided that year

ended no more than three months before that of the society, or

(b) from interim accounts prepared by the subsidiary undertaking as at the

end of the parent society's financial year.
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AFS1: INTRODUCTION/6

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN 

7. Information contained in the AFS1: Basis

Information should, where relevant, agree with the audited information

contained in the society's Published Accounts.  Where figures have no audited

equivalent they should wherever possible be on an 'actual' basis and taken from

the society's information system(s).

Although the AFS1 covers the same accounting period as the society's Q4 QFS1

return, it is not expected that the information in these two returns will necessarily

be exactly the same for those items which are common (e.g. balance sheet and

income and expenditure).  However if, on examination, the  Financial Services

Authority considers that sufficiently material differences are apparent in key

items (particularly in table B) then it  may ask for revisions to relevant parts of

the Q4 QFS1 return.  Previous experience suggests that only a small number of

societies are likely to be affected.

8. Specific items

8(i) Positions to be reported Gross

In general, Accounts Regulations indicate that amounts in respect of items

representing assets or income may not be set off against amounts in respect of

items representing liabilities or expenditure, subject to certain exceptions

relating to financial operations and to provisions and amounts written off which

are dealt with in paragraphs B5, B9 and B10 of these Guidance Notes.

A notable exception to this however concerns the reporting of loan assets which

are subject to "linked presentation" under FRS5.  Such assets should be shown in

the balance sheet net of linked funding and also on this basis in other tables

where balances are reported on the same basis (e.g. G). 

8(ii) Foreign currencies   

Amounts in foreign currencies should be translated into their equivalent sterling

value at the closing middle market spot rate on the reporting date, or where

appropriate, at the rates of exchange fixed under the terms of any relevant

currency hedging transaction, and that value entered in the return.  Thus all

entries in the form represent sterling amounts.  Societies should apply the same

accounting treatment as for the published accounts having regard to SSAP 20.
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AFS1: INTRODUCTION/7

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL NOTES ON THE RETURN 

8(iii) Use of brackets (..) around figures

All amounts should be shown without brackets, that is shown as a positive

amount, unless:

a) the amount is of the opposite sign to that expected

b) the entry could either be positive or negative: in which case the sub-

heading should indicate which of the alternatives e.g. "profit/(loss)" is to

be shown in brackets.

In any table where an item is routinely to be deducted (e.g. provisions in balance

sheet and income and expenditure) the amount should not be shown in brackets.

 The exception would be if the value was of the opposite sign (i.e. negative) and

required to be added not deducted, in which case brackets would be necessary. 

"Deducting" items are summarised in Section Y of these Notes.

9. Building society mergers  

When a merger of societies takes place, the AFS1 should be completed as

follows:

transferring society: should always complete a "closing" return up to the date

of the merger, with flow/transaction figures for the period since the previous

year end date and balances as at the date of transfer.

accepting society: in completing its first AFS1 after the merger should include

flow/transaction figures of the transferring society only from the date of merger. 

This return will of course show the balance sheet amounts in respect of the

combined society.
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AFS1: SECTION A/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

SECTION A: BALANCE SHEET: LIABILITIES

A2 Deposits and debt securities

Although this is not a specific sub-head in the Accounts Regs, it is used for

convenience to bring together three sources of funding other than "shares".

A2.1 Amounts owed to credit institutions

Credit institution means an undertaking whose principal business is carrying on

regulated activity of accepting deposits  within the meaning of the Financial

Services and Markets 2000 (Regulated Activities) Order 2001 or any successor

regulations made under section 22 of the Act..  It includes banks and building

societies.

A3 Other liabilities: Long term insurance

Societies are asked to show the amount of long term life insurance liabilities (if

applicable) as part of other liabilities at A3.3.  

A7 Subscribed capital

This will include deferred shares issued on formation, permanent interest bearing

shares ("PIBS") and any other forms of subscribed capital that may be permitted

in future.

A13 Commitments

This will include every irrevocable commitment which would give rise to a

credit risk to the society or the society and its subsidiary undertakings.

A13.2 It excludes ordinary mortgage commitments.  However include any retentions on

a secured loan and any stage payments (e.g. on a housing development or similar

loan) which the society is contractually obliged to advance at the balance sheet

date.
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((V/N2REV/MAY 2001)) Financial Services Authority

AFS1: SECTION A/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

SECTION A: BALANCE SHEET: ASSETS

A21.3 Liquid assets: loans and advances to credit institutions

Credit institutions - see A2.1 above - include banks and building societies.

A25 Investments 

Analyses holdings of shares in and certain types of  loans (notably those of a

longer term nature, typically where a repayment schedule is not expected.  NB

Loans with a repayment schedule are expected to be included within A24.2) to

various connected undertakings.  Such undertakings are defined in section 5 of

the Introduction to these Notes.

Equity shares in A25.1 excludes investments in any subsidiary undertaking or

other participating interests (shown in A25.2 to A25.5) and relates to holdings in

bodies unconnected with the society or group (e.g. holding of shares in XYZ

plc).

A25.4/5 Associated undertakings and other participating interests are also defined in

Section 5 of the Introduction.  As indicated in the table in that section, entries in

respect of a society's or subsidiary undertakings' holdings in "participating

interests" should be entered against "other participating interests".

A28 Other assets: Long term insurance funds

This refers to assets of long term insurers which represent funds arising from the

carrying on of long term insurance business. 
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((V/N2REV/MAY 2001)) Financial Services Authority

AFS1: SECTION A/3

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

SECTION A: BALANCE SHEET: PROVISIONS ANALYSIS

A41-A66 The analysis of provisions balances refers to those amounts deducted in arriving

at the amounts shown in the balance sheet (in contrast to monthly and quarterly

returns where all loan asset balances are shown "gross" i.e. without deduction of

provisions which are shown separately).
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((V/N2REV/MAY 2001)) Financial Services Authority

AFS1: SECTION B/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

SECTION B: INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

B4 Income from investments

Please refer to the definition of connected undertakings and other investments in

section 5 to the Introduction to these Notes.

B5 Other income and charges

Although no longer a sub-head in the Accounts Regs, it has been retained since

all the component items remain.

B5(c) Net profit/(loss) on financial operations includes:

(i) net profit or loss on transactions in securities which are not held as

financial fixed assets (see Note below), that is on such liquid assets held

as a trading book, together with amounts written off or written back

arising from valuation differences between book value and market value;

(ii) net profit or loss on financial instruments (hedging instruments) except

in so far as that income or charge is treatable as interest and included in

interest receivable/payable (e.g. as may be the case for interest rate

swaps)

Note: "financial fixed assets" means securities held as fixed assets;

participating interests and shareholdings in subsidiary

undertakings should always be regarded as financial fixed assets.

"fixed assets" means assets of a society which are intended for

use on a continuing basis in the society's activities, and current

assets" means assets not intended for such use.

B8 Provision for bad and doubtful debts will comprise charges for amounts

written off (i.e. where not previously provided for in prior year accounts) and for

additional provisions made in respect of loan asset items A22, A23 and A24 in

the balance sheet.  Also include adjustments to provisions for bad and

doubtful debts e.g. arising from recoveries against previous write-offs.
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AFS1: SECTION B/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

SECTION B: INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 

B9 Provisions for contingent liabilities and commitments will comprise charges

for provisions (net of any credits from the reduction of provisions previously

made) for contingent liabilities and commitments of a type which would, if not

provided for, be shown under items A12 or A13 in the balance sheet.

B10 Amounts written off fixed asset investments

This will comprise amounts written off (net of amounts written back following

earlier write-offs) in respect of transferable securities held as financial fixed

assets, participating interests, and shares in subsidiary undertakings which are

included in Asset items A21.2 to A21.4, and A25.
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((V/N2REV/MAY 2001)) Financial Services Authority

AFS1: SECTION C/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

SECTION C: MISCELLANEOUS

Introduction

For details of items required on this part of the AFS1, please refer to relevant

guidance notes on QFS1:

Section A: for values of statutory percentages

Section C: for information on loan book acquisitions and mortgage 

discounts/incentives
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((V/N2REV/MAY 2001)) Financial Services Authority

AFS1: SECTION F/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

SECTION F: DIVERSIFICATION

(i) The purpose of this section is to seek information on the extent to which

societies have made use of the wider powers available to them under the 1986

Act, both following the 1988 review and now the 1997 Act.  Although the

structure and format of this section remains as it was when first introduced by

the Building Societies Commission in 1992, there are good reasons for so doing.

 First, it still represents a comprehensive checklist of possible areas of

diversification.  Second, although in theory the 1997 Act opened up a wider

range of possibilities, it is far from clear at this stage what other "services" would

need to be added to this section.  In due course it may be necessary to

supplement the range of services listed, but for the immediate future the current

listing is felt to be adequate.

(ii) The various activities are divided between those which are "directly provided"

and those which the society or group is "arranging".  These terms can be

defined as follows:

(a) Arranging means that the society or a connected undertaking is

acting as an agent for a third party;

(b) Directly provided means provided by the society itself or by a

connected  undertaking.  See also (iii) below.

(iii) For the purposes of this table the term "undertaken" in the column sub-heading

means undertaken as at year end.  A service undertaken during the year but

which is formally no longer arranged or provided at the year end (that is, has

formally ceased) is not required to be reported as "undertaken".  However, for

the purposes of table G please include details of transactions (i.e. flows) during

the relevant period for any service no longer provided at the year end (at which

point of course, if the service is no longer provided, then an entry in table G will

not be relevant for any stock or year end position / balance related to that

service).
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AFS1: SECTION G/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

SECTION G: SELECTED BUSINESS VOLUMES

Introduction

This section covers selected areas of activity and generally asks for two volumes,

numbers and amounts.  It is intended to supplement information provided

elsewhere in the return.  In a number of instances it is asking for volumes of

activities indicated in Section F.  In all cases it refers to services directly

provided rather than arranged [see Section F/1 of these Notes for definitions].

G1 Money Transmission

G1(a) Current Accounts 

The term is not defined in the 1986 Act as amended, and there is no direct

definition in case law or in statute.  However, it would appear that because the

function of a current account is to facilitate day to day payments, the two

essential characteristics are -

(i) that balances must be repayable on demand, and

(ii) that the customer has the right to draw personal cheques on the

account.

Although certain other features may be common in current accounts (such as

overdraft and other money transmission facilities), these would not seem to be

essential characteristics.

G1(b) Guarantee Cards

This covers cards which guarantee cheques up to a stated value e.g. of £50 or

£100 etc.

Where a card is 'multi purpose' that is it can be used, e.g., as a cheque guarantee

card [G1(b)], and a debit card [G1(c)], it should be included separately under

each applicable category in the numbers column.
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((V/N2REV/MAY 2001)) Financial Services Authority

AFS1: SECTION G/2

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

SECTION G: SELECTED BUSINESS VOLUMES 

G1(d) ATMs

These are the numbers of machines operated from premises of the society, e.g.

Head Office, branch offices, or companies within the group or at the society's

agencies, or remote locations where no branch exists (e.g. petrol station,

shopping centre etc) but which are owned (or rented) by the society and at which

cash withdrawal cards issued by the society can be used.

G2 Lending

G2.1 and Advances

G2.2

(i) For definitions please refer to section F/1 and F/2 of the MFS1

Guidance Notes.

(ii) Advances which include provisions for stage payments should

count as one in the numbers column, that is the stage payments

do not count as separate advances.  Further advances however

should be counted in addition to the original advance.

G3 Housing Activity

This section provides a breakdown of residential housing activity, between

property development, properties for rental and properties involving shared

ownership.

G3.1 Development properties

This analyses development activity in the construction of residential properties.

G3.2 and Rented housing and shared ownership schemes

G3.3

This is an analysis of residential properties distinguishing between those let

solely as rented housing and those held as part of shared ownership schemes.

Neither should include any development activities which should be dealt with in

Section G3.1.
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((V/N2REV/MAY 2001)) Financial Services Authority

AFS1: SECTION G/3

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

SECTION G: SELECTED BUSINESS VOLUMES 

G4 Estate Agency (Number of properties)

G4(b) Sales in period

This should include only those sales which have reached the stage of

completion.

Properties which have been removed by the vendor unsold should not be

included in 'sales'.

G5 Administration/Registration of share issues/transfers

G5(a) Transfers registered

(i) Count as one transfer registering the transfer of a parcel of shares

(arising through sales or purchases) or handling the issue of new

share certificates or other new issue documentation.

(ii) The amount to be entered is the nominal value of the shares

subject to transfer/new issues.

G6 Investment Services

G6(a) Stockbroking: Clients and value of transactions in year

(i) numbers of clients should  not be adjusted to relate to shares

transacted, i.e. where two separate parcels of shares are bought or

sold for the same client this should  count as one.

(ii) Transactions.  The amount is as defined in sub-paragraph

G5(a)(ii) above.

G6(b) & Numbers of clients as in sub paragraph G6(a)(i) above.

(c)
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AFS1: SECTION G/4

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

SECTION G: SELECTED BUSINESS VOLUMES 

G8 Trusteeship (Assets)

The value should  be the amount of assets held at the year end on behalf of

Charitable Trusts (a), or Trusts for Individuals (b).

G9 Executorship

G9(b) Wills/estates for which appointments held as executor/administrator at 

year end

This should be the totality of all appointments held regardless of whether any

action has been, or is currently being, taken by the executor or administrator.

G10 Organisation

Please refer to section N of Guidance Notes for QFS1 return for definitions of

line items used here.
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AFS1: SECTION Y/1

BUILDING SOCIETY: ANNUAL STATEMENT

SECTION Y: SUMMARY OF DEDUCTING ITEMS

Paragraph 8(iii) of the Introduction to these Guidance Notes makes reference to

the treatment of items which are to be routinely 'deducted' in arriving at sub-

totals or totals.

The items listed are those which are deducting items and which should not be

shown in brackets unless the conditions in paragraph 8(iii) are met:

Table A(4) Column 2 (write offs) for every item A41.1 to A65.

Table B(1) B2 (f) all columns.

B5 (b), (e) all columns.

B6(e) all columns.

Table B(2) B7, B8, B9, B10 all columns.

B12, B14, B17,

B19, B21, B22 all columns.

AFS1.Doc  
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FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY GAP RETURN

Guidance on Completion of Interest Rate Risk GapAnalysis 
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 (V/N2REV/MAY2001) Financial Services Authority

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY GAP RETURN

Introduction to gap analysis

1. Gap analysis is undertaken by examining details of interest sensitive assets and

liabilities to establish when they will next reprice (i.e. be subject to a change in interest rate),

and then tabulating those which reprice within set time periods (known as ‘time buckets’,

within which all items repricing are grouped together).  Interest rate sensitive items are those

assets and liabilities that are subject to contractual change in interest rates, or which mature

(fall due for repayment) during the period of the return.  (Note that the contractual date for

repricing purposes is not necessarily the maturity date of the asset/liability.  For example, a 3

year loan could be repriced every six months at a spread above 6 month LIBOR.  If it was

rolled over a month ago then it will reprice in 5 months’, not in 3 years’, time.)

2. When fixed rate liabilities in an individual time bucket exceed fixed rate assets in the

same bucket, a 'negative gap' exists for that period - implying that a rise in interest rates for

that period should produce an increase in net interest income, and a fall in rates should give

rise to a fall in net interest income.  Conversely, when fixed rate assets exceed fixed rate

liabilities in the same time bucket, a 'positive gap' exists and net interest income should fall if

interest rates increase and rise if rates reduce. 

3. The interest rate risk gap analysis incorporates three inter-linked limit structures:

(1) individual limits for each time bucket;

(2) cumulative limits for each successive time bucket;  and

(3) sensitivity limits for the maximum change in economic value and interest

income arising from a 3% parallel shift in interest rates.

4. All limits are sign insensitive - i.e., a £10m gap limit applies to both positive and

negative gaps.  Individual and cumulative gap limits need not be reported for periods up to

one year ahead.

BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY GAP RETURN
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Setting Gap Limits 

5. There are (at least) three possible approaches to the setting of cumulative limits, any

of which will be acceptable:

(1) totals of gaps from overnight forward, but with no limit on positions for less

than one year out (i.e. count all positions into the total, but only monitor the

total for buckets 1 year +);

(2) ignore all gaps for periods up to one year out, then start accumulating gap

positions, and setting limits, from one year forward; and

(3) accumulate gap positions in reverse from the most distant period (but not

including “no fixed repricing date” items) back towards today, setting limits

accordingly.

6. In the first two cases, cumulative limits will become progressively larger as the period

becomes more distant, until an overall limit is reached (the cumulative limit, to have any

effect, needs to be set at less than the sum of individual gap limits).  In the third case, limits

will become progressively smaller as the period becomes more distant (i.e. because gaps

accumulate in reverse, the limits increase towards the present).  The advantage of the reverse

cumulative limit structure is that it restricts the total extent of positions taken within and

beyond each successive time bucket - where risks to economic value increase - whereas

standard cumulative limits govern positions taken up to, and including, each time bucket. 

The reverse cumulative position can also be used to calculate net interest sensitivity by

period.

7. All societies except those on the administered approach to financial risk management

(see chapter 4 of the IPSB for building societies) must complete the Interest Rate Risk

GapAnalysis.
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BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY GAP RETURN

8. A sample return was sent to societies in June 1996 as Annex 1 to the Building

Societies Commission DCE letter (number DCE1996/9).  For the reasons outlined in this

guidance, this format is not mandatory and societies may use an alternative form of report. 

Accordingly, the sample format is not replicated here.

9. Societies should complete a gap report for each currency (including sterling)

converted into its base currency (sterling) in which it has an exposure (hedged or not) on a

group basis.  The balance sheet categories in the sample return reflect those used in the MFS1

return.  It is not expected that the MFS1 return and gap return figures will necessarily agree

because of timing differences and the different bases of their preparation.

10.  Suggested time buckets are:

Overnight (for variable items), O/N+ to 3 months, 3 to 6 months, 6 to 12 months, 1 to

2 years, etc to 9 to 10 years, 10 years + and “no specific repricing date”.

11. Variable rate items, for which there is no lead time between a change in market rates

and a corresponding change in the contracted interest rate (i.e. effectively overnight) should

be placed in the “overnight” time bucket.  Conventionally, first year time buckets are of

shorter duration than later time buckets.  However, the precise choice of time buckets is a

matter for each society.

12. On and off balance sheet items should be allocated to the various time buckets in

accordance with their repricing date.

13. Care should be taken in allocating off balance sheet items.  Societies need to consider

the essential interest-bearing characteristics of these instruments.  For example:

1 Swaps: if a fixed rate mortgage of 3 years maturity is swapped to a 6 month

LIBOR rate then the impact on the gap analysis should be shown by placing

the notional swapped amount into the 3 year liability time bucket and the same

amount in the 6 month asset time bucket. 
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BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY GAP RETURN

2. FRAs: if a deposit is due to reprice in 3 months’ time for 3 months and the

society wishes to hedge its exposure, then it might do so by buying an FRA

where in 3 months’ time it receives an amount of interest covering the further

3 month period (i.e. it will buy a 3v6 FRA).  This should be shown as a 6

month liability and a 3 month asset in the gap analysis, reflecting the fact that

effectively (a) the society has locked in now (at time zero) to paying a fixed

rate in 3 months’ time covering a 3 month period (hence in total 6 months),

and (b) the society has an exposure now for 3 months to the rate at which the

receiving leg of the FRA will settle.  In 3 months’ time, on settlement, the

FRA will disappear from the analysis as proceeds, or preferably payments, will

have been settled and the derivative interest rate exposure extinguished.

14. Any individual time bucket mismatches exceeding board-approved limits should be

highlighted and the society should send, with the return, an explanation of the limit breach

and its plan to rectify the situation.

15. Societies should apply cumulative limits to ensure that blocks of time buckets are

monitored.

16. Societies should include (where material) a proportion of contracted balance sheet

commitments (e.g. commitments for mortgage advance or future payments on

SAYE/Sharesave accounts) and the corresponding funding requirement.  It is considered that

the interest rate risks of commitments are too significant to justify their exclusion from the

return, even though this results in a return which shows a hybrid, as opposed to a purely static

or dynamic, position.  The proportion of commitments included in the gap analysis could be

justified (for example) by reference to the society’s average rate of conversion of

commitments into advances.  These items should be treated as “forward start” items, with the

exposure starting on the estimated completion dates.  The overriding criterion for the return is

that it looks at a traded basis rather than a settled basis, recognising that the risk occurs at the

point of commitment rather than when settlement occurs.  If societies wish to isolate

commitments for separate analysis, they can show them on a separate row(s) on the return.
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BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY GAP RETURN

17. The return also show the impact of three different “parallel across the yield curve”

interest rate changes on net interest income.  A “parallel across the yield curve” change

assumes that a 0.5% rate change causes 6 month and 5 year rates to change by 0.5%.  This

assumes that short and long positions across different time buckets can be regarded as

offsetting positions, i.e. hedging each other.  In reality, of course, changes are not parallel and

6 month rates will change by a different amount to 5 year rates.  However, the simplification

is a fair starting point.  If they wish, societies may provide an additional analysis justifying a

different yield curve change to their usual supervisory contact at the FSA.

18. An indication of the sensitivity of the society to interest rate changes can be obtained

by determining the effect on aggregate net interest income of a range of interest rate changes

(+1%, +2%, +3%, -1%, -2%, -3%).  The aggregate net interest income for this purpose will

comprise the implicit cashflow (discounted to reflect the “time value of money”, i.e. more

distant flows have less “value” than near flows) arising from an interest rate change for each

time bucket and summed for all time buckets.  The choice of discount factor will be at the

discretion of the society and represents its estimated cost of money, which can be taken to be

its weighted average cost of funds.  Societies need to take into account the merits of achieving

increased accuracy in calculating the discount rate for each time bucket given the other

approximations already built in to the return.  For example, time buckets over 1 year in the

future are of 1 year duration and could conceal significant intra time bucket mismatches, yet

these are netted and given a simple average time weighting (e.g. a 1 to 2 year time bucket

mismatch is assumed to exist for 1½ years).

19. Only where there are no options in the balance sheet will the aggregate net interest

income for an increase in interest rates equate (though be opposite in direction) to that for a

fall in interest rates.  Where options are in place, not only will be direction of interest rate

changes become relevant but also will the size of the change.  For example, take the case of

minimum guaranteed savings accounts which become fixed rate accounts if interest rates fall:

far more accounts will become fixed rate if rates fall by 1.5% rather than by 0.5%.  The

society’s systems will need to cater for these effects.
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BUILDING SOCIETY: MONTHLY GAP RETURN

20. Non interest rate sensitive items (e.g. fixed assets, reserves or interest accruals) should

be placed in the most distant time bucket.  This should not be included in the sensitivity

calculations but remains on the gap report for the sake of balance sheet completeness.  The

FSA recognises that there are several schools of thought over where to allocate reserves in a

gap analysis and will consider other board-approved scenarios which are consistently applied

and rationalised.

21. Where societies fully hedge or match customer products, in theory, there is no gap

created.  However, in practice, permanent one-for-one matching is not always possible. There

may be lead times during which the asset/liability and the related hedge/match are out of step.

 For example, this may occur when swapping fixed rate mortgages: the mortgages can

complete over a period of time, whilst the swap is typically effected in full at a particular

point in time.  A perfect match or hedge may be disrupted by the early repayment of a fixed

rate mortgage or early withdrawal of a fixed rate savings product on the death of an investor. 

A gap analysis serves as a useful tool to monitor the extent of this mismatch and can act as a

trigger for remedial action.
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SUP 16 Ann 5R:  Investment management firms' reporting forms and
requirements applying to their completion

1.  Annual Financial Return

2.  Quarterly Financial Return

3.  Monthly Financial Return

4.  Requirements applying to the completion of annual, quarterly and monthly
financial returns
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Page 1IMF 01 Annual Financial Return

Investment Management Firms

Annual Financial Return

For the year ended ______________________

Name of Firm ______________________

FSA firm reference number ______________________

Date of Audit Opinion ______________________

For FSA use

Date received _____________________

Entered _____________________

Completed _____________________
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ANNUAL PROFIT AND LOSS AFS1

For the period from ______________________ (date) to ____________________________ (date)

(Accounting Reference Date)

£000

Dealing Profit/(Loss)

Dealing profit or (loss) - trading (1)

Dealing profit or (loss) - long term investments (2)

Charges on unit trust sales/redemptions (3)

Total dealing profit or (loss) [(1) to (3)] (4)

Revenue

Commission (5)

Investment management fees (6)

Investment advisory fees (7)

Unit trust management fees (8)

Other revenue (9)

Total revenue [(5) to (9)] (10)

Expenditure

Commissions and fees (11)

Exceptional items (specify below) (12)

Other expenditure (13)

Total expenditure (to AFS5) [(11) to (13)] (14)

Profit or (loss) on ordinary activities

before taxation [(4)+(10)-(14)] (15)

Taxation (16)

Extraordinary items net of attributable taxation (17)

Profit or (loss) after taxation and

extraordinary items [(15)-(16)+(17)] (18)

Appropriations (19)

Retained profit or (loss) for the period [(18)-(19)] (20)

Details of exceptional items of expenditure
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BALANCE SHEET AFS2

As at ______________________ (Accounting Reference Date)

£000

Fixed Assets

Intangible assets (21)

Tangible assets (22)

Investments (23)

Total fixed assets [(21) to (23)] (24)

Current Assets

Investments (25)

Debtors (26)

Bank and cash balances (27)

Total current assets [(25) to (27)] (28)

Creditors: Amounts falling due within One Year (29)

Net current assets (liabilities) [(28)-(29)] (30)

Total assets less current liabilities [(24)+(30)] (31)

Creditors: Amounts falling due after more than One Year (32)

Provisions for Liabilities and Charges (33)

Total assets less total liabilities [(31)-(32)-(33)] (34)

Capital and Reserves

(Indicate constituent items from AFS3)

Off Balance Sheet Items (detailed below with values) (35)
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FINANCIAL RESOURCES STATEMENT AFS3

£000 £000

Financial Resources

Note: The references in brackets are to the items of capital in Part I of IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.2(1)

TIER 1

Paid up share capital (excluding preference shares) (Item 1) (36)

Share premium account (Item 2) (37)

Audited reserves (Item 3) (38)

Non-cumulative preference shares (Item 4) (39)

Less: Investment in own shares (Item 5)

Intangible assets (Item 6)

Material current year losses (Item 7)

Material holdings in credit and financial institutions (Item 8) (40)

Tier 1 Capital   [(36) to (39)-(40)] (41)

TIER 2

Revaluation reserves (Item 9) (42)

Fixed term cumulative preference share capital (Item 10) (43)

Long term subordinated loans (Item 11) (44)

Other cumulative preference share capital and debt capital (Item 12) (45)

Qualifying arrangements (Item 13) (46)

Own Funds   [(41) + (42) to (46)] (47)

TIER 3

Net Trading Book profits (Item 14) (48)

Short term Qualifying Subordinated Loans

and excess Tier 2 capital (Item 15) (49)

Less:  Illiquid assets (Item 16) (50)

Add:     Qualifying Property (Item 17) (51)

Liquid Capital   [(47)+(48)+(49)-(50)+(51)] (52)
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SATISFACTION OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES AFS4

£000 £000

Own Funds Test   (ISD Firms subject to IPRU(INV) 5.2.3(1)(b)R)

Own Funds (from AFS3 line (47)) (53)

Own Funds Requirement

(Euro 50,000 or Euro 125,000 or Euro 730,000) x spot rate (54)

Surplus/Deficit of Own Funds over Own Funds Requirement [(53)-(54)] (55)

Own-Funds Test  (Non-ISD Firms subject to IPRU(INV) 5.2.3(2)R)

Own Funds (from AFS3 line (47)) (56)

Own Funds Requirement: either: (i) £5 or

(ii) £4,000 (57)

Surplus/Deficit of Own Funds [(56)-(57)] (58)

Liquid Capital Test (Firms subject to IPRU(INV) 5.2.3(1)R)

Liquid Capital (from AFS3 line (52)) (59)(A)

Capital Requirement:

Expenditure Based Requirement (IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.3(5)(a)) (60)

Position Risk Requirement (IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.3(5)(b)) (61)

Counterparty Risk Requirement (IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.3(5)(c)) (62)

Foreign Exchange Requirement (IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.3(5)(d)) (63)

Other Assets Requirement (IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.3(5)(e)) (64)

Total Capital Requirement (65)(B)

13 weeks Expenditure Based Requirement (66)(C)

Surplus/Deficit of Liquid Capital

For an ISD Firm on a 6 week EBR = (A) – the greater of (B) or (C) (67)

Other Firms = (A) – (B)) (68)
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CALCULATION OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES REQUIREMENT FOR FORTHCOMING YEAR AFS5

£000 £000

Expenditure Based Requirement (IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.3(5)(a))

Total Expenditure (per profit and loss account AFS1 line (14))

Less: Staff bonus, except to the extent that they are guaranteed ( )

Employees’ and Directors’ shares in profits,

except to the extent that  they are guaranteed ( )

Other appropriations of profits ( )

Allowable commission and fees ( )

Interest charges in respect of borrowings made to finance the

acquisition of the Firm’s Readily Realisable Investments ( )

Interest paid to Customers on Client Money ( )

Interest paid to counterparties ( )

Fees, brokerage and other charges paid to clearing houses,

exchanges and intermediate brokers for the purposes

of executing, registering or clearing transactions ( )

Foreign exchange losses ( )

Audited Expenditure

Annual Audited Expenditure

(pro-rated where relevant to annual amount) (IPRU(INV) 5.2.4(1)(b)R)

Expenditure Based Requirement

(6/52* or 13/52* of Annual Audited Expenditure) (69)

Fraction indicator (6* or 13*) (70)

Note: The Expenditure Based Requirement calculated above becomes effective from the date on which this Annual Financial

Return is approved by the auditor. At all times throughout the period from this date until the next Annual Financial Return is

approved, the Firm’s Financial Resources must satisfy its Financial Resources Requirement incorporating the above Requirement.

*Delete whichever is not applicable
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FINANCIAL DETAILS AFS6

(Not subject to audit)
£000

1. FUNDS UNDER MANAGEMENT

Value of total funds under management

at Accounting Reference Date (71)

2. CLIENT MONEY AND ASSETS

During the period, has the Firm

held Client Money? ** *YES/NO (72)

During the period, has the Firm

held customers’ assets? ** *YES/NO (73)

3. OWN ACCOUNT TRADING

Has the Firm traded on its own

account and taken active positions during the period

(other than the box position taken by

an Authorised Unit Trust Manager)? *YES/NO (74)

If yes, give brief details of nature and scale of transactions:

4. LARGE EXPOSURES (ISD Firms only)

Provide details of all Large Exposures outstanding at the end of the period (75)

Counterparty Value of Exposure Percentage

of Own Funds

Nature of Item

(eg Accrued fees, billed

fees, settlement balance

etc)

* Delete whichever is not applicable

** Consider by reference to Part IV Permission Statement
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DECLARATION AFS7

This Annual Financial Return has been properly prepared in accordance with the rules,

and  was approved by the Firm on ............................................................................. (date).

It is accompanied by the Annual Accounts and the report of the auditor to the FSA as  required by the rules.

SIGNATURE AND DECLARATION

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may be a

criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000). It should not be assumed

that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been disclosed to the

FSA or another regulatory body.

I confirm that the information in this form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Signed on behalf of the Firm by:

.................................................................................... (authorised signatory) ....................................... (date)

.................................................................................... (authorised signatory) ....................................... (date)
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For the quarter ended _______________________________

Name of firm _______________________________

FSA firm reference number _______________________________

For FSA use

Date received _____________________

Entered _____________________

Completed _____________________

Investment Management Firms

Quarterly Financial Return
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QUARTERLY PROFIT AND LOSS QFS1

For the period from __________________ (date)  to ____________________________ (date)

£000

Dealing Profit/(Loss)

Dealing profit or (loss) - trading (1)

Dealing profit or (loss) - long term investments (2)

Charges on unit trust sales/redemptions (3)

Total dealing profit or (loss) [(1)+(2)+(3)] (4)

Revenue

Commission (5)

Investment management fees (6)

Investment advisory fees (7)

Unit trust management fees (8)

Other revenue (9)

Total revenue [(5) to (9)] (10)

Expenditure

Commissions and fees (11)

Exceptional items (specify below) (12)

Other expenditure (13)

Total expenditure [(11) to (13)] (14)

Profit or (loss) on ordinary activities

before taxation [(4)+(10)-(14)] (15)

Taxation (16)

Extraordinary items net of attributable taxation (17)

Profit or (loss) after taxation and

extraordinary Items [(15)-(16)+(17)] (18)

Appropriations  (19)

Retained profit or (loss) for the period [(18)-(19)] (20)

Details of exceptional items of expenditure
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BALANCE SHEET QFS2

As at ______________________ (Quarter End Date)

£000

Fixed Assets

Intangible assets (21)

Tangible assets (22)

Investments (23)

Total fixed assets [(21) to (23)] (24)

Current Assets

Investments (25)

Debtors (26)

Bank and cash balances (27)

Total current assets [(25) to (27)] (28)

Creditors: Amounts falling due within One Year (29)

Net current assets (liabilities) [(28)-(29)] (30)

Total assets less current liabilities [(24)+(30)] (31)

Creditors: Amounts falling due after more than One Year (32)

Provisions for Liabilities and Charges (33)

Total assets less total liabilities [(31)-(32)-(33)] (34)

Capital and Reserves  (Indicate constituent items from QFS3)

Off Balance Sheet Items (detailed below with values) (35)
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FINANCIAL RESOURCES STATEMENT QFS3

£000 £000

Financial Resources

Note: The references in brackets are to the items of capital in Part I of IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.2(1)

TIER 1

Paid up share capital (excluding preference shares) (Item 1) (36)

Share premium account (Item 2) (37)

Audited reserves (Item 3) (38)

Non-cumulative preference shares (Item 4) (39)

Less: Investment in own shares (Item 5)  

Intangible assets (Item 6)  

Material current year losses (Item 7)  

Material holdings in credit and financial institutions (Item 8)  (40)

Tier 1 Capital   [(36) to (39)-(40)] (41)

TIER 2

Revaluation reserves (Item 9) (42)

Fixed term cumulative preference share capital (Item 10) (43)

Long term subordinated loans (Item 11) (44)

Other cumulative preference share capital and debt capital (Item 12) (45)

Qualifying arrangements (Item 13) (46)

Own Funds   [(41) + (42) to (46)] (47)

TIER 3

Net Trading Book profits (Item 14) (48)

Short term Qualifying Subordinated Loans

and excess Tier 2 capital (Item 15) (49)

Less:  Illiquid assets (Item 16) (50)

Add:     Qualifying Property (Item 17) (51)

Liquid Capital   [(47)+(48)+(49)-(50)+(51)] (52)
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SATISFACTION OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES QFS4

£000 £000

Own Funds Test   (ISD Firms subject to IPRU(INV) 5.2.3(1)(b)R)

Own Funds (from QFS3 line (47)) (53)

Own Funds Requirement

(Euro 50,000 or Euro 125,000 or Euro 730,000) x spot rate  (54)

Surplus/Deficit of Own Funds over Own Funds Requirement [(53)-(54)] (55)

Own-Funds Test  (Non-ISD Firms subject to IPRU(INV) 5.2.3(2)R)

Own Funds (from QFS3 line (47)) (56)

Own Funds Requirement: either: (i) £5 or  

(ii) £4,000  (57)

Surplus/Deficit of Own Funds[(56)-(57)] (58)

Liquid Capital Test (Firms subject to IPRU(INV) 5.2.3(1)R)

Liquid Capital (from QFS3 line (52)) (59)(A)

Capital Requirement:

Expenditure Based Requirement (IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.3(5)(a))  (60)

Position Risk Requirement (IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.3(5)(b))  (61)

Counterparty Risk Requirement (IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.3(5)(c))  (62)

Foreign Exchange Requirement (IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.3(5)(d))  (63)

Other Assets Requirement (IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.3(5)(e))  (64)

Total Capital Requirement (65)(B)

13 weeks Expenditure Based Requirement  (66)(C)

Surplus/Deficit of Liquid Capital

For an ISD Firm on a 6 week EBR = (A) – the greater of (B) or (C) (67)

Other Firms = (A) – (B) (68)
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QUARTERLY FINANCIAL DETAILS QFS5

£000

1. FUNDS UNDER MANAGEMENT

Value of total funds under management

at Quarter End Date (69)

2. CLIENT MONEY AND ASSETS

During the period, has the Firm

held Client Money? ** *YES/NO (70)

During the period, has the Firm

held customers’ assets? ** *YES/NO (71)

3. OWN ACCOUNT TRADING

Has the Firm traded on its own

account and taken active positions during the period

(other than the box position taken by an Authorised Unit Trust Manager)? *YES/NO (72)

If yes, give brief details of nature and scale of transactions:

4. LARGE EXPOSURES (ISD Firms only)

Provide details of all Large Exposures outstanding at the end of the period (73)

Counterparty Value of Exposure Percentage

of Own Funds

Nature of Item

(eg Accrued fees, billed

fees, settlement balance

etc)

* Delete whichever is not applicable

** Consider by reference to Part IV Permission Statement
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REPRESENTATIONS QFS6

1. Is the Firm able, and will it be able

for the foreseeable future, to meet all of its liabilities

as they fall due for payment? *YES/NO

2. Have the Firm’s Financial Resources

been greater than its Financial Resources

Requirement throughout the Quarter? *YES/NO

We confirm that:

(i) The Firm’s Financial Resources have been properly calculated in accordance

with the Financial resources rules.

(ii) All matters (including contingent liabilities, claims and litigation) which might

reasonably be expected to have a material effect on the Firm’s financial

position at the date of submission of these statements have been declared herewith

or notified in writing to the FSA.

SIGNATURE AND DECLARATION

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may be a

criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000). It should not be assumed

that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been disclosed to the

FSA or another regulatory body.

I confirm that the information in this form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Signed ......................................................................... Date ............................................

(Finance Officer or appointed deputy)

Signed ......................................................................... Date ............................................

(Second authorised signatory)

* Delete whichever is not applicable
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Investment Management Firms

Monthly Financial Return

For the month ended _______________________________

Name of firm _______________________________

FSA firm reference number _______________________________

For FSA use

Date received _____________________

Entered _____________________

Completed _____________________
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MONTHLY PROFIT AND LOSS MFS1

For the period from __________________ (date) to ____________________________  (date)

£000

Dealing Profit/(Loss)

Dealing profit or (loss) - trading (1)

Dealing profit or (loss) - long term investments (2)

Charges on unit trust sales/redemptions (3)

Total dealing profit or (loss) [(1)+(2)+(3)] (4)

Revenue

Commission (5)

Investment management fees (6)

Investment advisory fees (7)

Unit trust management fees (8)

Other revenue (9)

Total revenue [(5) to (9)] (10)

Expenditure

Commissions and fees (11)

Exceptional items (specify below) (12)

Other expenditure (13)

Total expenditure [(11) to (13)] (14)

Profit or (loss) on ordinary activities

before taxation [(4)+(10)-(14)] (15)

Taxation (16)

Extraordinary items net of attributable taxation (17)

Profit or (loss) after taxation and

extraordinary Items [(15)-(16)+(17)] (18)

Appropriations   (19)

Retained profit or (loss) for the period [(18)-(19)] (20)

Details of exceptional items of expenditure
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BALANCE SHEET MFS2

As at ______________________ (Month End Date)

£000

Fixed Assets

Intangible assets (21)

Tangible assets (22)

Investments (23)

Total fixed assets [(21)to(23)] (24)

Current Assets

Investments (25)

Debtors (26)

Bank and cash calances (27)

Total current assets [(25) to (27)] (28)

Creditors: Amounts falling due within One Year (29)

Net current assets (liabilities) [(28)-(29)] (30)

Total assets less current liabilities [(24)+(30)] (31)

Creditors: Amounts falling due after more than One Year (32)

Provisions for Liabilities and Charges (33)

Total assets less total liabilities [(31)-(32)-(33)] (34)

Capital and Reserves

 (Indicate constituent items from MFS3)

Off Balance Sheet Items (detailed below with values) (35)
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FINANCIAL RESOURCES STATEMENT MFS3

£000 £000

Financial Resources

Note: The references in brackets are to the items of capital in Part I of IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.2(1)

TIER 1

Paid up share capital (excluding preference shares) (Item 1) (36)

Share premium account (Item 2) (37)

Audited reserves (Item 3) (38)

Non-cumulative preference shares (Item 4) (39)

Less: Investment in own shares (Item 5)  

Intangible assets (Item 6)  

Material current year losses (Item 7)  

Material holdings in credit and financial institutions (Item 8)  (40)

Tier 1 Capital   [(36) to (39)-(40)] (41)

TIER 2

Revaluation reserves (Item 9) (42)

Fixed term cumulative preference share capital (Item 10) (43)

Long term subordinated loans (Item 11) (44)

Other cumulative preference share capital and debt capital (Item 12) (45)

Qualifying arrangements (Item 13) (46)

Own Funds   [(41) + (42) to (46)] (47)

TIER 3

Net Trading Book profits (Item 14) (48)

Short term Qualifying Subordinated Loans

and excess Tier 2 capital (Item 15) (49)

Less:  Illiquid assets (Item 16) (50)

Add:     Qualifying Property (Item 17) (51)

Liquid Capital   [(47)+(48)+(49)-(50)+(51)] (52)
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SATISFACTION OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES MFS4

£000 £000

Own Funds Test   (ISD Firms subject to IPRU(INV) 5.2.3(1)(b)R)

Own Funds (from MFS3 line (47)) (53)

Own Funds Requirement

(Euro 730,000) x spot rate  (54)

Surplus/Deficit of Own Funds over Own Funds Requirement [(53)-(54)] (55)

Own-Funds Test  (Non-ISD Firms subject to IPRU(INV) 5.2.3(2)R)

Own Funds (from MFS3 line (47)) (56)

Own Funds Requirement: either: (i) £5 or  

(ii) £4,000  (57)

Surplus/Deficit of Own Funds [(56)-(57)] (58)

Liquid Capital Test (Firms subject to IPRU(INV) 5.2.3(1)R)

Liquid Capital (from MFS3 line (52)) (59)(A)

Capital Requirement:

Expenditure Based Requirement (IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.3(5)(a))  (60)

Position Risk Requirement (IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.3(5)(b))  (61)

Counterparty Risk Requirement (IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.3(5)(c))  (62)

Foreign Exchange Requirement (IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.3(5)(d))  (63)

Other Assets Requirement (IPRU(INV) Table 5.2.3(5)(e))  (64)

Total Capital Requirement  (65)(B)

13 weeks Expenditure Based Requirement  (66)(C)

Surplus/Deficit of Liquid Capital

For an ISD Firm on a 6 week EBR = (A) – the greater of (B) or (C) (67)

Other Firms = (A) – (B)) (68)
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MONTHLY FINANCIAL DETAILS MFS5

£000

1. FUNDS UNDER MANAGEMENT

Value of total funds under management

at Month End Date (69)

2. CLIENT MONEY AND ASSETS

During the period, has the Firm

held Client Money? ** *YES/NO (70)

During the period, has the Firm

held customers’ assets? ** *YES/NO (71)

3. OWN ACCOUNT TRADING

Has the Firm traded on its own

account and taken active positions during the period

(other than the box position taken by an Authorised Unit Trust Manager)? *YES/NO (72)

If yes, give brief details of nature and scale of transactions:

* Delete whichever is not applicable

** Consider by reference to Part IV Permission Statement.
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REPRESENTATIONS MFS6

1. Is the Firm able, and will it be able

for the foreseeable future, to meet all of its liabilities

as they fall due for payment? *YES/NO

2. Have the Firm’s Financial Resources

been greater than its Financial Resources

Requirement throughout the Month? *YES/NO

We confirm that:

(i) The Firm’s Financial Resources have been properly calculated

in accordance with the Financial resources rules.

(ii) All matters (including contingent liabilities, claims and litigation)

which might reasonably be expected to have a material effect

on the Firm’s financial position at the date of submission

of these statements have been declared herewith or notified

in writing to the FSA.

SIGNATURE AND DECLARATION

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may be a

criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000). It should not be assumed

that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has previously been disclosed to the

FSA or another regulatory body.

I confirm that the information in this form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Signed ......................................................................... Date ............................................

(Finance Officer or appointed deputy)

Signed ......................................................................... Date ............................................

(Second authorised signatory)

* Delete whichever is not applicable
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 (see SUP 16.7.38R)

1.1.1 (1) Financial Returns must be in agreement with the underlying ac-
counting records.

(2) Accounting policies must be consistent with those adopted in
the Annual Accounts and must be consistently applied.

(3) Information required in the Annual, Quarterly and Monthly Fi-
nancial Returns must be prepared in accordance with generally
accepted accounting practice.

(4) Investments (other than investments in subsidiary and related
companies) must be included in the balance sheet at cost or
market value (or the directors’ estimate of them).

(5) The Financial Returns of an individual (or individuals in
partnership or association) must deal only with his regulated
activities (or, in the case of individuals in partnership or associ-
ation, the business of the partnership or association).

(6) The Financial Return of a firm must not give a misleading im-
pression of the firm.

1.1.2 A Financial Return is likely to give a misleading impression if a firm
wrongly omits or includes a material item, or presents a material item
in the wrong way.

 ��
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SUP 16 Ann 7R:  Personal  investment firms' reporting forms and
requirements applying to their completion 

1.  Annual questionnaire for Category A2, A3, B2 and B3 personal investment
firms

2. Annual questionnaire for small personal investment firms

3.  Schedule 13A:  Financial reporting forms for Category A personal
investment firms

4. Schedule 13B:  Financial reporting forms for Category B personal
investment firms

5. Personal investment firms:  requirements applying to the completion of
reports

6.  Consolidated financial resources return for personal investment firms
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(for FSA use only)

Annual questionnaire

for Category A2, A3, B2 and B3 personal
investment firms
(except for low resource firms as defined in IPRU(INV) 13)

FSA Handbook Reference: SUP 16 Annex 7(1)R

September 2001

Name of firm

FSA firm reference number

Category

Accounting reference date

The Financial Services Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London E14 5HS
United Kingdom
Telephone +44 (0) 20 7676 1000
Website http://www.fsa.gov.uk

Registered as a Limited Company in England and Wales No 1920623. Registered Office as above
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PIF 02 – Annual questionnaire for Category A2, A3, B2 and B3 firms Page ii

Notes

Please read the following notes before completing the questionnaire.

Completing this form

The Form must be completed in black ink and (if in manuscript) in BLOCK LETTERS.

All dates should be provided in numeric form (e.g. 29/02/2000 for 29 February 2000).

The form must be submitted to your usual supervisory contact within TWO MONTHS of the
accounting reference date to which it relates.

The questionnaire is split into two parts.

Category A3 and B3 firms must complete the whole form.

Category A2 and B2 firms must complete Section 1 and the Declaration.

Declaration

The declaration must be signed as follows:

(i) if the firm is a sole trader, by that person.

(ii) if the firm is a partnership, by two partners.

(iii) if the firm is a company, by two directors. If the firm has only one director, by the
director and the Company Secretary.

PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO:

THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY
25 THE NORTH COLONNADE
CANARY WHARF
LONDON E14 5HS
UNITED KINGDOM
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PIF 02 – Annual questionnaire for Category A2, A3, B2 and B3 firms Page 1

Section 1

This section must be completed by all Category A2, B2, A3 and B3 firms

1.01 Have you received any written complaints in respect of your regulated
activities? YES � NO �

If YES, please
summarise

1.02 During the period has more than 20% of new business commission been
generated from one  company? YES � NO �

If YES, please identify
the company or
companies concerned
and give an explanation

1.03 During the period did you receive 20% or more of your commission income
from one company in respect of single premium bonds or-unit trusts or
investment trusts (including those within ISAÕs)?

YES � NO �

If YES, please identify
the company or
companies concerned
and give an explanation

1.04 During the period have you been asked to pay or have you repaid indemnity
commissions? YES � NO �

Does this repayment represent more than 5% of your commission income
received on indemnity terms? YES � NO �

FSA Handbook  •  SUP •  Pre-release 0.3 (20 September 2001)



PIF 02 – Annual questionnaire for Category A2, A3, B2 and B3 firms Page 2

1.05 During the period have you advised any of your clients to discontinue regular
premiums on any life policy or pension contract and substituted any similar
contract?

YES � NO �

If YES, please give
details

1.06 Are there any outstanding legal proceedings against you or any approved
persons of yours or of your appointed representatives? YES � NO �

If YES, please provide
details, including all
parties involved;
amount(s) involved;
reason for the
proceedings; (if you
expect to settle the
dispute) the likely date
of settlement; and the
date the proceedings (if
not settled) are
expected to be heard

1.07 Have all terminated contracts of registered individuals or appointed
representatives been notified to FSA? YES � NO �

If NO, please explain

1.08 Have all notifiable matters relating to changes of control, partners, directors,
auditors and accounting reference date been notified to FSA? YES � NO �

If NO, please explain
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PIF 02 – Annual questionnaire for Category A2, A3, B2 and B3 firms Page 3

1.09 Have you complied with the rules relating to complaints  procedures as set out
in DISP Chapter 1? YES � NO �

If NO, please explain

1.10 a Does any life office or collective investment operator own more than 5% of
your share capital? YES � NO �

If YES, please give
details

b Has any life office or collective investment operator provided unsecured loans
or any other benefit to you? YES � NO �

If YES, please give
details
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PIF 02 – Annual questionnaire for Category A2, A3, B2 and B3 firms Page 4

Section 2

These questions must be answered by Category A3 and B3 firms ONLY

2.01 Have you received, during the period, any cash or cheques made out to you,
in error, which should have been made out to a third party? YES � NO �

If YES, please give
details of the action you
have taken in each case

2.02 Have you held any certificates relating to the clients’ investments for more
than four weeks? YES � NO �

If YES, please explain

2.03 a What was your turnover (commission, fees, interest etc) from business
activities? £

b Did this exceed expenditure (excluding expenditure on purchase of fixed
assets) —  i.e. has a profit resulted for the period under review? YES � NO �

If NO, please forward an explanation supported by your most recent  Profit and Loss Account
and Balance Sheet

2.04 What proportion of that income is generated by non-regulated activities?
%

Please provide details

FSA Handbook  •  SUP •  Pre-release 0.3 (20 September 2001)



PIF 02 – Annual questionnaire for Category A2, A3, B2 and B3 firms Page 5

2.05 a Have you maintained accounting and other records in accordance with
IPRU(INV) 13.1.11R? YES � NO �

If NO, please provide
explanations

b Have you maintained records which are sufficient to enable the FSA to verify
the calculations you have prepared to support your Financial Declaration? YES � NO �

If NO, please explain

2.06 In the case of incorporated businesses only, have the most recent
statutory accounts which are due been prepared and submitted in accordance
with the Companies Acts timetable?

YES � NO �

If NO, please explain

2.07 In the case of incorporated businesses only, did the audit opinion given in
respect of the most recent set of statutory accounts contain any qualification? YES � NO �

If YES, please explain

2.08 Has the firm undertaken any transaction in respect of the following investments?:

a equities/gilts
YES � NO �

b BES/PETs
YES � NO �

c other  notifiable transactions
YES � NO �
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Declaration

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may
be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000). It should not
be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has
previously been disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body.

I confirm that the information in this form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and
belief.

Name of firm

FSA firm reference number

Name of first signatory

Signature

Position

Date

Name of second signatory

Signature

Position

Date
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Annual financial declaration

A IN THE CASE OF A SOLE TRADER:

I certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief I can meet my liabilities, both personal and
those relating to my business activities, as they fall due.

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may
be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000). It should not
be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has
previously been disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body.

I confirm that the information in this form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and
belief.

B IN THE CASE OF A PARTNERSHIP OR INCORPORATED BUSINESS:

We certify that to the best of our knowledge and belief the partnership/company can meet its
liabilities as they fall due.

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may
be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000). It should not
be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has
previously been disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body.

I confirm that the information in this form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and
belief.

Name of firm

FSA firm reference number

Name of first signatory

Signature

Position

Date

Name of second signatory

Signature

Position

Date
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Name of firm

FSA firm reference number

Accounting reference date

The Financial Services Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London E14 5HS
United Kingdom
Telephone +44 (0) 20 7676 1000
Website http://www.fsa.gov.uk

Registered as a Limited Company in England and Wales No 1920623. Registered Office as above
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Notes

Please read the GUIDANCE NOTES before completing the questionnaire.

Small personal investment firms is defined in the Glossary of the FSA Handbook.

Completing this form

The form must be completed in black ink and (if in manuscript) in BLOCK LETTERS.

All dates should be provided in numeric form (e.g. 29/02/2000 for 29 February 2000).

The form must be submitted to your usual supervisory contact within FOUR MONTHS of the
accounting reference date to which it relates.

Part 1 must be answered by all firms which have not enclosed accounts made up at the
accounting reference date in accordance with the format specified by the FSA in the
guidance notes.

Part 2 must be answered by all firms

Part 3 must be answered by incorporated businesses only

Part 4 must be answered by unincorporated businesses only

Declaration

In accordance with SUP 16 Ann7R (Section 5, Table 2R) the declaration must be signed as
follows:

(i) if the firm is a sole trader, by that person.

(ii) if the firm is a partnership, by two partners.

(iii) if the firm is a company, by two directors. If the firm has only one director, by the
director and the Company Secretary.

PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO:

THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY
25 THE NORTH COLONNADE
CANARY WHARF
LONDON E14 5HS
UNITED KINGDOM
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Part 1

You need not answer these questions if you have enclosed accounts in the format specified by the
FSA in the Guidance Notes

1 a What was the total turnover from the business activities of the firm during the
period? £

b Have there been any significant changes in the composition of turnover
compared with the previous period? YES � NO �

If YES, please explain

c What proportion of the turnover was generated by business which the FSA
does not regulate? %

Please provide details

2 Has there been any material change in the firmÕs financial position during the
period? YES � NO �

If YES, please give
details
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3 Please provide the following details:

a The firmÕs bank position
at the accounting
reference date

b Any major fixed asset
additions or disposals
during the period

c The major creditors at
the accounting
reference date, together
with payment terms
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Part 2

These questions must be answered by all firms

4 Does the firm have, and has it had at all times during the period, own funds of
at least £10,000 as required by IPRU(INV) 13.10.1R? YES � NO �

If NO, please explain

5 Is the firm able, and has it been able at all times during the period, to meet its
liabilities as they fall due, as required by IPRU(INV)13.1.2(2)? YES � NO �

If NO, please explain

6 a Has the firm maintained accounting and other records in accordance with
IPRU(INV)13.1.11R and SYSC 3.2.20R? YES � NO �

If NO, please explain

b Has the firm maintained records to enable the FSA to verify the calculations
prepared to support the financial declarations made in response to questions 4
and 5 above?

YES � NO �

If NO, please explain

7 Has more than 20 per cent of new business commission been generated from
any one product provider during the period? YES � NO �
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If YES, please identify
the company or
companies concerned
together with the
percentage and give an
explanation

8 Has the firm been asked to repay or has it repaid indemnity commission during
the period? YES � NO �

If YES, do these requests for repayment represent more than 5 per cent of the
firmÕs commission income received on indemnity terms during the period? YES � NO �

If YES, please provide
an explanation and
details of the proportion
of commission income
received on indemnity
terms which the
repayments represent
and whether these
amounts have been
repaid.

9 a How many complaints has the firm received during the period?

b Has the firm complied with the requirements relating to complaints procedures
as set out in DISP Chapter 1? YES � NO �

If NO, please explain
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10 Are there outstanding, or have there been at any time during the period, any
legal proceedings against the firm, its principals or any of its appointed
representatives?

YES � NO �

If  YES, please give
details

11 Has the firm received, during  the period, any cash or cheques made out  to it,
which should have been made out to a third party? YES � NO �

If  YES, please give
details of the action
taken in each case

12 Has the firm held any client title documents or other assets belonging to
clients(other than client money) for more than four weeks? YES � NO �

If  YES, please explain

13 a Have the firmÕs investment business activities during the period been such that
it has engaged in business outside its permission? YES � NO �

If  YES, please explain
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13 b Does the firm have any close links with other persons which have not
previously been notified to the FSA? YES � NO �

If  YES, please provide
details

14 Has the firm complied with the requirements relating to training and
competence as set out in the Training and Competence Sourcebook? YES � NO �

If NO, please provide
details
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Part 3

This question must be answered by incorporated businesses only

15 a Have the most recent statutory accounts been prepared and submitted to the
Registrar of Companies in accordance with the Companies Act timetable? YES � NO �

If NO, please explain

b Did the audit opinion given in respect of the most recent set of statutory
accounts contain any qualification or include any reference to a fundamental
uncertainty?

YES � NO �

If YES, please provide a copy of these accounts and the audit report.

c Is the firm a holding company or is any of its qualifying holders a company?
YES � NO �

If YES, please submit with this questionnaire, in accordance with SUP 16.7.49R, a copy of the latest
available audited, consolidated annual financial statements for the group and an organisation chart, tracing
the route to the ultimate qualifying holder or holders.

If the required
documents are not
being submitted, please
explain

d Has the firm received an auditorÕs report to management during the period?
YES � NO �

If YES, has the firm promptly informed the FSA of anything in that report,
which relates to the firm, and of which the FSA would reasonably expect
prompt notice (see SUP 15.3.8G(2))?

YES � NO �

If NO, please explain
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Part 4

These questions must be answered by unincorporated businesses only

16 a If the firm is a sole trader

(i) Does the total of your personal and business assets exceed the total of
your  personal and business liabilities? YES � NO �

(ii) Will you be able to meet those liabilities as they fall due?
YES � NO �

If the answer to either
question is NO, please
explain

b If the firm is a partnership

(i) Do the personal assets of each individual partner exceed his or her
personal liabilities? YES � NO �

(ii) Will they be able to meet those liabilities as they fall due?
YES � NO �

If the answer to either
question is NO, please
explain

c In confirming the statement of solvency in question 16(a) or 16(b), has the firm
applied the accounting principles set out in SUP 16 Ann7R (Section 5, Table
1R) (excluding paragraph 2) and included as a liability a provision for taxation
on the whole of its profits up to the date when the last balance sheet was
prepared?

YES � NO �

If NO, please explain
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17 If the firm is a sole trader, has it reviewed its arrangements, and the
arrangements of its appointed representatives, as required by SYSC 3.2.19G,
to ensure that they remain effective to safeguard the interests of customers in
the event of the absence, illness, disability or death of any essential member
of its staff?

YES � NO �

If YES, please provide
details of any change in
the arrangements or
confirm that no changes
are required

If NO, please explain
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Declaration

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may
be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000). It should not
be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has
previously been disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body.

I confirm that the information in this form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and
belief, and that I have read the Guidance Notes to this form.

Name of firm

FSA firm reference number

Name of first signatory

Signature

Position

Date

Name of second signatory

Signature

Position

Date
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The Financial Services Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London E14 5HS
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Telephone +44 (0) 20 7676 1000
Facsimile +44 (0) 20 7676 1099
Website http://www.fsa.gov.uk

Registered as a Limited Company in England and Wales No 1920623. Registered Office as above
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Form 13A – Balance sheet

Balance sheet – Category A firms Form 13A

As at  ____________________ (accounting reference date) £

A FIXED ASSETS

1 Intangible assets

2 Tangible assets

3 Investments

4 TOTAL FIXED ASSETS

B CURRENT ASSETS

1 Physical stocks

2 Amounts due from group companies

3 Amounts due from other connected persons
(including Appointed Representatives)

4 Other debtors

5 Investments - long positions

6 Cash at bank and in hand

7 Prepayments and accrued income

8 TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

C CREDITORS: AMOUNTS FALLING DUE WITHIN ONE YEAR

1 Trade creditors

2 Investments - short positions

3 Loans and overdrafts

4 Taxation

5 Amounts due to group companies

6 Amounts due to other connected persons
(including Appointed Representatives)

7 Obligations under finance leases

8 Other creditors

9 Accruals and deferred income

10 TOTAL CREDITORS FALLING DUE WITHIN ONE YEAR

D NET CURRENT ASSETS (B8 - C10)

E TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES (A4 + D)
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Form 13A – Balance sheet

As at  ____________________ (accounting reference date) £

F CREDITORS: AMOUNTS FALLING DUE AFTER MORE THAN ONE YEAR

1 Loans

2 Taxation

3 Amounts due to group companies

4 Amounts due to other connected persons

5 Obligations under finance leases

6 Other creditors

7 Accruals and deferred income

8 TOTAL CREDITORS FALLING DUE AFTER MORE THAN ONE YEAR

G PROVISIONS FOR LIABILITIES AND CHARGES

1 Commission on indemnity terms

2 Provisions for pension opt-outs and transfers

3 Taxation including deferred taxation

4 Other provisions

5 TOTAL PROVISIONS FOR LIABILITIES AND CHARGES

H TOTAL ASSETS LESS TOTAL LIABILITIES (E - F8 - G5)

I CAPITAL AND RESERVES

1 Called up share capital

2 Share premium account

3 Proprietor’s or partners’ capital accounts

4 Proprietor’s or partners’ current accounts

5 Revaluation reserve

6 Other reserves

7 Profit and loss account - prior year

- current year

8 TOTAL CAPITAL AND RESERVES

The financial statements set out on pages ____ to ____

were approved on ____________________ (date)

____________________________________ (signature)
(proprietor/partner/director)

SIGNATURE AND DECLARATION

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information
which is false or misleading in a material particular
may be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400
of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000).
It should not be assumed that information is
known to the FSA merely because it is in the
public domain or has previously been disclosed to
the FSA or another regulatory body.

I confirm that the information in this form is
accurate and complete to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

____________________________________ (signature)
(partner/director)
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Form 13B – Profit and loss account

Profit and loss account Form 13Bi

For the period from _______________ (date) to _______________ (date) £

A REVENUE

I Commissions on transactions in:

1 Collective investment schemes

2 Life assurance policies

(a) on indemnity terms

(b) other initial commission

(c) renewal commission

3 Direct investments

4 Other - please specify

II  Investment management fees

Ill Fees for investment advice

IV Interest and dividends

1 Investments

2 Loan accounts

3 In respect of client bank accounts

4 Other - please specify

V Exceptional items - please specify

VI Other revenue - please specify

VII TOTAL REVENUE

B TOTAL EXPENDITURE (see XII on Form 13Bii)

C PROFIT BEFORE TAXATION (A VII – B)

D TAXATION

E EXTRAORDINARY ITEMS - please give details

F PROFIT FOR THE PERIOD (C - D - E)

G DISTRIBUTIONS

I Dividends

II Proprietor’s/partners’ drawings - please specify

Ill Other - please specify

H RETAINED PROFIT OR LOSS FOR THE PERIOD (F - G)
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Form 13B – Profit and loss account

Profit and loss account (Details of expenditure) Form 13Bii

For the period from _______________ (date) to _______________ (date) £

B TOTAL EXPENDITURE

I Shared commissions paid

1 attributable directly to commissions received

2 not attributable directly to commissions received

II Salaries and other employment costs

Ill Directors' or partners' emoluments

IV Staff bonuses

V 1 Employees’ and directors’ shares in profits

2 Other appropriations of profits

VI Interest charges

1 Payable to clients in respect of client money balances

2 Payable to counterparties

3 Subordinated loans

4 Other loans

5 Bank overdrafts

6 Other - please specify

VII Audit fees

VIII Other professional charges

IX Regulatory fees and expenses

X Other expenditure

1 Establishment costs

2 Communications and marketing

3 Office equipment and services

4 Depreciation

5 Other office expenses

6 Provision for losses

7 Bad and doubtful debts

8 Provision for pension transfer compensation

9 Professional indemnity insurance

10 Customers’ claims and compensation - please give details

11 Other claims - please give details

12 Management fees payable to connected companies

13 Fees, brokerage to clearing houses etc

14 Foreign exchanges losses

15 Other expenses - please give details

XI Exceptional items - please give details

XII TOTAL EXPENDITURE
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Form 13Ci Statement of own-funds (incorporated firms)

Financial resources test 1

Statement of own-funds (incorporated firms) Form 13Ci

FINANCIAL RESOURCES TEST 1 Admissible amount

As at  ____________________ (accounting reference date) £

1 Paid-up ordinary share capital

2 Share premium account

3 Audited reserves (excluding revaluation reserves)
and verified  interim net profits

4 Non-cumulative preference shares
(if not redeemable by shareholders within 5 years)

INITIAL CAPITAL (1+2+3+4) A

7 Investments in own shares

8 Intangible assets

9 Material current year losses

10 Material holdings in credit and financial institutions

(7+8+9+10) B

ORIGINAL OWN FUNDS (A-B) C

12 Revaluation reserves*

13 Cumulative preference share capital
(if not redeemable by shareholders within 5 years)*

14 Long-term subordinated loans*

15 Preference share capital
(if not redeemable by shareholders within 2 years) and debt capital*

OWN FUNDS (C+12+13+14+15)

             OWN FUNDS REQUIREMENT             
50,000 ECU / 125,000 ECU / 730,000 ECU

converted to sterling at                            (rate)

(if IPRU(INV) 13.3.3R applies then replace with highest reference level)

OWN FUNDS SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

* these items may be restricted in accordance with
IPRU(INV) Table 13.3.2(2)
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Form 13Cii Statement of own-funds (unincorporated firms)

Financial resources test 1

Statement of own-funds (unincorporated firms) Form 13Cii

FINANCIAL RESOURCES – TEST 1 Admissible amount

As at  ____________________ (accounting reference date) £

Balances on proprietor's or partners'

5 Capital accounts

6 Current accounts (to the extent that the profits
are audited and interim net profits are verified )

INITIAL CAPITAL (5+6) A

8 Intangible assets

9 Material current year losses

10 Material holdings in credit and financial institutions

11 Excess of current year drawings over current year profits

(8+9+10+11) B

ORIGINAL OWN FUNDS (A-B) C

12 Revaluation reserves*

14 Long-term subordinated loans*

OWN FUNDS (C+ 12+14)

             OWN FUNDS REQUIREMENT             
50,000 ECU / 125,000 ECU / 730,000 ECU

converted to sterling at                          (rate)

(If IPRU(INV) 13.3.3R applies then replace with highest reference level)

OWN FUNDS SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

* these items may be restricted in accordance with
IPRU(INV) Table 13.3.2(2)
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Form 13Di Calculation of financial resources – Test 1A

Net current assets test

Calculation of financial resources – Test 1A Form 13D

NET CURRENT ASSETS TEST

As at  ____________________ (accounting reference date) £

ADJUSTED NET CURRENT ASSETS (IPRU(INV) 13.4)

NET CURRENT ASSETS (D in Form 13A)

ADJUSTMENTS

1 Long term assets (IPRU(INV) 13.4.1R(1))

2 Connected persons (IPRU(INV) 13.4.1R(2))

3 Investments (IPRU(INV) 13.4.1R(3))

ADJUSTED NET CURRENT ASSETS

LESS: REQUIREMENT 1

SURPLUS (DEFICIT)
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Form 13Ei Calculation of financial resources – Test 2

Expenditure based requirement

Calculation of financial resources – Test 2 Form 13Ei

EXPENDITURE BASED REQUIREMENT
(This applies to Firms in Cat A1, Cat A2 with permission to manage investments and
Cat A networks)

£ £

FINANCIAL RESOURCES (from Form 13F)

Less: FINANCIAL RESOURCES REQUIREMENT

Total expenditure
(XII on Form 13Bii from your last annual financial statements)

Less: staff bonuses

employees’ and directors’ shares in profits

shared commissions

interest charges in respect of borrowing made to finance
the acquisition of your readily realisable investments

interest paid to clients on client money

interest paid to counterparties

fees, brokerage and other charges paid to clearing houses,
exchanges and intermediate brokers for the purposes of
executing, registering or clearing transactions

foreign exchange losses

(A)

Relevant Annual Expenditure Requirement is the higher of the following

(A) multiplied by 13/52 or

An amount equal to £400 multiplied by
the number of investment staff (see note)

FINANCIAL RESOURCES SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

NOTE: The number of the FirmÕs investment staff includes the investment
staff of its appointed representatives
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Form 13Eii Calculation of financial resources – Test 2

Expenditure based requirement (Modified test)

Calculation of financial resources – Test 2 Form 13Eii

EXPENDITURE BASED REQUIREMENT
(Modified Test)
(This applies to Cat A2 Firms without permission to manage investments and
Cat A3 Firms)

£ £

FINANCIAL RESOURCES (from Form 13F)

Less: FINANCIAL RESOURCES REQUIREMENT

Total expenditure
(XII on Form 13Bii from your last annual financial statements)

Less: staff bonuses

employees’ and directors’ shares in profits

shared commissions

interest charges in respect of borrowing made to finance
the acquisition of your readily realisable investments

interest paid to clients on client money

interest paid to counterparties

fees, brokerage and other charges paid to clearing houses,
exchanges and intermediate brokers for the purposes of
executing, registering or clearing transactions

foreign exchange losses

(A)

Relevant Annual Expenditure Requirement is the higher of the following

(A) multiplied by 4/52 or 8/52
(whichever applies in IPRU(INV) 13.5.1(R) or

(A) multiplied by 13/52 then the total of special adjustments
from Form 13F deducted or

An amount equal to £400 multiplied by
the number of investment staff (see note)

FINANCIAL RESOURCES SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

NOTE: The number of the FirmÕs investment staff includes the investment
staff of its appointed representatives
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Form 13F Calculation of financial resources – Test 2

Expenditure based requirement

Calculation of financial resources – Test 2 Form 13F

EXPENDITURE BASED REQUIREMENT

ASSETS

Balance
Sheet

£

Adjust-
ment

IPRU(INV)
Table

13.5.4 *
Item no.

Position
Risk

Other
Special
Adjust-
ment

Illiquid
Assets

Admissible
amount

£

FIXED ASSETS

Intangible assets (13) NIL

Tangible assets- land and buildings (1) NIL

- other tangible assets (13) NIL

Investments (2), (3)

CURRENT ASSETS

Physical stocks (13) NIL

Debtors - unsettled securities transactions (4), (5)

- regulated collective investment schemes (6)

- group debtors (7)

- trade debtors (8)

- prepayments (9)

- accrued income (10)

- deposits (11)

- government bodies (12)

- other debts (13) NIL

Investments (2), (3)

Cash at bank and in hand (11a)

TOTAL ASSETS

C/f

* A Category A1 firm must use IPRU(INV) Table 13.5.4(1)

A Category A2 or A3 firm must use IPRU(INV) Table 13.5.4(2).
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Form 13F Calculation of financial resources – Test 2

Expenditure based requirement

continued Form 13F

LIABILITIES

Balance
Sheet

£

Adjust-
ment

IPRU(INV)
Table

13.5.4 *
Item no.

Position
Risk

Other
Special
Adjust-
ment

Illiquid
Assets

Admissible
amount

£

b/f

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Creditors:
amounts falling due within one year

Liabilities secured on property (14)

Investments (short positions) (17)

Taxation (19)

Unsettled securities transactions (20), (21)

Other current liabilities (26)

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

Creditors: amounts falling due
after more than one year

Liabilities secured on property (14)

Short-term subordinated loans (15)

Long-term subordinated loans (15)

Taxation (19)

Other liabilities (26)

PROVISIONS FOR LIABILITIES AND CHARGES

Commission on indemnity terms (16)

Other provisions (26)

TOTAL LIABILITIES

c/f

TOTAL ASSETS LESS TOTAL LIABILITIES

* A Category A1 firm must use IPRU(INV) Table 13.5.4(1)

A Category A2 or A3 firm must use IPRU(INV) Table 13.5.4(2).
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Form 13F Calculation of financial resources – Test 2

Expenditure based requirement

continued Form 13F

Balance
Sheet

£

Adjust-
ment

IPRU(INV)
Table

13.5.4 *
Item no.

Position
Risk

Other
Special
Adjust-
ment

Illiquid
Assets

Admis-
sible

amount
£

b/f

Capital and reserves

Called up share capital

ProprietorÕs or partnersÕ capital
and current accounts

Other reserves

Total capital and reserves

Other adjustments

Deficiencies in subsidiaries (18)

Contingent liabilities (23)

Foreign exchange risk (25)

Preference shares (24)

OTC derivatives (22)

Deduction required per Form 13H (18)

Large exposure adjustment

FINANCIAL RESOURCES

A B
(Form
13E)

TOTALS

TOTAL SPECIAL ADJUSTMENT (A+B)

* A Category A1 firm must use IPRU(INV) Table 13.5.4(1)

A Category A2 or A3 firm must use IPRU(INV) Table 13.5.4(2).
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Form 13G Financial resources – Test 2

Position risk deductions for investments

Financial resources – Test 2 Form 13G

POSITION RISK DEDUCTIONS FOR INVESTMENTS
Where some of your investments are to be classified as fixed assets and others as current assets, you must
submit a copy of this form for EACH of those classes of assets.

INVESTMENTS
Balance

sheet
Market
value

Discount
rate

Amount of
discount

UK or other Central Government securities with
less than 2 years to final redemption 2%

UK or other Central Government securities with
between 2 and 5 years to final redemption 5%

Other qualifying fixed rate debt securities with
less than 5 years to final redemption 8%

Other qualifying floating rate debt securities
with less than five years to final redemption 10%

UK and other Central Government securities
with 5 years or more to final redemption 13%

Other qualifying debt securities with 5 years or
More to final redemption 15%

Non-qualifying fixed rate debt securities with
less than 2 years to final redemption 10%

Non-qualifying fixed rate debt securities with
between 2 and 5 years to final redemption 20%

Non-qualifying fixed rate debt securities with 5
years or more to final redemption 30%

Non-qualifying floating rate debt securities of
any duration 30%

With-profit life policies (at surrender value)
20%

Units in regulated collective investment
schemes 25%

Shares traded on a recognised or designated
investment exchange 25%

Units in higher volatility funds or property funds
50%

Derivatives (see IPRU(INV) Table 13.5.4A)

Other investments
100%

TOTALS
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Form 13H Financial resources – Test 2

Restrictions on financial resources

Financial resources – Test 2 Form 13H

RESTRICTIONS ON FINANCIAL RESOURCES

Guidance: Where you have been required to make deductions to your own funds level as a result of the restrictions
detailed in IPRU(INV)Table 13.3.2(2), the amounts that were deducted can be used in Financial Resources Test 2,
but subject to separate restrictions which also take into account the level of short-term subordinated loans and
preference shares. This form is required to establish whether any deductions are required to the amounts entered in
Form 13F

£

1 Short term subordinated loans

2 Preference shares

3 Amount deducted as a result of the restrictions of IPRU(INV) Table 13.3.2(2)

(1+2+3) A

Original own funds (Item C on Form 13Ci or Cii)

Less: Position risk (from Form 13F) B

Multiplied by 250% C

If A is greater than C, you must deduct the difference in your calculation of Financial
Resources Test 2 on Form 13F
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Form 13I Statement of large exposures

Statement of large exposures Form 13I

As at  ____________________ (date) £

Own funds level (from Form 13Ci or Cii)

Reportable level (10% of own funds)

Name of counterparty
or group of counterparties

Level of
exposure

Proportion
exempt (%)

Amount
included

TOTAL
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Form 13J Sole trader’s statement of solvency

Sole trader’s statement of solvency Form 13J

Statement of solvency

I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the total of my personal and business assets
exceeds the total of my personal and business liabilities and that I am able to meet those liabilities as
they fall due.

Confirmation

I confirm that, in making this statement of solvency, I have applied the Accounting Principles set out in
SUP16 Ann 7R (Section 5, Table 1R) of the Rules (excluding paragraph 2(a)) and included as a liability a
provision for taxation on the whole of my profits up to the date of the accompanying balance sheet.

Signature and declaration

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular
may be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000). It
should not be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain
or has previously been disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body.

I confirm that the information in this statement  is accurate and complete to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

______________________________________ (signature)

(sole trader)

______________________________________ (date)
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Form CAD13 Quarterly financial resources statement

Quarterly financial resources statement Form CAD13

This form applies to all Category Al, A2 and A3 Firms and must be submitted at all
quarterly reporting dates other than the annual accounting reference date.

£000 £000

Financial resources from latest audited Form 13F

Less: Material changes

Current year losses to date

Share capital or proprietor’s/partners’ capital introduced/
withdrawn since date of last audited figures;
subordinated loans introduced/repaid

Relevant Annual Expenditure Requirement from Form 13Ei

or 13Eii

as applicable

Financial Resources Surplus/(Deficit)
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Form 13A – Balance sheet

Balance sheet – Category B firms Form 13A

Category B firms except B3 with 1 — 25 investment staff

As at  ____________________ (accounting reference date) £

A FIXED ASSETS

1 Intangible assets

2 Tangible assets

3 Investments

4 TOTAL FIXED ASSETS

B CURRENT ASSETS

1 Physical stocks

2 Amounts due from group companies

3 Amounts due from other connected persons
(including Appointed Representatives)

4 Other debtors

5 Investments - long positions

6 Cash at bank and in hand

7 Prepayments and accrued income

8 TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

C CREDITORS: AMOUNTS FALLING DUE WITHIN ONE YEAR

1 Trade creditors

2 Investments - short positions

3 Loans and overdrafts

4 Taxation

5 Amounts due to group companies

6 Amounts due to other connected persons
(including Appointed Representatives)

7 Obligations under finance leases

8 Other creditors

9 Accruals and deferred income

10 TOTAL CREDITORS FALLING DUE WITHIN ONE YEAR

D NET CURRENT ASSETS (B8 - C10)

E TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES (A4 + D)
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Form 13A – Balance sheet

As at  ____________________ (accounting reference date) £

F CREDITORS: AMOUNTS FALLING DUE AFTER MORE THAN ONE YEAR

1 Loans

2 Taxation

3 Amounts due to group companies

4 Amounts due to other connected persons

5 Obligations under finance leases

6 Other creditors

7 Accruals and deferred income

8 TOTAL CREDITORS FALLING DUE AFTER MORE THAN ONE YEAR

G PROVISIONS FOR LIABILITIES AND CHARGES

1 Commission on indemnity terms

2 Provisions for pension opt-outs and transfers

3 Taxation including deferred taxation

4 Other provisions

5 TOTAL PROVISIONS FOR LIABILITIES AND CHARGES

H TOTAL ASSETS LESS TOTAL LIABILITIES (E - F8 - G5)

I CAPITAL AND RESERVES

1 Called up share capital

2 Share premium account

3 Proprietor’s or partners’ capital accounts

4 Proprietor’s or partners’ current accounts

5 Revaluation reserve

6 Other reserves

7 Profit and loss account - prior year

- current year

8 TOTAL CAPITAL AND RESERVES

The financial statements set out on pages ____ to ____

were approved on ____________________ (date)

____________________________________ (signature)
(proprietor/partner/director)

SIGNATURE AND DECLARATION

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information
which is false or misleading in a material particular
may be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000). It
should not be assumed that information is known to
the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or
has previously been disclosed to the FSA or another
regulatory body.

I confirm that the information in this form is
accurate and complete to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

____________________________________ (signature)
(partner/director)
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Form 13B – Profit and loss account

Profit and loss account Form 13Bi

For the period from _______________ (date) to _______________ (date) £

A REVENUE

I Commissions on transactions in:

1 Collective investment schemes

2 Life assurance policies

(a) on indemnity terms

(b) other initial commission

(c) renewal commission

3 Direct investments

4 Other - please specify

II  Investment management fees

Ill Fees for investment advice

IV Interest and dividends

1 Investments

2 Loan accounts

3 In respect of client bank accounts

4 Other - please specify

V Exceptional items - please specify

VI Other revenue - please specify

VII TOTAL REVENUE

B TOTAL EXPENDITURE (see XII on Form 13Bii)

C PROFIT BEFORE TAXATION (A VII – B)

D TAXATION

E EXTRAORDINARY ITEMS - please give details

F PROFIT FOR THE PERIOD (C - D - E)

G DISTRIBUTIONS

I Dividends

II Proprietor’s/partners’ drawings - please specify

Ill Other - please specify

H RETAINED PROFIT OR LOSS FOR THE PERIOD (F - G)
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Form 13B – Profit and loss account

Profit and loss account (Details of expenditure) Form 13Bii

For the period from _______________ (date) to _______________ (date) £

B TOTAL EXPENDITURE

I Shared commissions paid

1 attributable directly to commissions received

2 not attributable directly to commissions received

II Salaries and other employment costs

Ill Directors' or partners' emoluments

IV Staff bonuses

V Employees' and directors' shares in profits

VI Interest charges

1 Payable to clients in respect of client money balances

2 Payable to counterparties

3 Subordinated loans

4 Other loans

5 Bank overdrafts

6 Other - please specify

VII Audit fees

VIII Other professional charges

IX Regulatory fees and expenses

X Other expenditure

1 Establishment costs

2 Communications and marketing

3 Office equipment and services

4 Depreciation

5 Other office expenses

6 Provision for losses

7 Bad and doubtful debts

8 Provision for pension transfer compensation

9 Professional indemnity insurance

10 Customers’ claims and compensation - please give details

11 Other claims and compensation - please give details

12 Management fees payable to connected companies

13 Fees, brokerage to clearing houses etc

XI Exceptional items - please give details

XII TOTAL EXPENDITURE
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Form 13Ci Statement of own-funds (incorporated firms)

Financial resources test 1

Statement of own-funds (incorporated firms) Form 13Ci

FINANCIAL RESOURCES TEST 1

As at  ____________________ (date) £

Paid up share capital
(excluding preference shares redeemable by shareholders within 2 years)

Share premium account

Audited retained profits and verified interim net profits

Revaluation reserves

Short-term subordinated loans

Debt capital

LESS Intangible assets

Material current year losses

Own funds requirement 10,000

OWN FUNDS SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) £
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Form 13Cii Statement of own-funds (unincorporated firms)

Financial resources test 1

Statement of own-funds (unincorporated firms) Form 13Cii

FINANCIAL RESOURCES – TEST 1 Admissible amount

As at  ____________________ (date) £

Balances on proprietor's or partners'

Capital accounts

Current accounts

Revaluation reserves

Short-term subordinated loans

LESS:

Intangible assets

Material current year losses

Excess of current year drawings over current year profits

OWN FUNDS 

Own funds requirement 10,000

OWN FUNDS SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)
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Form 13Di Calculation of financial resources – Test 1A

Net current assets test

Calculation of financial resources – Test 1A Form 13D

NET CURRENT ASSETS TEST

As at  ____________________ (date) £

ADJUSTED NET CURRENT ASSETS (IPRU(INV) 13.11)

NET CURRENT ASSETS (D in Form 13A)

ADJUSTMENTS

1 Long term assets (IPRU(INV) 13.11.1R(1))

2 Connected persons (IPRU(INV) 13.11.1R(2))

3 Investments (IPRU(INV) 13.11.1R(3))

ADJUSTED NET CURRENT ASSETS

LESS: REQUIREMENT 1

SURPLUS (DEFICIT)
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Form 13E Calculation of financial resources – Test 2

Expenditure based requirement

Calculation of financial resources – Test 2 Form 13E

EXPENDITURE BASED REQUIREMENT
(This applies to Firms in Cat B, except low resource Firms)

£ £

ADJUSTED CAPITAL/LIQUID CAPITAL (from Form 13F)

Less: ADJUSTED CAPITAL REQUIREMENT

Total expenditure
(B in the profit and loss account on Form 13Bi from your last annual
financial statements)

Less: staff bonuses

employees’ and directors’ shares in profits

shared commissions

interest charges in respect of borrowing made to finance
the acquisition of your readily realisable investments

emoluments of directors, partners or a sole proprietor (see Note 1)

(A)

Relevant Annual Expenditure Requirement is the higher of the following

(A) multiplied by 4/52 or 8/52 or 13/52 (see IPRU(INV) 13.12.1R), or

An amount equal to £400 multiplied by
the number of investment staff (see Note 2)

ADJUSTED CAPITAL/LIQUID CAPITAL SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

NOTE 1: Category B1 Firms must not deduct this item.

NOTE 2: The number of the FirmÕs investment staff includes the investment staff
of its appointed representatives.
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Form 13F Calculation of financial resources – Test 2

Expenditure based requirement

Calculation of financial resources – Test 2 Form 13F

EXPENDITURE BASED REQUIREMENT

Cat B1 Firms Cat B2 and B3 Firms

ASSETS

Balance
Sheet

£

Adjust-
ment

IPRU(INV)
Table

13.12.3(1)
Item no.

Amount
of

discount

Adjust-
ment

IPRU(INV)
Table

13.12.3(2)
Item no.

Amount
of

discount

Admis-
sible

amount
£

FIXED ASSETS

Intangible assets NIL

Tangible assets - land and buildings (1) (1)

- motor vehicles (2)

- other tangible assets (13) (13) NIL

Investments (2)(3) (3)

CURRENT ASSETS

Physical stocks (13) (13) NIL

Debtors - unsettled securities transactions (4)(5) (4)(5)

- regulated collective investment schemes (6) (6)

- group debtors (13) (7)

- trade debtors (authorised persons) (8) (8)

- prepayments (9) (9)

- accrued income (10) (10)

- deposits (11) (11)

- government bodies (12) (12)

- other debts (12) (13)

Investments (2) (3)

Cash at bank (11) (11)

TOTAL ASSETS

C/f
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Form 13F Calculation of financial resources – Test 2

Expenditure based requirement

continued Form 13F

Cat B1 Firms Cat B2 and B3 Firms

LIABILITIES

Balance
Sheet

£

Adjust-
ment

IPRU(INV)
Table

13.12.3(1)
Item no.

Amount
of

discount

Adjust-
ment

IPRU(INV)
Table

13.12.3(2)
Item no.

Amount
of discount

Admis-
sible

amount
£

b/f

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Creditors:
amounts falling due within one year

Liabilities secured on property (14) (14)

Investments (short positions) (17) (17)

Taxation (19) (19)

Unsettled securities transactions (20), (21) (20), (21)

Other current liabilities (26) (27)

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

Creditors: amounts falling due
after more than one year

Liabilities secured on property (14) (14)

Subordinated loans (15) (15)

Long-term subordinated loans (15) (15)

Taxation (19) (19)

Other liabilities (26) (27)

PROVISIONS FOR LIABILITIES AND CHARGES

Commission on indemnity terms (16) (16)

Other provisions (26) (27)

TOTAL LIABILITIES

c/f

TOTAL ASSETS LESS TOTAL LIABILITIES
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Form 13F Calculation of financial resources – Test 2

Expenditure based requirement

continued Form 13F

Cat B1 Firms Cat B2 and B3 Firms

Balance
Sheet

£

Adjust-
ment

IPRU(INV)
Table

13.12.3(1)
Item no.

Amount
of

discount

Adjust-
ment

IPRU(INV)
Table

13.12.3(2)
Item no.

Amount
of discount

Admissible
amount

£

b/f

Capital and reserves

Called up share capital

ProprietorÕs or partnersÕ capital
and current accounts

Other reserves

Total capital and reserves

Other adjustments

Deficiencies in subsidiaries (18) (18)

Contingent liabilities (23) (23)

Foreign exchange risk (25) (26)

Redeemable preference shares (24) (25)

Derivatives (22) (22)

ADJUSTED CAPITAL/LIQUID CAPITAL
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Form 13G Financial resources – Test 2

Discounts  for investments

Financial resources – Test 2 Form 13G

DISCOUNTS FOR INVESTMENTS
Where some of your investments are to be classified as fixed assets and others as current assets, you must
submit a copy of this form for EACH of those classes of assets.

INVESTMENTS
Balance

sheet
Market
value

Discount
rate

Amount of
discount

UK Government or local authority stocks with less
than one year to final redemption and debt
instruments issued or accepted by an approved
bank with less than 90 days to final redemption

2%

UK Government or local authority stocks with
more than one year but less than five years to
final redemption

5%

Other debt instruments which are marketable
investments with less than one year to final
redemption

5%

Floating rate notes which are marketable
investments with no more than 20 years to final
redemption

5%

UK Government or local authority stocks with 5
years or more to final redemption and other debt
instruments which are marketable investments
with less than 5 years to final redemption

10%

Floating rate notes which are marketable
investments with more than 20 years to final
redemption

10%

Other debt instruments which are marketable
investments

15%

With-profit life policies (at surrender value) 20%

Other investments listed on a recognised or
designated investment exchange

25%

Unit-linked bonds and units in authorised unit
trusts (other than higher volatility funds and
property funds) or regulated collective investment
schemes

25%

Shares traded on a recognised or designated
investment exchange

35%

Other shares for which there is a market maker in
the UK

35%

Units in higher volatility funds or property funds 50%

Shares in subsidiary companies and shares
which are not readily realisable in connected
companies

100%

Derivatives (see IPRU(INV) Table 13.12.3A)

Other investments 100%

TOTALS
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Form 13J Sole trader’s statement of solvency

Sole trader’s statement of solvency Form 13J

Statement of solvency

I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the total of my personal and business assets exceeds
the total of my personal and business liabilities and that I am able to meet those liabilities as they fall due.

Confirmation

I confirm that, in making this statement of solvency, I have applied the Accounting Principles set out in
SUP16 Ann 7R (Section 5, Table 1R) of the Rules (excluding paragraph 2(a)) and included as a liability a
provision for taxation on the whole of my profits up to the date of the accompanying balance sheet.

Signature and declaration

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material particular may
be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000). It should not
be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the public domain or has
previously been disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body.

I confirm that the information in this statement  is accurate and complete to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

______________________________________ (signature)

(sole trader)

______________________________________ (date)
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(See SUP 16.7.51R)

1. (1) Each report must provide the required information:

(a) fully and accurately;

(b) where applicable, in accordance with the accounting principles set out in
Table 1 of this annex.

(2) A firm must prepare its reports as at its annual accounting reference date and
at the applicable intervals between those dates which are specified in SUP
16.7.45R , SUP 16.7.47R and SUP 16.7.49R .

(3) A firm must submit reports to the FSA by the dates for submission to the FSA
stipulated in SUP 16.7.45R, SUP 16.7.47R and SUP 16.7.49R.

(4) Financial statements and any questionnaire, which a firm is required to com-
plete, must be approved and signed as set out in Table 2R.

(5) For Form CAD 13 (a copy of which is to be found at the end of Schedule 13A
in section 3 of SUP16 Ann 7R), the firm must use figures which are taken
from its most recently audited accounts, unless they relate to a material
change of a kind specified in that form.

(6) A report on holdings of second–hand life policies must contain the following
information:

(a) the value at the reporting date of each policy held for resale or invest-
ment, calculated in accordance with IPRU(INV) 13.12.3R and discounted
where appropriate in accordance with IPRU(INV) 13.12.3R;

(b) the length of time for which it has been held; and

(c) the date to which the surrender value calculated in IPRU(INV) 13.12.3R
is or was valid.

� �����

 ��
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Table 1R – Accounting Principles
(1) Except as in (2) and (12) below, amounts to be included for all
items shown in the firm’s balance sheet and profit and loss account
must be determined in accordance with:

(a) the accounting principles and rules contained in the Companies
Acts;

(b) generally accepted accounting standards; and

(c) the provisions of (3) to (11) below
(2) (a) If the firm is a sole trader, the items to be included in a finan-
cial statement must only be those which relate to the sole trader’s
business as a firm.

(b) If the firm is a body corporate with one or more subsidiaries, its
financial statements must be unconsolidated.
(3) (a) All amounts must be shown in pounds sterling.

(b)  A firm must translate assets and liabilities denominated in other
currencies into pounds sterling using the closing mid–market rate of
exchange (or, where appropriate, the rates of exchange fixed under
the terms of related or matching forward contracts).
(4) All balances with counterparties which are due to be settled
against delivery of documents of title must be reflected at their gross
amounts unless the parties to the transactions have expressly agreed
in writing that they are to be settled on a net basis.
(5) The items in the balance sheet and profit and loss account must be
shown in the order and under the headings and sub– headings given
in Forms 13A and 13B respectively (but may be shown in more detail
than those forms require).
(6) The balance sheet or profit and loss account may include as a sep-
arately identified sum any asset or liability, or income or expendi-
ture, not otherwise covered by one of the items listed in Forms 13A
and 13B.
(7) A heading or sub–heading corresponding to an item listed in
Form 13A or 13B need not be included if there is no amount to be
shown for that item in respect of the period to which the balance
sheet or profit and loss account relates or in respect of the preceding
period.
(8) In the annual statements, in respect of every item in the balance
sheet or profit and loss account the corresponding amount for the fi-
nancial year immediately preceding must also be shown.
(9) No netting is allowed (that is amounts in respect of items repre-
senting assets or income may not be offset against amounts in respect
of items representing liabilities or expenditure, as the case may be, or
vice versa).

 ��
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Table 1R – Accounting Principles
(10) Balances on client bank accounts and related client accounts
must not form part of the firm’s own balance sheet, but must be
shown in the notes to the financial statements. If the firm has per-
mission to perform discretionary portfolio management it must dis-
close in the notes to the financial statements the value of clients’
assets of which the firm is discretionary portfolio manager and which
are in the firm’s possession or held to its order
(11) The Notes to the balance sheet and profit and loss account must
include the following information where applicable:

(a) A statement of accounting policies

This must include details of the accounting policies which have been
adopted in respect of the items which are material to the balance
sheet and profit and loss account. However, where the firm has rev-
enue from commissions on transactions in life policies or pension con-
tracts there must be an accounting policy note on the recognition of
this income, and in particular in respect of any indemnity commission
income (see (c) below).

There should also be a statement that the balance sheet and profit
and loss account have been prepared in accordance with the Com-
panies Acts and with the standards specified in (1)(b) above
(b) Detailed analyses of items in the balance sheet or profit and loss
account

The notes are expected to include, where appropriate, analysed in-
formation on items in the balance sheet or profit and loss account.
(c)  Indemnity commission income. A firm must disclose fully:

(i) its accounting policy in respect of indemnity commission;

(ii) the actual provision made in the financial statements;

(iii) the value of commission which has been repaid to suppliers dur-
ing the period covered by the financial statements;

(iv) the number of policies subject to clawback of commission which
have lapsed during the accounting period.
(d) Contingent liabilities
A firm must disclose fully every contingent liability which exists at
the balance sheet date, in particular:

 ��
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Table 1R – Accounting Principles
(i) an indication of the amount of the potential liability involved;

(ii) an indication of the likelihood that the potential liability will crys-
tallise;

(iii) full details of the background to the contingency.

If no contingent liabilities exist at the balance sheet date there should
be a note to this effect.
(12) If it appears to the firm that there are special reasons for depart-
ing from any of the principles and rules in this table in preparing its
financial statements in respect of any financial year, it may do so, but
the firm must include in a note to the financial statements particulars
of the departure, reasons for it and its effect.

� �����

TABLE 2R

APPROVAL AND SIGNATURE OF REPORTS
Sole trader Partnership Company

The firm’s financial
statements must
contain a statement
setting out:

whether his
total assets ex-
ceed his total
liabilities
(whether or not
the assets and
liabilities arose
in the course of
regulated acti-
vities)

that the finan-
cial statements
were approved
at a meeting of
the partners

that the fi-
nancial
statements
were ap-
proved at a
meeting of
the directors

The firm’s financial
statements and any
questionnaire must
be signed by:

the proprietor at least two
partners

at least two
directors*

*Note: If there is only one director, then that director and the com-
pany secretary must sign.

 ��
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SUP 16 Ann 8G: Guidance notes on completion of personal  investment
firms' reporting forms

1.  Consolidated financial resources return for personal investment firms

2.  Annual questionnaire for small personal investment firms
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PIF 03a -
Completion of the consolidated financial resources return for personal investment firms Page 1 of 8

GUIDANCE NOTES on completion of the pro forma
Consolidated financial resources return for personal
investment firms

INTRODUCTION

Excessive risks or financial deficiencies in other parts of a group may damage the financial viability of
a Category A firm. IPRU(INV)13.7 in the FSA Handbook enables the FSA to gather information so
that it can watch for such weaknesses in a group and, if necessary, call for protective or remedial
action.

IPRU(INV)13.7.1R states that you must comply with IPRU(INV)13.7 if you are a member of a group.

IPRU(INV)13.7.2R states that where IPRU(INV)13.7 applies, you must provide to the FSA information
about yourself and other members of your group relevant to the formation of a complete picture of the
group, its structure and organisation and risks to which the firm may be subject as a member of that
group.

IPRU(INV) 13.7.2AR states that a Category A firm must ensure that it and other members of its group
apply the provisions of chapter 13 of IPRU(INV) on a consolidated basis unless:

(1) the group is subject to the consolidated supervision requirements imposed by the FSA rules
in another chapter or sourcebook; or

(2) the FSA is not the consolidating supervisor for the firmÕs group.

IPRU(INV)13.7.2BR states that where a Category A firm is exposed to undue risk in consequence its
membership of a group, it must provide against, reduce or eliminate that risk.

To enable the FSA to obtain a complete picture of financial position of the group of which the firm is a
member, in accordance with IPRU(INV)13.7.2R, you are required to complete the consolidated
financial resources return.

In accordance with IPRU(INV)13.7.2BR, the FSA will require the firm to take steps to eliminate a
consolidated deficiency shown by the return.

The guidance for completion of each page of the consolidated financial resources return are given
below.
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PAGE 1 OF THE RETURN

COLUMN GUIDANCE

Column A List each subsidiary and associated company in the group. Complete columns
B to I on a line by line basis.

Column B If the shares in the subsidiary or associate are held by the holding company,
enter the percentage share holding in the subsidiary or associate.

If the shares in the subsidiary or associate are not held directly by the holding
company, but are held by another group company, enter the effective
percentage interest of the holding company in the subsidiary or associate.  In
this case, where the guidance below refers to percentage interest or interest,
these should be read as effective percentage interest or effective interest,
respectively.

Column C Specify whether the subsidiary or associate is regulated by the FSA or by
another regulator.  If the firm is not regulated, state ÒunregulatedÓ.

Column D The figure entered under Column D should be the sum of the following:

(a) the interest in the ordinary share capital of the subsidiary or associate.

(b) the interest in the preference share capital of the subsidiary or
associate.

Column E

Subsidiaries The figure entered under Column E will generally be the sum of the following:

(a) the ordinary share capital and reserves of the subsidiary.

(b) the preference share capital of the subsidiary.

However, if the subsidiary has an investment in another group company which
is a subsidiary or associate, and the value of that investment as shown on the
balance sheet of the subsidiary company holding the shares, is greater than
the nominal value of the investment, then the excess should be deducted from
the sum of a) and b).

Associates The figure entered under Column E should be the sum of the following:

(a) the holding companyÕs interest in the ordinary share capital and
reserves of the associate. This will be the percentage interest from
Column B multiplied by the ordinary share capital and reserves of the
associate;

An adjustment may be required if an associate holds shares in another
associate. If the value at which the investment in those shares is held is
greater than the par value of those shares, then the excess should be
deducted from the total of the capital and reserves of the associate which
holds the investment, before calculating the holding companyÕs interest in
those capital and reserves.

(b) the holding companyÕs interest in the preference share capital of the
associate. This should be the same figure as used in the calculation
under point b) for Column D.
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COLUMN GUIDANCE

Column F

Subsidiaries If the subsidiary is an FSA regulated firm, other than a low resource firm as
defined in the glossary to IPRU(INV) 13, then the figure in Column F will be
taken from page 2 of the return (see later).

If the subsidiary is an FSA regulated Category B3 low resource firm then enter
£10,000 in Column F. This is the own funds requirement for a low resource
firm (see IPRU(INV)13.10.1R). If the subsidiary or associate has intangible
assets these will be added to the financial resource requirement.

If another regulator regulates the subsidiary enter the financial resource
requirement of that other regulator in Column F. If the subsidiary has
intangible assets these will be added to the financial resource requirement. If
the subsidiary has made a subordinated loan to another group company this
should also be added to the financial resource requirement.

If the subsidiary is unregulated then provisionally enter £1 in Column F. If the
subsidiary has intangible assets these will be added to the financial resource
requirement. If the subsidiary has made a subordinated loan to another group
company this will also be added to the financial resource requirement.

Associates If the associate is an FSA regulated firm, other than a low resource firm as
defined in the glossary to IPRU(INV) 13, then the figure in Column F will be
taken from page 2 of the return (see later).

If the associate is an FSA regulated B3 low resource firm then enter £10,000 x
holding companyÕs percentage interest in the ordinary shares, in Column F.
£10,000 is the own funds requirement (see IPRU(INV)13.10.1R).

If another regulator regulates the associate, enter the financial resource
requirement of that other regulator x the holding companyÕs percentage
interest in the ordinary share capital.

If the associate is unregulated then provisionally enter £1 in Column F.

Column G The figure in Column G is that in Column E less that in column F.

Column H The figure in Column H is that in Column E less that in Column D. If, for a
subsidiary, the minority interest in ordinary share capital and preference share
capital is greater than the financial resource requirement in column F then a
deduction should be made for the excess. This is because the excess is not
freely transferable to other group companies.

Column I The figure in Column I is that in Column F.
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Total Financial
Resources
Requirement of
Subsidiaries

This is the total of the figures in Column I.

Holding Company
Financial Resource
Requirement

If the holding company is an FSA regulated firm, other than a low resource
firm as defined in the glossary to IPRU(INV) 13, then the figure will be taken
from page 2 of the return (see later).

If the holding company is an FSA low resource firm, then enter £10,000.  This
is the own funds requirement for a low resource firm (see
IPRU(INV)13.10.1R). If the holding company has intangible assets these will
be added to the financial resource requirement.

If the holding company is regulated by another regulator, provisionally enter
the financial resource requirement of that regulator.. If the holding company
has intangible assets these will be added to the financial resource
requirement. If the holding company has made a subordinated loan to another
group company this should be added to the financial resource requirement.

If the holding company is unregulated provisionally enter £1. If the holding
company has intangible assets these will be added to the financial resource
requirement. If the holding company has made a subordinated loan to another
group company this should be added to the financial resource requirement.

Total Consolidated
Financial
Resources
Requirement

This is the sum of total financial resource requirement of subsidiaries and the
holding company financial resource requirement.

Total Subsidiary
Externally
Generated
Financial
Resources

This is the total of Column H.

Holding Company
Financial
Resources

This is generally the capital and reserves of the holding company.

However, if the value at which the investment in directly held subsidiary and
associates is shown on the balance sheet of the holding company, is greater
than the value at which the investment in subsidiaries and associates, held
directly by the holding company, is shown in Column D, then the excess
should be deducted from the capital and reserves of the holding company.

Total Consolidated
Financial
Resources

This is the total of total subsidiary externally generated financial resources
and holding company financial resources.

Total Consolidated
Excess/(Deficiency)

This is the total consolidated financial resources less total consolidated
financial resources requirement.

The FSA will require the firm to take steps to eliminate a total consolidated
deficiency.

In calculating the total consolidated excess/(deficiency) of the group of which
the regulated firm is a part, the FSA may review the audited accounts of each
subsidiary and associate in the group and audited accounts of the holding
company, and may make additional adjustments to those specified above.
These adjustments will arise if as a result of the review, the FSA identifies any
assets against which a provision is required or liabilities for which a provision
should be made.
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PAGE 2 OF THE RETURN

This page should be completed for all subsidiaries and associates who are FSA regulated firms, other
than low resource firms as defined in the glossary to IPRU(INV) 1.

This page should also be completed in respect of the holding company if it is an FSA regulated firm,
other than a low resource firm.

The guidance refers to forms in the schedule of forms(SUP 16 Ann 7(3) R for category A firms and
SUP 16 Ann 7(4) R for category B firms). These forms should be those which have been prepared at
the same date as the return.

COLUMN GUIDANCE

Column A Enter the name of the subsidiary or the associate or the holding company as
applicable.  Complete columns B to I on a line by line basis.

Column B If the shares in the subsidiary or associate are held by the holding company,
enter the percentage share holding in the subsidiary or associate.

Column C

Subsidiary Enter the own funds of the regulated firm from Form 13Ci.

Associate Enter the own funds of the regulated firm from Form 13Ci multiplied by the
percentage interest of the holding company.

Holding Company Enter the own funds of the regulated firm from Form 13Ci.

Column D

Subsidiary Take the total financial resources from Form 13F and add back any
investment in subsidiaries or associates and any inter company debtors. Enter
the total figure in the column.

Associates Take the total financial resources from Form 13F and add back any
investment in associates and any inter company debtors. Multiply the total
figure by the percentage interest of the holding company in the associate and
enter the result in the column.

Holding Company Take the total financial resources from Form 13F and add back any
investment in subsidiaries or associates and any inter company debtors. Enter
the total figure in the column.

Column E The figure in column E is that in column C less that in Column D.

Column F

Subsidiary Enter the expenditure based requirement from Form 13Ei or 13Eii (Category A
firms) or from Form 13E (Category B firms).

Associates Enter the expenditure based requirement from Form 13Ei or 13Eii (Category A
firms) or from Form 13E (Category B firms) multiplied by the percentage
interest of the holding company.

Holding Company Enter the expenditure based requirement from Form 13Ei or 13Eii (Category A
firms) or from Form 13E (category B firms).

Column G The figure in column G is the figure in column E plus the figure in column F.
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COLUMN GUIDANCE

Column H

Subsidiary Enter the own funds requirement from Form 13Ci.

If a Category A firm is required to comply with IPRU(INV)13.3.3, enter the
highest reference level of own funds.

Associate Enter the own funds requirement from Form 13Ci multiplied by the percentage
interest of the holding company.

If a Category A firm is required to comply with IPRU(INV)13.3.3, enter the
highest reference level of own funds multiplied by the percentage interest of
the holding company.

Holding Company Enter the own funds requirement from Form 13Ci.

If a Category A firm is required to comply with IPRU(INV)13.3.3, enter the
highest reference level of own funds.

Column I The figure in Column I is the greater of the figure in Column G and the figure
in Column H.

If the firm is a subsidiary or an associate, then the figure in Column I should
be entered on page 1 in Column F.

If the firm is a holding company then the figure in Column I should be entered
on page 1, on the line entitled Ôholding company financial resources
requirementÕ.
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Guidance for the completion of Form 13I
(Consolidated statement of large exposures)

Introduction

IPRU(INV)13.7, consolidated supervision of group companies, applies to you as you are a member of
a group.

IPRU(INV) 13.7.2AR states that a category A firm must ensure that it and other members of its group
apply the provisions of chapter 13 of IPRU(INV) on a consolidated basis unless:

(1) the group is subject to the consolidated supervision requirements imposed by the FSA rules
in another chapter or sourcebook; or

(2) the FSA is not the consolidating supervisor for the firmÕs group.

As the regulated firm is a member of a group, you are required by SUP16.7.47R to report your large
exposures to the FSA on a consolidated basis.

A large exposure exists where:

(1) the group is owed a debt by, or is otherwise exposed to, another person, or two or more
affiliated persons, and

(2) that exposure equals or exceeds 10% of total consolidated financial resources.

If one group firm is owed a debt by another person, or two or more affiliated persons, then this debt
may not be offset by a credit balance with that same person or two or more affiliated persons, in
another group company, unless there is a legal right of setoff.

No Large Exposure should exceed 25% of your total consolidated financial resources.

The aggregate of your large exposures should not exceed 800% of your total consolidated financial
resources.

You should identify the following in your calculations of large exposures:

(1) an exempt exposure specified in IPRU(INV) Table 13.6.2(1).

(2) any exposure covered by any excess of your total consolidated financial resources over your
total consolidated financial resources requirement.

The large exposures should be reported on Form 13I (consolidated statement of large exposures)
within the period for submission specified in SUP 16.7.47R.

Form 13I (consolidated statement of large exposures) should be completed at the same date as the
consolidated financial resources return.
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Guidance

Enter the total consolidated financial resources from Page 1 of the consolidated financial
resources return.

Calculate 10% of the total consolidated financial resources. This is the reportable level of large
exposures.

Column A List the names of the counterparties or group of counterparties with whom the
group has a large exposure.

Column B List the level of exposure to each counterparty or group of counterparties.

Column C Specify the proportion of any exposure which is exempt in accordance with
IPRU(INV) Table 13.6.2(1).

Column D Calculate the net amount of the large exposure after deducting the proportion
that is exempt from Column C.

The excess of any net large exposure in Column D over 25% of your total
consolidated financial resources should be offset against any excess of your
total consolidated financial resources over your total consolidated financial
resources requirement.

If the group does not have a sufficient excess of total consolidated financial
resources over its total consolidated financial resources requirement, the FSA
will require you to do one of the following:

(1) take steps to reduce the level of your large exposure below 25% of
your total consolidated financial resources; or

(2) introduce additional capital into the group to provide sufficient
financial resources to cover the excess of the large exposure over
25% of your total consolidated financial resources.
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Sup 16

Ann 8(2)G

GUIDANCE NOTES

These guidance notes are intended to provide assistance to a firm in the completion of the annual questionnaire for

small personal investment firms. They are not, however, a substitute for the detailed rules and guidance contained in

the FSA Handbook and it remains the responsibility of each firm to ensure that it complies with all the requirements

of the rules and guidance.

General

The questionnaire must be completed by each firm which was in category B3 and had 25 or fewer financial advisers at the

accounting reference date to which the questionnaire relates (but not by a firm which has permission to manage investments).

A questionnaire must be completed as at each accounting reference date of the firm and the answers must be in respect of the

period since the firm’s previous accounting reference date.

The questionnaire must be returned to the FSA so that it is received by the firm’s usual supervisory contact  within FOUR

MONTHS after the accounting reference date.

If there is insufficient space in the questionnaire to answer a question then the information should be provided on a separate

sheet or sheets, which must be marked with the firm’s name and the FSA firm reference number and the accounting

reference date.

The questionnaire sent to the firm by the FSA should be retained as a master copy for each accounting period.

Submission of Accounts

Part 1 of the questionnaire need not be answered by a firm which submits accounts that comply with the following

requirements.

a) The accounts must be made up for the same period as that covered by the questionnaire.

b) The accounts must include a profit and loss account, a balance sheet and notes to the accounts which include a statement of

the accounting policies adopted. Forms 13A, 13Bi, and 13Bii in SUP16 Ann 7(4)R provide an example of a format which is

acceptable. Accounts which have been prepared in the format required by the Companies Acts will be acceptable.

c) If the firm is in a group, then the accounts must be unconsolidated.

d) If the firm is a sole trader, the items included in the accounts must be only those which relate to its business as a member of

the FSA.(Separate confirmation in respect of the overall financial position of a sole trader is required by Question 16(a)).

e) Amounts included for all items in the balance sheet and the profit and loss account must be determined in accordance with

the accounting principles and rules contained in the Companies Acts and generally accepted accounting standards effective at

the relevant time.

f) All amounts must be shown in pounds sterling.

g) The corresponding amount for the financial period immediately preceding must also be shown in respect of every item in the

balance sheet and the profit and loss account.

h) No netting is allowed. This means that amounts in respect of items representing assets or income may not be offset against

amounts in respect of items representing liabilities or expenditure as the case may be or vice versa.

i) The profit and loss account must disclose the proportion of turnover which was generated by any business which FSA does

not regulate.

If the proportion of turnover generated by business not regulated by the FSA (paragraph (i) above) is not disclosed in the

accounts then it must be provided in a separate note.

PART 1

The question in this part should only be answered by a firm which has chosen not to submit accounts with the

questionnaire.

The questions should be answered as accurately as possible, based upon the firm’s accounting records which, in accordance

with IPRU(INV) 13.1.13R, must have been kept up to date.
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Question 1(a)

This question requires details of the total turnover from the firm’s business activities during the period.

This is the total income which the firm has earned from all its operations. It can include commissions received, fees for

investment advice and any income from business which the FSA does not regulate.

Question 1(b)

This question requires details of any significant changes in the composition of turnover compared with the previous period.

The firm must analyse the composition of its turnover for the two periods in accordance with the table below and then

compare the relative percentages. For the purposes of this question, a significant change is one where the percentage of

turnover number from a particular activity differs from one period to the next by more than ten percentage points.

Analysis of turnover

1. Commission income from collective investment scheme business.

2. Commission income from life assurance business on indemnity terms.

3. Commission income from life assurance business not on indemnity terms.

4. Commission income from direct investment business.

5. Income from fees for investment advice.

6. Interest and dividend income.

7. Other income.

If the answer to the question is YES then an explanation must be provided.

Question 1(c)

This question requires the proportion of turnover generated by business which the FSA does not regulate.

An explanation of the nature of the business which the FSA does not regulate must be provided. 

Question 2

This question requires details of any material change in the firm’s financial position during the period.

For the purpose of this question, a material change is one which represents at least ten per cent of the own funds of the firm

as at the accounting reference date (see the guidance to question 4 for details of the own funds calculation). Particular items

which should be reported include profits or losses made during the period and the injection or withdrawal of capital from the

firm.

If the answer to the question is YES then full details must be provided.

Question 3

This question requires details of the firm’s bank position, any fixed asset additions or disposals during the period and any

major creditors at the accounting reference date.

The firm should provide the following information-

a) The firm’s bank position. This should include the bank balance (whether in credit or overdrawn), any overdraft facility and

the security given to the bank in respect of the overdraft. Details of when the overdraft facility is due for review are also

required.

b) Any major fixed asset additions or disposals during the period. For the purpose of this question, a major fixed assets is

one which exceeds the higher of £1,000 or ten per cent of the firm’s own funds (see the guidance to question 4 for details of

the own funds calculation). An addition should be reported at its cost to the business. A disposal should be reported as the

gross sale proceeds (before any selling expenses have been deducted). A revaluation, whether upwards or downwards, of a

fixed asset should be regarded as an addition or disposal.

c) The major creditors. These should be analysed by the type of creditor, such as trade creditors or tax payable. For the

purpose of this question, a major creditor is one which exceeds the higher of £1,000 or ten per cent of the firm’s own funds.

Where possible the amounts reported should be based upon the invoiced value.
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PART 2

The questions in this part must be answered by each firm.

Question 4

This question requires the firm to confirm that it has, and has had at all times during the period, own funds of at least

£10,000.

IPRU(INV) 13.10 provides details of how the firm should calculate the amounts of its own funds at any time and IPRU(INV)

Table 13.10(2) schedules the items which should be included in the computation.

Interim net profits can only be included if they have been verified by an external auditor. Subordinated loans can only be

included if they are subject to agreements in the prescribed format to which the FSA is a party.

If the answer is to the question is NO, then the firm must provide an explanation which should include details of when the

deficiency occurred, when it was reported to the FSA and the steps which have been taken to resolve the problem.

Question 5

This question requires the firm to confirm whether it is able, and has been able at all times during the period, to meet its

liabilities as they fall due.

To answer YES to the question the firm must be able to demonstrate that it has sufficient assets available to it to meet any of

its liabilities as and when they may need to be paid.

If the answer to the question is NO, then the firm must provide an explanation of the circumstances which must include

details of when the failure occurred, when it was reported to the FSA and the steps which were taken to resolve the problem.

Question 6(a)

This question requires the firm to confirm whether it has maintained accounting and other records in accordance with

IPRU(INV) 13.1.11R and SYSC 3.2.20R.

A firm must keep records which are sufficient to show at any time that it has complied with the requirements of the FSA

Handbook. It must establish procedures and controls to ensure that those records are made promptly and accurately and,

where appropriate, brought up-to-date at regular and frequent intervals.

In particular, a firm must keep records of the matters specified in SYSC 3.2.22G. These include details of investment

advertisements, customers, transactions, investment staff and appointed representatives, and compliance and complaints.

If the answer to the question is NO, then the firm must provide an explanation of the circumstances and steps taken to resolve

the problem.

Question 6(b)

This question requires the firm to confirm whether it has maintained records to enable the FSA to verify the calculations

prepared to support the financial declarations made in response to questions 4 (own funds) and 5 (meet its liabilities as they

fall due) of the questionnaire.

The rules require that the accounting records of a firm must be kept up-to-date and must disclose with reasonable accuracy at

any time the firm’s financial position at that time and enable the firm to show its continuing compliance with the applicable

financial resource requirements.  The records must be able to provide the information needed to enable the firm to prepare

any calculations needed to support the financial declarations which are required by the rules.

In order to answer YES, the firm should have prepared, as a minimum, calculations as at the accounting reference date which

demonstrate it had sufficient own funds and could meet its liabilities as they fall due. These calculations must agree with the

underlying accounting records. It should be noted, however, that the firm should be capable of demonstrating that it could

also comply with the requirements at all times during the period.

If the answer to the question is NO, then the firm must provide an explanation of the circumstances and the steps taken to

resolve the problem.
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Question 7

This question requires the firm to confirm whether more than 20 per cent of its new business commission has been generated

from any one product provider during the period.

To answer this question the firm must analyse its commission income for the period between the product providers with

which it has arranged transactions.

If the answer is YES, then the firm must provide the name of the company or companies from which the commission has

been generated, the percentage of income which this represents, and provide an explanation. The reasons given should

include comments on the possibility that a high percentage of business with one particular product provider might indicate

bias.

Question 8

This question requires the firm to confirm whether it has been asked to repay or has repaid indemnity commission during the

period.

If the answer is YES, then the firm must calculate the value of the repayment requests which it has either received or has

repaid during the period. This amount will include both repayments which were requested in earlier accounting periods and

repaid in this and repayment requests received in this period but not yet repaid.

This amount must then be compared with the commission income which the firm has received on indemnity terms during the

period.

If the proportion of repayment requests is more than five per cent then the firm must disclose the proportion and provide an

explanation as to why the repayments of commission were required. The firm should also provide details of any of the

repayments requests which have not been paid as at the date of completion of this questionnaire.

Question 9

This question requires the firm to state the number of complaints which it has received during the period.

A complaint is defined as any oral or written accusation or expression of grievance made by or on behalf of a complainant

against the firm or its appointed representative which alleges

(a) a breach of the rules or guidance;

(b) a failure to comply with any obligation arising under or by virtue of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000;

(c) negligence, a breach of a term of any client agreement or of any enactment or other rule of law which may be applicable to

the relevant business of the firm;

(d) misrepresentation, bad faith or other malpractice,

and indicates that the complainant is, or may be, seeking a remedy from the firm in respect of loss, damage or inconvenience.

The firm is also required by this question to state whether it has complied with the requirements relating to complaints

procedures as set out in DISP Chapter 1. These require a firm to establish and maintain written procedures for the proper

handling of complaints and to take reasonable steps to ensure that its staff, including its appointed representatives and their

staff, are aware of the procedures and their duty to act in conformity with them.

If the answer to the question is NO, then the firm must provide details of the particular requirement with which it has not

complied and the steps which it has taken to resolve the problem.

Question 10

This question requires the firm to provide details of any legal proceedings against the firm, its principals or any of its

appointed representatives which were outstanding either at the date the questionnaire was completed or at any time during

the period.

If the answer to the question is YES, then the firm must provide the following information:-

a) details of all parties involved

b) the amounts involved

c) the reasons for the proceedings

d) the likely date of settlement, if the dispute is expected to be settled

e) the date the proceedings (if not already settled) are expected to be heard
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f) any other information which is necessary for a full understanding of the legal proceedings.

Question 11

This question requires the firm to confirm whether it has received, during the period, any cash or cheques made out to it,

which should have been made out to a third party.

A firm in category B3 is prohibited from holding or handling client money in connection with its business which is regulated

by the FSA. It must establish procedures to ensure that if anyone connected with the firm receives cash or cheques which it is

prohibited from receiving, then the amount is counted, recorded and returned immediately to the sender.

The rules allow the following instances where a firm is allowed to receive cash or a cheque from or for a client if it is entirely

in the course of a business activity which is not investment business:

» the firm is able to demonstrate that it is regulated for that activity by another regulatory authority or

» the firm is able to demonstrate that the cash or cheque is properly applied for the purposes for which the firm has received it.

Such instances do not need to be reported.

A firm is also allowed to receive cash or cheque from a client in payment of its fees and these payments do not need to be

considered for this question.

If the answer is YES, then the firm must provide details of each occurrence together with the action which was taken. All

relevant situations should be reported including those where a product provider has issued a cheque which was made out

incorrectly to the firm and also where a client has made a cheque out in favour of the firm.

Question 12

This question requires the firm to confirm whether it has temporarily held any designated investments belonging to clients

for more than four weeks.

A firm which does not have the permission of arranging safeguarding and administration of assets, or the permission of

safeguarding and administration of assets, may receive documents relating to an investment solely for the purpose of onward

transmission to, from or at the discretion of the person to whom the investment belongs.For the purposes of this

questionnaire we require the firm to report all instances when documents or assets have been held for a client for more than

four weeks.

If the answer to this question is YES then the firm must provide a full explanation for each occurrence including the reason

why the documents or assets have been kept for more than four weeks.

Question 13(a)

This question requires the firm to confirm whether its investment business activities during the period have been such that it

has engaged in business outside its category or permitted activities.

In order to answer NO to this question the member must have restricted its investment business activities to those which are

allowed by the category and permitted activities for which the FSA has granted its permission.

If there is any doubt about whether or not the firm’s activities have fallen within the scope of its category or permitted

activities then reference should be made to AUTH 3.5.3.G.and part II of the Regulated Activities Order.

If the answer to the question is YES then the firm must provide an explanation, including the type of business transacted, the

date when the rule breach was reported to the FSA and the steps which have been taken to resolve the problem.

Question 13(b)

This question requires the firm to confirm whether it has any close links with other persons, which have not been previously

notified to the FSA.

A close link exists in a situation where two or more persons, by which is meant corporate or unincorporated bodies or

individuals, are linked either by common ownership or by control, such as the relationship between a parent company and its

subsidiary.

If the answer to the question is YES then the firm must provide full details of close links not already notified including the

nature of the close link and when the change which gave rise to it took place. The FSA is required to consider all close links

to ensure that there is nothing which could prevent effective supervision, such as a group structure where it is impossible to

identify the ultimate controllers.
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Question 14

This question requires the firm to confirm whether it has complied with the requirements relating to training & competence.   

Full details of the requirements are set out in the Training & Competence Sourcebook.If the answer to the question is NO,

then the firm must provide details of the particular requirement with which it has not complied and the steps which it has

taken to resolve the problem.

PART 3

The questions in this part must be answered by incorporated businesses only.

Question 15(a)

This question requires the firm to confirm whether its most recent statutory accounts have been prepared and submitted to the

Registrar of Companies in accordance with the Companies Act timetable.

The Companies Acts require that a private limited company must file its statutory accounts with the Registrar of Companies

within ten months of its accounting reference date. A public limited company must file its accounts within seven months. A

firm which is authorised as a result of its membership of the FSA is not allowed to take advantage of the exemption which

allows some small and medium-sized companies to file abbreviated accounts with the Registrar.

If the answer to the question is NO, then the firm must provide an explanation, including the reason why the statutory

accounts were not submitted to the Registrar within the time allowed.

Question 15(b)

This question requires the firm to confirm whether the audit opinion given in respect of its most recent set of statutory

accounts contained any qualification or included any reference to a fundamental uncertainty.

A limited company is required to appoint an auditor whose duty is to report to the members of the company of the firm’s

annual accounts. The auditor’s report must state whether in his opinion the accounts have been prepared in accordance with

the Companies Acts and whether they give a true and fair view.

It should be noted that a company which is regulated by the FSA cannot take advantage of the small company exemption

from the Companies Act requirement to have an annual audit.

The auditor must undertake his audit in accordance with approved Auditing Standards.

In certain circumstances, he will have to qualify his audit opinion for example because of a limit placed on the scope of his

work or because of a disagreement over an accounting treatment or disclosure. In some circumstances the auditor may decide

that there is fundamental uncertainty about the validity of the going concern assumption in the preparation of the accounts

and he will have to refer to this in the audit report.

If the answer to the question is YES, then the firm must provide a full explanation of the circumstances together with a copy

of the relevant accounts and the audit report.

Question 15(c)

This question requires the firm, if it is a holding company or if any of its qualifying holders is a company, to submit, with the

questionnaire, a copy of the latest available audited, consolidated annual financial statements for the group and an

organisation chart, which traces the route to the ultimate qualifying holder or holders.

This is required by SUP 16.7.55R. In practice it is likely that the most recently available consolidated accounts will be for the

accounting reference date at the beginning of the period for which the questionnaire is submitted.

The organisation chart should be up-to-date and show clearly the structure of the group and the manner in which the control

is exercised by the ultimate qualifying holder or holders.

If the required documents are not being submitted with the questionnaire then the reasons must be fully explained.

Question 15(d)
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This question requires the firm to confirm whether it has received an auditor’s report to management during the period.

If the answer to the question is YES, then the firm should send to the FSA a copy of the report. If the report contains

recommendations to remedy any weakness in the firm’s procedures or internal controls, then the firm should, at the same

time, also provide the FSA with a statement setting out either how the recommendations are being implemented or, if the

firm is not implementing the recommendations, the reasons for that decision.

If the firm has received an auditor’s report but not already sent it to the FSA, then it must provide a full explanation of the

reasons for not having done so and also submit, with the questionnaire, a copy of the report and statement of remedial action.

PART FOUR

The questions in this part must be answered by unincorporated businesses (sole traders and partnerships) only.

Question 16(a)

This question should only be answered by a firm which is a sole trader.

It requires the individual who is the sole trader to confirm that the total of his or her personal and business assets exceeds the

total of his or her personal and business liabilities and also that the sole trader will be able to meet those liabilities as they fall

due.

Because the business assets of a sole trader are available to settle personal liabilities, the FSA requires comfort that the sole

trader is solvent on an overall basis, by comparing his or her total assets with the total liabilities. This is in addition to the

confirmation asked for in questions 4 and 5 in respect of the firm’s financial position.

To answer the question the individual will need to list the values of the relevant assets and liabilities and compare them to

ensure the requirements are met.

If the answer is NO then the sole trader must provide a full explanation together with details of the steps which are being

taken to resolve the problem.

Question 16(b)

This question should only be answered by a firm which is a partnership.

It requires the firm to confirm that the personal assets of each individual partner exceed his or her personal liabilities and that

the partner can meet those liabilities as they fall due.

The FSA requires confirmation that each partner is solvent. This is in addition to the confirmation asked for in questions 4

and 5 in respect of the firm’s financial position.

To answer the question the firm will have to consider the personal position of each partner and ensure that the requirement is

met in each case.

If the answer to the question is NO then the firm must provide a full explanation together with details of the steps which are

being taken to resolve the problem.

Question 16(c)

This question requires the firm to confirm that when answering question 16(a) or 16(b) it has applied the accounting

principles set out in SUP 16 Ann 7R (Section 5, Table 1R) and included as a liability a provision for taxation on the whole of

its profits up to the date when the last balance sheet was prepared.

SUP 16 Ann 7R (Section 5, Table 1R) requires that any amounts included in the schedules used to support the answers given

to the previous two questions must be determined in accordance with the accounting principles and rules contained in the

Companies Act and generally accepted accounting standards.

It is important to ensure that any taxation which may be payable by the sole trader or partners on the profits of the firm up to

the accounting reference date is recognised as a liability in the schedules.

If the answer to the question is NO, then a full explanation must be provided.

Question 17

This question should only be answered by a firm which is a sole trader.
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The firm is required to confirm that it has reviewed its arrangements in accordance with SYSC 3.2.19G to ensure they remain

effective to safeguard the interests of customers in the event of the absence, illness, disability or death of any essential

member of staff.

Each firm is required to review annually its arrangements in accordance with SYSC 3.2.19G to ensure that they remain

effective and a firm which is a sole trader must notify the FSA that it has carried out the review.

If the answer is YES, then the firm should also provide any details of the change in the arrangements or confirm that no

changes are required.

If the answer is NO, then the firm must provide a full explanation of the reasons why the review has not been completed.

DECLARATION

The Declaration must be completed by each firm.

It is most important that the declaration is signed by the relevant principals of the firm. They are required to confirm that the

answers to the questionnaire have been given only after appropriate enquiries have been made and these will be subject to

verification checks during routine monitoring visits.
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Annual questionnaire for authorised professional firms Page ii

Guidance notes

This form should be completed only by authorised professional firms as defined in the FSAÕs
Handbook of rules and guidance.

Completing this Form

This form must be submitted to the FSA within four months of the accounting reference date
to which it relates.

The Form must be completed in black ink and (if in manuscript) in BLOCK LETTERS.

All dates must be provided in numeric form (e.g. 29/02/2000 for 29 February 2000).

Tick the appropriate box where a yes/no answer is required.

Further details must be given in section 4 (supplementary information) if there is insufficient
space for a detailed answer.

Additional information can be attached to the Form.  It must be securely attached to the rest
of the form and you must indicate at question 4.02 the number of additional sheets attached.

Expressions in the form in italics have the meaning given in the Glossary to the FSA’s
Handbook of rules and guidance (or, if no meaning is given there, are to be interpreted in
accordance with the related expressions defined in the Glossary).

Section 1 – Professional regulation

This section must be completed to show which of the designated professional bodies the
firm is regulated by.

Section 2 – Supervision and monitoring data

The questions must be completed for the period ending on the firmÕs latest accounting
reference date.

Section 3 – Financial resources and reporting

The questions must be completed for the period ending on the firmÕs latest accounting
reference date.

Section 4 – Supplementary information

This section provides space for additional information which could not be included
elsewhere in the form. If there is still insufficient space, please use a separate sheet or
sheets, marked with the firmÕs name and FSA firm reference number.

Declaration

The declaration must be signed as follows:

(i) If the firm is a sole practitioner, by that person;

(ii) If the firm is a partnership (or limited liability partnership), by two partners (or
designated members);

(iii) If the firm is a company, by two directors.  If the company has only one director, by
the director and the Company Secretary.

PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO:

THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY
SUPERVISION OF PROFESSIONAL FIRMS
25 THE NORTH COLONNADE
CANARY WHARF
LONDON  E14 5HS
UNITED KINGDOM
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�
I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 4 YES � NO�

Annual questionnaire for authorised professional firms Page 1

Information about the firm’s professional regulation Section 1

1.01 Indicate whether the firm is:

a an individual who is entitled to practice a profession regulated by a designated
professional body and in doing so is subject to its rules;  or YES � NO �

b a person (not being an individual) which is managed and controlled by one or
more individuals each of whom is entitled to practice a profession regulated by
a designated professional body and in doing so is subject to the rules of the
designated professional body.

YES � NO �

1.02 To which of the
following designated
professional bodies is
the firm subject?

PLEASE TICK ALL

APPROPRIATE BOXES

The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants �

The Institute of Actuaries �

The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England & Wales �

The Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland �

The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland �

The Law Society (England & Wales) �

The Law Society of Scotland �

The Law Society of Northern Ireland �
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I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 4 YES � NO�

Annual questionnaire for authorised professional firms Page 2

Supervision and monitoring data Section 2

Latest period
£000

Previous period
£000

2.01 a What was the total income (excluding VAT) from all
the business activities (including regulated activities)
of the firm during the latest and previous periods?

Please state length of period if not 12 months

b Please indicate the firmÕs four main business activities.

1. Accounts preparation/bookkeeping �

2. Audit �

3. Business start-ups �

4. Consultancy �

5. Corporate Finance �

6. Information Technology �

7. Insolvency �

8. Investment business �

9. Payroll preparation �

10. Taxation �

11. Pensions advice to individuals �

12. Advice to pension scheme trustees �

13. Technical advice to product providers �

14. Banking & Finance �

15. Competition �

16. Corporate/Commercial �

17. Crime �

18. Defamation �

19. Employment �

20. Human Rights �

21. Immigration �

22. Intellectual Property �

23. Landlord & Tenant �

24. Matrimonial/Family �

25. Personal Injury �

26. Planning �

27. Probate/Executory �

28. Professional Negligence �

29. Property/Conveyancing �

30. Road Traffic �

31. Trusts �

32. Other �

       Specify: _______________________________

c Does the firm have any branches or other places of business?
YES � NO �

d Does the firm have any appointed representatives?
YES � NO �

If YES, how many?

(Give figure as at the date of this questionnaire)
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I have supplied further information

related to this page in Section 4 YES � NO�

Annual questionnaire for authorised professional firms Page 3

Latest period
£000

Previous period
£000

 2.02 a What was the total income from the firmÕs regulated
activities during the latest and previous periods?
(Income excludes commission rebated to clients (as
defined for PROF) or used to enhance policies)

Percentage

i) Fund management (see 3.09)

ii) Corporate finance (see 2.04)

iii) Packaged products

iv) Other

b During the period, what proportion of this income
was generated from the following regulated
activities?

(An estimate to the nearest 10%  is sufficient)

TOTAL 100

£000

2.02 c How much income from regulated activities arose from
retained commission  received from third parties?

(An estimate to the nearest 10% is sufficient.)

d Did the firm during the period carry on any regulated activities in relation to

(i) Trusts
YES � NO �

(ii) Powers of attorney
YES � NO �

(iii) Pension transfers/pension opt-outs
YES � NO �

(iv) FSAVCs
YES � NO �

(v) Endowments
YES � NO �

(vi) Handling client money
(i.e. money held in the course of designated investment business) YES � NO �

(vii) Handling custody assets
(i.e. assets held in the course of designated investment business e.g.
custodial investments)

YES � NO �

e Did the firm during the period introduce clients to other authorised persons?
YES � NO �

2.03 How many transactions during the period in the course of regulated activities
were execution-only transactions?

PLEASE TICK APPROPRIATE BOX

None �

1 — 10 �

> 10 �
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related to this page in Section 4 YES � NO�

Annual questionnaire for authorised professional firms Page 4

2.04 Did the firm carry out any corporate finance  business  in the period?
YES � NO �

If YES
Describe the nature of services provided during the period (summarise if necessary), and indicate whether
the firm or any individual, company or trust within or associated with the firm, has taken an equity share as a
result of a deal or been remunerated on a contingency basis.

Nature of services provided

Equity share taken or
contingency basis

for fee?

YES � NO �

YES � NO �

YES � NO �

YES � NO �

YES � NO �
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2.05 Were any life policies, including pension policies arranged by the firm
surrendered or cancelled in the period? YES � NO �

If YES

(i) How many?

(ii) Are any of them associated with a complaint against
the firm about poor advice on investments? YES � NO �

If YES, how many?

2.06 Was the firm been asked to repay or did it repay indemnity
commission  during the period? YES � NO �

If YES

(i) On how many cases?

(ii) Do these requests for repayment represent more than 5 per cent of the
firm’s commission income received on indemnity terms during the period? YES � NO �

2.07 Since the accounting reference date, have there been, or will there be, changes
in the way the firm carries on its regulated activities or other business, which
may have a material effect on the type and volume of such work?

YES � NO �

If YES, please explain the main
changes and their expected
effects.

(e.g. New branch or department
dealing with regulated activities,
new computer systems,
employment of staff with relevant
expertise, merger of businesses,
hiving off of business area
dealing with regulated activities)

2.08 a Has the firm maintained accounting and other records in accordance with the
FSAÕs Handbook of rules and guidance? YES � NO �

If NO, please explain

b Has the firm maintained records to enable the FSA to verify the calculations
prepared to support the financial declarations made in this questionnaire? YES � NO �

If NO, please explain
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related to this page in Section 4 YES � NO�

Annual questionnaire for authorised professional firms Page 6

2.09 a Expiry date of the firmÕs current professional indemnity policy.

(For firms who are members of the Law
Society of Scotland: please give details of
the firm’s professional indemnity insurance
under the Law Society of Scotland’s Master
Policy.)

b Limit of indemnity

c Excess per claim

d Annual premium
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related to this page in Section 4 YES � NO�
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Financial resources and reporting Section 3

3.01 a Was there any material change in the firmÕs income
(from all activities) during the period as compared with the previous period? YES � NO �

If YES, please give details
For the purposes of this question ÔmaterialÕ
is regarded as  25% of total income at the
end of the accounting period, but will
depend also on the size and nature of the
firmÕs business.
Details should include the actual change in
the figures to show the impact and the
reasons for the change, which might
include opening a new branch/office,
gain/loss of sources of business,
downsizing/merger.

b Has the firm made a profit after tax for the period?
YES � NO �

If NO, please explain how the loss has
occurred.

3.02 a If the firm has produced accounts with a
balance sheet as at the end of the period
ending on the firmÕs latest accounting
reference date, please state the firmÕs total:

Latest Accounting
Reference Date

Previous Accounting
Reference Date

(i) net assets, or

(ii) net liabilities

b If the firm has net liabilities, please explain
how the firm has met its liabilities and will
continue to meet them as they fall due in
future
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related to this page in Section 4 YES � NO�

Annual questionnaire for authorised professional firms Page 8

3.03 a Please state the firmÕs net bank position at the firmÕs latest accounting reference date

(i) net credit balance (£000), or

(ii) net overdrawn balance (£000)

b Overdraft facility (£000)

c Overdraft review date

d Details of security for the overdraft

3.04 Please state whether the firm has any other loans.
YES � NO �

If YES, please give details

3.05 If the above bank balance is overdrawn by
more than the overdraft limit, please
provide details of the current position and
explain how the firm has met and will
continue to meet its liabilities as they fall
due.

3.06 Contingent liabilities
Are there outstanding any legal proceedings or County Court Judgements or
Decrees (Scotland) against the firm or its principals or any other contingent
liabilities that may affect the firmÕs ability to meet its liabilities as they fall due in
the future?

YES � NO �

If YES, please give details
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3.07 Solvency
Have the partners/directors of the firm carried out appropriate procedures to
enable them to satisfy themselves that the firm is able to meet its liabilities as
they fall due until the end of the current accounting period (or twelve months
from the last accounting reference date, if later)?

(Supporting papers should be retained.  The FSA may at any time require a firm
to produce evidence to demonstrate that it can meet this requirement.)

YES � NO �

3.08 Pensions/FSAVCs
Has the firm had to review any pension transfer/pension opt out or FSAVC
cases? (This information is additional to that information provided in the return
to the Pensions Review Monitoring Department)

YES � NO �

If YES, please provide the following information in respect of the amounts that have been included in the
firmÕs accounts to its latest accounting reference date, or would be included if the accounts had been
prepared by the date of signature of this Questionnaire

Accounting Reference Date £000

a The provision in respect of redress

b The provision for the cost of conducting the
review to completion

c Details and amounts of any contingent
liabilities not recorded on the balance sheet
in respect of pension transfers and pension
opt outs or FSAVCs

3.09 Fund management
Did the firm provide any investment management services during the period? YES � NO �

If YES, please provide the following information

a If this includes discretionary management,
what type of services has the firm provided
during the period?

(e.g. Managing investments for private
customers/intermediate customers/non-UK
customers, trustee activities, ISA manager)

b Funds under discretionary management Date £000

(i) At the start of the accounting period

(ii) At the end of the accounting period

(iii) At latest practicable date within
1 month of date of signature of the
Declaration on page 12.
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3.09 c Funds under non-discretionary
management Date £000

At latest practicable date within
1 month of date of signature of the
Declaration on page 10.

d Total funds under management
(exclude Ôcustody onlyÕ funds)

At latest practicable date within
1 month of date of signature of the
Declaration on page 12.
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Supplementary information Section 4

4.01 Please use this space to provide any additional information relating to the previous sections.

If there is insufficient space, please continue on a separate sheet of paper, and clearly identify the section
and question to which the additional information relates. Please include the name of the firm and the FSA
firm reference number.

Question Information

4.02 How many additional sheets are being submitted?
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Declaration

THIS DECLARATION MUST BE COMPLETED BY ALL FIRMS

I/ we confirm that the firm is, and continues to be, an ‘authorised professional firm’ as defined in the
Financial Services Authority’s Handbook of Rules and Guidance.

I/ we declare that the firm is able to meet its liabilities as they fall due until the end of the current
accounting period (or twelve months from the last accounting reference date, if later).

Knowingly or recklessly giving the FSA information which is false or misleading in a material
particular may be a criminal offence (sections 398 and 400 of the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000). It should not be assumed that information is known to the FSA merely because it is in the
public domain or has previously been disclosed to the FSA or another regulatory body.

I confirm that the information in this form is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and
belief.

Name of firm

FSA firm reference number

Name of first signatory

Position of first signatory

Signature of first signatory

Date

Name of second signatory

Position of second signatory

Signature of second signatory

Date

The declaration must be signed as follows:

(i) If the firm is a sole practitioner, by that person;

(ii) If the firm is a partnership (or limited liability partnership), by two partners (or designated members);

(iii) If the firm is a company, by two directors.  If the company has only one director, by the director and
the Company Secretary.
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SUP 16 Ann 10R:  Securities and futures firms' reporting forms and

requirements applying to their completion

1.  Standard reporting statement for securities and futures firms which are ISD

firms

2.  Consolidated reporting statement for securities and futures firms 

3. Standard reporting statement for securities and futures firms which are not

ISD firms

4.  Large exposures monitoring (LEM 1) quarterly return

5. Large exposures monitoring (LEM 2) quarterly return 

6. Securities and futures firms;  Form and content of reports 
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 SUP 16 Ann 10R section 1

STANDARD REPORTING STATEMENT

FOR SECURITIES AND FUTURES FIRMS WHICH ARE 

ISD FIRMS
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(See SUP 16.7.31R)

1.1.1 (1) A firm must prepare the financial reporting statements from, and en-
sure that they are in agreement with, the books and records of the firm.

(2) A firm must prepare the financial reporting statements so as to give a
true and fair view in accordance with UK Companies Acts of the re-
sults for the period, the financial position and state of affairs of the
firm.

(3) A firm may not offset amounts on the balance sheet and profit and loss
account in its financial reporting statements in respect of items repre-
senting assets or income against amounts in respect of items represent-
ing liabilities or expenditure except in the case of balances with
counterparties where the parties to the transaction have expressly
agreed that they shall be settled on a net basis for the same value date.

(4) A firm must not consolidate the accounts of a separately incorporated
body corporate within the group into figures of a firm’s financial re-
porting statements other than for the purposes of completing the con-
solidated reporting statement, but must include the assets, liabilities,
income and expenditure of all branches of the firm.

(5) A firm must show as a separately identified item appended to a finan-
cial reporting statement any item representing or covering the amount
of any asset or liability, income or expenditure not otherwise covered
by any of the items on the required format of the statement.

(6) A firm:

(a) must use either sterling or the currency used for its UK statutory
accounts as its reporting currency in its financial reporting state-
ments;

(b) may not change its reporting currency more than once in any 12
month period; and

(c) must notify the FSA immediately of any change to its reporting
currency.

(7) A firm which is a sole trader must include in any financial reporting
statement only those items which arise in the course of the business of
the firm as such.

� �����

 ��
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Table 1

Reports defined as financial reporting statements for the pur-
poses of this Annex
Annual reporting statement
Quarterly reporting statement
Monthly reporting statement
Consolidated reporting statement
Large exposures quarterly reporting statement – solo
Large exposures quarterly reporting – consolidated

� �����  ��#�
�# ���� $��	��� �
�
���
�

1.1.2 A firm’s audited annual financial statements must be drawn up in accord-
ance with Schedule 4 of the Companies Act 1985 as at the firm’s accounting
reference date.

 ��
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SUP 16 Ann 11G: Guidance notes on completion of securities and

futures firms' reporting forms 

1.  Standard reporting statement for securities and futures firms which are ISD

firms

2.  Consolidated reporting statement for securities and futures firms 

3. Standard reporting statement for securities and futures firms which are not

ISD firms

4.  Large exposures monitoring quarterly returns
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SUP 16 Ann 11G section 1

GUIDANCE NOTES:- STANDARD REPORTING STATEMENT FOR

SECURITIES AND FUTURES FIRMS WHICH ARE ISD FIRMS

INTRODUCTION

This guidance has been prepared to assist firms in completing the monthly,

quarterly and annual reporting statements in accordance with  SUP 16.7.25R to

SUP 16.7.27R and SUP 16 Ann10R. Guidance given does not override the rules

themselves.

A firm must submit its reporting statement to the FSA by the due date in

accordance SUP 16.7.25R to SUP 16.7.27R. 

Self-generated computer statement

A firm which has obtained a waiver from electronic reporting may file this

reporting statement using a self-generated computer form if such a form is

identical in its layout to the standard reporting statement. Application for a waiver

must be made in accordance with SUP 8.

Declaration

A valid submission of the standard reporting statement must be signed by two

authorised signatories, except where the firm is a sole trader.  (SUP 16.7.33R)A

declaration should not be made lightly. The  FSA will take a very serious view of

a declaration that subsequently proves to be false or negligent and this may

result in disciplinary action. 

The FSA must be notified as soon as a firm has reason to believe that the

standard reporting statement previously submitted was or has become

misleading in any material respect ( SUP 15.6.4R).

Categories of firms

Category D firms are required to complete all the sections of the standard

reporting statement except the large exposures sections, and submit it on an

annual and quarterly basis in accordance with  SUP 16.7.27R. Category C firms

are required to complete all the sections of the standard reporting statement and

submit it on a quarterly basis in accordance with SUP 16.7.27R). Category A and

B firms are required to complete all the sections of the standard reporting

statement and submit it on an annual and monthly basis in accordance with  SUP

16.7.25R.
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Some pertinent rules and guidance

 IPRU(INV) 10-10R Keeping of records

A firm must be able to demonstrate compliance with the financial resources

requirement and should be able to prepare, within a reasonable time, this

reporting statement as at the close of business of any date. The audit trail,

records, working papers and schedules supporting the production of this

reporting statement must be retained for six years, maintained and secured in an

orderly manner so as to permit ready access to any particular record required

under SUP 2.

IPRU(INV) 10-11R Reconciliation of balances

A firm must perform reconciliations as frequently as is necessary for the volume

of transactions on the accounts, and in any event, not less than once a month for

derivatives balances and positions, and once a year for securities balances and

positions. 

Notification 

Inclusion or disclosure of an item in the standard reporting statement is not a

substitute for notification required by IPRU(INV) 10-32R and SUP15. A firm must

confirm in writing any verbal notification effected under these rules. A firm must

be familiar with all the notification requirements, and the following are worthy of

further mention:

 SUP 15.6.4R Misleading information supplied to the FSA .

 SUP 16.3.17R Changes in reporting dates.

 SUP 3.7.2G Qualification of an audit report.

 IPRU(INV) 10-32R(2) Defaults on repurchase type transactions and large

exposure notifications.

SUP 16 Ann 10R Agreement with records

The reporting statement must agree with the books and records of the firm, and

give a true and fair view of the result for the period and the financial position and

state of affairs of the firm.

 SUP 16 Ann 10R Offsetting and netting

Items representing assets or income must not be offset against items

representing liabilities or expenditure except in the case of counterparties who

have expressly agreed to settle on a net basis for the same value date.

 SUP 16 Ann 10R Consolidation 

A firm must not consolidate the accounts of separately incorporated group

companies other than for the purposes of completing the consolidated reporting

statement, but must include the assets, liabilities, income and expenditure of all

branches of the firm.
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 SUP 16 Ann 10R Greater detail

A firm may show any item required in this reporting statement in greater detail

than required by the appropriate format.

SUP 16 Ann 10R Reporting currency

A firm must use either sterling or the currency used for its UK statutory accounts

as its reporting currency in its financial reporting statements.  It may not change

its reporting currency more than once in any 12 month period.

SUP 16 Ann10R Accounting policies

The accounting policies which are required to be used for the reporting

statements are not necessarily the same as the accounting policies used in the

audited annual financial statements (ie statutory accounts). A firm must give

particulars of any departure from the requirements in SUP 16 Ann10R 10-41R. A

firm must use the correct accounting policy for each case.

Reporting unit

Monetary amounts must be shown in thousands. Small rounding errors may

occur and firms have a responsibility to ensure that these are kept to a minimum

so that each item reported is as accurate as possible, within the overriding

constraint that a reporting statement must cast correctly and balance within itself.

Certain amounts on the reporting statements are not monetary and should not be

submitted in thousands.

Sign convention and totals

All items entered on this statement should normally be shown as a positive value.

Where an item is required to be deducted, this will normally be indicated by the

use of the word "Less" and should be entered as a positive figure. However,

certain items may be either positive or negative values (e.g."Dealing profit/(loss)"

on the Profit and Loss schedule). In this case, positive values will be added and

negative values deducted from any previous item. Negative values on

electronically reported statements should be indicated by the use of brackets

around the figure eg £(5000) or preceded by a negative sign eg -£5000. Negative

values on statements submitted on paper should be indicated by the use of

brackets around the figure.

A box in the extreme right hand column is, unless otherwise indicated, the total of

the boxes in the column immediately to its left. 

Any departure from the methodology set out in this section will be clearly

indicated on the form. It will be assumed that where an item on the statement is

left blank, this is the same as entering a zero value.
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Segregation

All client money (including free money) must be reported on-balance sheet for

the purposes of the financial reporting statements.

BALANCE SHEET

A. FIXED ASSETS

1. Fixed assets is the net book value of all assets used by the firm in its

activities on a continuing basis.

2. Intangible Assets

Intangible assets includes goodwill, capitalised development costs, patents,

licences, exchange seats (such as seats on LIFFE), trademarks and similar

rights. Exchange seats held for investment purposes may be treated as a fixed

asset investment.

B. CURRENT ASSETS

3. Stock and Investments

This shall include positions valued on a prudent and consistent basis in

accordance with IPRU(INV) 10-41R(9). Firms must ensure that investments

arising from trading and non trading books are disclosed separately.

4. Trading Book Debtors

Amounts due from counterparties must be reflected at gross amounts less any

provisions for bad and doubtful debts. Netting is only permitted to the extent that

there is express agreement with the counterparty that balances may be settled

on a net basis in accordance with  SUP 16 Ann 10R 1.(3) and IPRU(INV) 10-

170R(10). Firms must ensure that trading book debtors under and over 90 days,

and debts with affiliates and non-affiliates are disclosed separately.

5. Non Trading Book Debtors

These include debtors not arising from trading book activities. Examples of these

are corporate finance fees, commissions, interest and dividends not directly

related to items in the trading book. Firms must ensure that non trading book

debtors under and over 90 days and debts with affiliates and non-affiliates are

disclosed separately.

6. Loans and other assets
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Loans and other assets must also be split between affiliates and non-affiliates

and those due within and after 90 days.

7. Cash at Bank and in Hand

Segregated client moneys on the balance sheet must be disclosed separately

from other non segregated funds. Non segregated funds must be divided into

qualifying and non qualifying deposits in accordance with the definition in

IPRU(INV) 10 App 1.

C. CURRENT LIABILITIES

8. Bank Loans and Overdrafts

Comments on the inclusion of segregated deficits on the balance sheet made in

Section 7 above are applicable here. Firms must ensure that bank loans and

overdrafts under and over 1 year, and from affiliates and non-affiliates are

disclosed separately.

9. Trading Book Creditors

The comments under Trading Book Debtors in Section 4 above are applicable as

appropriate. Firms must ensure that trading book creditors under and over 1 year

are disclosed separately and balances with affiliates are distinguished from

balances with non-affiliates.

10. Non Trading Book Creditors

These include all other creditors not arising from trading book activities and also

include amounts representing accruals, deferred income and provisions.

11. Subordinated Loans

Firms must classify and disclose subordinated loans firstly between short term

and long term loans in accordance with IPRU(INV) 10-63R and secondly as

amounts with residual maturity of under and over 1 year.

D. CAPITAL

12. Share Capital

Cumulative and non cumulative preference shares for fixed and non fixed terms

must be disclosed separately. Preference share capital can only be included in

financial resources, provided that there is an agreement in place, that redemption

may not take place if it would take the firm into a deficit of financial resources.
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Preference share capital may only be included in initial capital where the

dividends are non-cumulative.

13. Profit and Loss

Incorporated firms must ensure that for both prior year brought forward and

current year profit and loss, amounts representing externally audited balances

and unaudited trading and non trading book balances are identified and

disclosed separately in accordance with IPRU(INV) 10-61R(4). Interim profits

may only be included in a firm's initial capital where they have been verified by an

external auditor in accordance with  IPRU(INV) 10 App 58.

14. Partnership/Sole trader current account

Unincorporated firms must ensure that for both prior year brought forward and

current year current account, amounts representing externally audited balances

and unaudited trading and non trading book balances are identified and

disclosed separately in accordance with IPRU(INV)  10-61R(4). Interim current

account may only be included in a firm's initial capital where they have been

verified by an external auditor in accordance with  IPRU(INV) 10 App 58.

15. Total Capital

Total Capital should agree with Net Assets in Box 44. 

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

E. REVENUE

16. Dealing profit/(loss)

This shall be the total gross profit less loss which arises from market making and

other dealings as principal for the period which the statement covers. Stamp

duty, exchange fees, commissions and brokerage and any related interest paid

or payable may be deducted. This box will drill down to 6 boxes for member firms

to split out their 5 largest income centres/trading desks plus a balancing figure,

which will total to the total dealing profit or loss. Firms should contact their teams

if they are in any doubt as to how to complete these fields.

17. Gross commission and brokerage

This shall be the total commission and brokerage earned by the firm in the

conduct of agency broking, before the deduction of commissions shared or paid

to third parties. Commissions receivable on underwriting of international and

domestic offerings are included in 18 below.
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18. Investment management fees

This shall be the total of underwriting fees and commissions, fees from

investment advice, valuations, management of investments and unit trusts,

pension funds, discretionary management and collective investment schemes.

19. Corporate Finance Fees

This shall be the total of all income earned by the firm from corporate finance

business.

20. Other Revenue

This shall be the total of all other revenue of the firm, including all interest and

dividends receivable (except for that arising out of dealing as principal, which is

included in a) above).

F. EXPENDITURE

21. This section should show the expenditure for the period reported on under

each of the headings specified below. Expenditure should be split between those

items included in relevant annual expenditure and those excluded under

IPRU(INV) 10-73R (see G below).

22. Commission and brokerage

This shall be the total of commissions paid away and shared, plus fees,

brokerage and other charges paid in relation to the execution, registration or

clearing of transactions.

23. Establishment costs

This shall include marketing, communications, office services costs, rent, rates,

heating, electricity, maintenance, depreciation, professional fees and other

general overheads of the business.

24. Staff Costs

This shall be the aggregate of gross salary costs, including National Insurance

contributions, pensions contributions, benefits in kind and bonuses or profit

shares.

25. Bad and Doubtful Debts

This shall be the charge to the profit and loss account which the firm considers to

be an adequate provision for all doubtful debts, even where there is no addition

to CRR or deduction from financial resources. 
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26. Intercompany charges

This shall be charges made by affiliated companies whether for the recharge of

costs incurred by the affiliate on behalf of the firm, or for management fees.

27. Interest payable

This shall be the total of any interest payable on borrowings of the firm and

interest payable on client bank accounts.

28. Foreign exchange losses

This shall be the total of foreign exchange losses.

29. Exceptional and other expenses

Exceptional expenses shall be those arising from events within the ordinary

course of business which are not expected to recur frequently or regularly.

G. ITEMS NOT INCLUDED IN RELEVANT ANNUAL EXPENDITURE

30. Commission and brokerage

A firm may exclude commission shared with third parties other than employees,

directors, half commission men or appointed representatives. Fees, brokerage

and other charges paid for the purposes of executing, registering or clearing

transactions may also be excluded.

31. Staff costs

A firm may exclude bonuses or profit sharing where they are discretionary and

paid out of current year profits.

32. Interest payable

A firm may exclude interest which is payable to counterparties or which relates to

borrowings which finance the firm's  regulated activities.

33. Foreign Exchange Losses

A firm may exclude losses arising from the translation of foreign currency

balances.

34.  Exceptional items

A firm may exclude exceptional items as defined in IPRU(INV) 10 App 1.
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FINANCIAL RESOURCES

H. INITIAL CAPITAL

35. Initial capital includes ordinary share capital plus non cumulative

preference shares, reserves other than revaluation reserves, share premium

account and externally audited retained earnings. Interim profits can be included

only if they have been verified by the firm's auditor and are net of any

foreseeable charges or losses.

I. ORIGINAL OWN FUNDS

36. From initial capital any investments in own shares, intangible assets and

any material current year losses (those arising from trading and non trading

book, which exceed 10% of initial capital), must be deducted to arrive at original

own funds.

J. SUBORDINATED LOANS

37. There are certain limits on subordinated loans and other items which may

be taken into financial resources. The limits prescribed are -

a) for firms which calculate their financial resources in accordance with Table

IPRU(INV) 10-62R(2)A, 200% of original own funds after the liquidity adjustment,

charged assets, contingent liabilities and deficiencies in subsidiaries have been

covered. A firm may use items listed in "D" in the table ie cumulative preference

shares, long term subordinated loans and revaluation reserves, to cover the

above adjustments, before using original own funds. 

b) for firms which calculate their financial resources in accordance with Table

IPRU(INV) 10-62R(2)B, 250% of original own funds after the liquidity adjustment,

charged assets, contingent liabilities and deficiencies in subsidiaries, and

material holdings in credit and financial institutions, which would normally fall

within the firm's group for consolidated supervision purposes, have been

adjusted for. A firm may use items listed in "E" in the table, ie cumulative

preference shares, long term subordinated loans and revaluation reserves, to

cover the above adjustments, before using original own funds.

38. In addition, the total of fixed term long term subordinated loan and fixed

term cumulative preference shares which may be taken into financial resources
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can not exceed 50% of original own funds; and the total of all long term

subordinated loan, cumulative preference shares and revaluation reserves must

not exceed 100% of original own funds.

K. LIQUIDITY ADJUSTMENT

39. The liquidity adjustment must be calculated in accordance with IPRU(INV)

10-64R to IPRU(INV) 10-66R and must be deducted in order to arrive at the

financial resources.

L. MATERIAL HOLDINGS IN CREDIT AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

40. A firm must deduct the full value of its material holdings in credit or

financial institutions (as defined in the rules) in arriving at financial resources,

unless a firm has been granted a waiver from consolidated supervision. In that

case, it must deduct in full those material holdings in credit or financial institutions

which would normally have been included in the scope of consolidation, and

deduct in full as an illiquid asset, those which would not normally be included in

the scope of consolidation, unless these are trading book positions on which the

firm calculates a PRR.

M. POSITION RISK REQUIREMENT

41. A firm which carries a house position must calculate a position risk

requirement. The methods and position risk weightings (known as PRAs) to be

used can be found in  IPRU(INV) 10-80R to  IPRU(INV) 10-133R, and IPRU(INV)

10-166R to IPRU(INV) 10-169R contain summary tables giving the methodology

and PRAs can be found in IPRU(INV) 10  App 49 – IPRU(INV) 10 App 54.

42. Equity method

The valuation of equity and equity equivalent positions included in the equity

methods should be included in boxes 301 to 307 and the PRRs for each method

included in boxes 309 to 312. The equivalent values of each product type

included in the equity method should then be analysed in the second section,

boxes 314 to 330. The net balance sheet market value of the instruments should

be included in the third column, boxes 332 to 339. The total balance sheet equity

positions and PRR on equities will feed forward to the position risk statement. 

43. Equity derivative method

Equity derivative positions not included in the equity method must be included in

the next section of the form, split between the hedging, margin and basic

methods. The balance sheet value of the derivative positions should be included

in boxes 341 to 343A. The net balance sheet value of cash positions included in
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the hedging method should be inserted in box 345A. Balance sheet values of

positions in approved risk assessment models, including cash positions should

be included in boxes 351 to 353.

44. Interest rate method

The valuation of debt and debt equivalent positions included in the interest rate

methods should be included in boxes 360 to 366 and the general market risk

PRRs for each method included in boxes 368 to 370. The interest rate add-on for

equity derivatives under the basic method  IPRU(INV) 10-86R(4) should be

included in box 371. Where the add-on is calculated under the alternative method

by inclusion in the interest rate ladder, the charges will automatically go into the

interest rate method. The interest rate specific risk charges should be split into

the various categories in boxes 375 to 379, the total will feed into box 380. The

equivalent values of each product type included in the interest rate method

should then be analysed in the second section, boxes 400 to 420. The net

balance sheet value of the instruments should be included in the third column,

boxes 422 to 431. The total balance sheet interest rate positions and PRR

thereon will feed forward to boxes 458 and 463.

45. Interest rate derivative method

Interest rate derivative positions not included in the interest rate method must be

included in the next section of the form, split between the hedging, margin and

basic methods. The balance sheet value of the derivative positions should be

included in boxes 433 to 436. The net balance sheet value of cash positions

included in the hedging method should be inserted in box 438. Values of

positions in approved risk assessment models, including cash positions should

be included in boxes 450 to 453.

46. Other methods

The net balance sheet value of positions included in the issuing market method,

commodities positions and the PRR thereon should be included in the next

section. Any other positions should be included in box 457 so that the position

risk statement includes all trading book positions and the total PRR.

N. FOREIGN EXCHANGE REQUIREMENT

47. This section of the standard reporting statement captures the firm's foreign

exchange requirement calculated in accordance with  IPRU(INV) 10-150R to

IPRU(INV) 10-153R. Box 242 will drill down into a screen detailing foreign

exchange exposures and the resulting FER. The long and short positions in all

the currencies must net to zero.
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O. COUNTERPARTY RISK REQUIREMENT

48. This section is split into debtors and creditors arising on the trading book.

The headings for assets and liabilities are designed to reflect the balance sheet

values of transactions analysed by type.

49. Cash Against Documents

Where a firm expects to receive cash against the unsettled securities

transactions (such as shares, gilts, bonds, etc.), it should enter the total value of

all such amounts at their balance sheet value in the column headed "assets".

Where a firm has a liability to pay cash in respect of unsettled securities

transactions, it should enter the total value of all such liabilities at their balance

sheet value in the column headed "liabilities". In the column headed "CRR", a

firm should enter its total CRR in respect of unsettled securities transactions.

50. Free Deliveries

Where a firm has made a free delivery of either commodities or securities, it

should enter the balance sheet value of the related amounts receivable in the

column headed "assets". Where a firm has made a free delivery of cash in

respect of the anticipated receipt of securities or commodities, it should not enter

the balance sheet value of such payments in the section headed "liabilities",

since this is no longer a creditor. In the column headed "CRR", a firm should

enter its total CRR in respect of free deliveries.

51. Repos, Reverse Repos, Securities Borrowing and Lending, Sale and Buy

Back and Buy and Sell Back Agreements etc.

Whilst these types of transactions all have their separate characteristics, , the

FSA  treats them in the same way for CRR purposes under  IPRU(INV) 10-173R

and for accounting purposes under  IPRU(INV) 10-41R(7). The value of collateral

provided to counterparties to cover reverse repurchase, securities borrowing and

buy and sale backs, where this is shown on the firm's balance sheet, should be

reported in the column headed "assets". The value of collateral received from

counterparties to cover repurchase, securities lending and sale and buy back

agreements, where this is shown on the firm's balance sheet, should be reported

in the column headed "liabilities". In the column headed "CRR", a firm should

report its total CRR calculated in accordance with  IPRU(INV) 10-173R.

52. Derivatives Transactions

In the column headed "assets", a firm should report the value of all amounts due

from counterparties, clearing banks and exchanges arising on derivatives, where

these are shown on the firm's balance sheet. In the column headed "liabilities", a
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firm should report the value of all amounts due to counterparties, clearing houses

and exchanges arising on derivatives, where these are shown on the firm's

balance sheet. In the column headed "CRR", a firm should report its CRR

calculated in accordance with  IPRU(INV) 10-174R.

53. Deposits and other amounts due arising from trading book activities

A firm should report the remaining balance sheet debtors and creditors in its

trading book (typically, these items would include commissions owed to the firm

in respect of its trading book business or trading book qualifying deposits) not

covered in 1-4 above as assets or liabilities, as appropriate, and enter the CRR

arising from these activities in the column headed "CRR".

P. CREDIT EXPOSURES

54. The Credit Exposure form should be filled in by all firms regardless of

whether they are subject to a large exposures requirement. It is designed to pick

up all third party credit exposures ignoring the exemptions which would apply for

the large exposures calculation. The form is designed to pick up the total

exposure to a counterparty, ie trading book as well as non-trading book, including

all transaction exposures between trading date and settlement date. Boxes 200

to 209C should be completed for intra group exposures, listing for each of the 10

group counterparties with the largest credit exposures, the gross exposure to the

counterparty, and, if there is a netting agreement in place the net exposure to the

counterparty. Boxes 210 to 219C should be completed giving the same

information for the 10 non group counterparties with the largest credit exposures.

Boxes 220 to 229B should include the 10 largest net credit exposures, where

there is a netting agreement in place, which have not been reported in the two

previous sections.

Q. LARGE EXPOSURE REQUIREMENT

55. In addition to any notifications of large exposures required by the rules,

firms should provide details of the 10 greatest large exposures, analysed

between trading and non-trading book in this section. The large exposures

requirement for each exposure should be entered in the third column. The line

detailed "others" should include the total of all other exposures giving rise to an

LER where a firm has more than 10 such large exposures.

R. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR FIRMS PERMITTED TO USE INTERNAL

MODELS FOR CALCULATING REGULATORY CAPITAL

56.  Firms’ reporting requirements consist of two strands:

1. model derived capital requirements; and

2. back-testing exceptions.
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These guidance notes address each of these in turn.

57.  Model derived regulatory capital requirements

There are specific requirements  for those firms which are permitted by the FSA

to calculate some or all of their regulatory capital requirements using their

internal risk assessment models in accordance with IPRU(INV) 10.  This

permission will be granted in the form of a waiver or modification of the relevant

rules.  As stated in SUP 8.3.6G, the FSA may impose conditions on a waiver,

such as additional reporting requirements.  The reporting requirements set out

below are a condition for the granting of the relevant waiver(s) in this case. The

proforma overleaf sets out the information which the FSA requires from firms in

this regard. Firms should submit this information with the same frequency as they

currently submit their regular financial reporting statements - the paper report will

be regarded as forming a part of a firm’s standard reporting statement.

Frequency and timing of reporting should be in accordance with SUP 16.7.25R to

SUP 16.7.27R.

58.  Backtesting exceptions

 Further guidance on the review process for internal models can be obtained

from the FSA.Notifications of exceptions to the FSA and adjustments to capital

requirements should be made in accordance with the timing of the following

schedule:

t=-1: firm makes t=0 VaR prediction based upon its positions at close of business t=-1.

t=0: firm incurs profit or loss.

t=+1: firm calculates daily P&L for t=0 and compares to VaR prediction in accordance

with the CAD backtesting requirements.

t=+2: firm should notify the FSA of an exception by close of business.  All exceptions

should be reported.

t=+3: firm should reflect increased capital requirement (if appropriate) in accordance

the CAD backtesting requirements.

Firms should additionally be mindful of the following:

(a) An exception is considered to have occurred where the daily loss experienced by

a firm exceeds its VaR prediction.  For these purposes, the VaR prediction

should be compared to daily ‘cleaned actual P&L’ at the whole-book level (or

other level as appropriate to the scope of the model). 2. Firms should report

all exceptions in accordance with the schedule above.  This may be done by

telephone to the firm’s usual supervisory contact.  An exception will automatically

lead to the adjustment of a firm’s capital on t=3 (if required in accordance with the

CAD criteria) unless a firm has agreed with the FSA that the exception may be

‘disregarded’.  The FSA's agreement to ‘disregard’ an exception may additionally

be granted retrospectively.  A firm seeking to have an exception ‘disregarded’
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should submit to the FSA a written explanation of why the exception occurred,

and why it would be appropriate to ‘disregard’ it.

(b) All firms should submit to the FSA a written report of exceptions, with details of

the amount of each exception, explanations for why each exception occurred and

consequent action taken-on a monthly basis.(Category A and B firms and

Broadscope firms should submit this in conjunction with their standard reporting

statement.  Category C and D firms and Arrangers should submit exception

reports in accordance with the timing of the standard monthly reporting cycle.)

There is no prescribed format for the reporting of exceptions.

59.  Calculation of Regulatory Capital based on Firm’s Internal Assessment

of Value-at Risk

Firm Code:

Currency:

Statement date:

Date Submitted:

60 Day

Previous Average

Day’s VaR VaR

Modelled Market Risk and FX Risk

Specific Risk Surcharge

Overall VaR

Multiplication factor

Reg. Cap. requirement

*Number of instances in reporting period when previous day’s VaR exceeded 60 day

average VaR x multiplication factor.

Explanation of significant changes from previous report date
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Notes: Value of positions should be shown in boxes 351-4 (equity). 450-462

(int.rate), and 456 (commodities) of the standard reporting statement for ISD

firms.

* Where firms have reported instances, a supplementary written explanation of

the causes should be submitted.
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SUP 16 Ann 11G section 2

GUIDANCE NOTES:- CONSOLIDATED REPORTING STATEMENT FOR

SECURITIES AND FUTURES FIRMS WHICH ARE ISD FIRMS

INTRODUCTION

This guidance has been prepared to assist firms in completing the consolidated

reporting statements in accordance with  SUP16.7.25R and SUP16.7.27R.

Guidance given does not override the rules themselves.

A firm must submit its reporting statement to the FSA by the due date in

accordance with SUP16.7.25R and SUP16.7.27R. 

Self-generated computer statement

A firm which has obtained a waiver from electronic reporting may file this

reporting statement using a self-generated computer form if such a form is

identical in its layout to the standard reporting statement. Application for a waiver

must be made in accordance with SUP 8.

.

Declaration

A valid submission of the standard reporting statement must be signed by two

authorised signatories, except where the firm is a sole trader. An authorised

signatory is a director for a body corporate; a registered partner for a partnership;

and a proprietor for a sole trader(SUP16.7.33R).

A declaration should not be made lightly. The FSA will take a very serious view of

a declaration that subsequently proves to be false or negligent and this may

result in disciplinary action. 

The FSA must be notified as soon as a firm has reason to believe that the

consolidated reporting statement previously submitted was or has become

misleading in any material respect (SUP15.6.4R).

Some pertinent rules

IPRU(INV) 10-10R Keeping of records

A firm must be able to demonstrate compliance with the financial resources

requirement and should be able to prepare, within a reasonable time, this

reporting statement as at the close of business of any date. The audit trail,

records, working papers and schedules supporting the production of this

reporting statement must be retained for six years, maintained and secured in an

orderly manner so as to permit ready access to any particular record required

under SUP 2.
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Notifications 

Inclusion or disclosure of an item in the standard reporting statement is not a

substitute for notification required by the notification requirements contained in

SUP15.. A firm must confirm in writing any verbal notification effected under

these rules. A firm must be familiar with all the notification requirements, and the

following are worthy of further mention:

SUP3.7.2G Qualification of an audit report. 

SUP 15.6.4R  Misleading information supplied to the FSA.

SUP 16.3.17R Changes in reporting dates.

IPRU(INV) 10-32R Large exposure notifications.

Form and content of financial reporting statements and accounting policies

SUP16 Ann10R Agreement with records

The reporting statement must agree with the books and records of the firm and

its group.

SUP16 Ann10R Greater detail

A firm may show any item required in this reporting statement in greater detail

than required by the appropriate format.

SUP16 Ann10R Reporting currency

A firm must report in sterling unless it completes its UK statutory accounts in

another currency. The reporting currency must not be changed without

notification to the FSA. Only one reporting currency may be used on all reporting

statements. 

SUP 16 Ann 10R and IPRU(INV) 10-41 Accounting policies

The accounting policies which are required to be used for the reporting

statements are not necessarily the same as the accounting policies used in the

audited annual financial statements (ie statutory accounts). A firm must give

particulars of any departure from the requirements in SUP16 Ann10R or

IPRU(INV) 10-41R. A firm must use the correct accounting policy for each case.

Reporting unit

Monetary amounts must be shown in thousands. Small rounding errors may

occur and firms have a responsibility to ensure that these are kept to a minimum

so that each item reported is as accurate as possible, within the overriding

constraint that a reporting statement must cast correctly and balance within itself.

Certain amounts on the reporting statements are not monetary and should not be

submitted in thousands.
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Sign convention and totals

All items entered on this statement should normally be shown as a positive value.

However, certain items may be either positive or negative values,

e.g."Surplus/(deficit)" in column F. In this case, positive values will be added and

negative values deducted from any previous item. Negative values on

electronically reported statements should be indicated by the use of brackets

around the figure e.g.£(5000) or preceded by a negative sign e.g.-£5000.

Negative values on statements submitted on paper should be indicated by the

use of brackets around the figure. 

Any departure from the methodology set out in this section will be clearly

indicated on the form. It will be assumed that where an item on the statement is

left blank, this is the same as entering a zero value.

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL RESOURCES TEST

This form will have an unlimited number of rows, and the required information for

each undertaking included in the firm's group for the purposes of consolidated

supervision (under IPRU(INV) 10-200R to 10-203R) should be reported on a

separate row.

Column C represents the book value of the investment in a firm's financial

resources which its parent has made.

Box J should include the ultimate parent/holding company's financial resources

requirement, excluding any large exposure requirement which that individual

undertaking has suffered. The group's large exposure requirement should

instead be included in Box J.
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SUP 16 Ann 11G section 3

GUIDANCE NOTES: STANDARD REPORTING STATEMENT FOR

SECURITIES AND FUTURES FIRMS WHICH ARE NOT ISD FIRMS

INTRODUCTION

This guidance has been prepared to assist firms in completing the monthly,

quarterly and annual reporting statements in accordance with SUP 16.7.25R –

SUP 16.7.27R. Guidance given does not override the rules themselves.

A firm must submit its reporting statement to the FSA by the due date in

accordance with SUP 16.7.25R – SUP 16.7.27R. 

Self-generated computer statement

A firm which has obtained a waiver from electronic reporting may file this

reporting statement using a self-generated computer form if such a form is

identical in its layout to the standard reporting statement. Application for a waiver

must be made in accordance with SUP 8.

Declaration

A valid submission of the standard reporting statement must be signed by two

authorised signatories, except where the firm is a sole trader.  (SUP 16.7.33R) A

declaration should not be made lightly. The FSA  will take a very serious view of

a declaration that subsequently proves to be false or negligent and this may

result in disciplinary action. 

The FSA must be notified as soon as a firm has reason to believe that the

standard reporting statement previously submitted was or has become

misleading in any material respect  SUP 15.6.4R)

Categories of firms

Corporate finance advisory firms and derivative fund managers are only required

to complete the balance sheet, profit & loss and the tangible net worth sections of

the standard reporting statement and submit it on an annual and quarterly basis

in accordance with  SUP 16.7.27R. Venture capital firms not handling client

money are required to complete the balance sheet, profit & loss, the financial

resources and financial resources requirement sections (except for the PRR

sections) of the standard reporting statement and submit it on an annual and

quarterly basis in accordance with SUP 16.7.27R. Other arrangers are required

to complete all the sections of the standard reporting statement and submit it on

an annual and quarterly basis in accordance with SUP 16.7.27R. Broadscope

firms are required to complete all the sections of the standard reporting
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statement and submit it on an annual and monthly basis in accordance with SUP

16.7.25R.

Some pertinent rules and guidance

IPRU(INV) 3-10R Keeping of records

A firm must be able to demonstrate compliance with the financial resources

requirement and should be able to prepare, within a reasonable time, this

reporting statement as at the close of business of any date. The audit trail,

records, working papers and schedules supporting the production of this

reporting statement must be retained for six years, maintained and secured in an

orderly manner so as to permit ready access to any particular record required

under SUP 2.

IPRU(INV) 3-11R Reconciliation of balances 

A firm must perform reconciliations as frequently as is necessary for the volume

of transactions on the accounts, and in any event, not less than once a month for

derivatives balances and positions, and once a year for securities balances and

positions. 

Notifications 

Inclusion or disclosure of an item in the standard reporting statement is not a

substitute for notification required by SUP 15. A firm must confirm in writing any

verbal notification effected under these rules. A firm must be familiar with all the

notification requirements, and the following are worthy of further mention:

SUP 15.6.4R Misleading information supplied to the FSA.

SUP 16.3.17R Changes in accounting reference dates.

SUP 3.7.2G Qualification of an audit report.

Form and content of financial reporting statements and accounting policies

 SUP 16 Ann 10R Agreement with records

The reporting statement must agree with the books and records of the firm, and

give a true and fair view of the result for the period and the financial position and

state of affairs of the firm.

 SUP 16 Ann 10R Offsetting and netting

Items representing assets or income must not be offset against items

representing liabilities or expenditure except in the case of counterparties who

have expressly agreed to settle on a net basis for the same value date.

 SUP 16 Ann 10R Consolidation 

A firm must not consolidate the accounts of separately incorporated group

companies other than for the purposes of completing the consolidated reporting
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statement, but must include the assets, liabilities, income and expenditure of all

branches of the firm.

 SUP 16 Ann 10R Greater detail

A firm may show any item required in this reporting statement in greater detail

than required by the appropriate format.

SUP 16 Ann 10R Reporting currency

A firm must use either sterling or the currency used for its UK statutory accounts

as its reporting currency in its financial reporting statements.  It may not change

its reporting currency more than once in any 12 month period.

SUP 16 Ann 10R Accounting policies

The accounting policies which are required to be used for the reporting

statements are not necessarily the same as the accounting policies used in the

audited annual financial statements (ie statutory accounts). A firm must give

particulars of any departure from the requirements in  SUP 16 Ann 10R. A firm

must use the correct accounting policy for each case.

Reporting unit

Monetary amounts must be shown in thousands. Small rounding errors may

occur and firms have a responsibility to ensure that these are kept to a minimum

so that each item reported is as accurate as possible, within the overriding

constraint that a reporting statement must cast correctly and balance within itself.

Certain amounts on the reporting statements are not monetary and should not be

submitted in thousands.

Sign convention and totals

All items entered on this statement should normally be shown as a positive value.

Where an item is required to be deducted, this will normally be indicated by the

use of the word "Less" and should be entered as a positive figure. However,

certain items may be either positive or negative values (e.g."Dealing profit/(loss)"

on the Profit and Loss schedule). In this case, positive values will be added and

negative values deducted from any previous item. Negative values on

electronically reported statements should be indicated by the use of brackets

around the figure eg £(5000) or preceded by a negative sign eg -£5000. Negative

values on statements submitted on paper should be indicated by the use of

brackets around the figure.

A box in the extreme right hand column is, unless otherwise indicated, the total of

the boxes in the column immediately to its left. 
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Any departure from the methodology set out in this section will be clearly

indicated on the form. It will be assumed that where an item on the statement is

left blank, this is the same as entering a zero value.

Segregation

All client money (including free money) must be reported on-balance sheet for

the purposes of the financial reporting statements.

BALANCE SHEET

A. FIXED ASSETS

1. Fixed assets is the net book value of all assets used by the firm in its

activities on a continuing basis.

2. Intangible Assets

Intangible assets includes goodwill, capitalised development costs, patents,

licences, exchange seats (such as seats on LIFFE), trademarks and similar

rights. Exchange seats held for investment purposes may be treated as a fixed

asset investment.

B. CURRENT ASSETS

3. Stock and Investments

This shall include positions valued on a prudent and consistent basis in

accordance with  IPRU(INV) 3-41R(9).

4. Trade Debtors

Amounts due from counterparties must be reflected at gross amounts less any

provisions for bad and doubtful debts. Netting is only permitted to the extent that

there is express agreement with the counterparty that balances may be settled

on a net basis in accordance with SUP 16 Ann 10R. Firms must ensure that

trade debtors under and over 90 days, and debts with affiliates and non-affiliates

are disclosed separately.

5. Non Trade Debtors

These include debtors not arising from trading activities. Examples of these are

corporate finance fees, commissions, interest and dividends not directly related

to the firm's investment or associated business. Firms must ensure that non trade
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debtors under and over 90 days and debts with affiliates and non-affiliates are

disclosed separately.

6. Loans and other assets

Loans and other assets must also be split between affiliates and non-affiliates

and those due within and after 90 days.

7. Cash at Bank and in Hand

Segregated client moneys on the balance sheet must be disclosed separately

from other non segregated funds. Non segregated funds must be divided into

qualifying and non qualifying deposits with the definition in IPRU(INV) 3 App 1.

C. CURRENT LIABILITIES

8. Bank Loans and Overdrafts

Comments on the inclusion of segregated deficits on the balance sheet made in

Section 7 above are applicable here. Firms must ensure that bank loans and

overdrafts under and over 1 year, and from affiliates and non-affiliates are

disclosed separately.

9. Trade Creditors

The comments under Trade Debtors in Section 4 above are applicable as

appropriate. Firms must ensure that trade creditors under and over 1 year are

disclosed separately and balances with affiliates are distinguished from balances

with non-affiliates.

10. Non Trade Creditors

These include all other creditors not arising from trading activities and also

include amounts representing accruals, deferred income and provisions.

D. CAPITAL

11. Approved Share Capital

Box 65 includes all ordinary share capital and redeemable share capital

satisfying the criteria set out in IPRU(INV) 3-62R for inclusion in tangible net

worth.

12. Non-approved Share Capital

Box 66 includes any share capital which may not contribute to the firm's tangible

net worth.
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13. Profit and Loss

Incorporated firms must ensure that for both prior year brought forward and

current year profit and loss, amounts representing externally audited balances

and unaudited balances are identified and disclosed separately.

14. Partnership/Sole trader current account

Unincorporated firms must ensure that for both prior year brought forward and

current year current account, amounts representing externally audited balances

and unaudited balances are identified and disclosed separately.

15. Total Capital

Total Capital should agree with Net Assets in Box 43.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

E. REVENUE

16. Dealing profit/(loss)

This shall be the total gross profit less loss which arises from market making and

other dealings as principal for the period which the statement covers. Stamp

duty, exchange fees, commissions and brokerage and any related interest paid

or payable may be deducted.

17. Gross commission and brokerage

This shall be the total commission and brokerage earned by the firm, before the

deduction of commissions shared or paid to third parties.

18. Investment management fees

This shall be the total of underwriting fees and commissions, fees from

investment advice, valuations, management of investments and unit trusts,

pension funds and collective investment schemes.

19. Corporate Finance Fees

This shall be the total of all income earned by the firm from corporate finance

business.

20. Other Revenue
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This shall be the total of all other revenue of the firm, including all interest and

dividends receivable (except for that arising out of dealing as principal, which is

included in 16 above).

F. EXPENDITURE

21. This section should show the expenditure for the period reported on under

each of the headings specified below. Expenditure should be split between those

items included in relevant annual expenditure and those excluded under

IPRU(INV) 3-73R (see G below).

22. Commission and brokerage

This shall be the total of commissions paid away and shared, plus fees,

brokerage and other charges paid in relation to the execution, registration or

clearing of transactions.

23. Establishment costs

This shall include marketing, communications, office services costs, rent, rates,

heating, electricity, maintenance, depreciation, professional fees and other

general overheads of the business.

24. Staff Costs

This shall be the aggregate of gross salary costs, including National Insurance

contributions, pensions contributions, benefits in kind and bonuses or profit

shares.

25. Bad and Doubtful Debts

This shall be the charge to the profit and loss account which the firm considers to

be an adequate provision for all doubtful debts, even where there is no addition

to CRR or deduction from financial resources.

26. Intercompany charges

This shall be charges made by affiliated companies whether for the recharge of

costs incurred by the affiliate on behalf of the firm, or for management fees.

27. Interest payable
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This shall be the total of any interest payable on borrowings of the firm and

interest payable on client bank accounts.

28. Foreign exchange losses

This shall be the total of foreign exchange losses.

29. Exceptional and other expenses

Exceptional expenses shall be those arising from events within the ordinary

course of business which are not expected to recur frequently or regularly.

G. ITEMS NOT INCLUDED IN RELEVANT ANNUAL EXPENDITURE

30. Commission and brokerage

A firm may exclude commission shared with third parties other than employees,

directors, half commission men or appointed representatives. Fees, brokerage

and other charges paid for the purposes of executing, registering or clearing

transactions may also be excluded.

31. Staff costs

A firm may exclude bonuses or profit sharing where they are discretionary and

paid out of current year profits.

32. Interest payable

A firm may exclude interest which is payable to counterparties or which relates to

borrowings which finance the firms  regulated activities.

33.  Exceptional and extraordinary items

A firm may exclude exceptional items and extraordinary items as defined in

IPRU(INV) 3 App 1.

FINANCIAL RESOURCES

H. TANGIBLE NET WORTH

34. For an incorporated firm, tangible net worth includes ordinary share capital

plus redeemable preference shares, meeting the criteria set out in IPRU(INV) 3-

62R, approved reserves as explained in IPRU(INV) 3-62R, share premium

account and retained earnings, less any intangible assets.
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35. For a partnership or sole trader, tangible net worth includes the capital

account plus current account, less any intangible assets.

I. ELIGIBLE CAPITAL SUBSTITUTES

36. There are certain limits on subordinated loans, approved bank bonds and

approved undertakings which may be taken into financial resources. The total of

boxes 104 to 106 must not exceed four times tangible net worth. The other limits

are detailed in IPRU(INV) 3-63R.

J. PRIMARY REQUIREMENT

37. This requirement is set out in IPRU(INV) 3-70R and is the sum of boxes

107 to 113.

38. Base requirement

The base requirement is the greater of–

- the absolute minimum requirement which is determined in accordance

with IPRU(INV) 3-72R;

- the expenditure requirement which is determined in accordance with

IPRU(INV) 3-73R; and

- the volume of business requirement which is 3.5% of the aggregate of the

firm's counterparties' total initial margin requirement. 

39. Liquidity adjustment

The liquidity adjustment must be calculated in accordance with IPRU(INV) 3-75R

and must be deducted in order to arrive at the financial resources.

40. Charged assets

This is the balance sheet value of each asset charged to a third party (IPRU(INV)

3-76R) unless the related exposure has already been recorded as a liability or is

subject to CRR.

41. Contingent liabilities

An amount must be added to primary requirement in accordance with IPRU(INV)

3-77R.

42. Deficiency in subsidiaries
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Unless a provision has already been made (ie a reduction of the firm's financial

resources), the amount is equal to the deficiency in shareholders' funds in the

subsidiary of the firm (IPRU(INV) 3-78R).

POSITION RISK REQUIREMENT

43. A firm which carries a house position must calculate a position risk

requirement. The methods and position risk weightings (known as PRAs) to be

used can be found in IPRU(INV) 3-80R to 3-169R and  IPRU(INV) 3 App 26.

44. Foreign exchange requirement

This section of the standard reporting statement captures the firm's position risk

requirement arising from foreign exchange exposures, calculated in accordance

with IPRU(INV) 3-150R to  IPRU(INV) 3-154R. Box 149 will drill down into a

screen detailing foreign exchange exposures and the resulting PRR. The long

and short positions in all the currencies must net to zero.

45. Physical commodities

Boxes 128 and 138 include the balance sheet value of positions subject to the

physical commodities method IPRU(INV) 3-166R to 3-169R. Box 151 should

include the PRR calculated under these rules.

46. Other

The balance sheet value of positions in interest rate instruments taken on to

hedge interest rate risks in the commodities portfolio should be included in boxes

128A and 138A. Box 151A should include the PRR calculated on these positions.

COUNTERPARTY RISK REQUIREMENT

48. This section is split into debtors and creditors arising on the trading book.

The headings for assets and liabilities are designed to reflect the balance sheet

values of transactions analysed by type.

49. Cash Against Documents and Free Deliveries

Where a firm expects to receive cash against unsettled securities transactions,

such as gilts, bonds, it should enter the total value of all such amounts at their
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balance sheet value in the column headed "assets". Where a firm has a liability

to pay cash in respect of unsettled securities transactions, it should enter the

total value of all such liabilities at their balance sheet value in the column headed

"liabilities".

50. Where a firm has made a free delivery of either commodities or securities,

it should enter the balance sheet value of the related amounts receivable in the

column headed "assets". Where a firm has made a free delivery of cash in

respect of the anticipated receipt of securities or commodities, it should not enter

the balance sheet value of such payments in the section headed "liabilities",

since this is no longer a creditor.

51. In the column headed "requirement", a firm should enter its total CRR in

respect of unsettled securities transactions and free deliveries.

52. Margined Transactions and Options

In the column headed "assets", a firm should report the value of all amounts due

from counterparties, clearing houses and exchanges arising on exchange-traded-

margined transactions, where these are shown on the firm's balance sheet. In the

column headed "liabilities", a firm should report the value of all amounts due to

counterparties, clearing houses and exchanges arising on exchange-traded-

margined transactions, where these are shown on the firm's balance sheet. In the

column headed "requirement", a firm should report its CRR calculated in

accordance with IPRU(INV) 3-173A.

53. OTC

In the column headed "assets", a firm should report the value of amounts due

from counterparties on OTC transactions, where these are shown on the balance

sheet. In the column headed "liabilities", a firm should report the value of all

amounts due to counterparties on OTC transactions, where these are shown on

the firm's balance sheet. In the column headed "requirement", a firm should

report its CRR calculated in accordance with  IPRU(INV) 3-173A.

54. Other

A firm should report its remaining balance sheet trade debtors and creditors not

covered in 49 to 53 above as assets or liabilities, as appropriate, and enter the

CRR arising from these activities in the column headed "requirement".

CREDIT EXPOSURES

55. The credit exposure section is designed to pick up all third party credit

exposures. The form is designed to pick up the total exposure to a counterparty,
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ie trade debtors and non-trade debtors, including all transaction exposures

between trading date and settlement date. Boxes 200 to 209C should be

completed for intra group exposures, listing for each of the 10 group

counterparties with the largest credit exposures, the gross exposure to the

counterparty, and, if there is a netting agreement in place the net exposure to the

counterparty. Boxes 210 to 219C should be completed giving the same

information for the 10 non group counterparties with the largest credit exposures.

Boxes 220 to 229B should include the 10 largest net credit exposures, where

there is a netting agreement in place, which have not been reported in the two

previous sections.

56.     REPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR FIRMS PERMITTED TO USE INTERNAL

MODELS FOR CALCULATING REGULATORY CAPITAL

Firms’ reporting requirements consist of two strands:

1. model derived capital requirements; and

2. back-testing exceptions.

These guidance notes address each of these in turn.

57. Model derived regulatory capital requirements

There are specific requirements  for those firms which are permitted by the FSA

to calculate some or all of their regulatory capital requirements using their

internal risk assessment models in accordance with IPRU(INV) 3.  This

permission will be granted in the form of a waiver or modification of the relevant

rules.  As stated in SUP 8.3.6G, the FSA may impose conditions on a waiver,

such as additional reporting requirements.  The reporting requirements set out

below are a condition for the granting of the relevant waiver(s) in this case. The

proforma overleaf sets out the information which the FSA requires from firms in

this regard. Firms should submit this information with the same frequency as they

currently submit their regular financial reporting statements - the paper report will

be regarded as forming a part of a firm’s standard reporting statement.

Frequency and timing of reporting should be in accordance with SUP 16.7.25R to

SUP 16.7.27R.

58. Backtesting exceptions

 Further guidance on the review process for internal models can be obtained

from the FSA. Notifications of exceptions to the FSA and adjustments to capital

requirements should be made in accordance with the timing of the following

schedule:

t=-1: firm makes t=0 VaR prediction based upon its positions at close of business t=-1.

t=0: firm incurs profit or loss.
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t=+1: firm calculates daily P&L for t=0 and compares to VaR prediction in accordance

with the CAD backtesting requirements.

t=+2: firm should notify the FSA of an exception by close of business.  All exceptions

should be reported.

t=+3: firm should reflect increased capital requirement (if appropriate) in accordance

the CAD backtesting requirements.

Firms should additionally be mindful of the following:

(a) An exception is considered to have occurred where the daily loss experienced by

a firm exceeds its VaR prediction.  For these purposes, the VaR prediction

should be compared to daily ‘cleaned actual P&L’ at the whole-book level (or

other level as appropriate to the scope of the model). 2. Firms should report

all exceptions in accordance with the schedule above.  This may be done by

telephone to the firm’s usual supervisory contact.  An exception will automatically

lead to the adjustment of a firm’s capital on t=3 (if required in accordance with the

CAD criteria) unless a firm has agreed with the FSA that the exception may be

‘disregarded’.  The FSA's agreement to ‘disregard’ an exception may additionally

be granted retrospectively.  A firm seeking to have an exception ‘disregarded’

should submit to the FSA a written explanation of why the exception occurred,

and why it would be appropriate to ‘disregard’ it.

(b) All firms should submit to the FSA a written report of exceptions, with details of

the amount of each exception, explanations for why each exception occurred and

consequent action taken-on a monthly basis.(Category A and B firms and

Broadscope firms should submit this in conjunction with their standard reporting

statement.  Category C and D firms and Arrangers should submit exception

reports in accordance with the timing of the standard monthly reporting cycle.)

There is no prescribed format for the reporting of exceptions.

59.  Calculation of Regulatory Capital based on Firm’s Internal Assessment

of Value-at Risk

Firm Code:

Currency:

Statement date:

Date Submitted:

60 Day

Previous Average

Day’s VaR VaR

Modelled Market Risk and FX Risk

Specific Risk Surcharge
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Overall VaR

Multiplication factor

Reg. Cap. requirement

*Number of instances in reporting period when previous day’s VaR exceeded 60 day

average VaR x multiplication factor.

Explanation of significant changes from previous report date

Notes: Value of positions should be shown in box 128 of the standard reporting

statement for non-ISD firms.

* Where firms have reported instances, a supplementary written explanation of

the causes should be submitted.
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SUP 16 Ann 11G section 4

Guidance on the completion of LEM Forms for securities and futures firms

which are ISD firms

I SUMMARY OF REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

(1)  An exposure

The measurement of an exposure should reflect the maximum loss, which would

occur should a counterparty fail, or the loss that may be experienced due to the

realisation of assets or off-balance sheet positions. IPRU(INV) 10 provides

details of the rules, which have been expanded upon below.

A large exposure forms the basis for the completion of Form LEM, as required

under CAD. With regard to the compliance of quarterly reporting of large

exposures, FSA, with prior authorisation, will allow firms to measure whether a

large exposure has occurred, based upon the firm’s own funds rather than

financial resources and own funds, on condition that financial resources are

higher than own funds.

Exposures should be measured prior to any exemptions detailed in

IPRU(INV) 10-192R(1),(2), and (3), unless otherwise detailed in IPRU(INV)

10-32R(3) to 10-32R(7).

Whether an exposure falls as a trading book or non trading book item will vary

from firm to firm. For the purpose of this return, an exposure should be classified

as trading book or non trading book in the same manner as it is for the capital

calculation, as detailed in IPRU(INV)  10 and any further updates thereto.

Exposures entered into by a firm as trustee are excluded from the scope of the

large exposures return. This covers all client assets, but excludes any buffer held

by the firm within the segregated client account, which is reflected within the

firm’s balance sheet, and should be included in the large exposures return.

Non trading book issuer risk is the full market value of the underlying exposure.

If the firm has any doubt on whether a constituent of a large exposure should be

reported, it should continue to report the exposure until it has received guidance

to the contrary from FSA.

Examples of exposures include, but are not limited to:–

(a) fees receivable/prepayments;

(b) stockborrowing/stocklending, repos/reverse repos; and their foreign

equivalents; buy/sells, sell/buys - these should be recorded as for CRR but

without any counterparty weighting factors;
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(c) deposits, loans, current account credit balances, including those

denominated in precious metals;

(d) discounted bills held;

(e) the net investment in finance leases;

(f) bonds, bond futures, and bond options;

(g) equity positions held as principal, equity options, equity warrants, equity

futures, swaps, contracts for difference, and similar instruments;

(h) interest rate contracts, including single currency interest rate swaps, basis

swaps, forward rate agreements, interest rate futures, and products with similar

characteristics;

(i) foreign exchange rate contracts, cross currency swaps, cross currency

interest rate swaps, outright forward foreign exchange contracts, currency

futures, currency options purchased, outstanding currency option premia, and

similar instruments;

(j) acceptances, promissory notes, loan stock, commercial paper, MTN`s,

and other paper held;

(k) margin deposits with futures, options, commodities exchanges, and other

clearing houses, brokers, investment exchanges;

(l) forwards, including buy/sells, sell/buys and similar transactions;

(m) free deliveries, failed trades, and any trade with extended settlement day;

(n) those claims arising from similar transactions entered into by the firm;

(o) all intra-group exposures which do not fall within any consolidation.

Exposures which are exempt from the quarterly report:–

(a) exposures and other assets which have already been deducted when

calculating the firm’s own funds for the purpose of monitoring large exposures.

Such deductions can be found in IPRU(INV)  10-61R(1)B - these include the

reporting firm’s own shares and investments in subsidiaries and associated

companies;

Material holdings in credit and financial institutions which have been deducted in

full when calculating own funds. See IPRU(INV)  10-192R(1)(k);

(b) claims arising in the course of settlement of a foreign exchange

transaction on a counterparty where the firm has settled its side of the

transaction, but has not received the corresponding payment, for a period of up

to two working days after payment was made. After this period such claims will

constitute an exposure. See IPRU(INV) 10-190R(2)(a);

(c) exposures to Zone A governments, related government entities (e.g.

Inland Revenue, Bank of England, government debt), and the EU/European

Communities see - IPRU(INV)  10-32R(7). This does not extend to local
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government, unless a full legal guarantee exists, and complies where appropriate

with EU legislation in respect of government support;

(d) in the case of securities, which are settled on a delivery versus payment

basis, claims on the counterparty to the transaction which occur in the normal

course of business up to and including the five business days (see IPRU(INV)

10-190R(2)(b)) following the due payment or delivery date;

(e) counterparty risk exposure on commodities, commodity derivatives, and

other physical assets.

(2) The amount at risk

The amount at risk should, with certain exceptions detailed below (or otherwise

advised to the firm) be reported as the exposure of the firm’s actual or potential

claim, contingent liability, or assets. IPRU(INV) 10 methodology takes

precedence and should be followed in calculating all exposures, unless an

alternative format is indicated within these reporting instructions.

Completion of the return should be in accordance with UK accepted accounting

standards and practice subject to the paragraph above.

Bank accounts

Credit balances should not be offset with debit balances with any credit

institution, unless legal opinion has been obtained. This opinion should address

the issue of set off for term versus demand deposits/loans, and cross border set

off. Firms internally should monitor their exposure to the counterparty in this

manner to utilise this form of set off.

Balances recorded within forms LEM 1 or LEM 2 should be the cashbook value

rather than the bank statement value. It should be noted that this is different to

the methodology applied for completing Form LE under the provisions set out in

IPRU(BANK).

Free Deliveries/Failed Trades

Free deliveries are reportable from the business day when delivery took place, at

full value. The exposure recorded should be the higher of the market value of the

underlying or the cash side to the transaction, where the firm has made a

payment. Where the firm has made a delivery of securities, then the cash value

of the transaction should be reported.

For transactions which are deemed to be cross border, then a window of one

working day is available before the transaction becomes reportable, in line with

IPRU(INV) 10-172R(4).

Failed trades have occurred if a trade for the purchase/sale of a security,

incurred in the ordinary course of settlement, fails to settle during the five
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business days following and including due payment or due delivery date, where

neither cash nor securities have been delivered.

Other failed transactions are reportable under the large exposures regime, such

as foreign exchange. An exposure should become a reportable item when a

foreign exchange transaction remains outstanding for two business days

following due payment date in the ordinary course of settlement.

Interest and dividends

The value of outstanding claims should include interest and dividends due. Once

the underlying equity issue has gone ex-dividend, and the dividend will not be

reflected in the underlying price of the equity, then there will be a receivable due

to the firm until payment is received.

Interest Rate Contracts/Equity Derivatives/Foreign Exchange

The reportable exposure for derivatives should be calculated in line with

IPRU(INV)  10-174R.

Where a netting agreement is held which complies with current FSA

requirements, it may then be utilised if the firm calculates its exposure to the

counterparty or counterparty group on a net basis.

Loans, advances etc denominated in gold, silver, and other precious

metals

Exposures in this form should be translated into the reporting currency at the

closing spot price. Where the maximum exposure during a reporting period is

required to be reported, the closing spot rate for the day on which the exposure

occurred should be used. Precious metals should not be considered as a “cash

equivalent”, but as a commodity.

Netting

In reporting large exposures, counterparty credit balances should not be offset

against counterparty debit balances, unless a netting agreement is in place. At

no time may issuer exposure to company “A” be netted with counterparty

exposure to “A”.

Debt securities should not be netted against equity exposure for the same issuer.

The netting of debt securities issued by the same legal entity together with

underlying derivatives are allowable.

Firms should indicate, by way of a “*” against the relevant counterparty groups

(next to column “a”) on forms LEM 1 & 2, where they have reported net amounts.
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Firms should be aware that currently there is a difference between CRR and

large exposures with regard to the measurement of exposure and the maturity of

the net exposure. Large exposure calculates the exposure using the underlying

positive exposure with the longest maturity.

Any netting agreements should comply with FSA requirements at all times.

Receivables

Receivables, which include prepayments, dividends receivable (see Interest and

dividends), and other receivables not exempted under the large exposures

guidance notes, are reportable within the quarterly return.

Replacement cost/mark to market for derivative transactions

In order to include exposures which fall within the trading book, a firm should

aggregate:–

(a) the total replacement cost (obtained by marking to market) of all of its

contracts with a positive value. The exception to this is if the firm has a netting

agreement with the counterparty, which complies with FSA requirements.

(b) an amount for potential future credit exposure which reflects the residual

maturity of the contract, calculated as a percentage of the underlying notional

amount in accordance with IPRU(INV)  10-174R(3).

Where a firm has not received option premia or acceptable collateral, this

shortfall should be recorded as 100% of the exposure to the counterparty.

## Any acceptable or adequate collateral held by a firm, should be recorded in

column “c” of LEM 2.

Residual Maturity

The residual maturity of an option/swap, or any other derivative product falling

within IPRU(INV)  10-174R, should be taken as the time from the reporting date

until the final expiry date. Rollovers which are reset with a new contract, which

details when the exposure will be cleared by either party to the contract, have

maturity lengths equal to the total rollover period.

Underwriting Commitments - IPRU(INV) 130R to IPRU(INV) 133R

The firm's exposure (debt or equity), if using the Issuing Market Method, shall be

its net exposure in line with IPRU(INV)  10-132R(1) and 10-132R(2). The net

position can be reduced for new issues/tranches, using the discount percentages

for the issuing market method (IPRU(INV) 10-133R(5)).

After “working day five”, the full market value of the remaining underwriting “stick”

should be reported when taken in aggregation with other exposures to the

counterparty/group.
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(3) A counterparty

A counterparty is an individual, a legal entity, partnership/sole trader, or some

other party to which the member firm is directly or indirectly exposed. Large

exposures to the following types of counterparties should be reported as

follows:–

A counterparty dealing as agent

Firms should treat the exposure as an exposure to the counterparty with whom it

has contracted. This will mean the disclosed underlying clients where possible. If

there are no disclosed underlying clients, then the deal should be deemed as

being with the agent.

Group of connected third parties

A group of connected third parties is defined in IPRU(INV) 10 App 1.

A pension fund or other trust fund of the group should not be classified as

connected for the purposes of this return.

Those counterparties which merge during the reporting period, should be

included as connected counterparties from the date the offer goes unconditional.

In such cases the exposure to these individual counterparties should be

aggregated and considered as a single exposure to a group of closely related

counterparties.

Exposures to a number of public sector bodies, or local authorities are deemed

not to constitute a single exposure to a group of connected counterparties.

Where consolidated quarterly reporting on a sub-group basis has been

requested, then all group exposures outside the sub-group should be included in

Part 2.

## Multilateral Development Banks

Multilateral development banks, as defined in IPRU(INV) 10 App 1, should be

reported in Part 3(i) and 3(ii) of the return for those firms using Form LEM 2.

Parental or third party guarantees

##  The exposure should be recorded against the end counterparty, without any

deduction for the amount provided for by the guarantor. The amount of guarantee

utilised/drawn at the reporting date should be noted and recorded in column (i) of

the return. The highest exposure to the “guarantor” during the reporting period

should be included within column “g” of the return, and disclosed by way of

memorandum below the details of the other exposure to the guarantor.
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Guarantees granted by firms should be disclosed separately. The disclosure

should be in the standard format required under Part 2 of Form LEM 2. Utilisation

at the reporting date should show the exposure to the firm if the guarantee were

to be drawn, in order to cover the value of guaranteed reportable exposure at the

close of business.

Credit institutions/Investment firms/ Third Country Investment Firm/

Clearing Houses and Exchanges

Definitions are provided in IPRU(INV) 10 App 1, and lists of recognised clearing

houses and exchanges recognised for these purposes are shown in IPRU(INV)

10 Appendix 57.

(4) Identity of counterparty

The identity of a counterparty will generally be the customer named in a contract

note. Where an agent identifies the underlying client, then the underlying client is

the counterparty. In the case of a security held, the exposure should be against

the issuer. In an equity derivative transaction, the underlying security should be

included as exposure to the issuer, and the firm should record counterparty

exposure against the relevant counterparty to the transaction.

Exposures guaranteed by a parent or third party should be recorded as exposure

to the original counterparty, with the amount of exposure guaranteed by the

guarantor recorded in column “i”. The overall utilisation of the guarantee should

be recorded against the guarantor, with a memorandum indicating the amount of

the guarantee included within the overall exposure.

II THE REPORTING FORM (LEM)- GENERAL, COVERAGE AND

LAYOUT.

GENERAL

Forms LEM 1 or LEM 2 should be completed both on a solo and, where relevant

a consolidated basis:

(a) Those firms who have been granted a waiver from consolidation

(IPRU(INV) 10-204R) and hold a group wide ACMP (IPRU(INV) 10-196R), are

exempt from reporting large exposures on a consolidated basis.

 

(b) Nil returns are required to be submitted.

(c) LEM 2 Forms are required to be submitted in line with SUP 16.7.25R and

SUP 16.7.27R.

(d) Details of counterparty risk netting with counterparty groups during any

part of the quarter, should be indicated by way of (*) against the counterparty

group recorded in column “a” of Forms LEM 1 or 2.
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Coverage and Layout of Forms LEM 1 and 2

All counterparties which have had a large exposure during the quarter should

report that exposure. Firms should make further copies of the enclosed forms

where required.

Large exposures should be reported in the same currency and format that the

FSA  requires for all other regulatory reporting.

## Large exposures to individual counterparties and counterparty groups

should be reported, in each category of counterparty, ranked in descending order

using the “highest exposure during the reporting period”.

Details of own funds/financial resources as at the reporting date should be

reported on the front cover of Forms LEM 1 and LEM 2.

## Large exposures as at the reporting date (see Form LEM 2, columns

“d”,“e”, and “f”), should be reported, and split between trading book and non

trading book exposure. 

An exposure which is not a large exposure  as at the reporting date, but where

there has been a large exposure since the previous reporting date should also be

reported.

## Any specific bad debt provisions raised but not yet passed through the

accounting records should be indicated in column “b”. Any non performing assets

held where no specific provision has been raised should also be recorded here.

## A memorandum showing the breakdown of material holdings in credit

institutions/investment firms at the reporting date should be reported in the space

provided on Form LEM 2. Any exposures which have been deducted from own

funds and detailed in the Material Holdings in Credit and Financial Institutions will

not appear in any further part of the quarterly return.

There may be circumstances where it is possible to record the exposure more

than once. When in doubt, the firm should either report the exposure twice as an

exposure to each counterparty, or seek guidance from the FSA.

## PART 1

Large exposures to Corporates (individual non-credit institutions/non

investment firms and groups of closely related non-credit

institutions/investment firms)

Part 1 of Form LEM 2 - exposures to Corporates, which include all

counterparties which do not fall within Parts 2, 3, or 4 of Form LEM 2;

Exposures to individual counterparties which constitute a group of connected

third parties should be reported as one exposure.
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Exposures to individual non-credit institution/investment firm counterparties and

groups of closely related counterparties which are connected to the firm should

be reported in Part 2.

Exposures to a local authority, state or public sector body about which the FSA

has given guidance stating that it may be considered as an exposure to a central

government, should be reported in Part 4.

## PART 2

Exposures to individual group members of closely related counterparties

connected to the reporting firm

Part 2 of Form LEM 2 - exposures to each individual legal entity within the firm’s

group which constitute a large exposure. Any legal entity which comes within the

firm’s world-wide group, should be reported here, rather than Part 3(i) or 3(ii) of

the return.

When completing a consolidated version of Form LEM 2, only exposures to

group members outside the scope of the group for FSA consolidation need to be

reported.

For those firms required to complete a full group consolidated quarterly return,

this part of the return will be nil. Those firms subject to sub-consolidation, as

advised by the FSA, will be required to include connected exposure falling

outside the “advised” consolidated group.(This is likely to be connected

companies falling outside the EEA).

## PART 3(i)

Large exposures to credit institutions/investment firms/ third country

investment firms/ clearing houses and exchanges

References to “investment firms” hereafter are intended to include credit

institutions, third country investment firms,  clearing houses and exchanges

recognised for the purposes of IPRU(INV) 10.

Exposures to groups of closely related investment firms should be recorded by

legal entity basis within Part 2 of LEM 2. An aggregation of the exposure to the

group falling within this sector should be provided,(though it should not include

capital instruments) deducted in calculating own funds. A breakdown of those

material holdings deducted from own funds must be provided within the Material

Holdings in Credit and Financial Institutions section of your return.

Exposures to exchanges should be reported as a separate entity, rather than

splitting the exposure to the “owners” of the exchange, unless one owner either

has a majority holding or management control.

Where a counterparty group contains a legal entity to which the firm has

exposure, and this legal entity would be classified as an “Investment Firm”, then

all exposure to that counterparty group should be reported within Part 3(i)/3(ii).
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All exposure to entities which fall within the title for inclusion in Part 3, should fall

within Part 3(i), and any part of that total large exposure over 1 year, which taken

in aggregate, and is equal to being classified as a large exposure, should be

reported in Part 3(ii).

A list of clearing houses/ exchanges recognised for these purposes can be found

in, IPRU(INV) 10 App 57.

## PART 3(ii)

Large exposures appearing in Part 3(ii), should also be included in Part 3(i).

This will provide a breakdown of all medium to long term exposure - this is

defined as exposure of one year and over (including a further breakdown of

derivatives over 1 year).

Most issuer risk to counterparties falling within Part 3 of LEM 2, unless there is

less than 1 year to redemption, will fall within this section. An exposure with

optional redemption dates for exercise should be classified in accordance with

the latest redemption/maturity date.

Derivative exposure which falls within this category, should be shown separately

from the total exposure over 1 year, by way of memorandum,[ie a second entry

below the individual total large exposure for the counterparty group]. 

## PART 4

Large Exposures to Zone B central governments and central banks

List the highest large exposures which have occurred during the quarter to each

Zone B counterparty group. Exposures to European Communities, and

institutions which would fall under a formal guarantee issued by the above,

should not be included.

For the purposes of this form of this report, exposure to the European Union

(EU)/EEC should be considered to be equivalent to Zone A governments and not

reportable for LEM.

--------------

General

The reporting forms only differ in the amount of data that needs to be completed.

The standard form (LEM 1) only requires columns “a”,“f” and “g” to be completed.

Form LEM 1

There is no segregation between the type of counterparty within the standard

form LEM 1. Exposures should simply be listed using the highest exposure

during the quarter, in descending order.

See Appendix 1 and 2 for copies of the quarterly reports (LEM 1 & 2). The

column references referred to below are cross referenced accordingly.

Form LEM 2
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Column reference

(a) This will be the counterparty, or where relevant the counterparty group -

the exception to this is Part 3i and 3ii, where a breakdown by legal entity to

which the reporting firm has exposure is required.

##(b) This is any specific bad debt raised, which has already been deducted

from own funds. This should also include any non-performing assets, where it is

reasonable to determine that the counterparty to the transaction is outside the

parameters set for the specific transaction, or the market norm. This is not aimed

at failed trades, but at aged debt repayments which are unlikely to be repaid and

for which no specific provision has been raised.

##(c) This should include any acceptable or adequate collateral at the reporting

date which has not already been used to reduce an exposure [trading or non

trading] at the reporting date. With regard repos/reverse repos and other similar

instruments dealt with under IPRU(INV) 10-173R, adequate collateral may be

included where appropriate.

Items that should be recorded here would be any exposures not exempted or

discussed above, where acceptable/adequate collateral has been lodged, which

could cover a number of transactions. Partial coverage by acceptable/adequate

collateral is permissible.

##(d) “R”- non-trading book exposure as at the reporting date. 

##(e) “S”- trading book exposure at the reporting date.

(f) “T”- is the aggregate of “R” and “S” for each respective counterparty or

group of counterparties.

(g) This should be the highest large exposure that occurred during the

reporting period.

If a limits based approach is used, then the aggregate of the limits marked, plus

any excesses, will be the highest large exposure during the reporting period.

##(h) The figure in “g” as a percentage of financial resources, at the date the

highest large exposure occurred.

##(i) This should record the amount of exposure guaranteed by a parent/third

party.

The aggregate amount of guaranteed exposure by each guarantor should be

recorded by the firm within the total exposure to the guarantor. A memorandum

line beneath each guarantor, should break out the size of the guaranteed

exposure from the total [guarantee + other reportable exposure] to the guarantor.
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1. Trustees of AUTs

(1) Form 1 at the end of this annex provides a suggested format for the submission of
the reports.

(2) The quarterly report should be completed each year as at 31 March, 30 June, 30
September, and 31 December.

(3) The report should be signed by an approved person who has responsibility for the
firm’s trustee area.

(4) A firm should refer to CIS 4, 7, 15 and Appendix CIS before completing this report.

2. Depositaries of ICVCs

(1) Form 2 at the end of this annex provides a suggested format for the submission of
the reports.

(2) The quarterly report should be completed each year as at 31 March, 30 June, 30
September, and 31 December.

(3) The report should be signed by an approved person who has responsibility for the
firm’s depositary area.

(4) A firm should refer to CIS 4, 7 and Appendix CIS before completing this report.

 ��
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NAME OF RETURN  (To be put on each return by FSA)

Return Reference Number (To be put on each return by FSA)

This return is date critical.

To be Completed by Firm

Firm’s Name

Firm’s Reference Number

To be completed by FSA

Date and Time of Receipt

Entry Receipt Number

Name & Initials of Person

Receiving it

Division Passed To
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Annex E
Amendments to text already made

Transitional provisions

Transitional provision 3  In column (2), delete "and SUP 3.10.4R".

Chapter 4 Actuaries

SUP 4.2.4G Amend as shown below:

The function described by SUP 4.2.2G(2) is performed by the appropriate
actuary who is appointed triennially to prepare the triennial investigation
and interim certificate or statement required by IPRU(FSOC) 5.2.(1) (see
SUP 4.4.7R to SUP 4.4.10G for the rights and duties of an appropriate
actuary).

SUP 4.4.1R Amend as shown below:

A firm to which this section applies (see SUP 4.1) and required by
IPRU(FSOC) 5.2.(1) to ensure that an investigation is carried out must: 

(1) appoint an actuary (the "appropriate actuary") to carry out the
triennial investigation and prepare an abstract of the report as
required by IPRU(FSOC) 5.2(2) and provide the interim certificate
or statement as required by IPRU(FSOC) 5.2(3); and

(2) appoint a replacement for that actuary if he ceases to hold
office before he has carried out the duty described in (1).

SUP 4.4.2G Delete this provision.

SUP 4.4.7R Amend as shown below:

An appropriate actuary must carry out the triennial investigation and
prepare an abstract of it the report as required by IPRU(FSOC)
5.2(2)[number to be inserted later] and provide the interim certificate or
statement as required by IPRU(FSOC) 5.2(3).

Chapter 10 Approved persons

SUP 10.1.16R Insert a comma before "as they apply". 



Chapter 11 Controllers and close links

SUP 11.1.2R Amend as shown below:

Category of firm Applicable sections

(1) A UK domestic firm other
than a non-directive friendly
society

All except SUP 11.3 and SUP 11.4R

(2) A non-directive friendly
society

SUP11.1, SUP 11.2, and SUP 11.9

(3) An overseas firm ……

SUP 11.1.3G Before "friendly societies", add "directive".

SUP 11.1.5G Before "friendly societies", add "directive".

SUP 11.3.11G Add the following at the end:

"Regulations 7 to 9 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Service of Notices) Regulations 2001 (SI 2001/1420) govern the manner
in which a notice of control may be submitted. In summary, it should be
delivered or posted to the FSA's address as shown on the Forms, and will
be treated as given when it is received by the FSA. It should not be sent by
fax or electronic mail."

Chapter 12

SUP 12.2.13G(3)  Delete this provision.

SUP 12.6.8G In the first sentence, after "of a firm", add ", other than an introducer
appointed representative,".

SUP 12.6.8(1) After "appointed representative", add ", other than an introducer
appointed representative,".

Chapter 15 Notifications to the FSA

Annex 1R Amend as follows:

(a) in the heading and in paragraph 1, replace "this chapter" with "SUP
15";

(b) in paragraph 2, move "only" to come after "services" rather than after
"permission";



(c) in the table, third column, second row, insert "SUP" before
"15.3.1R(1)";

(d) in the table, third column, rows 3, 5, 6, 7 and 10, set out " in so far" as
three words;

(e) in the table, third column, row 11, replace from "but such a firm" to
"automatic authorisation)." with "but see SUP 14 (Incoming EEA
firms: changing authorisation and cancelling qualification for
authorisation).";

(f) add a new row at the end of the table as follows:

SUP 15.8 Notifications in respect of
particular products and
services

Applies in full

Chapter 16 Reporting requirements

SUP 16.1.3R In the row entitled SUP 16.7, replace "Bank" with "Bank, other than an
EEA bank with permission for cross border services only".

SUP 16.3.7R Replace this provision with the following:

"A report required under this chapter must:

(1) give the firm's FSA firm reference number; and

(2) if submitted in paper form, be submitted with the cover sheet
contained in SUP 16 Ann 13R."

SUP 16.3.15G Replace this provision with the following:

"The FSA may from time to time send reminders to firms when reports are
overdue.  Firms should not, however, assume that the FSA has received a
report merely because they have not received a reminder." 

SUP 16.4.7G For "and indicate all the firms on whose behalf it is submitted" substitute
", indicate all the firms on whose behalf it is submitted and give their FSA
firm reference numbers".

SUP 16.5.6G For "and indicate all the firms on whose behalf it is submitted" substitute
", indicate all the firms on whose behalf it is submitted and give their FSA
firm reference numbers".

SUP 16.6.7R For the Note, substitute the following:



"Note = The quarter ends are 31 March, 30 June, 30 September, 31
December."

SUP 16.7.5R In first row, replace "Bank" with "Bank, other than an EEA bank with
permission for cross border services only".

SUP 16.7.8R Amend as follows:

(a) Note 2, and the cross-references to it in the table, become Note 3;

(b) Note 3, and the cross-references to it in the table, become Note 4;

(c) Note 4, and the cross-references to it in the table, become Note 5;

(d) insert a new Note 2 as follows:

"Note 2 = The requirement to submit consolidated reports applies only
to a bank which calculates its capital requirements on a consolidated
basis.  See IPRU(BANK) GN 3.3.13R(2) and IPRU(BANK) CS 4.  All
consolidated reports required on a half yearly basis must be prepared
as at the end of June and  December of each year. ";

(e) insert the cross-reference "(Note 2)" in the column of the table headed
"Form" in the rows entitled:

� "Adequate information on capital adequacy (Consolidated)";

� "Analysis of large exposures (Consolidated)"; and

� "Adequate information on holdings of credit and financial
institutions' and non-financial companies' capital instruments
(Consolidated)";

(f) insert a new Note 6 as follows:

"Note 6 = Reports required on a quarterly basis must be prepared as at
the end of  March, June, September and December of each year,
except that a bank, which submits the BT report to the Bank of
England monthly, must prepare the Form LR (Adequate information
on mismatch liquidity) as at the end of February, May, August and
November each year.";

(g) in the column headed "Due date", after each reference to "after quarter
end" insert "(Note 6)".

SUP 16.7.9R Replace "EEA Bank" with "EEA Bank, other than one with permission for
cross border services only,".



SUP 16.7.10R In the column headed "Due date", after "submitted electronically)", insert
".  The report must be prepared as at the dates set out in Note 6 to SUP
16.7.8R."

SUP 16.7.12R Amend the column headed "Due date" as follows:

(a) in the row containing a reference to "B7", after "submitted
electronically)", insert ".  Period ends are the end of June and
December each year.";

(b) in the row containing a reference to "LR", after "submitted
electronically)", insert ".  The report must be prepared as at the dates
set out in Note 6 to SUP 16.7.8R."

SUP 16.7.12R In the column headed "Form", delete "(Note 2)".

SUP 16 Ann 12G  Amend as follows:

(a) in paragraph 1.(3), for "an approved person who works in the
firm's trustee area" substitute "an approved person who has
responsibility for the firm's trustee area";

(b) in paragraph 2.(3), for "an approved person who works in the
firm's depositary area" substitute "an approved person who has
responsibility for the firm's depositary area";

(c) in Form 2, Table 1, fourth column, for "manager's" substitute
"ACD's".

SUP 17 Annex 5G: Regulated markets

Replace the existing text with the following:

1   Table List of the regulated markets notified to the Commission by the
Member States under Article 16 of the ISD as at 22 March 2001

Austria 
1. Amtlicher Handel (official market)
2. Geregelter Freiverkehr (semi-official market)
3. Amtlicher Handel NEWEX (official market)
4. Geregelter Freiverkehr NEWEX (semi-official market)

Belgium 
1. Bourse de valeurs mobilières d’Euronext Brussels:
— Le premier marché (official market)
— Le second marché
— Le nouveau marché
2. Belfox (Bourse belge des futures et options)
3. Le marché secondaire hors bourse des obligations linéaires, des titres scindés et des
certificats de trésorerie
4. EASDAQ

Denmark 



1. Københavns Fondsbørs
— Equity market;
— Bond market;
— Derivatives market
2. Dansk Autoriseret Markedsplads A/S (Danish Authorised Market Place Ltd. (DAMP))
[authorised market place = regular trade in securities admitted for trading but not listed
on stock exchange]

Finland
1. Arvopaperipörssi (Stock Exchange);
— Päälista (Main List for equity and Debt Instruments;
— I-, NM- ja Prelista (parallel Lists I-, NM-and pre-list for equity and debt instruments);
2. Optioyhteisö (Option Corporation).
(Derivatives exchange and clearing house).

France
1. Bourse de Paris:
— Premier marché (official list);
— Second marché;
— Marché des EDR (European Depositary Receipts.
2. Nouveau marché
3. MATIFgi
4. MONEP

Germany
1. Berliner Wertpapierbörse: (Amtlicher Handel, Geregelter Markt) 
2. Bremer Wertpapierbörse (Amtlicher Handel, Geregelter Markt)
3. Rheinisch-Westfälische Börse zu Düsseldorf (Amtlicher Handel, Geregelter Markt)
4. Frankfurter Wertpapierbörse (Amtlicher Handel, Geregelter Markt, Neuer Markt);
5. Eurex Deutschland
6. Hanseatische Wertpapierbörse Hamburg (Amtlicher Handel, Geregelter Markt, Start-
up market)
7. Niedersächsische Börse zu Hannover (Amtlicher Handel,
Geregelter Markt)
8. Bayerische Börse (Amtlicher Handel, Geregelter Markt)
9. Baden-Württembergische Wertpapierbörse(Amtlicher
Handel, Geregelter Markt) 

Greece 
1. Athens Stock Exchange (A. S. E.)/Thessaloniki Stock Exchange Centre (T. S. E. C. =
remote platform)
— Main Market
— Parallel Market
— Parallel Market for EmergingMarkets
— New Market
2. Athens Derivatives Exchange (A. D. EX.)

Ireland 
Irish Stock Exchange comprising:
— Official List
— Exploration Securities Market
— Developing Companies Market
— ITEQ

Italy 
1. Stock Exchange, divided into the following segments:
— Electronic share market (MTA);
— Electronic covered warrants market (MCW);
— After-Hours Market (TAH);
— Electronic bond and government securities market (MOT);
— Electronic market for Eurobonds, foreign bonds and asset-backed securities
(EuroMOT);



— Electronic traditional options market (MPR);
2. Mercato Ristretto (second market);
3. Derivatives market (IDEM);
4. Nuovo Mercato (New Market -NM);
5. Italian Government Securities Derivatives Market (MIF);
6. Wholesale Market for Government Securities (MTS);
7. Wholesale Market for Corporate and International Organisations Bonds.

Luxembourg 
Bourse de Luxembourg:
— Main market:
— International Bond market

Netherlands 
Amsterdam Stock exchange (AEX):
— Main market
— Domestic market for unlistedsecurities:
— Nieuwe Markt Amsterdam

Portugal 
1. Mercado de Cotações Oficias (Official Quotation Market)
2. Segundo Mercado (Second Market)
3. Novo Mercado (New Market)
4. Mercado de Futuros e Opções (Futures and Options Market)
5. MEOG – Mercado Especial de Operações por Grosso (Special Market for Block
Trading)
6. MEDIP – Mercado Especial de Dívida Pública (Special Market for Public Debt)

Spain 
A. Bolsas de Valores (all comprise first, second and new market segments)
1. Bolsa de Valores de Barcelona;
2. Bolsa de Valores de Bilbao;
3. Bolsa de Valores de Madrid;
4. Bolsa de valores de Valencia.
B. Mercados oficiales de Productos Finacieros Derivados
1. MEFF Renta Fija;
2. MEFF Renta Variable.
C. Mercados FC&M de Futuros y Opciones sobre Cítricos [commodity derivatives not
covered by section B annex ISD: related markets do not fall within ISD definition of
“regulated market”]
D. AIAF Mercado de Renta Fija
E. Mercado de Deuda Pública en Anotaciones

Sweden 
1. OM Stockholmsbörsen:
— “A-list” market;
— “OTC-list” (small companies);
— “O-list” (unlisted companies)
2. OM Räntebörsen (fixed income);
3. SBI Marknadsplats
4. Aktietorget

United Kingdom
1. Domestic Equity Market
2. European Equity Market
3. Gilt Edged and Sterling Bond Market
4. Alternative Investment Market (AIM).
5. The London International Financial Futures and Options Exchange (LIFFE)
6. OM London
7. Tradepoint [this market has since changed its name to virt-x]
8. Coredeal (primarily a eurobond market)
9. Jiway



2    Table List of the regulated markets notified under Article 16 of the ISD,
as included in point 30b of Annex IX to the Agreement of the
European Economic Area, to the Standing Committee of the EFTA
as defined in that agreement as at April 2001

Iceland
Iceland Stock Exchange (Verdbrefathing Islands)

Liechtenstein
Norway

The Oslo Stock Exchange

Chapter 19  Commodity Futures Trading Commission Part 30 exemption

SUP 19.1.1G  Amend as follows:

(a) renumber existing provision (2) as (3);

(b) insert after a new provision (2) as follows:

"which carries on those activities from an establishment maintained
by the firm in the United Kingdom;"

Appendix 2  Insurers: Scheme of operations

SUP App 2.6.1G For "SUP App 2.3 to App 2.6" substitute "SUP App 2.3 to App
2.5".

SUP App 2.7.1G For "SUP App 2.3 to App 2.6" substitute "SUP App 2.3 to App
2.5".

SUP App 2.9.1R(2) In the brackets, for "for" substitute "including".

SUP App 2.9.4R Insert the IPRU(FSOC) reference as "4.1".

SUP App 2.9.5G Insert the IPRU(FSOC) reference as "4.1".

SUP App 2.9.6G Insert IPRU(FSOC) reference as "4.1(2)".

SUP App 2.9.8R In row (7), before "class of insurance", add "accounting".

SUP App 2.10.1R For "SUP App 2.3 to App 2.6" substitute "SUP App 2.3 to App
2.5" and for "SUP 6.5" substitute "SUP 6.4".

SUP App 2.10.4G(7) Insert the IPRU(INS) reference as "11.1".

SUP App 2.11.1R(3) After "5%" add "in any one year".

SUP App 2.11.1R(4)(a) and  (b)   After "5%" add "in any one year".



COMPLAINTS SOURCEBOOK INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the rules and gives the guidance in this

instrument (“DISP”), except those provisions which are made solely by the Financial

Ombudsman Service Limited, in the exercise of the powers listed in Schedule 4 to

DISP (Powers exercised).

B. The instrument shall come into force as follows: (1) DISP 1.5.4R – DISP 1.5.7R come

into force on 1 April 2002; (2) the remainder of this instrument comes into force at the

beginning of the day on which section 19 of the Act (the general prohibition) of the

Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“the Act”) comes into force.

C. The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed in Schedule 4 to DISP

(Powers exercised) are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-

making instruments).

D. This instrument may be cited as the Complaints Sourcebook Instrument 2001.

E. This Annex to this instrument (including its Schedules) may be cited as Dispute

resolution: the Complaints sourcebook (or DISP).

By order of the Board

20 September 2001

FSA 2001/39
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1 Table Transitional Provisions table

(1) (2)

Material
provision to
which tran-
sitional pro-

vision ap-
plies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional
provision:

dates in
force

(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming
into force

1 DISP
1.2.15G

R A firm must cease to use letter–
headed paper or marketing lit-
erature which refers to its
membership of a former scheme
no later than 30 June 2002.

Commence-
ment to
30.6.02

Commence-
ment

2 DISP 1.5.4R
– DISP
1.5.7R

R A firm must include, in the first
report which it submits to the
FSA under DISP 1.5.4R in re-
spect of the 1 April 2002 – 30
September 2002 reporting
period, the total number of re-
portable complaints (that is,
complaints subject to DISP 1.4
– DISP 1.6) which it has re-
ceived but not closed by the be-
ginning of that reporting
period (including any such
complaint which could be re-
ferred to the Financial Om-
budsman Service as a relevant
new complaint under the Om-
budsman Transitional Order.

01.4.02 –
31.10.02

01.4.02
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(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming
into force

(5)

Transitional
provision:

dates in
force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material
provision to
which tran-
sitional pro-

vision ap-
plies

(1)

3 DISP 1.5.4R
– DISP
1.5.7R

G Transitional provision 2R requires a
firm, in addition to complying with the
reporting requirements in DISP 1.5.4R,
to include in its first report under DISP
1.5.4R the total number of complaints
subject to DISP 1.4 – DISP 1.6 which
remain open at the beginning of that re-
porting period (that is, on 1 April 2002).
This will enable the FSA to know how
many complaints were carried forward
into the first reporting period.  (A firm is
not required to provide a breakdown by
category code or generic product type of
the complaints carried forward at 1
April 2002, but must do so in respect of
complaints received during the 1 April
2002 to 30 September 2002 reporting
period and in respect of subsequent re-
porting periods.)

01.4.02 –
31.10.02

01.4.02

4 DISP App 1 R Firms are subject to DISP App
1 in relation to relevant existing
complaints.

From com-
mencement

Commence-
ment

5 DISP App 1 G The Ombudsman Transitional Order
makes special provision for the handling
by FOS Ltd of ”relevant existing com-
plaints” ( that is, complaints which the
former schemes have partly completed
at commencement).  The arrangements
for handling these complaints are set out
in DISP App 1.  (The handling of com-
plaints which firms have partly com-
pleted at commencement is described at
DISP 1.4.6R.)

From com-
mencement

Commence-
ment

6 DISP 2,
DISP 3,
DISP 5 and
DISP App 1

R In DISP 2, DISP 3, DISP 5 and
DISP App 1, references to a
”firm” or ”firms” include unau-
thorised persons subject to the
Compulsory Jurisdiction in rela-
tion to relevant complaints in
accordance with the Ombuds-
man Transitional Order.

From com-
mencement

Commence-
ment
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(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming
into force

(5)

Transitional
provision:

dates in
force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material
provision to
which tran-
sitional pro-

vision ap-
plies

(1)

7 DISP 2,
DISP 3,
DISP 5 and
DISP App 1

G Under the Ombudsman Transitional
Order, a relevant complaint is subject to
the Compulsory Jurisdiction whether or
not it is about a firm or an unauthorised
person.  Unauthorised persons are not
subject to DISP 1, but references to
”firm” in DISP 2, DISP 3, DISP 5 and
DISP App 1 include unauthorised per-
sons subject to the Compulsory Jurisdic-
tion in relation to relevant complaints,
where applicable.

From com-
mencement

Commence-
ment

8 DISP 1,
DISP 2,
DISP 3,
DISP 4,
DISP 5 and
DISP App 1

R In relation to relevant com-
plaints, references in DISP 1,
DISP 2, DISP 3, DISP 4, DISP
5 and DISP App 1 to an ”eli-
gible complainant” include a
person who is to be treated as
an eligible complainant in ac-
cordance with the Ombudsman
Transitional Order and refer-
ences to a complaint shall be
construed accordingly.

From com-
mencement 

Commence-
ment
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Annex A - 1

COMPLAINTS SOURCEBOOK

DISPUTE RESOLUTION: COMPLAINTS

Introduction

Access for retail consumers to mechanisms for dealing with complaints about financial

services firms is a key part of the regulatory regime. The Act gives the FSA the power to

make rules relating to the handling of complaints by firms and provides for the

establishment of an independent dispute resolution scheme (the Financial Ombudsman
Service) to resolve complaints about financial services firms quickly and with minimum

formality.  The body established to administer and operate this scheme (the “scheme

operator”) is the Financial Ombudsman Service Limited ("FOS Ltd").

This module of the FSA Handbook contains the rules and guidance relating to the handling

of complaints by firms and to the operation of the Financial Ombudsman Service.

Responsibility for the rules relating to the Financial Ombudsman Service is shared under

the Act between the FSA and the FOS Ltd, with those rules and other requirements written

by the FOS Ltd being subject to approval by, or the consent of, the FSA.

Under the Act, the Financial Ombudsman Service comprises two jurisdictions:

(a) The Compulsory Jurisdiction covers firms which are required to participate in

the Financial Ombudsman Service in respect of complaints about activities

specified by the FSA [and unauthorised persons subject to the Compulsory
Jurisidiction in relation to relevant complaints];

(b) The Voluntary Jurisdiction can cover financial services activities not included in

the Compulsory Jurisdiction.  Both firms and unauthorised firms can participate

in the Voluntary Jurisdiction by contractual agreement with the FOS Ltd (in

accordance with the Standard Terms – see below) and are known as VJ
participants.

Although the authority to make the rules relating to the Compulsory Jurisdiction and the

Voluntary Jurisdiction derives from different sections of the Act, the provisions have been

co-ordinated to ensure that, wherever possible, they are identical.

Chapter 1: Complaint handling procedures for firms

These rules set out the complaint handling procedures which firms capable of giving rise to

an eligible complaint under the Compulsory Jurisdiction (see Chapter 2) must establish.

They are made by the FSA under section 138 of the Act and paragraph 13 of Schedule 17

to the Act.  These rules, with some exceptions, are applied to VJ participants by contract

via the Standard Terms set by the FOS Ltd (Chapter 4).

Chapter 2: Jurisdiction rules
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These rules set out the scope of the Compulsory Jurisdiction and the Voluntary Jurisdiction
of the Financial Ombudsman Service.  They specify who can refer a complaint to the

Financial Ombudsman Service and the time limits for doing so, as well as which activities

are covered by the Compulsory Jurisdiction and the Voluntary Jurisdiction.  The rules also

set out the territorial scope of the Financial Ombudsman Service.  They are relevant to

consumers who may wish to refer complaints to the Financial Ombudsman Service; to

firms which are subject to the Compulsory Jurisdiction; to unauthorised persons who are

subject to the Compulsory Jurisdiction in relation to relevant complaints; to VJ participants
and to the Ombudsman himself.  The rules relating to the scope of the Compulsory
Jurisdiction are made by the FSA (under section 226 of the Act); the rules relating to the

scope of the Voluntary Jurisdiction are made by the FOS Ltd, with FSA approval (under

section 227).  The rules relating to the time limits for referring a complaint to the Financial
Ombudsman Service are made by the FSA under paragraph 13 of Schedule 17 to the Act
and are applied to VJ participants by contract via the Standard Terms set by the FOS Ltd.

Chapter 3: Complaint handling procedures of the Financial Ombudsman Service

These rules apply to the Ombudsman, to firms, and to unauthorised persons who are

subject to the Compulsory Jurisdiction in relation to relevant complaints.  They  are also

relevant to complainants.  They set out how the FOS Ltd and, in particular, the

Ombudsman will handle complaints under the Financial Ombudsman Service.  For the

purposes of the Compulsory Jurisdiction, they comprise the scheme rules and the costs

rules (made by the FOS Ltd, with FSA consent or approval, under paragraph 14 of

Schedule 17 and section 230 respectively) and rules made by the FSA on the kinds of loss

or damage that can be compensated, including the maximum amount which can be

awarded (s229).  These procedural rules are applied to VJ participants via the Standard
Terms.

Chapter 4: The Standard Terms

The Standard Terms are made, with FSA approval, by the FOS Ltd under paragraph 18 of

Schedule 17 to the Act and are the contractual terms by which VJ participants participate in

the Voluntary Jurisdiction.

Appendix 1: Relevant Existing Complaints

The Ombudsman Transitional Order, made by HM Treasury under sections .426-428 of the

Act, extends the scope of the Financial Ombudsman Service to enable it to deal with

complaints about pre-commencement business where these could have been handled by a

former scheme ("relevant complaints") and makes special provision for the handling of

these complaints.

It distinguishes between:

(a) relevant existing complaints (ie complaints referred to, but not determined by, a

former scheme (other than the Personal Insurance Arbitration Service) before

commencement (see article 2 of the Ombudsman Transitional Order); and
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Annex A - 3

(b) relevant new complaints (ie complaints referred to the Financial Ombudsman
Service after commencement which relate to a pre-commencement act or

omission, in respect of which the firm was, immediately before commencement,
subject to a former scheme) (see article 3 of the Ombudsman Transitional
Order).

The Order enables the FOS Ltd, with only a few exceptions, to handle relevant new
complaints in accordance with its new procedures, as set out in DISP 1 to 5 and these are

covered in the main body of the DISP rules.  Except as otherwise indicated, the term

"complaint" in DISP 1 to 5 therefore includes a relevant new complaint.

However, the Ombudsman Transitional Order makes different provision for the handling of

relevant existing complaints (ie complaints which the former schemes have partly

completed at commencement). These complaints will be passed over to the Financial
Ombudsman Service by the former schemes (except the | Personal Insurance Arbitration
Service) at commencement and the Ombudsman Transitional Order requires the FOS Ltd
to complete the handling of these cases. However, it provides that the Financial
Ombudsman Service must do this, in a significant number of respects, in accordance with

the procedures of the relevant former scheme.  The arrangements for dealing with these

complaints are set out in DISP App 1.  This describes the ways in which relevant existing
complaints  must be treated differently  from other complaints dealt with under the Financial
Ombudsman Service, but cross refers to the provisions in DISP 1 to 5, where appropriate.

(DISP 1 explains how complaints which are partly completed by firms (as distinct from

former schemes) at commencement are to be handled.)

Appendix 2: FSA's guidance on handling mortgage endowment complaints

DISP App 2 contains FSA's guidance to firms on handling mortgage endowment

complaints..
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DISP 1 Ann 1R (see DISP 1.5.4R)
Complaint Categories

Firms are required to report the total number of complaints subject to DISP
1.4-1.6 received in respect of each of the generic product types listed,
according to the categories below.

Generic Product Type*

Category
Total Number of Complaints
Private Individual Small Businesses

Overcharging/incorrect charges

Delay

Other administrative errors

Unsuitable or misleading advice

Failure to carry out instructions

Poor customer service

Misleading advertising/product information

Disputes over sums/amounts payable

Switching/Churning (wrong advice to surrender 

one investment and take out another

Breach of customer agreement or contract

Other

Other

*Generic Product Types

Free Standing AVC

Personal Pension

Stakeholder Pension

Mortgage Endowment

Other Endowment

Whole of Life

Permanent Health

Term Assurance

PEP/ISA

Unit Trust/OEIC

Investment Bond

Share/Derivative

Current Account

Deposit and savings accounts

Loan secured on land

Other loans

General insurance - motor

General insurance - property

General insurance - other

Other

 %�
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Example 1 Capital shortfall and higher endowment outgoings
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EXAMPLE 1

Capital shortfall and higher endowment mort-
gage outgoings
Background

Capital sum of £50,000

25 year endowment policy

Duration to date:  5 years

Endowment premium per month:  £75
Established facts

Endowment surrender value: £3,200

Capital repaid under equivalent repayment mort-
gage:

£4,200

Surrender value less capital repaid: (£1,000)

Cost of converting from endowment mortgage to
repayment mortgage:

(£200)

Total outgoings to date

Equivalent repayment mortgage (capital + interest +
DTA life cover):

£21,950

Endowment mortgage (endowment premium + in-
terest):

£22,250

Difference in outgoings (repayment – endowment): (£300)
Basis of compensation

In this example, the complainant has suffered loss
because the surrender value of the endowment is
less than the capital repaid and also because of the
higher total outgoings to date of the endowment
mortgage relative to the repayment mortgage.  The
two losses and the conversion cost are therefore
added together in order to calculate the redress.
Redress

Loss from surrender value less capital repaid: (£1,000)

Loss from total extra outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

(£300)

Cost of converting to repayment mortgage: (£200)

Total loss: (£1,500)

Therefore total redress is: £1,500
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EXAMPLE 2

Capital shortfall partially offset by lower en-
dowment mortgage outgoings
Background
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EXAMPLE 2
Capital sum of £50,000

25 year endowment policy

Duration to date:  5 years

Endowment premium per month:  £60
Established facts

Endowment surrender value: £2,500

Capital repaid under equivalent repayment mort-
gage

£4,200

Surrender value less capital repaid under equival-
ent repayment mortgage:

(£1,700)

Cost of converting from endowment mortgage to
repayment mortgage

(£300)

Total outgoings to date:
Repayment mortgage (capital + interest + DTA life
cover):

£21,950

Endowment mortgage (endowment premium + in-
terest):

£21,350

Difference in outgoings (repayment – endow-
ment):

£600

Basis of Compensation

In this example, the complainant has suffered loss be-
cause the surrender value of the endowment is less
than the capital repaid but has gained form the lower
outgoings of the endowment mortgage to date.  In
calculating the redress the gain may be offset against
the loss unless the complainant’s particular circum-
stances are such that it would be unreasonable to take
account of the gain.
Redress if it is not unreasonable to take account of the whole of the gain
from lower outgoings

Loss from surrender value less capital repaid: (£1,700)

Gain from total lower outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

£600

Cost of converting to repayment mortgage: (£300)

Net loss: (£1,400)

Therefore total redress is: £1,400
Redress if it is unreasonable to take account of
gain from lower outgoings

Loss from surrender value less capital repaid: (£1,700)

Gain from total lower outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

Ignored*

Cost of converting to repayment mortgage: (£300)

Net loss taken into account: (£2,000)
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EXAMPLE 2

Therefore total redress is: £2,000
* In this example, and also in Examples 3, 7, 8 and 9, the complainant’s
circumstances are assumed to be such as to make it unreasonable to take
account of any of the gain from lower outgoings.
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EXAMPLE 3

Capital shortfall more than offset by lower endowment
mortgage outgoings
Background

Capital sum of £50,000

25 year endowment policy

Duration to date:  8 years

Endowment premium per month:  £65
Established facts

Endowment surrender value: £7,300

Capital repaid under equivalent repayment mortgage: £7,600

Surrender value less capital repaid: (£300)

Cost of converting from endowment mortgage to repay-
ment mortgage:

(£200)

Total outgoings to date

Repayment mortgage (capital + interest + DTA life cover): £34,510

Endowment mortgage (endowment premium + interest): £33,990

Difference in outgoings (repayment – endowment): £520
Basis of Compensation

In this example, the complainant has suffered loss because the surrender
value of the endowment is less than the capital repaid but has gained
from the lower total outgoings of the endowment mortgage.  In calculat-
ing redress the gain may be offset against the loss unless the complain-
ant’s particular circumstances are such that it would be unreasonable to
take account of the gain.
Redress if it is not unreasonable to take account of the whole of the
gain from lower outgoings

Loss from surrender value less capital repaid: (£300)

Gain from total lower outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

£520

Cost of converting to repayment mortgage: (£200)

Net gain: £20

Therefore, there has been no loss and no redress
is payable.

Redress if it is unreasonable to take account of
gain from lower outgoings
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EXAMPLE 3

Loss from surrender value less capital repaid: (£300)

Gain from total lower outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

Ignored

Cost of converting to repayment mortgage: (£200)

Net loss taken into account: (£500)

Therefore total redress is: £500
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EXAMPLE 4

Capital surplus more than offset by higher en-
dowment mortgage outgoings
Background

Capital sum of £50,000

25 year endowment policy

Duration to date:  8 years

Endowment premium per month:  £75
Established facts

Endowment surrender value: £7,800

Capital repaid under equivalent repayment mort-
gage:

£7,600

Surrender value less capital repaid: £200

Cost of converting from endowment mortgage to
repayment mortgage:

(£250)

Total outgoings to date

Repayment mortgage (capital + interest + DTA life
cover):

£34,510

Endowment mortgage (endowment premium + in-
terest):

£34,950

Difference in outgoings (repayment – endowment): (£440)

Basis of compensation
In this example, the complainant has suffered loss because of the higher
total outgoings to date of the endowment mortgage but has gained because
the surrender value of the endowment is greater than the capital repaid.
Since the sum of the loss and the conversion cost is greater than the gain,
the redress is calculated as the difference between the two.

Redress

Gain from surrender value less capital repaid: £200

Loss from total extra outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

(£440)

Cost of converting to repayment mortgage: (£250)
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EXAMPLE 4

Net loss: (£490)

Therefore total redress is: £490
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EXAMPLE 5
Capital surplus partially offset by higher endowment mortgage out-
goings
Background

Capital sum of £50,000

25 year endowment policy

Duration to date:  10 years

Endowment premium per month:  £75

Established facts

Endowment surrender value: £11,800

Capital repaid under equivalent repayment mort-
gage:

£9,700

Surrender value less capital repaid: £2,100

Cost of converting from endowment mortgage to
repayment mortgage:

(£300)

Total outgoings to date

Repayment mortgage (capital + interest + DTA life
cover):

£46,800

Endowment mortgage (endowment premium + in-
terest):

£47,500

Difference in outgoings (repayment – endowment): (£700)
Basis of compensation

In this example, the complainant has suffered loss because of the higher
total outgoings to date of the endowment mortgage relative to the repay-
ment mortgage.  However the sum of this and the conversion cost is less
than the complainant’s gain from the difference between the surrender
value of the endowment and the capital repaid.  Thus no redress is pay-
able.
Redress

Gain from surrender value less capital repaid: £2,100

Loss from total extra outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

(£700)

Cost of converting to repayment mortgage: (£300)

Net gain: £1,100

Therefore there has been no loss and no redress
is payable.
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Example 6
Capital surplus and lower endowment mortgage outgoings

Background

Capital sum of £50,000

25 year endowment policy

Duration to date:  10 years

Endowment premium per month:  £65

Established facts

Endowment surrender value: £10,100

Capital repaid under equivalent repayment mort-
gage:

£9,700

Surrender value less capital repaid: £400

Cost of converting from endowment mortgage to
repayment mortgage:

(£200)

Total outgoings to date

Repayment mortgage (capital + interest + DTA life
cover):

£46,800

Endowment mortgage (endowment premium + in-
terest):

£46,300

Difference in outgoings (repayment – endowment): £500

Basis of compensation
In this example, the complainant has gained both because the surrender
value of the endowment is greater than the capital repaid and because of
the lower total outgoings of the endowment mortgage.  These gains are
larger than the cost of converting to a repayment mortgage.  Thus no
further action is necessary.
Redress

As there has been no loss, no redress is payable.
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Example 7

Low start endowment mortgage

Background

Capital sum of £50,000

25 year endowment policy

Duration to date:  10 years
Endowment premium per month:  starting at £35 in first year, increasing
by 20% simple on each policy anniversary, reaching £70 after five years
and then remaining at that level.

Established facts:

Endowment surrender value: £8,200

Capital repaid under equivalent repayment mortgage:: £9,700
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Example 7

Surrender value less capital repaid: (£1,500)

Cost of converting from endowment mortgage to repay-
ment mortgage:

(£250)

Total outgoings to date

Repayment mortgage (capital + interest + DTA life
cover):

£46,800

Endowment mortgage (endowment premium + interest): £45,640

Difference in outgoings (repayment minus endowment): £1,160
Of this difference in outgoings, £800 arose in the five year period when
the complainant was paying a low endowment premium.

Basis of compensation
In this example, the complainant has suffered loss because the surrender
value of the endowment is less than the capital repaid but has gained
from the lower total outgoings of the endowment mortgage.  As in
Example 3, in calculating redress the whole of the gain should be offset
against the loss unless the complainant’s particular circumstances are
such that it would be unreasonable to do so.  However, unlike Example
3, in a low start endowment mortgage the complainant may have chosen
to pay a lower than usual premium in the early years (this would need to
be established on the facts of the case).Where it has been established
that the complainant chose to make lower payments, even if it is unreas-
onable to take account of the whole of the gain from total outgoings, the
gain from paying a lower premium during the low start period is nor-
mally taken into account.  In such cases the redress is calculated as the
capital loss plus the conversion cost minus the total amount by which
repayment mortgage outgoings would have exceeded the actual low start
endowment mortgage outgoings during the five year low start period.
Redress if it is not unreasonable to take account of the whole of the gain
from lower outgoings

Loss from surrender value less capital repaid: (£1,500)

Gain from total lower outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

£1,160

Cost of converting to repayment mortgage: (£250)

Net loss: (£590)

Therefore total redress is: £590
Redress if it is unreasonable to take account of gain from lower outgo-
ings

Loss from surrender value less capital repaid: (£1,500)

Gain from total lower outgoings during low start
period of endowment mortgage:

£800

Cost of converting to repayment mortgage: (£250)

Net loss taken into account: (£950)

Therefore total redress is: £950
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The following example illustrates the position:

Surrender value £10,000 TEP value £16,000

Loss calculated by standard
approach

£5,000
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Remortgaging costs £300

Total £15,300

Complainant receives £16,000 all ultimately funded from the TEP sale.

Surrender value £10,000 TEP value £13,000

Redress calculated by stan-
dard approach

£5,000

Remortgaging costs £300

Total £15,300

 Complainant receives £15,300, £13,000 ultimately funded from the TEP
sale and £2,300 ultimately funded from the firm.
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EXAMPLE 8

Term extends beyond retirement age and policy reconstruction

Background
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45 year old male non–smoker, having taken out a £50,000 loan in 1998
for a term of 25 years.  Unsuitable sale identified on the grounds of af-
fordability and complaint raised on 12th policy anniversary.

It has always been the intention of the complainant to retire at State re-
tirement age 65.

Term from date of sale to retirement is 20 years and the maturity date of
the mortgage is 5 years after retirement.

Established facts

Established premium paid by investor on policy of
original term (25 years):

£81.20

Premium that would have been payable on policy
with term from sale to retirement (20 years):

£111.20

Actual policy value at time complaint assessed: £12,500

Value of an equivalent 20–year policy at time com-
plaint assessed:

£21,300

Difference in policy values at time complaint as-
sessed:

£8,800

Difference in outgoings (20 year policy – 25 year
policy):

£4,320

Basis of compensation
The policy is reconstructed as if it had been set up originally on a term to
mature at retirement age, in this example, a term of 20 years.  The differ-
ence in the current value of the policy actually sold to the complainant
and the current value of the reconstructed policy, as if the premium on the
reconstructed policy had been paid from outset, is calculated.  The com-
plainant has gained from lower outgoings (lower premiums) of the actual
endowment policy to date.  In calculating the redress, the gain may be
offset against the loss unless the complainant’s particular circumstances
are such that it would be unreasonable to take account of the gain.

Redress generally if it is not unreasonable to take account of the
whole of the gain from lower outgoings

Loss from current value of reconstructed policy less
current value of actual policy:

(£8,800)

Gain from total lower outgoings under actual policy: £4,320

Net loss: (£4,480)

Therefore total redress is: £4,480
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Redress if it is unreasonable to take account of
gain from lower outgoings

Loss from current value of reconstructed policy less
current value of actual policy:

(£8,800)

Gain from total lower outgoings under actual policy: Ignored

Therefore total redress is: £8,800

Additional Information

If the policy is capable of reconstruction, the com-
plainant must now fund the higher premiums himself
for the remainder of the term of the shortened policy
until maturity.  In this example the higher premium
could be £111.20.  However the firm should provide
the complainant with a reprojection letter based on
the reconstructed policy such that the actual monthly
payment required to achieve the target sum could be
even higher, say £130.  The reprojection letter
should set out the range of options facing the com-
plainant to deal with the projected shortfall, if any.
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EXAMPLE 9

Term extends beyond retirement age:  example
of failure to explain investment risks

Background
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EXAMPLE 9

45 year old male non–smoker, having taken out a
£50,000 loan in 1998 for a term of 25 years.  Un-
suitable sale identified on the grounds of afford-
ability and complaint raised on 12th anniversary.

It has always been the intention of the complainant
to retire at state retirement age 65.

Term from date of sale to retirement is 20 years and
the maturity date of the mortgage is five years after
retirement.

In addition, an endowment does not meet the com-
plainant’s attitude to investment risk and a repay-
ment mortgage would have been taken out if
properly advised.

Established facts

Surrender value (on the 25 year policy) at time
complaint assessed:

£12,500

Capital repaid under repayment mortgage of term
to retirement date (20 years):

£21,000

Surrender value less capital repaid: (£8,500)

Difference in outgoings (repayment – endowment): £5,400

Cost of converting from endowment mortgage to
repayment mortgage:

£200

Basis of compensation:
The surrender value of the (25 year term) endowment policy is compared
to the capital that would have been repaid to date under a repayment
mortgage arranged to repay the loan at retirement age, in this example, a
repayment mortgage for a term of 20 years.  The complainant has gained
from lower outgoings of the endowment mortgage to date.  In calculating
the redress, the gain may be offset against the loss unless the complain-
ant’s particular circumstances are such that it would be unreasonable to
take account of the gain.  The conversion costs are also taken into account
in calculating the redress.

Redress generally

Loss from surrender value less capital repaid: (£8,500)
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EXAMPLE 9

Gain from total lower outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

£5,400

Cost of converting to a repayment mortgage: (£200)

Net loss: (£3,300)

Therefore total redress is: £3,300

Redress if it is unreasonable to take account of
gain from lower outgoings

Loss from surrender value less capital repaid: (£8,500)

Gain from total lower outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

Ignored

Cost of converting to a repayment mortgage: (£8,700)

Therefore total redress is: £8,700
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1 Table

G

The aim of the guidance in the following table is to give the reader a quick overall view of the
relevant record keeping requirements.

It is not a complete statement of those requirements and should not be relied on as if it were.
2 Table

Handbook ref-
erence

Subject
of record

Contents
of record

When record
must be made

Retention
period

DISP 1.5.1R Complaints sub-
ject to DISP
1.4–DISP 1.6.

Not specified, but
see DISP 1.5.2G

On receipt 3 years
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1 Table

G

The aim of the guidance in the following table is to give the reader a quick overall view of the
relevant requirements for notification and reporting.

It is not a complete statement of those requirements and should not be relied on as if it were.
2 Table

Handbook ref-
erence

Matter to be

notified

Contents of notifica-
tion

Trigger

event

Time al-
lowed

DISP 1.1.7R Firm qualifies for
exemption

Confirmation that a
firm does not do busi-
ness with eligible
complainants and has
no reasonable likeli-
hood of doing so

If the firm wishes
to take advantage
of the exemption
in DISP 1.1.7R an
annual renewal is
required.  See
DISP 1.1.8R for
timing of notice

N/A

DISP 1.1.10R End of exemption Confirmation that the
conditions in DISP
1.1.7R no longer
apply

Conditions in
DISP 1.1.7R no
longer apply

Not speci-
fied

DISP 1.5.4R Complaints report Details – 30 September
– 31 March
each year

One
month

DISP 1.5.11R Single contact point Details At the time of au-
thorisation or on
subsequent change

Not speci-
fied

DISP 1.7.5R Member of Lloyd’s
qualifies for exemp-
tion

Confirmation by the
Society of Lloyd’s
that a specified
member of Lloyd’s
does not do business
with eligible com-
plainants and has no
reasonable likelihood
of doing so

[As above] N/A
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Time al-
lowed

Trigger

event

Contents of notifica-
tion

Matter to be

notified

Handbook ref-
erence

DISP 1.7.6R End of exemption
for member of
Lloyd’s

Confirmation by the
Society of Lloyd’s
that the condition in
DISP 1.1.7R no
longer apply to a
specified member of
Lloyd’s

Conditions in
DISP 1.1.7R no
longer apply

Not speci-
fied

DISP 1.7.7R Complaints report
by Society of
Lloyd’s

Details – 30 September
– 31 March
each year

One
month
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1 Table
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G

1 The following powers and related provisions in the Act and in the Ombudsman Transi-
tional Order have been exercised by the FSA to make the rules in DISP:

(1) Section 138 (General rule–making power)

(2) Section 156 (General supplementary powers

(3) Section 226 (Compulsory Jurisdiction)

(4) Section 229 (Awards)

(5) Schedule 17 paragraph 13 (FSA’s procedural rules)

(6) Article 15 (Record–keeping and reporting requirements relating to relevant com-
plaints) of the Ombudsman Transitional Order.

2 The following power in the Act has been exercised by the FSA to give the guidance in
DISP:

(1) Section 157(1) (Guidance)

3 The following powers and related provisions in the Act have been exercised by the FOS
Ltd to make the rules in DISP:

(1) Section 227 (Voluntary Jurisdiction)

(2) Section 230 (Costs)

(3) Schedule 17 paragraph 8 (Guidance)

(4) Schedule 17 paragraph 14 (The scheme’s rules)

(5) Schedule 17 paragraph 15 (Fees)

(6) Schedule 17 paragraph 18 (Terms of reference to the scheme)

4 For convenience, the tale below shows the various powers exercised by the FSA and FOS
Ltd in making the various rules in DISP.

5 The aim of the guidance in the following table is to give the reader a quick overall view
of the rule–making powers exercised by the FSA and FOS Ltd.

2 Table
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6 It is not a complete statement of those requirements and should not be relied on as if it
were.

7 The powers to make rules relating to the new ombudsman scheme are shared between the
FSA and the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS Ltd).  FOS Ltd’s rules are subject to
FSA consent or approval.  (Powers exercised by FOS Ltd are marked by * in the table
below).

3 Table

The Handbook The Financial
Services and
Markets Act

2000

Reference

Chapter/
Appendix

Section/
Annex

Paragraph
or
paragraphs

1 Complaint handl-
ing procedures for
firms

1 Application and pur-
pose

1R Application Schedule 17
paragraph 13 (4)

s.138
7R
–

8R

Exemption Schedule 17
paragraph 13(4)

s.138
10R End of exemption Schedule 17

paragraph 13(4)
s.138

2 Internal complaint
handling
procedures: general
requirements

1R
–

9R

Schedule 17
paragraph 13(4)

s.138

16R
–

17R

Schedule 17
paragraph 13(4)

s.138
21R

–
22R

Schedule 17
paragraph 13(4)

s.138
3 Internal complaint

handling
procedure:
additional require-
ments

2R
–

3R

Schedule 17
paragraph 13(4)

4 Time limits for deal-
ing with a complaint

1R
–

4R

Schedule 17
paragraph 13(4)

5R
–

6R

Schedule 17
paragraph 13(4)

7R
–

9R

Schedule 17
paragraph 13(4)

10R
–

12R

Schedule 17
paragraph 13(4)
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15R
–

16R

Schedule 17
paragraph 13(4)

5 Record keeping
and reporting

1R
–

4R

Making and retaining records of
complaints
Reporting complaints to the FSA

s.138

6R
–

7R

Schedule 17
paragraph 13(4)

10R
 –

11R

Method of submission of reports

Notification of contact point for
complainants

Schedule 17
paragraph 13(4)

6 Cooperation by
firms with the Om-
budsman

1R Schedule 17
paragraph 13(4)

7 The Society of
Lloyds

1R
–

2R

Schedule 17
paragraph 13(4)

3R
–

4R

Schedule 17
paragraph 13(4)

5R
–

6R

Schedule 17
paragraph 13(4)

7R
–

11R

Schedule 17
paragraph 13(4)

Ann Complaint
categories

1R Schedule 17
paragraph 13(4)

2 Jurisdiction of the
Financial Om-
budsman Service

1 Application and Pur-
pose

1R Application s.226(3)
s.227(3)*

3 Time limits for refer-
ring
complaints to the Fi-
nancial Ombudsman
Service

1R
–

5R

Schedule 17
paragraph 13(1)

and (2)
Art 4(2) of Om-
budsman Transi-

tional Order
s.227(3)*

4 Who can refer a com-
plaint to the Finan-
cial Ombudsman
Service?

1R
–

3R Classes of person

s.226(3), (6) and
(7)

s.227(3), (7) and
(8)

7R
–

8R

Eligible complainants: customers

Eligible complainants: potential
customers

s.226(3), (6) and
(7)

s.227(3), (7) and
(8)*

10R

–
11R

Eligible complainants: indirect
complaints

s.226(3), (6) and
(7)

s.227(3), (7) and
(8)

12R
–

16R Representatives of eligible com-
plainants

s.226(3), (6) and
(7)

s.227(3), (7) and
(8)
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17R s.226(3), (6) and
(7)

s.227(3), (7) and
(8)

6 To which activities
do the rules apply?

1R
–

2R

The Compulsory Jurisdiction s.226(3)
Art 3 of Ombuds-
man Transitional

Order
7R s.226(3)
9R
–

11R

The Voluntary Jurisdiction s.227(3)*

12R s.227(3) and (14)*

7 The territorial scope
of the jurisdiction
of the Financial Om-
budsman
Service

1R s.226(3)
s.227(3)*

3 Complaint handl-
ing procedures of
the Financial Om-
budsman Service

1 Application and pur-
pose

1R
–

Application Schedule 17
paragraph 14(1)*

2 The investigation
and consideration
of complaints by
the Ombudsman

1R
–

3R

Schedule 17
paragraph 13(3)*

4R
–

5R

Schedule 17
paragraph 14(1)*

7R
–

8R

Schedule 17
paragraph 14(1)

and (2)(b)*

9R
–

11R

Schedule 17
paragraph 14(1)*

12R
–

13R

Schedule 17
paragraph 14(1)*

3 Dismissal of com-
plaints without con-
sideration of the mer-
its

1R Schedule 17
paragraph 14(1),
(2)(b) and (3)*

4 Referral of a com-
plaint to
another complaints
scheme for determi-
nation

1R Schedule 17
paragraph 14(1)

and (2)(c)*

5 Evidence 1R
–

2R

Schedule 17
paragraph 14(1)

and (2)(d)*
6 Time limits 1R

–
2R

Schedule 17
paragraph 14(1),
(2)(d) and (e)*

3R Schedule 17
paragraph 14(1),
(2)(c) and (d)*
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7 Delegation of the
Ombudsman’s
Powers

1R Schedule 17
paragraph 14(1)

and (2)*
8 Determination by

the Ombudsman
1R

–
3R

Opinion as to fairness and reson-
ableness

The Ombudsman’s determination

s.228(2), (3) and
(7)

Schedule 17 para-
graph 14(1) and

(2)(c)*
9 Awards by the Om-

budsman
2R
–

5R

Money Awards

Limits on money awards

s.229(3)(b) and
(11)

s.229(6)
10R

–
12R

Costs s.230(1) and (5)*

14R

–
15R

Complying with awards and
settlements

Schedule 17
paragraph 14(1)

and (16)*

10 Dealing with in-
formation

1R Schedule 17
paragraph 14(1)*

4 Standard terms 2 The standard
terms

1R
–

2R Complaint handling procedures

Schedule 17
paragraph 18(1)*

4R

–
5R

Jurisdiction of the Financial Om-
budsman Service

Schedule 17
paragraph 18(1)

6R
–

7R Liability

Schedule 17
paragraph 18(1)

and (5)*
8R
–

10R

Determination and awards

Enforcement of a determination

Schedule 17 para-
graph 18(1)*

11R Withdrawal from the Voluntary Ju-
risdiction of the Financial Om-
budsman Service

App
1

Relevant existing
complaints

1 Application and pur-
pose

1R
–

2R

Application

Purpose

Article 2 Ombuds-
man Transitional

Order
14 Cooperation with the

Ombudsman
1R Article 4(4), Om-

budsman Transi-
tional Order
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1 Table

G

1 The table below sets out the rules in DISP contravention of which by an authorised per-
son may be actionable under section 150 of the Act (Actions for damages) by a person
who suffers loss as a result of the contravention.

2 If a ”Yes” appears in the column headed ”For private person?”, the rule may be action-
able by a ”private person” under section 150 (or, in certain circumstances, his fiduciary or
representative; see article 6(2) and (3)(c) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Rights of Action) Regulations 2001 (SI 2001 No 2256)).  A ”Yes” in the column headed
”Removed” indicates that the FSA has removed the right of action under section 150(2) of
the Act.  If so, a reference to the rule in which it is removed is also give.

3 The column headed ”For other person?” indicates whether the rule may be actionable by a
person other than a private person (or his fiduciary or representative) under article 6(2)
and (3) of those Regulations.  If so, an indication of the type of person by whom the rule
may be actionable is given.

2 Table

Chapter/
Appendix

Section/
Annex Paragraph

Right of action under s150

For

Private

Person?  Removed? For Other

Person?
1 Complaints

handling ar-
rangements
for firms

– – – – Yes ___ –

2 Jurisdiction
rules

– – – – Yes – – ___
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3 Complaints
handling pro-
cedures of
the Financial
Ombudsman
Service

– – – – Yes ___ ___

4 The standard
terms

– – – – N/A ___

5 Funding – – – – Yes ___
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Handbook Modules

Dispute resolutions: Complaints sourcebook

Derivations

G

1. There is no table of derivations for this sourcebook.
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Dispute resolutions: Complaints sourcebook

Destinations

G

1. There is no table of destinations for this sourcebook.
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THE PROFESSIONAL FIRMS SOURCEBOOK (AMENDMENT) INSTRUMENT
2001

A. The Financial Services Authority amends the Professional firms sourcebook ('PROF') in
the exercise of the powers in Section 138 (General rule-making power) and in Section
157(1) (Guidance) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.

B. This instrument shall come into force immediately.

C. PROF is amended as set out in the Annex to this instrument.

D. This instrument may be cited as the Professional Firms Sourcebook (Amendment)
Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board

20 September 2001

FSA 2001/40



ANNEX

Amendments to PROF

1. In PROF 5.2.1R(5) substitute "the regulated activity must be an activity" for "the
regulated activities must be activities".

2. In PROF 5.3 insert "other" before "sourcebooks".

3. In PROF 5.3.1G substitute "The parts" for "Parts" and substitute "PROF 5.3.7G" for
"PROF 5.3.5G".

4. In PROF 5.3.3G delete "The" at the beginning of the heading and substitute "TC 2" for
"chapter 2".

5. In the heading of PROF 5.3.4G delete "The".

6. In place of PROF 5.3.6G insert the following:

Dispute resolution: Complaints sourcebook

5.3.6  G  DISP 1.1.1R(1)(c) provides that DISP 1 (Complaint handling procedures for
firms) does not apply to an authorised professional firm in so far as its non-
mainstream regulated activities are concerned.  DISP 2.6.7R further
provides that a complaint about an authorised professional firm cannot be
handled under the Compulsory Jurisdiction of the Financial Ombudsman
Service if it relates solely to non-mainstream regulated activity and can be
handled by a designated professional body.  This is because such a
complaint will be handled by the relevant professional body.

7. Insert the following after PROF 5.3.6G:

Market Conduct sourcebook

5.3.7  G  MAR 4.4.1R(3) provides that MAR 4, which deals with the endorsement of
the City Code on Takeovers and Mergers and the Rules Governing
Substantial Acquisitions of Shares, does not have effect in relation to an
authorised professional firm in respect of non-mainstream regulated
activity.
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COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT SCHEMES (AMENDMENT) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers Exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority amends the Collective Investment Schemes Sourcebook
in the exercise of the powers and related provisions listed in Schedule 4 to the Collective
Investment Schemes Sourcebook (Powers Exercised)

B. The provisions of and under the Act relevant to making rules and listed above are
specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement:

C. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19 of
the Act (The general prohibition) comes into force.

Amendments to the Collective Investment Schemes Sourcebook

D. The Collective Investment Schemes Sourcebook is amended in accordance with the
Annex to this instrument.

Citation

E. The instrument may be cited at the Collective Investment Schemes (Amendment)
instrument 2001

By order of the Board
20 September 2001

FSA 2001/41
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ANNEX

Transitional 7 (1)  Delete ‘(d) a fund of funds scheme; or’

(2)  Replace ‘(e)’ with ‘(d)’

(3)  Replace ‘(f)’ with ‘(e)’ and at the end of ‘(f)’ replace ‘(e)’ with
‘(d)’

CIS 4.7.5G Replace ‘G’ with an ‘R’

CIS 5.4.6R(4) Replace ‘(30)’ and ‘(29)’ with ‘(80)’ and ‘(79)’ respectively

CIS 15.8.4R

Section 5 Note 7

Replace the second sentence with ‘If that amount is receivable (for
example, the contract is “in the money”) deduct minimum dealing
costs.  If, however, the amount is payable (for example, the contract is
“out of the money”) then add minimum dealing costs to the margin and
the value is that figure as a negative sum.

CIS 16.5.2G Replace the cross reference ‘AUTH 3.20.3R(3)’ with ‘CIS 16.5.1R(3)’
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Special Guide for Energy Market Participants
Instrument 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority gives the guidance in the Annex to this
instrument in the exercise of the power in section 157(1) of the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000. 

B. This instrument comes into force immediately.

C. This instrument may be cited as the Special Guide for Energy Market Participants
Instrument 2001.

D. The Annex to this instrument may be cited as the Special guide for energy market
participants, or EMPS. 

By order of the Board
20 September 2001

FSA 2001/42
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Annex

EMPS: Special guide for energy market participants
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EMPS: Special guide for energy market participants

1. Special guide for energy market participants

1.1 Application and purpose
1.1.1  G This special guide is for energy market participants.  

1.1.2  G The purpose of this special guide is to help prospective and actual energy market
participants find their way around the Handbook by setting out which parts of it
apply to them and by setting out a form of waiver that the FSA will be minded to
grant to energy market participants.

1.2 Parts of Handbook applicable to energy market
participants

1.2.1 G The parts of the Handbook and their applicability to energy market participants are
listed in EMPS 1.2.3G. Energy market participants should read applicable parts of
the Handbook to find out what the detailed regulatory requirements for energy
market participants are.  

1.2.2 G EMPS 1.2.3G takes account of the availability of the waiver mentioned in EMPS 2.

1.2.3 G Table Applicability of parts of Handbook to energy market participants

This table belongs to EMPS 1.2.1G

Part of Handbook Applicability to energy market participants

Principles for Businesses (PRIN) This applies.

Senior management arrangements,
Systems and Controls (SYSC)

This applies.

Threshold Conditions (COND) This applies.

Statements of Principle and Code of
Practice for Approved Persons
(APER)

This applies to an approved person who performs a
controlled function for an energy market participant.

The Fit and Proper test for Approved
Persons (FIT)

This applies.H
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General provisions (GEN) This applies.
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Part of Handbook Applicability to energy market participants

Interim Prudential sourcebooks
(IPRU) 

Chapter 1 (Application and General) of IPRU(INV)
(Interim Prudential sourcebook: Investment
Businesses) applies. 

Chapter 3 (Financial resources for Securities and
Futures Firms which are not Investment Firms) of
IPRU(INV) applies, but energy market participants
whose main business consists of the generation,
production, storage, distribution and/or transmission
of energy may be granted a waiver of Chapter 3 in
the FSA’s discretion: see EMPS 2.

The other parts of IPRU(INV) do not apply.

The other IPRU sourcebooks do not apply. 

Conduct of Business sourcebook
(COB)

Only some parts of COB apply to energy market
activity: see COB 1.6.6R – COB 1.6.11G. 

Market Conduct sourcebook (MAR) This applies; however MAR 2 (Price stabilising
rules) is likely to be of only marginal relevance to
the business of an energy market participant. 

Training and Competence
sourcebook (TC)

TC 1 (Commitments) applies. 

TC 2 (Rules and guidance) is likely to apply where
an energy market participant conducts activities set
out in TC 2.1.4R. However, energy market
participants may be granted a waiver of TC
2.4.5R(2) in the FSA’s discretion: see EMPS 2.
Where such a waiver is granted the energy market
participant will be entitled to assess an employee as
competent to engage in or oversee an activity even
though the employee has not passed each module
of the appropriate approved examination. 
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Money Laundering sourcebook (ML) This applies. 
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Part of Handbook Applicability to energy market participants

Authorisation manual (AUTH) This applies in relation to an application by a
prospective energy market participant for a Part IV
permission.

Supervision manual (SUP) This applies, with the following qualifications: 

(a) in SUP 3 (Auditors), only some provisions
apply if IPRU(INV) 3 (Financial resources for
Securities and Futures Firms which are not
Investment Firms) does not apply to an energy
market participant (because it has been
granted a waiver of that chapter as described
in EMPS 2): see SUP 3.1.2R and SUP 3.2.4G;

(b) in SUP 10 (Approved persons), if an energy
market participant’s principal purpose is to
carry on activities other than regulated
activities, then the scope of the significant
influence functions is restricted to the required
functions: see SUP 10.1.21R – SUP 10.1.22G;

(c) SUP 16.7 (Financial reports): energy market
participants whose main business consists of
the generation, production, storage,
distribution and/or transmission of energy may
be granted a waiver of this section in the
FSA’s discretion: see EMPS 2;

(d) SUP 17 (Transaction reporting): energy market
participants may be granted a waiver of this
section in the FSA’s discretion: see EMPS 2;
and

(e) SUP App 2 (Insurers: Scheme of operations)
does not apply.

Enforcement manual (ENF) This applies.
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Decision making manual (DEC) This applies.

R
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Dispute resolution: Complaints
sourcebook (DISP)

Energy market participants are subject to the
compulsory jurisdiction of the Financial Ombudsman
Service.  

However, a firm which does not, and notifies the
FSA under DISP 1.1.7R that it does not, conduct
business with eligible complainants (persons eligible
to have a complaint considered under the Financial
Ombudsman Service, as defined in DISP 2.4) will
be exempt from the rules on complaint handling
procedures for firms (DISP 1.2 to DISP 1.7) and
from the Financial Ombudsman Funding rules
(DISP 5.2 to DISP 5.8).  
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Part of Handbook Applicability to energy market participants

Compensation sourcebook (COMP) COMP applies to all firms. However, energy market
participants that do not conduct business that could
give rise to a protected claim by an eligible claimant
as defined and have no reasonable likelihood of
doing so can gain exemption under COMP 13.3
from some compensation scheme levies.

Complaints against the FSA (COAF) This applies.

Collective Investment Schemes
sourcebook (CIS)

Professional firms sourcebook
(PROF)

Lloyd's sourcebook (LLD)
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Recognised Investment Exchange
and Recognised Clearing House
sourcebook (REC)

CIS will ordinarily apply to an energy market
participant firm that carries on regulated activities in
relation to an energy collective investment scheme.

None of the other specialist sourcebooks applies.

Special guide for service companies
(SERV)

This does not apply because an energy market
participant is defined to exclude a service company. 

Special guide for energy market
participants (EMPS)

This applies.
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Special guide for oil market
participants (OMPS)

This does not apply because an energy market
participant is defined to exclude an oil market
participant. 
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Summary schedules

1. Record keeping requirements

2. Notification requirements

3. Fees and other required
payments

4. Powers exercised in making the
Handbook

5. Rights of action for damages

6. Rules that can be waived

7. Releases

These apply, but only to the extent that the
sourcebook or manual to which they relate applies.

Glossary of definitions This applies.

Index This applies.
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2 Waiver

2.1 Form of waiver
2.1.1 G EMPS 2 Ann 1G sets out a form of waiver that the FSA will be minded to give to

energy market participants in the exercise of its statutory discretion under section
148 of the Act to grant a waiver of certain rules.  

2.1.2 G Energy market participants should bear in mind that section 148 of the Act requires
that in order to give a waiver of particular rules, the FSA must be satisfied that: 

(1) compliance with the rules, or with the rules as unmodified, would be unduly 
burdensome or would not achieve the purpose for which the rules were 
made; and

(2) the waiver would not result in undue risk to persons whose interests the 
rules are intended to protect. 

2.1.3 G Accordingly, the FSA must be satisfied that the statutory criteria will be met in each
case where an energy market participant applies for a waiver in the form in EMPS
2 Ann 1G. 

2.1.4 G In particular, clause 4 of the form of waiver in EMPS 2 Ann 1G will not ordinarily be
inserted in waivers for energy market participants that will not, at the time the
waiver will take effect, clearly satisfy the conditions set out in that clause. For these
purposes the FSA will take into account the relative proportions of the energy
market participant’s assets and revenues that are referable to the various parts of
its business, as well as to any other factor that the FSA considers is relevant to an
assessment of the prudential risk presented by the energy market participant.
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Form of Waiver: Energy Market Participant

Power
1. This waiver is given by the FSA under section 148 of the Act (Modification and waiver of rules). 

Authorised person to whom this waiver applies
2. This waiver applies to ……………. (the “firm”). 

Guidance Note

In addition to the provisions of this waiver, the following special application provisions in the Handbook will apply to the firm
because it is an energy market participant: COB 1.6.6R – COB 1.6.11G and SUP 3.1.2R, SUP 3.2.4G, SUP 10.1.21R and
SUP 10.1.22G.

Term
3. (1) This waiver takes effect from the date of this notice. 

(2) However, if the firm is not then an energy market participant, this waiver takes effect only when
the firm becomes one. 

(3) This waiver ends, except as specified in (4):

(a) when the firm first stops being an energy market participant; or

(b) if (a) does not happen earlier, 30 November 2003.

(4) The modification of TC 2.4.1R in this waiver ends 12 months after the date in (3). 

Waiver: Capital and financial reporting requirements1

4. The FSA directs that the parts of the Handbook mentioned in the table do not apply to the firm, if
the firm satisfies both the following conditions: 

(1) the firm’s main business consists of the generation, production, storage, distribution, or
transmission of energy; and

(2) the firm does not engage in oil market activity as a member of a recognised investment exchange
or designated investment exchange which is under the rules of that exchange entitled to trade with
other members.

Table:

Part of Handbook Waiver

IPRU(INV) 3 IPRU(INV) 3 (Financial resources for Securities and Futures Firms which
are not Investment Firms) does not apply to the firm if the firm satisfies both
the conditions in this clause. 

                                           
1 For whether this clause would be inserted in a particular case, see EMPS  2.1.4G. 
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Part of Handbook Waiver

SUP 16.7 SUP 16.7 (Financial reports) does not apply to the firm if the firm satisfies
both the conditions in this clause.

Guidance Notes

An energy market participant to which IPRU(INV) 3 does not apply is still subject to the requirement of Principle 4 to have
adequate financial resources. 

The conditions in this clause are imposed under s. 148(5) of the Act. For guidance on the effect of conditions attached to a
waiver, see SUP 8.4.1G(2).

Waiver: Training and competence 
5. The FSA directs that the parts of the Handbook mentioned in the table apply to the firm with the
modifications specified in the table.

Table:

Part of Handbook Modifications

TC 2.4.1R and
TC 2.4.5R

TC 2.4.1R and TC 2.4.5R are modified: 

(1) so that TC 2.4.5R(2) does not apply to the firm during the term of this
waiver in relation to any person who is an employee of the firm during the
term of this waiver; and

(2) so that any assessment of an employee in reliance on (1) ceases to have
effect for the purposes of TC 2.4.1R 12 months after the end of this waiver. 

Guidance Note

TC 2.4.1R provides (with certain exceptions) that a firm must not permit an employee to engage in or oversee an activity
unless the employee has been assessed as competent in that activity in accordance with TC 2.4.5R 

TC 2.4.5R(2) provides that a firm must not assess an employee as competent to engage in or oversee an activity unless the
employee has passed each module of the appropriate approved examination specified in the annexes to TC 2. 

Twelve months after the end of this waiver, an assessment of competence carried out in reliance on this waiver will cease to
have effect. The effect of this is to require a re-assessment of the competence of an employee who was assessed as
competent without having passed each module of the appropriate approved examination specified in the annexes to TC 2 in
accordance with TC 2.4.1R and TC 2.4.5R (to the extent that TC 2.4.1R would otherwise apply to the firm in relation to that
employee). 

Modification: Transaction reports 
6. The FSA directs that the part of the Handbook mentioned in the table apply to the firm with the
modifications specified in the table.

Table:

Part of Handbook Modification

SUP 17 SUP 17 (Transaction reports) does not apply to the firm in relation to its
energy market activity.
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Interpretation
7. (1) Unless the contrary intention appears, interpretative provisions in GEN 2 (Interpreting the
Handbook) apply to this waiver in the same way they apply to the Handbook.

Guidance Note

Defined terms in this waiver (other than the term “the firm”) are italicised. 

(2) For the purposes of this waiver, the term "employee" has the same meaning as in TC.
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Special Guide for Oil Market Participants
Instrument 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority gives the guidance in the Annex to this
instrument in the exercise of the power in section 157(1) of the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000. 

B. This instrument comes into force immediately.

C. This instrument may be cited as the Special Guide for Oil Market Participants
Instrument 2001.

D. The Annex to this instrument may be cited as the Special guide for oil market
participants, or OMPS. 

By order of the Board
20 September 2001

FSA 2001/43
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Annex

OMPS: Special guide for oil market participants
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OMPS: Special guide for oil market participants

1. Special guide for oil market participants

1.1 Application and purpose
1.1.1  G This special guide is for oil market participants. 

1.1.2  G The purpose of this special guide is to help prospective and actual oil market
participants find their way around the Handbook by setting out which parts of it
apply to them.  

1.2 Parts of the Handbook applicable to oil market
participants

1.2.1 G The parts of the Handbook and their applicability to oil market participants are
listed in OMPS 1.2.2G. Oil market participants should read applicable parts of the
Handbook to find out what the detailed regulatory requirements for oil market
participants are. 

1.2.2 G Table: Parts of the Handbook applicable to oil market participants

This table belongs to OMPS 1.2.1G

Part of Handbook Applicability to oil market participants

Principles for Businesses (PRIN) This applies.

Senior management arrangements,
Systems and Controls (SYSC)

This applies.

Threshold Conditions (COND) This applies.

Statements of Principle and Code of
Practice for Approved Persons
(APER)

This applies to an approved person who performs a
controlled function for an oil market participant. 

The Fit and Proper test for Approved
Persons (FIT)

This applies. H
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General provisions (GEN) This applies.
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Part of Handbook Applicability to oil market participants

Interim Prudential sourcebooks
(IPRU)

Chapter 1 (Application and General) of IPRU(INV)
(Interim Prudential sourcebook: Investment
Businesses) applies. 

Chapter 3 (Financial resources for Securities and
Futures Firms which are not Investment Firms) of
IPRU(INV) only applies to an oil market participant if
it is a member of a recognised investment exchange
or a designated investment exchange which is,
under the rules of that exchange, entitled to trade
with other members: see IPRU(INV) 3-1A.

The other parts of IPRU(INV) do not apply.

The other IPRU sourcebooks do not apply. 

Conduct of Business sourcebook
(COB)

Only some parts of COB apply to oil market activity:
see COB 1.6.6R - COB 1.6.11G. 

Market Conduct sourcebook (MAR) This applies; however MAR 2 (Price stabilising
rules) is likely to be of only marginal relevance to
the business of an oil market participant. 

Training and Competence
sourcebook (TC)

TC 1 (Commitments) applies. TC 2 (Rules and
guidance) is likely to apply where an oil market
participant conducts activities set out in TC 2.1.4R. 
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Money Laundering sourcebook (ML) This applies. 
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Part of Handbook Applicability to oil market participants

Authorisation manual (AUTH) This applies in relation to an application by a
prospective oil market participant for a Part IV
permission. 

Supervision manual (SUP) This applies, with the following qualifications: 

(a) in SUP 3 (Auditors), only some provisions apply
if IPRU(INV) 3 (Financial Resources for
Securities and Futures Firms which are not
Investment Firms) does not apply to an oil
market participant: see SUP 3.1.2R and SUP
3.2.4G;

(b) in SUP 10 (Approved persons), if an oil market
participant’s principal purpose is to carry on
activities other than regulated activities, then the
scope of the significant influence functions is
restricted to the required functions: see SUP
10.1.21R – SUP 10.1.22G; 

(c) SUP 16.7 (Financial reports) does not apply to
the firm if IPRU(INV) 3 does not apply: see SUP
16.1.3R and SUP 16.7.5G;

(d) SUP 17 (Transaction reporting) does not apply
to an oil market participant in relation to its oil
market activity: see SUP 17.1.1R; and

(e) SUP App 2 (Insurers: Scheme of operations)
does not apply.

Enforcement manual (ENF) This applies.
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Decision making manual (DEC) This applies.

Dispute resolution: Complaints
sourcebook (DISP)

Oil market participants are subject to the
Compulsory Jurisdiction of the Financial
Ombudsman Service.  

However, a firm which does not, and notifies the
FSA under DISP 1.1 that it does not, conduct
business with eligible complainants (persons eligible
to have a complaint considered under the Financial
Ombudsman Service, as defined in DISP 2.4) will
be exempt from the rules on complaint handling
procedures for firms (DISP 1.2 to DISP 1.7) and
from the Financial Ombudsman Funding rules
(DISP 5.2 to DISP 5.8).  R
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Compensation sourcebook (COMP) COMP applies to all firms. However, oil market
participants that do not conduct business that could
give rise to a protected claim by an eligible claimant
as defined and have no reasonable likelihood of
doing so can gain exemption under COMP 13.3
from some compensation scheme levies.
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Part of Handbook Applicability to oil market participants

Complaints against the FSA (COAF) This applies.

Collective Investment Schemes
sourcebook (CIS)

Professional firms sourcebook
(PROF)

Lloyd's sourcebook (LLD)
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Recognised Investment Exchange
and Recognised Clearing House
sourcebook (REC)

CIS will ordinarily apply to an oil market participant
that carries on regulated activities in relation to an
oil collective investment scheme.

None of the other specialist sourcebooks applies. 

Special guide for service companies
(SERV)

This does not apply because oil market participant
is defined to exclude a service company. 

Special guide for energy market
participants (EMPS)

This does not apply because energy market
participant is defined to exclude an oil market
participant. 
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Special guide for oil market
participants (OMPS)

This applies.
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Summary schedules

1. Record keeping requirements

2. Notification requirements

3. Fees and other required
payments

4. Powers exercised in making the
Handbook

5. Rights of action for damages

6. Rules that can be waived

7. Releases

These apply, but only to the extent that the
sourcebook or manual to which they relate applies.

Glossary of definitions This applies.

Index This applies.

 



Energy Market Participants and Oil Market
Participants (Consequential Amendments)

Instrument 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority (the “FSA”) amends the Conduct of
Business sourcebook, the Supervision manual, and the Glossary, in the
ways indicated in Annexes A, B and C to this instrument. 

B. The FSA makes this instrument in the exercise of the powers and related
provisions in or under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the
“Act”) listed in Annex D. 

C. The provisions of the Act relevant to altering rules and listed in Annex D
are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-making
instruments). 

D. This instrument comes into force immediately. 

E. This instrument may be cited as the Energy Market Participants and Oil
Market Participants (Consequential Amendments) Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
20 September 2001

FSA 2001/44
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Annex A

Changes to the Conduct of Business sourcebook

A.1 Amend the title of COB 1.6 in the following way:

1.6 Application to stock lending activity, corporate finance
business, and oil market participants activity and energy
market activity

A.2 Replace COB 1.6.6R – COB 1.6.7R with the following:

OIL MARKET ACTIVITY AND ENERGY MARKET ACTIVITY

1.6.6 R Only the provisions of COB listed in COB 1.6.7R apply in
respect of:

(1) oil market activity; and 

(2) other energy market activity; 

undertaken by any firm (but see COB 1.6.8R).

1.6.7 R Table Provisions applied to oil market activity and energy
market activity

This table belongs to COB 1.6.6R.

COB Subject

Chapter 1 Application and general provisions
2.1 Clear, fair and not misleading
2.3 Reliance on and responsibility for others
2.4 Chinese walls
2.5 Exclusion of liability
Chapter 3 Financial promotion
4.1 Client classification
7.1 Conflict of interest and material interest
7.13 Dealing ahead
7.15 Non-market-price transactions
8.1 Confirmation of transactions
Chapter 9 Client assets

1.6.8 R Despite COB 1.6.6R, only the provisions of COB listed in COB
1.6.9R apply to:

(1) oil market activity; or

(2) other energy market activity; 
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undertaken by any firm where, if the firm were not authorised,
the activity would not be a regulated activity because of:

(3) article 16 of the Regulated Activities Order (Dealing in
contractually based investments); or

(3) article 22 of the Regulated Activities Order (Deals with or
through authorised persons etc.).

1.6.9 R Table Oil market activity and energy market activity:
provisions applied to certain dealings with or
through authorised persons etc.

This table belongs to 1.6.8R.

COB Subject

Chapter 1 Application and general provisions
2.3 Reliance on and responsibility for others
2.4 Chinese walls
2.5 Exclusion of liability
3.11 Unregulated collective investment schemes
7.15 Non-market-price transactions
Chapter 9 Client assets

1.6.10 G Article 16 of the Regulated Activities Order (Dealing in contractually based
investments) sets out an exclusion for unauthorised persons who deal in
investments as principal in contractually based investments. The exclusion relates
to dealings: 
(1) with or through an authorised person or, in certain cases, an exempt person;
or
(2) in certain cases, through an office outside the United Kingdom maintained by
a party to the transaction. 

1.6.11 G Article 22 of the Regulated Activities Order (Deals with or through authorised
persons) sets out an exclusion for unauthorised persons who deal in investments
as agent. The exclusion relates to dealings with or through an authorised person
if:
(1) the transaction is entered into on advice given to the client by an authorised
person; or
(2) it is clear, in all the circumstances, that the client, in his capacity as an
investor, is not seeking and has not sought advice from the agent as to the merits
of the client’s entering into the transaction (or the agent has declined to give such
advice but has recommended the client seek such advice from an authorised
person); and
in either case, the agent does not receive from any person other than the client
any pecuniary reward or advantage for which he does not account to the client. 
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Annex B

Changes to the Supervision manual

B.1 Amend note 1 to SUP 3.1.2R in the following way:

3.1.2 R Table

…

Note 1 = This note applies in relation to an oil market
participant to which IPRU(INV) 3 does not apply and in relation
to an energy market participant to which IPRU(INV) 3 does not
apply. In SUP 3:

(a) oOnly SUP 3.1, SUP 3.2 and SUP 3.7 are applicable to such
a firm; and 

(b) only SUP 3.1, SUP 3.2 and SUP 3.8 are applicable to its
auditor; 

and, in each case, only if it has an auditor.

B.2 Amend SUP 3.2.4 G in the following way:

3.2.4 G SUP 3.1.1R and SUP 3.1.2R limit the application of this chapter in relation to
authorised professional firms and certain oil market participants and certain
energy market participants. Such a firm is not required, under this chapter, to
appoint an auditor.  If such a firm appoints an auditor, for example, under the
Companies Act 1985, SUP 3.7 and SUP 3.8 nevertheless apply to help the FSA
discharge its functions under the Act.  

B.3 Amend SUP 10.1.21R and SUP 10.1.22G in the following way:

OIL MARKET PARTICIPANTS, AND SERVICE COMPANIES AND ENERGY MARKET
PARTICIPANTS

10.1.21 R The descriptions of significant influence functions, other than
the required functions, do not extend to activities carried on by
a firm whose principal purpose is to carry on activities other
than regulated activities and which is:

(1) an oil market participant; or

(2) a service company; or

(3) an energy market participant. 
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10.1.22 G It will be a matter of fact in each case whether, having regard to all the
circumstances, including in particular where the balance of the business lies, a
firm's principal purpose is to carry on activities other than regulated activities
having regard to all the circumstances, including in particular where the balance
of the business lies. If a firm wishes to rely on SUP 10.1.21R, it should be in a
position to demonstrate that its principal purpose is to carry on activities other
than regulated activities. 

B.4 In SUP 17.1.1R, replace “oil market investment activities” with “oil
market activities”.

B.5 In the table in SUP App 1, 1.3.1G, in the column headed “Prudential sub-
categories”, insert the expression “Energy market participant” after “Derivative
fund manager” in the row headed “Securities and futures firm”. 
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Annex C
Changes to the Glossary

C.1 In the Glossary, insert the following definitions in the appropriate alphabetical
order:

Definition title Definition text

Balancing and
Settlement Code

the document designated by the Secretary of State and adopted
by the National Grid Company plc as the Balancing and
Settlement Code as modified from time to time in accordance
with the terms of the transmission licence granted under section
6(1)(b) of the Electricity Act 1989 in respect of England and
Wales, or any subsequent similar instrument or arrangements.

electricity (a) electricity in any form, including electricity as
deliverable through the Balancing and Settlement Code; 
(b) any right that relates to electricity, for example the right under
a contract or otherwise to require a person to take any action in
relation to electricity, including:

(i) supplying electricity to any person or accepting supply of
electricity; or 
(ii) providing any information or notice in relation to
electricity; or 
(iii) making any payment in relation to the supply or non-
supply, or acceptance or non-acceptance of supply, of
electricity.

EMPS the Special guide for energy market participants, forming part of
the Handbook.

energy coal, electricity, natural gas (or any by-product or form of any of
them) or oil.

energy collective
investment scheme 

a collective investment scheme, the property of which consists
only of energy, energy investments, greenhouse gas emissions
allowances, tradable renewable energy credits or cash awaiting
investment.

energy investment any of the following:
(a) a unit in an energy collective investment scheme;
(b) an option to acquire or dispose of an energy investment;
(c) a future or a contract for differences where the commodity or
property of any other description in question is:

(i) energy; or 
(ii) an energy investment; or
(iii) a greenhouse gas emissions allowance; or
(iv) a tradable renewable energy credit;

(d) a contract for differences where the index or other factor in
question is linked to or otherwise dependent upon fluctuations in
the value or price of any of (c)(i) to (iv) (including any prices or
charges in respect of imbalances under the Network Code or the
Balancing and Settlement Code);
(e) a weather derivative;
(f) a greenhouse gas emissions allowance, if it is a specified 
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Definition title Definition text

investment; 
(g) a tradable renewable energy credit, if it is a specified
investment;
(h) rights to or interests in investments in (a) – (g).

energy market activity (a) any regulated activity in relation to an energy investment or to
energy which: 

(i) is the executing of own account transactions on any
recognised investment exchange or designated investment
exchange; or
(ii) if it is not the executing of transactions on such
exchanges, is performed in connection with or for persons
who are not private customers;

(b) establishing, operating or winding up a collective investment
scheme which is an energy collective investment scheme in
which private customers do not participate.

energy market
participant

a firm:
(a) whose permission:

(i) includes a requirement that the firm must not carry on any
designated investment business other than energy market
activity; 
(ii) does not include a requirement that it comply with
IPRU(INV) 5 (Investment management firms) or 13 (Personal
investment firms); and

(b) which is not an authorised professional firm, bank, building
society, credit union, friendly society, ICVC, insurer, ISD
investment firm, media firm, oil market participant, service
company, incoming EEA firm (without a top-up permission), or
incoming Treaty firm (without a top-up permission).

greenhouse gas
emissions allowance

an allowance, licence, permit, right, note, unit, credit, asset,
certificate or instrument (the "allowance") where:
(a) the allowance confers or may result in a benefit or advantage
to its holder or another person; and
(b) the allowance, or the benefit or advantage in (a), is linked to
the emission or non-emission of quantities of carbon dioxide or
other greenhouse gases into the environment by the holder of
the allowance or someone else.

natural gas (a) natural gas in any form, including natural gas as deliverable
through the Network Code; and
(b) any right that relates to natural gas, for example the right
under a contract or otherwise to require a person to take any
action in relation to natural gas, including:

(i) delivering natural gas to any person or taking delivery of
natural gas; or
(ii) providing any information or notice in relation to natural
gas; or 
(iii) making any payment in relation to the delivery or non-
delivery, or the taking or non-taking of delivery, of natural
gas.
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Definition title Definition text

Network Code the network code prepared by Transco plc in accordance with
condition 7 of the public gas transporter licence granted or
treated as granted to Transco plc under section 7(2) of the Gas
Act 1986, as in force from time to time, or any subsequent similar
instrument or arrangement.

OMPS the Special guide for oil market participants, forming part of the
Handbook.

tradable renewable
energy credit

an allowance, licence, permit, right, note, unit, credit, asset,
certificate or instrument (the "credit") where:
(a) the credit confers or may result in a benefit or advantage to
its holder or someone else; and
(b) the credit, or the benefit or advantage in (a), is linked to the
supply, distribution or consumption of energy derived from
renewable sources by the holder of the credit or someone else.

weather derivative a contract for differences where the index or other factor in
question is a climatic variable.

C.2 In the Glossary, replace the following definitions with the text indicated:

Definition title Definition text

oil market activity (a) any regulated activity in relation to an oil investment or to oil
which: 
(i) is the executing of own account transactions on any
recognised investment exchange or designated investment
exchange; or
(ii) if it is not the executing of transactions on such
exchanges, is performed in connection with or for persons
who are not individuals; and

(b) establishing, operating or winding up a collective investment
scheme which is an oil collective investment scheme in which
individuals do not participate.

oil market participant a firm:
(a) whose permission:

(i) includes a requirement that the firm must not carry on any
designated investment business other than oil market activity;
and
(ii) does not include a requirement that it comply with
IPRU(INV) 5 (Investment management firms) or 13 (Personal
investment firms); and

(b) which is not an authorised professional firm, bank, building
society, credit union, friendly society, ICVC, insurer, ISD
investment firm, media firm, service company, incoming EEA firm
(without a top-up permission), or incoming Treaty firm (without a
top-up permission).
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C.3 In the Glossary, amend the following definition in the following way:

Definition title Definition text

oil investment  any of the following:
(a) a unit in an oil collective investment scheme; 
(b) an option to acquire or dispose of an oil investment;
(c) a future where the commodity in question is oil; 
(d) a contract for differences where the property in question is oil
or an oil investment or the index or other factor in question is
linked to or otherwise dependent upon fluctuations in the value or
price of oil or any oil investments;
(e) rights to and interests in an oil investment rights to or
interests in investments in (a) – (d). 

C.4 In the Glossary, in the definition of “investment management firm”:

(a) immediately after the expression “credit union, ”, insert the expression
“energy market participant, ”; and

(b) immediately after the expression “media firm, ”, insert the expression “oil
market participant, ”. 

C.5 In the Glossary, in the definition of “investment management firm”:

(a) immediately after the expression “credit union, ”, insert the expression
“energy market participant, ”; and

(b) immediately after the expression “media firm, ”, insert the expression “oil
market participant, ”. 

C.6 In the Glossary, in the definition of “securities and futures firm”:

(a) amend the following expression in the following way: 

“which is within (a), (b), (c), or (d), (e) or (f)”; and

(b) delete the full stop at the end of paragraph (d) and replace with a
semi-colon; and

(c) immediately after paragraph (d), insert new paragraphs as follows: 

“(e) an energy market participant;

(f) an oil market participant.”
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Annex D

Powers exercised

The following powers and related provisions in or under the Act have been
exercised to alter rules under this instrument:

Section 59 (Approval for particular arrangements)
Section 118(8) (Market abuse)
Section 138 (General rule-making power)
Section 139(1) and (4) (Miscellaneous ancillary matters)
Section 141 (Insurance business rules)
Section 144 (Price stabilising rules)
Section 145 (Financial promotion rules)
Section 146 (Money laundering rules)
Section 147 (Control of information rules)
Section 149 (Evidential provisions)
Section 150(2) (Actions for damages)
Section 156 (General supplementary powers)
Section 238(5) (Restrictions on promotion)
Section 247 (Trust scheme rules)
Section 340 (Appointment)
Regulation 6(1) (FSA rules) of the Financial Services and Markets Act

2000 (Open-ended Investment Company) Regulations 2001 

The following power in the Act has been exercised to alter guidance under
this instrument:

Section 157(1) (Guidance)
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Special Guide for Service Companies
Instrument 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority gives the guidance in the Annex to this
instrument in the exercise of the power in section 157(1) of the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000. 

B. This instrument comes into force immediately.

C. This instrument may be cited as the Special Guide for Service Companies
Instrument 2001.

D. The Annex to this instrument may be cited as the Special guide for service
companies, or SERV. 

By order of the Board
20 September 2001

FSA 2001/45
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Annex

Special guide for service companies
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SERV: Special guide for service companies

1. Handbook requirements for service companies

1.1 Application and purpose
1.1.1  G This special guide is for service companies.  Its purpose is to help service

companies find their way around the Handbook by setting out which parts of it
apply to them.  

1.1.2  G Service companies are firms whose regulated activities are restricted to making
arrangements with a view to transactions in investments and agreeing to carry on
that regulated activity. They are, in the main, technology companies who provide
order routing, post-trade processing, or other services to market participants which
assist them to deal in investments or arrange (bring about) deals in investments
among themselves. A light-touch regulatory regime applies to service companies
as set out in this Special guide.

1.2 Parts of the Handbook applicable to service companies
1.2.1 G The parts of the Handbook applicable to Service companies are listed in SERV

1.2.2G. Service companies should read applicable parts of the Handbook to find
out what the detailed regulatory requirements for service companies are.  

1.2.2 G Table: Parts of the Handbook applicable to service companies

This table belongs to SERV 1.2.1G

Part of Handbook Applicability to service companies

Principles for Businesses (PRIN) This applies.

Senior management arrangements,
Systems and Controls (SYSC)

This applies.

Threshold Conditions (COND) This applies.

Statements of Principle and Code of
Practice for Approved Persons
(APER)

This applies to an approved person who performs a
controlled function for a service company.

The Fit and Proper test for Approved
Persons (FIT)

This applies.H
ig

h 
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General provisions (GEN) This applies.
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Part of Handbook Applicability to service companies

Interim Prudential sourcebooks
(IPRU)

In the Interim Prudential sourcebook for investment
business (IPRU(INV)), only Chapters 1 (Application
and General) and 6 (Service Companies) apply: see
IPRU (INV) 1.2.4R.

The other Interim Prudential sourcebooks do not
apply.

Conduct of Business sourcebook
(COB)

COB 3 (Financial promotion rules), and any
provision of COB incorporated by reference in COB
3, applies. The rest of COB does not apply: see
COB 1.2.1R(2).  

The permission given to service companies means
that they must not approve financial promotions on
behalf of another person or specified class of
person, or deal with private customers. If the firm
communicates financial promotions to market
counterparties and intermediate customers only,
COB 3 will have only very limited application (see
COB 3.2.4R and COB 3.2.5R(1)).

Market Conduct sourcebook (MAR) MAR 1 (Code of market conduct), MAR 2 (Price
stabilising rules) and MAR 4 (Endorsement of the
Takeover Code) apply to service companies. 

MAR 3 (Inter-professional conduct) does not apply
to service companies: see MAR 3.1.1R. 

Training and Competence
sourcebook (TC)

TC 1 (Commitments) applies. TC 2 (Rules and
guidance) does not apply to service companies
because the only regulated activities for which they
have permission are not within the activities
mentioned in TC 2.1.4R.

B
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Money Laundering sourcebook (ML) This applies. 
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Part of Handbook Applicability to service companies

Authorisation manual (AUTH) This applies in relation to an application by a
prospective service company for a Part IV
permission.

Supervision manual (SUP) This applies, with the following qualifications:  

(a) in SUP 3 (Auditors), only sections 3.1, 3.2, and
3.7 apply to a service company (and only if it
has an auditor) and only sections 3.1, 3.2 and
3.8 apply to its auditor (if it has one): see SUP
3.1.2R;

(b) SUP  4 (Actuaries) does not apply: see SUP
4.1.1R;

(c) in SUP 10 (Approved persons), if a service
company’s principal purpose is to carry on
activities other than regulated activities, then the
scope of the significant influence functions is
restricted to the required functions: see SUP
10.1.21R – SUP 10.1.22G; 

(d) SUP 13 (Exercise of passport rights by UK
firms) does not apply because making
arrangements with a view to transactions in
investments is not a core investment service; 

(e) SUP 14 (Incoming EEA firms changing details
and cancelling qualification for authorisation)
does not apply because a service company
cannot be an incoming EEA firm (see
explanation in (d)); 

(f) in SUP 16 (Reporting requirements), sections
16.4-16.6 do not apply and in section 16.7, only
SUP 16.7.20R – SUP 16.7.2R apply: see SUP
16.1.1R;

(g) SUP 17 (Transaction reporting) does not apply:
see SUP 17.1.1R; and

(h) SUP App 2 (Insurers: Scheme of operations)
does not apply.

Enforcement manual (ENF) This applies.

 R
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Decision making manual (DEC) This applies.
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Part of Handbook Applicability to service companies

Dispute resolution: the Complaints
sourcebook (DISP)

All firms are subject to the Compulsory Jurisdiction
of the Financial Ombudsman Service.  

However, a firm which does not, and notifies the
FSA under DISP 1.1 that it does not, conduct
business with eligible complainants (persons eligible
to have a complaint considered under the Financial
Ombudsman Service, as defined in DISP 2.4) will
be exempt from the rules on complaint handling
procedures for firms (DISP 1.2 to DISP 1.7) and
from the Financial Ombudsman Funding rules
(DISP 5.2 to DISP 5.8).  

The definition of a service company means that a
service company will qualify for these exemptions if
it applies for them: see DISP 2.4.3R(2)(a).

Compensation sourcebook (COMP) COMP does not apply to service companies, which
are not participant firms under the compensation
scheme, and are exempt from funding it.  

R
ed

re
ss

Complaints against the FSA (COAF) This applies to service companies, although it
contains no requirements for service companies.

Collective Investment Schemes
sourcebook (CIS)

Professional firms sourcebook
(PROF)

Lloyd's sourcebook (LLD)

Sp
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Recognised Investment Exchange
and Recognised Clearing House
sourcebook (REC)

None of the specialist sourcebooks applies.

Special guide for service companies
(SERV)

This applies. 

Special guide for energy market
participants (EMPS)

This does not apply because an energy market
participant is defined to exclude a service company.

Sp
ec
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l g
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Special guide for oil market
participants (OMPS)

This does not apply because an oil market
participant is defined to exclude a service company. 
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Part of Handbook Applicability to service companies
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Summary schedules

1. Record keeping requirements

2. Notification requirements

3. Fees and other required
payments

4. Powers exercised in making the
Handbook

5. Rights of action for damages

6. Rules that can be waived

7. Releases

These apply, but only to the extent that the
sourcebook or manual to which they relate applies.

Glossary of definitions This applies.

Index This applies.



CONDUCT OF BUSINESS SOURCEBOOK (AMENDMENT No 2)
INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority alters the Conduct of Business sourcebook in the
exercise of the powers listed in Schedule 4 to the Conduct of Business sourcebook
(Powers exercised).

B. The provisions of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act") relevant to
making rules and identified in paragraph A are specified for the purpose of section
153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement

C. This instrument comes into force immediately.

Amendment of the Conduct of Business sourcebook

D. The Conduct of Business sourcebook is amended as set out in Annex 1 to this
instrument.

E. The transitional rules in the Conduct of Business sourcebook are amended as set out
in Annex 2 to this instrument.

Citation

F. This instrument may be cited as the Conduct of Business Sourcebook (Amendment
No 2) Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
18 October 2001

FSA 2001/46



ANNEX 1

Amendments to the Conduct of Business sourcebook

In this Annex, underlining indicates new text and striking through indicates deleted text.

COB 6.8 Insurance contracts: life and general 

COB 6.8.1 Amend as shown below:

COB 6.8 applies to a firm which effects or carries out pure protection

contracts, life policies or general insurance contracts.  

COB 6.8.2G Amend as shown below:

(1) Principle 7 (Communications with clients) requires a firm to pay due

regard to the information needs of its customers.  This section

reinforces Principle 7 by requiring certain information to be provided

to a customer before a pure protection contract or general insurance

contract is entered into. Certain information must also be provided

on an ongoing a continuing basis to a customer with a pure

protection contract or life policy.  (COB 6.1 to COB 6.5 deal with

pre-sale information for life policies).

(2) This section implements certain requirements of the Third Life and

Non-Life Directives. 

(3) For general insurance contracts, firms may find it helpful to take

account of the requirements issued by the General Insurance

Standards Council ("GISC") code for private customers.  The

provisions in this section relating to general insurance contracts are

broadly in line with not intended to exceed the those requirements. of

that code.

COB 6.8.5R Amend the heading of the table as shown below: 

Provision of information for pure protection in contracts.

COB 6.8.6R Amend the heading as shown below: 

Pure protection contracts and life policies: Information to be provided during

the term of the contract. 

COB 6.8.6R Amend as shown below: 



COB 6.8.7R and COB 6.8.8R apply to a long-term insurer if the policyholder

is in the United Kingdom at the time of signing the application for the pure

protection contract or life policy. 

COB 6.8.7R Amend as shown below: 

If during the term of a pure protection contract or life policy entered into on

or after 1 July 1994 there is any proposed change in the information provided

under referred to in COB 6.8.5R items (1) to (10), the long-term insurer must

inform the policyholder of the effect of the change before the change is made. 

COB 6.8.8R Amend as shown below:

If a pure protection contract or life policy entered into on or after 1 July 1994

provides for the payment of bonuses and the amounts of bonus are

unspecified, the long-term insurer must, at least once a year coincident with

or immediately following the first contract anniversary, either: 

(1) notify the policyholder of the amount of any bonus which has

become payable under the contract, and which has not previously

been notified under this rule; or

(2) give the policyholder sufficient information to enable him to

determine the amount of any such bonus. 

COB 6.8.12R Amend as shown below:

Before entering into a general insurance contract with a customer, covering a

risk situated in the United Kingdom, a firm must, subject to COB 6.8.13R,

provide the customer with:

(1) details of its complaints procedure; and

(2) a statement whether the firm or customer is entitled to choose the law

applicable to the contract and, if so, the law which the firm proposes

to choose.

COB 6.8.15R Amend the heading as shown below:

Provision of information: general 

COB 6.8.15R(2) Amend as shown below:

If the contract is being made by telephone, the firm may give the information

orally to the customer.  If the customer has enters into committed to the

contract, a written version of the required information must be sent to the



customer within five business days of the oral explanation contract being

entered into.

COB 6.8.17R Amend as shown below: 

Where a pure protection contract, life policy or general insurance contract is

effected jointly, the information required by COB 6.8.3R, COB 6.8.7R, COB

6.8.8R or COB 6.8.12R may be sent to the first named customer. 

COB 6.8.18R Amend as shown below: 

A firm must make an adequate record of information provided to a customer

under COB 6.8 and retain that record for a minimum period after the

information is provided of: 

(1) six years in the case of a pure protection contract or life policy; or 

(2) three years in the case of a general insurance contract. 



ANNEX 2

Amendments to the Conduct of Business Transitional Rules

COB Table TR1: COB Transitional Provisions:

1. In column (2) of paragraphs 1.2 and 1.3 delete "ETPs 1 to 8" and substitute with "ETPs 1 to 9".

2. Insert the following additional paragraphs into the table as shown:

1.15 ETP9 R Group business disapplication for ex-

IMRO firms

(1) This paragraph applies to a pre-N2

firm which immediately before

commencement was a member of

IMRO.

(2) COB 1.3.1R applies to a pre-N2

firm in (1) as if it provided as

follows:

"COB applies to firms with respect

to the carrying on of:

(1) all regulated activities except:

(a) to the extent that a

provision of COB provides

for a narrower

application; and

(b) activities which fall within

article 69 of the Regulated

Activities Order (Groups

and joint enterprises),

notwithstanding, in

respect of article 69,

article 4 (4) of that Order

(Specified activities:

general: investment

firms); and 

(2) unregulated activities to the

extent specified in any

provision of COB.".

commencement

to 30 June

2002

commencement



1.16 ETP9 G The purpose of ETP 9 is to carry forward

for ex-IMRO firms the former regulatory

treatment of intra-group investment

business, which is carried on in

conjunction with investment business for

third parties.  The effect of that treatment

was that under the IMRO rulebook the

rules did not apply to the business done

for group companies which fell within the

group business exemption in paragraph 18

of Schedule 1 to the Financial Services

Act 1986.  Effectively it was only the

non-group third party element of the ex-

IMRO firm’s investment business that was

subject to IMRO’s rules.  COB would not

have carried forward this group business

disapplication for such firms, were it not

for the introduction of ETP 9.

Note that during the transitional period

the FSA will be consulting on its

proposals how this issue should be treated

in COB after 30 June 2002.

commencement

to 30 June 2002

commencement

COB Table TR2: COB provisions to which transitional relief attaches

1. Insert the following additional section into the table as shown:

COB Rule Rule Heading Label

ETP TTP TSP
Chapter 1  Application and general provisions

1.3 General application: what?
1.3.1R ETP9



AUTHORISATION MANUAL (AMENDMENT NO 2) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority amends the Authorisation manual in the exercise of

the power in section 157(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000

(Guidance).

Commencement

B. This instrument comes into force immediately.

Amendments to the Authorisation manual

C. The Authorisation manual is amended in accordance with the Annex to this

instrument.

Citation

D. This instrument may be cited as the Authorisation Manual (Amendment No 2)

Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board

18 October 2001

FSA 2001/47



ANNEX

AUTH 1.1.3G(2) replace "Fees [to be added later]" with

"Authorisation Fees"

AUTH 1.3.2G replace "[to be added later]" with "(Authorisation

Fees)"

AUTH 1.7.2G(2) replace "in" with "is"

AUTH 2.7.7G(1) replace "making arrangements with a view to

transactions in investments" with "arranging

(bringing about) deals in investments"

AUTH 2.7.7G(2) replace "arranging (bringing about) deals in

investments" with "making arrangements with a

view to transactions in investments"

AUTH 2.9.1G in the third sentence, after "syndicate as" insert "a"

AUTH 2 Ann 2G 1.1 in the second sentence, after "of" insert "the"

AUTH 3.6.3G(4) replace "[    ]" with "(    )"

AUTH 3.9.4G(1) replace "[to be added]" with "(Authorisation Fees)"

AUTH 3.9.28G in the final sentence, after "conditions" insert

"being met"

AUTH 3.12.2G delete "[to be finalised]"

AUTH 6.1.1G(3) after "candidate" insert ", but only as a matter of

general relevance" 

AUTH 6.2.7G italicise “controlled functions”

AUTH 6.2.9G replace “4G” with “4D”

AUTH 6.3.9G de-italicise “approval”

AUTH 6.5 heading, replace "Notifiable" with “Notified”

AUTH 6.5.1G(3) replace "," with ":"

AUTH 6.5.1G(4) delete “a UK branch of”

replace "," with ":"

replace “United Kingdom” with “UK”

AUTH 6.5.2G replace "Notifiable" with "Notified"



SUPERVISION MANUAL (AMENDMENT NO 3) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority amends the Supervision manual in the exercise of the
following powers and related provisions in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the
"Act"):

(1) section 59 (Approval for particular arrangements);

(2) section 60 (Applications for approval);

(3) section 138 (General rule-making power);

(4) section 156 (General supplementary powers);

(5) section 157(1) (Guidance);

(6) section 182 (Notification);

(7) section 340 (Appointment).

B. The provisions of the Act relevant to rules and listed above are specified for the purpose of
section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement

C. This instrument comes into force immediately.

Amendments to the Supervision manual

D. The Supervision manual is amended in accordance with the Annex to this instrument.

Citation

E. This instrument may be cited as the Supervision Manual (Amendment No 3) Instrument
2001.

By order of the Board
18 October 2001

FSA 2001/48



Annex
Amendments to text already made

SUP Transitional provisions

Transitional provision 7  Delete this provision

Transitional provision 8  At the top of column (4), add the heading "Approved persons"

SUP 3 Auditors

In the amendments to this chapter, underlining indicates new text and striking through indicates
deleted text.

SUP 3.1.1R Amend as shown below:

This chapter applies to:
(1) every firm within a category listed in column (1) of the table in

SUP 3.1.2R; and
(2) the external auditor of such a firm (if appointed under SUP 3.3 or

appointed under or as a result of a statutory provision other than
in the Act);

in accordance with column (2) or (3) of that table, except as described
in the remainder of this section.

SUP 3.1.2R Amend the following parts of the table as shown below

(1)  Category of firm (2) Sections
applicable
to the firm

(3) Sections
applicable
to its auditor

(5) Small personal investment firm,
service company or authorised
professional firm which, in each
case, has an auditor appointed
under or as a result of a statutory
provision other than in the Act
(Note 2)

SUP 3.1,
SUP 3.2,
SUP 3.7 

SUP 3.1,
SUP 3.2,
SUP 3.8



(1)  Category of firm (2) Sections
applicable
to the firm

(3) Sections
applicable
to its auditor

Note 1 = This note applies in relation to an oil market participant to
which IPRU(INV) 3 does not apply and in relation to an energy
market participant to which IPRU(INV) 3 does not apply. In SUP 3:

(a) only SUP 3.1, SUP 3.2 and SUP 3.7 are applicable to such a firm;
and 

(b) only SUP 3.1, SUP 3.2 and SUP 3.8 are applicable to its auditor; 

and, in each case, only if it has an auditor appointed under or as a
result of a statutory provision other than in the Act.

SUP 3.2.4G Amend as shown below:

SUP 3.1.1R and SUP 3.1.2R limit the application of this chapter in
relation to:

(1) authorised professional firms;

(2) and certain oil market participants, and certain energy market
participants, to whom IPRU(INV) 3 does not apply;

(3) small personal investment firms; and

(4) service companies.

Such a firm is not required, under this chapter, to appoint an auditor
because SUP 3.3 (Appointment of auditors) does not apply.  If such a
firm appoints an auditor under or as a result of a statutory provision
other than in the Act, for example, under the Companies Act 1985, SUP
3.7 (Notification of matters raised by auditor) and SUP 3.8 (Rights and
duties of all auditors) nevertheless apply to help the FSA discharge its
functions under the Act.

SUP 3.3.2R Amend the following parts of this rule as shown below:

A firm to which this section applies (see SUP 3.1) must: 

(1) appoint an auditor to undertake the duties and responsibilities set
out in SUP 3.8 to SUP 3.10 (as applicable);

SUP 3.3.3G Amend the following sentence in this guidance as shown below:

Such a firm is expected to wish to free to have a single auditor who is
appointed to fulfil both obligations.



SUP 6 Applications to vary and cancel Part IV permission

SUP 6 Ann 4G In the section entitled ‘Dealing with Residual Deposits: General’,
delete provision 7.

SUP 10 Approved persons

SUP 10.1.16R Add a comma between ‘appointed representative’ and ‘as they
apply to a firm’

SUP 10.1.23R(1) Remove italics from ‘regulatory functions’

SUP 10.6.14G Before 'regulatory system', italicise ‘UK’

Italicise ‘person’

SUP 10.6.22G Remove italics from ‘Limited Liability Partnerships Act’

SUP 10.6.26R(1) Replace the upper case ‘S’ in ‘Society’ with a lower case 's'

SUP 10.7.4G After 'in relation to the', italicise ‘United Kingdom’

Delete ‘change’

Italicise ‘SYSC’

SUP 10.7.7G Remove italics from ‘approved’

After 'the concern of the', italicise ‘FSA’

SUP 10.7.11G Before 'head of compliance', italicise ‘group’

SUP 10.9.14R(2) Italicise ‘controlled function’

SUP 10.10.4R Remove italics from ‘dealing’ in both places

SUP 10.10.9G Change ‘TC 2.4.4.R’ and ‘TC 2.4.2R’ to ‘TC 2.4.5R’

SUP 10.10.12G Delete the last sentence in brackets and replace with 'A Form E
(SUP 10 Ann 8G) may be used for this purpose.'

SUP 10.10.15R Change ‘Lloyds’ to 'Lloyd's'

SUP 10.10.18G Italicise ‘firm’s’; 

Remove italics from ‘approved’

SUP 10.10.19G Italicise ‘customer’ and ‘customer’s’

SUP 10.11.2G Italicise the five instances of ‘SUP’ in the middle column 

SUP 10.12.1G Italicise ‘FSA’

SUP 10.12.4G Italicise the following terms when they appear: firm, FSA,
controlled functions, United Kingdom, UK, branch, group,
authorised person, undertaking, subsidiary, overseas firm,
outsourcing, outsourced, SUP, SYSC, approved persons, significant



influence functions, arrangement 

In the third column, change 'SUP 15.7.7' to 'SUP 15.7.8G'

Insert two horizontal lines across all three columns, one above
‘Outsourcing by A to B…’ and the other above ‘(i) A to B, where B
is a…’.

SUP 10.13.3G After 'within the same firm', add 'or group'

SUP
10.13.7R(2)(b)

Italicise ‘regulatory body’

SUP 10 Ann 2G Under 'Circumstance',  replace the text in the second box with the
following:

Candidate is either an approved person or was the subject of a
Form C submitted within the previous six months and is not
seeking approval for a significant influence function for the first
time.

Under 'Circumstance',  replace the text in the third box with the
following:

Candidate ceased to be an approved person more than six months
ago is seeking to perform a significant influence function for the
first time.

SUP 10 Ann 4D
(Form A)

On page ii, under ‘Purpose of this Form’, change 'AUTH 3.1D' to
'AUTH 6.3.1D'

In the Notes on page iii, under 'SHORTENED APPLICATION
FORM', at the end of the second ‘(1)’, delete ‘or’, at the end of the
second ‘(2)’, replace ‘.’ with ‘; or’ and after the second (2), add the
following:

(3)  there have been any significant changes to the answers
provided in section 5 of the application form.

In the Notes on page iii, after paragraph 3.03 add the following:

3.06 & 3.07: The firm must complete question 3.06 and, if
applicable, question 3.07.  The firm must note that although TC 2
may not apply, the commitments contained in TC 1 apply to all
employees.

In question 3.01e, replace ‘Appointed rep – employee’ with
‘Appointed representative – customer function’

In question 3.01f, replace ‘Appointed rep – principal’ with
‘Appointed representative – governing function’

In question 3.06, change ‘TC 2.3.5R’ to ‘TC 2.4.5R’ and change
‘TC 2.1.3R’ to ‘TC 2.1.4R’

In question 3.07, delete ‘each module’ and replace with ‘the 



relevant module(s)’ and change ‘TC 2.4.5R’ to ‘TC 2.5.5R’

SUP 10 Ann 6R
(Form C)

In question 3.01, column A, move ‘Internal movement of staff’ to
the top of the list

SUP 10 Ann 8G
(Form E)

On page ii, under ‘The purpose of this Form’, at the end of the first
paragraph, add 'This form may also be used for transfers between
firms that are part of the same group.'

On page ii, under ‘The purpose of this Form’, in the second
paragraph, replace ‘Form B’ with ‘Form C’. 

On page ii, under ‘The purpose of this Form’, add a new paragraph
at the end as follows:

A Form A must be completed in full if the approved person is
seeking approval in respect of a significant influence function for
the first time.

In the Notes on page iii, after paragraph 4.03 add the following:

4.06 & 4.07: The firm must complete question 4.06 and, if
applicable, question 4.07.  The firm must note that although TC2
may not apply, the commitments contained in TC1 apply to all
employees.

In question 4.06, change ‘TC 2.3.5R’ to ‘TC 2.4.5R’ and change
‘TC 2.1.3R’ to ‘TC 2.1.4R’

In question 4.07, delete ‘each module’ and replace with ‘the
relevant module(s)’ and change ‘TC 2.4.5R’ to ‘TC 2.5.5R’

SUP 11 Controllers and close links

SUP 11 Ann 4D
(Controllers
Form A)

In question 1.05, replace the question with the following:

Are all three conditions in either or both (a) or (b) satisfied?
Yes [ ]   No [ ]

(a) The conditions are:
(i) the firm is an ISD investment firm;
(ii) the controller is either an ISD investment firm or
the parent undertaking of an ISD investment firm;
and
(iii) as a result of the proposed change in control,
the controller would become a parent undertaking
of the firm.

(b) The conditions are:



(i) the firm is a BCD credit institution;
(ii) the controller is either a BCD credit institution
or the parent undertaking of a BCD credit
institution; and
(iii) as a result of the proposed change in control,
the controller would become a parent undertaking
of the firm.

If so, give details

SUP 13 Exercise of passport rights by UK firms

SUP 13.1.2G In the second sentence, replace 'markets' with 'Markets'

SUP 13.3.2G(1) Delete both references to '(i)'

SUP 13.4.1G For 'SUP 13 Ann 3G' substitute 'SUP 13 Ann XG'

SUP 13.4.4G(2)(b) In the first sentence, after ' refusal of a consent notice'
insert 'under paragraph 20(3A) of Part III of
Schedule 3 to the Act'

In the first sentence, in 'and the consent notice', change
'the' to 'this'

In the first sentence, after 'in this consent notice', insert
'(unlike the consent notice for establishment of a
branch)'

In the third sentence, italicise 'consent notice'

SUP 13.5.3R(2)(e) Italicise 'FSA'

SUP 13.5.5G In the last sentence, italicise 'authorised'

SUP 13.5.6G(1) Replace 'Notification' with 'Notifications'

SUP
13.6.10G(1)(b)

Italicise 'UK'

SUP 13.8.1R(1) Replace 'SUP 13.6.8G(1)' with 'SUP 13.6.10G(1)'

SUP 13.8.1R(2)(c) Replace 'Notification' with 'Notifications'

SUP 13.8.1R(2)(d) Replace 'Permission' with 'permission'

SUP 13.8.1R(2)(e) Replace 'Permission' with 'permission'

SUP 13.12.1G(2) Remove italics from 'notice of intention'

SUP 13 Ann 3G Change the status description of this Annex to Annex 3R



SUP 14 Incoming EEA firms: changing authorisation and cancelling qualification for
authorisation

Title Change the title of this chapter to 'Incoming EEA firms
changing details, and cancelling qualification for
authorisation'.

SUP 14.2.4G Replace 'SUP 14.2.2G or SUP 14.2.3G' with 'SUP 14.2.3G
or SUP 14.2.8G'

SUP 14.2.5G(2) At end of the sentence, insert '(see SUP 14.2.8G)'

SUP 14.2.9G In the first sentence, italicise 'firm'

SUP 14.4.1G(1) Replace 'markets' with 'Markets'

SUP 14.4.1G(2) Before 'The Financial Services Authority', insert 'The
Passport Notifications Unit,'

SUP 14.5.1G Replace the second instance of 'that' with 'the'



SUPERVISION MANUAL (AMENDMENT NO 4) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority amends the Supervision manual in the exercise of
the power in section 157(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.

Commencement

B. This instrument comes into force immediately.

Amendment of the Supervision manual

C. The Supervision manual is amended by adding Schedule 1 (Record keeping
requirements) as set out in the Annex to this instrument.

Citation

D. This instrument may be cited as the Supervision Manual (Amendment No 4)
Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
18 October 2001

FSA 2001/49



Annex
SUP Schedule 1 (Record keeping requirements)

Schedule 1
Record keeping requirements

G

1 The aim of the guidance in the following table is to give the reader a quick overall view of the relevant
record keeping requirements.

2 It is not a complete statement of those requirements and should not be relied on as if it were.

3 Table

Handbook
reference

Subject
of record

Contents
of record

When record
must be made

Retention
period

SUP 4.3.17R(3) Data for appointed
actuary

Such data as the
appointed actuary
reasonably requires

Not specified Not
specified

SUP 12.9.1R,
SUP 12.9.2R

Appointed
representatives

(1) Appointed
representative's

name

(2) Copy of the
original contract

with the appointed
representative and

any subsequent
amendments to it

(including details of
any restrictions
placed on the

activities which the
appointed

representative may
carry on)

(3) Date and reason
for terminating or

amending the
contract

On appointment,
amendment of

contract or
termination of

contract

3 years from
termination

or
amendment

of the
contract



SUP 13.11.1R Exercise of passport
rights by UK firms

(1) Services or
activities carried on
from a branch in, or

cross-border into,
another EEA State
under an EEA right

(2) The requisite
details or relevant

details (if applicable)

Not specified Three years
from earlier

of:

(1) record
being

superseded;

(2) firm
ceasing to
have any

EEA
branches or
cross-border

services.

SUP 16.8.23R Persistency reports Records to enable
the firm to monitor

regularly the
persistency of life
policies effected

through each of its
representatives and
make the required
reports to the FSA.

Not specified Not
specified



DECISION MAKING MANUAL (AMENDMENT) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority amends the Decision making manual in the exercise of
the following powers and related provisions in the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000:

(1) section 157(1) (Guidance); and

(2) section 395(5) (The Authority's procedures).

Commencement

B. This instrument comes into force immediately.

Amendments to the Decision making manual

D.  The Decision making manual is amended in accordance with the Annex to this
instrument.

Citation

C. This instrument may be cited as the Decision Making Manual (Amendment) Instrument
2001.

By order of the Board
18 October 2001

FSA 2001/50



ANNEX

DEC 4.3.8G After “senior staff committee”, insert “, other than the FSA Chairman’s
Committee,”

At the end of the provision, insert "The FSA Chairman's Committee
may authorise the chairman of a senior staff committee to select its
other members."

DEC 4.3.9G After “senior staff committee”, insert “, other than the FSA Chairman’s
Committee,”

At the end of the provision, insert “The FSA Chairman’s Committee is
accountable for its decisions to the FSA Board.”

DEC 4.4.8G In the first sentence, insert a comma after “representations”

In the third sentence, delete "legal" before "representatives"

DEC 4.5.7G(3)(a) After "Chairman", add "or a Deputy Chairman"

DEC 4.6 In the heading, delete "powers"



LISTING RULES (FINANCIAL SERVICES AND MARKETS ACT 2000
AMENDMENT) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority makes this instrument in the exercise of the powers and
related provisions listed in Annex 1 (Powers exercised).

Commencement

B. This instrument comes into force at the beginning of the day on which section 72 of the
Act (The competent authority) comes into force.

Amendments to the Listing Rules

C.  The Listing Rules are amended in accordance with Annex 2 to this instrument.

Guidance

D. The Financial Services Authority gives the guidance in Annex 3 to this instrument.

Citation

E. This instrument may be cited as the Listing Rules (Financial Services and Markets Act
2000 Amendment) Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
18 October 2001

FSA 2001/51



ANNEX 1

The Listing Rules – powers exercised

1. The following powers and related provisions in the Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000 are exercised by the FSA to amend the Listing Rules:

(a) sections 74 and 75

(b) section 77

(c) section 79 to 89 (inc)

(d) section 91

(e) section 96

(f) section 98 to 101 (inc)

The fining policy is published in accordance with section 93

2. The following power in the Act is exercised by the FSA to give guidance:

- section 157(1).



ANNEX 2

The Listing Rules are amended as shown in the document attached (underlining indicates
new text, striking through indicates deleted text).

[attach the Listing Rules with changes shown]



ANNEX 3

Guidance is given as shown in the document attached.

[attach the Guidance Manual]
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READER'S GUIDE AMENDMENT INSTRUMENT 2001

Power exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority amends the Reader's Guide in the exercise of the
power in section 157(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Guidance).

Commencement

B. This instrument comes into force immediately.

Amendments to the Reader's Guide

C. The Reader's Guide is amended in accordance with the Annex to this instrument.

Citation

D. This instrument may be cited as the Reader's Guide Amendment Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
15 November 2001

FSA 2001/52
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ANNEX

In this Annex, where amendments are shown rather than described, underlining indicates new
or substituted text and /\ indicates deleted text.

Paragraph 2:  Amend as shown:

2. The guide covers:
(1) structure (paragraphs 3 to 17); 
(2) status of provisions (paragraphs 18 to 32);
(3) contents pages (paragraph 33);
(4) numbering :

pages (paragraphs 34 to 37);
contents (paragraphs 38 to 42);

(5) cross-references (paragraphs 43 to 45);
(6) defined terms (paragraph 46);
(7) schedules (paragraphs 47 to 59);
(8) glossary of definitions (paragraphs 60 to 63); and
(9) index (paragraphs 64 to 67).

Paragraphs 4 and 5:

4. Section 153 of the Act requires the FSA to exercise its rule-making powers in writing.  The Act
describes the document by which the rules are made as a ‘rule-making instrument’ and
imposes a number of requirements, including a requirement to publish it.  The FSA will
publish all instruments by which provisions in the Handbook are made or amended in full on
its website.  These fulfil the statutory and other legal requirements for publication, and will be
the definitive source for determining what the text was at any particular time for legal
purposes (see section 154 of the Act (Verification of rules)).  There is a list of the dates on
which the various parts of the Handbook came into force in the latest Handbook Notice.

5. The Handbook as published on CD-ROM and on paper will provide a continuously updated
consolidation of the contents of the instruments by which the provisions in the Handbook are
made.  This consolidation may contain typographical improvements, with no legal effect,
which do not appear in the legal instruments.

Paragraph 8:  After "Interim Prudential sourcebooks" add "(see the table at the end of this
guide)." and delete from ": (1) for banks" to "(IPRU(INV)".

Paragraph 10:  

(1) For "contains" substitute "has with or in it".

(2) Delete "with each module or group of modules as appropriate".

Paragraph 12(2):  

(1) For "typeface" substitute "font and size of type".

(2) Delete "Sabon" and "Officina Sans".

Paragraph 19:  Delete "Schedule 5,".
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Paragraph 28 to 31:  Amend as shown:

28. The letter G is normally used to indicate guidance given under section 157.  The guidance in
the Handbook relates to the operation of the Act, the rules in the Handbook and other
matters.  Most general guidance (meaning, in this Guide, guidance given to persons or
regulated persons generally or to a class of regulated person) will be given through the
Handbook, but in certain cases, where the guidance is urgent or temporary, it will be
published in a separate Guidance Note. Material published in vehicles other than the
Handbook or Guidance Notes, for example in newsletters or on the FSA's website, is not
guidance unless it says that it is.

29. Guidance may be used ... breach of the relevant rule.

30. Guidance is generally designed to throw light on a particular aspect of regulatory
requirements, not to be an exhaustive description of firms' obligations.  If a person acts in
accordance with general guidance in the circumstances contemplated by that guidance, then
the FSA will proceed on the footing that the person has complied with the aspects of the rule
or other requirement to which the guidance relates.  (For the reliance that can be placed on
other guidance, see SUP 9.4 (Reliance on individual guidance).

31. Rights conferred on third ... seek his own legal advice.

32. G is also used for the FSA's statement of the procedure for giving statutory notices under
section 395 of the Act (see DEC), for the various statements of policy regarding use of the
FSA's enforcement powers (see ENF), /\ to indicate the arrangements made by the FSA
under paragraph 7 of Schedule 1 to the Act for the investigation of complaints arising in
connection with its exercise or non-exercise of its non-legislative functions (see COAF) and to
indicate background information which is not guidance under the Act.

Paragraphs 32 to 35:  

(1) Renumber paragraph 32 as 33.

(2) Renumber paragraph 33 as 34 and for "Section 1" substitute "Section 3.1".

(3) Renumber paragraph 34 as 35.

(4) Delete the paragraph number of paragraph 35 and add the text at the end of
renumbered paragraph 35.

Paragraph 40:  For "COB 1.2.3AR" substitute "COB 1.2.3A R".

Paragraph 44:  For "the annex to COB 1 appears" substitute "an annex to COB 1 would
appear".

Paragraph 46:  Amend as shown:

46. Defined terms used in the text are shown in italic type.  Where a word or phrase is in italics,
its definition can be found in the Handbook Glossary. /\ Where a word or phrase which is
shown in italics in one part of the text appears without italics in another part, it is meant to be
given, where unitalicised, its ordinary natural meaning.  Paragraphs 60 to 63 give more
information about the Glossary.

Paragraphs 49 to 51:  Amend as shown:
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49. Schedules 4, 5 and 6 specify the powers the FSA has exercised in making the provisions in
the sourcebook or manual  (see paragraph 4), summarise the rights of action for damages
which attach to many rules, and state which rules can be waived, and under which section of
the Act.

50. Where comprehensive schedules may be useful, consolidated versions, drawing together the
contents of the schedules from each sourcebook and manual, will be provided.

51. A single consolidated schedule (Schedule 7) will provide a check-list of releases for the
Handbook as a whole.

Paragraph 54:  After "detailed notification" insert "and reporting".

Paragraph 57(2):  Amend as shown:

57. ...

(2) lists the rules in the sourcebook or manual:

(a) to which rights of action apply under section 150(1) of the Act;

/\

(b) to which rights of action apply at the suit, not only of a private person, but of a
person who is not a private person, in accordance with section 150(3), with a
statement to whom the rights have been extended;

(c) to which rights of action do not apply because the rights have been removed
under section 150(2) of the Act, because they are not binding on authorised
persons, or because they are listing rules or financial resources rules, in
accordance with section 150(4).

Paragraphs 58 to 60:  Amend as shown:

58. Schedule 6 specifies the rules in the sourcebook or manual (if any) which the FSA has power
to waive or modify, and the section of the Act which gives the FSA that power in respect of
the rules in question.  For more information about this power and its limits, see SUP 8 (Waiver
and modification of rules) or REC 3.3 (Waivers).

Consolidated schedule of releases

59. The purpose of Schedule 7 is to help firms keep track of amendments made to the Handbook
since it was first published.  It lists by serial number each release issued, its date of
publication and its contents and refers to the relevant Handbook Notice.  The full text of each
release and of each Handbook Notice is on the FSA’s website at www.fsa.gov.uk.

GLOSSARY OF DEFINITIONS

60. /\ The Handbook also contains a glossary of definitions.  This lists the defined terms used in
the sourcebook or manual and gives their meaning.  It also contains guidance reminding the
reader of the main General provisions for interpreting the Handbook (GEN 2).  

Paragraph 62:  After "in italics (and not" insert ", for example,".

Paragraphs 63 and 64:  Delete paragraph 63 and renumber paragraph 64 as 63.

Paragraph 65:  Amend as shown:
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64. In addition to the links in the electronic versions of the Handbook, it is planned that the 
Handbook will contain an index.  

65. The index will warn ...

Paragraph 66:  For "33" substitute "34".

Paragraph 68:  Delete.
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Table:  Contents of the Handbook:  Amend the table as shown:

Contents of the
Handbook

Sourcebook or manual Reference
Code

Principles for Businesses PRIN

Senior Management Arrangements, Systems and
Controls

SYSC

Threshold Conditions COND

Statements of Principle and Code of Practice for
Approved Persons

APER

The Fit and Proper test for Approved Persons FIT

High Level
Standards

General provisions GEN

/\ Interim Prudential sourcebooks /\:
for banks                          IPRU(BANK)

              for building societies       IPRU(BSOC)
              for friendly societies        IPRU(FSOC)
              for insurers                      IPRU(INS)
              for investment 
                            businesses        IPRU(INV)

IPRU

Conduct of Business COB

Market conduct /\:
Code of Market Conduct
Price stabilising rules
Inter-professional conduct
Endorsement of the Takeover Code

MAR

Training and Competence TC

Business
Standards

Money Laundering ML

Authorisation AUTH

Supervision SUP

Enforcement ENF
Regulatory
Processes

Decision making DEC

Dispute resolution: Complaints DISP

Compensation COMPRedress

Complaints against the FSA COAF
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Collective Investment Schemes CIS

/\ Credit unions /\ /\CRED/\

Professional firms PROF

Lloyd's LLD

/\ Mortgages/\ /\MORT/\

Recognised Investment Exchanges and
Recognised Clearing Houses

REC

Specialist 
sourcebooks

(Later:  United Kingdom Listing Authority) (UKLA)

Energy Market Participants         EMPS
Small Friendly societies FREN
Oil Market Participants OMPS

Special guides

Service companies SERV
Schedules:
  Transitional provisions
  Summary schedules:
  1. Record keeping requirements
  2. Notification requirements
  3. Fees and other required payments
  4. Powers exercised in making the Handbook
  5. Rights of action for damages
  6. Rules that can be waived
  7. Releases 
Glossary of definitions

Index



THRESHOLD CONDITIONS (AMENDMENT) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority amends Threshold Conditions (COND) in the
exercise of the power in section 157(1) the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Guidance).

Commencement

B. This instrument comes into force immediately.

Amendments to Threshold Conditions

C. COND is amended:

(1) in accordance with Annex A to this instrument (Amendments to made text);

(2) by deleting the existing COND 1 Annex 1G and replacing it with the material
in Annex B to this instrument (COND 1 Annex 1G);

(3) by inserting the material in Annex C to this instrument (COND 1 Annex 2G);
and

(4) by deleting the existing COND 2 Annex 1G and replacing it with the material
in Annex D to this instrument (COND 2 Annex 1G).

Citation

D. This instrument may be cited as the Threshold Conditions (Amendment) Instrument
2001.

By order of the Board
15 November 2001

FSA 2001/53



Annex A

Amendments to made text

1.1.1G (1) For “ . ” at the end of (1) and (2), insert “ ; ”.

(2) After (2), insert:

“(3) threshold conditions 3, 4 and 5 do not apply to a Swiss
General Insurance Company; and

(4) COND 2.6 (Additional conditions) is only relevant to
non-EEA insurers.”

1.2.1G After “set out in”, insert "or under"

1.3.4G After “set out in”, insert "or under"

2.1.1 In paragraph 1(1), after “body corporate” insert:

“(other than a limited liability partnership)”

2.4.6G(3) In the second sentence, for “General guidance on the contents of a
business plan is”, insert:

“Notes on the contents of a business plan are”

2.5.4G(3) In the second sentence, after "(The FSA's general duties)", insert “;”

2.6.1 After “(b) … insurance business”, insert a new heading and text:

“Article 3 of The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Variation of Threshold Conditions) Order 2001 (SI 2001/2507)

Non-EEA insurers

3. - (1) If paragraph 8 of Schedule 6 (additional conditions
applying to non-EEA insurers) applies to the person concerned, it
must, for the purposes of section 41 and Schedule 6, satisfy the
following additional conditions -

(a) it must have a representative who is resident in the
United Kingdom and who has authority to bind it in its
relations with third parties and to represent it in its
relations with the [FSA] and the courts in the United
Kingdom; 

(b) subject to paragraph (2), if the person concerned is not
a Swiss general insurance company -



(i) it must be a body corporate entitled under the
law of the place where its head office is situated to
effect and carry out contracts of insurance;

(ii) it must have in the United Kingdom assets of
such value as may be specified; 

(iii) unless the regulated activity in question relates
solely to reinsurance, it must have made a deposit
(of money or securities, as may be specified) of such
an amount and with such a person as may be
specified, and on such terms and subject to such
other provisions as may be specified.

(2) Where the person concerned is seeking to carry on an activity
relating to insurance business in one or more other EEA States (as
well as in the United Kingdom), and the [FSA] and the supervisory
authority in the other EEA State or States concerned so agree - 

(a) the reference in paragraph (1)(b)(ii) to the United
Kingdom is to be read as a reference to the United
Kingdom and the other EEA State or States concerned; and

(b) the reference in paragraph (1)(b)(iii) to such a person as
may be specified is to be read as a reference to such a
person as may be agreed between the [FSA] and the other
supervisory authority or authorities concerned.”

2.6.2G For 2.6.2G, and following 2.6.2G, insert:

“2.6.2 G The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Variation
of Threshold Conditions) Order 2001 (SI 2001/2507)
imposes certain additional conditions on non-EEA
insurers, as set out above.

2.6.3 G The order referred to in COND 2.6.2G implements
requirements under the Insurance Directives, and the Act
extends these requirements to firms outside of the EEA.

2.6.4 G The effect of article 3(a) of the Order is that a non-EEA
insurer (including a Swiss General insurance company)
must appoint an authorised UK representative.

2.6.5 G (1) A non-EEA insurer must be a body corporate
formed under the law of the country where its head
office is situated.

(2) A person seeking to carry on insurance business in
the United Kingdom must have assets in the United
Kingdom to a value specified in IPRU(INS).  Where
the applicant wants to carry on insurance business 



in other EEA States, the applicant must have assets
in those other EEA States as are agreed between the
FSA and the supervisory authorities in the other
states.

(3) Unless the regulated activity to be carried on by the
applicant relates solely to reinsurance business, the
applicant must make a deposit of an amount and
type and on terms with a person and agreed between
the FSA and the supervisory authorities in other
EEA States where the applicant wishes to carry on
insurance business.  This deposit will be subject to
the provisions as set out in IPRU(INS).

2.6.6 G The additional conditions in AUTH 2.6.5G(1), (2) and (3)
do not apply to Swiss general insurance companies.”



TC1 (Legal Status): Firm must be a body corporate or
partnership.

TC1 (Legal Status): Firm
must be a body corporate, a registered friendly society or a

member of Lloyd’s.

YES NO

YES

NO

TC2: Firm must have its head office and, if it has a
registered office, that office, in the United Kingdom.

YES

TC2 (Location of Offices): Firm must carry
on business in United Kingdom.

NO

YES

AND

NO

 Is the regulated activity applied for the
effecting or carrying out of contracts of

insurance?

Is the regulated activity
applied for

accepting deposits?

Is the firm a body
corporate?

Does the firm have its head
office in the United Kingdom?

TC3 (Close Links): The FSA  must be satisfied that
close links will not prevent effective supervision (see

COND 2.3).
TC4 (Adequate Resources): Firm must satisfy the FSA that

is has adequate resources (see COND 2.4).

TC5 (Suitability): Firm must satisfy the FSA that it is fit and
proper (see COND 2.5).

Does the firm have close
links with another person?

Is the firm constituted under
the law of any part of the

United Kingdom?

NO

YES

NO

YES

AND

Is the firm a non EEA insurer (including 
a Swiss general insurance 

company)?
See COND1 Annex 2G

NO

YES

Overview of the threshold conditions (COND 1.3.1G)

COND 1 Annex 1G
Annex B



Is the firm a non EEA insurer (including a Swiss
general insurance company)?

No additional conditions apply
(refer to COND1 Annex 1G)

NO

The firm must appoint an 
authorised UK representative

Is the firm a Swiss general
insurance company?

YES

No further conditions apply
(see COND Ann 1G

for conditions which apply)

TC3 (Close Links): The FSA must be
satisfied that close links will not prevent
effective supervision (see COND 2.3).

TC4 (Adequate Resources): Firm must
satisfy the FSA that is has adequate

resources (see COND 2.4).

TC5 (Suitability): Firm must satisfy the FSA
that it is fit and proper (see COND 2.5).

Does the firm have
close links with
another person?

YES

NO

AND

AND

YES NO

The firm must comply with certain
additional conditions 

(see COND 2.6)

AND

COND 1 Annex 2G

Overview of the threshold conditions (COND 1.3.1G)
applicable to non-EEA insurers

Annex C



Is the undertaking an incorporated
friendly society?

Does it hold a majority of the voting
rights in the other undertaking?

Is it a member of the other
undertaking with the right to appoint
or remove a majority of the other
undertaking’s board of director’s.

Does it have the right to exercise a
dominant influence over the other
undertaking through:
(i) provisions contained in that
undertaking’s memorandum or
articles; or
(ii) a control contract?

Does it have participating interest
(as defined in section 260 of the
Companies Act 1985) in the other
undertaking and:

(i) actually exercises a dominant
influence over it; or

(ii) it and the other undertaking are
managed on a unified basis?

Is it a member of the other
undertaking and controls alone, under
an agreement with other shareholders
or members, a majority of the voting
rights in that undertaking?

Is it a parent undertaking of a
parent undertaking of the other
undertaking?

Is it an individual and would be
a parent undertaking of the
other undertaking if he was an
undertaking?

Is it incorporated in or formed under
the law of another EEA State and is a
parent undertaking of the other
undertaking within the meaning of any
rule of law in that State for purposes
connected with implementation of the
Seventh Company Law Directive.

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

See COND 2.3.10G

The
undertaking is
not a parent
undertaking of
the other
undertaking.

The undertaking is
a parent
undertaking of the
other undertaking
(the subsidiary
undertaking).

Annex D

COND 2 Annex 1G

Close links: is an undertaking the parent undertaking of another
undertaking (COND 2.3.7G(2))



STATEMENTS OF PRINCIPLE AND CODE OF PRACTICE

FOR APPROVED PERSONS (REVOKING) INSTRUMENT 2001

The Financial Services Authority revokes the Statements of Principle and Code of Practice

for Approved Persons Instrument 2001 made on 21 June 2001.

By order of the Board

15 November 2001

FSA 2001/54



STATEMENTS OF PRINCIPLE AND CODE OF PRACTICE

FOR APPROVED PERSONS INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority issues the statements and related code of practice
and gives the guidance in the Annex to this instrument (“APER”) in the exercise of
the powers listed in Schedule 4 to APER (Powers exercised).

Commencement

B. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19
of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (The general prohibition) comes into
force.

Citation

C. This instrument may be cited as the Statements of Principle and Code of Practice for
Approved Persons Instrument 2001.

D. The Annex to this instrument (including its Schedules) may be cited as the Statements
of Principle and Code of Practice for Approved Persons (or APER).

By order of the Board
15 November 2001

FSA 2001/55
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Statement of Principle 1

An approved person must act with integrity in carrying out his controlled

function.

Statement of Principle 2

An approved person must act with due skill, care and diligence in carrying

out his controlled function.

Statement of Principle 3

An approved person must observe proper standards of market conduct in

carrying out his controlled function.

Statement of Principle 4

An approved person must deal with the FSA and with other regulators in an

open and cooperative way and must disclose appropriately any information

of which the FSA would reasonably expect notice.

Statement of Principle 5

An approved person performing a significant influence function must take

reasonable steps to ensure that the business of the firm for which he is re-

sponsible in his controlled function is organised so that it can be controlled

effectively.
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Statement of Principle 6

An approved person performing a significant influence function must exer-

cise due skill, care and diligence in managing the business of the firm for

which he is responsible in his controlled function.

Statement of Principle 7

An approved person performing a significant influence function must take

reasonable steps to ensure that the business of the firm for which he is re-

sponsible in his controlled function complies with the relevant requirements

and standards of the regulatory system.
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�����	� �"�� #��	
$���	�

����� %&�� ���� �� ��	
��
� ��� ������� ������� �� ���$�
 $�
� �����	� '( 	� �&� 
�
)�	�
$��� ����� ���� ��
 �	
��* �	 �&� �$�	�� 	� &������ �	 
��� ��� +&��&� 	
�	� �� 	������� �������� �	�
$�� �	 ����� +��& � ��	������ �� ����
����"  %&� �	
�
���� 	$� 
�������	�� 	� �	�
$�� +&��&, �� �&� ���� 	����	�, 
	 �	� �	 ��- +��&
�&� ������� ��	������� �� ����
����"  %&� �	
� ���	 ���� 	$� ������ ����	� +&��&, ��
�&� 	����	� 	� �&� ��, �� �	 �� ����� ���	 ���	$�� �� 
��� ����� +&��&� ��
	������� �������� �	�
$�� �	 ����� +��& � �����$�� ��	������ �� ����
����" %&�

�������	� 	� �	�
$��, �&� ����	� ��
 �����
 �	����	�� �� �
�������
 �� �&� ��.�
�- �&� ����� /�/ �� �.������
 �� ������& !0 	� �&� ���
�� 1$�
�"

����� %&� ���� �� ��	
��
� ��� ������� ������� �� ���$� �� �&� �� � +&�� ��- �����$��
�	�
$�� ����� �����  �- �� ����
 	� �	 �� �� �� ���
� �	 ��������& +&��&� 	 �	�
�&�� �	�
$�� �	 ����� +��& � ��	������ �� ����
����"

����� %&� ������������ 	� �	�
$�� �
�������
 �� �&� ���� �� ��	
��
� ��� ������� �������
�� ���
��� �	 ��������& �	 ������� +��& 	 � ����& 	� � ��	������ �� ����
���� +���
�� �������
 	��- ���� ��� �&� ���$ ������� 	� � �����$�� ���� &��� ����
�	���
��
"  ���	$�� +��� �� ����� 	� �&� �	���.� �� +&��& � �	$�� 	� �	�
$�� +��
$�
������, ����$
��� �&� ������ ���$ ������� 	� �&� ��
���
$�� ����, �&�
�&����������� 	� �&� �����$�� 
��������� ���
���� ��
 �&� ��&���	$ �	 ��
�.�����
 �� �&�� �$����	�"

���� )�* �� 	������� ������ +��� 	��- �� �� ����& 	� � ��	������ �� ����
���� +&�� &�
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����! #� �����$��, �� 
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���� � �	 ( ����- �	 ��� 	������� �������" #� �&� ��	������� ��
����
���� ��
 �� �&� ���� �� ��	
��
� ��� ������� �������, � ������� �	 3&��

��������� ���
����� �� � ������� �	 �&� 
��������� ���
���� �	 +&��& �&� ���	���
������" � ������ ���	 ��� � �������
	�� �������
� ���
���� �� ���	 �$�4��� �	 �&�
�

���	��� �5$�� ���� ��� 	$� �� ��	������� �� ����
���� 0 �	 6 �� ���	 ��� �&��

��������� ���
����"  %&	�� ���	������ $�
� �  �7�� !"�"� � )���	��	� ��� 	�
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���	�, �� +���
�� �&� ���	��������- 	� ��- �$�& 	������� ������ �	 	����� �&�� �&� ���� &��
���	����� �-��� � ��
 �	��	�� $�
� ��	������ �� ����
���� 6 )��
 ��� ��
�����$�� �  ���� ("6"� �*"

����$ #� ����-��� ��	������� �� ����
���� 0 �	 6, �&� ���$�, ����� ��
 �	 ���.��- 	� �&�
�$������ $�
�  ����� ��� ��
 �&� 	�� ��
 ���	��������- 	� �&� ��
���
$��
���	 ��� � �������
	�� �������
� ���
���� +��&�� �&� ���� +��� �� ������� ��
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����� "#� ��������� �	 
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������  ��	&� �#�� #� �� )����� �	 5)����* ��� �)��������* �	 �#��
�������, ����� &��#�� �  ���� �!�!  �!

����� ����������* ������' �	 ���	�, &��#	)� ���	����� ��)���

$�% � �������1 	

$ % #�� 	���  $	 ��� �)
��	� 	 ��������� ������%1 	

$-% �#� ���1

	� �#� ���� �#�� �#�� )�
�����
��' 	� � ������� ���)� �� ���	���,

������ ����' �&�� 	� �#�� ���)�
�����
��', ����� &��#�� �  ���� �!�! 
�!

���� 2�#���	) 	� �#� �*�� ����
 �	 �� �  ���� �!�!/ � ����)
��, �)� �� �	�
������
 �	, 
���������*�

$�% ������' �	 
����	�� �#� �8������� 	� ��������
 ��������1

$ % ������' �	 �����* �������
 �	����	�� ����
�����*!

����! ����������* ������' �����)��� 	 �����	����� ��	
� 	 ��)��
�� �	������	� &��# � ��������� 	������, ����� &��#�� �  ���� �!�!  �!

����" 2�#���	) 	� �#� �*�� ����
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$�% ������' ���	����� ��	�� �	 ���������	� �	 ��������
&#��# �� �����)��� 	 �����	����� $�	 �8�����, �* ��*��' 	�
���� ���	����� &��#	)� ���	����� &����'�%1

$ % ������' �����)��� ������' ��	
� 	 �����)��� 
������ 	�
3)���������	��, ���� ����	*���� ��	
 	 �8�������1

$-% ������' �����)��� ��
��' �	�������	��, �	����� �	��� 	
	�#� ��	
� 	� �����������  	 #	�
��'� 	� ���������  �	 �
�������, &#��#� 	 �	� �#� �������  �� �&�� 	� �#���
�����)����� 	 #�� �3)����
 �)�# ��	
�!

�����# ����������* ���)���' �#� ������ 	 �	���
������ ���	����	� 	� � �����
	 	� #�� 	���  ����� &��#�� �  ���� �!�!  �!

������ 2�#���	) 	� �#� �*�� ����
 �	 �� �  ���� �!�!�� � ����)
��, �)� �� �	�
������
 �	, 
���������*�

$�% �	�� )����' �����  	
��1

$ % ��*��' 	)� )�5)������
 ��
��' 	� �����  ���	)��� �	 '������ �
������� $&#��#� 
���� 	 ��
����% �	 �#� �������� ������  $�#�� ��,
�#)���'%1

$-% ������	������' � �������  ������, ����)
��' &	�'�* ��������'
�	 ���	��� ���	)��� ���# 	 ���������  ���	�'��' �	 ������1

$�% &	�'�* )���' 	�� �������  �)�
� �	 ������ ��'�� ����� 	 �	 �	��
��
��' �	���� 	� ��	�#� �������  ���	)�� 	 	� 	���  ���	)���1

$.% )���' � �������  �)�
� �	 �)�	��� 	�#� �#�� �#	�� �	 &#��# �#�*
&�� �	��
�
1

$/% �������' � �������  �)�
� &	�'�*1

$4% ���
'��' �#� ������ 	� � �����  �� ���)��* 	 ��'�� ��
���)�������� &#�� �#� 	���  �� �	� �������
 �	 
	 �	!

������ ����������* 
���'���' �����������  �	 �� �	 
��')��� ����#�� 	�
�3)������� ��
 ����
�
� 	� �#� ���������� ������  ����� &��#�� �
���� �!�!  �!

������ ����������* ������' �	 
����	�� �#� �8������� 	� � �	������ 	� ������� ��
�	������	� &��# 
�����'� &��# � �����  ����� &��#�� �  ���� �!�!  �!
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����� "#� ��������� �	 
�������   $��� �  ����  !�!  �% �� �� �#� �	��	&��' ����� (��
�������� ������ �)�� ��� &��# 
)� �����, ��� ��
 
���'���� �� ��*��' 	)� #��
��������� 	������!(

����� +� �#� 	����	� 	� �#� ���, �	�
)�� 	� �#� �*�� 
������
 �� �  ���� �! !-
�, �  ���� �! !. �, �  ���� �! !/ �, �  ���� �! !0 �, �  ���� �! !�� �, �  ���� �! !�� �
	 �  ���� �! !�- � 
	�� �	� �	���* &��# ��������� �	 
�������    �  ����
 !�!  �%!

����� ������' �	 ���	��

$�% � �������1 	

$ % #�� 	���  $	 ��� �)
��	� 	 ��������� ������%1

	� ������� ���	����	� �� ���)�������� &#�� #� &�� �&��, 	
	)'#� �	 #��� ���� �&��, 	� �)�# ���	����	�, ��
 	� �#� ���� �#��
#� �#	)�
 �	��
� ��, ����� &��#�� �  ���� �! !  �!

����� 2�#���	) 	� �#� �*�� ����
 �	 �� �  ���� �! !- � ����)
��, �)� �� �	�
������
 �	�

$�% ������' �	 �8����� �#� ���� 	� �� ����������  �	 � �������1

$ % ������' �	 
����	�� �	 � �������  
������ 	� �#� �#�'�� 	 �)��
�
��������� 	� ����������  �	
)���1

$-% ��������' ��
��' �	����	��1

$�% �	��
��' �����)��� 	 ���
�3)��� ���	����	� �	 � 	���, ���
�)
��	� 	 ��������� ������1

$.% ������' �	 
����	�� 
�����'� &#�� 
����	�)� �� �3)��
 �* �#�
	�����  ���	��� ���	)�� �������  �����!

����� ���	����
��' �� ����������  �	 � �������, 	 ��*��' 	)� �

������	��* ����������  �	 � �������, &#�� #� 
	�� �	� #���
���	����� '	)�
� �	 ������� �#�� �� �� �)������ �	 �#�� �������,
����� &��#�� �  ���� �! !  �!
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����� 9�
������', ��	����
��' 	 �	��
��' �
���� 	� �����������
&��#	)� � ���	����� )�
�����
��' 	� �#� ��� �8�	�)� 	� �#�
����������  �	 � �������  ����� &��#�� �  ���� �! !  �!

���� ���������  	� �#� �*�� ����
 �	 �� �  ���� �! !/ � ����)
��, �)� �� �	�
������
 �	, ��	����
��' �����������  �� �����������  �	 � �������
&��#	)� � ���	����� )�
�����
��' 	� �#� ��������* $���#� �	������� 	
���)��% 	� �#�� ����������!

����! 9�
������' �����������  &��#	)� � ���	����� )�
�����
��' 	� �#�
��� �8�	�)� 	� �#� ����������  �	 �#� 	���  ����� &��#�� �  ���� �! !  �!

����" ���������  	� �#� �*�� ����
 �	 �� �  ���� �! !0 � ����)
��, �)� �� �	�
������
 �	, ��
��' 	� �#� 	�����  	&� ���	)�� &��#	)� � ���	�����
)�
�����
��' 	� �#� ��������* $���#� �	������� 	 ���)��% 	� �#�
����������!

�����# ������' &��#	)� '		
 ���	� �	 
����	�� �#� �8������� 	� � �	������ 	�
������� �� �	������	� &��# 
�����'� &��# � �����  ����� &��#�� �  ����
�! !  �!

������ ������' �	 �	��
� �
�3)��� �	��	� 	�� � �������  ������ ����� &��#�� �
���� �! !  �!

������ ���������  	� �#� �*�� ����
 �	 �� �  ���� �! !�� � ����)
��, �)� �� �	�
������
 �	�

$�% ������' �	 ��'�'��� � �������  ������1

$ % ������' �	 �	���� � �������  ��*����� �� � �����* �����!

������ �	����)��' �	 ���	� � ��������� 	������  
������ #����' �����
 �	
���� �#� ����
�
� 	� ��	&��
'� ��
 ����� ��� 	)� �� �#� "�����' ��

�	�������� �	)���		� $��% �	 �#�� ��������� 	������  ����� &��#��
�  ���� �! !  �!
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�����	� �!-� ��������� 	� �������� -

����� "#� ��������� �	 
������� - $��� �  ����  !�!  �% �� �� �#� �	��	&��' ����� (��
�������� ������ �)�� 	����� �	�� ����
�
� 	� ����� �	�
)�� �� ��*��' 	)�
#�� ��������� 	������!(

����� +� ���* ����� �#� �3)��
 ����
�
 &��� �� ��� 	)� �� �  :�� - $+���6�	�����	���
�	�
)��% ��
 �#� ���� �	  ��!�� ������ �  :�� �%!  :���� �	
�� ��
 �8�#��'�
)��� &��� ���	 �� �������!

����� � ����	 �	 �� ����� ���	 ���	)�� �� 
��������' &#��#� 	 �	� ��
�������� ��������  �	�
)�� �	������ &��# �#�� ��������� �	 
�������
�  ����  !�!  �% �� &#��#� #�, 	 #�� 	���, #�� �	�����
 &��# �  :�� -

$+���6�	�����	��� �	�
)��% 	 �#� ���� �	  ��!�� ������  �  :�� �%
	 ������� ����� �	
�� ��
 �8�#��'� )���!

����� �	�������� &��# �#� �	
� 	 ����� 
������
 �� �  ���� �!-!- � &��� ���

�	 �#	& �	�������� &��# �#�� ��������� �	 
�������  �  ����  !�!  �%!
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����� "#� ��������� �	 
������� � $��� �  ����  !�!  �% �� �� �#� �	��	&��' ����� (��
�������� ������ �)�� 
��� &��# �#� ��� ��
 &��# 	�#� �')���	� �� �� 	��� ��

�		������� &�* ��
 �)�� 
����	�� ���	������* ��* ���	����	� 	� &#��# �#� ���
&	)�
 ���	����* �8���� �	����!(

����� �	 �#� �)�	�� 	� �#�� ��������� �	 
������� �  ����  !�!  �%, �')���	� �� �

���	�
�	 �#� ��� �� �#	�� &#��# #��� ��	'����
 5)��
����	� �� �����	� �	 ���������
��������� ��
 � �	&� �	 ���� �	 ���	����	� �	� �#� �������� ������ ��
�	������	� &��# #�� ��������� 	������ 	 $�� �#� ���� 	� �� ��
���
)�� ���	���' �
�����	���� ��	����� 	������% �� �	������	� &��# �#� �)������ �	 &#��# #� ��
���	������!  "#�� ��* ����)
� �� �8�#��'� 	 �� �������� ���������!

����� +� �#� 	����	� 	� �#� ���, �	�
)�� 	� �#� �*�� 
������
 �� �  ���� �!�!�
�, �  ���� �!�!4 �, 	 �  ���� �!�!7 � 
	�� �	� �	���* &��# ��������� �	

�������  � �  ����  !�!  �%!

����� ������' �	 ��	� �	����* �� ���	
���� &��# #�� 	�����  �������
�	��
)�� $	 �� �	�� �8��� 
���� �	 �#� ���%, ���	����	� &#��# ��
&	)�
 �� ���	����� �	 ���)�� &	)�
 �� 	� ������� ��'��������� �	
�#� ���, &#��#� �� ���	��� �	 3)����	�� 	 	�#�&���, ����� &��#�� �
���� �!�!- �!

����� "#�� �� �	 
)�* 	� �� �������� ������ �	 ��	� �)�# ���	����	� 
�����* �	 �#�
��� )����� #� �� 	�� 	� �#� �������� ������� ���	������ &��#�� �#� 	��� �	
��	���' ������ �	 �#� ���!  �	&���, �� �� �������� ������ ����� ����� �	
����)���� �#� 
�����	� �	 �� �	� �	 ��	� �	 �#� ��� 	 ���� �� � &�* �#�� �� �����
�

�	 	���)�� �#� ��	���' 	� �#� ���	����	� �	 �#� ���, �#�� �#� ��� &���, �� ������
	� �#�� ���	����	�, ���& #�� �� ����' 	�� 	� �#	�� &��#�� �#� 	��� &#	 #�� �����
	� ���	��������* �	 
���
��' &#��#� �	 ��	� �#�� ����� �	 �#� ���!

����� +� 
��������' &#��#� 	 �	� �� �������� ��������  �	�
)�� )�
� �
���� �!�!� � �	������ &��# ��������� �	 
�������  �, �#� �	��	&��' ��
����	� &#��#, �� �#� 	����	� 	� �#� ���, �� �	 �� ����� ���	 ���	)���

$�% �#� �����* ��'��������� �	 �#� ���  	� �#� ���	����	� &#��# �� &��
���	����� �	 �#� ��
���
)�� �	 ���)��1

$ % &#��#� �#� ���	����	� �����
 �	 �#� ��
���
)�� #������ 	 �	 #��
	���1

$-% &#��#� ��* 
�����	� �	� �	 ��	� �#� ����� ��������* &�� �����
���� ���	����� ��3)�* ��
 ����*��� 	� �#� ���)���	�!
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���� ;#�� �#� �������� ������  ��, 	 �� 	�� 	� �#� �������� �������  &#	
��, ���	������ &��#�� �#� 	���  �	 ��	���' ������ �	 �#� ���, ������'
�	����* �	 ���	� �#� ���  	� ���	����	� 	� &#��# #� �� �&�� ��

&#��# �� &	)�
 �� ���	����� �	 ���)�� &	)�
 �� 	� �������
��'��������� �	 �#� ���, &#��#� �� ���	��� �	 3)����	�� 	
	�#�&���, ����� &��#�� �  ���� �!�!- �!

����! +� 
��������' &#��#� 	 �	� �� �������� ��������  �	�
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���	����� �	 �#� �������� ������  �	 ���)��1
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����" ������' &��#	)� '		
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$�% ���	� � �')���	 	� ���	����	� 	� &#��# �#� �������� ������
&�� �&�� �� ���	��� �	 3)����	�� �	� �#�� �')���	1

$ % �����
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 #����' ���� ��
�1
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����� "#� ��������� �	 
������� . $��� �  ����  !�!  �% �� �� �#� �	��	&��' ����� (��
�������� ������ ���	���' � �����	���� ��	����� 	������ �)�� ���� ���	�����
����� �	 ���)� �#�� �#� �)������ 	� �#� 	��� �	 &#��# #� �� ���	������ �� #��
��������� 	������ �� 	'�����
 �	 �#�� �� ��� �� �	��	���
 ����������*!(

����� +� �#� 	����	� 	� �#� ���, �	�
)�� 	� �#� �*�� 
������
 �� �  ���� �!.!-
�, �  ���� �!.!� �, �  ���� �!.!/ � 	 �  ���� �!.!0 � 
	�� �	� �	���* &��#
��������� �	 
�������  . �  ����  !�!  �%!

����� ������' �	 ���� ���	����� ����� �	 ���	��	� ���	����������� �	 ���
���� 	� �#� �)������ )�
� �#� �������� ��������  �	��	� ����� &��#��
�  ���� �!.!  � $��� �  ���� �!.!�� <%!

����� ������' �	 ���� ���	����� ����� �	 ���	��	� ���	����������� �����*
��	�'�� �#	�� �	 &#	� ���	����������� #��� ���� 
���'���
 �����
&��#�� �  ���� �!.!  � $��� �  ���� �!.!�� <%!

����� 2�#���	) 	� �#� �*�� ����
 �	 �� �  ���� �!.!� � ����)
��, �)� �� �	�
������
 �	�

$�% �����������' �	��)���' 	 )������� ��	���' ����� $��� �  ����
�!.!�  <%1
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���� �!.!�- <%1
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���	����������� $��� �  ���� �!.!�- <%!

����� +� �#� ���� 	� �� �������� ������  &#	 �� ���	������ )�
� �  �=��  !�!-
� $�% �	 
�����' &��# �#� ���	��	����� 	� ���	����������� )�
� �
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���	����� ���	��	����� 	� ��'�������� ���	����������� ��	�' �#�
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 ������ ��������  ����� &��#�� �  ���� �!.!  �!

���� 2�#���	) 	� �#� �*�� ����
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!

����! ������' �	 ���� ���	����� ����� �	 ���)� �#�� �)������ ��
���
)��� ��
���	������ �	 �#	�� ������� 	� �#� �)������ )�
� �#� �	��	� 	� �#�
��
���
)�� ���	���' � �����	���� ��	����� 	������  ����� &��#�� �
���� �!.!  � $��� �  ���� �!.!�� <%!

����" 2�#���	) 	� �#� �*�� ����
 �	 �� �  ���� �!.!0 � ����)
��, �)� �� �	�
������
 �	�

$�% ������' �	 ����& �#� �	��������, ��	&��
'�, ������ ��

���	����� 	� ����� �	 ������ �#�� �)��������* �	 �)���� �#�� 
)����,

������ ���
���� �#�� �#�� ���	����� �� )����������� $��� �  ����
�!.!�� <%1

$ % '����' )�
)� &��'#� �	 ��������� ���	����� &#�� �	���
���'
�#� �)��������* 	 �	����)��' �)��������* 	� �� ��
���
)�� �	 �
�����)�� 	�� $��� �  ���� �!.!�� <%1

$-% ���	&��' ����'���� ��������� &#��# �)� �� ��� �	�������� &��#
�#� �3)������� ��
 ����
�
� 	� �#� ���������� ������  �	
�����, &��#	)� ���'��' �)������ �	�� �	 �#� ���	�����������
$��� �  ���� �!.!�. <%!

�����# �����'* ��
 ����� &��� 	���� 
������ �#� ��� &#��# �#� �)������ �� �����
 �	 ����
	� ��
 #�'# ����� �	��	�� &��� 
������ #	& �#� �)������ �� �	 �� )�!  +� �#� �����'*
	� �#� �)������ �� �	 ���� #�'#6��� ����, �#�� �#� 
�'�� 	� �	��	� ��
 ����'�# 	�
�	���	��' ���	����* �3)��
 &��#�� �#� �)������ &��� �� #�'#!  +� 	'������' �#�
�)������ �	 &#��# #� �� ���	������, �#� �������� ������ ���	���' � �����	����
��	����� 	������ �#	)�
 ��� �#�� �� ���
!

���������
	�� �� �	������$�����	�

������ +� 	
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$ % ��
 �  ���� �!.!. � $-%%, �#��� �#	)�
 �� �����* ��� 	)� ��
 �	��)������
 �	
�����!  +� ��* �� ���	����� �	 ���# ����� 	� ����� �	 #��� � 5	� 
�������	� 	�
&#��# #� �� �&��!

�&���$����) �� �������&���

������ +� �� ��
���
)��>� ���	����� �� )����������	*, �#�� �#� ���	����� ��������
������ $�� ��*% ���	���' � �����	���� ��	����� 	������ �#	)�
 ����& ����)��*
&#��#� �	 ���	& �#�� ��
���
)�� �	 �	����)� �� �	����	�!  +� �����)��, �� #� ��
�&�� 	� �	����� ������' �	 �#� �	�������� &��# �3)������� ��
 ����
�
� 	�
�#� ���������� ������ $	 ������� �	��	��% 	� �#� ��
���
)�� �	�����
, 	 	� �����
��	���' �	 �#�� ��
���
)��, �#� �������� ������ ���	���' � �����	���� ��	�����
	������ �#	)�
 ���� ��� �	� �	 '��� )�
)� &��'#� �	 �#� ��������� ���	����� 	�
�#� ��
���
)�� 	 '	)� �	�����
 &#�� �	���
���' &#��#� ��* ����	� �#	)�
 ��
�����!  �� �
�3)��� �������'���	� 	� �#� �	����� �#	)�
 �� )�
������ $����)
��',
&#�� ���	�����, �
#����� �	 ������� �	��	��%! "#� �������� ������
���	���' � �����	���� ��	����� 	������ �#	)�
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�, �#�� �#� �������'���	� �� ���	�����, �#� ��)��� �� ���)��� ��
 �#�� �#�
�	����� 
	 �	� �	�� �� )����������� ��� �	 �	�������� &��# �#� �3)������� ��
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������ +� 	'������' �#� �)������, �#� �������� ������ ���	���' � �����	���� ��	�����
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 ������ �#� ��� �#�� �� �	��
 �	 �	�������� &��# �#� �3)�������
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 ����
�
� 	� �#� ���������� ������ �� � ��)�� 	� �#� ������*, ��
 �#� #�'#� �#�
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����� +� �#� 	����	� 	� �#� ���, �	�
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������
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	�� �	� �	���* &��#
��������� �	 
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����� ������' �	 ���� ���	����� ����� �
�3)����* �	 ���	� #������ ��	)�
�#� ������ 	� �#� �)������ �	 &#��# #� �� ���	������ ����� &��#�� �
���� �!/!  �!

����� 2�#���	) 	� �#� �*�� ����
 �	 �� �  ���� �!/!- � ����)
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������
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$�% ��������' �����������  &��#	)� � �)�������� )�
�����
��' 	� �#�
���� ���	���
1

$ % ��������' �8�����	� 	� �#� �)������ &��#	)� ���	����* ��������'
�#� �	������� ���� 	� �#�� �8�����	�1

$-% ���
�3)����* �	���	��' #�'#�* �	������� �����������  	 �)������
�������� 	 )�)�)�� �����������  	 �)������ ��������1

$�% ��������' �����)����� 	 )����������	* �8�������	�� �	�
�)�	
������ &��#	)� ������' �#� ������* 	� �#	�� �8�������	��1

$.% ������' �	 	����� ��
����
���, �8��� 	����	� &#�� ���	�����1
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 �#� �������* �������*, �	��������, ��	&��
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��� &��# �#� ���)� 	 �	 ���� �)�#	��* �	 
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GENERAL PROVISIONS AND GLOSSARY (AMENDMENT NO 2)
INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised
A. The Financial Services Authority makes the provisions in this instrument in the exercise

of the powers and related provisions:

(1) listed in Schedule 4 to the General provisions (Powers exercised); and

(2) in article 3 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Variation of Threshold
Conditions) Order 2001 (SI 2001/2507).

B. The provisions of or under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act")
relevant to making rules and referred to above are specified for the purpose of section
153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement
C. This instrument comes into force as follows:

(1) Annex A comes into force on 1 January 2002;

(2) the remainder of this instrument comes into force immediately.

Amendment of the General provisions and Glossary
D. The Glossary is amended in accordance with Annexes A, B, C, D, E, F and G to this

instrument.

E. The General provisions are amended in accordance with Annex H to this instrument.  

F. Both the General provisions (other than GEN 2.1.8R) and the Glossary are made,
additionally, under the power listed at A(2).

Citation
G. This instrument may be cited as the General Provisions and Glossary (Amendment No 2)

Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
15 November 2001

 

FSA 2001/56
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Annex A
Amendments to the Glossary to take into account funeral plan contracts

Amend the following definitions as shown below (underlining indicates new text, striking
through indicates deleted text):

advising on
investments

the regulated activity, specified in article 53 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Advising on investments), which is in
summary: advising a person if the advice is:

(a) given to the person in his capacity as an investor or potential
investor, or in his capacity as agent for an investor or a
potential investor; and

(b) advice on the merits of his doing any of the following
(whether as principal or agent):

(i) buying, selling, subscribing for or underwriting a
particular investment which is a security or contractually
based investment (that is, any designated investment,
funeral plan contract or right to or interest in a funeral
plan contract) designated investment; or

(ii) exercising any right conferred by such an investment to
buy, sell, subscribe for or underwrite such an investment.

arranging (bringing
about) deals in
investments

the regulated activity, specified in article 25(1) of the Regulated
Activities Order, which is in summary: making arrangements for
another person (whether as principal or agent) to buy, sell,
subscribe for or underwrite a particular investment which is:

(a) a designated investment; or

(b) a funeral plan contract; or

(bc) the underwriting capacity of a Lloyd's syndicate; or

(cd) membership of a Lloyd's syndicate; or

(de) rights to or interests in investments in (b), (c) or (d)(b) or
(c).

contract of
insurance

….

(2) (in relation to a contract) (in accordance with article 3(1) of
the Regulated Activities Order (Interpretation)) any contract of
insurance which is a long-term insurance contract or a general
insurance contract, including:

(a) …..

…..

(f) contracts of a kind referred to in article 1(3) of the First Life
Directive (Social insurance);
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but not including a funeral plan contract (or a contract which
would be a funeral plan contract but for the exclusion in article
60 of the Regulated Activities Order (Plans covered by
insurance or trust arrangements));

….

contractually based
investment

(in accordance with article 3(1) of the Regulated Activities
Order (Interpretation)):

(a) a life policy:

(b) an option, future, or contract for differences or funeral plan
contract;

(c) rights to or interests in an investment falling within (a) or
(b).

designated
investment

a security or a contractually based investment (other than a
funeral plan contract and a right to or interest in a funeral plan
contract), that is, any of the following investments, specified in
Part III of the Regulated Activities Order (Specified
Investments):

…

designated
investment business

any of the following activities, specified in Part II of the
Regulated Activities Order (Specified Activities), which is
carried on by way of business:

(a) dealing in investments as principal (article 14), but
disregarding the exclusion in article 15 (Absence of holding
out etc);

(b) dealing in investments as agent (article 21);

(c) arranging (bringing about) deals in investments (article
25(1)), but only in relation to designated investments;

(d) making arrangements with a view to transactions in
investments (article 25(2)), but only in relation to designated
investments;

(e) managing investments (article 37), but only if the assets
consist of or include (or may consist of or include)
designated investments;

(f) safeguarding and administering investments (article 40), but
only if the assets consist of or include (or may consist of or
include) designated investments; for the  purposes of the
permission regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i) safeguarding and administration of assets (without
arranging);

(ii) arranging safeguarding and administration of assets;

…
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(m) advising on investments (article 53), but only in relation to
designated investments; for the purposes of the permission
regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i) advising on investments (except pension transfers and
pension opt-outs);

(ii) advising on pension transfers and pension opt-outs;

(n) agreeing to carry on a regulated activity in (a) to (h) and
(m) (article 64).

making
arrangements with a
view to transactions
in investments

the regulated activity, specified in article 25(2) of the Regulated
Activities Order (Arranging deals in investments), which is in
summary: making arrangements with a view to a person who
participates in the arrangements buying, selling, subscribing for
or underwriting any of the following investments (whether as
principal or agent):

(a) a designated investment;
(b) a funeral plan contract;
(bc) the underwriting capacity of a Lloyd's syndicate;

(cd) membership of a Lloyd's syndicate;

(de) rights to or interests in investments in (b), (c) or (d)(b) or
(c).

managing
investments

the regulated activity, specified in article 37 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Managing investments), which is in summary:
managing assets belonging to another person in circumstances
which involve the exercise of discretion, if:

(a) the assets consist of or include any security or contractually
based investment (that is, any designated investment, funeral
plan contract or right to or interest in a funeral plan
contract); or

….

regulated activity …

(s) arranging deals in contracts of insurance written at Lloyd's
(article 58);

(t) entering as provider into a funeral plan contract (article 59);

(tu) agreeing to carry on a regulated activity (article 64);

…

safeguarding and
administering
investments

the regulated activity, specified in article 40 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Safeguarding and administering investments),
which is in summary: the safeguarding of assets belonging to
another and the administration of those assets, or arranging for
one or more other persons to carry on that activity, where:
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(a) the assets consist of or include any security or contractually
based investment (that is, any designated investment, funeral
plan contract or right to or interest in a funeral plan
contract); or

specified investment …

(n) membership of a Lloyd's syndicate (article 86(2));

(o) funeral plan contract (article 87);

(op) rights to or interests in investments (article 89).
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ANNEX B
Technical amendments to the Glossary

Delete the definition of "50% controller"

Amend the following definitions as shown below (underlining indicates new text, striking
through indicates deleted text):

business day (1) (in relation to anything done or to be done in (including to
be submitted to a place in) any part of the United Kingdom):

(a) (except in REC) any day which is not a Saturday or
Sunday, Christmas Day, Good Friday or a bank holiday in
that part of the United Kingdom;

(b) (in REC) (as defined in section 167 of the Companies Act
1989) any day which is not a Saturday or Sunday,
Christmas Day, Good Friday or a bank holiday in any part
of the United Kingdom.

(2) (in relation to anything done or to be done by reference to a
market outside the United Kingdom) any day on which that
market is normally open for business.

controller …..

(see also 50%controller.)
EEA firm …

(d) an undertaking undertaking pursuing the activity of direct
insurance (within the meaning of article 1 of the First Life
Directive or of the First Non-Life Directive) which has
received authorisation under article 6 from its Home State
regulator.

group (1) (except in relation to an ICVC) (as defined in section 421 of
the Act (Group)) (in relation to a person ("A")) A and any
person who is:

….

(2) (in relation to an ICVC) a group as in (1) but (in ML and
SYSC) including also the ICVC's authorised corporate director
(if any).

operator (1) (except in ENF):

(a) (in relation to an AUT) the manager;

(b) (in relation to an ICVC) that company or, if applicable,
the authorised corporate director;

(c) (in relation to any other collective investment scheme that
is a unit trust scheme with a separate trustee) any person
who, under the trust deed establishing the scheme, is
responsible for the management of the property held for 
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or within the scheme;

(d) (in relation to any other collective investment scheme that
is an open-ended investment company) that company or,
if applicable, any person who, under the constitution or
founding arrangements of the scheme, is responsible for
the management of the property held for or within the
scheme;

(e) (in relation to any other collective investment scheme)
any person who, under the constitution or founding
arrangements of the scheme, is responsible for the
management of the property held for or within the
scheme;

(fe) (in relation to an investment trust savings scheme) any
person appointed, by those responsible for managing the
property of the investment trust, to manage the
investment trust savings scheme.

(2) (in ENF) (in accordance with section 237(2) of the Act
(Other definitions)):

(a) (in relation to a unit trust scheme with a separate trustee)
the manager; and

(b) (in relation to an open-ended investment company) that
company.

permission …

(b) the permission that an incoming EEA firm has, under
paragraph 15(1) 4(1) of Schedule 3 to the Act (EEA Passport
Rights), on qualifying for authorisation under paragraph 12
of that Schedule;

(c) the permission that an incoming Treaty firm has, under
paragraph 4(1) 15(1) of Schedule 4 to the Act (Treaty
Rights), on qualifying for authorisation under paragraph 2 of
that Schedule;

…..

personal investment
firm

a firm whose permitted activities include designated investment
business, which is not an authorised professional firm, bank,
building society, credit union, energy market participant,
friendly society, ICVC, insurer, media firm, oil market
participant, service company, incoming EEA firm (without a
top-up permission), incoming Treaty firm (without a top-up
permission) or UCITS qualifier (without a top-up permission),
whose permission does not include a requirement that it comply
with IPRU(INV) 3 (Securities and futures firms), 5 (Investment
management firms) or 10 (Securities and futures firms), and
which is within (a), (b) or (c):
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…..

regulated activity …

(p) advising on investments (article 5357); for the purposes of
the permission regime, this is sub-divided into:

(i) advising on investments (except pension transfers and
pension opt-outs);

(ii) advising on pension transfers and pension opt-outs;

(q) advising on syndicate participation at Lloyd's (article 56);

(r) managing the underwriting capacity of a Lloyd's syndicate as
a managing agent at Lloyd's (article 5753);

…

soft commission
agreement

an agreement in any form, the terms of which permit under
which a firm to receives certain goods or services from another
person in return for transacting designated investment business
with or put through that or in the way of another person.

takeover or related
operation

(a) any transaction falling within paragraph 4(b) (Companies
and Transactions to which the Code applies) of the
introduction to the Takeover Code and, for this purpose, an
offer for non-voting, non-equity share capital is to be
regarded as falling within the Takeover Code even if not
required by rule 15 of that Code;

(b) any transaction subject to the SARs;

(c) any transaction which would have fallen within (a) were it
not for the fact that the company which is the subject of the
transaction does not satisfy the tests set out in paragraph 4(a)
(Companies and Transactions to which the Code applies) of
the introduction to the Takeover Code and, for this purpose,
an offer for non- voting, non-equity share capital is to be
regarded as falling within the Takeover Code even if not
required by rule 15 of that Code;

……
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Annex C
Amendment to the Glossary to refer to a new Special guide

Insert the following new definition in the appropriate alphabetical position:

FREN the Special guide for small Friendly societies, forming part of
the Handbook.
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Annex D
Amendments to the Glossary resulting from the making of COMP

Amendments resulting from the making of COMP transitional rules
Insert the following new definitions in the appropriate alphabetical position:

article 9 default (as defined in article 2(2) of the compensation transitionals
order) any of the following:

(a) the passing of a resolution for the voluntary winding up of an
authorised insurance company within the meaning of section 3
of the Policyholders Protection Act 1975 in circumstances
falling within section 5(1)(a) of that Act;

(b)  the making by the court of an order for the winding up of
such a company in accordance with section 5(1)(b) of that Act;

(c)  the appointment of a provisional liquidator in the
circumstances falling within section 15 of that Act in respect of
such a company;

(d)  such a company becoming a company in financial
difficulties within the meaning of section 16 of that Act;

(e)  a participating deposit-taker becoming insolvent for the
purposes of Part II of the Banking Act 1987;

(f)  a participating institution becoming insolvent within the
meaning of section 25A of the Building Societies Act 1986; 

(f) the beginning of a dissolution or transfer of engagements of a
member society in accordance with rule 9(2) of the Rules of the
Friendly Societies Protection Scheme. 

compensation
transitionals order

the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Transitional
Provisions, Repeals and Savings) (Financial Services
Compensation Scheme) Order 2001 (SI 2001/2967).
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investment business
compensation
scheme

(as defined in article 2(2) of the compensation transitionals
order) any of the following:

(a)    the scheme established under section 54 of the Financial
Services Act 1986 and known as the Investors
Compensation Scheme;

(b)    the scheme established under section 22j of the Grey Paper
published by the FSA on 26 September 1998 and known as
the Section 43 Compensation Scheme;

(c)    the scheme established by chapter II of part L:VIII of the
PIA rule book and known as the PIA Indemnity Scheme;

(d)   the scheme resulting from an agreement dated 1 February
1999 between the Association of British Insurers and the
Investors Compensation Scheme Limited for the making of
payments by way of compensation to widows, widowers
and dependants of persons (since deceased), in connection
with advice given to such persons in relation to pensions,
or the arranging of pensions for such persons, and known
as the ABI/ICS scheme.

member society (as defined in article 2(2) of the compensation transitionals
order) a person who at any time before commencement was a
member society within the rules of the Friendly Societies
Protection Scheme established in accordance with section 141 of
the Financial Services Act 1986. 

participating
deposit-taker

(as defined in article 2(2) of the compensation transitionals
order) a person who was at any time before commencement:
(a) a UK institution, participating institution, former UK

institution or former participating institution as defined in
section 52(6) of the Banking Act 1987; or

(b) a former authorised institution (as defined in section 106(1)
of the Banking Act 1987 (other than a former UK institution
or former participating institution as defined in section 52(6)
of that Act), which was not a recognised bank or licensed
institution excluded by an order under section 23(2) of the
Banking Act 1979.

participating
institution

(as defined in article 2(2) of the compensation transitionals
order) a person who was at any time before commencement a
participating institution within the meaning of section 24(4) of
the Building Societies Act 1986.
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pending application (as defined in article 3(1) of the compensation transitionals
order):

(a)  an application for compensation made under an investment
business compensation scheme before commencement in
relation to which a terminating event did not occur before
commencement; and

(b)   an application made to the FSCS after commencement under
an investment business compensation scheme, even if at the
time of application that scheme had otherwise ceased to
exist. 

relevant former
scheme

(as defined in article 2(2) of the compensation transitionals
order):

(a)    in relation to a pending application, the investment business
compensation scheme under which the application was
made;

(b)    in relation to an article 9 default, one of the following that
applied to the default before commencement:

        (i)      the Policyholders Protection Scheme established by
the Policyholders Protection Act 1975;           

        (ii)      the Deposit Protection Scheme established by Part II
of the Banking Act 1987;

        (ii)       the Building Societies Investor Protection Scheme
established by Part IV of the Building Societies Act
1986;   

        (iv)       the Friendly Societies Protection Scheme
established in accordance with section 141 of the
Financial Services Act 1986. 

terminating event (as defined in article 2(1) of the compensation transitionals
order) in relation to applications made under an investment
business compensation scheme, the withdrawal, discontinuance
or rejection of the application, or its determination by a final
payment of compensation to the applicant.

Amendments resulting from the making of COMP 13 (Funding)
Insert the following new definitions in the appropriate alphabetical position:

base costs management expenses, other than establishment costs, which are
not dependent on the level of claims made on the FSCS.

base costs levy a levy, forming part of the management expenses levy, to meet the
base costs in the financial year of the compensation scheme to which
the levy relates, each participant firm’s share being calculated in
accordance with COMP 13.5.5R. 
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compensation costs the costs incurred in paying compensation or as a result of making
the arrangements set out in COMP 3.3.2R or taking the measures set
out in COMP 3.3.3R.

compensation costs
levy

a levy imposed by the FSCS on participant firms to meet
compensation costs, each participant firm’s share being calculated
in accordance with COMP 13.6.

employers’ liability
insurance

a contract of insurance against risks of the persons insured incurring
liabilities to their employees.

establishment costs
levy

a levy, forming part of the management expenses levy, to meet the
establishment costs, each participant firm’s share being calculated in
accordance with COMP 13.5.10G.

management
expenses

(in accordance with section 223 of the Act (Management expenses))
expenses incurred or expected to be incurred by the FSCS in
connection with its function under COMP, other than compensation
costs; for the purposes of COMP these are subdivided into base
costs, specific costs and establishment costs.

management
expenses levy

a levy imposed by the FSCS on participant firms to meet the
management expenses and which is made up of one or more of a
base cost levy, a specific costs levy and an establishment costs levy,
each participant firm’s share being calculated in accordance with
COMP 13.5.

relevant net
premium income

the premium income in respect of protected contracts of insurance
of the firm in the year preceding that in which the date for
submission of the information under COMP 13.6.9R falls, net of any
relevant rebates or refunds.

specific costs management expenses other than base costs and establishment costs.

specific costs levy a levy, forming part of the management expenses levy, to meet the
specific costs in the financial year of the compensation scheme to
which the levy relates, each participant firm’s share being calculated
in accordance with COMP 13.5.7R. 

sub-scheme one of the three sub-schemes to which the FSCS allocates liabilities
for compensation costs, as described in COMP 13.6.7R.
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Amend the following definitions as shown below (underlining indicates new text, striking
through indicates deleted text):

contribution group one of the groups of participant firms within a sub-scheme set
out listed in COMP 13.6.7R, which are being groups of
participant firms which share the costs of funding compensation
from claims arising from firms in default which carry on similar
business that carry on business of a similar nature, to which
compensation costs and specific costs are allocated in
accordance with COMP 13.5 and COMP 13.6.

establishment costs (1) (in COMP) the costs of establishing the compensation
scheme.

(2) (in DISP) the costs of establishing the Financial Ombudsman
Service.

Amendments resulting from the making of COMP 14 (Participation by EEA firms)
Insert the following new definition in the appropriate alphabetical position:

Electing
Participants
Regulations

the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Compensation
Scheme: Electing Participants) Regulations 2001 (SI
2001/1783).

Amend the following definitions as shown below (underlining indicates new text, striking
through indicates deleted text):

participant firm a firm other than:

(a) (in accordance with section 213(10) of the Act (The
compensation scheme) and regulation 2 of the Electing
Participants Regulations (Persons not to be regarded as
relevant persons)) an incoming EEA firm which is:

(i) a credit institution; or

(ii) an ISD investment firm; or

(iii) both (i) and (ii);

in relation to its passported activities, unless it has top-up
cover;

(a) an incoming EEA firm which is a BCD credit institution or
ISD investment firm and whose permission is confined to
cross border services;

(b) an incoming EEA firm without top-up cover which is;:

(i) a BCD credit institution whose permission to carry on
regulated activities from a UK branch is confined to
accepting deposits; or

(ii) an ISD investment firm (including a credit institution 
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which is an ISD investment firm) whose permission to
carry on regulated activities from a UK branch is
confined to passported activities;

(bc)a service company ;
(cd)the Society,in respect of activities included in its permission

under section 315(2)of the Act (The Society: authorisation
and permission);

(de)a member, in respect of effecting or carrying out Lloyd's
policies;

(ef)an underwriting agent, or members 'adviser, in respect of
advising on syndicate participation at Lloyd's or managing
the underwriting capacity of a Lloyd's syndicate as a
managing agent at Lloyd's;

(fg)an authorised professional firm that is subject to the rules of
the Law Society (England and Wales)or the Law Society of
Scotland;

(gh)an ICVC;

(hi)a UCITS qualifier.

top-up cover cover provided by the compensation scheme for claims against
an incoming EEA firm (which is a credit institution or an ISD
investment firm) :

(a)in relation to protected deposits ;or

(b)in relation to protected investment business ;or

(c)in relation to both protected deposits and protected
investment
business ; in relation to the firm's passported activities and in
addition to the cover provided by the firm's Home State
compensation scheme (see COMP 14 (Participation by EEA
firms).
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Annex E
Amendments to the Glossary resulting from amendments to COND and AUTH

Insert the following new definition in the appropriate alphabetical position:

Gibraltar Order the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Gibraltar) Order
2001 (SI 2001/3084).

Amend the following definitions as shown below (underlining indicates new text, striking
through indicates deleted text):

Swiss general
insurance company

(in accordance with article 1(2) of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (Variation of Threshold Conditions) Order
2001 (SI 2001/2507)) a person:

(a)        whose head office is in Switzerland;

(b)        who is authorised by the supervisory authority in
Switzerland as mentioned in article 7.1 of the Swiss
Treaty Agreement; and

(c)        who is seeking to carry on, or is carrying on, from a
branch in the United Kingdom, a regulated activity
consisting of the effecting or carrying out of contracts of
insurance of a kind which is subject to that agreement.

a company:

(a) whose head office is in Switzerland;

(b) which has permission in Switzerland (not restricted to
reinsurance business) to carry on general insurance business;
and

(c) which proposes to establish a branch or agency in the United
Kingdom to carry out insurance business which is confined to
the classes referred to in article 2 of the Swiss Treaty Agreement
and not subject to any of the exceptions referred to in article 3 of
the Swiss Treaty Agreement.

threshold condition (in relation to a regulated activity) any of the conditions set out
in or under Schedule 6 to the Act (Threshold conditions),
including the additional conditions in the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (Variation of Threshold Conditions) Order
2001 (SI 2001/2507) (see COND).
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Annex F
Amendments to the Glossary resulting from making SUP 18

Insert the following new definitions in the appropriate alphabetical position:

independent expert (in SUP 18) the person approved or nominated by the FSA to
make the scheme report for an insurance business transfer
scheme.

insurance business
transfer

a transfer in accordance with an insurance business transfer
scheme.

insurance business
transfer scheme

(a) a scheme, defined in section 105 of the Act, which is in
summary: a scheme to transfer the whole or part of the business
of an insurer (other than a friendly society) to another body;

(b) a similar scheme to transfer the whole or part of the business
carried on by one or more members of the Society or former
underwriting members that meets the conditions of article 4 of
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Control of
Transfers of Business Done at Lloyd's) Order 2001 (SI
2001/[number to be inserted later]).

scheme report (in SUP 18) the report on the terms of an insurance business
transfer scheme required by section 109 of the Act (Scheme
reports).

state of the
commitment

(in SUP 18) (in accordance with paragraph 6(1) of Schedule 12
to the Act (Transfer schemes: certificates)) (in relation to a
commitment entered into at any date):

(a) if the policyholder is an individual, the State in which he had
his habitual residence at that date;

(b) if the policyholder is not an individual, the State in which
the establishment of the policyholder to which the commitment
relates was established at that date;

in this definition, "commitment" means (in accordance with
article 2 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Control of Business Transfers) (Requirements on Applicants)
Regulations 2001 (SI 2001/[number to be inserted later]) any
contract of insurance of a kind referred to in article 1 of the First
Life Directive.

state of the risk (in SUP 18) (in accordance with paragraph 6(3) of Schedule 12
to the Act (Transfer schemes: certificates)) (in relation to the
EEA State in which a risk is situated):

(a) if the insurance relates to a building or to a building and its
contents (so far as the contents are covered by the same 
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policy), the EEA State in which the building is situated;

(b) if the insurance relates to a vehicle of any type, the EEA
State of registration;

(c) in the case of policies of a duration of four months or less
covering travel or holiday risks (whatever the class
concerned), the EEA State in which the policyholder took
out the policy;

(d) in a case not covered by (a) to (c):

(i) if the policyholder is an individual, the EEA State in
which he has his habitual residence at the date when the
contract is entered into; and

(ii) otherwise, the EEA State in which the establishment of
the policyholder to which the policy relates is situated at
that date.

UK-deposit insurer a UK-deposit insurer, as defined in IPRU(INS), which is in
summary: a non-EEA insurer which has made a deposit in the
United Kingdom in accordance with IPRU(INS) 8.1.

UK insurer a UK insurer, as defined in IPRU(INS), which is in summary: an
insurer, other than a pure reinsurer or a non-directive insurer,
whose head office is in the United Kingdom.
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Annex G
Amendment to the Glossary resulting from CP 88 (Wholesale only deposit-takers)

Insert the following new definition in the appropriate alphabetical position:

wholesale depositor a person who is:

(a) a credit institution; or

(b) a large company; or

(c) a large mutual association which is:

(i) a firm; or

(ii) an overseas financial services institution; or

(iii) a collective investment scheme or an operator or trustee
of a collective investment scheme; or

(iv) a pension or retirement fund, or a trustee of such a fund
(except a trustee of a small self-administered scheme or
an occupational scheme of an employer which is not a
large company or a large partnership); or

(d) a supranational institution, government or central
administrative authority; or

(e) a provincial, regional, local or municipal authority; or

(f) a body corporate in the same group as the person with whom
the deposit is made.
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Annex H
Amendments to the General provisions

In paragraph 1 of Schedule 4 to GEN, add the following additional power at the end of the
list of rule-making powers:

"Article 3 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Variation of Threshold
Conditions) Order 2001 (SI 2001/2507)"
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INTERIM PRUDENTIAL SOURCEBOOK FOR  

INVESTMENT BUSINESSES (AMENDMENT) INSTRUMENT 2001 

 

Powers exercised 
 
1. The Financial Services Authority amends the interim Prudential sourcebook for 

investment businesses and the Supervision manual in the exercise of the powers and 
related provisions in or under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the 
“Act”) listed in the schedule to this instrument. 

2. The provisions of or under the Act relevant to the making of rules and listed in the 
schedule are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act. 

Commencement 
 
3. This instrument comes into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19 of 

the Act (the general prohibition) comes into force. 

Amendments 
 
4. Chapter 3 of the Interim prudential sourcebook for investment businesses is amended 

as specified in Annex C. 

5. Chapter 5 of the Interim prudential sourcebook for investment businesses is amended 
as specified in Annex D. 

6. Chapter 10 of the Interim prudential sourcebook for investment businesses is 
amended as specified in Annex E. 

7. Chapter 13 of the Interim prudential sourcebook for investment businesses is 
amended as specified in Annex F. 

8. Annex 10R to Chapter 16 of the Supervision manual is amended as specified in 
Annex H. 

Citation 
 
9. This instrument may be cited as the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Investment 

Businesses (Amendment) Instrument 2001. 

 

By order of the Board, 15 November 2001 

FSA 2001/57
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Schedule - Powers exercised 
 
1. The powers in articles 4(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Transitional 

Provisions and Savings) (Rules) Order 2001 have been exercised by the Financial 
Services Authority (“FSA”) to designate the rules identified in the tables in Annex A as 
they are in force at the date of this instrument (the "continued provisions").   

 
2. The powers in section 138 of the Act have been exercised by the FSA to make the 

provisions set out in paragraph E of Annex C and paragraphs F and G of Annex D.   
 
3. The powers in article 11(1) of the The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 

(Transitional Provisions and Savings) (Rules) Order 2001 and section 157(1) of the Act 
have been exercised by the FSA to give the guidance on the continued provisions. 

 
4. The continued provisions and the guidance on them are applicable to: 
 

(a) securities and futures firms (as defined by the Glossary annexed to the General 
Provisions and Glossary Instrument 2001) to the extent that they were provisions 
made by the Securities and Futures Authority Limited and appearing as part of its 
rulebook;  
 

(b) investment management firms (as defined by the Glossary annexed to the General 
Provisions and Glossary Instrument 2001) to the extent that they were provisions 
made by the Investment Management Regulatory Organisation Limited and appearing 
as part of its rulebook;  

 
(c) personal investment firms (as defined by the Glossary annexed to the General 

Provisions and Glossary Instrument 2001) to the extent that they were provisions 
made by the Personal Investment Authority Limited and appearing as part of its 
rulebook;  

 
and are modified: 

 
(1) so as to be interpreted in accordance with and to apply subject to the General 

provisions contained in the General Provisions and Glossary Instrument 2001; 
 

(2) in the manner identified in the tables in Annex A. 
 

The continued provisions are to be treated as having effect under section 138 of the Act 
(General rule making power).  The statements of compatability and purpose required 
under article 4(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Transitional 
Provisions and Savings) (Rules) Order 2001 are set out in Annex B. 

 
5. All of the rules in IPRU(INV) as amended can be waived using the powers exercisable 

under section 148 of the Act. 
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ANNEX A 
 

[The Continued Provisions] 
 

Provisions made by the Securities and Futures Authority Limited  

And appearing as part of its rulebook 

Modifications  Designated 
Provision Changes in text Where the designated 

provision (as modified) 
appears in IPRU(INV) 

3-79 In each of (1) and (2) delete "SFA may at its 
desretion require a firm to" and replace with 
"A firm must", and delete "an amount" and 
replace with "any amount specified in any 
requirement". 

In the guidance delete the first sentence; delete 
"SFA" and replace with "the FSA" throughout; 
delete "whether a firm must include a 
secondary requirement" and replace with 
"whether to impose a requirement on a firm"; 
in the final sentence delete "have typically 
been applied" and replace with "may be 
applied, for example,". 

3-79 

3-170(11) No changes 3-170(11) 

3-190 In (1) delete "SFA otherwise permits" and 
replace with "otherwise permitted"; 

In (2) delete "SFA informs the firm that it" and 
replace with "the FSA"; 

After (2) add guidance paragraph - "The FSA 
will notify the firm if it is not the consolidating 
superviser for the group."; 

In (3) delete "in a manner agreed with SFA" 
and replace with "and notify the FSA of the 
manner in which the shortfall will be made 
good"; 

In (4) delete ", and as further specified by 
SFA, SFA will also specify the form of 
reporting for the test" and replace with "and 
the firm must make appropriate reports to the 
FSA"; 

After (4) add guidance paragraph - "The firm 
may use the consolidated reporting statement 
forms required under SUP 16.7.25R.". 

3-190 
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3-191 In (2) (which becomes guidance) delete the 
words before (a) and replace with "The FSA 
may exercise its powers (whether through 
imposing a requirement or by using its general 
information gathering powers) to obtain 
information about the structure of a firm's 
group for the purposes of consolidated 
supervision including the position of any of the 
following:"; 

In the guidance following (2) delete the first 
sentence and replace "SFA" with "the FSA" 
throughout; 

In (3) delete "with SFA's prior written 
approval" and replace with "having first 
notified the FSA in writing"; 

Delete (4) and the guidance to it. 

3-191 

3-192 No changes 3-192 

3-193 In (2) delete "the higher of: (a)"; delete "; and" 
and replace with "if any."; delete paragraph 
(b); 

In (3) delete "the higher of"; delete "and any 
requirement imposed in accordance with rule 
3-193(4)" and replace with "if any"; 

In (4) delete "a requirement calculated" and 
replace with "any alternative requirement 
calculated"; delete "if SFA so requires" and 
replace with "which is imposed on it by a 
requirement"; 

In the guidance after (4) delete the first word 
and replace with "Any"; 

In (5) (which becomes guidance) delete "be 
required" and replace with "seek a 
modification or waiver permitting it"; delete ", 
if SFA so requires".  

3-193 

3-194 Delete "SFA may permit the firm to" and 
replace with "A firm may"; 

Delete the guidance after (c) and insert the 
provisions from "provided that" to the end of 
paragraph (g) as set out in the modified form 
of the rule at paragraph B of annex C to this 
instrument. 

3-194 
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3-195 In the heading delete "Waiver" and replace 
with "Exemption"; 

Delete the words before (a) and replace with 
"A firm need not apply rules 3-190 to 3-194 to 
its group if:" 

Before (d) delete "and"; 

At the end of (d) delete "." and insert "; (e) the 
firm first notifies the FSA in writing that it 
intends to rely upon this rule.".  

3-195 

10-68(2) No changes 10-68(2) 

Guidance to 10-
74(2) 

No changes Guidance after 10-
74(2)(b) 

10-80(6) Delete "the firm must immediately seek 
guidance from SFA on the PRR treatment to 
apply and until an appropriate treatment is 
determined must calculate a PRR of 100% of 
the current mark to market value of the 
position" and replace with "it must calculate a 
PRR of an appropriate percentage of the 
current mark to market  value of the position 
and the firm must immediately notify the FSA 
of the details of the instrument, the PRR 
calculated and the reasons for the calculation". 

10-80(6) 

10-120 No changes 10-120 

10-170(10) No changes 10-170(10) 

Definition of 
"EEA parent " 

No changes In appendix 1 to each of 
IPRU(INV) 3 and 10 

Board Notices 
292 and 353 

As shown in annex G Appendix 62 to each of 
IPRU(INV) 3 and 10 

Board Notices 
414, 482 and 
520 

As shown in annex G Appendix 63 to 
IPRU(INV) 10 
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Provisions made by the Securities and Futures Authority Limited  

and appearing as part of its rulebook 

Modifications  Designated 
Provision Changes in text Where the designated 

provision (as modified) 
appears in SUP 

3-41 (1) to (6) 
and (8) 

In the main heading add “and audited annual 
financial statements” at the end. 

In (1) delete “of SFA” and replace with “, and 
subject to (2) below”; delete “financial 
reporting statements” and replace with 
“financial reporting statements and audited 
annual financial statements”; insert 
“accounting principles and rules” after 
“Companies Act 1985 including those”; delete 
“, subject to (2) below” at the end. 

In (2) delete “items” and replace with “each 
item”; delete “financial reporting statements” 
and replace with “financial reporting 
statements and audited annual financial 
statements”; insert “and balances” at the end. 

In (3) delete “trade date accounting” and 
replace with “trade date accounting”. 

In (4) delete “, and SFA may require it to,”. 

In (5) delete “sole trader” and replace with 
“sole trader”; add “For this purpose, the 
definition of a sole trader in the glossary in 
IPRU(INV) 10 applies.” at the end. 

In (6) add “or physical commodities” after 
“securities” throughout; add “For this purpose, 
the definition of a physical commodity in the 
glossary in IPRU(INV) 10 applies.” at the end. 

Re-number (8) as (7). 

SUP 16 Annex 10R, as 
new 4 at end of section 
6 

10-41 (1) to (6) 
and (8) 

In the main heading add “and audited annual 
financial statements” at the end. 

In (1) delete “of SFA”; delete “financial 
reporting statements” and replace with 
“financial reporting statements and audited 
annual financial statements”; delete “as” after 
“which the firm would apply”. 

In (2) delete “financial reporting statements” 

SUP 16 Annex 10R, as 
new 4 at end of section 
6 
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and replace with “financial reporting 
statements and audited annual financial 
statements”. 

In (4) delete “, and SFA may require it to,”. 

In (5) delete “sole trader” and replace with 
“sole trader”; add “For this purpose, the 
definition of a sole trader in the glossary in 
IPRU(INV) 10 applies.” at the end. 

In (6) delete “physical commodities” and 
replace with “physical commodities” 
throughout; add “For this purpose, the 
definition of a physical commodity in the 
glossary in IPRU(INV) 10 applies.” at the end. 

Re-number (8) as (7). 

 
 
 

Provisions made by the Investment Management Regulatory Organisation Limited 

And appearing as part of its rulebook 

Modifications  Designated 
Provision Changes in text Where the designated 

provision (as modified) 
appears in IPRU(INV) 

Definition of 
"Group of 
Connected 
Counterparties" 

In (a) delete ", unless it is shown otherwise to 
the satisfaction of IMRO,"; 

Change to lower case and italics for defined 
terms. 

In appendix 1 to 
IPRU(INV) 5 

Definition of 
"Large 
Exposure" 

Change to lower case and italics for defined 
terms. 

In appendix 1 to 
IPRU(INV) 5 
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Provisions made by the Personal Investment Authority Limited 

And appearing as part of its rulebook 

Modifications  Designated 
Provision Changes in text Where the designated 

provision (as modified) 
appears in IPRU(INV) 

Table 13.6.2(2), 
second 
paragraph under 
"Special Limits" 

Delete "per cent." and replace with "%"; delete 
"your" and replace with "the firm's". 

Table 13.6.2(2), second 
paragraph under 
"Special Limits" 

Rule 13.12.5(2) Delete "You" and replace with "A Category B 
firm"; delete "your" and replace with "its"; 
delete "(1)(a) above" and replace with 
"13.12.5(1)"; delete "(1)(b) above" and replace 
with "13.12.5(2)" 

13.12.5A 
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ANNEX B 
 

[Statement of Purpose and Compatibility for the Continued Provisions] 
 

The purpose of the continued provisions is to supplement the requirements of the provisions 
contained in IPRU(INV) that a firm must maintain adequate financial resources, taking into 
account the nature and scale of its business, and also to supplement in SUP 16 Annex 10R the 
reporting requirements applying to securities and futures firms.  The continued provisions 
provide for continuation of provisions which were only incorporated into SFA's rulebook in 
the most recent release, and to correct some technical errors in relation to the SFA, IMRO 
and PIA rules carried forward into the IPRU(INV) and SUP 16 Annex 10R. 

Statement of compatibility with the FSA's regulatory objectives 

The FSA considers that including the continued provisions together with the other provisions 
in IPRU(INV) and SUP will contribute to meeting two of the FSA's regulatory objectives – 
maintaining market confidence and consumer protection.  In particular they will contribute to 
the reduction of the risk of investment business firms being unable to meet their liabilities 
and their commitments to investors and counterparties as they fall due.  Although the 
continued provisions are not intended to contribute to the regulatory objectives of increasing 
public awareness and reducing financial crime, the FSA believes them to be compatible with 
those objectives. 

Market confidence 

IPRU(INV) (including the continued provisions) sets out standards relating to minimum 
financial resources, risk management and notifications.  The continued provisions set out 
requirements about consolidated supervision for some firms, the treatement of units in 
collective investment schemes and note issuance facilities and use of secondary requirements.  
SUP 16 Annex 10R (including the continued provisions) sets out requirements for reporting 
financial positions and financial resources and the continued provisions specify the 
accounting policies to be followed in preparing those reports.  Requiring firms to meet the 
standards in IPRU(INV) and SUP 16 Annex 10R, including these, will reduce the risk that 
firms are unable to meet their commitments as they fall due. 

Consumer Protection 

As with the market confidence objective, requiring firms to meet prudential standards and to 
keep appropriate accounting records will reduce the risk that firms are unable to meet their 
commitments, including their commitments to consumers, as they fall due.  Inadequate 
financial resources relative to the scale and nature of a firm’s commitments or inadequate 
systems and controls expose an investment firm to the risk of failure, for example in stressed 
market conditions, leading to potential loss to customers as well as disruption to the market.  
Prudential standards, where complied with fully, do not eliminate the risk of such failure but 
can reduce the likelihood of failure or minimise the adverse consequences for customers 
where a failure does occur.  The FSA has had regard to the matters set out in section 5(2) of 
the Act, but they are not directly relevant to the continued provisions. 
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How the continued provisions are most appropriate for meeting the regulatory 
objectives 

IPRU(INV) and SUP 16 are based on the prudential standards set out in the legislation, 
rulebooks and other material of the previous regulators.  For the reasons described above its 
provisions (including those of the continued provisions) will contribute to meeting at least 
two of the regulatory objectives.  The continued provisions add to the carry forward of 
existing regulatory standards.  The FSA considers that this particular approach is the most 
appropriate way of meeting the objectives at this stage (i.e. when the new legislation takes 
effect) because: 

◊ it builds on existing regulators’ approaches to setting standards for the same risks; and 

◊ it is consistent with enabling us to introduce a new set of standards covering all market 
sectors over the medium term, leaving adequate time for the preparation and 
implementation of such standards and taking account as far as possible of recent 
international developments in the area of prudential standards. 

Principles of good regulation 

Section 2(3) of the Act sets out  various principles to which the FSA must have regard in 
exercising its general functions. The FSA's reasons for believing that making the provisions 
of IPRU(INV) and SUP 16 Annex 10R are compatible with these principles are set out 
below. 

The need to use its resources in the most efficient and economic way 

IPRU(INV) as amended by this instrument essentially carries forward the prudential 
standards contained in various legislation and rulebooks for firms previously regulated by 
IMRO, PIA, SFA and FSA (forme rly SIB), professional firms, wholesale market brokers and 
non-bank principals.  SUP 16 Annex 10R essentially carries forward the prudential reporting 
requirements for firms previously regulated by SFA. 

The proposals for the Integrated prudential sourcebook are still out for consultation and the 
FSA has decided that firms and the FSA would be best served by preserving continuity for 
firms through the carry forward of existing standards.  The inclusion of the continued 
provisions in the IPRU(INV) and SUP 16 Annex 10R are necessary to the achievement of 
that approach. 

For this reason, we believe that the most efficient and economic way to set standards 
regarding the matters contained in the continued provisions is to continue those provisions. 

The responsibilities of those who manage the affairs of authorised persons 

Nothing in IPRU(INV) or SUP 16 Annex 10R as amended or the provisions continued by this 
instrument removes from the senior management of firms the obligation to run their 
businesses in a sound and prudent way.  
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The principle that a burden or restriction…should be proportionate to the benefits, 
considered in general terms, which are expected to result from the imposition of that burden 
or restriction 

Given that the continued provisions maintain an existing standard, we do not believe that any 
cost benefit issues will arise for a firm in maintaining that standard.  As explained above, we 
believe that carrying forward the continued provisions is a proportionate approach at this 
stage. 

The desirability of facilitating innovation in connection with regulated activities 

The continued provisions will not restrict the scope of management to develop their regulated 
activities in an innovative manner, provided they meet the business standards set out in other 
parts of the Handbook. 

The international character of financial services and markets and the desirability of 
maintaining the competitive position of the United Kingdom 

Given that the continued provisions maintain an existing standard, we do not believe tha t they 
will have any impact on the competitive position of the United Kingdom. 

The need to minimise the adverse affects on competition that may arise from any exercise of 
its general functions 

Although the continued rules carry forward existing differences in the regulatory regimes of 
the previous regulators, we believe that any adverse effects on competition are small and are 
outweighed by the advantages of maintaining the existing standards as explained above. 

The desirability of facilitating competition between those who are subject to any form of 
regulation by the Authority 

The FSA is currently consulting on an integrated approach to setting prudential standards in 
the near future, which should lead to a harmonisation of standards.  We believe that until 
those integrated standards are ready, the most appropriate approach is to maintain the existing 
standards. 
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ANNEX C  
Amendments to IPRU(INV) 3 

 
A. After IPRU(INV) 3-78 insert: 
 
  SECONDARY REQUIREMENT 

  Risk Profile 

3-79 R (1) A firm must include in its secondary requirement any 
amount specified in any requirement to cover an unusual 
risk profile. 

  Operational risks 

  (2) A firm must include in its secondary requirement any 
amount specified in any requirement to cover the 
inadequate management of operational risk to which a 
firm is exposed. 

 G In assessing whether to impose a requirement on a firm to cover an unusual risk 
profile or operational risks, the FSA will consider various criteria.  Relevant 
guidance can be found in sections 4 and 5 of Appendix 48 to IPRU(INV) 10.  In 
addition, the FSA will take into account material group risks to a firm, where these 
have not been captured in a group financial resources test.  Secondary 
requirements  may be applied, for example, where there has been a major failure 
on the part of a firm to maintain adequate controls, as a means of providing an 
additional capital buffer whilst these problems are addressed. 

 
 
B. Delete IPRU(INV) 3-170(11) and replace with: 
 
  

Netting 
3-170 
(11) 

R A firm which has offsetting exposures in similar types of 
transactions with a counterparty may offset these in 
accordance with rules 3-171(2A), 3-173(2A), 3-173A(3), 3 -176(3), 
3-180(2A), 3-181(1) and 3-182(4A) when calculating CRR if it has 
a contractual netting agreement with that counterparty, which: 

  (a) covers the transactions which the firm is seeking to net; 

  (b) creates a single obligation in each currency or a single 
overall obligation to pay (or receive) a net sum of cash in 
the event of default, bankruptcy, liquidation or similar 
circumstances; 

  (c) does not include a walkaway clause; 
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  (d) is supported by written and reasoned independent legal 
opinions to the effect that, in the event of a legal 
challenge, the relevant courts would find the firm’s 
exposure to be the single net amount mentioned in (b) 
above. 

 
 

C. After IPRU(INV) 3-82(5) insert: 

  CONSOLIDATED SUPERVISION 

  Scope of test 

3-190 R (1) A firm must at all times ensure that its group maintains 
externally generated group financial resources in excess 
of its group financial resources requirement, unless 
otherwise permitted under rule 3 -195. 

 R (2) A firm is exempt from (1) above when the FSA is not the 
consolidating supervisor for the firm’s group. 

 G  The FSA will notify the firm if it is not the consolidating superviser for the 
group. 

 R (3) Should such a test reveal a shortfall in group financial 
resources with respect to the group’s financial resources 
requirement, the firm must ensure that its group makes 
good the shortfall, and notify the FSA of the manner in 
which the shortfall will be made good. 

 R (4) The test is to be applied in accordance with rules 3-191 to 
3-194 below and the firm must make appropriate reports to 
the FSA. 

 G  The firm may use the consolidated reporting statement forms required 
under SUP 16.7.25R. 

  Constituents of a group 

3-191 R (1) For the purposes of the test in 3-190 above, a firm’s  group 
must include the following: 

   (a) any EEA subsidiary of the firm which is a credit 
institution, investment firm or financial institution; 

   (b) any EEA participation of the firm which is a credit 
institution, investment firm or financial institution; 
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   (c) any EEA parent which is a financial holding company; 
and 

   (d) any EEA credit institution, investment firm or 
financial institution which is a subsidiary or 
participation of the firm’s EEA parent which is a 
financial holding company. 

 G (2) The FSA may exercise its powers (whether through imposing a requirement 
or by using its general information gathering powers) to obtain information 
about the structure of a firm’s group for the purposes of consolidated 
supervision including the position of any of the following: 

   (a) any of the firm’s subsidiaries or participations  which are incorporated 
or have their head offices outside the EEA; 

   (b) any of the firm’s subsidiaries or participations which are not credit 
institutions, investment firms or financial institutions ; 

   (c) the firm’s parent if it is incorporated or has its head office outside of 
the EEA; 

   (d) the firm’s parent if it is not a financial holding company; 

   (e) any of the parent’s other subsidiaries or participations which are 
incorporated or have their head offices outside the EEA; and 

   (f) any of the parent’s other subsidiaries or participations which are not 
credit institutions, investment firms, or financial institutions. 

 G The FSA's intention in defining the scope of a group for the purposes of a group 
financial resources test is to capture financial activities.  ‘Financial activities’ is 
defined for these purposes as any investment business or credit institution, or 
other entity whose principal activity is to undertake their activities.  It is not the 
FSA's intention to capture commercial activities.  The FSA does not exclude the 
possibility that it may judge it necessary to capture a commercial entity; but were 
such circumstances to arise – for instance because financial risks had been moved 
from a firm to a commercial enterprise, and the FSA judged the consequences to 
the firm to be sufficiently material as to justify a response – the FSA would usually 
expect to address these risks through applying a secondary requirement, rather 
than extending the scope of the consolidated group to the commercial entity.  
Similarly, the FSA  will not – other than in the most exceptional circumstances – 
consolidate any non-EEA parent entities of the firm. 

  Exemptions 

 R (3) A firm may, having first notified the FSA in writing, 
exclude from the group defined in (1), the following: 

   (a) any subsidiary or participation, the total assets of 
which are less than the lower of euro 10 million or 1% 
of the total assets of the firm; and 
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   (b) any subsidiary, participation or firm’s parent, the 
inclusion of which within the group would lead to a 
misleading or inappropriate consolidation, 

   provided that in aggregate the total assets of such 
subsidiaries and participations would still statisfy (a) 
above. 

  Group financial resources 

3-192 R A firm must calculate the externally generated financial 
resources of its group as the sum of: 

   (a) the financial resources of the most senior 
undertaking in the group; and 

   (b) for each subsidiary or participation, the group’s share 
of the financial resources of the subsidiary or 
participation, which was not provided by 
undertakings within the group subject to 
consolidated supervision, provided that: 

    (i) these financial resources are freely transferable 
and suitable for the purposes of covering the 
group’s financial resources requirement; or 

    (ii) if not, they are limited to the value of the 
subsidiary’s or participation’s financial 
resources requirement from which they 
originate. 

 G Where there is no senior undertaking in the defined group because, for example, 
the firm’s parent is not included and only affiliates of the firm rather than any of its 
direct subsidiaries or participations  are included, then the financial resources of the 
group is calculated as the sum of the externally generated financial resources of its 
constituents (i.e. excluding amounts provided by undertakings within the group 
subject to consolidated supervision), subject to the conditions in (i) and (ii) above. 

  Group financial resources requirement 

3-193 R (1) A firm must calculate the group financial resources 
requirement as the aggregate of the financial resources 
requirements of the firm and any constituents of the 
defined group, as determined in accordance with rule 3-
191. 

  (2) The financial resources requirement of any subsidiary or 
participation of the firm or its parent is the subsidiary or 
participation’s local regulatory capital requirement if any. 
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  (3) The financial resources requirement of the most senior 
undertaking within the group likewise is its local 
regulatory capital requirement if any. 

  (4) Where a firm has a parent, subsidiary or participation 
which is not subject to local regulatory capital 
requirements, it must include in the group financial 
resources requirement any alternative requirement 
calculated on the business of that parent, subsidiary or 
participation, or the group’s investment in that subsidiary 
or participation, which is imposed on it by a requirement. 

 G  Any requirement will be calculated by applying the Financial Rules to the 
entity’s business. 

 G (5) Where a firm has a parent, subsidiary or participation which is subject to 
local regulatory capital requirements, it may seek a modification or waiver 
permitting it to adopt an alternative methodology of determining the group’s 
financial resources requirement. 

  Intra-group offsets and netting 

3-194 R A firm may take into account: 

   (a) the benefits of netting intra-group counterparty 
exposures;  

   (b) offsetting positions, for the purposes of calculating 
its position risk requirements, held by different group 
companies; and 

   (c) the group’s share of capital surpluses in subsidiaries 
not subject to local regulatory capital requirements, 

   provided that: 

   (d) the firm can ensure that the group has sufficient 
financial resources to cover its financial resources 
requirements at all times between consolidated 
reporting statements; 

   (e) there is satisfactory allocation of capital within the 
group; 

   (f) the regulatory, legal and contractual framework is 
sufficient to guarantee mutual financial support 
within the group; and 
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   (g) such intra-group benefits are only recognised where 
no regulations exist in the country of incorporation of 
the entity which might significantly affect the transfer 
of funds within the group. 

  Exemption from consolidated supervision 

3-195 R A firm need not apply rules 3-190 to 3-194 to its group if: 

   (a) There are no credit institutions in the group; 

   (b) all firms within the group: 

    (i) deduct from their financial resources, calculated 
in accordance with Table 3-61, any material 
holdings in credit institutions and financial 
institutions; and 

    (ii) meet their applicable primary, secondary and 
position/counterparty risk requirements (rules 
3-70 to 3-78, 3-79 and 3-80 to 3-182 
respectively); 

   (c) all other entities comply with applicable local 
regulatory capital requirements; 

   (d) the firm’s group has in place systems to monitor and 
control the sources of capital and funding of all its 
constituents; and 

   (e) the firm first notifies the FSA in writing that it intends 
to rely upon this rule. 

 

D.  In the glossary at appendix 1, after the definition of "EEA" insert: 

 

EEA parent means a firm's direct or indirect parent which is incorporated or 
has its head office in the EEA, or a firm's parent which is 
incorporated or has its head office outside the EEA but which in 
turn has a parent incorporated or which has its head office in the 
EEA; 
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E.  Delete the existing Appendix 33 and replace with: 
 
Appendix 33 (exchanges) 

LIST OF RECOGNISED INVESTMENT, DESIGNATED INVESTMENT 
AND APPROVED EXCHANGES 

1 Recognised investment exchanges 

UK 

COREDEAL 
International Petroleum Exchange (IPE)  
Jiway 
London International Financial Futures and Options Exchange (LIFFE) 
London Metal Exchange (LME)  
London Stock Exchange (LSE) 
OM London Exchange (formerly OMLX)  
virt-x (formerly Tradepoint)  

Overseas 

Cantor Financial Futures Exchange (CFFE) 

Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT)  

Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) 

Eurex Zurich  

NASDAQ  

New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX)  

New Zealand Futures and Options Exchange (NZFOE) 

Swiss Exchange (SWX) 

Sydney Futures Exchange (SFE) 

Warenterminborse Hannover 

2 Designated investment exchanges 

American Stock Exchange   

Australian Stock Exchange 

Bolsa Mexicana de Valores 

Bourse de Montreal Inc  

Chicago Board of Trade 

Chicago Board Options Exchange 

Chicago Stock Exchange 

Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange, Inc  

Euronext Amsterdam Commodities Market 

Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited 

International Securities Market Association  

Johannesburg Stock Exchange 

Kansas City Board of Trade 

Korea Stock Exchange 
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MidAmerica Commodity Exchange  

Minneapolis Grain Exchange 

New York Cotton Exchange  

New York Futures Exchange  

New York Stock Exchange  

New Zealand Stock Exchange 

Osaka Securities Exchange 

Pacific Exchange   

Philadelphia Stock Exchange 

Singapore Exchange  

South African Futures Exchange (SAFEX)  

Tokyo International Financial Futures Exchange (TIFFE)  

Tokyo Stock Exchange  

Toronto Stock Exchange 

3 Approved exchanges 

The following exchanges are approved for the purposes of the definition of 
“approved exchange” - 

Athens Stock Exchange (ASE)  

Barcelona Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Barcelona)  

Belgian Futures & Options Exchange (BELFOX)  

Berlin Stock Exchange (Berliner Börse) 

Bilbao Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Bilbao) 

BVLP (Bolsa de Valori de Lisbao e Porto) 

Bolsa de Mercadorios & Futures (BM&F)  

Boston Stock Exchange 

Bovespa (The São Paulo Stock Exchange)  

Bremen Stock Exchange (Bremer Wertpapierbörse) 

BVRJ (The Rio de Janeiro Stock Exchange)  

Cincinnati Stock Exchange 

Copenhagen Stock Exchange (Kobenhavns Fondsbors) 

Dusseldorf Stock Exchange (Rheinisch-Westfälische Börse zu Düsseldorf) 

Frankfurt Stock Exchange (Frankfurter Wertpapierbörse) 

Hannover (Niedersächsische Börse zu Hannover)  

Italian Exchange 

Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange 

Luxembourg Stock Exchange (Société de la Bourse de Luxembourg SA) 

Madrid Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Madrid) 

Mercato Italiano Futures (MIF)  

Munich Stock Exchange (Bayerische Börse in München) 

Nagoya Stock Exchange 

New Zealand Stock Exchange 

Oslo Stock Exchange (Oslo Bors) 

Stuttgart Stock Exchange (Baden-Würtembergische Wertpapierbörse zu Stuttgart)) 
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Swiss Exchange (SWX) 

Taiwan Stock Exchange 

Tel Aviv Stock Exchange 

The Stock Exchange of Thailand  

Valencia Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Valencia) 
 

F. After the end of appendix 59 insert: 

Appendix 62 

NETTING 

 

Similar Types of Transactions 

The rules set out the requirements to be met by firms before offsetting exposures in 
‘similar types of transactions’ with a counterparty (i.e. being those transactions falling 
under a particular counterparty risk rule).  The netting of exposures within a 
particular rule is to be applied on a first in first out basis.  

 

Derivative Transactions 

Firms may offset the negative replacement cost on written OTC options against the 
positive replacement cost of OTC purchased options with the same counterparty.   

 

Guidance On The Netting Of Counterparty Exposures  

Introduction 

1. This appendix contains guidance on the requirements to be attained in order 
for firms to net counterparty exposures assessed under the following areas. 
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Subject 

Cash against documents transactions 

Free deliveries of securities 

Repurchase and reverse repurchase, securities lending and 
borrowing and sale and buy back agreements 

Derivative transactions 

Other amounts owed to a firm arising out of trading book business 

 

Scope 

2. The guidance applies to any firm subject to the CRR rules and which takes 
advantage of the netting provisions contained therein. 

 

Background 

3. Agreements which can effect set-off of counterparty exposures exist in two 
forms: 

(a)  novation agreements (referred as netting by novation) which replace 
existing contracts with one new contract and therefore can only be 
used to cover similar transactions with payments in the same currency 
for the same value dates; and  

(b)  netting agreements which can be used to cover transactions of very 
different types. 

The guidance below applies to both novation agreements and netting agreements. 

 

Principles of Offset 

4. Before offsetting exposures in similar types of transactions with a counterparty 
a firm must have a contractual netting agreement with that counterparty 
which: 

(a)   covers the transactions which the firm is seeking to net; 

(b)   creates a single obligation in each currency or a single obligation to 
pay a net sum of cash in the event of default, bankruptcy, liquidation or 
similar circumstances; 

(c)   does not include a walkaway clause; and 
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(d)   is supported by written and reasoned independent legal opinions to the 
effect that, in the event of a legal challenge, the relevant courts would 
find the firm’s exposure to be the single net amount mentioned in (b) 
above. 

 

Statement of Law on Netting  

5. The prerequisite of holding a netting agreement supported by an independent 
legal opinion in order to offset exposures is not required where the Financial 
Law Panel’s (November 1993) Statement of Law on netting applies.  This 
Statement of Law indicates that under English law rule 4-90 of the Insolvency 
Rules 1986 imposes a requirement for complete set-off of transactions 
between parties incorporated in England and Wales, provided the 
transactions are mutual (i.e. credits, debts or claims arise from dealings 
between the same parties and that the parties are acting in the same 
capacity).  Furthermore, it indicates that set-off is mandatory, applies whether 
or not there is any contractual entitlement to set-off and cannot be excluded 
by agreement between the parties. 

6. As mentioned above mutuality is required in order for there to be complete 
set-off of transactions.  Accordingly, firms are expected to have procedures in 
place to identify the counterparty and the capacity in which the counterparty is 
acting.  Firms proposing to rely on the Statement of Law on netting must 
satisfy themselves of the appropriateness of such reliance and, where in 
doubt, obtain legal advice.  It is important to note that Insolvency Rule 4.90 
does not apply to building societies, statutory organisations generally, mutual 
societies, partnerships and individuals. 

 

Legal Requirements 

7. Legal opinions will be needed for the: 

- law of the jurisdiction in which the counterparty is organised; 

- law of the jurisdiction in which any branch involved is located; 

- law that governs the agreement and, if different, the law that governs 
individual transactions pursuant to it; and 

-  law that governs the legal status of the counterparty who is entering 
into transactions of the type which the firm is seeking to net. 

 

8. Where a firm uses an industry standard agreement which contains netting/set-
off clauses the firm may rely only on a legal opinion relating to the netting/set-
off clauses in that standard agreement where no amendment has been made 
to the agreement which would materially affect these clauses and where the 
legal opinion addresses the capacity of counterparties of the type with which 
the firm wishes to contract, the contract type and the relevant jurisdictions. 
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9. Where a netting agreement provides that one or both parties may enter into 
transactions with each other under the agreement through any of its (or 
certain designated) branches, then all such branches included in the 
agreement will be considered to be located in relevant jurisdictions for the 
purpose of this guidance. 

10. Where a netting agreement involves more than one jurisdiction, a legal 
opinion is required for each to the effect that the agreement creates a single 
obligation in each currency or a single obligation to pay a net sum of cash in 
the event of default, bankruptcy, liquidation or similar circumstances. 

11. As mentioned above legal opinions should relate to the law of the jurisdiction 
in which the counterparty is organised (i.e. incorporated or resident).  
However, certain circumstances may arise where this requirement could be 
considered not to be applicable; for example where: 

- a firm has no assets or exposure in that jurisdiction; 

- any judgement obtained in that jurisdiction against a firm would not be 
enforceable under any of the rules in the UK relating to the 
enforcement of foreign judgements; or 

- there are no other factors rela ting to that jurisdiction which would affect 
the ability of a firm to make net payments as contemplated by the 
netting agreement. 

12. Where a firm believes that the law of the jurisdiction in which a counterparty is 
organised is not relevant, that point must be addressed in the legal opinion 
supporting the netting agreement.  The ability to exclude the law of the 
jurisdiction in which a counterparty is organised does not extend to the netting 
of those off balance sheet exposures listed in the Solvency Ratio Directive: 
the amendment to this directive (to permit netting) specifically requires this 
matter to be addressed in the legal opinion.  

13. It is recognised that, with certain aspects of the agreement, it may not be 
possible to obtain a definite opinion or that a positive opinion regarding 
enforceability of the netting agreement can only be obtained subject to certain 
assumptions and/or qualifications.  Where qualifications are made, they 
should be specific and their effect adequately explained.  In the same way, 
assumptions should be specific, of a factual nature (except in relation to 
matters subject to the law of a jurisdiction other than that covered by the 
opinion) and should be explained in the opinion. 

14. Legal opinions on netting agreements must be obtained from independent 
legal advisers with sufficient expertise and experience in this area of law.  
Opinions from in-house counsel will not be acceptable.  Where the regulator 
in the jurisdiction of the counterparty is satisfied that the netting agreement is 
not enforceable under the laws of that jurisdiction, the netting agreement 
cannot be relied upon regardless of the opinions obtained by a firm. 
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Compliance with the Legal Requirements 

15. It is the responsibility of firms to ensure that the legal requirements set out 
above are met (firms are to calculate CRR on the gross value of exposures to 
counterparties where this is not the case).  Firms do not need to apply to the 
FSA in order to net exposures.  Similarly, legal opinions on netting 
agreements and the agreements themselves are not required to be submitted 
to the FSA for approval.  The FSA will establish the existence of legal 
opinions and netting agreements when compliance with the above 
requirements is being monitored by its staff. 

16. Firms are expected to put procedures in place to ensure that the legal 
characteristics of netting arrangements are kept under review in light of 
possible changes in the relevant law. 

17. Firms are expected to maintain records demonstrating that, in relation to the 
legal requirements, the following considerations have been addressed: 

- the applicability of the netting agreement to the counterparties, 
jurisdictions and transactions involved; 

- the applicability of the opinions to the counterparties, jurisdictions and 
transactions involved; 

- where more than one jurisdiction is involved, the potential for conflicts 
in law; 

- all documentation is complete and still valid and that the agreement 
has been properly executed (i.e. that the acceptance of terms have 
been evidenced); 

- the nature and effect of any qualifications in the legal opinions and 
assessment that these do not impair the obligation to pay a net sum of 
cash in the event of default, bankruptcy, liquidation or similar 
circumstances; and  

- where an industry standard agreement is used upon which a generic 
legal opinion has been obtained, identification of those clauses which if 
altered during the course of negotiating the agreement would affect the 
right to offset.  Internal legal counsel is to evidence review of these 
agreements to ensure that the effectiveness of the set off clauses has 
not been altered directly or indirectly by virtue of other clauses being 
added or deleted.   

18. Firms are expected to hold a copy of the legal opinion and the agreement to 
which it relates. 

19. Firms are to net exposures within a particular rule on a FIFO basis.  Firms 
may net only current exposures and cannot net potential future exposures. 
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Cross-Product Netting 
Introduction 

The FSA will consider granting rule waivers in order to permit firms to take account 
of cross-product netting in the calculation of their Counterparty Risk Requirement 
(CRR) in instances where the FSA regards it appropriate. 

The current drafting of the FSA’s Financial Rules for securities and futures firms 
allows ‘similar’ types of transactions to be netted (where those transactions are 
covered by a valid netting agreement, with a supporting legal opinion).  In practice, 
‘similar’ has been defined as all transactions which fall within a particular CRR Rule 
treatment.  Thus, currently, for the calculation of CRR in relation to exposures to a 
counterparty which are covered by valid netting arrangements, a firm would be 
required to assess, for example, a net exposure for all derivative transactions with 
that counterparty and a separate net exposure for all repo type transactions with that 
counterparty.  

The FSA will consider granting waivers in accordance with SUP 8, though in general 
it will expect the following conditions to be met: 

 1. For the types of transaction which the firm is seeking to net, the firm 
must have the capability to monitor, and must in practice manage, the 
resultant exposures on a net basis.  

 2. All transactions which the firm is seeking to net must be covered by 
valid netting agreements and supported by legal opinions, in 
accordance with the requirements of the FSA's Financial Rules; and 

 3. Where underlying netting agreements are linked by a master netting 
agreement, the legal opinion must address the enforceability of the 
netting arrangements in their entirety; 

One factor that the FSA will consider in assessing whether a particular applicant 
meets these requirements is whether the firm has had the use of its ACMP 
sanctioned for the purposes of calculating CRR. 
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ANNEX D 
Amendments to IPRU(INV) 5 

 
A. In the glossary at appendix 1, after the definition of "group" insert: 

group of connected 
counterparties 

means: 

(a)  two or more natural or legal persons who constitute a single 
risk because one of them, directly or indirectly, has control 
over the other or others; or 

(b) two or more natural or legal persons between whom there is 
no relationship of control as in (a) but who are to be regarded 
as constituting a single risk because they are so 
interconnected that, if one of them were to experience 
financial problems, the other or all of the others would be 
likely to encounter difficulties in performing its or their 
obligations. 

 
B. In the glossary at appendix 1, after the definition of "ISD investment services" insert: 

large exposure means any exposure to a counterparty or group of connected 
counterparties which exceeds 10 per cent of a firm's own funds. 
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ANNEX E 
Amendments to IPRU(INV) 10 

 
A.  After 10-68 (1)(b) insert: 
 
 
  Note issuance and revolving underwriting facilities 

 R (2) A firm must calculate a requirement for each note 
issuance and revolving underwriting facility as 4% of the 
facility multiplied by the appropriate counterparty weight, 
where: 

    the date of commencement of the commitment is the 
date when the facility agreement becomes legally 
binding; and 

    the date of the maturity of the commitment is the date 
of termination of the facility agreement. 

 
 
B.  After 10-74(2)(b) insert: 

 
 G Firms may apply a reduced secondary requirement in the following cases: 

• The following non-trading book investments attract a reduced secondary 
requirement of 17%: 

• Gilts, US treasuries, EIB and World Bank  securities; 

• Listed Equities i.e. stocks that are constituents of the table of constituent 
indices in Appendix 49; 

• London Stock Exchange shares; 

• LCH: contributions to the Member Default Fund - Board Notice 352.  
Secondary Requirement need only be calculated as 92% of the excess of the 
value of the contribution over the 10% threshold (rule 10-74(2)(b), as opposed 
to 92% of the full value of the contribution.  (This concession is not a precedent 
which can be extended to other types of deposit); 

• LIFFE seats/shares: reduction only where the seat is unused by the firm or 
another lessee and is purely held for investment purposes; 

• Loans to the extent that the loan is secured by unencumbered acceptable 
collateral.   

Firms may apply for the Secondary Requirement to be reduced, giving reasons 
why the Secondary Requirement on illiquid assets should be reduced.   
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C. Delete the existing rule 10-80(6) and replace with: 
 
  Instruments for which no PRR treatment has been specified 

10-
80(6) 

R Where the firm has a position in an instrument for which no 
PRR treatment has been specified, it must calculate a PRR of an 
appropriate percentage of the current mark to market value of 
the position and the firm must immediately notify the FSA of the 
details of the instrument, the PRR calculated and the reasons 
for the calculation. 

 
 
 
D.  Delete the existing rule 10-120 and replace with: 
 
  COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT SCHEMES 

  Eligible collective investment schemes 

10-120 R (1) A firm must calculate the PRR for a position in an eligible 
collective investment scheme as the mark to market value 
of the firm’s aggregate position multiplied by: 

   (a) 8%, provided that: 

    (i) the scheme only invests in qualifying debt 
securities and qualifying deposits; 

    (ii) the maturities of qualifying debt securities does 
not exceed 2 years; and 

    (iii) any right to restrict the withdrawal of funds has 
not been exercised. 

   (b) 16 % in the case of other eligible collective 
investment schemes. 

  Other collective investment schemes 

  (2) (a) A firm must calculate the PRR for a position in any 
other collective investment scheme as the mark to 
market value of the firm’s aggregate position 
multiplied by 16%, provided that: 

    (i) 100% of the scheme funds are invested in liquid 
and readily realisable securities which are 
marketable investments or held in cash; 
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    (ii) the firm knows the underlying constituents of 
the scheme on a daily basis; 

    (iii) shares or units can be created or redeemed in 
exchange for underlying constituents; 

    (iv) investment in the scheme results in an 
equivalent or higher PRR than  the underlying 
constituents would attract if directly held; and 

    (v) any right to restrict the withdrawal of funds has 
not been exercised. 

   (b) A firm must calculate the PRR for a position in any 
other collective investment scheme as the mark to 
market value of the firm’s aggregate position 
multiplied by 100%. 

 G For the purposes of 10-120(1)(a), the scheme may invest in other financial 
instruments but for hedging purposes only. 

 
 
 
 
E.  In the glossary at appendix 1, after the definition of "EEA" insert: 
 

EEA parent means a firm's direct or indirect parent which is incorporated or 
has its head office in the EEA, or a firm's parent which is 
incorporated or has its head office outside the EEA but which in 
turn has a parent incorporated or which has its head office in the 
EEA; 

 
 
 
F.  Delete the existing Appendix 33 and replace with: 
 
Appendix 33 (exchanges) 

LIST OF RECOGNISED INVESTMENT, DESIGNATED INVESTMENT 
AND APPROVED EXCHANGES 

1 Recognised investment exchanges 

UK 

COREDEAL 
International Petroleum Exchange (IPE)  
Jiway 
London International Financial Futures and Options Exchange (LIFFE) 
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London Metal Exchange (LME)  
London Stock Exchange (LSE) 
OM London Exchange (formerly OMLX)  
virt-x (formerly Tradepoint)  

Overseas 

Cantor Financial Futures Exchange (CFFE) 

Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT)  

Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) 

Eurex Zurich  

NASDAQ  

New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX)  

New Zealand Futures and Options Exchange (NZFOE) 

Swiss Exchange (SWX) 

Sydney Futures Exchange (SFE) 

Warenterminborse Hannover 

2 Designated investment exchanges 

American Stock Exchange   

Australian Stock Exchange 

Bolsa Mexicana de Valores 

Bourse de Montreal Inc  

Chicago Board of Trade 

Chicago Board Options Exchange 

Chicago Stock Exchange 

Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange, Inc  

Euronext Amsterdam Commodities Market 

Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited 

International Securities Market Association  

Johannesburg Stock Exchange 

Kansas City Board of Trade 

Korea Stock Exchange 

MidAmerica Commodity Exchange  

Minneapolis Grain Exchange 

New York Cotton Exchange  

New York Futures Exchange  

New York Stock Exchange  

New Zealand Stock Exchange 

Osaka Securities Exchange 

Pacific Exchange   

Philadelphia Stock Exchange 

Singapore Exchange  

South African Futures Exchange (SAFEX)  

Tokyo International Financial Futures Exchange (TIFFE)  
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Tokyo Stock Exchange  

Toronto Stock Exchange 

3 Approved exchanges 

The following exchanges are approved for the purposes of the definition of 
“approved exchange” - 

Athens Stock Exchange (ASE)  

Barcelona Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Barcelona)  

Belgian Futures & Options Exchange (BELFOX)  

Berlin Stock Exchange (Berliner Börse) 

Bilbao Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Bilbao) 

BVLP (Bolsa de Valori de Lisbao e Porto) 

Bolsa de Mercadorios & Futures (BM&F)  

Boston Stock Exchange 

Bovespa (The São Paulo Stock Exchange)  

Bremen Stock Exchange (Bremer Wertpapierbörse) 

BVRJ (The Rio de Janeiro Stock Exchange)  

Cincinnati Stock Exchange 

Copenhagen Stock Exchange (Kobenhavns Fondsbors) 

Dusseldorf Stock Exchange (Rheinisch-Westfälische Börse zu Düsseldorf) 

Frankfurt Stock Exchange (Frankfurter Wertpapierbörse) 

Hannover (Niedersächsische Börse zu Hannover)  

Italian Exchange 

Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange 

Luxembourg Stock Exchange (Société de la Bourse de Luxembourg SA) 

Madrid Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Madrid) 

Mercato Italiano Futures (MIF)  

Munich Stock Exchange (Bayerische Börse in München) 

Nagoya Stock Exchange 

New Zealand Stock Exchange 

Oslo Stock Exchange (Oslo Bors) 

Stuttgart Stock Exchange (Baden-Würtembergische Wertpapierbörse zu Stuttgart)) 

Swiss Exchange (SWX) 

Taiwan Stock Exchange 

Tel Avi v Stock Exchange 

The Stock Exchange of Thailand  

Valencia Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores de Valencia) 
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G. Delete the existing appendix 57 and replace with: 
 

Appendix 57  

List of recognised exchanges and recognised 
clearing houses 

 
1  Recognised Exchanges  

American Stock Exchange LLC   
Athens Stock Exchange (ASE) - Thessaloniki Stock Exchange Centre (TSEC)  
Australian Stock Exchange Ltd.  
Baden-Wurttemberg Stock Exchange Stuttgart (Bayrische Börse)  
Barcelona Stock Exchange (La Bolsa de Valores de Barcelona)  
Bavarian Stock Exchange Munich (Bayrische Börse)  
Belgian Futures and Options Exchange (BELFOX)  
Berlin Stock Exchange (Berliner Wertpapierbörse) 
Bilbao Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Bilbao) 
Bolsa de Valores de Lisboa e Porto (BVLP) 
Bourse de Montréal  
Bremen Stock Exchange (Bremer Wertpapierbörse)  
Canadian Venture Exchange  
Chicago Board of Trade  
Chicago Board Options Exchange Inc.   
Chicago Mercantile Exchange 
Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange 
Copenhagen Stock Exchange (Københavns Fondsbørs)  
Eurex Deutschland  
Eurex Zurich  
Euronext Amsterdam Commodity Market 
Euronext Amsterdam NV  
Euronext Brussels Ltd.  
Euronext Paris SA  
Frankfurt Stock Exchange (Frankfurter Wertpapierbörse)  
Hanseatic Stock Exchange Hamburg (Hanseatische Wertpapierbörse Hamburg)  
Helsinki Exchanges  
Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing  
International Petroleum Exchange of London Ltd. 
Irish Stock Exchange  
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Italian Exchange  
Kansas City Board of Trade 
London International Financial Futures and Options Exchange (LIFFE)  
London Metal Exchange Ltd.  
London Stock Exchange Ltd.  
Luxembourg Stock Exchange (Société de la Bourse de Luxembourg SA) 
Madrid Stock Exchange (La Bolsa de Valores de Madrid)  
MEFF Renta Fija 
MEFF Renta Variable  
Mercato Italiano Derivati (IDEM)  
Mercato Italiano Futures (MIF)  
Munich Stock Exchange (Bayerische Borse in Munchen) 
Nagoya Stock Exchange  
Nasdaq Stock Exchange  
New York Mercantile Exchange 
New York Stock Exchange  
OM London  
OM Stockholm Exchange  
Osaka Securities Exchanges  
Oslo Stock Exchange (Oslo Bors)  
Pacific Exchange  
Rhine-Westphalian Stock Exchange Dusseldorf (Rheinisch-Westfälische Börse zu 
Dûsseldorf)  
Singapore Exchange  
Stock Exchange of Lower Saxony Hannover (Niedersächsische Börse zu Hannover)  
Sydney Futures Exchange  
Tokyo International Financial Futures Exchange  
Tokyo Stock Exchange  
Toronto Stock Exchange  
Valencia Stock Exchange (La Bolsa de Valores de Valencia)  
Wiener Borse AG  

 

2 Clearing Houses 

ASX Settlement and Transfer Corporation Pty Ltd (ASTC)  
Austrian Kontroll Bank (OKB)  
Board of Trade Clearing Corporation  
Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia S.p.A (CCG) 
Commodity Clearing Corporation  
Emerging Markets Clearing Corporation  
FUTOP Clearing Centre (FUTOP Clearingcentralen A/S) 
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Hong Kong Futures Exchange Clearing Corporation Ltd  
Hong Kong Securities Clearing Company Ltd  
Kansas City Board of Trade Clearing Corporation  
London Clearing House (LCH)  
Norwegian Futures & Options Clearing House (Norsk Oppsjonssentral A.S. (NOS))  
N.V. Nederlandse Liquidatiekas (NLKKAS)  
OM Stockholm Exchange 
Options Clearing Corporation  
Options Clearing House Pty Ltd (OCH)  
Sydney Futures Exchange Clearing House (SFECH Ltd)  
TNS Clearing Pty Ltd (TNSC)  

 
H. After the end of appendix 59 insert: 
 
Appendix 62 

NETTING 

Similar Types of Transactions 

The rules set out the requirements to be met by firms before offsetting exposures in 
‘similar types of transactions’ with a counterparty (i.e. being those transactions falling 
under a particular counterparty risk rule).  The netting of exposures within a 
particular rule is to be applied on a first in first out basis.  

 

Derivative Transactions 

Firms may offset the negative replacement cost on written OTC options against the 
positive replacement cost of OTC purchased options with the same counterparty.   

 

Guidance On The Netting Of Counterparty Exposures 

Introduction 

1. This appendix contains guidance on the requirements to be attained in order 
for firms to net counterparty exposures assessed under the following areas. 
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Subject 

Cash against documents transactions 

Free deliveries of securities 

Repurchase and reverse repurchase, securities lending and 
borrowing and sale and buy back agreements 

Derivative transactions 

Other amounts owed to a firm arising out of trading book business 

 

Scope 

2. The guidance applies to any firm subject to the CRR rules and which takes 
advantage of the netting provisions contained therein. 

 

Background 

3. Agreements which can effect set-off of counterparty exposures exist in two 
forms: 

(a)  novation agreements (referred as netting by novation) which replace 
existing contracts with one new contract and therefore can only be 
used to cover similar transactions with payments in the same currency 
for the same value dates; and  

(b)  netting agreements which can be used to cover transactions of very 
different types. 

The guidance below applies to both novation agreements and netting agreements. 

 

Principles of Offset 

4. Before offsetting exposures in similar types of transactions with a counterparty 
a firm must have a contractual netting agreement with that counterparty 
which: 

(a)   covers the transactions which the firm is seeking to net; 

(b)   creates a single obligation in each currency or a single obligation to 
pay a net sum of cash in the event of default, bankruptcy, liquidation or 
similar circumstances; 

(c)   does not include a walkaway clause; and 
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(d)   is supported by written and reasoned independent legal opinions to the 
effect that, in the event of a legal challenge, the relevant courts would 
find the firm’s exposure to be the single net amount mentioned in (b) 
above. 

 

Statement of Law on Netting  

5. The prerequisite of holding a netting agreement supported by an independent 
legal opinion in order to offset exposures is not required where the Financial 
Law Panel’s (November 1993) Statement of Law on netting applies.  This 
Statement of Law indicates that under English law rule 4-90 of the Insolvency 
Rules 1986 imposes a requirement for complete set-off of transactions 
between parties incorporated in England and Wales, provided the 
transactions are mutual (i.e. credits, debts or claims arise from dealings 
between the same parties and that the parties are acting in the same 
capacity).  Furthermore, it indicates that set-off is mandatory, applies whether 
or not there is any contractual entitlement to set-off and cannot be excluded 
by agreement between the parties. 

6. As mentioned above mutuality is required in order for there to be complete 
set-off of transactions.  Accordingly, firms are expected to have procedures in 
place to identify the counterparty and the capacity in which the counterparty is 
acting.  Firms proposing to rely on the Statement of Law on netting must 
satisfy themselves of the appropriateness of such reliance and, where in 
doubt, obtain legal advice.  It is important to note that Insolvency Rule 4.90 
does not apply to building societies, statutory organisations generally, mutual 
societies, partnerships and individuals. 

 

Legal Requirements 

7. Legal opinions will be needed for the: 

- law of the jurisdiction in which the counterparty is organised; 

- law of the jurisdiction in which any branch involved is located; 

- law that governs the agreement and, if different, the law that governs 
individual transactions pursuant to it; and 

-  law that governs the legal status of the counterparty who is entering 
into transactions of the type which the firm is seeking to net. 

 

8. Where a firm uses an industry standard agreement which contains netting/set-
off clauses the firm may rely only on a legal opinion relating to the netting/set-
off clauses in that standard agreement where no amendment has been made 
to the agreement which would materially affect these clauses and where the 
legal opinion addresses the capacity of counterparties of the type with which 
the firm wishes to contract, the contract type and the relevant jurisdictions. 
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9. Where a netting agreement provides that one or both parties may enter into 
transactions with each other under the agreement through any of its (or 
certain designated) branches, then all such branches included in the 
agreement will be considered to be located in relevant jurisdictions for the 
purpose of this guidance. 

10. Where a netting agreement involves more than one jurisdiction, a legal 
opinion is required for each to the effect that the agreement creates a single 
obligation in each currency or a single obligation to pay a net sum of cash in 
the event of default, bankruptcy, liquidation or similar circumstances. 

11. As mentioned above legal opinions should relate to the law of the jurisdiction 
in which the counterparty is organised (i.e. incorporated or resident).  
However, certain circumstances may arise where this requirement could be 
considered not to be applicable; for example where: 

- a firm has no assets or exposure in that jurisdiction; 

- any judgement obtained in that jurisdiction against a firm would not be 
enforceable under any of the rules in the UK relating to the 
enforcement of foreign judgements; or 

- there are no other factors relating to that jurisdiction which would affect 
the ability of a firm to make net payments as contemplated by the 
netting agreement. 

12. Where a firm believes that the law of the jurisdiction in which a counterparty is 
organised is not relevant, that point must be addressed in the legal opinion 
supporting the netting agreement.  The ability to exclude the law of the 
jurisdiction in which a counterparty is organised does not extend to the netting 
of those off balance sheet exposures listed in the Solvency Ratio Directive: 
the amendment to this directive (to permit netting) specifically requires this 
matter to be addressed in the legal opinion.  

13. It is recognised that, with certain aspects of the agreement, it may not be 
possible to obtain a definite opinion or that a positive opinion regarding 
enforceability of the netting agreement can only be obtained subject to certain 
assumptions and/or qualifications.  Where qualifications are made, they 
should be specific and their effect adequately explained.  In the same way, 
assumptions should be specific, of a factual nature (except in relation to 
matters subject to the law of a jurisdiction other than that covered by the 
opinion) and should be explained in the opinion. 

14. Legal opinions on netting agreements must be obtained from independent 
legal advisers with sufficient expertise and experience in this area of law.  
Opinions from in-house counsel will not be acceptable.  Where the regulator 
in the jurisdiction of the counterparty is satisfied that the netting agreement is 
not enforceable under the laws of that jurisdiction, the netting agreement 
cannot be relied upon regardless of the opinions obtained by a firm. 
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Compliance with the Legal Requirements 

15. It is the responsibility of firms to ensure that the legal requirements set out 
above are met (firms are to calculate CRR on the gross value of exposures to 
counterparties where this is not the case).  Firms do not need to apply to the 
FSA in order to net exposures.  Similarly, legal opinions on netting 
agreements and the agreements themselves are not required to be submitted 
to the FSA for approval.  The FSA will establish the existence of legal 
opinions and netting agreements when compliance with the above 
requirements is being monitored by its staff. 

16. Firms are expected to put procedures in place to ensure that the legal 
characteristics of netting arrangements are kept under review in light of 
possible changes in the relevant law. 

17. Firms are expected to maintain records demonstrating that, in relation to the 
legal requirements, the following considerations have been addressed: 

- the applicability of the netting agreement to the counterparties, 
jurisdictions and transactions involved; 

- the applicability of the opinions to the counterparties, jurisdictions and 
transactions involved; 

- where more than one jurisdiction is involved, the potential for conflicts 
in law; 

- all documentation is complete and still valid and that the agreement 
has been properly executed (i.e. that the acceptance of terms have 
been evidenced); 

- the nature and effect of any qualifications in the legal opinions and 
assessment that these do not impair the obligation to pay a net sum of 
cash in the event of default, bankruptcy, liquidation or similar 
circumstances; and  

- where an industry standard agreement is used upon which a generic 
legal opinion has been obtained, identification of those clauses which if 
altered during the course of negotiating the agreement would affect the 
right to offset.  Internal legal counsel is to evidence review of these 
agreements to ensure that the effectiveness of the set off clauses has 
not been altered directly or indirectly by virtue of other clauses being 
added or deleted.   

18. Firms are expected to hold a copy of the legal opinion and the agreement to 
which it relates. 

19. Firms are to net exposures within a particular rule on a FIFO basis.  Firms 
may net only current exposures and cannot net potential future exposures. 
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Cross-Product Netting 
Introduction 

The FSA will consider granting rule waivers in order to permit firms to take account 
of cross-product netting in the calculation of their Counterparty Risk Requirement 
(CRR) in instances where the FSA regards it appropriate. 

The current drafting of the FSA’s Financial Rules for securities and futures firms 
allows ‘similar’ types of transactions to be netted (where those transactions are 
covered by a valid netting agreement, with a supporting legal opinion).  In practice, 
‘similar’ has been defined as all transactions which fall within a particular CRR Rule 
treatment.  Thus, currently, for the calculation of CRR in relation to exposures to a 
counterparty which are covered by valid netting arrangements, a firm would be 
required to assess, for example, a net exposure for all derivative transactions with 
that counterparty and a separate net exposure for all repo type transactions with that 
counterparty.  

The FSA will consider granting waivers in accordance with SUP 8, though in general 
it will expect the following conditions to be met: 

 1. For the types of transaction which the firm is seeking to net, the firm 
must have the capability to monitor, and must in practice manage, the 
resultant exposures on a net basis.  

 2. All transactions which the firm is seeking to net must be covered by 
valid netting agreements and supported by legal opinions, in 
accordance with the requirements of the FSA's Financial Rules; and 

 3. Where underlying netting agreements are linked by a master netting 
agreement, the legal opinion must address the enforceability of the 
netting arrangements in their entirety; 

One factor that the FSA will consider in assessing whether a particular applicant 
meets these requirements is whether the firm has had the use of its ACMP 
sanctioned for the purposes of calculating CRR. 
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Appendix 63 

GUIDANCE ON CREDIT DERIVATIVES 
THIS APPENDIX APPLIES TO FIRMS WHICH TAKE, OR INTEND TO TAKE, 
POSITIONS IN CREDIT DERIVATIVE PRODUCTS 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the past few years, there has been an increasing amount of interest and activity 
in credit derivatives, a class of products that includes credit-linked notes, total return 
swaps and default options and swaps. For at least some of these products, the 
commodity being traded is ‘pure’ credit risk. Through these instruments firms are no 
longer seeking to contain a risk which is incurred as a by-product of their mainstream 
trading activity, but are increasingly moving towards trading that very risk.  The FSA 
requires firms to operate robust internal control systems; the advent of credit 
derivatives highlights the need for increased vigilance in the assessment, monitoring 
and control of market risk, credit risk and operational risk. The primary purpose of 
this Appendix is to underscore the importance of internal control procedures, 
particularly in circumstances where firms are trading new risks, or new 
combinations of risk. 

In addition, this Appendix gives some general guidance on capital issues. The non-
homogeneity of products under the umbrella term ‘credit derivatives’ makes it difficult 
for the FSA to write explicit rules which cover all circumstances. Furthermore, an 
apparently small change in contract specification might require a significant change 
in capital treatment. Matters are further complicated by constraints on regulatory 
capital treatment imposed by European Directives. 

To date, the FSA has provided guidance to firms on an ad-hoc basis, and it intends 
to continue with this practice for the time being.  That said, the FSA is able to give a 
flavour of the capital treatments by way of the brief explanations and examples 
below. This should not, however, be taken as a definitive guide. Any firm which has 
positions in credit derivatives, or intends to acquire such positions, should 
seek advice from the FSA on the capital to be set aside for regulatory 
purposes. 

INTERNAL CONTROL ISSUES 

Most of the risks to which credit derivatives give rise are familiar, as the same types 
of risk are present in longer-established instruments.  However, they may be present 
in different combinations in new credit products, and this can add challenges to the 
manner in which risk is measured, monitored and controlled.  For this reason it is of 
particular importance that any firm engaging in credit derivatives, or one which is 
intending to undertake such activity, considers whether additions or amendments to 
established procedures and control routines are required in order to capture and 
monitor the particular combinations of risks inherent in the products they intend to 
trade. 
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The following remarks are not intended as an exhaustive review of the matters which 
firms may need to address in considering the control of their credit derivatives 
business, but are merely illustrative of some of the issues which are pertinent. While 
they relate primarily to credit default type products, many of the considerations will 
be equally applicable to other credit derivative structures. Firms should also note that 
procedures for the control of credit derivatives cannot be viewed in isolation: they 
must mesh seamlessly with the procedures in place for the control of other forms of 
risk. 

New product approval 

Before a firm enters into any new type of business, it must ensure that it has in place 
systems and controls that are adequate to record and monitor the risks of that 
business. Control issues should be addressed by the firm’s senior management, 
although the level and nature of the controls to be considered during the new product 
approval process will depend on a variety of factors, including the type and volume 
of business that will be entered into. 

Among the factors which should be considered during the new product process are 
the following - 

• whether the new business falls within the risk appetite of the firm, as established 
by the Board or equivalent management body; 

• an exact description of the type of products to be introduced; 

• accounting policies (which firms may wish to discuss with their external auditors); 

• valuation methodology, and systems for ensuring that this policy is adhered to;  

• authority and level of knowledge of risk managers and/or independent price-
checkers; 

• format and content of risk reports; 

• limits, and systems for measuring and monitoring usage of those limits; 

• type of documentation to be used, and other legal risks; 

• clearing and settlement procedures; 

• adequacy of the firm’s computer systems for representing the new transaction 
type(s); 

• reliance on key staff; 

• risks arising from the remuneration strategy. 

Senior management should approve the procedures and controls and management 
at all levels must understand and enforce them. 

Risk appetite 

It is crucial that a firm understands the risks to which credit derivatives give rise, and 
that resulting exposures are consistent with the overall risk appetite of the firm, as 
approved by the Board or equivalent management body.  At the highest level, firms 
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will need to consider their objectives in using such instruments. Are they buying and 
selling credit protection in order to diversify or hedge their portfolio of credit risk? Are 
they offering credit protection to others, thereby incurring risks which may need to be 
hedged? Are they seeking to make a turn from buying and selling credit protection?  
Or, as is most likely, a mixture of all three?  The level of control required will, as ever, 
be a function of the trading strategy. 

Understanding the products 

Although many of risks to which credit derivatives give rise are familiar, it is important 
to understand the significant differences between these instruments and more 
traditional products of a similar nature.  

For example, many commentators have drawn parallels between credit derivatives 
and products such as guarantees or insurance.  While some credit derivatives exhibit 
many of the characteristics of both of these instruments, it is important to recognise a 
credit derivative as a product in its own right with its own set of associated risks.  An 
over-reliance on similarities between products can lead to the obscuring of genuine 
differences between their risk characteristics. 

Many default options have an economic structure similar to that of guarantees: if 
issuer A defaults in the repayment on maturity of a bond held by Firm X, Firm X can 
immediately put the defaulted bond to Firm Y at par in exchange for full payment. It 
is tempting to see this as analogous to a first on demand guarantee, where on a 
default by the guaranteed party the guarantor pays the guaranteed party’s debt as if 
it were its own.  

However, there is a strong argument that the legal risk in the derivative transaction is 
greater than that in the guarantee, since guarantee documentation has been tested 
in the courts over centuries, whereas the default option documentation is as yet 
untried.  It can therefore be argued that while the economic intent may be similar in 
the two products, there is greater risk engendered by following the credit derivative 
path rather than the well-trodden guarantee route. 

Given that the market is still in a fairly early stage of development, and that 
structures and terminologies are not yet standardised, participants should be aware 
of the transactional risks involved and ensure that they have fully understood (and 
exchanged confirmation of) the exact commercial terms of the transactions entered 
into. 

Credit approval 

Firms will need to consider the mechanisms in place for approval of the acquisition of 
credit risk.  Will the sale of credit protection be subject to appropriate levels of credit 
approval, and will the process be the same as that for other credit exposures the firm 
incurs?  Is the approval process separate from the dealing function?  Are those 
making the decisions fully aware of the particular risks of credit derivatives?  It would 
plainly be dangerous for product originators, whose prime motivation will often be the 
provision of innovative financial engineering solutions for clients, to be committing 
the firm to acquiring risk, without the nature of that risk being fully understood, and 
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consequently approved, by those responsible for the protection of the firm’s assets.  
There may be a need for education of those making credit decisions in the peculiar 
risks inherent in credit derivatives, particularly if the decision to incur risk is truly to 
be kept separate (in management terms) from those who are trading it.  

Mismatches and imperfect hedges 

In documenting credit derivatives, firms should review the degree to which default 
criteria match in the reference asset and the derivative. In the simplest asset 
structures, mere failure to pay constitutes default; if this is matched in the derivative 
the credit hedge is clearly highly effective.  If, alternatively, further conditionality is 
imposed in the default criteria of the derivative - for example, the payoff is triggered 
only when a payment has failed and this fact has become public and the price of the 
underlying has been affected by more than a certain amount - then the hedge is less 
effective. 

Consideration should also be given to maturity mismatches.  Where the underlying 
credit exposure continues beyond the maturity of the hedge, firms may wish to 
consider the appropriate exposure reporting treatment.  For example, where the 
underlying credit risk is deteriorating, and default is considered probable, but not 
before the expiry of any protection held, is it prudent to consider the risk to be 
transferred at all?  Arguably not only is the risk not transferred, but firms should be 
giving consideration to provisioning. 

Where firms sell credit protection, the question of the firm’s rights in a receivership or 
bankruptcy will be crucial.  For example, if a firm receives an underlying bond when it 
is called under any protection sold, then it will clearly have rights in any eventual 
receivership.  However, a structure where a firm merely undertakes to pay an 
amount to a protection buyer in the event of the default of the reference asset, and 
the protection seller acquires no rights in bankruptcy against the defaulting party, will 
have a wholly different risk profile. 

The degree of correlation between the default of the reference asset and that of the 
protection seller must be considered.  Where the two are highly correlated, it will 
plainly be inappropriate to regard the risk as effectively transferred.  Would it be 
prudent to consider exposure to a sovereign issuer to be reduced by the purchase of 
protection from an entity located in the same country?  Is protection sold by a 
subsidiary a valid hedge against a parent company exposure?  (In the latter case 
firms may also wish to consider any legal restrictions which there may be on the 
support of parent companies by subsidiaries). 

None of the foregoing is to say that firms should not enter in to imperfect credit 
hedges, merely that they should be aware of the risks involved in doing so, and 
ensure that these are reflected in the monitoring and review procedures applied. 

Monitoring of credit exposures 

A firm’s systems must be capable of aggregating credit exposures arising from credit 
derivatives with other exposures to a given entity.  Furthermore, systems must be 
capable of reflecting the “dual” credit risk exhibited by many credit derivatives: where 
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protection is bought for an asset held in the firm’s portfolio, the firm has credit 
exposure both to the issuer of the reference asset and to the protection seller.  
Similarly, where cash flows are swapped, a firm may acquire a dual risk, depending 
on the exact nature of the structure.  Firms should ensure that they have monitoring 
systems which are capable of reflecting this dual risk, so that exposure to both the 
issuer of the reference asset and to the protection seller can be monitored. 

Credit review and provisioning procedures 

In considering the ongoing credit review of exposures, firms will again need to 
address the dual nature of the exposure to which most credit derivatives give rise.  
They will need to review both the financial strength of the underlying credit risk and 
the creditworthiness of the protection seller from whom protection has been bought.  
In this regard firms may wish to investigate fully the rights they have to financial 
information on the underlying credit risk and whether any restrictions in access to 
information would put a seller of protection at a disadvantage compared to a holder 
of the underlying credit risk, and whether any such disadvantage significantly alters 
the risk profile.  Plainly where there is a lack of transparency, and firms may not be 
party to information which holders of the reference asset may receive, there will be a 
need for greater vigilance in monitoring. 

Traditionally, securities houses have rarely become involved in “work outs”.  
However, where firms become the ultimate bearer of the credit risk of a certain 
counterparty, they will need to consider whether they have the necessary expertise 
in insolvency to make the best recovery possible.  While it can be argued that even 
defaulted instruments can be sold “at a price”, such a sale may result in greater 
financial loss than if the firm managed the recovery itself.  

Scenario testing 

It is important that any firm which incurs significant trading risk undertakes a rigorous 
and comprehensive programme of scenario testing covering all major types of risk, 
including market risk, credit risk and operational risk.  Routine scenario testing 
should be undertaken in order to aid the measurement and control of risks in ‘normal’ 
circumstances.  In addition ‘stress’ scenarios should be designed to test the potential 
for losses under extreme conditions, or to highlight possible risk control problems 
that may arise. These should include - 

• abnormal market movements; 

• periods of inactivity or illiquidity; and 

• the break-down of key assumptions. 

Individual firms will need to devise tests which are meaningful to their particular 
situations; in each case the criteria should explicitly identify plausible events or 
influences to which the firm could be exposed.  Of crucial importance in the case of 
credit derivatives is that the results should be capable of clear interpretation even 
where, by the very nature of the instruments, the distinction between market risk and 
credit risk becomes somewhat blurred. In addition, credit pricing is evolving as the 
derivatives market develops, and subjective judgements may need to be made in 
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order to price or mark to market these instruments, which may in turn affect the 
performance of the hedge.  Such judgements should be routinely reviewed and their 
potential effect included within the scenario testing.  

The results of scenario testing should be regularly communicated to senior 
management, and to the Board or equivalent body, and should be reflected in the 
policies and limits set by management. 

Reality testing 

The essence of reality testing is the comparison of actual trading results with 
expected outcomes. Firms are familiar with the idea of checking whether their 
assumptions about the direction of markets have held, but have been slower to apply 
similar techniques to credit spreads, ratings migration and default.  

Any firm which incurs credit risk in its trading activities should ensure that it has a 
mechanism to test whether, and to what extent, its assumptions have been robust. 
There should also be a recognised route for the results of reality testing to feed back 
into the process governing the way in which the firm limits its risk-taking activity. 

REGULATORY CAPITAL TREATMENT 

Some of the products which are by common consent termed credit derivatives are 
covered by the FSA’s rules (for example, options on an individual bond or equity).  
Other instruments, however, show characteristics of a type not explicitly covered by 
the rules, and for these products the FSA has in the past provided guidance on an 
ad-hoc, though consistent basis. Both the credit derivatives market, and indeed the 
international regulatory capital regime, are evolving, and the FSA does not believe it 
is appropriate at this stage to propose rule changes to accommodate the full range of 
new products.  

The following paragraphs outline the general approach which the FSA will follow, 
and show the way in which capital charges might be calculated for some given 
examples of transactions.  However, any firm with a position in a credit derivative 
product should seek guidance on its treatment from the FSA.  There is as yet 
little standardisation of products, and an apparently small difference in specification 
might require a significant change in capital treatment.  Furthermore, the FSA is 
constrained by the requirements of the Capital Adequacy Directive, and associated 
pieces of legislation; it is possible that what seems a common-sense approach could 
be illegal. 

Mark to market 

Valuation is fundamental to the question of capital adequacy, as it has a direct effect 
on firms’ financial resources.  The FSA requires marking on a ‘close-out’ basis - a 
long position should be valued at the bid side of the market, and a short position at 
the offered side.  Where a product is illiquid, the bid-offer spread available in the 
market will tend to be wide, and this must be reflected in the mark to market value.  
Firms are also required to take account of factors such as the size of the position.  
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For example, if the size is larger that that for which a market bid-offer spread would 
hold, the spread must be widened to take account of this. 

Credit derivatives offer certain additional challenges to the valuation process, but the 
FSA believes that the principles remain the same.  There are many products 
commonly traded by authorised firms which, because of their peculiar 
characteristics, are complex to value, but which the FSA nonetheless requires to be 
marked to market.  In all cases, the valuation must reflect the level at which a firm 
realistically expects to be able to liquidate the position.  Where there is any 
uncertainty, the overriding principle is that of prudence.  

Notwithstanding this, the reliability of the pricing process for some credit default 
products may leave regulators with a residual concern.  For this reason, a firm’s 
proposed methodology for marking to market must be agreed with the FSA. In 
extreme cases, the FSA may require extra buffers to be included in the valuation, 
and may even restrict any unrealised profit from inclusion in a firm’s financial 
resources. 

For the sake of clarity it should be noted that all credit derivatives must be marked to 
market, whether or not they are trading book positions, and that they must be 
marked on a close-out basis. 

Trading book/non-trading book 

The FSA believes that it is likely that most credit derivative transactions entered into 
by firms will be trading book items, and will therefore be subject to PRR and CRR.  
Some firms are aiming to develop a two-way market, and others have bought 
protection for specific assets or asset classes in their trading book.  Where a credit 
derivative position is clearly not a trading book item, it will be subject to a liquidity 
adjustment of either 100% or 8% (depending on which method a firm uses to 
calculate its financial resources). 

Position Risk Requirement 

Most credit derivative products can be slotted into the standard calculation 
methodologies (i.e. equity methods 1-4, and interest rate methods 1-3).  The PRR 
calculation is divided into two distinct parts, being ‘general market risk’ and ‘specific 
risk’.  Some credit default products may not give rise to general market risk; where 
this is the case, instruments are likely to incur only the specific risk component of the 
relevant PRR charge.  
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 Example 1: Credit default option 

 Firm A purchases option from Firm B. 

 

 A Credit Event is defined in terms of the default of XYZ Co. 8% 
notes 1999. Should a Credit Event occur, Firm B will pay Firm A 
£1m against delivery of £1m nominal of XYZ Co. 8% notes 1999. 

 

 For firm A - 

 General market risk:  Nil 

 Specific risk:  PRA of reference asset * nominal amount 

 

  

Where the default protection is embedded in a credit-linked note issued by a third 
party, it is likely that both general market risk and specific risk charges will apply. 
Since there is a dual issuer risk, two specific risk charges should be calculated. 

 

 Example 2: Credit-linked note 

 Firm A holds a note issued by ABC Co, maturity 5 years, coupon 
8%. 

 

 Should a Credit Event occur, the note is terminated. The Credit 
Event is defined in terms of the default of a bond issued by a third 
party - XYZ Co. 

 

 General market risk:  5 year PRA for relevant currency * mark to 
market value of  note. 

  Specific risk:  (PRA ABC Co + PRA XYZ Co) * mark to 
market value of  note. 

  

 

A total return swap should be treated as two notional positions, representing 
respectively the interest rate leg, and a position in the reference asset. 
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 Example 3: Total return swap 

 

 Firm A pays 3 months LIBOR and any price depreciation on 100 
XYZ Co shares; 

 Firm B pays dividend and any price appreciation on 100 XYZ Co 
shares. 

 

 Firm A: short debt equivalent position at three months; long equity 
equivalent position in 100 XYZ Co. 

 

 Firm B: long debt equivalent position at three months; short equity 
equivalent position in 100 XYZ Co. 

 

 

Firms are reminded that if they are in any doubt as to the appropriate PRR treatment 
for any position or exposure, they should seek guidance from the FSA. 

Offset for capital adequacy purposes 

The Capital Adequacy Directive allows the competent authorities to recognise certain 
offsets for general market risk, but requires that the specific risk charge is applied to 
gross positions.  

 

Where a position in a credit derivative has been represented as a notional debt or 
equity position, it automatically becomes eligible for the netting provisions set out in 
10-83 and 10-102. 
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 Example 4: Total return swap + hedge 

 

 Firm A pays 3 months LIBOR and any price depreciation on 100 
XYZ Co shares; 

 Firm B pays any price appreciation and dividends on 100 XYZ Co 
shares. 

 

 Firm A is short 100 shares in XYZ Co. 

 

 Firm A’s long equity equivalent position arising from the swap may 
be netted with its short position, giving rise to a zero PRR for the 
equity position. 

 

 PRR must still be calculated on the LIBOR leg. 

 

  

Where a firm has a position in a credit default product that incurs only a specific risk 
charge, together with a position in the reference asset, the FSA may permit the two 
specific risk charges to be offset, provided that the credit events specified in the 
default product are to all intents and purposes the same as those specified for the 
reference asset. 

 Example 5: Credit default option + position in reference asset 

 Firm A holds option described in example 1. 

 Firm A is long £1m nominal XYZ Co. 8% notes 1999. 

 

 General market risk:  2 year PRA for relevant currency * mark to 
market   value of bond. 

 Specific risk:  nil  

  

  

There may be other circumstances in which it is both legal and appropriate to 
recognise the hedging benefits of certain credit derivatives. Firms are encouraged 
to discuss individual strategies with the FSA. 
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Counterparty risk requirement 

OTC credit derivatives, whether structured as swaps or options, give rise to 
counterparty risk. CRR for most credit derivative transactions will fall under rule 10-
174: the appropriate part of Table 10-174(3) to be used in calculating the ‘credit 
equivalent amount’ should be determined by the nature of the reference asset. 

  

 Example 6: Credit default option 

 Firm A purchases from Firm B the option described in Example 1. 

 

  

 Credit equivalent amount = replacement cost + £50,000 [i.e. 0.5% 
of £1m] 

 

  

 

Some firms may use credit derivatives to reduce their exposure to a counterparty. 
EU law does not permit the recognition of such hedging in all cases, but the FSA is 
prepared to consider on a case-by-case basis whether the protection provider may 
be substituted for the counterparty for the purposes of the CRR rules. Firms 
wishing to investigate this possibility should contact the FSA. 

Large exposures 

Exposures incurred in both buying and writing credit derivatives should of course be 
taken into account for the purposes of calculating a firm’s large exposures 
requirement. Where a firm holds an asset together with a hedge that is recognised 
as such by the FSA, it may choose to calculate its large exposures capital 
requirement in terms either of the exposure to the underlying or of the exposure to 
the entity providing the protection. This is not an entirely free choice, however: firms 
must be consistent in how they view credit protection. For example, if the protection 
has been taken into account when calculating PRR, an exposure to the provider 
must be reflected for large exposures purposes.  

For the purposes of internal and regulatory monitoring of large exposures, the 
exposure to both the reference asset and to the protection provider should be 
indicated. 

 

Multiple name risk 

Where a firm is exposed to issuer risk of more than one issuer, for example where 
writing a credit default derivative which pays out on the default any one of a number 
of specified instruments: in general PRR should be calculated with reference to the 
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aggregate of the specific risk weightings of the instruments in the reference basket 
(ie. on an additive basis). 

However, in cases where the derivative instrument/credit linked note has been 
afforded a credit rating by a ‘relevant agency’ which accords with the definition of 
‘qualifying debt security’ firms may apply to the FSA to use the relevant single 
specific risk weighting from Appendix 53. 

 

Risk assessment models 

In the light of the forthcoming CADII package of directives, firms may also wish to 
consider whether to approach the FSA for permission to use an appropriate risk 
assessment model as the basis for calculating regulatory capital requirements. 

 

SPECIFIC RISK TREATMENT OF CREDIT DERIVATIVES 

Introduction 

The following guidance is to clarify the specific risk treatments applicable to ‘plain 
vanilla’ credit derivatives such as credit default products, total return swaps and 
credit-linked notes.  

Where a firm has a position in a more complex credit derivative instrument for which 
no PRR treatment has been specified, the firm must immediately seek guidance from 
the FSA.  Until an appropriate treatment has been determined a PRR of 100% of the 
current mark to market value of the position must be applied. 

Default Events 

The following guidance applies only in circumstances where the default events, as 
drafted under the terms of the credit derivative, match those relating to the 
underlying reference asset.  If default events are different, no hedging benefit should 
be recognised. 

Specific Risk 

Specific interest rate risk is the risk that the price of a specific security will change 
relative to prices of securities generally.  Such a change is generally attributable to a 
change in the perceived creditworthiness of the issuer. 

Credit derivatives are represented as a notional long or short position in the specific risk of 
the reference asset.  If premium or interest payments are due under the swap, these 
cashflows are represented as a notional position in a Zone A government bond with the 
appropriate fixed or floating rate coupon. 

Netting 
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A firm may net long and short positions in the same equity, debt and derivative 
instruments (under Chapter 10 rule 10-83 for equities based instruments and rule 10-
102 for interest-rate based products) before the specific risk charge is applied to the 
resultant net long or short position.  Instruments are considered to be the same 
where the issuer is the same, they have equivalent ranking in liquidation, and 
the currency, coupon and maturity are the same.  These netting criteria are taken 
from Annex I (Position Risk) of the Capital Adequacy Directive (“CAD I”) 

Specific risk offset 

Firms may net notional specific risk positions in reference assets resulting from credit 
derivative positions against actual positions in the reference asset or other notional 
positions created by other credit derivatives providing the conditions set out in rules 
10-83 or 10-102 are met (see ‘Netting’ above). 

Example 1 

A firm holds a position of £10mn nominal of XYZ Ltd 6% 2004 bond.  The firm has 
bought protection (short credit risk) on this bond with a £10mn notional credit default 
swap referenced to this bond.  The maturity of the credit default swap is 2004. 

Under rule 10-102(1) the firm may net the notional position in specific risk created as 
a result of the swap against the actual position in the bond leaving a flat position.  
Therefore no specific risk charge is incurred. As credit default products do not attract 
a general market risk charge, general market risk is calculated on the cash position 
only. 

Example 2 

A firm has sold protection (long credit risk) via a credit default swap on £5mn 
notional of ABC Ltd 8% 2000.  It has backed out the risk by buying £5mn of 
protection on the same reference asset. Documentation relating to the two 
transactions is identical. 

Again, under rule 10-102(2) the firm may net the long and short notional positions in 
the reference asset leaving a flat position.  No specific risk charge is incurred. 

Maturity Mismatch 

Where a credit default product or credit linked note is of shorter maturity than the 
reference asset, a specific risk offset is allowed between the long and short specific 
risk positions. However, the unhedged period creates a forward position in specific 
risk of the reference asset. The net result is a single specific risk charge for the 
longer maturity position in the reference asset. This is the treatment agreed with the 
UK Supervisory Group on Credit Derivatives. 

Note: This treatment does not apply to total return swaps, where no forward 
position in specific risk of the reference asset is recorded in cases of 
maturity mismatch because of the way the TRS resets, i.e. the TRS will 
compensate for movements in the market value which go beyond that of a 
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credit event (a CLN/CDS will only provide protection at maturity where there 
has been a credit event). 

Example 

A firm is holding £3mn DEF Ltd 8.5% 2003 bond. It hedges this position by entering 
into a credit default swap referenced to this asset but with maturity of 2002. 

The notional position in specific risk resulting from the credit default swap may be 
netted against the actual position in the bond. However, after 2002 the position is 
unhedged. This results in a forward position in the specific risk of the reference 
asset. An appropriate specific risk charge should be applied to the longer maturity 
position in the reference asset from commencement of the transaction. 

Asset Mismatch 

Where a firm enters into a credit derivative hedge referenced to an asset other than the 
underlying asset they are seeking to hedge, there is basis risk between the reference 
asset and the underlying asset. Specific risk offsets are not available under the standard 
FSA rules in the case of an asset mismatch. 

If a firm is hedging a long position in a credit default option with a short position, 
specific risk offsets are available only if the two notional positions in the reference 
assets meet the requirements of Rule 10-102(3). 

Example 

A firm hedges £3mn GHI Ltd 7% 2005 bond by buying protection via a credit default 
swap. The maturity of the swap matches that of the underlying asset, however the 
swap is referenced to GHI Ltd 10% 2005 bond. 

The short notional position created as a result of the swap is not eligible for netting 
against the underlying position as it does not meet the netting criteria of rule 10-102. 
Unlike the situation with maturity mismatches where some netting benefit is 
recognised, two specific risk charges must be calculated – one on the underlying 
asset and one on the notional position. 
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ANNEX F 
Amendments to IPRU(INV) 13 

 
A.  In rule 13.5.2 number each sub-paragraph as (1), (2) and (3). 
 
B. In Table 13.6.2(2), under the heading "Special Limits", delete the second indented 

paragraph and replace with: 

"-  (where any excess has lasted for more than 10 days) 
 that excess, or the total of such excesses, 
 must not exceed 600% of the firm's own funds." 

 
C.  After rule 13.12.5 insert a new rule 13.12.5A: 
 

"A Category B firm must treat as a liability in the calculation or its financial resources 
any amount by which the sum of 13.12.5(1) exceeds the product of 13.12.5(2)." 
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ANNEX G 
Changes from SFA Board Notices referred to in the Table in Annex A 

in designating the guidance contained in them 
 
Appendix 62 
 
Board Notice 292  
 
NETTING 
 
20 December 1995 

 

GUIDANCE  

  

This Board Notice applies to all firms subject to the 
counterparty risk requirement rules 

 

 
 
Introduction 
 
This board notice supplements Board Notices 228 and 249 by giving guidance on 
the netting of counterparty exposures for purposes of the counterparty risk rules. ISD 
firms should note that whilst SFA wishes to allow netting from 1 January 1996, 
should the “Netting Directive” not be passed by the European Parliament prior to that 
date SFA may not be permitted to allow such netting for products covered by the 
Solvency Ratio Directive. SFA will keep firms informed of developments. This 
guidance will apply: 
(1) from 1 January 1996 (or such later date as the “Netting Directive” shall be 
passed by the European Parliament) to firms which are subject to the Investment 
Services Directive (ISD) and Capital Adequacy Directive (CAD), and should 
therefore be read in the context of Board Notice 249; and 
(2) upon the confirmation of Board Notice 228 which sets out the amendments to the 
current counterparty risk rules to be followed by Non-ISD firms (i.e. those firms 
which do not fall within the definition of “investment firm” in the ISD) who will 
continue to be subject to SFA's existing Chapter 3 financial rules. 

 
Similar Types of Transactions 
 
The rules set out the requirements to be met by firms before offsetting exposures in 
'similar types of transactions' with a counterparty (i.e. being those transactions falling 
under a particular counterparty risk rule). The netting of exposures within a particular 
rule is to be applied on a first in first out basis. SFA is presently considering cross-
product netting and will issue guidance on this at a later date.  
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Derivative Transactions 
 
Firms may offset the negative replacement cost on written OTC options against the 
positive replacement cost of OTC purchased options with the same counterparty. 
This form of offset will be incorporated into rule X-174(6) at a later date. 

 
General Waiver 
SFA has granted until 1 March 1996 a waiver of the netting requirements where a 
firm wishes to offset transactions in derivatives listed on an exchange or cleared 
through a clearing house with a counterparty. After this date firms must comply with 
rule book requirements in order to net exposures to counterparties in exchange 
traded derivatives. 
For repurchase and reverse repurchase, securities lending and borrowing and sale 
and buy back agreements SFA will give firms until 1 March 1996 to put in place the 
required independent legal opinions.  

 
Contents of this Notice 
The Schedule to this Notice contains Appendix X to the financial rules which will 
implement the CAD as set out in Board Notice 249 and which also applies to Board 
Notice 228. 
 
Questions 
Any questions regarding the contents of the Notice should be directed to Larry 
Aylward or John-Paul Dryden of the Financial Risk Division (telephone 0171-378 
9000). 

 
BY ORDER OF THE BOARD 

W. NIXON 
SECRETARY 

 
 

Appendix X - Guidance On The Netting Of Counterparty Exposures 
 

Introduction 
 

1. This appendix contains guidance on the requirements to be attained in order 
for firms to net counterparty exposures assessed under the following areas. 

 
 

Subject 
Cash against documents transactions 

Free deliveries of securities 

Repurchase and reverse repurchase, securities lending and 
borrowing and sale and buy back agreements 

Derivative transactions 

Other amounts owed to a firm arising out of trading book 
business 
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Scope 
 

2. The guidance applies to any firm subject to the CRR rules and which takes 
advantage of the netting provisions contained therein. 
 

Background 
 

3. Agreements which can effect set-off of counterparty exposures exist in two 
forms– 

 
(a) novation agreements (referred as netting by novation) which replace existing 

contracts with one new contract and therefore can only be used to cover 
similar transactions with payments in the same currency for the same value 
dates; and  

 
(b) netting agreements which can be used to cover transactions of very different 

types. 
 
The guidance below applies to both novation agreements and netting agreements. 
 
Principles of Offset 

 
4. Before offsetting exposures in similar types of transactions with a counterparty 

a firm must have a contractual netting agreement with that counterparty 
which– 

 
(a) covers the transactions which the firm is seeking to net; 
 
(b) creates a single obligation in each currency or a single obligation to pay a net 

sum of cash in the event of default, bankruptcy, liquidation or similar 
circumstances; 

 
(c) does not include a walkaway clause; and 
 
(d) is supported by written and reasoned independent legal opinions to the effect 

that, in the event of a legal challenge, the relevant courts would find the firm's 
exposure to be the single net amount mentioned in (b) above. 

 
Statement of Law on Netting  

 
5. The prerequisite of holding a netting agreement supported by an independent 

legal opinion in order to offset exposures is not required where the Financial 
Law Panel's (November 1993) Statement of Law on netting applies. This 
Statement of Law indicates that under English law rule 4-90 of the Insolvency 
Rules 1986 imposes a requirement for complete set-off of transactions 
between parties incorporated in England and Wales, provided the 
transactions are mutual (i.e. credits, debts or claims arise from dealings 
between the same parties and that the parties are acting in the same 
capacity). Furthermore, it indicates that set-off is mandatory, applies whether 
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or not there is any contractual entitlement to set-off and cannot be excluded 
by agreement between the parties. 

 
6. As mentioned above mutuality is required in order for there to be complete 

set-off of transactions. Accordingly, firms are expected to have procedures in 
place to identify the counterparty and the capacity in which the counterparty is 
acting. Firms proposing to rely on the Statement of Law on netting must 
satisfy themselves of the appropriateness of such reliance and, where in 
doubt, obtain legal advice. It is important to note that the Insolvency Rules  
Rule 1986 4.90 do not apply to building societies, statutory organisations 
generally, mutual societies, partnerships and individuals. 
 

Legal Requirements 
 

7. Legal opinions must relate to the will be needed for the: 
 

- law of the jurisdiction in which the counterparty is organised; 
 
- law of the jurisdiction in which any branch involved is located; 
 
- law that governs the agreement and, if different, the law that governs 

individual transactions pursuant to it; and 
 
- law that governs the legal status of the counterparty who is entering 

into transactions of the type which the firm is seeking to net. 
 

8. Where a firm uses an industry standard agreement which contains netting/set-
off clauses the firm may rely only on a legal opinion relating to the netting/set-
off clauses in that standard agreement where no amendment has been made 
to the agreement which would materially affect these clauses and where the 
legal opinion addresses the capacity of counterparties of the type with which 
the firm wishes to contract, the contract type and the relevant jurisdictions. 

 
9. Where a netting agreement provides that one or both parties may enter into 

transactions with each other under the agreement through any of its (or 
certain designated) branches, then all such branches included in the 
agreement will be considered to be located in relevant jurisdictions for the 
purpose of this guidance. 

 
10. Where a netting agreement involves more than one jurisdiction, a legal 

opinion is required for each to the effect that the agreement creates a single 
obligation in each currency or a single obligation to pay a net sum of cash in 
the event of default, bankruptcy, liquidation or similar circumstances. 

 
11. As mentioned above legal opinions should relate to the law of the jurisdiction 

in which the counterparty is organised (i.e. incorporated or resident). 
However, certain circumstances may arise where this requirement could be 
considered not to be applicable; for example where: 

 
- a firm has no assets or exposure in that jurisdiction; 
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- any judgement obtained in that jurisdiction against a firm would not be 

enforceable under any of the rules in the UK relating to the 
enforcement of foreign judgements; or 

 
- there are no other factors relating to that jurisdiction which would affect 

the ability of a firm to make net payments as contemplated by the 
netting agreement. 

 
12. Where a firm believes that the law of the jurisdiction in which a counterparty is 

organised is not relevant, that point must be addressed in the legal opinion 
supporting the netting agreement. The ability to exclude the law of the 
jurisdiction in which a counterparty is organised does not extend to the netting 
of those off balance sheet exposures listed in the Solvency Ratio Directive1: 
the amendment to this directive (to permit netting) specifically requires this 
matter to be addressed in the legal opinion.  
_____________________ 
1 Off balance sheet products subject to the Solvency Ratio Directive (as 

per Annex III) include: 
 

Interest rate contracts 
Foreign exchange contracts 
 
- single-currency interest rate swaps 
- Cross currency interest rate swaps 
- Basis swaps 
- forward foreign exchange contracts 
- Forward rate agreements 
- Currency futures 
- Interest rate futures 
- Currency options purchased 
- Interest rate options purchased 
- Other contracts of a similar nature 
- Other contracts of a similar nature 

 
 

¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯ 
 

13. It is recognised that, with certain aspects of the agreement, it may not be 
possible to obtain a definite opinion or that a positive opinion regarding 
enforceability of the netting agreement can only be obtained subject to certain 
assumptions and/or qualifications. Where qualifications are made, they should 
be specific and their effect adequately explained. In the same way, 
assumptions should be specific, of a factual nature (except in relation to 
matters subject to the law of a jurisdiction other than that covered by the 
opinion) and should be explained in the opinion. 

 
14. Legal opinions on netting agreements must be obtained from independent 

legal advisers with sufficient expertise and experience in this area of law. 
Opinions from in-house counsel will not be acceptable. Where the regulator in 
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the jurisdiction of the counterparty is satisfied that the netting agreement is not 
enforceable under the laws of that jurisdiction, the netting agreement cannot 
be relied upon regardless of the opinions obtained by a firm. 

 
Compliance with the Legal Requirements 

 
15. It is the responsibility of firms to ensure that the legal requirements set out 

above are met (firms are to calculate CRR on the gross value of exposures to 
counterparties where this is not the case). Firms do not need to apply to SFA  
the FSA in order to net exposures. Similarly, legal opinions on netting 
agreements and the agreements themselves are not required to be submitted 
to SFA  the FSA for approval. SFA The FSA will establish the existence of 
legal opinions and netting agreements when compliance with the above 
requirements is being monitored by the Surveillance Division its staff. 

 
16. Firms are expected to put procedures in place to ensure that the legal 

characteristics of netting arrangements are kept under review in light of 
possible changes in the relevant law. 

 
17. Firms are expected to maintain records demonstrating that, in relation to the 

legal requirements, the following considerations have been addressed: 
 

- the applicability of the netting agreement to the counterparties, 
jurisdictions and transactions involved; 

 
- the applicability of the opinions to the counterparties, jurisdictions and 

transactions involved; 
 
- where more than one jurisdiction is involved, the potential for conflicts 

in law; 
 
- all documentation is complete and still valid and that the agreement 

has been properly executed (i.e. that the acceptance of terms have 
been evidenced); 

 
- the nature and effect of any qualifications in the legal opinions and 

assessment that these do not impair the obligation to pay a net sum of 
cash in the event of default, bankruptcy, liquidation or similar 
circumstances; and  

 
- where an industry standard agreement is used upon which a generic 

legal opinion has been obtained, identification of those clauses which if 
altered during the course of negotiating the agreement would affect the 
right to offset. Internal legal counsel is to evidence review of these 
agreements to ensure that the effectiveness of the set off clauses has 
not been altered directly or indirectly by virtue of other clauses being 
added or deleted.  

 
18. Firms are expected to hold a copy of the legal opinion and the agreement to 

which it relates. 
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19. Firms are to net exposures within a particular rule on a FIFO basis. Firms may 

net only current exposures and cannot net potential future exposures. 
 
 
Board Notice 353  
 
CROSS-PRODUCT NETTING 
 
9 August, 1996 
 

INFORMATION 

 
 

  

THIS BOARD NOTICE APPLIES TO FIRMS WHICH ARE 
FINANCIALLY REGULATED BY SFA 

 

 

 
 
Introduction 
 
SFA  The FSA wishes to publicise that it will consider granting rule waivers in order 
to permit firms to take account of cross-product netting in the calculation of their 
Counterparty Risk Requirement (CRR) in instances where SFA  the FSA regards it 
appropriate.  
 
The current drafting of SFA’s the FSA’s Financial Rules for securities and futures 
firms allows ‘similar’ types of transactions to be netted (where those transactions are 
covered by a valid netting agreement, with a supporting legal opinion). In 
practice,‘similar’ has been defined as all transactions which fall within a particular 
CRR Rule treatment. Thus, currently, for the calculation of CRR in relation to 
exposures to a counterparty which are covered by valid netting arrangements, a firm 
would be required to assess, for example, a net exposure for all derivative 
transactions with that counterparty and a separate net exposure for all repo type 
transactions with that counterparty.  
 
Board Notices 292 and 293 which were published in December 1995, stated that 
‘SFA is currently considering cross-product netting’. Until a full review of the netting 
allowances in SFA’s CRR Rules has been undertaken, SFA is willing to entertain 
applications for waivers. Waivers will be granted at SFA’s discretion, though as a 
matter of general guidance, the following requirements must be met:  
 
The FSA will consider granting waivers in accordance with SUP 8, though in general 
it will expect the following conditions to be met: 
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1. For the types of transaction which the firm is seeking to net, the firm must 
have the capability to monitor, and must in practice manage, the resultant 
exposures on a net basis.  

 
2. All transactions which the firm is seeking to net must be covered by valid 

netting agreements and supported by legal opinions, in accordance with the 
requirements of SFA the FSA’s Financial Rules; and 

 
3. Where underlying netting agreements are linked by a master netting 

agreement, the legal opinion must address the enforceability of the netting 
arrangements in their entirety; 

 
One factor that SFA  the FSA will consider in assessing whether a particular 
applicant meets these requirements is whether the firm has had the use of its ACMP 
sanctioned for the purposes of calculating CRR.  

 
Applications for Waivers 
Applications for waivers should be made in writing with all pertinent details of 
product types and netting arrangements to Sarah Varney (0171-378 5758) or John-
Paul Dryden (0171-378 5756) of the Financial Risk Division.  

 
Questions 
Any questions regarding the contents of the Notice should be directed to Sarah 
Varney or John-Paul Dryden, as above.  
 

BY ORDER OF THE BOARD 
W. NIXON 

SECRETARY 
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Appendix 63 

GUIDANCE ON CREDIT DERIVATIVES 

THIS APPENDIX APPLIES TO ISD FIRMS WHICH TAKE, OR INTEND TO TAKE, 
POSITIONS IN CREDIT DERIVATIVE PRODUCTS 

 
Board Notice 414 

GUIDANCE ON CREDIT DERIVATIVES  

  

THIS GUIDANCE APPLIES TO ISD FIRMS WHICH 
TAKE, OR INTEND TO TAKE, POSITIONS IN CREDIT 
DERIVATIVE PRODUCTS 

 

 

17 April 1997 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the past few years, there has been an increasing amount of interest and activity in 
credit derivatives, a class of products that includes credit-linked notes, total return 
swaps and default options and swaps. For at least some of these products, the 
commodity being traded is ‘pure’ credit risk. Through these instruments firms are no 
longer seeking to contain a risk which is incurred as a by-product of their mainstream 
trading activity, but are increasingly moving towards trading that very risk. The FSA SFA 
has always requiresd firms to operate robust internal control systems; the advent of 
credit derivatives highlights the need for increased vigilance in the assessment, 
monitoring and control of market risk, credit risk and operational risk. The primary 
purpose of this Appendix Board Notice is to underscore the importance of 
internal control procedures, particularly in circumstances where firms are trading 
new risks, or new combinations of risk. 

In addition, this Board Notice Appendix gives some general guidance on capital issues. 
The non-homogeneity of products under the umbrella term ‘credit derivatives’ makes it 
difficult for SFA the FSA to write explicit rules which cover all circumstances. 
Furthermore, an apparently small change in contract specification might require a 
significant change in capital treatment. Matters are further complicated by constraints on 
regulatory capital treatment imposed by European Directives. 

To date, SFA the FSA has provided guidance to firms on an ad-hoc basis, and it intends 
to continue with this practice for the time being.  That said, SFA the FSA is able to give 
a flavour of the capital treatments by way of the brief explanations and examples below. 
This should not, however, be taken as a definitive guide. Any firm which has positions 
in credit derivatives, or intends to acquire such positions, should seek advice 
from SFA the FSA on the capital to be set aside for regulatory purposes. 
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INTERNAL CONTROL ISSUES 

Most of the risks to which credit derivatives give rise are familiar, as the same types of 
risk are present in longer-established instruments.  However, they may be present in 
different combinations in new credit products, and this can add challenges to the 
manner in which risk is measured, monitored and controlled.  For this reason it is of 
particular importance that any firm engaging in credit derivatives, or one which is 
intending to undertake such activity, considers whether additions or amendments to 
established procedures and control routines are required in order to capture and monitor 
the particular combinations of risks inherent in the products they intend to trade. 

The following remarks are not intended as an exhaustive review of the matters which 
firms may need to address in considering the control of their credit derivatives business, 
but are merely illustrative of some of the issues which are pertinent. While they relate 
primarily to credit default type products, many of the considerations will be equally 
applicable to other credit derivative structures. Firms should also note that procedures 
for the control of credit derivatives cannot be viewed in isolation: they must mesh 
seamlessly with the procedures in place for the control of other forms of risk. 

New product approval 

Before a firm enters into any new type of business, it must ensure that it has in place 
systems and controls that are adequate to record and monitor the risks of that business. 
Control issues should be addressed by the firm’s senior management, although the level 
and nature of the controls to be considered during the new product approval process will 
depend on a variety of factors, including the type and volume of business that will be 
entered into. 

Among the factors which should be considered during the new product process are the 
following - 

• whether the new business falls within the risk appetite of the firm, as established by 
the Board or equivalent management body; 

• an exact description of the type of products to be introduced; 

• accounting policies (which firms may wish to discuss with their external auditors); 

• valuation methodology, and systems for ensuring that this policy is adhered to;  

• authority and level of knowledge of risk managers and/or independent price-checkers; 

• format and content of risk reports; 

• limits, and systems for measuring and monitoring usage of those limits; 

• type of documentation to be used, and other legal risks; 

• clearing and settlement procedures; 

• adequacy of the firm’s computer systems for representing the new transaction 
type(s); 
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• reliance on key staff; 

• risks arising from the remuneration strategy. 

Senior management should approve the procedures and controls and management at 
all levels must understand and enforce them. 

Risk appetite 

It is crucial that a firm understands the risks to which credit derivatives give rise, and 
that resulting exposures are consistent with the overall risk appetite of the firm, as 
approved by the Board or equivalent management body.  At the highest level, firms will 
need to consider their objectives in using such instruments. Are they buying and selling 
credit protection in order to diversify or hedge their portfolio of credit risk? Are they 
offering credit protection to others, thereby incurring risks which may need to be 
hedged? Are they seeking to make a turn from buying and selling credit protection?  Or, 
as is most likely, a mixture of all three?  The level of control required will, as ever, be a 
function of the trading strategy. 

Understanding the products 

Although many of risks to which credit derivatives give rise are familiar, it is important to 
understand the significant differences between these instruments and more traditional 
products of a similar nature.  

For example, many commentators have drawn parallels between credit derivatives and 
products such as guarantees or insurance.  While some credit derivatives exhibit many 
of the characteristics of both of these instruments, it is important to recognise a credit 
derivative as a product in its own right with its own set of associated risks.  An over-
reliance on similarities between products can lead to the obscuring of genuine 
differences between their risk characteristics. 

Many default options have an economic structure similar to that of guarantees: if issuer 
A defaults in the repayment on maturity of a bond held by Firm X, Firm X can 
immediately put the defaulted bond to Firm Y at par in exchange for full payment. It is 
tempting to see this as analogous to a first on demand guarantee, where on a default by 
the guaranteed party the guarantor pays the guaranteed party’s debt as if it were its 
own.  

However, there is a strong argument that the legal risk in the derivative transaction is 
greater than that in the guarantee, since guarantee documentation has been tested in 
the courts over centuries, whereas the default option documentation is as yet untried.  It 
can therefore be argued that while the economic intent may be similar in the two 
products, there is greater risk engendered by following the credit derivative path rather 
than the well-trodden guarantee route. 

Given that the market is still in a fairly early stage of development, and that structures 
and terminologies are not yet standardised, participants should be aware of the 
transactional risks involved and ensure that they have fully understood (and exchanged 
confirmation of) the exact commercial terms of the transactions entered into. 
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Credit approval 

Firms will need to consider the mechanisms in place for approval of the acquisition of 
credit risk.  Will the sale of credit protection be subject to appropriate levels of credit 
approval, and will the process be the same as that for other credit exposures the firm 
incurs?  Is the approval process separate from the dealing function?  Are those making 
the decisions fully aware of the particular risks of credit derivatives?  It would plainly be 
dangerous for product originators, whose prime motivation will often be the provision of 
innovative financial engineering solutions for clients, to be committing the firm to 
acquiring risk, without the nature of that risk being fully understood, and consequently 
approved, by those responsible for the protection of the firm’s assets.  There may be a 
need for education of those making credit decisions in the peculiar risks inherent in 
credit derivatives, particularly if the decision to incur risk is truly to be kept separate (in 
management terms) from those who are trading it.  

Mismatches and imperfect hedges 

In documenting credit derivatives, firms should review the degree to which default 
criteria match in the reference asset and the derivative. In the simplest asset structures, 
mere failure to pay constitutes default; if this is matched in the derivative the credit 
hedge is clearly highly effective.  If, alternatively, further conditionality is imposed in the 
default criteria of the derivative - for example, the payoff is triggered only when a 
payment has failed and this fact has become public and the price of the underlying has 
been affected by more than a certain amount - then the hedge is less effective. 

Consideration should also be given to maturity mismatches.  Where the underlying 
credit exposure continues beyond the maturity of the hedge, firms may wish to consider 
the appropriate exposure reporting treatment.  For example, where the underlying credit 
risk is deteriorating, and default is considered probable, but not before the expiry of any 
protection held, is it prudent to consider the risk to be transferred at all?  Arguably not 
only is the risk not transferred, but firms should be giving consideration to provisioning. 

Where firms sell credit protection, the question of the firm’s rights in a receivership or 
bankruptcy will be crucial.  For example, if a firm receives an underlying bond when it is 
called under any protection sold, then it will clearly have rights in any eventual 
receivership.  However, a structure where a firm merely undertakes to pay an amount to 
a protection buyer in the event of the default of the reference asset, and the protection 
seller acquires no rights in bankruptcy against the defaulting party, will have a wholly 
different risk profile. 

The degree of correlation between the default of the reference asset and that of the 
protection seller must be considered.  Where the two are highly correlated, it will plainly 
be inappropriate to regard the risk as effectively transferred.  Would it be prudent to 
consider exposure to a sovereign issuer to be reduced by the purchase of protection 
from an entity located in the same country?  Is protection sold by a subsidiary a valid 
hedge against a parent company exposure?  (In the latter case firms may also wish to 
consider any legal restrictions which there may be on the support of parent companies 
by subsidiaries). 
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None of the foregoing is to say that firms should not enter in to imperfect credit hedges, 
merely that they should be aware of the risks involved in doing so, and ensure that 
these are reflected in the monitoring and review procedures applied. 

Monitoring of credit exposures 

A firm’s systems must be capable of aggregating credit exposures arising from credit 
derivatives with other exposures to a given entity.  Furthermore, systems must be 
capable of reflecting the “dual” credit risk exhibited by many credit derivatives: where 
protection is bought for an asset held in the firm’s portfolio, the firm has credit exposure 
both to the issuer of the reference asset and to the protection seller.  Similarly, where 
cash flows are swapped, a firm may acquire a dual risk, depending on the exact nature 
of the structure.  Firms should ensure that they have monitoring systems which are 
capable of reflecting this dual risk, so that exposure to both the issuer of the reference 
asset and to the protection seller can be monitored. 

Credit review and provisioning procedures 

In considering the ongoing credit review of exposures, firms will again need to address 
the dual nature of the exposure to which most credit derivatives give rise.  They will 
need to review both the financial strength of the underlying credit risk and the 
creditworthiness of the protection seller from whom protection has been bought.  In this 
regard firms may wish to investigate fully the rights they have to financial information on 
the underlying credit risk and whether any restrictions in access to information would put 
a seller of protection at a disadvantage compared to a holder of the underlying credit 
risk, and whether any such disadvantage significantly alters the risk profile.  Plainly 
where there is a lack of transparency, and firms may not be party to information which 
holders of the reference asset may receive, there will be a need for greater vigilance in 
monitoring. 

Traditionally, securities houses have rarely become involved in “work outs”.  However, 
where firms become the ultimate bearer of the credit risk of a certain counterparty, they 
will need to consider whether they have the necessary expertise in insolvency to make 
the best recovery possible.  While it can be argued that even defaulted instruments can 
be sold “at a price”, such a sale may result in greater financial loss than if the firm 
managed the recovery itself.  

Scenario testing 

It is important that any firm which incurs significant trading risk undertakes a rigorous 
and comprehensive programme of scenario testing covering all major types of risk, 
including market risk, credit risk and operational risk.  Routine scenario testing should 
be undertaken in order to aid the measurement and control of risks in ‘normal’ 
circumstances.  In addition ‘stress’ scenarios should be designed to test the potential for 
losses under extreme conditions, or to highlight possible risk control problems that may 
arise. These should include - 

• abnormal market movements; 

• periods of inactivity or illiquidity; and 

• the break-down of key assumptions. 
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Individual firms will need to devise tests which are meaningful to their particular 
situations; in each case the criteria should explicitly identify plausible events or 
influences to which the firm could be exposed.  Of crucial importance in the case of 
credit derivatives is that the results should be capable of clear interpretation even 
where, by the very nature of the instruments, the distinction between market risk and 
credit risk becomes somewhat blurred. In addition, credit pricing is evolving as the 
derivatives market develops, and subjective judgements may need to be made in order 
to price or mark to market these instruments, which may in turn affect the performance 
of the hedge.  Such judgements should be routinely reviewed and their potential effect 
included within the scenario testing.  

The results of scenario testing should be regularly communicated to senior 
management, and to the Board or equivalent body, and should be reflected in the 
policies and limits set by management. 

Reality testing 

The essence of reality testing is the comparison of actual trading results with expected 
outcomes. Firms are familiar with the idea of checking whether their assumptions about 
the direction of markets have held, but have been slower to apply similar techniques to 
credit spreads, ratings migration and default.  

Any firm which incurs credit risk in its trading activities should ensure that it has a 
mechanism to test whether, and to what extent, its assumptions have been robust. 
There should also be a recognised route for the  results of reality testing to feed back 
into the process governing the way in which the firm limits its risk-taking activity. 

REGULATORY CAPITAL TREATMENT 

Some of the products which are by common consent termed credit derivatives are 
covered by SFA’s the FSA’s rules (for example, options on an individual bond or equity).  
Other instruments, however, show characteristics of a type not explicitly covered by the 
rules, and for these products SFA the FSA has in the past provided guidance on an ad-
hoc, though consistent basis. Both the credit derivatives market, and indeed the 
international regulatory capital regime, are evolving, and SFA the FSA does not believe 
it is appropriate at this stage to propose rule changes to accommodate the full range of 
new products.  

The following paragraphs outline the general approach which SFA the FSA will follow, 
and show the way in which capital charges might be calculated for some given 
examples of transactions.  However, any firm with a position in a credit derivative 
product should seek guidance on its treatment from SFA the FSA.  There is as yet 
little standardisation of products, and an apparently small difference in specification 
might require a significant change in capital treatment.  Furthermore, SFAthe FSA is 
constrained by the requirements of the Capital Adequacy Directive, and associated 
pieces of legislation; it is possible that what seems a common-sense approach could be 
illegal. 

Mark to market 

Valuation is fundamental to the question of capital adequacy, as it has a direct effect on 
firms’ financial resources.  SFA The FSA requires marking on a ‘close-out’ basis - a long 
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position should be valued at the bid side of the market, and a short position at the 
offered side.  Where a product is illiquid, the bid-offer spread available in the market will 
tend to be wide, and this must be reflected in the mark to market value.  Firms are also 
required to take account of factors such as the size of the position.  For example, if the 
size is larger that that for which a market bid-offer spread would hold, the spread must 
be widened to take account of this. 

Credit derivatives offer certain additional challenges to the valuation process, but SFA 
the FSA believes that the principles remain the same.  There are many products 
commonly traded by authorised firms which, because of their peculiar characteristics, 
are complex to value, but which SFA FSA nonetheless requires to be marked to market.  
In all cases, the valuation must reflect the level at which a firm realistically expects to be 
able to liquidate the position.  Where there is any uncertainty, the overriding principle is 
that of prudence.  

Notwithstanding this, the reliability of the pricing process for some credit default 
products may leave regulators with a residual concern.  For this reason, a firm’s 
proposed methodology for marking to market must be agreed with SFA the FSA. 
In extreme cases, SFA the FSA may require extra buffers to be included in the 
valuation, and may even restrict any unrealised profit from inclusion in a firm’s financial 
resources. 

For the sake of clarity it should be noted that all credit derivatives must be marked to 
market, whether or not they are trading book positions, and that they must be marked on 
a close-out basis. 

Trading book/non-trading book 

The FSASFA believes that it is likely that most credit derivative transactions entered into 
by firms will be trading book items, and will therefore be subject to PRR and CRR.  
Some firms are aiming to develop a two-way market, and others have bought protection 
for specific assets or asset classes in their trading book.  Where a credit derivative 
position is clearly not a trading book item, it will be subject to a liquidity adjustment of 
either 100% or 8% (depending on which method a firm uses to calculate its financial 
resources). 

Position Risk Requirement 

Most credit derivative products can be slotted into the standard calculation 
methodologies (i.e. equity methods 1-4, and interest rate methods 1-3).  The PRR 
calculation is divided into two distinct parts, being ‘general market risk’ and ‘specific 
risk’.  Some credit default products may not give rise to general market risk; where this 
is the case, instruments are likely to incur only the specific risk component of the 
relevant PRR charge.  
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 Example 1: Credit default option 

 Firm A purchases option from Firm B. 

 

 A Credit Event is defined in terms of the default of XYZ Co. 8% notes 
1999. Should a Credit Event occur, Firm B will pay Firm A £1m 
against delivery of £1m nominal of XYZ Co. 8% notes 1999. 

 

 For firm A - 

 General market risk:  Nil 

 Specific risk: PRA of reference asset * nominal amount 

 

  

Where the default protection is embedded in a credit-linked note issued by a third party, 
it is likely that both general market risk and specific risk charges will apply. Since there 
is a dual issuer risk, two specific risk charges should be calculated. 

 

 Example 2: Credit-linked note 

 Firm A holds a note issued by ABC Co, maturity 5 years, coupon 8%. 

 

 Should a Credit Event occur, the note is terminated. The Credit Event 
is defined in terms of the default of a bond issued by a third party - 
XYZ Co. 

 

 General market risk:  5 year PRA for relevant currency * mark to 
market value of  note. 

  Specific risk:  (PRA ABC Co + PRA XYZ Co) * mark to market 
value of  note. 

  

 

A total return swap should be treated as two notional positions, representing 
respectively the interest rate leg, and a position in the reference asset. 
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 Example 3: Total return swap 

 

 Firm A pays 3 months LIBOR and any price depreciation on 100 XYZ 
Co shares; 

 Firm B pays dividend and any price appreciation on 100 XYZ Co 
shares. 

 

 Firm A: short debt equivalent position at three months; long equity 
equivalent position in 100 XYZ Co. 

 

 Firm B: long debt equivalent position at three months; short equity 
equivalent position in 100 XYZ Co. 

 

 

Firms are reminded that if they are in any doubt as to the appropriate PRR treatment for 
any position or exposure, they should seek guidance from SFA the FSA. 

Offset for capital adequacy purposes 

The Capital Adequacy Directive allows the competent authorities to recognise certain 
offsets for general market risk, but requires that the specific risk charge is applied to 
gross positions.  

 

Where a position in a credit derivative has been represented as a notional debt or equity 
position, it automatically becomes eligible for the netting provisions set out in 10-83 and 
10-102. 
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 Example 4: Total return swap + hedge 

 

 Firm A pays 3 months LIBOR and any price depreciation on 100 XYZ 
Co shares; 

 Firm B pays any price appreciation and dividends on 100 XYZ Co 
shares. 

 

 Firm A is short 100 shares in XYZ Co. 

 

 Firm A’s long equity equivalent position arising from the swap may be 
netted with its short position, giving rise to a zero PRR for the equity 
position. 

 

 PRR must still be calculated on the LIBOR leg. 

 

  

Where a firm has a position in a credit default product that incurs only a specific risk 
charge, together with a position in the reference asset, SFA the FSA may permit the two 
specific risk charges to be offset, provided that the credit events specified in the default 
product are to all intents and purposes the same as those specified for the reference 
asset. 
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 Example 5: Credit default option + position in reference asset 

 Firm A holds option described in example 1. 

 Firm A is long £1m nominal XYZ Co. 8% notes 1999. 

 

 General market risk:  2 year PRA for relevant currency * mark to 
market   value of bond. 

 Specific risk: nil  

  

  

There may be other circumstances in which it is both legal and appropriate to recognise 
the hedging benefits of certain credit derivatives. Firms are encouraged to discuss 
individual strategies with SFAthe FSA. 

Counterparty risk requirement 

OTC credit derivatives, whether structured as swaps or options, give rise to counterparty 
risk. CRR for most credit derivative transactions will fall under rule 10-174: the 
appropriate part of Table 10-174(3) to be used in calculating the ‘credit equivalent 
amount’ should be determined by the nature of the reference asset. 

  

 Example 6: Credit default option 

 Firm A purchases from Firm B the option described in Example 1. 

 

  

 Credit equivalent amount = replacement cost + £50,000 [i.e. 0.5% of 
£1m] 

 

  

 

Some firms may use credit derivatives to reduce their exposure to a counterparty. EU 
law does not permit the recognition of such hedging in all cases, but SFA the FSA is 
prepared to consider on a case-by-case basis whether the protection provider may be 
substituted for the counterparty for the purposes of the CRR rules. Firms wishing to 
investigate this possibility should contact SFA the FSA. 

Large exposures 
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Exposures incurred in both buying and writing credit derivatives should of course be 
taken into account for the purposes of calculating a firm’s large exposures requirement. 
Where a firm holds an asset together with a hedge that is recognised as such by SFA 
the FSA, it may choose to calculate its large exposures capital requirement in terms 
either of the exposure to the underlying or of the exposure to the entity providing the 
protection. This is not an entirely free choice, however: firms must be consistent in how 
they view credit protection. For example, if the protection has been taken into account 
when calculating PRR, an exposure to the provider must be reflected for large 
exposures purposes.  

For the purposes of internal and regulatory monitoring of large exposures, the exposure 
to both the reference asset and to the protection provider should be indicated. 

 

Questions 

Any questions regarding this Notice should be addressed to Rose Gibson, Financial 
Risk Division (Te l: 0171-378 5751). 

 

BY ORDER OF THE BOARD 

W NIXON 

SECRETARY 
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Board Notice 482  

GUIDANCE ON CREDIT DERIVATIVES 

 

RULE CHANGE – CONSULTATION 
DOCUMENT 

 

THIS BOARD NOTICE APPLIES TO ALL ISD 
FIRMS 

 

22 July 1998 

Introduction 

This Board Notice should be read in conjunction with the attached FSA Report of 
Consultation on Credit Derivatives which sets out the background to these policy 
proposals and details of the pre-consultation process undertaken with trade 
associations.  Firms should be aware that FSA Banking Supervisory Policy 
Guidelines applicable to UK incorporated banks are to be published 
simultaneously. 

Firms will recall that in April 1997 SFA published Board Notice 414: Guidance on Credit 
Derivatives - at a time when the UK credit derivatives market was nascent.  The credit 
derivatives market has without doubt developed in the intervening period, but it is SFA’s 
view that the policy which was detailed in Board Notice 414 remains appropriate and in 
particular, emphasis on the overarching importance of robust internal controls for firms 
which are dealing in such products.  Firms will recall that Board Notice 414 gave 
guidance on (inter alia): new product approval processes including the importance of full 
consideration of legal risks (including netting and offset) and appropriate documentation; 
risk appetite; understanding the products; credit approval processes; mismatches and 
imperfect hedges; monitoring of credit exposures; credit review and provisioning 
procedures; scenario testing and reality testing.  Further, it is repeated that ‘any firm 
which has positions in credit derivatives, or intends to acquire such positions, 
must agree with SFA its regulatory valuation methodology and should seek 
advice from SFA on the capital to be set aside for regulatory purposes’. 

However, over the intervening period, SFA and FSA (former Bank of England) have, in 
informal consultation with ISDA, LIBA and the BBA, considered whether it would be 
appropriate to amend guidance given to date, or indeed to make rules changes.  Firms 
are referred to the attached FSA Report of Consultation on Credit Derivatives 
Board Notice for further detail on the background to the policy proposals 
contained in this Board Notice.  FSA Banking Supervisory Policy Guidelines 
applicable to UK incorporated banks are to be published simultaneously to this Board 
Notice.  . The Banking Guidelines are not attached, but may be obtained by application 
to the FSA Publications Department, 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London 
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E14 5HS.  Firms should note that credit derivatives policy of SFA and FSA/Bank of 
England is now more closely aligned than formerly and it is intended that this process of 
alignment will continue.  In addition, it is clear that further careful consideration must be 
given to what development of the international regulatory capital regime is desirable. 

Rule Change 

The schedule to this Board Notice details a change to the CRR Rules applicable to OTC 
derivatives (Rule 10-174). Whilst this change came out a review of the regulatory 
treatment of credit default derivatives, firms should note that the change is 
applicable to all OTC derivatives referenced on bonds. The result of the change is 
that firms will be required to calculate a credit equivalent amount (credit exposure) with 
reference to the pitential future “add-on” applicable to equity derivatives for derivatives 
referenced on bonds which do not meet the criteria for a “qualified debt security”. For 
derivatives referenced on bonds which are “qualifying” firms may continue to calculate 
CRR using the relevant interest rate “add-on”.Guidance 

The following paragraph provides additional general guidance on the regulatory 
capital treament of some credit derivatives.  This is complementary to the 
guidance issued in Board Notice 414: 

1. Multiple name risk 

 Where a firm is exposed to issuer risk of more than one issuer, for example 
where writing a credit default derivative which pays out on the default any one of 
a number of specified instruments: in general PRR should be calculated with 
reference to the aggregate of the specific risk weightings of the instruments in the 
reference basket (ie. on an additive basis). 

 However, in cases where the derivative instrument/credit linked note has been 
afforded a credit rating by a ‘relevant agency’ which accords with the definition of 
‘qualifying debt security’ firms may apply to SFA the FSA to use the relevant 
single specific risk weighting from Appendix 53. 

2. Risk assessment models 

 In the light of the forthcoming CADII package of directives, firms may also wish to 
consider whether to approach  SFA the FSA for permission to use an appropriate 
risk assessment model as the basis for calculating regulatory capital 
requirements. 

Contents of this Notice 

This notice contains guidance on credit derivatives which is complementary to the 
guidance which SFA published in Board Notice 414. 

In addition, this notice seeks to consult upon the rule change relating to the CRR 
treatment of OTC derivatives referenced on bonds.  The rule drafting changes may be 
found in the schedule attached to this notice. 

 

Costs of Compliance 
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Comments on the costs of compliance are sought from firms.  SFA believes that the 
proposed change to the CRR rules may require some firms to incur costs as a result of 
systems changes.  However, it is also SFA’s view that, for the purposes of calculating 
potential credit exposure, application of the interest-rate add-ons to derivatives on 
bonds which are not qualifying debt securities may not adequately reflect the specific 
risk of the reference asset (i.e. price movements in the underlying which would affect 
the derivative exposure during the close out period following a potential counterparty 
default). 

 

Consultation Period 

All comments relating to this Board Notice should be addressed in writing to the 
Secretary, the Securities and Futures Authority, at the above address, by 28 August 
1998. 

Firms are asked to note that FSA intends to implement the Banking Supervisory Policy 
Guidelines applicable to UK incorporated banks from 30 September 1998.  It would be 
SFA’s intention to issue confirmation of the rules changes proposed in this Board Notice 
shortly thereafter. 

 

Questions 

Any enquiries regarding the contents of this Notice should be addressed to: Sarah 
Varney Tel:(0171 378 5758) or Shane Henderson Tel:(0171 378 5735) of Complex 
Groups Division Policy Department. 

BY ORDER OF THE BOARD 

W NIXON 

SECRETARY 

 

 

[delete Schedule to Board Notice] 
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Board Notice 520  

 

SPECIFIC RISK TREATMENT OF CREDIT DERIVATIVES 

SPECIFIC RISK TREATMENT OF 
CREDIT DERIVATIVES  

 

CONSULTATION DOCUMENT   
   

THIS BOARD NOTICE APPLIES TO ISD FIRMS 
WHICH ARE FINANCIALLY REGULATED BY 
SFA 

 

 

16 August 1999 

 

Introduction 

SFA published its initial guidance to firms dealing in credit derivatives in Board Notice 
414, issued in April 1997. 

In the intervening period, SFA in conjunction with FSA (for UK incorporated banks), 
convened a UK Supervisory Group on Credit Derivatives, with a membership of some 
firms known to be active in this market and ISDA, LIBA and the BBA. The group 
considered the development of the market and technical expertise in this area, and in 
addition, issues relating to the regulatory capital treatment of these products. 

Subsequently, in July 1998, SFA published consultation Board Notice 482 (an update to 
BN 414), together with the FSA Report of consultation on Credit Derivatives. At the 
same time, the FSA issued amended guidelines for banks. These documents 
demonstrate the alignment of SFA policy and guidelines for banks relating to credit 
derivatives and the development of policy within the current framing of the Basle Accord 
and European Directives. 

The primary purpose of this Board Notice The following guidance is to clarify the 
specific risk treatments applicable to ‘plain vanilla’ credit derivatives such as credit 
default products, total return swaps and credit-linked notes. 

Where a firm has a position in a more complex credit derivative instrument for which no 
PRR treatment has been specified, the firm must immediately seek guidance from SFA 
the FSA. Until an appropriate treatment has been determined a PRR of 100% of the 
current mark to market value of the position must be applied. 

 

GUIDANCE 
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Default Events 

 

The following guidance applies only in circumstances where the default events, as 
drafted under the terms of the credit derivative, match those relating to the underlying 
reference asset. If default events are different, no hedging benefit should be recognised. 

 

Specific Risk 

 

Specific interest rate risk is the risk that the price of a specific security will change 
relative to prices of securities generally. Such a change is generally attributable to a 
change in the perceived creditworthiness of the issuer. 

Credit derivatives are represented as a notional long or short position in the specific risk 
of the reference asset. If premium or interest payments are due under the swap, these 
cashflows are represented as a notional position in a Zone A government bond with the 
appropriate fixed or floating rate coupon. 

 

Netting 

 

A firm may net long and short positions in the same equity, debt and derivative 
instruments (under Chapter 10 rule 10-83 for equities based instruments and rule 10-
102 for interest-rate based products) before the specific risk charge is applied to the 
resultant net long or short position. Instruments are considered to be the same 
where the issuer is the same, they have equivalent ranking in liquidation, and the 
currency, coupon and maturity are the same. These netting criteria are taken from 
Annex I (Position Risk) of the Capital Adequacy Directive (“CAD I”). 

 

Specific risk offset 

Firms may net notional specific risk positions in reference assets resulting from credit 
derivative positions against actual positions in the reference asset or other notional 
positions created by other credit derivatives providing the conditions set out in rules 10-
83 or 10-102 are met (see ‘Netting’ above). 

 

Example 1 

A firm holds a position of £10mn nominal of XYZ Ltd 6% 2004 bond. The firm has 
bought protection (short credit risk) on this bond with a £10mn notional credit default 
swap referenced to this bond. The maturity of the credit default swap is 2004. 

Under rule 10-102(1) the firm may net the notional position in specific risk created as a 
result of the swap against the actual position in the bond leaving a flat position. 
Therefore no specific risk charge is incurred. As credit default products do not attract a 
general market risk charge, general market risk is calculated on the cash position only. 

 

Example 2 
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A firm has sold protection (long credit risk) via a credit default swap on £5mn notional of 
ABC Ltd 8% 2000. It has backed out the risk by buying £5mn of protection on the same 
reference asset. Documentation relating to the two transactions is identical. 

Again, under rule 10-102(2) the firm may net the long and short notional positions in the 
reference asset leaving a flat position. No specific risk charge is incurred. 

 

Maturity Mismatch 

Where a credit default product or credit linked note is of shorter maturity than the 
reference asset, a specific risk offset is allowed between the long and short specific risk 
positions. However, the unhedged period creates a forward position in specific risk of 
the reference asset. The net result is a single specific risk charge for the longer maturity 
position in the reference asset. This is the treatment agreed with the UK Supervisory 
Group on Credit Derivatives. 

Note: This treatment does not apply to total return swaps, where no forward 
position in specific risk of the reference asset is recorded in cases of 
maturity mismatch because of the way the TRS resets, i.e. the TRS will 
compensate for movements in the market value which go beyond that of a 
credit event (a CLN/CDS will only provide protection at maturity where 
there has been a credit event). 

 

Example 

A firm is holding £3mn DEF Ltd 8.5% 2003 bond. It hedges this position by entering into 
a credit default swap referenced to this asset but with maturity of 2002. 

the notional position in specific risk resulting from the credit default swap may be netted 
against the actual position in the bond. However, after 2002 the position is unhedged. 
This results in a forward position in the specific risk of the reference asset. An 
appropriate specific risk charge should be applied to the longer maturity position in the 
reference asset from commencement of the transaction. 

 

Asset Mismatch 

Where a firm enters into a credit derivative hedge referenced to an asset other than the 
underlying asset they are seeking to hedge, there is basis risk between the reference 
asset and the underlying asset. Specific risk offsets are not available under the standard 
SFA FSA rules in the case of an asset mismatch. 

If a firm is hedging a long position in a credit default option with a short position, specific 
risk offsets are available only if the two notional positions in the reference assets meet 
the requirements of Rule 10-102(3). 

 

Example 

A firm hedges £3mn GHI Ltd 7% 2005 bond by buying protection via a credit default 
swap. The maturity of the swap matches that of the underlying asset, however the swap 
is referenced to GHI Ltd 10% 2005 bond. 
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The short notional position created as a result of the swap is not eligible for netting 
against the underlying position as it does not meet the netting criteria of rule 10-102. 
Unlike the situation with maturity mismatches where some netting benefit is recognised, 
two specific risk charges must be calculated - one on the underlying asset and one on 
the notional position. 

 

Cost of Compliance 

Rule changes are not being introduced as a result of this Board Notice. This 
Notice provides guidance on the application of the current rules which are 
reflective of SFA’s legal obligation to enforce the requirements of the European 
Directives. 

 

Consultation Period 

All comments relating to this Notice should be addressed in writing to The 
Secretary, the Securities and Futures Authority, at the above address, by 30th 
September 1999. 

 

Questions 

Any questions regarding the contents of this Notice may be directed to Barry 
Pope (0207-676 1824) or Peter Rose (0207-676 1606) of the Complex Groups 
Policy Department, FSA. 

BY ORDER OF THE BOARD 

T ARMSTRONG 

SECRETARY 
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ANNEX H 

Amendments to SUP 16, Annex 10R 
After part 3 in Section 6 insert new part 4: 

4 Table Accounting policies for financial reporting statements and audited annual 
financial statements 

  

1.1.3 

 

(1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(2) 
 
 
 
 
 
(3) 
 
 
(4) 
 
 
 
(5) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(6) 
 
 
 
 
 
(7) 

General rule 

Unless otherwise provided in the rules, and subject to (2) below, a firm 
must determine amounts included in respect of items shown in a firm’s  
financial reporting statements and audited annual financial statements 
in accordance with this rule and the accounting principles and rules 
which the firm would apply if it were drawing up financial statements 
under the Companies Act 1985 including those accounting principles 
and rules contained in the United Kingdom Statements of Standard 
Accounting Practice (SSAPs) and Financial Reporting Standards 
(FRSs) effective at the relevant time. 

Substance over legal form 

A firm must include each item in its financial reporting statements and 
audited annual financial statements in such a way as to reflect the 
substance and not merely the legal form of the underlying transactions 
and balances. 

Trade date accounting 

A firm must use trade date accounting. 

Doubtful debts and liabilities 

A firm must promptly make adequate provision for doubtful debts and 
accrue for all liabilities. 

Provision for taxation 

A firm must make adequate provision for both current and deferred 
taxation; a partnership or sole trader may make a provision for taxation 
of an amount at least equivalent to the tax that would be payable if they 
had ceased business at the relevant balance sheet date.  For this 
purpose, the definition of a sole trader in the glossary in IPRU(INV) 10 
applies. 

Securities lending 

A firm which is a lender of securities or physical commodities must 
record and value the securities or physical commodities lent as part of 
its own positions.  For this purpose, the definition of a physical 
commodity in the glossary in IPRU(INV) 10 applies. 

Foreign currency 

A firm must translate assets and liabilities denominated in currencies 
other than the reporting currency into the reporting currency using the 
closing mid-market rate of exchange, or, where appropriate, the rates of 
exchange fixed under the terms of related or matching forward 
contracts. 
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In schedule 4, insert after paragraph 1(16) "(17) Article 4(1) of The Financial Services and 
Markets Act 2000 (Transitional Provisions and Savings)(Rules) Order 2001", and insert after 
paragraph 2(1) "(2) Article 11(1) of The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Transitional 
Provisions and Savings)(Rules) Order 2001". 



CONDUCT OF BUSINESS SOURCEBOOK (AMENDMENT No 3) 
INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority alters the Conduct of Business sourcebook in the
exercise of the powers listed in Schedule 4 to the Conduct of Business sourcebook
(Powers exercised).

B. The provisions of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act") relevant to
making rules and identified in paragraph A are specified for the purpose of section 153(2)
of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement

C. This instrument comes into force immediately.

Amendment of the Conduct of Business sourcebook

D. The Conduct of Business sourcebook is amended as set out in Annex 1 to this instrument.

E. The transitional rules in the Conduct of Business sourcebook are amended as set out in
Annex 2 to this instrument.

Citation

F. This instrument may be cited as the Conduct of Business Sourcebook (Amendment No 3)
Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
15 November 2001

FSA 2001/58



ANNEX 1

Amendments to the Conduct of Business sourcebook

In this Annex, where amendments are shown rather than described, underlining indicates new text and

striking through indicates deleted text.

COB 3.2 Application: what?

COB 3.2.4R (2)(b) Amend as shown below:

(b) COB 3.8.4R (1) (Non-real time financial promotions: fair, clear, fair

and not misleading) except if the financial promotion is exempt

under 3.2.5R (7);

COB 3.2.5R (7) Amend as shown below:

a financial promotion in connection with a takeover or related operation

which is subject to the Takeover Code or the SARs (or exempted from

complying with the Takeover Code or the SARs by the rules of that Code,

those rules, or by a ruling of the Takeover Panel) or to the requirements

relating to takeovers or related operations in another EEA State.

COB 3.8 Form and content of financial promotions

COB 3.8.19R Amend as shown below:

A provider firm must ensure that it does not communicate or approve a specific non-

real time financial promotion relating to a packaged product and containing or

offering advice on investments unless it discloses in the financial promotion that the

firm is only able to give advice on investments to private customers about the

packaged products of the firm or of its marketing group and (if it is the case) about

adopted packaged products.

COB 3.9 Direct offer financial promotions

COB 3.9.5R (2) Amend as shown below:

A direct offer financial promotion must not relate to:

(a) an unregulated collective investment scheme;

(b) (a) a derivative; or

(c) (b) a warrant;

unless the firm itself has adequate evidence to suggest that the investment

may be suitable for the person to whom the promotion is communicated.



COB 3.9.8R (2) After "January 2001 edition of", delete the comma and add "the “Guidance

for subscribers” to"

COB 3.11 Unregulated collective investment schemes

COB 3.11.3G (2) Amend as shown below:

Firms are reminded that, even if an invitation or inducement is within COB 3

Ann 5, then all relevant  other rules in this chapter may still apply. including

in particular COB 3.9.5R (2) (a) (which prohibits the communication or

approval of direct offer financial promotions relating to unregulated

collective investment schemes except in specified circumstances). 

COB 4.1 Client classification

COB 4.1.5R Insert the following new paragraph and renumber subsequent paragraphs:

 (3) If there is an agreement under (2) in relation to  more than one client (C2)

represented by C1, F may discharge any requirement to notify, obtain

instructions or consent from, or enter into an agreement with each C2 by

sending to, or receiving from, C1, a single communication which is expressed

to cover each C2, except that:

(a) separate risk warnings under COB 5.4 (Customers' understanding of

risk);

(b) confirmations under COB 8.1 (Confirmation of transactions); and 

(c) periodic statements under COB 8.2 (Periodic statements)

are required for each C2.

COB 5.3 Suitability

COB 5.3.9R(2) Amend as shown below:

An independent intermediary must not make a personal recommendation to a

private customer to buy:

(1) ……

(2) a packaged product issued or operated by an associate a connected

product provider if it ought reasonably to be aware of another

generally available packaged product which could satisfy the needs

and circumstances of the private customer as well as the connected

packaged product (but see COB 5.3.11G 5.3.10R).

COB 5.3.10R Amend as shown below:

(1) COB 5.3.9R(2) does not apply to a firm acting as an investment manager.



(2) In COB 5.3.9R(2), a product provider ("P") is connected to an independent

intermediary ("I") if I is an undertaking and:

(a) P and I are members of the same group; or

(b) P is a qualifying holder in I; or

(c) P and I have the same qualifying holder; or

(d) any other member of P's marketing group is connected to I in a way

described in (a), (b) or (c).

(3) In (2)(b) and (c), a qualifying holder in an undertaking is a person who:

(a) has a direct or indirect holding in the undertaking which represents

10 per cent or more of its capital or voting power; or

(b) has a direct or indirect holding in the undertaking which makes it

possible to exercise a significant influence over its management.

5.3.11G Amend as shown below:

(1) In complying with the requirements of COB 5.3.9R, an independent

intermediary should have an adequate knowledge of and have regard to the

packaged products available from the market as a whole.

(2) Firms are reminded that, even if the 10 per cent limit in COB 5.3.10R(3)(a)

has not been reached, P may still be connected with I if it can exercise a

significant influence over I's management.  For example, if three otherwise

unconnected product providers, each with 9 per cent of an independent

intermediary's capital, are acting in concert, they might each be connected

with the independent intermediary if such influence exists.

COB 5.4 Customers' understanding of risk

COB 5.4.3R Amend as shown below

A firm must not:

(1) make a personal recommendation of a transaction; or

(2) act as a discretionary investment manager; or

(3)  arrange (bring about) or execute a deal in a warrant or derivative; or

(4) engage in stock lending activity;

with, to or for a private customer unless it has taken reasonable steps to ensure that

the private customer understands the nature of the risks involved.



COB 7.5 Best execution

COB 7.5.4R (2) Amend as shown below:

the firm has agreed in writing with an intermediate customer that it need not

owe a duty of best execution to him, unless that customer is:….

COB 7.12 Customer order and execution records

COB 7.12.6E (1)(f) Amend as shown below:

any other instruction received by the firm from the customer with regard to

the execution of the customer order. (including the nature of the

communication, for example, telephone, fax, letter, email).

COB 9.3 Client Money

COB 9.3.2R Amend as shown below:

The client money rules do not apply with respect to:

(1) the permitted activities of a life office long-term insurer or a

friendly society; or



ANNEX 2

Amendments to the Conduct of Business Transitional Rules

In this Annex, underlining indicates new text and striking through indicates deleted text.

COB Table TR1: COB Transitional Provisions:

1. 1.8 ETP4 R Amend as shown below

1.8 ETP4 R (1) An ex-section 43 firm will not

contravene any of the provisions

labelled ETP4 in Table COB TR 2

in relation to its section 43 business

to the extent that, on or after

commencement, it complies with

(2).

commencement

to

commencement

plus 12 months

commencement

(2) For the purposes of COB 4.1, an

ex-section 43 firm may treat its

client (other than another firm)

who was a client of the firm before

commencement as a market

counterparty in relation to its

section 43 business until the date of

expiry of the transitional period a

period of 12 months following

commencement, by which date it

must classify the client in

accordance with COB 4.1.



Individual Pension Accounts (Handbook Amendment)
Instrument 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority (the "FSA") amends the Conduct of Business
sourcebook, the Supervision manual and the Glossary, in the ways indicated in
Annexes A, B and C to this instrument in the exercise of the powers listed in Annex
D to this instrument.

B. The provisions of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act") relevant to
making rules and listed in Annex D are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of
the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement

C. This instrument comes into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19 of
the Act (General prohibition) comes into force.

Citation

D. This instrument may be cited as the Individual Pension Accounts (Handbook
Amendment) Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
15 November 2001

FSA 2001/59



Annex A

Amendments to the Conduct of Business sourcebook

COB 6.5 Content of key features and important information: life policies, schemes,

ISA cash deposit components and stakeholder pension schemes

COB 6.5.21G In (6), delete the full stop and replace it with a semi-colon

Insert the following new provision after (6):

(7) for an individual pension account:

(a) where the key features relate to a stakeholder

pension scheme or personal pension scheme and the

firm chooses to highlight, within key features or

elsewhere, that the investment will be made through

an IPA, a statement:

(i) identifying by name any IPA eligible

investments which are to be or may be held as

assets of the stakeholder pension scheme or

personal pension scheme; and

(ii) indicating which of those assets will benefit

from the Stamp Duty Reserve Tax exemption

available to IPAs;

(b) where the firm is acting as an operator or distributor

of a regulated collective investment scheme or

investment trust savings scheme and elects to

include within key features a statement that some or

all of the investments are IPA eligible investments,

an indication in respect of each such investment

whether pension scheme members will benefit from

the Stamp Duty Reserve Tax exemption available to

IPAs.



Annex B

Amendments to the Supervision manual

SUP 15.8 Insert the following new provision after SUP 15.8.1R:

Individual Pension Accounts

15.8.2  R  If a firm begins or ceases to administer individual

pension accounts, it must notify the FSA as soon as

reasonably practicable that it has done so.



Annex C

Amendments to the Glossary

In the Glossary, insert the following definitions in the appropriate alphabetical order:

Definition title Definition wording

individual pension account an account for the holding of IPA eligible investments

operated by a firm in accordance with the Personal

Pension Schemes (Restriction on Discretion to Approve)

(Permitted Investments) Regulations 2001 (SI 2001/117).

IPA individual pension account

IPA eligible investment a type of investment specified in regulation 4.(6) of The

Personal Pension Schemes (Restriction on Discretion to

Approve) (Permitted Investments) Regulations 2001 (SI

2001/117).



Annex D

Powers Exercised

The following powers and related provisions in the Act have been exercised to make the

rule in this instrument:

(1) section 138 (General rule-making power);

(2) section 156 (General supplementary powers).

The power in section 157(1) of the Act (Guidance) has been exercised to alter guidance

in this instrument.



AUTHORISATION MANUAL (AMENDMENT NO 3) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised
A. The Financial Services Authority amends the Authorisation manual in the exercise of

the following powers and related provisions in the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000 (the "Act"):

(1) section 156 (General supplementary powers);

(2) section 157(1) (Guidance);

(3) paragraph 17(1) of Schedule 1 to the Act (Fees); and

(4) paragraph 5(4) of Schedule 4 (Treaty Rights: Notice to Authority) (and sections
51(3) and (6) (Applications under this Part)).

B. The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed above are specified for
the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule making instruments).

Commencement
C. This instrument comes into force:

(1) in relation to AUTH 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7, immediately; and

(2) in relation to AUTH 5, at the beginning of the day on which section 19 of the
Act (The general prohibition) comes into force.

Amendments to the Authorisation manual
D. The Authorisation manual is amended:

(1) in accordance with Annex A to this instrument; 

(2) by deleting the existing AUTH 1 Annex 1G, and replacing it with the material
in Annex B to this instrument (AUTH 1 Annex 1G); and

(3) by inserting the provisions in Annex C to this instrument.

Citation
E. This instrument may be cited as the Authorisation Manual (Amendment No 3)

Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
15 November 2001

FSA 2001/61



Annex A
Amendments to made text 

2.7.12G In the final sentence, after " schemes are unregulated schemes.", insert:

"The process for applying for authorisation of a collective investment
scheme is described in CIS 16 (Application and notification)."

3.6.4G After (3), insert:

"(4) In relation to accepting deposits, the limitations which may be
applied for or imposed include a limitation that the firm may
accept deposits from wholesale depositors only.  A firm with such
a limitation may receive less intensive supervision by the FSA,
because of the reduced risk it poses to the regulatory objective of
protecting consumers. However, the precise arrangements that
would apply would be determined case by case and would be
based on an assessment of the risks the firm posed to all four of
the regulatory objectives."

3.8.2G(1) After "threshold conditions", insert:

"and certain additional conditions"

3.8.2G(1)(e) At end of the sentence, remove "." and insert ";"

After (e), insert:

"(f) Additional conditions apply to non-EEA insurers."

3.8.2G(2) Replace the existing text with the following:

"Threshold conditions 3,4 and 5 enable the FSA to assess the applicant in
the light of the activities it wishes to carry on and, in particular, make it
clear that suitability to carry on one regulated activity does not mean that
the applicant is suitable to carry on all regulated activities.  These threshold
conditions do not apply to Swiss general insurance companies."

3.8.2G(4) Replace the existing text with the following:

"The application of the threshold conditions to Swiss general insurance
companies was varied by the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Variation of Threshold Conditions) Order 2001."

3.12.1G After "incorporated company", insert "other than a limited liability
partnership"

3.12.2G Replace "[to be finalised]" with "1.3 R(1)"

3.12.3G(2) After "IPRU(FSOC)" insert "1.3 R (1)" 



3.12.15G After "authorised UK representative", insert:

"(see COND 2.6 (Additional Conditions) for the additional conditions which
apply to non-EEA insurers and SUP 15.4 (Notified persons) for rules on
notifications by overseas firms)"

4.1.1R (1) Delete "and” at the end of (1)

(2) In (2), replace "." with ";", and insert "and" at end of sentence

(3) After (2), insert:

"(3) an applicant for a certificate under article 54 of the Regulated
Activities Order."

4.3 For 4.3, insert:

"4.3

4.3.1R

4.3.2R

4.3.3G

Obligation to pay certification fees

General

An applicant for a certificate under article 54 of the Regulated
Activities Order must pay to the FSA the application fee
specified in Part 6 of AUTH 4 Ann 1R.

Due date and method of payment

The application fee must be paid:

(1) by bankers draft, cheque or other payable order;

(2) in full without deduction; and

(3) on or before the date on which the application is made.

An application for an article 54 certificate will be treated as
incomplete until the application fee has been paid."

AUTH 4
Annex 1R

After "Part 5 – Activity Groupings", insert:

"Part 6 Application for a certificate under article 54 of the Regulated
Activities Order

The amount payable in relation to each application is £2,000."

5.3.2G(3) At end of the sentence, insert:



"For example, it will reflect any limitations or requirements which are
included in the firm's Home State authorisation."

5.3.5G(1) Replace "(under paragraph 3(2), a" with "(under paragraph 3(2)).  A"

5.3.6G In the second sentence, italicise "EEA State"

5.3.7G In the second sentence, replace "firm's Home Sate" with "firm's Home State"

5.3.8G (1) In the first and second sentences, replace "schedule" with
"Schedule"

(2) In the first sentence, italicise " authorisation"

5.3.9D(3)(b) Replace "AUTH 5.3.11Gbelow)" with "AUTH 5.3.11G below"

5.3.11G(1)(b) Replace " Corporate Authorisation department The Financial Services
Authority 25 The North Colonnade Canary Wharf London E14 5HS" with:

"Corporate Authorisation department, The Financial Services Authority, 25
The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London E14 5HS"

AUTH 5 Ann
3G

In the row for COB, before the full stop in column (2), add "(COB
1.2.1R(1))".

In the row for COB, replace the text in column (3) with the following:

"Where the activity:

(a) would fall within the overseas persons exclusions in article 72 of the
Regulated Activities Order; or 

(b) would not be regarded as carried on in the United Kingdom; or

(c) is not carried on with or for a client in the United Kingdom;

then only the following apply:

(d) COB 3 (Financial promotion), but see the territorial scope in COB 3.3
(Where?);

(e)  COB 5.5.7R and COB 5.5.8R (Overseas business); and

(f) COB 6.5, COB 6.7 and COB 6.8 (Content of key features, Cancellation
and withdrawal, Insurance contracts – life and general) but only in
relation to long-term insurance business carried on with a customer
habitually resident in the United Kingdom.

Otherwise, as column (2) (COB 1.4.3R.)"



In the row for COMP, delete current wording in column (1) and (2) and
replace with the following:

In column (1) 

"Applies, except in relation to the passported activities of an ISD investment
firm or a BCD credit institution (see the definition of "participant firm").
However, such a firm may be able to apply for top-up cover in relation to its
passported activities (see COMP 14 (Participation by EEA firms))."

In column (2): 

"Does not apply in relation to the passported activities of an ISD investment
firm or a BCD credit institution (see the definition of "participant firm").
Otherwise, COMP may apply, but the coverage of the compensation scheme
is limited for non–UK activities (see COMP 5)."



A person wishing to know if
it requires authorisation or

exemption.

An EEA firm, or a Treaty firm,
seeking to establish a branch or
provide cross border services
into the United Kingdom using

EEA rights, or Treaty rights or a
prospective UCITS qualifier.

A candidate, that is, a
person who is the subject

of an application for
approval under the

approved persons regime.

AUTH  2 : Authorisation and regulated
activities.

AUTH  3: Applications for Part IV permission.

AUTH  5: Qualifying for authorisation under
the Act.

AUTH  6: Approved persons.

AUTH  8: Determining Applications.

An applicant for Part IV
permission seeking to carry on

regulated activities in the United
Kingdom.

AUTH  4: Application Fees.

AUTH  7: Periodical publications, news
services and broadcasts: applications for

certification

Annex B
AUTH 1 Annex 1G

Introduction to the Authorisation Manual
Where to next?



Annex C

AUTH 7
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TRAINING AND COMPETENCE SOURCEBOOK

(AMENDMENT No 2) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority amends the Training and Competence sourcebook in the
exercise of the following powers and related provisions in the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (the "Act"):

(1) section 138 (General rule-making power)

(2) section 150(2) (Actions for damages)

(3) section 156 (General supplementary powers).

B. The provisions of the Act relevant to rules and listed above are specified for the purpose
of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement

C. This instrument shall come into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19 of
the Act (The general prohibition) comes into force.

Amendments to the Training and Competence sourcebook

D. The Training and Competence sourcebook is amended in accordance with the
Annex to this instrument.

Citation

E. This instrument may be cited as the Training and Competence sourcebook
(Amendment No 2) Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
15 November 2001

FSA 2001/60
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ANNEX 

TC INTERIM APPROVED EXAMINATON ANNEXES 

The amendments are shown as follows:

Deletions :  Red – strike through

Amendments:  Yellow

Annex 1R The interim approved examinations
referred to in TC 2

Table 1 TC 2.1.4 R (1) (a) Employees engaging in advising on investments
which are, and dealing with or for clients in, securities (other than
stakeholder pension schemes or broker funds) and derivatives

Examination that must be passed before starting the activity

K

E

Y

1   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2)
2   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2) with an appropriate
     UK regulatory module
3   UK regulatory module

1 Associateship - must include a pass in the
Investment paper

Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 Associateship – must include a pass in the
Investment paper

Chartered Institute of Bankers in Scotland

1 SFA Futures and Options Representative
Examination plus Securities Representative
Examination – Part 2

Certificate in Derivatives plus Certificate in
Securities – Paper 2

Securities Institute

1 SFA Securities and Financial Derivatives
Representative Examination

Certificate in Securities and Financial Derivatives

Securities Institute

1 SFA Securities Representative plus Financial
Derivatives Module

Certificate in Securities plus Certificate in
Derivatives – Paper 2

Securities Institute

1 G70 paper of Advanced Financial Planning
Certificate

Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

2 Chartered Financial Analyst Association for Investment Management
and Research

2 Examination NIBE – SVV – the Dutch Institute for the
banking, insurance and stockbroking
industry
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Examination that must be passed before starting the activity

2 Module B(ii), Securities and Portfolio Management Law Society of England and Wales

2 Ordinary and Senior Certificate South African Institute of Financial Markets

2 Registered Representative of Public Securities
Examination (pre-April 1990)/Representative of
Public Securities Qualification – Class 1

Japanese Banking Association

2 Representative of Public Securities Examination
(pre-April 1990)/Representative of Public Securities
Qualification – Type 1

Japanese Securities Dealers Association

2 Secondary Examination Analyst Association of Japan

3 SFA Registered Persons Examination - Section 1
(Regulation)

Securities Institute Regulatory Paper

Securities Institute

Table 2 TC 2.1.4 R (1) (b) Employees engaging in advising on investments
which are, and dealing with or for clients in, securities (other than
stakeholder pension schemes or broker funds) only

Examination that must be passed before starting the activity
K

E

Y

1   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2)
2   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2) with an appropriate
     UK regulatory module
3   UK regulatory module

1 Associateship - must include a pass in the Investment
paper

Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 Associateship - must include a pass in the Investment
paper

Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 SFA Securities Representative Examination

Certificate in Securities

Securities Institute

1 SFA Securities and Financial Derivatives
Representative Examination

Certificate in Securities and Financial Derivatives 

Securities Institute

1 Diploma (including must include a pass in Regulation
and Compliance paper)

Securities Institute

1 G70 paper of Advanced Financial Planning Certificate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

2 Canadian Securities course plus Conduct and Practices
Handbook

Canadian Securities Institute

2 Certificate New Zealand Stock Exchange

2 Certificate in Financial Markets Securities Institute of Australia

2 Certified European Financial Analyst EFFAS Societies with accredited
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Examination that must be passed before starting the activity
examinations

2 Chartered Financial Analyst (Level 1) Association for Investment
Management and Research

2 Diploma Association of Belgian Financial
Analysts

2 Diploma The Swiss Stock Exchange

2 Diploma of Financial Markets Securities Institute of Australia

2 Dealers Representative Examination Singapore Exchange

2 Elementary, Intermediate and International Capital
Markets courses

Korea Securities Training Institute

2 Examination NIBE – SVV – the Dutch Institute for the
banking, insurance and stockbroking
industry

2 Examination The French Society of Investment
Analysts

2 General Certification Programme ISMA/University of Reading

2 International Capital Markets Qualification (ICMQ)
(including the Fixed Interest and Bond Markets Module)

Securities Institute/South African
Institute of Financial Markets

2 Irish Registered Representatives Examination Irish Stock Exchange/Dublin City
University

2 Membership Examinations Johannesburg Stock Exchange

2 Module B(ii), Securities and Portfolio Management Law Society of England and Wales

2 Ordinary and Senior Certificate South African Institute of Financial
Markets

2 Promotore Finanziario Examination Italian Exchange

2 Registered Representative of Public Securities
Examination (pre-April 1990)/Representative of Public
Securities Qualification – Class 1

Japanese Banking Association

2 Representative of Public Securities Examination (pre-
April 1990)/Representative of Public Securities
Qualification – Type 1

Japanese Securities Dealers
Association

2 Secondary Examination Analyst Association of Japan

2 Series 7 - General Securities Representatives
Examination

National Association of Securities
Dealers

2 Trainee Dealers Representatives examination Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange

3 SFA Registered Persons Examination - Section 1
(Regulation)

Securities Institute Regulatory Paper

Securities Institute

Table 3 TC 2.1.4 R (1) (c) Employees engaging in advising on investments
which are, and dealing with or for clients in, derivatives only
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Examination that must be passed before starting the activity

K

E

Y

1   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2)
2   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2) with an appropriate
     UK regulatory module
3   UK regulatory module

1 Associateship - must include a pass in the Investment
paper

Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 Associateship - must include a pass in the Investment
paper

Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 SFA Futures and Options Representative Examination

Certificate in Derivatives

Securities Institute

1 SFA Securities and Financial Derivatives
Representative Examination

Certificate in Securities and Financial Derivatives

Securities Institute

1 Diploma (including Regulation and Compliance paper
and Financial Derivatives paper)

Securities Institute

1 G70 paper of Advanced Financial Planning Certificate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

2 ACI Diploma ACI

2 Chartered Financial Analyst Association for Investment
Management and Research

2 Derivatives Fundamentals course and Futures/Options
Licensing course

Canadian Securities Institute

2 Diploma including passes in both the Australian
Futures Trading and Options Trading papers

Securities Institute of Australia

2 Examination NIBE – SVV – the Dutch Institute for the
banking, insurance and stockbroking
industry

2 Examination Norwegian Society of Financial
Analysts

2 Financial Derivatives paper of Diploma Securities Institute

2 International Capital Markets Qualification (ICMQ)
including passes in Futures, Options and other
Derivative Products paper

Securities Institute/South African
Institute of Financial Markets

2 Module B(ii), Securities and Portfolio Management Law Society of England and Wales

2 Ordinary and Senior Certificate South African Institute of Financial
Markets

2 Registered Representative of Public Securities
Examination (pre-April 1990)/Representative of Public
Securities Qualification – Class 1

Japanese Banking Association

2 Representative of Public Securities Examination (pre-
April 1990)/Representative of Public Securities
Qualification – Type 1

Japanese Securities Dealers
Association

2 Registered Representatives Examination Sydney Futures Exchange

2 Secondary Examination Analyst Association of Japan

2 Series 3 - National Commodity Futures Examination National Futures Association
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Examination that must be passed before starting the activity

2 Singapore Exchange Futures Trading Test Singapore Institute of Banking and
Finance

3 SFA Registered Persons Examination - Section 1
(Regulation)

Securities Institute Regulatory Paper

Securities Institute

Annex 2R The interim approved examinations
referred to in TC 2

Table 1 TC 2.1.4 R (1) (d) Employees engaging in managing investments

Examination that must be passed within 30 months of starting the activity

K

E

Y

1   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2)
2   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2) with an appropriate
     UK regulatory module
3   UK regulatory modules

1 Certificate in Investment Planning Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 Diploma (including Regulation and Compliance,
Investment Analysis and either Fund Management or
Private Client Investment Advice and Management
papers)

Diploma (must include a pass in Regulation and
Compliance Paper)

Securities Institute

1 Fellow  or Associate must include Investment paper E
(post - May 1992 syllabus)

Faculty of Actuaries/Institute of
Actuaries

1 Fellow or Associate by examination United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 G70 paper of Advanced Financial Planning Certificate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

2 Certificate in Investment Management (at least three
papers passed by examination)

Society of Investment Analysts in
Ireland

2 Certified European Financial Analyst EFFAS Societies with accredited
examinations

2 Chartered Financial Analyst (Level 1) Association for Investment
Management and Research

2 Chartered Member Securities Analysts' Association of
Japan

2 Investment Management Asset Allocation Qualification United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research
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Examination that must be passed within 30 months of starting the activity

2 Investment Practice version of Investment Management
Certificate

United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

2 Module B(ii), Securities and Portfolio Management Law Society of England and Wales

2 Ordinary and Senior Certificates South African Institute of Financial
Markets

3 SFA Registered Persons Examination – Section 1
(Regulation)

Securities Institute Regulatory Paper

Securities Institute

3 UK Regulation and Markets version of Investment
Management Certificate

United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

Table 2 TC 2.1.4 R (1) (e) Employees engaging in managing investments in
relation to venture capital investments only

Examination that must be passed within 30 months of starting the activity

K

E

Y

1   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2)
2   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2) with an appropriate
     UK regulatory module
3   UK regulatory modules

1 Certificate in Investment Planning Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 Diploma (including Regulation and Compliance,
Investment Analysis and either Fund Management or
Private Client Investment Advice and Management
papers)

Diploma (must include a pass in Regulation and
Compliance Paper)

Securities Institute

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales 

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants in
Ireland

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Scotland

1 Fellow or Associate must include Investment paper E
(post - May 1992 syllabus)

Faculty of Actuaries/Institute of
Actuaries

1 Fellow or Associate by examination United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 G70 paper of Advanced Financial Planning Certificate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

2 SFA Corporate Finance Representative Examination

Certificate in Corporate Finance

Securities Institute
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Examination that must be passed within 30 months of starting the activity

2 Certificate in Investment Management (at least three
papers passed by examination)

Society of Investment Analysts in
Ireland

2 Certified Diploma in Accounting and Finance Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants

2 Certified European Financial Analyst EFFAS Societies with accredited
examinations

2 Chartered Financial Analyst (Level 1) Association for Investment
Management and Research

2 Chartered Member Securities Analysts' Association of
Japan

2 Diploma – Corporate Finance paper Securities Institute

2 Investment Management Asset Allocation Qualification United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

2 Investment Practice version of Investment Management
Certificate

United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

2 Module B(ii), Securities and Portfolio Management Law Society of England and Wales

2 Ordinary and Senior Certificates South African Institute of Financial
Markets

2 Professional qualification which provides the particular discipline relevant to their
responsibilities in relation to venture capital investments

3 SFA Registered Persons Examination – Section 1
(Regulation)

Securities Institute Regulatory Paper

Securities Institute

3 UK Regulation and Markets version of Investment
Management Certificate

United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research
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Annex 3R The interim approved examinations
referred to in TC 2

Table 1 TC 2.1.4 R (1) (f) Employees engaging in advising on investments
which are packaged products (other than broker funds or as in (g)
or (h))

Examination that must be passed within two years of starting the activity
K

E

Y

1   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2)
2   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2) with an appropriate
     UK regulatory module
3   UK regulatory modules

1 Advanced Financial Planning Certificate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Associateship (post-August 1994 syllabus) Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 Certificate for Financial Advisers Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 Certificate in Investment Planning Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 Diploma (including Private Client Investment Advice
and Management paper)

Securities Institute

1 Fellow or Associate (life and pensions route only) Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Fellow or Associate Faculty of Actuaries/Institute of
Actuaries

1 Financial Planning Certificate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Initial Test of Competence Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales/Institute of
Chartered Accountants in
Ireland/Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Scotland

1 Investment Advice Certificate Securities Institute

1 Investment Paper (post-August - 1994 syllabus) Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

2 Investment paper from the Associateship Chartered Institute of Bankers

2 Investment paper (pre - August 1994 syllabus) Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

2 Investment Planning Paper 2 Institute of Bankers in Ireland

2 Module B(i), Retail Branded/Packaged Products Law Society of England and Wales

3 Certificate for Financial Advisers – Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

3 Certificate in Investment Planning – Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

3 Financial Planning Certificate – Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute
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Examination that must be passed within two years of starting the activity
3 Investment Advice Certificate – Paper 1 Securities Institute

Table 2 TC 2.1.4 R (1) (g) Employees engaging in advising on investments
which are friendly society tax exempt policies only

Examination that must be passed within two years of starting the activity

Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2)

1 Certificate for Financial Advisers – Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 Certificate in Investment Planning – Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 Financial Planning Certificate – Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Investment Advice Certificate – Paper 1 Securities Institute

Table 3 TC 2.1.4 R (1) (h) Employees engaging in advising on investments
which are packaged products (where the employee sells only life
polices issued by a friendly society and is not reasonably
expected to receive remuneration of more than £1,000 a year in
respect of such sales)

No examination requirement

Table 4 TC 2.1.4 R (1) (i) Employees engaging in advising on investments
in the course of corporate finance business only

Examination that must be passed within two years of starting the activity
K

E

Y

1   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2)
2   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2) with an appropriate
     UK regulatory module
3   UK regulatory modules

1 SFA Corporate Finance Representative Examination

Certificate in Corporate Finance

Securities Institute

1 SFA Securities Representatives Examination

Certificate in Securities

Securities Institute

1 SFA Securities and Financial Derivatives
Representative Examination

Certificate in Securities and Financial Derivatives

Securities Institute

1 Diploma (including Regulation and Compliance,
Investment Analysis and Fund Management)

Securities Institute
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Examination that must be passed within two years of starting the activity
Diploma (must include a pass in Regulation and
Compliance Paper)

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales 

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants in
Ireland

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Scotland

1 Fellow or Associate by examination United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 G70 paper of Advanced Financial Planning Certificate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

2 Diploma – Corporate Finance paper Securities Institute

2 Examination NIBE – SVV – the Dutch Institute for the
banking, insurance and stockbroking
industry

2 Module B(ii), Securities and Portfolio Management Law Society of England and Wales

2 Ordinary and Senior Certificates South African Institute of Financial
Markets

2 Registered Representative of Public Securities
Examination (pre-April 1990)/Representative of Public
Securities Qualification - Type 1

Japanese Securities Dealers
Association

2 Representative of Public Securities Examination (pre-
April 1990)/Representative of Public Securities
Qualification - Class 1

Japanese Bankers Association

2 Secondary Examination Analyst Association of Japan

3 SFA Registered Persons Examination – Section 1
(Regulation)

Diploma (Regulation and Compliance)

Securities Institute

3 UK Regulation and Markets version of Investment
Management Certificate

United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

Table 5 TC 2.1.4 R (1) (j)  Employees engaging in advising on investments
which are (but not dealing in) securities (other than stakeholder
pension schemes or broker funds) and derivatives.  For
employees engaging in advising in relation to venture capital
investments only – see Annex 2R, Table 2.

Examination that must be passed within two years of starting the activity
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Examination that must be passed within two years of starting the activity

K

E

Y

1   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2)
2   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2) with an appropriate
     UK regulatory module
3   UK regulatory modules

1 Advanced Financial Planning Certificate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Associate or Fellow (life and pensions route only) Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Certificate for Financial Advisers Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 SFA Futures and Options Representative Examination
plus Securities Representative Examination – Part 2

Certificate in Derivatives plus Certificate in Securities –
Paper 2

Securities Institute

1 Certificate in Investment Planning Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 SFA Securities and Financial Derivatives
Representative Examination

Certificate in Securities and Financial Derivatives

Securities Institute

1 SFA Securities Representative Examination plus
Financial Derivatives Module

Certificate in Securities plus Financial Derivatives
Module

Securities Institute

1 Diploma (including Regulation and Compliance,
Investment Analysis and either Fund Management or
Private Client Investment Advice and Management
papers)

Diploma (must include a pass in Regulation and
Compliance Paper)

Securities Institute

1 Fellow or Associate Faculty of Actuaries/Institute of
Actuaries

1 Fellow or Associate by examination United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 Financial Planning Certificate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 G70 paper of Advanced Financial Planning Certificate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Initial Test of Competence Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales/Institute of
Chartered Accountants in
Ireland/Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Scotland

1 Investment Advice Certificate Securities Institute

1 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 Investment paper (post - August 1994 syllabus) Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

2 Chartered Financial Analyst Association for Investment
Management and Research

2 Examination NIBE – SVV – the Dutch Institute for the
banking, insurance and stockbroking
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Examination that must be passed within two years of starting the activity
industry

2 Investment paper from the Associateship Chartered Institute of Bankers

2 Investment paper (pre-August 1994 syllabus) Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

2 Investment Planning – Paper 2 Institute of Bankers in Ireland

2 Module B(ii), Securities and Portfolio Management Law Society of England and Wales

2 Ordinary and Senior Certificates South African Institute of Financial
Markets

2 Registered Representative of Public Securities
Examination (pre-April 1990)/Representative of Public
Securities Qualification - Type 1

Japanese Securities Dealers
Association

2 Representative of Public Securities Examination (pre-
April 1990)/Representative of Public Securities
Qualification – Class 1

Japanese Bankers Association

2 Secondary Examination Analyst Association of Japan

3 Certificate for Financial Advisers – Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

3 Financial Planning Certificate – Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute

3 Investment Advice Certificate – Paper 1 Securities Institute

3 SFA Registered Persons Examination – Section 1
(Regulation)

Securities Institute Regulatory Paper

Securities Institute

3 UK Regulation and Markets version of Investment
Management Certificate

United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research
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Table 6 TC 2.1.4 R (1) (k) Employees engaging in advising on investments
which are (but not dealing in) securities (other than stakeholder
pension schemes or broker funds) only.  For employees engaging
in advising in relation to venture capital investments only – see
Annex 2R, Table 2.

Examination that must be passed within two years of starting the activity

K

E

Y

1   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2)
2   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2) with an appropriate
     UK regulatory module
3   UK regulatory module

1 Advanced Financial Planning Certificate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Associate or Fellow (life and pensions route only) Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Certificate for Financial Advisers Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 Certificate in Investment Planning Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 SFA Securities Representative Examination

Certificate in Securities

Securities Institute

1 SFA Securities and Financial Derivatives
Representative Examination

Certificate in Securities and Financial Derivatives

Securities Institute

1 Diploma (including Regulation and Compliance,
Investment Analysis and either Fund Management or
Private Client Investment Advice and Management
papers)

Diploma (must include a pass in Regulation and
Compliance Paper)

Securities Institute

1 Fellow or Associate Faculty of Actuaries/Institute of
Actuaries

1 Fellow or Associate by examination United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 Financial Planning Certificate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 G70 paper of Advanced Financial Planning Certificate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Initial Test of Competence Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales/Institute of
Chartered Accountants in
Ireland/Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Scotland

1 Investment Advice Certificate Securities Institute

1 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 Investment paper (post - August 1994 syllabus) Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

2 Canadian Securities course plus Conduct and Practices Canadian Securities Institute
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Examination that must be passed within two years of starting the activity
Handbook

2 Certificate New Zealand Stock Exchange

2 Certificate in Financial Markets Securities Institute of Australia

2 Certified European Financial Analyst EFFAS Societies with accredited
examinations

2 Chartered Financial Analyst (Level 1) Association for Investment
Management and Research

2 Dealers Representative Examinations Singapore Exchange

2 Diploma Association of Belgium Financial
Analysts

2 Diploma of Financial Markets Securities Institute of Australia

2 Elementary, Intermediate and International Capital
Markets course

Korea Securities Training Institute

2 Examination NIBE – SVV – the Dutch Institute for the
banking, insurance and stockbroking
industry

2 Examination French Society of Investment Analysts

2 General Certification Programme ISMA/University of Reading

2 Investment paper from the Associateship Chartered Institute of Bankers

2 Investment paper (pre-August 1994 syllabus) Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

2 Investment Planning – Paper 2 Institute of Bankers in Ireland

2 International Capital Markets Qualification (including
the Fixed Interest and Bond Markets Module)

Securities Institute/South African
Institute of Financial Markets

2 Membership Examination Johannesburg Stock Exchange

2 Module B(ii), Securities and Portfolio Management Law Society of England and Wales

2 Ordinary and Senior Certificates South African Institute of Financial
Markets

2 Promotore Finanziano Examination Italian Exchange

2 Registered Representatives Examination Irish Stock Exchange/Dublin City
University

2 Representative of Public Securities Examination (pre-
April 1990)/Representative of Public Securities
Qualification - Class1

Japanese Bankers Association

2 Registered Representative of Public Securities
Examination (pre-April 1990)/Representative of Public
Securities Qualification - Type 1

Japanese Securities Dealers
Association

2 Secondary Examination Analyst Association of Japan

2 Series 7 – General Securities Representative
Examination

National Association of Securities
Dealers

2 Trainee Dealers Representative Examination Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange

3 Certificate for Financial Advisers – Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

3 Financial Planning Certificate – Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute

3 Investment Advice Certificate – Paper 1 Securities Institute
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Examination that must be passed within two years of starting the activity

3 SFA Registered Persons Examination - Section 1
(Regulation)

Securities Institute Regulatory Paper

Securities Institute

3 UK Regulation and Markets version of Investment
Management Certificate

United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Management
and Research
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Table 7 TC 2.1.4 R (1) (l) Employees engaging in advising on investments
which are (but not dealing in) derivatives only

Examination that must be passed within two years of starting the activity

K

E

Y

1   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2)
2   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2) with an appropriate
     UK regulatory module
3   UK regulatory module

1 Advanced Financial Planning Certificate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Associate or Fellow (life and pensions route only) Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Certificate for Financial Advisers Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 SFA Futures and Options Representative Examination

Certificate in Derivatives

Securities Institute

1 Certificate in Investment Planning Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 SFA Securities and Financial Derivatives
Representative Examination

Certificate in Securities and Financial Derivatives

Securities Institute

1 Diploma (including Regulation and Compliance,
Investment Analysis and either Fund Management or
Private Client Investment Advice and Management
papers)

Diploma (must include a pass in Regulation and
Compliance Paper)

Securities Institute

1 Fellow or Associate Faculty of Actuaries/Institute of
Actuaries

1 Fellow or Associate by examination United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 Financial Planning Certificate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 G70 paper of Advanced Financial Planning Certificate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Initial Test of Competence Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales/Institute of
Chartered Accountants in
Ireland/Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Scotland

1 Investment Advice Certificate Securities Institute

1 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 Investment paper (post - August 1994 syllabus) Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

2 ACI Diploma ACI

2 Chartered Financial Analyst Association for Investment
Management and Research

2 Derivatives Fundamentals course and Futures/Options Canadian Securities Institute
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Examination that must be passed within two years of starting the activity
Licensing course

2 Diploma including passes in both the Australian
Futures Trading and Options Trading papers

Securities Institute of Australia

2 Examination NIBE – SVV – the Dutch Institute for the
banking, insurance and stockbroking
industry

2 Examination Norwegian Society of Financial
Analysts

2 International Capital Markets Qualification (ICMQ)
including a pass in Futures, Options and other
Derivative Products paper

Securities Institute/South African
Institute of Financial Markets

2 Investment paper from the Associateship Chartered Institute of Bankers

2 Investment paper (pre-August 1994 syllabus) Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

2 Investment Planning – Paper 2 Institute of Bankers in Ireland

2 Module B(ii), Securities and Portfolio Management Law Society of England and Wales

2 Ordinary and Senior Certificates South African Institute of Financial
Markets

2 Registered Representatives Examination Sydney Futures Exchange

2 Representative of Public Securities Examination (pre-
April 1990)/Representative of Public Securities
Qualification – Class 1

Japanese Bankers Association

2 Registered Representative of Public Securities
Examination (pre-April 1990)/Representative of Public
Securities Qualification - Type 1

Japanese Securities Dealers
Association

2 Secondary Examination Analyst Association of Japan

2 Series 3 – Futures Representative Examination National Futures Association

2 Singapore Exchange Futures Trading Test Singapore Institute of Banking and
Finance

3 Certificate for Financial Advisers – Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

3 Financial Planning Certificate – Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute

3 Investment Advice Certificate – Paper 1 Securities Institute

3 SFA Registered Persons Examination - Section 1
(Regulation)

Securities Institute Regulatory Paper

Securities Institute

3 UK Regulation and Markets version of Investment
Management Certificate

United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Management
and Research

Annex 4R The interim approved examinations
referred to in TC 2
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Table 1 TC 2.1.4 R (1) (m) Employees engaging in the activity of a broker
fund adviser

Examination that must be passed before starting the activity

K

E

Y

1   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2)
2   Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2) with an appropriate
     UK regulatory module
3   UK regulatory modules

1 G70 paper of Advanced Financial Planning Certificate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

2 Investment Management Asset Allocation Qualification United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

3 Certificate for Financial Advisers – Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

3 Certificate in Investment Planning – Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

3 Financial Planning Certificate – Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute

3 Investment Advice Certificate – Paper 1 Securities Institute

3 Regulation and Compliance paper of Diploma Securities Institute

3 UK Regulation and Markets version of Investment
Management Certificate

United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

Table 2 TC 2.1.4 R (1) (n) Employees engaging in advising on syndicate
participation at Lloyd’s

Examination that must be passed before starting the activity
Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2)
Lloyd’s Introductory Test Lloyd’s

Lloyd's Market Certificate Lloyd’s/Chartered Insurance Institute

Table 3 TC 2.1.4 R (1) (o)  Employees engaging in the activity of a pension
transfer specialist

Examination that must be passed before starting the activity

Interim approved examinations which meet the requirements of TC 2.4.5 R (2)

Fellow or Associate Faculty of Actuaries/Institute of Actuaries

Fellow or Associate by examination Pensions Management Institute
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Examination that must be passed before starting the activity

Fellow or Associate including three pensions-related
subjects as confirmed by the examining body

Chartered Insurance Institute

G60 paper of Advanced Financial Planning Certificate Chartered Insurance Institute

Pensions paper of Professional Investment Certificate Chartered Institute of Bankers

Annex 5R The interim approved examinations
referred to in TC 2

Table 1 TC 2.1.4 R (2) (a) Employees overseeing on a day-to-day basis
operating, or acting as a trustee or depositary of, a collective
investment scheme

All three stages  1, 2 and 3 of the approved examinations that must be passed within two years of starting
the activity

Stage 1   Industry awareness
Stage 2   Regulatory knowledge
Stage 3   Knowledge relevant to the role

1 Certificate for Financial Advisers - Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 Certificate in Collective Investment Scheme
Administration

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

1 Certificate in Investment Planning Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 SFA Registered Persons Examination

Certificate in Securities – Paper 2

Securities Institute

1 Company Secretarial Practice and Share Registration
Practice (including the Regulatory module within the
examination)

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

1 Diploma Securities Institute

1 Diploma - International Global Operations
Management paper

Securities Institute

1 Diploma – Operations Management paper Securities Institute

1 Fellow, Member or Associate Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 Fellow or Associate Association of Corporate Treasurers

1 Fellow or Associate Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Bankers in Ireland

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants
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All three stages  1, 2 and 3 of the approved examinations that must be passed within two years of starting
the activity

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Public Finance
Accountants

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Fellow or Associate Faculty of Actuaries/Institute of
Actuaries

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants in
Ireland

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Scotland

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

1 Fellow or Associate Pensions Management Institute

1 Fellow or Associate by examination United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 Financial Planning Certificate - Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Investment Administration Qualification � Introduction
to Securities and Investment module

Securities Institute

1 Investment Advice Certificate - Paper 1 Securities Institute

1 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 Member Association of Accounting Technicians

1 Solicitor Law Society of England and Wales/Law
Society of Scotland/Law Society of
Northern Ireland

2 Certificate for Financial Advisers – Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

2 Certificate in Collective Investment Scheme
Administration

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

2 Certificate in Company Secretarial Practice and Share
Registration Practice (including the Regulatory
module within the examination)

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

2 Certificate in Investment Planning Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

2 Diploma – International  Global Operations
Management paper

Securities Institute

2 Diploma – Operations Management paper Securities Institute

2 Diploma – Regulation and Compliance paper Securities Institute

2 Financial Planning Certificate – Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute

2 Investment Advice Certificate – Paper 1 Securities Institute

2 Investment Administration Qualification – Regulatory
Environment module

Securities Institute

2 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research
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All three stages  1, 2 and 3 of the approved examinations that must be passed within two years of starting
the activity

2 Investment Regulation and Practice paper of the
Associate Examination

United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

2 SFA Futures and Options Representative Examination Securities Institute

2 SFA Securities and Financial Derivatives
Representative Examination

Securities Institute

2 SFA Securities Representative Examination Securities Institute

2 UK Regulation and Markets version of Investment
Management Certificate

United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

3 Certificate in Company Secretarial Practice and Share
Registration Practice (including the Regulatory
module within the examination)

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

3 Certificate in Collective Investment Scheme
Administration

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

3 Diploma - International Global Operations
Management paper

Securities Institute

3 Diploma – Operations Management paper Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Management Award Association of Unit Trusts and
Investment Funds

3 Investment Administration Qualification – CREST
Settlement module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Qualification – Derivatives
Operations/Exchange – Traded Derivative
Administration module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Qualification – Global
Custody module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Qualification – ISA and PEP
Administration module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Qualification – OEIC
Administration module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Qualification – PEP
Administration module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Qualification – Unit Trust
Administration module

Securities Institute

3 A firm may use alternative methods of assessing the required level of knowledge and
understanding at stage 3 only where the firm can demonstrate that none of the above
examinations are appropriate.

Annex 6R The interim approved examinations
referred to in TC 2
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Table 1 TC 2.1.4 R (2) (b) Employees overseeing on a day-to-day basis
safeguarding and administering investments or holding of client
money

All three stages  1, 2 and 3 of the approved examinations that must be passed within two years of starting
the activity

Stage 1   Industry awareness
Stage 2   Regulatory knowledge
Stage 3   Knowledge relevant to the role

1 Certificate for Financial Advisers - Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 Certificate in Collective Investment Scheme
Administration

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

1 Certificate in Investment Planning Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 SFA Registered Persons Examination

Certificate in Securities – Paper 2

Securities Institute

1 Company Secretarial Practice and Share Registration
Practice (including the Regulatory module within the
examination)

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

1 Diploma Securities Institute

1 Diploma – International Global Operations
Management paper

Securities Institute

1 Diploma – Operations Management paper Securities Institute

1 Fellow, Member or Associate Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 Fellow or Associate Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants

1 Fellow or Associate Association of Corporate Treasurers

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Bankers in Ireland

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Public Finance
Accountants

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Fellow or Associate Faculty of Actuaries/Institute of
Actuaries

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants in
Ireland

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Scotland

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

1 Fellow or Associate Pensions Management Institute

1 Fellow or Associate by examination United Kingdom Society of Investment
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All three stages  1, 2 and 3 of the approved examinations that must be passed within two years of starting
the activity

Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 Financial Planning Certificate � Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Investment Administration Qualification � Introduction
to Securities and Investment module

Securities Institute

1 Investment Advice Certificate � Paper 1 Securities Institute

1 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 Member Association of Accounting Technicians

1 Solicitor Law Society of England and Wales/Law
Society of Scotland/Law Society of
Northern Ireland

2 Certificate for Financial Advisers – Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

2 Certificate in Collective Investment Scheme
Administration

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

2 Certificate in Company Secretarial Practice and Share
Registration Practice (including the Regulatory
module within the examination)

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

2 Certificate in Investment Planning Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

2 Diploma – International Global Operations
Management paper

Securities Institute

2 Diploma – Operations Management paper Securities Institute

2 Diploma – Regulation and Compliance paper Securities Institute

2 Financial Planning Certificate – Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute

2 Investment Advice Certificate – Paper 1 Securities Institute

2 Investment Administration Qualification – Regulatory
Environment module

Securities Institute

2 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

2 Investment Regulation and Practice paper of the
Associate Examination

United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

2 SFA Futures and Options Representative Examination Securities Institute

2 SFA Securities and Financial Derivatives
Representative Examination

Securities Institute

2 SFA Securities Representative Examination Securities Institute

2 UK Regulation and Markets version of Investment
Management Certificate

United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

3 Certificate for Financial Advisers – Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

3 Certificate in Collective Investment Scheme
Administration

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators
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All three stages  1, 2 and 3 of the approved examinations that must be passed within two years of starting
the activity

3 Certificate in Company Secretarial Practice and Share
Registration Practice (including the Regulatory
module within the examination)

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

3 Diploma - International Global Operations
Management paper

Securities Institute

3 Diploma – Operations Management paper Securities Institute

3 Financial Planning Certificate – Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute

3 Investments Administration Management Award Association of Unit Trusts and
Investment Funds

3 Investment Administration Qualification – CREST
Settlement module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Qualification – Derivatives
Operations/Exchange – Traded Derivative
Administration module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Qualification – Global
Custody module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Qualification – ISA and PEP
Administration module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Qualification – OEIC
Administration module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Qualification – PEP
Administration module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Qualification – Unit Trust
Administration module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Advice Certificate – Paper 1 Securities Institute

3 A firm may use alternative methods of assessing the required level of knowledge and
understanding at stage 3 only where the firm can demonstrate that none of the above
examinations are appropriate.

Annex 7R The interim approved examinations
referred to in TC 2

Table 1 TC 2.1.4 R (2) (c) Employees overseeing on a day-to-day basis the
following administrative functions in relation to managing
investments:

(i)  arranging settlement;
(ii)  monitoring and processing corporate actions;
(iii) client account administration, liaison and
       reporting, including valuation and
       performance measurement;
(iv)  ISA or PEP administration;
(v)  investment trust savings scheme administration
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All three stages  1, 2 and 3 of the approved examinations that must be passed within two years of starting
the activity

Stage 1   Industry awareness
Stage 2   Regulatory knowledge
Stage 3   Knowledge relevant to the role

1 Certificate for Financial Advisers - Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 Certificate in Collective Investment Scheme
Administration

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

1 Certificate in Investment Planning Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 SFA Registered Persons Examination

Certificate in Securities – Paper 2

Securities Institute

1 Company Secretarial Practice and Share Registration
Practice (including the Regulatory module within the
examination)

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

1 Diploma Securities Institute

1 Diploma - International Global Operations
Management paper

Securities Institute

1 Diploma – Operations Management paper Securities Institute

1 Fellow, Member or Associate Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 Fellow or Associate Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants

1 Fellow or Associate Association of Corporate Treasurers

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Bankers in Ireland

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Public Finance
Accountants

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Fellow or Associate Faculty of Actuaries/Institute of
Actuaries

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants in
Ireland

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Scotland

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

1 Fellow or Associate Pensions Management Institute

1 Fellow or Associate by examination United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 Financial Planning Certificate - Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute
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All three stages  1, 2 and 3 of the approved examinations that must be passed within two years of starting
the activity

1 Investment Administration Qualification - Introduction
to Securities and Investment module

Securities Institute

1 Investment Advice Certificate - Paper 1 Securities Institute

1 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 Member Association of Accounting Technicians

1 Solicitor Law Society of England and Wales/Law
Society of Scotland/Law Society of
Northern Ireland

2 Certificate for Financial Advisers – Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

2 Certificate in Collective Investment Scheme
Administration

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

2 Certificate in Company Secretarial Practice and Share
Registration Practice (including the Regulatory
module within the examination)

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

2 Certificate in Investment Planning Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

2 Diploma – International Operations Management paper Securities Institute

2 Diploma – Operations Management paper Securities Institute

2 Diploma – Regulation and Compliance paper Securities Institute

2 Financial Planning Certificate - Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute

2 Investment Administration Qualification - Regulatory
Environment module

Securities Institute

2 Investment Advice Certificate - Paper 1 Securities Institute

2 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

2 Investment Regulation and Practice paper of the
Associate Examination

United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

2 SFA Futures and Options Representative Examination Securities Institute

2 SFA Securities and Financial Derivatives
Representative Examination

Securities Institute

2 SFA Securities Representative Examination Securities Institute

2 UK Regulation and Markets version of Investment
Management Certificate

United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

3 Certificate in Company Secretarial Practice and Share
Registration Practice (including the Regulatory
module within the examination)

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

3 Certificate in Collective Investment Scheme
Administration

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

3 Diploma – International Global Operations
Management paper

Securities Institute

3 Diploma – Operations Management paper Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Management Award Association of Unit Trusts and
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All three stages  1, 2 and 3 of the approved examinations that must be passed within two years of starting
the activity

Investment Funds

3 Investment Administration Qualification – CREST
Settlement module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Qualification – Derivatives
Operations/Exchange – Traded Derivative
Administration module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Qualification – Global
Custody module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Qualification – ISA and PEP
Administration module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Qualification – OEIC
Administration module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Qualification – PEP
Administration module

Securities Institute

3 Investment Administration Qualification – Unit Trust
Administration module

Securities Institute

3 A firm may use alternative methods of assessing the required level of knowledge and
understanding at stage 3 only where the firm can demonstrate that none of the above
examinations are appropriate.

Annex 8R The interim approved examinations
referred to in TC 2

Table 1 TC 2.1.4 R (2) (d) Employees overseeing on a day-to-day basis the
following administrative functions in relation to the effecting or
carrying out of life policies:  

(i)   new business administration;
(ii)  policy alterations including surrenders and policy
       loans;
(iii) preparing projections;
(iv) processing claims, including pension payments; 
(v)  fund switching

All three stages  1, 2 and 3 of the approved examinations that must be passed within two years of starting
the activity

Stage 1   Industry awareness
Stage 2   Regulatory knowledge
Stage 3   Knowledge relevant to the role

1 Certificate for Financial Advisers - Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 Certificate in Collective Investment Scheme
Administration

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators
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All three stages  1, 2 and 3 of the approved examinations that must be passed within two years of starting
the activity

1 Certificate in Investment Planning Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 Certificate of Insurance Practice Chartered Insurance Institute

1 SFA Registered Persons Examination

Certificate in Securities - Paper 2

Securities Institute

1 Fellow, Member or Associate Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 Fellow or Associate Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants

1 Fellow or Associate Association of Corporate Treasurers

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Bankers in Ireland

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Public Finance
Accountants

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Fellow or Associate Faculty of Actuaries/Institute of
Actuaries

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants in
Ireland

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Scotland

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

1 Fellow or Associate Pensions Management Institute

1 Fellow or Associate by examination United Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 Financial Planning Certificate - Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Investment Administration Qualification -
Introduction to Securities and Investment module

Securities Institute

1 Investment Advice Certificate - Paper 1 Securities Institute

1 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 Member Association of Accounting Technicians

1 Solicitor Law Society of England and Wales/Law
Society of Scotland/Law Society of
Northern Ireland

2 Certificate for Financial Advisers – Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

2 Certificate in Collective Investment Scheme
Administration

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators
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All three stages  1, 2 and 3 of the approved examinations that must be passed within two years of starting
the activity

2 Certificate in Investment Planning Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

2 Financial Planning Certificate – Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute

2 Investment Administration Qualification – Regulatory
Environment module

Securities Institute

2 Investment Advice Certificate – Paper 1 Securities Institute

3 Certificate for Financial Advisers – Paper 2 Chartered Institute of Bankers

3 Certificate of Insurance Practice (life or pensions
route)

Chartered Insurance Institute

3 Fellow or Associate Faculty of Actuaries/Institute of
Actuaries

3 Fellow or Associate (by examination) Pensions Management Institute

3 Fellow or Associate (life and pensions route only) Chartered Insurance Institute

3 Financial Planning Certificate – Paper 2 Chartered Insurance Institute

3 Initial Test of Competence Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales

3 Investment Advice Certificate - Paper 2 Securities Institute

3 Life assurance (735) Chartered Insurance Institute

3 Life office administration Chartered Insurance Institute

3 Module B(i), Retail Branded/Packaged Products Law Society of England and Wales

3 Pensions administration Chartered Insurance Institute

3 Pensions law, taxation and administration (740) Chartered Insurance Institute

3 A firm may use alternative methods of assessing the required level of knowledge and
understanding at stage 3 only where the firm can demonstrate that none of the above
examinations are appropriate.

Annex 9R The interim approved examinations
referred to in TC 2

Table 1 TC 2.1.4 R (2) (e) Employees overseeing on a day-to-day basis
taking private customers through decision trees in connection
with a stakeholder pension scheme

All three stages  1, 2 and 3 of the approved examinations that must be passed within two years of starting
the activity

Stage 1   Industry awareness
Stage 2   Regulatory knowledge
Stage 3   Knowledge relevant to the role
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All three stages  1, 2 and 3 of the approved examinations that must be passed within two years of starting
the activity

1 Certificate for Financial Advisers - Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 Certificate in Collective Investment Scheme
Administration

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

1 Certificate in Investment Planning Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 Fellow, Member or Associate Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 Fellow or Associate Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants

1 Fellow or Associate Association of Corporate Treasurers

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Bankers in Ireland

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Public Finance
Accountants

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Fellow or Associate Faculty of Actuaries/Institute of
Actuaries

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants in
Ireland

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Scotland

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

1 Fellow or Associate Pensions Management Institute

1 Fellow or Associate by examination United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 Financial Planning Certificate - Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Investment Administration Qualification -
Introduction to Securities and Investment module

Securities Institute

1 Investment Advice Certificate - Paper 1 Securities Institute

1 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 Member Association of Accounting Technicians

1 Solicitor Law Society of England and Wales/Law
Society of Scotland/Law Society of
Northern Ireland

2 Certificate for Financial Advisers – Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

2 Certificate in Investment Planning Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

2 Financial Planning Certificate – Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute
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All three stages  1, 2 and 3 of the approved examinations that must be passed within two years of starting
the activity

2 Investment Advice Certificate – Paper 1 Securities Institute

3 Certificate for Financial Advisers – Paper 2 Chartered Institute of Bankers

3 Fellow or Associate Faculty of Actuaries/Institute of
Actuaries

3 Fellow or Associate (by examination) Pensions Management Institute

3 Fellow or Associate (pensions route) Chartered Insurance Institute

3 Financial Planning Certificate – Paper 2 Chartered Insurance Institute

3 Initial Test of Competence Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales/Institute of
Chartered Accountants in
Ireland/Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Scotland

3 Investment Advice Certificate - Paper 2 Securities Institute

3 Module B(i), Retail Branded/Packaged Products Law Society of England and Wales

3 A firm may use alternative methods of assessing the required level of knowledge and
understanding at stage 3 only where the firm can demonstrate that none of the above
examinations are appropriate.
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Annex 10R The interim approved examinations
referred to in TC 2

Table 1 TC 2.1.4 R (2) (f)  Employees overseeing on a day-to-day basis the
following administrative functions in relation to the operation of a
stakeholder pension scheme:  

(i)   new business administration; 
(ii)  receipt of or alteration to contributions; 
(iii) preparing projections and annual statements; 
(iv) administration of transfers; 
(v)  handling claims, including pension payments; 
(vi) fund allocation and switching

All three stages  1, 2 and 3 of the approved examinations that must be passed within two years of starting
the activity

Stage 1   Industry awareness
Stage 2   Regulatory knowledge
Stage 3   Knowledge relevant to the role

1 Certificate for Financial Advisers - Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 Certificate in Collective Investment Scheme
Administration

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

1 Certificate in Investment Planning Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 Fellow, Member or Associate Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

1 Fellow or Associate Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants

1 Fellow or Associate Association of Corporate Treasurers

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Bankers

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Bankers in Ireland

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Institute of Public Finance
Accountants

1 Fellow or Associate Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Fellow or Associate Faculty of Actuaries/Institute of
Actuaries

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants in
Ireland

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Scotland
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All three stages  1, 2 and 3 of the approved examinations that must be passed within two years of starting
the activity

1 Fellow or Associate Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

1 Fellow or Associate Pensions Management Institute

1 Fellow or Associate by examination United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 Financial Planning Certificate - Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute

1 Investment Administration Qualification -
Introduction to Securities and Investment module

Securities Institute

1 Investment Advice Certificate - Paper 1 Securities Institute

1 Investment Management Certificate United Kingdom Society of Investment
Professionals/Institute of Investment
Management and Research

1 Member Association of Accounting Technicians

1 Solicitor Law Society of England and Wales/Law
Society of Scotland/Law Society of
Northern Ireland

2 Certificate for Financial Advisers – Paper 1 Chartered Institute of Bankers

2 Certificate in Investment Planning Chartered Institute of Bankers in
Scotland

2 Financial Planning Certificate – Paper 1 Chartered Insurance Institute

2 Investment Advice - Certificate – Paper 1 Securities Institute

3 Associate or Fellow Faculty of Actuaries/Institute of
Actuaries

3 Certificate for Financial Advisers – Paper 2 Chartered Institute of Bankers

3 Certificate of Insurance Practice (pensions route) Chartered Insurance Institute

3 Fellow or Associate (by examination) Pensions Management Institute

3 Fellow or Associate (pensions route) Chartered Insurance Institute

3 Financial Planning Certificate – Paper 2 Chartered Insurance Institute

3 Initial Test of Competence Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales/Institute of
Accountants in Ireland/Institute of
Accountants of Scotland

3 Investment Advice Certificate - Paper 2 Securities Institute

3 Module B(i), Retail Branded/Packaged Products Law Society of England and Wales

3 Pensions administration Chartered Insurance Institute

3 Pensions law, taxation and administration (740) Chartered Insurance Institute

3 A firm may use alternative methods of assessing the required level of knowledge and
understanding at stage 3 only where the firm can demonstrate that none of the above
examinations are appropriate.



SUPERVISION MANUAL (AMENDMENT NO 5) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority amends the Supervision manual in the exercise of
the following powers and related provisions in the Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000 (the "Act"):

(1) section 138 (General rule-making power);

(2) section 156 (General supplementary powers);

(3) section 157(1) (Guidance);

(4) section 340 (Appointment).

B. The provisions of the Act relevant to rules and listed above are specified for the
purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement

C. This instrument comes into force at the beginning of the day on which section 19 of
the Act (The general prohibition) comes into force.

Amendment of the Supervision manual

D. The Supervision manual is amended:

(1) in accordance with Annexes A and B to this instrument; and

(2) by inserting the provisions in Annexes C, D and E to this instrument.

Citation

E. This instrument may be cited as the Supervision Manual (Amendment No 5)
Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
15 November 2001

FSA 2001/62



ANNEX A
SUP 3 (Auditors)

In this Annex, where amendments are shown rather than described, underlining indicates
new text and striking through indicates deleted text.

SUP Transitional provisions   In the first table of transitional provisions, insert the
following new rows:

3A SUP 3.10 R (1) Paragraphs (2) and (3) apply to the auditor
of an authorised professional firm:

(a) if that firm has an accounting
reference date between 1 June 2001
and 30 November 2001 (inclusive);
and

(b) in relation to delivery of a client assets
report on that firm for the period
ending on that accounting reference
date.

(2) An auditor will not contravene SUP
3.10.4R, SUP 3.10.5R, SUP 3.10.9R or
SUP 3.10.10R by delivering a report in
the format required by the rules of the
firm's previous regulator for client asset
reports.

(3) SUP 3.10.7R is changed so that the period
for delivery of the report is the longer of:

(a) four months from the firm's accounting
reference date; and

(b) the period permitted under the rules of
the firm's previous regulator.

From
commence-
ment for six
months

Commence-
ment



3B SUP 3.10.6R,
SUP 3.10.7R

G Auditors affected by paragraph 3A are
reminded that:

(1) if the report has been delivered to the
firm's previous regulator before
commencement, it need not be delivered to
the FSA (paragraph 7 of the transitional
provisions in GEN); in this case, the first
report to the FSA should cover a period
ending not more than 53 weeks after the
period covered by the last report to the
previous regulator;

(2) a report delivered after commencement
should be submitted and addressed to the
FSA in accordance with SUP 16.3.6R to
SUP 16.3.13R; and

(3) the auditor is free to fulfil its duty to
deliver a report to the FSA by doing so
before commencement (paragraph 3 of the
transitional provisions in GEN). 

From
commence-
ment for six
months

Commence-
ment

SUP 3.1.2R Amend the table as shown:

(1)          Category of firm (2) Sections
applicable to
the firm

(3) Sections
applicable to
its auditor

(1) Authorised professional firm
which is required by
IPRU(INV) 2.1.2R to comply
with chapter 3, 5, 10 or 13 of
IPRU(INV) (Note 1)

SUP 3.1 –
SUP 3.7   

SUP 3.1, SUP
3.2, SUP 3.8 -
SUP 3.10

(2) Authorised professional firm
not within (1) to which either
or both of COB 9.1 (Custody)
and COB 9.3 (Client money)
applies, unless the firm is
regulated by The Law Society
(England and Wales), The
Law Society of Scotland or
The Law Society of Northern
Ireland (Note 2)

SUP 3.1 -
SUP 3.7

SUP 3.1, SUP
3.2, SUP 3.8,
SUP 3.10

(3) Authorised professional firm
not within (1) or (2) which has
an auditor appointed under or
as a result of a statutory
provision other than in the Act

SUP 3.1,
SUP 3.2,
SUP 3.7 

SUP 3.1, SUP
3.2, SUP 3.8



(4)
(1)

Bank or building society
which in either case carries on
designated investment
business

SUP 3.1 –
SUP 3.7 

SUP 3.1, SUP
3.2, SUP 3.8,
SUP 3.10

(5)
(2)

Bank or building society
which in either case does not
carry on designated
investment business 

SUP 3.1 –
SUP 3.7 

SUP 3.1, SUP
3.2, SUP 3.8

(6)
(4)

Insurer, the Society of Lloyd's,
underwriting agent or
members’ adviser

SUP 3.1 –
SUP 3.7 

SUP 3.1, SUP
3.2, SUP 3.8

(7)
(3)

Investment management firm,
personal investment firm
(other than a small personal
investment firm), or securities
and futures firm (Note 13)

SUP 3.1 –
SUP 3.7   

SUP 3.1, SUP
3.2, SUP 3.8 -
SUP 3.10

(8)
(5)

Small personal investment
firm or, service company or
authorised professional firm
which, in eacheither case, has
an auditor appointed under or
as a result of a statutory
provision other than in the Act
(Note 2) 

SUP 3.1,
SUP 3.2,
SUP 3.7 

SUP 3.1, SUP
3.2, SUP 3.8



Note 12 = This note applies in relation to an authorised professional
firm which is required by IPRU(INV) 2.1.2R to comply with chapter 3,
5, 10 or 13 of IPRU(INV). This chapter applies to such an authorised
professional firm in row (1) (and its auditor) as if it were the firm were
of the relevant firm type in the right-hand column of IPRU(INV)
2.1.4R.

Note 2 = In row (2):

(a) COB 9.1 (Custody) is treated as applying only if (i) the firm
safeguards and administers investments in connection with
managing investments (other than when acting as trustee) or (ii) it
safeguards and administers investments in relation to bonded
investments; 

(b) COB 9.3 (Client money) is treated as applying only if the firm
receives or holds client money other than under an arrangement
where commission is rebated to the client;

but, if COB 9.1 or COB 9.3 is treated as applying, then SUP 3.10
(Duties of auditors: notification and report on client assets) applies to
the whole of the business within the scope of COB 9.1 or COB 9.3.

Note 13 = This note applies in relation to an oil market participant to
which IPRU(INV) 3 does not apply and in relation to an energy market
participant to which IPRU(INV) 3 does not apply.  In SUP 3:

(a) only SUP 3.1, SUP 3.2 and SUP 3.7 are applicable to such a firm;
and

(b) only SUP 3.1, SUP 3.2 and SUP 3.8 are applicable to its auditor;

and, in each case, only if it has an auditor appointed under or as a
result of a statutory provision other than in the Act.

SUP 3.1.8G Amend the heading as shown:

Authorised professional firms Auditors of firms of solicitors subject
to SUP 3.10

SUP 3.1.8G Amend as shown:

A firm of solicitors is not required to comply with the client money
rules (COB 9.3) and instead must comply with its designated
professional body's rules (COB 9.3.25R). SUP 3.10 is therefore
modified for the auditor of such a firm, if it applies (see Note 2 to
the table in SUP 3.1.2R and SUP 3.10.2R).This chapter applies to an
authorised professional firm as set out in rows (1) to (3) of SUP
3.1.2R:

(1) a firm in row (1) is treated in the same way as its equivalent in
row (7);



(2) large parts of this chapter apply to a firm in row (2) and its
auditor; the report on client assets under SUP 3.10 (Duties of
auditors: notification and report on client assets) must cover
compliance for the whole of the business within the scope of
whichever of COB  9.1 and COB 9.3 is treated as applying; but
there is no requirement for the auditor to prepare a report to the
FSA on the firm's financial statements; 

(3) this chapter has limited application to a firm in row (3) and its
auditor.

SUP 3.2.4G Amend as shown:

SUP 3.1.1R and SUP 3.1.2R limit the application of this chapter in
relation to:

(1) authorised professional firms to which COB 9.1 (Custody) and
COB 9.3 (Client money) do not apply or which are not required
by IPRU(INV) 2.1.2R to comply with chapter 3, 5, 10 or 13 of
IPRU(INV);

(2) oil market participants, and energy market participants, to whom
IPRU(INV) 3 does not apply;

(3) small personal investment firms; and

(4) service companies.

Such a firm is not required, under this chapter, to appoint an auditor
because SUP 3.3 (Appointment of auditors) does not apply.  If such a
firm appoints an auditor under or as a result of a statutory provision
other than in the Act, for example, under the Companies Act 1985, SUP
3.7 (Notification of matters raised by auditor) and SUP 3.8 (Rights and
duties of all auditors) nevertheless apply to help the FSA discharge its
functions under the Act.



Annex B
SUP 15 (Notification to the FSA)

SUP 15.8 Insert the following new rule:

15.8.3
R

Insurers’ commission clawback
(1) An insurer must notify the FSA in respect of any

firm (the "intermediary") as soon as reasonably
practicable if:

(a) any amount of commission due from the
intermediary to the insurer in accordance with
an indemnity commission clawback arrangement
remains outstanding for four months after the
date when the insurer gave notice to the
intermediary that the relevant premium had not
been paid; or

(b) any amount of commission due from the
intermediary to the insurer as a result of either
the cancellation of an investment agreement or
overpayment of commission remains outstanding
for four months after the date on which the
insurer gave notice to the intermediary that
cancellation or overpayment had occurred.

(2) A notification in (1):

(a) need not be given unless the total amounts
outstanding under (1)(a) and (b) in respect of the
intermediary exceed £1,000; and

(b) must give the identity of the intermediary and
the amount of commission which remains
outstanding.

(3) In (1) an "indemnity commission clawback
arrangement" is an arrangement under which:

(a) an insurer pays commission to an intermediary
before the date on which the premium is due
under the relevant investment agreement; and

(b) the insurer requires repayment of the
commission, if the investment agreement is
terminated by reason of a failure to pay a
premium.



Annex C

SUP chapter 18

18 Transfers of business

18.1 Application

18.1.1  G This chapter provides guidance in relation to business transfers.

 (1) SUP 18.2 applies to any firm or to any member of Lloyd's proposing to transfer the
whole or part of its business by an insurance business transfer scheme or to accept
such a transfer. SUP 18.2.31G to SUP 18.2.41G also apply to the independent
expert making the scheme report.

 (2) SUP 18.3 applies to any firm proposing to accept certain transfers of insurance
business taking place outside the United Kingdom.

 (3) SUP 18.4 applies to any friendly societies proposing to amalgamate under section
85 of the Friendly Societies Act 1992, to any friendly society proposing to transfer
engagements under section 86 of that Act to another body and to any body
(whether or not it is a friendly society) proposing to accept such a transfer. SUP
18.4 also provides guidance to those wishing to make representations to the FSA
about an application for confirmation of an amalgamation or transfer.

18.1.2  G Guidance on building society transfers and mergers is given in IPRU(BSOC).

 INTRODUCTION

18.1.3  G Insurance business transfers are subject to Part VII of the Act and must be approved by
the court under section 111. The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Control of
Business Transfers)(Requirements on Applicants) Regulations 2001 (SI 2001/[number to
be inserted later]) also apply. These regulations set out minimum requirements for
publicising schemes, notifying certain interested parties directly (subject to the discretion of
the court), and giving information to anyone who requests it.

18.1.4  G An insurance business transfer scheme is defined in section 105 of the Act and the
definition has been extended to transfers from members of Lloyd's to reflect the effect of
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Control of Transfers of Business Done at
Lloyd's) Order 2001(SI 2001/[number to be inserted later]). With certain exclusions
(relating to some schemes approved under foreign legislation, some novations of
reinsurance or some captive insurers), it includes, in broad terms, any scheme to transfer
insurance business from one firm (other than a friendly society) or members of Lloyd's to
another body (which may be a friendly society), if:

 (1) (a) the transferor is an "UK authorised person" and the business is being carried
on in one or more EEA States; or

(b) the business is reinsurance carried on in the United Kingdom; or

(c) the business is carried on in the United Kingdom and the transferor is not an
EEA firm; and

 (2) in each case, the transferred business will be carried on from an establishment in
the EEA.



The business transferred may include liabilities and potential liabilities on expired policies,
liabilities on current policies and liabilities on contracts to be written in the period until the
transfer takes effect. The parties to schemes approved under foreign legislation or
involving novations of reinsurance or a captive insurer can apply to the court for an order
sanctioning the scheme.

18.1.5  G In the opinion of the FSA, a novation or a number of novations would constitute an
insurance business transfer only if their number or value were such that the novation was
to be regarded as a transfer of part of the business. A novation is an agreement between
the policyholder and two insurers whereby a contract with one insurer is replaced by a
contract with the other. In the opinion of the FSA, where an insurer agrees to meet the
liabilities (this may include undertaking the administration of the policies) of another insurer
by means of a reinsurance contract, including Lloyd's reinsurance to close, this would not
constitute an insurance business transfer because the contractual liability remains with the
original insurer; nor would an arrangement whereby an insurer offers to renew the policies
of another insurer on their expiry date.

18.1.6  G Under section 112 of the Act, the court has wide discretion to transfer property and
liabilities to the transferee and to make orders in relation to incidental, consequential and
supplementary matters. In the opinion of the FSA, the court has the power in such cases
and on such terms as may be appropriate, to transfer the benefit of reinsurance contracts
protecting the transferred business and to make such amendments to the terms of those
contracts as may be necessary to give effect to that transfer of benefit.

18.1.7  G Amalgamations of friendly societies and transfers of engagements from friendly societies to
other bodies (whether or not friendly societies) are governed by part VIII of the Friendly
Societies Act 1992 and Schedule 15 to that Act applies.

18.2 Insurance business transfers

 PURPOSE

18.2.1  G Transfers enable firms to manage their affairs more effectively, both for their own benefit
and for that of their customers. However they represent an interference in the contracts
between a firm and its customers, unless the customers individually consent, and may also
affect the rights of third parties. An important protection is the requirement for the consent
of the court. Under section 110 of the Act, the FSA is entitled to be heard by the court. In
deciding whether it should appear, the FSA will consider the potential risk to its regulatory
objectives of the scheme compared to not implementing the scheme.

18.2.2  G The FSA's regulatory objectives include market confidence and the protection of
consumers. Either or both of these might be impaired if a transfer were approved that led
to loss, or perceived loss, to consumers or other market participants. On the other hand a
transfer that led to improved security or benefits for consumers would promote the FSA's
regulatory objectives. When considering a transfer, the FSA needs to take into account the
interests of existing consumers of the transferee and of consumers remaining with the
transferor as well as of those whose contracts are being transferred. The guidance in this
section is intended to protect consumers. By so doing it promotes the market confidence
objective.



18.2.3  G Under section 5(2) of the Act, in considering what degree of protection may be appropriate
for consumers, the FSA must have regard to their need for accurate information. Under
Principle 7, a firm must pay due regard to the information needs of clients (the scope of the
Principle is not precisely consumers). The extent and nature of the information provided to
consumers about a proposed scheme will therefore be a factor for the FSA in determining
its attitude to the scheme. For the court process to be an effective protection, consumers
and others affected need to learn of the proposed transfer and receive sufficient
information on the transfer and its effects in such a form as to enable them to decide if they
are likely to be adversely affected, and whether they wish to be heard by the court. The
information needed depends on the circumstances and cannot be precisely specified in
advance but this chapter contains guidance aimed at ensuring that consumers, the FSA
and the court receive adequate information.

18.2.4  G Under Principle 11, a firm must deal with the FSA in an open and cooperative way and
disclose to the FSA appropriately anything relating to the firm of which the FSA would
reasonably expect notice. This chapter contains guidance on the information that the FSA
expects to receive from firms and members of Lloyd's in the context of insurance business
transfer schemes.

18.2.5  G Under Principle 6, a firm must treat customers fairly (the scope of the Principle is not
precisely consumers) and, under Principle 8, manage conflicts of interest fairly. A criterion
for the FSA in considering a proposed scheme would be whether it appears that either
Principle is not being followed. Transfers may have both positive and negative effects on
individual consumers. In such circumstances it is for consumers to balance these effects
and assess whether the proposed scheme as a whole is in their interests and whether to
make representations to the court about the scheme. The FSA's main concern then
becomes to ensure that consumers have appropriate information and not to set its
judgment over theirs.

18.2.6  G A scheme may have a material effect on the transferor or the transferee. The FSA will take
any scheme into account in its future regulation of the firms, where it continues to regulate
them. This could include, for instance, the exercise of own-initiative powers under section
45 of the Act to vary a firm's Part IV permission, for instance, by requiring a scheme of
operations (SUP 7 contains guidance on criteria for varying a firm's Part IV permission).

18.2.7  G For many transfers it is necessary to cooperate with overseas regulators. This section
contains guidance on such cooperation.

18.2.8  G Section 86(8) of the Friendly Societies Act 1992 requires, where a transferee is a friendly
society, that consent to accept the engagements is passed by special resolution in
accordance with paragraph 7 of Schedule 12 to that Act. This section includes guidance
about the information needed in these circumstances.

18.2.9  G Under section 109 of the Act, an insurance business transfer scheme must be
accompanied by a scheme report in a form approved by the FSA. This section contains
guidance on the form of a scheme report.

18.2.10  G Also under section 109 of the Act, the scheme report must be made by a person
nominated or approved by the FSA. This section contains guidance on the procedures and
general criteria that the FSA proposes to adopt for this purpose.

18.2.11  G The FSA has a duty under section 2(3) of the Act "to have regard to the need to use its
resources in the most efficient and economic way". The extent to which (if at all) it
examines and considers the details of a scheme and the resources it devotes to such
consideration will depend on the potential risk to its regulatory objectives.



PROCEDURE: INITIAL STEPS

18.2.12  G When an insurance business transfer scheme is being considered, the scheme promoters
(including the transferor and, except possibly if it is a new company, the transferee) should
discuss the scheme with the FSA as soon as reasonably practical, to enable the FSA to
consider what issues are likely to arise, and to enable a practical timetable for the scheme
to be agreed. The FSA will wish to consider material issues relating to policyholder rights
(such as the reasonable expectations of with-profits policyholders) or policyholder security
at the earliest opportunity. In any case the FSA will need time to:

 (1) consider the application, if an application by the transferee for a Part IV permission
or a variation of permission is necessary (AUTH and SUP 6 provide guidance on
this);

 (2) seek information or approvals from other supervisors (where this applies);

 (3) consider what skills are needed to make a proper report on the scheme and what
criteria should therefore be applied to the choice of independent expert;

 (4) consider whether the promoters' nominee for independent expert is suitable for
approval or, if the FSA proposes to nominate someone, who the FSA should
nominate; and

 (5) consider whether to object to the scheme in the light of the report and other
circumstances.

18.2.13  G The initial information on the scheme provided to the FSA under SUP 18.2.12G should
include its broad outline and its purpose. The FSA will indicate to the promoters how
closely it wishes to monitor the progress of the scheme, including the extent to which it
wishes to see draft documentation.

INDEPENDENT EXPERT: QUALIFICATIONS

18.2.14  G Under section 109(2) of the Act a scheme report may only be made by a person:

 (1) appearing to the FSA to have the skills necessary to enable him to make a proper
report; and

 (2) nominated or approved for the purpose by the FSA.

18.2.15  G The general principles set out in SUP 5.4.8G, for suitability of a skilled person, apply also
to the independent expert. The FSA expects the independent expert making the scheme
report to be a natural person, who:

 (1) is independent, that is any direct or indirect interest or connection he has or has had
in either the transferor or transferee should not be such as to prejudice his status in
the eyes of the court; and

 (2) has relevant knowledge, both practical and theoretical, and experience of the types
of insurance business transacted by the transferor and transferee.

18.2.16  G For a transfer of long-term insurance business the independent expert should be an
actuary familiar with the role and responsibilities of an appointed actuary.



18.2.17  G For a transfer of general insurance business the independent expert should normally be
competent at assessing technical provisions and the uncertainties of the liabilities they
represent (such as an actuary). Exceptionally, where issues other than the ability of the
transferee to meet the liabilities to be transferred are much more significant in assessing
the likely effects of the scheme, this criterion might not be applied. In such a case the
independent expert would be expected to take advice from an appropriately qualified
practitioner about the adequacy of the financial resources of the transferee.

18.2.18  G The independent expert would not normally be expected to be knowledgeable:

 (1) about general insurance business if the business being transferred is long-term
insurance business only; nor

 (2) about long-term insurance business if the business being transferred is general
insurance business only;

but, where either the transferor or transferee is a composite, he should understand the
relevance of the general insurance business to the security of the long-term insurance
business policyholders and vice versa and may need to seek independent specialist
advice.

INDEPENDENT EXPERT: APPOINTMENT

18.2.19  G The suitability of a person to act as an independent expert depends on the nature of the
scheme and the firms concerned. On the basis of the preliminary information supplied by
the scheme promoters (and any other knowledge it has of the circumstances and the
firms), the FSA will consider what skills are needed to make a proper report on the scheme
and what criteria should therefore be applied to the choice of independent expert. The FSA
will inform the promoters of any such criteria it is minded to apply.

18.2.20  G Under section 107(2) of the Act, the application to the court may be made by the transferor
or the transferee or both. As soon as reasonably practical, the intended applicant should
choose their nominee for independent expert in the light of any criteria advised by the FSA
and advise the FSA of their choice, unless the FSA wishes them to defer nomination or to
make its own nomination. The notification should be accompanied by reasons why the
party considers the nominee to be a suitable person to act as independent expert, together
with relevant details of his experience and qualifications.

18.2.21  G The FSA may wish to have preliminary discussions with the nominee about the transfer to
help the FSA determine whether he is suitably qualified to address issues arising from the
transfer. The FSA will consider the suitability of the nominee and inform the firm that
nominated him whether it approves him. Since the nature of the scheme is a factor in
determining the suitability of the nominee, the FSA cannot approve a nominee before the
broad outlines of the scheme have been determined. If the FSA rejects a nominee, it will
normally inform him and, with the agreement of the nominee, the applicant of the reasons
for the rejection.

18.2.22  G The FSA may itself nominate the independent expert, either where it indicates that a
nomination is not required by the parties, or where it does not approve the parties' own
nomination. In either case it will inform the promoters of its nominee.

18.2.23  G Firms should co-operate fully with the independent expert and provide him with access to
all relevant information and appropriate staff.



CONSULTATION WITH OTHER REGULATORS

18.2.24  G The guidance set out in SUP 18.2.25G to SUP 18.2.30G derives from the requirements of
the Insurance Directives and the associated agreements between EEA regulators.
Schedule 12 of the Act implements some of these requirements.

18.2.25  G If the transferee is (or will be) an EEA firm (authorised in its Home State to carry on
insurance business under the Insurance Directives) or a Swiss general insurance
company, then the FSA has to consult the transferee's Home State regulator, who has 3
months to respond. It will be necessary for the FSA to obtain from the transferee's Home
State regulator a certificate confirming that the transferee will meet the Home State's
solvency margin requirements (if any) after the transfer.

18.2.26  G The transferor will need to provide the FSA with the information that the Home State
regulator requires from FSA. This information includes:

 (1) the transfer agreement or a draft, with:

(a) the names and addresses of the transferor and transferee; and

(b) the classes of insurance business and details of the nature of the risks or
commitments to be transferred;

 (2) for the business to be transferred (both before and after reinsurance):

(a) the amount of technical provisions;

(b) the amount of premiums (in the most recent financial period); and

(c) for general insurance business, the claims incurred (in the most recent
financial period);

 (3) details of assets to be transferred;

 (4) details of any guarantees (including reinsurance), whether provided by the
transferor or a third party, to protect the provisions for the business transferred
against deterioration; and

 (5) the states of the risks or the states of the commitments being transferred.

18.2.27  G If the transferee is not (and will not be) authorised and will be neither an EEA firm nor a
Swiss general insurance company, then the FSA will need to consult its insurance
supervisor in the place where the business is to be transferred. The FSA will need
confirmation from this supervisor that the transferee will meet his solvency margin
requirements there (if any) after the transfer.

18.2.28  G If the transferor is an UK insurer and the business to be transferred includes business
carried on from a branch in another EEA State, then the FSA has to consult the Host State
regulator, who has 3 months to respond. The FSA will need to be given the information that
the Host State regulator requires from it. This information should identify the parties to the
transfer and include the transfer agreement or draft transfer agreement or a summary
containing relevant information, and describe arrangements for settling claims if the branch
is to be closed.



18.2.29  G If the transferor is an UK insurer and the business to be transferred includes a long-term
insurance contract (other than reinsurance) for which the state of the commitment is an
EEA state other than the United Kingdom, then the FSA has to consult the Host State
regulator. If the transferor is an UK insurer and the business to be transferred includes a
general insurance contract (other than reinsurance) for which the state of the risk is an
EEA state other than the United Kingdom, then the FSA must consult the Host State
regulator. The FSA will need to be given the information that the Host State regulator
requires from it. This information should identify the parties to the transfer and include the
transfer agreement or draft transfer agreement or a summary containing relevant
information. It would be helpful (especially for long-term insurance business) if a draft of
the scheme report was also available. The consent of the Host State regulator to the
transfer is required, unless he does not respond within 3 months.

18.2.30  G Where the transferor is an UK-deposit insurer and, following the transfer, it will no longer
be carrying on insurance business in the United Kingdom, the FSA will need to collaborate
with regulatory bodies in the other EEA States in which it is carrying on business to ensure
that effective supervision of the business carried on in the EEA continues. The transferor
should cooperate with the FSA and the other regulatory bodies in this process and
demonstrate that it will meet the requirements of its regulators following the transfer.

FORM OF SCHEME REPORT

18.2.31  G Under section 109 of the Act, a scheme report must accompany an application to the court
to approve an insurance business transfer scheme. This report must be made in a form
approved by the FSA. The FSA would not expect to approve the form of a scheme report
unless it complies with SUP 18.2.33G and would expect to approve the form of a scheme
report that complies. SUP 18.2.32G and SUP 18.2.34G to SUP 18.2.41G provide
additional guidance for the independent expert.

18.2.32  G There may be matters relating to the scheme or the parties to the transfer that the FSA
wishes to draw to the attention of the independent expert. The FSA may also wish the
report to address particular issues. The independent expert should therefore contact the
FSA at an early stage to establish whether there are such matters or issues. The
independent expert should form his own opinion on such issues, which may differ from the
opinion of the FSA.

18.2.33  G The scheme report should comply with the applicable rules on expert evidence and contain
the following information:

 (1) who appointed the independent expert and who is bearing the costs of that
appointment;

 (2) confirmation that the independent expert has been approved or nominated by the
FSA;

 (3) a statement of independent expert's professional qualifications and (where
appropriate) descriptions of the experience that fits him for the role;

 (4) whether the independent expert has, or has had, direct or indirect interest in any of
the parties which might be thought to influence his independence, and details of any
such interest;

 (5) the scope of the report;

 (6) the purpose of the scheme;

 (7) a summary of the terms of the scheme in so far as they are relevant to the report;



 (8) what documents, reports and other material information the independent expert has
considered in preparing his report and whether any information that he requested
has not been provided;

 (9) the extent to which the independent expert has relied on:

(a) information provided by others; and

(b) the judgment of others;

 (10) the people on whom the independent expert has relied and why, in his opinion,
such reliance is reasonable;

 (11) his opinion of the likely effects of the scheme on policyholders (this term is defined
to include persons with certain rights and contingent rights under the policies),
distinguishing between:

(a) transferring policyholders;

(b) policyholders of the transferor whose contracts will not be transferred; and

(c) policyholders of the transferee;

 (12) what matters (if any) that the independent expert has not taken into account or
evaluated in the report that might, in his opinion, be relevant to policyholders'
consideration of the scheme; and

 (13) for each opinion that the independent expert expresses in the report, an outline of
his reasons.

18.2.34  G The purpose of the scheme report is to inform the court and the independent expert
therefore has a duty to the court. However reliance will also be placed on it by
policyholders, by others affected by the scheme and by the FSA. The amount of detail that
it is appropriate to include will depend on the complexity of the scheme, the materiality of
the details themselves and the circumstances. For instance where it is clear that no-one
will be adversely affected by the transfer, a simple explanation for this conclusion plus the
details required by SUP 18.2.33G might be an adequate report.

18.2.35  G The summary of the terms of the scheme should include:

 (1) a description of any reinsurance arrangements that it is proposed should pass to
the transferee under the scheme; and

 (2) a description of any guarantees or additional reinsurance that will cover the
transferred business or the business of the transferor that will not be transferred.

18.2.36  G The independent expert's opinion of the likely effects of the scheme on policyholders
should:

 (1) include a comparison of the likely effects if it is or is not implemented;

 (2) state whether he considered alternative arrangements and, if so, what;

 (3) where different groups of policyholders are likely to be affected differently by the
scheme, include comment on those differences he considers may be material to the
policyholders; and

 (4) include his views on:



(a) the effect of the scheme on the security of policyholders' contractual rights,
including the likelihood and potential effects of the insolvency of the insurer;

(b) the likely effects of the scheme on matters such as investment management,
new business strategy, administration, expense levels and valuation bases in
so far as they may affect:

(i) the security of policyholders' contractual rights;

(ii) levels of service provided to policyholders; or

(iii) for long-term insurance business, the reasonable expectations of
policyholders; and

(c) the cost and tax effects of the scheme, in so far as they may affect the security
of policyholders' contractual rights, or for long-term insurance business, their
reasonable expectations.

18.2.37  G The independent expert is not expected to comment on the likely effects on new
policyholders, that is, those whose contracts are entered into after the effective date of the
transfer.

18.2.38  G For any mutual company involved in the scheme, the report should:

 (1) describe the effect of the scheme on the proprietary rights of members of the
company, including the significance of any loss or dilution of the rights of those
members to secure or prevent further changes which could affect their entitlements
as policyholders;

 (2) state whether, and to what extent, members will receive compensation under the
scheme for any diminution of proprietary rights; and

 (3) comment on the appropriateness of any compensation, paying particular attention
to any differences in treatment between members with voting rights and those
without.

18.2.39  G For a scheme involving long-term insurance business, the report should:

 (1) describe the effect of the scheme on the nature and value of any rights of
policyholders to participate in profits;

 (2) if any such rights will be diluted by the scheme, how any compensation offered to
policyholders as a group (such as the injection of funds, allocation of shares, or
cash payments) compares with the value of that dilution, and whether the extent
and method of its proposed division is equitable as between different classes and
generations of policyholders;

 (3) describe the likely effect of the scheme on the approach used to determine:

(a) the amounts of any non-guaranteed benefits such as bonuses and surrender
values; and

(b) the levels of any discretionary charges;

 (4) describe what safeguards are provided by the scheme against a subsequent
change of approach to these matters that could act to the detriment of existing
policyholders of either firm;



 (5) include the independent expert's overall assessment of the likely effects of the
scheme on the reasonable expectations of long-term insurance business
policyholders;

 (6) state whether the independent expert is satisfied that for each firm the scheme is
equitable to all classes and generations of its policyholders; and

 (7) state whether, in the independent expert's opinion, for each relevant firm the
scheme has sufficient safeguards (such as principles of financial management or
certification by the appointed actuary) to ensure that the scheme operates as
presented.

18.2.40  G Where the transfer forms part of a wider chain of events or corporate restructuring, it may
not be appropriate to consider the transfer in isolation and the independent expert should
seek sufficient explanations on corporate plans to enable him to understand the wider
picture. Likewise he will need information on the operational plans of the transferee and, if
only part of the business of the transferor is transferred, of the transferor. These will need
to have sufficient detail to allow him to understand in broad terms how the business will be
run. He would not normally be expected to assess the adequacy of systems and controls in
detail.

18.2.41  G A transfer may provide for benefits to be reduced for some or all of the policies being
transferred. This might happen if the transferor is in financial difficulties. If there is such a
proposal, the independent expert should report on what reductions he considers ought to
be made, unless either:

 (1) the information required is not available and will not become available in time for his
report, for instance it might depend on future events; or

 (2) otherwise, he is unable to report on this aspect in the time available.

Under such circumstances, the transfer might be urgent and it might be appropriate for the
reduction in benefits to take place after the event, by means of an order under section 112
of the Act. The FSA would wish to consider the fairness of any such reduction and section
113 allows the court to appoint an independent actuary to report to the FSA on any such
post-transfer reduction in benefits.

NOTICE PROVISIONS

18.2.42  G Under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Control of Business
Transfers)(Requirements on Applicants) Regulations 2001 (SI 2001/[number to be inserted
later]), unless the court directs otherwise, notice of the application must be sent to all
policyholders of the parties. It may also be appropriate to give notice to others affected, in
particular to:

 (1) reinsurers of the transferor where it is proposed that benefits or liabilities under
their contracts should pass to the transferee; and

 (2) anyone with an interest in the policies being transferred who has notified the
transferor of their interest.

18.2.43  G The regulations referred to in SUP 18.2.42G require that notice of the application must be
published in:

 (1) the London, Edinburgh and Belfast Gazettes; and

 (2) unless the court directs otherwise, in:



(a) two national newspapers in the United Kingdom; and

(b) in two national newspapers in any other EEA State that is the state of the risk
or the state of the commitment.

Wider publication may be appropriate in some circumstances (especially if not all
policyholders are sent notices).

18.2.44  G The regulations referred to in SUP 18.2.42G require that the FSA approves in advance the
notices sent to policyholders and published in the press.

18.2.45  G Where a transfer involves members of Lloyd's as transferor or transferee, any notice
requirements of the Society will also apply.

18.2.46  G The FSA is entitled to be heard by the court on any application for a transfer. A
consideration for the FSA in determining whether to oppose a transfer would be its view on
whether adequate steps had been taken to tell policyholders about the transfer and
whether they had adequate information and time to consider it. The FSA would not
normally consider adequate a period of less than six weeks between sending notices to
policyholders and the date of the court hearing. Therefore it would be sensible, before
requesting the court for a waiver of the publication requirements or the requirement to send
statements direct to policyholders, to consult the FSA on its views about what waivers
might be appropriate and what substitute arrangements might be made. The FSA will take
into account the practicality and costs of sending notices to policyholders (especially for
firms in financial difficulty), the likely benefits for policyholders of receiving notices and the
efficacy of other arrangements proposed for informing policyholders (including additional
advertising or, where appropriate, electronic communication). For instance, the FSA would
be unlikely to object to a transfer on the grounds that policyholders had not been sent
notices, if cover for the policies concerned had expired and the probability of them making
a claim was so small as to make the sending disproportionately expensive (particularly if
there had been additional advertising). A firm may not be able to send notices to some or
all of its policyholders, because it does not have their address, or may not even know their
identity. This situation is not uncommon for business written through brokers or other
agents. In such a case, alternative ways of informing policyholders need to be considered.

18.2.47  G As the consent (or presumed consent) of the Host State is required for a transfer covering
contracts for which another EEA State is the state of the risk (for general insurance
business) or the state of the commitment (for long-term insurance business), it is advisable
to obtain the consent of regulatory body in the Host State to any waiver of publication in
that state. The approval of the court will still be required.

STATEMENT TO POLICYHOLDERS

18.2.48  G It would normally be appropriate to include with the notice referred to in SUP 18.2.42G a
statement setting out the terms of the scheme and containing a summary of the scheme
report. Ideally every recipient should understand in broad terms from the summary how the
scheme is likely to affect him. This objective will be most nearly achieved if the summary is
clear and concise while containing sufficient detail for the purpose. A lengthy summary or
one that was hard to understand would not be appropriate. Regulations require the scheme
report, the notice and the statement to be made available to anyone requesting them. The
internet can be used for this purpose if it is suitable for the person making the request.

18.2.49  G Where the transferee is a friendly society, the notice should include information about the
meeting at which a special resolution in accordance with paragraph 7 of Schedule 12 to the
Friendly Societies Act 1992 is to be voted on, including the date of the meeting, how notice
of the meeting is to be given to members and the terms of the special resolution. After the
meeting the friendly society should inform the FSA whether the special resolution has been
passed. The court will also need to be informed, so an appropriate way of informing the
FSA may be to include it in the affidavit to the court.



18.2.50  G The FSA should be given the opportunity to comment on the statement referred to in SUP
18.2.48G before it is sent, unless the FSA has informed the promoters in writing that it
does not wish to do so.

FSA ASSESSMENT OF SCHEME

18.2.51  G The assessment is a continuing process, starting when the scheme promoters first
approach the FSA about a proposed scheme. Among the considerations that may be
relevant to both the depth of consideration given to, and the FSA's opinion on, a scheme
are:

 (1) the potential risk posed by the transfer to the regulatory objectives;

 (2) the purpose of the scheme;

 (3) how the security of policyholders' (who include persons with certain rights and
contingent rights under the policies) contractual rights appears to be affected;

 (4) how the scheme compares with possible alternatives, particularly those that do not
require approval (whether by the court or the FSA);

 (5) how policyholders' rights and reasonable expectations appear to be affected;

 (6) the compensation offered to policyholders for any loss of rights or expectations;

 (7) how for other persons (besides policyholders) who have an interest in policies, their
rights and the security of those rights appear to be affected;

 (8) the opportunity given to policyholders to consider the scheme, that is whether they
have been properly notified, whether they have had adequate information and
whether they have had adequate time to consider that information;

 (9) the opinion of the independent expert;

 (10) for a transfer that involves members of Lloyd's as transferor or transferee, the effect
on the Society;

 (11) the views of other regulatory bodies consulted in connection with the proposed
transfer; and

 (12) any views expressed by policyholders.

18.2.52  G The scheme report will be an important factor in the view the FSA forms on a scheme. The
FSA will place considerable reliance on the opinions of the independent expert and the
reasons for them. However it will form its own view taking into account other information
and having regard to its regulatory objectives.



18.2.53  G The FSA is likely to object to a scheme if it concludes that it is unfair to a class of
policyholders, unless the policyholders of that class have approved the scheme on the
basis of information the FSA considers clear and accurate. Policyholders are not required
to vote on a scheme but would, for instance, normally vote on a demutualisation or on a
scheme of arrangement under the Companies Act 1985. The FSA is also likely to object to
a scheme if it concludes that it has a material adverse effect on policyholders' security. The
FSA may wish to satisfy itself that questions of systems and controls are properly
addressed. There may also be conduct of business issues, particularly if the market has
not fully absorbed the impact of the scheme by its effective date. The FSA would seek to
resolve such issues through discussion with the scheme promoters in advance of the
application to the court for approval, giving them the opportunity to amend the scheme or
documentation, or otherwise to allay the FSA's concerns. Scheme promoters should keep
the FSA informed to allow this discussion.

18.2.54  G The FSA may exercise its other powers under the Act, if it considers this a more effective
method of achieving its regulatory objectives.

18.2.55  G The FSA is not required under its regulatory objectives to object to a scheme merely
because some other scheme might have been in the better interests of policyholders, if the
scheme itself is not adverse to their interests. However there may be circumstances where
treating customers fairly would require a firm to consider or to implement an alternative
scheme.

18.2.56  G Where a transfer involves members of Lloyd's as transferor or transferee, the FSA will
consult the Society. Where the business of a syndicate is being transferred, the transfer
involves all members participating in the relevant syndicate years.

18.2.57  G Regulations require that copies of the application to the court, the scheme report and the
statement for policyholders referred to in SUP 18.2.48G are also given to the FSA. This
enables the FSA to consider these and determine whether it wishes to be heard by the
court. It might assist the FSA if these items were given to the FSA in draft, in the first
instance. This would enable:

 (1) the FSA to seek clarification before the documents were finalised; and

 (2) if the promoters so choose, allow them to amend the scheme to meet any concerns
of the FSA.

18.2.58  G For long-term insurance business, the affidavit evidence to the court would normally
include copies of reports on the transfer by the appointed actuaries of both firms, which
should be provided to the FSA at an early stage. SUP 4.3.17R(4) requires a firm to consult
its appointed actuary about the likely effect of material changes in its business plans on
rights and reasonable expectations of long-term insurance business policyholders. A
transfer would be material unless the liabilities transferred were not material relative to the
total liabilities of the firm. The advice on a transfer would normally be in the form of a
formal report by the appointed actuary.

18.2.59  G The scheme promoters should advise the FSA about any material representations made to
them in response to the transfer scheme. Where it is proposed that reinsurance
arrangements should pass to the transferee under the scheme, the FSA should also be
informed about the steps being taken to consult with, or seek the consent of, the reinsurers
and the reactions received.

18.2.60  G The court is likely to wish to know the FSA's opinion on the scheme and, if the FSA does
not intend to be heard, the affidavit may include a summary of the views expressed by the
FSA. The applicants to the court should provide the FSA with a copy of all the affidavit
evidence that they intend to submit to the court.



18.3 Insurance business transfers outside the United Kingdom

PURPOSE

18.3.1  G Under section 115 of the Act, the FSA has the power to give a certificate confirming that a
firm possesses any required minimum margin, to facilitate an insurance business transfer
to the firm under overseas legislation from a firm authorised in another EEA State or from a
Swiss general insurance company. This section provides guidance on how the FSA would
exercise this power and on related matters.

FSA RESPONSE TO PROPOSAL

18.3.2  G Under cooperation agreements between EEA regulators, if it has serious concerns about
the proposed transferee, the FSA should inform the regulatory body of the transferor within
3 months of the original request from that regulatory body. The FSA is not obliged to reply,
but if it does not, its opinion is taken to be favorable. Although the protocol does not apply
to Switzerland, the FSA  is required to cooperate with the Swiss regulatory body and would
apply similar principles to a proposed transfer from a Swiss general insurance company.

18.3.3  G The information that the regulatory body of the transferor is required to supply will normally
be sufficient for the FSA to determine whether the transfer is likely to have a material effect
on the transferee.

18.3.4  G If the effect of the transfer is not likely to be material and the FSA does not already have
serious concerns about the transferee, the FSA can reply favorably.

18.3.5  G If the effect of the transfer may be material, the FSA will need to consider whether to
request a scheme of operations or other information from the proposed transferee to assist
in determining whether the likely effect of the transfer is such that the FSA should have
serious concerns.

18.3.6  G If the effect of the transfer may have a material adverse effect on the transferee or the
security of policyholders, the FSA will consider whether it is appropriate to exercise its
powers under the Act to achieve its regulatory objectives.

18.4 Friendly Society transfers and amalgamations

PURPOSE

18.4.1  G It is for the committee of management of a friendly society to decide whether to
recommend an amalgamation or a transfer of engagements to the society’s members. This
section provides some guidance on the procedures to be followed and the information to
be provided to a friendly society’s members so that they are appropriately informed before
they exercise their right to vote on the proposals.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

18.4.2  G Friendly societies are encouraged to discuss a proposed transfer or amalgamation with the
FSA, at an early stage to help ensure that a workable timetable is developed. This is
particularly important where there are notification requirements for supervisory authorities
in EEA States other than the United Kingdom, or for an amalgamation where additional
procedures are required.

18.4.3  G The FSA will want to satisfy itself that after an amalgamation or a transfer the business will
be prudently managed and continue to comply with the Principles. It may therefore require
prudential information to be provided. It may request prudential information at an early
stage to provide itself with adequate time to assess the information.



18.4.4  G For a transfer to another friendly society, if the conditions of 87(1) and 87(2) of the Friendly
Societies Act 1992 are met a report is required from the appropriate actuary of the
transferee to confirm that it will meet the required minimum margin. Where the conditions
of 87(1) and 87(3) are met the FSA may require a report from the appropriate actuary of
the transferee to confirm that it will have an excess of assets over liabilities.

18.4.5  G For a transfer of long-term insurance business, the FSA may, under section 88 of the
Friendly Societies Act 1992, require a report from an independent actuary on the terms of
the proposed transfer and on his opinion of the likely effects of the transfer on long-term
policyholder members of either the transferor or (if it is a friendly society) the transferee. A
summary is included in the statement sent to members (see SUP 18.4.13G) and the full
report is required to be made available to anyone on payment of a reasonable fee. The
general principles in SUP 18.2.32G to SUP 18.2.40G apply to the independent actuary’s
report.

18.4.6  G Under the Friendly Societies Act 1992 the FSA may not confirm a transfer of engagements
unless it is satisfied that the transfer is in the interests of the members of each friendly
society participating in the transfer (see SUP 18.4.25G(2)(b)). It will therefore ask that the
participating societies’ actuaries confirm that the transfer is in the interests of the members.

18.4.7  G Under the Friendly Societies Act 1992, members will normally have the opportunity to vote
on a proposed transfer or amalgamation (SUP 18.4.11G and SUP 18.4.12G describe
exceptions). A friendly society has to ensure that, before casting their votes, its members
are clearly and fully informed of the terms on which the amalgamation or transfer of
engagements is to take place and that they have all the information needed to understand
how their interests will be affected. If the society’s rules permit, delegates can vote except
on an “affected members’ resolution” under section 86. The FSA may not confirm an
amalgamation or a transfer if it considers that information material to the members’
decision was not made available to all the members eligible to vote.

18.4.8  G Amendments to a friendly society’s registered rules may be necessary to permit a transfer
to it. The FSA will need to be consulted in the usual way about registration of the
appropriate rules. Similarly for an amalgamation, each of the amalgamating societies has
to approve the memorandum and rules of the new society and the requirements of
schedule 3 to the Friendly Societies Act 1992 have to be met. It will be necessary to allow
adequate time for these processes.

18.4.9  G For an amalgamation the successor society, and for a transfer the transferee, may need to
apply for permission, or to vary its permission, under Part IV of the Act. The FSA will need
time before confirming a transfer to consider whether any necessary permission or
variation should be given. If the transferee is an EEA firm or a Swiss general insurance
company, then confirmation will be needed from its Home State regulator that it meets the
Home State’s solvency margin requirements (see SUP 18.4.25G(3)).

18.4.10  G It is likely that the information sent to members will include a statement explaining the
reasons for the amalgamation or transfer and the choice of partner. Although this is not a
statutory statement and not subject to FSA approval, the FSA will take the statement into
account when considering whether to confirm the amalgamation or transfer. A friendly
society will therefore find it helpful to consult the FSA about the content of such a
statement.



FSA DISCRETION

18.4.11  G The FSA has discretion under section 86(3)(b) of the Friendly Societies Act 1992 to allow a
transferee society to resolve to undertake to fulfil the engagements of a transferor society by
resolution of the committee of management, rather than by special resolution. Among the
issues on which the FSA will wish to satisfy itself before exercising this discretion, are that the
transfer will be in the interests of the members of both societies and that the transfer will not
mean a change of policy by the transferee society. The FSA is unlikely to exercise this
discretion unless the transferee is significantly larger than the business to be transferred.

18.4.12  G The FSA has discretion under section 89 of the Friendly Societies Act 1992 to modify some
of the requirements for a transfer of engagements from a friendly society, on the application
of a specified number of its members, if it is satisfied that it is expedient to do so in the
interests of its members or potential members.

SCHEDULE 15 STATEMENT TO MEMBERS

18.4.13  G Schedule 15 to the Friendly Societies Act 1992 requires a statement to be sent to every
member of a friendly society entitled to vote on a transfer or amalgamation. Among other
matters this statement has to cover the financial position of the friendly society and every
other participant in the transfer or amalgamation. The members should be provided with
sufficient financial information about the respective financial positions of the participants to
gain an understanding of the relative financial strengths and key features of the
participants. The statement has to include a summary of any actuary's report under section
88, though the FSA may direct that the summary is to be provided separately if inclusion
appears impractical.

18.4.14  G The financial information provided under SUP 18.4.13G would normally contain comparative
statements of balance sheets at the same date, and include main investments, reserves and
funds or technical provisions, with details of the number of members of each participant as at
the balance sheet date and the premium income of the relevant fund of each participant
during the financial year to which the balance sheet relates. SUP 18.4.15G to SUP 18.4.18G
give further guidance on the financial information to be included.

18.4.15  G If the information relates to a position some time in the past, the information should state that
there has been no significant change or include a clear description of the changes.
Differences in accounting policies and reporting requirements could lead to the loss of some
comparability between participants. Such differences and their estimated financial effects (if
any) should be explained.

18.4.16  G The information should state whether any of the participants has any significant future capital
commitments. The FSA will require it to state that the transfer of engagements or
amalgamation will not conflict with any contractual commitment by a society, any subsidiary or
any body jointly controlled by it and others.

18.4.17  G Brief details should be given of the date of the last actuarial valuation and the position
revealed (surplus/deficit, required minimum margin and free assets) for each participant.

18.4.18  G The FSA may require confirmation from the auditors of either friendly society involved in
the transfer or amalgamation about the reasonableness of any part of the information in the
statement. For instance such confirmation would normally be required if the financial
information relates to a date more than six months previously.

18.4.19  G The statement is required to include particulars of:



 (1) any interest of the members of the committee of management in the amalgamation or
transfer; and

 (2) any compensation or other consideration proposed to be paid to committee members
or other officers of the society and to the officers of every other society or person
participating in the amalgamation or transfer.

Under section 92 of the Friendly Societies Act 1992, any compensation must be approved
by a special resolution, separate from any resolution approving other terms of the
amalgamation or transfer. This enables members to vote on this as a separate issue.

18.4.20  G Under schedule 15 to the Friendly Societies Act 1992, the FSA may require the statement to
include any other matter. The FSA would normally require inclusion of the terms on which the
amalgamation or the transfer of engagements is to be made.

18.4.21  G The statement should be clearly separate from other information sent to members. It has to be
approved by the FSA and if it is not in a self-contained document, the approved element
should appear in a separate section.

18.4.22  G SUP 18 Ann 1G provides an example of the information for members required by Schedule
15.

CONFIRMATION PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA

18.4.23  G Under the Friendly Societies Act 1992:

 (1) when the members of a transferor society have approved the transfer of its
engagements by passing a special resolution and the transferee has approved the
transfer (by passing a resolution where the transferee is a friendly society); or

 (2) when two or more societies have approved a proposed amalgamation by passing a
special resolution;

it, or they jointly, must then obtain confirmation by the FSA of the transfer. Notice of the
application will need to be published in one or more of the London, Edinburgh or Belfast
Gazettes and other newspapers as directed by the FSA. If the FSA confirms a transfer, then it
will register the society's instrument of transfer after receiving an application on the
appropriate form by the transferor society and the transferee. If the FSA confirms an
amalgamation, it will register the successor society. All the property, rights and liabilities pass
on the transfer date specified by the FSA.

18.4.24  G For a directive friendly society, if the transfer or amalgamation includes policies where the
state of the risk or the state of the commitment is an EEA State other than the United
Kingdom, consultation with the Host State regulator is required and SUP 18.2.25G to SUP
18.2.29G apply (for an amalgamation they apply as if the business of the amalgamating
societies is to be transferred to the successor society). Paragraph 6(1) of Schedule 15 to the
Friendly Societies Act 1992 requires publication of the application to the FSA for
confirmation of an amalgamation or transfer and the FSA may require the notice of the
application to be published in two national newspapers in the Host State.

18.4.25  G The criteria that the FSA must use in determining whether to confirm a proposed
amalgamation or transfer are set out in schedule 15 to the Friendly Societies Act 1992.
These criteria include that:

 (1) confirmation must not be given if the FSA considers that:

(a) there is a substantial risk that the successor society or transferee will be unable
lawfully to carry out the engagements to be transferred to it;



(b) information material to the members' decision about the amalgamation or
transfer was not made available to all the members eligible to vote;

(c) the vote on any resolution approving the amalgamation or transfer does not
represent the views of the members eligible to vote; or

(d) some relevant requirement of the Friendly Societies Act 1992 or the rules of any
of the participating societies was not fulfilled (but it can modify some
requirements and direct that certain failures may be disregarded, see SUP
18.4.12G and SUP 18.4.27G);

 (2) the FSA must be satisfied that:

(a) the transferee or successor society will have any permissions necessary under
Part IV of the Act;

(b) for a transfer, it is in the interests of the members of each friendly society
participating in it (see SUP 18.4.6G); and

(c) for a directive friendly society where a transfer includes policies where the state
of the risk or the state of the commitment is an EEA State other than the United
Kingdom, the Host State regulator has been notified of the transfer and has
consented or has not refused consent  to the transfer; and

 (3) for a transfer, the transferee possesses the required minimum margin after taking the
proposed transfer into account or, where it is not required to maintain a required
minimum margin, possesses an excess of assets over liabilities (for a transferee that
is a Swiss general insurance company or an EEA firm, this is evidenced by a
certificate from its home state regulator).

18.4.26  G If authorisation or a Part IV permission is needed, the FSA will need to consider the
application for authorisation or permission in the usual way. If the authorisation or
permission is refused, confirmation cannot be given even if all the other criteria are met. As
part of the regulatory objective to protect consumers, the FSA may consider whether an
amalgamation is in the interests of members.

18.4.27  G The FSA may (as an alternative to refusing confirmation) direct the society or societies to
remedy certain procedural defects in a proposed transfer or amalgamation, and after they
have been remedied confirm the application. If it appears to the FSA that failure to meet a
"relevant requirement" of the Friendly Societies Act 1992 or the rules of the friendly society
could not be material to the members' decision, then it may direct that this failure is to be
disregarded.

CONFIRMATION PROCEDURES: REPRESENTATIONS

18.4.28  G Any interested party has the right to make representations to the FSA about an application
for confirmation of a transfer or amalgamation. This includes any person (whether a member
of the friendly society or not) who claims that he would be adversely affected by the
amalgamation or transfer. The person making the representations should state clearly why he
or she claims to be an interested party and the ground or grounds to which the
representations are directed.



18.4.29  G Written representations, or written notice of a person's intention to make oral
representations, or both, are required to reach the FSA by the date published in the
relevant Gazettes and other newspapers. Those giving notice of intent to make oral
representations are advised to state the nature and general grounds of the oral
representations they intend to make. Persons who make written representations but
subsequently decide also to make oral representations are required, nevertheless, to give
notice of that intention, in writing, to the FSA by the same date.

18.4.30  G The FSA will send copies of all written representations to the society(ies), and will afford them
an opportunity to comment on the representations. It may consider the written representations
and a society's response to them, before the date set for hearing oral representations. A
synopsis of the written representations (probably in the form of a summary of each of the
points made and the numbers of persons making each point) and a society's responses will
be made available to those participating in the hearing. This is intended to inform those
making oral representations of the points already being considered by the FSA.

18.4.31  G The FSA expects that any documents referred to in a society's comments will be made
available by the society for inspection at its registered office and, if reasonably possible, at the
venue of the hearing on the date of the hearing. However if a society applies to put documents
which it considers to be sensitive to the FSA in confidence, the FSA will balance any
disadvantage this might cause interested parties in making representations against the
commercial damage that publication of the documents might cause, and may permit the
documents or sensitive parts of them not to be available for inspection.

CONFIRMATION HEARING

18.4.32  G Interested parties may be represented and may make collective representations. Such
arrangements should be notified to the FSA in advance to enable it to make appropriate
arrangements.

18.4.33  G The hearing referred to in SUP 18.4.30G will be at a time and place that will be notified to
the participants and will be conducted by FSA representatives. The hearing may last longer
than one day and may be adjourned. The FSA will try to tell participants when they may
expect to make their representations and when the society may be expected to respond.

18.4.34  G The FSA expects that oral hearings will be held in public though this is not required. At the
start members of the general public and the press will be asked to wait outside while
participants are asked if any of them has good reason to object to the admission of the
general public or the press. Unless an objection by a participant is upheld by the FSA
representatives, the press and the general public will then be admitted, within the limits of the
space available. However, the FSA representatives may decide that parts of the hearing will
be in private if that appears to them to be desirable.

18.4.35  G The procedure will be informal. All participants will be expected to speak concisely and avoid
repetition. The FSA will, as far as practicable, help those who are not professionally
represented. Those taking the hearing may question the participants. The sequence of events
will normally be broadly:

 (1) any preliminary matters (such as the admission of the public or other procedural
questions) will be dealt with;

 (2) the chair of the hearing will introduce the proceedings;

 (3) the society representatives will be invited to speak on the application, including a
description of the events at the meeting at which the resolution to amalgamate or
transfer was put to the members, a statement of the voting on the resolution, and any
other matters which they wish to introduce at that stage;



 (4) the other participants will be invited to speak to their representations.  The FSA
expects to call them in order of a list arranged, so far as possible, by subject matter;

 (5) the society representatives will be invited to reply to, or comment on, the points made
by the other participants; and

 (6) the other participants will be invited to comment on the society replies.

18.4.36  G The above procedure may be varied according to the circumstances at the hearing, and is
intended only as a guide. The hearing may be adjourned if the FSA representatives consider
that necessary to enable facts to be checked or additional information to be obtained.

18.4.37  G The FSA will not decide whether to confirm the transfer or amalgamation at the hearing. A
copy of its written decision, including its findings on the points made in representations, will be
sent to the society(ies) and to those making representations. It will also be available to any
other person on request and may be published.



SUP 18 Annex 1G – Example of Schedule 15 statement

Transfer/Amalgamation of [Society A] to/with [Society B]

Proposed effective date:

Comparative financial positions

(a) Balance Sheet as at 31 December 20--

Society A Society B

ASSETS

Land and buildings (4)

Government securities

 Equities

Other investments (6)

Fixed assets

Other assets

Cash at bank and in hand

---------------- ----------------

---------------- ----------------

LIABILITIES

Benefit funds [technical provisions] (7)

[Management fund]

Other liabilities and provisions

Reserve funds [Reserves] (8)

---------------- ----------------

---------------- ----------------

NOTES

(1) The above figures are extracted from the audited accounts [unaudited accounts] of
[Society A and Society B] for the year [period] ended:



(2)   There has been no significant change in the financial position of the [participants]
[except for       ].

(3) The future capital commitments of [the participants] are:
[None of [the participants] has any significant future capital commitments.]

(4) Land and buildings have been brought into account on the following bases:

(include statement of any differences in accounting policies and where material any estimated
financial effects)

(5) Investments have been brought into account on the following bases:

(include statement of any differences in accounting policies and where material any estimated
financial effects)

(6) Other investments comprise:

(include statement of any differences in accounting policies and where material any estimated
financial effects)

(7) Benefit Funds  [Technical Provisions] comprise:

(include statement of any differences in accounting policies and where material any estimated
financial effects)

(8) Reserve Funds [Reserves] comprise:

(9) The membership at [    ] and premium income  received during [     ] for each
[participant] were:

(10) Brief summary of the financial position of each [participant] as shown in the last
actuarial investigation:

(11) Summary of independent actuary's report under section 88 of the Friendly
Societies Act 1992:

(12) The interests of committee members of the [participants] in the transfer
[amalgamation] are:

(13) Proposed compensation to be paid to committee members and[/or] to other
officers is:

(14) The terms of the transfer[amalgamation] are:



Annex D
SUP Schedule 5 (Rights of action for damages)

Schedule 5
Rights of actions for damages 

G

1. The table below sets out the rules in SUP contravention of which by an authorised
person may be actionable under section 150 of the Act (Actions for damages) by a
person who suffers loss as a result of the contravention.

2. If a “Yes” appears in the column headed “For private person?”, the rule may be
actionable by a “private person” under section 150 (or, in certain circumstances, his
fiduciary or representative).  A “Yes” in the column headed “Removed” indicates that
the FSA has removed the right of action under section 150(2) of the Act.  If so, a
reference to the rule in which it is removed is also given. 

3. The column headed “For other person?” indicates whether the rule is actionable by a
person other than a private person (or his fiduciary or representative).  If so, an
indication of the type of person by whom the rule is actionable is given.  

Actions for damages:  Supervision manual

Chapter/ Section/
Appendix Annex Paragraph

         Right of action under section 150
—————————————————————
For private                       For other person?
person?      Removed?

 All rules in SUP with the status letter “E” No No No

3 8 All rules in the section No No No

3 9 All rules in the section No No No

3 10 All rules in the section No No No

4 3 13 No No No

4 3 20 No No No

4 4 7 No No No

4 4 9 No No No

4 5 All rules in the section No No No

10 All rules in sections SUP 10.1 to SUP 10.10 No No No

 All other rules in SUP Yes No No



Annex E
SUP Schedule 6 (Rules that can be waived)

Schedule 6
Rules that can be waived

G

The rules in SUP can be waived by the FSA under section 148 of the Act (Modification or
waiver of rules), except for:

(a)  the rules in the transitional provisions relating to written concessions to the extent
that those rules relate to other rules which cannot be waived;

(b) the rules in SUP 3.8 to SUP 3.10 (Auditors) and the transitional rules relevant to
those rules (and the rules in SUP 3.1 (Application) to the extent that those rules
apply to an auditor rather than to a firm);

(c) the rules in SUP 4.3 to SUP 4.5 (Actuaries) which apply to an actuary rather than to a
firm (and the rules in SUP 4.1 (Application) to the extent that those rules apply to an
actuary rather than to a firm);

(d) the rules in SUP 10.2 to SUP 10.10 (Approved persons) (and the rules in SUP 10.1
(Application) to the extent that those rules apply or modify the rules in SUP 10.2 to
SUP 10.10);

(e) the following rules in SUP 13 (Exercise of passport rights by UK firms): SUP
13.5.1R, SUP 13.5.2R, SUP Ann 1R, SUP Ann 2R and SUP Ann 3R;

(f) the rules in SUP 20 (Fees).



1

SUPERVISION MANUAL (AMENDMENT NO 6) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority amends the Supervision manual in the exercise of the
following powers and related provisions in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the
"Act"):

(1) section 59 (Approval for particular arrangements);

(2) section 138 (General rule-making power);

(3) section 156 (General supplementary powers);

(4) section 157(1) (Guidance);

(5) section 182 (Notification);

(6) section 340 (Appointment).

B. The provisions of the Act relevant to rules and listed above are specified for the purpose of
section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement

C. This instrument comes into force immediately.

Amendments to the Supervision manual

D. The Supervision manual is amended in accordance with the Annex to this instrument.

Citation

E. This instrument may be cited as the Supervision Manual (Amendment No 6) Instrument
2001.

By order of the Board
15 November 2001

FSA 2001/63
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Annex
Amendments to text already made

In this Annex, where amendments are shown rather than described, underlining indicates new
text and striking through indicates deleted text.

SUP transitional provisions

In the first table of transitional provisions, amend the following rows as shown:

2 SUP 3.9 and
SUP
3.10

R An auditor of a firm will not
contravene a rule in SUP 3.9 or SUP
3.10 to the extent that:

(1) a report submitted under that rule
relates to a period which ended be-
fore commencement and was pre-
pared in accordance with, and
submitted within the time
permitted by, a substantially
similar pre–commencement
provision (whether applicable to
the auditor or the firm audited); or

…

From

commence
ment
for 2 years

Commence-
ment

10 SUP 16.4.5R
SUP 16.5.5R R

…

(2) SUP 16.4.5R and 16.5.5R
are modified so as to require a firm to
submit the first relevant report:

(a) prepared as at any date falling
within 4 months after
commencement; and

(b) within 4 months of
commencement; and

if:

…

From
commence-
ment for
four
months

Commence-
ment



3

In the first table of transitional provisions, insert the following new row:

3C SUP 3.10 R (1) Paragraph (2) applies to an auditor
of a firm if:

(a) the last client assets report
delivered to the firm's previous
regulator covered a period
ending between 1 and 31
December 2000 (inclusive);
and

(b) the period covered by the first
client assets report on the firm
delivered to the FSA ends on
30 November 2001.

(2) An auditor will not contravene
SUP 3.10 to the extent that any of
the following apply:

(a) the auditor delivers the first
client assets report on the firm
to the FSA within a period of
53 weeks plus four months
after the end of the period
covered by the last report
delivered to the firm's previous
regulator; 

(b) the first client assets report on
the firm relates to compliance
by the firm with the relevant
pre-commencement provision; 

(c) the period covered by the
second client assets report on
the firm delivered to the FSA
ends not later than 31
December 2002. 

From
commence-
ment for 13
months

Commence-
ment

SUP 3 Auditors

SUP 3.9.5R In row (13)(d), after "IPRU(INV) 10-10R", insert "(except
IPRU(INV) 10-10R(3)(m) and (n))"

SUP 3.10.5R In rows (1) and (2), for "COB 9", substitute "COB 9.1 to COB 9.4"

Insert a new row (4) as follows:



4

(4) (if there has been a secondary pooling event during the period)
the firm complied with the rules in COB 9.5 (Client money
distribution) in relation to that pooling event.

SUP 9 Individual guidance

SUP 9.1.2G Amend as shown:

Individual guidance is guidance that is not given to persons or
regulated persons generally or to a class of regulated person. It will
normally be given to one particular person and relate to his own
particular circumstances or plans.  It may be oral or written.
Individual guidance will not be published but may at the FSA's
discretion be converted to general guidance and published in the
Handbook. Written individual guidance will often be labelled as
such.

SUP 10 Approved persons

SUP 10.9.10R(1) In the last sentence, after "designated investment business" insert
"other than dealing in investments as principal"

SUP 10.9.11G At the end of the provision, insert "For the position in relation to
proprietary traders, see SUP 10.9.13 G."

SUP 10.9.12R(1) For "an activity which is not in relation to designated investments"
substitute "dealing in investments as principal or an activity which
is not designated investment business"

SUP 11 Controllers and close links

SUP 11.3.9D After "If a Controllers Form B" insert ", or an Application to
perform controlled functions under the approved persons regime
(Form A in SUP 10 Ann 4D) in respect of a governing function,"

SUP 11 Ann 4D
(Controllers Form
A)

Amend question 1.05 as shown:

….
 (b) The conditions are:

(i) the firm has permission to accept depositsis a BCD credit
institution;
(ii) the controller is either a BCD credit institution or the
parent undertaking of a BCD credit institution; and
(iii) as a result of the proposed change in control, the
controller would become a parent undertaking of the firm.

…..



5

SUP 12 Appointed representatives

SUP 12.2.6G After "SUP 12.2.7G", insert "(1)"

SUP 12.2.7G Renumber SUP 12.2.7G as SUP 12.2.7G(1), and renumber
paragraphs (1) to (4) as (a) to (d)

For "(1) to (3)" substitute "(a) to (c)".

Insert at the end:

(2) If the appointed representative is an investment firm (see (3)),
the business in (1) does not include the reception and
transmission of orders on behalf of investors in relation to
instruments covered by the ISD unless that activity is solely
on behalf of another investment firm.

(3) In (2), an "investment firm" is a person whose regular
occupation or business is the provision of core investment
services to third parties on  a professional basis, other than a
person to whom the ISD does not apply under article 2(2) of
the ISD.

SUP 16 Reporting requirements

SUP 16.7.36R In the row of the table beginning "Quarterly Financial Return",
after "(a)", add “or (b)”

SUP 17 Transaction reporting

SUP 17 Ann 5G In the table, under the heading "Iceland", insert "Iceland OTC
market"



COMPLAINTS SOURCEBOOK (REVOKING) INSTRUMENT 2001

The Financial Services Authority hereby revokes the Complaints Sourcebook Instrument

2001 made on 20 September 2001.

By order of the Board

15 November 2001

FSA 2001/64



COMPLAINTS SOURCEBOOK INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the rules and gives the guidance in this

instrument (“DISP”), except those provisions which are made exclusively by the

Financial Ombudsman Service Limited, in the exercise of the powers listed in

Schedule 4 to DISP (Powers exercised).

B. The instrument shall come into force as follows: (1) DISP 1.5.4R – DISP 1.5.7R come

into force on 1 April 2002; (2) the remainder of this instrument comes into force at the

beginning of the day on which section 19 of the Act (the general prohibition) of the

Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“the Act”) comes into force.

C. The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed in Schedule 4 to DISP

(Powers exercised) are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-

making instruments).

D. This instrument may be cited as the Complaints Sourcebook Instrument 2001.

E. This Annex to this instrument (including its Schedules) may be cited as Dispute

resolution: the Complaints sourcebook (or DISP).

By order of the Board

15 November 2001

FSA 2001/65
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1 Table Transitional Provisions table

(1) (2)

Material
provision to
which tran-
sitional pro-

vision ap-
plies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional
provision:

dates in
force

(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming
into force

1 DISP
1.2.15G

R A firm must cease to use letter–
headed paper or marketing lit-
erature which refers to its
membership of a former scheme
no later than 30 June 2002.

Commence-
ment to
30.6.02

Commence-
ment

2 DISP 1.5.4R
– DISP
1.5.7R

R A firm must include, in the first
report which it submits to the
FSA under DISP 1.5.4R in re-
spect of the 1 April 2002 – 30
September 2002 reporting
period, the total number of re-
portable complaints (that is,
complaints subject to DISP 1.4
– DISP 1.6) which it has re-
ceived but not closed by the be-
ginning of that reporting
period (including any such
complaint which could be re-
ferred to the Financial Om-
budsman Service as a relevant
new complaint under the Om-
budsman Transitional Order.

01.4.02 –
31.10.02

01.4.02
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(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming
into force

(5)

Transitional
provision:

dates in
force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material
provision to
which tran-
sitional pro-

vision ap-
plies

(1)

3 DISP 1.5.4R
– DISP
1.5.7R

G Transitional provision 2R requires a
firm, in addition to complying with the
reporting requirements in DISP 1.5.4R,
to include in its first report under DISP
1.5.4R the total number of complaints
subject to DISP 1.4 – DISP 1.6 which
remain open at the beginning of that re-
porting period (that is, on 1 April 2002).
This will enable the FSA to know how
many complaints were carried forward
into the first reporting period.  (A firm is
not required to provide a breakdown by
category code or generic product type of
the complaints carried forward at 1
April 2002, but must do so in respect of
complaints received during the 1 April
2002 to 30 September 2002 reporting
period and in respect of subsequent re-
porting periods.)

01.4.02 –
31.10.02

01.4.02

4 DISP App 1 R Firms are subject to DISP App
1 in relation to relevant existing
complaints.

From com-
mencement

Commence-
ment

5 DISP App 1 G The Ombudsman Transitional Order
makes special provision for the handling
by FOS Ltd of ”relevant existing com-
plaints” ( that is, complaints which the
former schemes have partly completed
at commencement).  The arrangements
for handling these complaints are set out
in DISP App 1.  (The handling of com-
plaints which firms have partly com-
pleted at commencement is described at
DISP 1.4.6R.)

From com-
mencement

Commence-
ment

6 DISP 2,
DISP 3,
DISP 5 and
DISP App 1

R In DISP 2, DISP 3, DISP 5 and
DISP App 1, references to a
”firm” or ”firms” include unau-
thorised persons subject to the
Compulsory Jurisdiction in rela-
tion to relevant complaints in
accordance with the Ombuds-
man Transitional Order.

From com-
mencement

Commence-
ment
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(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming
into force

(5)

Transitional
provision:

dates in
force

(4)

Transitional provision

(3)(2)

Material
provision to
which tran-
sitional pro-

vision ap-
plies

(1)

7 DISP 2,
DISP 3,
DISP 5 and
DISP App 1

G Under the Ombudsman Transitional
Order, a relevant complaint is subject to
the Compulsory Jurisdiction whether or
not it is about a firm or an unauthorised
person.  Unauthorised persons are not
subject to DISP 1, but references to
”firm” in DISP 2, DISP 3, DISP 5 and
DISP App 1 include unauthorised per-
sons subject to the Compulsory Jurisdic-
tion in relation to relevant complaints,
where applicable.

From com-
mencement

Commence-
ment

8 DISP 1,
DISP 2,
DISP 3,
DISP 4,
DISP 5 and
DISP App 1

R In relation to relevant com-
plaints, references in DISP 1,
DISP 2, DISP 3, DISP 4, DISP
5 and DISP App 1 to an ”eli-
gible complainant” include a
person who is to be treated as
an eligible complainant in ac-
cordance with the Ombudsman
Transitional Order and refer-
ences to a complaint shall be
construed accordingly.

From com-
mencement 

Commence-
ment
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Annex A - 1

COMPLAINTS SOURCEBOOK

DISPUTE RESOLUTION: COMPLAINTS

Introduction

Access for retail consumers to mechanisms for dealing with complaints about financial

services firms is a key part of the regulatory regime. The Act gives the FSA the power to

make rules relating to the handling of complaints by firms and provides for the

establishment of an independent dispute resolution scheme (the Financial Ombudsman
Service) to resolve complaints about financial services firms quickly and with minimum

formality.  The body established to administer and operate this scheme (the “scheme

operator”) is the Financial Ombudsman Service Limited ("FOS Ltd").

This module of the FSA Handbook contains the rules and guidance relating to the handling

of complaints by firms and to the operation of the Financial Ombudsman Service.

Responsibility for the rules relating to the Financial Ombudsman Service is shared under

the Act between the FSA and the FOS Ltd, with those rules and other requirements written

by the FOS Ltd being subject to approval by, or the consent of, the FSA.

Under the Act, the Financial Ombudsman Service comprises two jurisdictions:

(a) The Compulsory Jurisdiction covers firms which are required to participate in

the Financial Ombudsman Service in respect of complaints about activities

specified by the FSA [and unauthorised persons subject to the Compulsory
Jurisidiction in relation to relevant complaints];

(b) The Voluntary Jurisdiction can cover financial services activities not included in

the Compulsory Jurisdiction.  Both firms and unauthorised firms can participate

in the Voluntary Jurisdiction by contractual agreement with the FOS Ltd (in

accordance with the Standard Terms – see below) and are known as VJ
participants.

Although the authority to make the rules relating to the Compulsory Jurisdiction and the

Voluntary Jurisdiction derives from different sections of the Act, the provisions have been

co-ordinated to ensure that, wherever possible, they are identical.

Chapter 1: Complaint handling procedures for firms

These rules set out the complaint handling procedures which firms capable of giving rise to

an eligible complaint under the Compulsory Jurisdiction (see Chapter 2) must establish.

They are made by the FSA under section 138 of the Act and paragraph 13 of Schedule 17

to the Act.  These rules, with some exceptions, are applied to VJ participants by contract

via the Standard Terms set by the FOS Ltd (Chapter 4).

Chapter 2: Jurisdiction rules

FSA Handbook  •  DISP •  Pre-release 0.3 (20 September 2001)
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These rules set out the scope of the Compulsory Jurisdiction and the Voluntary Jurisdiction
of the Financial Ombudsman Service.  They specify who can refer a complaint to the

Financial Ombudsman Service and the time limits for doing so, as well as which activities

are covered by the Compulsory Jurisdiction and the Voluntary Jurisdiction.  The rules also

set out the territorial scope of the Financial Ombudsman Service.  They are relevant to

consumers who may wish to refer complaints to the Financial Ombudsman Service; to

firms which are subject to the Compulsory Jurisdiction; to unauthorised persons who are

subject to the Compulsory Jurisdiction in relation to relevant complaints; to VJ participants
and to the Ombudsman himself.  The rules relating to the scope of the Compulsory
Jurisdiction are made by the FSA (under section 226 of the Act); the rules relating to the

scope of the Voluntary Jurisdiction are made by the FOS Ltd, with FSA approval (under

section 227).  The rules relating to the time limits for referring a complaint to the Financial
Ombudsman Service are made by the FSA under paragraph 13 of Schedule 17 to the Act
and are applied to VJ participants by contract via the Standard Terms set by the FOS Ltd.

Chapter 3: Complaint handling procedures of the Financial Ombudsman Service

These rules apply to the Ombudsman, to firms, and to unauthorised persons who are

subject to the Compulsory Jurisdiction in relation to relevant complaints.  They  are also

relevant to complainants.  They set out how the FOS Ltd and, in particular, the

Ombudsman will handle complaints under the Financial Ombudsman Service.  For the

purposes of the Compulsory Jurisdiction, they comprise the scheme rules and the costs

rules (made by the FOS Ltd, with FSA consent or approval, under paragraph 14 of

Schedule 17 and section 230 respectively) and rules made by the FSA on the kinds of loss

or damage that can be compensated, including the maximum amount which can be

awarded (s229).  These procedural rules are applied to VJ participants via the Standard
Terms.

Chapter 4: The Standard Terms

The Standard Terms are made, with FSA approval, by the FOS Ltd under paragraph 18 of

Schedule 17 to the Act and are the contractual terms by which VJ participants participate in

the Voluntary Jurisdiction.

Appendix 1: Relevant Existing Complaints

The Ombudsman Transitional Order, made by HM Treasury under sections .426-428 of the

Act, extends the scope of the Financial Ombudsman Service to enable it to deal with

complaints about pre-commencement business where these could have been handled by a

former scheme ("relevant complaints") and makes special provision for the handling of

these complaints.

It distinguishes between:

(a) relevant existing complaints (ie complaints referred to, but not determined by, a

former scheme (other than the Personal Insurance Arbitration Service) before

commencement (see article 2 of the Ombudsman Transitional Order); and

FSA Handbook  •  DISP •  Pre-release 0.3 (20 September 2001)



Annex A - 3

(b) relevant new complaints (ie complaints referred to the Financial Ombudsman
Service after commencement which relate to a pre-commencement act or

omission, in respect of which the firm was, immediately before commencement,
subject to a former scheme) (see article 3 of the Ombudsman Transitional
Order).

The Order enables the FOS Ltd, with only a few exceptions, to handle relevant new
complaints in accordance with its new procedures, as set out in DISP 1 to 5 and these are

covered in the main body of the DISP rules.  Except as otherwise indicated, the term

"complaint" in DISP 1 to 5 therefore includes a relevant new complaint.

However, the Ombudsman Transitional Order makes different provision for the handling of

relevant existing complaints (ie complaints which the former schemes have partly

completed at commencement). These complaints will be passed over to the Financial
Ombudsman Service by the former schemes (except the | Personal Insurance Arbitration
Service) at commencement and the Ombudsman Transitional Order requires the FOS Ltd
to complete the handling of these cases. However, it provides that the Financial
Ombudsman Service must do this, in a significant number of respects, in accordance with

the procedures of the relevant former scheme.  The arrangements for dealing with these

complaints are set out in DISP App 1.  This describes the ways in which relevant existing
complaints  must be treated differently  from other complaints dealt with under the Financial
Ombudsman Service, but cross refers to the provisions in DISP 1 to 5, where appropriate.

(DISP 1 explains how complaints which are partly completed by firms (as distinct from

former schemes) at commencement are to be handled.)

Appendix 2: FSA's guidance on handling mortgage endowment complaints

DISP App 2 contains FSA's guidance to firms on handling mortgage endowment

complaints..
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DISP 1 Ann 1R (see DISP 1.5.4R)
Complaint Categories

Firms are required to report the total number of complaints subject to DISP
1.4-1.6 received in respect of each of the generic product types listed,
according to the categories below.

Generic Product Type*

Category
Total Number of Complaints
Private Individual Small Businesses

Overcharging/incorrect charges

Delay

Other administrative errors

Unsuitable or misleading advice

Failure to carry out instructions

Poor customer service

Misleading advertising/product information

Disputes over sums/amounts payable

Switching/Churning (wrong advice to surrender 

one investment and take out another

Breach of customer agreement or contract

Other

Other

*Generic Product Types

Free Standing AVC

Personal Pension

Stakeholder Pension

Mortgage Endowment

Other Endowment

Whole of Life

Permanent Health

Term Assurance

PEP/ISA

Unit Trust/OEIC

Investment Bond

Share/Derivative

Current Account

Deposit and savings accounts

Loan secured on land

Other loans

General insurance - motor

General insurance - property

General insurance - other

Other

 %�
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Example 1 Capital shortfall and higher endowment outgoings

Example 2 Capital shortfall partially offset by lower endow-
ment mortgage outgoings

Example 3 Capital shortfall more than offset by lower endow-
ment mortgage outgoings

Example 4 Capital surplus more than offset by higher endow-
ment mortgage outgoings

Example 5 Capital surplus partially offset by higher endow-
ment mortgage outgoings

Example 6 Capital surplus and lower endowment mortgage
outgoings

Example 7 Low start endowment mortgage
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EXAMPLE 1

Capital shortfall and higher endowment mort-
gage outgoings
Background

Capital sum of £50,000

25 year endowment policy

Duration to date:  5 years

Endowment premium per month:  £75
Established facts

Endowment surrender value: £3,200

Capital repaid under equivalent repayment mort-
gage:

£4,200

Surrender value less capital repaid: (£1,000)

Cost of converting from endowment mortgage to
repayment mortgage:

(£200)

Total outgoings to date

Equivalent repayment mortgage (capital + interest +
DTA life cover):

£21,950

Endowment mortgage (endowment premium + in-
terest):

£22,250

Difference in outgoings (repayment – endowment): (£300)
Basis of compensation

In this example, the complainant has suffered loss
because the surrender value of the endowment is
less than the capital repaid and also because of the
higher total outgoings to date of the endowment
mortgage relative to the repayment mortgage.  The
two losses and the conversion cost are therefore
added together in order to calculate the redress.
Redress

Loss from surrender value less capital repaid: (£1,000)

Loss from total extra outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

(£300)

Cost of converting to repayment mortgage: (£200)

Total loss: (£1,500)

Therefore total redress is: £1,500
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EXAMPLE 2

Capital shortfall partially offset by lower en-
dowment mortgage outgoings
Background
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EXAMPLE 2
Capital sum of £50,000

25 year endowment policy

Duration to date:  5 years

Endowment premium per month:  £60
Established facts

Endowment surrender value: £2,500

Capital repaid under equivalent repayment mort-
gage

£4,200

Surrender value less capital repaid under equival-
ent repayment mortgage:

(£1,700)

Cost of converting from endowment mortgage to
repayment mortgage

(£300)

Total outgoings to date:
Repayment mortgage (capital + interest + DTA life
cover):

£21,950

Endowment mortgage (endowment premium + in-
terest):

£21,350

Difference in outgoings (repayment – endow-
ment):

£600

Basis of Compensation

In this example, the complainant has suffered loss be-
cause the surrender value of the endowment is less
than the capital repaid but has gained form the lower
outgoings of the endowment mortgage to date.  In
calculating the redress the gain may be offset against
the loss unless the complainant’s particular circum-
stances are such that it would be unreasonable to take
account of the gain.
Redress if it is not unreasonable to take account of the whole of the gain
from lower outgoings

Loss from surrender value less capital repaid: (£1,700)

Gain from total lower outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

£600

Cost of converting to repayment mortgage: (£300)

Net loss: (£1,400)

Therefore total redress is: £1,400
Redress if it is unreasonable to take account of
gain from lower outgoings

Loss from surrender value less capital repaid: (£1,700)

Gain from total lower outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

Ignored*

Cost of converting to repayment mortgage: (£300)

Net loss taken into account: (£2,000)
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EXAMPLE 2

Therefore total redress is: £2,000
* In this example, and also in Examples 3, 7, 8 and 9, the complainant’s
circumstances are assumed to be such as to make it unreasonable to take
account of any of the gain from lower outgoings.
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EXAMPLE 3

Capital shortfall more than offset by lower endowment
mortgage outgoings
Background

Capital sum of £50,000

25 year endowment policy

Duration to date:  8 years

Endowment premium per month:  £65
Established facts

Endowment surrender value: £7,300

Capital repaid under equivalent repayment mortgage: £7,600

Surrender value less capital repaid: (£300)

Cost of converting from endowment mortgage to repay-
ment mortgage:

(£200)

Total outgoings to date

Repayment mortgage (capital + interest + DTA life cover): £34,510

Endowment mortgage (endowment premium + interest): £33,990

Difference in outgoings (repayment – endowment): £520
Basis of Compensation

In this example, the complainant has suffered loss because the surrender
value of the endowment is less than the capital repaid but has gained
from the lower total outgoings of the endowment mortgage.  In calculat-
ing redress the gain may be offset against the loss unless the complain-
ant’s particular circumstances are such that it would be unreasonable to
take account of the gain.
Redress if it is not unreasonable to take account of the whole of the
gain from lower outgoings

Loss from surrender value less capital repaid: (£300)

Gain from total lower outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

£520

Cost of converting to repayment mortgage: (£200)

Net gain: £20

Therefore, there has been no loss and no redress
is payable.

Redress if it is unreasonable to take account of
gain from lower outgoings
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EXAMPLE 3

Loss from surrender value less capital repaid: (£300)

Gain from total lower outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

Ignored

Cost of converting to repayment mortgage: (£200)

Net loss taken into account: (£500)

Therefore total redress is: £500
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EXAMPLE 4

Capital surplus more than offset by higher en-
dowment mortgage outgoings
Background

Capital sum of £50,000

25 year endowment policy

Duration to date:  8 years

Endowment premium per month:  £75
Established facts

Endowment surrender value: £7,800

Capital repaid under equivalent repayment mort-
gage:

£7,600

Surrender value less capital repaid: £200

Cost of converting from endowment mortgage to
repayment mortgage:

(£250)

Total outgoings to date

Repayment mortgage (capital + interest + DTA life
cover):

£34,510

Endowment mortgage (endowment premium + in-
terest):

£34,950

Difference in outgoings (repayment – endowment): (£440)

Basis of compensation
In this example, the complainant has suffered loss because of the higher
total outgoings to date of the endowment mortgage but has gained because
the surrender value of the endowment is greater than the capital repaid.
Since the sum of the loss and the conversion cost is greater than the gain,
the redress is calculated as the difference between the two.

Redress

Gain from surrender value less capital repaid: £200

Loss from total extra outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

(£440)

Cost of converting to repayment mortgage: (£250)
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EXAMPLE 4

Net loss: (£490)

Therefore total redress is: £490
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EXAMPLE 5
Capital surplus partially offset by higher endowment mortgage out-
goings
Background

Capital sum of £50,000

25 year endowment policy

Duration to date:  10 years

Endowment premium per month:  £75

Established facts

Endowment surrender value: £11,800

Capital repaid under equivalent repayment mort-
gage:

£9,700

Surrender value less capital repaid: £2,100

Cost of converting from endowment mortgage to
repayment mortgage:

(£300)

Total outgoings to date

Repayment mortgage (capital + interest + DTA life
cover):

£46,800

Endowment mortgage (endowment premium + in-
terest):

£47,500

Difference in outgoings (repayment – endowment): (£700)
Basis of compensation

In this example, the complainant has suffered loss because of the higher
total outgoings to date of the endowment mortgage relative to the repay-
ment mortgage.  However the sum of this and the conversion cost is less
than the complainant’s gain from the difference between the surrender
value of the endowment and the capital repaid.  Thus no redress is pay-
able.
Redress

Gain from surrender value less capital repaid: £2,100

Loss from total extra outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

(£700)

Cost of converting to repayment mortgage: (£300)

Net gain: £1,100

Therefore there has been no loss and no redress
is payable.
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Example 6
Capital surplus and lower endowment mortgage outgoings

Background

Capital sum of £50,000

25 year endowment policy

Duration to date:  10 years

Endowment premium per month:  £65

Established facts

Endowment surrender value: £10,100

Capital repaid under equivalent repayment mort-
gage:

£9,700

Surrender value less capital repaid: £400

Cost of converting from endowment mortgage to
repayment mortgage:

(£200)

Total outgoings to date

Repayment mortgage (capital + interest + DTA life
cover):

£46,800

Endowment mortgage (endowment premium + in-
terest):

£46,300

Difference in outgoings (repayment – endowment): £500

Basis of compensation
In this example, the complainant has gained both because the surrender
value of the endowment is greater than the capital repaid and because of
the lower total outgoings of the endowment mortgage.  These gains are
larger than the cost of converting to a repayment mortgage.  Thus no
further action is necessary.
Redress

As there has been no loss, no redress is payable.
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Example 7

Low start endowment mortgage

Background

Capital sum of £50,000

25 year endowment policy

Duration to date:  10 years
Endowment premium per month:  starting at £35 in first year, increasing
by 20% simple on each policy anniversary, reaching £70 after five years
and then remaining at that level.

Established facts:

Endowment surrender value: £8,200

Capital repaid under equivalent repayment mortgage:: £9,700
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Example 7

Surrender value less capital repaid: (£1,500)

Cost of converting from endowment mortgage to repay-
ment mortgage:

(£250)

Total outgoings to date

Repayment mortgage (capital + interest + DTA life
cover):

£46,800

Endowment mortgage (endowment premium + interest): £45,640

Difference in outgoings (repayment minus endowment): £1,160
Of this difference in outgoings, £800 arose in the five year period when
the complainant was paying a low endowment premium.

Basis of compensation
In this example, the complainant has suffered loss because the surrender
value of the endowment is less than the capital repaid but has gained
from the lower total outgoings of the endowment mortgage.  As in
Example 3, in calculating redress the whole of the gain should be offset
against the loss unless the complainant’s particular circumstances are
such that it would be unreasonable to do so.  However, unlike Example
3, in a low start endowment mortgage the complainant may have chosen
to pay a lower than usual premium in the early years (this would need to
be established on the facts of the case).Where it has been established
that the complainant chose to make lower payments, even if it is unreas-
onable to take account of the whole of the gain from total outgoings, the
gain from paying a lower premium during the low start period is nor-
mally taken into account.  In such cases the redress is calculated as the
capital loss plus the conversion cost minus the total amount by which
repayment mortgage outgoings would have exceeded the actual low start
endowment mortgage outgoings during the five year low start period.
Redress if it is not unreasonable to take account of the whole of the gain
from lower outgoings

Loss from surrender value less capital repaid: (£1,500)

Gain from total lower outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

£1,160

Cost of converting to repayment mortgage: (£250)

Net loss: (£590)

Therefore total redress is: £590
Redress if it is unreasonable to take account of gain from lower outgo-
ings

Loss from surrender value less capital repaid: (£1,500)

Gain from total lower outgoings during low start
period of endowment mortgage:

£800

Cost of converting to repayment mortgage: (£250)

Net loss taken into account: (£950)

Therefore total redress is: £950
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The following example illustrates the position:

Surrender value £10,000 TEP value £16,000

Loss calculated by standard
approach

£5,000
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Remortgaging costs £300

Total £15,300

Complainant receives £16,000 all ultimately funded from the TEP sale.

Surrender value £10,000 TEP value £13,000

Redress calculated by stan-
dard approach

£5,000

Remortgaging costs £300

Total £15,300

 Complainant receives £15,300, £13,000 ultimately funded from the TEP
sale and £2,300 ultimately funded from the firm.
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EXAMPLE 8

Term extends beyond retirement age and policy reconstruction

Background
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45 year old male non–smoker, having taken out a £50,000 loan in 1998
for a term of 25 years.  Unsuitable sale identified on the grounds of af-
fordability and complaint raised on 12th policy anniversary.

It has always been the intention of the complainant to retire at State re-
tirement age 65.

Term from date of sale to retirement is 20 years and the maturity date of
the mortgage is 5 years after retirement.

Established facts

Established premium paid by investor on policy of
original term (25 years):

£81.20

Premium that would have been payable on policy
with term from sale to retirement (20 years):

£111.20

Actual policy value at time complaint assessed: £12,500

Value of an equivalent 20–year policy at time com-
plaint assessed:

£21,300

Difference in policy values at time complaint as-
sessed:

£8,800

Difference in outgoings (20 year policy – 25 year
policy):

£4,320

Basis of compensation
The policy is reconstructed as if it had been set up originally on a term to
mature at retirement age, in this example, a term of 20 years.  The differ-
ence in the current value of the policy actually sold to the complainant
and the current value of the reconstructed policy, as if the premium on the
reconstructed policy had been paid from outset, is calculated.  The com-
plainant has gained from lower outgoings (lower premiums) of the actual
endowment policy to date.  In calculating the redress, the gain may be
offset against the loss unless the complainant’s particular circumstances
are such that it would be unreasonable to take account of the gain.

Redress generally if it is not unreasonable to take account of the
whole of the gain from lower outgoings

Loss from current value of reconstructed policy less
current value of actual policy:

(£8,800)

Gain from total lower outgoings under actual policy: £4,320

Net loss: (£4,480)

Therefore total redress is: £4,480
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Redress if it is unreasonable to take account of
gain from lower outgoings

Loss from current value of reconstructed policy less
current value of actual policy:

(£8,800)

Gain from total lower outgoings under actual policy: Ignored

Therefore total redress is: £8,800

Additional Information

If the policy is capable of reconstruction, the com-
plainant must now fund the higher premiums himself
for the remainder of the term of the shortened policy
until maturity.  In this example the higher premium
could be £111.20.  However the firm should provide
the complainant with a reprojection letter based on
the reconstructed policy such that the actual monthly
payment required to achieve the target sum could be
even higher, say £130.  The reprojection letter
should set out the range of options facing the com-
plainant to deal with the projected shortfall, if any.
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EXAMPLE 9

Term extends beyond retirement age:  example
of failure to explain investment risks

Background
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EXAMPLE 9

45 year old male non–smoker, having taken out a
£50,000 loan in 1998 for a term of 25 years.  Un-
suitable sale identified on the grounds of afford-
ability and complaint raised on 12th anniversary.

It has always been the intention of the complainant
to retire at state retirement age 65.

Term from date of sale to retirement is 20 years and
the maturity date of the mortgage is five years after
retirement.

In addition, an endowment does not meet the com-
plainant’s attitude to investment risk and a repay-
ment mortgage would have been taken out if
properly advised.

Established facts

Surrender value (on the 25 year policy) at time
complaint assessed:

£12,500

Capital repaid under repayment mortgage of term
to retirement date (20 years):

£21,000

Surrender value less capital repaid: (£8,500)

Difference in outgoings (repayment – endowment): £5,400

Cost of converting from endowment mortgage to
repayment mortgage:

£200

Basis of compensation:
The surrender value of the (25 year term) endowment policy is compared
to the capital that would have been repaid to date under a repayment
mortgage arranged to repay the loan at retirement age, in this example, a
repayment mortgage for a term of 20 years.  The complainant has gained
from lower outgoings of the endowment mortgage to date.  In calculating
the redress, the gain may be offset against the loss unless the complain-
ant’s particular circumstances are such that it would be unreasonable to
take account of the gain.  The conversion costs are also taken into account
in calculating the redress.

Redress generally

Loss from surrender value less capital repaid: (£8,500)

�
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EXAMPLE 9

Gain from total lower outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

£5,400

Cost of converting to a repayment mortgage: (£200)

Net loss: (£3,300)

Therefore total redress is: £3,300

Redress if it is unreasonable to take account of
gain from lower outgoings

Loss from surrender value less capital repaid: (£8,500)

Gain from total lower outgoings under endowment
mortgage:

Ignored

Cost of converting to a repayment mortgage: (£8,700)

Therefore total redress is: £8,700
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1 Table

G

The aim of the guidance in the following table is to give the reader a quick overall view of the
relevant record keeping requirements.

It is not a complete statement of those requirements and should not be relied on as if it were.
2 Table

Handbook ref-
erence

Subject
of record

Contents
of record

When record
must be made

Retention
period

DISP 1.5.1R Complaints sub-
ject to DISP
1.4–DISP 1.6.

Not specified, but
see DISP 1.5.2G

On receipt 3 years
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1 Table

G

The aim of the guidance in the following table is to give the reader a quick overall view of the
relevant requirements for notification and reporting.

It is not a complete statement of those requirements and should not be relied on as if it were.
2 Table

Handbook ref-
erence

Matter to be

notified

Contents of notifica-
tion

Trigger

event

Time al-
lowed

DISP 1.1.7R Firm qualifies for
exemption

Confirmation that a
firm does not do busi-
ness with eligible
complainants and has
no reasonable likeli-
hood of doing so

If the firm wishes
to take advantage
of the exemption
in DISP 1.1.7R an
annual renewal is
required.  See
DISP 1.1.8R for
timing of notice

N/A

DISP 1.1.10R End of exemption Confirmation that the
conditions in DISP
1.1.7R no longer
apply

Conditions in
DISP 1.1.7R no
longer apply

Not speci-
fied

DISP 1.5.4R Complaints report Details – 30 September
– 31 March
each year

One
month

DISP 1.5.11R Single contact point Details At the time of au-
thorisation or on
subsequent change

Not speci-
fied

DISP 1.7.5R Member of Lloyd’s
qualifies for exemp-
tion

Confirmation by the
Society of Lloyd’s
that a specified
member of Lloyd’s
does not do business
with eligible com-
plainants and has no
reasonable likelihood
of doing so

[As above] N/A
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Time al-
lowed

Trigger

event

Contents of notifica-
tion

Matter to be

notified

Handbook ref-
erence

DISP 1.7.6R End of exemption
for member of
Lloyd’s

Confirmation by the
Society of Lloyd’s
that the condition in
DISP 1.1.7R no
longer apply to a
specified member of
Lloyd’s

Conditions in
DISP 1.1.7R no
longer apply

Not speci-
fied

DISP 1.7.7R Complaints report
by Society of
Lloyd’s

Details – 30 September
– 31 March
each year

One
month
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1 Table

G

1 The following powers and related provisions in the Act and in the Ombudsman Transi-
tional Order have been exercised by the FSA to make the rules in DISP:

(1) Section 138 (General rule–making power)

(2) Section 156 (General supplementary powers

(3) Section 226 (Compulsory Jurisdiction)

(4) Section 229 (Awards)

(5) Schedule 17 paragraph 13 (FSA’s procedural rules)

(6) Article 15 (Record–keeping and reporting requirements relating to relevant com-
plaints) of the Ombudsman Transitional Order.

2 The following power in the Act has been exercised by the FSA to give the guidance in
DISP:

(1) Section 157(1) (Guidance)

3 The following powers and related provisions in the Act have been exercised by the FOS
Ltd to make the rules in DISP:

(1) Section 227 (Voluntary Jurisdiction)

(2) Section 230 (Costs)

(3) Schedule 17 paragraph 8 (Guidance)

(4) Schedule 17 paragraph 14 (The scheme’s rules)

(5) Schedule 17 paragraph 15 (Fees)

(6) Schedule 17 paragraph 18 (Terms of reference to the scheme)
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2 Table

4 The powers to make rules relating to the new ombudsman scheme are shared between the
FSA and the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS Ltd).  FOS Ltd’s rules are subject to
FSA consent or approval.  The rules made exclusively by FOS Ltd are:

3 Table

DISP 2 2.6.9R
2.6.11R

DISP 3 3.2.5R
3.2.7R
3.2.8R
3.2.9R
3.2.11R
3.2.12R
3.2.13R
3.3.1R
3.4.1R
3.5.1R
3.5.2R
3.6.1R
3.6.2R
3.6.3R
3.7.1R
3.8.1R(2)
3.8.3R
3.9.10R
3.9.12R
3.9.15R
3.10.1R

DISP 4 All rules
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1 Table

G

1 The table below sets out the rules in DISP contravention of which by an authorised per-
son may be actionable under section 150 of the Act (Actions for damages) by a person
who suffers loss as a result of the contravention.

2 If a ”Yes” appears in the column headed ”For private person?”, the rule may be action-
able by a ”private person” under section 150 (or, in certain circumstances, his fiduciary or
representative; see article 6(2) and (3)(c) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Rights of Action) Regulations 2001 (SI 2001 No 2256)).  A ”Yes” in the column headed
”Removed” indicates that the FSA has removed the right of action under section 150(2) of
the Act.  If so, a reference to the rule in which it is removed is also give.

3 The column headed ”For other person?” indicates whether the rule may be actionable by a
person other than a private person (or his fiduciary or representative) under article 6(2)
and (3) of those Regulations.  If so, an indication of the type of person by whom the rule
may be actionable is given.

2 Table

Chapter/
Appendix

Section/
Annex Paragraph

Right of action under s150

For

Private

Person?  Removed? For Other

Person?
1 Complaints

handling ar-
rangements
for firms

– – – – Yes ___ –

2 Jurisdiction
rules

– – – – Yes – – ___
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3 Complaints
handling pro-
cedures of
the Financial
Ombudsman
Service

– – – – Yes ___ ___

4 The standard
terms

– – – – N/A ___

5 Funding – – – – Yes ___
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Handbook Modules

Dispute resolutions: Complaints sourcebook

Derivations

G

1. There is no table of derivations for this sourcebook.
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Dispute resolutions: Complaints sourcebook

Destinations

G

1. There is no table of destinations for this sourcebook.
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COMPENSATION SOURCEBOOK INSTRUMENT 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the rules and gives the guidance in this instrument in

the exercise of the powers listed in Schedule 4 to the Annex to this instrument (Powers

exercised).

B. The instrument comes into force as follows:

(1) COMP 14 (EEA firms) and A to E on this page come into force immediately;

(2) the remainder of this instrument comes into force at the beginning of the day on which

section 19 of the Act (the general prohibition) of the Financial Services and Markets Act

2000 (“the Act”) comes into force.

C. The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed in Schedule 4 to the Annex to

this instrument (Powers exercised) are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act

(Rule-making instruments).

D. This instrument may be cited as the Compensation Sourcebook Instrument 2001.

E. This Annex to this instrument (including its Schedules) may be cited as the Compensation

sourcebook (or COMP).

By order of the Board

15 November 2001 

FSA 2001/66
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1 Table Transitional Provisions Table

(1) (2)
Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(3) (4)

Transitional Provision

(5)
Transi-
tional

provision:
dates in

force

(6)
Handbook
Provisions

coming
into force

1 COMP 5 R Protected claims Indefinitely Commence-
ment

(1) A claim for a protected de-
posit or under a protected
contract of insurance in-
cludes a claim in respect of
an article 9 default, subject
to (2)

(2) A claim must be treated as a
claim in relation to a pro-
tected contract of insurance
under COMP 5.4.5R if the
conditions in article
10((1)(a)–(d) of the com-
pensation transitionals order
are satisfied.

(3) A claim in connection with
protected investment business
includes a claim in respect of
a pending application.

(4) Where the claim is in respect
of an article 9 default or a
pending application, the
FSCS must apply the rules
of the relevant former
scheme, as they applied to
the default before com-
mencement, unless (2)
applies.
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(5) The rules of each investment
business compensation
scheme are amended  so that
references to the person
managing the scheme are re-
placed by references to the
FSCS.

(6) The rules of the Friendly So-
cieties Protection Scheme
are amended so that:
(a) references to the person

managing the scheme are
replaced by references to
the FSCS; and

(b) References to functions
conferred upon the
Friendly Societies
Protection Scheme
Board are replaced by
references to functions
conferred upon the
FSCS.

(7) Where the default occurs
after commencement, a claim
for a protected deposit in-
cludes a claim that arose be-
fore commencement in re-
spect of:
(a) a deposit within the mean-

ing of the Banking Act
1987; and

(b) a claim in respect of a pro-
tected investment within
the meaning of section 27
of the Building Societies
Act 1986.

(8) Where the default occurs
after commencement, a
claim in connection with
protected investment busi-
ness includes a claim that
could have been enter-
tained under an invest-
ment business compensa-
tion scheme (provided that
the person making the
claim has not also made a
pending application arising
out of the same set of
facts).
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2 COMP 13.5R
and COMP
13.6R

R Funding Commence-
ment – 31
March
2004

Commence-
ment

(1) The FSCS must give a partici-
pant firm which is a pro-
fessional firm the following
discount on the specific costs
levy or compensation costs levy
that it would otherwise have
to pay:
(a) 75%, if the levy is made

between 1 December 2001
   and 31 March 2002;

(b) 25%, if the levy is made
between 1 April 2002 and
31 March 2003;

(c) 10%, if the levy is made
between 1 April 2003 and
31 March 2004.

(2) The FSCS must reallocate the
amount of any discount to the
other members of the relevant
contribution group, in accord-
ance with the relevant tariff
basis in COMP 13.6.7R.

3 COMP
134.6R and
COMP
13.6.77

R Calculation of levies Com-
mencement
– 31 March
2002

Com-
mencement

(1) Until  31 March 2002, the
FSCS must calculate a partici-
pant firm’s share of a com-
pensation costs levy allocated
to the insurance business sub–
scheme in accordance with the
provisions of the Policyhold-
ers Protection Act 1975 (in-
cluding the provisions relating
to net premium income).
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(2) In making the calculation
under transitional provision
3R(1), the FSCS may assess a
participant firm for its share of
a compensation costs levy on
any reasonable basis, if the
participant firm has not pro-
vided the information re-
quired under the Policyhold-
ers Protection Act 1975, mak-
ing such adjustments as seem
appropriate in subsequent
levies once the true figures are
known.

4 COMP
13.5.8R

R Grandfathered Firms Commence-
ment – 31
March
2002

Commence-
ment

COMP 13.5.8R (New participant
firms) does not apply to a firm
that becomes authorised at com-
mencement under the Financial
Services and Markets Act  2000
(Transitional Provisions) (autho-
rised Persons etc.) Order 2001.



Forward to the Compensation Sourcebook

(This Forward to the Compensation Sourcebook does not form part of COMP.)
 
Forward

The Act requires the FSA to make rules establishing a scheme for compensating consumers
when authorised firms are unable, or likely to be unable, to satisfy claims against them. The
body established to operate and administer the compensation scheme is the Financial Services
Compensation Scheme Limited (FSCS). By making rules that allow the FSCS to pay
compensation to retail consumers and small businesses, focusing protection on those who
need it most, the compensation scheme rules form an important part of the toolkit the FSA
will use to meet its statutory objectives.

This module of the FSA Handbook contains the rules and guidance that allow the Financial
Services Compensation Scheme Limited to pay claims for compensation or secure continuity
of insurance when an authorised person is unable or likely to be unable to meet claims against
it. The rules specify who is eligible to receive compensation and in what circumstances, how
much compensation can be paid to a claimant; and how the scheme will be funded. The
compensation rules, although of interest to consumers and authorised firms, do not in fact
apply to either. The rules only apply to the FSCS. 

The Sourcebook is divided into 14 Chapters covering all aspects of the scheme:

Chapter 1: Introduction and Overview

This chapter provides an introduction to the FSCS rules and a table of question
and answers that may be of interest to consumers.

Chapter 2: The FSCS

This chapter gives the FSCS the duty to administer the compensation scheme.
It also sets out the general conditions the FSCS must follow when
administering the scheme such as having regard to the efficient and economic
use of resources, the requirement to publish an Annual Report, and the duty to
ensure consumers are informed about how they can make a claim. The rules in
this chapter also require the FSCS to have in place procedures for dealing with
complaints.

Chapters 3 The qualifying conditions for paying compensation

This chapter sets out the main qualifying conditions that must be satisfied
before the FSCS can pay compensation to claimants or take steps to secure
continuity of insurance. These are that a claimant is eligible to claim; the
activity that gave rise to the loss is protected by the scheme; the firm against
which the claim is being made is protected by the scheme; and that the
claimant has assigned his rights to the scheme. Chapters 4-7 expand on the
general conditions described in Chapter 3.



Chapter 4 Eligible claimants

This chapter specifies who is eligible to receive compensation or benefit from
the continuity of insurance provided by the FSCS. 

Chapter 5 What is a protected claim?

This chapter specifies the activities that are protected by the FSCS.  

Chapter 6 Relevant persons in default

This chapter specifies the circumstances when a firm is in default, that is,
when a firm is to be taken as being unable or likely to be unable to meet
claims against it. The FSCS can only pay compensation, take steps to secure
continuity of insurance, or provide assistance to an insurer in financial
difficulties if the circumstances specified in Chapter 6 are met. 

Chapter 7 Assignment of rights

This chapter enables the FSCS to make an offer of compensation conditional
on the claimant assigning to it their rights to claim against the failed firm. If
the FSCS recovers from the firm a greater sum than it has paid to the claimant,
it must pay the balance to the claimant.

Chapter 8 Rejection of application and withdrawal of offer

This chapter allows the FSCS to reject an application for compensation or
withdraw an offer of compensation in specified circumstances.

 
Chapter 9 Time limits on payment and postponing payment

This chapter requires the FSCS to pay a claim for compensation within a
specified time unless specified conditions apply.

Chapter 10 Limits on the amount of compensation payable 

This chapter specifies the maximum amount of compensation the FSCS can
pay to a claimant, and the limits on the FSCS's duty to secure continuity of
insurance for policyholders. Different limits apply depending on whether the
claim is for a deposit, a claim on an insurance policy, or a claim in connection
with an investment. 

Chapter 11 Payment of compensation

This chapter specifies to whom the FSCS may pay compensation. In certain
circumstances compensation may be paid to a person other than the claimant.

Chapter 12 Calculating compensation



This chapter specifies how the FSCS will calculate the amount of
compensation it can pay to a claimant.

Chapter 13 Funding

This chapter allows the FSCS to makes levies on authorised firms to fund the
operation of the scheme, to pay compensation or secure continuity of
insurance. It specifies how FSCS can make levies, how costs are to be
allocated, the maximum the FSCS can levy in any particular period of time,
and how sums recovered from failed firms are to be treated.

Chapter 14 Participation by EEA firms

This chapter sets out the way the FSCS deals with incoming EEA firms who
may choose to top-up into the FSCS to supplement the compensation available
from their home state scheme.
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Q1 What do I need to do in order to receive com-
pensation?

A1 In order to receive compensation:

(1) you must be an eligible claimant; COMP 4.2–3
(2) you must have a protected claim; COMP 5.2–5
(3) you must be claiming against a relevant

person;
COMP 6.2.1R

(4) the relevant person must be in default. COMP 6.3
In addition, if the FSCS requires you to do so,
you must assign your legal rights in the claim to
the FSCS.

COMP 7.2

And you must bring your claim to the FSCS with-
in a set time (normally within six years of the
date on which your claim against the relevant
person occurred).

COMP
8.2.3R–8.2.4R

It is possible, in certain circumstances, for some-
one else to make a claim on your behalf.

COMP 3.2.2R

Q2 How much compensation will I be offered?

A2 This depends on whether your protected claim
is:
(1) a claim for a protected deposit; or COMP 5.3
(2) a claim under a protected contract of insur-

ance; or
COMP 5.4

(3) a claim in connection with protected in-
vestment business.

COMP 5.5

Different limits apply to different types of claim. COMP 10.2.3R
Q3 How will the FSCS calculate the compensa-

tion that is offered to me?
A3 Again, this will depend on whether your pro-

tected claim is a:
(1) a claim for a protected deposit; or COMP 12.2.1R,

12.3.1R, and
12.4.1R
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(2) a claim under a protected contract of insur-
ance; or

COMP 12.2.1R,
12.3.2–4R, and
12.4.9R–12.5.2
R

(3) a claim in connection with protected in-
vestment business.

COMP 12.2.1R,
12.3.5–6R, and
12.4.2–8R

Certain types of protected investment business
claim require the FSCS to use a particular
method of calculation.

COMP
12.4.5–7R

Q4 What happens if an insurance undertaking is
insolvent?

A4 If you have a long term insurance contract with
an insolvent insurance undertaking, the FSCS
will first try to secure continuity of insurance for
you.

COMP 3.3,
11.2.3R, and
12.4.11R

If the FSCS achieves this, you will not necessar-
ily receive any cash, but you will continue to be
insured (though possibly with lower benefits than
before).

COMP 3.3R,
10.2.6R,
11.2.2R, and
12.5.1R

You will receive cash compensation only if the
FSCS cannot secure continuity of insurance
cover or the cost of doing so would be unreason-
able.

COMP
3.3.1–2R, and
11.2.1R

If you have a relevant general insurance contract
with an insolvent insurance undertaking, the
FSCS will pay you cash compensation if it is un-
able to secure continuity of insurance cover or
the cost of doing so would be unreasonable.

COMP
3.2.1–2R and
11.2.3R

If the insurance undertaking is in ”financial diffi-
culties”, the FSCS may try to arrange for another
insurance undertaking to take over the business,
or provide the insurance undertaking with finan-
cial assistance to carry on business. If this oc-
curs, you will not receive cash compensation, but
your policy will continue (though possibly with
lower benefits than before).

COMP
3.3.3–6R,
10.2.6–7R, and
11.2.3R
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(1) Firms (other than a sole trader firm or a small business
whose claim arises out of a regulated activity for which
they do not have a permission)

(2) Overseas financial services institutions
(3) Collective investment schemes, and anyone who is the op-

erator or trustee of such a scheme
(4) Pension and retirement funds, and anyone who is a trustee

of such a fund (except a trustee of a small self–adminis-
tered scheme or an occupational pension scheme of an
employer which is not a large company, large partnership,
or large mutual association)

(5) Supranational institutions, governments, and central ad-
ministrative authorities

(6) Provincial, regional, local and municipal authorities
(7) Directors and managers of the relevant person in default.

However,  this exclusion does not apply if:
(a) the relevant person in default is a mutual association

which is not a large mutual association; and
(b) the directors and managers do not receive a salary or

other remuneration for services performed by them
for the relevant person in default.

(8) Close relatives of persons excluded by (7) above
(9) Bodies corporate in the same group as the relevant person

in default
(10) Persons holding 5% or more of the capital of the relevant

person in default, or of any body corporate in the same
group

(11) The auditors of the relevant person in default, or of any
body corporate in the same group as the relevant person in
default, or the appointed actuary of a friendly society or
insurance undertaking in default
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(12) Persons who in the opinion of the FSCS are  responsible
for, or have contributed to, the relevant person’s default

(13) Large companies or large mutual associations
(14) Large partnerships
(15) Persons whose claim arises from transactions in connec-

tion with which they have been convicted of an offence of
money laundering.

(16) Persons whose claim arises under the Third Parties (Rights
against Insurers) Act 1930
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��#	������� �� ��� �������! ������ �� "��� ������� M(2(.- &�--N �� �� ����
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���� �	�
� ��
���� �� �89� &%'('&�

Type of claim Level of cover Maximum
payment

Protected deposits 100% x first £2,000
90% x next £33,000

£31,700

Protected contract of
insurance when the
contract is a relevant
general insurance
contract

(1) Where the claim is in respect of
a liability subject to compulsory
insurance: 100% of claim.

(2) Where the claim arises under
the Third Party (Rights against In-
surers) Act 1930, is in respect of a
liability within COMP 5.4.5R(1)(b),
and is in connection with an Ar-
ticle 9 default: 90% of the claim.

 (3) In all other cases:
100% x first £2,000
90% of remainder of the claim.

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Protected contract of
insurance when the
contract is a long–
term insurance con-
tract

100% x first £2,000
At least 90% of the remaining
value of the policy (including fu-
ture benefits declared before the
date the relevant person is deter-
mined to be in default).

Unlimited

Protected investment
business

100% x first £30,000
90% x next £20,000

£48,000

�+:�:� ���� �$ ��� �� �� ����� �� ���� "��� �����" "��� ���������� �� �#��� ��
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� 3�%)�

Period Limit on total of all management
expenses levies attributable to that
period

1 December 2001 to 1 April 2002 £4,209,000
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&4'1': �	�
� �	�
�7 ������������ =����� ��� ��� $������ 5������� #�������� 	��
��� +����	�� A������� #�������� ��� ��� ���	��	
 #������
�������	���� #���� )��� �89� &4'1'0� )&**

SUB–
SCHEME

CONTRIBUTION
GROUP (REFER-
ENCES TO A1, A2

ETC ARE TO THE

FSA FEE BLOCKS)

LEGAL BASIS FOR ACTIVITY
(references to articles are to
articles of the Regulated Acti-
vities Order)

TARIFF
BASE

Accepting
deposits

A1 – deposit
takers

Accepting deposits (article 5) Protected
deposits (see
COMP
13.6.13R)

Insurance
business

A3 – Insurance
activities – Gen-
eral insurance

Effecting contracts of insur-
ance and/or carrying out con-
tracts of insurance (article 9)
that are general insurance
contracts

Relevant net
premium in-
come

Insurance
business

A4 – insurance
activities – Life In-
surance

Effecting contracts of insur-
ance and/or carrying out con-
tracts of insurance (article 9)
that are long–term insurance
contracts

Relevant net
premium in-
come

&4'1'2 �	�
� �	�
�7  $ ����	�� �� ��� ��
��	�� ����������� ������ 	�� �	���� �	���
��� ��� ���������� �������� ��������� )��� �89� &4'1'0� )(**'

SUB–
SCHEME

CONTRIBUTION
GROUP (REFER-
ENCES TO A1, A2

ETC ARE TO THE

FSA FEE BLOCKS)

LEGAL BASIS FOR ACTIVITY
(references to articles are to
articles of the Regulated Acti-
vities Order)

TARIFF
BASE

Designated
investment
business

A7 – fund man-
agers holding cli-
ent money and/or
assets

Managing investments (article
33), and  either: (a)  holding
client money; or (b)  safe-
guarding and administering in-
vestments (article 36)

Funds under
management

Designated
investment
business

A8 – fund man-
agers not holding
either client
money and/or
assets

Managing investments (article
33), but not: (a)  holding client
money; or (b)  safeguarding
and administering investments
(article 36)

Funds under
management

Designated
investment
business

A9 – managers of
an AUT, ACDs
and depositaries

Any of the following: (a) estab-
lishing, operating or winding
up a collective investment
scheme; (b) acting as a
trustee of an authorised unit
trust scheme; (c) acting as a
depositary, or sole director of
an open–ended investment
company (article 48) 

Gross in-
come

��

%&'&('%&?%%&
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Designated
investment
business

A10 – dealing as
principal

Dealing in investments as
principal (article 12), but not:
(a) dealing as principal in in-
vestments if  the investments
are life policies; or (b)  acting
as a matched principal broker

Number of
traders

Designated
investment
business

A11 – execution
only brokers

Any of the following: (a)  deal-
ing in investments as agent
(article 19); (b)  arranging
(bringing about) deals in in-
vestments (article 21(1)); (c)
making arrangements with a
view to transactions in invest-
ments (article 22(2)); (d) deal-
ing as principal in investments
where the investments are life
policies (article 12); (e)  acting
as a matched principal broker;
but without permission to ad-
vise on investments (article
52)

Commission
income

Designated
investment
business

A12 – brokers
(excluding execu-
tion–only brokers
and corporate fi-
nance advisers) –
holding either cli-
ent money or
assets

Any of the following: (a)  deal-
ing in investments as agent
(article 19); (b)  arranging
(bringing about) deals in in-
vestments (article 21(1)); (c)
making arrangements with a
view to transactions in invest-
ments (article 22(2)); with per-
mission to: (i) advise on in-
vestments (article 49); (ii)
hold client money; and (iii)
safeguard and administer in-
vestments (article 36)

Number of
approved
persons

Designated
investment
business

A13 – brokers
(excluding execu-
tion only brokers
and corporate fi-
nance advisers) –
not holding either
client money or
assets

Any of the following: (a)  deal-
ing in investments as agent
(article 19); (b)  arranging
(bringing about) deals in in-
vestments (article 21(1)); (c)
making arrangements with a
view to transactions in invest-
ments (article 22(2)); with per-
mission to advise on invest-
ments (article 49); but not to
(I) hold client money; and (ii)
safeguard and administer in-
vestments (article 36).

Number of
approved
persons

Designated
investment
business

A14 – corporate
finance advisory
firms

Permission includes a require-
ment that the firm must not
conduct designated invest-
ment business other than cor-
porate finance business

Number of
approved
persons

��
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Designated
investment
business

A15 – advisory
only

Advising on investments (ar-
ticle 49), but not within A11 to
A14

Number of
approved
persons

Designated
investment
business

A16 – pensions
review

The firm was liable to pay the
Pensions Review Levy to the
PIA in 2001/ 2002

Percentage
share of
PIA’s 2001/
2002 Pen-
sions Review
Levy

��:�:�+ � �
��	��
� ���� #�
 ������ � #��� ��� ��� ���)�	$���2 ��� #��� ��� ���
	��������� ����� "���� �� ��#� ���)�	$����

��:�:�� 9���

 �.��� ����� ����  �������$ � �������	� ���  ��
�
���	�� ���  ����  �� ��� ��� �� 3������� ���� ���� �	�� � 
��������
��(

"�# ��� ��	������	 �����
  �� ��	�� 	� �����!
) ���

"*# ��� ����� ������ �� ��
	��

 "���
���� 	� ���������� �	�� ���
����	��� ���	�� ��
� �� ��
�
# ��	�� 	� ���������$ �
 �� ��
=������� �� ��� ���	��
 ����$ 	� �����	�� �� ���� �� ���
�
��	������	 �����
�

��:�:�� 4� ��� 	�������	�� 	� ����  ���,���� ��
 ���� ���	��� �� ���  ���
����� ����� ���� ���	!��	��
$ � �������	� ���  �	�� �� ������ ��
���� ����	�� �	�� ����  ���,�����

��:�:�� /���� � �������	� ���  ��� 	����	�� ���� � ��������� ����
�  ��

���� �� � ���
�	  ��� 	
 ��� �� ������ �����	�$ 	� ��� �.����� ���
������ �� ���� ���
	� ���� ��� ���	�� ��
�$ ���	��� ���� 	� ���	�	�

���  ����  �� ��� ������ �� ��� ���
	� 
� �.������ ��� ���	��
 ���
����  �	�� 
��� 	�������	�� ����� ��� ���
	� �
 ���  ����  ���
���
������ ��%�	���

��:�:�� /���� � �������	� ���  ���
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����  ���,����$ ���  ����  ��� �
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���
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 �� #����� '�
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��� #���	����

��:�:� �� ��	����� ��� ����2 "���� �� � 	���� �������� �� �� ��# �������� ����2 ��
�� � J�
��	��
� ����� �� ������� � �� �
������� 
	������ ������ � J�	�/�	J
��� �� 	������
��� �	$���� ���� ������� ������ $�(&�-' �� �� �	 &���
��#	������� ����#�' ��� ��������� $ �� �� ���	��� �
��	��
�� ,����
����
&������� �� � �� �������� �� ������� 	������'� �� �� ��	����� ��� ���� ����
������� �� ���/�
������� 
	������ ��� "���� �� 	������
��� �	$��� 	�������
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��	��
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 �� 	������
��� �	$��� ��� ���� �������� �� �� ����� "�
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��:�:� �� ������� � �� ��	����� ��� ����%� �
������� 
	������2 �� &��� �
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"���� �� ���	� �� �� #����� '�
�
��� #���	��� ��� �������� �������
���
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 �� 	������
��� �	$���2 ���
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��� �	$��� ���
�� �
������� 
	������ ������� �� ���# � �! ��
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���
�	$���%� ��#�� &�� �� �� ���� �-'� ���� ������� ������ $�)&.' �� �� �	
&E������' ��� ��������� ( �� �� ���	��� �
��	��
�� ,����
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1. The aim of the guidance in the following able is to give the reader a quick overall
view of the relevant record keeping requirements. The Rules listed below apply
only to FSCS (the scheme manager).

2. It is not a complete statement of those requirements and should not be relied upon
as it were.

( �	�
�

Handbook ref-
erence

Subject 
of record

Contents 
of record

When record
must be made

Reten-
tion

period

COMP
13.4.12R

FSCS funding Full details of the
movement of

funds within sub–
schemes.

Ongoing require-
ment.

N/A
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1. The aim of the guidance in the following table is to give the reader a quick overall
view of the relevant requirements for notification and reporting. In all cases, other
than those concerning Chapter 13 and Chapter 14, the notification rules in COMP
apply only to FSCS (the scheme manager).

2. It is not a complete statement of those requirements and should not be relied on as
if it were.

( �	�
�

Handbook
reference

Matter to be
notified

Contents of noti-
fication

Trigger 
event

Time al-
lowed

COMP 2.2.5R Annual Report Not specified in
COMP – see
Memorandum of
Understanding
(MoU) between
FSA and FSCS

End of Financial
Year

Not speci-
fied in
COMP
(see
MoU)

COMP 2.2.7R Default of rel-
evant person

Not specified – al-
though FSCS
must take ap-
propriate steps to
ensure claimants
are informed
about how they
can claim com-
pensation

default of a rel-
evant person

Not speci-
fied – but
as soon as
practi-
cable
after de-
termining
default

COMP13.3.2R Right to exemp-
tion for specific
costs and com-
pensation costs
levy

Notice that firm
does not conduct

business that
could give rise to

a claim on the
FSCS and has no
reasonable likeli-
hood of doing so

In February each
year or on the oc-

casion of the
firm’s authorisa-
tion or when it

ceases conducting
business with per-

son eligible to
claim on FSCS

As soon
as practi-

cable
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COMP
13.3.4R

Loss of right to
seek exemption
from specific
costs & com-
pensation costs
levy

Statement that
firm no longer
qualifies for

exemption be-
cause it carries on
business with per-

sons eligible to
claim on FSCS

Firm looses the
right to claim the

exemption.

As soon
as practi-

cable

COMP
13.6.11R

Levy base for par-
ticipant firm

The contribution
groups to which
the participant
firm belongs.

The total amount
of business

(measured in ac-
cordance with the
appropriate tariff
bases, which it

conducted as at 31
December of the

previous year

The end of the
calendar year (the

occasion of 31
December every
year beginning

with 31 December
2001).

By end
February

COMP 13.8 Participant firms
compensation
levy for the finan-
cial year

Amount of levy
payable by the
participant firm

The decision by
the FSCS that it
must impose a

levy

30 days
before the

levy is
payable

COMP
14.2.1R

Application by
eligible inward

passporting EEA
firm to top–up

into compensation
scheme

That firm is qual-
ifying incoming

EEA firm.

The sub–
scheme(s) the
firm wishes to
participate in.

Confirmation that
the level or scope
of cover offered
by its home state
scheme(s) is less

than that available
in the UK.

The firm’s deci-
sion that it wishes
to top–up into the

UK scheme.

N/A
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COMP
14.4.5R

Termination of
top–up cover

Statement that in-
coming EEA firm

is terminating
top–up cover

Decision by firm
to resign from

FSCS

6 months
notice

COMP
14.4.6R

Termination of in-
ward passporting
EEA firm’s top–

up cover into
compensation

scheme

The firm’s resig-
nation from the
compensation

scheme and the
level of com-

pensation avail-
able to clients of

the firm’s UK
branch following
its decision to re-
sign from FSCS

Termination of
firm’s top–up

cover

No later
than six
weeks

after the
end of the
firms par-
ticipation
in com-

pensation
scheme
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1. The rules in COMP 13 give FSCS (the scheme manager) the power to raise levies
on participant firms in order to meet its expenses. The rules in COMP 13 do not
specify the amount of any levy but do specify how a participant firm’s share of a
levy is to be calculated and any limit on the amount leviable by the FSCS is a par-
ticular period.
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1 The following powers and related provisions in the Act and the Compensation
Transitionals Order have been exercised by the FSA to make the rules in COMP:
(1) Section 138 (General rule making powers)
(2) Section 156 (General supplementary powers)
(3) Section 214 (General)
(4) Section 215 (Rights of the Scheme in relevant persons insolvency)
(5) Section 216 (Continuity of long term insurance policies)
(6) Section 217 (Insurers in financial difficulties)
(7) Section 223 (Management Expenses)
(8) Article 4 (Pending Applications) of the Compensation Transitional’s Order
(9) Article 6 (Post–commencement applications) of the Compensation Transi-

tional’s Order
(10) Article 9 (Article 9 defaults occurring before commencement) of the Com-

pensation Transitional’s Order
(11) Article 10 (Applications in respect of compulsory liability insurance) of the

Compensation Transitional’s Order
(12) Article 12 (Applications under the new scheme) of the Compensation

Transitional’s Order

2 The following powers in the Act have been exercised by the FSA to give the guid-
ance in COMP:
(1) Section 157(1) (Guidance)
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1. The table below sets out the rules in COMP contravention of which by an authorised
person may be actionable under section 150 of the Act (Actions for damages) by a
person who suffers loss as a result of the contravention.

2. If a “yes” appears in the column headed “For private person?”, the rule may be ac-
tionable by a “private person” under section 150 unless a “yes” appears in the column
headed “Removed”.  A “yes” in the column headed “Removed” indicates that the FSA
has removed the right of action under section 150(2) of the Act.  If so, a reference to
the rule in which it is removed is also given.

3. In accordance with the Financial Services and Markets Act 200(Rights of Action) Re-
gulations 2001 (SI 2001/2256) a “private person” is:

i any individual, except when acting in the course of carrying on a regulated activ-
ity; and

ii any person who is not an individual, except when acting in the course of carrying
on business of any kind;

but does not include a government, local authority or an international organisation.

4. The column headed “For other person?” indicates whether the rule is actionable by a
person other than a private person, in accordance with those Regulations.  If so, an
indication of the type of person by whom the rule is actionable is given.

5. The vast majority of rules in COMP are rules to which the FSCS is subject.  No right
of action arises under section 150 for breach of these rules, as the FSCS is not an au-
thorised person.

( �	�
� �	�
� ���
� )8��� ��� ��� �����
�� �	�
��* ������	�����	�
�
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Chapter/ Section/
Appendix Annex Paragraph

For pri-
vate per-
son? Removed

 

For other per-
son?

COMP
13

Funding

(all rules)

Yes No No

COMP
14.4.6

R

Yes No No
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The rules in COMP cannot be waived by the FSA, except:

(1) COMP 13.6.11R;

(2) COMP 14.4.6R.



LLOYD’S SOURCEBOOK (AMENDMENT) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority amends the Lloyd’s sourcebook in the exercise of the

powers in section 138 (General rule-making  power) and section 157(1) (Guidance) of the

Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act").

B. The provisions of the Act relevant to rules and listed above are specified for the purpose

of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement

C. This instrument comes into force immediately.  

Amendments to the Lloyd’s sourcebook 

D.  The Lloyd’s sourcebook is amended in accordance with the Annex to this instrument.

Citation

E. This instrument may be cited as the Lloyd’s sourcebook (Amendment) Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
15 November 2001

FSA 2001/67



ANNEX 

LLD 10.9.7G For “syndicate actuary” insert “syndicate actuary” 

LLD15 Annex 5 In "R Auditors’ report, 1 Table 1(1)", for “LLD 15.5.1R(3)” insert

“LLD 15.5.1R”



Special Guide for Small Friendly Societies
Instrument 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority gives the guidance in the Annex to this
instrument in the exercise of the power in section 157(1) of the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000.

Commencement

B. This instrument comes into force immediately.

Citation

C. This instrument may be cited as the Special Guide for Small Friendly Societies
Instrument 2001.

D. The annex to this instrument may be cited as the Special Guide for Small Friendly
societies, or FREN.

By order of the Board
15 November 2001

FSA 2001/68
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Part of Handbook Applicability to small friendly soci-
eties

High Level
Standards

Principles for Businesses
(PRIN)

This applies.

Senior management ar-
rangements, Systems and
Controls (SYSC)

This applies.

Threshold Conditions
(COND)

This applies – except for COND 2.6.

Statements of Principle and
Code of Practice for Ap-
proved Persons (APER)

This applies to an approved person who per-
forms a controlled function for a small
friendly society.

The Fit and Proper test for
Approved persons (FIT)

This applies to an approved person who per-
forms a controlled function for a small
friendly society.

General provisions (GEN) This applies.

Business
Standards

Interim Prudential source-
books (IPRU)

The following parts of the Interim Prudential
sourcebook (Friendly societies)
(IPRU(FSOC)) apply to small friendly so-
cieties:

(a) IPRU(FSOC) 1 (Application)

(b) IPRU(FSOC) 2 (Integrity, skill, care and
diligence)

(c) IPRU(FSOC) 3 (Management and con-
trol)

(d) IPRU(FSOC) 4 (Financial prudence) –
in this part sections 4.1 to 4.7 and 4.24
apply
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Applicability to small friendly soci-
eties

Part of Handbook

(e) IPRU(FSOC) 5 (Prudential reporting) –
the application depends upon the type of
business (long–term insurance business
or general insurance business) and
whether the small friendly society is a
registered friendly society or an incor-
porated friendly society; it does not
apply to flat rate benefits business
friendly societies

(f) IPRU(FSOC) 7 (Definitions)

Appendices to IPRU(FSOC)

(a) Appendix 1 (Long–term insurance busi-
ness margin of solvency)

(b) Appendix 2 (General insurance business
solvency margin)

(c) Appendix 4 (Asset valuation rules)

(d) Appendix 5 (Liability valuation rules)

(e) Appendix 6 (Balance sheet)

(f) Appendix 7 (General insurance busi-
ness: revenue account, other revenue
account and additional information)

(g) Appendix 8 (Long–term insurance busi-
ness: revenue account and additional in-
formation)

(h) Appendix 9 (Abstract of actuarial valu-
ation) – this applies to incorporated
small friendly societies with Part IV
permission to effect or carry out long–
term insurance business

(i) Appendix 10 (Prudential reporting
forms)

Annexes to IPRU(FSOC)

(a) Annex 1 (Guidance on corporate gov-
ernance of friendly societies)

(b) Annex 2 (Guidance on officers’ liability
insurance)

(c) Annex 3 Part I (Guidance on systems of
accounting, control of business and in-
spection and report)

(d) Annex 3 Part II (Guidance on systems
of control over investments) A – sec-
tions 9 to 13 do not apply. B – sections
19 to 23 do not apply

(e) Annex 3 – Attachments A to D

(f) Annex 4 (Guidance on margins of
solvency and the guarantee fund) – pro-
vides guidance to different categories of
friendly societies and does not apply to
flat rate benefits business friendly so-
cieties
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Applicability to small friendly soci-
eties

Part of Handbook

(g) Annex 5 (Guidance on exemption from
triennial valuation)

(h) Annex 5 – Attachment

Friendly societies and their advisers may
also wish to refer to IPRU(INS) Volume 3
(Guidance) which contains additional Guid-
ance Notes and other material, such as
’Guidance for insurers and auditors on the
Valuation of Assets Rules’ and ’Dear Ap-
pointed Actuary’ letters, that may be of as-
sistance to them.

The other IPRU sourcebooks do not apply.

Conduct of Business
sourcebook (COB)

The following parts of COB are relevant
to small friendly societies:

(a) COB 1 (Application and general provi-
sions)

(b) COB 2 (Rules which apply to firms con-
ducting designated investment business)

(c) COB 3 (Financial promotion)

(d) COB 4 (Accepting customers)

(e) COB 5 (Advising and selling)

(f) COB 6 (Product disclosure and the cus-
tomer’s right to cancel or withdraw)

(g) COB 7 (Dealing and managing) – but is
likely to have limited relevance to small
friendly societies.

(h) COB 8 (Reporting to customers) – but is
likely to have limited relevance to small
friendly societies.

(i) COB 9 (Client assets) – in this part sec-
tions 9.1, 9.2 and 9.4 are relevant

COB 10 to COB 12 do not apply.

This sourcebook is principally relevant to
small friendly societies with Part IV per-
mission to effect contracts of insurance.
However, for societies that only carry out
contracts of insurance, COB 6.8 will apply.
These societies should note that COB 8 and
COB 9 may be of relevance to them.

Only the following parts of COB apply in
relation to general insurance business and
pure protection contracts: COB 1.1 to 1.4,
COB 1.8, COB 3.1 to 3.5, COB 3.8.4 to
3.8.6, COB 3.14, COB 4.1.12 to 4.1.14 and
COB 6.8.  COB 6.7 applies in relation to
pure protection contracts only.
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Applicability to small friendly soci-
eties

Part of Handbook

Market conduct sourcebook
(MAR)

MAR 1  (Code of Market Conduct) – this
gives guidance on what does and does not
amount to market abuse; this Code is rel-
evant to all persons seeking guidance as to
whether or not behaviour amounts to market
abuse.

MAR 2 (Price stabilising rules) – applies to
all firms but is likely to have limited rel-
evance to small friendly societies.

MAR 3 (Inter–professionals conduct) – does
not apply.

MAR 4 (Endorsement of the Takeover Code)
– this applies to every firm whose per-
mission includes, or ought to include, any
designated investment business, but is likely
to have limited relevance to small friendly
societies.

Training and Competence
sourcebook (TC)

TC 1 (Commitments) applies.

TC 2 (Rules and guidance) applies in respect
of employees engaged in advising on certain
long–term insurance products (see the table
at TC 2.1.4R).

Money Laundering source-
book (ML)

This applies to small friendly societies but
not in respect of their pure protection con-
tracts or in relation to general insurance
business.

Regulatory
Processes

Authorisation manual
(AUTH)

This applies.

AUTH contains guidance on the Act and
Regulated Activities Order. It explains,
among other matters, the FSA’s procedures
for applications for Part IV permission for
an applicant that is not already an authorised
person.

Supervision manual (SUP) SUP contains, and explains, provisions that
relate to how the FSA will monitor firms for
compliance with requirements imposed by or
under the Act.

The following parts of SUP apply to small
friendly societies:

(a) SUP 1 (The FSA’s approach to supervi-
sion)

(b) SUP 2 (Information gathering by the
FSA on its own initiative)

(c) SUP 3 (Auditors) – in this part sections
3.1 to 3.7 apply; societies should note
that sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.8 apply to a
society’s external auditors

(d) SUP 4 (Actuaries)
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Applicability to small friendly soci-
eties

Part of Handbook

(e) SUP 5 (Skilled persons)

(f) SUP 6 (Applications to vary and cancel
Part IV permission)

(g) SUP 7 (Individual requirements)

(h) SUP 8 (Waiver and modification of
rules)

(i) SUP 9 (Individual guidance)

(j) SUP 10 (Approved persons) – SUP
10.6.26R to SUP 10.6.29G provide for a
special controlled function for small
friendly societies (the small friendly so-
ciety function). SUP 10.10 (Customer
functions) does not apply in relation to
general insurance business or pure
protection contracts

(k) SUP 11 (Controllers and close links) –
in this part sections 11.1, 11.2 and 11.9
apply

(l) SUP 12 (Appointed representatives) –
this part applies to a friendly society
with permission to carry on designated
investment business and which is con-
sidering appointing, has decided to ap-
point or has appointed an appointed
representative

(m) SUP 15 (Notifications to the FSA)

(n) SUP 16 (Reporting requirements) – in
this part sections 16.4 to 16.7 do not
apply; section 16.8 applies to societies
with permission to effect or carry out
life policies

(o) SUP 18 (Transfers of business)

(p) Appendix 1 (Prudential categories and
sub–categories)

(q) Appendix 2 (Scheme of operations)

Enforcement manual (ENF) ENF describes the FSA’s policies and pro-
cedures for the exercise of its enforcement
powers, and contains guidance on how those
powers will be exercised. ENF applies to
firms, approved persons and (in relation to
some of the powers) other persons.

ENF applies to small friendly societies, ex-
cept for the following parts:

(a) ENF 4 (Intervention against incoming
firms)

(b) ENF 16 (Collective investment
schemes)

(c) ENF 18 (Disapplication orders against
members of the professions)
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Applicability to small friendly soci-
eties

Part of Handbook

Societies should be aware of the following
parts of ENF, although they may be of li-
mited relevance:

(a) ENF 14 (Sanctions for market abuse) –
applies to any person, whether regulated
or not, who may be the subject of a fi-
nancial penalty or public statement on
the basis that the FSA suspects the per-
son is or has engaged in market abuse

(b) ENF 17 (Disqualification of auditors
and Actuaries) – applies to auditors and
actuaries of small friendly societies

Decision making manual
(DEC)

This applies.

DEC contains guidance on the FSA’s deci-
sion making, and other procedures for giving
statutory notices. It also gives guidance on
the FSA’s procedures for using its powers
under certain Parts of the Act.

Redress Dispute resolution: the
Complaints sourcebook
(DISP)

This applies. All firms are subject to the
Compulsory Jurisdiction of the Financial
Ombudsman Service.

DISP 4 (Standard terms) – only applies to a
firm which has decided to be a participant in
the Voluntary Jurisdiction of the Financial
Ombudsman Service.

Compensation sourcebook
(COMP)

This sourcebook is principally relevant to
the Financial Services Compensation
Scheme Limited (FSCS). It sets out the cir-
cumstances in which compensation may be
paid, to whom compensation may be paid
and on whom the FSCS can impose levies to
meet the costs of paying compensation.

Firms will be particularly interested in
COMP 13 (Funding) which deals with
levies.

Complaints Against the
FSA (COAF)

This sourcebook sets out the details of the
complaints scheme.  The complaints scheme
applies in relation to complaints made about
the way the FSA has carried out its func-
tions under the Act.

Specialist
Sourcebooks

Collective Investment
Schemes sourcebook (CIS)

The specialist sourcebooks do not apply.

Professional firms source-
book (PROF)

Lloyd’s sourcebook (LLD)
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Applicability to small friendly soci-
eties

Part of Handbook

Recognised Investment Ex-
change and Recognised
Clearing House sourcebook
(REC)

Special
Guides

Special guide for Energy
Market Participants
(EMPS)

This does not apply.

Special guide for small
Friendly societies (FREN)

This applies.

Special guide for Oil
Market Participants
(OMPS)

This does not apply.

Special guide for Service
companies (SERV)

This does not apply.

Schedules Summary schedules These apply, but only to the extent that the
sourcebook or manual to which they relate
applies.

1. Record keeping re-
quirements

2. Notification require-
ments

3. Fees and other required
payments

4. Powers exercised in
making the Handbook

5. Rights of action for
damages

6. Rules that can be
waived

7. Releases

Glossary of definitions This applies

Index This applies
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Interim Permitted Persons Instrument 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority makes this instrument in the exercise of the
powers and related provisions in:

(1) article 12(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Interim
Permissions) Order 2001, SI No. 2001/3374 (“the Interim Permissions
Order”); 

(2) sections 138 (General rule-making power), 145 (Financial promotion rules),
149 (Evidential provisions) and 156 (General supplementary powers) of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the “Act”); and

(3) section 157(1) (Guidance) of the Act. 

B. Article 12(2) of the Interim Permissions Order is relevant to the exercise of the
powers set out in paragraph A(2) and A(3) above because it provides that section
155 (Consultation) does not apply to the rules and guidance set out in this
Instrument.

C. The provisions listed above relevant to making rules are specified for the
purposes of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement

D. This instrument comes into force:

(1) to the extent it relates to a specific part of the Handbook: when that part
comes into force or immediately, whichever is the later; and

(2) otherwise: when section 19 of the Act (The general prohibition) comes into
force. 

Citation

E. This instrument may be cited as the Interim Permitted Persons Instrument 2001.

F. The Annex to this instrument may be cited as Directions, rules and guidance for
Interim Permitted Persons, or IPPS.

By order of the Board 

15 November 2001

FSA 2001/70
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Annex: Directions, rules and guidance for
Interim Permitted Persons (IPPS)

1. Handbook and other requirements for Interim Permitted
Persons 

1.1 Application and purpose
1.1.1  R IPPS applies to interim permitted persons.  

1.1.2  G The purpose of IPPS is:

(1) to make rules relating to the disclosure of their regulated status by interim
permitted persons;

(2) to direct, in accordance with article 12(1) of the Interim Permissions Order,
that certain provisions of the Handbook that would otherwise apply to interim
permitted persons:

(a) are not to apply; or

(b) are to apply to them as modified in the way specified in IPPS; and

(3) to give ancillary guidance to interim permitted persons as to the application
of the Handbook to them. 

1.2 Disclosure of interim permitted person status
1.2.1  G The purpose of IPPS 1.2 is to prevent clients being misled about the extent to

which the FSA has approved a firm’s affairs. 

REFERRING TO APPROVAL BY FSA – ALL INTERIM PERMITTED PERSONS 

1.2.2  D The FSA directs that GEN 1.2 (Referring to approval by the FSA) is not to apply to
an interim permitted person. 

1.2.3  G Instead, IPPS 1.2.4 R makes provision for interim permitted persons about
referring to approval by the FSA or authorisation for the purposes of the Act.

1.2.4  R (1) Unless required to do so under the regulatory system, an interim permitted
person must ensure that neither it nor anyone acting on its behalf claims, in a
public statement or to a client, expressly or by implication, that its affairs, or
any aspect of them, have the approval of the FSA or that it is an authorised
person for the purposes of the Act.

(2) Paragraph (1) does not apply to statements by or on behalf of an interim
authorised person that explain, in a way that is fair, clear and not misleading,
that:

(a) the firm is an interim authorised person; 

(b) the firm has interim permission to carry on a specific activity; 

(c) an authorisation order has been made in relation to an AUT or ICVC; 

(d) a recognised scheme has that status;
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(e) the firm’s approved persons are deemed to be approved by the FSA
for the purposes of section 59 of the Act (Approval for particular
arrangements) pending determination of the firm’s application for
authorisation; 

(f) the firm has been given express written approval by the FSA in respect
of a specific aspect of the firm’s affairs. 

(3) Paragraph (1) does not apply to statements by or on behalf of an interim
permitted person who is not an interim authorised person that explain, in a
way that is fair, clear and not misleading, that:

(a) the firm is an authorised person; 

(b) as appropriate: 

(i) the firm has permission to carry on a specific activity; or 

(ii) the firm has interim permission to carry on a specific activity; 

(c) an authorisation order has been made in relation to an AUT or ICVC; 

(d) a recognised scheme has that status;

(e) as appropriate: 

(i) one or more of the firm’s approved persons has been approved
by the FSA for the purposes of section 59 of the Act (Approval
for particular arrangements); and/or

(ii) one or more of the firm’s approved persons is deemed to be
approved by the FSA for the purposes of section 59 of the Act
(Approval for particular arrangements) pending determination of
the firm’s application for permission; 

(f) the firm has been given express written approval by the FSA in respect
of a specific aspect of the firm’s affairs.

(4) Paragraph (1) applies with respect to the carrying on of both regulated
activities and unregulated activities.

REQUIRED DISCLOSURES – INTERIM AUTHORISED PERSONS ONLY

1.2.5  R An interim authorised person who, in order to comply or to provide evidence of
compliance with a provision (including a provision mentioned in IPPS 1.2.7 G) of
the Handbook, discloses that he is authorised or regulated by the FSA, must also
disclose that he is authorised or regulated on an interim basis only. 

1.2.6  E (1) An interim authorised person should, in the circumstances mentioned in
IPPS 1.2.5 R, disclose that he is “interim authorised under the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000” or “interim regulated by the Financial
Services Authority” or “regulated by the Financial Services Authority as an
interim authorised person” or use words to that effect.

(2) Compliance with (1) may be relied on as tending to establish compliance
with IPPS 1.2.5 R.

(3) Contravention of (1) may be relied on as tending to establish contravention
of IPPS 1.2.5 R.
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1.2.7  G Table Non-exhaustive list of provisions about status disclosure 

This table belongs to IPPS 1.2.5 R

Provision Topic
COB 3.9.7 R (1) Direct offer financial promotions
COB 4.2.10 R )Terms of business
COB 4.2.15 E (2) )
COB 5.5.3 R (3) )Private customer designated investment business 
COB 5.5.5 E 1(d) )
COB 5.5.5 E 2(d) )
COB 10.6.2 R )Content of Scheme documents
COB 10.6.8E (1) )

1.3 Application of Handbook to interim permitted persons 

INTERIM PERMITTED PERSONS OTHER THAN INTERIM AUTHORISED PERSONS 

1.3.1  G The Handbook applies to interim permitted persons who are not interim authorised
persons, as set out in IPPS. Any regulated activity covered by their interim
permission is regulated activity for the purposes of the Handbook.

INTERIM AUTHORISED PERSONS

1.3.2  G The Interim Permissions Order provides broadly that interim authorised persons
are to be treated, unless otherwise provided, as authorised persons for the
purposes of the Act and any provision made under the Act (see paragraph 5 of the
Schedule to the Interim Permissions Order). As a result, the Handbook applies to
interim authorised persons and any regulated activity in respect of which they are
seeking permission is regulated activity for the purposes of the Handbook.

ALL INTERIM PERMITTED PERSONS

1.3.3  G The parts of the Handbook and their applicability to interim permitted persons are
listed in IPPS 1.3.7 G. Interim permitted persons should read applicable parts of
the Handbook to find out what the detailed regulatory requirements for them are.
They should bear in mind that under IPPS 1.3.4 D they will, broadly speaking, for
the purposes of working out which parts of the Handbook apply to them, be in the
same regulatory category (including prudential category and sub-category) that
they are expected to be in upon grant of their application. See SUP App 1 for an
explanation of the prudential categories and sub-categories.

1.3.4  D The FSA directs that any special application or disapplication provisions in the
Handbook are to apply to interim permitted persons as nearly as possible as if the
application for permission which gives rise to the interim permission has been
granted in the terms applied for, including as if the requirements and limitations
applied for (or otherwise required to give effect to the terms of the application) have
already been included in that permission.

1.3.5  G Where FSA has given an interim permitted person a waiver from a provision of the
Handbook, the terms of that waiver are to be taken into account in determining the
provisions of the Handbook that apply to that interim permitted person.

1.3.6  G The effect of the above is that, for example, an interim authorised person who has
applied to be authorised as an energy market participant will be bound by the
provisions of the Handbook to the extent that they are applicable to an energy
market participant as described in EMPS (taking into account, in applying EMPS,
any waiver granted by FSA in the exercise of its powers under section 148 of the
Act (Modification or waiver of rules)). 
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1.3.7  G Table: Parts of the Handbook applicable to interim permitted persons

This table belongs to IPPS 1.3.3 G

Part of Handbook Extent of application (subject to IPPS 1.3.4 D)

Principles for Businesses (PRIN) This applies.

Senior management
arrangements, Systems and
Controls (SYSC)

This applies. 

Threshold Conditions (COND) This applies. 

Statements of Principle and
Code of Practice for Approved
Persons (APER)

(1) This applies. 

(2) Article 72 of the Grandfathering Order provides
broadly, with some exceptions, that where at
commencement a person (E) is performing a
function for a person (A) under an arrangement
entered into by A or by a contractor of A, then if E’s
continued performance of that function after
commencement would require the approval of the
FSA under section 59(1) or (2) (Approval for
particular arrangements) of the Act, then that
continued performance by E of that function after
commencement is to be taken to have been
approved by the FSA for the purposes of section 59.  

(3) Article 9 of the Interim Permissions Order provides
broadly that E’s transitional approval under the
Grandfathering Order lapses at the latest when A’s
interim permission relating to the relevant regulated
activity lapses. 

The Fit and Proper test for
Approved Persons (FIT)

This applies. See notes (2) and (3) relating to APER
above.

H
ig

h 
Le

ve
l S

ta
nd

ar
ds

General provisions (GEN) (1) GEN 1.2 (Referring to approval by the FSA) does
not apply to interim permitted persons: see IPPS
1.2.2 D. Instead, IPPS 1.2.4 R makes provision
about interim permitted persons referring to
approval by the FSA or authorisation for the
purposes of the Act.

(2) The remainder of GEN applies. 
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Part of Handbook Extent of application (subject to IPPS 1.3.4 D)

Interim Prudential sourcebooks
(IPRU) 

This applies.

Conduct of Business sourcebook
(COB)

(1) This applies.

(2) IPPS 1.2.5 R makes special provision for required
status disclosures by interim authorised persons.
See also note (1) relating to GEN above.

(3) Paragraph 6 of the Schedule to the Interim
Permissions Order provides broadly that an interim
authorised persons is not authorised for the
purposes of sections 21(1) (Restrictions on financial
promotion) and 25(2)(a) (Contravention of section
21) unless the communication invites an agreement
the making or performance of which constitutes a
controlled activity corresponding to a regulated
activity covered by his interim permission. 

Market Conduct sourcebook
(MAR)

This applies.

Training and Competence
sourcebook (TC)

This applies.

B
us

in
es

s 
st

an
da

rd
s

Money Laundering sourcebook
(ML)

This applies.
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Part of Handbook Extent of application (subject to IPPS 1.3.4 D)
R

eg
ul

at
or

y 
pr

oc
es

se
s

Authorisation manual (AUTH) (1) This applies.

(2) Article 8 of the Interim Permissions Order provides: 

(a) that after commencement, an interim permitted
person cannot withdraw his application for
permission which gives rise to his interim
permission without the consent of the FSA; 

(b) for the duration of interim permission, which
ends broadly when the application process is
determined and appeal rights are exhausted.

(3) Paragraph 2 of the Schedule to the Interim
Permissions Order provides that for the purposes of
section 20 (Authorised persons acting without
permission) an interim permission is treated as
having been given to him by the FSA under Part IV
of the Act.

(4) Paragraph 3 of the Schedule to the Interim
Permissions Order provides that an applicant’s
interim permission is to be disregarded for the
purposes of sections 38(2) (Exemption orders),
40(2) (Application for permission) and 42 to 44
(Giving permission, Imposition of requirements and
Variation etc. at request of authorised person) of the
Act.

(5) Special provision is made for approved persons
performing controlled functions for interim permitted
persons: see explanation relating to APER above. 

(6) Interim authorised persons will be identified as such
on the public register maintained by the FSA. 

(7) The Schedule to the Interim Permissions Order
provides broadly that interim authorised persons:

(a) are to be treated, unless otherwise provided, as
authorised persons for the purposes of the Act
(see paragraph 5); 

(b) may still be appointed representatives (and
hence may be treated as exempt from the
general prohibition as a result of section 39(1)
for the purposes of section 42(3)(a)) (see
paragraph 7); and 

(c) are not to be treated as authorised persons, or
are not to be treated as authorised persons for
all purposes, under the exclusions provided for
in articles 22, 29 and 72 of the Regulated
Activities Order (which relate to certain
transactions and arrangements entered or made
with or through authorised persons) (see
paragraphs 10-12).
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Part of Handbook Extent of application (subject to IPPS 1.3.4 D)

Supervision manual (SUP) This applies. See also note (2) to APER above which is
relevant to SUP  and notes (2), (4) and (7)(b) to AUTH
above which are relevant to SUP 6, SUP 7 and SUP 12.

Enforcement manual (ENF) This applies. 

Decision making manual (DEC) This applies. See also note (2) to AUTH above.

Dispute resolution: Complaints
sourcebook (DISP)

This applies.

Compensation sourcebook
(COMP)

This applies. 

R
ed

re
ss

Complaints against the FSA
(COAF)

This applies.

Collective Investment Schemes
sourcebook (CIS)

(1) This applies. 

(2) However, the Schedule to the Interim Permissions
Order provides broadly that interim authorised
persons:

(a) are not to be treated as authorised persons for
the purposes of Chapter II (Restrictions on
promotion) of Part XVII (Collective Investment
Schemes) of the Act (see paragraph 8 of the
Schedule); and

(b) are not to be treated as authorised persons for
the purposes of subsections (8) and (9) of
section 272 (individually recognised overseas
schemes) of the Act (see paragraph 9 of the
Schedule). 

Professional firms sourcebook
(PROF)

Lloyd's sourcebook (LLD)

Sp
ec

ia
lis

t s
ou

rc
eb

oo
ks

Recognised Investment
Exchange and Recognised
Clearing House sourcebook
(REC)

These apply.

Special guide for Service
companies (SERV)

This applies.

Special guide for Energy Market
Participants (EMPS)

This applies.

Special guide for small Friendly
societies (FREN)

This applies.

Sp
ec

ia
l g

ui
de

s

Special guide for Oil Market
Participants (OMPS)

This applies.
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Part of Handbook Extent of application (subject to IPPS 1.3.4 D)
Sc

he
du

le
s

Summary schedules

1. Record keeping
requirements

2. Notification requirements

3. Fees and other required
payments

4. Powers exercised in
making the Handbook

5. Rights of action for
damages

6. Rules that can be waived

7. Releases

These apply.

Glossary of definitions This applies.

Index This applies (when available).

2. Interpretation

2.1 GEN and Glossary apply 
2.1.1  The General provisions (GEN) of the Handbook and the Glossary made under the

Act apply in the interpretation of IPPS. 

2.1.2  The terms in IPPS 2.1.3 are also defined for the purposes of IPPS. 

2.1.3  Table Terms defined for the purposes of IPPS

This table belongs to IPPS 2.1.2 .

Definition Definition text

Grandfathering Order the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Transitional Provisions)
(Authorised Persons etc.) Order 2001, SI No. 2001/2636.

interim authorised person an interim permitted person who is an authorised person only because
he has an interim permission.

interim permission a Part IV permission conferred by article 6 or 7(2) of the Interim
Permissions Order.

Interim Permissions Order the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Interim Permissions)
Order 2001, SI No. 2001/3374.

interim permitted person a person who has an interim permission.

IPPS Directions, rules and guidance for Interim Permitted Persons forming
the Annex to the Interim Permitted Persons Instrument 2001.
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Designation of Pensions Review Provisions Instrument 2001

1 Application and Purpose

Application

1.1 This instrument applies to firms which, immediately before commencement, were regulated
by self regulating organisations or recognised professional bodies under the Financial
Services Act 1986.

Purpose

1.2 Under the Financial Services Act 1986, reviews were set up concerning the sale of personal
pension schemes between 29 April 1988 and 30 June 1994, and the sale of free standing
additional voluntary contribution schemes between 29 April 1988 and 15 August 1999 (the
“reviews”).

1.3 So that the FSA can require firms to continue to conduct the reviews under the Act after
commencement, the Pensions Review Transitional Order provides for the reviews to be
treated as if they constituted a scheme under section 404 of the Act (Schemes for reviewing
past business) (the ‘deemed scheme’), and that the FSA can designate pensions review
provisions for that purpose.

2 Designation under Article 3 of the Pensions Review Transitional Order

2.1 The FSA designates, under article 3 of the Pensions Review Transitional Order, the
pensions review provisions listed in schedules 1 to 10 to this instrument.

2.2 Each of the pensions review provisions listed in the schedules is to have effect as a
provision of an authorised scheme within the meaning of section 404 of the Act.

2.3 The persons to which designated provisions are to apply are those identified in the
schedules.

3 Modifications of Pensions Review Provisions

3.1 For the purposes of the deemed scheme, in the pensions review provisions listed in the
schedules to this instrument, references to the following are to be read as stated, unless the
context requires otherwise:

(1) "firm" or "member", as a person authorised under the Act;

(2) ombudsman arrangements or ombudsman schemes, as the arrangements in DISP;

(3) compensation arrangements, as the arrangements in COMP or in the Compensation
Transitional Order; and

(4) the firm's regulator, as the FSA.

4 Miscellaneous

4.1 In this instrument, words and phrases in italics have the meanings given in the table
contained on page 3 of this instrument.

FSA 2001/71
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4.2 Article 3 of the Pensions Review Transitional Order is specified for the purposes of section
153 (2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

5 Commencement

5.1 This instrument comes into force at commencement.

6 Citation

6.1 This instrument may be cited as the Designation of Pensions Review Provisions Instrument
2001.

________________

By order of the Board

15 November 2001
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Table

DEFINITION TITLE DEFINITION WORDING

Act the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.

commencement the beginning of the commencement day.

commencement day the day on which section 19 of the Act (The general prohibition) comes into
force.

COMP the Compensation sourcebook.

Compensation
Transitional Order

The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Transitional Provisions, Repeals
and Savings) (Financial Services Compensation Scheme) Order 2001 (SI
2001/2967).

DISP Dispute resolution: the Complaints sourcebook.

firm a person authorised under section 31 of the Act (Authorised persons).

FSA the Financial Services Authority.

pensions review
provision

(as defined in the Pensions Review Transitional Order) any (or any part of any)
enactment, subordinate legislation or other instrument or provision (including
guidance in writing or other legible form) which (or to the extent that it) provides
for, or relates to, the conduct of a review into, or the taking of other steps with
respect to:

(a) the selling, between 29 April 1988 and 30 June 1994, by persons who were
at the time:

(i)   authorised persons under the Financial Services Act 1986; or

(ii) appointed representatives of such persons (within the meaning of that Act);

of rights in, or interests under, personal pension schemes; or

(b) the selling, by such persons between 29 April 1988 and 15 August 1999, of
rights in, or interests under, free-standing additional voluntary contribution
schemes.

In (a) and (b), references to "selling" rights or interests are to be construed in
accordance with paragraph 27 (Interpretation) of Schedule 2 to the Act, but also
include:

(i)  the giving of advice to acquire rights or interests; and

(ii) the making of arrangements for another person to acquire, or with a view to
another person acquiring, rights or interests.

Pensions Review
Transitional Order

The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Transitional Provisions)
(Reviews of Pensions Business) Order 2001 (SI 2001/2512)

person (in accordance with the Interpretation Act 1978) any person, including a body of
persons corporate or unincorporate (that is, a natural person, a legal person
and, for example, a partnership, other than a limited liability partnership).
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Schedule 1

Designated pensions review provisions applying to firms which, immediately
before commencement, were members of the Personal Investment Authority

Limited (PIA)

Description of Provisions (see notes 1 and 2) Published by Date
Published
or Made

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part I: Statement
of Policy

The Securities and
Investments Board

(SIB) (now known as
the Financial Services

Authority (FSA))

Oct 94

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business  Part II:
Specification of Standards and Procedures

SIB Oct 94

Regulatory Update 3 PIA Oct 94

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Identifying Opt
Outs and Non-Joiners: Model Guidance

SIB Dec 94

Regulatory Update 7 PIA Feb 95

Pension Transfer and Opt-Outs: Review of Past Business Statement of PIA's
Policy

PIA Feb 95

Pension Opt-Outs And Non-Joiners - Section 1 Guidance For Review Of Past
Business

PIA Apr 95

Regulatory Update 11 PIA Jun 95

Transfers – Section 2 Guidance For Review Of Past Business PIA Jul 95

Redress Assessment – Section 3 Guidance For Review Of Past Business PIA Aug 95

Regulatory Update 13 PIA Sep 95

Notes on the Pension Opt-Outs and Non-Joiners and Transfers Review
Guidance For Review Of Past Business

PIA Dec 95

Regulatory Update 16, including the accompanying Pensions Unit Bulletin PIA Jan 96

Specimen Calculations. Transfers - Loss Assessment Review Of Past
Business

PIA Jan 96

Specimen Calculations. Opt-Outs and Non-Joiners - Loss Assessment and
Redress - Review Of Past Business

PIA Apr 96

Regulatory Update 18 PIA Mar 96

PI Insurance Effect of The Accord – Section 4 Guidance For Review Of Past
Business

PIA Mar 96

The Pensions Review Essential Steps PIA Mar 96

Regulatory Update 20, including the accompanying PIA Pensions Unit
Bulletin

PIA May 96

Regulatory Update 22 PIA Aug 96

Regulatory Update 24 PIA Sep 96

Regulatory Update 26, including the accompanying PIA Pensions Unit
Bulletin

PIA Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review Part 1: Statement of Policy SIB Nov 96
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Simplifying the Pensions Review Part 2: Guidance and Model Specification SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review Schedules to Part 2 SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review: Amending Guidance SIB Jan 97

Simplifying the Pensions Review Statement of Policy PIA Jan 97

Regulatory Update 27, including the accompanying PIA Pensions Unit
Bulletin

PIA Jan 97

Regulatory Update 28, including the accompanying PIA Pensions Unit
Bulletin

PIA Feb 97

Pensions Review and Redress Programme – Redress by Guarantee: Criteria SIB May 97

Regulatory Update 29 PIA Mar 97

Regulatory Update 31 PIA May 97

Regulatory Update 33 PIA May 97

Regulatory Update 39 PIA Sep 97

Regulatory Update 41, including the accompanying PIA Pensions Unit
Bulletin

PIA Nov 97

Regulatory Update 42 PIA Nov 97

Regulatory Update 46, including the accompanying PIA Pensions Unit
Bulletin

PIA Feb 98

Regulatory Update 47 PIA Feb 98

Regulatory Update 53 PIA Jul 98

Regulatory Update 54, including the accompanying Pensions Review bulletin PIA Aug 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2 - Policy statement FSA/PIA Aug 98

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review Phase 2 Guidance PIA Aug 98

Regulatory Update 56 PIA Sep 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: model guidance - Further
information

FSA Oct 98

Regulatory Update 57 PIA Oct 98

Pensions Review bulletin No 1 FSA Nov 98

Regulatory Update 60 PIA Nov 98

Pensions Review bulletin No 2 FSA Dec 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: rebate-only cases - Policy
statement and model guidance

FSA Dec 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review  Guidance for interim authorised firms
on completion of the review

FSA Jan 99

Phase 2 Return: Instructions for completion FSA Jan 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 3 FSA Feb 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 4 FSA May 99

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: Optional Compliance Test for
transfer cases – Policy statement and model guidance

FSA Jul 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 5 FSA Aug 99

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: target date – Policy statement
and model guidance

FSA Sep 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 6 FSA Nov 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 7 FSA Dec 99
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Pensions Review bulletin No 8 FSA Feb 00

FSAVC Review Policy Statement FSA/PIA Feb 00

Regulatory Update 74 PIA Feb 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 9 FSA May 00

FSAVC Review Model Guidance FSA May 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 10 FSA Jun 00

Regulatory Update 76 PIA Jun 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 11 FSA Aug 00

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Aug 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 1 FSA Sep 00

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: Optional simplified approach
to testing for Financial Viability of transfer cases – Policy statement and
model guidance

FSA Sep 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 2 FSA Oct 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 12 FSA Nov 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 3 FSA Jan 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 13 FSA Feb 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Mar 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 14 FSA May 01

Regulatory Update 89 PIA May 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA May 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Jun 01

Regulatory Update 92 PIA Aug 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 15 FSA Aug 01

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 4 FSA Sep 01

Regulatory Update 94 PIA Oct 01

Rule 7.2.4 - The Pensions Review - Re-calculating loss (and redress) for
Phase 2 transfers – SERPS Adjustment

PIA Oct 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 16 FSA Nov 01

The Pensions Review: Recalculating Loss (and Redress) for Phase 2
Transfers – SERPS Adjustment Guidance

PIA Nov 01

The Pensions Review: Recalculating Loss (and Redress) for Phase 2
Transfers – SERPS Adjustment Statement of Policy

PIA Nov 01

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 5 FSA Nov 01

Notes

1. Where the designation relates to a Regulatory Update published by PIA, the designation covers only those parts
of the Regulatory Update that relate to the reviews.

2. Where not contained within the documents listed above, the economic assumptions published each February;
May; August and November by the FSA (formerly known as the SIB) beginning in February 1995 and relevant to
Appendix L of the SIB’s Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part II: Specification of
Standards and Procedures, are also designated.
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Schedule 2

Designated pensions review provisions applying to firms which, immediately
before commencement, were members of the Investment Management

Regulatory Organisation Limited (IMRO)

Description of Provisions (see note 1) Published by Date
Published

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part I: Statement
of Policy

The Securities and
Investments Board

(SIB) (now known as
the Financial Services

Authority (FSA))

Oct 94

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business  Part II:
Specification of Standards and Procedures

SIB Oct 94

The following text contained in a letter signed by Robin D Clark entitled
‘IMRO’s Approach to Monitoring the Review of Past Pension Transfers and
Opt Out Business (“The Review”)

•  ‘Members should write to all complainants confirming that their complaint
is being dealt with under the Review process. Members should advise
complainants of the priority category in which they have been placed, an
estimate of the time frame for completing the Review, and that their case
can be referred to IMRO if they are dissatisfied with the outcome.’

•  ‘Please note that reference here to complaints or complainants includes
Investors who may only have made enquiries.’

IMRO 25 Nov 94

Guidelines to IMRO Members in respect of the Review of Past Pension
Transfer and Opt-out Business – Issue 1

IMRO Nov 94

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Identifying Opt
Outs and Non-Joiners: Model Guidance

SIB Dec 94

Guidelines to IMRO Members in respect of the Review of Past Pension
Transfer and Opt-out Business – Issue 2

IMRO Dec 94

Pensions Review and Redress Programme – Redress by Guarantee: Criteria SIB May 97

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2 - Policy statement FSA/PIA Aug 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2 - Model guidance FSA Aug 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: model guidance - Further
information

FSA Oct 98

Pensions Review bulletin No 1 FSA Nov 98

Pensions Review bulletin No 2 FSA Dec 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: rebate-only cases - Policy
statement and model guidance

FSA Dec 98

Phase 2 Return: Instructions for completion FSA Jan 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 3 FSA Feb 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 4 FSA May 99

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: Optional Compliance Test
for transfer cases – Policy statement and model guidance

FSA Jul 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 5 FSA Aug 99

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: target date – Policy
statement and model guidance

FSA Sep 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 6 FSA Nov 99
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Pensions Review bulletin No 7 FSA Dec 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 8 FSA Feb 00

FSAVC Review Policy Statement FSA/PIA Feb 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 9 FSA May 00

FSAVC Review Model Guidance FSA May 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 10 FSA Jun 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 11 FSA Aug 00

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Aug 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 1 FSA Sep 00

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: Optional simplified approach
to testing for Financial Viability of transfer cases – Policy statement and
model guidance

FSA Sep 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 2 FSA Oct 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 12 FSA Nov 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 3 FSA Jan 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 13 FSA Feb 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Mar 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 14 FSA May 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA May 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Jun 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 15 FSA Aug 01

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 4 FSA Sep 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 16 FSA Nov 01

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 5 FSA Nov 01

Note

1. Where not contained within the documents listed above, the economic assumptions published each quarter by
the FSA (formerly known as the SIB) beginning in February 1995 and relevant to Appendix L of the SIB’s
Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part II: Specification of Standards and Procedures,
are also designated.
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Schedule 3

Designated pensions review provisions applying to firms which, immediately
before commencement, were members of the Securities and Futures Authority

Limited

Description of Provisions (see note 1) Published by Date
Published

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part I: Statement
of Policy

The Securities and
Investments Board

(SIB) (now known as
the Financial Services

Authority (FSA))

Oct 94

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business  Part II:
Specification of Standards and Procedures

SIB Oct 94

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Identifying Opt
Outs and Non-Joiners: Model Guidance

SIB Dec 94

Simplifying the Pensions Review Part 1: Statement of Policy SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review Part 2: Guidance and Model Specification SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review Schedules to Part 2 SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review: Amending Guidance SIB Jan 97

Pensions Review and Redress Programme – Redress by Guarantee: Criteria SIB May 97

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2 - Policy statement FSA/PIA Aug 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2 - Model guidance FSA Aug 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: model guidance - Further
information

FSA Oct 98

Pensions Review bulletin No 1 FSA Nov 98

Pensions Review bulletin No 2 FSA Dec 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: rebate-only cases - Policy
statement and model guidance

FSA Dec 98

Phase 2 Return: Instructions for completion FSA Jan 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 3 FSA Feb 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 4 FSA May 99

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: Optional Compliance Test for
transfer cases – Policy statement and model guidance

FSA Jul 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 5 FSA Aug 99

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: target date – Policy statement
and model guidance

FSA Sep 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 6 FSA Nov 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 7 FSA Dec 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 8 FSA Feb 00

FSAVC Review Policy Statement FSA/PIA Feb 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 9 FSA May 00

FSAVC Review Model Guidance FSA May 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 10 FSA Jun 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 11 FSA Aug 00
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FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Aug 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 1 FSA Sep 00

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: Optional simplified approach
to testing for Financial Viability of transfer cases – Policy statement and
model guidance

FSA Sep 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 2 FSA Oct 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 12 FSA Nov 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 3 FSA Jan 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 13 FSA Feb 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Mar 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 14 FSA May 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA May 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Jun 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 15 FSA Aug 01

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 4 FSA Sep 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 16 FSA Nov 01

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 5 FSA Nov 01

Note

1. Where not contained within the documents listed above, the economic assumptions published each quarter by
the FSA (formerly known as the SIB) beginning in February 1995 and relevant to Appendix L of the SIB’s
Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part II: Specification of Standards and Procedures,
are also designated.
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Schedule 4

Designated pensions review provisions applying to firms which, immediately
before commencement, were members of The Association of Chartered

Certified Accountants (ACCA)

Description of Provisions (see note 1) Published by Date
Published

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part I: Statement
of Policy

The Securities and
Investments Board

(SIB) (now known as
the Financial Services

Authority (FSA))

Oct 94

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business  Part II:
Specification of Standards and Procedures

SIB Oct 94

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Identifying Opt
Outs and Non-Joiners: Model Guidance

SIB Dec 94

The following text contained in a letter signed by H F Youngs entitled
‘Review of Pension Transfers and Opt Outs from Occupational Pension
Schemes’:

‘…where you have followed the compliance review route, it [the monitoring
unit] will be looking at whether you have carried this out in accordance with
SIB’s guidance. In preparation for this, could you please complete the
enclosed checklist for each case you are required to review. These should
then be filed on the relevant client file…’

ACCA 18 Apr 96

Pensions Review and Redress Programme – Redress by Guarantee:
Criteria

SIB May 97

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2 - Policy statement FSA/PIA Aug 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2 - Model guidance FSA Aug 98

Letter signed by A H Harding entitled ‘Pensions Review – Phase 2’ –
Section headed ‘Identification of cases’.

ACCA Oct 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: model guidance - Further
information

FSA Oct 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: rebate-only cases - Policy
statement and model guidance

FSA Dec 98

Phase 2 Pensions Review – Further Guidance (enclosed with letter signed
by K I Honnoraty entitled ‘Pensions review – phase 2’) – Section headed
‘Compliance assessment’

ACCA 17 Jun 99

The following text contained in a letter signed by Karen Honnoraty entitled
‘Pensions Review – Phase 2’:

‘This [a loss assessment] is a complex calculation which should be carried
out by an approved actuary using the rates and assumptions specified by
FSA.’

ACCA Issued when
firms

identified
Phase 2
cases

requiring
loss

assessment

FSAVC Review Model Guidance FSA May 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 1 FSA Sep 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 2 FSA Oct 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 3 FSA Jan 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Mar 01
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FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 4 FSA Sep 01

Note

1. In addition to the documents listed above, the economic assumptions published each quarter by the FSA
(formerly known as the SIB) beginning in February 1995 and relevant to Appendix L of the SIB’s Pension
Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part II: Specification of Standards and Procedures, are also
designated.
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Schedule 5

Designated pensions review provisions applying to firms which, immediately
before commencement, were members of The Institute of Actuaries

Description of Provisions (see notes 1 - 3) Published by Date
Published

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part I: Statement
of Policy

The Securities and
Investments Board

(SIB) (now known as
the Financial Services

Authority (FSA))

Oct 94

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business  Part II:
Specification of Standards and Procedures

SIB Oct 94

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Identifying Opt
Outs and Non-Joiners: Model Guidance

SIB Dec 94

Compliance Bulletin 7/95 The Institute of
Actuaries

Dec 95

Pensions Review and Redress Programme – Redress by Guarantee: Criteria SIB May 97

Compliance Bulletin 4/97 The Institute of
Actuaries

Aug 97

Compliance Bulletin 5/97 The Institute of
Actuaries

Dec 97

Compliance Bulletin 4/98 The Institute of
Actuaries

Jun 98

Compliance Bulletin 5/99 The Institute of
Actuaries

Jun 99

Compliance Bulletin 6/99 The Institute of
Actuaries

Jul 99

FSAVC Review Model Guidance FSA May 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 10 FSA Jun 00

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Aug 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 1 FSA Sep 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 2 FSA Oct 00

Compliance Bulletin 4/2000 The Institute of
Actuaries

Nov 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 3 FSA Jan 01

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 4 FSA Sep 01

Regulatory Update 94 The Personal
Investment Authority

(PIA)

Oct 01

Compliance Bulletin 4/2001 The Institute of
Actuaries

Nov 01

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 5 FSA Nov 01
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Notes

1. Where the designation relates to a Compliance Bulletin published by the Institute of Actuaries, the designation
covers only those parts of the Compliance Bulletin that relate to the reviews.

2. Where not contained within the documents listed above, the economic assumptions published each quarter by
the FSA (formerly known as the SIB) beginning in February 1995 and relevant to Appendix L of the SIB’s
Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part II: Specification of Standards and Procedures,
are also designated.

3. Where the designation relates to a Regulatory Update published by PIA, the designation covers only those parts
of the Regulatory Update that relate to the reviews.
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Schedule 6

Designated pensions review provisions applying to firms which, immediately
before commencement, were members of The Institute of Chartered

Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW)

Description of Provisions (see note 1) Published by Date
Published

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part I: Statement
of Policy

The Securities and
Investments Board

(SIB) (now known as
the Financial Services

Authority (FSA))

Oct 94

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business  Part II:
Specification of Standards and Procedures

SIB Oct 94

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Identifying Opt
Outs and Non-Joiners: Model Guidance

SIB Dec 94

Simplifying the Pensions Review Part 1: Statement of Policy SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review Part 2: Guidance and Model Specification SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review Schedules to Part 2 SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review: - Amending Guidance SIB Jan 97

Pensions Review and Redress Programme – Redress by Guarantee:
Criteria

SIB May 97

The following text contained in a letter signed by Peter Skelton entitled ‘The
Securities and Investment Board’s (SIB) Review of Pension Transfers and
Opt-Outs. Eighth Quarterly Return for the period up to 30 September 1997’:

'…it should be noted that in order for the firm to indicate that their Review is
complete, but subject to Professional Indemnity Insurers instructions, all
priority case investors must be contacted to inform them that the Review
has been carried out and the firm’s conclusion.’

ICAEW 1 Oct 97

Investment Business Gazette – Issue No. 25 – Section headed ‘The SIB
Pensions Review: Identification of Cases’

ICAEW Feb 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2 – Policy statement FSA/PIA Aug 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2 – Model guidance FSA Aug 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: model guidance – Further
information

FSA Oct 98

Pensions Review bulletin No 1 FSA Nov 98

Pensions Review bulletin No 2 FSA Dec 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: rebate-only cases – Policy
statement and model guidance

FSA Dec 98

The following text contained in a letter signed by Peter Skelton entitled
‘Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review : Phase 2’ :

‘At its meeting in November, the Joint Investment Business Committee
considered the case of those firms that had already carried out compliance
reviews of Phase 2 files. It was decided that, where a file was, as a result,
known to be non-compliant under the SIB (now FSA) requirements, it would
not be correct to write to the client now and ask him if he wanted his file to
be reviewed; with that knowledge, the firm must adopt the Phase 1
methodology and proceed to a loss assessment.’

ICAEW 18 Dec 98

Pensions Review bulletin No 3 FSA Feb 99
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Pensions Review bulletin No 4 FSA May 99

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: Optional Compliance Test for
transfer cases – Policy statement and model guidance

FSA Jul 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 5 FSA Aug 99

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: target date – Policy
statement and model guidance

FSA Sep 99

The following text contained in a letter signed by Peter Skelton entitled
‘Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review : Phase 2’ :

‘The Financial Viability Test (FVT) (9-10) will require the services of an
actuary (unless the work currently being undertaken by the FSA results in an
acceptable means of simplification being found). When a case fails the FVT,
then further actuarial costs will be incurred in calculating the potential loss for
redress.’

ICAEW 27 Sep 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 6 FSA Nov 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 7 FSA Dec 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 8 FSA Feb 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 9 FSA May 00

FSAVC Review Model Guidance FSA May 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 10 FSA Jun 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 11 FSA Aug 00

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: Optional simplified approach
to testing for Financial Viability of transfer cases – Policy statement and
model guidance

FSA Sep 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 1 FSA Sep 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 2 FSA Oct 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 12 FSA Nov 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 3 FSA Jan 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 13 FSA Feb 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Mar 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 14 FSA May 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA May 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Jun 01

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 4 FSA Sep 01

Letter signed by Brian Manners entitled ‘The Financial Services Authority’s
(FSA) Review of Free Standing Additional Voluntary Contributions
(FSAVC) Policies’ and accompanying document entitled ‘Free Standing
Additional Voluntary Contributions (FSAVC) Review - Instructions to firms
for carrying out the Review’

ICAEW 25 Oct 01

Note

1. Where not contained within the documents listed above, the economic assumptions published each quarter by
the FSA (formerly known as the SIB) beginning in February 1995 and relevant to Appendix L of the SIB’s
Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part II: Specification of Standards and Procedures,
are also designated.
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Schedule 7

Designated pensions review provisions applying to firms which, immediately
before commencement, were members of The Institute of Chartered

Accountants of Scotland (ICAS)

Description of Provisions (see note 1) Published by Date
Published

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part I: Statement
of Policy

The Securities and
Investments Board

(SIB) (now known as
the Financial Services

Authority (FSA))

Oct 94

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business  Part II:
Specification of Standards and Procedures

SIB Oct 94

Investment Business Update – Issue No. 20 – Section headed ‘The SIB
Review: Pension Opt Outs and Non Joiners’

ICAS Jan 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review Part 1: Statement of Policy SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review Part 2: Guidance and Model Specification SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review Schedules to Part 2 SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review: - Amending Guidance SIB Jan 97

Pensions Review and Redress Programme – Redress by Guarantee:
Criteria

SIB May 97

Investment Business Gazette – Issue No. 25 – Section headed ‘The SIB
Pensions Review: Identification of Cases’

ICAS Feb 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2 – Policy statement FSA/PIA Aug 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2 – Model guidance FSA Aug 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: model guidance – Further
information

FSA Oct 98

Pensions Review bulletin No 1 FSA Nov 98

Pensions Review bulletin No 2 FSA Dec 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: rebate-only cases – Policy
statement and model guidance

FSA Dec 98

The following text contained in a letter signed by A M Scott entitled ‘Review
of Pension Transfers and Opt Outs – Phase 2’ – letter reference
F0041/projplan/AMS:

‘At its meeting in November, the Joint Investment Business Committee
considered the case of those firms that had already carried out compliance
reviews of Phase 2 files. It was decided that, where files were, as a result,
known to be non-compliant under the SIB (now FSA) requirements, it would
not be appropriate to write to those clients now and ask if they wanted their
files to be reviewed; in these cases, firms must adopt the Phase 1
methodology and proceed to a loss assessment.’

ICAS 11 Dec 98

Pensions Review bulletin No 3 FSA Feb 99

Appendix enclosed with letter signed by A M Scott headed ‘Review of
Pension Transfers and Opt Outs – Rebate-Only Cases’ – letter reference
F0039/ro/ph2rev/AMS – Section headed ‘No. 2 – December 1998’ -
paragraph number (iv) ‘Loss assessment and redress calculations: A
reminder’.

ICAS 29 Mar 99
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Pensions Review bulletin No 4 FSA May 99

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: Optional Compliance Test for
transfer cases – Policy statement and model guidance

FSA Jul 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 5 FSA Aug 99

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: target date – Policy statement
and model guidance

FSA Sep 99

The following text contained in a letter signed by Nicola Saggu entitled
‘Review of Pension Transfers and Opt Outs – Phase 2’ – letter reference
F0041/ph2ppsfup/NJB:

‘The calculation of the Financial Viability Test (FVT) (9-10) will require the
services of an actuary. When a case fails the FVT, then further actuarial costs
will be incurred in calculating the potential loss for redress.’

ICAS 11 Oct 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 6 FSA Nov 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 7 FSA Dec 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 8 FSA Feb 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 9 FSA May 00

FSAVC Review Model Guidance FSA May 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 10 FSA Jun 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 11 FSA Aug 00

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: Optional simplified approach
to testing for Financial Viability of transfer cases – Policy statement and model
guidance

FSA Sep 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 1 FSA Sep 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 2 FSA Oct 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 12 FSA Nov 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 3 FSA Jan 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 13 FSA Feb 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Mar 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA May 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Jun 01

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 4 FSA Sep 01

Letter signed by Sharon Jackson entitled ‘The Financial Services
Authority’s (FSA) Review of Free Standing Additional Voluntary
Contributions (FSAVC) Policies’ and accompanying document entitled ‘Free
Standing Additional Voluntary Contributions (FSAVC) Review - Instructions
to firms for carrying out the Review’

ICAS 2 Nov 01

Note

1. Where not contained within the documents listed above, the economic assumptions published each quarter by
the FSA (formerly known as the SIB) beginning in February 1995 and relevant to Appendix L of the SIB’s
Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part II: Specification of Standards and Procedures,
are also designated.
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Schedule 8

Designated pensions review provisions applying to firms which, immediately
before commencement, were members of The Institute of Chartered

Accountants in Ireland (ICAI)

Description of Provisions (see notes 1 - 3) Published by Date
Published

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part I: Statement of
Policy

The Securities and
Investments Board

(SIB) (now known as
the Financial Services

Authority (FSA))

Oct 94

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business  Part II:
Specification of Standards and Procedures

SIB Oct 94

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Identifying Opt Outs
and Non-Joiners: Model Guidance

SIB Dec 94

Simplifying the Pensions Review Part 1: Statement of Policy SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review Part 2: Guidance and Model Specification SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review Schedules to Part 2 SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review: - Amending Guidance SIB Jan 97

The following text contained in a letter signed by A Bradshaw entitled ‘The
Securities and Investment Board’s (SIB) Review of Pension Transfers and
Opt-Outs. Eighth Quarterly Return for the period up to 30 September 1997’:

'…it should be noted that in order for the firm to indicate that their Review is
complete, but subject to Professional Indemnity Insurers instructions, all
priority case investors must be contacted to inform them that the Review has
been carried out and the firm’s conclusion.’

ICAI 1 Oct 97

Investment Business Gazette – Issue No. 25 – Section headed ‘The SIB
Pensions Review: Identification of Cases’

ICAI Feb 98

Pensions Review bulletin No 1 FSA Nov 98

Pensions Review bulletin No 2 FSA Dec 98

Pensions Review bulletin No 3 FSA Feb 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 4 FSA May 99

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: Optional Compliance Test for
transfer cases – Policy statement and model guidance

FSA Jul 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 5 FSA Aug 99

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: target date – Policy statement
and model guidance

FSA Sep 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 6 FSA Nov 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 7 FSA Dec 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 8 FSA Feb 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 9 FSA May 00

FSAVC Review Model Guidance FSA May 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 10 FSA Jun 00
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Pensions Review bulletin No 11 FSA Aug 00

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: Optional simplified approach
to testing for Financial Viability of transfer cases – Policy statement and model
guidance

FSA Sep 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 12 FSA Nov 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 13 FSA Feb 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 14 FSA May 01

Regulatory Update 94 The Personal
Investment Authority

(PIA)

Oct 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 16 FSA Nov 01

Notes

1. Any provision which relates to the priority review – that is, the review required by the documents published by
SIB in the above table – is designated so as to apply to Phase 2 of the review also.

2. Where not contained within the documents listed above, the economic assumptions published each quarter by
the FSA (formerly known as the SIB) beginning in February 1995 and relevant to Appendix L of the SIB’s
Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part II: Specification of Standards and Procedures,
are also designated.

3. Where the designation relates to a Regulatory Update published by PIA, the designation covers only those parts
of the Regulatory Update that relate to the reviews.
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Schedule 9

Designated pensions review provisions applying to firms which, immediately
before commencement, were members of The Law Society

Description of Provisions (see note 1) Published by Date
Published

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part I: Statement
of Policy

The Securities and
Investments Board

(SIB) (now known as
the Financial Services

Authority (FSA))

Oct 94

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business  Part II:
Specification of Standards and Procedures

SIB Oct 94

Council Statement – Document C The Law Society
Council

Jun 95
(amended
Dec 96)

Simplifying the Pensions Review Part 1: Statement of Policy SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review Part 2: Guidance and Model Specification SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review Schedules to Part 2 SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review: - Amending Guidance SIB Jan 97

Pensions Review and Redress Programme – Redress by Guarantee: Criteria SIB May 97

The following text contained in a letter signed by R A Butler entitled ‘Pension
Transfers and Opt Outs – Review of Past Business’ – letter reference
OSS/MIU/RAB:

‘Completion of the review in this context [the deadline for completion of the
review] should either be having informed clients that their transaction is
compliant or they have not suffered any losses or in the case of redress being
due, the case has been referred to the Solicitors Indemnity Fund.’

Office for the
Supervision of

Solicitors

3 Nov 97

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2 - Policy statement FSA/PIA Aug 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2 - Model guidance FSA Aug 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: model guidance - Further
information

FSA Oct 98

Council Statement – Document D The Law Society
Council

Oct 98

Pensions Review bulletin No 1 FSA Nov 98

Pensions Review bulletin No 2 FSA Dec 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: rebate-only cases - Policy
statement and model guidance

FSA Dec 98

Pensions Review bulletin No 3 FSA Feb 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 4 FSA May 99

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: Optional Compliance Test for
transfer cases – Policy statement and model guidance

FSA Jul 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 5 FSA Aug 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 6 FSA Nov 99

Pensions Review bulletin No 7 FSA Dec 99
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Pensions Review bulletin No 8 FSA Feb 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 9 FSA May 00

FSAVC Review Model Guidance FSA May 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 10 FSA Jun 00

Council Statement on the Review of Free-Standing Additional Voluntary
Contributions

The Law Society
Council

Jul 00

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: Optional simplified approach
to testing for Financial Viability of transfer cases – Policy statement and
model guidance

FSA Sep 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 1 FSA Sep 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 2 FSA Oct 00

Pensions Review bulletin No 12 FSA Nov 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 3 FSA Jan 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Jun 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 15 FSA Aug 01

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 4 FSA Sep 01

Council Statement on the Review of Free-Standing Additional Voluntary
Contribution Policies (No. 2)

The Law Society
Council

Oct 01

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 5 FSA Nov 01

Note

1. Where not contained within the documents listed above, the economic assumptions published each quarter by
the FSA (formerly known as the SIB) beginning in February 1995 and relevant to Appendix L of the SIB’s
Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part II: Specification of Standards and Procedures,
are also designated.
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Schedule 10

Designated pensions review provisions applying to firms which, immediately
before commencement, were members of The Law Society of Scotland (LSS)

Description of Provisions (see note 1) Published by Date
Published

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part I: Statement
of Policy

The Securities and
Investments Board

(SIB) (now known as
the Financial Services

Authority (FSA))

Oct 94

Pension Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business  Part II:
Specification of Standards and Procedures

SIB Oct 94

Simplifying the Pensions Review Part 1: Statement of Policy SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review Part 2: Guidance and Model Specification SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review Schedules to Part 2 SIB Nov 96

Simplifying the Pensions Review: - Amending Guidance SIB Jan 97

Pensions Review and Redress Programme – Redress by Guarantee: Criteria SIB May 97

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2 - Policy statement FSA/PIA Aug 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2 - Model guidance FSA Aug 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: model guidance - Further
information

FSA Oct 98

Pension transfers and opt outs review phase 2: rebate-only cases - Policy
statement and model guidance

FSA Dec 98

Letter signed by L H Cumming entitled ‘Pension Transfers and Opt-Outs –
Review of Past Business - GUIDANCE’ – letter reference PPR.LHC.JW.F

LSS 22 Apr 99

The following text contained in a letter signed by L H Cumming entitled
‘Pension Transfers and Opt-Outs – Review of Past Business – IMPORTANT
INFORMATION’ – letter reference PPR.LHC.JW.f:

‘If a complete new business register is available this should be reviewed to
identify all pension business between 29/4/88 and 30/6/94. All firms who were
authorised to conduct investment business during this period, and who did not
maintain a new business register for the whole period, must now write to
every insurance company with whom they had an agency with during the
review period and request lists of pension business transacted through their
agency…’

LSS 27 Jul 99

FSAVC Review Model Guidance FSA May 00

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Aug 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 1 FSA Sep 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 2 FSA Oct 00

FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 3 FSA Jan 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Mar 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA May 01

FSAVC Review Model Guidance Update FSA Jun 01

Letter signed by L H Cumming entitled ‘Pension Transfers and Opt-Outs –
Review of Past Business – Phase 2’ – letter reference PPR.LHC.IH

LSS 16 Jul 01
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FSAVC Review Bulletin Issue No: 4 FSA Sep 01

Pensions Review bulletin No 16 FSA Nov 01

Note

1. In addition to the documents listed above, the economic assumptions published each quarter by the FSA
(formerly known as the SIB) beginning in February 1995 and relevant to Appendix L of the SIB’s Pension
Transfers and Opt Outs Review of Past Business Part II: Specification of Standards and Procedures, are also
designated.
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GENERAL PROVISIONS AND GLOSSARY (AMENDMENT NO 3)
INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised
A. The Financial Services Authority amends the General provisions and the Glossary in the

exercise of the powers and related provisions listed in Schedule 4 to the General
provisions (Powers exercised).

B. The provisions of or under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act")
relevant to making rules and referred to above are specified for the purpose of section
153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement

C. This instrument comes into force immediately.

Amendment of the General provisions and the Glossary

D. The General provisions are amended in accordance with Annex A to this instrument.

E. The Glossary is amended in accordance with Annex B to this instrument.

Citation
F. This instrument may be cited as the General Provisions and Glossary (Amendment No 3)

Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
20 December 2001

FSA 2001/72
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Annex A
Amendment of the General provisions

Insert, in the table of transitional provisions under the heading “Transitional provisions
applying across the Handbook", the following additional rows numbered 23 and 24:

(1) (2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional
provision:

dates in force

(6)

 Handbook
provision:

coming into
force 

23 Every rule in
the Handbook
made by the
FSA

R Dealing as principal by certain
grandfathered firms

(1) This paragraph applies to a firm which
has permission to deal in investments as
principal which:

(a) is subject to a limitation to the effect
that the firm, in carrying on this
regulated activity, is limited to
entering into transactions in a
manner which, if the firm was an
unauthorised person, would come
within article 16 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Dealing in
contractually based investments);
and

(b) it was treated as having, at
commencement, as a result of article
6, 7, 8 or 9 of the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Order
2001 (SI 2001/3650);

unless the firm is an ISD investment
firm.

(2) The rules in the Handbook apply to, and
in relation to, a firm in (1) as if:

(a) the firm does not have, and does not
require, permission to deal in
investments as principal or to agree to
carry on that regulated activity; 

From 20
December
2001 until 19
December
2002

Various
dates
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(1) (2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional
provision:

dates in force

(6)

 Handbook
provision:

coming into
force 

(b) dealing as principal in a manner
which is excluded under article 15 of
the Regulated Activities Order
(Absence of holding out etc) (and
agreeing to do so) is not designated
investment business;

(c) dealing in investments as principal in a
manner described in (1)(a) (and
agreeing to do so) is an unregulated
activity (and hence also not designated
investment business); 

(d) PRIN 3.2.1R(2) does not apply; and 

(e) SYSC 1.1.3R(2) does not apply in
relation to SYSC 3.

24 Paragraph 23
and guidance in
the Handbook
other than in:
� COND;
� APER;
� FIT;
� AUTH;
� PROF;
� MAR 1

G (1) Paragraph 23 applies to banks, building
societies, insurance companies and friendly
societies which were not authorised under the
Financial Services Act 1986 but which were
grandfathered into authorisation under the Act
with a limited permission to deal in investments
as principal.  These firms were able to carry on
limited dealing as principal in both securities
and contractually based investments without
authorisation under paragraph 17 of Schedule 1
to the 1986 Act (Dealings as principal), and
were not subject to conduct of business rules for
such activities.  Firms used the exemptions
mainly for the purposes of treasury
management. 

(2) Under the Act, the exemption for contractually
based investments (article 16 of the Regulated
Activities Order (Dealing in contractually based
investments)) is not available to these firms, as
they are authorised persons.  Further, the
Handbook treats dealing in investments as
principal in relation to securities as designated
investment business, even if it falls within the
exemption in article 15 of that Order (Absence
of holding out etc).

(3) The transitional rule in paragraph 23 results in
the FSA’s rules applying to these firms as if
their article 15 and 16 dealing as principal was
not designated investment business nor a
regulated activity, pending FSA consultation on
the treatment of this activity under the
Handbook.  This transitional provision does not,
for example, affect the application of:

From 20
December 2001
until 19
December 2002

Various dates
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(1) (2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional
provision:

dates in force

(6)

 Handbook
provision:

coming into
force 

(a) rules, such as most prudential rules, whose
application is not dependent on the regulated
status of this activity;

(b) Principle 3 (Management and control) and
SYSC 3 (Systems and controls) in a
prudential context (PRIN 3.2.3R and SYSC
1.1.5R);

(c) Principle 4 (Financial prudence) and
Principal 11 (Relations with regulators)
(PRIN 3.2.3R);

(d) SYSC 2 (Senior management arrangements),
which continues to apply for dealing as
principal within article 15 and 16 (SYSC
1.1.3R(2));

(e) the rules of FOS Ltd in DISP.

(4) Firms to which paragraph 23 applies may also
regard the guidance referred to in column (2) as
being modified in the same way as the rules are
modified under paragraph 23.  
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Annex B
Amendment of the Glossary

Amend the following definitions as shown (underlining indicates new text, striking through
indicates deleted text):

industrial assurance
policy

a policy of industrial assurance, as defined in the Industrial
Assurance Act 1923.

a contract of insurance on human life, premiums in respect of which
are received by means of collectors, but excluding:

(a) a contract of insurance, the premiums in respect of which are
payable at intervals of two months or more; 

(b) a contract of insurance, effected whether before or after the
passing of the Industrial Assurance Act 1923 by a society or
company established before the date of the passing of that Act
which at that date had no contracts of insurance outstanding the
premiums on which were payable at intervals of less than one
month so long as the society or company continues not to effect
any such contracts; 

(c) a contract of insurance effected before the passing of the
Industrial Assurance Act 1923, premiums in respect of which are
payable at intervals of one month or more, and which have up to
the passing of that Act been treated as part of the business
transacted by a branch other than the industrial branch of the
society or company; and

(d) a contract of insurance for £25 or more effected after the passing
of the Industrial Assurance Act 1923, premiums in respect of
which are payable at intervals of one month or more, and which
are treated as part of the business transacted by a branch other
than the industrial branch of the society or company, in cases
where the relevant authority certified prior to 1 December 2001
under section 1(2)(d) of that Act that the terms and conditions of
the contract is on the whole not less favourable to the assured
than those imposed by that Act;

in this definition:

(i) “collector” includes every person, however remunerated, who,
by himself or by any deputy or substitute, makes house to
house visits for the purpose of receiving premiums payable on
policies of insurance on human life, or holds any interest in a
collecting book, and includes such a deputy or substitute; 

(ii) “collecting book” includes any book or document held by a
collector in which payments of premiums are recorded.

insurance business
transfer scheme

(a) a scheme, defined in section 105 of the Act, which is in summary:
a scheme to transfer the whole or part of the business of an
insurer (other than a friendly society) to another body;

(b) a similar scheme to transfer the whole or part of the business
carried on by one or more members of the Society or former
underwriting former underwriting members that meets the
conditions of article 4 of the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000 (Control of Transfers of Business Done at Lloyd's) Order
2001 (SI 2001/3626[number to be inserted later]).
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regulated activity …

which is carried on by way of business and relates to a specified
investment applicable to that activity or, in the case of (l), (m), (n)
and (o), is carried on in relation to property of any kind.

state of the
commitment 

(in SUP 18) (in accordance with paragraph 6(1) of Schedule 12 to the
Act (Transfer schemes: certificates)) (in relation to a commitment
entered into at any date):

(a) if the policyholder is an individual, the State in which he had
his habitual residence at that date;

(b) if the policyholder is not an individual, the State in which the
establishment of the policyholder to which the commitment
relates was established at that date; 

in this definition, "commitment" means (in accordance with article 2
of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Control of Business
Transfers) (Requirements on Applicants) Regulations 2001 (SI
2001/3625[number to be inserted later]) any contract of insurance of
a kind referred to in article 1 of the First Life Directive.



Lists of Investment Exchanges and Clearing
Houses Instrument 2001

A. The Financial Services Authority (the FSA) amends the Interim Prudential
sourcebook for investment businesses, the Interim Prudential sourcebook
for banks and the Glossary in the ways indicated in Annex A.

B. The FSA makes this instrument in the exercise of the powers and related
provisions in or under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the
Act) listed in Annex B.

C. The provisions of the Act relevant to altering rules and listed in Annex B
are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-making
instruments).

D. This instrument comes into force on 1 January 2002.

E. This instrument may be cited as the Lists of Investment Exchanges and
Clearing Houses Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
20 December 2001

FSA 2001/73
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Annex A

Part 1

Changes to the Interim Prudential sourcebook for investment
businesses

1.1 Replace Appendix 57 of IPRU(INV) 3 with the following:

Appendix 57

List of Exchanges and Clearing Houses Recognised for the
purposes of IPRU(INV) 3

1 Exchanges recognised for the purposes of IPRU(INV) 3

a. Any recognised investment exchange (see Appendix 33).

b. Any designated investment exchange (see Appendix 33).

c. Any regulated market (see SUP 17 Ann 5G).

2 Clearing Houses recognised for the purposes of IPRU(INV) 3

a. Any recognised clearing house.

b. Any of the following clearing houses:

ASX Settlement and Transfer Corporation Pty Ltd (ASTC)
Austrian Kontroll Bank (OKB)
Board of Trade Clearing Corporation
Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia S.p.A (CCG)
Commodity Clearing Corporation
Emerging Markets Clearing Corporation
FUTOP Clearing Centre (FUTOP Clearing Centralen A/S)
Hong Kong Futures Exchange Clearing Corporation Ltd
Hong Kong Securities Clearing Company Ltd
Kansas City Board of Trade Clearing Corporation
Norwegian Futures & Options Clearing House (Norsk Opsjonssentral
A.S. (NOS))
N.V. Nederlandse Liquidatiekas (NLKKAS)
OM Stockholm Exchange
Options Clearing Corporation
Options Clearing House Pty Ltd (OCH)
Sydney Futures Exchanges Clearing House (SFECH Ltd)
TNS Clearing Pty Ltd (TNSC)
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1.2 Replace Appendix 57 of IPRU(INV) 10 with the following:

Appendix 57

List of Exchanges and Clearing Houses Recognised for the
purposes of IPRU(INV) 10

1 Exchanges recognised for the purposes of IPRU(INV) 10

a. Any recognised investment exchange (see Appendix 33).

b. Any designated investment exchange (see Appendix 33).

c. Any regulated market  (see SUP 17 Ann 5G).

2 Clearing Houses recognised for the purposes of IPRU(INV) 10

a. Any recognised clearing house.

b. Any of the following clearing houses:

ASX Settlement and Transfer Corporation Pty Ltd (ASTC)
Austrian Kontroll Bank (OKB)
Board of Trade Clearing Corporation
Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia S.p.A (CCG)
Commodity Clearing Corporation
Emerging Markets Clearing Corporation
FUTOP Clearing Centre (FUTOP Clearing Centralen A/S)
Hong Kong Futures Exchange Clearing Corporation Ltd
Hong Kong Securities Clearing Company Ltd
Kansas City Board of Trade Clearing Corporation
Norwegian Futures & Options Clearing House (Norsk Opsjonssentral
A.S. (NOS))
N.V. Nederlandse Liquidatiekas (NLKKAS)
OM Stockholm Exchange
Options Clearing Corporation
Options Clearing House Pty Ltd (OCH)
Sydney Futures Exchanges Clearing House (SFECH Ltd)
TNS Clearing Pty Ltd (TNSC)
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Part 2

Changes to the Interim Prudential sourcebook for banks

2 Replace section 5 of Chapter BC of IPRU(BANK) with the following:

5 APPENDIX

5.1 Clearing houses and exchanges recognised for the purposes of Chapter BC of
IPRU(BANK). (Counterparty exposures to CEDEL and Euroclear continue to
attract a 20% weighting).

5.1.1 Exchanges

1 Any of the following:

a) any “recognised investment exchange”;

b) any “designated investment exchange”;

c) any “regulated market”

in each case, as defined in the central Handbook Glossary (“the Glossary”, as amended
from time to time).

5.1.2 Clearing Houses

2 Any of the following:

a) any “recognised clearing house” as defined in the Glossary;

b) any of the following clearing houses:

ASX Settlement and Transfer Corporation Pty Ltd (ASTC)
Austrian Kontroll Bank (OKB)
Board of Trade Clearing Corporation
Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia S.p.A (CCG)
Commodity Clearing Corporation
Emerging Markets Clearing Corporation
FUTOP Clearing Centre (FUTOP Clearing Centralen A/S)
Hong Kong Futures Exchange Clearing Corporation Ltd
Hong Kong Securities Clearing Company Ltd
Kansas City Board of Trade Clearing Corporation
Norwegian Futures & Options Clearing House (Norsk Opsjonssentral A.S.
(NOS))
N.V. Nederlandse Liquidatiekas (NLKKAS)
OM Stockholm Exchange
Options Clearing Corporation
Options Clearing House Pty Ltd (OCH) 
Sydney Futures Exchanges Clearing House (SFECH Ltd)
TNS Clearing Pty Ltd (TNSC)
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Part 3
Changes to the Glossary

3. In the Glossary, amend the definition of “designated investment exchange” with
as shown (striking through indicates deleted text):

Definition title Definition text

designated investment
exchange

any of the following investment exchanges:

American Stock Exchange
Australian Stock Exchange
Bolsa Mexicana de Valores
Bourse de Montreal Inc
Chicago Board of Trade
Chicago Board Options Exchange
Chicago Stock Exchange
Coffee,Sugar and Cocoa Exchange,Inc
Euronext Amsterdam Commodities Market
Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited
International Securities Market Association
Johannesburg Stock Exchange
Kansas City Board of Trade
Korea Stock Exchange
MidAmerica Commodity Exchange
Minneapolis Grain Exchange
New York Cotton Exchange
New York Futures Exchange
New York Stock Exchange
New Zealand Stock Exchange
Osaka Securities Exchange
Pacific Exchange
Philadelphia Stock Exchange
Singapore Exchange
South African Futures Exchange
Tokyo International Financial Futures Exchange
Tokyo Stock Exchange
Toronto Stock Exchange
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Annex B

Powers exercised

The following powers and related provisions in or under the Act have been
exercised to alter rules under this instrument:

Section 138 (General rule-making power)
Section 149 (Evidential provisions)
Section 156 (General supplementary powers)

The following power in the Act has been exercised to alter guidance under
this instrument:

Section 157(1) (Guidance)



CONDUCT OF BUSINESS SOURCEBOOK (AMENDMENT No 4) 
INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority alters the Conduct of Business sourcebook in the
exercise of the powers listed in Schedule 4 to the Conduct of Business sourcebook
(Powers exercised).

B. The provisions of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act") relevant to
making rules and identified in paragraph A are specified for the purpose of section 153(2)
of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement

C. This instrument comes into force as follows:

(1) the amendments in Annex 1 come into force on 1 January 2002;

(2) the remainder of this instrument comes into force immediately.

Amendment of the Conduct of Business sourcebook

D. The Conduct of Business sourcebook is amended as set out in Annex 1 to this instrument.

E. The transitional rules in the Conduct of Business sourcebook are amended as set out in
Annex 2 to this instrument.

F. Schedule 1 to the Conduct of Business sourcebook (Record keeping requirements) is
amended as set out in Annex 3 to this instrument.

Citation

G. This instrument may be cited as the Conduct of Business Sourcebook (Amendment No 4)
Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
20 December 2001

FSA 2001/74



ANNEX 1

Amendments to the Conduct of Business sourcebook

In this Annex, underlining indicates new text and striking through indicates deleted text.

COB 9.3 Client Money

COB 9.3.26R (2) Amend as shown below:

if regulated by the Law Society of Scotland, the Solicitors' (Scotland)

Accounts, Rules 1997 and the Solicitors' (Scotland) Accounts Certificate,s

Professional Practice and Guarantee Fund Rules 1997 2001;



ANNEX 2

Amendments to the Conduct of Business Transitional Rules

In this Annex, underlining indicates new text and striking through indicates deleted text.

COB Table TR1: COB Transitional Provisions:

Amend as shown below:

1.12 ETP7 R Client money assets

An ex-section 43 firm need not comply with

the provisions labelled ETP7 in Table COB

TR 2 in relation to its section 43 business

until the expiry of a period of 12 months

following commencement, provided it

continues to comply with the requirements

of the Grey Paper (version June 1999), as

published by the FSA, relating to the

segregation of money and other assets

belonging to counterparties.

commencement

to

commencement

plus 12 months

commencement

1.15 ETP9 R Group business disapplication for ex-

IMRO firms and ex-SFA firms

(1) This paragraph applies to a pre-N2

firm which immediately before

commencement was a member of IMRO

or SFA.

commencement

to 30 June 2002

commencement

(2) COB 1.3.1R applies to a pre-N2 firm an

ex-IMRO firm in (1) as if it provided as

follows:

"COB applies to firms with respect to

the carrying on of:



(1) all regulated activities except:

(a) to the extent that a provision

of COB provides for a

narrower application; and

(b) activities which fall within

article 69 of the Regulated

Activities Order (Groups and

joint enterprises),

notwithstanding, in respect of

article 69, article 4 (4) of that

Order (Specified activities:

general: investment firms);

and

(2) unregulated activities to the extent

specified in any provision of

COB.".

(3) COB 1.3.1R applies to an ex-SFA firm

in (1) as if it provided as follows:

"COB applies to firms with respect to

the carrying on of:

(1) all regulated activities except:

(a) to the extent that a provision

of COB provides for a

narrower application; and

(b) in relation to all of COB other

than COB 7.13 (Personal

account dealing) and the rules

in COB requiring records to be

made and retained, activities

which fall within article 69 of

the Regulated Activities Order

(Groups and joint enterprises),

notwithstanding, in respect of

article 69, article 4 (4) of that

Order (Specified activities:

general: investment firms);

and

(2) unregulated activities to the extent

specified in any provision of

COB.".



1.16 ETP9 G The purpose of ETP 9 is to carry forward

for ex-IMRO firms and ex-SFA firms the

former regulatory treatment of intra-group

investment business, which is carried on

in conjunction with investment business

for third parties.  The effect of that

treatment was that under the IMRO

rulebook the rules did not apply to the

business done for group companies which

fell within the group business exemption

in paragraph 18 of Schedule 1 to the

Financial Services Act 1986.  The effect

of that treatment under the SFA rulebook

was that with the exception of the rules

relating to compliance (of which the

personal account dealing and record

keeping rules are carried forward in COB)

the conduct of business rules did not

apply to the business done for group

companies that fell within the group

business exemption.  Effectively it was

only the non-group third party element of

the ex-IMRO firm’s such firms'

investment business that was subject to

IMRO’s rules to the relevant rules.  COB

would not have carried forward this group

business disapplication for such firms,

were it not for the introduction of ETP 9.

Note that during the transitional period

the FSA will be consulting on its

proposals how this issue should be treated

in COB after 30 June 2002.

commencement

to 30 June 2002

commencement



COB Table TR2: COB provisions to which transitional relief attaches

Amend as shown below:

COB Rule Rule Heading Label

ETP TTP TSP
Chapter 9 Client assets (whole chapter) ETP5

ETP 7

9.3 Client money ETP7
9.3.89R ETP1

ETP6



Annex 3

Amendments to COB Schedules

In this Annex, underlining indicates new text and striking through indicates deleted text.

Schedule 1 Record Keeping Schedule

Handbook
reference

Subject
of record

Contents
of record

When record
must be made

Retention
period

COB 7.12 3R and

COB 7.12.6E (1)

Customer orders Customer's name (or

other designation)/

account number; date

and time of receipt or

decision by the firm to

deal; who received the

order or made the

decision to deal; the

designated investment;

the  number of/total

value of the designated

investment inc

including any price

limit; whether sale or

purchase; any other

instructions received.;

and the nature of the

communication of the

customer order

When the order

arises

3 years

(after the date

of

completion

of the

transaction)



MARKET CONDUCT SOURCEBOOK (AMENDMENT NO 4) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority amends the Market Conduct sourcebook in the exercise
of the power in section 157(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Guidance).

 Commencement

B. This instrument comes into force immediately.

Amendment of the Market conduct sourcebook

D.  The Market conduct sourcebook is amended in accordance with the Annex to this
instrument.

Citation

E. This instrument may be cited as the Market Conduct Sourcebook (Amendment No 4)
Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
20 December 2001

FSA 2001/75



ANNEX

 

MAR 1.11.2G Amend as shown (underlining indicates new text, striking through
indicates deleted text):

……  The Treasury has prescribed all markets established under the
rules of a UK RIE and the market known as OFEX as markets to which
section 118 applies.  The following is a list of UK RIEs as at 19 July
2001 The prescribed markets, as at 5 December 2001, are:

(1) the markets established under the rules of the following (the UK
RIEs):

(a) COREDEAL Limited;

(b) The International Petroleum Exchange of London Limited;

(c) Jiway Limited;

(d) LIFFE Administration and Management;

(e) The London Metal Exchange Limited;

(f) London Stock Exchange plc (including AIM);

(g) OM London Exchange Limited;

(h) virt-x Exchange Limited;

(i) virt-x plc;

(2) the market known as OFEX.



FEES (No. 2) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised
A. The Financial Services Authority makes the rules and gives the guidance in this

instrument in the exercise of the following powers and related provisions in the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act"):

Section 156 of the Act (General supplementary powers);

Section 157(1) of the Act (Guidance);

Paragraph 17(1) of Schedule 1 to the Act (Fees).

B. The provisions of the Act relevant to making rules and listed above are specified for
the purpose of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement
C. This instrument shall come into force as follows:

(i) paragraph D comes into force on 1 January 2002; and

(ii) paragraph E comes into force immediately.

Amendment of AUTH
D. AUTH is amended by deleting AUTH 4 (including AUTH 4 Ann 1R) and replacing it

with the provisions in the Annex to this instrument.

Amendment of SUP
E. SUP is amended as follows:

(i) delete the number of 6.3.21G and move the text so that it becomes the final
sentence of SUP 6.3.20G;

(ii) renumber SUP 6.3.22G as SUP 6.3.21G;

(iii) insert the following new rule after SUP 6.3.21G:

"6.3.22 R If a firm applies for a variation of its Part IV permission, it must pay

the fee specified in Part 3 of AUTH 4 Annex 1R in either of the

following cases:

(1) if the variation is granted, the business of the firm will fall

within one or more fee blocks specified in Part 5 of AUTH 4

Annex 1R not applicable before the grant of the variation; or

(2) any other circumstances specified in Part 3 of AUTH 4 Annex

1R apply."

FSA 2001/76



Citation
F. This instrument may be cited as the Fees (No. 2) Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
20 December 2001



ANNEX
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Application type (see Part 2) Amount payable
(a) Straightforward     £2,000
(b) Moderately complex     £5,000
(c) Complex   £25,000

��
� � E !�$�)�.��, �
������

� 3�%)� ��
�������
8�
	 !����

Activity grouping Description
A.3 Friendly societies only
A.4 Friendly societies only
A.12 Advisory arrangers, dealers or brokers (holding or controlling cli-

ent money and/or assets)
A.13 Advisory arrangers, dealers or brokers (not holding or controlling

client money and/or assets)
A.14 Corporate finance advisers
A.15 Advisory only firms

� 3�%)� 1�	�
���), !�$�)�. !����

Activity grouping Description
A.5 Managing agents at Lloyd’s
A.7 Fund managers (holding or controlling client money and/or assets)
A.8 Fund managers (not holding or controlling client money and/or

assets)
A.9 Operators, trustees and depositaries of collective investment

schemes
A.10 Firms dealing as principal
A.11 Execution only arrangers, dealers or brokers

� 3�%)� !�$�)�. !����

Activity grouping Description
A.1 Deposit acceptors
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A.3 Firms conducting insurance activities subject only to pruden-
tial regulation (excluding friendly societies)

A.4 Firms conducting insurance activities subject to both pruden-
tial and conduct of business regulation (excluding friendly
societies)

��
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Activity grouping Fee–payer falls in the activity group if:
A.1 Deposit acceptors Its permission includes accepting deposits

BUT DOES NOT include one or more of the following:
• effecting contracts of insurance;
• carrying out contracts of insurance.

A.3  Firms conducting in-
surance activities subject
only to prudential regula-
tion

Its permission includes one or more of the following:
• effecting contracts of insurance;
• carrying out contracts of insurance;
BUT ONLY in respect of specified investments that are:
– general insurance contracts; or
– long–term insurance contracts other than life policies.

A.4  Firms conducting in-
surance activities subject
to both prudential and
conduct of business re-
gulation

Its permission includes one or more of :
• effecting contracts of insurance;
• carrying out contracts of insurance;

both in respect of specified investments including life policies;
• entering as provider into a funeral plan contract.

A.5  Managing agents at
Lloyd’s

Its permission includes managing the underwriting capacity of a
Lloyd’s syndicate as a managing agent at Lloyd’s.

A.6  The Society of
Lloyd’s

It is the Society of Lloyd’s.
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A.7  Fund Managers
(holding or controlling
client money and/or
assets)

Its permission includes managing investments;
AND one or more of the following:
• safeguarding and administering of assets (without arranging);
• arranging safeguarding and administration of assets;
• the ability to hold and/or control client money:

– that is, there is no requirement which prohibits the firm from
doing this;
– and provided that the client money in question does not only
arise from an agreement under which commission is rebated to a
client.

A.8  Fund Managers (not
holding or controlling cli-
ent money and/or assets)

Its permission includes managing investments;
BUT NEITHER of the following:
• safeguarding and administering of assets (without arranging);
• arranging safeguarding and administration of assets
AND if it EITHER:
• has a  requirement that prohibits the firm from holding and/or

controlling client money; OR
• if it does not have such a requirement, only holds/controls client

money arising from an agreement under which commission is re-
bated to a client.

A.9  Operators, Trustees
and Depositaries of col-
lective investment
schemes

Its permission includes one or more of the following:
• establishing, operating or winding up a regulated collective in-

vestment scheme;
• establishing, operating or winding up an unregulated collective

investment scheme;
• acting as trustee of an authorised unit trust  scheme;
• acting as the depositary or sole director of an open–ended invest-

ment company;
AND PROVIDED the firm is NOT one of the following:
• a corporate finance advisory firm;
• a firm whose activities are limited to carrying out corporate fi-

nance business;
• a venture capital firm.

A.10  Firms dealing as
principal

Its permission includes dealing in investments as principal;
BUT NOT if one or more of the following apply:
• the above activity is carried on exclusively in respect of life po-

licies;
• the firm is acting exclusively as a matched principal broker;
• the above activity is limited to acting as an operator of a collec-

tive investment scheme;
• the firm is a corporate finance advisory firm;
• the above activity is otherwise limited to carrying out corporate

finance business.
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A.11  Execution–only ar-
rangers, dealers or brokers

Its permission includes one or more of the following:
• dealing in investments as agent;
• arranging (bringing about) deals in investments;
• making arrangements with a view to transactions in investments;
• dealing as principal in investments where the activity is carried

on exclusively in respect of life policies or where the firm acts as
a matched principal broker;

BUT NONE of the following:
• advising on investments (except pensions transfers and pension

opt–outs); or
• advising on pension transfers and pension opt–outs.
AND PROVIDED the fee–payer is NOT any of the following:
• a corporate finance advisory firm;
• a firm for whom all of the applicable activities above are other-

wise limited to carrying out corporate finance business;
• a firm whose activities are limited to carrying out venture capital

business;
• a firm whose activities are limited to acting as an operator, de-

positary or trustee of a collective investment scheme.
A.12  Advisory arrangers,
dealers, or brokers  (hold-
ing or controlling client
money and/or assets)

Its permission includes one or more of the following:
• dealing in investments as agent;
• arranging (bringing about) deals in investments;
• making arrangements with a view to transactions in investments ;
• dealing as principal in investments where the activity is carried

on as a matched principal broker;
AND AT LEAST one of the following:
• advising on investments (except pension transfers and pension

opt–outs);
• advising on pension transfers and pension opt–outs;
• advising on syndicate participation at Lloyd’s.
AND CAN HAVE one or more of the following:
• safeguarding and administering of assets;
• arranging safeguarding and administration of assets;
• the ability to hold and/or control client money:

– that is, there is no requirement which prohibits the firm from
doing this;
– and provided that the client money in question does not only
arise from an agreement under which commission is rebated to a
client;

AND PROVIDED the fee–payer is NOT any of the following:
• a corporate finance advisory firm;
• a firm for whom all of the applicable activities above are other-

wise limited to carrying out corporate finance business;
• a firm whose activities are limited to carrying out venture capital

business;
• a firm whose activities are limited to acting as an operator of a

collective investment scheme;
• a firm who otherwise meets the requirements to fall in the A.4 activity

group.
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A.13  Advisory arrangers,
dealers, or brokers (not
holding or controlling cli-
ent money and/or assets)

Its permission includes one or more of the following:
• dealing in investments as agent;
• arranging (bringing about) deals in investments;
• making arrangements with a view to transactions in investments;
• dealing as principal in investments where the activity is carried

on as a matched principal broker;
AND AT LEAST one of the following:
• advising on investments  (except pension transfers and pension

opt–outs);
• advising on pension transfers and pension opt–outs;
• advising on syndicate participation at Lloyd’s;
BUT NEITHER of the following:
• safeguarding and administration of assets;
• arranging safeguarding and administration of assets;
AND MUST EITHER
• have a requirement that prohibits the firm from holding and/or

controlling client money; OR
• if it does not have such a requirement, only holds/controls client

money arising from an agreement under which commission is re-
bated to a client;

AND PROVIDED the fee–payer is NOT one of the following:
• a corporate finance advisory firm;
• a firm for whom all of the applicable activities above are other-

wise limited to carrying out corporate finance business;
• a firm whose activities are limited to acting as an operator of a

collective investment scheme;
• a firm who otherwise meets the requirements to fall in the A.4

activity group.
A.14  Corporate finance
advisers

The firm is carrying on corporate finance business.

A.15 Advisory only firms Its permission includes one or more of the following:
• advising on investments (except pension transfers and pension

opt–outs);
• advising on syndicate participation at Lloyd’s
BUT MUST NOT include:
• any of the dealing/arranging activities used in defining the A.11 to A.13

activity groups above;
AND PROVIDED the fee–payer is NOT one of the following:
• a corporate finance advisory firm;
• a firm for whom all of the applicable activities above are other-

wise limited to carrying out corporate finance business;
• a firm whose activities are limited to carrying out venture capital

business;
• a firm whose activities are limited to acting as an operator of a

collective investment scheme.
A.16   Pensions review
levy firms

It was liable to pay the Pensions Levy to the PIA in 2001/2002.
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1. The amount payable in relation to each application is £2,000.
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COMPENSATION SOURCEBOOK (CONFIRMATION AND AMENDMENT)
INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority makes this instrument in the exercise of the powers
and related provisions listed in the revised version of Schedule 4 to the Compensation
sourcebook (Powers exercised) which is attached to this instrument.

B. The provisions of or under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act")
relevant to rules and referred to in that list are specified for the purpose of section
153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement
C. This instrument comes into force immediately.

Confirmation of COMP
D. The Financial Services Authority notes that Schedule 4 to the Compensation

sourcebook , which was made on 15 November 2001, did not list all the powers under
which the Compensation Sourcebook Instrument 2001 was made.

E. The Financial Services Authority therefore confirms and remakes the Compensation
Sourcebook Instrument 2001 specifying all the powers which are listed in the revised
version of Schedule 4 to the Compensation sourcebook which is attached to this
instrument.

Amendment of COMP

F. The Compensation sourcebook is amended as follows:

(1) in column (2) of transitional provision 3, replace “COMP 13.6.77” with “COMP
13.6.7R”;

(2) replace Schedule 4 with the revised version of Schedule 4 attached to this
instrument.

Citation
G. This instrument may be cited as the Compensation Sourcebook (Confirmation and

Amendment) Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
20 December 2001

FSA 2001/77
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1 The following powers and related provisions in the Act and the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000 (Transitional Provisions, Repeals and Savings) (Financial
Services Compensation Scheme) Order 2001 (”the compensation transitionals
order”) have been exercised by the FSA to make the rules in COMP:
(1) Section 138 (General rule making power)
(2) Section 156 (General supplementary powers)
(3) Section 213 (The compensation scheme)
(4) Section 214 (General)
(5) Section 215 (Rights of the scheme in relevant persons insolvency)
(6) Section 216 (Continuity of long term insurance policies)
(7) Section 217 (Insurers in financial difficulties)
(8) Section 218 (Annual report)
(9) Section 223 (Management expenses)
(10) Article 4 (Pending Applications) of the compensation transitionals order
(11) Article 6 (Post–commencement applications) of the compensation transi-

tionals order
(12) Article 9 (Article 9 defaults occurring before commencement) of the com-

pensation transitionals order
(13) Article 10 (Applications in respect of compulsory liability insurance) of the

compensation transitionals order
(14) Article 12 (Applications under the new scheme) of the compensation

transitionals order

2 The following powers in the Act have been exercised by the FSA to give the guid-
ance in COMP:
(1) Section 157(1) (Guidance)



CREDIT UNIONS SOURCEBOOK INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority makes the rules and gives the guidance in this
instrument in the exercise of the powers listed in Schedule 4 to the Annex to this
instrument (Powers exercised).

B. The provisions of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the “Act”) relevant to
making rules and referred to above are specified for the purpose of section 153(2) of the
Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement

C. This instrument comes into force on 1 July 2002.

Citation

D. This instrument may be cited as the Credit Unions Sourcebook Instrument 2001.

E. The Annex to this instrument (including its Schedules) may be cited as the Credit unions
sourcebook (or CRED).

By order of the Board
20 December 2001

FSA 2001/78
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1 Table Transitional Provisions

(1) (2)

Material to
which the

transitional
provision
applies

(3) (4)

Transitional provision

(5)

Transitional
provision:

dates in force

(6)

Handbook
provision:

coming into
force

1 Every rule in
the Handbook
relating to a
credit union

R Where a transitional
provision in the Hand-
book refers to ”com-
mencement”, in relation
to a credit union it means
”credit unions day”.

From credit
unions day

varies de-
pending on
rule con-
cerned

2 As for 1 G Where a rule applies to a
credit union, its related
transitional provision will
also apply.  The effect of
paragraph 1 is to ensure
that the transitional provi-
sion applies from credit
unions day (and not from
the earlier date of com-
mencement).

As for 1 As for 1
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Form A SUP 10 Ann 4D Application to perform controlled functions under
the approved persons regime.

Form B SUP 10 Ann 5R Notice to withdraw an application to perform con-
trolled functions under the approved persons re-
gime.

Form C SUP 10 Ann 6R Notice of ceasing to perform controlled functions.

Form D SUP 10 Ann 7R Notification of changes in personal information or
application details.

Copies of these forms may be obtained from the FSA website or from the Individual Vet-
ting and Approval Department.
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����� 	��, ������ ���	�0 ��
�� ����
����� ��� ��	$����� 
	����,0 ����� �� ����� :����� �� �,*,�  5�
����������2 � ����#�� � �	�, �	��	���� "�� ��#��� �������
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��;�;� 4��������� ���� �� ����" � ����
����� 	��, ������ ���	� � ��������
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��/����� ���������  C����� �� �� ��������� ���	
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 �� ��
���
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�� �� �������� "����
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��	���2 �� ������ ��2 �	��, �������� �
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 �� ���	
���
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�����
 ��������� �� �� �� ������ � �� �� ����� :����� �� �,*, "��� ��
����������  ��� �( ����1 � ������� � ���� ������ ���� �����
 ����������  ���
�		������� 	��� ������� �� ������� ���#� ��� ���������� ��� �1	������
 ����
�� ��" � ��#	��� �� ���#��

��;�;� C���� �� ��� ��� ������ � �������� ������� �� �		������� ��� ����������
������ #����� � �������� ���� �� �		������� ��� � ���� �� �����

�	�%
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�		��������  C���� �����#���� �� �	������
 ��7����� � �� ���#��� �� 	��
�� �� �		������� ��� �� 	�������2 �� �� ��� ��7����� ��������� �����#����2
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 ��� ������ � ��#	��� ��� 	������!
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 "�� � #�� "�� �� �		����� �� 	�� �� �� ���������� 	������
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2 � "���� �� �1	�� � �� ��!

&(' �� �		����� #�
 "�����" �� �		������� ��� ���������� &��� ���� ��
�����

�	�' � ��
 �#� ������ �� �		������� ��� ���������� �� ������ ��
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��;�;� �� �		����� ������� � ����
 �� �� �����
 �� ��������� ���	
��
 &� ���������
����$��,' #�� ���� ���)	��
���	� �
 "�
 �� � ���� �� �����

�	� &�� ������ �������
�� ������� 	��������� ��� �������� �� ��� �> �� �� ���'�  ��� �� 	��	���� �� ��
����������2 #�#����� ������ �� � ������ ���	� ��� ���������� � �� ���	
��
 &�� ��
��#� "�
 �� ������ �� � �������� 
	����, ��� ���������� � �� ���	
��
'�

��;�;� C���� ���� �� � ������ ���	
��/����� �����

�	�2 ���������
 "��� ���� � ������
"����� � �		�
 � �� � $��
�	� % ������ ���	� �� � $��
�	� & ������ ���	�(

��;�;� �� �		����� ��� ���� �� �����

�	� #�� ���� ����� �		����� �
 �� ��� ��
���
	�
 "�� 	�����# ��� �� #��� �	���	���� ������	�
�  ��� ����	$�� ���
	�

����#� ��� �	���	���� ������	�
2 �� ��
 �		�
 � ������ ���	�
2 ��� �1	������ ��
��� 0�

��;�;� ��� ����
 ���)	��
���	� #����� &��#�' �1	����� �� ���� �� �����#������ ��
"���� ���)	��
���	� �� ��7�����2 �� ���)	��
���	� 	������ ��� �� ����
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��;�;� ��� ����� �� �� �����#���� ��� �	������
 ��7����� �
 �� ��� ��� � ���� ��
�����

�	�2 �� �� �		������� 	���2 �� �� �����7��� ��7����2 "��� �� 	��	�������
� �� ����� 	���� �
 ����
�  ��� �������2 �� �� ���� �� ������ ���	�
2 �� �����
	���� �
 � �		����� ������� �����

�	� � ����
 �� �� �������� �� � $��
�	� &
������ ���	� "��� ���#���
 �� ������ ��� ���� �� �� �		����� ������� � ����#� �
$��
�	� % ������ ���	��

��;�;� ��� ��� "��� 
	�����
 ��7���� �� �����"��� �����#���� ���# ��� �		������ �� �
#���#�#%

&�' � �������� 	��� "���� ��������� �� ��������� ����$����
 ��� ��
 ����������
�������� "���� �� �		����� 	��	���� � ����
 ��2 �� #�����#�� ���
������������� ������� �� �� �		����� ��� ������ �� ��
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���������� �������#���!

&$' �		��	�����
 ����
��� ��������� ����� ��� 	��8������ "���� ��#������ ��
�� �		����� �1	��� � ��#	�
 "�� �� ������� ��������� ���������
��7����#��� �		������� � ������ ���	�
 &��� ��� .�$��E&)'2 ��� + ���
��� ,'!

&(' ������ �� �� �
��#� � �� ����2 ��� �� ������� � �� 	� �� 	����2 ��� ��
������� �� �� ������ ���	� &��� ��� )�('!

&)' ������ �� �� ����������� � �� �������� �� �� ������� �� �� ������ ���	�2
	���������
 ���� 	�����#��� ��� �� #��� �	���	���� ������	�
 ��� "��#
����	$�� ���
	�
 ���� "��� �� ��7����� &��� ��� 0�('! ���

&.' � ���#�� ���# "� ������	�
 �� �� �		������� ��##��� �� #�����#��
������#���2 � �� ��� �� ���� ���"�����2 �� ��#	������� ��� �������
 ��
�� �����#���� ��		�����

��;�;� ��� ��� "��� ����� �� ���#�� 	������ �� ������������ ���� � ��� �������� ��
�		������� #��� ����� �� �		������� 	����  3����� ��� 	������2 �� ��� #�

�������� � �		��	���� � ��� ��� ��������� �����#����2 �������� ��������� �����
�� ��7���
 �� ���� ����������� ���# ���� 	����� �� �� �����#���� 	������� � �
�
 �� �		������  ��� ��� "��� ���#���
 "�� � #�� "�� �� �		�������
#�����#�� ��#2 �� ���� �"� ����2 � ������� ���� �		��������  �� 	�� �� ��
������#��2 �� ��� "��� �������� "����� �� �		����� �� ����
2 "������ ���
��������� � ��#	�
 "�� �� ��������
 ��7����#��� � "���� � "��� �� ���8�� �� �
�� ������ ���� �� �����

�	� � ����
 �� �� ��������� ����$����
 �������� � �� ��
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��;�;� ��� ��� #�
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 �� ��'��������
� ��� �1�#	��2 �� ���%

&�' ��� �#	��� ��������	�
2 ��� �1�#	��2 � ��#� �� ��#��� �� ��
�	���
 ���#
"��# �� ������ ���	� ��� ������ ���	
��
 ������ �� ������ 	����� �� �	������!
��� #��� �� ���� "����2 ��� �1�#	��2 � ������ ���	��
 �
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���7��� � �� ���� � 	������ � ���� ����#� �� ����������! ���

&$' �� ��� ��� �#	��� ��'��������
2 ��� �1�#	��2 � ������ �� ���	� �� � ������
���	��
 ���� �� �����

�	� � ����
 �� ��������� ����$����
 �� ��7���� � ������
���	� � ���#� ��������� ������ #��� ���7����
 ��� ���#�� &��� ��#� (�*'�

��;�;� C���� �� ��� ������� � �#	��� ��������	�
 �� ��'��������
 �� ��7����� �
 ��
�		�����2 ���� "��� �� ��������� "�� �� �		�����2 ��� �� �		����� "��� ��
�����#�� �� "����� ��� ����� �� �		�����
 � #��� ��	���������� ������ ��
��� ������� � ����� ���������
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���)	��
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 ������
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��2 � �������
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REQUIREMENT SECTION OF THE
RELEVANT ACTS

That the purposes of the society are those, and only those, of
a credit union.

Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(2)(a)

the promotion of thrift among the members of the society by
the accumulation of their savings

Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(3)

the creation of sources of credit for the benefit of the
members of the society at a fair and reasonable rate of in-
terest

Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(3)

the use and control of the members’ savings for their mutual
benefit

Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(3)

the training and education of the members in the wise use of
money and in the management of their financial affairs

Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(3)

That admission to membership of the society is restricted to
individuals all of whom fulfil a specific qualification which is
appropriate to a credit union (the ‘common bond’ between
members).

Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(2)(b)

following a particular occupation Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(4)

residing in a particular locality Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(4)

being employed in a particular locality Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(4)

being employed by a particular employer Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(4)

being a member of a bona fide organisation or being other-
wise associated with other members of the society for a pur-
pose other than that of forming a society to be registered as a
credit union

Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(4)

residing in or being employed in a particular locality Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(4)

being currently in receipt of a continuing and regular con-
tractual payment arising from employment by a particular
employer

Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(4)

being currently in receipt of a continuing and regular con-
tractual payment arising from employment by particular
employers in a particular area

Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(4)
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being currently in receipt of a continuing and regular pay-
ment arising from participation in the provision of a public
service of a particular nature, or of particular services asso-
ciated with such participation

Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(4)

residing in a particular locality, or being a member of a bona
fide organisation or group of organisations (or otherwise
having a continuing and active association with one or more
of such organisations) existing within that locality for a pur-
pose other than that of forming a society to be registered as a
credit union

Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(4)

any other qualifications as approved by the FSA Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(4)

That the rules of the credit union are in a form as agreed by
the FSA and provide for all matters required by the legisla-
tion.

Credit Unions Act
1979, s.4(1) and
Schedule 1

That the registered office of the credit union is in Great Brit-
ain.

Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(1)(c)

That a suitable name is chosen for the credit union. Credit Unions Act
1979, s.3

for credit unions with their registered office in England or
Scotland their name must always include the words ’Credit
Union’ and have ‘Limited’ as the last word in the name

Credit Unions Act
1979, s.3(1) and 3(4)

for credit unions with their registered office in Wales their
name may use ‘undeb credyd’ instead of ‘Credit union’ and
‘cyfyngedig’ instead of ’Limited’

The Welsh Language
Act 1993, s.28 and 29

That the credit union has at least 21 members. Credit Unions Act
1979, s.6(1)

only individuals can be members of a credit union Credit Unions Act
1979, s.5(1)

an individual is not a member of a credit union unless he
holds at least one fully paid–up share in that credit union

Credit Unions Act
1979, s.1(6)

That on registration there will be in force, in relation to the
credit union, a policy of insurance against fraud.

Credit Unions Act
1979, s.15
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SUBJECT SECTION OF THE REL-
EVANT ACTS

CANCELLATION OR SUSPENSION OF REGISTRATION

Power to cancel the registration of a credit union Industrial & Provident Societies Act
1965, s.16 as applied by Credit Uni-
ons Act 1979, s.20(1)

Power to suspend the registration of a credit union Industrial & Provident Societies Act
1965, s.17 as applied by Credit Uni-
ons Act 1979, s.20(1)

INSOLVENCY PROCEEDINGS

Provision of information: when a credit union is in receiver-
ship

Industrial & Provident Societies Act
1965, s.43

Provision of information: when a credit union is subject to a
creditors’ voluntary liquidation

Industrial & Provident Societies Act
1965, s.59

INFORMATION GATHERING AND INVESTIGATION POWERS

Power to require information from individuals who are, or
have been, officers of a credit union

Industrial & Provident Societies Act
1965, s.48 extended by Credit Unions
Act 1979, s.17(1)

Power to appoint an investigator to look into the affairs of a
credit union

Industrial & Provident Societies Act
1965, s.49 extended by Credit Unions
Act 1979, s.18(1)

AUDITING OF ACCOUNTS

Power to require the financial accounts of a credit union for
past years to be audited

Industrial & Provident Societies Act
1965, s.9(c)

SUSPENSION OF OPERATIONS

Power to issue a Direction suspending the operations of a
credit union

Credit Unions Act 1979,s.19

Power to vary or revoke a Direction suspending the oper-
ations of a credit union

Credit Unions Act 1979,s.19

COMPULSORY WINDING UP

Power to petition the court for the winding up of a credit
union

Credit Unions Act 1979,s.20(2)

PROSECUTION OF CRIMINAL OFFENCES

Power to prosecute offences under the Industrial & Provident
Societies Act 1965, Industrial & Provident Societies Act 1968
and the Credit Unions Act 1979

Credit Unions Act 1979,s.28
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This table gives the main location in the Enforcement manual where guidance appears
on the powers referred to in the Act list below.

This is an edited version of the table given at ENF 1 Annex 1G.

� 2�%)� 2�%)� �� ��6�
� 
���

�	 �� �� ��� ����
��$��� $���)

SUBJECT PART AND
SECTION OF

THE ACT

ENFORCEMENT
MANUAL LOCA-

TION
VARIATION AND CANCELLATION OF PERMISSION AND WITHDRAWAL OF AUTHORISA-
TION OF CREDIT UNIONS

Duty to withdraw authorisation Part III, s.33 ENF 5

Variation and cancellation on the FSA’s own initiative Part IV, s.45 ENF 3 (Variation), ENF
5 (Cancellation)

Prohibitions and restrictions Part IV, s.48 ENF 3.3.10G
PROHIBITION OF INDIVIDUALS

Power to make a prohibition order Part V, s.56 ENF 8
WITHDRAWAL OF APPROVAL FROM APPROVED PERSONS

Power to withdraw approval from approved persons
of credit unions

Part V, s.63 ENF 7

DISCIPLINARY POWERS AGAINST APPROVED PERSONS

Public statements of misconduct Part V, s.66 ENF 11 and ENF 12

Financial penalties Part V, s.66 ENF 11 and ENF 13
INFORMATION GATHERING AND INVESTIGATION POWERS

Power to require information from credit unions Part XI, s.165 ENF 2.3.2G – ENF
2.3.7G

Power to require credit unions to provide a report by a
skilled person

Part XI, s.166 ENF 2.3.8G – ENF
2.3.11G

Power to appoint persons to carry out general inves-
tigations into credit unions.

Part XI, s.167 ENF 2.3.12G – ENF
2.3.13G

Power to appoint persons to carry out investigations
in particular cases involving a person or a credit
union

Part XI, s.168 ENF 2.3.14G – ENF
2.3.15G

Powers of investigators appointed under s.167 Part XI, s.171 ENF 2.4.2G – ENF
2.4.5G and ENF
2.4.10G – ENF 2.4.12G

Additional powers of investigators appointed as a
result of s.168(1) or (4).

Part XI, s.172 ENF 2.4.6G – ENF
2.4.7G and ENF
2.4.10G – ENF 2.4.12G

Powers of investigators appointed as a result of
s.168(2)

Part XI, s.173 ENF 2.4.8G and ENF
2.4.10G – ENF 2.4.12G
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Information and documents: supplemental provisions
relating to investigators appointed under s.167 or
s.168.

Part XI, s.175 ENF 2.4.10G – ENF
2.4.12G

Entry of premises under warrant Part XI, s.176 ENF 2.15.1G – ENF
2.15.4G

DISCIPLINARY POWERS AGAINST CREDIT UNIONS

Public censure Part XIV, s.205 ENF 12

Financial penalties Part XIV, s.206 ENF 13
DISQUALIFICATION OF AUDITORS APPOINTED BY CREDIT UNIONS

Disqualification of auditors for failure to comply with
a duty imposed under the Act.

Part XXII, s.345 ENF 17

ORDERS AGAINST DEBT AVOIDANCE

Provisions against debt avoidance: the right to apply
for an order .

Part XXIV, s.375 ENF 10.9 and ENF
10.10

INJUNCTIONS AGAINST PERSONS

Injunctions for breach of a relevant requirement Part XXV, s.380 ENF 6.3, ENF 6.5 and
ENF 6.6

RESTITUTION

Power to apply to court for a restitution order Part XXV, s.382 ENF 9

Power to require restitution part XXV, s.402 ENF 9
PROSECUTION OF CRIMINAL OFFENCES

Power to prosecute offences under the Act and sub-
ordinate legislation

Part XXVII, s.401 ENF 15

Power to prosecute other offences Part XXVII, s.402 ENF 15
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Sourcebook or manual Reference
code

High Level Standards Principles for Businesses PRIN

Senior Management Arrange-
ments, Systems and Controls

SYSC

Statements of Principle and Code
of Practice for Approved Persons

APER

The Fit and Proper test for Ap-
proved persons

FIT

General provisions GEN

Business Standards 5 Interim Prudential sourcebooks IPRU

Conduct of Business COB

Market conduct, including:

Code of Market Conduct

Price stabilising rules

Inter–professional conduct

MAR

Training and Competence TC

Money laundering ML

Regulatory Processes Authorisation AUTH

Supervision SUP

Enforcement ENF

Decision making DEC

Redress Dispute resolution: Complaints DISP

Compensation COMP

Complaints against the FSA COAF

Specialist sourcebooks Collective investment schemes CIS

Credit unions CRED

Professional firms PROF

Lloyd’s LLD

Mortgages MORT

Recognised investment exchanges
and Recognised clearing houses

REC
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United Kingdom Listing Author-
ity

UKLA

Schedules:

  Transitional provisions

  Summary schedules:

1.  Record keeping requirements

2.  Notification requirements

3.  Fees and other required payments

4.  Powers exercised in making the Handbook

5.  Rights of action for damages

6.  Rules that can be waived

7.  Releases

Glossary of definitions

Index
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1 Introduction
1.1    The Credit Unions sourcebook

2 Reader’s Guide
2.1    What is this guide?
2.2    Structure
2.3    Contents of CRED
2.4    Status of provisions

2.4.2    Rules: R
2.4.4    Evidential provisions: E
2.4.6    Guidance: G

2.4.11    Direction: D
2.5    Numbering: Pages
2.6    Numbering: Contents
2.7    Defined terms
2.8    Schedules

2.8.2    Transitional provision
2.8.3    Schedule 1: Rules that can be waived
2.8.4    Schedule 2: Notification requirements
2.8.5    Schedule 3: Contents of the FSA Handbook
2.8.6    Schedule 4: Powers exercised in making the

Handbook
2.8.7    Schedule 5: Rights of action for damages
2.8.8    Schedule 6: Rules that can be waived
2.8.9    Schedule 7: Schedule of releases

2.9    Glossary of Definitions
3 The FSA’s Principles for Businesses

3.1    Application and Purpose
3.2    The Principles
3.3    Consequences of breaching the Principles

4 Senior management arrangements, systems and controls
4.1    Application and purpose
4.2    Apportionment of responsibilities
4.3    Systems and controls
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4.3.1    General
4.3.5    Rules and evidential provisions

4.3.15    Committee of management
4.3.19    Organisation
4.3.28    Documentation of systems of control
4.3.32    Accounting records and systems
4.3.37    Compliance
4.3.41    Management information
4.3.46    Information for the FSA
4.3.47    Personnel
4.3.50    Internal Audit
4.3.61    Business planning
4.3.69    Documentation of policies and procedures
4.3.72    Business continuity

5 Threshold conditions
5.1    Application and purpose
5.2    The Conditions

6 The Approved persons Regime
6.1    Application and purpose
6.2    The Statements of Principle of Code of Practice for Ap-

proved Persons (APER)
6.2.2    Introduction
6.2.4    The Statements of Principle
6.2.6    Code of Practice for Approved persons
6.2.7    Factors relevant to Statements of Principle
6.2.9    Enforcement procedures

6.3    Approved Persons
6.3.2    Introduction
6.3.3    Purpose of the regime
6.3.4    Controlled functions
6.3.5    Specification of functions

6.4    Assessing fitness and propriety
6.4.1    Purpose
6.4.2    Background
6.4.3    Assessing fitness and propriety

7 Investment and borrowing
7.1    Application, purpose and interpretation
7.2    Investment

7.2.1    Types of investment
7.2.2    Maturity investment
7.2.4    Cash in custody of officers
7.2.5    Investment conditions no longer satisfied
7.2.6    Transactions between credit unions

7.3    Funds held on trust for persons too young to be members
7.3.3    Borrowing
7.3.7    Financial risk management policy statement

8 Capital requirements
8.1    Application and purpose
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8.2    Components of capital
8.3    Version 1 credit unions

8.3.1    Requirement to maintain positive net worth
8.3.5    Building reserves
8.3.9    Minimum initial capital

8.3.12    Capital requirement for version 1 credit unions
wishing to lend amounts of more than £5,000 in
excess of the borrowing member’s shareholding

8.3.14    Capital requirements for large version 1 credit
unions

8.4    Version 2 credit unions
8.4.3    Minimum initial capital

9 Liquidity
9.1    Application, purpose and interpretation
9.2    General requirements
9.3    Minimum liquidity requirements

10 Lending
10.1    Application and purpose
10.2    General requirements
10.3    Lending limits
10.4    Large exposures
10.5    Provisioning

11 Conduct of Business Sourcebook (COB)
11.1    Introduction
11.2    Financial promotion

12 Money Laundering
12.1    Introduction

12.1.1    What is Money laundering?
12.2    Money laundering and the FSA
12.3    Identification of the Client
12.4    External Reporting
12.5    Government and Financial Action Task Force findings
12.6    Compliance Monitoring
12.7    Record keeping

13 Registration and Authorisation
13.1    Application and purpose
13.2    Introduction
13.3    What does registration mean?
13.4    Process for registration
13.5    What does authorisation involve?
13.6    Process for Part IV permission
13.7    Applying for approved persons status
13.8    The FSA’s decision making procedures

Ann 1    Requirements of Registration [table]
14 Supervision

14.1    The FSA’s approach to supervision
14.1.1    Application and purpose
14.1.6    The FSA’s risk based approach to supervision
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14.1.7    Tools of supervision
14.2    Information gathering by the FSA on its own initiative

14.2.1    Application and purpose
14.2.7   Information gathering by the FSA on its own

initiative: background
14.2.9    Information gathering by the FSA on its own

initiative: cooperation by credit unions
14.2.13    ”Mystery Shopping”

14.3    Auditors
14.3.1    Application and purpose
14.3.3    Appointment of auditors
14.3.5    Auditors’ qualifications

14.3.12    Auditors’ independence
14.3.16    Credit unions’ cooperation with their auditors
14.3.20    Notification of matters raised by auditor
14.3.22    Rights and duties of all auditors

14.4    Skilled persons
14.4.1    Application and purpose
14.4.3    The FSA’s power
14.4.4    Policy on the use of skilled persons
14.4.5    Appointment and reporting process
14.4.6    Duties of a credit union
14.4.8    Confidential information privilege

14.5    Application to vary or cancel Part IV permission
14.5.1    Application and purpose
14.5.5    Introduction
14.5.6    Applications for variation of permission

14.5.15    Applications for cancellation of permission
14.5.29    Ending authorisation
14.5.30    Additional guidance

14.6    Individual requirements
14.6.1    Application and purpose
14.6.4    The FSA’s powers to set individual requirements

on its own initiative
14.6.7    Criteria for varying a credit union’s permission

14.7    Waiver and modification of rules
14.7.1    Application and purpose
14.7.3    Introduction
14.7.5    Applying for a waiver

14.7.11    Notification of altered circumstances relating to
waivers

14.7.12    Publication of waivers
14.7.15    Varying waivers
14.7.16    Revoking waivers
14.7.19    Decision making

14.8    Individual guidance
14.8.1    Application and purpose
14.8.4    Making a request for individual guidance
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14.8.7    Giving individual guidance to a credit union on
the FSA’s own initiative

14.8.9    Reliance on individual guidance
14.9    Notifications to the FSA

14.9.1    Application and purpose
14.9.3    General notification requirements

14.9.13    Core information requirements
14.9.15    Inaccurate, false or misleading information
14.9.18    Form and method of notification

14.10    Reporting requirements
14.10.1    Application and purpose
14.10.4    General provisions on reporting
14.10.5    Quarterly Return
14.10.7    Annual Return

15 Enforcement
15.1    Application and purpose
15.2    Investigation and enforcement powers
15.3    The FSA’s approach to the use of its investigation and en-

forcement powers
15.4    The FSA’s policies and procedures for taking enforce-

ment action
Ann 1    Enforcement Powers [table – powers available under In-

dustrial and Provident Societies legislation and the Credit
Unions Act 1979]

Ann 2    Enforcement Powers [table – powers referred to in ENF]
16 Decision making manual (DEC)

16.1    Application and purpose
16.2    Introduction
16.3    Guidance on DEC

16.3.1    DEC 1
16.3.3    DEC 2
16.3.4    DEC 3
16.3.5    DEC 4

16.3.10    DEC 5
17 Complaints handling procedures for credit unions

17.2    Internal complaint handling procedures: general require-
ments

17.3    Eligible complainants
17.4    Internal complaint handling procedures: additional re-

quirements
17.5    Time limits for dealing with a complaint
17.6    Record keeping and reporting
17.7    Co–operation by credit unions with the Ombudsman
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The aim of the guidance in the following table is to give the reader a quick overall view
of the relevant record keeping requirements.

It is not a complete statement of those requirements and should not be relied on as if it
were.

& �	�
� ����� ������� ������������

Handbook
reference

Subject of
reference

Contents of record When record
must be made

Retention
period

CRED 4.2.11G Apportionment
of significant
responsibilities

Record of arrangements and
how responsibilities are
shared.

Immediately 6 years

CRED 12.2.3G Money
Laundering

Reference to ML 7 in rela-
tion to compliance and re-
cord keeping.

On–going in accord-
ance with ML 7

5 years from
dates specified
in ML 7.3

CRED 12.7.1G Money
Laundering

Specifies retention periods
in relation to evidence of
identity etc.

On–going As per ML 7

CRED 17.6.1R Complaints
Handling

Specifies retention period
of complaints.

From date of receipt 3 years
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The aim of the guidance in the following table is to give the reader a quick overall view
of the relevant requirements for notification and reporting.

It is not a complete statement of those requirements and should not be relied upon as if it
were.

& �	�
� ������	���� ������������

Handbook
reference

Matter to
be notified

Contents of notifica-
tion

Trigger
event

Time al-
lowed

CRED 4.3.5R Business plan Copy of business plan. Upon request As soon as re-
asonably
practical

CRED 4.3.7R Policies and
procedures
manual

Copy of policies and procedures
manual.

Wide range of detail as specified
as guidance in Chapter 4.

Upon request As soon as re-
asonably
practical

CRED 4.3.9R Documented
system of con-
trol

Systems of control. Upon request As soon as re-
asonably
practical

CRED 7.1.18R Financial risk
Management
Policy

Statement of financial risk man-
agement policy.

On conversion
to version 2

Upon request
to convert to
version 2

CRED 6.3.12G Approved Per-
sons

Application to perform a con-
trolled function.

When applicable Asap

Notice to withdraw application. Asap

Notice of ceasing to perform. Within 7 days
of cessation

Notification of changes in ap-
plication details.

Asap

CRED 9.3.3R Liquidity Liquidity Management Policy
Statement for version 2 credit
unions.

After adoption
and/or review or
amendment

As soon as re-
asonably
practical

CRED 10.3.1R –
CRED 10.3.2R

Lending Policy Current lending policy state-
ment.

After adoption
and/or review or
amendment

As soon as re-
asonably
practical
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CRED 10.5.5G Large Expo-
sures

Limits on large exposures to
avoid concentration of risk.

Upon request As soon as re-
asonably
practical

CRED 12.6.1G Money
Laundering

Report from MLRO. Upon request As soon as re-
asonably
practical

CRED 14.5.3G Appointment of
Auditors

Notification of vacancy of audi-
tor.

Notification of appointment of
auditor.

As applicable Immediately

CRED 14.5.21G Matters raised
by auditors

Possible notification to the FSA
of any written communication
from its auditor commenting on
internal controls.

When relevant Immediately

CRED 14.5.30G Duties of audi-
tors on ceasing
to audit a credit
union

Notification of his removal by
the credit union.

Resignation before his term in
office expires.

Is not re–appointed by a credit
union.

When applicable Immediately

CRED 14.5.31G Duties of the
auditors on
ceasing to audit
a credit union

Notification of any matter con-
nected with cessation of duties
that should be drawn to the
FSA’s attention or that there is
no such matter.

When applicable Immediately

CRED 14.9.11G Notification of
altered circum-
stances relating
to a waivers

Specifies the reference point the
credit union must refer to if a
waiver is no longer relevant or
appropriate.

When applicable Immediately

CRED 14.11.3G General noti-
fication

Credit union at risk of:

Failure to satisfy threshold
conditions;

Reputation at risk;

Services to members at risk;

Any matter that may result in
serious financial consequences.

When applicable Immediately

CRED 14.11.5G General noti-
fication

Any proposed re–organisation
that may have a significant im-
pact.

Failure in systems or controls.

Material change to capital ad-
equacy or solvency.

As soon as the
credit union is
aware

At an early
stage

CRED 14.11.7G General noti-
fication

Breaches of rules or principles,
statutory requirements or the
prosecution or conviction of any
of the committee of manage-
ment.

As soon as the
credit union is
aware

Immediately
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CRED 14.11.8G General noti-
fication

Significant civil proceedings,
action for damages against the
credit union or prosecution or
conviction of the credit union.

As soon as the
credit union is
aware

Immediately

CRED 14.11.10G General noti-
fication

Fraud, irregularities and miscon-
duct.

As soon as the
credit union is
aware

Immediately

CRED 14.11.12G General noti-
fication

Legal steps involving in-
solvency, bankruptcy or winding
up.

As soon as the
credit union is
aware

As soon as
possible

CRED 14.11.13G Core informa-
tion require-
ments

Change in name, address or
legal structure.

As soon as the
credit union is
aware

Immediately

CRED 14.11.16G Inaccurate,
false or mis-
leading in-
formation

Notification that information al-
ready provided is incorrect.

As soon as the
credit union is
aware

Immediately

CRED 14.12.5R Quarterly Re-
turn

Quarterly return form. End of quarter 1 month after
quarter event

CRED 14.12.7R Annual Return Annual Return. End of financial
year

7 months after
financial year
end

CRED 17.6.3R Complaints Number of complaints received. Year ending 31
March

30 April

CRED 17.6.9R Record Keep-
ing & Report-
ing

Change in credit union contact
for complaints handling.

As appropriate Via the next
quarterly re-
turn
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There are no requirements for fees or other payments in CRED.
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The following powers and related provisions in the Act have been exercised by the FSA
to make the rules in CRED:

(1)  Section 138 (General rule–making power);

(2)  Section 149 (Evidential provisions); and

(3)  Section 156 (General supplementary powers).

The following power in the Act has been exercised by the FSA to give guidance in
CRED:

(1)  Section 157(1) (Guidance).
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The table below sets out the rules in CRED contravention of which by an authorised
person  may be actionable under Section 150 of the Act (Actions for damages) by a per-
son who suffers loss as a result of the contravention.

If a ”Yes” appears in the column headed ”For private person?”, the rule may be action-
able by a ”private person” under section 150 (or, in certain circumstances, his fiduciary
or representative).  A ”Yes” in the column headed ”Removed” indicates that the FSA has
removed the right of action under Section 150(2) of the Act.  If so, a reference to the rule
in which it is removed is also given.

The column headed ”For other person?” indicates whether the rule is actionable by a
person other than a private person (or his fiduciary or representative).  If so, an indica-
tion of the type of person by whom the rule is actionable is given.

& �	�
� $����� ��� �	�	���7  ������ ������ ���������

Right of action under section 150

Chapter /
Appendix

Section /
Annex

Paragraph For private
person?

Removed? For other
person?

All rules in CRED with the status letter ’E’. No No No

All other rules in CRED. Yes No No
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The rules made in CRED can be waived by the FSA under section 148 of the Act
(Modification or waiver of rules).

CRED includes guidance on rules made in other parts of the Handbook.  Reference
should be made to those parts of the Handbook concerning waiver of those rules.
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This schedule will list by serial number each release containing amendments made to
CRED since it was first published.  Since CRED is being published for the first time,
there are no entries in this schedule.



CREDIT UNIONS SOURCEBOOK
 (CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS) INSTRUMENT 2001

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority amends the Supervision manual, the Complaints
sourcebook and the Glossary in the exercise of the following powers and related
provisions in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act"):

(1) section 138 (General rule-making power);
(2) section 149 (Evidential provisions);
(3) section 156 (General supplementary powers);
(4) section 157(1) (Guidance); and
(5) section 340 (Appointment).

B. The provisions of the Act relevant to rules and listed above are specified for the purpose
of section 153(2) of the Act (Rule-making instruments).

Commencement

C. This instrument comes into force on 1 July 2002.

Amendments to SUP, DISP and the Glossary

D. The Supervision manual, the Complaints sourcebook and the Glossary are amended in
accordance with:

(1) Annex A to this instrument (Amendments to SUP, DISP and the Glossary); and
(2) Annex B (Forms QR and AR).

Citation

D. This instrument may be cited as the Credit Unions Sourcebook (Consequential
Amendments) Instrument 2001.

By order of the Board
20 December 2001

FSA 2001/79



Annex A
Amendments to SUP, DISP and the Glossary

In this Annex, where amendments are shown rather than described, underlining indicates new
text and striking through indicates deleted text.

Supervision manual

SUP 3.1.2R Insert the following new row in the table:

Category of firm Sections applicable
to the firm

Sections applicable
to its auditor

(5
A)

Credit union SUP 3.1-
SUP 3.7

SUP 3.1, SUP 3.2,
SUP 3.8

SUP 16.1.3R Amend the rows for SUP 16.4 and SUP 16.5, and for SUP 16.7, as shown:

16.1.3 R Table Application of different sections of SUP 16

(1) Sections (2) Categories of firm to
which section applies

Applicable rules and
guidance

SUP 16.4 and SUP
16.5

All categories of firm except:
(-a) a credit union;
(a)  an ICVC; 
  ….

Entire sections

SUP 16.7 Credit union

Bank,….

SUP 16.7.62R to
16.7.63R

SUP 16.4.1G Amend as shown :

16.4.1 G  The effect of SUP 16.1.1R is that this section applies to every firm

except:

(-1) a credit union;

(1) an ICVC;

….



SUP 16.5.1G Amend as shown :

16.5.1 G  The effect of SUP 16.1.1R is that this section applies to every firm
except:

(-1) a credit union;

(1) an ICVC;

….

SUP 16.7.5G Insert the following new row at the beginning:

Firm category Applicable rules and guidance
Credit union SUP 16.7.62R to SUP 16.7.63R

SUP 16.7 After SUP 16.7.61G, insert the following new heading and rules:

Credit unions

16.7.62 R  A credit union must submit reports to the FSA in accordance with,
and in the same format as, the forms contained in SUP 16 Ann
13R, as set out in SUP 16.7.63R.

16.7.63 R  Table:  Financial reports required from a credit union (see SUP
16.7.62R)

Content of report Form Frequency Due date

Key financial data QR Quarterly One month after quarter
end

Annual audited
financial statement

AR Annually Seven months after
financial year end

SUP
App 1 1.3.1G

Insert an additional row in the appropriate alphabetical position, and amend
Note 2, as shown:

Prudential categories
(Note 1)

Applicable prudential
requirements (Note 2)

Prudential sub-
categories

Credit union CRED 7, 8, 9, and 10 Version 1 credit union
Version 2 credit union

Note 2 = Only the requirements in the Interim Prudential sourcebooks, and LLD,
and CRED  are listed in the column.  Requirements in other parts of the
Handbook will also apply.



Complaints sourcebook

DISP 1.1.1R Amend as shown:

This chapter applies to every firm in respect of activities carried on from an
establishment maintained by the firm (or its appointed representative) in the
United Kingdom, except:

(1)(a) a firm that is exempt under DISP 1.1.7R; or

(b) a UCITS qualifier; or

(c) an authorised professional firm in so far as its non-mainstream regulated
activities are concerned; or

(d) a credit union; or

(2) in relation to the Society of Lloyd's and members of the Society and
managing agents, DISP 1 applies subject to DISP 1.7 (The society of Lloyd's).

DISP 1.1.4G Renumber the existing provision as (1) and insert the following new
paragraph:

“(2) Rules and guidance relating to complaints handling by credit unions are
contained in CRED 17.”

Glossary

Delete the existing definition of “credit union”

Insert the following new definitions in the appropriate alphabetical position:

credit union a body corporate registered under the Industrial and Provident
Societies Act 1965 as a credit union in accordance with the
Credit Unions Act 1979, which is an authorised person.

registered only credit
union

a body corporate registered under the Industrial and Provident
Societies Act 1965 as a credit union in accordance with the
Credit Unions Act 1979, which is not an authorised person.

version 1 credit union a credit union whose Part IV permission includes  a
requirement that it must not lend more than £10,000 in excess
of a member's shareholding;
in this definition a "member's shareholding" means any shares
held by a member of the credit union within limits set by
section 5 of the Credit Unions Act 1979.

version 2 credit union a credit union which is not a version 1 credit union.



Annex B
Forms QR and AR

After SUP 16 Ann 12 G, insert:
Sup 16 Ann 13R: Forms QR and AR
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Assets

Fixed assets

Investments

Juvenile deposits

Members’ loans

less: Provision for doubtful debts

Credit Union Loans

Cash and Bank balances

Other assets (specify) . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Total Assets

Liabilities

Shares

General Reserve

Other reserves

Juvenile fund

Credit Union Loans

Bank loans

Bank overdrafts

Other liabilities (specify) . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Profit / (Loss)

Total Liabilities

Income

Entrance fees

Loan Interest

Bank Interest

Credit Union Loan Interest

Grants and Donations

Other Income (specify)

. . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . .

Total Income

Expenditure

Officers and staff

Audit

Occupancy

Printing, etc.

Bank Charges

Credit Union Loan Interest

Insurance

Bad debts written off

Bad Debt Provision

Other Expenditure (specify)

. . . . . . . . .

Total Expenditure

BALANCE SHEET

( )

£

This quarter

£

Year to date

£

 at quarter ended on / /

REVENUE ACCOUNT

This quarter

£

Year to date

£

£
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Receipts

Share receipts

Loan repayments:

Capital

Interest

Other receipts (specify)

. . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . .

Total receipts

Payments

Shares repaid

Loans to members

Management expenses

Other payments (specify)

. . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . .

Total payments

CASH FLOW STATEMENT

Juvenile Deposits

Fund at start of quarter

Add New deposits

Interest on fund

Deduct Deposits withdrawn

Administration charge

Fund at end of quarter

£

( )

( )

This quarter

£

Year to date

£

This quarter

£

Year to date

£
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Credit Union Loans

Loans to other credit unions

Payments

Receipts

Loans from other credit unions

Receipts

Payments

This quarter

£

Year to date

£

Analysis of loans in arrears (after write-offs) at end of quarter

Number

Amount

Over 1 month

up to 3 months

Over 3 months

up to 6 months

Over 6 months

up to 12 months

Over 12 months Total

£ £ £ £ £

Total amount of loans more than 1 month in arrears as a percentage of total loans outstanding
%

Loans in arrears considered to be irrecoverable

Loans in arrears refinanced or rescheduled

Number

Number

Amount

Amount

£

£
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Changes in Personnel -   please give details of changes in the Board of Directors/Committee of Management

and other Officers since the submission of the last quarterly return. Also include

any changes in private address of current personnel.

Name                           Address
(Please state title                    (Please state full postal address

Mr, Mrs, Miss etc.)                including post code) Office On/Off Training received Date of change

/ /

/ /

/ /

/ /

/ /

/ /

/ /

/ /

/ /

/ /

/ /

/ /
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Signatures - One signatory should be the Treasurer, the Chair or the Secretary (no deputies); and

the second signatory should be the Chair of the Supervisory Committee/Internal Audit, or

one of his/her deputies.

Signature and Name Contact phone no. Date

President or Chair/

Treasurer/Secretary

Chair of Supervisory

/Internal Audit

Committee

/ /

Verification

Cash and Bank balances at end of quarter

Has all cash been banked as per the Credit Union’s policy document and

its policy of insurance?

Enter YES or NO

I, , a member of , *

hereby certify that I have counted the ‘Cash in custody of officers’, and found the total to be in

agreement with the figure shown below; and reconciled the figure for ‘Cash at Bank’ as shown

below with the bank statements.

*Insert whether a member of the Supervisory or Internal Audit Committee or other office. The Treasurer or Assistant

Treasurer should not make the verification.

Signature* Date

 /             /

Cash in custody of officers
(as per books of account)

Cash at Bank
(as per books of account)

£ £

/ /
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